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If you want
to purchase a new oif second-hand motor
cycle, or to arrange an exchange, write or

call at

Wauchope's
the largest dealers, where you can be
certain to get proper treatment. Ready
for immediate delivery— 1907 Triumphs,
1908 Quadrants, Light Ariels. Minervas,

Only address

:

F.N.s, etc.

Wauchope's
9, SHOE LANE, FLEET STREET,

Telephone No. 57/7 Holborn
TeleiJrams: "OPIFICKR. London LOXDON, E.C

Settle the Question ?

OF THE BEST SIDECAR AT OUR RISK!

THE "MONTGOMERY" PATENT SIDECAR
'

is better than any other.

We make definite claims of superiority : if all these claims do not prove
to be correct in practice we will refund your money in full at any time

within three months of date of purchase.
Can we do anything more for you ? Lists fret on application.

W. MONTGOMERY & Uu., Manufacturers and Patentees, BURY ST. EDMUND'S.
Of all C} c'e Agents, or direct where unrepresented.

Price's Stands
THE

I

I.

CK WHEEL OUT AND
lOTH SIDES STAND.

'?6,000 in use.
'i shape of chain stays, and /O

Per paif.

PRICE & Co.,
Telephone 5867 Central

ii'eight of ^vheels
entees and Manufacturers:

11, MOUNT PLEASANT, E.C
LONDON, ENSLiVNQ.

THE RILEY CYCLE CO Ltd. COVENTRY
London Agents : The Service Co. 292, HIgli l4olborn, W.C. where trials can

Each«MILLFORD"Sid
Is a. Running Advertisement.

NEED WE SAY MORE?
Have you read the pamphlet " OtI er Pe pie's Cpinions upon Side.

If not, why not get it? It's free.

iVULLS-FULFORD, Crown Works, COVE
Lcndon Agents : SERVICE CO., 292-3, High Holborn, W.C.

EAGLES & CO., 275, High Street, Acton, \

WAUCHOPES, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Stree.t,

Every Motor Cyc
should read

useful hook
It contains nearly 600 pj

and " wrinkles " relating

driving, care, and manag
Motor Vehicles, and altho
ten for the Car Driver i

useful to the user of
Bicycle or Tricar

Copiously inc'exed Str<

bound in cloth.

/^J^rice 2/10. Post

From ——
"Z^"""'''''^

The Offices of " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor St.,

E.G.

M.C.C. TEAM TRIALS. Illustrate
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-INCOI^IM ELK LightweiiTht, 3 h.p.

319-10!
LENOIO HILL CLIMBER.

U go at 40 miles an hour.

E MOST MARVELLOUS VALUE
ER OFFERED IN MOTORS.

4ade throughout oi the pramijCJ.

LONDON agi;nis :

IS. PRICE & CO., 11, Mount Pleasant, S.C

LINCOLNSHIRE M.C.C.
RELIABILITY TRIAL.

Four Lincoln Elks were entered. All

got through without engine troubles.

Two tone driven by Mr. A. Harrison,

a novice) were in the best five.

KIRBY & EDWARDS,
BROADGATE, LiNCOLN.

17 Years' Reputation.

Send for catalogue. Te!ephr)ne 2v5.

'he Hail Mark of an up-to-

date machine is a

'avison Petrol

AND

SEND FOR LIST OF

DAVISON
Specialities.

i ALL 'A LITTLE BETTER.'
-^

SPECIAL /IND HIGH-
CLASS

Tanks
MADE PROMPTLY.

. 0. DAVISON, 12a, Pleasant Row, High Street, Camden Town LONDON, N.

Oil Gauge.

PHEY CAN, HOWEVER,
JE EASILY FITTED TO

EXISTlT^fG TANKS.

No Hill is Dangerous
to the motor cyclist who is equipped with the

BflWDEN

RIM

BRAKE.
Back Rim Pat ern.

>hoe Only - . . 6/S
Vith Pads - - - 6/9
)omplete Brake ro'''''J''".^.V'°f^ 16/2 to 18/6\Bjwden Wire f ' '

ront Rim Pattern complete 12/6
Easily detached Irom wire, if wheel requires removing.

r"°*IVI IRACULUM ?;Uctes

^. M. Bowdcn's Patents Syndicate, Ltd.
29, BALDWIN'S GARDENS,

GRAY'S INN ROAD, LONDON E.G.

Hermetic

Tyres
FOR MOTOR CYCLES, WITH SPECIAL NON-
SKIDDING RUBBER TREADS, are noted for

HIGHEST GRADE QUALITY,
GREAT DURABILITY,
MODERATE PRICES.

The "Hermetic" open end patent detachable

joint air tubes— guaranteed efficient and reliable.

New non-skid rabtcr treads vulcanised on worn

tyres.

Supplied by all Agents.

The Self-Sealing Bubber Co., Ltd.,

Ryland Street, Birmingham.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirahle that you mention " Tie Motor Cycle
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INERYA
LONDON— EDINBURGH — LONDON

.

M.CC. CUP
Won by Mr*. S. G. Frost on 4i h.p. Two
Cylinder Minerva. iVIr. Frost writes:

" NOT A SINGLE ADJUSTMENT WAS MADE
THROUGHOUT. THE WAY THE ENGINE

PURRS OFF THE MILES WITH AB-

SOLUTE RELIABILITY ISA MARVELTO ME."

Fully Illustrated
Ca.ta.ios^ue on application.

MINERVA MOTORS, Ltd.,
40, Holborn Viaduct, London, E.G.

MINERVA GOODS and REPAIRS, Ltd.,

15-17, CHARLOTTE STREET, W.

THE DOUGLAS.
Price

30 Guineas.

2% h.p. Twin-cylinder,

Bosch H.T. Magneto.

High-grade fittings.

^tnd to the makers for booklet—

The best lightweight on

the market, and British

made. Noted for its

smooth running, extreme

silence, and exceptional

reliability.

Douglas Bros.,
Kingswood, Bristol.

PHANOMEN Motor Cycles.
The Hall Mark of mechanical efficiency. '

/

Bosch Magnetos to

all models.

Naka Gear
£12 extra.

Reliability.

The 6 h.p. two-speed Phanomen made
NON-STOPS in both this year's A.C.U.

Quarterly Trials.

Prices. ^

£37. 3 h.p. 82x84.
£39. 3ih.p. 86x84.
£46. 4 h.p.Twin 67 x 72.

£50. 6 h.p.Twin 74 X 84.
Send at once for catalogue.

Showroom: 49, King Square, President Street, Goswell Road, E.G. ; also at the Service Co., Ltd., 282, High Holborn, W.G.
Agent for Cardiff and District—ROBERT BEVAN, 31, Castle Street, Cardiff.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle." ...
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HITTLES*
CPATENT>

LINK-GRIP
Non-slip Endless Leather Belts for

MOTOR CYCLES, FANS, Etc.

No

stening

ink

uired.

orten-

ng

mple

)d easy.

Great

trength.

Less

power

required.

Not

affected

Ity wet.

Will

drive

wlien

slack.

Trebles the life of the Pulleys.

i/VHAT MANY OF OUR
CUSTOMERS SAY:

" Have had belt in use for over three

/ears."

" Done upwards of 20,000 miles."

" The only belt for heavy passenger

vork."

" Five times cheaper than any other."

" The poor man's belt.

" No sign of slip."

" The 'no trouble' belt."

" Have not taken belt off pulleys for

two years
"'

" The best belt on the market."

Send for new Booklet with full dir ctions and copies of recent

testimonial;.

Thos. Whittle & Sons, Ltd.,

Rose and Crown St., WARRINGTON.
Telephone 365Y. Telegicams—" B«lt,"eW»i>rlngton.

In answering any of these advertisements it is

The FuUer 'HaU-gainea'

Plain Oofl.

3in. X 3in. X 4in.

Price .. 10/6
Twin do. . . 21/-

Stocked by
Gajiuge, Benetfink, &c.

In buying Coil or . .

Accumulator, go . .

FIRST for QUALITY.

A small saving in first

cost is no compensation
for roadside worries.

FUUER

Accumulators

and Coils

are everywhere recognised

as

PRE-EMINENT
FOR QUALITY.

John C. Fuller & Son,

Woodland Worlis,

''"^L%'^«W|h."'- Bow, London, E.
Rex, 16 amps 16/- ,. , , . iu tt- i. ^

2|in. X 3|in. X 5iin. hijh. Manufaeturers ol the Htgtiest

Midgei, i6amps 16- Grade IgnitiOD Apparatus.
] jin. xSin. x4Jin. high. ° '^'^

m^

1908 HANDLE-BAR CONTROLLED

CARBURETTER.
SOME Oh ITS FEATURES :

EFFICIENCY, LIGHTNESS, STRENGTH,
DURABILITY, AND ADAPTABILITY.

Supplied complete; ready to
fit any machine. The length
of cabling required, and the
diameter "of cylinders only
need be given.
Supplied for 1907 or 1908
"Triumphs." and can b
fitted without any alteration
to any of the existing parts

A Customer writes:
" My machine, with vour handlebar

controlled carburetter fitted, is streets
ahead of any other, and as for the
handlebar control, well, with apolo-
eies to the Waverley Pen people, it

is a boon and a blessing to motor
cyclists."

CAN BE SEEN AT :

"^CIj"'"'
*s3gs;y|j^|jjjg»>' 1 3, Cecil Court, Cliaring Cross Road,

W.C. {Mr. Carpenter).

90, Mitchell Street, Glasgow
(Mr. Trevor).

Write for Booklet to

BROWN & BARLOW, LIMITED i-oveday street,^»vw»n m. uwiivfcvw», fciiTiiicn,
BIRMINGHAM.

See next week's issue for lever controlled carburetter.

d^irable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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CHATER LEA FITTINGS.

Regd. 524248.

Chater Uea Back-pedalling:

PULLEY RIM BRAKE.
Fits Chater Lea machines and many others.

Powerful. Smooth. Reliable.

PRICE 15/- O-F all A^en-ts.
Machine can be wheeled backwards

; cannot jam ; instant release-

LONDON—EDINBURGH.
The lightest, lowest priced, and

smallest powered car in this run
was the

CHATER LEA

CARETTE
(latest pattern, chain drive), which
secured the

GOLD MEDAL,

A simple and efiicient two-seated
light car; air-cooled engine, no differ-

ential, two-speed gear.

Price 95 Guineas.

Works : Golden Lane, London, E.C.
1908 LIST,
TRADE ONLY,
Post Free.

Sole Manufacturers

—

GROSE LIMITED,
NORTHAMI>TON.

Tel«graDaip-<Cas«.| Telephone'— 1 1 1.

2 MILES A MINUTE

ON PRATT S 1

1

r \
^ F. Nazzarro,

ON THE

90hpF.I.A.T.

in the match between
Mx. S. F. Rdgk and
Mr. D'Arcy Bakkr
at Brooklands o'l

June 8th, attained

the record speed of

121 *64 miles an hour,

setting up a new

World's Record
jN

V.

PRATTS
SPIRITJ

In answeri?ig am/ of these advert L^eme7)ts it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle."
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IW I MADE MOTOR CYCLING A REAL PLEASURE?
(By J. M,

feeing the recent article, " Do you find Motor Cycling

Leal Pleasure?" I feel that I must write and say how
lade motoring a pleasure. I might say that I started

Itoring late ih 1906 with a 3% h.p. Minerva. I soon

|rnt the manipulation of the machine, and also learnt

excessively hard work it was to get started. Not
ng an athlete I did not care to risk jumping on after

machine was moving. I had almost decided to

ndon motoring when the thought struck me that it

|ght be possible to get a device fitted to enable the

ine to be started previous to mounting like a car is^

I began to make enquiries and found that there were

eral devices on the market. I therefore sent for lists,

d finally chose an Osborne patent free engine pulley.

fore three days were up I had ordered and received

pulley. It took my mechanic about half an hour

fit this. I can tell you I was anxious to get the

gine started with the handle. I adjusted the throttle

d spark, switched on, and gave one turn of the

ndle supplied with the pulley, and the engine fired

n"rily. I am sure that the engine starts much quicker

len there is no load on, as the first explosion sends

round.

I rode this machine for about twelve months without

le pulley giving one moment's bother. I always started

ith the handle and got across the saddle, then pulled

le lever inwards, and the machine sailed away. It was
perfect pleasure to feel the machine glide along even
1 a hill. My wife began to get jealous at me going

.it so much leaving her alone, so got me to invest in

sidecar. Well, we rode with the car for some time.

Lit there were several hills that we could not get up.

ow, having ridden a bicycle with a three-speed gear

1, I thought that such an arrangement would be use-

il to me on hills.

I made enquiries, and found that there were several

ivices on the market, but these were for both chain and
;lt drives, but I much preferre dthe belt drive, as I did
>t wish t oalter the engine-shaft, etc. Moreover, all the
^vices only gave two- speeds. Now I knew the dis-

Jvantage of two-speed gears from my experience with
pedal cycle. I was wondering what to do when I

sard that Messrs. Osborne Bros., Princess Works,
incoln, could supply me with a four-speed pulley,

wrote to them for list, and received a handsome book-
t describing the pulley. This I at once saw incor-

orated a free engine like my own. I at once placed
1 order with them. The gear cost me /Ij los. After
wait of four days the same came to hand. It was
andsomely finished, and looked quite businesslike. I

3t this fitted easily ; it took about three hours. I was
/en more anxious to test the new device than the old

Randell.)

one. After all was ready I got my wife in the car,

started theenofine with the neat handle supplied, pressed

the side lever forward, and—well, the machine and car

trlided forward in a most wonderful way in spite of it

being a fairly steep hill. I soon raised the gear and
got into the top speed, when the machine flew along.

What a change there was in the machine. Hills we
used to push ap before now were like the level. It was
quice fascinating to be able to raise or lower the gear

just as I advance or retard the spark. Well, we came
to some thick traffic. I could simply drive the machine
behind the slowest moke. Coming to a crossing we had
to stop the machine (not the engine). A wait of a

couple of minutes, and off we went again with simply

opening the throttle and pressing the lever forAvarrl.

Well, for pleasure I can honestly say I never knew what
motoring actually was until then. My friends were
rather jealous of me, but they got over that by-fitting a

four-speed pulley themselves. By this time the price

had come down to ,/^5—quite a nominal figure. I at

once knew that this gear would soon be quite popular.
So it was in my district. While visiting Lincoln a few
days ago I called at the works, and the manager, R.
S. Osborne, kindly showed me over. There seemed to

be a great amount of business going on. Four motor
cycles were being fitted with the gears.

I was surprised to see the number of machines set

apart for the manufacture of these pulleys. I went
through the machine shop, fitting shop, mounting shop,

and plating shop (this department was very interesting

to me, not having seen anything of the sort before).

They do copper, brass, nickel plating, etc.

My time in the works was now expired, and I

departed after my enjoyable visit. There was one
thing that I noticed. That was the telephones in each

department so as to facilitate handling urgent business

with little work. As I was departing the postman came
with a bunch of letters, which I was informed were

mostly orders for the holidays. Then came several

telegrams—^some urging delivery, others money orders.

To conclude with, I should certainly advise every-

one who finds motoring not a thorough pleasure to have

one of the four-speed pulleys fitted at once. They cost

jQ'>, now if obtained direct from the makers, Messrs.

Osborne Bros., Princess Works, Lincoln.
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EVERYTHING FOR THE MOTOR CYCLIST
POWELL & HANMER'S

MOTOR CYCLE LAMP.
With hood and bracket (plated only).

Burning capacity about four hours.

Height 8Jin. Front 5in.

Weight 3^ lbs.

Price 17s. 6(1. Carriage 6d.

THE
'HELLESEN' DRY BATTERY.

6|in. high x 4^in. x 2Jin.

Clean and free from acid.

Price 6s. 6(1. Tricar size 9s. 6d.

The NEW LENS MIRROR
MOTOR CYCLE LAMP.
Width of front

mirror

4iin.

3Un.

Price, complete with tubing
and generator, 27S. 6d. Price

with extra large generator to

burn six hours, 30s. Lamp only,

19s. Sd. each. We also stock an
extra strong two-way generator

suitable for feeding two of these

lamps, that can be used for tri-

cars, price 21s. 6d. Lamps and
ficenerators can be supplied in

brass or nickel, and the lamps
with side or back brackets.

THE LATEST
ALL-RUBBER GOGGLE.

Containing one set plain and
one set smoked glasses.

Price 2S. lid. Postage 2d.

MOTOR CYCLIST'S
TOOL PAD.

Containing eight useful tools.

Can be carried in wallet.

Price 4s. 6d. Postage 3d.

MOTOR CYCLISTS' MIRROR.

Enables the rider to see

what's behind him, and,

what's more important,

the police trap.

Fitted on handle-bar.

Made on ball joint so that

it can be adjusted to any
angle.

Size of glass, 4|in.

Adjustable in height from

13in. to 18in.

Price 6S. 9d. Carriage 6d.

FULLER'S

NON-TREMBLER COIL.

Size 2|in. x
X 4i-in.

Sin.

Price lOs. 6d.

Twin - cylinder

ditto, 21 S.

Fuller's Trembler
Coil, 2|in. X Bin.

X 4|in., ITS. 6d.

Twin - cylinder

ditto, 35S.

Motorcycle Box

SPANNERS.
Six sizes with
tommy. Price

2s.6d.set. Post-

age 3d. Quahty
guaranteed.

THE 'HUNT' REAR CARRIER.

Extra strong, enamelled black, for " D "

or oval shape stays. Fitted with extra

strong leather straps, all joints riveted.

Price 5S. 9d. Postage 8d. Size 17 X Sin.

THE NEW SYREN.

Acts on front wheel. A good road clearer.

Strong and well made. Fitted to any
motor cycle. Finished in brass. Price

17s. 6d. Postage 6d.

LYCETT TOOL BAG.
.se\

Large and roomy. Contains two
inside pockets for spares, and two

outside pockets for oilcans.

Size, 9Jin. x Sin. x 4-|in. Price

7S. 6d. Postage 6d.

CATALOGUES HUNT'S (Motor Depi), 104, Newgate St., London, E.G.
Ci-fey Ag-en-fcs -Fof IVIINERVA iVlotoi- Cycles fold machine taken in pa.rt payment).

SPARK
PLUGS

Produce an Intense Spark.

Spark in Oil.

Require no Cleaning.
" I find the Reliance Plugs under all and any
conditions give the best results of any I have
tested."

^Tmo

6/6
each

per. post.

STEPHENSON'S
0, Canning Place,

LIVERPOOL.

TRANSFERS
for

Bicycles, Motor Cycles,

Tricars, etc., etc.

Special design submitted free

on receipt of wording.

Motor Cyclists requiring

Crests or Monegrams f^or their

new mounts should write us

for prices.

Iliffe & Sons Ltd.,

Transfer Specialists

— Coventry. —

In answering any of these ad.vertiseme7its it is desirable that yoit menf^on " The Motor Cycle.
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IN OPEN
OMPETITION.

May 2nd, in the M.C.C. Hill

at Shiarpenhoe, tlie " BROWN "

). Single Cylinder Motor Bioyole
FASTEST TIME in the Single

der Class, WON the Single
dsr Handicap, and did FASTEST
; OF THi: DAY with the excep-
of one twin cylinder which
only two-fifths of a second

It, however, beat THIRTEEN
< CYLINDER MACHINES.

He "BROWN" secured

THREE FIRSTS
IfD TWO SECONDS

OUT OF
FIVE EVENTS

e Essex M.C. Open Hill Climb,
High Beech, May 16th.

Auto-Cycle Union Hill Climb,

tton Bank (May 30, 1908).

le "BROWN" Si h.p. won
competition for Motor Bi-
3S with engiiws not e xceed-
52 m m bore, being 31

J; sees.

!r than the machine that
bed second. The "BROWN"
secured second place in the

i (or engines not exc««dii^
1 m bore.

What more convincing: proof of the sterlinc; qualities of " BROWN "

Motor Bicycles could be given than the recent performances at

Sharpenhoe and High Beech and the letter from Mr. Stewart of

Poona. It is not at all surprising to us that the " BROWN " gives

such great satisfaction to riders, and such a good account of itself

in Open competition—it is the way the engine is made and the way
in which the whole machine has been designed and constructed.

Every "BROWN" Motor Bicycle is thoroughly tested on the

road before being despatched, and each machine must come up
to the high standard of perfection which has made it so

popular all over the world. May we send you a copy of the

latest "Book of the BROWN," which gives full particulars.

BROWN BROTHERS, LIMITED,
West End Showrooms -15. NEWMAN STREET, OXFORD STREET.

GREAT EASTERN STREET, LONDON, E.C.

Manchester and Paris.

3^ h.p.,

£37.
MaKnato £S extra

5i h.p. (Twin),

£50.
.Maioeto £5 extra.

NONE
TO EQUAL

THE "BROWN."

P«eBa, SOtk April, 1908.

I thought I would give mv
"BROWN" Twin Cylinder Motor

Cycle, which was purchased over i

year ago, a really good test before

rusUag off to tell you how com-
plete It has come up to my satis-

(acti«n.

I will Bot say I have run th3

whole time without "touching a

spanner," as I am too old a

Motorist and have ridden too many
machines to express my enthusiasm
In that way.

Once you get Into the " BROWN'S "

way of running, I will emphasise the

fact, very loudly, that you can say

you have found your ideal mount.
Th9 rhythm of each cylinder makes
Motor Cycling fascinating, and there

is none of the " fnnui " experienced

en a machine which is continually

shedding its nuts or requires adjusting

every time you take her out.

There has only been one Motor
Cycle Trial in India since I havi
owned her, and she did remarkably
well, being the only machine out of

thirteen others to finish on th-

second day. The roads were too

dangerous then to proceed with the

ran.

I have yet to come across a mount
to equal it in speed, and yet be used
as delightfully for tourin;.

PATRICK A. STEWART

e above I''u«itratIon shows the two diitinet ray« «*

ht projected by "Autoclipse' Motor Cyoi« Lramps,
e penetrating a long distance, the ottier diffused,
ring brilliant itiuralnation of objects close at hand.

Get the N^w
Catalogue
which tells all about the

many distinctive feature* of
Thh Hluetratlen shews the rays of the "Autoclipse"
Uotor Cycle Lamp after the eclipsing mechanism has

l>eeo brought into operation.

The advantage of " AUTO-
CLIPSE" Motor Cycle Lamps
over all others in addition to

their great illuminative
power "is that the amount of

lipht can be controlled by the
rider without slackening
speed. " AUTOCLIPSE "

Lamps project two distinct

sets of rays, the diffused, or
short distance rays, wiiich

give a good light for immedi-
ate surroundings, and the
long distance rays with a pro-

jective power of 200 feet.

The unique and exclusive
advantage offered by the
Patent Self-eclipsing mechan-
ism of "AUTOCLIPSE"
Lamps, which eliminates the

blinding centre rays, leavinp

only the diffused light, which
is quite sufficient when passinr;

through towns or in traffic, is

a feature which will be ajipre-

ciated by all motor cyclists

who study their own safety

and the convenience of the

public.

#

REGISTEftEPTRAOfl t^ARK

M UE I.AIVIRS,

which, in addition to their great light-giving

are guaranteed to stand the vibra-

a nciotor bicycle on the roughest roads.

powers
tion of

with Eclipse Mechanism, brass 30/-. plated 35/*

" AUTOCLIPSE " Motor
Cvcle Lamps are very strong-

ly made, and are guaranteed
to stand the severe vibration
they are subjected to on
motor bicycles. The Motor
Cvcle model has a double back,
and the Brjcket is riveted

on, thus making it impossible

for the back of lamp to come
away, as in the case of most
other lamps which are made
with single back. Mr. W. H.
Wells, the well-known motor
cyclist, says : "Although near-

sighted, I can see the road
perfectly loo yards ahead."
If you are an.xious to secure

immunity from accident when
riding at night, it is absolute-

ly imperative that your cycle

should be fitted with an
"AUTOCLIPSE" Lamp.
Let us send you the "AUTO-
CLIPSE" Catalogue, which
gives all particulars.

Without Eclipse Mechanism, brass 24/., piated 27/-
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PHENIX TRIWn- " BUMNINS FAOLTLESSiy."

"
I am pleased to say that the Trimo has been

running faultlessly. I have

not had an involuntary

stop due to the car, only

two from punctures. I

must again thank you for

your courtesy and good treatment/'

Yours sincerely, H. COLE,
4, Harold Villas, Douglas Road,
ROMFORD, 27th May, 1908.

Six years of experience beliind it.

PRICE £90 nett. lists by return. prompt delivery.

PHCENIX MOTORS, LTD., Biundell Street, Caledonian Road, LONDON, N.

Telephone—264 North. Joint Managing Directors—J. Van Hooydonk, A. F. Ilsley. Telegrams—" Pacemakers, London."

GRADUAU F>AYIVIENT TERIVIS ARRANGED.
Sole Asent for Manchester and District—V. FOXWELL GRAY, 264, Deansgrate, IManchesteri

' H o c ^'

'

THEmn
3i h.p. Single Cylinder.

RIGHT AHEAD
MADE FASTEST TIME.

FiaST ON FORMULA.
(See " The Motor Cycle" issue May 6th, 1908.)

BEAT ALL COMERS including twin-cylinder

machines.

At the Birmingham M.C.C. Hill-climb, Rose Hill (Worcs.), May 2r.d, 1908.

A.C.C. QUARTERLY TRIAL, APRIL 29th, 1908,
both L.M.C. machines MADE A NON-STOP RUN.

Designed by Mr. W. J. LLOYD (late Director of the Quadrant Cycle Co., Ltd.) Designer of the

"ORIGINAL" QUADRANTS (Birmingham Make)

IMPORTANT TO RIDERS OF QUADRANTS (Birmingham make).—L.M.C. Spares and Engine Repucements for these machines
can be supplied from stock. Prompt Despatch. List Free. We have several excellent second-hand 3 h.p and 3^ h.p. Quadrants

(Birmingham make) for disposal. Re-plated and re-enamelled as new. Full particulars on application.

AGENCIES WHERE MACHINES MAY BE SEEN, AND ALL FURTHER INFORMATION OBTAINED :

London and District—The Service Co., Ltd., 292, High Holbom, W.C. Bristol and District—C. A. Hunter, 45, Park Street. Cardiff and
Diiinct—R. Bevan, 31, Castle Street. Manchester and District—James Hall & Co. (Manchester), Ltd., 228, Stretford Road. Bridgwater

and District— Real, Medland & Wills, Ltd.

Makers: THE LLOYD MOTOR AND ENGINEERING GO.
MANAGER—W. J. LLOYD.

LM.C. Works, 132, Monument Road, BIRMINGHAM. Telegrams—"Obliging.

In answering either of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle."
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Ample accommodation
for your various spares, tools, clothing etc., with every

good feature you could desire is provided in

BROOKS Special Bags

for Motor Cyclists, do not io«d

your cycle with bundles, but have the available space
equipped with our Carrier, Pa-:nier, or Frame Ba^s. We
specialize on Bags of suitable sizes and shapes tor iuggage
conveyance, and can fit up your cycle most effectively. Each
Bag is made of finest stout quali':y Brown Canvas on Special

Fibre Board—is Waterproof and Dustproof—is capacious,

light, strong and neat in appearance. We also fit strong

locks and good straps for affixing firmly to frame—ensuring

safety and silence when riding. Prices on application.

Ask TO-DAY for our List and details of Motor Cycle Bags, etc,

J. B. BROOKS & Co., Ltd., oept. 45.

The Saddle Specialists,.. ee.a.s Birmingham.

Brooks Motor Cycle Pan-

nier Bag No. 9478.

This bag is made of finest

quality waterproof canvas on

special fibre board. Adaptable

for tools and spares or clothing. It

is fitted with strong lock and is

attached by straps to carrier and

down stays on either side of ma-

chine. An expanding pocket on
front is available for maps.

Supplied in pairs or singly.

In answering this adr'rtisement \t v« desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle."
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Triumph
H.P.

Holders of the Ead-to-End Record, 1908—
886 miles in 41 hours 28 min., by an Amateur.

June 5—6. M.C.C. London—Edin-

burgh, 24 hours.

June] 13th. Newcastle and District

M.C.C. 12 hrs. New-
castle to Edinburgh

and back.

June 14th.

Uune 20th.

June 20th.

Western District M.C.
(London) Reliability

Run to Salisbury,.
Silver Cup.

Southern M.C. Relia-

bility Trial, 100 Miles.

Sheffield and Hallam-

shire M.C.C. Relia-

bility Trial.

24 Triumphs finished in schedule time.

All these were Amateur riders.

A. D. Nicholson, 3J h.p. Triumph,

finished in schedule time.

There were 18 started, but only 3

finished.

H. Vowler, 3J h.p. Triumph, Joint

Holder of Cup.

J. Wheeler, 3J h.p. Triumph. Winner
Gold Medal.

T. E. Goodley, 3J h.p. Triumph. 2nd.

F. Donovan, 3J h.p. Triumph.

F. Dover, 3J h.p. Triumph.

F. Farrer, 3^ h.p. Triumph.

P. Wankyn, 3^ h.p. Triumph.

4 Triumphs started, 4 finished in

schedule time.

Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd., Coventry.

LONDON

:

4.5, Holborn Viaduct, E.C

LEEDS : 4, King Edward St.

MANCHESTER :

160, Deansgate.

GLASGOW : 101, Mitchell St.

DUBLIN (Wholesale only) :

62, William Street.

In answering this advertisement if is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle."
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FIBRE COVERS.
To prevent the ingress of mud,
rain, or dust, invest in a new
fibre cover. It affords fullest pro-

tection and prevents shorting.

3/6 each.

BOSCH
MAGNETO

is fitted.

MORE POWER ON HILLS.

PROOF.

'The

Price

THE . .

BOSCH
SPARKING
PLUG—

has Four dis-

tinct points of

firing. It never

soots, never

misfires, and is

always a "fat"

hot spark.

3/6 ea'ch.

Empire, Glasgow,
May 4th, 1908.

The Bosch Magneto Co., Ltd.

Dear Sirs,—Will you kindly forward your booklet on
Cftre of the Magneto "

I am using a 1908 single-cyHnder REX BE LUXE motor cycle,

with your latest type of magneto machine, and as I am practically
ignorant as to the management of a magneto, I should be pleased
to have the book.

By the way, I am only asking for the book out of curiosity, as
this is my third machine fitted with your magneto, and up to pow
I have never had to look inside, or to experiment, or to do the
hundred and one little things I read about which other riders
seem to have. Anything in the wTay of more reliable high-tension
ignition for motors than the BOSCH is, in my opinion at least,

impossible to be found. Since using the Bosch, I have lorgotten
that there is such a thing as ignition.

Thanking you in anticipation, and also tor mauy a pleasant
tide since discarding coils and accumulators.

I remain.

Yours faithfully,

JACK LANE.

Does that interest you ?

Write for further particulars.

THE BOSCH MAGNETO CO., Ltd.,
23, Store Street, Tottenham Court Road, London, W.C.
Telegrams: " Bomag, London." Telephone No. Gerrard 8634.

In answering this advertisement u is desirable that vou mention " The Motor Cycle."
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VINDEC 5PECraL
THE MOTOK CYCLE Of MERIT.

POPULARITY.
This results from well ascertained causes. The best of everything

regardless of cost enters into the construction of the "Vindec Special."
Not alone has the efficiency of the engine, the stability of the frame, and
the design and finish of each component part been carefully studied, but
due regard to the comfort of the rider has been considered by the
adoption of the Truffault Suspension Fork (which practically eliminates
all vibration), the accessibility of all levers ; simplicity of control ; ample
brake power ; substantial footrests ; hinged rear mudguard giving ready
access to the tyre in case of puncture, and tubular stand, attached
independent of the rear axle. These are but a few of the reasons for
" Vindec Special " popularity, but, considered from the private owner's
standpoint, the fact that nearly 75 per cent, of successes in open
competitions during the Season 1907 were secured by private owners in

competition with trade riders, it will be evident that the "Vindec
Special " does not depend upon the professional rider to prove its speed,
ease of control, and absolute reliability.

FULLY ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET SENT FREE UPON REQUEST.

^(

'S.B.T.

55UTM BritishTradimg QH
13 6* 15 WILSON 51, FI/NSBUR.y. LO/NDOyN.E.C.

TP =

u

ONE MORE OPPORTUNITV!
Owing to the tremendous success of their " Special Exchange Offer" in March, and the numerous requests since made
for a repetition of the same, the Directors of Zenith Motors, Ltd., wishing to have one of the well-known " Zenith

Bicars " running in every District in the Kingdom, are prepared to depart from their usual policy of refusing (all)

business on exchange principles, and will make a reasonable allowance on a limited number of second-hand machines
(of any make) belonging to prospective customers in districts where there is not at present one of the now world-

famous " Zenith Bicars."

The " Zenith Bicar " Patent Twin-
frame Spring-suspension System of

Construction defies Road Shocks.
" No front forks " is only one of its

many pioneer points. No trouble,

no vibration, no risk of slide-slip, no
running alongside to mount—it

starts with a handle, same way as a

car. Comfortable footboards instead

of pedals. Open frame and low
build.

EASE and LUXURY.

Fitted with Fafnir 3J h.p. air-cooled

engine, 80 mm. x 80 mm., Longue
mare carburetter, free engine clutch,

starting-handle, Prested high-speed
trembler, two accumulators, exhaust
valve lifter (operated from haudle-

bar). Clincher tyres (2jin.), Whittle's

or.Watawata belt. Brooks' saddle

of the finest workmanship through;

out ; 43 guineas net cash. Two-speed
gear or magneto ignition, 50 guinea s

Unlike the" MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE " seldom includes the " Zenith Bicar," desp te its years of existence and widespread output ...
many hundreds advertising their anxiety to part with other malces, " Zenith Bicar " riders " grapple them to their souls with hooks ot steel

OUR OFFER IS STRICTLY LIMITED TO FIFTY MACHINES ONLY.
When replying please send full particulars of your machine, date, condition, and lowest price you will accept, stating which model Zenith

Bicar (standard, two-speed, magneto, or two-speed and magneto, 57 guineas) you wish.

ZENITH MOTORS, LTD., 101a, Stroud Green Road, LONDON. ""''"Vi'^l^jky par^.

The"jZenith" Tricar, spring frame, built on same principle as "iZenith Eicar," wi1h 6 h.p. ivln-cjlinder J. A. P. engine, two-speed gear and

starting-handle, 72 guineas net. Marvellous value.

Agent lor New Zealand—Mr. P. Genn, Chriitehnreh, N.Z. Stiails Settlements- Messrs. Hoot & Co., Ipoh, F.M.S. The " Bicar " is'also ronning

in S. Alriea, India, AnstraUa. Siam, Jafa, Bong Kong, Mexico, Brazil, and many other ecnnlries where the roads are of the very roughest descrip-

tion. Write tor a eatalogne. and see the enthusiastic testimonials respecting this unique machine.

In answering either of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.
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RUBBER
NON-SKID

NON-

ECCONTINENTALS"

In answering this advertisement it is lesirdbU that you mention "The Motor Cycle.'"
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ARE YOU A MOTORIST ?

IF SO, WHY NOT
USE "LUBRIO" THE KING OF MOTOR OILS.
ULUBRIO"

has undergone a thorough theoretical investigation by an analytical

expert. It has been severely tested by many Midland Motorists who
have proved the practical efficiency of the oil.

WE GUARANTEE
That *' Lubrio " is absolutely pure and free from acid.

That it will not gum up cylinder or piston rings.

That it will give perfect ease when starting in cold weather.

That it will give better compression, more power and greater flexibility.

Analytical report and testimonials on application,

QUART SIZE, 1/3. HALF GAL.LON, 2/-. GALLON, 4/-.

THE L.UBRIO OHEIVIICAL. OO., BIL.STON, STAFFS.

>rice - - £2 2 O

MOTORS.
JAP Patent Carburetter,
As the result of experiments extending over several years, this

Carburetter was devised nearly two years ago. We have had a number in

constant use on various engines for the past 18 months. The advantages
of this Carburetter are:

Simplicity.

Automatic action, needing no hand regulation.

Easier starting (with throttle almost closed). Engine
starts smoothly and slowly w^ithout jump or jerk.

Slower, quieter, and more flexible running of engine.

Greater speed and pow^er w^ith less petrol consumption.
Simpler and easier control.

Increases the pleasure of driving twofold.
Order at once to ensure prompt delivery.

Jap Patent Variable Pulley.

SEND FOR NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE—NOW READY,

John A. Prcstwich 81 Co. t
"^^"'"""^ ""^^ "

Tottenham, London, N.

Telephone—1822 Tottenham. Telegrams—" Prestwich, Tottenham.'

In answering^ either of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle."
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JJL h.p. Lightweight*

Spring Forks.

Stand complete.

Spring Forks.

2 h.p. Single cyl.

A

ComprehensiveRange
The range of N.S.U. models covers
all the requirements of motor
cyclists. It extends from the I^
h.p. lightweight to the 6 h.p. twin.

The popularity of the N.S.U. is seen
in every hill-climbing contest, in

every reliability trial, and wherever
motor cyclists congregate.

If your choice rests on a N.S.U. you
will have made the same decision as

12,000 other satisfied motor cyclists.

Write us or talk to your agent.

Spring Fork*.

2— h.p. Single cyl.

Spring Forks*

Q— h.p. Single cyl

Side Cars.

Fore Cars.

Girder Forks.

2 h.p. Single cyl.

Girder Forks.

2^ h.p. Single cyl.

Girder Forks.

3^ h.p. Single cyl.

Twin cylinder.

^ h.p. Girder or

Spring Forks.

Twin cylinder.

tjl. h.p. Girder or

^ 2 Spring Forks.

LATEST WINS.

Worcester M.C.C., 6 h.p. N.S.U. Fastest Timb.

„ „ 6 h.d. N.S.U. Special Prize.

N.S.U. Non-skid evice prevents side-slips, saves
tyres and can be fixed in two minutes.

N.S.U. Sparking Plug, solves misfiring troubles.
N.S.U. Belt Fasteners are used by experts.
N.S.U. Two-speed Gear levels all hills

THE N.S.U. MOTOR Co., Ltd.,
78, Charlotte Street, London, W.

Twiii cylinder.

6 '^•P'
Girder or

Spring Forks.

In answering this adveriisement it is desirable that you vtention " The Motor CvcIp..'
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REASONABI.V PRICED.
BELTING.

Whittle's patent combination of leather and
^teel links. The belt for passenger and high-

powered machines,
jin. 2/6, tin. 2/9, }in. 3/-, |in. 3/6, lin. 4/- foot.

"Wata'vata " (leather), three-ply.

Jin. 2/6, lin. 2/10, lin. 3/2 per foot. Fastener free.
" Stanley Dermatine " (grooved rubber).

lin. 1/2, Jin. 1/4, lin. 1/8 per foot.
" Shamrock Gloria " (ditto).

|in. 1/3, fin. 1/9, lin. 1/10 per foot.

Lycett's " V " pattern (leather).

fin. l/4i, Jin. 1/9, ^, in. 2/3 per foot.

Patent fastener free.

Gamage ditto (special quality).

fin. 1/-, fin. 1/6, Jin. 1/9 per foot.

Lycett's belt dressing, "74. Watawata ditto, 1/-

"UKANTES" BELT GRIPS.

(for worn or under-sized belts).

Box of forty with screws
State original size of belt.

2/6

SPRING FOOTRESTS.
Foot shape, per pair 7/6
" Luxuro," adjustable all ways 21/-
Ball Bearing Pedal Footrests (not spring) 8/6

SPRING SEAT-PILLARS.
The " Sphinx " (post 3d.) 7/6
The "XL' all" 8/6

State diameter of present pillar.

SPRING FORK ATTACHMENTS.
" XL' all." No side play. Increased safely.

Riding a luxury. Anyone can fit them. No filing,

drilling, or brazing.
Black or aluminiumed, per pair .... 17/6
Plated all over, per pair 18/6

STANDS, etc.

Price's. State size and shape of side stays
(D or oval), per pair 7/6

" Millennium Express." With it the ma-
chine can be started from the saddle
by pressing foot on lever 12/6

Carrier for ditto 6/-
State number of threads on back axle, or give

name and power of machine.

HORNS.
Extra large treble twist, very loud and deep

tone 6/8
One slightly smaller, as sold elsewhere at

5/3 and 5 /6 ; our price 4/9

GOGGLES.
The " Popular," latest egg-shape glasses,

soft leather mask, very smart 1/9
Superior 3/6
Ditto, with nose protector 5/6
The celebrated all-rubber goggle, genuine

original make, with smoked and plain
detachable glasses 2/6

Similar, with curved detachable glasses

(plain only) 1/6

SPARE THBE BAGS.
Motor cycle size lOd. and 1 /-

Tricar size 2/9

WINGED PLASTERS.
For the permanent and ef&cient repair of outer

covers. Saves weak spots getting worse. Easily
fixed. Our price 9d.

TYP ES.
The World's Best Outer Covers.

" Shamrock Excelsior," 26 y 2jin £2 10
Dunlop, 26 X 2iin 1 3 10
Goodrich, 26 X 2iin 2
Palmer Cord, 26 x 2Jin 2 18 9
Continental, 26 y 2fin 1 8 9
Continental, Model de Course, 26 X ajin. 2 4 6
Clincher "A V\'on " 26 v 2J in 1 7
Clincher " Extra Heavy," 26 x 2jin. ..196
Clincher, "Dreadnought," 26X2|in. .. 2 2 8

For other sizes and niakes, also for tubes, re-
treads, etc., see our free 120 page book.

THE " RICH " DETACHABLE TUBES.
The genuine. Not butt-ended.

Having free circulation of air all round. Im-
proved pattern, quite new and fresh.

NOTE " GAMAGE PRICES "

(tjrpical of the value on every article) :

Usual 26x2 26X2J 26X2J 28x2 28x2^ 28X2J
price 14/- 14/6 15/6 14/6 18/6 16/6
Gamage
price 12/3 12/6 14/6 12/6 14/6 15/6

Fitted with best valves, seated on the inside.
All Motor Cycle Tubes are made of Moseley's

Best Quality Rubber and Standard Weights.

EXHAUST CUT-OUTS.
The Boume-Dala
The " G.B."

An extraordinary preservative and reviver of
hardened rubber. Personally we have had re-
markable results from its use. (Won't mend
punctures.) Fluid. Per tin 2/3.

PHILKUT
)i

THE STOPPING THAT STOPS THERE
The latest Obd best method of rcfurial nts ia outer
coverk • TUY IT UDCK &ni jroK will a&c it alwayi I

Why p>r £} for • ^S^^ST '°^' ^'^ naka
hiv Tread wbea • JWf^'S^ * i^ repair.

2/9
SOOSECtlVE

" MIRACULUM " PUNCTURE STOP.
" 11,000 miles without a punctucre."

Collapsible tubes, motor cycle size 5/»

"SPHINX" PUNCTURE-PROOF BANDS.
Special make for motor cycles. Inserted between

cover and tube. No fixing required. 3/6 each.

TYRE REMOVERS.
The " One Minute," set of three 2/9

... 6/6
12/6

SWITCHES.
Handle Switches, with dummy, per pair . . 3/-
" Janes " Switch (press button to break

contact), post 2d 1/9
Two-way Switch, post 2d 1/3

CONTACT KNIFE.
Splendid innovation. Comprises cutting blade,

push for valve cotter, screwdriver, inch rtile,

platinum file, millimetre rule (size of ordinary
pocket knife), 2/9. Post 2d.

RESERVE PETROL CANS.
Specially made with lugs for strapping to

motor cycle.

i gallon, 1/- i gallon, 1/8. i gallon, 2/-

SUNDRIES FOR TRICARISTS.
Collan Oil, for fierce or slipping clutches (leather-

faced). Recommended by " Motor," " The
Autocar," etc. 1/- and 3/3.

" Motiphos," for slipping clutches, brakes, and
belts. Collapsible tubes, lOd. Post id.

" Boilerine," cleanses radiators. 2/6.
Hans Renold Chains, fin. pitch, Jin. roller, 2/3.

|in. pitch, fin. roller, 2/9.
Chain Repairing Device, for holding chain in

position whilst fitting bolt. 1/- and 1/6.
Box of Useful Sundries : Bolts, nuts, split pins,

spht and other washers, copper and asbestos
washers, high and low tension terminals,
etc., etc. 120 pieces in box for 6/6.

(Thousands of boxes sold.)

MOTOR CYCLE COVERS.
Shaped to fit any ordinary motor cycle, and

constructed so that machine can be wheeled when
cover is on.

Green waterproof canvas 25 /-

State wheelbase, height to bars, height to saddle,

and distance between centre of handle-bar and
back of saddle.

RUBBER MATTING for Footboaids.

12/6 per square yard.

TOOL ROLLS.
Leather, fitted eight best quality tools .... 12/6
No. 2 Set, fourteen good tools 27/6
Most complete kit, suitable for cars and

tricars, highest quality tools, fitted

pockets for plugs, etc., etc 50/-

VOLTMETERS.
The " Gamage Beez " we can recommend as

the highest grade and most reliable voltmeter
made, and for dependability you can't have too
high grade a voltmeter. 11/3.

SPARKING PLUGS.
A really high grade plug at a reasonable price

is the " L.M.," beautifully finished, and always
gives satisfaction.

WTiite porcelain, 1/9. Blue porcelain, 2/4^.
The " Eyquern " combines a compression tap,

spring terminal, and short-circuiting device
(obviating the necessity of taking out plug to

see if sparking). Nothing like it. Just the plug
for motor cyclists. Price 5/6.

MAGNETO PLUGS.
The " Farouz " cannot be equalled at anywhere

near the price. 3/3 each.

VULCANISERS.
The " Gamage " Cold Vulcaniser. Tubes re-

paired on the roads. Instantaneous and lasting.

Complete outfit 4/6

Be sure and get a eopy of our 120 page free booll " Everything for th« Motorist"; if it does not contain what you
require, write us. No other hou&e can give you half the service or auote you such prices as our facilities maKa

possible.

L

A. W. GAMAGE, Ltd.,

HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.

OU'-i PRICES, bring based on a minimum
w rki g profit over cost of production, ARE
FOR CASH ONLY, except wlics-e clients a va.i
themselves of our deposit account system.

BENETFINK, Ltd.,

CHEAPSIDE. LONDON, E.C

In answering this advertisement it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle."
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Signed

md

v\°/^v\°A\°/^^°/^^W/^^°/^^W/^W/^^WA^Wv^v\°^

New Cont
Machines e

RE1

ON ALL MODELS, either direct o

^?IC\AL
2^ h p Featherweight .... .

.

... . . 25 g^S.

3^ h p Tourist, ball bearing engine .

.

.

.

. . 38 gns.

5 h p Tourist, ball bearing engine .

.

. . 43 gns.

3^ h p. De Luxe, ball bearing engine, Roc clutch .

.

. . 48 gns.

3 } h.p. De Luxe, ball bearing engine, Roc clutch, Rex two speed gear 53 gns.

£ R£x Moro« mm¥G.
(J. Horner & Co., Store Sfeet.

LONDON—
[ ggj.yigg (,0^ Ltd., 29:!, High Holbom.

MANCHESTER—L. F. Harvey & Co., 6, Chapel Street

(off Victoria Street).

LEEDS—A. I. Greenwood, 39, Guildford Street.

NORTHUMBERLAND & DURHAM—Kirsop, Murray & Co.,

Ltd., 43, Pilgrim Street, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

BRADFORD—E. Tidswell, 61, Preston Street.

DORCHESTER & WEYMOUTH—Tilley & Sons.

HULL—F. Green, 19, Anlaby Road.

A FEW LEADING AGENI
BELFAST—Central Motor Co., Smithfield.

PRESTON—W. H. Swindells, North Road.

EDINBURGH—Alexander & Co., Lothian Road.

PERTH—Lmdsay & Fenwick.

KENDAL—Atkinson & Griffin.

LEICESTER—Princess Motor Stores, 32, King Str©

ACCR INGTON—Athletic Supply Co., Ltd.

LIVERPOOL—F. C. Jones & Co., 3 Redcross Streel

GLASGOW—C. M. Farrow, 32, Cowcaddens Street

DUBLIN—Wayte Bros., 11 and 12, Lemon Street.

WMmfsm^cmMm 'o^l/o l/ONlt'o^ i/oNt'o l/o\l/o\.l/o\l/o^ t/o^ i'o\vo\i'o\['o^vo\t^o\t'o\t'oVt^o\t'o\)t'o\t'o\'t'o\

In answering this advertisement it is desirable that vou mention " The Motor Ovcle."

M^ff^%
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"%

^t for Second-hand
red into June 20th.

EXCHANGE
Ugh our authorised selHng agents.

WNTH OFJULY ONL Y.

h.p. De Luxe, baU bearing twin engine, Roc clutch, .. 53 gns*
h.p. De Luxe, ball bearing twin cylinder engine. Roc clutch,

Rex two-speed gear . . 58 gns,
h.p. Litette, two seater, water cooled twin engine. Roc clutch,

Rex two-speed gear . . 75 gns.

€
€

Ltd., COVENTRY.
BIRMINGHAM—The Premier Motor Co., Ltd., Aston Road.

SWINDON— J. Winslow, 90, Regent Street.

DARLINGTON—G. A. Hayward & Co.

DONCASTER—Clarke & Co., Station Road.

WIGAN—H. Timberlake.

CARDIFF—Messrs. J. Parsons & Co., 54, Albany Road,

Roath Park.

STOCKPORT—J. Garlick Looker, Heaton Chapel.

SOUTHSEA—W. J. Peckham, Ltd.. 84, Osborne Road.

SHEFFIELD—J.' Thompson & Sons, 85, The Moor.

^

m^./^i^i^m^.^^i&M^m

I declare my machine to be complete I

and in tunning order, also that the

wllowing is a correct specification :

Make
Date of Manufacture
Horse- power.

Transmission ,.,

Position of Engine

M.O. V. ir Automatic Valves

Carburetter

Ignition {accumulator or magneto).

.

Tyres [make and size)

Height of Frame ^ ........

.

NAME ; ,

ADDRESS

DATE

In answering this advertisement it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle,
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THE BELT

THAT

WAGES WAR

ON WASTE.

LONDON:

W. B. BROOKE,

318, KING STREET,

HAMMERSMITH, W.

THE "WATAWATA"
AND A

"WATAWATA" USER.

The following Is a letter which

will be of Interest to most motor

cycLists

:

M. Conan Mansions,
W. Kensington.

Dear Sirs,

I think it i« my duty to let you know what 1 think of the "Watawata"
Belt. 1 specified "Wa'awata" Belt with my new 1908 Triumph last

December and h ive uied if da ly since th.' beginning of January, riding

at Lippetts Hill limb, Su ton Bank, a d <hpn in thi London-Edinburgh
Run, and I hwe n> lad the ^llghte>t i^o .ble with it. It is reai'V a
record, 1 think, and 1 intend us nt the original bit in the End-to-End
Ride next July. I sh II cairy a spare, but no doub* will not teqiiite

same. You are at liberty to use this for aavertising purposes if you so

desire.
Yours sincerely, GORDON GIBSON.

THE "WATAWATA" PREVENTS PO\A ER WASTAGE AND HAS THE
MOST TENACIOUS GRIP.

Write for

List,

Dept. B.

O. & W. ORMEROD, Ltd.. ROCHDALE.

!The "AUTOCLIPSE »f

Candle Power
400.

Projective

Power, 200 ft.

Combined
Projective

Power of two
Lamps, 270

feet.

Prices: Brass, £1 10s.: Plated. £1 15s. each.

Without Eclipsing Mechanism

—

ices: Brass. £1 4s.; Plated, £1 7s. each.

THOMAS CLAYTON & SON, LTD
,

Showrooms—126, New Street (Next to the Midland. Hotel)

S IR IVI INOHAEVI.

The purchase of a

JONES SPEEDOMETER
inc.p eases
tenfold youp

p I eas u re
when Motor
Cycling and
e n s u res
Efficie n cy,

Reliab i I i ty,

and an Accu-
rate Record
up to 50
miles an
hour. Full

p a rticulars

from

THOMAS CLAYTON & SO. J, LTD.
Showr-ooms—126, New S-tt-ee±,

(Next to the Midland Hotel),

BIRMINGHAM,
who invite you to inspect their extensive stock of all

Accessories and Requisites for Motor Cycles and Cars.

In answering either of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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Shamrock Excelsior Tyres
and

Shamrock Qloria Belts

OUTCLASS
ALL OTHERS.

THERE IS NOTHING BETTER

!

f^ REMEMBER
SUTTON BANK,
LONDON-EDINBURGH,

ETC., ETC.

LATEST SUCCESSES:
BARNSLEY HILL CLIMB.

First and Second using S.G. Belts. Also fastest time :

J. Marshall, 3^ h.p. Triumph.

THE HANOVER RUBBER CO., 29-31, Old St., London, E.G.
Sole

Manufacturers

ALL THE WORLD
is talking of the ROC—''the car on two wheels." No machine has

more rapidly come into the very front rank. The Roc live axle with

clutch and speed gear is the key to the future of motor cycling. The

1908 season has shown that the system is as efficient in practice as

it showed itself to be in theory.

The 1908 Roc is also conspicuous by its workmanlike details ; the

ball-bearing engine, the low duplex frame, the new large silencer, the

remarkable control, are other Roc points. The Roc 4 h.p. Royal

Military Model, inclusive of these features, sells at 48 g^ns. Early

deliveries can now be given ; also of the Roc conversion sets, adaptable

to every make of belt-driven machine, at 10 gnSm

A. W. WALL, LTD.,
ROC MOTOR CYCLE WORKS, BIRMINGHAM.

London Agents—The Service Co., 292, High Holborn, W.C.

//( auiivering either of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle."
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-^ > ^ll^ll«^l«{»» ^ t <^ {»—»—«^ ' «{> V—^—

V

.*.. . .*^-» • V

"YOUR WONDERFUL
LITTLE MACHINE."

I

THE
WONDERFUL
LITTLE

MACHINE
IS

THE

Shrewsbury House, Norfolk Road, Sheffield.

June 10th, 1908.

H. AND A. DUFAUX.

Gentlemen,— In enclosing a Postal Order, I should like to

say that I'm still perfectly satisfied with your wonderful little

machine. After 2,068 miles, including journeys into every

corner of the Peak, the only mechanical trouble has been the

fraying of a low tension wire at the contact breaker
;

put to

rights in a few minutes. Yesterday I went from Sheffield to

Buxton without a hitch or hill-stop of any description.

Yours sincerely, (Signed) J. W. MANTON.

1

1

OTOSACOCHE <»

'f. ^

«

—

>

> « <—«-^t—

H. & A. DUFAUX (England), LTD.,

65, HOLBORN VIADUCT, LONDON, E.G. 1

—•—^^«—•—<•—•— • •!*-

Motoi^ Cycle Ty^es
are the most economical not only

on account of their low price but
because you can get twice the amount
of wear out of them. Try one

against a tyre of any other make.

Wiired-on CovetS; 28 x

17/6 eacL

Send for descriptive Booklet A.

49-50, SUSSEX PLACE,
Tel, I Kensington 210. S. KENSiNGTON

4 lines.)
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M
MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

OTOE Cycle, 2| h.p. Minerva, beautifal
hill-climber, in excellent order; £12 10s.—0. Austin, 61, Aytoun Eoad, Brixton.

JAP, 24 h.p., thorough order. Palmers, long
handle-bars, Lycetts. Bowden Orake;

£10.—11, Cedars Avenue, Walthamstow.
QUADRANT, 3i h.p., 1906, reliable, ready

for the road, tyres nearly new; £20, no
offers.—Penfold, Kingscote, Beaconsfield.

03. h.p. Minerva, practically new; first
.^/4 £10 secures.—Garaged at Still and
Conway, 111, Mitcham Lane. Streatham.

KERRY Motor, 2| h.p., Chater-Lea fittings,
Watawata, excellent condition; £10 10b.

•cash.—C, 13, St. Johns Hill Grove, S.W.

VINDEC Special, 2| h.p., perfect condition,
very little used, all accessories; £15.

—

Burtle. 52, Blackstock Road, Finsbury Park.

4 h.p. Stevens, spring frame, new condi-
tion. 2|in. tyres, fast, and absolutely

reliable; offers.—60, Janson Eoad, Stratford.

QUADRANT, 3 h.p., low position, tyres un-
punctured, Longuemare ; for immedi-

ate cash. £10 10s.—84, Osborne Villas, Hove.

MOTOR Bicycle, complete, 2 h.p. Minerva
engine, splendid condition, bag of tools

;

£10.—Child. 8, Cumberland Road, Acton, W.

Ok h.p. Rex, in excellent condition, newO tyres, stand, etc.; £10, accept push
Mke and cash.—20, Kelvedon Road, Fulham.

AEIEL, 3 h.p., perfect order, low. long
handle-bars; bargain, £12 12s.; seen

any tir&e.—6, Chatsworth Road, W. Norwood.

31 h.p. 1907 Triumph, new condition, brand
2 new Palmer cord covers, puncture-

proof bands; £30.-30, Surrey Street, Brigh-
ton.

DE DION, 23 b.p., B.S.A. frame and fittings,
spring forks, perfect condition; £14,

or offers.—Crerar, North Amulree, Dunkeld,
N.B.

13. h.p. F.N., climbs River Hill and Reigate
4: Hill, without pedal assistance, good

condition.—Can be seen, 106, Great Portland
Street, W.
UNFORESEEN Circumstances.—3i h.p. Min-

erva, 1908, in crate, just delivered;
what offers; wires preference.—Tuson, jun.,
Leominster.

ARIEL-MINEEVA, 2| h.p., new tyres, climb
Handscross. Dashwood, speed 33 miles

hour ; £14 10s,—George, 11, Liverpool Eoad,
London, N.

OTOR Cycle, 3 h.p., by Simms, London,
new condition, magneto, Brown-Barlow

carburetter; £13 13s.—35a, Fieldhouse Road.
Balham, S.W.

31 h.p, Minerva, 1907, Advance pulley, non-
2 skid: expert examination; 20 guineas.

—Du Gue, Tregaron, after Saturday, Palace,
Bordesley.

31 h.p. Light Low Rex, good condition;
4 bargain, £12, or push bike and £in-

between 7.15 and 8.30 p.m. — 28, Churchill
Road, Hackney.

TRIUMPH, 1907, magneto, been taken care
of, climb anything, perfect condition,

faultless; £33.—Meguyer, Shanklin, Acacia
lEoad, Leamington.

yINDEO Special, twin, late 1906. almost
new, all accessories; £34, with sidecar,

£38 : owner bought car.—^200, The Motor Cycle
Offices, Coventry.

3 h.p. Bradbury Motor Cycle, Longuemare
carburetter. Clinchers, new belt, in

good condition ; £11 10s.—Edgar Smith, Eidge-
well, Halstead. Essex.

1 Q08 3i h.p. Brown, bought June, only
J-*J ridden 40 miles, perfect condition,
all accessories and spares; £20.—Saltmarsh,
^, Castle Eoad. Bedford.

JAP-ROVER Lightweight, low, racy, new
belt. Price's stands, good condition

throughout; £12 15s., or near offer.—36, Car-
tey Street, "Walworth, S.E.

5 h.p. Twin Rex. just overhauled, better
than new, fitted new Guenet coil, now-

erful hill-cUmber, easy starter; £20.—Bam-
ber, Totley Rise, Sheffield.

AEIEL! Ariel! ! Ariel! I !—For immediate de-
livery the 2i h.p. lightweight; write

for catalogue and full particulars; also 3
h.p. and 5 h.p. twin-cylinder models ; a few
3 h.p. and 5 h.p. twins at clearance prices.—Ariel Works, Boumbrook, Birmingham

fi'o Twin Rex £18 18s.
or £4 and '07 single Rex, £6 and '06 Rex.

allowances for other makes.
Liberal

TWIN-CYLINOER MACHINES.
6 h.p,

6 h.p,

Si h.p,

5h h.p,

4 h.p
6 h.p.

Si h.p,

4* h.p

3| h.p,

5 h.p
6 h.p,

6 h.p

TWIN REX, black finish

TWIN REX (1907), magneto
REX DE LUXE, Roc clutch, mag-
neto, twin tyres
REX DE LUXE, shop-soiled, Roc
clutch, magneto, black finish

TWIN N.S.U., magneto, two speeds ..

TWIN N.S.U., magneto, 2iin. tyres ..

TWIN VINDEC. magneto"
. TWIN MINERVA, 2iin. tyres
TWIN WERNER, spnng forks, light

TWING.B.,maeneto, 2jin. tyres
TWIN ANTOINE, low built

TWIN REX and SIDECAR

SINGLE-CYLINDER MACHINES.
3jh.p. REX DE LUXE (1908), Roc clutch,

two speeds, magneto ; cost £52
4 h.p. ROC (1907), magneto, free engine

3i h.p. TRIUMPH (1907), magneto
3i h.p. N.S.U., magneto, low built

2| h.p. REX LIGHTWEIGHT (1908), nearly
new

FOUR-CYLINDER F.N. , magneto
^ h.p. ANTOINE, M.O.V., 26in. wheels

a h.p. REX, 26in. wheels, 20in. frame
Hh.p. REX (1907), spring forks, 2iin. tyres

3ih.p. REX (19061, spring forks

3|h.p. ARl£L, M.O.V., 26in. wheels

i h.p. ARIEL, M.O.V., 26in. wheels

3 h.p. CLYDE, M.O.V., magneto, vertical ..

3 h.p. WHITELEY, spray, good tyres

3ih.p. EXCELSIOR, very powerful

3 h.p. SIMMS, M.O.V., magneto
3 h.p. FAFN I R, Phoenix two speed

LIGHTWEIGHTS.

£19 19
25

27 10

35
26 13
23 10
29 10
23 10
13 13
25
18 18
23

£35
27 10
32 10
19 19

23 10
19 19
14 14
11 11

16 16
15 15
12 12
10 10
11 11

8 10
8 10
n 10
13 13

3 h.p. BRADBURY £10
3 h.p. HUMBER .. 10
3 h.p. CALVERT .. 9

2i h.p. MINERVA .. 9
2ih.p. REX 6
Ij h.p. QUADRANT 6

2ih.p. BUCHET 8

2* h.p. MAGNETO
3ih.p. REX
2i h.p. CENTAUR
2 h.p. MINERVA
1| h.p. MINERVA
2i h.p. JAP
3" h.p. HUMBER..

£10
. 10
. 8
. 8
. 8
. 7
. 9

Push Cycles taken in part payment

TRICARS

4 h.p. HUMBER, W.C, Phelon and Moore
two-speed gear, coach built £13 10

4 h.p. TRENT, W.C, open frame, two
speeds, wheel steering 18 10

4 h.p. DERRICK, coach built, free engine .. 16 16

4 h.p. REX, free ensjine, special engine 17 17

3i h.p. ROYAL SOVEREIGN, light CIO
5 h.p. QUADRANT, two speeds 22 10

3i h.p. WHITE & POPPE, M.O.V., Kent
three-speed gear 16 16

=;j h.p. REXETTE, open frame, two speeds .. 3S

7 h.p. JOWETT, two-cyl., W.C, open frame,

wheel steering, very smart 30

MOTOR TRICYCLES.

3i h..p.AUTO.. .. £5
I 2J h.p. HUMBER.. £4

Cash, Credit, or Exchange.

HIGH-CLASS LUBRICATING OIU
Specially refined for air-cooled engines by the

largest makers in the land. Heavy gravity, high flash

point, great viscosity. Will increase your engine

power 10 %.
HAI.F-GALLON CANS, 1/11. Approval.

CORONET VARIABLE

SPEED PULLEY.

14/ each.

Special Terms to the Trade.

Standard makes can be had without sending old
pulley for pattern.
The screwed flange is securely held in any position

by a simple yet ingenious contrivance that dis-

tinguishes It as the most improved pulley made.

GRIPSKIN BELTING.
Scientifically made from selected parts of hides. An

efficient belt at a popular price. Outlasts two rubber
belts. Correct angle, perfect drive, non-stretching.
We send on approval on receipt of P.O.

fin., 9d. ; Jin., lOid.; Jin., 1/-; lin., 1/1.

Special Terms to the Trade.

Booth's Motor Exchange,
CORONET WORKS, WADE ST., HALIFAX.

Telephone 198y.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
i Q06 34 h.p. Rex, long low frame, spring
JLt/ forks, guaranteed in running order;
£15; cash, credit, or exchange.—16, Westgate,
Halifax.

OEMONDE, 2 h.p., recently overhauled,
many parts replaced, tyres as new, ac-

cessories, good going order; £6 10s.—73,
Stockwell Park Road, S.W.

WERNER, li h.p.. vertical engine, V belt,
spray carouretter, toolbag, etc.; £4

17s. 6d. — Chauffeur, Cottage. Melbourne
Lodge, Queen's Walk, Ealing.

23. h.p. Noble, F.N. carburetter, Palmer
4 tyres, non-skid bands, stand. Salsbury

lamp, overalls, tools, etc., good condition;
£12.—Boswell, Aylestone, Leicester.

3JL h.p. Minerva, in excellent condition,
2 complete with spring forks, lamp,

horn, new belt, etc. ; £16, for quick sale. —
119, Fawnbrake Avenue, Heme Hill.

5 h.p. N.S.U. Twin, and new detachable
rigid sidecar (right side), good reliable

machine ; sacrifice £30.—Advertiser, " Wood-
side," Moor End, Henley-on-Thames.

3 h.p. White and Poppe. Chater-Lea, long,
low, very good condition and rvinning

order; £14; seen by appointment.—Motor,
9, FreEjoh Place, Shoreditch, London.

5 h.p. Twin-cylinder Vindec Motor Bicycle,
not ridden 500 miles, no fault, full set

spares ; cost £60, to be sold half-price.

—

Hubert G. Ware, Elm Grove. Salisbury.

MOTOR Bicycle, M.M.C. 3J h.p. engine,
Chater-Lea frame, spring forks, nearly

new tyres, little used, first-class condition;
what offers?—1, Castlebar Eoad. Ealing.

31 h.p. Quadrant, spring forks, absolute-
2 ly unscratched, and as new from the

makers, not run 300 miles; sacrifice £24,
with spares.—W. Else, Leawood, Matlock.

3 h.p. Quadrant, Longuemare carbur-
etter. Palmer back and Clincher front,

complete with stand, lamp, and horn; £15.
lowest.—147, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

31 h.p. Quadrant Motor Cycle, 1906 pattern,
2 plating and enamelling equal to new,

headlight and spares; £24.—Carnforth Cycle
and Motor Co., 6. Lancaster Road, Carn-
forth.

FOUR-CYLINDER F.N.. in splendid condi-
tion, magneto, spring forks, many

spares; £18 (no offers).—To be seen at the
F.N. Agency. 106. Great Portland Street, Lon-
don.

YINDEO Special.—We have another ot
these famous machines, grand order

and condition, 2? h.p., tyres as new; bar-
gain, £10 10s.—Invicta Motor Co., Tunbridge
WeUs.

3 h.p. Quadrant, spring forks, splendid
order, powerful, reliable, 26in. wheels

;

reasonable offer accepted, or exchange. —
Motor, 86, Colvestone Crescent, Dalston,
London.

5-6 h.p. Twin Rex, 50 guinea model new
tyres, footboards, and all accessories

:

bargain, £19 10s.; rigid sidecarriage, £4, .iust

like new.—G. Beech, 108, Bruce Grove, Tot-
tenham. N.

2 h.p. Werner, spray, V belt, 25s. Lucas
lamp, stand, and spares, re-plated and

enamelled: trial; everything perfect; £9
10s., or offers.—H. H. England, 77. Cathies
Eoa-d, Balham.

LvysrCASHIRE.—3i h.p. Peugeot, effective
silencers, new Palmers, spring seat-pil-

lar, BlOO saddle, full kit, two large accumu-
lators, electric horn; £21.—Cunliffe, Lord
Street, Southport.

FOR Sale, J.A.P., 1907. 3i h.p., better than
new, with Matchless silencer; £8.—

Griffin, Filton, Bristol.

F'OR Sale, lightweight Rover, 24 h.p., prac-
tically new, 100 lbs. weight Clinchers;

photo; £21.-31. Oxford Road, Liscard.

yINDEC Special, new July last, 5 h.p.,

magneto, Truflault suspension, Peter-
Unions, Vindec adjustable pulley, Lycetts
belt, cut-out, carrier, spares, tools, perfect
condition; trial allowed; £55.—Hugh, 105,

Oroxted Road, W. Dulwich, London.

5 h.p. Vindec, Roc two-speed gear, Jap
automatic carburetter, Vindec adjust-

able pulley. Whittle belt, Goodrich non-skid,
butted tubes, handle-bar control; £45, no
offers; any trial by appointment; no deal-

ers.—Kennedy, jun., 15, Alfred Street. May-
fair.

In answering any of these advertisement, it is desirable that ycni mention " The Motor Cycle."
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*OR BICYCLES POfi SAL&
y. Fafnir, grand condition, accessories,
low; £16. exchange.—48. Sydney Eoad,
sey.

lUMPH, 3 h.p., magneto, as new, climb
fany hill, spares; £25.-3, Fitzalan
It, Glossop.

Ih.p. Triumph, 1907, perfect condition;
what offers?—No. 202, The Motor Cycle

bs. Coventry.

Lh.p. Twin Werner, two belts, spring
forks ; £15.—Brinkbum, Haslemere

Crouch End.

lUMPH, 1907, magneto, new condition,

I

special machine ; £32.—Smart, Murray
3t, W. Hartlepool.

lh.p. Hex, long bars, low saddle, perfect
order; £10.—Stevens. 4. Goldhawk

|s. Shepherd's Bush.

IN Rex, equal to new, not run 500 miles

;

too powerful for owner; £18.—St. Malo,
Iwell, Newport, Mon..

1 h.p. Twin Antoine, Lycett, Dermatine
belts, spares, etc. ; £20.—Clapham, King

rge Street, Greenwich.

h.p. Phoenix, thorough going order,
tyres as new; £7, a bargain.—J,, 37,

berton Eoad. Harringay, N.

lOERS!—12 h.p. Peugeot, guaranteed
nerlect condition, new belt, complete;

-Wilkie, 2, South Cliff, Eastbourne.

h.p. Humber, re-bushed, re-enamelled,
powerful, fast, faultless; £11 19s.;

to.—Palfreyman, jun., Tideswell, li\\x-

6, bargain, as new.—2i h.p., Minerva en-
gine, Eadie frame. Palmers, 2i, stand,

ip, etc.; 9 till 7.—Walker. 127, Fenchurch
et, London, E.G.

lP, Fafnir carburetter, low position, long
bars, Chater-Lea frame, excellent con-

on, 2i h.p. ; ten guineas.—H., 16, Albert
id. Stroud Green.

INEEVA, 2i h.p., M.O.V.. spray, tyres
good, Chater-Lea throughout, in thor-

rh order; seen evenings; £7.-39, Palace
id, Streatham Hill.

OUR-OYLINDER F.N., 1908, 5 h.p.; cost
50 guineas; ridden 9 miles, new, per-

t ; £40, immediate cash.—No. 204, The Motor
ie Offices, Coventry.

rOTOSACOCHE, stand, horn, etc., first-
L class order; £20, lowest, or exchange
lady's, same condition.—GiDb, Worces-
Street, Gloucester.

h.p. Antoine, like new, and Millford
castor sidecar ; offers, or exchange

gneto lightweight.—69, Bensham Manor
id, Thornton Heath.

OE Sale, 3i h.p. Jap, with sidecar, guar-
anteed perfect order ; given up riding

:

irifice £20. — Wm. Archard. White Wal-
im. Maidenhead. Berks.

25.—Triumph, 1907, magneto, ball bearing
engine. Palmer, new Dermatine, spares,

iplete equipment, perfect condition.—74,
eedy Eoad, Bromley, Kent.

ElUMPH, 1907, magneto, excellent condi-
tion, many spares and accessories; all

•tlculars given ; no postcards.—Frampton,
:erman Barracks, Woking.

L-3i h.p. Eover. splendid condition and
t good running order, tyres good, low,
verful; £15, or exchange tricar.—Mead,
iper, Croxley Green, Herts.

L h.p. Minerva, Chater-Lea, lamp, horn,
1= two accumulators, spare tyres, fine
ming order; £9. — Murray 12a, Perry-
ad Street. Fulham, London.
15.—Four-cylinder Binks, pan seat, free

engine, perfect running order; too
ap for approval, but can be seen and
sd.—Eowell, New Inn. Windsor.

[ h.p. F.N., on English frame, grand ma-
chine, in perfect order, £14; 2| '- n

lerva engine, carburetter, and silencer,
feet, £3 15s.—Warelng, Daventry.

OC, magneto, Minerva spring forks, free ,

engine clutch, good condition; £18 10s., '

exchange for Minerva or Triumph; cash
ustments.—Mudd, Cottingham, Hull.

- ^-P-.Kelecom, Chater-Lea fittings, 2iin.
: Clinchers, new spare parts, acces-
les. almost new; cost nearly £60, £25 or
sr.—61, St. Donatt's Road, New Cross '

ImmeiilatG Delivery.
MAGNETO IGNITION MACHINES.

3 h.p. SINGER, belt drive, Sixoins-Bosch
magneto £18

1908 F.N. Lightweight 32
1908 REX Lightweight 23

3i h.p. Four-cylinder F.N., magneto 23

5i h.p. REX-DE-LUXE, almost new 31

5i h.p. REX-DE-LUXE, good 29

4i h.p' Twin G.B., Nala two-speeds 32
4 h.p. ANTOINE, 1907 19

2i h.p. SINGER, vertical 10

DUST LIFTERS.
5 hp Twin Peugeot, a flyer £22
4ih.p. Four-cylinder DURKOPP 23 10

3i h.p. ARIEL, M.O.V., 26' wheels 14

5i h.p. REX-DE-LUXE, twin tyres, clutch .

.

23
5 h.p. Twin KERRY, very low 19

5J h.p. Twin REX, a dream 19

3j h.p. 1906 REX, spring forks 15
3 h.p. Triumph 19

FASfflONABLE LIGHTWEIGHTS.
li h.p. MINERVA, spray £6
2 b.p. WERNER, low, vertical 8 10
li h.p. MINERVA, good 5 10
2 h.p. MINERVA, M.O.V., 26' wheels 9 9
2 h.p. CYCLONE, vertical, spray 7

' Push bike part payment.

VALUE FOR MONEY.
3i h.p. DUX, vertical, M.O.V £10

3i h.p. HUMBER, torpedo tank 9
3 h.p. EXCELSIOR, a flier 10

3f h.p. REX, 1905 machine, M.O.V 13

.3i h.p. REX, 22in. frame 11

3 h.p. REX, vertical, trembler 10

3 h.p. NOBLE, vertical, spray 10
2 h.p. QUADRANT, spray 8 8
2} h.p. PEBOCK, 26in. wheels 11
2} h.p. R. and P., 26in. wheels, vertical 10
2} h.p. CLARENDON, 26in. wheels 10

3i MINERVA, low and long 18

3i 1908 Lincoln Elk, new 18 18
3 h.p. N.S.U., M.O.V., 26in. wheels 16

Rubber and Canvas V Belting. Embodies all good
points of other rubber belts without their drawbacks.
" A distinct improvement."
Note.—^The prices are between 33% and 50% less

than other makes. Good rubber belts need not be dear.

Send cash for sample length on approval, f 9d.,

}' 1/-, i' 1/4, I' 1/8 per foot. Any length cut.

Fasteners 6d. each.

TRICARS.
5 h.p. REXETTE, two speeds £29
4j h.p. REXETTE, water cooled 25
5 h.p. REXETTE, sprung back and front . . 31

SIDECARS.
Flexible sidecar, 26in. wheel £3 19
Brand New Sidecar, rigid, right-hand side,

26 X 2iin., Clincher tyre 5
Brand New Sidecar, rigid, right-hand side,

38 X a^in.. Clincher tyre 5

FORECAR.
Nice forecar, 36in. wheels, two brakes 4 10

ODD BARGAINS.
Eisemann Magneto, suit any twin V engine, £2 15s.

Osborne Four-speed Gear, 1908 pattern, £3 3s.

New Twin Coil, 10 /- New Lycett's B Toolbag, 6 /-

New Lycett's L72 Saddle, 6/9. Double Twist
Horn, 4/8 ; large size, 6/-. Motor Cycle Back
Brake, new, 6/-. New Rex Free-wheel, 4/-.

Osborne Free Engine Clutch, 27/6. Set 2 h.p.

Castings, 9/6.
CLIHCHER TYRES.—See my advert, on page 28.

NEW TYRES FOR OLD.
Genuine Continentals. Genuine Continentnls.

Cover. Tube. Cover. Tube.
26X2 24/- 9/6 28X2 25/- 10/-
26 X 2j 25/6 10/- 28 X 2i 27/3 10/8
36 X 2i 29/6 11/- 28 X 2j 29/9 11/3

3/- allowed for old covers, 2/- for old tubes.

Traders and Agents send for discounts.

LYCETT'S "LIGHTNING" STANDS.
Firm. Rigid. Strong.

For 24', 26', or 28' wheels. 4/9 per pair.

Send for Price List of Accessories. Pounds saved.
WANTED.—Triumphs, Vindecs, N.S.U., or any good

1907 or 1908 machines. Cash waiting.

K. FARRAR,
ALBION WORKS, SQUARE ROAD, HALIFAX.

Next door to Square Church.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
GODFEEY and Applebee.—We can offer

you better machines and cheaper prices
than anyone else. Exchanges, gradual pay-
ments, and liberal cash discounts.

GODFREY and Applebee.—Every machine
we supply IS thoroughly tuned up by

ourselves before delivery; no office boys.

GODFEEY and Applebee.—3i h.p. Eex.
spring forks, new Clincher tyre, grand

order and condition, guaranteed; £13 10s.

GODFREY and Applebee.—Twin Eex. 1907
model, simply flies; £16 15s.; a rotten

price but a grand machine.

GODFREY and Applebee.—3i h.p. Jap en-
gine, almost new, perfect, overhead

valves, complete with carburetter; £7 10s.

GODFEEY and Applebee.—23 h.p. Minerva,
tyres good, and machine in splendid,

order; £8 15a., bargain.

GODFEEY and Applebee.—Bassee-Michel
trembler coil, brand new, 12s.; Eex

pulleys, 6s. 3d.; the new A.G. adjustable
pulley, 15s.; quick deliveries motor cycles,
unbreakable watches, complete with handle-
bar clip, 5s. 6d.; perfect timekeepers; hun-
dreds supplied.

GODFREY and Applebee tune up machines
at moderate charges, and we can do it

you know. Satisfaction always guaranteed
when dealing with the Rex twins.—Godfrey
and Applebee, 9. Church Hill. Walthamstow.

ROC, 4 h.p., new 1908 model, spring forks,
handle starting, two-speed gear, mag-

neto, new condition, not ridden 300 miles;
any trial; £40.—Hopkins, Alveston House,
Ledbury.

ARIEL, 3J h.p.. splendid condition, with
accessories and spares. £16; F.N.. 1|

h.p.. £8; both machines just overhauled,
tyres like new.—Darby, 27, Park Avenue,
Chelmsford.

MINERVA, Zi h.p., perfect condition,
pedals and rests, accessories, and Mont-

gomery flexible sidecar, all tyres new thick
motor; £20. or separate.—263. Balham Hign
Road, S.W.

3 h.p. Ariel, late 1907, long bars, low seat,
new condition; any trial here; per-

fect engine, two accumulators, new belt

;

must sell, no work ; sacrifice £18.—Great-
bach, Shifnal.

3 h.p. Humber, Chater-Lea frame, low, per-
fect condition. £14: sidecar for same,

excellent condition, £4; the lot. or singly, if '

together £17, bargain. — Moggridge, High
Eoad, Potters Bar.

h.p. Late 1907 Rex de Luxe, excellent
running order, Goodrich non-skid front.

Whittle belt, adjustable pulley, with rigid
sidecar; £40 cash.—21, Sherrifif Road, West
Hampstead, N.W.

h.p. Ariel Motor Bicycle, perfect con-
dition, would exchange with cash for

higher power twin, or four-cylinder, good
make.—Whittle, Briery, Graham Eoad,
Wealdstone, Middlesex.

31 h.p. Eex, 1906, spring forks, 2J Continen-
tal tyres, nearly new. stand, carrier,

horn, lamp, accessories, Montgomery flexible
cane sidecar; £20, or will sell separately.

—

Blackstone, Stamford.

F.N., four-cylinder, 1908 model. Palmer
cords, nearly new, £37 10s.; 1907 model,

grand condition, £31 10s. ; owners purchased
6 h.p. models.—Alsfor d, F.N. Agent, 129. Alma
Eoad, Bournemouth.

FAST Combination.—7 h.p. Peugeot and
brand new coach-built sidecar, latter

not finished yet; send for complete specifi-
cation, price, etc. — X., c'o Housekeeper,
Salisbury House, E.G.

|06 Eex, 31 h.p., in capital condition,
tyres good, Bradbury stand, horn,

bag of tools; £10 10s.—Walt Greenacre, 10,
Newbnrgh Eow, Radcliffe Co., near Ackling-
ton, Northumberland.

Minerva. Phoenix two-speed gear.

54

3i

19^

34^ p.

footboards, new tyres. £28; 3J h.p. Humber
tricar, free engine, etc., £12.—Bannisters'.
Essen Street, Dublin.

31 h.p. 1907 Fan-cooled Eex, with Mont-
2 gomery sidecar, fin. Whittle belt,

Goodrich non-skid, lamps, tools, spares and
accessories, sound and reliable outfit, in new
condition, and little used; trial run if de-
sired; £32 10s. the lot, genuine bargain; no
offers.-Bradley, Eaglescliffe, Co. Durham.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention ''The Motor Oyole."
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)TOH BICYCLES FOR SALE.
OC, 3i h.p., magnto, free engine clutch,
very low, excellent condition; £19 I9s.

elow.

"INIERVA, 3i h.p.. M.O.V., vertical, 26 by
. 2J. splendid order; £16 16s.—41, Sbel-
ok Street, Earlsfleld.

, h.p. Ariel Lightweight, 1908, magneto,
! nearly new; £30.—Land, Borobridg-e
id, Knareaborough.

k08 Triumph Motor Cycle ; delivery pro-
' mised June 28th from makers ; owner
ibled; £48.—Jones. Lichfield.

h.p. Ariel-Minerva, splendid lightweight,
very speedy, and good hill-climber; £8

-Chilton, 199, High Street, Watford.

, h.p. Triumph, Clincher tyres, as new.
I two accumulators, Dermatine belt

;

gain, £13.-73, Church Street. Camberwell.

, h.p. Jap Engine Motor Cycle, Clinchers,
1 Brown-Barlow carburetter, Lycett's
ad, in good order; £6 IGs.—Jones, Lich-
i.

) 158.-2 h.p. Minerva, F.N. carburetter.
Clinchers, V belt; trial allowed: part

bange. — 78, Steyne Eoad, Home Lane,
on.

ti.p. Triumph, perfect condition, two ac-
cumulators, 2i tyres, Gloria belt; £1S;

iroval. — Eagles and Co., High Street,
on.

h.p. N.S.U., 1907, 20in. frame, 24 Dy 2i
feter-Union tyres, equal to new; £20;

iroval.—Eagles and Co., High Street, Ac-

h.p. N.S.TJ., magneto ignition, 20in.
frame. 24 by 2J Peter-Union tyres,

.U., two-speed gear, and free engine; £25,
roval. — Eagles and Co., High Street,
on.

h.p. Genuine De Dion Engine. Chater
frame, 26in. wheels, Longuemare,

met coil, in excellent running order;
J© £10.

h.p. Vertical Engine, 28in. wheels, Psi .-

mer tyres, Longnemare, stand, horn,
A, etc., in good running order; price £7.
se are genuine bargains.—Apply, Page,
East Hill, Dartford. Kent.

h.p. Jap. long bars, low. N.S.U. carbur-
etter, just overhauled, splendid

iber; bargain. £15. or offer.—3, Myrtle
Jcent, South Shields.

h.p. Minerva, very low, in splendid
condition, will do 30 miles per hour;

Os. ; after 6 o'clock.—17. Clarence Terrace,
en's Road. Dalston, N.E.

,
h.p. Bowden, P.N. engine, handle-bar

control, chain drive, stand-carrier,
s, etc."; £8 10s. ; in thorough good con-
on.—Chilton, High Street, Watford.

CRT Cheap.—Good sound machine, verti-
cal P.N. engine, equal new. spray car-

etter, 26 wheels. Palmer tyres, back
jr new; £12 10s.—Lawson, Burley Mount,
da.

.
h.p. Minerva, Chater-Lea frame, Lon-

guemare, two accumulators, thor-
hly overhauled, absolutely perfect

; good
se sale; £12. — H.B., 22, Hadley Street,
itish Town. N.W.
ti.p. Ealeigh-Pafnir, with art cane side-
car. In splendid condition, two belts,

ie p-uUeys, and all spares ; £25 for quick
i, bargain; any trial.—H., 13, Eattray
,d, Brixton. S.W.

h.p. Pafnir, long bars, low. Chater-Lea,
B. and B., new Dunlops. new Dermatine,

res, very powerful and fast; any trial;
lOs.; letters only. — Nicholls. 4, Euston
vs, Notfing Hill.

i.DT'S 2J h.p. Jap, 16in. frame, Sharpe's
silencer, Jebron points, complete,

idle-bar control, sprung, gas lamp, un-
ictured; trial; £12 10s., lowest, or ex-
nge.—61, Denmark Hill, Camberwell.
h.p. Antoine Twin, guaranteed first-
class order, spare valves, belt tools,

ad, horn, studded tyre back; £18 10s., or
e 2| h.p. good make part exchange.—
ticulars, Siddall. Imery House, Hamilton.
. h.p. Minerva, late 1907 not been ridden
1 200 miles, new condition spring forks,
r accumulators. Colliers footrests, foot
ke, lamp, horn, all accessories, tyres nn-
ictured. powerful engine : sacrijaoe £?8.
eed, 346, Garratt Lane. Earlsfleld London.

FOR YOUR SELECTION.

SINGLE. TWINS, and FOUR-CYLINDER
MODELS, LIGHTWEIGHT TWO-SPF.ED
MACHlN'liS, and SIDECARS,

NOW ON VIEW.
We have carefnlly studied the wants of motor

rvcUsts, and are in n position to supply any make ot

machine, and always have a good selection on show.
Not only can we do this, but we will take your old

bicycle in part exchange, buy it outright, or sell it

on commission , on the understanding that no sale no
commission.
Send us particulars of the machine you require,

md let us have your old machine for valuation.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
7 Cash.—2 h.p. P.N., splendid order.

Mason, 60, Deodar Road, Putney.

Phelon and Moore Two-speed Magneto. No pedals
required. Gold Medal London to Edinburgh this

year. £52 lOs.

BARGAINS.
6 h.p. LITETTE, magneto ignition, two speeds,

inoS model, not driven fifty miles £65
9 h.p. RILEV, three speeds and reverse, lamps.

etc £60
(182) 2| h.p. KERRY, spray, stand, and carrier £12
(218) 3i h.p. N.S.U. , cream colour, very smart £18
(224) 2I h.p. BAT pattern, De Dion type engine,

runs grandlv £15
5 h.p. REX DE LUXE, Roc clutch, twin wheel,

1907 model £30
5 h.p. REX DE LUXE, lack, no skid sUnd £15
(303c) OSBORNE, four-speed gear, 1908 pat-

tern, only used for trial £3
(223) ORMONDE, sp'-av, long handle-bars, low

seat £7
(244) ROC, Bosch magneto £22
(246) 2i h.p. MINERVA engine, Equity frame,

Palmer tyres £10
(50) 2} h.p. PHCENIX, Minerva engine, M.O.

valves, Phcenix gear, fine touring machine £16
(123) 5 h.p. XL'ALL, twin cylinders, spring seat,

and forks £18
[131) ai h.p. F.N., long handle-bars £14

ACCESSORIES.
SELECTIONS.

The SERVICE Mirror Lamp-
—Fitted with detachable mirror
len=;, aid supplied complete with
gpnentor and length of tubing.
N.P. or brass. 26/6.

TYRES.—Only a few left of these special covers.
Guaranteed Peter Union make. Prices : 26 X
2iin., 15/- ; c6 -^Sin , 16/-.

A customer writes : 'The tyres arrived this

moniing. Thev are a capital fit, and appear
very good valup indeed."

INNER Tubes.—The Service stout heavy tubes
are guaranteed. 26''2in., 6/6; 2iin., 7/-;
2iin.. 7/6.

BELTING.—All makes supplied. Write for list of

prirp=. From 9d. per foot.

SPARKING PLUGS.—Oleo accumulator, 1/4 ; Oleo
magnetic, 3 '4. Post 2d.

HORNS—Our prices cannot be equalled. C.all and
inspect, or we sc'id on approval. Prices . Double
twist, 4/3 ; large size, 5 '9. Post jd.

CONTACT FILES.—Invaluable for touching up con-
tacts. Complete in meta! case. Price 9d. Post id.

THUMB SLIDES.—For handle-bar control. Air and
throttle supply. Single clip, 2/8 ; double clip,

3/8. Post 2d.

STANDS.—Prices : 6/9 ; S.N.P., very strong, 10/6.
Servite, automatic action, for oval stays, ap-
proval, !0'9. Carriage 4d.

VALVE LIFTERS.—Screw action. Entirely satis-

factorv. Price 2/6. Post 2d.

Our hst contains many interesting specialities. Write
us for a copy to-day,

THE SERVICE CO., LTD.,
292-3, HIGH H0LB3RN, LONDON, W.C.

(Facing First Avenue Hotpll.
Telephone 260 Central. TeLcrams • " Admitted,v."

MOTOE Cycle, 2| h.p.. good condition ; £8,
or offer.—R.H., 411, Old Kent Eoad. S.E.

£7 10s.—2i h.p. Clyde, splendid condition.
Palmer tyres.—39, Amgask Eoad. Catr

ford.

£10. — 2| h.p. De Dion (genuine), perfect
order ; bargain.—39, Amgask Eoad,

Catford.

£1 Per Month for six months for 2 h.p.
Werner.—114, Eisley Avenue, Lordship

Lane, Tottenham, N.

fEOWN, 2| h.p., fast and powerful; any
trial; £10.—la, Prideswide Place, Ken-

tish Town, N.W.

MOTO Eeve, twin engine, magneto, not
soiled; no reasonable offer refused. —

Cass, High Street, Chelmsford.

MINEEVA, 1| h.p., perfect condition, re-
enamelled and plated throughout; £7.

—62, Colvestone Crescent, Dalston.

WEENEES, Werners, Werners, Werners,
Werners, Werners; the sole conces-

sionnaires.—Beard Bros., Cricklewood.

03. h.p. De Dion. Chater-Lea frame, low,
^4 long bars, perfect order, new tyres;
£12.-77, Crescent Lane, Clapham Park.

31 h.p. Eex, Longuemare, trembler, long
2 bars, new Jin. Dermatine; £10 10s.,

lowest.—8, Wiverton Eoad, Sydenham, S.E.

3 h.p. Motor Cycle, spray carburetter. Pul-
ler's coil. Clinchers; £9, or offer; seen

after seven.—36, Durand Gardens, Clapham.

£9.-3 h.p. Humber, new condition, all

spares; push bike in part payment.—
Emslie, 3, St. Alban's Road, Seven Kings,
Essex.

i OO6 3i h.p. Rex. long low frame, spring
Lu forks, guaranteed in running order;

£15 ; cash, credit, or exchange.—16, Westgate.
Halifax.

41 h.p. Twin Minerva, spring forks, foot-

2 boards, faultless; £30; no approval;
exchange for 7-8 h.p. Minerva.-H. Pixton,
Bowdon Hydro, Cheshire.

31 h.p. Brown, genuine hill-climber, foot-

2 boards, new re-treaded tyres, lamp,
spare accumulator, fine condition ; £18.—
H.P., 10a, Hythe Eoad, Willesden, N.W.

1 QOS Eex, 3i h.p., ball bearing engine, mag-
It/ neto, cost 38 guineas, new three

weeks ago; accept £28 18s.—7, Campbell
Eoad. Hamilton Eoad, Longsight. Manches-
ter.

NEW 2i h.p. Featherweight 1908 Eex, mag-
neto, new lamp, horn, stand toolbag,

-nirror, numbers; £26.—" Z.," OXJonnell s

News Agency, Dartmouth Street, Westmin-
ster.

7h p PeugeotrBat, handle-bar control,

E O M. synchronised ignition, perfect;

trial; £25, complete, with sidecar, £28. —
Seen at 10, Carmichael Eoad, South Nor-

wood-

FOR Sale, Triumph, 24 h.p. Jap engine, new
last season, new Palmer cord tyre and

Dunlop tube, guaranteed in good order;

nrice £12 10s.—Thompson, Easingwold,

Yorks.

31 h p Kerry, long handle-bars, footboards,
^ Palmer cord tyres, two accumula-

to-"= new Stanley-Dermatine belt, spare
"-^ as; £11 10s.—Haydon, 8, Eeaston Street,

New Cross.

O 1 h p Kerry Motor Cycle, late 1905, 26 by

02 24 Clincher Al. new accumulator, pul-

ley and inner tubes, spare belt and valves,

climb anything ;
price £15, or offer.-S.D., 17,

Bedford Plaee, Southampton.

rl hp. Twin Rex. cantilever seat, spring

O2 forks, st^nd. Brown-Baplow, E.O.M.

synchronised, handle-bar control, spare belt,

two accumulators, just overhauled Put in

I perfect order at cost of over £15 (receipts

) shown); sacrifice £20; owner left England.

—15, West Street, Pimlico, London.

£11 10s.—P.N. 23 h.p.' Lightweight, good

climber, three brakes, Acetyphote, two
accumulators. Hilton stand tyres and tubes

in first-class condition; an absohite bargain,

must sell; have bought^ four-cylinder i^N.

;

gent's bicycle, free wheel, Bowden, good

condition, 25s.; trembler coil, 10s : 40 amp
accumulator, 17s. 6d.; Acetyphote 2s. 6d

iack 6s. 6d. ; charging board, 8s. 6d.
;

760

1,,. Qo Tv/rir-T^pi'Ti tube. 10=.—Cassell s, 66, Mar-

velle Eoad, Pulham, S.W.

Tn nnfwprivg any of the/fe adverfixp'm'"nf'^ if i.« dpRirnhlc fhat you mention " The Motor Cyrl".
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VIOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE

KLA0KP00L.-3I h.p. N.S.TJ.. 1908, magneto,
pi,s new ; £36.

BLACKP00L.-3i h.p. N.S.U., 1907, mag-
neto, good condition ; £20.

BLACKPOOL.—3 h.p. N.S.U., 1908, new mag-
neto ; £33.

T3LACKP00L.—li h.p. N.S.U., 1908, as new;
£30.

BLACKPOOL.—21 h.D. Minerva, good con-

dition, 26in. wheels; £10.-nStanworth,

New Eoad.

11 h.p. Minerva, good running order; £3
2 15s.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, B.C.

31 h p. 1907 Gremiine Brown, perfect condi-

2 tion; £16.—W.H., 15. Radlix Boad, Ley-

ton, E.

5 h.p. Twin Eex, spring seat and handle-
bars, new condition; £20, bargain.

5 h.p. Twin Hamilton, fast, racy machine,
suit passenger work; £16 10s.

3X h.p. Werner Twin, very light and fast

2 machine; £16.

2 h.p. Rex Light Motor Cycle, smart ma-
chine; £8.

21 h.p. Humber Lightweight, climb almost
4 any hill, splendid condition; £8 10s.

3 h.p. Trent, in excellent condition; £11
cash, bargain.

23 h.p. Bradbury, fast, powerful machine;
4 £10 15s.—128, High Road, Tottenham.

4h p. Ormonde, round tank, very fast;

£8 10s.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet
\

Street, London.

6h p Twin Antoine, Chater-Lea, with side-

"car, 2i and 2J tyres; £28.-16. Sansome
Walk, Worcester.

31 h.p. N.S.TJ., low frame; going cheap at
2 Wauchope's, £15.-9, Shoe Lane, Fleet

Street, London.

23-3 h.p. Kerry, re-enamelled and plated
'4 fast, reliable machine. — 479. Green

Lanes, Harringay.

31, h.p. Humber Tricar, £17 10s. ; free en-
2 gine clutch, very fast.—Wauchope's,

9, Shoe Lane, E.C.

r* 8.—Triumph-Minerva, inclined engine, 2i
dw h.p., spray, M.O.V. ; can be seen after

7 p.m.—12, Baggally Street, Bow.

3h;p. Quadrant, in good running order;
£12 123.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,

Fleet Street, London.

flNERVA, 3i h.p.. Campion make, with
Fit-all two-speed gear, perfect order;

£15.—Parker, Melbourne, Derby.

5 h.p. Light Tourist Vindec Special, in con-
dition as new; £35.—Wauchope's, 9,

Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.

i Q07 3i h.p. Quadrant, spring forks, two
A-fJ accumulators, perfect; £18.-8, Bar-
rett Street, Manchester Sauare, W.
i Q07 3J h.p. Minerva, spring forks, seen
J-iJ very little use; £19 19s.—Seen at Wau
chope's, 9. Shoe Lane, E.C.

QTOCKPORT.—5 h.p. Vindec Special. 1907,O magneto, Truffault, Kempshall. 2Jin.
tyres, excellent machine; 30 guineas.

QTOCKPORT.—4 h.p. 1907 twin N.S.U., mag-O neto, two-speed gear. Peter-Union
tyres; 26 gnineas.

STOCKPORT.—14 h.p. Excelsior, Clinchers,
good machine; £6 10s.

STOCKPORT.—Why not remain clean and
comfortable, and ride a Midget Bicar

the all-weather machine, built like a car;
write fox catalogue; easy payments and ex-
changes arranged.—Lund and Davies, Hea-
ton Lane.

WHO wants a bargain.?—3i h.p. Riley,
Palmers., easy starting, romps up hills,

in perfect order.—20, Sheet Street, Windsor.

THE Latest New 21 h.p. 1908 and 9 Ariel,
magneto, lightweight, now on show at

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane. E.C.

i Q06 Si h.p. Rex. long low frame, spring
J-U forks, guaranteed in running order:
£15; cash, credit, or exchange.— 16, Westgate,
Halifax.

FOR Sale, Zi h.p. Westfield, Chater-Lea
throughout, very low, Nilmelior coil,

two Pfluger accumulators, two belts; want
repairing; £7 10s. — H. McK. Arkinstall.
^fewport, Salop.

2 heads are better than 1

3 wheels are better than 2
The PhoenLx attachment will convert

j

your motor bicycle into a safe and
|

pleasurable three-wheeler for single

or passenger work.

I
PHCENIX MOTORS, LTD.,

Blundell Street, London, N.

"SIMPLEX"
PATENT

Belt Fasteners.
i, I, i, iln. 1 /- each all slzat

BEWARE OF
COLOURABLE

IMITATIONS.
Sole Patentees and[Manufactur6rs,

HERWiN, CANNY & Cc.,

PI.UM8TEAD, S.E.

II II

ENGINES & MOTOR BICYCLES.

2} and 31 h.p. single cylinder.

3i, 5, and 7 h.p. twin cylinder.

Also

ninuine 8pa.re Parts.

I cari^y a large stock and give

prompt delivery.

J. TAYLOR, 318, Percy RoaiS,

BIRMINGHAM.
SOLE WHOLESALE AGENT.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

31 h.p. Rex, spring forks, low build, in Per-

2 feet condition in every respect; ±.lb.—

103, Station Eoad, Harborne. Birmingham.

6'h 13 Jap, No. 6 frame, free engine pulley,

not done 500 miles; £28.-Garaged at

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, E.C.

31 h p. Minerva, 1907, greatly improved,

2 splendid condition; £20. no otfers.—

Particulars, 27, Clemens Street. Leamington.

31 h.p 1907 Rex Motor Cycle, good condi-

2 tion throughout; £15 i5s.-Wauchope s,

9, Shoe Lane. Tleet Street.

1 O07 Minerva, 3i h.p., spring forks every-

lU thing perfect, scarcely iised; £21,

ttny trial.—Wray, 18, Terminus Eoad, East-

la 3uriie.

03 hp Vindec Special, magneto, in excel-

Zd lent condition and running order

;

jo2u.-Wauchopes, 9, Shoe Lane. Fleet Street,

London.

PHANGMEN, 3 h.p., Nala two-speed, mag-
neto, absolutely new condition ;

cost

i52 recently, accept £32.-19. Mountfield

Prestwich.

-i n06 ii h.p. Eex, long low frame, spring

ly forks, guaranteed in running order

;

£15 ; cash, credit, or exchange.-16, Westgat*.

Halifax.

i 3 h p 1907 Lightweight F.N., magneto,

if spring forks, in first-class order, as

uew- £23 lOs.-Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane.

Fleet Street, London.

OMALL HEATH.-Rex, 5i h.p.. tyres and

O running order eaual new, suit sidecar,

^weitul and fast; £20. or part exchange

lightweight.—Below.

i^MALL HEATH.-3J h.p. Excelsior latest

k5 model, spray carburetter Clincher

tyres (uncut)-, numerous spares; £13.—Below.

^MALL HEATH. -54 h.p. I^*^ ^^^e Luxe,

O nearly new. magneto, Koc cjiutcn.

gooks seat.'^eadlight, large caroerBPei
u)olbag, full kit spares and tools ;

best otter,

or part exchange Triumph.-Below.

OMALL HEATH.—Numerous other bargains.

S Trailers, sidecars,^ ^f^T el Rex Trf:
o+n • sole district agents for Ariel, Rex, iri

finVV and Minerva.-Woodgate's Garage.

C^v^entry Road. Small Heath. Birmmghanu

(^25-6 hp. twin Chater-Lea, 26 by 2i. lo^.

^"'^ass^'tank. Brown-Barlow footboards,

equal to new ; reason for seUmg ;
photo.

Sale, Millhouses, Sheffield,

rl h p N S.tT., magneto, twin, 24in. wheels,

£)i?ow frame; £22 lOs.-Seen at Wau-

chope's, 9, Shoe Lane. E.C.

o 1 hv, N S U . 1907. accumulator, lamp,

3i toolS etc. hardly ridden in splendod

^ndition; £21. no offers ; after 6 p.m.-Wm.

DanKs, 142, Great Titchfield, W.

MTNRRVA Twin, 4i h.p., £20; Rex, 3i h.p.,

™ll^; both iood^order to clear at

these cash figures.—A. W. Wail, Lta., iioi.

Motor Cycle Works, Birmingham,

r- li n 1907 Tourist Trophy Light Vindec

5 Snecial magneto, twin engine, enamel-

ed cfeaS condition/as new, spring forks

etc. ;
£35.-^Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet

Street, London.

h.p. Imperial, Chater-Lea frame, low

O built just been overhauled, m farsv

gass condition good l^i^'fi^^^^^^i^^^^^a'd
liable; £15. — Johnson, 151. London ixoaa,

Reading.

^ 1 h n Twin-cylinder Minerva. 1907 model

4i very powerful on hills, and in good

SditionTh&out; £22 lOs . verj lowest

—At Wa-uchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet btreei,

T% /r'nTO-R nvpl^e Zh li.p. Minerva engine.

MfraSr built of l3hater-Lea fittings

fitted with two-speed gear, chain drive, in

Serfect running ^order. with or without

sidecar ; £28.-W. Montgomery and Co., Bury

St. Edmunds.
01 h.p 1907 Triumph, fitted with Mabon

3i free engine clutch, ^«t "dden IW

miles magneto and spring forks ;
£35.--Ai

Wauchope's. 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street. Lon-

don.

r h p Twin. Sarolea engined, low frame

5 footboards, two band brakes, oil anc

uetrol gauges: Clincher 2J A Won, Longne

S^are Complete set spares, electric hootei

^nd large lamp, nearly new. and m thor

ou-h working order; £35, or exchange foj

^mall ^ar.-C De Frame. Walton. Aylesbury

In answerina an.ii of f.hoso nAtieTtAspmp/nts if. Ir dpximhlp. that vou mention " The, Motor Cycle.
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TRICARS FOR SALE.
5I1 p. Eiley Tricar, two speeds, bucket

seats; £35, or motor cycle part. — 142,

Lewisham High Eoad, New Cross, S.E.

TEIOAH, powerful 7 h.p. twin, good run-
ning order; must sell; £17, or offer.—

34a. Melville Road, Hoe Street, Waltham-
stow.

REXETTE, 5J h.p.. good machine, excellent

condition, wheel steering, very smart:
exchange good motor bike, or sell cheap.—
A., 69, Parkhall Eoad, East Pinchley.

31 h.p. coach -built front, chain, three

2 speeds, starts from seat, no getting

off into the mud, tyres good, lamp, tools;

£17._Arnold,. 75. Durban Eoad, Watford.

31 h p Humber Tricar, free engine, coach-
2 built, splendid condition; £16, or ex-

change for good twin motor cycle.—George,

18, Ferncliffe Road, Sandringham Road, Dai-

ston. London.

7-8 h.p. Double-cylinder Fafnir Engined
tricar for sale, open and spring frame,

three speeds and reverse, direct drive on top,

wheel steering, coach-built seats, in first-

class condition; also small two-seater Hum-
ber car.—6, Battersea Rise. Clapham Com-
mon.

SINGER 9 h.p. Twin-cylinder Tricar. 190/

pattern, water-cooled, coach-buiit

body, three speeds and reverse, absolutely
faultless condition, just delivered from tne
makers after being thoroughly overhaulea
and made equal to new; cost, with acces-

sories in 1907,; £180. price £80.—No. 131. ^m
Motor Cyde Offices. Coventry.

SIDECAES £AND FORECARS.
MONTGOMERY, splendid condition, r.ew

Dunlop and spare cover, apron; £5.—
Below.

SIDECAR Wanted, rigid, to fit Rex deLuxe.
—Meyeringh, Blenheim Crescent, Croy-

don.

LIBERTY Sidecar, good condition; £5, or
nearest.—NichoUs, 22, Westfleld Street.

Lincoln.

FORECAR, wicker, fan, upholstered, less

tyres ; £4 10s., offer.—33, Griffiths Road,
Wimbledon.

FORECAR, 26 by 2 tyres, wings, side stays

;

£2 10s., bargain.—Burton, Raleigh Ba-
kery, Walsall.

MONTGOMERY Sidecar, excellent condi-
tion, upholstered in green ; £6.—Bent,

37, Tudor Eoad. Leicester.

LATEST 10 Guinea Sidecar, nsed twice

;

sacrifice 5 guineas.—E. Sullivan, 110.

Grosvenor Road, Pimlico.

BROWN Forecar, complete, sides tubes,
band brakes, footboards; bargain, £3

10s.—Hartley, N.C. Club, Londonderry.

SIDECAR, rigid, right side, art cane, up-
holstered. 26 by 2 Clincher, been used

on 31 h.p. Rex.—28, Hurst Grove, Bedford.

QTAMFORD HILL.—Our famous sidecars fit

O any machine, £4 18s. 6d.; two s.h., £4
5s. each.—128, High Road, Tottenham.

RIGID Sidecar, new. requires small part
ironwork and ball race to complete

;

bargain, 35s. — G^o. Burns, 455. Stanhope
Road, Tyne Dock.

MILLS-FXJLFORD castor wheel Sidecar,
with apron, used few times only; ac-

cept £7, also Mabon clutch, 25s.—Turner, 36.

Archer's Road, Southampton.

MONTGOMERY Sidecar. 26in. wheel, per-
fect condition, £4 48.; also twin Rex

pedalling gear, sa'ddle, and pulley; wanted,
stand.—Electricity Works, Folkestone.

FORECAR Attachment, wicker seat, uphol-
stered, band brakes, steering column,

long side stays, tyres perfect; £5.—Stevens,
4, Goldhawfc Mews, Shepherd's Bush.

CHATER-LEA Porecarriage or Runabout,
no seat, new, hardly soiled, been fitted

to Chater-Lea frame, foot brakes and boards,
winged mtidguards; £6 17s. 6d., best offers.—
24, Southgate Road, London.

6 h.p. Antoine, well sprung upholstered
sidecar, accumulator ignition. Palmers,

free engine, metal clutch, chain drive, foot-
boards, run 800 miles, tool chest, all acces-
sories, handle-bar control; £25, or near
offer. — Bell, 20, Wellington Crescent, Ship-
ley.

A ne'7 type of tiandy "spare " accumu-
lator.

i'he <6h*''S^
"FLEET." '<S^iT*i

4 volt.

5 amp.
Hours.

Size, 31 in. x
lin.x 4JiH.
over term-
inals. Best
celluloid case
and lid. Non-
corrosive
terminals
and splash-
proof vents.

PRICE 6 /6 each. Post 6d. Strong cases
for above 9d. each. This cell will do 150
miles on a sin'^tle charge.

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
BOOTH for Montgomery sidecars, flexible

joints; large stock kept for immediate
delivery

BOOTH.—Insist on a Montgomery, less
power required to drive, no broken

frames.

BOOTH takes your rigid frame-breaking
sidecar in exchange for a flexible Mont-

gomery.

BOOTH. — Montgomery flexible sidecars

;

popular prices; cash, credit, or ex-
change. — Booth's Motor Exchange, Wade
Street, Halifax.

i Q08 Montgomery Sidecar, non-skid, not
±rJ done 10 miles ; £5. fit 1908 Rex de Luxe;
wanted, forecar for same.—Gibbs, Chingford.

MOTOR TRICYCLES.
23 h.p. De DioD Tricycle, engine as good
4 as new; cheap.—Barker, Chertsey.

ROYAL Enfield Motor Trike, very power-
' ful, perfect; £7 15s.—313, Coldharbour

Lane, S.W.

TRICYCLE, 3 h.p. genuine De Dion, watei>
cooled, Starley patent axle, with Whip-

pet pattern trailer, condition as new; £40,-
or offer.—410, West Green Road, Tottenham.

TRICYCLE, 3i h.p. Peugeot, two speeds,
clutch, Longueraare, 2iin. Micfieiin,

water-cooled, footboards, accessories; £iO;
seen by appointment.—Kibbler, 1, Linthorpe
Road. Stamford Hill.

" E.P.R."

No. 19C
4 volt. 10 amp.

Size,

2fin. X 2m. X 6in.

Three plates
per cell. Non-
corrosive term-
inals. Splash-
proof vents.

Guaranteed two
years.

PRICE 10/6.

Post 6d.

"E.P.R." No. 20C. 4 volt. 20 amp.
Size 4in. x 2jin. x 6in. Exactly as
illustration. PRICE 14/6.

i^NiiSiiBslSSL

E P B
3 C'^m

REPAIRS.—We malce a speciality of

treating old and damaged batteries. We
can either repair and make them equal to
new, or else allow their value in part ex-

change for new " E.P.R." cells. Send for

new catalogue and terms.
NOTE.^All repair work guaranteed.

Minerva accumulators cannot be repaired.

Richford and Co.,
ACCOMULATOR SPFXIALISTS,

153, FLEET STREET, E.C.
I'-labh-hed 1S76.

QUADCARS.
PHCENIX Quadcar. 1907, magneto, inter-

changeable front seat and bonnet;
what offers.?—Whitehead, Broadgate, Pres-
ton.

31 h.p. Water-cooled Genuine De Dion
2 Quad, coach-built, in good running

order; £10, or would sell engine and parts
separate.—Gaston, Kingsman Street, Wool-
wich.

£14 Each.—31 h.p. De Dion Quad, two
speeds, free engine, in perfect order;

cj-imh everything; 3i h.p. Rex bicycle, oer-
fect order, both overhauled.—30, Finsby
Road, Stamford Hill.

fj h.p. Phoenix Quadcar. twin Fafnir en-
I gine, water-cooled, two speeds and re-
verse, the finest touring machine ever pro-
duced, absolute perfect condition through-
out; climb anything; any trial; sacrifice
£49; good motor cycle taken part payment.
—R. Else, Leawood. near Matlock.

CARS FOR SALE.
BENZ Car, ^ h.p., solid tyres, in good con-

dition; £17.—Keight, Cannock.

HALIFAX.—6J h.p. Aster engined car. three
speeds and reverse, two-seater ; £35

:

tyres excellent.

HALIFAX.—6 h.p. two-seated car, two
speeds, smart, goes well; £25; motor

part payment.—16, Westgate, Halifax.

-i 0-16 h.p. Provincial, tonneau, sound, per-
JL^ feet ; cheap ; must sell.—18, Hailsham
Avenue, Streatham.

6-8 h.p. Pick, two-seater, brass lamp,
spares; bargain, £30.-73, Church

Street, Camberwell.

ROVER, 6 h.p., grand order, as new; £85,
or Triumph motor cycle and cash.—

Parker, Melbourne, Derby.

-16 h.p. Panhard, four-cylinder; £65, or
offer.-190, Mellison Road, Tooting.

i /2-20 h.p. Corre, four-cylinder, M.O.V.,
10 seats five; £125.-190, Mellison Road,
Tooting.

Qfr-50 h.p. De Dietrich, four-cylinder,
00 M.O.V.. pressed steel frame, 60 m.p.h.;
£185.-190, Mellison Road, Tooting.

i rj-20 h.p. Gladiator, four-cylinder Aster,

_LO valves each side, long chassis, side

entrance; £165.-190, Mellison Road, Tooting.

-i r»-22 h.p. Germain, side entrance, dual
10 ignition; £225.-190. Mellison Road,
Tooting.

O/1-30 h.p. Hurst, side entrance, four-cylin-

Zi'^ der. cardan, long chassis; £125.-190,

Mellison Road. Tooting.

ARGYLL, 8 h.p. De Dion engine, four-

seater, good order; £70.-Habberton,
Burnham Market, Norfolk.

12

In answering any of t7ie!>e advertisements it i? rhMrahh- fliai vou mention " The Motor Cycle.
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CARS FOR SALE.
h.p. M.M.C.. three-seater, three speeds,
splendid order; £32 10s.—43, Wimbledon

3ad, Tootins.

6-20 h.p. Pipe, tonneau, four-cylinder,
hood, four speeds, in excellent con-

Ition; £85.-43, Wimbledon Road, Tooting^

0-12 h.p. Morris, two-cylinder, tonneau,
enclosed radiator, perfect; £38.—43,

hmbledon R^ad, Tooting.

[JL h.p. Humber, two-seater, spare tyre,
'2 brass lamps; bargain, £33 10s. — 73,

lurch Street, Camberwell.

'jL h.p. Riley Car, as new: £40, exchange
1 2 tricar and cash; 6-8 h.p., two-seater,

feo.—21, Balfour Road, Ilford.

OCOMOBILE Steam Car, boiler practic-
ally new; best offer over £16.—Douglas

fones, 52, West Street, Pareham, Hants.

0-16 h.p. Mors, four cylinders, magneto,
fast, very reliable car, in good order

;

|iny trial; £75.-479, Green Lanes, Harringay.

LLDAYS Traveller Voiturette, two-speed
, and reverse, little used, tyres, gear, and
Everything perfect; offers.—193, The Motor
Vycle Offices, Coventry.

h.p. De Dion, three speeds and reverse,
four-seater, Dunlop tyres, in good con-

iition and fine running order; £75.-82.
Queen's Road, Peckham, S.E.

'* h.p. Rover, wood wheels, late 1906, excel-
) lent order, lamps, headlight, etc. ; £68,
)ik6 taken in part payment.—Harold Lam-
bert, 26, Pimlico Road, S.W.

SIMMS Tonneau, single-cylinder car, three
speeds and reverse, 810 by 900 equal

artillery wheels, very good condition.; £35.

—123, High Road, Tottenham.

41 h.p. Automotor Light Car, two-seater
2 just been overhauled, good condition,

Dunlops, all good, bucket seats ; £28.-39, OaK
Tree Lane, Selly Oak, Birmingham.

31 h.p. Two-seater Benz. leather hood,
2 three speeds, splendid running con-

dition ; £18, or exchange lightweight motor
cycle.—" Limes," Queen's Road, Leytonstone.

WOLSELEY, 12 h.p., side entrance body,
long wheelbase, upholstered pigskin;

£95; seen by appointment.—Chauffeur, Cot-
tage, Melbourne Lodge, Queen's Walk, Eal-
ing.

PHCENIX, two-cylinder Fafnir, 7 h.p., seats
two on back seat, front seat inter-

changeable with bonnet, tyres nearly new;
£75.—Lacy, 12, Southwold Road, Clapton,
N.E.

6 h.p. Humberette, two-seater, Dunlop
tyres, in good condition, fitted with

Cape hood, lamps, etc., in fine running
order; 35 guineas.—82, Queen's Road, Peck-
ham. S.E.

8 h.p. Pope-Tribune Car, two-seater, per-
fect, £42; 6 h.p. two-cylinder tricar,

four speeds, as new, £21; 2 h.p. Quadrant,
perfect, £7; exchanges.-Primrose Cottage,
South Norwood Hill. S.E.

"j O h.p. Four-cylinder Fafnir Car, very re-
J-^ liable. Cape hood. Stepney wheel,
and everything latest, in first-class running

;

£95, or part exchange good motor cycle. —
Beard Bros., Cricklewood, London.

WOLSELEY; £300; chain drive, artillery
wheels, four-cylinder engine, 30 h.p.,

Roi des Beiges body; trial by appointment,
and guaranteed faultless, or offers. — 0'.

Austin, 61, Aytoun Road, Brixton, S.W.

HUMBER, 5i h.p., two-seater, two speeds
and reverse; 4 h.p. water-cooled Rover

tricar; 3 h.p. Advance motor cycle; all in
splendid condition ; selling to buy larger car.
—Apply E., 57, Sheep Street, Northampton.

Mh.p. Gobron-Brillie, perfect condition,
very powerful, seats four, three

speeds, reverse, all lamps and headlight;
£66. or exchange good tricar and cash.—S.,

5, Exchange Parade, Southwark Street, S.E.

61 h.p. Beeston Humber Car, three speeds
2 and reverse, artillery wheels, Dunlop

tyres, many recent improvements, abso-
lutely perfect, dO' 25 m.p.h. easily; genuine
value. £55, no offers. — 352, Newhall Lane,
Preston.

9 h.p. Twin-cylinder Riley Car, almost new,
beautifully fitted up with hood, detach-

bale wire wheels, spare wheel and tyre, ccm-
Dlete, electric side and tail lamps, acetylene
head lamp, etc. ; £125, good bike in part pay-
•nent.—Harold Lambert. 26, Pimlico Road,
S-W.

OERMATINE BELTS
MOi,P At-I- REOORDS.

End-to-End Record, June 9th and 10th :
All-. A. W. Bentlcy, usintc Dermatine belt.

M.C.C. 24 Hours' Ride to Edinbur!^^,
June 5th and 6th :

35 were successful, using Dermatine belts.

Stadium Race Meetln«, June 8th :

Harry Martin, First in 'i\-n Miles Race.

Stadium Race Meeting, June 24th :

/-.R.iin the rirst, Secon", and Thira winners
were fitted with Dermatine belts.

No other belt holds sucu records. The Original
Rubber and Canvas bell. BEWARE OF
liVllTATIOIMS. The standard belt that

is adopted by all leadinj manufacturers.

End-to Fnd Record.
Read the testimonial from the Triumph Co.

Coventry, June 22nd, 1908.
Mr. Stanley J. Webb, 42, London Road,

Bromley, Kent.
Dear Sir,— 1 do not know whether we have

written to you about the Bentley End-to-End
record. Mr. Bentley had a Stanley Dermatine
B'^.lt fitted to his motor cycle. It gave him
entire satisfaction, and had not to be touched
once during the whole ride of S86 miles.

Yours faithfully, M. J. Schulte,
Managing Director, 1 riuinph Motor Co., Ltd.

Second season in use. and still goingr strong,
125, Bunhill Row, E.G., 12/6/'08.

Dear Sir,— You will be pleased to hear that
the " Dermatine " Belt I used in this year's
London-Edinburgh run gave me no trouble
whatever, and that, moreover, it was the
identical belt 1 used in last year's L.-E. run. It
iis Still going strong, though having run nearly
3,000 miles. Yours faithfully, J. P Le Grand.

800 miles, and no trouble nor once
shortened.

Southernhay, Loughton, June 12th, 1908.
Dear Sir,— 1 must again congratulate you

upon your excellent belts, as the one 1 used on
my 3i Vindec in the Schulte Cup Competition to
Edinboro' and back gave me no trouble what-
ever, and was not even shortened once in 800
miles. I consider this a severe test, and a
splendid proof of efficiency.

Yours faithfully, OWEN L. SUMMERS.
Hundred s of Testmonials. British Made.

NOTE THE PRICES.
fin. |in. |in. lin.

1/2 I/O. 1/8 1 /ii per ft.
Post Free.

The Stanley Detachable Motor Belt
Fastener.

A long-felt want at last for adjustable pulleys.

The Stanley Adjustable Fastener.

^\
j
Can be used with existing Stanley Fasteners. It
is also most useful for starting out with hook
titted, and in case belt slips, to shorten simply
take out the hook. Belt shorten Jin. ; time, one
second.

Price Stanley Fastener, complete with set hooks,
1/6. Set of hooks, separate, price 1/-.

The S anley Fastener (80,000 in use).

With Unhreatible Hooi. Guaranteed. (Made
under Siin-M;x Patent.) In sizes gin., fin., Jin.,

lin., 1 ,- eic 1. Wholesale and Retail.

The STANLEY DERMATINE
MOTOR BELT CO,,

32. London Road. BROMLEY, KENT.
Stanley Webb, Manager.

CARS FOR SALE.
6 h.p. Ridley Car, two speeds, in good con-

dition; £24 10s.—142, Lewisham High
Eoad, New Cross, S.E.

9 h.p. Henroid Car, very smart, four-seater,
ready for the road, just been over-

hauled, complete with lamps, etc. ; 45 guin-
eas, or part exchange good motor cycle or
tricar.—Beard Bros., Cricklewood, Broad-
way, London.

SIMMS, 20-24 h.p., dual ignition, everything
in perfect order, run under 1,500 miles,

side entrance body. Collier tyres, 34 by 4J,
almost immarked; will accept 4§ h.p. F.N.
and £90 cash; photo.—Wenborn, Bursledon.
Southampton.

9-11 h.p. Clement, roomy tonneau body, by
Eothschilds, seats four, in fine condi-

tion, perfect running order, just overhauled
and new gears and Lacoste commutator fit-

ted, in use daily by owner; £85.—Motor, 1,
Netherfield Eoad, North Pinchley, N.

-[ r h.p. Coventry Humber. fitted with
1.0 Major Saul Samuel's screen and
hood, accumulator (special Castle coil) and
magneto ignition (Simms Bosch), seats five
comfortably, 815 by 105 tyres, lamps, etc., in
excellent condition tliroughout ; price £245
—56, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

EOVEE Cars.—The 6 h.p. single-cylinder
two-seated Rover is the best low-priced

car on the market. It is fast, silent, excep-
tionally reliable, and far more comfortable
to ride and drive than tricars or motor
cycles. We will take these in part exchange,
or supply on deferred payments.—Louis
Davis and Son, Moseley, Birmingham.

61 h.p. De Dion-Prunel Car, two-seater,
2 three speeds and reverse, cardan

shaft drive, 700 by 85 Dunlop tyres, one non-
skid, artillery wheels, luggage box at rear,

I
two Lucas side lamps, one rear lamp, horn,

I

jack, spanners, tyres, levers, and one spare
tube, car is in perfect running order ; any
trial or examination ; photo sent ; £50, or
close offer.—Wallace, 36, Clarence Street,
Kingston-on-Thames.

GARAGES.
CYCLE Garage. Is. 6d. weekly; tricars 2s.

6d., with use engineer's tools, charg-
ing board.—Wood, 50, Victoria Eoad, Stroud
Oreen Eoad.

BEIGHTON. — Black Lion Garage, back
of Sea View Hotel, Black Lion

Street, fifth turning from Aquarium on
right, along front ; specially for motor
cyclists; repairs on Sunday.

WHAT the Motor Cyclist is looking for!—
Excellent storage near Oxford Circus

;

every convenience ; moderate charges.—Ap-
nly, Borland, 2, Lowndes Court, Carnabj'
Street, Regent Street. London.

BUSINESSES FOR SALE.
SOUND Business, main road, good living

and save money, all at £125, including
stock.—207, The Motor Cycle Offices. Coventry.

BALANCE of Lease, motor and cycle busi-
ness, including valuable works exten-

sion agreement, established and convenient,
on Brighton Eoad; owner going abroad;
bona-fide, so must accept quick reasonable
offer.-Box 206. The Motor Cycle Ofaoes.. Cov-
entry.

INSURANCE.
HUGH J. BOSWELL. Insurance Broker.

Norwich, issues all classes of policies
for motor cycles at lowest possible rates; in-

clusive policy, 20s.; fir© insurance only 2s.

6d. for £25, or 3s. 6d. for £35.—Write for nar-
ticulars.

SITUATIONS VACANT.
TRAVELLER, calling on cycle agents, etc.,

wanted to take up a really good side
line on commission.—Particulars to Box
L2,723, The Motor Cycle OfBces, 20. Tudor
Street, E.C.

ACCUMULATORS.
NEW 27 Hour Dinin, 20s.; new Hnmber

size Premier. 8s. 6d. ; new 40 hour
Singer, 2l8.—Exchange, 16, Weatgate. Halifax.

CELLULOID Accumulator Repair Outfits,
useful for all celluloid repairs; full

directions; post free, Is. —Osborne Works,
Forest Hill. London.

In answering any of these advertisements ^t is desirable that you mention "The Motor Ci/de."
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EXCHANGE.
EXCHANGE 3-3i h.p. Humber tricar, free

en^ne, handle starting, for lady-back
tandem and £8 cash, or sell £16.—Motorist,
L49, Sandringham Eoad, Dalston, London.

O/f h.p. Napier, four-cylinder, magnificent
<irt car, condition perfect, exchange for
Lower power and cash, or sell outright, £160.
—Motor, 4, Gateiield Mansions, Lewisham.

3 h.p. Triumph, accumulator, Fafnir, splen-
did condition; exchange for lower

power, or tricar, or sell £15.—J.W., 18, Fern-
cliff Eoad, Sandringham Eoad, Dalston,
London.
EXCHANGES are arranged at Wauchope's.

—Second-hand machines are allowed
Lor in part payment for new models of any
Leading make.—"Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,
b^'ieet Street, London.

5X h.p. Eoc, splendid condition, two speeds,
2 magneto. Brooks non-skid, Dunlop

unpunctured, spares; any trial; suita«Jie fox
sidecar; exchange Triumph, or sell.—Motor,
29, Prince Street, Bristol.

WANTED, good motor cycle (magneto
preferred), in exchange for ail or

part of following : Lady-back tandem, two
gents' cycles, Caligraph typewriter. — Eoy,
Chapel Bar, Nottingham.

EXCHANGE, for good motor cycle, tricar,
or reliable car, new high-class furni-

liire. any description, direct from the
works. — Furniture Manufacturer, 7-11,

French Place. Shoreditch, London.

EXCHANGE a Gent's 18ct. gold keyless
lever watch, extra jewelled movement,

and new, for motor cycle, 2 or 3 h.p., in good
order, watch value £9, warranty given, cash
adjustment.—208, The Jdotor Cycle Offices. Cov-
entry.

EXCHANGE 4i h.p. V.C. Bradbury Tricar,
two-speed gear box, Panhard lever,

9in. clutch, foot pedal, for a good single
and s'iiecar, or 3| h.p. and cash adjustment,
or sell £27 10s., a bargain; photo sent.—
Smith, 129, Western Eoad, Hove.

TEIOAE, Clement-Garrard, 5 h.p., w.c.
three speeds, free clutch, three Drakes,

Palmer tyres, coach-built, just re-pamtea
and overhauled; cost £120; exchange for 1908
Triumph, or Vindec twin.—F. Jermy. Leigh-
ton Holme, Primley Green, Surrey.

I'lEICAE,, 4 h.p. Autoine, Chater-Le-i. two-
speed, free engine, chain, fan, for twn;

motor cycle; forecarriage, perfect condition,
extended arms, 26 by 2, fit any cycii i.5 or
exchange for sidecar and cash.—A. W. Beal,
MiUon Villa, Midland Eoad, Penn-boj-ougli.

EXCHANGE Garrard Tricar, 5 h.p., water-
cooled, coach built, sprung frame,

worm drive, three speeds, handle-dar con-
trol, bucket seat, perfect order; wanted,
good motor cycle, sidecar, wheel steering
tricar, or exchange offers. — Saunders, 3

Archery Terrace, Leeds.

EXCHANGE for low-built gent's push bike
and £10 cash, 34 h.p. Phcenix-Mnerva

inclined engine, two speeds, handle starting,
Longuemare, footboards, no pedals, BlOo,
extra tank, ZJ Palmers, two accumulators,
toolbag, excellent order.—235. Kenelm Eoad.
Small Heath, Birmingham.

EXCHANGE for go-od 1908 motor cycle
(N.S.U., Triumph, or Brown preferred),

3J or 4 h.p. magneto, with or without side-
car, £10 10s. treadle sewing machine, £15 15s.

lecture lantern. 250 slides, gent's Cov<^nr>-v
Cross 24in. bicycle, £3 3s. marbk' clojk —
Eeplies. Tibbott, Manfield, Wrexham.

FEEE Engine Clutch, with starting handle,
suit Minerva, for new 26 by 2i beaded

tyre and Wright's footrests; handle-Dars,
with switch, and horn, for good accumu-
lator; gent's cycle and Columbia grapho-
phone and records for sidecar.—Saunders,
33, Margaret's Eoad. Elmer's End, Kent.

QPLENDID Pen of prize winning barredO Plymouth Eocks, with fifty chickens
bred from same incubator and foster mo-
ther; also B.S.A. spring frame pedal cycle,
three-speed Peder&en hub; exchange the lot
for good motor cycle value £16.—Jas. White-
head. 34, Clyde Street, Oldham.

EXCHANGE Humber Tricar, 3i h.p., free
engine, chain driven, trembler coil, and

all accessories, in perfect running order
(any trial given), for 3i h.p. motor bike, very
low frame, and good maker, must be per-
fect and good condition ; cash adjustment
if necessary.—Cowles, 54, Bridge Road, Bat-
tersea.

A NEW OFFER

FREE

TRIAL
of the

British

Made

PREMIER SEARCHLIGHT
As not one of our Searchlight Lamps sent out on
approval (for inspection) has ever been returned, and
as only Premier lamps which we receive for repair have
been damaged by accidents, WE NOW OFFER three

days' TRIAL of this perfect lamp, and will take babk
without question all that are not entirely satisfactory,

provided that they are not damaged.

PRICE 30 /> complete with Generator, gener
bracket and rubber tube, brass or nickel plated.

The PREMIER was the first lamp of its kind to be
offered to the public, notwithstanding advertisements
to the contrary. Your agent can supply it, or it may

be ordered direct from

The PREMIER MOTOR CO., LTD.,
Aston Road, BIRRVIINGHAiVI.
"~ THE KENT
THREE-SPEED GEAR.

This gear has been re-designed and
improved Can be fitted to Tricar
in two hours. Price £11 -11-0.

List Free. Discount to Trade.

RODGERS BROS

.

330, Kennington Road, S.E.
'Phone : lOOo Hop.

iViOTOR RUNS FASTER,
40, Jubilee Road, Doneaster, May 12th, 1908.

Dear Sir,—I am very pleased to inform you that the
sample Centipede |ln. belt you sent me gives every
satisfaction. It is the best belt I ever u«ed, and I'm no
chicken in motor matters. It "grips" and is beautifully

clean, practically free from stretch, very flexible, and
my machine runs faster vnth it than ever before
Trusting you may have the success you deserve,

Yours laithfuUy, J. H. Wilkinson

/ob: oo:,^^ . I.I.-.

=H^ •~rA/i »^}£ 34,OC/t9

\ rr in . TTT--f
Price of Belt per foot

:

i 1/6. i 1/9. J 2/=, 1 2/3, 1| 2/(5.

Special terms it desired—half the amount with
order and the balance in threa months if satisfactory.

POLLIN, BELT MAKER, SPALDING.

^"^ NICKEL STEEL VALVES
ELi-e ±he bes-fc.

All s zes in stock. No waiting Orders for lar^e
quantities to any model or drawing can be executed

at the shortest notic«.

A. BINET & CO.,
99, Great Eastern Street LONDON, E.G.

Telephone 9024 London Wall.
Telegrams; " Binetique, London."

WANTED,
i3 h.p. P.N. Lightweight, 1907-8, wanted.-
i-4 51, High Street, Stamford.

WANTED, Spring Seat-pillar, perfect. -
Millard, Dinnington, Eotherham.

WANTED, 34 h.p. Triumph, or other good
make for cash.—J. J. Edney, Pareham.

WANTED, 3J h.p. Engine, suit Chater-Lea
frame; cheap.—Duguid, Kirkby Lons-

dale.

CASH given for any class of motor or
pai'ts.—A. Friend. Coldharbour Lane,

S.W.

TEIUMPH, magneto; condition and price;
would exchange tricar.—Paire, Ji,ims

Eoad, Leicester.

T^^rANTED. 2 to 3i h.p. Motcr Cycle; cheap.
Vt —Watts, 3, Corrance Road, Brixton.
London.

DE DION w.c. head, 21 h.p., also silencer,
good make.—Heaton. Hamsterley, Dar-

lington.

WANTED, Old Accumulators; best price
given.—Motories, 3, Arley Grove. Arm-

ley, Leeds.

F.N. wanted, four-cylinder. 4i h.p. ; cheap
for cash.—C. Upton, Eaithby, Louth,

Liincolnshire.

TEIUMPH, 1908, wanted, cash.—Price, par-
ticulars, E. Martin. 41, Cambridge

Eoad, Aldershot.

WANTED, 28 by 2 Wired-on Cover, also
26 by 2 beaded, second-hand.—30, Dale

Street. Blackpool.

MONTGOMEEY Plexible Sidecar wanted,
suit 1907 twin Eex de Luxe.—Clark,

photographer. Brecon.

LAEGE Fan, cheap, lOin. box-blade pre-
ferred, fit 7 h.p. Peugeot tricar.— 19,

Mountfield, Prestwich.

WANTED, 34 h.p. N.S.U., or good make;
must be cheap for cash.—W. Beau-

mont, Birds-Eoyd, Brighouse.

WANTED, 2i or 3 h.p. Motor Bicycle, by
good maker and up-to-date, low ma-

chine.—Jones, Engineer, Eye.

OTOE Cycle, over 3 h.p., in exchange for

6 h.p. two-seater car; any evening.—
33b, Grand Parade, Harringay

WANTED, any good luake motor cycle,
magneto, and two speeds preferred.—

Farrar, Square Eoad, Halifax.

WANTED, a Tricar, in exchange for 2|'h.p.

Ariel cycle and Barlock typewriter.
—5, Park Avenue, Palmer's Green, N.

OPEAY Carburetter, suitable 3i h.p. en-
O gine; state make and price, complete.
—Armstrong, 47, Percy Park, Tynemouth.

T;\7'ANTED, 3J- h.p. Motor Cycle, 1907, good
VV make and condition, for cash.—Har-

ris, 4, Patten Eoad, Wandsworth Common.

"a/fOTOE Cycle Wanted, Triumph, Vindec.
i.yj_ Eoc, Pnoenix, or Phelon-Moore prefer-
red.—Motorist, 14, Crescent Avenue, Whitby.

MOTOE Cycles in part exchange for new
1908 Motor-Eeve lightweights; immedi-

ate delivery.—Crisswell's Garage, Newmar-
ket.

WANTED, Tricar Hub, with two chain
wheels. Sin. apart, KerryFAbingdon

preferred.—Gilbert, 80, Quarry Hill, Ton-
bridee.

WANTED, good single-cylinder magneto,
in level exchange for spring fork twin

Sex.—Box 203, The Motor Cycle Of&oes, Cov-
entry.

LIGHT Motor Cycle wanted for cash, or
for new motor lamps and accumu-

lators, in part exchange.—99, Montague Eoad,
Leyton stone.

NOETH of England.—Motor Cycles wanted,
any make ;

prompt cash • postcard,
particulars.—Box 190, The Motor Cycle Offices.

Coventry.

HALIFAX. — Wanted, modern magneto
single-cylinder machines ; any quantity

bought for spot cash. — Motor Exchange.
Weatgate, Halifax.

THE Proprietors of the patent rights of
E.O.M. synchronised contact br akers

are prepared to accept offers for the i ights

to manufacture in France; write for
i
ar-

ticulars.—Continental Motor Co., 32. Eose-
bery Avenue, E.G.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle."
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w
WANTED.

ANTED, Tricar, good condition. — 73,

Church Street. Camberwell, S.E.

WAJNTTED, Up-to-date Motor Cycle, mag-
neto, for cash.—H. Waite, Spilsby.

TRICAR, exchange small car, wind screen,
lamps, etc.—Brockley Cycle Works, S.E.

WANTED. 1908 Triumph, or late magneto
Jap.—Fawcett, Newstead, Eipon Eoad,

Harrogate.

WANTED, castor wheel sidecar ; must be
cheap.—Holmes, 12, Spencer Street,

Learaington.

WANTED, iin. belt. 28 by 2 wired cuter
cover, rear brake.—Foote, Island,

Twickenhajn.

T^rANTED, 25 by 2i beaded cover, good con-
VV dition. Palmer preferred.—Hethering-
ton Moffat.

WANTED, Triumph, or any good make

;

also sidecar for cash.—5, Heath
Street, Hampstead.

''ANTED, good Sidecar, will give gent's
10-guinea pedal cycle, new.—Farrar,

Square Eoad, Halifax.

WANTED, smashed up car, or one out of
repair; cheap.—142, Lewisham High

Eoad, New Cross, S.E.

WANTED, Pair Springs for tricar, chair
seat.—Particulars and price, 14, Bar-

rack Street, Colchester.

WANTED, 2| h.p. De Dion engine (air-
cooled), new condition.—3, Eetreat

Eoad, Thornton Heath.

WANTED, Cars, Tricars, or Cycles to re-
pair and sell on commission.—Wood,

50, Victoria Eoad, Stroud Green.

WANTED, Eover Car; cheap for cash.—
Letters only, to "Motor," 1, Arthur

Villas. Arthur Street, Walworth, S.E.

WANTED, Lightweight (magneto prefer-
red), give £15 ISs. cycle, new. and

little cash.—23, Dudley Street, Wednesbury.

WANTED, Cylinder for 2 h.p. Ariel-Min-
erva, 1904 pattern, must be in good

condition; state price.—Waites, Heslington,
York.

WANTED, DarracQ, Humber, or Eover
car, about 12 h.p., side entrance pre-

ferred.—Write, H., 58, High Street, Waltham-
atov.'.

£6 Down, 12 monthly payments £1 10s., for
magneto Triumph ; state lowest easy

terms.—H. Bigg-Wither, 50, The Drive, Hove,
Brishton.

TRICAR Wanted, Eiley or Singer, 9 h.p.,
19J/ machine; must be cheap.—Descrip-

tion and lowest price to 529, Fnlham Eoad,
London.

WANTED, 100 Motor Cycles, for shipment,
any condition; must be cheap for

cash.—5, Heath Street, Hampstead. Tel.,
2578 P.O.

WANTED, 1908 Triumph, with all acces-
sories; state mileage, lowest price,

full details ; approval.—Grove Lodge, Brom-
ley, Kent.

WANTED, Open Frame Tricar, converti-
ble to tricycle ; exchange new 1907

Triumph motor cycle. — Moore, 27, Curzon
Street, Long E-ton.

WANTED to exchange, 2 h.p. Humber ard
cash for more powerful machine of

well-known make.—E. J. Joice, Winchester
Street, Basinsstoke.

WANTED at once. Combustion Head for
old pattern front drive Werner, bore

of cylinder 2h inches.—Cottam and Buller,
West Bradford, near Clitheroe.

WANTED, good Motor Bicycle, will give
from £20 to £30 for suitable machine.

—Write, stating fullest particulars, to Mo-
tor, 16, Camberwell Eoad, S.E.

WANTED, Motor Cycle, 23-3| h.p., ex-
change lady or gent's cycle andcush;

call Thursday or write.—108, Bennerley
Eoad. Wandsworth Common, S.W.

WANTED, Tricar, powerful, pay cash,
preferred, without forecarriage,

water-cooled, three speeds, magneto igni-
tion.—Philip Armitage, 95, Portland Street,
Manchester.

''ANTED. Motor Cycle, Triumph or other
good make, in exchange for harp,

dovible action, Gothic Erat, and basket case,
value £30.—Browne, 39, Benton Eoad. Spark-
hill, Birmingha,m.

In anjiWf.rivn n.-mi n-f the

Ifyou ride a Motor Cycle you will

he interested in the " TEE BEE

"

Booklet, descrihing the famous

"TEE BEE"
Specialities.

Tee Bee

Tee Bee

Tee Bee

Tee Bee

Tee Bee

Tee Bee

Tee Bee

Tee Bee

Tee Bee

Tee Bee

Tee Bee

Tee Bee

Tee Bee

Tee Bee

Stand 12/6

Carrier 6/6

Tubular Carrier . . . . 10/6

Spring Fork Attachment 17/6

Spring Seat Pillar

Steel Footrests .

.

Spring Footrests

Spring Footboards

Hand Starter

Oil-can Carrier .

.

High-tension Wire CUp

Roadside Lamp Bracket

Stand for Sidecars

Brakes, etc., etc.

12/6

5/-

12/6

20/-

20/-

3/-

6d.

1/-

6/6

ASK FOR BOOKLET.

TEMPLETON BROS.,

535, Sauchiehall Street, GLASGOW.

G. T, mCHES & CO.,

19, STORE STREET, LONDON.

RICH DETACHABLE AIR TUBE.
26' X 2i'

14/6
26' X 2|'

15/6
26' X 3'

24' X 2*

13/S
24' X 2J
14/-

24' X 2^

15/-

26' X 2"

14/-

22/-
28' X 2'

14/6
Phate wriit fm SpecijI List, isith ful' pricei and far-
ttcuLirs of all «?«, togeihei with instructions and hints.

row UWN TUBE CONyERTED. Write lor priees.

Folding Gauze

Eye Shields,

flat gUcs elastis

fastener,and ncie
piece.

Lu^h' and small.

Post [res, lOd.

ORIGINAL.

STRONG PLAIN RESTS, 8/6<

A- CL WRIfiNT *• LORRIMORE BLDGS.

/V /Vrtl/l-n/rt (-,rt/w» a™ .in ^X -. .7 "77 i.T .

WANTED.
WANTED. First-class Motor Cycle or Tri-

car, hand camera, cost £50. china oi

pictures, and cash balance.—Motorist, 63

Nimrod Eoad. Streatham.

WANTED, Phoenix Trimo Forecar, first

class condition, coach or cane built

preferred, to fit Zi h.p. Minerva.—Mettham
Gladstone Terrace, Grantham.

I
WILL ^ve £25 and my 3 h.p. Roc, fre€

engine, magneto. Brooks BlOO, etc., ir

good condition, for new 1908 Triumph.-
Dean. 85. Finsbury Park Road, N.

WANTED, Motor Cycle, or 5in. lathe, ii

exchange for 10ft. steel car frame
four-cylinder engine castings, cash adjust
ment.—9, Wharncliffe Road, Shefaeld.

for 6 h.p. An
hand or rew
has to be re
West End Lane

cash, Triumphs
Bats, Japs
or exchangei

Wauchope's, 9

WANTED, Front Cylinder
toine engine, second

scored one not objected to,

bored; cheap for cash.—349,
Hampstead, London.

TTrANTED, to purchase for
VV Quadrants, Minervas
Riley and Lagonda tricars,
arranged for new models.—
Shoe Lane, London, E.C.

WANTED, good Motor Cycle, tricar, o]

reliable car, in exchange for nev
high-class furniture, any description, direc

from works.—Furniture Manufacturer, 7-11

French Place, Shoreditch, London.

"ITtrANTED. large air-cooled Engine, oi

VV crankcase and flywheels, out of orde;

not objected: also motor cycle, Binks four
cylinder preferred, any condition ; exchangi
push cycles.—Biggs, High Street, Witney.

MISCELLANEOUS
"pNGINES Re-bushed throughout from £1.

/CYLINDERS Re-bored from 5s.

"piSTONS Supplied new from 7s. 6d

"DINGS from 9d.

/CONNECTING Rods from 7s. 6d.

TNLET Valves from Is. 6d.

"nXHAUST Valves from 2s. 6d.

"pULLEYS for any motor—

rpEIUMPH, Brown, Fafnir 4s 9d.

T3EX, Antoine, Kelecom, 5s. 9d.;

E DION, M.M.C.. 6s. 9d.

A BOVE 44in. Diameter, extra 9d.

AXLES, cranks, spindles, handle-bars, seat
pillars, or any other parts made t(

pattern or sketch at lowest prices ; accuracy
guaranteed. — Tufneil and Co., Lightning
Motor Works, Leytonstone.

TRIUMPH Magneto Covers, 1907, 4s. 6d.

1908, 5s.—John Guest and Son, Walsall

THE Rusel Castiron Headed Valve for an:
engine; 3s. 6d.—Below.

ODD Parts to sketch or pattern; moder
at© prices and prompt delivery.-

Broadhurst, 13, Stafford Street, Leicester.

CASTINGS of twin motor cycle engine
25s.—Sladen, 4, Albion Hill, Exmouth.

TANKS of all kinds made to order.—Dog
gett, metal worker, 65, Turnmill Street

London.

THE Best Silencer made is Aldington'i
patent Silent, from 10s. 6d.—Below.

THE Ball Bearing Ideal Fan will cool anj
engine; 28s. 6d.—Below.

My Footrests, reduced to 6si. 6d., are i

luxury, spring rests, 17s. 6d.—Aiding
ton, 59, Haydon's Park Road, Wimbledon.

WHIPCORD Breeches, latest cnt; 10a. 6d.-
J. C. Savage, 119. Donegall Street, Bel

fast.

Copies " Motor Cycle," clean ; quicJ
offer.—72, Morris Avenue, Mano175

Park.
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MISCELLANEOUS.
rEIDIUM " Champion " Contacts, any parts

fitted; retiirned same day; Is. 3d. each.

rRIDIUM " Champion " Contacts, warrant-
ed pure: trimmers for polishing

iridium, 9d. ; no filing required.

rRimUM " Champion " Contacts. —Wil-
lia-is. 16, Wellington Street, Woolwich.

Pure platinum fitted, to order, from Is. 9d.

ADJUSTABLE Pulleys. 4iin., 8s.; 5in.. 9s.—
Lee, motor engineer, 18, Somerset Road,

Edmonton.

BROWN-BARLOW spray carburetter, near-
ly new; 15s., bargain.—100. Varna Road,

Birmingham.

SHEDS for Motor Cycles. 45s.; portable.
—Stevens, 82a, Leig'hton Road, Kentish

Town, London.

QTEPNEY Wheel, 880 by 120, with tyre and
O tube; £7 7s.—Seen at 12, Kew Bridge
Road, Brentford.

LOOK! — Bankrupt stock. (Joggles, with
case. Is. post free.—Gasson, G-overn-

ment. Eye. Sussex.

DRUMMOND S.C. Lathe, with chucks, etc.,
all brand new; £12 5s.—G. Grafton, 11,

Killyon Road, S.W.

COW-VOICED Double Twist Horns, large
size, terrific noise ; usually 8s. 6d., my

price 5s. lOd.—Farrar.

FAEKAR'S Motor Handle-bars, 20in. long,
43. 9d.; Lycett's patent Lightning stand,

Is. 9d. pair.

FAERAR'S Beautifully Enamelled Mud-
guards. 28. 6d. pair; massive plated

tiorns, terrific noise, 3s. 9d.

FARRAR.—Send for my price list, pounds
saved; sole agent Premier accumu-

iators.-Parrar, Square Road, Halifax.

WHIPCORD Cycling Breeches, latest cut

;

10s. 6d.; write for patterns.—Booth.
:ailor, Longton, Staffs.

JEBRON Contacts, registered, 291289, vast-
ly superior to platinum; cures mis-

iring; is relia.bility and eflBiciency.

TEBRON, best contact obtainable for
J blades, screws, cranks, rockers, plun-
ders, magnetos, coils.

TEBRON, prices, 2s. 6d. each rivet; fitted
> special trimmers for polishing Jebron,
>d. ; remittance with order ensures prompt
ittention ; write for particulars and testi-
nonials. too numerous to publish.

JEBRON Magneto Screws, complete, for
Bosch magneto, DA2, will fit contact

breakers 5A 5B, 5C, 5s. 9d. pair; old screws
itted with Jebron, 2s. 6d. each; everlasting
ivear, requiring no attention.

TEBRON, the King of Contacts, fitted ner
J return post; no delay; post free home
)r abroad; liberal trade terms.

JEBRON.—Prom the Inventor, J. Edwards
Brown. 38, Herbert Road, Plumstead.

Kent.

VTEW Shamrock Belt, 7ft. 6in. by |in., 8s.
Ll 9d. ; Nilmfelior plain coil, 6s.—8, Leon-
ird Place, Kensington, W.

JOB Line. — 17 feet lengths fin. leather V
belting, reliable, 10s. ; ditto, gin., 123.—

Pollin, belt maker, Spalding.

JACK-NO-SKID, new type now ready, light,
strong, easily fitted, absolutely steps

iide-slip.—Horner's, Store Street, W.C.

TACK-NO-SKID, king of motor cycle non-
J skids, perfection as a jack; £2 2s., com-
jlete.-Horner's, Store Street, W.C.

JACK-NO-SKID gives greater security and
convenience than any other motor

;ycle attachment.—Horner's, Store Street.

WATERPROOF Coats and Overalls; best
value in trade.—Horner's, Store

Street, W.C.

ll/TEEEDITH'S, " Wearwell," Northwich,
i-'-L for whipcord motor cycling breeches

;

is. 6d.; post free.; patterns.

WHITTLE Belt, iin., splendid condition,
25s.; Autoclipse lamp, cost 55s., sac-

:'iflce 25s.—Horton, Leominster.

WATERPROOF Mackintosh Motor Jacket,
scarcely used; cost £1 Is., accept

lalf.—Smith, Square, Leominster.

rWO Tricar Lamps, brass, for acetylene,
self-contained, brand new ; price £1.—

Page, 74, East Hill. Dartford, Kent.

LARBEST DEPOT
IN THE NORTH FOR
MOTOR CYCLE

ACCESSORIES.
Just received a Special Delivery of

RELIABLE GOODS for

RELIABILITY RUNS.

GOODRICH Rubber-studded

Tyres,

Never 40/- Slip.

RICH'S Detachable Air Tubes,

26 X lim..
Guaranteed 14/6 quality.

PERCY MAGNETO COVERS
Defy all weathers and save hours

of trouble Only 3/6 each.

PERCY CYCLE CO., Ltd.,

Newcast!e-on-Tyne.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue, Post Free.

WHY EXPOSE "^IW^l
Carriers finest quality are too cheap. Compare our prices

Tube carriers, Quality A 7/6, B 4/6.
Belt carriers, Qual ty A 8/6. B 5/6.

Trade terms upon request.

MAUDE'S MOTOR MART, POWELL ST., HALIFAX.
Nat. Tel. 433 Halifax. ^.^

Any make ot MOTOR OYOLE at CAR OVERHAULED.
COMPRESSION RESTORED, NEW CYLINDERS,

PISTONS, RINGS, BUSHES, etc., FITTED.
NEW PISTON COMPLETE & Rt-BORE CYlIN DER

14/- up to 2| h.p. Larger sizes in proportion.
Gear Wheels and Cams made and Cut. Prices f,\\ en by

return of post.
We are the ACTUAL MANUFACTURERS.

4^ h.p. Noble for sale. Winner Essex Hill Climb, price
£27 . 10 . 0.

NOBIiB & CO., 9, SURREY RQVT,
BLACKFRIARS ROAD, S.E.

BORDER NOW, POST FREE.
Exhaust VaWes, " Non-Conosive" special

nickel alloy, 2/6. Piston Rings (three), 2/3.
Reboring and New Piston, 14/-. New
Cylinder, 27/-. Variable Pulley, 8/8. Gears
Cut Rebushing. New Parts. Patent Fans.
Spring Fo/ks, front or rear. Rests, Silencers,

Gears, Magnetos, Plugs, E.I.C. 4/1. E.K. 2/1.
Our list will aid you if in trouble.

I
THE MARCH MANUFACTURING 00„

} 68-72, CLIFPE ROAD.'£SHEFFIELD.

B

B

MISCELLAWBOUS.
BOOTH.—Glare electric lamps, newspaper

readable at 100 feet ; IO3. 6d., carriage
paid.

OOTH.—Wide mudguards, with stays and
screws; 3iu., 2s. lid.; 4in., 3s. 6d.

BOOTH.—Double-twist horns, deep tone,
4s. 9d. ; large leather toolbags, 5s. 6d.

BOOTH.—500 Fuller's Midget plain coils,
10s. 6d. ; 2J0 Fuller's Midget trembler

coils, 17s. 6d.

OOTH Takes your old ooil in part pay-
ment; part with troublesome coils.

BOOTH.—Fuller accumulators, 20 amp.,
17s.; Eex type, 16s.; Minerva, I63.;

Midget, 16s.

BOOTH.—5s. 6d. allowed for your old ac-
cumulator in part payment for Ful-

ler's.

BOOTH.—Long motor handle-bars, 21in.,

4s. 9d.; heavier gauLio, 5s. 6d.; best
plating.

BOOTH.—Silent silencers, for engines to 5

h.p., very efBcient, uo back pressure;
3s. 3d.

BOOTH.—Stanley belting, Xl'ail spring
forks, N.A.B. seat-pillar, 5s. 6d. ; Ariel

coupler, 20s.

BOOTH.—New Antoine frame, with wheels,
belt rim fitted, two cable brakes, mud-

guards; £5 10s. set; low built.

BOOTH.—Six accumulators, require slight
repair; Is. 9d. each. — Booths Motor

Exchange, Coronet "Works, Wade Street,
Halifax.

BOOTH.—Gramaphones, typewriters. Tri-
umph Roc, Eexes, all models ; cash

waiting. — Booth's Motor Exchange, Wade
Street, Halifax.

LARGE French Engine, coil, acciimulator,
good condition; enormous bargain, £3

the lot.—Prance, St. Budeaux, Devonport.

ADVANCE Pulley, fit Quadrant, 10s. 6d.

;

also wood fibre magneto cover, 5s. ; ap-
proval.—Gibb, Worcester Street. Gloucester.

BELT Eim Brakes, flexible cable, hand ap-
plied, easily fitted, stop anything; 8s.

6d., usual price 15s.—Slack's Garage, Stock-
port.

YALVE Lifters, complete with hand levers
and flexible cable, easily fitted, 4s. lid.;

usual price 9s. 6d.—Slack's Garage, Stock-
port.

EVERYTHING Made in Tanks and Radi-
ators except a fortune. — Write for

prices, A. Phillips, 2, Strathnairn Street,
Bermondsey.

NEW Trembler Coil, small, 10s. 6d. ; new
20 amp. Holbom accumulator, charged,

10s. 6d. — East Ham Garage, High Street
South, East Ham.

EUID Spring Forks, new illustrated book-
let now ready. It will interest you.

Send for it to-day. — A. Drew. Conybere
Street, Birmingham.

PLAIN Coil, 10s.; lamp, separate generator,
5s.; strong stand, 5s.; Minerva engine

and carburetter, £3; or exchange.— 16, San-
some Walk, Worcester.

LAMPS.—Pair acetylene side lamps, small,
also Karlite rear, all brass, equal to

new; accept 20s. the set.—Motor Accessories,
Broad Street, Coventry.

LOOK !—Banknapt Stock, 4,000 splendid rub-
ber motoring jackets, lined with blue

serge; 10s. 6d. ; carriage paid.—B. Dept., Gas-
son, Government, Rye, Sussex.

SIX Pairs Genuine Simplex spring fork at-
tachments for motor cycles ; 9s. 6d.

;

carriage paid; plated; approval.—Mitchell,
22, Leghorn Road, Plumstead, S.E.

POWERFUL Motor Lamp for sale, sepa-
rate generator, patent clips, absolute-

ly new; worth 30s.. accept I63. 6d. ; appro-
val.—Millard, Dinnington, Rotherham.

AMATEUR Photographers. Superior En-
largements (bromide) from your nega-

tives; 8 by 6, 9d.; 10 by 8, lOd.; 12 by lO, lid.

;

15 by 12, Is. Id.; cash; from prints 6d. ex-
tra.—Greame, WeUesley, Whyteleafe.

REAJDER3 Having Photographic Apparatus
for sale should advertise in " Photo-

graphy and Focus " Emporium, Jd. per word,
minimum 9d.—Address. " Photography and
Focus " Ofiaces, 20, Tudor Street London, E.G.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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MISCELLANEOUS.
"AUDE'S.—Two-speed gear, fit 5h b.p- Peu-

geot, £3 53.; Bosch magneto, four-cylin-
der, perfect, £2 10a.

MAUDE'S. — 23 h.p. Kelecom engine,
A.O.LV., £2 10s,; 2 h.p. Givaudan, £2

53.; Werner. 11 h.p., £2; 21 h.p. genuine De
Dion. A.O.I.V.. £3 10s.

MAUDE'S.—Rip, magnetos, armature rims
on ball bearings, guaranteed, easily

fitted, singles 57s. 6d., twins 70s.

MAUDE'S. — B. and B. carburetter, brand
new, latest model, handle-bar control;

223. ; B. and B. carburetter, fits Triumph,
15s. ; Longuemare, 15s.

MAUDE'S. — Longuemare spray carbur-
etter, 18s. ; mica plugs, best quality,

Is. lOd. per pair.

'AUDE'S. — Rubber goggles, 2s. 3d. per
pair, low tension wire, 3id. yard; high,

9d. per yard.

'AUDE'S.—Lathe, screw-cutter. 3|in. cen-

_ _ tres, overhead and treadle motion : £9.

—Powell Street, Halifax.

FPtAME, by Singers, new, 15b.; tandem at-

tachment, 8s.; stand-carrier, 5s.; Os-

borne free pulley, 10s.—50, Victoria Road,
Stroud G-reen.

31 h.p. Ariel, 1906, in perfect order; £13
2 10s.—Bensley, 720. Holloway Road, N.

3 h.p. Lurquin and Coudert, perfect order

:

£10 10s.—Bensley. 720, Holloway Road,
N.

OSBORNE Four-speed and free engine pul-
ley, with all fittings, nearly new, and

guaranteed perfect condition ; £3 lowest.—
Quarman. 13, Mornington Crescent, N.W.

3,500 Miles and Doesn't need grinding " is

what a doctor says of the Druid ex-

haust valve; price 4s. 6d.; send old valve as
pattern.—A. Drew, Conybere Street, Birming-
ham.
rj^HE Last Word in Belt Fasteners. — The
JL Advance adjustable belt fastener, for
me with variable pulleys; price 2s. 6d. for
nu.v size. — Advance Motor Mfg. Co., Ltd.,
Northampton.

N.S.U. Two-speed Gear, new, £3 15s. ; rub-
ber belting, equal to any elsewhere

obtainable; 3in., Is. Id. foot; lin.. Is. 6d.

toot; sample sent. — Hodgson, 10, Horton
Road, Bradford.

r^HARGING or Lighting Plant. 1 h.p. Ideal
\j gas engine, 500 watt dynamo, large
switchboard, all new; £20, or exchange
powerful tvvin, or tricar; cash adjustment.—
Paxman, Tewkesbury.

LATEST No. 6 Chater-Lea Frame, complete
with forks, mudguards, handle-bars,

engine lugs and plates, all brand new and
genuine; £4 4s.; appointment.—H. Tilman,
7, Canonbury Road, Islington.

MOTOR and Cycle Agents should read
" The Cycle and Motor Trades' Review."

Specimen copy post free on receipt of trade
card.—" The Cycle and Motor Trades' Re-
view " Offices, 15, Harp Alley. E.G.

MOTORPROOFS, double texture, cashmere
finish, 21s.; rubber finish, leather

bound, with wind cuffs, 19s. 6d.; overalls,
black, 3s. 9d.; fawn or blue. 4s. 9d.; mar-
^vellous value; rubber belts, all makes,
stocked; startling prices. — Write or call,
Para Rubber Co., 93, John Bright Street, Bir-
mingham.

HALIFAX.—Rubber and canvas Serratrix
V belting, nothing better value ob-

tainable; iin.,9d.; fin.. Is.; iin.. Is. 4d.; lin.,
Is. Sd. rer foot; Perfection leather V belting,
same price. — Motor Exchange, Westgate,
Halifax.

CTEEL Crankshaft for four-cylinder en-
kJ gine,. new, £1; 4in. piston, with rings,
new, 4s.; dynamo, over type, 50 volts. 8
amps, unfinished, machinery and winding
done, 45s.—Millburn, Cambridge Street,
Aylesbury.

GOT Trouble with your belt slipping, why,
of course you have? But you need not

if you fit Ukantes belt pulley grips; box
containing 40, with screws, 2s. 6d., from
Price's stands.—Price and Co., 11, Mount
Pleasant, London, E.G.

MINERVA Tank, lined green (new), nickel
pump, clamps and levers; 16s. (letters

only); back wheel, 26 by 2i Eadie motor
coaster hub complete, perfect, £1 ; 26 by 2JA Won Clincher, little used. 6s. 6d.—Nicholls
1. Ruston Mews, Netting Hill.

TO FIT ALL MAKES
of Motor Cycles without exception. Special curved-
top pattern of Carrier supplied for machines such
as Rex deL uxe andth ose fitted with B 100 Saddles
etc

§«iU=2iJ THREE DAYS' APPROVAL.

The Premier Tubular Stands and Carriers.
Easily attached, beautifully finished in black or
aluminium. PI .ted clips. Stands, 7/6 ; Carriers, 8/6.

Three days' approval.

Ask for details of the Premier Road Clearer,
an electrically operated horn. Infinitely superior to
the ordinary bulb horn. 3 Days' Approval.

THE PREMIER MOTOR Co.,Ld.,
ASTON ROAD. BIRMINGHAM.

u'
speedy
Results.

13, St. John's Hill Grove.
New Wandsvporth, S.W.,

March 16th, 1908.
Dear Sirs,

Thanks for cheque to cover for
motor bicycle sold so promptly through
my advt. in " The Motor Cycle."

You may like to know that although
I paid for two insertions of my advt.,
the motor was sold before the second
advt. appeared, and I therefore consider
that the sale is especially speedy.

If you care to use this information,
you are at liberty to do so.

Yours truly,

L. J. CalIjCOTt

One Advt.

only needed.

Order your new mount at once.
One of " The Motor Cycle " readers
is waiting to buy your old one.

THE GRIP MOTOR CYCLE HANDLE.

Blaxi t BuffalO''Horn Handle, 2/6 IperJ pair post
free, with solution for fixing Give size of han
dle-tur. Trade terms on application. HILL
BROS., 32. Broom Close, Sheffield

MISCELLANEOUS.
PULLEYS for any motor, De Dion, M.M.C.

63. 9d. ; Antoine. N.S.U. , Kelccom, Rex
F.N., 5s. 9d. ; Peugeot, Brown, 5s. 6d.; Tri
umph, Pafnir, Sarolea, Minerva, 4s. 9d.;
plated, guaranteed; carriage paid.—J. Per
kins, High Road, Leyton, London.

LONDON Auto C!o., Clapham, S.W., ageuti
for Ghater-Dea frames and fittings, anc

all makes of engines; No. 6 frames. £2 18s

6d. ; girder forks, 15s. 6d. ; long handle-bars
3s. 9d. ; wheels, 308. per pair; tanks fron
12s. ; low quotations for all other parts
illustrated frame and engine lists stamp

Op^A Government Gauntlet Gloves, al
OclU leather, 2s. 6d. pair; 600 Bediord core
riding breeches, 48. 6d. and 5s. 6d. pair; 45(

selected trousers, 3s. pair; 500 police oil-skii
capes, 3s. 6d. and 4s. 6d. each ; 60 officers
leather waist belts, with metal clasp. Is. 3d
each; 400 leather leggings, 23. pair.—An-.
comb, 14, London Road. S.E.

FOR Sale. Dft Dion gear case, with 190.

pattern 6 h.p. differential gear, new
what offers? Also four-seated trailer, vis-a
vis upholstered in red. two loose cushions
Elated hand rails, Dunlop tyres, coach-buil
ody, with elliptical springs, strong tubu

lar frame, easy running, price £4 10s. -
Clark and Co., Motor Engineers, Doncaster

QOLID Value for hard cash for motoiO cycles and accessories; lowest price;
in the trade; all latest novelties in lamps
swan-neck seat pins, long handle-bars, foot
rests, free engine pulleys, spring forks
belts, tyres, covers, etc. ; write p.c. for 25(

riD. illustrated list.—Metropolitan Machin
ists' Co., Ltd., M.C. Dep., 75, Bishopsgati
Street Without, London. E.G.

PULLEYS for Fafnir, 31 to 4. 58. 6d.; N.S.U.
same diameter, 6s. ; Rex, 1904 to 1906

same diameter, 6s.; Kelecoms, % to 5 dia
meter, 6s. 6d.; Peugeots, same diameter. 63
6d.; M.M.C, or De Dion, 4in., 63. 6d. ; 4iin.
78.; to suit i to J belts, all plated and post
free ; pulleys to suit any make of englne.-
Dene Cycle Co., St. Thomas Street, Newcastle
on-Tyne.

GIVING up the Motor Cycle Trade.—Millen
nium carrier stands, 7s. 6d., usual price

20s. ; Vim stand (starts like free engine), 6s

3d., usual price 17s. 6d. ; Phillips's brakes
4s., usual price 10s. 6d.; Vim flexible cabk
brake, 5s. 6d., usual price 123. 6d.; hanc
levers, and Bowden cables for valve lifters
38. 3d., usual price 78. 6d.—Slack's Garage
Stoekport.

STAND-CAitRIERS Combined, 4s. 9d. anc
5s. 9d. ; large toolbags, 3s. 6d. ; L.A.C

spring forks, 15s. pair; 5 h.p. Aster water
cooled engine, £9; Clarendon engines, new
2i h.p., £3 each; Clarendon frames. £2 each;
Jane's handle-bar switches. Is. 9d. ; Mabor
two-speed gear, belt drive, £3 15s. ; Antoint
engine, 37s. 6d.; and various other miscel
laneous goods.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane
E.G.

STAMFORD HILL.^3i h.p. carburetter, 12s
6d. ; 2 h.p., 10s.; 5i h.p. Whitley, 13s

6d. ; 3 h.p. B. and B., 12s. 6d.; motor cyck
plain coils, twin 10s. 6d.. single 6s. 6d. ; S
h.p. Rex engine. £3 18s.; 3i h.p. De Dion, £3;
tyres. 26 by 2, 26 by 2i 13s. 6d.; 4in. steel
mudguards. Is. 9d. pair; tricar wing mud-
guards, 6s. 6d. pair; good long handle-bars
7s. 6d. ; over-back seat-pillars, 4s.—1^, High
Road. Tottenham.

THE Stour Motor and Cycle Depot.—Th€
fair dealing motor exchange. Triumphs

a speciality. 1907 and 1908 machines in

stock. Good second-hand machines taken
in part payment. Tricar, 4J h.p., water-
cooled, two speeds, £40; tricar. Rex, twin-
cylinder, 5^ h.p., £35; Rover motor bicycle,
with detachable forecarriage, 19 guineas;
Rex motor bicycle, 3^ h.p., £12; Excelsior,
3i h.p. M.M.C. engine, £12 10s.; Noble, 2| h.p.,

nearly new, £11 10s. ; machines coming in
daily; write for particulars.—27, Fleet Street,
Coventry.

CASH Bargains.—Motor Cycle covers, wired
edge, 26 by 2, 2J, and 2J, Us. 6d. each;

29 by 2, 2i, and 2i, 12s. 6d. each; beaded edge
2s. extra; motor cycle tubes, with valves,
6s. 9d. each; Kerry tricar lamps, brass, 12s.

6d. pair; plated ratchet control levers, Is.

6d. : Whitley carburetters up to 4J h.n., 133.

6d. ; large plated double-twist horns, 5s. 3d.

;

good quality V belting, fin., 3in., iin., at 8d.,

lOd., and Is. foot; half-round belting. 7ft.

6in. lengths, 2s. 6d. ; subject to being un-
sold; cash with order; approval.—Bastone
215 and 217. Pentonville Road, King's Cross.
London, i\.

In amwering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor- Cycle.
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MISCELLAinEOUS.
A UTOGENOUS Welding.—Send that broken
lS. casting to the Alvaston Motors, Derby,
;o be welded by patent process ; metal re-
united.

A UTOGENOUS Welding.—Costly castings
t\. saved from the scrap by, our process,
bracked, valve seats, water jackets, cylinder
iners, pistons, frames, connecting rods, and
i thousand other things.

A UTOGENOUS Welding. — Wonderful re-
i\. suits. Broken flanges, lugs, brackets,
!tc., all amenable to our process ; send part
.0-day ;

quotations on sight.

VIBEEUE Trembler Coil, as new; ex-
change for 26 by 2 cover, or sell.—26,

Ladbroke, Eedhill.

CHATER-LEA Frames ; special prices ; illus-
trated list stamp.—Automobile Supply.

Ooldharbour Lane, S.W.

REX 1906 forks, good condition, 10s. ; Bex
' 1905 cylinder, 10s.; N.S.U. 4iin. pulley,

for lin. belt, 4s.—Reynolds. Broadway. Dor-
set.

RUST! Tarnish!—Our splendid prepara-
tion annihilates these like magic

;

polish follows; send 7d.—Shaddick, Dept. C,
39, Montague Road, Leytonstone.

OiSBORNE Four-speed Pulley and Free En-
gine, complete. 50s. ; Minerva accumu-

lators, 8s.; Fuller's^ trembler coil, 10s.; 26
by 2i inner tube, 8&.—Kingsley, fishmonger,
Pitfield Stro-et, Hoxton.

CYLINDER Wanted, for 1905 3i h.p. Rex.—
W., 24, London Road, Brighton.

FITALL Gear, also variable pulley, both
new; offers.-Dr. Truman, Coinbe Mar-

tin, Devon.

CHARGING Dynamo, and powerful water
motor, perfectly new; 30s.—Matthews,

Pawnbroker, Croydon.

rf A MM. De Dion pattern cylinder ; 70 mm.
I t: ditto, 14s. each; brand new, perfect.-
31, Herongate Road, Manor Park.

DON'T Scrap that cracked cylinder, try
Barker's iron cement; Is. tin; perman-

ent repair.—Oxford Road, Worthing.

COMPLETE 3-cell Primary Battery for
charging ignition accumulators; 2s. 6d.

—Pearce, 30, Sandy Park, Brislington, Bris-
tol.

OSBORNE free engine pulley, with start-
ing handle and fittings, complete and

perfect; 15s.—Fear, 49, Queen Square, Bris-
tol.

CHATER-LEA Matchless frame, for inclin-
ed engine girders, tank, oil pump,

levers; 50s.—483, Grove Green Road, Leyton-
stone.

31 h.p. Antoine engine, working order, £3;
2 also 26 by 2| butt-ended tube, perfect,

8s. 6d. ; no approval.—132, Cross Lane, Sal-
ford.

FULLER twin plain coil, Us. ; model H.
carburetter, 12s. 6d. ; 7ft. 6in. Brooks

four-ply Stratex belt, 10s., all good; appro-
val.—Potter, Blenheim Square, Leeds.

APPROVAL.—Eisemann high tension twin
magneto, with coil, cost £8 15s., as new,

£4 10s.; 2% h.p. M.M.C. engine, perfect con-
dition, £3.—Smith, Ford Street, St. Mary,
Nottingham.

PHCENIX Trimo Attachment, 26in. wheels,
band brakes, wicker seat, £5; Chap-

man's expanding pulley, with lever. Jockey
pulley, etc., complete, bored for 21 h.p. F.N.,
£3.—B. A. Coles, Winchfleld, Hants.

23. h.p. Genuine De Dion Bouton, silencer.
4 pulley, carburetter, coil, £4; pair 26

by 2 new wheels, plated rims. New Depar-
ture hubs, 35s.; Phoenix forecarriage, less
wheels, spring axle, band brakes, cheap. —
W. Powell, 72, Fairview Road, Cheltenham.

LONDON Auto Co., Clapham, S.W., agents
for ChateT-Lea frames and fittings, and

all makes of engines; No. 6 frames, £2 18s
6d.

: girder forks, 15s. 6d. ; long handle-bars,
3s. 9d.; wheels, 30s. per pair; tanks from
12s.; low quotations for all other parts;
illustrated frame and engine lists, stamp.
FOLLOWING Articles mad© to meet your

own requirements.—Long handle-bars.
4s. ; swan-neck saddle-pillars, 2s. 6d. ; tanks
from 58.; frames. £3; wheels. 25s. pair;
quick deliveries guaranteed; several pat-
terns of above In stock.—Green, 14, Avondale
Road, Peckham, S.E. Works: McDermott
Road.

THOSE
HII.L.S

YOU
PEDAL.

Read this extract from testimonial.

Before I had the gear I had frequently^ to use pedals

to assist engine up steep pitches, but since purchasing
the gear from you, I have nmer on the road had to use
the pedals and can easily get up any hill round here

including Clayton and Hand Cross with passenger

onboard. H. ASHLEY GAITSKELL, M.D.

THE BURGESS ENGINEERING Co., Oxford Road,

Clarendon Park, LEICESTER. Tele ! 4251.

Additiona.1 to Tyres, \we offer

GNAVITER
BRITISH-MADE INDIARUBBER AND
CANVAS MOTOR CYCLE BELTING.

CIRCUIVISPICE !

Insist on the Brand QWAVITgR.
Plain or serrated. The product of a leading

British manufacturer.

Good as gold—strong as steel,

fin., 8id. ; |in., Hid.
; Jin., 1 -'3

; tin., 1 /6 per ft.

True and deep section. Usual trade terms.

Sole Agents for Wholesale and Retail

:

DEFIANT NON-SKID TYRE CO.,

1, Furnival Street, LONDON, E.G.

Nickel Finish, Single, 6/6; Double (as illustrated), 9'-.

CABLE, Id. foot; Outer CoveriniJ, 4d. foot. Fitted by
anyone. No soldering required.

BOURNE-DAIiB MOTOR SPECIAIilTIBS,
HIGH LANE, CHORLTON, MANCHESTER.

BANCROFTIAN CO.'S
GREAT ANNUAL SALE of CYCLES,
Cycle and Motor Accessories, Phonograplis, and Athletic

Goods. The most genuine sale in London. The greatest

bargains ever offered. For 28 days only. Send for list at

once. Don't delay, a Jd. postcard may save you
pounds. Don't buy any cycles or accessories until you
have seen it, otherwise you will regret it. Great

Reductions in the famous Bancroftiaa Tyres. ^'!t^

BANCROFTIAN CO., 49, Bishopsgate Street

Within, LONDON, E.G. and 147, WALTHAIWSTOW. 1

WE EXCHANGE
Push Bikes or anything Motorish. 3 h.p REX,

£9 10s. 3 h.p. Automotor, £12. 6 h.p. Twin Special, £25.

3 h.p. Humiier, £9 10s. 2i h.p. Humber, £8 10s. 6 h.p.

REX Triette, magneto, £35. 4 h.p. Fleet, coach tbuilt,

£25. Let us know what you want—we have them.

IVilLLHOUSES MOTOR EXCHANGE,
SHEFFIELD.

MISCELLANEOUS.
3IN. Shamrock Gloria Belt, 8ft., with tas-

4 tener, uinised ; 8&.—Motor, 56, Oranley
Gardens, Hi^hgat-e.

BUCKET Seat, new, strong, light, highly
finished, suit cycle or tricar; 25s.—

Tuson, jun., Leominster.

WERNER Spare Parts and Replacements.
—Beard Bros., sole conoesslonnaires,

Oricklewood Broadway. London.

(JPLENMD Wicker Body, upholstered darK
O green, with cushion, new; 22s. 6a.—9y,

Benthal Road. Stoke Newingtou.

MISCELLANEOUS.
A UTOGENOUS Welding.-Alvaston Motors,

-cl. Derby. Telephone, 1, Alvaston.

\ LVASTON Motors, Derby.—Bargains.

LOOK!—Genuine 4 h.p. M.M.C. mechanical
inlet, air-cooled motors, only a few

left, brand new, £5 10s., worth £12.

ALVASTON Motor Bargains.—lOin. lathe,
by Lee and Hunt, heavy compound

slide rest, powerful heavy tool, in excellent
condition; accept £6 15s., worth £20.

ALVASTON Motor Bargains.—Practically
new Fitall two-speed gear, complete,

perfect; accept 70s.; guaranteed sound;
first wire gets it.

ALVASTON Motor Bargains.—7 h.p. launch
motor, water-cooled, brand new, first-

class design; clearance price, £9 10s.—Alvas-
ton Motor Works, Derby.

Of\ Amp. P. and R. Accumulator, charged,
0\J and in tip-top condition, 17s. 6d.: 25
amp. new Bluemels (not been used), 18s.

;

free engine clutch, complete, 14s. 6d.; Dun-
hill's speedometer. 3s. 6d. — S. Minshall. 1,
Stoneway, Bridgnorth.

ABSOLUTE Clearance of Motor Cycle
Goods.—Bensley and Dedman 720, Hol-

loway Road, must clear following goods:
3 h.p. Lurquin and Coudert motor cycle, in
good running order, £9 10s.; new motor cjcle
tank, all compartments, 20s.; new brass
petrol and oil tank, 20s. ; two-speed gear, for
belt drive, 15s. ; new frame, complete, for
inclined engine, 30s.; stands for motorcycles,
3s. each; gin. belting, new. Is. foot; Whitley
carburetter, 12s. 6d.; pair N.S.U. handle-bars,
olated, |in. stem, 6s. ; non-trembler coil,
oerfect, 7s.; two-cylinder trembler coil, per-
fect, 30s. ; 26 by 2i wired-on cover, 8s. 6d.

;

26 by 2i red tube, new, 8s. 6d. ; 26 by 2 red
tube, new. 8s. 6d. ; Singer two-cylinder wipe
commutator, new, 12s. ; new bucket seat. 27s.
6d.; several silencers, 3s. and 4s. each; large
front mud flaps, 6d. each ; pair new tricar
side lamps, 14s. 6d.; new 6 h.p. water circu-
lating pumps, 15s. 6d. ; 3 h.p. Ariel engine,
w.c. head, £3; Sharpe's silencers, 10s. ; Lucas
No. 19 lamp brackets (soiled). Is. 9d.: springs
for front forks. Is. 6d. each; security bolts.
Palmer, 3d. each ; tricar dashboard petrol
tanks and oil pump 223., new. free engine
clutch, 15s. ; 26 by 2in. beaded edge cover,
new, 13s. 6d. ; Vim brakes, motor cycle, 10s.
each ; round trembler coil, new, 10s. ; 26 by
2 butt-ended tube, not used. 7s. 6d. ; latest
vulcanite thiimb switches, 2s. 9d.

All V- each..

7, Blake Lane, Birmingham.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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MISCELLANEOUS.
DON'T write to " The Motor Cycle " to

worry them with tips before you have

tried Motiphos. Motiplios has proved a

cur© for overheating- troubles, loss of power

loss of speed, slipping belts, shppmg aiid

fierce clutches, slipping and inactive brakes

-in fact, most of these troubles can be

traced to inefficiency of drive throug-h the

leather parts, beeause the leather wants

feeding and bolstering up. Motiphos will

do this. Any dealer can sxipply you a

tube, or, if difficulty, send P-O. Is. direct.

—The Motiphos Co., 34, New Bridge Street,

London, E.G.

TRADE ADVERTISEMENTS.
nLEMENT-GAERAED genuine parts : sole

U English agent.—Frank Walters, 82, New
Street, Birmingham.

CLEMENT - GARRARD Interchangeable

Parts.—The Garrard-Maxfleld Motor Co..

Aston Road, Birmingham.

NSU Motors (West London District

'Agency), latest pattern models in

-stock, two-speed gears, spare parts; liberal

allowance for your motor in part exchange;
deferred payments; trial runs by appoint-

ment.—Eagles and Co., High Street, Acton.

Telephone, 556, Chiswick.

TWENTIETH Century Motor Co., Ltd.,

Padua Road, Penge, S.E.-2 h.p. carbur-

etters, new, 83.; 3i h.p. ditto. 10s ; 6 h.p.

ditto, 14s.; two-way sight feed oil pumps,
new, 3s. 3d. ; single control levers, new, from
Is 3d ; donble, 3s.; piston, ring, and pulley

castings; pinion circulating pnmps, new, 15s

Send stamp for long list of second-hand and
new motor parts ; approval.

TOO LATE
FOR CLASSIFICATION.

FOR Sale. 6 h.p. De Dion two speeds, Dtin-

lop tyres; what offers?-^?, Camden
Grove, Peckham.

FOR Sale, Zh h.p. Bradbury, A W?^ ^Jin-

chers. Longuemare carburetter, low

frame powerful, perfect condition, acces-

sories; bargain, 18 guineas —83, Chestergate.

Macclesfield.

WANTED, coach-built sidecar, 24in. wheel,

to fit N.S.U.; approval, deposit.—B.,

c/o Swanson, 89, Elderslie Street, Glasgow.

FOR Sale, 6 h.p. two-seated Decauville car,

in good running oTder; £15.—Stannard.

West Street, Reigate.

FOR Sale, Kerry forecar, with side stays,

£4 15s.; Rex motor cycle, wants as-

sembling. £4 15s.; lady's motor cycle nn-

finished, £4 15s.—Vickery, Ealing Road. W.

FOR Sale, 2? h.p. F.N., spring forks, new
Dunlop, just overhauled, fast; £7.—

Letters, Burgess, 26, Holloway Road, London.

FOR Sale, 1908 Minerva, 3i h.p., spring
forks, new May, unscratched, guaran-

teed; £28; buying car.—Letters, J.S., 27,

Eldon Street. London.

FOR Sale, Watawata belt, fin., 8ft., good
condition, 6s. 6d. ; Centipede, gin., 4s.—

Cox, 25, St. Andrew's Street, Cambridge.

WANTED, Ealeighette, or similar ma-
chine; exchange 6 h.p. twin Onaway,

not done 100.—Steam Bakery, Croxley Green.

FOR Sale, 10-12 h.p. two-cylinder Pick car,

fonr-seater, in good going order; sacri-

fice £35, or exchange for good new bicycles:

photo.—1, Magdala Buildings, Weston-super-
Mare.

FOR Sale, 2? h.p. Antoine, good running
order, complete, headlight, and tools;

£8.-62, Buchanan Gardens, Kensal Rise.

After 7.

FOR Sale, F.N., 5-6 h.p., four-cylinder, new,
low frame model, absolutely new, not

unpacked from crate; satisfactory reason
for selling; £45.—Box No. 209, The Motor Cyde
Offices, Coventry.

FOR Sale, 3* h.p. Bradbury, and trailer,

two Castle accumulators, and trembler
coil, Lncas horn and lamp, 26 by Zi Palmer
tyres, nearly new; £25.—Plastow, Grimsby.

FOR Sale, 3 h.p. De Dion Tricycle, with
trailer seat and wheel attached; £7.

—Plastow, Grimsby.

FOE Sale, ."ii.p. twin Vindec Special, mag-
neto. Shaw non-skid on back, spare

valves and contact, condition as new ; £28
10s.—Plastow, Grimsby.

THE RICH DETACHABLE

As used in the LONDON to

EDINBURGH and BACK
trials, with success.

SAVES TIME

The only

Perfect

Detachable

Air Tube on

the Market.

Selling in

all parts

of the

world.

TROUEir £>!PENSE

Write for booklet.

The Rich Detachable Air Tube Co.,"

CRAWLEY, Sussex.

^Readers who purchase, or

contemplals purchasing, a

new machine, should adver-

tise their present mount in

these columns. ^Experience
has shown that " The Motor
Cycle *'

is, in the majority of

cases, successful in finding a

purchaser. ^This applies also

to accessories and spares. J^

TOO LATE
FOR CLASSIFICATION.

FOR Sale, Minerva motor cycle, 2i h.p., a
very good bill-climber, has only oeen

used for experimental purposes, in perfect
running condition, with adjustable pulley

;

immediate cash price £9.-2, North Road,
Birkenhead.

FOR Sale, 8 h.p. Phoenix Quadcar, perfect
condition, only used 500 miles, four

lamps, large horn, spares, tools, etc., all

tyres fitted Shaw's leather non-skids
;
price

£70.—Harry Eaton, Witney, Oxon.

FOR Sale, 1906 6 h.p. Rex (gold medal End
to End), R.O.M., thnmbslides. genuine

Longnemare, Guenet trembler, Peto accu-
mulators, two-way and handle-bar switches,
Zi Continentals, studded band, jointed tube,
iin. Rawido, folding footboards, pedals, car-
rier-stand, and number plates, spares, gin.

Shamrock-Gloria, Rich's detachable, inlets,
exhausts, springs, washers, plugs, excellent
running order, jnst overhauled, with best
Montgomery, latest non-skid couplings; £28:
wife too nervous ; tibial run by appointment.
—Elwes, 1, Hall Place Gardens, St. Albans.

FOR Sale, Ah h.p. tvrin Minerva. 1908 model,
new last March, detachable studded

band on back wheel, new Clincher A Won
on front, spare tyre and inner tnbe, two ex-
haust and inlet valves, two sparking plugs,
tools, etc. ; remember a similar model re-
cently won London-Edinburgh reliability
trials; going abroad very shortly; must
sell; 29 guineas, or reasonable offer; bar-
gain.—F., Northlea, King's Road, Doncaster.

FOR Sale. Singer, 2 h.p.. magneto, chain
driven, good condition; seen any time;

£7.-4, London Road, Forest Hill, S.E.

EXCHANGE 3 h.p. P.N., and cash, for t\vin
Vindec, Jap, or Antoine.—63, Pelham

Road, Wimbledon.

FOR Sale, 1907 (late) Triumph, not ridden
I 100 miles, condition perfect; bargain,

£39.-141, High Street. Merton, S.W.

BENZ, 4| h.p., wanted; lowest for cash
and 11 h.p. Minerva-B.S.A. cycle.—Gar-

' bett, Stratford-on-Avon.

F

TOO LATE
FOR CLASSIFICATION.

FOR Sale, 5 h.p. twin Rex, guaranteed pe:
feet running order, just overhauiec

tyres as new; £22 10s., or near offer.—Phili
Lee, Smedley Lane, Manchester.

ri'OR Sale, tricar. Rex 6 h.p. twin-cylinde
Triette, as new, tyres not run 50 milei

electric Daimler lamps, upholstered re
buttoned leather, with apron, just been n
plated, 100 amp. aecumulator, cantileve
seat, toot operated brake on rubber covere
boards, Osborae 1908 four-speed gear, Wiiittl
belt, petrol and oil gauges ; £28, or nea
offer.-Harrison, 8, Vesey Street, Birminj
ham.

FOR Sale, nearly new tricar, 4i h.p. Stever
engine. Oppermann two-speea, A Wo

tyres, good goer, starts like a car; bargaii
£25; photo.—1, Magdala Buildings, Westoi
super-Mare.

FOR Sale, 3i h.p. Rex, splendid conditio]
hill-climber, speedy, the best Guen<

coil, unspillable accumulator, Gloria bel
unused. Clincher on back, new; expert's e:

amination and trial invited; first reasoi
able offer accepted.—Pihlens, Little On
Hall, Stafford.

OR Sale, speed indicator, accurate, pe
feet, 20s. ; IJ h.p. Minerva engine, lef

cylinder, 10s.; wanted, new 26 by 2 tyre.-
102. Kennington Avenue.

FOR Sale. 5-6 h.p. twin 1907 Sarolea, i

perfect condition throughout; £28, c
exchange for 3| h.p. Triumph and cash.-
Brooke, 24, Dragon Road, Harrogate.

riOR Sale, 2| h.p. Griffon-Zedel, magnet<
spring forks, as new; what offers

trial by appointment.—21, Crouch Hall Roa(
Crouch End, N.

FOR Sale, Mabon clutch, brand new, 35s.
Aldington's footrests (plated), new, 5s,

electric buzzer (new), 5s.—3, Beaumont Stree
Hexham.

FOR Sale, 3 h.p.. 26 by 2J Dnnlops, goo
condition, new 20 amp., new belt, Bov

den exhaust, splendid order; £7 10s.—28, Bu
gate, Canterbury.

FOR Sale, tricar, 6i h.p. Aster engine, thr£
speeds, coach built; £45.—Drage, Enfiel

Town.

FOR Sale, twin Brown, Palmers, good coi
dition. very powerful and fast; £25.-

Drage, Enfield.

FOR Sale, The bargain of the week.—191

3i h.p. Quadrant, just returned fro]
makers after" complete overhauling, ever:
thing perfect, complete with stand, bag, ne
Rawido belt, spring forks, plates, spare
etc. ; this machine is nearly new, and ha
had very little wear, 4 to 40 miles per hour
accept £25. no offers.—Millard. Dinningtoi
Rotherham.

FOR Sale, £7 7s., 2i h.p. Minerva, good coi
dition, take road racer in part e:

change.—130, Stoke Newington Road, N.

4 h.p. N.S.U., magneto, perfect conditio
and running order, spare tyre, valve

fasteners, full kit of tools, 24 by 24 Pete
Unions, specially built, hardly scratched
£30 ; any trial.—Ballantyne Kellar, 45, Woo(
stock Road, Bristol.

FOR Sale, 4J h.p. twin Minerva, little use(
perfect order, variable pulley, Pete

Union bands, many improvements an
spares; cost £48, sell £19, or offer; owne
leaving district ; no other reason for sak
really a bargain to effect qnick sale.—

D

King, Hatherleigh, Devon.

PALMER'S Green.—5 h.p. Kerry, Sarok
twin engine, new Calmon back tyr

footboards, headlight, with separate gene
ator very fast, easy running, and powerfi
on hills; £21 10s.

PALMER'S Green.—3i h.p. Jap, Chater-Le;
Longuemare, new Whittle belt. Mi

lennium stand and carrier, low frame, foo
boards, long bars, as new; £21 10s.

PALMER'S Green.—2i h.p. Opel, Peter-Unic
tyres, as new, Watawata belt, low buil

easy starter, complete with strong carrie
tools, and accessories ; £9 15s.

PALMER'S Green.—2J h.p. Jap-Enfield, Pa
mer tyres, spray, good coil and acci

mulator, smooth, easy running machine
£9.

PALMER'S Green.—We can supply anythir
in the motor or cycle line.—Note tl

address. The Gem Cycle Co.. 7, Broadwa
Parade, opposite the Cock Inn.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.
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TUNING UP FOR THE END=TO=END.
By B. H. DAVIES.

1HAVE been intending for some while to write a

few notes about prepaying 1906 and 1907
machines for the End-to end, as there are certain

to be a number of would-be entrants who cannot

run to a brand new mount, and there is no doubt these

riders will have an excellent chance of a gold medal,

since knowledge of one's mount is at the very least

quite as important as the inherent excellence of the

mount itself. In 1906 an amateur on a brand new
Triumph fresh from the works rode through unofficially

without a single adjustment ; that is to say, with less

anxiety than Hulbert, Bramley-Moore, Cooper, or my-
self, since he did not even experience a puncture; but

this was a gorgeous fluke, and taking the percentage of

luck, a sound knowledge of an old machine is a better

asset in these trials than a start on a comparatively

unknown machine specially tuned by the makers. Now
I often meet with amateur owners whose machines

have lost that pristine " zip
'

' with which they once used

to hum along the roads, and have joined the army of

plod-along-somehow, uncertain uphill sort of beasties,

and I want now, if I can, to aid these gentlemen to get

their machines so fit that they can compete in the great

run of the year with a good confidence.

Two things are capable of wrecking any entrant's

prospects. One is any serious derangement, capable

of necessitating a prolonged delay in any section ; the

other is the want of full power, or the loss of full power.

On a schedule run this last is of prime importance.

A rider might reach Moffat without a single stoppage

of any sort or kind, but the power might have faded
away so that after a twenty minutes' tyre stop on a

short section he could not raise the speed required tc

save his marks. This mischance would be followec

by pushing part of the way up two or three hills witf

more losses of marks, and although his machine has

proved itself perfectly reliable from a non-stop poim
of view, his award would only be at the best a silvei

medal. 'We must guard against both the long stop-

page and the gradual decay of engine eflficiency.

The long stoppage is conceivable even if the gooc

old crock has already behaved excellently for 5,00c

miles or more. I append precautions

:

1. Tyres.—'New tyres are absolutely essential.

New tyres—especially of a different make—have £

habit of not fitting accurately, in which case they are

either very hard to get on and off when a puncture

comes, or else they leave a gap between the beads, anc

nip the tube sooner or later. Therefore, the wise

entrant will fit his new pair of tyres at home, make
absolutely certain they are a sound fit, and knead therr

by two or three detachments if necessary, until the}

slip on and off like a glove. He will then replace the

old ones, ride down to Penzance, arrive in good time;

and fit the new ones there for the start of the run.

further safeguarding himself by carrying two or three

detachable tubes—these last are essential, since punc-

tures have a way of occurring in the shorter controls;

where without detachable tubes heavy loss of marks

is inevitable.

2. Engine.—No matter how good the appareni

condition of the valves, they should all be replacec

by new ones, since some metal parts sho no sign oi

failure till a very few miles before failure comes. The
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Belt Fasteners.

Mr. W. H. Berisford, the patentee of Brooks Stratex

ts, reminds me that his belt resembles the Wata-

a in the ideal feature of requii'ing no fastener at

Unfortunately, rubber belts, which were natur-

included in my general remarks, cannot be

signed as endless ; one wishes they could. It would

interesting to know if Mr. Berisford has ever

perimented with a belt composed on his Stratex

inciple out of little strips with a canvas basis and

bber covered. If this would work we should have

endless rubber belt. I have received several

mple fasteners from different patentees, and, while

i^eral of them show great ingenuity, nearly all of

em are fitted with wretched apologies for screw

reads, both as regards the bolts and the bolt holes.

The End=to=end.
I should like to add my congratulations to the

lorus now besieging Mr. A. W. Bentley, and couple

ith them my commiserations on the failure of his

eding arrangements. This was particularly hard
les, as one or two other riders intend rnaking

renuous efforts to win the record from him, and the

ree hours or so he undoubtedly lost- through these

rors would have made his record almost unassail-

)le except with the best of luck. Riders who know
e route and have held or attempted the record assert

at, given the best of luck with the weather and
achines and tyres, the ultimate record should fall

; low as thirty-five hours or thereabouts ; and if Mr.
aitley had set the figures at thirty-eight hours, as

; narrowly failed to do, the record would have stood
his credit for a far longer time than is at present

cely.

Footrests Fouling Ground.
The Sutton Bank climb revealed the fact that while
•oad, low footrests serve admirably as rests for the
achine when stationary, they add a grave danger to

king sharp comers at speed. I wish makers would
alise how seriously this applies to pedalling gear on
.6 modem low framed machine. I do not know a
andard 1908 model which I can safely drive up a
rtain twisty hill near my home unless I first make
ire that the near side pedal crank is either horizontal
• vertical above the bottom bracket, and neglect to

e that this pedal is in the correct position has nearly
ought me down on several occasions, and has cost
e a couple of broken cranks. The time is. surely
ir when pedalling gear may be dispensed with on
st-class powerful modern machines, on which
is seldom of the least use, and often in the way.
nd when long footrests are fitted they should be set
gher up on the machine.

By "IXION."

A Good Gear.
I just lately examined a Phelon and Moore gear

which was fitted to a powerful twin in 1906, and
has been running on it with and without a sidecar

ever since. During this period the makers have never

once seen the gear, and it has never given trouble.

Considering the lightness of the chains and sprockets,

this record speaks volumes for the workmanship of the

gear as a whole, and especially for the delicacy and
efficiency of the bronze rings and steel wedges which
form its clutch system. Similar chains were fitted

last summer to a light tricar under my notice, but in

combination with a leather cone clutch and dog clutch

gear, and under these conditions, working with a

similar load and engine, the chains gave such an

infinity of trouble that they had to be scrapped,

sprockets and all, and chains of heavier make sub-

stituted. I wonder whether any other gear can show
a record of two non-stop seasons with a twin engine

and sidecar? The gear in question is now as good
as new.

Abnormal Engine Conditions.
Mr. Earle L. Ovington's description of the behaviour

of his big four F.N. interested me, particularly

because I have once or twice experienced something
very closely resembling it when running a single-

cylinder engine on paraffin. Everyone who uses a

machine for running about towns on everyday business

knows that a habit of carelessness about the amount
of petrol in the tank is apt to develop, and so it is

not an infrequent experience for me to run out of petrol.

Under these circumstances I have often been able to

fill up with paraffin before the engine got cold, warm
it up well on the stand, and then drive home on pure
paraffin. On these occasions when my return journey
has lain over open roads I have suddenly felt the

engine, as it were, take the bit between its teeth, and
tear along with me at speeds never attained upon
normal fuel ; and yet on these occasions it has never
failed to stop when the current was switched off, and
the increase of speed has been consequent upon gross

overheating, and has taken some miles of running as a

first condition, and a short spell of very favourable
speed conditions for a second condition.

We have just received a copy of the " Annuaire de
Route " of the Automobile Club de France. This
useful publication is practically indispensable to those

who intend touring on the other side of the Channel.
The information it contains is of the greatest possible
value, as it mentions the smallest villages in France
and particulars of their hotels, repairers, tyre depots,

etc. Last year we used the book constantly, and
found it to be absolutely reliable.
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A RUN ON A FOUR=CYLINDER F.N.

THROUGH the courtesy of the F.N. Motor
Agency, of 106, Great Portland Street, W., we
recently had an opportunity of trying a 4^^, h.p.

four-cylinder F.N. motor bicycle, and we were
very agreeably impressed by the speed, hill-climbing

capabilities, and smooth running of this excellent

machine, which, as our readers know, is constructed in

one of the largest small arms factories in Europe, viz.,

the Fabrique Nationale at Liege. Whatever opinion

may be expressed with regard to multiplicity of

cylinders on motor bicycles, there is no doubt that the

four-cylinder F.N. is a flier, and, properly handled
and kept in tune, it will compare most favourably with

any other machine on the market of equal power. As
might be expected, it starts with great ease—in fact,

it is probably the easiest motor cycle engine to start

—

due to the four cylinders and the moderate gear with

which it is fitted. We must admit that previous to

trying the machine we had the opinion that with a

gear of six to one, which we believe is the standard,

the speed would not be very high, but a run on the

machine convinced us that the engine is capable of

an extremely high number of revolutions per minute,

which enables the machine to attain a speed which is

quite fast enough for average British roads, and faster

than is required for touring. Hills it takes in its

stride—^at least those hills which we tried it on with

grades of about i in 10 and i in 11. Long hills do

not tire it or cause the engine to overheat, and there

are only one or two things we can suggest which would
improve this machine. One of these is the brake,

which is of the back-pedalling variety. This necessi-

tates the feet always being on the pedals. Footrests

would be preferable, and a separately controlled pedal

actuated brake. The other improvement we should

like to suggest is in the nature of the control. Handle-
bar control to the carburetter would make this machine
ideal. At present, there is not much difficulty in

controlling the engine, but we feel sure that handle-

bar control would provide a very much more delicate

manipulation, and we should strongly advise the makers
to give this point their attention. The spring fork is

excellent, and all the other details of the machine are

well carried out. The humming of the gear is strange

to the rider after a belt-driven motor bicycle, but the

immunity from transmission troubles fully compensates

for this, and in the course of an hour or two's ride

one becomes quite accustomed to the purring of the

gear—in fact, provided it is well lubricated, it is no
detriment whatever. Good workmanship and relia-

bility have made a name for the four-cylinder F.N.,

and it is daily gaining favour. Riders who have tried

it are very enthusiastic with regard to its capabilities

and sweet running, and several to whom we have

spoken concerning it say they would not return to a

single or twin-cylinder machine.

A SPECIAL LEVER.

THE " sector " or quadrant lever is a form of

hand lever which is found specially suited to

many systems of motor driving, many tricar

owners having a special predilection for this

type in preference to any other where it can con-

veniently be used.
A -i^ Hitherto there has

been nothing on the

market specially

adapted for use in

connection with the

Bowden wire mecha-
nism, and to remedy
this the E. M.
Bowden's Patents

Syndicate, Ltd.,

have Just introduced

the pattern illus-

trated here. It is

supplied for either

right or left side,

and, like all levers

operating the Bow-
den wire, can be
placed practically

anywhere on a tricar

within reach of the

driver's hand. The illustration requires little explana-

tion, and will no doubt convey a clear idea of the

lever. A is a milled knob operating a pawl, which
with its return spring are concealed in the stem B.

The pawl engages with the rack C, and is released by
pulling the milled knob A. E and D represent respec-

tively the Bowden wire and its " stop."

SUGGESTED WATERPROOF OVERALLS.

£1 ^ URGEON," East Anglia, sends us the draw-
^^ ing (reproduced) of a pair of overalls for
^^ medical motor cyclists. They are ordinary

overalls, wider than usual, and with a tuck

from knee to leather sole, so that they can be slipped

off, leaving the

shoes or boots ^__P\_.^ (^
quite clean. The ^L-7 \3)
soles should be I

ribbed or nailed

like football or

cricket boots. A
medical man
wearing the
ordinary overalls

finds them un-

suitable for pay-

ing calls on a

succession of

patients, but the

above would fill

the bill. Instead

of a hole to

button over brace

button, a clip

could be fitted,

as on many belts.
" Surgeon '

' is having a pair made to order, but feels

certain that if put on the market there would be_ a

good sale. " Special ailments require special

remedies," and there is no doubt that motor cycling is

a pastime that requires special clothing. The ideal

motor cycle suit has yet to be made.

Open. Closed.
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Through Many Lands
by Motor Cycle.

Our readers will doubtless remember that we publishedj^a, few [months back a paragrapn
stating that Mr. E. M. Baxter, an American journalist, was leaving England for, a lengthy
motor cycle tour on the Continent of Europe, which would probably be extended to the
northern shores of Africa. We arranged with this gentleman that we should publish a
series of articles describing his experiences, and we are pleased to be^ in a position to

place this week the first instalment of an article from Mr. Baxter's pen before our readers.

The writer is an American and Agricultural Editor of The Buenos Ayres Herald, therefore
his opinions on Europe and European customs will be read with interest. Further instal-

ments will be published as they are sent in and space permits, but we must ask readers
not to look for the articles as a weekly featiure. Mr. Baxter's movements are necessarily
somewhat doubtful owing to his professional engagements, but the continuation of

''Through Many Lands by Motor Cycle" will be^ inserted ^whenever the exigencies xii

space permit.

FROM the unkept trails of South America to the

well-made roads of Europe is a transition that

impresses one with the old world means of

travel by carriage. The railways and the

steamers of South America are the equals of those of

Europe in general, but they are confined to the thin

fringe Of settlements on the coast and along the mighty
navigable rivers of the interior. An important excep-

tion to this is found, it is true, in the Argentine
Republic, where extensive systems of railroads, chiefly

due to British capital and enterprise, are laid in all

directions across the great fertile grain zone of the

Pampas. Away from the more populous sections of

the continent there is now and then a stage route,

and in some districts journeys of a few score miles may
be tediously made by carriage, automobile, or cycle.

The chief means of travel, however, outside the narrow
zones served by ti-ain and steamer, is the saddle horse.
But journeys made on horseback naturally entail very
considerable inconveniences and difficulties, and fre-

quently some danger. There must be a guide and
servants, and the major part at least of the requisites
of living must be taken on pack animals. Beyond
the frontier an armed escort is necessary to guard
against possible assault by natives or renegade whites.

American and European Roads Compared.
Rio, Buenos Ayres, and other progressive cities of

South America have some well-paved streets and
excellent park roads open to all classes of vehicles,
but in no case are the roads leading from the cities
comparable with those that radiate from all European
towns. The best are mere tracks on the soft earth,
cut up at all times by the wheels of heavy carts, and
made almo.st or quite impassable in wet weather by
the mud.

From the nature of the roads it is evident that there
IS no place in South America suitable for the sport of
motor cycling-—at least no place worthy of considera-
tion._ The disposition to engage in the sport is not
lacking, particularly among the tens of thousands of
people of British extraction. As an evidence of this
disposition, a very small number of motor cycles may
be seen on the boulevards and in the parks of some of
the larger and more enterprising cities. But so
circumscribed are the opportunities for the use of the
motor cycle even in the most favoured centres of popu-

lation that few care to engage in the pastime. A
man may row or ride or shoot in many parts of South
America under true amateur conditions, but motor
cycling is practically out of the question to-day, and
many to-morrows will become yesterdays before there

can be any radical change.

In view of the means of travel to which he is

accustomed, it is not surprising that the man from
South America looks with admiration, and even a

little longing, on the splendid roads of Europe. Here
the traveller who is not under the necessity of making
a long tour in a short time is strongly drawn to the.

wonderful highways. A great variety of vehicles,

mechanical and otherwise, are seen everywhere, beckon-
ing one to use and enjoy. Soon the man who is

accustomed to the saddle is attracted to the powerful

and rapid motor cycle—it calls insistently for a trial.

And why not give it the place of the horse? It is

easy to drive, economical to use, and it makes possible

a trip into many an enchanting district closed to

travellers tied to train, river, and tourist agencies.

When the writer succumbed to the allurements of

the motor cycle the problems to be solved in its adop-
tion as a means of travel were the exacting demands
to be made on a machine in a tour that seemed likely

to exceed ten thousand miles in the Old World, with
the probability of its being prolonged in the New several

thousand miles besides. All kinds of roads would
have to be traversed and every condition of weather

encountered. Countries civilised and densely popu-
lated and countries semi-civilised and sparsely popu-
lated would be travelled. A machine that is

eminently satisfactory on the good roads of Britain

might give no end of trouble on the uneven and dusty

surfaces of the highways of the Iberian Peninsula or on
the burning sands of Mediterranean Africa. A motor
cycle that will carry the unencumbered ten stones rider

throughout tourist Europe without strain might soon
break down on the rough and difficult roads of America
and Canada. Fuel of varying degrees of excellence

would have to be used, and in some districts substitutes

for the usual fuel rrtght have to be found. In the

face of such momentous questions the novice decided to

seek expert advice concerning the type and make of
motor cycle it would be advisable to procure. Very
small indeed was the number of machines designated
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as being likely to meet the requirements of the severe

demands of the proposed trip. As more than half ot

the advisers consulted recommended a Triumph this

was the one ultimately selected. How well it has

justified the encomiums given it will be apparent by

the results obtained in its use.

Early Attempts.
In the latter part of last January it was handed over

to the writer at the works, Coventry. An expert motor

cyclist was detailed to initiate the novice into the

mysteries of the new machine—mysteries which proved

to be very simple indeed. First the mechanism of

the cycle was studied with some care, after which the

machine was taken to the street and a half-hour spent

in learning to drive it. The novice was aided to

start by the instructor. He rode down the street a

few yards at slow speed, stopped, turned round, and

waited for the instructor to come up and help him get

away on the return. Each time the start was made
with the learner in the saddle, as he particularly wanted

to begin in this way. He would not have needed this

j^v.'^'p'fS^

C. B. Grimshaw, of Sunderland, and his new 20 h.p. twin-cylinder machine,

one of the highest-powered motor bicycles used on English roads. The
bore is 115 mm. and the stroke 125 mm., and the total weight 300 lbs.

A single coil is fitted and a special distributer.

help from the instructor had he been proficient in the

use of the free-wheel and pedals. On the following

morning another half-hour was spent in practice in the

street, succeeded by a run of several miles in the

country "like an old hand." The novice then felt

safe in setting out alone on his trip south. This trip

of about a hundred miles was made at the rate of

some ten miles an hour. The roads were in a " prime
state of grease," rains having been both frequent and
heavy for a number of days. During the run the

wind blew a gale most of the time, accompanied by

frequent squalls of rain and sleet. Several herds of

sheep and cattle were successfully " wriggled through,"
although in most cases the drovers made no attempt to

-clear a track. In fact, they seemed to think it clever

to obstruct the course of a motor cyclist. One " crew
'

'

became very abusive when the engine slowly opened
a way by means of loud and continued hooting and
•hissing. In another place a half-grown boy deliber-

ately drove a cow in front of the rider, but an accident
was averted by the prompt application of the brakes
and the cutting off of the power. Two automobile
"road hogs" were encountered. One forced the
wheelman into the soft rather stiff mud at the side of
the road at a sharp turn, but, thanks to the non-skid-
ding rear tyre, the danger of side-slip was safely

passed; the other "shaver" rushed by from behind,
apparently almost scraping the rider's body, and
nearly causing him to fall from the suction of the
swiftly moving car. As London was approached the
dense traffic was rather annoying, but a clear though
tortuous course was maintained by ruiming very slowly
and freely using the hooter.

The management of this particular motor cycle was
so easily learned, undoubtedly, because of the follow-
ing facts

:

1. The handle-bar control.

2. The low centre of gravity.

3. The non-skid rubber studded cover on the rear

wheel.

4. The ease of steering.

°1 W. H. Bashall and his 20 kp. Jap-engined Bat bicycle. This machine is

capable of terrific speeds ; in fact, we should imagine the chief dlfflenlty is

to control its speed. The cylinders measure 120 mm. each way.
Mr. Bashall will ride his Tourist Trophy Trlomph in the End-to-end Bun.

Moreover, the seat being low, the rider can place

both feet " squarely
'

' on the ground at the same time

—

a matter of no small importance on rough and " greasy
'

'

surfaces. Another point exemplified in the writer's

learning to drive the Triumph is that the beginner does

not need to be an expert pedal cyclist. The writer can
hardly be said to have been a cyclist, since his little rid-

ing experience was more than a dozen years back, and
even then was limited to less than five hundred miles on
a fi<xed pedal bicycle. ' His greatest difficulty in master-

ing the motor cycle was to get control of the free pedals

in starting off. Even mature age need hardly be given

consideration by the man who has the sporting dis-

position, provided he is young in spirit, as the man
of sixty may engage in the sport of motor cycling with

all the assurance of an easy and successful beginning

and the full after enjoyment that are popularly sup-

posed to belong pprnliarlv to vouth.

(To he contdnved.

)
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The Diamond Motor Bicycle.

m

HANDLED by the Victoria Trading Co., 47,

Lamb's Conduit Street, W.C., the Diamond
motor bicycle made its debut before the British

public in the early part of the current year. It

a machine following absolutely standard lines,

embodying all those points which are desirable on a

modern machine. The frame is low and long, the

rider's position comfortable, and the appearance

general pleasing. The machine is made in

four models—^B, C, D, and E—^to suit all

types of riders. Model B is moderate in

price, of 2% h.p., 70 by 70 mm., a.o.v.,

single-cylinder, has 26in. wheels, girder

forks, and f^in. rubber belt. Model .C is

of 35^, h.p., single-cylinder, 78 by 84 mm.,
m.o.v., overhead system, has petrol and oil

tanks arranged separately, 2^ in. tyres, and

lin. rubber belt. Model D has a twin-

cylinder engine, 65 by 72 mm., a.o.v., but

otherwise resembles the aforementioned

model. Model E is particularly worthy of

notice, in that it has a 5 h.p. twin-cylinder

engine, 73 by 78 mm., fitted with mechani-

cally-operated valves excellently arranged

—

a point which is generally neglected in the

case of twin-cylinder engines. The follow-

ing standard fittings are common to all the

above. Bosch magneto ignition, chain driven, chain

in oil-tight case, F.N. carburetter with variable air

control, spring forks (except with Model B) of excellent

design, and a complete set of tools with each.

Reverting to the inlet valve arrangement on the

5 h.p. and 3^ h.p., this is by means of adjustable

overhead tappets—a system which has proved to be

effective on similar types of engines, notably the

N.S.U., one of the advantages being that the valves

operate automatically at high speeds and mechanically

at low speeds, and also should anything go wrong with

the valve gear the valves can easily be made to work

A specimen of a twin-cylinder Diamond with magneto ignition and spring forks.

automatically if a weaker spring is fitted.

The engines, we understand, are made by the F.N.
Co. Most of the machines are finished in French grey—

'Si colour w^hich does not show the dirt.

» 9^>—<^

N
THE MATCHLESS FLEXIBLE BELT FASTENER.

OW that adjustable pulleys are so popular

among motor cyclists, any accessory which
will tend to facilitate their use will be heartily

welcome. As wdll be seen from the accom-

panying illustrations, the belt fastener has a flexible

connection composed
of a small piece of

roller bicycle chain.

giving four distinct

adjustments, such as

may be desired wher
the adjustable pulle}

gives a difference in

the gear ratios of,

say, from three and
a half to six to one.

The fibre block A is

connected to a sec-

tion of the chain, and
when the fastener is

extended to it?
fullest length serves

to steady it as it

passes round the

I)ulley and prevents
it from slipping.

The illustrations are

self-explanatory. The makers, Messrs. Collier and
Sons, Herbert Road. Plumstead, S.E., are prepared to
guarantee the Matchless flexible belt fastener for at

least 1,000 miles.

MOTOSACOCHE HINTS.

Mrs. Edward Kennard is an enthusiastic user of
a special Motosacoche ladies' motor bicycle, which has
been built to her order by the Clyde Cycle and Motor
Co., of Leicester. In a letter to the editor she gives
an excellent tip for keeping the round twisted belt in
order. The belt should be dressed inside with collan
oil, and before rewinding filled with a soft cord. This
prevents the diameter from shrinking too niuch. With
some G.B. dressing outside this answers satisfactorily.

These little engines are somew^hat difficult to start at

times, owing to the piston sticking through solidifying
of the lubricant. If paraffin is injected while the
engine is cooling and engine pulley turned a few times,
it will be found that engine will start when required
without any difficulty.

>^0»»~<
Our readers will remember that we published a para-

graph a few weeks ago respecting the Three Spires
non-skid tyre for motor cycles, and called attention to
the fact that we should watch the progress of this
tyre and report on same later. We are now in a
position to state that the feeling of security from side-
slipping and the immunity from ordinary .punctures
experienced on these tyres greatly increases the
pleasure of motor cycling. The firm are also making
a i^in. cover for lightweight machines, which should
be examined when specifying tyres on a lightweight
mount. The non-skid 2^in. cover, 26in. in diameter,
weighs 3^ lbs., and has a very substantial indiarubber
tread, and at the price at which it is sold is excellent
value.
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It's not only the ultra quality

of fabric and rubber, but the masterful

method of "assembling." the fine work-

manship, and the vast experience behind

the workmanship, which are responsible

for the acknowledged supenority of

ensui-ins'

TRADE

2n aiuwering this adt irtisement it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle.
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TYRES
The Palmer Motor Cycle Tyres are treaded with the well known
*'rib," being designed to give a better grip on greasy roads.

No side-slip attachments are needed with this ribbed tyre.

The Palmer Motor Cycle Tyre for the same reason has a much
smaller contact area with the road, givi|\g a firmer grip and

higher speed with less slip. Send for fully descriptive Booklet to

THE PALMER TYRE LTD.,
119, 121. 123. SHAFTESBURY AVENUE. LONDON, W.C.

^^Bd

P: :

^H^a
illKi

Magneto Ignition,
Protected in Tank.

Running on Ball
Bearings.

Jap Engines.

Automatic Lubrica-
tion.

Rider Suspended on
Springs.

In amwerivg ei'.her of these advertisements it is desirable that yau mention " The Motor Cycle.
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A selection of questions of general intere-t received from our readers and our replies^thereto. Whenfparticular
makes of machines, accessories, or tyres are mentioned, numbers must be used, the writer to keep a key*' for

reference. All queries should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street,^E.C., and^whether
intended for publication or not, must be accompanied with a stamped addressed enveiope^for reply.

Irregular Running at Speed.

I have a 4 h.p. Excelsior,

single cylinder, accumulator
ignition, trembler coil, Longue-
mare carburetter. It runs per-

fectly at slow and medium
speeds, but at its fastest it fires

about twenty explosions and then one
very weak one, which causes the

bicycle to suddenly slow for a short

time, and so jerks the rider forward.

What would you say the cause was?
Excellent spark, all wiring correct

and tight, mixture all right, I

think ; the bicycle also uses a great

amount of petrol.—C.B.

Without actually seeing the machine it

13 almost impossible to say what is the

matter with it, but the weak explosion

you mention sounds like pre-ignition,

due to the deposits on cylinder head be-

coming incandescent. It may be that

the contact breaker short circuits in

one position, say when it is fully

advanced. The excessive petrol con-

sumption seems to lead one to suppose
that the carburetter is not receiving

sifficient air, or that the needle valve

lea';--, thereby causing flooding.

Cures lor Sluggish Starting.

I should be pleased if you

^^1 could give me any information

^ as to adjusting my magneto
-2J and carburetter for easy start-

ing. The machine is a 3^ h.p.

N.S.U. with Eisemann magneto, and
this is my only trouble. The machine
is excellent in every way except the
consumption, which is about fifty or

sixty miles to the gallon. (1.) What
are the points to look at to tell if an
N.S.U. carburetter is in good order?

(2.) What height should the petrol

rise m the iet to euisure easy start-

ing?—B.T.J.^
Probably the difficulty in starting is

that you get too much air at slow speeds.

There is a revolving shutter on the car-

buretter which you could adjust to re-

duce the air inlet slightly. Clean all

the terminals of the magneto, coil, and
wiring, and make sure the handli;

switch Ls not shorting. The contact
breaker should be cleaned with petrol,

and the platinum points filed if they
show signs of pitting. (1.) See that the
carburetter takes nearly all the air

when the machine is travelling fast. If

not the jet may be choked, or the filter

stopped up. (2.) To within about ^in.

of the top of the jet tube.

Respecting a Sidecar Attachment.

I am riding a 3^ h.p. 1907

gy\ Quadrant, and wish to attach

> a sidecar to same ; total weight
*

of passengers nineteen stones.

I have been told that owing to

the Quadrant spring forks a INlont-

gomery sidecar would best suit it.

The motor is at present geared 4 to

1, and I understand that a variable
pulley would be necessary. As I

gather from The Motor Cycle that
belt troubles are frequent with side-

cars, I should be obliged if you would
advise me as to the proper width
and make of belt for sidecar work?

—

BO 221.

Spring forks are quite suitable for use
with a flexible sidecar, and with rigid

sidecars also, but some spring frames
are unsuitable for sidecar work. A
two-speed gear would be better than
an adjustable pulley, but the latter you
would find an excellent substitute. Gear
the machine 4| to 1. The largest sized

belt would be best for your purpose,
say l^in. section of reputable make.

A Mysterious Loss of Compression.

I should be very glad if yoa
could tell me why my engine
(3 h.p. Quadrant 1905 pattern

surface) has suddenly lost its

power? I dismantled engine,

cleaned piston head, removed rings,

found a lot of burnt oil deposited in

slots, ground in new inlet and ex-

haust valves, new springs, also new
tappet fitted with correct clearance.

I got excellent compression when
engine was put back in frame, but
after a mile's run nearly all compres-
sion was gone. Have had engine
down three times since, but valves
are all right and rings are not dis-

coloured. I get good compression
each time I put cylinder head on, but
afteT a little running it goes again.

The timing is correct with a machine
of similar pattern. Do you think the
fault lies with the rings? (Machine
has always run to my satisfaction

until now.) Or would you advise me
to go in for a new cylinder head,
piston, and rings?—H.B., S. Africa.

As you live so far away from England
it would almost be advisable to pur-
chase a new cylinder head, piston, and
rings, but under ordinary conditions all

we should think necessary would be
new piston rings. It would be a good
plan to fit new washers to each of the

joints to make sure there is no leakage,
and also ascertain that there is sufficient
clearance between the exhaust valve
stem and tappet. Your trouble sounds
very much as if the valve expands when
the engine becomes hot, and is con-
sequently prevented from closing fully.

You do not say if the slits in the rings
get into line.

A falling off in Power after 1,500 Miles.

I ride a 1908 Triumph, have
travelled about 1,500 miles,
and it runs splendidly. I have
never had the slightest bother,
but lately it will not climb a

certain steep hill about here (Offiey)

which when new it would fly up. 1

get going all out at. the foot of the
hill, but when threequarters of the
way up the firing suddenly becomes
much weaker (no misfiring), just the
same effect as if I had nearly closed
the throttle. The machine travels a
few yards with weaker explosions,
then gives a slight knock or two and
stops. I have tried shutting off air

and retarding spark as speed de-
creases. Compression good as when
new, valves carefully ground. Igni-
tion good, never had misfire, starts
almost at walking pace, and will run
at same. Carburetter floods, also

when flooded petrol drips from jet

chamber. When driving all out at
the commencement of hill with the
tank full or nearly full, petrol is

squirted from the hole in the filler

caip ; in fact, a jet will rise quite Gin.

from this hole. This only happens
when driving with throttle full open
on steep hill before the engine fails.

—W.H., Herts.
You do not mention if you have re-

moved the cjdinder as yet in order to
scrape away the carbon deposits on
piston head and cylinder. Absence of

carbon means a considerable improve-
ment in the climbing powers of an
engine. It is just possible that the ex-

haust valve spring may have lost some
of its temper, and a new spring may
restore some lost power ; in fact, both
valve springs should be looked to. It

may be that some foreign matter has
found its way into the carburetter, and
it would be a good plan to dismantle
it and clean all the passages, also the
feed pipe. The squirting of petrol from
filler cap is probably due to the speed
at which you travel when rushing a
hill. Fit a helmet or other lubricator
to the filler cap.
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THROUGH MANY LANDS
BY MOTOR CYCLE.

TUNING UP FOR THE
END-TO-END.

-^:

ScottiEh Speed Limits.

In practically ©very village in Scot-

land through which the End-to-end
Trials competitors pass, there is a ten
miles an hour speed limit which must
be strictly observed. Any rider

against whom there is any complaint
of reckless or inconsiderate driving
will be disqualified from receiving an
award.

A Lady Motor Bicyclist in the End-to-end.

Miss Hind told us last week ithat

she had been reluctantly compelled to

give up the idea of driving her
new tricar in the End-to-end
Eixn, owing to difficulty in find-

ing a suitable lady passenger.
She does not, however, intend
to miss the event, and has
accordingly entered her motor
bicycle. A lady who can ride
400 miles in ^wenty-two hours
{witness the London-Edinburgh
Run) should encounter no
obstacles in a six days' jaunt.

Brlce Progressing Favourably.

Eeaders will be glad to hear
that E. M. Brice, who met with
an accident during the London-
Edinburgh Eun, is progressing
favourably. Enquiries have
been received from all part-s as
to Mr. Brice's injuries, but it is
quite impossible to reply to
them all by letter.

The Demand for Motor Cycles in U.S.A.

A firm in Los Angeles, Cali-
fornia, U.S.A., advise us that
their total turnover for one year
in complete motor cycles and
accessories amounts to £40,000.
We should think this is almost
a record for a motor cycle
agency business, and gives an idea of
the amount of trade being done in
motor cycles in the land of stars and
stripes.

A Five Miles Track Race.

At Chesterton, Cambridge, on
Thursday, the 9th inst., a five miles
handicap for motor cycles will be

i^o'^'t.
^^® ^°"- ^^- ^^ C. E. Woods,

1^, Pretoria Eoad, Chesterton, Cam-
bridge.

Police Traps.

Two police traps near to Llandrin-
dod have resulted in six motorists
bemg fined a total of £18.
A trap was started last week be-

tween Newcastle (Staffs.) and Stone.
Between Stone and Colwich there is

a four miles trap in operation.

Another Race Meeting at Birmingham.

The following events will be in-

cluded in the Sport and Play Tourna-
ment at Aston, Birmingham, on Satur-

day next : Five miles tourist handicap,
mile handicap for 76 by 76 mm.
engines, and five miles handicap for

75 by 76 mm. engines.

Flying Kilometre at Le Mans.

On June 21st the Automobile Club
de la Sarthe conducted time trials

over a flying kilometxe. There were
three classes for motor bicycles and

FUTURE EVENTS.

July 6-7—A.C.F. Grand Prix Races for Cars !|and

Voiturettes.

,, 9—Five Miles Handicap at Chesterton, Cam-
bridge.

„ 13-18—A.C.U. LAND'S END TO JOHN-O'-GROAT'S
SIX DAYS' RELIABILITY TRIAL.

,, 14-15—M.C.U.I. (Ulster Centre) Open 400 Miles

Reliability Contest.

,, 18—London and South Western Bank Five Miles

Motor Cycle Race at Heme Hill.

,, A.C.U. 24 Hours' Ride, London to Plymouth
and back.

Aug. 3-4—Motor Cycling Club Run to Land's End and
back for Charles Jarrott Cup.

„ 8—Essex M.C. Open Race Meeting at the Stadium.

,, 15—Coventry M.C. Open Hill Climb for Motor
Cycles.

„ 22—A.C.U. Annual Race Meeting at the new
Stadium, Shepherd's Bush.

,, 29—Essex M.C. Open 200 Miles Non-stop Run for

Motor Cycles.

Sep. i2^Motor Cycling Club Petrol Consumption Tests.

„ The International Auto Cycle Tourist Trophy
Race in the Isle of Man.

^^<*<**><*<»*>^
one for tricars, and competing
macliines were timed with a Mors
electrical timing apparatus. The re-

sults were : Class 1, Chabal (Moto-
sacoche), Im. 34|s. Class 4, Boulay
(Pax), 50s. Class 5, Farnaud (Eene
Gillet), 50|s. Tricars—Seray, Im. 25s.

Of Interest to Midlanders

Motor cyclists in the Midlands will

probably be interested to know that the

Gloucestershire Pageant commences at

Cheltenham on July 6th, and will be
continued until July 11th. Chelten
ham is called the Garden Town, Spa,
and Beauty Spot of England. Eveninsi
entertainments have been arranged for

the whole of the week, and a battle of

flowers and decorated motor car parade
will be among the attractions.

The Danger ol Repairing Petrol Tanks.

A gasfitter of Tondd (Wales) recently
received fatal injuries caused by the ex-

plosion of a petrol tank which he was
attempting to repair. The tank was
emptied at eight o'clock the previous
night, and all the holes in the tank left

free for any gas to escape. Deceased
was using a blow lamp, when suddenly
the tank exploded, and the poor fellow
was struck on the head and killed.

Motor Cycle Race in Rhodesia.

Evidently there are no police
regulations with regard to the
speed of motor cycles in

Ehodesia. On May 25th a race
was held in coimection with the
Caledonian Sports, Salisbury,
Ehodesia, over a distance of
about thirty miles. The sur-

face is described as an unmade
dirt road, and there were three
"spruits" Lo cross. The
course included a climb which
raised the competitors and their
machines a thousand feet, and
in places the surface was very
stony. Competitors on Bats,
N.S.U.'s, Triumphs, and Vin-
decs rode over tracks which
would have astonished English
riders. To quote our correspon-
dent, " It was bump over the
lumps, wriggle through the
sand, and dash through the
water." The scratch man. Dr.
F. E. Appleyard, whose weight
is fourteen stones, mounted on a
5 h.p. twin-cylinder Vindec, com-
pleted the distance in 56m. 9s.

(fastest time). Next came a
rider of a 3^ h.p. Triumph, two
seconds slower, and a Bat 69m.
58s. Dr. Appleyard had to
give the Triumph 13m. start.

the Bat 19m., a 3^ h.p. 1905 Vindec
13m., and a 4 h.p. twin N.S.U. 8m.

London-Edinburgh Run Statistics.

From the official list of gold medal
winners in the M.C.C. London to Edin-
burgh and back run, published on page
502 last week, it will be seen thatr

—

Nineteen Triumph riders gained gold
medals on the outward journey. None
returned in competition.

Twelve Vindec riders gained gold
medals on the outward journey and one
a silver medal. Four of these won
double journey medals.
Seven Eex riders obtained gold

medals and one a silver medal. Two of
this number completed the return run
in competition, and will receive double
journey gold medals.
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Motor Cycle foi Business Purposes.

The North Metropolitan Electric

Power Supply Co. has purchased a

L.M.O. motor bitycle from the Service

Ck). for the use of one of its inspectors

in connection with his official duties.

End-to-end Run.

Four members of the Newcastle and

District iNIotor Cycle Club have entered

for the A.C.U. End-to-end Six Days'

Run, July 13th to 18th. Capt. Sir R.

K. Arbuthnot, Bart., R.N., Messrs. A.

D. Nicholson, W. H. Outwin, and S.

W. Carty.

Additional Entries lor the End-to-end Run.

Further entries for the Land s End
to John-o' -Groat's Run received up to

Lhe time of going to press were 0. C.

Godfrey (3i h.p. Rex), A. J. Sproston

(— h.p. Rex), G. Lee Evans {.^ h.p.

Rex), Leofric Cutler (3^ h.p. Triumph),

H. Ellison (U h.p. Motosacoch.-U J.

V. Robinson (U h.p. Motosacochei, W.
F. Merritt (3^ h.p. Triumph). J. I ^viUg

Adam (3^ h.p. Triumph), Miss Mnriel

Hind (5 h.p. Rex), W. Milnes (3^ N.p. ^

Phelon and Moore), G. L. Fletv hor

(2 h.p. Moto-Reve), W. Smith (2 h p.

Moto-Reve), C. A. Palmer (4 h.p. Ro.'),

W. Newman (4 h.p. Roc), A. D. Pow^-ll

3i h.p. B.P.). S. H. Richardson (5 h.|..

F.N.), H. B. Lewis (3i h.p. Triumph i.

A. M. Tatham (3^ h.p. J.A.P.), W
Weatherilt {3i h.p. Zenette), F. \^

Barnes (3^ h.p. Zenette), and J. Stuaii

Shaw (5i h.p. Phanomen with sidecar).

Raee Meeting at Leipzie.

A thunderstorm mterfered with the

meeting (June 21st) organised at the

Leipzie cement track by the local

branch of the German Motor Cyclists'

Association, but the main events could

be run ofi, and they afforded capital

sport. Thirty-five men were down to

start in the various races, eighteen

having entered for the hour alone.

Georg Retienne proved the hero of the

occasion, placing the kilometre, the

25, and the hour to his credit. It

is noteworthy that for the first time

in the history of the track over ninety

kilometres were covered on it in the

hour, Retienne's distance for that time

being 93.685 kilometres, or only a few

yards short of 58 miles. The kilo-

metre with flying start he polished off

in 35^s., some 63 miles 892 yards. We
append results of the three principal

races, for each of which, owing to the

strong entry list, preliminary heats

were found to be necessary :

Twenty-five kilometres (open to all

riders and motors up to 5^ h.p.)—1,

Retienne (Progress), 15m. 43s.; 2,

Ludwig (Magnet), two and a half laps

behind ; 3, Walther (Cito), three and
a half laps behind.

One kilometre (flying start for all

machines and riders).—1, Retienne

(5^ h.p. Progress), 35^. ; 2, Wiencziers

(8.7 h.p. Puch); 3, Oberlander (7.3

h.p. Mars) ; 4, Schmidt (7.6 h.p.

N.S.U.) ; 5, Ludwig (5i h.p. Magnet).

One hour (open to all machines and
riders).—1, R^etienne, 93.685 kilos. ;

2, Wiencziers, 92.820; 3, Oberlander,

92.820; 4, Miiller (5^ h.p. Magnet),

74.430. Retienne and Wiencziers

struggled desperately for the lead, and
furnished the spectators with numerous
thrilling moments.

=<IHD y
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Another Motor Cycle Race.

The London and South-western Bank
Sports Club will include a five miles
motor cycle race at its annual meet-
ing at the Lon Ion County Athletic
Grounds, Heme Hill, on the 18th uist.

The hon. secretary is Frank White,
170. Fenchurch Street. E.G.

Reliability.

The Sunderland club held its third

annua) reliability trial for the Vaax
Challenge Cup on Wednesday last, and
for the third year in succession Mr. E.
J. Tiffin, riding a 4^ h.p. twin-cylinder
Minerva bicycle, finished without losing

a single mark. This year's winner has
not yet been declared, as three riders

lost no marks.

London to Edinburgh Competitors Fined.

O. H. Crole-Rees appeared at the
St. Neot's County Court last Thursday
for exceeJing the speed limit at Buck-
den on the return journey in the
London-Edinburgh and back run, and
was fined £3 2s. and 18s. costs. Several
other competitors are due to appear at

the same court within the next few
days. We understand from a victim
that it is best for the offending motor-
ists to appear at the court in person.

Examine Handle-bar Stems.

A correspondent asks us in the in-

terest of the pastime to warn riders

against handle-bars with too short a

stem. He says he is just recovering
from a nasty accident due to the

handle-bar stem coming clean out of the

socket. In all probability it had been
raised without verifying what amount
of tube was left in the socket. There
should never be less than 3^in. to 4in.

of handle-bar stem in the socket, and
the one tube should be a good tele-

scopic fit into the other. Then the ball

head clip is not unnecessarily strained

to obtain the correct degree of tight-

ness.

Newcastle H.C.

The second annual reliability trial of

the above club was held on Thursday
last to Levenhall (Edinburgh) and
back for the Arthur Lucas Challenge
Bowl. We are obliged to hold over

the report of the run until our next
issue.

M.C.U.I. Intei-centie Coiitest.

The Ulster centre of the Motor Cy.l»
Union of Ireland easily won the

Triumph Cup reliability trial last

Saturday, twenty-two members riding

against eight of the Dublin centre.

The course measured 96$ miles. Next
week we shall give a report of the con-

test.

Team Trials Notes.

The Yarmouth team had perforce lo-

travel many miles to reach Daventry,
and this year they made a particularly

good show. At the end of three sec-

tions (seventy-five miles) the team was
only one rider short, and but for the
loss of twenty-five marks owing to a
competitor travelling too quickly, the-

score would have been 485^. As it

was the team finished second. All the
Yarmouth competitors' machines had
imitation bloaters on the front mud-
guard.

The Coventry Club made a record

score on Saturd'ay with 636 marks.

The sidecars used by the team trials

competitors were of all patterns, Mont-
gomery, Mills-Fulford castor wheel,
and rigid.

It IS strange that not a single team's
passenger representatives covered the
full course without a stop.

A number of competitors carried

small petrol cans on their backs as

they were none too sure their machines
would complete the hundred miles oa
one tank full, and replenishments were
not allowed.

La,.;^*'^.--'-' ••

J W Woolston (5 h.p. Rex), one of lhe Yarmouth team starting from a standstiU by means ol

the Koc clutch.
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Ctiallenge
Cup.

COVENTRY M.C. WINS THE CUP OUTRIGHT.
AST Saturday's team trials were unrloubtedly the

most interesting yet held by the Motor Cycling

Club ; firstly, owing to the vpry representative

entry of nme clubs ; secondly, because the course

s a sporting one, including one or two quite respect-

ble gradients; and, thirdly, because a win for the

oventry M.C. meant that The Motor Cycle fifty

uinea challenge cup would become that club's own
Droperty. The start was arranged to take place at ten

o'clock, and one hour before that time the neighbour-

pood of the Pccnco'-k Hotel, Daventry, resounded with

'the noise' of the ^-ompetitors' machines. Most of the

teams with the reserve men ariived in Daventry over-

night, but the Sheffield " blades " are a hardy lot, and

left home shortly lifter midnight for the scene of opera-

tions, all duly arriving at 8 a.m.

53 Starters out of 54 Entrants.

After number cards had been attached to com
petitors' machines, back and front, a move was made
to the Banbury Road, about half a mile out of

Daventry. Quite a crowd had collected here to see

the start, and the line of competitors extended a con-

siderable distance down the road.

The weather was dull, but fine, when punctually at

lo a.m. Mr. F. T. Bidlake, the timekeeper, gave the

first competitor the word to go, and at half-minute

intervals the remainder were despatched. Four motor
bicyclists and two passenger motor cyclists represented

each team, but one of the Birmingham Club's tricarists

failed to put in an appearance, so this club's chances

of a win were remote from the first. At every mile or

so alqng the twelve and a half miles course (which, by

the way, is one of the prettiest roads in Northampton-
shire) a marshal was stationed to note stoppages should
any occur, and, in addition, there were several travel-

ling marshals who rode up and down the course. A
stop for any cause, except exigencies of traffic, was not

permitted. The road was in splendid condition, albeit

very dusty. Some of the riders who had not indulged

in a practice spin over the course were glad they had
pedals before completing the outward stage. The
weeding out process commenced early. At eleven miles

F. W. Barnes (Yarmouth) stopped, a pin operating

the change speed gear coming adrift. V. F. Gray
(Manchester) also stopped at this distance, the contact

breaker blade of his tricar having shifted. At the

turning point (four miles from Banbury), G. F. Cooper

Lining np for the start of the M.C.C. Team Trials at Daventry last Saturday.
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M.C.C. Team Competition.

—

(Oxford) retired with a punctured tyre, and at fifteen

and a half miles R. W. Duke (Birmingham) suffered

the same fate.

After leaving Chipping Warden on the return journey

there is a long rise to negotiate, and we should estimate

that the gradient is steeper than i in 12. It provd too

difficult for J. W. B. Durant's machine (Sheffield),

which was single geared and pulling a trailer. Several

other riders only climbed the hill by dint of hard

pedalling. Durant told us it was steeper than any

hill he had encountered on the journey from Sheffield.

J. E. Tytler (Manchester) had almost completed one

stage when the pedal chain of his machine came oft

and wrapped round the back wheel. At this point

other minor troubles befell W. H. Wells (M.C.C.),
W. Portwine (Southern M.C.), and F. Thomas (N.W.
London^* Onl} +^he Coventry team finished the first

stage of the 100 miles run complete, and thus early

they were looked upon as the likely winners. It

should be mentioned that the Coventry representatives

had left nothing to chance ; they had prepared for the

competition systematically, and were pretty confident

of tiieir ultimate success.

The next twenty-five miles saw the retirement of W.
Heaton (Southern M.C.); G. Lee Evans (Coventry),

belt pulled through ; F. Organ (Oxford), failed on
hill; G. H. Hollis (N.W. London); and at this stage

an adjournment was made for lunch, during which
time the machines were locked up by the officials.

The Second 50 Miles.

On the way down to the starting point for the

second " fifty " the M.C.C. lost another representative,

a valve of Dr. Brewerton's engine giving trouble.

On the restart the three clubs appearing to have the

best chance of the cup were Coventry, Sheffield, and
Yarmouth. The Southern M.C. lost the third rider

in A. W. Holt, who retired with a seized engine.

One of the passenger machines belonging to the

Sheffield club failed on a hill four miles out, leaving

the Coventry and Yarmouth clubs with five of their

team going strongly. After three circuits the posi-

tions of the two clubs remained unchanged, but
immediately on turning one of the Yarmouth motor
bicyclists punctured, and the Coventry team, continu-

ing to run like clockwork, eventually proved easy

winners, scoring 536 out of a possible 600 marks.
Last year the same club won the cup with 534 marks,
and, having won in 1904 also, they became the

absolute owners of it. The names of the teams, the

machines ridden, and marks scored by the riders (sub-

ject to verification by the M.C.C. committee) were:

CovENTBT Motor Club. Miles non-stop.
G. E. Roberts (3^ h.p. Triumph) 100
F. C. Mustard (3^ h.p. Triumph) 100
W. Williamson (3^ h.p. Rex) IOC
I. B. Hart-Davies (3^ h.p. Triumph) 100
A. M. Startin (5 h.p. Riley tricar) 100

(6 " -G. Lee-Evans (6 h.p. Rex Litette) 36

Total ... 536

"Great Yarmouth and District Motob Ctcub Clttb.

A. Wyatt (5 h.p. Roc)
J. W. Woolston (5 h.p. Rex)
S. Allen (3i h.p. Triumph)
P. C. North (3i h.p. Roc)
Dr. H. R. Mayo (5 h.p. Vindec and sidecar)

T. W. Barnes (3^ h.p. Zenith and sidecar)

Total

100

75i
100
100
100*

11

461i

BocARDO (Oxford) Motor Ctclb Cltjb.

T. F. Salter (2| h.p. Morris)
H. G. Hill (5 h.p. Vindec)
H. Hague (2| h.p. Hague)
C. T. Brain (3^ h.p. Quadrant)
G. F. Cooper (Humber and trailer)

F. Organ (5 h.p. N.S.U. tricar)

Total

Motor Cycijng Clttb.

Stanley Webb (3^ h.p. Triumph)
W. H. Wells (3^ h.p. Vindec)
S. G. Frost (^ h.p. Minerva)
H. G. R. Slingo (5 h.p. Griffon)

Dr. E. W. Brewerton (10 h.p. Lagonda)
F. Cozens (10 h.p. Lagonda)

Total

Manchester Motor Glxtb.

J. E. Tytler (3i h.p. Triumph)
C. E. Kettle (3^ h.p. Triumph) ... , ...

P. H. Trotman (3^ h.p. Triumph)
A. J. Moorhouse (3^ h.p. Triumph)
0. H. Gross (6 h.p. Eagle tricar)

V. F. Gray (5 h.p. Phoenix Trimo)

Total ...

Birmingham Motor Cycle Clttb.

R. W. Duke (3^ h.p. Triumph) ... ...

H. E. Dean (2^ h.p. Norton)
P. G. Sandison (3^ h.p. Triumph)
F. H. Southam (5 h.p. Vindec)
E. C. F. Evans (5 h.p. Rex and sidec«)
C. A. Winwood, non-starter.

Total ...

Sheffibld and Hallamshire M.C.C.
B. Sawer (3 h.p. Kelecom)
A. H. Bisby (7 h.p. Minerva)
J. F. Turner (3^ h.p. Jap)
J. Haslam (Z^ h.p. Rex)
J. W. B. Durant (3^ h.p. J.A.P. and trailer)

R. Kay (3^ h.p. Phelon and Moore and sidecar)

Total

Southern Motor Club.
J. E. Goodley (3^ h.p. Triumph)
W. J. Jones (5 h.p. Antoine) ...

J. Beck (2^ h.p. Fairy)
G. Connor (2^ h.p. Fairy)
W. Portwine (Weller tricar) ... ... ...

W. Heaton (5 h.p. Riley tricar) ...

Total

North-west London M.C.C.
H. G. Cove (4 h.p. Jap)
G. H. Hollis (3^ h.p. Triumph)
A. S. Phillips (3^ h.p. Bat)
F. Thomas (5 h.p. Vindec)
C. G. Myer (9 h.p. Bat and trailer)

C. J. Burton (3^ h.p. Vindec and sidecar)

5^1

90i
100
100
100
12^

57i

100

100
100
50
66

100
100
100
100
11

434|

15^
100
100

61^
100

377

100*
100*
100*

100
17
54*

371

100*
100*

16i
64^*

261|

100
43^
20
23|
50t
40^

Total 227|
• Lost 25 marks, t Lost 50 too quick.

The judges were Dr. J. C. 0. Rafferty, Prof. Archi-

bald Sharp, and Mr. J. Urry. Starter, Mr. S. H. Fry.

Chief marshal, Mr. Victor Abraham. Marshal in

charge of garage, Mr. R. C. Davis. Clerks of the course,

Messrs. V. A. Holroyd and R. H. Head. Stewards,

Mrs. C. C. Cooke, Messrs. Hubert Reynolds, W.
Fletcher, Dr. C. Gibbons, C. S. Burney, H. W. Duret,

W. Grew, A. V. Baxter, A. Riley, A. Wright, H.
Williamson, E. J. Hardy, A. P. Smith, E. W.
Walford, M. J. Schulte, Geof. Smith, C. F. Haywood,
R. M. Brice, and H. P. Lee.

It must be mentioned that the success of this year's

trial was due in a great measure to the untiring efforts

of the trials hon. sec, Mr. J. Van Hooydonk.
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CLUB NEWS.
Leeds 'M.C.C.

The results of this club's hill-climb at Sutton Bank last

week-end were : Class 1.—Standard single-cylinder machine,
none finished. Class 2.—Special and two -cylinders, winner,

P. H. Cookcroft (5^ h.p. Triumph). Class 3.—Tvrins, Jank
Scrivea {b h.p. T.T. Rex). Final.—Winner, Jack Scriyen.

The starter and scruitineer -was Mr H. .'^ Atkinson; time-

keeper, Mir. H. Wheater; eund judge, Mr. Y. Langton.

Stockport and Distact M.C.C.

This club stUl continues to pro'S];er. It was decided at the

meeting on Friday last to hold a midnight run on July 11th

and 12th t>o Leicester, returning 'liome on the Sunday. The
start will be from the Mersey Hotel, Satmday midnight. On
July 25th and 26th a week-end mn will be held to Llangollen
and Llandudno. The night will be spent at Llandudno, return-

ing Sunday, July 26th, start 2.30. Any motor cyclists who
wish to join the club in any of the runs are cordially invited.

Lincolnshire M.C.C.

A very successful hill-climibing competition was held at
Milescross Hill, Alford, on Thursday, by the Louth Centre of

the Linios. M.O.O. The distance was a mile, and some very
good performances were made. Mr. Clarke, hon. sec. of the
Louth Centre, condlucted the arrangements. The results were

:

2| H.p. Class.

J. E. Stones (^ h.p. Ariel)

J. E. Stones (2^ h.p. Olympic) .

3^ H.p. Class.
J. Smith (3 h.p. Bothwell)
L. A. Smith (3^ h.p. Triumph) ..

A. Mettham (3^ h.p. Minerva)
Six others competed.

TWXN-CTLINDER ClASS.
Q. Cusworth (5 h.ip. Peugeot)
C. Moore (5 h.p. Re^t)

W. J. aarke {5 h.p. Rex) ...

J. W. Willson ib h.p. Vindep) .

Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C.

The annual reliability trial was held on the 20th ult., from
Sheffield to Bridlington and back, a distance of 170 miles.

Sixteen started, and it was wonderful with what clocklike

regularity they tm-ned up at the controls, of which there were
ten, and it was amusing to see how the competitors' watche,';

were compared as each one lost one mark for every half

minute early or late at controls. The winner proved to be
W. Hill (5 h.p. Rex), who lost three marks, and won Mr. J.

Figure
Time. of

M. S. merit.

2 13f ... 7.8

2 261

2 3| ... 8.5

1 571 ... 7.9

2 32^ ... 6.9

1 33| .. 5.3

1 34| .. 4.9

1 30 .. 4.7

2 6| .. 4.0

H. Hall's five guinea cup. Second, S. Sawer, lost five marks,
won Mr. F. Bover's £2 2s. prize. Third, J. Ardern, lost

seven marks, won Mr. A. H. Bisby's case of razors, and the
following qualified for the club's bronze medal : Mtssra.
Durant, Haslam, Donovan, Wanklyn, Turner, Kay, Allen,
Saynor, Dover, FaiTar, Swann, and Bisby.

Walthamstow M.C.

The hundred miles non-stop competition for the Annual
Dinner Cup was held on Saturday last, when thirteen members
started on a circular course running from North Weald to

Ongar, returning via Grinstead, Blake Hall, and Epping
Common. The competitors were required to cover the course
six times, giving a total of 101 miles. The course was well
marked, and the police kindly kept the course as clear as

possible. Seven members qualified for the hundred miles
medal, but a further run will be necessary to find the winner
of the silver cup and gold medal. The results were: J. W.
Percival (6-8 h.p. Fafnir tricar), non-stop; L. Beckers (5 h.p.

twin KeiTy tricar), non-stop; G. West (5 h.p. twin Singer
tricar), non-stop; A. H. White (8 h.p. car), non-stop;
F. A. Applebee (5 h.p. twin Rex), non-stop ; 0. C. Godfrey
(5 h.p. twin Rex), non-stop; J. Meads (3 h.p. Fafnir), non-
stop ; F. W. Applebee (3^ h.p. Rex), punctured : A. G.
Peppercorn (2| h.p. Anglian], punctured; W. S. Lo.it (5 h.p.

twin Rex), belt came off ; R. J. Lisles (5 h.p. tricar), punc-
tured ; J. D. LiiLQj (4-5 h.p. tricar), oil on contact; and
E. H. Page (6 h.p. Rex Litette), stone jammed wheel.

Sunderland and District M.C.C.

The third annual reliability trial for a challenge cup pre-

sented by Major E. Vaux, of Sunderland, took place on
June 25tn. The course was from Sunderland to Doncaster
and back, vid Stockton, Thirsk, Topcliffe, Boroughbridge, and
Wetherby, a distance of 220 miles. In addition to the cup, a
silver medal, given by the Xorth-Eastern Automobile A^o-
ciation, whose members were eligible to compete, was allo-

cated as first prize, and a medal, given by the club, was to-

be awarded as second prize.

The following competed : S. Wilson (4 h.p. N.S.U.), Russell
Jackson (5 h.p. Rex), E. J. Tiffin (4^ h.p. Minerva), F.

Turvey, jun. (3^ h.p. Triumph), M. Scott (2| h.p. Minerva),,

and — . Lambert (5 h.p. Rex).
Messr^i. Wilson, Jackson, and E. Tiffin finished without

losing any marks—a good performance. Mr. Turvey went
into the control a minute before time. The times of start

and finish were 5 a.m. and 6 p.m. respectively. Both medals
were to become the property of the winners. As there was
a dead heat between three competitors, it has yet to be
decided how the trophies shall be apportioned.

Three Team Trials competitors passing throufeh a typical Northamptonshire
village on the outward journey of the 12j miles course.

One of the successful team's passenger motor cycles, a 5 h.p. Riley. The driver

IS A. M. Startin and be Is seen climbing the longest bill on the eourse.
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Club News.

—

Basingstoke and District M.C.

A petrol consumption trial held by the above club on the
20th ult. resulted as follows :

Formulae : Class 1

= F.M.

Single-cylinder motor bicycles,

Multi-cylinders (over 4 h.p.)

Class 2—Cars,

Wx20
= F.M.

Wx30

Class 1.

Entrant and machine.

K. Jones (4^ h.p. Minerva)
C. Truscott (4 h.p. Antoine) ...

G. E. Fitch-Jones (3 h.p. Kerry)
J. E. Pool (3^ h.p. Rex)
R. K. Hubbard (3^ h.p. Rex) ...

H. Carpenter (3^ h.p. Rex)
G. Andrews (2 h.p. Moto-Reve)

Class

Consumption.
Carburetter, m.p.g.

Minerva 88.20
Antoine 86.10
F.N. 94.00
Longuemare 98.40
Surface 92.75

Longuemare 81.01
Moto-Reve 86.5

2.

W. Webber (10-12 h.p.

Ofl&cials : Messrs. R.
Gladiator) W. & P.
J. Joice, F. May, and

Wx20
F.M.

Fig. of

merit.

.00335

.00483

.00513

.00515

.00530

.00602

.00748

.0030619.3

T. Jackson.

^^."M,

.

.J~,l.
^
I«^?i.W''^»«I.T»'

G. W. Raper (6 h.p. N.S.U.) and A. D. Nicholson (3J h.p. Triumph), two
riders.ol the Newcastle and District M.C.C., who completed a Twelve Hours
Run to Edinburgh and back inside schedule time. The trial proved a very
arduous one on account of the very adverse weather conditions. The same
pair won gold medals in the M.C.C. London-Edinburgh 24 Hours' Run,
and Mr. Nicholson will compete in the A.C.U. End-to-end Trials this month.

York County M.C.C.

Next Saturday is the date fixed for the second quarterly
trial for gold, silver, and bronze
medals ; and on the 18th inst. the
twenty-four hours' run from Leeds to
Edinburgh and back will be held.
Readers willing to check the com-
petitors on the outward and return
journey at Alnwick, Berwick, and
Dunbar are asked to communicate with
H. Wilkinson, trials hon. sec, Gar-
forth House, The Drive, Roundhay,
Leeds.

Coventry M.C.
An open hill-climbing competition

will be held on Saturday, August 15th,
for motor bicycles and tricars. Par-
ticulars and entry forms will be avail-

able in a week or so.
Nottingham and District M.C.C.

On Saturday next, the 4th inst.,

the run is to Sir Peter Walker's,
Osmaston Manor, near Ashbourne,
where the grounds will be open for
inspection. Members meet at the
Welbeck Hotel at 2.15 p.m.

We have received one of the latest Stanley belt fasteners
specially made for use with adjustable pulleys. It is an
ordinary Stanley fastener provided with tlaree hooks of

dift'erent lengths—|in., gin., and lin. When raising or
lowering the gear all that is necessary is to unhook the fastener
and insert or remove on© of the extra hooks. This fastener
is also handy for riders who own motor cycles with fixed

pulleys, as they can start out with the longest hook in

position, and remove a hook as the belt stretches.

Worcestershire M.C. members at Rose Hill, Rednal, on the occasion of the hill-climbing competition

described on page 503 last week.

A PROMISING LIGHTWEIGHT.

A2j4
H.P. twin-cylinder motor bicycle possessing

many novel features is one built by Mr. E. G.

Young, of Trent Bridge Garage, Nottingham,

and illustrated herewith. The weight of the

machine, we are told, is 90 lbs. The frame is a

Chater-Lea, tyres special Continental, and belt ^in. V.

Bowden control is used, and the machine is built low
with the engine situated low down in the frame. The
tanks are brass, the petrol tank holding one and a

quarter gallons and the oil compartment three pints.

It will be noticed that a gauge is fitted. The
mechanically operated inlet valves are not the

least important point about the little engine. The igni-

tion is by Bosch magneto. By unscrewing two bolts, the

engine can be taken completely out of the frame. In

other respects the machine is quite up to date, the

spring forks and long handle-bars conducing to com-
fort Ib riding over uneven roads. We hear the machine
is a good hill-climber and speedy on the level. We

may be able to say more about the machine's capa-

bilities after a practical test, which we are expecting to

make in a few weeks time.

A neat twin-cylinder lightweight, built by E. G. Young, Nottingham.
;

,
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tndoi Street, E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address

Lamps.

[3378.]—^Might I suggest that new lamps shouldi have the
water compartment of generator washed out with shot or a
few bearing balls, so a^ to remove incrustation?
Gas pressure should be introduced above water

generator, and iso increaie pressure at burner.

•R. GRIMWOOD.

m

Fresh Fields to Conquer.

[3379.]—I have been much interested in reading about
the Sutton Bank hill-climb in The Motor CycU, and desire
to inform you that, although I am a native and a motor
cyclist, I have never heard of a motor cycle having been
ridden up Clay Bank. A 3^ h.p. Triumph I supplied to an
old motor cyclist has got up the Ingleby Greenhow side of
this hill, which is a trifle compared with Clay Bank. The
latter is three miles from Stokesley on the main road through
Great Broughton to Chop Gate and Helmsley. Motor cyclists,
there is still a hill to conquer. ALLAN BARKER.

New Use for an Electric Headlight.

[3380.]—Reverting to Mr. Cox's letter [No. 3362], "New
Use for an Electric Headlight," it may be still further
interesting to know that it is not at all necessary to make
use of the lamp, or insert any resistance whatever between
the two accumulators undergoing charging. Provided the
voltage has not fallen below 5 volts, both cells may with
safety be coupled up in parallel, when the internal resistance
of the weaker cell is siufficient to regulate the current until
both have attained their equilibrium. This I have done
repeatedly without detriment to either accumulator.

A. ERNEST OLD.

Belt Fasteners.

[3381.]—With reference to the letters 3357 and 3361.
during the shield competition held in Edinburgh on June
13th, I was much taken with a fastener, which I will try to
describe. The ends were steel stampings with a steel liner
inside, the belt ends being connected with a steel wire having
a pivot on each end, and by a simple movement of pivot the
belt can be instantly removed. I should be pleased if any-
one can furnish me with the name of maker, etc.

S747.
[We think a sample of this has been in " Ixion's " hands for

a few days. Doubtless he will describe his experience in
due course.

—

Ed.]

Air Cooling.

[338'a.]—As American cars are running very successfully
with au--cooled four-cylinder engines up to 60 h.p., it appears
to me that if this system of air-cooling were adopted on
motor cycle engmes we should probably hear less of over-
heating. If they can make a success of them on cars surely
something more can be done in this direction on cycles
On the American vehicles (one of which I recently in-

spected) the combustion heads and valve chambers are
surrounded by a jacket which has a tubular connection, with
a powerful blast fan made on the ordinary forge blower prin-
ciple. The result is that a strong current of air is directed
just where required, and in a perfectly uniform manner to
each cylmder. The arrangement appears to me to be the
obviously correct one. j) ^^^j^y

Police Traps.

[3383.]—Regarding your article, " Police Traps," in The
Motor Cycle of June 17th, I am sorry to say the police

exceed their duty, and when they meet off duty they tell of

the brave deeds they have done in stopping motorists. For
no apparent cause there is a trap set between Llanfairfechan
and Penmaenmawr, on the Bangor and Conway road, and
another from Capel Curig and Bettws-y-coed. These are

working Saturdays and Sundays, and are worked by means of

a flag, which is not always in the same place. The roads at

these points are wide and practically devoid of traffic.

CC 230.

The Practical Touring Machine.

[3384.]—In answer to " ES 186's " letter in The Motor
Cycle of the 17th ult., I would like to point out, for the

sake of the reputation of the Perth and District Motor Cycle
Club, that only two machines turned out on the last holiday
when the run was round by Fettercairn, viz., one Phelon
and Moore and one 3^ h.p. geared much too high. One would
think from his letter that the whole club (which is over fifty

strong) had tried the climb, and he was the only one who
got up. At the same time, I would like to point out to
" ES 186 " that there is more than one machine in the club

which could climb the Cairn o' Mount. If some of our
English friends would like to see some real hills when in

Scotland after the End-to-end run, I would recommend them
to the following : Tornapness to Applecross (Inverness-

shire) ; Mam Ratachan, near Shiel Inn (Inverness-shire) ; on
the hill out of Ullapool, in Ross-shire. Any of these are

much worse than any hill in England, and you can strike

them all by coming back from Wick to Laing, and going
down the West coast to Foxt William. Any of the com-
petitors, or, in fact, any tourist who can spare the time, will

be more than repaid by the magnificent scenery.

A MEMBER OF THE P. AND D. M.C.C.

How a Hill-climb was Spoilt.

[3385.]—-May I be allowed the use of your columns for a
triple purpose—of apology, excuse, and protest. I wish
in the name of the Barnsley Victoria C.C. motor section

to apologise to members of the public and competitors for the
trouble to which they were put at our hill-climb on June
20th, and which they took with such splendid good nature.

I wish to excuse the officials of the club and- myself. That
our climb on Stainborough Lowe was stopped was no fault

of ours. I had received from the local superintendent of

police this statement: "You shall have no active opposi-

tion from us." At the last moment a trap was instituted

on the hill, and two competitors were threatened with sum-
monses for exceeding the legal limit. There was nothing for

it but to go elsewhere, and this we did, not without regret

at parting from our pet hill.

And now for the protest. The police had nothing to gain
from this interference, unless it may be money. It is

entirely their fault that time and money have been wasted,
an afternoon's sport has been missed by the general public
who came to the hill in large numbers, and feelings between
police and motorists have once more been embittered.
Had it not been for the fact that the mobility of the

modern motor cycle is greater than that of the village con-
stable, we should have been left with a valuable trophy on
our hands and no possibility of holding a competition for it.

BERNARD SIFFKEN,
Hon. Sec. Barnsley Victoria C.C. Motor Section.
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The Behaviour of Rubber and Canvas Belts.

[3386.]—Whilst there is so much discussion and so many
opinions on various classes of belts, I should like to give
mine of the Camel rubber and canvas. Its qualities are not
yet universally known, or I am sure it would be more
used. Previous to trying the Camel, I used a similar pattern
belt of a well-known make. This, after running about four

hundred miles, shed the rubber from its side, thereby causing
it to slip unless very tight. Seeing the Camel advertised in

your paper, I decided to give it a trial, not expecting a great

deal, as the price is mucli less than that of other makes. I

ran it three hundred miles, taking out one block (lin.) only.

It behaved so splendidly that I decided to take it through
the London-Edinburgh run. This I did without experi-

encing any trouble, and after returning home by road I

have since taken another block out. After running nearly

1,000 miles there is no sign of wear whatever. It never slips,

and its elasticity is very good ; therefore no undue stretch.

My advice to anyone who has trouble with other makes is

to give the Camel a trial. The price is about half that of

some makes, and I am certain, as in my case, it will be money
well spent. I have no interest in the belt other than that of

a very well satisfied user. J. L. BARRATT.

Assembled from Miscellaneous Parts.

[3387.]—I am sending two photographs of a motor bicycle

and sidecar made by a friend and myself completely from
parts bought through the miscellaneous columns of your

excellent paper. The Motor Cycle. The engine is a 3^ h.p.
M.M.C., on a Chater Lea No. 6 frame. The tank is only a
temporary one while the proper one is made. The sidecar
is a Montgomery rigid pattern.

R. A. BONHAM CHRISTIE.

Tyre Troubles.

[3388.]—It is little wonder that such a large proportion of
motor cyclists of to-day stick to foreign productions. The
way in which some English manufacturers treat them is quite
enough to warrant them going in for foreign goods.
About six weeks ago I bought an extra heavy tyre, and

after about 200 miles wear I found the tyre had cracked right
round close to the beading. On mentioning the matter to
seyeralof my friends, I found that four of their tyres were
going in the same way. One of my friends sent his back
through an agent (this tyre had only been in use a fort-
night). The makers wrote back saying that the tyre had
been ill-used, and had been ridden under inflated. I then
sent my tyre to them, and received a reply that the rim must
have been faulty, although it was a standard rim. A week
ago I had a new machine delivered to me, and on
looking at the tyres I found that the tyre on the rear wheel
is going in the same way.

Surely all rims are not faulty, and all tyres ill-used and
badly fitted. I consider that the makers are entitled to
replace these covers free of charge, and by their not doing
so they are only putting a noose round their own neck.

I know of a foreign made tyre in this town (West Hartle-
pool) used by a rider, which went wrong after being in use

for three months, and on him writing to the firm they will-
ingly replaced it.

There is no need for any motor cyclists to be bothered with
the ways of the English manufacturers when they can get
better satisfaction from the foreign, and I think it is high
time that tyre makers and other people in England were
opening their eyes to this fact.

I hope you will find space in your valuable paper to
insert this letter. W. T. WALTON, Jttn.

A Severe Hill.

[3389.]—While rambling about some Surrey lanes recently^

I came across a hill of such extreme severity that I am.
anxious to know if any of your hill-climbing readers have
ever tackled it. It is not given in Gall and Inglis's Con-
tour Road Book, but is on the regular by-road from Abinger-
to Effingham, in the triangle between Guildford, Leather-
head, and Dorking.

It runs from nine and a quarter miles on Route 564 to-

twenty-three and a quarter miles on Route 510. To get to-

it, leave Dorking by the Guildford Road. In two miles
ccmes Wooton and the famous Coast Hill—gradient, 1 in 12.

Rather more than a mile from the top of this is a cross road,

where the right branch rises about 100ft. to a bridge over
the S.E.R. Then comes a bit of about 1 in 20, an " S " bend
of 1 in 10 and a simply wicked " Devil's Elbow " on what
cannot possibly be less than 1 in 5 or 6.

The hill, locally known as White Downs, goes on for quite
another half-mile with gradients of about 1 in 10-15. The
road is quitJ a decent one, and wonderfully pretty, but the
sL.rface, of course, on the hill itself is terrible, though I rode
safely down itl

I should dearly like to see a hill-climbing contest here,

and am quite willing to help organise one and give one of

the prizes.

I had supper afterwards with some keen motor cyclists at

Leatherhead who take on all the local "climbs," but have

never faced this one. Come on, ye Sutton Bankers 1

WILLIAM PERCY.

Hills and Hill-climbing.

[3390.]—I read with interest your account of the Sutton

Bank hill-climb. Now, this particular hill I have ascended

myself on a 3^ Rex i(1905), and I need not say I was ready

for a rest after the exertion of the climb. I am sure it will

be of interest to your readers to know that I can find hills

hereabouts (Kirkby Stephen) much steeper than_ Sutton Bank.

Quite recently I saw a 20 h.p. try to negotiate one of the

bills in question, and it failed even to get up on its reverse,

^vith the result that the driver lit his lamps, left the car on

the hill overnight, and returned next morning, only to be

again beaten. I have lived in close proximity to this hill, and

have never seen any single geared motor cycle yet go up it,

having attempted it myself several times on various machines,

including one with a two-speed gear, and then I had to dis-

mount. I am sure it would be good training for motor

cyclists to try some of the hills aroimd this pretty part, and

even if they do fail to negotiate them, I am sure the scenery

will repay them for their trouble. AU the hills I allude to are

within four miles of ample accommodation.

It is rather amusing to read of "hill-climbs" in places

where it bothers me to find what I call a rise, but even from

geographical knowledge it is unquestionable that we find hills

in the Lake District and the Pennines. As the place where

I reside is practically linknown to thousands of the motor

cycling community I trust you will allow this to circulate in

your valuable pennyworth (worthi a shiUing a week for

wrinkles alone) in the hope that a meet may take place at an

early date in order to test the severity of the hills.

Shofuld any of your numerous readers choose to "try con-

clusions" I shall be only too pleased to supply them with the

names and locality of the hills near Kirkby Stephen, and I

have also mapped out what I consider an ideal route for a
reliability trial. I shall be happy to see as many attempts

upon these hills as can be arranged in order that my statements

may be tested. NELSON HODGSON.
N.B.—^Riders in the End-to-end should be oarefid of the

police traips about Lancaster, Garstamg, Kendal, Hackthorpe
(two to three miles north of Shap), two to four miles north of

Penrith, and one mile each side of Carlisle. Is there »

checker required at Penrith for the A.C.U. trial?
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Motor Cycled Racing at Brooklands.

[3391.]—Is there any hope that a motor cycle race will be

lield in the near future on the Brooklands Track? We may
mention that we have just received from our works a speci-

ally built 8 h.p. path racer, which we are rather anxious to

try on the Brooklands Track, and, therefore, you will under-

stand that we are rather keen to do so on the occasion of the

next race for motor cycles.

N.S.U. MOTOR CO., LTD.
[In consequence of a legal decision against the proprietor of

the track, the officials are desirous of preventing all un-
necessary noise. They consider racing motor cycles make
more noise than racing motor cars, and for the present they
have stopped all motor cycle races on Brooklands.—^Ec]

A Problem to be Solved.

[3392.]—As a rider of a 4^ h.p. four-cylinder P.N., I was
much interested to read Mr. Ovington's letter in the issue
of June 17th. I have myself experienced exactly the
phenomenon described by your correspondent, and am com-
pletely at a loss to understand it.

I cannot altogether agree with Mr. Ovington that the
expansion of the piston combined with excessive lubrication
is responsible for the greater power, as I think it is

improbable that the piston expands very much more than
the cylinder.

Last week-end I rode over to breakfast with some friends
fifty-four miles away, and at that hour of the day the air
was very chilly. Notwithstanding the coldness of the air, I
managed to get my engine running in this abnormal way
several times, so that I did the journey in two hours.
Coming back in the late afternoon, when it was very hot, I
was completely unable to produce this condition at all, though
the engine must have been much hotter. This does not
agree with Mr. Ovington's theory, which is founded on the
heating of the engine.

I should be glad to see any solution of this puzzle which
may occur to any of your readers. N. RAMSAY.

[3393.]—I was very interested when reading Mr. E. L.
Ovington's letter [No. 3364] concerning his four-cylinder
F.N., as I have had precisely the same experience with mine.
I was very surprised to see that he had experienced this
" abnormal " state only some six or eight times in three years'
running. Personally, I can get into the abnormal state
whenever I like, after going some five miles. I attribute
this to a very accurate adjustment of the carburetter. I
noticed the abnormal state first after some 1,500 miles run-
ning, and then had the carburetter adjusted. Then I noticed
that I could get into the abnormal state without having the
throttle full open, as was necessary at first. And now, after
some 3,500 miles running, I can get the abnormal state with
the throttle only three notches open ; consequently, I can get
some 95 to 100 miles out of a gallon of petrol. I differ from
Mr. Ovington as regards lubrication, for I give a pumpful
every ten miles, and that is very often more than sufficient.
I think if Mr. Ovington had his needle valve adjusted very
accurately he would get the same results as I have. I should
like to know whether any other riders of the four-cylinder
F.N. have ever had this experience. H. HILL.

[3394.]—The interesting letter of Mr. E. L. Ovington pre-
sents a problem which at first sight seems very surprising.
It admits, however, of a very simple explanation.

It will, I think, be granted that, provided an engine is in
sound condition, and, even when freely lubricated, the oil
does not get past the piston rings, free lubrication produces
a better compression— e.gr., a cylinder which has a complete
film of oil between its wall and the piston will give a better
•compression than one iii which the film is intermittent or
incomplete.
Now it is possible that the case Mr. Ovington presents is

the same as the above for the following reasons. The data
of his formula are as follows :

1. F.N. four-cylinder.

2. Copious lubrication.

3. A slight down grade, taken at high speed.
4. An increase of speed above a normal maximum,

continuing for a few miles only.

Now, the crank case of the four-cylinder F.N. is, I believe,

divided into two compartments, one behind the other, and

has a separate oil duct to each.

The F.N. engine, when both wheels are on the ground,

inclines rearwards. This inclination causes the oil to be

deeper just forward of the

centre partition and at the

rear end of the crank case,

and therefore the cylinders

which get most lubricated are

the second from the front

and the rear one, since the

connecting rods of these

cylinders plunge further into

the oil. I think the drawings
will explain. The inclination

is, of course, exaggerated.
When Mr. Ovington starts

lubricating very freely, provided that none of that lubricant

gets above the piston, he must improve the compression of

his engine; but he does not improve it uniformly until he
begms to go down a slight incline, when the oil rises

higher in the forward ends of the crank case partitions than
the rearward ends, and consequently the cylinders 1 and 3,

which were less lubricated

than 2 and 4, now become
equally lubricated with them,
solely owing to the altered

level of the oil in relation to

the crank case. The nett

result is that the compression
in cylinders 1 and 3 is im-
proved and thus the firing

,^Fig. I.—When machine is on
level ground or pointing up hill.

A B, line of lowest point ot stroke.

C D, oil^levels.

Fig. 2;- -When machine is point-
ing down hill.

efficiency of the engine is increased, the high speed naturally
improving the lubrication.

This explanation tallies with the sequel. After a few
miles the speed falls off

—

i.e., after the oil has sunk to its

original level, and the film in cylinders 1 and 3 has become
imperfect, the compression in those cylinders deteriorates,

and the engine returns to its lower efficiency.

Probably the result is not noticeable in the following cases
for the annexed reasons :

1. Down a slight descent followed by a rise. Because
the oil film has not had time to form before the position of

the crank case is reversed ; or because, if the oil film has
formed, the strengthened compression does not suit the
engine on a rise, where a lower compression is (by theory
and convention) more beneficial.

2. Down a steep grade. Because then the crank case

gets tilted forward so as to rob cylinders 2 and 4 of their

film and compression.
Lastly, the high temperature at which Mr. Ovington's

engine was working, if it had any effect, would merely
accentuate the effect of the higher compression.

Only those who have shed metaphorical tears and meta-
phorical language by deserted roadsides over the lapses of

lubricant can ever truly realise the extraordinary sensitive-

ness of a well-made engine to deficiency or excess of lubri-

cant. The F.N. advice is, " Graissez peu, mais souvent,''

and it is the best of all except one, and that is, " have auto-

matic lubrication," and if you have more than one cylinder,

see they are all lubricated equally. It makes all the differ-

ence between a "first and fastest time" and an "also ran."

The above explanation may seem too slender and subtle

to produce such a marked effect, but I am by no means alone

in believing it to be the true solution of the problem ; at any
rate, it is a very simple one. I am sure we all welcome Mr.
Ovington's letter, and look forward to more from his side

of the water. JOHN F. H. TEMPLER.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"J. A. G." would like best route from Plymouth to

Rhayader.

" B. G." (Sheffield) would like readers' experiences of the

3^ h.p. Raleighette tricar. How many miles An hour will it

accomplish? what gradients will it climb? is it reliable?

"A. R. R." (Mayford) would like readers' experiences of

Elastes filled motor cycle tyres, particularly with regard to

resiliency, weight, and whether it is possible to employ a
smaller section cover with Elastes than with air.

(Several letters are held over.)
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Only a small flint

The Elastes Smile.

A tyre filled with Elastes is empty of

trouble. You get the same resiliency,

the same speed, but not the same worry

as with air. Think what this means.

« * • *THE ELASTES CO., Ltd., ;

79-80, York St., Westminster, LONDON. S.W.
Telephone: 2173 Victoria. Telegrams: " Elastesque, London."

Obtainable at all Dsnlop Depots and Motor Agents everywhere.

but it laid up a man

for a month.

It started business in

his front tyre and, of

course, brought him

down.

Now he rides on

"The perfect substitute for air."

ELASTES
" The best thing 'in tyres.

In answering either of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these

columns—Id. per word, minimum Is. Name
and address must be counted. In the case

of Trade Advertisements a series of thirteen

insertions is charged as twelve.

All advertisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to ths offices of " The Motor Cycle," Coventry.

To ensure insertion letters should be posted

in time to reach the offices of "The Motor
Cycle," Coventry, on the Friday morning, or

if sent to London, by the Thursday afternoon

previous to the date of publication.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

^addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " Office.

When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registra-

tion, and three stamped and addressed envelopes must
,be sent for forwarding replies. Only the number will

appear in the advertisement. Replies should be
.addressed, " No. 000, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Cov-
entry "

; or if
" London " is added to the address, then

to the number given, c/o " The Motor Cycle," 20,

Tudor Street, E.C.

Mr DEPOSIT SYSTEM. ^(E

Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown
persons may deal in perfect safety by availing them-
selves of our Deposit System. If the money be de-

posited with " The Motor Cycle," both parties are

advised of this receipt, and upon intimation of the

arrival and acceptance of the goods, the money is

(forwarded less a charge of rs. for registration. The
time allowed for a decision after receipt of the goods is

three days. For all transactions exceeding £10 in

value, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged. Ail deposit
-matters are dealt with at Coventry, and cheques and
.money orders should be made payable to Ilifie and
Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Eeadsrs who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the

silence as an indication that the goods advertised have
already t.-.3n disposed of Advertisers often receive so

many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to

^ach one by post
All letters relating to advertisements must state

.distinctly under what heading they appeared, a:iJ date

at issue.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
HALIFAX.—Lightweights, in going order,

25s. deposit and six monthly payments
of 22s, 6d. secures If h.p. Minerva, 2 h.p.
Minerva, 2 h.p. Kelecom, 2 h.p. Humber, 2
h.p. Universal, 2 h.p. Princepa, 2 h.p. magneto
Simms, 2J h.p. magneto chain drive Singer.

HALIFAX.—453. deposit and six monthly
payments of 29s. 6d. secures 2| h.p. Ex-

celsior, 3 h.p. Humber, 2i h.p. Minerva. 21
h.p. D© Dion, 2| h.p. Hobart, 3 h.p. Lloyds,
2i h.p. Minerva, 3i h.p. Bex, 2i h.p. Aurora,
2J h.p. Kerry, 2| h.p. F.N.. all guaranteed
running order

HALIFAX.—Twin-cylinder Onaway, spray,
specially low, suit short rider; £22 10s.

;

spring forks.

HALIFAX. — 4 h.p. Alcyon, fine 26 by 2J
tyres, twin, spring forks. N.S.U., two-

speed gear, light and low; £23 10s.

HALIFAX.—Twin-cylinder magneto Vindec
Special, condition exceptional; cheap

£35; spring- forks.

HALIFAX.—21 h.p. Phelon and Moore two-
speeds, 26 wheels, carry heavyweight;

£27 10s.; any trial.

HALIFAX.—2| h.p. M.M.C., Chater-Lea, No.
6 fittings, vertical, spray, spring forks,

.enamelled white; £10 158.

HALIFAX.—5-6 h.D. twin Eex, spring forks,
low frame, E.O.M. ignition; £19 10s.

HALIFAX Motor Exchange. — Cash, ex-
change, or extended payments, iiigh-

grade machines purchased for spot cash.—
16. Westgate, Halifax. Telephone, 765
releg-rams. Perfection.

The PREMIER
WUAKS AND SHOWROOMS

are tbe Largest in the World devoted to Motor Cycles.

The latest designs of all the most popular makes may
always be seem there—a sort of perpetual Stanle>'

Show. Send full particulars of any second-hand
machine you may wish to exchange for a new one, and
you will promptly receive a liberal offer. We can

make very early delivery of 1908 TRIUMPHS.
AU the SHOP-SOILED and SECOND-HAND

MACHINES on the following list are cheap. Some of

them are simply wonderful bargains. They are abso-
lutely reliable, and covered by the Premier certificate

of fitness. Take advantage of " The Motor Cycle
"

deposit system, and have oae on approval.
N.S.U., new, 1908 Roc clutch, two-speed gear,

cost jfyp £55
N.S.U., 6,1^9., magneto, two-speed, with fine

sidecar 44
N.S.U., new, Twin, 3} h.p., 1908, with sidecar . . 42
REX, 1908, 3j h.p. de Luxe, two-speed gear,

magneto, accessories 40
WARWICK, 4 h.p., magneto, 1908, soiled 43
ROC, 5 h.p., magneto. Roc clutch 32
TRIUMPH, 1907, 3j h.p., magneto 35
N.S.U. Twin, 6 h.p., magneto, two-speed gear,

splendid machine 35
N.S.U., 3i h.p., magneto, igoS, soiled 35
REX 1007 Lightweight, not used 22
VINDEC SPECIAL, si h.p., magneto, Truffault

forks, adjustable pulley 30
VINDEC SPEaAL, like new 30
TRIUMPH, 3 h.p. magneto 30
VINDEC SPECIAL, 1906, 5 h.p., Truffault 27
N.S.U.

, 5 J h.p., magneto, grand running order . . 25
ZENITH Bicar, 4 h.p.. Whittle belt, free engine 22
F.N., magneto, 1} h.p., Lightweight, spring forks 20
ROC, magneto, Roc clutch, spring fork, good

condition 22
REX, Twin, 5 h.p., fine condition 17 10
EXCELSIOR, 2i h.p 7
ANTOINE, 3j h.p., two-speed gear, very low,

long base 16
KERRY, 4i h.p.. Twin, two-speed 19
F.N., magneto, aj h.p., perfect 13
MINERVA, 2 h.p., spring forks, Bioo saddle,

tyres like new ^ 10
.^RIFX, 3i h.p., absolutely perfect order 9 10
WHITLEY, 3i h.p 10
REX Tricar, faultless, running splendidly .... 23
RILEY, 5 h.p., 1907 Tricar, two speeds, spring

frame, wheel steering, coach built, three
brakes, run 250 miles, cost £90, grand
beurgain 55
Ask for lull particulars of any of the above.

Others constantly arriving. Complete list free on
application.

Let us eive vou details of the

WARWICK CAR-STYLE MOTOR CYCLE.
Hand-starting, ball bearing 4 h.p. engine, Bosch mag-

neto, spring forks. Roc (licensed) clutch, epi-

cyclic two-speed gear, started and driven like a
car, several seasons in advance of nrdinary motor
cycle design. Price 45 guineas.

See our advertisements (in this supplement) of
Premier Searchlight, Premier Spare Tube Carrier,

Premier Stands and Carriers, and Premier Road Clearer.
Ask for our LIST of TYRE BARGAINS.
NEW Peter Union Covers, Fresh Stock.

24x2^ £0 18 6) From 4/- to

26x2} 1 1 el- 7 /- less than
26 X 2 V 1 5 ' ordinary price.

NEW Peter Union Tubes, 8/- to 10/6.
NEW C incher Tubes 7/6, etc., etc.

Sent on Three Days' Approval.
RREIVaiER ACOtJIVIULATORS.

Sent on Three Days' Approval.
Specially heavy plates—do not disintegrate.

to amp 9/6 \ List on
20 amp 12/6 f application.

Send for pamphlets " On the Choice of a Motor Cycle,"
" Motor Cycles of 1908," " Everything for the Motor

Cyclist."

PREMIER MOTOR AGENCY,
Aston Road, BIRMII^HSHAM.

Telephone: 4310. Telegrams; " Primus," B'ham.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
3 h.p. M.M.C.. low frame; £8; perfect.—A.

Meldon, 129, Canal Road, Mile End.

3JL h.p. Minerva, spring forks, enamelled
2 grey; £19.—Cross, Jeweller, Eother-

ham.

.

23. h.p. Humber, in good order, and reli-
4 able; £8.-199, The Motor Cycle Offices,

Coventry.

CTCLE, Atelier's engine, 4 h.p., good con-
dition; £11.—Guy, Church Walk, Eastr

wood, Notts.

3 h.p. Triumph, magneto, spring forks, new
tyre and belt; £24.—Cross, Jeweller,

Eotherham.

2 h.p. Minerva, in good running order; £8.
—Newnham, 223, Hammersmith Eoad,

London, "W.

KEEEY, 2i h.p.. splendid condition; full
particulars, photo.—B.. 25. Ossian Eoad.

Stroud Green, N.

01 h.p. Ariel, in fine condition, good tyres

;

^2 seen after 6.30; £11.—B.. 292. Commer-
cial Eoa^, S.E.

TEIUMPH Motor, 3 h.p., in splendid order;
£20.—Newnham, 223. Hammersmith

Eoad, London. W.
FOUE-CYLINDEE 4i h.p. F.N.; £30; trial

by appointment.—Heron, Aboeyfield,
fiarpenden. Herts.

JAP, 2i h.p., low, light, fast, only done 3G0
miles; £16, or offer.—25, Southampton

Street, Pentonville.

GUAEANTEED Twin Eex. spring forks;
£17; no offers; trial.—Hardy, Carl-

ton Street. Halifax.

£12, or offer.—3 h.p. Pafnir. Ohater. Pal-
mers.—Seen, 5. Denmark Street, Char-

ing Cross Eoad, W.C.

ABAEGAIN, giving up.—5i h.p. Twin
N.S.U., accumulator; £22 10s.—Towler,

Bowerham, Lancaster.

4 h.p. Antoine and Carburetter, nearly
new. done 200 miles; £3 15s.—77. Astley

Terrace, Seaton Delaval.

21 h.p. Universal, loop frame, spray, fine
2 condition; £7; less coil.—Taylor, 2,

Wyndcliff Eoad, Charlton.

-i Q07 Four-cylinder P.N.. perfect; £35; sole
JLt/ reason selling, getting 1908.—Hodgkin-
son, Harvington, Evesham.

TALBOT, 2i h.p. Stevens engine, Clipper
tyres, spray carburetter; sell £8 IDs.-

12. Bull Eing, Birmingham.

£5 10s.—1| h.p. Quadrant-Minerva, spray,
tyres perfect. good order.—E., 57,

Holmesdale Eoad. Bromley.

3 h.p. Humber for sale, splendid order,
studded tyre on back; £10.-44, The

Grove, Wandsworth, S.W.

BAT, 2| h.p. De Dion engine, with spares,
splendid condition; £13.—M., High

Stone Garage, Leytonstone.

6 h.p. Antoine, twin, spring forks, guaran-
teed new; £18.—W. Bull. 18. MoncriefF

Street, Eye Lane. Peckham. S.E.

3 h.p. Tiger, perfect condition, Longuemare
carburetter, two accumulators; £15.

—

Bent, 37, Tudor Eoad, Leicester.

23. h.p. Swift, two-speed, excellent oondi-
4 tion, just been overhauled; £16 10s.—

Ford, 307, Sydenham Eoad. S.E.

TWIN Minerva, 1908 model, spring forks, .

h.p. ; cost fortnight ago £42 10s., sel!
for cash £35.—Garage, Stechford.

31 h.p. Two-speed Bike. Chater-Lea, very
2 powerful, excellent condition; £12 12s.

—W., 29, Mora Eoad, Cricklewood.

WEENEE, 2 h.p., spray carburetter, 26
wheels, low built, light; bargain.

£6 15s.—12, Bull Eing, Birmingham.

STAELEY (Coventry), 2i h.p., two-speed.
Clincher tyres, splendid condition;

sell £8 10s.—12, Bull Eing, Birmingham.

13 h.p. F.N.. lightweight, 1908, magneto,
4 very little used; accept £24; new

condition.—Groves, 1. Church Street, Edmon-
ton.

In answering any of these advertisements %i is atsirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

MAUDE'S.—All the undeTmentioned motor
cycles are in guaranteed good mnning-

and can be seen on the road at the address.

MAUDE'S. — Zenith Bicar. two speeds,
handle starting, newly enamelled a^'"

done up by the makers. Now, ye godfathers,
how's this at £27.

AUDE'S.—Zenith Bicar, 4 h.p., free en-
gine, new rear tyre; £21.

AUDE'S.—N.S.U., twin, magneto, two
speeds, spring forks, with sidecar; £35.

AUDE'S.—Sarolea, new tyres, Davison
tanks, perfect order and condition

;

M
M
£22.

M-
AUDE'S.—Rex, 1907 model. 3i h.p., just
been overhauled; £18.

AUDE'S.—Eoc, 1908 model, two speeds, 4
h.p., magneto; £38.

MAUDE'S.—Ariel. 3 h.p.. B. and B carbur-
etter, vertical. 26in. wheels, very good

condition ; £15.

MAUDE'S. — "Werner, twin. 26in. wheels,
spring forks, spray, accumulator igni-

tion; £20.

MAUDE'S. — Minerva. 3i h.p., vertical,
M.O.V., spray carburetter, splendid

puller; £17.

MAUDE'S.—Minerva, 3i h.p.. 26in. wheels,
low built; £15.

"j\/rAUDE'S.—Minerva, 2f h.p.. vertical, new
-^'J- tyres, saddle, silencer, and pedals, thor-
oughly overhauled and re-enamelled; £12.

MAUDE'S.—Clyde, 2? h.p., vertical engine,
magneto, Longuemare, spray carbur-

etterT £16.

AUDE'S.—Clarendon, 3 h.p., vertical en-
gine, spray, very good tyres;. £11.

M-AUDE'S. — Quadrant. 2 h.p..
running, and reliable; £8.

beautiful

MAUDE'S.—Bex, 50 guinea model, non-skid
to rear. Palmer front; £10 10s.

MAUDE'S.—Humber, 2| h.p., good condition
and order throughout ; £8 10s.

MAUDE'S.—Bat, 3J h.p., Bat engine, Lon-
guemare spray, with sidecar; £25, with-

out £20.

M
M
M
£12.

M
M

AUDE'S. — Quadrant,
forks, spray ; £12.

3 h.p.. spring

AUDE'S.—Eex, 22in. frame, trembler. 50
guinea model; £10 10s.

AUDE'S.—Lloyds, 2 h.p., vertical engine,
footrests, spray. 26in. wheels; a beauty,

AUDE'S.—Rex twin, 6 h.p., cantilever
seat, 50 guinea model; £17.

AUDE'S.—Humber, spray, trembler, 2i
h.p.; £8.

MAUDE'S.—Zedel. 2 h.p.. vertical engine,
low built, 26in. wheels, as new; £11; to

be recommended as a lightweight.

AUDE'S.—Jap, Phoenix built, good tyres;
£9.

AUDE'S.—Minerva, 2 h.p., M.O.V., spray;
£7

AUDE'S.—Rex, 26in. wheels, low built,
spray carburetter, footboards ; £14 14s.

AUDE'S.—Bayliss, 34 h.p.. very gooa
tyres; £11.

AUDE'S.—Another Bayli8S.,-3i h.p., special
price £8, good running order.

AUDE'S.—Humber, 2 h.p., trembler coil,
chain drive, good running order; £7.

AUDE'S.—Singer, 2 h.p., magneto. Singer
carburetter ; £7.

MAUDE'S. — 45s. down and twenty-four
weekly payments of 7s. 6d. secures 3*

h.p. Excelsior, 3 h.p. Rex. 2 h.p. Humber, 21
h.p. Humber, 2i h.p. Jap, or 2 h.p. magneto
Singer, Delivery upon first payment.

MAUDE'S Motor Mart, Powell Street, Hali-
fax (behind the Victoria Hall), offer

without doubt the very best bargains in
motor cycles, all of which are guaranteed
in good running order before despatch.
Write us and let us have your requirements,
and we will quote you best terms for ex-
change or cash.—Nat. tel., 433.

M
M.

M-

M-

M:

M
M

OFFERS WANTED
for the following :

3* h.p. EXCELSIOR £9
3 h.p. CUNARD 8
3 h.p. QUADRANT 10
2i h.p. STANDARD 7

2i h.p. HUMBER 8
2 h.p. HUMBER 7

2 h.p. ORMONDE 7
2 h.p. SINGER 7
2 h.p. QUADRANT 8
2 h.p. WERNER 8

3i h.p. REX 12
Further particulars upon request.

Dpferrpd payments arranged

26 X 2in 16/-
26 X 2jin 17/6.
26 X ziin 21/6.

"ALBANY"

28 X 2in 17/-
28 X 2jin 18/-
28 X 2Mn 22/-

BELTING.
|in. 7li., Jin. 8d., |in. 9d., lin. lOd. per foot.

Maude's Motor Mart,
POWELL ST.. HALIFAX.

ARIEL 2J h.p. LIGHTWEIGHT.
Coil and accumulator ignition 32 Guineas.
Mafjneto 37 „
li h.p. VINDEC £48 10

5 h.p. VINDEC 03
5 h.p. TOURIST .' 52
2j h.p. MINERVA 2D

3| h.p. MINERVA 32

4i h.p. MINERVA 39
7-8 h.p. MINERVA 45
ij h.p. F.N 35

4i h.p. F.N 50

^J h.p. TRIUMPH 48
?i h.p. SILVER 39

3,i h.p. BROWN 37

Let us quote you for Exchange lor any 0! the ahove.
Prices rock bottom. Cash or Exchange.

Any other make gladly quoted upon request.

TRICARS.
REX Triettc. 6 h.p., non-skid £25
HUMBER Tricar, chain drive 12
REXETTE, 8 h.p., twin tyre, two speeds

and reverse, water-cooled, wheel
steering 60

HUBBARD, water-cooled, two speeds 20

CARS.
HUMBERETTE, beautiful order and con-

dition, bucket seats £38

FORECARS, etc.
Nice Forecar, with front brakes £5
BAT Sidecar, good condition 4 10

SIDECARS.
Let us quote you for Cash or Exchange for a new

1908 Montgomery Sidecar. Catalogue and terms free.

MAGNETOS.
GENUINE BOSCH.

DAi £4 5
DA2 4 15
DAV 6
Good allowance for your coil and ace in part payment.

BOSCH PATTERN.
Singles £2 19 6
Twins 3 19 6

Write for particulars.

TUBES.
FULLY GUARANTEED.

26 X 2in 6/- 28 X 2in 7 /-

26x2iin 7/- 28 X 2|in 7/6.

26x2Jin.. 8/- 28 X 2iin 8 '-

Immediate Delivery. Approval.

COVERS.

National Telephone d^t-

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

REX London Agency, Store Street, Totten-
ham Court Road, having received

special concessions from the Rex Motor
Mfg. Co., Coventry, can give exceptional ex-
change and cash terms.

REX, London.—Exchanges are a special
feature with us; write for quotations;

send particulars of present machine.

REX London Agency have a complete
stock of Rex machines from 25 guin-

eas : gradual payments.

REX London Agency alone can offer you
the fitUest advantages of the Rex ex-

change terms.

REX. London.—Fill up coupon on full-page
advertisement; send to us for quota-

tion.—Store Street, W.C
EX, London.—'Phone, 13456 Central, ycur

-^v requirements and appointments; oui-

representative will call.

REX London.—Exchange terms are unap-
proachable; send particulars of old

machine.—Store Street.

REX London Agency have for immediate
clearance motor cycles from £5. —

Horner's, Store Street, W.C.

BARGAINS.—21 h.p. Werner. £6 15s.: 3 h.p-

Scout, £7 10s.; 3i h.p. Minerva, £14 10s.—

313, Coldharbour Lane. S.W.

31 h.p. Minerva, Chater-Lea. climb any-
2 thing, £12; good sidecar. £3.-6,

Gampsbourne Road. Hornsey.

WANTED, 2 or 2i h.p. Cycle and cash for

, 34 h.p. Ariel, or sell £18.—Boyce. 23.

Grand Parade, Archway Road, Highgate.

31 h p M.M.C., nearly new condition, climb
2 anything; cost £40. sacrifice 15

guineas for quick sale.—45. Parade, Learn-

ing-ton.

3 h.p. Kerry de Luxe, with sidecar left,

Mabon clutch, all spares, tools, new
tyres only wants seeing, thorough order.

—Clark, 5, Eastoote Terrace. Stockwell.

NEW 3i h.p. White and Poppe, 2i Palmer
front, studded non-skid on back, tree

engine, foot clutch, crawl or climb a nioun-

tain; £16 cash.—33, Killyon Road. Clapham.

31 h.p. Quadrant, 1907, new condition,^with
2 all spares, cheap; also 25 h.p. Ariel-

Minerva, good condition, cheap ; trial giveu

of either machine.—Osborne Bros., Stecfl-

ford.

2 h.p. Minerva, £5: 24 h.p. Buchet. £10; 2

h.p. F.N. £11: 14 h.p. Minerva, £6 10s.;

21 h.p. minerva, £16; 3i h.p. Minerva (ihag-

neto). £20. — Pull particulars. Bannisters ,

Essen Street, Duolin.

31 h.p. White and Poppe. Chater-Lea, per-

2 feet order, cylinder just new. Pal-

mers perfect Prested accumulator, Longue-
mare; £12 10s.; push bike part exchange.—
Barrett, Ripley, Woking.

31 h.p. Rex, brass edged rubber footboards,
4 good Palmer and Continental tyres,

with spares; £10 10s., would exchange for

twin with cash balance.—8, Ravensworth
Road. College Park, N.W.

1 Q08 Triumph, ridden few miles only.

±U scarcely soiled, perfect condition, all

accessories; £40; consider good water-cool-

ed coach-built tricar and cash exchange.—
51, Statham Street, Derby.

31 h.p. Coventry Humber, splendid cqndi-

2 tion, magnificent hill-climber, easily

take sidecar: £13 to auick buyer: seen by
appointment.—Motorist, 5, New Norfolk

Street, Shoreditch, London.

MOTOSACOCHE, U h.p.. quite new, and
complete with stand, horn. etc.. rid-

den only 15 miles; satisfactory reason for

selling ; any fair offer accepted.—Harte, 192.

Ditchling Road, Brighton.

21 h.p. Motor Cycle, Jap engine, low frame.

2 long handles, Guenet coil, tyres good,

Watawata, good running order, minus ^cu-
mulator; £8, or nearest offer .-Fry, Wilts

Bank, Lower Weston, Bath.

31 h.p. Coventry Eagle. Minerva engine,
"2 perfect condition, very little usett.

Clincher tyres, new 25 amp. battery; ^vi°&
up motoring; genuine bargain, ±ia lus. —
Thomas, Trevose, Wrexham.

1 rk07 Triumph, magneto, absolutely reli-

lU able, condition like new, acetylene

lamp and spares; £30; seen after seven or

bv appoint-nent.-Stevens. St. Gwithian.

Sbuthwood Road, New Eltham, Kent.

in answering any of these advertisement-^ if ?« desirable that yov. mention "The M.otQr, Cycle.
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR' SALE.

03. h.p. F.N., good going order; £12.-443,
'j4 Green Lanes, Harringay Park

£
ton

26.

—

Hi h.p. F.N., good as new.—Can be
seen at 49, Bassett Boad, N. Kensing-

23 h.p. Kerry, in perfect condition, new
'4 belt and accumulator; must sell; £8

10s.—31, Fishers Lane, Chiswick.

i Q06 3i h.p. Bex. long low frame, spring
XU forks, guaranteed in running order

:

£15; cash, credit, or exchange.—16, Westgate,
Halifax.

31 h.p. Minerva, spring forks, stand and
2 carrier, footrests, lamp, and gener-

ator, tools, splendid goer; bargain, £15.
'Phone, 157, East Ham.—Eeynolds. 240, High
Street N., East Ham.

3 h.p. Eover, belt driven, in magnificent
condition, 2J tyres, all Eover speci-

alities, price £17, honestly worth £25; also
two-speed Clement-Garrard lightweight, £9.
—S. Harris, 41, Albert Eoad, Stratford. E.

31. h.p. Genuine Angus Motor Cycle, built
2 for myself^ only run three hundred

miles; reason bought car; long and low,
grand model; photo sent; sacrifice £26. —
H.S., 13, Angus Street, New Cross. S.E.

23 h.p. Minerva, spray, girder forks, B.S.A.
4 frame, long handles, low seat, Clin-

cher A Won, good condition, new belt. Price's
stand, horn, engine perfect, just overhaul-
ed; £11 10s.—King, 4, Jervis Eoad, Fulham,
W.

NOW or Never.—£3 down secures either
3 h.p. Noble. 3 H.p. Eex, 3i h.p. Rex.

2i h.p. Humber, 2| h.p. Singer. 3 h.p. Excel-
sior, 3i h.p. Dux (M.O.V.), 2| h.p. Clarendon;
balance 5s. per week.—Farrar, Square Eoad,
Halifax.

ALLDATS and Onions, 2| h.p.. as new;
trial invited; Brown-Barlow carbur-

etter, Acetyphote lamp, £3 worth of spares;
sacrifice £12, or exchange " Encyclopaedia
Britannica " and shelves.—122, Wellmeadow
Eoad, Catford.

51 h.p. Twin Sarolea, in genuine Chater
2 No. 6 frame, with two-speed, and all

latest improvements, and adjustable side-
car, all in new and perfect condition.—For
particulars apply, 1, Tunstall Eoad, Addis-
combe, Croydon.

3i h.p. Ariel, nearly new, M.O.I.V., Dun-
2 lops, Continental, stand, girders, two

brakes, horn, lamp and spares ; a bargain.
£18 IDs.; on view 9 to 6, Saturday 9 to 1
o'clock.—E. and P. Titley, 288, Borough High
Street, London, S.E.

EDINBUEGH.—Scottish readers be sure not
to miss our grand show of motor cycles.

Stands 126 and 127, Industrial Hall. Scottish
National Exhibition; 16 different makes
shown by Alexander s Motor Exchange, 110,
Lothian Eoad, Edinburgh.

EDINBUEGH Exhibition, Industrial Hall.
Stands 126 and 127; finest exhibition of

motor cycles ever shown on any one stand,
from May till October.—Alexander's Motor
Exchange, Lothian Eoad.

EDINBUEGH. — Vindecs, Quadrants, Eexes.
Adlers, Moto Eeves, Ariels, Zeniths,

Minervas, Griffons, Nortons, N.S.U., Ad-
vances, Eocs, etc., in stock, and to be seen
at Alexander's Motor Exchange, Edinburgh.

6 h.p. N.S.U., two-speed gear, magneto,
spring forks, lamp, horn, tools, etc.,

hardly used, like new: expert examination:
£38, or nearest offer.—Roberts, seen at Chap-
man's Garage, Finchley Road, Child's Hill,
N.W.

23. b.p. P.N., splendid condition, very pow-
4 erful, and wonderful hill-climber,

wng. low, and smart, with Liberty light
sidecarriage ; £17, or sell separately; rea-
sonable offers wanted.—A.T.S., 86, Colvestone
Crescent. Dalston, London.

41 h.p. Minerva Motor Cycle, spring forks.
2 Advance pulley. WTiittle belt, very

low, footboards, spare tyre, 26in. by 2iin.
+ vres, stand, and Lucas lamp ; bargain, £22
10s., or nearest offer. — J. Chapman, Grey-
hound, Sun Street, Waltham Abbey.

23 h.p. Minerva, excellent condition, ad-
4 instable pulley, Longuemare, air

lever, handle-bar control, two new accumu- .

lators. Clincher A Won. covers (nearly new), i

carrier-stand, horn, two spare valves, spare '

tube, portable foot pump, etc. ; £15 • guar- I

anteed.—Seen at 375, Edgware Road, W.. till '

July nth.
,

TWIN REX for £4
and '07 Single Rex, or level exchange for '07

3J h.p. Magneto Rex.

SPECIFICATION.—Low frame, long bars, low sad-

dle, Rex patent spring forks and foot brake,
trembler coil, good tyres, and guaranteed in run-

ning order. Any machine taken in part payment.

2i h.p. REX (new) 1908£26 5

si h.p. REX Tourist (new) . . 1908 36 15

3| h.p. REX DE LUXE (new) 1908 47 5

5 h.p. REX Tourist (new) . . 19O8 42

5 h.p. REX DE LUXE (new) 19O8 52 10

3i h.p. N.S.U., magneto (new) 1908 42

Si h.p. N.S.U., mas:neto (new) 19O8 52
N.S.U. Liehtweight (new) . . 19O8 34 10

5 h.p. Twin VINDEC, magneto.. 35
6 h.p. 1906 Twin REX, nearly new 18 18

51 h.p. Twin REX, black finish . . 18 13

5i h.p. REX DE LUXE, magneto 27 10

Twin REX, blacjc finish, as new . . 13 18

6 h.p. Twin REX, non-sicids 18 18

5^ h.p. Twin REX, 2i Peter Unions 22

3I h.p. REX, 1906, 2i tyres 16 5

3h h.p. 1906 REX, spring forks 15

Sl h.p. Magneto REX 18 10

3J h.p. REX, spray, 21 i frame 11 10

3I h.p. 1906 REX, spring forks 15

3l h.p. REX, spray, fine dimber 11 10

5 h.p. Twin ONAWAY, very low 22 10

3^ h.p. MINERVA, 1907 16 10

3 h.p. GIVAUDAN, nearly new 16

3 h.p. ROVER, 26x2t Palmers 13 10

3 h.p. LLOYD'S, 26 x2i Palmers 13 10

4 h.p. ANTOINE, spring forks . . 16

31 h.p. MINERVA, spring forks 17 10

4-5 h.p. Twin ALCYON, two speeds 23 10

4 h.p. Twin WERNER, fine machine 19 19

5 h.p. Twin SAROLEA, long frame 18 18

2| h.p. CLYDE, magneto 15
4 h.p. ANTOINE, 26 x 2^ tyres . . 16 10

2f h.p. PHELON AND MOORE 27 10

3i h.p. SIMMS, mag., 2i Palmers 17 10

3i h.p. QUADRANT, 1906 18 10
6" h.p. Twin ANTOINE, R.O.M. . . 22

5 h.p. Twin SAROLEA 19 10

2^ p.p. SINGER, magneto 8 10

2| h.p. F.N., special frame 11 10

3i h.p. REX, 22 frame 11 10

2i h.p. MINERVA, 26 X 2 11 13

1| h p. EXCELSIOR 5 10

3 h.p. BROWN 12 10

2i h.p. CLEMENT, very low 11

1| h.p. SIMMS 7

1| h.p. SIMMS, magneto 7

li h.p. MINERVA 5 15
2 hp. RALEIGH, spray 8
2 h.p. PRINCEPS B
If h.p. QUADRANT 5 15

2 h.p. UNI »/ERSAL, spray 6 15

MISCELLANEOUS.
Osborne Four-Speed, fit Rex.. £2 15

N.S.U. Two Speed 3
40-hour Dinin Ace. (new) 1

„ „ Singer „ (new) 1

New Calnion Tyres 15 9
XI' all Spring Forks 013
Brooks B. 100 Saddle Oil
SNIPS.—45s. deposit and six monthly pay-
ments of 29s. 6d. secures 2f h.p.^Excelsior,
3 h.p. Humber, 2 J h.p. Minerva, 2| h.p.
F.N., 21 h.p. Hobart, 3 h.p. Lloyds, 2i h.p.
Minerva, 3i h.p. Rex, 2 J h.p. Aurora,
2i h.p. Kerry, 3 h.p. M.M.C.; all guaranteed
running order.

"Perfection" Leather V Belting—
Jin. 9d., iin. lO^d., Jin. 1/-, lin. 1/1.

" Serratrtx " Rubber Canvas Belting,
Best on lest— fin. 9d., |in. 1/-, |in. 1/4,
lin. 1/8 per foot.

THE HALIFAX MOTOR EXCHANGE,
Ivi. WEJTGATE, HALIFAX.

TeleDtione 766, Tel'-iTiins, " Pe'fecti.>n."

High-class Machines wanted for spot cash.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE
HAMPSTEAD.—5i h.p. Twin Peugeot, Truf

fault spring forks, good tyres, uon
skid on back, almost new ; £25.

HAMPSTEAD. — 3i h.p. White and Poppe
Chater-Lea frame, very low, grand con

dition ; £16.

HAMPSTEAD.—3J h.p. Minerva, new Novem
her, 1907, magnificent condition; £23

with all spares.

HAMPSTEAD.—3i h.p. Minerva,' late 1906

spring forks, splendid condition, nev
tyres; £17.

grand condition;

H

HAMPSTEAD. — II h.p. F.N. lightweight
only run few miles, grand condition;

£20, bargain.

HAMPSTEAD.-3i h.p. 1908 brand new Tri

umph, magneto, and spring forks ;
£38

bargain.

HAMPSTEAD. - F.N., 13 h.p., 1908 bran(

new, rightweight. magneto, and sprini

forks; £30.

HAMPSTEAD. —3 h.p. Triumph, genuine

£16; good tyres and condition; grea

bargain.

HAMPSTEAD.-Twin Griffon, late 1907, mag
ueto, and spring forks, almost new; £W

AMPSTEAD.-3i h.p. Griffon, with sprinf

forks; £15, great bargain; guaranteea

HAMPSTEAD. - Brand new .11 Ji-P^ li^M
weight. Griffon, with spring forks; A,^

bargain.

HAMPSTEAD. — 3 h.p. Eover, vertical

M O^.. splendid condition and goin!

order; bargain, £12.

HAMPSTEAD for Bargains .-Sole agent

for Griffons, Minervas, t.JN.s, in
„mn»iR etc • liberal allowances on ex

chanles.-Eey. 5. Heath Street Motor Works

Tel. 2678. P.O.. Hampstead.

TRIUMPH.—We Allow £30 for 1907, and £2

fnr 1906 in part payment for new ma
chines -5 Heath Street llotor Works. Hamp
stead. Tel. 2678. P.O.

o 1 h D Oxmonde. Kelecom engine, large tt:

Si wheels long handles, new Dunlo]

haok handle-bar control, splendid order

£15 ^^ h.p motor cycle. Austral engine

Palmers, excellent condition ; seen any time

£12-Bakewell, Alfreton, Derbyshire.

TTINDEO Special 1908 5 h.p. Twin Simm

Ilt^^rfst^adjSFe^p'^ullirPe&nll

|I|^^&rf£TfhV»r^^^^^^^
tor Works, Coronation Eoad, Bristol.

1 h P N.S.U., in fine condition, grand hill

,^k climber, footboards, and pedals. Xi

^.^n<r forks two ignitions, all accessoriea

3^S rUn thoroug^fy overhauled; owne:

London.
01 hn Chater, B.-M., P. and E. F.N. Con

3i tlnentals two belts, acetylene lamp

^«nH-rarrier three .Eowdens, .,leather an(

dust coats a compl^tfe machine. I9W am
lone base ride 100 miles to prospective nur

cha!err£15! lowest.-53. Greek Street, Soho

W.
TTINDEO 1908 5 h.p. Twin Tourist Moto

V cycle never ridden, free engine am
second speed gear, magneto cover, carrie

'and stan^d combined, and Lu^^^^fi^fI^^^^J
lamp and spanners; cost £65. price £MJ.

MMorist, Mrs. FeU, Norman Avenue, Filey

Yorkshire.

21 hp Scout, inclined, Chater framt

t spring forks, Peter-Unions .
(unpunc

tured) cylinder re-bored and new piston, ne^

coil an7 accumulator, two stands, ename
led and plated last season, excellent condi

tiont casli 9 guineas.-MiUburn, Cambridg
Street, Aylesbury.

1VT.S.U., 1907, late. 6 h.p. two speeds ani

IN free engine, spring forks, with N.S.U

forecar attachment. Chapman s fan, am
numerous spares; will g/ve any mtendini

nurchaser a trial run of 50 miles, or will rid

same distance; £40.-Gus, 209. Westbourn
Grove, Bayswater, London.

r hn. Twin-cylinder Kerry Forecar. ii

O splendid condition, coach-huilt seat

Giant Watawata belt, also a spare belt, on-

spare wheel, two accumulators, one spar-

inner tube, two spare outer covers two goo(

lamps, luggage carrier; £40.--Hodson, Bai

roway Drove, Downham, Norfolk.

In a,nRWf.rln.tt nmni nf tT%Mai> nAi^prfAsp/m.P'n.f.1 i.f. ix dpRirnhlf. t.h.nt. iinni mention " The, MOtOT Vycle..
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lOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
13. h.p. Kerry, Palmer tyres, WMttle's belt;
j4 bargain, £9 10s.—137, High Street,
Iton.

906 3k h.v. Rex, long- low frame, spring
forks, guaranteed in running order

;

;15 ; cash, credit, or exchange.—16, Westgate,
[alifax.

70E Sale, 1907 5 h.p. Vindec Special, two-
: speed. Whittle and Eawido belts, spare
ilet and exhaust valves, complete, new
aimer cord tyre (unused), machine abso-
itely faultless; £35, or nearest offer.—T. E.
ugh. Eailway Hotel. Blaenavon.

IVEEPOOL (Eex Agency).—Before buying
J your new mount come and have a look
t our machines. The largest stock of new
nd second-hand machines for 50 miles
Dund; anything taken in part payment.—
. C. Jones and Co., 3, Eedeross Street,
iverpool.

*1 h.p. PhcEuix Cob, open frame, pan seat,
2 magneto ignition, two -speed gear,

ccessories, etc.; £35; as new.—Garaged at
''auchope's, where machine can be seen
ud tried; price £35; gears and parts are
jvered, and would suit lady or gent.—9,

tioe Lane, Fleet Street, London.

i/y"INEEVA and Eex.—We carry the largest
VX' stock of spare parts in tne provinces
>r these machines, can deliver new ma-
tilnes from stock at low prices ; cash, ex-
tiang'-e, or gradual payments ; charged ac-
nmulators for hire, is. per week.—Oookson
ros,, 511, Chester Eoad, Old Trafford.

IPECIAL Bargains.—2 h.p. Minerva, M.O.V.,
) £7 10s.; 2 h.p. Ealeigh lightweight. £7
Is.; li h.p. Minerva, £5 15s.; li h.p. Wer-
er, £5 15s.; 2J h.p. Jap, £5 15s.; 2| h.p. Or-
Londe, £5; 3 h.p. Aster, £8 10s.; 2 h.p. En-
3ld, £5 15s. ; and others ; first cheque se-
xres.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.

(3. h.p. F.N., magneto (November. 1907),

rf4 variable pulley and fastener, three
ich's tubes, Wright's footrests, large Xl'all
iddle, specially silent silencer, stand and
irrier, handle-bar exhaust lifter, all spares.
:traordinarily economical machine to run,
jrfect, better than new; £20.—Eader-
acher. Hoarwithy, Hereford.
"1 ENUINE Bargains.—3i h.p. Crypto, genu-
X ine M.M.C. engine, long handie-Dars,
otboards, low position, re - enamelled
rench grey, and good plate, new tyres, £20,
:> offers; also 3J h.p. Brown, M.O.V.. very
Lst, £16; and Model de Luxe 11 guinea
•ailer, condition as new, £5, plated rims,
,c.—Apply, Eussel Bros.. West Street, Dor-
ing.

(3. h.p. Chater-Lea-Minerva, fitted Longue-
/4 mare, £11; 2i h.p. highly finished
jhtweight, torpedo copper tank, low built,
n. sloping head, first-class, £9 10s.; Mont-
)mery sidecar, practically new, flexible,
S 10s. ; 3 h.p. Mabon, Longuemare, long
indle-bars. girders, first-class running
der, £12.-—336, Gray's Inn Eoad, King's
ross.

ijL h.p. Minerva, 1908. spring forks, practi-
• 2 cally new, only ridden a few miles,
ttsoiled, latest pattern, Osborne four-speed
;ar and free engine, starting handle, tyres
intihental, not punctured, Lucas aoety-
ne lamp, horn, spare pulley, inlet and ex-
aust valves, complete, tools, etc. ; cash £35

;

m be seen at any time.—W.J.C. Gas Works,
)uthend-on-Sea.

TINDEO Special, twin, with magneto,
' converted to three wheels (two in
ont), large mudguards, all three tyres
srfect, with Anglian fwo-speed gear, also
srfect condition, chain drive, lOin. leather
utch, brakes on all three wheels, only
ants basket seat in front to make perfect
icar ; reason for selling, am going abroad ;

tsh £35. Telephone, North, 59.—Clarence
akley, 65, Park Street, Eegent's Park.

908 5J h.p. Twin N.S.U. motor cycle (abso-
lutely new, not run a yard), magneto,

in. Continental tyres, 26in, wheels. 21in.
ame, not soiled or scratched, absolutely
irfect, fitted with stand. Matchless spring
rks, tool case and tools, horn, lamp ; cost
ice with extras £55, sell for £43, packed
crate, and despatched same day as cash

iceived. Tou needn't look further than
Lis ; no better bargain in the book.—W.
arrison, 5, Lincoln Street, Haslingden.

HOTELS AND APARTMENTS.
XTHEN Visiting London stay at Waver-
' V ley Temperance Hotel. 17. Euston
luare. Bed. breakfast, attendance from 38.

1907 TRIUMPHS
1908 TRIUMPHS

£41
£48

YOU CAN GET THEM AT WAUCHOPES.
EXCHANGES ARRANGED.

1908 VINDEC SPECIALS.

YOU CAN GET THEM AT WAUCHOPE'S.
Second-hand machines of any leading make taken

in part exchange.

1908 QUADRANTS.
Delivery from Stock. A liberal allowance for second-
hand machines. There are two models, £45, A.V.,

and £47 10s , M.O.V., to select from.

MINERVAS.

2f h.p., £29
; 3j h.p., £32

; 4^ h.p., £39 ; 7-8 h.p., £45
YOU CAN GET THEM AT WAUCHOPE'S.
Send' particulars of your second-hand machine, and
we will submit price of allowance unseen, subject to

miachine tallying at sight.

MOTO REVES.
YOU CAN GET THEM AT WAUCHOPE'S.

;ooy\\oTopiy<

b .Select.^

200

\-
From >i

Telegrams
OPiriCER. LONDON

The Worlds
Largest Dealer

Telepmone No.
j:7?7.molborn.

ONLY address

9 SHOE LANE.
FLEET STREET. LONDON.E.C

TRICARS FOR SALE.
HALIFAX.—5i h.p. Quadrant Carette, open

frame, two speeds, good tyres, run-
ning order; £35.

HALIFAX.—5 h.p. Aster, open frame, water
cooled, two speeds, car tyres; £26 10s.

HALIPAX.-^i h.p. Rex, Mills-Pnlf-'H fore-
carriage, with 26 wheels, very reliable-

£16 lOS'.

HALIFAX.—Twin-cylinder 8-10 h.p. Bexette,
special car, two speeds, carry three

anywhere; £47 10s.

HALIFAX.-^ h.p. air-cooled Stevens tri-
car, 26 wheels, very low, tyres almost

new; £19 10s. — Halifax Motor Exchange
Westgate, Halifax.

N.S.U. Tricar, 3-i h.p., new back tyre,
spares; £26.-16, Alpe Street, Ipswich.

£20.-6-8 h.p. Twin Tricar, three speeds,
wants adjusting.—66, Grand Parade,

Hamngay.

C.I.E., 5-6 h.p., twin-cylinder Phelon and
Moore, speed gear, excellent; £32.—Wil-

ton Lodge, Halifax.

5-6 h.p. Humber, two speeds, free engine,
water-cooled, coach-built.—479, Green

Lanes, Harringay.

QUADRANT Carette, 6 h.p., two-cylinder,
splendid order; £35, cost £100.—Spens-

ley, Chertsey. Surrey.

51. h.p. Rex Triette, perfect condition, ideal
2 two-seater; £25, or offer.—Banbury,

Photographer. Swindon.

TRICAR, 4i h.p.. water-cooled, two-speed
gear, good condition ; cheap.—Faire,

Elms Road, Leicester.

EEXETTE 6 h.p. Tricar, specia Imodel, ab-
solutely as new; price. £40.—Braddick,

9, Gough Square. E.C.

FOR Sale, or exchange, 3i h.p. Humber tri-
car, good condition, powerful bicycle.—

110, Pages Walk, S.E.

5 h.p. Auto Motor Tricar, long bars, per-
fect running order; £16.—Hoyle, 12,

Crosaley Street. Halifax.

31. h.p. Minerva. Kent two-speed, new Grose
2 non-skid, bucket seat, perfect; £22

10s.—44, High Street, Wells,, Somerset.

5i h.p. Rex Triette Tricar, in good running
2 order, very powerful; £19 19s.—Wau-

chope's, 9, Shoe Lane. Fleet Street.

BARGAIN.—3J h.p. Tricar, in good condi-
tion and running order; £13.—Oakley

Lodge, Christchurch Road, Hampstead.

CENTURY Tandem Tricar, 5 h.p. Aster en-
gine, good condition, many spares, four

lamps; what offers?—1. Castlebar Road,
Ealing.

RILEY 9 h.p. Tricar, new last year, in ex-
cellent order; £70; trial by appoint-

ment.—Elwell, 52, Frederick Street, Edin-
burgh.

BARGAIN. — Ormonde light tricar, li h.p..
new condition, three new tyres, fast

and reliable; £19. — 1, Stanhope Gardens,
Ilford, Essex.

RALEIGHETTE, 3i h.p.. water-cooled iaf-
nir, two speeds, brass tanks, excellent

condition ; £35. — Mortlock, 122, Leadenhall
Street, London.

31 h.p. Humber Tricar, just overhauled,
2 free engine clutch, lamps, in splendid

condition ; £18.—GrifBth, Chatham Row, Wal-
cot Street, Bath.

41. h.p. Phoenix Trimo, coach-built, two
2 speeds, fan, footboards. Palmers; ex-

change good motor cycle, or sell £27.-38,
Waterloo Road, So-uthampton.

4 h.p. Light Twin Elswick. like new. Pal-

mers, unscratched, gold lined, Elswick
green, 1907; any offer; exchange Triumph,
—la, Lyall Mews, Eaton Square.

41 h p Phoenix Tricar, two speeds, free,

4 ciimb any hill, fast, reliable, grand
condition; trial; £35. or near offer.—Strin-

ger, chemist, Kingston-on-Thames.

QUADRANT Tricar. 5i h.p., several im-
provements on standard, being thor-

oughly overhauled; seen Lloyds Works, Bir-

mingham.—Bray, Ecclesfleld. Sheflaeld.

6 h.p. W.C. Stevens, Dunlops, 3i back,
sprung, wheel steering, can be driven

by lady, three speeds and reverse, Chater-
Lea; £50.-113, East Street, Walworth.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.
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tricar:» for sale.

£20.—4 h.p. tricar, very powerful, Bowden
control, electric light, smart machiiie;

bargain. — East Ham Garage. High Street
South, East Ham.
-i Q07 Tricar, 6-8 h.p. Stevens engine, two-
Xt/ cylinder, water-coled; £50. or ofifer;

cost £120; privately owned.—Apply, Box 205,

The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

6 h.p. Rexette, king of little cars, double
front seat, open frame, wheel steering,

two speeds, water-cooled, in new condition;
£30.-46, Albion Road. Dalston, N.E.

TRICAR, Zh h.p., splendid condition, wicker
forecarriage, new Continentals. Lon-

guemare carburetter; £14; bought car;
photo.—16, Prospect Place. Hastings.

TRICAR, Chater-Lea, 3i h.p. Fafnir engine,
two speeds, large clutch, foot brakes,

Dunlops, handle starting, fast, and reliable

;

£22.-145, Clarence Road, Clapton, N.E.

9 h.p. Riley Tricar, wheel steering, two-
cylinder, three speeds, reverse, perfect

condition, 3 to 35 miles per hour, climb any-
thing; a bargain.—175, Entwisle Road, Roch-
dale.

QUADRAJSTT Carette, 5i h.p.. two speeds;
trial by appointment; sell or exchange

for good motor cycle, 3 to 4 h.p. Fafnir pre-
ferred.—Harris, 61. St. Mary's Road, South-
ampton.

LAGrONDA Tricar. 10-12 h.p.. water-cooled
engine, three speeds, very fast on Mils,

excellent condition, all accesaories ; any
trial; price £65.—The Western Motor Agency.
Sidcup, S.E.

WHAT Offers for 4i-6 h.p. Avon tricar,

wheel steering, three speeds, w.c. en-

gine, coach-built, fast, reliable; cash or ex-

change.—W. A. Coles, 38a, Gold Street. Tiver-
ton, Devon.

PHCENIX Trimo, 4J h.p., free engine, coach-
built body, two speeds, lamps, genera-

tors; must sell; room wanted; £20, take
good motor cycle and cash.—Ingram, Hol-
dermen Road, Hull.

8-10 h.p. Twin Rexette Tricar, water-cool-
ed, coach-built, open frame, to carry

three, in splendid order; sacrifice £40, or
exchange motor cycle and cash.—Wm. Else,

Leawood, Matlock.

-i Q07 9 h.p. Riley Tricar, in splendid con-
1.U dition, lamps, horn, and tools, stud-
ded cover back, Dunlops front, like new;
£70.—No. L2,713, The Motor Cycle Offices, 20,

Tudor Street. E.G.

61 h.p. Humberette, three speeds and re-

2 verse, recently done up and over-
hauled, guaranteed sound, and in perfect
running order, tyres as new ; £43.—Browne,
10a, Thames Street. Windsor.

BAT Tricar, identical 4 h.p. M.M.C. engine
used by G. A. Barnes in English hour

record, 35 an hour guaranteed with passen-
ger; owner bought car; £23.—A. J. Slatler,

59, Cranfleld Road, Brockley, S.E.

61 h.p. W.C. Special Aster Tricar, 28 by 3i
2 Dunlop car grooved, Elastes in back

tyre, wheel, bucket seat, two speeds, new,
silent chains, perfect; trial; £37.—Hague,
24, Old Street, Ashton-under-Lyne.

41 h.p., Dii Dion engine, Chater-Lea frame
2 and two-speed gear, wheel steering.

Brooks bucket seat, Grose non-skid, four
lamps, horn, and spares ;

price 30 guineas.—
Gowland, Auctioneer, Spennymoor.

ANGLIAN Tricar, complete, less De Dion
engine, gear, coil, carburetter, accu-

mulator, perfect, £6; Rex new spring forks,
without stem or girder extensions. lOs.—W.
Ascott, 107. The Grove, Stratford, Essex.

41 h.p. Twin Givaudan-Crownfield, new
2 Whitsuntide, 1907, Clinchers (unpunc-

turedl, Longuemare, Stanley belt, Fuller
coil, upholstered basket, powerful, fast ; £26.—" Electra," 10, Harold Road, Leytonstone.

TRICAR, 4J h.p. Jap w.c. engine. Chater
open frame, two-speed gear and clutch,

overhauled and painted; must sell; nearest
offer £35.—Photo and details from C. G. Har-
ris, Town Hall Chambers, Feltham, jviiauie-

sex.

61i.p. Water-cooled Tricar, Jap twin engine,
Chater-Lea frame, non-skid back, open

frame, wheel steering, three speeds and re-
verse, capital condition throughout; £49 10s.

—At Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street,
London.

MATCHLESS MOTORS!!

LOMDON TO EDINBURGH

3 STARTED. 3 FINISHED.

No Trade riders-

" CHASE"

-ridden by private owners only

DRIVING RIM BRAKE.

No. I pattern—back pedalling brake. Machine can
be wheeled backwards. Extremely powerful. Price,

16/6, post 17/-.

No. 2 pattern—footrest brake com-
plete. Price £1 6s. Footrests only.

Price 12/-. With either ijin. or ijin.

clip, post 12/6.

No. z pattern—foot brake with pedal

fitted on stud provided, whicli fixes

in place f one of crank case bolts

Price complete 1 3 /6, post 17 /-.

MATCHLESS PETROL
FILTER.

No choked carburetters

4/6, post 4/8.

MATCHLESS SPRING
FORK ATTACHMENTS.

Converts an old pattern
motor cycle into an up-to-
date luxurious motor.
Thousands in use, giving
every ratisfaction ! !

15/6, post 16/-.

THE MATCHLESS
SILENCER.

3jh.p., 10/-; from 3Mo
5 h.p., 12/-. CutTout 5/-
extra. Two connections for
twins with separate ex-
haust pipes, 4/- extra.

Catalogues of "Matchless" Motor Cycles and
Accessories on application to

H. COLLIER & SONS, Ltd.,
Motor Experts and General Engineers.

Offices and Showrooms,

18, HERBERT ROAD, F>L.UIVISTEAD
(Nearest Station : Woolwich Arsenal.

Telephone: 232 Woolwich.)

TRICARS FOR SALE.
TRICAR, open frame, 3i h.p. Minei

splendid order; £23. or near offer; i

motor cycle trailer, in good condition,
10s. ; reason for selling, buying more pov
ful tricar.-Pallick, Aldingboume, Chicl
ter.

7-9 h.p. Fafnir, water-cooled, coach-bu
sprung Bowden wheel control, t

speed. Palmers, 2|-3in., splendid climl
worth £50, take 42 guineas, exchange '.

umph cycle part.—la, Lyall Mews, Ea
Square.

SINGER Tricar, 6 h.p. (1907). three spe
forward and reverse, double front s<

large luggage carrier, lamps, and horn, i

feet running order; £58.-2, Grove Gardt
Spring Grove, Isleworth. Telephone. 1

London Wall.

31 h.p. Light Tricar, two speeds and fj

2 starting handle, spring frame. M.l
engine, Grose studded tyre back, everyth
good, new piston, etc.; trial; £24, or ne
after 7. — Dewhurst, 63, Oaklands Ro
Cricklewood.

QUADRANT Tricar, 6i h.p.. 1907 mo(
perfect condition; cost £95 cash, w:

out extras; scarcely ever used, owing to
ness; reasonable offer entertained; i

trial and examination.—No. 201. The Mi
Cyde Offices. Coventry.

STOCKPORT. — 8 h.p. three-cyUnder ,

dual car. Palmer cord front ty:
Grose back, all perfect, automatic lubri
tion, roller worm drive two speeds, social
comfortable, and reliable, splendid climb
what offers? going cheap.

STOCKPORT.—Runabout. 5 h.p., 1907. buc
seat, only 20 inches from tne grou

very rakishly built, winner tricar class M.
Chester Motor Club hill-climb, fast. £

easily controlled, tyres perfect ; 40 guin*
—Lund and Davies. Heaton Lane.

HUMBER, 1907. practically new, 6i h
water-cooled, wheel steering, mo

car tyres, open frame, bucket seats; c

£140, sacrifice 55 guineas, exceptional b
gain; only wants seeing; photo.—St;
Marks, artist, Leamington Spa.

ADVEETLSER, through unforeseen circi
stances, has no use for tricar; ph

and reison; 3i h- M.M.C, water-coo
head, cnain dnve. two-speed gear, start
handle; £25, or near offer to save storagv
Goodchild, 3, Park View, Beeston Hill, Le€

RILEY Tricar, 4J h.p., water-cooled, 1

speeds, clutch, chain drive, excell
condition, both seats coach-built, ty
good, new grooved Dunlop car tyre ba
accessories, spares, new acetylene lam
£27.—Gidden, Moat Road, Langley, Birmi
ham.

TRICAR Sale.—We are clearing out 9 1

Riley, three speeds and reverse, 5 1

Excelsior, three speeds, 4§ h.p. Phoenix, 1

speeds, 4 h.p. Kelecom. 5 h.p. twin Ke
tricars ; take any reasonable offer, cash,
exchange ; all bargains.—123, High Bo
Tottenham.

3JL h.p. Genuine Rover Tricar, free engi
2 just thoroughly overhauled and

plated, condition of engine and all parts
solutely equal to new, genuine hill-climbi
genuine bargain, £28, or good motor cy
and cash.—Tricar, 86, Colvestone Cresce
Dalston. London.

31 h.p. Open Frame Tricar, Jap engi
2 Chater-Lea, two speeds and fittin

Mabon clutch, cane forecar, bucket se
splendid condition, and perfect or(
throughout, climb any hill; going chea
£25, or motor cycle and cash.—Stanton,
Colvestone Crescent, Dalston, London.

QUADRANT Carette Tricar, 6 h.p., wh
steering, excellent condition, gc

spares, tools, side lamps, horn, rubber ma
driving apron, etc., strong and fast; ;

cash, or would take first-class motor
cycle (Triumph magneto preferred) pi

payment.—Dr. McNeil, Garstang, Lau
shire.

MAGNIFICENT Chater-Lea Sprung Or
Frame Wheel Steering Tricar, 4i h

Whi:j* and Poppe w.c. engine, chain dri'
9in. clutch, two speeds, gear box, expand]
brakes on front, coach-built body, 3in. n(
skid on back, tyres as new, spares, thi
lamps; bargain", £35, near offer, or <

change motor cycle and cash; trial giv(
—Stanley, 47, Bride Street, Barnsbury, L<
don.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirahJ^ Oiat ycm mention "The Motor Cyde."
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ACCUMULATORS.
OCUMULATOES.—8s. and your old accu-

. mulator secures a brand new Premier
sumulator, fully guaranteed, not Grerman
,sli.—Farrar, Square Road, Halifax.

HE Famous Ajax Accumulator, absolutely
the finest it is possible to make (see

ivious Nos. The Motor Cycle); 20 amp. size,

by 21 by 4J- 17s.. 6d. ; any size to order in
tiours ; send for lists.—The Ajax Electrical
gineering Co., 291, High Road. Ilford, >

CCUMULATCRS Repaired promptly, any
. make; reasonable charges, best work-
imates given; full value for your old ac-
mulator in exchange for our new " May-
r" accumulators; special 15 amp., 10s.

; 20 amp., '15s.; guaranteed one year.—
[lows. 49, Hertford Street. Mayfair.

COUPLINGS.
[NITO Cycle Couplings, for connecting

any ordinary pedal cycle to motor
cle.

IHE Unito connects the steerin? and en-
sures faultless alignment.

IHE Unito is so constructed that side
strain and lean of machines is entirely

viated.

IHE: Unito is adjustable to accommodate
differences in wheelbase and wheel and

ime dimensions.

kON'T Buy a Sidecar before you know the
" advantage of having a

[NITO Coupling. It only costs one
' guinea.—Write, Dept. B., Unito Coup-
ig Co., Ystrad, Glam.

ENGINES.
h.p. Givaudan Engine; £4; as new. —
Varney, 40, Angel Lane, Stratford, E.

1 h.p. Rover Engine, clutch, carburetter,
2 coil; £12.—W., Meadow Croft, Wester-
m HiU.

h.p. Zedel Engine, in good order: £1.—
Whittingham, 18, Belsize Avenue, North-

Id Lane, Ealing.

5 h.p. Simms Engine, M.O.V.. water-
cooled, quite new, and fitted high ten-

m magneto; £11.—Farrar.

1 h.p. Quadrant Engine Sets, cylinder,
2 piston, connecting rod, crank cases,
wheels, exhaust valve, 37s. 6d. per set; 3

p. Quadrant seta, as above, 45s. set.—
rrar.

3 h.p. King Engine, vertical, fitted con-
4 tact breaker, driving pulley, gooa
lUer; £3.—Farrar.

1 h.p. De Dion Pattern Engine, fine con-
4 dition, £3 10s.; 23 h.p. ditto. 50s.—
irrar

X h.p. Standard Engine, vertical, win
2 take trailer up most hills; £3 15s.—
irrar.

h.p. Quadrant, jiist overhauled, £3 10s.

;

13 h.p. Minerva set, engine, carour-
ter, tank, etc., £3 10s.—Farrar.

h.p. Minerva Engine, M.O.V., £3; 3 h.p.
N.S.U., crank case, complete, perfect,

i 10s.—Farrar, Square Road, Halifax.

h.p. Aster Engine, water-cooled, perfect
running order; £8 10s., lowest.—^Wau-

.ope, 9, Shoe Lane, London.

\ION Engine, 2| h.p., with Longuemare
/ carburetter, good working condition;
criflce 53s.—J. Kerry, Downham Market.

3. h.p. F.N. Engine, complete, with coil,
f4 carburetter, and silencer; £5.—Bad-
iley, 50, Wellington Street. Glasgow.

1 h.p. N.S.U. Engine, water-cooled, includ-
:2 ing carburetter and speed gear; £6
s.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.
IGHTWEIGHT Werner Engine, with car-

i buretter, etc., £2 18s.; also Castle twin
embler coil, £1 Is.—H. Halse, 66. Paradise
3ad, Stockwell.

^NGINES.-Zedel, 2| h.p., £7 13s.; 3* h.p.,
i £9 Os. lOd. ; 3i h.p. twin, £10 Os. 7d. ; 5i
p., £13 12s. — Rey, 5, Heath Street Motor
orks, Hampstead.
IGHT Motor Engine, with patent three-

J bladed (bronze) propeller and shafting,
ro tanks, coil, N.S.U. carburetter, boat
icumulator, everything complete, ready
r boat; offers wanted; death cause for
ielhng.—34, Cromer Road, Liverpool.

PLEASE NOTE
We can supply all parts for 2| and

3| iLp. F.N. Engines.

"VINDEC" Adjustable Pulleys for

2| h.p. F.N. Engines, 10/- each.

"VINDEC" Adjustable Pulleys] [for

3J h.p. F.N. and 3i or 5 lup. Peugeot

Engines, 15/- each.

"KUMFO" Sponge Rubber Grips, |in.

or lin. bars, 2/6 per pair.

South British Trading Co., Ltd.,

13-15, Wilson St., London, £.C.

Hebden's Dependable Bargains

LATEST LIST,
SHOWING SPLENDID SELECTION OF
REALLY RELIABLE MOTOR CYCLES
AT BARGAIN PRICES SENT POST FREE

ANYWHERE.

CASH OR EASY TERMS.

EXCHANGES ENTERTAINED.

5/6 h.p. Rexette, first class condition,

price . . . . . . . . £30
5 h.p. Twin Kerry with side-car,

good order, price .

.

. . £25
3^ h.p. Centaur, free engine and

side-car, price .

.

. . £23

5J N.S.U. Twin magneto and side-

car, price .

.

. . £28
3 h.p. N.S.U., magneto, a Prize

Winner, price .

.

. . £22

HEBDENS MOTOR CYCLE AGENCY,
Bridge Garage, Leeds,

^ A 4

I
TREMENDOUS SAVING

i of Worry, Money,
? Trouble, and Expense,

I
BY USING THE

VOI.TOO I

2-Voit O O I L 8
For MOTOR CYCLES and CARS. |

IVriit to the Salt Manufacturers : ^

I
The CITY IGNITION CO.,

|
^ 14, Sp-ncer SL.GoswsIl Rd., London, E.G., P
? or 'Phone 7822 Cantral, c

b FOR ALL PARTICULARS. ^

ADVERTISERS — Please note
that Friday is the latest day we
can receive advei'tisement copy
for ths following week's issue

ENGINES.
BOOTH.—Tmn Antoine, new, £8 5s.; 5 li.p.

water-cooled Antoine, new, £8 5s. ; 6

ii.p. Avon, water-cooled, M.O.V., £6 5s.

BOOTH.—2| h.p. Noble. £3 5s.; 2i h.p. Jap,
£3 5s.; 2J h.p. Noble. £2 2s. 6d.; 3 h.p.

Rex, £3 5s.; li h.p. Minerva set. tank, etc.;

£3.

BOOTH.—Other engines taken in exchange.
—Booth's Motor Exchange, "Wade Street,

Halifax.

4-5 h.p. W.G. Head, very powerful; £4 10s.,

or 21 h.p. and cash.—50. Victoria Road,
Strond Green.

5-6 h.p. Twin Antoine Engine, condition

like new, complete, with silencer and
spares; £5 10s.—18, Wemngton Eoad, Smetn-
wick.

DE DION (genuine) 3J h.p. water-cooled
engine, with carburetter, etc.; £7 i2s.;

suitable for driving a dynamo.—H. Pouncer,
169, Mayall Eoad, Brixton.

MANCHESTER.-5 h.p. engine, complete,
with Longuemare carburetter, suit tri-

car, £5, bargain; also four accumulators at

6s. 6d. each.—A. Burton. 158, Chorlton Road,
Manchester.

TYRES.
PAIR Continental Covers, wired, 26 by 2i,

as new; 15s. the pair.—Varney, 40, Angel
Lane, Stratford.

MOTOR Cycle Covers, re-treaded, like new ;

lis. 6d.—Ardea Company, 331a, King
Street, Hammersmith.

DUNLOP Covers, 28 by 2-L beaded, new;
18?.; cash with order.—Smith, 16, Sum-

merhill Terrace. Birmingham.

PAIR New 26 by 2 Continental Covers,
beaded; 13s. lid. each.—Robson, 30, St.

John's Road. New Sheldon, Durham.

EXTRA Heavy Clincher and Tube, 26 by 2,

beaded, unused; cost 55s.. sell 21s.—M.,

iiingslea, Weston Park, Thames Ditton.

AUDE'S—Fully guaranteed tnbes, 26 by
^.^ 2in., 6s.; 2iin., 7s.: 2iin., 8s.; 28 by z.

7s.; 2J, 7». 6d.; 2Jin., 8s.: approval willingly.

MAUDE'S—Covers, 26 by 2in., 16s.; 2i, 17s.

I 6d.; 28 by 2in., 17s.; 2Jin., i8s.—iVTauaes,

Powell Street, Halifax.

CLINCHER A Won Brand New Covers. 26 by
' 2, 19a. 6d. ; 26 by 2i, 21s.; also extra

heavy 26 by 2 ditto, 21s.; order at once; only
a limited quantity; prices are below nsual
trade prices; approval.—Lomax Tyre Co.,

Great Charles Street, Birmingham.

Kn Per Cent, off usual prices. — Clincher
OU A Won brand new covers, 26 by 2, I8s.

6d.; 26 by 2i, £1; 28 by 24, heavy tricar,

23s.; 26 by 2, extra heavy, 21s.; 26 by 2i, extra
heavy, 22s.; all ribbed non-skid treads.—
Farrar.

CLINCHERS.—Special 2iin. covers, to ht

2in. or 2Jin. rims, 26s. each; don't be
under-tyred It's false economy.—Farrar.

QPECIAL Line.—Clincher tubes. 26 by 2,

O and 28 by 2, complete with valves; 5s.

each, post free.—Farrar.

i nS. allowed for old covers in exchange
JLU for Goodrich, Palmers, Shamrocks.—
Farrar, Square Road, Halifax.

2iQ by 2 Light Dunlop. nearly new. 8s. ; 28

O by 2J Palmer. 8s.; 26 by 2J Dunlop,
6s.; pair 26 by 2, with rims, 10s.—50, Victoria
Road, Stroud Green.

TWO Motor Cycle Covers, 26 by 2 (brand
new), never used, beaded edge; ac-

cept half usual cost, 12s. each.—Motorist, 26,

Otferton Lane. Stockport.

^d ^y 24 Peter-Union studded tyre, un-
jLjK) used since re-treaded, one Rich and
Peter-Union butt-ended tube ; cheap for im-
mediate sale.—Apply, Bradstock, Harpford,
Ottery St. Mary, Devon.

MOTOR Cycle Covers at wholesale prices.-
Heavy quality, 26 by 2, 2i. and 2-L Us.

6d. each; 28 by 2, 2J, and 2i, 12s. 6d. each;
beaded edge Is. 6d. extra.—Universal Motor
Tyre Co., 35 and 37. Chestergate, Stockport.

HALIFAX.—Brand new inner tubes, best

make. 26 by 2, 6s. 6d. ; 26 by 2i, 7s. : 28

by 2, 7s. ; 28 by 2i 7s. 6d. ; 2S by 2i, 8s. 6d.

;

genuine Oalmon covers, iit Palmer rims,
with non-slipping tread, 26 by 2J, 15s. 9d.;

28 by 2, 15s. 9d.; 28 by 2i, 16s. 9d.; 28 by 2i,

20&. 6d.; all beaded edge.—Halifax Motor Ex-
change, Westgate, Halifax.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle."
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TYRES.
BOOTH.—New rubber studded cover, 26 by

2, 25s.; ditto, 26 by 2J, 27s. 6d.

BOOTH.—Peter-TJnioois, 24 by 2J, 28 by 2J,

158. 6d. : Royalty covers. 26 by 2, 12s. 6d.

;

2J, 13s. 6d.

BOOTH—Ten ahillings allowed for old
cover in exchange for Shamrociss, Pal-

mers, Goodrich's.

BOOTH.—Tyres, best make, 26 by 2, 16s.;
' 2J, 17s. 6d.; 2i 21s.; 28 by 2, 16s. 6a.

BOOTH.—Best tubes, 26 by 2, 7s.; 2i 7s.

6d.; 2iin.. 8s. 6d.; 28 by 2, 7s. 6d.

BOOTH. — AU tyres sent on approval. —
Booth's MotrOr Exchan^, Wade Street,

Halifax.

C^OVEES.—Strong beaded, ribbed tread, 26
J by 2. 17s.; 26 by 2J. 18s ; 26 by 2J, 198

6d.; 28 by 2, ISs. 6d. ; carriage paid.—Below.

5S. Allowed for your old cover in exchange
for genuine Continentals.—Para Rubber

Oo., 93, John Bright Street, Birmingham.
r>LINCHER A Won, new and perfect, 26 by
\J 2i, 18s.; extra heavy, 22s.; 28 by 2i tri-

car, 22s.; 28 by 2i, 18s.; 26 by 2i, 23s.; inner
tubes, valved, 28 by 2, 4s. 6d. ; 2J. 6s.; 26 by
24, 6s. 6d.; all guaranteed Clinchers.-Oak-
leys, Aston Street, Birmingham.

liREPAIRERS.
£5 any motor cycle we cannot repair.—

Whites, 22, Brookes Street, Church
Street, Liverpool.

f* C' any motor cycle we cannot repair.—
d^KJ Whites, 22, Brook's Alley, Church
Street, Liverpool.

WERNERS, Werners.-Beard Bros., Crickle-
wood, undertake all repairs and re-

placements. Sole concessionnaires.

BEARD Bros., specialists in Werner motors.
Sole concessionnaires. Repairs under-

taken.—Cricklewood Broadway.

CRACKiED Water Jackets of motors suc-
cessfully repaired by Lea's, metallurgi-

cal process.—Lea and Son, engineers, Run-
corn.

GRIFFIN and Sleat, Eastbourne. — Cylin-
ders re-bored and new pistons fitted,

or engine completely overhauled ; let us
quote you.

BIRMINGHAM.—Repairs and overhauling:
accumulators charged and repaired

;

prompt attention; moderate charges.-Priesl
and Williams, 66, Bishop Street,

LEICESTER and County Riders should look
up the Central Motor Co., Langton

Street, Belgrave Gate, Leicester, for repairs,
tyres, accessories, and accumulator charg-
ing.

CCCOCCCCC Compression means power. —
Cylinders re-bored and new pistons

fitted ; guaranteed fit 4-l,0O0in. ; bears 13 stone
on pedal; write for list.—Gradior Machine
Co., Compression Specialists. Stafford.

TO West of England Motorists. — Car and
motor cycle repairs, prompt and re-

liable; cylinders re-bored, new pistons and
rings fitted; don't hesitate; send straight to
us.—Hamlin, Motor Works, Bridgwater.

C"<HEAP and Practical Repairs to motor
J cycles, cylinders re-bored, new pistons

fitted, accumulators charged and repaired,
vulcanising of every description.—Camp-
bell, 156, Wirtemberg Street, Clapham, S.W.

i A Years' Experience means efficiency and
-LV/ economy for customers; De Dion,
M.M.C., Excelsior, and motor cycle experts;
large stock of renewals ; repairs prompt

;

power increased by larger cylinder bore.—
The Record Motor Co., Coventry.

REPAIRS and Overhauling. — We have
the finest repair works in London for

motor cycles, with up-to-date machinery
estimates free ; new cylinders for any make
of engine, pulleys, valves, gears, ana ai.
replacements; send for our new booklets,
with prices. — Laystall Motor Engineering
Works, 27 and 29, Laystall Street, Rosebery
Avenue, E.C.

EXCHANGE.
33 h.p. Excelsior, Palmers, non-skid; cash,
A or exchange. — 45. Infirmary Road,

Sheffield.

6 h.p. Decauville Car, good order, for motor
cycle, or sell.—33b, Grand Parade, Har-

ringay.

COMPRESSION

Cylinders Rebored

and new Pistons fitted complete

with Rings and Gudgeon Pin.

Compression means Power.

Please send for our booklet, which gives prices
for this work and other repairs.

Repairs and alterations to all

makes of motor cycles.

The Laystall

Motor Engineering Works, Ltd.,

AUTOiMOBILE REPAIRERS,
27 & 29. Laystall Street, Rosebery Avenue,

LONDON, E.C. Estab. 1900.

Tel. 12301 Central. Tel.: "Internally, London."

The Vibration Bogey.

Many men would
ride motor cycles

but for the ex-

cessive vibration

.

Macliines that
are fitted with

the

DRUID

SPRING

FORK
are practically free from vibration

They are, in fact,51uxurious mounts. Read about
them in the new Boolvlet.

A. DREW,
74, Conybere Street, Birmingham.

The "IVIABON" FREE ENGINE
PULLEY AND CLUTCH.

No alterations required to fit.

Operated from handle-bar.

PRICE FROM 55/-.
Send for Leaflet.

Maboix Motor Works,
54, HIGH ROAD.

NORTH FINCHLEY, N.

Agents : Tlie Service Co., 292,

High Holborn, W.C.

Genuine Birmingham

"QDADfiANTS."
.4 large stock of parts, still to be cleared.

Write for latest list.

REC. SAMSOM,
232, LADYWOOD RD., BIRMINGHAIVI.

EXCHANGE.
1 Q06 Twin Eex, grand order, for 3i h.p,

Xk) good make, and cash.—Below.

h.p. Peugeot, new covers, long bar, lo\

j^ seat, for 3iin. Drummond lathe.

1 Q06 Twin Rex, fitted Osborne gear am
J.t/ sidecar, takes two and a boy any
where, cash.

11 h.p. Engine Set and Cycle, only want
2 fiiting up, for good pbonograph an<

records.

SMITH'S Bellows, two air guns, fou
secoad-hand sewing machines, for anj

thing useful.—Daborn, Windsor Road, Ghol
ham, Wokine.

GIVE Lady-back Tandem and cash for

h.p. cheap motor bicycle.—114, Rutlan
Street, Stepney.

ILLS-FULPORD Motor Trailer, for lady'
- or gent's cycle.—11, High Baxter Streel

Bury St. Edmunds.

CAMERA, half-plate, folding, good, for tw<
speed gear, or speed pulley.—58, Tren-

ham Street, "Wandsworth.

4 h.p. Water-cooled Cylinder and Piston fc

Sirams-Bosch magneto.—24, Heathfiel
Road, Handsworth, Staffs.

EXCHANGE 5 h.p. Auto Motor Tricar, rui

ning order, for single and cash.—Hoyl<
12, Crossley Street, Halifax.

1 O GUINEAS.—Rex, surface, clock-like v

±Zi gularity ; wanted, typewriter. •

Briggs, Milton Avenue, Bath.

EXCHANGE, Tricar, 3i h.p. De Dion ei

gine, for motor cycle and cash.—To
lands, Gakleigh Park. London, N.

5-6 h.p. Antoine Twin, grand condition
exchange for 2| h.p. (or cycle) an

cash. See Siddall, sales column.

EXCHANGE 23 h.p. F.N., good oonditic j

and cash for light, low, magneto cycl

—443, Green Lanes, Harringay Park.

BROOKS Bucket Seat, tor H.P. vulcanise
or buy for cash, also 750 by 80 tubes.

Death, Beach Road W.. Felixstowe.

GEAR Box, new, three speeds, reverse

cost £25; exchange up-to-date cycle,

li.p._42. Pershore Street, Birmingham.

TWO Motor Cycles, 3J h.p. Rex, 3i h.

Ixion, both perfect and complete, i<

tricar.—30. London Road, Blackburn.

EXCHANGE. Lady's Cycle (Singer's ChE
lenge), for good sidecar.—Shepherd,

Helmsley Terrace, London Fields, N.E.

WANTED, Your Present Mount in pa
payment of any 1908 make; keen qu

tations.—Parrar, Square Road. Halifax.

EXCHANGE Motor Cycle, Fafnir niotc

Chater-Lea frame, for motor, suitao

for boat.—10, Lindrum Road, Hampton Wic

FINE Twin Rex for £4 and 1907 34 h.p. Re
or level exchange for 1907 3i h.p. ma

neto Rex.—Motor Exchange. Westgate, Ha
fax.

MOTO-REVES, 1908 models, immediate o

livery; second-hand motor eycl

taken part exchange.—Orisswell's Garag
Newmarket.

51-6 h.p. Beeston Humberette, in splend

2 condition, for good make mO'tor eye

with two speeds and cash.—J. Baker. Hi

well. Seaworthy.

EXCHANGE Pair Tyres, 870 by 90, pair

by 2 wheels, pair 28 by 2i air tube

wanted, motor bike.—Gamble, 111, Humb<
stone Road, Leicester.

MOTOSACOCHES, 1908 models: second-ha;

motor cycles, foreign and Briti

stamps taken in part exchange.—Motors,
Green Street, Cambridge.

EXCHANGE, splendid 10-12 h.p. two-cyl

der two-seated Cottereau car for ,i

umph or other good make cycle, or trie

and cash.—9. Newboult Road, Cheadle.

GIVING Up.—3i h.D. Fafnir, Chater-Li
Longuemare, two accumulators, st<

studded back tyre, lamp, horn, stand, toe

registered, three tubes; £18, or three-spe

push cycle and cash.—Fielding, St. Georg
Sduare, Hebden Bridge.

QAQ Sporting Lee-Metford Magazine Ri
OUO cost £10, perfectly new conduic

and .300 rook rifle, for Montgomery sidec

or sell £6; approval; also Goodlad's spei

ometer for separate generator.—Marksmi
2, The Parade, Camberley.

In answering any of these, advertisements it is desirable (hat you mention " The Motor Cycle.
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The End=to=End Trial.

BY
the time this issue is in the hands of most of

our readers the End-to-end trial—the most

important of all motor cycle competitions

—

will be very close at hand. This year the

entries fall about twenty short of the number
taking part in the trial of two years ago, but the falling

off is not quite so serious as it seems to be. Nearly

all the entries this year are from motor bicyclists, while

the number of passenger carrying machines is exceed-

ingly small. Two years ago, however, the last men-
tioned type of motor cycle was much better represented.

The entries received this year amount to rather

over sixty in number, and there seems, to be no doubt

that all enter with the intention of making a good fight

to reach the finish. Last week Mr. B. H. Da\'ies tO'ld

intending competitors how to tune up their machines
for the ordeal; the men, on the other hand, have

doubtless been getting themselves into training by

taking long rides and getting themselves fit. Not a

few have been over the route before, so that everyone

appears to have a chance of reaching the ho'use that

John founded, but did not build. There is, however,

one small but important item to be considered, and
that is the element of luck, which co^mpetitors and
officials all strive hard to eliminate, and that it can be

eliminated to a very large extent w'e are quite con-

fident. By careful overhauling, defective parts in a

machine can be discovered and replaced, by careful

training the evil eflfects of over-exertion and fatigue

can be overcome, but bad luck or, as Horace of old

called it, " atra cura " sits behind the motor cyclist

even as it did behind the horseman of olden times.

Of the presence of this ill-omened demon no one who
has religiously followed and studied six consecutive

A.C.U. trials can fail to be aware. One has only

to refer to the reports of these competitions and see

the number of good men and true who ha^'e been thrown
out of a trial through an accident.

Accidents are really not all due to bad luck;

generally speaking, someone is to blame, and this leads

one to infer that carelessness plays no small part in

the numerous mishaps which the writer is so reluctant

to have to relate in writing his reports. With him-

self fit and. his machine in good fettle a man has every

chance of getting through, but his work does not cease

there. He must all the time strive to maintain the

machine and himself in that good condition in which

both started, and the way to do this is to drive care-

fully. The A.C.U. officials are taking every possible

step to cause competitors to drive with due considera-

tion through towns and to keep their speed down in

populous places, as by doing so they save the riders

unnecessary fatigue, they save their machines, and

endeavour to protect the public and save them from

receiving anything but a good impression of the trials.

The driving clause was primarily drawn up with the

object of pleasing the public and the police, but above

we have endeavoured to show that it is to the com-

petitor's own interests to obey the rule. John-o'-Groat's

is well worth reaching. Few people will ever see the

place, so that those who have the opportunity should

appropriate as their motto, " Take no risks." Tearing

round blind corners, rushing down steep hills, and

driving fast through towns are signs of bad form, and

if indulged in. greatly lessen a competitor's chance of

getting through. In conclusion we trust that these few

hints will be observed, and, having expressed our

views, we wish the best of luck to all those taking

part in the contest.
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Through Many Lands
by Motor Cycle.

By E. M. BAXTER.

Gaining Confidence.
About a fortnight was

given to tlie gaining of

experience in the driving

of the new machine, and in

studying its peculiarities

aiid limitations. To this

end daily excursions up to

three or four score miles '

were made on all the chief

roads north and west of London. A very

close .watch was kept on every part of the engine

and magneto, and the belt was tested under different

degrees of tension. Various classes of both engine oil

and petrol were experimented with for the purpose of

trying to determine which would give the best results

under the writer's driving. Paraffin and several

alcoholic mixtures (not beverages) were also tried as

fuel, so- that there would be some personal experimental

knowledge available in case a time should come when
no customary fuel could be procured.

A sooted sparking plug and a visible surplus of oil

in the engine at the end of two or three days was
evidence that a full charge of oil every twenty or

twenty-two miles is too much in the writer's case on an

average speed of no more than tivelve miles an hour.

Ultimately the tests seemed to indicate that the greater

the work required of the engine the more oil it is

advisable to inject. When the rate is ten or twelve

miles an hour on easy roads the quantity of oil used
is a full charge every thirty miles, but when the average

speed lies between twenty and twenty-five miles an

hour, the road being smooth and not very hilly, the

best results are obtained with a full charge of oil every

twenty-five miles. Running at high speed on hilly and
otherwise hard roads requires a charge of oil every

twenty-two miles, and just before taking a severe hill

it is found advantageous to give about
charge of oil, unless a full fresh

been injected within a few minutes,

of petrol was thought to give rather

than any of the others tried, but even this did not seem
to be quite uniform in its results. It was found possible

to use, at a pinch, lamp petrol or any one of several

strong spirits in place of the usual fuel, but the effects

of these on the engine by use for a number of hours
or days could not. of course, be determined.

Another deduction from the experimental fortnight
was that for such a tour as that in prospect a con-
siderably larger tank would be advisable. Moreover,
it was thought best to provide additional luggage space
for the purpose of carrying a fair supply of " spares,"
a photographic outfit, and the small personal kit of the
rider.

With the conclusion of the experimental study of
the machine, and the change of tank, all was ready

a fifth of a

charge has

One brand
more power

{Continued from page 515.)

for the definite start on the tour which seemed likely

to extend through the greater part of the year, and
lead into many delightful nooks in many strange lands.

"Weighing in," it was found that the gross load to

be propelled by the sturdy little 3^ h.p. engine was
some four hundred and fifteen pounds, or about thirty

stones. Thus heavily loaded the discovery was soon
made that the centre of gravity of the machine is raised

several inches higher than it is on the machine which
carries only a lightweight rider. On good roads in

good weather this difference is hardly noticeable, but

when roads are rough or muddy the raising of the centre

of gravity increases very materially the liability to

side-slip.

A Discovery.
Shortly after learning that the high heavy load

lessens the ease of maintaining the equilibrium of the

motor cycle on bad roads a counter discovery was
accidentally made. By swinging the feet just clear

of the ground one is readily able to check any tendency
to fall, and thus keep going on instead of falling down.
This " trick,

'

' undoubtedly known to all experienced
motor cyclists, has saved the writer from a number of
falls, let him down gently in several cases, and enabled
him to run on very bad sections of road, whereas he
would otherwise have had to dismount and push. Some
Continental motor cyclists apparently did not know this

"dodge." At any rate, several expressed surprise

and admiration at its simple effectiveness.

A number of days were spent touring in the southern
English counties before the Channel was crossed.

Hardly a yard of the route traversed was dry, although
in some places the "grease " was becoming stiff from
the action of the wind, and thus was more annoying
than when in a softer state. On several occasions the
rider was caught in pelting rains, and once in a verv
severe but short hailstorm. At these times no external

part of the cycle was free from the beating waters, and
the thin mud of the road picked up by the quickly
turning wheels continuously trickled off the machine.
But the engine sang away sweetly, the magneto was
unconscious of the raging elements, and the cycle
splashed steadily on. Neither the weather nor the
roads offered any obstacle to my mount. Up the
heaviest grades—and there are some "stiff" hills in

this part of the country—the speed fell off, but there
was never a failure. On, on we kept going, sometimes
with Boreas battling bravely to stop our advance, yet
recovering speed easily after the more difficult parts of
the steepest rises were surmounted. Occasionally the
sun glanced slyly at the humid earth, and along the
coast chill mists rolled in dense and dark from the
murmuring waters of the deep.

Not a touring motor cyclist was seen with the excep-
tion of some few men on business bent at Bristol,
Southampton, Brighton, and other large towns.
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'hrough Many Lands by Motor Cycle.

—

Hostel ries in general in midland and southern

England " love
'

' motor cyclists much as the farmer

oves the lamb—for the prospective fleece. With

carce an exception they look upon the motor cycle as

. badge of affluence. Let this be accompanied by

he American accent, so-called, which, by the way,

eems to be the twin sister of cultured English speech

This reminds us of the New York lady who said

i^hen discussing a university graduate that he was a

lice boy, but spoke with such a terrible English

.ccent.

—

Ed.], and "mine host" plainly lets it be

een that he anticipates liberal commands, for which

L suitable price will be charged on the forthcoming

)ill. If the motor cyclist is modestly economical he

s efficiently given to understand that he is hardly a

:redit to the reputation and traditions of the worthy

louse, which may be reputed to have entertained in the

)ast a prince, a pretender, or even a monarch. To-

iay capital is made of the glorious personages and

ollies of bygone centuries, the innocent traveller being

equired to pay out good coin of the realm on a::count

>f the ghostly forms which legend's ever truthful tongue

lays are looking with kindly eyes on his presence.

Vhispering awe and genuflecting reverence are chattels

)f some value.

But not every English innke<_'per wears the livery

)ictured above. Some there are whose accommoda-
ions and charges are fair, and independent of any

venerable shades that may haunt their abodes. In

any case, however, English hotel charges are high,

possibly on account of the huge national debt and the

inordinate cost of producing the necessaries of living.

At any rate, these or other causes are very apparent in

the bills of the tourist who travels by motor cycle.

This is the experience of a foreigner. It is quite likely

that an Englishman can travel more economically and
with more satisfaction than the alien, because he is

conversant with the customs of the country.

Modest cottage and noble hall, mead and wold, hill

and valley, have ever enduring charms which give

interest to the constantly varying pictures of nature

that are passed in review by the motor cyclist. Even
vile weather and grasping hosts cannot take away the

delights of the English countryside—^the countryside as

seen by him who looks not for the relation between it

and those who dwell therein. Even at a season when
the prevailing tones are greys and browns and purples no
country in the world is quite so attractive in its com-
bined sylvan and pastoral scenes as England. What
pleasing mutations of form and combinations of colour

!

But even these must not detain the tourist too long.

Folkestone was set in banks of mist, the Channel was
veiled in fleecy vapours, and Boulogne was bathed in

the tears of the weeping skies, as we prepared to embark
for other shores.

(To he continued. See announcement last week,

page 51J/..)

THE COWEY SPEED INDICATOR.

YET another firm which is seriously taking up the

question of catering for motor cyclists as far as

speed indicators are concerned is the Cowey
Engineering Co., Ltd., i, Albemarle Street,

Piccadilly, W. The speed indicator has its dial fixed

on the handle-bar, the transmission being effected by

On the left the dial showing the Odometer, and on the'rightlthe driving

pinion bracket and flexible shafting.

means of spur wheels. The driving spur wheel is

attached tO' a bracket designed tO' clip on the front

wheel spindle, while the transmission' is conveyed tO'

the mechanism by means of a protected flexible shaft.

The principle employed in the instrument mainly con-

sists of three fundamental parts—a heavy balance

wheel, a spring, and a propelling device. The spring

is connected up tO' the balance wheel by means of a

small chain in such a manner that it tends tO' draw
the balance wheel continuously in one direction (the

direction of zero' on the indicator), while the propelling

device gives a series of intermittent impulses to the

wheel which tends to draw it in the opposite direction.

The faster the machine travels the more numerous
will be the impulses given tO' the balance wheel by the

propelling device, and the spring, having more work
tO' dO' in overcoming the effect of these impulses, will

be deflected and allow the balance wheel tO' be dis-

placed angularly tO' a greater or less extent. The
balance wheel in its turn operates the indicator hand,
and moves it intO' a position which represents the speed
at which the motor cycle is travelling. One of the

greatest features of the indicator is the steadiness of

the hand urtder any conditions. The flexible shaft,

instead of being a coiled wire, is a special form of

chain. Every machine soid by the Cowey Engineer-
ing Co'. is guaranteed to keep in perfect working order
for twelve months, irrespective of the distance the
machine has travelled. The dial is 2^in. in diameter,
and the figures are clearly marked. An Odometer is

also attached, which registers up to- 10,000 miles.

>—•••-<
Reference has been made in these columns to petrol

spraying out of the vent hole in the filler cap of

motor cycle tanks, especially when the tank is full.

A reader reminds us of an old cure, i.e., put a pin in

the hole and bend the point upwards to prevent the
pin getting lost.

The Bosch Magneto Co., Ltd., 23, Store Street,

Tottenham Court Road, W.C, advise us that they
are now in a position to furnish booklets descriptive of
the D.A.V. magneto for twin-cylinder V engines for

motor cycles. There has been a slight delay in com-
pleting these booklets, but any reader can have one
now on application to the company at the above
address. -
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Some of the Entrants for next week's End-to-end Trial.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20 Tudor Street, E.G., and should be accompanied by the writer's lull name and address.

Delay in Supplying Accessories.

[3395.]—The letter of Mr. Alexander Roger in your issue
of June 3rd is very much to the point. I have myself been
kept waiting respectivelv two weeks and three weeks for an
acetylene headlight and generator, also ten days for side
lamps and tail ditto. The headlight and generator were paid
for cash in advance. The lamps mentioned were for a small
car—8 h.p. Phoenix. LB 4558.

Suggested Meet of Motor Cyclists near London.

[3396.]—I have often thought, with the influence of your
journal, a meet of motor cyclists could be arranged in or
near London. A similar thing has been very successful in
the Northern district, and I do not see why it could not be
arranged with London and district clubs, say a point twelve
to twenty miles from London—Hampton Court, Virginia
Water, or any other appropriate place which could easily
be arranged.

I should be very pleased to hear from other London and
district clubs, with a view of carrying this into operation.

H. VOWLER,
Captain Western District Motor Club.

Leaking Batteries.

[3397.]—Along with hundreds of other • motor cyclists, I
experience much trouble from spilt acid. In almost every
instance the leakage occurs past the terminal plugs—a fault
which, to the lay mind, appears most easy to remedy by fix-

ing a bridge at the top of the plates to stop all upward
movement when running, and preventing the case from cut-
ting the rubber stops at terminals,.

Some makers put on the market a non-spilling battery,
which the lucky possessors appreciate, but it is after a few
months' use the trouble begins, and not everyone cares to
scrap an accumulator which is in everv other way perfect.
My object in writing is the hope tha^ this wail may catch

the eye of some of the makers, and induce them to adopt a
means in future of preventing the prevailing grievance.
Not all manufacturers are motorists ; if they were, the

fact would soon become apparent that the jolting of a motor
necessitates c[uite secure fixing of plates, whereas the general
run of batteries are only good for stationary work.

E. N. MORLEY.

Sidecars and 3| h.p. Machines.

[3598.]—^Referring to your article on the above in your
issue of the 24th ult. , I wish to endorse the statements made
as to the utility of a sidecar attached to a reliable 3^ h.p.
machine. I purchased last month, a 1908 Triumph 84 mm. x
86 mm. and a Milfoid castor wheel sidecar. I have covered
about 600 miles without a liitch (except a puncture), and while
I do not wish to enter into a discussion as to the merits and
demerits of the different makes of sidecar, I have yet to find
out the demerits of the castor wheel. I can thoroughly recom-
mend this combination to anyone thinking of taking up motor
cycling. The initial cost is much less, and the cost of up-
keep only a fraction of that of a small car.

A recent week-end I invited a friend to go with me round
the Antrim Coast. He was amused at the confident way in

which I mapped out the route (160 miles), and looked on the
prospective journey as a serious undertaking, but after the
comfort of a well-sprung seat, the consistent running of the
engine, and the average speed of eighteen miles per hour
(our only involuntary stop being to repair a puncture), he is

now enthusiastic over the trip and will soon be in possession
of a similar machine. , J. W. C. COULTER.

Rubber v. Leather Belts.

[3399.]—The drawback ?£ rubber belts of slipping when
wet is certainly existent. The question is, does the slipping
occur on the engine or the rim pulley?
The real drawback, of course, with all belts of this type is

that they suddenly cease work without the slightest warning.
The fastener pulls through, and no matter if run tight or
slack the thing occurs with exasperating frequency.
Why do not the Lincona or some other firm turn their

attention to a leather and rubber belt ; that is, a leather

built-up belt with a rubber covering?
Short of this I have found nothing to touch the new Lin-

cona four-ply belt with improved flat rivets. The life of this

belt is surprising, and I am surprised that such an excellent

belt is not advertised and more heard of.

DISTRIBUTER.

Glen Finnart Climbed by Two Motor Cyclists.

[3400.]—Some few months back you published a very
interesting article entitled " By Mountain, Glen, and Loch,"
written by Mr. T. C. Maitland, which led to some corre-

spondence in your columns between that gentleman, " Argyll-

shire," and Mr. Hugh Gibson, of Southport. This resulted

in Mr. Gibson promising to attempt to climb Glen Finnart.

This hill Mr. Maitland describes—and rightly, too—as most
severe and dangerous ; in fact, I must say, after seeing the

hill, his description is a very true one.

On June 27th I accompanied Mr. Gibson to witness his

promised attempt. After studying the hill, and walking up to

examine the hairpin bends (four), we both came to the conclu-

sion that it was an almost impossible hill in the course of a
tour ; in fact, quite so, without a two-speed gear, owing to

the dangerous bends, 'terribly rough, broken surface, and
severe gradients on the bends—quite one in four, I should
say, although the average gradient is given as one in eight

in the Contour Book. At the first attempt, Mr. Gibson suc-

ceeded in reaching the last bend almost at the summit, when
he came to grief through skidding badly on the broken surface,

rolling over into the gutter and bank on the roadside.

Otto H. Gross (Manchester M.C.), wholfcompleted the 10) miles run in

" The Motor Cycle" Cup Competition without an involuntary stop.
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Attempt No. 2 was similarly unsuccessful, and once more
the twin Vindec and its rider skidded off the road (a mis-

nomer—^track would be a. better description), and again came
to grief. Both these falls shook Mr. Gibson badly, as he is

a light rider, and, as you know, a twin Vindec is not a

lightweight to handle. At the third attempt he succeeded in

making a clean ascent, but with the lov;^ speed in on the last

bend. His performance was most plucky and skilful, as many
riders, I am sure, would have been disheartened.

Mr. Maitland and " Argyllshire," I think, will be interested

to hear that I succeeded in climbing the hill on a 1908 3^ h.p.

standard Triumph at first attempt. I attribute my success

where Mr. Gibson failed on two occasions to the lighter weight

and the easier control of my machine at the bends.

I am afraid I shall be accused of self-aggrandisement for-

mentioning my climb, but I have done so with the desire to

show what a flexible engine is capable of in the hands of one

who understands and can handle it successfully. At the

same time, I certainly think a two-speed gear necessary, as I

should describe this hill as unclimbable in the course of an

ordinary tour. I believe Mr. Gibson's gears were 4^ to 1

and 9 to 1, his weight 9 stones 3 lbs. My gear was 5^ to 1,

weight normal 11 stones. I cannot say what my weight was
whilst riding the hill, as I discarded almost every possible

article of clothing before making the attempt, knowing it

would be necessary to pedal at the bends where I had to slow

the engine. J. H. BRERETON.

Piston Rings.

[3401.]—Possibly some of your readers who use small

high speed engines and have had piston ring trouble may
find the following of some interest.

I have a theory, based on experience, that engines of that
type are more severe on their rings than those

of a bigger slow speed pattern. Anyhow, I had
much trouble with my rings till within a com-
paratively recent date. Breakages, loss of

compression due to rapid wearing of rings, and
ditto due to the slots getting into line when
running, were constant worries. I tried various

rings, including three different samples made
by the firm responsible for the engine (a foreign

house—one of the best known in the motor
cycling world). All of these gave more or less

indifferent results. In a happy hour I tried the *:

Gradior piston rings. Since then my troubles

have vanished. These seem to have so much ^
" substance " and " spring " in them as to offer '.}

probabilities of very prolonged wear and small \

chance of breakage. In addition to that, the :

makers have adopted the very simple and ",-:

sensible plan of cutting the slot of the centrally \*

placed ring in a direction the reverse of that
in the upper and lower rings. This greatly
lessens the risk of the slots getting into line—a Competitors co:

trouble which was continually occurring with
the rings originally fitted in my engine, and, of

course, meant a falling off in compression. This falling off
in compression was apparently most apt to show itself just
at the time when it would be most felt, i.e., when tackling
a steep up grade.

I have no financial interest, direct or indirect, in recom-
mending the rings made by the Gradior Co., Ijut would like
to let fellow motor cyclists know of the good thing I have
discovered.

Other riders may be experiencing worries similar
to mine. To them I would suggest the cure I have found so
successful. E:vPEIIIENTIA DOCET.

Belt Fasteners.

[3402.]—Do "Ixion" and "0 693" ever read the adver-
tisement columns of The Motor Cycle? Let them use their
eyesight and save their money arid tempers; a fastener to
their own specification and better has been advertised there
for about a year, made by S. T. Robson, of Birmingham. I
have had one of his Star Patent on a 3^ h.p. single for over
3,000 miles, and just lately examined it out of curiosity for
the first time. It is practically as new, and should last- out
several belts (leather belts I mean, not 1,000 mile rubber
things for the kid-gloved brigade). A friend of mine has
had the same experience, and we agree that the maker
deserves a testimonial and free advertisement, as he will not
have many repeat orders. JUPITER.

Mechanical Valves on Twin-cylinder Engines.

[3403.]—Why is it that nearly all manufacturers persist

in using the old-fashioned automatic inlet valve in their

twin motor cycles? Surely the superiority of the mechanical
valve has been proved often enough to justify universal

adoption. I happen to know several twin owners, and all

complain of the continual tinkering with the inlet valve
springs that is necessary. Again, there is the question of

leaky domes, which I believe is a persistent form of worry
in many twin engines. As far as I can see, there is abso-

lutely no reason lor retaining a.o.v. in twins. People seem
to have agreed to abolish it in single-cylinders, therefore

why not in twins? where it is really more necessiiry to have
m.o.i.v., since it is so difiicult to get the two automatic valve

springs of equal strength. Is it possible that manufacturers
are loth to lay aside their old patterns? Really, there seems
to have been no improvement in two-cylinder engines during
the last year or two. I hope some of the advocates of the
antiquated notion of a.o.i.v. will set forth what they con-

sider to be the advantages of the system, as I can see none
at present.

As regards exhaust valves getting loose and breaking
pistons, I may add another case, absolutely true. A friend

of mine, when riding a 2^ h.p. Clement-Garrard, had his

piston s;r,ashed by the exhaust valve head while riding.

There was certainly no doubt about it, as he had to make
another piston ! Fortunately, being a good mechanic, he did
not have to buv another piston, as the average rider would
have to do.

"

M.O.I.V.

Touring Machines. The Weight Question.

[3404.]—With reference to letter 3358 on the above
subject from the Motor Reve Co., it would appear from their

ngregating at Tolka Bridge, Dublin, for tlie M.C.U.l. inter-centre eontestjor tliejS
Triumpli Cup. (See page 541.)

remarks that they are under the impression I had never
examined or tried one of their machines. As a matter of fact,

the Motor Reve was one of the machines I had in mind
when the above article was written. I have no intention of
decrying the lightweight machine at all, but the difference
from the point of view of comfort and absence of vibration
of my own heavy twin with the lightweight was very
marked, and my machine is fitted with girder forks.

It appears to me that the whole question is based on the
following points :

(1.) Tyres. The larger tyres of the heavier machin*>
absorb road vibration to a greater extent than the smaller
tyres of the lightweight.

(2.) A light machme is naturally banged and bumped
about more than a heavy machine over rough roads, in the
same way that a small single-cylinder car when compared
with its big four or six-cylinder brother.
With regard to their remarks as to ease of control, I do

not use an abnormally low gear, as they appear to think,
and I had no word of complaint as to the ease of control of
the lightweight, but simply drew attention to the fact that
a heavy machine is not necessarily unmanageable in traffic

as many appear to think.
I may add that the wheelbase of my machine is about

70in., very long handle-bars, footboards, and extra large
saddle. C. E. T.
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A Problem to be Solved.

[3405.]—Referring to Mr. Templar's letter in your last
issue re four-cylinder F.N., I should like to point out to him
that my F.N. crank case is divided into four compartments.
I do not know whether he has one or not, but his solution
of the puzzle certainly fails so far as a four separate crank
case engine is concerned. JOSEPH H. BROOKES.
[All four-cylinder F.N. engines have the crank case divided

into four compartments.

—

Ed.]

<f®

[3406.]

—

Re letter 3364, I have also noticed the same
phenomenon on more than one motor cycle, though I cannot
say that I have ridden more than a few yards with the engine
in this condition ; then it has suddenly lapsed into the normal
state. No doubt it has occurred with others, but their belts

may have slipped, causing their engines to race, and this they
have attributed to the slipping of their belt, and thought no
more about it. It is certain that belts will slip at the moment
the engine takes such a powerful hold.

As regards the cause, I am of the same opinion as your
correspondent; that is, that at a high temperature and
speed there is a continuous iilm of oil between the expanded
pifiton and cylinder on the upper side of each ring, and as it

were riding on the rings. It is clear that when this is the
case the compression will be the highest obtainable, as far

as the piston is concerned ; also the sides of the cylinder

wiU be constantly and well lubricated, and thereby the
highest efficiency obtained.

Trusting we shall have more information on the subject,

as I consider it well worth ventilation,

FRED WHITTAKER.

[3407.]—Concerning our New York friend's imexplainable

phenomenon, I believe that the lubricating oil acts as the fuel

in a Diesel oil engine does, i.e., it is squirted into the cylinder

Some competitors in the Leeds M.C.C. Hill Climb at Sutton Bank tor the

Grange Trophy, won by J. Scriven (5 h.p. Rex).

which is full of "red hot" air, and it burns and expands, forc-

ing the piston down. In a Diesel engine the temperature of

the cylinder is much above that of the ordinary cycle, so this

I think explains it. This, though, leads me on to something
else. Why should not Diesel engines be used for cycles?

The advantages are : (1.) Oil burnt, not exploded; no silencer

and even motion. (2. ) Oil burnt in cylinder ; no carburetter.

(3.) It will bum any oil, and the temperatmre is so high that

no deposit is left. The only disadvantage I can see is the fact

that an air chamber for 750 lbs. of air is wanted and a small

pump. SEMI-YANK, R.N.

[3408.]—I was extremely interested in the letter headed
"A Problem to be Solved," by Earle L. Ovington, of New
York, in The Motor Cycle.

I have now ridden a four-cylinder F.N. for three months,
and have covered about 2,000 miles. My machine exhibits

exactly the same phenomenon as Mr. Ovington so aptly

described, only to a greater extent.

It will generally get into the " abnormal state " if the road
is not uphill and the wind is also favourable.

I do not think it depends upon the heat of the engine so

much as upon the warmth of the carburetter, which does not

S3S

get warm for a mile or two. Also I do not think that oil

has much to do with it, as long as there is sufficient. I give
one pumpful every twenty-five miles ! If more is given, the
inlet valves get "sticky," which I believe detrimental to the
"abnormal state."

I consider my machine will go not more than thirty-five
miles per hour normally, but will reach forty-five if not
fifty miles per hour in the "abnormal state." 'When driving,
I first get the machine into the " abnormal state," and then
partly close the throttle, when it will still continue in this
state, but at a reduced speed. I believe the secret of success
partly lies in having the level of petrol very near the top of

spray nozzle.

In conclusion, I must say that I have nothing but praise
for the four-cylinder F.N. It is absolutely reliable, and will
start at a walking pace. I have never had a single stop on
the road as yet. It is a perfect boon to have no belt, and its

consequent troubles. Its smooth running alone puts it streets

ahead of all other makes. I shall always ride a four-cylinder
F.N. if I can.

The prevalent idea that four cylinders make it complicated
is a perfect fallacy. Any one cylinder can be removed in five

minutes. I have never broken an exhaust valve

!

B. H. BAYLISS.

Standard Machines in Competition.

[3409.]—With reference to the use of standard machines
by the trade competitors in trials and hill-cUmbs, it may
interest some of your readers to know that the 3^ h.p.

Phelon and Moore, ridden by Mr. Moore in the A.C.U,
Sutton Bank Hill-climb, was not only an absolutely standard
machine, but also a very hard worked one. It competed
with sidecar clips attached, and when the competition was
over it was straightway connected up and set off for a week-
end tour with passenger and sidecar. Thin is what I con-
sider an all-round machine. How many machines that I saw
at Sutton Bank could do the same?

T. P. GROSLAND, JUN.

[3410.]—Your leading article in The Motor Cycle of

June 10th dealing with the above subject lays very necessary
emphasis on a fact which the majority of your readers who
have never witnessed an open hill-climb can hardly be
expected to realise. For, despite occasional statements to the
opposite effect, the trade man, with one or two notable
exceptions, does most certainly ride a machine differing in all

essential points from the standard model on which the

prospective purchaser hopes to equal his feats.

Let me quote an instance w^ith which I am personally

acquainted, and which is typical of many others. A friend,

who lives some two hundred miles from town, bought a

3^ h.p. machine of a well-known make emanating from the
Continent, largely on the strength of the very remarkable
performances made by a trade rider in charge of what he
supposed to be an identical machine. Now, though by no
means a "dud," this standard model was very far from
being capable of the advertised powers of its supposed sister

machine, and though sturdy and reliable for the most part,

yet by no amount of care could the professional " tuner " have
secured equal results therefrom, tune he never so wisely.

There are, of course (and I have frequently seen them),

many more flagrant and deceptive examples of special con-

struction than the one I have just referred to ; still, it is no
exaggeration to describe the difference in the present instance

as lying between a frame fitted with an engine and an engine

fitted with a frame—and a very slim one, too.

It must also be borne in mind that this use of one
"advertising" machine cuts both ways, inasmuch as, while

the purchaser does not get what he is led to expect, neither

do the manufacturers gain that invaluable experience which
accrues to those who enter their standard model, and who
generally ride, not train, their bicycles to the scene of

action, and display their powers perhaps on the very

morning on whicn they have ridden down.
I wiU conclude by suggesting that not only should the

machine itself be standard in all respects, even to tyres, but

that ballast should always be employed to equalise riders'

weights ; and, further, that the rule relating to the use of

effective silencers should be rigorously enforced.

H. LISTER COOPER.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"J. A. G." would like a reader to inform him of the best

route from Plymouth to Rhayader, in Radnorshire.
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Gymkhana at Birmingham.

On Saturday, July 18th, the 13th

annual gymkhana will be held at Bir-

mingham in aid of the funds of the

Moseley Hall Convalescent Hospital.

Two open ©vents for motor cycles will

be included, viz., a slow race and a

to and fro race.

Private Biders on Sutton Bank.

In the Leeds M.C.C. Sutton Bank
Hill-climb at the end of last month we
note in a letter from Fred 0. Bagshaw
that only five machines succeeded in

reaching the summit of the hill, viz.,

three twin Eexes, a 9 h.p. Buchet
racer, and a 3^ h.p. Triumph.

Addresses Wanted.

Will Miss F. M. Crombie kindly

communicate with us, as we have re-

ceived a letter intended for her?

Will the correspondent who sent us

particulars of the Laviossa Autoci-

cletta, or the makers of this machine,
kindly communicate with us, as we are

anxious to know the exact address of

the manufacturers?

More Unreliable Timing Methods.

Two Coventry motorists were sum-
moned at Corwen last week for travel-

ling at over twenty miles an hour. The
solicitor who represented them suc-

ceeded in getting the case dismissed,

as the four policemen who worked the
trap admitted that they did not com-
pare their watches either before or
after trapping the motorists. The con-

stables refused to estimate the speed
at which the machines were travelling.

An American Competitor in the End-to-end.J

On Saturday last T. K. Hastings
sailed from New York on the ss. St.

Paul in order to ride in the Land's
End to Johii-o'-Groat's trial next
week. He will arrive at Plymouth and
go direct to Penzance. The machine
Mr. Hastings is bringing with him is

a 5 h.p. twin-cylinder Indian, chain
driven, and with magneto ignition.

Motor Cycle Race on the Continent.

The Motor Cycle Club of Rheims
held last week the annual Grand Prix
for motor bicycles of all classes over a
circuit of eighteen miles, which was
covered seven times. Eighteen com-
petitors were started at one minute
intervals, and the resalts were as
follows : (1.) Dieudonne (Griffon),

Michelin tyres, 3h. 20m. 45s.; (2.)

Triquenot (Rene Gillet), 3h. 42m. 41s. ;

(3.) Noel (Rene Gillet), 3h. 47m. 50s.
;

Souplet (Rene Gillet), 3h. 59m. 52s.
;

and Lechanguette (Griffon), 4h. 16m.
Bucquet had a fall in the fifth round,
aad unfortunately broke his right leg.

For the American Market.

Inventors of motor cycle specialities

who are anxious to have these goods
made on royalty in the United States

should communicate with the Editor,

marking their letters "Royalty," when
they will be forwarded to the right

quarter.

Dangerous Tramlines.

While riding through Kingston-on-
Thames, the other day, a motor cyclist

skidded on the tramlines at a corner,

and was thrown to the ground. A local

resident who witnessed the incident

Entente Cordiale. J. W. Percival's decorated
tricar at the Woodford meet, June 20th. The
driver is attired as a French Army officer, and
the passenger as Britannia

told the motor cyclist that the rails

were regularly greased by the tram-
way company to prevent noise when
cars are going round the corner. If

such is the case a warning should be
placed in a conspicuous position, as it

is highly dangerous to cyclists and
motor cyclists.

General Meeting ol Motor Cyclists.

The suggestion is again made in our
correspondence columns for a general
meeting of motor cyclists in or near
London. It is undoubtedly a good
idea, and after the first gathering there
would be no difficulty whatever in mak-
ing the meeting a great success. Club
secretaries should consider the matter.

END-TO-END ROUTE
MAP.

List of Competitors and
their

Identification Numfcers.

Yarmouth Riders in the End-to-end.

Three members of the Yarmouth and
District JNIotor Cycle Club will com-
pete in the Six Days' Trial next week,
viz.. Dr. H. R. Mayo, F. G. Galley,
and F. W. Barnes.

Damage caused by Steel-studded Tyres.

The Motor Union has received a
letter from tho Local Government
Board's secretary in the following
terms : "I am directed by the Local
Government Board to state that it has
been represented to them that much
damage is done to the roads by the use
of various forms of ' armoured ' tyres
on motor cars, and the suggestion has
been made that such tyres should be
prohibited."

Police Traps.

We are informed of a police trap
working in the neighbourhood of

Clitheroe, one mile from the town on
the Skipton Road.
The trap at Southam (Warwickshire)

resulted in a number of motorists being
fined the sum of £60 in all last week.
A trap is in operation most week-

ends in Lewisham High Road, S.E.
We are informed of the existence of

a trap on Watling Street, electrically
worked, at Weston-under-Lizard, run-
ning half-way between Perkridge and
Wellington, Shropshire. The extent of
the trap is 440 yards, and the road is

dead straight.

In Barrack Road, Christchurch, on
the Bournemouth Road, there is a 220
yards trap after passing the barracks.
A reader was accused of covering the
measured distance in eighteen seconds,
whereas his speedometer was register-
ing seventeen miles per hour.

Proportionate Fines.

The other day JNIr. J. H. B. Damon,
of Chelsea, was driving a motor bicycle
through Richmond , Park on the road
between Priory Xane and the Richmond
Gate. Immediately on entering the
park he was stopped by a park-keeper
and accused of travelling at the rate of
twenty-one miles an hour. When the
case came on the list of "offenders"
was headed by Miss Dorothy Levitt,
who was fined £2 lis. 6d. for travelling
at a speed of nineteen miles an hour.
When Mr. Damon's case came on he
was fined £3 lis. 6d. The contrast be-
tween nineteen and twenty-one miles
an hour is not great, but for a motor
bicycle costing £50 to be fined £1 more
than a car costing several hundreds
seems to be hardly right. It is quite
time something was done to render these
fines being dealt with in a more equit-

able manner.
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ALL THE WORLD
is talking of the ROC— " the
car on two wheels '

' The Roc
Uve axle, with clutch and
speed gear, is the key to the
future of motor cycling The
1908 season has proved its effi-

ciency in practice.

The 1900 ivoc is aiOKj con-

spicuous by, e.g., the ball-

bearing engine, the low du-
plex frame, the new large

silencer, the remarkable con-
trol. The Roc 4 h.p. Royal
Military Model, inclusive of

these features, sells at 48 gns.

Early deliveries.

{^PECIALi NOTICE.—Machines sent to the works for Roc clutch and

gear conversions can now be promptly dealt with and ihe conver-

sions returned complete and tested in about three days from receipt.

A. W. WALL, LTD.,
ROC MOTOR CYCLE WORKS, BIRMINGHAM.

ASTON RD. & DARTMOUTH ST.

London Agents—The Service Co., 292, High Holborn, W.C.

Tin? is the non-skid This is tbe tfead tak-

ready to come into iBg the wear
action if needed.

Write for special offer to

readers of "The Motor Cycle."

A RUBBERNON-SKID
CORRECT IN THEORY,
PERFECT IN PRACTICE.

CUSTOMERS WHITE-
" The feeling of security from side slipping increases the pleasure of

motor cycling, I have successfully competed in the London to Edinburgh

run on Three Spires Non-skid, this is a proof of their reliability."

"
I fitted a Three Spires Non-skid Tyre to the driving wheel of my

Twin Minerva for the London to Edinburgh 24 hour trials, the tyre carried

me through, and since 1 have ridden 1,000 miles, and it shows little wear
;

I have not had a single puncture and have found it a perfect non-skid."

THE

Coventry Robber Co., Coventry
jX -^ j1 _J *_• 7 _ • _ IT .7 Lt. rm _ i,/-__i__ ynr 7. >>
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N.S-U Non-skid Device makes side-slips

impossible.
It requires two minutes to attach it. Price 3/6.

N.S.U. Sparking Plug solves all misfiring

troubles.

N.S.U. Two-Speed Gear levels all hills.

N.S.U. Belt Fasteners ensure an easy

mind.

Write us about all these, too.
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End-to-end Ride.

The 3^ h.p. motor bicycle which A.

D. Powell, of Leicester, will ride in the

Land's End to John-o'-Groat's Trial

next week will be fitted with a new
pattern Fitall hub gear.

,

A Two-seated Tricycle.

On June 10th an illustration

appeared of a motor tricycle

built to the order of Dr. Brad-
burne. The appearance of this

illustration has led to numerous
enquiries from various of our

readers, and Dr. Bradburne has
requested us to state that, as the
machine was put together under
his supervision by a local agent,

he cannot answer the queries as

satisfactorily as he would like.

He is therefore anxious to hear

of a person or persons who would
care to take up the manufacture
and development of the idea.

[^m(^iLE
Hotting&am Motor Cyclists.

In one month the membership of the
Nottingham and District Motor
Cycling Club has reached a total oi

forty-five. A writer in a local paper
advises the committee to accept small

car owners as members, but it is ques-

tionable if all mixed clubs are such a
success as he imagines.

:3^<><><><*<><»»><»«>>:«^>»>»><>»><>»>«:4<*<4«;*<*<><«^

FUTURE EVENTS.

July

Aug.

We
cash

A Tricar In the Team Trials.

A tiller-steered tricar, driven

by J. Portwine in the Team
Competition at Daventry, was
much admired. It is called the
Weller, and is propelled by an
air-cooled engine 90 by 102 mm.,
with two outside flywheels,

through a hub two-speed gear

and plate clutch. The frame is

open and suspended on long

laminated springs. Unfortu-
nately, it did not make a non-
etop run owing to oil getting on
the contact maker and causing

bad misfiring on a steep hill,

understand that Boots, Ltd.,

chemists, have two similar tricars run-

ning daily in London traffic.

An All Night Ride.

The Essex M.C. has arranged an all-

night ride to Yarmouth on Saturday
evening, the 18th inst., leaving Bar-

nard's Hotel, Chelmsford, at 11 p.m.

A.C.U. Ecd-to-end Run.

An interesting entry is that of Mr.
A. F. Wilding, the well-known lawn
tennis player, who competed in the
championships at Wimbledon last week.

Mr. G. W. Hillyard, secretary to the
meeting, is also a most enthusiastic

motor cyclist, and that his name does
not appear among the list of entrants

is a matter of regret.

Speed Trials at Portmainock.

The Dublin Centre of the Motor
Cycle Union of Ireland have arranged
the following programme of races on
Saturday next, July 11th, at 3 p.m. :

Event I., two miles members' handi-
cap. Event II., four miles members'
handicap for the Dunlop Cup, cylinder

capacity not to exceed 350 cubic centi-

metres. Event III., twenty miles open
handicap for Kavanagh Cup. Entries
close to-morrow (Thursday) evening.
All competing machines must be
equipped with proper motor cycle

saddle, tyres, and two independent
brakes. Clufc medals for first and
second in each event, also third prize

if more than twenty entries. It is pro-

bable that an event for members of the
Dublin and District M.C.C. will be
included. Entry forms can be obtained
from the hon. sec, Mr. J. S. Armstrong,
34, Oakley Road, Rathmines, Dublin.

Sep.

9—Five Mfles Handicap at Chesterton, Cam-
bridge.

13-18—A.C.U. LAND'S END TO JOHN-O'-GROAT'S
SIX DAYS' RELIABILITY TRIAL.

14-15—M.C.U.I. (Ulster Centre) Open 400 Miles
Reliability Contest.

18—London and South Western Bank Five Miles
Motor Cycle Race at Heme Hill.

18—Gymkhana at Birmingham (two open events

for motor cycles).

3-4—Motor Cycling Club Run to Land's End and
back for Charles Jarrott Cup.

7—A.C.U. 24 Hours' Ride, London to Plymouth
and back.

8—Essex M.C. Open Race Meeting at the Stadium.

15—Coventry M.C. Open Hill Climb, for Motor
Cycles.

22—A.C.U. Annual Race Meeting at the new
Stadium, Shepherd's Bush.

29—Essex M.C. Open 200 Miles Non-stop Run for
Motor Cycles.

12—Motor Cycling Club Petrol Consumption Tests.

^The International Auto Cycle Tourist Trophy
Race in the Isle of Man.
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Admission will be Is. Tickets and full

particulars may be obtained upon
application to the hon. sec., Mr. Harold
Fuller, Wynndale Road, Woodford,
Essex.

A.G.n. 24 Hours Ride.

The A.C.U. annual twenty-four
hours' ride from London to Plymouth

and back will start from the
Angel Hotel, Thames Ditton, on
Friday, August 7th, at 9 a.m.
Both private and affiliated mem-
bers may compete in this event,
and the entrance fee will be
10s. 6d. There will be a timed
test between Yeovil and Honi-
ton, outwards and homewards,
the time allowed being Ih. 32m.
each way, and competitors who
arrive within three minutes
either in advance of or behind
this time will qualify for a gold

medal, provided the perform-
ance on the other part of the
journey merits it. Those com-
petitors who complete the
journey but fail to ride the timed
section within the limits allowed
will qualify for a silver medal.

^><>»><<><*»><>*>*><»<>*i**><**><*<>»>*:*<-<>«>»>*>^

Essex M.C. Gymlsliana.

A gymkhana takes place on Saturday
next at the cycle tra.ck, High Beech,
Loughton. A very interesting pro-

gramme has been arranged, and among
the items included are tilting at the
rings, Turk's head cutting, musical
chairs, and an obstacle race. The pro-

ceedings will commence at 3.30, and
during the progress of the sports tea

will be served on the lawn at 5.30.

Cyclists Fined for Excessive Speed.

Four colliers were recently

fined 40s. each at Newport for

riding push bicycles at sixteen

to eighteen miles an hour at

Rogerstone. Four others were
fined 20s. each for riding at a

rate of sixteen miles an hour. A
superintendent said that some of

these young colliers rode down the
valleys at a terrific rate, and were a

source of danger.

The Popularity of Magneto Ignition,

From the list of entries for the six

days' reliability trial, published on
page 542, it will be seen that no less

than fifty-seven of the sixty-four
machines entered are fitted with mag-
neto ignition.

A competitor in the HuU and East Riding A.C.C. Hill-climb held on Saturday last.
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MOTOR CYCLE RACING AT BIRMINGHAM.
AT the Aston Villa Grounds on Saturday, 6,000

people witnessed some good and exciting

racing at the Sport and Play meeting. The
results of the events for motor cycles were

:

One Mile Lightweight Machines.—H. V. Colver

(2^ h.p. Matchless), im. 19s., i; F. E. Barker

(2.}^ h.p. iRex), im, 26%s., 2; J. C. Smyth (2^ h.p.

Rcx^ iin. 2 7 /^ s. '?•

T\vo Miles Match.—C. R. Collier, i ; H. V. Colver,

2; H. Martin, 3. Won by inches. Time, 2m. i5%s.

Three Miles Tourist Handicap.—Heat winners:

V. Yates (Rex), 9s.; H. A. Collier (Matchless), 5s.;

J. Smyth (Rex), 12s. F. E. Barker was fastest loser.

Final : Collier, i ; Yates, 2 ; Barker, 3. Time,

4m. i7%s.
Five Miles Triangular Pursuit Race.—C. R. Collier,

I ; H. V. Colver, 2.

In an attack on the five miles motor record, C. R.

Collier did 6m. 3i^s. The existing record, held b}

S. Wright, was 6m. 58^5.

^ ^^.'^K'^i-'^^-^Y^^y^'' .^' "7/^' '^

j^^^Xf..y,:^^^

Start of the final Three Miles Tourist Handicap Race, which F. A. Collier won from Smyth, Yates, and Barker.

POLICE TRAPS ON THE END-TO-END ROUTE.
Mr. S. W. Carty, of Newcastle-on-Tyne, writes:

"As I understand that the greater part of the route

for the above trials is rather dangerous from a trap

point of view, might I ask the motor cyclists who live

in the neighbourhood of any of these danger zones to

perform a sportsmanlike action by turning out and
acting as amateur A.A. scouts and wara competitors

when they are likely to get into trouble if they do not

ride well under twenty miles an hour."

TWO TWENTY-FOUR HOUR RIDES IN ONE WEEK.
A motor cyclist who is anxious to take part in both

the M.C.C. run from London to Land's End and back,

August 3rd and 4th, and the A.C.U. London to

Plymouth and back run on Friday, August 7th, at

9 p.m., points out that it will be impossible for him
to do so unless the rides are put further apart. Two
long distance rides such as the above certainly should

not be fixed for the same week, and it is not likely

that many private owners will attempt both runs.

"^m^w^^m

Meet of the

Nottingham and

District M.C.C. at

Osmaston Manor,

the beautiful

residence of Sir

Peter Walker,

Bart.
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A Magneto Tip.

Occasionally a loss of power is noticeable on a

machine that has seen two or three seasons of use which

defies even skilled attention. If the ignition be ihe

Simms magneto, a point may have escaped attention

which has a vital bearing upon the engine's efficiency.

If the flat spring of the contact breaker be pushed aside,

the brass cover slipped off, and the contact breaker

detached, it will be noticed that the arm carrying the

rocking platinum has a heel shaped like a ball, and

that it is this ball which is lifted by the projections

on the fibre cam. This ball is only subject to very

minute and gradual wear, since it is of hardened steel,

and its friction is against a softer substance, to wit,

fibre. None the less it does wear in time, and the

effect of wear upon it is obvious. Such wear reduces

the distance by which the points separate, and retards

the moment at which they separate. As new platina

are likely to have been fitted in the distance the

machine has covered, the gap at the break may have

been corrected by adjustment of the platina, but

unless the magneto has been retimed, although the

break of the platina is correct in distance, it is wrong

in time, occurring too late in the stroke. The simplest

test will be to borrow the contact breaker off a newer

magneto, if one is available. If the substitution of this

effects an increase of engine speed, it is clear the older

machine is timed too late. The gap being correct,

it is by no means necessary to buy a new bell crank,

cheap as this part is. A cure will be effected if the

engine be carefully retimed according to the maker's

instructions, which take into consideration the moment

at which the break occurs in relation to the piston's

stroke. But a new bell crank is advisable, since the

hardening of the ball is only skin deep, and when case

hardening is once worn through, the softer metal

beneath will perish rapidly.

Cams on Aged Machines.

The above paragraph reminds us of a common source

of weak running in ancient machines, whether crocky

or otherwise. The valve cam is another case hardened

part, and a part, too, which is subject to much heavier

wear than the bell crank referred to above, especially

if there be no trip hammer or bell crank, but the

cam acts direct on the vertical valve tappet, as is

the case with most early engines. The case hardened

metal polishes noticeably in 2,000 miles, even with an

interposed crank or roller, and begins to wear appre-

ciably in 5,000 miles. Minus an interposed crank or

roller, it wears even faster. Wear at this point has an

insidious effect on the engine, and often escapes no^tice.

Its result is that the tappet continues working vigor-

ously, but with a reduced lift, and no matter how

accurate the glsin- gap between the toe of the exhaust

By " IXION."

valve and the tappet, the valve is not getting its full

lift, and the exhaust is choked, thereby causing over-

heating and loss of power in the engine. A precisely

similar result follows from worn brasses in the timing
gear. The spindles of the cams, instead of lying snugly
in round holes, lie at the bottom of oval holes, and so

the axis of the cam is farther beneath the cylinder than
it ought to be. Thus, even if the cam is unworn, the
valve is not being lifted as high off the seat as it ought
to be. This single fact shows how the sum of the

minute wear in each of a number of brasses may very

considerably reduce the power an engine was once
capable of developing.

Wait till the Solution is " TacRy."
I wonder how many thousands of pneumatic tyre

users have had occasion to curse that little word
" tacky," so glibly employed on the flysheet of repair-

ing instructions enclosed with every tyre outfit.

" Tacky " is a term that covers every condition of

glutinosity, ranging from the moist, treacly aspect of

the newly spread rubber solution to the dry and parchy
appearance it presents when it is ready for the patch
to be applied. A thousand times have I attempted to

find a better word, or even a string of words, which
should guide the novice in tyre repairing to choose the

psychological moment at which alone he can apply his

patch to his tube with any real hope of its adhering;
and a thousand times have I failed. Let me only say

that the mistake of ninety-nine amateur tyre repairers

out of a hundred lies in applying the patch far too

soon, when the solution is far too moist and glossy.

When it is ready to adhere to your tyre as tenaciously

as the French nail or the bit of wire that called it into

requisition, it is all but devoid of gloss. It has almost

lost its wet and glutinous appearance, and looks as if

you could lay a j biscuit on it without a single crumb
staying behind. But the only safe plan is for the novice

to take a length of old tubing, and to make four or five

test patchings, applying the patch in every condition,

one with the solution shinily wet, another with the solu-

tion as dry as a bone in a cathedral crypt, and others

at the Varying interims. He will then learn to recog-

nise for himself that delicious stage of tenacity in which
the patch lays itself meekly but firmly over the injured

tube, and with never a curl of the lip settles into a

contact actually as firm as that of accurate vulcanisa-

tion. There are men on the road who can patch the

tube off a 40 h.p. Fiat so perfectly that it will remain

airtight indefinitely ', and there are others—and those

the great majority—who would bungle and botch a re-

pair for a Dursley-Pedersen push cycle. And it is

just accuracy in choosing the moment at which the

solution is "tacky" which differentiates expert from

duffer, given good solution for both.
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Hints to End=to=end Competitors.
HIinTS to competitors in the Land's End to John-

o'-Gioat's run have already appeared in these

columns, but most writers have dealt with the

preparation of the machine. I. B. Hart-Davies

;ends us some hints for the comfort of the rider wliirh

vill, no doubt, be appreciated by those who have not

litherto taken part in a long-distance event. He says

:

" One can get exceedingly dirty after a few days on

he road. Nevertheless, even the necessaries must be

:ut down to the finest point. I find a soft flannel collar

s best, since a spare one takes up less room, and can

)e crushed. Pyjamas are a luxury, and must be barred,

ince they also occupy too much room. The touring

jutfit should then, consist of hairbrush and comb, razor

nd brush, spare shirt to be used for sleeping in, pair

)F slippers, clean flannel collar, handkerchiefs, tooth

jrush and powder, and pair of socks. A bag shouhl

(1len be sent to the third stopping place, addressed to

le official hotel, containing a complete change ol

nderclothing, etc., and a spare tube (butt-ended),

f this is sent off from Penzance by passenger

train, the bag will be there in plenty of time, and
can be forwarded on again to Wick if necessar).

" I tried this plan last year, ai:id found it \ cry success-

ful, the change of clothes being a great relief. Carpet
slippers are essential, for one's feet get tired during the

day, a.nd, unless the boots are a loose fit, one usually

ends by going to bed early or borrowing the landlord's.
" A small silk scarf will be found very useful in

preventing the neck being chafed by an umbrella coat,

or for warmth should the weather turn chilly, incident-

ally keeping the hair and collar clean.
" An umbrella coat should be found room for on the

carrier. As rain protectors they are unequalled, but

too hot to wear in fine weather.
" With a first class machine, careful driving, and the

above kit, an easy journey should be assured, provided

that the weather maintains its good behaviour, and 1

for one am looking forward to a sporting event which
I am sure will appeal to every healthy motor cyclist.

May we all get there, and, what is more to the point,

all get gold medals."

'••—<-

CLUB NEWS.
S.E. Auto Cycle Association.

The following list of fixtures ihas been passed by
he committee : Penalty run, speed-judging contest, members'
lill-climb, 100 miles reliability trial, also another open hill-

limb, and a light car trial (open). The dates of these com-
letitions can be obtained from the hon, sec, H. B. Renner,
1, Kidbrook Park Road, Blackheath, S.E.

Eastern District M.C.

Mr. T. Andrews has been returned winner of the speed-
udging competition. The run on the 12th inst. is to
Southend; 19th inst., St Margaret's; and 26th inst., Hunt-
tigdon.

An enjoyable rim (in conjunction with the Western District
tl.O.) was held on the 28th ult. to the residence of the
iresident, Mr. F. Leverton Harris, M.P., Burford Bridge,
Jorking, where tea was served to a large gathering. Members
eft late in the evening. The president Sas kindly presented
he club with a trophy for competition, conditions of which
v^ill be announced later.

Richmond and District M.C.C.

On the 28th ult. a handicap petrol consumption trial for
notor bicycles and passenger machines was held, the route
)eing from the Assembly Rooms, Surbiton, to the top of
^eitli Hill, via Epsom, Leatherhead, Dorking, and Coast
-[ill. A picnic was held at Leith Hill, at which a good
lumber of members and friends were present. The prizes
or the consumption trial were kindly presented by Miss
ngram, the gold medal being awarded to Mr. K. Lankester,
vhose petrol consumption worked out to 125 miles to the
;allon. Mr. F. C. Wood won the silver medal. After enjoy-
ng the magnificent view on the top of Leath Hill, the club
hen proceeded to the Hut at Wisley for tea. via Newlands
'omer.
Members are reminded that a reliability trial takes place

)n July 11th and 12th, for which the captain. Mr. Carpmael.
las kindly presented a challenge cup for competition. The
tart will be made from the Assembly Rooms, Sm'biton, at
i.30 p.m. sharp. Competitors will stay the night at Worth-
ng. Entries should be sent to the hon. sec, H. C. King,
Nalton House, Surbiton Road, Kingston-on-Thames.

Newcastle M.C.

The second annual reliability trial was held on June 25tli
o Levenhall, near Edinburgh, rid Berwick, the tot-td

listance being 228 miles. Passenger motor cycles and small
:ars were scheduled to run at seventeen miles per hour, and
arge cars and motor cycles at twenty miles per hour.
Twenty starters faced the timekeeper (Mr. J. Tunnah) at

k60 a.m. The secretaries, Mr. J. P. Robson and Mr. B.

Wiliord, were in attendance, and iiad made complete
arrangements. The weather was of exceptional warmth and
brilliancy.

Between Belford and Beal A. D. Mullen had ignition
trnables. and beyond Ayton, W. Dunu was delayed fifty-five

minutes by a bad puncture. A compulsory stop of two hours
was arranged for lunch at the Royal Hotel, Portobello.
The first competitor to start from Levenhall on the return

journey was E. PI. Lowe, who, however, lost considerable
time with punctures between Dunbar and Berwick. Tea was
partaken of at Berwick at 4 p.m., and the competitors then
entered on the last sixty-two miles of the run. At Alnwick
the competitors were checked for time, as also on the outward
journey. The following completed the run : W. Dunn (3^ h.p.

Dene), James R. Moore (3^ h.p. Dene), Isaac Baty (3^ h.p.

Dene), A. Clark (3^ h.p. Dene), G. Walker (3 h.p." F.D.W.),

Some ol the competitors in the Newcastle M.C. Edinburgh and Back
Reliability Trial on the 25th ult., at the start, 4.30 a.m.

A. S. C. Broadway (3^ h.p. Uex), (). E. Slater (3^ h.p. Dene),
H. Bell m h.p. N.S.U.). D. J. Wright, and A. D. Mullen.
Passenger motor cycles: R.. B. Smith (5 h.p. N.S.U.), F. Lee
(4^ h.p. Frank), and N. Simpson (6 h.p. Singer).
The awards will be made immediately after the time sheets

come in from the various controls, and" the club member who
made the most consistent running to .schedule time will

hold the Arthur Lucas Challenge Bowl for twelve months.
Valuable assistance was given to the club by Mr. A.

Smart (who had charge of the Alnwick control"). Mr. J.

Malcolm (at Dunbar), Mr. Percy McHutchen (at Levenhall),
Mr. J. Campbell, jun. (at Berwick), and Mr. Arthur J. Lucas
and Mr. Alan G. Pobson as judges at Xewcastle-
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Club News.

—

Western Dbtrlet M.C. (London).

An inter-club competition of members of the above club
and the N.W. London M.O. will take place on the 12th inst..
the course being a circular one from Gerard's Cross, a total
distance of about 100 miles.

Sheffield and Hallamshiie H.C.C.

About twenty-two competitors took part in a fast c^nd slow
mile test last Saturday on the top of Mam Tor (Derbyshire).
The rider who made the greatest difference .between fast and
slow times was declared winner. The results were : 1, Mr.
S. Sawer, 9m. 8s. difference; 2, Mr. Tysson, 7m. 56s. differ-
ence; 3, Mr. Torr, Tm. 20s. difference.

Nottingham and District M.C.C.

At the general meeting on the 29th ult. it was announced
that the membership had reached forty-five. Mr. H.
Dennis Bayley, of Lenton Abbey, has consented to become
president of the club, whilst Dr. Fulton, Dr. Fisher-Ward,
and Mr. Edward Powell have also consented to become vice-
presidents. A club run was held on Saturday, the 4th inst.,
to Osmaston Manor, and the outing was much enjoyed by
all present.

North-west London M.C.C.

This club was favoured with brilliant weather on the occa-
sion of the picnic lunch in Ashridge Park on June 28th.
The members met at Berkhampstead, and then proceeded, by
kind permission of Earl Brownlow, to the chosen spot in the
park, from which magnificent views over the vale of Ayles-
bury are obtainable. Lunch over, the party proceeded vid
Ivinghoe and Dunstable to tea at the Bull, Redbourn. From
there a pleasant run back to town terminated a delightful
outing.

Middlesbrough and District M.C.C.

On Wednesday last a 100 miles reliability trial was held
from Marion Bungalow to York and back. Fourteen started,
and only one experienced any mechanical trouble, viz., G.
MacLauchlan, who was supplied with water-cooled oil for
air-cooled oil in Middlesbrough, and experienced engine
troubles. The Gyers Cup and gold medal were won by E.
Young ; silver medal, G. R. Sanderson ; bronze medal, J.

Bellerby. The competitors were : W. H. Rudland (3^ h.p.

Kerry), A. H. Harbottle (2 h.p. Triumph), E. Rees (2 h.p.

Minerva), E. Young (3 h.p. Bradbury), J. Bellerby (3^ h.p.

Minerva), W. A. Duchars (3i h.p.' Rei), R. W. Day (3^ h.p.

N.S.U.), G. R. Sanderson (3^ h.p. Triumph), W. A. George

(3i h.p. Rex), J. H. Dale (3 h.p. N.S.U.), Chas. Burnett
(5 h.p. Rex), G. MacLauchlan (3 h.p. Rex), W. Danby (3 h.p.

N.S.U.), and S. L. Gjertsen (3^ h.p. Triumph).

Hnll and East Riding A.C.C.

On the 4th inst. a members' hill-climbing competition was
held, and a good number of entries were received. In Class

I., for machines not exceeding 80 mm. by 80 mm., W. Craw-
ford (2 h.p. Minerva) won on formula, Mrs. A. Tomlinson

(2i h.p. Kestrel-Jap) being second. (Five entries.) Class II.,

single-cylinder machines, any capacity—1, Mr. Mumby (3^
h.p. Triumph) ; 2, R. Pearson (3^ h.p. Minerva) ; 3, Mrs.
Tomlinson (2^ h.p. Kestrel-Jap). (Thirteen entries.) Class

in., multi-cylinder machines—1, J. McDougall (6 h.p.

Sarolea) ; 2, A. Willis (5^ h.p. Rex). (Four entries.) Class

v., passenger motor cycles—1, Sergt.-Major Evans (6 h.p.

Viadec Special and sidecar). (Three entries.)

Next Saturday the reliability run to Scarborough and back
will be held, thie first competitor leaving the Haworth Arms,
Newland, at 9.30 a.m.

LIncolnsIiire M.C.C.

The gymkhana announced for to-morrow (Thursday) is

post^ned. Instead of the meet at Revesby on Saturday,

the meet will be at Beelsby Hall, where Mr. J. P. Sowerby
will entertain the members. Beelsby is seven or eight miles

south-west from Grimsby.
The results of the Lambscroft hill-climb, so successfully

arranged and managed by the Grimsby Centre, are as

follows : 2 h.p. class.—1, T. G. Dobson (2 h.p. Minerva),

58|s., figure of merit 23.48; 2, V. Pearson (2 h.p. Imperial),

71^8., 20.69; two other competitors. Single-cylinder class.

—

1, T. G. Dobson, 58|s., g3.48; 2, V. Pearson, 71^8., 20.69;

3, H. W. Quine (3 h.p. Peugeot), 71^s., 20.69; ten other

competitors ; fastest time, E. J. Baskcombe (3^ h.p. Triumph),

51fs. Multi-cylinder class.—^1, H. Haagensen (5 h.p. Vin-

rlec). 50s., 13.97; 2, G. P. Cusworth (5 h.p. Peugeot), 47|s.,

11.60; 3, W. J. Clarke (5 h.p. Rex), 42|8., 10.86, and fastest

fime.

54^

DnbMn sad DIatrlat 11.0.0.

On Saturday afternoon a reliability trial was held from
Dublin to Maryborough and back, a distance of about 100
miles. At the start the weather was fine and the roads were
very dusty, but en route the cranpetitors ran through a heavy
thunderstorm near the Curragh. Seven competitors faced the
starter—D. J. Quirke (2i h.p. Ariel), T. W. Batey (2^ h.p.

F.N.), W. Reilly (2 h.p. F.N.), F. J. Walker (5 h.p. Rex),
J. Browne (3^ h.p. Triumph), and R. H. Taaffe (3^ h.p.

Triumph). T. W. Batey was the only one to qualify for a

silver medal.

York County M.C.O.

On the 29th ult. about twenty members took part in a

twelve hours non-stop reliability trial over a circular

course of forty-one miles. The course was from Wetherby
to Boroughbridge and back, and was traversed five times.

The wkmer proved to be H. Wilkinson (3^ h.p.

Triumph), who only lost 9 marks, and will be entitled to

hold the Triumph silver challenge cup for twelve months, and
the club's standard gold medal ; 2nd, H. H. Charge (3^ h.p.

Triumph), 12 marks, silver medal; 3rd, F. W. Savory (3^ h.p.

Triimiph), 16 marks, bronze medal.

Newcastle and District M.C.C.

The second round of this competition was run off on Mon-
day evening of last week from Blue House, Newcastle, to

Rochester and back vid Otterbum, seventy miles non-stop.

Mr. Nicholson's Team. Mk. Austin's Team.

A. D. Nicholson (3i L. Austin (3| N.S.U.) 75

Triumph) 75 E. G. Parker (3^

J. J. Hall (3 Quadrant) 30 N.S.U.) 75

T. W. Hall (3 Quadrant) 75 W. Dunn (3^ Dene) ... 35

J. S. Tweddle (3|

N.S.U.)
G. Svendsen, non-starter.

75

Total marks 255

Mr. Rosenvinge's Team.

L. Rosenvinge (3|

Total marks 185

Mb. Outwin's Team.

W. H. Outwin (3^

N.S.U.) ' 75 Triumph) 75

R. Embleton (3^ N.S.U.) 75 R. Wilson (4 N.S.U.)... 75

C. Reinhart (4 N.S.U.) 75 L. Dixon, disqualified

B. Bradford (3^ Dene)... 75 for starting late.

F. Wilson, non-starter.

Total marks 300 Total marks 150

The third and final round will be run off on July 25th, at

3.30, between the following teams: Mr. Nicholson's, Mr.

Rosenvinge's, and Mr. Bates's. (This team drew a bye in

the second round.)

The course on which this final will be run is from the

North Gate, Morpeth, to Wooler and back, then from North

Gate to Alnwick and back, the distance being almost 100

miles. Several stiff hills will be encountered on the route.

Motor Cycle Uoion ol Ireland.

The annual competition for the Triumph Cup between the

Dublin and Ulster Centres took place on the 27th ult., starting

from Tolka Bridge, Dublin, and the conditions were that no

stop would be allowed except at Dundalk for petrol and the

level crossing at Newry. The following riders competed :

Ulster Centre.—T. Greer (5i h. p. Rex), J. L. McNeill

(5i h.p. N.S.U.), C. E. Murphy, J. Stewart, T. Dickson, S.

S. Brady, J. J. Kennedy, F. H. Maclean, T. T. Maclean, G.

Simpson, M. J. Lindsay, and B. J. McManus (all on 3^ h.p.

Triumphs), J. S. Garrett (3^ h.p. Rex), J. Lavery (3 h.p.

Triuimph), Hugh Denby (3^ h.p. Brown), W. J. Andrews (5^

h.p. Rex), J. Meggarry (2| h.p. Minerva), J. MoAllen (3 h.p.

Rover), J. Holden (3 h..p. Rover), L. MacLaine (10 h.p.

Lagonda Tricar), R. Sharpe (5^ h.p. N.S.U.) sidecar), and W.
H. Loughran (4^ h.p. F.N. sidecar).

Dublin Centre.—R. E. Price, R. H. Farmer, T. J. Dunphy,
E. Farmer, and J. Reilly (all on 2J h.p. F.N.'s), H. Quinn

(3 h.p. Triumph), and R. Walsh (2f h.p. Jap).

Non-stop runs were made by

:

Ulster Centre.—T. Greer, J. L. McNeill, C. E. Murphy, D.

Stewart, T. Dickson, S. S. Brady, J. J. Kennedy, T. T.

MacLean, G. Simpson, M. J. Lindsay, and B. J. McManus.
Dublin Centre.—R. Walsh, H. Quinn, E. Farmer, T. J.

Dunphy, R. H. Farmer, and R. E. Price.

The Ulster Centre was therefore declared to have won the

Cup, and this being the second year in succession it becomes

the property of this centre.
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Complete List of Entries for the End>=to-end Trial.

WITH PARTICULARS AND IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS OF THE COMPETITORS' MACHINES.

Entrant. Machine.

Passenger Class.

B. H. Davies

M. W. Handle
0. Van Saal .

.

Bicycle Class.

W. H. WeUs
W. Ridler

E. Nelson
J. Tassell

S. W. Carty
A. D. Nicholson
Gordon Gibson
F. Dover
F. S. Barnwell
H. R. Mayo
I. B. Hart-Davies
N.S.U. Motor Co
T. F. Cox
W. H. Bashall

F. C. Mustard
C. E. Murphy
W. H. Outwin
Miss Muriel Hind
E. Gwynne
Douglas Bros
Douglas Bros ,

Douglas Bros
R. W. Duke
H. C. Hanrott
A. Manning-Lomax . .

.

Rex Motor Mfg. Co. . .

.

Rex Motor Mfg. Co. . .

.

Rex Motor Mfg. Co. . . .

F. W. Applebee
Triumph Cycle Co
Triumph Cycle Co
Triumph Cycle Co
A. H. Ormerod
J. 0. M. Dixon
T. K. Hastings
Phelon and Moore ....

W. Milnes

H. H. Dommett
Robert King
J. Haslam
Sir R. K. Arbuthnot .

.

Leoffric Cutler

H. and A. Dufaux, Ltd.

H. and A. Dufaux, Ltd.

W. F. Merritt

J. Ewing Adam
Moto-Reve Co
Moto-Reve Co
A. W. Wall, Ltd

Wall, Ltd
Powell

S. H. Richardson
H. B. Lewis
A. M. Tatham
J. G. Blandford
Zenith Motors, Ltd.
Zenith Motors.
A. F. Wilding
A. D. E. Craig

H. D. Seale .

.

H. R. Dougal

A. W.
A. D.

6 h.p.

10 h.p.

5^ h.p.

5 h.p.

6 h.p.

5 h.p.

3^ h.p.

3| h.p.

34 h.p.

.•^ih.p.

3| h.p.

U h.p.

5 h.p.

^ h.p.

6 h.p.

7 h.p.

3i h.p.

U h.p.

3i h.p.

3| h.p.

5 h.p.

5 h.p.

2|h.p.

2| h.p.

2|h
3ih
3Jh,

Advance (two-speed) bicycle

(with sidecar)

Lagonda Tricar (three-speed)

Phanomen (two-speed) bicycle

(with sidecar)

No.
of

Cyls

3ih

Ltd.

5
3i

3|

U
U

P-

P-

P-

P-U h.p.

3|h.p.
5 h.p.

5 h.p.

3i h.p.

3ih.p.
3| h.p.

5 h.p.

h.p.

h.p.

h.p.

h.p.

h.p.

.h.p.

31 h.p.

3* h.p.

3^ h.p.

1| h.p.

li-h.p.

U h.p.

3|hp.
2 h.p.

h.p.

h.p.

h.p.

h.p.

h.p.

3| h.p.

3i h.p.

n h.p.

3| h.p.

U h.p.

6 h.p.

5 h.p.

3^ h.p.

5 h.p.

2

4
4
34
5'

Vindec-Special

Leader
Rex
Matchless
N.S.U. (two-speed)

Triumph
Triumph
Triumph
Rex (two-speed)

Vindec-Special (two-speed)

Triumph
N.S.U
Minerva
T.T. Triumph
T.T. Triumph
Triumph
Triumph
Rex
Vindec-Special (two-speed)

Douglas
Douglas
Douglas
Triumph
Triumph
Triumph
Rex
Rex
Rex
Rex
T.T. Triumph
T.T. Triumph
Triumpli
F.N
Vindec-Special (two-speed)

Indian
Phelon and Moore (two-speed)
Phelon and Moore (two-speed)
Triumph
Triumph
Rex
Triumph
Triumph
Motosacoche
Motosacoche
Triumph
Triumph
Moto-Reve
Moto-Reve
Roc (two-speed)

,

Roc (two-speed)
,

B.P. (two-speed) ,

F.N
Triumph
Matchless-Jap

,

Zenith Bi-car (two-speed) .

,

Zenette (variable gear) . . .

,

Zenette (variable gear) ....

Bat-Jap
F.N
Triumph

,

Vindec-Special

2
2

2

2

2
1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

2
2
1

1

1

1

2
2
2
2

2

Bore
and

Stroke.

Ignition.

mm.
76 x82 Magneto

90x96
74x84

75x76
70x95
76x80
85x76
82x86
84x86
84x86
84x86
82x90
75x76
84x86
75x90
80x85
84x86
84x86
84x86
84x86
76x80
75x76
60x60
60x60
60x60
84x86
84x86

i 84x86
83x89
82x89
76x80
76x80
84x86
84x86
84x86
50x57
82x85

82x88
84x86
84x86
84x86
82x89
84x86
84x86
68x70
68x70
84x86
84x86
50x70
50x70
85x90
85x90
80x80

4 50x56
84x86
85x76
80x80
80x80'
85x80

2 70x95
4 50x56
1 84x86
2 75x76

Accumulator
Magneto .

,

Magneto
Accumulator
Magneto
Magneto
Magneto
Magneto
Magneto
Magneto
Magneto
Magneto
Magneto
Magneto
Accumulator
Magneto
Magneto
Magneto
Magneto
Magneto
Magneto
Magneto
Magneto
Magneto
Magneto
Magneto
Magneto
Magneto
Magneto
Magneto
Magneto
Magneto
Magneto
Magneto
Magneto
Magneto
Magneto
Magneto
Magneto
Magneto
Magneto
Magneto
Magneto
Magneto
Accumulator
Accumulator
Magneto .

Magneto .

Magneto .

Magneto .

Magneto .

Magneto .

Magneto .

Magneto .

Magneto .

Magneto .

Accumulator
Accumulator
Magneto
Magneto
Magneto
Magneto
Magneto

Driver.

Entrant

Entrant .

.

J. S. Shaw

Entrant
Entrant
Entrant
Entrant ,

Entrant ,

Entrant ,

Entrant
Entrant
Entrant
Entrant
Entrant
M. Geiger
Entrant
Entrant
Entrant
Entrant
Entrant
Entrant
Entrant
W. W. Douglas
P. Phillips

Eli Qark
Entrant
Entrant
Entrant
G. lee Evans
0. C. Godfrey .

.

A. J. Sproston
Entrant
J. Slaughter . .

.

J. Marshall . . .

.

P. H. Cockcroft
Entrant
Entrant
Entrant
R. Moore
Entrant
Entrant
Entrant
Entrant
Entrant
Entrant
H. Ellison

J. V. Robinson
Entrant
Entrant
G. L. Fletcher

W. Smith
C. A. Palmer .

.

W. Newman . .

.

Entrant
Entrant
Entrant
Entrant
Entrant
P. Weatherilt .

.

F. W. Barnes .

.

Entrant
Entrant
Entrant
Entrant

License

No.

202

94
88

2

95
259
146
158
161

168

201
184
238
247
78
36
82
196
199
197
4

61

103
111

261
200
205
260

6

60
39
1

80
3

203
207
210
273
174
171

250
212
211
163
251
220
24

248
252
10

25
162
181

253
254
112
255

113
18

256
257
258
272

Machine
Registra-

tion No.

J 799

A 382
LN 1932

SJ50
AE3048
BO 98
A 5281
BB 141

BB323
S998
W689
MS 277
EX 66
DI29
LC 6970
LB 313
P3601
DU 1594
ID 123
BB333
DU 1894
SJ56
AE 1067
AE 1171

AE844
226

A 7910
O3200
DU 1902

BI35

DU 1299
U614
C1226
SJ46

CI338
AK132

A 7945
W746
BB331
DJ141
LB 214
H3838
LB 544
W1093
H3501
W3837
OR 5

OR 4
BC569
EL 567
LN 9223
E807

HP 49
HP 17

CE493

SJ55

* Trade entries.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from our readers and our replies thereto. When particular

makes of machines, accessories, or tyres are mentioned, numbers must be used, the writer to keep a key for

reference. All queries should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.G., and whether

intended for publication or not, must be accompanied with a stamped addressed envelope for reply.

Carbon Deposits.

Kindly inform me as to the
cause of the formation and
deposit of carbon in the cylin-

ders, and whether carbon is to

a small extent always de-

posited, or if it may be entirely pre-

vented? Also as to the best way of

keeping the amount deposited at a

minimum?—W.G.N.
The deposit of carbon consists chiefly

of the residue left from burnt lubricat-

ing oil combined with a quantity of

road dust drawn in through the air in-

take of the carburetter, etc. It can le
prevented by using the very best oils,

avoiding over-lubrication, and by keep-

ing the inlets of the carburetter gauze-

covered. It cannot, however, be
avoided entirely.

Dual Ignition and Separate Plugs.

Can you tell me if it is

^^ feasible to fit dual ignition to

> one plug? Shall I need a

-iJ special two-way switch to do
so if it is possible, and will the

wiring need to be altered at all? The
tricar is fitted with accumulator and
magneto ignition, with adapters on
the cylinders, and I wish to do away
with the adapters, as they get red
hot and cause pre-ignition.—L. L.,

Newcastle.
It, is inadvisable to fit dual ignition with
one set of plugs, as it entails the use

of a complicated high tension switch,

which is difficult to make and difficult

to insulate. Moreover, if you buy one,

it is bulky and expensive. Gener-
ally speaking, it is safe to rely upon a

magneto alone.

Position of Silencer and Magneto.

Some time ago I fitted a new
silencer to my 3^ h.p. Rex
motor bicycle. The silencer is

fitted in front of the magnets

I

and between the magneto and
the front mudguard, and the exhaust
pipe just touches the magneto on the
right hand side. I am told this is

injurious to the magneto. Is this

so?—E 789.

If the exhaust pipe in question renders
the magneto very hot, it is possible
that it may do damage owing to melt-
ing the insulation of the armature
winding. It would, however, take con-

siderable heat to do this, and we should
recommend you to feel your magneto
after a long ride, and unless it is so hot
that you cannot bear your hand on it,

leave things as they are.

Specification ol a New Mactune.

I am thinking of having a

^ri motor cycle built to the follow

-

> ing specification, and should be
-2J glad of your advice : 4 h.p.

J.A.P. engine (85 by 85 mm.),
Chater-Lea frame, B. and B. carbu-
retter, J.A.P. automatic lubrication,

24in. by 2^iii. wheels, Shamrock-Ex-
celsior back, Palmer front, Riche's de-

tachable tubes, |in. Shamrock-Gloria
belt, Chater-Lea spring forks, belt

rim brake (foot applied) and Bowden
back rim, coil and accumulator igni-

tion, no pedals, T.B. hand starting

device, S.N. P. stands, Advance ad-

justable pulley. Please say if this

meets with your approval, or would
the 85 by 95 J.A.P. be better? I

weigh just under ten stones.—A. A.,
Warwick.

We agree with your specification except
as regards the following points : We
strongly recommend 26in. wheels, as

24in. tyres cannot be obtained without
much difficulty in the country. Igni-

tion, we strongly recommend a mag-
neto. A fin. belt is not large enough
for the power. |in. or even lin. would
b3 far better. If you have an engine

l?l

with a long stroke it may not run quite
so smoothly, but it will be better for

hill-climbing.

Reducing Speed and Petrol Consumption.

i recently purchased a
second-hand 3^ h.p. Excelsior
motor bicycle. It will take me
(fourteen stones) up all the
hills in this district, but the

.slowest pace I can get is about fifteen

miles per hour, and not more than
forty-five miles to the gallon of

petrol. The Longuemare carburetter
is fitted with a spray of 11 slots and
21 choke tube. As I want to run the
machine as economically as possible,

I shall be glad of your advice.

—

C.B., Oxon.
There is something seriously wrong
with the carburetter, as the consump-
tion is excessive. Are you certain that
there is no leakage from any of the
tank, feed pipe, or carburetter unions?
If not, check the level of the spirit. It

should rise to within ^in. of the top of
the jet orifice. If this is in order you
might try a smaller spray and see the
result. The machine should run at six

or eight miles an hour, and should do
about ninety miles to the gallon.

J. W, Ardern (Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C.) starting on his 3i h,p. Pheion and Moore for the second

fifty miles in the M.C.C. Team Trial at Daventry, June aTth.
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Controlling Needle Valve of Carburettet.

My machine is a 3^ h.p.

n^ Kerry, fitted with Longuemare
> carburetter and accumulator
LiJ ignition. (1.) The carburetter

floods very badly, and it will

not take any extra air. I also

notice that the valve in the floa^t

chamber of the carburetter jumps
about a great deal when engine is

going. Is this correct or not? (2.)

When carburetter seems to be right

as regards the flooding, the engine is

very hard to start, and will only run
on top speed with spark advanced to

the full. (3.) Should there be a flap

covering the whole of the tube, to

be lifted by the auction of the motor
in the ordinary air inlet of carbu-

retter?—S.W.

(1.) You might try fitting the needle

with a damping arrangement in the form
of an adjustable screw to prevent

needle jumping up too high. Also see

that the level of the petrol is right by
removing the jet. It should come up
to within ^in. of the top of the pipe into

which the jet screws. (2.) ProbaLly too

large a choke tube is fitted ; try a

smaller one. (3.) On one pattern of

Longuemare carburetter a flap was
fitted.

Adjustment of the Carburetter.

I have a 2| h.p. Minerva,
and have just fitted a B. and
B. carburetter. The latter is

for a twin-cylinder engine, but
I have blocked up one induc-

tion port and put a smaller jet in,

which is about No. 32. Machine
starts easily, and on the stand will

respond to ignition lever and throttle,

and will take a little extra air. On
the road the machine has no pace,

and will not climb a very moderate
hill. I may say that when extra air

is open, by placing the hand over
same, petrol is emitted from the open-

ing. The petrol drips from under
spray chamber when standing. The
compression is good, and ignition

seems to be in good working order.

The machine is geared 44 to 1, rider

eleven stones.—R.S.C., Darlington.

The trouble seems to be due to the fact

that the jet is too large, or level of

spirit is too high. You should try a

smaller jet (27 or 28) and so arrange
matters that the carburetter will

take full air with throttle say half open
when the machine is running as fast as

possible. If the petrol drips from the

spray chamber when the machine is

standing, it indicates that either the
level of the petrol is too high, .or the
needle valve is not closing properly.

You should grind the latter in with a
little crocus powder and oil.

Using Other Peoples' Property.

(1.) A party borrows, hires,

qI or takes goods to repair, and
> by accident, even without theii
-iJ knowledge, damage occurs

while in their hands. (2.) Is

the said party compelled to pay a

bill to cover the cost of making good
the said damage if they have not been
previously notified that the said

damage had occurred in their hands,
or even that damage had occurred at

all? (3.) Supposing the party had
been notified that damage had
occurred in their hands, have they
a right to possession of the damaged
goods for the purpose of making good
the said damage occasioned while in

their hands? (4.) If the party offers

to pay for new goods said to be
damaged, have they a right to the

ShefReld and Hallamshire 01.CO. members at Castleton, Derbysliir«.

old and damaged gooud which they
TCplact ; (5.', V the ^arty pays
money aom&.i.Je(i lo dofiay the cost
of new goods which are to replace
the old and damaged goods, have
they still a right to possession of the
said old and damaged goods?

—

W.H.M., Sheffield.

Our legal adviser's replies to the above
questions are as follows : (1.) If a party
borrows goods without paying anything
for the use of them, he must take par-
ticular care of them, and is liable,

even though there is only very slight
negligence on his part. If he hires
them, or has goods for the purpose of
repairing them, then he must take such
care of them as an ordinary business
man would of his own goods. He is

liable for negligence, but not if the
negligence is very slight. You will
thus see that each case must depend
upon its own merits, and the answer to
question 1 is, therefore, that the party
is not liable if the matter was a pure
accident, and there was no negligence
whatever. The fact that the damage
was done without the knowledge of the
person who had the goods would per-
haps imply that he was not taking
ptoper precautions for their safety in
his absence. (2.) Assuming that the
party is liable, then the sum that would
have to be paid would, of course, be
the cost of making good the damage

done. The owner ot
the goods should

. .,, certainly have inti-

mated beforehand
that damage had
been done, and have
given an opportunity
for the party liable
to inspect the goods
before they were
made good. If he
does not do so, I
think a jury would
recognise that it

places the defendant
in an awkward posi-
tion, and would pro-
bably knock some-
thing off the total
amount claimed.

This, however, would be purely <•

matter of fact for a jury to decide. (3.;

The party who did the damage cannot
insist on making it good himself, but
if he offers to do it for a certain sum,
and the party gets it done at a higher
sum elsewhere, then the jury ought to
award the lower sum, and not the
higher, provided that the party offering
to do the work is fully competent so to
do. (4 and 5.) No; but if it is

arranged for new goods to be supplied,
then the value of the old goods must
be allowed.

Maladjustment ot Carburetter.

My motor cycle is a 3^ h.p.

I 1907 Minerva, standard model,
and I think there is something

-i-l wrong with the carburetter, as

I cannot get more than about
fifty to sixty miles per gallon. I

notice that petrol spurts out at the
top of carburetter past the needle,
and also drops apparently from the
spray down the air adapter through
the fixed air chamber, and this, no
doubt, may account for my apparently
heavy consumption. I notice if I

happen to raise the needle, and then
press it down quickly, the weights
appear to hold the float up, and do
not allow it to again sink down until

the needle has been raised. Do you
consider this a fault? And would
you advise fresh weights? Perhaps
it may be that the level of the petrol

in the carburetter is too high, and if

so, what must I do to lower the
level? I also experience a difficulty

when starting the motor when cold,

unless I inject a little petrol through
the valve on the cylinder. I should
like, if possible, to make it so that the
motor could be started very quickly,
as having to run with the machine
for some distance before firing is not
very suitable for my weight (sixteen

stones).—J.R.W., Preston.
The petrol leaking past the top of the
needle valve is due to the latter hav-
ing too much movement, or there is too
much clearance in the hole, and some
device to restrict its movement should
be fitted. If you raise the weight on
the needle valve you will lower the
level of the petrol. The correct level

is about ^in. to 3-16in. below the top
of the jet orifice. Also examine the
float mechanism and see that the float

acts properly. The needle should be

right down when petrol tap has been
turned on a, few seconds. If it does not
seat itself petrol is flowing past the
valve. Invaluable hints on carburetter
adjustment are to be found in the
latest edition of " Motor Cycles and
How to Manage Them." The wrong
adjustment of the carburetter is the
cause Off your engine starting slug-

gishly.

The new list of vulcanising appli-

ances just issued by Messrs. Harvey
Frost and Co., Ltd., makes most in-

structive reading, and motor cyclists

should secure copies from the firm's

West End branch, 27, Charing Cross
Road, W.C. All the various H.F.
vulcanisers are fully described and
illustrated, and some useful and inter-

esting information on vulcanisers and
vulcanising generally is embodied. N^
charge is made for the list.
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HAVE THE BEST WHILE YOU'RE ABOUT IT.

THAT IS—

" GOODRICH"
ALL RUBBER NON-SKID
7 PRICES-
TYRE COMPLETE, 26 x 2i, 47/6
COVER ONi-Y „ 40/-

INNER TUBE „ 9/-

FITTING TO YOUR COVER 21/-

MOTOR CYSLE

The 'GOODRICH
WAS THE FIRST

, ACTUAL NON SKID

C^^^^inn-NG NEITHER

METAU NOR »-^^^HER.

IT IS TO-DAY

THE 4

HIGHEST GRADE

TYRE
\ AHD THE MOST

TYRE
Manufactured THE B.F. GOODRICH CO.,

°"* "'
7, SNOW HILL, LONDON, E.G.

MnBBW^MWinw-jgrgBeM

We claim the following

advantages over motors
of any other type-

Powerful Vertical Engine.

Strongest Pattern Frame
with all Straight Tubing.
Engine Case forms basis of

Frame. Perfect and Per-

manent Alignment. Long
Bearings of Phosphor
Bronze. Mechanism eas-

ily accessible. It runs
smoothly and quietly, and
every Engine gives its

ad.e tised power. Less

Vibration than any othCT

Motor of same power. The
Best Hill Climber. Per-

fect Balance.
AWARDED 17 GOLD MEDALS IN BEL!ABILITY TfilALS.

2J h.p., £25 ; S K.p., £32 ; Sf h.p., with spring fork attachment, £40.
4J h.p. Motor Fore Car, open frame, water cooled, two speeds, free engine £85.

PRICE LIST AND NAME OF NEAREST AGENT ON APPLICATION TO DEPARTMENT M.

Bradbury & Co. Ltd., T.'."™" Oldham.

In answering eiihe.' of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle."
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these

columns—li. per word, minimum Is. Name
and address must be counted. In the case

of Trade Advertisements a series of thirteen

insertions is charged as twelve.

All adveriisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to th3 offices of " The Motor Cycle," Coventry.

To ensure insertion letters should be posted

in time to reach the offices of "The Motor
Cycle," Coventry, on the Friday morning, or

if sent to London, by the Thursday afternoon

previous to the date of publication.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " Office.

When this is desired, zd. will be charged for registra-

tion, and three stamped and addressed envelopes must
be sent for forwarding replies. Only the number will

appear in the advertisement. Replies should be
addressed, " No. ooo, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Cov-
entry "

; or if " London " is added to the address, then
to the number given, c/o " The Motor Cycle," 20,
Tudor Street, E.C.

Mr DEPOSIT SYSTEM. ^«
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown
persons may deal in perfect safety by avaiUng them-
selves of our Deposit System. If the money be de-

posited with " The Motor Cycle," both parties are

advised of this receipt, and upon intimation of the

arrival and acceptance of the goods, the money is

forwarded less a charge of is. for. registration. The
time allowed for a decisi'm after receipt of the goods is

three days. For all transactions exceeding fio in

value, a deposit fee of as. 6d. is charged. All deposit

matters are dealt with at Coventry, and chenues and
money orders should be made payable to Uifle and
Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE.
EGiders who reply to advertisements and receive no

answjr to Iher enquiries are requested (0 regaid the

silence as aT 1 'dicticn that the goods advertised have
already I "!! disposed of Advertisers often receive so

many en.;t'iTi<^s that it is c,u,;e impossible to reply to

each on? ^v post

All l"itprs relatir^ to advertisements must ^tate

ilisli ''tly under what heading i;-,oy appeared, and i.atc

jf .ssae.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

HALIFAX.—Note the great reduction
prices of twin Rexes. All in

order; £17 17s.

HALIFAX.—4J li.p. magneto twin Minerva,
spring forks, nothing' better necessary :

bargain, £27 10s.

HALIFAX. — 3 h.p. Fafnir, special low
frame, 26 wheels, vertical engine ; £13

10s.

HALIFAX.—1908 3J h.p. N.S.U., magneto, 26

wheels, 2i tyres, long bars, only done
100 miles, and guaranteed perfect; £34 10s.

HALIFAX.—1908 Rex 'eatherweight mag-
neto, Duplex frame, done 250, almost

equal new.

HALIFAX.—2§ h.p. CoroTiet, light and low,
26 wheels, free engine clutch, very

smart; £12.

HALIFAX.—5-6 h.p. twin Rex. spriner forks,
low frame, R.O.M. ignition; £19 10s.

HALIFAX. — 4 h.p. Alcyon, fine 26 by 24
tyres, twin, spring forks, N.S.U.. two-

speed gear, light and low ; £23 ICs.

HALIFAX.—3J h.p. Simms, vertical engine,
magneto ignition, easy starter, re-

liable; £17 IOh.

HALIFAX.-2? h.p. Clyde, vertlca
magneto ignition, splendid

£16 lOs.

HALIFAX.—Powerful 3i h.p. Rex, 22 frame,
vertical engine, aluminium finish

,

£11 10s.

HALIFAX Motor Exchange. — Cash, ex-
change, of extended payments. High-

grade machines purchased for spot cash.—
16. Westgat©, Halifax. Telephone, 766.
Telegrams, Perfection.

m
running

engine
condition

;

£28
24

35

30

17

TAKE YOUR CHOICE.
No other house in the trade has such a fine selection

of ni-.v and second-hand machines in Stock. You
will iiTviiere obtnni such a liberal allowance 00 your

seen 1- lanJ macliine. Take advantage of The Mnior

Cycie IJeposit System and have a motor cycle at once

on approval.
NEW MODELS.

TRIUMPH 3^ h.p., igo8, magneto, new £48

TRIUMPH 3I h.p., 1907, magneto, new 39

N.S.U. 3i h.p., 1908, magneto, new, 26" wheels 40

N.S.U. 3I h.p., magneto, new, 1908, 24" wheels 40

N.S.U. 3I h.p., 1908, twin, magneto, new, 24"

wheels 45

N.S.TJ. 6 h.p., 1908, twin, magneto 54

N.S.U. li h.p,, 1908 lightweight, magneto .. 34

REX DE LUXE 3^ h.p., 1908, magneto, two-

speed gear, new 50

REX 3j h.p., 1908, magneto, tourist 33

Also various other new models, Motosacoche,

F.N., Roc, Vindec, Warwick, etc.

SOILED AND SECOND-HAND.
N.S.U. 3J h.p., 1908, accumulator, shop-soiled,

cost £36
TRIUMPH 3 h.p., 1906, May, spring forks

G.B. ZEDEL 5-6 h.p., 1908, engine magneto,

two-speed, spring forks, fan, footrests,

perfect, cost over £70, will accept

TWIN ROC 5 h.p., Peugeot engine, magneto,
free-engine

ROC 4 h.p., 1907, magneto, free-engine, Druid

spring forks 25

ROC si h.p., magneto, clutch, good running

order 12

N.S.U. 3^ h.p., 1907, magneto, new Roc two-

speed gear, spring forks 30

N.S.U. 6 h.p., 1908, new May, Roc clutch, im-

proved gear, cost .f75 55

VINDEC SPECIAL 5 h.p., twin, magneto,

Truffault spring forks 28

VINDEC 5 h.p., twin, magneto, Truffault

spring forks 25

VINDEC SPECIAL 3J h.p., magneto, Trufiault

spring forks 26

REX 5 h.p., twin, guaranteed in perfect run-

ning order

ARIEL 3i h.p., M.O.V., vertical engine, Brown
and Barlow carburetter 10 10

WHITLEY 3i h.p., spray carburetter 8 10

QUADR.4NT 3* h.p., 1906, perfect order,

overhauledi 20

KERRY 5 h.p., twin, two-speed, hand-starting 20

ANTOINE 4 h.p., low frame, free-engine 15

N.S.U. 5i h.p., magneto, overhauled 25

REX 3i h.p., John-o'-Groat's model 10

F.N if h.p., 1907, lightweight, magneto, spring

forks 20

ZENITH BI-CAR, 3i h.p., free-engine 17

TRICARS.
RILEY TRICAR, 5 h.p., 1907, two speeds,

spring frame, wheel-steering, coach-

builtseats, water-cooled, M.O.V., Brown
and Barlow carburetter, three brakes,

Shaw non-skid bands on three wheels,

two spare covers • id tubes, three lamps,

horn, tools, sp :e3, only run 250 miles,

colour French g...,, red upholstery, cost

£90, our price

Full specification on application. All

are guaranteed in perfect running order. Ask for

special Tyre List.

Others constantly arriving. Let us know what

kind of machine you consider buying, and we will

quote you a price.

Let us give vou details of the

WARWICK CAR-STYLE ElOTOR CYCLE.
Hand-starting, ball bearing 4 h.p. engine, Bosch ma;;-

neto, spring forks. Roc (licensed) clutch, epi-

cyclic two-speed gear, started and driven like a

car, several seasons in advance of ordinary motor

cycle design. Price 45 guineas.

^Ask for our LIST of TYRE BARGAINS.
NEW Peter Union Covers, Fresh Stock.

24X2i £0 18 6) From 4/- to

26X 2j 1 1 6 h 7/- less th.in

26X2i '.'.

1 5 '
ordinary price.

NEW Peter Union Tubes, 8/- to 10/6.

NEW Clincher Tubes 7 '6, etc., etc.

Sent on Three Days' Approval.

PREIVIiER ACCUIVIUO-ATORS.
Sent on Three Days' Approval.

Specially heavy plates—do not disintegrate.

10 amp 9/6 \ List on

20 amp 12/6 I
application

PREIVIIER fVfOTOR AGENCY,
Aston Road, BIRMINGHAM.

Slephone: .tU). Telegrams: " Primus," B'ham

10

10

£55
the machii\''S

MOTOR

3
9

BICYCLES
running
-Below.

FOR SALE.
order, sprayh.p. Eex, in good

carburetter; £7.-

h.p. Minerva, on Chater-Lea frame, all« in good condition; accept £5 10s. and
good cycle.—Barker, Oxford Eoad, Worthing.
TWO-SPEED Twin Rex, magneto, new ; £33.

—Gilbert Spicer, Leamington.
3

ringay.

23 h.p. F.N., good condition, long bars low
4 seat; £12. — 443, Green Lanes, Har-

31 h.p. Bex.
•2 bars

;

Garston.

2

new, spring forks, long handle-
£18 10s.—90, St. Mary's Road,

21 ^-p-

1907.

2Jin.

N.S.U., mag-
Peter-Union

431:).

h.p. Minerva, M.O.V.. stand, carrier, for
quick sale, £8 8s.—Hope, Saint Hill,

East Grinstead.

Minerva, B.S.A.. Clinchers, good
condition.—Day, 40. St. Donatt's Road,

New Cross, S.E.

3 h.p. BradbuiT. in good running order,
good tyres; £10 10s.—Turner, la. The

Mall, Ealing. W.

PHOENIX, 4i h.p., two speeds, magneto;
any trial; 30 guineas.—Smith. 4, Graf-

ton Mansions, Clapham.
<,JT0CKP0RT.-2J h.p. lightweight. 26 by 2JO Clinchers, unscratched, enamel, etc..
perfect; £12; very reliable.

OTOCKPORT.—5 h.p. Vindec Special,O magneto, Truffault, Kempshall
tyres, excellent machine; 30 guineas.

ST0CKP0RT.-4 h.p. 1907 twin
neto, two-speed gear.

tyres ; 26 guineas.

OTOCKPORT.—2 h.p. Minerva. 2iin. Oiin-O chers, almost new; £8; only wajits
seeing.

QTOOKPORT.—li h.p. Excelsior Giiuchers,O good machine; ±,6 10s.; just done tuur
in Scotland.

QTOCKPORT.—Why not remain clean andO comfortable, and ride a Midget Bicar,

'

the all weather machine, built like a car;
write for catalogue; easy payments and ex-
changes arranged.—Lund and Davies, Hea-
ton Lane.

3 h.p. Quadrant, perfect, genuine make;
any trial; £11 10s.—G. Hadden. 5,

Broadway. Weybridge, Surrey.

LATE 1907 3i h.p. Fafnir, very low and
speedy. No. 6 frame; £18 10s.—135, Up-

per Grange Road, Bermondsey.

i Q08 3i h.p. Standard Minerva, little used,
i-X) perfect order, spares, license,
£20.—Frank Adams, Bembridge.

31 h.p. Fafnir, as new, low frame ; any
2 test or trial; £16 10s., genuine bar-

gain.—2, Upper Kennington Lane.

ROVER, 3 h.p., good condition. Palmer
tyres, belt driven; £18.—" Redcott,"

Dacre's Road. Forest Hill, London.

EXCELSIOR, 3i h.p., splendid condition,
new belt and accumulator; £10. or

offer.—120, Drayoott Avenue, Chelsea.

EX Lightweight, 2J h.p., not ridden 200

miles, in grand order; £22. or nearest.
—E. Ford. 94, Chestergate. Macclesfield.

3 h.p. Magneto N.S.U., in splendid order,
engine just overhauled; £18, or near

ofi'er.—P., 26, Waterloo Road, Southampton.

h.p. Werner, footboards. Palmer cord
back, very fast, good appearance; £lf

10s.—234, Belsize Road, Kilburn, N.W.

; Featherweight Rex, 2J h.p., new montt
ago, not run 100 miles; £20. or nearest

oflfer.—Everingham, Pocklington.

h.p. Humber, low, long bars, brasf
tank, Davison's gauge, new tyres, ner
£9 108.-17, Landcroft Road, E. Dul

wich.

MINERVA, 2 h.p., mechanical. Fafni
spray, nearly new tyres ; £8.—Seen, 25

Polygon Mews, Burwood Place, Edgwar-
Road, W.
4i h.p. Stevens, powerful and fast, dim

2 anything, reliable; £12; trial. — H
Corley, 55, Choumert Road, Peckham. Lot
don. S.E.

etc.

;

R'

19"
cash

24
feet

;

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable t/iM you mention "The Motor Cycle."
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
MAUDE'S.—All the undermentioned motor

cycles are in guaranteed good running,
and can be seen on the road at the address.

MAUDE'S. — Zenith Bicar, two speeds,
handle starting, newly enamelled and

done up by the makers. Now, ye godfathers,
how's this at £27.

AUDE'S.—Zenith Bicar,
gine, new rear tyre;

4 h.p..
£21.M

M
£22.

ly/TAUDE'S.—Eex, 1907 model, 3i h.p..

free en-

AUDE'S.—N.S.U., twin, magneto, tvvo
speeds, spring forks, with sidec ir . £35.

AUDE'S.—Sarolea, new tyres, Davison
tanks, perfect order and condition;

- .
just

been overhauled; £18.

AUDE'S.—Roc, 190ff modeL two speeds, 4
h.p., magneto; £38.

MAUDE'S.—Ariel, 3 h.p., B. and B. carbur-
etter, vertical, 26in. wheels, very good

condition; £15.

MAUDE'S.—Werner, twin, 26in. wheels,
spring forks, spray, accumulator igni-

tion; £20.

MAUDE'S. — Minerva, 3i h.p., vertical,
M.O.V., spray carburetter, splena .

puller; £17.

MAUDE'S.—Minerva, 3^ h.p.. 26in. wheels,
low built; £15.

MAUDE'S.—Minerva, 2S h.p. vertical, new
tyres, saddle, silencer, and pedals, thor-

oughly overhauled and re-enamelled; £12.

MAUDE'S.—Clyde, 2? h.p., vertical engine,
magneto, Longuemare spray carbur-

etter; £16.

AUDE'S.—Clarendon, 3 h.p., vertical en-
gine, ispray, very good tyres; £11.

AUDE'S.—Eex, 5 h.p.. twin, 50 guinea
model, perfect order; £18 18s.

AUDE'S.—E-ex, 50 guinea model, non-skid
to rear. Palmer front; £10 10s.

AUDE'S.—Humber. 2| h.p., good condition
and order throughout; £8 10s.

MAUDE'S.—Bat, Zi h.p.. Bat engine. Lon-
guemare spray, with sidecar, £25;

without, £20.

AUDE'S. — Quadrant, 3 h.p.. spring
forks, spray; £12.

AUDE'S.—Eex, 22in. frame, trembler, 50
guinea model; £10 10s.

AUDE'S.—Lloyds, 2 h.p.. vertical engine,
footrests, spray. 26in. wheels; a beauty.

M
M
M
M

M
M
M
£12.

MAUDE'S.—Eex twin, 6 h.p.. cantilever
seat, 50 guinea model; £17.

MAUDE'S.—Humber, spray, trembler, 21
h.p.; £8.

MAUDE'S.—Zedel. 2 h.p., vertical engine,
low built, 26in. wheels, as new; £11; to

be recommended as a lightweight.

AUDE'S.—Jap, Phoenix built, good tyres;
£9.

AUDE'S.—Minerva, 2 h.p. M.O.V., spray;
£7.

AUDE'S.—Eex, 26in. wheels, low built,
spray carburetter, footboards; £14 14s.

AUDE'S.—Bayliss, 3i h.p. very good
tyres; £11.

AUDE'S.—Another Bayliss, 3i h.p., special
price £8. good running order.

AUDE'S.—Humber, 2 h.p., trembler coil,
chain drive, good running order; £/.

AUDE'S.—Singer. 2 h.p., magneto. Singer
carburetter; £7.

MAUDE'S. — 45s. down and twenty-four
weekly payments of 7s. 6d. secures 34

h.p. Excelsior, 3 h.p. Eex, 2 h.p. Humber, 23
h.p. Humber, 2i h.p. jap, or 2 h.p. magneto
Singer. Delivery upon first payment.

MAUDE'S Motor Mart, Powell Street. Hali-
fax (behind the Victoria Hall), offer

without doubt the very best bargains in
raotor cycles, all of which are guaranteed
in good running order before despatch.
Write us and let us have your requirements,
and we will quote you best terms for ex-
change or cash.—Nat. tel. 433.

M
M
M
M
M
M
M

The Hot Weather
is apt to turn one, so get a Motor and
keep cool. Splendid selection, low prices.

Make us a cash offer, however low. We
can consider.

Mif^ERVAS at Special Prices.

ARIEL 2J li.p. LIGHTWEIGHT.
Coil and accumulator ignition 32 Guineas.
Magneto 37
3i h.p. VINDEC £48 10
=; h.p. VINDEC D3
5 h.p. TOURIST 52
2| h.p. MINERVA 29

3i h.p. MINERVA 32

4i h.p. MINERVA 39
7-8 h.p. MINERVA 45
If h.p. F.N 35
4i h.p. F.N 50
3i h.p. TRIUMPH 48

3i h.p. SILVER 39

3i h.p. BROWN 37
Let us quote you for Exchange for any ot the above.

Prices rock bottom. Cash or Esehange.
Any other make gladly quoted upon request.

TRICARS.
6 h.p., non-skid . . .

.

REX Triettc, 6 h.p., non-skid £25
HUMBER Tricar, chain drive 12
REXETTE, 8 h.p., twin tyre, two speeds

and reverse, water-cooled, wheel
steering 60

HUBBARD, wat«!r-cooled, two speeds .... 20

CARS.
HUMBERETTE, beautiful ord« and con-

dition, bucket seats £38

FORECARS, etc.
Nice Forecar, with front brakes £5
BAT Sidecar, good condition 4 10

SIDECARS.
Let us quote you for Cash or Exchange for a new

igo8 Montgomery Sidecar. Catalogue and terms free.

MAGNETOS.
GENUINE BOSCH.

DAi £4 5
DA2 4 15
DAV 6
Good aHowaoce for your coil and ace, in part pajTuent.

BOSCH PATTERH.
Sing^ £3 19 6
Twins 3 19 6

Write for particulars.

PALMER TYRES (Oord).
Cover. Tube. Cover. Tube.

26X2, 48/6 10/- 28x2, 50/8 10/-
26X2J, 58/9 11/- 28X2J, 68/6 11/-
26X2i, 59/3 16,/8 28x2i, 64/8 17/6

11 /- allowed on old covers and 2/6 on tubes.

TUBES.
FULLY GUARANTEED.

-6 X 2in 6'- 28 X 2in 7 /-

26 X 2Jin 7/- 28 X 2jin 7/6.
26 X 2iin 8/- 28 X 2 Jin 8/-

Immediate Delivery. Approval.

COVERS.
26 X 2in 16 /- 28 X 2in.

26 X 2|-in 17 /5. 28 X 2iin.
26 X 2^in 21/6. :8 x 2|in.

17/-
18/-

22/-

ALBANY" BELTING.
|in. 7d., fin. Sd., Jin. 9d., lin. lOd. per foot.

Maude's Motor Mart,
POWELL ST., HALIFAX.

-National Telephone 433.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
ROVEE, 3^ h.p., in splendid condition; £14,

or nearest offer.—14, Fleet Street, Cov-
entry.

13. h.p. Phoenix-Minerva; £9. no offers;
4 trial. — Ck>wley, 99, Waterloo Road,

Leyton.

EXCELSIOR, 3i h.p.. latest model, splen-
did condition. Clinchers, 26 by 2J; £13;

most reliable machine. — 30, Dauit Road,
Wandsworth.

4 h.p. Light Twin Elswick, like new. Pal-
mers, unscratched. gold lined, Elswick

green. 1907; any offer; exchange Triumph.
—la, Lyall Mews, Eaton Square.

BEESTON Humber, 24 h.p. two accumu-
lators, free engine, will climb any

hilla, in good going order; £10, or offer.

—

Tyrrill, 98, Rossiter Road, Balham.

23 h.p. Minerva, genuine Chater-Lea. low
4 position, spare tank in frame, alu-

minium enamel, new tyres, two accumu-
lators, two belts, in perfect condition; £17
lOS'., or near.—64, Bramfleld Eoad, Clapham
Junction.

31 h.p. Two-cylinder Werner, tyres very
4 little worn, non-skid back, footrests,

Gloria belt, lamp, horn, numbers, etc in
excellent order; owner has insufficient time
for riding; £12, or near offer.—Bray, The
Hermitage, Walton-on-the-Hill, Epsom.

ARIEL ! Ariel ! ! Ariel ! ! !—For immediate de-

livery, the 24 h.p. lightweight; write
for catalogue and full particualrs; also 3

h.p. and 5 h.p. twin-cylinder models; a few
3 h.p. and 5 h.p. twins at clearance prices.
—Ariel Works, Bournbrook, Birmingham.

03. h.p. Rover, vertical engine. No. 6 Cha-
j^4 ter-Lea frame, very low, with long
bars, Longuemare carburetter. Continental
tyres, two brass tanks, two belts, and foot
brake; £9 IDs.; only wants seeing; anytime
.-^fter 7.—F. Palmer, 53, Highgate Hill, N.

TWIN Vindec, 1908, 5 h.p., model F., just
six weeks old, used for trials, hill-climb

and gold medal winner, in new and perfect
condition, Truffault spring forks, magneto,
starts at walking pace, very powerful hill-

climber; £43.—Alexander's Motor Exchange,

LIVERPOOL (Rex Agency).—Before buying
your new mount come and have a look

at our machines. The largest stock of new
and second-hand machines for 50 miles
round; anything taken in part payment.—
F. C. Jones and Co.. 3. Redcross Street,
Liverpool.

01. h.p. 1904 Minerva-Pbcenix, in perfect
>^2 order, newly enamelled and plated, new
accumulator, lamp, M. and B. switch, Reflex-
Clipper tyres, punctureproof bands, £12; 2

h.p. gear drive Singer, perfect condition

;

both must be sold; what offers?—Drake,
Haddenham, Ely.

-J
Q08 2§ h.p. Magneto Featherweight Rex,

±0 scarcely soiled, Autoclipse lanip,
horn, footboards, numbers, etc., complete;
cost £30, sacrifice £23 10s. cash, absoUite
bargain ; owner ordered away ; money
wanted.—" Redfern," 106, Langdale Road,
Thornton Heath.

5 h.p. T-win Givaudan Motor Cycle for sale,

long wheelbase, very comfortable, per-
fect condition, very fast, new Brown and
Barlow twin carbiiretter. Palmer cord tyres
back and front; what offers,,—Apply by
letter, or call, E. Wilkinson, 7, Union Court,
Old Broad Street. E.C.

TRIUMPH, 1907, 3i h.p., magneto, very
little used, not ridden during 1908, new

extra heavy back cover, m.achine in perfect
condition, acetylene lamp, with separate
generator, has never been lit, number
plates, and full tool kit; in'ilusive price,

£32.—Coote, 16, West Park, Bristol.

MINERVA and Eex.—We carry the largest

stock of spare parts In the provinces
for these machines, can deliver new ma-
chines from stock at low prices; cash, ex-

change, or gradual payments; charged ac-

cumulators for hire. Is. per week.—Cookson
Bros.. 511, Chester Eoad, Old Trafford.

4 h.p. Antoine, Chater-Lea, E.I.C. coil, 2ein.

wheels, low swan-neck pillar, ' BlOO,

20in. bars, Kumfo grips, handle-bar control,

piston throttle, footboards, Davidson gauge,
spring girder forks, H. Longuemare easy

starting air shutter, enamelling, plating
like new perfect going order, exchange tv/in

BroAvn F.N., other good make, or sell £22

lOs.; nhoto and full particulars.—Motors. 4,

Northfield Avenue, Ayr.

In avswering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.
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VIOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

REX London Agrency, Store Street, Totten-
ham Court Road. W.C. 'Phone, 13456

CentraL

LONDON Rex Ag'ency have for immediate
delivery all Rex models from 25 guineas.

REX 2i h.p. Lightweight, magneto ignition,
' brand new, also one slightly used for

trial; £22 10s.

LONDON Rex Agency.—3J h.p. Tourist, ball
bearing engine; 38 guineas; exchanges

accepted.

REX 5 h.p. Twin Tourist ; 42 guineas ; best
cash, gradual, and exchange terms.

LONDON Rex Agency, having special con-
tract with Rex Mfg. Co., give most ad-

vantageous terms.

REX 3J h.p. Model De Luxe, fitted with Roc
clutch, ball bearing engine; immedi-

ate delivery.

LONDON.—All motors we advertise we have
in stock ready for trial.

REX 5 h.p. Model de Luxe, Roe clutch. We
can offer exceptional exchange terms

3-n this' modeL
LONDON Official Agents for Rex motors,

Horner's, Store Street, Tottenham Court
Eload.

REX 5 h.p. Two-speed De Luxe, just the
thing for sidecar work.—Store Street.

LONDON.—5 h.p. Minerva, £5; 4 h.p. An-
toine, magneto ignition, £13 13s.; Cen-

taur, 3J h.p., free engine, £12 12s. ; twin 6
ti.p. Antoine. £21.—Horner's. Store Street.

REX, 3i h.p., £11 lis., good condition; 5
h.p. twin Rex, specially powerful, £17

LOs.—Horner's, Store Street.

LONDON Rex Agency must clear the above
second-hand machines at once.

REX London Agency, Store Street, W.C.
' 'Phone, 13456 Central. Make your own

ippointment with W. Hayes.

TRIUMPH, 3 h.p.
; genuine bargain, £16,

with spares.—5, Heath Street, Hamn-
stead.

rRIUMPH, 1907. perfect, magneto, spares:
£32, offers.—W. Measor, Burgess Hill

3ussex.

DE DION Pattern. 12-16 h.p., £45, or ex-
change damaged car. — 18, Hailsham

Wenue, Streatham.

MOTOR Cycle, Werner. 2i h.p., spray car-
buretter; £6 10s.—Collins, 68a, Romney

street. Westminster.

rRIUMPH. 3 h.p.. magneto, perfect; im-
mediate sale; £23.—Bellevue Cottage,

:>rospect Road, Broadstairs.

) 1-4 h.p. Bat, spring frame and forks, new
J 2. non-skids, perfect running order-
322.-64, Elgin Road, Croydon.

j
Q08 Minerva, 34 h.p., new. in crate, as

Lt/ delivered last week, guaranteea- what
)fiFers?—Tuson, jun., Leominster.

L>1 h.p. White and Poppe, Chater-Lea
•J-.t' trame, very low, grand condition;
B15.—5, Heath Street, Hampstead.

MINERVA, 3J h.p., new November, 1907,
magnificent condition; £22, with

spares.—5, Heath Street, Hampstead.

F.N., 1908, 13 h.p., lightweierht. magneto,
and spring forks, brand new; £30.—

Sox 257, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

j
Q07 Triumph, 3i h.p., magneto, has been

Lt/ well cared for. and is in excellent
iondition; £31.-5, Grove Villas, Wanstead,

«

^n Gri^i^ea 3i h.p. Rex. vertical engine, 22
J\J frame, trembler coil, reliable, guar-

;

xnteed; £11 10s.—" Exchange," 16, Westgate "i

Halifax.

Bh.p. Twin and coach-built sidecar, 24in.
Palmer cord tyres, R.O.M., also aide-

jar, 24in. wheel.—65, Brighton Road, Crov-
ipn.

^-^ ^;?- Minerva-Ariel Cycle, Brown and
1^ ^'^^l'^"*^- excellent condition; dirt
;heap; £15.-58. Perme Park Road, Stroud
j-reen.

i

I x ^-P^?!--,^- .climbs River Hill and Reigate I

J. .^"^ without pedal assistance, g-oori I

condition; can be seen.—106 Great Portland I

street, W.

TWIN REX FOR £4
and '07 Sinsjle Rex, or level exchanije for '07

3J h.p. Magneto Rex.
SPECIFICATION.—Low frame, Ions; bars, low si 1

die, Rex patent spring; forks and foot brake.
trembler coil, cood tyres, and guaranteed in run
ninsf order. Any machine taken in part payment

2Jr h.p. REX (new) 190.s£ii6 5

3* h.p. REX Tourist (new) . . 1908 36 15

3I- h.p. REX DE LUXE (new) 1908 47 5
5 h.p. REX Tourist (new) .. 190S 42

5 h.p. REX DE LUXE (new) 1908 52 10

Z\ h.p. N.S.U., magneto (new) 1908 42

5i h.p. N.S.U., masjneto (new) 1908 52
N.S.U. Lightweisjht (new) . . 1908 34 10

5 h.p. Twin VINDEC, magneto.. 35
6 h.p. 1906 Twin REX. 26" wheels 17 17
5i h.p. Twin REX. black finish . . 17 17

5* h.p. REX DE LUXE, maemeto 27 10
Twin REX, black finish, new tryes 18 18
6 h.p. Twin REX, non-skids 18 18

SA h.p. Twin REX,2i Peter Unions 19 19
3i h.p. REX, 1906, 1\ tyres 16 5

3* h.p. I90'i REX, spring forks 15

3* h.p. Maeneto REX RACER . . 25

3 J h.p. REX, spray, 1\\ frame 11 10
3-| h.p. 1906 REX, spring forks 15
3! h.p. REX, sprav. fine climber 11 10

2i h.p. Magneto REX, 1908 23 10
6 h.p. Twin ANTOINE, spg. fks. 22
M- h.p. Twin MINERVA, magneto 27 10

5 h.p. Twin ONAWAY, very low 22 10

3* h.p. MINERVA, 1907 16 10

3 h.p. GIVAUDAN, nearly new 16

3 h.p. RGVER, 26 x 2j Palmers 13 10

3 h.p. LLOYD'S, 26x2^ Palmers 13 10

4 h.p. ANTOINE, spring forks . . 16

3i h.p. MINERVA, spring forks 17 10

4-5 h.p. Twin ALCYON, two speeds 23 10

4 h.p. Twin WERNER, fine macliine 19 19

5 h.p. Twin SAROLEA, long frame 18 18

2| h.p. CLYDE, magneto 15
4 h.p. ANTOINE, 26 x 1\ tyres . . 16 10

3J h.p. SIMMS, mag., 2\ P"almeis 17 10

3* h.p. QUADRANT, 1906 18 10
6 h.p. Twin ANTOINE, R.O.M. . . 22
2| h.p. PHCENIX, spray 10 10
3 h.p. HUMBER, spray 10 10

3 h.p. FAFNIR, very low 13 10
2\ h.p. CORONET, free engine . . 10 10
2 h.p. MINERVA, magneto 13 10

2f h.p. F.N„ special frame 11 10

3i h.p. REX, 22 frame 11 10
21 h.p. MINERVA, 26 X 2 11 10

3 h.p. BROWN 12 10
2\ h.p. CLEMENT, very low 11

If h.p. SIMMS 7
If h.p. SIMMS, magneto 7
If h.p. MINERVA 5 15
2 h.p. RALEieH, ^way 8
2 h.p. PRINCEPS 6
If h.p. QUADRANT 5 15
2 h.p. UNIVERSAL, spray 6 15
1\ h.p. SINGER, magneto 8 10

{

MISCELLAN€OUS. I

Light Car steel Frame, witti front axle wheels '

and tyres, £7 10s. ; Bat Tricar (spring frame)
Chassis, £7 ; 8 h.p. Fafnir Engine, £9 lOs. ; three
speeds and reverse Gear Box, £4 ; two-speed Gear
Box, £2 lOs. ;

pair solid tyre Motor Van Wheels,
nearly new, £8 5s. ; Forecarriage, fit Rex, £5

;

Osborne Four-speed, fit Rex, 50/- ; N.S.U.
Pulleys, 5/- ; Brooks Bioo, 11/-.
SNIPS.—45s. deposit and six monthly pay-
ments of 29s. 6d. secures 2 J h.p. Excelsior,
3 h.p. Humber, 2J h.p. Minerva, 2| h.p.
F.N., 2i h.p. Hobart, 3 h.p. Lloyds, 2 A h.p.
MiHerva, 3J h.p. Rex, 2i h.p. Anrora,
2 1 h.p. Kerry, 3 h.p. M.M.C.; all guaranteed
running order.
"Pkhfection" Leather V Belting—

fin. 9d., Jin. 10 Jd., |in. 1/-, lin. 1/1.
"Skrratrix" Rubber Canvas Belting,

Best on test— fin. 9d., |in. 1/-, Jin. 1/i,
lin. 1/8 per foot.

THE HALIFAX MOTOR EXCHANGE,
I0, trabolGAllb. nAi.ihM.'i..

Telephone 766. Telegrams, " Perfection."

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
HAMPSTEAD.—2| h.p. Minerva, 1907. vari-

able pulley, new belt. Palmer tyres,
lamp, horn, tools, almost new; bargain.
£14; guaranteed.

HAMPSTEAD. -~ Four-cylinder F.N., mag-
neto, and spring forks, grand condition,

all spares; £18.

HAMPSTEAD.—3 h.p. Rover; £12; M.O.V.,
vertical. Brooks 105 saddle, all spares;

bargain.

HAMPSTEAD.—54 h.p. twin Peugeot, Truf-
fault spring forks, non-skid, new con-

dition; £25; guaranteed.

HAMPSTEAD.-3^| h.p. Minerva, 1907 model,
spring forks, splendid condition, new

tyres ; £16.

HAMPSTEAD.-13 h.p. F.N., lightweight,
1907, magneto, and spring forks, grand

condition; £18.

HAMPSTEAD.—1908 Triumph, handle-bar
control, run but few miles; only £40.

HAMPSTEAD for Bargains.—Sole agents
for Griffons, P.N.'s, Triumphs, Min-

ervas ; liberal allowances or exchanges. —
Rey, 5, Heath Street Motor Works Hamp-
stead, close to tube station. Tel. 2678, P.O.

3\ h.p. N.S.U., practically new, spares,
2 tools, accessories, guaranteed ; seen

any time; £20, offer.—162, Coldershaw Eoad,
West Ealing.

-J
Q06 (£11 10s.) 2i h.p. Kerry, spring forks,

JLt7 Palmer cords, all accessories, extras
worth £3; splendid condition.—171, Church
Street, Chelsea.

F.N., four-cylinder, % h.p., nearly new,
very fast, magnificent hill-climber; £33.

— Seen and tried. Wursthorn, 106, Great
Portland Street, W.
p^l h.p. Twin Magneto N.S.U.. has been
O2 very little ridden, tyres unpnnctured:
£35, a bargain.—H.S.G.. West Heath House,
Hampstead, London.

3 h.p. Motor Cycle, very little used, excel-
lent condition. Palmer tyres (unpunc-

tured) ; £15, or nearest offer.—61, Suffolk
Street, Birmingham.

23. h.p. Phoenix-Minerva, new Palmer
4 cords, splendid climber, overhau ed,

perfect, all accessories, spares; £13.—Mor ."is.

North Street, Leatherhead.

TiRIUMPH, 3 h.p., magneto, splendid ma^
chine, footboards, new, and spare

tyre and belt, £23 10s. ; also trailer, 45s.—2/,
Cleveland Square, Liverpool.

TRIUMPH, 3 h.p., accumulator, excellent
condition, N.A.B. spring, new Continen-

tals, two pulleys; £20.—Ludgater, 30, Alex-
andra Road, South Norwood.

MIDGET Blears.—Two of these splendid
machines, 5 h.p. twins, new conaiu ri

•

cheap for cash; owners bought car.—Whit-
taker, Bot Lane, Colne. Lanes.

31. h.p. Triumph, June, 1908, brand new,
2 only ridden once, absolutely perfect;

cost £51, complete, sacrifice £42. — Davies,
" Brynheulog," Pentre-Rhondda.

BROWN, 3 h.p.. spring forks, Longuemare
carburetter. Clincher A Won tyres, per-

!
feet condition, climb anything; trial. —
Smith, 10, Park Place, Uttoxeter.

REX de Luxe, twin-cylinder, magneto, free
engine, had little wear, equal new;

trial; expert examination invited; £26 10s.

—

Lloyd, Victoria Terrace, Leamington.

N.S.U., 54 h.p., twin, like new, 2J tyres, low
frame, carriers, stand, lamp, tools,

spares, belts, pulleys, horn. etc.. all perfect;
£27.—Wiswall, Stanley Villas, Runcorn.

ROC, 4 h.p., new 1908 model, Truffault
spring forks, free engine speed gear

practically new. has not done 300 miles;
£39.—Hopkins, Alveston House, Ledbury.

FOR Sale. 5 h.p. Twin Vindec Special, mag-
neto. Shaw non-skid, spare valve and

contact, condition as new; 25 guineas.—Ap-
ply, 252, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

TRIUMPH, 1905. magneto, spring forks,
tyres almost new (Palmer cord back),,

machine is in really fine condition; £22. —
" Hollj' Bank," Manor Road, Leyton, E.

31 h.p. Minerva, Chater-Lea frame, Lon-
2 guemare carburetter, spring front

forks ; 2f h.p. Minerva, first-class order,
either £13 15s.—Holloway, Shoreham, near
Brighton.

In aiiswering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.
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TRICARS FOR SALE.
GENUINE Rover Tricar, 4 h.p., two speeds,

new condition; £25 15s.—Brockley
Cycle Works. S.E.

31. h.p. De Dion Tricar, good going order

;

2 trial given; £20.—Barrett, 332, High
Stre«t, Manor Park.

_£*17, must sell.—6-8 h.p. Twin Tricar, three
<3U speeds, sound, wants overhauling; cash
wanted.—66, Grand Parade, Harringay.

HUMBER Tricar, 3 h.p.. roomy cane seat,

seats lady and boy, perfect order;
trial; £16.-13, Brewster Road, Leyton.

3-4 h.p. Tricar. Phelon and M'Oore two-speed,
chain drive, tyres good, climb any hill,

excellent condition; £17.—Jury, 37, Linnell
Road. Camberwell.
-1 Q08 9 h.p. Singer, not run 50 miles, cost
It/ over £150, guaranteed perfect, double
front seat; cash £77.—Hollins, Halsey House,
Hed Lion Square, W.C.

4-5 h.p. Bradbury Tricar, water-cooled,
clutch, two speeds, chain drive, coach-

built, good condition; trial; offer over £20.

—Basnett, Cheadle, Staffs.

51, h.p. Humber Latest Tricar, coach-built,
2 open frame, wheel steering, water-

cooled, two speeds, lamps, accessories; ^38.

—98, Pottemewton Lane. Leeds.

SALE, 5 h.p. W.C. Chater-Lea Tricar, bte-

vens engine, wheel steering, three
speeds, reverse gear, in good working order

;

£40._Wyatt, Ordnance Road, Hoixnslow.

RILEY Tricar, 4i h.p., coach-built front
and bucket back seat, lust been over-

hauled and partly re-enamelled; trial run;
seen any time ; £42.—May. Chemist, 331, West
•Green Road, Tottenham.

LAGONDA Tricar, 5i h.p., open frame, free
engine, chain drive, car tyre on back

wheel in perfect condition and running
order; cost £65, accept £31.—Oversiall, Sana-
torium, Virginia Water, Surrey.

h.p. Water-cooled Tricar. Jap twin engine,
vj. Chater-Lea frame, non-skid back, open
frame, wheel steering, three speeds and re-

verse, capital condition throughout; £49 10s.

—At Wauchope's, 9. Shoe Lane, Fleet Street,

London.

5-6 h.p. Humber, water-cooled, coach-built
bucket seats, push pedals, exceedingly

smart, most reliable, splendid hiU-climber
very comfortable; bargain, £50.—B., Norfolk
House, Lonsdale Road, Hammersmith Bridge,

Barnes, S.W.

31 h p Rex Tricar, coach-built seat, just

2 been thoroughly overhauled, new lin.

Watawata belt. Palmer cord tyre and
spares; £16 10s., or nearest offer, would ex-

change for lightweight (magneto preferred).

—Newton House, Felixstowe.

31 h p. Rover Tricar, free engine, just

2 thoroughly overhauled and replated,

engine exceptionally powerful, and better

than new, really wonderful hill-climber;

bargain, £28, or motor cycle and cash.—iri-

car, 86, Colvestone Crescent, Dalston, Lon-
don.

HUMBER, 1907, practically new, 6i h.p.,

water-cooled, wheel steering, motor
•car tyres, open frames bucket seats; cost

£140, sacrtftce 55 guineas, exceptional bar-

gain; only wants seeing; photo.—Stacy
Marks, artist. Leamington Spa.

STOCKPORT.—Runabout, 5 h.p., 1907, bucket
seat, only 29 inches from the ground,

very rakishly built, winner tricar class Man-
chester Motor Clnb hill-climb, fast, ana
easily controlled, tyres perfect; 40 guineas.

—Lund and Davies. Heaton Lane.

PEUGEOT, 7-8 h.p., twin-cylinder. Phoenix
tricar, two speeds, driven about 1,000

Tiiles only, in perfect condition throughout;
)a0 guineas, including spares and accessories,
cost over £100, would exchange for small
car.—J. Denyer, Meadsgate, Staines.

8 h.p. Invicta Tricar, two-cylinder, water-
cooled Stevens engine, Chater-Lea

. frame, irreversible wheel steering, three
speeds and reverse, car tyres, thoroughly
reliable; any expert examination; £42.—
Garaged at Barnes. 6, Battersea Rise, S.W.

TRICAR Slaughter.—9 h.p. Eiley, two-cylin-
der, water-cooled, three speeds and re-

verse; 5 h.p. Excelsior, w.c, three speeds;
4J h.p. Phoenix, two speeds; 4 h.p. Kelecom,
light, plain drive; 5 h.p. twin Kerry tricar;
any reasonable offer cash, or exchange;
wonderful bargains.—128, High Road, Tot-
tenham.

DERMATINE BELTS
H'Oi.P A»-l- RECORDS.

End-to-End Record, June 9ih and 10th :

Mr. A. W. Bentley, usinc; Dermatine beJt.

M.C.C. 24 Hours' Ride to Edinburgh,

June 5th and 6th :

35 were successful, using Dermatine belts.

Stadium Race Meeting, June 8th :

Harrv Martin, First in Ten Miles Race.

Stadium Race IWeetins, June 24th :

Again the tirst. Second, and Third winners
were fitted wif h Dermatine belts.

^Jo otlier belt holds such records. The Original

Rubber and Canvas Belt. BEVX/ARE OF
imiTATlOV'^S. The standard belt that

is adopted by all leading manufacturers.

End-to Fnd Record.
Read tlu testimonial from the Triumph Co.

Coventry, June 22nd, 1908.
Mr. Stanley Webb, 32, London Road,

Bromley, Kent.
Dear Sir,— I do not know whether we have

written to you about the Bentley End-to-End
record. Air. Bentley had a Stanley Dermatine
Belt fitted to his ' motor cycle. It gave him
entire satisfaction, and had not to be touched
once during the whole ride of 886 miles.

Yours faithfully, M. J. SCHULTE,
Manager Director, Triumph Motor Co., Ltd.

iecond season in use, arrd still going strong.
125, Bunhrll Row, E.G., i2/6/'08.

Dear Sir,—You will be pleased to hear that
the " Dermatine " Belt 1 used in this yeart
London-Edinburgh run gave me BO troabte
whatever, and that, moreover, it was thf
identical belt I used in last year's L.-E. nun. K
is still going strons:, though having run nearly
3,000 miles. Yours faithfully, J. P Le G«ANe.

800 miles, and no trouble nor once
shortened.

Southernbay, Loughton, Jiute i2tb, 1^68.
Dear Sir,—1 must again cengratulate y<5u

upon your excellent belts, as the one 1 used on
my 3} Vindec in the Schulte Cup Competition to
Edinboro' and back gave me no trouble whiat-
ever, and was not even shortened ouce in 800
miles. I consider this a severe test, and a
splendid proof of elficiency.

Yours faithfully, Owen L. Summers.

Hu'"!'—-'« o* Tf^^itit^-r-JKl' BHUnh Made>

NOTE THE F>RICES.
fin. Jin. ?in. lin.

1/2 1/4. 1/8 1 /11 per ft.

Post Free.

The Stanley Adjustable Fastener.

A lonw-fpVt wont at last for adjustable puHevs.

liS

Can be used with existing Stanley Fasteners. It

is also most useful for starting out with hook
fitted, and in case belt slips, to shorten simply
take out the hook. Belt shorten Jin. ; time, one
second.

Price Stanley Fastener, complete with set hooks,
i /6. Set of hooks, separate, price 1 /-.

The Stanley Detachable Fastener.
S30,000 in use.

With Unbreakable Hool-c. Guaranteed. (Ma4e
under Simolex Patent.) In sizes J-in., f-in., Jin.,

lin., 1/- eacn. Wholesale and Retail.

The STA54LEY DERIVIATINE
IVIOTOH BELT CO,,

32. London Road. BROMLEY, KENT.
Stanley Webb, Manager

THICARi* FOR SALE.
ADVEETISEE, through unforeseen circum-

stances, has no use for tricar; photo
and reason; 3i h.p. M.M.C., water-cooled
head, chain drive, two-speed gear, starting
handle; £25, or near offer to save storage.—
Groodchild, 5. Park View. Beeston B-iil, Leeds.

31 h.p. Jap Open Frame Tricar, two speeds,
2 tree engine. Chater-Lea fittings, cane

forecar, bucket seat, splendid condition,
perfect, absolutely reliable, cUmb abs.olutely
anything; genuine bargain, £26, or close
offer.—Stanton, 86, Colvestone Orescent, Dal-
ston, London.

EAGLE Tricar, De Dion engine, w.c, 6 h.p.,
two speeds, handle starting. Renolds

silent chains, bucket seat, car tyres, wheel
steering, in thorough order, ready for road

;

price £30, or exchange Minerva. i908. or Tri-
umph, cash adjustment. — Foster, 31. Ash
Grove, Hull.

TEICAE for Sale, Eoyal Enfield, with 4

h.p. Minerva free engine. Mills and Ful-
ford fancy cane chair, red leather, conver-
tible into cycle, in good going order; can
be tried, and good reason for selling; cost
£70. reasonable offer considered.—Address,
P. Groveieigrh, Iver, Bucks.

R'EXETTE. 5-6 h.p., many improvements,
overhauled and re-painted, spares,

lamps, pump, horn, aprons, tools, etc.. com-
plete, ready for touring, do 30 on level,

climb anytiiing on second; oome and see;
exchange good motor cycle and cash; any
trial.—Ingleside, Oakwoo-d Eoad, Sparkhill,
Birmingham.

rLLS-PULPOED Best Cane Forecar, up-
holstered red, 34 h.p. Linon motor

cycle, spare wheel, band brakes, tyres good
(one new), new belt, good hill-climber, per-
fect running order; trial; £14; separate,
cycle £9, forecar £5; bought car; Lucas
Luminator lamp, lOs. 6d.—J. Bold. Eed Bank,
Dresden, Ljngton, Staffs.

REXETTE, 5J h.p., water-cooled, wheel
steering, two speeds, bucket seats, all

tyres in first-class condition, Shaw non-skid
on back, just had new cylinder and piston
fitted, lot of spares; exchange for twin
N.S.U., Koc, Brown, or any good make over 3J
h.p.; will give good trial run; or sell a-oJ.—

3, Copeley Hill. Erdington, Birmingham.

CHEAP to Clear.—Low tension magneto, in
perfect order, £1; twin plain coll, per-

fect, 10s. 6d.; three-oompartment tank, just

enamelled dark green, and lined, smart,
with two levers, 24in. by 7Jin. by 4Jin., 10s.

6d. ; Chater-Lea girder forks, 26in., perfect
order, 93. 6d.; 26 by 2| Chater wheel, to fit,

6s. 6d.; Model H. Longuemare, throttle, and
air, perfect, 16s. 6d. ; leather toolbag, aS' new.
2s. 6d. ; another. Is. 6d. ; silencer and pipe.
suit 3 h.p., 2s. 6d. ; loud horn, 3s 6d. ; another,
no clip, Is. 6d.—Below.

LATEST Mabon Clutch, new, fit De Dion
or M.M.C., perfect order, 4in. by gin.

pulley; cheap, 37s. 6d.—Wallis, grocer. J:i.iiis

Road, Cambridge.

EXCEPTIONAL Opportunity, claimed for
debt must b© sold to defray expenses.—

Splendid motor tricar, just fitted by adver-
tiser with new 10-guinea two-speed gear,
newest tvpe Brown and Barlow carburetter,
new front body with suspension springs,

Pafnir silencer with cut-out, new steel

studded non-skid rear tyre with tube, and
numerous other new fittings amounting to

£28; bona-fid© purchaser only may have any
trial and examination; first offer clearing
our expenses accepted.—Apply, The Autocar
Co., Tunbridse Wells.

1907 Tricar, 6-8 h.p. Stevens engine, two-
cylinder, water-cooled, pedal clutch,

Bowden control on steering wheel, open
frame, three speeds, foot brakes, side lever

back brake, studded back tyre, coll, oil

tank, and pump on dashboard, ooach-built

body, large bucket seat, front seat holds two
if required, upholstered red, enamel
plating, and mechanism good as new. very

fast climb aynthing, Luacs plated lamps
two side and tail, large projector acety-

lene headlight, with separate generator,

very powerful, well sprung, quantity .o

tools, spare cover, two tubes, pair chains

inlet and exhaust valves, two tremblers,

foot pump, etc., most luxuriously fitted,

any trial given ; motor bike or diamond ring

part payment; £50, or offer, cost £120 ;!)«

.

vately owned.-Apply. Box 205. 'rhe Motor

Cycle Ofaoes, Coventry.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle
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TRICARS FOR SALE.
INGER 9 h.p. Twin-cylinder Tricar, 1907

' pattern, water-cooled;, coach-built

dy. three speeds and reverse, absolutely
ultiess condition, just delivered from the
Likers after being- thoroughly overhaulefl
id made equal to new ; cost with acces-
ries, in 1907, £180, price £80.—No. 151, 'rlie

itor Cyde Offices, Coventry.

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
IBERTY Sidecar, wants tyre, good order

;

I £3.—Gould, 10, High Road, Chiswick.

• OOTH for Montgomery sidecars, flexible

joints; large stock kept for immediate'
livery.

I OOTH. — Insist on a Montgomery, less
» power required to drive, no broken
imes.

I OOTH takes your rigid frame-breaking
sidecar in exchange for a flexible Mont-

mery.
I OOTH. — Montgomery flexible sidecars;

popular prices; cash, credit, or ex-

a,nge. — Booth's Motor Exchange. Wade
eet. Halifax.

ENTAUR Forecar, cane chair, brakes,
wing guards.—8, Ashenden Road, Clap-

1, N.E.

lANE Forecar Attachment, tyre.s re-

' treaded; 50s., or offer.—Hipkins, 61, Os-

rne Road. Leyton.

ATEST 10 guinea Sidecar, used twice, suit

I any machine; 5 g-uineas.-E. Sullivan,

, Grosvenor Road, Pimlico.

[DECAR, upholstered green, Reflex-Clipper
tyre, nearly new; £5 10s.—Worster,

nsen Street. Grove Road, Bow.

lAMFORD HILL.—Famous rigid sidecars,

marvellous value; none better; fit any
Lchine ; £4 IBs. 6d.—128, High Road. Totten-

m.

[DECARS, two second-hand, perfect con-
dition, fit any frame, 26in. motor tyres ;

rest price. £4.—Edgar, 123. HoUoway Road,
adon, N.

OR quick sale, Montgomery sidecar, in

good running order ; sacrifice £4, or

irest offer.—Particulars, Heard, Orchard
,1, Bideford.

[DECAR, left-hand. 26in. wheel, in ex-

change for good strong trailer and
h adjustment.—Mason, 23, G( Idsmith
ad, Acton, W.
[DECAR, flexible, upholstered green,

apron, 2i Clippcr-xteflex tyies, nickel

1, in good condition; £4.—\V., 27. Pem-
>ke Road. S. Norwood.

".S.U. Coach-built S^ .ecar, body finished

red, 24in. by " ;i. Continental; cost
' 10s. last May, 'accept £10.—W. R. Kellett,

'ke House, Caftle Bar ±iill, Ealing.

IGID Bamboo Sidecar, good running
/ order, nearly new, Mabon free engine
tch, both fit Triumph ;

price £6.—Hutch-
on, Normanlvrrst, Hatch End, Middlesex.

fONTGOifERY (full size) Adult Sidecar,
_ fitted with Montgomery's latest non-
d flexible joints; seen any time; £5
6d.—Jennings, 268, Hornsey Road, Hollo-

y.

"ILLS - FULPORD Sidecar, absolutely
- brand new week ago, 26in. wheel, Dun-
, left; cost £9 6s. 6d., sacrifice £7 10s., no
;rs; buying car.—4, Bonheur Road, Bed-
d Park, Chiswick, W.
PLENDID Forecarriage Attachment,

coach-built, everything complete, side
ys, etc., minus tyres, fit Rex or others;
ist sell; £2; what offers.—40. Blenheim
ad, Moseley, Birmingham.

HATER-LEA Forecarriage or Runabout,
no- seat, new, hardly soiled, been fittea ,

Dhater-Lea frame, foot brakes and boards
iged mudguards; £6 17s. 6d., best offers.—
Southgate Road, London. \

rONTGOMERY. cane body, upholstered
L green, apron. Palmer cord tyre, un-
atched, practically unused, perfect, and
lal to new. £5 ; also trailer, 2in. new Dun-
s, perfect. £2. — Harrison, Brookfield
eet, Syston. Leicestershire.

iOTELS AND APARTMENTS.
[THEN Visiting London stay at Waver-
T ley Temperance Hotel. 17, Ikiston
aare. Bed, breakfast, attendance from 3s.

WHY EXPOSE "ToMV^l
Carriers finest quality are too cheap. Compare our prices

Tube carries, Quality A 7/6, B 4/6.
Belt carriers. Quality A 8/6 B 5/6.

Trade terms upon request.

MAUDE'S MOTOR MART, POWELL ST., HALIFAX.
Nat. Tel. 433 Halifax.

THE

LARGEST DEPOT
IN THE NORTH FOR
MOTOR CYCLE

ACCESSORIES.
Just received a Special Delivery of

RELIABLE GOODS for

RELIABILITY RUNS.

GOODRICH Rubber-Studded

Tyres,

Never 40/- Slip.

RICH'S Detachable Air Tubes,

26 X 2iin.,

Guaranteed 14/6 quality.

PERCY MAGNETO COVERS
Defy all weathers and save hours

of trouble. Only 3/6 each.

PERCY CYCLE CO., Ltd.,

Newcastle-on-Tyne.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue, Post Free.

Read this extract from testimonial.

Before I had the gear I had jrequently\ to use pedals
to assist engine up steep pitches, but since purchasing
the gear from you, I have never on the road had to use
the pedals and can easily get up any hill round here

including Clayton and Hand Cross^with passenger
onboard. H. ASHLEY GAITSKELL, M.D.

THE BURGESS ENGINEERING Co., Oxford Road,

Clarendon Park, LEICESTER. Tele ; 4251^

I

MOTOR TRICYCLES.
23. h.p. Singer Tricycle, magneto ignition;

4: £9 108.—No. 248, The Motor Cycle Ofaces.
Coventry.

2i h.p. Genuine De Dion Tricycle, new
2 cover.s, 3in. Clincher tubes, plating,

compression, gears, perfect, fast and quiet,
in use now; photo; £14 10s., offer.—Manager.
295, Goldhawk Road. W.

TRAILERS.
LARGE Motor Trailer, very substantial;

cost £15 15s., £3 5s., or offer.—Fireman,
Colony, Epsom.

TRAILER, Coventry Eagle, in good condi-
tion; bargain, 45s.—Watson, Clayton

Eoad, Hayes, Middlesex.

MILLFORD Trailer, wicker upholstered
seat, Warwick tyres, good condition;

£2 lOs., near offer.—Cartwright. Cambridge
Road, Bromley, Kent.

QUADCARS
PHCENIX Quadcar, 7 h.p., twin Pafnir, per-

fect condition; £55.—Stonehouse. West
Parade, Wakefield.

3JL h.p. Eadie Quadcar, De Dion free en-
2 gine, two speeds, grand hill-climber,

spares; £19 10s.—No. 247, The Motor Cyde
Oflices, Coventry.

7 h.p. Phoenix Quadcar, absolutely perfect
throughout; 50 miles trial given; sacri-

fice £42; take motor cycle part payment.

—

E. Else, Leawood. Matlock.

£14 Each.—34 h.p. De Dion Quad, two
speeds, free engine, in perfect order;

climb everything; 3i h.p. Rex bicycle, per-
fect order, both overhauled. — 30, Fineby
Road, Stamford Hill.

FOR Sale, 8 h.p. Phoenix Quadcar, perfect
condition, only used 500 miles, four

lamps, large horn, spares, tools, etc., all
tyres fitted Shaw's leather non-skids; price
£70.—Harry Eaton, Witney, Oxon.

PHCENIX Quadcar, 5-6 h.p., water-cooled,
two speeds, perfect condition, tyres-

new, vnll average 20, climb any hill ; any
test; first cheque for £45 secures, no offers.
—15, Daybrook Avenue, Sherwood, Notting-
ham.

O h.p. Phoenix Quadcar, two-cylinder, mag-^ neto ignition, splendid order, two
speeds and reverse, bucket seats, wheel
steering, very fast and reUable 1907 ma-
chine ; £45, cost £100.—Storey, 26, Albany
gtreet, London, N.W.
pHCENIX Quad, 1007, 8 h.p., two cylmders,
^ two speeds] and reverse, not been 2,000
miles, engine and gears j\ t overhauled, new
carburetter and commutator, extras includ-
ed, non-skids, lamps, tribes, tools, etc.; what
offers?—Copeland, Kibblestone, Stone. Can
be seen at Evans, High Street, Stone.

CARS FOR SALE.
41 h.p. De Dion Car; any trial; sacrifice

2 £19. — 7, Broad Walk. Stratford-on-
Avon.

6-8 h.p. Lurquin-Coudert, in perfect condi-
tion, too powerful for owner. — Amb-

rose, South Norwood.

61 h.p. Peugeot, small tonneau, three
2 speeds, reverse, cardan drive, splendid

condition; trial; bargain, £40.-1, Townley
Road. Dulwich. S.E.

6 h.p. De Dion, two-seater, three and re-
verse, tyres good, one spare, lamps, etc.;

any trial; must sell; £47 10s.—W.G., 17, Acre-
Lane, Brixton.

ALLDAYS Traveller Voiturette, two-speed
and reverse, little used, tyres, gear, and

everything perfect ; offers.—198, The Motor
Cyde Offices, Coventry.

lO h.p. M.M.C. Car, tonneau body, seats five,
'O Falconette compound tyres; will take
new bicycles to value £45.—Tom Norton,
Ltd., Llandrindod Wells.

PHCENIX Light Car. 7-8 h.p., perfect run-
ning order, new studded back tyres,

horn, acetylene lamps, spares; £95. — Dr,

I

Preston, Church Street, Pendleton, Man-
I

Chester.

! -j A-12 h.p. Gladiator Car. two cylinders,
1
x\J three speeds, reverse, four-seater, in

' good running order; trial run; £50, prompt
cash.—No. 246, The Motor Cyde Offices. Cov-
entry.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable tlmt you mention " Tht Motor Cyde."
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REPAIRERS.
[EIDIUM " Champion " Contacts, any parts

fitted; returned same day ; Is. Sd. each.

[EIDIUM " Champion " Contacts, warrant-
ed pure; trimmers for polishing

ridium, 9d.; no filing required.

fEIDIUM " Champion " Contacta. — Wil-
L liams, 16, Wellin^on Street, Woolwich,
^ure platinum fitted, to order, from Is. 9a.

P p' any motor cycle we cannot repair.—
fcO Whites, 22, Brook's Alley, Church
Street, Liverpool.

JEBEON Contacts, registered, 291289, vastly
superior to platinum ; cures misfiring;

s reliability and efiiciency.

JEBEON, best contact obtainable for
blades, screws, cranks, rockers, plun-

rers, magnetos, coils.

JEBEON, prices, 2s. 6d. each rivet fitted

;

special trimmers for polishing Jebron,
d. ; remittance with order ensures prompt
ittention; write for particulars and testi-

nonials, too numerous to publish.

JEBEON Magneto Screws, complete, for
Bosch magneto. DA2, will fit contact

)reakers 5A, 5B, 5C, 5s. 9d. pair; old screws
itted with Jebron. 2s. 6d. each; everlasting
vear. requiring no attention.

JEBEON, the King of Contacts, fitted per
return post; no delay; post free home

>r abroad; liberal trade terms.

JEBEON.—From the Inventor, J. Edwards
Brown, 38, Herbert Eoad, Plumstead,

Sent.

CEACKED Water Jackets of motors suc-
cessfully repaired by Lea's metallurgi-

,al process.—Lea and Son, engineers. Eun-
,orn.

TGrNITION Coils and Magnetos Eepaired,
L any make; accumulators repaired and
barged ; best work ; moderate charges ; quo-
ations. — Glover Bros., Electricians, Cov-
ntry.

BIEMINGHAM.—Eepairs, overhauling, cy-
linders re-bored, re-bushing, valves,

lulleys, any make, ideas carried out; tun-
ng up a speciality; estimates free.—Priest
,nd Williams, 66, Bishop Street.

CCCCCCCCO Compression means power. —
Cylinders re-bored and new pistons

itted; guaranteed fit 4-l,0OOin. ; bears 13 stone
m pedal; write for list.—Gradior Machine
jO., Compression Specialists. StafPord.

rO West of England Motorists. — Car and
motor cycle repairs, prompt and re-

iable; cylinders re-bored, new pistons and
•ings fitted; don't hesitate; send straight ^'

IS.—Hamlin, Motor Works. Bridgwater.

j A Years' Experience means efBciency and
L\J economy for customers; De Dion.
VT.M.C, Excelsior, and motor cycle experts;
[arge stock of renewals ; repairs prompt

;

power increased by larger cylinder bore.—
The Eecord Motor Co., Coventry.

REPAIES and Overhauling. — We have
the finest repair works in London for

motor cycles, with up-to-date machinery

:

estimates free: new cylinders for any make
of engine, pulleys, valves, gears, and f

replacements; send for our new booklets,
with prices. — Laystall Motor Engineering
Works, 27 and 29, Laystall Street, Eosebery
Avenue, E.C.

EXCHANGE.
33. h.p. Excelsior, Palmers, non-skid; cash.
4 or exchange. — 45, Infirmary Eoad,

Sheffield.

h.p. Dynamo, also piano-player and
music, for good motor cycle.—98, Potter-

newton Lane, Leeds.

8 h.p. Up-to-date Two-seater, perfect con-
dition, for good motor cycle. — Hass,

14, Stainsby Eoad, E.

^1. h.p. Stevens Tricar, first-class order,
j:2 for powerful bike and sidecar. — 14,
Barrack Street, Colchester.

WATEE Motor, for charging purposes,
new, exchange for B105 saddle, or

sell 18s.—Everingham. Pocklington.

EXCHANGE, Gent's Two-speed, almost new.
or new Ealeigh road racer and cash

for motor cycle.—Barnes, Colnbrook.

WANTED, your present mount in part
payment of any 1908 make; keen quo-

tations.—Farrar, Square Eoad, Halifax.

COMPBESSION
lami——iMUMmMCTi—niiiiiiMiii iiiiiiiiiFni^n-iinmiM

GyliDders Rebored
and new Pistons fitted complete
with Rings and Gudgeon Pin.

Compression means Power.

Please send for our booklet, which gives prices
for this work and other repairs.

allRepairs and alterations to

makes of motor cycles.

The Laystall

Motor Engineering Works, Ltd.,

AUTOMOBILE REPAIRERS,
27 & 29, Laystall Street, Rosebery Avenue,

LONDON, E.C. Estab. 1900.

Tel. 12301 Central. Tel.: 'Internally, London."

EXCHANGE

G. T. SICHES & CO.,

19, STOfiE STREET, LONDON.

RICH DETACHABLE AIR TUBE.

Please write for Special List, with lull prices and par-

ticulars of all sizes, together with instructions and hints.

Your OWN TUBE CONyERTED. Write for prices.

WE EXCHANGE
your Push Cycle, or small-powered machine, tor any
make. We have in stock Twin Rexes from £18 18s.

;

Twin Special, £25; 3 h.p. Rex, £9; 3 h.p. Humber,
£7 10s.; 2 h.p. Lightweight, £4; Rex Triette,

magneto, 6 h.p., £30 ; Aster Tricar, 6^ h.p., two
speeds, £20. We guarantee every machine we sell.

Send your requirements.

MILLHOUSE'S MOTOR EXCHANGE,
SHETFIEkD. (Tram terminus : Millhouses.

)

CHAPMAN'S PEDAL. BRAKE.
Black - - 14/9
Plated - - 17/-

Very powerful. Com-
fortable to use.

Durable and reliable.

Adaptable to any machine.

JOHN CHAPMAN and CO.,
FInchley Road, Child's Hill, N.W

tJni-t F»gi.ter»-ts .

PIGSKIN INFLATOR and

RACQUET, etc., CLIP,

9gI. pair, post Id,
Tyres puncture-proofed with

Rubberised Pigskin-

PAMPHLET FREE.
Drayton Road, LEYTONSTONE.

6IN. Centre Lathe, slide back ^ear. for g'ood
motor bike.—255, Earlsfleld Boad, Wands-

worth.

5 h.p. Twin Peugeot Engine; exchange 3i
h.p. single and cash.—45, Lordship

Lane, E. Dulwich.

EXCHANGE Nearly New two-speed Rndge
and cash for motor cycle, no crocks.

—

J. Spurreil, Eggworthy, Horrabridge, Devon.

EXCHANGE, 3i h.p. Vindec Special. 1906,

and cash, for new or second-hand Tri-
umph.—No. 218, The Motor Cycle Offices, Cov-
entry.

FINE Twin Rex for £4 and 1907 34 h.p. Rex,
or level exchange for 1907 3i h.p. mag-

neto Rex.—Motor Exchange, V.'^estgate, Hali-
fax.

5 h.p. Twin, Fullers syntonic twin tremb-
ler, torpedo tank, for 34 h.p. Fafnir, or

sell £7 lot.—Motor, 13, Clavering Road, Manor
Park, E.

MOTO-REVES, 1908 models, immediate de-
livery; second-hand motor cycles

taken part exchange.—Criswell's Garage,
Newmarket.

EXCHANGE Motor House or workshop,
nearly new; cost £18 IDs., for s^-iecar,

or sell £5.—Henley, Minerva, MytcheU Koau,
Frimley, Surrey.

EXCHANGE 6 h.p. Motor Car, two iir four-

seater, good going order, for twin motor
cycle or tricar.—Ap.ily, 254, The Motor Cycle

Offices, Coventry.

EXCHANGE 4 h.p. CLE., magneto, spring
forks, 24in. wheels, 21, touring equip-

ment, for lower power and cash, or sell.—74.

Croydon Road, Beckenh.im.

£65.—Smart two-seater, push pedals, also

Riley car, equal wneels ; also 7-9 h.p.

two-cylinder Peugeot 'orry, exchange.—Box
259. The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

MOTOSACOCHES. 1908 models ; second-hand
m>tor cycles, foreign and British

stamps taken in part exchange.—Motors. 41.

Green Street, Cambridge.

EXCHANGE, Chicago Typewriter, wiants

slig'it adjusting, value £3 10s., also

plain c-il; wanted, tyres, tubes, or any
offers.—Malloch, Appleby.

5 h.p. Buchet Tricar, Micrometer clutch,

IJin. Stratex belt, Sin. car tyre on back,
for furniture or anything useful.—Faulkner,
Trafalgar Road, Greenwich.

31 h.p. Motor and Sidecar, both in sple-n-

4 did condition, will exchange for 34

h.p. low built machine, or best offer.—144,

Silver Street, Edmonton.

EXCHANGE, new 4 h.p. Fafnir engine, w.c.
carbur&tter, tank, pump, silencer,

12in. reversing propeller, for good motor
bike, or £20.—Cook. 72, Harcourt Street,

Newark, Notts.

PIANOLA, by Chase and Baker, splendid
instrument, in perfect order, and two

rolls music, cost 52 guineas, for late 190^

Triumph, or sell cheap. — 27, Cleveland
Square, Liverpool.

LADYBACK Tandem, gold lined. Palmers,
plated rims. Anatomical lady s saddle,

a handsome machine, for motor bike, Italian

mandoline for adjustment.—11. Battlemount,
St. Albans, Herts.

EXCHANGES are arranged at Wauchope's.
—Second - hand machines are allowed

for in part payment for new models of any
leading make.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,
Fleet Street, London.

MILLS and Fulford Motor Trailer, nearly
new, Dunlop tyres; exchange for side-

car, or good clutch and speed gear to fit

Kerry, fin. belt drive, or sell 75s.—Apply,

Hodges, Broadway, Addlestone.

EXCHAJSTGE, for good motor cycle, tricar

or reliable car. new high-class furni-

ture, any description, valued wholesale,

direct from works, or second-hand, excel-

lent quality furniture, in nearly new con-

dition, or sell cheap for cash.—Furniture
Manufacturer, 7-11, French Place, Shore-

ditch, London.

EXCHANGE Bradbury Tricar, 5-6 h.p.,

water-cooled, two, speeds, free engine,

coach-built front, bucket driving seat, wheel

steering, chain drive, for 6 h.p. N.is.U., or

other good make, with sidecar, and two-

speed, cash adjustment.—Cooper, motorist,

Staveley, Derbyshire.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.
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EXCHANGE.
EXCHAJ^GE, new B.S.A. road racer, frame

23in., three-speed Tricoaster, Dunlop
tyres, lined in red and gold, for motor cycle,
or sell £9. — W. Hewett. jun., 39, Alfred
Eop-d, Acton, London.

SMAET 45 h.p. Sunbeam Car. beautifully
upholstered, perfect, seats three, £60,

take reliable make tricar and cash
; photo-

graphs required and given; no cards.—Stan-
ley, " Eeynoldsville," Walsall.

EXCHANGE, 8 h.p. Eex Car, two bucket
seats, three speeds and reverse, Miche-

lin tyres, nearly new, in good going order,
for lightweight motor cycle ; good price al-
lowed for Motosacoche, or take £45 cash.—
Glover, Witham, Essex.

EXCHANGE Thornton-Pickard Half-plate
Stand, camera, complete, also telephoto

lens, printing frames, lamps, acetylene
generator, dishes, and many other acces-
sories too numerous to mention, all nearly
new, been very little used ; will exchange
for good 3J h.p. motor cycle; vfili give little
cash if required.—For full particulars apply,
W. O. 'Williams, Pen-y-Bont. Garn Dolben-
maen.

WANTED.
ANTED, Sidecar, in good condition. —

Moore, 27, Curzon Street, Long Eaton.
by 2i Beaded Front Wlieel, to fit N.S.U.

-15, Charlotte Street, South Shields.

ANTED, Motor Car, Tricar, or motor
cycle; cheap.—209a, Peckham Rye,

w
26
W
S.E.

31 h.p. Magneto, up-to-date; must be sound
2 and cheap.—17, Acre Lane, Brixton,

GOOD Magneto Motor Cycle; cheap for
spot cash.—Gittins, Church Street,

Oswestry.

WANTED, Old Accumulators; best price
given.—Motories, 3, Arley Grove, Arm-

ley, Leeds.

WANTED, 26 by 2J and 26 by 2 non - skid
wired cover; also 26 by 2i beaded.—

Watson, Bedale.

WANTED, Sidecar, suit twin Rex de Luxe,
left side; full particulars.—Bamber,

Totley Rise, Sheffield.

MOTOSACOCHE wanted, must be in good
condition and cheap.—Cripps. Welling-

ton, Parkstone, Dorset.

WANTED, good Sidecar, will give gent s
10-guinea pedal cycle, new.—Parrar

Square Road, Halifax.

2 h.p. Minerva Engine, with carburetter,
complete, for cash ; no rubbish —

Trapps, 34. Bishophill, York.

WANTED, any good make motor cycle,
magneto, and two speeds preferred.—

Earrar, Square Road. Halifax.

WANTED, Cars. Tricars, or Cycles to re-
pair and sell on commission.—Wood,

50, Victoria Road, Stroud Green.

i Q07 Triumph, or other good magneto ma-
J-«^ chine; give reasonable cash price. —
Butcher, 19, Union Street South. Halifax.

MOTOR Cycles in part exchange for new
1908 Moto-Reve lightweights; immedi-

ate delivery.—Crisswell's Garage, Newmar-
ket.

WANTED, 3h h.p. 1907 Pattern Triumph
„Diotor bicycle, with magneto.—Apply,

The Warminster Motor Co., Ltd., Warmin-
ster.

WANTED, good single-cylinder magneto,m level exchange for spring fork twin
Rex.—Box 203, The Motor Cycle OfBces Cov-
entry.

WANTED, Good Motor Cycle, exchange
.

two old paintings and 9 carat goldCham and cash. — Smithers, " Eventyde "
Woking.

WANTED, 3i h.p. Motor Cycle, cheap, com-
plete with magnto ignition ; on ap-

proval.—H. Green, 1, Castle Square, Haver-
fordwest.

MOTOR Cycle; £20 cash; twin, magneto,
two-speed, spring forks, Werner prefer-

red, Ayrshire.—No. 215, The Motor Cycle Offices
Coventry. '

HALIFAX. — Wanted, modern magneto
smgle-cylinder machines; any quantify

bought for spot cash. — Motor Exchange
Westgate, Halifax.

'

MOTOR CYCLISTS.

You can get rid

of vibration and
ride in comfort
on the roughest
roads if you have
the

DRUID

SPRING

FORK
fitted to

machine

.

you

It is worth while to learn all there is about this

device. Send for the new booklet, your order

will follow.

A. DREW,
74, Conybere Street, Birmingham.

A 3 h p.Trivmph

sold for

One Shilling.

The letter printed below shows how a rea-
der of " The Motor Cycle " was able to sell

his 3 h.p. Triumph through the medium of
this JQurnal, at a cost of One Shilling.

22, St. Alban's Road,
Moseley, Birmingham.

i8th March, 1908.
Dear Sir,

I thought perhaps you would be glad to

know that the 3 h.p. Triumph which I ad-
vertised in your journal on Wednesday last,

was sold in consequence, next day, at my
price, and to the very first applicant.

I certainly expected to dispose of same, but
was twt prepared for such an excellent and
quick response to the advertisement.

Yours faithfully,

F. COWAN.

If you have a motor cycle to sell, or an ac-
cessory either, why not advertise it in

'The Motor Cycle" too—the rate is One
Penny per word, minimum One Shilling

per paragfraph.

Copy must reach us on Thursdays.

"The Motor Cycle," Coventry.
London : 20, Tudor Street, E.G.

Genuine Birmingham

"QUADBANTS."
A large stock of parts, still to be cleared.

Write for latest list.

REC. SAIVISOM,
232, LADYWOOD RD., BIRMINGHAM.

ADVERTISERS — Please note
that Friday is the latest day we
can receive Advertisenient copy
for ths -following week's iS8ue<

WANTED.
WAJSTTED, 1908 Triumph.—K., Craigallion,

Champion Hill, S.E,

WANTED, Cylinder for 3 h.p. Carlton.—
K.. 78, Harold Eoad, Upton Park.

LADY'S Motor Cycle, magneto, handle-bar
control.—34. All Saints Street, Bolton.

100 Saddle wanted, good condition : cheap.
A.H.B.B., 132, Ferme Park Eoad, Horn-B

s-ey.

WANTED, 26 by 2 wired cover, 2 h.p. in-

clined engine; 20s.—83, Brandon Street,
Walworth.

CASH for up-to-date motor cycle. — Fnll
particulars, R. Hill, Greatham, Stock-

ton-on-Tees.

WANTED, Twin Eex Engine, 1906 model
preferred.—Apply, 12, Mayfair Street,

West Hartlepool.

WANTED, 1906 or 1907 Triumph, magneto
and spring forks, for cash.—5, Heath

Street, Hampstead.

WANTED, li h.p. Minerva engine, good
condition, for spot cash.—Deake, Mar-

lington, Middlesex.

WANTED, engine, about 5-6 h.p., gooa
condition.—3, St. Peter's Eoad, Kings-

land Eoad, London.

SIDECAE wanted, in exchange for oaK
bureau, with cabriole legs.—Lewis, 23,

Arden Eoad, Handsworth.

WANTED, good Montgomery flexible side-

car, suit 1908 Triumph.—Wakefield,
Appleton Street, Northwich.

WANTED, Green Carriage-built Sidecar,

rigid ;
price ;

particulars.—Hendra,
33, Noble Street. London, E.G.

WANTED, Ik h.p. N.S.U., or good make;
must be cheap for cash.—W. Beau-

mont, Bird's Eoyd, Brighouse.

TllTANTED, Cars, Tricars, or Cycles^ to re-

VV pair and sell on commission.—Wood,
50, Victoria Eoad. Stroud Green.

WANTED, 2 h.p. Minerva, spray and
cash for good make 21 h.p., running

order.—6, Islip Street, Kentish Town. N.W.

LATE 1906 3 h.p. Triumph, magneto, spring

forks, good condition; cheap; appro-

val.—2, Marshall Street. Barnard Castle.

A 1 h.p. Bradbury, or 5 h.p. Phcenix Trimo
42 give 25 h.p. number bike and cash.

-

5 Armitage Eoad. Milnsbridge, Hudders-

field.

6-7 h p Car Eover, Humber, or Siddeley,

must be cheap; full particulars; wouid

exchange 8 h.p. tricar and cash.—Carter s,

Ibstock.

WANTED, Tricar, about 6 or 9 h.p., Sin-

ger Riley, or other well-known make
water-cooled only; cheap for cash; photo.-

65a, Pearl Eoad, Walthamstow.

WANTED, powerful twin or F.N., 4i h.p-;

give £5 case Whitworth stocks and

dies, taps. Buck and Hickman, or sell £22.-

13. Brookwood Avenue, Barnes.

OTOE Cycles, tricars, etc.. received foi

-.-.-.. sale; five per cent, for selling; no sale

no charge ;
private buyers waiting.—Kemp s

Blind Works. Loughborough Junction, Lon
don.

WANTED, Tricar, in exchange for 2| h.p

Ariel cycle, splendid order, and gent i

18ct. gold keyless lever hunter watch, ne^.-

8, Clifton Eoad, Sauires Lane, Church End
Finchley.

MABON Free Clutch, latest, and forecai

attachment (Manning's or Plioenix)

with or without tyres, to suit 3i h.p, im
Minerva; state price.—McLay, Kirkintilloch

Scotland.

MOTOR Cycle wanted, good order, up-to

date Triumph, Vindec, Roc, or Revi

preferred; spot cash; also 1908 Montgomer:
sidecar.-Address, " Chauffeur," Eason an<

Son, Dublin.

WANTED, to purchase for cash. Triumphs
Quadrants, Minervas, Bats, Japs

Eiley, and Lagonda tricars, or exchange
arranged for new models. —Wauchope s, t

Shoe Lane, London, E.G.

5 h.p. Cycle and sidecar, magneto, tw
speeds, or tricar, in part exchange fo

12-14 h.p. car, new last July, fast, quiet, rt

liable; £75; trial and expert exammatioi
both ways.—452, Hackney Road, N.E.

In an-sivering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.''
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Contact Breakers for Twin Cylinders.
By "IXION."

I

RECENTLY received the "catalog" of an American
make of motor cycle, in which the twin-cylinder

specification included a contact breaker " specially

designed to prevent one cylinder firing against the

other." This is a point which has only recently come
to the front in the home twin-cylinder usage. It is

quite a number of years since I first owned a twin-

cylinder motor cycle engine, and I got the most miser-

able results out of it. I tinkered away at the compres-

sion, the carburation, the valve timing, and what not,

and although there was no audible misfiring, the power
developed was simply contemptible in comparison to

the stated capacity of the engine. Finally, in the course

of many adjustments there came a day when the

machine flew along like a thing possessed. I could

not account for the sudden improvement. Everything

was apparently in exactly the same condition as it had
been on many previous occasions when the machine
would barely stir, and I was about to write the whim
of the machine down as one of those things " no feller

can understand," when it dawned on me that since the

compression and timing and carburation had not been

tinkered with since the last failure, the secret must lie

in the adjustment of the contact breaker. Next it

dawned upon me to run each cylinder separately, by
shorting the other with a screwdriver, and so the vital

importance of synchronisation dawned on me, and I

have never been at a loss with twin-cylinder ignition

since. I want in these notes first to describe how mal-

synchronisation can ruin the running of the engine, and
then to consider various methods of breaking the con-

tact from this point of view.

The Necessity of Perfect Synchronisation.

My worst illustration is from a big tricar. With
this machine in tip-top order, barring ignition adjust-

ment, I have known the second gear of 75^2 to i be

required to take three persons up a very short grade of

I in 25, and this without there being any misfiring (by
" misfiring

'

' in this connection I mean audible mis-

firing of the dot-and-carry-one or can't-we-bang-and-
splutter type ; literally, it was misfiring all the time,

but the misfiring was of a smooth and inaudible kind).

This being possible, we should all of us, down to the

utterest novice, understand the necessity of perfect

synchronisation, and, further, select a device which
will afford the greatest freedom from such annoying

lapses of power. There are six standard devices, viz.,

(i.) Two plain coils witl>make and break.

(2.) Two trembler coils with wipe.

(3.) Two trembler coils with make and break.

(4.) ^Single trembler coil with distributer.

(5.) Magneto.

(6.) R.O.M. contact breaker.

In considering these various devices we have three

points to keep in mind as ideal. One is reliability

in the shape of freedom from dirt, wear, and derange-

ment; the second is that any slight lapse from perfect

condition should affect both cylinders equally, for it

is a great deal better to have both cylinders 20%
beneath maximum efficiency than to have one cylinder

5% under maximum efficiency and the other 10%
under ; and the third is ease and simplicity of readjust-

ment.
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Contact Breakers for Twin Cylinders.

—

I.—Plain Coils with Make and BreaK.

The coil will give no trouble, being a plain one.

The contact breaker has four platina and two spring

blades, any one of which six parts may be separately

affected by dirt or wear. This is especially

likely if the platina are ordinary platina, and not

" indestructible," i.e.^ of iridium or iridium compound.

Further,' its adjustment, is a matter requiring skill, and

scoring four minus marks ; we therefore give this device

ten bad marks.

II.—Trembler Coils with Wipe.

On this device we have the four platina on the coil

and their tWo springs. In addition a wipe contact is

a difficult thing to make, since the segments have to be

mortised into an alien substance {e.g., brass into fibre) ;

these two substances wear unevenly, and particles of

metal get parried on to the fibre, and give circuit where

it is not wanted. I should therefore give this device

eight bad marks. It requires no adjustment, and

scores on that point for its other shortcomings.

III.—Trembler Coils with Make and Break.

This device includes the six vulnerable points of the

last as regards the coils, and further includes four

additional platina on the contact breaker and two

spring blades. As all of these are very readily subject

to derangement, they incur twelve bad marks on my
system of judging, and we have yet to consider the'

question of adjustment. There is no doubt that a

most delicate and perfect adjustment is possible with

this device. On the other hand, to get it exact is a

most skilful operation, and not one that any dri\er

would desire to face on the road—in fact, few owners

of it take the trouble in ordinary use. A chauffeur

can do it, an owner will do it for a timed hill-climb,

but it scarcely enters the region of everyday use. And
as even an approximately correct adjustment is more
difficult to secure than with any other device, we must

allot four minus marks on the score of adjustment, and

state that, however desirable this ignition may be for

racing (I am not sure it is not the absolute best for that

purpose), it scores sixteen bad marks for ordinary tour-

ing use.

IV.—Single Trembler Coil with Distributer.

This device is not, so far as I know, employed on

any motor cycle.

V.—Magneto.

The magneto contact-breaker consists of a revolving

arm with two recesses in a fibre disc controlling the

contact-breaking. The sa^e pair of points control both

cylinders, and a very wide range in the amount of break
does not seriously impair the firing. Thus we are left

with no other course of derangement than the wearing
of the fibre. I have never yet had a fibre wear unless

the rod from timing strap to advance spark lever has
been bent out of truth, so I am rather loth to debit

this device with any bad marks at all. Similarly,

though there are two platina on the contact-breaker,

the universal experience of motor cyclists is that these
platina wear much longer and are less subject to

pitting than the platina on any known battery ignition

contact-breaker. In addition, there is no fear of oil

getting on them, as they are not carried on the engine.

Contrasting this device with the foregoing, two bad
marks are the most we can honestly allot to it.

VI.—The R.O.M. Patent Contact Breaker.
In the R.O.M. patent contact-breaker, we have a

device that endeavours to secure the advantages of

the magneto contact-breaker for a battery and coil-

ignited engine. It is newly on the market, by com-
parison, and is very highly spoken of. On an examina-
tion of it, we find that it is so constructed that the

losing of temper by the single blade, or the pitting,

oiling, or soiling of the platinum, will affect both

cylinders equally, so that synchronisation is never

aft'ected, though the efficiency of both sparks may
gradually be equally reduced by wear. The wearing

points, however, are iridium indestructible points and
a hardened steel cam, and we know we need not expect

wear with these save after prolonged running. Only a

very exhaustive practical test can prove whether this

is equal to the magneto. It can scarcely be superior.

A smart-looking twin-cylinder, which is as efiBcient as it is handsome, is

the 4| (67x72) h.p. Phanomenjdepicted above. Frame, tanks, and hubs
are all enamelled French grey, jand the machine has been nicknamed the

motor cycle "Grey Ghost." The machine was brought round to Tudor Street

the other day, and proved to be so well adjusted that it could be started by
sitting astride and by pushing along the ground with one's loot. A trial run
proved the machine to be comfortable, flexible in traffic, and steady in grease.

but because of its theoretic excellences—the impro-

bability of wear and the maintaining of accurate syn-

chronisation under all conditions—I am inclined to

debit it with no more bad marks than the magneto
(that is to say, two), and to rank it bracketed first,

level with the magneto. Tabularly

results of my enquiry are as follows

:

Contact-breaker.

Magneto

arranged, the

Marks Debited.;

R.O.M ... J
^

Two trembler coils with wipe ... ... 8

Two plain coils with make and break ... 10

Two trembler coils with make and break 16

I hope this article will provoke some discussion. II

is not theoretical, for I am no theorist—it is merely a_

string of deductions from prolonged road experience-:;!

written from the standpoint of • an ordinary easy-going'

motor cyclist who desires the best average results with

a minimum of trouble and a maximum of regularity.

.I
3-

4-

5-
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The Ruthhardt Motor Cycle Magneto. 1

AMAGNETO possessing some novel features has

been introduced by the Ruthhardt Magneto Co.,

Hatton Garden, E.G. The magneto, like other

ignition devices of this type, hails from Stutt-

gart, and is a worthy follower in the steps of its pre-

decessors. Tla chief novelty lies in the shape of the

magnets, which it will be seen on referring to fig. i

are circular. The pole pieces are not separate, but

form a single piece with the magnets. Wtierever

possible aluminium is employed, and this fact in con-

junction with the constructioti of the magnets renders

the instrument considera!)ly lighter than any other on
the market—a point ot no small importance where

saving of weight is extremely necessary as in the case

of a motor bicycle, since it weighs only 4% lbs., while

the height is only 4in. and the width 3^in. Fig.

2 shows the contact breaker. The casing has

attached to it the inclined plane A, with which

the fibre roller C loosely mounted on the spindle

J comes in contact as the armature shaft re\-olves.

The result is that the roller is pushed forward,

carrying wdth it the spring arm G, thus causing

the platinum points attached to G and the screw H to

separate. The primary current is collected by means

Fig. 2.

—

Contact Breaker.
A, inclined plane attached to contact breaker case
B, spring in contact with primary collector brush
D, contact to earth attached to switch terminal I

E, advance spark lever
F, spring holding case cover in position
G, spring arm holding platinum contact, rubbing against

fibre rolkr C
C, fibre roller mounted loosely on spindle J
H, platinum-tipped screw

Fig. 3.—ARMATURf.

Q, armature spindle
K, ball bearing
L, h.t. collector ring
M, armature winding
N, condenser
O, end piate covering ball bear

ing
P, contact breaker

Fig. I.—The Ruthhardt single cylinde motor cycle magnto.

of a carbon brush in contact with the spring B from the
face of the condenser case N (fig. 3). The earth con-

nection D makes contact with a nut not
shown in the illustration, which when un-
screwed allows the contact breaker to be
removed. Fig. 3 shows the armature, the
spindle of which is provided with ball bear-
ings at both ends, that on. the left-hand end
not being shown in the illustration owing to
its being concealed by the end plate O. The
condenser N is neatly carried at the end of

the armature. In case of the H.T. terminal
becoming disconnected, and an unfair strain

being put on the insulation of the armature
winding, a safety spark gap R (fig. i) is

provided. The magneto is compact, light

in weight, efficient, giving as it does a

flaming spark at low speeds, and most
accessible, since it can be easily taken to

pieces and cannot be wrongly assembled.
We shall ]ook forward to hearing accounts
of its behaviour under actual road condi-
tions, as there appears to be no reason why
these should not be entirely satisfactory. An
arrow stamped on the contact breaker shows
the direction in which it is intended the
magneto shall run.

Engine makers are asked to send litera-

ture and manufacturers' prices to the Fowler-
Manson-Sterman Cycle Mfg. Co., 240-254,
West Lake Street, Chicago, 111.

->-•••--<-

Realising that there is a demand at the present time
foi a reliable motor cycle speed indicator, Messrs.

•Stewart Clarke and Co., Denmark Street, Charing
Cross Road, have given their attention to a special

model, suitable for motor bicycles and: tricars, which
is sold at a moderate price. The instrument itself works
on the centrifugal force principle, following lines which
have previously been found to be quite successful. An
innovation, however, is the design of the flexible shaft,

which is usually one of the weakest poinii in speed
indicators of this type. In the Stewart Clarke, however,
the shaft consists of hardened steel hooks revolving in a
tube consisting of coiled hardened and tempered steel

ribbon, the whole being enclosed in a casing of brass.
If anything should happen to the shaft, it can be easily

repaired by inserting a spare link without the aid of
tools. Spare links will be supplied with the speedo-
meters free of charge.
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London to Edinburgh on a Lightweight
By H. G. COVE.

^VER since the lightweight motor bicycle came
^ into prominence I have watched its progress^ with great interest, and although I have always

thought that there were great possibilities for

, I never believed it could be a successful machine in

1 arduous competition like a twenty-four hours run.

y opinion was that for the " potterer "—^that is, the

an for whom speed had little attraction, and whose
ileagewas never more than 100 miles a day, the light-

sight would be very useful, but for the motor cyclist

10 delighted in competition work, and especially a

tie burst of speed occasionally, I certainly thought

e lightweight machine would be useless. It is very

range how one forms opinions, sticks to them, and
rlieves them to be perfectly true, until circumstances
Lppen which show how wrong _. ._ __ ^ ^ „_.__
le has been in the past, and
>w easy it is to form incorrect

5WS when one has not suffi-

snt data to go upon.
This has been amply brought
me to me within the last few
^eks, and the lightweight

3tor bicycle is the sole cause
it. I had entered for the

>ndon to Edinburgh run on

f 4 h.p. J.A.P., and having

't it in good trim had little

>ubt of my success. How-
er, in an evil moment I

;cided to take the machine
>wn and replate and enamel
all over. This was my
idoing, for wheh the parts

,d gone to the platers I dis-

vered that the work could

•t be finished in time for

i to take part in the

-E. run, on my own

EThe writer witb the lightweight Moto-Reve.

machine at any rate.

Why I Rode a Lightweight.

I had so made up my mind to add a further medal
my store that I looked around to see from where I

luld borrow another machine, and after many en-
tries and gersuasions I got a little Moto-ReVe, look-

g upon it ^ a last chance—in fact, almost a forlorn

pe. I took delivery of this machine—which, by the
ly, was the identical one that had climbed the greater
>rtion of Sutton Bank a week or two previously—on the
bursday before the start of the London to Edinburgh
n, and, having given it a trial, I made the best of my
ly to Highgate, prepared to do my utmost.
At four minutes past ten, word came from the starter
go, and away I sailed on the 400 miles journey.

Barnet, Hatfield, and Welwyn were soon left behind,

and a quarter of an hour before time I found myself at

Biggleswade, quite prepared for the hot coffee and
sandwiches which were ready for us. The machine so

far had behaved admirably, and I was getting quite

used to it. Filling up with petrol, I plunged through

the rain, and, like other competitors, was glad to see

Alconbury, and shortly afterwards signs of daylight.

I arrived at Grantham well in advance of schedule

time, and so far had no trouble whatever. Here a good

breakfast awaited us, to which I did justice. Owing,

however, to my insufficient knowledge of the machine,

I had given it far too much oil during the night, and
I had to refill the tank with a mixture of air and water-

cooled oil, which was all I could procure. Needless

^ ., „ to say, from Grantham to
'
"^

'

' WetheriDy, where a good

, . supply of the correct Moto-
Reve oil awaited me, I had to

travel very carefully, as the in-

ferior stuff which I carried in

my tank went in like treacle

and speedily became as thin

as water.

At Doncaster I noticed signs

of misfiring, and on examina-
tion found that the back cylin-

der was not pulling as well as

it ought to, but as nothing very

serious appeared to be the

matter I went on. As the morn-
ing advanced a strong head
wind, which had sprung up
early, increased in force,

and this, together with the

clouds of dust which blew
right in my face, rendered
driving very arduous. Strong

though the wind was, my little engine never faltered a
moment, and only once on a steep hill had I to assist

it slightly with the pedals.

At Wetherby I took the precaution to empty out the
bad oil, thoroughly clean the engine inside and out
with paraffin, and to fill up from the can of Price's.

The head wind, if possible, increased in force, and at

times the dust almost blinded me. All went well until

I arrived at Scotch Comer, and here the misfiring I

had previously noticed became very acute, so I thought
it wise to have a thorough examination and see just

what was wrong. Owing to the head winds and the

misfiring I had already lost quite half an hour, and
I now lost a great deal more time. , On removing, the
induction pipe I found the collar of the back inlet valve

had broken and a portion lay on top of the valve. This
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London to Edinburgh on a Lightweight.

—

kept jumping about, at times holding the valve down
and at times releasing it, and therefore set up the mis-

firing I had observed. Upon searching in my tool bag

IP for the spare inlet, I was horrified to find that it had
a. different lift from the valve I had removed. This took

some time to alter, and I lost quite an hour before I

got under weigh again.

I then proceeded towards Newcastle, but just as I

emerged from the high level bridge I met a procession

of teetotallers blocking the road. I made desperate

efforts to get past, but all to no purpose, so had to

spend half an hour cooling my heels whilst they pro-

ceeded. I arrived at last at the Grand Hotel, but only

to find that the head of the procession was there, and
by the time I had filled up with petrol and made one
or two adjustments the teetotallers were again blocking

my passage north, all the traffic being held up. It was
therefore 4.15 ere I could get away from Newcastle,

thus making me over two hours and a half late. I

was warned of a police trap in Morpeth, but seeing

nothing of it, and the magnificent road tempting me,
I let my little mount go for all it was worth. I arrived

at Berwick at 7.7, filled up with petrol, and left at

7.10, and thus was able to pick up threequarters of an

hour valuable time.

I now calculated that if all went well the remaining
fifty-eight miles could be easily accomplished in zh.

50m. left at my disposal. Knowing the roads were

good as far as Levenhall, I determined to drive hard,

my idea being to get as near twenty-five miles an hour
as possible, as this would leave me a few minutes to

spare in the event of anything going wrong. I soon

found that the machine was capable of far greater

speed than I had imagined, and on the best portions

of the road thirty miles per hour appeared quite easy.

At Cockbumspath I changed the belt, as it was bottom-
ing on the pulley, and then journeyed on as fast as

possible to Levenhall, where I arrived at 9.29. Here
to my horror I felt the back tyre slowly sinking, and
on examination found that a flint, or piece of glass,

had cut the walls of the tyre, and having no time to

mend the puncture, was compelled to complete the
journey on the rim. This I safely accomplished, and
the frame did not seem to be any the worse for such
harsh treatment. A silver medal was my award.

Petrol for 400 Miles Costa 4s. 4d.

In reckoning up expenses and time occupied on the

journey, I arrived at some very interesting figures, and
I do not think that the cause of the lightweight machine
can be furthered better than by my giving them. The
distance covered—390 miles—^was accomplished in just

about twenty-four hours, and, therefore, with stop-

pages, an average speed of 16^ miles per hour was
maintained. If one makes allowance for time lost in

repairs and spent in control, namely, five hours, we
arrive at the fact that the average speed whilst running
was 2oJ^ miles per hour, and this for a 2 h.p. twin-

cylinder machine, with full roadster tyres and ample
tools and spares, is remarkable. The whole weighs

90 lbs.

Now, as to the cost, I find I used three pints of

lubricating oil, but I was driving fairly hard the whole
of the time, and often giving more oil than needful.

With 'regard to petrol, the cost I note was 4s. 4d., and
this, owing to the extremely strong head winds, was
more than would be the case in the ordinary way.

In conclusion, I can only say that the lightweights

have now a champion in me, whereas before I looked
upon them as expensive toys.

A LIGHT FOUR=WHEEiLER,
IN the M.C.C. London to Edinburgh twenty-four

hours' run the smallest four-wheeled vehicle, to

accomplish the 400 miles within schedule time

was propelled by a 5 h.p. 75 by 80 mm. twin-

cylinder air-cooled motor cycle engine. Mr. Chater

Lea, the driver, is seen on the identical vehicle in the

accompanying illustration, and he was accompanied
on the run by Mr. H. Compton. The return journey

was made by road in two days, and we are told the

only trouble experienced on the double journey was
caused by two nail punctures. This is a really splen-

did performance for such a small vehicle, and some
particulars of it will be* interesting.

The frame is tubular, all hubs run on ball bearings,

and the rear wheels have expanding metal to metal

brakes. These brakes are operated by a pedal, a side

lever operating a very powerful band brake on the

gearshaft. The engine drives through a leather-faced

cone clutch and two-speed gear box. The driving

shaft is arranged as a continuation of the engine-shaft,

and is carried across the machine, terminating in a

sprocket from which the drive is by chain to one of the

rear wheels. The drive is thus similar to that of a

sidecar, there being no differential, and in practice we
are told this system works perfectly. Starting is by

handle (which is geared up, ensuring a quick start

with the magneto ignition). Thumb slides on the

steering wheel control the ignition and throttle, and a

small lever on the wheel actuates the exhaust lifter

and provides a governor for the engine in traffic. The
Carette, as it is called, is capable of speeds up to

twenty-eight miles an hour. The accessibility of the

engine, magneto, and carburetter will be noted, and
the gears can be reached bv lifting a floor board.

Mr. Chater Lea, on the 5 h.p. Carette, with which he won a M.C.C.
London-Edinburgh Gold Medal.
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A NEW HYDRAULlCALLY=OPERATED
THIS invention relates to a clutch for motor cycles

and cars, and is described with reference to the

accompanying drawing as applied to a motor
cycle. The object of the invention is to operate

the clutch hydraulically, thus obviating the necessity

of rods, levers, and separating gear.

A represents the hub which has a portion B con-

siderably enlarged to accommodate the flat disc clutches

C, the alternate discs of which are keyed to the shaft

D, which is revolved by the belt pulley or chain ring 1

attached to D. The other alternate discs C are keyed

to the shell of hub B.

E is a leather piston mounted between two plates

which are kept together by means of screws and nuts,

the ends of which press against (when the gear is in

operation) the disc clutches. The flange of the piston

cup is kept pressed up against the walls of the clutch

cylinder by a split steel ring. F is the cover of the clutch

cylinder, and has a stuffing box or gland H in its

centre through which a hollow shaft G passes. The
form of joint shown at K is made so as to facilitate the

removal of the gland H in order to repack the stuffing

box.

The cover F and hub A revolve round the hollow
shaft G which is stationary. In communication with

the hollow shaft G is a pipe conveying the liquid and
operating medium to the single cylinder pump and gear
shown at M.
The piston of this pump has a spring attached to it

in order to keep the liquid operated by the pump in a

state of compression when necessary, the liquid being
withdrawn by means of the operating pedal.

The operation of working the clutch is as follows

:

When the pedal attached to M is released the spring

forces the piston in, driving with it the oil into the

piston chamber of the hub A through the hollow shaft

G, which in turn forces the leather piston E up against

CLUTCH.
the disc clutches C, which alternate disc being in

frictional contact with the disc keyed to the shell or

hub A, any rotating motion of the shaft D is conveyed

to the hub A. Such amount of rotating motion is trans

-

_Jol3:

mitted to A according to the pressure of oil exerted in

the clutch chamber. The operation of declutching is

the reverse of that described above, viz., by pressing

the clutch pedal down the oil is withdrawn from liie

clutch chamber and the plates are released.

<
A NEAT

A SPRING fork is an article which should be
standard on every motor bicycle, and numerous
are the ideas that have been patented to obtain
that elasticity and ease of running on rough

ground which is essential to the comfort of the rider.

One of the latest devices sub-
mitted to us has been designed
and patented by Mr. W. Godden,
Patent No. 2791, 1901, and as
far as we know there is no fork
similar in construction on the
market at the present time. The
wheel is held in a rigid fork, and
brakes and girder forks can easily
be fitted, as a vertical movement
only of the wheel is allowed.

_
Reference to the line illustra-

tion shows three guide plates H,
J, and Jj. Two of these plates
are fitted with rollers AAA,
which bear against the extensions
of the fork blades K K and the
handle-bar stem F. The coil
springs B and C are centrally
applied, and control both up and

down movements of the wheel.

SPRING FORK.
We have not ridden a machine fitted with this spring

fork, but from an inspection of a sample from which
our line sketch was made we think it has possibilities,

although there would be wear on the tubing against

which the rollers take a bearing.
>-•••—^

A most complete price list of parts has reached us

from the South British Trading Co., Ltd., i3-i5>

Wilson Street, Finsbury, E.G., comprising the parts

for all Vindec motor cycles for the past five years, as

well as the parts of the Peugeot and F.N. engines and
Bosch magnetos.

The Junior and O.T.A.V. Motor Car Co., 117, Long
Acre, W.C., have taken up the agency of the 55^ h.p.

O.T.A.V. voiturette

—

a vehicle which in that it

possesses V belt transmission and air cooling may
almost be classed as a motor cycle. In the near future

we hope to publish a description of this little runabout.

Mr^ Sten.son Cooke, secretar}' of the A. A., instructed

his patrols on the Land's End to John-o'- Groat's route

to warn the competitors in the A.C.U. Trials of any
undue activity on the part of the police in the districts

through which they pass. The A.C.U. committee
has accorded a hearty vote of thanks to the secretary

of the A. A. for his generous assistance.
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HANDLE STARTING.
23-4. Always pull handle up,

never push it down. If position does not
allow of pulling it up, disengage handle
and re-engage dogs till it does. Never
even pull handle up except with spark
well retarded.

Do not grip handle, but allow it to

lie loosely across first joint of the
fingers, without the thumb encircling it

at all.

Always flood the carburetter, and
verify position of every lever, especially

the spark advance, before pulling.

If engine is sulky, and known to be
in tune and order, inject a few drops of

petrol into cylinder.

Handle starting with magneto ignition

is only recommended if the handle is set

on a counter-shaft or on the rear axle.

It is possible to start a twin-cylinder
engine with magneto ignition and a
ciankshaft handle, but it will frequently

be a weariness in the flesh. Often the
contacts will have to be levelled up and

' washed with petrol before a start is

obtained.

Common starting defects, when engine,
etc.. are known to have been perfect
at the stop : coil trembler stuck, cylin-

ders gummy, plug points too far apart
or carbonised, dirt or stale petrol in

carburetter, engine very hot, petrol

turned off, and switch not on.

In persistrent failure to start a twin-
cylinder engine on the handle, engage
top gear, release compression in one
cylinder (by holding down inlet valve,

or putting penny under an exhaPoC
valve), get passenger to push wnile
clutch is held out, engage clutch Gradu-
ally when fair speed is attained, and re-

lease compression in second cylinder
when first cylinder begins to fire. (in.3.
This is given only for novices in emer-
gencies.)

HANDLE-BAR SWITCHES.
235. Every motor cycle should

have a positive means of stoyjping Jjie-

engine carried either on handle-bar or
steering wheel. With a tricar, the
clutch may stick ; a motor bicycle may
sideslip. If the engine cannot be in-

stantaneously and certainly stopped,
the resultant damage will be largely in-

creased.

HOT CRANKCASE.
236. The crankcase necessarily

receives a certain degree of heat by com-
munication from the cylinder, but this

degree is very limited. If the crank-
s-case gets hotter and hotter with each
successive run, or any time gets so hot
that the hand cannot be kept upon it,

there is a serious leakage past the piston

rings, which should be seen to.

LEAKY PETROL UNION.
23*7. A mere leak can usually be

repaired with soap, seccotine; fish glue,

or Ccementium, aiJed or not by bind-
ing with insulating; tape. A pocket solder-

ing outfit is easily carried. If leak is

in the union, a stuffing gland may be
faked out of string, or a short piece of

rubber tubing may be threaded over
the tube.

(Continued from page 511
.)

LEAKY RADIATORS.
2^3^, Failing prompt soldering,

bind with rag or tape smeared with r^
or white lead.

LEAKY WATER PUMPS ON TRICARS.
239. If leak is per stuffing box,

refill it with asbestos string well
smeared with blacklead.

If leak is from lubricator aperture,
keep well greased, and if this fails, re-

fit lubricator to a six inch pipe made to
fit tightly into original aperture, and
carried up vertically therefrom.

LOOSE NUTS.
2-iO. If a nut often comes adrift,

and yet is in such a place that no ordi
nary adjustment will necessitate its re-

moval, the end of its bolt may be
slightly burred over with a light
hammer, spreading the metal enough to
prevent nut falling oE. If nut ever has

The handsome challenge trophy presented by
Mr. Henry Littlewood to the Barnsley M.C.C. for

annual competition in hill-climbing. It was won
lor the first time last month by J. Marshall, who
rode a 3i h.p. T.T. Triumph.

to come off, a spanner will force it over

burr, and restore the thread in passage.

If nut is a large one, and may need

to be removed at any time, paint over

bolt end with thick, ropy black paint.

If a small one, varnish with clear

varnish. Nuts in accessible places

which have to be constantly removed
and replaced should be castellated, and

the bolt fitted with a split cotter.

LUBRICATION.

2'4:3L. One of the most important

subjects to a motor cycli.st.

By
Road Rider.

1. Never use an unsuitable oil.

Find out what make of oil the manu-
facturers of the engine recommend

;

don't listen to them if they advise their
own brand, as you cannot be bothered
to carry it on tour, but get the name
of a brand that is everywhere obtain-
able, and ask the factors of it for a list

of agents. Never buy unknown brands,
nor yet oil from cans previously
opened, or from big stock drums.

2. Never use too little. Poor run-
ning, strange squeaks, knocks, or grind-
ing sounds from the engine give due
warning of this. There should always
be about half a tumblerful in the crank-
case.

3; Rather less emphatically, never
use too much. Over-lubrication causes
caking of the rings, piston, valves, and
combustion head. But it is infinitely

preferable to under-lubrication.
If oiling has been carried to the verge

of safety in the direction of economy,
you will feel the engine leap away every
time a fresh charge is injected. If you
never feel the engine respond to a pump-
ful, probably it is being somewhat over-
lubricated, and the frequency of the
charges may be cautiously reduced. No
rule can be given, as the amount must
always vary with the size of pump used,
the temperature of the atmosphere, the
qualities of the oil, and the speed of

the driving.

Tests for oil.—Heat to 400° over a
Bunsen burner. If any residue in

twenty-four hours the oil is a very good
one. For purity, leave oil on a
burnished copper surface for two days

;

if no green stains result, it is free from
acid. For dirt, strain a portion. For
viscosity, place samples on a flat sheet
of glass, and heat its under side. The
oil that spreads farthest is the most
suitable, but the flashpoint test with a
Bunsen burner should precede this test.

In general, any oil contained in sealed

cans bearing name of a known and re-

putable maker will be safe.

Special Litbkicants.

For magnetos, gas engine oil.

Chains, grease and graphite mixed,
applied to a clean chain.

Machine bearings, any good cycle oil.

Tricar wheels, stuff with grease under
caps. Fill rear wheel with grease, sup-

plement with cycle oil.

Gearboxes, engine oil or gear grease,

alone or mixed, as recommended by
makers.
Water pumps, thickest grease.

Contact breakers, drop of cycle oil on
all cams occasionally. Some wipe con-

tact breakers should run in grease.

Magneto drives, grease when dis-

mantled ; most drives obtain their lubri-

cant from the engine.

Leather belts, dubbin, engine oil, or

any special dressing.

Clutches, collan or castor oil, allow-

ing time to soak.

Free wheel, flush with paraffin, oil

with cycle lubricant.

Tyre covers and valves, French chalk.

Pump piston washers, vaseline or

grease.

(To be continued.

}
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

Repairing Petrol Tanks. Steep Hills.

[3411.]—Seeing some discussion on the exploding of petrol

tanks while attempting to solder same, I may say that the

only safe way is to proceed as follows : Empty out petrol,

fill up quite full of water, empty out, and then one can solder

without any danger of an explosion.

Be letter 3389. The hill is called White Down Hill, and,

in my opinion, it is impossible to climb it (minus pedals) with-

out a two-speed gear. I thought Coast Hill on the Dorking

Road was much steeper than 1 in 12. I should have tliought

it was more like 1 in 4 or 5 in one place. Trusting there

wili be a competition at White Down,
D. REFFELL.

The FoUy of it.

[3412.]—You do publish some rot in your paper, the

/atest nonsense being to advise people that the Stanley belt

fastener (see page 523) can be used to lengthen a belt. The
difference in lengths of the three sizes is only ^in. How
long do you imagine a new belt will be stretching ^in. ? If

you give advice, give sensible advice. F. G. S.

Plymouth.

_L- luLiLGoer in question allows the belt to be shortened fin.,

as it must be obvious to anyone except " F. G. S." that

more than one hook can be used. When our correspondent

has mastered this, we should recommend him to learn by
heart, " The man who asks questions should ask sensible

questions, and ask them civilly."

—

Ed.]

Handle-bars Working Loose.

[3413.]—Having lately had a nasty fall through being sent

away from a repair ( ?
) shop with a loose handle-bar, may I

ask why such an unmechanical device as a friction grip for

such a vital part of a motor (or any other) cycle is persisted

in by manufacturers? To how many motor cyclists has it

occurred, I wonder, as to what would happen were their

headstock gripping bolt to carry away suddenly while i-iding.

As this bolt frequently serves also as the tup boVi. of girder
forks, and is as such subject to great vibration, this is an
ever-present possibility. Canno'^ the down tube of handle-bars
be made D section, the fork tube to correspond? then nothing
short of pulling the handle-bars bodily out can render the
forks independent of the handles. Since my accident I have
had a i'm. bolt put through headstock and both tubes.

BS31.

Leaking Batteries and Leather v. Rubber Beits.

[3414.]—If your correspondent, Mr. R. N. Morl^y [letter No.
3397], will try a couple of E. P. Richford's (Holborn) unspil-
lable accumulators I think his troubles will be at an end.
If he cares to do so, he may put them in his tank upside
down, but h-:" will get no acid trouble. Unlike most of the
unspillable type, they contain no jelly. I have had two in

use for some considerable time, and find them excellent.
I have also been much interested by several epistles lately,

re slipping rubber belts, also fasteners pulling out. Strange
to say, I am now using my fourth Stanley Dermatine, and
have never experienced either of the above defects. How
many of the grumblers have a perfect 28° pulley and an
engine that does not liberally oil the belt? It is astonishing
how many motor cyclists try to run rubber belts on worn
out pulleys and then condemn them if they slip. My
niachine is 4 h.p., 160 lbs. weight, and myself 13 st., belt
|ih., but that does not make it slip in any weather. I have
no doubt " Jupiter " is in his element fining up greasy, filthy
leather oelts, but still I prefer to remain

ONE OF THE KID-GLOVED BRIGADE.

Front Wheel Stands.

[3415.]—I enclose sketches of a "front wheel" stand which
works under the
crank case, as in

"Ixion's" Brick-bat.
The first drawing
shows the stand out
of- action, held up by
a clip. The second
sketch shows the
front view of the
stand in action.

[3416.]—Judging by the remarks made by "Ixion" and
others in your very interesting paper, it appears that there
is no front wheel stand supplied by the makers of motor cycles.
This may be so of the general run of machines, but does
not apply to the Roc, the arrangement adopted in this
machine being, in my opinion, ideal, combining as it does a
back and front wheel stand. Briefly, the footrests act as
supports, and when the machine is allowed to rest on the
footrest, it is so beautifully poised that both wheels only
just touch the ground, and can therefore be easily revolved.A puncture is thus robbed of half its terrors, and I would
suggest that long footrests fitted to other makes would over-
come the need for either front or back stands, as in the case
of the Roc. (Dr.) CLARENCE BEESLEY.
[As we have previously pointed out, the only objection to
long footrests is their liability to touch the ground when
turnir- corners sharply. We refer readers to " Iiion's

"

Cumiiieiits tniE week.

—

Ed.]

[3417.}—I notice
that in a recent issue
of The Motor Cycle
you draw attention
to the convenience of
a stand for the front
wheel of a motor
bicycle. I think,
therefore, you will be
interested in the ac-
companying photo-
graphs, which repre-
sent a device I had
made for me more
than two years ago.
As you will see, it is

a combined mudguard
stay and stand, and
it is extremely satis-

factory in use. When
the stand is required
to be used, it is

merely necessary to
remove the butterfly
nut, when it can be
swung down, and will

raise the front wheel
clear of the ground.

AH 202.

Hills and Hill-elimbing.

[3418.]—I have been reading with interest the correspond-
ence in my pet paper about hills and hill-climbing. Not long
ago it was Glen Finnart and Rest and be ThanMul. I have

, just returned from Scotland, where I was racing on the 27th
of last month at the Celtic Park Track. During my stay in
Glasgow, I was driven up both the hills on Mr. E. H.
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Bostock's 60 h.p. Daimler car, and must confess they simply
astonished me. Both are perfect terrors, and I feel almost
certain no single-cylinder machine could climb either of them.
On Rest and be Ihankful there are three hairpin bends, the

one at the top being the worst; and on the steepest part,

should anything fail on the machine on this bend, heaven
help the rider—the drop is hundreds of feet into the valley.

The road is very narrow and in a shocking condition tlie

whole way up. (ilen Finnart is short, but like the side of

a house, the road also being in a shocking condition. I

should like to see some of our hill-climbing champions having
a shot at these ; they would open their eyes and make them
think. Cross Sutton Bank out—it's a pimple. When I hear

of a rider getting up these, I will find him another much
worse, that Harry Lauder has named " Trust in the Lord."

T. A. CARTER.

A Problem to be Solved.

[3419.]—Referring to Air. E. L. Ovington's experience, I

quite agree with Mr. H. Hill, and not to obtain the " abnor-

mal " running to me means that the carburation and spark

position and also exhaust lift are not adjusted correctly. It

takes some miles to obtain it, because the correct position of

air, gas, and spark levers has to be obtained, according to

the atmosphere, but once obtained it " roars " in this

"abnormal" way all day. DC 74.

[3420.]—'I have read the ' interesting letter of Mr. E. L.

Ovington, also the answer submitted to it. A footnote from

the Editor reads, " Does the extra lubricating oil participate

in combustion and propulsion at very high temperatures?
"

In my opinion this is the cause of the abnormal running

of the Big Four, and also many other engines that suddenly

develop greatly increased power from some unknown cause,

and in some cases "go on their own '

' with the current

switched off. This is put down to dirty cylinder, etc., but

The coupling shown is a " Unite," made o£ flat steel strips. One is

placed to hold both front wheel hubs together, another to hold both back

A wheel hubs, and the other two hold the head and the down tubes. There are
^ joints which allow lor lateral movement. The couple, or should we say the

eonpled, had ridden from Sheffield to Lincoln via Newark the day our

5 photograph was obtained.

extra lubricating oil is the moving spirit in this "frivolity."

Some years ago we had a gas engine which, to quote " Ixion,"

took the bit between its teeth, and bolted. The rate that

engine ran (and it had governors, of course) was terrific.

The gas was cut off, but to no purpose, and it continued
running at this speed for several minutes. I determined to

find the cause of it, and nothing was allowed to be altered.

For several days nothing amiss occurred. Then I noticed

that when the engine was hot and driving heavily an explo-

sion would occur, but no gas was taken in for it. What

caused this? There being no gas, it must have been the
surplus oil. To prove this, I allowed the engine to " abnor-
mal '

' again, and it ran for several minutes with gas and
light (spark) off, and the explosions occurred every time till

all the oil was consumed. After this the automatic lubrica-
tor was altered, and the engine has never " bolted " since.

Perhaps exception may be taken to this being a gas engine
experience, but the Editor's not© was sufficient for me to
see that something of the same sort had really occurred with
a petrol motor.

In conclusion, may I say a few words about the many
wonderful hills Mr. Barker, Mr. W. Percy, and others have
just discovered. Clay Bank, mentioned by Mr. Barker,
should b© carefully avoided. I was over it last week, and it

was a mass of stones, not even the usual six inches in the
gutter to wheel your machine. Probably it would take two
Clay Banks to make one Sutton, and then not reach a 1 in 4
grade on it. This should be a condition of your correspon-
dent's " What is the state of the hill ; is it rideable? " Not
invite riders to a hill that is in the state Clay Bank is at
present. W. GOULD.

[3421.]—In looking over your Jime 17th issue, I notice
my letter which I wrote you with regard to the peculiar
phenomenon which takes place when I operate my F.N. Big
Four motor cycle under certain conditions. At the end of

the letter I se-^. the following sentence by your Editor :
" Does

the extra lubricating oil participate in combustion and pro-
pulsion at very high temperatures?" That is a phase of the
problem that I acknowledge I never considered. Come to
think of it, however, I think it is very probable that at
exceedingly high temperatures the oil is decomposed, and on
this account there is an abnormal quantity of carbon in the
explosive mixture, to say nothing of the hydrogen gas
liberated. In this manner a large number of heat units would
be liberated in the cylinder upon explosion, and owing to the
fact that the temperature is high, the explosion would take
place with greater rapidity than under normal conditions. Id
other words, we not only would have more actual fuel in the
cylinder, but we would be able to use more of the energy of

the exploding fuel as mechanical energy and less as heat
energy owing to the fact that the mixture would be fired

almost entirely at the top of the stroke instead of burning
comparatively slowly.

I await with interest other suggestions as to the cause of

the peculiar phenomenon I have observed.

New York. EARLE L. OVINGTON.

The Balancing of Motor Cycle Engines.

[3422.]—Some time ago there was some correspondence is

your journal on the question of the balancing of motor cycle

engines. Please let me add my experiences.

At present I ride a 7-8 h.p. twin Minerva, having pre-

viously had a 4^ h.p. twin of the same make, also a single

3^ h.p., and what I want to try and prove is that the twin
is somewhat overbalanced, so to speak, the balance weights

on the flywheels being too large for the light pistons and
connecting rods.

On my last machine I had occasion to fit new pistons and
make them heavier than the usual patterns. On my present

machine I have drilled three -;%in. holes right through the

balance weights, close up to the rim of the flyivheel. The
result in each case has been to make the engine nm more
sweetly, especially in the latter case, where there seems an

increase of speed in the normal running of the engine and
distinctly less vibration (which also means more power) at

all speeds.

The reason why I did this was because I noticed, when the

cylinders were removed from the crank case, the pistons

would rise up of their own accord. Now from my small

amount of technical knowledge I know this ought not to be

the case ; if anything, the pistons should just be able to

slide down to their lowest position. In the former case we
get complete balancing of the vertical piston motion, but

leaving a large unbalanced couple which tends to set up

vibration horizontally. This accounts for the clattering noise

at high speeds.

In other details the engine is beautifully designed, and

for reliability it takes a lot of beating. I should be glad of

a few replies or criticisms anyone has to make, and I should

like to state in finishing that I think one of the chief reasons

for the Rex Co.'s successes in hill-climbs is the almost perfect

balance of their engines. T. F. COX.
,
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The Practical Touring Machine.

[3423.]—I notice a letter in your issue of July 1st from

"A Member of the P. and D. M.C.C." which interprets a

note of mine in a way I never intended. As a matter of

fact, owing to sundry causes, and principally to the abnor-

mal nature of the run, the turn out was only six, not two, as

he states. However, my idea was solely to get some of our

English friends to try the hill, and, of course, let us know
how they get on, through your columns. I hope for the

reputation of the P. and D. M.C.C. that "A Member" will

nelp to swell the numbers at the remaining runs of this

season. ES 186.

Two Twenty-four Hour Runs in a Week.

[3424.] Pi,eadiig the paragraph on the above matter, I

agree with you that the two events coming so close to each

other are bound to suffer from want of entries, and, to make
matters worse, both runs are practically over the same course.

To make both events successful, there should be, in my
opinion, at least a month or six weeks between the two. I

know of a dozen or so men who are very anxious to enter

for the two runs, but who will not be able to do so unless

the dates are altered. As the Land's End and back date was

fixed weeks ago, it seems reasonable that the A.C.U. may
alter the Plymouth date. A 746.

Tyre Troubles.

[3425.]—I was much interested in Mr. W. T. Walton's

letter about tyres. I have had an extra heavy tyre go in

exactly the same way, liaving ridden it about 1,000 miles.

I sent it back to the makers, and they have sent me a new
one free of charge. The tyre was a 26x2^ Modele de Course

Continental. I think that if the British firms were to treat

their customers as fairly as I have been treated, the demand
for foreign tyres would diminish greatly.

There is no doubt that one-gallon cans of petrol are badly
wanted. I was asked Is. 4d. for a gallon of petrol in South-

port the other day, when the price is only 2s. for a two-
gallon can.

A police trap is in operation for a quarter of a mile through
Camforth on the North Road ; in fact, the whole of the way
from Preston to Camforth it is well to keep to the legal crawl.

6-7 H.P.

|The Lightweight Question.

[3426.]—The enclosed photograph is that of a specially

designed motor bicycle for town work made for me by Mr.
J. Langham, of this town (Leicester). The weight is 87 lbs.,

and this would have been further reduced but for the fact

that the streets in the district are very "bumpy." The
engine is a 2 h.p. Minerva, Brown and Barlow carburetter,

with handle-bar control (the only lever not on the handle-
bar is the spark advance). The petrol tank holds half a
gallon, and the accumulator, coil, and oil tank are as small

as possible. Low frame, large size pedal bicycle saddle.
Bates's special tandem tyres Ifin., the tubes filled with,
Miraculum. The machine is very handy, fairly fast, and a
splendid hill-climber. In view of the strong feeling in favour
of the lightweight just now, I thought the above particulars
and photograph might be of interest to some of your readers.

W. MOFFAT HOLMES, M.B.

Suggested Meet of Motor Cyclists near London.

[3427.]—In reply to Mr. H. Vowler re the above matter,
this club—too Eastern District—has already under con-

sideration a joint run of this sort, and his club heus been
invited to participate in the same. Doubtless his secretary

will give him all particulars, and it only remains for him to

again get his members to join hands with us, as they did

last Sunday week at our president's house at Burford Bridge.
This was voted a most successful run, and from reports to

hand I think all enjoyed themselves very much. Several
other clubs have also been invited (north of the Thames),
and I shall be most happy to give club secretaries all infor-

mation necessary if they will write to me direct at 92,

Bromley Street, Stepney, London, E. I should like to

arrange the meeting of the hon. sees, and representatives on
the 15th, but arrangements already made will stand good
for that date, and a further meeting can take place later.

CHAS. STEWARD.

The Kid Gloved Brigade.

[3428.]—In The Motor Cycle last week, under the head-
ing of "Belt Fasteners," "Jupiter" speaks of rubber belts

as things for the "kid-gloved brigade." I will pass his

comments on the relative merits of leather and rubber belts,

as I judge from the tone of his letter that he is one of these

oily individuals, who not only has his engine, but his hands
as well covered with grease, which, of course, is quite detri-

mental to a good rubber belt. As for the kid-gloved
brigade, if there were more members of this force motor
cyclists in general would create a far more favourable im-
pression than they do at the present time. A great many
riders realise this, and when they dismount at the end of a
trip and remove their mackintoshes or dustcoats and over-
alls, as well as their " kid gloves," no one would ever sus-

pect for a minute that they had possibly been riding 200 or

300 miles through dust or rain. Thank goodness, the motorist
who dons the leather coat and leather breeches, dirty leg-

gings, and goes about with no gloves and dirty hands is fast

disappearing. I think if "Jupiter" would only compete in

one of the 1,000 miles competitions and see the neat appear-
ance of the riders when they finish their day's journey, he
would feel rather inclined to join what he terms the "kid-
gloved brigade." PS 5.

Business Methods.

[3429.]—^Having, like many another motor cyclist, suffered
from the amazing indifference and slack business methods of

some motor cycle firms, with the consequent annoyance and
inconvenience, it is with peculiar pleasure that I ask you to

give publicity to the prompt and satisfactory way in which
I have recently been treated by two well-known firms.

I was desirous of exchanging my old mount for a light-

weight F.N., and wrote to Wauchope's for terms. These were
sent per return of post. I then sent my bicycle and cheque
away on a Tuesday afternoon, and on the following Thurs-
day I received an acknowledgment, and the assurance that
the order for the new machine had been placed with the
F.N. Motor Agency with a request for early delivery. To
my delight, on Friday afternoon the new bicycle arrived
from the F.N. people, but, unfortunately, the lower cover
for the ball head had by some means been broken. I wrote
to the F.N. Agency on Friday night, and on Sunday morning
received another cover free of charge.
Taken altogether, I should think this is almost a record

for prompt and courteous dealing, and certainly speaks
volumes for the two firms concerned, and of their desire to

please their customers.
I have had several rides on my If h.p. F.N., and am

delighted with it. The spring forks are excellent, and the
hill-climbing capabilities of the machine most satisfactory,

while its manageableness and the ease with which it can be
started by pedalling must appeal to that class of riders who,
like myself, are nearing life's meridian.

I suppose I must add that, unfortunately, I am not inter-

ested in any way in either of the above firms.

I would just like to add that I parted with my old 1906
Rex with real regret, and it was OT\\y its weight that induced
me to do so. For reliability, the machine had no superior,
and for this reason had the Rex Featherweight been equipped
with spring forks I expect that would have been my present
mount. AA 1376.
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''SUCH RESULTS
SPEAK VOLUMES"

for

NON-STOP
CERTIFICATE
IN THE A.C.U.
QUARTERLY
TRIALS.

SILVER CUP
ESSEX M.C.
200 MILES
NON-STOP
FOR TRICARS.

Mr. M. W. Randle, of 7. Lawrence Lane, Cheap-

side, writes under date of July 1st, 1908:

*' For precaution's sake, prior to starting on the End-to-End run, I am
going to re-tyre my ' 10 Lagonda ' tricar ; but I have had such fine

results out of the present front tyres that I don't like changing them,
but must do so, to be on the safe side,

and I'm wondering if it will interest you
to have their record. I put them on in the
early spring of last year, and drove them
1,200 miles, taking the Non-stop Certificate

in the A.C.U. Quarterly Trials, a clean sheet

and Silver Medal in the Penalty Run, won First Prize—a Silver Cup—in

the Essex M. Club's 200 miles non-stop for tricars, and then did the London
to Plymouth and back twenty-four hours' ride, and was the only passenger

vehicle to get the gold medal. Unfortunate-
FIRST PRIZE, ly_ during the night in the rain and fog I got LONDON TO
SILVERMEDAL, my near side wheel in a hole and bent the .J^^MOUTH.

W?F?^^N^THE 1™^^ ^^^«' ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^ g°^ ^^ GOLD MEDAL
d?Si7tv Jim wheels out of alignment and wore a flat on ^"^° MEDAL

the tread of the tyres, so got you to re-tread

them, and have been driving on them ever since, having
covered over 6,500 miles more, and they are good I

fancy for at least another couple of thousand miles, and what's more I

have never had a puncture the whole time, and I think such results speak
volumes for your goods, and if the new ones only wear as well as present

pair, I certainly shall still be a very satisfied driver of Dunlop tyres."

Send for booklet oontalning

full particulars of Dunlop tyres

for motor oyoies and tricars,

gratis and post free on request.

GAINED BY A
PASSENGER
VEHICLE.

DUNLOP TYRE CO., Ltd.,

Aston, BIRMINGHAM;

Alma Street, COVENTRY.

Branches : London, Nottingham, Manchester,
Newcastle, Norwich, Bristol, Leeds, Glasgow,

Dublin, Belfast.

Tr) answering this advertisement it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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are prominent features in every model from the

i^ h.p. Lio^htwei^ht to the 6 h.p. Twin, bearing

the name of the famous

N.S.U.
Here is our proof:

SUNDERLAND AND DISTRICT M.C.C. Reliability Trial

for the Vaux Challenge Cup. July ist, 1908.

The course was from Sunderland to Doncaster via Stockton and
Thirsk, a distance of 220 miles. Marks were deducted if com-
petitors were a minute or more before or after schedule time.

The winner finished on a 4 h.p. N.S.U. without losing a single

mark.

NEWCASTLE AND DISTRICT M.C.C. Non-stop- Run,
June 29th, 1908.

This trial was contested over a very difficult and hilly course

of 75 miles. Each of the six N.S.U. competitors made a
non-stop run, leaving only five others out of the total number
to compete in the final.

It's worth your while to write us about that new machine you
intend to get. Every model in the splendid range of N.S.U.
mounts has an enviable reputation behind it.

N.S.U. Non-sKid Device makes side-slips impossible.
COSTS ONLY 3/6.

N.S.U. Sparking Plug solves misfiring troubles. £f

N.S.U. Belt Fasteners are used in all Hill Climbs.

N.S.U. T^vo-speed gear levels all hills, a a a a a

N.S.U. MOTOR CO., LTD., 78, CHARLOTTE STREET, LONDON, W.

In answerino this advertisement it is dpsiTahlp thni ninni 'mofnin/^tn '* ^Jt^ "AJ^i^^ /T«*n7yi '*
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Which Side to fit Sidecars.

Whether to fit a sidecar on the near or off side of a

motor bicycle is a very delicate question, on which

readers' opinions would be interesting. On the one

hand, the left-hand position is preferred by many riders,

because they are accustomed only to mount from the

near side, and cannot mount from the off; but this

method of fixing puts the passenger closest to oncoming

traffic, and when wheel-shavers are about he—or more

often she—does not like it. On the other hand, the

near or left-hand position, while preferred by the pas-

senger, makes it awkward for the driver to mount until

he has had considerable practice, and also renders the

belt and magneto contacts slightly less accessible.

While I loathe having to mount from the off side, I

hold that the passenger's nerves are the vital factor to

consider, and so recommend that the sidecar should be

set on the near side, and that the driver should take a

push-bicycle and practise the off side mount with it.

Ideal Footrests.

Riders' ideas of footrests vary extremely, and no one

seems to know exactly what is desirable. I have this

year used on long runs a great many varieties, ranging

from fixed and sprung footboards to pedals swinging

on a fixed axis, aluminium plates, 2in. wide, and

rubber covered, and plain steel spindles %in. in

diameter. The sort I especially dislike are the plain

steel spindles. They are well enough for a short run,

but the sensation they create on a really protracted non-

stop is most peculiar. They feel narrow and sharp

and hot against the hollow of the sole, and after a

hundred miles or so one feels as if one's feet were

resting against a narrow skewer, and as if that skewer

were red-hot. I almost equally detest footboards, as

one's feet never seem firm on them, and one cannot

fidget about. I think, on the whole, I like the ordinary

pedal, as used for the pedalling gear, but threaded

on a fixed spindle instead of being attached to pins

on pedalling cranks. With these the foot does not slip

about, and yet its angle can be varied a little.

Carriage of Spare Parts.

I saw last week a heavy tourist mount fitted by a

mechanical owner with a host of minor refinements, and

amongst the details I was most impressed by the

arrangements made for carrying spares. His tank clips

were extended right round the tank, and gripped the

middle bar of the frame, as well as the top rail. They
were three in number. The front one was extended

on each side into a tongue bracket for the carriage of a

light generator. The two hinder ones each held a metal

strap loop, so that on each side of the tank he carried

a small toolbag, scarcely larger than the ordinary push-

cycle size, these being held off the tank by the

encircling bands of the clips. In one he had his spare

valves, each packed in a little Selvyt case; in the

IXION."

other six spare sparking plugs, also encased in wash
leather. Such details make it impossible for the weight
of the machine to be kept as low as is desirable, but
they show the pains and ingenuity expended by some
enthusiasts to suit their machines to. touring require-

ments. Without going to such complication of struc-

ture, I am a great believer in using several small

toolbags instead of one large one, and so keeping the

fragile spares separate from clumsy spanners.

Clay Bank.
I see a Mr. Allan Barker is inviting motor cyclists

to attempt the ascent of Clay Bank, on the Stokesley-

Helmsley road. Before readers take the trouble of

visiting it, they ought to know the nature of the task.

The hill is a pretty straight one, and as far as memory
serves me the gradients are by no means excessive. But
the surface is—or was—too atrocious for words,
resembling thinly spread, unrolled road metalling.

There is a water-splash at the foot of the hill, and it

is crossed at intervals by stone gutters, intersecting

the road at an angle, and provided for cart wheels to

rest in while the horses get their breath. The ascent
will give no rider any pleasure, and any aspirant to

honours upon it should use handle-bar control, and
grip his handles as a drowning man clutches a straw.

I remember walking down it in preference to riding

down, when I was last along that road. It is not far

from Sui;ton, and riders visiting Sutton can easily return

down it, and then try the ascent if they want a rough
shaking. Near the top the road cuts through an
immense landslip, which is worth a visit, and the

scenej-y, as a rule, almost compensates for the unspeak-
able vileness of the surface. Steep hills are plentiful

in the district.

Worn Cylinders.
One or two remarks have recently appeared in our

columns about the appearance of wear in the light

cylinder castings now current, after they have done a

couple of seascftis' work. I recently took down the

engine of a 5 h.p. twin, which has done about 10,000

miles wdth a two-speed gear and sidecar. On calliper-

ing the cylinders, I found the upper part of the bore
enlarged to the extent of about 2 mm. To renew these

cylinders would cost about jQ2 los. ; to bore them out

evenly to an extra couple of millimetres would entail

the purchase—and probably also the manufacture

—

of a pair of new pistons, and would leave the cylinder

Avails too thin for the heavy work they have to do.

Consequently I am making no replacements at all

except to procure six new piston rings, with which I

confidently expect to restore the power and the com-
pression to their ancient efficiency. I will let '•eaders

know how I succeed, but even 'if this method proves

to have sacrificed a trifle of power, its extremely low

cost recommends it for general adoption.
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Contact Breakers for

Twin-cylinders.

ThejMotor Union and MotorjCyclists.

It is said that the Motor Tjnion is

drawing up a prospectus for motor
cyclists which will very strongly appeal
to them.

The Number of Motor Cycles in London.

367 motor cycles were registered with
the London County Council from March
1st to April 3Cth, bringing the total

number of motor cycles registered in

London to 8,508.

The Auto Cycle International T.T. Race.

The Four Inch Race for cars has been
announced to take place in the Isle of

Man on September 24th, and it is prac-

tically certain that the Motor Cycle
T.T. Race will be held on the 23rd of

that month.

Motor Cycle Imports.

145 motor cycles were imported last

month of the value of £6,424 with parts,

as against 158 in June, 1907, of the
value of £8,031 with parts. The half-

yearly figures from the Board of Trade
returns show that, although the imports
of foreign machines are a long way in

advance of the British exports, a less

number of foreign motor cycles are

being brought into England every year.

The import figures were :

1906 1907 1908
1,249 1,142 908

Value with parts

—

£50,994 £49,637 £36,207

British Exports.

The June exports of , British motor
cycles totalled fifty of the value of

£2,839 with parts, as compared with
thirty-one machines ill the correspond-
ing month of 1907 of the value of

£2,508 with parts. At the end of the
first six months of each year the ex-

port figures were :

1906 1907 1908
360 330 390

Value with parts

—

£26,556 £26,132 £24,485

Re-exports of Foreign Motor Cycles.

Twenty-three motor cycles of foreign

manufacture valued at £709 and
£3,725 worth of parts manufactured
abroad were re-exported from this

country during the six months ended
30th June.

Rear Lights. r:

At the annual meeting of the Bir-

m-ktgham Motor Cycle Club the follow-

ing resolution was passed: "That in

view of the danger to road users from
vehicles being insufficiently lighted,

and as a practical move in the right
direction, it be a strong recommenda-
tion to every member of the club to
carry a red rear light on his machine."

A.C.U. Council Meeting.

The next council meeting of the
A.C.U. will be held at Warwick on
October 3rd. Warwick is well situated
for the purpose, being in the Midlands
and approachable by excellent roads
from all quarters.

A.C.U. Penalty Run.

It has been decided to hold a penalty
run over Essex roads for members of

the A.C.U. and clubs in the South of

England districts affiliated to it. The
entrance fee will be 3s., and competi-
tors will be fined Is. per stop. The
maximum amount exacted in fines will

be 5s. Competitors making non-stops
will be awarded bronze medals, and
there will be a prize for the best per-

formance of a team entered by any club
of the value of two guineas. The event
will take place in the autumn.

Cissao's Fatal Accident.

That world-famous motor cyclist,

Henri Cisisac, met with his death in

the Grand Prix Race on Tuesday of

last week. He was driving one of the
huge Panhard racing cars when one of

the rear tyres burst, and the car turned
turtle, pinning Cissac and his mechanic
Schaub to the ground. Both were un-
fortunately killed. Cissac was the

motor cyclist who created such a stir

by his wonderful speed performances
at Brighton and Blackpool in 1905,

riding a 14 h.p. Peugeot. At one time
he was without doubt the most expert
motor cyclist in the world. Several of

his records still remain unbeaten, not-

ably the one for the fastest speed ever

accomplished on a single track machine.
In the 1906 Tour de France Reliability

Trial, he was the only rider to finish

without the loss of a single mark.

London to Edinburgh

on a Lightweight.

Further Medal Winnersjfn the L.-E. Run.

The following additional names have
been passed for awards in the London-
Edinburgh twenty-four hours' run at
Whitsuntide : Gold medals—W. Adam,
H. G. Bell, A. Carpmael, jun., H. C.
Hanrott, W. Pratt, and P. H. Trot-
man. Silver medals—H. G. Cove. F.
Mussell, J. H. H. Robinson, and C.
Truscott.

Twelve Hours' Reliability Trial.

The following riders obtained full

marks in the Edinburgh and Glasgow
M.C.C. twelve hours' reliability trial

on June 27th : R. G. Bostock, Gordon
Gibson, J. L. Thomson, J. A. Forrest,
C. B. Fergusson (all on 3,^ h.p.

Triumphs), H. H. Simpson (5 h.p.

Vindec), and J. McDuff (2J h.p. Tee
Bee). C. H. MacMillan (5 h.p.' F.N.)
lost seven marks. The event was most
succesisful.

Police Traps.

There is a police trap between the
Marquis of Granby and Lewisham.

There is also a trap on the Brighton
Road extending from Streatham Church
to the railway station.

A police trap is in operation at week-
ends on the main road between Gom-
shall and Shere, two villages lying be-

tween Guildford and Dorking

We have also received information

that the park-keepers in Richmond
Park are very active, and stop all

motorists who exceed the ten miles per

hour limit.

Near Polhili, on the Sevenoaks Road,
motorists are being stopped and re-

quested to show their licenses. Far
from being done with the police after

this interruption, they are timed over
a measured distance as soon as the
interview is over.

We have received news of a police

trap between Robertsbridge and
Battle, Sussex. The trap begins from
the first publichouse on the left, and
extends to the railway crossing (in the

direction of from London to Battle).

The trap is worked both ways and on

Sundays. Every motorist is stopped

and asked to show his license.

Scotland is also by no means free of

police traps, as we hear that the police

are very active in the neighbourhood
of Banff. A correspondent informs us

that the best road from Huntly to Banff

is via Rothiemay Station and the

village of Cornhill, and not by the
village of Aberchirder, as the part

(nine miles) from Aberchirder to Banff

is in a most disgraceful condition.
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Reliability Trial in England and Scotland.

The Newcastle and District il.C.C.
will hold its annual 400 miles reli-

ability trial on August 2nd and 3rd
over a course in the North of England
and South of Scotland.

U.
A.

The Land's End to John-o'-Groat's Trial.

The following members of the A.C
consented to act as judges, Messrs.

G. Reynolds, J. W. G. Brooker,
A. Sharp, and H. G. Cove.
Messrs. Reynolds and Brooker
will travel over the whole course,

and both are veteran A.C.U.
officials. Mr. Brooker has never

missed an A.C.U. trial since 1903.

and Mr. Reynolds, who attended

his first A.C.U. 1904 1,000 miles

trials as a competitor, has been
through every other similar event

as a judge, following two com-

plete trials on a motor bicycle.

Mr. Reynolds's services to the

A.C.U. have been invaluable,

and the amount of purely

honorary work he has done for

the Union has been nothing short

of phenomenal. Would there

were more like him.

Motor Bicycles " Hop Along."

At the Blanchardstown (Dub-

lin) Petty Sessions recently, Mr.
Alfred St. John Kennedy was

summoned for driving a motor

bicycle at a speed of thirty miles

per hour. Mr. Tobias referred

to the machine as " one of those

things that hop along like a

sheep." Mr. Kennedy was
fined £1.

Trapping Alter Dark.

The credit (?) of introducing trapping

by lantern light belongs, we understand,

to the authorities of Lee and Eltham,

S.E. The trap is worked both by day

and by night, is one furlong only in

length, and is in the Eltham Road,

S.E., between Lee Green and Eltham.

Condition of the End-to-end Route.

A reader who has just completed a

tour from Cardiff to John-o'-Groat's

informs us that the roads from Inver-

ness to John-o'-Groat's are in good con-

dition right up to Alness, but at Ding-

wall there are "drive slowly" notices

through the town. After Bonar Bridge

the road is in good order until the

vicinity of Dornock, where there are

three or four miles of really rough road.

The other side of the mound (about two
miles) the roads were being metalled

last week. On to Helmsdale the sur-

face is good, and across the Ord is fair

with some loose parts. Berriedale is in

good order. The rest is plain sailing.

Portmarnock Speed Trials.

Owing to the weather turning

out so badly on Saturday last, the 11th

inst., the speed trials of the jMotor

Cycle Union of Ireland, at Portmar-
nock, have been postponed to Saturday
week (July 25th), and will be run in

conjunction with the fixture of the

Dublin and District M.C. Club on that
date.

Police Methods.

Two Finchley motor cyclists appeared
at Welwyn on the 10th inst. to answer
summonses for riding in a manner
dangerous to the public at Welwyn on

May 31st. The police evidence was in-

tended to show that the defendants
drove their motor cycles at a speed of

between sixteen and twenty miles per
hour down the hill from the direction

of Stevenae^e into Welwyn. The de-

fendants, on the other hand, contended
that they not only came down the hill

with all care, but actually stopped on
the way down, because a number of

^t» ^^v

FUTURE EVENTS.
July 13-18—A.C.U. LAND'S END TO JOHN-O'-GROAT'S

SIX DAYS' RELIABILITY TRIAL.

,, 14-15—M.C.U.I. (Ulster Centre) Open 400 Miles
Reliability Contest.

„ 18—London and South Western Bank Five Miles
Motor Cycle Race at Heme Hill.

,, 18—Gymkhana at Birmingham (two open events
for motor cycles)

.

Aug. 3-4—Motor Cycling Club Run to Land's End and
back for Charles Jarrott Cup.

,, 7—A.C.U. 24 Hours' Ride, London to Plymouth
and back.

„ 8—Essex M.C. Open Race Meeting at the Stadium.

„ 15—Coventry M.C. Open Hill Climb for Motor
Bicycles and Passenger Motor Cycles.

,, 22—A.C.U. Annual Race Meeting at the new
Stadium, Shepherd's Bush.

„ 29—Essex M.C. Open 200 Miles Non-stop Run for

Motor Cycles.

Sep. 12—Motor Cycling Club Petrol Consumption Tests.

,, 23—The International Auto Cycle Tourist Trophy
Race in the Isle of Man.

jj Penalty Run for Members of the A.C.U. and
Clubs in the South of England Districts

affiliated to it.

^t«^*><*<*<**>*><*<*<**><*<*<**><*<**><*<**>*t*<*^

children were playing on the roadway.
The hearing lasted one hour, and a

fine of 20s. including costs was imposed.

Another Police Trap.

On the London-Eastbourne Road,
about two miles beyond Uckfield. This
is a long-distance trap, and works right
into Eastbourne twenty miles away.
Riders should turn off at Willingdon
and travel via Hampden Park.

The Need for a Chenge Speed Gear.

The issue of the Scottish Cyclist of the
8th inst. contains a very sensible

leading article on motor cycle

touring. It states that touring
on a motor bicycle is not so popu-
lar as it might be. This seems
to us to be hardly correct, as a

large number of motor bicycles
are to be seen touring on English
roads at any rate. However, the
remainder of the article points
out in a very lucid manner i-he

importance of having a machine
fitted with a two-speed gear,

since it opens up the whole of
the country for the motor cyclist.

The Highlands of Scotland ade-
quately serve to show the import-
ance of fitting a machine with a
change-speed gear of some sort.

The steep hills with their severe
corners cannot be taken at a
rush, and anyone who has been
through the country would easily

realise that unless a change down
is possible, these corners cannot
be negotiated. Anybody who has
any doubts on the subject should
refer to the Scottish Cyclist of
the 8th inst. The Motor Cycle
has constantly advocated the use
of a change-speed gear, but they

are not likely to become universal just
yet, as cost, complication, and reli-

ability are all against variable gears.

Some of the End-to-end competitors at Land's End on Saturday. Movt of fit* others did not
arrive at Penzance until Saturday evening.
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START OF THE END=TO=END RUN.
Penzance, July 12th.

WE arrived here this morning by train in company
with several officials and competitors who
had been unable to leave London earlier.

Though dull, the morning was fine, and by
10 a.m. a large number of riders had congregated on

the quay outside Taylor's Garage, where their machines
were sealed and inspected by the officials until lunch-

time. Judges, marshals, and competitors worked with

a will, the former sealing the frames and cylinders, and
taking voluminous notes, the latter giving endless

information about their respective mounts. The notes

referred to were obtained by filling up a card stating

every conceivable detail concerning the machine, such

as weight unladen, weight of the rider, weight of

luggage and accessories, dimensions of engine, size and
make of tyres, make of belt or type of transmission,

nature of ignition, type of brakes, etc. In this way, the

valuable facts concerning the machines have been
accumulated. Up to the present time almost all the

riders have made an appearance. B. H. Davies is

heavily. The names of those who were duly despatched
on the 893 miles run are

:

M. W. Randle (10 li.p. Lagonda tricar), W. H. Wells (5 h.p.
Vindec Special), W. Ridler (6 h.p. Leader), E. Nelson (5 h.p.

Rex), J. Tassell (3^ h.p. Matchless), S. W. Carty (3| h.p.

two-speed), A. D. Nicholson (3^ h.p. Triumph),
h.p. Triumph), F. Dover (3^ h.p. Triumph),

F. S. Barnwell (3^ h.p. Rex, two-speed), H. R. Mayo (5 h.p.

Vindec Special, two-speed), M.- Geiger (6 h.p. N.S.U.), T.
F. Cox (7 h.p. Minerva), F. C. Mustard (3^ h.p. T.T.
Triumph), C. E. Murphy (3^ h.p. Triumph), W. H. Outwin
(3i h.p. Triumph), Miss Muriel Hind (5 h.p. Rex), E. Gwynne
(5 h.p. Vindec vSpecial, two-speed), W. W. Douglas (2| h.p.

Douglas), P. Phillips (2| h.p. Douglas), Eli Clark (2| h.p.

Douglas), R. W. Duke (3i h.p. Triumph), H. C. Hanrott
(3^ h.p. Triumph), A. Manning-Lomax (3^ h.p. Triumph),

~ - -
- Re,x), 0. C. Godfrey (3^ h.p. Rex),

Rex), F. W. Applebee (5 h.p. Rex),
T.T. Triumph), J. Marshall (3^ h.p.

Cockcroft (3i h.p. Triumph), A. H.
), J. 0. M. Dixon (3^ h.p. Vindec
K. Hastings (5 h.p. Indian), R. Moore

Moore, two-speed), W. Milnes (3^ h.p.

two-speed), H. H. Dommett (3^ h.p.

N.S.U.
Gordon Gibson (35

G. Lee-Evans (3^ h.p
A. J. Sproston (5 h.p.

J. Slaughter (3^ h.p.

T.T. Triumph), P. H.
Ormerod (5 h.p. F.N.
Special, two-speed), T.
(3-^- h.p. Phelon and
Phelon and Moore,
Triimiph),- Robert King (32 h.p. Triumph), J. Haslam (3^ h.p

End-to-end riders

at Penzance

replenishing the

petrol tanks.

perhaps the most noticeable absentee, as through tyre

and other troubles he has reluctantly decided not to

compete. He is, however, intending to complete the
journey as an official. Another well-known rider, Avho

successfully went through the 1907 six days' trial is

Ivan B. Hart-Davies, who is prevented from com-
peting by pressure of business. The only passenger
machine is M. W. Randle's 10 h.p. Lagonda tricar,

which has seen great service. J. S. Shaw, with the
Phanomen bicycle and sidecar, has withdrawn, and so
have W. H. Bashall (3^ h.p. Triumph), S. H.
Richardson (5 h.p. F.N.), and J. G. Blandford (3^4 h.p.

Zenith). Of those who will actually start we recognised
many old friends, notablv W. H. Wells, F. W.
Applebee, sen. (who has either competed in or else

been closely connected with every A.C.U. reliability

trial since 1903), E. Nelson (who took part in the End-
to-end run of 1906), Miss Muriel Hind, O. C. Godfrey,
R. Moore, H. R. Dougal, W. Milnes, White, and others.

T. K. Hastings with a brand new 5 h.p. Indian (twin)

has just arrived safe and sound from the States.

The official .start was made in glorious weather on
Monday morning at 8, but soon afterwards rain fell

Rex), Sir R. K. Arbuthnot (3^ h.p. Triumph), Leoffric Cutler

(3i h.p. Triumph), H. Ellison (1^ h.p. Motosacoche), J. V.
Robinson (I5 h.p. Motosacoche), W. F. Merritt (3^ h.p.
Triumph). J. Ewing Adam (3^ h.p. Triumph), G. L. Fletcher
(2 h.p. Moto-Reve), W. Smith (2 h.p. Moto-Reve), C. A.
Palmer (5 h.p. Roc, two-speed), W. Newman (4 h.p. Roc,
tAvo-speed), A. D. Powell (3^ h.p. B.P., two-speed), H. B.
Lewis (3i h.p. Triumph), A. M. Tatham (3^ h.p. Matchless-
Jap), P. Weatherilt (3^ h.p. Zenette, variable gear), F. W.
Barnes (3^ h.p. Zenette, variable gear), A. F. Wilding (6 h.p.
Bat-Jap), A. D. E. Craig (5 h.p. F.N.). H. D. Seale (3^ h.p.

Triumph), and H. R. Dougal (5 h.p. Vindec Special).

A fully illustrated description of the trial will be
published next week.

>—^9^ < •

Richford and Co. guarantee all terminals of their

accumulators to be absolutely non-corrosive, and if

any they may have supplied are found to be faulty

through creeping of acid, they are open at any time to

replace with a brand new accumulator.

In " Occasional Comments " last week, under the

heading, " A Magneto Tip," " Ixion " referred to a

Simms magneto. We are asked to point out that the

magneto referred to therein was a Simms-Bosch, now
known as a Bosch.
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Wakefield M.C.

At a meeting held on tne 3rd, inst. it was decided to hold

the first reliability trial on Saturday, July 25th, starting

from headquarters, George Hotel, Kirkgate, Wakefield, at

two o'clock* Motor cyclists in and around Wakefield are

invited to join in any of the runs.

Manchester M.C.

The second speed judgment test during 1908 was held on
Saturday last. The weather was very stormy and wet, with

the result that only nine members competed. The course

measured between seventeen and twenty miles, and was by
way of Mere Corner, Plumbley, Northwich, turning left

there for Eudheath Corner, and thence to Lower Peover by
the Holmes Chapel, Knutsford Road. Each competitor,

starting at intervals, was informed of the speed to be

travelled, which varied between fifteen and eigliteen miles

per hour. Result: Motor cvcle section.—1, J. E. Rees,

lo2|s. fast; 2, Otto Gross, 258|s. slow.

Western District M.C. and North-west London M.C.C.

An inter-club competition between the above clubs tooi.

place on Saturday last. The course was a circular one from
Gerrard's Cross, a total distance of 100 miles. The opposing
members were paired off as near equal h.p. as possible. Any
rider making a stop of any sort other than traffic conceded
one point to the opposing club. The riders who made non-
stop runs and completed the 100 miles were : R. Canham
(3^ h.p. Brown), W.D.M.C, opposed to W. G. Barton (3i h.p.

Triumph); H. Vowler (3^ h.p. Triumph), W.D.M.C, opposed
to S. Winkworth (3^ h.p. Triumph); F. Ritcliie (5 h.p. Res),

W.D.M.C, opposed" to H. G. Cove (4 h.p. Jap). The
N.W. London M.C.C. won the event by two points. Quite

a large number of members from both clubs attended. Thanks
are due to Messrs. H. V. Davidson (N.W.L.) and C. N.
Gould (W.D.), who arranged the details of the competition.

Essex M.C.

On Saturday last the club held its second annual gymkhana,
and although the weather was threatening the rain held off,

and the sun showed itself occasionally. The sports were
held at High Beech, Loughton, Essex, in one of the prettiest

parts of Epping Forest. The ground was prettily decorated
Avith flags, and . there was a good number of spectators.

Event I. was called a plug-changing competition. Com-
petitors had to ride one lap, then stop and place
their machines on stands, remove the sparking plug, change
it for one in the hands of an oflicial, replace, and ride one
lap to finish. Event II. comprised tilting at the rings, lemon
cutting, and Turk's head cutting. There were six rings, three

lemons, and one Turk's head, which had to be dealt with by
tlie riders. Event III. went under the name of apple bob-
bing. A row of pails filled with water was placed near the

finishing line, and each had an apple floating on the water.
Entrants liad to ride to a point thirty yards from the finish,

dismount and place their machines on stands, theii run to

the pails and remove the apple with their mouths, then
return to machine and ride to finish with the apple still in

their mouths. Event IV., potato picking. Competitors had
to pick up three potatoes with a net and deposit them in

a pail, the rider doing it in the shortest time winning. Event
V. was potato changing, and was an event for sidecars and
forecars. The passenger had a potato, which he had to

change at each of four points on the track. Machines had to

come to a standstill at each change, the first one round to be
the winner. Event YI. was the same, only for cars with
lady passengers. Event VII. was the old game of musical
chairs, only on motor bicycles. A small track was marked
out in flags on the grass, and riders were started and stopped
by the band. Machines had to be placed on stands at each
stop. The results were as follows :

Event I.—1, F. G. Smith; 2, R. M. White; 3, A. Curtis.

Event II.—1, R. M. White; 2, A. G. Reynolds; 3, F. W.
Applebee. Event III.—1, F. W. Applebee, 2, A. P. Howard

;

3,.R. M. White. Event IV.—1, A. G. Reynolds; 2, F. W.
Applebee ; 3, R. M. White. Event V.—Frank Pershke. Event
VI.—Will Pershke. Event VII.—1, P. G. Smith; 2, R. M.
White; 3, A. G. Reynolds.

Immediately after the last event a party left for Pad-
dington, e?i route for Land's End and the End-to-end run.

The club run next week is an all-night run to Yarmouth,
leaving Barnard's Hotel, Chelmsford, at eleven o'clock on
Saturday night. Those intending to take part are requested
to let Mr. Summers know, so that he can arrange for break-
fast at Yarmouth. The captain's address is " Southernhay,"
Loughton, Essex.

ESSEX M.C. GYMKHANA, JULY 11th.

Changing sparking plugs against time. An interesting occupation,
especially when the engine is hot

!

The musical chairs event for motor cyclists, which caused much
amusement.
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Club News.

—

Hull and East Riding A.C.C.

The reliability run to Scarborough and back was held on
Saturday, and there were fifteen starters. The run was most
enjoyable. Competitors were met at Scarborough by members
of the local motor cycle club, and dined with them at the

Mrs. ThomliDson being started on the Hull A.C.C. Reliability Ran
to Scarborough and Back last Saturday. She came through the trial

successfully.

Pavilion Hotel. Results are not yet announced, but all got
through successfully except two.
The Hull club regrets to announce that the chairman, Capt.

J. A. Foster, and the late captain, W. G. Pickles, have
resigned the club. Mr. E. W. Forward, the hon. solicitor,

has been appointed chairman of the club.

A general meeting will be held on Friday, July 17th, at

8.30, at the White House Hotel, to consider the question of

removing the headquarters of the club.

Walthamstow M.C.

A non-stop run to Clacton-on-Sea will be held on Saturday
next, starting from the Castle Hotel, Woodford, at 3.30 p.m.
sharp.

The second trial for the 100 miles cup competition has been
arranged for July 26th, starting at 7 a.m. from Thornwood,
near Epping. The following members are eligible : Messrs.
0. C. Godfrey, F. A. Applebee, J. W. Percival, G. West,
A. H. White, L. Beckess, and J. Meads.

Newcastle and District M.C.C.

A handsome cup has been presented by the N.S.U. Motor
Co., Ltd., of London, to the Newcastle and District Motor
Cycle Club for its annual 400 miles reliability trial, which
event is to take place on August 2nd and 3rd over a
course in the North of England and South of Scotland.
Valuable prizes are also given for second and third places,

while gold medals are given to every competitor finishing

between minimum and maximum times. A large entry is

expected. Any motor cyclist wishing to compete can join

the club and take part in this event. Good weather is all

that is necessary to make the event one of the most success-

ful in the provinces. The cup is on view in the windows of

the Percy Cycle Co., Ltd., Northumberland Street, New-
castle-on-Tyne.

Barnoldswick M.C.

The above club held the first of a series of reliability trials

on the 4th inst. The course chosen was Barnoldswick to

Gisburn, Hellifield, Coniston Cold, Gargrace, Skipton, and
back to Barnoldswick—a rather short, but very hilly course.
There were thirteen entrants, and eleven took part in the run.
The power of the machines ranged from 1^ to 6 h.p. Seven
got through without a stop or loss of marks, which was very
good for a first attempt. One special feature of the trial was
the splendid performance of the two lightweight machines,
1^ and 2 h.p. Clement-Garrards, both of which got through
without stops and made exactly minimum time. The two
6 h.p. machines did not show up as well as the lightweights,
both having three stops to record, although making good
time. The local bicycle club kindly assisted in marshalling
the course. The trial was watched by a crowd of people,
and created a very favourable impression. The success of
the trial was due to the hon. sec, Mr. F. Baldwin, wlio acted
as timekeeper and starter. The next event will be a hill-

climbing competition, on the 21st inst.

Leeds M.C.C.

The second annual invitation run from Leeds to London
and back in twenty-three hours was held on Saturday last.

All J^eeds members were eligible to compete, and invitations
wei'o sent to all the premier Northern clubs to send teams
of three to try if possible to take the trophy (a thirty guinea
shield provided by the L. M.C.C.) from the Leeds members
for the year. The following clubs sent teams : Manchester,
Middlesbrough, Hartlepool, Bradford, and Barnsley.
Sheffield were unable, but hope to do so next year, and Hull,
unfortunately, had a competition on the same date. The
run was held in conjunction with the Bradford M.C.C.
Last j'car there were two winners, i.e., F. W. Greenwood
(3^ h.p. Eex) and P. H. Cockcroft (S^h.p. Triumph). The
former ran again this year, but the latter had left Leeds
for the Eijd-to-eiid run. I he winner is awarded the shield,
gold medal, and certificate ; second and third, gold medal and
certificate. The club's standard bronze medal will be awarded
to all competitors who completed the course in twenty-three
hours, and in accordance with the conditions of the trial. In
addition to the above, Messrs. Walker and Hall will give a
special prize of a valuable solid silver cigarette case to the
rider losing fewest marks, who is not in the first

three, and who is not in any way connected with the
motor cycle trade. Two and a lialf hours before the
start it was raining heavily. The competitors (forty in

number) met at the John-o'-Gaunt's Hotel, Pontefract Road,
at about 7.30 p.m., and the first rider. G. Horner, was
despatched at 8 p.m. j\Ieals, petrol, oil, etc., were pro-
vided at the hotels at Newark and Biggleswade on both out-
ward and homeward journeys, and petrol was also procurable
at the turning point at Highgate. The results cannot be
declared until the various checkers' sheets have been
examined, but we hope to receive them in time for publication
next week. The names of the entrants were : G. Horner,
G. E. Tennant, F. A. Scriven, J. Hoffman, T. Wake, A.
Moorhouse, F. C. Bag.shaw, A.- Barraclough, A. Thorpe,
lace, T. G. Bullus, II. Wheal/er, S. L. Gjertsen, E. Slater,

Leeds M.C.C. Competitors assembling for the 23 hours' run to London
and Back.

Tytler, J. A. Leyland, T. Ikin, J. Lawn, F. Abram, B.
Siffkin, T. Briggs, W. B. Durant, W. Jowett, A. E. Bag-
shaw, J. Wild, E. S. Myers, C. E. Kettle, G. MacLouchlan,
A. H. Forbes, H. Greaves, H. Shaw, P. Dyett, J. Dale, W.
Grinstead, A. A. Scott, F. W. Greenwood, and E. Slater.

Sunderland and District M.C.C.

At the kind invitation of Mr. B. Grimshaw, weather per-
mitting, members and friends will meet at High Barnes,
Chester Road, on Wednesday, July 22nd, at 3 p.m., and pro-
ceed to Finchale Woods,, one of the most attractive beauty
spots in the district, to enjoy their annual picnic. Further
details may be had by applying to the secretary, T. Jameson,
11, King Street, Sunderland.
The result of the third annual competition for the Vaux

challenge cup, run over a course of 220 miles to Doncaster
and back, in which three members scored full marks, has
now been decided by Mr. Russell Jackson magnanimously
retiring, and the committee have agreed to present silver
medals of equal value to Messrs. E. J. Tiffin and S. Wilson,
the cup to be held in turn by each for a period of six months!
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Club News.—
Middlesbrough and District M.C.C.

A 200 miles reliability trial will shortly be held for a gold

medal given by Mr. Stanley L Gjertson, also for a Triumph

and Rex gold medal.
Eastern District M.C.

Members are requested to put in a good attendance at head-

quarters at the meeting to-day (Wednesday) at 8.30 p.m. to

discuss how the trophy shall be run off. Several new mem-

bers will be elected. The committee has under consideia-

tion a new proposal for making associate members and

another joint run.

Newcastle and District M.C.C.

A penalty run under A.C.U. rules (for these trials) was

decided on the 5th inst. over the same course as the inter-club

competition of last year. The following finished with clean

sheets: L. Rosenvmge (5| h.p. N.S.U.), D. Mallett (>-'i
h.p.

N.S.U.), A. D. ]Sicholson (3^ h.p. Triumph), T. Smith {c^ h.p.

Triumph), and C. Reiuhart (4 h.p. N.S.O.) A number of

competitors failed through tyre troubles. The timekeepers

were Messrs. Rohson Crosier and S. W. Carty ; irarshals, J.

Moule, W. H. Outwin, R. W. Holmes, and W. P. Robinson.

Coventry M.C.

The open hill-climb to be held at Newnham on August

15th. will includs five classes, viz., (1) lightweight machines

with engines having a cubical capacity not exceeding 350

cubic inches, maximum weight of machine to be 100 lbs. ;

(2) single-cylinder machines, any size ; (3) twin-cylinder

machines, any size ; (4) open to any touring motor bicycle ;

(5) passenger motor cycles. No practising whatever will be

allowed on the hill. A gold medal will be presented for best

placing on A.C.U. formula in each class, and a prize for

fastest time in each class. The entrance fee for members is

5s. each event, but if one machine is entered in two events,

7s. 6d. Non-members of the Coventry Club pay double.

Standard touring machines fitted with metal mudguards,
lamp, toolbag. Math tools, and hooter must be used in each
case. Entry forms and particulars will be ready in a day
or so, and can be obtained from the hon. sec, E. W. Walford,
19, Hertford Street, Coventry.

Blackpool and District M.C.C.

The annual hill-climb was held early this month on the
Delph Road, and on time the placings were as follows :

Time.

/ J. G. Warburton (4 h.p. Roc)

t Dr. Reid (3^ h.p. Triumph)
W. Taylor (3^ h.p. Triumph)
J. Stanworth (3| h.p. N.S.U.)
Dr. Baker (3| h.p. N.S.U.)

The results will be worked out on the A.C.U.
announced next week.

60is.

60is.

65is.
66^8.

66is.
formula and

fV'S^MdiJlW.MtljBWaKS).

Mr. Geo. E. Tennant, who was lor some time Trials Hon. Sec. of the

Leeds M.C.C. He is depicted with his new mount, a 5 h.p. twin-cylindered

two-speeded Vindec fitted with Falmer tyres and Brooks saddle

>-•••-<-

New Laurin and Klement Machines.
THE Laurin and Klement Motor Agency, 255,

Tottenham Court Road, W.C., have lately

introduced two fresh models, specially suited

to the British public, of their well-known motor
bicycles, which have always acquitted themselves well in

many Austrian competitions and in not a few held in

bars are longer, and Bowden wire control is used in

place of levers and rods. The magneto has a metal

cover to protect it from wet and dirt. The other new
model is a 5 h.p. twin, the engine dimensions of

which ate 75 by 90 mm. The carburetter is of the

spray type and of large size, and has an automatic

The new pattern 3i h.p. single-cylinder L. & K.

this country. The 3^-4 h.p. single cylinder, the
engine having a bore and stroke of 80 by 100 mm., is

fitted with a Longuemare spray carburetter, a sleeve

throttle working in a ratchet, spring forks of exceed-
i'^gly good design, and a powerful brake working on
the rim operated by a long foot lever, in addition to
a good hand controlled band brake. The handle-

The latest model twin-cylinder is quite up to date.

air valve. In most other respects it resembles the

model we have just described." The engines of both

machines are fitted with the well-tried Laurin and

Klement low-tension magneto ignition, which is capable

of being advanced and retarded. We sincerely hope

that these two machines will meet with the success in

England that they deserve.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from our readers and our replies thereto. When particular

makes of machines, accessories, or tyres are mentioned, numbers must be' used, the writer to keep a key for

reference All queries should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.G., and whether

intended for publication or not, must be accompanied with a stamped]addressed envelope forTreply.

?

Wire Stretched.

My machine, a li h.p. Moto-

sacoche with magneto, con-

tinues firing very weakly, but

sufficiently to run the machine

on level after the exhaust

lifter is raised. Can you explain

why? I have not noticed it doing

this before. There is no doubt but

that the exhaust is properly raised,

as it works all right for starting.—

H.B.B.
The trouble can be easily cured, as it

is perfectly obvious that the exhaust

valve lifter is not working properly, as

were the valve fully raised an ex-

plosion cculd not occur. The wire

operating the lifter should be shghtly

shortened.
Saddle and Belt Slip.

Please advise as to choice of

suitable saddle for 2| h.p.

machine to carry 13 stones

weight, and which is low and

without the long projecting

spring in front. Messrs. Brooks

advertise a spring seat, but I under-

stand it is not well suited for pedal

work. Is there a cure for belt slip-

ping on my machine, gear 4| to 1

(IQin. and 4in. pulleys)?—K 1144.

There is ho better motor cycle saddle

than Brooks's B 105, which is specially

made for giving a low riding position.

The best cure for belt slipping is to see

that the belt and the pulleys are of

the correct angle of 28<^._ All first

quality belts are made to this angle.

Size of Belt. Effective Silencers.

My cycle is a heavy 3^ h.p.,

and the pulley wheel and belt

rim will only admit of a fin.

belt being used, and I find the

belt stretches rather much. I

have tried both the Lycett (leather)

and Dermatine. Could you tell me
the best belt to get under the cir-

cumstances? As regards a silent

silencer, I notice you mention
Sharp's in a recent issue. Could
you tell me the price of this, and
does a quiet silencer cause much back
pressure?—A.C., Southsea.

Nothing less than a |in. belt will

stand for long on a 3^ h.p. bicycle. We
should recommend you to obtain new
pulleys of the correct angle, viz., 28°.

The price of Sharp's silencer can be
obtained from the makers. We do not
quote prices in these columns. An
effective silencer does not cause back
pressure provided it is properly de-
signed.

Routeyrom^GIasgow to London.

Would you kindly inform me
^T] which is the best route from

> Glasgow to London for a

-iJ novice? Time is no object,

and I would like to avoid as

many towns as possible.—L. McN.
W., N.B.

Your best route is as follows : Glasgow,
along the Carlisle Road to Beattock
and Lockerbie. At Gretna Green turn
to the left and proceed through Long-
town and continue through Brampton,
Alston, Middleton-in-Teesdale, Barnard
Castle, Boroughbridge. This lands
you on to the Great North Road, which
you follow through Wetherby, Aber-
ford, Doncaster, Retford, Newark,
Grantham, Stamford, Stilton, St.

Neots, Biggleswade, Baldock, Welwyn,
Hatfield, Regent's Park, and London.

ParafDn Tap and Care ot Rubber Belts.

(1.) There is no device for

1^ injecting paraffin into cylinder

> of my motor cycle. Ought
-^ there to be one? (2.) Do

rubber beltD require ajiy dres-

sing, and should they be left on the
pulleys at night, or does this strain

them?—L.R.
(1.) Undoubtedly a means of injecting

paraffin would be an advantage. Pro-
bably you could fit an ordinary lubri-

cator cap into the induction pipe im-
mediately over the inlet valve, which
will serve the purpose of a " compres-
sion tap." (2.) Rubber belts require
no dressing, but they should be kept
from oil and petrol. It is not neces-
sary to take the belt off the pulleys,

but if a machine is intended to be left

standing for a few days it would be a
good plan to do so.

A Beginner's Preparations.

I have just ordered a 1908

qI 5 h.p. motor bicycle. (1.) Can
*f you recommend a book which
-iJ thoroughly explains the details

of mechanism of the motor
cycle? (2.) Also can you give me a
list of spares that it would be wise
for me to carry, and (3) is it advis-

able to have the tyres provided with
nonrskid covers at 'once? (4.) Where
am I to apply for my license? and (5)

is it necessary to have the machine
with me when applying for number?
—H.D., London, W.

(1 and 2.) We can thoroughly recom-
mend the new edition of " Motor
Cycles and How to Manage Them,''
and in it you will find a list of the

spares it is advisable to carry on a

motor cycle. (3.) Non-skid covers

should not be necessary in the summer
time. (4.) You get your license from
the County Council Offices, Spring

Gardens, Trafalgar Square, S.W. (5.)

When the machine is on the point of
^

delivery apply for the numbers either

personally or by letter, enclosing 5s.

and stamp for reply.

Cannot Start with Spark Retarded.

My 3^ h.p. Brown is always
•somewhat difficult to start.

My practice is to always run
engine on stand before taking
machine on the road, but

neither on stand nor on the road will

the engine start unless the ignition

(accumulator with make and break
and trembler) is fully advanced. The
position of lever is such that im-
mediately I hear the first explosion

I have to retard, otherwise the

engine stops through a backfire.

When once started the machine runs
splendidly. Upon taking plug out
and laying on top of cylinder a good
spark occurs in any position of the
contact breaker. The engine does
not misfire. Altering the timing of

the inlet makes no difference to the

starting. The platinums on both
contact breaker and trembler are

in perfect adjustment. Carburetter
Model H Longuemare has an 11 jet

and 21 funnel. Surely a 3^ h.p.

should not require so large a jet.

The petrol consumption is only
approximately 60-65 miles to the
gallon. Although the consumption is

high and the jet large, I cannot give

full extra air until the engine is run-

ning very fast. The engine does not

get very hot. and the carburetter

does not flood. Can you suggest a

remedy?—H.H., Chiswick.
Probably the best plan would be to fit

a slightly smaller choke tube, which
would enable easier starting. Then
overhaul the wiring and make sure none
of the insulation has chafed through.
All the platinum points should be per-

fectly clean and flat, and the contact
breaker free from oil and dirt. We are

inclined to think the contact breaker
points are adjusted too close together.

It should not be necessary to advance
the spark at all when starting ; in fact,

it is inadvisable. As regards the con-

sumption, you should manage ninety
miles to the gallon. Check the level

of the petrol in jet. It should come to

within ^in. of the top of the jet orifice.
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More Competitors in this week's EncL-to-end Trial.
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Misflring at High Speeds.

I have a 3^ h.p. Quadrant,
1906 pattern, which misfires at

top epeed, and is hard to start.

Lately it won't take any air

except what it gets automati-

cally. Also the platinum points pit

very rapidly. I have to tap them up
every 100 miles. A lot of oil gets

on them. Perhaps this has some-
thing to do with the trouble.

—

A.H.P., Birmingham.
It looks uncommonly as if the petrol

pipe or jet were partially stopped up.

See that these are clear, and if you get

no improvement write to us again and
give us as full details as you can. Pit-

ting of the platinum points is due to

the coil being fitted with an inefficient

condenser. If you fit a really good coil,

which, as a matter of factj is an expen-
sive item, you should run your platinums
for 1,000 miles without attention. Oil

on the points will cause misfiring,' so

either fit a cover on the contact
breaker or attend to the bearing which
must be worn.

Caused by Wear of Fibre Ring.

My 3^ h.p. machine has

IqI lately refused to climb hills at

I
> the pace it used to do ; in fact,

L^ on the last run it commenced
backfiring badly and refused to

attain any speed at all. As I could
not open the air lever as usual, I took
down the carburetter and thoroughly
cleaned it, and also washed the mag-
neto contact breaker with petrol. It

still ran peculiarly, and I noticed on
inspection that the magneto contacts
hardly separate at all. Would one of

the small screws have moved, do you
think, or can you suggest a probable
cause of the trouble? I have ridden
the machine almost 2,000 miles with
no trouble at all.—F.D.H.

We have had a similar experience to
yours, and the engine immediately ran
as well as ever when a new fibre ring
had been fitted. It is wear on this ring
that has reduced the amount the mag-
neto contacts separate, and the break at
the points is not sharp enough. Filing
the ring to cause a more sudden break
will effect a temporary cure.

A Novice's Queries.

Kindly give me some advice
as to my motor cycle stopping
dead on hills. It is a 2| h.p.
De Dion-engined oycle, F.N.
carburetter, plain coil, make

and break contact. I can get a gcjod
spark, and the compression is good.
It will stand my weight (twelve
stones) on the pedals. The pulleys
measure 4iin. and 20iin. Is the gear
too high? I do not want pace, but
I should like to be able to climb all

hills. I might add I bought it

second-hand two months ago.—W.A.
You will be able to get better results
out of your machine after more riding
experience. When approaching a hill
increase your speed, and as soon as the
gradient causes the machine to slow
down retard the spark lever gradually,
and also close the air lever gradually.
You may with advantage reduce the
gear to 5^ to 1 You would be well
advised to have the engine overhauled
and properly tuned up. It will not
cost much.

A'JQuestion^of Carburetter Adjustment.

I have lately purchased
second-hand a 4^ h.p. Phoenix
Trimo with magneto, and find

it hard to start. Can you tell

me whether it is the carbu-
retter, which is a Longuemare, that
is the cause? I cannot throttle it

down when on free engine or even on
either of the two gears. Can you tell

me a way to remedy, as I think it is

wasting petrol, because I generally
have to put in the low gear when
going through towns, and then the
engine races. Would it facilitate

starting to have an accumulator fitted,

and if so, would it cost much?

—

B.B., N.B.
It seems to us quite obvious that the
trouble is due to the carburetter receiv-

ing too much air at slow speeds. This
would account for it starting with
difficulty and not running slowly. The
cure is a slightly smaller choke tube.
You might get some advantage through
fitting an accumulator which would

Miss Blanche Roscoe, New York's pioneer
lady motor cyclist.

render starting slightly easier, but
the expense incurred would not
make it worth while. Once the carbu-
retter is adjust^ed properly, and pro-

vided the spark is in order, the engine
will start without difficulty, as the
starting handle is geared up. You can
prevent the engine racing by using the
exhaust valve lifter.

Route from London to Scarborough.

Kindly advise me as to the
best route to Scarborough
from London, and do you think
three days sufficient time for

this journey? I ride a 3^ h.p.

N.S.U., accvimulator ignition, which
is reliable in every way.—LN 9292.

The best route to Scarborough would
be as follows : London, Barnet, Hat-
field, Hitchin, Baldock, Biggleswade,
and then -straight up the Great North
Road to Stilton, Stamford, Grantham,
Newark, and Don caster ; here turn to
the right and proceed through Thorne,
Howden, Market Weighton, Great
Driffield, Willoughby to Scarborough.
The journey would be rather over 200
miles, and could be done in a day if

you are physically fit and the machine
is running well.

car

Irregular Sparking.

My 1908 3i h.p. magneto
Brown motor cycle misfires

when running fast, but is all

right up to 15-20 m.p.h., and
starts easily even with a side-

attached. Carburetter is all

right, petrol supply clear, and takes
half the auxiliary air with throttle

open. I have not touched magneto
(Simms Bosch) except to look at the
platinum points, which are clean. I

have tried different plugs, but it has
misfired since I had it. For experi-

ment, I put a close set spark intensifier

on the plug and ran machine on
stand for a few minutes and the mis-

firing was quite obvious. Can you
suggest a remedy?—L.C.C.

The spark int«nsifier has proved that
either the magneto, wire, or plug are

at fault. Have you a cover on the
magneto? If so, try the engine run-

ning without it. If you have a mag-
neto switch fitted take this off also.

The high tension wire may be defec-

tive, so try another length. You had
better fit a new fibre ring to the mag-
neto, and also notice if the rocking
arm which carries one of the platinum
points is badly worn. If this is the
case, it will also require to be replaced.

READERS' REPLIES.
Misfiring at High Speeds.

Replying to " Novice," Burnley,
page 496, I have a 3^ h.p. Minerva
which was fitted with a trembler coil,

which used to misfire on the level when
only slightly advanced. Everything
else being in order, I tried several

trembler coils, always with the same
result. As a last resort I put on a

plain coil, after which I never had a
misfire, had far more range on the

advance, and the engine was much
faster. I am told that all Minervas
work best with plain coils. My engine,

like "Novice's," pulled well on hills

with trembler coil.

—

John L. Brown.

Grlnding-in Valves.

Re Mr. Sommerville's note under
this heading, may I remind him of an
old tip? Fit an a.o.v. or similar

spring on stem of exhaust between head
and guide when proceeding to grind in.

This obviates the tedious lifting, and
both hands may be used for the grind-

ing part, as the valve will rise spon-

taneously on pressure being diminished.
In reply to "S.H.A., N.B.," on page
490, you advise him to file ends of ex-

haust valves. If it is not too late may
I suggest that he disconnect the valve
lifter? I have an identical machine,
and had the same trouble. I filed the
valves, but the engine overheated and
did not have much power. I then
found out that the valve lifter did not
fully release when I thought it did.

When I adjusted the Bowden wire I

found the valves mvich too short, and
my little mistake cost me the price of

two new valves, not to say anything of

time and trouble. I trust " S.H.A."
will read this, as well as other 1907
Rex de Luxe riders. The machine runs
about 20 m.p.h. faster, and does not
overheat.—W. D. Henderson, Dres-
den.
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BE UP-TO-DATE
by "^having your machine converted into the genuine Roc Clutch and Roc Gear system with

live back axle and hand starting.

The Roc conversion set includes : The combination pedal-operated clutch and speed gear under Roc
patents Nos. 472/03 and 25054/06. ^—
New back frame members with outside ball-bearings.

Metal to metal brake-work.
!

New 1/^ or lin. spoked rim pulley.

Footrests and operating levers.
.

Starting handle.

Oos't o-F comple-fc^ convefsion, £10 10 0>

Xime reduired abou-t 3 davs IVom recei|9t o-F nna.chine.
Testimonials from private users all over the Kingdom on application.

Efficiency absolutely guaranteed. Daily demonstrations.

MOTE.—The same gear precisely is used on these conversions as on the famous Roc
military models, and the same warranty applies.

X The Roc system is adaptable to ANY make of belt driven machine.

Send for booklet and leaflet of Roc Specialities.

A. W. WALL, Ltd. (Clutch Dept.) ROC Motor Cycle WorKs,
BIRMINGHAM.

FROMEND oEND
—FAULTLESS IN CONSTRUCTION—

THE

SPRING F
DAME

OMS.

Write for particulars.

TheBatMotorMfg.Go.

PENGE, LONDON, S.E.

6-7 and 7-9 h.p. twin cylinders. J.A.P. engines.

Bosch magneto ignition, driven by gears running

on ball bearings. Magneto protected in tank

away from dirt and wet. Comfortable foot-

boards. Automatic lubrication.

ii>il—iTifciifofca^n,

In answering either of these advertisements it is desirable fhat you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these

columns—Id. per word, minimum Is. Name
and address must be counted. In the case

of Trade Advertisements a series of thirteen

insertions is charged as twelve.

All advertisements in this section should be
accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of " The Motor Cycle," Coventry.
To ensure insertion letters should be posted
in time to reach the offices of "The Motor
Cycle," Coventry, on the Friday morning, or

if sent to London, by the Thursday afternoon
previous to the date of publication.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " Of&ce.
When this is desired, id. will be charged for registra-

tion, and three stamped and addressed envelopes must
be sent for forwarding replies. Only the number will

appear in the advertisement. Replies should be
addressed, "No. ooo, c/o 'The Motor Cycle,' Cov-
entry "

; or if " London " is added to the address, then
to the number given, c/o " The Motor Cycle," 20,
Tudor Street, E.C.

3I«- DEPOSIT SYSTEM, ^d
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown
persons may deal in perfect safety by availing them-
selves of our Deposit System. If the money be de-
posited with " The Motor Cycle," both parties are
advised of this receipt, and upon intimation of the
arrival and acceptance of the goods, the money is

forwarded less a charge of is. for registration. The
time allowed for a decision after receipt of the goods is

three days. For all transactions exceeding £10 in

value, a deposit fee of as. 6d. is charged. All deposit
matters are dealt with at Coventry, and cheques and
money orders should be made payable to Iliffe and
Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
silence as an indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed of Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to

each ens hv post
All letters relating to advertisements mu?t state

distinctly under what heading they appeared, and date

o( issue.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
HAIiEPAX.—6 h.p. twin Rex, spring forks,

long bars, guaranteed running order:
£17 17s.; exchanges made.

HATjIFAX.—2J h.p. Coronet, 26 by 2 tyres,
light, low, free engine clutch ; £14 10s.

:

smart mount.

HALIFAX.—4 h.p. Eoc, with Roc clutch and
two-speed gear; had trials only; £35.

HALIFAX.—Twin Antoine, E.O.M. ignition,
good and reliable for sidecar work

;

£22.

HALIFAX.—3J h.p. Simms, vertical engine,
magneto ignition, easy starter, re-

liable; £17 10s.

HALIFAX.-2| h.p. Clyde, vertical engine,
magneto ignition, splendid condition;

£16 10^.

HALIFAX.—Powerful 3i h.p. Rex, 22 frame
vertical engine, aluminium finish

;

£11 10s.

HALIFAX. — 3 h.p. Fafnir, special low
frame, 26 wheels, vertical engine ; £13

10s.

HALIFAX.-1908 3J h.p. N.S.U.. magneto, 26
wheels, 2J tyres, long bars, only done

100 miles, and guaranteed perfect; £34 10s.

HALIFAX. — 1908 Rex Featherweight, mag-
neto. Duplex frame, done 2^, almost

equal new.

HALIFAX.—5-6 h.p. twin Rex, spring forks,
low frame, R.O.M. ignition; £19 10s.

HALIFAX Motor Exchange. — Cash, ex-
change, or extended payments. High-

grade machines purchased for spot cash.

—

16, Westgate, Halifax. Telephone, 766.
Telegrams, Perfection.

THE

PREMIER
OTOR AGENCY

The best house in the Trade for NEW AND SECOND-
HAND MOTOR CYCLES of all makes, and for

REPAIRS, CONVERSIONS, OVERHAULING, etc

Best workmanship and most modern plant.

NEW MODELS.
TRIUMPH 3j h.p., 1908, magneto, new £48 C

TRIUMPH 3I h.p., 1907, magneto, new 39
N.S.U. 3^ h.p., 1908, magneto, new, 26' wheels 40
N.S.U. 3^ h.p., magneto, new, 1908, 24" wheels 40
N.S.U. 3J h.p., 1908, twin, magneto, new, 24'

wheels 45
N.S.U. 6 h.p., 1908, twin, magneto 54
N.S.U. ij h.p., 1908 lightweight, magneto .

.

34
REX DE LUXE 3J h.p., 1908, magneto, two-

speed gear, new 50 C

REX 3J h.p., 1908, magneto, tourist 33

Also various other new models, Motosacoche,
F.N., Roc, Vindec, Warwick, etc., all in stock.

SOILED AND SECOND-HAND
N.S.U. 3j h.p., 1908, accumulator, shop-soiled,

cost £36 £28
G.B. ZEDEL 5-6 h.p., 1908, engine magneto,

two-speed, spring forks, fan, footrests,

perfect, cost over £70, will accept .... 35
TWIN ROC 5 h.p., Peugeot engine, magneto,

free-engine 30
ROC 4 h.p., 1907, magneto, free-engine, Druid

spring forks 25
ROC 3j h.p., magneto, clutch, good running

order 12
N.S.U. 3j h.p., 1907, magneto, new Roc two-

speed gear, spring forks 30
N.S.U. 6 h.p., 1908, new May, Roc clutch, im-

proved gear, cost £75 55
REX TWIN TOURIST, magneto, '08, as new 27
VI.XOEC SPECIAL 5 h.p., twin, magneto,

Trufiault spring forks 28
JAP, 6 h.p., magneto, 'OS, Chater Lea frame,

not run - ?7
VINDEC 5 h.p., twin, magneto, Truffault

spring forks 25
VINDEC SPECIAL 3J h.p., magneto, Truffault

spring forks 26
REX 5 h.p., twin, guaranteed in perfect run-

ning order 17 10
WHITLEY 3J h.p., spray carburetter 8 10
JAP, 6 h.p , Twin, Chater Lea frame, grand

condition 20
QUADRANT 3i h.p., 1906, perfect order,

overhauled 20
KERRY 5 h.p., twin, two-speed, hand-starting 20
ANTOINE 4 h.p., low frame, free-engine .... 15
N.S.U. 5i h.p., magneto, overhauled 25
REX 3i h.p., John-o'-Groat's model 10
F.N if h.p., 1907, lightweight, magneto, spring

forks 20

HAVE YOUR MACHINE RE-SHOD for the holi-

days. The Premier list of bargains in Covers an 1

Tubes will save you money. All perfectly new fresh

stock.

Let us give you details of the

WARWICK CAR-STYLE MOTOR CYCLE.
Hand-starting, ball bearing 4 h.p. engine,

Bosch magneto, spring forks. Roc (licensed)

clutch, epicyclic two-speed gear, started and
driven like a car; several seasons i-a advance

of ordinary motor cycle design.

Price 45 gaineas.
i

F>REIVIIER AOOUIVIULATORS.
BRITISH-MADE. Sent on four days ' actual TRIAL.

bpeciaMy heavy plates—do not disintegrate.

I a amp 9/6 \
20 amp. 12/6

List on
application.

PREMIER IVIOTOR AGENCY,
Aston Road, BIRMINGHAM.

Telephone : 4310, Telegrams :
" Primus," B'ham

MOTOIi BICYCLES FOR SALE.
23. h.p. Minerva, 1908, as nevr, not ridde«
4 50 miles; £27 lOs.

5 h.p. Twin Antoine, spring forks, new bat-
teries, coil, E.O.M. synchronised con-

tact breaker, horn, lamps, etc.. in fin© order-
£15.

21 h.p. Excelsior, surface carburetter. Pal-
2 mer back tyre. Clincher front, in good

order; £8.

O h.p. Minerva, float carburetter; £6.

13 h.p. Werner; £5.
4
O^ h.p. Werner; £7.

THE Above Cycles are to be seen at W. J.
Randall's Garag-e, 3, High Street, And-

over.

3 h.p. Clarendon, new; £25.—Stour Motor
Cycle Depot, Coventry.

31 h.p. 1907 Eex, many spares ; £15.—Eex,
2 35, Oakdale Eoad, Streatham.

21 h.p., perfect, fast machine; bargain, £8.
2 —Berry, 125. Canal Eoad. Mile End.

SOUTH Shields.—Werner Motor Cycle. Im
good condition ; £10 10s.—163, Stanhop*

Eoad.

21 h.p. Riley, in perfect running order;
2 £15 10s.—Stour Motor Cycle Depot.

Coventry.

i Q07 Triumph, magneto, bought new, hard-
±*J ly used; £22.—Fox, 28, Eye Lane,
Peckham.

21 h.p. Eover. splendid condition, belt
'2 drive; £16 10s.—Stour Motor Cycle

Depot, Coventry.

13. h.p. Ariel, free engine, warranted in fine
4 running order: £7.—84, Queen's Eoad,

Peckham, London.

NEW 1907 3J h.p. N.S.U., magneto, Peter-
Union tyres ; bargain, £22. — Woodall,

Builder, Old Hill.

N.S.U., 3f h.p., splendid condition, 1907, all
accessories; offers wanted. — Frankham,

Solicitor, Wednesbury.

£8 10s.—3 h.p. Antoine, long bars, splendid
order; trial; bargain. — 134, Highgate

Eoad. Kentish Town.
"1 Q06 Twin Eex, in splendid condition; £19,
±0 or offer.—Channon, 11, Oberstein
Eoad, Ciapham Junction.

TALBOT, 2i h.p. Stevens engine, Clipner
tyres, spray carburetter ; sell £8 10s.

—

12, Bull Eing, Birmingham..

41 h.p. Twin Minerva. 1906, .Advance pulley,
2 Whittle belt, spring forks. 24 tyres;

£17.—Southey, Berkhamsted.

23. h.p. Humber, guaranteed perfect work-
4 ing order; £12.—Teale, Heathfield

Terrace. Headingley, Leeds.

MLNEEVA, 21 h.p., guaranteed perfect con-
dition, with accessories ; £12 12s. — 3,

Meteor Eoad, Westcliff, Essex.

31 h.p. Quadrant, long bars, very fast, per-
2 feet condition ; £20; no offers.—A.C.'l'.,

11, Shalimar Gardens, Acton.

TRIUMPH, magneto, 3 h.p., in splendid
running order; price £25.—Hodsoll,

The Chestnuts, Orpington, Kent.

4 h.p. Military Model Eoc, handle starting,
magneto, new condition; £23 10s.; any

trial.—Marsh House, Leominster.

KEERY, 2| h.p., excellent condition, new
piston and rings, tyres good; bargain,

£12.—H., 1, Madeley Eoad, Ealing.

WERNER, 2 h.p., spray carburetter. 26
wheels, low built, light; bargain,

£6 15s.—12, Bull Eing, Birmingham.

23. h.p. Brown, magneto. Palmers, good
4 condition, and in running order; £10.

—Verney, 9, Jesson Street, Coventry.

31 h.p. Eex, good condition, splendid
4 climber; no reasonable offer refused.—

Saunder, Upper Langford, Somerset.

Q3. h.p. Noble, new condition, any trial,

Zi4= climb anything ; £12 10s., or exchange.
—549, Seven Sisters Eoad, Tottenham.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable xkat you mention "The Motor Cycle.''''
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
MAUDE'S.—All the undermentioned motor

cycles are in guaranteed good running,
and can be seen on the road at the address.

MAUDE'S. — Zenith Bicar, two speeds,
handle starting, newly enamelled and

done up by the makers; £27.

MAUDE'S.—Zenith Bicar, 4 h.p.. free en-
gine, new rear tyre ; £21.

J\/rAUDE'S. — N.S.U., twin, magneto, two
IVx speeds, spring forks, with sidecar, £35.

MAUDE'S.—Sarolea, new tyres, Davison
tanks, perfect order and condition

;

£22.

MAUDE'S.—Bex, 1907 model, 34 h.p.. just
been overhauled; £18.

MAUDE'S.—Eoc, 1908 model, ball bearing
engine, spring forks, two speeds, non-

skid to rear, and Dunlop 2Jin. to front, both
perfect, in lovely order throughout ; £38.

MAUDE'S.—Ariel. 26in. wheels, B. and B.
carburetter. Palmer and Continentals,

splendid throughout ; £13.

MAUDE'S.—Werner, twin, 26in. wheels,
spring forks, spray, accumulator igni-

tion; £20.

MAUDE'S. — Minerva, 3J h.p., vertical,
M.O.V.. spray carburetter, splendia

puller; £17.

MAUDE'S.—Minerva, 3J h.p., 26in. wheels,
low built; £15.

MAUDE'S.—Minerva, 2| h.p., vertical, new
tyres, saddle, silencer, and pedals, thor-

oughly overhauled and re-enamelled; £12.

in JAUDE'S. — Sarolea. twin. Chater-Lea
xiX frame, spring forks; £23.

MAUDE'S.—Bex, 5 h.p.. 1907 twin, good
tyres ; our price £18.

MAUDE'S. — Minerva, 4J.h.p.. footboards,
absolutely complete with horn, car-

rier, etc.. a lovely mount; £26.

MAUDE'S.—Clarendon, 3 h.p., vertical en-
gine, spray, very good tyres; £11.

MAUDE'S.—Eex, 5 h.p.. twin, 50 guinea
model, perfect order ; £18 IBs.

MAUDE'S.—Eex, 50 guinea model, non-skid
to rear. Palmer front; £10 10s.

MAUDE'S.—Humber, 2| h.p., good condition
and order thi'oughout ; £8 lOs.

MAUDE'S.—Bat, 3J h.p.. Bat engine, Lon-
guemare spray, with sidecar. £25;

without, £20.

MAUDE'S. — Quadrant, 3 h.p., spring
forks, spray; £12.

AUDE'S.—Bex, 22in. frame, trembler. 50
guinea model; £10 10s.

AUDE'S.—Lloyds, 2 h.p.. vertical engine,
footrests, spray, 26in. wheels; a beauty,

AUDE'S.—Bex twin, 6 h.p., cantilever
seat. 50 guinea model; £17.

AUDE'S.—Humber, spray, trembler, 2|
h.p.; £8.

MAUDE'S.—Zedel, 2 h.p., vertical engine,
low built, 26in. wheels, as new ; £11 ; to

be recommended as a lightweiglit.

iA.UDE'S.—Jap, Phoenix built, good tyres;

AUDE'S.—Minerva, 2 h.p.. M.O.V.. spray;
£7.

AUDE'S.—Bex, 26in. wheel, low built,
spray carburetter, footboards; £14 14s.

AUDE'S. — Bayliss, 3i h.p., very gooa
tyres; £11.

AUDE'S.—Another Bayliss, 3i h.p., special
price £8, good running order

AUDE'S.—Humber, 2 h.p., trembler coil,
chain drive, good running order; £7.

M
M
£12.

M
M

Ml

M
M
M
M
M
IVyTAUDE'S.—Singer, 2 h.p.. magneto. Singer
XiS. carburetter ; £7.

MAUDE'S. — 45s. down and twenty-four
weekly payments of 7s. 6d. secures 34

n.p. Excelsior, 3 h.p. Bex. 2 h.p. Humber, 23
Q.p. Humber, 2i h.p. Jap. or 2 h.p. magneto
singer. Delivery upon first payment.
MAUDE'S Motor Mart, Powell Street, Hali-

.
fax (behind the Victoria Hall), offer

without doubt the very best bargains in
motor cycles, all of which are guaranteed
in .good running order before despatch,
write us and let us have your requirementsand we will quote you best terms lor ex-change or cash.—Nat. tel. 433.

Classy Machines at low figures.

ROC, 4 h.p., two speeds £38
MINERVA, 4* h.p., perfect 26
N.S.U., 6 h.p., and sidecar 35
SAROLEA, 6 h.p., spring forks. . 22
REX DE LUXE, 5 h.p., free

engine 30
WERNER, twin, 4 h.p 20
REX, 5 h.p., twin, '07 machine. . 18
ZENITH, 3 h.p., two speeds. .. . 27
N.S.U., 3| h.p., two speeds 18

NEW MAOHSa'ES.
h.p. ARIEL, coil and accu-
mulator 32 guinea .

h.p. ARIEL, n:agneto 37 „
h.p. 'VINDEC £48 10
h.p. VINDEC 53
h.p. TOURIST 52
h.p. MINERVA 20
h.p. MINERVA 32
h.p. MINERVA 39
h.p. MINERVA 45
h.p. F.N 35
h.p. F.N 50
h.p. SILVER 39
h.p. BROWN 37

us quote you for Exchange for any of the above.
Prices rock bottom. Cash or Exchange.

Anv other make gladly quoted upon request.

H

3+

5

-.3.
-4
-> 1
.12"

4^
7-8

ij

4+
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TRICARS.
HUMBER tricar, chain drive ..£12

PEXETTE, 8 h.p., twin tyre, two
speeds and reverse, water-
cooled, wheel steering .... 60

HUBBARD, water-cooled, two
speeds 20

ACCESSORIES.
1908 Bosch Magneto (new), single £4
1908 Bosch Magneto, twin 5
Long Carburetter, perfect 15
VARIABLE PULLEYS, try one on

appro. State engine only 10 6

Trailer, suit tradesman 1 10
28 X 2|in. Cover, new 9 6

Gear Box, two speeds and reverse 2

Car Chassis and Wheels 2
Headlight (car) 10 6
Mabon free engine Clutch 2

PALMER TYRES (Cord).
Cover. Tube. Cover. Tube.

26x2, 43/6 10/- 28x2, 50/3 10/-

26X2J, 58/9 11/- 28X2i, 63/6 11/-
26x21,59/3 16/3 28X2J, 64/3 17/6

11/- allowed on old covers and 2/6 on tubes'

TUBES.
FULLY GUARANTEED.

26 x2m 6/- 28 X 2in 7/
26x2}in 7/- 28x2iin 7/6
26 X 2^in 8/- 28 X 24in 8/^

Immeuiate Delivery. Approval.

COVERS.
28 X 2in 17 '

28 X 2Hn 18/-
28 X 2|in 22/

26 X 2in 16/-

26 X 2}-;n 17/6.
26 X 2im 21/6.

"ALBANY" BELTING.
fin. 7d., Jin. Sd., jin. 9d., lin. lOd. per foot

Maude's Motor Mart,
POWELL ST., HALIFAX.

National Telephone 433.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOB SAUV
ST0CKP0ET.-3i h.p. Bradbury, 26in. CUd-

chers, very fast and powerful, looks
ne-'.v; £12.

ST00KP0ET.-2i h.p. lightweight, 26 by 2i
Clinchers, unscratched, enamel, etc.,

perfect; £12; very reliable.

STOCKPOET. — 5 h.p. Vindec Special, 1907,
magneto, Truffault, Kempshall 2iin.

tyres, excellent machine; 30 guineas.

ST0CKP0ET.-4 h.p. 1907 twin N.S.U., mag-
neto, two-speed gear, . Peter-Union

tyres ; 26 guineas.

STOCKPOET. — 2 h.p. Minerva, 24in. Clin-
chers, almost new; £8; only wants

seeing.

STOCKPOET. — a h.p. Excelsior, Clinchers,
good machine; £6 10s.; just done tour

in Scotland.

STOCKPOET.—Why not remain clean and
comfortable, and ride a Midget Bicar,

the all-weather machine, built like a car;
write for catalogue; easy payments and ex-
changes arranged.—Lund and Davies, Hea-
ton Lane.

2 h.p. Minerva, spray, M.O.I.V., spring seat,
light, low; £8.—Sconce, Lynn.

-l Q06 Eex. 34 h.p., Dunlops, good condition;
A-fJ £16 10s.—Sharpe, High Street, Caistor.
Lines.

*) h.p. Minerva, perfect running order, just
^j overhauled; £9.—46, Windsor Eoad,
Ilford.

£10.-21 h.p. Genuine De Dion, perfect con-
dition ; bargain.—39, Arngask Eoad

Catford.

F.N. 2 h.p. Motor Bicycle, perfect order;
£8.-5, Charleston Eoad, Eathmines,

Dublin.

3 h.p. Scout, grand touring machine; £7
15s.—J. May, 111, Larkhall Lane, Clap-

ham, S.W.

TIEIUMPH, 3 h.p. ;
genuine bargain, £16,

with accessories. — 5. Heath Street.
Hampstead.

TEIUMPH, 24 h.p. Jap, low build; £8, bar-
gain ; first cheque has it.—112 Standish-

gate. Wigan.

31 h.p. Bat, Palmers, Shamrock-Gloria;
2 sacrifice £17 10s.—Clarke, Chemist,.

Surbiton, S.W.

£7.—2i h.p. Noble, splendid condition
throughout. Palmer tyres.—^9, Arngask

Eoad: Catford.

3 h.p. Juno. Fafnir. good condition- £14;
approval, deposit.—Alan, Eectory, Nor-

wood, Southall.

3 h.p. Werner, fast, powerful, faultless; £7
10s.—P. Eobertson, 49, Jeffries Eoad,

Clapham, S.W.

GENUINE 34 h.p. Minerva, spring forks,,
grand climber; £18 10s.—Cross, Jewel-

ler, Eotherham.

6 h.p. Antoine, Matchless, spring frame,
good tyres, condition; £20.-129, High

Street, Croydon.

21 h.p. Minerva-Excelsior, Clinchers, very
2 reliable: £11, or offers. — 764, Seven

Sisters Eoad, N.

Q3 h.p. Motor Cycle, £5; Ih h.p. Clement-
.^4 Garrard, £5. — Letters, 25. Eaglan
Street, Coventry.

31 h.p. Excelsior, guaranteed perfect: £14;
2 good push and £10.-59, Church Street,

Stoke Newington.

31 h.p. Camber-Peugeot, built to order;.
2 £35.—Bright and Hayles. 73. Church

Street, Camberwell.

BAEGAIN, £12.—Minerva, 2J h.p., good as
new, guaranteed perfect.—46, Greenside-

Eoad, Shepherd's Bush.

31 h.p. Minerva, fitted with footboards, fast
2 machine, in perfect condition.—L., 44,

Abbott's Eoad, Southall.

31 h.p. Minerva, magneto, 1908, not riddeU'
2 300 miles, footboards and pedals; £30.

—Glew Bros., Howden.

KIUMPH, 3i h.p., 1907, magneto, nearly-
new condition : sacrifice £31. bargain.

—45, Parade, Leamington.

33.-4 h.p., M.O.V., engine nearly new, ad-
4 iustable pulley, Montgomery sidecar r

£20; offers, or separate.—Jackson, Alrewas„
Burton-on-Trent.

T'

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle."
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
HAMPSTEAD.—5J h.p. twin Peugeot, Truf-

fault spring: forks, non-skid, new con-
dition; £25; g-uarant&ed.

HAMPSTEAD.—23 h.p. Minerva, 1907. vari-
able pulley, new belt. Palmer tyw.

lamp, horn, tools, almost new; bargain, £14.

guaranteed.

HAMPSTEAD.—Pour-cylinder F.N., mag-
neto and spring forks, grand condition,

all spares; £18.

HAMPSTEAD.—3 h.p. Kover ; £12; M,O.V.,
vertical. Brooks 105 saddle, all spares;

bargain.

HAMPSTEAD.—li h.p. F.N. lightweight,
1907, magneto, and spring forks, grand

condition ; £18.

HAMPSTEAD for Bargains.—Sole agents for
Griffons, P.N.'s, Triumphs, ivunervas;

liberal allowance on exchanges. — Rey. 5,

Heath Street Motor Works, Hampstead. close
to Tube Station. Telephone, 2678. P.O.

31. h.p. Minerva, Phoenix forecar attached,
2 new tyres, all sound condition; £25.—

337, Ewell Eoad, Surbiton.

-J
Q08 Triumph, not run 500 miles, and Mont-

JLt/ gomery sidecar; £50, or separate. —
34, All Saints Street, Bolton.

LIGHTWEIGHT Eover, practically new, 2i

h.p.. 100 lbs. weight. Clinchers; photo;
£21.-31, bxford Uoad. Discard.

31 h.p. White and Poppe, Chater-Dea
'2 frame, very low, grand condition; £15.

—5, Heath Street, Hampstead.

-j Q07 31 h.p. N.S.U., magneto, two-speed, free
JLtJ engine, perfect condition; £29. — W.
Francis, 24, Vernon Eoad, Leeds.

AT.S.U., twin, 6 h.p., mag-neto, spring forks;
il any trial; £30.—Marshall. 267, Slade
Eoad, Gravelly Hill, Birmingham.

F.N., 1908. 11 h.p., lightweight, mag-neto,
and spring forks, brand new; £30.—Box

308, The Motor Cycle Offices. Coventry.

MINEEVA, 31 h.p., new November, 1907,

magnificent condition; £22, with ac-
ceesories.—5, Heath Street, Hampstead.

P8 10s.—Lurauin and Coudert, 21 h.p., in
^1 good running order, new tyres.—Eose,
28, Frith Street, Shaftesbury Avenue, W.

33. h.p. Excelsior, M.M.C. ensine. re-bushed.
4 and sidecar, in good condition; £19

10s., or offer.—17, Station Eoad, Wood Green.

KEERT, 21 h.p., develons 3| h.p., climb
anything, footboards, low ; £13 10s.,

bargain; offers; letters.—44, Gopsall Street,
N.

REX de Luxe, 1907, as new, twin-cylinder,
magneto, free engine, twin tyres, per-

fect; £26.—Lloyd, Victoria Terrace, Leaming-
ton.

31 h.p. Kynoch, in splendid order, new
2 tyres, £12; also forecarriage, suit

above, £4.—McDonald, 11, Dunn Street, Pais-
ley.

BAEGAIN, unforeseen circumstances.—Min-
erva, 34 h.p., new, in crate, as delivered,

guaranteed; £27 10s. — Tuson, jun., Leomin-
ster.

£8.—2 h.p. Minerva, Clincher tyres, Stanley
belt, Longuemar© carburetter; a bar-

gain.—Booth, Wotton Grange. Bedfont, Mid-
dlesex.

31 h.p. Chater, complete machine, condi-
4 tion excellent, best i-unning order ; £15,

or nearest.—Garaged, 128, High Eoad. Tot-
tenham.

MINEEVA Twin, many expensive improve-
ments, faultless, r.lso sidecar; first

offeTS considiened.—215, Coldharbour Lane,
Brixton.

2 h.p. Minerva, new tyres, Brooks' saddle,
two brakes; seen any time; going ner-

fect; bargain, £6 10s.— 76, Southill Street,
Poplar.

31 h.p. M.M.C. Motor Cycle, condition as
2 new; genuine bargain, £15 10s.; in-

spection invited.—Johnson, 18, Vaughan
Road, Birkdale, Southport.

£5 15s.—24 h.p. Motor Cycle, Chater -Lea
frame, Longuemare, two-way switch,

trembler, running order.—35, TJpham Park
Road. Chiswick.

REX, 5 h.p., cantilever, spring forks Lon-
guemare, Clincher, Brooks saddle, ab-

Bolutely new condition; any trial- £22.—
McKee, Ilkeston.

MT A IT I N^O
is no use at these prices. Buy n*w. Twin
Rex, £17 178. or £4 and '07 Single Rex,

or £8 and '05 Single Rex.
GPECIFlCftTION.—Low frame, long bars, low sad

die, Rex patent spring forks and foot brase,
trem'-iler coil, cood tyres, and guaranteed in run-
ning order. Any machine taken in part payment

Cash, Credit, or Exchange.

2i h.p. REX (new) 190S£26 5

3i h.p. REX Tourist (new) . . 1908 36 15
'

3h h.p. REX DE LUXE (new) 1908 47 5
5 h.p. REX Tourist (new) .. 1908 42

5 h.p. REX DE LUXE (new) 19O8 52 10
3|- h.p. N.S.U., magneto (new) 1908 42

5i h.p. I^.S.U., magneto (new) 1908 52
N.S.U. Lightweight (new) . . 1908 34 10

5 h.p. Twin VINDEC,maeneto.. 35
6 h.p. 1906 Twin REX, 26" wheels 17 17
<;,', h.p. Twin REX. bl.ick finish .. 17 17

Sh h.p. REX DE LUXE, maeneto 27 10
Twin REX, black finish, new tryes 18 18
r. h.p. Twin REX, non-skids 18 18
^l h.p. Twin REX, 2i Peter Unions 19 19

3h h.p. REX, 1907, 2-} tyres 17 11
-I h.p. ROC, 2-speed, like new.. 35
T,h h.p. 1906 REX, spring forks 15

3h h.p. Magneto REX RACER . . 25

3i- h.p. REX, spray, 21^ frame 11 10

3h h.p. 1906 REX, spring forks 15
3! h.p. REX, sprav. fine cHmber 11 10

2I h.p. Magneto REX, 1908 23 10
6' h.p. Twin ANTOINE, spg. fks. 22
4i h.p. Twin MINERVA, magneto 27 10
5" h.p. Twin ONAWAY, very low 22 10
Vi h.p. MINERVA, M.O.V 16 10

3 h.p. GIVAUDAN, nearly new 16

3 h.p. ROVER, 26x2i Palmers 13 10

3 h.p. LLOYD'S, 26x2^ Palmers 13 10

4 h.p. ANTOINE, spring forks . . 16

2| li.p. MINERVA, Palmer tyres 17 10

4-5 h.p. Twin ALCYON, two speeds 23 10

4 h.p. Twin WERNER, fine machine 19 19

5 h.p. Twin SAROLEA, long frame 18 18

2|- h.p. CLYDE, magneto 15

4 h.p. ANTOINE, 26 x 2i- tyres . . 16 10

3,^ h.p. SIMMS, m<ig., 2i Palmers 17 10

3i h.p. QUADRANT, 1906 18 10

6 h.p. Twin ANTOINE, R.O.M. . .
2"!

3-J h.p. CENTAUR, free engine . . 16

2i h.p. PHCENIX, spray, 26" wh'ls 10 10

3 h.p. HUMBER, spray 10 10

3 h.p. FAFNIR, very low, spray 13 10
2.\ h.p. CORONET, free engine .". 10 10
2 h.p. MINERVA, magneto 13 10
"ij h.p. REX, 22 frame 11 10

2i h.p. MINERVA, 26 x 2, spray 11 10

3 h.p. BROWN 12 10

2k h.p. CLEMENT, very low 11

2| h.p. KERRY, spray, low 10 10
2 h.p. SIMMS, magneto 7

1| h.p. MINERVA 5 15
2 h.p. RALEIGH, sprav 8
2 h.p. PRINCEPS 6

2;V h.p. SINGER, magneto 8 10
MISCELLANEOUS.

Light Car steel Frame, with front axle wheels
and tyres, £7 lOs. ; Bat Tricar (spring frame)
Chassis, £7 ; 8 h.p. Fafnir Engine, £9 lOs. ; three
speeds and reverse Gear Box, £4 ; two-speed Gear
Box, £2 lOs. ;

pair solid tyre Motor Van Wheels,
tiearly new, £3 5s. ; Forecarriage, fit Rex, £5

;

Osborne Four-speed, fit Rex, 50/-; N.S.U.
Pulleys, 5/- ; Brooks Bioo, 11/-.

SNIPS.—45s. deposit an'd six monthly pay-
ments of 29s. 6d. secures 2 J h.p. Excelsi,o,r,

3 h.p. Humber, 2f h.p. Minerva, 2Jh.p.
Ilobart, 3 h.p. Lloyds, 2ih.p. Minerva,
3,i li.ri. Rex, '2| h.p. Aurora, 2| h.p. Kerry,
3 h.p. M.M.C; all guaranteed running order.
"Pkufection " Leather V Belting—

iin. 9d., Jin. 10 Jd., lin. 1/-, lin. 1/1.
"Skkratuix" Rubber Canvas Belting,

Best on test— fiu. "'^.,^ fin. 1/-, Jin. 1/4,
lin. 1/8 per foot.

THE HALIFAX MOTOR EXCHANGE,
16, WESTGATE, HALIFAX.

Telephone 76.6 Telejrams. "Perfection."

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
ACTON.-^ h.p. N.S.U. Twin, 1908, mag-

neto ignition, lin. belt, 24 by 2J Peter-
Union tyres, two-speed gear and free en-
gine, perfect condition ; £35.

ACTON.—3 h.p. Triumph, excellent condi-
tion, two accumulators, Gloria belt, 2J

tyres, spare parts; £18.

ACTON.—3J h.p. Oentaure, M.O.V., vertical,
low built, long handle-bars, lin. JDelt;

£12.

ACTON.—3 h.p. N.S.U., magneto ignition,
26 by 2J Continental tyres, new condi-

tion; £22.

A CTON.—3i h.p. Automotor, vertical en-
J\ gine, low built, long handle-bars, good
running order ; £8 10s.

ACTON.—Any of the above can be had on
approval; deposit system.

ACTON.—West London District Agency for
the famous N.S.U., latest pattern

models in stock, two-speed gears, spare parts,
i liberal allowance for your old machine in

i

part payment.—Eagles and Co., 275, High
I Street, Acton. Telephone, 556, Chiswick.

6 h.p. Twin Rex, spring forks, takes ?idpear
easily; £17 17s.; any trial. — 16, Westr

gate, Halifax.

F.N., four-cylinder, 4i h.p., in splendid
condition; owner going abroad 1st

August
;

price £30.—Motor Cycle, 66. South-
ampton Row, W.C. I

3i h.p. Minerva, spring forks, brand new
2 Palmer cord, new belt, splendia con-

dition ; £22.—G. Dale, 21, Lansdowne Road,
Old Charlton, Kent.

31 h.p. Jap, Chater sidecar, perfect condi-
2 tion, numerous spares; £28, or near

offer; 3 h.p. Fafnir, in good order.—Fletcher,
King Square Avenue, Bristol.

REX, 6 h.p., new tyres, Watawata, stand,
lamp, two accumulators, running order,

new Millford sidecar (rigid), bad health ; £20.

—iHood, Clover Mill, Rochdale.

31 h.p. N.S.U., magneto, 24 by 2J wheels,
2 perfect order. £20; 3 h.p. Kerry de

j

Luxe, spring forks, 26 wheels, £18; photos.—
E. H. Clarke, Johnstown, Ruabon.

31 h.p. Durkopp, 2h tyres, ball bearing
2 engine, trembler. spring forks,

spray; £15, or best offer; splendid condition.
—11, Avenue Road, Goldhawk R,oad.

3 h.p. Eadie-Minerva, not run 5O0 miles,
tyres, plating, etc., perfect condition,

do 45 easily; cash wanted; £10.—Usher,
Gothic Lodge, Chiswick Mall, London.

Opr GUESTEAS.-1908 Rex, 2i h.p., magneto,
jLiO new, only ridden three times, guar-
anteed splendid order; must sell; £16, or
nearest offer.

—
"Williams, Bazaar, Corwen.

31 h.p. Two-speed Chain-drive Raleigh,
2 spring handle-bars, 26in. wheels. Pal-

mer tyres, in new condition, suit sidecar;
£22 10s.—Tyler, 85, Morant P^ad. Colchester.

03. h.p. F.N., Chater-Lea frame, tyre& in
^A good condition, a reliable machine

;

will sell, or exchange for cycle and cash;
price £12.—Elis, 159, Plashet Rx>a-d, West Ham
3h,p. Quadrant, spring forks, perfect run-

ning order very reliable, low, comfort-
able; accept £12 for quick sale; no offers.

—

Motor, 86, Colvestone Crescent, Dalston, Lon-
don.

2 h.p. Fafnir, spray carburetter, vertical
engine, low built, in splendid running

order and condition; bargain, £8, or push
bike and cash.—85. Pedro Street, Lower Clap-
ton.

31 h.p. Rex, 1907, capital condition, non-skid
2 back, nearest offer £20; 2 h.p. iieet-

Minerva, new. £16; forecar attachment, £6;
wanted small car. — Hill, Motor Garage,
Pocklington.

21 h.p. Triumph, splendid condition. Olin-
2 cher tyres, as new, Dermatine belt,

two accumulators, Longuemare carburetter

;

genuine bargain, £10 19s, 6d.—73, Church
Street. Camberwell.

03 h.p. Alldays, B. and B. carburetter (la-
.^4 test), Clipper tyres, Watawata belt,
low, fast, long bars, guaranteed perfect;
£11, or take push bike and cash.—84, Church
Street, Lozells, Birmingham.

4 h.p. Roc, Druid forks. Bosch magneto.
Palmer tyrea. as new, two-speed, start

on any hiU, fit for a tour; any examim.-
tion; new last September; £33. — ^V. L.
Thome, 21, Gold Street, Tiverton.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cyde."
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wotok; bicycles for sale.

4I1.P. Antoine, ChateivLea-, good running
order; £15.—F. WMte, 234, Clapham

Road, S.W.

h.p. Quadrant, good condition, low, 26in.
Cfinchers; offers, or sell £8.—Weale,

Leominster.

Q 1 li.p. Twin Peugeot, magneto, plated tor-
02 pedo tank, Chater-Lea ; seen any
time; £28.-6. Hill Crest Boad, South. Wood-
ford.

ENPIELD-JAP, 24 h.p., good condition,
spares, new back tyre; £9, nearest

offers.—Address, Glaremomt, Bishop Monk-
ton, Leeds.

T OOK.—Kerry Model de Luxe, 1908, 75 by 85,U as new. all refinements ; cost 36 guineas,
£12 15s. — 26, Church Gate, Loughborough,
Leicestershire.

1 Q08 Griffon, 2f h.p. Zedel engine, bevelLU drive, magneto, in tank spring forks
perfect condition ; £25. — Harry Shutes, 9,
Cannon Place, Hampstead.

Bl h.p. Genuine Minerva, scarcely soiled,
2 spring forks and seat-pillar, footrests

Continentals; £18, or exchange smaller
power and cash. — Hall, Richard Street
Aorthwich.

,
,.,

,
.. /

F.N., four-cylinder, late 1906. ensine just
overhauled, perfect running- order

dropped saddle-pin, do 52 miles an liour, coml
^lete; £22.-'Firth, Post House, Wvnd
Darlington.

q h.p Fafnir, Chater-Lea, Palmers, excel-
'-J lent condition; £11 lOs, cash, or ex-change Dursley-Pedersen. or spring frame

ltreit,^Hun
^""^ cash.-Drifail, 51. iiutt

82 ^'^Ho^?^''^'^-',
^^°'^' unscratched. not rid-

hJi^d f^>.J^
miles, magneto, spring forks,

>f Rnli.^]'^'' ^°^,°' *^^^^- «Pa.re«. and set

•hiS°&Vd:"ffis=. '"^^"'°' ^^-^'- ^--

Q^i^?t^/^^'^^^ \^- .excellent condition,^ol little used, splendid hill-climber tvresaearly new; any trial; £22, or exckanelower power, or push bike and cash-wfsneezum, 14, Fore Street, Ipswich.
POR Sale, 5J h.p. twin Bex de Luxe, free

^IPri hK' ^P/«°,4i'i running order, enam-
^ven ?s inSn

"^ 1^°^^' tyres as new; trial

^T At^nS?^®^^= ^''''^^^ selling, bought.cr.-Atkings, Longmoor Camp. Han'ta.

5 ^•^Vwi'llt^d ^r^*'
"I'^giieto, Oppermann

Fork™
^oT^.^I'^ed, free engine. Druid spring

^aphm^i
tyres, also coach-built tricar attachment, almost new; £40 lot or separate-Appleby, Lozells Garage. Birmingham

2x ^^^.^^^' ^^ ^^ engine, in good con-iJ4
_
dition, new Palmer tyre ImcK fa stmachine, and good climber, vrill^a'rt It

roS^'f^.^r- ^'^^^ -^^^i^bl^ cycle on th^d^ saerifioe 14 guineas. - Topp, Arcade,

i ^'^.rP/^nf' ^^- ^ Chater-Lea frame, Groser and Clincher tyres. Brooks saddll

yXnic^^o,^^"^"^' ^1^^ accun ulatofanil
Ko 1 i'',

^°^^' Dermatine belt, footboards

>oydonl^
°^''= £25.-Motor, 5. Temple Road,

K^?H;i^'^^ r -Pi.' ^^'^^ kittle machine,
liH^,!^^^^' ^^™-]' anything, exoeUent con-ation. Brown and Barlow. Clincher A Won
^l^h.^^nf^ ^^^^^V ^13 10«- immediate

fet,^Srrken^weir^^"""^'^^' ^- ^'<'^'''^^-

j
Q°3 Triumph, complete, lamp, spares,
\^^ Shamrock-Excelsior back tyre. Brooks
Htinn f'-^P^/'

^^^' not ridden 500 miles, eon-
V «n^^w ^s new; full particulars; seen

foad^TolSa^T^^"^"^' ''' ^itzwilliam

i^EVERAL Bargains, including 4 h.p. Roc,
Z,^^ \- four-cylinder F.N., £20; Arielightweight (unridden), £25; two-sp4ed An-
riian, spring forks. Palmer cord tyr-is etc
^h^f?°t^^^ ^^^' £35-Rose. 28. Frith Street'.^nattesbury Avenue. W.

2x ^'P- /^' throughout, perfect, little

11 r" ivr^^lr-
t'^'o accumulators. Brooks sad-

'i!;. V-'^j seat-piUar, spring forks, foot^

^,.li^' v5-i
"^^ lamp, horn, spares; exchange

?-^t+- 1^ m and cash, or sell £12 10s.—M., 318,l&ntish Town Road, London.
yRIUMPH, 3i h.p.. magneto, late 1907. new
\i, S^S'^^ne, not ridden 200 miles, fitted
itn Mabon free engine clutch, lamp, hern,pare pulley, etc.; price, nett cash, £39 10s.;
o excnanges entertained; seen any time.—
h. High Street, Sutton, Surrey.

2 heads are better than 1

3 wheels are better than 2
The Phoenix attachment will convert 1

your motor bicycle into a safe and
pleasurable three-wheeler for single

or passenger work.

I
PHCENK MOTORS, LTD.,

Blundell Street, London, N.|

DUBLIN
can always give prompt delivery

of a /

Triumph
Apply to

F. A. WALLEN.

HEBDENS DEPENDABKBARGAINS

/ LATEST LIST. \
SHOWING SPLENDID SELECTION OF
REALLY RELIABLE MOTOR CYCLES
AT BARGAIN PRICES SENT POST FREE

ANYWHERE.
CASH OR EASY TERM&.

EXCHANGES ENTERTAINED.
N-S-U. Motor Cycles a. speciality-

Ask OUT price before baying elsewhere.

pqnRI Rexette, water cooled, two speeds

LSllu good order. Price £25.
ptM i l I

N.S.U., magneto, low frame,

EaiU new. Price £35.

CWIRIN-S.U., magneto, low frame,^ t^MiU nearly new. Price £29. i

BRTCTGE GARAGE
169 Briggate. LEEDS.

Rover, good order, stand,

carrier, etc. Price £17.

ADVERTISERS — Please note
that FridE^y is the latest day wo
can receive Advertisement copy
for ths following week's issue<

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE,

6 h.p. Twin Eex, spring forks, takes sidecar
easily ; £17 17s. ; any trial. — 16, West-

gate, Halifax.

BRADBURY, 21 h.p., good order, Longue-
mare carburetter, nearly new Contin-

ental tyres and tiibe unpunctured, Derma-
tine belt, few spares, tools, carrier; £15, or
exchange 4 h.p. Roc, cash adjustment.

—

James Holmes, Leek, Kirkby Lonsdale.

81 h.p. Rover. 221 frame. 26in. wheels, new
4 saddle, Jin. belt and pulley, first-class

condition, £12. or sidecar part payment; 2i
h.p. Clarendon engine, with Puller coil, both
new, £2 10s. ; Chater tandem attachment, 7&.

6d.—Elliott, 9, Argyle Street. Gateshead.

QUADRANT, 1907, 3h h.p.. splendid condi-
tion; cost £50, will accept good offer;

Palmer cord tyres, Michelin butted tubes,
two accumulators, two Bowden brakes,
spring forks. Brooks BlOO saddle, Dermatine
belt, lots spares, tools.—Ryder, Orpington.

LIVERPOOL (Rex Agency).—Before buying
yjur new mount come and have a loo,

at our machines. The largest stock of new
and SiBcond-hand machines for oO mileS'
round; anything taken in part payment.

—

F. C. Jones and Co., 3, Redcross Street
Liverpool.

23. h.p. Excelsior, long bars, footrests,
4 latest Minerva spray, engine re-bushed

and new piston fitted, two new tyres and
tubes, very fast, and a good climber, Lucas
lamp, and new horn, new Shamrock-Gloria
belt; a bargain at £13. — Woodman. High
Street, Halstead, Essex.

TWIJSr Vindec, 1908, 5 h.p., model F., just six
weeks old, used for trials, hill - climb

and gold medal winner, in new and perfect
condition, TrufFault spring forks, magneto,
starts at walking pace, very powerful hill-
climber ; £43.—Alexander's Motor Exchange,
Lothian Road, Edinburgh.

N.S.U., 6 h.p., two-speed gear, spring forks,
2iin. tyres, Shaw non-skid back, spare

inlet and exhaust, complete, tools, and lamp.
Liberty sidecar, 2iin. tyre, machine not run
1.000 miles, good reason for selling; trial
by appointment; £42 10s.—Taylor, Victoria
Cafe. Central Beach, Blackpool.

MINERVA and Rex.—We carry the largest
stock of spare parts in the provinces

for these machines, can deliver new ma-
chines from stock at low prices; -cashv ex-
feliange, or gradual payments; charged ac-
cumulators for hire. Is. per week.—Cookson
Bros., 511, Chester Road, Old Trafford.

-i Q07 3i h.p. Minerva, magneto, spring lorks,
Lu Wright's drop footrests, stand, spare
pulley, valves, etc., special large saddle, only
run 900 miles, guaranteed perfect, tyres,

plate, enamel as new; £24; wheel steering
runabout wanted.—Rowland Moody, Night-
ingale Grove, Shirley Road, Southampton.

GET Tour New Machine through nie,

whether it be a Triumph, Eex, F.N., or
any other make, every make supplied on
most favourable terms ; write for list of
second-hand machines, in genuine condition,
going cheap; state requirements.-Stanton,
86. Colvestone Crescent, Dalston, London.

BROOKLANDS Racing Machine, the ma-
chine illustrated in The Motor Cycle^

Mav 27th—7-9 h.p. Peugeot engine, fitted witn
K.C. nerfectly synchronised ignition, all la-

test improvements, j equal to new, will do
over 70 an hour; £37 10s.; no offers.—B.

Kickham, 46, Cleeve Eoad, Znowle. Bristol.

L.M.C., 3J h.p., single. Clincher A Won,
magneto ignition, in perfect condition,

ridden only two months, tyres unpunctured

;

sole reason for selling, present owner going
abroad; price, complete with lamp, hprn,

all spares and accessories, £35.—Apply, R.E.,

11, St. Peter's Road, Handsworth, Birming-
ham.
-i n06 3 h.p. Triumph, spring forks, absolut^
XiJ ly perfect throughout, plating brand
new two reliable accumulators. Palmer
cord and Clincher tyres, one of the very

best machines ever manufactured, full Kit

of tools; £26; greatest bargain this week.—
Motorist, 86, Colvestone Crescent, Dalston,

London.

31 hp Vindec Special, TrufFault suspen-
2 'sion spring forks, magneto and a-cpu-

mulator ignitions, 2iin. by 26in. Peter-Umon
studded, and Clincher tyres, ^

a.bsolutely

perfect, and equal to brand new throughout,

very little used, complete with all spares

and accessories ; £30, no offers^ worth £40.--

Motor Cycle, 85, Colvestone Crescent, Dal-

ston, London.

In answering any of these adverfispmevf" -if. i-" rfr.oirnhJp fhnt you menti-^rt '' The Motor CyrU.
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
Qi h.p. Light Low Eex, splendid condition,O Peter-Union tyres; £11 10s.

^ h.p. Twin Eex, spring seat and. handle-
bars, new condition; £18 10s.

'^ h.p. Twin Hamilton, fast, vacy machine,
suit passenger work; £15.

31 h.p. Werner Twin, very light and fast
2 machine; £15.

h.p. Eex Light Motor Cycle, smart ma-
chine; £8.

Oi h.p. Humber Lightweight, climb almost
"AJ* any hill, splendid condition; £8 10s.

a h.p. Trent, in excellent condition; £11
cash, bargain.

2,T- ^-P- Bradbury, fast, powerful machine;4 £10 15s.—128. High Eoad, Tottenham.
1°'' i-L^-P- i^iehtweight F.N.. magneto;

£19, or offer.—Fulwich Hotel, Bartford.

jpl3.-Triumph-Jap, J h.p., reliable, splen-

B^^rnes S.W
~^- ^^' ^^ctory Eoad,

M^?,?J'^ ^'£^^' ^*,^P- F^fnir, beautiful
^„o w^i™^*^^iP^' almost as new; 20 guin-eaB.-Wilkins. Eversley, Hants.

(r^M^nv^ ^* .^'•P,- ^inerva throughout,
^„ Jil-O- v., vertical, low, excellent condi-
tion; bargain, £16 15s.—Below.
"p.N. 2J h p. Lightweight, vertical, 26in

77 ci
.^lieels, splendid condition; £8 10s.-

41. Skelbrook Street. Earlsfleld.

MOTOSACOCKE, standard, U h.p., not yet
delivered; sacrifice £27—L2,839, TheMotor Cycle Offices, 20. Tudor Street, E.G.

Hi H'r^^-^- ^i?i 2l,li:P. Kerry. £10; 3i

l.r. fP^?°^®^' ^^^.' 3-11 in good condition:

HHcbin
^^ particulars, apply, Issott,

TyEENEB, 23 h.p., splendid condition, tyres

*Ur. A^ o®T>'
I^ermatine; expert examina-

d N
^oi^Slas Eoad, Canonbury, Lon-

POE Sale, IW 3 h.p. Bradbury, Advance
-L pulley, iin. Dermatine, good tyres
spares and accessories; £18.—Lambe, Sey-mour House, Chatteris.

CI h.p. Twin N.S.U., ridden only about 250

„Tf . S^les everything absolutely perfect;what offers?-A.A., Box L2,837, The Motor Cycle
Ofllces, 20, Tudor Street, E.G.

3 h.p. Triumph, 26in. Clincher A Wons,
^%^«'^*i^'^ machine, all accessories, asnew

; £14 14s good bargain.-6, Gascoyne
Road, South Hackney, London.

N.S.U. 3| h.p. Motor Cycle, magneto, two-
speed gear, spare non-skid; £20, or

nearest offer.—Garnforth Cycle and Motor
Co., 6. Lancaster Road, Garnforth.

THIS is your chance, don't miss it —
Clarke s 2| h.p. Givaudan New Century

Racer, perfect; trial; giving up racing; £25.—New Century Motor Go., St. Albans.

31 h.p Humber, free engine clutch, new
Z 2J Dunlops, long bars, low seat, cut-

put, good condition, take sidecar, climb any
hills; £12 10s.—75, Manor Street, Chelsea.

31 h.p. Phelon and Moore, two-speed gear,
2 Chater-Lea sidecar, perfect condition •

any trial; £30—Wheelwright, Boar's Head
Hotel, Manchester Eoad, Bradford, York-
shire.

LIGHTWEIGHT Magneto N.S.U., 1908, very
little ridden, girder and spring forks,

perfect m every respect; £24; no dealers.-
Box L2,841, The Motor Cycle Offices, 20 Tudor
Street, E.G.

-j Q08 Triumph, all accessories, GoodrichXtJ non-skids. Rich inner tubes, spare
cover and two inner tubes, spare magneto
parts, etc., little used ; £42 10s. — Kennedy
Pinsbury, Bath.

3 h.p. N.S.U., magneto, spring forks, free
engine, complete, spares, £16; Mont-

gomery sidecarriage, £2 10s.; take £18 to-
gether; letters only.—Rotom, 9, Gannon
Place, Hampstead.

31 h.p. White and Poppe, practically new,
z gin. belt, Longuemare carburetter,

trembler coil, wipe, B.S.A. fittings through-
"^^•/i/w'^n*^^.®^^^^^ ^P^-' bargain—Stored
at 143, Well Street, Hackney.

PH(ENIX, 3*-4i h.p., two-speed, free engine.
fan, Chater spring forks, Palmers,

netrol and oil gauges, fitted with every
Phoenix refinement; seen any time; £22 —
Jennings, 268, Hornsey Road. Holloway

The Best is Good Enough,
Compare our prices. Remember, we only advertise

what we can supply, and the goods carry the manu-
facturers' fuU guarantee. The best is the cheapest

;

we ofier the best at lowest prices.

TOP BAR CONTROL.
Easily fitted.

Price—2-way 3/6.
i-way 2/9.
Post 2d.

HanvIIe-bar ControL
Thumb slides.

Clips on handle-bar.
Dual control, 3/8.

Single control, 2/8.
Post 2d.

BB—

W

CONTACT HLES.
Invaluable tor magneto or Double-ended Spanners.
accumulator ignition. Six sizes. From 8d. each.
Price 9d. Post id. or 3/3 the set. Post 4d.

SELF-FIXING HANDLES.
Price, dummy, 1/3 pair.

Post . 2d.

HANDLE-BAR MIRRORS.
Strongly made to withstand any vibration. Fixed

in any position. Note our price, 5/-, carriage paid;

larger mirror, 6/-, carriage paid.

THE SERVICE STAND.
For

high-powered machines.
Very strong. Easily fitted

to chain stays. Auto-
matic action. Price com-
plete, 10/9. For oval

stays.

TOOLBAGS.
As illustrated.

Size 9' X 6' X 4'; 7/6.

B model, with registered

number-plate, metal
lined, 5/10.

SERVICE PATTERN TOOLBAGS.
Best quality. To fix on carrier. Price 8/6.

SERVICE FOOTRESTS.
STRENS. Can be fitted in 2 minutes.

THE SERVICE VELO. Rubber matting.

Attracts attention at once. Price 15/-.

Price complete 10/6,
carriage paid.

SERVICE
Round Terminal Ends.
A' hole, 2id. doz.

i' ., 3d „
Post id.

Patent Terminal Ends.
Fixed instantaneously.

High-tension . . 2id. eachi
Low- tension . . i|d. ,,

Post id.

TURNSCREWS.
MUDGUARD FLAP. A handy tool. Well made.
Large size. Strongly Price—Beechwood handle,
made. Price 2/-. lOd. Boxwood handle, 1 /2.

Post 2d. Post 2d.

INKER TUBES.—The Service stout heavy tubes
give universal satisfaction.

Price—26x2' 6/6
26X2J" 7/- Post 2d.

26X2i" 7/6
THE AMATEUR'S VALVE LIFTER.—A useful tool.

Price 2/6. Post 2d.

MAGNETO COVERS.—Specially made for Triumphs.
Price 2/3. Post id.

MINIATURE ADJUSTABLE WRENCH.—Carried
easily in pocket. Very strong, handy, and beautifully
made. Price 2/6. Post 2d.

TYRES.—Good medium weight. Direct from rubber
mills. Good non-slipping tread. Beaded or wired edge.

26 X 2", 15/6. 26 X 2^, 16/6. 26 X 2^', 17/6.
Tee Bee Specialities Stocked. Send for complete list.

THE SEFEVICE Co., Ltd.,
292, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
LEEDS.—34 h.p. 1907 Triumph, 2i tyres, good

running order; £32.

LEEDS.^} h.p. 1907 Roc, magneto, two
speeds and free engine, good order; £30.

LEEDS.—23 h.p. Minerva, good order,
girder forks ; £11 10s.

LEEDS.—21 h.p. New Hudson, Palmer tyres,
good order; £12.

LEEDS.—5 h.p. twin Rex, spring forks, 2i
tyres; £17.

LEEDS.—2 h.p. Minerva, M.O.V., girder
forks, running order; £7.

LEEDS.—Exchanges on above entertained.—
The Leeds Motor Exchange, 28, Dock

Street, Leeds.

MOTOSACOCHE, practically new, not rid-
den 400 miles, spring handle-bars,

extra thick tyres. Brooks BlOO saddle, lug-
gage carrier, special stand, spares; £25, or
near offer.—S., c/o Daniels, newsagent,
Epsom.

13 h.p. P.N., little used, just back from
4 makers, so in perfect condition, brand

new back tyre and tube, bicycle with stand,
carrier, tools, bag, footrests, and other ex-

tras ; £20, quick sale.--310. The Motor Cycle

Offices, Coventry.

TWO-SPEED (Fitall) 3J h.p. 1905. Rex, Lon-
guemare, Shamrock-Gloria, Palmei

tyres, splendid condition. Rich detachable
tube. Puller accumulator, many spares;
seen, tried ; offers.—Wyatt, 8. Bedford Well
Road, Eastbourne.

FOOR-CYLINDER F.N., 4i h.p., 1908 model
practically new, only ridden 200 miles

including eleotric headlight, electric horn
and large trailer ; owner getting car ; £4(
the lot. — A. J. Munday, " Russellton," Gra
ham ATenue, Mitcham.

TWIN Magneto Minerva, driven some 1,60
miles, very fast and tractable, nev

belt and tyre, guaranteed condition ; sel

£35, or offer; wanted, 1907 or 1908 Triumpl
or F.N., light or four-cylinder. — Forster
Eamont Bridge, Penrith.

TRIUMPH, 3i h.p., magneto ignition, sprini
forks, bought late 1907, perfect, gooi

as new, pump, toolbag, tools, spares, ga
lamp, spare Palmer cover ; sacrifice £20. o:

exchange lower power and cash adjustment
—Simpson, insurance agent, 3, Althorp Road
St. James's, Northampton.

BRAND new Midget Bicar, enamellel
cream, 5 h.p. Peugeot, Bosch magnetd

Whittle belt, 2i Continentals, adjustabll
nulley, Chater-Lea, handle-bar control, witf
accessories; £40, or near offer.—Lane,
Britton Street, New Brompton, Kent.

03. h.p. Scout, Chater-Lea frame, lonj
<^4 handle-bars, low saddle. Dunlop tyreJ
footboards, complete with lamp, horn, stan^
etc., enamelling and plating as new, firs'!

class condition, magnificent hill-climber
thoroughly reliable; £12.—S., 86 ColvestoT
Orescent, Dalston. London.

SINGER, 2 h.p., magneto, chain driveij
good condition; seen any time; £7.-

London Road., Forest Hill, S.E.

MOTOR Cycle, 23 h.p. M.M.C. enginJ
Ohater-Lea frame, two new DunlopI

new Watawata belt, in first-class going ordel
£10, a bargain ; also Milford cane trailel
little used, £3, cost £12 12s.—Palmer, tailo|
Kingsway, Twickenham.

THE Best and Cheapest Bargain this wee
—3 h.p. Triumph, splendid conditio

thorough running order; expert examin
tion invited; any trial; 26 by 2J Clincher
tyres, complete with two tooltaags, spare
plugs, number plates, etc., plating in sple
did condition; sacrifice for £15 lowest, wor
£22.—Millard, Dinnington, Rotherham.

5-6 h.p. Twin Bat, J.A.P. engine, with fr
engine plutch, spring frame and fori

Sjcoumjilator' ignition, Longuemare carbu
etter, thumb slides, Stanley-Dermatine be
Continental tyres. Model de Course on bac
wheel just overhauled, plated, and onaj
elled, in perfect condition; price £25. — T
Bat Motor Co., Kingswood Road, Penge.

31 h.p. White and Poppe, Ghater-Lea fran
2 splendid machine, climbs any hi

footboards, two accumulators, 20 hours, a
coil, all new, new heavy Continental. 25

2a (not even paid for), unpunctured Dunl
front wheel. Shamrock belt, Grose ste
studded Dunlop spare back tyre, wants lit

repair, two butt-ended tubes ; price £15,
bargain ; trial.—Apply, A.R.R., Stony Y:
rows, Mayford, Woking.

In answering any of these advertisements it is de.-<,rable that you mention -'The Motor Cycle.''
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THICAKS FOR SALE.
lLIFAX.—4J h.p. water-cooled two-speed
Bradbury, wheel steering, o]oen frame,

)st like new; £37 10s.

JLIFAX.—5i h.p. Quadrant Carette, open
frame, two speeds, good tyres, run-

!
order; £35.

lLIPAX.—5 h.p. Aster, open frame, water-
cooled, two speeds, car tyres; £26 10s.

lLIPAX.—3J h.p. Eex, Mills-Pulford fore-

carriage, with 26 wheels, very reliable;

lOs.

JilFAX.—Twin-cylinder 8-10 h.p. Eexette,

special car, two speeds, carry three
There; £47 10s.

lLIFAX. — 44 h.p. air-cooled Stevens tri-

car, 26 wheels, very low, tyres almost
. £19 lOs. — Halifax Motor Exchange,
gate, Halifax.

3EEY Three-speed Tricar; £25; ex-

change.—Letters, 13, Eobmson Eoad,

ing, London.
hp. Humber Tricar, £17 10s.; free en-

gin© clutch, very fast.—Wauchope s,

loe Lane, E.G.

ICAE 6 h.p.. twin, fan-cooled, two-speed
gear' good order; £30.—Paul, Stanstead

1, Forest Hill.

h p. De Dion Tricar, good going order

;

trial given; £20.—Barrett, 332, High
it. Manor Park.

X Tricar, 54 h.p., in splendid condition,

do any hill; accept £35.—Stour Motor
e Depot, Coventry.

h.p. Hubbard, water-cooled, free en-

gine in running order; £20.—Stamps,
cy, Sutton Coldfield.

ICAE Chassis, light, open frame, 26 by
2i tyres, steering and column; £5 5s.—

Eigh Eoad, Tottenham.

h.p. Eex Triette Tricar, in good running
order, verv powerful; £19 19s.—Wau-

e's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street.

IN 6 h.p. Tricar, wheel steering and
control, good condition ; very cheap.—
Villa, Knossington, Oakham.

IMBEE Tricar, 3 h.p., roomy cane seat,

seats lady and boy. perfect order;

; £16.-13, Brewster Eoad, Leyton.

p. Eiley Tricar, with lamps and spares,
identical car that won the Birdlip Hill-

b; £70, no offers.—Eead, Sheerness.

XETTE, 54 h.p., wheel steering, two
speeds, seats three, splendid order; bar-

,
£45—168, High Eoad, S. Tottenham.

'EN Frame Tricar, cost £110, three
speed; will take £39 to clear; room
led.—65a, Eosendale Eoad, West Dulwich.

CELSIOE Light Tricar, two speeds,

handle starting, very good condition;
. run; £18.-128. High Eoad. Tottenham.

i.p. Stevens Tricar, two speeds, sound
machine; £25.—Garaged at Wan-
e's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.

.p. 1907 Eiley Tricar, perfect condition;
trial; £65, or take Triumph and cash
stment.—E.C.,21, Parliament Hill, Hamp-
1.

LEY 9 h.p. Tricar, new last year, in ex-

cellent order; £70; trial by appoint-
b. — Elwell 52. Frederick Street, Edin-
h.

'

lNDSOME Wicker Tricar, body new, up-
holstered green. 22s. 6d.; Eulex two-
i gear, 20s., imperfect.—128, High Eoa-d,
enham.

ECAEj 6 h.p. Quadrant, wheel steering,
coach-built seats, two speeds, good
r; £25.—"K.," 84, South HiH Park,
pstead.

E Sale, tricar, 4 h.p., water-cooled, belt
drive, climb anything; a bargain, £14
-Bartlett Bros., 125. Sheen Eoad. Eich-
d, Surrey.

GONDA Tricar. 10-12 h.p.. water-cooled,
excellent condition, tyres as new; trial
a; £55. — Zenith Motors, Ltd.. Stroud
n Eoad. London, N.

h.p. Stevens W.C. Engine, coach-built
forecar, Mabon clutch just fitted,

adid condition, venr fast; £27 10s.—Stan-
^...144, Lee Eoad. S.E.

h.p. Twin Eex Triette. in new conaition

;

£25 10s.; take good motor cycle in
ange.—Strong, Exchange Sale Eoom, 7,
n Hall Street. Blackburn.

200yV^0T0Ri5(llES.

To OELFCT^irj^f

T«E Worlds
Largest Dealer

Telegrams Telephone no
SJn.nOLRORN.OPIFICER, LONDON

MOTOR CYCLES AT

SACRIFICE PRICES.

2i h.p. HUMBER Motor Cycle . .

2| h.p. JAP Pattern Motor Cycle . .

3i h.p. HUMBER
2 h.p. QUADRANT
2i h.p. ANTOINE Motor Cycle .

.

2i h.p. MINERVA, Chater-Lea
frame

2f h.p. WERNER ......

3i h.p. No. I ARIEL
2 h.p'. MINERVA
2 h.p. ENFIELD
2i h.p. NEW ARIEL, 1908 model
6 h.p. TWIN JAP
3 h.p. CLARENDON
3i h.p. ARIEL
4 h.p. ORMONDE
if h.p. Light F.N., 1907

3i h.p. MINERVA, 1906 model . .

3f h.p. N.S.U. magneto

2f h.p. BROWN
if h.p. WERNER
2f h.p. BROWN
if h.p. 1907 F.N. Lightweight ....

^^ h.p. 1907 MINERVA
6 h.p. Twin PANTHAN, Peugeot

engine, magneto
z h.p. MINERVA
1. h.p. ROC, 1907 model, two

speeds . . :

6-7 h.p. BAT, new, magneto ....

3f h.p. REX, 1907, spring forks . .

2^ h.p. FAIRY, magneto, new ....

3 h.p. QUADRANT
if h.p. WERNER
2|h.p. KERRY
31 h.p. REX
3^h.p. 1908 TRIUTui^I
2j h.p. ARIEL
3! h.p. 1908 TRIUMPH
; h.p. ROC, 1908 mo lei

3| h.p. GRIFFON, magneto
t| h.p. MINERVA
4^ h.p. Four-cylinder F.N

3J h.p. 1907 Second-hand
TRIUMPH

3| h.p. QUADRANT, 1907

3 J h.p. 1908 MINERVA

Subject to being unsold on receipt of

cheque, first cheque secures each bargain.

WAUCHOPE'S,
9, SHOE LANE,

FLEET ST., LONDON.
Telephone—Holborn 5777.

Telegraphic Address—" Opilicef, London."
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TRICARS FOR SALE.
31 h.p. Humber Tricar, wants slight re-

2 pairs; £12 10s.—Haig-h, The Portlands,
Llndley, Huddersfield.

5-6 h.p. Humber. two speeds, water-cooled,
coach-built, spares, and perfect; photo.—91, Stanhope Gardens. Harringay.

31 h.p., as new. powerful, silent, foot-
4 boards, accessories, many refine-

ments; bargain, £19 10s.; after six; photo.—115, Cromwell Road, Grimsby.

3i h.p. Ealeighette, two speeds, new six
2 weeks ago, not ridden 450 miles, per-

fect condition; £50. no exchanges.—Gorham,
Middle Pavement, Nottingham.

TEICAE, 4J-5 h.p. Humber, free engine
clutch, water-cooled, coach-iouiit seat,

fast machine; £25.—Humber, Glendene, Sta-
tion Road. Leyton, London, N.E.

TEICAE; 5i h.p., Eex tv.?in, four speeds,
Whittle belt, splendid condition; cheap

for cash, or exchange cycle, caS'h adjust-
ment.—Mawson, draper. Morecambe.

5 h.p. Humber, water-cooled, open frame,
wheel, condition practically as new, spare

cover, tube, side lamps; £50; appointment.—
Hummel, Newlands, Horley, Surrey.

4 h.p. Water-cooled Eover Tricar, in con-
dition as new, aluminium bucket seat

to front, pan seat back; £28.—Wauchope's,
9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.

4 h.p. Water-cooled Fafnir, two speeds, foot
clutch. Palmer tyres, splendid condi-

tion ; £20, or exchange cycle and cash. —
Townsend, 162a, Dalston Lane, London.

i A-12 h.p. Four-cylinder Tricar, Fafnir en-
-LU gine, tnree speeds and reverse, coach-
built bucket seats, wheel steering, all wheels
sprung.—S.B., 43. Berlin Eoad, Catford, S.E.

6 h.p. Singer Tricar, engine recently over-
hauled by Eileys, guaranteed in good

running order; £35. rare bargain.—Wau-
chope's, 9, Shoe Lane. Fleet Street, London.

MASSIVE Open Tricar Frame, with wheels
and car tyres, in perfect conaition,

complete, with two-speed gear, brakes, rear
seat, etc.; £10 10s.—Bamford Smith, Gables
Horley.

TEICAE, 3| h.p. Beeston Humber, chain
drive, free engine, fitted with Opper-

mann's two-speed gear, in good running
order; £16 10s.—Ainsworth, 94, Victoria Eoad,
Eomford.
PHCENTS Trimo, 3| h.p. Jifinerva, two-speed

and free engine, chain drive, 26 by 2i
Palmers, coach-built and footboards, good
running order; £22.—T. Crook, 9. Hedon
Eoad, Hull.

FOE Sale, water-cooled two-speed tricar,
London built, 3J h.p. De Dion pattern

engine, Palmer tyres, in fine condition; fi.i'^.

or best offer.—Central Motor Co., ijangton
Street, Leicester.

-i A-12 h.p. Lagonda, water-cooled, three
XU speeds, extra wide forecar, perfect
working order; examination invited; sacri-
fice £55, no exchange.—Grorham, Middle Pave-
ment, Nottingham.

LATEST 6 h.p. Century Tricar, as new,
wheel steering, water-coolea, AsteT

engine, two speeds, open frame, Eenold
silent chains ; £25, or near offer. — Wink-
worth, a.rchitect. Pangbourne, BerKS.

i A h.p. Armadale, three speeds and re-

J.\J verse, three lamps, spare tyre, spare
valves, tools, pump, painted green, pressed
steel frame, sprung all round, two accumu-
lators.—7, High Street, Plaistow, E. £45.

TEICAE, frame and engine only, Beeston
Humber, 5i h.p., free engine clutch,

chain drive, including chains, splendid ccn-
dition, ready for fitting up ; absolute bar-
gain, £6 10s.—Ainsworth, Hornchurch, Essex.

41 h.p. Kelecom, Chater-Lea two-speeded
2 Tricar, perfect condition throughout,

gnaranteed ; first reasonable offer has it

;

stamped envelope for photo. — Dall, Byron
Avenue, Willington Quay, Northumberland.

RILET, 5 h.p., as new, two-speed, water-
cooled, coachbuilt seats, £10 worth

spare chains, tyres, etc.; worth £65, take
£45, or close offer, immediate sale; long
trial run given.—124, Bridge Street, Warring-
ton.

9 h.p. Triumph Tricar, No. 6 Chater-Lea,
three-speed and reverse gear, handsome

machine, and had very little wear, new Sep-
tember last: low price asked; climbs any-
thing; trial.—E.A.C.. 167, Victoria Street,

S.W.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.
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TRICARS FOR SALE.

REX Litette, new ; exchanges can be ac-
.- oepted on this; gradual payments ar-

ranged.—Horner's, Store Street, W.C.

REXETTB, 8 h.p., seats three, good run-
ning order, two speeds, horn, lamps,

and spares; £35.

TEIETTE, 6 h.p.. twin Rex, good condition;
accept 20 guineas, or near offer. —

Homer's, Store Sti^et, W.C
TRICAE Frame, Abingdon, complete with

front hubs, handle-bar, seat pin,
cradle, plated, etc. ; £9 10s.—Horner's, Store
Street, W.C.

41 h.p. Eiley Tricar, coach-built, w.c, new
2 Michelin steel studded back tyre, with

extras; £42.—No. 312, The Motor Cycle Offices,
20, Tudor Street, E.G.

Ql h.p. Minerva, Phoenix forecar, new tyres,
02 all sound condition; £25.-337, Ewell
Eoad, Surbiton.

TEICAR, 4J h.p., water - cooled, two - speed
gear, good condition; ciieap. — Paire,

Elms Eoad, Leicester.

6i h.p. Aster-Eagle, new gears, and 3Jin.
2 tyres, as new; £29.—Hague, 24, Old

Street, Ashton-under-Lyne.

41 h.p. Rover Tricar, w.c, chain drive, two
2 speeds, new car tyre back; £15.—Har-

rison, 2, Grove Place, Londonderry.

4JL h.p. Riley Tricar, new condition, coach-
2 built, two speeds; £35, or nearest.—

Howarth, engineer, Padiham, Lancashire.

6 h.p. Rexette, to seat three, new condition

;

£3o, motor tricycle or cycle part ex-
change.—10, Little Toll Street, Nottingham.

TRICAR, White and Poppe, 3i h.p., genu-
ine; £15; trial; seen by appointment.—

Motor, 45. Poulden Road, Stoke Newington.

8 h.p. Rexette, two-cylinder, coach-built
body, seats three, copper water tank,

splendid condition ; any examination; £45.—
Under.

3 h.p. Humber. two speeds, clutch, free en-
gine, light forecarrlage, convertible to

motor cycle; £14. — Hicks, Motor Works,
Truro.

TEMPLE-CROWSLEY Tricar, 3i h.p. Pafnir,
new back tyre, almost new ; £20, or

near offer.—65a, Rosendale Road, West Dul-
wich.

8-10 h.p. Twin-cylinder Rexette, finest
traveller in Yorkshire, two speeds,

three-seater ; £47 10s.—Farrar, Square Road,
Halifax.

41 h.p. Riley, just overhauled and repaint-
2 ed ; £35, or motor cycle, not less 31

h.p., and cash.—Vialls, 10a, Alexandra Road,
Hendon.

RILEY Tricar, 5 h.p., 1908 model, steel stud-
ded car tyre on back wheel, perfect;

£50.—Flower, 56, East Street, Baker Street,
London, W.

31 h.p. Minerva, Kent two-speed, new
2 Grose, cantilever seat, bucket front,

nerfect; cash offer.—Tricar, 44, High Street,
Wells, Som.

41 h.p.' Tricar, water-cooled, two speeds,
2 Chater-Lea fittings, splendid condi-

tion; trial given; £35.—Hemsley, West Bur-
ton, Aysgarth.

CHATER-LEA, open frame, wheel steering,
4| h.p., water-cooled, two speeds, chain

drive, wants overhauling; £19 10s.—143,
Brockley Eoad, S.E.

31 h.p. Humber Tricar, handle starting,
2 new tyres, perfect running order;

£18, or exchange cycle and cash.—101, Morn-
ing Lane, Hackney.

41 h.p. Genuine Coventry Eagle Tricar,
2 beautifully upholstered, equal to new

;

£25; private.—22, The Avenue, minute
Bnice Grove Station.

41 h.p. M.M.O. Tricar, just overhauled,
2 tyres nearly new, chain drive, long

footboards, very fast; £18 10s.—Ramsey, 14a.
Bishop's Road. Fulham.

HUMBER Tricar, l\ h.p., handle starting,
new studded tyre back, excellent con-

dition; £22 10s., exchange motor cycle and
cash.—3, Station Eoad, Ilkeston.

STOCKPORT.—Runabout, 5 h.p., 1907, bucket
seat, only 20 inches from the ground,

very rakishly built, winner tricar class Man-
chester Motor Club hill-climb, fast, and
easily controlled, tyres perfect; 40 guineas.
—Lund and Davies, Heaton Lane.

MATCHLESS MOTORS!!

LONDON TO EDINBURGH:

3 STARTED 3 FINISHED.

No Trade riders—ridden by private ownsrs only.

"CHASE" DRIVING RIM BRAK

!

No. I pattera—back pedalling brake. Machine can

be whealed backwards. Extremely powerful. Price,

18/6, post 17/-.

No 2 patt«:n—footrest brake com-

plete! Price £1 6s. Footrests only.

Price 12/-. With either ijm. or ijm.

clip, post 12/6.

No. 3 pattern—foot brake with pedal

fitted on stud provided, which fixes

in place of one of crank case bolts.

Price complete 1 6 /6, post 17 /-.

MATCHLESS PETROL
FILTER.

No choked carburetters

4/6, post 4/8.

MATCHLESS SPRING
FORK ATTACHMENTS.
Converts an old pattern
motor cycle into an up-to-
date luxurious motor.
Thousands in use, giving
every satisfaction ! !

IS/ITpost 16/-.I

THEg MATCHLESS
SILENCER.

Upjto 3 h.p., 10/-; from %\
to 5 h.p., IS/-. Cut out 5/-
extra. Two connections for
twins with separate ex-
haust pipes, 4/- extra.

Catalogues of " Matchless " Motor Cycles and
Accessories on application to

H. COLLIER & SONS, Ltd.,
Motor Experts and General Engineers.

Office* and Showrooms,

18, HERBERT .ijROAD, F>LUI\/ISTEAD
(Nearest Station : Woolwich Arsenal.

Telephone I 932 Woolwich.)

TRICARS FOR SALE.
[

5JL h.p. Quadrant Tricar, coach body, t
2 speeds, free engine, Longuemare c

buretter, perfect condition; price £17. —
E. Cocks, Sturton Street, Cambridge.

LAGONDA Tricar, 10-12 h.p. water-coo
engine, three speeds, very fast on hi

excellent condition, all accessories; a
trial; price £65.—The Western Motor Agen
Sidcup, S.E.

£20.-4 h.p. Tricar, smart machine, will
30 miles per hour, Bowden conti

tyres as new, don't miss this chance.—

E

Ham Garage, High Street South, East He

5 h.p. Water-cooled Tricar, two-speed, ch,
drive, wheel steering, new 2iin. tyi

many spares ; £32, or exchange rnotor cj
and cash.—" The Springs," Potter Str(
Harlow.

QUADRANT Tricar. 6i h.p. twin engii
new chains, tyres, non-skid band, cli

anything, splendid condition ; buying e
sacrifice £40.—Wilcox, 84, Vyse Street,
mingham.
TRICAR, 3J h.p. Minerva engine, Phe

and Moore's two-speeds. Brooks
saddle, footboards, perfect running ord
trial; what offers, cash.—Mawson, 19, Wa
gate, York.

ROVER, 4 h.p., water-cooled, two-spi
good condition, tyres splendid, Clinc'

Dreadnought back, lamps, spares, etc. ; t

run ; £16 16s. ; no offers.—Hitchcock, ]

Hudson Depot, St. Albans.

£32.—6 h.p. Water-cooled Humber Tri
two speeds, handle starting, absol

ly reliable, nothing wants touching,
overhauled, re-enamelled chocolate and g
—Wright, 8, Church Road, Forest Hill.

HUMBER Tricar, 4 h.p., two speeds, per
in every detail ; £33, no offers, or

change good motor bike, 5 h.p., low bi

and magneto preferred; can be seen
time.—F. Mewett, 5, Shenley Road, Dartf
Kent.

6 h.p. Singer Tricar, twin-cylinder, in
cellent condition, new 700 Dy 85

tyres, tools, accumulator, pump, jack, h
luggage carrier, and all spares; £45; boi:

four-seater.—Dentist, 25, Manchester Str||

Heywood.
BARGAIN.—4i h.p. Tricar, water-co(| ,

two-speed gear, free engine, co
built bucket seat, chain drive, three
tyres, starts like a car, climb all hills;
trial; cash, £22 10s.—Herbert, 62, New
Road, Plaistow, E.

RALEIGHETTE, 3J h.p. water-cooled
erned engine, two speeds, handle s

ing, two-volt coil, four-terminal Pre;
latest Brown-Barlow carburetter, magnifi
hill-climber; £35.—No. 311, The Motor
Offices, Coventry.

31 h.p. Imperial Rover Tricar, new cc

^ tion throughout, new Whittle
new tyre, 2| non-skid back, art cane c
age, spare wheel, accessories, stand, car;
cost £65, bargain, £19 10s., or nearest. -

3, York Road. Ilford.

5 h.p. Kerry-Abingdon, two speeds, c
driven, tyres and condition as

thumbslides; trial and expert examinat
little used ; no rubbish ; genuine tou
tricar; will drive purchaser home;
Edge, Victoria Place, Marple.

31 h.p. Rover Tricar, free engine, just ;

^ oughly overhauled and repl
nearly new throughout, engine exceptio
powerful, wonderful hill-climber ; abs
bargain, £27, or motor cycle and cash.-
car, 86, Colvestone Crescent, Dalston,
don.

31 h.p. Jap Open Frame Tricar, two sp
2 free engine, Chater-Lea fittings,

forecar, bucket seat, splendid condi
perfect, absolutely reliable, climb
thing; genuine bargain, £26, or close o
Stanton, 86, Colvestone Crescent, Dal
London.

5 h.p. Twin-cylinder Kerry Poreoai
splendid condition, coach-built

spare wheel, two accumulators, spare
two spar© outer covers, one spare i

tube, two good lamps, luggage carrie
guineas. — Hodson, Barroway Drove, I
ham, Norfolk.

5 h.p. Riley, new last year, condition
lent, three lamps, three accumuli

toolboxes on side carriers, large 85 mm.
lops, spare covers, tubes and chains,
quantity of spares ; cost over £100, price
trial by appointment.—Startin, 30, Ra
Street, Coventry.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle."
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CARS FOR SALE.
•i p' h.p. Duryea Car, side entTance, ton-

JLO neau, nearly new; list- price £500,

great bargain, £95, near offer ; part ex-

change.—98. Potternewtou Lane, Leeds.

-

OLDSMOBLLE, 5i h.p., tyres- perfect paint
unscratclied. little used, two-seater,

four brass lamps, horn, tools; triai, ap-
pointment; £29.—Crabbe, 10, Norland Square,
Holland Park, W.

HUMBER. 5J h.p., two-speed and reverse,
spare cover and tube good condition,

very reliable, £40; also- Darracq. detachable
tonneau, three speed and reverse, only £45.

—Kerr, Sepulchre Gate. Doncaster.

LIGHT Car, 4 h.p. water-cooled engine at
back, equal wheels. Dunlops, ojongue-

mare, electric lamps, B.-M. coil, three ac-
cumulators, hood, good sound running
order; photo; £25.-117, City Road, Jjondon.

6 h.p. De Dion-Swift Car, two speed and
reverse, fitted with hood, good conai-

tion, coachwork like new (photo 3d.) ; ex-
change twin Vindec. or 1908 Triumpn and
cash adjustment. — Wray, Virginia Street,
Southport.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
YOUTH wishes to learn motor btisiness,

Leicester, Nottingham, or Derby, or
neighbourhood, would give two years, subse-
quently investing few hundreds with view to
small but increasing interest in business. —
Box 300. The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

BUSINESSES FOR SALE.
CIYOLE and Motor Business, excellent op-

' portunity, good position, main road; tak-
ings last week over £17 ; well stocked and fit-

ted: great sacrifice; must sell; £80, or ex-
change good car and cash.—298, 27)6 Motor
Cycle ofhces, Coventry.

GARAGES.
MOTOR Cycle and Tricar Garage. Repairs

of all kinds. Open 8 a.m. to 9 p.m.—New
Century Co., 8, Greville Street, London, E.C.
Back of Gamage's.

WHAT the Motor Cyclist is looking for!—
Excellent garage near Oxford Circus,

every convenience; moderate charges.—Ap-
ply, Borlajid, 2, Lowndes Court, Carnaby
Street, Regent Street, W.

BRIGHTON. — Black Lion Garage, back
of Sea View Hotel, BiacK Lion

Street, fifth turning from Aquarium on
right, along front ; specially for motor
cyclists; repairs on Sunday.

ACCUMULATORS.
New 27 Hour Dinin, 20s.; new Humber

size Premier, 8s. 6d. ; new 40 hour
Singer, 21s.—Exchange, 16, Westgate, Halifax.

CCELLULOID Accumulator Repair Outfits,

/ useful for all celluloid repairs; full
directions; post free. Is.—Osborne vforks,
l^'orest Hill, Loudon.

VOLTO'O Coils work on two volts, extre-
mely economical and efficient; send

for lisits.—Ajax Electrical Engineering Co.,
291, ±iigh Road, Ilford.

S^TARRCLIFEE Accumulators, 25 amp. size,
' ^ by 2i by 6i, sent charged, 153. 6d.;

40 amp., 44 by 3| by 64, 25s., charged; repairs
a speciality.—Works, Loxham Street, Bolton.

THE Famous Ajax Accumulator, absolutely
the finest it is possible to make (s-ee

advertisement in Spring No. '• Motor cycle ")

;

specially protected terminals : 20 amp. size
will run 2,000 miles with Voltoo coil.

ACCUMULATORS, Accumulators, celluloid.
—Buy direct from manufacturer, and

save middlemen's profits; sample. 4 volt
22 ampere hour, sent packed, lOs.; repairs
of every description.—\\^orks. 17. Landcroft
Road. E. Dulwich.

ACCUMULATORS are our Speciality. - 6
amp., 5s. 9d.; 10 amp., 83. 3d.j 12 amp.,

8s. 6d.; 20 amp., lis.; write for list of accu-
mulators, plates, coils, instruments, etc.;
accumulators promptly and thoroughly re-
paired.-Archibald J. Wright, Ltd., Levton
Green Road, London, N.E.

ACCUMULATORS Repaired promptly, any
make; reasonable charges, best work;

estimates given; full value for your old ac-
cumulator in exchange for our new May-
lair" accumulators; special 15 amp., 10s.
od.; 20 amp., 15s.; guaranteed one year.—
Fellows, 49, Hertford Street, Mayfalr.

PLEASE NOTEl
We can supply all parts for 2| and

3^ tup. F.N. Engines.

"VINDEG" Adjustable Pulleys for

2| h.p. F.N. Engines, 10/- eaeh.

"VINDEC" Adjustable Pulleys for

3| lup. F.N. and 31 or 5 h.p. Peugeot

Engines, 15/- each.

"KUMFO" Sponge Rubber Grips, fin.

or lin. bars, 2/6 per pair.

Sooth British Trading Co., Ltd.,

13-15, Wilson St., London, E.C.

Mr. H. G. Bell, author of
" The Future of Motor Cycling,"
writes :

" Dear Sir,—After e.xhaustive
tests with your Multiple Disc
Clutch and Free Engine Pulley
on a ' Triumph ' motor bicycle, I

have nothing but praise (or the
device, which has converted the
orthodox untractable a thlete's

machine into a handy and safe
mount. Until one actually tries

the device, its m.iuy advantages
cannot be recognised. It would
be hard to say under what con-
ditions its merits are most appre-

ciated ; but if only for the facilities it gives for

starting in a safe manner (viz., from a standstill),

and crawling along in traflic and treacherous
roads, it is a veritable boon, I found it extremely
useful in the London to Edinburgh run, especially

getting in and out Newcastle and Berwick.
" Yours faithfully,

" Harry G. Bell."

Send for particulars.

MABON MOTOR WORKS,

54, High Road. North Finchlcy, N.

Additional to Tyres, we offer

ONAVITER
BRITISH-MADE INDIARUBBER AND
CANVAS MOTOR CYCLE BELTING.

CIRCUIVISPICE !

Insist oh the Brand GNAVITgR.
Plain or serrated. The product of a leading

British manufacturer.

Good as gold—strong as steel.

fin., 8Jd. ; fin., Iljd.
; Jin., 1 /3 ; lin., 1 /6 per ft.

True and deep section. Usual trade terms.

Sole Agents for Wholesale and Retail

:

DEFIANT NON-SKID TYRE CO.,

1, Furnival Street, LONDON, E.C.

OUR NICKEL STEEL VALVES
Ei.r*e -the bost.

All 3 zes in stock. No waiting. Orders for large
quantities to any model or drawing can be executed

at the shortest ootica.

A. BBNET & CO.,
99, Great Eastern Street LONDON, E.C.

Telephone 9024 London Wall.
Telegrams: " Binetique, London."

CONTACTS.
IRIDIUM " Champion " Contacts^, anv parts

fitted; returned earn© day; Is. ,ia. each.

IEIDIUM " Champion " Cotitacts, warranted
pure; trimmers for polishing' iriamm,

9d. ; no filing required.

IEIDIUM " Champion " Contacts'. — Wil-
liams, 16, Wellington Street. Woolwich.

Pure platinum fitted, to order, from is. 9d.

JEBEON Contacts, registered, 291289, vastly
superior to platinum, cures misfiring;

is reliability and efiB.ciency.

JEBEON. best contact obtainable for
blades, screws, cranks, roclsers, plun-

gers, magnetos, coils.

JEBEON, prices, 2s. 6d. each rivet fitted;
special trimmers for polishing jeoron,

9d.; remittance with order ensures prompt
attention ; write for particulars and testi-

monials, too numerous to publish.

JEBEON Magneto Screws, complete, for
Bosch magneto, DA2, will fit contact

breakers. 5A, 5B, 5C, 5s. 9d. pair; old screws
fitted with Jebron, 2s. 6d. each ; everlasting
wear, requiring no attention.

JEBEON, the King of Contacts, fitted per
return post; no delay; post free nome

or abroad; liberal trade terms.

JEBEON.—Prom the Inventor. J. Edwards
Brown, 38, Herbert Eoad, Plumstead,

Kent.

COUPLINGS.
AEIEL Coupler, perfect, nearly new; 27s.—

Steer, 70, Deacon Road, Willesden
Green.

ENGINES.
4-5 h.p. Simms Engine, M.O.V., water-

cooled, quite new, and fitted high ten-
sion magneto; £11.—Farrar.

21 h.p. Quadrant Engine Sets, cylinder,
2 piston, connecting rod, crank cases,

fiywheels, exhaust yalve, 37s. 6d. per set; 3

h.p. Quadrant sets, as above, tos. set.—
Farrar.

23. h.p. King Engine, vertical, fitted con-
4 tact breaker, driving pulley, good

puller; £3.—Farrar.

31. h.p. De Dion Pattern Engine, fine con-
4 dition, £3 10s. ; 23 h.p. ditto. 50s.—

Farrar.

3i h.p. Standard Engine, vertical, wiil

2 take trailer up most hills; £3 15s.—

Farrar.

3 h.p. Quadrant, just overhauled, £3 lOs.;

13 h.p. Minerva set, engine, carbur-
etter, tank. etc.. £3 10s.—Farrar.

3 h.p. Minerva Pattern Engine, M.O.V., £3;
3 h.p. N.S.U., crank case, complete, per-

fect, 25s.—Farrar, Square Eoad, Halifax,

h.p. Twin Peugeot air-cooled engine, car-
buretter and coil; what offers.'—28,

Dock Street, Lp«ds.

6 h.p. Two-stroke Petrol Engine, ball gov-
erned, perfect, as new; £5.—Matthews,

pawnbroker, Croydon.

FOE Sale, J.A.P., 1907, 3^ h.p., better than
new, with Mat-chless silencer; £8.—

Griffin, Filton, Bristol.

31 h.p. Allard, with Longuemare carbur-
4 e'tter, guaranteed. — Langham, 163,

Shaftesbury Avenue, W.C.

MOTOR, Peter-Union, Longuemare, .iust re.

bored; £6 10s.—Blunden, 40, Broom-
house Eoad, Fulham. After 8.

MINEEVA Twin, with or without clutch
and gear, as new, and faultless, seen

running.—215, Coldharbour Lane, Brixton.

4 h.p. Water-cooled N.S.U. engine, includ-
ing carburetter; £6 10s.—Wauchope's,

9. Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

6i h.p. Twin Stevens Engine and magneto,
2 new, only run a few times; cost £26

13s.; what offers ? — Gill, Dromore, Marton,
Blackpool.

nf\ by 80 Engi'ne and Carburetter, £2; 70

lU by 75 De Dion, 30s.; 14 h.p. ivimeiva

crank case, complete, 10s.—M., 10, Aristotle

Eoad, Clapham. S.W.

FOE Sale, small gas engine, dynamo, shaft-

ing, pulleys, bracket bearings, strikers,

for charging and driving small lathe; cash
£5 10s.—Apply, Brock's, Motor Works, Stan-
more.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.
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ENGINES.

ENUINE 2i h.p. De Dion 'Engim> and coil,
both as new.—Harker, Cbertsey.

9-1 h-P- Noble Engine, 40s., or exchange for
-j2 26in. by 2in. Goodrich, or pair A
Won Clmcbers.=-17, Mildmay Street, Lincoln.

GENUINE. De Dion Air-cooled Engine, with
spares, perfect. £3 15s. ; Castle plain

coil, perfect, 9&.—H. Langlands., Olacton-on-
Sea.

^S h.p. New Fafnir Water-cooled Eng-ine,
-—14 with silencer, carburetter, coil; £6.—Eoberts, 30, St. George's Square, Regent's
Park, London.

TYRES.
OOTH.—New rubber studded cover, 26 by

2, 25s.; ditto, 26 by, 2J, 27s. 6d.

OOTH.—Peter-Unions, 24 by 2i-„ 28 by 2i,
15s. 6d. ; Royalty covers, 26 by 2, 12&. 6d.

:

B

B
B
2-i, 13s. 6d.

BOOTH. — Ten shillings allowed for old
cover in exchange for Shamrocks, Pal-

mez's, Goodrich's.

BOOTH.—Tyres, best make, 26 by 2, 16s.-
' 24-, 17s. 6d.; 2|. 21si. ; 28 by 2, 16». 6d.

OOTH.—Best tubes. 26 by 2, 7s.; 2h 7s
6d.; 2iin., 8s. 6d.; 28 by 2, 7s. 6d.

BOOTH. — All tyres sent on approval. —
Booth's Motor Exchange, Wade Street,

ti a lit ax.

O/? by 3 Dunlop Inner Tube, with car
4-U valve, new; 12s.—OHver, 154-157, Fleet
street, London.

MAUDE'S.-Pully guaranteed tubes 26 oy
2m., 6s.; 2iiu., 7s.; 2iin., 8s.; 28 Oy 2,

's; 2J, 7s. 6d.; 2^in., 88.; approval willingly.

[Y|",AUpE'S --Covers, 26 by 2in., 16s.; 2i, lis.
1-TX 6d.; 28 by 2m., 17s.; 2Jin., 18s.—Maude's,
I'owell Street, Halifax.

EMOHE'S Tubes, two 26in. by 2Jin., excel-
t lent condition; for sale, 8s. 6d. each.

-P. James, 1, Trafalgar Square, ijondon,
V.C.

DUNLOP. 26in. by 2in. Beaded Cover, 9s.;
Contmental ditto, used once, 13s. •

irand new 28 by 2im., 15s.-6, Poulton Eoad,
loutnport.

PALMEE Cover, brand new. no job xmes
26 by 2, £1 9s. 6d. ; 26 by 2i. £1 14s. ; 4s.

Lowed on old cover; approval.—Reynolds
iroadway, Doi-set.

'~'<LINCHEES.-Special 2iin. covers, to fit^ 2m. or ?Jm. rims. 23s. each; don t b-e
nder-tyred. It's' false economy.—Farrar.
i*
FECIAL Line.—Clincher tubes, 26 by 2

J and 28 by 2, complete with valves; Ss.
i. each, post free.—P^arrar.

OS. Allowed for old covers in exchange
for Goodrich, Palmers, Shamrocks. —

'arrar, Square Eoad, Halifax.

'A Per Cent, off usual prices. -Clincher
'\J A Won brand new oovere., 26 oy 2 18s
!•; 26 by 2i £1; 28 by 24, heavy tricar,
is.

; 26 by 2, extra heavy, 21si ; 26 oy 2J, extra
eavy, 22s.; all ribbed no-u-skid treads.—
arrar.

PiWO Clincher Tricar Covers 650 by 65. in '

L perfect condition, 25s. ea.ch, approval; I

;'icar headlight, 12s. 6d. — 115. Boundarv '

oad, St. John's Wood.
~>LINCHEE A Won, extra heavy, 28 by 2,J and tube, new and perfect, 23s.; extra
eavy A Won. 28 by 2, 123. ; A Won, 7s.; used,
It good.—Outram, Laurel Grove, Southport.
"^NE 810 by 85 Dunlop Tube and Cover, asy new, run about 60 miles, £3 the pair,
pproval, deposit; also three 750 by 80 Oon-
nental heavy tubes, bra^nd new, 16s. each
Glendene, Station Eoad, Leyton, London,
.E.

I^EESH Delivery of beaded covers, allCalmons, guaranteed and beaded-by 24 covers, 15s.; 24 by 2i 15s.; 26 by
covers, 15s.; 26 by 2i covers, 15s.; 28 by
covers, 15s.; 28 by 2k, 15s.-Wauchope's, 9,loe Lane, Fleet Street, London.
TALIFAX.---Brand new inner tubes, best
-L make, 26 by 2, 6s. 6d. ; 26 by 21, 7s • 28
7 2,.73.; 28 by 2i. 7s. 6d. ; 28 by 2%, 8s 6d
>nuine Calmpn covers, fit Palmer rims
ith non-shppmg tread. 26 by 2i, 15s 9d •

by 2, 15s. 9d.; 28 by 2i 16s. 9d. ; 28 by 24
3. 6d.; all beaded edge.—Halifax Motor Ex-ange, Westgate, Halifax.

COWPBESSIOII

Cylinders Reborcd
and new Pistons fitted complete

with Rings and Gudgeon Pin.

Compression means Power.

Please send for our booklet, which gives prices
for this -work and other repairs.

Repairs and alterations to all

makes of motor cycles.

The Laystall

Motor Engineering Works, Ltd.,
AUTOMOBILE REPAIRERS,

27 & 29, Laystall Street, Rosebery Avenue,
LONDON, B.C. Estab. 1900.

Tel. 12301 Central. Tel. : •'Internally, London."

THE PREMIER
TUBE OASE.

An. air- tight metal case. Preserves tubejfrom dust
and damage. Perfect prevention of perishing. Com-
plete with straps to fit to any part of machine. Alu-
minium or black finish, K/g Delivery from stock.

PREMIER MOTOR CO., Ltd., Aston Rd., Birmingham.

A I

TREMENDOUS SAVING
^ of Worry, Money, J

^ Trouble, and Expense, C
^ BY USING THE |VOLTOO I

i 2-voit COII.S
For MOTOR CYCLES and CARS. |

IVrUe to tht Salt Manufacturers : i

The CITY IQNITION CO.,
|

1 4, Sp ncor SL, flMwall Rd., London, E.G., >
or 'Phono 7S2t Oontral, ?

F0« ALL PARTlCDLAtS. S

Any make ot MOTOR OYOUE or OAR OVERHAULED.
COMPRESSION RESTORED, NEW CYLINDERS

PISTONS, RINGS, BUSHES, etc, FITTED.NEW PISTON COMPLETE & RE-BORE CYLINDER
111- up to 2| h.p. Larger sizes in proportion.

Cjsar Whaels and Cams made and Cut. Prices given by
return of post.We are the ACTUAL, HANUFACTURERS.

4i h.p. Noble for sale. Winner Essex Hill Climb, price
„ £27 . 10 . 0.
NOBItE & CO., 9, SURREY ROW,

ttliACKFRIARS ROAD, S.E

REPAIRERS.
MAGNETOS Repaired and re-magnetised,

ooils tested.—New Century Co., Gre\
Street, Holborn.

4? Pi any motor cycle we cannot repair.—
3^0 Whites, 22, Brook's Alley, (jnurch
Street, Liverpool.

GRIFriN and Sleat, Eastbourne.—Cylinders
re-bored, and new pistons fitted, or en-

gine completely overhauled; let us quote
you.

CRACKED "Water Jackets of motor» euc-
cessfuUy repaired by Lea's metallurgi-

cal process.—Lea and Son, engineers, Run-
corn.

COMPRESSION. — Cylinders rebored, fitted
with pistons, rings, gudgeon pins. —

Liverpool Engineering and Motor Co., 12,

Hart Street, Liverpool.

QEND us the motor cycle or car that won t

O go; moderate prices; best work, by
engine expert; engines and parts bought.—
Maurice Liming, engineer, Crookham. neet,

LEICESTER and County Riders shouia look
up the Central Motor Co., Langton

Street, Belgrave Gate, Leicester, for repairs,
tyres, accessories, and accumulator charg-
ing.

COCCCCCCG Compression means power. —
Cylinders re-bored and new pistons

fitted ; guaranteed fit 4-l,0OOin. ; bears' li stone
on pedal; write for list.—Gradior iViachine
Co., Compression Specialists, Statt'ora.

TO "West of England Motorists. — Car and
motor cycle repairs, prompt and re-

liable; cylinders re-bored, new pistons and
rings fitted; don't hesitate ; send straignt to
us.—Hamlin, Motor "Works, Bridgwater.

REPAIRS and Overhauling. — We have
' the finest repair works in London for

motor cycles, with up-to-date machinery

;

estimates free; new cylinders for any mate
of engine, pulleys, valves, gears, and all

replacements; send for our new booklets,
with prices. —Laystall Motor Engineering
Works, 27 and 29, Laystall Street, Kosebery
Avenne, E.G.

EXCHANGE.
EXCHANGE, Steam Car for motor cycle

(twin).—25, High Street, Eyde, I.W.

RALEIGHETTE Tricar; £36, or exchange
for good twin, or 44 h.p. F.N.—315, Hessle

Road, Hull.

EXCHANGE Trailer for handle-bar watch,
or speedometer; sell 50s.—Baker, 59,

Reads Road, Blackpool.

IMPERIAL Rover Push Cycle ; cost £12, take
£6, or exchange for 1| h.p. motor cycle.

—

151, Knight's Hill, West Norwood.

WANTED, motor cycle; exchange chest
tools, gas engine, and great variety.

—Prance, St. Budeaux, Devonport.

-j A-12 h.p. Argyll Tonneau. lamps, wind
W) screen, for two-seater and cash.—
Thompson, Victoria Terrace, Durham.

WANTED, your present mount sin part
payment of any 1908 make, keen quo-

tations.—Farrar, Square Road, Halifax.

GENT'S Three-speed, perfectly new, £10 10s.,

green enamel, cycle and small cash in
exchange for good motor cycle.—Millard, Din-
nington, Rotherham.

MOTOSACOCHES, 1908 models ; second-hand
motor cycles, foreign and Britisii

stamps taken in part exchange.—Motors, hl.

Green Street, Cambridge.

EXCHANGE 3i h.p. Centaur, chain drive,
two accunTulators. long bars. Palmers,

M.O.V., for belt drive, or sell £15.—Hum-
phreys, 3, Ridgeley Road, Harlesden.

EXCHANGE 6 h.p. Starling Two-seater Car.
brand new few months ago, lamps,

toiols, spares, for good motor cycle and casn
adjustment, or sell £95.—King, Alfreton.

EXCHANGE, Vindec Special, two-speed gear
and free engine, and new Millford

castor sidecar, for small two-seater car,
about i h.p.—49, Hurst Road, Eastbourne.

EXCHANGE, summer suit, unsoiled, 5ft.
lOin., for 26 by 2i Clincher, or similar

heavy cover and butted tube ; approval both
sides.—292, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

SINGLE-SEATED Car, Aster engine, Bozier
gears (light)), for Minerva twin, AUdays

Traveller, or 44 h.p. De Dion car, or ex-
change offers.-Needham, Shalesmoor, aiief-
field.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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Can Motor Bicycles Climb Hills?
By "IXION."

AT the recent Sutton Bank hill-climb some magni-
ficent performances were accomplished by
various crack riders, mounted on machines
that to all appearance were standard models,

as sold to the public. Mingling with the crowd of

experienced competition riders were a number of very

irate and dissatisfied private owners of apparently
similar machines, many of whom had entirely failed to

ride up even to the top of the Trough. In fact, one
individual approached the rider of a well-known firm

mounted on a sister machine, and angrily said he would
give him his own mount for nothing if he could induce
it to climb the terrible Bank within an hour at any
speed, however low. Such facts as these are repeated
in motor cycling circles throughout the country, and
lead the uninstructed to imagine that the onlv thing
in common between the two nominally ^ identical

machines, one of which the trade rider sells to vou and
the other of which he rides himself, consists of the
engine dimensions—that yours is a roughly finished

model, hastily rushed through the works with the
minimum of attention ; and that his is perhaps made
of better material, and is certainly a far better
finished machine.

There is only the barest modicum of truth in these
notions, and I desire, therefore, to state, a few facts,

which will perhaps reconcile the amateur to the fact
that there are perhaps a dozen hills or so in the country
which his machine will not climb. We will picture-
Mr. Jones, the crack rider of the : Manufacturing
Co., and two machines, ticketed A and B. Machine A
is his own travel-stained mount, machine B is the

spick and span new machine due for delivery to you,

dear reader, next week-end.
1. Under the practice of nearly every firm (there

are one or two less honourable exceptions), machines

A and B are absolutely identical when they leave, the

works—same speci-fication, same material, same work-

manship, same efificiency.

2. Machine A is entered for a hill-climb. Mr. Jones

alters all its adjustments—carburation, compression,

etc.—till it will ascend, the fearful hill in question at

forty miles an hour.

3. Machine A is entered for an A.C.U. 1,000 miles.

Mr. Jones prepares his machine for the trial. He goes

through without losing a mark. But if the trial

included that aforesaid famous hill, he would fail to

ascend it all ; the adjustments which spell a furious

ascent of a colossal hill are not calculated to ensure a

1,000 miles non-stop with a cool engine, and no trouble.

Moreover, if they were so calculated, it would be

impossible for that delicacy of veneer to be maintained

without constant attention.

4. We will now imagine that Mr. Jones has piled

up machine A against an unlighted waggon on a dark

night. Two important trials are looming in the near

future. The Co. accordingly keep you waiting

a week or two longer for delivery, transferring a third

machine C to }'our name on their books, and handing

over machine B to Mr. Jones for his own riding.

5. The first event is a speed trial up Sutton.

Thanks to Mr. Jones's skilled tuning, machine B
ascends Sutton at a speed %s. faster than machine A
originally did.
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6. The second event is an A.C.U. i,odo miles.

Machine B goes through non-stop in the clever hands of

Mr. Jones, but it fails on one or two hills less

formidable than Sutton, and for two reasons

:

{a) It is not tuned for climbing exceptional hills.

(h) It has lost a shade of " tune " in the

preceding 700 or so miles it has run.

7. Most probably, dear reader, if Mr. Jones handed
over either machine A or machine B in the same tune

as it had when he climbed Sutton on it, you would not

be able to get it up Sutton ; and this for two reasons :

{(i) You do not possess the same delicacy of

driving skill as Mr. Jones has.

(&) You have not the pluck to take sharp corners

and fearful surfaces at the necessary speed.

We now arrive at certain conclusions

:

1. There are about a dozen hills in England
which standard machines will not climb unless

—

(a)

tuned in a way that spoils them for touring; (h) tuned

to a pitch which cannot be maintained in touring; or

(c) geared ridiculou>ly low; or {d) driven at a speed

which is risky.

2. On the other hand, these machines will

—

{a) Undoubtedlv climb any hill in the country

bar a dozen notable exceptions.

JULY 22nd,, igo8.

(6) By careful selection of route avoid these hills.

And if you, my dear sir, obstinately demand the
ability to climb these said dozen hills, you have a very

simple alternative. You must fit one of the several

excellent two-speed gears now marketed, by the aid of

which you can climb Sutton, and, what is more, (a)

climb it at a slow and comfortable pace; (6) climb it

every time; (c) climb it twenty times running; (d)

climb it without any special preparation; (e) climb it

when your engine is far below par; (/) climb it when
your engine is heated by a previous 100 miles non-stop

;

{(/) climb it when it is blocked by traffic; (h) climb it

when it is liberally smeared with grease; (i) climb it

when you are an absolute novice; (j) climb it though
you are an unspeakable duffer.

On the other hand, supposing you were to assault

our friend Mr. Jones at the foot of Sutton on a race

day, and by main force deprive him of machine A, and
compel him to exchange it for machine B, even with

the aid of machine A you would

—

Fail once in three times from sheer funk.

Fail once in three times from driving errors.

3. Fail altogether a month hence.

4. Fail to get home without several road stops.

5. Wish you had kept your more comfortable
machine.

SAROLEA ENGINES FOR 1908

. ^ifj

THE sole agents for these engines in Great

Britain are the Tormo Manufacturing Co.,

H. and D. Friedenhain, 67, Bunhill Row,
E.G. These engines are ! niter known to our

readers as the Kerry, being fitted exclusively to Kerry
motor bicycles.'" — "^^^m^w^^rjs^-"^ Thev have been

•-
^, i f- on tile market since

1903, and their

consistent running
and the excellent

workmanship ap-

parent in their

construction have
rendered them de-

servedly popular.

One of the chief

points about the

engine is the
splendid casting ol

the radiating fins,

which are about as

thin and clean as

can be found any-
where. No less

than four different

types of engines
are constructed,

ana we will deal with each separately.
The 2 h.p. has an automatically operated valve and

a bore and stroke of 66 by 72 mm. The engine weighs
about 29 lbs. An additional bracket can be supplied
for carrying a magneto, which is then driven off the
half-time shaft by a chain. This engine is highly
suitable for lightweight motor bicycles.
The next model which we have to consider, the

3 h.p., is made in two types—one type with automatic
valve and the other with mechanical. When a mag-

JAf h.p. Sarolea engine with m.o.i.v.[show-
^ing the magneto transmission.

neto is fitted to this engine, a neat form of enclosed

gear drive is supplied for the purpose, together with

an additional bracket for carrying the magneto. The
3 h.p. engine has a bore and stroke of 76 by 85 mm.
We now come to the twin-cylinder engine, and here

again we have three distinct types of engines—4 h.p.,

5 h.p., and 6 h.p. The first-named has a bore and
stroke of 66 by 72 mm., the second 70 by 80 mm., and
the last-named 76 by 80 mm., which is highly suitable

for passenger work. Provision is made for fitting a

magneto, the drive being transmitted by means of

enclosed gear wheels.

The 6 and 8 h.p. Sarolea engines can also be
obtained water-cooled for tricars. The type of carbu-

retter usually fitted to these engines is the Model E
Longuemare, and these carburetters and their parts

and accessories
-- - - may be obtamed

from the company.
The two types

of Sarolea engines

illustrated here are

the 6 h.p. water-

cooled and the

single - cylinder

3 h.p., with me-
chanically operated
valves and magneto
ignition. It will

be seen that the

cover has been re-

moved from the
timing gear case,

showing the well-

arranged valve-

operating mecha-
nism and the magneto drive. An idea can also be|

formed of the excellence of the cylinder casting.

., fc.'ji jf , Ji-j-.. /<t..«,r.

A Sarolea twin-cy inder watejr-oooled V type
engine with automatic inlet valves.
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Where are the Scouts?

We cannot congratulate the A. A. on

its scouting arrangements on the Maid-

stone and Sevenoaks Road. At present

the police are very busy on the Seven

-

oaks Road, and no sign of a scout is

to be seen, whereas on the eighteen

miles stretch from Ashford to Folke-

stone no less than four of the A. A. men
were seen on a recent week-end.

527 Miles in One^Week-end.

One of the best rides on a motor
bicycle we have heard of lately is one
by W. T. Walton, of West Hartlepool,

who rode 527 miles in 26h. 27m. during
the week-end before last. He left West
Hartlepool at 1 p.m. Saturday in order
to Compete in the Leeds M.C.C.
twenty-three hours' London and back
ride, arrived at Leeds (75 miles) 6

p.m., left Leeds 8.33 p.m., arrived

London (188^ miles) 7 a.m. Sunday,
arrived at Leeds 7.12 p.m. Sunday,
arrived at West Hartlepool 11 p.m.
Sunday. The total time occupied on
the long journey was thirty-four hours,
but after deducting control times the
total riding time was 26h. 27m.

Track Racing at Berlin.

The meeting organised by the Berlin
members of the German Motor Cyclists'

Association at Steglitz was a great
success, but the tremendous heat—95°

Fahr. in the shade—wrought such
havoc with the pneumatics that the
managers decided to replace the hour
race by one over thirty kilometres.
The four events resulted as under :

Ten kilometres (open to touring
ma-chines up to 4 h.p. and any branch
member having participated in three
official branch tours this year).—(1) A.
Knoechel (3^ h.p. Phanomen), 7m. 12s. ;

(2) Oskar Schubert (2 h.p. Magnet) ;

0\ Z. von Grabla (3^ h.p. Phanomen).
Ten kilometres (open to light touring

machines up to 2 h.p., and all members
of association).—(1) A. Colombo (Moto-
sacoche), 9m. 42|s. ; (2) B. Gregory
(Motosacoche)

; (3) Oskar Schubert
(2 h.p. Magnet).
Twenty kilometres record race for

racing and touring machines of any
h.p. and all members of the associa-
tion.—(1) G. Retienne (5.4 h.p. Pro-
gress), 12m. 26s. ; (2) M. Dietz (4 h.p.
Magnet); (3) A. Knoechel (3^ h.p.

Phanomen); (4) 0. Schubert (3^ h.p.
Magnet).
Thirty kilometres race for machines

of any h.p. and all members of the
association. The large number of en-
tries for this event necessitated two
preliminary heats and a final, the latter

resulting thus : (1) G Retienne (5.4
b.p. Progress), 18m. ll|s. ; (2) Fr.
Kuehn (5^ h.p. Magnet) ; (3) A.
Knoechel (3^ h.p. Phanomen) ; (4) 0.
Schubert (3^ h.p. Magnet) ; (5) W.
Ebstein (3^ h.p. Brennabor).

ffea'afC^eatare/

J

Police Traps.

On the Birmingham-Evesham Road,
north and south of Alcester.

Between the White Hart and Hook
Church, on the Leatherhead Road,
Surrey.

At Bromley, Kent. The operations

extend from the Swan publichouse (at

the top of Swan Hill) to the station

garage at Mason's Hill. Drivers who
exceed 15 m.p.h. are stopped.

By Motor Cycle from India.

Lieut. Edward Noel, who, it will be
remembered, was to attempt to ride a

motor bicycle overland from India,

writes that he had perforce to give up
the idea, as he was unable to make
headway. He says : "I landed with
my motor cycle at Jaffa, and started

towards Jerusalem, although the road
has never been repaired since the rail-

way was opened some twelve years
ago. Nevertheless, I was able to make
fair progress. The constant bumping
and scraping as the crjikcase hit the
ground was rather disconcerting at

^THE_A.C.U. END-TO-END

RELIABILITY TRIALS.

Fully^lllustrated Description.

30<=-«-

first, and frequent dismounts had to

be made for soft patches of sand. But
when I got to the hill country I found
that without a two-speed gear progress

was impossible. The machine itself,

with spares and petrol, weighed 265 lbs.

After pushing and riding alternately*!
arrived within a few miles of Jerusa-
lem, when I was too exhausted to con-
tinue, as six or seven hundred miles of

hilly country lay before me. I realised

that I could never hope to get over it

m the time available, so reluctantly
returned to Jaffa. I afterwards walked
partly over the route I intended to

ride
; perhaps it was lucky I did not

persevere, as I was robbed twice by
Bedouin Arabs. I may be accused of

foolishness in attempting this ride
without a speed gear, but it must be
remembered that I had intended origin-
ally to have started from Baghdad, and
by this route I would have avoided the
hills to a great extent, and would not
have been encumbered with so mucli
weight, as I had forwarded supplies of

petrol."

A.C.D. competitors afloat- oil St. Michael's Mount, Sunday, July 12th. A little water trip before the
' more important land journey.
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The Automobile Association.

Striking evidence of the ever-increas-

ing popularity of the A. A. is ali'orded

by the fact that at the last meeting of

the executive committee no fewer than

452 new members were elected.

Police Timing Pedal Cyclists.

The police are timing pedal cycles

as well as motor cycles and cars on the

London Road, Bromley. A batch of

pedal cyclists has already been fined,

and on Sunday several more were
stopped in addition to motorists.

Essex Motor Club.

This club's third annual race meet-
ing is booked to take place at the

Stadium, Shepherd's Bush, on
Saturday, August 8th, and bids
fair to be even a gi'eater success
than the two last meetings, at

both of which records were
broken. The splendid DuCros
Cup for the hour race, in which
Messrs. Colver and Collier both
have a share, will again be com-

,
peted for, and should provide a

most interesting tussle. Attempts
on record will also take place. A
tourist event will be included
in the programme, and with the
large number of enthusiastic
road riders a big entry is looked
for. The trials hon. secretary,

?\Ir. Ernest Bass, Ongar, Essex,
has the arrangements in hand,
i^^riu entry forms are now ready.

The M.C.C. Team Competition.

We are pleased to announce
that the donors of The Motor
Cycle Challenge Cup have signi-

fied their intention of presenting
(subject to acceptance) to the
Motor Cycling Club another
trophy of similar value to the
one which has been won by the
Coventry M.C. Further details

will be annoanced shortly.

Champion Lawn Tennis Player a Motor Cyclist.

Lawn tennis players will be inter-

ested to note that Mr. A. F. Wilding,
the champion lawn tennis player, was
a competitor in the End-to-end Trials

last week, riding liis 6 h.p. Bat-Jap
twin-cylinder. A photograph of Mr.
Wilding with his machine is published
oi page 574 of this issue.

Harrogate Meeting ot the Motor^Unlon.

The eleventh provincial meeting of

the Motor Union will take place on
Saturday, July 25th. at Harrogate, by
invitation of the Yorkshire A.C. and
the Harrogate and District A.C.

Motor Cycling in South Australia.

For the second time the first place

in motor cycling events of the annual
sports meeting at the Adelaide (South
Australia) Oval has been won by the
rider of a N.S.U. motor bicycle.

Coventry M.C. Open Motor Cycle Hill-climb.

The above event will be decided on
August 15th at Newnham Hill, near
Daventry. There will be six classes,

including variable geared and passenger

^^;»<«<>*>»><*<»<*<»*>^
FUTURE EVENTS.

July 25—Motor Cycle Races on Portmarnock Beach
promoted by the Dublin and District M.C.C.
and M.C.U.I.

Aug. 3-4—Motor Cycling Club Run to Land's End and
back for Charles Jarrott Cup.

„ 7—A.C.U. 24 Hours' Ride, London to Plymouth
and back.

,, 8—Essex M.C. Open Race Meeting at the Stadium.

,, 15—Coventry M.C. Open Hill Climb for Motor
Bicycles and Passenger Motor Cycles at
Newnham Hill, Daventry.

,,
22—A.C.U. Annual Race Meeting at the new

Stadium, Shepherd's Bush.

,, 29—Essex M.C. Open 200 Miles Non-stop Run for

Motor Cycles.

Sep. 12—Motor Cycling Club Petrol Consumption Tests.

,, 23—The International Auto Cycle Tourist Trophy
Race in the Isle of Man.

, Penalty Run for Members of the A.C.U. and
Clubs in the South of England Districts

affiliated to it.

Oct. 3—A.C.U. Council Meeting at Warwick.

Nov. 20-28—Thirty-second Annual Stanley Show.^^^^^^^

Won on a " Mattress."

A correspondent informs us that a
prominent Birmingham daily paper, in

describing some races at Villa Park,
Aston, states that ^Ir. H. C. Colver
won the light-weight mile race on a
"Mattress" in Im. 19s., and our corre-

spondent suggests that this reflecta

great praise on Mr. Colver. Most of

our readers will doubtless guess that
Matchless was the word intended.
Winning a motor cycle race is a little

more strenuous than lying on a mat-
tress, as many riders can testify.

A Severe Punishment.

Mr. Reginald G. Mundy, a young
Croydon motor cyclist, and one
of the. competitors in the London
to Edinburgh twenty-four hours'
run on June 6th, had the mis-
fortune to come under the notice
of the Durham County Police-

while riding through the village
of Chester-le- Street, which lies

between Sunderland and Dur-
ham. In consequence he has
had his present license, which
would have expired in February
next, suspended, while the Bench
has also forbidden him to hold
another license for a year after
that date. This seems a severe
punishment, seeing that the esti-

mate the police gave of his speed
w;as not more than twenty-five
miles an hour. It is true a
crowd was said to be in the
street at the time, but if that be
so, something unusual must have
been taking place, for crowds are
not common in the village. We
are no champions of reckless
driving, but motor cyclists know
well enough how easy it is,

especially for the police, to make
mistakes as to speed.

machines. Special prizes will be given

for best performances by private owners
on formula and on time. Particulars

and entry forms are ready, and can be
obtained from the Trials hon. secre-

tary, W. Grew, 19, Hertford Street,

Coventry. The event being open all

competitors must obtain the A.C.U.
racing license from the secretary, F.

Straight, 18, Down Street, Pioca-

dillv, W.

90 mm. X 54 mm.
G. Gerhard, of the S.E.A.A., a

motor cycle prize winner at the open-
ing race meeting at the Stadium, is

having an entirely novel engine built

by the Advance Co. for the Essex
Motor Club's meeting on Aug. 8th. It I

is a single cylinder automatic inlet, 90
mm. bore with an exceptionally short
stroke, viz., 54 mm. It is being built

purely as an experiment.

Compeiiiors who tooii part in the A.C.U. End-to-end trial last week. 1, H. P. Doueal (5 h.p. Vlndec). 2, C. A. Palmer (4 h.p. Roc two-speed).

^, F. W. Applebee (5 Ii.p. Rex)4
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A selection of questions of general interest received from our readers and our repliesjthereto. When particularj^n

makes of machines, accessories, or tyres are mentioned, numbers must be used, the writer to keep a key for

reference. All queries should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and, whether
intended for publication or not, must be accompanied with a stamped addressed envelope [for reply.

' Wiring Up a Coil.

I am fitting up a motor
cycle. The coil is a Fuller

Midget non-trembler, marked
+ , c, e, and s.p. Engine is a

2| h.p. genuine De Dion with

two terminals on contact breaker.

Kindly advise me how to wire it?

—

F.S., Manchester.
The following is the meaning of the

letters on your coil : c, contact breaker

;

e, earth; s.p., sparking plug; _+ to

positive terminal of coil. The wire to

contact breaker should connect on
screw terminal. The other terminal

should be connected to frame.

Gear tor Sidecar Work.

I have a 1907 ^ h.p. twin

^ Minerva, to which lately I have

> had fitted a sidecar. It is good
-i-i for l-he flat and undulations,

but will not take ordinary hills.

It is fitted with A^m. engine pulley,

19in. rim pulley, 26in. wheels, mak-
ing a gear of about 4? to 1. Shall I

get the requisite power by changing
my engine pulley for on© 4in., and if

I did, would the engine be likely to

overheat?—W.G.N.
You had better reduce the gear to about
5 to 1, and the machine Avill go better.

Of course, the only real solution is the

fitting of a good two-speed gear. We
do not think yoia will be troubled with
overheating if you oil frequently.

Pulleys out ol Alignment.

When I wheel or rid© my
motor cycle (3^ h.p. Minerva)
the |in. Whittle belt persists

in rolling over and running off.

It generally does this commenc-
ing from the bottom of the back belt

rim pulley. It acts just the same with
a |in. Dermatine. I've ridden many
miles with both belts before they be-

gan to act so. It runs all right with
a |in. Dermatine. Should I do any
good (or harm) if I bent out the
edges of the belt rim? The wheels
and pulleys seem to be in perfect
alignment, but the bottom edge of

the rim seems to cut the outside edge
of the belt as it comes round to the
bottom, and then twists and throws
it off.

—

Flabbergasted.
The pulleys are evidently not intended
for a |in. belt. Nothing els© would
make the belt come off in this manner
if it fits the pulleys properly. You can
do it no harm by bending the edges of
the belt rim provided you preserve the
correct angle of 28°.

?

Spares for a Magneto.

(1.) What is likely to go
wrong with a magneto on the
road? (2.) What spares is it

advisable to carry for magneto
when on tour? (3.) What effect

will dust have on magneto if left in-
covered? (4.) ]My twin ilex de Luxe
occasionally travels thirty or forty

yards with muffled explosions and no
power, and then suddenly jumps for-

ward with full power and loud nor-

mal explosions. I may say this

generally occurs when machine has
not much wav on. Can vou explain
this?—A.H.S."

Tlie N.S.U. Cup, presented by the N.S.U. Motor
Co. to the Newcastle and District M.C.C., for its

Reliability Trials on August 3-4.

(1.) For th© first month or two nothing

at all, provided you keep the contact

breaker, the brass cover and spring,

quit© clean. All that goes wrong is

wearing of the fibre ring and rocking

arm and spares should be carried. (2.)

One spare platinum point should be
enough, as these parts rarely give any
trouble. On a very long tour carry a

spare contact breaker complete. (3.)

The presence of dust, of course, in-

creases wear, and may cause short
circuiting. (4.) The trouble may b©
due to a temporary stoppage in th© car-

buretter.

Accumulator and Magneto Plugs.

(1.) Why are ordinary spark-
ing plugs not equally suitable
for accumulator or magneto?
(2.) Please mention any makes
which are? (3.) Are magneto

plugs equally good for accumulators?
—E.S.

(1.) Some points are more easily fused
by the fierce spark produced by a mag-
neto. Sparking plugs for magnetos
are usually better made than those for

accumulators. (2 and 3.) L.M., Oleo,
and many other plugs are suitabl© for

both ignitions.

The Amount of Oil tor an Engine.

Don't you think a pumpful
of oil every five miles is too
much to give a 6 h.p. twin-
cylinder tricar engine? I find

a good deal of oil comes out
at the pulley spindle, and a little of

it gets on to my rubber belt if I give
engine a pumyjful every five miles.

—

W.N.G.
Yes, it seems as if you are lubricating

too frequently. No hard and fast rule

can be made, as naturally it depends
on the size of the pump, th© amount of

low gear work the engine is doing, th©
quality of the oil, and various other
factors. If your engine smokes at all,

reduce the amount co a pumpful for ten

miles or half a pumpful for five miles.

If oil leaks out of the bearings and
joints try a thicker oil.

Strain caused by Sidecars.

I ride a 5 h.p. two-speed

machine with rigid sidecar

(fixed wheel), and have had
two front spindles (fin.) broken
in 500 miles. Have written

the makers, who say that with some
sidecars there is undue strain on
fix)nt wheel when turning corners.

Have noticed this strain at corners,
' but hav© not heard of anyone hav-

ing spindles break. At first attempt

I steered the machine without any

diflBculty, so think the car properly

attached. Sidecar is 3in. wider than

usual.—J. A., Glasgow.
Th© only thing to do is to get a speci-

ally strong hub and spindle, and have

th© whole wheel re-built. Evidently

the existing spindles are not strong

enough for the work.

?
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Adjusting Magneto Driving Cliain.

The chain which connects my
magneto to the camshaft has
stretched and slips off wlien I

pedal vigorously Lo start

machine, or when engine starts

firing. It is a 6^ h.p. Peugeot, and
I have taken magneto oh. I tind'

when I turn armature with hand it

offers resistance in one place, and
after passing that spot it seems to
spring round. Should this be so, be-
cause I have not taken it off before?
—Dr. F. E.

You vs^ill have to adjust the chain.
This can be done by loosening the bolts
underneath the magneto and slipping
it foinvard slightly. Do not have the
chain too tight. The resistance re-

ferred to is quite in order. It is

caused by the "pull " of the magnets.

Grinding In New Valves.

(1.) I want to know if new

]q| exhaust valves should be

I

7 ground in, as, after fitting a
L-LJ new Druid exhaust valve, I

have lost nearly all compres-
sion. What is the simplest method
of grinding in a valve, and when
shall I know it is sufficiently

ground in? (2.) The compression
escapes past the valve cap. I can
feel it escaping with my hand. (3.)

Ought both valves and tappets to

have exactlv same clearance?— J.S.,
Ayr.

'X.) New valves should always be
ground on to their seatings until the
compression will stand the rider's
weight on the pedals for half a minute.
rhe best thing you can do is to pur-
chase a copy of " Motor Cycles and
How to Manage Them," which gives
/ou full instructions regarding valve
finding. (2.) Thoroughly clean the
joint and fit a good washer. If this
ioes not cure the leak paint it over
with fish glue. (3.) Both valves and
^ppet should have the same clearance,
i.e., slightly less than l-32nd-of an inch.

Oil Escaping from Cylinder.

My engine is a 2 h.p.
]\Tinerva, 1903 pattern in-

clined, and I am continually
troubled with oil spraying out
of the release valve, which, as

you will probably remember, is situ-
ated just above the 2 to 1 gear cover.
It is very troublesome, as the oil

collects on the contact breaker case
and runs into it, and also all over the
side of the engine (to say nothing of
covering my boots and trousers)! At
the beginning of this year I fitted
new piston rings, and the trouble
first commenced after they had been
in for about fifty miles, 'if you can
suggest a means of curing or pre-
venting it I shall be most grateful,
as in all other respects the engine
gives me extreme satisfaction, and
is far and away the most reliable I
have ever had.—Ti'O 77.

Fit a small copper pipe on to the orifice
of the relief valve, and lead it away
from the engine so that it passes what
oil there is on to the ground. It will
make a wonderful difference to the
cleanliness of the machine. Probably
thicker oil would siav m the enein'e
better.

' ^

I^^OT^OL]
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One Cylinder Firing in the Silencer

Could you explain the follow-

ing dilticulty which I have
with my twin-cylinder Minerva
with Eisemann magneto? The
front cylinder runs perfectly,

but the back one very often fires in

the silencer. Result, useless on hills.

Compression in back cylinder is per-

fect, spark is beautiful, and occurs
even at very low speeds indeed.
Perhaps some of your readers may
have had similar symptoms.

—

I.jM.D.

A twin-cylinder Eisemann magneto is

so set that the maximum positions

obtained by the armature occur at

different intervals in the two cylinders,

so that it is just possible that the lines

of force are cut so far away from the
maximum position in the case of the

back cylinder that the spark is in-

efficient, or perhaps non-existent when
the magneto is fully advanced. The
only thing that can be done is to

advance or retard the position of the
driving pinion or the sprocket on the
armature spindle in relation to the
existing position of the armature.

Explosion Every Other Cycle.

My 2| h.p. motor cycle only
fires every other time, and as

regular as if it was made to do
so I have ground in valves,

had carburetter down, put on
an earth .wire and every otlier thing
I could think of. Do you think that
it might be the high tfnsion part of

the coil, seeing the trembler seems
to work all right? But again, when
I have the plug out pnd place it on
the frame it sparks quite well then.

Would the inlet valve have anything
to do with it? I might say it is a
De Dion engine and carburetter,
Nilmelior coil and wipe contact.

—

—T.A.F.
Have you tried fitting a new sparking
plug? Perhaps the insulation of the
latter is defective. An explosion every
other cycle is generally due to imper-
fect mixture, either too weak or too
rich in petrol. It is just possible that
the high tension wiring of the coil may
be giving trouble, so if a new spark-
ing plug does not cure the difficulty it

would be as well to have the coil tested
by an expert electrician.

Break ofl^Magnefo Points. Piston Rings.

(1.) Is it of any consequence
I I how much lift there is on make

and break of magneto fitted to

the 1906 Triumph? The plati-

num points seem to be sepa-
rated by about one quarter of an inch

,
when current is broken. I cannot
see that it makes any difference how
much the platinum points, part, so
long as the current is broken. I

may say that magneto is working
properly, but I have had some trouble
with pitted platinum points. (2.)

Would a set of piston rings with
stepped ends instead of slotted ends
be satisfactory? Are stepped rings
liable to break at shoulder?—H.B.

(1.) It does not matter within reason
how much break there is, but the Bosch
Co. recommend that the points sepa-
rate .5 mm. The fact that the plati-
num points get pitted is due to your
not keeping the condenser connections
clean. These are—the centre of the

JULY 22nd, igo8.

brass cover and the point of the spring
which keeps it in position, also the
other connection at the top of the
spring. (2.) Stepped rings are not likely

to break at the shoulder, and if of the
proper material are quite satisfactory.

Alterations lor a Passenger Attachment.

I have recently purchased a
5 h.p. Vindec Special, and am
intending to attach a sidecar.

The passenger I shall mostly
take weighs eight and a half

stones, and my own weight is just

under ten stones. The machine is

fitted with adjustable pulley giving
a highest gear of 3| to 1, and lowest
gear of 5^ to 1. Do you think that,

for riding about Hertfordshire, Beds
and Bucks, I had better first try an
intermediate gear of 4^ to 1, or would
you start straightaway with the
lowest available gear, viz., 5^ to 1?
May I expect to surmount all ordi-

nary hills on the low gear with the
sidecar and eighteen stones with
5 h.p. and lin. rubber belt? I have
a two-speed gear in view, but would
prefer to wait a bit, having only
quite recently purchased the machine
itself, and still having the sidecar to

buy?—C.S.L.
You will be able to get about quite well
v/ith a 41 or 5 to 1 fixed gear, but even

5 J to 1 will not be low enough for the
steepest hills ; a two-speed gear would
be much better.

Weak on HlUs.

My 3i h.p. 82 by 90 mm.
engine seems to have no real

life in it compared with a
friend's machine of similar

power. It starts quite easily

after flooding the carburetter, and
runs best at about twenty miles an
hour with the throttle just open and
the air lever almost fully open. On
reaching a steep hill I open the
throttle, but the engine soon dies
away if the hill is steep and long.

From what I have read, I fancy I

cannot give the engine sufficient air.

Should I increase the air supply or
reduce the size of the jet? Do you
think alterations to the carburetter
will make the machine a good hill-

climber and more speedy, or does it

mean grinding in the valves, altering
the timing, etc. ?

—

Novice.
An improvement would be made by in-

creasing the air supply. Whether you
fit a smaller jet or a larger air funnel
depends on the consumption of the
engine. If it is not too high, change
the air adapter, but if the consump-
tion is excessive try a smaller spray.
The alteration would no doubt effect a
considerable improvement, as your
engine does not appear to get sufficient

air. The compression is all important
in the case of hill-climbing, but if the
valves and timing have not been
altered there should be no need to in-

terfere with this part of the engine.

Will W. H. Pedler send his address
to the Editor, as his oriscinal letter has
unfortunately been mislaid?

Eeaders continue to send us queries
without enclosing stamped addressed
envelopes in accordance with our rule-.
Such queries will not receive attentiov
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FIRST DAY, Monday, July 13th.—Land's End
to Taunton, 152^ Miles.

THE competitors were early astir on Monday,
the 13th inst., and the old quayside at Penzance
resounded with the reverberations of motor cycle

engines being warmed up on their stands.

The day was beautifully fine, but over to the westward
some heavy threatening rain clouds were to be seen

;

this, together with the fact that the barometer had been
falling steadily since Sunday morning, foretold that

some rain might be expected before the day was over.

The tortuous and hilly road to Land's End was in quite

good condition, though a trifle greasy in places under

the trees. Many of the bad corners have been greatly

improved to facilitate the G.W.R. motor 'bus service,

and certain sections of the road have been widened.

Almost continuously from 6.30 to 7.30 a.m. the com-
petitors streamed in to the starting point, and by the

time all had arrived the space in front of the Land s

End Hotel presented an animated scene. In addition

to the competing mo'^hines. there were manv motor

cycles and cars which had borne spectators to the
starting point, to say nothing of the three official cars

which were to follow the competitors on their long
journey to the North. These were a 40 h.p. six-cylinder

Napier, which Mr. G. H. Levick (who took part in

the End-to-end run two years ago as a competitor)
brought to assist the officials; a 20 h.p. Rover driven
by Mr. J. K. Starley, bearing Mr. Straight, the A.C.U.
secretary, and Mr. A. G. Reynolds, one of the judges;
and a 14 h.p. N.A.G. carrying other officials.

The Start.

Punctually at 8 a.m. the first batch of riders were
sent off as far as possible in numerical order. All got

away in excellent style, especially those whose machines
were fitted with change-speed gears, and in twenty
minutes all had departed on this the first stage of their

journey to the most distant point of Great Britain.

Hardly had the Napier on which we travelled reached
Sennen when down came the rain in all its fury,

drenching all the occupants before the hood could be
erected, and thereby causing no little inconvenience and
no' small amount of delay. Near Penzance the rain

ceased, and there appeared to be every indication that

no great amount had fallen, so that nearly all the

competitors were fortunate enough to escape it.

Having wasted much time, we had a good deal to

make up, and so nothing was seen of the competitors

till we reached the neighbourhood of Truro. For
some unknown reason the men were sent through Truro
this year instead of going by Zelah and Mitchell,

which is the more direct route, and the one depicted

Group of A.C.U.

Trials competitors

photographed

outside the Land's

End Hotel

previous to depar-

ture for John-o'-

Groat's House,

N.B.

on the preliminary programme. Near the Cornish

capital (where, by the way, the roads were very wet

and greasy) W. Ridler (6 h.p. Leader) was seen to be

in trouble, due, it afterwards transpired, to over-

lubrication. A little farther on, Dr. Mayo (5 h.p. tv/o-

speed Vindec) was found inflating his tyres. His

troubles in this direction began early, as immediately

before the start he drew two nails from his back tyre.

From Truro onwards the roads were fair at times, and

then treacherously greasy. W. H. Wells (5 h.p.
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Vindec), who rode well ahead of the others, came in

for a great deal of rain, while those behind him got

little or none. Out of Bodmin there is a long and very

stiff hill, the surface of which was in a terribly greasy

condition, causing several of the men to dismount.

Then followed a remarkably fine piece of country over

Bodmin Moor, where the road surface was dry and
good. The hills, however, were severe, as was the case

throughout the day's journey. It was in this locality

that we found Nelson (5 h.p. Rex) in trouble with

ignition.

Lunch at Launceston.
We were now well up with the competitors, and

reached the White Hart Hotel, Launceston, in good
time, where an excellent lunch was served. Most of

the men reported having had an excellent run. After

lunch the whole of the route continued to be very hilly,

while between Okehampton and Exeter the surface was
perfectly appalling, and, in addition, was abominabls'

greasy, rendering this portion of the journey excessively

fatiguing. On the whole, the machines appeared to be

behaving much better on the hills than was the case

two years ago, thus showing that the A.C.U. trials are

having a good effect upon design and construction.

Though this is the second time the End-to-end trial

has been run, the interest shown bv the inhabitants in

the towns and villages through which we passed seems

to have in no way abated. Among those seen in trouble

after lunch were Miss Hind (5 h.p. Rex), who was dis-

mounting the inlet pipe from her engine. She also had
trouble later with the spokes of the rear hub.

Arrival at Taunton.
Most of the men arrived at Taunton in good time,

and, despite the severity of the day's journey, the bad
roads, and inclement weather, the amount of trouble

experienced was small. Dr. Mayo, Gwynne, and one or

two others had spills, but suffered no serious damage.
At 10 p.m. the only absentees were Nelson and Miss
Hind. The latter is reported to have experienced spoke
troubles, and has returned to Exeter to have them
replaced. She subsequently arrived at Taunton late

=^nT)
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at night. The following competitors have reached
the London Hotel, Taunton:
M. W. Handle (10 Lagonda) A. H. Ormerod (5 F.N.
W. H. Wells (5 Vindec)
J. Tassell (3^ Matchless)
W. Ridler (6 Leader)
S. W. Carty (3| N.S.U

T. K. Hastings (5 Indian)
J. 0. M. Dixon (3i Vindec)
R. Moore (3i P. and M.)
W. Milnes (3^ P. and M.)

A. D. Nicholson (3i Triumph) H. H. Dommett (3;^ Trium'f
G. Gibson (3^ Triumph)
F. Dover (3^ Triumph)
F. S. Barnwell (3^ Rex)
Dr. H. R. Mayo (5 Vindec)
M. Geiger (6 N.S.U.)
T. F. Cox (7 Minerva)
F. C. Mustard (3^ Triumph.)
C. E. Murphy (3^ Triumph)
W. H. Outwin (3^ Triumph)
E. Gwynne (5 Vindec)
\V. W. Douglas (2| Douglas)
P. Phillips (2| Douglas)
E. Clark (2| Douglas)

.• R. W. Duke (3-L Triumph)
H. C. Hanrott (5^ Triumph)
A. M. Lomax (3^ Triumpli)
0. C. Godfrey (3^ Rex)
A. J. Sproston (5 Rex)
G. Lee-Evans (3^ R.x)
F. W. Applebee (5 r.ex)

J. Slaughter (3-^- iriumph)
J. Marshall (3;^ Triumpl')
P. H. Cockcroft (3i Triuirph)

R. King (3^ Triumph)
J. Haslam (3^ Rex)
Capt. Sir R. K. Arbuthnot,

Bart., R.N. (3^ Triumph)
Rev. L. Cutler (3^ Triumph)
H. Ellison (1^ Motosacoche)
J. V. Robinson (1^ Motosa-

coche)

W. F. Merritt (3i Triumph)
J. E. Adam (3^ Triumph)
G. L. Fletcher (2 Moto-Reve
W. Sn-ith (2 Moto-Reve)
C. A. Palmer (4 Roc)
W. Newman (4 Roc)
A. D. Powell (3^ B.P.)
H. B. 'Lewis (3^ Triumph)
A. M. Tatham (3^ Matchless
P. Weatherhilt (3i Zenette)
F. W. ,

Barnes (3^ Zenette)
A. F. Wilding (6 Bat-J.A.P.
A. D. E. Cr;.ig (5 F.N.)
H. D. i^eale (3^ Triumph)
H. R. Dougal (5 Vindec)

Up to the end of the first day the following recorc
of the performances of the riders has been publishec
by the judges. Those that have lost no marks are

:

G. Lee-Evans
J. Marshall
0. C. Godfrey
A. J. Sproston
P. H. Cockcroft
F. W. Applebee
J. Slaughter
A. H. Ormerod
T. K. Hastings
K. Moore
W. Milnes
H. Dommett
R. King
J. Plaslam

J. 0. Robinson
W. F. Merritt
J. C. Adam
W. Smith
C. A. Palmer
W. Newman
A. D. Powell
H. B. Lewis
M. W. Ran die

W.^H. Wells
J. Tassell

S. W. Carty
A. D. Nicholson
G. Gibson

T. F. Cox
F. C. Mustard
C. E. Murphy
VV. H. Outwin
E. Gwynne
P. Phillips

E. Clark
R. W. Duke
H. C. Hanrott
A. M. Lomax
A. M. Tatham
S. Weatherhilt
F. W. Barnes
A. P. Wilding
A. D. E. Craig
H. D. Scale
H. R. Dougal

Lining up for the departure from Land's End on Monday morning, July 13th. Among others are W. H. Wells, A. G. Reynold, E. Nelson, and E. Gwynne.-'
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The following riders have been penalised:

W. Ridler, 18 marks.
E. Nelson, arrived Taunton Tuesday a.m.
H. R. Mayo, 96 marks.
Miss Hind, arrived Taimton 11 p.m. Monday.
J. 0. M. Dixon, 30 marks (repairs in control).

G. L. Fletcher, 42 marks (Sec. II., 19 marks late; Sec. III.,

23 marks early).

It will be noticed that, despite the severity of the

first day's run, the percentage of those who lost no
marks was exceptionally high.

SECOND DAY, Tuesday, July 1 4tla.—Taunton
to Warrington, 199| Miles.

A fine morning again welcomed the competitors, but

the weather showed indications of being changeable.

All those whose names have been recorded above left

the London Hotel, the first batch being sent off at

8 a.m. In other words, all who left Land's End on

Monday duly started on the second day, on which the

largest number of miles in any one day's run was

covered. The 40 h.p. Napier, owned and driven by

Mr. G. H. Levick, bearing Messrs. Watson, J. W. G.

Brooker (judge), B. H. Davies (marshal), J. Edge {The

Motor Cycle photographer), E. M. P. Boileau {The

Motor Cycle), and the chauffeur—a goodly load—left

Taunton somewhat late, but, thanks to the

efficiency of the car and the skilful driving

of its owner, who made up time where the

roads were clear, and yet drove without in-

conveniencing anyone, we forged gradually

ahead, and got well in front of the men,
reaching Red Hill, nine miles from Bristol,

in time to see them make the ascent. From
Taunton on, the roads were, in contrast to

those traversed the day before, far more
smooth and straight. All through the

country rain had fallen, but most of the

showers had been purely local, so that the

surface was alternately dry and wet. During
this trial the Union, wisely or unwisely,

decided to have no timed hill-climbs, but it

was determined to make careful observations

of the. performances of the men on several

stiff ascents. Red Hill is approached after a
severe climb over the miniature mountain
pass by means of which the Mendips
crossed, then follows some
country, and lastly comes the hill itself.

It is long, but not exceptionally steep, and
consists of a long pull of one in twelve to one in fifteen

or thereabouts, a short, easy portion, and finally a

second steep section. Chiefly on account of its length
(one mile), the hill may be called severe, and two years
ago it proved to be the downfall of many of the com-
petitors. This year, however, we are happy to be able
to record that the number of failures was remarkablv
small, and the percentage of ver}' successful ascents

exceedingly high, proving that in two years' time the
improvement in the hill-climbing properties of motor
cycles has been considerable.

Red Hill, near Bristol.

Some remarks on the hill-climbing performances of

the machines entered may prove interesting

:

J. Tassell (3^ h.p. Matchless).—Good.-
S. W. Carty (3| h.p. N.S.U.)—Good ; changed up from

Jower gear as soon as gradient eased.
A. D. Nicholson (3^ h.p. Triumph).—Good.
F. C. Mustard (3^ h.p. Triumph).—Very good.

A. M. Lomax (3^ h.p. Triumph).—Pedalled; engine knocking
slightly.

W. Douglas (2| h.p. Douglas).—Good; light pedalling.
Clark (2| h.p. Douglas).—Very good.E.

A. J. Sproston (5 h.p. Rex).—Fast; very good.
W. Ridler (6 h.p. Leader).—Pedalled slightly.
P. H. Cockcroft (3^ h.p. Triumph).—Good.
G. Lee-Evans (3^ h.p. Rex).—Good.

Phelon and Moore).—Good; low speed.
" " to all outward

R. Moore (3^ h.p
W. H. Wells (5 h.p. Vindec).—Excellent

appearances the best performance.
T. K. Hastings (5 h.p. Indian).—Good.
W. Milnes (3^ h.p. Phelon and Moore).—Good ; low speed.
F. W. Applebee (5 h.p. Rex).—Very good.
F. Dover (3^ h.p. Triumph).—Very good.
M. Geiger (6 h.p. N'.S.U.)—Excellent performance marred

by switching off as soon as he saw the officials (a failing
of his).

H. Dommett (3^ h.p. Triumph).—Engine knocking.
W. H. Outwin (3i h.p. Triumph).—Good.
Sir R. K. Arbuthnot (3^ h.p. Triumph).—Good.
G. Gibson (3^ h.p. Triumph).—Pedalled hard.
G. L. Fletcher (2li.p. Moto-Reve).—Good ; pedalled slightly.

P. Phillips (2| h.p. Douglas).—Good
;
pedalled slightly.

C. E. Murphy, J. Slaughter, and J. Marshall (all riding

3^ h.p. Triumphs) dismounted at the inn, two-thirds of the
way up the hill, for refreshment. They all restarted a few
minutes after on the gradient in excellent style.

H. C. Hanrott (3^ h.p. Triumph).—Good.
A. F. Wilding (6 h.p. Bat).—Excellent.
H. D. Seale (Sg h.p. Triumph).—^Very good.

are

undulating
The only passenger motor cycle which started on the long journey from End to End. M.

Randle (10 h.p. Lagonda) being timed away by F. Straight, the A.C.U. Secretary.

W.

Dr. Mayo (5 h.p. two-speed Vindec).—^Very good.
R. King (3^ h.p. Triumph).—Engine knocked slightly.

J. Haslam (3^ h.p. Rex).—^Good.
J. X. Robinson (If h.p. Motosacoche).—Pedalled.
F. W. Barnes (34 h.p. Zenette).—Good.
W. Newman (4 h.p. Roc).—Good.
C. A. Palmer {4 h.p. Roc).—Good.
H. B. Lewis (6^ h.p. Triumph).—Good.
P. Weatherhilt (3^ h.p. Zenette).—Good.
W. F. Merritt (3^ h.p. Triumph).—Missing.
H. D. Powell (3i h.p. two-speed Fittall).—Good; changed

up when gradient eased, and then changed down for the last

section.

A. D. E. Craig (5 h.p. F.N.)—Splendid.
A. M. Tatham (3i h.p. Matchless).—Good.
L. Cutler (3-^- h.p. Triumph).—Good.
H. R. Dougal (5 h.p. Vindec).—Good.
J. E. Adam (35 h.p. Triumph).—Good.
H. Ellison (If h.p. Motosacoche).—Dismounted.
T. F. Cox dismounted at the first attempt, but later rode

to the foot and ascended in good style.

The official at the summit reported that H. B. Lewis [Z^ h.p.

Triumph) and one of the Motosacoche riders dismounted.
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After leaving Red Hill, the men had a splendid run

mostly downhill, when after a few miles a detour

was made through a pretty winding road to the out-

skirts of Bristol, where there was the first check of

the day.

Negotiating Bristol and its Trams.
Here the men were splendidly piloted across the

Avon and along its banks, then under the suspension

bridge and up the steep hill on to the Clifton downs.

A. F. wading, holder with M. J. G. Ritchie of the lawn tennis doubles

championship, giving his 6 h.p. Bat-Jap a short rest near Exeter.

All the thick traffic was avoided, and save for a few

yards, where the road was up for the laying down of

tramlines, all was plain sailing. It was all splendidly

managed, and Bristol, which is usually a bad town to

traverse, was made quite easy. Then followed an
excellent run over roads alternately wet and dry

through Gloucester and Tewkesbury to Worcester.

There were one or two slight showers, but, taking it

as a whole, the going was good. At Worcester (256^
miles from the start, and 104^ miles from Taunton) a

halt was made for lunch. Here a number of people
came to see,the men, among whom we noticed Mr. and
Mrs. Schulte, and Messrs. F. Hulbert and I. B. Hart-
Davies. Miss Hind had again much trouble with her

clutch, and Dr. Mayo, the possessor of the unlucky
number 13, had had his carburetter on fire on several

occasions. J. Tassell experienced punctures, J. O. M.
Dixon loose spokes and other troubles, but, on the

whole, most of the punnes were of a trivial nature.

After lunch the going to Kidderminster was excellent,

but after leaving this town two severe hills had to be
negotiated. The first of these, which is the steeper,

had a very loose surface, and on it and its fellow many
spectators had congregated. All the way along the

route great enthusiasm was displayed, and through
Gloucestershire, Worcestershire, and Shropshire the

police gave every possible assistance, and carefully

guarded the/ cross roads. In Cheshire, however, they

were slightly inclined to treat the matter differently.

From Bridgnorth onwards the same road conditions

prevailed, and in Shifnal, which is approached by a

steep hill, followed by a right-angle bend, part of the

road was up, and nearly everyone had to dismount.

Just outside Wellington a rainstorm of exceptional

severity was encountered, but from this town to the

destination for the day the roads were good and
wonderfully straight. Warrington turned out in its

thousands to witness the arrival of the men, but some
difficulty was experienced in accommodating them.

The machines were garaged in the yard of the Lion
Hotel. At 1 1. 1 5 p.m. all have arrived except Messrs.

Ridler, Randle, Nelson, and Cutler. Randle's delay is

due to ignition troubles, and Cutler's to a burst tyre.

At the end of the second day's run the following

competitors lost no marks

:

W. H. Wells H. C. Hanrott
J. Tassell A. M. Lomax
S. W. Carty G. Lee-Evans
A. D. Nicholson 0. C. Godfrey
G. Gibson
F. Dover
F. S. Barnwell
Dr. Mayo
M. Geiger
F. C. Mustard
C. E. Murphy
W. H. Outwin
E. Gwynne
W. Douglas
P. Phillips

E. Clark
R. W. Duke

F. W. Applebee
A. J. Sproston
J. Slaughter
J. Marshall
P. H. Cockcroft
A. H. Ormerod
J. 0. M. Dixon
R. Moore
H. H. Dommett
R. King
J. Haslam

L. Cutler
H. Ellison

W. F. Merritt
J. E. Adam
G. L. Fletcher
W. Smith
C A. Palmer
A. D. Powell
H. B. Lewis
A. M. Tatham
P. Weatherhilt
F. W. Barnes
A. F. Wilding
A. D. E. Craig
H. D. Seale

Sir R. K. Arbuthnot H. R. Dougal

Marks have been lost by the following men

:

M. W. Randle and E. Nelson, not reported on Tuesday
night ; have probably retired.

T. F. Cox, 9 marks; section early.

Miss Hind, 83 marks ; repairs to clutch in garage.
T. K. Hastings, 8 marks ; section early.

W. Milnes, 11 marks; section early.

J. V. Robinson, 13 marks; late in section.

W. Newman and W. Ridler not reported. Newman arrived
at 9.20, after being delayed by a choked carburetter.

THIRD DAY, Wednesday, July 1 5th.—Warring=
ton to Moffat, 158f Miles.

After sorting themselves out from the various hotels

and lodgings in this town of cobble stones and tram
lines, the competitors congregated at the Lion, and
left at 8 a.m. All the previous arrivals started except

Ridler. For the first hour busy towns thronged with

trams and other traffic had to be negotiated. " The
streets were paved with badly worn cobbles, and in

places the surface was execrable. Between the towns,

however, the going was passably fair, but Prestoni

In the Exeter Control. A. D. E. Craig (5 h.p. four-cylinder F.N.) being
checlted by the offlcials.g
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THE

POPULARITY
of

Shamrock-Gloria Rubber Belts

is proved not only by greatly increased sales year
after year, but stiU more by unparalleled suc-
cesses in all long distance runs, hiU-cUmbs, etc.

Result of London-Edinburgh Run :

63 belt-driven motor cycles gain GOLD MEDALS.

SHAMROCK-GLORIAS ; ^A COLn MEDALS
(6 for double journey).

3 SILVER IVIEDALS

Total—37 Awards,

including M.C.C. Cup, won by Mr. S. G. Frost

(remaining awards divided amongst 5 other makers)

SUTTON BANK HILL-CLIIVIB.

Of grooved rubber belts S.G. Belts score exclusively

:

2 FIRSTS and 2 THIRDS.

BARNSLEY HILL-CLIMB.

FIRST and SECOND, also Fastest Time.

WALTHAMSTOW 100 MILES RUN.

2 NON-STOPS out of three.

NEW 5 MILES RECORD
by Mr. 0. R. Collier, using S.G. Belt, at Birmingham.

Messrs. H. Collier & Sons, Ltd., write 9/7/'08.

" We have much pleasure in informing you that at Birming-
ham on Saturday last our Matchless motor cycles were successful
in obtaining three firsts and one second, using Shamrock-GIoria
Belts.

Our Mr. C. R. Collier also succeeded in lowering the five miles
track record by 27 sees., in each case your belts giving the greatest
satisfaction

The Shamrock-Gloria has no equal of its Icind.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS :

The HANOVER RUBBER CO.,

29-31, Old Street, London, B.C.

PRO
Never has a tyre gai-ed the confidence and
patronage of the public as rapidly as the

Shamrock-Excelsior

Rubbcr-studdcd Tyre.

Only introduced a short time
ago, we occupy to-day the

Proud Position
of gaining unequalled results in such important
competitions as the London-Edinburgh Run.

21 GOLD MEDALS
(2 for double journe\),

2 SILVER MEDALS
are awarded to users of Motor Cycles fitted with S.E. Tyres.

Mr. W. Chater Lea on bis C.L. Carette also uses S.E. Tyres,
and gains a GOLD MEDAL.

(10 other tyre firms divide remaining honours.)

/he reason for such unpatalle'sd success
and patronage is not far to seek

A1 QUALITY AND WORKMANSHIP.
COMPLETE IMMUNITY FROM SIDE-SLIP.

PERSONAL SAFETY AND COMFORT.

S.E. Tyres are the only suitable
Tyres for motor cycling^.

All sizes,

24 & 26in. made.

Bands fitted to 26in.

covers.

Write tor LiilB.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS

:

The HANOVER RUBBER CO.,

29-31, Old Street, London, E.C.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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Look
at this fine range

of fine machines
extending all the way from the

Ig- h.p. Lightweight to the 6 h.p.

Twin They represent the splendid

range in

THE FAMOUS

N.S.U
Selection.

There is no motor cycle on the road or track
with such an enviable record for hill-climbing or
reliability as the N.S.U.

Wherever motor cyclists congregate the owner
of an N.S.U. is enthusiastic over the merits of

his mount.

Send us full particulars of your requirements

and we will tell you all about the model that

will exactly fit your wants.

N.S.U. Non-skid Device prevents side-slips

and is fixed in a couple of minutes.

N.S.U. Belt Fasteners save a lot of worry.

N.S.U. Two-speed Gear levels all hills.

N.S.U. Sparking Plugs solve misfiring troubles.

The N.S.U. MOTOR GO., Ltd.,

78, Charlotte St., London, W.
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proved troublesome. The check was at the entrance to

the town, and owing to the A.C.U. flag not being in a

very conspicuous position several of the men passed it

by, got well into the town, and had to come back.

Outwin was run into by a cart, which passed over his

front wheel. Douglas,- on the 2 3^ h.p. Douglas, found
the bad surface rather too severe on his front forks,

which broke and threw him over, fortunately without

damaging him seriously.

The traffic in Preston was considerable, but once
through it the competitors had excellent roads for the

rest of the day's journey. At Broughton, four miles

out, two competitors reported they had missed the

spicuously good. These were, as far as can be told

simply by observation, made by

:

P. H. Cockcroft (3i_Triumph) P. Phillips (2| Douglas)
J. E. Adams (3^ Triumph)
Miss Hind (5 Rex)
A. H. Ormerod (5 F.N.)
A. D. E. Craig (5 F.IST.)

M. Geiger (6 N.S.U.)
W. H. Wells (5 Yindec)-

excellent

R. M. Moore (3^ P. and M.
T. K. Hastings' (5 Indian)

A few riders of the lightweights had to pedal rather

vigorously, but we only observed one failure, namely,
that of H. Ellison (i^ h.p. Motosacoche—the smallest

machine in the competition). The surface of the hill

was better than we have seen it before, and the roads
got better and straighter as the journey North was con-

tinued. In Penrith a real genuine police trap in

In the hotel yard at Warrington. Some ol the Trials Competitors ready to start.

Preston check, and had their cards vised by an official

who happened to be near. From Broughton to Kendal
the police were reported to be very active, but no one
was stopped. Randle, who did not arrive till the men
were being despatched from the night's stopping place,

was last seen at Kendal, where lunch was served at the

Railway Hotel. During the morning's run several

men were seen stopped by the roadside, but most of

their troubles were of a trivial nature, and, on the whole,

the machines are doing exceptionally well, and are

proving themselves to be vastly superior as regards hill-

climbing in comparison with those which competed
two years ago.

The Climb up Shap Fell.

From Kendal to the top of Shap Fell the road rises

steadily, but not continuously, until the foot of the hill

proper is reached, where a gradient of about one in ten

is encountered, which afterwards eases rapidly. There
being nothing to prevent them, most of the men allowed

their engines to cool before tackling the final section.

The performances up Shap were so satisfactory that we
shall only mention those whose performances are con-

good working order was discovered, and duly proved

to be the real article by E. Clark, Miss Hind, and A. J.

S'proston, and the two latter were accused of travelling

at the rate of one-eighth of a mile in 22s. The officials

in Mr. Starlev's Rover discovered this " control," and
warned most of the other competitors.

A Good Day's Run.
From Penrith right up to Moffat the going was

magnificent, the roads were straight and remarkably

smooth, and with the wind behind them the men had
all they could do to keep the pace down. All day the

rain kept off, and the weather was fine but cold, and
devoid of sunshine, but a heavy downpour was experi-

enced by all but the earliest arrivals at Moffat. With
regard to the troubles experienced by some of the com-

petitors, Phillips, the rider of the other Douglas, broke

the forks of his machine near Shap, and had to retire.

Both the Douglas machines are therefore hors de

combat. Miss Hind experienced no further trouble, but

the back wheel of her machine is sadly out of truth.

F. W. Barnes had five punctures; L. Cutler had six

punctures and a broken exhaust valve, which for a
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long time refused to be withdrawn ; Applebee's pulley

Bew off ; and one of the Roc riders had a troublesome

short in his magneto. At dinner time at Moffat a wire

was received from Nelson to say he had been on the

road since 3 a.m., his carburetter

had caught tire, but he hoped to

arrive that night. Randle arrived

very late, hopelessly out of the com-

petition and wet through, but plucky,

and determined to finish somehow.

The idea of utilising Moffat as a

stopping place is a good one, as it is

a delightful spot among the lowland

hills ; the hotel, the Buccleuch Arms,

is excellent, and the people are most

anxious to render the competitors all

the assistance possible. Taking it

as a whole, the day's run has been a

most successful one, and the easiest

of all so far. Up to the present all

has passed off most successfully, and
the management is excellent.' B. H.
Davies, who has been assisting the

officials, had to leave at Carlisle,

much to his disappointment. For
the first part of the day's run we rode

on the 14 h.p. N.A.G., a new car,

which, if it meets with the success it

deserves, will soon become popular,

and will appeal to those motor cyclists upon whom
fortune smiles and enables them to invest in a more
imposing vehicle.

FOURTH DAY, Thursday, July 16th—Moffat
to Pitlochry, 137i Miles.

This day's run was ridden in rain throughout and
over soddened roads. Twelve miles uphill faced the

riders from the start, and owing to the falling rain very

little interest was, we fear, taken in the surrounding

scenery. Miss Hind, who is riding with indomitable

pluck and perseverance, unfortunately experienced

trouble just before Perth with a buckled back wheel.

She waited in Perth for the wheel to be repaired, and

left that town at 3 a.m. on Friday, arriving at Pitlochry

at 7 a.m. We understand that while the wheel was

repaired at a garage she took forty winks, and resumed

the journey immediately the machine was ready.

Some ol the riders ascending Shap at a fast speed. Note the interested motor cycle spectators.

The marks lost on the four days' running are as

follows

:

Eli Clark (2| h.p. Douglas) 81 marks
"A. J. Sproston (5 h.p. Rex) 33 ,,

•

Leofric Cutler (3^ h.p. Triumph) 42 ,,

G. L. Fletcher (2 h.p. Moto-Reve) ... 218 ,,

P. Weatherhilt (3^ h.p. Zenette) 37 ,,

The following retired this day

:

T. F. Cox (Minerva) W. Newman (4 Roc)
H. Ellison (1| Motosacoche) A. D. Powell (3^ B.P.)

No official reports were issued on the performance

of the following:
Miss Muriel Hind (5 Rex) E. Nelson (5 Rex)
H. R.lla3'o (5 Vindec) M. W. Randle (10 Lagonda)

»^ r'i>i,-i'».i.t<E3®;ai..5is-Sirfr-". ?, .^

Two views of one of the official cats. Mr. G. H. Levick's 40 h.p. Napier. It will be noticed the car is taUy loaded.
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The iion-staiters were W. Ridler (6 h.p. Leader) ; E.
Nelson (5 h.p. -Rexj, who never turned up despite the
telegram referred to in our report of yesterday ; and of

course Douglas, whose retirement has been reported.
Phillips, who was stated tO' have retired, repaired his

machine and started with the others, as also' did Randle.
From Moffat the competitors ran back south for about

Mr, J. K. Starley's 20 h.p. Rover official car at Land's End. Mr. Straight
is seated beside the owner.

]

a mile, and then just north of Beattock took a very

sharp turn to the right and joined the Glasgow Road,
i he surface was magnificent, the wind behind the
men, and the road so beautifully graded, that it was
hard to believe that Beattock summit was 650ft. above
the ^evel of Moffat. Through Crawford and on the
roads were so excellent that the men had great diffi-

culty in keeping their speed down ; in fact, we came
upon a large batch of riders just outside Lanark who
were considerably ahead of minimum time, and one
of them who is notorious for always keeping in the
front rank crouched down behind the parapet of the
bridge over the Clyde, on which his machine was
standing, as the official car came by, much to the
amusement of the occupants, who saw it all.

At Lanark, the first control, the sky became overcast
and rain began to fall heavily, rendering the rest of the
day's run (which was fortunately comparatively short")

577

as miserable as could be. The good going met with
on the previous section was o\er and done with, and
mud, slosh, and greasy roads, and all the abominations
of the colliery districts through Newmains, Carluke,
and such liJie towns had to be encountered. The sur-
face at times was abominable, but except in and near
the towns the roads were not of a particularly slippery
nature. Lunch was served at the Station Hotel',

Stirhng, where the second check was situated. The
checker, however, failed to turn up. Fortunately,
the Rover vyith Straight, Reynolds, and Macdonald
on board arrived in good time, and took over the matter
promptly. The rain still came down, and the road con-
ditions were worse than ever, causing the coloured tam-
o'-shanters to run and dye the men's clothing, while
the mud was inches deep in places. It was an unfor-
tunate day for many of the men. In the morning New-
man (4 h.p. Roc) had trouble with the ball bearing of
the connecting rod and had tO' retire. He was towed
seven miles tO' the nearest station by his confrere,

Palmer, riding a twin-cylinder Roc, who accomplished
this Samaritanlike action without losing a mark. Cox
(7 h.p. Minerva) retired owing to engine trouble and
a side-slip. In Aberfeldy, Craig (5 h.p. F.N.), who
hitherto had had no trouble at all, broke down, and
after trying everything, walked into Pitlochry, arriving

there just before 9 p.m. At Dunkeld, Fletcher (2 h.p.

Moto-Reve) broke fork spring, and is said to have
withdrawn. At Perth, Ellison (1J4 h.p. Motosacoche)
burst his back tyre. Phillips's Douglas again suffered

a breakage, and he has had to withdraw. A. D.
Powell (3^ h.p. B.P.) had trouble with his two-speed
gear, owing to^ some odd size balls being put into- the

gear with the grease, the fault of a careless assembler,

most of the teeth of the gear wheels are stripped.

Hitherto Dr. Mayo, M. Randle, and Miss Hind have

lost all the marks they could possibly gain, but they

hope tO' struggle on and qualify for a bronze medal.

Despite the above troubles a large number of riders

have lost no marks. It is to be hoped that the weather

will improve for to-morrow and the last day, as the

scenery is magnificent if the sun is shining.

In addition to the list on the previous page, marks

were lost bv :

W. Ridler (6 h.p. Leader), W. W. Douglas (2| h.p.

Dongia.s), and P. Phillips (2| b.p. Douglas).

Group of survivors at Moffat, after completion of 511 miles in tfaret; days. Up to this point only five competitors had retired.
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FIFTH DAY, Friday, July 17th.—Pitlochry to

Tain, 134 Miles.

Thursday had indeed been a trying day, but on
Friday morning, with the sun struggling to come
through the clouds, and here and there a patch of blue
sky, the competitors little knew what they were about
to encounter. At 8 a.m., when the men were sent off,

,

the sky looked threatening, and a typical Scotch day
seemed imminent, which means that windy showers are

to be expected over the Grampian Pass. From Pit-

lochry through Blair Atholl the road was mucfij

improved, and a steam roller was seen doing good
work. Here and there it rained fitfully, but it kept
fairly fine, and the roads were not very slippery until

Struan was reached. Here the real climb begins, the
country becomes desolate and barren, yet the scene is

impressive, but the road deteriorates greatly. For
stretches the surface is quite good, and then it is loose,

especially at the corners. The ascent continues

graduallv without anv verv severe gradients, until the

summit at Dalnaspidal, about 1,500 feet above sea

level, is reached. The road is also narrow, and was
quite unpleasantly greasy at times, and this, together

with the fact that a strong north-easterly wind blew
down the route, greatly added to the discomfort of the

r .ders.

At Dalnaspidal it rained heavily, and continued for

some time. At times the distant mountains looked

grand through the mist and rain, but all the beauties of

the Drummochter Pass, so conspicuous on a sunny
day, were absent. After Newtonmore the rain eased a

trifie, and a glimpse of two of the pretty lochs situated

between Aviemore and Carrbridge was afforded. From
Aviemore on there are no very long hills or steep

gradients until Carrbridge is reached, but the road is

apt to be somewhat rough. At Carrbridge there is an
exceedingly long and stiff pull over the mountains, and
a further stretch of barren, exposed, and yet beautiful

country has to be traversed. The rain here descended
in sheets, drifting across the route and rendering the

surface of the roads a perfect quagmire in places.

Here and there men were seen temporarily stopped by
the roadside, and a good deal of trouble was experi-

enced. This section was particularly trying, and how
the men got through it at all is difficult to understand,

as the roads were exceptionally hilly and the gradients

were all the more difficult to negotiate owing to the

thick mud, rain, and cold head wind.

The writer has been through every A.C.U. Trial

since the first one in 1903, and he has never seen such
leather or such roads. The' fearful day—Stamford
to Scarborough—in 1904 was as nothing to it. All

are showing extraordinary pluck and determination,

and yet many had to> get off and push through the
mud. On oine patch one man, who- was driving down
the long hill into Inverness with his throttle almost
shut, had the engine suddenly stop in reaching one of

the worst patches of mud, entirely owing to the
increased friction caused thereby. Despite these trials

the vanguard reached the Station Hotel at Inverness

with the punctuality of a train. Half-drowned and
tired of the weather, the men had luncheon and started

ont on the last section of the day's run. It was no
ordinary run of eighty-nine miles between breakfast
and luncheon, as it entailed climbiuig two' mountain,
passes, naany other severe hills, encountering heavy

rain and strong head wind, and roads of the worst pos

sible description. All through luncheon time as the

men. came in one by one it poured in tO'rrents, and so

bad were the weather conditions that the men were
told they need not adhere strictly to minimum time

during the aftemoon section, and have extra time to

clean their machines on their arrival—a pronounce-
ment which afforded them no small amount of com-
fort. Just as the first batch of riders was leaving the

Highland capital Miss Hind arrived, loudly cheered b\'

the other competitors and onlookers. From Inverness

to Tain the weather conditions improved greatly.

There were a few showers, and after a few miles the

roads improved and became smooth and hard. If only

the sun had shone it would have been a glorious run.

All along the shores of the Beauly and Cromarty firths

the scenery is beautiful, and was fair to look upon
even in the gloom and cold.

Naturally, a good many people have been in trouble.

Milnes (3J4 h.p. P. and M.) had his tank filled up with

water instead of petrol. It appears a car driver had
been replenishing his radiator from a petrol can filled

with water, and a garage man had taken this up by
mistake, and had poured it into Milnes's tank, with

the result that he was threequarters of an hour dis-

coverin'^ the trouble and remedying it. Outwin

(3^^ h.p. Triumph) had several falls through the

greasy condition of the roads, and had his magneto
down. Barnwell (3^ h.p. Rex) had the low speed

out of action, and his luggage carrier broken. Weather-
hilt (3^/3 h.p. Zenette) wired from Carrbridge that his

coil is shorting internally, and he is thought to ha\'e

retired. Randle had a puncture, and has almost

entirely worn away the teeth of the sprockets of his

tricar owing to grit from the muddy roads. Cutler

(3^/^ h.p. Triumph) has had bad tyre troubles. Dr.

Mayo (5 h.p. Vindec) was misdirected, ran short of

petrol, and had to push two miles. Miss Hind (5 h.p.

Rex) arrived at about ten minutes to nine. She had
had the carburetter on fire, which had given much
trouble. Sproston (5 h.p. Rex) had, in company with

many others, trouble through wet on the magneto; and
Craig (5 h.p. F.N.) had one stop only, due to grit on

the high-tension distributer of his magneto. F. W.
Barnes (35^ h.p. Zenette) has had carburetter and belt

troubles. A conspicuous feature of this severe trial

has been the wonderful determination and pluck dis-

played by all. The organisation has been good through-

out, and as an example we may point out that the

direction arrows have been printed in two colours—red

for a left-hand and green for a right-hand turn.

Marks, have been lost by

:

F. S. Barnwell, 79. A. J. Sproston, 162 W. Milnes, 13.

H. R. Mayo, 102. F. W. Applebee, 7. L. Cutler, 71.

W. H. Outwin, 8. A. H. Ormerod, 10 H. B. Lewis, 11.

0. C. Godfrey, 18. J. 0. M. Dixon, 16

G. L. Fletcher and W. Smith (Moto Reves) have not

arrived at 10.15 p.m.

SIXTH AND LAST DAY, Saturday, July 18th
Tain to John=o'=Groat's, llli Miles.

On the morning of the sixth and last day's run all

the arrivals of the previous night duly started from

Tain at 8 a.m. The road is practically level round

the Firth until Bonar Bridge is reached, when there I

is a stiff rise for several miles ; it is then hilly for some
distance until sea level is reached at Dunrobin. Some
miles beyond hills are again encountered, and the stiff!

climbs of first the Ord and then Berriedale have tcl
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be negotiated. The weather improved immensely two
hours after the start, andi the sun shone for the first

time for several days. Unfortunately, a north-westerly

gale blew down the route with considerable force,

rendering the dimb over the Ord, 747ft. above the

sea, exceedingly trying. All the competitors were
stopped on the summit and sent, after a short delay,

to Berriedale, four miles further on, this section having

to be covered without dismounting, sO' that the hill

could be climbed under ordinary touring conditions.

Those who stopped and restarted during this part of

the journey were ineligible to compete for the special

prize offered for the best ascent of the hill. The
worst features of the climb are the first corner immedi-
ately over the bridge, where several of the men fell,

and the second comer, which was exceedingly sharp
and very hard to negotiate. Most of the riders came
up in excellent style, and very creditable performances
were made by W. H. Wells (Vindec), G. Lee-Evans
(Rex), Cockcroft (Triumph), Hastings (Indian), Mar-
shall (Triumph), Gibson (Triumph), and Dommett
(Triumph)—all single geared machines; and Milnes
(P. and M.), Palmer (Roc), Mayo (Vindec), and Moore
riding machines fitted with change-speed gears. It

has been decided, therefore, that Mr. A. G. Reynolds's
prize should be divided between Dommett (riding a
single-geared 3.^ h.p. Triumph) and Dr. Mayo (riding

a two-speed 5 h.p. Vindec).

After Berriedale came one very steep descent, and
then all was plain sailing to Wick, but the wind was
very trying. After lunch at Meredith's Hotel, Wick,
the competitors proceeded to Keiss, six miles from John-
o'-Groat's. From this point Mr. Levick's 40 h.p.

Napier led the procession at about eighteen miles per
hour to John-o'-Groat's House. On the way Clark

(2^ h.p. Leader-Douglas) was discovered with a

broken steering tube. It was exceedingly hard lines

to fail to finish so near the end of the journey.
Leaving the Huna Road at Wart Hill, the men were

led over a rather pooriy surfaced road to John-o'-
Groat's House, and there finished what has been a
most arduous but very successful trial. The total

number of starters was fifty-eight. Of these, forty-eight

finished. Thirty-seven gained gold medals, five silver

medals, six bronze medals. Those qualifying for gold
medals are

:

W. H. Wells (5 Vindec).
J. Tassell (Sj Matchless).

S. W. Carty (3| two-speed
N.S.U.).

A. D. Nicholson (3^ Triumph).
G. Gibson (3^ Triumph).
F. Dover (3^ Triumph).
F. S. Barnwell (3^ two-speed

Rex).
M. Geiger (6 N.S.U.)
F. C. Mustard (3^ T.T.

Triumph).
C. E. Murphy (3^ Triumph).
W. H. Outwin (3i Triumph).
R. W. Duke (3^ Triumph).
H. C. Hanrott (3^ Triumph).
A. M. Lomax (3^ Triumph).
G. Lee-Evans (3^ Rex).
0. C. Godfrey (3^ Rex).
F. W. Applebee (5 Rex).
J. H. Slaughter (3^ T.T.
Triumph).

J. Marshall (3^ Triumph)

A. H. Ormerod (5 F.N.)
J. 0. M. Dixon (3^ two-speed

Vindec).
T. K. Hastings (5 Indian).
R. Moore (3^ two-speed

P. and M.)
W. Milnes (3^ two-speed

P. and M.)
H. H. Dommett (3^ Triumph).
G. King (3i Triumph).
J. Haslam (3^ Rex).
Capt. Sir R. K. Arbutlinot,

Bart., R.N. (3^ Triumph).
W. F. Merritt (3^ Triumph).
Dr. J. Ewing Adams (3^
Triumph).

C. A. Palmer (5 two-speed
Roc).

H. B. Lewis (3^ Triumph).
A. M. Tatham (3^ Match-

less-Jap).

A. F. Wilding (6 Bat).
H. D. Scale (3^ Triumph).
H. R. Dougal (5 Vindec).P. H. Cockcroft (3^ Triumph)

Those who qualified for silver medals are:

Dr. H. R. Mayo (5 two- J. V. Robinson (1^ Motosa-
speed Vindec) coche)

E. Gwynne (5 Vindec) F. W. Barnes (3^ Zenette,
A. J. Sproston (5 Rex) Gradua gear).

Bronze medals were gained by:
M. W. Randle (10 Lagonda Rev. L. M. Cutler (3^

tricar) Triumpn)
E. Nelson (5 Rex) G. L. Fletcher (2 Moto-Reve)
Miss Muriel Hind (5 Rex) A. D. E. Craig (5 F.N.)

The survivors,

numbering 48, at

John-o'-Groat's

House on

Saturday evening.

Compare this

group with the

one on page 571,

and it will be

noticed how few

dropped out

notwithstanding

the severity of the

ride and the very

adverse weather

conditions.
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CLUB NEWS.
The Eastern District H.O.

The suggested joint run for clubs north of the Thames will

lake place on September 13th. Full particulars as to destina-

tion, etc., will be forwarded to any club interested. Present

hon. sec, F. W. James, 2, Benworth Street, Haxley Street,

Bow, E.

Haitlepools and District M.C.C.

The result of the hill-climbing competition held on Silent

Bank on Wednesday last is as follows : Twin-cylinder Glass

—

1, H. Durkin (F.N.); 2, Dann (Rex); 3, Edwards (Stranton).

Single-cylinder Class—1, Smart (3^ h.p. Triumph); 2, TiflBn

(Minerva); 3, Fenwick (P. and M.)

Birmingham M.C.C.

The projected inter-club mee-t of motor cyclists at Strat-

ford-on-Avon, already mentioned in our columns, will be

h€Jd on the 22nd of August. The Birmingham M.C.C. are

the organisers, and twelve clubs have already signified their

intention of taking part. Further suggestions from club

se<jretaries as to the programme should be addressed to R.
Vernon 0. Brook, "Eastgate," Green Hill Eoad, Moseley.

S.E. Auto Cycle Association.

The committee of the above Association has decided to post-

pone the penalty rim to Saturday, the 25th inst., when the

start will be made at 3.30 p.m. from the Green Man, Southend,

Catford. Tea at The Retreat, Pole Hill.

The legal department of the Association has already been

taken advantage of by an associate member, who joined under
the 5s. scheme for unattached riders.

At the last committee meeting, Mr. A. G. Tell was elected

to represent the Association in North Wales, where there

are already several members.

Richmond and District "^.C.C.

The reliability competition for the challenge cup presented

by the captain, A. Carpmael, jun., took place on July 11th

and 12th, the total distance covered being 183 miles. The
members stayed the night at the Burlington Hotel, Worth-
ing. The wiimer of the challenge cup was F. Cecil Wood,
5 h.p. N.S.U., whose machine was fitted with the N.S.U.
side carriage ; 2nd, vice-captain K. Lankester, to whom a

gold medal will be presented. Unfortunately, the second
day's run was marred with heavy rainstorms. The running
between the first and second was very exciting, but towards
the finish Mr. Lankester mistook the road, thus leaving J\ir.

Wood winner of the challenge cup. The finish was made
at the Burford Bridge Hotel, where supper was partaken of

by the members. A combined reliability and flexibility trial

will take place on the 26th inst.

Leeds M.C.C.

The official results of the Leeds to London and back reli-

ability trial, held July 11th and 12th, are as follows : 1, E.
S. Myers (1907 3^ h.p. Triumph) ; 2, G. E. Tennant (5 h.p.

Vindec) ; 3, F. W. Greenwood (3^ h.p. Rex) ; 4, T. G.
Hullas (P and M.) ; 5, Geo. Horner (Royal Cavendish); 6,

E. Slater (3^ h.p. Triumph) ; 7. C. E. Kettle (3^ h.p.

Triumph) ; 8, T. W. B. Durant (Jap) ; 9, H. Greaves ; 10,

Tytler ; 11, Felix Scriven (3^ h.p. Rex); 12, S. L. Gjertsen

;

13, A. Moorhouse (3^ h.p. Triumph). Eight other riders
finished in schedule time, twenty-three hours. Myers holds
the trophy for one year and obtains a gold medal ; Tennant
ond Greenwood gold medals. Mr. Bullas having made the
highest score of any private owner, and not having previ-
•cusly received a gold medal from the Leeds M.C.C., is

awarded a solid silver cigarette case, which has been pre-
sented to the club by Messrs. Walker and Hall. All mem-
bers of the Leeds M.C.C. who finished inside schedule time
will receive bronze medals.

Championship Competition.
At the committee meeting on Friday night last it was

decided to alter the date of this competition from July 25th
to July 26th, in order that another 202 miles reliability trial

could be run.

There will be a reliability trial from Leeds to Bowness
and back on August 3rd and 4th, confined to non-trade mem-
bers. The president has presented a cup for the best per-
formance in the event. Entries to be sent to Mr. Bagshaw,
4, Ash Grove, Headingley, Leeds ; entrance fee, 2s. 6d. The
president hopes the first pon-trade competition will be a
great success. There are several other valuable prizes.

Manchester M.C.

The annual reliability trial for motor cycles takes place
on Saturday and Monday, August 1st and 3rd, starting
from the Trafford Arms Hotel, Old Trafford, 8 a.m. August
1st. The trials will consist of an out and home run to

Cheltenham, with a hill-climb during part of the trials, all

machines being timed from a standing start.

Newcastle and District M.C.C.

The above club will hold a petrol consumption trial on the
26th inst. near Wooler. A start will be made from the Barras
Bridge, Newcastle, at 10.30 a.m., to Wooler for lunch. The

• trial will be held over a ten miles course, and every competitor
will be provided with a special tank to be attached to his

machine temporarily. The basis of the formula for deciding
the order of merit will be weight propelled, distance, and
volume swept out.

West Essex A.C.

The reliability competition for the president's trophy (a

valuable shield, presented by Mr. B. Foster Wickens) was
held on the 11th inst. Starting from the Artichoke Hotel,
Shenfield Common, the course was four times round a fifteen

miles circuit, taking in Warley, Cranham, Harold Wood,
Upminster, and Ingrave. Two stiff hills, which were in

very loose condition, had to be negotiated each round, and
these proved the undoing of several competitors. Fourteen
members faced the starter. Result : 1, G. W. Glenny (8-10

h.p. Darracq car), trophy and gold medal ; 2, R. G. Dendy
(3^ h.p. Brown bicycle), silver medal ; 3, Ivan C. Brown
(3^ h.p. Brown bicycle), bronze medal. Mr. C. D. Make-
peace acted as starter and timekeeper. The contest was
keenly followed by a good number of members and friends.

Cheltenham and District M.C.C.

The above club held its annual reliability trial for the
Walter Unwin Cup on Wednesday, July 15th, the distance
covered being seventy-four miles, the cup to go to the rider

making a non-stop run, and whose time was nearest to three
hours forty -five minutes, watches, speedometers, etc., being
strictly barred. The winner proved to be Mr. R. Dance,
he being only 23s. over the time. Result :

H. M. S.

1. R. Dance, non-stop ... 3 45 23
2. D. Hayward, non-stop 3 44 31f
3. A. Cooke, non-stop 3 45 36f
4. C. Shermer, non-stop 3 45 47^
5. W. T\lills, non-stop 3 50 32
6. E. Hamlin, non-stop ... ... ... 3 58 45

Timekeepers, Messrs. George Pearce and C. Holland.
The competitors and officials were afterwards entertained

to tea at Arle Court by invitation of the president, Mr.
Walter Unwin.

Bradlord M.C.C.

The above club held its annual reliability trial, Bradford
to London and back, on the 11th inst. Out of the seven-
teen entrants fifteen started, and twelve got through in

schedule time, these being in order of merit as follows :

Marks lost.

Eric S. Myers (Triumph) ... ... ... ... X
G. E. Tennant (Vindec) 8

T. G. Bullae (Phe)on and IMoore) 11
E. Slater (Triumph) 13
H. Greaves (Triumph) 28
F. M. Scriven (Rex) 36
W. Jowett (Scott Jowett) .. ... ... 63
T. Briggs (Phelon and Moore) ... 76
P. Dyett (Triumph) 76
A. H. Forbes (Triumph) 83
Law (Rex) 120
Wild (Rex) 120

The prizes awarded for this competition were 1st {the Wni.
Briggs Trophy) valued twenty-five guineas, 1st, 2nd, ana
3rd gold medals, and bronze medal for all competitors finish-
ing in schedule time. Mr. S. Johnson, as vice-president of
the club, acted as timekeeper and starter. Messrs. Mus-
grave, Watmough, Woodward, and Hargreaves, being
checkers at different places on the route, and were taken
down by the official car very kindly lent by Mr. B. Downs.
The chief hill -climb of the year, which is one of the most
important in the North of England, takes place at Wass
Bank on Saturday next, July 25th, for the Dyson Shield.
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OCCASIONAL COMMENTS.
IXION.

Gear and Po-wer.

1 heard it asked the other day why four-cylinder

lotor bicycles have a far bigger vogue in the United

itates than in the old country ? Many answers were

Liggested by an interested circle of enthusiasts, but a

ide on my own in very hilly country has taught me
/hat 1 am. convinced is the main weight of reason. 1

'as accompanied by three or four men on the popular
lachines of the day, viz., big twins, geared 4 to i,

nd ^y2 h.p. single-cylinders, geared to a similar ratio.

ly tour-cylinder was geared 6 to i. We encountered

number of twisty corners on terrifying gradients, and
'hereas the other machines baulked, had to be taken

own and reversed for a fresh rush, or were alterna-

ively assisted by that awkward form of pedalling

ecessitated when a frame measures only rSin. and a

ig 32in., my four-cylinder roared round the angles

nd up the steeps without a falter. It wa« all a ques-

lon of gear. . And not only was the four-cylinder

eared low, but it was th*e only machine of the bunch
apable of being suitably geared, for if the rival-

lachines had possessed the small engine pulleys essen-

;al for a 6 to 1 gear, they would have eaten up two
elts apiece per diem. Hence the popularity of the

)ur-cylinder in the States. Road conditions there are

ften vile; full engine power at low road speeds is a

During necessity ; and a belt drive cannot efficiently

apply this combination. Hence the vogue of the

lachine with a gear drive.

My Lubricating Record.
I took out the other day a 6 h.p. twin, the engine of

'hich had just been dismantled for cleansing, and
ad been found to contain heavy carbon deposits. It

ad been oiled every five miles for 2,000 miles pre-

iously. I decided to see how economically I could

un it in the matter of- oil, and, using Wilburine, I

ctually covered 104 miles as near as I can estimate on
nly four charges. The first charge was put in at

tarting, and the next was injected after thirty-four

liles. The big twin-cylinder engine showed no signs

i calling for it, but I was growing nervous, my usual

iractice being to oil engines of this size at least every

even or eight miles. The remaining charges were also

ure nerves on my part, as I could not detect any
eterioration of the running or any increase of sound
rom the engine. • The speed throughout the run

averaged twenty-four to twenty-six miles an hour. I

wonder if the extreme delicacy of a beautifully adjusted
and handle-bar controlled Q. and B. carburetter had
anything to do with the oil ecoriomy. I could cut down
the gas to a nicety, and set the extra air within a milli-

metre or so of the required opening. I ran the surplus

oil out of the engirie on my return, and the crank case
contained approximately the same amount as when I

started. I must repeat the tests, and weigh the starting

and finishing quantities.

Pre=igaition and Plugs.
" T. C. A." sends me an account of some instructive

sparking plug experiments. He has a 3^ h.p. and a

3 h.p. I'riumph. One morning lie took out the 3^ h.p.

with a sparking plug we will call plug A. On each
hill tackled the machine stopped dead near the top,

but would restart in a minute or two without attention.

He then tried plug A in the 3 h.p. (which had never

needed a roadside repair in 12,000 miles). The 3 h.p.

climbed hills perfectly on this plug. He then put the

original plug from -the 3 h.p. (which we will call plug
B) in the 3J/2 h.p. machine, and it climbed hills

perfectly, but. on plug A being restored to it, it again

suffered from stoppages due to pre-ignition on hills.

He thus has two engines and two plugs. One engine

will run perfectly on either plug; the other will run

on the flat only with one plug, but will run either on

the flat or uphill with the other. I understand that the

1907 35^3 h.p. Triumph engine has a slightly higher

compression ratio than the 1906 3 h.p., and perhaps
one of the plugs rapidly becomes incandescent when
the throttle is opened, and it is in use on a high com-
pression engine. The same correspondent has a third

sparking plug, which regularly works admirably for

distances approaching 1,000 miles, when it suddenly

fails. A delay for it to ^cool effects no improvement
at all, but if the plug is taken to pieces without being

cleaned, scraped, reset, or in any way altered or

adjusted, it will again work admirably for another

period of r,ooo miles or so. The explanation of this

is not at all obvious, and I should be inclined to say

that a gap opens in the insulation and sets up a short-

circuit, so that probably if the locking nuts of the

packing joint and insulation were tightened without

dismantling the plug at all, it would immediately spark

again properly.

A group of some of tbe competitors in the Barnoldswick M.C. Reliability Trials held on the 4th inst.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, "The Moior Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.G., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

Front Wheel Stands.

[3430.]

—

Apropos of front wheel stands and menditig punc-
tures in front wheel, I always support front of machine by
hanging machine on a gate by the handle-bars.

PUNCTURE.

Belt Fasteners.

[3431.]

—

Re the enquiry of 3381, July 1st. I happen to

be the user of the fastener in question, having had it handed
me by the patentee three c>r four months ago for trial on
my 3^ h.p. Triumph. It has proved to be an advance on any
such fitment hitherto used by me, for after a severe test of

over 2,000 miles it shows practically no wear. I believe the

fastener is to be marketed with an improved fixing screw
and extension link suitable for variable pulleys. The patentee

and manufacturer is J. B. Dall, Ladybank, N.B.

SATISFIED.

Bevel Gear Transmission.

[3432.]—I should like to ask makers of motor cycles how
it is that we do not see more of the bevel gear transmission,

as on the F.N. machines. One is constantly hearing of

grumbling belt users, and it seems strange to me that the
bevel gear and clutch is never offered as a cure.

I should at the same time like to ask why so many of even
the best known makers turn out their single-cylinder

machines M.O.I.V. and twins A.O.I.V. ? Even the reverse,

single-cylinders A.O.I.V. and twins M.O.I.V. would be
better. C. E. HOOPER.

Belts.

[3433.]—You have published several letters lately about
slipping belts. I was coming ho^me one night last week in a

pouring rain from Beddgelert, which is up amongst our Welsh
pimples, when I came across a motor cyclist in great distress.

He had a leather belt, and what with wet and oil it was just-

like a, string of slippery eels, and he was at his wit's end.

As I am one that likes to get there and back, I carry a spare

belt in case of the unforeseen turning up ; so after wiping the

slime out of pulley and belt rim, I fitted him up with a
rubber belt. He smiled, and said he was no better off, but
he would try it. It slipped for the first twelve or sixteen

yards, and then it took its grip, and he rode into Bangor
a convert to the rubber belt. It was a Lycett's Lyso belt and
fastener that had done well over 800 miles. I should like to
get " Jupiter " up here in the same corner, and then see how
he would shape with his eight feet odd of slime. CC 230.

Running on Naphtha.

[3434.]—It may be of interest to readers of The Motor
Cycle to hear that I have been running my 3 h.p. Fafnir on
crude naphtha distilled from tar. It soots a little Avhen start-

ing up, owing to incomplete combustion, but there is no smell
when running. Of course, sooting can be avoided by proper
combustion. I am using an ordinary Longuemare cartauretter,

exactly the same as I used for petrol. The naphtha is slightly

heavier than petrol, s.g. about .730, which is not notice-

able. I get slightly more power if anything with naphtha
than with petrol. I also know of an 8 h.p. launch on the
Trent using the same spirit instead of petrol, and it has
increased its mileage to the gallon by twenty to twenty-five
per cent. The price is somewhere in the neighbourhood of

4d. or 5d. a gallon retail, but definite enquiries should be
made at the Yorks. and Lines. Tar Distillation Co., Standard
Buildings, Leeds. Of course the naphtha fetches all paint
off the carburetter, which is not much loss, but it will not
injure enamel. CYRIL V. ALBRECHT.

Leaking Batteries.

[3435.]—With reference to Mr. R. N. Morley's lettii No
3397, July 8th, suggesting improvements in batteries, may wi
point out that the improvements are already embodied ir

our accumulators? It is a practical impossibility for acic

to leak round the terminal lugs, as we not only fit rubbers
tightly round, but also fit celluloid grease caps as at

additional precaution, thus forming a double preventive
VVe may say that we always appreciate these letters fron
practical riders, as being a guide to manufacturers as to th(

public requirements, and any suggestions tending to th(

betterment of electrical accessories will always be welcomec
by us.

THE AJAX ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO.

The Single-cylinder Engine.

[3436.]—Has not the little Grand Prix at Dieppe, France
entirely demonstrated that, for efficiency, speed, and rel

ability the single-cylinder engine on light cars is ahead o
two and four-cylinder engines?
The performance on light cars equally applies to moto

cycles, both, single and passenger machines. For inptan <

in the Cudham Hill-climb, a single-cylinder machine wa
only a fractional part of a second slower than the fast: e

twin-cylinder of nearly double the h.p.
It is to be hoped that some makers of French voiturette

will be induced to enter in the two days' light car trial th.

is being jaromoted by the S.E.A.A. in August, over a
niteresting southern route, and which will include a tim
test hill-climb. D 1617.
[If they do compete it is to be hoped they will be tour.n

cars and not racers. Most of the French voiturettes use
in trials are mere skeletons with engines fitted.—Ed.]

'

Silence.

[3437.]—In writing a few words to your, to me, inval
able paper, may I say that in my humble opinion had moi
cyclists paid more attention to your frequent appeals
avoid making unnecessary noise, the quickly disappearir
prejudice of the public would have melted away mu
sooner.

In spite of your warning, the average motor cycle is

noisy. Why should it be heard farther aAvay than a c

as it often is? Many will say that there is no room for

large enough silencer on a motor cycle. Now I have
3 h.p. belt-driven Singer motor bicycle, which has been ru
ning since October, 1905. I do not exaggerate when I s;

that when running against a strong wind I often cannot he
the sound of the exhaust, save for a very faint hiss. Peop
recognise it as something so different from the ordina
machine that they turn round after it passes and stare

it in amaizement, as noise has come to be regarded as

indispensable accompaniment of the motor cycle Cann
we show them that this is a great error? In doing so

shall do ourselves a service as well as them. If one fii

can turn out a machine like this, others can. I find nois

lessness does not depend on a good silencer alone. I c

make a noise if I like. Good compression and full lift

the exhaust valve, with proper timing of valve and spai

make an immense difference. Add to this good driving,
course ; and the best of it is that the very things that c<

duce to silence also make for power and speed.
Singer and Co. do not make motor bicycles now,

mine is a splendid machine. Three years back it had Simn
Bosch magneto and roller bearings to engine, and there
not an atom of play where rollers are fitted—in big e

and shaft bearings.

I wonder if many of your readers nave Singer moi
bicycles, as I see very few. With best wishes for yc

campaign against noise. SILENT
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Leaking Petrol Tanks.

[3438.]^Some of your readers appear to have had some
difficulty with leaking petrol tanks. I have just had
delivered a new machine which on arrival proved to be
leaking seriously at the front of the taaik, being built into

the frame of the machine similar to the Roc. I hesitated

about soldering. I scraped away the enamel and applied

Fortifix, which is sold in sixpenny tubes. This has effectu-

ally stopped the leaking. The firm who supplied the machine
said it must have been dampged in transit. The enamel
which covered the bad workmanship was intact ! Comment
is needless.

Trusting this tip may be of service to any of your readers,

I beg to subscribe myself ANONYMOUS.

A Problem to be Solved.

[3459.]—With reference to the recent correspondence on
the "abnormal" running of the four-cylinder F.N., my
experience may be of some interest to your readers.

I have used one of these machines now for three years.

When I first obtained it, it was fitted with one lever to oper-

ate both throttle and extra air. I very soon had it changed
to a separate control for the extra air, with the very satis-

factory results that I could get the engine into this

"abnormal" condition at any time, provided the road was
suitable.

My theory is that this "abnormal" running is obtained
by getting a " perfect " explosive mixture from the car-

buretter, which is only obtainable at high speeds.

I also think that the even firing of the engine at high
speeds obtained by keeping the distributer very clean tends
to produce this high speed running of the engine.

In conclusion, may I add a word of praise for this fascin-

ating little engine ; my machine is running better now, its

third season, than wheti I got it. P. U. JOHNSON.

[3440.]—I am much obliged to Mr. Brookes for pointing
out the error in my letter re the four-cylinder F.N. crank
case. I was speaking from memory, as I could not at the

time lay my hand on the F.N. booklet. It is two years since

I rode the F.N., and my ignorance of how the crank case is

made must be put down to the fact that I never had to look

inside it (nor, indeed, any other part of the engine) during
the 2,000 miles and upwards which I rode it.

Since my last letter I have had the opportunity of looking
at a F.N. crank case four-cylinder type. It is divided into

four compai'tments, but the divisions are not complete, and
there is room for oil to splash through from the forward to

the rearward cylinder. I always found on my model that

on referring to the windows in the crank case the oil was
higher in the rear cylinder, and the level of the* oil was
lowered as one proceeded along the cylinders forward.
The manager at the F.N. Agency gave me a very simple

explanation of the phenomenon : it had nothing to do witii

compression or lubrication. He says that once the back
cylinder gets really hot and supplies warm air to the carbu-
retter, which produces more efficient carburation, it has the

result described.

I admire this for its simplicity, but it does not account for

the fact that Mr. Ovington and others only get this result

after going down an incline, or with the assistance of copious
lubrication. It is, however, very probably the true explana-
tion of this phenomenon's occurrence in single-cylinder engines.

JOHN F. H. TEMPLER.

Design of Exhaust Cams.

[3441.]—I notice " Ixion " is again decrying the old De
Dion type of exhaust valve cam and tappet, and would have
us believe it soon wears out and the power of the engine is

lost. All I can say is the cam and tappet on my 2| h.p. De
Dion are six years old, the originals fitted to the engine.
Bushes have come and gone in the connecting rod and the
distribution (he is quite right about these bushes), but the
cam and tappet are still going, and on comparing the former
with a new one with a micrometer gauge recently, only the
merest trace of wear was shown—quite inappreciable to the
eye, though, of course, both cam and tappet were brightly
polished. Really, with all respect to your contributor, there's
nothing in it. These De Dion engines have a large margin
of strength, especially in the distribution gear, and are beauti-
fully made, and " Ixion " will find that the case-hardening
goes deeper than he supposes, and is not a mere " potash

hardening " skin, such as anyone can put on an ignition cam

;

it is a process lasting a considerable time. My cam and
tappet have run over 20,000 miles, probably nearly 30,000
(I haven't kept a log, but I am sure that if properly lubri-

cated any De Dion engine will do this). I am in accord with
him on the subject of distribution gear bushes; they are sub-

jected to severe pressures, and get little consideration, as

when worn they do not produce " knocking," but rather
" roaring," in the valve gears. It is a subject which receives

little attention both from the manufacturer and the user.

On the former question, however, I think there is and can
be no question that the De Dion type is a suitable valve

gear, as witnessed by the number of old De Dion and similar

engines running at the present day. G. D. MONICE.

Standardisation of Rims.

[3442.]—Whatever difficulties obstruct the standardisa-

tions of most details of the motor cycle, there is surely a clear

path open to the adoption of a standard wheel rim. The
three subjoined experiences emphasise the annoyance caused
me within twelve months by the existing chaos.

I.

Scene : Northampton. Machine : A 3^ h.p. single, with
two dicky covers. Sent size and make of rims, with cheque
and order, for- two new covers to a noted tyre firm. Need
urgent, as I was just starting on a holiday. They replied

that while their tyres would " fit " my rims approximately,
they refused to supply me unless I had a pair of their rims
built on to my wheels. Delay of forty-eight hours—deducted
from my holiday.

II.

Scene : Hampshire. Machine : Big twin tricar. Rear
tyre burst. Obtained two covers of nominally correct size,

in turn, by telegraph. Neither would fit existing rim of

nominally same size—one being far too small and the other

far too large. Delay, seven davs—deducted from my holiday.

III.

Scene : Penzance. Machine : 6 h.p. twin. Rode down^
with old tyre on rear wheel. Had new rubber studded tyre"

sent down in advance to wait for me. Both tyres and the

rim were marked 650 x 65 mm. The rubber studded cover

measured 3in. more in circumference than the old tyre and
the rim. Result : Unable to start in the End-to-end trial,

holiday upset, much money spent to no purpose.

I have had similar misfortunes in the past, and the

sickening thing is that no single excuse or justification exists

for the fact that a pair of 26in. x 2^in. covers or rims
of different makes may actually vary several inches in their

measurements. B. H. DAVIES.

Lubrication of Tram Lines.

[3443.]—^In regard to your remarks re greased tramlines,

nearly all the acute bends round about here (Forest Gate, E.)

are greased daily. I know it only too well to be a fact, as it

is impossible for me to take a country spin without first

passing a beautiful specimen. How would the Corporation

come off in case of a serious accident, caused through this

highly dangerous and inconsiderate practice, which would be

quite unnecessary if the tramcars were only constructed in a
proper manner? I can promise them that if I am brought
off there shall be some noise made about it.

While on this road subject, may I ask any reader or other-

wise why the various gas companies are allowed to tear up
the roads in thousands of places, and then merely pitch the

material in and leave it to stand up four or five inches for

every road user to have a share in flattening down? This

kind of thing is simply unbearable here, as everybody has

got the slot-gas craze in the poorer parts, and the flatten-

ing process is done so well that it eventually sinks below the

level, leaving a kind of trough right across the road. My
question is plainly this : Why are the various companies allowed

to tear up the roads without replacing in a proper manner?
HARD TRIED.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"R. G. P." (Huddersfield) would like readers' experi-

ences with 1908 Minerva automatic G. and A. carburetter.

"R. N. C." (Redditch) is desirous of placing a lightweight

motor cycle on the market. The engine would be made by a

first-class British maker, and would be provided with mag-
neto and gear drive. He wishes to know if there is any

demand for such a machine.
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RECENT PATENTS.
By ERIC W. WALFORD, F.C.I.P.A.

A'^Hinged Footboard.

Platforms are fixed to the

side of the chain stays, and
these hav€ hinged to them
the footrests B, which can
be swung out of the way, as

shown in dotted lines, when
it is necessary to pedal. The
stand C can be fixed to the

platform A as shown.—W. C.

Unwin, No. 22,324, 1907.

A Belt Fastener without 'Screws.

The feature of this fastener is that it is held in place with-

out the use of screws or bolts. It consists of plates A with
sloping ends B, between which lie washers C connected by
links D. The plates A are

held together by bolts E,
which do not jiass through the

bolt, thei plates A gripping
the belt by means of teeth or

tongues F. It will be seen

that the pull of the belt tends to draw the washers C out of

the confined space in which they are contained. This tends
to separate the ends B of the plates, forcing the tongues E
firmer into the belt as the pull increases. -—E. Liddell, No.
19,828, 1907.

A Variable Speed Gear and Free Engine Device.

This gear is also of the expanding-pulley-cum-jockey type.
The tension of the jockey pulley is controlled, as also is the
effective diameter of

pulley, from a hand
wheel A. The hand
wheel has connected to

it two operating wires
B and C, the former
acting on the jockey
pulley D and the
latter on th© adjust-

able pulley flange.

This it does in the
following manner : On
a suitable fixed bracket
E is pivoted at F a

curved plate G, to

which the operating wire C is attached. This bears against
a plate attached to the
movable pulley flange

H. Thus, when the
wire C is pulled upwards
the plate G turns about
its pivot F, forcing the
flange H inwards and
raising the gear. When
the wire C is slacked
right off th© flange moves
clear away from the
inner flange J, allowing
the belt to run upon
the collar H, which is

mounted upon ball bear-
ings. Thus a free engine
is obtained when the
wire is slacked right oflf.

The pulley faces are pro-
vided with detachable
plates L, as shown,
which can be removed
when the pulley wears.
The operating wheel A
works through screw and
nut gearing, so as to
pull on one wire C, and
slack off the other wire

B, and vice versa.— L. 0. Bour, No. 21,415, 1907.

An Infinitely Variable Gear.

This gear comprises an expanding pulley working in con-
junction with a movable back wheel, the wheel moving
backwards and for-

wards, as the case
may be, to tighten
or slacken the
pelt as the pulley is

adjusted. The hand
wheel A is operated,
which, by means of

the rods B, forces the
back wheel in either
direction in the slides

C. By means of the
link D and rod E, the
crank F is moved
when the position of

the back axle is

changed. This crank
F is connected tlirough

screw gearing to the movable pulley flange G. Thus, wheni
the lever F is moved, the screw gearing operates to move-
the pulley flange G nearer to or further from the fixed flange-

H. In this manner, when the gear is changed the tensiott.

of the belt. does not vary.—F. W. Barnes, No. 12,131, 1907.

A Two-speed Gear Improvement.

The gear is contained in the back hub as shown, an ex-
panding clutch A
being mounted at one
end, and adapted to-

lock the gear solid-

for the direct drive or

top speed. To bring-

the 'gearing B into-

operation, the band
brake C is contracted;

to grip the drum D,
which holds the-

pinions E stationary,

allowing the gear to
operate. The band'

brake C can also be
expanded up against
the brake drum F,
which is fixed to the
road wheel G. Thus
the low speed band
brake can be used also-

for retarding pur-

poses. The control of

the band brake is

effected by means of

the lever H and a
double pedal, which is,

not shown.—A. W. Wall, No. 9,256, 1907.

As a proof how rapidly a well made article gains public-

favour, the following figures may be of interest, being the
result of the recent M.C.C. London-Edinburgh run :

Twenty-one gold medal (two double) and two silver medal
winners used Shamrock Excelsior rubber studded tyres ; Mr.
Chater-Lea also used these tyres on his carette, and won a
gold medal. Of sixty-eight belt-driven motor bicycles, Sham-
rock Gloria belts were patronised by thirty-four gold and
three silver medal winners, including Mr. S. G. Frost, who-
won the M.C.C. Cup.

Experience having suggested to the Bosch Magneto Co.
that many motor cyclists ruin the magneto bearings by the
use of ineflicient and deleterious lubricants, the company
have decided to market the special lubricating oil they
themselves use. This is of two brands—one known as "P "

oil being best suited for use in the case of magnetos with
plain bearings, and that known as "B" oil for use in ball-

bearings. Bottles of either oil can be obtained from 23,.

Store Street, Tottenham Court Road, W.
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A MOTOR CYCLE

WEIGHING

ONLY 60 LBS.

A PERFECT

MOTOR CYCLE AT

A BICYCLE PRICE.

£19 19 complete.

Fitted with Ruthardf

Magneto

£4 10 extra.

THIS 18 QUITE THE i.OWEST F>RICE
at which it is possible to obtain an efficient motor cycle. The " Wolf " featherwe!-'ht motor cyc'e is no tov—it is a marvel
of sound construction and ingenuity, and with a wonderful hill-climbing capacity, fne frame is soeciallv built and the
whole machine is British made. .

THE J JWOLF" FEATHERWEIGHT
MOTOR CYCIiE.

SPECIFICATION.
ENQINE—A. J. Stevens 2J h.p. ; bore ajin., stroke 2Mn.
COIL— Fuller.

ACCUMULATOR—Premier.
CARBURETTER—A. J. Steven's automatic air inlet and throttle

combined.
BELT- -Best Chrome.
JOCKEY PULLEY— Ball Bearing.
FRAME—22in. and 24in.
TANK—To which combined petrol, lubricating oil, and" coil com-

partments are fitted.

WHEELS—26in. or 2Sin.

TYRES—Wasp No. 1, ijin. diameter. Made specially by the
Dunlop Rubber Co. Ltd.

CONTROLS—Valve lifter and ignition are controlled by one lerer;
when magneto, extra lever for ignition.

HANDLEBAR—Wide raised,- to which a switch of neat desig;n

is fitted.

BRAKES—Wasp front and baclc roller or inverted levers.
FINISH— Best black enamel, lined two colours. Olive green,

silver lines 10/- e.x-tra.

'Wolf" Tyres madeby the Dunlop Rubber Co. Ltd., 2in. to fit any standard ijin. rim 20/- extra. Write for lists.

WEARWELL MOTOR CARRIAGE CO., LTD., WOLVERHAMPTON.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS In these

columns—Id. per word, minimum Is. Name
and address must be counted. In the case

of Trade Advertisements a series of thirteen

insertions is charged as twelve.

AIJ advertise -nents in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed
to the offices of " The Motor Cycle," Coventry.
To ensure insertion letters should be posted
In time to reach the offices of "The Motor
Cycle," Coventry, on the Friday morning, or

if sent to London, by the Thursday afternoon
previous to the date of publication.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " Ofi&ce.

\yhen this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registra-
tion, and three stamped and addressed envelopes must
be sent for forwarding replies. Only the number will

appear in the advertisement. Replies should be
addressed, " No. 000, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Cov-
entry "

; or if " London " is added to the address, then
to the number given, c/o " The Motor Cycle," 20,
Tudor Street, E.C.

Wr DEPOSIT SYSTEM. ^W
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown
persons may deal in perfect safety by availing them-
selves of our Deposit System. If the money be de-
posited with " The Motor Cycle," both parties are
advised of this receipt, and upon intimation of the
arrival and acceptance of the goods, the money is

forwarded less a charge of is. for registration. The
time allowed for a decision after receipt of the goods is

three days. For all transactions exceeding £10 in

value, a deposit fee of 2S. 6d. is charged. All deposit
matters are dealt with at Coventry, and cheques and
money orders should be made payable to Iliffe and
Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the

silence as an indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed ot, Advertisers often receive so

many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to

each one by post
Ail letters relating to advertisements must state

distinctly under what heading they appeared, and date

of issue.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY
For the convenience of purchasers of second-hand

motor cycles, it has been suggested that the advertise-

ments he classified into districts, as many readers like

to know what machines are for sale in their imme-
diate neighbourhood before going further afield.

Experimentally, therefore, we have divided the

advertisements into eleven sections, as follows:

SECTION L •

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, and
Westmorland.

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.

SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby, Stafford,

Shropshire, Montgomery, and Merioneth.

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland, Northamp-
tonshire, Warwickshire.

SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon, and
Bedford.

SECTION VI.

"Worcestershire, Herefordshire, Radnor, Brecknock,
Monmouth, Glamorgan, Carmarthen, Cardigan,
and Pembroke.

SECTION MI.
Gloucester, Oxlord, Biukiughum, Berks, Wilts and

Hants, Channel Islands.

SECTION VIII.

Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, and Sussex.

SECTION IX.

•Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

SECTION X.
-Scotland.

SECTION XL
Ireland and Isle of Man.

the Motor Cyclist can want is obtainable from the

PREMIER MOTOR AGENCY, who have the

largest stock of new and second-hand motor cycles m
the Trade. A liberal allowance is made for any
second-hand machine in exchange for a new one of

any make. Send particulars of yours, and an immedi-

ate approximate offer will be made.

NEW MODELS.
TRIUMPH 3i h.p., 1908, magneto £48
TRIUMPH 3H1-P-, IQ07, magneto 39
N.S.U. 3* h.p., 1908, magneto, new, 26" wheels 40
N.S.U. 3I h.p., magneto, new, 1908, 24' v,-heels 40
N.S.U. 3f h.p., 1908, twin, magneto, 24" wheels 45
N.S.U. 6 h.p., 1908, twin, magneto 54
N.S.U. ij h.p., 1908 lightweight, magneto . . 34
REX DE LUXE 3J h.p., 1908, magneto, two-

speed gear 50
Also various other new models, Motosacoche,

F.N., Roc, Vindec, Warwick, etc., ail in StOCk.

SOILED AND SECOND-HAND
N.S.U. 3j h.p., 1908, accumulator, shop-soiled,

cost £36 ; £28
G.B. ZEDEL 3-6 h.p., 1908, engine magneto,

two-speed, spring forks, fan, footrests,

perfect, cost over £70, will accept 35
TWIN ROC 5 h.p., Peugeot engine, magneto,

free-engine 30
ROC 4 h.p., 1907, magneto, free-engine, Druid

spring forks 25
R0C'3jh. p.,magneto, clutch, good running order 12
N.S.U. 3! h.p., 1907, magneto, new Roc two-

speed gear, spring forks 30
N.S.U. 6 h.p., 1908, new May, Roc clutch, im-

proved gear, cost /^75 55
REX TWIN TOURIST, macneto, 'OS, as new 27
JAP, 6 h.p., magneto, '08, Chater Lea frame,

not run 27
VINDEC SPECIAL 3I h.p., magneto, Truffault

spring forks 26
REX 5 li.p., twin, guaranteed in perfect run-

ning order 17 10
NOBLE, 3 h.p., long wheelbase, good order . . 12
VVHIfLEV 3i h.p., spray carburetter 8 10
JAP, 6 h.p , Twin, Chater Lea frame, grand

condition 20
KERRY 5 h.p., twin, two-speed, hand-starting 20
ANTOINE 4 h.p., low frame, free-engine .... 15
WERNER, twin, 4 h.p., recently overhauled

and refinished 13
N.S.U. 54 h.D., magneto, overhauled 25
ROVER, 3 h.p.. Palmer tjnres, Bioo saddle,

running well 10 lO
REX 3J h.p., John-o'-Groat's model 10

Others constantly arriving.

Plan showing division of England
into Sections.

Let us give you details of the

WARWICK CAR-STYLE MOTOR CYCLE.
Hand-starting, ball bearing 4 h.p. engine,
Bosch magneto, spring forks, Roc (licensed)
clutch, epicyclic two-speed gear, started and
driven like a car ; several seasons in advance

of ordinary motor cycle design.

Price 45 guineas.

TYRE BARGAINS.
Get your machine WELL SHOD for the Holidays
Sent on ai.irovaj Irom our BRAND NEW 1908 STOCK.

PETER UNION COVERS.
PREMIER PRICE. Orui.varv Price

£114 X 2i:

!6 X 2k

.£0 18
1 1

2

I 8

I 13

SHAMROCK O/ERS, 26 x 2J, 12/6 each.

NiiW T»,/BES—PETER UNION.
PREMIER PRICE.

•4
-^ ^i £0 8

26 X 2i 8 6
•6x2^ 10 6

Ordinary Price.

£0 II o
o 12 o
o 13 o

CLINCHER TUBES, New, Best Grey Quality
t-REMlER PRICE. ' ~

-+X2i ....£0 7 6
^6 X 2i 7 6
Delivery per return

Ordinary Price.

io II 6
o 12 o

Sent on APPROVAL for
three days.

P>REIVIIER ACCUIVIUI.ATORS.
SRITISH-MADE. Sent on four days' actual TRIAL.

o:.icialiy heavy plates—do not disintegrate
9/6 I List on10 amp.

20 amp. 12/n application.

PREIVliER IViOTOR AQENGY,
Aston Road, BIRMINGHAM.

Pelephone
: 4310. Telegrams :

" Primus," B'ham,

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

Owing to the Holidays, Advertisements f(j

our issue of the 5tli August must reac

Coventry not later than FIRST POST

Thursday, 30th July, to ensure insertioi

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SAL
SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durhai
and Westmoreland.

TEIUMPH, 1907. magneto, new conditit
with spares ; £32, or nearest offer.

Smart, Murray Street, W. HartlepooL

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.

TEIUMPH, 1907, brand new; 35 guinc
cash.—Apply, 70, Manuel Street, Goo"

21 h.p. Enfield, Longuemare, seen runni:
4 reasonable offer. — 12, Eockcliffe,

cup.

41 h.p. Four-cylinder F.N.. 1907, as ne
2 30 guineas, a bargain.—31, Past

Egad, G-oole. _

13. h.p. Triumph-Minerva, fine little bi|

4 perfect condition; £7 10s.—Ua, Albi
Street, Brigg.

31 h.p. Triumph, 1908 pattern, magn
2 new condition; bargain, £30.—Bri

Garage, Leeds.

i Q07 Twin Eex, splendid order and co
i-U tion, accessories; £19 10s.—Shorroc
Earnsdale, Darwen.

i Q08 3^ h.p. Brown Motor Cycle, new, si
J-U soiled; £31 to clear.—Athletic,
Street, Accrington.

3JL h.p. Minerva, magneto, 1908, not rid^
2 300 miles, footboards and pedals;

—Glew Bros.. Howden.

NEW Minerva, 34 h.p., magneto, sp
forks, uncrated, 1908 model; wj

offers.-Pettyt. Dentist, Halifax,

-j Q08 Coventry Flyer; cost £7 10s., £6
-L t/ or exchange with 15s. for motor cy
—170, Keighley Eoad, Colne.

FOUE-CYLINDEE F.N., unused, latest,
h.p., low frame pattern, jtist delivei

£40. or offer; Yorkshire.—No. 372, The M
Cycle OSices, Coventry.

31 h.p., Hobart engine, magneto, adj
2 able pulley, etc., a splendid mo

£22; trailer, £2; Longuemare carburel
7s. 6d.—Fortune, solicitor, Harrogate.

In answering amy of these advertisements it is desirable that vou mention " The Motor Cvcle."
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
^7"INDE0 Special, 5 h.p., two-speed gear.

' twin-cylinder, in perfect condition;
cost £60, price £35; can be seen and tested.
—Vicar, All Sajnts Vicarage, Coventry.

LADY'S 2 h.p.. Minerva engine, in perfect
running order, all plated parts, ana

enamelling as new. tyres in excellent order

;

£18.—Hulbert, Weston-in-Arden, Nuneaton.

23. h.p. Noble, Palmer tyres, non-skid
4 bands, lamp, stand, horn, tools, and

all accessories, perfect condition-, £12, or
good cash offer.—Boswell, Aylestone, Lei-
cester.

ROO Twin, 5-6 h.p., open frame, by in-
structions from Miss Hind at £42; also

a 4i h.p. twin Minerva, £20; and a Bat,
spring frame, 2| h.p.. £12.—Eoc Motor Cycle
Works, Birmingham.

GRAND 1907 3 h.p. Clarendon, equal to new,
low frame, long wheelbase, engine,

tyres, Grose non-skid, and rubber belt, all

absolutely perfect; tried any time; £21.—
Marlow, Franklyn House, Desborough.

31. h.p. Clarendon, latest, low model, hardly
4 soiled, and guaranteed perfect, ex-

ceptional fine machine; cost £37 IDs.; ex-
change for lower power and cash, or good
push bike and cash.—22, Catherine Street,
Coventry.

8 h.p. Ohater-Lea-Fafnir, magneto (Bosch),
powerful, perfect, simple, reliable, long,

low frame. F.N. carburetter, Duco belt; ex-
pert examination; Michelin tyres, as new:
any trial here; £19; photo.—English, Hard-
wick, Lincoln.

'

TRIUMPH, 1908, in splendid condition, re-
gistered, fitted, horn, acetylene lamp,

with spare valve, sparking plug, contact
points, usual tools, etc.; ready for the road.
—Cash offers to No. 359. The Motor Cycle
Offices, Coventry.

3JL h.p. Vindec Special, magneto, Peter-
2 Unions, detachable tubes, spring

forks, adjustable pulley, BlOO, Shamrock
belt, carrier, stand, all tools, spares, etc.;
£26, or nearest offer.—Russell, 14, Henry
Street, Peterborough.

ARIEL ! Ariel ! ! Ariel ! ! 1—For immediate de-
livery, the 2^ h.p. lightweight ; write

for catalogue and full particulars; also 3

h.p. and 5 h.p. twin-cylinder models; a few
3 h.p. and 5 h.p; twins at clearance prices.
—Ariel Works, Bourubrook, Birmingham.

SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon,
and Bedford.

2 h.p. Minerva, spray, M.O.I.V., spring seat',
light, low; £8.—Sconce. Lynn.

31 h.p. Brown, 1907, Bosch magneto, all iii

2 sound condition; cheap, £20.—Walhs,
grocer. Hills Road, Cambridge.
MOTOSACOCHE, Laurin - Klements. 19C8

machines; bargain prices, special
terms.—Bone, Ashburton, Wells, Norfolk.

HUMBER 21 h.p. Motor Cycle, good run-
ning order, free engine, new cover

back wheel, all accessories, lamp ; £15.—Dr.
Job, Newark.

31 h.p. N.S.U., magneto, and Millford side-
2 car, castor wheel, splendid condition,

two lamps; £35; buying car reason of sell-
mg.—S. Wright, York Street, Luton, Beds.

3 h.p. Raleigh, Fafnir engine, new Palmer
tyres and Watawata belt, handle-bar

control, Longuemare ; any trial ; engine as
new; price £20.—Parker, Printer, St. Ives,
Hunts.

A h.p. Eoc. Druid forks, tyro-speed, ball
j: bearing engine, Bosch magneto. Dun-
lops, complete for road, new at Easter;
owner getting car; £41.—Eiddelsdell, Had-
leigh, Suffolk.

Ol h.p. Featherweight Rex, 1898 model.
^2 magneto, nearly new, not ridden 300
miles, new condition, no fault, spare belt,
tools, horn, pump, lamp; cost 25 guineas,
take £15.—Cox, Eversley, Hunstanton.

TO Sidecarists.—Vindec twin, bought late
1907, but practically 1908 machine, has

the 1908 improvements, Vindec two-speed
?ear. low frame. 1908 B. and B. carburetter,
1908 double silencers, tank enamelled cream,
barely scratched. Rich's tube (unpunctured)

;

cost without extras £63. cash complete £45:
would exchange, cash balance, 8 h.p. Rover,
Lnon. or Riley car.—Letters only. Cecil Tur-
ner, Queen's College, Cambridge. Cycle
garaged in London.

REPEAT ORDERS
Are what we look for. Not to do one deal and then
cease friendship. Tou cannot do better than give us a

trial. It is the most convincing. Example of prices :

MINERVA, 4i h.p., perfect £26
N.S.U., 6 h.p., and sidecar 35
SAROLEA, 6 h.p., spring forks.. 22
REX DE LUXE, s h.p.,free engine 30
WERNER, twin, 4 h.p. 20
REX, 5 h.p., twin, '07 machine. . 18
ZENITH, 3 h.p., two speeds. .. . 27
N.S.U., 3i h.p., two speeds 18

IM€W MACHINES.
2 1 h.p.ARIEL, coil and accumulator 32 gnj.

2^ h.p. ARIEL, magneto 37 „
3i h.p. VINDEC £48 10

5 h.p. VINDEC 53

5 h.p. TOURIST 52

2f h.p. MINERVA 20

3i h.p. MINERVA 32

4i h-p. MINERVA 39
7-8 h.p. MINERVA 45
If h.p. F.N 35

4i h.p. F.N 50
Let us quote you for Exchange for any of the above.

Prices rock bottom. Cash or Exchange.
Anv oth?r make gladly quoted upon request.

TRICARS.
REXETTE, 8 h.p., twin tyre, two

speeds and reverse, water-
cooled, wheel steering . . . .£60

HUBBARD, water-cooled, ' two
speeds 20

ACCESSORIES
1908 Bosch Magneto (new), single £4
1908 Bosch Magneto, twin 5
Long Carburetter, perfect 15
VARIABLE PULLEYS, try one on

appro. State engine only 10 6
TraUer, suit tradesman 1 10
28 X 2Wn. Cover, new 9 6
Gear Box, two speeds and reverse 2
Car Chassis and Wheels 2
Headlight (car) 10 6
Mabon free engine Clutch 2

RIP BOXES.
The finest eattant for carrying tubes or belts. Try one

on approval. A quality, 7/6 ; B quality, 4/6.

BELT BOXES.
H<^ nine feet. Any size easily fitted. A quality.

8/6 ; B qtiality, 5/6. Trade terms on request.

PALMER TYRES (Cord>.
Cover. Tube. Cover. Tube.

26x2, 43/6 10/- 28x2, 50/3 10/-
26X2J, 58/9 11/- 28X2i, 63/6 11/-
26X2i, 59/3 16/3 28x2|, 64/3 17/6

11/- allowed on old covers and 2/6 on tubes'

TUBES.—Fully guaranteed.

26 X 2in 6 '- 2d X 2in 1 h
26x2jin 7/- 28 X 2|in 7/6.

26x2iin; 8/- 2Sx2;in 8

Immediate Delivery. Approval.

COVERS.
26 X 2in 16/-
26 X 2iin 17/6.
26 X 2|in 21/5.

28 X 2in 17/-

28 X 2iin 18/-
28 y -Un 22/-

MAUDE'S MOTOR MART,
Rowall Sti-ee-t, HALIFAX.

National ieieptione 43 j.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION VI.

Worcestershire, Herefordshire, Radnor,
Brecknock, Monmouth, Glamorgan,
Carmarthen, Cardigan, and Pembroke.

3i h.p., Whitley engine. Clippers, valve
2 lifter. Main-Hiltou stand, perfect

order; what ofifers.?—Clews, Stone Lane Kin-
ver. StoTirbridg-e.

BIKE, 3J h.p. De Dion pattern, inclined
engine, Chater-Lea frame. Dunlops,

going order, complete, tools, and spares; £6
10s., or exchange.—Brown, 38, Somers Eoaa,
Worcester.

i Q07 (late) 6 h.p. Twin Griffon-Zedel, mag-
-LU netu. i[j ' '- forks, non-skid at back,
spares, splendid ci; :: anv reasonable
offer accepted; owner iedvi.i- .ngiand.—C.
31, Coldra Eoad, Newport. Mon.

31 h.p. Eex, 1906, perfect ord

-

2 forks, new Continental cove." .

tubes, two accumulators, one new. sp,
valve; £17.—Alf. James, Greenmeadow, Pcnv-
graig, Glam.

21 h.p. Buchet Lightweight, spring fork;.
2 long bars, low, cantilever seat, Mai-

Hilton, B. and B. carburetter, B.M. coil,
tyres, one new. Clincher, Moseley, Derma

-

tine, spares; price 12 guineas, offers.-Lid-
dell, c/o Pitman. Cropthorne, Pershore,
Worcestershire.

SECTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks,
Wilts and Hants, and Channel Islands.

r

23. h.p. Minerva, 1908. as new. not ridden4 50 miles; £27 10s.

5 h.p. Twin Antoine, spring forks, new Cat-
teries, coil, E.O.M. synchronised con-

tact breaker, horn, lamps, etc., in fine order •

£15.

2.jt h.p. Excelsior, surface carburetter, Pal-
2 mer back tyre. Clincher front, in good^

order ; £8.

O h.p. Minerva, float carburetter; £6.

i 3. h.p. Werner; £5.

93. h.p. Werner; £7.

THE Above Cycles are to be seen at W. J.
Eandall's Garage. 3, High Street. And-

over.

3 h.p. Humber, vertical engine, Mabon;
£8 10s.—78, Gloucester Eoad, Bristol.

31 h.p. Eex Motor Cycle, spring forks, per-
2 feet running order; £12.—Gyngell,

Tewkesbury.

KEEEY, 2J h.p., had very little use, splen-
did order; £10 10s., lowest.—Eoberts,

Blagdon, Bristol.

^-6 h.p. Twin Westfield, Chater-Lea through-
out, spring forks, as new; £20, or offer.

—F. Eowley, Slough.

13. h.p. Excelsior, perfect condition, just
4 overhauled; price £6.—A. Hamilton,

Cronoa, Sandhurst, Berks.

AEIEL. 2| h.p.. recently overhauled, in ex-
cellent condition ; £12 10s.—Kerridge, 9.

Market Street. Alton, Hants.

3 h.p. Imperial Eover, in good running
order, and cash, for 3i h.p. 1908 ma-

chine.—Howard, 9, Park Street, Cirencester.

K A-GUINEA Model Eex 31 h.p. motor cycle,
0\J and accessories; £15, a bargain. —
Eoberts, 82. Bishop Eoad, Bishopston, Bris-
tol.

TEIUMPH, 3i h.p., standard, 1907, perfect
condition, better than new, ridden

about 150 miles, Goodrich non-skid on back;
£32. — Apply, Triumph, 19, Barrack Eoad,
Christchurch, Hants.

Ol, h.p. Eex Lightweight, B. and B. carbu-
^2 retter, handle-bar control, separate
stand and carrier, lamps, horn, tools, not
run 20O miles; £25; buying higher powered
machine.—E. Finch, H.M.S. Hibernia, Chan-
rel Fleet.

51 h.p. Eex de Luxe, in perfect order, Eoc
2 clutch, twin wheel (Elastes filled),

large comfortable footboards, mahogany
tool boxes, complete with tools and spares,
very fast and powerful; 30 guineas, or near
offer.-Grimes, Abberville, Burgess Eoad,
Basingstoke.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desiraWe tJmt you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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splendid condition,
£11 10s.

h.p.; £8; low; first offer; genuine;
trial.—663, Old Kent Road. S.E.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

HUMBER, 3i h.p., chaiu drive, Dunlop
tyres, spring pillar, sound condition;

£14, or best offer.—52, English Road, Mill-
brook, Southampton.

3 h.p. N.S.U., magneto, perfect condition
and running order, new tyres, hardly

ridden; £21, offers.—Archibald, Army Ser-
vice Corps Mess, Aldershot.

31 h.p. Rex, in perfect condition, new
J cylinder, piston, valves, and tappet

rods, engine re-bushed, Longnemare car-
buretter, trembler, foot brake. Clinchers,
Continental belt, lamp, horn, stand-carrier,
toolbag, etc.; approval; £14 10s.—5. Beau-
mont Streiet, Bristol.

SECTION VIII,

Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent,
and Sussex.

21 h.p. Minerva, perfect running order; £8
10s.—59, Balham Hill. S.W.

3§ h.p. iLight Low Rex,
Peter-Union tyres;

5 h.p. Twin Rex, spring seat and handle-
bars, new condition; £18 10s.

5 h.p. Twin Hamilton, fast, racy machine.
suit passenger work; £15.

31. h.p. Werner Twin, very light and fast
2 machine ; £15.

h.p. Rex Light Motor Cycle, smart ma-
chine ; £8.

21 h.p. Humber Lightweight, climb almost
4 any hill, splendid condition; £8 10s.

3 h.p. Trent, in excellent condition; £11
cash, bargain.

23. h.p. Bradbury, fast, powerful machine;
4 £10 15s.—128, High Road. Tottenham.

-| Q07 3i hp. Brown Bicycle; £20.—Hall. 61,

J.U Parsons Green Lane, Fulham.

2 h.p. Werner, wants new tyre; £5.—W. G.
Miller, 70, Cornhill, London, E.C.

2i
31 h.p. 1907 Rex, many spares; £15.—Rex.

2 35, Oakdale Road. Streatham.

2 h.p. P.N. ; lowest, £5 15s.—At Wauchope's,
9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.

11 h.p. Minerva; £3 15s. first cash. — Wau-
2 chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street,

London.

3 h.p. Advance, two accumulators^ long
handles, low; £10.—Davis, Tooting

Junction.

3 h.p. Triumph, perfect condition; £15.—
Hammond. 9, Lower Addiscombe Road,

Croydon.

3 h.p. Quadrant; sound bargain, £10 10s.—
Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street,

London.

31 h.p. Minerva - Enfield, Longuemare,
2 Watawata. studded; cost £45, sell £16.

—Below.

Ol h.p. Singer, magneto, motor hind wheel;
^'2 £8; both eaual new. — Arch Smith,
Yiewsley, Middlesex.

2 h.p. Werner, in good running order; £6
10s.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet

Street, E.C.

i Q07 3J h.p. Minerva, genuine machine;LV £22.—Buckner, 96, Balaam Street,
Plaistow.

REX Twin, 1907, 5 h.p., good condition; £18;
spares; buying car.—Wild, Moore's

Road, Dorking.

BARGAIN, £10 10s.—3i h.p. Wearwell, inly
wants seeing.—Baxter, 29, Liverpool

Road, Islington.

PEUGEOT, 2h h.p.; bargain, £10; perfect
condition, all spares.—27, Elmsdale

Road, Walthamstow.

LIGHTWEIGHT F.N., 2i h.p.. vertical. 26m.
wheels, very fast, reliable, splena...

order; £8 10s.—Below.

-i Q06 3J h.p. Minerva throughout, low,
JLt/ spring seat, beautiful condition;
cheap, £16 10s.—Below.

ROC, 3§ h.p., magneto, free clntch. like
new; £18 10s.—Whittle, 41. Skelbrook

Street. Wandsworth.

FOR Sale, 2J h.p. Ariel Motor Cycle, splen-
did running order; a bargain. £10. —

E. Simms, 3, High Street, Putney.

ALL IN going oriler.
Cash, exchange, -"i extended payments

5 h.p. REX Tourist (new) .. ii908£42
5 h.p. REX DE LUXE (new) 1908 52 10

5i h.p. N.S.U., maiineto (new) 1908 52
5 h.p. Twin VINDEC, magneto.. 35
6 h.p. 1906 Twin REX. 26" wheels 17 17
Sh h.p. Twin REX, black finish . . 17 17
5* h.p. REX DE LUXE, magneto 27 10
Twin REX, blaclc finish, new tryes 18 18
6 h.p. Twin REX, non-skids 18 18

Sh h.p. Twin REX, magneto, 1907 20
4-5 h.p. Twin ALCYON, two speeds 23 10
4 h.p. Twin WERNER, fine machine 19 19

5 h.p. Twin SAROLEA, Ion? frame 18 18
6 h.p. Twin ANTOINE, R.O.M... 22
5 h.p. Twin ONAWAY, very low 22 10
6 h.p. Twin ANTOINE, spg. fks. 22

SPECIAU.
6 h.p. Twin Rex. £17 17s. or £4 and '07
Single Rex, or £8 and '05 Singl . Rex or
level exchange with Single Masn to Rex.
bPECIFICATION.—Low frame, lon'j bars, low sad-

dle. Rex patent sprina: forks and foot brake,
trcnbler coil, crood tyres, and sruaranteed in run-
nir; order. -Any machine taken in part payment.

SINGLES.
2i h.p. REX (new) 1908£26 5

3ih.p. REX Tourist (new) . . 1908 36 15

3\ h.p. REX DE LUXE (new) 1908 47 5

N.S.U. Lightweight (new) .. 1908 34 10

3h h.p. N.S.U., magneto (new) 1908 42

3^ h.p. REX, 1907, 2i tyres 17 17
4 h.p. ROC, 2-speed, like new.. 35
3.V h.p. 1906 REX, spring forks 15

3i h.p. Magneto REX RACER . . 25

3i h.p. REX, spray, 21 J frame 11 10

3i h.p. 1906 REX," spring forks 15

31 h.p. REX, spray, fine climber 11 10
2* h.p. Magneto REX, 1908 23 10

3i h.p. MINERVA, M.O.V 16 10

3 h.p. GIVAUDAN, nearly new 16

3 h.p. ROVER, 26 x 2|- Palmers 13 10

3 h.p. LLOYD'S, 26x2j Palmers 13 10
4 h.p. ANTOINE, spring forks . . 16

2i h.p. MINERVA, Palmer tyres 17 10

2| h.p. CLYDE, magneto 15
4 h.p. ANTOINE, 26 x 2i tyres . . 16 10

3i h.p. SIMMS, mag., 2j Palmers 17 10

3i h.p. QUADRANT, 1906 18 10
3-J- h.p. CENTAUR, free engine . . 16

2i h.p. PHCENIX, spray, 26" wh'ls 10 10

3 h.p. HUMBER, spray 10 10

3 h.p. FAFNIR, very low, spray 13 10

2i h.p. CORONET, free engine . . 10 10

3i h.p. REX, 22 frame 11 10

2l h.p. MINERVA, 26 x 2, spray 11 10

3 h.p. BROWN 12 10
2^ h.p. CLEMENT, very low 11

2| h.p. KERRY, spray, low 10 10

If h.p. MINERVA 5 15
2 h.p. RALEIGH, spray 8

2} h.p. ROYAL, vertical, spray . . 8
2-t h.p. SINGER, magneto 8 10

MISCELLANEOUS.
Light Car steel Frame, with front axle wheels

and tyres, £7 10s. ; 8 h.p. w.c. Twin-Cyl. Brown
Engine, £10; 8 h.p. Fafnir Engine, £9 10s. ; three
speeds and reverse Gear Box, £4 ; two-speed Gear
Box, £2 10s. ;

pair solid tyre Motor Van Wheels,
nearly new, £3 5s. ; Forecamage, fit Rex, £5

;

Osborne Four-speed, fit Rex, 50/-; N.S.U.
Pulleys, 5/- ; Brooks Bioo, 11/-.

SNIPS.—45s. deposit and six monthly pay-
ments of 29s. 6d. secures 2 J h.p. Excelsior,
3 h.p. Humber, 2J h.p. Minerva, 2ih.p.
Hobart, 3 h.p. Lloyds, 2ih.p. Minerva,
3i h.p. Rex, 2 J h.p. Aurora, 2| h.p. Kerry,
3 h.p. M.M.C.; all guaranteed running order.
"Perfection" Leather V Belting—

fin. 9d., fin. lO^d., fin. 1/-, lin. 1/1.
"Serrateix" Rubber Canvas Belting,

Best on test^fin. 9d., |in. 1/-, Jin. 1/4,
lin. 1/8 per foot.

THE HALIFAX MOTOR EXCHANGE,
16, WESTGATE, HALIFAX.

Telepnone 766 Telegrams, " Perfection."

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SACB
33. h.p. Werner, footboards. Palmer cord
4 back; £15.-234, Belsize Eoad, N.W.

31 Minerva; £14; perfect order, epring
2 forks.-Alfred, 26, St. Kildas Eoad,

Stoke Newington.

3 h.p. Quadrant, in good running order;
£12 123.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,

Fleet Street, London.

31 h.p. White and Poppe, Chater-Lea, 2lm.
2 Palmer cord, spring forks; £15.-10

High Road, Chiswick.

F.N., 50 by 75 engine, spray, girders, run-
ning order; £4 10s.—" Rowans," Conwaj

Road, Palmer's Green, N.

31 h.p. 1906 Rex Motor Cycle, in first-clasi
2 order; £13 10s.—Wauchope's, 9, Sho(

Lane, Fleet Street, E.C.

SESTGER, 2 h.p., splendid condition, ne^
Grose non-skid, butted tube; £7 10s.-

Holmden, Haywards Heath.

QUADRANT, li h.p. Minerva engine, ej
cellent running order; £5 5s.—Seen a

51, The Grove, Ealing, W.

41 h.p. De Dion, perfect running ordei
2 trembler coil. Palmer tyres; £iO.-

Burgess, Seaford, Sussex.

BROWN Motor Bicycle, 3i h.p.. splendi
order, Dunlop tyres; £11 15s.—A.,

Herndon Road, Wandsworth.

F.N., 2 h.p., excellent condition, with a
accessories ; £10.—Mason, 31, Queen

Road, Bayswater, London.

21 h.p. Minerva, in excellent runnir
2 order; £10 lOs.—Wauchope's, 9, She

Lane, Fleet Street, London.

FOR Sale, 2 h.p. Motor Bike, complete
£5; good going order.—Lotswin,

Sussex Street, Pimlico, S.W.

1 Q07 3i h.p. Minerva, spring forks, se<IV very little use; £19 19s.—Seen at Wa
chope's, 9. Shoe Lane, E.C.

31 h.p. Minerva. Phoenix forecar attache
2 new tyres, all sound condition; £25,

337, Ewell iioad, Surbiton.

CALVERT, Zi h.p., just overhauled; ba
gain, £7 10s.—Myers, 33. Cadogan T^

race, Victoria Park, London.

31 h.p. Fafnir, as new, low frame; ad
2 test or trial; £15 15s., genuine bargaj

—2, Upper Kennington Lane.

h.p. Kerry, replated, enamelled, ov(
hauled, perfect; bargain, £11 10s.-

Stanhope Gardens, Harringay.

31 h.p. Minerva, 1906 model, a good st

2 ling machine; £16 10s.—Wauchop^
9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, E.C.

31 h.p. Rex, in good ininning order;
4 10s.. or nearest offer; must sell; af^

6.30.-186, New Kent Road, S-E.

3 h.p. Kerry, Model de Luxe, new con
tion. two belts, pulleys, valves, et|

£13.—16, Lochaber Road, Lewisham.

3 h.p. Fafnir, Chater-Lea frame, neal
new, splendid climber; £18 10s.; beff

seven.—29a, Mintern Street, Hoxton, N.

THE Latest New 2i h.p. 1908 and 9 Ar|
low built, magneto, lightweight,

on show at Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, E.'

6 h.p. Antoine. twin, spring forks, yj
low, guaranteed new.—W. Bull. 95,

falgar Road. Old Kent Road. S.E.

23. h.p. Paris, free engine, Vanrs. f<j

'4 boards, long bars, very low; £10j
offer.—24. College Street. Islington.

11 h.p. Motosacoche, latest model, in
4 condition, opportunity.—At

chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, Lon(j

TiRIUMPH. magneto. 3 h.p., in spier
running order; price £25. — Hod^

The Chestnuts, Orpington. Kent.

31 h.p. 1908 Quadrant, not run 100 m|
2 M.O.V. ; £35; splendid bargain.

chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, Lonj

2. h.p. Minerva, new frame, V belt, l£

horn, good condition; £10.—Hamp|
28, Brunswick Sauare. Camberwell.

4 h.p. Roc, 1907 model, two-speed
first -class running order ; £28.—

^

chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, Lonj

2 h.p. Minerva Motor Cycle, in perfect
ning order, M.O. valve; £6 10

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street,

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle."
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TOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
JlGATSr This Week, offer wanted.—3J h.p.
White and Poppe. Chater-Lea frame,
low. grand condition ; great bargain,
guaranteed.

LMPSTEAD.—3i h.p. Minerva, almost
new, late 1907, complete with spares,
guaranteed.

yvrPglTEAD.—21 h.p. Minerva, 1907
model, variable pulley, new belt, all

ssories; bargain, £12 15s., guaranteed.

LMPSTEAD. — 3 h.p. Eover, vertical,
spray, M.O.V., Brooks 105 saddle, all

es; great bargain, £10 15a.

UVIPSTEAD.—II h.p. 1908 F.N. light-
weight, magneto and spring forks,

. condition, £18, bargain.

UMPSTEAD.—21 h.p. P.N., magneto and
spring forks, shop-soiled only; bar-

, £19, including spares.

lMPSTEAD.—3i h.p. M.M.O., Chater-Lea
frame. No. 6, splendid condition and

g order, £10, bargain.

lMPSTEAD.—3i h.p. Minerva, late
model, new condition, complete with

es; only £15, guaranteed perfect.

lMPSTEAD for Triumphs, 1907 and 1908,
new; can deliver from stock. Your

machines taken in part payment.

lMPSTEAD.—1908 H h.p. brand new
P.N. lightweight, £30, bargain, with

es.

lMPSTEAD.—1908 3J h.p. Triumph,
handle-bar control, almost new, £44,

anteed in perfect condition.

.MPSTEAD.—1908 Lightweight Griffon,
spring fork and magneto, £29, brand
guaranteed.

.MPSTEAD.—All machines guaranteed
perfect, and sent on approval deposit

icessary.

lMP,STEAD.—3 h.p. genuine ball bearing
Triumph, with all accessories ; special
ain, £15.

lMPSTEAD.—3i h.p. N.S.U., magneto,
late model, grand condition; bargain

;18.

lMPSTEAD.—Triumphs, 1908, on easy
payment system, or other makes on

ication.

lMPSTEAD.—Agent for all makes, sole
agent for Griffons, Minervas, F.N.'s,

mphs, Vindecs, etc.—Eey, 5, Heath
;t, Hampstead, close to Tube Station.
2,678, P.O.

.p. Bover, Palmers, first-class condition;
cheap.—Kay, Sutton Valence. Maid-

e.

.P-,^riel, M.O.V., Dunlops, all in splen-
did condition; £10, cost £36.-129, Ley

5t, Ilford.

)8 Roc; 33 guineas; two-speed, almost
new; cost 48 guineas.—110, Hig.

it. Merton, S.W.

h.p. Jap-Triumph Cycle, Palmer tyres,
perfect running order; £9.—Collier,

slville Eoad. Brighton.

h.p. Minerva, in good running order

;

£13 10s.—«4, Brockfleld Avenue, Shern-
Street, Walthamstow.

..p. M.M.C., Chater frame, copper tank.
Palmer, splendid order ; £10 10s.—Motor.
lOdson Road, Croydon.
up. N.S.U., magneto ignition, 26 by 2J
Continental tyres, as new; £22.—Eagles
Co., High Street, Acton.

lOs.—2| h.p., good make, low frame,
almost new, perfect order ; a bargain.

—

', Stanford-le-Hope, Essex.

h.p. Brown, perfect condition, new
Dreadnought back tyre, spring forks,

63.-Jeffery. Radlett, Herts.

.p. Triumph, excellent condition, two ac-
cumulators, Gloria belt, spares; £17 lOs.
gles and Co., High Street, Acton.
i.P; De Dion, good running order, en-
.
gine nearly new; any trial; £10;

line.—Quenby, Park House, Hitchin.
\P- ^-^-U-. twin, magneto ignition, 24
Dy 2§ Peter-Union tyres, lin. belt; £25

-Jiagles and Co., nigh Street, Acton.
'TOMPHS. 1908, in stock; liberal allow-

srev °1I c°''
second-hand, any make. -

,»^ey, 47, South Lambeth Road, Vauxhall. '

Everything on approval
Recognising the dif&culty our provincial friends have

in selecting goods from lists and advertisements, we
have now arranged to supply all standard goods on
approval when desired. Approval orders must be so

marked and accompanied by remittance for the full

amoimt. Our stock is a very large and varied one.

Send for list. All requirements are catered for.

MOTOR CYCLES, TRICARS, AND SIDECARS.
Are you interested in new or second-hand machines ?

We carry a good selection, and our exchange and
extended payment system applies.

PHELON AND MOORE, magneto, two speeds, 3J h.p.

Reliability proved. Gold medals 1905-6-7 and
1908.

Price complete, £52 10s. Delivery this month.

REX, L.M.C., F.N., PHANOMEN, TRIUMPHS, ROC,
ZENETTE, etc., from stock.

Prompt delivery of latest model RILEY Tricars and
castor wheel and rigid sidecars. Trial runs by
appointment.

SECOND-HAND STOCK.
Call or write for our list of reliable second-hand

machines at bargain prices.

ACCESSORIES.
Randle-bar Mirrors.—Our speciality. Made to

withstand vibration. Fixed in any position. Note
our price,

3in. Mirror .. 5/- 4in. Mirror .. •/-
Carriage paid.

27.—Service Toolbag, No. i size.

7X7X4}in., lined with light sheet
steel, and fitted for tools. Very
strong.

Price 10/6 Post 4d.

30.—Service Petrol Taps.
Brass, 1/6. N.P., 1/9.

Service Drain Taps.
1/S. Post 2d.

N.P.,

\

47.—Service Patch quick Oatlts.

Equals vulcanising. Complete out-
fit, 2/8. Post 2d.

Service Patches. Box assorted
specially moulded patches.

i/6 per box. Post 2d.

Belt Dressing.—Watawata, 1 /- per tin. Post free.

Lincona, 8d. per tin. Po»t free.

Garrard, 3d. per tin. Post id.

B.S.A. Spanners. New models. 2/9 and 4/6. Post
2d. and 3d.

Contact 'Knives. Indispensable to aU motorists.
Comprises contact file, cutting blade, inch rule, etc.,

fit waistcoat pocket. Price 2/9. Post, 2d.

Box Spanners.—Six sizes, with tommy. Best quality.
Price 2/6. Post 3d.

Tyres.—Shamrock Excelsior rubber non-skid covers,

26X2iin., £2 10s.

Goodrich rubber non-skids, fitted to own cover, £1 Is.

Service Outer Covers. Non-slipping, beaded or
wired edge. Good weight and quality.

26X2in., 16/6 a6X2iin., 16/6 25X2jin., 17/6
Inner tubes for same. Very stout. 5/6. 7/-, and

7/6. Post 3d.

Wheel-steering Attachment.—No more broken
handle-bars. Easily fitted to any machine. Splendid
control. If used for sidecar work, steers like a car.

Price complete £3 3s.

Our specialities consist of variable gears, engine
clutches, adjustable pulleys, rim brakes, carrier tour-
ing bags, etc.

Write for Ust, and state your requirements.

The Service Co., Ltd.,

293-3, High Holborn
(Almost facing First Avenue Hotel),

GARAGE AND SECOND-HAND DEPARTMENT :

FEATHERSTONE BUILDINGS, HIGH HOLBORN.
Telegrams, " Admittedly." Telepixme 260 Central

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
31 h.p. Phoenix, two speed, chain, magneto,

2 perfect; £22.-24, Digby Road, i^lnsbury
Park.

ROVER, 3J h.p., belt drive, good condi-
I tion. Palmer tyres ; £17. — Redcott,

Dacres Road, forest Hill, London.

4 h.p. Twin Werner and Sidecar, a regular
beauty; £25; practically new.—Wood,

Con Amare, Woodfleld Road, Ealing.

31 h.p. Kerry, all lates^., condition as new;
2 £15, offer, or lovsf^" power and cash.

—

72, Morris Avenue, Mai&r Park, E.

31 h.p. 1908 Minerva, torpedo tank, been
2 but very little used ; £25. — Wau-

chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.

GEIPFON, 2| h.p., spring forks, low and
fast; £9, or good push bike and cash.—

Marshall, 9, Yew Grove. Cricklewood. N.vv'.

A h.p. Roc, 1907 model, two speeds, starting
"i handle, etc. ; £28, splendid bargain.

—

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, E.G.

31 h.p. Triumph, in excellent condition;
2 trial; also 2 h.p. Werner, in good run-

ning order.—67, Wellington Street, Woolwich.

31 h.p. 1907 Triumph, good running order;
2 £27 10s., low price to clear. — Wau-

chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.

BROWN. 2| h.p., fast and powerful; any
trial; first reasonable offer ; must sell,

—la, Prideswide Place, Kentish Town, N.W.

5 h.p. Peugeot, magneto, in very good
order, spring forks; £20, cheap.—Wau-

chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.

ZENITH Bicar, new, shop-soiled, 50 guinea
model, two-speed gear; £39.—/ienith

Motors, Ltd., 101a, Stroud Green icoad, Lon-
don, N.

FOUR -CYLINDER Binks, free engine,
bucket seat, footboards, detachable

tubes; £18; exchange good single.—A. Spur-
geon, Reigate.

r IGHTWEIGHT 2 h.p. Werner, very fast,
J-J extra low, 26in. wheels, Bowden control,
good condition ; £6 10s.—163, Green Street,
i<'orest Gate.

6 h.p. Twin Antoine, Matchless, good tyr'es,

condition, £18 ; motor trailer^ good con-
dition, £2 10s.—Motor. St. Maives. Bright .1

Road, Purley.

41 h.p. Twin Minerva, spring forks, Clip-
2 per tyres. Price's stand, thorough

good order; £24.—Hicks, 67a, High Street,
Maldon, Essex.

31 h.p. Rover, M.O.V., low built, long
4 handle-bars, 26 by 2i Peter-Union tyres.

Brooks 100 saddle; £15 10s.—Eagles and Co.,

High Street. Acton.

3 h.p. Kerry de Luxe, with sidecar left,

Mabon clutch, all spares, tools, new
tyres, only wants seeing, thorough order.
—Clark, 5, Eastcote Terrace, Stockwell.

31 h.p. Automotor, vertical engine, low-
2 built, long handle-bars, 26in. Clincher

tyres, good order; £8 10s.—Eagles and Co..

High Street, Acton.

2i h.p. Clement Lightweight, Dunlops, two
accumulators, spares, good; 8 gnaineas,

or £5 and light push bike.—7, Victoria Par-
ade, Muswell Hill, N.

3 h.p. Quadrant, Longuemare. Brown ac-

cumulator, long handle-bars, low seat,

spares, good condition; a bargain, £8 15s.—A.
Penn, Holly Walk, Enfield.

FOUR-CYLINDER P.N. Motor Cycle, splen-
did mount and condition, beautiful

running order; will take £25.—Gousens, Elec-

tric Parade, Clacton-on-Sea.

3 h.p. Triumph, 1906, magneto, spring' forks,

recently overhauled, guaranteed per-

fect, spares, and tools; £23; appointment.
—36, Waddon Eoad, Croydon.

31 h.p. Minerva, Chater-Lea fittings, 2J

2 tyres, new belt, perfect; £17; take
yush cycle and cash; bought tricar. — 15,

Pengates Road, Redhill. Surrey.

-j O08 Twin Tourist Magneto Res. absolutely
Lo perfect, new, not done 200 miles; too
powerful for owner; lowest £32.—Anders.on
Bros., Hermon Hill, South Woodford.

23. h.p. Hobart, rebored. rebushed through-
4 out April last by Laystall Co. at cost

£4 B.B. carburetter; £7, or exchange
higher power.—34, St. Anns Road, Chertsey.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mevfi^ " T'ht> Motor Oyrlp.
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MOTOR BICYCLES tOU »ALE.
Q h.p. Minerva, M.O.V., perfect, Dunlops,
^ Bates non-skids, stand, nearly new; £8
lOs.—Barber, 17, Galend Eoad, Hammersmith,
W.

LIGHTWEIGHT Two-speed Clement-Gar-
rard, weight about 7 ' lbs... all acces-

sories.—S. Harris, 41, Albert Road, Strattora,
E.

31 h.p. Aster, just overhauled, too powe^r-
4 tul for owner, in perfect condition;

£14, or offer.—Optician, 164, Salisbury House,
E.G.

3JL h.p.. Hurst's London engine, Longue-
2 mare, good tyres, spares, suit side-

car, in use; £16.—Burgess, 9, Mortlake Eoad,
Kew

.

3 h.p. Quadrant, spring forks, Bosch mag-
neto, ridden IJ seasons onlyj a bar-

gain, first P.O. £6 6s.—Highams, Goldhanger,
Essex.

31 h.p. Phoenix Cob, two speeds, as new;
2 £29 10s.; open frame, pan seat, etc.—

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, Lon-
don.

F.N. 2k h.p., new 20 amp. accumulator and
'coil, stand, horn; £8 IDs., lowest.—

Brown, 101. Northgate Street, Colchester,
Essex.

N.S.U., 34 h.p., Eoc two-speed, magneto,
show machine, bought in April, hardly

used; £40, or near offer.—Wood. 16, Eylett
Eoad. W.

TRIUMPH, 1907. magneto, splendid condi-
tion ; absolute bargain, £29, no offers

;

bought 1908 model. — 5. Grove Villas, \Van-
stead, E.

F.N., four-cylinder. 4i h.p., in excellent
order; first reasonable offer accepted.

—Seen and tried at the Portman Garage,
Mortlake.

REX, 1908 model, 5i h.p., twin - cylinder,
magneto, black finish; £28, bargain.—

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street,
London.

QUADEANT, 3 h.p., splendid going order,
two accumulators. Clincher, B. and B.

;

£12 12s.—Avisson, Oakhurst, Totteridf^e,
Herts, N.

AEIEL-MINEEVA, 2| h.p., new tyres, climb
Handscross, Dashwood, speed 33 miles

hour ; £14 10s.—George, 11, Liverpool Road,
London. N.

MOTOSAOOCHE, new, perfect, run only
100 miles, stand, lamp, carrier, spares,

etc. ; £24.-129, Elsenham Street, Southfields,
London, S.W.

F.N., four-cylinder, 4J h.p., perfect run-
ning order, new magneto ; £30 ; seen

and tried.—Stas, 106. Great Portland Street
London, W.

31 h.p. Humber, low, 26in. wheels, studded
2 tyres. Riches tubes, splendid order

;

bargain, £10 10s.—Townsend, 162a. Dalston
Lane, London.

KERRY, 3 h.p., low. powerful, climb any-
thing, faultless; trial; offers wanted,

or exchange for 1907 lightweight.—44, Gop-
sall Street, N.

31 h.p. N.S.U., practically new, spares.
2 tools, accessories, guaranteed; seen

any time; £20, offer.—162, Ooldershaw Road,
West Ealing.

REX, 3J h.p., Longuemare, good condition,
newly overhauled; cheap, £8 10s.; ap-

nointment.—Petch, 225, St. John's Hill,
Wandsworth.

£11.-34 h.p. Trafalgar, low, 2i Dunlops,
Longuemare, footrests, stand-carrier

spares; photo. — Remington, Sanderstead
Hill, Croydon.

6 h.p. Bat, twin Jap engine, spring frame,
in good condition; £26; seen any time.

—Apply. Green, 39, Northcote Road. Clap-ham Junction.

31 h.p. Minerva, magneto ignition, but
2 very little used; £30. splendid oppor-

tunity.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet
Street, London.

4 h.p. Antoine. fast, powerful, Chater-Lea,
good running order; genuine bargain;

no riibbish; £15.-F. White, jun.. 234, Clap-ham Road, S.W.

ST. ALBANS, Luton. Dunstable.—F.N four-
_

cylinder motor cycles; liberal terms-
trials by appointment.—Heron. Abbeyfleld
Harpenden. Herts.

Why run
risk o of Side-

slip

when you can fit the PH(ENIX atta'bment
for £12 10«.

For Passenger £15.
Lists by return.

PHOENIX MOTORS, Ltd.,
Blundell Street, London, N.

If you find you've the hump,
Through the bicycle bump.
And you're sad—and, what's

worse, saddle-sore

—

Try the real N.A.B.
You will hail it with glee,

And in comfort you'll ride

evermore.

Send for

BOOKLET

FREE.

Beware

of '

Imitations.

RELIANCE
WORKS CO.,

Ltd.,

SOUTHAiVIPTON.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SAL

HEBDENS DEPENDABLE BARGAINS

^ LATEST LIST. ^
SHOWING SPLENDID SELECTION OF
REALLY RELIABLE MOTOR CYCLES
AT BARGAIN PRICES SENT POST FREE

ANYWHERE.
CASH Or EASY TERMS.

EXCHANGES ENTERTAINED.
N-S-U. Motor Cycles a speciality.

Ask our price before buying elsewhere.

Rexette, water cooled, two speeds
good order. Price £25.

Ryi||,| N.S.U., magneto, low frame,
^^i\-* new. Price £35.
LjpjO Rover, good order, stand,
kUlB carrier, etc. Price £17.

N.S.U., magneto, low frame,^
nearly new. Price £29. f,m^

BRIDGE GARAGE
leaBRtedATELEEDS.

EXCELSIOE, 3i h.p., in thorough goi
order, new belt and belt rim, Pair

tyres; £10.—Weedon, Chaldon Comm
Caterham, Surrey.

31 h.p. Humber, spray, Dunlops, tret
2 ler, spare tyre, perfect conaiiii

climb anything-; £10 10s.—200, Church Bo,
VVillesden, N.W.

RALEIGH, 3 h.p., Norman two-speed ge
lamp, toolbag. perfect conuiiid

only wants seeing; £18. — Collier, Herb
lioad, Plumstead.

F.N., 4i h.p., four-cylinder, in splem
condition ; owneT going abroad

August; price £30.—Motor Cycle. 66. fcjou

ampton Eow, W.C.

BARGAIN.—Lightweight Minerva; 9 gv
eas ; condition splendid, just re-busli

tyres good, stand, carrier, etc., low bull
'Phone, 126 Sutton.

-j 3 h.p. 1907 Lightweight F.N., magnf
-L4 spring forks, in first-class order,
new; £21 lOi. — Wauchope's, 9, Shoe La
Fleet Street. London.

31 h.p. Rex, good condition, fast, goodj
climber, powerful, adiustable pull-

£15, or offers.—Arthur Jefferies, 56, BarJs
Road, Canning Town.

13. h.p. Lightweight F.N., magneto i

4 spring forks, used but little^condit
as new; £23 10s.—Wauchope's, 9. Shoe L£
Fleet Street, London.

"|\/rjNEEVA, 2J h.p.. good condition; w
IVX offers? Or exchange with cash
higher power. — Clark, Chrysostoms,
Street, Peckham, S.E.

FOUR-CYLINDER 4i h.p. F.N., magr
ignition, Palmer tyres, little used,

in absolutely perfect condition; £25. -

Crisswell. Newmarket.

MATCHLESS, 3i h.p. White and Poppe
gine, spring frame and forks. Dui

tyres, perfect condition; £18.—Collier,
"

bert Road. Plumstead.

MINERVA, 2J h.p., M.O.V.. spray, B.I

I fittings, Dunlops. low built, gr
climber; £8, lowest.—229, Court Oak E<
Harborne, Birmingham.

BROWN 31 h.p. Motor Cycle, first-class

dition, tyres perfect, £15; first-c

trailer, £5, or ofier.—E. A. Turner, Burl
ton Road, New Maiden.

BARGAIN.—Lightweight Quadrant, 2i 1

first-class order, tyres new; £10 lOs.

offer; buying higher power. — Roper
Friends Road. Croydon.

3 h.p. N.S.U., splendid condition, poi
worth of spares and accessories;

17s.; letters first; trial by appointment
Apsley Villas, Acton. W.
QUADRANT. 3i h.p., latest pattern,

ning order, not ridden 500 miles, al

£5 accessories ; price £22 10s.—Seen at Hu
Stores, Newgate Street. E.C.

£15.—Swift-Minerva, 2| h.p., two-speed,
engine, perfect, guaranteed, climb i

thing; cost £65. genuine bargain. — M<
Nant, Sumner Road, Harrow.

JAP-ROVER Lightweight, 2J h.p., low, r

Clinchers, Price's stands, spare t

good condition; £12 5s., or near offer.

Carter Street, Walworth, S.E.

2l3 h.p. Minerva, Dunlops, Longuein
4 Bowden, Brooks, handle controls,

minium, grand order; 13 guineas.—24,

bourne Road, Shepherd's Bush.

FAFNIR, 3 h.p.. spring forks. Palmers,

!

guemare, two accumulators, condi
as new; any trial; £15, or offer.—John
12. Lonsdale Square. Islington.

23. h.p. Minerva, 1906. splendid condi
4 climb Dasnwooa; must sell imn

ately; offers; enquire particulars.-
cliffe, 153, Carlton Road, N.W.

4 h.p. Auto, B.M. trembler, Longuen
De Dion contact breaker, Chater

frame, everything perfect; £11.—

G

Coldharbour Lane, Camberwell.

h.p. Roc, military model, free en
clutch, magneto, condition like i

£27 10s.—Appointment, letter, to White
Perntower Road, Canonbury, N.

Qny, by 82 Rex, excellent running oi

O^ with detachable forecarriage, 1

nix ; £12 10s. ; spare wheel, can be part
Seen at 51, The Grove, Ealing, W.

In. answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle/'
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)TOH BICYCLES FOR SALE.
h.p. Minerva, 1906, just been put in per-

! feet order for own use, newly platea
I enamelled, new cylinder, new accumu-
ars, Peter-Union studded tyre, guaranteed
d g'oing order; take £20; g'ood two or
ee-speed push bike in part payment.—4i,
ndford Square. London, N.W.

. h.p. M.M.C.-Excelsior. Long-uemare spray
'. carburetter. Clincher tyres, trem-
r coil, two accumulators, Dermatine be^L,

h all accessories, and lamp, perfect
er, and grand condition ; £13, or exchange
her power twin, with cash adjustment,
arquis Villa, Stroud Green. N.

h.p. Twin Sarolea, very low, new, accu-
mulator ignition. Puller's two guinea

i-trembler, Longuemare, Continentals,
ise non-skid, Dermatine, spring forks,

res, and tor Is ; owner going abroad:
St sell; any trial; £27, or nearest offer.—
nford, 145, High Street, Bromley.

: h.p. G-enuine De Dion-Bouton, low seat,
long handle-bars, spring front forks,

Lguemare carburetter, Duoo-Plex belt,

y fast, comfortable mount ; price £11. no
irs entertained ; including trembler coil,

umulator, and horn ; bargain.—Green, 14,

mdale Eoad, Peckham, London, S.L.

h.p. Light F.N., April, 1908, very little
ridden, spring forks, magneto, spring

trests, Xl'all saddle, lamp, horn, number
tes, cyclometer, valves, etc., easy starter,
run very slowly, take 14 stone any or-

ary hill ; £25 cash wanted.—Can be seetj
F.iV. Agency, 106, Great Portland Street.

|08 Triumph, perfect condition, complete
' with new Autoclipse lamp and gen-
tor, spare tube and belt (unused), hooter,
as foot pump, contact breaker and spare
t and exhaust valves; £43 cash; bought
irist Trophy model of same make.—Pow-
14, Elder Avenue, Crouch End, London,

h.p. Twin Peugeot, purchased February,
1908, genuine No. 6 Chater-Lea frame
fittings throughout, lin. Dermatine, H.
guemare, pedals and footrests, large
ance adjustable pulley, tubular carrier,
id, complete with spares, as new; 30
neas.—27, Montford Place, Kennington,

|05 3 h.p. Triuraph, spring forks, abso-
' lutely perfect, condition like new,
mer cord and Clincher tyres, absolutely
able, complete with brand new Auto-
ise powerful gas lamp, and full kit tools,
res, and accessories ; £25, or exchange.

—

;or, 86, Colvestone Crescent, Dalston, Lon-

3E Sale, Koc, 1908 model, 4 h.p., in per-
fect order, run about 200 mUes, two-

ed gear and clutch, magneto. Matchless
ncer, spring forks, brass lamp and gen-
tor, full kit of tools, spares, Eiches tube,
of clothing (not worn) ; owner has spent
; price for cash £45.—E.S., 24, Elm Park,
xton Hill.

. h.p. Coventry Humber, excellent condi-
1 tion, marvellous hill-climber, easily
1 sidecar. 26in. wheels, tyres almost new.
y easily managed, absolutely reliable;
ept reasonable cash offer, or lower
ver and cash, or bicycle and cash ; seen
appointment.—Motorist. 5. New Norfolu
eet. Curtain Eoad, London.

SPLENDID Offer.—3J h.p. M.MiC, DeDion
pattern motor cycle, powerful, 2Jin.

mers, long handles and spring seat, just
lated, new, belt rim, fitted with lamp and
erator, accumulator, Watawata belt, al-
3t new, and good trailer, upholstered
.;

first £8 received secures this' bargain,
irs, 40, High Street, Shoreham, Sussex.

'UNT'S, 104, Newgate Street, London, E.C.,
London agents for Minerva motor

les immediate delivery. No waiting. All
dels are sent out comnlete with all ac-
sories. Price, 2| h.p., £29; 3i h^p., £32; 4*
twin, £39; we have a few second-hand

I shop-soiled machines at bargain prices

;

p-soiled 3 h.p. Kerry, 21 guineas; 3i h.p.
iQrant, complete with accessories and
res, not ridden 300 miles, 22 guineas;
dec Special, twin-cylinder, fitted with
ims-Bosch magneto ignition, including
essories and spares, 32 guineas.

DERMATINE BELTS
HOLiP A1.U RECORDS.

End-to-End Record, June 9th and 10th :

Mr. A. W. Bentley, usina: Dermatine belt.

M.C.C. 24 Hours' Ride to Edinburgh,
June 5th and 6th :

35 were successful, using Dermatine b«its.

Stadium Race Meeting, June 8tt :

Harry Martin, First in Ten Miles Race.

Stadium Race IV!eet!ng, June 24th

:

Again tiie First, Second, and Third winners
were fitted witii Dermatine belts.

No other belt holds such records. The Original
Rubber and Canvas Belt. BEWARE OF
I nil ITATIO <!» S. The standard belt that

is adopted by all leading manufacturers.

End-to End Record.
Read the testimonial jrom the Triumph C».

Coventry, June 22nd, 19«8.
IVb-. Stanley Webb, 32, Loadon Road,

Bromley, Kent
Dear Sir,— I do net know whether we have

written to you about the Bentley End-to-End
record. Mr. Bentley had a Stanley Dermatine
Belt fitted to his motor cycle. It gave him
entire satisfaction, and had not to be touched
once during the whole ride of 886 miles.

Yours faithfully, M. J. SCHOUTE,
Manager Du-ector, Triumph Motor Co., Ltd.

Second season in -use, and still going strong.
125, Bunhill Row, E.C., 12/6/'08.

Dear Sir,—You will be pleased to hear that
the " Dermatine " Belt 1 used in this year's
London- Edinburgh run gave me no trouble
whatever, and that, moreover, it was the
identical belt I used in last year's L.-E. run. It

is still going strong, though having run nearly
3,000 miles. Yours faithfdly, J. P. Le Grand.

800 miles, and no trouble nor once
tliortened.

Southernhay, LooghtoB, ivaat 13th, 1908.
Dear Sir,—I roust again congratulate you

upon your excellent belts, as the one 1 used on
my 3J Vindec in the Schutte Cup Competition to
Edinboro' and back gave me no trouble what-
ever, and was not even shortened once in 800
miles. I consider this a severe test, and a
splendid proof of efficiency.

Yours faithfully, OWEN L. Summers.
Hundr"''* of Testimonials. British Made.

NOTE XHE PRIOES.
fin. fin. |in. tin.

11/2 I/O. 1/a t/llperft.
Post Free.

The Stanley Adjusta:de Fastener.

A lone-felt want at last for adjustable pulleys.

Can be used with existing Stanley Fasteners. It

is also most useful for starting out with hoolc
fitted, and in case belt slips, to shorten simply
take out the hook. Belt shorten |in. ; time, one
second.

Price Stanley Fastener, complete with set hooks,
S/6. Set of hooks, separate, price 1/-.

The Stanley Detachable Fastener.
so,000 in use.

With Unbreakable Hook. Guaranteed. (AJade
under Simplex Patent.) In sizes fin., fin., I^in.,

tin., 1 /- each. Wholesale and Retail.

The STAMLEY DERMATmE
MOTOR BELT CO,,

32. Lendon Road. BROMLEY, KENT.
Stanley Wbba, Manager

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION IX.

Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

3 h.p. Excelsior, powerful and fast, com-
plete for riding; £9.—Neep, Weymoutli.

3 h.p. Quadrant, Longuemare, spring forks,
26in. wheels, low; £11, a bargain. —

Jones, 22, Park Eoad, Exeter.

HUMBEE, 2| h.p., chain, spray, lamp,
horn, two spare covers, voltmeter,

other spares, fine order; £12.—Miller, Tolver
Place, Penzance.

31 h.p. 1907 Eex, perfect running order
2 and condition; £17; exchange with

cash for twin N.S.U., Vindec—Miller, Eed-
lands, "Weymouth.

DE DION, 2| h.p., spring forks, spray, long
bars, Dunlop, Grose back, perfect con-

dition; genuine bargain, £10, or offer. —
Wilcocks, Trebartha, Launceston.

5-6 h.p. 1906 Twin Eex, in good condition,
spring forks, new Palmer tyres, new

belt and spares; 25 guineas.—Hartnell, c/o

Napper, High West Street, Dorchester.

-\ Q08 Triumph, all accessories. Goodrich
J-t/ non-skids, Eiche's inner tubes, spare
cover and two inner tubes, spare magueto
parts, etc., little used; £42 10&.—Kennedy.
Timsbury, Bath.

I>EX Motor Cycle. 34 h.p., in splendid order,
Vi spring forks, long, low frame, new

Shamrock belt, two accumulators (one new);
£16 10s., carriage extra; approval, deposit.

—

J. "Watterson, Wirksworth.

2^ h.p. Humber, free engine, belt drive,
'4 top tube lever. £4 5s.; long 21in. O.L.

frame, forks, 283.; 26 by 2i wheel, belt rim
fitted, as new, 9s.; wanted, 2-2i h.p. M.O.V.
minerva.—Holmes, Daira, Plymouth.

BEO'V\rN', 2| h.p., Longuemare, accumulator,
Duco-Flex belt, 2J Clinchers.only punc-

tured once, condition as new, ridden about
700 miles; £26, or near offer.-Martyn, Tre-
vadlock Cross, L&wannick, Launceston.

1 Q07 5i h.p. Twin Eex de Luxe, aluminium
-it/ finish, spring forks, cantilever seat.
Continental twin back tyres, Eoc clutch,
magneto, in thorough running order; £35,
or near offer.—Particulars, Heard, Orchard
Hill, Bideford.

SPLENDID Touring Turnout, spring frame,
forks, E.I.P., 5-6 h.p., twin, two speeds,

free, starting handle. 2i Peters, smart side-

car; £33 10s., close offer, or separate; enter-
tain 4 h.p. Stevens and cash.—1, Eastfield.

Road, Gotham Brow, Bristol.

SECTION X.
Scotland.

7-9 h.p. Peugeot, Chater-Lea, footboards, in;

excellent order; £35.—J. B. Stoddart,
Balerno, N.B.

23 h.p. Hobart, vertical, Longuemare. Pal-
4 mers, good condition ; £10 10s.—Con-

nell, plumber. Macduff.

N.S.U., 5i h.p., twin, magneto, free en-
gine, studded tyre, condition as new;

£30.—J. B. Stoddart, Balerno, N.B.

MOTOSACOCHE, accumulator, in perfect
condition; sacrifice £20, no offers. —

Kelly, 63 Cambridge Drive, Glasgow.

TWIN Antoine, 5-6 h.p., in splendid condi-
tion, lately overhauled ; £16 to immedi-

ate purchaser.—Blair, Dunwood. Dumbarton.

31 h.p. N.S.U., with two-speed gear and
2 Montgomery sidecarriage, in excel-

lent order. — McMichael and Binnie, Alloa,
N.B.

£6.—Light motor cycle. IJ h.p., running
order, including new spares, belt, ac-

cumulator, tube.—Logan, 11, Douglas Street,
Paisley.

.p. Bat-Jap, magneto, Jap plate clutch^
spring frame, new September last, only
800; cost over £70, £40. bargain.—Long-
TJddingston.

p. Ariel-Fleet, 1907, low saddle, long
bars, guaranteed perfect order, stand,
kit, tyres perfect; £14 10s.; particu-
offers.—Siddall, Burnblea Street, Ham-

9'
run
ford,

3"
horn
lar-

:

ilton

EDINBUEGH Exhibition, Industrial Hall.

Stands 125 and 127; finest exhibition of
motor cycles ever shown on any one stand,
from May till October.—Alexander's Motor
Exchange. Lothiau Eoad.

In answering any of these adv&rtisements It ts desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.
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JMOTOH BICYCLES FOR SALE.
EDINBUEGH. — Vindecs, Quadrants, ilexes,

Adlers, Mota Keves. Arilels, Zeniths,
iviiaervas, Griffons, Nortons. N.S.U., Ad-
vances, Rocs. etc.. in stock, and to be seen
at Alexander's Motor Exchange, Edinburgh.

EDINBURGH.—Scottish readers be sure not
to miss our grand show of motor cycles,

.Stands 126 and 127, Industrial Hall, Scottish
National Exhibition; 16 different makes
shown by Alexander's' Motor Exchange, 110,

Lothian Boad, Edinburgh.

TWIN Vindec, 1908. 5 h.p., model F., just six
Wfik? 0'-^. used for trials, hill-climb

and gold medai winner i new and perfect
condition, Truuiiilt spiini? forks, magneto,
starts at walking pace, very powerful hill-

climber; £43.—Alexander's Motor Exchange,
Lothian Road, Edinburgh.

TRICARS FOR SALE.

ai h.p. Eex Tricar, £16; will take push
2 bike in part ijayment.—6, Swan Bank,

Bilston.

31 h.p. Humber Tricar, free engine, in
2 splendid condition; £16.—Gyngell,

Tewkesbury.

OPEN Tricar Frame, less ensine. wheel
steering, tanks, tyres; £10.—Seeman, St.

Chad's, Ealing.

"I70R Sale, tricar. 5 h.p.. twin Kerry en-
Jj gine, new; £20. — Manwaring. Wood-
bury, Maidstone.

31 h.p. Humber Tricar, £17 10s. ; free en-
2 gine clutch, very fast.—Wauchope's,

9, Shoe Lane, E.G.

REX Tricar. 5h h.p.. in splendid condition,
do any hill; accept £35.—Stour Motor

Cycle Depot, Coventry.

EEXETTE, 8-10 h.p., guaranteed perfect,
non-skid on back; trial; £36.—Tarr,

Cemetery Road. Shefaeld.

41 h.p. Riley Tricar, good condition, coach-
2 built, two speeds, w.c. ; £32.—Knight,

3, Anglesea Road, Woolwich.

6 h.p. Quadrant Tricar, splendid condi-
tion; £50; seen any time.—Hall. 61,

Parson's Green Lane, Fulham.

REXETTE, bucket seats, wheel steering,
chain driven, car covers, lamps, etc.

;

£45.—Dry, Burton Grange, Barnsley.

w-6 h.p. Humber, two speeds, water-cooled,
"J coach-built, reliable, all spares

; photo.
—91, Stanhope Gardens, Harringay.

9 h.p. Riley Tricar, with lamps and spa-es,
identical car that won the Birdlip HUi-

climb; £70, no offers.—Read, Sheemess.

31 h.p. N.S.U. Tricar, convertible, practi-
2 cally new, host of extras ; £30.—Box

No. 331, The Motor Cycle Offices, (Joventry.

TT^OR Sale, 2| h.p. Kerry tricar, in very good
J- order, and tyres like new ; £12.—T. P.
Green. 172, Brownhill Road, Catford, S.E.

QUADRAJSTT Carette (Tricar), 6i h.p., Lon-
guemare. Palmer cord tyres, perfect

order; £36.-48, North Hill Street, Liverpool.

31 h.p. Minerva Tricar, Chater-Lea frame,
2 B. and B. carburetter, in splendid

order; £20.—Pallick, Aldingbourne, Chiches-
ter.

8-10 h.p. Twin-cylinder Rexette, finest
traveller in Yorkshire, two speeds,

three-seater ; £47 10s.—Parrar, Square Road,
Halifax.

4 h.p. Crusader Tricar, with lamps and
spares; must sell; £20, money wanted.—Can be seen at 12, Blackhorse Lane. Wal-

thamstow.

T'RICAE, 6 h.p. Quadrant, wheel steering,
coach-built seats, two speeds, good

•order; £25.—" K.." 84, South Hill Park,
Hampstead.

RALEIGHETTE, Zh h.p. Pafnir. water-
cooled, two speeds, perfect condition

;

£35.—Particulars, Mortlock. 122, Leadenhall
Street, London.

PHOENIX Tricar, 6 h.p. Jap engine, two
speeds, new tyres, all ready for road;

,£25, or near offer; no exchange. — Applin,
Iwerne Minster, Dorset.

T'RICAE, frame and engine only. Beeston
Humber, Zi h.p.. free ensine clutch,

•chain drive, including chains, splendid con-
dition, ready for fitting up ; absolute bar-
gain, £6 10s.—Ainsworth, Hornchurch, Essex.

HcGumulators
A new type of handy "spare" accumu-

Utor.

The
"FLEET.'*

4 volt.

5 amp.
Hours.

Size, 3}in. x
lin. X 4iin.
over term-
inals. Best
celluloid case
and lid. Non-
corrosive

terminals
and splash-
proof vents.

PRICE 6/6 each. Post 6d. Stron? cases
for above 96. each. This cell will do ISO
miles on a sintrie charije.

1

" E.P.R."

No. 19c
4 volt. 10 amp.

Size,

2|in. x2in. x^n.

Three plates
per cell. Non-
corrosive term-
inals. Splash-
proof vents.

Guaranteed two
years.

PRICE 10/6.

Post 6d.

"E.P.R." No. 20c. 4 volt. 20 amp.
Size 4in. x 2jin. x 6in. Exactly as
iUustration. PiaCE 14/6.

'9
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REPAIRS.—We make a speciality of

treating old and damasjed batteries. We
can either repair and make them equal to
new, or else allow their value in part ex-
change for new " E.P.R." cells. Send for

new catalogue and terms.
NOTE.— All repair work guaranteed.

Minerva accumulators cannot be repaired.

Richford and Co.,
ACCOMULATOR SPECIALISTS,

153, FLEET STREET, E.C
Established 1876.

TRICARb FOR SALE.

5 h.p. Vindec Runabout, three wheeh
Anglian two-speed gear, magneto;

guineas.—Garaged at Wauchope's, 9. Sh
Lane, Fleet Street, London.

9 h.p. Singer Tricar, seats three, splen(L
condition, three speeds and revers

cost £160; what offers?—Reply, No. 352,
Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

8h10 h.p. Twin-cylinder P^exette, to car
) three, in new condition; a bargai

£40, or exchange motor cycle and casJti

Wm. Else, Leawood, Matlock.

6 h.p. Tricar for Sale, in good conditi<
lowest, £30; also 2% h.p. Kerry mot

cycle, grand machine, £17, no offers.-
Little Ilford Lane, Manor Park, E.

TRICAR, Chater-Lea open frame, twin J
engine, Jap clutch. Palmer cord tyr

new Co; ition; £35.—Murray, 37a, Char
Street, Hatton Garden, Holborn.

8-10 h.p. Rexette, twin-cylinder, twin whq
two speeds, three-seater, complete w

lamps, spare tyres, genuine, good; sell b
gain, £46.-12. Bull Ring, Birmingham.

FOR Sale, Tricar, 5 h.p. Stevens engi
water-cooled, two speeds and fi

make, and spares, thorough good conditic
£26.—F. W. Giles. Durdham Park, Bristo!

Q h.p. Singer Tricar, two-speed gear, ojO frame, wheel steering and coach-bu
recently overhauled by Eiley ; £35. — W
chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, Lond

6 h.p. Wolf Tricar, twin-cylinder, deta
able wicker forecar, splendid condit

and running order, good hill-climber; ab
gain, £20.—Palmer, 28, Trafalgar Road, E
tering.

REXETTE Tricar, 6i h.p., coach-bu
seats three, wheel steering, lam

waterproof aprons, tools, and all spar
photo; £45.—Willis, 68, GraveHy Hill,
mingham.
QUADRANT Tricar, 5i h.p., several

provements on standard, now be
overhauled, will equal new; seen Lloi
Works. Birmingham; £38.—Bray, Ecclesflfl
Sheffield.

41 h.p. Humber Tricar, water-cooled,
2 engine, two speeds, coach-built be

lamps, etc., complete, thorough good ord
cheap. — Norton, Anchor Villa, Sh^
Guildford.

LAGONDA Tricar, latest model, 10-12

nearly new, perfect condition; £90.|
nearest offer ; owner buying car same ma
letters only.—L. K. Davies, 22, Baker Str|
London, W.

LAGONDA Tricar. 10-12 h.p. water-
engine, three speeds, very fast on h.^

excellent condition, all accessories;
trial; price £65.—The Western Motor Ageii
Sidcup, S.E.

4 h.p. Stevens tricar, two-speed gJ
basket seat in front, pan seat ba

Palmer cords; lowest, £19 splendid opJ
tunity.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, F|
Street, London.

COACH-BUILT Open Frame, 4J h.p.
erva engine, Anglian two-speed g\

and clutch, wheel steering; absolute
gain, £20; seen any time. — Langan.
Kingsland Road. N.

BARGAIN.—Eagle tricar, 2| h.p. De D
two-speed gear box, clutch and

brake, starting handle, chain drive; i

F. Ward. 20, St. George's Terrace, Daw
Street, Manchester.

BARGAIN.—4i h.p. twin Givaudan, Cha
Lea, just a year old. Clinchers, S1

ley belt. Longiiemare, upholstered basl
sacrifice £23; want money.—Gnome. 10, I

old Road. Leytonstone.

5 h.p. Humber Olympia, water-cooled,
speeds, wheel steering, coach-b

body, practically new, complete with la:

horn, spares, etc.; £45: any trial.-Tri
c/o Williams' Garage, Lytham.
p' h.p. Twin Tricar, two-speed gear,
O free -engine, belt drive, wicker s

tyres good, engine just overhauled ; car"
etter wants adjusting; offers or excha
—J. Stennett, Holbeach, Lines.

POWERFUL Tricar, four cylinders, w.c.
12 h.p., three-seater, chain drive,

speeds, twin back wheeL Shaw non-sJ
climb anything; buying car.—Fuller
ticulars, A.B., 35, Fleet Street, Torqua

in answering any of these advertisements it tf I 'lilt ijon iiicntiun. " 7'he Motor Cycle.
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CARS FOR SALE,
.p. De Dion Populaire, gemiine licensed
car; £65; two&eater.—Below.

20 h.p. Winton, side entrance, four-
cylinder, vertical engrine, magmeto,

car; £100.—Below.

16 h.p. Forman, tonneau, four-cylinder,
direct drive, three speeds, reverse;

-Below.

-30 h.p. Hurst, side entrance, four-cylin-
der, hood, screen, three speeds, car-

; £125.—Below.

-50 h.p. De Dietrich, 1905 tonneau, four-
cylinder, dual ignition, magnificent

ing car; £185.—Below.

28 h.p. Gladiator, side entrance, 1906,
four-cylinder Aster engines, folding

sn; worth £250, accept £165.—Below.

U1& 6ft. Screw-cutting and Surfacing
Lathe, complete, in every way, 6in.

res; £14 10s.—L. N. Palmer, 190, Mellisou
i. Tooting.

.p. De Dion-ProgresB Gar, with hood and
screen; £35, or near offer.—Read, Sheer-

UBEACQ Runabout, three speeds, good
order; price £25; exchange larger car.
ipps. Llanfyllin.

3NNIS, 8 h.p. De Dion engine, seats two
or four, perfect; £50, offer.—6, Shrub-

• Road, Streatham.

JMBER, 8 h.p.; any trial; £40, or ex-
change Triumph and cash.—7, Broad

k, Stratford-on-Avott.

i.p. Wolseley. three speeds and reverse,
back tyres new, non-skid, just over-

led; £55.-10. High Road, Chiswick.

a.p. Light Car, practically new, two
bucket seats; bargain, £25; exchange
idered.—98, Potternewton Lane, Leeds.

LNDSOME Little Two-seated Car. as new

;

trial by appointment ; £^, or tricar
cash.—Andrews, engineer, Spalding.

i.p. Rover Car, two-seater ; trial to in-
tending purchaser.—Address, A. Cros-

i, Parkside Road, Bradford, iorKs.

lEARANCE.—Rochet three-seated 5 h.p.
car, fast, climb anything, good running
r; £20; photo.—Stanburys, Liverpool.

h.p. Touring Car, four cylinders, fast
and reliable; £75; accept tricar or

e in part.—20, Brunswick Square, S.E.

h.p. Two-seated De Dion, two speeds,
good tyres, new lamps, outfit, com-

3; £30.—Singlehurst, Oliver Street, Nortn-
iton.

lEARAJSfCE.—a h.p. De Dion engined two-
seater car, new covers, glass screen,
doors, nice condition; £25.—Stanburys,

irpool.

jADIATOR, 12 h.p. Aster engines, three
speeds and reverse, four seats, every-
g in splendid condition; £75. — Stan-
i^s, Liverpool.

I.p. Beaufort, four-seater, three speeds,
reverse. Cape hood; £39 10s.; tricar or

or OiJie part payment.—Parrar, Square
i, Halifax.

12 h.p. Twin-cylinder Pick Car, three
speeds and reverse, chain drive, ton-

i body, equal artillery wheels, fine con-
in; £45; and
-12 h.p. Richard-Brasier, two-cylinder,

tonneau body, detachable; ±,/5; two-
er accepted as part.-B., 132, Tressiliian
i, Bi-ockley. S.E.

38 9 h.p. Singer, not run 50 ihiles, cost
over £150, guaranteed perfect, double

t seat; cash £77. — Holiins, Halsey
se. Red Lion Square, W.C.
h.p. Darracq, three speeds, reverse, ar-
tillery wheels, hollow dash, etc. ; offers

i, or exchange motor cycle or tricar.—
Ihe Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.
h.p. Oldsmobile, in splendid condition,

with hood, lamps, spare tyre, seats
6; £30, or near offer; room wanted for
;ner car.—Lawson, ^^jrley Mount, Leeds.

lERACQ, 20 h.p.. four-cylinder, thor-
oughly overhauled, and new 105 rear

s and tubes, all spares, including four
rs and three tubes, guaranteed to do 50
s per hour; £120 cash, or exchange;
. run willingly, or will hire out.—
des, Powell Street. Halifax.

The "CELERIO."
A PERFECT BELT HOOK.

Only two pieces

Wide bearing

on liook.

Spring steel.

Design reg'd.

P^lent

applied for.

Detaches instantly.

Price 1/- each

for ^in. or lin. belts.

State depth oi belt.

South British Trading Co., Ltd.,

13-15, WILSON STREET, LONDON, E.G.

POLICE TRAPS DEFIED
it you use a

HANDLE-BAR
MIRROR.

3in. diameter, S/3 j POST
4in. „ 6 3 1 FREE

SPRASON
BROS.,

SL George's Place,

Great Hampton Row, BIRMINGHAM.

WWWA/WWA/'NA^*

TREMENDOUS SAVIM
of Worry, Money,

Trouble, and Expense,

BY USING THE

VOI.TOO
z.voit C O I Li S

For MOTOR CYCLES and CARS. $
Write to the Sole Manufacinrers : C

The CITY IGNITION CO., |
14, Spencer St., Goswell Rd., London, E.G.,

orJPhone 7822 Central,

FOR ALL TARTICULARS.

Genuine Birmingham

"QUADBAfiTS.'
A large stock of parts still to be cleared.

Write for latest list.

232, LADYWOqD RD., BIRMINGHAM.

CARS FOR SALE.
i K h.p. Duryea Car, side entrance, ton-
J-O neau, nearly new; list price £500,
great bargain, £95, near offer; part ex-
change.—98, Potternewton Lane. Leeds.

61 h.p. Humberette, three-speed and re-
3 verse, good condition and running

crder, splendid hill-climber, quantity of
spares; £45.—Taylor, Montagu House, Ket-
tering.

7 h.p. Imperial Twoseater Car, three speeds
and reverse, artillery wheels, sloping

back, all in perfect order; £25. or exchange.
—Stevens, 4, Goldhawk Mews, Snepherd's
Bnsh.

SINGER Governess Car, seats three, ex-
cellent condition, perfect running

order, magneto, splendid hill-climber; £20.
or olfer.—E. A. Turner, Burlington Koad,
JNew Maiden.

31 h.p. Humber Car, splendid condition,
2 two speeds and reverse, new tyres,

pair brass lamps, tools, and spares; £38, a
real bargain.—Ernest Clay, Leicester ±toad,
iNuneaton.

6 h.p. Humberette, two-seater, Dunlop
tyres, fitted with Cape hood, lamps,

etc., in good condition, and fine running
order; 33 guineas.—82, Queen's Koad, Jr'ecK-

iiam, London,

M.M.C., 8 h.p., four-seater, in splendid
running order, three speeds ana re-

verse, not a cut on tyres, grooved Duniops

;

£43; trial any time. — E.. 32. Crowhurst
Eoad, Brixton.

REGAL, 6i h.p.. Aster engine, tonneau
body, to seat four, three speeds for-

ward and reverse, leather to metal clutch,
in good condition; trial; £55.—Louis Davis
and Son. Moseley, Birminsham.

6 h.p. Peugeot, three speeds, reverse, heavy
Dnnlops. artillery wheels, non-skids on

Dack, all spares, three lamps, practically
new; £60; good motor cycle part; photo.—
Beighton, 27, Queen's Eoad, Aston.

6 h.p. De Dion Engined Car, three speeds
and reverse, in splendid condition

throughout, fast and very good nill-ciimDer

;

£75, or motor cycle and cash.—Stanton, 86,

Colvestone Crescent. Dalstou, London.

rpHE Simplest, most reliable, and besttwo-
X seater car on the market is the famous
little Laurin and Element, 6-7 h.p. and 8-9

h.p., from" £150, including magneto, two cy-
linders, thermo-syphon cooling, etc.—Next.

THESE Little Cars are absolutely reliable,
very fast, and will pass "on hilla cars

of greater power and cost; lower cost of up-
keep than any other car of same power.

—

Next.

STAJSTTON Supplies these cars. Come and
see one, have a trial run, and buy one.

Motor cycles and tricars taken in part pay-
ment; write for particulars.—Stanton, 86,

Colvestone Crescent. Dalston, London.

-J
A-12 h.p. Speedwell, two cylinders, four-

J.U seater, three speeds and reverse,
Ulincher tyres, painted green, and uphol-
stered red. latest type, in grand running
order; 85 guineas.—84, Queen's, Eoad, PecK-
ham. London.

OEL/L either (not both) smart two-seater,
O 6 h.p. De Dion Bonton, thorough order,
and reliable, two speeds and reverse, £46,

or Sunbeam-Mabley, nearly new condition,
£25, cash, no offers.—Chemist, 187, St. Ann s

Eoad, South Tottenham. 'Phone, 1/90, Tott.

SIMMS Tonneau Car, about 8 h.p., tonneau,
four-seater, equal artillery wheels,

three speeds and reverse, very good condi-
tion, and perfect running order; £35; want
good open frame tricar, or twin and sidecar;
cash either way.—128, High Eoad, Totten-
ham.

BEESTON Humberette, thoroughly over-
hauled and re-varnished, two brand

new tyres on back, front very good, two
spare covers, side doors; any trial; oar-
gain, 40 guineas, or exchange two-speed tri-

car and. cash.—Frank Swindall, 18, Newlana,
Northampton.

DE DION, 6 h.p. engine, in Turner chassis,
' two-seated body, fitted with hood and

screen. Stepney spare wheel, cover and
tube, new tyres on all wheels, in giiaranteed
condition, reliable, and good hill-cHmber;
any trial; £60.—Louis Davis and Son, Mose-
ley, Birmingham.

In answering cmy of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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CARS FOR SALE.
81i.p. AUdays, seat four, three speeds and

reverse, cardan drive, artillery wheels,
splendid chance for one who wants a smart
reliable car, guaranteed in every way, ready
to drive away; price £70.—Mr. Eayment,
Central Park Eoad, High Street South, East
Ham.
-j rv-12 li.p. Two-seated Vauxhall, three
JLU cylinders, three speeds and reverse,

bucket seats, equal artillery wheels, magniii-
cent condition throughout, very fast, ciimu
anything, the prettiest two-seated on the
road, has had very litle use; sacrifice £65,
or offers; take tricar part payment.—E. Else,
Leawood, near Matlock.

ROVEE Oars. — The 6 h.p. single-cylinder
two-seated Eover Is the best low-priced

car on the market. It is fast, silent, excep-
tionally reliable, and far more comfortable
to ride and drive than tricars or motor
cycles. We will take these in part exchange,
or suiDply on deferred payments. — Louis
Davis and Son, Moseley. Birming-ham.

EXCEPTIONAL Bargain.—I will sell my
lovely 6i h.p. g'old medal Wolseley two-

seated car. done very little running, tulipe
body, beautifully upholstered in leather,
artillery wheels, eciual, the engine, gears,
tyres, and everything perfect order, guaran-
teed, three speeds and reverse, wondertul
climber; inspection invited; sacrifice. for £oo
immediate s^ale, cash wanted.—1,046, London
Eoad, Derby.

HOTELS AND APAETMEnXS.
WHEN Visiting London stay at Waver-

ley Temperance Hotel. 17. jiuston
Square. Bed, breakfast, attendance from 3s.

INSURANCE.
PLEASE Send for full covering Motor Cycle

Policy, from 19s. per annum.—Bass, "In-
surance Broker, Ongar.

INSUEANCE Policies of every description
for motor cycles are issued by Hugh J.

Boswell, insurance broker, Norwich, at ex-
ceptionally low rates; fire. or self ignition,
2S'. 6d. ; third party, 7s. 6d. ; accident to cycle
15s.—Write for full particulars.

BUSINESSES FOR SALE.
£180 will purchase old-established univer-

sally known motor business, Liverpool,
central, including four cars and parts, worth
£300, auction prices; owner retiring.—Par-
ticulars, Stanburys, Liverpool.

ACCUMULATORS.
ACCUMULATORS, celluloid, speciality: 22

amp, hours; 10s.—Works, 17, Landcroft
Eoad, E. Dulwich.

NEW Accumulators, 20 hours, 8s. 6d.; plain
round coils, 3s. 6d. ; hand dynamo, 15s.;

car lamps, new, 10s.—99, Montagu Eoad, Ley-
tonstone.

OK Amp. Kerry accumulator, 9s, 6d. ; 15
^jO amp. P. and E. accumulator, 8s. 6d.

;

both good condition.—Claypoole, 63, Queen
Square, Bristol.

CELLULOID Accumulator Eepair Outfits,
useful for all celluloid renairs; tuii

directions; post free. Is.—Osborne Works,
Forest Hill. London.

VOLTOO Coils work on two volts extre-
mely economical and efficient; send

for lists.—Ajax Electrical Engineering Co
291, Hfgh Eoad. Ilford.

OA Amp. Minerva, 10s. ; 10 amp. Lithanode,
^\J 7s. 6d.; 10 amp. Castle, 7s. 6d.; two 24
amp. Sampson, 5 by 3J by 3 inches, 12s. 6d
each; 40 amp. Bluemel, 18s. 6d. ; 20 amp.
B.B.L., 10s. ; all clean and dry, ready for
charging.—Lund and Davies, Heaton Lane,
Stockport.

ACCUMULATOES are our Speciality. —
amp., 5s. 9d. ; 10 amn.. 8s. 3d.; li amp.,

8s. 6d. ; 20 amp.. Us.; write for list of accu-
mulators, plates, coils, instruments, etc.

;

accumulators promptly and thoroughly re-
paired.—Archibald J. Wright. Ltd.. Leyton
Green Eoad. London, N,E.

ACCUMULATOES Eepaired promptly, any
make; reasonable cliar.ges, best work;

estimates given; full value for your old ac-
cumulator in exchange for our new " May-
fair " accumulators; special 15 amp., ids.
6d. : 20 amp., 15s.; guaranteed one year.—
Fellows. 49. Hertford Street. Mayfalr.

To Cyclists and
Motor Cyclists.

The most elegant and

reliable spring fork ever

made. To get rid of

vibrations. Ride in

comfort on the

roughest roads.

,, Have it fitted

on your ma-

chine. Every

size in stock.

The most efficient road
clearer.

Mouth Siren, price 2/3.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue to

LEO RIPAULT & CO,
64a, POLAND STREET,

OXFORD STREET, W.

END TO END
of our illustrated

catalogue interests

MOTOR CYCLISTS.

THE LARGEST DEPOT
in the North for

ACCESSORIES.

Try one of our MAGNETO COVERS
and your troubles cease.

3/6 e£Lch.

NOVELTIES
TOO NUMEROUS TO MENTION.

Send for list post free.

PERCY CYCLE CO., LTD.,

NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE.

ACCUMULATORS.
THE Famous Ajax Accumulator, absolute

the finest it is possible to make (&(

advertisement in Sprins: No. ' Mot<
Cycle"); specially protected terminals;
amp. size will run 2,000 miles witii Volt<
coil.

CONTACTS.
IEIDIUM " Champian " Contacts, any par

fitted; returned same day; Is. 3d. eac

IRIDIUM " Champion " Contacts, warrant4
pure; trimmers for polishing iridiui

9d.; no filing' required.

IRIDIUM " Champion " Contacts. — W
liams, 16, Wellington Street. Woolwic

Pure platinum fitted, to order, from Is. 9d

JEBEON Contacts, registered, 2S1289, vast
superior to platinum ; cures misflrini

is reliability and efficiency.

JEBRON, best iontact obtainable f

blades, screws, cranks, rockers. xAx.

g-ers, magnetos, coils.

JEBRON, prices. 2s. 6d. each rivet fitt©
special trimmers for polishing Jebr

9d. : remittance with order ensures pro:
attention; write for particulars! and tes
monials, too numerous to, publish.

JEBRON Magneto Screws, complete,
Bosch magneto, DA2, will ht coutE

breakers, 5A, 5B, 5C, 5s. 9d. pair; old sere
fitted with Jebron. 2s. 6d. each; everlasti
wear, reoiuiring no attention.

JEBRON, the King of Contacts, fitted i
return post; no delay; post free lioi

or abroad; liberal trade terms.

JEBRON.—From the Inventor. J. Edwai
Brown, 38. Herbert Road, i'lumste;

Kent.

COUPLINGS.
ITNITO Cycle Couplings, for connect

) any ordinary pedal cycle to mo
cycle.

THE Unito connects the steering and
sures faultless alignment.

THE Unito Is so constructed that s

strain and lean of machines is entir-
obviated.

THE Unito is adjustable to accommod
differences in wheelba&e and wheel a

frame dimensions.

T~\;ON'T Buy a Sidecar before you know-
advantage of having a

UNITO Coupling. It only costs
g-uinea.—Write, Dept. B., Unito Co

ling Co., Ystrad, Glam.

TINITO Coupling for Sale; 12s. 6d.—Fra
\J lin, Langleybury, King's Langley, He
CiiYCLE Coupler, fit any machines ; 15

'' Lund and Davies, Heaton Lane, St
port.

ARIEL Coupler, perfect condition, i

Easter; 30s.—2, Douglas Road, Can
bury, London, N.

UNITO Coupling, unused, illness"; 15s.,

exchange accessories.—Studdart,
Burnley Road, Accrington.

ENGINES.
lORE Power by fitting- Roc 4 h.p. 1

bearing- engine
; qtiick deliveries.—A.

Wall, Ltd.. Birmingham.

23. h.p. Rover Engine, with carburetter
4 silencer ; £2 10s. ; seen after 7.

Palmer, 53, Highgate Hill.

23. h.p. Genuine De Dion Engine,
4 water-cooled head; £6.—Hicks,

High Street, Maldon, Essex.

4 h.p. Water-cooled N.S.U. engine, inc
ing carburetter ; £6 10s.—Waucho_

9, Sho© Lane, Fleet Street, London, E.G.

13. h.p. Antoine Engine, in thorough g
4 order, carburetter, and coil; £2

—Whitaker, Green Street Green. Orping:

4 'h.p. Engine. 85 by 90, carburetter
coil; £3 15s.; in good running- ordf

E. H. Bingham, 336, Gray's Inn Road, W
4 h.p. Ormonde, Kele^com engine, new I

guemare, good acciimulator, rum
order; lowest, £6 10s.—Lewis Humph
Goudhurst, Kent.

ENGESTES.—Zedel and Griffon, 2? h.p.,
13s. ; 3i h.p., £9: 3i h.p. twin, £10 10s.

5J h.p., £13 12s.; all models in stock,
spares.—Rey, 5, Heath Street, Hampst'

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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The £nd=to=end Trial.

The Machines.

LAST week we reported in detail what has been
acknowledged by everybody tO' have been the

most severe test tO' which motor cycles have ever

been put. It is true that a contest was run over

the same route in 1906, but the weather en-

countered was exceptionally tine, and consequently the

conditions were most favourable. This year, however,
not a day passed without a shower of rain, and on the
Thursday and Friday the weather was unusually
bad, even for the Highlands. Those who' have never
competed in a six days' trial may look upon the End-to-
end run as easy, but let them try and complete the
journey and they will find things very different. The
Grampian Road presents few difficulties on a dry day,

but let it rain and blow as it did on that memorable
Friday, and the conditions are entirely altered. The
unfortunate competitors went through an experience
they will never forget, and not one will admit that he
had an easy time. Two points in this competition have
especially impressed us. Firstly, the enormous im-

provement in the performances of the machines com-
pared with those which traversed the same route two
years ago. Then Red Hill and Shap were real terrors.

This year they were as nothing toi the majority, and
on the occasion of the latter climb we only felt justified

in referring to the best performances.
On Berriedale, on the contrary, the improvement was

not so marked, as the number of riders who dis-

mounted was far too' great. This was mostly due to

the absence of change speed gears on the majority of

the machines, which in all cases where fitted, rendered
the ascent simple, easy, absolutely safe, and practically

certain. With the single geared machines the skill of

the rider was the more important factor, and in these

trials the personal element should be eliminated as

far as possible. Dommett's performance was a remark-

ably good one, considering his machine was single-

geared and he had never seen Berriedale before. In

our opinion he thoroughly earned the prize. Dr. Mayo's
effort was exceedingly neat, and the skilful manner m
which the gear was changed, and the easy way in which
the ascent was made excited universal admiration.

The very excellent performances of nearly every

motor bicycle entered show that now machines are

SO' vastly better than they were two years ago the gold

medals are too' easily won. Another time it is quite

possible that gold medals will only be awarded to those

riders who' lose no' marks at all.

The lightweights, with two' exceptions, have unfor-

tunately not shown up very well, as there have been
toO' many structural breakages. The lightweight as we
know it now is a comparatively new type of machine,

and experience has to be gained by the makers as to

how little they may allow a machine to weigh without

impairing its strength. People seem to think that these

small machines are unfit for long distance touring and

hard work, and this is in a sense true, but, unless they

can prove themselves tO' be equal in reliability to the

more powerful models (though, of course, inferior in

speed), they vnll have a hard fight toi maintain their

existence. The makers of the lightweights will profit

largely by these trials, and though matters have been

unfortunate for them, they have undoubtedly learnt

lessons of inestimable value, bought at a high price, it

is true, but of great benefit ultimately. One regrettable

feature of the contest was the absence of passenger-

carrying motor cycles. The sidecar in various forms

has met with great popularity lately, and it remains to
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>rove the absolute reliability of the combination in a

;aiefully observed trial, and it must not be forgotten

hat no motor bicycle and sidecar has ever been through

in A.C.U. trial without losing marks. Despite these

.pparent drawbacks they are most comfortable, and are

)referred by many tO' a tricar.

The RideiSB.

Having dealt with the machines, we will now devote

ur attention to the riders. Never before in any long

listance trial have such wonderful pluck, endurance,

Aid skill been seen. If the motor cycling public

ught to be grateful to the A.C.U. for helping to

levelop improvements in motor bicycles, how much
Qore ought the British public as a whole to be grateful

that body for bringing out that splendid doggedness
t'hich is inherent to those of our nation? We cannot
lut admire the perseverance shown by Miss Hind,
layo, Craig, Nelson, Gwynne, and Fletcher, who,

,'hen all seemed to be lost, struggled bravely on, and,

fter spending days, and even in some cases nights, of

ard work to attain the goal, were rewarded at last

with the sight of John-o'-Groat's House and the beauti-

ful Orkneys in the distance. The cases of two amateur

riders are interesting. H. D. Scale, who had not

ridden a motor bicycle for a year, entered for the End-
to-end, and tried to get a machine. Failing to get

delivery after trying two different sources, he arrived

at Penzance with clothing, spares, and everything save

the one important factor, a mount. Happening to

find a 3^, h.p. Triumph which had been some weeks
in stock in a shop in Penzance, he bought it on the

spot, and brought it through the competition without

losing a mark. Dr. Adams, another Triumph rider,

had but one hundred miles' experience, and he was
quite as successful as Mr. Scale. Nelson, who had
spent forty-eight hours on the road at a stretch, and
who arrived at John-o'-Groat's when everyone was leav-

ing, spent a happy day motor cycling on the 19th inst.

in company with many others who had not had enough
of their favourite pastime. Despite its severity, the

1908 End-to-end run has been even more successful

than its predecessor in 1906, and we sincerely hope it

will not be the last that will be held.

On the

Grampians in the

A.C.U. Land's

End to John-o'-

Groat's Six Days'

Trial.

0. C. Godfrey

(3^ h.p. Rex) in

the foreground.

AUTO CYCLE UNION END-TO-END TRIALS.
MACHINE ANALYSIS.

The following analysis of the competing machines
1 the End-to-end serves to prove once again the
Dsolute reliability of present day motor cycles :

Twenty Triumphs out of twenty finished ; all gained
3ld medals except one, which secured a bronze medal.
:ight Rex out of eight finished; five gained gold
ledals, one a silver medal, and two bronze medals.
'ive Vindec Specials out of five finished ; three gained
Did medals and two silver medals. Two N.S.U.'s
ut of two gained gold medals, likewise two Phelon and
[oores, and two Matchless machines. Two F.N. 's out
f two finished ; one gold and one bronze medal.

Nine out of twelve bicycles fitted with change speed
gears duly finished the run, but in only one case was
the withdrawal due to the gear.

Two lightweights survived the ordeal—a i]^ h.p.

Motosacoche, which gained a silver medal, and a Moto-
Reve, which was awarded a bronze medal.

Three chain-driven and two gear-driven bicycles
finished ; the remainder were belt driven.

Thirty-three single-cylinder, thirteen two-cylinder,
and two four-cylinder motor cycles comprised the
successful mounts ; forty-three of them had Bosch and
twO' Eisemann magnetos.
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THE vagaries of rim, tyre, and motor makers un-

fortunately prevented me from competing in

this year's trials—a disappointment that was

the more sickening because my machine was one

of the most substantial and reliable twins I ever

straddled. And after Mr. Straight found me a job

as an official and Mr. G. H. Levick kindly found me

The only lady competitor in the End-to-end Trials making light work ot Shap.
Miss Hind on her Twin Rex.

a seat on his six-cylinder Napier, domestic reasons com-
pelled me to leave the trials at Carlisle. But in the

470 miles for which I was able to accompany the

riders I was able to perceive several striking and
gratifying contrasts between the t^vo End-to-end trials.

The^Two £nd=to=end Runs Compared.
The first and most pronounced contrast lay in hill-

<'limbing. Practically every machine from the

1 /^ h.p. "Motor Sausage" to the biggest twins
climbed every hill without effort or faltering. I saw
all the machines on Redhill and on Shap, and there
was a definite impression of comfortable mastery about
the manner in which engines, large or small, riders
heavy and light, faced and conquered these stiff

ascents. The most illuminating climbing, however,

that I witnessed was on the twisty climb up out of

Bodmin. All the lower corners were excessively

greasy, and the riders were compelled to slow down to

an absolute crawl. The flexible engines nevertheless

grappled with the gradient, though each separate

explosion was distinctly audible, and in particular I

saw a single cylinder Rex, a Triumph, and a twin-

cylinder Moto-Reve take this tricky and dangerous
climb slowly, surely, and confidently. Heretofore

slow climbing has been the exclusive . property of the

two-speeder. To-day it is well within the range of

a high-class single geared one cylinder machine.
The second emphatic contrast observed was in the

safety and speed of steering over grease. At one point

of the nan the big Napier had to be held back for

several miles of greasy lanes behind a large clump
of competitors. The road being slimy, narrow, and'

highly cambered, our courteous driver did not like to

force the motor cyclists off the crown of the road, so

that he might pass them. The grease was real grease,

and yet as the quiet six-cylinder purred along at the

tail of the string its speedometer regis;tered a steady

twenty-five to twenty-eight miles an hour. This

improvement in the comfort with which a motor bicycle

can be driven over treacherous surfaces I unhesitatingly

ascribe to

—

(i) Better distribution of weight.

(2) Lighter weight of the machine.

(3) • Increased engine flexibility and smoothness.

(4) Rubber studded tyres.

Martin Geiger (6 h.p. N.S.U.) climbing Shap at full speed.
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End-to-end Impressions.—
The third contrast lay in the huge reduction of minor

troubles. This is evinced not only by the fact that

every single starter reached the end of the first day's

ride, but by the absolutely clean sheets most com-

petitors scored in every day's run. Two years ago

broken valves, broken valve lifters, choked jets, punc-

tures, ruined sparking plugs, etc., were in daily

evidence. The road was littered and strewn with

feverish tinkerers. This year up to the point I left

the route I did not hear of a broken valve, a choked

jet, or a changed plug. A few punctures were the

worst. that befell the men who were really competent

riders on standard machines of known makes.

Full Po-wor Maintained.

The fourth contrast is one of special interest to

amateur riders, and consisted of the mainUnance of

.power. Two years ago that precious hour of adjust-

ments each day from 7 a.m. to 8 a.m. was spent

in feverish effort to restore to the engine lost pace and

The fifth contrast lay in the promptness with which
every machine started. There was not a solitary motor

cycle in the trial which did not start promptly and
speedily on every occasion, and I saw several machines,

notably some of the Triumphs and the two four-cylinder

F.N.'s, restarted quite comfortably on very severe

gradients, and pick up as well as a 1906 machine would

have done on the flat. Very few riders needed to>

inject anything, even when their engines were stone

cold. In this connection I must add a word in admira-

tion of the great efficiency of the modern four-cylinder.

Valve, distributer, lubrication, and carburation diffi-

culties with this type of machine seem to have been

completely conquered in the F.N. They rolled

smoothly and steadily over grease, they .ripped up all

the hills at a great speed, they started in a yard or

two anywhere, and no machines entered ran more

reliably.

The sixth contrast lay in the presence of 70 lbs.,

80 lbs., and 90 lbs. machines, lying well up with the

leaders all day long, and climbing long hills, often

On the last das

of the End-to-end

trial, the perform-j

ances of the com^

petitors on Bew

riedale Hill wer^

carefully noted.

In this illustra

tion, C. A. Palmel

(twin Roc) is seeij

rounding the firs

sharp bend neal

the foot of th|

hiU.

climbing powers. Valves were ground in, new springs

fitted, carburetters reset, and ignition tuned up. This

year, going in and out among the busy preparations,

I moved in an atmosphere of calm and confidence.

The men knew their machines were right for the day's

run. I did not see valve grinding, ignition timing,

or carburetter adjustments in progress. A few were
mending tyres. The great majority were coolly and
comfortably taking precautionary measures. One
would be running a broach through his jet, another

inspecting his contacts, and perchance giving them a

wash of petrol, a third testing the tightness of his

valve caps and plug washers with a wrench. But
there was a delightful absence of that anxiety and
flurry which has marked that often feverish hour in

nrevious: trials. •

without any pedal assistance at all, and seldom witl

more than a little light work at their high-geare

pedalling gear. One of the Motosacoches, both th

Moto-Reves, and. previous to their accidents, all thre

Douglas machines, positively covered themselves wit

glory, and they smashed for ever the calumny that ha

represented them as fair-weather or flat-countr

machines. Neither wind, weather, nor gradients wer

serious obstacles to any of them, and in two respect

their achievement was a regular eye-opener to myse
personally, viz., the high average (exceeding leg

limit) that they were able to maintain and the ease wit

which they romped up hill following hill in quic

succession.

The last contrast was the number of variably-gea«

machines entered. There were only four in 1906, ar
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End-tQ-end Impressions.—

this year no less than a dozen, but, owing to the vast

improvement in the engines and a full supply of good
oils, there was not the same call for second gears.

Other things being equal, however, the man with two
speeds has the most comfortable time. Easily as the

single-geared machines of to-day start, prolonged

experience with two-speeders makes me resent the

admittedly slight exertion of pushing off even a one-

speeded 3J^ h.p. I have grown used to paddling off

with my feet while seated in the saddle, and I loathe

anything else. Several competitors utilised this

.admirable method. Referring to individual gears.

Mr. Powell on the B.P. used his low gear a good deal.

He had a small engine—somewhat out of tune, too, I

imagine—and I doubt if he would have got far without

his emergency gear. As it was, he had a comfortable

ride as far as I watched him. The two Phelon-Moores

went great guns. Mr. Moore's machine was in splendid

tune, and I never saw him use his low gear except

when starting. Mr. Milnes used his on several hills.

of a grain of mechanical instinct. Others had extra-

ordinarily bad luck. I will take Mr. Dixon on the

3^2 h.p. two-speeded Vindec as an illustration. He
had an excellent machine, and as he did the double

journey to Edinburgh and back on it in the Schulte

Cup it is evident he knows what he is doing. Well, to

begin with, he used four gallons of petrol in the first

seventy miles, whereas other amateurs on the bigger

Vindecs were doing one hundred miles per gallon.

Examining his machine, he found that there was no
leakage at the carburetter unless the engine was
running. When the engine ran there was no leakage,

strictly speaking ; but a perfect fountain of petrol

began to spray out through the air holes of the jet

chamber as soon as he got on the road, producing

excessive consumption and gross overheating. He had
a good kit of spare parts, and he tried weak and strong

a.o.i.v. springs, new valves, big and little valve opening,

all to no purpose. At Launceston some of us noticed

the huge diameter of the F.N. valve, and advised him to

still further reduce the lift and strengthen the spring.

A.C.U. END-TO-END RELIABILITY TRIALS.
Capt. Sir R. K. Arbuthnot, Bart., R.N., cleaning his Triumph in the F. W. Barnes (3J h.p. Zenette with Gradua gear) at Pitlochry, the finish

hotel yard at Tain, ready tor the last day's run. o£ the fourth day's run.

I do not know^ at the moment of writing whether Mr.
Dixon on the 3% h.p. Vindec got to John-o'-Groat's at

all, but without a two-speed gear he would never have
reached Warrington, owing to an exasperating and
elusive trouble referred to below. The Zenette gear is

splendid. The engine runs at normal speed without
variation in speed from the foot of the steepest hill

to its summit, and it is all accomplished by gently

revolving a neat little hand wheel conveniently placed
Mr. Carty's N.S.U. gear came in handy once or twice.

The other gears I did not see in operation at all, except
for one, which went up Shap so extraordinarily slowly
that the rider could scarcely balance his machine
at all.

Some of the riders who failed were personally
unequal to performing even a leisurely tour of 900
miles efficiently. They did not know how to keep in

tune or how to drive the best motor cycle ever made.
A small percentage of riders are always like that, and
always will be, lacking in commonsense, and devoid

promising him that two or three of us w'ho fancied we
knew something about motor cycles w^ould have a full

theoretical solution cut and dried, waiting for him at

Exeter if he could get there by tea time. Mr. Dixon

struggled on as far as Warrington—I hope he got

through, but I do not know at the moment—and none

of us, from Wells downwards, could help him to a

solution without personally trying his machine, which,

of course, the regulations forbade. A rare and elusive

trouble of this sort may attack even a first-class rider

on an important ^occasion, and put him out of the

running. Mr. Dixon simply tore up some of the hills,

apparently as the result of pre-ignition. Then perhaps

on the very next hill the engine would peter away to

nothing on the low gear.
^

Motor Cycle Tyres.

Tyres, though much maligned nowadays, caused far

less trouble than in igo6. I particularly noticed what

a good thickness of tread the Continental modele de
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course possesses. Few fitted it, as it has a smooth
exterior. Mr. Reinberg told me the Continental people

are bringing out the same tyre with a non-skid basket-

pattern tread, and then riders who don't mind a slow

tyre provided only it will wear well and neither punc-

ture nor skid will recognise their long sought ideal.

Referring tO' the conduct of the trial, I only saw two

causes for dissatisfaction, and one is difficult tO' remedy.

As in previous trials, there was always a great scrimmage

for petrol in the controls, due tO' the fact that though

fifty cans of spirit were on the premises there was only

one measure and one funnel for sixty men to fill up
with. This is tiresome when a rider has half an hour

to spare, but it is sheer exasperation if a puncture or

other delay has made every moment precious. The
A.C.U. ought to provide funnels, carried on the leading

official car, or else urge its garage men to provide six

plain tin ones at a cost of is. 6d., with some squares of

muslin tO' filter the spirit through. I suffered so much
delay in 1906 from this cause that I then made it a

practice always to fill up outside control when possible

—a sacrifice of time which might prove perilous if

one's luck was out, and this year I took both oil and

petrol funnels down to^ Land's End in my kit. But this

is a point the officials should guard against.

Running to Minimum Time.

The other general complaint requires more solution.

In these trials a knot of riders drive fast to a point out-

side the [next control, wait till " minimum time " is up,

and then gO' in tO' get their cards signed. This year

—

for the first time—practically the whole of the entry

reached every single control by " minimum time." As
a result the unlucky control man—unused to his job,

=3HS
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a stranger to all the men, and, perhaps, exalted by a

moment's brief authority—would be inundated by fifty

excited, hurried, and often unreasonable riders. A
little impatience on one side and a lack of businesslike

n.ethod on the other led tO' men being delayed as long

as twenty minutes at some controls, and leaving con-

siderably rufified in their tempers. This should be
improved before another trial is run with so large an
entry. No- doubt the checking system could be simpli-

fied, ox an extra checker secured for each station, and
two separate tables employed. But the obvious method
is tO' string the riders out by starting them in half dozens

at five minutes intervals, under which system no checker
would be bustled and insulted nor any hurried rider

suffer aggravating delays. The same applies to the

Edinburgh run as well.

Non-competing riders will be interested tO' hear that

marks were saved on tyre troubles, as against 1906,

by the universal use of detachable tubes, and by the

slightly less extended employment of Miraculum. Butt-

ended tubes seem tO' have lost favour. I personally pin

my faith to the Rich and tO' a comparatively unknown
make, the Smith, which is absolutely satisfactory in

wear. At Land's End many competitors were seen

injecting Miraculum, and it successfully sealed many a

puncture during the trial. The collapsable tube screws

on to the valve after the plunger has been removed,

and the tube is then folded up from the bottom,

pressing all the Miraculum into the tyre. This process

takes about twenty minutes. The compound is then

distributed all round the tube by kneading with the

hands, the valve seat cleansed, and the plunger

replaced. In the event of a gash, it does nof make,

Hatching difficult, as previous " sealing " solutions have

been known to.

VICTORIAN M.C.C. 100 MILES CHAMPIONSHIP.

THE above club's annual 100 miles road champion-

ship was decided on Monday, June 8th, in fine

weather. The course, which was along the main
road to Sydney, starting from Campbellfield,

ten miles from Melbourne, to a point twenty-five miles

out, included three stiff hills, and had to be covered

twice. There was a strong north wind which severely

tested the capabili-

ties of the varioi

machines. Twent
two riders faced th

starter.

The first twent}

five miles found ou

the weak spots h

many of t h (

machines, broker

plugs and puncture

being fairly numer
ous. Flocks of shee]

on the road con
siderably hinderec

the competitors

Fastest time on the

first fifty miles wa?

made by Eraser, hi?

time being ih. 21m..

Benn coming next in

ih. 23m., and Jen-
;[;W.'H. Stevens, who'eovered 100 miles

i 2 hrs.. 53 mins. on a 1908 Triumph.
m

kins ih. 24m. Stevens, the ultimate winner, puncturec

in the first round and lost over ten minutes. At seventy]

five miles Penn and Cuddon reached the turn togetherJ

with Stevens three miles behind ; then came FraserJ

Scarcebrook, Kidgell, and Perry. Jyt Wallan, Cuddon'^
back tyre burst, and six miles from the finish Stevens

overtook Benn, who had met with an accident on Malpai
Hill, and finished in 2h. 53m., ten minutes ahead oj

Benn.

The first riders to finish were

:

1. W. H. Stevens (25m. start), 2h. 53m.
2. L. Benn (25m. start), 3h. 3m.

3. L. Kidgell (lom. start), 2h. 49m.
4. H. Perry (14m. start), 2h. 53^.
L. Benn afterwards stating he had accepted outsid^

assistance to reach home, the second and third prize

were awarded to Messrs. Kidgell and Perry.

In addition to the first prize of ^Ci2 12s., Stevens

who. rode a 1908 Triumph^ gained the trophy fc

fastest time for 3^ h.p. machines (^^3 3s.), W.
Cuddon (Peugeot) fastest 22,^ h.p. (^2 2s.), .and

Kidgell (Peugeot) fastest 5 h.p. (^5 5s.). Tl
novice's prize was won by D. Fraser.

We are informed by the makers of the Rutharc
magneto that C. A. Vandervell and Co., Warple Wa.3

Acton Vale," W., will handle the new Ruthaxdt magne^
for motor cycles, which was described in The Mote
Cycle of July 15th.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from our readers and our replies thereto. When particular
makes of machines, accessories, or tyres are mentioned, numbers must be used, the writer to keep a key for
reference. All queries should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.G., and. whether
intended for publication or not, must be accompanied with a stamped addressed envelope for reply. -^

Burnt Gases and Altering Gear.

I am riding a 1904 3^ h.p.

Rex, and at night I notice that

flames issue from the silencer.

I should like to know the cause
of ib. I aT. tlii;-;king of alter-

ing the gear. It is at present 6 to 1,

but on level roads the engine gets

very hot I weigh nine stones.

Could yon tell me what size pulley I

should want to give a higher gear?
The present one measures 4^in. out-

side, with 28in. wheels.—E.E.L.

The symptoms you refer to are caused
by there being no exhaust pipe in this

type of machine. If you had a long
exhaust pipe and silencer tlie flames
would not appear. We should not
advise you to have a larger engine
pulley than 4|in. diameter.

Low-bnllt Machines, Exiiaust Valves, and^Inner

Tube Filling.

A friend of mine wishes to

?' I go in for motor cycling, and
has had a spin or two on

-i-i mine. He is all right when in

the saddle, but being very
' short in. the leg cannot straddle the
machine for mounting and dismount-
ing. (1.) Can you tell me what
makes of motor cycles have excep-
tionally low saddles? (2.) On my
own machine—a 1906 Rex-—the ex-

haust valve pits, burns, or breaks
very frequently, and requires skim-
ming up after 100 miles. Machine
otherwise runs well. Can you sug-
gest the cause of the trouble?
Silencer clear. (3.) In ordering a
new machine should detachable tubes
be specified, and if so which variety
—(a) butt-ended or (b) through circu-
lation? (4.) What are the virtues of

Miraculum, and what its disadvant-
ages? Would it be any use in an old
semi-porous and patched inner tube,
and do you recommend its use in new
tubes?

—

Rex, Leamington.

(1.) Most up-to-dat« machines are very
low built, and it is easily possible to
touch the ground when seated in the
saddle. If your friend cannot, he could
have 24in. wheels. (2.) Probably you
drive on too strong a mixture, or with
throttle too far open. You might try
a special nickel valve. (3.) Butt-ended
cubes would be desirable ; those with
through circulation are most popular.
(4.) We have had no experience with the
material in question, which is claimed
to cure entirely any tube which has be-
come porous.

Macliine jRequires Tuning-up.g

I have an Excelsior cycle
fitted with 3 h.p. Fafnir engine
and Longuemare carburetter.
Everything seems to be all

right at home while on the
stand, but after I have ridden it

about two miles it gets sluggish and
stops altogether. The accumulator is

in good order, wiring seems to be
right, carburetter is clean, and com-
pression is very good. Kindly tell

me how to locate the faults and how
to remedy them. Do you think
above machin.3 would, if put in good
order, be powerful enough to take a
sidecar, total weight of rider and
passenger nineteen stones? Large
pulley revolveis once to 5| times of

the small pulley.—W.M.
Probably the engine wants taking down
and clearing of all carbon deposit. You
do not state if it overheats at all. See
that the carburetter and petrol pipe are
quite clear, and test the accumulator
with a voltmeter. There is probably
very little the matter with the
machine ; the engine is a good one, and
if you get it overhauled by a good man
it would be quite capable of taking a

sidecar on level roads. The gear for

this purpose would be about right, but
a two-speed gear would be advisable.

done.

Re-enamelling and Re-plating. ff^
I have just purchased secoi«i-

hand an Advance motor 1^-

cycle. I want to get it re-
plated and re-enamell^. Where
is the best place to get this
and what is it likely to cost?

The engine has just been overhauled,
so that ought to need no attention.
There is no accumulator. What size
do you recommend? What brand of
petrol and lubricating oil suits this
make of machine? There is no
stand. Ought I to get one fitted?
Should I get the re-plating and these
alterations done at one place, and
have an estimate for the whole?

—

S.N., Beds.

Enamelling and plating are done at
various places. Try the Coventry
Plating Co., or Sills and Co., Cov-
entry. It will make a lot of difference
if you take motor cycle to pieces your-
self and send the parts. Size of accu-
mulator should be ordered to fit tank.
Any brand of petrol, such as Shell,

Pratt's, etc. Lubricating oil—any good
motor cycle brand for air-cooled engines,
but see that you purchase it in a
sealed tin. A good local man would
attend to all your requirements and
give you an estimate for the whole
of the alt-erations.

ARE MOTOR BICYCLES RELIABLE ? YES !

A record was created by a score of riders of 3^ h.p. Triumph motor bicycles during the End-to-end run.

The top photograph shows the riders at Land's End at the start of the 893 miles run, and the bottom
photograph all competitors to a man at John-o'-Groat's six days later. Sixteen were private owners. The
trade riders are seated on the grass in the lower illustration.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

AJ letters should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cyele," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and should be accompanied by ihe writer's full name and address.

Front Wheel Stands.

[3444.]_To support the front wheel I have fixed to the

down tube a stout clip, which carries a lug ^in. diameter and

l^in. long projecting vertically downwards. Alongside the

front fork is carried a piece of steel tubing large enough in

diameter to slip over the lug, and long enough when in place

to keep the front wheel off the ground. The arrangement

works all right, but might be neater. S. F. W.

The Folly of it.

[3445.]—Regarding letter 3412, 1 can gather from

"F. G. S.'s''' ignorant abuse of your most interesting ana

instructive paper that he is one of those persons who has

Bat on the saddle of a motor bicycle, sounded the horn, and

aimlessly moved the levers, the machine being on the stand,

of course. After this he thinks he has_ sufficient knowledge

to advertise his lack of reasoning power in print. P. F.

Leaking Batteries.

[3445.]_Referring to Mr. E,. N. Morley's letter in your

issue of July 8th respecting leaking batteries, we would

like to mention that in our accumulators the rubber plugs are

hermetically sealed by a special contrivance, and any move-

ment made absolutely impossible. At the same time, this

device quite prevents any creeping and corrosion around

the terminal. We agree with Mr. Morley that the point is

an important one, and we discovered a long time back, from

actual riding experience, that some sort of arrangement such

as we fit was essential. W. AND R. JACOBS.

Leeds to London and Back Run.

[3447.]—Having had valuable assistance rendered by ^Ir.

Bunting and Mr. Wilson on the occasion of our recent

run, and unfortunately having mislaid their address, I wish

to use your columns for the purpose of thanking these gentle-

men for their sportsmanlike attitude in helping me in check-

ing the Leeds, Bradford, Manchester, and Middlesbrough Club

teams at Barnet and Highgate during the early hours of

Sunday morning. I feel sure that my club (the Leeds Motor
Cycle Club) will make the two riders named very welcome
should they visit our city. JAMES R. KELLY,

Hon. treasurer Leeds M.C.C.

Standardisation of Tyre Rims.

[3448.]—^The Hanover Rubber Co. request me in justice

to them to write you a further letter about the tyres they
supplied to me for the End-to-end run to be used on a 6 h.p.

twin. When they sent the covers to the makers of my
machine they expressed some doubt as to whether the rear

wheel cover would fit its *rim, and earnestly requested the

makers to test the fit, saying they could immediately supply
another cover to fit if the original one was a misfit. Need-
less to say, I had also given instructions for the fit to be
tested before the covers were sent to await me at Penzance
while I rode down on old tyres. Unfortunately, the makers
of the machine omitted this precaution, being exceedingly
pressed with orders and business-—an omission they regret
no less bitterly than myself. However, the fact that the
Hanover Rubber Co. requested us to take this precaution
transfers all shadow of blame from their shoulders. -

It does not, however, affect the point of my previous
letters. I found myself in the garage at Penzance with a
650 X 65 mm. rim and two 650 x 65 mm. covers of different
makes. One of these covers was so tight a fit that to remove
it single-handed was a tremendous exertion. The other was
so slack a fit that any number of security bolts could not
have kept it on the rim. B. H. DAVIES.

The Fit of Piston Rings.

[3449.]—Being a constant reader of your invaluable paper,
I invariably peruse the Comments of "Ixion," which I must
say are very uiterestuig. I should like, however, to express
my doubt as to the possibility of regaining compression by
the expedient of fitting new rings as he meditates.
The reason is this : The importance of having properly

fitted rings cannot be exaggerated, and to be properly fitted

the points of the rings should just meet when in the cylinder.

If this be granted, it is obvious (the cylinder in question
being taper to the extent of 2 mm.) that if the points touch
at the bottom of the cylinder they will separate to no less

than 6 mm. at the top, and this is just where they should
be perfect, . having to sustain, the greatest force of the ex-

plosion. These remarks are not only theory, but the practical

experience of an ENGINEER.

Twin-cylinder Ignition.

[3450.]
—

" Ixion's " article, "Contact Breakers for Twin-
cylinders," induces me to write you, as it has an indirect

bearing on a question which has occupied my mind for some
time.

A month or more ago there was in your columns a query
in reference to a magneto for two cylinders at 90°, and the

editorial opinion was to the effect that it would not be satis-

factory, as it would " split up the magnetic field too much "

—

^n explanation, doubtless, all-sufficient to the expert, but
leaving something to • be desired from the point of view of

the novice. I have been trying to puzzle the matter out by
the aid of diagrams, and concluded that the difficulty would
exist only if the two cylinders acted on the same crank. If

cranks as well as cylinders were at 90° it seemed to me that
a magneto with distributer would be entirely satisfactory.

Is there any reason why this arrangement, by which I under-
stand a capital balance of engine can be obtained, is im-
possible, or highly objectionable, as my ideal for a twin
would be to have cylinders at 90°?

Has no one yet produced a magneto in which the advance
and retard of spark is produced in the scientifically correct

way, viz., by swinging the magnets round the axis of the
armature—an arrangement which would give practically the
same flexibility as accumulator and coil? I believe it has
been done on a motor car. S. F. W.

The 'Neweastle-on-Tyne representatives In the End-to-end Trial were
(readlng'ifrom left to right) : Capt. Sir R. K. Arbuthnot, Bart„ R.N., A. D.

Nicholson, S. W. Carty, and W. H. Outwln. All are members of the local

motor cycle club, and all gained gold medals.
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ANOTHER RECORD ADDED

TO THE MANY
established on

DUNLOPS
"Sport and Play" Motor' Cycle Race Meeting,

Bjpmingham, July 4th, 1908,

Mr. C. R. Collier on a Dunlop Tyred Motor

Cycle created a

NEW RECORD FOR FIVE MILES
Time 6 min. 31 4-5 sees. Previous best

6 min. 58 1-5 sees.

THREE FIRSTS & ONE SECOND
were gained at the meeting on Dunlop

tyred machines.

X:-:

Fall particulars of Duniop Tyres for motor cycles

and tricars in booklet, gratis and post free

on request.

DUNLOP TYRE COMPANY, LTD.,

A»tm. BIRMINGHAM.
Alma Street, COVENTRY.

Branches—London, Nottingham. Manchester,
Newcastle, Norwich, Bristol, Leeds, Glasgow,

DubUn, Belfast.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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Reliability
in long distance covering under trying conditions was again to the

fore in the A.C.U. Land's End to John-o'-Groat's Rehability

Trials, the results being :

Mr. S. W. CARTY, on his 3| h.p. single cylinder

NSU-GOLD MEDAL
Mr. M. GEIGER, on his 6 h.p. twin-cylinder

N SU-GOLD MEDAL
Both these riders and machines completed the long ride—probably
the severest test to which a motor cycle could be put—without
the loss of a single mark. It's the N.S.U. way all the world over.

Do you ride one ?
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less
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Things you ought to have :

N.S.U.noB-skid device 3/6

NS U. sp&rking plug.

N.S.U. belt asteners.

N.S.U. two-speed gear.

Models from

li h.p. to

6 ti.p. twin.

N.S.U. MOTOK
CO., LTD..

78, Charlotte Si

London. W.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle-
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Beits and the Kid-gtoved Brigade.

[3451.]—As another rider who likes to keep clean, I am
pleased to endorse letters contributed [3428 and 3414]. When
I was using leather belts my chief complaint was the dirty
nature of same, and the n€C€ssity of constaut truing up of

pulleys due to the belt dressing acting as a medium for

gathering and caiTying grit and small flints, causing excessive
grinding and wear of pulley sides. This was not very notice-

able on my low-powered machmes, but as for three years
now I have been riding heavy twins (my present one 9 h.p.),

I certainly prefer the rubber and canvas belt as being quite

clean to iiandle, and practically no wear on pulley. Even
if the life of the belt is not so long as leather, I think that
the trouble and expense incurred by truing up or replacing
worn pulleys, saved by using a rubber belt, more than com-
pensates for a more frequent renewal of belt. One point I

would like to mention is that, provided the machine is intelli-

gently looked over before a ride, there is little or no need
to dirty one's hands ; in fact, for dry weather in summer I

wear white gauntlet gloves, and these I only pipeclay once
1. week (Saturday night), and frequently after a week's riding

(300 to 500 miles) they scarcely require the weekly clean.

TEN THOUSAND A YEAR (MILES, NOT £'s).

Motor Cycle and Cycle Speedometers.

[3452.]—It is surprising speedometers are not more
general. I have had two Goodlad speedometers in constant
ise for about fifteen months, and find them reliable, especially

;ince a slight improvement suggested by me to Messrs. Markt
md Co. has been auopted by them, which consists in using
1 slotted sleeve foi the lower end of the flexible shaft to

mgage with, this coupling allowing the end to rise and fall,

/bus obviating the sudden jars which formerly caused the
shaft to break occasionally, which it never does now. I.

lave tested these speedometers on a good piece of road
3etween milestones and against a watch, and found them
lubstantially accurate and steady. After using one, one
inds it almost indispensable, because if a rider has been
ravelling fast and suddenly drops his speed ten miles per
lour he is apt to think he is travelling slowly, whereas he
nay be travelling at a greater pace than circumstances
;ustify, and in such a case a handle-bar speedometer will

vam him. I carry a watch, mirror, speedometer and alti-

lude aneroid on my handle-bar, and a Veeder trip cyclo-

aeter for the front wheel, but the instrument I would least

are to dispense with is the speedometer.
It may be of interest to some readers to learn that speedo-

neters were designed, made, and tried on the old high
)edal bicycle. I think I may claim to have originated
he first bicycle speedometer. Its principle of action was
hat of an engine governor, but the centrifugal mechanism,
nstead of controlling the throttle, was to move a pointer
tver a dial. I communicated my idea to my friend, and then
nstructor, Prof. Hele-Shaw, now Dr. Hele-Shaw, F.R.S.,
vho informed me my idea had been anticipated in the

Hearson strophometer, but he felt sufficiently interested
in it to work out the idea in conjunction with his brother,
my brother-in-law, Mr. Ed. Shaw, who devised an arrange-
ment in combination with a front wheel brake. Those inter-

ested will find the instrument illustrated in Dr. Hele-Shaw's
paper on the measurement of velocity for engineering pur-
poses in Part III. page 47 of Vol. LXIX. of the Min. Proc.
Inst. C.E., to a complimentary copy of which paper given
me by Dr. Hele-Shaw I have referred.

Several instruments were made by Messrs. Husbands,
opticians, of Bristol, and I took these to Messrs. Singer and
Co., of Coventry, who were then working a patent of mine
under royalty, and they tried them. Mr. Lea, of Lea-Francis,

Ltd., will probably remember the trial of one instrument on
a special British Challenge of his. I believe I could find

one of the instruments now. The dust which forced its

way in owing to the combination of the indicator roller in

t e brake prevented the instrument becoming a success—

a

disadvantage which is absent from the Goodlad speedometer.

A. WHARTON METCALFE,
Asso.M.Inst.C.E., etc., etc.

Handle-bars Working Loose.

[3453.]_Your correspondent " BS 31 " [3413], in your issue

of the 15th inst., has written in 'hot blood, and doubtless

his alleged repairer was much to blame, probably far more
than the design of the grip securing the handle-bar.

_

But an absolutely definite fastening has many disadvan

tages, VIZ., comparatively expensive to manufacture, and

difficult to make and maintain the bars in

true alignment.
When a motor cycle falls over, the cranks

and footrests get most of the shock ; they

bend, and sometimes break when being

straightened. What a misfortune this

would be if it happened to a firmly fixed

handle-bar, instead of which the stem

swivels a little and the bar can easily be

pulled straight again when the bolt is

loosed.

I am far from disputing the need of an

extra fastening, but the ^in. bolt mentioned

will probably work loose, and has, undoubt-

edly weakened the handle-bar stem, which

will probably break at this point next fall.

Makers of pedal bicycles have been through

all phases of this question in byg;one years. Commencing
with definite fixing, and progressing through many designs

of set pins and binding collars, the long bolt and expander

cone are now in use by many leading firms, and can be easily

fitted to any motor cycle handle-bar in addition to the exist-

ing fastening (see rough sketch). The stem wants a saw

cut, or perhaps two are better, to allow the cone to expand

the tube quite easily. The degree of tightness obtained is

quite remarkable. X. PANDER.

Two

motor cyclists

climbing Badby

Hill, Northants,

on the occasion

of the M.G.C.

Team Trials for

"The Motor
Cycle " Challenge

Cup. As we an-

nounced last week

the donors of the

above Cup have

signified their in-

tention of present-

ing another
Trophy to the

M.C.C.
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Next Week's Issue a Day Later.

The next issue of The Motor Cycle

will be published one day later than
usual on account of the August Bank
Holiday.

Motor Cycling in the Antipodes.

We understand that N.S.U. machines
were successfully placed in the Adelaide
Motor Club's annual hill-climb, South
Australia.

Description of tlie End-to-end Record.

Mr. Arthur W. Bentley, the present
holder of the Land's End to John-o'-

Groat'e record, has written for Tlie

Motor Cycle a graphical account of his
record ride last month on a Triumph,
and the first instalment of the article

will appear in an early issue.

Five MilesiRace.

On August Bank Holiday, the Aner-
ley Bicycle Club will include a five

miles open motor cycle race for tourist

machines at its race meeting at the
Crystal Palace. Machines must be
fitted with engines not exceeding
85 X 85 mm. or the equivalent volume
swept out. Gear limited to 4 to 1.

Boat Racing at Henley.

For the contests at Henley in con-
nection with the Olympic Games (Tues-
day to Thursday, July 28th to 30th),
members of the Auto Cycle Union caa
<dbtain tickets for the Bystander enclo-
sure at the reduced rate of 5s. for one
day (instead of the usual price of

7s 6d.) The enclosure is situated be-
tween Phyllis Court and the Lawns
Club, close to the winning post and
judge's box.

The Dover.Boad.

Motor cyclists who contemplate
visiting Dover this summer should
make a not>6 that for good scenery and
roads the route via Eltham, Farring-
ton, Wrotham, Maidstone, Lenham,
Charing, and Canterbury is recom-
mended in preference to the one via
Dartford, Gravesend, Eochester, and
Chatham. The A. A. is giving special
attention to the matter of the Dover
roads, as it is expected there will
be a good deal of traffic on the above
mentioned routes during the next few
weeks.

Rund um Berlin.

This event will take place on August
18th over a circuit of nearly 250 kilo-

metres, the start being north of
Bornin, in the neighbourhood of Pots-
dam, and the finish at Kiein-Machnow.
It is not a race, but a purely economic
trial, neither time nor mechanical de-
fects constituting determinative factors
for awards, the "unknown" being
simply the quotient resulting from
weight carried divided by fuel con-
sumed. Entrants must belong to one
of the clubs affiliated with the German
Cycling Federation (amateur interest).

JULY 2glh, igo8.

iTew President of the F.A.M.

Earle L. Ovington, of New York, has
by a large majority been elected presi-

dent of the Federation of jVmerican
Motor Cyclists.

Motor Cycles Not Carried.

For the benefit of tourists we would
state that motor cycles ape not carried

on the Palace or Bell boats that run to

Margate, Eamsgate, Dover, Clacton, etc.

Reaper Seats for Motor Cycles.

A few weeks ago a correspondent
tells us he ordered from a small firm

]

of accessory dealers a pan seat for a •

motor cycle, and, naturally,, expected
to get something similar to a Brooks
or Phoenix pan seat. Judge of his

astonishment when he received an
iron perforated pan seat on the lines of

those fitted to reaping and mowing
machines. The price was small, but the
astonishment of our correspondent was
great.

Police Traps.

On the main road between Launoes-
ton and Camelford, Cornwall.
Near Builth Wells—one a quarter of

mile and the other threequarters of a

mile in length.

Near Llandrmdod Wells.
Lancaster, from the Bay Horse, five

miles north of Garstang to Burton,
thirteen miles north of Lancaster.
Between Fulwood (two miles north of

Preston) and Burrow Beck Bridge,
Scotforth (two miles south of Lan-
caster), a total distance of eighteen
miles.

eeiaf^e^tifre,

THE END-TO-END RESULTS
AT A GLANCE,

IMPRESSIONS OF THE
TRIAL.

-^—=><>€=-<-

Racing at West Ham.

At a meeting at the Memorial-
Grounds, :\lanor Road, West Ham, on-

Bank Holiday Monday, August 3rd,

the Essex Beagles A. and C.C. has
included an open ten miles motor cycle

handicap, limited to machines with a

cylinder capacity not exceeding 76 x 76-

mm.j or equivalent volume swept out.

A Motor Cyclist's Success.

G. H. Curtiss, the well-known-
American motor cycle manufacturer,
has won The ScientiHc American
Trophy, valued at 2,500 dollars, for the-

first machine of the " heavier than air
"

type to cover one kilometre in a straignt

line. He covered a mile in Im. 42^8.

Courtesy on the Road.

We make a special appeal to motor
cyclists to refrain from creating un-

necessary noise and dust at the various
seaside and holiday resorts during the
next month or six weeks. Courteous
treatment of other road users will do a

lot of good to the pastime. Motor
cyclists should drive slowly in traffic

and refrain from using cut-outs.

At the Frontier on a Motor Cycle.

We know that motor cyclists will be

interested to read of a gallant officer's

exploits on a motor cycle during the

recent expedition against the Moh
mands on the North Western Frontiei
of India. This gentleman considers his

Triumph has earned the medal, there

fore a bit of the ribbon will decorat<

the handle-bar. He used the low geai

entirely, as can easily be imagined ii

such a country, yet the engine neve
showed a sign of overheating.

'•TJfRex riders in the End-to-end Trial achieved [a remarkable performance.^ Eight started ^and all

S finished. Seven of the competitors are seen above at John-o'-Groat's,«the other arrived after the)

photograph was taken.
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leboes of the Trials.

A competitor to whom the corner on

Berriedale hill came 3& a great sur-

prise jumped off on reaching it and

ixclaimed, "Good Lord! Have I to go

ip there?"

A farmer who saw one of his

abourers leading a horse in the middle

>f the course called out in a loud voice :

'Will ye no keep to the left?" They

Lte true sportsmen in the far North.

Mr. J. Tassell writes that he did

lot experience a single puncture in the

Snd-to-end Run, although our report

ast week said that he punctured on

ihe second day. The back tyre, how-

3ver, was badly cut, and getting rather

tnxiouis at the Worcester control, he

tripped the cover and backed it with

3anvas. The tyres were Modele de

jourse Continentals.

olieeman's Motor Bicycle Stolen.

For clear unadulterated " cheek," an

American paper instances the case of

I twin-cylinder motor bicycle

)elonging to the New York
Police Department, which was
•ecently stolen from outside a

sonstable's house. The_ officer

lad taken the precaution to

jhain the machine to a post in

"ront of his house, but on r€-

iurning a few minutes later he

"ound that the post had been

jut down and the machine had
iisappeared.

tion of the missing machine and rider

to other sub-stations in the neighbour-
hood, and within two hours succeeded
in making an arrest of a person who
had the motor in his possession, only
to find that he was the wrong man, the
thief having stopped the other person
(a cyclist) and asked for assistance, as

the steering socket bearing had gone
wrong. While the unfortunate cyclist

was examining the engine the other
individual was smart enough to mount
the pedal bicycle, snatch the motor lamp
and disappear, leaving the poor cyclist

with an unlighted pedal-less motor
bicycle. Fortimately, the police have
an excellent description of the thief.

and hope to trace him and so stop his
' confidence trick. '

'

'

M.C.C. Run for the Jarrott Cup.

Competitors in the M.C.C. London
to Land's End and back run will be
started from the Berkeley Arms, Cran-
ford Bridge, near Hounslow, on 'Slon-

Luto Cycle Union London to Plymouth and
Back Ride.

Mr. G. H. Levick has kindly

jffered to present the Auto
Cycle Union with three silver

3ups, to be awarded in connec-

iion with the twenty-four hours

"ide from London to Plymouth
md back, a distance of about
120 miles. The start will take

Dlace from the Angel Hotel,

rhames Ditton, at 9 p.m
Friday, August 7th,

route followed will

jruildford, Salisbury,

Eoniton, Crewkerne,
[vybridge, Plymouth,

on
and the
be via,

Yeovil,
Exeter,

and the

^^^^^
FUTURE EVENTS.

Aug. 3.—Essex Beagles A. & C.C. 10 Miles Handicap,
Memorial Grounds, Manor Road, West Ham.

,, 3—Anerley B.C. 5 Miles Race for Tourist

Machines at the Crystal Palace.

„ 3-4—Motor Cycling Club Run to Land's End and
back for Charles Jarrott Cup.

„ 7—A.C.U. 24 Hours' Ride London to Plymouth
and back.

,, 8—Essex M.C. Open Race Meeting at the Stadium.

„ 15—Coventry M.C. Open Hill Climb for Motor
Bicycles and Passenger Motor Cycles at

Newnham Hill, Daventry.

„ 21-22—Motor Cycle Union of Ireland Open 400
Miles Reliability Trials for the Muratti Trophy.

„ 22—A.C.U. Annual Race Meeting at the new
Stadium, Shepherd's Bush.

,, 22—General Inter-club Meet of Motor Cyclists at

Stratford-on-Avon, organised by the Bir-

mingham M.C.C.

,, 29—Essex M.C. Open 200 Miles Non-stop Run for

Motor Cycles.

Sep. 12—Motor Cycling Club Petrol Consumption Tests.

,, 23—The International Auto Cycle Tourist Trophy
Race in the Isle of Man.

,^ ^Penalty Run for Members of the A.C.U. and
Clubs in the South of England Districts

affiliated to it.

Oct. 3—^A.C.U. Council Meeting at Warwick.
Nov. 20-28—Thirty-second Annual Stanley Show.^^^

reverse for the return journey.

(eettng at Poitmarnock.

The motor cycle race meeting at Port-

narnock, fixed for Saturday last, had
x> be postponed owing to wet weather.

>aring Theft of a Motor Bicycle.

Mr. H. C. Pickering writes :
" I

should like, through the medium of

fom valuable paper, to warn adver-
iisers of second-hand motor bicycles
who reside in the suburbs of Birming-
ham against allowing trial runs to a
prospective purchaser of the following
iescription : Respectable looking man,
age 30-35, short, fair, rather stout,
wears brown leggings and boots, and
possesses an unbounded cheek. This
said person paid a visit to a member
of the Worcestershire M.C.C, and after
about two hours' conversation asked
for a trial run, which was granted, and
of course, the machine (a 3^ h.p. Ariel)
vanished into the night. Fortunately
the owner suspected foul play and lost
no time in informing the police, who
immediately telephoned a full descrip-

day next, the 3rd prox., at 4 a.m.

Riders will be despatched at two-minute
intervals, and competitors will be
allowed approximately sixteen hours to

complete the outward run. A stop of

seven hours will be allowed at Pen-
zance, and fifteen hours approximately
will i)e allowed for the completion of

the return journey on Tuesday. The
route is as follows : Outwards—Cran-
ford Bridge, Staines, Basingstoke.
Andover, Salisbury, Shaftesbury, Sher-
boume, Yeovil, Crewkerne, Chard,
Honiton, Exeter (control), Okehampton,

Next week's issue of " The

Motor Cycle " will be on sale

on THURSDA Y instead of

Wednesday, on account of the

August Bank Holiday.

Blue Anchor, Mitchell, Redruth, Pen-
zance, Land's End, and back to Pen-
zance. Return—Penzance and continue
eastwards via Redruth, Mitchell, and
the route as above in reverse direction,
finishing at Cranford Bridge. Secret
controls will be arranged along the
route. The first prize is the Jarrott
Cup, and medals will be /awarded, at
the discretion of the committee, to
those riders accomplishing the most
meritorious performance. Bronze or
silver medals will be awarded to all

competitors completing the double
journey within thirty-three hours.
This run will be immediately followed
by the A.C.U. twenty-four hours ride.

Harry Martin will Attempt to Break Record.

Harry Martin, who is now recovering
from the effects of a fall, hopes to ride
at Glasgow on August 8th in an attempt
on record.

A Valued Gift.

Miss Hind was the proud recipient
of a handsome little souvenir
one day last week. It had been
subscrib'ed for by a few of the
employees of the Rex Motor
Manufacturing Co. as a token of
their appreciation of a plucky
performance. The souvenir
contained several of the sub-
scribers' wishes and congratula-
tions in both prose and verse. The
gift was quite a, spontaneous one,
and therefore all the more valued
by Miss Hind, who told us that
she prized it far more than any
other gift in her possession.

One of the cards bore the follow-

ing inscription :
" We heartily

congratulate you on the indo-

mitable pluck and perseverance
you displayed in your recent
motor cycle ride from Land's End
to John-o' -Groat's, and in ap-

preciation of same we beg you
to accept a small token from a

few well wishers of the Rex
Manufacturing Co., Ltd." Many
people think a dropped frame
ladies' machine is more prone to

side-slip than a diamond-
shaped man's machine, but Miss
Hind never experienced the

slightest sign of side-slip all the way
from Land's End to John-o' -Groat's.

With regard to the tyres, a Con-
tinental butted tube, which was
lent to her at Worcester, lasted the

remainder of the journey without
further inflation.

Police Traps in North Wales.

Riders will do well to drive carefully

in and around the following districts,

where the police are preparing for

Bank Holiday : Corwen, Llangollen,

Mold, PenmaenmawT and Llanfair-

fechan, Llanddulas (between Abergele
and Old Colwyn), Bettws-y-Coed and
Capel Curig. Also at Talycafn, be-

tween Talycafn Station and Bodnant
Hill, a trap is working, this lies be-

tween Llanrwst and Llandudno Junc-
tion, on the Denbighshire side of the
Conway river (the Rhine of Wales).
The police are also active at Ruabon.
rear Wrecham. They hide behind a
hedge, and anyone coming round at
anything above "funeral" pace is

summoned for "reckless driving."
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CLUB NEWS.
Western District M.C.

Messrs. Canham and VowLer, who tied in the reliability

competition to Salisbury and back, ran off the tie on the

19th inst., and Mr. R. Canhain has ^ince been declared the

winner.

Birmingham M.C.C.

A week-end run to Llanrhaiadr has been arranged for

August 1st to 3rd, meeting at the Fountain, 2 p.m. On
August 8th the run is to Maxstoke Priory, and on the 9th to

Matlock, 15th Ashby, and 22nd inter-club meet at Stratford-

on-Avon.

Walthamstow M.C.

The second round of the 100 miles competition was held
on the 6th inst. for the Dinner Cup. The following made
non-stops : 0. C. Godfrey (5 h.p. Twin Rex magneto), F. A.
Applebee (3^ h.p. Rex magneto), J. W. Percival (6-8 h.p.

Fafnir Tricar magneto), L. Beckers (5 h.p. Kerry Tricar,

accumulator), and A. H. White (car, accumulator).
Members are reminded that the non-stop run to Clacton-

on-Sea takes place on Saturday, August 1st, starting from
the Castle Hotel, Woodford, at 3.30 sharp.

Hull and East Riding A.C.C.

On Saturday last July 25th, a cricket match was played
at West Ella, near Hull, between the Hull and East Riding
Auto Cycle Club and the Central Hull Conservative Bicycle
and Motor Club, and resulted in a victory for the former
club by sixty-seven runs, the Conservatives only scoring
seven. Tea was afterwards partaken of at Mr. GUadsells,

Red Lion Hotel, Anlaby.
The next item on the club's programme is the non-stop

run (200 miles), Hull, Bridlington, Scarborough, Malton,
Zork, and Hull, on August 13th. A party are also arrang-
ing a tour to Whitby for Bank Holiday. Particulars of the
secretary.

The hill-climb announced for July 23rd had to be post-
poned.

Sunderland and District M.C.C.

This club held its annual picnic on Wednesday last. Nine
members rode from High Barnes, Sunderland, to Finchale
Abbey, which is close to the main road to Durham, and near
Leamside Station. They partook of tea in the Abbey
grounds, and afterwards toured the surroundings of the
beautiful ruins, returning to Sunderland at about 8 p.m.
This evening (July 29th) there will be a speed-judging

contest under the auspices of the club. The competitors arc

to start from Chester Road, Sunderland, proceeding on their

motor cycles to Chester Bridge, Plainsworth, and Framwell-
gate Moor. All these places are in Durham county, and the
last mentioned is in Durham city. The return journey will

be made via Cocken Bridge (on River Wear).

M.C.U.I. {Ulster Centre).

The open 400 miles reliability trials for the Muratti trophy
will take place on August 21st and 22nd. Entry forms and
all particulars regarding the competition can be had from
the secretary, E. B. Waring, Grand Central Hotel, Belfast.

North Monmouth M.C.C.

A meeting was held on the 23rd inst., at Ebbw Vale, when
it was decided to form a motor cycle club to be known as

above. Sixteen members were enrolled, and it was resolved
to hold the first run on Saturday next, August 1st. All
riders in the North Monmouth district are cordially invited
to join in the run. A general meeting will be held on the
19th prox. at the Givalin Restaurant, at eight o'clock. The
hon. sec. is E. Griffin, 2, Victoria Road, Ebbw Vale.

Yorlc County M.C.C.

On the 18th inst. a twenty-four hours reliability run from
Leeds to Edinburgh and back was held. For this event the
Palmer Tyre Ltd. presented a handsome silver challenge
cup, to become the absolute property of the rider accomplish-
ing the best performance. The weather was very threaten-
ing at the start, and only twelve members faced the starter.

]\Ir. A. Gordon Bostock, of Glasgow, came over specially to
Leeds to take part in the run. The first competitor was
despatched at 9 p.m., the others following at intervals of
one minute. Before the riders had covered a dozen miles a
drizzling rain set in, which made it extremely uncomfortable.
A heavy downpour had made the roads like a quagmire, and,
moreover, this part of the journey was covered during the
hours of darkness. Several riders took the wrong turn
south of Neville's Cross and lost a considerable number of
marks in consequence. From Neville's Cross through Chester-
le-Street and Newcastle, the roads are bad at any time owing
to the poor surface

;
pools of water, however, now filled up

the holes, and several competitors decided at this point to
wait until daylight came. At the checking station at Aln-
wick only four competitors arrived to schedule time, viz.,

Wilkinson, Charge, Ward, and Mitchell. Good progress was
made to Berwick-on-Tweed, where breakfast was partaken
of. The other side of Berwick no rain had fallen much to
the satisfaction of the riders, and the return journey was

A.C.U. Land's

End to John-o'-

Groat's Trial.

'f'^
Competitors
starting from

Moffat, 382 miles

from John-o'-

Groat's, on the

morning of the

16th inst
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nade under fai' more favourable conditions. Between Dun-
lar and Bervvick-on-Tweed a part of the North Sea squadron
^hich had taken part in the recent naval manoeuvres was
seen by the riders as they passed along that very picturesque
joast road between the towns mentioned.
The first man arrived at Roundhay Post Office, Leeds,

;lose upon schedule time, and others followed at regular

=2HS>

The A.C.U. End-to-end||TTials. W. H. Outnin (3| b.p. Trinmpn) passing
through Carlisle.

intervals. H. Wilkinson, of Roundhay, who was riding a

5^ h.p. Triumph, has been officially returned the winner of

ihe Palmer trophy. The following competitors also arrived
vithin schedule time, and will be awarded the club's standard
?old medal : W. C. Ward, H. H. Charge, F. W. Savory,
J. C. Bennett Mitchell, C. Wilson, W. E. Asquith, A.
Grordon Bostock, and W. R. Steel.

It is interesting to note that only three competitors failed

bo finish, in each case due to some slight accident.

Members are requested to note that the speed trials will

take place in August for the Charge challenge cup. The
trials hon. sec. is now endeavouring to obtain permission
for this event to take place in private grounds.

It is worthy of note that in the above long-distance run
for the Palmer Cup, eight out of twelve of the competitors
used Palmer tyres. Seven duly finished, and % the eighth
retired through a collision. The seven riders in question
experenced absolutely no tyre troubles from start to finish.

Newcastle and District M.C.C.

The third annual reliability trial for the N.S.U. cup will

take place on August 2nd and 3rd. The second prize is the
A.C.U. gold medal; third, special prizes presented by Mr.
Ernest Hawkins. Gold medals will be awarded to all who
inish between minimum and maximum time, and bronze
medals to those who finish within forty-eight hours. A
?oId medal will be given by Mr. S. Hudson to the rider who
las not previously won any club award, or who accomplishes
;he best performance in the opinion of the judges.
Rout/e : August 2nd, leave Northumberland Street, New-

castle, at 6 a.m., via Wooler to Kelso. Control and break-
'ast, half an hour. Leave for Moffat vid Selkirk and St.
\Iary's Loch. Control and dinner, one hour allowed. Leave
'or New Galloway vid Beatloch, Elvanfoot, and Thornhill.
Control and tea, half an hour. Leave for Stranraer vid
NTewton Stewart. Stop for night, arrive about' 7 p.m.
August 3rd (Bank Holiday), leave Stranraer 8 a.m. for Castle
Douglas. Control and breakfast, half an hour. Leave for
-langholm vid Annan and Canobie. Control and dinner, one
lour. Leave for Redesdale Arms vid Hawick and Carter
5ar. Control and tea, half an hour. Leave for Barras
bridge Hotel, Newcastle, vid Otterburn. Arrive about 8 p.m.
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Southend and District M.C.

The winner of the two motor cycle events at this club's
gymkhana, viz., the Turk's head competition and potato
race, was A. W. Pettitt who rode a 2^ h.p. Quadrant-Jap.

Coventry M.C.

The trials hon. sec, 19, Hertford Street, Coventry, advises
us that entry forms and particulars for the above club's open
motor cycle hill-climbing competition are now ready. No
entries can be received after August 8th.

Brighton and District M.C.C.

The above club held a speed-judging competition over a
circuit ten and a half miles round, situated near Henfield.
Competitors before starting were required to draw a sealed
envelope, which contained a number, and were required to
cover the course in a time as nearly approximating the drawn
number (representing minutes) as they could without the aid
of watches, etc. The results are given below :

Number
drawn.Bider and machine.

H. Saunders (6 h.p. Jap) ... 25
T. Wilkins (4^ h.p. Minerva) ... 29
E. L. Waters (3 h.p. Rover) ... 38
G. R. Brown (4^ h.p. Minerva) ... 26
J. H. Best m h.p. Minerva) ... 25
T. Rollin (3^ h.p. F.N., 4-cylinder) 32
J. D. Box (3^ h.p. Triumph) ... 40
R. W. Cartwright (7-8 h.p. Minerva) 37
C. E. Sambrook (5^ h.p. N.S.U.
and sidecar) 39

North-west London M.C.C.

A petrol consumption trial was held near Stanmore on
Saturday last, 25th inst. Some good sport was witnessed,
and the performances of the leading competitors were ex-
cellent. The full results were as follows :

Error,

lis. slow
45s. fast

Im. 54s. slow
Im. 35s. slow
2m. 15s. slow
3m. 30s. fast

4m. 40s. slow
4m. 40s. slow

did not finish

Place. Rider and Machine.

1. W. A. Jacobs (3^ h.p. Rex)
2. A. W. Bentley (3^ h.p. Triumph) ...

3. T. G. Blundell (3^ h.p. Triumph)
4. G. H. Hollis (3^ h.p. Triumph) ...

5. W. 0. Kennington (3^ h.p. Triumph)
6. H. V. Davidson (3 h.p. Werner) ...

7. G. Rowden (3^ h.p. Bat) ...

8. A. S. Phillips (5 h.p. Vindec)
F. Thomas (5 h.p. G.O.K.), E. W. Brighten (2^ h.p. Ariel),
and F. Fox (3^^ h.p. Quadrant) also ran, but stopped during
the trial.

Allow-
ance of Distance
petrol. covered.
pt. oz. Milas.

1 1 22b^
1 1 22x^5
1 1 15f
1 1 15i^^
1 1 13^f
1 12i
1 2 Hi
1 2 11

W. H. Wells (5 h.p. Vindec) leiving the Star Hotel, Worcester, alter

the lunch interval on the second day of the End-to-end Trials.
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Club News.—
Ayr and District M.C.C.

A petrol consumption test was held last Wednesday even-

ing over a circular course of twelve miles embracing Green-

hill and Longhill Avenues, A start was made at 8 p.m

from Mr. Johnstone's grounds at AUoway, kindly placed

at the disposal of the club for the occasion. The results,

Total weight + capacity

based on the formula, were ae

follows

1.

2.

3.

Petrol (in ounces).

Fig. of Petrol Miles per
merit, ozs. gallon.

Q. Clark (5 h.p. twin Rex) 40.7 27 = 56.8

J. Robertson (3^ h.p. Minerva) 40.6 19 = 80.8

C. Carver (3 h.p. N.S.U.) 40.3 16.5 = 92.2

THE ORGANISATION
FOR some months we have known that the Motor

tjnion has had under consideration the question

of the organisation of motor cydists, i.e., the

banding together of all motor cyclists, whether

club men or unattached riders, under one banner. We

A.C.n. Trials (Fourth Day). Competitors riding through Lanark.

have shown our readers, by articles we have published
in these pages, that in our opinion, a universal scheme
at a moderate fee would meet the case, and we

Hartlepools and District M.C.C.

The result of a petrol consumption test held by the above
club on Wednesday, July 22nd, is as under. The course wa^
one of eighteen miles, and was not by any means flat :

Rider and machine.

*Mr. Smart (3^ h.p. Phelon and Moore)
Mr. Atkinson (3^ h.p. 1907 Triumph)
Mr. Walton, jun. (3^ h.p. 1908 Triumph)
Mr. Durkin (four-cylinder F.N.) ...

Mr. Corner (3 h.p. 1906 Triumph)
Mr. Edwards (5 h.p. Twin Stranton)
Mr. Dyer (3^ h.p. Triumph)

* Winner.

Quantity
used

Miles
to the

liq. ozs.

... 20
gallon.
= 144

... 21
h) 26
... 30

= 137|
= 110 f(^

= 96
... 32 = 90
... 33
... 40 = 72

OF MOTOR CYCLISTS.
have not hesitated to point out faults in organisation

when we have thought that the general body of motor
cyclists was being neglected.

The Motor Union, i, Albemarle Street, W., has
now taken the bull by the horns, and issued a pro-

opectus which includes among other advantages full

membership of the Motor Union and reduced fees for

insurance at an inclusive fee of half a guinea. Our
ideal subscription for unattached riders tO' a representa-

tive body has been stated in^ O'ur articles as 5s. We
think motor cyclists will find that the M.U. subscrip-

tion of half a guinea brings the actual fee slightly under
this sum, when all the advantages enumerated in the
prospectus are taken into consideration.

In addition tO' the half-guinea scheme the M.U. has
an alternative subscription of one guinea, which in-

cludes all the advantages of the first-named, with the

added security of insurance for any motor cycle not

exceeding 5 h.p., claims by the public (whicli are

always possible) for injury or damage (excluding the
first ^£2 I OS.) up tO' ^50, and fire or explosion up
to ^30.
A special committee composed of representative

motor cyclists will deal with all questions appertaining

to- motor cycling.

Finally, it is interesting to note that the M.U. has
a definition of its own regarding the motor cycle, type
Df vehicle. It reads as follows :

" A motor vehicle not
exceeding 4 cwts. in weight, excluding petrol, oil,

water, accumulators, or magneto-, and having not more
than three wheels, except in the case of a motor bicycle

or trailer."

Further particulars can be obtained from the secre-

tary as above.

Mr. Cathcart Wason, M.P., asKs Another Question.

WE understand that Mr. Cathcart Wason, M.P.,

was tO' ask the President of the Local Govern-
ment Board on the 28th inst., whether his

attention has been drawn to- the conviction

for dangerous driving through Croydon of one of the

competitors in a motor cycle race from London to

Edinburgh ; and whether, etc., etc. In his zeal for the

protection of the public Mr. Cathcart Wason has over-

looked one or two important facts. One is that Croy-

don is not on the route tO' the North, another is that

the M.C.C. London to Edinburgh ride is not a race,

and the last is that the alleged dangerous driving took

Dlace in Chester-le-Street, near Durham, and that the

riders name was Reginald G. Mundy, of Croydon, and
he was most unjustly punished by a bench of magistrates,

who might very reasonably have overlooked the alleged

danger, considering everyone was on the qui vive for

the Edinburgh riders and knew they were due.

We are informed by Douglas Bros., Kingswood,
Bristol, that the sole cause of their machines not being
successful in. the A.C.U. End-to-end Trials was owing
tO' the fact that the front forks were of a new design,

and proved unequal to the task they had to- perform.

The makers have now arranged to fit to their Douglas
machines a specially-made Druid spring fork.
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OCCASIONAL COMMENTS,
By "IXION."

Tyre Pumps.
As if we did not already pay enough for our tyres in

view of their brief hves and the worry they give us

while they last, the tyre malcers continue tO' supply
with a pair of motor cycle tubes and covers costing

jQ^ or SO' a miserable little infiator only big enough to

blow up a pair of red naked-sided road-racing Con-
strictors. Every pair of motor cycle tyres ought to

possess a real motor cycle pump—a businesslike affair

with a stout barrel, a hefty hand grip, and a folding

heel for the foot to stand on. • Riders still employing
last year's wretched apologies for pumps may have
noticed their tyres seem to- demand a greatly increased
expenditure of perspiration when they call for inflation.

Lucky are you if your pump has a screw-on cap, so that

you can get at the piston, and put a little vaseline on
the bone dry washer. Mine has a cemented cap, and
adds toi its other iniquities this, above all, that before

I can ever blow up my tyres again with it I must spend
money on a celluloid repairing outfit, melt the cap off,

grease the washer, and see if I can make a good joint

at the cap again. All pumps should have screw-on

caps, SO' that the piston washer may receive the

periodic greasing it requires.

Brakes for Chaia=driven Machines.
Motor cyclists—consciously or unconsciously—possess

the best brakes fitted to any vehicle on the road, in the

form of the foot-operated belt rim shoe. It is

immensely powerful, can be used at need with extreme
delicacy, is absolutely reliable, and never needs adjust-

ment. Chain-driven machines, on the other hand,
still have to depend on other types of brake, which may
be excellent when in perfect order, but comprise a

number of fragile parts, and are often in need of adjust-

ment, the want of which either destroys the brake
power or reduces the efficiency of the machine. I saw
a new model of chain driver, built for the End-to-

end trial, which included a belt rim brake. A rim
of very narrow section had been fastened to the

spokes of the rear wheel, on the opposite side to the
sprocket, and a belt rim shoe brake attached, operated
from the footrests. Most chain-driven machines on the
market have sufl^icient fork clearance to allow of such
a brake being fitted, and it will be found of especial
value for side car work. A similar brake is fitted

to the back wheels of an experimenta:! small car, of

which I was permitted to see the drawings last week,
and the designer says it is the best car brake he has
ever used, though the rims scarcely add to the appear-
ance of the wheels.

Accessible Cylinders.
I recently saw a device for rendering the cylinders

accessible fitted to a freak home-built machine. The
machine possessed a colossal engine built into an ultra

low racing frame. The designer did not see the fun
of taking the engine off the frame whenever he wished
to dismount a cylinder, and yet he had set his heart

on a very low frame which gave no clearance whatever
for lifting the cylinder off with the crank case in
situ. Nil desperandum. Readers may know that

one end of the Vindec twin engine is held by a clip,

which can be revolved on the frame when two bolts

have been loosened. The designer in question has
fitted each crank case clip so that it is free to revolve

across the vertical plane, and has prevented it from
revolving of its own accord by fitting two easily

detachable tie rods at one end. Consequently when
he wishes to detach his monstrous cylinders he whips
off the two tie rods, unscrews the carburetter unions,

pushes at the cylinder heads, and pulls at the bottom
of the crank case, when, hey presto! his engine lies

horizontally across the frame of the machine, but still

firmly secured to it. As a consequence he is able to

use a racing engine with the valves set in the cylinder

heads—^an engine which would otherwise have pre-

sented considerable defects from his point of view. All

twin-cylinder engines in low frames could be attached

in this manner with a very small sacrifice of weight.

^f^^^

CiiaP'

.-.dM^-^.

LEEDS—LONDON AND BACK TWENTY-THREE HOURS' TRIAL.

The winner, Erie S. Myers, of[)Bradford (3J h.p. Triumph). A successfui competitor, T. W. B. Durant, of Sheffield (3J h.p. Jap).
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DON'T SKID.
The only Non-Skid Tyre
WITH SOLID TREAD and
that REMAINS A NON-SKID

until It Is worn out.

20 years' experience is behind

tliis tyre.

This is one o-P many testimonials
we have received.

London, June 19th, 1908.

Dear Sirs,—Just a line to tell you how delighted I am with your Three Spires Non-Skid Tyre. 1

have new covered several thousand miles in all weathers and daily running^,
and it suits me down to the ground, needless to say it has not punctured. I was delighted to note the quality of

the rubber employed and wonder you can do it for the price, also how soft arid easy is the cover to get on the rim.

I need hardly say that I shall insist on Three Spires in the future.
By the way what grand tubes you make, I have seen nothing so good.

Wishing you every success, as you deserve.

Yours faithfully, H. W.

May we send you prices and particulars. Special offer to Readers of " The Motor Cycle.

COVENTRY RUBBER

This is the
the Drive

This isthe Non-
Tread taking Skid ready to

and Wear.
come into action
if needed.

A MOTOR CYCLE

WEIGHING

ONLY 60 LBS.

A PERFECT

MOTOR CYCLE AT

A BICYCLE PRICE.

£19 19 complete.

Fitted with Ruthardf

Magneto

£4 10 extra.

THIS IS QUITE THE LOWEST PRICE
at which it is possible to obtain an efficient motor cycle. The " Wolf " featherweight motor cycle is no toy—it is a marvel
of sound construction and ingenuity, and with a wonderful hill-climbing capacity. The frame is specially built and the
whole machine is British made.

THE "WOLF" FEATHERWEIGHT
MOTOR CYCLE.

SPECIFICATION.
ENGINE—A. J. Stevens 2i h.p. ; bore 2Am., stroke 2iin.
COIL— Fuller.

AGCUIVIULATOR— Premier.
CARBURETTER—A. J. Steven's automatic air inlet and throttle

combiried.
BELT- -Best Chrome.
JOCKEY PULLEY— Ball Bearing.
FRAME—22in. and 24in.

Made specially by the

TANK—To which combined petrol, lubricating oil, and coil com-
partments are fitted.

"Wolf" Tyres made by the Dunlop Rubber Co. Ltd., 2in. to fit anv standard ijm. rim 20/- extra. Write tor asts

WHEELS—26in. or 28in.
TYRE J—Wasp No. 1, ifin. diameter.

Dunlop Rubber Co., Ltd.
CONTROLS—Valve lifter and ignition are controlled by one lever

;

when magneto, extra lever for ignition.
HANDLEBAR—Wide raised, to which a switch of neat design

is fitted.

BRAKES—Wasp Iront and back roller or mvsrted levers.
FINISH—Best black enamel, lined two colours. Olive green,

silver lines io/- extra.

WEARWELL MOTOR CARRIAGE CO., LTD., WOLVERHAMPTON.

In answering either of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.*
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVEBTISEMENTS in these

columns—Id. per word, minimum Is. Name
and address must be counted. In the ease

of Trade Advertisements a series of thirteen

insertions is charged as twelve.

All advertisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of " The Motor Cycle," Coventry.

To ensure insertion letters should be posted

in time to reach the offices of "The Motor

Cycle," Coventry, on the Friday morning, or

if sent to London, by the Thursday afternoon

previous to the date of publication.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY
For the convenience of purchasers of second-hand

motor cycles, it has been suggested that the advertise-

ments be classified into districts, as many readers Uke
to know what machines are for sale in their imme-
diate neighbourhood before going further afield.

Plan showing division of England
into Sections.

Experimeotally, tiiw^fore, we have divided the

advertisements into eleven sections, as follows

:

SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, and
Westmorland.

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.

SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby, Stafford,

Shropshire, Montgomery, and Merioneth.

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland, Northamp-
tonshire, Wanwckshire.

SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suficdk, Cambridge, Huntingdon, and
Bedford.

SECTION VI.

Worcestershire, Herefordshire, Radnor, Brecknock,
Monmouth, Glamorgan, Carmarthen, Cardigan,
and Pembroke.

SECTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks, Wilts and
Hants, Channel Islands.

SECTION VIII.

Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, and Sussex.

SECTION IX.

Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and ComwaU.

SECTION X.
Scotland.

SECTION XL
Ireland and Isle of Mao.

NOT TOO LATE
even now to obtain exactly what you want in either

new or second-hand mounts for the AUGUST
HO L.I DAY. Liberal terms of exchange arranged
at once. All machines, new and second-hand, sent
out ready for the road.
The following machines, and others, are all in our

Showrooms :

NEW MODELS.
TRIUMPH 3i h.p., 1908, magneto £48 C

WARWICK, shop-soiled only 46
TRIUMPH 3i h.p., 1907, magneto 39
N.S.U. 3J h.p., 1908, magneto, new, 26* wheels 40 C

N.S.U. 3^ h.p., magneto, new, 1908, 24' wheels 40
N.S.U. 3I h.p., 1908, twin, magneto, 24' wheels 45 C

N.S.U. 6 h.p., 1908, twin, magneto 54
N.S.U. ij h.p., 1908 lightweight, magneto .. 34
REX DE LUXE 3J h.p., 1908, magneto, two-

speed gear 50 C

Also various other new models, Motosacoche,
F.N., Roc, Vindec, Warwick, etc., all in stock.

SOILED AND SECOND-HAND
N.S.U. 3i h.p., 1908, accumulator, shop-soiled.

cost £36 £28
G.B. ZEDEL 5-6 h.p., 1908, engine magneto,

two-speed, spring forks, fan, footrests,

perfect, cost over £70, will accept .... 35
TWIN ROC 5 h.p., Peugeot engine, magneto,

free-engine 30
ROC 4 h.p., 1907, magneto, free-engine, Druid

spring forks 25
ROC 3ih.p.,magneto, clutch, good running order 12
N.S.U. 3j h.p., 1907, magneto, new Roc two-

speed gear, spring forks 30 C

N.S.U. 6 h.p., 1908, new May, Roc clutch, im-
proved gear, cost £75 55 C

REX TWIN TOURIST, magneto, 'OS, as new 27 C

JAP, 6 h.p., magneto, '08, Chater Lea frame,
not run 27

VINDEC SPECIAL 3i h.p., magneto, Truffault
spring forks 26

NOBLE, 3 h.p., long wheelbase, good order . . 12
WHITLEY 3J h.p., spray carburetter 8 10
JAP, 6 h.p , Twin, Chater Lea frame, grand

condition 20
KERRY 5 h.p., twin, two-speed, hand-starting 20
ANTOINE 4 h.p., low frame, free-engine .... 15 C

WERNER, twin, 4 h.p., recently overhauled
and refinished 16

N.S.U. 5i h.p., magneto, overhauled 26
ROVER, 3 h.p.. Palmer tyres, Bioo saddle,

running well 10 10
REX 3j h.p., John-o'-Groat's model 10

Others constantly arriving.

Let us give you details of the

WARWICK CAR-STYLE MOTOR CYCLE.
Hand-starting, ball bearing 4 h.p. , engine,
Bosch magneto, spring forks, Roc (licensed)
clutch, epicyclic two-speed ge^r, started and
driven like a car; several s *»on-. in advance

, of ordinary motor cycl. design.

Price 45 guineas.

TYRE BARGAINS.
Get your machine WELL SHOD for the Holiday;.
Sent on approval from our BRAND NEW 1908 STOCK.

PETER UNION COVER ,.

PREMIER PRICE.
24X 2i £0 18
26 X 2i 1 1 6
26 x 2j 1 5

SHAMROCK

Ordinary Price.
^i 2

I 8

I 13

COVERS, 26 X 2^, 12/6 each.

PETER UNION.
Ordinary Price.

£0 II

o 12

o 13

NEW TUBES-
PREMIER PRICE.

24X2i £0 8
26 X 2j 8 6
26x2^ 10 6

CLINCHER TUBES. New, Best Grey Quality.

PREMIER PRICE. f Ordinary Price.
24 X 2i £0 7 6 £011 6
26 X 2j 7 6 12 o

Dehvery per return. Sent on APPROVAL tor
three days.

PREIVIIER ACCUIVIUI-ATORS.
BRITISH-MADE. Sent on four days' actual TRIAL.

Specially heavy plates—do not disintegrate.
10 amp 9/6 \ List on
20 amp 12/6 J application.

PREMIER MOTOR AGENCY,
Aston Road, BIRMINGHAM,

Telephone: 4310. Telegiams : " Primus," B'ham

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may

addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle "
Ofl

Wheii this is desired, 2d. will be charged for regis
tion, and three stamped and addressed envelopes n
be sent for forwarding replies. Only the number
appear in the advertisement. Replies should
addressed, " No. 000, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' (
entry "

; or if " London " is added to the address, V
to the number given, c/o "The Motor Cycle,"
Tudor Street, E.C.

Mr DEPOSIT SYSTEM. "W
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknc
persons may deal in perfect safety by availing th
selves of our Deposit System. If the money be
posited with "The Motor Cycle," both parties
advised of this receipt, and upon intimation of
arrival and acceptance of the goods, the monc
forwarded less a charge of is. for registration,
time allowed for a decision after receipt of the gooc
three days. For all transactions exceeding £10
value, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged. All dep
matters are dealt with at Coventry, and cheques
money orders should be made payable to lUffe
Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receivt

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard
silence as an indication that the goods advertised I

already been disposed of Advertisers often receivi
many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reol'
each one by post

All letters relating to advertisements must s
distinctly under what heading they appeared, and
of issue.

MOTOR BICYCLISS FOR SAI
SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durh]
and Westmoreland.

3-6 h.p. Twin Bercley, built June, ^
splendid condition, Chater-Lea throu

out, spare tube and belt; £20, no offers
Edward Irving, 13, Lowther Street, Penr
NEWCASTLE- ON -TYNE. - 54 h.p. tj

Brown, not done 500 miles. Palmer c
back, £37 10s., cost £54, take single part
change; pair Collier spring forks, unui.
lOs. 6d. ; agent for Brown motors; call i

see them. — Nicholson, 79, Stanhope St
Newcastle-on-Tyne.

4 h.p. Twin Werner, magneto, two-sp<
spring forks. Brooks saddle, footboa

£25; also 4 h.p. Ormonde, Keleoom eng
very powerful, enamelled cream, in sp
did condition, £15; also 34 h.p. De D
water-cooled head, £5 15s. ; also A
coupler, £1 2s. 6d. ; also Montgomery s

car, 24in. wheel, £4 10s.—Stephenson, M<
side, Cleadon. near Snnderland.

ALDEE'S are Selling off their 1908 £toc
cycles at slaughter prices, every

chine has guaranteed tyres, two ora
free wheel, 4in. roller chain, plated rims
spokes, mudguards, beautifully ename
and lined, guaranteed for five years; sp€
roadsters, £3 18s., were £5 6s. ; doci
models, with gear case, £5 10s., were £8
Model de Luxe, with three-speed gear,
10s., were £9; ladies' models 7s. 6d. exti
Alder's Motor Mart, Wheatsheaf. Sun
land.

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.

5 h.p. Roc, two speedSj free engine,
condition ; £43.—Cross, Jeweller, Eot

ham.
3i h.p. Minerva, spring forks, gi

2 climber ; £18.—Cross, Jeweller, R0I
ham.

TRIUMPH, 3 h.p., magneto, splendid
dition, accessories; £26.—12, Lord St

Leigh. Lancashire.

31 h.p. Brown, low saddle, long bars,
2 boards, magneto, fast, reliable

chine; £30.-129, Main Street, Bingley.

CARR. Fleet Street, Bury.—34 h.p. Q
rant, spring forks, excellent o

throughout, horn, tools, registered, etc.;

CARR, Bury. — 34 h.p. Rex, Longuen
high frame, but excelfont in e

other way ; £9.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle."
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OTOH BICYCLES FOR SALE.

1 h.p. Triumph, perfect condition, spray,
2 new cylinder, piston rings and tyre;

J 10s., bargain.—Peacock, Earl Shilton,

nckley.

flNDEO, 5 h.p., magneto, new, Longue-
mare carburetter, new lin. Dermatine

It, tyres good, non-skid, condition as new

;

6 10s.—Plastow, Grimsby.

IRMINGHAM:.—5i h.p. B.S.A.-MJnerva, 28in.
> Palmers, Brooks BlOO saddle, Whittle
It, fast, powerful; £13, or exchange lower
wer and value.—431, Monument Road.

IINEEVA, 8-10 h.p., twin (specially built),

speed 4 to over 70 miles per hour, new
id perfect, with all accessories; £45 or
lar offer.—430. The Motor Cycle Offices, Cov-
try.

lEIUMPH. 3i h.p., magneto, delivered
March, 1908, engine running well, tyres,

amel, plating in good condition, Brooks
ring seat; £42.—Box 415, The Motor Cycle
ices, Coventry.

1 h.p. Quadrant, magneto, spring forks,
2 heavy Clinchers, two speeds, lamp,
ares, accessories, guaranteed perfect;
rgain, £15; tried by appointment. — 26,

;urch Gate, Loughborough.

(LEMENT-GAEEAED and Garrard-Max-
' field, new and second-hand, twin-cylin-
r, and 2i h.p. singles, at reasonable piices.
Jarrard-Maxfield Motor Co. (makers, not
ents), Aston Eoad, Birmingham.

1 h.p. Triumph, late 1907, as new, not
2 ridden 450 miles, guaranteed abso-
tely perfect, handsome machine, separate
nerator lamp, horn, tools, etc., ready for
ad; 28 guineas.—8, Murray Eoad, Eugby.

'25.—Phelon and Moore, 2? h.p., horn,
t acetylene lamp, detachable tubes,
ares, perfect rurming order; owner bought
r.—Apply, Stephens, Turner's Garage,
>athfleld Eoad, Handsworth, Birmingham.

"\E DION, 3 h.p.. handle-bar button con-
' trol, Longuemare carburetter, Dunlops,
iarly new, Bo-wden lift, Watawata, excel-
nt running condition, very easy starter,
raal spares; photograph; £10, no offers.—
Cutting, Vale, Stamford.

L EIEL! Ariel! ! Ariel! ! !—For immediate de-
L livery, the 2-| h.p. lightweight ; write
r catalogue and full particulars; also 3

p. and 5 h.p. twin-cylinder models; a few
h.p. and 5 h.p. twins at clearance prices.
Ariel Works, Bournbrook, Birmingham.
3. h.p. Aster, No. 6 Chater frame, foot-
i4 boards. Continentals, like new; 31 h.p.
5X, spring forks excellent condition; also
h.p. Minerva, 25in. wheels. Clincher tyres,
irfect; first reasonable offer secures each.

—

nith. Ford Street, Saint Mary, Nottingham.

SECTION V.
Jorfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon,
and Bedford.

''WIN Minerva, spring forks, magneto, like
new, numerous spares.—Lambert, Thet-

rd, Norfolk.

-9 h.p. Bat, type late 1907, splendid run-
ning order; sacrifice £37 10s.—Eeginald

. Parker, Bridge Street, St. Ives, Hunts.
y h.p. Fafnir Engine. Chater-Lea fittings,
' B. and B., Palmers, stand, horn, bae,
CO accumulators; £11.-94, Mill Road, Cam-
ridge.

^OUE-CYLINDEE 4J h.p. J^'.N.. magneto
ignition. Palmer tyres, little used, and

I absolutely perfect condition; £25. — E.
risawell, Newmarket.
rENim Bicar, two-speed, free engine,
* complete, accessories, cost £62, new last
ovember, makers just overhauled; £36;
iying car.—" Zenith," Sidney Sussex Ool-
ge, Cambridse.

SECTION VI.
tVorcestershire, Herefordshire, Radnor,
Brecknock, Monmouth, Glamorgan,
Carmarthen, Cardigan, and Pembroke.
h.p. Twin Eex, Nala two-speed, new Pal-
mer tyres; cheap.—Walker, 15, Wands-

orth Avenue. Cardiff.

^EIUMPH, 3i h.p., 1907, perfect running
L order, laiupg.horn, spares; £30 cash,
|w or second-haritl push bike part exchange.
Passey and Hall, Eoss, Herefordshire.

We are now stocking the latest 2,^ h.p. Ariel

lightweigj-it as well as the 3 h.p. and 6 h.p.

(Jap engine) models.

Lists, etc., upon request.
O-Hver-s wa.n'ted -Fof

MINERVA, 4i h.p., perfect £26
SAROLEA, 6 h.p., spring forks. . 22
WEHNER, twin, 4 h.p 20
REX, 5 h.p., twin, '07 machine. . 18
ZEA'ITH, 3 h.p., two speeds. ... 27
N S.U., 3|- h.p,, two speeds .... 18

N£W MACHINES.
2|h.p.AEIEL, coil and accumulator 32 gns.
24- h.p. ARIEL, magneto 37 „
jih.p. VINDEC £48 10

5 h.p. VINDEC 53
5 h.p. TOURIST 52

2f h.p. MINERVA 20

3i h.p. MINERVA 32

4i h.p. MINERVA 39
7-8 h.p. MINERVA 45

If h.p. F.N 35

4i h.p. F.N 50
Lei us quols you for Exchange for any of the above.

Prices rock bottom. Cash or Exchange.
Any othsr make gladly quoted upon request.

TRICARS.
REXETTE, 8 h.p., twin tyre, two

speeds and reverse, water-
cooled, wheel steering .... £60

HUBBARD, water-cooled, two
speeds 20

ACCESSORIES.
1908 Bosch Magneto (new), single £4
1908 Bosch Magneto, twin 5
Long Carburetter, perfect 15
VARIABLE PULLEYS, try one on

appro. State engine only 10 6

Trailer, suit tradesman 1 10
28 X 2V\n. Cover, new 9 6

Gear Box, two speeds and reverse 2

Car Cha %U and Wheels 2

Headlight (car) IJ 6

Mabon fr?*^ engine Clutch 2

RIP BOXsfeS.
The finest extant for carrying tubes or belts. Try one

on approval. A quality, 7, 6 ; B quality, 4/6.

BELT BOXES.
Hold nine feet. Any size easily fitted. A quality,

8/6; Equality, 5/6. Trade terms on request.

PALMER TYRES (Cord>.
Cover. Tube. Cover. Tube.

26x2, 43/6 10/' 28x2, 50/3 10/-

26x2i, 58/9 11/- 28X2i, 63/6 11/-

26X2i, 59/3 16/3 28X2i, 64/3 17/6
11/- allowed on old covers and 2/6 on tubes"

TUBES.—Fully guaranteed.

z6 X 2in 6 /- 28 X 2in 1 I-

26x2jin 7/- 28x2iin 7/6.

26x2iin 8/- 28 X 2iin 8/-

Immediate Deliverv. Approval.

COVERS.
26x2in 16/- 28 X 2in 17/-

26x2jin 17/6. 28 x 2Jin 18/-

26 x a^in 21 /<?. -8 X 2.Vin 22/-

MAUDE'S MOTOR MART,
Rowwell Stt-eet, HALIFAX.

National ielephoue ^t,i.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
MOTO Beve, new May, 1908, perfect condi-

tion, has not done 500 miles ; £24.—Hop-
kins, Alveston House, Ledbury.

23. h.p. De Dion Engine, Chater-Lea frame,
4 Palmer tyres, new inners, splendid

running order; price £16.—Southall, Sel-
borne Road, Worcester.

5 h.p. Twin Brown, magneto, two-speed,
latest model, almost unused; cost £70,

cash offers; consider 3i h.p. part exchange.
—Jones, Gilwern, Abergavenny.

51 h.p. Bex Twin, 1906, cantilever seat, two-
2 way switch, Bluemel's 30 amp. hour

accumulator, lamp, horn, stand, toolbag,
butt-ended Michelin back, Lucas lamp
bracket; £22, or offers.—Tudor Thomas,
Bryncaerau, Llanelly.

SECTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks,
Wilts and Hants, and Channel Islands.

23. h.p. Minerva, 1908, as new. not ridden
'4 50 miles; £27 10s.

5 h.p. Twin Antoine, spring forks, new bat-
teries, coil, R.O.M. synchronised con-

tact breaker, horn, lamps, etc., in fine order;
£15.

2JL h.p. Excelsior, surface carburetter, Pal-
2 mer back tyre. Clincher front, in good

order; £8.

) h.p. Minerva, float carburetter; £6.

1 3 h.p. Werner; £5.
±4
2.3 h.p. Werner; £7.
4

T'HE Above Cycles are to be seen at W. J.

Randall's Garage, 3. High Street, And-
over.

TWESr Rex and Sidecar, in new condition;
£20.—Strong, Sidmouth Street, Devizes.

2 h.p. Minerva Motor Bike, good climber,
spray; cheap. — C. B. Barnard, Whitr

church, Hants.

21 h.p. Jap, long bars, low, and light, per-
2 feet condition throughout ; bargain,

£12.—T. Simpson, Sandhurst, Berks.

01 h.p. Ariel, in first-class condition

;

.^2 owner must sell to nearest to £10. —
Fry, 21, Leigh Road South, Clifton, Bristol.

3 h.p. Brown Midget, Fafnir engine, Lin-
cona belt, two accumulators, new tyre,

excellent condition; £15.—Palmer, Mandora
Barracks, Aldershot.

i Q07 3i h.p. Triumph, magneto, lamp,
jLfJ horn, spares, Advance adjustable, un-
used Goodrich, guaranteed; £30.-7, Dursley
Road, Shirehampton. Bristol.

4 h.p. two-speed magneto Roc, handle
starting, Longuemare, run 500 miles,

2J Dunlops, excellent condition, all spares

;

£34.—Moore, Stoke Bishop, Bristol.

_, _^ __ ^_ , Advance pulley, Stanley,
Longuernare, new Dunlops oil, petrol

gauges, spares, splendid condition; £18.—
Pool, Station Road, Fleet, Hants.

£11.—Ormond, 4 h.p., perfect order, fit for
immediate use, Diinlop tyres, new,

splendid machine, new belt, coil, accumula-
tor; bargain.—Hewett, Alton, Hants.

BRISTOL.—23 h.p. Kerry, splendid hill-

cliipber. enamel, plating, tyres m ex-

cellent condition, smart machine; 12 guineas.
—6, Longmead Avenue, Gloucester Road.

31 h.p. Lloyd, magneto, Longuemare,
2 Chater-Lea, spring forks, new Dunlop

and Goodrich non-skid, excellent running
order; £27.—Moore, Stok© Bishop, Bristol.

"DEX, 3i- h.p..

ABGAIN".—Genuine 2i h.p. Jfinerva, Eadie
...-V fittings, enamelling and plating like

new, just overhauled, thorough reliable

roachine: approval; ten guineas.—F. Hirst,

Bream, Lydney.

01 h.p. Minerva, Chater-Lea, inclined,

L'2 spray. Clinchers. 26 by 2, Watawata,
splendid condition, new Gradior piston, re-

bushed; £10, offer: good twin wanted.—Mor-
gan, 72 Campbell Road. Salisbury.

In answering any of these advertisements it is dp-=<irahle that you jyiention " The Motor Cycle.'
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION VIII.

Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent,
and Sussex.

_(}7.—2 h.p. Quadrant, good running oiaer.—
15, Station Road, Chingford.

9.—2J h.p. Humber, chain drive.—Roach.
10, Erpingham Road, Putney.

08 3 h.p. Kerry, low, very little usea

;

£18.—Michell, Eoydon, Essex.

31 h.p. Rex, perfect order; £8 10s., a har-
4 gain.—110, Derinton Road, TootiTg.

IjL h.p. Minerva, running order; £3 15s. —
2 Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London,

E.G.

23. h.p. Minerva, 1907, perfect condition, i;sw
4 belt; £18.—Allen, 43, Lavender Hill,

8.W.

23, h.p. Kerry, very low, reliable machine

;

2 £9.—Gorley, 55, Choumert Road, Peclv-
ham.
MOTOR Cycle, Minerva, 2f h.p., as new;

cheap.—Apply, 34. Raleigh Road, Horn-
sey.

£8.—2| h.p. Genuine De Dion, splendid con-
dition throughout.—39, Arngask Road,

Catford.

2,1. h.p. Kerry, like new ; £9 10s. ; owner
'4 bought twin.—25, The Gardens, East

Dulwich.

23. h.p. Zedel, very fast, excellent condi-
4 tion; £12.—Bert Trask, 137, Brockley

Road. S.E.

2 h.p. Werner, in good running order; £6
10s. — Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet

Street, E.G.

23. h.p. Minerva, low, fast; sale, or ex-
4 change.—2, Aldridge Road Villas,

Bayswater.

FAIRY Lightweight, good condition; £12
10s.; must be sold; offers.—301, Seaside,

Eastbourne.

11 h.p. Minerva, low, splendid condition,
2 spray, B. and B., an ideal machine;

£6.—See below.

31 h.p. Ormonde, good order, Kelecom, ex-
2 cellent condition; £13. — Morgan,

Borough, Farnham, Surrey.

3§ h.p. Rex, spring forks, Longuemare, Con-
tinentals; £15.—Laming, 9, Tregothnan

Road, Clapham.

. I?rvjMPH, 1907. perfect condition, with
JL spares ; £33 10s.—Farrant, 193, High
Street, Peckham.

r.N., li h.p., useful machine, good order;
£8, with accessories.-Darby, 27, Park

Avenue, Chelmsford.

£18.—3i h.p. Quadrant, splendid condition,
very fast, long bars.—A.G.J. , 11, ^^aii-

mar Gardens, Acton.

"J
Q08 Motosacoche, condition as new, accu-

J-t/ mulator ignition. — 8, Barrett Street,
Manchester Square, W.
i Q04 Rex, good sterling machine; price
J-<J £6 10=.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,
Fleet Street, London.

31 h.p., tyres good, ready for riding, climb
4 any hill.—25. Charlotte Street, Cale-

donian Road, London.

6 h.p. Antoine Twin, Ghater-Lea frame,
quite new, too fast; £35; photo.—A. 0.,

199, High Street, Watford.

21 h.p. Minerva, in excellent running
2 order; £10 10s.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe

Lane, Fleet Street, London.

J.A.P., 2i h.p.. very fast, low, long handle-
bars, stand, etc.; £12 12s.—Wood, 249,

Rotherhithe New Road. S.E.

-\ Q07 3J h.p. Minerva, spring forks, seen±0 very little use; £19 19s.—Seen at Wau-
chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, E.G.

31 h.p. Humber, recently overhauled, cy-
2 linder rebored; receipts shown; £11.—

Young, 34, Gazenove Road, N.

r.N., four-cylinder, 4| h.p., splendid condi-
tion; £23; owner buyinar 5-6 h.p.—West,

106, Great Portland Street, W.

23. h.p. Minerva, Ghater, spare tyre, tube,
4 lamp, selling out; only wants seeing;

£13.—M., 10, South Road, Ealing.

31 h.p. Minerva, 1906 model, a good ster-
2 ling machine; £16 10s.—Wauchope's,

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, E.G.

THEY ALfc. GO.
Cash exchange, or extended payments

TWINS—OFFERS WANTED.
6 h.p. Twin Rex. il7 17». or £4 and '07

Single Rex, or £8 and '05 Single Rex. or

level exchange with Single Magneto Rex.
.PECIFiCATION.—Low frame, long bars, low sad-

dle. Rex patent spring forks and foot brake,

trembler coil, good tyres, and guaranteed in run-

nin- order. Any machine taken in part payment

5 h.p. REX Tourist (new) .. 190; £t2

; h.p. REX DE LUXE (new) 1908 52 10

Si h.r- N.S.U., magneto (new) 19O8 52
5

' h.p. Twin VINDEC. magneto . . 35

Sh h.p. REX DE LUXE (soiled) . . 35
6" h.p. Twin REX. blue lines . . 17 17
5A h.p. Twin REX, spring forks. . 17 17

Si h.p. REX DE LUXE, maeneto 27 10

Twin REX, blue lines, new tyres 13 18

6 h.p. Twin REX, non-skids 18 18

5^ h.p. Twin REX, magneto, 1907 23 10
4'5 h.p. Twin ALCYON, two speeds 20

4 h.p. Twin WERNER, tine inacinne 19 19

; h.p. Twin SAROLEA, long frame 13 18

6 h.p. Twin ANiOINE, R.O.M... 22

Twin CLEMENT, spring forks 14

5 h.p. Twin ONAWAY, very low 19

6 h.p. Twin ANTOINE, spg. fks. 22
SINGUES—OFFERS WANTED.

2i h.p. REX (new) 190'^£26 5

V\ h.p. REX Tourist (new) . . 19t8 36 15
'

h.p. REX DE LUXE (new) I'^nS 47 5

K.3.U, Lightweight (new) . . 190S 34 10

3.', h p. N.S.U., magneto (new) I908 42

3i h.p. TRIUMPH, 1907 32 10

3 h.p. TRIUMPH, magneto .... 24 10

3 J h.p. REX, 1907, 2i tyres.... 17 17

4 h.p. ROC, 2-speed, like new.. 35

3.^ h.p. 1906 REX, spring forks 15

3 1 h.p. Ma.gneto REX RACER . . 25

3i h.p. REX, spray, 21^ frame 11 10

3i h.p. 19O6 REX, spring forks 15

3I h.p. REX, spray, fine climber 11 10

2 ^ h.p. Magneto REX, 1908 22

3 i h.p. MINERVA, iW.O.V 16 10

3" h.p. GIVAUDAN, nearly new 16

3 h.p. ROVER, 26x2i Palmers 13 10

3 h.p. LLOYD'S, 26 x2i Palmers 13 10

4 h.p. ANTOINE, spring forks ..160
2| h.p. MINERVA, fine condition 14 10

2| h.p. CLYDE, magneto. 15

4 h.p. ANTOINE, 26 x 2j tyres . . 16 10

31 h.p. SIMMS, mag., 2j Palmers 17 10

31 hp. QUADRANT, 1906 18 10

3h h.p. CENTAUR, free engine . . 16

2I h.p. PHCENIX, spray, 26" wh'ls 10 10

3 h.p. HUMBER, spray 10 10

3 h.p. FAFNIR, very low, spray 13 10

2 J h.p. CORONET, free engine . . 10 10
T| h.p. REX, 22 frame 11 10

2i h.p. MINERVA, 26^ X 2, spray 11 10
3

" h.p. BROWN 12 10

3 h.p. SINGER, magneto 14

3* h.p. EXCELSIOR li 10

2I h.p. COVENTRY EAGLE 10

3i h.p. Two-Speed REX 13 10

2i h.p. CL&MENT, very low 11

2f h.p. KERRY, spray, low 10 10

1J h.p. MINERVA. 5 15
2' h p. RAl EIGH, spray 8

2\ h.p. ROYAL, vertical, spray . . 8

2h h.p. SINGER, magneto 8 10
TRICARS,

4h h.p. W.C. BRADBURY ££7 10
=; 3f h.p. QUADRANT Carette 35

REX-Mills-Fulford 13

4i h.p. STEVENS 17 10

Twin REXETTE, W.C. .
, 47 10

"Perfection" Leather V Belting—
fin. 9d., iin. lOid., fin. 1/-, lin. 1/1.

" Serratrix " Rubber Canvas Belting,

Best on test—4in. 9d., fin. 1/-, iin. 1/i,

lin. 1/8 per foot.

Is.E HALSFAX MCTOR EXCHANGE,
16, WESTGATE, HALIFAX.

Telephone 766 Telegrams, "Perfection."

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SAI
QUADRANT, 3 h.p., surface, good goi

order, tyres excellent; cash £7 lOs.—
4, Margery Park Road. Forest Gate.

QUADRANT, 2 h.p., spring forks, r.

spray, tyres and condition perfect;
10s.—CoUis, High Street, Strood, Kent.

BRIGHTON Bargains.—De Dicra-Bat, spr
frame, in perfect condition all oy<

offers wanted.—Johnstone's. Brighton

BRIGHTON Bargains. — Twin Alcyon, f

and powerful, a grand machine; i

—Johnstone's, Kensington Gardens, Bri
ton.

TWIN Rex, 1907. in actual running ordi
any trial ; lower power wanted. —

St. Leonards Street, Bromley by Bow, E.

£8 10s.—2| h.p. Noble, Chater-Lea, fast,
liable, splendid order, climb s'.iiythi

trial.—59, Barking Road, Canning Town.

2JL h.p. Jap, Chater-Lea frame. Dunk
2 low built, fast; £15: new.—Gamer

219, Beckenham Road, Beckenham, Kent

2 h.p. Minerva Motor Cycle, in perfect]
ning order, M.O. valve; £6 10s

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street,

£14.-21 h.p. Kerry, excellent order, lo

low, fast, new accumulators. Clinch
—Evan Thomas, Charterhouse. Godalmii

31 h.p. Minerva Engine. Chater-Lea fra
2 Palmer tyres; £10; trial by appo

ment.—Stevens, 45, Dryburgh Road, Puti

THE Latest New 2i h.p. 1908 and 9 Ai
low built, magneto, lightweight,

•on show at Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,

2 h.p. inclined Minerva, in perfect co
tion, good tyres, rubber belt; £8

Dhoto.—Minerva, 199, High Street, Watf^

31 h.p. Centaur, good condition, footboa
2 Longuemare, Palmer and Clincl

£13.—Kew, 160, Manor Park Road, Harles<

31 h.p. 1907 Triumph, good running ore
"2 £27 10s., low price to clear. — "W

chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, Lone

23. h.p. Bowden, F.N. engine, handle-
4 control, with tools and all accessor

£8 8s.; photo.—A.B., 199, High Street,
"

ford.

1 Q08 3Lh.p. Minerva, magneto, used
_

±tJ little; £29. unprecedented opportui
—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Sti

London.

31 h.p. 1906 Minerva, Continental t,

2 26in., 2iin., M.O. valves, hrst-c

order; £17.—Berry, 193, Old Street, SbH
ditch.

ZENITH Bicar, with forecar attachns
spring frame, two speeds, free eni

Fafnir, good order.-Genn, Gap Road, V
bledon.

FN., four-cylinder, 4| h.p., in excel

order; first reasonable offer accepts

Seen and tried at the Portman Gar
Mortlake.

23 h.p. Brown, 1906. low and perfect,

4 21 h.p. Buchet. 1907, ditto, £11; a(

val, deposit system. — 80, Bispham E
Sou'thport.

31 h.p. 1906 Rex, spring forks, M.O.V.,
Bowden brake on back wheel, sple;

eondition; £16 10s.—Bailey, Westcliffe,

well, Herts.

6h p Twin Antoine, Matchless, good tj

condition, £18 ; motor trailer, good

I
dition, £2 10s.—Motor, St. Mawes, Brigl

Road, Purley.

31 h.p. 1906 Minerva, splendid condil

2 good hill-climber, fast, reliable;

i
after 8 p.m. ; £16 10s.—47, Hornsey Park E

j

Hornsey, N.

TWIN Kerry, 5 h.p., Longuemare, new
tinental belt, S.N.P. stand, climb

I

thing; £20.-53, Kingsley Avenue, West
ing, London.

21 h.p. Minerva, splendid goer, comp
2 and ready for the road ; £5 cash

good class push bike
Green, Surrey.

P. Jermy, Frii

LIGHTWEIGHT Two-speed Clement-
rard, weight about 70 lbs., all a

. sories ; price £8.—S. Harris, 41, Albert E
' Stratford, E.

2 h.p. Peugeot Motor Cycle, B.S.A. fltt

weight 95 lbs., good running orde

I

Pbillip'- Thortit VillaSf- Queen's Road,
tham, Middlesex.

Til ansicering any of these advertisements it h desirahle that you mention " The Motor Cycle.
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JTOH BICYCLES FOR SALE.
J07 4§ h.p. F.N., four-cylinder, magneto,
/ spring forks, splendid condition;
rgain. £22 10s.—Below.

;)06 Minerva, 3i h.p., M.O.V. through-
/ out, low. 26 by 2J, extra fast, reliable;
ars.—Below.
OC, 3J h.p., free clutch, magneto, start-

i ing handle, like new; cheap. £18 10s.

elow.

.N., 2J h.p., vertical, 26in. wheels; great
bargain, £8 15s.—Whittle, 41. Skelbrook

eet, Earlsfield.

AIEY, 2|-3 h.p., scarcely used; splendid
condition, £15.—Tyler, Earls Colne,

ex.

L h.p. Ariel, low, Dunlops, in good condi-
5 tion; £9 10s.—W. S.. 292, Commercial
id, Peckham.
ONDON Eex Agency have for immediate
delivery all Eex models from 25

neas.

EX London Agency, Store' Street, Totten-
ham Court Eoad, W.C. ; telephone,

)6 Central.

EX 2i h.p. Lightweight, magneto igni-
tion, brand new, also one slightly used
trial; £22 10s.

3NI)0N Eex Agency.—3J h.p. Tourist ball
bearing engine, 38 guineas ; exchanges

epted.

EX 5 h.p. Twin Tourist, 42 guineas; best
cash, gradual and exchange terms.

DNDON Eex Agency having special con-
tract with Eex Mfg. Co., give most ad-

itageous terms.

;>KDON'.—All motors we advertise we
have in stock ready for trial.

EX 5 h.p. Model de Luxe, Eoc clutch.
We can offer exceptional exchange

US on this model.

3ND0N Ofiacial Agents for Eex motors.—
Horner's, Store Street, Tottenham

irt Eoad.

EX 5 h.p. two-speed de Luxe; just the
thing for sidecar work.—Store Street.

3ND0N.—4J h.p. Quadrant, 1908 model,
magneto ignition. Brown and Barlow

ottle, £25; 6 h.p. twin Antoine, very good
dition, £21; 5 h.p. twin Jap, with side-

and spares, £23; 3J h.p. White and
)pe, almost new, £16; 2i h.p. F.N., £11;

p. twin Eex, very powerful, £17 10s.—
rner's. Store Street. Telephone, 13456

tral.

BX London Agency must clear the above
second-hand machines at once.

k08 Griffon, 2| h.p. Zedel engine, magneto
' placed in tank, only run 2,000 miles,
feet condition ; £25 cash.—Eotom, 9, Can-
i Place, Hampstead.

"OTOE Cycle, new Peter-Union tyres,
- Longuemare, just re-bored; £6 lOs.—40,

lomhouse Eoad, Fulham. Pair second-
id Palmer covers, 26 by 2, new 30 a.h. ac-

Qulators, offers.

L h.p. Minerva, spring forks. Advance
S pulley, stand and carrier, lamp and
lerator, footrests; a bargain; must sell;

.—Eeynolds, 240, High Street, East Ham.
one, 157. East Ham.
HCENIX, 3i h.p., two-speed, chain drive,
free engine, petrol and oil gauges,

idle starting, in first-class running order,
iranteed in sound condition.—Cooke,
:th Mymms, Hatfield.

L h.p. Minerva, Chater-Lea, new Palmer
back, as good as new, climbs Reigate

I, £8 10s.; new twin high speed trembler
., E.I.C., never used, what offers?—63,
irod Eoad, Streatham.

TNEEVA, 3J h.p., Chater-Lea frame, low
. position, long handle-bars. Brooks
die, in perfect going order; bargain, £12.
. Barton, 133, Shaftesbury Avenue. Ees-
rant. To be seen after 2 o'clock.

DE Sale, 3i h.p. Pafnir, 1906 engine, Cha-
ter-Lea frame, Longuemare carburet-
new Continental tyres, accumulator igni-

i; lowest price taken £15.—Apply, Carter,
Graham Street, Islington, London.

h.p. White and Poppe, Chater-Lea, low,
long, new back tyre, comfortable, pow-

ul, reliable; sacrifice £12; cash badly
ided.-Morris Langridge, jun., 7. Bodiiey
id. Hackney. London.

»00y\\0T0R^CLI

rOOELFCT^-.
200

Trom

Telegrams
OPinCZR. LONDON.

The Worlds
Largest Dealer

Telephone no.

j;737.M0LB0RN.

You will be interested if only to view our varied
stock of Small Motor Vehicles.

1908 STANDARD TRIUMPH now fitted with
non-skid tyre to back wheel, £48. Second-hand
motor cycles, lisfht cars, or tricars taken in part
payment, good market value allowed by Wauchope's.
Address as above.

1908 MINERVAS.
2J lup., £29. 3| lup., £32. 4J h.p., £39. 7-8 h.p., £45.

You can get them at Wauchope's. Send par-
ticulars of your second-hand machine and we will

submit price of allowance unseen, subject to machine
tallying at sight. Carriage will be paid in one
direction by us should we fail to come to terms.

1908 VINDEC SPECIAL.
You can get them at Wauchope's. Exchanges

arranged.

1908 N.S.U'S.

You can get them at Wauchope's. Exchanges
arranged. Liberal allowance.

1908 F.N., 4-cylinder, 5-6 h.p., £52 10s.

Lightweight F.N., latest model, £35.

You can get them at Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,
Fleet Street, London.
Second-hand machines will be allowed for in part

payment.

1908 Lightweight Ariels, magneto and spring forks,

37 Guineas.
You can get them at Wauchope's.

WAUCHOPE'S
9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

2 h.p. Minerva, front tyre Continent. I, back
tyre Dunlop. new, Eichford accumu-

lator, engine good running order; nearest
offer £6 10s.—Cobb, Dorchester House, Mill
End, Eickmansworth, Herts.

23 h.p. Minerva, Chater-Lea frame, Lon-
4 guemare, overhauled thoroughly,

good running order, good cause sale; two
accumulators; £11 lOs. — H.B., 22, Hadley
Street. Kentish Town, N.W.

3 h.p. Twin Vindec, latest 1908, bougnu last
month, £42; also new De Luxe Mont-

gomery fiexible detachable sidecar, bought
same time, £8, or together £49, cost £66.—
207, Fordwych Eoad, Cricklewood.

23. h.p. Genuine Minerva, splendid condi-
4 tion, fast, reliable; bargain; only

wants seeing; footboards, two accumulators,
two belts, plenty spares: experts invited;
offer.—Myrtle Villa. Oliver Eoad, Leyton.

3 h.p. Quadrant, spring forks, magnificent
engine, fast, powerful, very reliable,

light, handy, beat many 3i h.p. machines;
absolute bargain, £12 10s. ; no time to ride.

—

E. Hoffman, 61. Chiswell Street. London.

31 h.p. Humber, absolutely perfect through-
2 out, good as new, magnificent hill-

climber, beautiful engine, easily take side-
car; genuine bargain, sacrifice £12 10s.—Mo-
torist, 11, French Place, Shoreditch, London.

4JL h.p., twin-cylinder, fast and powerful,
2 Longuemare, Castle accumulator, two

Nilmelior coils, non-trembler, Dunlop tyres,
footrests. Millennium stand; bargain, best
offer over £15.—W. Knight, Eiverhead, Kent.

3JL h.p. Centaur and Sidecar, chain drive,
2 new tyres throughout, new spa^e

tyre and tube, valve, tools, perfect condi-
tion; a bargain, £24, or will sell separate.

—

Pennycook, 36. Mill Hill Eoad, Acton, Lon-
don.

-t Q07 3i h.p. Triumph, magneto, spring
XtJ forks, as new, absolutely most re-
liable machine in existence, extraordinarily
wonderful engine; genuine bargain, £33.

—

Triumph, 86, Colvestone Crescent, Dalston,
London.

4 h.p. Oracle, No. 6 Chater-Lea frame, t-rose
and Clincher tyres. Brooks saddle.

Brown and Barlow, Fuller accumulator and
syntonic coil, Dermatine belt, footboards,
absolutely new ; £25.—Motor, 5, Temple Eoad,
Croydon.

FOUE-OYLINDEE F.N., new condition in
every respect; this machine is not rub-

bish, but a little beauty, and is troublelesa;
any trial to purchaser; lowest £29 10s.; good
reasons for selling.—W., 36, Moyser Eoad,
Streatham.

31 h.p. Fafnir engine, Chater-Lea fittings,

2 Montgomery sidecar, spare tube, all
accessories, perfect condition ; recently cost
£48, £28j or near offer, or £18 and good ex-
change.—Dr. Moxey, Victoria Avenue, Pinch-
ley, London, N.

23. h.p. Motor Cycle, M.M.C. engine, Chater-
4 Lea frame, two new Dunlops, new

Watawata belt, lamp, horn, and few spares;
bargain, £10; also Millford cane trailer, £3;
both in good going order.—Palmer. Kings-
way, Twickenham.

11 h.p. F.N". Lightweight, without side fly-

4 wheel, one of the best little light-
weights going, vertical engine, machine and
tyres in good condition and running order;
price £6 10s.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,
Fleet Street, London.

21 h.p. J.A.P. Motor Cycle, vertical engine,
2 torpedo tank, Chater-Lea fittings,

spray carburetter, low frame, handy, light,
runabout ; splendid bargain, £12 10s., or near
offer.—On sale at Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,
Fleet Street. London.

51 h.p. Eex de Luxe, 1907 model, fitted with
^ twin back tyres and free engine

clutch, magneto, sprung back and front,
very low reach, starts like a car with handle,
condition throughout is excellent; this ma-
chine is for sale at the low price of £22 10s.—
Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, Lon-
don.

-i Q08 3| h.p. Phoenix Cob, open frame, two-
_Lt/ speed gear, magneto ignition, starts
like a car, gears, chain, and back wheel are
all covered in, condition of the machine as
new, it would be suitable for lady or gent,
complete with lamp, horn, and spares ; price
£32 10s., exchange arranged.—Wauchope's.
9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.

In answering any of thest advertitements it it desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALB.

O h.p. Minerva, mechanical valves, 26in.

L wheels, low, perfect, £6 10s.; 2 h.p. light-

weight, grand machine, £14; 4^ h.p. Barnes,
Stevens engine, 50 an hour, £14; exchanges
.arranged.—Buckhurst, 1, Lansdowne Place,

Upper Norwood, S.E.

CLYDE, 21 h.p., magneto, long and low,

Phoenix two-speed, spring forks, handle-

bar control, belt, tyres, enamelling and
plating nerfect. Premier searchlight. Price s

;stand.—Metzgar, Stand 261, Machinery Hall,

Franco-British Exhibition.

TWIN Norton, 4 h.p., Pengeot engine,

Druid spring forks, low built, nearly
new fitted Marconi coil, two accumulators,
PlOO' saddle, Acetyphote lamp, stand, spare
Eich's tube, Veeder trip cyclometer; sacri-

fice, £25.—Sprunt, 138, London Road, Kmg-
ston-on-Thames.

5-6 h p. Twin Eex. 1906, 50-guinea model,
spring forks, cantilever seat, two acou-

, mulators, footboards, 1\ Peter-Union re-en-

forced ty-es new, splendid condition, not

ridden 2 000 miles; £18 10s., real bargain.—
Motorist, 108. Bruce Grove. Tottenham, N.

31 h.p. White and Poppe, perfect condition,

1 and flexible sidecar, new Moseley

tyres with Bates non-skid on back, punc-

turep'roof bands. Rich tube back, two eecu-

mulators. two pulleys, spare Rich tube; £20.

—White 213, Portobello Road, Notting Hill,

W.

BROWN. 34 h.p., 1908, fitted \Yith Brcwn
tw'vspeed gear and free engine. Palmer

-tyres plated footrests, with ruuoer pedals,

-plating and enamel as new; cost £53, price

£33, a g'enuine bargain; machine guaran-

teed in perfect order.—Smith, 4Z, Prestsn

Street. Brighton.

41 h.p. Special Racing Werner, 86 by 90,

2 thoroughly fitted for road, Longue-
mare. Advance pulley, Bowdeii lift, good
silencer, wide mudguards, long handle-bars,

low saddle, optional cylinder, exhaust
ports, exceedingly fast; £20.—Davies, 18,

Birkbeck Rnad, Acton.

MR DOUGLAS PAWCETT, selling his twin
Jap-Bat, 6 h.p. Roc clutch, spring

frame, magneto, tuned., very fast and splen-

did climber, cut-out, two extra tubes and
spares; cost over £65 June, 1907 bargain

£35; fine condition.—Write, 46d, Olanricarde

Gardens, Hyde Park, W.

i O'06 3 h.p. Triumph, spring forks, practi-

ViJ cally new, absolutely perfect, Lttle

used, tyres as new, one of the best machines
ever made, complete with new Austeclipse

lamp, all spares and accessories; £25; great-

est bargain ever offered.—Motor, 86, Colve-

stone Orescent, Dalston, London.

31 hp (bargain), brand new machine; £17;

2 Chater-Lea No. 6 frame, very low,

enamel and plating smart,. ty res unscratch-

ed engine 80 by 80, Imperi, M.O.V., Mabon
free engine clutch, B. and B., Fuller trem-

bler, handle-bar control.—R. Vaughan 4,

Uymington Road, West Hampstead, London.

i n08 Triumph, perfect condition, complete
la with new Autoclipse lamp and gen-

erator, spare tube and belt (unused), haot^

Lucas toot pump, contact breaker, and spare

inlet and exhaust valves ; £39 cash ; bought
Tourist Trophy model of same make.—Pow-
ell 14, Elder Avenue, Crouch End, London,
N.'

MINERVA, 2 h.p., vertical, Chater - Lea
fittings, long bars, Dunlop tyres, Lon-

guemare carburetteT, Mason and Brown
switch, new tyres, new belt, new engine,

Lucas Acetyphote, all spares and acces-

sories, very fast, complete with old engine;
£7 15s.; no offers; any trial; seen any time.
—6, Gowlett Road, Peckham Rye.

BARGAIN. — 3J h.p. Minerva, Ohater-Lea
frame and fittings. Advance adjust-

able pulley, new Palmer oord back, extra
Stark Continental front, just been thor-
oughly overhauled and new piston and rings
fitted, a splendid hill-climber, in first-class

running order; sacrifice, as money wanted;
£16 10s.—C. Altman, The Lodge, Watford.

THIS Week's Bargain.—3J h.p. Kerry, low,
speedy, climb anything, smart, enamel-

led green, plated wheels and fittings, excel-
lent condition. Brown and Barlow, Sham-
rock-Gloria, Clincher A Won (26in.), several
spares, accumulator, Duco lamp, stand, etc.,

must sell; bought tricar; first £14 secures
'•

; seen and tried after seven.—Browning,
25. Gloucester Street, Clerkenwell, E.G.

DERMATINE BELTS
MtJUD At^L RECORDS.

End-to-End Record, lune 9th and 10th :

Air. A. W. Bentlev, usin? Dermatine belt.

M.C.C. 24 Hours' Ride to Edinburgh,

June 5th and GLh :

35 were successful, using Darmatine belts.

Stadium Race Meeting, June 8th :

Harry Martin, First m Ten Miles Race.

Stadium Race iWeeting, June 24th :

Again the Urst, Second, and Third winners

were fitted. with Dermatine belts.

No other belt holds such records. The Original

Rubber and Canvas Belt. BEWARE OF
l(\niTAXIO«>iiS. The standard belt that

is adopted by all leading manufacturers.

End-to Fnd Record.
Reai the testimonial from the Triumph Co.

Coventry, June 22nd, 1908.

Mr. Stanley Webb, 32, London Road,
Bromley, Kent.

Dear Sir,— I do not know whether we have
written to you about the Bentley End-to-End
record. Mr. Bentlev had a Stanley Dermatine
Belt fitted to his motor cycle. It gave him
entire satisfaction, and had not to be touched
once during the whole ride of SS6 miles.

Yours faitlifully, M. J. SCHULTE,
Manager Director, Triumph Motor Co., Ltd.

Second season in use, and s*ill going (trong,

125, Bunhill Row, E.G., 12/6/*08.
Dear Sir,—You will be pleased to hear that

the " Dermatine " Belt I used in this year's

London- Edinburgh run gave me no trouble
whatever, and that, moreover, it was the

identical belt I used in last year's L.-E. run. It

is still going strong, though having run nearly
3,000 mile*. Yours faithfully, J. P Le Grand.

SOO miles, and no trouble nor once
shortened.

Southernhay, Loughton, June 12th, 1908.
Dear Sir,— 1 must again congratulate you

upon your excellent belts, as the one I used on
my 3i Vindec in tbe Schulte Cup Competition to
Edinboro' and back gave me no trouble what-
ever, aild was not even shortened once in 800
miles. 1 consider this a severe test, and a
splendid proof of efficiency.

Yours faithfully, Owen L. Summers.

Hundr<^(]s of Tr<4iin''nials. Britith Made.

NOTE THE PRICES.
*in. Jin. Jin. lin.

1/2 i /4- 1 /S 1 /11 per ft.

Post Free.

The Stanley Adjusta'ble Fastener.

A loTT-felt want at last for adjustable pulleys.

W r

Can be used with existing; Stanley Fasteners. It

is also most useful for starting out with hook
fitted, and in ease belt slips, to shorten simply
take out the hook. Belt shorten fin. ; time, ont
second.

Price Stanley Fastener, complete with set hooks,
1/6. Set of hooks, separate, price 1/-.

The Stanley Detachable Fastener.
80,000 in usa.

With Unbreakable Hook. Guaranteed. (Made
under Simplex Patent.) In sizes fin., fin., Jin ,

lin., 1 /- each. Wholesale and Retail.

The STANLEY DERMATINE
MOTOR BELT CO,,

32, Lendon Road. B .^OMLEY, KENT.
Stanley Webb, Manager

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALl
rEIUMPH, 1908. handle-bar control, brar

new, delivered ten da.ys ago, £5 worl
li acces.sories and spares, also insuraiK
policy, value £3 10s., covering rider, cycl
^hird party; sacrifice £49.—P.P., 229. Hi^
Street. Camden Town, London.

31 h.p. Vindec Special, late 1906, magne
2 and accumulator ignitions, sprii

forks, absolutely perfect, hardly used, m
chine for a gentleman ; accept £28,
cheaper machine and cash.—Stanton,
CDlvestone Crescent, Dalston, London.

REX, 3i h.p., surface, re-enamelled ai
plated, engine re-bored and bushe

..ew 2J Palmer cord on driving, new Dunh
ii front, new lin. Whittle belt, adjustah

pulley, two accumulators and ooil, two-wi
Sivitch and Liberty sidecar, with new Palm
,.vre, good hill-climber, all in new conditio)
:l22, a bargain ; trial any time ; own
bought car. — D. B. Foulger, 241, Plasl
..jad, Upton Park, E.

3 h.p. Ealeigh, chain drive, two speed ai

free engine, 28in. wheels, 2Jin. a W<
tyres, butt ended, and tiiches tubes, sprii

aandle-bars, footboard, two accumulato:
M. and B. switch, Bowden brakes, B:
saddle, Fafnir engine, Longuemare carbi
etter. Main-Hilton stand, spare tube, plu;
tools, Acetyphote, and spares, also new sic

car, to suit, motor tyre, spare tyre and pet]
c m, take two persons anywhere; trial
LdndoTi; £28 the lot; would separate; off<
considered; have bought car.—Hoddle,
Crofton Boad. Camberwell.

ZEDEL, twin, 85 by 95 mm. special b
bearing racing engine, well built,

short Chater-Lea frame, fitted latest Da
son's tank, with petrol gauge, enamel!
grey, lined white, long bars, with c'ropi
ends, very low position, fitted heavy Ni
two-speed hub, giving normal 3 to 1 and 6

1. Extra racing pulley giving about 1? ti

(will climb anything with this gear). Era
new heavy 2iin. Continentals front and re
accumulators, spare belts and valves. 1

whole is absolutely new, and will cai
guarantee. Built entirely for speed, butl
proved too fast for owner. An exceptiona
comprehensive insurance policy, with 1

jear to run, providing for death, disal
-nent, fire, damage, and third party lii

price for the whole, 45 guineas, cost doul
—Apply, Beech Cottage, Uxbridge Eo
Hampton Hill, Middlesex.

SECTION X.
Scotland.

'7-9 h.p. Peugeot, Chater-Lea, footboards
I excellent order; £35.—J. B. Stoddi
Balerno, N.B.

N.S.TJ., 5i h.p., twin, magneto, free
gine, studded tyre, condition as ne

£30.—J. B. Stoddart, Balerno, N.B.

31 h.p. N.S.U., with two-speed gear
2 Montgomery sidecarriage, in ex

lent order.-McMichael and Binnie, AI
N.B.

£10.-3 h.p. Enfield, Minerva engine, 1

belt, pulley, rim, back tyre, accum
tor, overhauled, splendid going order.—

E

! 10, Inglis Street, Inverness, N.B.

2 h.p. Minerva, vertical, girder forks, spi

seat, tyres as new, just re-bored, ]

; piston, rebushed, enamelling and plal

i
like new; £7; deposit.—Eitchie, Braei

;
House, Kilmarnock.

EDINBUEGH Exhibition, Industrial H
Stands 126 and 127; finest exhibitioi

motor cycles e ;$r shown on any one sts

from May till October.—Alexander's M<
Exchange, Lothian Eoad.

EDINBUEGH. — Vindecs, Quadrants, Ee
Adlers, Moto Eeves, Ariels, Zeni

I

Minervasi, Griffons, Nortons, N.S.U..
! v moes, EocB, etc., in stock, and to be s

at Alexander's Motor Exchang-e, Edinbui

23. h.p. Genuine F.N., magneto, sp:

4 forks, run one season, practically
tyres, and splendid goer, lamp, horn, sti

tools, also leather jacket, cap, and over
everything complete; £25.—Macro ry.

Quarry Street, Hamilton.

EDINBUEGH.—Scottish readers be sure
to miSs our grand show of motor eye

Stands 126 and 127, Industrial HalL Scot

National Exhibition; 16 different mi
shown by Alexander's Motor Exchange,
Lothian Eoad, Edinburgh.

In cnswering any of the&e advertisements it is desirable that you mfintion " The Motor Cycle.
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>ECARS AND FORECARS.
IT Mills - Fulford Forecar, Dunlop
jrres, wing m-udgnards ; £4 5s.—47, 0am-
rove, Peckham.

;L Sidecar, rigid, left, 26 in. wheel, cane
ody, upholstered red. first-class con-
; £3 12s. 6d.—23, Arden Eoad, Hands-

TGOMEEY Sidecar, used few times,
pholstered green, 26in. by 2Jin. Con-
il; £6 lOs.—Bradley, Eaglescllfife, Co.
tn.

RTY Sidecar, fit any machine, 26 or
in. wheel, very strong ; must be sold.
—Stevens, 44, Lawton Eoad, Francis
Leyton.

STON.—Sidecar, 26in. wheel, cane
tsket, upholstered, splendid condition;
5 10s.; fits any frame.—496, Kingsland
Ltondon.

TGOMERY, latest, non-skid .loints.
ualop tyre. 261n., roomy basket for
?er and child; £5 15s.—Jennings, 268,

y Road, HoUoway.
3. Bex, with Millford forecar, Osborne
iree engine, spring forks, all spares
vert, £22; forecar separately, £6.

—

Godstall Lane, Ohester.

3 Sidecar, left side, splendid condi-
jn, art cane, red njorocco, Continen-
; £5, or best offer.—J. Clayton, Oor-
n Eoad, Middlesbrough.

T MEEY Flexible, 28 by 2 Clincher
otor, fit anything, upholstered dark
with cushion and apron ; £4.—Mor-

, Campbell Eoad, Salisbury.

FOED HILL.—Famous rigid sidecars,
stant delivery, none better, fit your
le, £4 18s. 6d. ; Millford sidecar, £4 7s.

.berty, £4; Montgomery, £5 Ss.—128.
:oad, Tottenham.

, Twin Givaudan, long, low frame,
in. tyres, torpedo tank, Montgomery
sidecar, perfect order, cycle built

;
bargain, £30, or offer.—2, Farring-

oad, Stratford, Essex.

. Forecar, art cane, upholstered,
iron, two almost new Peter-Union
'A by 2i, one spare, grand condition;
£10 10s., cost April last, £19 lOs. —
188, Westbourne Grove, London, \V.

i-AlNS in Sidecars, complete witn
werful two-speed motor bicycles, guar-
sound, and in perfect running order

;

)r particulars and prices.—W. Mont-
, Ensign Cycle Works, Bury St. Ed-

Cord, if you're not off on an Oakleigh
ecar you won't have a very enjoyable
No strain with an Oakleigh sidecar,
5-slip either; nothing better on the
; £5; fit any machine. — Oakleigh
Ltd., 65a, Eosendale Road, w est

h.

MOJOR TRICYCLES.
)E Tricycle, in good condition; cost
0, accept £9 10s. — Smith, 8, Carlton
Ealifax.

p. Phoenix Trimo Tricycle, thorough
order; cheap.-428, The Motor Cycle
Coventry.

M Tricycle, genuine De Dion, with
ry large and comfortable seat, would
elderly person, tyres (Dunlop) new

ar; £8.—Apply, 6, Brownswood Park,
Sornsey.

p. Minerva-Abingdon Tr.eycle, King
Jick, with detachable tandem seat,
cord tyres, guaranteed in every de-

crad and perfect running; will run
* to any intending purchaser; £12.—
25, Frederick's Eoad, Cnstom House,
, E.

AIN.—Genuine De Dion motor tri-
ple, 2| h.p., in good order, Dunlop
lamp, horn, and tool box, £5 10s.;
h.p. petrol engine, £1 5s.; good plain
; dynamo, shunt wound, in splendid
suit large hall or workshop, £7 10s.,
£15; seen any time.—James Cooke,
ek, Sandbach, Cheshire.

"ELS AND APARTMENTS.
N Visiting London stay at Waver-
l€y Temperance Hotel. 17 Euston
Bed, breakfast, attendance from 3s.

PLEASE NOTE
We can supply &11 parts tor 2| and

3^ h.p. F.N. Engines.

"VINDEC" Adjustable PuUeys for

2| h.p. F.N. Enfinai, 10/- each.

"VINDEC" Adjustable Pulleys for

3i h.p. F.N. and 3^ or 5 h.p. Peugeot

EngiQ^, 16/- eaeb.

KUMFO" Sponge Rubber Grips, fin.

or lin. bars, 2/6 per pair.

South British Trading Co., Ltd.,

13-15, Wilson St., London, E.C.

A
NEW ^AIVIRS FOR OLD.

For a limited period we will make a liberal allowance
on any second-hand motor cycle lamp sent to us in

exchange for the PREMIER SEARCHLIGHT. Send
your lamp here with a label bearing your name and
address and we will quote allowance. The price of
Searchlight, generator with bracket, and tube
complete is 30/- ; or lamp only, 24/-. Light
projection, 20oft. Dissected front glass prevents glare.
Mirror lens. PREMIER Searchlights are sent on

three days' actual trial. Sole London Agent* :

Brown Brotbers Ltd., Qreat Eattern Street, E.C.

PREMIER MOTOR Co., Ltd., Aston, Birmingham.

GARAGES.
BRIGHTON. — Black Lion Garage, back

of Sea View Hotel, Black Lion
Street, fifth turning from Aquarium on
right, along front; specially for motor
cyclists; repairs on Sundays.

INSURANCE.
PLEASE Send for full covering Motor Cycle

Policy, from 19s. per annum.—Bass, In-
surance Broker, Ongar.

INSURANCE Policies of every description
for motor cycles are issued by Hugh J.

Boswell, insurance broker, Norwich, at ex-
ceptionally low rates; fire or self-ignition,
2s. 6d. ; third party, 7s. 6d. ; accident to cycle,
15s.—Write for full particulars.

QUADCARS.
31 h.p. Quadcar, seats three, water-cooled,

2 like car, good order, luxurious, wheel
steering, £15; trial; 1| h.p. Werner engine
and parts, £2 lOs.; 2J h.p. cylinder, De Dion,
15s.—Rev. Slipper, c/o Pretty, Scole, Norfolk.

7 h.p. Phoenix Quadcar, twin Fafnir en-
gine, two speeds and reverse, in mag-

nificent condition throughout, fast, climb
anything, the finest touring machine ever
produced; sacrifice qnick cash £36.—R. Else,
Leawood, near Matlock.

aENUINE De Dion Quadcar, 34 h.p., Phoe-
nix style wheel steering, very powerful,

water-cooled, two speeds, two brakes, handle
starting, carries three, iDucket reat, electi'lc

light back number, good condition ; advised
to give np motoring through accident on
motor cycle; best offer over £15.—W. Mead,
draper, Ctoxley Green, Herts.

ABSOLUTELY the finest runabout on the
road.—A 7-8 h.p. Phoenix Quadcar, in

almost new condition, only driven a few
hundred miles, bonnet in place of front
seat, complete with handsome lamps, horn,
etc., etc. ; cost £120, will accept £45, or
Triumph motor cycle in part payment.—
Garaged at Wauchope's, Shoe Lane, who will
negotiate the busines for owner.

8

6

6

CARS FOR SALE.
h.p. Rex, two-seater, three speeds and re-

verse, in good order; £20.—Below.
i Q h.p. Gobron-Brillie char-a-banc, to carry
J-O ten and driver, three i^peeds and re-
verse, recently overhauled; £75.—Below.

h.p. Stirling Dogcart, in splendid order,
three speeds and reverse; £25.—Below.

COILS, cycle engines, carburetters, at low-
est prices.—^Below.

4J, h.p. Benz, four-seater, complete, in good
2 order; £12.—Harper, Week Street,

Maidstone.

h.p., two-seater, first-class condition. Cape
hood; trial.-118, Highbury Hill.

CARR, Bury.—7 h.p. Swift Car, three seats,

any trial, very smart, all lamps, horn,
tools; £70.

CARR, Fleet Street, Bury.—8 h.p. De Dion-
Rothwell, four-seater, nice car, cheap

GO run; £70.

51 h.p. Aster, three speeds, bucket seats,

2 equal artillery wheels; photo; £35,

exchange.—7, Blair Grove, Southport.

-| pr h.p. Car, three cylinders, side entrance,
JLO 1906 model; cost £500: for good two-
seater, De Dion preferred.—98, Potternewton
Lane, Leeds.

DURYEA, two-seater, three-cylinder car,
10-15 h.p.. very powerful and fast, ex-

cellent order; bargain, £30. or good tricar
and £15.-28, Woodbridge Road, Ipswicfi.

THERE is only one best two-seater car, and
that is the one that is absolutely reli-

able, and gives absolutely no trouble, the
smart little Laurin and Klement is the one.
—Next.

LAURIN and Klement Small Oars are as
cheap to run as tricars. Prices from

£150, including magneto, two cylinders,
thermo-syphon cooling, every refinement.-
Next.

YOU can get these cars from Stanton, vho
will give free trial runs, demonstra-

tions, full particulars and list. Your motor
cycle or tricar taken in part payment, and
liberally allowed for.—Stanton, 86, Colve-
stone Crescent, Dalston, London.

8 h.p. Darracq, seats four, two sets of

wheels, pneumatic or solid tyres, in ex-

cellent order, fonr brass lamps, horn, tools,

and spares; £60.—Francis, 29, High Street,

Knncorn.

SIMMS Tonneau Car, about 8 h.p., tonnean,
four-seater, equal artillery wheels,

three speeds and reverse, very good condi-
tion, and perfect running order; £35; want
good open frame tricar, or twin and sidecar

;

cash either way.—128, High Road, Totten-
ham.

BEESTON Humberette, thoroughly over-
hauled and re-varnished, two brand

new tyres on back, front very good, two
spare covers, side doors; any trial; bar-
gain, 40 gnineas, or exchange two-speed tri-

car and cash.—Frank Swindall, 18, Newland,
Northampton.

If., answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle."
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CARS FOR SALE.
h.p. De Dion-Populaire, genuine licensed

car, two speeds ; £65.—Below.

8 h.p. M.M.O., tonneau, single-cylinder,
three speeds, reverse, new tyres ; £39.—

Below.

j t h.p. Darracq, tonneau, four-cylinder,
XO 1905, three speeds, direct top; £120.—
Below.
-1 £?-20 h.p. Corre, tonneau, four-cylinder,
JLO similar car to Eenault, nearly new;
£110.—Below.

1 C-20 h.p. Winton, 1907, side entrance, four-
JLO cylinder vertical engine, H.T. mag-
neto, Cape hood ; £100.—Below.
MUIE screw-cutting and surfacing lathe,

6in. centres, complete, as new; £14 10s.

—L. N. Palmer, 190, Mellison Eoad, Tooting.

-J
A h.p. Automoto, back entrance, seats

J-\J five, running order; £45, or exchange.
—39, Hillfleld Park. Muswell Hill, N.

i /I -16 h.p. Daimler, four-cylinder, tonneau,
J.'ob gate change, silent, excellent order;
£85.—Below.

0/< h.p. Mutel, four-cylinder, M.O.V., Eoi^^ des Beiges tonneau, pressed steel
frame, perfect order; £100.—Below.

i A-12 h.p. Durkopp, two-cylinder, detach-
J-V/ able tonneau, perfect order; £46. —
Tickner.

-j O h.p. Morris, two-cylinder, tonneau.
X^ three speeds, enclosed radiator; £32
IQs.—Tickner, 255, Earlsfleld Eoad, Wands-
worth.

THEEE-WHEELEE Eunabout, brand new,
amateur made; £28 cash.—Particulars,

etc., Altree, 331, Dudley Eoad, Wolverhamp-
ton.

ROVEE Car, 6 h.p., ju«t overhauled by
company, and guaranteed perfect; £80,

Triumph part payment.—Parker, Melbourne,
Derby.

DE DION-DENNIS, 8 h.p., perfect order,
detachable tonneau; trial; £50; ap-

pointment.—Stevens, 22, Mitcham Lane,
Streatham.

BABY Peugeot, three speeds and reverse,
new gears, tubeSj and front tyres, dust

screen and accessories; expert examination

;

£48.-18, Collingdon Street, Luton.

5 h.p. Oldsmobile, two or four-seater,
spares, etc. ; £35, or exchange for tri-

car, or motor bike and little cash.—435, 'J- m
Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

DAEEACQ, 20 h.p., four-cylinder, thor-
oughly overhauled, a.nd new 105 rear

tyres and tubes, all spares, including four
covers and three tubes, guaranteed to ao oO

miles per hour; £120 cash, or exchange;
trial run willingly, or will hire out. —
Maude's, Powell Street. Halifax.

9-11 h.p. Two-cylinder Clement, in excellent
running order, Eothschild tonneau

body, in good condition, seats four, recently
overhauled and new gears, and Lacoste
commutator, etc., fitted, driven daily by
owner; must be sold; cash wanted; trial
given.—" Motor," 1, Netherfleld Eoad, North
Pinchley.

ROVEE Cars. — The 6 h.p. single-cylinder
two-seated Eover is the best iow-priced

car on the market. It is fast, silent, excep-
tionally reliable, and far more oomfortaDie
to ride and drive than tricars or motor
cycles. We will take these in part exchange,
or supply on deferred payments. — Louis
Davis and Son, Moseley, Birmingham.

8 h.p., two-seater. Coronet engine, bucket
seats, multiple disc clutch, three speeds

and reverse, lamps, horn, and spares, very
smart little car, painted grey, quite up-to-
date; £42, or nearest offer, or would ex-
change with latest £60 N.S.U. motor cycle,
for 9 h.p. Eiley car, or Chenard-Walcker.—
Eoberts, 10, Grove Place, Hampstead, N,W.

LOST AND FOUND.
FOUND, near Ilkley, two air tubes, on

tEe 11th July.—Apply, Albert Farhell,
50, Manningham Lane, Bradford.

BUSINESSES FOR SALE.
fiOTOE and Cycle Business for sale. North
of England, good agenices; going cheap.

—Apply, Box 427, The Motor Cyde Offices, Cov-
entry.

2 24-HOUR RUNS IN A WEEK

8
I
S

™!-ll

You MUST HAVE
A Good Lamp.

ELECTARY"
NIW

LENS-MIRROR PROJECTOR
will SEE YOU THROUGH.

Writs for Particulars.

MM. & R. JACOBS,
39c, King William Street, LONDON, E.O
'Phone: 7930 Wall. Telegms r'EIectary,London.'

A/X/AA/'NA/'XA/'

TREMENDOUS SAVING

H

!

of Worry, Money,
Trouble, and Expense,

BY USING THE

VOLTOO
2.voit COILS

For MOTOR CYCLES and CAR8.
Write io the Sole Manufacturers

:

The CITY IGNITION CO.,

14, Spencer St., Goswell Rd., Londoa, E.G.,

or 'Phone 7822 Central,

PARTICULARS.

THE KENT
THREE-SPEED GEAR.

This gear has been redesigned and
improved Can be fitted to Tricar
in two hours. Price £11 -11-0.

List Free. Discount to Trade.

ROOGER3 BROS,
330, KenningtOin Road, S.E.

'Phorre : 1QDO Moji.

HflHOLE-

r-OMTROL
Nickel-plated sets of FITTINGS complete with cable,
springs, etc. Single, 7/6 ; Double, 10/6. Anyone can
fix; no so'derlng required.

BOUKNE-DAIiE HIOTOR SPECIAXilTIJES,
HIGH LANE, OHORLTON, MANCHESTEB.

Genuine Birminghaoi

"QDADfiANTS."
A large stock of parts still to be cleared.

Write for latest list.

REG. S/^E^3GI|4,
232, LADYWOOD RD., BIRMINGHAM

ACCUMULATORS.
NEW Premier Accumulators; to clear,

6d. each, or exchange.—Motor Exchani
Westgate, Halifax.

BRIGHTON Bargains.—Accumulators, frc
5s.; some real bargains going; ee

tor lists.—Johnstone's, Kensington Gardei
Brighton.

CELLULOID Accumulator Eepair Outfi
useful for all celluloid repairs; fi

directions; post free. Is.—Osborne Worl
Forest Hill, London.

yOLTOO Coils work on two volts, ext
mely economical and efacient ; ee

for lists.—Aj ax Electrical Engineering C
291, High Eoad, Ilford.

THE Famous Ajax Accumulator, absolute
the finest it is possible to make d

advertisement in Spring No. Mol
Cycle"); specially protected terminals;
amp. size will run 2,000 miles witn VoH
coil.

QA Amp. Minerva, 10s.; 10 amp. Lithanoi
'i^U 7s. 6d. ; 10 amp. Castle, 7s. 6d.; two
amp. Sampson, 5 by 3| by 3 inches, 12s.

each; 40 amp. Bluemel. 18s. 6d. ; 20 an
B.B.L., 10s. ; all clean and dry, ready
charging — Lund and Davies, Meaton La
Stockport.

A OCUMULATOES Eepaired promptly, a
^OL make; reasonable charges, best woi
estimates given; full value for your old
cumulator in exchange for our new " M;
fair accumulatora; special 15 amp.,
6d. ; 20 amp., 15s.; guaranteed one yeai
Fellows, 49, Hertford Street, Mayfair.

CONTACtS.
IEIDIUM " Champion " Contacts, any pa

fitted ; returned same day ; Is. 3d. ea

IRIDIUM " Champion " Contacts, warran
pure; trimmers for polishing iriaii:

9d.; no filing required.

IEIDIUM " Champion " Contacts. — ^
liams, 16. WelUngton Street, Woolwi[|

Pure platinum fitted, to order, from Is.

JEBEON Contacts, registered, 291289, vai

superior to platinum; cures misflrii

is reliability and efficiency.

JEBRON, best contact obtainable
blades, screws, cranks, roekers, pi

gers, magnetos, coils.

JEBRON, prices 28. 6d. each rivet fitte

special trimmers for polishing Jebr^
9d. ; remittance with order ensures pror
attention ; write for particulars and tej

monials, too numerous to pubHsh.

JEBRON Magneto Screws, complete,
Bosch magneto, DA2, will fit conti

breakers 5A, 5B, 5C, 5s. 9d. pair; old 8cr4
fitted with jebron, 2s. 6d. each; evenastl
wear, requiring no attention.

JEBRON, the King of Contacts, fitted

return post ; no delay ; post free he
or abroad; Uberal trade terms.

JEBRON.—Prom the Inventor, J. Edwal
Brown, 38, Herbert Eoad, Plumst€

Kent.

COUPLINGS.
UNITO Cycle Couplings, for connect!

any ordinary pedal cycle to m^
cycle.

TIHE Unito connects the steering and
sures faultless alignment.

THE Unito is so oonstrncted that ,

strain and lean of machines is entii

obviated.

THE Unito is adjustable to accommod
differences in wheelbase and wheel

frame dimensions,

D ON'T Buy a Sidecar before you know
advantage of having a

UNITO Coupling. It only coets
guinea.—Write, Dept. B., Unito Gc

ling Co., Ystrad, Glam.

SET of Ariel Couplers, perfect conditi
158. — Rev. Norris, Longton Vicar

Preston.

ARIEL-LIBERTY Coupler, perfect: 258

Bulbrook, Glasgow, Church K-

Manor Park, E.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.



Some Experiments with CranK=:case Compression.
By J. OKILL, M.I.A.E.

*HE motor cyclist as a rule is a very keen observer
of cause and effect with regard to his engine,

be the effect ever so small, and in this connec-
tion the recent remarks by " Ixion " in the

le of The Motor Cycle for May 13th on " the increase

power developed by engines when the pressure in

crank case is released " form interesting reading,

phenomena being, as "Ixion" says, worth experi-

atal investigation.

rhe conditions cited under which increase in power
; experienced are not quite similar. In the one
e a clear opening was made in the crank case, and
the other four or five relief valves were fitted to the

nk case.

Sfow, the conditions under which the least waste of

;ine power would take place would be with the
nk case entirely removed, the moving parts of the
;ine being exposed, as in the ordinary open frame
1 engine. This is, of course, an inpracticable con-
action for a motor cycle engine. The next arrange-
nt in order of efficiency would be to have the crank
e made completely airtight. With this latter

angement, when the piston descended the air con-
ned in the crank case would be compressed to a
' pounds per square inch above atmospheric pressure,
' temperature of the air at this instant being some-
at above that of the atmosphere. On the up stroke
the piston practically all the work of compression
uld be given back, except for slight transfer of heat
and from the atmosphere, and the arrangement would
a good one from the point of view of efficiency.

[f the crank case, piston, etc., "were perfect non-

conductors of heat, the only energy wasted would be due
to the eddying motion of the air contained in the crank
case, set up by the moving parts of the engine. A
perfectly air-tight crank case, besides being almost ai!

impossibility, is not desirable. Trouble would be experi-

enced by lubricating oil being forced out through the

shaft bearings ; further than this, it is always advisable

to provide for the escape of any exploded or unexploded
vapour that may have leaked past the piston into the

crank case.

reasure in the CranR Case.

As a rule, all engine crank cases are open to the at-

mosphere at some point, and air relief valves fitted to

engines whose crank case volume varies with piston

movement so as to cause compression. When an air

valve is fitted, this latter opens on the downstroke of

the piston, so that when the piston is at the bottom of

its stroke, the pressure in the crank case will be atmos-

pheric. If the air valve is tight, and there are no leak-

ages, the pressure in the crank case at the end of the up-

stroke of the piston will be below that of the atmosphere,

so that in this case the air valve will be of no further use.

As a matter of fact, it is impossible to prevent air leak-

age past the shaft bearings, etc., into the crank case

during the upstroke of the piston. The result is there

is always' some air passing through the air valve on the

downstroke, and this is the condition of things we have

in practice. Unless the leaks are great, one valve should

be ample to allow of the escape of this air leakage.

In order to determine the actual effect on the power

of the engine when a number of relief valves are fitted,
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Some Experiments with Crank-case Compression.
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and also to determine the effect when a number of

orifires are made in the crank case, the writer has made
a series of experiments on a new 3^ h.p. Fafnir

engine. The most suitable method that suggested it-

self, so that accurate conclusions could be arrived at,

was to drive the engine by means of an electric motor,

measuring instruments being placed in the circuit so

that the power taken to drive the engine under the vari-

ous conditions could be accurately noted. As the engine

was new, the bearings would be in good condition, air

leakage thus being reduced to a minimum. The cylinder

proper was open to the atmosphere, the inlet valve and
its seating having been removed.

i^iCioW

SPEED OF ENOINE: . QSa RP.M.

4 -1 -3 -4- ^5 ^6 ^7 ^
AREA OF oRiricE: IN CRAN K-CAS e: --SQ.INCH-»

In all the experiments the engine was driven at a

speed of 950 r.p.m. The first experiments were made
with the crank case completely closed, no air vents

being provided, air leakage being prevented as far as

possible.

The current reading under these conditions was 2.65
amps, (this reading including the current necessary to

drive a line of shafting from a pulley on which the
engine was driven). Without stopping the engine, one
air relief valve of light and sensitive construction was
allowed to come into action, but no alteration in the
ammeter reading was apparent. The introduction of a
second and 'then a third air valve made no measur-
able difference in the power required, and as the relief

valves were of large area, it is obvious that additional
valves fitted to the crank case of an engine, while not
detrimental, are at the same time unnecessary.

The second series of observations were made with

AUGUST 5th, igo8.\

orifices in the crank case, the results being plotted

the accompanying diagram.

The current reading with the crank case closed,

before, was 2.65 amps. The first orifice opened w
of .2 5in. diameter, the current reading rising to 2

amps. The second orifice of -Spin, dianieter gave

current reading of 2.9 amps. On opening a thi

orifice of .45in. diameter, the current reading fell to 2

amps., while on opening a fourth orifice of .451

diameter the current reading fell to 2.8 amps,

opening two more orifices of .437in. diameter tl

current required to drive the engine was exac

the same as with the crank case completely closed, i

2.65 amps. As the combined areas of the orifices w
.787 sq. in., and it was impossible to arrange furth

openings without mutilating the crank case, no furth

.
experiments were made, the results obtained beii

sufficiently definite to enable one to draw conclusio

as to the utility of orifices.

Deductions from the Experiments.

The interesting feature about the second series

experiments is that they show a critical area
_

orifice, or an area at which the power required to dri

the engine is a maximum, being .077 h.p. above t

power required with a closed crank case. The increa

in power required with the first orifice open represer

the work done against friction of the air passing throuj

the orifice, and the extra eddy motion of the air in t

crank case caused by opening the orifice. By openii

the second orifice, in this case, the resistance becom

a maximum. The fall in current when a third orifi

J? opened is due to decreased air velocity, etc., throu

the orifices. This is still less when the remaining orific

are opened. Even with a total orifice area of .787 s

inch, as before mentioned, the current required

the same as with the crank case completely closed

fitted with a valve. The character of the curve, ho

ever, would seem to indicate that if the orifice area w
increased above .787 sq. inch, there might be a ga

in engine power, when compared with a closed era:

case or one fitted with an air valve. The phenomen

that it takes more power to drive an engine with

orifice in the crank case than without is well knc^

to those motorists who have experienced a paral

case, i.e., driven a two-cylinder engine with only c

cylinder firing, the other cylinder simxply compressir

expanding and exhausting, in the one case with

sparking plug removed, and in the other with the pi

in place.

o

SIDECARS AND WIND RESISTANCE.
One thing noticeable with sidecar attachments is the

amount they are slowed when travelling against a wind.
This is, of course, owing to the width of the sidecar
and the amount of surface offering resistance to the
wind.

_
We made an interesting comparison the other

day with a 1908 Triumph bicycle and Montgomery
sidecar when travelling before and against a wind.
The gear used was 4^ to i. On an outward run
of seventy-two miles on Midland roads with the
wind, passengers weighing nineteen stones, an
average speed of twenty-four miles an hour was main-
tained, and the petrol consumption was only three
quarts, equalling nearly one hundred miles to the
gallon. On the return run against the wind the
average speed worked out at eighteen miles per hour.

and the consumption of petrol nearly five quar

On the occasion of this run, we may mention, we h

the first opportunity of trying the Montgomery sidec

over several miles of really muddy roads, and we w(

most favourably impressed by its stability.

We have received copies of La Voiturette—a Fren
journal published fortnightly, dealing particularly,

its title indicates, with small cars. The majority of t

paper is printed in the French language, but it has

English section. The offices of the journal are situat

at 78, Rue Charles Laffitte, Neuilly, Paris, and t

editor is M. Georges Dupuy. In view of the gn
interest evoked by the Grand Prix des Voiturett

this journal should be of interest to British readers.
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More about the Lightweight.
^O much interest seems to have been aroused by the

) lady's lightweight that possibly a few further

details as to its capabilities may prove welcome

to readers. A good many of my own sex are

idecided about taking the plunge and entering the

iiks of motor cyclists. They need hesitate no longer,

r a machine weighing only 80 lbs. removes most of

e drawbacks hitherto attendant on the pastime. It

>u tell people what can be done even with an engine

1% h.p., they say, "Oh, that's very well in the

mds of a professional, who can pedal for all he is

3rth. I am only an amateur." Precisely. So am
and past my first youth at that. For long I had

lerished a secret ambition to do a record ride (for

e) on my Motosacoche, built by the Clyde Co., of

eicester. The cook was away, the mechanician was

,vay, the groom was away, and last, but not least,

ly husband was away. I was

:ee as air. No bothering meals

) think of, order, and preside

ver. Now or never was my
tiance. I am a firm believer in

reparations, which save many a

elay on the road. I made mine

n the previous afternoon—took

ut and cleaned the plug, saw to

le points on the magneto,

leaned the terminal, oiled every

earing, including the free-wheel

nd the two-speed pedalling gear,

umped up the tyres,' filled tanks

dth oil and petrol, and poured
Dme of little Miss Motosacoche's

pecial lubricant into a medicine
ottle, which I proposed to carry

dth me, for the dainty dame has

special fancy for Price's

lotorine C.

Up with the LarK.
The next day I rose at twenty

•ast four, dressed, and had a

lice of bread and butter and a

;lass of milk placed in my room
vernight. My driving licence?
es. Knife, indelible pencil, and spare rag in my
5ft pocket. Nothing was forgotten. I crept out

f the house, unlocking the back door, and
epaired to the motor house, expecting to make an
:nmediate start. But little delays arise in an extra-

rdinary manner. My front tyre had run down a bit

curing the night. I pumped it up. Then the com-
pression of that little 1%. h.p. engine was something
ihenomenal. I could not pedal fast enough to start

t. Paraffin, of course, I gave a liberal supply
hrough the compression tap ; but I had to renew the

•peration six times before the engine would turn freely,

rhen it buzzed away, and I set the carburetter to all

•ir. After that came a tussle with Price's stand.

)ne leg was easy enough to manipulate, but the other
tuck, and proved extremely awkward. After that

had to clean my hands and refill my little can with
)afaffin. However, a quarter past six saw me make
\ start. The morning was glorious, and, although I

;arried a cape, for once in this island clime the day
boked like being fine. Past Kibworth and Glenn I

The writer with her Motosacoche, built by the Clyde Co.

bowled, and at Oadby turned up a hilly, stony lane,

which avoided the Leicester traffic and brought me out
clear of the town by Thurmaston. Although a mile
or two longer, this route cheats the trams. Once
clear of the villages, I was able to travel at a good
pace, and, reaching Melton, went straight through to
Grantham. On this portion of the road there are
some severe hills. My little machine took all save
one without a stroke of the pedals, and then the belt
started to slip. I profited by the presence of a steam
roller to dismount and tighten it, and, not halting at

Grantham, rode straight on to Newark-on-Trent. Here
1 took in sixpennyworth of petrol.

Starting Quite Easy.

Between Newark and Tuxford I found the gates of

three level crossings closed against me. This caused
delay, and also a dismount and
remount on each occasion. For-
tunately, starting did not possess

any terrors, as in the olden days.

Slipping in the low speed pedal-

ling gear, I could get off again
with ease. Four hours and eight

minutes from the start saw me at

Tuxford, a distance of seventy-

five miles, if not a trifle more.

At 10.30 I sat down to lunch, for

I was ravenous. After that meal
I took a stroll, my limbs being

somewhat stiff from sitting se-

long in the same posture, and
then looked round my good little

bicycle, oiling it all over, and
tightening the belt. At twelve I

started for home, and, stopping

at Newark, bought sixpennyworth

more petrol, so as to run no risks.

My tank holds five pints, and on
this I can go from eighty to

ninety miles. From Newark to

Harborough I made a non-stop

run, knd did the entire return

journey in 3h. 45m. I had
achieved my object of doing 150 miles in the

day, and might have done another 50 had I been

so inclined. But I had done enough to show what

a lightweight, low-powered machine is capable of in

the hands of an amateur lady. What little may be
lost in actual speed is gained in handiness and con-

venience and ease of manipulation. On my former

bicycles that weighed about 180 lbs., each time I dis-

mounted I quaked as to how I was going to get on

again, and had to beg passing cyclists and drovers to

give me a push. On this journey I was completely

independent. I could get off when I chose and mount
when I chose. Neither did I feel any nervousness at

going so far from home entirely alone. With money

in my pocket in the event of trouble I had only to

unhook the belt and pedal to the nearest station or

town, precisely as one might do on an ordinary bicycle.

In Praise of the Lightweight,

The Motosacoche engine is a marvel. It will take

one almost anywhere. Of course, it cannot compare
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with a speed monster, and for long and serious tour-

ing possibly a 3 h.p. or 4 h.p. with two-speed gear

might be preferable. But what the great bulk of lady

riders want is a mount simple, light, easy to manage,

that will not strand them on the road or tax their

strength to the point of utter exhaustion. Such a

bicycle is now to be had, and one that answers all

reasonable requirements. If I have demonstrated that

it is no toy, but a mount to be relied upon to carry its

rider anywhere in reason, and can persuade others of

my own sex to take up the delightful pastime of motor

cycling, I shall be indeed well pleased. In conclusion,

the petrol for 150 miles works out at is. 6d.

—

pd. for the petrol in the tank at starting and is.

paid on the road. There remains enough to go quite

thirty miles, which reduces the sum to is. 6d. Put
down 6d. for oil and is. for depreciation—total 3s.

What other conveyance is there can take you a 150!

miles at such a price, and at the same time confer so

much pleasure and interest? Hurry up, ladies, hurry
up ! Time is fleeting, and you are missing one of the

best joys in life whilst you hesitate and procrastinate,

so hesitate no longer. Mrs. Edward Kennard.

OCCASIONAL COMMENTS.
By "IXION."

Magneto Bell CranK.

Two riders have remarked to me upon the wear in

the ball end of the bell crank on magneto contact

breakers, of which I wrote recently. Mr. W. A.

Jacobs says he remedies it by bending the crank with

a slight outward "set," as as to bring the ball end

nearer the fibre ring. This has proved efficacious

when wear had gone so far as to prevent the points

breaking at all. Mr. B. H. Davies says it is very

kind of me glibly to advise riders to buy a new part,

but there is such a wide variation in the exact shape and
dimensions of these cranks as manufactured in different

years that a new and unworn part may make matters

worse. This warning led me to sort out my own
assortment, and I find I possess five, all slightly vary-

ing in either size or shape. I had a curious con-

firmation of this only last week. A machine I had
carefully tuned up was running badly, and a fierce hill

loomed ahead. I was in a hurry, so I hastily took off

my contact breaker and put in an unused spare. The
engine refused to fire at all, simply because the new
bell crank was a different shape, and prevented a

break at the platina. Mr. Davies says he tried two
spares of his own a little time ago and two more that

he borrowed, and that originally fitted to the machine
was the only one of the five on which the engine would
fire until he began bending them about.

Spare Belt Carriers.

I suppose most riders carry an extra belt when
touring. In most cases the extra belt is a leather one,

and that on the pulleys a rubber one. The leather belt,

tied anyhow to the sides of the carrier, starts well

greased, to preserve the nature of the leather. The
rider leaves home on a fine day, and wind and suction

deposit a nice layer of dust on the sides of the belt.

Then it begins to rain. Finally, the rubber belt starts

slipping or breaks. But, alack and alas, by now the

leather belt is in such a messy condition that it

requires half an hour's preparation before it is fit to

put on the pulleys.

There are two sound methods of carrying a spare
leather belt. One is to curl it up, lay it on a square
of waterproof or American cloth, fold the corners over
it, and lay it flat on the carrier to be strapped on
beneath the bag. But this untidy method will offend

the owner of one of those swagger pigskin kitbags with
brass locks. He may care to copy a belt carrier I saw
last week. It consisted of two light discs of wood
about loin. in diameter, mounted on a spindle, so as to

forni a bobbin. Three light clips held one disc to thf

carrier stays rigidly, and the whole was painted French
grey. The belt hook was hitched to the central spindle
and the belt was then wound tightly round the spindl(
between the discs. When wound lip, the top layer o
the belt lay about half an inch l)elow the edges of th(

discs. A strap, the width of which exactly coincidec
with the distance between the two dr^cs. was ther
buckled tightly round the belt, and so for the expend!
ture of a little time and a few pence the proud owne:
had acquired a light, inexpensive, and efficient belt box

Front FofRs without Girders.
The fracture of a couple of pairs of front forks ii

the End-to-end confirms an old assertion of mine tha
to ride a motor cycle without girdered forks is courtinj

an early death. The unfortunate riders in the trial

escaped with, a few cuts and bruises, but a friend

mine was killed on the spot some years ago througl
such a fracture, and we all remember how a keei

clerical motor cyclist met his death in the same way
When Mr. Oakley was killed, a friend of mine took
first-grade pedal cycle, which he had ridden for eigh

years, to have its forks tested, and they snapped ii

half under a cross strain of a very few pounds indeed
proving that his precaution had averted a very nast

accident. I feel a very real anxiety about the numbe
of light machines now running with untrussed forks

You can put a steel or wooden liner up the steerin

head, but that does not strengthen the forks in an

way, and I for one would not ride a pair of single fork

for more than a single season. It is a thousand pitie

those forks collapsed in the trial, as the previous pei

formances of the twO' machines concerned had bee
simply superb, both up hill and down dale, but if manv
facturers learn the appropriate lesson, our deep regre

will be somewhat lessened, though our sympathy wit

the victims remains unimpaired. Crystallisation of th

metal is set up within a few years on the much slowe

pedal cycle. On a motor bicycle, however light an

slow, it is sheer folly to expect single forks to remai

safe after one season, and new forks, or the additio:

of trussed girders, are the smallest precaution prudenc

can take. If it were ever my melancholy task to sit o^

a jury in such a fatality, I suppose my sympatheti

verdict would be " Accidental death." But in stric

honesty, if the victim were the manufacturer, the ve

diet should be " Suicide "
; and if a customer, the verdi(j

should be one of manslaughter against the manufacture

of the machine.
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The Eisemann Self=contained Magneto.
ONE of the first high-tension magnetos to be

successful on a motor cycle was the Eise-

mann, which made its appearance in England
as early as 1902^ It became much better

mown in this country when the N.S.U. motor
jicycles became more widely used. In the meantime,

jFig. I,—The complete magneto

klessrs. Eisemann have not remained idle. They
)erfected their magneto with a separate coil, and,

laving done that, they have now designed a self-con-

ained magneto, which is sold by the company's sole

Lgents in this country, the United Motor Industries,

^5, Poland Street, W., and Coventry. The magneto
n question is a splendid example of workmanship ; it

s simple, most accessible, and very highly efficient.

Fig. I shows the complete magneto; fig. 3
ihows the armature casing, together with the

Dole pieces A and the ball race C; fig. 4 shows
:he contact breaker. In the case of this par-

Fig. 3.

'Armature casing showing
pole pieces A. carbon
brush B, and ball race C.

Fig,i4.—Contact breaker.

D. Fibre ring.

E. Rocking arm carrying platinum
point.

F. Earth connection.
G. Condenser connection.

icular magneto the cam D working the rocking arm
I is of fibre. The platinum points are of substantial

)roportions, easily attached and adjusted, while the

)late to which the contact breaker is fixed is held vn

position by a stud at its back fitting into a recess on
the carrier, with the result that when the cover is

removed the whole of the contact breaker mechanism
except the cam can be lifted away.

The spring connection G makes
contact with the condenser, and the
copper terminal F makes contact

with the carbon brush connected to

the earth terminal, to which the

switch is attached. Turning to fig.

5, we see the armature H showing
the collector ring I, the ball bearing

J, and the end of the spindle carry-

ing the sprocket or gear wheel
which runs in a plain bearing. The
right-hand picture shows the end

_ _
plate fitted to the magneto, the

A. Eyelet 'with spring high-tension terminal L, the carbon

B. vlanrtubei&ed brush M which makes contact with
with threaded brass the collector ring L (showu in the

portion c?^'''^""''^ illustration below), and the lubri-

D. Small screw with catoT wick N, which delivers the oil
circular end through , ,

,

, . , . ,
-

,

which wire passes to the plain bearing above referred

^^'a^^^NI^"^^''^ to. This end plate is hollow, andC and held by D. ., ^ . , ., , .

F. Insulation. lorms an Oil rescrvoir, the oil being

conveyed by capillary attraction through the wick N.

The safety spark gap O is also clearly shown. The
left-hand illustration depicts the contact breaker cover

Q, which contains the condenser. This magneto is

particularly efficient at low speeds, and produces an

exceedingly hot spark. The whole magneto is a pro-

duction worthy of Messrs. Eisemann.

The H.T. Terminal.

Fig. 5.

D. Fibre ring. N, Wick lubricatcr.

H. Armature. 0. Safety spark gap.

I. Collector ring. P. Condenser,

J. Ball bearing. Q- Contact breaker cover contain

L. High tension terminal. ing condenser.

M. Carbon brush. R. Earth terminal.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from our readers and our replies thereto. When particular

makes of machines, accessories, or tyres are mentioned, numbers must be used, the writer to keep a key for

reference. All queries should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 2d, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether

intended for publication or not, must be accompanied with a stamped addressed envelope for reply.

Air Adapter of Carburetter Loose.

My engine, a 3^ b.p. 1907
model Rex, overheats. The
carburetter is Longuemare pat-

tern, the choke tube of which
is supplied in various sizes.

This air adapter funnel merely stands

over the airholes ; it is not fixed in

anyway, and is therefore free to jump
up and down. The question is, would
this movement of the adapter affect

the mixture and so contribute to over-

heating?—B. A. H.

If the adapter is allowed any move-
ment it will naturally upset the mix-
ture to a large extent, but would not
cause overheating unless the engine mis-

fires. The adapter should be packed
in firmly with the aid of a thin metal
washer.

Detachable Air Tubes.

I am riding a 5 h.p. Peugeot
motor bicycle, and at present
am using ordinary endless inner
tubes. For convenience m
puncture troubles I should like

a detachable tube. Would you advise
the change, and if so, what make
would be most suitable?—A.B.

Detachable tubes are quite satisfactory,
and very handy in case of a puncture or
burst tyre, as it is unnecessary to take
the back wheel out to replace a tube.
The Rich and the Hermetic are the
best known detachable tubes with a
continuous air current. The makers of
the former are the Rich Detachable
Air Tube Co., Crawley, Sussex, and the
latter the Self- sealing Rubber Co., Ltd.,
Ryland Street, Birmingham.

Fitting a Sidecar Attachment.

I have a 6 h.p. Bat with
J.A.P. engine, 3 to 1 gear.
(1.) I propose, if possible, to
fix a sidecar. What gear would

recommend me to use?

?

?

(2.

you
, , Is it possible to fix a sidecar to
a spring frame like the Bat has, and
which type do you advise, rigid or
flexible? (3.) I- it possible to fit

Palmer cord tyres to my present
standard rims?—J. R., Thornton
Heath.

(1.) About 4^ to 1 and a two-speed gear
if you can manage it. (2.) Yes, a Bat
spring frame would make no difference.
Whether you fit a rigid or flexible side-
car depends on your own preference.
Both are good, and have their advant-
ages. If possible, try and obtain a
trial with each pattern. (3.) No, the
tyres in question will not fit your rims.

The Speed of Motur Cycle Engines.

About 1,800 r.p.m. is often

^^ stated as the engine speed of

^ a 35 h.p. engine. Does that
-iJ mean 1,800 is the maximum

number of revolutions that

engine is capable of, or is this only
what is called the normal number?
When is an engine running at its

normal number of r.p.m.? Also how
can the maximum number of r.p.m.
be obtained, and would it be safe and
would the efficiency of an engine be
increased if used at its maximum
r.p.m. to aid in a hill-climb?-
Anxiotjs.

1,800 r.p.m. Ls about the average
number of revolutions at which Ihe
engine develops 3^ h.p. It is often
capable of acceleration up to 2,000 or

2,500, when it may for a short time
develop as much as 4^ h.p. An engine
generally runs at its normal number of

revolutions on a level road with the
wind behind, spark well advanced, and
throttle not quite half open. The
maximum number of revolutions is, of

course, obtained by opening the
throttle to its fullest extent. The way
to obtain the maximum revolutions of
the engine is to see that everything is,

in order, and get the correct gear for
the particular hill that you wish to
climb, keeping the engine speed high.

TricariTransmission.

My tricar has a gin. belt, and
it does not last any length of

time. Would it be advisable
to fit a chain?—E.L., Skipton.

The alteration to chain transmission
will be expensive. Try a l^in. belt, and;

fit an adjustable pulley and wider belt

rim.
Pitting of Contact Points.

I am riding a 7 h.p. Peugeot,

I

and find same very destructive
with the platinum points of

-^ contact breaker. When con
tact is broken the spark is not

a mere bluish flame, such as I have
seen on other motors I have
possessed, but a most vicious spark,
which at timCiS might almost be de
scribed as a firework. I have quite
recently had new platinum points
fitted to blades at a cost of 10s. 6d.,

and they are already much pitted
and burnt away. Do you think thit

is due to the coil (which is a plain

one)? and if so, what remedy would
you suggest?—H.J., Nottingham.

If the points are of genuine platinum
or iridium, the trouble is due to thi

coil; the condenser of which is nof

working properly. If you continue t<

use a coil you Had better buy the best

that money can procure. A first-clasi

coil should enable the platinums to last

1,000 miles without adjustment.

End-to-end Trials. Another^vlew^ of the last bend on Berriedale. M. W. Handle's lOIh.p. Lagonda"""
^_ ,

. disappearing from view.
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Hot* oorrect posfdon ol eanvia core eliminating the

faults of the ches^-class belt.

" I liave noticed articles from time to time in The
Motor Cycle as to the relative msits of leather and rubber
balta, aad several assertions that rubber belts are useli ss

in wet weather on account of their slipping. As a user

of rubber brfts for the past two years on a high-powered
machine, I can honestly say that I have never had the

slightest delay in wet weather from a good rubber brlt

slipping. In the recent Land's End to John-o'-Groat's

Reliability Trial, where there was an almost continued

succesaon of rain and muddy roads, I used one Shamrock
Gloria belt from beginning to end, and never had any
trouble with the belt sUpping, and I only took half an inch

out of the belt in the entire journey. Although running
continuously in mud and slush, the belt at the finish was
as good as when I started out. Now certainly if anyore
wants more than this they are very hard to please. I cm
only think- that dissatisfied users of rubber belts have
pulleys and belt rims fitted on their machines which are

not of the correct angle or in line with each other.
" Yonis truly, W. H. WELLS."

" I am very glad to say that the S.G. belt gave perfect

satisfaction during the very severe conditions that were
experienced. I would point out that its chief merit was
that it was only a Jin. on a 5 h.p. machine. You can
understand that owing to the conditions mentioned the

belt came in for some exceptionally bad treatment, all of

which it stoodwithout calling for attention. I might men-
tion that since above unfair treatment, the same belt has
covered 700 miles, and yet shows very little signs of wear.

"Yours faithfully, ARCHIBALD J. SPROSTON."

" I have much pleasure in informing you that while
using your Shamrock Gloria rubber belting on my N.S.U.
motor cycle in the recent A.C.U. End-to-end Trials, I

gained a gold medal with the loss of no marks. The belt

gave me the greatest satisfaction, and is without doubt
the best belt used for the purpose.

" Yours faithfuUy, S. W. CARTY."

The ppedomlnance of SHAMFtOCK-QLORIAS In all long
distance puns la pemapkabls.

No doubt the S.G- Beit Is again the mc«t successful
belt of the year.

SUTTON BANK.
2 Firsts and 2 TUrds.

Of grooved rubber belts S.G.'s. soore exclusive y.

BARNSUEY HII.U CiUIMB.
First and Second, :^o Fastest Tim*.

VlfAL.THAMSTOW 1O0 Miles Run.
2 Non-Stops out of 3.

Mr. C. R. Collier lowers 5 MILE RECORD at

Birmingham, using S. G. Belt.

SOLE MANTJFACTVREB3—

THE HANOVER RUBBER
29-31, Old Street, London, E.G.

CO.,

The Leading Tyre for 1908.

for List

All sizes 24in. and zfiln. made. Beaded edge only.

Also 26in. by ijin. for Lightweights.

Bands fitted to 26in. covers.

" I have much pleasure in informing you that I com-
pleted the End-to-end Trials on my 6 h.p. N.S.U. withoul
losing a siogle mark, and gaining a gold medal. The
Shamrock Excelsior studded tyre, which was fitted to my
back wheel, was a perfect boon. There was not a sign of
sidesUp, even on the worst of roads, neither did 1 have a
single puncture in the back wheel the whole run. The
Shamrock Gloria belt was only shortened once, and did not
give a moment's trouble, which speaks volumes tor the
quality ol the same, taking into consideration that 1

was riding a 6 h.p. machine.
" Yours faithfully, M. GEIGER."

" 1 am pleased to inform you that in the Land's End
to John-o'-Groat's Trial I got through without losing a
single mark. I used one of your belts, a |in. Shamrock
Gloria, also I had one of your Shamrock Excelsior covers
on my back wheel, which withstood the bad roads
splendidly. I had not a single puncture, and have great
pleasure in congratulating you on having such a splendid
tyre. I might mention that I have used your belts for
racing purposes as well as for touring for a considerable
time. I also came home by road 550 miles."

" Yours faithfully, P. H. COCKCROFT."

" You will be pleased to learn that in the recent End-
to-end Competition I did not lose any marks, and have
qualified for a gold medal. I was fortunate in not having
a single puncture, and the two Shamrock Excelsior tyres
stood up splendidly, and never were pumped up betwe«»
Land's End and John-o'-Groat's. The Shamrock Gloria
belts were also satisfactory.

" Yours faithfully, ARTHUR D. NICHOLSON."

" I have much pleasure in testifying to the good results

gained by me in the End-to-end Reliability Trial by using
one of your Shamrock Excelsior covers. I never had a
single Duncture all the way, the belt also answering satis-

factorily. " One of the suocessful competitors,
" ROBERT KING."

S.E. Butted Tubes are reliable, safe, simple, and easy to fit.

All sizes made.

S.G. and S.E. Specialities are obtainable of all factors.

India : F. B. Stewart & Son, Poona.

Sole Manufacturers :

THE HANOVER RUBBER CO.,
29-31, Old Street, LONDON, E.G.

In answering thU advertisemen* U i$ desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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July 20th, 1908.

Messrs. The N.S.U. Motor Co.

Gentlemen,—In the recent A.C.U

.

Land's End to John-o' -Groat's Relia-

bility Trials I gained Gold Medal
ivith the loss of 'no marks on my
31 h.p. N.S.U. (two-speed gear).

I had a spendid ride in spite of con-
tinual rain and bad and greasy
roads, the machine giving me every
satisfaction. The two-speed was a
source of joy to me, as I was able to

climb hills and face head winds,
using it where machines of greater

horse-power and less total weight
miserably failed.

(Signed), S. W. CARTY.

Things you ought to have .

N.S.U. non-skid device 3/6.

N.S.U. sparking plug.

N.S.U. belt fasteners.

N.S.U. two-speed gear.

Have you
read it?

Models from

I^ h p lightweight

to 6 h.p. Twin.

We published Mr. Carty's letter last week—probably you saw it.

We repeat it this week not only to call your attention to the

splendid performance of the N.S.U. but to point out to you the

importance of the last paragraph.

The two-speed gear referred to m the letter is the N.S.U. Now it is well known that

a mactiine fitted with a two-speed gear will climb hills better than one that is not. If the

machine is the N.S.U. fitted with the N.S.U. two-speed gear, you can say goodbye

all future hill-climbing difficulties.

N.S.U.
N.S.U. Motor Co., Ltd., 78, Charlottf St., London, W.

to

BRAVO
STILL THE LEADING LIGHTWEIGHT.

LAND'S END to JOHN-O'-GROAT'S
900 MILES.

THE MOTOSAGOCHE
was awarded a BRONZE MEDAL.

Farther testimony to its all round tfficiency.

Writ* fbr full particulAra to:

H. & A. DUFAUX (ENGLAND), LTD.,

65, HOLBORN VIADUCT, E.O.

• • k •
in answering either of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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Adjustments to obtain Slow Running.

My twin-cylinder machine is

—1 a real fli3r, but unfortunately

? it will not run slowly, that is

Xl at six miles an hour, unless I

continually lift the exhaust

alves I would sacrifice a little

jeed in order to run slower in

^affic and shall be glad of advice as

> what to do to make the engine run

owly. I may mention it has mag-

eto ignition, automatic inlet valves,

nd Longuemare carburetter.—Mick.

1 could either time the magneto a

le slower or fit inlet valve springs

slightly weaker tension than those

f in use on the machine. These

^rations would enable you to run

ver and a still further improvement

Id he effected by careful adjustment

the carburetter and handle-bar con-

Try one size smaller air adapter

i' spray, and note the difference.

The Winding ol Magneto Armatures.

I should be pleased if you

tri could answer the following

V questions with regard to
_
a

4J Bosch magneto, which I wish

to re-wind : (1.) What gauge of

are is used for the primary, and

ow manv layers? Also the gauge of

he secondary? (2.) Are the
_
layers

f the secondary insulated in the

ame way as the layers of a coil, viz.,

nth. waxed paper? (3.) What is the

mgest spark that I may expect if

he winding is a success?
_
I have

round several spark coUs with good

esults, so do not think that a mag-

eto armature should be any more

ifficult.—H.J.S., Liverpool.

It woald be absolutely inadvisable

you to attempt to wind the arma-

9 of a magneto. There are only a

expert workmen who can accom-

h this, and special machinery is re-

red. (2.) The exact quality and

ntity of the wire is only known to

makers. (3.) A properly wired

TTieto armature should give a i^in.

rk easily. ~-

Route from Noith to South.

I wish to go to Bexhill-on-

jZj Sea, vid Nottingham-, and to

^ miss London and as many large

-LI towns as possible. I shall be

greatly obliged if you can tell

le which is the best route for me
) take? (3^ h.p. Phelon and Moore,
vo speeds.) I should also like to

ave a good route from Bexhill to

eovU, and thence up again to Dar-
ngton, omitting Wales. I do not
ish to do too long a run daily, and
we plenty of time to do it in, and
you can suggest reasonable breaks

ider these conditions I shall be glad.

G.D.W., Darlington,

r best route would be as follows :

lington, Northallerton, Borough-
ge, Wetherby, Aberford, Don-
er, Worksop, Mansfield, Notting-
, Leicester, Northampton, Newport
nell, Woburn, Hockliffe, Dunstable.
g, Chesham, Slough, Windsor,
'tsey, Cobham, Deatherhead, Dork-
Horsham, Cowfold, Hurstpier-

t, Lewes, Polegate, and Bexhill.
1 Bexhill to Yeovil will be as
^s : Bexhill, Pevensey, Lewes,
stpierpoint, ' Partridge Green,

Billingshurst, Petworth, Midhurst,
Petersfield, Winchester, Stockbridge,

Salisbury, Shaftesbury, Sherborne, and
Yeovil. From Yeovil to Darlington
proceed as follows : Yeovil, Sparkford,

Bruton, Frome, Bradford, Chippenham,
Malmesbury, Cirencester, Burford,
Chipping Norton, Banbury, Daventry,
Kilsby, Catthorpe, Market Harborough,
Corby, Weldon, Stamford, end then up
the Great North Road to Darlington.
You can easily arrange the breaks your-

self. About 150 miles per day would
be a suitable distance to cover.

^^i^^ K~'/i

R. Moore (3i h.p. two-speed P. & M.), winner

of a gold medal in the End-to-end Run. In

four consecutive A.C.U. six days' trials, this

rider has performed successfully

How to Drive and Causes ol Knocking.

(1.) Please say which of the
^Tj following mixtures will heat my
> 3^ h.p. motor cycle engine the

_LJ least. Smallest portion possible

of gas, which will not allow

any extra air, or a medium allowance
of gas which will take half extra air.

Will you please also enlighten me on
the following : (2.) I take it knocking
ing in an engine occurs when spark
is advanced too far consistent with
speed. Why should it occur when
spark is quite retarded? I should
also be glad to know the actual cause
of the sound, and its probable effect

on the engine if allowed to continue?

(3.) What size jet and choke tube
would you advise for summer riding?
nine stone rider, 3^ h.p. engine.

—

H.C.
(1.) The most economical way of run-
ning would be to drive on as little gas
as possible, and use extra air if the
engine will take it. (2.) Knocking may
also be caused by too high compression
and wear of the engine bearings. The
higher the compression the more easily

the charge is exploded, and if the cylin-

der is very hot the charge is often ex-
ploded independently of the spark. The
cause of the sound of knocking is due
to the explosion leaking place before the
piston ha<^ reached the top of the com-
pression stroke. The ultimate result is

excessive wear of the engine and con-
necting rod bearings. (3.) The correct
size jet and choke tube can only be
arrived at by experiment.

6og

READERS' REPLIES.
jRoute to Scarborough.

The answer you give to an enquirer

for the best route from London to

Scarborough is not the best in my
opinion. There is a small ferry across

the river to Howden, and the
approaches on both sides are bad ; the

road across the Yorkshire Wolds from
Driffield is also very hilly. He should
not go to Doncaster, but turn off the
North Road at Bawtry, then by Thorne,
Snaith, Selby, York, and Malton. T

have ridden these routes on a push
bicycle, so speak from experience.

—

Yorkshire Tike.

The G. and A. Carburetter.

I have one of these on a 4^ h.p. twin
Minerva, and I climbed Pebble Hill,

gear about 4 to 1, weight of rider
twelve stones, and rubber belt. My
machine is a Chater-Lea No. 6 frame
with 4^ h.p. engine. As for consumption
of petrol, I have not really tested it,

but with forecar attached I went to
Brighton and back—about 115 miles—
on two gallons. It is rather diffi-

cult to adjust, but when adjusted is

O.K. By taking out two or three balls

in hot weather one can cut down
petrol consumption. For climbing hills

I am certain an extra air slot on inlet

pipe would be an advantage, for as the
machine slows up there is not enough
suction to lift the balls, and you are
taking in nearly pure petrol, but for

touring they are really good, especially
in traffic, when after slowing down you
have not got to grab at extra air lever
to start again without misfiring. Can
thoroughly recommend one. If

"R.p.P." getsone I shall be pleased
to give him a tip for adjusting same.

—

A. H. DOHERTT.

Difficulty in Starting.!^]

In reply to "B.B.." N.B., who com-
plains of hard starting and inability to

throttle down with a Longuemare car-

buretter on Phoenix Trimo. If this

machine is fitteni with a throttle of the
butterfly or disc pattern, he will most
probably find that the spindle of this

has worn and got considerable play,

and thus allows a large leakage of air

into the inlet pipe. In your reply you
advise fitting a smaller choke tube, and
this would certainly facilitate starting
and slow running, but I should advise
him to see if the above defect exists
first, and if so to remedy it, when I

think his trouble will vanish. The
query of "H.H.," Chiswick, also reads
as if his machine suffered from the
same defect. I have been troubled in

the same way myself with a twin Rex,
and have seen the same fault on various
machines, one only recently. The
owner complained of hard starting,

difficulty in slow running, and high
consumption, and I am sure there are

scores of machines with this form of

throttle. They may be remedied either

by truing the hole and fitting a new
spindle, or a good makeshift is *o get a

stout piece of leather and bind round
the pipe with wire and fit the old

spindle through the leather. This will

last even longer than metal, but is

rather unsightly. A new throttle disc

will also probably be required, as the
old one will be worn inside the pipe.

—

H.K.
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HINTS AND TIPS FO!
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By
Road Ride

aUSFIRES (CONTINUED).

2. MiSFiBES AT Speed.

All the previously mentioned troubles

will be noticed most at speed.

Mixture can now be tested by alter-

ing air lever.

Trembler needs firmer adjustment

—

most probable solution.

Valve sticking.

Wiper of contact maker jumping its

segment.
Sparking plug sooty, or too wide a

gap at points.

Carburetter drained dry of petrol.

3. Occasional Misfires.
Pre-ignition through hot particle in

cylinder.

Moving some part of machine, such
as timing lever, sets up a short circuit

in a particular position.

Small particle of dirt in oarburefcter.

Fragment of carbon on plug points.

Exhaust or inlet valve momentarily
sticking up.

Loose dirt or dirty oil ia oontact
breaker.

Swinging wire, or loose packing of

coil and batteries.

4. Misfires soon apter Starting.
Plug developing fault when warmed.
Batteries running down.
Valve distorted with heat, or too

tight a fit in guide, and so sticking.

Note.—With a high tension mag-
neto, always suspect the sparking plug
as the most likely culprit for misfires

;

with a trembler coil, suspect the coil

trembler first; with a plain coil, sus-

pect the make and break contacts.

METALLIC NOISES.

24:"7. An unaccustomed metallic
noise in the engine should fetch the
rider to a standstill faster than the
raised hand of a policeman, and under
no circumstances should he proceed till

the cause of the noise is found and re-

moved. It is almost certain to be due
to under-lubrication, and if oil is in-

jected and worked into the parts by re-

volving the ettigine by hand or foot, the
noise will probably cease.

OVERHEATING.
2-4^. A motor cyclist is prone to

accuse his engine of overheating when-
ever it misbehaves and simultaneously
runs rather warm. Real overheating is

the rarest thing in the world, but some
of the following are frequently mis-
taken for it :

1. A choked exhaust, due to weak
exhaust valve spring, dirty silencer,

narrow or much-bended exhaust pipe,
wear on valve cam, camshaft, valve
tappet, wrong timing of exhaust valve,
and movement of adjustable tappet.

2. Failure of lubrication through
pump going amiss, through too much
web on top of crankcase, choking of an
oilway, stoppage of pipe, use of unsuit-
able onr oounterfeited oil, loss of drain
tap, over driving the engine without
extra lubricating, and forgetfulness to
oil ap.

3. CJolleotion of carbon on piston
head and cylinder, which raises com-
pretnion.

(Continued from page 602.)

4. Too high a gear
I
very common

when overheating m supposed to occur
only on hills).

5.. Too rich a mixture, causing
engine to get too hot, and .so prevent-
ing lubrication.

6. Pre-ignition through a particle of

metal, porcelain, carbon, or rough edge
on casting getting incandescent, and
causmg engine to fire early or to con-
tinue firing when switch is off. Spark-
ing plug insulation may fail altogether.

7. Ignition too far retarded for

speed of engine and work it has to do.

8. Failure of water system by pump
stoppage, choked tubes, dirty radiators

;

inefficient cooling by air flanges owing
to encrusted mud and oil.

9. Very tight piston rings, or con-

necting rod or crankshaft bearings

;

valve expanding and sticking in guide;
valve expanding and fouling tappet
when tappet is down.

10. Overdriving the engine for long
periods on a very low gear.

C. G. Hogan (twin Vindec) first on handicap
and fastest time, in tbe first motor cycle hill-

climb held in South Tasmania on May 30th.

REMOVING TIMING GEAR.
2-4:9. When compelled to dis-

mount the timing gear of the valves or
ignition, the trouble of re-timing in the
event of the pinions being unmarked is

easily avoided by gently prising the
cover away from its joint, and then
holding wheels in mesh with a wire or
spoke before cover is lifted off. If the
wheels are not stamped for re-engage-
ment, they may now be stamped with
punch or marked with a file before they
are disturbed.

RUSTY RIMS.
250. Rust between the beads of

the rim is a deadly foe to the tyres.

Once or twice in a season the rims
should be bared and sandpapered clean.

A coat of enamel may then be given.

SHORT CIRCUITS.
2S51.. " Shorts " may be due to

grease, metallic contact, or broken
wires. The commonest forms are due
to a wire chafing through where it runs
close to the tank or frame. The aper-
tures in accumulator box should always

be large, and the wire should ha
double protection where it issues fn

them. Until expert enough to tri

shorts by the eye, always carry a lenj^

of bell wire, and if no spark is fou
at the contact breaker or the sparki
plug, detach each piece of wire in tui

and replace by the length of bell w:

temporarily ; then see if the erra
spark has returned. This is the 6ur«

and shortest method for novices, but
machine be at all new it is fail

certain to arise from a loose wire
terminal.

Avoid frayed strands of wire at cc

nections, which may touch other t(

minals.

Avoid small and flimsy switches,
which shorts are very common.
A blow on cover of contact breat

will often cause a short ; notice if cov
be dented.

Keep wire as short as possible, a
if possible run all wires inside rubb
tubes slipped over them.
Water on switch, contact breaker,

exterior of magneto is a sure convey
of shorts if on the right place.

Cheap low tension wire often sna
unddiT its insulation, and should
avoided.

If a very tricky spasmodic she

occurs, a sure test is to watch for

with machine running on stand in da;

ness. It is likely to be inside the co
box. High tension wiring becom
porous in time, and the current w
leap through it to any adjacent meti

SOLDERING.
252. Every motor cyclist w

does not know how to solder shou
teach himself. Neat pocket cases m
be had for a couple of shillings co

taining spirit, solder, iron, and an aut

matic blow lamp.

SPRINGS FOR AUTOMATIC iJShE
VALVES.

253. The opening of an aui

matic inlet valve has a greater bearii

on the running of the engine than t

spring, and is usually set to open too fa

3-32in. or even l-16in. is usually rigl

The spring may for speed events be
strong as the engine will start on, i.<

if the spring be so strong that t

engine cannot suck it open when t

machine is pushed to start it, a slight

weaker spring must be fitted. Wi
twin-cylinder engines press the st€

tops of the two valves together, ai

adjust springs so that both valves op'

simultaneously.

TESTING SPARKING PLUGS.
25'4:. No sight is commoner thi

that of an irat^e motor cyclist testii

his exposed sparking plugs for sparli

He puts them on the cylinder he;

while he breaks or makes contact, ai

they roll off ; he holds the wire wii

one hand, and takes a healthy shoe
It is the simplest thing in the world
bolt a light iron bracket to the engin
with a drop hole to catch plug boc

in such a position that the plug is coi

fortably supported with its head :

frame contact.

(To be continued.)
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A.C.U. TWENTY=FOURi,HOURS RIDE.

rHE annual twenty-four hours run from London
to Plymouth and back—a distance of about 420
miles—^will start from the Angel Hotel, Thames
Ditton, on Friday, August 7th, at 9 p.m., and

le route followed will be via Guildford, Salisbury,

the time allowed being ih. 32m. each way, and com-
petitors who arrive within three minutes either in

advance of or behind this time will qualify for a gold
medal, provided the performance on the other part of

the journey merits it. Tho'Se competitors who com-

5 MILES 10 MILES 15MILES 20MILES 30 MILES 35M;

3L >R L
Level

Reproduced fiom the Contoui Road Book of England by permission ot Messrs. Gall and Inglls.

eovil, Honiton, Crewkerne, Exeter, Ivybridge, Ply-

outh, and the reverse for the return journey. Between

eovil and Honiton (see contour section reproduced)

lere will be a timed test, outwards and homewards,

plete the journey but fail to ride the timed section with-

in the limits allowed will qualify for a silver medal.
Mr. G. H. Levick has kindly offered to present three

silver cups in connection with this run.

^f^sm'f^is^fl^^

End-to- end

Trials. Some idea

of the severity ol

Berriedale Hill

can be gained

from this illustra-

tion showing Miss

Hind negotiating

the last bend of

the hill on her

twin Rex.

Will readers kindly note that the telegraphic address

f the Dunlop Tyre Co-, is not " Pneumatic," Birming-

lam, but " Covers," Birmingham ?

The Moto^Reve Company write :
" With reference to

tie table of results (pages 600-602) given in last week's

ssue of The Motor Cycle, we would like to bring to

our notice the fact that the Moto-Reve which was

idden by W. Smith did not retire on account of broken

orks, as reported. He had no trouble whatsoever

dth these or with any other portion of his machine

mtil about eighteen miles from Inverness. Up to

his point we are given to understand that he_ had not

ost a single mark. A portion of a sparking plug

hen broke (the star portion), and, falling into the

ylinder, caused breakage of the latter and his con-

equent retirement."

Brown Bros., Ltd., Great Eastern Street, E.C., inform

us that they have in stock a few shop-soiled, but other-

wise perfectly new, Brown motor bicycles with coil and

accumulator ignition, which are being offered at

exceptionally low prices.

Mr. J. N. Taylor, of Adelaide, has just been pre-

sented by the Automobile Club of South Australia with

a certificate for a fifty-two miles reliabihty and speed-

judging competition. The contest,was over all classes

of road, up and downhill, the competitors having to ride

throughout at a pace of eighteen miles per hour. This

was a very difficult matter, there being no mileposts, no

watches being allowed, and the competitors, who did

not know the time when they started, were forbidden to

enquire en route. Mr. Taylor's performance was

achieved on a 2^ h.p. Minerva motor cycle.
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Open Hill-elimb at Newnham.

Entries for the Coventry M.C. open

hill-climb at Newnham, Daventry, on

August 15th, close on Saturday next,

the -Sth inst. Already a good number
has been received.

Germany's Ttadgiin Motor Cycles.

During the first five months of 1908

Germany exported motor cycles weigh-

ing 67,600 kilos., as against 92 500

kilos, during a like period in 1907.

Exports to Holland and Denmark
dropped, while Great Britain took

22,400 kilos, in lieu of 18,500 kilos.

Germany imported 12,100 kilos., the

bulk coming from Belgium, Austria-

Hungary sending across 1,900 kilos.

Great Orme's Head Climbed.

Great Orme's Head, Llandudno, was

climbed on Monday of last week
by Councillor W. D. Coddington,

of Southport, driving a 60 h.p.

car. W© understand Mr. R. C.

Griesbach, a motor cyclist who
was staying at Llandudno, after-

wards had a try on his 3i h.p.

1908 Triumph, and made two
ascents without a stop, this with

a gear of 5^ to 1. This is not

the first occasion on which the

Orme has been scaled on a motor
cycle, as Mr. J. Edge, of Liver-

pool, two or three years ago

accomplished a similar feat.

Great Orme rises 700 feet above
the sea level, the average gradient

for half a mile is 1 in 5, and then

after a sharp turn the gradient

for eighty yards is said to be 1

in 3|. The last 200 yards is

trackless, lumpy turf, and strewn
with large stones. Quite a

number of visitors witnessed the
ascents.

AUGUST 5th, igob.
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Motor Union Provincial Dinner.

The jNlotor Union eleventh provincial

dinner was held at the Hotel Majestic,

Harrogate, on the 25th ult. , the chair

being taken by Mr. E. H. Heppie,
chairman of the Yorkshire A.C., sup-

ported by the Mayor of Harrogate and
several other influential Northern
motorists. The chairman of the Motor
Union, Mr. Joynson-Hicks, M.P., was
prevented from attending owing to the-

late sitting of the House.

SOME EXPERIMENTS WITH
CRANK.CASE COMPRESSION.

HOLIDAY EVENTS
(ILLUSTRATED).

-V-=>-<>C:-^-
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Racy-looUng Motor Cycles.

A reader tells us that it is not
always advisable to make a
machine look racy in appearance.
The police in his district are
keeping a most vigilant eye upon him,
merely because he has had one or two
alterations made to his machine which
have made it look somewhat racy,
whereas it is not so by any means.

The Late Mr. Cecil Edge.

We regret to have to record the death
of Mr. Cecil Edge, cousin of Mr. S. F.
Edge. Mr. Cecil Edge had been ailing
for some considerable time with a
serious chest complaint, and he passed
away on Monday evening of last week.
H(^ was at one time a very successful
motor cyclist, and won many ©vents on
single track machines. In the first

1,000 miles trials he occupied the front
feat of an Ariel quadricycle driven by
^"r. J. VV. Stocks. Latterly, he has
been closely connected with the busi-
ness of the Napier Co.

FUTURE EVENTS.
Aug. 7—A.C.U." 24 Hours' Ride London to Plymouth

and back.

8—Essex M.C. Open Race Meeting for Motor
Cycles at the Stadium.

„ 15—Coventry M.C. Open Hill Climb for Motor
Bicycles and Passenger Motor Cycles at

Newnham Hill, Daventry.

,, 21-22—Motor Cycle Union of Ireland Open 400
Miles Reliability Trials for the Muratti Trophy

.

,, 22—A.C.U. Annual Race Meeting at the new
Stadium, Shepherd's Bush.

,, 22—General Inter-club Meet of Motor Cyclists at

Stratford-on-Avon, organised by the Bir-

mingham M.C.C.

,, 29—Essex M.C. Open 200 Miles Non-stop Run for

Motor Cycles.

Sep. 1 2—Motor Cycling Club Petrol Consumption Tests.

„ 23—The International Auto Cycle Tourist Trophy
Race in the Isle of Man.

„ Penalty Run for Members of the A.C.U. and
Clubs in the South of England Districts

affiliated to it.

Oct. 3—A.C.U. CouncU Meeting at Warwick.

Nov. 20-28—Thirty-second Annual Stanley Show.

%?.::>>•> •:>>;>.vv«.»v;;;» •

Essex M.C. Race Meeting at the Stadium.

On Saturday next, at the Stadium,
the first purely motor cycle meeting
will be held at this up-to-date track.

This is the third annual meeting of

the Essex M.C, and nearly all the

cracks in the motor cycle world will

compete. In addition to the events

already mentioned, attempts will be
made on the mile and ten miles records.

Another Case of Injustice.

The Northern Police Court (Dublin)

about six weeks ago fined a motor
cyclist £10 for exceeding the speed

limit in the Phoenix Park, and £2 10s.

on each of two other counts. Last
week, for the same offence, a car driver,

having th© luck to appear before a

different judge, was fined Is. and 3s. 5d.

costs, his speed being 24^ miles p(

hour. Is there any justice in these tw
decisions? What excuse the judges ca

have for inflicting such unproportional
fines it is difficult to say. If they ha
been reversed probably there woul
have been less surprise on either sid(

What a pity these cases do not receiv

more intelligent consideration.

Motor Cycling A.A. Scouts.

In ThiL Motor Cycle, of the 22nd ult

WG remarked upon the inefficient scout

ing on the ^Maidstone and Seven
oaks Road? where the police ar

active. In the Dally Telegrap
of th© follo^ving Saturday th

following advertisement appeared
"Motor cyclists.—The Autoino
bile Association has a few vacan
cies for smart, intelligent men, o

good class, riding their ow
machines.—Apply with full par
ticulars, make, h.p., experience
etc., l©tters only, A. A., Prince';

Buildings, Coventry Street, W.'
Undoubt©dly the motor cyck
mounted scout and inspector wil

be at a big advantage. We it(

confident that the Kent authori
ties will give the scouts theii

assistance, if not leave the con

trol of motor traffic entirely ir

their hands. A motor cyclist oi

experience, thoroughly acquaintec

with Kent roads, has offered his

services. The new move of tin

A.A. should effectually check ex
cessive speeding, as road hogs wil

not b© able to escape th© scout

mount©d on a good motor bicycle

As -most of our readers know,
motor bicycles are used by
American police very extensively

for the suppression of furious driving.

Road Race in France.

The Motor Cycle Club of Lyon^
held a road race on the 25th ult. over

a distance of 192 kilometres. The
course was forty-eight kilometres in

length, and had to be covered four

times. The winner rode a Magnat
Debon 2§ h.p. motor bicycle, and com
pleted the course in 4h. 24m. , the second
and third successful competitors rode

similar machines. To show the differ

ence between reliability and pure speed

Dravoub, on a Peugeot motor bicycle,

covered one lap of the course in 55m.
but was only placed fourth in the actua
contest. Dravoub 's speed is equal to

32| miles per hour. The winner's time
is equal to an average of 27^ miles per

hour over the whole distance.

>^
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Police Traps.

Fines amouTiting to £51 12s. 8d. were
imposed in one day by the Dorking
Bench on motorists and motor cyclists

for exceeding the speed limit at Mickle-
ham.
There is a measured mile near Swan-

sea, on Fairwood Common (the Port
Eynon Eoad), Gower, Glamorganshire,
and a four miles trap on the Pontardu-
lais Road, worked from the Pentlegaer
Police Station to the Pontardulais
Police Station.

Crystal Palace Race Meeting.

On Bank Holiday Monday, the

Anerley B.C. included four events for

motor cycles at its race meeting at the

Crystal Palace. The results were : Five
miles handicap—1, H. A. Collier (Sj h.p.

Matchless), scratch ; 2, J. E. Bailey

(2| h.p. Eland), 20s. start; 3, R. G.
Dendy (3^ h.p. Brown), 15s. Winner's
time, 7m. ll^s. A mile match between
R. G. Dendy (5s. start) and H. A.
Collier was won by the latter in Im.
39|s. Three miles match—1, R. G.
Dendy (15s. start); 2, H. A. Collier

(scratch). Won by four lengths. Time,
5ni. 26s. Five miles match—1, H. A.
"Collier (scratch); 2, R. G. Dendy (25s.

start). Time, 7m. 9|s.

M.C.U.I. (Dublin Centre).

On Saturday -ifternoon last the

members of the Dublin Centre of the
JMotor Cycle Union of Ireland held a

hill-climbing competition on the hill

leading from Kilmacanogue, Co. Wick-
low, over the shoulder of the Great
Sugarloaf, to the top of Calary bog.

The weather was fine, and there was
a large gathering of m<)tor cyclists to

witness the competition. As usual,

there were two classes ; in the first

pedalling was allowed, while m the
second it was - barred except for the
first 100 3'ards. The results were de-

termined on a formula in which the
weight of the machine and driver, the
horse-power, and the time taken were
the factors. Both classes were won by
R. Walshe, and as the appended details

will show, the placings in each cla^is

=<ImT)

were the same. Pedalling class.—R.
Walshe (80 bv 60 J.A.P.), 245 points,

1; D. Gill (85 by 76 J.A.P.). 247, 2;
R. Dumphy (85 by 76 J.A.P.). 252, 3;
H. Quinn (75 by 80 Triumph), 289, 4:
P. Hurse (75 by 75 Peugeot), 337, 5;
C. B. Franklin (82 by 85 twin
^Minerva), 250. 5. Non-pedalling
class.—R. Walshe (85 bv 60 J.A.P.),
231, 1; D. Gill (85 bv 76 .T.A.P.), 236.

2; R. Dunphv (85 by 76 J.A.P.). 241.

3; P. Hurse (75 bv /5 Peugeot), 40,

t ; C. B. Franklin (82 by"" 85 twin
Minerva), 340, f. Mr. J.' A. Arm-
strong, the hon. sec, timed at the foot

of the hill, and Mr. N. E. Drury, the
assistant hon. sec, acted at the top.

The A.C.U. Defends a Motor Cyclist.

On behalf of the JMotor Union, Mr.
Maddocks, solicitor, Coventry, attended
the hearing of a summons at Southam
(Warwickshire ) against Mr. W. G.
ilciNIinnies for exceeding the speed
limit. This was a case where two
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riders entered a measured distance

with about ten or twelve yards

between them, and came out of it in

the same position. The first two con-

stables in cross-examination admitted,

that neither of them had actually

timed the defendant, who was behind,

and only gave evidence as to speed,

one of them stating that Mr. McMinnies
was travelling very fast. The third

constable only gave evidence as tO'

signalling when i\Ir. Molyneux (the

first rider) came past him, and admitted
that he gave no signal respecting the

defendant. It was contended that

there was no evidence whatever of

timing, and that the only ground upon
which the magistrates could convict

was that of the witnesses as to speed.

As only one constable had spoken as

to speed, the provision made by Sec-

tion 9 applied, namely, that no person
can be convicted on the evidence of

one witness alone. After ,,some deliber-

ation the jastices dismissed the case.

Anerley B.C. Race Meeting at the Crys'ai raiaee. Ready for the Five Miles Open Handicap, won by
H. A. ColUer \Z^ h.p. Matchless), in 7min. ll^secs.

M.U. MOTOR CYCLE NOTES.

The secretary informs us that judged by the number of

applications received by the Motor Union the rew scheme
of membership for motor cyclists "fills the bill." The in-

surance arrangements appear to be particularly appreciated.

The jNI.U. has sent the following letter to a number of motor
cycle clubs: "As you will be aware, the agreement that has
been entered into by the jNJotor Union with the A.C.U. ter-

minates tlxe arrangements under which members of clubs

affiliated to the A.C.U. were also members of the Motor
Union. The connection which previously existed between
your club and the Motor Union has, therefore, ceased. It

is very possible, however, that there are many individual
members of your club who wish to continue their connec-
tion with the Motor Union by joining it in an individual
capacity. I enclose you herewith a new prospectus which
the Motor Union has prepared for individual motor cyclists,

and ask the assistance of yourself and your committee in

bringing it. to the attention of your members. Although
official relations have been terminated the !Motor Union at
any time will be very glad to render youv club any assist-

ance in its power, and to do what it can to further the
motor cycle movement in your district. This co-operation
will be rendered more complete if there is a considerable
number of motor cyclists who are members both of your
club and the Motor Union."
The a-ddress of the secretary is 1, Albermarle Street, W.

A.C.U. TWENTY-FOUR HOURS' RIDE.

The following entries have been received for this event,
which starts on Friday next, August 7th, at 9 p.m., from
Thames Ditton.
H. G. Cove (3^ h.p. H.G.C.), H. M. Bentley (3^ h.p.

Triumph), A. W. Bentley (3^ h.p. Triumph), W. 0. Bentlev
(5 h.p. Rex), H. V. Davidson, jun. (3^ h.p. Zenette), F. C.
Wood (6 h.p. N.S.U. with sidecar), C. H. Barfield (3^ h.p.

Triumph), W. H. Bashall (3i h.p. Triumph), W. Pratt (3i h.p.
L.M.C.), E. W. Ashworth (7 h.p. Minerva), E. Nelson (5 h.p.
Rex), M. Geiger (6 h.p. N.S.U. with sidecar), G. E. Pur-
chase (3^ h.p. Triumph), A. Stanley Phillips (5 h.p. Vindec
Special), Eli Clark (2| h.p. Douglas), W. W. Douglas (2| h.p.

Douglas), W. Smith (2 h.p. Moto-Reve), Gordon Fletcher
(2 h.p.. Moto-Reve), F. Toman (5 li.p. Laurin and Klement),
W. E. Burkin (2| h.p. Laurin and Klement). H. A. Cooper
(3 h.p. Triumph), F. Hansford (5 h.p. Vindec Special), F.
Cozens (10 h.p. Lagonda Tricar), F. W. Applebee (5 h.p.
Rex), T. Applebee, jun. (3^ h.p. Rex), 0. C. Godfrey (34 h.p.
Rex), 0. Von Saal (5^ h.p. Phanomen and s!de'\nr), F. W.
Barnes (3i h.p. Zenette). and W. J. Newman (4 h.p. Roc).

Our Advertisement Department desires us to notity advertisers

in tlie " Miscellaneous Advertisement " columns that, owing to

the August Bank Holidays, all advertisements received after

Thursday last have been unavoidably held over until the next

issue.
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M.C.C. London to Land s End and Back Run.

GI.ORTOUS weather favoured the start of the

Motor Cycling Club's run from the Berkeley

Arms Hotel, Cranford Bridge, near Hounslow,

at 4 a.m., on Monday last, when the first of

twenty-one riders was dispatched on the journey to

Land's End and back, in competition for the Jarrott

Cup. The other twenty competitors were started at

intervals of two minutes. Mr. Charles Jarrott, the

donor of the cup, and an erstwhile enthusiastic motor

•cyclist, was unable to be present, but sent a large car

to carry the observers over the route. The officials on

the programme were: Starter, W. H. Wells ; timekeeper,

F. T. Bidlake; sealer. Dr. Gibbons; travelling

marshals, E. B. Dickson, F. J. Jenkins, R. H. Head,
\V. H. Wells, and Dr. Gibbons.
The starters were as follows: E. Gw^nne (5 h.p.

Yindec), G.*Rowden (4 h.p. Jap), H. Myer (3^^ h.p.

Rex), C. C. Cooke (3^^ h.p. Triumph), O. Summers

(5 h.p. Vindec), Walter W. Adam (3}^ h.p. Triumph),

H. G. Bell (3^ h.p. Triumph), A. Sproston (5 h.p.

Rex), D. S. Baddelev (5 h.p. Baddeley), C. Lacey

<3^ h.p. F.N.), R. Clark (5 h.p. Fafnir), S. G. Frost

•{4% h.p. Minerva), G. Fletcher (2 h.p. Moto-Reve). W.
Smith (2 h.p. Moto-Reve), A. Bentley {sj4 h.p.

Triumph), W. Bentley (5 h.p. Rex), J. 0. Dixon (5 h.p.

A'^indec), J. Winslow (5 h.p. Rex), V. Olsson (5 h.p.

Vindec), H. Dougal (5 h.p. Vindec), and F. G. Smith

>{^% h.p. Triumph).
The only non-starters were : H. Beasley (5 h.p. Rex),

C Seed (5 h.p. Vindec), L. A. Baddeley (3 h.p.

Baddeley), W. H. Wells (5 h.p. Vindec), and A. S.

Phillips (5 h.p. Vindec).

The route was by way of Staines, Bagshot, Basing-

stoke, Andover, Salisbury, Yeovil, Honiton, Exeter,

Okehampton, Launceston, Bodmin, Redruth, and Pen-

The M.C.C. London to Land's End and Back Run for the Jarrott Cup,
Starting competitors from the Berkeley Arms, Cranford Bridge, at 4 a.m.,

August 3rd. F. T. Bidlake, official timekeeper, despatching 0. Snmmers
(5h.p. Vindec) and W. W. Adams (3^2 h.p. Triumph).

:zance. a distance of 267^4^ miles. Another ten miles

took the riders to Land's End, where the first com-
petitor was scheduled to arrive at 7.7 p.m., and the

return to Penzance was immediately made, a stop of

about eight and a half hours being allowed at the latter

place.

Mist was encountered at Camborne (254^ miles);

otherwise the weather was fine. The roads in many
places were suffering from drought, and were conse-

quently loose and stony, and many punctures were

Competitors in the M.C.C. Run en route tor Land's End passing through
Basingstoke at 5.30 a.m. on Monday last. The rider In the foreground
is Arthur W. Bentley, the End-to-end record holder, who is contemplating
further doughty deeds on his Triumph.

experienced. The order of arrival at Penzance on the

return from Land's End was as follows : Gwynne, I

Summers, Bell, Adams,
Cooke, Dixon, Dougal,
Fletcher, W. Bentley, A.

Frost, Baddeley, Lacey,

Smith, Sproston, Olsson,

Bentley, and W. Smith.

The first competitor arrived at 7.42 p.m., the second at

7.46 p.m., the third and fourth together at 7.50 p.m.,

and the last at 8.53 p.m.
The return journey was made on Tuesday.

Position of the Magneto.
The frightful roads and weather encountered by the

End-to-end riders in the later stages of their very try-

ing run had a natural result. More than half of the

riders were hung up more or less often with magneto
troubles. Ninety per cent, of present-day machines
carry the magneto low down on a tiny platform forward
of the crank case. If the front mudguard has a big

flap, it is quite inadequate to protect the magneto
from the swish of water when the machine drops into

a flooded pothole or rips through a pool. If covers

are used, they are by no means impervious to water

from above or beneath, and they are awkward to detach
when the contact breaker needs a wipe over or a high-

tension lead springs off its terminal. On the other

hand, I have quite as strong a dislike to carrying the

magneto in the tank. It spells unnecessary weight

and an undesirable reduction of tank capacity,

don't think there is the least doubt that the Roc and
Quadrant people are on the right track when they set

their magnetos on a platform abaft the engine, high

enough up to dodge the spkshes, and sufficiently fai

away from the cylinder to be safe from heat. At any

rate, I know a number of motor cyclists who would
have given ail they were worth in Scotland to have

had magnetos so situated on their machines, and
to this many a Colonial rider will ejaculate

stentorian " Hear, hear !

"
IxioN.
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CLUB NEWS.
Rlehmond and District M.C.C.

fhe oicnic at Newlands Corner was thoroughly enjoyed by

II present. A hill-climb on the same day was won by E. P.

;lois (5 h.p. Rex); 2, F. C. Wood (5 h.p. N.S.U. fitted with

decar); 3, K. Lanjiester (9 h.p. Riley tricar).

The president, the ^Marquis de Mouzilly St. Mars, has

ffered a challenge trophy for competition among members,

id It has been decided to hold a reliability trial on August

jth and 16th, of about 150 to 200 miles, and that, in addi-

on, medals shall be given to the winners. Entry forms

m be obtained from Mr. H. C. King, hon. sec., Walton

[ouse, Surbiton Eoad^ Kingston-on-Thames.

S.E. Auto Cycle Association.

The penalty run last Saturday was a great success, the

)llowing gaining full marks, having no mechanical trouble

t all : H. A. Cooper, C. W. Evans, W. B. Wliitaker, H.

cult, R. Boxer, and P. Munzing. Passenger class—W.
imms and the hon. sec. (H. B. Renner), who drove his

h.p. tricar.

Mr. Julian Orde, of the R.A.C., has accepted the office of

resident of the Association, and Mr. S. F. Edge vice-

resident.

Full particulars of open hill-climb and light car trial can

e had on application to the Hon. Sec, 31, Kidbrook Park
,oad, Blackheath, S.E.

Coventry M.C.

Entries for the open hill-climb at Ne-wnham, near Daventry,
dll be accepted up to the first post on Monday, the 10th

1^. It is likely that the complete list will be larger than
1 the case of the hill-climbing events held in 1906 and 1907.

his year six classes have been included, embodying all types
t motor bicycles and passenger machines at present in use.

'urther particulars and entry forms can be obtained from
le trials hon. sec, Mr. W. F. Grew, 19, Hertford Street,

oventry.
Messrs. W. H. Bashall (6 "h.p. twin Jap), Giiy Lee-Evans

1^ h.p. Rex), Gordon Gibson- (3| h.p. Triumph), C. S. Bumey
^^ h.p. De Havilland), Geoffrey Smith (3^ n.p. Triumph),
'. H. Tessier (6 h.p. Bat-Jap), C. A. Palmer (5 h.p. tM .

-

aeed Roc), W. Newman (3^ h.p. two-speed R^x;), J. Marshall
S^ h.p. Triumph), and several others have already entered.

Bainoldswiek M.C.

A successful hill-climbing competition was held at Salter-

>rth Lane—«a hiU about naif a mile in length, the steepest
nadient of which is 1 in 9. Two thousand persons witnessed
le competition. The results were worked out on the A.C.U.
)rmula, and are as follows :

^

Rider and machine. Time.
J. Windle (local make engine) Im. 22|s.

F. Perry (2| h.p. F.N.) ... Ini. 15|s.

W. Holden (2| h.p. F.N.) Im. 15|s.

H. Nutter (3^ h.p. Triumph^
R. Nutter (3

P. Brown [2%

S.
~"

h.p. Triumph)
h.p. Bradbury)

'5^

56|s.

58|s.

Im. 21^s.

Wormwell (5 h.p. Vindec)
,. Lomax (3^ h.p. N.S.U.)
A. T. Elmer (8 h.p. Rexette) 2m.

The starter was J. T. Butterworth ; timekeeper, F. Baldwin,
rith the assistance of H. Strickland.

Im. 15|s.

22s.

Bolton and District H.C.C.

The above club held a speed-judgment contest on July
5th, the distance being two miles at a speed of eighteen
liles an hour. The result was :

1. P. Yates (21 h.p. F.N.) ...

;/ 2. A. Richards (2| h.p. Minerva)
3. J. Green (4^ h.p. Minerva)
4. H. Holt (4 h.p. Roc) ...

,• 5. J. Foster (3i h.p. Triumph)
;

6. J. Fishwick (6 h.p. N.S.UO
7. A. J. Moorhouse (5 h.p. Rex)

A hill-climbing competition has been arranged for August
5th, divided into two classes, for single-cylinder and twin
ylinder machines. No practising will be allowed on the
ill. A_ gold medal will be presented for best placing on
3nnula in each class, a bronze medal for second in each daes,
nd a medal for fastest time in each class. Entrance fee,
s. 6d. Entry forms can be obtained from the hon. sec, A.
lichards. Sunny View, High Street, Bolton.

6s. fast

228. „
36s. ,,

Im. 13s. slow
Im. 15s. „
Im. 48s. „
Im. 53s. ,

,

Bradford M.C.C.

On Saturday, July 25th, the annual hill-climbing competi-

tion for the JJyson Challenge Shield, so generously presented
by Messrs. Dyson, Ltd., was held. The holder was E. S.

Myers, but the trophy has now changed hands, and it will

be in the keeping for the nt xt twelve months of Mr. A. A.
Scott, who rode a two-stroke 3 h.p. Scott of his own design.

The results on formula and time are given below :

Fig. of Actual
Rider and machine. merit. time.

1. A. Scott (5 h.p. twin-cylinder Scott)... 594 2m.
2. W. Jowett (3 h.p. twin-cylinder Scott) 681 2m.

P. Dyett (3i h.p. T.T. Iriumph) ... 703 Im. 304s.

E. Myers (5^ h.p. T.T. Triumph)
P. Cockcroft (3i h.p. T.T. Triumph)
H. Shaw (35 h.p. Triumph) ...

703
703
738
823
869

bfs.

5|s.

Im. 60ts.

Irn

Ini

Im

37|s.

56is.
34|s.H. Gerhartz (5 h.p. Vindec

* Tied for third place.

J. Scriven (5 h.p. Rex), who at his first attempt on tlie

hill came to a standstill owing to the failure of the petrol

supply, was officially timed to make the ascent in Im. 30^s.,

Es=ex Beasles A. and CO. Open Motor, Athletic ar" Cycling Meeting at
Canning Town Track on Monday last. The only motor cycle event was a
ten miles tiandicap for machines with engines not exceeding 76x76 mm.,
or the equivalent volume swept out. The winner was H. V. Colver

(2J h.p. Matchless-Jap), who in our picture is lying second. He com-
pleted the distance in 12 min. 30 sec, followed home by G. H. Gerhard

(2J h.p. Brookland':.), who is last in the picture. Third place w« occupied
by T. A. Carter (2i h.p. Matchless), who is depicted above cuttjng out
the pace for Colver.

but was ruled ineligible for the trophy. The hill was nearly
a mile in length, and the Chief of Police had very kindly
sent constables to marshal the course. The trial was arranged
by Mr. F. Scriven (trials hon. sec), and Messrs. Forbes and
Johnson acted as timekeepers and superintended the weighing
in of competitors and their machines.

Manchester M.C. '

The results of the motor cycle reliability trials held by
the above club on the 2nd iind 3rd inst. are as follows

:

Outward journey Manchester to Cheltenham 177 miles.

Twenty-two entries were received, and the following made
non-stop runs : J. Tvtler (3^ h.p. Triumph). H. Reed (4 h.p.
Dot), C. E. Kettle (3^ h.p. Triumph), W. H. Heaton (5 h.p
Rex), Otto Gross (4^ h.p. Eagle Runabout), and T. E. Leigh
(3:y h,p. Triumph). The trial was a very severe one over
hilly roads, and some of the competitors did not succeed in
climbing Rock and New Invention Hill. A. Moorhou.=e, on
a 5 h.p. Rex, did the fastest time in the timed hill-climb,
but unfortunately thirty miles from home his tyre punctured
badly, so spoiling his chance of winning the cup, as he
failed to arrive at th3 control, witliin schedule time. The
return rtm was commenced on the 3rd at 8 a.m., the com-
petitors travelling vid Daventry, Lichfield, Stone, Nantwich,
Knutsford, and Altrincham to Manchester
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Club News.

—

Cambridgeshire M.C.C.

The tie between Messrs. W. King, C. W. Wilson, and
P. V. Wallis for the reliability trial of the Cambridgeshire
M.C.C. was decided by a hill-climb on formula, in which
Mr. King gained the gold, Mr. Wilson the silver, and Mr.
Wallis the bronze medals. After the hill-climb there was a
speed-judging contest for motor bicycles and tricars, in which
Mr. P. W. Cowell took first prize, and Messrs. Peters
and Wallis tied for second place. For August 20th a

picnic in the park at Hardwick has been organised, to be
followed by a programme of sports. Members intending to

be present at the picnic should inform the secretary not later

than August 18th.

Sunderland and District M.C.C.

A speed-judging contest was decided on Wednesday, July
29th. The course laid was from High Barnes, Sunderland,
to Chester Bridge, Chester, and Framwellgate Moor, return-
ing via Cocker Bridge to High Barnes—a distance of twenty-
six miles. Each competitor said the speed at which he would
travel, and the merit of his performance was judged upon
tae estimated and actual time he took to cover the circular
course. Details : V. Tiffin (car), set 17 miles an hour, actual
17.4 miles; E. J. Scott (2| h.p. Minerva), 18 miles, actual

20; J. Kirton (3^ h.p. Minerva), 18 miles, actual 20.6; R.
Herron (3^ h.p. ]Minerva). 18 miles, actual 20.8; W. F.

Cross (3^ h.p. Minerva), 18, actual 20.8; E. J. Tiffin (7-8
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h.p. Minerva), with sidecar carrying passenger, retired

owing to a puncture; T. Jameson (4 h.p. Bat-Stevens), retired.

Newcastle and District M C.C.

On the 26th ult. at Chatton, near Wooler, this club held

a petrol consumption trial. Distance and time being fixed.

Total weight in pounds

winner was to be found from formula — •

Petrol in ounces.

Eleven machines started, but all were disqualified for being

wrong on time except Mr. Robson Crosier on his 3^ h.p.

N.S.tJ. two-speed, his figure of merit being 49.3.

The entries for the 420 miles reliability trial for the N.S.U,

Cup on August 2nd and 3rd were: V. Corbett (5=^ h.p.

N.S.U.), H. Bell (4 h.p. N.S.U.), W. H. Outwin (3^ h.p.

Triumph), S. W. Carty (3| h.p. N.S.U.), R. Crosier (3^ h.p.

N.S.U.-), R. Ellis (3^ h.p. Rex), G. S. Walker (3 h.p.

F.D.W. , L. Austin (3| h.p. N.S.U.), R. L. Keene (3i h.p.

Triumph), F. Mallett (6 h.p. N.S.U.), D. Mallett (4 h.p.

N.S.U. ), J. Moule (3-1 h.p. N.S.U.), E. L. Bates (5^ h.p.

N.S.U. ), S. Hudson (3^ h.p. Hobart). L. Rosenvinge (3| h.p.

N.S.U.), A. D. Nicholson (9 h.p. Riley tricar), Ca.pt. Sir R.

K. Arbuthnot, R.N. (3^ h.p. Triumph), A. Fenwick (5 h.p.

Vindec), J. E. Reed (3 h.p. Rover), H. Bradford (6 h.p..

Dene), R. B. Smith (6 h.p. N.S.U.), R. Embleton (3| h.p.

N.S.U.), R. Wilson (4 h.p. N.S.U.), G. Dyson (3i h.p.

Triumph), J. Snowden (3| h.p. N.S.U.), J. Gilchrist (3^ h.p.

Kerry), K. Reinhart (3^ h.p. N.S.U.), and G. Raper (6 h.p.

N.S.U.) The results will be announced next week.

••—f-

A.C.U. END=TO=END RELIABILITY TRIALS.
COMPLETE LIST OF AWARDS.

THE committee of the Auto Cycle Union has con-
' firmed the recommendations of the judges

(Messrs. Brooker, Cove, Reynolds, and -Sharp),

and made the following aw^ards

:

Gold medals, no marks lost. Private owners.

—

A. F. Wilding (6 h.p. Bat-Jap), J. Tassell, A. M.
Tatham (s% h.p. Matchless-Japs), S. W. Carty

(334 h.p. N.S.U. two-speed). A. D. Nicholson, Gordon
Gibson, F. Dover. F. C. Mustard, C. E. Murphy, R. W.'

Duke. H. C. Hanrott, A. Manning-Lomax, H. H.
Dommett, Robert King. Sir R. K. Arbuthnot, Bart.,

R.N., W. F. Merritt, J. Ewing Adam, H. D. Seale

(t,j4 h.p. Triumphs). H. R. Dougal (5 h.p. Vindec),

and J. Haslam (3^2 h.p. Rex).

Gold medals, marks lost. Private owners.—F. S.

Barnwell {sj4 h.p. Rex two-speed), 79 marks; W. H.
Outv/in (3^/^ h.p. Triumph), 8 marks; A. H. Ormerod

(5 h.p. four-cylinder F.N.), 10 marks; T. K. Hastings

(5 h.p. Indian), 17 marks; W. Milnes (3^^ h.p. Phelon-

Moore two-speed), 13 marks; and H. B. Lewis (3^ h.p.

Triumph), ir marks.

Gold medals, no marks lost. Trade competitors.

—

W. H. Wells (5 h.p. Vindec). M. Geiger (6 h.p. N.S.U.),

G. Lee Evans (35^3 h.p. Rex), J. Slaughter. J. Marshall.

P. H. Cockcroft (3^ h.p. Triumphs), R. Moore

(3^ h.p. Phelon and Moore two-speed).' and C. A.

Palmer (5 h.p. Roc two-speed).

Gold medals, marks lost. Trade competitors.

—

F. W. Applebee (5 h.p. Rex), 7 marks; and O. C.

Godfrey (3^2 h.p. Rex), 18 marks.

Silver medals, marks lost.. Private owners.—E.

Gwynne (5 h.p. Vindec), 125 marks.

Silver medals, marks lost. Trade competitors.

—

A. J. Sproston (5 h.p. Rex). 195 marks; and F. W.
Barnes (3^ h.p. Zenette, variable gear), 92 marks.

Bronze medals. Private competitors finishing the

journey.—M. W. Randle (10 h.p. Lan-onda). E. Nelson

(5 h.p. Rex), H. R. Mayo (5 h.p. Vindec two-speed).

Miss Muriel Hind (5 h.p. Rex), Rev. L. Cutler (3^^ h.p.

Triurrph), A. D. E. Craig (5 h.p. four-cylinder F.N.).

and J 0. M. Dixon (3^ h.p. Vindec two-speed).

Bronze medals. Trade competitors finishing the

journey.—G. L. Fletcher (2 h.p. Moto-Reve) and J. V.

Robinson (1% h.p. Motdsacoche).

Spec'^l Prizes.

The Motor Cycle medals.:—Passenger class : M. W
Randle (10 h.p. Lagofida). Bicycle class: F. C
Mustard (334 h.p. T.T. Triumph).

. Mr. Wells's prize.—H. R. Dougal (5 h.p. Vindec).

Mr. Cove's prize.—A. F. Wilding (6 h.p. Bat-Jap).

Mr. Reynolds's prize.—Divided between H. H.
Dommett {^^^2 h.p. Triumph) and Dr. H. R. Mayo
(5 h.p. Vindec two-speed).

Mr. A. J. Wilson's prize.—J. V. Robinson (i % h.p.

Motosacoche).

Best performance of trade competitor.—W. H. Wells

(5 h.p. Vindec), J. Marshall {^j4 h.p. T.T. Triumph),,

and R. Moore (3% h.p. Phelon and Moore). The per-

formances of these three riders were so equal that the

judges were unable to differentiate between them, and
therefore the prize has been divided.

(None of these last three machines had pedals.)

Mr. S. W. Carty writes that, in addition to having a Con-
tinental non-slipping tyre on the back wheel of his 3| h.p.

N.S.U. in the above trials, he also had a Continental tyre

on the front wheel, and they behaved splendidly.

Phelon and Moore write: "We notice in last week's issue

of The Motor Cycle, in 'The Results of the End-to-end at a

Glance ' table, you remark that R. Moore's machine and tyres

were in excellent condition, tyre replaced. In fairness to

the Palmer Tja-e, Ltd., we shall be pleased if you will correct

this, as the machine ridden by our Mr. Moore ran through,
without a single puncture, and his only tyre trouble was-

due to the butted end of the Michelin inner tube giving way
at the joint, and this had to be replaced with a new one."

Mr. W. Williamson writes: "I notice you state that Evajis

on a 3^ h.p. Rex changed a tyre. I should be obliged if you
would correct this, as Evans tells me he had no troubW
whatever with tyres. Perhaps under the circumstances it

would be only fair to state that he rode Continental tvres.

H. and A. Dufaux (England), Ltd., write: "We think it

would have been only fair to state that the broken crank and
locked free-wheel (mentioned in the tabulated results, pages

600-602) were caused through a collision with a cart, witliio

six miles of the finish.
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other things being equal—the man with two speeds has the most comfortable time."—^From "' End-lo-end Imprsssions.'' By B H. Davies

The ROO has come to the front by its truly wonderful clutch and gear system with hand starting. No other machine[is
capable of quite the same remarkable control and climbing power. Booklet describes the 4 h.p Royal Military Model—low
built—with these and other excellent features. Write the makers

—

Ao ^V. ysrPkUimt L-td., Roc IVBo-fcot- Oycle Woi-lcs, BIRIVIINGHAM.

A Clever Salesman
may make you believe that black is white—whilst he is speaking—but no amount of talking will ever make a motor bicycle
with rigid frame as free from vibration as a spring frame machine, scientifically designed, i.e., notone with just spring forks
or spring saddle pillar.

No amount of talking can render the ordinary design free from the nerve worrying risk of side-slip directly the roads
get at all greasy.

No amount of talking will convince a practical engineer that the ordinary diamond-frame pattern, admittedly perfect
for push cycling, is the ideal pattern for a motor cycle with an extra 100 lb. or so of machinery, on which the road shocks
encountered are of an entirely different nature.

No amount of talking can possibly describe the general excellence—the marvellous comfort—the absolute luxur} of the
two spring-frame machines shown below, about the many merits of which riders are unanimously enthusiastic.

THE ZENITH BICAR. 31 h.p., Price 43 guineas nett cash. ''THE ZENETTE." Price 50 gns., including the marvellous "Gradua" gear.

The marvellous " Gradua " infinite change-speed gear gives any gear from free-engine to 3|- to 1 by a simple turn of a wheel.
"The Motor Cycle" (12th Feb.)jsays: " We are delighted with the way the gear behaved on Muswell Hill. It started the machine from a

^standstill and^enabled the hill to be climbed without a falter."

t^^^ 6"6The Motor Cycle " (19th Feb.) says :
" During the time the machine was in our hands the gear did everything which is claimed for it."

gJll "(The Motor Cycle " (Sth April) says : (re Cudham Hill Climb) re the " Zenette " (fitted with "Gradua") "though it came up slowly it did so in
good form, the variable gear working faultlessly."

"The Motor Cycle " (15th April) says :
" It was the first time this variable gear had appeared in competition, and it behaved admirably. lam

Tsure that Barnes's performance impressed any prospective motor cyclists that may have been present, more than the wild rush of other machines
Lwhich leapt about on the uneven surface of the road in a manner calculated to frighten rather than please."

A " Zenette " fitted with Gradua gear is on view at The Service Co., Ltd., 292, High Holborn, W.C., also at Scottish National Exhibition, Edinburgh.

ZENITH IsnOTORS, LTD., 101a, STROUD GREEN ROAD, LONDON, N. (Station—Finsbury Park.) Trial runs by appointment ONLY.

In answering either of these advertisements it ^is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle."
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The Service Co., ltd.

can meet your requirements and
assist you out of your difficulties,

and the experience of our ex-

perts is always at your service.

We carry a large stock of new
and second-hand machines and
owing to our contracts can give

prompt delivery of most makes.
The price of this machine, 3I h.p.

Magneto, is 45 guineas—your
old machine taken in part exchange

and extended payments arranged.

TRIUMPH Latest Model fitted

with Clincher Non-
Skid Tyre, price -648

Exchange and extended payments arranged.

REX
to this.

Prompt delivery of all models. Prices

from 25 g^uinea-S, fitted with magneto
ignition. Our exchange system applies

In addition to the above, N.S.U., Vindec, F.N., Phelon and
Moores, Minervas, Phanomen, and all other leading makes
our system of exchange and extended payments apply.

Second-hand Stock. Write for latest list of bargains and
state your requirements fully.

Good class up-to-date motor cycles purchased lor cash or sold on
commission. No sale, no charge for commission made.

Sidecars are one of our specialities. We have had experience witli

the leading makes. We can assist you in selecting the most suitable for
vour requirements. Prices from £8 8s. Od.

AOOeSSORIES.
We are informed by our numerous clients that we have the best and

most varied selection. Call and judge for yourselves if this is true.

tling, 2/7.

MOTOR CYCLE
KIT.

A useful set of

Tools, price 8/10.
Post 4d.

Leather roll to carry

, tools, prevents rat-

Post 2d.

BELTS.
i

1/4 1/8
2/6

I'

1/11
2/10

2/3
3/11
1/6
1/2

Dermatine 1 /2
Watawata 1/9 2/2
Shamrock

Gloria 1/7 1/8 2/2
Whittle 2/7 2/10 3/4
Camel lid. 1/1 1/3
Eldorado 9d. lO^d. 1/-

REPAIR OUTFITS.
Service Patchquick, equals vulcani-

zing, 2/8, postage 2d.

G.B., 1/3, postage 2d.

Mir'aculum Puncture Stopper, 5/-

per tube.

Pneucure Tyre Stopping, 177J.
Patcho, 1/- and 2/- tubes.

Bates Cutcure, 6d. per tin, postage
id. ; large size, 1 /4 per tin, post-

age 2d.

BAGS.
Brooks Carrier Bag, 19/-.

Brooks Pannier, 16/6.
Lycett's Toolbag, large size, 7/6;

Lycett's Medium, 5/10.
Triumph pattern, best English

make, 8/6.
Postage on above, 4d.

SERVICE
RECORD.
Splendid

one, 7/6.
KOAD
CLEARERS

4/9 ana 6/9. postage 4d. Usually
advertised at 8/3.

FASTENERS.
Dermatine, lOd. each ; complete
with three adjustable hooks, 1/6

each.
Watawata, 1/- each.
Service, 6d. each.

Star, 6d. and fid. each.
TYRES.

Peter Union make, a6x 2I, 16/6.
Shamrock Excelsior Non-skid

Covers, 26X aj, 50/-.
Bates Non-skid Bands, F pattern,
8/6, fitted to tyre, 10/9. H B
pattern, heavy, 10/-; fitted to

tyre, 12/3.
SERVICE INNER TUBES.

26x2 6/3
26X2i 7/-

26X2J 7/6
PLUGS.

Oleo ace. 1/4
Oleo ace. magneto .. .. 3/4
New Bosch 3/6
Mars 3/6
Samson 3/-

OSBORNE 4-SPEED GEAR,
1908 Model, suit Rex de Luxe,

£4 0.

Special attention to Post, Telegraphic, and 'PhoHe orders.

THE SERVICE CO», l-TD.,
292, HIGH HOkBORN, LONDON, W.O.

(almost facing First Avenue Hotel).

Telephone—260 Central. Telegrams—"Admittedly."

END TO END.
The value ol a flrst-class machine has been fully demon-

strated in the recent Trials. Gold Medals have been awarded

to the Phelon & Moore 2-speed motor cycle, Roc, Rex,

Triumph, F.N., Vindec, N.S.U., Bat, and Matchless machines.

We can give immediate delivery ol most of these, and can

supply either for cash, exchange, or on our unique method

of extended payments.

P. &M.

3i h.p.

2 speeds.

Magneto.'

Spring

Forks.

If you do not wish to invest in a new machine, write for list of our

SECOND-HAND bargains, a selection from which is given below :

5 h.p. REX DE LUXE, Roc chitch, magneto £25

3} h.p. TRIUMPH, magneto •; /•-•••Vi tS n
5 h.p. REX DE LUXE, 1907-08 pattern, new this year, twin wheel 32

2} h.p. BAT pattern, splendid running Jo u

3i h.p. REX, 1907-08 model, magneto, new ^^ i»

zl h.p. CLEMENT-GARRARD, hghtweight ................ 10 U

3I h p P and M., two-speed, magneto, httle used, 1908 model . . 45

2j h.p. KERRY, spray. Palmer tyres i" "

3i h.p. N.S.U., fine touring machine *^ "

2f h.p. PHCENIX, two-speed, Minerva en^e . .^. 10 !»

2I h.p. MINERVA engine, motor cycle, Palmer tyres lU u

M'lLLS AND FULFORD Trailer -^
'"

SIDECARS —Trial runs and prompt dcUvery of the Castor Wheel or

rigid.' Write for " Other People's Opinions."

TRICARS —The RILEY for touring is Meal. Prices from 85 Guiner.s.

We extend a hearty Invitation to everyone Interested in Motors and their

enninment to nay a visit to onr Showroom, where we have a large and

vadeTstic^oTVotZ Engine Clntches. Variable Gears Carburettrr

Controls, Non-skid Tyres, Belt^ Lamps, Horns, Syrens, Rim Brakes Foo-

rests Carriers etc. We hope all onr country and provincial friends willS a pTtVSlMng wheria town. It will enable them to keep up-to-

date, and see aU the latest n»wW«. A t-w lelectlons are given below-

Complete list OB appleatioB.

THE SERVm
MIRROR
LENS.

Fitted with de-

tachable mirror

and suppSed

)complete with

generator and
tubing.

jvj p nr brass,

as/6.

ADJUSTABLE
BELT

FASTENERS.
Useful for ad-

justable puUeys
or Jhort belts. Price 2/6. Po«tid.

COMBINATION PLIERS.
Nipple plier,

side and wire
cutter, with
rymer and
tumscrew.

Best Sheffield make.
sin. 2/-, 6in. 2/8. Post 3d.

BOSCH
MAGNETO.

Latest models.

DAa single cyl.,

14 15s.

HANDLE-BAR CONTROLS.
Thumb slide dip on handle bar.

Dual control 3/8
Single control 2/8
B. and B. handle-bar control 8/-

Complete with cable 10/«>

Or with all attachments for

converting 1907 models . . 15/6

DAVforV2-cyl.,
n.

SERVICE
HANDLE-BARS
Adds to your

J
comfort.

/ Jin. and lin.

i stem. If-
Swan Neck Seat-pillar, to suit

above, gives a low and safe scat, if6.

SERVICE DANGER WARNER.
In two sizes, 4/9 and 5/9. Post 3d.

Usually advertised at 6/3.

MOTOR
TURNSCREW.

f
A strong and use-

ful tool. Beech-
wood handle,ilOd.

Boxwood handle, 1/2. Post 2d.

CONTACT
FILES.

Invaluable for

touching up.

Price 9d. Post id.

Pocket Knife and File, with metric

rule, screwdriver, etc., a most useful

tool. Price 2/9. Post id.

CABLE
TERMINALS.

High tension, twelve

'in box, 2/6, or 3d.

each.

Low tension, 1/6, or 2d. eadi.

Post id.

THE
292, HIGH HOLBORN, l-ONDON, W.C.

(almost facing First Avenue Hotel).

6aragtan«l8«eond-lia«l D«fartBi«t-FEATHER8T0NE BUILDINGS.

Telegrams—" Admitted^." Telephoiie-a6o Cmtral.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cyde,'
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and should be aeeompanied by the writer's full name and addiess.

Gear Transmission.

[3454.]—In answer to 3432, I should like to state my
sperience of gear transmission. Returning from Sutton

;ank on the occasion of the hill-climb there, one of the cogs

a the transmission broke. A week after I sent the shaft to

le agents for my machine, and am still patiently awaiting

is return. Fancy, two months of the best part of the year

nd the machine lying an inert and useless article^ in the

bed. Had it been belt driven I could have repaired the

efect by means of the many excellent fasteners on the

larket in a few minutes. I think it is fortunate for the

lany users of the motor cycle that most makers have stuck

eligiously to the belt transmission. PEOOF.

Converting to Magneto Ignition.

[3455.]—Having a motor cycle, the ignition of which is

y accumulator and trembler coil, I have been wondering

i it would be possible to wind the armature of a low-tension

aagneto to give low enough voltage and amperage enough

take the place of the accumulators. If so, could any

eader give dimensions of magnets and size and quantity of

rire to be wound on armature, and if it would be necessary

o run the electricity into commutators, or if an alternating

urrent would work coil? I am inclined to believe that this

TOuld interest a great number of motor cyclists, who, like

ay?elf, are mechanics, and would like to dispense with their

,ccumulators. It would also open up an interesting dis-

ussion through the medium of your valuable paper.

H. G. KING.

Handlebars working Loose.

[3456.]—-ffe letter No. 3413, to do away with the ball-

bead clip in favour of a locked stem would, I am sure, only

create new troubles for the motor cyclist. For every
_
one

:lip giving way there are a hundred side-slips, and riders

know what a fall would mean to the handle-bars with a

locked stem. It would be a case of being stranded with a

broken or badly bent handle-bar. Let me have a good fittmg

handle-bar stem—one that requires considerable force to

work it down into position—and a good clip, and I do not

fear disaster from that quarter, because if the clip did become
useless, the stem would still be tight enough to steer the

machine, and in most cases would gradually work round and
warn the rider in time. Also, in case of a fall there is not

the same shock to the machine when falling on handle-bars

that turn in the fork stem, as there would be with locked

handle-bar, and the bars can be straightened in a few
ninutes. FRED WHITTAKER.

Belts and their Fasteners.

[3457.]—In my past experience as a motor cyclist I have
)ften had reason to lament the ease with which the average

)elt fastener pulls through the average rubber _ and canvas

)elt. Judging from reference to this trouble being made so

requently in your columns, one would infer that other motor
;yclists experience the same trouble. That being bo, the

'ollowing useful hint, which I received from a friendly reader

)f TTie Motor Cycle some two years ago, may be of interest.

I think all who have tried canvas and rubber belts will

dmit that the points of attachment of the belt fastener are

he weak spots. There the belt has to withstand the greatest

mount of wear and strain. The question is, How can one

trengthen it there? Well, my plan is this: Take a strip

•f leather, tough and flexible

—

e.g., a bit of an old razor

trop—lay it over the end of the belt in such a way that

he screw of fastener passes through two layers of leather

'S well as the rubber and canvas belt. Let the strip of

Bather be long enough to extend a good two inches from the

»elt fastener; then bind it securely to the belt with tough
ne whip-cord (or waxed thread).

It is a good dodge to make the lower part of the leather
strip rather wider than the lower surface of belt. By this

you secure the protection of a leather surface for your rubber
belt just where it is pinched by the belt fastener.

When complete the thing may look a bit clumsy, but I can
assure you that it is a most efficient plan of prolonging the
life of the belt. I have had reason for gratitude to the friendly
motor cyclist who let me have the "tip."
Someone may ask, " How do you manage when it is neces-

sary to shorten your belt on the road? Do you then go
through all this lengthy business of leather-guarding your
belt?" In reply, I would say that I use a belt made in two
sections of very unequal length. Both ends of each bit are
strengthened as above detailed. Then in my kit are two or

three short bits of various lengths, all duly " leathered."
Then Simplex (hook) fasteners make the job of a temporary
shortening of the belt an easy one.

Regarding the remarks of "Jupiter" in a recent issue

about the fasteners made by Mr. S. T. Robson, of Birming-
ham, I can heartily agree with the same.

I have used one on a heavy leather belt for over 3,000 miles,

and the Vulcan fastener appears good for at least another
3,000. And a friend of mine who uses a big twin with sidecar

is as fairly convinced as myself of the merits of the same
fitment. I have no personal interest whatever in recommend-
ing the Vulcan fastener. A.B.C.

Hill -climbing.

[3458.]—I see in your issue of July 1st that a Mr. Allan
Barker states that he has not heard of a motor cycle ever
having been ridden up Clay Bank. I enclose you a photo-
graph taken of me ascending the hill in the early part of

this year. While touring in this district we came upon the

hill unexpectedly, and I was successful in riding up. Some
of my companions doubted this, as they did not get to the

top, so I descended and again rode up the hill on my 6 h.p.

N.S.U., while one of my companions took the accompanying
snap shot. Your correspondent in the issue of the 15th is

correct when he describes the condition of the road, as it is

impossible to remain seated. GEO, W. EAPEE.
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How "The Motor Cycle" Is Delivered in India.

[3459.]—The enclosed photograph is that of the old Indian

postman who usually brings me my copies of The Motor
Cycle. I thought his picture would interest your readers.

He has, however, neglected me lately

by not delivering those dated 10/6/08 ^^^i:
and 15/4/08. C. HOLLAND. |^

Calcutta.

The Motor Cycle Tourist Trophy Race.

[3460.]—The A.C.U. seems to be
altogether wrong in making the entry
fee for private owners in the above
race as high as £5, or the same as for

trade competitors. It is nothing more
or less than a means of debarring we
amateurs from a race which should be
really confined to us alone. What do
the purchasers of machines want? To
see what special men on special

machines (both generally as light as

the proverbial feather) or what our
fellow brethren on standard machines
like our own can do?
The manager of one of our largest

ind most successful firms told me that he would not mind
if his trade entries cost him £10 each man, so long as

unateurs were only charged a nominal fee—say £1. He said

what his firm wants is to see what amateurs on standard
nachines can do ; he already knows what his own men
^n do.

Apart from the above, very few amateurs can afford to

aay the exorbitant entry fee demanded, as well as the other
expenses, almost exclusively for the sake of the mpnuf-'cturer
>f his machine. Very few amateurs' pockets are as deep as
;hose of a successful manufacturer. This may be seen fro"i

/he paucity of entries received from amateur riders for the
ibove race, and it is not because amateurs are not keen on
riding, for I personally know of half a dozen who would
inter but for the exorbitant entry fee.

It would certainly be a pity to abandon the only race we
notor cyclists have, but judgmg from the number of entrits

eceived compared with last year—due no doubt to the fee

—

t looks like being a farce, and a total failure.

It is too late this year to amend things, but cannot the

\^.C.U. be induced to alter its seemingly unpopular action

Jiis year, to let us ride next year, and make it the one
ivent to which all keen amateurs look forward. I do not
vish to criticise the A.C.U. too liarshly, for we should all

)e proud of having such a well-governed and well-organised
)ody which really caters for the motor cyclist. All my con-
lections with it have been most pleasant.

A. MANNING LOMAX.

More Efficient Lubrication.

[3461.]—Ever since the invention of the motor cycle
apid improvement has been and is still being made in every
letail of the bicycle work with exception of the means
ifhereby motor cyclists can lubricate the bearings of the
/heels, sprocket, etc., efficiently and without trouble and
ihysical exertion. Might I ask why experienced makers
till continue to provide us with only one inlet (and that in

he very middle of the wheel hubs) for lubricating, instead
f a more logical inlet at each extreme end of the hubs which
vould allow oil to drip directly into the bearings?
By the former method (one inlet in middle of hub), in order
lubricate wheel bearings thoroughly (those who appreciate

1 sweet running machine are always particular that this is

lone thoroughly), it is necessary to squeeze the oilcan
, at

sast three or four times (an unnecessary waste of oil), and
hen lean the machine over to whichever side of the wheel
t is desired to oil first (no easy matter with a heavyweight
riotor cycle). This performance has then to be repeated in

rder to dose the opposite bearing, and so it is obviously
lecessary to repeat the performance four times whenever the
ifheels require perfect lubrication. When the makers are
lind enough to provide us with two inlets for each hub, it

vill be necessary merely to insert the nozzle, and give one
queeze for each side, and the bearing will then be
horoughly oiled ; nor shall we deposit most of the oil on the
nside of the hub barrel, as must more often than not be the
ase judging by the way I have seen some lubricate (?) the
I'heel bearings. HUBERT SALLMANN.

Silence.

[3462.]—! notice a letter in a recent issue regarding

silencers. Might I suggest that your columns be thrown open

to thresh out tliis subject. In my own experience I find

that it is the noise that causes nervous fatigue on long runs.

The silencers on most machines are mere apologies, the main

idea seemingly being to keep them as light and small as

possible.

I give an instance of result of correspondence with makers

of special silencers. My machine is the excellent N.S.U.

3^ h.p. 1 wrote to one of the firms advertising in your

columns, and asked them if they would send a silencer on

approval to the manager of the N.S.U. depot here (Edin-

burgh), I being guarantee for it, to see if it could be easily

fitted. Result, no reply. I wrote to another well-known

firm. They wished to replace the entire exhaust pipe, though

the exhaust box on the N.S.U. is most simply attached to

the frame. When will makers see to it that their silencers

can be made to readily suit well-known motor cycles? The
popularity of the sport would be greatly enhanced if the

exhau.st were quietened.

Perhaps some would be glad to know that the Brooks

B105 compound spring saddle is a revelation regarding vibra-

tion compared with ordinary compression springs on most

saddles. It absorbs vibration without bouncing.
S823, EDINBURGH.

[3463.]—With reference to " Silent's " letter [No. 3437],

I am pleased to say I am the lucky possessor of a Singer

gear-driven motor bicycle, and although I have heard a good

deal said against this make of machine, personally I ca,nnot

see much to find fault with, and I have yet to experience

my first mechanical trouble.

I may say that out- of curiosity I took a large portion of

my machine to pieces, including the magneto, and by care-

fullv following the instructions in "Motor Cycles and How
to Manage Them," together with the valuable hints that are

given in TJ^e Motor Cycle, I have succeeded in^ putting it

in first-rate order, which I consider is rather a delicate under-

taking for a novice.

I should be delighted to see a letter published in
_

your

valuable weekly (wish it was daily) giving riders' experiences

"f these machines, and it would thus make The Motor Cycle

all the more dear to us " Singer "" motor cyclists.

SONGSTER.

Fair Treatment.

[3464.]—I have read several letters lately in your splendid

paper stating how the public are treated by some motor
cycle makers of this country, and I want you to be so good

as to publish how well I have been treated by the Rex
Motor Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
About four months ago I purchased a twin Rex deluxe

with Roc clutch and twin wheel. The motor cycle is all

that one could desire, but the tvres turned out badly, and as

the Rex people do not guarantee other makers' goods, I

wrote and sent one of the back wheel covers to the
_
tyre

makers, who are one of the largest makers in Great Britain.

Seven days after I had a reply that they had received

the cover, but could not do anything for me, and that I

should notify the makers of my machine, so with that I wrote

the Rex people about them, and they told me to send the

cover to them. This I did, after having to wait for it about

three weeks. The makers of the cover said they knew
nothing about it until I sent them the number of their letter,

and even then I had to wait about a week before I received

it. When the Rex people saw it, and knew I was not satis-

fied with the covers, all the three having turned out badly,

they offered me Special Continental covers at about the price

of one cover. I accepted their offer, and received the new
covers within a week. Not bad treatment that?

About a week ago I had the misfortune to have my inlet

valve break, and the valve head fell inside the cylinder, and
the top of the piston had a hole knocked clean through it,

the valve head being stuck in the top of the piston just like

a penny in a slot. I wrote and sent the broken piston and
valve to the Rex people and said that I would like them
replaced free of charge. In less than a week I received a

new piston and gudgeon pin and new inlet valve.

I have no interest whatever in the Rex Co., and I have
written this with the sole thought of giving praise where it is

due. WM. WILSON.
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Attacks from Dogs.

[3465.]—^I have during the past six weeks been twice

bioten by dogs, the first time on June 16th, and again a few
days ago whilst motor cycling in Anerley I was again

attacked and had my ankle bitten.

As I understand a dog is allowed a first bite, I cannot do
anything myself. However, I informed the police, and they
promised to report the matter, but in. the event of another

motor cyclist being bitten by this dog, I shall be very pleased

to prove a "previous conviction." The owner is a green-

grocer in Oakfield Road, Anerley, and when I told him of

what had occurred I was informed that it could not be
helped, as the dog had never been known to bite anyone
before. I feel that the dog question is a very serious one,

as bad accidents may be caused thereby.

I may mention that I have been a constant reader for the

last three years, and always look forward to Wednesdays
because of the fresh number.

MAURICE R. STAGEY.

Front Wheel Stands.

[3466.]—Much interest is being taken in front wheel stands
just now. " Ixion " in his " Occasional Comments " of June
24th says :

" If an extra carrier is not desired, it seems to

me that the best device is a stumpy hinged support under
the front of the engine crank case."
When a puncture occurs in the front tyre you do not want

the front wheel to wobble and revolve in the ball head, you

J. V. Robinson on Ms End-to-end \l h.p. Motosacoche. This lider gained
the highest award obtained by any rider of a lightweight motor bicycle in the
A.C.U. Six Days' Trials. Other successes by Mr. Robinson on the same
machine are, first class certificate for non-stop run in the A.C.U. Quarterly
Trials, and a gold medal in this year's M.C.C. London-Edinboigh twenty-four
hours' tun.

want to feel something as it were holding against you, some-
thing to hold the front wheel firm while taking off and put-
ting on cover. In another sentence he says :

'

' The point is

that every rider should b© able to procure a front wheel
s+and from stock to fit his machine, instead of, as at present,
having to get one specially made."

I think every machine ought to be sent out by the makers
complete with these very necessary fi-tments, and am of

opinion that the firms who are going to be most popular and
do most business are those that send their machines out with
the least possible trouble to the rider and the fewest fitments
to buy. The little things are grand for the salesman to talk
about and good selling points.
In commenting on the End-to-end run, one of your contem-

poraries comments on the number of Triumph machines

entered and their appearance. That is a point manufacturers
should keep before them. A design pleasing to the eye, a
design that gives the machine a spick and span appearance.
My machine is a 3^ h.p. Rex, 1907 model, black finish; it

has the most spick and span appearance of any model ever
turned out by the Rex Co. When I got it it had neither
back or front wheel stand, nor tools. Now I have a very
simple stand, which is interchangeable, fits either back or
front wheel, but I had to devise it and get it specially made.
With slight modifications it could easily be fitted to any
make of machine, and the stand proper bought at any agents
for very little. J. BAXTER.

Trouble with a Pin.

[3467.]—A puncture? No! A chronic misfiring came
on, and I stopped dead on a hill. I could find no fault in

plug, engine, or carburetter. In desperation I looked to

see if it was water I had in my tank instead of petrol. In
undoing the filler cap I heard a hiss. Then I knew. I

carried a pin in the vent hole of cap, which had apparently
ground itself in and ma-de tank airtight. I left Mr. Pin in

the country where no motor cyclist's tyre will nick him up.

E. J. C. H.

A Problem to be Solved.

[3468.]—In reference to Mr. Ovington's letter, in which
he tells us of the " abnormal state " into which his four-

cylinder F.N. gets, I have had a very similar experience on
a locally built machine with a 2^ h.p. Givaudan engine. It

is well known that these are very high-speed engines, the

bore and stroke being 68 x 72. When I first had the machine
three years ago, I geared it 4t^ to 1. With this gear it

climbed most hills without pedalling, and for some time I

used it with this gear. Lastly, however, I geared it 6 to 1,

so as to be sure of climbing anything. I also altered the

carburetter—a F.N.—so as to get a large supply of air when
necessary. Soon after making this alteration, I found that

with full gas and full air it would "take the bit between its

teeth " and tear away at about 40 m.p.h., the engine gradually

accelerating all the time. I was always afraid to let it do
this on the level for any distance, as I thought something
would break inside, the speed of the engine being terrific.

All steep hills I used to " rush " in this way, and if I got

it into this "abnormal state" at the bottom of a hill, it

would go up almost without slowing down.
As regards lubrication, I never used to flood it with oil

;

one pumpful every fifteen to twenty miles was usual. The
phenomenon I attribute entirely to suitable gear and perfect

carburation, and I think the majority of modern machines,

if geared lower, would not only climb better, of course, but

be faster on the level, owing to the engine being allowed to

reach its normal speed. S. H. CROW.

SUMMARY OF OTHER CORRESPONDENCE.
" Xtas " has designed a three-speed gear suitable for fitting

on the engine-shaft in place of the ordinary pulley, which
will give ratios of about 3^-1, 7-1, and 12-1, with a 19in.

belt rim. He would like readers to inform him if there is any

demand for such a gear.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
" G. L. M." would like readers' experiences with Miraculum

or Elastes for motor cycle tyres on a touring machine of 5 h.p.
" G. H. S." (Ashton-under-Lyne) would like readers' experi-

ences with the Cowey speedometer for motor bicj^cles.

"A. D." (Gloucester) would like readers' experiences with

the 1906 pattern Quadrant carette, 5^ h.p. He is troubled

with overheating and excessive petrol consumption. Engines

will not fire except with 5 spray and 16 cone; Longuemare
carburetter. The sparking plugs are useless after about

twenty-five to thirty miles—not burnt out, but they will only

spark at intervals.*

NOTICE.
-^The Editor disclaims all legal responsibility in any way for

loss of copy in the form of manuscript, drawings, or photographs
submitted to him. Rejected manuscript, drawings, and photo-

graphs will only be returned provided a stamped addressed

envelope is enclosed for the purpose.
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How "The Motor Cycle" Is Delivered in India.

[3459.]—The enclosed photograph is that of the old Indian

postman who usually brings me my copies of The Motor
Cycle. I thought his picture would interest your readers.

He has, however, neglected me lately

by not delivering those dated 10/6/08
and 15/4/08. C. HOLLAND.

Calcutta.

ki»ilfA.!t^~^^

The Motor Cycle Tourist Trophy Race.

[3460.]—The A.C.U. seems to be
altogether wrong in making the entry
fee for private owners in the above
race as high as £5, or the same as for '••

trade competitors. It is nothing more
or less than a means of debarring we
amateurs from a race which should be

really confined to us alone. What do
the purchasers of machines want? To
see what special men on special

machines (both generally as light as

the proverbial feather) or what our
fellow brethren on standard machines
like our own can do?
The manager of one of our largest

and most successful firms told me that he would not mind
if his trade entries cost him £10 each man, so long as

amateurs were only charged a nominal fee—say £1. He said

what his firm wants is to see what amateurs on standard
machines can do; he already knows what his own men
:;an do.
Apart from the above, very few amateurs can afford to

pay the exorbitant entry fee demanded, as well as the other
expenses, almost exclusively for the sake of the m;inuf-!cturer

>f his machine. Very few amateurs' pockets are as deep as
:hose of a successful manufacturer. This may be seen frorri

^he paucity of entries received from amateur riders for the
ibove race, and it is not because amateurs are not keen on
riding, for I personally know of half a dozen who would
mter but for the exorbitant entry fee.

It would certainly be a pity to abandon the only race we
notor cyclists ha.ve, but judging from the number of entrits

eceived compared with last year—due no doubt to the fee

—

t looks like being a farce, and a total failure.

It is too late this year to amend things, but cannot the

i.C.U. be induced to alter its seemingly unpopular action

:his year, to let us ride next year, and make it the one
3vent to which all keen amateurs look forward. I do not
vish to criticise the A.C.U. too harshly, for we should all

36 proud of having such a well-governed and well-organised
3ody which really caters for the motor cyclist. All my con-
lections with it have been most pleasant.

A. MANNING LOMAX.

More Efficient Lubrication.

[3461.]—Ever since the invention of the motor cycle
apid improvement has been and is still being made in every
letail of the bicycle work with exception of the means
vhereby motor cyclists can lubricate the bearings of the
s^heels, sprocket, etc., efl&ciently and without trouble and
)hysical exertion. Might I ask why experienced makers
till continue to provide us with only one inlet (and that in

he very middle of the wheel hubs) for lubricating, instead
if a more logical inlet at each extreme end of the hubs which
vould allow oil to drip directly into the bearings?
By the former method (one inlet in middle of hub), in order

o lubricate wheel bearings thoroughly (those who appreciate
, sweet running machine are always particular that this is

lone thoroughly), it is necessary to squeeze the oilcan , at
east three or four times (an unnecessary waste of oil), and
.hen lean the machine over to whichever side of the wheel
t is desired to oil first (no easy matter with a heavyweight
notor cycle). This performance has then to be repeated in

trder to dose the opposite bearing, and so it is obviously
lecessary to repeat the performance four times whenever the
vheels require perfect lubrication. When the makers are
and enough to provide us with two inlets for each hub, it

yill be necessary merely to insert the nozzle, and give one
queeze for each side, and the bearing will then be
thoroughly oiled ; nor shall we deposit most of the oil on the
nside of the hub barrel, as must more often than not be the
ase judging by the way I have seen some lubricate (?) the
i^heel bearings. HUBERT SALLMANN.

Silence.

[3462.]—! notice a letter in a recent issue regarding

silencers. Might I suggest that your columns be thrown open

to thresh out tliis subject. In my own experience I find

that it is the noise that causes nervous fatigue on long runs.

The silencers on most machines are mere apologies, the main

idea seemingly being to keep them as light and small as

possible.

I give an instance of result of correspondence with makers

of special silencers. My machine is the excellent N.S.U.

3^ h.p. 1 wrote to one of the firms advertising in your

columns, and asked them if they would send a silencer on

approval to the manager of the N.S.U. depot here (Edin-

burgh), I being guarantee for it, to see if it could be easily

fitted. Result, no reply. I wrote to another well-known

firm. They wished to replace the entire exhaust pipe, though

the exhaust box on the N.S.LT. is most simply attached to

the frame. When will makers see to it that their silencers

can be made to readily suit well-known motor cycles?_ The
popularity of the sport would be greatly enhanced if the

exhaust were quietened.

Perhaps some would be glad to know that the Brooks

BIOS compound spring saddle is a revelation regarding vibra-

tion compared witli ordmary compression springs on most

saddles. It absorbs vibration without bouncing.
S823, EDINBURGH.

[3463.]—With reference to " Silent'
s
" letter [No. 3437],

I am pleased to say I am the lucky possessor of a Singer

gear-driven motor bicycle, and although I have heard a good

deal said against this make of machine, personally I ca-nnot

see much to find fault with, and I have yet to experience

my first mechanical trouble.

I may say that out of curiosity I took a large portion of

my machine to pieces, including the magneto, and by care-

fully following the instructions in " Motor Cycles and How
to Manage Them," together with the valuable hints that are

given in The Motor Cycle, I have succeeded in putting it

in first-rate order, which I consider is rather a delicate under-

taking for a novice.

I should be delighted to see a letter published in
_

your

valuable weekly (wish it was daily) giving riders' experiences

-'f these machines, and it would thus make The Motor Cycle

all the more dear to us " Singer " motor cyclists.

SONGSTER.

Fair Treatment.

[3464.]—I have read several letters lately in your splendid

paper stating how the public are treated by some motor
cycle makers of this country, and I want you to be so good

as to publish how well I have been treated by the Rex
Motor Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
About four months ago I purchased a twin Rex de Luxe

with Roc clutch and twin wheel. The motor cycle is all

that one could desire, but the tvres turned out badly, and as

the Rex people do not guarantee other makers' goods, I

wrote and sent one of the back wheel covers to the tyre

makers, who are one of the largest makers in Great Britain.

Seven days after I had a reply that they had received

the cover, but could not do anything for me, and that I

should notify the makers of my machine, so with that I wrote
the Rex people about them, and they told me to send the

cover to them. This I did, after having to wait for it about
three weeks. The makers of the cover said they knew
nothing about it until I sent them the number of their letter,

and even then I had to wait about a week before I received

it. When the Rex people saw it, and knew I was not satis-

fied with the covers, all the three having turned out badly,

they offered me Special Continental covers at about the price

of one cover. I accepted their offer, and received the new
covers within a week. Not bad treatment that?
About a week ago I had the misfortune to have my inlet

valve break, and the valve head fell inside the cylinder, and
the top of the piston had a hole knocked clean through it,

the valve head being stuck in the top of the piston just like

a penny in a slot. I wrote and sent the broken piston and
valve to the Rex people and said that I would like them
replaced free of charge. In less than a week I received a

new piston and gudgeon pin and new inlet valve.

I have no interest whatever in the Rex Co., and I have
written this with the sole thought of giving praise where it is

due. WM. WILSON.
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Attacks from Dogs.

[3465.]—I have during the past six weeks been twice

bitten by dogs, the first time on June 16th, and again a few
days ago whilst motor cycling in Anerley I was again

attacked and had my ankle bitten.

As I understand a dog is allowed a first bite, I cannot do
anything myself. However, I informed the police, and they

promised to report the matter, but in. the event of another

motor cyclist being bitten by this dog, I shall be very pleased

to prove a "previous conviction." The owner is a green-

grocer in Oakfield Road, Anerley, and when I told him of

what had occurred I was informed that it could not be
helped, as the dog had never been known to bite anyone
before. I feel that the dog question is a very serious one,

as bad accidents may be caused thereby.

I may mention that I have been a constant reader for the

last three years, and always look forward to Wednesdays
because of the fresh number.

MAURICE R. STAGEY.

Front Wheel Stands.

[3466.]—Much interest is being taken in front wheel stands

just now. " Ixion " in his " Occasional Comments " of June
24th says :

" If an extra carrier is not desired, it seems to

me that the best device is a stumpy hinged support under
the front of the engine crank case."
When a puncture occurs in the front tyre you do not want

the front wheel to wobble and revolve in the ball head, you

J. V. Robinson on his End-to-end 1^ Ii.p. Motosacoclie. Tliis lider gained
tbe Ughest award obtained by any rider of a lightweight motor bicycle in the
A.C.U. Six Days' Trials. Other successes by Mr. Robinson on the same
machine are, first elass certificate for non-stop run in the A.C.U. Quarterly
Trials, and a gold medal in this year's M.C.C. London-Edinburgh twenty-four
hoars' run.

want to feel something as it were holding against you, some-
thing to hold the front wheel firm while taking off and put-
ting on cover. In another sentence he says: "The point is

that every rider should be able to procure a front wheel
s+and from stock to fit his machine, instead of, as at present,
having to get one specially made."

I think every machine ought to be sent out by the makers
complete with these very necessary fitments, and am of

opinion that the firms who are going to be most popular and
do most business are those that send their machines out with
the least possible trouble to the rider and the fewest fitments
to buy. The little things are grand for the salesman to talk
about and good selling points.
In commenting on the End-to-end run, one of your contem-

poraries comments on the number of Triumph machines

^ILE 6ig

entered and their appearance. That is a point manufacturers
should keep before them. A design pleasing to the eye, a
design that gives the machine a spick and span appearance.
My machine is a 3^ h.p. Rex, 1907 model, black finish; it

has the most spick and span appearance of any model ever
turned out by the Rex Co. When I got it it had neither
back or front wheel stand, nor tools. Now I have a very
simple stand, which is interchangeable, fits either back or
front wheel, but I had to devise it and get it specially made.
With slight modifications it could easily be fitted to any
make of machine, and the stand proper bought at any agents
for very little. J. BAXTER.

Trouble with a Pin.

[3467.]—A puncture? No! A chronic misfiring came
on, and I stopped dead on a hill. I could find no fault in

plug, engine, or carburetter. In desperation I looked to

see if it was water I had in my tank instead of petrol. In
undoing the filler cap I heard a hiss. Then I knew. I

carried a pin in the vent hole of cap, which had apparently
ground itself in and made tank airtight. I left Mr. Pin in

the country where no motor cyclist's tyre will nick him up.

E. J. C. H.

A Problem to be Solved.

[3468.]—^In reference to Mr. Ovington's letter, in which
he tells us of the " abnormal state " into which his four-

cylinder F.N. gets, I have had a very similar experience on
a locally built machine with a 2^ h.p. Givaudan engine. It

is well known that these are very nigh-speed engines, the

bore and stroke being 68 x 72. When I first had the machine
three years ago, I geared it 4^ to 1. With this gear it

climbed most hills without pedalling, and for some time T

used it with this gear. Lastly, however, I geared it 6 to 1,

so as to be sure of climbing anything. I also altered the

carburetter—^a F.N.—so as to get a large supply of air when
necessary. Soon after making this alteration, I found that

with full gas and full air it would "take the bit between its

teeth" and tear away at about 40 m.p.h., the engine gradually

accelerating all the time. I was always afraid to let it do
this on the level for any distance, as I thought something
would break inside, the speed of the engine being terrific.

All steep hills I used to " rush " in this way, and if I got

it into this "abnormal state" at the bottom of a hill, it

would go up almost without slowing down.
As regards lubrication, I never used to flood it with oil;

one pumpful every fifteen to twenty miles was usual. The
phenomenon I attribute entirely to suitable gear and perfect

carburation, and I think the majority of modern machines,

if geared lower, would not only climb better, of course, but

be faster on the level, owing to the engine being allowed to

reach its normal speed. S. H. CROW.

SUMMARY OF OTHER CORRESPONDENCE.
" Xtas " has designed a three-speed gear suitable for fitting

on the engine-shaft in place of the ordinary pulley, which

will give ratios of about 3^-1, 7-1, and 12-1, with a 19in.

belt rim. He would like readers to inform him if there is any

demand for such a gear.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
" G. L. M." would like readers' experiences with Miraculum

or Elastes for motor cycle tyres on a touring machine of 5 h.p.
" G. H. S." (Ashton-under-Lyne) would like readers' experi-

ences with the Cowey speedometer for motor bicj^cles.

"A. D." (Gloucester) would like readers' experiences with

the 1906 pattern Quadrant carette, 5^ h.p. He is troubled

with overheating and excessive petrol consumption. Engines

will not fire except with 5 spray and 16 cone; Longuemare
carburetter. The sparking plugs are useless after_ about

twenty-five to thirty miles—not burnt out, but they will only

spark at intervals.*

NOTICE.
-j^the Editor disclaims all legal responsibility in any way for

loss of copy in the form of manuscript, drawings, or photographs

submitted to him. Rejected manuscript, drawings, and photo-

graphs will only be returned provided a stamped addressed

envelope is enclosed for the purpose.
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RECENT PATENTS.
By ERIC W. WALFORD, F.C.I.P.A.

A Simple Silencei.

The exhaust is led through the pipe A into the pot C.

'ihe outlet holes E allow the gas to pass into the outer

chamber, whence they issue by the pipe F. The inventor

states that by making the holes E at the same end of the
pot C as the inlet pipe A, high efficiency is obtained.—E. H.
Morgan, No. 9,297, 1907.

An Expanding Pulley.

The movable flange

B slides upon the
hub A^ of the fixed

flange. TMs hub A'
has a stationary disc
F screwed into it, and
to this is attached one
end of a coil spring
D, the other end of

which is attached at
D^ to the movable
pulley flange. Thus
the two flanges are

connected together by
a helical spring, and
relative rotation is

prevented. The ob-
ject of the invention
is not quite clear from
the description, as it

is not stated in the

patent specification.

—

L. Tanner, No. 18,035, 1907.

An Interesting Engine.

In this very interesting high-speed engine, the
piston A reciprocates and also rotates. The
rotation is transmitted to the driving-shaft,
and the piston A in its rotation acts as a
piston valve, uncovering ports in the cylinder C,
one of which—D—is shown in one of the draw-
ings. This port D happens to be the inlet port.

As will be seen, the piston is conical, and carries
a loose . ring E attached to the bottom of the
piston, this ring being forced outwards by the
gas pressures, so that a tight joint is made in
the cylinder without the use of piston rings.

Cam mechanism, of a somewhat difficult nature
to describe, is employed to transmit the rotation
of the piston to the driving-shaft. A complete
description of the engine cannot be given within
the limits of a paragraph, but when it is

stated that the engine is the joint invention of
Peugeot Frferes and Mr. Jules Gobiet (whose
articles on high-speed engines appearing in this
paper some years ago will be remembered) it can
be taken that the construction is of great in-
terest. Its external appearance can be gathered
frorn one of the illustrations to be quite as extra-
ordinary as its operation. It is, of course,
understood that it is the inventors' intention to
make the engine revolve at a very high number
of revolutions per minute.—J. L. T. Gobiet
and P. R. and J. Peugeot, No. 7,565, 1907.

A Passenger Attachment.

A seat A is provided for

this purpose, and is mounted
over the back wheel. It is

provided with supports B on
both sides of the road wheel,
and a coimecting bar 0. A
platform or footrest D is also

provided, so that the occupant
is fairly comfortably carried.

—

A. Arendt, No. 25,029, 1907.

An Air Filter.

A moistened pad of absorbent material

cepting medium. A ' casing A having
cover B' is provided with air inlet

located at a distance above the base of the casting. D is a

supply pipe fitted with a cap for the admission of a supply o

liquid to the base of the casing. The air inlet apertures C

are protected with a covering of fine gauze E. At the heai

of the casing two outlet ways F and G are provided—on«

for connection with a carburetter, the other for connection

with a source from which extra air may be drawn as required

Within the casing a frame H

is the inter-

a removable
apertures C.

is provided, consisting of two
grids, between which a pad

of absorbent material K is inserted. The frame is supportec

upon legs H,, which rest on the base of the casing, and is

fitted with capillary feeders K,, which may consist o

threads depending to the base of the casmg for conveying

liquid to the material K by capillary action, so as to keej

the material moist. The construction permits the frame I

and associated parts to be readily removed for cleaning whei

the cover of the casing is taken off. Absorbent materials o

various kinds may be used, but the use of sponge is par

ticularlv efficient.—J. D. Macdougald, No. 15,572, 1907.
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Telephone 5011 Gerrard. Telegraphic Address: "BERTELLI, LONDON."

THE O.T.A.V. VOITURETTE,

Price

:

95 GUINEAS,

Complete.

Thirty miles

per hour

on the level.

5i h.|9.

Guaranteed

for

Two Years.

Trials up

Ncthcrhall

Gardens.

i»'»^it«0x)ii3M:^ii4-sa^!&.mss^i^iisa'St>

THE JUNIOR AND OTAV CARS COMPANY, LIMITED,
117. LONG ACRE. LONDON, W.G.

A MOTOR CYCLE

WEIGHING

ONLY 60 LBS.

A PERFECT

MOTOR CYCLE AT

A BICYCLE PRICE.

£19 19 complete.

Fitted with Rutharcfi

Magneto

£4 10 extra.

THIS IS QUITE THE &.OWEST PRICE
at which it is possible to obtain an efficient motor cycle. The " Wolf " featherweight motor cycle is no toy it is a marvel
of sound construction and ingenuity, and with a wonderful hill-climbing capacity. The frame is sneciallv built and the
whole machine is British made.

THE I (WOLF"
SPECIFICATION.

bore 2iin., stroke 2jin.

FEATHERWEIGHT
MOTOR CYCLE.

ENQINE—A. J, Stevens 2J h.p
COIL—Fuller.

ACCUMULATOR—Premier.
CARBURETTER—A. J. Steven's automatic air inlet and throttle

combined.
BELT—Best Chrome.
JOCKEY PULLEY—Ball Bearing.
FRAME—22in. and 24in.
TANK—To which combined petrol, lubricating oil, and coil com-

partments are fitted.

Made specially by the

WHEELS—26in. or 28in.

TYRES—Wasp No. 1, ijin. diameter.
Dunlop Rubber Co., Ltd.

CONTROLS—Valve lifter and ignition are controlled by one lever:
when magneto, extra lever for ignition.

HANDLEBAR—Wide raised, to which a switch of neat design
is fitted.

BRAKES—Wasp front and back roller or inverted levers.
FINISH—Best black enamel, lined two colours. Olive green,

silver lines 10/- extra.

"Wolf" Tyres made by the Dunlop Rubber Co. Ltd., 2in. to fit any standard ijin, rim 20/- extra. Write for lists.

WEARWEU. MOTOR CARRIAGE 00^ LTD., WOLVERHAMPTON.

In answering either of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle."
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these

columns—Id. per word, minimum Is. Name
and address must be counted. In the cast

of Trade Advertisements a series of thirteen

insertions is charged as twelve.

All advertisements in this section should be

a rcompanied with remittance, and be addressed
to the offices of " The Motor CyclD," Coventry.
To ensure insertion letters should be posted

in time to reach the offices of "The Motor
Cycle," Coventry, on the Friday morning, or

if sent to London, by the Thursday afternoon

previous to the date of publication.

CLASSIFllCATION BY LOCALITY
For the convenience of purchasers of second-hand

motor cycles, it has been suggested that the advertise-
ments be classified into districts, as many readers like

to know what machines are for sale in their imme-
diate neighbourhood before going further afield.

Experimentally, therefore, we have divided the
advertisements into eleven sections, as follows

:

Plan showing division of England
into Sections.

SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, and
Westmorland.

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.

SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby, Stafford,
Shropshire, Montgomery, and Merioneth.

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland, Northamp-
ton, Warwick.

SECTION V.
Isorfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon, and

Bedford.
SECTION VI.

Worcester, Hereford, Radnor, Brecknocl^, Mon-
mouth, Glamorgan, Carmarthen, Cardigan, and
Pembroke.

SECTION VII.
Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks, Wilts and

Hants, Channel Islands.

SECTION VIII.
Hertford, Essex, Midalesex, Surrey, Kent, and Sussex

SECTION IX.
Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

SECTION X.
Scotland.

SECTION XI.
Ireland and Isle of Man.

' wheels
' wheels
' wheels

40
40
45
54
34

50

The PREMIER-
BEST HOUSE FOR

CASH, EXCHANGE,
EXTENDED P>AYIVIENTS.

NEW MODELS.
TRIUMPH 3i h.p., 1908, magneto £48

WARWICK, shop-soiled only 46
TRIUMPH 3i h.p., 1907, magneto 39

N.S.U. 3J h.p., 1908, magneto, new, 26' '
-'-

N.S.U. 3i h.p., magneto, new, 1908, 24'

N.S.U. 3J h.p., 1908, twin, magneto, 24'

N.S.U. 6 h.p., 1908, twin, magneto
N.S.U. ij h.p., 1908 lightweight, magneto ..

REX DE LUXE si h.p., 1908, magneto, two-

speed gear

Also various other new models, Motosacoche,

F.N., Roc, Vindec, Warwick, etc., all in stock.

SOILED AND SECOND-HAND
N.S.U. 3* h.p., IQ08, accumulator, shop-soiled,

c?.st£36 £28

G.B. ZEDEL 5-6 h.p., 1908, engine magneto,

two-speed, spring forks, fan, footrests,

perfect, cost over (jo, will accept .... 35

MINERVA TWIN igo8. Palmer cord tyres,

lin. belt, perfect condition 80
TWIN ROC 5 h.p., Peugeot engine, magneto,

free-engine

VINDEC SPECIAL, 3i h.p., two-speed

ROC 4 h.p., 1907, magneto, free-engine, Druid

spring forks

ROC sih.p.,magneto, clutch, good running order

N.S.U. 3i h.p., 1907, magneto, new Roc two-

speed gear, spring forks

N.S.U. 6 h.p., 1908, new May, Roc clutch, im-

proved gear, cost £75
REX TWIN TOU RIST, magneto, '08, as new
JAP, 6 h.p., magneto, '08, Chater Lea frame,

not run 27
VINDEC SPECIAL 3i h.p., magneto, Trufiault

spring forks 26

F.N. Lightweight, magneto, spring fork, perfect 21

NOBLE, 3 h.p., long wheelbase, good order . . 12

WHITLEY 34 h.p., spray carburetter 8

JAP, 6 h.p, Twin, Chater Lea frame, grand

condition '. 20
KERRY 5 h.p., twin, two-speed, hand-starting 20

ANTOINE 4 h.p., low frame, free-engine *3

WERNER, twin, 4 h.p., recently overhauled

and refinishesd 18
N.S.U. 5i h.p., magneto, overhauled 25

ROVER, 3 h.p., Palmer tyres, Bioo saddle,

running well 10 10

REX 3j h.p., John-o*-Groafs model 10

MINERVA, 2 h.p.. Clincher tyres, perfect

running order 8
others constantly arriving.

30
30

25
12

30

55
27

Let us give you details of the

WARWICK CAR-STYLE MOTOR CYCLE.

Hand-starting, ball bearing 4 h p. engine,

Bosch magneto, spring forks. Roc (licensed)

clutch, epicyclic two-speed gear, started and
driven like a car; several seasons in advance

of ordinary motor cycle design.

Price 45 guineas.

TYRE BARGAINS.
Get your machine WELL SHOD.

Sent on approval from our BRAND NEW 1908 STOCK.

PETER UNION COVERS.
PREMIER PRICE.

24X 2j £0 18
26 X 2J 1 1 6
26 x 2i 1 5

Ordinary Price.

£1 2
I 8
I 13

SHAMROCK COVERS, 26 x 2J, 12/6 each.

NEW TUBES—PETER UNION.
Ordinary Prick.

£0 II o
o 12 o
o 13 o

New, Best Grey QuaUty.
Ordinary Price.

;fO II 6
o 12 o

Sent on APPROVAL for

three days.

F>REIVIIER ACCUIVIULATORS.
BRITISH-MADE. Sent on four days' actual TRIAL.

Specially heavy plates—do not disintegrate.

10 amp 9/6 \ List on
20 amp 12/6 ) application.

PREMIER PRICE.
24X2i ....£0 8
26 x 2i 8 6
26 x 2i 10 6

CLINCHER TUBES,
PREMIER PRICE,

24 X 2i £0 7 6
26 X 2i 7 6
Delivery per return.

PREMIER IVIOTOR AGENCY,
Aston Road, BIRMINGHAM,

Telephone : 4310. Telegrams :
" Primus," B'ham.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may

addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " Offii

When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registi

tion, and three stamped and addressed envelopes m\
be sent for forwarding replies. Only the number 1

appear in the advertisement. Replies should
addressed, " No. 000, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Cc

entry "
; or if " London " is added to the address, th|

to the number given, c/o " The Motor Cycle,"
Tudor Street, E.G.

S»^ DEPOSIT SYSTEM, "m
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknc
persons may deal in perfect safety by availing the

selves of our Deposit System. If the money be
posited with " The Motor Cycle," both parties :

advised of this receipt, and upon intimation of

arrival and acceptance of the goods, the money
forwarded" less a charge of is. for registration,

time allowed for a decision after receipt of the goods

three days. For all transactions exceeding £10
value, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged. All depo
matters are dealt with at Coventry, and cheques ;

money orders should be made payable to Ilifie 1

Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard
silence as an indication that the goods advertised hi

already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive

many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply

eaeh one by post
All letters relating to advertisements must st

distinctly under what heading they appeared, ani
of issue.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALl
SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durha|
and Westmoreland.

31 h.p. N.S.U., magneto, spring forks, id
2 overhauled, new back tyre, equal

new; £25.—Scott's, 78, High Street, Stocktc
on-Tees.

1 h.p. Excelsior, M.M.C.
2 tals. very powerful,

Musgrave, Norwood Vilorder; £10 10s.

Windermere.

good Oontin€
grand runni

4 h.p. Spring Frame Bat in splendid co
dition, and perfectly reliable, m

tyres; exchange for less power and cash;
rubbish; sell £24.—Young, 4, Blackwellga
Darlington.

31 h.p. Rex, magneto, spring forks, varial
pulley, armoured tyre back wheel, n^

Gloria belt, complete with carrier, Stan
lamp, horn, tools, and spares, etc., in spk
did order; owner going abroad; £2i!,

nearest offer.—Langrishe, Brackenbee Can:
Appleby.

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.

4 h.p. Roc, two speeds, late model, soile
£35. — Motor Exchange, "Westgate, Ha

fax.

3i h.p. Magneto Rex, winner Peeble Hi
2 climb ; £25. — Motor Exchange, We

gate, Halifax.

5 h.p. Twin Vindec, magneto, spring for
smart; £35. — Motor Exchange, We

gate, Halifax.

21, h.p. Coronet, 26in. wheels, free engi
2 clutch, fine condition.—Motor 1

change, Westgate, Halifax.

31 h.p. N.S.U., 1908 model, done about
2 miles; £30.—Motor Exchange, We

gate, Halifax.

31 h.p. Rex, 22in. frame, vertical engii
4 trembler coil.—Motor Exchange, We

gate, Halifax.

SNIPS.—45s. deposit and six monthly pJ

ments of 29s. 6d. secures 2| h.p. Excelsi
3 h.p. Humber, 23 h.p. Minerva, 2? h.p. I

bart, 3 h.p. Lloyds, 2J h.p. Minerva, 3i h
Rex, 2i h.p. Aurora, 2| n.p. Kerry, 3 n
M.M.C. ; all guaranteed running order.—
Westgate, Halifax.

MAGNETO Triumph, M.O.V., vertical
gine, good running order; £24 10s.-

Westgate, Halifax.

In answering any f^ ih^»^ advertisement-!' it is desi'^able that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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OTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

907 5^ h.p. Minerva, spring forks, seen
very little use ; £19 19s.—Seen at Wau-

ope's, 9, Shoe Lane, E.G.

'INDEC, 5 h.p., 1907, twin, magneto; £35,
or best quick offer.—Hayes, The Cottage,

itoria Drive, Eastbourne.

1 h.p. Minerva, in excellent running
2 order; £10 10s.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe
,ne, Fleet Street, London.

1 h.p. Minerva, 1906 model, a good ster-
2 ling miachine; £16 10s.—Wauchope's,
Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, E.C.

[INEEVA. 21 h.p., guaranteed perfect con-
dition, with accessories; £12 12s. — 3,

teor Eoad, Westcliff, Essex.

h.p. Minerva Motor Cycle, in perfect run-
ning order. M.O. valve; £6 10s. —

luchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, E.C.

3 h.p. Calvert, B.S.A., F.N. carburetter,
i splendid running order ; must sell

;

3ept £8.-25, Basnett Eoad, Lavender Hill.

1 h.p. 1907 Triumph, good running order ;

2 £27 10s., low price to clear. — Wau-
ope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.

\_ h.p. F.N.. 1908, magneto, lightweight, ex-
i cellent condition, everytning as new;
).—Baker, 175. Church Street, Lower Ed-
inton.

108 3§ h.p. Minerva, magneto, used but
J little; £29, unprecedented opportunity.
Vauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street,
ndon.

L h.p. M.M.C.-Excelsior, Clinchers, excel-
i lent condition, fast, reliable, low,
,res; £10 15s.—55, Nightingale Eoad, Clap-
1, N.E.

L h.p. Motor Cycle, guaranteed thorough
1 working order ; owner giving up rid-

:; what offers .'—Sampson, Medbury, Buck-
rst Hill.

L h.p. Minerva, late 1907, spring forks,
2 G-.B. sidecar, condition as new, pow-
ul; lot, bargain. £26.-404, High Street N.,
nor Park.

L h.p. Minerva, late 1907, spring forks,
I condition as new with adjustable
J. sidecar; £26.-404, High street North,
nor Park.

30. — Quadrant, 3i h.p., Bosch magneto,
handle-bar control, new condition

;

Dto; particulars.—52, Ditton Court Road,
istcliff, Essex.

.N., 2| h.p., fast, perfect running order.
Continental tyres; seen any time; £11

—Constitution, Gosway Street, Maryle-
16 Eoad, N.W.
3 h.p. Minerva, splendid condition,
t modern improvements, accessories,
nlops; £12 18s. 6d.—24, Aldbourne Eoad,
epherd's Bush.

L h.p. Singer, magneto, engine rear wheel;
! £7; perfect, order; call or write.

—

rton, Electrozone, Letchford's Buildings,
±nal Green, E.

IGHT'WEIGHT 11 h.p. Werner, in good
running- order, just the machine for a

pinner; £9. — Cliffe, 91, Yerbury Eoad,
per HoUoway. N.

i h.p. 1907 Lightweight P.N., magneto,
t spring forks, in first-class order, as
w; £21 10s. — Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,
i&t Street, London.

EroMPH, 34 h.p.. 1907, new tyres and belt,
magneto, condition as new, spares;

arest offer over £30.—Collings, 5, New Bur-
gton Place. London.

1 h.p. Minerva, fitted with spring front
2 forks; price £17 10s.; a good s(

le machine. — Wauchope's, 9, Shoe
ervice-lurits; price *i/ ius.; a gooa service-

le machine. — Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,
>et Street, London.

1 h.p. Quadrant, perfect condition, tyres
-4 unscratched, fast, powerful, and re-
'ble; £7. guaranteed.—16, Northumber-
ad Avenue, Manor Park.
JXCELSIOE, 3i h.p., grand condition,

1 Clinchers, 26 by 2J, two accumulators;
is is genuine; seen any time; £12.—30,
ult Eoad, Wandsworth.
5 h.p. 1908 Lightweight F.N., perfect order,
t complete with lamp, horn, and spares;
y trial; £20.—Castena, Sandown House,
ampton Eoad, Bexley Heath.
[i07 4 h.p. Roc, magneto ignition and two-
-' speed gear,_guaranteed in good run-
ig _order; price £28, exchange.—Wau-
opes, 9. Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.

NEW ARIELS.
We are now stocking the latest 2^ h.p. Ariel
lightweight as well as the 3 h.p. and 6 h.p.

(Jap engine) models.

Lists, etc., upon request.
O-fFer-s wsLn±G€l for

MINERVA, 4i h.p., perfect £26
SAROLEA, 6 h.p., spring forks. . 22
WERNER, twin, 4 h.p 20
REX, 5 h.p., tvpin, '07 machine. . 18
ZENITH, 3 h.p., two speeds 27
N.S.U., 3| h.p., two speeds 18

NEW MACHINES.
2| h.p.ARIEL, coil and accumulator 32 gns.

2i h.p. ARIEL, magneto 37 „
3+h.p. VINDEC £48 10
5 h.p. VINDEC 53
5 h.p. TOURIST 52
2j h.p. MINERVA 20

3i h.p. MINERVA 32

4i h.p. MINERVA 39
7-8 h.p. MINERVA 45
If h.p. F.N 35

4i h.p. F.N 50
Let us quote yon (or Exchange for any ot the above.

Prices rock bottom. Cash or Exchange.
Any other make gladly quoted upon request.

^ TRICARS.
REXETTE, 8 h.p., twin tyre, two

speeds and reverse, water-
cooled, wheel steering .£60 C

HUBBARD, water-cooled, two
speeds 20

ACCESSORIES.
1908 Bosch Magneto (new), single £4
1908 Bosch Magneto, twin 5
Long Carburetter, perfect

VARIABLE PULLEYS, try one on
appro. State engine only

Trailer, suit tradesman 1

28 X 2|in. Cover, new
Gear Box, two speeds and reverse 2
Gar Chaisis and Wheels 2
Headlight (car)

Mabon free engine Clutch 2

15

10 6

10
9 6

10 6

P BOXES.
The finest extant for carrying tubes or belts. Try one

on approval. A quality, 7/6 ; B quality, ^/B.

BELT BOXES.
Hold nine feet. Any size easily fitted. A quality

8/6 ; B quality, 5/6. Trade terms on request.

PALMER TYRES (Cord>.
Cover. Tube. Cover. Tube,

26X2, 43/3 10/- 28x2, 50/3 10/-

26X2i, 58/9 11/- 28X2i, 63/6 11/-

26X2i, 59/3 16'3 28x2^,64/3 17/6

<J/- allowed on old covers and 2/3 on tubes'

TUBES.—Fully guaranteed.

26x2in 6/- 28 X 2in 7 /-

26x2iin 7/- 28x2iin 7/3.

26x2iin 8/- 28 X 2|in 8/-

Immediate Delivery. Approval.

COVERS.
26 X 2in 16/-

26x2iin 17/6.
26 X 2Un 21/6.

28 X 2in 17/-
28 X 2}in 18/-
-8 X 2iin 22/-

MAUDE'S MOTOR MART,
Powell t Stroet, HALIFAX.

National Telephone 43J.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
ACTON.—4 h.p. N.S.U., twin. 1908, magneto

ignition, 24in. by 2Jin. Peter-Union
tyres, two-speed gear and free engine, with
sidecar; any trial; £38.

ACTON. — 3i h.p. Eover, M.O.V.. long
handle-bars, 26 by 2J Peter-Union tyres,

Gloria belt, equal to new; £15 10s.

ACTON.—3 h.p. Triumph, perfect condi-
tion, two accumulators, all accessories

and spares; £18.

ACTON.—5i h.p. N.S.U., twin, magneto igni-
tion, 24 by 2J Peter-Union tyres, lin.

belt; £25.

ACTON.—34 h.p. Automotor, low built, long
handle-bars. Clincher tyres, good order

;

£8 10s.

ACTON.—2 h.p. Peugeot, lightweight, ver-
tical engine, 19in. frame, 26in. tyres; £7.

ACTON.—Any of the above can be had on
approval, " Motor Cycle ' deposit sys-

tem.

ACTON.—West London district agency for
the famous N.S.U., latest pattern

models in stock, spare parts, two-speed
gears; liberal allowance for your old ma-
chine in part exchange; deferred payments.
—Eagles and Co., High Street, Acton. Tele-
phone, 556, Chiswick.

31, h.p. Minerva and 3J h.p. N.S.U., fast, re-
'2 liable machines, in good condition;

£12 each; viewed any evening.—E. Firm,
Station Road, Egham, Surrey.

£15.—3i h.p. Bat. spring frame and forks,
adjustable pulley, Watawata, lamp,

stand, carrier; a bargain, giving up.—Gree-
ford, Sumner Road. Harrow.

£24.—Minerva engine, Chater-Lea fittings,
motor bike and sidecar, complete, per-

fect running order; sacrifice; trial any
time.-36, Stroud Green Road. N.

31 h.p. Brown, new, handle-bar control,
2 very little used; no time t-o ride

reason for selling; seen any time; offer.

—

35, Bramber Road, W. Kensington.

TRIUMPH, 3i h.p., 1907, perfect condition.
tyres unscratched, practically new,

spares ; price £33.—OoUings, 5, New Burling-
ton Place, Regent Street, London, W.

4 h.p. Roc, Stevens engine, 1907 model, free
engine clutch and starting handle, con-

dition of this machine absolutely as new;
price £25.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet
Street, London.

WERNER Two-cylinder Motor Cycle, £11
lis.; Ascot, single-cylinder. 3 h.p.,

£10; both perfect condition.—Apply, 4. Yeo-
man's Row, Brompton Road, London.

LIGHTWEIGHT, 2 h.p., low frame, foot-
boards. Clinchers, good running order:

£8 8s., or exchange gent's push cycle and
cash.—^Rawlings, Contractor, Southflelds.

2 h.p. Peugeot, vertical engine, in very good
condition for a second-hand machine,

would make a light runabout; price, lowest,
£10 10s.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet
Street, London.

5 h.p. Motor Cycle, twin-cylinder, free en-
gine, Chater-Lea throughout, Palmer

tyres in good condition, footboards ; £22.—
12, Seymour Street, St. John's, Deptford, S.E.

21 h.p. Matchless, Minerva engine, spring
2 forks, and saddle, just overhauled, re-

plated, and enamelled; first sensible offer
accepted.—Motor, 21, Highbury Quadrant, N.

11 h.p. Motosacoche, purchased three
4 months ago, and only ridden 500

miles; owner leaving England: must sell:

£21.—Seen at Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet
Street, London.

3 h.p. White and Poppe, Chater-Lea, very
low frame, splendid condition, excellent

hill-climber, very reliable; £12; cash needed.
—Maurice, Langridge, jun., 7, Bodney Road,
Hackney.

7h.n. Bnchet, very low and fast, handle-
bar control, perfect : £25, or offer.—

) Write, H. Kennedy, H.M.S. Commonwealth,
Channel Fleet. Garaged Wauchope's. 9,

Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.

REX Tourist, 3J h.p., ball bearing engine,
cost 38 guineas, new 12 days ago, run

about 100 miles, condition as new; sacrifice

£30 first cheane; Rex featherweight, nearly
new, £19.—Pepper, Market Hill, Royston.
Herts.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desircMe that you mention "The Motor Cycle.
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
HAMPSTEAD for Bargains- this week.—3i

h.p. 1908 handle-bar control Triumph;
£39; almost new Excelsior non-skid tyre.
Premier lamp, horn, etc.; bargain.

HAMPSTEAD.—3i h.p. Minerva, almost new,
late 1907, complete with spares; £21;

g-uaranteed.

HAMPSTEAX*.—3 h.p. Eover, vertical, spray,
M.O.V., Brooks 105 saddle, all spares;

great bargain, £10 15s.

HAMPSTEAD.—II h.p. 1908 P.N. lightweight,
magneto, and spring forks, good con-

dition; £18, bargain.

HAMPSTEAD.—4i h.p. four-cylinder F.N.,
magneto, and spring forks, grand con-

dition, with spares ; £25.

HAMPSTEAD.—4J h.p. twin Minerva wiiii

spring forks, new condition ; bargain,
£20; guaranteed.

HAMPSTEAD.—1908 1| h.p. brand new P.N.,
lightweight; £30, bargain, with spares.

HAMPSTEAD. — 1908 3| h.p. Triumph,
handle-bar control, almost new; £44;

guaranteed in perfect condition.

HAMPSTEAD. — All machines guaranteed
perfect, and sent on approval, deposit,

if necessary.

HAMPSTEAD.-^i h.p. M.M.C., Chater-Lea
frame, splendid condition and going

order; £10, bargain.

HAMPSTEAD.—3J h.p. Minerva, late model,
new condition, complete with spares;

only £16 ;
guaranteed perfect.

HAMPSTEAD for Triumphs, 1908; can de-
liver from stock ;

your old machines
taken in part payment.

HAMPSTEAD.—34 h.p. N.S.U.. magneto, late
model, good condition ; bargain at

£18.

HAMPSTEAD.—Triumphs, 1908, on easy
payment system; other makes on ap-

plication.

HAMPSTEAD Agent for ail makes; sole
agent for Griffons, Minervas, P.K.'s,

Triumphs. Vindecs, etc., Eey, 5, Heatn
Street, Hampstead, close to Tube fetation.
Tel. 2678, P.O.

6 h.p. Twin Snaim, French engine, large
comfortable saddle, footboards, spring

forks, good condition; 30 guineas, or near
offer.—Walker, 44, London Eoad, Redhill,
Surrey.

3JL h.p. Aster, low built, Chater-Lea frame,
2 Continental tyres, long bars, in good

condition; only wants seeing; £12 123., or
near offer.—A. Pocock, 158, Canterbury Road,
W. Croydon.

EASY Payments taken for Minervas,
Motosacoches, Rexes, Triumphs, Laurin

and Klements, Nortons, or any other make;
liberal allowance for second-hand machines.
—Next.

EASY Payments taken for second-hand
motor cycles and tricars; sound bar-

gains in stock ; write for list.—Stanton, 86,

Oolvestone Crescent, Dalston, London.

3JL h.p. Rex, long bars, low saddle, very
4 powerful (suit passenger work), very

reliable, splendid condition, tyres good as
new ; going cheap, £11.—Motorist, 86, Colve-
stone Orescent, Dalston, London.

3 h.p. Triumph; £21 10s.; 1906, late, abso-
lutely perfect throughout, equal to new,

climbs mountains crawls behind donkey
barrow, absolutely reliable.—Motor, 86,

Oolvestone Orescent, Dalston, London.

3 h.p. Humber, Ohater-Lea low frame, long
handle-bars, Longuemare carburetter,

perfect running order, bargain, £12; sidecar
for same, splendid condition, £4; together,
£15.—Moggeridge, High Road, Potter's Bar.

11 h.p. F.N. Lightweight, without side fly-

4 wheel, one of the best little light-
weights going, vertical engine, machine and
tyres in good condition and running order;
price £6 IDs.—Wauchope's. 9, Shoe Lane,
Fleet Street, London.

4 h.p. M.M.C., A.I.V., Chater-Lea, motor
cycle fitted with Riley tandem attach-

ment, extra strong back wheel, P.T7. non-
skid back. Continental front, 26 by 2i, Lon-
guemare, P. and R., new Dermatine, Sharp
silencer, foot brake, reliable touring ma-
chine; £16 10s.—46, Vardens Road, Clapham
Junction.

NOTES OB GOLD
Cash, exchange, or extended paymentsTWINS—OFFERS WANTED.

6 h.p. Twin Rex, £17 17«. or £4 and '07
Single Rex, or £8 and 'OS Single Rex. or
IcTei exchange with Single Magneto Rex.
SPECIFICATION,—Low frame, long bars, low sad-

dle, Rex patent spring forks and foot brake,
trembler coil, good tyres, and guaranteed in run-
ning order. Any machine taken in part payment.

5 h.p. REX Tourist (new) .. 1908£42
5 h.p. REX DE LUXE (new) 1908 52 10
51 h.p. N.S.U., magneto (new) 1908 52
5 h.p.TwinVINDECmacrneto.. 35
5i h.p. REX DE LUXE (soiled) . . 35
6 .

h.p. Twin REX, blue lines . . 17 17
51 h.p. Twin REX, spring forks.. 17 17

5i h.p. REX DE LUXE, maeneto 27 10
Twin REX, blue lines, new tyres 18 18
6 h.p. Twin REX, non-skids 18 18
51 h.p. Twin REX, magneto, 1907 23 10
4-5 h.p. Twin ALCYON, two speeds 20
4 h.p. Twin WERNER, fine machine 19 19

5 h.p. Twin SAROLEA, long frame 18 18
6 h.p. Twin ANTOINE, R.O.M... 22
Twin CLEMENT, spring forks 14
5 h.p. Twin ONAWAY, very low 19
6 h.p. Twin ANTOINE, spg. fks. 22
SINOUES—OFFERS WANTED.

21 h.p. REX (new) 1908£26 5
3h h.p. REX Tourist (new) . . 190S 36 15
3h h.p. REX DE LUXE (new) 1908 47 5
N.S.U. Lightweight (new) . . 1908 34 10
3i h.p. N.S.U., magneto (new) 1908 42

3| h.p. TRIUMPH, 1907 32 10
3 h.p. TRIUMPH, magneto .... 24 10
31 h.p. REX, 1907, 2j tyres.... 17 17
4 h.p. ROC, 2-speed, like new.. 35
3* h.p. 19O6 REX, spring forks 15

3i h.p. Magneto REX RACER . . 25
3| h.p. REX, spray, 21^ frame 11 10
3| h.p. 1906 REX, spring forks 15

3i h.p. REX, spray, fine climber 11 10
2| h.p. Magneto REX, 1908 22

31 h.p. MINERVA, M.O.V 16 10

3 h.p. GIVAUDAN, nearly new 16

3 h.p. ROVER, 26x2i Palmers 13 10

3 h.p. LLOYD'S, 26x2i Palmers 13 10
4 h.p. ANTOINE, spring forks . . 16,0
2i h.p. MINERVA, fine condition 14 10

2i h.p. CLTDE, magneto 15
4 h.p. ANTOINE, 26 x 2i tyres . . 16 10
3* h.p. SIMMS, mag., 2j Palmers 17 10

3i h.p. QUADRANT, 1906 18 10

3i h.p. CENTAUR, free engine . . 16
3 h.p. HUMBER, spray 10 10
3 h'.p. PAFNIR, very low, spray 13 10
2| h.p. CORONET, free engine . . 10 10

3I h.p. REX, 22 frame 11 10

2I h.p. MINERVA, 26 x 2, sprav 11 10
3^h.p. BROWN : 12 10
3 h.p. SINGER, magneto 14

3i h.p. EXCELSIOR 12 10
2^ h.p. COVENTRY EAGLE .... 10

3I h.p. Two-speed REX 13 10

2i h.p. CLEMENT, very low 11

2| h.p. KERRY, spray, low 10 10
2 h.p. RALEIGH, spray 8

2l h.p. ROTAL, vertical, spray ..'80
2h h.p. SINGER, magneto 8 10

HTR I ^^AI7S
4^ h.p. W.C. BRADBURY '

£37 10
5i h.p. QUADRANT Carette 35
REX-MiUs-Fulford 13
4^ h.p. STEVENS 17 10
Twin REXETTE, W.C 47 10
"Perfection" Leather V Belting—

fin. 9d., }in. lOid., Jin. 1/-, Im. 1/1.
"Serratrix" Rubber Canvas Belting,

Best on test—fin. 9d., fin. 1/-, Jin. 1/4,
lin. 1/8 per foot.

THE HALIFAX MOTOR EXCHANGE,
16, WESTGATE, HALIFAX.

TelephoHc 766 Telegrams, " Perfection.''

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR *SALE

3 h.p. Quadrant, spring forks, re-enamellw
and plated, equal to new throughout

thoroughly good hill-climber, and most re
liable machine; £12 10s., lowest.—" Quad
rant," 86, Oolvestone Crescent, Dalston, Lon
don.

21 h.p. J.A.P. Motor Cycle, vertical engine
2 torpedo tank. Chater-Lea fittings

spray carburetter, low frame, handy, lighl
runabout; splendid bargain, £12 10s., or nga
offer.—On sale at Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lant
Fleet Street, London.

MOTOR Cycles, with Chater-Lea frames
torpedo tanks, 3i h.p. Fafnir engines

from £25; sidecars built to order, from £
18s. 6d.; write us for Ohater-Lea frames.-
The Ravensbourne Motor Co., Southend, nea
Catford, S.E.

23. h.p. F.N., flies up hills, engine guarar
4 teed absolutely perfect, low saddh

tyres as new, perfectly reliable, no bette
machine ; cash needed ; £12, quick sale. -

Motorist, 3, New Norfolk Street, Curtai
Road, London.

F.N., 23 h.p., good condition, long and shoi
bars, two accumulators, two belt

Dunlops (back unpunctured) ; £15, or wi
exchange and pay cash £2 per month fc
good higher power.—472, The Motor Cyc
Offices, Coventry.

-i Q06 Vindec Special, 3J h.p., magneto an
-LtJ accumulator ignitions, Truflfau
spring forks, practically new throughou
euaranteed perfect, romps up terrific gr;
dients, absolutely reliable; £25. lowest
Motor, 9, French Place, Shoreditch, Londo:

51 h.p. Rex de Luxe, 1907 model, fitted wit
2 twin back tyres and free ergir

clutch, magneto, sprung back and fror
very low reach, starts like a car with handli
condition throughout is excellert: this ml
chine is for sale at the low price „f £22 lOs.f

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane. Fleet Street, Lc
don.

BARGAIN. — 3J h.p. Minerva. Chater-:
frame and fittings. Advance aajui

able pulley, new Palmer cord back, ext
Stark Continental front, just been in
oughly 'overhauled and new piston and rin
fitted, a splendid liill-climber, in first-cla
running order; sacrifice, as money wantet
£16 lOs.—C. Alt man, The Lodge. Watford.

"j Q08 3J h.p. Phoenix Cob, open frame, tw
±tJ speed gear, magneto ignition, .sta:

like a car, gears, chain, and back wheel a|

all covered in, condition of the machine
new, it would be suitable for lady or ge:
complete with lamp, horn, and spares ; pr
£32 10s., exchange arranged.—Wauchop
9, Shoe Lane. Fleet Street, London.

5 h.p. M.M.C.. 92 mm. bore. Ohater-Ll
throughout, spring handle-bars aJ

seat-pillar. Pit-all two-speed, handle stai
ing, B26 Longuemare, fitted Gillett-Lehmai
control, Lloyd's type fan (cost £6). two Lit[

anode accumulators, Bassee-Michel trembl|
coil, large quantity tools and spares,
eether with lamp, stand, carrier, etc..

I perfect order, and finish aluminium, wil
black lines; price £40- seen by appointmeiT
—Warwick, Willpha, Longlands Park Roq
Sidcup.

SECTION IX.

Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall

FOR Sale, Zi h.p. Triumph, accumulalj
Ignition; £11 10s.—Matthews, Ha

dresser, Merton.

SECTION X.
Scotland.

A NTOINE, 5 h,p., twin, very powerf

q

REX, 5 h.p.. twin, 1907, used for trials;
£19 10s.

QUADRANT, 31 h.p., magneto, spring for|
in splendid order; £25.

GRIFFON, 3i h,p.. 1907, spring forks, almJ
new; £28.

TRICAR, Bex Triette, 5i h.p., 08bo:d
three-speed gear, in splendia ordq

£30.—At Alexander's Motor Exchange,
Lothian Road, Edinburgli.

EDINBURGH ExMbition, Industrial E{
Stands 126 and 127; finest exhibition!

motor cycles ever shown on any one staJ
from May till October.—Alexander's MoJ
Exchange, Lothian Road.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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COUPLINGS.
TNITO Cycle Couplings, for connecting

J any ordinary pedal cycle to motor
cle.

^HE Unito connects the steering and en-

sures faultless aligmment.

1HE Unito. is so constructed that side

strain and lean of machines is entirely
Iviated.

THE Unito is adjustable to accommodate
differences in wheelbase and wheel ana

ime dimensions.

)ON'T Buy a Sidecar before you know the
advantage of having a

rNITO Coupling. It only costs one
I guinea.—Write, Dept. B.. Unito Coup-
ig Co., Ystrad, Glam.

ENGINES.
1 h.p. Werner Engine, with carburetter,
2 etc.; £2 18s.—D. Sullivan, 40, Hubert
ove, Clapham.

INGINES.—Zedel and Griffon, 2| h.p., £7
I 13s.; 3i h.p.. £9; 3i h.p. twin, £10 10s.

, ; 5i h.p., £13 12s.; ail models in stock, and
ares.—Eey, 5, Heath Street, Hampstead.

h.p. w.c. engine, £6; 6i h.p. Aster engine,
£8 10s.; 8-10 h.p. two-cylinder Brown,

0; 2i h.p. Clement, 42s.; all in running
der and fitted with carburetters.—Motor
change, Westgate, Halifax.

1 h.p. Min©rT», inollned. £3; 3i h.p. Stana-
2 ard, vertical, £3 lOs. ; 3 h.p. Quadrant,
10s.; 13 h.p. Minerva. 25&; 3 h.p. Minerva
ttern, M.O.V., £3 10s. ; 2 h.p. Quadrant, 35s.

;

h.p. De Dion pattern, 45s.—Farrar, Square
ad, Halifax.

TYRES.
OOTH.—New rubber studded cover, 26 by

2, 25s.; ditto, 26 by 2J, 27s. 6d.

>0OTH.—Peter-Unions, 24 by 2i, 28 by 2i,
f 15s. 6d. ; lioyalty covers, 26 by 2. 12s. 6d.

;

13s. 6d.

OOTH. — Ten shillings allowed for old
cover in exchange for Shamrocks. Pal-

;rs, Goodrich's.

OOTH.—Tyres, best make, 26 by 2. 16s.;

2J, 17s. 6d. ; 2i 21s. ; 28 by 2, 168. 6a.

OOTH.—Best tubes, 26 by 2, 7s.; 2J, 7s.

6d.; 24in., 8s. 6d. ; 28 by 2, 78. 6d.

OOTH.—All tyres sent on approval.-
Booth's Motor Exchange, Wade Street,

ilifax.

by 3 Dunlop Inner Tube, for car new

;

12s.—Oliver, 154, Fleet Street, London.

IAUDE'S.—Fully guaranteed tubes, 26 by
2in., 6s.; 2Jin., 7s.; 2iin., 8s.; 28 by 2,

; 2i, 7s. 6d.; 24in.. 8s.; approval willingly.

IAUDE'S.—Covers, 26 by 2in., 16s.; 2i, 17s.
6d.; 28 by 2in., 178.; 2Jin., 18s.—Maude's,

•well Street. Halifax.

IAUDE'S Butt-ended Tubes.-'WTiy not try
one on approval? Note especially the

sv prices: 26in. and 28in. by 2in. 78. 6d.;
n. and 28in. by 2Jin., 7s. 9d.; 26in. and 28in.

2iin., 8s. 3d.—Maude's, Powell Street,
ilifax.

PECIAL 2i Calmon tyres, fit 26 by 2 rims,
' 17s. 9d. each ; other sizes, 15s. each.—
3tor Exchange, Westgate, Halifax.

^LINCHEES.—Special 2iin. covers, to fit
^ 2in. or 2Jin. rims, 23s. each; don't oe
ider-tyred. It's false economy.—Farrar.
PECIAL Line.—Clincher tubes.. 26 by 2,

and 28 by 2, complete with valves ; 5s.
. each, post free.—Farrar.

OPer Cent, off usual prices. — Clincher
A Won brand new covers, 26 by 2, I8s.

• ; 26 by 2J, £1; 28 by 2i, heavy tricar,
1.

: 26 by 2, extra heavy, 21s. ; 26 by 2i. extra
avy, 22s.; all ribbed non-skid treads.—
-rrar.

DS. Allowed for old covers in exchange
for Goodrich. Palmers, Shamrocks.—

rrar. Square Eoad. Halifax.

REPAIRERS.
5 any motor cycle we cannot repair.

—

Whites. 22, Brook's Alley. Church
*eet, Liverpool. Agents for Lubrio.
lEACEED Water Jackets of motors suc-
' cessfully repaired by Lea's metallurgi-
i process.—Lea and Son, engineers. Run-
rn.

6

iooyvVoTop^

b .Selfcta^

200

From

YCLESi

The Worlds
Largest Dealer

Telegrams
OPinCER. LONDON.

Telephone no.

\5:777.HOLBORN.

You will be interested if only to view our varied
stock of Small Motor 'Vehicles.

190S STANDARD TRIUMPH now fitted with
non-skid tyre to back wheel, £48. Second-hand
motor cycles, light cars, or tncars taken in part
payment, good rnarket value allowed by Wauchope's.
Address as above.

1908 MINERVAS.
2|h,p.,£29. 3^h.p., £32. 4^ h.p.. £39. 7-8 h.p„ £45.

You can get them at Wauchope's. Send par-
ticulars of your second-hand machine and we will

submit price of allowance unseen, subject to machine
tallying at sight. Carriage will be paid in one
direction by us should we fail to come to terms.

190S VINDEC SPECIAL.
You can get them at Wauchope's. Exchanges

arranged.

1908 N.S.U'S.

You can get them at Wauchope's. Exchanges
arranged. Liberal allowance.

1908 F.N., 4-cyUnder, 5-6 lup., £52 10s.

Lightweight F.N., latest model, £35,

You can get them at Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,
Fleet Street, London.
Second-hand machines will be allowed for in part

payment.

1908 Lightweight Ariels, magneto and spring forks,

37 Guineas.
You can get them at Wauchope's.

WAUCHOPE'S
9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.

REPAIRERS.
CtAR and Motor Cycle Eepairs.—Cylinders

; re-bore3, new pistons fitted, gears, bear-
ings, valves, etc.; prompt delivery.—Mastin
and Smart, Bedford. Est. 1889.

IGNITION Coils and Magnetos Repaired,
any make; accumulators repaired ana

charged; best work; moderate charges; quo-
tations. — Glover Bros., Electricians, Cov-
entry.

BIEiVnNGHAM. — Eepairs, overhauling,
cylinders re-bored, re-bushing, valves,

pulleys, any make; ideas carried out; tun-
ing up a speciality ; estimates free.—Priest

and Williams, 66, Bishop Street.

TO West of England Motorists.—Car and
motor cycle repairs, prompt and r^

liable; cylinders re-bored, new pistons and
rings fitted; don't hesitate; send straigno to

us.—Hamlin, Motor Works, Bridgwater.

REPAIRS and Overhauling. — We have
the finest repair works in London for

motor cycles, with up-to-date machinery;
estimates free; new cylinders for any make
of engine, pulleys, valves^ gears, ana all

replacements; send for oar new booKlets,

\vith prices. — Laystall Motor Engineering
Works, 27 and 29. Laystall Street, Rosebery
Avenue, B.C.

EXCHANGE.
WANTED, good Motor Cycle Lamp, good

condition.—Butler, 26, Guppy Street,

Swindon.

mWIN Rex and cash for modern magneto
L single.—Box 425. The Motor Cycle Offices,

Coventry.

WANTED, Good Lightweight, in exchange
for new furniture.—Replies, Tibbott,

" Manfleld," Wrexham.

EXCHANGE lady-back tandem, splenuia
condition, for motor cycle or piano.—

Sturgess, Kintbury, Berks.

WANTED, new 2i h.p. inclined Jap en-

gine; cheap; approval; deposit.—No.
471, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

-1 OCT. Gold Watch, value £15. for 13, 2, or

±0 3 h.p. motor cycle.—Particulars,

Maillard, Gaveston Road, Leamington.

VELOX, 5 h.p.. Aster engine, two-seater,

cheap, or exchange for motor cycle

and cash.—Manning, Burley, Ringwood.

EXCHANGE, 3 h.p. Triumph, in perfect

order, for 3J h.p. 1908 Minerva, with
small cash adjustment.—Palmer, 53, High-
gate Hill.

5 h.p. Vindec Special (magneto), good con-

aition, for good 3i h.p. single-cylmaer
(magneto). Triumph preferred. — Brana, ±4,

Steyne Street, Bognor, Sussex.

EXCHANGE 31 h.p. Ariel and 14 h.p. Cross-

ley gas engine, for up-to-date powerful

single or twin motor bike.—Baldwin, 151.

High Street. Sutton, Surrey.

8 h.p. Le Dion Engined Car. two seats, de-

tachable third seat; exchange Phelon-

Moore or Triumph, cash adjustment. —
Wright, 26. Regent Road, Morecambe.

21 h.p. number, low, vertical, nerfe'

4 order (£8 10s.) and phonograph, hai-

son Gem, and 40 records (£2), for higher
power, or sell.—15. Montrose Street, Darling-

ton.

EXCHANGE, for good motor cycle or tricar,

new furniture, any description, valued
wholesa.le, direct from the works.-Furm-
ture manufacturer, 9, French Place, Shore-

ditch, London.

TWO-SEATED Pelham Oar, 6 h.p. De Dion
engine, three speeds and reverse, new

condition ; cost £160, for Eiley. Singer or

first-class tricar and cash adjustment.—A.ii.,

196, Aldersgate Street, London.

EXCHANGE for cycle and cash, or lower

power and cash. 3h h.p. Humber per-

fect, engine and tyres like new magnificent

hill-climber, thoroughly reliable —Stanton,

86, Colvestone Crescent, Dalston. London.

WANTED.
GOOD Sound 28 by 2 beaded cover wanted

on approval.—Blanchard, Dorchester.

MONTGOMERY Flexible Sidecar, for left

side of 1907 Rex de Luxe. 26m. wheel

;

will exchange Eudge-Whitworth 12 -guinea

lady's bike, nearly new.—S. Eraser, 13, M^-

linton Street, Glasgow.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.
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MATCHLESS MOTORS!!

g gfLOWDON TO EDINBURGH :

3^ STARTED. 3 FINISHED.

1o Trade riders—ridden by private [owners only.

"CHASE" DRIVING RIM BRAKE, n n

No. I pattern—back pedalling bi'ake. Machine can
je wheeled backwards. Extremely powerful. Price,

16/6, post 17/-.

^ No. 2 pattern—footrest brake, com^
plete." Price £1 6s. Footrests only.

Price 12/-. With either, Jin. or ijin.

clip,' post 12/6.

No. 3 pattern—foot brake with pedal
itted on fstud provided, which fixes

n place of one of crank case bolts.

Price complete 16/6, post 17/-

MATCHLESS PETROL
FILTER.

No choked carburetters.

4/6, post 4/8.

MATCHLESS SPRilVG

FORK ATTACHMENTS.
Converts an old pattern
motor cycle into an up-to-
date luxurious motor.
Thousands in use, giving
every satisfaction ! !

lS/6, post 16/-

THE MATCHLESS
SILENCER.

Up to 3 h.p., 10/- ; from 3J
to 5 h.p., 12/-. Cut out 5/-
extra. Two connections for
twins with separate ex-
haust pipes, 4/- extra.

Catalogues of " Matchless '

A.ccessories on^application to
Motor Cycles and

H. COLUER & SONS, Ltd.,
Motor Experts and General Engineers.

Dffices and Showrooms,

18, HERBERT ROAD, F*i.UIVISTEAD
(Nearest Station : Woolwich Arsenal.

Telephone : 232 Woolwich.)

WANTED.
WANTED, Old Accumulators; best price

given.—Motorics, 3, Arley Grove, Arm-
ley, Leeds.

MAGNETO Eex, single-cylinder, for twin
Rex and cash.—Box 424, The Motor Cycle

Offices, Coventry.

WANTED, 3i h.p. Motor Cycle for ladyback
tandem (£) and £1 monthly.—83, Dennis

Road, Eastboitrne.

WANTED, Montgomery sidecar, 26in.
wheel ; state lowest cash.—1, Palmer-

ston Street, Bedford.

WANTED, good late make air-oooled en-
gine, M.O.I.V., not less 3^ h.p.—33,

Petre Street, Sheffield.

WANTED, good sidecar, will give gent's
10-guinea pedal cycle, new.—Parrar.

Square Road. Halifax.

TiRIUMPH wanted, 1906 or 1907. or any other
good make; cheap for cash.—Key, 5,

Heath Street, Hampstead.

RICH Tube, 26 by 2|, spring seat-pillar,
inch stem, 13-16in. saddle; approval.—

Blick, Harbury, Leamington.

£30 Offered for 1908 Magneto 3i h.p. Phelon-
Moore, in new condition; approval,

essential.—70, Prince Street, Bristol.

WANTED, new pulley, fin., 28°. for 2J h p.

Buchet engine, outside flywheel type.
—Write, F.B., 81, Spon End. Coventry.

WANTED, Clincher A Won motor cycle
tyre, 28 by 2. extra stout, condition

as new.—Cox, Stanford-in-the-Vale, Berks.

CRANKS, chain wheel, for 2 h.p. E.N., 26in.
by 2in. wired cover, flat belt rim.—69,

Palmerston Street, Moss Side, Manchester.

-

STOCKPORT.—A cuantity of second-hana
motor cycles to sell on commission

;

sold ten in last ten days.-Lund and Davies,
Heaton Lane, Stockport.

WANTED to purchase for cash. Triumphs,
Quadrants, Minervas, Bats, Japs,

Riley and Lagonda tricars, or exchanges
arranged for new models.—Wauchope's, 9,

Shoe Lane, London, E.G.

WANTED, motor cycle, about 3J h.p.,
spring forks, good make, and perlect

order, in exchange for £10 cash, oak bureau,
and other furnishings.—Harry Dougall, 16,

Broughton Place, Edinburgh.

THE Proprietors of the patent rights of
R.O.M. synchronised contact breakers

are prepared to accept offers for tue rignos
to manufacture in Prance : write for par-
ticulars.—Continental Motor Co., 32, Rose-
bery Avenue. E.G.

MISCELLANEOUS.
"pNGINES Ee-bushed throughout from £1.

r^YLINDERS Re-bored from 5s.

T3IST0NS Supplied new from 7s. 6d.

"DINGS from 9d.

pONNECTING Rods from 7s 6d.

TNLET Valves from 2s. 6d.

"C'XHAUST Valves from 2s. 6d.

"pULLEYS for any motor-

mEIUMPH, Brown, Fafnir, 4s. 9d.

;

T>EX. Antoine, Kelecom, 5s. 9d.;

T\E. DION. M.M.C., 6s. 9d.

A BOVE 4iin. Diameter, extra 9d.

AXLES, cranks, spindles, handle-bars, seat-
pillars, or any other parts made to

pattern or sketch at lowest prices; accuracy
guaranteed. — Tufnell and Co.. Ligtttning
Motor Works, Leytonstone.

OCi by 2J extra heavy Clincher, week's nase,
^\J 12s. 6d. ; new gilled copper tube radi-
ator, 6 by 4 tubes, 17s. 6d. ; 6 h.p. silencer,
10s.—46,' Vardens Road, Clapham Junction.

DERMATINE
4T,HOLD AkL. RKOORDS.
End-to-End Record, Jane 9th ami 10th :

Mr. A. W. Bentley, using Dermatine kelt

M.C.C. 24 Hours' Ride to Edinbvi^,
June 5th and 6th :

35 were successful, using Dermatine belts.

Stadium Race Meeting, June 8th :

Harry Martin, First in Ten Miles Race.

Stadium Race IV!eeting, June 24th

:

Again the First Second, and Third wianers
were fitted with Dermatine belts.

No other belt holds such records. The Oriifinal

Rubber and Canvas Belt. BEWARE OF
IIVIITATIONS. The Standard belt that

is adopted by all leading manufacturers.

End-to End Record.
Reiid the testimonial from the Triumph C«.

Coventry, June 22nd, 1908.
Mr. Stanley Webb, 32, London Road,

Bromley, Kent.
Dear Sir,— I do not know whether we have

written to you about the Bentley End-to-End
record. Mr. Bentley had a Stanley Dermatine
Belt fitted to his motor cycle. It gave him
entire satisfaction, and had not to be touched
once during the whole ride of 886 miles.

Yours faithfully, M. J. Schulte,
Manager Director, Triumph Motor Co., Ltd.

Second tecMon in use, and still going atroBg,
125, Bunhill Row, E.G., 12/6 /'OS.

Dear Sir,—You will be pleased to hear that
the " Dermatine " Belt I usc4 in this year's
London-Edinburgh run gave me no troi^ie
whatever, and that, moreover, it was the
identical belt I used in Utt year's L.-E. n*m. It

is still going strong, though having run nearly
3,000 miles. Yoors latthfufly, J. P. Le Gkai».

800 M iUii , and no tre«U« avr one* #
thortened.

Southerstoy, Loughton, Jwu 12th. 1908.
Dear Sir,— I must again cwigratulate yo«

upon your excelleot beKs, as the one I used on
my 3J Vindec in the SchuHe Cup CompetitioB to
Edinboro' and back gave roe no trouble what-
ever, and was not even shortened once in 800
miles. I consider this a severe test, and a
splen^d proof of efficiency.

Yours faithfully, Owen L. Svmmers.

Hundreds of Testiaaenials. British Made.

NOTE THE PRICES.
fin. iin. ?in. lin.

1/2 i /* 1/8 1 /11 per ft.

Post Free.

The Stanley Adjustable Fastener.

A lone-felt want at last for adjustable pulleys.

Can be used with exiscin:; Stanley Fasteners. It

is also most useful for starting out with hook
fitted, and in case belt slips, to shorten simply
talie out the hook. Belt shorten fin. ; time, one
second.

Price Stanley Fastener, complete with set hooks,
1/6. Set of hooks, separate, price 1/-.

The Stanley Detachable Fastener.
30,000 in us«.

With Unbreakable Hook. Guaranteed. (Made
under Simplex Patent.) In sizes fin., iin., Jin ,

lin., 1 /- each. Wholesale and Retail.

The STANLEY DERMATINE
MOTOR BELT 00„

32. Leadom Road, BROMLEY. KENT.
Stanley Webb, Manager

In answering any of these, advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cydt.

J
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Some Points of Interest.
By "IXION."[

iAVE had such a plethora of correspondence lately

that I am asking the editor to allow me space to

work off a few of the replies of some public interest

in a batch. One letter is from the owner of a

1-known 1908 machine, which has a gudgeon pin

jnusual design. It is a good deal shorter than the

meter of the piston, is a loose fit, and is devoid

any fastenings, except that the lowest of the three

:on rings crosses the outer ends of the holes in which
gudgeon pin is bedded. Consequently, the

[geon, even when new, has a certain amount of end-
;nd play, and is constantly hitting the lowest piston

I,
and snapping it. There are no two opinions about

i design—it is as bad in theory as it actually proves

practice. Not only is the ring breakage certain to

ue, but as the ring wears, it is apt to spring farther

of its groove, and a compression leakage presently
urs through the two holes in which the gudgeon
is so slack a fit. I have advised my correspondent

fit a new and tight gudgeon pin, locked by set

?ws, which are further to be secured by split pins,

1 to slot the ends of the pin so that the ring may
ss it, and withal have a tight-fitting groove, if

re is not sufficient metal in the piston's interior

ses for set screws to be fitted, it will be safest to

e an entirely new piston specially made. A really

it-fitting gudgeon pin, without other fastenings than
ted ends for an encircling piston ring to bed in,

been made to give satisfactory results ; but the ring

)ound to snap if the gudgeon pin turns ever so
e, and consequently it is safer to use an additional
fing device.

Another reader is grumbling exceedingly because

the oil pumps of the machine he fancies are all fitted

on the right-hand side, and he thinks this will be

awkward, as he can only steer one-handed with the

right hand. Without doubt oil pumps ought to be fitted

on the top of the tank, and not screwed low down on
to either side of it, as is the case with some machines

;

for if the plunger handle be on the tank top, it is

accessible for either hand at will. However, my
correspondent will find a very moderate amount of

practice will put him quite at his ease with any placing

of the oil pump whatsoever.

A third reader cannot fit a cyclometer, owing to the

motion of his spring forks. It is scarcely credible that

he cannot find room for it on either side of his back

wheel. It is not advisable to use a small push bicycle

cyclometer on a motor, but the patterns sold for this

special purpose are entirely satisfactory.

A novice writes to know the reason of his engine

suddenly "pulling up," as he calls it, while riding,

but he gives so few details of its behaviour (it is a

1% h.p. lightweight) that it is diflficult to be sure what
is troubling him. The lightweight I ride myself will

"pull " up if either the machine be- slowed down too

much, or if the extra air be left open when the machine
is slowed down to ten miles an hour, and in neither case

is there any misfiring. His trouble may therefore be

that after lifting the valve he drops it again when the

machine is going dead slow, and needs a stroke or two

of the pedals ; or that he has his ignition over advanced
for the road speed | or that he is giving too much extra

air for the engine speed (in this last case one would
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expect misfiring). If his "pulling up " occurs at fair

speeds, in excess of twelve miles an hour, it is due to

overheating or temporary stoppage of sparking, or of

the petrol supply.

An engineer sends me a particularly useful wrinkle

about fitting new rings in lieu of new cylinders when

the bore of the cylinders has enlarged. He points out

the obvious fact that if a cylinder has worn 2 mm. and

new rings are fitted, these rings must be of the original

bore, or they will not enter the cylinder at its lowest

point where it is probably entirely unworn. Conse-

quently, as the rings are passed up towards the top of

the cylinder, where the diameter of the cylinder is

enlarged by 2 mm., there will be an oblique gap of no

less than 6 mm. if rings with the ordinary sloped cut

ends are employed. He has therefore fitted a new set

of rings with long step-cut ends, and he finds his com-

pression as good as when the cylinders were new. This

is very sound advice, and should be followed by all who
endeavour to cheaply atone for worn cylinders by fitting

a new set of rings.

Are Big Float Chambers Desirable ?

A medical rider sends a plea for big float chambers

to the carburetter. He does not say what machine he

is riding, but says he has suffered unspeakable things

from leaky floats, because his float chamber was exces-

sively small, hence the float was very lightly con-

structed. As he says, a leaky float is practically

unknown on cars, because the chamber is big enough

to admit plenty of petrol, ^.nd consequently a float with

heavily made joints can be fitted. It may interest him

to know that in more than ten years of motor cycling

I have never once owned nor seen a leaky float, and I

think he must have been exceptionally unlucky. I have

two very small floats under my notice now, both of which

have been running almost daily for four or five years

without trouble. He has further been suffering from a

very unusual trouble. The symptoms were prolonged

incurable irregularity of running of a kind that pointed

to petrol starvation. At last he remembered that his

petrol tap, being made of very soft stuff", had often

been ground in to cure leakage, and on examining it

found that the holes in the tap and in the pipes had been

put quite out of mutual register by the grindings, so

AUGUST I2th, 1908.

that he was scarcely getting any spirit through to the

carburetter. A new tap barrel, with spring washer,

soon remedied the nuisance. I wonder what sort of a

shoddy machine this correspondent has got hold of,

and am quite certain it is not a standard modern

mount.
A well-known Midlands rider sends quite a little

batch of interesting experiences. He enclosed a cast-

iron headed valve which broke and caused some

damage, and from a sketch of the fracture readers will

see that the expenditure of a little more time and money
in the manufacture of these valves

^i'^OKE HERE would probably save such frac-

^---^^\ (^^~-~~-^ tures in future. The thick part
' ?--. '//'"'-^——:==» of the stem ought certainly to be

bedded in the cast-iron head. 1

myself have broken several of

these valves, and my experience

is that the fracture always occurs,

as with his, at the point where the

screw threading leaves the thick

part of the stem. If this thicken-

ing of stem were countersunk only

}^in. into the mushroom head, it

would relieve the threaded portion of much of the cross

strain from which it suffers at present. His gudgeon pin

was worn in a very abnormal fashion. The oil-ways in the

gudgeon pin brass on this engine are spiral, and they
had acted as matrices and produced an elevation of

similar shape upon the pin. I never heard of a similar

experience before. His engine is one of the few rejoic-

ing in pinned piston rings, and these were in beauti-

ful order, tight, and bright over the whole of their

circumference. One reason for a slight loss of power
was a thick deposit of dirt on the gauze interposed

between jet and valve box; this is a very common ex-

perience, and personally I knock out any such gauzes in

my machines. He concludes by saying that, though his

machine is a standard single cylinder of the best make,
he has enjoyed far better running, since he increased

his air supply by drilling six yg-in. holes in the carbur-

etter adapter. I do not know a single standard twin-

cylinder which, as turned out by its makers, can supply
the engine with all the air it needs when fully acceler

ated, and I have often found my single cylinders were

equally starved of air when running fast.

^iT-^'T'P'F-W^

Start 0: the Three Miles Race of the Essex Beagles A. and C.C. meeting on the Canning Town Track last weeli. This was the only event for motor cyclists

on tne programme, which accounts for the small field of three.
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London = Land's End = London.
By A COMPETITOR.

\S I have never ridden in an End-to-end competi-
tion or the double journey from London to

Edinburgh, perhaps I am hardly qualified to

draw comparisons with the Motor Cycling
lub's London to Land's End and back competition;

ut on the face of the rules and conditions go\'erning

16 three long runs it seems quite obvious that the run
) Land's End and back is by far the most strenuous,

have ridden from London to Edinburgh twice, and
lis 400 miles run is quite a picnic compared with the

ngle journey to Land's End. Before returning from
dinburgh a competitor for the special cup and Schulte

!up had a full night's rest and a full day afterwards to

jcuperate, but at Penzance (ten miles back from
and's End) only seven hours are allowed for feeding,

eep, and attention to one's machine before starting

n the return journey. A competitor arrivir,'^ at

Most of the competitors turned up at Cranford Bridge
on Sunday some time, and it was generally thought
that the Jarrott Cup would be won by either Summers
or Frost. I left only two minutes later than Summers,
and we saw a great deal of each other, riding miles
together (except in the secret controls), and I know that
he must have made a splendid performance. Frost
being behind me, I saw little of him, but when I did
he was jogging along in his own particularly happy and
regular style. Both he and Summers must have found
previous experience in running to schedule time very
useful

.

Riding to a Schedule.
As far as I can judge, I was not more than five

minutes, in the aggregate, out in the six secret controls,

but I fully anticipate that others will have beaten me
hollow. Unfortunately, I suffered with a watch that

Three successful competitors in the M.C.C. London-Land's End-London run on the 3id and 4th instants.

H. R. Dougal (5 h.p.,Vlndec). C. C.fCooke (SJ h.p. Triumph). A. J. Sproston (5 h.p. Rex).

'enzance dead on schedule time had 8h. 23m. before
;arting again ; but even this is not much after a ride

f 279 miles.

Other Competitors' Views.
It was generally conceded by End-to-end and Schulte

lup riders taking part in this run that it was the most
ivere they have ever riaden in, and after going through
: I can well believe them. Had the weather been bad
-well, this had better be left to the imagination; but
could not help worrying about it before starting,

ecause I had such a gruelling when I went over the
ourse en route for the start of the recent End-to-end
un. I had pouring rain all the way from Staines to

^hard the first day, and the same thing from Oke-
ampton to Redruth the second day, and again after

iaving the riders at Taunton on the Tuesday morning
had rain from Salisbury all the way home to London.
lad the weather conditions been the same on this run
nly twin-cylinder machines from 4 h.p. upwards could
ave kept to schedule, for the headwind accompanying
le rain whilst crossing the moors from Launceston to

'Odmin made it absolutely impossible for me to average
lore than about seventeen miles per hour over this

otion

.

lost time, which was very annoying, and a combined
speed indicator and mileage recorder I was to have used
did not turn up. The most difficult matter was on
sections of the route where the milestones were hidden
or missing, and in other places where a signpost gave
one mileage to or from a certain place and a milestone

close by a different mileage, and again in places the

mileage according to the milestones did not tally with

the distances on the route card. However, I made a

practice of jogging along at twenty miles an hour as

near as I could judge, directly I entered a thirty miles

stretch of road where the secret check was situated.

As I was number seven on the list of starters there

were only six riders in front of me, whom I could pass

if they had to stop for any reason. The first man I saw
in trouble was Cooke, who had a puncture, unfortu-

nately in the first thirty miles stretch of road where the

secret check was. Soon after leaving Andover I caught

up with Summers, and we rode into Salisbury together,

where we filled up with petrol. We found the official

Crossley car there, the passengers, including F. T.

Bidlake (timekeeper) and W. H. Well?, partaking of

a second breakfast. Several riders came in while we
were there, and we left them busy obtaining petrol.
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London—Land s End—London.—
We had now about sixty miles to cover before reach-

ing Chard, the starting point of the second thirty miles

stretch, with a secret check in it. Gwynne, Summers,
and myself split up soon after leaving Salisbury, and
the next time I saw Summers was just as I was picking

myself up from a heap of stones on the grass at the

side of the road. How I got there I hardly know, but

anticipate that I caught a large stone with my front

wheel as I was looking back, or I may have fallen

asleep. Continuing about two miles, we found ofificial

Dickson with his Rover car taking times for the purpose
of , discovering whether any riders were more than

fifteen minutes ahead of their schedule time. I

believe one was caught. Arriving ait Yeovil, I pulled

up at the Mermaid Hotel. Another 17^ miles and
I was on top of the secret check section, and incident-

ally getting near lunch, for which I was quite ready.

The road from Chard to Exeter abounds in severe hills,

and one had to open the throttle well to keep up the

requisite average of twenty miles per hour. As 1

knew the road, I was prepared, and got along very

nicely ; but I saw a man stick on a ticklish hill a few

rajles out. The checking spot this time was a few

miles from Exeter, and I believe I was very close on
time—^possibly closer than at any other. Exeter was
reached in due course, and one of the Baddeleys
signed in just after me.

The Lunch Interval at Exeter.
While having lunch the different riders kept coming

in, and an animated conversation was soon in full

swing. So far my machine had run perfectly, and 1

only had to fill up with petrol, so that I had practically

an hour and ten minutes in which to feed and ride

to the other end of the city to be checked out.

Sproston had had several punctures—in fact, the punc-.

ture fiend must have paid him special attention, for

I saw him at least half a dozen times during the run
repairing tyres, but he was always quite merry.

Summers once found him asleep on the roadside out-

side a control, and had to shout to wake him up.

When I arrived at the out check at Exeter a few
minutes before I was due to start, Gwynne was just

leaving, and Summers ready to leave in six minutes.
Cooke turned up in time to start on schedule, two
minutes ahead of Summers. Twenty odd miles now
lay between us and Indian Queens, where the next
thirty miles with secret check started, and I have to

thank providence that so great a distance intervened;
otherwise I should never have arrived at the actual
checking point anywhere near schedule time. Four
miles from Okehampton I had tyre troubles, the inner
tube splitting about five inches. I have an idea that
the nature of the road had something to do with it.

As I had no butted tube, I had to take out 'the back
wheel to fit another endless tube.

Making Up Lost Time.
I was some eight minutes ahead of my time when the

trouble came, and this eight minutes proved a boon,
because when I reached the check near Zelah, about
sixty-four miles from where I had my tyi'e troubles, T

had only just caught up to schedule time, ,and that
eight minutes "saved my bacon," as the saying goes.

About a mile from Redruth a competitor passed me
behind time, and as I had not passed him on the road
T guessed he had lost his way somewhere. I heard at

Penzance that only seven riders passed the check at '

Zelah, all the others taking the wrong road through
Truro. I almost went wrong myself, but stopped and
consulted my map. I ran across Summers again at

Hayle, 7^ miles from Penzance, having refreshments,

so I joined him. We then rode into Penzance together,

he going on ahead soon after. Land's End was reached
in due time, and the shocking surface of the road was
very unpleasant after such a long journey. A thick sea

fog prevailed at the End, and when I reached the fork

road about one hundred yards from the Land's End
Hotel I could not see the building. Adaru was
there, with Summers and The Motor Cycle photo
grapher. I was glad to leave again for Penzance. The
timekeeper had arrived to time us at the Union Hotel.

A good dinner was provided, for which everybody was
ready. No stop was allowed for tea as on the London-
Edinburgh run.

The Homeward Run.
The bed pulled very much when I was called at

2.30 on Tuesday morning, but I struggled up and

went round to Taylor's garage, where the machines
were stored. It was quite dark at that time (three

o'clock), and we were wondering if it would be neces-

sary for the earlier starters to light up. The difference

in the light at 4 a.m. at Penzance and Cranford Bridge

was particularly noticeable, but it was just light by the

time Bidlake gave the word "go" to Gwynne. My
engine started away immediately, and I soon picked

up with Summers and Cooke. After a few miles we

ran into what I suppose was a thick land fog, which

was very unpleasant, as it settled on our clothes. The
worst part of it was that though we were wet the dust

was thick and dry on the roads, and as it rose from

our wheels it settled all over us. I could feel it sectle

on my eyebrows and eyelashes, and one could not wear

goggles, as they became covered in moisture in a few

minutes. This lasted nearly all the way to Launceston,

when the sun began to break through it, and by the time

we reached Okehampton the weather was glorious. The
sun dried our clothes, and the wet and dust which had

clung to our clothes dried up, and we looked as if we

had been having a dust bath. The first secret check

on the return journey started at Redruth, and extended

over the section of the route that so many had missed.

It was a ticklish road to find, and not one of us was

any too sure of finding it, and between five and six

o'clock in the morning, and an unfrequented road at

that, there was little chance of asking anybody the way.

As it happened, the check was at the turning, about a

mile and a half outside Redruth, which was fortunate

for those who went the wrong way on the outward

journey, and consequently did not know it. At the

same time, being so close to Redruth, it nearly caught

more than one napping.

A Difficult Road to follow.

About a third of the way through the section

Summers and I found Sproston enjoying a cigarette by

the roadside just by some cross roads, and he said the

others (meaning, I presume, Gwynne, Cooke, and

Adams) had gone straight on, but we were not satisfied,

so out came a map, and after consulting it we decided

the others were wrong. Gwynne passed me later just

outside Bodmin (the end of the thirty miles section), so

evidently he had been roundabout. When he passed

me I was in doubt as to whether I was on the right

road, and I decided to stop and run back into Bodmin
to make sure. On the way back I found Sproston and
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sndon—Land's End—London.—
Zo6k.Q discussing the way, and just after Gwynne canie

)ack in doubt. After settling the point satisfactorily

fe retraced our steps, and Cooke and I were in sight

.f each other practically all the way to Launceston,

iid when we arrived there Gwynne and Summers were
aking in petrol, so Cooke and I followed suit. I next

aw Summers just outside Okehampton, and, being a

ittle ahead of time, I cleaned the sliding pistons in

iy Triumph carburetter, as the throttle piston had not

een responding to the thumb lever.

I pulled up in Okehampton, and I found my back
^re very soft, but, finding no nail or anything in the

over, I pumped it up. Just as I was leaving, the

fficial car turned up. As Exeter is only 22^4 miles

way, and since the second secret check started

[nmediately on leaving, after an hour and a quarter

top, it was essential that I should not be late. To
lake up the time spent in repairing a puncture in a

un of 22^ miles would not hav'e been an easy matter

n such a road abounding in hills and very rough into

be bargain. As luck would have it, the tyre lasted

ito Exeter, but it was almost flat when I got there.

iLbout four miles from Exeter my engine lost its regular

ulling powers, and I found that, no matter where 1

laced the throttle lever, the engine would not run if

tie air lever was opened more than about a quarter of

;s travel. Being so near Exeter and with a few
linutes in hand, I kept going, but stuck on the long,

teep hill just before reaching the city. The Mabon
lutch proved its utility here, for by starting up the

ngine by running down the hill a few yards and then
iringing the free engine into use I could turn the

lachine round, and by engaging the clutch a little the

lachine pulled itself up the hill with me walking
longside. I signed in at Exeter about one minute
arly.

Carburetter Gauze Choked.
The next thing to do was to attend to my tyre and

ngine. The leak in the inner tube I found to be
aused through a defective patch, and I soon had this

ight. I could find nothing wrong with the engine,

> I had the carburetter to pieces, and apparently

i^erything was all right.

When I started from the check at the end of the city

found no improvement in the running of the machine,
nd was bemoaning my fate when I thought of the

auze over the jet being probably choked with dust.

laving four minutes to spare before leaving, I took
ut the piston, and immediately I saw the gauze I knew
had located the trouble. I left Exeter rejoicing and
le engine pulling better than ever.

The Fifth Secret Check.
All through the fifth thirty miles section from Exeter

.only saw one rider. The secret check was towards the

nd of the section, which called for over twenty miles

: strictly legal limit pace, which is quite a tax on one's
srves. This over, I made my next stop at Yeovil.

ulling up at the Mermaid Hotel again for a long drink,

ran across Summers again leaving Yeovil, and we kept

)gether until we reached Lovelace's garage between
herbourne and Shaftesbury, where we found some of

»e competitors filling up with petrol, so we did the

tnie.
J. O. Dixon came along before I left and also

lied up. The brothers Bentley passed by. At the

ght angle bend near Shaftesbury I saw Cooke 'n^

'ouble, and it appears that, owing to a machine being

in the way, he ran into the bank when turning the
awkward corner and damaged his front wheel. About a
mile from Salisbury, Dickson with his car was taking
times, and I was pleased to see Chas. Jarrott there also,

he having driven down on a Sizaire-Naudin car. After
a stop for petrol in Salisbury, we continued our jour-

ney, but roamed round some back alleys before getting

out of the city. Another 1"] % miles and Andover was
reached, the starting point of the final secret check
section. Here again the check was near the end, F. J.
Jenkins, with his Rover car, taking the times.

Near Staines I found Summers and Gwynne together,

Two Triumph riders in the End-to-end Run. J. Marshall (on the left)

tied with W.«H. Wells and R. Moore for best perlormance by a trade
rider. The other rider in the photograph, C. E. Murphy, was one of the
twenty private owners to lose no marks.

the latter doing something to his belt. I jogged along,

and when I saw Dr. Gibbons at the turning leading

from the Staines Road, I was not sorry that I was only
a few miles from the finish. When I arrived at the

Berkeley Arms—kept, by the way, by E. Parlby, the

ex-champion professional cyclist— I found a goodly
crowd assembled to welcome us in, including the donor
of the chief award—the Jarrott Cup. I anticipate that

in spite of the severity of the run a larger entry list

will be forthcoming if the event is continued annually.

I think that the start back might be at six o'clock

instead of four or even five o'clock, giving time for

sleep at Penzance and yet finishing in daylight. I

used 4J3 to I gear on my Triumph right through, and
a new Shamrock belt, which did not need shortening

once. Harry G. Bell.
^ «a>ggi». ^

W. and R. Jacobs, 39c, King William Street, E.C.,

have just issued a new illustrated leaflet of motor cycle

accessories, most of which particularly appeal to motor

cyclists. These accessories are sold under the riame of
" Electary " requisites, and comprise lamps (both gas

and electric), accumulators, belting, mirrors, and many
other useful articles. Needless to say. the leaflet can

be obtained immediately on application to the firm at

the above address.
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TacRy Solution.

A friend writes that lie concurs in my remarks

about " tacky " solution. He agrees with me that
" tackiness " means a far drier condition of the solution

than the word can in theory convey. He derides the

instructions given with repair outfits. He has two

outfits, in which the printed slip of instructions says,

" Coat patch and inner tube with solution, and apply

patch tO' tube immediately " (the italics are mine).

Yet as every practised rider knows, if these directions

were followed the patch would not adhere for more
than a few moments. I have been similarly deceived.

I read the directions, imagined I had struck a new sort

of solution, applied the patch immediately, and then

had to clean the tube and patch with petrol and begin

all over again.

An Interesting Panne.
The other week a friend and myself were in a diffi-

culty with a big tricar. It had been running in form

good enough to win an open hill-climb, when within

half a dozen miles it became very uncertain in starting

and dropped a large percentage of its power. All the

ordinary details were in magnificent order, and at last

it was remembered that a new ten gallon drum of oil

had been opened to fill the tank the very morning the

trouble manifested itself. The drum had been pro-

cured direct from the oil company, and was properly

sealed and labelled, but its contents were very far from

being water-cooled engine oil. Consequently the tank

was drained, the engine cleaned, fresh oil procured,

and a resolution made never again to patronise an oil

company who did not know what was in sealed and
labelled drums leaving their factory. But the sad

upshot of the matter was that the good oil failed to

entirely obviate the trouble. Our suspicions next turned

to a faulty bearing, and we took the engine down.

Our Discoveries.

I suppose the veriest novice is aware that the crank-

shaft of a motor cycle engine revolves within two hollow

cylinders, usually made of phosphor bronze, and
vulgarly known as "brasses." They are fixed in the

aluminium of the crankcase, and are oiled by splash

from the flywheels. A tiny V groove runs across the

inner face of each brass, from end to end, and a certain

amount of oil gains admittance on some engines at

each end of the V groove. But the main portion of the

oil reaches the " brass " at a hole drilled into the V
groove from the outside of the brass, which hole is in

register with one or more oil channels drilled through

to it from the interior of the crank case. It will thus

be obvious that if one of these brasses turns round in

its aluminium bed by so little as one-eighth part of an
inch, the oilhole in the brass will be out of register with

the oil channels in the aluminium, and that bearing

will run dry, fire, and seize up. It is to prevent these

tiny oilways from getting choked that motor cyclists

are advised to rinse out their crank cases with paraffin

every i,ooo miles, and this precaution had been regu-

larly observed with the engine under notice, and so all

the oilways were clear. Yet at one end of the crank-

shaft the steel of the shaft was "fired," showing blue,

red, and green—all manner of iridescent colourings

—

while the brass itself was scraped, lined, and burnt.

The reason was that by incredible slovenliness of manu-

facture these brasses were merely tapped a close driving

fit into their aluminium beds, with no peg or other pre-

caution to prevent their turning round. Consequently

one brass had slipped round Y^'m., cut off its supplies

of oil, and run dry, so that if the engine had been

allowed to run for another ten minutes, a bill of several

pounds for repairs would inevitably have occurred.

All bearings ought to be securely pegged, or otherwise

fastened down.

Another Discovery.
Incidentally, we found cause to abuse the maker's

workmanship in another respect. With this and the

other exception already named, the engine was in such'

splendid order that any mechanic who dismantled it

would say, " Here is an owner who understands the

petrol engine, and is an adept in maintaining it."

S3 Demarcation. On which side of the dividing line between the motor cycle

^and the car is the little O.T.A.V., which competed at Brooklands on the 1st

^inst. ? It has motor cycle wheels, V belt transmission, and air-cooled engine.

Well, we found the crankshaft pinion of the distrib

tion gear had ^in. play on its key^—a defect

accuracy which, of course, was greatly magnified i

passage through other moving parts. This vital co

wheel was only secured by two miserably inadequat
steel pins, bedding into its periphery, where leverag

is greatest, instead of by a sturdy key passing througl

its centre. That engine is now reassembled with som
stringent modifications of workmanship, and I can onl

add that when makers continually receive back engine

to find the same defects for ever present, and do nc

trouble to remedy them, such foolish policy eventuall

costs them dear.
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Thirteen Stone versus Two Horse=pow^er.
By B. H. DAVIES.

TJ BEN Mr. Feeny, of the Moto-Reve Co., sug-

1/ gested that I should test one of his little 2 h.p.
^ motor bicycles ("toys " I used to call them),

I admired his sanguine trust in his machine,
felt extremely doubtful whether I should be able to

anything about it that would be fit for print. How-
r, last month I found myself temporarily machineless

an extraordinarily hilly part of County Durham,
•nt that two or three local enthusiasts were casting

jing eyes on lightweights in general and the Moto-
'e in particular, and had been further fortified by
lessing some game hill-climbing by G. L. Fletcher

L similar machine in the End-to-end. Consequently
rote Mr. Feeny that if he was game to risk the

atation of his machine in so stiff a county as Dur-
1, I was game to try and break its poor little back,
responded by sending a machine; and what a joy

condition of the machine was to a poor tester of

ly makes, usually dispatched to him devoid of all

sssary equipment. The little Moto-Reve was fitted

complete with lamp, stand, plates, toolbag, and
res ; and its appearance so captivated a friend of

e when he saw it at the railway station that he
lediately stole it from the parcels office and pedalled
pushed it two miles, including a most wicked hill

lile long, so that he might lose no time in seeing

perform on it.

Fhe Machine's Hill=climbing Capabilities.

had not gone a mile on it before I realised

great comfort on a level road. It was a little

ncy on rough surfaces .and potholy byways, as

would expect from the mere fact of its lightness,

a very pearl of comfort on anything approaching
gcent highway. The irony of fate compelled me to

:end one of five awful hills before I could give it

climbing test at all. In justice to Mr. Feeny I

se the worst of the five, a hill locally known as

igley Bank. It is seven-eighths of a mile in length,

is reputed to average i in 10. It starts straight

y out of a colliery village, so that you cannot get

ash at it, and halfway up, just when the engine is

ing the strain, there comes a very bad corner on a

iient which is certainly no better than i in 6, and
r be a good deal worse. It is difficult to estimate

iients accurately when the countryside rises with

road ; but judging from the performance of other

:hines—and I have ridden this bank a hundred times

fiore—it is, at any rate, i in 6. The machine came
excellently as far as the bend, where there was
lent need of pedal assistance. A 36in. leg and a

frame comprise what might be called an ill-

)rted couple, but I gave it what assistance I could,

it proved sufficient. We went up, and I was by no
ns puffed over it either. I made five or six ascents

he hill, and, except for dne attempt in very greasy
ther, I was always successful, provided the belt

d up. The belt as sent out to me was much too

t, and until I got a piece" of leather to insert it had
ibit of pulling through on hills. Being a Stanley

matine it gripped admirably when quite slack, and
r slackening it I managed the hills nicely. After
I tried it up some hills of more ordinary calibre,

found it would ascend the average i in 15 sort of

slope in flying fashion and well up to legal limit, even
with a load of thirteen stone. There were worse hills

around—^regular terrors, which I knew from the "feel
"

of it on Langley Bank it would not climb, and so did
not trouble to go and try. I believe, however, that with
what I know of it now, I could have got it up decidedly
tougher ascents, as the sequel will show. Testing it

on the flat the highest speed worked out at a shade
under thirty-five miles an hour.

All this time I was not satisfied that I was getting
the best out of it. The little engine gummed up very
badly when standing, and ran very hot after a few
miles; but none the less it ran nicely enough to

make me risk the long run from Durham to North-
ampton at the termination of my holidays—a distance
of 213 miles I started from a point six mi^es out of

The above illustration depicts Mr. G. W, Raper, of Newcastle-on-Tyne,
with his 6 h.p. twin-cylinder N.S.U., which is fitted with Continental non-skid
motor cycle tyres. We are informed by the Continental Tyre Co. that the
tyres in question have run 1,200 miles without showing any signs ol wear,
Mr. Raper has won gold medals with this machine in the Sutton Bank
Hill-elimb and the London to Edinburgh Run. Mr. Smith, of the Percy
Cycle Co., is leaning against the handle-bar, and Mr. Bing, the northern
representative of the Continental Tyre Co., is examining the cover.

Durham at 8.30 a.m., and the machine ran very badly
indeed. The engine overheated so grossly that the

mildest rise called for pedal assistance, and some-
times it petered out on the level, and I had to wait

and let it cool a bit. I could find nothing whatever
the matter anywhere, and I never suspected the oil,

as it had been in the tank when the machine came
from the makers, and I naturally supposed they would
fill it up with the most suitable lubricant they knew.
I gave it " lashings

'

' of oil after the first mile or

two, but was disappointed that it would not run
ten miles on a pumpful, as I rashly supposed such
a tiny engine should do, forgetful of its high speed.

Howbeit, in spite of these failings, the twenty-five

miles into Darlington occupied no more than two
hours. I climbed the little steep pitch at Croxdale
nicely, but failed near the top of Ferry Hill. I was
disappointed that I could not find out what was wrong,
but as I had no prospect of testing it further after

reaching Northampton, I resolved to push on some-
how as far as Doncaster, and thence train home. I also

registered a mental vow that I would make it press

twenty miles into an hour somehow somewhere. Thing?
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Thirteen Stone versus Two Horse-power.—
went from bad to worse as the nine miles from Darling-

ton to Scotch Corner took up a whole hour, owing to

rests while the engine cooled, and I was now a good
deal west of the railway, and far from any station at

which a fast train could be caught. So I pushed on

miserably enough as far as Boroughbridge, and here

comes a lesson on the blessings of perseverance, which
the dejected owner of each or any make may well take

to heart. At Boroughbridge my oil supply was ex-

hausted ; and if I had done badly on the oil put in

by the makers, I expected to do worse on any chance

purchase in a small Yorkshire town. Vacuum A
pleased me most of the two or three brands on offer

—

en x^O'Ssant, I visited four shops before I met a sales-

man who would break into a gallon can for me, and
my little tank only held a pint all told. There is,

I say, a special blessing on perseverance, even when
it is of the dogged, unthinking, buUocky order, and,

behold! no sooner had the first charge of Vacuum A
drifted into that little engine than it began to leap

away like a fiend possessed, and thence to North-

ampton, 153 miles away, my running time was only

six hours, and every hill was taken on the fly.

An Immense Improvement in the Running.

I had no single involuntary stop the whole of the dis-

tance, ahd the pleasant experience of speed, power,

comfort, and reliability has left me with a most de-

lightful impression of the high qualities of the Mote
Reve. When I say "no involuntary stop," I ought to

say no stops caused by the machine, for I had several

very protracted stops indeed, due to the discourteous

and unbusinesslike habits of garage people. Neither

oil nor petrol tanks hold a can apiece, and some garage

people were unwilling to break cans ; while at Stamford

one of them refused to supply me at -all, though the

place was open, and it was only 7.30 p.m. At a far less

pretentious place at the top of the town I was quickly

and politely served by a housemaid in cap and apron,

who knew all about funnels and prices and the differ-

ence between air and water-cooled engine oil. She was
quite distressed because I insisted on having Vacuum
A instead of air-cooled oil. I shall avoid these pre-

tentious gentry in future; their discourtesy cost me
forty-five minutes. Again at Wetherby I went to four
" hotels ' '•—-heaveii pardon the false description—before

I could get any lunch. I was twenty minutes behind
the regular hour, and the hungry Yorkshiremen had
apparently gnawed the last succulent morsel off their

knucklebone of ham. So altogether I was very late

in getting South ; and, not fancying night riding with

the oil Holophote supplied by the Moto-Reve Co., I

called at Whipple's in Grantham to look for an acety-

lene lamp. He is a veritable prince of accessory

dealers, even as Corcutt, of Doncaster, is the prince
of repairers. When you go to Whipple's, you may rely

on finding no mouldy assortment of out-of-date acces-

sories, but a complete range of all the newest and
'' cutest little fakements ; and I generally leave his shop

about a sovereign the poorer, but with my kit corre-

spondingly enriched. This time I got out for 17s. 6d.,

including a very serviceable little gas lamp, which lit

me safely through two or three tiny but excessively

dangerous little Northamptonshire villages, with their

narrow, tortuous streets.

So the duel between my 13 stones and the 2 h.p.

of the little Moto-Reve ended in my weight being

summarily vanquished. The machine proved it coi

take me up any main road hill, with some pe
assistance on stiff single figure gradients, and that

could, if need be, average in excess of legal limit;

fact, the twenty-one miles from Grantham to Stamf(

in the twilight occupied forty minutes dead.
As regards economy, I do not know what

instructions of the makers may be about their own
but I used a charge of Vacuum whenever the eng
seemed to call for it, which was on an average ab
once in five miles. I used a pint and a half in all.

petrol, I used two gallons and a half, which works
at about eighty-five miles to the gallon.

The Specification.

Coming to a detailed description of the mach
which is as yet unknown by sight to many of us,

engine is a V twin with automatic inlet valves,

whole of it is fairly accessible. The ignition is b
very neat little Gianoli magneto, which worked adr

ably at all engine speeds. The ignition adva
is automatic, the synchronisation of the firing be

perfect. The carburetter has two microscopic
j

is clearly efificient, and gave no trouble. Control
simply by throttle, a Bowden wire and handle-bar le

being employed. The extra air is worked by a

slide on the float chamber. I think a more (

venient means ought to be devised for operating
as I was always altering it to suit varying speeds, ;

it is too small to work with a gloved hand. Ii

dentally, I got a few healthy shocks from the magr
in altering the air. The carburetter is devised to f

cold air to the cylinders if the throttle be shut

the compression used as a brake downhill. I ol

used this, as neither of the brakes sufficed to s

the machine, in the adjustment with which they w

sent out. I adjusted them once or twice, but withj

effect; they seemed to have small stopping po
even when pressing hard on the rim.

The weak point of the machine—I say " t

advisedly, for I found no other—lies in the wheels
tyres. These are far too light for a machine tha
intended to be used on average English roads. I foi

that riding over quite a small piece of road metal i

strictly moderate speed was enough to indent the

with the i%in. tyre inflated board hard, and any
who uses the modern lightweight on general roads \

have to choose between riding on slack tyres or

specifying heavier rims and tyres, which latter is

course I personally shall adopt. I had to knock
several kinks in the rim before leaving Durhj
Given a heavier pair of wheels and tyres, I think t

the Moto-Reve may claim to rank as the best li^

weight machine for hard service that has been brou

out, while it will beat many more powerful machi
for comforfe^—this must be experienced to be realise(

and, naturally, is far more handy when one is oul

the saddle, and lugging it about. As the result of

tests of it, I do not hesitate to say the efficient Hg

weight has indeed arrived at last, and in future I she

not shrink from any journey on such a fascinating li

tabloid essence of reliability.

[Notes: Distance, 213 miles; cost, petrol 2s. i

oil lod. ; stoppages, two to shorten belt, several du€

bad oil in early stages ; total nett running time,

hours. My wife made the same journey by train
;|

cost her a guinea, and the time occupied was ten h

from house to house.]

h
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A selection of questions of general interest received from our readers and our replies thereto. When particular

makes of machines, accessories, or tyres are mentioned, numbers must be used, the writer to keep a key for

reference. All queries should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, EX., and whether
intended for publication or not, must be accompanied with a Stamped addressed envelope for reply.

A Clutch for a Light Tricar.

Please advise me which of

^T] the two following clutches I

> have are suitable for a light

-i-J tricar, weight about 2^ cwts.

,

fitted with a 5-6 h.p. Peugeot
twin engine? (1.) Light steel cone

clutch, 5in. bore smallest diameter
taper to 5in., inch wide on face, male
part copper-faced. (2.) Heavy cast-

iron cone clutch, 7|in. smallest dia-

meter, lin. wide on face, leather to

iron? I should prefer the smallest,

but am afraid it is not large enough
and would slip a lot.—^A.C, Syden-
ham.

'f the two clutches mentioned in your
itter we should recommend No. 2. A
sather to metal clutch is quite satis-

kctory if properly designed.

Regarding Tyres.

(1.) Would Palmer tyres, if

qI fitted with Elastes, be abso-

> lut-ely puncture- proof? (2.)

-S-J Would Palmers if fitted with
Bates's non-skid bands be free

from side-slip? (3.) Can you tell me
of any maker of a roll-up tool kit for

spares and tools required for a motor
cycle?

—

Grosvenor, Cheshire.

..) You will not be troubled by punc-
ires if you use Elastes. (2.) Un-
jubtedly the risk of sideslip would be
iducsd, but it would only be advisable
) fit thp non-skid treads referred to
iter the corrugations of the Palmer
,'re were entirely worn down, as the
.tter act splendidly in preventing side-

ip. (3.) Such a tool kit may be
stained from p "ctically any first-class

ealer in accessories.

Machine does not Answer to Throttle. ''Sii?

I am riding a 1906 twin Rex

I

with automatic inlet valves.

This will not answer to the
-^ rhrottle. It is fitted with

l.onguemare carburetter inlet

valves about 3-16in. lift. Heads and
stems of same seem quite true and
clean. Could you tell me how to
remedy same? I may say all the
extra air and four holes of the fixed
air have to be closed for running.
Machine runs about fifty miles to the
gallon whether a No. 5 or 7 nipple
is used, and yet it takes no air.

—

A.S., Hull.
'ake down the carburetter and clean
arefully every passage in it. If there
5 no improvement you will require a
irger jet, and you will find that the
lachine will take all the extra air, and

answer to the throttle properly if the

level of the petrol is correct, viz., ^in.

below the top of the jet orifice. You
should be able to run seventy-five miles

to the gallon easily.

Petrol dripping from Carburetter.

(1.) Please give me instruc-

tions re grinding needle valve,

as petrol drips from carburetter
when tap is left on? (2.) Is

red lead or similar substance
used when refitting unions to petrol

pipes? I had mine off, and now there

is a continual leak of petrol, with the
result that the carburetter does not
get its proper supply. Is this the
cause of erratic running and start-

ing ? Also was this the cause of the
petrol catching fire recently?—S.F.

(1.) See notes on valve grinding in
" Motor Cycles and How to Mariage
Them." A fine grinding material is

John Haslam, of Sheffield, who rode a23i h.p.

Rex in the End-to-end Trial, .and gained lull

marks.

'

necessary, such as crocus powder, and
the needle can be held in a small

drill chuck. (2.) If the petrol leaks

through the union it probably means
that the latter is not sufficiently tight,

or else a piece of grit or something is

preventing a good joint being made.

Often a refractory union can be cured

by wrapping the joint with thread, and

also by smearing a little soap round the

edges. This is quite likely to have

caused the erratic running, and to have

caused the machine to catch fire,

especially if the petrol drips on the ex-

haust pipe or silencer.

Accumulators Running Down Quicldy.

Please advise me as to the

0^1 cause of my accumulators run-

> ning down quickly. I use a
-iJ well-known plain coil, and

have accumulators slowly and
thoroughly charged, yet cannot travel

on an average more than eighty or
ninety miles before the accumulator
is down below three volts and with-
out any warning. Am careful to

take out connectmg plug when dis-

mounting and never leave it on con-

tact. My large accumulator should
run me at least 300 miles.—W.F.W.,
Stafford.

We should, first of all, recommend you
to try another coil, and then if the
accumulator behaves in the same
manner send it away to the makers and
have it repaired. It seems very much
as if it were suffering from an internal

short circuit. The consumption of the
coil should also be tested.

Various Queries from a Novice.

My engine gets very hot
after a, short run and stops.

It is a '3^ h.p. with B. and B.

carburetter and accumulator
ignition. It will not answer to

spark advance lever. The spark

occurs when piston is at top of com-
pression stroke. Is this right? What
is the cause of the exhaust valve stem
being sooty? Has that anything to do
with getting too hot? Exhaust valve

spring just springs back when lever

is released. Do you think that a

stronger spring would act better?

The inlet valve will just open when
given a sharp shake with hand. Is

this spring strong enough? The jet

is about the size of a hairpin. Is this

too big? What is the best mat-erial

to use to act as washers to make
petrol-tight joints?—J.A.W.

The trouble seems to be due to the car-

buretter, the jet being too large. This

causes too strong a mixture to be drawn
in, which causes the sooting of the ex-

haust valve and overheating. The fact

that advance of the spark will not make
any difference is owing to the engine not

getting sufficient air at high speeds.

The ignition seems to be right. The ex-

haust valve spring appears to be rather

weak, and a stronger spring would be

advisable. The inlet valve spring

would be about right. A properly

ground joint should be all that is

necessaryj but a leather or fibre washer

would do quite well, and last a long

time if properly fitted.
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The Personal Factor in Driving.

No doubt when " Ixion " wrote the article "Can
Motor Bicycles Climb Hills?" in the issue of

July 22nd he had in mind the murmurs of the

many amateur riders who are dissatisfied with

the performance of their machines as compared with

ostensibly similar machines in the hands of paid riders.

Putting aside the question of whether or not the

trade man's machine is in all cases a duplicate of the

standard sold to the public, there is no doubt about
" Ixion's " correctness when he attributes the failure

of the amateur to lack of pluck and skill. Pluck is in

this case simply the familiarity bom of custom, because

the, regular competitor in trials of all sorts becomes

better acquainted with the extreme limit of safety under

various conditions than the ordinary pleasure rider can

hope to be. The matter of skill raises a more serious

issue. Writing with his usual evident knowledge of his

subject " Ixion " declares, in effect, that the motor

cycle is a max;hine from which it is so extremely diffi-

cult to obtain the best results that only a small number
of men out of the large body who spend most of their

time in the saddle are able to master it. The state-

ment is as regrettable as it is certainly correct, for,

however much one may admire the dare devil and the

mechanical genius, the average rider of a motor cycle

is neither the one nor the other, and after all it is for

the average rider that the maker has to cater. A
maker is not justified in selling to the public a machine
requiring nerve or skill for its safe and efficient

handling ; he must combine his own scientific know-

ledge with the mechanical insight of his paid rider, and

evolve a mount controllable without any special quali-

fications whatever.

SRill in Tuning=up and Driving.
Skill as at present required for the handling of the

ordinary motor cycle may be divided under two heads

:

Skill in the preliminary tuning up and skill in driving.

The aim of the first wall, as " Ixion " says, be different

according to the trial to be gone through ; whether
climb, race or economy test, but generally it may be

taken that tight valves and fine clearances, close con-

tacts and piston rings making something like a fit in

the cylinder constitute the minimum requirements for

good work. Carburation will require different treat-

ment according as low petrol consumption or -speed is

the more valuable, and this about covers the ground
as far as engine tuning goes'. Then comes driving

skill, a deficiency of which may hopelessly mar the
pains taken in tuning up. Once in motion, whatever
the form of contest in view, the very best results (\m
only be obtained by ceaseless vigilance and unfailing

cleverness in manipulation. The reacting and to

some extent interchangeable conditions of throttle open-
ing, ignition timing, and carburation must receive

attention with every alteration of engine speed, which
means that with an engine making perhaps a couple

of thousand revolutions a minute there is not a wide
margin for miscalculations ; a rider must have an

almost supernatural hand and eye to make the

necessary delicate movements of his levers to suit con-

ditions as they vary. It is not to be wondered at

that a few only ever reach a high standar<i of

perfection.

It is impossible to over-rate the value of exactness in

the adjustment of the various elements of control, and
this is especially the case with ignition timing. The
effect of spark advance is, of course, virtually to

increase compression by using the combustion of a

portion of the charge to further compress the remainder

before the piston commences its power stroke. Clearly,

then, high engine speed demands high compression,

and consequently an early spark, but there is another

deciding factor to be taken into account. An engine

running at high speed with partly closed throttle and
light charges entering the cylinder will demand an

earlier point of ignition than if it were taking full

charges, because in the former case what may be called

"natural compression," due to piston displacement,

will be less than in the latier.

The One Lever Controlled Machine.

The production of a motor cycle with its engine con-

trolled by a single lever of the " the-further-you-push-

it-the-faster-it-goes " order seems to be a. very long way
off at present. Yet there can be no doubt of its ulti-

mate arrival. The incessant tiny variations of mix-

ture, spark, and throttle would be much better in the

care of some unerring mechanical device, for, what-

ever may be said of the pleasures of "tap twiddling,"

the general run of rider buys his machine to ride, and
not to experiment with, besides which the provision

of automatic means of control would lead to better

results and . kinder treatment generally than can be

expected from the discretion of Tom, Dick, and Harry.

It is a truism that an article for use by average

people should not require more than average ability to

use it; therefore the sooner makers produce machines

whose handling can be properly managed without

special skill or knowledge, and mount their own men
on them, the sooner will the charge of " special

machine " cease to be hurled at the paid rider.

J.B.

-^»«<I9 Q i

We recently had a few miles run on a 3^ h.p.

Brown motor bicycle fitted with a Cowey speedometer.
(It is the speedometer to^ which we refer in this para-
graph ; the running of the Brown machine Mall be
recorded in due course, as we are giving one of these
machines a good testing.) It was most interesting to
note how the indicator needle crept up one-eighth of
an inch at a time as the throttle was opened. Every
motor cyclist knows how difficult it is to estimate speed
in towns after a fast run on an open country road, and
this is one great boon in a speedometer ; but perhaps
its greatest advantage is in being able to note the speed
a machine will climb a steep hill just after cleaning.
the piston head and cylinder and grinding in the valves.

'

and again after running for 1,000 miles without making
any adjustments to- the machine. Similarly, different

brands of oil and petrol can be tested, and the ratio

of gear which gives the best results more easily found.

>-«••--<
Users of Longuemare carburetters will be interested

to hear that the models E. and H. are now provided

with a lever for actuating the air mixing collar, which

has a vertical motion instead of a sideways motion

with which these models were previously fitted. A
vertical motion means much greater simplicity in the

operating rods. Mr. E. J. Hardy, Bishop Street,

Coventry, is the wholesale agent for Longuemare car

buretters on this side of the Channel.
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A Record Ride.

An American motor cyclist last month
rode from New York to Chicago (1,112

miles) in 49h. 40m., creating a new
record. His speed is equal to an
average of 22^ miles per hour through-
out.

A Heavy Fine.

For exceeding the limit on the
Bromley Road, an unfortunate motorist
—Colin Defties—was fined £50 and
costs, and had his license suspended
for twelve months. Several other pre-

vious convictions were brought up.

Police Traps.

At Adhurst Hill, about one mile
on the London side of Petersfield. On
the down grade, worked by signal from
the police station, a red cottage-like

building.

Another near Trenham Bar Station,

between Yarm-on-Tees and Thirsk.
On Great Watling Street, at Man-

field Lane End, near Darlington.

Trials on Sutton Bank.

On Bank Holiday Monday, we hear,

there were quite a number of motor
vehicles of all descriptions at Sutton
Bank. Godfrey Bosville, an owner of

a 3^ h.p. Triumph, writes that although
several cars were unable to climb the
hill without the water boiling and
most of them stopping, he made a
clean ascent of the Bank on his motor
bicycle with a gear of 5^ to 1, and
without retarding the ignition or pedal-
ling. His weight is I25 stones.

A.C.U. Annual Race Meeting.

At the annual race meeting of the
A.C.U. at the Stadium, Shepherd's
Bush, on Saturday, August 22nd, the
following events will be included :

Mile time trials for the Automotor
Journal Challenge Cup. Holder, C.

R. Collier. Time, Im. 2s.

One hour scratch race for The Motor
Cvcle Challenge Cup. Holder, H. V.
Colver. 51 miles 146 yards.
Five miles handicap for the Motor

Car Journal Challenge Cup. Holder,
C. E. Bennett.
The above events are for machines

fitted with engines not exceeding 76 by
76 mm. or the equivalent volume swept
out. Cash prizes to the value of £5,
£2, and £1, will be awarded in each
event.

A five miles handicap for standard
touring machines, fitted with motor
cycle tyres (not less than 2in.), steel
mudguards, toolbag with contents
weighing not less than i^lbs., stand,
and touring saddle. Cut-outs not
allowed. Engines must not exceed 85
by 85 mm., or the equivalent volume
swept out, and the gear not higher
than 4 to 1, with 26in. wheels. For
this event gold, silver, and bronze
medals wjl' be awarded.

AUGUST 12th. igoS

A Successful Motor Cyclist.

Capt. Sir R. K. Arbuthnot, Bart.,

R.N., who won gold medals in the
M.C.C. London to Edinburgh twenty-
four hours' run and the A.C.U. End-
to-end Six Days' Trials, has been an
ardent motor cyclist for several years.

He is at present in command of the

Lord Nelson battleship, which, is fitting

out at Jarrow-on-Tyne.

Petrol Fumes as a Caterpillar Destroyer.

Herr Ludwig Heissmann, up to the

end of 1907 landlord of the Dusseldorf
restaurant Zur Mausefalle, but now
residing in Cologne, writes to a German
paper to say that caterpillars were
cleared out of his garden by petrol

engine exhaust. In 1905, he writes, a

vine, two pear trees, and several dwarf
shrubs fell victims to caterpillars ; and
at the beginning of the following spring

the insects again made their appearance,
notwithstanding all precautions against

them. In June, however, he laid out
part of his garden as a cycle track for

his two boys, who played at pace-

following, each taking his turn at driv-

ing or following a 2 h.n. Fafnir motor
bicycle belonging to Herr Heissmann.
The boys " trained " twice a day, and
through over-oiling the engine the ex-

haust lay tolerably thick at times over
the garden. Later in the summer his

eldest boy came to him with thi news
that the caterpillars were gone, adding

'^ec^'af^fQtu^Y:

ESSEX M.C. RACE MEETING
AT THE STADIUM.

A.C.U. LONDON TO PLYMOUTH
AND BACK RIDE.

that in his opinion they could not stan

the fumes of the petrol. Herr Heis

mann and the gardener verified tl

boy's statement about the absence
the caterpillars, and he remarks that

had never seen his garden with such

show of fruit and flowers as in 190

We may say that the editor of tl

paper in question having received

letter respecting petrol exhaust as

caterpillar-destroyer had asked f

corroborative evidence on this point,

request which drew forth Herr Heis

mann's communication. We wond
whether any English readers are in

position to produce similar evidence.

Motor Union Defence Fund.

The expenditure this year in conn
tiou with the Motor Union legal a:

legislative defence fund exceeds the

come. In consequence an appeal

been circ "ated among motorii

throughout the kingdom for contrib

tions tow ds the fund. The prese

excess of spenditure amounts to £4?

Among 6 good work done by t

Motor Union which should particula:

appeal to motor cyclists were the wc
of examining Private Bills in order

prevent legislation contrary to the

terests of motorists, successful oppc

tion to two Light Railway Bills wh
contained provision for the construct
of level-crossings on main roads,

other items. ;^

Passing through apieturesque village on the edge of Dartmoor on the return from Land's End.
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le A.C.U. Defends a Motor Cyclist.

Through a printer's error the para-

raph published last week under the

bove heading stated that the solicitor

'as instructed by the INIotor Union to

efend the motor cyclist, Mr. W. G.

XcMinnies, at Southam (Warwick-

lire). This should, of course, have

jad the Auto Cycle Union, as stated

1 the heading.

Series of Motor Car Lectures.

Motor cycliste are usually interested

I anything appertaining to a motor

ehicle, and an opportunity for

jaders to hear simple lectures

a the complete mechanism of

le modern motor car during the

atumn is to be provided by Tke
utocar. This journal has

iranged for Dr. Ormandy and
[r. J. H. Lester to give a series

f eight weekly lectures illus-

•ated by lantern slides and
jecimens of the actual working
arts of cars, and to carry out

mple, easily followed experi-

lents where such experiments

ill aid the understanding of the

roblem under discussion. Five
,rge centres have been selected,

iz., London, Liverpool, Man-
lester, Birmingham, and
ristol, but the final selection of

le centre at which the series of

ctures shall be given rests

;ainly with readers of The
utocar, who are invited to

rite and say whether they
ould attend the lectures if they
ere held in their district,

eaders in the large centres of

>pulation other than those
imed are asked to say if they
ould attend the lectures, and H '~~~

ifficient local support is forthcoming
he Autocar will endeavour to arrange
>r the lectures in their district. The
e for the course will be one guinea.

U. Badges.

The demand for the motor cycle

idge of the Motor Union is increas-

ig since the issue of the new motor
^'cle prospectus. During the week
ided Saturday, August 1st, fifteen

Eidges were despatched to new mem-
ers, bringing the total of the present
;sue of cycle badges up to 150.

Police Trap.

Three miles on the Coventry side of

Dunchurch.

Record Breaking at Glasgow.
It is now several years since Harry

Martin, riding a 2| h.p. Excelsior,
visited Celtic Park, Glasgow, and did
some magnificent performances, estab-
lishing Scotch records which have re-

mained unbeaten until now. On Satur-
day last, in connection with the sports

of the Celtic F.C, Martin again
vifiited Celtic Park and made success-

ful attacks on his own records for one.

FUTURE EVENTS.
ofer

^«

#«

«vfcr

Aug. 15—Coventry M.C. Open Hill Climb lor Motor
Bicycles and Passenger Motor Cycles at

Newnham Hill, Daventry.

„ 15—Essex M.C. 24 Hours' Ride from Woodford
to York and back.

„ ai-22—Motor Cycle Union of Ireland Open 400
Miles Reliability Trials for the Muratti Trophy.

„ 22—^A.C.U. Annial Race Meeting at the new
Stadium, Shepherd's Bush.

„ 32—General Inter-club Meet of Motor Cyclists at

Stratford-on-Avon, organised by the Bir-

mingham M.C.C.

„ 29—Essex M.C. Open 200 Miles Non-stop Run for

Motor Cycles.

Sep. I—Entries close for the Motor Cycle Tourist

Trophy Race.

„ 12—Motor Cycling Club Petrol Consumption Tests.

„ 23—The International Auto Cycle Tourist Trophy
Race in the Isle of Man.

„ Penalty Run for Members of the A.C.U. and
Clubs in the South of England Districts

affiliated to it.

Oct 3—^A.C.U. Council Meeting at Warwick.

Nov. 20-28—Thirty-second Annual Stanley Show.

^g-^g^-^l^-^^HHHHi^^-^^-^HI^^-^^^^?r".s^^^

Results of the London-Land's End and Back Bun.

At a committee meeting of the Motor
Cycling Club, held on Friday evening
last, the following awards were made
in connection with the London-Laiid's
End-London motor bicycle competition
for the Jarrott Cup, presented by the
president, Mr. Charles Jarrott : (1.)

Cup, S. G. Frost (4^ h.p. twin
Minerva), total variations from strict

schedule, 3m. 36s. (2.) Gold medal,
0. L. Summers (5 h.p. twin Vindec),
4m. 3s. (3.) Gold medal, H. G. Bell

(3^ h.p. Triumph), 5m. 53s. The
following who finished were
awarded silver medals : E.
Gwynn© (5 h.p. Vindec), C. C.
Cooke (3i h.p. Triumph), V.
Olsson (5 h.p. Vindec), H. R.
Dougal (5 h.p. Vindec), F. G.
Smith (3^ h.p. Triumph), W.
Smith (2 h.p. Moto Reve), D.
S. Baddeley (5 h.p. Baddeley),
and W. W. Adam (3^ h.p.

Triumph).

Tyneslde Motor Cyclists In End-to-end Run.

In the Newcastle Chronicle
last Wednesday reference was
made at length to the splendid
performances of the four New-
castle riders in the Land's End
to John-o'-Groat's Trials. All

are private owners and members
of the Newcastle and District

Motor Cycle Club, of which Mr.
S. W. Carty is the hon. sec. He.
with Mr. E. L. Bates, hon.

solicitor of the club, was one of
.

the two founders of the organisa-

tion, which now boasts over 100
active members. Mr. Carty has
competed in the Ia^i three six

days' trials on his N.S.U. with
©very success.

it

three, and five miles. Riding a 6 h.p.

Matchless racer Martin easily beat his

former records, and put up new times
which will take some difficulty to

match. Afi on the previous occasions,

Martin rode magnificently and aroused
the enthusiasm of the crowd. Details

of the old and new times are as follows :

Mile flying start.—^Time, Im. 6^.
Previous best Im. 7|s.

Three miles flying start.—^Time, 3m.
Previous best, 3m. 41|s.

Five miles flying start.—Time,. 5m.
42|s. Previous best, 5m. 55^s.

24ts.

Tlie TottiUt Trophy Race.

The T.T. Race for Motor Cydas
is down for decision at- the end
of next month in the Isle of Man.
Entries close on the 1st prox.,

the fee being £5 5s. per machine
for both trade and amateur riders.

In connection with this event a
special fund will be opened to pro-

vide cash prizes for the winners in

the two classes (single-cylinder and
twin-cylinder machines), and thus in-

duce, if possible, some of the Conti-

nental motor cyclists to compete.

W. Smith (2 h.p. Moto Revel at Fenny Brtdses. FA.C.U. 24 Hours' Ride]. EU Clark 125 h.p. Douglas) near Chimnoct
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A.C.U. Twenty-four Hours* Ride.

FROM an entry of thirty-five, there were twenty-

nine starters in the Auto Cycle Union's annual
ride from London to Plymouth and back, which
started from Thames Ditton at 9 p.m. on Friday.

The first check was at Guildford (15% miles), the

second at Winchester (53 miles), the third at Salisbury

(79^ miles), and the fourth at Yeovil (120^ miles).

Here also breakfast was taken, and no one was allowed

to leave until 4 a.m., plus the difference between com-
petitors' starting times and the time the first rider was
despatched. Yeovil was a notable landmark for

another reason, inasmuch as between there and Honiton
(a distance of thirty and a quarter miles) the com-
petitors were required to ride to a schedule of ih, 32m.
on both the outward and homeward journeys. This
stretch of road abounds in steep hills in both directions.

respect, being delayed no fewer than six times. Geiger

ran into a bridge and broke a wheel near Yeovil on the

outward journey, and Newman going into that town

had gear trouble, but effected a very smart repair. An
examination showed three teeth chipped off a cog wheel.

He rang up a garage and got into the workshop, and

managed to set the cog up with three new teeth, and

caught up with some of the other riders at Exeter.

Possibly the teeth did not hold, however, as he had

not arrived back at Thames Ditton late on Saturday

night.

At the Turning Point.

Twenty-one riders reached Plymouth, the journey

thus far amounting to 211^ miles. No one was

allowed to leave again before 9 a.m. plus the differ-

ence in the starting time. Crole Rees had some

The A.C.U. Twenty-four Hours' Ride. The start at 9 p.m. (Friday) Irom Thames Ditton.

Three minutes grace either over or under was allowed,
but beyond that riders could not qualify for bronze
medals for accomplishing the double journey in twenty-
four hours. There were, however, certificates for those
finishing within twenty-six hours.

The starters were: H. G. Cove (4 h.p. Jap),
H. M. Bentley (sV^ h.p. Triumph), W. O. Bentley

<5 h.p. Rex), H. V. Davidson (3^ h.p. Zenette). F. C.
Wood (6 h.p. N.S.U., with sidecar), C. H. Barfield

{S% h.p. Triumph), W. H. Bashall (5% h.p. Triumph),
W. Pratt (sj4 h.p. L.M.C.), E. W. Ashworth (7 h.p.

Minerva), E. Nelson (5 h.p. Rex), M. Geiger (6 h.p.

N.S.U., with sidecar), Eli Clark (22^ h.p. Douglas).
W. W. Douglas (2 ^ h.p. Douglas), W. Smith (2 h.p^

Moto-Reve), G. L. Fletcher (2 h.p. Moto-Reve), F.
Toman (5 h.p. Laurin and Klement), W. E. Burkin
{2^ h.p. Laurin and Klement), H. A. Cooper (3 h.p.

Triumph), R. H. Ratcliffe (3^^ h.p. Triumph), F.
Hansford (5 h.p. Peugeot), F. Cozens (10 h.p. Lagonda
tricar), O. Van Saal (5% h.p. Phanomen, with sidecar),
F. W. Barnes (3% h.p. Zenette), W. J. Newman (4 h.p.

Roc), W. A. Jacobs (3^^ h.p. Rex), J. P. le Grand
{2}4 h.p. Matchless), C. H. Crole Rees (6 h.p.

Advance), G. Rowden (4 h.p. Bat), and H. O'Hagan
{5 h.p. 'Vindec Special).

The roads were very dusty and punctures were plenti-

ful. Barfield was particularly unfortunate in this

trouble with his valve stem at Yeovil, and later was
put out of the contest through the head of his cycle
breaking, and Rat<'[j{fe wa^ delayed with a choked
petrol pipe. Barnes and O'Hagan were misdirected
when near home, and went about ten miles out of
tlieir way. Only seven arrived within the twenty-four

Competitors at me Honiton eontrol, 5 a.m., on Saturday last
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i.C.U. Twenty-four Hours' Ride.—

hours, these, with their finishing times, being;

Cove (4 h.p. Jap)
Bentley (5 n.p. Rex)
Bashall (3^ n.p. Triumph)

H. G.
W. 0.

W. H. .

W. E. Burkin (^l"" h.p^' Laurin-K/ement)
G. L. Fletcher (2 h.p. Moto-Reve) ...

Eli Clark (2| h.p. Douglas)
C. H. Barfield (3i h.p. Triumph) ...

Davidson arrived at 9.29, Ratcliffe at

H. M. S.

8 15 18|
8 17 17|
8 17 17|
8 19 6
8 19 25
8 19 30
8 47 5|

48, Barnes
at 9.48, and O'Hagan at 9.51. All agreed that the

course was a very sporting one, some of the hills being
very severe.

There were no traps, and the police lent every
assistance, keeping the streets clear in the large towns
through which the competitors passed, and in which
many hundreds of people gathered. The competitors
spoke highly of the A.C.U. arrangements for marking
the route, which consisted of Chinese lanterns by night
and arrows—^red to the left, green to the right—by
day. The winners of the three silver cups will be
announced in a future issue.

Essex M.C. Race Meeting at the Stadium.
T^'HE annual race meeting of the above club was

held on Saturday last, under delightful weather
conditions, at the Shepherd's Bush track. The
attendance was good, and the interest in the

'vents was extremely keen.

Proceedings started with the heats of the five miles

landicap for racing machines with engines not exceed-

ng 76 by 76, or the equivalent thereof. (Eight entries

vere divided into two heats. In the first, C. E. Bennett

2^ h.p. Mansfield), scratch, and H. V. Colver
2 ^ h.p. Matchless), 7s. start, and in the second W. W.
5enn (24^ h.p. Eland), ids., and D. R. Clarke {2% h.p.

final. The first heat fell to W. W. Genn (2% h.p.

Eland), los. start, in 7m. 4% s., after a good tussle
with F. Applebee (3^^ h.p. Rex), 15s. The third heat
was next run, R. O. Clark (5 h.p. four-cylinder F.N.),
los., winning easily from A. E. Dendy (3 h.p. Centaur),
45s.; time, 7m. 2%s. In the second heat, Gordon
Gibson (35^ h.p. Triumph) enjoyed 20s. start. He had
no difficulty in increasing his 5s. start from S. A.
Denman {4% h.p. Brooklands), and won eventually by
close on half a mile in 7m. 25s. The ifinal of this event
over the full ten miles furnished a better race even
than the first. Gibson was soon away, and neither

iR-;-

Coming ronnd the banUng In the event tor machines with 76 x 76 mm.
engines.

Jew Century), 5s., qualified for the final. The heat
imes were 6m. 6%s. and 6m. 44%s. respectively.

'he final produced a good contest. Colver was the
rst to get into his stride, and, riding in fine style,

uickly gained a lap on Genn. Bennett, too, lapped
le last-named, who did not appear at all happy, and
as then in turn lapped by Colver. Clarke's machine
eveloped the sulks halfway through, letting in Genn to
lird place. Colver finally won by one and a quarter
ips from Bennett, who was one and a third laps in

ont of Genn. Time, 5m. 44y^s.
The ten miles handicap for touring machines fitted

ith engines not exceeding 90 by 90 or the equivalent,

nd with a gear not higher than four to one, with 26in.

heels, had sixteen entries, six of whom failed to
>me to the post. Three heats of five miles were run,
le first in each and fastest loser qualifying for the

R. 0. Clark (4^ h.p. lour-cylinder F.N.) winner of the Ten Miles Race
tor Tourist Machines.

Applebee (fastest loser) nor Genn could hold him.

Clark's F.N., however, behaved beautifully, and a stern

chase occurred for about five miles, when he drew
level. For over a mile the two leaders ran neck and
neck, and amidst great excitement Clark eventually

drew away, and won by nearly two laps. Genn and
Applebee fought together for third place, the first-

named proving successful. Time, 13m. 5s.

The one mile flying start trials for racing machines
proved somewhat slow, and Collier's im. 2s. was never

seriously endangered. H. V. Colver gained first place

in im. S%s., Bennett did im. 7%s., D. R. Clarke im.

i4%s., G. H. Gerhard im. 15^3., and T. A. Carter

im.' i5^s.
The fourth event was a one hour race for 76 x 76

racing machines for the Dii Cros challenge trophy. Out
of eight entries the following came to the start: C. E.
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Essex M.C. Race Meeting at the Stadium.—

Bennett, 2^4 h.p. (76 x 73) Mansfield; H. V. Colver,

2% h.p. (76 X 76) Matchless; G. H. Gerhard, 2^4:
h.p. (76 X 73) Brooklands ; and T. Carter, 2^ h.p.

(76 X 76) Matchless. Colver got away badly, but
quickly recovered, and startei 1 off to catch Bennett, who
was early leading by 200 yards. In five minutes he
had lapped Gerhard and Carter, and soon after over-

hauled and passed Bennett, who soon found trouble

with his belt. In another four minutes Colver had again
lapped the two back men. A new belt was quickly
fixed for Bennett, but he was again delayed by his

carburetter catching fire. A Diamond fire extinguisher

on the spot, however, soon overcame the flames.

Twenty-two minutes from the start Colver gained
another lap from Bennett in addition to those lost by
the last named when temporarily en panne. At twenty-

two minutes Colver slowed, his machine developing
misfiring troubles; this enabled Bennett to draw
away, and in a very short time he had recovered half

a lap of his lost ground. Carter and Gerhard toured
steadily round with an eye to third place or the
possible breakdown of the leaders. Colver' s misfiring

having now ceased, he was able to hold his own for

awhile, and at the half-hour he led with 24 miles

I lap to his credit, ten laps ahead of the next man.
The final placings were: i, Colver, 49 miles 22c

yards; 2, Bennett, 44 miles 1,150 yards; and 3,

Gerhard, 42 miles 1,030 yards.

The meeting lasted until seven o'clock, and the

ten miles record attempts by Beimett and Colver were
abandoned.

Mr. Charles Jarrott acted as one of the judges,

and a large staff of officials also rendered assistance.

->-•••-<-

CLUB NEWS.
Pooklington and District M.C.C.

At a meeting recently held at Pooklington it was unani-
mously decided to form a motor cycle club to be known as
above. Members number nineteen up to time of writing.

A good programme of runs, climbs, etc., has been arranged,
which it is hoped will be well supported. Walter Barlow,
Pooklington is the hon. sec.

Lincolnshire M.C.C. (Grimsby Centre).

On Saturday next a hill-climbing competition will be
hel-d at Lambcroft Hill, near Ludborough, at 3.30 p.m.
Three classes will be included, as under : Class 1, for

machines up to 2^ h.p. (pedalling allowed). Class 2, for

single-cylinder machines of over 2^ h.p. Class 3, for multi-
cylinder machines. Entry fee Is. 6d., to be sent to the hon.
sec, E. Strutt, 78, Oxford Street, Grimsby.

Southern M.C.

The first mixed club hill-climb took place at the week-end
on a threequarter mile hill, which was kept secret. Results
worked out as follows : 1, E K. Davies (5 h.p. Peugeot
motor cycle) ; 2, T. Jones (5 h.p. Antoine motor cycle) ; 3,

J. W. Cuffley (4 h.p. Werner motor cycle). Prizes were
given after the event. It was also made the occasion on
which to present a silver cigar case to Mr. A. Vicars in

recognition of hie services as chairman.

Newcastle M.C.

The above club held a speed-judging trial on Wednesday
last over a ten-mile course on the Poiiteland Road. The times
varied from 15 to 19 m.p.h., and out of a total of fifteen

starters the first five competitors were within 42s. of schedule
time. That motor cyclists can so closely judge the moderate
speeds at which they are set to travel over a tar macadam
road should be an object lesson for the police. The winners
were : 1st, J. Daglish (4^ h.p. Antoine) ; 2nd, J. H. Douglas
(3^ h.p. Fafnir) ; 3rd, Jos. P. Robson (3^ h.p. Fafnir).

Liverpool M.C.

The 200 miles reliability run to Holyhead and back proved
to be one of the most interesting that the club has under-
taken. The route chosen was through Queen's Ferry, St.

Asaph, Conway, Menia Bridge, returning through Bettws-
y-coed, Llangollen, Wrexham, and Queen's Ferry. The
run, which was very enjoyable throughout, has helped in

the neighbourhood to prove the reliability of the motor cycle.

Seventeen faced the starter, and seventeen finished, and had
it not been for the eighteen miles per hour limit between
controls all would have been winners. The competitors' names
are as follows : T. A. Clarke (3^ h.p. Addison-Fafnir),
E. M. Brimmell (3^ h.p. Triumph) F. C. Jones (3^ h.p. Rex),
Mr. and Mrs. F. Lee (7-9 h.p. Jap-Waverley), Cranston
(7-9 h.p. Jap-Waverley), S. Allen (5 h.p. Waverley-Sarolea),

G. Read and Pass (5^ h.p. N.S.U.), C. Garner (3^ h.p.

Triumph), A. Booth (3^ h.p. Bat), R. Rutherford (5 h.p.

Vindec), H. Brooks (3^ h.p. Brown), J. Bennet (5 h.p. Waver-
ley-Peugeot), J. Bethel (3^ h.p. Triumph), L. Fehr, hon.

sec. (7-9 h.p. Star), G. Owens (5 h.p. Peugeot), M. Lake
(10-12 h.p. Humbpr>. W .Johnston (12 h.p. Sizaire-Naudin),
and C Murdock (official car).

Five riders finished without losing a single mark, and had
to run over a circular course for another 100 miles. The
winners were T. A. Clark (capt.), F. Lee, E. M. Brimell,
F. C. Jones, and Cranston. First prize, Cranston ; second,
F. Lee ; third, F. C. Jones. The committee would like to
thank the willing helpers.

Worcestershire M.C.C.

On Saturday last a speed-judging competition was held over
an eleven mile course. Each competitor was given a different
time to compete the course, and the result was as follows :

T. Smith (5 h.p. Rex), winner, exact; E. Burgess (5 h.p. Rex),
15s. fast; W. Brightwell (6 h.p. N.S.U. tricar), 30s. fast;
H. J. Heaven (3^ n.p. Quadrant), Im. 45s. fast ; G. Sanders
(3^ h.p. Minerva), Im. 45s. fast; H. C. Pickering (2^ h.p.

Rex), 2m. fast; J. L. Partington (3^ h.p. Minerva), 2m. 30s.

fast; C. A. WiUiams (3^ h.p. T.T. Triumph), 3m. 45s. fast;
A. Jennings (3i h.p. T.T. Triumph), 3m. 45s. fast; L. Picker-
ing (5 h.p. Rex), 4m. 45s. fast; S. Rodway (2| h.p. Kerry),
ll^m. slow.

Newcastle and District M.C.C.

The annual reliability trial of the above club was held on
August 2nd and 3rd to Stranraer, via Kelso, Moffat, and
New Galloway, and home via Castle Douglas, Langholm, and
Hawick, being a total mileage of 420 miles.

Fifteen competitors duly arrived at Stranraer, and started
back next morning at eight o'clock. The first control was
at Castle Douglas. The competitors then proceeded through
Dumfries, Annan, and Canobie to Langholm for dinner.
Tea was partaken of at Otterbum, and all faces were

anxiously turned towards Newcastle, where the trial finished
at the Barras Bridge Hotel at 8 p.m.

All who had left Stranraer that morning with one exception
timed in at the finish, and so concluded the largest and
severest trial conducted by the Newcastle Club. The follow-
ing awards were made

:

First prize, N.S.U. silver cup, S. W. Carty (3| h.p.
N.S.U.), lost 3 marks; second prize, R. B. Smith (6 h.p.
N.S.U. tricar), lost 4^ marks; third prize (presented by Mr.
E. Hawkins), Capt. Sir R. K. Arbuthnot, Bart., R.N. (4 t.p.

Triumph), lost 5 marks.
The club standard gold medal has been awarded to : L.

Rosenvinge (3| h.p. N.S.U.), J. F. MaUet (6 h.p. N.S.U.),
D. M. Mallet (4 h.p N.S.U.), A. Fenwick (5 h.p. Vindec
Special), R. Embleton (3| h.p. N.S.U.), S. Hudson (3i kp.
Hobart), L. Austin (3| h.p. N.S.U.), R. Ellis (3^ h.p. Rex),,

W. H. Outwin (3^ h.p. Triumph), and G. Dyson (3^ h.p.
Triumph).

Special awards : Gold medal presented by Mr. Robson
Crosier—S. W. Carty; R.A.C. silver medal, for first in pas-

senger class—R. B. Smith; gold medal presented by Mr. S.

Hudson—Capt. Sir R. K. Arbuthnot, Bart., R.N.
Coventry M.C.

Over sixty entries have been received for the open hill-

climb at Newnham, near Daventry, next Saturday, including
ill the well-known hill-climbing experts. An interesting
competition is sure to be witnessed, as the competitors will

converge on Daventry from all parts of England.
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A gold medal will be awarded for the best placing on

A.C.U. formula in each class and a prize for the fastest

Lime in each class. In addition, two prizes will be presented

•or the best performance by a private owner on formula

and on time. The Motor Cycle, will present a silver rose

bowl for the best combined performance on formula and on

time by a private owner.
All machines must be fitted with efficient silencers, two

brakes, metal motor cycle mudguards, touring saddle,

roadster motor cycle tyres, lamp, toolbag with tools weigh-

ing not less than 5 lbs., stand, and horn. Cut-outs will

not be allowed.

The weighing will take place at Messrs. Reynolds'

Garage, Daventry, between eleven a.m. and one p.m. All

machines must be presented exactly as they will be ridden.

No practising on the hill will be allowed.

Birmingham M.C.C.

On Saturday next the run is to Ashby ; meet at the top

of Gravelly Hill at 2.30 p.m. A committee meeting will be
held at headquarters on Wednesday, 19th inst., at 7.0 p.m.,

and on the 22nd inst. this club will join in the inter-club

meet of motor cyclists at Stratford -on-Avon. Mrs. F. G.
Sandison has offered a prize for a hill-climb to be held
on the 23rd inst. Meet Victoria Square, 10.30 a.m.

Blackpool and District M.C.C.

The results on formula of the hill-climb, held last month,
are as follows :

Figure of merit.
1. J. G. Warburton (4 h.p. Roc) 82.9
2. J. Stanworth (3| h.p. N.S.U.

D. Baker (3| h.p. N.S.U.)
Dr. Reid (3^ h.p. Triumph)
W. Taylor (3^ h.p. Triumph)

93.9

96.4

102.7

Waksfleld M.C.

The winner of the Triumph gold medal in the one hundred
miles reliability trial to one mile beyond Leeming Bar and
back to Wakefield is

E. Slater. There were , _

twelve competitors. Dr.

S. Reader being second
(silver medal), and T.

Smith third (bronze

medal).
It has been arranged

to hold a hill-climb-

ing competition on
Saturday, September
5th. Particulars of the
hon. secretary, W. H.
Fillmore, 42, Finder-
fields Road, Wakefield.

Tlie Motor Cycling Club.

Will members kindly
make a note that the
hon. secretary, Mr. A.
Candler, will be away
for his holidays from
Friday next, August
14th, until September
7th ? During that
period all communica-
tions to the club should
be sent to Mr. R. C.

Davis, Standish Gat©,
Southwood Road, NeTV
Eltham, S.E., who will act as hon. secretary in Mr._ Candler's

absence. The winner of the Jarrott Cup in the Land's
End and back run will be announced shortlv.

, Slater, tlie winner of the Wakefield M.C.
100 Miles Reliability Trial.

->-•••-<-

A RUN ROUND THE NORTH OF CAITHNESS.
MANY of the competitors in the End-to-end com-

petition, not content with motor cycling eight

hundred and ninety odd miles in six days,

spent the Sunday following the conclusion of

the run in exploring the northern corner of Caithness

on their ever vigorous steeds. Thanks to the kind-

ness of Mr. R. Moore, who has won the A.C.U.
"six days' " gold medal four years in succession, we
were enabled to follow the example of the others, and
lunch first at John-o'- Groat's and then drive the trusty

Phelon and Moore on to Thurso, that quaint little town
which is the chief port for the Orkneys. All along

the coast the islands afford a splendid view, and serve

to break the monotony of the seascape. As we leave

the coast the country becomes barren and desolate, and
not a tree is to be seen till Castleton is reached—-a tiny

village nestling in a hollow by the sea, a veritable

oasis in what is almost a desert. Leaving Thurso by
the inland route, the scenery is equally uninteresting

until a short glimpse is obtained of the grand sharp
pointed peaks of the North-western Highlands, which
contrast so strongly with the tamer outlines of the

Grampians as seen from the Drummochter Pass. The

road is mostly straight and fast, but is by no means

flat, and the surface varies from smooth to rough.

Our mount was the identical Phelon and Moore which

its designer had successfully piloted through another

long distance trial, and splendidly it ran in our un-

accustomed hands. First and foremost, its ease of

starting and the simplicity and efficiency of its gear

appealed to us. Pushing off on the low gear, freeing

the engine, lazily bestriding the saddle, accelerating

the engine, pulling over the gear lever to first speed,

and starting away from standstill were experiences so

delightful that stopping and getting under way were

quite the most pleasant part of the afternoon's experi-

ences. Up the few hills in the neighbourhood the low

gear was never needed. The drive, contrary to the

general ideas of chain transmission, which most people

think must be harsh, was delightfully smooth, and the

machine proved to be speedy as well as comfortable.

The control of both the gear and engine is decidedly

well thought out, especially the Bowden hand throttle,

which we found to be a great comfort. Our short run

left us with a still better opinion of the Phelon and

Moore motor bicycle.

Numerous letters have appeared in our correspond-

ence' columns calling attention to the methods of some
firms, and in a few cases invidious comparisons have
been drawn between British and foreign firms, parti-

cularly with regard to prompt attention to orders. A
letter which we have had an opportunity of perusing

addressed to A. W. Gamage, Ltd., Holborn, E.C., is

sufficient proof that this firm gives prompt attention to
all business matters relating to its motor cycle depart-
ment.

On a very silent car it is comparatively easy to hear

when a faster and somewhat noisier vehicle is coming up
from behind. On a motor cycle it is more diflficult, as

the noise of an unenclosed engine beneath the driver,

and the rush of wind, render inaudible most outside

sounds. In the recent End-to-end run the official cars,

which often of necessity had to forge ahead, had diffi-

culty in making the motor cyclists hear the note of the

horn. The few men who had mirrors on the handle-

bar found them of great service.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible_]^for^the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.^r'

Tyre Inflators.

[3469.]— If " Ixion " will drill a small hole through the

barrel half an inch from the cap of his tyre pump, he can

jhen drop some oil into same and lubricate the washer, and
:he pump will also be found to inflate the tyre more rapidly,

IS the small hole, if anything, improves the compressing

3ower of the pump. PUMP.

Holders for Starting Handle.

[3470.]— I should like to know if any of your readers

w\io ride Rex de Luxe machines have any arrangements for

;arrying the starting handle, and, if so, if they would be

^ood enough to explain through your columns, as I am
iure it would be very useful information?

At present I carry my handle in my coat pocket, but find

:hat it quickly wears a hole in the pocket and is also very

leavy.
i

Perhaps the Rex Co. may have some provision on their later

nodels, and, if so, I should be pleased to hear from them.
FREE ENGINE.

A holster made of leather or two pump clips make a very

good holder for starting handle. The latter should be of

the type provided with thumbscrews for fastening clip to

frame.

—

Ed.]

The Lightweight Question.

[3471.]—As I read in your valuable paper The Motor
lycle the interesting information about lightweights, I

;hought a description of my machine might be of interest,

rhe machine weighs 68 lbs. without petrol and oil. The
mgine is a Clement-Gerrard If h.p., fitted with a spray

;arburetter, which is very similar to the latest B. and B.,

)ut made of aluminium. A plain coil is fitted. The machine
las a Clement two-speed gear fitted with gear ratios of 7 to 1

md 9 to 1. Chain drive. By changing on to bottom
jear the bicycle can be pedalled without running the

mgine. It is a wonderfully powerful little engine, and
vill pull a cyclist and myself (weight combined with the

;wo machines 29 stones) at 15 miles per hour, or take me
singly (weight 11-^- stones) at twenty-three miles per hour,

rhe two-speed gear is a very neat contrivance, and I think
f it were fitted to the existing lightweight machines that
I 2 h.p. lightweight would equal the work of one of the

leavy 3-4 h.p. machines in anything but speed.

E. wyatt.

Bore V. ''Cubical Capacity.

[3472.]—For some time past a little matter has been
rankling in my mind, and I should like to hear someone
rise's opinion about it. I suggest that the bore of an engine
iecides the power, irrespective of the stroke, because the piston
speed remains nearly the same, whatever the stroke may be.

For instance, in an engine having a stroke of 3in., the
piston travels 6in. each revolution, and taking 1,000' feet per
minute piston speed gives 2,000 revolutions per minute.
Again, an engine having 2in. stroke will have about the
same piston speed, and therefore about 3,000 revolutions per
minute. Of course, in the latter case, the gear must be
lower than in the case of a 3in. stroke, to obtain the best
all-round results.

Thus, in my opinion, the stroke makes very little difference
bo the power, provided the engine is geared in proportion to

the stroke.

Again, merely fitting an engine of longer stroke does not
increase the power, if the same gear is retained ; the machine
will be slower on the level, but stronger on hills.

Perhaps someone will explain why engines 70 by 70 are
rated at 2 h.p., and 70 by 76 at 2^ h.p.

I have not missed a iiumber of The Motor Cycle since it

was first published. A. W. SMITH.

Vexatious Delays.

[3473.]—In answer to an advert, in The Motor Cycle, 1

sent to England on March 25th, 1908, 17.=. 6d. for a variable
pulley. On May 25th, not having received a reply, I again
wrote asking why ; sufficient time having elapsed for a reply
to my second letter (I have received replies to other letter's

I sent to various people in England on the same date). I

venture to bring the matter under your notice, as it is not
conducive to the business of an advertiser if one is treated
in this way. True the item is a small one, but the same

,

principle is involved as though it was a larger amount, and
the same amount of worry and annoyance is caused. I have
noticed that you had occasion to publish similar complaints
from people at home—i.e., inattention and delay in attending
to postal orders—during the past year ; but to one abroad it

is more serious and vexing, as if prompt attention is given
it takes six or seven weeks to receive any article from
England. You might give advertisers a hint to give prompt
and careful attention to enquiries or orders from abroad, and
thus encourage people to send what trade they can to
England, instead of letting the money drift into the hands
of German and American firms, who are pushing hard here.

Capetown, S.A. THOS. R. BUTLER.

Motor Cycle Finish.

[3474.]—I was indeed interested in your leaderette on
" Motor Cycle Finish " which appeared a short time ago,
in which you advocated that the modern motor cycle should
have fewer plated parts, and that it should be painted, or

enamelled, with a more sensible colour than the present
"funeral" black, which to me seems an absurd colour to use,

as it shows up every speck of dirt or dust, and a machine
thus enamelled quickly resembles a dust-bin • after a short
run on wet or dusty roads. Light French grey, to my mind,
is the best colour, as a machine of this colour never looks
really dirty, and it may interest some of your readers to

learn that there is at present a " paint " on the market
which can be applied to any part of a machine without neces-

sarily dismantling same, and if carefully done it is difficult

for anyone to tell that it had not been stove enamelled. If

any of your readers care to write me I shall be happy to

furnish them with the makers' name and address, which I

enclose, unless the Editor will not consider it a veiled adver-
tisement and publish same. I may say I "painted" a machine
of mine with same over a year ago, and it still lookSj as

good as when first applied, and I have specified that my new
machine (6 h.p. Advance) shall be "painted" this colour.

Of course I have no intei'est in the firm mentioned.

CECIL H. CROLE-REES.
[We publish the name as a matter of general interest. It is

"Velure," and is sold by Chancellor and Co., Ltd., Clerken- -

well Road, E.G. At the same time, we do not recommend
readers generally to attempt to paint machines all over
without dismantling —Ed.]

Dissatisfied Owners.

[3475.]—I have read with interest the complaints from-
dissatisfied owners which you occasionally very justly publish,

and I believe that they represent an unpleasantly large pro-

portion of motor cyclists. I, for instance, having used a
single-cylinder machine with satisfaction, ventured on the
most reputable and expensive English-made twin for 1908.

The assembler with whom I placed my order sent a cheque
off for the engine at once. There then ensued a delay of

two months, during which our agitated enquiries were met
by a threat of returning the cheque, which, unfortunately, was
not carried out. The engine arrived just in time for Easter,
and we noticed that the external finish of the magneto
gear case was very rough. The most noticeable feature of
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CAN MOTOR BICYCLES CLIMB HILLS?

" You must fit one of the excellent two-speed

"gears now marketed, by the aid of which

" you can climb Sutton, and, what is more,

(a) climb it at a slow and comfortable pace,

(b) climb it every time,

(c) climb it twenty times running,

{d) climb it without any special preparation,

(e) climb it when your engine is below par,

(/) climb it when your engine is Jieated by a

previous 100 miles non-stop,

(g) climb it when it is blocked by traffic,

{h) climb it when it is liberally smeared with

grease,

(i) climb it when you are an absolute novice."

(Extract from article by " Ixion," in "The Motor Cycl?,''

July 22nd, 1908.)

THE ROC WAY.

ONE TOUCH OF PEDAL
MAKES THE WHOLE WORLD FLAT.

The ROC way is the ONLY WAY to achieve the above results.

If you cannot afford a genuine RCC machine, you can ccnveit your otherwise excellent

machine into the ROC system with hand starting through LIVE AXLE—CLUTCH
AND TWO SPEED GEAR, at an inclu.ive cost of 10 gns. Send for particulars.

Roc 4 h.p. Royal Military Mode), clutch,''^gear, hand startinj, etc.

48 gns.

Showing conversion compi ted.

Note all in back wheel— ped al

levers, car control.

NOTE.—Machines sent for conversions should be consigned to our works as below, either direct, or

through an authorised agent, with a label clearly indicating sender's name. Machinesisent for this

purpose will be generaUy returned within three days from receipt, testei and completed. The

efficiency of each conversion is guaranteed. ANY make of belt driven machine is convertible.

Send for booklet end users' opinions to

A. W. WALL, LTD., ROC MOTOR CYCLE WORKS,
^ BIRMINGHAM.

ASTON RD. & DARTMOUTH ST.

Telegrams—" Roc, Birmingham."
Telephone—5712, Central.

In answering this advertinemeiit it i" dp.sirnhle that you mention " The Motor Cyclt.
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Without the loss

of a single mark
ON

DUNLOP
Mr. G. A. Palmer, who rode a twin-cylinder Roc,

fitted with Dunlop tyres, in the End to End run, writes :

*'The tyres have not been pumped up since I left

Penzance, and I ha\\e had no trouble whatever."

Mr. Palmer went through the trials without losing a mark.

Wircd-on,

or beaded

edge (as

illustrated).

Booklet

gratis and

post free

on request.

DUNLOP TYRE C05V1PAJMY, LTD.,

Aston, BBRSVUNGHAM ;

Alma Street, COVENTRY.
Branches—London, Nottingham, Manchester, Newcastle,

Norwich. Bristol, Leeds, Glasgow, Dublin, Belfast.

In answering this advertisewnf it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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r
LEWESHAM
Mr. H.J. Bell's Report in The Motor Cycle.

"Adverting to F. W. Barnes's performance
on the sprcng frame 'Zenette,' I wish it to
be distinctly understood that 1 leave
speed out ot the question in referring to
Ills performance. This machine was
iitted witti the firm's 'Gradua* vari-
able gear, and it was this gear that
enabled the rider to cliinb the hiil
ana negotiate the tricky S bend
in a

Comfortable

way,comfortable because
the speed was reason-
able. It was vhe first
time this variable
gear had appeared
in competition,

and it Behaved
Admiraiiiy."

A.C.C. HILL CLI
MAY 30th, 1908.

Average gradient 1 in 8, steepest 1 in 3"96.

31 h.p. "ZENETTE
with "GRADUA" GEAR,

accomplished another fine climb, clearly demon-
stratmg its excellent capabilities, which was from a

standing start on a gradient of I in 18.

One Zenette Entered, One lenette Successful

!

only previous hill climbs the ' ZENETTE " (and "GRADUA" GEAR)
appear, d in sre

~
, LEWISHAM C.C. (CUDHAM HELL),

1 ONE ENTERED, ONE SUCCESSFUL.

ESSEX C.C. (LIPPITT'S HSLL,
TWO ENTERED, TWO SUCCESSFUL.

tiThe Motor Cycle" says
"ZENETTE" WITH "GRADUA" GEAR.

" During the time thie machine was in our hands the gear did
tverything which is claimed for it. To start from a standstill
the enfLine had only to be accelerated very slightly, and when
the operaiing wheel was revolved clockwise the drive was taken
up both smoolhly and effectively. In negotiating Muswell Hill

by no means the lowest gear was used, and yet the machine
gathered speed as it went up."

ZENITH MOTORS ^TO. 1'

"ZENETTE" SPRING
Price 50 guineas nett cash.

FRAME. 3i h.p. and "GRADUA" GEAR.
A few exchanges enteriained.

Works: 101a, Stroad Green Road, Finsbury Park, London, N.

Showrooms : 119, Stroud Green Road, Finsbury Park, London, N.

The " WOLF " is not a play

thing— it's rightly and
soundly constructed

with a view to high

speed and hard

work.

THE
44WOLF ff

The "WOLF " has a specially

built frame, has an as-

tonishing hill-climbing

capacity, and is

Featherweight Motor Cycle. "^^ British made
The Lightest, Cheapest, and most soundly constructed motor cycle at a bicycle price, ^^k. throughout,

S^^p"^'_p/^7'.'** *!!!" ^"S'"^~^- J- Steven's 2J h.p.,; bore 2Ain., stroke 2jin.
Coil— Fuller. Accumulator—Premier: Carburetter—A. J. Steven's- automatic air inlet and

throttle combined. Belt— Best Chrcme. Jockey Pulley— Ball Bearing. Frame—22in. and 24inTank—To which combined petrol, lubricatins: oil, and coil compartments are fitted. Wheels—26in. or 28in
Tyres—Wasp No. i, ifin, d ameter. Made speciaUy by the Dunlop Rubber Co., Ltd. Controls—Valve lifter and

ignition are controlled by one lever
; when magneto, extra lever for ignition. Handlebar—Wide raised, to which a switch

of neat design is fitted. Brakes- Wasp front and back roller or inverted levers. Finish—Best black enamel, lined two colours.
Olive green, silver lines, 10s. extra.

" Wolf " Tyres made by the Dunlop Rubber Co., Ltd., 2in. to fit any standard ijin. rim, 20s. extra.

WEARWELL MOTOR CARRIAGE CO., Ltd., WOLVERHAMPTON.
Write for lisfe.

AN
EFFICIENT

MOTOR CYCLE
WEIGHING
ONLY

60 lbs.

A WELL-CON-
STRUCTED

BRITISH-BUILT

MACHINE
FOR ONLY

£19 19 0.

In answering either of these advertisements it is desirable that yon mention " The Motor Cycle."
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVEBTISEMENTS In these

tolumns—Id. per word, minimum Is. Name
and addrtM must be counted. In tlie case

of Trade Advertisements a series of tliirteen

iDsertfont is charged as twelve.

All advertisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the effleet ot " The Motor Cyole," Coventry.

To ensure insertion letters tbovM be posted

In time to reaeh the offices of "The Motor

Cycle," Coven^, on the Friday morning, or

if sent to London, by the Thursday aftanaoon

previous to the date of publication.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY
For the convenience of purchasers of second-hand

motor cycles, it has been suggested that the advertise-

ments be classified into districts, as many readers like

to know what machines are for sale in their imme-
diate neighbourhood before going further afield.

Experimentally, therefore, we have divided the

advertisements into eleven sections, as follows:

Plan showing division of England
into Sections.

Durham, an
SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland,
Westmorland.

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.

SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby, Stafford

Shropshire, Montgomery, and Merioneth.

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland, Northamp-
ton, Warwick.

SECTION V.
Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon, an

Bedford.
SECTION VI.

Worcester, Hereford, Radnor, llrecknock, Mon
mouth, Glamorgan, Carmarthen, Cardigan anu
Pembroke.

SECTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buck'ngham, Berks, Wilts au;.

Hants, Channel Islands.
,

SECTION VIII,
Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, and Sussex

SECTION IX.
Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

SECTION X.
Scotland.

SECTION XI.
jlrelan^.I and Isle of Man.

The PREMIER—
BEST HOUSE FOR

CASH, EXCHANGE,
EIXrENDED F»AYIVBENTS.

LEW MODELS.
TRIUMPH 2h h.p., 1908, magneto £48

WARWICK, shop-soiled only 46
TRIUMPH 3^ h.p., 1907, magneto 39

N.S.U. 3i h.p., 1908, magneto, new, 26' wheels 40

N.S.U. 3I h.p., magneto, new, igo8, 24" wheels 40

N.S.U. 3} h.p., rgoS, twin, magneto, 24' wheels 45

N.S.U. 6 h.p., 1908, twin, magneto 54
N.S.U. li h.p., 1908 lightweight, magneto .. 34
REX DE LUXE 3J h.p., 1908, magneto, two-

speed gear 50
Also various other new models, Motosacoche,

F.N., Roc, Vindec, Warwick, etc., all in stock.

SOILED AND SECOND-HAND.
TWIN N.S.U., 1908, 6 h.p.. Roc clutch, and

improved two-speed gear, Montgomery
sidecar £58

N.S.U. TWIN, 6 h.p., magneto, 1907, two-

speed gear, coach-built sidecar. ...... . 38

N S U 3j^ h p., 1908, accumulator, shop-soiled,

cost £36 28

G.B. ZEDEL 5-6 h.p., 1908, engine magneto,

two-speed, spring forks, fan, footrests,

perfect, cost over £70, will accept 35

MINERVA TWIN 1908, Palmer cord tyres,

I in. belt, perfect condition 30

TWIN ROC 5 h.p., Peugeot engine, magneto,

free-engine 30
VINDEC SPECIAL, 3i h.p., two-speed .... 30

ROC 4 h.p., 1907, magneto, free-engine, Druid

spring forks 25

ROC 3|h.p.,magneto, clutch, good running order 12

N.S.U. 3^ h.p., 1907, magneto, new Roc two-

speed gear, spring forks 30

REX TWIN TOURIST, magneto, '08, as new 27

JAP, 6 h.p., magneto, '08, Chater Lea frame,

not run 27

VINDEC SPECIAL si h.p., magneto, Truffault

spring forks 26

F.N. Lightweight, magneto, spring fork, perfect 21

NOBLE, 3 h.p., long wheelbase, good order .

.

10

WHITLEY 3i h.p., spray carburetter 8 10

JAP, 6 h.p , Twin, Chater Lea frame, grand

condition t:^ ^
KERRY 5 h.p., twin, two-speed, hand-startmg 20

ANTOINE 4 h.p., low frame, free-engine 15

ZENITH bicar, free engine, good condition .. 17

WERNER, twin, 4 h.p., recently overhauled

and refinished 16

N.S.U. 5i h.p., magneto, overhauled, two-

speed gear 25

N.S.U. TWIN, 5j h.p., good condition 20

REX 3i h.p., John-o'-Groat's model 10

Others constantly arriving.

Let us give you details of the

WARWICK CAR-STYLE MOTOR CYCLE,

Hand-startin?, ball bearing 4 h.p. engine,

Bosch magneto, spring forks. Roc (licensed)

clutch, epicyclic two-speed gear, started and
driven like a car; several seasons in advance

of ordinary motor cycle design.

Piice 45 guineas.

TYRE BARGAINS.
Get your maclune WELL SHOD.

Sent on approval from our BRAND NEW 1908 STOCK.

PETER UNION COVERS.
PRF.MIER PRICE. Ordinary Price.

24X 2i £0 18
26 X 2J . . . „ 1 1 6
26 X 2i 15

£1 2
I 8

I 13

SHAMROCK COVERS, 26 x 2J, 12/6 each.

NEW TUBES—PETER UNION.

PREMIER PRICE.
24X2i £0 S
26x2i O 8 6
26X2J .... 10 6
CLINCHER TUBES,
PREMIER PRICE.

24X2i ....£0 7 6
26x2i 7 6
Dehvery per return,

Ordinary Price.
£011 o
o 12 o
o 13 o

New, Best Grey Quality.

Ordinary Price.

£0 ir 6
o r2

Sent on APPROVAL loi

three days.

PRECVIIER ACCUr/IUIUATORS.
BRITISH-MADE. Sent on four days' actual TRIAL

specially heavy plates—do not disintegrate.

10 amo 9/6 \ List on

20 amp 12/6 f apphcation.

PREMIER MOTOR AGENCY,
Aston Road, BIRMINGHAM.

Telephone : 4310. Telegrams :
" Primus," B'ham,

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " Office.

When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registra-
tion, and three stamped and addressed envelopes must
be sent for forwarding replies. Only the number will

appear in the advertisement. Replies should be
addressed, " No. 000, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Cov-
entry "

; or if " London " is added to the address, then
to the number given, c/o " The Motor Cycle," 20,
Tudor Street, E.G.

J»^ DEPOSIT SYSTEM. "Wi
Persons who hesitate to SMid money to unknown
persons may deal in perfect safety by availing them-
selves of our Deposit System. If the money be de-
posited with " The Motor Cycle," both parties are
advised of this receipt, and upon intimation of the
arrival and acceptance of the goods, the money is

forwarded less a charge of is. for registration. The
time allowed for a decision after receipt of the goods is

three days. For all transactions exceeding fro iit

value, a deposit fee of 2S. 6d. is charged. All deposit
matters are dealt with at Coventry, and cheques and
money orders should be made payable to llitJe and
Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
silence as an indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed ot Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to

each one by post
All letters relating to advertisements must state

distinctly under what heading they appeared, and date
ot issue.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham,
and Westmoreland.

FOUR-CYLINDER F.N., perfect condition,
new tyres; £20.—Stallybrass, 20, Nortli

Parade, WTiitley Bay.

TRIUMPH, 1907. magneto, perfect condition,
spares and accessorifes; £32.—Mace, 23,

Murray Street, West Hartlepool.

31 h.p. Excelsior, M.M.C., good Oontinen-
2 tals, very powerful, grand running

order; £10 10s.—Musgrave, Norwood Villa,
Windermere.

7-9 h.p. Motor, Phelon and Moore two-speed,
heavy Dunlops, Whittle belt, Druid

forks, splendid condition ; £33.-^Brook,
Staham, Walls&nd.

TRIUMPH, 3J h.p.. Palmer tyres, magneto,
spring forks, handle-bar control, stand

and accessories, all in perfect condition, has
not been ridden 200 miles; owner having
bought car; price £31.—S. Allen and Co., 8,

Elswick Court, Northumberland Street,
Newcastle-on-Tyne.

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.

31 h.p. Rex, good condition ; £18.—W. T.

2 Awmack, 8, New Briggate, Leeds

N.S.U. 5i h.p. Twin, magneto; bought at

Easter; price £30.—Naylor, Lee Mount,
Halifax.

GENUINE Minerva. Zi h.p., spring forks,
good order; £16 16s.—Cross, Jeweller,

Rotherham.

31 h.p. N.S.U., two speeds, horn, tools,

2 stand, etc., perfect, nearly new; 25

guirieas.—Be]ow.

OJL h.p. Brown, new; £37 model; cheap.—
02 Bousfield. Micklegate, York.

N.S.U., 3 h.p., 1907 machine, low, splendid
condition; sacrifice £16 10s.—Scnofleld,

Ainsdale, Southport.

1 Q07 Tmn Rex, perfect running order;
I-tJ £20; exchange entertained.—45, In-

firmary Road. Sheffield.

PHELON and Moore, 3i h.p., two-speed,
magneto ; £30, with sidecar, £34.—

Briggs, Ironmonger, Brighouse.

Q h.p. Singer, chain drive, condition as

j^ new, magneto, or exchange: £9 18a., rii

offers.—57. Parrin Lane, Morton, Manchester.

In answeiing any of these advertisements it is '['•^"uble that you mention "The Motor Ci/cle.
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)TOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
h.p. Standard Pattern N.S.U. Light-
weigM, magneto, new last August, in

ellent running order, tyres good, and
dy for the road, with horn, stand, and
Is; £20.—No. 484, The Motor Cycle Ofaces,
rentry.

)08 Triumph, 84 by 86. magneto, perfect
' condition, hardly scratched, new rear
ef, electric horA, spare valve, platinum
nt and tools, spring saddle, given no
uble; £40 cash.—Box No. 504, The Motor
le Offices, Coventry.

h.p. 1908 Twin Yindec, Truffault forks,
Peter-Union, Eoc clutch, handle start-
magneto, perfect order, and used very

le. climb anything, splendid bargain;
ing up; lowest £45; cost £65.—J. W "Will-
, Hogsthorpe, Alford, Lines.

PilEL! Ariel! ! Ariel! ! !—For immediate de-
livery, the 24 h.p. lightweight; write

catalogue and full particulars; also 3
. and 5 h.p. twin-cylinder models; a few
.p. and 5 h.p. twins at clearance prices,
riel Works, Bournbrook, Birmingham.

SECTION V.
jrfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon,
and Bedford.

WIN Minerva, spring forks, magneto, like
new, numerous spares.—Lambert. Thet-

d, Norfolk.

1 h.p. 1907 Eex, not ridden 300 miles, splen-
2 did condition; cost 32 guineas accept
L; easy payments arranged. — Parker
idge Street, St. Ives, Hunts.
AEGAUST.—3J h.p. Brown, splendid condi-

tion, engine just rebushed, new cylin-
•, Collier's foot brake, tyres perfect; £14
.—Sturton, Gonville House, Cambridge.
t h.p. N.S.U. Twin, 1908, magneto, Sham-
4 rock tyre back, Peter-Union tront
tted tubes, footboards, grand condition
justable pulley; £30. — 14. Humberstone
ad, Cambridge.

ENUINE Bargain.^lJ h.p. twin Minerva,
new Bosch magneto, spring forks, £3

i-skid just put on back wheel, had little
ar, like new; for quick sale, £24.—Wallis
icer. Hills Eoad, Cambridge.
rOTOSACOCHE, Rex, Minerva, Laurin-
L Elements, 1908, brand new machines-
'S , .^^S^S^= money saved; two latest
'del 1908 Motosacoche's, unsoiled; £26 15s
.one, Ashburton, Wells, Norfolk.

SECTION VI.
orcestershire, Herefordshire, Radnor,
Brecknock, Monmouth, Glamorgan,
Carmarthen, Cardigan, and Pembroke.
OUE-OTLINDER F.N., magneto, spring

forks. Brooks, splendid condition ; £25
ih; buying lightweight.—Motorist, 23, Park
ice, Merthyr.

L h.p. Rex, magneto. Tourist model, ball
s bearing engine, new last week; any
al; what offers? reason for selling, bought
•—Phipps, Llanfyllin.

i h.p. F.N. throughout, perfect, little
1= used, two accumulators. Brooks
Idle, N.A.B. seat-pillar, spring forks, foot-
;ts, stand, lamp, horn, spares; bargain,
'•-^9, Church Street, Ebbw Vale.
L h.p Genuine Birmingham Quadrant,

splendid condition, spring forks, Pal-
J-

cord and Brooks's non-skid, gin. Wata-
ta, two accumulators. Brooks BlOO, aeces-
les and spares; what offers ?—Davis, The
lery, Leominster.

ARGArN.-1908 3i h.p. Rex, guaranteed in
pertect condition, not ridden 500 miles,

sen magneto, brand new belt, tyres as
w. bom, stand, carrier, trial, cost £40,
>; also Acetyphote lamp. 10s.; Whittle
i-. gin., 18s. 6d.—Horton. Leominster.

SECTION VII,
loucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks,
Wilts and Hants, and Channel Islands.
EERY, 2| h.p., new tyres and accumu-
M^ m^'

first-class order; £10.—Hooper, 3.Uege Terrace. Southampton.
-^^Y ^otor Cycle, nearly new, not been
„, bidden 150 miles; price £20.—Apply
istol^

Bros., Engineers, Kingswood,

ARIEL, 3 h.p., brand new, perfect . . £29
N.S.U., 5^ h.p., twin, two speeds, mag. £31
REX, 5 h.p., 1907 model, blue finish £18
REX, 3J h.p., 26" wheels, very low . . £12
MINERVA, Al h.p., 2I" tyres £23
SAROLEA, 5 h.p., verv low, new tyres £23
WERNER, 3* h.p., twin, good condit'n £17
ARIEL, 3 h.p., B. & B £13
MINERVA, 3| h.p., M.O.V., splendid

puller £16
CLARENDON, 3 h.p., vertical, Peter

Unions £11
REX, 3 h.p., 50-guinea model £10
BAT, 3I h.p., spring frame £19
REX, 3j h.p., two speeds £14
QUADRANT, 3 h.p., spring forks £12
BATLISS, 3 h.p., special price £8
N.N., 2| h.p., splendid puller £12
HUMBER, af h.p., very fine mount. . £10
CLYDE, 2f h.p., magneto £15
GIVAUDAN, 2i h.p., perfect, non-skid

rear £15

LIGHTWEIGHTS.
£11 ZEDEL, 2 h.p £11
£11 LLOYDS, 2 h.p £11

£8 QUADRBNT, 2 h.p £3
£8 MINERVA, 2 h.p £8
£3 JAP, 2I h.p £8
£7 HUMBER, 2 h.p £7

£9 MINERVA, 2I- h.p £9
£10 ARIEL, 2+ h.p £10

50/- down and 5/- per week secures :

3 h.p. EXCELSIOR £11

2 h.p. SINGER £9
2ih.p. JAP £11

3 h.p. REX £10
2 h.p. ORMONDE £S
2 h.p. WERNER £10
2i h.p. MINERVA £10

2| h.p. CUNARD £12

2| h.p. LLOVDS £11

2j h.p. HUMBER £8

ACCESSORieS.

RIP BOXES.
The finest extant for carrying tubes or belts. Try one

on approval. A quality, 7/6 ; B quality, 4/6.

BELT BOXES.
Hold nine feet. Any size easily fitted. A quality,

8/6; B quality, 5/6. Trade terms on request.

PALMER TYRES (Cord).
Cover. Tube. Cover. Tube.

26x2, 43/6 10/- 28x2, 50/3 10/-

26X2i, 58/9 11/- 28x2}, 63/6 11/-

26X2i, 59/3 16/3 28x-i, 64/3 17/

i

11/- allowed on old covers ai d 2/3 on tube?

TUBES.—Fully guaranteed.

.;6x2in 6/- 2S \ 2in 7/-

26x2lin 7/- 28x2im 7/6.

26x2iin 8/- 28x2 Jin 8/-

Immediate Delivery, .\pproval.

COVERS.
26 X 2in 16/-

26 X 2}in 17/6.

26 X 2iin 21/6.

'28 X 2in.

28 X 2\\n.

?8 X 2,Vin.

17/-
18/-
22/-

MAUDE'S MOTOR MART,
Powell Street, HALIFAX.

National Telephone 43 j.

8

MOTOR I BICYCLES FOR SALE.
3 h.p. Minerva, 1908, as new. not ridden
4 50 miles; £27 10s.

31 h.p. Quadrant, mag-neto ignition. 1907.
2 hardly used, perfect condition, head-

light, separate generator, bell, horn, Broaks
spring seat, cut-out; a bargain, £32 10s.

2i h.p. Excelsior, surface carburetter, Pal-
2 mer back tyre. Clincher front, in good

order ; £8.

41 h.p. De Dion car, seat four, in good
2 running order, lamps, tyres in good

condition, genuine bargain ; sale or ex-
change, £50.

5-6 h.p. Stirling Panhard, horizontal en-
gine, dogcart body, three speeds and

reverse, brand new gears, lately painted,
tyres as new, wheel steering; sale or ex-
change, £25.

h.p. Rover, 1907 type, seats, four, splendid,
order, hood, screen, lamps; £170.

13. h.p. Werner; £5.
I4
T'HE Above Cycles are to be seen at W. J.

Eandall's Garage, 3, High Street, And-
over.

7-8 h.p. Peugeot, Chater No. 6 frame, not
ridden 60 miles, too fast for owner;

£35.—Travers, Bridge Street, Southampton.

31 h.p. Triumph, 1907, new April this year,
2 variable pulley, in good condition ; £27

for quick sale.—Hughes, Oak Hill, Bursledon,
Hants.

23. h.p. Fairy Lightweight Motor Cycle,,
4 twin-cylinder engine, first-class order

;

£12 10s.—Willway and Sons, Ltd., St. Augus-
tine's, Bristol.

41 h.p. Bat, with sidecar, in splendid run-
4 ning order, complete with spares;

bargain, £23.—Hinder. 1, Dublin Orescent,
Henleaze, Bristol.

31 h.p. Cycle, Excelsior, in good condition,
2 too powerful for owner, or exchange

for smaller power.—M. Cave, Chilton Foliat,
Hungerxord, Berks.

4 h.p. Single-cylinder Ormonde, with Lib-
erty sidecar, good order; sold separ-

ately or together; cheap.—Phillips, Lang-
ham, Alton, Hants.

5 h.p. Peugeot Twin-cylinder Motor Bicycle,-
with sidecar, Chater-Lea frame, flrst-

class order; £30.—Willway and Sons, Ltd.,.
St. Augustine's, Bristol.

23. h.p. F.N., low, fast. Palmers, all in ex-
4 cellent condition, new accumulators;.

£14 10s., cr nearest offer.—Hunt, 106, St.
Leonard's Road, Windsor.

31 h.p. Eex, Longuemare, stand, horn,
4 three cell Fuller charging battery,

voltmeter, and goggles; £14 10s.—Hughes, 8,.

Parringdon Street, Swindon.

01 h.p. Triumph, in splendid condition and
—/2 perfect order, light, climbs Dashwood,
Rich tube back, new rubber belt; £12 10s.—
Burnitt, Benjamin Road, Wycombe.

31 h.p. Rex, perfect order, just overhauled,
4 rebushed, and new Pullman back;

cost £14, ride to purchaser, £11 cash ; buying
twin.—Samuel, Wilts Bank, Trowbridge.

3 h.p. Rex de Luxe, free engine, twin tyres,
splendid running order and condition,

magneto; reason selling, bought car.—Seen
at Heath and Wiltshire's Garage, Alder-
shot.

NEW 3i h.p. 1908 Brown, magneto, low
frame, footrest, not a month, not

scratched; owner buying car; £33 lOs., cost
£42.—King, Lynchford Road, Farnborough,.
Hants

.

QUADRANT, 3 h.p., spring forks and seat-
pillar. Brown and Barlow, handle-bar

control, Roberts non-skid on back; £15 cash,
or near offers considered.—Baldwin, Frit-
well, Banbury.

TRIUIEPH, 3i h.p., 1907, condition perfect,,

as good as when bought, ridden about
200 miles, free transfer, number plates, horn,
and accessories, Goodrich non-skid on back;
great bargain at £32, or nearest offer.—Ell-

w;ood, Holmleigh, Highcliffe, Christchurch,
Hants.

23. h.p. Coventry Eagle, Chater-Lea frame,
4 De Dion Bouton engine (inclined), Lon-

guemare. wipe contact, trembler coil, adjusts
able pulley, long handles, footboards, foot
brake, tyres nearly new; any trial; guaran-
teed; £12 10s.—Carpenter, Murrin Road,
Maidenhead, Berks.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
£45.-5-6 h.p. Twin-cylinder Brown, magneto

and sidecar, three very good Palmer
cord tyres, back wheel, leather non-skid
cover, handle-bar control, four-guinea head
lamp, extra strong Watawata belt, free en-
gine friction clutch; trial invited, and ex-
pert examination; climb almost anything
with sidecar.—K. Lambert, Mandora Bar-
racks, Aldershot.

SECTION VIII.

Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent,
and Sussex.

EX, 3i h.p.; £12, or good push bike and
cash.—Willard, Tangmere, Chichester.

3 h.p. Motor Cycle, in good running order;
£10.-67, Wellington Street, Woolwich.

GODFEEY and Applebee.—4 h.p. twin
Werner, good condition throughout;

£16.

ODPEEY and Applebee.—5 h.p. Eex, two
speeds, as ridden by Miss Hind, mag-

neto, suitable for either lady or gent, very
low, perfect; £33 10s.

GODFEEY and Applebee.—4 h.p. Jap, la-
test pattern, Longuemare, new belt;

£17 5s.

GODFEEY and Applebee.—3J h.p. Eex,
spray, 26in. wheels, Dunlop tyres

;

what offers?

GODFEEY and Applebee.—1908 Eex models,
on cash, gradual, or exchange terms.

All machines thoroughly tested before de-
livery.

GODFEEY and Applebee.—Any machine
overhauled and tuned up ; satisfaction

guaranteed; charges moderate.—9, Church
Hill, Walthamstow.

2 h.p. Werner, good order, wants new tyre;
£5.—W. G. Miller, 70, Cornhill, London,

B.C.

-i Q08 2i h.p. Eex Lightweight; £22 10s.—Wau-
J-U chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street,
London.

3 h.p.. Werner, perfect running order; £6
15s.—A. Soper, 313, Coldharbour Lane,

S.W.

23 h.p. Minerva, Chater-Lea frame; £11;
4 after 7.30.—227, Underhill Eoad, E.

Dulwich.

31 h.p. Antoine, spray, excellent condition;
2 £11. 6r offers.-1, Bower Mount Eoad,

Maidstone.

2 h.p. Werner, in good running order; £6
10s.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet

Street, E.G.

KEEEY, 3i h.p., splendid condition; £14,
lowest.—Hill, Princess Eoad, Buckhurst

Hill, Essex.

21 h.p. Brown, Longuemare, new tyres, in
2 splendid running order; £8 10s., or

nearest offer.

ALSO a 2i h.p. Jap, Chater-Lea fittings,
Palmer tyres, very low, in good

order; £10 10s., or best offer.—James Haynea,
grocer, Enfield Highway, Middlesex.

ROVEE, 3i h.p., a grand hill-climber; £16
16s.; exchange entertained. — Bunting,

Wealdstone.

31 h.p. Minerva, not ridden 50O miles, pass
2 for new; £21, bargain.—Bunting,

Wealdstone.

31 h.p. N.S.U.. magneto, red tank; £16
2 10s.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet

Street, London.

31 h.p. Centaur, powerful, good condition,
2 for lower power.—Hipkins, 32, Osborne

Eoad, Leyton.

KEEEY. 3J h.p., fast, splendid hill-climber;
£9 10s.—Weston, " Eichmond," Matlock

Eoad', Brighton.

BAT, 3i h.p., M.M.C., De Dion carburetter,
excellent order; £15 15s.—41, Skelbrook

Street, Earlsfleld.

"J
Q04 Eex, good sterling machine; priceLU £6 10s.—Wauchope's, 9. Shoe Lane,

Fleet Street, London.

ROVEE, 3i h.p., good condition, belt drive,
Palmers ;

£15.—" Eedcott," Dacres Eoad.
Forest Hill, London.

23. h.p. Werner, fast and perfect, £6 15s.;
4 3 h.p. Scout, £7 10s.—A. Soper, 313,

Coldharbour Lane, S.W.

OFFERS WANTED.
Cash, exchange, or extended payments.

5^ h.p. N.S.U., magneto (new) 1908 52

5 h.p. Twin VINDEC, magneto.. 35

5i h.p. REX DE LUXE (soiled) . . 35
6 h.p. Twin REX, blue lines . . 17 17
5i h.p. Twin REX, spring forks. . 17 17

5 1 h.p. REX DE LUXE, magneto 27 10
Twin REX, blue hues, new tyres 18 18

6 h.p. Twin REX, non-skids' 18 18

5^ h.p. Twin REX, magneto, 1907 23 10
4-5 h.p. Twin ALCYON, two speeds 20
4 h.p. Twin WERNER, fine machine 19 19

5 h.p. Twin SAROLEA, long frame 18 18
6 h.p. Twin ANTOINE, R.O.M. . . 22
Twin CLEMENT, spring forks 14
5 h.p. Twin ONAV^AY, very low 19
6 h.p. Twin ANTOINE, spg. fks. 22

3i

3i

3i

3l
3*

3i
3.^

3i
2i

3i
3

3
3'

4

2|

2f
4

34

31
3i
3

3

2i

2i
3

3

31
oi

31

2\

2

21

SINGL^ES—OFFERS WANT
h.p. N.S.U., ma^ neto (new) 1908

TRIUMPH, IQ07
TRIlMPH, magneto
REX, 1907, 2\ tyres

ROC, 2-speed, like new.

.

1906 REX, sprina: forks

Magneto REX RACER..
Magneto REX, (soiled) .

.

REX, spray, 21 i frame
1906 REX, spring forks

REX, sprav, fine climber
Magneto REX, 1908
MINERVA, M.O.V
GIVAUDAN, nearly new
ROVER, 26 X 2J Palmers
LLOYD'S, 26 x2j Palmers
ANTOINE, spring forks .

.

MINERVA, fine condition
CLYDE, magneto

h.p. ANTOINE, 26 x 2\ tyres .

.

h.p. SIMMS, mag., 2j- Palmers
QUADRANT, 19O6
CENTAUR, free engine .

.

HUMBER, spray
FAFNIR, very low, spray
CORONET, free engine .

.

REX, 22 frame
MINERVA, 26 x 2, spray
BROWN
SINGER, magneto
EXCELSIOR
COVENTRY EAGLE ....

Two-speed REX
h.p. CLEMENT, very low
h.p. KERRY, spray, low
h.p. RALEIGH, spray
h.p. ROYAL, vertical, spray .

.

h.p. SINGER, magneto

h.p.

h.p.

h.p.

h.p.

h.p.

h.p.

h.p.

h.p.

h.p.

h.p.

h.p.

h.p.

h.p.

h.p.

h.p.

h.p.

h.p.

h.p.

h.p.

h.p.

h.p.

h.p.

h.p.

h.p.

h.p.

h.p.

h.p.

h.p.

h.p.

h.p.

ED.

42
32 10

24 10
17 17

35
15
25
21

11

15
11

22

10

10

16 10

16
13 10

13 10

16
14 10

15
16 10
17 10

18 10
16
10 10
13 10
10 10
11 10
11 10
12 10
14
12 10
10
13 10
11

10 19
8

8
8 10

TWINS—OFFERS WANTED.
6 h.p. Twin Rex, £17 17s. or £4 and '07
Single Rex, or £8 and '05 Single Rex. or
level exchange with Single Magneto Rex.
SPECIFICATION.—Low frame, Ion? bars, low sad-

dle, Rex patent sprine; forks and foot brake,
trembler coil, f^ood tyres, and sjuaranteed in run-
ning order. Any machine takenin part payment

TRICARS.
4* h.p. W.C. BRADBURY £37 10
5J- h.p. QUADRANT Carette .... 35

5 J h.p. REXETTE W.C two speeds 35
REX-Mills-Fulford 13
A\ h.p. STEVENS 17 10
Twin REXETTE, W.C, two speeds 47 10

"Perfection" Leather V Belting—
tin. 9(i., fin. lOid., |in. 1/-, lin. 1/1.
"Serratrix" Rubber Canvas Belting,

Best on test— fin. 9d., |in. 1/-, |in. 1/4,
lin. 1/8 per foot.

THE HALIFAX MOTOR EXCHANGE,
16, WESTGATE, HALIFAX.

Telephone 766 Telegrams, " Perfection."

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SAL]

5-6 h.p. Twin Eex, Cantilever seat, eprii
forks, fifty guinea model, as ne'

splendid running order; £18 10s.

5 h.p. Twin Hamilton, fast, racy machir)
suit passenger work; £15.

31 h.p. Weruer Twin, very light and fa
2 machine; £15.

2JL h.p. Rex Light Motor Cycle smart m
'4 chine; £8.

2JL h.p. Humber Lightweight, climb almo
4 any hill, splendid condition ; £8 lOs

3 h.p. Trent, in excellent condition; £
cash, bargain.

23. h.p. Bradbury, fast, powerful machin.
4 £10 15s.—128, High Eoad, Tottenham.

Fr-6 h.p. Humber, two speeds, water-coole
O coach-built, reliable, all spares; £
—Photo, 91, Stanhope Gardens, Harringay

3 h.p. Kerry, replated, enamelled, ov«
hauled, perfect; bargain, £11 lOs

91, Stanhope Gardens, Harringay.

LIGHTWEIGHT, 2i h.p., spray, perfe
order; £6, bargain.—154, HighgateRos

Kentish Town.

REX, 31 h.p., spring forks, faultless, boug
tricar; £1% 13s.; any expert trial.—

1

Highgate Road, Kentish Town.

23 h.p. Werner, plating and enamelling
4 new, very reliable; £6 15s.—Gre€

Mashbury. Chelmsford.

3i h.p. 1908 Triumph, handle-bar contr
2 84 by 86 mm. engine, splendid com

tion ; £38.—At Wauchope's.

N.S.U., 3J h.p., 1906, like new, not ridd
1,000 miles, faultless.—5, Lansdow

Terrace, Maxton, Dover.

3 h.p. M.M.C., long and low, good conditio
£11 10s. — Thompson, 14, Salisbury Eos

Highgate Hill. London.

TWIN Eex, guaranteed perfect, all span
new belt, car lamp ; £24.—Mac, 190, Hi

Street, Stoke Newington.

F.N. Lightweight, not much used, wi
spares ; £20.—On view at 349, West E:

Lane, West Hampstead.

23 h.p. Minerva. Chater-Lea, nearly ne
4 good push bike taken in part; £16

52, Herongate, Wanstead.

MINERVA Motor Cycle, 1| h.p., faultlei

take push cycle in part.-D. Sulliva

40, Hubert Grove, Clapham.

3 h.p. Bradbury, complete; £14, or exchan
push bike and cash.-Irving. Frobish

Terrace, Altofts, Normanton.

31. h.p. Minerva, Chater-Lea low frame;
2 bargain, £10.—Paterson, 13, Musec

Chambers, Bury Street, W.C.

-j Q08 Motosacoche, accumulator ignitic

±t/ condition as new; £20 10s.—8, Barr<
Street, Manchester Square, W.

PEUGEOT, twin-cylinder. 7 h.p., and Moi
gomery sidecar; £28.—Wauchope,

Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.

QUADRANT, 2i h.p., first-class order, tyr

new; £9 IDs., or exchange for twin.

Roper, 2. Friends Road, Croydon.

3JL h.p. Minerva, Longuemare, Palmers, 1(

2 seat, strong sidecar, all Chater; £
—39, Hillfleld Place, Muswell Hill.

CHATER-LEA 2i h.p. Jap, just been ov<

hauled, new torpedo tank, coil, ai

accumulator case, all copper, very low, ai

extremely fast; can give honest reasons f

selling; would take aviary of birds in pa
exchange and cash.—Letters only. Motor.
Sydney Street, Chelsea, London.

BEESTON Humber. Ik h.p., ready to
anywhere, new tyres ; nearest £10

Tyrrill, 98, Eossiter Eoad, Balham.

J.A.P., 2i h.p., footboards, starting hand
cut-out, perfect condition; £15.—Lyn

hurst, Belsize Crescent, Hampstead.

AEIEL. 5 h.p., twin. Jap engine, excelle

condition; cheap for quick sale; offe

—1, Arminger Road, Shepherd's Bush.

Q3 h.p. Fafnir, perfect order, just be

.^4 overhauled, new accumulators, etc

11 guineas.—Austin, Acadie, Orpington.

MOTO Cycle, 2| h.p., spring forks, go

running order, just overhauled ; £9 1

—J. Webb, Eed Barracks, Woolwich.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle."
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OTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
ASTBOUENE—5 h.p. Vindec Special, per-

I feet condition, Dermatine belt, new non-
d on back; any trial given. — Eoberts,
ition Street, Eastbourne.

ASTBOUENE.—3i li.p. 1907 Minerva, ridden
200 miles, and g-ood as new.—iloberts,

ition Street, Eastbourne.

ASTBOUENE.—Wliat offers, for a No. 1

flexible Montg'oinery sidecar, very good
idition.

ASTBOUENE.—How about your old ac-
cumulator? 33J allowed if exclianged

a new one.—Eoberts, Station Street.

h.p. Twin Antoine for sale, equal to new,
very fast, climb anytliing, variable

ley, too powerful for owner; £22, accept
h.p. and cash.—P., 23, Jessica Eoad,
ndsworth.

h.p. Motosacoche purchased three
months ago, and only ridden 500

es; owner leaving England; must sell;

.—Seen at Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet
=et. London.

i.p. Triumph, magne'to, perfect condition,
expert examination invited, tyres good

aew. Palmer back; very low price to en-
& immediate sale; £19.-24, Manor E-oad,
ton, E.

)E Sale, Motor Cycle, 3i h.p., Longue-
mare, Chater-Lea, in good order, and

?car (Montgomery); a bargain, £14; any
,1.—Box L2,996, The Motor Cycle Ofllces, 20,
[or Street, E.G.

i.p. Peugeot, vertical engine, in very good.
condition for a second-hand machine,

lid make a light runabout; price, lowest,
10s.—Wauchope's. 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet

)et, London.

,07 3i h.p. Two-speed Vindec Special, mag-
neto, spring forks, large lamp, tools,

rier. tyres, as new, guaranteed perfect,
very little use; £26 10s.—186, South

ibeth Eoad, S.W.

I.p. Buchet, very low and fast, handle-
bar control, perfect; £25, or offer.

—

te, H. Kennedy, H.M.S. Commonwealth,
nnel Fleet. Garaged Wauchope's, 9,

B Lane, London.

HUMPH, 34 h.p., 1907. perfect condition,
tyres unscratched, new at Easter,

•es, lamp, horn, etc., Mabon's free engine
ch ; sacrifice £35.—15, Derby Avenue, N.
ihley, London, N.

LRGAIN.—3i h.p. Pafnir, Chater-Dea fit-

tings, late 1907, B. and B. carburetter,
e hill-climber ; £19; reason selling, owner
another; any trial.—Dr. Moxey, Victoria
Que, Pinchley, N.

h.p. Four-cylinder P.N., bought two
months ago, hardly used, latest

el; seen any time; many accessories;
— Munday, " Eusselton," Graham

aue. Upper Mitcham.

h.p. Brown, in splen .id running order,
Palmer tyres, £10; also 3| h.p. Fafnir,

er-Lea throughout, low built, long bars,
ridden 500 miles; £25, or near offer. —
. 42. Creedon Eoad, S.E.

h.p. Eex, powerful enough to climb side
of a house, low saddle, long handle-

, genuine, sound, and perfect condi-
throughout; £10 10s.—E.S., 11, French

e, Shoreditch, London.

EGAIN, best over £12.—Twin Eex, 1906,

handle-bar control, non-skid, perfect
ing order, all accessories ; cash wanted,
ermore, 231, Albert Eoad, Jarrow-on-
>. Garased Wauchope's.
EEY, 34 h.p., splendid Clincher A Won,
Brown and Barloiw, Shamrock-Gloria
26in.- plated wheels, all good as new,
al spares ; £14.—Dugmore, 51, Constan-
Eoad, South Hampstead.
I.p. Aster, Chater-Lea, Collier spring
forks, inch belt, many refinements,
d mount, little used, and in exceptional
ition: £14, or very near offer.—Sedcar,
ligh Street, Clapham, S.W.

ADEANT, 2 h.p., spares, tubes, perfect,
back butted, two accumulators, Sim-
stand, in splendid condition and work-
irder, scarcely used; £8 10s., or nearest
—P. Arnold, tailor, Eedhill.

h.p. Fafnir, very fast, practically new,
£25; 2| h.p. Kerry, excellent condi-

tyres nearly new, £17; 2 h.p. Peugeot,
erful value, £9; 2§ h.p. Buchet, bargain,
Oakley. AUsop Street, N.W.

TneWoiiLDij

Largest Dealer
Telephone no.
j;777.riOLBORN.

Do not fail to inspect our Stock and obtain
prices. Having made the Exciiange Trade
our speciality, cm quote good sound market
value for Second-hand Motor Cycles, Tricar
or Light Cars in part payment for new 1908
models. We are agents foi most makes, and
can

:
quote a liberal exchange allowance for

anyjmake at present on the English market.

Send for August Clearance List of
Second-hand Machines.

1908 VINDEC SPECIAL.
Model H., 3J h.p. £48 10

„ H., 3^ h.p., two-speed gear and free
engine clutch 58 10

Moce! F., 5 h.p., direct drive 53
„ F., 5 h.p., two-speed gear and free

engine clutch 63
Model G., S h.p., light tourist 52

You can get them at Wauchope's. Exchanges
arranged.

F.N.
Lightweight £35 3
5/6 h.p., four-cylinder 52 10

You can get them at Wauchope's. Exchanges
arranged.

MINERVA.

2i h.p £29 4i h.D £39
3i h.p 32 7/8 h:p 45

You can get them at Wauchope's. Exchanges.

JOB LINE OF MOTOR CYCLE COVERS (BEADED).
26x2, 26x2i, 26x2j, 28x2. Al! at 12/9 each;

rapidly selling.

We have several 1908 models of various makes
second-hand to ofler, al! guaranteed.

If you do not see what you want you will be hard
to please. Call again and again. Fresh arrivals
coming to hand daily.

WAUCHOPE'5
9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Str«et, London.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
MINEEVA, 2i h.p.. Palmer 2in. cord tyres,

26m. plated wheels, Dermatine belt.Longuemare carburetter, spring saddle
pillar, stand, very fast; £12, offers.—Brom-
ley, 30, King Street, Camden Town.
O 1 h.p. (1907) Eex Motor Cycle, with Osborne
tJZ four-speed gear, starts up and glides
away like a car, condition as new ; must sell
sacrifice 21 guineas, or near offer; stamp-
photo.—13, Somerville Eoad, New Cross.

31 h.p. Excelsior Bike, powerful M.M.C. en-
2 gine, also one light motor, B.S.A. fit-

tings, spring seat-pillar, both in going order,
with accumulator

; can be tried ; sell cheap •

what offers.?—CoUyer, Eedbourn, Herts.

N.S.TJ. Motor Cycle, 3i h.p., with sidecar,
almost new, with free engine and two-

speed gear, only ridden 400 miles.—Apply to
Frank Boisset, 6 Plat, 4, Cranworth Gardens
St. Ann's Eoad, Brixton, London, S.W.

33 h.p. Quadrant, A.C.U. hill-climb winner,
4 handle-bar control, adjustable puiley,

detachable footboards, Eich tubes, 4 to 45
m.p.h., splendid condition; ride for trial;
photo; £30.—Bevir. Downhurst, Hendon.
STANDAED 5J h.p. Twin Brown, latest pat-

tern, in splendid condition, exceptional
machine, romp up any hill, winner of several
events; offers entertained, 3i h.p., magneto.
no rubbish.-H, Kirk, The Elms, Mortlake.

2 h.p. Minerva, perfect running condition,
new tank. Palmer tyres, complete, tools

and spares, two accumulators, carrier,
stand, engine just overhauled, bearings re-
bushed; 10 guineas.—28, Archway Eoad, N.

4i h.p. Two-cylinder Minerva, 1907, Chater-
2 Lea -frame, spring forks, footboards,

two Castle accumulators, handle-bar con-
trol, large saddle, horn, lamp, etc.; £25.—
K. ffillier, 28, Hayes Eoad, Bromley, Kent.

31 h.p. N.S.U., magneto, new August, 1907,
2 lin. Whittle belt. Brooks steel studded

leather back tyre, with Eich tube. Contin-
ental front. Price's stand, carrier, etc.; £23.
—North, Bankside, High Street. Eochester.

31 h.p. Humber, long bars, and low posi- •

2 tion, engine just been thoroughly
overhauled, 26in. wheels, new Continental
to rear wheel, whole machine in first-rate
order; £11.—F., 21, Fieldhouse Eoad. Balham,
S.W.

-j Q06 Eex, 31 h.p., spring forks, splendid
J-t/ condition, Longuemare, Clinchers,
new tubes and belt. Centipede, trembler, two
accumulators, out-out, all spares and acces-
sories; bargain, £16.-9. Frith Eoad, Leyton,
Essex.

6 h.p. Free Englned Gold Medal Twin, with
best Montgomery sidecar (latest coup-

lings), numerous spares; particulars on ap-
plication; trial by appointment; bought
car; £25.—Elwes, 1, Hall Place Gardens, St.
Albans.

F.N., 23 h.p., 26in. wheels, low, long bars,
excellent condition, engine like new.

will whack many a 3J h.p., everything abso-
lutely perfect, really wonderful hill-climber;
£12 lOs.—M. Langridge, jun., 7, Badney Eoad,
Hackney.

6 h.p. Bat, spring back and front, Jap en-
gine, Eoo free engine clutch, magneto

ignition, in tank, i-ecently the property of
Mr. E. D. Fawcett, splendid machine; £32
10s.—At Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet
Street, E.G.

i Q07 Triumph, machine been well cared
JlO for, and is in fine condition, engine
and everything perfect order, enamel and
plating hardly scratched ; only wants seeing
and trying; £29.—Crouch, Grove Villas,
Wanstead.

7-9 h.p. Peugeot, No. 6 frame, spring forks,
rim brake, hubs, fittings, all genuine

Chater-Lea, 24 by 2J Peter-Unions, unpunc-
tured, handle-bar control, Wright's spring
footrests. long and low; £27 10s.—17. Acre
Lane, Brixton.

31 h.p. Eover, forecar, in splendid condi-
2

,
tion. Palmer tyres, spare wheel to

convert, fast, and powerful, apron, spares

;

must sell; too nervous; £25, or nearest
offer.—J. Gflbert, 529, York Eoad, Wands-
worth, London.

31 h.p. Magneto Prog-ress, very fast, low,
2 and strongly built, an absolutely re-

liable machine, also coach-built sidecar; •

first offer of over £20 secures, a bargain. —
Api)ly, Kenilworth Cycle Works. Bunsen'
Street, London, E.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR? SALE.
OJL h.p. Alert, in good going order, inclined
jLi2 engine. Continental tyres, two 25
ampere accumulators, trembler coil, two
belts, stand, and pair valves, etc.; any trial;
seen after 6 ; £5.—4, Orkney Street, Batter-
sea Park Eoad, London.

MINERVA, 2i h.p., 1907, no faults, two ac-
cumulators, two belts, new Advance

pulley, new Groodrich studded band on back
tyre; can be seen or tried any time; giving
up riding; a bargain, 19 guineas.—Layzell,
Ockendon. Romford, Essex.

F.N. Motor Cycle, magneto ignition, very
little used, perfect machine, always

ready. 1907 model, wonderful hill-climber,
geared pulley, carrying 13 stone man ; owner
purchasing car.—Write, " E.B.," c/o WiHings,
73, Knightsbridge, London, S.W.

1 Q08 2i h.p. Fairy Lightweight, magneto.
LX) new condition, an opportunity to ob-
tain one of the latest lightweights really
new at a second-hand price; price £22 10s.,

guaranteed perfect.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe
Lane, Fleet Street, London.

FIRST Reasonable Offer secures (cash
wanted) 3| h.p. Humber, 26in. wheels,

excellent condition, engine and all parts
equal to new ; trial on steep hill with
pleasure; climbs anything.—Motor, 5, New
Norfolk Street, Curtain Road, London.

CLYDE, 2| h.p.. magneto, long and low.
Phoenix two-speed, spring forks, handle-

bar control, belt, tyres, enamelling, and
plating perfect. Premier searchlight. Price's
stand; £17, or offer.—Metzgar, Stand 261, Ma^
ohinery Hall, Franco-British Exhibition.

5-6 h.p. Twin Peugeot, practically new,
Mabon free engine, tyres as new. Pull-

man studded back, very fast and powerful,
and built expressly for sidecar work; £28
cash; seen and tried any time at Butler's
Motor Garage, Green Street Green, Orping-
ton.

31 h.p. Brown, 1908, fitted with two-speed
2, gear and free engine, footrests, low

built machine, the whole machine as new,
ideal machine for sidecar; price £30, cost
£54; will ride any reasonable distance to in-

tending purchaser.—Smith, 42, Preston Street,
.Brighton.

3 h.p. Quadrant, spring forks, just re-en-
amelled, re-plated, absolutely perfect,

tlies up hills, very neat machine, can be
taken in and out of a house and up several
stairs, one of the best and most reliable;
accept £12 10s. — Motorist, 3, New Norfolk
Street, Curtain Road, Loudon.

1 Q07 3| h.p. Motor Cycle, with comfort, fit-

JLkJ tings, and reliability of a Mercedes
car, handle starting, elegant footboards, etc.,

all new accessories, tools ; cost £70, perfect
running condition, sacrifice £32; owner go-
ing abroad; only wants seeing; appoint-
ment; only write.—Downing, 100, Gloucester
Road, Chalk Farm.

BARGAIN. — 3i h.p. Minerva, Chater-Lea
frame and fittings. Advance adjust-

able pulley, new Palmer cord back, extra
Stai'k Continental front, just been thor-
oughly overhauled and new piston and rings
fitted, a splendid hill-climber, in first-class
running order; sacrifice, as money wanted;
£16 10a.—C. Altman, The Lodge, Watford.
"1 Q06 Vindec Special, 3i h.p., magneto and
-Li/ accumulator ignitions, spring forks,
engine guaranteed absolutely equal to brand
new, whole machine nearly new. crawl at
walking pace in traffic, climb a tree, take
a sidecar anywhere, absolutely reliable,
sweet running engine; absolute bargain,
£25 ; fully equipped.—Motor, 9, French Place,
Shoreditch, London.

2 h.p. Complete Motor Bike, new, £12; pair
' of Rich detachable 26 by 2i, never

used, 10s. each; pair 26 by 2 Clincher covers,
good condition, 7s. 6d. each; 2J h.p. Givau-
dan motor, 60s. ; bel? rim 17 by 2J. 3&. ; large
motor saddle, 3s.

; pair of 28§ Clincher covers
and tubes, 15&. ; motor frame, 60s.; pair
wheels, lOs. each; B24 Longuemare, 20s.—
Varney, Angel Lane, Stratford.

QUADRANT, 3i h.p., N.S.U. two-speed gear
and clutch, fitted only a month ago,

pedals and footrests, spring forks, new
headlight, new butt-ended tube to back
wheel, new tub© to front, all valves com-
plete, carrier, toolbag and all tools, good
hill-climber, and a most reliable machine;
£27, or near offer; seen by appointment.—
" Strathmore," West Side, Clapham Common
S.W.

MATCHLESS MOTORS'!

LONDON TO EDINBURGH :

3 STARTED. 3 FINISHED.

No Trade riders—ridden by private owners only.

"CH4SE" DRIVENG RIM BRAKE.

No. I pattern—back pedalling brake. Machine can
be wheeled backwards. Extremely powerful. Price,

18/C, pobt 17...

5; No. 2 pattern—tootrest brake, com-
plete. Price £1 6s. Footrests only.

Price 12/-. With either, Jin. or ijin.

clip, post 1 2 '6-

No. 3 pattern—foot brake with pedal
fitted on stud provided, which fixes

in place of one of crank case bolts.

Price complete 16,/6, post 17/-

MATCHLESS PETROL
FILTER.

No choked carburetters.

4/6, post 4/8.

MATCHLESS SPRING
FORK ATTACHMENTS.

Converts an old pattern
motor cycle into an up-to-
date luxurious motor.
Thousands in use, giving
every satisfaction ! !

15/6, post 16/-

THE MATCHLESS
SILENCER.

Up to 3 h.p., 10/- ; from sj
to 5 h.p., 12/-. Cut out 6/-
extra. Two connections for
twins with separate ex-
haust pipes, 4/- extra.

Catalogues of " Matchless " Motor Cycles and
Accessories on application to

H. COLLIER & SONS, Ltd.,
Motor Experts and General Engineers.

Offices and Showrooms,

18, HERBERT ROAD, F>I.UIVISTEAD
(Nearest Station : Woolwich Arsenal.

Telephone : 232 Woolwich.)

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SAI
SECTION IX.

Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwa

FOR Sale, 3§ h.p. Triumph, accumula
Ignition ; £11 lOs. — Matthews H

dresser, Merton.

MOTOR Cycle, 3 h.p. Fafnir, thoro,
condition and appearance; £15 or noHer.—Lake, Coomblancey. Orediton.

31 h.p. Excelsior, very powerful, grj
^ running, adjustable speed pull

tyres good ; registered ; £10, or offer.—F ^nicombe, 5. Johnson Place. Exmouth, De^

EXCEPTIONAL Bareain.-3i h.p. Miner
Royal Enfield, magneto, variable g<

free engine, spring forks, all in perfect c
dition

; sell £22, or will take gent's good pbike or lady-back tandem in part paym*—Kelloway, Holsworthy. N. Devon.

SECTION X.
Scotland.

TRIUMPH 1907, magneto, perfect condit
throughout

; £32.—Dr. Love, Greenba
Airdrie.

FOR Sale, 4| h.p. twin Minerva engine
new, coil, carburetter; £19.—Apply'

Sunnyside. Wishaw. Lanarkshire.

SINGER'S Motor Tricycle, 2| h.p r
neto, splendid condition, exchange

two first-class cycles (lady and gent's)
;

cash, or sell £10.—Ferguson, Gipprock, G
eow.

GLASGOW. — F.N., four-cylinder, 1
model, handle-bar control, footboa

long handle-bars, all spares, as new; lov
£40.—" Motor," William Porteous and
Glasgow.

BAT, 3i h.p., low build, spring frame, 1
handle-bars, new tyres, belt, la

stand, footrests, spares, splendid conditi
trial; £16 16s.; bargain; no offers.—
Christ, baker, Ayr.

EDINBURGH Exhibition. Industrial ti

Stands 126 and 127; finest exhibitid
motor cycles ever shown on any one st£
from May till October.—Alexander's M<
Exchange, Lothian Road.

EDINBURGH. — Vindecs, Quadrants. R«
Adiers, Moto Reves, Ariels Zeni

Minervas, Griffons, Nortons, N.'S.U.,
vances, Rocs, etc., in stock, and to be .

at Alexander's Motor Exchange, Edinbu

31 h.p. Axitoine, ready for the road, la
2 horn, tools, stand, carrier, accn

lator, foot brake, spring forks, extra pu
spares, perfect order; £15, or near off
Sommerville, Linden Avenue, Newport,

VINDEO Special, 5 h.p., twin, magi
good condition, Truffault forks. Me

less adjustable pulley, practically
Powell-Hanmer's lamp, horn, spares,
belt, tools, speed ^meter, cyclometer,
£33.—Mitchell. Fraserburgh.

EDINBURGH.—Scottish readers be sure
to miss our grand shpw of motor cy

Stands 126 and 127, Industrial Hall, Sco1
National Exhibition; 16 different m
shown by Alexander's Motor Exchange,
Lothian Road, Edinburgh,

1 Q08 Twin Tourist Rex, magneto, sple
-Lt/ condition. Dreadnought tyre I

lamp, horn, tools, bag. Millennium Ex]
stand, carrier, N.A.B. seat-pillar, s

tubes, valves. Whittle belt, etc., com;
outfit; £30. or near offers.—Hutton, Ai
Burntisland.

SECTION XI.

Ireland and Isle of Man.

1 QO8 3-| h.p. Triumph, magneto, si
JLt/ forks, as new, lamps, tools; gen
bargain. £38,—Woodside, Liswyn, Osb
Park, Belfast.

INSURANCE.
PLEASE Send for full covering Motor

Policy, from 19s. per annum.—Bas^
surance Broker. Ongar.

INSURANCE Policies of every descrli
for motor cyeles are issued by Hu|

Boswell, insurance broker, Norwich,
ceptionally low rates; fire or self-ign^
28. 6d. ; third part.y, 7s. 6d. ; accident to 1

15s,—Write for full particulars.

In answering any of these advertisen-ents it is desirable that you m*ntion "The Motor Cycle."
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DECARS AND FORECARS.
BNIX Forecar. cane claair, good eondi-
iion; £7.-337, Ewell Eoad, Surbiton,

y

lTER-LEA Sidecar, latest model (brand
aew). fit any machin©; £5 15s.—E. May,
arkhall Lane, S.W.

jLS-FULPOED Porecar, made for Sb.p.
lex. only used six months; what offers?

g, Garstang, Lanes.

jLS-PTJLPORD Porecar, 26 by 2 Clincher
md Palmer, footboards, apron ; £5.

—

•ty, Ellesmero, Leytonstone.

.Y Back Tandem, neat, low, £14; trem-
bler coil, 6s.; splendid sidecar, £3 18s.;

Qp. accumulator, charged, 6s.; good
eter, 2s. 6d.—114, Rutland Street, Step-

MPORD HILL.—Famous rigid sidecars
instant delivery, none better, fit your
ine, £4 18s. 6d. ; Millford sidecar, £4 7s.

Liberty, £4; Montgomery. £5 5s.—128,
Eoad, Tottenham.

MOTOR' TRICYCLES.
'AL Enfield Trike, 3 h.p., fast and pow-
erful; £7 15s.—A. Soper, 313, Cold-
lur Lane, S.W.

.p. Humber Tricycle, in good condition
;

no reasonable offer refused.—Apply,
Marlborough Road, Coventry.

HBER Tricycle, good tyres, Longue-
mare spray carburetter, good running

, very good machine for anyone in
of a first-class article; £5 17s. 6d.—

e's, Powell Street, Halifax.

NTER RIDING.—Won't skid. 3 h.p.
De Dion trike and Whippet trailer,

, new accumulators and tyres, two
3, free, just spent £10 overhauling, pei'-

sacriflce £15; room wanted.—Dudley,
ley Bridge.

QUADRICYCLES.
DION Quad, two-speed and free engine,
vater-cooled, new tyres, first-class con-
; £25, or oilers.—Lacey, Ashville, Al-

TRAILERS.
ILER, good, cane. Clinchers, apron

;

)0s., or exchange anything useful. —
1, Bodmin.

IT Pulford Trailer, good condition, con-
vertible to bath chair.—Waterson,
brough, Doncaster.

CKEE Trailer, faultless, good Dunlops,
compulsory sacrifice, ii2; pJaoto,

).—14, Sandigate ±toad, ShefB.eid.

ILEE (Mills-Pulford) for sale, strong,
IS new, tyres and tubes as new; sa-cri-

1 153.—King, 53, Fisherton Street. Salis-

LE Trailer, splendid condition, Dunlops
good), compulsory sacrifice; £2; photo,
); new belts, |in., 8ft., 4s.; |in.. Sift.,
.—14, Sandegate Eoad. Sheffield.

QUADCARS.
p. M.M.O., with Bozier two-speed geax,
water-cooled head; £16.-39, Wyatt

Eoad, Streatham Hill.

ENIX Quadcar, new condition; cost
£130, £65; motor cycle wanted. — Mo-
, Palace Theatre Newcastle-on-Tyne.
ENIX Quadcar (new 1907). very little
ased, 7-8 h.p., perfect condition tiirougii-
expert examination invited; £58.—Dr.
Greenbank. Airdrle.

?• Phcenix Quadcar, Fafnir water-cooled
engine, two speeds and reverse', excel-
machine; £45; exchange arranged. —
^hope's, 9. Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, Lon-

CARS FOR SALE.
MBEE, 9 h.p., tonneau, single-cylinder,
any trial; £40.-7, Broad Walk, Strat-
3n-Avon.

rP. Beeston Huraber, two-seater, latest
pattern, cardan drive; £29.-140, Cam-
ill Grove.

jYLL, 10-12 h.p,; £85. or exchange
small two-seater and cash. — Tate,

5r, Menston, near Leeds.

PLEASE NOTE
We can supply all parts for 2| and

3i h.p. F.N. Engines.

"VINDEC" Adjustable Pulleys for

2i h.p. F.N. Engines, 10/- each.

"VINDEC" Adjustable Pulleys for

3| h.p. F.N. and 3i or 5 h.p. Peugeot

Engines, 15/- each.

KUMFO" Sponge Rubber Grips, fin.

or lin. barsj 2/6 per pair.

South British Trading Co,. Ltd.,

13-15, Wilson St., London, E.G.

" SUTTON
a

" WASS
BANK."

Fastest times up
these hills was
accomplished by Mr.
J . Scriven, fitted
with one of our
" Original Variable
Speed Pulleys," which
are made to-day the
same as when we
introduced the idea
four or five years ago.
We originate ; others
follow.

When you have seen one of our Glare Electric Head-
ligtlts you will discard your messy acetylene lamp and
get a " Glare." Remember, this is another of our
original ideas, and there are no others like them.
Send for our leaflet of Adjustable Handle-bar Lamp
Bracket. If you carry a heavy lamp, this will stand it

J. W. Greenwood, Ltd.,
Portland Place Works,

HALIFA
THE KENT

THREE-SPEED GEAR.

If-

I.,

Ls.-tAu'

This gear has been re-designed and
improved • Can be fitted to Tpicar
In two hours. Price £11 -11-0*

List Free. Discount to Trade.

ROOG.IER3 0R03 ,

330, Kenningion Road, S.E.

'Phone : 1000 Hop.

CARS FOR SALE.
h.p. De Dion Poinalaire, two-seater, geirn-
ine licensed car; £65.—Below.

-24

6
16
verse

;

16^°
•engine
Below.

cardan

h.p. De Dietrich, five-seater, four-
cylinder, magTieto, four speeds, r©-

£110.—Below.

h.p. Winton, 1907 model, five-seater,
side entrance, four-cylinder, vertical

, H.T. mag-neto, steel chassis; £100.—

h.p. Hurst, five-seater, side entrance,
four-cylinder, three speeds, reverse,

, direct top gear; £95.—Below.

i Q-28 h.p. Gladiator, five-seater, side en-
±0 trance, four-cylinder, Krebs carbur-
etter, disc clutch, late model car; worth
over £250, accept £165. —L. N. Palmer,
190, Mellison Eoad, Tooting. Telephone, 208,

Streatham.

8 h.p. Horley, two-seater, three speeds, re-

verse', everything- perfect; £47; photo.

—7, Norwood Grove. Southport.

EASY Payments taken for any make car.

Motor cycles and tricars taken m part
payment and liberally allowed for.—Next.

SPECIAL Agent for the best little two-
seater on the road, the Laurin and

Klement, 6-7 h.p.; £150, including magneto,
twin-cvlinder engine. These little cars are

absolutely reliable and carry all before

them Write for illustrated list, and let me
tellvou more about them. Motor cycles and
tricars part payment; easy payments or

cash.—Stanton, 86, Oolvestone Crescent,

Dalston, London.

lA h.p. Two-seated French Car. bucket

iU seats. Stepney wheel, perfect; £57 10s.,

or exchange.—Crabtree, Bridgend. Lancaster.

9h p Oldsmobile, four-seater, about three

vears old in very good condition;

£30.—Box 503, The Motor Cycle Offices, Cov-

entry.

O h.p. De Dion Engine, Rothwell car, four-

8 seater, detachable, smart, red leather,

all lamps, tools. Stepney, etc.: £75.-Carr,

Bury.

h.p. Automoto, three speeds^ averse,

removable tonneau, seats fave, £40,

or exchaS^e. - 39, HiUfleld Park, Muswell

Hill, N.

i-j^ h r. Automotor, fast, very reliable,
5""

^-^retty two^eater ; £30, or good motx>r

cycle or tricar part.-Inniss. 137, St. Giles

Eoad, Derby.
'

r> h n -Rpaufort four-seater, three speeds,

8 '"?ev?rse"'caie l^ood ; £39 10s tr.car or

motor bike part payment.-Fairar, bqu*

Eoad, Halifax.

r^MATRT 8 hP De Dion Car, roomy tonneau,

rtoad, Ipswich.

9ft
li-P- F,«r7''£°7raSt"c|cror\'r?ca1

^^parr'ap&fl^nS^' K^eighbour. 14.

Dagmar Eoad, S.E.

^ -hn Vindec Eunabout, three wheeleis

Lane, Fleet Street, London.

i,V and carrier, lamps spares, etc.; £170.

i:Carr, Fleet Street, Bury.

f- 1 h n Alldavs Three-seated Voiturette,

54 ^fwo spidsand reverse, water-cooled

^od running order; trial here; £20.-Hart

ley Clegg. Motors, Burnley.

A 1 h n New Orleans Two-seated Car, good

4i runruug order, good hill-«limber

;

£20, good motor cycle part payment.-

Eiddelsdell, Boxford, Suffolk.

8h p Alldays, smart light car, detachable

tonneau, three speeds, cardan, equal

artillery, lamp, etc. ;
photo ;

bargain, £49.-

98, Potternewton La.ne, Leeds,

rr' h p Imperial Car, two bucket seats,

/ sloping- baek, artillery wheels,_ three

speeds and reverse, perfect; £28; tricar or

motor cycle in part exchange.-Stevens. 4.

Goldhawk Mews. Shepherd's Bush.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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CARS FOR SALE.
3JL h.p. Humberette, in perfect condition

;

2 sacrifice £35, or part exchange 3J h.p.

Triumph, or four-cylinder F.N. ; no rubbis"h.

—H. Burners. Doves. Granbrook.

EXCEPTIONAL Bargain.—15 h.p. Ariel, in
splendid running order, four-cylinder,

five-seated body ; inspection Invited ; any
trial; cash £98; photo.—Alvastou Motors,
Derby.

9-11 h.p. Clement, four-seater. Bothschild
body, in splendid condition ; £75 ; ex-

change for 6 or 8 h.p. Rover, cash adjust-
ment.—Haigh, The Portlands, Lindley, Hud-
dersifield.

-J A-12 h.p. Gillet-Porest Car, three speeds
IXJ and reverse, live axle, well sprung, and
in good order; nearest offer to £30, or ex-

change and cash.—Newark, 551, Seven Sisters

Road, Tottenham.

5 h.p. Twin-cylinder Decauville Car, three
speeds, gear driven, Michelin tyres, stats

two ; £20, or offer, for immediate disposal

;

in good condition.—Apply, Clarke, Chain
Street, Reading, Berks.

51 h.p. Gldsmobile, horizontal engine,
2 epicyclic gears, artillery wheels,

smart Victoria body, with hood, and de-
tachable back seat, perfect running order,
splendid condition ; nearest offer to £30.

—

256, Burley Road, Leeds.

h.p. Quinton Runabout, two-speed gear,
brand new, with bucket seat at the

back, not enamelled or plated, condition as
new, requires very little spent on it to com-
plete it; price £22 10s.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe
Lane, Fleet Street, London.

FINE Opportunity.—Pope Ti ibune, side en-
trance, 14 h.p., splendid hill-climber,

seats four or five, showroom soiled only;
cash, exchange tricar or cycle, or extended
payments arranged; also new chassis same
make.—The Service Co., 292. High Holborn.

OIMMS Tonneau Gar, about 8 h.p.. tonneau,
O four-sieater, equal artillery wheels,
three speeds and reverse, very good condi-
tion, and perfect running order; £35; want
good open frame tricar, or twin and sidecar

;

cash either way.—128, High Road, Totten-
ham.

6 h.p. Twin-cylinder Decauville. new two-
seater body, in royal blue, yellow

lined, smart and light, three speeds and re-
verse, gear driven, guaranteed perfect;
trial any time; photo on application.
—Apply, King's Arms, King Street, London,
N.W.

EGVER Gars. — The 6 h.p. single-cylinder
two-seated Rover is the best low-priced

car on the market. It is fast, silent, excep-
tionally reliable, and far more comfortable
to ride and drive than tricars or motor
cycles. We will take these in part exchange,
or supply on deferred payments. — Louis
Davis and Son, Moseley, Birmingham.

HOTELS AND APARTMENTS.
WHEN Visiting London stay at Waver-

ley Temperance Hotel. 17. J^uston
Square. Bed, breakfast, attendance from 33.

GARAGES.
EXCELLENT Garage, near Oxford Circus,

every convenience: terms: motor
cycles. Is. 6d. ; tricars, 2s. 6d. weekly.—Ap-
ply, A. Borland, 2, Lowdues Court, Carnaby
Street, Regent Street. W.

BRIGHTON. — Black Lion Garage, back
of iSea View Hotel. Black Lion

Street, fifth turning from Aquarium, on
right, along front; specially for motor
cyclists ; repairs on Sundays.

BUSINESSES FOR SALE.
£120 Accepted for motor and cycle business,

stock, including car, good garage, and
showroom, main road, no opposition; low
rent.—No. 478, The Motor Cycle Ofaces, Cov-
entry.

FOR Sale, one of the oldest established
motor businesses in Hove, as a going

concern, having a good connection, well
equipped power shop (three lathesi, etc.), good
stock, including motor delivery van; satis-
factory reason for disposal.—Apply, No. 496.
The Motor Cyde Ofiaces, Coventry.

DRIVING THEM OUT !

'i-^jntj-"

THE PREMIER SEARCHLIGHT (British .Made.)

is rapidly driving the ordinary acetylene lamp off the

road. To assist to this good end, we take any old motor
cycle lamp in exchange, and make a liberal allowance
against price of Premier Searchlight. Send your old

lamp labelled with your name, and we will quote allow-

ance. Not one of our quotations has been declined yet

Price of lamp with generator and bracket, 30/-. Lamp
only, 24/-. Three da vs' free trial Light projection, 200 ft.

Fuller details from PREMIER MOTOR CO., LTD.,
ASTON ROAD. BIRMINGHAM.

NEBDENS DEPENDABliBARGAINS

' UAXEST 1.1 &T. \
SHOWING SPLENDID SELECTION OF
REALLY RELIABLE MOTOR CYCLES
AT BARGAIN PRICES SENT POST FREE

ANYWHERE.
CASH OR EASY TC RM»

EXCHANGES ENTERTAINED.
N.S'U. Motor Cycles a speciality-

Ask our price before buying elsewhere.

I

Rexette, water cooled, two speeds

good order. Price ^25.
N.S.U., magneto, low frame,
new. Price £35.

Rover, good
carrier, etc.

order, stand.

Price £17.

N.S.U., magneto, low frame,

^

nearly new. Price £29. M

ifeaBRlGGATEiLEEDSi

vou

Read this extract from testimoniah

Before I had the gear I had frequently to use pedals

to assist engine up steep pitches, but since purchasins:

the gear from you, I have never on the road had to use

the pedals and can easily get up any hill round here

including Clayton and Hand Cross with passenger

onboard. H. ASHLEY GAITSKELL, M.D.

THE BURGES3 ENGINEERING Co., Oii;ford Road,

Clarendon Park, LEICESTER. Tele : 4251

LOST AND FOUND.,
LOST, on Saturday, 1st inst., between Le

and Wrothana, a small waterproof rol
up hold-all, containing persona.l effects.-

Apply, 5, Prima Road, N. Brixton, 8.W.

ACCUMULATORS.
AOCUMULATOES, celluloid, speciality: 5

amp. hours; 10s.—Works, 17, Landcroj
Road, E. Dulwich.

CELLULOID Accumulator Repair Outfitf

useful for all celluloid repairs; ful

directions; post free, Is.—Osborne Works
Forest Hill, London.

VOLTOO Coils work on two volts, extrc

mely economical and ef&cient; sen
for lists.—Aj ax Electrical Engineering Co
291, High Road, Ilford.

THE Famous Ajax Accumulator, absolutel
the finest it is possible to make (se

advertisement in Spring No. ' Moto
Cycle"); specially protected terminals; 1

amp. siae will run 2,000 miles with Volto
coil.

ACCUMULATORS Repaired promptly, an
make; reasonable charges, best work

estimates given; full value for your ol

accumulator in exchange for our ne'
" Mayfair " accumulators; special 15 amp.
lOs. 6d.; 20 amp., 15s.; guaranteed one yea:

-Fellows, 49, Hertford Street. Mayfair.

CONTACTS.
IRIDIUM " Champion " Contacts, any pari

fitted; returned same day; Is. 5d. eacl

IRIDIUM " Champion " Contacts, warrante
pute ; trimmers for polishing iridiun

gd.; no filing required.

IRIDIUM " Champion " Contacts. — Wi
liams, 16, Wellington Street, Woolwic.

Pure platinum fitted, to order, from Is. 9

PURE Platinum Contacts fitted from Is. 6

to 33.—Richardson, Church Stree
Biirton-on-Trent.

JEBRON Contacts, registered 291.289, vast
superior to platinum; cures misflrinj

is reliability and efificiency.

JEBRON, best contact obtainable f<

blades, screws, cranks, rockers, plu
gers, magnetos, coils.

JEBRON, prices 2s. 6d. each rivet fittec

special trimmers, for polishing Jebro
9d. ; remittance with order ensures prom;
attention; write for particulars and tes-

monials, too numerous to publish.

JfeBRON Magneto Screws, complete, f

Bosch magneto, DA2, will fit conta
breakers 5A, 5B, 5C, 5s. 9d. pair; old screi

fitted with jebron, 2s. 6d. each; everlastii
wear, requiring no attention.

JEBRON. the King of Contacts, fitted p
return post; no delay; post free hor

or abroad; liberal trade terms.

JEBRON.—From the Inventor, J. Edwar
Brown. 38, Herbert Road, Plumstea

Kent.

ENGINES.
31 h.p. 1908 Genuine Quadrant engii

2 quite new; £6 19s. — Parrar, Squa
Road, Halifax.

41 h.p. Engine, tank, radiator, pump.su
2 able for tricar, £5; trembler coil, 1

—Miles, Almondsbury, Bristol.

GOOD Tricar Engine, 5-6 h.p., single-cyl:

der, air-cooled; £5 10s.; fine conditic
too large for present owner.—Mellor, Grani
Urmston, Manchester.

GENUINE De Dion, 2 h.p., complete wi
silencer and pulley, 30s.; also i

Whittle belt and Bowden brake, 5s. each.

69, St. Mary's Road, Prittlewell.

23. h.p. Clyde motor cycle engine, Simn
4 Bosch low tension magneto, less ci

buretter; accept £3; wants overhauling.
Johnson, Woodsome Eidge, Tunbridge We:

31 h.p. 1905 Rex engine, M.O'V., comph
4 with pulley, lifter, induction pi

silencer, in perfect running order ; a barga
£2 10s.; Longuemare carburetter to fit, J

6d.—Wallis, Grocer, Hills Road. Cambrid

21 h.p. Minerva, Inclined, £3; 3i h.p. Stai

2 ard. vertical, £3 10s.; 3 h.p. Quadra
£3 10s.; li h.p. Minerva, 25s.; 3 h.p. Minei
pattern, M.O.V., £3 10s.; 2 h.p. Quadra
35s.; 2J h.p. De Dion pattern, 45s.—Farr
Square Road, Halifax.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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The Judges' Report on the End=to=end,
By B. H. DAVIES.

EVERY motor cyclist should read, learn, and
inwardly digest the official report of the End-
to-end trial, published in the Royal Avtomohile
Club Journal for August 6th. It is doubtful

whether any motor cycling organisation has ever pub-
lished a document of such great practical value, and its

" live
'

' qualities are chiefly due to the very thorough

and frank way in which Mr. A. G. Reynolds has

inspired the A.C.U. officials of to-day to treat their

duties. Under various heads the report includes quite

a host of valuable tips worth taking to heart for ordinary

pleasure riding ; the majority of these appear in the

analysis given below

:

Clothing Recommended.
Woollen underthings ; stout tweed suit of lounge

pattern ; knee boots of waterproof leather (I query this

detail, personally) ; showerproof coat and leggings, to

be supplemented by an additional umbrella coat in

heavy rain; celluloid collar (indispensable).

Bearings.
The judges recommend that vaseline should be melted

and injected by an " oilgun " through the usual lubri-

cator hole, the helmet oiler having first been removed.
This is excellent advice. Many motor cycle bearings,

especially those in the hubs and steering head, simply
cannot be tightened up if allowed to become so loose

that grit has been admitted. Before the trials started

from Penzance two machines of excellent make had
broken a ball race apiece from this cause alone, and on
two or three occasions in touring practice I have had a

cycle bearing work loose, and not having noticed it

till grit had found ingress, I have had to take the

part entirely to pieces before I could proceed without

fear of ruining a ball race completely.

Engines.

The judges report that I commented on a week or two
ago, a universal immunity from engine trouble, great

or small. They can find nothing more important

to mention than leakages of oil »n to the exterior of the

crank cases in a few instances. They note that this

nuisance was generally caused by loose fitting tappets.

I think we may go as far as to say there is no engine

that can be kept quite clean outside if liberally oiled

as some of us prefer to oil an engine. What we need

is a more perfect system of lubrication to prevent loss

of oil, dirty appearances, and unpleasant smells.

Transmission.

The judges report no serious trouble with rubber

belts, and an entire absence of trouble with the

gear drive of the two F.N. four-cylinders, the chain

drive of the P. and M. and Indian machines,

further adding that these more rigid drives had no

deleterious effect upon tyres. The conditions were

all against leather belts, which necessitated much
cleaning, and in several instances collected grit on

their sides and wore the pulleys down badly.
_
They

emphasise the need of a better fastening joint on

the round leather b«lts used on certain of the light-

weights. This report is in perfect accord with usual

experience. They omit to state whether the leather

belts showed signs of a longer, if less even, existence
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than the rubber belts, and if any of the more rigid

transmissions showed any signs of wear. It would

"have been interesting to learn ofificially how much, if

any, the chains had been adjusted, and whether there

was any looseness or noise in the bevel drives.

Tyres.
The main recommendation is in accord with a recent

complaint in these columns, to wit, that tyre makers

must not rest until they have remedied the chaotic condi-

tion of nominally identical tyres and rims actually

differing by several inches in their most vital measure-

ments. They opine that the tandem tyres on the

lightweight machines were unequal to sustained fast

running as required by this trial. They might have

added that these tyres are too small to save any size

of motor bicycle rim from being dented by quite small

stones when struck at speeds in excess of ten miles an

hour; this is my personal experience. I have found

tandem tyres wear and last as well on an 80 lb.

machine as the usual brand of 2^in. or 2j4m. tyres

•'•'gs'^^^r^'a^gg^^g^i^gy-s::g?^?g^if -^cSd ,

A.C.U. ofScials on Shap Fell watching the End-to-end competitors ascend. .7]

stand on a 1501b. or 180 lb. machine; their fault,

in my experience and opinion, is that they are too

small to prevent inequalities in the road surface from
affecting the rim, no matter whether it be a light

push bicycle rim or a standard motor bicycle rim.

Nor do they add that the rubber studded tyres were

a magnificent preventive of side-slip, and wore a

good deal better than the metal studs popular in the

past.

Pedalling Gear.
These are condemned wholesale. Both chains and

free-wheels were in a bad state on most machines before

the end of the trials. A guard is recommended for

the point where the chain passes the back tyre. My
experience is that nothing will keep the pedalling gear
fit and well short of a complete chain case, such as I

use on my all-weather push bicycle. These are

always ugly, often noisy, and generally undesirable.

The pedalling gear is most needed in bad weather, and
no simple means of safeguarding its efficiency has so

far been discovered. This is one reason why variable

gears are to be advocated so strongly. They enable
us to dispense with pedals as no other device can, and
they can easily be made weather-proof. The printed

report, unfortunately, entirely ignores the baker
dozen of two-speed gears entered, which might ha\
figured under several heads.

Silencers.
The judges note the undoubted fact that it is ver

difficult to make a motor cyclist aware of your approac
when you wish to pass him. This is true, an
emphasises the need of handle-bar mirrors. They pn
ceed, however, to draw what I consider a very dubiou
deduction from the fact, that the difficulty arises solel

or mainly from the noise his machine makes. As
driver of both cycles and cars, I unhesitatingly assei

that it is generally quite as hard to make a car drive

conscious of your approach as it is to warn a mote
cyclist. On Mr. Levick's Napier in the End-to-end w
had no end of trouble in making the competitors hea
our horn (and we had three of them). On the Gre^
North Road the other day I travelled for three mile
in the dust of a 40 h.p. Napier, because I simply couL
not make the driver know I was waiting to pass,
personally do not wish to ride a dead silent moto
cycle, nor do I think that a dead silent motor cycl
will be much easier to overtake than present nois

patterns.

Clutches and Pulleys.
The judges praise the free engines of several two

speeders without one word of commendation for tb
emergency gears themselves—a curious omission, as th^

low gear is probably used twenty times where the fre^

engine is used once. They wisely advocate stronge

.
spokes for machines that are made to be started on tb
clutch from rest. They give adjustable pulleys sora^

merited words of praise.

Footrests.

The report comments on the fact that long footrest

of good substance averted several retirements whicl

would otherwise have taken place through falls. On
feature of the trials was the number of bent footrest

at the finish—a minor damage which saved man
riders from smashed contact-breakers, broken peda
bent crankshafts, and so on.

Lamps.
" As usual, there was hardly a lamp in good cor

dition at the end of the trials." Yes, but this 'yea

for the first time the lamps were not generally

blame. Lamps have usually but one weakness to-da]

and that is the hinge to the front, which is of too lig

construction. We need (a) much stronger brackets
(b) a bracket clamp in the form of a bolt screwe

clean through both lamp and bracket. Friction do(

not give enough security for heavy lamps.

Ignition.

Praise is worthily won by the almost universal hig

tension magneto, but exception is taken' to certai

positions in which it was mounted, and to the skimp
ness of the protection afforded by covers. There is n

doubt now that the abaft of the engine position is tl:

most practical, or, failing that, a cover that enveloj

the whole of the magneto is desirable. One rid(

ingeniously compensated himself for not having,

magneto cover by smearing the whole of his instrumei

with vaseline—a tip worth knowing. I think a woi

of praise might have been given to the single coil, higi

tension distributer system fitted to the three Dougk
machines, which behaved admirably, and is a distin^

novelty on motor cycles.
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"he Judges' Report on the End-to-end.—
The report selects for special mention the Kumfo

landle grip, and the Sin. flexible rubber grips on
lastings's Indian machine. I liked the latter grip
mraensely; the Kumfo is all right if one's fingers are
nusually long and prehensile, but I should prefer a
lair of Kumfo's of narrower bore to be fitted in lieu

f the original exonite grips, instead of on top of them.
They are not intended to fit over exonite grips.

—

Ed.]

Ease of Starting.

The judges very vs^isely draw attention to the fact

lat a certain popular make of machine was very
Qublesome to start, owing to the piston being a very
ght fit, and congealed oil on the whole length of its

jrface calling for much injection of paraffin before it

ould be got on the move. I do not know why one
lachine is singled out in this respect, as I could name
iree others at least which figured in the trials which
Iways give me the same trouble when I ride them,
nd which I personally saw misbehaving in this

aspect in the End-to-end. One of them glues up
retty tightly after it has stood for as short a time as

m minutes. Doubtless the riders of these other
lakes were astute enough to perform their injections
hen the official eye was otherwhither. It is rather
sign of the times that nearly every make of machine
irries a petrol squirt prominently exposed in a very
:cessible position. Time was when I seldom thought
• a starring injection; nowadays though I often
jnture forth with no other weapons than my King
ick and pocket screwdriver, yet never, never, never
3 I leave my doorstep without my petrol squirt. 1

ly "squirt," but the last maker I got a machine
om provided me with a petrol can which in shape
id size resembled a baby's bottle.

The Omission of Names.
There is one point I .should like to raise, but with
certain hesitation. When a bad point of any machine
referred to in this report, the machine is not named.
^hen a good point is picked out, the machine is named.
1 the eyes of many sensible riders this single omission
ill damn the whole report .; in the minds of others who
> not know our judges as I know them, this omission
ill engender unworthy suspicions. Such a document
; this judges' report furnishes a magnificent oppor-
mity for a little plain speaking, and I cannot help
eling sorry it has been missed. My point is that

1 machines, even the very best, have weak points,

wo things are, therefore, desirable in connection with
ese weak points, viz.

:

1. That the makers should remedy them.
2. That the buying public should be aware of them.
oint I is, generally speaking, only obtained by ^J"*'^-

city. Most makers are shockingly lethargic about
:orcising weak points which are not serious enough to

itirely damn the machine, but are yet pronounced
lough to cause customers a great deal of bother. I

B just in from a run on a 1908 single tracker. It con-
ins several minor defects, every single one of which
so figured in the same firm's 1905 machine. In 1905
wrote that firm strongly about these. I have repeated
le process at various times. Every customer of theirs

hom I have known intimately has done much the
ime; but they remain deaf and blind. Had these

eak points been made public not one of them would
ive survived to injure their business and annoy their
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customers, as is actually the case. As far as public in-

formation, which is Point 2, goes, this has a separate

value of its own. I look on its main value as lying in the

weight with which it reacts upon manufacturers. But
two or three items in the report are of urgent personal

interest to certain buyers. For instance, if a man is

elderly or weakly, he reads with timidity about those

machines that were difficult to start in the Trials, and
wonders why on earth the make was not named, so

that he might avoid it ; another prospective buyer lives

in a country district where the roads are bad ; he wants

to know which machine it was that had light rims and
tyres ; and so forth. In conclusion, I do not venture

to assert that the judges could have given names; 1

only suggest that it would be of inestimable value

could they see their way to do so in future.

This point concludes an invaluably practical and
observant report, the honesty of the praise and the

fearlessness of the criticisms being about equalh
marked, and the general tenour showing that, thougi,

motor cycles are very nearly perfect in point erf

reliability, and almost beyond blame in climbing

powers, yet in the matter of absolute perfection of

detail there is still room even in the pick of our

market for a further advance. That advance, 1

confidently prophesy, is very near at hand. I have
already enjoyed a few anticipatory talks with various

makers about their 1909 models, and the points they

are busy with cover most of the above ground, and in

some instances include a few highly ingenious depar-

tures which even the ferrile brains of our four ingenious

adjudicators have not foreseen. I think the whole
of the motor cycling community will desire to join with

me in a very hearty and admiring vote of thanks to the

four gentlemen whose brilliant, painstaking, -.id

kindly labours have made the 1908 End-to-end Trial

so eminent in the histor}' of British motor cycling.

->-•••-<-

G. T. Riches and Co., 30 and 31, New Bridge Street,

Ludgate Circus, E.C., send us a copy of their No. 8

catalogue containing particulars of motor cycle acces-

sories and spare parts. The catalogue consists of 200

illustrated pages, and will be found most useful.

Mr. W. T. Smith, who rode a Moto-Reve motor

bicycle in the A.C.U. 24 hours London to Plymouth
and back ride, sends us a sample of puncture material

which he picked up en route. This consists of a piece

of iron 2^in. long, i^in. wide, and about Yzm. thick,

with several sharp edges. Mr. Smith informs us that

this cut the tyre crossways and nearly severed it,

sprained his ankle, and caused his retirement from the

competition. Judging from its appearance, it must

have been on the road for some considerable time.

Messrs. J. C. Lyell and Co., 55, Victoria Street,

Westminster, inform us, after reading the correspond-

ence on silencers which has been appearing in our

pages, that they are the sole manufacturers, under

license, of the Clair silencer, which won a gold medal

at the Automobile Club de France silencer trials in

1907, and in the same year a gold medal at the Travel

Exhibition. Messrs. Lyell and Co.. supply these

silencers on the understanding that if they do not give

satisfaction they will refund the money to the pur-

chaser. The silencer consists of a chamber containing

a series of perforated cups fitted one inside the other.

9^
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A selection of questions of general interest received from our readers and our replies thereto. When particular

makes of machines, accessories, or tyres are mentioned, numbers must be used, the writer to keep a key for

reference. All queries should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C.,i" and whether

intended for publication or not, must be accompanied with a stamped addressed envelope for reply.

Fixing a Sidecar Attachment.

Kindly tell me how to put a^ sidecarriage in proper align-

^ ment with motor bicycle? Also
-i-1 should the bicycle lean to-

wards the sidecarriage at ail?

Should it not be vertical?—F.H.

Get a piece of wood and measure the

distance from the centre of the tyre of

the sidecar to the centre of the tyre on

the motor bicycle ; then go to the oppo-

site side of the sidecar and see if the

distance corresponds on the other side.

The bicycle should be perfectly upright

and the sidecar the same.

The Amount of Oil.

I ride a 1907 Triumph, and
am puzzled about lubrication.

Some say if oil drips from case

when the stopper is removed
tliat ifi enough, others say it

should run out about half a tumbler-

ful. Which is right, or how else is

one to know?—J.D.S.
The subject of lubrication has been
dealt with many times in these columns.
It depends how much oil drips from
the crankcase when the plug has been
removed as to whether you are giving

the engine sufficient or too much oil.

There should always be about three

pumpsful of oil in the crankcase. You
will not go far wrong if you first of all

drain the crankcase, then inject three
charges of oil and give the engine a
further charge every fifteen miles or

so, depending upon the speed and
amount of hill-climbing the machine is

doing. If it is working almost to its

utmost, a rather ^more liberal supply
would be better.

Excessive Petrol Consumption.

In March last I wrote to you
as regards petrol consumption
with my 3^ h.p. Peugeot, and
you advised me to try different
jets, etc. My machine is now

running with a jet which has only
three slots in it, the remaining six
having been soldered up. I cannot
get more than thirty miles from a
gallon. Would you advise me to fit

a different carburetter, the present
one is a Longuemare? My engine
also gets very hot and will take
hardly any air, the rings are in good
order. Do you think the valves are
wrong?—J.H.C., Morpeth.

It is very unlikely that all the petrol
you use goes through the engine. The
tank or the feed pipe unions must be
leaking badly, or the carburetter con-

tinually dripping due to the level being
too high or the needle valve needing
grinding in. The carburetter in ques-

tion is, generally speaking, quite satis-

factory, and is quite economical when
properly adjusted. It is quite possible

that the exhaust valves may not have
sufficient lift. We should advise you to

check them over. The new edition of
" Motor Cycles and How to Manage
Them" explains how to do it.

Effect of Advancing or Retarding Spark.

(1.) Can you explain to me^ the theory of the advance
> -spark—how it works exactly?
-^ I have an idea that in some

way it causes the gases to ex-

plode earlier or later during the
stroke, but how it does this I do not
know. (2.) What damage is done to

engine when lifting exhaust valve to

slow down at corners, etc? (3.) Do
you know of a little book on the
theory and practice of petrol motors?
—W.H.S.

(1.) Your theory is perfectly correct,

but we cannot see why you do not

r^ S. W. Carty, winner of [theJN.S.U. Cup in

the Newcastle and;i District M.C.C. 420 Miles

Reliability Trial.

understand it, since as the position of

the spark is controlled by hand, it

must necessarily take place earlier or

later according to the position in which
the contact breaker is set. (2.) No
harm is done if valve is completely
lifted, and engine does not fire.

(3.) The new edition of "Motor Cycles

and How to Manage Them" will give

you many useful hints concerning petrol

motors.

Wiring a Dry Battery.

I. wish to add a two-way
switch to my bicycle, but would
like to retain and use the
handle-bar switch. I shall

carry a Hellesen dry battery on
the front carrier, and I see that in

the instructions it says wire the two
->r terminals to the switch, and then
connect switch with "P" on coil.

Shall I do any harm by using two
switches, i.e., the double one to make
connection with either battery, and
the handle-bar as an "on and off"
switch?—E.W. P.

There is no reason why you should not
use two switches, or you can use a
two-way switch for that matter. It
really doas not matter whether th6
negative or the positive is connected to
the coil, as it only has the effect of

sending the current the other way.

An Accidental Cure.

My engine is a 3^ h.p. White
and Poppe. For many months
I was troubled with popping
in the carburetter. I tried
stronger inlet springs (m.o.v.),

trembler adjustment, etc., all to no
purpose. When running slowly, and
especially when the load was off the
engine and the spark retarded there
was generally a regular fusillade going
on in the carburetter, somewhat
bettered by shutting off extra air.

My theory %vas that the incoming
charge was ignited by the fired one,
although the exhaust valve had the
proper lift, but I don't think I can
be right because the cure I stumbled
on does not have any relation to it

that I can see. I found my piston
rings so worn that there was nc
spring left in them, and so had new
ones fitted. This done the trouble
di.=appeared. Can you account foi

this cure?—A.R.R.
'

We can more or Jess account for th(
cure. The carburetter wa^ originallj
adjusted to give the correct and propel
mixture, but as the piston rings an<
other parts became worn, and the com
pression failed, the suction, of course
decreased and less petrol was drawi
through the jet, with the result thai
you could not close air-holes sufficientlj
to cause a strong suction aroimd th<

jet, and the ;nixture was too weak t<

explode properly. Had there been an;
range of adjustment on the fixed ai'

inlet, you would have been able t(

obtain an explosive mixture by partiall;
closing the apertures.
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Causes for Loss of Power.

What is the likely cause of a

^ general loss of power in a 1904

^ 3 h.p. motor bicycle? It has
ii a B. and B. carburetter, and

5 to 1 gear, but I am unable

[) get more than thirty miles per

our out of it, and the gradients it

lils on are not by any means steep,

[lat is, unless I pedal. I bought the

lachine second-hand three months
go, and at that time it was running
rail. Any tips I shall be glad of.

—

\B.

js of power in an old engine is

ally due to weak compression, re-

;ed lift of valves owing to wear of

valve cams, and to wear on the fir-

cam. If you have the cylinder re-

ed by a first-class firm, new piston

3-s fitted, and cams replaced if neces-

y, the engine would give off as much
rer as when new.

Concerning Coil and Carburetter.

I was testing my coil on a
IT] brick wall and had one hand
^ on the wood case. I touched
i-l the negative terminal with the

other, when I received . a fine

hock. Is this correct? My only
olution is that the wood case was
amp. Would there be any loss of

urrent while the coil is on the
lachine? I am leaving the coil in

he sun to dry it out if that is the
ase. How is it that when running
,t thirty-five miles per hour I can
lose the throttle and give more air

han when machine is running at

ifteen miles per hour? I cannot
inderstand that at all. The carbu-
etter is an Amac. Have you had
,ny experience with this article? I

)ropose boring some small holes in

he induction pipe if you advise it.

—

kI.E., S.W.
6 shock you speak of might probably
/e been due to the case of the coil

ng damp. Owing to the greater
>ed there is a greater suction on the

, and more petrol is drawn through,
e carburetter you are using is a good
2. If the engine will stand it, a few
es in the inductidn pipe which can
covered by a clip when starting or
ining slowly, or better still an ordi-
ry compression tap screwed in the
luction pipe, will make an efficient

ra air inlet, but it is Tmnecessary on
ingle-cylinder.

lotlier Case of Excessive Petrol Consumption.

I ride a 2| h.p. Kerry with
?Longueraare carburetter No.

74152 (but no other marks).
My usual distance on a gallon
of petrol is absurd, viz., thirty-

ve miles. I have tried all remedies,
uch as throttling, admitting full air,

tc, but even then camiot run with
ny more success, and at times have

reduce the air. The carburetter
ppears far too large for the work it

3 required for. What would you
dvise? The carburetter is in first-

lass condition. I have had the float
djusted by a mechanic.—W.P.
you state, the consumption is per-
'ly ridiculous. Your machine should
er regularly between 80 and 100
es to the gallon. The petrol level
uld come to within ^in. of the top of
tube into which the spray screws.

You can alter the level by shifting the
position of the weight upon which the
float rests on the needle valve. Use as

small a jet with as large a choke tube
as you can. The machine should only
take full air when running at full speed.

If the carburetter drips or floods in any
way the consumption is bound to be ex-

cessive. The needle valve probably re-

quires grinding in. Examine carefully

the tank joints and unions ; we are in-

clined to think there is a leak some-
where.

READERS' REPLIES.
Jin. Belts on SJh.p, Bicycles.

In reply to "A.C.," Southsea, in

Questions and Replies, I notice you say,
" Nothing less than a gin. belt will

stand for long." I have a heavy 3^
h.p. machine, and I was in the same
fix, the pulleys only being fin. After
trying several good makes of belt,

which all pulled out at the fastener, I

fitted a fin. Whittle link-grip which
has now run considerably over' 2.000
miles without any trouble, and without
showing signs of wear. I may men-
tion I am in no way connected with
the firm.—A.S.

Plugs for Magneto and Batter? Ignition.

With regard to sparking plugs,

which are equally suitable for magneto
and accumulator ignition, I find the
Pognon the best I have ever tried. I

have two in my engine, and but for

cleaning the points a few times, caused
by over-lubrication, I have not needed
to take them from cylinder. As re-

gards magneto spares, a complete con-

tact breaker is by far the best for

quick repair of any ignition trouble.

—

CY 510.

One Cylinder Firing in the Silencer.

In answer to '-'J.M.D.'s" query in

your issue of the 22nd ult., I had the
same trouble with my twin-cylinder
Minerva. Upon examining the engine
I found that there was not sufficient

clearance between the exhaust valve
and tappet of the cylinder which did
not fire. This would not allow the
valve to close properly, thus causing
explosions in the silence". After filing

the exhaust valve stem the cylinder
fired perfectly. I may mention that my
machine is fitted with coil ignition, so
perhaps the cause of the trouble in

"J.M.D.'s" machine is the magneto,
as you suggested in your answer to his
query.—H. D. Helliwell

( batcnt not abjilWil for)
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.G., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

Running on Naphtha. I

[3482.]—I notice in your issue of July 22nd a letter

signed Cyril V. Albrecht. As I and others are much inter-

ested in the subject of using crude naphtha, it would be of

great interest to many to know where your correspondent

gets his supply, as from enquiries I find his statement of

4d. or 5d. retail quite misleading from the address he names.
S. STIMPSON.

Hill-climbing.

[3483.]—In a recent issue of The Motor Cycle, re the

climbing of Clay Bank, Mr. Raper is not the only one who
has achieved this feat upon a motor cycle. I climbed the

hill in 1906 on a 6 h.p. air-cooled Quadrant Carette minus
passenger, and also upon a 3| h.p. two-speed gear N.S.U.
motor bicycle. Also I climbed at the first attempt the cele-

brated Sutton Bank last year (June 30th, 1907) on the same
3| h.p. N.S.U. , after riding straight through from Durham,
and was witnessed by three gentlemen, who gave their

signatures for verification. Ab Mr. Raper says, it is nearly
impossible to remain seated in ascending Clay Hill, owing to
the vile surface and the gutters acrosis the road.

J. W. LUCAS.

Front Wheel Stands.

[3484.]—Why not the following for a
stand ?

A. Metal rod. B. Ring.

C. Screw for fastening A.

D. Clip for front fork.

spares, may I suggest
American cloth?

front wheel
By having

the stand on the
front fork the front
wheel would be fixed.

Why do not makers
put a lock on motor
cycles for fixing the
head? They are in-

variably put on pedal
cycles. Also I have
never seen any motor
cycle that has proper
lubricators whereby the
steering socket bearings
can be oiled. To those
who find the ordinary
wallet too small for

wickerwork hamper lined with
A. B.

Front Fork Breakages.

[3485.]—Regarding the breakage to front forks, I have
been unusually unfortunate in this respect. Twice I have
had one blade break off on an ordinary pattern fork, once
one of the three girder plates forming the crown of the same
forks broke, and only recently I had the misfortune to break
a fork, on a 2^ h.p. machine, at the root of the steering
column, just flush with the bottom ball-race, in this case
having girder forks of the pattern perhaps most common

—

i.e., fastened to head locking clamp at top and wheel spindle
at bottom^. In the last case I heard a snap, and was fortu-
nate enough to dismount before the wheel came out of place,
but soon after dismounting the girders simply swung out on
their top bolt and let the engine down on to the road with
a bump.

Arising out of this, I should like to know if any of yom-
correspondents have seen or designed a girder fork wliich
will not do this. It would also be interesting to know what
the general opinion is as to whether or not soring forks
minimise risk of breakage, or reduce vibration without really
lengthening the reasonable life of the fork proper.

INTERESTED.
[Spring forks undoubtedly minimise, if they do not absolutely

prevent, breakage. Trussed girders will hold machine and
engine up if fork tube breaks.

—

Ed.]

An Enclosed Magneto.

[3486.]
—

" Ixion's " remarks re position of magneto op
up a very interesting subject. On most machines a delica

and vital part is exposed to both rain and mud. Placii

the magneto in the tank adds unnecessary weight, whilst
it is placed behind the engine, rain can still get to it.

would suggest, as an improvement on these, placing t
magneto in a special case cast in one piece with the val

side of the crank case. The rough sketches 1 and 2 w
illustrate what I mean. A is the magneto case with t'

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

magneto B in position. The cover E would be part of tl

gear case cover from the engine. The cover C, held in pla

by the bolt D or other means, would allow easy access to tl

contact breaker, and absolutely keep out all mud or wate
The rod L would move the contact breaker, and the bearin;

could be oiled by means of the lubricators and tubes H ]

The wires could be taken through vulcanite bushes placed
any convenient part of the case. The magneto would thi

be a fixed part of the engine, and thoroughly protect^

against the weather or a fall. Fig. 1 shows the idea appli

to a twin-cylinder engine, and fig. 2 a section through t

case. A. S.

Hill-elimbing in North Wales.

[3487.]—A friend and I have lately returned from a to

in N. Wales. The machines were 6 h.p. twins, mine bei

fitted with the Nala two-speed hub. Our idea was to explc

some of the lesser known side and cross roads, as well
the main ones, but we soon gave it up, and have now
great respect for Welsh roads. The single-geared twin wi

a 4 to 1 gear proved a total failure at the work, although
will take hills such as Muswell or West Hill, Hampstes
with a gear of 3^: to 1. My own machine with gears

3^ and 7 to 1 proved equal to anything we came across, a

in one instance towed the other machine over a bad knucl
when it came to a stop. In a good many cases gates W6
the trouble, and it took oirr united efforts to get the machi
away again or to push it up to an easier starting pla<

Anyone riding alone or with another single-geared machi
would have a bad time.

If anyone wants to try a hill which is worse than Sutt

Bank he should try the road from Bettws-y-Coed to Cap
Garmon ; there is only one gate, and an easy start beyond i

or the one from Penmachno to Festiniog. The latter pi

vides a little practice at gate opening, as there are five

the hill, on various grades from 1 in 6 downwards. Mi
is the only machine that has been up either of these hills,

far as I can discover. The contact breaker on my twin
"Ixion's" ideal one, I think; the only adjustment requir

is to see that the single pair of platinum contacts are exact

opposite, and they are then allowed to wenr out without a

further attention ; they will last about 2,000 miles, and wi

a slight alteration the contact breaker can be used, if nec(

sary, without any platinum at all for a further 200 or 3

miles. It would fire four, six, or eight cylinders with t

same pair of contacts. R. MEESOM.
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Silence.

[3488.]

—

Re silence, are not the makers chiefly to blame?
The majority of machines are still turned out with very
inefficient silencers, and it is hardly to be expected that the
riders will go to the additional expense of replacing them. I
should have thought it would have been to the makers'
advantage to turn out quiet machines. Noise is responsible
for much of the ill-feeling against motor cyclists. Noise
frightens oflf many would-be riders. Noise is the cause of
many a headache and " tired feeling " in those who do ride.
Noise attracts an undue sliare of police attention, and may
possibly have something to do with the excessive fines. Noise
has turned the motor cycle from Brooklands. What other
i-estrictions are awaiting us?

I daresay my experience is not exceptional. Havmg to
return my bicycle to makers for repairs, I asked them to fit

one of the good silencers on the market, or make me a new
•one (of course, at my expense). They made me one consisting
of a couple of tins slipped over the exhaust pipe, outside
dimensions S^in. by 2:^in. (2^ h.p.) Kesult : My machine was
m quiet as a Maxim gUn in action. People would rush into
doorways or cling to walls like limpets until I had passed
by. Is it good for the pastime or the industry?

THE GALLOPING MAXIM.

The Rival Belts.

[3489.]—Might I suggest to those who are so warmly
advocating the rival claims of rubber versus leather belts

that both have good points, and that the wise rider who
wishes to get the most satisfaction and value for his money
wUl provide himself with one of each kind for iise as circum-
stances permit. So far as my experience of each kind goes,
I find that nothing gives so nice a drive or so little trouble
.as a good leather belt in fine weather or under conditions
where it is not exposed to a soaking treatment. It will stand
a day of this without damage, but then wants dressing and
drying, whereas mud and rain have no bad effect on rubber
belts at all ; neither does the grit get into them and cut out
the pulleys in bad weather.
Although the rubber has this advantage under adverse con-

ditions, it has nothing like the life of a good leather belt. It

is the exception to get a rubber belt to stand over 2,000 miles
—many give up the ghost at a very insignificant total

—

whereas a good leather belt has a long life. For instance, I

used on a light tricar a fin. Watawata belt from the Sunday
after Femhurst in 1906 until September, 1907, running nearly
6,000 miles, and a portion of this belt is still in use in my
mills driving a machine running all day long. I replaced this

belt with a double ply of the same make, which I have now
driven close on 3,000 miles, and recently, when it was so
wet, I used it for 507 miles, including a portion of the Peak
District of Derbyshire, without trouble. All I did was to

take up ^in. at Chesterfield (on the fastener), and twice I

oUed the belt before starting in the morning. The load it

has to pull is about 5^ cwts. I have no pedals, and pas-
senger only got out on one hill. As it rained nearly every
day, and on one occasion machine was in water up to the
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top of the sparking plug, the test was a severe one, but the
belt appears no worse.
As regards frequency of tightening, I may say that I took

it up on Easter Monday, ran nearly 1,200^ miles, and again
shortened it on Whit-Monday, the next tightening operation
being the one at Chesterfield.

This should prove to some extent that all leather belts are
not_ masses of slime and oil. Did users more frequently dress
their belts with the proper oil, they would stand much
better. A slipping belt can often be cured, especially in
wet weather, by well oiling it. The same applies to a belt
that is dry and shiay. Mere indiscriminate tightening of a
belt soon leads to its destruction. In good order, a |in. belt
will transmit enough power to propel a passenger combina-
tion when quite slack, but if the pulleys are not correct or
the belt in good order lin. will not give satisfaction. One
thing is certain : no chain would ever stand anything like the
bad treatment belts receive. A. C. PEMBERTON.

Standardisation of Rims.

[3490.]—I am very glad to see that Mr. B. PI. Davies has
again taken up the question which I started over two years
ago on the standardisation of rims for motor cycle tyres.
No one but the manufacturer, who is anxious to supply any
tyre a customer may desire, knows the great annoyance that
is caused by different makes of tyres requiring special size

rims. The only way to overcome this difficulty is for the
manufacturers of motor cycles to get together and adopt
standard size rims, and insist upon the tyre manufacturers
supplying tyres to fit these rims. On Vindec Special motor
cycles this year we have as far as possible fitted what we
call oui" standard rims for 2^in. tyres, which measure exactly
22iin. outside diameter, and we have found that Michelin,
Dunlop, Goodrich, Clincher, and the special Palmer Cord
tyres fit this size rim perfectly. There are other makes of
2^in. tyres which with considerable effort can also be forced
on to this size rim, but of course they are not a perfect fit.

At the same time, if you were to compare the makers' sizes

and the tyres mentioned you would find a variation, both
below and above our standard, of possibly ^in. For a 2^in.

tyre a 22in. outside diameter rim should be used ; any smaller
rim than this does 'not permit a 20in. belt rim being fitted.

The Motor Cycle would certainly be doing, not only motor
cycle manufacturers but the motor cycling public in general,
a good turn if they would follow up the matter in regard
to standardisation of motor cycle tyre rims.

W. H. WELLS.
[We went into the matter very carefully some time ago, and

published an article under the heading of " Interchange-
ability of Tyres" on May 22nd, 1907, page 409. In this

article we particularly emphasised the fact tliat the corre-

spondence with and personal calls upon the leading tyre
makers had not elicited the information we desired, viz.,

which makes of tyres are interchangeable one with the
other. Although all the makers were most willing to give
every information regarding their own tyres, they were
extremely reticent respecting other makes. After all, this

is perhaps only natural.

—

Ed.]

—^ \

Meet of Scottish Motoi Cycle Club members at Stirling on the Stb inst.
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Belts and their Fasteners.

[3491.]—In the case of rubber belts, the following is the

way I prevent my fasteners from pulling out. Take a j^iece

of ordinary bicycle chain and hammer the rollers out. The
sides will then be loose. Take one side plate and place it on

the top of the belt, just under the fastener, so that the

.screw will go through the fastener and also through the

side plate. Drill another hole through the belt to corres.pond

with the other hole in the side plate, and put a small bolt

through and secure it with a nut on the top of the belt.

It is advisable to put a small washer on the bolt, so that

the head is not drawn into the rubber. The belt will require

shortening before the fastener shows any sign of pulling out

so that tlie bolt can be taken out, a piece cut off the belt,

and the fastener screw can be put in the hole originallj'

occupied by the bolt. AJ 223.

Record Lubricating.

[3492.]—Will " Ixion " forgive me saying so,
_
but I see

nothing extraordinary in his so-called record published a few
weeks ago. Some two years ago I wrote you on the subject,

assuring your readers what I can do, and do do, on a

3^ h.p., and I have proved long ago that most riders of

motor bicycles over-lubricate.

Without a doubt, " Ixion " need not " wonder " if the

B. and B. carburetter has anything to do with it ; of course

it has. If everyone adjusted their carburetter perfectly, this

overheating question would not be the source of worry it is.

I am sure I do not use half the oil others do, and for

four years now I have had no troubles with my engines. The
one I use now has not been dismantled since new, some fifteen

months ago, and when I do take it down I expect to find only

very little carbon deposit, in spite of using it nearly every
day. EXPERIENCED.

Footrests v. Pedals and Stands.

[3493.]
—

" The time is surely near when pedalling gear may
be dispensed with on first-class powerful modern machines."
The above quotation points to a landmark in the transition

period from pedals to footrests, which may be illustrated by
way of question and answer :

Define a motor bicycle? A mechanically-propelled single-

passenger road vehicle.

Define its functions? A means of transit (in pursuit of

pleasure or business).

As a designer partly responsible for the introduction of the
footrest idea, I am pleased to see the point now timely
expressed by " Ixion " as to a safe road clearance. Footrests
should have at least 7in. road clearance ; at this distance they
are infinitely less dangerous than pedals, which on some
machines leave barely a 3in. clearance. But the controversy
now awaiting settlement is pedal assistance v. auto-propulsion
proper. The advent of the variable gear surely settles it.

The partisans of pedals who have a propensity for physical
exercise may h& reminded that a course of Sandow culture at
home is likely to be more beneficial and less ludicrous than
the display of a perspiring and distorted countenance amid
the scenery of country lanes and roads.

The suppression of pedals tends to bring about the abolition
of the stand, for surely it is more convenient for cleaning or
tyre repair to incline one's machine on the footrests ! The
process of jacking up the back wheel and pedal persuasion
to start an engine instead of a comfortable hand turn through
live axle is as unnecessary as it is irksome and undignified.
No; as an eminent author once remarked, "The existence of
pedals proves the weakness of a motor bicycle." They have
a_ proper place on push cycles ; I notice they are even admis-
sible on the pedal-propelled gondolas at the White City.
Their retention on motor bicycles is prejudicial to that low,
comfortable, safe position which alone will prevail. '

ARTHUR W. WALL.

Leaking Batteries.

[3494.]—Referring to Mr. R. N. Morley's letter [No.
3446] in July 8th issue, as a brother motor cyclist I would
like to say that I, too, have suffered inconvenience both
with cycle and car batteries.

Accumulators in the first instance are costly if you get
good ones, they want constant watching, recharging, and
replenishing with acid, they run down whether in use or
not, and after a time the joints at the top open, acid oozes

out and trickles down, spoiling the enamel or paint work,,

and rotting everything with which it comes in contact.

What a job, too, to keep the terminals clean ; 1 have had
much trouble that way, so have discarded accumulators alto-

gether, and adopted dry batteries, which have given me
every satisfaction.

I wrote to Messrs. Siemens Bros., Ltd., Woolwich, who
very kindly made me a battery of three cells in one case

giving 4.5 volts, which has been very satisfactory. It was
not a stock size, but made to give as large a battery as the

space would admit. The price is so small (only the cost of

charging a leaky accumulator a few times) that it is a wonder
to me that more is not heard of these batteries.

I have recommended them to several friends and acquaint-

ances, and at the present moment Messrs. Siemens are
making one to dimensions for a cyclist friend of mine, who.
like myself, is tired of leaky batteries.

If Mr. Morley writes to this firm for their booklet on
" Ignition Dry Batteries " he will find a short article written
expressly for motorists which I am certain will interest him.

He will find there is no need to watch a dry battery.

While standing it recuperates itself, no acid to spill, no
corroded terminals, and no running about to get it charged.

I was told by the makers that I might expect fully from
2,000 to 3,000 miles from my battery. I have not done that

distance yet, only riding my cycle occasionally, but if at

the end of the season it gives out, the price is so small that

it can be thrown away and a new one purchased.
In conclusion, I would like to add that I am in no way

connected with Messrs. Siemens, Ltd.. except as a satisfied

user of their ignition dry battery. A 5756, A 6340.

[3495.]—Having derived much benefit from your paper,

I thought my experience might be of use to some of your
readers.

I used to use accumulators. My coil never exceeded
twenty miles without sticking. The acid used to splash

out, and they always wanted recharging when I wanted to

go twenty or forty miles. The last, a well-known 20 a.h.

,

both plates broke in about 300 miles. Nine months ago I

bought a Hellesen dry cell (Flash). Since then I have rarely

had to adjust my trembler coil (Guenet), which I was told

would soon run it down. I have now been about 1,000 miles
on one dry cell, and it is still at work.

WILLIAM C. CRAWLEY.

Adjustable Pulleys.

[3496.]—I do not know whether other riders have had
the same experience as I have, but after three years' use I

have come to the conclusion that the only satisfactory ad-

justable pulleys are those which have a sliding flange. A
flange that is screwed the same way as the locking ring, as

in the old Greenwood pulley, was tolerable, though even
this was a nuisance at times, but a flange that is screwed
with a left-hand thread against the ring's right-hand thread
is, to my mind, wrong. Personally, I would recommend all

users of the latter type to discard them before they break
up their bearings in an attempt to unlock the locking ring-

that is to say if they can get them off

!

Having broken an otherwise unbreakable ball bearing, I

am speaking from hot and bitter experience, and while the

makers know what I feel, I wish they could only see the

array of racked and twisted spanners I have used on their

"patent adjustable pulleys." AM 675.

[We think our correspondent must use too much force in

tightening the lock ring, as we have experienced no real

trouble in this direction with right and left-hand threads
on lock nuts.

—

Ed.]

MOTOR CYCLING IN ARGENTINA.
E. W. Brown writes that he will be pleased to give readers

any information they require regarding motor cycling in

Argentina. Letters addressed to him, care of the Editor, wil

be forwarded to the right quarter.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"Spark."—^Of the roads to avoid in E. Riding of Yorkshire

S. P. (Mon.) would like readers" experiences of the Gillett

Lehmann carburetter control.
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OCCASIONAL COMMENTSe
By "IXION."

A Plethora of Belt Fasteners.

I desire to return thanks to the numerous patentees

who have sent me sample belt fasteners. Their number
prevents me replying individually, and the same mis-

fortune will also prevent me from completing my tests

for a month or so. A great deal of ingenuity is evi-

dently at work, and so many brains should eventually

produce more than one good fastener between them.

Light^veights in the £nd=to=end.

Mr. B. H. Davies commented a week or two back
upon the novelty of seeing lightweight machines well

up with the leading competitors in the A.C.U. Trials,

and averaging legal limit. He failed to comment upon
a fact which was at least equally obvious, and that is

that, gallantly as the lightweights indubitably per-

formed, they failed to show the same high

level of efficiency as their heavier rivals.

A large proportion failed from one cause

or another to finish, and of those which
reached John-o'- Groat's House, none
secured a gold medal. I admit they would
have made a better show had the conditions

not been exceptionally arduous during the

trial ; and while we welcomed this for the

magnificent opportunity it afforded other

machines of surmounting difficulty, it cer-

tainly was arrant bad luck tliat the roads

and weather should have proved so adverse
in the first year, which welcomed a large

team of 80 lbs. machines to the A.C.U.
Trials. One thing was proved, and that

was that the engines fitted to these light-

weights are all right; and, after all, when
the engine is right, there is little more work
to be done before a sound machine can be
turned out. The imperfections of the pre-

sent lightweights vary with the make, but, as

a rule, tyres, rims, wheels, belts, and de-

tail fitments generally leave a little to be desired.

These points will be tremendously improved by this

season's experience and failures, and if the trials next
year are lucky enough to get fair weather, I expect to

see a whole fleet of lightweights win gold medals, while
two or three firms, such as the Motosacoche and Moto-
Reve, will get a complete team through, if, as I hope,
they see their way to enter three machines apiece.

Belts and Tyres on Light-weight Machines.
I do not profess to be specially enthusiastic about

the lightweight motor bicycles of to-day, whatever
ardour I may be able to summon up about those of
to-morrow; and consequently my words may be a
little jaundiced. But in respect of tyres and belts
many of them strike me as undesirable resurrections
of faulty details buried about the year 1902. About
that date I rode or owned several machines only a few
pounds heavier than the lightweight of to-day. Those
machines were as strong uphill as the modern 80 lbs.

machine, much as their 1908 relative surpasses them in

comfort, carburation, ignition, and mechanical reli-

bility. But my main troubles with those early light-

'Veights were confined to the tyres and the belts. The
yres were soon worn out, easily punctured, and too

small to prevent quite small stones from kinking the

rims if struck at normal motor cycling speeds. ' The
belts were also a fruitful source of trouble, owing more
to the low gear than to their tiny section. Consequently
before I again become a regular and contented rider

of lightweight machines I must stipulate for a specifi-

cation excluding what are only push-bicycle tyres,

rims, and wheels under another name, and which does
not force upon me once again the abomination of a

twisted round belt, or, alternatively, of a stiff V belt,

gripping only half the circumference of a 3in. engine
pulley. And of the lightweights I have tried, few
promise me any secure immunity from those loathed

annoyances of bygone days. I have just returned from
a short run in hilly country on what I suppose to be
the best of the modern 80-pounders. I have had two

-a

Gold medal winners in the IVIancIiestcr M.C. non-stop lun to Cheltenbam and Back. From left

to right the riders are : W. Heaton (5 h.p. Rex), H, Reed (4 h.p. Dot), 0. Gros (4.V h.p. Eagle),

J. Tytler and C. E. Kettle (3i h.p. Triumphs).

punctures, and both wheels are buckled. The belt is

made up of odd lengths and fasteners, and even now is

slipping so badly that I had to assist it with the pedals
down my own drive.

Special Hill=clinibing Machines.
One or two correspondents have written to ask what

deviations from standard specification have been made
in the one x, or two cases where "tourist" hill-

climbing events have been carried off by special

machines. I can only speak from personal knowledge
of one or two such cases, and in these instances the

special points of the machines were general reduction

of weight throughout, the use of a far higher compres-
sion ratio than is employed for the same firm's roadster

machines, and the use of ball bearings for the crank-

shaft and connecting rods, whereas the standard mount
had plain bearings. I may remind readers that the

building of these special machines does their

inventor no manner of good whatever, for if the

motor cycling public see that these remarkable perform-

ances are solely produced by a single man and a single

machine, instead of being duplicated by private

customers, they naturally smell a rat. Consequently
the trade as a whole have ceased to seek advertisement

of this particular kind, and many concerns never for a

moment countenanced any such tactics.
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HOW WE CLIMBED GLENFINART.
PROBABLY readers of The Motor Cycle may still

remember the entertaining account written by

Mr. Maitland of a hill-climbing tour he under-

took in the Western Highlands of Scotland, and

of his rather distressing experience on a certain hill,

viz., Glenfinart. Mr. Maitland made the assertion

that no motor bicycle could climb Glenfinart, even

with a two-speed gear. • With this statement I dis-

agreed, being aware from personal experience of the

capabilities of my two-speed 5 h.p. Vindec.

Hugh Gilison, the writer ol the accompanying article.

Another writer, " Argyllshire," also doubted the

ability of any motor bicycle to accomplish the climb,

and remarked that were any machine to do so the

makers would be kept busy with orders from Scottish

riders alone.

Accordingly a friend and I decided to attempt the

climb. B.'s mount is a standard 1908 Triumph, with

a slightly larger jet and a few additional airholes

;

gear, 5^ to i. My machine is a 1907 5 h.p. Vindec,

two-speed gear, with handle-bar control and Watawata
belt

;
gear, 4^ to i.

In order to reach the hill in tip-top condition, we
took the steamer from Glasgow to Dunoon, which is

a cheap ride at is., and I strongly advise this route

to anyone desirous of reaching the hill quickly.

Worse than Sutton Bank.
We left Dunoon, and soon covered the fourteen miles

to the Glen, vid Kilmun and Ardentinny. B. was
ahead, and went tearing up the Glen for a quarter of a

mile before he found his engine was slowing, and that

we had already climbed part of the famous hill. After

studying the map and making certain of our position.

we jacked up our machines and took a stroll upwards.
At each bend our spirits became more depressed, and
when we saw the awful left-hand turn on a gradient of

about one in five or one in six, we agreed that Mr.
Maitland had not exaggerated the hill in the least. It

is the worst hill we have ever seen, and eclipses Sutton
Bank, the surface on the bends being vile. B.

christened the last comer " Hell's Corner," and this is

a very appropriate sobriquet.

At this stage B. was prepared to struggle up in three

rushes, whilst I thought that my two-speed gear woul

at last get a chance of proving its worth. We no

returned to the foot of the hill and detached all oi

luggage, but kept our machines equipped with toi

roll, lamp, and horn, whilst I also left my spare toe

bag and tubes on the machine. Its weight thi

equipped is 265 lbs., my weight 9 stones 3 lbs.

B. having divested himself of several articles (

apparel, decided to make the first attempt, and, a

being ready, I gave him a hearty push-off and shout€

out " Good luck !

" The Triumph was picking up a

the way until I lost sight of machine and rider, ar

there was a sudden silence as they disappeared rour

the corner.

Successful at the First Attempt.
I was alone for ten minutes or more, when I sudden^

saw a strange figure approaching, and a closer inspe

tion proved this to be B.. minus leggings, coat, ves

and other small accessories. His face was red, bi

he wore a radiant smile, and he had every reason 1

feel happy, since he had climbed to the top <

Glenfinart at the first attempt. Of course, some peda

ling had been necessary, but even then it was a splendi

performance to climb a strange hill of the calibre (

Glenfinart. B. remarked facetiously that if he ha

been shaved, put on his slippers, and left his on

cigarette with me, he might have gone up a good de;

faster. We longed for a " Bar," or even a stone ginge

but these luxuries are not to be had on Glenfii^ai

The sun was in his glory, and we perspired freely, 1

reducing himself by at least 3 lbs.—at least that

what he worked it out at (i lb. per hour).

On my first attempt up Glenfinart the Vindec pulk

well, and after getting round the first bend I had
switch off twice in taking the left-hand turn. I w
going up well, and accelerated my speed to abo
twenty miles per hour as I rushed at the last awf

J. H. Brereton, the writer's companion.

corner. I was travelling too fast to get round, ai

I snatched in the low gear rather too sharply

;

front wheel swerved, struck a boulder, and took r

into the gutter on the left-hand side of " Hel
Corner." My heroic attempt to get out of the gutt

failed. I stopped within an arm's length of the to
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iow we Climbed Glenfinart.—
The indefatigable B. had now arrived with the

luggage, and I went back some two hundred yards

to try and pick a track round the last corner. My
belt was slipping, so we took it up, and B. marked

)ut a track for me to follow. There is only about

eighteen inches of hard surface on the corner, and

jnless one can keep on this strip a skid is bound to

;ake place.

Another Attempt Successful.

We had both long since reached boiling point, and

t was agreed that my next attempt from the bottom

should be the last before lunch. B. could not help

hinking of Whistlefield Inn, so I promised that this

ime I would take great care on his pet corner and
lail up to the top. I coasted down to the foot of

jlenfinart, and after seeing that I had a reserve

Dumpful of oil at hand I started off once more. The
mgine pulled better, and, owing to the tightened belt,

; seemed to climb better; no pedalling was necessary,

3Ut I decided that I would go round " Hell's Corner
"

)n the low gear to obviate any chance of skidding.

rhere is nothing more to add, save that I changed
lown from high to low so imperceptibly that B. nevei

mew at which point I had changed gears. The
k^indec next took up our luggage, and we made a

[uick run down to Whistlefield Inn.

After a well earned rest we set off for Arrochar
'id Cairndow and Glencroe, but we missed Cairndow,
md got on the famous pass before we were aware of

he fact.

We had ridden some twenty miles, but did not stop

nany minutes before tackling the famous climb over
}lencroe.

A large car a mile ahead was our guiding star,

ind we followed in its wake. There is really only
>ne bad corner on this the west side of Glencroe, but,

inluckily for B., the car, the Triumph, and the

/jndec all struck the turn about the same time. The

Vindec's low gear scored here, the Triumph being
stuck on the bend, owing to there not being suffi-

cient room for B. to rush the corner.

We took the Devil's Elbow down hill, and I should
say that it will require a lot of getting round on a fixed
geared machine. At the foot of Glenfinart, a beautiful
stream of running water tempted us to halt, and B. gave
me a fine aquatic exhibition before the "purr " of a

fast approaching car caused him to hide behind a

friendly boulder.
We had tea at a small cottage near Glencroe.
A quiet 8 m.p.h. down the bank of Loch Lomond to

Luss finished up a day full of incident, and, as B. put
it (or was it some other poet), " Something attempted,
something done, had earned a night's repose."
We returned South, via Erskine Ferry, Paisley,

Kilmarnock, Ayr, Cumnock, Sanquhar, Dunlfries,

Carlisle, Appleby, Brough, Sedburgh, Quornholme,
Garstang, and Preston, missing the series of police
traps that now stretch from Milnthorpe through Lan-
caster to Garstang.
The machines ran perfectly throughout the trip.

The Triumph sustained a nasty gash in the back tyre,

but beyond two punctures B. had no further trouble.

The Vindec was as reliable as usual, and I only had
one stop to change a sooted plug, due to over lubri-

cation. The machine has now done over 12,000 miles,

and the way the engine still pulls is really remarkable.
Speaking for myself, I am prepared to climb Glenfinart

at any time, without pedal assistance, but any rider

on a single-geared machine must be prepared to take
risks at the corners on account of the vile surface.

The last turn is considerably worse than the famous
Sutton Bank corner, as the gradient is i in 5 or 6 all

the way round.

I understand that we are the first motor cyclists to

climb Glenfinart, so I am now looking round for two
cheap medals and , but I do not want this to reach

the ears of B. Hugh Gibson.
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(.1) The lower reaches, showing the road
winding upwards to the left of the pine
trees.

'VIEWS OF GLENFINART,
l2) One of the many awkward turns.

After rounding the corner ^the gradient
is 1 in 4 tor 230 to 300 yards.

(3) Showing the steep andjwiiidin| 1
oature of the road.
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Motor Cycles for Patrolling.

Motor cyclists are now assisting in

the excellent road patrolling arrange-

ments of the A. A. Motor cyclists are

advised to carry the machine badge
crossways on the front guard extension.

A Record EntrylLlst.

The entry for the Coventry M.C.
open hill-climbing competition for motor
cycles at Newnham on Saturday last

was a record, the number of entries

totalling 94. Moreover, one or two
had to be refused owing to their late

arrival.

The T.T. Motor Cycle Race.

The Tourist Trophy Race for motor
cycle® is fixed to take place in the Isle

of Man towards the end of next month,
probably the 22nd inst. Entries close

on the 1st prox. Up to the present
eleven entries have been received.

Saturday's Race' Meeting at the Stadium.

The annual race meeting of the Anto
C;ycle Union will be held on Saturday
next, the 22nd inst., at the Stadium,
Shepherd's Bush. There should be a
large attendance, as all the well-known
racing men have entered for the
various events.

Motor Cycle Hill-climb at Trouville.

Our French contemporary Lts Sports
is organising a hill-climb for August
26th at the well-known French seaside
resort Trouville. The Herdtle,
Bruneau, and Albatross motor cycles
have already entered. The hill is

known as the Cote du Calvaire.

A.C.U. Permits.

Permits have been granted for the
following events : August 22nd, three
miles motor cycle handicap, 76 by 76
class, Worthing Excelsior C.C. Sports.
Hon. secretary, V. Cowan, 22, St.

Dunstan's Road, West Worthing.
August 26th, three miles motor cycle
handicap^ 76 by 76 class, Uxbridge
C.C. Sports. Hon. secretary, W. H.
Gough, High Street, Uxbridge.

Imports of Motor Cycles.

162 motor cycles were imported last
month (value £4,062) and £3,713 worth
of parts, a decrease of £621 over July,
1907. Imports during the seven months
ended 31st July were 1,070 motor,
cycles valued at £28,956, and parts
value £15,026—a total of £43.982. as
against £58,033 in the corresponding
period of 1907, and £58,586 in 1906.

Exports of British Machines.

Eighty-five motor cycles were ex-
ported from this country during July
(value £3,009) and £1,305 worth of
parts, During the seven months ended
31st July 475 British made motor
cycles have been exported of the value
of £16.172, together with parts value
£12,627—£28,799 in all.

AUGUST igth, igoH.

New A.C.U. Badges.

The new badges, which are rapidly

being sent out to all those who have
ordered them, have been very greatly

admired, and there is a big demand
for them, both from the private mem-
bers of the Union and from members
of affiliated clubs.

Summonses on the End-to-end Run.

In our report of the End-to-end con-

test it was mentioned that Miss Hind
and Mr. Sproston encountered a police

tiap at Penrith on the third day. The
case came on recently, and Miss Hind
was fined £2 and costs and ]\Ir.

Sproston £5 and costs. Both had their

licen.?es endorsed.

Harry Tate Wins a Motor Cycle Race.

On Wednesday last at Heme Hill,

the music hall sports meeting was held,

and a motor cycle race was one of the
items on the programme. Leonard
Mortimer (scratch) rode a 1908 Triumph
with mudguards and pedals, and con-

ceded 200 yards start to Harry Tate
(on C. R. Collier's famous Matchless
racer) and T. Cowan (on Harry Martin's
Matchless racer). There were two other
competitors on roadster machines. Harry
Tate caused much amusement by keep-
ing the competitors on the startmg line

while he went round the track two or

three times to warm his engine. The
race was a good one, Leonard Mortimer
making a very good struggle. Harry
Tate won, T. Cowan finishing second
only a wheel in front of L. Mortimer.
Mr. Straight was the handicapper.

S. G. Frost, who won the Jarrott Cup in the
M.C.C. London to Land's End and Back Run,
on August 3rd and 4th. He rode the same
4Jh.p. Twin Minerva, on which he won the
M.C.C. Cup in the London-Edinburgh and Back
Trial at Whitsuntide,

^eaaf^eaturer \
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COVENTRY M,C. OPEN HILL-

CLIMB.

HOW WE CLIMBED GLENFINART

(Illustrated).
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Poliee Traps.

A police trap was instituted on th

9th inst. on the main road between Lin
coin and Newark, starting a little o
the Newark side of the half-wa;

house. It is about three miles in lengtl

Motor Cyclists' Meet at Stratford-on-Avon.

Motor cycle club secretaries shoul

make a note that the great meet o

motor cycle clubs at Stratford-on-Avo
will be held on Saturday next, th

22nd inst. Mr. R. Vernon C. Brooli

of the Birmingham M.C.C, has orgai

ised the meeting, and we understan

that more than twelve clubs will tak

part.

Long Distance Runs Popular.

The popularity of long-distance ride

on motor cycles is surprising. Ti
A.C.U. twenty-four hours' ride was tli

second long run during the sam
week, yet the entry list totalis

thirty-five, the entrants being chieti

amateurs. It proves at any rate ti

absolute reliance riders have on the

machines, for . a continuous run <

twenty-four hours on hilly roads is ui

doubtedly a severe test.

Victim ot Night Trap.

At Greenwich, Cecil E. Pinkerto:

of Blackheath, was summoned for dri

ing a motor cycle at the "estimate

speed of over 28 m.p.h." P.I

Battersby admitted that he was caug

in the night trap at Eltham. Defe
dant, who denied the speed, was fin<

40s. and costs. Snice the signallii

was by the extremely uncertain methi

of flashing a lamp, readers can dra

their own deductions.

A.C.U. Penalty Run. ,

It has been decided that a penal

run, open to both members of t

Union and associate members of affiliat<

clubs, shall be held next month. TI

route will probably be the same as

previous years, starting from Woo
ford, Essex, and finishing there. TI

entrance fee will be 3s. per membe
with a fine of Is. for each stoppage, tl

maximum amount of the fines to 1

5s. Bronze medals will be awarded
competitors making non-stop runs ai

finishing within schedule time. A tea

prize of two guineas is also to

awarded to the club whose membe
as a team accomplish the best pe

formance. This event is always
most enjoyable sporting fixture, and
is to be hoped that it will be well su

ported by all members and the

affiliated clubs that can convenienl

compete.
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A Promising. Motor Cycle Track Racer.

A rider who Iws been ratlK^r unfor-

tunate tiiis year uu the ramig path is

A. Greenaway. He rode second in the

scratch race at Aston, and was only

prevented from linisiiiug through las

coil failing. At Cambiidge he was only

beaten by one length m the iirst race

by Hodgkinson, and he m; de a vei-y

good race with Bennett in tae scratch

race. Such dosa raUaing should en-

courage him to perstvere, and stimtly

he will doubtless be able to place a

first to his credit.

A Lucky Motor Cyclist. ,V

Andrew Phillips, of Middlesbrough,
was summoned last week for rid-

ing a motor bicycle at a speed
dangerous to the public at

Eaglescliffe on July 5 th. Two
constables stated that they timed
defendant, who was towing two
cyclists, one on either side, the

speed being 23 m.p.h. There
were a good many people about.

Defendant denied travelling at

more than eight or nine miles an
hour, and called the two cyclists

and a Middlesbi-ough fruiterer

in support of his statement.

Defendant's solicitor pointed out
that not one of the thirty people

said to be on the road had been
called. The case wa-s dismissed.

Alderman Page said the Bench
thought the evidence of the
prosecution very unsatisfactory,

to say no more. They had very
strong evidence to say there was
scarcely anybody about, and the
police, they thought, should be
careful as to what they said.

Defendant's solicitor asked for

costs, and the Bench, by a
majority, decided to allow the
application. Surely this consti-

tutes a record

!
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international T.T. Prize Fund.

A special fund has been opened to

provide good cash prizes for the
winners, and to assist in defraying the
cost of the race. Any contribution to-

wards this fund will be much appre-
ciated, and should be sent to the sec-

retary. Auto Cycle Union, 18, Down
Street, Piccadilly, W., as early aa

possible.

The T.T, Motor Cycle Race.

The Tourist Trophy Race for motor
cycles will be held over the same course
a<s last year, viz., St. John's, Balla-

craine, Kirkmichael, Devil's Elbow,
St. Germains, Peel, and back to St.
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FUTURE EVENTS.

Aug.

Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

21-22—Motor 'Cycle Union of Ireland Open 400
Miles Reliability Trials for the Muratti
Trophy.

22—A.C.U. Annual Race Meeting at the
Stadium, Shepherd's Bush.

22—General Inter-club Meet of Motor Cyclists

at Stratford-on-Avon, organised by the
Birmingham M.C.C.

22—Worthing Excelsior C.C. Three Miles Motor
Cycle Handicap.

26—Uxbridge C.C. Three Miles Motor Cycle
Handicap.

29—Essex M.C. London to York and back, for

members only.

I—Entries close for the Motor Cycle Tourist
Trophy Race.

12—Motor Cycling Club Petrol Consumption Tests.

23—The International Auto Cycle Tourist Trophy
Race in the Isle of Man.

Penalty Run for Members of the A.C.U. and
Clubs in the South of England Districts

affiliated to it.

3—A.C.U. Council Meeting at Warwick.
20-28—Thirty-second Annual Stanley Show, at

the Agricultural Hall, Islington.
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C. W. Hathaway (3J h.p. Triumph and Sidecar) making fastest time in the Passenger Class at

the Coventry M.C. Hill-climb on Saturday last he was also second on formula.
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John's. The following entries have
been received : Mr. C. R. Collier,

Matchless (holder single-cylinder class)

;

Mr. H. Rem Fowler, Norton (holder

twin-cylinder class) ; Triumph Cycle
Co., three Z^ h.p. Triumphs; Bat
Motor Co., 6 h.p. Bat; Mr. W. H.
Wells, 5 h.p. Vindec Special; Mr. R.
W. Ellis, 3i h.p. Rex; Mr. W. H.
Bashall, 3^ h.p. Triumph; Mr. C.
Gordon Gibson, 3^ h.p. Triumph ; and
Mr. Noel E. Drury, 5 h.p. J.A.P.

Driving Licenses in Scotland.

The Midlothian County Council, in

violation of the Motor Car Act, Sec.

3, Sub-sec. 3, has hitherto refused to

_^, issue licenses to drivers of motor
cycles and motor cars extending
beyond the 31st December in the
year of issue, thus causing great

inconvenience. Thanks to the
efforts of a local official of the
Cyclists' Touring Club, the

County Clerk has now decided*
after correspondence with the
Secretary for Scotland, to issue,

or renew, drivers' licenses for a
period of twelve months from
the date of issue or renewal, as

is general elsewhere.

A.C.U. Race Meeting.

The annual race meeting of the

Auto Cycle Union, which is to

take place at the Stadium,
Shepherd's Bush, W., on Satur-

day next, August 22nd, will pro-

vide some exciting racing, as all

the well-known racing motor
cyclists will be competing.

Messrs. C. R. Collier, H. Martin,
C. E. Bennett, H. V. Colver,

W. W. Genu, T. A. Carter, and
W. Hodgkinson will be fighting

for supremacy in the one hour
scratch race, which is always an

attractive feature of this meet-
ing. In addition to this race there

will be a series of one mile time trials,

a five miles handicap, and also a five

miles handicap for standard touring

machines. With such a programme as

this there should be a large crowd of

spectators at the Stadium to witness

the sport.

Motor Union Notes.

The demand for the Motor Union
motor cycle badge continues. Four-

teen applications were received during

the week ended August 8th. The
following is an extract from a letter

received from a London motor cyclist :

" I must say I found the badge very

useful during my run through the

Peak district, and I must thank you

for the prompt attention given to my
application and the delivery of the

badge." The Motor Union is con-

stantly receiving letters similar to the

following :
" With regard to the badge,

does the ^s. paid once cover the whole

cost or is it a yearly charge?" The
Motor Union charges one amount of

6s. only for the use of the motor cycle

badge, and no further cha.rge is made
so long as the motor cyclist continues

his membership with the Motor Union.

If a member exhibiting the badge is

charged for an offence of which he is

innocent half his legal expenses are

paid by the Union. Several clubs have

decided to continue their joint affilia-

tion to the A.C.U. and M.U.
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Coventry M.C. HilUclimb at New^nham.
THE Coventry Motor Club is to be congratulated

on having added another success to its list of

open competitions. On Saturday last at Newn-
ham, near Daventry, motor cyclists converged

from all points of England to take part in the open
motor cycle hill-climbing competition promoted by the

above club. The entries were divided into six classes,

and no less than ninety-four separate entries were
received. This we believe to be a record entry for any
motor cycle hill-climbing competition, closed or open,

and such a complete entry must be particularly grati-

fying to the promoters. As early as ii a.m. the weigh-

ing of the various machines and competitors com-
menced, under the superintendence of Messrs. H.
Revnolds and R. Pugh. Mr. H. Reynolds had rigged

start. Soon after 3 p.m. the competitors in Class i

commenced to ascend the hill, one minute intervals

being allowed between each competitor, and ten minutes
between each class to allow time for those entered in

more than one class to descend the hill.

The hill is a severe one, and the course was about
one kilometre in length, the steepest gradient being 1

in 6. It is a somewhat difficult hill to climb, owing
to the fact that the gradient is in parts very deceptive.

Soon after the start there is a cross road. Here the

gradient is steep, although it does not appear to be so

to a rider who is approaching it. This gradient neces-

sitates a change down on all except the more powerful
cars. Then comes a long stretch of slightly easier

grade, followed by a bend near a bam which requires

The weighing-In

at Messrs.

Reynolds Bros.'

Garage.Daventry.

In the foreground

is the interesting

3 h.p. Scott, fitted

with a

twin-cylinder

two-stroke water-

cooled engine.

The machine is

also provided with

a two-speed gear

and chain

transmission.

Mr. Scott won

three first

positions on

formula in Classes

3, 4, and 6.

an excellent and accurate weighing machine in his

yard at the Tudor Works, Daventry, and with Mr.
Pugh's. assistance the men and machines had all

weighed in by i p.m. An adjournment was then made
to the weighing platform at Daventry Station, where
the passenger machines were duly weighed and passed.

Newnham village green is a pretty spot at any time,

but on Saturday with the increased life and animation

provided by the presence of visitors' cars and com-
petitors' and visitors' motor cycles, it presented a

picture that will be best realised after a glance at the

illustration on the following page.

On the green numbered cards were placed at various

points to indicate the positions to be occupied by the

competitors when being marshalled prior to the actual

start and to avoid confusion when those who rode in

more than one class returned to the green for a fresh

some care. Soon afterwards the steeper portion com-

mences, and there is no ease until the i in 6 sectior

at the top is reached.

After this description it will not surprise readers tc

hear that some of the machines with small engines

failed. J. P. le Grand usually makes very fast tim(

in hill-climbing events, but Newnham proved too mucl
for his 2^ h.p. Matchless, also for H. L. Cooper's

3 h.p. Triumph and F. E. Barker's 2^ h.p. Rex<

The excellent performance of the first four rider;

in Class 2 (J. Marshall, W. F. Newsome, W. G
McMinnies, and E. S. Myers), who all rode ^% h.p
T.T. Triumphs, was remarkable, there being a differ

ence of only 6%s. between the first and fourth riders

Then came Brice on his Brown, followed by five mor<
Triumph riders (J. H. Slaughter, E. L, Roberts
A. W. Bentley, Gordon Gibson, and T. W. Drayton)
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oventry M.C. HiU-dlmb at Newnham.—

)f these five, Bentley doubtless would have made far

etter time had he not been forced on to the grass at

he cross roads near the foot by some of the spectators.

Jeoffrey Smith also suffered bad fortime; the petrol

ip of his machine shook upwards on two occasions,

nd stopped the supply of petrol to the carburetter.

Considerable interest was taken in the fact that

jvo old-time winners on motor cycles (Bert Yates and

1. Wright) took part in this competition on new
attern Humber motor cycles, but their luck was not

ith them on Saturday. Class 3 was confined to twin-

ylinder machines, and F. W, Applebee, jun. (5 h.p.

Lex), scored a popular win on time, closely followed

y W. H. Bashall (6 h.p. Bat-Jap), W. Heaton (5 h.p.

Lex), and W. H. Wells (5 h.p. Vindec) in the order

amed. Then came Jack Scriven, F. White, and

), C. Godfrey, all on 5 h.p. Rex machines. The
erformances in this class were again remarkable for

some alterations made, which were not completed in

time.

In Class 4, which was open to any motor bicycle,

it was hardly expected that a single-cylindered machine
would beat all the high powered twins, but so it

proved; J. Marshall (3^^ h.p. T.T. Triumph), who
rode superbly, won on time by %s. from F. W.
Applebee, jun. (5 h.p. twin Rex), W. Heaton, Jack
Scriven, and J. W. Wareing (all on 5 h.p. twin Rex
machines) being third, fourth, and fifth. The next

fastest single-cylinder performance was accomplished

by Guy Lee Evans on a 3^ h.p. Rex, who sustained

ill-luck in Class 2, the inlet valve cotter coming

adrift.

It is interesting to note that in Class 5 three

members of the Coventry M.C. were the only com-

petitors who succeeded in climbing the hill with their

passenger motor cycles. C. W. Hathaway (3^ h.p.

Triumph, with sidecar and Nala two-speed gear)

A general view at tbe village green at Newnliam, near Daventry, on the occasion ot the Coventry Motor Club's Open Motor Cycle Hill-clfmb.

;lose running, 3%s. separating the first four com-
)etitors. Despite the horse-power, two riders failed

p reach the summit (W. O. Bentley on a 5 h.p. Rex
nd E. Stubbs on a 3^ h.p. Rex). One of the

-loto-Reves ridden by W. Smith, although slowest

all, surmounted the hill without pedal assistance

—

really marvellous feat considering the size of the

ngine and steepness and length of the gradient.

A. J. Sproston (5 h.p. Rex) was suffering from a
all sustained in the morning while on the way to

)aventry.

A. A. Scott on the Scott with twin-cylinder two-

roke water cooled engine caused a considerable

mount of interest; his speed was not high, as he
as last but one, but the ease with which the engine
as started and the novel features embodied in the

esign of the machine attracted attention from
ithusiasts in motor cycle construction.

^liss Muriel Hind (5 h.p. Rex) and T. H. Tessier
1 h.p. Bat-Jap) did not compete. Miss Hind, who
rove her Deasy car from Dorset to Coventry on
riday last on purpose to compete, was disappointed
the delivery of her machine; she has been having

easily made fastest time, followed by H. Williamson

(6 h.p. Rex Litette) and A. N. Startin (5 h.p. Riley

tricar).

The variable gear class was fairly well supported,

but not by any means representative. R. Lord, the

winner, rode a 5 h.p. Rex with that firm's two-speed
gear in the back hub; F. W. Barnes (3^ h.p.,

Zenette, Gradua gear) was second, and W. Newman
(3^^ h.p. Roc, Roc gear and clutch) third.

After a well-earned tea the officials met and worked
out the placings, which will be found in table form
on the next page.

The thanks of the club are due to Messrs. H. P.

Boot, H. Hazlewood, W. E. James, R. Pugh, and H.
Reynolds.

The judges were Messrs. V. A. Holroyd, John V.
Pugh, and H. W. Staner. Clerks of the course,

Messrs. B. H. Davies and H. W. Duret. Marshals,
Messrs. J. K. Starley and E. W. Harris. Stewards,

Messrs. J. F. Hug, C. Lloyd, A. Riley, J. W. Roebuck,
and A. Wright. Timekeepers, Messrs. John Urry and
C. Wheelwright. Trials hon. secretary, Mr. W. F.

Grew (The Motor Cycle).
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Coventry M.C. Hill-climb at Newnham.
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In the following table the fastest time in each class

is given as X in the first column, and the second columr

denotes the rider's position on A.C.U. formula.

CLASS I.

No. Name of Driver and Machine.

6

7

3
1

11

12

19

20
17

10
18

23
9

15

26
21

24
16

28

14

25
13

22

27

4b
29
33
38
32
35
47
41

45
37

39
44
36
43
49
40
46

fPhil Baker (P) (2f h.p. Minerva)
W. Savage (P) (2| h.p. Garrard)
P. Smyth {21 h.p. Rex)
C. S. Burney (P) (3^ h.p. de Havilland)

CLASS 11.

J. Marshall (3^ h.p. T.T. Triumph) ,

F. W. Newsome (3i- h.p. T.T. Triumph)

JW. G. McMinnies "(P) (Sth.p. T.T. Triumph)
E. S. Myers (3i- h.p. T.T. Triumph)
R. M. Brice (Zl- h.p. Brown)
J. H. Slaughter (3* h.p. T.T. Triumph)
E. L. Roberts [U h.p. T.T. Triumph)
A. W. Bentley (P) m h.p. T.T. Triumph) . .

.

Gordon Gibson (P) (3;^ h.p. T.T. Triumph) . .

.

T. W. Drayton (P) (3^- h.p. 1907 Triumph) .

.

Bert Yates (3J h.p. Humber)
F. E. Walker (P) (3-| h.p. Triumph)
A. Manning Lomax (P) {Z^ h.p. Triumph) . .

.

W. A. Jacobs (P) (3i h.p. Rex)
F. W. Applebee (3i h.p. (Rex) "k

Geoffrev Smith (P)"(3,i h.p. Triumph) /
S. Wright {3,} h.p. Humber)
A. B. Jepson (P) (3i h.p. Triumph)
E. Stubbs (P) (3i h.p. Rex
Reg. Samson (3-i h.p. L.M.C.)

CLASS III.

F. W. Applebee, jun. (5 h.p. Rex)
W. H. Bashall (P) (6 h.p. J.A.P.-Bat)

W. Heaton (P) (5 h.p. Rex)
W. H. Wells (5 h.p. Vindec)
Jack Scriven (P) (5 h.p. Rex)
F. White (P) (5 h.p. Rex)
0. C. Godfrey (5 h.p. Rex)
F. C. Bagshaw (P) (5 h.p. Rex)
F. C. Ferryman (P) (5 h.p. Norton)
G. F. Cooper (P) (5 h.p. Vindec)

F. W. Applebee, sen. (5 h.p. Rex)
H. G. Hill (P) (5 h.p. Vindec)

W. J. Clarke (P) (5 h.p. Rex)
A. J. Sproston (5 h.p. Rex)
J. Winslow (5 h.p. Rex)
A. A. Scott (3 h.p. Scott)

W. Smith (2 h.p. Moto-Reve)

On
Time.

X
x+ 9J

x+llf

X
x+ 3

x+ 6f
x+ 6-i

x+ 7i
x+ 7f
x+ 8f
a;+10|

x+12f
a;+ 20|
a;+ 21

X + 2Z
x+2^
ar+ 26

a;+ 264

a; + 27*
X+ 29J-

x+ Z&l
x+zn

x+ n
x+ If
x+ 3f
x+ 61
x4- 4*
x+ 44
x+ 7

x+ 8|
x+ 84

x+ 9"

x+ 9i
*+ 10

x+12f
x+ 321
x+M\
x+m

On
For-
mula.

1

2

3

4

1

7
5
6

3

2

4
8
10

11

13

15

9

16

18

14
12

17

19

20

6-7

13

5
3
10

6-7

12

8
11

9
15

2

16

14
17

I

4

CLASS IV.

*Denotes best performance by private owner on time,

fDenotes best performance by private owner on formula.

11

48
33
32
50
8

41

12

38
47
17

45
19

20
36
39
10

14

15

6

43
26
40
49
13

46

53
57
55

60
59
51

25
40
58

J. Marshall (3^ h.p. T.T. Triumph)
F. W. Applebee, jun. (5 h.p. Rex)
*W. Heaton (P) (5 h.p. Rex)
Jack Scriven (P) (5 h.p. Rex)
J. W. Wareing (7 h.p. Minerva)
G. Lee Evans (3i h.p. Rex)
F. C. Bagshaw (P) (5 h.p. Rex, Bagshaw)

F. Newsome (3.V h.p. T.T. Triumph) .

H. Wells (5 h.p^ Vindec)

C. Godfrey (5 h.p. Rex)
M. Brice (3f h.p. Brown)
C. Ferryman (P) (5 h.p. Norton)

W.
W.
0.

R.

s.

tW.'G. McMinnies (P) (3* h.p. T.T. Triumph)
E. S.' Myers (3* h.o. T.T.^Triumph) \

W. J. Clarke (P) (5 h.p. Rex) /

F. W. Applebee, sen. (5 h.p. Rex)
J. H. Slaughter (3i h.p. T.T. Triumph)
Geoffrey Smith (P)" 3,i- h.p. Triumph
T. W. Drayton (P) [U h.p. 1907 Triumph) .

.

Phil Baker (P) (2J h.p. Mnerva)
A. J. Sproston (5 h.p. Rex)
Bert Yates (3J^ h.p. Humber)
A. A. Scott (3'h.p. Scott) :

J. Winslow (5 h.p. Rex)
A. B. Jepson (P) [Zl- h.p. Triumph)
W. Smith (2 h.p. Moto-Reve)

x+
x +
x +
x+
x+
x+
a;+
x+

If
2

2§

5

6

x+ 6f

7-1

8

x+
x+
x+ 9

x + lO

x+12
a;+13?

x + lll
a; +18

1

x + 184

x+m
r+ 26
a; + 2G4
x+ 21\\

x+ Zll

CLASS V.

C. W. Hathaway (Z\ h.p. Triumph and sidecar) x
H. Williamson (6 h.p. Rex Litette)

A. N. Startin (P) (5 h.p. Riley Tricar)

a;+16i

x+Ul

CLASS Vl.

R. Lord (5 h.p. Rex, Rex gear)

F. W. Barnes {Z\ h.p. Zenette, Gradua gear)

W. Newman (3^ h.p. Roc,Roc gear)

S. Wright (3i h.p. Humber, Roc gear)

A. A. Scott (3 h.p. Scott, Scott gear)

C. A. Palmer (5 h.p. Roc, Roc gear)

X
a-+ 23|
a; + 24i-

x-\-2^
x-Y25\
x+ 274

2

21

17

18

19

7

16

9

13

22

4
20
8

10

23

24

6

5

11

3

25
12

1

26

14

15

2

3

1

4

2

3

5

1

6

% Denotes best combined perforraauco by a private owner oe

time and on formula and winner of The Motor Cyde silver rose

bowl.

(P) private owner.

The other awards are a prize for fastest time in each class anc

a gold medal for best placing on A.C.U. formula in each class.

->--•••—<-

CLUB
Sunderland and District M.C.C.

are holding a speed-judging contest this (Wednesday) even-

ing, August 19th, over a course of about nine miles in length.

Leeds M.C.C.

The result of the two days' reliability trial for non-trade
riders only, from Leeds to Bowness (Lake District) and
back, has now been declared : 1st, T. G. Bullus (3^ h.p.

P. and M.) ; 2nd, W. Grinstead (5 h.p. Rex) ; 3rd, Frederick
Bagshaw (5 h.p. Rex). The next event is the speed com-
petition at Templenewsam, for the N.S.U. Shield and medals.

Essex M.C.

This club's 200 miles reliability trial, fixed for the 29th
August, has been abandoned owing to the large number of

long distance trials held this year, and also the fact that it

is impossible to get a permit from the Royal Automobile Club
for the Light Car class.

The London-York run will take place on the 29th August as

the same had to be postponed on account of Newham Hill

climb last Saturday ; entries should be sent in immediately.
Entry forms are now issued and may be obtained upon

application to Mr. Harold Fuller, Wynndale Road, Wood-
ford, Essex, the hon. sec.

NEWS.
Scottish Motor Cycle Clubs Meet.

On August 8th the motor cycling clubs of Perth, Dundee
Edinburgh, Glasgow, and Falkirk held an inter-club meet a
Stirling. A most enjoyable afternoon was spent.

Hull and East Riding A.C.C.

Nine competitors took part in the above club's 150 mile
non-stop run on Thursday last. The results will be announce(
next week. On Saturday next a meet and hill-climbing com
petition will be held at Elsham (Lines.)

Manchester M.C.

Five out of twenty-two entrants in the M.M.C. reliabilit;

trials, held on the 1st and 3rd inst., completed non-stop run
for both the outward and the homeward journeys (350 miles'

The winner of the Triumph cup, gold medal, and prize fo|

hill-climb on formula was Otto Gross (4^ h.p. Eagle Runabout,'
Special trade prize, value £5 5s., C. E. Kettle (3i h.p. Triumph'
Special club gold medals for non-stop runs : H. Reed (4 h
Dot) ; J. Tytler (3^ h.p. Triumph), tied for cup last year]

W. Heaton (5 h.p. Rex) ; and C. E. Kettle (3^ h.p. Triumph
Gold medals; for 98% marks : H. Andrews, E. Broadhe
E. W. Buckley, J. L. Rose, and T. E. Leigh. Fastest ti

on hill-climb, A. J. Moorhouse (5 h.p. Rex), who wins
special prize presented by Mr. Percy Butler.
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London to Plymouth and Back in a Sidecar.
\S my own entry for the A.C.U. twenty-four hours'

run was sent in too late, and being unable to

move the stony hearts of the Down Street

officials, I was on the point of following the

)mpetitors unofficially on my trusty Rex, when Mr.

:raight kindly found me a seat in the sidecar of the

l4 h.p. Phanomen.
This is the beginning of my story, and ouradventures

ay prove interesting. At 9.12 p.m. on Friday night

s started on our long run of 223 miles in the best of

)irits, and very soon had checked at Guildford,

fter Guildford came the Hog's Back, which I have

ways considered a stiff morsel for a passenger

achine, but to my surprise the Phanomen made light

' the gradient. From there we purred along the up

id down road through Farnham, Alton, Winchester,

id Alresford, and soon after the latter place our luck

jserted us, for we lost our way with a \'engeance,

stretch we were misinformed of the distance from
Crewkerne to Yeovil, and arrived there twenty minutes
late. Again, just as we were leaving, Newman arrived,

having been delayed by a puncture, but he was as

determined as ever.

We Again Miss the Road.

Continuing our way to Salisbury, bad luck

overtook us again, for we lost our way out of

the town, every person we asked pointing out a different

route. We found ourselves at last on Salisbury Plain.

We were advised to turn off to the right and try to

make Romsey, and after that the journey became for

us a malignant nightmare. We lit up, but lost our way
with mortifying persistence, and after rousing many
irritable cottagers from their beds, succeeded in reach-

ing Romsey at about midnight, tired, hungry, and
numb from the bitter cold. About five miles from Rom-

Start of heat 2

of the event for

Tourist motor

bicycles at the

Essex M.C. meet-

ing at the

Stadium on

Saturday, the

8th [inst.

avelling in some extraordinary way to within seven

iles of Southampton, when the writer happened to

>tice the inscription on a milestone. Turning quickly,

e made up for lost time as much as the corners would
low, and eventually checked at Salisbury, having lost

sarly two and a quarter hours.

MaKing Up Lost Time.
Thereafter we purred rapidlv along, and about eight

iles out of Shaftesbury we came across the unlucky
eiger, who had run into a bridge in the dark and
imaged the forepart of his machine very badly. As
e could do nothing for him, we reluctantly continued
Jr way to Yeovil, where we partook of breakfast.

'^e managed to complete the timed stretch between
eovil and Honiton within four seconds of schedule
tne, and I do not think I have ever seen such awful
ads in a trial before, except the London to Land's
nd run. At Yeovil we found the unfortunate Newman
ith two teeth out of his timing gear, hard at work
ivetailing two more in.

We made light of the dreaded Yarcombe Hill on our
w gear, and soon reached Plymouth. Just as we were
aving, Newman came in, tired and dusty, but jubilant

>twithstanding, and left just before us. We journeyed
om Plymouth to Honiton at a good pace, and then
ttled down for the timed stretch to Yeovil. In this

sey we' could stand it no longer, and fell asleep by the
roadside till 4.30 a.m. on Sunday. We awoke and
started off immediately, and got going at a rapid pace,
making Winchester, Alton, Farnham, and Guildford
in quick succession, and arriving at Thames Ditton at

7 a.m. on Sunday. If we had not missed our way so
much we should have gained at least' a silver medal,
as the machine and tyres were untouched from start to
finish, bar shortening the belt. We heard a lot of

grumbling about finding the way in the dark, and it is

to be hoped that next year means will be found for

ensuring a straight-through night journey.

The cheery purring of the Phanomen helped to keep
our spirits up, and our failure to finish in time was all

the more mortifying because of the complete absence
of trouble.

On the whole, the competitors seemed to regard the

run as more severe on machine, tyres, and riders than

the London-Edinburgh run, and I am bound to agree

with them. A. G. Fenn.

The Chief Constable of Lincolnshire has notified the

Motor L^nion for the general information of motorists

"that circumstances have made it imperative for in-

creased police suoervision of traffic on the Sleaford- to

Lincoln and the Lincoln to Newark high roads."
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RECENT PATENTS.
By ERIC W. WALFORD, F.C.I.P.A.

A Danish Idea.

The front portion A
and rear portion B of

the frame are con-

nected by a box-like

structure C, which is

adapted to contain the

tanks and ignition

mechanism.—J. C. Han-
sen-EUehammer, No.

19,485, 1907.

A Combined Puliey and Belt Adjuster.

A carrier A is mounted upon the engine crankshaft and

adapted to oscillate concentrically therewith, but eccentri-

cally to the driven pulley. The carrier A has attached to it

a sleeve upon which is mounted the belt pulley. The fixed

flange B of the pulley has connected to it a chain wheel C
by which it is driven from the engine. The loose flange D
is carried upon a bear-

ing which can be acted

upon by a spindle E
working in a thread
F to provide the

lateral adjustment.
This spindle extends
through the carrier A
and carries at its end
a spur pinion G gear-

ing with corresponding
teeth on a segmental
plate H. Between the
segmental plate H and
another fixed plate J is

a movable segment K,
which is provided with
a row of teeth L, nor-

mally held in engage-
ment with teeth on
the segmental p'ate

by springs M. Slidably mounted in the carrier is a locking

piece N, which has two rows of teeth, and P, and may
be operated by a Bowden wire (not shown). The operation
is as follows : When the locking piece N is moved to a

position where both sets of teeth and P are out of engage-
ment, the carrier may be oscillated the required amount.
As the segmental plate is held stationary by its engagerr
with the teeth L on the fixed plate, this oscillation roti^^es

the pinion G and spindle E, moving the loose pulley flange
through the action of the thread F. If the belt is not now
at the right tension tha locking piece N is moved to disengage the
teeth L," and to engage
its teeth P with those
on the segmental plate.

The carrier can now be
oscillated to vary its

distance from the driven
pulley. As in this case
the segmental plate
moves with it the
operation is accom-
plished without affect-

ing the adjustment of

the movable pulley
flange D.—H. J. Rake,
No. 15,166, 1907.

A Spring Saddle Support.

A pair of supporting
bars A are pivoted to

an adjustable clip B,
which is secured to the
frame member C. These
bars carry the saddle
D at their upper ends.

The oscillation of the
supports A about their pivots is restrained by a spiral spring
E, and a laminated spring F adjustably secured to the back
forks of the machine.—V. Rawson, No. 23,069, 1907.

A New Driving Belt

This inventor boldly proposes that a flat steel belt be use

covered with waterproof canvas and provided with mel
studs. This is to run on belt pulleys and belt rims provid
with rubber washers.—W. S. Ferguson, No. 11,438, 1907.

An Improved Chain Belt.

A driving chain A forms the core of the belt. This cha
apparently is of an ordinary type, ai^
on it is threaded a number of leath

I^ads B. These taper to conform
VB the belt pulley groove, and they al

taper in the other direction, so tha

as shown in the drawing, the belt c!

take up a curve of quite a small radiu
and loss of power owing to bendii
is prevented. Special devices a

mounted on the chain A to preve
slipping of the pads B.—J. J. Bergin, No. 1,329, 1907.

A Variable and Free Engine Pulley.

Secured to the engine-shaft A is a boss B, which carri
on feathers C the
sliding pulley
flanges L) D. Each
puliey flange at its

outer side is pro-
vided with an anti-

friction ball race E,
the balls being re-

tained by a second
disc F mounted on
the outer side of

each flange. The
discs F do not rotate
with the pulley
flanges, but are
adapted to rotate
to a limited extent
on the boss B, being
provided with arms
G, connected by a
pin H, to which is

secured the operating rod
J. The outer face of e*ch
disc F is provided with
one or more inclines K co-

operating with corre-

sponding inclined planes
L on collars M and N,
the one secured to the
engine crank case, and
the other carried rigidly

by arms P projecting
therefrom. Thus, when
the operating rod is

moved the inclined planes
co-act to move the slid-

ing pulley flanges simul-
taneously inwards and
outwards on the boss B.
When the pulley flanges
are at their greatest dis-

tance apart, the driving
belt comes down upon
the boss B and a free

engine is provided.—C. Haigh, No. 15,276, 1907.

NOTICE. ,

The Editor disclaims all legal resiionsibllity in any way for
loss of copy in tlie lorm o! manuscrliit, drawings, or pholographs
submitted to him. Re|ected manuscript, drawings, and photo-
graphs will only be returned provided a stamped addressed
envelope is enclosed for the purpose.
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LONDON TO PLYMOUTH AND BACK A.O.U. 24 HOURS RIDE
UNIVERSALLY ADMITTED THE MOST SEVERE TRIAL OF THE SEASON.

The ONLY MAKERS who obtained 100% of CERTIFIOATES for

machines entered were Zenith Motors, Ltd., for their

ZENETTES WITH CRADUA
(INFINITELY
VARIABLE)

The ONLY IVIachines with any kind of

speed gear to finish the run.

^V'°
SILVER

MEDAL.

V^

"ZENETTE" SPRIHG FRAME MOTOR OYCLE WITH
"GRADUA" QEAR BO GUINEAS.

(4 etfWEM eXTRA FOB MAQNETO).

"END TO END
IMPRESSIONS," by

M. B. H. Davies {The

Motor Cycle) says

—

"The Zenette gear is splendid.

The engine runs at normal speed

without variation in speed from the foot

of the steepest hill to its summit, and it is

all accomplished by gently revolving a neat

little hand wheel conveniently placed.

THE ONLY GEAR WITH DIRECT DRIVE
ON ALL SPEEDS AND MAINTAINING A
CONSTANT BELT TENSION THROUGHOUT
NO JOCKEY PULLEY. NO END THRUST.

TRIALS BY APPOINTMENT.

ZENITH MOTORS, LTD.,
WORKS—101a, Stroud Green Rd., Flnsbory Park, LONDON.

SHOWROOMS—119, Stroud Green Rd., Flmbury Park, LONDON.

The "WOLF" is not a play-

thing — it*s rightly and

soundly constructed .^^ **

with a view to high

THE

WOLF
The " WOLF " has a specially

built frame, has an as-

tonishing hill-climbing

capacity, and

ff

18

speed euid hard

work.
Featherweight Motor Cycle.

The Lightest, Cheapest, and most soundly constructed motor cycle at a bicycle price.

SPECIFICATION.—Engine—A. J. Steven's 2J h.p. ; bore 2jin., stroke 2jin.

British made
throughout.

Coil— Fuller. Accumulator—Premier: Carburetter—A. J. Steven's automatic air inlet and
throttle combined. Belt—BestCIircme. Jockey Pulley— Ball Bearing. Frame—22in. and 24in.

jank—To whicli combined petrol, lubricatinc: oil, and coil compartments are fitted. Wheels—26in. or 28in

Tyres—Wasp No. 1, ifin. d ameter. Made specially by the Dunlop Rubber Co., Ltd. Controis—Valve lifter and

ijrnition are controlled by one lever ; when magneto, extra lever for ignition. Han(!lebar—\yide raised, to which a switch

of neat design is fitted. Brakes—Wasp front and back roller or inverted levers. Finish—Best' black enamel, 'lined two rolours.

Olive green, silver lines, lOs. extra.

" Wolf " Tyres made by the Dunlop Rubber Co., Ltd., 2in. to fit any standard \%m. rim, 20s. extra. Write for lisfS.

VCARWELL MOTOR CARMAQR CO., Ltd., WOLVERHAMPTON.

AN
EFFICIENT

MOTOR CYCLE
WEIGHING
ONLY

60 lbs.

A WELL-CON-
STRUCTED

BRITISH-BUILT

MACHINE
FOR ONLY

£19 19 0«

In answering either of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cy6le."
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PREMIERPRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these

columns—Id. per word, minimum Is. Name
and address must be counted. In the case

of Trade Advertisements a series of thirteen

insertions is charged as twelve.

All adveriisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of " The Motor Cycle," Coventry.

To ensure insertion letters should be posted

in time to reach the offices of "The Motor

Cycle," Coventry, on the Friday morning, or

if sent to London, by the Thursday aiternoon

previous to the date of publication.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY
For the convenience of purchasers of second-hand

motor cycles, it has been suggested that the advertise-

ments be classified into districts, as many readers like

to know what machines are for sale in their imme-

diate neighbourhood before going further afield.

Experimentally, therefore, we have divided the

advertisements into eleven sections, as follows:

Plan showing division of England
into Sections.

v.-''

SECTION I.

Cumberland, Durham. andNorthumberland,
Westmorland.

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.

SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby, Stafford,

Shropsliire, Montgomery, and Mt-r.oneth.

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland, Northamp-
ton, Warwick.

SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge,
Bedford.

SECTION VI.

Hereford, Radnor,

Huntingdon,

Brecknock, Mon-
Carmairthen, Cardigan and

Worcester,
mouth, Glamorgan,
Pembroke.

SECTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, fiuckmyham, Berks, Wilts and
Hants, Channel Islands.

SECTION VIII.

Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, and Sussex

SECTION IX.

Somerset, Devon. Dorset and Cornwall.

SECTION X.
Scotland.

SECTION XI,
Irel.Tnd and Isle ot Man.

New tV?Et.cHines.
Secortd-HsLnd IVla-chinos

Ex-tended IF=»giyrMent».
No other Qrm can better our prices.

KEW MODELS.
TRIUMPH 3j h.p., 1908, magneto £48
WARWICK, shop-soiled onlv 46
TRIUMPH 3i h.p., 1907, magneto 39
N.S.U. 3.J h.p., igo8, magneto, new, 26' wheels 40
N.S.U. 3^ h.p., magneto, new, igo8, 24" wheels 40
N.S.U. 3f h.p.,i';o-(, twin, magneto, 24" wheels 45
N.S.U. 6 h.p., lyoS, twin, magneto 54
N.S.U. i{ h.p . 1908 lightweight, magneto .. 34
REX DE LU.XF 3i h.p., 1908, magneto, two-

speed gear 50 I

Also various other new models, Moio^acoche,
F.N., Roc, Vindec, Warwick, etc., all in stock.

SOILED AND SECOND-HAND
TWIN N.S.U., 1908, 6 h.p., Roc clutch, and

improved two-speed gear, Montgomery
sidecar £58

N.S.U. r\\TN, 6 h.p., magneto, 1907, two-
speed gear, coach- built sidecar 38

N.S.U. 3j h.p., 1908, accumulator, shop-soiled,

cost £36 28
G.B. ZEDEL 5-6 h.p., 1968, engine magneto,

two-speed, spring forks, fan, footrests,

perfect, cost over /^7o, will accept .... 35
TWIN ROC 5 h.p., Peugeot engine, magneto,

free-engine 30
VINDEC SPECIAL, 3.J h.p., two-speed 30
ROC 4 h.p., 1907, magneto, free-engine, Druid

spring forks 25
N.S.U. 3j h.p., 1907, magneto, new Roc two-

speed gear, spring forks 30
JAP, 6 h.p., magneto, '08, Chater Lea frame,

not run 27
VINDEC SPECIAL si h.p., magneto, Truffault

spring forks 26
F.N. Lightweight, magneto, spring fork, perfect 21
NOBLE, 3 h.p., long wheelbase, good order . . 10
WHITLEY 3i h.p., spray carburetter 8
JAP, 6 h.p , Twin, Chater Lea frame, grand

condition 20
KERRY 5 h.p., twin, two-speed, hand-starting 20
ANTOINE 4 h.p., low frame, free-engine .... 15
ZENITH bicar, free engine, good condition . . 17
WERNER, twin, 4 h.p., recently overhauled

and refinished 16
N.S.U. 5i h.p., magneto, overhauled, two-

speed gear 25
N.S.U. TWIN, 5i h.p., good condition 20
REX 3J h.p., John-o'-Groat's model 10

Others constantly arriving.

Let us ijive you details of the

WARWICK CAR-STYLE MOTOR CYCLE.
Hand-startins;;, ball bearing 4 h p. ensrine,

Bosch magneto, spring forks. Roc (licensed)

clutch, epicyclic two-speed gear, started and
driven like a car; several seasons in advance

of ordinary motor cycle desitrn.

Price 45 guineas.

TYRE BARGAINS.
Get your machine WELL SHOD.

Sent on a?:)rovai Irom our BRAND NEW 1908 STOCK.

PETER UMION COVERS.
PREMIER PRICE. Ordinary Prick.

24 X 2j
26 X 2i
26 X 2i

6
... £1 2 o

... I 8 o

... I 13 o

2i, 12/6 each.

UNION.
Ordinary Price.

£0 II o
o 12 o
o 13

New, Best Grey Quality.
Ordinary Price.

Co J I 6
O 12 o

Sent on APPROVAL for
three days.

PREIVI9ER ACCUIMIUIiATORS'.
BRITISH-MADE. Sent on four days' actual TRIAL

Sprcially heavy plates—do not disintegrate.

10 timn 9/6 \ List en
20 amp 12/6 I application.

PREMIER mOTOR AGEfiOY,
Aston Road, BIRMINGHAM,

Telephone ; 4310. Telegrams :
'" Primus," B'ham.

£0 18
1 1

1 5

SHAMROCK COVERS, 26 x

NEW TUBES—PETER
PREMIER PRICE.

24X2i £0 8
26 X 2j 8 6
26x 2i 10 6

CLINCHER TUBES,
f REMiER PRICE.

24x;i ....£0 7 6
26 X 2i 7 6
Delivery per return.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters ma

addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " O
When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for regi
tion, and three stamped smd addressed envelopes 1

be sent for forwarding replies. Only the number
appear in the advertisement. Replies should
addressed, " No. 000, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,'
entry "

; or if " London " is added to the address,
to the number given, c/o " The Motor Cycle,"
Tudor Street, E.C.

MT DEPOSIT SYSTEM, -m
Persons who hesitate to send money to unkr
persons may deal in perfect safety by availing tl

selves of our Deposit System. If the money b«

posited with " The Motor Cycle," both parties

advised of this receipt, and upon intimation of

arrival and acceptance of the goods, the monc
forwarded less a charge of is. for registration,

time allowed for a decision after receipt of the goo
three days. For all transactions exceeding £1
value, a deposit fee of 2S. 6d. is charged. All de]

matters are dealt with at Coventry, and cheques
money orders should be made payable to llitle

Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Rtaders who reply to advertisements and receiv

answer to their enquiries are requested to regart

Silence as an indication that the goods advertised

already been disposed of, Advenliers often receii

many enquiries that it is quite impossible to repl

each one by post
AH letters relating to advertisements must

distinctly under what heading they appeared, and
•t issue.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SA
SECTION L

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durl
and Westmoreland.

.ri"\i\VIN Magneto Minerva, tip-top order,
X two thousand, 26 by 2J tyres; offe

Porster, Eamont Bridge, Penrith.

C^HATBE-LEA, No. 6 frame, 3 h.p. Fa,
' engine, fully equipped for tour

bargain; Newcastle-on-Tyne.—Box 550
Motor>C)jde Oflaces, Coventry.

33. h.p. N.S.U. Motor Cycle, tvyo-speed
4 spring forks, magneto, spare

condition excellent; £28.—Ward, 10, L(
Crescent, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

REX, 31 h.p., new piston and bushes
Whittle belt, new inner tubes and

Palmer cord back, good condition^ £16
Westwood, Eaglescliffe, Durham.

ONE 2i h.p. Lightweight 1908 Eex, new
£22 10s. ; one 3i h.p. 1905 Rex, pe

condition, £11; one 2J h.p. Minerva, £!
exchange for small car, good make.—T,
West Hartlepool.

h.p. Clement-Garrard, twin-cylinder,
£10; also 3 h.p. Singer tricar

altered), two-speed gear, all in very
order, price £23.—Apply, No. 541, The
Cycle Offices. Coventry.

REX, 3J h.p., Bosch magneto, spring
Watawata and Dermatine belts.

Clincher tyre and detachable tube,
plugs, valve, two stands, carrier, first

condition ; £16 10s.—Coates, Stephen S
Consett, Durham.

3 (I

York and

SECTION
Lancashire.

II.

£4.—2| h.p. Motor Bicycle, wants over
ing; bargain.—95, Pinstone S

1907, 34 h.p., mag
18, Harriet S

Sheffield.

WALKDEN.—N.S.U..
£25.—Howard,

Walkden.

1TRIUMPH, 1907 (September), staj
model, scarcely ridden ; £31.-81,

Lane, Preston.

31 h.p. N.S.U., accumulator, like new
2 solute bargain, £16.—J. Green, ]

Street, Bolton.

ROC, 4 h.p., military model, single
free engine, magneto, perfectly

cancelled order; £30.—Hartley Clegg, M
Burnley.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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rOR BICYCLES' FOR SALE.

fCJINE Offer, 16 guineas.—2f h.p. Min-
&rva, splendid condition. Chater - Lea
;s, long and low, footrosts, two accu-
tors; write for full particulars.—Fouls-

54, Alfred Street, Gainsborough.
j

SECTION V.

oik, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon,

d Bedford.

I.p. Werner, only wants coil and accu-
mulator; £3 15s.; photo.—Todd, Old

n, Norwich.

I p Eex Motor Cycle, condition through-
out as new; £11 10s.—D. Delf, 17. Sta-

Road, Beccles.

p. Clarendon, perfect running order;
price £12.—For full particulars, write,
n. West Raynham. Fakenham.

[, 3J h.p., large horn, guinea lamp.
Large saddle, toolbag and spares, little

a; 11 guineas, a bargain.—Beale, Cury,
ridge.

' r.N., four-pylinder. magneto, excel-
lent condition, new tyres, just oyer-

A; £27, bargain.—Evered, Erpingham
ry, Norwich.

h.p. Minerva, perfect order, as new,
vertical, low, long bars. 10 guineas;

2| h.p. Minerva, 7 guineas; bargains.—
iy, Kempston, Beds.

p. Hobart, condition and tyres as new,
good hill-climber, long handle-bars

;

Dear offer; trial allowed. — Davis, 85,

tock Street, Bedford.

h.p. Motor Cycle, Brown and Barlow
carburetter, low frame, new this year,
appearance; £17, or offer.—S. Wild,

s Road, Flitwick. near Ampthill, Beds.

! Roc, Bosch magneto, two-speed, free
engine, Dunlops, Continental belt,

lete for road, new four months ago;
651, bought car, sacrifice £38.—Riddles-
Hadleigh. Suffolk.

SECTION VI.

cestershire, Herefordshire, Radnor,
eckoock, Monmouth, Glamorgan,
irmarthen, Cardigan, and Pembroke.

I.p. Bike and Sidecar; £14; take tandem,
bike, anything useful, part payment.

ris, The Firs, Astwood Bank, Bedditch.

I Quadrant, magneto, very little used.
Roc clutch and speed, handle - bar

ol, new Whittle belt, spares, Mills and
rd castor wheel sidecar ; what offers .''—

Aberavon.

SECTION VII.

icester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks,
ilts and Hants, and Channel Islands.

h.p. Minerva, 1908. as new, not ridden
50 miles; £27 10s., or near offer.

h.p. Quadrant, magneto ignition, 190/,
harttly used, perfect condition, head-

, separate generator, bell, horn. Brooks
g seat, cut-out; a bargain. £32 10s.,
!ar offer.

i.p. Excelsior, surface carburetter. Pal-
mer back tyre. Clincher front, in good

; £8, or near offer.

h.p. De Dion Car, seat four, in good
running order, lamps, tyres in good

tion, genuine bargain; sale or ex-
?e, £30, or near offer.

li.p. Stirling Panhard, horizontal en-
gine, dogcart body, three speeds an-^

ae, brand new gears, lately painted,
as new, wheel steering ; sale or ex-

re, £25, or near offer.

p. Rover. 1907 type, seats four, splendid
order, hood, screen, lamps ; £170, or
offer.

i.p. Werner; £5.

Above Cycles are to be seen at W. J.
Randall's Garage, 3, BJigh Street. And.

-EY, 2| h.p., new tyres and accumr
ator, first-class order; £10.—Hooper
;e Terrace, Southampton.
-GAIN.—3i h.p. Kerry Motor Cycle, in
;ood condition and going order; price
's.—Seen, 4, New Road, Southampton.

WE SELL
For cash, Exchange, or
deferred payments.
State your requirements,

and we will quote you per return.

ARIEL, 3 h.p., brand new, perfect . . £29
N.S.U., 5| h.p., twin, two speeds, mag. £31
REX, 5 h.p., 1907 model, blue finish £18
REX, 3i h.p., 26" wheels, very low . . £12
MINERVA, 4i h.p., 2-I-" tyres £23
N.S.U., twin, two-speeds, magneto. £27
SAROLEA, 5 h.p., verv low, new tyres £23
WERNER, 3* h.p., twin, good condit'n £17
ARIEL, 3 h.p., B. & B £13
MINERVA, 3 1 h.p., M.O.V., £18
VINDEC, 2|- h.p., mag., spring forks. £16
VINDEC, 2I h.p., spring forks. . . £10
CLARENDON, 3 h.p., vertical, Peter

Unions £11
REX, 3 h.p., 50-guinea model ....... £10
BAT, 3 J h.p., spring frame £19
REX, 3i h.p., two speeds £14
QUADRANT, 3 h.p., spring forks £12
BAYLISS, 3 h.p., special price £8
N.N., 2| h.p., splendid puller £12
HUMBER, 2| h.p., very fine mount. . £10
CLYDE, 2f h.p., magneto £15
GIVAUDAN, 2-| h.p., perfect, non-skid

rear £15
LIGHTWEIGHTS.

£11 ZEDEL, 2 h.p £11
£11 LLOYDS, 2 h.p £11
£7 QUADRANT, 2 h.p £7
£8 MINERVA, 2 h.p £8
£7 JAP, 2I h.p £7
£7 HUMBER, 2 h.p £7
£8 MINERVA, 2I h.p £8
£10 ARIEL, 2i h.p £10

50/- down and 5/- per week secures

:

3 h.p. EXCELSIOR £11
2 h.p. SINGER £9
2ih.p. JAP £11

3 h.p. REX £10
2 h.p. ORMONDE £8
2 h.p. WERNER £10
2\ h.p. MINERVA £10

2| h.p. CUNARD £12
2i h.p. LLOYDS £11

2| h.p. HUMBER £8
ACCESSOICPIES.

RIF> BOXES.
The finest extant for carrying tubes or belts. Try one

on approval. A quality, 7/6 ; B quality, 4/6.

BELiT BOXES.
Hold nine feet. Any 'lize easily fitted. A quality

8/6; B quality, 5/6. Trade terms on request.

PARIVIER TYRES (Cor-d).
Cover. Tube. Cover. tube.

26x2, 43/6 10/- 28x2, 50/3 10/-

26X2i, 58/9 11/- 28X2i, 63/6 11/-

26x21,59/3 16/3 28X2^,64/3 17/a

11/- allowed on old covers and 2/6 on tubes'

TUBES—Fully guaranteed

::6x2in 6/- z8 x 2ic

z8 X 2Mn.26 X 2Jin 7/-

26xz4in 8/- 23x2^m
Immediate Delivery. Approval.

COVERS.
26x2in 16/- 28 X 2in

26x2}in 17/6. 28 x 2jin

26 X 2iin 21/6. -8 X 2.Vin

7/-

7/6.
8/-

17/-
18/-

22/-

MAUDE'S MOTOR MART,
Powwoll S-fcroet, HAklFAX.

National ieiepfione 433,

MOTOR "^BICYCLES ]FOR SALE.
i Q07 3J h.p. Triumph, magneto, lamp, horn,
JLt/ spares, new Goodrich, guaranteed;
£29,-7, Dinsley Eoad, Shirehampton, Bristol.

£15.—Fafnlr, 3i h.p., Chater-Lea, new
Michelins, splendid condition, climb

anything.—F. Batt, Draper, Totton, Hants.

FAIRY Motor Cycle, nearly new, not been
ridden 150 milesi; price £20.—Apply,

Douglas Bros., Engineers, Kingswood,
Bristol.

LIGHT Eoad Racer, as new ; 6 guineas, or
exchange for motor cycle wanting re-

pairs.—Advertiser, 70, High Street, Ayles-
bury.

2 h.p. De Dion, new Palmer cord tyre, new
Watawata belt, everything in perfect

condition ; £9 15s.—Pitcher, College Court,
Gloucester.

11 h.p. Motosacoche, scarcely soiled, only
4 ridden 50 miles, two accumulators;

£21. — Seagrim, 4, Highbury Villas, Gotham,
Bristol.

31 h.p. Minerva-Ariel Motor Cycle, handle-
2 bar control. Brown and Barlow car-

buretter. Palmer tyres ; £14.-201, Cheltenham
Road, Bristol.

3 h.p. Quadrant Motor Cycle, inclined en-
gine, in perfect condition.—Further

particulars, apply, T. Dibben and Sons, West
Street, Wimborne.

3 h.p. Quadrant, surface, fine goer and hill-
climber, two new accumulators, new

belt and spring forks ; bargain, £6.—Wiggall,
Witcombe, Gloucester.

7-9 h.p. Leader Peugeot, will do over 70;
also 2 h.p. Quadrant, spring forks, car-

rier, £8 : must be sold.—Kiakham, 46, Cleeve
Road, Knowle, Bristol.

31 h.p. Minerva, accumulator ignition,
2 non-skid tyre, Mabon free engine

''clutch, all accessories ; £23.—Pearson, Wick-
ham Street, Portsmouth.

<^3 h.p. Automotor, girder spring forks,
—/4 Dunlop tyres, p;erfect condition
throughout; £9, or reasonable offer. — 114,

Hankinson Road, Bournemouth.

3 h.p. Brown Midget, two accumulators,
new tyre, Lincona leather belt, Fafnir

engine, horn, good condition; £15.—Palmer,
Mandora Barracks, Aldershot.

21 h.p. Motor Cycle, bright parts plated,
2 condition new, back tyre slightly

worn, all accessories, cylinder and accumu-
lator, new ; £9 10s.—H. Sale, Aylesbury.

171OUR-CYLINDER F.N., 4i h.p., guaranteed
. perfect, almost new; expert examina-

tion; low position, long ba.rs, Bowden lift;

£32.—Brown, 10a, Thames Street, Windsor.

31 h.p. Eex, perfect order, just overhauled,
4 re-bushed, and new Pullman back,

cost £4; ride to purchaser; £11 cash; buy-
ing twin.—Samuel, Wilts Bank, Trowbridge.

2 h.p. Werner, in excellent oondition, trem-
bler coil, M.B. switch. Clinchers, 26in.

by 2in., 15 amp. accumulator; cheap. £6 5s.

—W.S.S., 4, Sunny Bank, King's Road, New-
bury.

TWIN Vindec Special, 5 h.p., magneto, late
1907, very little used, in excellent con-

dition. Whittle belt, non-skid tyre, new
lamp, switch, spares; £32.—Brooke, Hatchett,
Beaulieu, Hants.

FAIRY Lightweight, 2| h.p., twin, practic-
ally new, perfect condition, unpunc-

tured Clinchers, with accessories,; £15, or
offers; particulars, stamp.—Hall, 373, Fish-
ponds Eoad, Bristol.

-i Q08 34 h.p. Triumph, ridden 400 miles, 2|
1-tJ Michelin studded tyres. Rich's tubes,
spring seat-pillar, large headlight, spare
belt, full kit tools, spares, unscratched; £45.
—Fedden, Henbury, Gloucestershire.

-[ Q07 44 h.p. Four-cylinder F.N., same tyres
-Lt7 at present in iise as when new, non-
skid back, with butted tube, extra strong
Continental front, has been very little used,
and is in perfe/3t condition' throughout; a
bargain, £32.—Garaged at Heybourn and Co.,

Maidenhead.

1 Q07 3J h.p. Minerva, magneto, spring
J-t/ forks, Wright's drop footrests, special
large saddle, spare pulley, butt-ender, etc.,

not run 1,000 miles, condition as new, guar-
anteed perfect; any expert examination;
£21, genuine bargain.—Rowland Moody.
Nightingale Grove, Shirley Road, South-
ampton.

In answering any of these adverttsements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION VIIL

Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent,
and Sussex.

07 Roc 4 h.p. Military Model, magneto,
free clutch, like new; £22 10s.—Below.

BAT, 5i h.p., M.M.C. engine, beautiful con-
dition ; £15 15s.—Whittle, 41, Skelbrook

Street, Wandsworth.

23. h.p. Phcenix-Minerva, inclined; £8
4 after 7.—145, Church Road. Islington

N.

O h.p. Minerva, perfect running order^ write appointment; £7 10s.—59, Balham
Hill.

23 h.p. Westfleld, grand condition: £11
4 offers.—13. Dermody Road, Lewisham

S.E.

4 h.p. Antoine, Chater, Dunlops, low built
fast; £10 10s., offers.—27, Tredegar Road

Bow, E.

6 h.p. Twin Bat, spring frame and forks,
£22 10s.—142, Lewisham High Road, New

Cross, S.E.

31 h.p. Excelsior, going order, good tj res,
2 £11; evenings.—15, Marlborough Road

Holloway.

33 h.p. Werner, new back tyre, footboards
4 very fast; £12.—234, Belsize Road, Kil

burn, N.W.

31 h.p. Centaur, resilient forks, free en-
2 gine; £18.-8, Ashenden Road, Clap-

ham, N.E.

DE DION Motor, 2| h.p., with water-cooled
head; £6.—Hicks, 57a, High Street, Mai-

don, Essex.

-\ Q08 3i h.p. Triumph, in perfect condition;±V £39.—N. Dodd, Denewood, Wolding-
ham, Surrey.

3 h.p. Quadrant, 1906, spring forks, splen-
did condition; bargain.—25, Tamworth

Park, Mitcham.

FOR Sale, 3| h.p. Triumph, accumulator
ignition ; £11 10s.—Matthews, Hair-

dresser, Merton.

4 h.p. Roc, August, 1908. two speeds, handle
control, tools; £44, or offer.—8, Sand-

mere Road, Clapham.

GODFREY and Applebee.—3J h.p. Riley,
Clincher tyres, Chater-Lea frame, very

low; £7 15s., bargain.

GODFREY and Applebee.-^i h.p. 1906 Eex,
spring forks, grand condition; £13.

GODFREY and Applebee.—5 h.p. Rex, lady's
machine, two speeds, just been thor-

oughly overhauled ; £33 10s.

GODFREY and Applebee.—1908 Rex models
on cash, gradual, or exchange terms;

also agents for well-known makes.

OODPREY and Applebee.—3i h.p. Minerva,
Kent two-speeds, 2iin. tyres, going

order; £10 10s.

GODFREY and Applebee.—Rex Tricar,
grand condition, just been rebushed

and re-enamelled, new tyres, good coil and
accumulator; £20. worth double.

GODFREY and Applebee.—Our exchange
quotations cannot be equalled. Let us

have particulars of yonr present mount ; we
will quote exchange on any new machine —
9, Church Hill, Walthamstow.

DE DION-DENNIS, 8 h.p., guaranteed;
trial; £50; appointment.—Stevens, 22^

Mitcham Lane, Streatham.

3 h.p. Auto Orownfield. low frame; bar-
gain; spares; £15.-Pairhead, builder

Melville Road, Walthamstow.
3i h.p. Brown, guaranteed, perfect condi-

2 tion, all accessories; £17.—Milner. 3,
Monkton Street. Kennington.

5 h.p. Twin Kerry, long and low, machine
in perfect condition ; £17 10s.—26, Lans-

downe Hill, West Norwood.

5 h.p. Twin Sarolea, Chater frame, torpedo
tank, 25in. wheels, very fast; £18.-224,

Wood Street. Walthamstow.

41 h.p. Twin Minerva, spring forks, Price's
2 stand, perfect order; £24.—Hicks, 67a,

High Street, Maldon, Essex.

23 h.p. Werner, good running order, ail
4 spares, etc.; what offers."—P. 79,

Sunderland Road, Forest Hill.

I7i answering any of these

HOLIDAY PRICES.
Cash, Exchange, or Extended Payments.

TRICARS,
4^ h.p. W.C. BRADBURY . . .,. ...£37 iO
5^ h.p. QUADRANT Carette .... 35
Sh h.p. REXETTE W.C two speeds 35
REX-Mills- Fulford 13
Twin REXETTE, W.C, two speeds 47 10

"Perfection" Leather V Belting—
|in. 9d., Jin. 10 Jd., |in. 1/-, lin. 1/1.

" Serratrex " Rubber Canvas Belting,
Best on test— fin. 9d., |in. 1/-, lin. 1/4,
lin. 1/8 per foot.

Special 2 J Calmon Covers, fit 26 x 2 rims,
17/9; other sizes. 14/6 ; 28 x 2 tubes, new,
4/9 ; new Peter Union tubes, A x 2 J, 5/6.

TWINS—OFFERS WANTED.
6 h.p. Twin Rex, £17 178. or £4 and '07
Single Rex, or £8 and '05 Singla Rex. or
level exchange with Single Magneto Rex.
SPECIFICATION.—Low frame, lonff bars, low sad-

dle, Rex patent spring forks and foot brake,
trembler coil, g;ood tyres, and guaranteed in run-
ning order. Any machine takenin part payment.

6 h.p. ANTOINE, No. 6 frame.. £23 10
5.i h.p.?I.S.U.,maunieto(new) 1908 52

5 h.p. Twin VINDEC, magneto.. 35

5i h.p. REX DE LUXE (soiled) . . 35
6 h.p. Twin REX. blue lines . . 17 17

Sih.p. Twin REX, spring forks. . 17 17

Sh h.p. REX DE LUXE, magneto 27 10
Twin REX, blue lines, new tyres 18 13

6 h.p. Twin REX, non-skids 18 18

5^ h.p. Twin REX, magneto, 1907 23 10

4-S h.p. Twin ALCYON, two speeds 20

4 h.p. Twin WERNER, fine machine 19 19

5 h.p. Twin SAROLEA, long frame 18 18

6 h.p. Twin ANTOINE, R.O.M... 22
Twin CLEMENT, spring forks 14

5 h.p. Twin ONAWAY, very low 19
6 h.p. Twin ANTOINE, spg. fks. 22

SINQUEST^OFFERS WANTED.
3^ h.p. N.S.U.. magneto (new) 1908 £42
3 h.p. SINGER, H.T. magneto.. 20
3 h.p. TRIUMPH, magneto 24

3j h.p. REX, 1907, 2i- tyres 17

3i h.p. 1906 REX, spring forks 15

3i h.p. Magneto REX, (soiled) . . 21

3I h.p. 1906 REX, spring forks 15

3i h.p. REX, sprav. fine climber 11

2I h.p. Magneto REX, 190S, soiled 22

3i h.p. MINERVA, M.O.V 16
3" h.p. GIVAUDAN, nearlv new 16

3 h.p. QUADRANT, spray .... 13

3 h.p. LLOYD'S, 26x2j Palmers 13

4 h.p. ANTOINE .- 16

2| h.p. MINERVA, fine conaiilon i3

2| h.p. CLYDE, magneto 15

4 h.p. ANTOINE, 26 x 2i tyres . . 16

3| h.p. SIMMS, mag., 2f Palmers 17

3I h.p. QUADRANT, 1906 18

3* h.p. CENTAUR, free engine . . 16
3' h.p. HUMBER, sprav 10

3 h.p. FAFNIR, very low, spray 13

3^ h.p. REX, 22 frame 11

MINERVA, 26 X 2, spray 11

BROWN 12
M.M.C., spray 10

. IJ

. 19

. 13

. 11

. 10

2i h.p.

3 h.p.

3 h.p.

3* h.p.

2* h.p.

3i h.p.

2i h.p.

2| h.p.

19^

II

EXCELSIOR
COVENTRY EAGLE
Two-speed REX
CLEMENT, very low
KERRY, spray, low

2 h.p. RALEIGH, spray 8

2j h.p. ROYAL, vertical, spray . . 7

2h h.p. SINGER, magneto 8

If h.p. MINERVA 5

2| h.p. EXCELSIOR 8
High-class machines wanted for spot cash.

THE HALIFAX MOTOR EXCHANGE,
16, WESTGATE, HALIFAX.

Telephone 766 Telegrams, " Perfection."

advertisements it is desirable that you mention
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR S/

HAJifPSTEAD for Bargains, all mac
guaranteed perfect; 1| h.p. P.N.

model; £19.

HAMPSTEAD.—11 h.p. P.N.. magneto
spring forks, brand new; £30,

1

bargain.

HAMPSTEAD.—4i h.p. Four-cylinder
1908 model, almost new, with a

sories ; £28.

HAMPSTEAD.—Four-cylinder P.N.. 19C

splendid condition; £20, cycle
payment.

HAMPSTEAD.—Good Gent's cycle taki
part payment for any machine

vertised.

HAMPSTEAD. — 3h b.p. Griffon, M,
spring forks, splendid going oi

bargain, £13.

HAMPSTEAD. — All machines guarai
perfect; sent on approval, dej

" Motor Cycle," if necessary.

HAMPSTEAD. — 5i h.p. Twin Vindec,
neto, in splendid condition; bar

guaranteed ; £24.

HAMPSTEAD. — 1908 Triumph, 3i
handle-bar control, almost new I

Premier lamp, horn.

H
accessories, s

H'

H^

sior non-skid,
bargain, £39.

AMPSTEAD.—3J h.p. Minerva, almost
late 1907, complete with all accesso

£20 158.

HAMPSTEAD. — 3 h.p. Eover, M.O.V.,
type, new tyres, all

anteed perfect; orly £10.

HAMPSTEAD. — 4i h.p. twin Minerva,
model, spring forks, grand condil

£20, bargain.

HAMPSTEAD. — 34 h.p. M.M.C, in Ch
Lea frame, splendid condition; f

barg:ain, £9 15s.

AMPSTEAD.—3§ h.p. Minerva, latem
new condition, complete with al

ccssories ; bargain, £16.

AMPSTEAD for 1908 Triumphs from ?

All mounts in part payment, or cj

HAMPSTEAD.—3i h.p. N.S.U., magneto
model, splendid condition; barga

price, £18.

HAMPSTEAD.—Sole agents for Griffon
umphs, F.N.'s, Minervas, Vindecs

changes entertained. — Rey, 5, Heath
Motor Works, Hampstead, close to Tube
tion. Tel. 2678, P.O.

VINDEC Twin, magneto, and rigid sid

almost new, unscratched.—8, Ba
Street, Manchester Square, W.
i Q07 Triumph, just purchased, not ri

±0 100 miles; £35, or offers.-Dysoi
Broxash Eoad, Clapham, S.W,

_ h.p. Kerry, good oondition, fast,

2 hill-climber; £13, or near offe:

Oeres Eoad, Plumstead, Kent.

h.p. Brown, Dunlops, Longuemare,
order; any trial; £12, with sic

-11, Esmond Eoad, Kilburn.

31 h.p. Twin Kerry, good condition
2 belts, accumulators, brakes; i

W. Bird, 211, Hoxton Street, N.

EUGEOT, twin-cylinder, 7 h.p., and
gomery sidecar; £28. — Wauchop

Shoe Ljine, Fleet Street, London.

07 3i h.p. Minerva, thoroughly rel

can be ridden away, best cond
£18.-96, Balaam Street, Plaistow.

MINEEVA. 2 h.p., perfect, £9 10s ;.

h.p. water-cooled Humber tricar,
Phillips, 86, South End, Croydon.

08 2i h.p. Magneto Featherweigh
perfect; £18, no offers.—Drapei

Langdale Eoad, Thornton Heath.

QUADEANT, 2 h.p., £7 10s.; Pafnir^
£13; both splendid condition.-

Oedar Lawn, Knotts Green. Leyton

3 h.p. Minerva, new spray; £6; in

24

34
£14.-

P
Shoi

19^

use,
.—27,

good
Garden

order
Eoad,

£8.-21 h.p. Werner, In
li

trial.

3
tion;
N.

ight
-201,

and low, fast
Kentish Town

h.p. Eoc, free engine,
bar control. Brooks

buying
Folkestone.

perfect cona
hill-climberl
Eoad, N.W.r

magneto, hi
BlOO, good

£15 10s.—Dean, 85, Finsbury Parh

The Motor Cycle.
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TOR BICYCLfeS FOR SALE.
UST be Sold.—Twin Antoine. E.O.M.,
Mabou clutch, splendid machine, £30;

1 Kerry, long bars, Millford front, very
t, and fast, E.O.M.. grand goer. £28; 4i

Phoenix, Fitall two speeds, footboards,
£25; 3i h.p. Excelsior, two speed, starts

car, £18 10s.; 4i h.p. Kelecom, plain
€, sound and fast machine, £17 10s.

;

offer, cash or exchange; trials, trials;

3t on trials.—128. High Koad, Tottenham.

h.p. Fafnir, 25 by 2J new Continentals,
Simms magneto, two-speed gear, aii

lew; £20.

h.p. Twin Eex, Cantilever seat, spring
forks, fifty guinea model, as new,

ndid rnnning order; £18 10s.

i.p. Twin Hamilton, fast, racy machine,
suit pass.enger work; £15.

h.p. Werner Twin, very light and fast
machine ; £15.

h.p. Eex Light Motor Cycle, smart ma-
chine ; £8.

h.p. Humber Lightweight, climb almost
any hill, splendid condition; £8 10s.

i.p. Trent, in excellent condition; £11
cash, bargain.

h.p Bradbury, fast, powerful machine;
£10 15s.—128, High Eoad. Tottenham.

CEPTIONAL Bargain.—Bat, 2| h.p. genu-
ine De Dion engine, carburetter, and

icer, Clincher tyres, with Smith's com-
sed treads, guaranteed equal to new,
perfect running order, splendid hill-

ber, separate generator, carbide lamp;
-Osborne Works, Forest Hill. London,

h.p. M.M.C.. long, low, Chater No. 6
frame. Brooks B105, two toolbags,

es, stand, separate generator, gas lamp,
aer tyre back and Clincher front, Eich's
chable tubes, excellent running order,
y for long tour, extremely fast and good
climber; £15.—Moore, 73, Poxberry Eoad,
ikley, S.E.

i.p. Fafnir Engine. Chater-Lea frame,
long wheelbase, spring forks, and seat-

ir, stand, and carrier, adjustable pul-
two brakes, Stanley belt, spare valves,
acts, plugs, etc., tyres unscratched. ver-^

,
good climber; any reasonable trial:

10s.. lowest.—M. CaUan. Section House,
tham Dockyard.

lEGAIN. — 34 h.p. Minerva, Chater-Lea
frame and fittings. Advance adjust-

' pulley, new Palmer cord back, extra
k Continental front, just been thor-
ily overhauled and new piston and rings
d, a splendid hill-climber, in first-class
ling order; sacrifice, as money wanted;
10s.—C. Altman, The Lodge, Watford.

b.p. Twin Peugeot, with Simms-Bosch
high tension magneto, Eex frame,

ng forks, engine nearly new, Longue-
e, Clincher A Won and Bartlett. lin.
inental, guaranteed in perfect running
r, complete with new separate gener-
lamp, horn, saddle bag, luggage car-
cash £23 lOs.—543. The Motor Cycle

es, Coventry.

h.p. Lurctuin-Coudert, new Dunlop tyres,
ready for road, £10 10s., or exchange

Peugeot or 1908 Sarolea engine, IJ h.p.
rva, F.N. carburetter. Morrow back

brake, wants slight repairs, 2J h.p.
le, new, carburetter and silencer, 80
accumulator, V belt rim and belt,

)s.—Deacon, 124. High Street, West Nor-

h.p. (bargain, £14), fine machine, genu-
ine Chater-Lea No. 6 frame, very

engine 80 by 80 Imperi (same mskers
own engines). Mabon free engine clutch,
le-bar control, very flexible, B. and B.
iretter. Fuller trembler coil, tyres un-
ched, enamel and plating perfect, whole
ically new.—E. Vaughan, 4. Lyniington
, West Hampstead, N.W.
7-8 No. 6 Chater-Lea, 6 h.p. twin Advance
engine (finest twin extant), torpedo
footboards, saddle 30in. from ground,

tyres, climbs anything with or without
ar. The whole machine from top tom in absolutely perfect and nractically
1 new condition, fastest machine in
nd (barring freaks), will fire walking
extraordinary bargain, £29 10s.—

S.," 86, Colvestone Crescent, Dalston,
on.

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet

Street, London, E.C., will allow

£38 for 1908 Triumphs conditionally

that the machines offered in part ex-

change are in good condition for the

new 5-6 h.p. four-cylinder F.N.'s at

50 guineas, cash payment to secure

£14 10s.

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet

Street, London, E.G., allow £38 for

1908 Triumphs in exchange for latest

model Vindec Specials, price £53, or

with two-speed gear £63.
wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet

Street, London, E.C., allow £38 for

1908 Triumphs in part payment for

the 7-8 h.p. Ardeness Minerva, £45.
Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet

Street, London, E.C., allow £28 for

1907 Triumphs in part payment for

most of the leading makes.
Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet

Street, London, E.G., arrange level

exchanges (subject to condition) in

1908 leading makes second-hand for

new lightweights.
Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet

Street, London, E.G., allow £28 for

sound second-haaid magneto 1907

Triumphs in part payment for 1908
Triumphs, Vindec Specials, F.N.'s,

N.S.U.'s, Ba,ts, Eocs, Browns, etc.

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet
Street, London, E.G., allow £23 for

1906 magneto Triumphs in part pay-
ment for most of the leading makes.

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet
Street, London, E.G., are large con-

tractors. Early delivery assured.
Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet

Street, London, E.G., will take any
machines in good running order in

part exchange for the latest models
of any maker, and will allow good
market value to secure patronage.

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet
Street, London, E.G., have a large

and varied assortment of second-
hand machines to offer, prices vary-

ing from £6 10s. Every machine
sent out is assured to be in good
running order. Lists ready.

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet
Street, London, E.G., allow for any
machine in good running order,
either motor cycle, light car, or tri-

car
;

good market value allowed in

part payment for 1908 Triumphs.
Triumph agents should be consulted
where represented, and their consent
secured for direct transactions.

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet
Street, London, E.G., is the best
medium to arrange an exchange.

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet
Street, London, E.G., pay carriage
in one direction on all machines sent
for valuation where they fail to come
to terms on exchange transactions.
Allowances for second-hand machines
are quoted for in part payment for

new models by post subject to their
tallying at sight.

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet
Street, London, E.G., have several

tricars to offer at sacrifice prices.
Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet

Street, London, E.G., have a large
stock of beaded covers to clear, price
10s. 9d., mostly 26 by 2^, not
guaranteed.

WAUCHOPE'S;- ire-eiKoNDON, ..o.

Telephone—.5777 Holboni. "^ff Ludgate Circus.)

Telegrams—" Opificer," London.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

31 h.p. Minerva, late 1907, Osborne four-
2 speed, free engine, non-skid back,

Continental front. Whittle's belt, acetylene
lamp, horn, tools, spare belt, tyre, etc.,

everything as new, not been run 50 miles; a
bargain, £27 10s.—Sorrell, 55, Topsfield
Parade, Crouch End, London, N.

j Q06 (late) 3 h.p. Triumph, spring forks,
-lO practically new throughout, starts
walking pace, climbs mountains, one of the
very best machines on the road, everything
in pink of condition ; reasonable cash offer
accepted; cash badly needed.—Motor, 4, New
Norfolk Street, Curtain Eoad, London, E.G.

SECTION IX.

Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

MODERN N.S.U., 3 h.p., magneto, free en-
gine, good condition ; £15, or nearest.

—

Trevorrow, jeweller, St. Ives, Cornwall.

ROC, military model, 1907 model, clutch
and two-speed gear, good condition;

£30.—Arden, Hawson Court, Buckfastleigh,
I)6von.

£12 10s.—3J h.p. Adams, Clipper tyres, fast
and reliable, take any hill in Devon.—

G. E. Stephens, 7. St. Leonard's iioad, Ply-
mouth.

01 h.p. Whitley Cycle, just overhauled and
^2 re-enamelled, tyres almost new; will
take £9 9s.; owner must sell.—Q., 1, Chatham
Row, Bath.

3 h.p. Olympic, almost new, in splendid
condition ; any trial ; £17, or good push

bike taken in part and cash.—A. Baker, Bea^
worthy, Devon.

TWIN-CYLINDER Lightweight Fairy, 2|-3
h.p., spring forks, numerous spares,

ready for the road; any trial; £17.—McEwen,
9, Montrose Terrace, Plymouth.

h.p. Chater-Lea, Zedel engine, Longue-
mare, Grose non-skid on rear. Fuller's

battery and coil, spring saddle, in good con-
dition; £11.—E. Lockyer, Garland Road,
Longfleet, Poole, Dorset.

TRIUMPH, 1908, in perfect condition, little
used, new at Whitsuntide, tools, spare

valve, magneto parts, cover and tube. Tri-
umph lamp and horn ; price £45.—F. W. Par-
sons, South Petherton, Somerset.

31 h.p. Ariel, just overhauled, replated and
2 enamelled, perfect condition, com-

pression takes 13J stones, new Palmer cord
back, good front, two new brakes, lamp, and
everything; £18 10s.; photograph.—Wood,
Photographer, Barnstaple.

SECTION X.
Scotland.

EDINBURGH. — ClementrGarrard Light-
weight; £8.—Alexandra's Motor Ex-

change.

EDINBUEGH.—3J h.p. Eex, £9 10s.; 5 h.p.
N.S.U., £13.

EDINB:URGH.—34 h.p. Kerry, £15 10s.; 5|
h.p. Ariel, £18 10s.

EDINBURGH.-3i h.p. N.S.U.. £16 10s.; 5
h.p. twin Antoine, £19 iOs.

EDINBURGH.—5 h.p. Rex twin, £25; 3ih.p.
Griffon, 1908. spring forks, £28.

EDINBURGH.-Sidecar, Montgomery's la-
test, £7 10s. ; trailer, £2 15s.

EDINBURGH.—3-1 h.p. Quadrant, magneto,
£25; 3i h.p. N.S.U., two-speed gear, £28.

EDINBURGH.—4i h.p. F.N.. four cylinders,
1907, £35; 5 h.p. Vindec, £43.

EDINBURGH.—5-6 h.p. Rex Triette, three
speeds, £30; 8-9 h.p. Riley tricar, £39.

EDINBURGH.—All the above guaranteed
in good running order, ready for the

road.—-Alexander's Motor Exchange, 110,

Lothian Road.

3 h.p. Fafnir, low Chater-Lea frame. Lloyds
fittings, in splendid condition; a bar-

gain, £16 10s.—Muirhead, 6, Viewmount Drive,
Maryhill, Glasgow.

EDINBURGH.—If you want a new or
second-hand motor cycle write us, or

call. We are the largest dealers in Scotland
in motor cycles.—Alexander's Motor Ex-
change, Lothian Road, Edinburgh.

3 h.p. Humber, free engine, 26 by 2i Palmer
cord, in splendid condition; trial: £15.

-J. MacKervail, Cumnock.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle."
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
EDINBURGH Exhibition, Industrial Hall,

Stands 126 and 127; finest exhibition ot

motor cycles ever shown on any one stand,
from May till October.—Alexander's Motor
Exchange, Lothian Road.

ANTOINE, 5 h.p., twin, very powerful;
£19 10s.—At Alexander's Motor Ex-

change. 140, Lothian Road, Edinburgh.

31. h.p. Rover, almost new, scarcely used,
4 2J Palmers, stand, carrier, and all

accessories, automatic carburetter, very
fast; £16.—James Davidson, Springfield,
Gretna.

EDINBURGH. — Vlndecs. Qua/drants, Rexes,
Adlers. Moto Eeves. Ariels, Zeniths,

Minervas, Griffons, Nortons, N.S.U.. aq-
vanoes. Rocs, etc., in stock, and to be seen
at Alexander's Motor Exchange, Edinburgh.

EDINBURGH.—Scottish readers be sure not
to miss our grand show of motor cycles.

Stands 126 and 127, Industrial Hall, Scottish
National Exhibition; 16 different maKes
shown by Alexander's Motor Exchange, 110,

Lothian Road, Edinburgh.

SPECIALLY Built 7 h.p. Peugeot, magneto
B. and B., new Roc gear. 2Jin. exrra

heavy Palmer cords, three Riches tubes, one
Peter-Union ditto, spring forks and pillar,

lamp, generator, horn, tons of spares lots

of other good points; full specification sent
on request : cost £80 ; run 500 miles, fault-

less; take £65, or higher offer.—Apply, Box
552, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

SECTION XL
Ireland and Isle of Man.

PHCENIX Motor Bicycle, not working; £3;
carriage forward.—Rose, Caherconlish,

Limerick.

BARGAIN.—F.N. Motor Cycle, 2 h.p., per-
fect condition, tyres good ; expert ex-

amination ; £9.-2, Richmond Avenue, Fair-
view, Dublin.

ROVER, 3J h.p., Longuemare, Castle coil,

geared pulley, spring forks, BlOO, per-
fect order; owner medically forbidden;
must sell; what offers?—57, Lindsay Road,
Dublin.

TRICARS FOR SALE.

-J
A h.p. Lagonda Tricar, in first-class con-

JLU dition; £60.—Manning, Ashford, Mid-
dlesex.

31 h.p. Humber Tricar, basket seat; £17
2 10s., or offer.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe

Lane, Fleet Street, London.

-J A-12 h.p., two-cylinder, Stevens engined
XU tricar; what offers? Absolutely reli-

able.—Ca/rtington, Slough.

REXETTE, coach-built, two speeds, wheel
steering, water-cooled, perfect; £30.—

Dagley, Kempston, Beds.

41 h.p. Twin Hamilton, light and fast, not
2 run 800 miles ; offers wanted.—Seen at

"Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.

41 h.p. Rex Tricar, special carriage built,
2 fan-cooled; cost £80, write appoint-

ment, £20.-59. Balham Hill.

REX, 3i h.p., splendid order; expert trial;

£24; particulars on application.—A.,
32, Ledward Street, Winsford.

41 h.p. Soncin Tricar, fast and reliable,
2 Michelin tyres; cheap, 20 guineas.—

Laughlin, 213, Rye Lane, London.

ROVER Tricar, 4i h.p., two-speed, water-
cooled, wide seat, perfect condition;

£34.—Gore, Birchfleld Road, Redditch.

DE DION Tricar, 44 h.p., two speeds, water,
cooled, bucket seats, lamps, etc.; £23.

—14, Zermatt Street, Chapeltown. Leeds.

4 h.p. Minerva Tricar, complete, in good
running condition; must sell; what

offers .P—Lyndhurst, Tuttle Hill, Nuneaton.

9 h.p. Riley Tricar. 1907, perfect condition
throughout, lamps, spares, tools ; trial

given; £70.-34, Melville Road, Walthamstow.

31 h.p. Singer Tricar, open frame, two
2 speeds, magneto, wants overhauling;

£12 10s.—142, Lewisham High Road, New
Cross.

41 h.p. Humber Tricar, two-speed gear,
2 water-cooled, coach-built front seat;

£22 10s.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet
Street, London.

Accumulators
UNSRI
1908

Read what a private rider says

{Motor Cycle, July I5th, '08, letter

No. 3414) when answering a letter

from another reader of the Motor

Cycle, who does not use"E.P.R."
accumulators.

" If your correspondent will try

"a couple of 'E.P.R.' unspillable

" accumulators, 1 think his troubles
" will be at an end. If he cares to

"do so, he can put them in his

"tank upside down, but he will get

"no acid trouble. Unlike most of

" the unspillable type, they contain
" no jelly. 1 have had two in use

"for some considerable time, and
" find them excellent."

No. 20c. 4 x2j x6in. " Acid type,'*

14/6.

No. 20c /08. 4 X 2J X 6in. " Un-
spillable," 17/6.

We make these unspillable accumulators
in all sizes from 5 to 50 amp. capacity.
All unspillable types are sent out fully

charged and ready for use. No loose acid
to shake out. Full instructions with every
cell. All batteries, whether usual type ot
unspillable, fitted with " E.P.R." non-
corrosive terminals.

A FEW SIZES ABE LISTED HERE.
'Acid "Un
tvpe." spill

The "Fleet" 4 volt 5 amp. 6,6 7/6
3iXi X4i

No. 19c six 2 x6 106 13/6

„ i6r si X 2| X 5J 13 6 16-
„ 20c 4 X2jx6 14/6 17/6

„ 30c .... 3fX2ix6 18 6 21/-

„ 40c .... 4iX44x6i 25;- 28,6

REPAIRS.—We make a speciality of

treating old and damaeed batteries. We
can either repair and make them equal to
new, or else allow their value in part ex-

change for new " E.P.R." cells. Send for

new catalogue and terms. -

NOTE.—All repair work guaranteed*
Minerva accumulators cannot be repaired.

fiichford a^d Co.,
ACCCMtJLATOR SPECIALISTS,

153, FLEET STREET, E.C.

Established 1876^ ^'^

;TRICARS FOR SALE.
£19 19s.—Fine 6h h.p. Tricar.—Particular!

H., 78, Upper Richmond Eoad, Eas
Sheen.

GOOD 3 h.p. Motor Cycle and steerabi
sidecar; £18; tools, spares, photo.—5i

Northolme Road, Highbury.

51 h.p. Two-cylinder Quadrant Tricar, i

2 good condition ; £30, or near offer. .

Simon, 42, Boundary Eoad, Wood Green, J

5 h.p. Tricar, belt, Mabon clutch, carr
lady and child of six, for motor bih

and cash.—273, Shakespeare Eoad, Hen
Hill, S.E.

BARGAIN.—6 h.p. Ariel, w.c, three speed:
open, coach, tmpunctured Dunlops, ne'

condition; £35, or near offer.—301. Edwar
Street, Nuneaton.

61 h.p. Raleighette, in excellent conditio)
2 three speeds, 2iin. car tyres, spares

cost £105 last year, £52 10s.—J. Wilkin, We
holme Road, Grimsby.

CASH Wanted.—Humber Tricar, litt
used, perfect order, cane body, seatir

adult and juvenile ; £10. or. nearest offer.
13, Brewster Road, Leyton.

51 h.p. N.S.U. Tricar, two speeds, magnet
2 all spares, and motor house; fir

reasonable offer; owner must sell.—14, Com
ton Terrace. Highbury, N.

A GENUINE Coventry Eagle Tricar, 4ih.i
splendid hill-climber, equal to new

£22; must be sold, private.—22, The Avenu
near to Bruce Grove Station

PHCENIX Trimo, perfect, new last Apr
illustrated this paper, lamps, cove

tube, extras; exchange two-seaters, or offei
—321, Brownhill Road, Catford.

5 h.p. Tricar, perfect condition; price £;
would take modern lightweight moti

cycle part exchange.—Coleman, 18, Do(
View Road, Barry Dock, Glam.

31 h.p. Triumph, two-speed gear, free e
2 gine, water-cooled, Pafnir engir

pan front seat ; £22 IDs.—Wauchope's,
Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.

LAGONDA Tricar. 10-12 h.p., water-coole
in splendid running order, with spar

and tyres as new ; £55.—Zenith Motors, Lt(
119, Stroud Green Road, London, N.

£15.—Humber, 3 h.p., Mills-Pulford forecs
tyres and engine excellent, fan-coole

B.M., Lithanode, reliable local reputation
Twigg, Ironmonger, Southend-on-Sea.

SINGER Tricar, 2i h.p., direct drive, ma
neto, coach body, simple control by o

lever, perfect order; £20.—Seen running,'
Rodenhurst Road, Clapham Park, London

PHCENIX Trimo Tricar, new March, 19
condition as new, very little used, c

tyre on back; cost, with extras, £95, lowt
price, £55.—Oakden, Cheapside, Lancaster

CHATER-LEA Light Tricar, 3i h.p. Simi
engine and magneto, tyres perfect;

guineas ; photo ; ride 30 miles.—A. W. Hi
The Stores, Abbots Bromley, near Eugele
Staffs.

41 h.p. Tricar, coach-built, water-coolc
2 two speeds, new tyres; £25; mot

cycle or furniture in part exchange.—H<
bert, 62, New City Eoad, Barking Eoad, Pla
tow, E.

FOR Sale, 5i h.p. N.S.U. Trioar, twin, ma
neto, free engine, new Whittle belt,

splendid condition : £40, or near offer.-W:
Cruickshank, 129. Holburn Street, Aberdet
Scotland.

51 h.p. Rexette, 1906, open frame, wh(
2 steering, water-cooled, two speeds a

neutral, splendid condition, car tyre behin
£35, or near offer.—16. Northcote Eo£
Southsea.

6 h.p. Eiley, three-speed and reverse, sple

did condition, Dunlop 700 by 80 froi

non-skid 7O0 by 90 back, just overhaule
any trial; exchange car.—Frank Pean
Tavistock.

5-6 h.p. Twin Antoine, Chater-Lea, t-w

speed, chain drive, in first-rate com
tion ; only wants seeing ; will ride reasc

able distance; £32 10s.—G., 1, Westover Roe
Wandsworth.

POWERFUL Tricar: best offer accepte
spares, tools, lamps, rug, etc.—Partic

lars and trials write. A., 104, Guildhi
Street, Folkestone. Also tandem back 1

tachment, £1.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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CARS FORljSALE.
.p. De Dion Populaire. genuine licenaea
car; £65; any trial.—Below.

h.p. Libena. Be Dion, two-seater two
speeds, good condition; £19.—Below.

12 h.p. Gladiator, tonneau,' two-cylinder
Aster, three speed®, reverse, screen;

-Below.

30 h.p. Hurst, side eutrance. long
chassis, four-cylinder, cardan drive

;

-Below.

S h.p. Gladiator, side entrance, long
chassis, four-cylinder late model

;

—Below.

h.p. Clarendon Motor Bicycle. M.O.V.,
vertical engine; £12 lOs.-L. N. Pal-

190, Mellison Eoad, Tooting. Telephone,
itreatham.

3 6 h.p. Starling, painted green, very
little used Dunlop tyres ; sacrifice £95.
ker, Printer, St. Ives, Hunts.

p. M.M.C., three-seater, very fine order;
take motor bike and cash. £30.

.6 h.p. Daimler, four-cylinder, tonneau,
fast, silent, excellent condition ; £85.

h.p. Mutel. four-cylinder, M.O.V., press-
ed steel frame, new condition; £100.
Earlsfield Eoad, Wandsworth.

.p. Humber, single-cylinder, tonneau
body, perfect order; any trial; £30;
).—7, Broad "Walk. Stratford-on-Avon.

.2 h.p. Duryea Car, two seats, three
cylinders, two and reverse; £2o; part

mge.—98, Potternewton Lane, Leeas.

52 h.p. Touring Car, flve-seater; a bar-
gain; accept tricar or cycle in part,

cival Granville, 209a, Peckham Rye,

TUINE De Dion-Sunbeam, Mabley, tip-
top condition, all spares, two new tyres;
)r nearest offer.—8. Queen's Eoad, Don-
f.

DION, two-seater, motor car, two
speeds, heavy Dunlops, splendid work-
•der, suitable for doctor; £25.—L. Fearn,
ton.

h.p. Twin Alldays, four-seater, swing
seat side entrance, delivered new in
1907, in first-class order; £110.-Jones,
eld.

p. Beaufort, four-seater, three speeds,
reverse. Cape hood; £39 10s.. tricar or
bike part payment.—Farrar, Square
Halifax.

h.p. Orleans Car, two-seater, goott
tyres, and good working order; £21;
cycle part payment.—P. Kiddelsdeii

rd, Suffolk.

p. Twin Fafnir Two-seated Gar, two
jpeeds and reverse, in new condition

;

rial by appointment.—S. Scoones. West
Sittingbourne.

i.p. Alldays Three-seated Voiturette,
two speeds and reverse, water-cooled, i

running ordr; trial here; £20.—Hart-
egg. Motors, Burnley.

h.p. Baby Peugeot Light Car, two
bucket seats, three speeds and reverse,
ent order; £65.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe
Fleet Street.. London.

, Argyll Car, three speeds and reverse,
irtillery wheels, tonneau body, good
ug order; trial, etc.; price £40; motor
art payment.—P. Eiddelsdeli, Boxford,

' h.p. Buchet, two cylinders, four-
seater, side entrance, long wheelbase,
hood, lamps, etc., in new condition;
neas.—Wade, Queen's Eoad, Peckham,
n.

p. Humberette. two-seater, Dunlop
yres, fitted with Cape hood, lamps,
n good condition, and fine running

33 guineas.—82, Queen's Eoad, Peck-
London.

S.T Little Two-seater, in splendid con-
ition, De Dion engine, three speeas
!verse, accessories, numbers, etc. ; cash
d; what offers?—Manager, 16, Beti.-
reen Eoad. London.
p. Humberette, red body, seats two,
two speeds, reverse, two new Dunlop
and tubes, engine, gears, etc., in ex-
' order; price £35, cheap.—W. S. Squire,
ny Bank, King's Eoad, Newbury.

The "CELERIO."
A PERFECT BELT HOOK.

Only two pieces

Wide bearing

on hook.

Spring stee

Design reg'd.

Patent

applied for.

Detaches Instantly.

Price 1/- each

for |in. or lin. belts.

State depth of belt.

South British Trading Co., Ltd.,

13-15, WILSON STREET, LONDON, E.G.

The "JANES " Patent Handle-bar Switch.

Neatest, Cheapest, Simplest, most Effective,
Easily fitted. Suitable for Magneto o: Ac-

cumulators. Over 10,000 in use.

Post free, 2/6. For Steering Wheels, 3/6.

J. F. JAIMES,
Sydenham Motor Works,

SYDENHAM, LONDON, S.E.

CLINCHER
A WONS.

SPECIAL PURCHASE of

a LliVilTED NUMBER,
BRAND NEW.
26x2. . 17/6
26x2^ 18/

Also 26 X 2 extra heavy . . 1 9/-
Nett cash with order. Sent on approval

against P.O.

These are GENUINE COVERS with the
names on.

Order at once as cannot repeat when sold

out.

LOMAX TYRE COMPANY
Resilient Works, Gt. Charles St., BIRMINGHAM.

Telephone: 5805 Central. Telegrams: "Resilient."

ADVERTISERS — Please note
that Friday is the iatast day Mre
can receive Advertisement copy
for ths -followins week's issuei

CARS FOR SALE.

Mh.p. Four-cylinder Beeston Humber, two-
seater, four speeds and reverse; £85,

accept small car in part.—142, Lewisham
High Eoad, New Cross, S.E.

4jL h.p. Eenault Light Car, three speeds,
2 De Lion engine, w.c, nice economical

little tfwo-seater, v^ery good condition ; £23
10s.; trial.—128, High Koad, Tottenham.

D^E DION Car, smart two-seater, new
coach-built body, three speeds, reverse,

Dunlops, spares, new large lamps, and horn,
just overhauled, perfect; £60, or near offer.
—Edwards, Garage, Spennymoor.

6 h.p. Rover, late 1907, special body, Cape
nood, Lucas lamps ; cost £175. would

sell for £100, or accept a second-hand 1907
'triumph and £70 cash.—Motorist, Strath-
more, Wellington Road, Worcester Park.

-[ fi h.p. Armadale, Stevens engine, two-cy-
J-\J liuder, three speeas and reverse, wheel
steering and control, side levers, door to
driver's bucket seat; £65. or lower power
and cash, or small car.—Cartington, Slough.

8-10 h.p. Pour-cylinder Humber, one of tne
best, swing seat side entrance. Cape

hood, folding glass screen, electric side
lamps, gas headlights, everything in A Won
order; ±:140, bargain.—28. Woodbridge Road,
Ipswich.

LOTTORETTE, genuine 6 h.p. De Dion en-
gine, two bucket seats, sloping back,

three speeds and reverse, complete with all

lamps, tools, guaranteed good order through-
out; bargain, £55; letters only. — Jones^
260, Dal5ton Lane, London.

FilNE Opportunity.—Pope Tribune, side en-
trance, 14 h.p., splendid hill-climber,

seats four or five, showroom soiled only

;

cash, exchange tricar or cycle, or ertendeu
payments arranged; also new chassis same
make.—The Service Co., 292, High Holborn.

31 h.p. Auto Phaeton (bike and two-wheel
2 sidecar), Fafnir engine, H.T. mag-

neto, two-speed gear, 2J by 26 new Contin-
ental tyres, coach-built body, enamelled
green, yold lines, splendid .passenger turn-
out, good as new; £28 10s.—128. High Road,.
Tottenham.

LIGHT Two-seated Voiturette, 6 h.p. Aster
engine, just been rebored and fitted

with new piston and rings, repainted and
lined, two new tyres on back, two speeds;.
bargain, £40, or exchange motor cycle and
cash, or two motor cycles.-^Hucke, Bowyer
Eoad. Birminsham.

BENZ. — Exceptional opportunity. A
grand little 4J h.p. belt-driven Victoria,

with hood, three speeds, including Crypto,
solid tyres, car is in practically new con-

dition, having been used only at intervals,
very reliable and economical; cash wanted,
£12 10s.—54. Croham Road, Croydon.

I
> OVER Cars. — The 6 h.p. single-cylinder
\ two-seated Rover is the best low-priced

car on the market. It is fast, silent, excep-
tionallj' reliable, and far more comfortable
to ride and drive than tricars or motor
cycles. We will take these in part exchange,
or snpply on deferred payments. — Louia
Davis and Son, Moseley, Birmingham.

6 h.p. Peugeot Miniature Racer, low, oncket
seats circular tank behind, raked

steering, wire wheels, very fast, nearly
everywhere on top, 45 to gallon, condition
equal to new, two headlights, and brass-

Salsbury oil lamp, also electric tail, spare
tyre, .two tubes, tools, etc.; trial given; £90-,

consider good motor cycle or tricar part
payment.—Lamonby, Longford, Uddingston.

9 h.p. Riley, two-seater, in perfect running
order, accumulator ignition. Cape cart

hood, underscreen and inside mudguard, ex-

tension to all«wheels, large head lamp and
horn. 7O0 by 90 grooved Dunlop, one outer
two inner spare tyres. Imperial odometer
(trip), double radiator, tools ; trial and any
examination allowed ; price £130 ; no offers.

—

Apply, Box L3,027, The Motor Cycle Offices, 20,

Tudor Street, E.G.

INSURANCE.
PLEASE Send for full covering Motor Cycle

Policy, from 19s. per annum.—Bass, In-

surance Broker, Ongar.

INSURANCE Policies of every description
for motor cycles are issued by Hugh J.

Boswell, insurance broker, Norwich, at ex-

ceptionally low rates; fire or self-ignition,

2s. 6d.; third party. 7s. 6d.; accident to cycle

15s —Write for full particulars.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cyde."
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GARAGES.
BEIGHTON. — Black Lion Garage, back

of Sea View Hotel, Black Lion
Street, flftH turning from Aquarium, on
right, along front; specially for motor
cyclists; repairs on Sundays.

LOST AND FOUND.
LOST, between Colchester and Shoebury-

ness, on 8th inst.. a spare rubber bt.
Will finder communicate with Mr. Allen,
Newcastle Eoad, Norwich.

LOST, betweien Winchester and Salisbury,
on Friday, 7th inst.. two inner tubes,

Smith's patents, wrapped separately in
black mackintosh rolls.—Will finder kindly
communicate with Kees, " Inglewood," High-
bury Quadrant, Highbury, N.

BUSINESSES FOR SALE.
FOR Sale, one of the oldest established

motor businesses ia Hove, as a going
concern, having a good connection, well
equipped power shop (three lathes, etc.), good
stock, including motor delivery van ; satis-
factory reason for disposal.—Apply, No 496
The Motor Cyde Offices, Coventry.

ACCUMULATORS.
AOCUMULTOES, celluloid; speciality: 22

amp. hours. 10s.—Works, 17. Landcroft
Road, E. Dulwich.

CELLULOID Accumulator Repair Outfits
useful for all celluloid repairs; full

directions; post free. Is.—Osborne Works
Forest Hill, London.

rpHE Famons Ajax Accumulator, absolutely
-L the finest it is passible to make (see
advertisement in Spring No " Motor
Cycle"); specially protected terminals; 20
amp. size will run 2,000 miles with Voltoo
coil.

ACCUMULATORS Repaired promptly, any
make; reasonable charges, best work •

estimates given; full value for your old
accumulator in exchange for our new
"Mayfair" accumulators; special 15 amp.,
10s. 6d. ; 20 amp., ISs.; guaranteed one year.
—Fellows. 49, Hertford Street. Mayfair.

"VrON-SPILLING .A.ccumulators, with jellyXi electrolyte; sent charged and car-
riage paid; 6 amp., 7s. 2d.; 10 amp., 10s. 4d •

12 amp., 10s. 7d. ; 20 amp., 13s. 9d. Accumu-
lators repaired; special sizes made to

T^f^'- ^-Y'*V*?. ^°^ ignition list.—Archibald
J. Wright, Ltd., manufacturing electricians,
Leyton Green Eoad. London, N.E.

CONTACTS.
IRIDIUM " Champion " Contacts, any parts

titted; returned same day; Is. 3d. each.

IRIDIUM "Champion " Contacts, warranted
pure; trimmers for polishing iridium,

9d.; no filing required.

IEIDIUM " Champion " Contacts. — Wil-
liams, 16, Wellington Street, Woolwicb

Fur© platinum fitted to order, from Is. 9d.

pUEE Platinum Contacts fitted from Is 6d
^ ^^° 3s.—Eichardson, Church Street,
Burton-on-Trent.

JEBRON Contacts, registered 291-289, vastly
superior to platinum; cures misfiring

is rehability and efficiency.

JEBRON best contact obtainable for
blades, screws, cranks, rockers, plun-

gers, magnetos, coils.

JEBEON. prices 2s. 6d. each rivet fitted;
special trimmers, for polishing Jebron,

9d.; remittance with order ensures prompt
attention; write for particulars and testi-
monials; too numerous to publish.

JEBEON Magneto Screws, complete for
Bosch magneto, DA2, will fit contact

breakers 5A, 5B. 5C. 5s. 9d. pair; old screws
fitted with Jebron. 2s. 6d. each; everlasting
wear, requiring no attention.

JEBEON. the King of Contacts, fitted per
return post; no delay; post free liome

or abroad; liberal trade terms.

JEBEON.—From the Inventor, J. Edwards
Brown, 38. Herbert Eoad, Plumstead

Kent.

COMRRESSION
IVISANS RO^^EI

Betore reboring After reboring.

V - ' X

We rebore your cylinder and flt new piston compleie
with rings and gudgeon pio. Please send for our new
repairs booklet, giving prices for this work.

The LAYSTALL MOTOR ENGINEERING WORKS/Ltd.
AUTOMOBILE REPAIRERS,

27 & 29, Laystall St., Rosebery Av., LONDON, E.G.

Established 1900. Tel. 12301 Central.

SHAMROCK OR . .

GOODRICH BANDS
fitted to

your*

own

cover

21/-
{Special trade

terms on
application.)

Kindly note we
are s p ec i a 1

agents lor
Shamrock,
Goodrich and
Palmer Covers,
and can give
prompt deliv-

ery from stock.

{See OUR advert, in last week's "Motor Cycle.")

The Oontinttntal Motor Co.,
32, Rosebery Avenue, London, E.G.

'Phone—1513 Holborn Tele.
—"Bromitch, London."

COUPLINGS.
AEIEL Coupler (new), half-price, electi

buzzer (new), 38. 6d.--3. Beaumo
Street. Hexham.

BEAND New Unito Coupling, never be
used; 15s. — Lester, 18, Trafalgar T(

race, Long Eeaton.

ENGINES.
31 h.p. 1908 Genuine Quadrant engir

2 quite new; £6 19s. — Farrar, Squa
Eoad, Halifax.

2i h.p. Minerva, inclined, £3; 3i h.p. Stan
2 ard. vertical. £3 lOs. ; 3 h.p. Quadrai

£3 10s.; li h.p. Minerva, 258.; 3 h.p. Miner
pattern, M.O.V., £3 10s.; 2 h.p. Quadrai
35s.; 2i h.p. De Dion pattern. 45s.—Jj'arri
Square Eoad. Halifax.

3 h.p. Quadrant Engine, £3 10s. ; also
h.p., £2 15s.; perfect order.—2, Upi

Kennington Lane, London.

F.N. Water-cooled Engine, 75 by 75, in sou
condition ; what offers ?—Motor Ace

sories. Broad Street, Coventry.

3JL h.p. Garrard, w.c; £3. exchange B
2 carburetter, type I., twin tremb

coil, and cash.—Pemsel, Apsley End.

5-6 h.p. Twin Decauville a.c. engine,
splendid order, suitable for open 1

car; sacrifice £6.—15. Station Eoad, Chii
ford.

7 h.p. Peugeot Engine, twin, air-cooled, t

accumulators, two coils, complete; i
or nearest offer.—M. MacLucas, 56, Cranbro
Eoad, Eedland.

3 h.p. Kelecom Engine, with Longuemi
carburetter, removed tricar, fltti

'larger, perfect condition; £4 10s.; eveni:
—14, Glencoe Avenue, Seven Kings, Ilforc

HALIFAX.—6 h.p. w.c. engine and carb
etter, £6 10s.; 9 h.p. Fafnir, carburett

and clutch, £12; 6i h.p. Aster, carburett
and silencer, £10; all running order.—Mo'
Exchange, Westgate, HaUfax.

TYRES.
BOOTH.—200 genuine 26 by 2\ Clincl

A Won covers, 17s. 6d. each; appro'vj

BOOTH. — Large stock of Continent!
rubber studded. Shamrocks, Goodric

Palmers ; list free.

OOTH.—Before buying tyres send for <

bargain list; we specialise in tyre;B
BOOTH.—28 by 2 Calmons, 13s. 6d.; Eoya

covers, 26 by 2, 12s. 6d.; 2i. 13s. 6

beaded or wired.—Booth's Motor Excha~
Wade Street, Halifax.

ATES Tyre, 26 by 2i, heavy tricar, nt
37s. 6d.^H, Morrill Street, Hull.

Touring: Necessities
The

ADVANCE ADJUSTABLE PULLEY

and the
ADVANCE ADJUSTABLE BELT FASTENER.

Both adjustable without removing the belt.

ADVANCE MOTOR MFG. Co., Lid,
NORTHAMPTON.? j ^,. , , i

B
MAUDE'S.—Fully guaranteed tubes, 26

2in., 6s.; 2iin., 7s.; 2iin., 88.; 28 bj
7s.; 2J, 78. 6d. ; 2|in., 8s.; approval willini

MAUDE'S.—Covers, 26 by 2in.. 16s.; 2i,

6d. ; 28 by 2in., 178.; 2iin.. 18s.—Maud
PoweU Street, Halifax.

MAUDE'S Butt-ended Tubes.—Why not
one on approval .^^ Note especially

low prices : 26in. and 28in. by 2in., 7s. t

I

26in. and 28in. by 2iin., 78. 9d; 26in. and 2i

by 24in., 8s. 3d. — Maude's. Powell Str
! Halifax.

MIOHELIN, 26 by 2i. beaded edge, new, ;

unused; 22s.—K., 47, Falcon Aven

{

Edinburgh.

PAIE Genuine Continental Covers, 26in.

2in., beaded; 13s. 9d. each.—14, Soi

i
gate Street, Bishop Auckland.

HALIFAX.—Special 11 Calmon tyres, fli

by 2 rim», 17s. 9d. each; other sil

14s. 6d. each; new 28 by 2 tubes, 4s. 9d. eal

24 by 2J Peter-Union tubes. 5s. 6d.—Motor
[

change, Westgate, Halifax.

0/?IN. by 2Jin. and 28in. by 2in. heavy
.uO Calmon beaded covers. 16s.; 26iii.J

2iin. beaded Dunlop, 9s.—6, Poulton
Southport.

PAIE New Shrewsbury Chaloner Covl
26 by 2i fit 2in. rims, 308.; pair gl

tubes, same size, 7s. 6d.—Wake, 195, Pla^
Eoad. Upton Park.

MODELE de Course Continental, e^

Stark, 2J outer covers, brand new,
used, cost £2 8s. 9d., accept 36s. 6d.

;

ditto, lighter, take 30s.—H. Barrett, phj

grafcher, Southwell.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle."
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MISCELLANEOUS.
AUDE'S. — B. and B. carburetter, brand
new, latest model, handle-bar control

;

;
Longuemare, 15s.; B. and B., 15s.

AUDE'S.—Eubber goggles. 2s. 3d. per
pair; low tension wire, 3id. yard; high,

per yard.

AUDE'S. — Mabon free en^ne, new, fits

Triumph, £2 2s.; two -cylinder coil,

6d.

AUDE'S. — Trailer, with tradesman's
wicker box, lined and painted, very

,rt; 30s.

AUDE'S.—28 by 24 new cover, perfect, 9s.

6d. ; gear box, two speeds and reverse,

AUDE'S.—Bowden free engine and wheel,
28in., 12s. 6d.

AUDE'S.—Eip spring frames, new and
guaranteed, £2 19s. 6d.; toolbags, 2s.;

n coil, perfect, 6s. 6d. ; petrol taps, all

is, for tanks, good stuff. 2s. 6d., wortu
ble.

AUDE'S.—Acetylene lamp, 2s. 6d. ; acety-
lene lamp, brass, suit tricar, 7s. 6d.

;"

a, plugs. Is. 3d. each.

AUDE'S.—Voltmeter, for switchboard,
reads to 15, 8s.; ammeter, to 10, 7b.;

1 perfect.

AUDE'S, Powell Street. Halifax, for all
accessories relating to motors. Try

ip tube box on approval.

fERYTHING Made in Tanks and Eadi-
ators except a fortune. — Write for

es, A. Phillips, 2, Strathnairn Street,
nondsey.

R Eapid Belt Adjustment use the In-
stanta (patent) belt fastener: price Is.

postage Id.—Instanta Co., 251. Oxhiii
d, Handsworth. Birmingham.
)WDEN Valve Lifters, 6s. 9d., usual price
10s.; Vim stands (starts like free en-

•). 6s. 3d., usual price 17s. 6d.—Slack's
age, Stockport.

fOKET Seat, new, strong, light, well
sprung, 25s.; 'Powell and Hanmer

'.light, bracket and number plate, 7s. 6d.
son, jun., Leominster.

EAEANCE Sale.-Millennium stands, 7s.
6d., usual price 20s. ; Vim flexioie caoie
brakes, 5s. 6d.. usual price 12s. 6a.—
k's Garage, Stockport.

!h.p. Peugeot Engine, 80 by 98, fitted with
Simms-Bosch magneto, excellent con-

u; £10 10s. cash.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe
, Fleet Street, London.
OK!—Bankrupt stock 4,000 splendid rub-
ber motoring jackets, lined with blue
i; 10s. 6d. ; carriage paid.—B. Dept., Gas-
Govei'nment, Eye. Sussex.

DPEET and Applebee.—A.G. adjustable
pulleys, 15s.; leather magneto covers,
1.; watch and handle-bar slip, 5s. 6d.—
urch Hill, Walthamstow.
h.p. Water-cooled N.S.U. Engine, with
two-speed gear, carburetter and

5er. complete; £6 15s.—Wauchope's, 9,
Lane, Fleet Street, London.
iTEE-LEA No. 6 Frame, girder lorks,
long bars, etc.. £3 17s. 6d.; twin en-
£8 15s.. £11 the lot, brand new.—

A

', 313, Ooldharbour Lane, S.W.

sOLETE Engines.—Parts made to sketch
or pattern; Eusel valves; cast-iron
i. any engine, 3s. 6d. ; postage 3d. —
ihurst, 13. Stafford Street, Leicester.

R Brass Mirror Searchlight Lamps,
practically new, £1 Is.; Chapman's
tan, 15s. 6d.. cost £2 10s.; Brooks new

• .bucket seat, 35s.—Lord. Mour.tfield,
wich.

IGAIN.—Lightweight Attachment, 2

P:
^JiSine, carburetter, 25s.; tank, 5s.

5elt, 2s. 6d.; Jockey, 3s. 6d.; coU, 5s.;

^^•'r.T,°^.
separate.—Smith, Greenfield,

'y, Chester.

'K!—Car Horn, with long tubing, ter-nnc noise, absolutely new ; cost 27s.

R^®HI'l;.^'^^'x°^ °®*^ offer; no use to

^trS, EC ^^"'^ Offices, 20,

jE Cell Charging Battery, as new, £1;
leather coat, cost 5 guineas, as new,

; iileriot headlight, brass, 10s. 6d.;
as tricar chain, new. £1; exchange.—
iy, Kempston, Beds.

WE NEVER KNEW
how thoroughly unsatisfactory the ordinary Acetylene
lamp had proved until we began to offer tn take them in
exchange for THE PREMIER SEARCHLIGHT.

We have' been inundated with lamps—many of them
practically new—whose owners have realised that there
IS nothing like the Premier. The offer is still open.
Send your old lamp, labelled writh your name and address,
and we will qu te a li leral allowance. Not one of our
quotations has been declined yet Price of Searchlight
only, 24/-, or with Generator, as illustrated, 30/-.

FulUr datails from PREMIER MOTOR CO., I^TD.,
ASTON ROAD, BIRMINGHAM.

Wholesale London Agents—BROWiV BROS., Ltd., Gt.
Eastern Street, B.C.

G. T. BICHES & CO.,
LTD.,

19, STOIE STREET, LMD6«.
RICH DETACHABLE AIR TUBE.

26' X 2i'24' X 2*

13/6
24' X 2J'

14/-
24' X 2$'

15/-
26' X 2'

14/-
Please write for Special List, with full prices and par-
UcuUirs of all sizes, together with instructions and hints.
Yeur OWN TUBE CONVERTED. Write for priets

MISCELLAI^EOUS.
TOEPEDO Tank, complete with all fittings,

for oil and petrol; 15s.—Kendall, 235,
Crystal Palace irioad. S.E.

BOWDEN Front Brake, 93.; electric lens
lamp, 3s. 6d. ; voltmeter, 53. 6d.; Chater

Trafali^ar spring forks, 10s. 6d. ; gin. Stanley-
Dermatine, 8ft. 6in., 6s. 6d.—Beeston, 111,
Hallam Street, Portland Place.

COMPLETE, Wolff Featherweight motor
set. all ready to attach to cycle; a bar-

gain, £11, brand new, or would exchange two
eenuine B.S.A. gent's cycles, new. — Motor
Co., 31, Newgate Street, London.

READEES Having Photographic Apparatus
for sale should advertise in " Photo-

graphy and Focus " Emporium, Jd. per
word, minimum 9d.—Address " Photography
and Focus " Offices. 20, Tudor Street, London,
E.G.

ACCESSOEIES. etc., for sale.—De Dion car-
buretter, 25s.; new Castle Acetyloid

car headlight, £2 10s. ; Castle two-cylinder
trembler coil, 21s.; 650 by 65 new Dunlop
tube. 83. 6d.—142, Lewisham High Eoad, New
Cross.

MISCELLANEOUS.
BOOTH for Montgomery sidecars, flexible

joints ; large stock kept for immediate
delivery.

BOOIH. — Insist on a Montgomery, less
power required to drive, no broken

frames.

BOOTH takes your rigid, frame-breaking
sidecar in exchange for a flexible Mont-

2omery.

BOOTH. — Montgomery flexible sidecars;
popular prices ; cash, credit, or ex-

change. — Booth's Motor Exchange, Wade
Street, Halifax.

BOOTH.—Glare electric lamps, newspa]ier
readable at 100 feet; 10s. 6d. ; carriage

paid.

OOTH.—Wide mudguards, with stays and
screws; 3in., 23. lid.; 4in., 3s .6d.

E>
OOTH.—Double twist horns, deep tone,

> 4s. 9d. ; large leather toolbags, 5s. 6d.

BOOTH. — 500 Fuller's Midget plain coils,
10s. 6d. ; 200 Fuller's Midget trembler

coils. 17s. 6d.

BOOTH takes your old coil in part pay-
ment; part with troublesorh© coils.

BOOTH. — Fuller accumulators, 20 amp.,
17s.; Eex type, 16s.; Minerva, 16s.;

Midffet, 16s.

BOOTH.—5s. 6d. allowed for your old ac-
cumulator in part payment for Ful-

ler's.

BOOTH.—Long motor handle-bars, 21in.,
4s. 9d.; heavier gauge, 5s. 6d. ; best

plating.

BOOTH,—Silent silencers, for engines to 5
h.p., very efficient, no back pressure;

3s. 3d.

OOTH. — 50 pairs Xl'all spring forks,
N.A.B. seat-pillar, 53. 6d. ; Ariel coupler.B

20s

BOOTH.—New Antoine frame, with wheels,
belt rim fitted, two cable brakes, mud-

guards ; £5 10s. set; low built.

BOOTH.—Six accumulators, require slight
repair ; Is. 9d. each. — Booth's Motor

Exchange, Coronet Works, Wade Street.
Halifax.

R.O.M. Contact Breaker, synchronised, to
suit 6 h.p. twin Jap, nearly new, with

spares, 19s. 6d. ; 26 by 2^ Palmer cord cover
and tube, fresh, and new, £2 lOs.—Barker,
Oxford Eoad, Worthing.

PULLEYS for any motor, De Diop, M.M.C.,
6s. 9d. ; Antoine, N.S.U.. Kelecom. Eoc.

F.N., 5s'. 9d. ; Peugeot, Brown, 5s. 6d.; Tri-
umph, Fafnir, Sarolea, Minerva, 4s. 9d.;
plated, guaranteed; carriage paid.—J. Per-
kins, nigh Eoad, Leyton, London.

SACEIFICE.—Noble Engine. 2| h.p., with
carburetter, etc., 42s., splendid running

order; nearly new front wheel, 28 by 2, with
cover and tube, 15s., or separate; De Dion
coil, 8s. 6d. ; live axle, lOs.; splendid saddle,
7s. 9d.—J. Kerry, Downham Market.

CLENCHEE 28in. by 2iin. rim, 2s. 6d.; belt
rim, 21in. by lin., 2s. ; Antoine pulley,

5Jin. by gin., new, 3s. 6d. ; Fuller trembler
coil, new, 15s.; two-way Ideal fan, 13s. 6d.

;

Sphinx band, 2iin., 3s. ; all perfect, used ones
nearly new.—Outram, Baker, Southport.

T;^7'ATAWATA Beit, 8ft. by |in., practically
Vt new, 14s.; new pair Midland motor
covers, 26 by 2i, wired, 25s. ; butt-ended tube,
perfect, 28 by 2i, 8s. 6d. ; Brooks BlOO saddle,
new, 15s. ;

pair 26 by 2i wheels, new belt rim
for fixing, 25s.—132, Cross Lane, Salford.

TEICAE (less engine), 650 by 65 wheels a,nd
new tyres,, non-skid on back, splay

mudguards, five tanks, coach-built front
seat, with tank and all fittings, only wants
engine, no time to complete; £17. or near-
est.—Clifford, 51, Weaste Eoad, Weaste, Man-
chester.

THE Old Firm, 11 years' experience, and
moderate charges; new and second-

hand engines, 2 to 8 h.p.. from 40s. ; power
increased 2? to 3| h.p. ; large stocks De Dion,
M.M.C., Excelsior partsi; repairs to all makes,
prompt and reasonable.—The Eecord Motor
Co., Coventry.

PAIE of Minerva spring forks, new, £2;
L.A.C. spring forks, 15s. ; pair Wright's

footrests, 10s. 6d. ; 13| steering wheel, alu-
minium centres, 8s. 6d. ; complete steering
column for tricar, with levers and wheel,
£1 10s.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet
Street, London, E.G.

In answering any of- these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."



GARAGES.
BEIGHTON. - Black Lion Garage, back

of Sea View Hotel, Black Lion
Street, flftli turning from Aquarium, on
rig-ht, along front ; specially for motor
cyclists; repairs on Sundays.

LOST AND FOUND.
LOST, between Colchester and Shoebury-

ness, on 8th inst.. a spare rubber bt 1

Will finder communicate with Mr. Allen,
Newcastle Eoad, Norwich.

LOST, betweien Winchester and Salisbury,
on Friday, 7th inst., two inner tubes,

Smith's patents, wrapped separately in
black mackintosh rolls.—Will finder kindly
communicate with Eees, " Inglewood," High-
bury Quadrant, Highbury, N.

BUSINESSES FOR SALE.
FOE Sale, one of the oldest established

motor businesses ia Hove, as a going
concern, having a good connection, well
equipped power shop (three lathes, etc.), good
stock, including motor delivery van; satis-
factory reason for disposal.—Apply, No 496
The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

ACCUMULATORS.
ACCUMULTOES, celluloid; speciality: 22

amp. hours, 10s.—Works, 17, Landcroft
Eoad, E. Dulwich.

CELLULOID Accumulator Eepair Outfits
useful for all celluloid repairs; full

directions; post free. Is.—Osborne Works,
Forest Hill, London.

rpiHE Famous Ajax Accumulator, absolutelyX the finest it is possible to make (see
advertisement in Spring No " Motor
Cycle"); specially protected terminals; 20
amp. size will run 2,000 miles with Voltoo
coil.

ACCUMULATOES Eepaired promptly, any
make; reasonable charges, best work •

estimates given; full value for your old
accumulator in exchange for our new
"Mayfair" accumulators; special 15 amp.,
lOs. 6d.; 20 amp., 158.; guaranteed one year.
—Fellows. 49, Hertford Street, Mayfair.

"VrON-SPILLING Accumulators, with jelly
l.y electrolyte; sent charged and car-
riage paid; 6 amp., 7s. 2d.; 10 amp., 10s. 4d •

12 amp., 10s. 7d. ; 20 amp., 13s. 9d." Accumu-
lators repaired; special sizes made to

% ^^P- w'^V*?. ^°^ ignition list.-Archibald
J. Wright, Ltd., manufacturing electricians
Leyton Green Eoad, London. N.E.

CONTACTS.
I-^-'^W^

" Champion " Contacts, any parts
fitted; returned same day; Is. 3d. each.

TEIDIUM "Champion " Contacts, warranted
-X. pure; trimmers for polishing iridium,
9a.; no filing required.

TEIDIUM " Champion " Contacts. _ Wil-X liams, 16, Wellington Street, Woolwichfure platinum fitted to order, from Is. 9d.'

PUEE Platinum Contacts fitted from la 6d
to 3s.—Eichardson, Church Street

Burton-on-Trent. ^ "xi.ii oireei,

TEBEON Contacts, registered 291-289, vastlyy superior to platinum; cures misfiring
is reliability and efficiency.

TEBEON best contact obtainable for
*J blades, screws, cranks, rockers nlun-
gers, magnetos, coils.

JEBEON, prices 2s. 6d. each rivet fitted-
special trimmers, for polishing Jebron

9d.; remittance with order ensures prompt
attention; write for particulars and testi-
monials; too numerous to publish.

JEBEON Magneto Screws, complete for
Bosch magneto, DA2, will fit contact

breakers 5A 5B. 5C. 5s. 9d. pair; old screws
btted with Jebron, 2s. 6d. each; everlasting-
wear, requiring no attention.

JEBEON, the King of Contacts, fitted perreturn post ; no delay
; post free fiome

or abroad; liberal trade terms.

JEBEON.-From the Inventor, J. Edwards
Brown, 38. Herbert Eoad, Plumstead

Kent.

COMRRIESSION
IVISANS RO^^ER.

Belore reborlng.

^
Touring^ Necessities

The

ADVANCE ADJUSTABLE PULLEY

and the
ADVANCE ADJUSTABLE BELT FASTENER.

Both adjustable without removing the belt.

ADVANCE MOTOR MFG. Co., Lid,
NORTHAMPTON.^,:.,., :i

COUPLINGS.
AEIEL Coupler (new), half-price, electric

buzzer (new), 38. 6d.—3. Beaumont
Street. Hexham.

New Unito Coupling, never been
15s. — Lester, 18, Trafalgar Ter-

race, Long Eeaton.

BEAND
used

ENGINES.

3i

We rebore your cylinder and flt new piston compleie
with rings and gudgeon pin. Please send for our new
repairs booklet, giving prices for this work.

The LAYSTALL MOTOR ENGINEERING WORKS/Ltd.
AUTOMOBILE REPAIRERS,

27 & 29, Laystall St., Rosebery Av., LONDON, E.G.

Established 1900. Tel. 12301 Central.

SHAMROCK OR . .

GOODRICH BANDS
fitted to

your

own

cover

21/-
(Special trade

terms on
application.)

Kindly note we
are s p ec i a I

agents lor
Shamrock,
Goodrich and
Palmer Covers,
and can give
prompt deliv-

ery from stock.

(See OUR advert, in last week's "Motor Cycle.")

The Gontinontal Motor Co.,
32, Rosebery Avenue, London, E.G.

•Phone—1513 Holborn Tele.—"Bromitch, London."

h.p. 1908 Genuine Quadrant engine.
2 quite new; £6 19s. — Parrar. Square

Eoad, Halifax.

2i h.p. Minerva, Inclined, £3; 3i h.p. Stand-
2 ard, vertical, £3 lOs. ; 3 h.p. Quadrant,

£3 10s.; li h.p. Minerva, 25s.; 3 h.p. Minerva
pattern, M.O.V., £3 10s.; 2 h.p. Quadrant.
35s.; 2i h.p. De Dion pattern. 45s.—i'arrar,
Square Eoad. Halifax.

3 h.p. Quadrant Engine, £3 10s. ; also 2i
h.p., £2 15s.; perfect order.—2, Upper*^

Kennington Lane. London.

F.N. Water-cooled Engine, 75 by 75, in sound
condition; what offers i*—Motor Acces-

sories, Broad Street, Coventry.

31 h.p. Garrard, w.c; £3, exchange B.B.
2 carburetter, type I., twin trembler

coil, and cash.—Pemsel, Apsley End.

^-() h.p. Twin Decauville a.c. engine, in
O splendid order, suitable for open tri-

car; sacrifioe £6.-15, Station Eoad, Ching-
ford.

7 h.p. Peugeot Engine, twin, air-cooled, two
accumulators, two coils, complete; £12,

or nearest offer.—M. MacLucas, 56, Cranbrook
Eoad, Eedland.

3 h.p. Kelecom Engine, with Longuemare
carburetter, removed tricar, fitting

larger, perfect condition ; £4 10s. ; evening.
—14, Glencoe Avenue. Seven Kings, Ilford.

ALIFAX.—6 h.p. w.c. engine and carbur-
etter, £6 10s.; 9 h.p. Fafnir, carburetter,

and clutch, £12; 6i h.p. Aster, carburetter,
and silencer. £10; all running order.—Motor
Exchange, Westgate, Halifax.

TYRES.

H^

BOOTH.—200 genuine 26 by 2i
A Won covers, 17s. 6d. each;

Clincher
approval.

BOOTH. — Large stock of Continentals,
rubber studded, Shamrocks, Goodrichs,

Palmers ; list free.

BOOTH.—Before buying tyres send for our
bargain list; we specialise in tyres.

6d.; Eoyalty
2i 13s. 6d.;

Motor Exchange,

BOOTH.—28 by 2 Calmons, 13s.

covers, 26 by 2, 12s. 6d.;
beaded or wired.—Booth's
Wade Street. Halifax.

BATES Tyre, 26 by 2\, heavy tricar,
37s. 6d.^H, Morrill Street, Hull.

MAUDES.—Fully guaranteed tubes, 26 by
2in., 6s.; 2iin., 7s.; 2iin., 8s.; 28 by 2,

7s.; 2J, 7s. 6d. ; 2iin., 8s.; approval willingly.

MAUDE'S.—Covers, 26 by 2in.. I63.; 2J, 178.

6d. ; 28 by 2in., 17s.; 2iin., 18s.—Maude's.
PoweU Street, Halifax.

MAUDE'S Butt-ended Tubes.—Why not
one on approval .^ Note especially

try
the

low prices : 26in. and 28in. by 2in., 7s. 6d.
26in. and 28in. by 2iin., 7s. 9d; 26in. and 28in.

by 24in., 8s. 3d. — Maude's, PoweU Street,
Halifax.

MICHELIN, 26 by 2i, beaded edge. new. and
unused; 22s.—K.. 47, Falcon Avenue,

Edinburgh.

PAIE Genuine Continental Covers. 26in. by
2in., beaded; 13s. 9d. each.—14. South-

gate Street, Bishop Auckland.

ALIFAX.—Special 2J Calmon tyres, flt 26

by 2 rims, 17s. 9d. each; other sizes,

14s. 6d. each; new 28 by 2 tubes. 4s. 9d. each;
24 'by 2i Peter-Union tubes. 5s. 6d.—Motor Ex-
change, Westgate, Halifax.

'IN. by 2iin. and 28in. by 2in. heavy new
Calmon beaded covers. 16s. ; 26in. by

2iin. beaded Dunlop, 9s.—6, Poulton Eoad.
Southport.

PAIE New Shrewsbury Chaloner Covers,
26 by 2i, fit 2in. rims, 30s.; pair good

tubes, same size, 7s. 6d.—Wake, 195, Plashet
Eoad, Upton Park.

MODELE de Course Continental, extra
Stark, 24 outer covers, brand new, un-

used, cost £2 8s. 9d., accept 36s. 6d.; one
ditto, lighter, take 30s.—H. Barrett, photo-
grapher. Southwell.

H^

26'

In answering any of these advertisements u is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle."



MISCELLANEOUS.
MAUDE'S. — B. and B. carburetter, brand

new, latest model, handle-bar control;

128.; Longuemare, 15s.; B. and B., 15s.

l/TAUDE'S.—Eubber g-oggles. 2s. 3d. per
LVX pair; low tension wire, 3Jd. yard; high,
>d. per yard.

ll/rAUDE'S. — Mabon free engine, new, fits

LVx Triumph, £2 2&. ; two -cylinder coil,

Os. 6d.

\/rAUDE'S. — Trailer, with tradesman's
LVJ- wicker box, lined and painted, very
imart; 30s.

^/TAUDE'S.—28 by 2i new cover, perfect, 9s.

L>X 6d. ;
gear box, two speeds and reverse,

08.

ITAUDE'S.—Bowden free engine and wheel,
XL 28in., 12s. 6d.

ITAUDE'S.—Eip spring frames, new and
jX guaranteed, £2 19s. 6d.; toolbags, 2s.;

ilain coil, perfect, 6s. 6d. ; petrol taps, all

irass, for tanks, good stuflf, 2s. 6d., wortn
Louble.

yTAUDE'S.—Acetylene lamp, 2s. 6d. ; acety-
.VX lene lamp, brass, suit tricar, 7s. 6d.

;"

aica plugs. Is. 3d. each.

l/TAUDE'S.—Voltmeter, for switchboard,
-Vx reads to 15. 8s.; ammeter, to 10, 78.;

oth perfect.

l/TAUDE'S, Powell Street, Halifax, for all

.yj- access'Ories relating to motors. Try
, Eip tube box on approval.

EVEEYTHING Made in Tanks and Eadi-
ators except a fortune. — Write for

irices, A. Phillips, 2, Strathnairn Street,
$ermondsey.

T^OE Eapid Belt Adjustment use the In-
- stanta (patent) belt fastener: price Is.

i., postage Id.—Instanta Co., 251, Oxhiu
uoad, Handsworth. Birmingham.

BOWDEN Valve Lifters, 6s. 9d., usual price
10s. ; Vim stands (starts like free en-

:ine), 6s. 3d., usual price 17s. 6d.—Slack's
larage. Stockport.

3UCKET Seat, new, strong, light, well
-> sprung, 25s.; 'Powell and Hanmer
eadlight. bracket and number plate, 7s. 6d.
Tuson, jun., Leominster.

""ILEAEANCE Sale.—Millennium stands. 7s.
<J 6d., usual price 20s.; Vim flexioie caoie
im brakes, 5s. 6d.. usual price 12s. 6a.—
lack's Garage, Stockport.

il h.p. Peugeot Engine, 80 by 98, fitted with
>2 Simms-Bosch magneto, excellent con-
itiou; £10 10s. cash.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe
ane, Fleet Street, London.
r GOK:!—Bankrupt stock 4,000 splendid rub-
LJ ber motoring jackets, lined with blue
erge; 10s. 6d. ; carriage paid.—B. Dept., Gas-
an. Government, Eye. Sussex.

;j.ODPEET and Applebee.—A.G. adjustable
A pulleys, 15s.; leather magneto covers,
I. 9d.; watch and handle-bar slip, 5s. 6d.—
Church Hill, Walthamstow.
1 h.p. Water-cooled N.S.U. Engine, with
:2 two-speed gear, carburetter and
lencer, complete; £6 15s.—Wauchope's, 9,
loe Lane, Fleet Street, London.
"^HATEE-LEA No. 6 Frame, girder lorks.
J long bars, etc., £3 17s. 6d.; twin en-
me, £8 15s.. £11 the lot, brand new.—A.
jper, 313. Ooldharbour Lane, S.W.

OBSOLETE Engines.—Parts made to sketch
^^ or pattern; Eusel valves; cast-iron
iads, any engine, 3s. 6d.; postage 3d. —
roadhurst, 13. Stafford Street, Leicester.

JAIE Brass Mirror Searchlight Lamps,
practically new, £1 Is.; Chapman's

-rge fan, 15s. 6d., cost £2 10s.; Broots new
s 3s. bucket seat, 35s.—Lord, Mountfield,
restwich.

)AEGAIN.—Lightweight Attachment, 2

f h.p. engine, carburetter, 25s.; tank, 5s.
l-; belt, 23. 6d.; Jockey, 3s. 6d.; coil, 5s.;

r"^-'
or separate.—Smith, Greenfield,

uxley, Chester.

OOK!—Car Horn, with long tubing, ter-
^ rrtic noise, absolutely new; cost 27s
I., accept 17s. 6d., or near offer; no use to
^^T'^J- 1^3,046, The Motor Cycle Offices, 20,udor Street. E.G.

^OUE Cell Charging Battery, as new, £1;
- leather coat, cost 5 guineas, as new,
ffers; Bleriot headlight, brass, 10s. 6d.;
enolds tricar chain, new. £1; exchange.—
'agley, Kempston, Beds.

WE NEVER KNEW
how thoroughly unsatisfactory the ordinary Acetylene
lamn had proved until we began to offer to take them in
exchange for THE PREMIER SEARCHLIGHT.

We have' been inundated with lamps—many of them
practically new—whose owners have realised that there
>s nothing like the Premier. The offer is still open.
Send your old lamp, labelled with your name and address,
and we will qu te a liberal allowance. Not one of our
quotations has been declined yet Price of Searchlight
only, 24/-, or with Generator, as illustrated, 30/-.

FulUr datails from PREMIER MOTOR CO., LTD.,
ASTON ROAD, BIRMINGHAM.

Wholesale London Agents—BROWN BRUS., Ltd., Gt.
Eastern Street, E.G.

G. T. RICHES & CO.,
LTD.,

19, STOIE STREET, LMDOW.
RICH DETACHABLE AIR TUBE.

26' x2i
14/6

26' X 2i

15/6
26' X 3'

22/-
28' X 2'

14/- 14/6
PUate write for Special List, with full prices and par-
Htulmrs oi all sizes, together with instructions and Junis.
Your OWN TUBE CONCERTED. Write /or pruits

MISCELLAI^BOUS.
TOEPEDO Tank, complete with all fittings.

for oil and petrol; 15s.—Kendall, 235,
Crystal Palace Jr^oad. S.E.

BOWDEN Front Brake, 93.; electric lens
lamp, 3s. 6d. ; voltmeter, 53. 6d. ; Chater

Trafali^ar spring forks, 10s. 6d. ; gin. Stanley-
Dermatine, 8ft. 6in., 6s. 6d.—Beeston, 111,
Hallam Street, Portland Place.

COMPLETE, Wolff Featherweight motor
set. all ready to attach to cycle; a bar-

gain, £11, brand new, or would exchange two
eenuine B.S.A. gent's cycles, new. — Motor
Co., 31, Newgate Street, London.

READEES Having Photographic Apparatus
for sale should advertise in " Photo-

graphy and Focus " Emporium, Jd. per
word, minimum 9d.—Address "' Photography
and Focus " Offices, 20, Tudor Street, London,
E.G.

ACCESSOEIES. etc., for sale.—De Dion car-
buretter, 25s.; new Castle Acetyloid

car headlight, £2 10s. ; Castle two-cylinder
trembler coil, 21s. ; 650 by 65 new Dunlop
tube. 83. 6d.—142, Lewisham High Eoad, New
Cross.

MISCELLANEOUS.
BOOTH for Montgomery sidecars, flexible

joints; large stock kept for immediate
delivery.

BOOIH. — Insist on a Montgomery, less
power required to drive, no broken

frames.

BDOTH takes your rigid, frame-breaking
sidecar in exchange for a flexible Mont-

2omery.

BOOTH. — Montgomery flexible sidecars;
popular prices; cash, credit, or ex-

change. — Booth's Motor Exchange, Wade
Street. Halifax.

BOOTH.—Glare electric lamps, newspaiier
readable at 100 feet; 10s. 6d. ; carriage

paid.

BOOTH.—Wide mudguards, with stays and
screws; 3in., 23. Ud. ; 4in., 3s .6d.

BOOTH.—Double twist horns, deep tone,
4s. 9d. ; large leather toolbags, 5s. 6d.

BOOTH. — 500 Fuller's Midget plain ooils,
10s. 6d. ; 200 Fuller's Midget trembler

coils. 17s. 6d.

OOTH takes your old coil in part pay-
ment; part with troublesorhe coils.

OOTH. — Fuller accumulators, 20 amp.,
17s.; Eex type, 16s.; Minerva, 16s.;

Midffet, 16s.

OOTH.—5s. 6d. allowed for your old ac-
cumulator in part payment for Ful-

ler's.

BOOTH.—Long motor handle-bars, 21in.,
4s. 9d.; heavier gauge, 5s. 6d.; best

plating.

BOOTH,—Silent silencers, for engines to 5
h.p., very efficient, no back pressure;

3s. 3d.

OOTH. — 50 pairs Sl'all spring forks,
N.A.B. seat-pillar, 53. 6d. ; Ariel coupler.

B

B
20s

BOOTH.—New Antoine frame, with wheels,
belt rim fitted, two cable brakes, mud-

guards; £5 10s. set; low built.

BOOIH.—Six accumulators, require slight
repair; Is. 9d. each. — Booth's Motor

Exchange, Coronet Works, Waae htreet.
Halifax.

R.O.M. Contact Breaker, synchronised, to
suit 6 h.p. twin Jap; nearly new, with

S'pares, 19s. 6d. ; 26 by 2J Palmer cord cover
and tube, fresh, and new. £2 10s>.—Barker,
Oxford Road, Worthing.

PULLEYS for any motor, De Dioji, M.M.C.,
6s. 9d. ; Antoine, N.S.U.. Kelecom. Eoe,

F.N., 5s: 9d.; Peugeot, Brown, 5s. 6d.; Tri-
umph, Fafnir, Sarolea, Minerva. 4s. 9d.

;

plated, guaranteed; carriage paid.—J. Per-
kins, nigh Eoad, Leyton, London.

SACEIFICE.—Noble Engine. 23 h.p., with
carburetter, etc., 42s., splendid running

order; nearly new front wheel, 28 by 2, with
cover and tube, 15s., or separate; De Dion
coil. 8s. 6d. ; live axle, 10s.; splendid saddle,
7s. 9d.—J. Kerry, Downham Market.

CLINCHEE 28in. by 2iin. rim, 2s. 6d.; belt
rim, 21in. by lin., 2s. ; Antoine pulley,

5Jin. by Jin., new, 3s. 6d. ; Fuller trembler
coil, new, 15s.; two-way Ideal fan, 13s. 6d.;
Sphinx band, 2iin., 3s. ; all perfect, used ones
nearly new.—Outram, Baker, Southport.

TTT'ATAWATA Belt, 8ft. by |in., practically
Vt new, 14s.; new pair Midland motor
covers, 26 by 2i, wired, ^s. ; butt-ended tube,
perfect, 28 by 2i, 8s. 6d. ; Brooks BlOO saddle,
new. 15s.; pair 26 by 2J wheels, new belt rim
for fixing, 25s.—132, Cross Lane, Salford.

TEICAE (legs engine^), 650 by 65 wheels a.nd
new tyres,, non-skid on back, splay

mudguards, five tanks, coach-built front
seat, with tank and all fittings, only wants
engine, no time to complete; £17, or near-
est.—Clifford, 51, Weaste Eoad, Weaste, Man-
chester.

THE Old Firm, 11 years' experience, and
moderate charges; new and second-

hand engines, 2 to 8 h.p.. from 40s.; power
increased 2? to 33 h.p. ; large stocks De Dion,
M.M.C., Excelsior partsi; repairs to all makes,
prompt and reasonable.—The Eecord Motor
Co., Coventry.

PAIE of Minerva spring forks, new, £2;
L.A.C. spring forks, 15s. ; pair Wright's

footrests, 10s. 6d. ; 13J steering wheel,, alu-
minium centres, 8s. 6d. ; complete steering
column for tricar, with levers and wheel,
£1 10s.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet
Street, London, E.G.

In answering any of' these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."



MISCELLANEOUS.
TiWO-SPEED Gkar, for iin. shaft. 5Jin. pul-

ley; 30s.—31. Landor Eoad, Stockweu.

TWIN-CYLINDEE Bosch Mag-neto. in new
condition.—15, Wells Road, Sydenham,

London.

MOTOK Cycle," from No. 69, bound, value
32s.; what offer?—Manuel, Surgeons'

Hall, Edinburgh.

ENGINES, Engines, Engines, air or water-
cooled, 3. 6, or 9 h.p. ; write for particu-

lars.—Address below.

PATENT Leather Magneto Covers, 4s. 6d.

each; Advance generator brackets, as
recommended by " Ixion," 3s. 6d. each.—Ad-
vance Motor Manufacturing Co., Ltd.,
Northampton.

31 h.p. Quadrant Engine, brand new; too
2 large for my frame; £3 15s. — a.

Brunswick Square, Gloucester.

STANLEY-DEKMATINE lin. Belt, length 8ft.

6in., brand new; 123., bargain.-James,
74, Heathfield Road. Plaistow, Kent.

BARKER'S Iron Cement, for cracked cylin-
ders, etc.; permanent repair; la. tin

saves pounds.—Oxford Road, Worthing.

WHITTLE Belt, never been used, 8ft. by
|in., £1 ; new apron for tricar, 93. 6d.

—Huggett, 85, Bridge Street, Warrington.

AL-oGENOUS Welding.—Send that broken
casting to the Alvaston Motors. Derby,

to be welded by patent process; metal re-
united.

AUTOGENOUS Welding. — Costly castings
saved from the scrap by our process.

Cracked valve seats, water jackets, cylinder
liners, pistons, frames, connecting rods, and
a thousand other things.

AUTOGENOUS Welding. - Wonderful re-
sults. Broken flanges, lugs brackets,

etc., all amenable to our process ; send part
to-day; quotations on sight.

AUTOGENOUS Welding.—Alvaston Motors,
Derby. Telephone. 1, Alvaston.

NO. 7 Chater-Lea Frame, complete with
girder forks, mudguards, handle-bars

;

£4 5s.—L. Stevens, 91. Tantallon Roaa, Bal-
ham.

BRAND New Chater-Lea Frame, vei-y low,
suit twin, or powerful engine, spring

forks; £5. cost £8. — Riddelsdell, Boxford,
Suffolk.

OPPERMANN'S Three-speed Gear, with Sin.
clutch, also 12ft. fin. Renold's roller

chain, aU as new; offers.—8, Barrett Street,
Manchester Square, W.
!:^-7 h.p. Twin Sarolea Engine, and carbur-
et etter, condition perfect ; sacrifice £8
10s., or with Chater-Lea clutch. £10.—Wm.
Smart, 66. Hamilton Road. Wimbledon.

LIGHT Motor Frame, 22in.. hubs, engine,
carburetter, coiL accumulator, etc,

:

£3 15s. — C. Taylor. 91. Gladstone Avenue,
Wood Green, London, N.

MOTOR Cycle Jacket, lined tan leather,
rain-proof whipcord tweed, never worn

;

408., cost 75a.; length 31, chest 38.—Scarby,
Craven Lodge, Leyspring Road. Leytonstone.

LUCAS Acetyphote Headlight. 8s.; 9ft. iin.
Rawido belting, 9s.; Fit-all two-speed

gear, 80s.; all practically new.—6. Poulton
Road, Southport.

LATHE, 4in. centre. 4ft. gap bed. back-
geared, slide-rest, face plate, new, £7;

pair 28 by 2 wired Dunlop covers. 10s.; ac-
cumulator, 53.-35, Nelson Street. Norwich.

CHATER-LEA No. 6 Frame, with forks,
mudguards, handle-bars, engine lugs

and plates; £3 19s.—Sallows, 50, Vauxhall
Bridge Road.

9A ^'^ ^i Riches Detachable Tube (new),
i^U 7s. 6d. ; 26 by 2 beaded cover nearly
new, 7s. 6d. ; 8 feet leather and canvas belt
58. 6d.—Cross, 116. Archway Road, Highgate,
N.

MOTOR Cycle Breeches, rain-proof whip-
cord tweed, lined flannel, never worn-

20s., cost 42s.; figure 5ft. 8in.. waist 34 —
Scarby, Craven Lodge. Leyspring Road, Ley-
tonstone, N.E.

TO Motorists. Electricians, etc.—Direct
from importer, non-magnetic Swiss

lever watches, oxydi&ed gilt rim and ring,
second hands, protected works, guaranteed
12 months; 5s. 6d.. post free.—Sankey. 57.
Neville Street. Cardiff.

AGAIN IMPROVED IN MANUFACTURE.
THE ONLY PERFECT DETACHABLE AIR TUBE.

TIME

26in. 28in.

IJ 8/6 9/-

2 14- 14 6

2i14/6 15/6

2iiSG 16 6

3 22/- 28-

Extra Thick

26ln. 28in.

2J20/- 22/-

2i25/- 27/-

3 35- 38/-

3i38/- 40/-

24in 6d. less.
TBOUELt-'WtSsSliattS^lbCPENSE

Patented at Home and Abroad.

Your own -tubes convet-ted.

The great success of this seasons reliablility trials
has been through the use of the Rich Detachable Air
Tubes—as admitted by riders themselves—punctures
causing only five minutes delay by replacing another

tube.
Any defective joint replaced or repaired free of charge

within 9 months of purchase.

Write for Booklet.

The Rich Detachable Air Tube Co..
Patentees, CRAV\/LEY, Sussex.

Agent for India—F. B. Stewart & Son-, Poona.

THEY FIT.
PREMIER Tubular Stands and Carriers fit all makes
of motor cycler. Say what make your machine is and
our Stand and carrier SHALL FIT IT. They are hav-
ing an immense ?ale and all users are pleased with them

Sent on

3 Days' Approval

from Stock.

Black or Aluminium Finish. Perfectly made.

Stands, 7/6; Carriers 8/6-

Order through your Agent or direct from

PREMIER MOTOR CO., LTD.,
ASrON ROAD. BIRMINGHAM.

MISCELLANEOUS.
8FT. 6in. Lycett belt, 4s. 6d. ; Minerva

piston, complete vrith rings, gudgeon
pin, and set screws, 6s. 6d. ; pair long plated
handle-bars, 6s.; gin. pulleys (V), new, 3s.;
3in. pulley, 2s. 6d. ; two pairs short handle-
bars, 2s. 6d. each.—H., 8. Folkestone Eoad,
Upper Edmonton.

LONDON Auto Co., Clapham, S.W.. agents
for Chater-Lea frames and fittings, and

ali makes of engines; No. 6 frames. £2 18s.
6d.

; girder forks, 15s. 6d. ; long handle-bars,
3s. 9d.; wheels. 30s. per pair; tanks from
12s.; low quotations for all other parts;
illustrated frame and engine lists stamp.

SELLING Out.—Extra heavy cover, Clin-
cher A Won. 26 by 2J, only soiled, 16s.

6d.; inner tube, 26 by 2\, 5s.; Stanley belt.
7ft. 6in. (new), gin., accept 9s. 6d.; extra
thick inner tube, 28 by 3in., sacrifice 10s. 6d.;
magneto cover, new, 2s. 9d. ; Acetyphote
lamp, 10s. 6d.; all bargains.—45, Parade,
Leamington.

THE Proprietors of the Patent No 14631.
of 1904, for " Lubricating arrangement

applicable to the motors of motor cycles,"
desire to sell the said patent, or to grant
licences on reasonable terms for the manu-
tacture in this country of such patented
apparatus. — Address, Harris and Mills 23,
bouthampton Buildings, London, W.C

MISCELLANEOUS.
FREE Engine Clutch, adjustable null

fit 1907 Triumph, cost 576. 6d., nea
new, 35s.; exchange one new Oleo plug a
one compound plug for g belt. — Horn
Milnes Street, Wellington iioad, Leeds.

GENUINE Three Speeds, Free Engine I'
leys, positive and reliable action, lig

neat, durable, most simple to fit; £2 co
plete; patent applied for.—New Nonpar
Motor Fittings, Ash Tree lload, Stirchl
Birmingham.

MOTOE Frames, No. 6. latest pattern, i
Ciiater-Lea sidecar chassis, £3 10

wheels, 25s. pair; tanks, all pattern, fr<
58.; quick delivery guaranteed; trade bim
ally catered for.—Green Bros., 41, Avondi
Eoad, Peckham. S.E.

BAEGALNS.—Splendid wool-lined deersl
coat, 12s., cost two guineas; Hercu

belt punch. Is. 9d.. new ; Lucas Aceta Maj.
4s. 6d. ; dust suit. 3s. 5d.; black leggings, 4.

Fishback belt, 7ft. 6|in., 33.. offers.-Eedms
Monson Eoad, Eedhill.

23. h.p. Givaudan Engine, silencer, carbi
4 etter, new, £4 15s. ; large moi

house, £3; Longuemare carburetter, Moi
H., 14s. ; Bassee-Michel trembler coil. 12

round plain coil. 8s.; Palmer cover, 26 Dy
(new), 25s.; pair plated headlights. "iM

lady-back tandem. £5.-1, Frome Eoad. Wo
Green, London.

LUBEICATING Oil. — Butterworth's mot
oil, B., the finest quality obtainab

specially prepared for air-cooled engine
supplied direct by the manufacturers <

tirely on approval; 5-gallon tin. 138.; c<

riage paid, tin included free; cash wi
order.—Write for full particulars. Butt
worths, Ltd., Motor Lubricant SpeciaUs
Liverpool.

OOLID Value for Hard Cash for motO cycles and accessories ; lowest pric
in the trade; all latest noveltiea in lam;
swan-neck seat pins, long handle-bars, fo
rests, free engine pulleys, spring for:

belts, tyres, covers, etc.; write p.c. for

pp. illustrated list.—Metropolitan Mach
ists' Co., Ltd., M.C. Dept., 75, BishopsgE
Street Without, London. E.C.

3 h.p. Minerva Carburetter. 8s. 6d. ; au
matic, extra air valve, 2s.; brass eli

trie tail lamp, 8s. 6d.; two 70O by 85 hea
Dunlop tubes, 15s. ; Vim back brake,
verted lever, new, 5s. 6d. ; dozen Herz s (

tachable terminals, 6d. ; brass electric si

lamp, 6s. ; dashboard voltmeter, three-W£
in case, with push button, 12s.—46, Varde
Eoad, Clapham Junction.

NO Agents for World-renowned Alba
waterproof jackets for motor cyclii

in double texture fawn paramatta, wind a
rainproof, stock lengths, 38in. and 40i

chest measures 36, 38, 40, and 42in., with
without storm cuffs, all have new collar a
flap. We guarantee every jacket, price 15i

extra heavy, at ISs. 6d. ; send lengths <

sired and chest measure. Overalls to mat(
7s. 6d. and 8s. 6d. We pay carriage.—G. Ea
and Sons, Indiarubber Manufacturers, T
Albany, Oldhall Street, Liverpool.

STAMFOED HILL.—Carburetters, Longi
mare H., 18s. 6d. ; 5J h.p. spray,

6d.; 2 h.p. ditto, 9s. 6d.; 3^ h.p. Whitl(
13s. 6d. ; twin Kerry, 16s.; 3 h.p. Miners
14s. ; Midget plain coils, twins, lOs. 6t

single, 6s. 6d.; 2J h.p. Eex engine. £3 18i

3 h.p. De Dion, £3; ditto pattern, 45s

Clincher inner tubes, 6s. 6d. each; late

motor cycle searchlight, new, complef
25s.; 4in. steel mudguards, Is. 9d. pair; t

car wing mudguards, 6s. 6d. pair; ve
large, 9s. pair; long handle-bars, dropp
ends, 7s. 6d.; over-back seat-pillars, be

plating, 4s. ; list just ready, free.—128, Hi!

Eoad, Tottenham.

2JL h.p. Kerry, spring forks, footrests, m
2 tyres and tubes, in splendid cone

tion, and very fast. £14. bargain; 3i h.

Kerry, new Palmer back, and new Midlar
front, just been overhauled, magnificei
hill-climber, £15; 1| h.p. Phcenix-Minerva,
thorough good condition, £8; 3i h.p. Ant
m.otor engine, w.c. head, new, £5 5s.; 5 h
tricar, Chater-Lea fittings, Oppermann thre
speed geai', new, and new Sarolea engin
£27 10s.; 5J h.p. Humberette, in splend:
order, just had new cylinder fitted, ai

thorough overhaul, all spare, and Stepii<

wheel, £45.—Aberdeen Eoad Motor Work
Clifton, Bristol.

In answering any of these advertisements it is chsirahle that you mention " The Motor CycU:
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The Motor Cycle Tourist Trophy
Race.

THE next great motor cycle event of the year
will be the holding of the Tourist Trophy Race
in the Isle of Man, the definite date for which
is now officially announced as being September
22nd. Last year this, the first road race for

motor cycles held in the British Isles, was a splendid
success. It was a really sporting event, and it left its

good effect on the later models of more than one make
of machine. Those who entered for the competition
also learnt a valuable lesson; they had no idea how
economically a powerful motor bicycle could be run
without seriously affecting its efficiency, with the result

that some of those who last year complained that the

petrol allowance was insufficient, demanded this year

that the amount of fuel should be reduced. Now that

the conditions have been rendered somewhat more
difficult the race ' should be even more exciting,

and there should be no great amount of fuel left in the

tanks as was the case with more than one machine
last year. The riders must bear in mind that the race

is not a consumption test, and consequently the more
petrol there is left the greater is the evidence of the

misjudgment of the driver. The point to be aimed at

is that the greatest possible speed is to be maintained
and the least possible amount of fuel is to be left over.

As the greatest speed possible with the amount of petrol

allowed is the main factor of the competition, the

latter's importance cannot be over-estimated. English

riders have so few chances of travelling at a great pace
under official observation for any length of time that

t >%\lvt\\* * m^^
they hardly know what will happen under these condi-

tions. Rattling round that course lap after lap at

double legal speed, taking corners as fast as possible,

climbing steep hills, and making up time on the level,

all tend to find out the weak points of a machine, which

would hardly be evident on a twenty miles an hour

journey from Land's End to John-o'-Groat's. Hence
leaving out the sporting side of the race, its utility can-

not be denied.

The T.T. Prize Fund.

Up
to the time of writing eleven entries have been

received, while nine more are required to attain

the requisite number, since unless twenty entries

are received no race will be run. The com-
petition is somewhat costly to organise and

run, but to encourage motor cyclists and the industry

to enter the prizes will be made worth winning. It

is hardly surprising, therefore, to learn that the

A.C.U. is instituting a special prize fund, to which
it invites motor cyclists and motor car owners interested

in motor cycling to subscribe. This fund deserves

the heartiest support, and we sincerely hope that all

who have the interests of the movement at "heart will

contribute. The shillings of the poor and the guineas

of the rich are equally appreciated in matters of this

kind, and we therefore appeal to all who can afford

it to help render the race a real success by sending

a small donation to Mr. F. Straight, secretary of the

Auto Cycle Union, 18, Down Street, Piccadilly, W.
Further particulars regarding the fund, and a list of

the donors, will be found on the Current Chat pages.
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Standard Machines in Hill=climbs.
By B. H. DAVIES.

DESIRE to take strong exception to some recent

remarks by your contributor, " Ixion,
'

' about

the absence of special machines from hill-climbs.

I fancy he is not in the habit of regularly attend-

such functions, and while it was the exception to

many special machines competing up to a short

e ago, competition has now become so keen, and

ill-climbing reputation so valuable an asset com-

cially, that several firms leave no stone unturned

iweep the boards. This abuse has always cropped

spasmodically. I was once an innocent culprit

self. My own machine needed a few repairs, and I

t it to the makers with a request that it should be

iy by the date of an approaching hill -climb. They
lied that they could not get it ready, but that they

lid lend me one of their trial machines. They did

and I rode it without discovering that it weighed

bs. lighter than my own, and had about twice as

1 a compression. (I am glad to say I failed to get

rize in spite of it.) That was years ago, and thingp

an to improve, the trade riders using in most

ances strictly standard machines, admirably tuned.
• instance, at Fernhurst in 1 905 I failed to coax my
.p. Triumph up the hill, and when Ayton and

Ibert went up fast, they were accused of not using

idard machines. Mr. Ayton promptly seized mine

drove it up quite as fast as he had previously

mded on his own. This state of things continued

a time. Gradually competition among the various

lufacturers grew keener and keener ; each firm tried

natch an advantage by engaging lightweight jockeys,

^n the day came when every firm had got a 9 st. or

;t. expert at its disposal. Then the mischief began.

^ or two firms started manufacturing special engines

machines, and at last an evil era has dawned, in

ch practically every trade rider rides a machine
)rporating vital departures from standard specifica-

, and in some cases amateur riders favoured by the

:ers are also supplied with the special engine or the

:ial frame.

The Newnham Entries.

was a clerk of the course at Newnham on August
1, and I doubt if a single standard machine figured

1 in the time results of any one class, excepting

jibly that for variable gears. I saw there special

les, special tanks, special carburetters, special

icers, and special engines. There is no very great

action, I think, to a man fitting fakes to his car-

jtter. It is a matter of brains and a few pence, not

acilities that only a factory can supply, and which
ould cost an amateur pounds to duplicate; and so

lould take no exception to a variable jet and two or

e clever little float attachments, such as I observed

one machine that figured fairly prominently, even

igh these fakements are not supplied to the average

:omer. But here is an anecdote which will illus-

e my main point. A maker was considering ball

rings for his 1909 engine. He went to a firm who
:e.a speciality of ball bearings, and was shown
ain samples. "Messrs. So-and-so," quoth the

sman, " have used these for two years, and
id them absolutely satisfactory." ' I may
ain that Messrs. So-and-so sell a machine

with 2^^"'"'^^ bearings, but that they win many hill-

climbs. Or, again, every now and then we have seen

hill-climbs won any time this last five years by a .small

engine that obviously had a racing and not a touring

compression; at Newnham on August 15th the majority

of the prominent machines had a far bigger ratio oi

compression than any standard tourist machine I ever

owned. I noticed other points, about which I can only

speak with less certainty, but the variation in the

silencers was obvious to duffers and ladies. One or

two machines ridden by' pri\ate owners ascended the

hill almost inaudibly ; nominally identical machines in

the hands of racing amateurs and trade riders had
practically open exhausts.

Face to Face with Two Alternt lives.

I am not competing in hill climbs this season, chiefly

through pressure of work, but if I could get away on
Saturdays, I should probably refrain. Why ? Because
in the past it was possible for me to beat the maker of

my own machine, himself mounted on a sister machine,

The flrst illustration of a 1908 T.T. racer. Mr. C. B. Franklin has
entered this machine for the Tourist Trophy Race. Thejengine^is a J.A.P.
85 : < 85 with J.A.P. carburetter and magneto ignition. It'weighs 160 lbs.

and I have actually done it. To-day I am face to face

with two alternatives. Either I can enter for the climb
on one of these special machines which as a privileged

amateur I could probably obtain, and thus retain a

chance of winning, and at any rate have the consolation

of knowing I am beaten by a man who can get more out

of the same engine and machine than I can ; or else I

must pay my 5s. or my los. for the privilege of crawl-

ing up the hill with a tailed off bunch of other amateurs
amid the semi-derisive silence of the onlookers, and see

myself beaten by machines having double as high a
compression as my own, and so flimsily constructed

that they are seldom used on the road except for climbs

and special events. I refuse to adopt either

alternative, and therefore I do not compete. Hundreds
of other amateurs think as I do in the matter, and
act similarly.

The Trade as a Whole are Guiltless.

I want to make it clear that we are neither to

blame the trade as a whole, nor still less the trade rider,

for this corruption of sport. The trade stuck to the

standard machine until their hands were forced by one
or two specially wideawake fiims. I daresay the one
or two firms who after holding their own for two years.
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have been driven out of most prize lists in 1908, are

planning special machines for 1909, and I cannot blarne

them. Still less do I desire to cast a slur on the trade

rider. The trade riders ask nothing better than a fair

>Jss7

f Phil Baker (2J h.p. Minerva with Chater-Lea framei. This local rider was
first on time and on formula in Class I. at Newnham on the 15th inst.

field and no favour ; I daresay they would jump at the

idea of a climb in which 70 men rode identical machines
of one make, just to see who was the best man ; and after

such a magnificent performance as that put up h\
Marshall in beating all the big twins on the 15th, it is

obvious that if we amateurs were given the best special

machines, we should almost always get licked just the

:same. The point is that at present if I buy a standard
machine, I have no earthly chance of making a decent
show—at least ten men will beat me; if I could or did
'buy a machine such as the trade rider bestrides. I

•should have a chance, and could only be beaten by the
margin between my brains and experience, and their

brains and experience, instead of by the added margin
.between their machine and mine. But there should bf
no necessity for me to buy a special machine for com-
petition ; it is the special machine which should hi
confined to a special class.

Nothing is being Done.
Nothing is being done by club officials because tht

trade entries are necessary alike for the prestige anc
the financial success of every hill climb. But officia'

silence on the point is deluding the uninstructed amateui
into thinking he is beaten on his merits, instead of or
the merits of his machine. To put it nastily, he is bein^
cheated into thinking he has an equal chance.

What Can be Done ?
It is further extremely diflicult to say what can b(

done. To distinguish betw^een trade rider, makers
amateur, and pure amateur would puzzle a Solon wher
reduced from theory to practice. Members' classes

supplementing a championship class will not do, as th(

trade rider is deservedly a welcome member of any sport
ing club. Novice classes will not solve the difficulty

either, as an unscrupulous .firm can easily find an un
scrupulous novice and lend him a special machine. ]

can only suggest one alternative.

Disqualifying Engineers.
That is the employment of disqualifying engineers

This would first of all require two or three uncommonh
good men, and secondly, a far more complicated entr^

form. The A.C.U. would have to procure informatior
about the most secret details of every machine, and th(

winning machines would have to be dismantled, for test

ing the type of bearing, the ratio of compression, anc
so forth. I doubt if we can find tw^o or three men whc
will make themselves absolutely conversant with ever}

detail of every machine, and test the winner for it;

adherence to standard. A very superficial acquaintance
with modern motor cycles would have sufficed to dis

qualify about half the entrants at Newnham, but in-

creased official vigilance would bring increased com
peting ingenuity

.

Scenes at the Coventry M.C. Hill Climbing Competition at Newnham, near Daventry, on the 15th inst. On the left, W. H. Wells, 5 h.p. T.T. twin
Vindec, who was fourth in Class 3 on time and third on formula. On the right, W. G. McMinnies, 3J h.p. T.T. Triumph; he was third in Class 3 on
time and fllth on formula, and won the Silver Rose Bowl presented by The Motor Cycle for the best combined performance on time and on formula by a
private owner.
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THE BROWN MOTOR BICYCLE.
WE liave lately had under test a 3J/2 h.p. Brown

motor bicycle Htted with high-tension Bosch
magneto ignition and • spring forks, which
from the point of reliability and speed has

jroved all that could be desired. The engine was
exceptionally clean running—that is to say, it did not

iribble oil in all directions—and had plenty of

'heart," but was handicapped by too

ligh a gear, which was in the neighbour-

lood of 3^ to I. The consequence was
bat the machine required careful handling
n ti"affic to keep the engine going.

The machine as a whole was well made
nd substantial without being unwieldy,
tut lacked a number of refinements which
ould go far towards making it an ideal

lount. Handle-bar control, for instance,

iould give much smoother running, as

le coarse cut quadrants and levers were
ery difficult to position when driving over
ad roads, especially as one notch on either

le ignition or throttle quadrant made all

le difference between the engine racing
way or stopping altogether. This was
articularly noticeable on severe hills up
hich the machine required to be nursed.
>n the level the machine was quite fast

Liough for all ordinary requirements, and was v'ery

:eady at high speeds, holding the road well without
ny bouncing. With regard to reliability,' the only
ttention required in some 500 miles running was the

etaching of the magneto transmission cover for the
urpose of filling up with grease (after this attention

the machine ran a great deal quieterj, the cleaning of

the carburetter pipe, which had become choked, and
the shortening of the exhaust valve lifter wire. This
must be considered a good performance in view of the
fact that the machine was brand new when we received
it, and admittedly had not been tuned up by the

makers. Being a new engine and having been

The latest Brown motor bicycle. This machine is fitted with an engine 82 x SO mm., and^
gear-driven magneto Ignition.

copiously lubricated, it was given a paraffin bath after

about the 400th mile, and then charged with fresh,

clean oil, with consequent marked improvement in

the running. In conclusion, we found the Brown
fairly economical wdth petrol for her size, and an
easy running machine.

Important German
HE motor cycle contest, entitted " Round Berlin,"
organised by the German Cycling Federation
last week, was not a race but a fuel consumption
trial, awards being based on the weight pro-

elled divided by the quantity of liquid fuel (petrol or

enzol) consumed. The course, as the title indicates,

W, Thiede, 3 h.p. Goriclse. Note the curious headgear.

Consumption Trial.
was a circuitous one of about 144^ miles in the neigh-
bourhood of Berlin, starting and finishing near Pots-
dam. Thirty tricars and motor bicycles took part,
divided into three classes—Class i. tricars, Class IL
motor cycles over 2 h.p., and Class IIL motor cycles
under 2 h.p. Among the different makes which com-
peted were F.N., Phanomobil, Magnet, Goricke,
Durkopp, Laurin and Klement, N.S.U., Wanderer,
Progress, Brennabor, Phanomen, and Motosacoche.
The winner of Class I (tricars) was the driver of a

F.X. with forecarriage. He occupied ph. iim.,.the
total weight carried was 28854^ kilogrammes, and the

consumption 8 litres.

Class II. was w^on by W. Thiede on a 3 h.p. Goricke.

Time occupied, 8h. 51m.; total weight carried, 198
kilogrammes ; consumption, 5.9 litres. In the same
class the highest consumption was 12 j4 litres; time,

6h. 53m. ; total weight, 162 kilogrammes. This com-
petitor, who rode a Magnet, evidently was only out for

speed, as he made the fastest time and consumed more
spirit than anyone else, with the exception of one of

the tricar entrants, whose petrol bill was 19 litres.

Class III.—With the exception of one F.N. and one
privately built machine. Class III. was represented by
five Motosacoche machines, one of them winning, and
the others occupying third, fourth, fifth, and sixth

positions. The winner's time was 9h. 21m., consump-
tion 3^ litres, weight 124 kilogrammes. This is equal

to a total weight of 2 cwts. 2 qrs. 20 lbs. propelled

144^ miles, with a consumption of 6^ pints.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from our readers and our replies thereto. When particular

makes of machines, accessories, or tyres are mentionedj numbers must be used, the writer to keep a key for

reference. All queries should be addressed to the Editor, "Tae Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether

intended for publication or not, must be accompanied with a stamped addressed envelope for reply.

Filings between the Platina.'f^

"

I have ridden my 3^ h.p.

machine (which is fitted with

a Bosch magneto) about 1,600

miles. I noticed that the

platina were beginning to pit.

so I placed a fine file betwoen the two
points to clean them, afterwards wip-

ing, the contact breaker with a, rag.

On replacing the cover the engine re-

fused to fire at all, and on testing the

magneto with the little spanner there

was no spark. 1 again looked at the

contacts—^there was nothing amiss,

but I inserted a piece of a visiting

card between the points, and the

engine afterwards fired perfectly. Can
you suggest a reason for the engine

refusing td fire at first?—W.D.F.

It is highly probable that some por-

tions of dirt or filings remained between

the platina, and thus prevented them
from making a good contact. When
you used a piece of card the foreign .

particles were probably removed and
a proper contact was again made. After

filing the points it is always best to use

a rag or brush eoaked in petrol to

thoroughly clean the contact breaker.

Increasing the Air Supply.

My 6 h.p. Riley tricar is

^ fitted with a B19 Longuemare

V carburetter. This does _ not

-i-1 supply enough air, especially

when running on the magneto.

With the throttle lever set half open

I have to put the air lever to fully
' open. I am using a 20 mm. choke

tube. This means that I cannot get

full power out of the engine. I have
fitted a Bowden extra air inlet on the

induction pipe, and find this to a

certain extent, an improvement, but

if I give a little too much air I have
to close down the extra air and begin
again to find the mixture. With our

hilly roads and constantly varying
gradients this is an impossible state

of things. What would you suggest?

Can I fit another pattern of carbu-

retter? It would require to be
operated in the same way as my pre-

sent one, as I do not care to have
new levers and fittings.

—

Cetlon.

You can increase the air supply by fit-

ting the next size larger choke tube.

Three sizes are or should be supplied
with every Longuemare carburetter. If

you have the largest one fitted already,
try a smaller sized spray, which will

have almost the same effect as increas-
ing the air.

Buying a Tricar

I have taken in The Motor

9' I

Cycle for some time, and owing
to reading it I have become

-JLl desirous of buying a tricar

should the answers to my
queries, which I shall be obliged if

you will answer, prove satisfactory.

(1-) Are they really reliable? (2.)

What h.p. would you advise for tour-

ing purposes? (3.) What mileage
to the gallon ought one to get out of

them? (4.) How many speeds would
be advisable, and should they be
fitted with reverse?—F. B. F.

(1.) Perfectly reliable. (2.) Depends on
weight to be carried and district in

which you propose touring. Also type
of machine you fancy. If you want a

machine with bucket seats back and
front, coach built, and with water-

cooled engine, we should not advise less

than 5 to 6 h.p.,' either single or twin.

Properly geared and properly driven

they give excellent results. (3.) This
type of machine will run about sixty

miles to the gallon with careful hand-
ling. (4.) Lfegally it should be fitted

with a reverse if it weighs over 3 cwts.

in weight, but this is hot necessary

otherwise.

l^Grinding-in Needle Valve Alters Petrol Level.

The carburetter of my 1| h.p.

F.N. having lately taken to

flooding, 1 examined the needle

and found it to have a ridge

near the point. I therefore

pared it down witla emery pape^' until

the shoulder was quite gone and then

ground it in, but it floods worse than

ever now, and in addition has a ten-

dency to misfire at the beginning of

a hill, and is not such a good starter

as it was. I find that when the

petrol is welling out of the float

chamber the needle is still not bedded
down in its seating. Would it be a

good thing to lighten the float, or

should I upset the level, of the netrol

by this? If I don't do that I sup-

pose a new needle is the only thing

to cure it.—H.H., Hants.
In paring down the shoulder and then

grinding in the needle, you have

shortened the distance between the

needle valve point and the weight.

Consequently the petrol is shut off

later now than formerly, and the level

is higher. You can remedy matters

and stop the flooding by raising the

weight on the needle slightly, or if you
will fit a small light washer over the

counter weight on the needle it might

stop the flooding. In ooher words, th(

counterweight on the needle itsel

should bf slightly weighted in order h
cut off the petrol earlier.

Engine Knocking.

My engine knocks slightl;

after I have run a mile or two
and I am at a loss to accoun
for it. The machine is a 190
pattern, and has run 400 mile

since the cylinder was removed, s

the noise I suppose cannot be due t

carbon deposits. I have a magnet
fitted and two-speed gear with chai
drive. The engine does not overhea
and stop, and everything is quit

satisfactory excepting the noise rt

ferred to. I live in a very hilly di;

trict.—H.W.D.
We suggest two things likely to b

causing the knocking in your engui(

Either the gear is too high for you
weight or the magneto is timed to

fast. Check the timing yourself an
consult the makers of your machir
with regard to the gear. You, <

course, know that an engine will knoc
if the air lever is too far open.

Removing and Replacing ths Cylinder.

My 3 h.p. Fafnir engir

having taken to knockin
badly when the spark

advanced, and also of failin

on hills which it used to climl

I have been wondering whether
could remedy the fault by scrapir

the inside of the cylinder, but beir

a novice I would deem it a favour

you would let me know whether it

a difficult job to replace the cylindt

after it has been taken off?—J.W.F
Mon.

Yes, if you clean out the cylinder hes

and piston most probably the knockii

will cease. It is not a very difficu

matter to remove and replace tl

cylinder, but perhaps it would be betii

to get an experienced friend to assi

you on the first occasion. If you ha'

need to remove the piston rings be car

ful to insert a thin piece of whaleboi

or tin between the ring and the cyli

der. You had better slip three piec

in at regular intervals when the rii

will slip over. Great care must 1

taken not to break the rings. By th

means you can clean any carbon depoj

out of the grooves. The deposit mu
be scraped off with an old screwdrivt

or a mallet may be used if the depo£

is very hardly set. Tap the screwdriv

gently to avoid damaging the piston.
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OCCAvSIONAL COMMENTS
By "IXION."

An American Motor Cycling Functiott.

An American motor cycling paper reached me by

ast mail, and apparently our Yankee confreres are

ather sprightly when they let themselves go. Their

i-fficial organisation has been holding what it calls a

bing bang fest," in process of which they passed

hrough a dark, low tunnel, on emerging from which

:ach member received a hearty smack from a

larlequin's wand containing a blank cartridge, which

:aused damage to trousers in some instances. The
lext excitement consisted of stepping on a metal plate

loupled up to an ignition coil, which dealt out some

uicy shocks. At the conclusion of the proceedings

»ne individual was discovered trying to find his way

o bed armed with head and tail lights and a road

nap, while another was discharging a revolver until

;
a.m., when his supply of blank cartridges merci-

ully expired. It would be amusing to see the

taid officials of our own A.C.U. indulging in such

.ntics. Motor cycling is altogether a livelier affair

n the States than here. They have been holding track

aces on a spot known as the Clifton Saucer—a wooden
rack of six laps to the mile, on which one intrepid

ider covered a flying mile in fifty-four seconds

!

Elimination in Motor Cycle Trials.

Several long-distance motor cycle trials have been

itterly spoilt from a pleasurable point of view by the

nethods adpoted to find an absolute winner. A case

n point is furnished by the Schulte Cup competition,

t may be a great testimony to the reliability of a

machine for it to travel eight hundred miles, and as

lear as can be ascertained to cover twenty miles,

leither more nor less, in every separate hour. But it is

imply a monotonous grind for the rider, while the

bsence of milestones over portions of the route, and
he fact that about two hundred miles out of the total

,re ridden in darkness, import a considerable element
if luck. A better scheme for finding an out-and-out
/inner was included in the regulations for a recent

ong-distance event, which was not burdened with too
aany controls, but included a thirty-mile stretch, over
/hich only three minutes of variation in time was
.llowed-—a plan that permitted the major portion of
he run to be done in go-as-you-please fashion. Even
his scheme has its drawbacks. It is quite possible for
L dozen men to emerge from it with records equallv
neritorious. An element of unfairness is also permitted
o find entrance, since the man who knows the road
)est obviously has the better chance of doing his thirty
niles dead to time. It has been suggested to me that
uch trials should be run much as they were formerlv
n the days when no absolute winner was required, and
hat the chief award should go to the man completing
he distance with a clean sheet, and with his machine
n the best condition. For instance, had this
eliminating dodge been applied to the End-to-end. sup-
posing some enthusiast had offered a valuable trophy
pr the best performance, elimination would have been
imited to some half a dozen machines, thanks to the
copious notes taken by the travelling marshals. If
hese six machines had been mustered before the judges
M'.] thsrouglily overhauled, it would have been quite a
limple matter to ascertain which machine was in the
3est condition. A few points to be taken into account

would be : Cleanliness from external oil ; cleanliness

of plugs ; fit of valve faces ; brake efficiency ; loose

nuts and bearings; leaky tap^; compression; state of

magneto, etc. Thus there would be entire certainty

of giving the premier award to the machine which had
really earned it, the conditions would not take horse-

power intto account, there would be no loophole for

luck, and, above all, the run would not be injured from
the point of view of pleasure, and the riders would not

be continually haunted by niggling considerations of

time and milestones and secret checks. I should
especially like to see these conditions tested next year

in one of the long distance events.

Light'weights in Trials.
The lightweight undoubtedly has so great a future

that I may perhaps be permitted to state what the

motor cycling public will demand from the manufactu-
rers before they invest in such numbers that a " boom "

can begin. They will want to see the lightweights they

are going to buy come through the A.C.U. Trials

practically without loss of marks. They will want to

see not a single isolated machine of each make success-

ful, but a whole fleet. Witness the history of the

Triumph machine. I can remember when only a hand-
ful of cognoscenti were riding this make, and now the

roads are thick with them. Their boom dates from
the time when a small fleet of them began to go through
every trial with the regularity of clockwork. Had but

one Triumph competed in each trial, they would not

have sold more than one machine for every fifty they

are selling to-day. And, above all, the public want
to know the weights of the m.en who ride these machines
in trials. I, of course, am in a position to know that

one or two of the trade lightweight riders are men 1

should be ver}' loth to take on at catch-as-catch-can,

and yet I am no chicken. I also know that

one or two of them are bantam weight midgets.

The public believe that all of them are pigmies,

and since the average motor cyclist weighs at

least eleven stones, he hesitates to seriously consider

the lightweight. I think it rather negligent of

the A.C.U. not to have given real prominence to

the personal weight of the lightweight riders in the

End-to-end, as some of the hill-climbing done by
these machines was really remarkable, and will not be
fully credited to them unless weights are published. Is

it too late for Mr. Straight to send these to the Editor

for publication? Many riders saw these machines
on various bad hills, but it is impossible to guess a

man's weight when he flies past you dressed in a loose

flapping suit of overalls.

H.T. Distributers for Motor Cycles.

I find I was in error in a recent article when I said

there were no machines fitted with single coil and
contact-breaker plus a high-tension distributer. The
Leader and Fairy machines are so fitted, as I

am now informed by several correspondents. The
Leader Motor Co. make a speciality of supplying this

distributer to fit any standard engine, and it is un-

doubtedly a very desirable form of ignition, being, as

most readers will know, no small factor in the speed

proclivities of Napier cars, which are alleged to give

five hundred revolutions per minute with this type of

ignition above any with the magneto type.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cyele," 20, Tudor Street, E.G., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

Hill-climbing and Other Matters.

[3497.]—Every motor cyclist must feel grateful for Mr.

Wm. Wilson's letter [No. 3464], and should congratulate

bim on his perseverance in trying to obtain the pleasure

>here is in the sport of motor cycling.

It may interest one or two of your readers to know that I

lave seen Whitedowns (mentioned by Mr. William Percy)

climbed by a two-speed Triumph, a single geared Triumph,

md a twin Antoine. The last machine was geared 3| to 1.

A. E. HUNTEE.

Cast-iron Headed Valves.

[3498.]—With reference to " Ixion's comments in a recent

Lcsue on the breakage of cast-iron headed valves, I should

like to point out that the screwed on head reduces the

strength of the stem to that of the diameter at the bottom

>f the thread.

The correct method in my opinion is to shrink the head

m, thus leaving the spindlA same strength throughout.

Several of my friends have had valves of tins type running

for over a year, and so far they have had no breakages with

this method of attachment. G. GEAY.

Formula in Hill Climbs.

[3499.]—With regard to the formula used in the Coventry
Hill-climb, I would like to point out that, although this is

excellent for the ordinary motor cycle, it does not answer
satisfactorily in the case of a machine such a^ the Scott. .

This engine being two-cylinder and two-stroke is nearly

equivalent to a four-cylinder engine.

The cylinder capacity as given in the programme is only

taken as if the machine were a simple twin, no allowance

being given for the double stroke. In addition to this, the

engine, being water-couled, received a consideration in the

formula for the necessarily added weight, but no deduction
from the result is made for the increased efficiency in hill-

climbing on this account. W. G. BOWER.

A Problem to be Solved.

[3500.]—Some months ago I wrote you on the subject of

to me a mysterious acceleration of engine revolutions when
running with an infinitesimal lift of exhaust valve during
the complete cycle of revolutions operated by the exhaust
valve lifter (Bow den). The matter has lately been most
emphatically proved to me that I venture to re-open it.

(1.) My twin Antoine 77 mm. x 80 mm. A.V. responds to

this small lift when well warmed up. (Longuemare plain

coils.)

(2.) My 6 h.p. A.V. single-cylinder flat belt drive
(Longuemare Bassee-Michel trembler) accelerates distinctly

on lifting valve whilst running under double load.

(3.) A friend's -5 h.p. Giyaudan M.O.V. trembler F.N.
carburetter causes him (a beginner) consternation on account
of this same behaviour.
Some of your four-cylinder F.N. correspondents speak of

an " abnormal condition " of running at present not accounted
for. I offer the "suggestion that perhaps some connection
exists between their phenomenon and mine, inasmuch as the
valves may rebound slightly or chatter after closing.

In view of my experiences of this curious phenomenon, I

am sure there must be other riders who have shared them
;

m fact, one of your very early numbers had a letter from
a novice on the subject, but I do not remember having seen
any information or explanations offered, although I have
never missed a copy of your most excellent paper.

AN 164.
[The explanation in this case is, we think, simple. The

engines in question do not get sufficient air supply at
critical speeds, and the slight raising of exhaust valve
enables the piston to induce more air via the exhaust
port.

—

Ed.]

[3501.]—I notice in your issue of August 5th that the
subject introduced by Mr. Ovington of America is still

under discussion as a problem yet to be solved, but which I

regard as being no problem at all.

Five years ago I had a machine fitted with a 2^ h.p.

engine and a surface carburetter, and when going for a run
of forty or fifty miles it was common for me to remark that
I would drive for the first ten miles or so; after that
the engine could drive itself. It would positively roar
away in this so-called abnormal state, always absolutely
noiselessly, until the mixture was upset either by road
shock or by lever manipulation. I have experienced this

same state with a De Dion tricycle, surface carburetter.

If I failed to obtain this condition, I had not to seek far
for the cause, i.e., the tappet or exhaust stem worn
slightly. To remedy this I heated the end of exhaust stem,
and drew it out a little with a hammer on an anvil.

As I have not experienced the same with other machines I

have had since, and which have been fitted with spray
carburetters, I attribute its actual occurrence, and its rare

occurrence, to two points. First, its actual occurrence, which
I prefer to describe not as an abnormal state, but as the
natural state and working conditions of a petrol engine with
perfect carburation and a perfect timing of ignition, which is

in advance of spark lever range. As for the lubricating part

of the question, I always obtained the best results with gas

engine oil. Secondly, its rare occurrence, imperfection of

timing, referring only to lift of exhaust valve, and imperfect
carburation, bad roads and police regulations included,

which makes driving artificial, and not in accordance with
the natural requirements of a petrol engine, until, as your
correspondent says, it takes the bit between its teeth and
tears away.
Now, in connection with this subject, and to further

demonstrate the so-called phenomena, and one or two more
undiscovered eye-openers, I would suggest that we have a
Marathon motor cycle race—in boxers' terms, a fight to a

finish. This race could be run on the Brooklands Track,
against which the End-to-end runs, etc., would be only as

a gentle and a steady tour. Competitors to carry not less

than one gallon of petrol, " or more," for many riders say

that their engine would run all day if it was fed. In this

race we should see what they will do on top speed, and
see the day's running considerably lessened. It would also be
an opportunity for the F.N. 4 to develop the abnormal state

and maintain it, for which the conditions are perfect. It

would have a great advantage in the gear drive, but belt-

driven machines could be fitted with a jockey pulley, to be
brought into requisition when required to tighten the belt.

In any case, I think it would be a very interesting race

if it were run as an international race against time and
consiunption of petrol, stoppages on any account to disqualify

for further part in the race.

RALPH P. ORMESHER.
[There is the Tourist Trophy Race in the Isle of Man, which

will be run under practically similar conditions.

—

Ed.]

Motor Cycle Finish.

" [3502.]—I was greatly interested in the letter 3474,
" Motor Cycle Finish." I have tried every kind of enamel,
claiming all sorts of things, but the petrol, oil, and acids

soon played havoc with the surface ; in fact, in enamelling
an old machine the cure is generally worse than the malady,
because the macj^ine soon gets the appearance of a faked up
'

' jigger
'

' looked upon with suspicion by everybody.
Some time ago I saw and admired a grejf Westinghouse

car, and was informed it was painted some nine months ago
with a new enamel compound impervious to grease, acid^

oil, and petrol. I- obtained some and employed- a practical

painter to give' two coats to my tricar. The whole cost was

—

painting, 6s. ; enamel, 4s. 6d. The eifect and wear in all

weathers surprised everyone, and when I sold it it was taken
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for a new machine (a 1906 Riley). The enamel is called

Robbialac, and is mad© in this country by Jensen and Nichol-

son of Warton Road, Stratford. One pint, at a cost of 3s.,

will cover about three motor cycles. I selected grey, which

is a splendid colour to hide the dust and dirt.

FIRST AID.

RunniDg on Naphtha.

[3503.]—I notice in your esteemed paper that a Mr.

Cyril V. Abrecht recommends coal tar naphtha as a motor

fuel.

May I be allowed to warn fellow motorists that crude coal

tar naphtha, although it will drive a motor engine, is very

unsuitable for this purpose on account of the large percentage

of impurities, high boiling compounds, and creosote. Coke
oven naphtha (a rather purer naphtha) even when redistilled

has been tried and found wanting owing to the incomplete

vaporisation of the fuel, and the consequent sooting, etc.

Motorists need have no fear, however, in using refined

benzol (a water white liquid specific gravity .880) such as is

marketed in some districts, but it must be refined.

I have used nothing else these two last seasons, and all

I do is weight the float till the engi&e starts easily, when a

little more air may be given when running.

My mileage is 130 miles per gallon, 3,^ h.p. Minerva,

1907. My mileage was 150-160 miles per gallon. 2 h.p.

Minerva, 1903.

The engines when taken down after 1,000 miles were re-

ported by the shop people to be in a normal condition.

As this is an English production, mainly extracted from
coal gas, perhaps other cyclists have had experiences with

it. May I invite them to relate them either good or bad,

because I feel sure that all the bad times that may be
related will be through using too much.

J. BELLERBY.
P.S.—The specific gravity of coal tar naphtha is .930 not

.730, evidently a mistake of Mr. Abrecht's.

Carburetter ControL

Bore V. Cubical Capacity.

[3504.]—Like Mr. A. W. Smith [letter 3472], I have for

some time been interested in the relation of power to stroke,

and in the main hold his opinion on the matter. But I

remember reading in The Autocar some months back an
article explaining why a long stroke engine gives more power
than one with a shorter stroke, but same bore. It seems to
me that the formula used by the Midland A.C. at the Shelsley
Walsh hill-climb is on the right track, in assuming that the
power varies as some fractional index of the stroke—in this

case (S)4, or yS.
It would be very interesting to hear the results of pro-

perly conducted experiments to determine some simple for-

mula for rating the power of engines v/ith various strokes.
To compare two quite distinct performances by motor cycle

engines, let us take as one example the flying half-mile
of McMinnies, on the Triumph, on Brooklands, February
25th last. Stroke, 86 mm. ;

gear, 3^ to 1 ; speed, 59.8

miles per hour. The piston
speed works out at 1,420ft.

per minute, with average
engine revolutions of 2,512 per
minute.
Again, from The Motor

Cycle, of August 12th, page
635, we find a good perform-
ance by R. 0. Clark, on the
four-cylinder F.N., the stroke
of which is I fancy 57 mm. In a ten miles race the average
speed is approximately forty-six miles per hour, which, with
a gear of 5.93 to 1 and 26in. wheels gives the number of engine
revolutions as no less than 3,540 per minute, and a piston
speed of 1,322ft. per minute. This seems to show that varia-
tion of stroke does not greatly affect piston speed under load.
The following method of securing gudgeon pin set-screws

may be appreciated by some of your readers. In the boss
into which the set-pin is screwed a slot is cut ^^'m. deep,
corresponding with a hole drilled through the head of the
pin. The latter is screwed right home and a cotter put into
place and split, as per above sketch. The arrangement
has acted very well on a 1906 twin, which had given much
trouble through the screws falling out.

PRENTICE.

[3505.]—A few months ago I purchased a 5^ h.p. twin
Griffon motor cycle, and had reason to find the carburetter
fitted unsatisfactory. In looking round for another I chanced to

be shown by the Service Co., of High Holborn, a new carbu-
retter called the " Service Amac." It did not seem to differ

very materially from the ordinary float feed spray type,

except in the gas and air throttles, which were operated by
a rack and worm system. I found the carburetter eminently
satisfactory, with the exception of a jamming tendency in the

throttles, caused by admission of dust.

This defect having been pointed out to the manufacturers,
they veiy promptly discarded the design for the control, and
made for me a new carburetter, similar in all respects to the

discarded pattern, but the supply of gas and air ia controlled
by a device similar to the action of an inlet valve with a
variable lift. There are two valves, the lower one being a
cone but hollow in its centre, and which, when home on its

seating, closes the holes for admission of extra air. This
cone is hollow to allow the vapour from the jet to rise

through the carburetter. The other valve has an ordinary
coned seating, and admits the mixture to the induction pipe.

The valves are kept closed by coiled springs acting against
the pull of the Bowden lift. I have now given this carbu-
retter a test over 500 miles at all speeds, and am so delighted
with it that I feel more or less bound to bring it to the
notice of fellow motor cyclists who are looking for a good
and inexpensive carburetter. This carburetter was illustrated

in The Motor Cycle recently. I should mention it is made
in two types—one as described, with handle-bar control, and
the other for ordinary rod and lever control. I have tried

both, and prefer the handle-bar control.

To sum up, the good points are as follows :

1. Ease of starting (the throttle can be nearly closed, and
prevents a hurried scramble for the saddle).

2. Increased speed on level and uphill.

3. Ability to crawl without tap fiddling or lifting exhaust.
4. Ability to climb a stiff hill slowly as well as fast.

5. Coolness of engine.
. 6. Low petrol consumption.

7. Silence of exhaust.
R. Sensitiveness of control.

9. Accessibility.

I trust the length of this lette will be atoned for by the
benefit its insertion may confer on motor cyclists who are
troubled with a twin that v,'ill not crawl when wanted.

RICHARD CREAK DAVIS,
P.S.—It should hardly be necessary to state that I am

in no way whatever interested in the sale of this carburetter,
nor have I got it from the makers or selling agents at any-
thing leas than the ordinary retail price.

Sidecars, Tyres, and Belts.

[3506.]—A few months back I purchased a 5 h.p. twin
Vindec Special motor bicycle, and, after having the machine
some weeks, attached a sidecar made for the nght-hand side
and fitted with flexible connections. I experienced consider-
able difficulty in steerhitc the combination, and on grease the
dangers of side-slip were, to my mind, greatly increased.

Further, with the car attached to the right-hand side, there
was a good deal of risk in overtaking large vehicles, on
account of the fact that before I, as the driver, could obtain
a clear view of the road ahead, I had the passenger out in

the danger zone, and it would have been a difficult matter
to get back if anything had made it necessary to do so. I

took the sidecar to a cycle and motor agent in this district

(Finchley), and he very quickly and cleverly converted it into

a rigid car for the left-hand side, and I found the alteration
in every sense a satisfactory one so far as steering and
control are concerned.
With a 5 h.p. engine and rigid sidecar, however, I find that

the life of the tyre on the rear bicycle wheel is very short.

Already the tyre fitted to the machine when I bought it in

early June has worn through to the canvas, with a mileage
of only about 350 miles to its credit, in spite of the fact

that it bears the name of one of the best known foreign
brands and is of the " extra heavy " persuasion. The cover
is now undergoing the process of retreading the while a
second cover, this time a rubber-studded one, is looking
decidedly the worse for wear after but 200 to 250 miles. I

should be greatly obliged if any reader would kindly give me
the advantage of his experience, who has met witb good
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results with rear wheel tyres fitted to a machine of high

hors.e-power and with rigid sidecar.

I have been no more fortunate with belts than with tyres.

I use a lin. rubber and canvas belt, and take great care that

it is properly adjusted and in true alignment, avoiding

running it too tight, and always removing it from the pulleys

when the machine is standing and out of 'use. Yet one belt

after another has gone, and the expense of running the com-
bination is getting to be considerable, all on account of the

belts and tyres, for neither the engine nor the machine have
cost me a penny piece, and the former makes light work of

the load with 19 or 20 stones up and the' extra vehicle.

The alignment of the sidecar and bicycle wheels has been
given extra special attention, and more than one expert has

said that the car is properly attached.

I have been thinking of making a tour on the machine with
the car attached, but unless I can first learn where it is

possible to obtain a belt and tyre that will give reasonable

reliability, I shall feel compelled either to abandon the

project or else carry a nimiber of spare belts and outer covers'

with me. H 4220.

Vexatious Delays.

[3507.]—Having been a devotee to the pastinde of motor
cycling for five years, during which time I have been a

regular reader of your excellent paper, I have read with
much interest the letters published recently on the treat-

ment received by motor cyclists at the hands of the manu-
facturers. I was specially interested in Mr. Wm. Wilson's
letter of August 5th headed "fair treatment," because I

met with an accident identical with his of brealdng the head
off an inlet valve which knocked a hole through the piston
head. I shall not apply his simile of "a penny in the slot;"

which I thought piost appropriate in his case, because with
me it was a case of 15s. out of my slot into the slot of the
makers. Apparently, they do not consider that the same
sauce is suitable for both goose and gander. It is now six
weeks since I was astride my machine. The first three weeks
were occupied in getting a new piston rod, and the last three
in obtaining some small parts of my valve lifting gear, which
through wear needed renewing. 1 still live in hopes of get-
ting another ride before the summer is out.

After sending these parts to the makers I wrote and asked
them if they considered the wear to be legitimate consider-
ing

_
the mileage I had done, and in reply received a letter

eaying the parts had to be specially made, and would be for-

warded as soon as finished. This letter cost me 2d., as it

was unstamped. I would not have objected to paying 2d.
for an answer to my question, but thought it rather dear for
such information. I think this matter of promptitude in the
despatch of small parts is a most important one, and one
that phould be taken up very seriously by motor cyclists as
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a body. There is nothing more likely to undermine th
popularity of motor cycling as a pastime than these awfu
waits for smal) parts and the great lack of ordinary busi
ness methods in dealing with correspondence as shown b
many firms I have dealt with. The firms who make a poin
of remedying these defects are the firms of the future, an.
the ones to whom I shall look to when purchasing a n&\
™<>™t. MOCLIST.

Belts and their Fasteners.

[3508.]—My experience with a rubber belt may be c
some help to your correspondent No. 3477, who has ha.
trouble through the pin of the fastener tearing out of hi
belt. I ha-d a Shamrock Gloria lin. belt from Messrs
Gamage, and they sent me a fastener with a bend to fit int
the groove on the under side of the belt. I have used thi
belt on my ^ Minerva with sidecar for about 1,000 miles,
have had no trouble whatever with it nor does the belt sho\
hardly any sign of wear.' B. G. BARNARD-SMITH.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
Messrs. Phelon and Moore, Ltd., write, with referenc

to the article, "The Judges' Report on the End-to-end," i

last week's issue :
" It may interest your readers to kn&A

that on both the P. and M. machines in the End-to-end trie
the chains had run nearly 1,000 miles before the start. I
neither case were the chains from the engine to the gea
adjusted, but the chain from the gear to back wheel wa
adjusted once on each machine. At the conclusion of th
trials, the chains on each machine were examined by th
judges, and found to be in perfect condition; in fact, th
chains are to-day in as good condition as when they wer
first put on, and have probably several thousand miles c
life before them. We are sending for your inspection a chai:
off one of our machines, which our customer informs us ha
run no less than 13,000 miles." [We find the elongation t(

be 1.025 of an inch in a length of 59.75 inches.

—

Ed.]

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
" M. J.," Ealing, would like to have readers' experience

of the Lincoln Elk lightweight motor bicycles. Are the-
reliable and well built?

" Doctor " would like readers' experiences with the Roc two
speed gear: (1.) Is it reliable? (2.) Is handle starting prac
ticable? (3.) Has weight of gear and clutch any appreciabl(
effect on wear of back tyre with or without sidecar?
"G.H." would like readers' experiences with regard t<

accommodation in Douglas, Isle of Man, during the Touris;
Trophy Race.
Readers who send paragraphs for insertion under the head

ing of "Experiences Wanted" should enclose a stampec
addressed envelope for forwarding replies.

The Hull and East Riding A.C.C. organised a 150 Miles Reliability Trial on the 13th inst. The above is a group of some of the competlfbrs photographed
at Newlands prior to the start of the competition.
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STANDARD MACHINES IN

HILL CLIMBS.

HOW TO CAMP WITH A
MOTOR CYCLE

(Illustrated).

tie T.T. Motor Cycle Race.

Mt. W. H. Bashall, who is compet-

ig in the Tourist Trophy Race for

lotor cycles in the Isle of Man on the

2nd prox., will ride' his 6 h.p. twin

at J.A.P., not his 3^ h.p. T.T.

riumph as stated last week in the list

E entries printed on page 653.

Case tor Appeal.

We have pleasure in informing our

jaders that the secretaries of the

..C.U. and M.U. are in communica-
on with the solicitor who defended
Ir. Robert Sewoll in the County Court
ise at Hexham on the 7th inst., and
hich is reported on page 677. The
egal Committees of both organisations

ill consider the case in due course.

iHce Scouts on Motor Cycles.

The Toronto police have recently pur-

lased some British-made motor cycles,

> wit the Brown, and equipped them
ith speedometers. In a recent police

)urt case at Toronto the driver of a
ir swore that he was only travelling

> eight to ten miles an hour, but the
lOtor cycle mounted officer stated that
3 had " paced " the motor car, and the
^eedometer on the motor cycle regis-

;red twenty-five miles an hour. A
otor cyclist was also convicted on the
ime testimony, both defendants being
led £2 and costs.

Good Lightweight PerfoTmance.

We understand that the Douglas
achine which completed the A. C.U.
3ndon-Plymouth-London twenty-four
)urs' run is the identical one that
>mpet6d in the End-to-end Trials
dden by Mr. Eli Clark, no adjustment
iving been made to the engine. It is

iteresting to note that Mr. Clark's
eight is thirteen stones ; the perform-
ice is, therefore, a very good one for
lightweight machine.

ilppone's Record in Danger.

German racing motor cyclists are
Lrning their attention to Guippone's
le hour track record, which has stood
) 102.3 kilometres since 1906. The
ack at Milbersthofen, near Mimich,
ill be the scene of the attempt, as this
a,s a fine surface, and is banked for
:>ry high speeds. Eugen Wienziers,
•c instance, has already ridden laps at
le rate of seventy-five miles an hour.
1 was on this track that the French
ice follower Paul Guingard, paced by
ertin, set up a world's record of
^arly 100 kilometres in the hour.

Routes tor the Holidays.

During the late summer we are con-

stantly asked to give routes between
various towns, and as our road experi-

ence is considerable we are always glad

to help people in this manner. Our
readers can in return be of consider

able assistance to us in sending on a

postcard any details which may strike

them concerning the roads we have
suggested, both as regards surface and
gradients.

Tyres in the End-to-end.

Mr. T. K. Hastings, who competed
in the A. C.U. End-to-end Trials, in-

forms us that it was the general
opinion of most of the competitors and
observjers that he used Goodrich tyres

as stated in The Motor Cycle of

August 5th. Mr. Hastings asks us to

point out that each time he was
credited with riding Goodrich tyres he
contradicted the statement. The tyres
fitted to Mr. Hastings's Indian motor
bicycle were G. and J. tyres.

Jatta to Jerusalem by Motor Cycle.

The interesting photograph which
has been sent us by Lieut. Edward
Noel depicts that gentleman outside the-

Hotel du Pare at Jaffa just before his
departure for Jerusalem. Our readers
will doubtless remember that Lieut.

Noel originally intended to ride his-

Triumph motor cycle overlani fromi

India, but had to abandon the attempt
at Jerusalem on account of the im-
practicability of riding over the ex-
tremely hilly country minus a change-
speed gear. Referring to the picture,

the basket in front is filled with
spares, spare air tubes are strapped to
the handle-bar, behind the seat tube is

a spare oil tank, and on the carrier is

a tank containing four gallons of

petrol, with a toolbag at the rear. The
rider's extra clothes, including a
blanket, are contained in the long roll

which is fastened round the carrier.

Heavy voiturette tyres are fitted to
both wheels.

Lieut. Edward Noel ready to start from the Hotel du Pare (Jaffa)5for Jerusalem. Lieut. Noel intended
to ride overland from India to England on his Triumph motorj cycle, but when within a few miles
of Jerusalem he was compelled to abandon the attempt. ^The equipmentjjof thejjmachine is described
in a paragraph on this page.
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WHITTLES'
CPATENT)

UNK-GRIP
Non-slip Endless Leather Belts for

MOTOR CYCLES, FANS, Etc.

Trebles the llffe of the Pulleys.

WHAT MANY OF OUR
CUSTOMERS SAY:

" Have had belt in use for over three

years."

" Done upwards of 20,000 miles."

"The only belt for heavy passenger

work."

" Five times cheaper than any other."

"The poor man's belt.

" No sign of slip."

" The ' no trouble' belt."

"Have not taken belt off pulleys for

two years
"

" The best belt on the market."

Send for naw Booklet witb full directions and copies of recent

testimoniaH.

Thos. Whittle & Sons, Ltd.,

R»se and Crown St., WARRINGTON.

Telephone 365Y Telpgrams—" Belt," Warrington.

In answering either of these advertisements it

"THE MOTORISTS ^
MECCA." m^ \

AmaGE
SPECIAL

OFFER
To enable motor-

cyclists to test the

merits of the nsw
"Shamrock Excelsior" Rubber-Studded
Non-Skid Tyre, we will, until further

notice, allow purchasers of same a very

liberal allowance for their discarded

covers.

Made in all sizes of 26 and 24 inch (not 28).

An example; 26in x 2iin. COVER, 50/-
(Other Sizes and Palces on application)

Less our very liberal allowance for your old covors.

Your Opportuni-tv,
Seize it Now

!

These tyres are made from the very finest rubber, they
afford complete immunity from sideslip.

The Studs are a considerable addition to the thickness of

the tread, which means greater durability and protection
from punctures.
The Studs form one part with the Tyre; they cannot

pull out, and on account of their great resiliency will not
slow the machine.
The well-known disadvantages of Metal Studded Tyres

are non-existent.

NO MORE LEAKY JOINTS.
The NEW "'TxSor' BUTT-ENDED

IflrlcrK 1 UDCrS (pERFECT JOINT/"

NOTHING BETTER MADE.

Our price, 26 x 2iln , 10/6k
other sizes and prices on application

HAVE YOU HAD OUR MOTOR BOOK P

fja.B?GaExStei;?s^^

LLS:

CHEA.PSIDB.

is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.
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NO END THRUST! NO JOCKEY PULLEY!! NO SLACK BELT!!!

SAVES PETROL. SAVES OVERHEATING. SAVES TYRES.
HANDLE STARTING—FREE ENGINE.

. . DIRECT DRIVE ON ALL SPEED8. . .

This gear gfives infinite variation from zero to 3* to 1. It is absolutely fool-proof.

No suddenjamming in of gear and wear and tear to the machine. A simple turn of a small wheel is all that is necessary.

The rider gets full power of his engine by never overloading, and by keeping up the number of its revolutions.

Hills have no terror with a " Gradua " gear !

A perfect free-engine position is assured ; the engine can be started with a handle and the rider take his seat while

the machine is at rest.

All who have seen and tried it are enthusiastic about its many merits

Nothing like it in the world ! It will revolutionise the present system of variable gears.

To prevent disappointment, we would point out that it cannot be fitted to existing machines.

When ordering your new mount, insist on its being built with a "Gradua" gear. We are prepared to grant licences

to other makers for building this gear under royalty.

The famous "Zenette" Spring-frame Motor Bicycle-de-Luxe will in future be built with "Gradua" gear, the price

inclusive being 50 guineas nett cash.

Further orders for " Zenettes " with the " Gradua " must be placed at once if required for Summer delivery ; we
can accept a limited number only, as our present works are of limited capacity.

A " Zenette" fitted with a "Gradua" variable gear may be triedi(byJappointment only) at

Showrooms: 119, Stroud Creen Road
(Nearest Station, Finsbury Park).

LONDON, N.ZENITH MOTORS, LTD.
Makei^ of the celebrated " Zenith " Bicar, price 43 guineas nett cash ; and of the " Zenith " Tricar,

price (with 6 h.p. J.A.P. twin-cylinder engine, chain drive, two-speed gear), 72 guineas nett

The action of the "GRADUA" Gear is Simplicity itself. NO COMPLICATIONS.

SIEMENS BROS. & CO., LTD.,
Electrical Engineers,

12, QUEEN ANNE'S GATE, WESTMINSTER, LONDON, S.W.

DRY BATTERY
IGNITION.

SIEMENS-OBACfl DRV CELLS.
"5IEBACH."

Registered Trade Mark.

Made in upwards of 20 stock sizes for Engines

of high and low power.

SPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR
MOTOR CYCLES, TRI-CARS, BOATS,

& c.
CAT. No. C 37 ON APPLICATION.

REQUIRE NO ATTENTiON.

NOT DAMAGED BY VIBRATION.

NO CORROSIVE ACTION.

CLEAN.

RELIABLE.

NO RECHARGING.

In answering either of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The 'Motor Cycle.
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Police Traps

We have received information con-

cerning the following measured dis-

tances in Richmond, Surrey, over

which the police occasionally time
motorists : Sheen Eoad, from the Fire

Station to Thompson's Nursery

;

Queen's Road, from Park Road to

Spring Grove House; Kew Road,
from the Fountain to Lichfield Road,
Kew. Also from Sandy Lane, Peter-

sham, to the beginning of the tram-
lines via Ham Common.

The Worthing Carnival.

In Class 2 in the Worthing Carnival
and Regatta to be held on Wednesday.
September 2nd, tricars and motor
bicycles. with sidecars and
trailers will be eligible to take
part in the competition for the
best decorated machines.

An Autumn Open Hill-climb.

A large number of eiiquiries

are being received regarding the
South Eastern Association's

autumn open hill-climb, for which
a fresh hill has been selected.

We hear that the plan adopted
at the Catford Cycling Club's
pedal hill-climbs will be followed,

and a certificate awarded to

every competitor who climbs the
hill. This will be an innovation
as regards motor cycle hill-

climbing competitions.

Motor Union Provincial Meeting.

Motor cyclists will be made
very welcome at the forthcoming
provincial meeting of the Motor
Union at Oxford on Sept. 19th.

Arrangements are being made
for parties of members to be
conducted over the colleges by
members of the University.

Six Qualify for One Prize.

A reliability run through the
Erzgebirge, arranged by the Breslau
branch of the German Motor Cyclists'
Association, proved rather awkwardly
successful for the organisers, no less

than six getting through without a
single bad mark, and thus qualifying
for the- first prize.

The Thoughtful Thunderer.
A morning journal publishes a para-

graph suggesting the abandonment of

the races in the Isle of Man. How
thoughtful ! Will some rival daily
newspaper kindly suggest the suppres-
sion of fanatical paragraph writers?
The Isle of Man course is guarded.

•^aJSA^JSi^ JSfi ^4 -W AA jKi St/i SiP- .w ijzJ ^li Xia ^A ;sA jaa sfi xiA ^^^ >SA

FUTURE EVENTS.

A.C.U. Council Meeting.

The next council meeting of

the Auto Cycle Union will be held at

I;eamington Spa on Saturday, October
10th, an invitation having been received
from the Town Council to hold the
meeting there. I^eamington is a most
interesting place, and it is hoped that
those affiliated clubs which can do so
will make it their fixture for that day,
and so help to make the meeting a great
success. All propositions to be placed
on the agenda of that meeting must be
in the hands of the secretary by
Friday, 18th September.

^^

^^
akr

Aug. 26—Uxbridge C.C. Three Miles Motor Cycle

Handicap.

,, 29—Essex M.C. London to York and back ride, for

members only.

Sept. I—Entries close for the Motor Cycle Tourist

Trophy Race.

,, 5—R.A.C General Committee Meeting at Norwich.
Members of the A.C.U. are invited to attend
the various functions at Norwich.

„ 12—Motor Cycling Club Petrol Consumption Tests.

,, 12—Brooklands R.A.C. Meeting.

,, 18—Motor Union Provincial Meeting at Oxford.

„ 22—The International Auto Cycle Tourist Trophy
Race in the Isle of Man.

,, Penalty Run for Members of the A.C.U. and
Clubs in the South of England Districts

affiliated to it.

Oct. 10—A.C.U. Council Meeting at Leammgton Spa.

Nov. 20-28—Thirty-second Annual Stanley Show, at

the Agricultural Hall, Islington.

Nov. 28 to Dec. 13—^Paris Salon Exhibition of Motor
Cycles, Cars, and Accessories

^^

%^--

"4^

^^

"4^

^^

^^

"4^

*^^

and accidents, if they occur, will not
cause injury to the public, but the
racers themselves. It would be just

as logical to suggest the abandonment
of the Grand National because it is

the most dangerous steeplechase course
in England. What say the islanders?

Belgian Motor Cycle Competition.

On the 9th inst. the Liege Motor
Cycle Club organised a race over a

distance of 125 kilometres in the
neighbourhood of Bastogne. The com-
petition was a closed one, and the
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trophy, which was given by the well-
known F.N. Co., of Herstall, was com-
peted' for among the members of the
Liege Motor Cycle Club, who had to
ride a touring motor cycle not exceed-
ing a third of a litre capacity. Twelve
competitors started. The results were :

1, Fagard, Sarolea, 2h. 18m. 36s., 251
'pomts; 2, Marechal, four-cylinder F.N.,
2h. 27m. 13s., 248; 3, Michel, four-
cylmder F.N., 2h. 19m. 2s., 219; 4, F.
Bertrand, Sarolea, 2h. 43m. 2s., 216.
The next four riders to finish all rode
F.N. four-cylinder machines.
The T.T. Motor Cycle Race.

The following additional entries have
been received for the Tourist Trophy

Race in the Isle of Man on Sep-
tember 22nci next : Mr. C. B.
Franklin, 3^ h.p. Chater-Lea
J.A.P. ; Mr. S. C. Perryman, 5
h.p. twin Norton ; and Mr. F.
Applebee. 5 h.p. twm Rex. In-
tending entrants are reminded
that entries for this race close on
Tuesday, September 1st, and
should be sent in at once to the
secretary, Auto Cycle Union, 18,
Down Street, Piccadilly, W.

International T.T. Prize Fund.

The following contributions
have been received towards the
Fund which has been established
to provide prizes, and if possible
help defray the expenses, neces-
sarily very heavy, of holding the
Tourist Trophy motor cycle
race : The Motor Cycle, £5 5s. ;

Mr. A. J. Wilson, £5 5s. ; Miss
^duriel Hind, £5; Mr. J. W.
Orde, £5 ; Mr. E. M. P. Boileau,
10s. ; Mr. J. W. F. Tranmer,
5s. 3d. ; Capt. Sir R. K. Arbuth-
not, Bart., £1 Is. Further dona-
tions will be greatly appreciated,
and should be sent to the secre-
tary, Auto Cycle Union, 18,
Down Street, W., as early as

possible.

German Military Motor Cyclists.

The German War OfSce is learning
to appreciate the volunteer motor
cyclist. Last year it found employ-
ment for twenty riders, and having
noted their services it now calls for
more. In the Imperial manoeuvres
and other military exercises in various
German districts it is proposed to
employ 148 motor cyclists. The organi- ,

sation of a motor cycle corps will pro-
bably soon be an accomplished fact.

The start for the One Hour Scratch Race for The Motor Cycle Challenge Cup. Holder, H. V. Colver (2J h.p. MatcMess, 76x76 mm.) who repeated his last

year's performance by coming in an easy first. Colver rode 52 miles 1,650 yards in the hour this year against his 51 miles 14S yards oi lasi year. The
previous best was C. R. Collier's 51 miles 540 yards at Canning Town, July 13th, 1907.
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The A.C.U. Annual Race Meeting.
THE annual race meeting, which has been held

regularly by the A.C.U. since 1902, when the

races were actually held by the motor cycling

committee of the A.C.G.B.I., now developed

nto the Auto Cycle Union, was held at the Stadium on

jaturday last. The meeting was due to begin at 3

)'clock, but from 2.15 onwards it rained in torrents, so

nuch so that R. O. Clark, who had ridden 130 miles to

:ompete in the first heat of the second event, thought it

vas useless to turn up punctually and arrived too late.

A.t 3 p.m. the rain ceased, and about half an hour

An exciting tussle took place between C. E. Bennett and C. R. Collier in the

One Hour Race for The Motor Cycle Challenge Cup. In our picture Collier

has the inside position, and Bennett is on the outside trying to pass. H. V.

Colver, the ultimate winner of the race is lying third.

iter it cleared up properly, and after the track had been
queegeed the first event took place, namely, the one
aile time trials flying start for the Automotor Chal-

;nge Cup. The present holder of the record was C. R.
]!ollier, time im. 2s., and the fastest time for the flying

nile on the Stadium track was made by Colver on
!Lugust 8th this year, time im. $Y^s. The trial i& open
o motor bicycles fitted with engines where the diameter
n mm. squared x the stroke does not exceed 440,000.
rhe times on Saturday were marred by the wetness of

he track. The best performance was made by D. R.
!^larke(2%' h.p. Century), time im. 5/^s. ; 2, C. E.

Jennett {2% h.p. Mansfield), time im. 6%s.
; 3, H. V.

Solver, im. ii%s. (second attempt; he was impeded by
. competitor in the St. Martin's Harriers' Sports walking
.cross the track during his first attempt)

; 4, C. R.
Collier (2^ h.p. Matchless), im. 13s.; 5, R. G. Bell

2% h.p. N.S.U.), im. i9%s.; 6, C. W. Standing (2^
i.p. loner), im. 38%s.
Next followed the Five Miles Tourist Handicap, open
machines conforming to the Auto Cycle Union defi-

lition of a touring mount, having engine dimensions not
xceeding 90 mm. x 90 mm., and a gear of not more
han 4 to I, with 26in. wheels.

Heat I, J. C. Smyth (2% h.p. Rex, 82 mm. x 65
im.), 30s. start; E. M. McPherson (4 h.p. Brooklands,
5 mm. X 85 mm.), 30s.; F. Toman {2% h.p. Laurin
nd Klement, 74 mm. x 78 mm.), 35s. ; G. L. Fletcher
2 h.p. two-cylinder Moto-Reve, 50 mm. x 70 mm.), 90s.
vn exciting race took place between Smyth and
'oman. The latter amused the spectators by jockeying
is machine forward by swaying his body. The heat

resulted in a win for the little Moto-Reve, with Toman
second, and Smyth third, time 8m. 38%s.

Heat 2.—C. R. Collier (3>4 h.p. 85 mm. x 76 mm.
T.T. Matchless-J.A.P.), scratch; W. Genn {2}^ h.p.

Eland-Minerva, 76 mm. x 76 mm.), 20s. ; H. W.
Boult (3^ h.p. Triumph, 82 mm. x 86 mm.), 25s. ; F.
W. Applebee (3(7^ h.p. Rex, 82 mm. x 89 mm.), 25s.

;

G. Aldington (35^ h.p. two-cylinder Kerry, 66 mm.
X 72 mm.), 30s.; W. Smith (2 h.p. Moto-Reve,

50 mm. X 70 mm.), 90s. The stand on Boult's

machine became detached, and he careered round
the track with it trailing on the ground. Applebee,
who was travelling well, shed his belt twice and
retired. Result: W. W. Genn i, C. R. Collier 2, W.
Smith 3. Time, 8m. 3%s.

Heat 3.—H. A. Collier (3^^ h.p. Matchless-J.A.P.,

85 mm. X 76 mm.), los. ; G. Gibson (3^ h.p.

Triumph, 84 mm. x 86 mm.), 20s. ; S. A. Denman
4^2 h.p. Brooklands, 85 mm. x 95 mm.), 30s.; R. G.
Dendy (3% h.p. Brown, 82 mm. x 90 mm.), 35s.; C.
W. Standing (2^ h.p. loner, 75 mm. x 75 mm.), 40s.

In this heat the late arrival, R. O. Clarke (5 h.p.

four-cylinder F.N.), was allowed to start, but after

travelling well for a few laps he retired. Gibson's per-

formance was the piece de resistance of the heat. He
sped round the track, lapping competitors two at a

time, and won amid the cheers of the onlookers.

Result: Gibson i, H. A. Collier 2, R. G. Dendy 3.

Time, 7m. 453^s.

Then followed the event of the afternoon, the One
Hour Scratch Race for The Motor Cycle Challenge Cup
(limited to 76 mm. x 76 mm. engines or the equiva-

lent) ; holder, H. V. Colver, 51 miles 146 yards;

best previous performance on the Stadium, Colver,

49 miles 220 yards. The starters were: H
V. Colver (2^ h.p. Matchless, 76 mm. x 76 mm.)
C. E. Bennett (2% h.p. Mansfield, 76 mm. x 73 mm.)
C. R. Collier (2^ h.p. Matchless, 85 mm. x 60 mm.)
R..G. Bell (2% h.p. N.S.U., 75 mm. x 75mm.);G
H. Gerhard (2^ h.p. Brooklands, 76 mm. x 73 mm.);
F. Toman (2^' h.p. Laurin and Klement, 74 mm. x

78 mm.). Immediately after the start, Colver, Collier,

and Bennett shone conspicuously above the others, the

former rapidly drawing ahead, and a tremendous
struggle ensuing between Collier and Bennett. It wa=
a walk over for Colver, and a ding-dong struggle

between the other two, first one and then the other

maintaining the lead. The enthusiasm of the large

concourse of spectators warmed to fever heat, and when
Colver lapped Collier for the second time the Stadium
resounded with ringing cheers. After about a quarte'

of an hour Bennett stopped with a broken contact

breaker blade. He got going again, but broke a second

one and retired. Throughout the whole hour the excite

ment never waned, and the race resulted in a gloriou.-.

win for Colver, who easily broke his previous record,

thus adding another win to the many successes of the

Matchless machine. At the end of the ninth mile h*

was 23/^s. inside record, at twelve miles 8'%s., 31

eighteen miles 15s., at twenty-four miles 52^5., at

thirty-three im. /\.o^/^s., and at forty-two miles im.

57s. inside record. The results stand as follows: i, H.
V. Colver, 52 miles 1,650 yards, beating record Iv

I mile 1,110 yards; 2, C. R. Collier, 50 miles 380
yards ;R. G. Bell, 44 miles t,ioo yards; G. H. Gei-
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Toman, 40 miles

The A.C.U. Annual Race Mectiag.—

hard, 40 miles 920 yards ; and F
260 yards.

Next followed the Five Miles Open Motor Bicycle

Handicap for the Motor Car Journal Challenge Cup;
holder, C. E. Bennett; open to machines with engines
where the diameter in mm. squared x the stroke does

not exceed 440,000, or 76 mm. x 76 mm.
Heat I.—There were only two starters, D. R. Clarke

(2^4 h.p. New Century, 76 mm. x 76 mm.), los. start,

and E. W. Caswell (2^ h.p. Caswell, 70 mm. x

76 mm.), 50S. Result: Clarke i, Caswell 2. Time,
7m. :^6%s.

iu'at 2.— C. E. Bennett (2^ h.p. Mansfield, 76 mm.
x 73mm.), scratch; H. V. Colver (2^ h.p. Match-
less, 76 mm. x 76 mm.), 5s.; G. H. Gerhard (2^ h.p.

Brooklands, 76 mm. x 73 mm.),' 45s. Result: Colver

I, Bennett 2. Time, 6m. 24s.

Heat 3.—C. R. Collier (2 34 h.p. Matchless, 85 mm.
X 60 mm.), scratch; R. G. Bell (23,4 h.p. N.S.U.,
75mm. X 75 mm.), 40s. Result: Bell i, Collier 2.

Time, 6m. i8s. Collier failed to catch up Bell, who
travelled in excellent form.

The final of the Five Miles Tourist Handicap

:

Starters, G. L. Fletcher, W. Genn, C. Collier fastest

loser, and Gordon Gibson. Collier unfortunately failed

to start. Gibson proved an easy winner, time 7m.
30%s. Genn was second, 8m. 40s., and Pletcher third,

8m. 49%s.
The last event of the day was the final cf the Five

Miles Open Handicap. It was quite dusk, and the

flames from the exhaust and the explosions in the bored

cylinders were quite visible.

The starters were : D. R. Clarke, H. V. Colver, H. G.

Bell, and C. R. Collier fastest loser. Colver's good for-

tune forsook him, and he retired early with a broken
belt ; it was, however, an excellent race. Result

:

Clarke (i), time 6m. i6s. ; 2, R. G. Bell, 6m. 32^3.; 3,

Collier, 6m. 37 %s.
Thus ended a most successful meeting. Although the

St. Martin's Harriers held their sports at the same time,

the spectators never lost for a moment their interest in

the A.C.U. meeting, and the result of their intense en-

thusiasm serves to prove that motor cycle racing is,

without the faintest suspicion of exaggeration, one of

the most popular forms of sport in existence.

MURATTI TROPHY RELIABILITY TRIALS.
THE annual two days' reliability trials for the Muratti

Trophy, presented to the Ulster Centre, M. C.U.I,
by Messrs. B. Muratti, Sons, and Co., Ltd., Man-
chester, commenced on the 21st inst., the first day's

ride being to Dublin from Belfast and back—a distance of

200 miles. The trial consists purely of reliability, and is

judged by the ability to run to schedule. Each day's ride

is divided into two sections, each section being divided into

four sub-sections, and a time schedule is arranged showing
when the competitors should pass through each station if

travelling at the rate of twenty miles an hour. Ten marks
are allowed for each sub-section, one mark being deducted

other riders kept forging ahead. At Dublin, Stewart,

Murphy, Kennedy, O'Rawe, Blake, Moles, and McCann had
secured full marks, notwithstanding that it rained through-

out the journey. After a two hours stop for lunch the return

ride was commenced at two o'clock, the rain having ceased

by this time. O'Rawe, McCann, and Moles lost marks on
the way, and when Balmoral was reached Stewart, Murphy,
and Kennedy were the only riders having full marks at the

end of the first day's ride, though all except Carlisle reached
the finishing point. The machines were locked up over night
in the Rover Co.'s garage, no adjustments or repairs of any
irind being permitted.

for each minute or part of a minute over or under schedule
time. Ten minutes' grace was allowed either under or over,
but beyond that riders could not qualify for an award. The
following started : J. Stewart (holder), (3^ h.p. Triumph)

;

C. E. ]\Iurphy and J. J. Kennedy (3^ h.p. Triumphs), J. S.

Garrett (3^ h.p. Rex), R. Sharpe (3^ h.p. N.S.U.), J. J.

O'Rawe (3^ h.p. Rex)', A. V. Blake (3^ h.p. Triumph), F. A.
Carlisle (3^ h.p. Minerva), T. Moles and John McCann,
Manchester (3^ h.p. Triumphs), J .Newell (3 h.p. Triumph),
and W. J. Andrews (3^ h.p. Rex). Rain fell heavily at the
start, and the roads were in a very bad condition. Checking
stations were arranged at Bambridge, Dundalk, Drogheda,
and at the turning point Tolka Bridge, Drumcondra. In
addition to these, there were secret controls at various places
on the route.

Before the first control was reached J. Newell retired,
being troubled with leaky valves, and at Newry J. S. Garrett
broke a petrol tube, which caused his retirement also. The

The

Muratti Trophy

Competition.

A group of the

competitors

photographed on

the morning of

the second day's

ride.

The weather conditions were very much better when the
riders reached the starting point for the second day's journey.
The roads had dried considerably, and in bright sunshine
the following were despatched : J. Stewart, C. E. Murphv,
J. J. Kennedy, R. Sharpe, J. J. O'Rawe, A. V. Blake, t.

Moles, J. McCann, and W. J. Andrews. Checking stations

were arranged at Larne, Cushendall, Bushmills, Limavady,
Londondery, Downhill, and Ballymena. The luncheon inter-

val took place at Limavady, and at this point all the riders,

except Moles, had secured full marks. At the next control
Blake lost mai-ks, but the other riders continued to ride

exactly to schedule, and reached the finishing point promptly
to time. We hope to give the result next week.

The address of Messrs. G. T. Riches and Co., appearing
in the paragraph on page 643 last week, is an error. The
proper address is 19, Store Street. W.C., where applica-

tions for the No. 8 catalogue should be sent.
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Inter=club Meet of Midland Motor Cyclists.

-•-f HE first annual meet of Midland motor cycle clubs was

I successfully held at Stratford-on-Avon on Saturday

I last. Unfortunately, the weather was somewkat un-

promising, and of the ten clubs which finally ex-

iressed an intention to be present, only six were represented.

^bout sixty motor cyclifts sat down to tea at the White

Swan, several ladies being present.

At a meeting of club secretaries held in t( ^ evening it

was resolved that the meet ht made an annual event, that

Stratford-on-Avon be the rendezvous, and thrt next year's

meet be held on Whit-Monday. Further particulars of

what transpired at the meeting will be published next week.
There is every indication that next year's meet will be three

times as large as the one just held.

The iiiter-club Meet o£ Midland Motor Cyclists at Stratford-on-Avon on Saturday last. Six clubs were represented, viz., the Birmingham, BurtOP-on-Trent,

Coventry, Oxford Bocardo, Sutton Coldfleld, and Worcester Motor Cycle Clubs.

--<

Speed Trials at Portmarnock,

rHE speed trials of the Dublin Centre of the Motor
Cycle Union of Ireland at Portmarnock on Satur-

day last were remarkable for the fine performance

of Mr. C. B. Franklin. Always a consistent

erformer in these events, he quite excelled himself

n Saturday last by winning three out of four events,

le was mounted on a new 3^ h.p. Jap racer

m illustration of this machine will l?e found on page 660),

which he proposes to use in the Tourist Trophy Race. The
speed he was able to get out of this comparatively small

engined machine was wonderful. In the twenty miles handi-
cap he covered the distance in 28m. 52^s., and the merit of

the performance will be appreciated when it is mentioned
that the course was an out and home one of a mile, necessi-

tating a turn round a flag at each end of the course.

The fourth race was won by R. Walshe.

CLUB NEWS.
Essex M.C.

Members are reminded that the twenty-four hours run from
Voodford to York and back takes place on Saturday next,

he 29th inst.) starting from the Castle Hotel, at 7 p.m.

Manchester M.C.

The above club's petrol consumption test for motor cycles

,nd cars held on Saturday last resulted as follows : A. J.

iloorhouse (3^ h.p. Triumph), 148 miles per gallon; Harry
leed (4 h.p. Dot), second. This rider failed to wait for

,n official to check his distance, and other competitors made
he same mistake, so the second prize was awarded to C.

ll. Kettle (3^ h.p. Triumph).

Sunderland and District M.C.C.

This club held a speed-judging contest on Wednesday even-

ng August 19th, over a course of seven and a half miles.

?here were eleven entrants, who were despatched at intervals

tf five minutes each. The speed set was eighteen miles per
lOur for all, the winner being J. Kirton (3^ h.p. Minerva),
vho finished ^s. late.

Bolton and District M.C.C.

The Bolton and District Motor Cycle Club held its hill-

;limbing competition on the 15th inst., divided into two
:las&es for single and twin-cylinder motor bicycles. A. -J.

Vloorhouse (5 h.p. Twin Rex) won the medal for fastest time
n the twin class, and also the gold medal for best placing on
'ormula ; R. L. Clegg (N.S.U.) the bronze medal for second
'astest time. In the single-cylinder class J. Entwistle (3^
i.p. Triumph) won the medal for fastest time, also the bronze
nedal for second position on formula. The winner of the
jold medal for best placing on formula in the single class was
E. T. Batten (3 h.p. Sarolea).

Newcastle and District M.C.C.

On Saturday next the above club will hold a non-stop
competition starting at 10 a.m. from the second milestone
on the Barrack Road, Newcastle-on-Tyne, to Jedburgh and
back to Newcastle. Three prizes will be awarded, and
bronze medals to all who fulfil the conditions of the trial.

Crewe and District M.C.

This club will hold a members' hill-climbing competition
on Saturday next, the 29th inst. A gold medal will be pre-

sented to the member accomplishing the best performance
on formula, and a silver medal to the member making the
slowest timed ascent.

Hull and East Riding A.C.C.

The meet and hill-climb at Elsham, announced for Satur-
day, August 22nd, had to be postponed. The decision of

the judges re the non-stop run held on August 13th has not
as yet been received. The machines in the hill-climb on
Saturday next at Spout Hill, Brantingham, will be weighed
at Mr. G. A. Brown's farm, Brantingham (by kind per-
mission), and a standing start will be made.

Richmond and District M.C.C.

On August 15th and 16th the members of the Richmond
and District Motor Cycle Club competed for the trophy
kindly preisented to the club by the Marquis de St. Mars.
The competition consisted of a run to Hastings and back,
in which one mark was deducted for every minute spent in
making any repair or adjustment. As neither Mr. Lan-
kester nor Mr. Blois lost any marks a further speed judging
run was held on the Wednesday. The trophy was won by
Mr. K. Lankester, who was only Im. 5s. too fast. Medals
were awarded to all who made a non-stop run.
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Club News.—

HartlepooU and District H.C.

Will hon. secretaries of motor cycle clubs kindly note that

the add'^ess of the hon. sec. of the Hartlepools and Di.-tiict

M.C., Mr. ^Yalton, jun., has been changed to Weardale,
Station Lane, Seaton Carew.

Tarmoutli and District M.C.C.

The Yarmouth and District Motor Cycling Club are hold-

ing a gymkhana on tlie Recreation Ground, Great Yarmouth,
on the 10th prox. ilotor cyclists belonging to any recog-

nised club will be eligible to take part in the coiiipetition,

and should they de>;ire to do so they are requested to com-
municate with the secretary, Mr. Valentine H. Blake, Park
View, Great Yarmouth.

Edinburgh M.C.C.

On the 1st inst., the Edinburgh Motor Cycle Club held a
fifty miles reliability trial, in which was included a fast and
a slow hill-climb. The start was from Fairmilehead to

Biggar by West Linton, and ba>ck by Skirling and Leadbum
to Fairmilehead. The slow hill-clLmb was on Hillend Hill,

and the fast on Flotterstone Hill. The competitors were
required to keep up a speed of twenty miles per hour, and
in order to prevent that speed being exceeded two secret

controls were made, one at Blyth Bridge, and one on Seafield

Road, at both of which marks were deducted from anyone
exceeding the limit. Of the ten starters, all arrived home
in time to gain the full 500 marks for reliability. The
result, after adding marks gained in hill-climbs, and deducting
marks lost at controls, was as follows

:

James R. Alexander (twin Vindec)
P. E. Tolfree (twin Roc) ...

R. A. Macmillan (four-cylinder F.N.)
Alfred Alexander (twin Rexl
E. L. Matthew (four-cylinder F.N.)

J. A. Forrest (single-cylinder Triumph) 511

T. Durie (single-cylinder Triumph) .

C. H. Macmillan (four-cylinder F.N.) .

Dr. Clark (single-cylinder Triumph)
E. Lenthardt (single-cylinder N.S.U.) ,

The fastest in the fnst hill-climb was E.
the slowest in the slow hill-climb was P. E. Tolfree.

. 656 marks
. 535 J >

. 550
5 J

. 525 .J

. 517 >>

) 511 ff

. 508 99

. 494 >>

. 493 >l

. 493 >)

L. Matthew, and

SQUEAKS ON TRICARS.
255. Squeaks on tricars often

arise from the springs. If slots are

{)rovided, work grease in between
eaves with a knife blade, first taking

load off springs by means of screwjack.

TESTING HIGH TENSION CIRCUIT.

25^. Never remove a sparking

plug unless there is grave reason to

suspect it. The high tension circuit

may be tested by laying a screwdriver

with its blade touching plug terminal,

and just not touching engine while con-

tact is made or broken, but this is no
guarantee of the plug being in order.

SPROCKET FASTENINGS.

25"7. The rear wheel chain

sprockets on all but the smallest tricars

are bolted to a disc of the rear hub. It

will be found that in time these bolts

and nuts shake loose ; many of them
may be dropped on the road before

notice is taken, and the hub will then

be spoilt if the machine is driven

further ; or if the looseness is discovered

iu time, they are highly inaccessible,

and much time will be wasted in

tightening them properly. I find the

best method is immediately on receipt

of a new tricar to take off the nuts and
bolts and put a soft leather washer on
each bolt close to its head. Then
thread the bolt through the disc and
Bprocket, and place another washer on

it before replacinq' the nut. Screw nut

(Coficluded from page 610.)

up as tight as it will go with a tube
spanner, and cut off superfluous length
of bolt, leaving only a thread or two
projecting out.=ide the nut. Then take
a snub-nosed punch and a hammer, and
rivet or burr over end of bolt. The nut
will then never come loose, and if at

any time a new sprocket is required,
very little force is needed to get the nut
off the bolt.

TIGHT BOLTS.

25S. A bolt that fits tightly in

its bed must never be knocked out
direct or the thread will be spoilt. The
best plan is to take a copper or brass
punch of smaller diameter than the bolt,

hold it carefully in centre of bolt end,
and give it a very smart tap. Failing
this, a piece of tough wood, sheet lead,

or copper may be laid ever bolt end
before hammering, or the nut may be
half unscrewed, and the nut itself

hammered, but in this last case the
thread is in danger if the bolt be really

tight.

TIGHT NUTS.
25^. If a nut cannot be loosened,

tapping is the first expedient. Screw a
long-handled wrench firmly on to nut,

and tap its far end smartly with a

hammer or weight. If this fails, run
paraffin round nut and try again. A
pair of red hot tongs held around the
nut are then the best resource, but fail-

ing these, a cold chisel and hammer may
be used to start the nut.

View ot the hill,

near Northop, on

whieb the Liverpool

SI.C. had arranged

to hold a hill-clirab-

iBg competition on

the 15th inst. At

the last moment the

police intervened

aiid prohibited the

contest. It will be

noticed that there is

not a single habita-

tion in sight, or any

tffffic on tbe hiU.

By
Road Rider.

TREMBLER BLADE LOST SPRING.

26C3. In time any trembler blade
may lose its temper or acquire a set,

and so cause very sluggish running of

the engine. If no spare is available, a
pie<;e of whalebone or clock spring,

rather less in length than the erring

blade, may be drilled to slip over hold-
ing screw, and put behind blade to

stiffen it.

WHEEL BEARINGS.

26L Every now and then raise

wheels off ground, seize by the rim, and
shake. If there is any side

,
play

tighten cone till wheel is absolutely stiff,

slack back a quarter of a revolution, and
lubricate. A tight wheel bearing or a
dry wheel bearing is a common source
of bad running.

Lubricate hubs every 250 miles.

WIRING.

262. Novices should procure
from the makers of their machine a
sketch of the wiring, and always carry
it with them. This is especially advis-
able with twin - cylinder machines.
Where there is possibility of doubt be-

tween two wires, as at coil, accumula-
tor, contact breaker, or sparking plugs,

one wire and one terminal should be
marked for each other with red paint.

The above " HINTS AND TIPS " will

shortly be reprlntei in book form.
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HOW TO CAMP WITH A BIOTOR CYCLE.
By AT.EX. P. MOELLER and J. ROBERTSON BR J., I

HE great inteiest taken

in the light camping
kit exhibited at Mr.

A. Candler's lecture

before the members of the

Auto Cycle Union in the

early part of this year leads

us to believe that a little

guidance and advice will

be welcomed by readers of

2'he Motor Cycle.

The steady growth of the

camping movement and the

increasing popularity of motor cycling should result

in a very large addition to the ranks of motor cycle

campers.
There is no need to prove the practicability of the

thing; it has been, and is being, done with marked

success. Apparently one of the chief obstacles in

the minds of motor

cyclists is the limited

space available on

a motor cycle when
compared with the

pedal machine.

Having been a

camper tor the last

six years, and having

owned during that

time eleven different

makes of motor

cycles, one of us has

no hesitation in say-

ing that there is no
difficulty whatever

in carrying the most
luxurious kit. A
complete outfit for

two people, with the

exception of the

second man's (or

lady's) sleeping gear,

is packed away in

the baskets shown
in the illustrations.

In the right-hand
pannier are the

stove, toaster, spirit

stove for boiling shaving water, methylated spirit

flask, pots, pans, cups, cutlery, shaving tackle, all

packed carefully between the dish cloth, dish towel,

and spare socks to prevent rattle. The left pannier
contains down quilt and sleeping bag. In the large
basket are cottage tent, ground sheet, ground blanket,

flysheet, pegs, bucket, eight plates, one quart milk
bottle, rubber shoes, candelabra, candles, towel, soap,
tablecloth, collars, vest, handkerchiefs, down pillow,

repair outfit for stove, salt, sugar, pepper, mustard,
six kippers, quarter of a pound of butter, box of

One of the writers of the article, and his motor cycle, fully equipped with the camping outfit,

cheese, bread, coffee, etc. On the handle-bars

the poles and a rabbit rifle are lodged. In

addition to the above array, the toolbag on the handle-

bar and one on the carrier contain every possible UxA
and spare that could be required by the most exacting

motor cyclist.

It is most important that the packing should be done

very carefully, the soft articles forming a padding foi

the hard. Every little corner and crevice should hi

taken advantage of, and when packed the baskets 01

bags should be practically solid right through. Twc
web straps hold the handle-bar articles, two other;

the pannier bags, and one long strap the large basket

which, resting on the top edge of the par.riers, pre

vents them from flapping sideways. This methoc

of strapping to the machine renders the luggage

absolutely rigid, and yet enables the complete kit t<

be detached in three minutes and replaced in five

We will now turn our attention to details of th(

kit, which has beer

much lightened o
late and renderec

yet more compact
Many of the articles

have been evolvec

from the continua

and practical experi

ments of members o|
the Association oi

Cycle Campers.

The Tents.

These are many
and various, but

fall generally undei

three heads: The
"A" (original),

Cottage (tw^o sizes),

and the Gipsy (three

sizes). The Cottage

and Gipsy are the

most used, especially

the latter, which is

an excellent touring

tent, as it can be

pitched in less time,

has only two guys

and requires much
less ground space. With the Cottage a flysheet or

double roof is essential. The poles are of bamboo,

made on the fishing rod jointed principle, and are of

wonderful lightness and strength. The rubber ground

sheet effectually prevents any damp from penetrating,

however wet the ground may be. Over the sheet is

spread a thin woollen blanket.

Meals.

There is nothing in the way of stoves to beat the

Primus. Spirit stoves are slow, and, whereas paraffin
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low to Camp with a Motor Cycle

s almost every-

vhere obtainable,

,pirit, at least of

he methylated

,rder, is often at a

ad discount. The
Association o f

"ycle Campers lias

lesigned a cante<ni

i five nesting voi<

fith fry-pan lid

, nd detachall';

L an d 1 e s , ai!
lembers can there-

ore choose accord

-

ng to their require-

fients. Wind

Sketch showing the method employed for

strapping the pannier bags seenrely to the
motor cycle rear carrier.

creen, bucket, wash basin, toaster and pot ring for

tove have all been specially designed with a view to

hie utmost reduction of weight and bulk. Spoons,
orks, milk bottle, and condiment box are all of

luminium, but enamelled mugs and plates of the

Lghtest make are preferable to those made of this

letal.

Sleeping Gear.
This depends somewhat on the time of the year

nd the nature of the season ; some campers require

ir more covering than others. Generally a sleeping

ag, slightly bifurcated, is carried and a down quilt

rith a special valance.

Weights and Dimensions.
Single Gipsy, 6ft. by 4ft. by 3ft. 9in., complete (tent,

poles, pegs, ground sheet, and ground blanket)'

4j4 lbs. ; this vidll sleep two at a pinch. Large
Gipsy, 6ft. 6in. by 5ft. gin. by 5ft. 3in., complete Sj4

lbs. ; will sleep two or three. Large Cottage, 6ft. 6in. by
6ft. 6in. by 5ft., complete with fiysheet, 12^ lbs. ; will

sleep three or four. For nearly seven years now these

tents have been put to every possible test in all

weathers at all seasons of the year.

Camping Sites.

Practically every farm in the country is a camping
site, provided there is some slight shelter to be had^
preferably a hedge. A hospitable and kindly wel-

come is invariably the rule. An armful of straw

early in the year or during a particularly wet season

adds to the comfort of the tent, but scores of campers
never use it.

A barn or outhouse is generally available as protec-

tion for the "steed," but if not, the cycle can be
left out with a covering of oiled lawn, and will come
to no harm.

The Advantages of the Camp.
Independence, whether of inns, hotels, or—break-

downs. No need to push the machine for miles in

search of a resting place. One can pitch camp and
repair any damage at one's leisure. A sojourn

amidst the beauty spots of your native land, not to

be surpassed, or indeed approached by any " command
of the sea " or " view of the hills " from the windows
of a fashionable hotel. Economy and increased

pleasure and health.

We shall be pleased to answer any enquiries that

readers may care to address to us, c/o the Editor, andl

give further advice.

A CASE FOR APPEAL.
rHE decision of Judge Greenwell in the county

court case quoted below will come as a great

surprise to all motor cyclists. The decision

is contrary to anything we have previously read

r heard of, and such a miscarriage of justice that it

3 likely to have far-reaching effects on the pastime

nless prompt action is taken to appeal against it. We
Tint the newspaper report of the case, extracted from
le Neivcastle Daily Journal of August 8th

:

" A Motor Cycle Declared a Nuisance.
" At Hexham County Court on August 7th, his

lonour (Judge Greenwell) had before him a case in

^hich Andrew English, Acomb, claimed ;^5o damages
rom Robert Sewell, Hexham, for injury to himself and
is trap by the negligent riding of a motor cycle by the

efendant on the road between Acomb and Hexham on
le ist February, or in the alternative for damages for

njury by the defendant placing a nuisance on the high-

'^ay. After hearing the evidence, his Honour held that

here was no negligence, but under the circumstances
f the case he was satisfied that this machine was a

uisance, and therefore the defendant must be held

able. If the parties could not agree as to damages
lat would have to go to the registrar for settlement.

Ir. B. D. Gibson, solicitor, Hexham, was for the

laintifif, and Mr. J. A. Baty, solicitor, Hexham, for

le defendant."
We have communicated the decision in this case to

le secretaries of the Auto Cycle Union and Motor
l^nion, who have the matter in hand, and in addition

we have submitted the paragraph to our legal adviser,

who has replied as follows

:

" The judgment of the Hexham County Court will

no doubt be disregarded, and is not binding on other

judges, as county courts are only inferior courts. It

may be possible for any particular motor cycle to be a

nuisance, but a motor cycle as such is not a legal

nuisance, and a claim for damages on the ground that

a motor cyclist is placing a nuisance on the road ought

not to be upheld. It will be remembered that the Loco-

motives on Highways Act, 1896, provided that the

enactments referred to in the schedule to such Act

should not apply to light locomotives (including, of

course, motor cycles). Amongst such enactments is the

Locomotives Act, 1861, Section 13, which provides that

anyone using on a highway a locomotive so constructed

or used as to cause a public or private nuisance shall

be liable to an indictment or action. This does not

now apply to motor cars and motor cycles. If the

judge held that a motor cycle was in itself a nuisance

his decision should be appealed against."

In the interests of motor cyclists this is obviously a

case which should receive very prompt attention at the

hands of one or both of the organisations above men-

tioned. We hope to be able to announce elsewhere

that an appeal will be lodged.
>-•••-<

H. P. Rose, Ltd., have opened a branch establish-

ment at Bedford Place, Brighton, where they are acting

as agents for Douglas and N.S.U. motor cycles.
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RECENT PATENTS.
By ERIC W. WALFORD. F.C.I.P.A.

A Mechanical Horn.

Although this construction is not likely to be universally

adopted, a short description may be of some interest. The
horn A has a reed of the usual kind, and is provided with a

bellows 3, normally held

open by the spring C.

Mounted' on a pivoted lever

D is a friction wheel E,

which can be brought into

contact with the tyre F by
pulling the cord G. Attached

to the periphery of the fric-

tion wheel E is a cable H,
and tliis cable runs over a
pulley, and is secured to the

movable side of the bellows

B. Thus when the friction

M'heel is brought into contact

with the tyre the bellows will

be operated and the horn
sounded. From the relative

dimensions of the wheels in

frictional contact, it appears

that the horn would be
sounded about nine times for each revolution of the cycle

wheel.—K. Gabriel, No. 27,369, 1907.

A Two-speed Hub Gear.

This gear is of the type in which two driving chains are
employed. The hub shell A is mounted on ball bearings on

abutments B and C formed integral with
the high and low driving chain wheels D
and E respectively. These chain wheels
are mounted freely on ball bearings F on
the spindle G, which spindle is formed
hollow for the passage of the operating
rod H. Carried centrally within the hub
is a sliding double jaw clutch J, which
must always rotate with the hub owing

W'

i
I

to feathers K. The teeth of this jaw
clutch J are adapted to engage with
corresponding teeth L and M on the abut-
ments B and C respectively. The double
jaw clutch is actuated by a crosspiece P
fixed on the operating rod H, and is

normally held in engagement with the
teeth on the high speed abutment C by
the spring N, the low speed abutment

then being free. When the clutch is in the position shown in
the drawing, the hub is free of both abutments, and no drive
can take place. When the clutch is drawn into engagement
with the abutment C, the low gear is in operation and the
high gear abutment is free.—A. Keadhead, Ao. 18,389, 1907.

A New Variable Pulley.

The fixed pulley flange A is integral with a sleeve B, which
is secured to the engine crankshaft. The movable pulley
flange C is screwed on to a short sleeve which is connected
to a collar D. This collar is provided with a number of
pivoted catches E adapted to engage recesses F in the fixed
pulley sleeve B, and which are normally held in their opera-
tive position by springs G. Adjacent to the movable flange

is a second collar H having a bevelled edge J. This collai

is adapted to be moved laterally by a peg and inclined slol

device (not shown). When this is effected the bevelled edg<

Z acts upon the ends of the pivoted catches E to withdraw
them from engagement with the sleeve B. This allows tb
movable flange to be slid laterally to" vary the distanc
between the flanges.—D. Carter, No. 18,036, 1907.

A Front-driven Tricar^

This invention re-

lates to a form of
tricar which was re-
cently described ia
this paper. Tke
front wheel A is

carried in. the forked
lever B, which k
pivoted at C to the
usual rigid fork. This
fork also carries the
engine D. The free
ends of the pivoted
lever B are controlled
by springs E, pro-
viding a spring sus-

pension. In the con-
struction illustrated,

transmission is by
belt to the counter-
shaft F, and thence
by chain to the wheel
A.—F. L. Huttel,
No. 4,711, 1908.

An Exhaust Silencer.

The exhaust gases enter the silencer through the inlet'-

and strike the face of the cone B. They then expand in th

chamber C, and escape through the perforations D into I

Here the ga.ses are directed by the inclined plane F towar
the perforations G, through which they pass into the annula

chamber H, and thence to the atmosphere through- the pei

forations J.—B. F. R. ColJyer, No. 8,505, 1908.
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lOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
- BEDS.—v3i li.p. 1906 Eex. spring forks, good

J running order; £13.

" EEDS.—23 h.p. Minerva, girder forks, en-

J gine first-class order; £11 10s.

- BEDS.—2 h.p. Minerva, girder forks, good

J running order; £6 10s.

- EBDS—2| h.p. De Dion, Chater-Lea frame,

J long liandle-bars, good hill-climber;

12 10s.

' EEDS.—5 li.p. Twin Rex, spring forks,

J 2Jin. tyres; £16 10s.

r EEDS.—2J h.p. Lightweight; wants coil

Li and carburetter; £5.

" EEDS.—^ h.p. Kerry; just overhauled,

Li and frame enamelled green; £12.

- EEDS Motor Exchange, 28, Dock Street.

_J

) hp Triumph, newly overhauled, new
J Palmer back; £11.-61, Haddon Street,

[iddlesbrough.

I
007 Twin Eex. perfect running order ;

£20,-

Lcf exchange entertained.—45. Infirmary

toad, Sheffield.

' h p. Twin-cylinder Eoc, two speeds, in

) good order; £25.—Hitchings. Ltd., 74,

!old Street, Liverpool.

) h.p. Lloyds, 26in. by 2iin. Palmers, spares.

) etc., in good condition; £16.—Lugden's,
tontractors. Low Moor, Bradford.

)1. h.p. White and Poppe, low build, fast

>2 and reliable, only wants seeing; £17.

-46, Stather Lees Eoad. Sheffield.

)1 h.p Rex Tourist, magneto, fine condi-

>2 tion; £22.—Dairs, 191, Brunswick
treet, Oxford Road, Manchester.

VIEW 1909 Model 54 h.p. Phelon and Moore.
.1 two speeds. Palmer tyres in stock. —
'otter. Agent, Blenheim Square, Leeds.

)1 h.p. Quadrant, Shamrock-Excelsior,
y'2 non-skid, footboards. Whittle belt, no
ledals; price £18.-163, Park Road, Bolton.

)1 h.p. Rex, splendid order, spring forks,

J 2 all spares; £15; appointment by letter.

-P. Thorougood. Waterloo, near Liverpool.

31 h.p. Centaur, low built, 26in. wheels.

J 2 Palmer tyres, chain drive, free engine;
lerfect order; £16 lowest.-Lawson, Burley
klount, If^ed-a:

31 h.p. N.S.U., magneto, spring forks, ex-

J2 cellent condition; £19, or exchange
or 1908 Moto Reve.-Tranmer, 133, Victoria
load, Scarborough.

MINERVA, standard model, almost new.
Continentals, spring forks, perfect con-

lition; bargain.—Barlow, Victoria Terrace,
Searsley, Farnworth.

21 h.p. Viper Motor Cycle, Jap engine. 28in.

2 Clipper tyres, 23in. frame, not ridden
500 miles, guaranteed sound; £12 10a.—Leach,
L9, Leonard Street. Hull.

BJL h.p. Rex, splendid condition through-
2 out; a genuine bargain; only wants

seeing; £14.—Grompton, Coal Merchant. 103,

Edinboro' Street, Gfoole.

4 h.p. Roc, July, 1908, two-speed, Druid
i spring forks, Shamrock-Excelsior back.
Whittle belt, lamp, horn, sparest £35, or
DfEers.-21, Loxham Street, Bolton.

TRIUMPH, 1903, lamp, horn, and spares,
like new, footrests. fastest time in

single class Bolton and District Hill-climb

;

£38.—Jos. Entwistle, 322, Manchester Eoad,
Bolton.

31 h.p. 1904 Rex, perfect, new tyres, belt
4 and spring forks, footboards, bar-

gain. £12; 2J h.p. Bradbury, perfect, £10;
wanted, screw-cutting lathe.—Fairhurst, 16,
Greenough Street, Wigan.

23. h.p. Kerry, F.N. carburetter, low. 26in.
4 wheels, Clincher A Won, new on back,

trembler coil, 20 amp. accumulators, lamp,
toolbag, spares, registration, enamelling,
and plating perfect, fast and reliable; £11
10s.—10. Barley Wood Road, Darnall, Shef-
aeld.

T rVERPOOL (Rex Agency).—Before buying
J-i your new mount come and have a look
at our machines. The largest stock of new
and second-hand machines for fifty miles
round; anything taken in nart payment,—
F; C. Jones and Co., 3, Redcross Street,
L/iverpool.

!
MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

DUUIbI U UriUl UrrLiiy ^ F.N., magneto, elo by 65 Dunlop^'^car
I tyre on back, Brooks's pan seat, all abso-
lutely perfect; 35 guineas.

SIX 2i h.p. REX FEATHERWEIGHTS,
1908 models, nearly new, probably run 200 miles,

low built, high tension magnetos, climb hills as

good as some 3J h.p. models,
£19 19 each, or exchange.

FIVE NEW TWIN ANTOINES,
5} h.p., 1908 models, low built, 2jin. tyres, latest

handle-bar control, smart and powerful machines,
suitable for sidecar work, going at a second-hand
price,

£25 each, or exchange.

FOUR 5i h.p. REX-DE-LDXE,
1907 models, fitted with magnetos. Roe clutch,
twin tyres, spring forks, spring seats, eost £50 o o,

ideal sidecar machines, handle starting,

£27 10 each, or axebange.

THREE 3J h.p. REXES,
1907 models, spring forks, low built, good tjTes,

good hill-climbers and smart-looking machines,
£16 16 each, or exchange.

SIX 5h p. TWIN REXES,
beautiful machines. fitted with spring forks low
built, 26in. wheels will take a sidecar any-
where,

£17 17 each. or exchange.

SEVEN 1906 3i h.p. REXES,
low built, spring forks, 26in. wheels, Longuemore
carburetters, climbs steep hOls, very reliable,

£15 15 each, or ezefaange.

EIGHT 3i h.p. REXES,
very low built, both feet can be placed on the

gronnd while seated in the saddle, zOin. ^vheels,

Longuemares,
£11 11 each, or exchange.

OTHER RICH BARGAINS.
6 h.p. Twin REX, 1907, magneto £19 19

5 h.p. Twin VINDEC, 1907, magneto 29 10

4i h.p. Twin MINERVA, magneto 25

4i h.p. Twin MINERVA, spring forks 19 19
5 h.p. Twin G.B., magneto 25
6 h.p. Twin REX and sidecar 22
6 h.p. Twin PHANOMEN, 1908, new month

ago, Nala two-speed, magneto, spring
forks, fan cooled, only been 200 miles,

cost £66 42 10

3j h.p. TRIUMPH, 1907 32 10

4 h.p. ROC, magneto, free engine 25
4 h.p. ADTOINE, magneto, two speeds .

.

20 10
Four-cylinder F.N., magneto 19 19

3j h.p. ARIEL, M.O.V., low 14 14

4 h.p. ADTOINE. M.O.V., low 14 14

LIGHTWEIGHTS.
3 h.p. HUMBER, £11 ; 3J h.p. CLARENDON,

£11 10s. ; 3i h.p. EXCELSIOR, £10 10s. ; 3} h.p.

REX, £10 10s. ; 2i h.p. BUCKET, £9 10s. ; Jd.p.
MINERVA, £8 15s. ; 1} h.p. MINERVA, £6 15s. ;

2} h.p. REX, £8 15s. ; 2^ h.p. JAP, £8 15'-.
;

2j h.p. KERRY, £10 10s. ; 2 h.p. HUMBER,
£8 5s. Push cycles taken in exchange.

TRICARS.
4 h.p. HUMBER, w.c, two speeds £15 15

5 h.p. QUADRANT, two speeds 19 19

|4 h.p. BAT, fan cooled 19 19

CORONET VARIABLE
SPEED PULLEY.

14/- each.

Special Terms to the Trade.

Standard makes can be had with-

out sending old puUey for pattern.

The screwed flange is securely held in any position

by a simple yet ingenious contrivance that dis-

tinguishes it as the most improved pulley made.
GRIPSKIN BELTING.

Scientifically made from seleeted parts of hides.

An ef&cient belt at a popular price. Outlasts two

rubber belts. Correct angle, perfect drive, non-

stretching. We send on tpproval on receipt of P.O.

|in. 9d., Jin. lOJd., |in. 1/-, lin. 1/1.

Special Terms to the Trade.

Boo-th's IS/lo-fcoi- ExchsLns-e,
CORONET WORKS. WADE ST., HALIFAX.

Telephone igSy.

STOCKPOET.—3J h.p. 1908 Midget Bicar,
two-speed and free engine, 26 by 2i

Continentals, unscratcbed, Bowden handle-
bar control, special large footboards, Druid
spring forks, will climb anything, enamelled
white; 35 guineas.

STOCKPORT.—7-9 h.p. Twin Peugeot, mag-
neto, spring forks. 26 by 24in. Palmer

Cords. BlOO saddle, not run 200 miles, cost
£75; 38 guineas to clear.

STOCKPORT.—2 h.p. Minerva, splendid
climber, £8 10^.; 2i h.p. Demos light-

weight, everything perfect, very little
used, £12.

STOCKPOET.—Write for catalogue of the
Midget Bicar if you wish to know why

they have caught on so. Then come and
try one; then you will buy one.—Lund and
Sergent (late Lund and Davies), Heaton
Lane, Stockport.

2 h.p. Werner, in splendid running order,
engine new, bushed, new accumulator

(Fuller's), tyres never been punctured; £12,
or nearest offer; spring forks—.W. Buchan,
Conishead, Ulverston.

21 h.p. Triumph-Jap, Shamrock-Excelsior
2 tyre, G.B. accumulator, copper tanks,

lamp, carrier, stand, numerous spares,
splendid condition; £17.—Beesley, Charles-

,
town Eoad, Blackley, Manchester.

6 h.p. Twin Roc, absolutely new, never
been ridden, spring forks. Palmer

cords, handle-bar control,, two-speed and
clutch ; cost over £60, will sell £35 ; must
have money.—Whalley, School Lane, near
Preston.

2 h.p. Clement Lightweight, two-speed, £7
10s.; 3 h.p. Dowson (vertical), Longue-

mare, £10; 3 h.p. Calvert (vertical). Brown
and Barlow, Palmers, £7 10s.; all perfect,
or exchange.—Mac, 56, Carr'hill Boad, Moss-
ley, Manchester.

3 h.p. Twin Peugeot throughout, TrufFault
spring forks, lin. Dermatine belt (new),

two pulleys, enamelling and plating un-
scratched, guaranteed perfect; £25; will
take lower power in part exchange. — S.

Missen, Cottingham, Hull.

MOTOR Cycle, 3J h.p. Auto engine, Lon-
guemare. footboards, low, long handle-

bars, two belts, new Clincher covers and
tubes, good order; bargain. £18, or near
offer, or exchange.—E. Middleton, 21, Ken-
sington Eoad, Southport.

31 h.p. Eex and detachable forecarriage,
4 side stays, band brakes, splendid

tjrres, marvellous climber, £17, or separate,
trial; 2| h.p. Wearwell, good condition,
Clinchers, low, £9 10s.—Eamsbottom, 205,
Whalley New Eoad, Blackburn.

03. h.p. Griffon, exceedingly low, 26in., ver-
-j4 tical engine, spray, long bars, canti-
lever spring seat, brass tank, M.O.V.,
enamelling and plating good, bag, tools,
horn, lamp, pump, goggles, rubber coat:
bargain, £9 10s.—Captain Spiney, Dutch
Eiverside, Goole.

MINEEVA and Eex.—We carry the largest
stock of spare parts in the provinces

for these machines, can deliver new ma-
chines from stock at low prices; cash, ex-
change, o^ gradual payments; charged ac-
cumulators for hire, Is. per week.—Oookson
Bros., 511, Chester Eoad. Old Trafford.

HUDDEESFIELD Agents for Triumphs,
N.S.U., Brown, Eoc, Phelon-Moore,

Minerva, Vindec; any make supplied; new
and S.H. machines in stock. Offers wanted
for 3J h.p. shop-soiled N.S.TJ., ne-ser ridden ;

5 h.p. Twin Eex, done 600 miles'; 3 h.p. Howe,
good condition. — Moldgreen Engineering
Works.

DON'T Miss This, cannot be repeated. —
5J h.p. twin N.S.U., absolutely new

and unscratched, not run a yard, magneto
ignition, spring forks. Continental 2Jin.
tyres, fitted with lamp, horn, stand, etc.;
list price £52, extras cost £3, sell for £38 10s.,

packed in crate and sent same day as cash
received.—W. Harrison, 5, Lincoln Street,
Haslingden.

In ansu>ering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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LOTOR BICYCLES FOR,,.;SALE.

SECTION III.

:arnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire,

Derby, Stafford, Shropshire, Mont-
gomery, and Merioneth.

1 h.p. Kerry, powerful, low, splendid con-
'2 dition, spares, spray carburetter;
L3.—Below.

-6 h.p. twin Rex, cantilever seat, footrests,
' Eich's tubes. Clincher A Won covers,

enty of spares, excellent condition ;
£21.—

'. H. D. Priest,. Olaremont Street, Old Hill,

,affs.

k EIEL, 5h h.p., Druid spring forks, latest;

i £18.—SmaHwood, 2, Park ExDad, Bear-
ood, Smethwick.

h.p. Humber, free engine, good condition
' and running order ; £15.—Williams,
igle Hotel, Llanfyllin.

> ARGAIN.—5-7 h.p. Twin Peugeot., two-
y speed, non-skid, 1907, little used; £23.—
, Albert Eoad, Hale, Cheshire.

JL h.p. Minerva, everything in very good
'2 order, spar© valve and pulley; £15.—
, Sawley Eoad, Long Eaton.

1EIUMPH, magneto, 1906, like new, £5
just spent on overhauling by makers;

!5.—Parker, Melbourne, Derby.

1. h.p. Minerva Cycle, good order, very
'2 fast, new tyres, long handle-bars;
Leap for cash.—H. H. Turner, Bloxwich.

>EX Tourist, 3i h.p., 1908 model, magneto,
\j ball bearing engine, new and unused

;

fers, cash or exchange.—Parker, Mel-
lurne. Derby.
^0 be sold, cheap, for immediate sale. —

2k h.p. Kerry, in excellent condition,
ring forks.—Particulars, Plowright, Bake-
jll.

h.p. Ariel Cycle, Longuemare, accumu-
lator, £12 12s. ; Nonpareil three-speed,

se engine clutch, 30s.—29, Upper Bar, New-
irt, Salop.

h.p. Twin Peugeot, Chater^Lea, extra
heavy Clinchers (unpunctured), foo't-

ards, torpedo tank; £31.—hughes, jun.,
lemist, Altrincham.

h.p. Ealeigh, two-speed, chain drive.
Clincher tyres, very good condition;

0, or near offer.—S. Williams, 238, Water-
3 Street, Burton-on-Trent.

h.p. Vindec Special, new 1907, all spares
and accessories, perfect, going order

;

r cash, £25, or nearest.—E. S. Thomas, 15,

3unt Eoad, New Brighton.

\UADEANT, 3^ h.p., 1907, spring forks.
I spares, accessories, new Watawata and
are, two-way switch, etc., not run 1,000,

new; £27 10s.—Ligat, Chaseley, Bramhall,
leshire.

5 GUINEAS.—1908 Eex, 2i h.p., magneto,
new end of May last, guaranteed

lendid order; must sell; £16, gent's bicycle
id cash; stamp, reply.—Williams, Edeyr-
on Shop, Corwen.

908 Triumph, Continental rubber non-skid
back, lamp, horn, and all spares; per-

et in every respect; will rid© 100 miles to
tending purchaser; £39 cash, no offers.—
Worrall, 22, Park Street. Walsall.

1 h.p. Wolf Bike and Forecar, Eeynold's
4 chain drive, free engine, spare wheel,
[punctured Dunlops and Palmers, E.I.C.
il, accumulators ; 18 guineas, or best oifer

;

ial: photo.—Beedle, Ironmonger, Great
•idge. Tipton.

>EOWN, Zi h.p., magneto, two-speed gear
> (15-guinea Brown), fitted with new inch
illeys, new Stanley belt, spare Continental,
and new Dreadnought and Clincher Al
tra tyres, lamp and tools, Mills-Fulford
stor wheel sidecar, .lust rebushed through-
it, easy starter, will go up anything; £32
i., complete.—Can be seen any time at 12,
gin Drive, Discard, Cheshire.

SECTION IV.

[ottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland,
Northamptonshire, and Warwickshire.

[UMBEE, 21 h.p., genuine bargain; trial;
cash wanted; sacrifice £10.—Plamwell,

orksop.

h.p. Werner, very low built; £11 10s.. or
offer; must sell.-Smith, Ford Street,

. Mary, Nottingham.

In answering any of these

£3 DO>A^N
SECURES ANY OF THE FOLLOWING 20 MACHINES

BALANCE 5/- PER WEEK.

3 h.p. N.S.U.,M.O.V.,vertical,-26'' wheels .. £15

3j h.p. REX (1906), Rex spring forks 15 15

3 h.p. FAFNIR, spray, Palmers 12

2j SINGER, vertical, magneto,'26" wheels . . 10

5 h.p. Twin KERRY, very low 19

si h.p. Twin REX, very good 19

3 h.p. TRIUMPH, 26" wheels 19

2 h.p. MINERVA, M.O.V. 8

2i h.p. KERRY, low, 26111. wheels 10

4 h.p. Twin GARRARU-MAXFIELD 1.

3i h.p. DUX, vertical, M.O.V., spray ID

3 h.p. EXCELSIOR, very good puller IJ

3J h.p. 1905 REX, M.O.V 13

3 h.p. REX, vertical, spray, trembler 10

3 h.p. NOBLE, spray, vertical, M.O.V 10

2} h.p. PEBOCK, vertical, spray, 25" wheels 11

2I h.p. R. and P.. vertical, spray, 26" wheels 10

3 h.p. REX, spray 10

3i h.p. REX, 22in. frame 11

3 DE DION, vertical, low 10

Cash, Exchange, or Extended Payments.

3^ h.p. BROWN, magneto, very low 19

6 h.p. Twin REX and sidecar 23

7-g h.p. ROC, Peugeot engine, Roc two-speed
gear and clutch, igo8 macli.ne 39

MONTGOMERY sidecar, fits above machine 7

4 h.p. R:OC, magneto, Roc clutch. 25
5-6 h.p. REX DE LUXE, Roc two-speed gear

and clutch 33
5-6 h.p, REX DELUXE, magneto, Roc clutch 27 13

3i h.p. Four-cylinder F.N., magneto 23

sl h.p. REX DE LUXE, clutcii. twin tyres.. 24
4 h.p. ANTOINE, 1907, masneto 19

4J h.p. Four-cylinder DURKOPP 23 10

55/- cash and good push bike for any of these.

a h.p. UNIVERSAL £8 iJ h.p. ROT HWELL.
iJ h.p. MINERVA . . £8 i ; h.p. BA\ LISS.

Rubber and Canvas V Belts.

r 9d., r 1/-. r 1/4, i" l/S per foot.

Any length cut. Fasteners 6d. each.

TRICARS, Etc.

4 h.p. BAT, spring frame, 26" wheels £13
8-10 h.p. Twin REXETTE 4710
5 h.p. REXETTE, two speeds 29

4J h.p. REXETTE, water-cooled 25

4i h.p. QUADCAR, water-cooled, two speeds 16

SIDE AND FORECARS.
Rigid sidecar, quite new, 26" wheels £5

.. „ 28' „ 5
MONTGOMERY, nearly new 7
Smart Forecar, 26in. wheels 4 10

I am receiving old batteries by every post. Send
yours (carriage paid) and 8/6 for a brand new accu-
mulator (well-known make), worth £1. Owing to the
great rush, offer is liable to be withdrawn at any
moment.

ODD BARGAINS.
Osborne Four-speed Gear, fits Minerva £2 5
Osborne Four-speed Gear, 1908, fits Rex .... 3
Osborne Free Engine Clutch 1 10
Motor Cycle Frame, inclined 25/6
Bioo saddle 12/6
Mabon clutch, fits Triumph 37/6

CLINCHER COVERS.
Heavy " A Won " quality with name on.
26 X 2 18/6 26 X 2i 19/6
26 y "^ 23/- 28 X 2i 23,-

S/- allowed for old cover.

Lycett's Lightning Stands
for 24in., 25in., or 28in.

wheels, per pair .... 4/9

Brand New Clincher A Won
Quality Covers, fitted with
bhamrock or Goodrich rul)-

ber-studded non-skid bands.
These bands are properly
vulcaiiised to new Chncher
covers, making a rubber

tread of over Jin. in thickness.
26x2, 52/- 26X2i, 55/- 26X2i, 68/-

10/- allowed for old cover in part payment.
Genuine Continentals. Genuine Continentals.

Cover. Tube. Cover. Tube.
26 X 2 24/- 9/6 38 X 2 25/- 10/-
26 X 2i 25/6 10/- 28 X 2j 27/3 10/6
26 X 2i 29/8 11/- 28 X 2i 29/9 11/3

3/- allowed for old Covers, 2/- for old Tubes.
Send for Price Liit of Accessories. Pounds saved.

E. FARRAR,
ALBION WORKS, SQUARE ROAD, HALIFAX.

Next door to Square Church.

advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.'"

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
rpEIUMPH, 1908, new tyres, sh .p-soiled
-L only; £45.—The Victoria Garage and
Electrical Co., Coventry.

3 h.p. Humber, belt drive, complete^ £14
109.—The Victoria Garage and Electrical

Co., Coventry.

3 h.p. Clarendon, new, £21; Zenith bicar,
two-speed, perfect order, very fast, £25.

—The Victoria Garage and Electrical Co.,
Coventry.

O h.p. Clarendon, splendid condition, newO Palmer back; 10 guineas; bargain.—
Robert Julyan, Peterborough.

TEIUMPH, 1907, Zh h.p., magneto, spring
forlis, nsarly new; accept £30; bar-

gain.—45, Parade, Leamington.

31 h.p. Cycle, Auto engine, in good order;
4 £11. or nearest offer.—Reeves, 82,

Church Street, Lozells, Birmingham.

REX. new, 3| h.p., magneto, ball engine,
only run about ten miles, 2J tyres; per-

feet; sacrifice. £33.—Timmons, Mansfield.

-i Q08 Triumph Motor Cycle, 3| h.p., raag-
J-tJ neto. only ridden 800 miles; W guin-
eas, or near offer.-Fobs, Church Street, Lea-
mington.

FIRST £6 IDs. gets my 3J h.p. Minerva;
good condition; no offers; money

wanted. — Box 615, The Motor Cycle Gfiicea,
Coventry.

31 h.p. Rex, handle-bar control, beautiful
2 condition, very low built, climb any-

thing; bai'gain, £16.-67, King Richard
Street, Coventry.

TRIUMPH, 1908. engine 3694, left works
July 18th, latest magneto, latest studded

rear tyre, scarcely soiled; £40.-71, Oakfield
Road, Birmingham.

41 h.p. Four-cylinder F.N., new two months
2 ago, latest low model, little used,

'spares; seen any time; £39.—Nicholls, 22,

Westfield Street, Lincoln.

31 h.p. Ariel, guaranteed perfect. Palmers,
2 new Dermatine belt, two accumula-

tors, lamp, plate and enamel exceptional;
price £14 10s., or near offer.

31 h.p. Cunard first-class order, splendid
2 hill-climber, very reliable machine;

price, £10.

Ql h.p. Rex, new belt, and Clincheir tyres,
02 good order; a bargain, £9.—For trials,
apply Groom's Central Garage, Tovvcester.

13 h.p. Chater-Lea-Minerva, lifter, B90 sad-
4 die, numbers, lately overhauled,

easy starter, and reliable; £6, or offers. —
609, The Motor Cycle Offloas, Coventry.

h.p. Buchet, long, 19in. frame, spring
forks, £13; wanted, 3in. by Sin. cylin/r

der, piston, 28in. back wheel cover, tube,
cheap.—Watkins, Fruiterer, Coventry.

31 h.p. 1904 Rex. very fast, splendid hill-

4 climber; tyres unscratched, easy
starter; £12, or near offer; trial by ap-
pointment.—6i6,- The Motor Cycle Offices, Cov-
entry.

31 h.p. Hamilton, engine as new, handle-
2 bar controlled inlet, spring forks, sparg

belt, valves, accumulator, and pulley; trial,-

photo; £11.—W. E. AdamSi 78, Moor Street/^-
Coventry.

. ;• ii.

31 ih.p. Rex, powerful, speedy, gobd accu-
2 mulators, coil, bag, tools, voltmeter,

stand, carrier, petrol gauge, good Clinchers,
running: £10 10s.—Ivens, Church House,
Mansfield. /"v.j

ROC, 4 h.p., 1908, shop-soiledl .48 -guinea
model. £40; also a % h.p. twin Minerva,

£18: and a 3i h.p. Bat, £10 10s. to clear. —A.
W. Wall. Ltd., Roc Motor Cycle "Works. Bir-
mingham.

-J
Q08 Triumph, actual distance ridden 160

l-U miles, with great care, and rot
scratched, a most perfect machine; reason
for having to sell.—No. 611, The Motor Cycle

OfiBces, Coventry.

MINERVA, 4i h.p. Twin, late 1907, Shaw
non-skid, Dermatine, Albion pulley,

rear tube butted, excellent conditio 1

throughout ; leaving country ; £25. — 116,

^rinity Road, Handsworth, Birmingham.

S.U., 3f h.p., leoe, new July, not ridden
400 miles, unscratched, magneto, spring

forkis, stand, carrier, headlight, separate
generator, unused, comiplete; £33. cost over
£48; going in for car.—10, Shakespeare
Street, Nottingham.

4

N-
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lOTOH BICYCLES FOR SALE.

f ONDON Eex Motors.—J. Horner and Co.,
J Store Street, stock all models.
r ONDON Kex Agency.—All models of Eex
J 1908 motors; gradual payment or ex-
hang«s.
' ONDON Rex Official Agents.—Write to ns
J for prompt attention ; spares, tools.—
tore Street.

ONDON Rex Agency.—As new, 3J h.p. Tri-
J umph, 1908, with Roc two-speed gear,
nd Triumph original wheel as spare, only
un 200 miles; a bargain, 44 guineas.

ONDON Rex Agency.—As new, 3i h.p. Min-
J erva, only two months in use; £25. —
tore Street.

ONDON Rex Agency.—A bargain, 5 h.p.
J Rex, 1907, very powerful machine, ex-
^Ilent hill-climber; £15 10s.

ONDON Eex Agency.—3i h.p. Bradbury, in
J first-rate going order; accept £10 to
ear.

3 h.p. Werner, £6 15s.; 3 h.p. Scout, £7
;4 10s.; both perfect.—313, Coldharbour
ane, Brixton, S.W.

T'.N. Lightweight, Standard £35 model
never been used.—Box 618, The Motor

'jde Offices. Coventry.

pEroMPH 1907, 34 h.p. standard magneto
L ,^model, £29 10s. (Yorkshire).-Box 617
fee Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

1 h.p. Twin Hamilton, light and fast, not
£ run 80O miles; offers wanted.—Seen at
auchopes, 9, Shoe Lane, London.
1-11 h.p. Minerva, spray, splendid condi-
r in a^'

ty/»s as new, grand on hills;
10s.—Seen, 1, Hanover Street, Peckham.

Q07 4 h.p. Eoc, military model, MOV
tJ Simms magneto, free engine clutch'
^ctically new, unscratched; bargain. £25.

^'OUR-CYLINDEE P.N., magneto, spring
forks Palmers (26 by 2J), long bars, low

at, excellent order; cheap, £19 19s.—Below.
lAT, 3J h.p M.M.C. engine, beautiful con-
' dition; £15 15s.—Whittle, 41, Skelbrook
reet, Earlsfield, Wandsworth.

''''^^''^"^^

riNDEC Motor Bicycle, 5 h.p., 1907 flrst-

mVv ^^ order throughout; £35, or best
lick offer.-Apply, G. Hayes, The Cottage,
ctoria Drive, Eastbourne.
ADY'S 2i h.p. Jap Motor Cycle, unpunc-

ViL^"^' ^^ll?- frame, weight 75 to 80 lbs.
ly trial; £12 10s.; perfect
3ore, 61, Denmark Hill. S.E.

condition.

—

1 h.p. Minerva, 26 by 21 Continental tyres
j two accumulators, splendid condition",
rypow-erful; bargain; £14 ISs.—Schlotter

. Mayola Road, Clapton, N.E.
=^^'"^^^^-

1 h.p. Rex. perfect condition, not ridden
*

.
more than thousand miles; £13 by

t^b w.'?rkrF"'l^"'^se. 47, Queen ElizZth Walk, Stoke Newington, N.

i ^hnii^ rt.f"'^ ^^PP^' Ohater-Lea, low
^ built, little used, very fast; £25 orchange with cash for good forw^ar-fFE
I, Kentish Town Eoad, London.
1 h.p Triumph, two-speed gear, free en-
- gme, water-cooled, Fafnir engine
° front seat; £22 lOs.-Wauchope's, 9oe Lane, Fleet Street, London

'°^d£I^«^l^^?-J-^- ^ ^-P- «""e up todate, splendid condition throughout •

f^Zi''^''^t^''- ^" tools; £26.-36^ Moyl
f Eoad, Streatham. London, S.W.
•10 only buys 2f h.p. Brown, enamelled
' green, with gold lines; £8 only buys U? lightweight Hudson. De Dion engini -
jncaster. 240. High Street. Acton.

7'~^^i^'^\ Peugeot, light, fast, and reli-

!t-B,^««ir 70 °w= ^°^^ guaranteed per-'X—iiussell, 39, West Street, Dorking.

I
h.p. 1908 Twin Minerva, spring forks^ Longuemare, Autoloc control tvreqnew excellent condition, spares ' trial^•-337, Burdett Eoad. Limehouse. E.

I ^'Si^f^I ^^I^]FJ^^^ sidecar, low sad-L A®'i^?*?°'^^'^ handle-bars, engine and
PrennWf^'' perfect; only £10 10s .^Esi;rench Place, Shoreditch, London.W Magneto Minerva. 2| h.p.. sprangJ forks. Advance pulley Cont ner.tal<f

wngiK- .r^n'. ^^^ 16'^. rToigKrf:mgieton, 37. Highbury Park, Highbury.

Advertisements. 27

Requirements

Supplied.
We hold the largest and best stock in London. Give us
a call or write stating requirements. We supply every-
thing on most favourable

CREDIT
or EXCHANGE

terms. We are London Agents for PHELON &MOORE, ROC, RILEY, L.M.C., REX, TRIUMPH
etc., etc. REMEMBER we can take

YOUR OLD MACHINE

IN
(Motor Cycle or Push Bike)

PART PAYIViENT.
and allow you top prices. Whatever your require-
ments consult us.

THE

Service 'All-weatlier' Suit

is the best

ever offered.

^Thoroughly "Waterproof" and Dustproof. Double
Texture, fawn shade material. Seams are stitched
and solutioned, making garments extra strong, i Fitted
with storm cuffs. Leggings have three buttons at side
and strap under foot.

Jacket and Leggings,

25/--
Approval deposit. State chest measurements.

Special line Waterproof Leggings (fawn) 5/11

Holland Dust Coats 51in. Long, 7/9.

„ „ Jackets 33in. „ 6/-.

„ „ Leggings 4/11.

The Service rubber goggles as illustrated,

2/6 per pair, including extra lenses.

Gauntlet Gloves, Black & Tan, from
6 - per pair.

Full list of motor clothing on application.

292, HIGH HOLBORN,
LONDON.

Telegrams—" Admittedly."
Telephone—260 Central.

(Facing First

Avenue Hotel
). '

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
HAMPSTEAD for Bargains, all machines

guaranteed perfect: 1| h.t) FN IQrtR
model; £19.

'

HAlIPSTEAD.-ll h.p. F.N.. magneto and
spring forks, brand new; £30, great

bargain.

HAMPSTEAD.-Good Gent's cycle taken as
part payment for any machine ad-

vertised.

HAJMPSTEAD. - All machines guaranteed
perfect; sent on approval, deposit,

Motor Cycle, if necessary.

HAMPSTEAD.-5i h.p. Twin Vindec, mag-
neto, in splendid condition; bargain,

guaranteed ; £24.

HAMPSTEAD.—3| h.p. Minerva, almost new
late 1907, complete with all accessories

•'

£20.

HAMPSTEAD. - 3 h.p. Rover, M.O.V.. late
type, new tyres, all accessories, guar-

anteed perfect; only £9.

HAMPSTEAD. - 3i h.p. M.M.C. in Chater-
Lea frame, splendid condition ; great

bargain, £9 15s.

HAMPSTEAD for 1908 Triumphs from stock.
All mounts in part payment, or cycles.

HAMPSTEAD.-^4 h.p. N.S.U., magneto, late
model, splendid condition; bargain at

price, £17 10s.

HAMPSTEAD.-6-6 h.p. Kerry Twin, 1907
model, new condition, long bars, very

low, handle-bar control, adjustable pulley,
new belt, and all accessories; bargain, £18.

HAMPSTEAD.—2i h.p. Jap-Triumph, good
condition, and going order; bar-

gain, £6.

HAMPSTEAD.—1908 Triumph, magneto and
spring forks, handle-bar control,

almost new, with all accessories; £37.

HAMPSTEAD. — 4i h.p. Twin Minerva,
grand condition, adjustable pulley,

new belt, with all spares; £20.

HAMPSTEAD.—Sole agents for Griffon, Tri-
umphs, F.N.'s, Minervas. Vindecs; ex-

changes entertained. — Eey. 5, Heath Street
Motor Works, Hampstead, close to Tube Sta-
tion. Tel. 2678, P.O.

.S.U., 5 h.p., with Ariel sidecar, in good
condition, good climber; offers.

—

Sparkes, The Poplars, Chobham.

3 h.p. M.M.C, long and low. good condition;
£10 10s.—W. Thompson, 14, Salisbury

Road, Higngate Hill. London.

31 h.p. Kerry, Longuemare, Watawata,
2 spring forks, perfect; £12, or near

offer.—White, 50, Beresford Road, Kingston.

GODFREY and Applebee.-Send for current
list of second-hand max;hines; best

value in the trade.

GODFREY and Applebee.—Werners, Rexes,
Rileys, Triumphs, Minervas, from £4.

GODFREY and Applebee.—3^ h.p. Minerva
tricar, two speeds, coach-built front;

£10.

GODFREY and Applebee.—Come and see
us, we can supply your wants.

GODFREY and Applebee. — Agents for all

makes of new machines; exchanges,
cash, and gradual payments.

GODFREY and Applebee. — Send that
troublesome machine to us, we will

guarantee to get it running properly;
charges moderate.

ORMONDE Motor Cycle, 21 h.p.. 2iln. Pal-
mer corded tyre an back, in good order,

money wanted; £8 10s.—12. Blackhorse Lane,
Walthamstow.

31 h.p. Whitley, fast machine, just been
^ rebushed; first reasonable offer has

it; owner going abroad.—H., 6. Grand Hotel
Buildings, Eastbourne.

31 h.p. N.S.D., 24in. Continentals, Acety-
2 phote, genuine, reliable machine, new

condition; seen any time; £18 10s.—162,

Coldershaw Road, W. Ealing.

41 h.p. Twin Minerva, 1907, Chater-Lea
2 frame, low. very powerful and reliable,

first-class condition; bargain; £23. — 404,

High Street North, Manor Park.

5 h.p. Twin Kerry, new five weeks ago, cost
£43, only done 60 miles, splendidLv de-

signed, do mile minute; what offers? Cash,
instalments, otc—98. Harold Road. Plaistow.

N-

In answertng any of these advertisement it is cJedrable that you mention "The Motor Cycle.'''
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

31 h.p. Fafnir 26 by 2i new Continentale,
2 Simms magneto, two-speed gear, all

as new; £20.

5-6 h.p. Twin Eex, Cantilever seat, epring
forks, fifty-guinea model, as new, splen^

,

did running order; £18 lOs. \

5 h.p. Twin Hamilton, fast, racy machine,
suit passenger work ; £15.

31 h.p. Werner Twin, very light and fast
2 machine; £15.

21. h.p. Eex Light Motor Cycle, smart ma-
'4 chine; £8.

21 h.p. Humber Lightweight, climb almost
'4 any hill, splendid condition; £8 10s.

3 h.p. Trent, in excellent condition; £11
cash; bargain.

3 h.p. Automotor, Longuemare, trembler
coil, girder forks, perfect condition

;

£7 10s.

23. h.p. Bradbury, fast, powerful machine

;

4 £10 15s.—128, High Eoad, Tottenham.

3 h.p. De Dion, Chater fittings, gin. belt,

searchlight, stand carrier, tools, etc.,

practically new, not punctured: £17.—Wil-
liamson, Oakflelds. Bexley Heath.

^-6 h.p. four-cylinder F.N., run only 500

O miles, wonderful hill-climber; owner
going abroad; £40, or nearest offer; inspec-
tion from 10 a.m. to 12.—Poitevin, 2, Golden
Square, W.

PEUGEOT, Sh h.p., twin, Truffault spring
forks, spienuid condition, tyres like

ne>w, too powerful for owner; cash £23.—Ives,
Sunnyside, Arcadian Gardens, Bowes Park,
London, N.

23. h.p. Clyde, Simms engine, M.O.V., mag-
4 neto, Goodrich tyres, long bars, re-

enamelled and plated; £16; going abroad;
examination any time.—584, High Eoad, Ley-
tonstone.

23. h.p. De Dion Pattern, low frame, long
4 handle-bars, French grey, with or

without footboards, in new condition, ready
for the road; £16; private.—9, Station Eoad,
Eedhill.

31 h.p. Eex, perfect, long handle-bars, low,
4 spare valves, belt, and accumulator;

£12, or highest offer for cash, a bargain. —
C.J.K., 6, Bracewell Eoad, St. Quintin Park,
W.

4 h.p. Excelsior, M.M.C., splendid machine,
absolutely reliable, steady, fast, and

silent, footreets, pedals; given away; £10
10s. lowest.—Heather. Tram Terminus, Pur-
ley.

£15.—3i h.p. Kerry, Chater-Lea, Longue-
mare, long bars, low saddle, very pow-

erful, in perfect order, or exchange lower
power and cash.—443, Green Lanes, Harrin-
gay.

31 h.p. Magneto Eex, latest model, only
2 purchased end of June, ball bearing

engine, first-class machine, in perfect order.
—Offers to W., 2, Norfolk Eoad, Seven Kings,
nford.

23 h.p. Genuine De Dion engine and car-
4 buretter, Chater^-Lea frame, spring

forks, footrests. Palmers, splendid condi-
tion; £15.-1, Shaftesbury Avenue, New
Barnet.

23 h.p. Falcon, excellent condition through-
4 out, 26in. wheels, excellent hill-

climber, neat reliable mount; sacrifice for
£9 10s.—Motor, 9, French Place, Shoreditch,
London.

31 h.p. Bat, spring frame, Palmer cord,
2 two 20 amp. accumulators, separate

generator lamp; spare cover, tube, valves,
tools, footboards; £15.—27, Woodcote Eoad,
Wallington.

6 h.p. Twin Swaim, French engine, foot-
boards, large comfortable saddle, spring

forks, good condition; 30 guineas, or rea-
sonable offer.—Walker, 44, London Eoad,
Eedhill.

GENUINE Bargain.—3i h.p. Brown, Chater-
Lea, complete, long and low, handle-

bar control; £18; must be sold, unforeseen
circumstances. — 35, Calverley Grove, Upper
Holloway.

31 h.p. N.S.U., magneto, latest N.S.U. two-
2 speed gear and free engine, spring

seat and forks, powerful machine, splendid
condition.—Ingleside, Golden Manor, Han-
well, London.

2 heads are better than 1

3 wheels are better than 2
The Phoenix attachment will convert
your motor bicycle into a safe and
pleasurable three-wheeler for single

or passenger work.

O
£
< >

o c
>i ">

I. n
HO.

I
PHCENIX MOTORS, LTD.,

Blundell Street, London, N.

The "GLARE. )>

E1.EOTRIC HEADLIGHT.
Patent applied for.

Throws a light

100 feet ahead.

Weighs only
8 ozs.

Price only 10/6.
This is not a toy. 'No amount of talking will con-

vince. You really must see and try one before you
will believe. Money refunded if not what we state-

Ask your agent for particulars or write to us direct.

We are still making our Variable Speed Pulley as in-

troduced by us five or six years ago. This must be a

good thing or we should not have so many imitators

Try one of our Adjustable Handlebar Larnp Brackets

if you have trouble with yours breaking. They fit

any machine.
Tele. : 207x.

«l. "W. CREEN^OOD, Utd.
PORTLAND PLACE WORKS, HALIFAX.

Th9 " JANES " Patent Handle-bar Switch.

Neatest, Chsapest, Simplest, most Effective,

Easily fitted. Suitable for Magneto or Ac-
cumulators. Over 10,000 in use.

Post free, 2/6. For Steering WhMis, 3,6.

J. F. JANES,
Sydenham Motor Works

SYDENHAM, LONDON, S.E.

Genuine Birmingham

•QUADfiAI^TS."
A large stock of parts still to be cleared.

Write for latest list.

10

! 232, LADYWOOD RD., BIRMINGHAM.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE
in NT) of Season.—Bargain sale.

O h.p. Fafnir, new this season; £15

3 h.p. M.M.C., almost new, every improvt
ment ; £15.

31 h.p. Rex, girders, Longuemare, 23 Clii

4 chers, perfect; £10.

\ NOTHER Ditto, surface carburetter ; £:

h.p. Minerva, girders, inclined, P.N. cai

buretter, nearly new tyres; £8 10s

13. h.p. Minerva, Clinchers, surface carbui
4 fttter; £4 15s.

O h.p. Wearwell Featherweight; £3 10s.

O h p Lightweight New Hudson, outsid

L flywheel; £3 10s.

SEVERAL Sidecars, tricars, at clearanc

prices.—Carey's Motor Saleroom, El(

pnant Road, London, S.E.

MOTOR Cycle, 23 h.p., F.N. engine and ca

buretter, nearly new accumulate
Dcrmatine, Clinchers, perfect order ; £10 IC

—Bates, B[omest.ead," Pampesford Koa
South Croydon.

3h p Humber. Chater-Lea frame, low, pe

feet condition, £14; sidecar for sam
excellent condition ; £4 ; the lot, or singly,

together £17. bargain. — Moggndge, Hig

Road. Potters Bar

23 h p. M.O.V. Noble, spring forks. Pa

4 mers, all spares and accessone

grand condition, do 30; owner going abroa(

£10 5s.-Gunnell. 7, Herbert Street. Ne

North Road, London.

Oi hp. Brown, splendid condition, Broo^

3t saddle. Dreadnought back^ A W(

front tyre. Parsons non-skid, MiUeniiiu

stand, luggage carrier, spares, etc.; £18.

Jeffery, Radlett, Herts.

-OARGAIN.-Triumph 23 h-P-- a^
^\:}X

\S lis'ht very powerful, B. and B. carD

i^ter two Bowdens, etc., in splendid co

di^ion; only £15.-Seen at 23, Lex:ngt<

Street, Golden Sciuare, London.

hp White and Poppe. Chater-Lea Ion

low frame, 26in. wheels, everything

Berfect condition, flies up. hills very re

able £11 10s. for quick sale.-Motorist,

Bodney Road, Hackney, London.

Ol hp Jap Lightweight, engine equalm new, enamel, plating, and tyi

brand new not done 300 miles neat and e

cient machine; £13 10s.- Jap, 86, Oon

stone Crescent, Dalston, London.

Ol h.p. 1908 Triumph. purcha;sed U

6\ month, only ridden once with Au

clipse lamp and generator, Goodlads sp^

indicator, horn aiid spares; £43 no oflers

41 Ledbury Road, Bayswater, W.

h.p. Chater-Lea Minerva engine new

Z amp. accumulator, studded hack ty

^giste7ed Whitley carburetter can be se

and tried- £8 Ss., or rearest offer.-W. O.

sey l! Glenny Road, Barking, Essex.

NS.U. Motor Cycle. 34 h.p., with sidec

almost new, with free engine and t^

sneed gear, only ridden 400 miles.-Apply

|?rank Bois'set, 6 Mat. 4, Oranworth Garde

St. Ann's Road, Brixton, London, S.W.

01 hp. De Dion, 26 by 1\ Watawata b

Oi Palmer and Clincher tyres, lai

stand, tools, been used ^ith trailer ;
£9 1

ideal bargain; givmg ,^P--^Sing
Southfield Road, Broadwater, Worthing

p h.p. Twin Rex, guaranteed as new^ £

b 2 h.p. Minerva, perfect, £8
: ^ }^

EiHstol Car, like new, £65 ;
gradual p

ments or swops.-Norwood Motor Exchan

Lansdowne Place. Upper Norwood, S.l!-.

A h.p. Brown Motor Cycle, with fore

4 attachment, can be used ^ a cy

tricar, or three-wheeler, changed from

to the other in 10 minutes everything I

feet: sold cheap; other Particulars by P'

—Address, 613, TTfie Motor Cycle Offices, Gov

t'-v.

TmUMPH, 3i h.p., magneto heen h

used and well cared for, condit

faultless, would willingly dismantle en^

must sell immediately, cash wanted, v

low price; £29; only ^ants seeing and

ing. — Crouch, 5, Grove Villa.s, Nightms

Lane, Wanstead, E.
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TRICARS FOR SALE.
h.p. Tricar, Cliat«r-Lea throxighoiit, two

speeds, B. and B. carburetter, E.O.M.
Qtact. Dunlops, Continental, coach-built
iminium seats'; perfect order, no fault,

30 easily; lamps, spares. — 4, Frances
reet, Woolwich.
1 h.p. Phoenix Tricar, in splendid order,

i two speeds, free engine, fan cooling, ,

atonic coil, footboards, carrier, spares,

nps; owner abroad; £28 10s.; seen after

) or by appointment.—Motorist, 123, Lord-
;p Road, Stoke Ne^Nangton, N.

1 h.p. Auto Phaeton (bike and two-wheel
2 sidecar), Fafnir engine, H.T. magneto,
o-speed gear, 2i by 26 new Continental
•es, coach-binlt body, enamelled green,

d lines, splendid passenger turn-out, gooa
new ; £28 10s.—128, High Eoad, Tottenham.

)07 Practically Brand New Triette (Eex
/ tricar), 5-6 h.p., twin-cylinder, every
:t in brand new condition, starts very
ily first walking pace, climbs all hills

,h two passengers ; £25 to quick buyer.—
ette, 86, Colvestone Crescent, Dalston,
idon.

h.p. Light Kerry Tricar, 26in. wheels, new
P.U. non-skid on back, Brooks BlOO,

g handle-bars, accumulator, two new gas
ips, new belt, splendid little hill-climber,
aplete with tools and spa^res, etc.; £25, or
IT offer.—Dale, 89, Garratt Lane, Wands-
rth, S.W.
EEAT Sacrifice.-Allday's 5i h.p. Tricar,

aluminium coach-built body, spare
nt wheel and forks for use as motor cycle,

;ine just overhauled by makers, fitted

h Osborne four-speed pulley and starting
idle; owner purchased car. What cash
!rs?—G. Porter, Coleford, Glos.

k08 6 h.p. Singer Tricar, three speeds for-
' ward, reverse, water-cooled, coach-
It. perfect order, wheel steering, tyres
,ctically new; any expert examination
I trial; lamps, horn, spare tube; price
ruineas, cost £130, new March.—T. B. For-
>d, the King's O^vn Regiment, Fleetwood.

t.p. Clement-Garrard Tricar, water-cool-
ed, three speeds, sprung frame, coach-

It, worm drive, large clutch, car control,
T Grose non-skid on back, nearly new
icher on front, three lamps, spare tube,
aust and inlet valves, tools, etc., fast;
1 here; £29.—Coleman, Kesteven Eoad,
irich.

h.p. Eexette, w.c, perfect order, two
bticket seats, coach-built, wheel steer-

, two speeds, good car Dunlops, 2^ front,
)ack, reliable, climb anything, carefully
i, luggage carrier, apron, tubes, two ac-
lulators, jack, tools, and spares; £38;
offers or exchange.—Artist, 37, Fleet

»t. Torauay, Devon.
aCENIS Trimo, 4i h.p., fan-cooled, two-
speed, free engine, handle starting,

in drive, climbs any hiil, in perfect con-
on and going order, tyres extra heavy,
)y 2i non-skid back, all new, two Eich's
es, acetylene lamps, etc.; trial run; 50

es with nleasure; great bargain, £28. —
t, 3, St. Martin's Street, Leicester
are, London.
"UST Be Sold. — Twin Antoine, E.O.M.

,

Mabon clutch, splendid machine, £30

;

Q Kerry, long bars, Millford front, very
It and fast, E.O.M., grand goer, £28; 4i
. Phoenix, Fitall two speeds, footboards,
, £25; 5i h.p. Excelsior, two-speed,, starts
> car, £18 10s.; 4i h.p. Kelecom, plain
re, sound and fast machine. £17 10s.

;

' offer, cash or exchange ; trials, trials

;

.St on trials.—128, High Eoad. Tottenham
EEY smart, powerful, and comfortable,

5-6 h.p. Tricar, open frame, tyres and
rything as new, coach-built, bucket
ts, foot clutch, two speeds, handle start-
I Autoloc air control from wheel, three
ss lamps and powerful headlight, two
arate generators, two accumulators,
ry neeessiary spare; 45 guineas; accept
'd motor cycle part; trials given and
ected. — Taylor, 35, Eoland Eoad, Wal-
mstow.

INSURANCE.
LEASE send for full covering Motor Cycle
Policy, from 19s. per annum.—Bass, in-

ance Broker. Ongar.
SURANCE Policies of every description
for motor cycles are issued by Hugh J.

iwell, insurance broken, Norwich, at ex-
tionally .low rates; fire or self-ignition,
6d.; third party, 7s. 6d. ; accident to
le, 15s.—Write for full particulars.

MATCHLESS MOTORS!!

LONDON TO EDINBURGH :

3 STARTED. 3 FINISHED.

No Trade riders—ridden by private owners only.

"CH4SE" DRIVING RIM BRAKE.

No. I pattern—back pedaUiug brake. Machine can
be wheeled backwards. Extremely powerful. Price,

16/C, pott 11,-.

No. 2 pattern—tootrest brake, com-
plete. Price £1 6s. Footrests only.

Price 12/-. With either, Jin. or liin.

clip, post 12 6-

No. 3 pattern—foot brake with pedal
fitted on stud provided, which fixes

in place of one of crank case bolts.

Price complete 16/6, post 17;-

MATCHLESS PETROL
FILTER.

No choked carburetters.

4/6, post 4/8.

MATCHLESS SPRING
FORK ATTACHMENTS.

Converts an old pattern
motor cycle into an up-to-
date luxurious motor.
Thousands in use, giving
every satisfaction ! !

"-'^-aS^S'Sa^
15/6. post 16/.

THE MATCHLESS
SILENCER.

Up to 3 h.p., 10/- ; from 3J
to 5 h.p. ,12/-. Cut out 6/-
extra. Two connections for
twins with separate ex-
haust pipes, 4/- extra.

Catalogues of " Matchless " Motor Cycles and
Accessories on application to

H. COLLIER & SONS, Ltd.,
Motor Experts and General Engineers.

Offices and Showrooms,

18, HERBERT ROAD, F>L.UIVIS'rEAD
(Nearest Station : Woolwich Arsenal.

Telephone: 232 Woolwich.)

SIDECARS AND FORECAHS.
BOOTH for Montgomery sidecars, flexible

joints ; large stock kept for immediate
delivery.

BOOIH. — Insist on a Montgomery, less
power required to drive, no broken

frames.

BOOTH takes your rigid, frame-breaking
sidecar in exchange for a flexible Mont-

gomery.

BOOTH. — Montgomery flexible sidecars

;

popular prices; cash, credit, or ej-
change. — Booth's Motor Exchange, Waco
Street, Halifax.

IT AS.—Millford Porecar, brakes, tyres, good
t \J condition.—434, Bury New Eoad, Man-
chester.

M. and F. rigid Sidecar, fits either side;
£4 10s.—92, Bromley Street, Stepney,

London, E.

BAT Sidecar, suit Bat machine, rigid tjpe,
excellent condition; £4.-137, St. Giles

Eoad, Derby.

FOEECAR, extra strong, adjustable; £4
10s. ; • seen any time.—Ellis, 1, Oxford

Eoad, Kilburn, N.W.

MONTGOMEEY Flexible Sidecar, left or
right, perfect condition; sacrifice £4.

—

Palmer, Damerham, Salisbury.

PHCENIX Forecar, coach-built, splendid
condition; £6 10s.—George, 25, Ferncliff

Road, Hackney Downs, London.

RIGID Sidecar, 26 by 24, upholstered green,
fit any machine; £3 15s.—Motorist, 57,

Somerleyton Eoad, Brixton, London.

SIDECAR, art cane, upholstered green,
rigid. Palmer; £2 10s.—B. Hayden, 16,

Eastell Avenue, Streatham Hill, S.W.

CHATEE-LEA Sidecar, latest model, >»rann
new, will fit any machine; £5 I5s.; ap-

proval.—E. May, 111, Larkhall Lane, S.W.

MONTGOMERY Sidecar, new tyre, uphol-
stered green ; cost £12, will sell for £5.

—Abell, 15, Holmesdale Road, Sevenoaks.

SIDECAR, fit any frame, perfect condition,
26in. motor tyre; sacrifice £4 5s. lowest

price.—0. A. Edgar, 123, HoUoway Eoad,
London, N.

LIBEETY, art cane. Clincher, upholstered,
apron, etc., tool box, just taken off Tri-

umph; 90s., or exchange.—19, Cowley Hill,

St. Helens.

SIDECAE, rigid, coach-built body, blue
enamelled, upholstered brown, biand

new; cost £15, sacrifice £6 10s.—Sembill,
Jeweller, Pinchley, N
LIBEETY Eigid Sidecar, cane body, Peter-

Union tyre, mudguard, apron, good
condition; cost £10 10s., accept £5. — Gale,
Caversham - on - Thames.

SIDECAE, wicker, 26in. by 2in. Dunlop, up-
holstered green, £3 15s.; also Opper-

mann free engine clutch, £1, or exchange
forecarriage.—10. Thornhill Eoad, Leyton.

MONTGOMERY Sidecar, latest pattern, fit

Triumph or other make, full instruc-

tions never been used; cost £11, price £8;
carriage paid, in crate.—Dr. Ironside, Foch-
abers:, Morayshire, N.B.

HANTS.—Phoenix Forecar, wicker seat,

26in. wheels, adjustable side stays, £5
5s.; Chapman's variable pulley (expanding),

operating lever, etc., complete, suit F.N.,

35s.—B. A. Coles, Winchfield.

BAEGAINS in Sidecars, ci;mplete with
powerful two-speed motor bicycles,

guaranteed sound, and in perfect running-

order; send for particulars and prices.—W.
Montgomery, Ensign Cycle Works, Bury St.

Edmunds.

MILLFORD Light Rigid Sidecar, 26in.

wheel, suit low power motor or push
cycle, guaranteed quite new, perfect every
detail, Dunlop tyre, unpunctured; cost 7

guineas last month, bargain, £5 10s.—83.

Heythorp Street, Southfields. S.W.

OAIOLEIGH Sidecars.—Don't forget, for a
short time only we are taking any

class of sidecar in part payment for an Oak-
leigh, also forecars. Our price still the
same, £5; second-hand onesi at £3 15s.; re-

member we are the sole inventors and origi-

nators of the sidecar* and no one knows
better how to build your sidecar than the
inventors. Call and, see us. Nearest sta-

tions: West Dulwich, Tulse Hill, and W^t
Norwood. Telephone, 93, Sydenham.—Oak-
leigh Motors, Ltd., West Dulwich.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desiraTile that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
-J
Q08 Sidecar, gin. belt, Lucas Acetyphote.—

J.U George, 11, Liverpool Eoad, London,
N.

RIGIT) Sidecar, hardly used, 26 by 2J; take
£3 17s. 6d.—587, Seven Sisters Road, Tot-

tenham.

STAMFORD HILL. — Famous rigid sidecars,
instant delivery, none better, fit your

machine, £4 18s. 6d. ; Millford sidecar, £4 7s.

6d. ; Liberty. £4; Montgomery, £5 5s.—128.
High Road. Tottenham.

MOTOR TRICYCLES.
EOYAL Enfield Tricycle, 3 h.p.. faultless

condition; £7 15s.—313, Coldharbour
Lane, Brixton, S.W.

ARIEL, 3i h.p., water-cooled, two-speed
trike, Milford trailer, with pedal brakes,

tyres all new; £16 10s.—Apply Lord, Kings-
wood Road, Glllingham, Kent.

TANDEMS.
LADY-BACK motor tandem frame and

forks, 35s.; automatic extra air valve,
2s.; pump pressxire gauge, 2s. 6d.; two-way
dashboard switch, 2s.; all perfect condition.
—46, Vardena Eoad, Clapham Junction.

TRAILERS.
STRONG Motor Trailer, good condition, 28

by 1? Clinchers; 50s., offers.—Mizen,
Downton, Salisbury.

QUADRICYCLES.
ARIEL Quad, last one made, water-cooled,

two-speed gear, all possible extras, new
voitnrette tyres, everything perfect condi-
tion; £25. — Butler, Inglewood, St. Peter's
Road, Croydon.

QUADCARS.
QUAD, 21 h.p., w.c. head, De Dion, two-

speed gear, perfect; cash, £9 10s.—Dou-
hell, Beulah Road, Thornton Heath.

PHCENIX Quadcar, 6 h.p., two speeds and
reverse, magneto, spares, three lamps,

good condition, lugg-age basket, with insur-
ance policy; price £45. — Eeetor, Crawley,
Winchester.

7-8 h.p. Phcsnix Quadcar, makes two-seater
or runabout, Fafnir water-cooled en-

gine, two speeds and reverse, used but little
a.nd carefully; first cash £45. or exchange.—
Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, Lon-
don, E.G.

6

CARS FOR SALE.
-8 h.p. Gladiator, four-seater, three speeds

and reverse, in splendid condition ; £40.

41 h.p. De Dion, three-seater, first-class
2 order; £25.—Moore and Haigh, 63,

Kirkstall Road, Leeds.

RUNABOUT, wheel steering, 4 h.p., two
speeds; £21.—Oldfield, Delaunays Road,

Grumpsall, M2.nchester.

SIZAIRE, 8 h.p., four-seater, fast, good
order; offers; private".—No. 610, The

Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

6 h.p. De Dion-Prunel, three-seater, three
speeds and reverse, in excellent order;

£45.—Harris, School. Eoydon, Essex.

6 h.p. M.M.C., water-cooled engine, in first-
rate condition; seen running; £12.—

Frank Gale. Caversham-on-Thames.
"j O h.p. Wolseley. Cape cart hood, lamiis,
J-w etc., good running order ; must be
sold.—Apply, 6. Glebe Street, Walsall.

1 A h.p. Two-cylinder De Dion Eacing Spider,
i-\J perfect running order, jiist overhaul-
ed; bargain, £55.—T.E., 212. High Eoad, Lee.

8 h.p. Coronet, two-seater; £35, or exchange
good magneto motor cycle, cash ad-

.iustment.—Eobert, 10, Grove Place, Hamp-
stead.

PANHAED, 10 h.p., four-cylinder, fast,
Krebs carburetter, wheel control, de-

tachable limousine; sacrifice £65.—Seen at
London Engineering Co., Wolseley Eoad,
near Kew Bridge, Brentford.

6 h.p. Argyll, two-seater, three speeds, car-
dan drive; good condition and running

order; £25; will accept new ladies' and
gent's chea-p cycles to value.—Prank Gale
Cycle Works, Caversham-on-Thames.

STANLEY DERMATINE,
The Motor Belt of Merit.

HOLDS ALU RECORDS.
London to Edinburgrh.
Land's Knd to John-o'>Groa.t'«.
London to Land's End and back.
London to Plymouth and baok.

71 GOLD MEDALS.
Brlti*ti Made. Bewap« of imitations.

Read testimonials from End to End riders

:

" Woolwich, July 22nd, 1908.
" Stanley Dermatine Motor Belt Co.

" Dear Sir,—I write to inform you of the
perfect satisfaction I obtained from your t>elt

in the Land's End to John-o'-Groat's Trial.

One belt only carried me from End to End, and
to all appearance is in as perfect condition as
new. Under the dreadful weather conditions
experienced on this ride, it proves your belt, in

my experience, a perfect production.
" Yours faithfully,

••
J. E. TASSELL."

" Birmingham.
" Dear Sir,—The belt behaved splendidly.

I only had to take it up once during the trial

(End to End), and it is still in grand condition.
I had no trouble with it in the wet.

" Yours faithfully,
" F. C. MUSTARD."

' Sheffield, July 24th, 1908.
" To THE Stanley Webb Co.

" Gentlemen,—I used the belt you supplied
me with in the End to End, and found it most
satisfactory. I had no trouble whatever with
it, and only had to take it up twice during the
three days' heavy rain. I was not troubled in

the slightest with it slipping.
•' Yours truly, F. DOVER."

" London, W.
" Dear Mr. Webb,—Thanks for sending me

one of your new extra hook-fasteners to

Warrington. 1 found it just the thing for

Berridale. 1 simply sUpped out the extra hook,
and saved about ten minutes. Again thanking
vou, " I am, vours sincerely,

" GORDON GIBSON."

Hundreds of Testimonials. British Made.

NOTE
fin. Jin.

1/2 1/4.

THE PRICES.
|in. lin.

1/8
Post Feee.

1 /11 per ft.

The Stanley Detachable Fastener.
80,000 in use.

With Unbreakable Hoek. Guaranteed. (Made
under Simple.x Patent.) In sizes fin., fin., Jin ,

tin., 1 /- each. Wholesale and Retal.

The STANLEY DERMATINE
MOTOR BELT CO.,

32, London Road. BROMLEY. KENT.
Stanley Webb, Manager.

lIReaders who purchase, or
contemplate purchasing, a
new machine, should advef"
tise their present mount in
these columns. IfExperience
has shown that " The Motor
Cycle " is, in the majority of
cases, successful in finding a
purchaser. IfThis applies also

to accessories and spares, j^

CARS FOR SALE.

41 h.p. Libena De Dion, two-Beattr, two
2 speeds, reverse; £19.—Below.

9 h.p. Beaufort, four-seater, single-cylinder,
magneto, three speeds, reverse ; £35.—

Below

.

6 h.p. De Dion PoDulaire, two-seater, two
speeds, genuine licensed car, lamps,

etc. ; £65.—Below.

1 A-12 h.p. Gladiator-Aster, four-seater, two-
L\J cylinder, three speeds, reverse, perfect-
£75.—Below.
"1 /?-24 h.p. De Dietrich, tonneau, four-
-Lvi cylinder, magneto; fast, reliable tour-
ing car; £145.—Below.

1 0-28 h.p. Gladiator, side-entrance, four-
-LO cylinder, exceedingly silent and reli-
able carriage, late model; £165.—Below

0^-30 h.p. Hurst, side-entrance car, four
.^'Ji cylinder, cardan drive, good hire car;
£95.—L. N. Palmer, 190. Melli&on Road, Toot-
ing. Telephone: 208, Streatham.

"I A h.p. White Steam Car. tonneau. hood
-LU screen, Dunlops, spares, etc.; fine car;
£65, worth double.—98, Potternewton Lane,
Leeds.

7 h.p. M.M., three-seater, very fine order;
£30; accept motor bike and cash.-

Below.

h.p. Eover, 1907. Cape hood, lamps, bettei
than new ; £100.—Below.

6 h.p. De Dion Eegal, two-seater. thre<
speeds, very smart; £48.—Below.

61 h.p. Beeston Humber, two-seater, hood
2 screen, lamps, very fine condition ; £40

—Below.

16 h.p. Daimler, four-cylinder, tonneau
fast, silent, excellent condition ; £85

—Below.

Mh.p. Mutel, four-cylinder, m.o.v.
pressed steel frame, new condition

£100.-255, Earlsfleld Eoad. S.W. 'Phone, 113E

Putney.

6

14

41 h.p. Eenault Light Car, three speedf
2 De Dion engine, w.c. nice economica

little two-seater, vei^ good condition ; £2
lOs. ; trial.—128, High Eoad, Tottenham.

"I
A-12 h.p. two-cylinder Brussels car. thre

-L\J speeds and reverse, artillery wheelf
pneumatic tyres, painted orange, in goo

i

running order; £30.-10, Elephant Eoad, S.l

i A-12 h.p. Humber, screen, hood, five lampi
IXJ Stepney ; new condition ; £215 ; tak
nearly new Triumph 1908 bicycle in pai
payment.—DowUng, Cressington Park, Livei
pool.

BAEGAINS; owner giving up; offei

wanted for one or lot: 12 h.p. Darrac(
£75; ^ h.p. Baby Peugeot. £55; water-coole
tri, frfee engine, £25; 3 h.p. De Dion cycl
£14.—Woodcock, 3, South Terrace, Boston

7 h.p. Fafnir, three speeds, reverse, tw
bucket seats. Clincher tyres, in perfe(

order, quite modern, very quiet, splendi
hill-climber, fitted with hood suit doctoi
£45; any trial; photo.—61, Byron Stree
Derby.

FINE Opportunity.—Pope Tribune, side e:

trance, 14 h.p.. splendid hill-climbe
seats four or five, showroom soiled only
cash, exchange tricar or cycle, or extende
payments arranged; also- new chassis san
make.—The Ser-vice Co., 292, High Holborn

41, h.p. De Dion, a grand specimen of the
2 simple cars, 1904 make, two or fou

seater, detachable tonneau, bonnet, tyi
grand, 50 miles trial four up, absolute pe
feet condition, quiet and up-to-date, foi

lamps, tools, etc.; photo; £45.-61, Denmai
Hill, Camberwell, S.E.

CLEMENT. 9-11 h.p., two-cylinder car, to
neau body by Eothschild, four seat

roomy and. comfortable, excellent conditi(
and splendid running order; new gear
commutator, etc. ; all necessary spare
lamps, tools, etc.; sacrifice, £70; trial vr.

lingly.—Motor, 21, Eegent's Parade. Norl
Pinchley, N.

8 h.p. Phoenix Car. two-seat-er, twin-cyli
der, Goodrich non-skid tyres to

wheels, Oape hood. Stepney wheel, spai

tyre, four lamps, all accessories; new lei

than three months ago; cost over £17r

price £120. a bargain ; good motor cyc|

taken in part exchange. — Bridge Garai
Briggate, Deeds.

In answering any of these advertisements it is dp^^irabh that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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EXCHANGE.
SANGE, 3 h.p. M.M.O. Motor Cycle,
ast, powerful, two good cycles wanted
), etc.; offers.—Bert, 2, Bushey Eoad,
igton, Middlesex.

I. w.c. Chater-Lea Tricar, twin seats,
lotor cycle, diamond ring, or gold
part payment, or sell £35.—Walters,
jrmanton Eoad, Derby.

BANGE 13 h.p. Matchless, in good
going order, and cash, for higher
.—Letters, Lynton Clemow, 64, Gran-
i'ark, Blackheath, London.

SANGE, 3 h.p. Triumph, in perfect
rder, and spares, for higher power, I

. Pafnir, or Minerva wanted for side-
dotorist, 53, Highgate Hill, N.

EE'S Motor Tricycle, 23 h.p., mag-
eto, splendid condition, exchange for
rst-class cycles (lady and gent's) and
or sell £10.—^P.erguson, Gipprock, Glas-

p. Clement - Garrard Tricar, water-
;ooled, three speeds and free engine,
t order, spares; cost £100; exchange
rht motor cycle.—C, 62, High Street,

tlANGE, for good push cycle and '£i

ash, 3i h.p. Humber, absolutely per-
Dndition, engine and tyres like new;
16 bargain.—Motorist, 9, French Place,
litch, London.

lANGE, for good motor cycle or tricar,
ew high-class furniture, any descrip-
ralued wholesale; direct from works,
liture Manufacturer, 7-11, Frencn
Shoreditch, London.

SANGE, Gent's absolutely new tliree-
peecl green enamelled cycle^ invertea
;, every refinement, and cash adjust-
ifor modern motor cycle; no rubbisn.
ird, Linnington. Eotherham.
ELANGE Gent's Cycle, three speeds, new
his year, cost £13, also laay's cycle,
lew, and double-barrelled gun, 12 bore,
t condition, for Tricar or Small Gar.
i, 16, Minst-er Street, ±Oeading, Berks.

R-SEATEE Brown Car, 8-10 h.p., two
cylinders, three speeas and reverse,
ry wheels, three tyres new (groovea
p), on© Continental, gi-een leatner up-
ry, complete with tools, horn, three
,
splendid condition, bargain, £55; or
entertain exchange for good spring
r spring frame motor cycie and cash
nee.—J. Cherry. " Clovelly, " Etching-
'ark Eoad, Church End. flnchley.

WANTED.
NTED, Trailer, 2in. tyres preferred;
cheap for cash. — Dallaway, Cape,
wick.

NTED, cylinder and piston for 3i h.p.
Bex.—Steer, 39, Napier Avenue, Soutii-
-Sea.

FMPH, 1907 or 1908; send full particu-
lars, spares, etc.—Parry, Watergate
Chester.

NTED, Bozier or Dupont two-speed
?ear, cheap, for Dion Quad.—Westfleld,
, Essex.

TEE-COOLED Head for 23 h.p. De Dion,
cheap. — Stuart Shaw, 2. Cholmeley
Highgate.

NTED, Cylinder for 4 h.p. air-cooled
Antoine engine.—Brown, Abbey Park,
rmline, N.B.

NTED, good Sidecar; will give gent's
10-guinea pedal cycle, new.—Farrar,
e Eoad, Halifax.

NTED, excellent Sidecar, rigid frame,
26in. castor wheel preferred; also good
-21, Eitherdon Eoad, Balham.
J^ED, good 3i h.p. Motor Cycle, mag-
neto, spring forks, cheap for cash.—
i'ant, 28, Gosford Eoad, Beccles.

J^ED, good Air-cooled Engine; will
exchange New Hudson cycle, as new.
604, The Motor Cyde OfBces, Coventry.

). Eover or De Dion Car; give 3i h.p.
\\'Tiite and Poppe motor cycle, value
nd £30 cash.—Box 606, The Motor Cycle
h Coventry.

JWED, 1907 Triumph, magneto; ex-
change 23 h.p. F.N. motor cycle,
push cycle, and cash.—Storey, Bridge
, Cambridge.

AT LAST.
The "R.O.M." Patent
Front Wheel Stand.

Facilitates mending punctures in front tyre, and if

necessary the whole wheel can be easily remo\ed when
'R.O.M." stand is used.

StandiOut.of position.

"(Note "R.O.M." patent ball ends: by this means the
machine can be e isilv moved in any direction in ihe
Saraj^e, even with front wheel out.)

This stand is automatically locked when out of pos-

ition,' and?, cannot shake down. By mean [of the
"R.O.M."?patent'eccentric action,' the legs come~close
in"to the mudguard'when out of action.^andjyet spread
well out'when'in'^use, thus securingjan absolutely rigid

support for the maLhine. iZM

Price
Illustrated list free.

10/- FOR YOUR OLD COVER.

14/6 per pair.

Prompt deliveries.

Any condition.

GOODRICH. PALMER
CORD.SHAMROCK.

24X21 49/-
24 X 2i 53- — 59/3
28 X 2 48/- . . 40/- . . 43/6
26x2i 50/- 40/- 58 9
26X2J 54/- — .. 59/3
28 X 2 — — 50/3

We allow 10/- for your old cover in part payment for

any of the above. 5/- allowed for your old cover in

part payment for any other make of tyre.

Tiie MEW CLINCHER ROBBER STUDDED NON-SKID

(as used in the late End-to-end Record).
One size, 26 X 2j .. .. ~ .. .. 40/-

7 /6 allowed for your old cover in part payment.

Shamrock or Goodrich rubber studded non-skid bands
fitted to your own cover, 21 /-. Heavy Bates non-
slipping band, 13/-. Extra heavy Bates non-slipping
band, 15/-. Pullman Punctuie proof leather /non-skid
band, 17/6.

These prices include fitting in all cases. Time taken,
about three days.

Our New Tyre List tree on application.

D The only contact breaker Really suitable for

twins with accumulators and coils.ô" R.O.M. means—more power, easier starting,

IVI. smoother running. Illustrated list free.

The COKlTINEI^TAL iVSOTOR Co.,
32, Rosebery Avenue, LONDON, E.C.

Phone, Holborn, 1513. Telegrams, "Bromitch," London.

WANTED.
WANTED, Tricar; front seat light and

roomy. — Leverett, 9, Goswell Eoad,
E.C.

REASONABLE Cash Price given for high-
class motor cycles.—Booth, Wade

Street, Halifax.

WANTED, motor cycle; exchange good
cycle, cash. — la, Frideswide Place,

Kentish Tovyn.

BOOTH Wants Drummond or other good
lathe.-Booth's Motor Exchange, Wad©

Street, Halifax.

WANTED, good magneto machine, any
pair; low. tension wire, S^d. yard; high,

Pettyt, dentist, Halifax.

WANTED, Phelon and Moore or Anglian
two-speed gear, ciiain drive.—Sutclitf,

8. Cobden Street, Poplar, E.

T'EICMPHS wanted, 1907 or 1908, for spare
cash.—Rey, 5, Heath Street, Hampstead.

^IDEOAE or Forecar wanted, in exchangeO tor oak bureau, handsome design.—23,

Arden Eoad, Handsworth.

WANTED, four-cylinder F.N., any condi-
tion ; must be cheap tor cash. — 5,

Heath Street, Hampstead.

WANTED, 3i h.p. Magneto Motor Cycle,
low, and accessories, N.S.U. preferred.

—56, King s Bench Street, Hull.

WANTED, Triumph Motor Cycle for cash.
— Milbouru. c/o (Jolebaru and Sons,

Cherry Lane, V\^alton, Liverpool.

WANiED, Eound Contact Breaker, 2J h p.

Clareudon engine, also silencer. —
Aitken, Morpeth, Northumberland.

W''ANiED, good Motor Cycle, in exchange
ioi- a gent's and lady's new cycles,

value £17.—2b, Hastings Place, Bradford,

WAilN'i'ED, Good Sidecar (fit Triumph), ex-
cnange Watson 12 by 1 Prism binocu-

lars, value £6 10s.—36, Carter Street, Wal-
worth, S.E.

QIDECAES, any number, give new gent's
lO' cycles, isturmey - Arcner tnree- speed,

gears, level exchange.—Booth, Wade Street,
Haiilax.

WANiED, First-class make motor cycle,

19U/-8, tor cash, or exchange stamp
collection, value £40.-6, Cromwell Street,
ipswion.

WiuNiED, Tricar or Motor Cycle, ex-
cliauge good piano, or sell £22, a bar-

gain. — c/o 14U, Mancnester Eoud, CuDitt
Town, Poplar.

11 h.p. F.N. Engines with outside flywheel;
4 condition no oDject; must oe cheap.—

j;uH particulars 1>o Stuart Shaw, 2, Onol-
meley Villas. Highgate.

i ^ OOD Single-cylinder for very powerful
\J twin Eex, guaranteed. Give cash ad-
justment for up-to-date magneto machine.

—

Box 619. The Motor Cycle Othces, Coventry.

WANTED, Motor Cycle in part exchange
for 8-10 h.p. four-seater Motor Car (see

advert. Exchange Columuj. — J. Cherry,
Clovelly," Etchingham Park E,oad, Fincn-

ley.

STEONG Wide Trailer, axle and hubs, com-
plete; also forecar, front axle, with

wheel steering, complete, must be heavy
pattern, and perfect. — Harding, Engineer,
Fairiord, Gloucestershire.

WILL give £10 to £20 and 3| h.p. Twin
Clement - Gerrard, low Ohater - Lea

frame, good order, for good Tricar or small
'i'wo-seater Car. — W. Hayman, Ehodesia.
Clifton Crescent, Folkestone.

WANTED, good Motor Cycle or Tricar

;

exchange new high-clasa Furniture,
any description, valued wholesale, direct
from works.—Furniture Manufacturer, 7-11,

French Place, Shoreditch, London.

T'HE Proprietors of the patent rights of
E.O.M. synchronised contact breakers

are prepared to accept offers for the rights
to manufacture in France; write for par-
ticulars.—Continental Motor Co., 32, Biose-
bery Avenue, E.C.

WANTED, 6 h.p. Water-cooled Engine,
genuine De Dion preferred ; also two-

speed and reverse gear, epicyclic, exchange
3J h.p. De Dion, nearly new, Michelin tyres
(810 by 90), accessories, or motor bodywork.
—Apply, Box 602, The Motor Cycle Offices,
Coventry.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " Thi Motor Cycle.'
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WAWTED.
WANTED, cylinder head for 2 h.p.

Minerva, ^eoigine. a.o.i.v.. 26 by 2i rubber
studded cover. — 26, Caunce Street Black-
pool.

WANTED, 3 or 34 h.p. engine to clip on
frame; cash, or exchange cycles of

plionog-raph records. — itobinsou, Buckden
Hunts.

WANTED for cash, motor cycle accei
sories, and spares, large or smalX

quantities. — Carey's, Elephant Ptoad L n-

don. S.E.

WANTED, Triumph, i\ h.p., magneto for
small lathe gap. slide rest, back gear,

tools, and cash.—Perkins, Jessmond Dem
Wycliffe Road, Northampton.

WANTED, Powerful Tricar, sound cond
tion, part exchange handsome oak

inlaid bedroom suite.—Box L3 102, The Moior
Cycle OfRces, 20, Tudor Street, E.C.

T^TANTED, very light Motor Cycle, 20tn.
VV frame, 24ia. wheels, in good going

order; cheap for cash; free engine pre
ferred.—6, Albert Road, Blackpool.

MOTOR Cycle, in exchange for Chater-Lea
Ladyback tandem, nearly new, Dursley-

Pedersen three-speeds. Palmer tyres, or sell
cash.—9, Church Hill, Walthamstow.

WANTED, Motor Cycle, any condition, in
exchange for Ariel (gent's) high-grade

cycle, perfect order and condition.—Mecha-
nic, 54, Chaucer Road, Heme Hill, S.E.

WANTED, pair of tricar hubs and axle,
also back hub and axle, cheap for

cash; or will exchange 2| h.p. petrol engine.
— J. P. Sutherland, Sound, Lerwick, Shet-
land.

WANTED, powerful cycle, four-cylinder
P.N., or ^ood twin cycle preferred;

must be cheap; long bars>, spring forks,
tyres good.—Ralph Radclyffe. Hyde, Wai-e-
ham, Dorset.

WANTED, 6-7 h.p. twin V engine and car-
buretter, in exchange for splendid

pedigree bull bitch (12 months), valued £15,
slight repairs not objected to.—Particulars,
F. D., 79,, Idsworth Road, Pitsmoor, Sheffield.

WANTED, a Two-seater Car, in exchange
for a 3J-4 h.p. motor cycle, Bat engine,

latest, low built, magneto, fast, powerful,
reliable, accessories, built two months ago,
or sell £25; also give new dynamo, 19C8 3J
h.n. Minerva engine.—Zenith, 20, Earlswood
Street, East Greenwich.

MISCELLANEOUS.
"pNGINES Re-bushed throughout from £4.

/CYLINDERS Re-bored from 5s.

"piSTONS supplied new from 7s. 6d.

"OINGS from 9d.

pONNECTING Rods from 7s. 5d.

TNLET Valves from 2s. 6d.

"PXHAUST Valves from 2s. 6d.

ULLEYS for any Motor—

rpEIUMPH, Brown. Fafnir, 4s. 9d.

;

"DEX, Antoine, Kelecom, 5s. 9d.

;

T^E DION, M.M.C., 63. 9d.

A BOVE 4|in. Diameter, extra 9d.

AXLES, cranks, spindles, handle-bars, seat
pillars, or any other parts made tc

pattern or sketch at lowest prices; accurac:^
guaranteed. — Tufnell and Co., Lightning

• Motor Works, Leytonstone.

WHIPCORD Breeches, latest cut; 10s, 6d.-
J. C. Savage, 119, Donegall .screet, Bel-

fast.

WHITTLE Belt, 8Jft. by fin.; run fifty
miles ; 15s.—49, Browning Road, Man-w

Park.

GOOD 'Cello for sale, or exchange for
motor cycle.—Clews, 12, Chester Street,

Crewe.

PLEASE NOTE
We can supply all parts for 21 and

3^ h.p. F.N. Engines.

"VINDEC" Adjustable Pulleys for

2| h.p. F.N. Engines, 10/- each.

"VINDEC" Adjustable Pulleys for

Zl h.p. F.N. and 3^ or 5 h.p. Peugeot

Engines, 15/- each.

"KUMFO" Sponge Rubber Grips, ^in.

or lin. bars, 2/6 per pair.

Scuth British Trading Co. Ltd.,

13-15, Wilson St., London, E.C.

i
A ^

I
TREMENDOUS SAVING

i

OLTOO
2.vort CO I Li

For MOTOR CYCLES and CARS.

Sole Manufacturers :

of Wcrry, IVioney.
Troucle, and Expense.

BY USING THE

5 Write I

I
The CITY IGNITION CO., |

> 14, Spencer St, Gosweli Rd., London, E.G., £
? or 'Phone 7822 Central, ?
C FOR ALL PARTICULARS. S

THE KENT
THREE-SPEED GEAR.

This gear has been re-designed and
improved Can be fitted to Tricar
in two hours. Price £11 • 11 • 0.

List Free. Discount to Trade.

ROOG^RS BROS.,
330, Kenninston Road, S.E.

*r}ior>e moa Hop

THE
iNSTANTA' PATENT ADJUSTABLE
AND DETACHABLE PASTE N£fi.

Three links, Is. 6d. ; one link, Is. ; post Id.

251, OX HILL ROAD, HANDSWORTH,
BIRMINGHAM.

L^

pi

MISClf^lvl^ANCiO'USk.

''j'ANKS of all kinds made to order,—jj,X gett, metal wrirkir, 63, Turumill .strtt

L jiidon.

QUADRANT Loop Frame, with front for
and 20in. handlebar; 323. 6d. cadi

i'arrar.

ONG Motor Handle-bars, 2iin.. 48.

heavier g-auge, 5b. 6d.; well phut
thr€e sizes.—Farrar.

DOUBLE-TWIST Cow-voiced Horns, 48. 9d

larg'e size, 63. ; new Lyoett's B toolba
6s.—Farrar.

PREMIER Accumulators, Rex size 128

send for price list; pounds saved
Farrar, Square itoad, Halifax.

GUENET Coil, perfect spark, 10s.; anot:;i

very fast, 83.—A. Glover, Barbourr
Worcester.

OHEDS for Motor Cycles, 458.; portable
O Stevens, 82a, Leighton Road, Kenti
Town, London.

THE Great Eastern Motor Exchange.-
gains: Frame; 55s., complete wi

wheels and pedals.

F.N., 2| h.p., genuine, Dunlopi. low bui
perfect, £14; also Ariel, 24 la.p., A W

Clinchers, patent carburetter, bargain,
10s. ; also

GEME perfect accumulators, unequall
10s. 5d., 123. 9d., 13s. 6d. ; Pertecta No

headlights, ISs. ; large double twist hor
63. 6d. ; car horns, new design, 18s.; dit

wheel pattern, 223. 5d.

M.M.C. Car, 12-14 h.p., De Nevers tyres, p,

feet order, seats seven, uptiolstei

green leather; bargain, £70, or near off

23 h.p. Humber, as new, Dunlop tyr

4 Rich tube, £12; genuine
spray carburetter, 6 h.p., 39s. 6d.

q^UBES, red, 25 by 2, 6s. 3d.; 2pn., 63. 9

i plugs, funnels, spanners, tyre leve

tools, and accessories, at keenest pricei

Call, 97, Great Eastern Street, E.C.

SMART Whipcord Motor Cycling Breech
8.3. 6d.. post free; patterns free.—Me

dith's, Northwich.

-Bj

D© Di

S'

ONE pair Simplex spring attachmei
plated ; first letter, 10s.—Reed, 2J9, B

raffe Road, Woolwich.

WHIPCORD Cycling Breeches, latest c

IDs. 6d. ; write for patterns.—Boo
tailor, Longton, Staffs.

WHITTLE Belt, tin., 12s.; 2|in. Mine
Valves, Is. lOd. ; springs, 3d.—Geo:

11, Liverpool Road, London, N.

MOTOR Cycle Saddle, Duene's pat'f

shop-soiled; cost 21s., price 8s. 6d

Oliver, 154, Fleet Street, London.

31 h.p. Humber, free engine, minus fr

2 wheel; bargain, £7 lOs. — G. W.,
Sandringham Road, Daiston, London.

:j TANLEY-DERMATINE lin. Belt, len

Bit. 6iu., brand new; 12s.. bargai
James, 74, Heathfield Road, Plaistow, K

BELT Rim Brakes, flexible cable, hand
plied, easily fitted, stop anything,

6d., usual price 15s.—Slack's Garage. St<

port.

VALVE Lifters, complete with hand lei

and flexible cable, easily fitted, 4s. :

usual price 9s. 6d.—Slack's Garage, Sti

port.

NEW R.O'.M,. Contact Breaker (Minerva),
cumulator, and handle-bars, both

Minerva, for sale.—Longden, Pier Pavil
Southport.

EVERYTHING made in Tanks and E
ators except a fortune; write

prices, A. Phillips, 112, Lynton Road,
mondsey.

PORTABLE Motor and Cycle Houses, b
ings, etc. ; cheap prices ; cataL

free.—Phoenix Manufacturing Co., 13, Pi

noster Row, E.C.

ADJUSTABLE Pulleys. 4|in., 83.; Sin.

engine repairs, spare parts; overh
ing. — Lee. Motor Engineer, 18, Some
Road, Edmonton.

READERS having Photographic Appar
for sale should advertise in " PI

graphy and Focus " Emporium ; id.

word, minimum 9d.—Address " Photogn
and Focus " Offices, 20, Tudor Street, Lon
E.C.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.

I
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Is the Tricar Dead ?

MANY motor cyclists will answer this question

in the affirmative, but those who look a little

further ahead, and do not always judge con-

ditions by the immediate present,' may be

inclined to think that there is still a promising
future for this type of vehicle. Reference to our cor-

respondence pages this week will show that one motor
cyclist at any rate has noticed during a tour on the

North Road quite an effervescence of tricars—many
more than one would be led to expect. Thirty tricars,

sighteeri sidecars, and forty-one motor bicycles seen in

the course of a short tour certainly calls for comment.
Whatever prejudice there may be against this type

of passenger motor cycle, we can only say from 'our

Dwn experience that within the last few weeks we have
:j>v:;v.r] and driven a special tricar which we think would
sell in fairly large numbers if it was placed on the

market at a reasonable price. The machine in ques-

tion is quite a reversion to the old or first type of fore-

;arriage, with up-to-date improvements in frame, engine,

and gear. There is nothing luxurious or superfluous

tbout it, and its total weight is only about 3 cwts. It

tias what the early forecars never possessed, viz., a

good two-speed gear and clutch, and is driven by means
3f a belt sufficiently wide to transmit the power of the

engine without undue slipping. The early forms of light

tricars had narrow belts, no two-speed gear, and in

many instances were discarded because of the trouble
in starting and hill-climbing. A few weeks' use of the
new machine, which we hope to describe and illustrate

very shortly, has convinced us that it is possible with
a properly-designed 3^ h.p. air-cooled engine and two-
speed gear to propel a combined weight of about 6 cwts.

in fairly undulating country without the least trouble.

li
vvVvvW^iS 5/a.-!^

The average speed does not- exceed the legal limit, the

frame is rigid with both seats sprung, yet the machine
IS extremely comfortable on fairly good roads. In our
opinion this is the type of passenger motor cycle which
motor cyclists who do not yearn for speed are inclined

to buy.

Conversing the other day with the maker of one of

the very latest forms of tricar, which has gained innu-

merable awards in open competition, we were informed,

upon describing to him the type of vehicle in our pos-

session, that in his opinion this was on the right lines,

and that possibly within the next year or eighteen

months we should see the light form of tricar with, air-

cooled engine return to popular favour.

What can be done with an
Air=cooled Engine.

WE must say that at first we were rather timid

of the air-cooled engine when running on the

low gear, but although it is not equal in power
to a similar sized engine with a water-cooled

jacket when run for any length of time on the

low gear, it is astonishing what can be done, provided

the engine is suitably constructed and designed for the

purpose.

There is one all-important feature in connection with

an air-cooled engine which in the old days, with few

exceptions, was overlooked, and that is the ratio of com-
pression employed for different purposes. Air-cooled

engines have also been improved out of all knowledge
since the days when the light form of tricar became
unpopular. It is therefore not surprising to find that

it is possible to obtain a great amount of pleasure at

a small cost from a vehicle which, with passengers,
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weighs less than the majority of small cars when
unladen.

A machine of this description, however, must retain

its lightness and simplicity. The moment the buyer

begins to yearn for car luxuries in the way of seating,

luggage capacity, wind screens, and hoods, the utility

and advantages of its lightness and handiness are lost.

Such additions entail a corresponding increase in

power with added weight to frame, engine, and tyres,

until it is not only almost as expensive to maintain as

a small car, but has only one greater advantage, viz.,

increased speed.

Speaking as enthusiastic motor cyclists, we know that

there would be a very ready sale for a vehicle of this

description, provided it could be sold at a reasonable

price. It will not climb all the danger-board hills in

the country ; a gradient of i in 8-9 with both passengers

seated is about its limit in this respect, but as hills in

excess of this can be avoided in nine cases out of ten.

SEPTEMBER 2nd, igo8.

and the odd one climbed with the aid of the low-speed

gear with the driver only up, this should be no very

great hardship. A dismount might not occur more than
once in a whole year's riding.

To men who want a sporting vehicle which will climb

anything at high speed and exceed the speed of most
cars under 30 h.p., the small air-cooled tricar will not

and does not appeal, but there are hundreds of riders

who wish to take a passenger on their rides, and prefer

a self-contained vehicle to a sidecar and bicycle. That
is why the air-cooled light tricar will come into popular
favour again before very long. It is the advent of

the reliable two-speed gear and clutch, all contained in

the back wheel, and the reliable magneto machine,
which have rendered such a machine possible. Such
a vehicle in the hands of a careful and considerate man
of moderate ambitions is a pleasure to own and drive,

and we can quite believe that there will be a fair

demand for it.

-^ "VU.i^^A-*4tV.J^.-^^^*.>^fflt^^^^^t^ '..f^€,Wh^iUiBS^'

The famous horseshoe bend between Kirk Michael and St. Germain's, Isle of Man. This bend will have to be negotiated several times by the competitors in the
Motor Cycle Tourist Trophy Race on the 22nd inst.

A NEW TERMINAL.
An ebonite terminal which largely differs in style

from previous patterns is the one illustrated herewith,
made by the makers of the Oleo sparking plug, Messrs.

Ripault and Co., 64a, Poland Street, Oxford Street,

W. It is designed to combine bulk of insulation and
terminal connection with lightness in weight. The
ebonite knob or insulator is drilled at right angles for

the cable conveying the current to the sparking plug,

or from the battery terminal as the case may be. The
hole up the base is tapped, and in it is screwed '.n

adapter, which is intended to push on to the top of the
sparking plug, or it may be tapped to screw on to a

terminal. The hole for the cable is recessed so as to

form a substantial support for the wire lead, and pre-

vent it being broken from vibration. On motor cycles

where there is sufficient room between the sparking plug
and tank, or other parts of the machine, it is eminently

suitable, as it is impossible for a short circuit to take

place with such a large amount of insulation.
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BY the time this article

appears in print I know
full well that the Land's

End to John-o'-Groat's

ecord may rest in other hands,

,nd, indeed, I almost hope that

his may be the case, as I am
'ery anxious to have another

un over this course with all

ny arrangements properly

aade. It was only utter

xhaustion and fatigue, due to

wenty-five hours without any
iroper nourishment, and the

aisery of a night spent

ndeavouring to find the way
long an unknown road, that

aused me to lose precious
ime during the last stages of my ride.

Some people say that these fast long distance runs
re injurious to motor cycling, inasmuch as twenty
ailes per hour is almost continuously exceeded.
I must decline to agree, and for these main reasons :

Ls everybody who has travelled in these parts knows,
he road for the greater part of its length is singularly

[uiet and deserted, notably from John-o'-Groat's to
*erth. Consequently one may drive at high speed the
,'hole time without fear of annoying any living beings
ther than the black faced mountain sheep, hares, and
abbits that scamper up the mountain side immediately
le purr of an engine is heard. And then, again, it

lust be borne in mind that a great deal of the ride

; carried out during the night and early morning,
^hen, of course, there is nobody on the road at all.

Lastly, if the rider has not the common decency to

udy the feelings of his fellow creatures, he will at

ny rate for the sake of avoiding a smash drive care-
illy through towns and populous places.

Preparatory Arrangements.
In order to make a success of a run such as the End-
end it is absolutely necessary that arrangements be
early and properly made and everything cut and dried
>me weeks before you are due to start. This is

lesson I have learnt "by most bitter and painful experi-
ice, and I shall not readily forget it. After sundry
id manifold calculations as to routes, times, pilots,

ding arrangements, and suchlike details, 1 managed
land myself within a week of my ride absolutely and

)mpletely at sea, and with everything in most com-
ete and absolute chaos.
The last week before actually starting I think our
irdener lost nearly a stone in weight, owing to the
equent excursions he made to the post office in order
despatch telegrams, and I believe that I personally

ive shortened my life by some years, owing to dire
ixiety and most distressing perplexity.

On the Friday evening before Whitsuntide, however,

feeling and looking somewhat
limp and woebegone after my
exertions, I caught the night

train up North, with my
machine safely packed in a

crate at the end of the train,

and with a large assortment of

literature and provender in my
travelling bag. I had decided

to start from John-o'-Groat's

and work southwards.

Have you, dear reader, ever

made that journey up to Wick ?

If you have you will condole

with mej if you have not you

will take my advice—never to

think about it under any

circumstances.

Luckily, Mr. D. K. Hall,

who had kindly consented to act as timekeeper, is one

of the very best companions on a long journey, and he

managed to liven the weary hours with stories of some

of the famous rides in which he has taken part.

Well, we did arrive at last, and with all due

reverence we- superintended the hoisting of my machine

on to a handcart and its conveyance to Mr. Robertson's

garage, which had been kindly placed at our disposal

for the night.

After writing a final batch of letters and dispatching

the last complement of telegrams we composed our

minds to rest, and were soon sleeping the sleep of the

just in the station hotel, which we had fixed upon

as our headquarters for the night.

Sunday morning was typically Scotch; by this I

mean a steady misty drizzle did its best to drain our

spirits for the whole of the day, and, failing in this,

it decided to show us what a beautiful evening it could

provide for us if it really cared to do so.

At about six o'clock, we decided to start on the

journey to John-o'-Groat's, I on my bicycle and Mr.

Hall on the front seat of Mr. Robinson's car, which was
kindly driven over with a full complement of passengers.

The roads were very greasy after the rain, but as

both my wheels were fitted with rubber studded covers,

I did not trouble much about skidding, and in a very

few minutes we were standing outside the " John-o'-

Groat's Hotel," the most northerly point in Scotland,

and the scene of many a famous start and finish in

days gone by, and I hope in days to come.

At the Starting Point.

After we had done justice to a very substantial high

tea, we went for a short stroll along the beach, and after

taking several snapshots, the time being 9.30, but still

quite light, Mr. Robertson bade us good-bye, and we
were left to possess our souls in patience for the ensuing

twenty-seven hours or so, and to pray that the good
weather we. were now enjoying would hold for the next

few days.
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My Record^Ride.—
We were gladdened on Monday morning by the sun

streaming into our bedroom windows, and a clear

cloudless sky overhead promising well for the run

south. After breakfast we repaired to the garage, which

is situate a short distance down the road, to place the

numerous spares I was carrying snugly and safely in

the saddle bags, and to carefully tighten up nuts and

see that everything was in order.

This did not take long, and before eleven o'clock I

was again in bed, in order to rest, as I knew that the

next two days would be full of hard work, and that I

should have need of all my superfluous strength and

energy to successfully cope with the numerous hard-

ships that inevitably crop up on a long run against time.

Unfortunately for me, they were building an iron house

immediately beneath my window, and although I tried

bribery and corruption in a vain endeavour to stop the

noise, I could not overcome the conscientious scruples

of the Scotsmen, who, anxious as they were to please,

were none the less anxious to finish their work, and

sleep being out of the question, I made the best of a

bad job, and spent the remainder of the day reading

"The Scarlet Pimpernel "and about fifteen telegrams

that arrived at intervals from Huna.
I am afraid the poor old fellow who
acts as postman up at Huna will not

readily forget me. I think he made
that journey—about one and a half

miles each way—about eight times

during the day.

The Weather Prospects Good.

At intervals during the day Mr.

Hall kindly brought in the latest

reports as to the weather, and from
him I gathered that my journey South
would not be disastrous, from a

weather point of view at any rate.

At nine o'clock (four hours before

I had arranged to start) I could stay Anraetices^-ttrom

in bed no longer, and, donning rhy

motor cycle garb, I went down to the garage, which,

however, I found heavily padlocked.

On enquiring indoors as to the reason of this, I learnt

that a chauffeur had stored a car there during the

night, and had carefully locked the doors and forgotten

to return the keys, which were now probably a hundred
miles away.
They say that "love laughs at locksmiths," and,

although I cannot answer as to the truth of this from
personal experience, I can only say that we did.

There are plenty of heavy stones up at John-o' -Groat's,

and we found them excellent hammers for breaking

padlocks.

By the time I had finished strapping on the last

impedimenta Mr. Hall arrived on the scene with

seals and copper wire, as I had particularly asked him
to see to this, so that nobody could accuse me of riding

more than one machine during the run.

Not only did Mr. Hall seal the frame of my
machine, but he also sealed the cylinder of the engine,

and these seals are still intact.

' Reflections Before the Record Attempt.
Leaving the garage, I went for a short stroll along

the beach, so as to waken up a good appetite for

dinner, which I had ordered for eleven o'clock.

The day had been rather windy, and a few showersj

of rain had fallen; but the evening, though somewhat

cloudy, was absolutely quiet and calm, with scarcely

a breath of wind to disturb the unruffled face of the

waters, and even as late as this the sun was bright in the

heavens. Walking alone with no human being in

sight and no noise save the occasional cry of some

cormorant or seagull as it lazily flew away to its

home across there in the Orkneys, the setting sun shin-

ing out across the North Sea likening it to a vast lake

of gold, the small islands of the Orkneys indiscrimin-

ately dotted about, their dark, gaunt, rugged coast-

lines sending great shadows stretching far out into the

water, the small white cottages of the fishermen stand-

ing out in bold relief against the dark background, and

far out at sea the lighthouses dreamily flashing theii

lights round and round in one vast circle, and here anc

there some small fishing smack gently drifting back tc

the well-known port, the failing wind scarcely fillinj

the sails, it is small wonder that in contemplating this

most perfect scene I quite forgot for a few minute;

the mission that had brought me to this quiet spot.

Slowly, very slowly, the sun sank, the shadow
gradually lengthened, and I was left alone to reflec

upon the wondrous works of Nature

and to let its beauty and grandeu
sink deep into my mind.

It was almost with a start that

looked at my watch and saw how lat

it was, and, hurrying back to th

hotel, I found Mr. Hall and M:

Robertson (who had kindly consente

to pilot me down to Beauly) alread

seated at the table and dinner waitinj

As this was the last sit-down dinner

expected to have for about two day
I need hardly say that I did fu

justice to the really first-class fai

they had without a murmur prepare

for us at this late hour.

We rose from the table at 12.30 ar

sallied forth into the night, an
having lit the lamps, proceeded to warm up the engine

My dear little machine fired with the first stroke of tl

pedals, and I placed full trust in it for the most seve

and trying test to which a motor bicycle can be put.

Given the Word "Go" at 1 a.m.
At ten minutes to one I was at the door of the hoi

anxiously waiting for the start as the minutes slow

passed by: 12.56, 57, 58, 59—I flooded the carburett(

buttoned my coat well up, as the night was col

and adjusted my goggleS'—'15 seconds, 10, 5, 3, 2,

" Go. Good-bye and good luck to you," The wor
rang in my ears as I turned the corner by the gara^

and my engine settled down to a steady hum.
Mr. Robertson had started a couple of minutes ahej

of me, and upon him I was relying to pilot me do|
over the first 130 miles to Beauly; but luck was agaii

us. First of all his lamp crashed into the road, al

he continued for some distance without one, and th

his back tyre gave out, and I was perforce left to fi

my way as best I could.

Somehov/ or other the news had got abroad that

attempt was being made on record, and I was mu
surprised at the enthusiasm and keenness that pre\c

amongst these hardy Scotch sportsmen.
(To be continued.

J

John-o '-Groat's House.
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Standard Machines in Hill=climbs,
By B. H. DAVIES. (Continued from page 661.)

a lot of amateurs who possess these special machines.
Now if the disqualifying engineer I suggested as an

extra official at hill-climbs could be trusted to prevent
entries of yet a third model from any firm, the difficulty

would be well met if existing special machines were
brought out in open daylight—if they figured in every
makers' catalogue as what they are, if they were sold in

the open market, and entered and ridden in hill-climbs

under their proper name. One immediate result would
be a large increase of hill-climb entries. Amateurs
who suspect the genuineness of the " sport " would
pluck up courage to enter strictly standard machines
if they could trust promoting clubs to allow only strictly

standard opposition. In each class of engine power,
we should then have two classes—one for standard

tourists and one for special racers—and it is the first

class which would create the best sport.

T therefore call upon the clubs to either bar special

machines from their hill-climbing competitions or else

to create a special class for them. And I call upon
the A.C.U. to refuse to issue one single permit more
for any hill-climb, or to hold one itself, to be run under
the present conditions.

Following upon what I said last week, another

remedy for the evil occurs to me. There is obviously

no earthly objection to the universal production of a

special racing and hill-climbing model by all the big

makers. The unsportsmanlike aspect of the present

state of things is the amount of deceit employed.

The average amateur, possessed of a standard tourist

model with a standard engine, is bamboozled in two
distinct ways. He is first of all bamboozled into dream-

ing that if he enters his machine for a hill-climb, and
manages by careful tuning to extract the last ounce

of kick from the engine, he has a fair sporting chance

to put up fastest time; whereas, as a matter of fact, he

has not the faintest chance of doing anything of the

sort in an open climb, and the promoting club who
invite him to pay for the privilege of competing against

other " standard tourist machines " have no right to

accept his entry; it is akin, in my opinion, to obtaining

money under false pretences.

All he can do is to get up at all.

Secondly, he is being bamboozled again, without

taking competition work into consideration at all. He
reads that a certain dashing trade rider has driven what

professes to be an exact counter-

part of his own machine up some
famous " pimple " at forty miles an
hour. When he visits the aforesaid

famous pimple, he finds it is all he

can do to get up at all, and there

is no thrilling sensation of speed

about his performance. So he is

distressed in spirit, and down come
his engine, magneto, and carbu-

retter, till he has quite robbed his

unlucky machine of whatever power
it originally had. All because he
wants to make a touring mount
capable of racing achievements.

Every clubman knows that three

or four firms, at the very least,

build special machines—the fact is

only half a secret in the clubs,

.though often a complete secret to

the rider who is not in a club.

Now, I think the Vindec people
have shown us a way out of the
difficulty. They built a special
light model for the first T.T. Race.
They made no secret of the fact;

they neither shaped nor coloured it

to figure as a disguised duplicate of
their standard roadster, and they
quote it in their ordinary catalogue.
Two other firms, who utilise special
machines in much of their competi-
tion work, make the matter a half-
secret. They suppress all details
from their catalogue, but if you
happen to know about them, and f
go to their works and ask them to I'

take an order for a special machine,
similar to their trndp rirlf-rc' m^^^,n^a A map'of the course for the Tourist Trophy Motor Cycle Race iiTthe Isle of Man. Competitors start from
oixniicti LO Lueir traae riaers mounts.

g^^ johns and ride to Ballacraine, up Creg Willey's Hill and down the other side to Kirk Michael ; then along

tney will comply. Thus there are thecoastioad to Peel and back to St. Johns. A contour section of the route appears on page 690.
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THE SCOTT TWO=STROKE MOTOR BICYCLE.
Described by its Designer,',Mr. A. A. SCOTT.

rHE most noticeable feature of this motor bicycle,

which competed at Sutton Bank, Newnham,
and other hill-climbs recently, is the dropped

frame and position of tank round the seat

De. Any striking departure from standard lines

::h as this at first sight suggests the " freak. ''\ The

ime, however, on closer examination is justified in

mechani(-al construction, and the obvious advantage

having the petrol t:mk as well as the engine as low

possible is obtained in this machine by a simple

issed structure, of which the engine forms a central

rt, serving as a strut between the lower duplex

Ding and the upper diagonal tube'

—

sl construction

such strength and rigidity that the machine may be

i^•en at full speed on the most treacherous surfaces

thout trace of side-slip.

The arrangement of spring forks permits of a front

leel brake, and the sliding motion of the mo\-able

taken from the sprocket wheels fixed to each side ofi-

the flywheel by chains to the chain wheels ori the

two-speed gear, and thence by a longer chain to

the rear wheel. The Ruthardt magneto, placed

behind the tank, is driven at engine speed by a chain

from the two-speed gearshaft.

The gear is operated by a convenient pedal, which

when in a horizontal position provides a free engine,

and when pressed backwards drops in the low gear,

and when pressed forwards the high gear. This^

leaves the hands free to control the engine, which

will readily start with rider seated on the saddle by

giving a slight push off with the left foot, and at

the same time throwing in the low gear with the right

foot.

The engine is provided with abnormal cooling sur-

faces, which at fiirst sight give the appearance of

complication, but there is a noticeable absence of

The Scott

twin-cylinder

two-cycle

motor bicycle.-

Note the

arrangement of

radiators above

the water

jacketed headsf

of the cylinders

and the petrol

tank around the

seat tube.

rk in the sockets at the lower ends of the fixed

•k is taken by rollers, so that the action is free

der all conditions and unaffected by mud and wet.

le compression and recoil springs are also pro-

ted by plated tubular casings.

The footboards, which extend in a gradual curve

e and aft, are also mounted on a system of com-
und springs. The additional comfort of roomy
ring-supported footboards is appreciated on a long
n, where a change of position for the feet does
ich to reduce fatigue. The footboards are also

ranged in a gradual curve, so that the natural

sture of the feet is retained in all positions without
nding or extension of the ankle.

The Engine Details.
The two-stroke engine is a twin-cylinder (58 by
mm. each), with separate crank cases, the interiors

which can be inspected by slackening a winged
t and removing a c6ver plate. A proportionately
•ge flywheel is mounted on that portion of the shaft

ich lies between the crankcases, and the drive is

piping, which is generally so conspicuous on a " twin."'

The water-cooled head is directly connected with the

radiator and supply tank, fixed to the lower duplex

tubing of the frame. The radiator consists of flat

copper tubes, with interposed distance rings bolted

together, forming a mechanically held system indepen-

dent of soldered joints. Natural circulation is relied-

upon.

A Reduced Number of Parts.

The working parts of the two-stroke engine are

simply piston, connecting rod, and crank pin in

duplicate, and all of these parts are kept in constant

thrust, so that slackness in any of the bearings has

no effect on the quiet running of the engine. To
emphasise this point: The piston, connecting rod,,

and crank pin are kept closely pressed together at

all points of the revolutions, so that slack in the bear-

ings can have no effect on the running of the engine

beyond reducing the cylinder compression and clear-

ance spaces. This condition of affairs obtains up
to 2,500 revolutions per minute, above that speed the
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The Scott Two-stroke Motor Bicycle.—

;ustomary knock would occur, as in the ordinary

ibur-cycle type. The connecting rod ends and main
shaft are provided with a type of roller bearing similar

to and occupying the same space as the ordinary ball

bearing, and the shaft is off set so as to equalise the

pressure caused by the angularity of the connecting

rod on each side of the cylinder. The mechanical
efficiency of the engine has been found to be 85%.
The exhaust ports and the ports used for conveying

gas from crank cases to combustion heads can be
inspected by removing the front and back covers so

that the piston rings can be examined and ports

cleaned if necessary without removing the cylinders.

It will be noticed that the cylinders are mounted on
an aluminium casting known as the " distribution

box/' which contains an exhaust chamber in connec-
tion with the silencer, and also a suction chamber
connected with the automatic carburetter and in com-
munication with the inlet ports of each cylinder. The
charge is drawn in and compressed in the crank cases

by the displacement of the pistons, and delivered to

M the cylinder through the " transfer
'

' ports in the

ordinary way. Constructional details completely
prevent any chance of " backfiring,

'

' and the piston is

shaped in such a way as to effectively deflect the

incoming charge, and at the same time minimise the

surface exposed to the hot gases.

The engine is controlled on the throttle, which
affects the crank case pressures only, and the cylinder

compression is under all conditions the same.
The port openings and pipe areas in this engine

are designed so as to permit of exceptionally high
speed, and the engine is capable of running up to

3,000 revolutions per minute. The actual speed with

a gear of 5 to i is 2,690 revolutions per minute.

No Valve Grinding.
In this engine the cylinder compression remains

permanently good, due to the absence of valves, and
also owing to the port system, whereby the top piston

ring gets lubricated as well as the lower rings, so that

there is no appreciable wear at the piston ring grooves.

It will be seen that the scope for tuning up an

engine' of this description is limited to the adjust-

ment of the carburetter, which has a variable jet con-

trolled from the handle-bar. The petrol level is

normally kept nearly one inch below the mouth of

the jet, and an automatic adjustable air valve is

provided, which at slow speeds and at starting gives

the necessary suction at the jet.

The petrol consumption averages eighty to ninety

miles to the gallon, and the total weight of the engine

is 375^ lbs.

[This interesting machine is now made by The Jowett

Motor Manufacturing Co., Grosvenor Road, Man-
ningham Lane, Bradford.

—

Ed.]

Variable Gears as an
ZENITH MOTORS, LTD., are to be doubly con-

gratulated in that, firstly, they thought of an
excellent means of testing the efficiency of their

gear in traffic, and, secondly, that they came
through that test with flying colours. A few days ago
Mr. W. G. Bower, the managing director

of the company, telephoned through to

these offices, suggesting that if one of our
staff would observe him, he would drive a

Zenette of standard pattern as far and as

long as we liked, through the densest traffic

we could find, without stopping his engine

or leaving the saddle. The trial was one
of a nature which had never before been

attempted by a motor bicycle, so we gladly

selected a route which is about the most
difficult which can be found from the point

of view of dense traffic, while the surface in

places is about as bad as can be found any-

where in town. The route chosen was» as

follows : Stroud Green Road, Seven Sisters

Road, Hornsey Road, Holloway Road, Old
Street, Great Eastern Street, Norton Fol-

gate, Bishopsgate Street, Liverpool Street,

Old Broad Street, Bank, Queen Victoria

Street, Ludgate Circus, New Bridge Street,

Tudor Street, The Motor Cycle Offices.

Here a brief rest was to be taken, and with

the exception of one or two modifications

the same route was to be followed back to

Stroud Green Road. Throughout the trip

Mr. Bower, who rode a standard 3^ h.p. Zenette fitted

with accumulator ignition, was closely followed by a

Morris steam car, a vehicle highly suitable for such a

journey, which bore our representative. The Zenette

ra-vne through the arduous trial in excellent form and

without becoming unduly overheated, the engine never

Aid to Traffic Riding.
missed fire, and its rider never left the saddle. In the

dense traffic where the explosions were inaudible to

those following in the observing car, we were acquainted

with the fact that the engine was firing regularly by

the blue smoke issuing from the silencer, an overdose

Mr. Bower and his Zenette Motor Bicycle in tlie thick of the traJBc at the Banli Crossing.

of lubricating oil having been inserted for the purpose.

On the return journey the machine ran equally well,

and anyone acquainted with the terrors of London

traffic will appreciate the fact that the accomplishment

of such a non-stop ride is no mean performance, whih^

it goes to prove the comfort of a variable gear.
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OCCASIONAL COMMENTS

By "IXION."
Cyclometer Fitting.

Several correspondents inform me that an ordinary

pedal bicycle cyclometer will last perfectly well on
1 motor cycle if a special attachment be made for it

;

ivith the screws provided they jar off in a few miles.

Since writing my notes upon these I have inspected a

Dedal bicycle cyclometer which has run for two seasons

>n a 3^ h.p. Minerva, and I note that the original

:lip is still in use, but a much longer screw has been

itted, and after the locknut had been packed out with

vashers the projecting end has been riveted over with

L hammer. This plan is therefore to be recommended.

Worn Bell Cranks on Magnetos.

A correspondent sends me a wrinkle for obviating

he effects of wear on either the bell crank or the

ibre ring of a motor cycle magneto. It runs as

ollows, and was obtained direct from the Bosch Co. :

Jnscrew the fixed platinum point, and tile one-sixty-

ourth part of an inch off the face of the plate into

srhich this screw beds, so as to sink it further into its

)ed by that distance. This adjustment naturally

ncreases the amount of break at the platina, but the

)reak may be corrected by placing a very thin paper

i^asher under the platinum screw on the bell crank.

Zzx^ must be taken not to reverse this process, as a

eversal of the operations will not improve the timing of

he spark. I see from my files that Mr. Davies gave a

imilar tip some years ago. I might point out that this

ip should only be followed in emergencies, as when the

ilatina which have been adjusted in this fashion are

/orn out further adjustments will be needed to obtain

.ccurate timing of the spark with a pair of new
ilatina or a new bell crank. Fortunately, the wear

his tip is intended to deal with does not take place

[1 a less distance than several thousand miles, so

wners of comparatively new magnetos need not worry

leir heads about it either way.

An Appeal to the Industry.

When you write for the catalogue of the 3^ h.p.

'hunderbolt in these advanced days, you first of all

erase in its pages the specification of that magnificent

lachine, with the various items which cause it to stand

ut head and shoulders above a crowd of feebly envious

:vals; then you come to an astounding list of its per-

)rraances, which make it appear to you as a dog in the

tanger, until you have also procured the catalogue of

le 5 h.p. Lightning Conductor, and discovered to

Dur bewilderment that it also sw^ept the board in 1907,

nd at last you come—and this is my point—to the

ccessory pages, wherein you find prices of the Thunder-
olt accessories—the Thunderbolt lamp, the Thunder-
olt horn, the Thunderbolt pump, the Thunderbolt
:and, and so forth. When you. purchase these

:cessories, you find in many instances that they would
nit the 5 h.p. Lightning Conductor quite as well as

le Thunderbolt, or possibly better; and this leads

) experiences like mine of the other day.

I was riding an important journey—by night—on a

y^ h.p. Thunderbolt. I was duly fitted out wdth the

'hunderbolt specialities, and more particularly with

leir Thunderbolt lamp, hooter, and separate generator,

ire long a screw dropped out of the Thunderbolt
jparate generator bracket, and it slid gently down

towards the hub of the front wheel, where it wrencheil
out several spokes. Having no spare screw 1 carried the

generator in my hand for some miles, until I got enough
tubing to connect it from my side pocket to the lamp.
Then the Thunderbolt lamp itself—peerless illuminator
though it be—jarred off the Thunderbolt bracket, and
broke its Thunderbolt glass. Then the Thunderbolt
hooter jarred off the Thunderbolt handle-bar, and had to

be carried thenceforward tied to the Thunderbolt carrier

by a piece of non-Thunderbolt string. And so on. Mv
point is this; if a motor cycle firm lays itself out to
supply accessories, why does it not go one step further,

and perfect those accessories for the services they have
to perform ? Wh)- is not the Thunderbolt separate
generator's bracket either brazed solid wath the fork-

before enamelling, or stamped in one piece with the
Thunderbolt tankclip ? Why have not both Thunder-
bolt lamp and Thunderbolt generator clamping screws
passed right through their holders and fastened by lock-

Some ot the competitors]in thelManchester M.C. Two Days' Reliability Run
to Cheltenham and back.

nuts ? Why has not the Thunderbolt hooter a clamp
which will really grip the Thunderbolt handle-bar?
And so forth. It is true all this means a trifling extra
expense; but it would be quickly and fully repaid to

the far sighted maker. At present not one rider in ten

gets his accessories from the makers of his machine, for

the simple reason that with one or two noble exceptions,
they will not fit his machine one atom better than any
chance assortment purchased from any factor's general
stock. But if we knew that by ordering accessories with
the machine, we should get a set of fittings suited in

outline, finish, and attachment to the machine, free

from defects of appearance, free from those annoying
little mischances which I have described as spoiling

'

my night run, every single motor cyclist would take care '

to order his 1909 mount to be sent out from the factory"

fitted complete and ready for the road. And its makers
would more than repay themselves for the outlay on a

few bolts, screws, and special fittings by the profits on
an increased sale of accessories.

Palmer Tyre, Ltd., announce that owing to increasing '

business they have found it necessary to transfer their

cycle and motor cycle departments to more commodious
premises at ro3, St. John Street, Clerkenwell, London,
E.C.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

/VU letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle " 20, Tudor Street, B.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

Petrol Consumption.

[3509.]—I am much interested in Mr. A. H. Doherty's
reply to " R. G. P.," page 609, re the G. and A. carburetter.

I have made and fitted an extra air inlet to my 3^ h.p.

Minerva, which is fitted with this make of carburetter, and
aiii now riding 100 miles to the gallon of petrol instead of

e'ghty or eighty-five before this extra air inlet was fitted,

and also with a marked gain in power.
CECIL CROWTHER.

Sidecars.

[3510.]—After the discussion in The Motor CycU re-

cently, one would have thought the different makers of side-

cars would have backed up their arguments in the End-to-

end trials. They evidently do not consider them fitted for

the journey. I beg to give Mr. Montgomery a tip which he
should place before his customers. By lifting up the links

on the top and tilting the basket over the motor bicycle,

the combination will pass through a narrow doorway. I

have to do this every time I take out my sidecar.

PERCY.

The Judges' Report on the End-to-end.

[3511.]—I wish to correct an error in my article on the

judges' report of the End-to-end. I spoke therein of the
Douglas machines as being fit^-ed with a high tension dis-

tributer and single trembler coil. As a matter of fact, they
were all three fitted with Bosch magnetos. This mistake
was due to my own carelessness in identifying these

machines with a similar mount just examined, turned out
by a different firm—a carelessness confirmed by an untrue
statement just to hand from a correspondent of mine.

B. H. DAVIES.

Thirteen Stone v. Two Horse-power.

[3512.]—I read the article under the above heading by
Mr. B. H. Davies in the issue of August 12th, regarding the

Moto-R^ve lightweight machine. It interested me very
much as I have invested in one of those marvellous little

machines. Happening to be in Scotland about the middle
af May, I saw one at the Edinburgh Exhibition, and after a

demonstration of its various points, I purchased one, and
code it on the following day from Edinburgh to Blackpool.
Although almost a complete novice, I did this journey of

aver 200 miles in less than eleven and a half hours, which I

jhink is remarkably good going for a small -engine like this,

md quite fast enough to satisfy the average motor cyclist.

I have had no trouble at all with the engine since I received
ihe machine ; it starts easily, and very seldom have I had
>o help it by pedalling, as it fairly flies up any ordinary
rills, but I must agree with Mr. Davies that we want wheels
md tyres a little heavier. I had not used the machine more
ihan six weeks when the belt rim spokes slackened, and one
Jr two of them broke, also some of the spokes of the back
yheel broke, with the result that the belt rim was practically
ranging to the wheel. I sent the wheel back to the Edin-
burgh agents, and they we.re so good as to fit up the wheel
igain, rebuilding it with much heavier spokes. I got wheel
Jack almost at once, carriage paid, without any charge, and
t is now quite strong. But I think that a 2in. tyre instead
>f the Ifin. would be a great improvement, otherwise I could

not desire anything better, and so long as I can spin along
with my 2 h.p. and climb hills as I do with ease and com-
fort, I am quite content to look no further than the humble

LIGHTWEIGHT.

Motor Cycle Finish.

[3513.]—I read with interest the letter [No. 3474] of

i\Ir. H. Crole-Rees on the subject of motor cycle finish, and
quite agree with him that black is really a most unsuitable
colour, but I do not entirely agree with his choice of French
gx*ey. Although the grey would not show dirt it would not
look really smart or clean.

I have this season painted my own motor cycle, and
perhaps your many readers may be interested. The colour

used was cream with fine green lines, and the result is a
spick and span motor cycle, even after a long run, especi-

ally in districts where dust is white.

The great thing one must be careful about to ensure good
appearance and lasting wear is to get a good enamel paint

that does not set in five minutes, and has high elastic

quality. This is essential.

Personally, I have used Satinette, and do not think it caai

be beaten, although I have tried many makes, special cycle

enamels included.

It is made by Messrs. Pinchin, Johnson and Co., Ltd.,

Bevis Marks, London, and I would recommend all who con-

template painting their motor cycles at home to give it a

trial. Dismantling to my idea is essential. TAP.

Is the Tricar Dead?

[3514.]—I am at a loss to account for the number of tricars

on the road lately. Whilst touring on the North Road
during last week I counted nearly thirty tricars against

eighteen sidecars and forty-one motor cycles. Is the tricar

coming into vogue again, or is there a tricar club now? A
number of tricars passed me one after the other, and at first

I did not count them. The open frame variety were in the

majority—mostly Rileys, Rexettes, and Phoenix, and I only

saw one stopped for repairs (broken chain. I think).

I have been thinking of selling mine, but shall not do so

until next spring if you think a boom is coming. I have
had little trouble with mine, except a slipping clutch, which
has righted itself now. Tricars I find are at first rather

difficult to get round corners, at least to a bicyclist, but this

all depends on clutch manipulation, and once you have
mastered the proper use of the clutch it is quite easy.

I was stopped the other day by a policeman for not having
the rear number illuminated, and he took my name and
address. Your book, "Motor Cycles and How to Manage
Them," says that a rear number is not required. The tricar

only weighs 3 cwt., so I should be quite on the right side, I

think ; anyhow, I have heard nothing further at present.

I quite agree with your correspondent " Moclist " in last

week's issue regarding vexatious delays, having had three

months of the summer wasted through having to wait for

two small parts. Wi.shing vour splendid paper every success,

OLD HAND.
[Tricars weighing under 3 cwts. unladen, i.e., minus petrol,

oil, tools, etc., are not legally compelled to carry a rear

red light, or to illuminate the rear number. The front

number must, however, be illuminated on both sides of the
plate, as on a motor bicycle.^-ED.]
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Adjustable Tappets.

[3515.]—The following may be of interest to those who

ave not adjustable tappets. The top of my tappet is about

3 large as a farthing, and the exhaust valve stem is barely

sin. diameter, the result being that a considerable hole was

orn in the tappet by the valve stem. I ran a ^in. thread

1 the valve stem, and fitted a nut and lock nut. I can now

ijust my exhaust lift to a nicety, and also have the large

irface of the nut to strike the tappet, with consequently

>ss wear. Also, if the nut gets worn it is not much trouble

[• expense to replace it. H. H. COBB.

Protecting Magneto Terminals.

[3516.]—I feel I must emphasise the tip I read in The

lotor Cycle on page 642, regarding the smearing of the

lagneto with vaseline to stop short circuiting. I am an old

der of the Twin Vindec, and the trouble mentioned was

le only fault I had to find with a splendid machine. On
le 23rd ult. I was compelled to take a longish ride in what

roved to be one of the wettest days of the year. I started

ith a great fear of constant trouble with the magneto as

itherto, but I had rubbed vaseline over all the terminals

3 recommended, and I can thankfully say I did not have a

ngie misfire, so I felt I must write you on the subject, as

is the first time I have thoroughly overcome the trouble.

E. P. WAGHORN.

The Muratti Trophy Reliability Trials.

[3517.]—Is a 200 guinea prize not enough to induce

ders to come to Belfast? The few who turned up for the

Dove trials only represented three makes of machines. All

le competitors were Belfastonians except Mr. McCann, and

3 deserves a special supper or medal for coming over. I

>und him in the centre of Belfast with no one to show him
16 road to the Grand Central. I trust- there will in future

3 a much larger entry, and there should be a committee
motor cyclists formed to pilot the competitors to their

ropping place and entertain them when they get there,

rusting to see a better representation next year,

ONE AND A QUARTER.

Hill-climbing in North Wales.

[3518.]—I notice in letter 3487, Mr. R. Meesom mentions
lat he climbed the hill on the road from Bettws-y-Coed to

apel Garmon. He may be interested to hear that I have
so climbed this hill.

I notice Mr. Meesom also mentions West Hill, Hampstead.
arely, he means Highgate, for I have lived in Hampstead
ractically all my life and 4iave never heard of a West Hill

3re. West Hill, Highgate, is a very mild one.

Motorists looking for a real hill should try Barbrook Hill,

30ut a mile from Lynton, on the road to Parracombe in

evon. The surface is first-class, but should not be tried in

et weather.
Mr. Meesom may be interested to know that the machine
used in Wales was a 3^ h.p. Bat, De Dion type engine,
gid frame, N.S.U. two-speed gear, with Advance adjust-
ale pulley, combined gear 4 to 1 and 6^ to 1, long foot-
>ards, and no pedals, weight 162 lbs. all on excepting oil

id petrol. My own weight is 11 stones.

HAROLD KARSLAKE.

Formulae in Hill-climbs.

[3519.]—Might I be allowed to reply to your correspon-
ent, Mr. W. G. Bower concerning formulae in hill-climbs.
think the Coventry Motor Club and the A.C.U. show

reat judgment in not having a special formula for two-cycle
igines—a type which undoubtedly merits encouragement,
f, after years of experiment and trial a man succeeds in
ringing out an engine which develops more power, weight
>r weight, is simpler almost by half, and with two cylinders
as the torque of the usual four, I should consider it the
eight of injustice if the governing body and leading clubs
andicapped his machine to give the older fashioned type
look in.

I think Mr. Bower must have written wdthout full thought,
)r an exact parallel would be the case of an engineer who
nproved the usual four-cycle engine very greatly by some
mple contrivance, and then got no benefit because he was
andicapped out of hill-climbs and power competitions from
le results of which so many buyers receive guidance.

It is no use to say that the two-cycle engine has othe»

points which condemn it, for that is not the case. Up till

now, lack of power, weight for weight, has usually been it&

fault, for it used not to be able to run fast. Mr. Scott seem&
to have got over this difficulty, and I consider that every

encouragement should be given in the development of a type

of engine which threatens, in time at any rate, to eclip.se

the more usual and better known four-cycle type.

R. K. HUBBARD.

Footrests v. Pedals and Stands.

[3520.]—:\Jr. A. W. Wall [letter 3493] should not forget

that pedalling gear in connection with a clutch or two-speed
gear gives motor cyclists a convenience that car drivers-

hanker after very much, viz;., the power to start the machine-

from the seat without having to dismount and " coffee grind."

It is difficult to manage this on a car, but it is so easily

arranged on a motor cycle that I am sure motor cyclists will

insist upon it or some equivalent.

Mr. Davies's lemarks /e lamps are well founded. I sug-

gested some time ago that the End-to-end run should be-

availed of for a test of lamps as well as machines, the lamps
to be purchased by the judges from ordinary dealers so that

there should be no question of special articles being, supplied.

H. M.

[3521.]—I agree with the writer of letter 3493 re above
with regard to not requiring pedals for assisting the
'machine, but do not think that the advent of the variable-

gear has made it unnecessary to have pedals. What of the-

various gears such as the Vindec, and several others, which
start the engine by turning the pedals, and are far superior

in every way to handle starting? No trouble about where
to carry the starting handle, or getting it out, startiiig the-

engine, putting it away again, and then getting on the'

Variable Gears as an Aid to TraiBe Riding. Mr. Bower on hislZenette
Variably-geared Motor Bicycle, followed by the observing ,, ear. {See

page 683.)

machine and letting in the clutch and all the time the engine^

racing and getting hot. With the Vindec gear just one-

push at the pedal whilst the rider is standing astride the

machine and letting in the clutch. With regard to footrests,

these can be fitted to any machine, but are not so good as

a 'stand when changing a tube, particularly so on a muddy
road. I prefer to have the wheel clear of the mud. As for

pedals not allowing of a comfortable safe low riding posi-

tion, all I have to say is that there is no difference in the-

height of the saddle top from the ground in my two-

machines—^the one a 1908 twin-cylinder two-speed Vindec
Special with pedals, and the other a 1908 single-cylinder two-
speed Royal Roc. There is one point with regard to the Roc
1908 clutch gear on which I should like readers' experiences,
and that is how to stop the clutches from slipping. The oil

works out of the gearcase on to the clutch bands, and nc«

amount of pressure on the clutch pedal will cause them to-

grip properly. This is the experience of three of us in this

district (Liversedge).

PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE.
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A Problem to be Solved.

[3522.]—I have b^en very much interested indeed in the

replies to my letter entitled " A Problem to be Solved," which

was published in yom' magazine a short time ago. I think

that perhaps you bit the nail on the head in your footnote

to ray letter when you stated that the oil had something

to do with propulsion at the high temperatures, which are

present when this phenomenon takes place. I see that letter

No. i407 agrees with this, and suggests that in the abnormal

state referrtd to my engine operated like the Diesel engine,

which, as everyone knows, burns crude oil. I believe when
the matter is thoroughly thrashed out it will be found that

either the above is the explanation, or else the high

etficiency is due to the perfect compression caused by the

expansion of the pistons. One of your correspondents stated

tliat the piston and cylinder expanded the same amount. I

cannot agree with him. The piston is moving in a confined

space, wnere it cannot radiate its heat. It is practically

msalated irom the cylinder wall by the film of oil surround-

ing it. The cylinder, on the other hand, can radiate its

heat readily, and therefore is at a much lower temperature

Uuin the piston itself.

Correspondent IS'o. 3407 aisks why cannot the Diesel engine

be employed on motor cycles. I believe the reason that this

very excellent engine has not been used on automobiles and'^

motor cycles is due to the fact tliat an unusually heavy

engine is necessary in order to get any power ; in other

words, tiie weight per h.p. is abnormally high.

I hope that this matter will be thoroughly discussed in your

paper, and that in the end a satisfactory explanation may
be evolved.

1 made one very pleasant trip to England, and met Mr.

\V. H. Wells, of the South British Trading Co., and several

other trade riders. I had such a good time that I am planning

to take in tlie Stanley Show this year. I meant to get to

Coventry last year, bat, owing to press of other matters, I

failed to do so. I will not fail to make the acquaintance of

The Motor Cycle, however, when I take my next trip. From
my experience, I have nothing but praise for the English

motor cyclist, for I found him to be a sportsman through

and through. T look forward to commg in contact with him
again.

New York.
EARLE L. OVINGTON.

Standard Machines in Hill-climbs.

[3523.]—Having carefully read Mr. B. H. Davies's

article upon this subject, it appears to us that it must appeal

to a number of your readers that the "Messrs. So-and-So
"

mentioned who use ball bearing engines for hill-climbs and
yet sell machines with plain bearing engines are the Rex
iMotor Manufacturing Co., Ltd. If this is so, Mr. Davies
IS quite right in stating that we do manufacture certain

engines with plain bearings, and also certain engines with
ball bearings, but the ball bearing engines are just as much
a feature of the Rex business as the plain bearings, the only
difference being that the public are charged three guineas

extra for machines fitted with ball bearing engines.

As regards winning many hill-climbs, if it is the Rex Co.

which is referred to, it certainly has done its share during
the past few years, but we must point out that the majority
of these successes have been obtained with plain bearing
engines. Take the performance, for instance, of Messrs.
Applebee and Godfrey. These riders have never used in com-
petition a ball bearing engine, and bestride the same machines
to-day as they rode early in 1907. On going through the list

of Rex machines ridden at the Newnham Hill-climb, to which
]Mr. Davies refers, we think we are right in stating that at
least 75% per cent, of these were fitted with the old-fashioned
plain bearing engines. We should, therefore, like to wipe
away any suggestion that the Rex motor cycles used in the
Newnham Hill-climb were any other than standard machines,
except where riders dispensed with pedals and substituted
+he bar footrest which gave them a non-standard appearance.
The two plain bearing machines used by Applebee and

Godfrey in hill-climbs during the past two years have been
through all the long distance trials, including the London to
Edinburgh and back. Land's End to John-o'-Groat's, Ply-
mouth and back, and all other performances in which their
respective names have appeared.

Surely machines of this description, which are even to-day,
as proved at the Newnham Hill -climb, the fastest in the twin
class, cannot be accused of being other than standard tour-
ing mounts.

THE REX MOTOR ^MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.

"Ixion" on Lightweight Motor Cycles.

[3524.]
—" Ixion " admits that he may be jaundiced against

the lightweight motor cycle. Confessedly, then, he is

scarcely a competent critic. The whole tenor of the para-
graph under "Occasional Comments" in The Motor Cycle oi

August 19th is on© of thinly veiled contempt for the light-

weight motor cycle. Such a paragraph is calculated to do
a cor^siderable amount of harm to a portion of the industry
which we claim to have inaugurated, and we resent its

publication.

While in various competitions of a strenuous character
the Motosacoche has performed admirably and drawn to

itself a considerable amount of unqualified praise, w© wish
to point out that it is not intended as a racing instrument

;

it is not intended to compete with heavy high-powered
motors for excessively long-distance 'vork. We wish once
again to emphasise that its whole raison d'etre is that it is

a motor-assisted bicycle, a link between the ordinary push
bicycle and the motor bicycle so-called.

If "Ixion" would make a journey to Geneva, the birthplace

of the light detachable motor, we are sure his eyes would
be opened to a state of things which does not at present
exist in England. Here the detachable motor has taken the
place of the ordinary push bicycle. It is used by busines?

men in the same way they used the push bicycle before the
introduction of the motor. There are no goggles, leather

coats and leather breeches, big boots, leggings, and other
weird get-up about the riders of Geneva ; neither are their

machines loaded up with huge lamps, horns, luggage carriers

and luggage stands, such as seem to be the delight of the
English motor cyclist. The Genevese have accepted the
Motosacoche for what it is and for what it was intended

—

a machine to take the place of the ordinary bicycle, and
which can be handled with all the ease of the ordinary
bicycle.

It is most absurd and unfair to compare it with heavy
touring motor cycles. " Ixion " is good enough to admit the

reliability of the motor attachment itself, but condemns
the bicycle and its component parts, such as belts, tyres,

and rims. It is granted that these items are lighter than
those employed on the high-powered motor bicycle of more
than douijle the weight, but the weights of the bicycle and
its tyres are all in conformity with the weight of the motor,
and if the machine is used for the purpose for which it is

intended these fitments are in every way suitable and effi-

cient. If we are to take " Ixion " seriously we should fit a

Motosacoche attachment—^1^ h p. engine and all mechanical
parts, including accumulator, belt rim, belt and control

weighing only 41^ lbs., with a bicycle equipment suitable

for any of the heavier machines now on the market. While
this is on the face of it ridiculous, the whole idea of the
light, portable, runabout bicycle is at once destroyed.

In conclusion, we have yet to receive complaints of

damaged rims or frames such as " Ixion " sug<jests is a

common feature of the lightweight motor cycle. The bicycle

for the Motosacoche attachment is made by the Rover Co.,

Coventry, which is a good enough guarantee of quality.

H. AND A. DUFAUX (ENGTAND^ LTD.
["Ixion" did not refer to frames, he confined himself to

belts, tyres, and rims.

—

Ed.]

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
" Conversion " would like to have readers' experiences

regarding a Triumph motor bicvcle after it has been converted
to the Roc two-speed gear and clutch system.

" E. R. C." (Dover) would like readers' experiences with
the 7-8 h.p. Minerva engine.

" B. A. F." would like readers' experiences with the
Triumph engine ; also the Jap automatic centrifugal expand-
ing and contracting pulley.

[Several interesting letters are unavoidably held over, and
will be published as space permits.]

N O T I C E^
The Editor disclaims all legal responsibility in any way for

loss o( cony in the form of manuscript, drawings, or photographs
submitted to him. Rejected manuscript, drawings, and photo-
graphs will only be returned provided f' (jtamnnd addressed
envelope is enclosed for the purpose.

iS^
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THE MOTOR CYCLIST AND HIS AMBITION.
By Clarence Ponting.

THE ambition of the motor cyclist. This aristo-

cratic, enviable, over wealthy, time-killing,

thirty-miles-an-hour, non-silencer, happy-go-

lucky ambition of the motor cyclist, i The
ambition and hobby of him with the well-filled purse.

Or is it the hobby of the man with moderate means,

the man with enough to support himself, the man with

a little spare wealth ? Which is it ?

Let us see what is his ambition.

Let us sit down and minutely examine his motor.

This strange conglomeration of wheels and wires, of

sparking plug and magneto. The motor cyclist's pride.

This thing of petrol and noise. Let us examine it

I say.

The motor cyclist. He begins his education as a

raw cyclist. A push bike. A thing which has to be

pushed. A mere bicycle. Target for abuse. Target

for contempt. Target for derision. A target for

everybody.

You who have "twins," have pity on him. Have
pity on this poor unfortunate push cyclist. The man
who pedals. Pity him, I say, for is not the push

cyclist the father of the lordly car? Yes, great as you

all are, you once were cyclists. Poor push cyclists like

lim. Cyclists. And so, pity him.'

He is now no longer a push cyclist. That time has

Dassed. That seemingly interminable, cheerfully for-

gettable time has passed. Gone for ever. Never to

return.

He is a cyclist no longer.

He is the owner of a one horse motor cycle. He
iiotors. He is responsible for it's good behaviour,

rhe motor provides his daily labour. He works at the

notor, on the motor, by the motor, for the motor. His
ife is nothing but motors. He therefore hates his

notor. He does not love his motor. He hates it.

Loathes it. Detests it. He hates it with an undying
ind diabolical hatred. He yearns to be rid of it.

^L'^earns to have a three-horse motor. Yearns to leave

lis one horse-power motor for ever, never to touch it

igain. Never again.

And yet he is proud of it. He is swaggeringlv,

blatantly, unbearably proud of it. He flaunts it in the

:ace of the cyclist, an exemplary of the way cycling

should be done. The poor, little cyclist is forced to

study the machine, to examine it, to praise it. He,
;oo, hates it. Poor push cyclist. He, too, hates it.

Unhappy cyclist. And the motor cyclist laughs. Hard-
learted motor cyclist. Silly, noisy, affected, over-

Dearing, leather-coated motorist. He cannot contain
limself. Cocky motorist. Leave him alone. He'll
jrow out of it. Some day. Perhaps.
The ambition of the motor cyclist. Its third stage.

Ah! Don't breathe of it! Don't speak of it! Stage
three.

He is the owner of a "twin." A full blown owner
3f a "twin." A leather coated, yellow legginged,
swaggering owner of a "twin." The sole owner of a
'twin." Paid for it out of his savings.

Sometimes he is polite, attentive, chatty, good-
bumoured, affable, beaming, cheerj' motor cyclist. •

That is when everything is nicely tuned up.
Other times he is peevish, petulant, irritable, fidgety,

and blasphemous.

{With apologies to Bart Kennedy.)

That is when it is misfiring, or he is talking to a

man who owns a one horse motor.

Now everybody envies the owner of a " twin "
! How

they all stare at him, glare at him, envy him ! Yet he
obliviously continues slinging money about on acces-

sories. The glimmering, shimmering, gold and silver

and copper. He calmly, contemptuously, con
tumaciously, continues buying the latest accessories.

It's all done with money.
Money. Wonderful money.
Money. The harbinger of comfort and longevity.

Money. The herald of malice and murder.
Money. The root of all evil.

Money. The root of all good.
Money. Mere metallic money.
What does the owner of a " twin

'

' care for money ?

What does he, the owner of a twin, care for money?
In spite of being able to purchase the latest thing in

sparking plugs, the owner of a "twin" is not con-

tented. He is not a contented man. He is a discon-

tented man. This owner of a " twin." His life is one
of hopes and fears. Big speeds and excessive fines.

Police traps and punctured tyres.

When he owned a one horse-power he thought he

would never be able to afford a " twin," and now that

he has a " twin " and able to level all hills, he is not

satisfied. He is a dissatisfied and discontented owner
of a "twin." Only the owner of a "twin." Just the

owner of a "twin." Nothing more. Nothing less.

Just the owner of a " twin."

Let us leave him. He will be more some day. He
will be the driver of a tricar. Something more than

the owner of a "twin."
It's oh! to be the driver of a tricar! No belt

troubles ! No misfiring ! No solitary rides ! No
anything

!

The driver of a tricar.

You know everything that's worth knowing. You
are a chauffeur. You are the boss of the whole con-

traption. You order everybody about. Nobody
orders you about. The man with the i h.p. consults

you. The repairer obeys you. They obey you, for

you possess a tricar.

You have no trouble. The repairer has all that.

You are not the repairer. You are the tricar driver.

If you drive well you get the credit. Good driving

puts you at a premium.
If you drive badly and make mistakes the motor

gets the blame. Bad results puts it at a discount.

Oh! it's nice to be the owner of a tricar. To live

the comfortable life of the tricar driver. The lucky

owner of a tricar. The airy driver of a tricar. The
weaLlthy owner of a tricar. It's great to be able to

possess a tricar.

We shall all have tricars. Some day. Perhaps.
If we live long enough.
The ambition of the motor cyclist.

Its last stage. The owner of a car.

The owner of a car. That is the ambition of a

motor cyclist.

What a vast assortment of car drivers there are!

Tall drivers. Short drivers. Thin drivers. Stout

drivers. Calm drivers. Angry drivers. Deep
drivers. Clever drivers. Young drivers. Old
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The Motor Cyclist and his Ambition.—
drivers. Bald drivers. Rea-faced drivers. Voluble

drivers. Silent drivers. Reckless drivers. Careful

drivers. Begoggled drivers. Drivers all.

The driver is the man on the car. 1 ux motorist par
excellence.

Everybody looks to the car driver for everything.

The culminating point of a motor cyclist's career is

that of a chauffeur. It is his ideal, his goal, the ter-

minus of his ambition. The car driver. The man at

the wheel. Boss over all he surveys.

Oh! It's nice to be the driver of a car. A real car
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driver. Not a motor cyclist, but a car driver.
Envy him, I say. Is he not the owner of a car ? We

shall all own cars. Someday. If we live long enough.
And now that we have followed the motor cyclist to

the culminating point of his ambition, are we any the
wiser ? Do we know anything more about him ? About
this curious, heterogeneous, self-propelled, snorting
motor cyclist ?

No? You say no! You say we do not! That is

what you say ! Then let us leave it.

Leave this ambition of the Motor Cyclist.

Let us leave it alone. For ever.

A new pattern rigid sidecar patented by J. McCullum, ol Joppa, N.B. It will be noticed that the sidecar wheel is directly under the passenger's seat, the
advantages claimed for this arrangement being less wear on tyres owing to the reduced width, which it is said causes less strain.

Magneto Covers and Short Circuiting.

THE letter published below was sent for our corre-

spondence columns, but as it is one of many we
have received lately from readers complaining
that magneto covers now on the market are a

cause of short circuits on the magneto, we addressed a
letter of enquiry to the Bosch Magneto Co. on the sub-

ject, and have received their reply, which we have
pleasure in publishing in conjunction with the warning
sent by our correspondent, Mr. J. Butler.

" May I warn your readers against using a patent
leather magneto cover, as I purchased one during the
holidays and could not for the life of me make out why
the machine did not fire when the cover was on, but
would do so as soon as the cover was removed. The
magneto was shorting somewhere, so I removed all the
buckles and straps, and again put it on. This had no
effect. I was informed it was the glazing on the leather

attracting the current. May I ask, if this is so? The
machine is a Triumph, and nothing is amiss when the

cover is discarded. But, oh ! what a hot job to find

this out during the August Bank Holiday heat.

"J. Butler."
" Replying to yours of the nth, re the short circuit-

ing of Bosch magnetos through patent leather covers,

we beg to point out that this has of late become quite

a common occurrence, and the cause is that the leather

absorbs so much moisture that it becomes more or less

a good conductor, and the same effect would be pro-

duced on any material that will absorb moisture, and
for this reason we have put on the market hard fibre

covers, which we have found the best material for

resisting water, and if these are varnished they are

perfectly satisfactory. With regard to the glaze on the

.leather, we are not aware that there is any ingredient

used in the preparation of this to make it any way
more conductive than the other part of the leather, and

believe that the shorting is simply and solely due to

moisture.

"The Bosch Magneto Company, Ltd."

Will readers kindly note that the failure of the gear

on Newman's Roc machine which was mentioned in our

report of the A.C.U. London to Plymouth and back

run was not the two-speed gear in the back hub fitted

to the Roc machines but the timing gear of the engine.

A taper pin which holds the timing wheel to the shaft

broke, and one half of it fell between the revolving

pinions, causing three of the teeth to be broken.
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MY RECORD RIDE.

By Arthur W. Bentley (Illustrated).

THE SCOTT TWO-STROKE MOTOR
BICYCLE (lUustrated).

An Eeho ol Newnham

Mr. A. W. Bentl©y wishes us to in-

form our readers that the machine he
rode at Newnham was an ordinary
standard Triumph.

T.T. Motor Cycle Race.

Practising on the course for the above
race begins to-morrow, Thursday, Sept.
3rd, and ends on Monday, Sept. 21st.
A map of the course appears on page
681, and a contour section of the road
will be found below.

Roads to the Coast.

The surface of the road to Heme Bay
and Whitstable is now tarred, and it is

a capital rim down to the sea via
Rochester and Sittingbourne. As a
centre for a motor cycle tour Heme
Bay and Margate are very popular.
The roads in this district are mostly
flat, and for this reason the district can
be recommended for touring on single-
geared passenger machines.

A Revolutionary Machine.

A motor bicycle which has attracted
a considerable amount of attention of
late is Mr. Scott's twin-cylinder
two-stroke motor cycle, a description
and illustration of which are published
on page 682. Mr. Scott's endeavours
to provide an efficient engine which is

also an easy starter have borne fruit
already. At the Bradford M.C.C. hill-

climb at Wass Bank, and the Coventry
M.C. hill-climb at Newnham, it com-
peted with other twin-cylindered
machines, and on the A.C.U. or Pro-
fessor Callender's formula it was
awarded first position. Several com-
petitors in both the above events are
of the opinion that a two-cycle motor
should not be allowed to compete
against a four-cycle on formula. The
opinions of our readers are appearing
in the correspondence pages. It
appears as though this is a similar
case to that of steam v. petrol.

Identification Mark Obscured.

At the Godalming Police Court on the
24th ult. Arthur Young was summoned
for allowing the rear identification
mark of his motor bicycle to become
obscured on the 20th ult. P.C. Light-
foot deposed to seeing the defendant's
rear number-plate covered with fresh
mud. Defendant said it was clean
when he got olf at Guildford, and the
road from there was very muddy.
Ordered to pay the costs. INIotor

cyclists should keep an eye on their
number-plates in muddy weather.

D. R. Clark J(2J h.p. ^Century), winner of

the Mile Time Trials at the A.C.U. Race Meet-
ing on the 24th ult. Time, Im. 5^sec.

A Puncture Record.

" ^Misfortunes never come singly " is

an old saying, exe;mplified in the
case of Mr. D. S. Baddeley, who experi-

enced a failure to the front wheel bear-

ing, lost his way, and used up three
air tubes, fifteen patches, one pump,
and one rubber-studded cover, in the
London-Land's End-London ride. He
rode altogether 1,000 odd miles in four
days. This, combined with tyre repair-

ing, can only be described as hard
labour.

:>o::--:;::^:::-.-;|i^iS^

Favourite Motor Cycle Resort.

Writing to the Times Sir Martin
Conway states that 200 motor cycles
were garaged at Folkestone on August
Bank Holiday. The majority of motor-
ing visitor.'? came from outside the
county. £40,000, he estimates, were
spent in Kent by motorists alone dur-
ing the three days of the holiday. Thus
dustless roads, well patrolled by motor
cyclists, and a reasonable police force,

are of benefit to the county financially.

Police Detectives on Motor Cycles.

Two Sevjnoaks police detectives are,

we understand, using motor cycles to
assist them in their investigations of
the mysterious murder case at Seal,

situated within a few hundred yards of

the ^Maidstone main road. Meanwhile,
motor cyclists are well advised to exer-
cise care when riding alone and after
dark in the quiet Kentish lanes. With
the exodus to the hop gardens the
roads are frequented by dangerous
characters. Carry good lamps, as on
the surface of dark tarred roads foot-

pads arc only recognisable a few yards
away.

The Late Secretary of the C.T.C.

We are asked to issue an appeal to

motor cyclists for donations towards
"The Shipton Assistance Fund." Hun-
dreds of motor cyclists who were at one
time cyclists will remember Mr. E. P.
Shipton's services to the pastime of

cycling, and may wish to send a dona-
tion to the fund which is being isub-

scribed to provide him with a small

annuity. Mr. Robert Todd, chairman
of the A.C.U., is the chairman and
hon. treasurer of the committee, and
any remittances may be addressed to

him at 5, Percy Circus, W.C. A full

statement of Mr. Shipton's case will be

sent to anyone applying to Mr. F.

Maclean at the above address.

A Contour Sectional Map of the Touriit Trophy Motor Cycle Course in the Isle of Man. ~ As last year, the start and finish will take place at St. John's, near

Batlacralne. The highest point on the coarse is the summit oliCreg WUley's Hill, which is about 800 feet above Ithe level of the s?a, and 400 feet above

St. John's. A map of the coursejappears onJpagel§81, \_^..
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Hill-climb at Trouville.

Thirteen motor cycles competed at the

hill-climb at Trouville on Wednesday
last organised by Les Sports and called

"The Course de Cote du Calvaire."

The results were :

Motor bicycles weighing less than

66 lbs.—1, Berlie (Moto-Keve), Im.

4|s. ; 2, Pontic (Moto-Reve). Im. 18s.;

3, Pons (N.S.U.), Im. 24|s.

Motor bicycles with engines not ex-

ceeding 212 cubic centimetres capacity.

—1, Contant (N.S.U.), Im. 39is. The
fastest time was made by Rawlinson
(Darracq car), viz., 44s.

A Tourist Trophy Racer.

We omitted to mention in our last

issue in describing Mr. C. B. Franklin's

Tourist Irophy racer that it was
provided with a Ruthardt mag-
neto, which Mr. Franklin say-s

is most satisfactory. The machine
was originally fitted with a coil

and battery, but the magneto
proved more convenient, although

the rider informs us that he does

not find that there is any in-

=<xHD

eventually causing him to dismount on
the kerb. The motor cyclist followed

the cart and tried to get the driver's

name and address, but these the driver

refused to give. Witnesses were
secured and eventually a policeman
was found. The hearing of the case

resulted in the horse driver, Mark
Doble by name, being fined £2 and
£1 8s. costs, and th6 magistrates
thanked Mr. Walford for bringing the
case before their notice.

Next Year's Provincial Meetings.

The Z^lotor Union has accepted the
invitation of the Welsh A.C. to hold
one of the provincial meetings of 1909
in South Wales. This will be the first

Motor Union gathering held in this
important centre.

^^^¥¥¥-^^4e--5e-^^-5f--s^-5^4^-2^-2e-4^-2^4g>4^^§k

with the mag-crease m power
neto over a battery and coil.

Pedalling in the T.T. Race.

The preliminary regulations

for the International Auto Cycle

Tourist Trophy Race are before

us, and it is mteresting to note

that Rule 6 says that the

machines entered must be touring

machines without pedalling gear.

Readers will remember that there

was a good deal of correspondence
last year with respect to the
pedalling indulged in by .ionie of

the riders in this competition,

and the Auto Cycle Union is to

be commended for its decision

this year, viz., that no pedal ling-

is to be allowed. Such a decision

clears the air and leaves no doubt
in the minds of competitors.

FUTURE EVENTS.

Sept. 3—Daily practising begins for International Auto
Cycle Tourist Trophy Race. Daylight
to 8 a.m.

„ 4—^A.C.U. Run to Norwich.

,. 5—R.A.C. General Committee Meeting at Norwich-
Members of the A.C.U. are invited to attend
the various functions at Norv/ich.

,, 12—Motor Cycling Club Petrol Consumption Tests.

„ 12- Brooklands R.A.C. Meeting.

„ 12—Newcastle and District M.C.C. Hill Climb.

,, i8—Motor Union Provincial Meeting at Oxford.

,, 22—The International Auto Cycle Tourist Trophy
Race in the Isle of Man.

,, Penalty Run for Members of the A.C.U. and
Clutis in the South of England Districts

affiliated to it.

Oct. 10—A.C.U. Council Meeting at Leamington Spa.

,. 21—Motor Union General Committee Meeting.

Nov. 20-28—Thirty-second Annual Stanley Show, at
the Agricultural Hall, Islington.

,, 28 to December 13—Paris Salon Exhibition of Motor
Cycles, Cars, and Accessories.
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a new plate made, and by seme mental
confusion he must have mixed up the
two numbers. There was no fraudu-
lent intention. Supt. Jennings said he
would like to inform the Bench of the
great importance the police attached
to the identification mark, to their
mind it was everything. Fined £1 and
costs.

Week-end Riding Conditions.

The surface of the roads last week-
end provided plenty of variety. Owing
to the locality of the rainstorms it was
possible to ride in a dust cloud one
minute and the next to be splashing
through pools of water and liquid mud.

Mounting with a Sidecar.

A correspondent gives the following
tip for mounting a motor cycle
with sidecar, the idea having
occurred to him after reading
" Ixion's " remarks about the
difficulties of mounting when the
machine is on the right hand
side. He says, "The best
method in which to proceed is

to stand immediately behind the
sidecar with the left hand on the
left handle of the bicycle con-

trolling the switch, and the right
hand behind the carrier of the
bicycle. This enables one to
exert the maximum push with
the greatest ease with the help
of one's shoulder against the
chair, and then, when started,

it is a simple matter to put the
left foot on the cross-stay which
connects the sidecar to the
bicycle at the back. Next move
the right hand on to the handle-
bar and step with the right foot

over on to its footrest and the
left foot to follow on to its foot-

rest."
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A Case of Obstruction.

The thanks of. the motoring com-
munity are due to Mr. Harold R. S.

Walford, a motor cyclist, for the
trouble he took the other day in bring-
ing to justice the driver of a horsed
vehicle who obstructed his progress on
the road at Bridport. The vehicles

met and the cart was on its wrong
side and would not allow the motor
cyclist to pass, notwithstanding that

he sounded his horn and shouted,

A Curious Otfenceu

At the GJodalming Police Court on
the 24th ult. Henry Smith Bilbe was
summoned for, driving a motor bicycle

at High Street, Godalming, on the 9th
ult. with a false identification mark.
Defendant pleaded guilty. P.C. Plow-
man said the front number was LC
6272, and the rear LC ^27. Defendant
ou oath said the proper number was
6227, and that of a former machine was
6272. A few weeks aoro he had to have

M.C.U.I. (Dublin Centre) Speed Trials at Portmarnock, described in the last issue, page 672. The start

of the Final of the Four Miles Handicap. Reading from the right—Dr. Kennedy (2 h.p. Moto-Reve),
Messrs. R. Walter (Jap), H. Quinn (Triumph), P. Hurse (Peugeot), and T. Dunphy (F.N.).

Tyres in the End-to-end.

Owing to a printers error the
tyres fitted to Mr. T. K.
Hastings's machine, in the End-

to-end run were described at Grood J.

tyres in the last issue. The name of

these tyres is, of course, G. and J., a
well-known American make.

The T.T. Motor Cycle Race.

The prizes presented for , 'le T.T.

Race fall short of those given last year.

Mr. M. J; Schulte has, however,
kindly promised a silver cup for the
best performance by a private owner on

.

a single-cylinder machine. The Fund
may also be sufficiently large to enabje
the A.C.U. to provide some cash
prizes.

Juvenile Accessory Thieves.

Motor cyclists are warned to beware
of juvenile excursionists from the slums
who are transported to country lanes

and roads for fresh air, particularly

down south. Conversing this week
with Mr. Sleath, a well-known Lea-
mington trader and a motor cyclist to

boot, he told us that when repairing a

tyre of his Motosacoche near Brighton

the other day he had a Is. 6d. touring

map, a screwdriver, and his goggies

stolen by these juvenile admirers of his

tyre repairing efforts. A whispered
consultation among the little thieves

disclosed the whereabouts of his goggies.

but they got away with the map and
the screwdriver, and there were quite

enough of them to take the bicycle.
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The Tourist Trophy Motor Cycle Race.
HE last day for receipt of entries for the above

race was yesterday, Tuesday, September 1st,

and although at the time we went to press it was

impossible to include the names of the very

latest entrants received, we are able to give the names

T
of all

last.

*Mr
Mr,
Mr

tMr.

who had entered up
They are as follows:

Entrant.

C. R. Collier

H. Collier

H. Collier

H. Rem Fowler
Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd.

Triumph Cyr.Ie Co., I,td.

Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd.
Bat Mfg. Co

W. H. Wells
R. W. Ellis

W. H. Bashall

C. Gordon Gibson ...

Noel E. Drury
C. B. Franklin

C. Ferryman . .

.

Bros.

H. Wells

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Brown
Mr. W

S.

Mr. W. Gurr ...

Mr. A. J. Moorhouse
Mr. W. G. McMinnies
Mr. H. Lister Cooper
Mr. E. G. Young
Mr. H. Brown ...

Mr. H. Reed
Rex Motor Mfg Co.

Rex Motor Mfg. Co.

Rex Motor Mfg. Co.

Rex Motor Mfg. Co.

to and including Monday

Make of motor cycle.

Matchless-Jap
Matchless-Jap
Matchless-Jap
5h.p. Norton
3^ h.p. Triumph
3^ h.p. Triumph
3^ h.p. Triumph
6 h.p. Bat-Jap
5 h.p. Vindec Special

3^ h.p. Rex
6 h.p. Bat-Jap
3^ h.p. Triumph
5 h.p. Jap
3^ h.p. Chater-Lea-Jap
5 h.p. Norton
3^ h.p. Brown
5 h.p. Vindec Special

(second machine)
5 h.p. F.N.
5 h.p. Rex
3^ h.p.

3ih.p
3ih.p.
3ih.p
5 h.p.

34^ h.p. Rex

Triumph
. Triumph
Young-Bentinck
Triumph
Dot

5 h.p.

5 h.p.

3^ h.p

Rex
Rex
Rex

Entrant. Make of motor cycle.

Rex Motor Mfg. Co. ... 5 h.p. Rex
Mr. R. 0. Clark ... ... 5h.p. (four-cyl.) F.N.

* Holder (single-cylinder trophy),

t Holder (multi-cylinder trophy).

The total number of entries has now reached thirty,

so there is no fear of the postponement of the contest

on account of lack of entries.

The race is for perpetual trophies presented by the
Marquis de St. Mars and Dr. Hele Shaw, F.R.S. The
present holders are: Single-cylinder, C. R. Collier,

334 h.p. Matchless-J.A.P. ; twin-cylinder, H. Rem
Fowler, 5 h.p. twin Norton-Peugeot. For this year the

allowance of petrol, which will be supplied by the

A.C.U., will be for single-cylindered machines, i gallon

tor 100 miles; and for multi-cylindered machines,
I gallon for 80 miles This is a less quantity than last

year, for in 1907 the competitors were allowed i gallon

for 90 miles and i gallon for 75 miles respectively.

No pedalling will be permitted this year, whereas
in 1907 there was no ruling on the subject, and some
competitors pedalled and others did not. This caused
a certain amount of heart burning and recrimination,

and several letters on the subject appeared in our

correspondence columns.

It is interesting to note that all engines will be tested

for silence by the judges prior to the race, and any

engines which are not efificient in this respect will be

disqualified if the fault is not rectified.

Mr. M. J. Schulte has kindly offered a silver cup for

the best performance by a pri\'ate owner on a single-

cvlinder machine.

Hull and East Riding A.C.C. A group of offlcials and competitors photographed on the occasion of the Club Hill-climbing Competition at Spout Kill,

Brantingham, on Saturday last.

>••-<-

MURATTI TROPHY RELIABILITY TRIALS.
At a meeting of the Ulster Centre, M.C.U.I., held on Fri-

iay last, the result of the above competition was considered.
kVhen the riders finished on the 22nd ult. it was found that
J. Stewart (holder), C. E. Murphy, J. J. Kennedy, and
D. V. Blake (all on 3^ h.p. Triumphs) had received the maxi-
num number of marks, 80 for each day, making 160 for the
.wo days. On a closer examination of the times, however, it

^as discovered that some differences existed, and in conse-
luence of this it was decided to communicate with the time-
keepers of several of the controls in order to have the figures
verified before announcing any result; hence the delay in
lot publishing this sooner. After consideration of the
•eplies it was found that Stewart and Murphy had ridden
sxactly to schedule time throughout the two days, and as it

was impossible to find the slightest difference between their

performances it was decided to ask them to re-ride the Derry
portion of the contest (some two hundred miles) in order to

decide the winner, if possible, starting one rider fifteen

minutes after the other. Kennedy having ridden closer to

schedule than Blake, was placed third, and Blake fourth.

The marks awarded to the other riders were : J. J. O'Rawe
{H h.p. Rex), 151; T. Moles (3i h.p. Triumph), 148; J.

IM'Cann (3^ h.p. Triumph), 138; R. Sharpe (3^ h.p. N.S.U.),
131 ; and W. J. Andrews (3^ h.p. Rex), 120.

^ » »

Will R. F. Heron, who writes from Folkestone under date
of the 21st ult., kindly send his postal address to the Editor
to enable his query to be inserted?
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CLUB NEWS.
South-eastern A.C.A.

The S.E. Auto Cycle Association has definitely decided to
hold the autumn open hill-climb as originally intended. A
novel feature will be introduced to test the flexibility of the
engines. I'he idea is to start the competitors at the foot of

the liill as usual, but to only time them for the competition
from a point half-way up the hill on the first half. The
riders will be obliged to keep within fifteen miles per hour,
and all those covering this portion faster will be disqualified.

This will give the officials an opportimity to judge of the
flexibility required when touring and striking an imknown hill,

unknown hill.

Leeds M.C.C.

The result of the

A handsome trophy presented
to the Leeds M.C.C. by the Tri-

umph Cycle Co., Ltd., and won
recently by Mr. F. Greenwood, of

the Leeds Club, who rode a 3^ h.p.

Rex Tourist Model. Above is Mr.
Greenwood photographed during
the progress of the competition in
which the trophy was won.

hill climb at Stainburn Bank, Leathley,
has now been declared as fol-

lows : 1, Jack Scriven (5 h.p.
Rex), Triumph cup and gold
medal; 2, R. Bolton (5 h.p.
Rex), silver medal ; 3, E.
Slater (3^ h.p. Triumph),
bronze medal.

Fastest time of the day was
also made by Mr. Jack
Scriven, on his twin Rex.
At a meeting of the com-

mittee held on Friday night
last, it was decided to include
an open class in the speed
contest to be held on a
private and prepared track in

Templenewsam Park on Sept.
12th (by kind permission of

the Hon. Mr. Wood). As its

title implies, this class is

open to all and for any motor
cycle. The winner will receive
the club standard bronze
medal and a certificate. Any
motor cyclist wishing to enter
should send his name with
make of machine to Mr. F.
C. Bagshaw, 4, Ash Grove,
Headingley, Leeds, as early
as possible, and certainly not
later than Monday, September
7th.

On Friday and Saturday
next, September 4th and 5th,

the club has arranged a
special two days' non-trade
reliability competition to Scar-
borough and back, the ar-

rangements for which are in

the hands of the trials hon.
sec. (F. C. Bagshaw) and Mr.
Geo. Homer.

Hull and East Riding A.C.C.

The result of the non-stop
run held on the 13th ult. is :

1, H. Thomlinson (4 h.p.

Stevens), 100 marks ; 2, A. A.
Plumpton (32 h.p. Triumph),
95 marks ; 3, R. Pearson
(3^ h.p. JNIinerva), 90 marks.
The judges have penalised all

the competitors ten marks
each for disobeying the rules

of the Scarborough Reliability

Trial held on July 11th last,

and recommend that Messrs.
Straker, Pearson, and A.
Rester should run in a speed-
judging contest of one mile

for the first, second, and third places, and that Messrs. Thom-
linson and Mumby should run for fourth place (tie). A non-
stop run to London will be held on September 12th, particulars
to be annoimced. The picnic originally announced for that
date is postponed until the following week. On Saturday last

a hill-climbing competition took place on Spout Hill, Brant-
ingham. There were thirteen entries, and the results will

be announced when passed by the judges.

Herts County A.C.

With regard to the paragraph published last week under
the heading of "An Open Autumn HiU-climb," Mr. A. J.

Salmon, the hon. secretary of the Herts County A.C, writes
to say that the idea of awarding a certificate to every rider

who climbs the hill in a hill-climbiug competition is not a
novel one. The Herts County A.C. has always made a
point of doing so in all its events.

Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C.

The above club held its annual hill-climbing competition on
Saturday last, on a very steep hill situate between the Rivelin
New Road and Stannington. A good entry resulted as fol-

lows : 1, T. W. B. Durant (3i h.p. J.A.P.) ; 2, F. Donavan
(3^ h.p. Triumph); 3, F. Dover (3^ h.p. Triumph). _ J. W.
Ardem (3^ h.p. P. and M.) earns the consolation prize.

A committee meeting will be held to-morrow (Thursday),
when any member will be welcome.

Essex M.C.

The twenty-four hours run from Woodford to York and
back was held last week-end, and seventeen members started
from Woodford on Saturday evening, of whom eleven finished

at 6.30 the next evening. The riders were well checked, and
the run was much enjoyed, except for the rain near the end.

In parts the police were very active. The following finished

the long run to time : A. G. Reynolds, F. Smith, H. Silver-

lock, F. W. Applebee, E. Leverett, W. Pratt, H. R. Dougal,
A. J. Sproston, A. Howard, J. Browning, and J. Everett.

Dublin and District M^CC.

A hill-climb under the auspices of the above club was held

at the Long Hill, Sugar Loaf, Co. Wicklow, on Saturday last,

"

August 29th. The event was poorly supported, owmg to

the inclement nature of the weather, and the surface of the

hill being very greasy and treacherous in parts. Only five

competed, and the results were decided on the formula
W

C X T
Position on Position on

time. formula.

M. s. Per cent.

... X ... 100.0

61| 75.8

... 2 12| 63.0

... 1 20 47.0

1. C. B. Franklin (3^ h.p. Jap)
2. R. H. Taaffe (3^ h.p. Triumph)
3. J. Doleman (3^ h.p. Rex)
4. F. J. Walker (5 h.p. Rex)
5. M. J. Chambers (2| h.p. F.N.) Retired owing to side-slip.

Cardiff M.C.

The Cardiff club intends to hold a closed reliability trial

for motor cycles and cars on Saturday next, the 5th inst.

The total distance to be covered is seventy-eight miles at a

speed of eighteen miles an hour or less. Competitors meet at

Roath Court at 1.45, and start at 2 p.m. There will be
two prizes awarded. It is interesting to note that no com-

petitor will be permitted to use solid tyres or tyres provided

with any filling. Reliability trials have truly become a test

of tyres, and should now be entitled. "Tyre Trials."

Inter-club Meet of Midland Motor Cyclists.

As announced last week, we now have pleasure in giving

particulars of what transpired at the above meeting of motor
cyclists held at Stratford-on-Avon on the 24th ult.

It was proposed that a central body of Midland M.C.
clubs' representatives be formed with a view to making all

arrangements for the meet, and also to keep the various

clubs in closer touch with each other.

This proposition was unanimously carried, and it was
arranged that each club should have two representatives

for every fifty members or lees, and one representative for

every twenty-five additional members, the club secretaries

to be appointed representatives as far as possible.

This body will meet early in each year to arrange for the

general meet, but beyond this no call will be made on them.

Clubs desirous of joining this central body and taking part

in next year's meet are asked to communicate with Mr. R.

"Vernon C. Brook, Eastgate, Greenhill Road, Moseley, Bir-

mingham, who will supply full particulars.

It was also resolved that each club approach its rriembers

at its next general meeting on the subject of making the

Whitsuntide meet the occasion of a gymkhana.
The meet was voted a great success, and it is hoped that

now it has been euccessfully launched by Mr. Brook, to

whom a vote of thanks was unanimously passed for his

efforts, it will continue to grow year by year.
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lub News.—
Western District M.C. (London).

A committee meeting of the above club was Ixeld on the

6th ult., when it M^as decided to^ hold the aauiual hill-climb

a September 20th. There will be separate classes for singles

nd twins. Members wishing to enter for this will kindly

otify the sports secretary, Mr. C. N. Gould, 10, High Road,

Ihiswick, W., as early as possible.

A Club tor West Calder, N.B.

A meeting will be held on Saturday next, September 5th,

1 Thomson's Rooms, West Calder, at 9 p.m. sharp, to dis-

uss the advisability of forming a local motor cycle club,

ill interested are requested to attend so as to secure a good

epresentation at the first meeting. Will club secretaries

3nd copies of rules, etc., to Alan J. Steuart,- hon. sec. pro

im., Westwood, West Calder, N.B.?

Perth and District M.C.C.

The Perth and District M.C.C. held an all day reliability

rial on the 26th ult. The route was by Greenloanmg,

luthill, Crieff, Coaiirie, Lochearnhead to Killin, where

incheon was s.erved, continuing by Fearnan, Coshieville,

"k^hitebridge, Kinlochrannoch, Struan, to Pitlochry, for tea,

nd home by Bankfoot. The weather up to Killin was good,

ut during luncheon it began to rain, and continued for the

3mainder of the run. The total distance is about 140 miles,

ad there were six controls. The first three competitors in

rder of merit were James W. Robertson (lost no marks),

ruce Syme, and D., Bachelor.

Newcastle and District M.C.C.

Competitors in the above club's flexibility test will start

'om North Gate, Morpeth, at 2 p.m., on Saturday next, the

bh inst. The competition will be divided into four classes :

ilass I.—Single-cylinders, fixed gears ; Class II.—Twirj-

^linders, fixed gears; Class III.—Variable gears; Class

V.—Passenger machines and tricycles. The final of the

3am trials will bake place on the following day, starting

:om North Gate, Morpeth, at 10.30 a.m.

On the 12th irist. a closed hill-climb will be held for single

nd twin-cylinder motor bicycles and passenger machines,

le winners to be decided on A.C.U. formula.

Basingstoke and District M.C.

The Henley branch of the above club held its speed-

idging contest last Wednesday, August 26th. Bad weather
revented a really good attendance, only six members turning

at. The result and placings were as follow :

Error.

1. A. F. Plint (3i h.p. Kerry) 28s.

2. M. Carpenter (3-^ h.p. Rex) 2m. 2s.

Also competed : H. Linford, G. Ayling, F. Ellis, and L.

/right.

The winner scores three marks and the second man two
larks towards the club gold medal, whilst the remainder
ioeive one mark each for attendance.

The committee has elected Messrs. J. E. Pool and Geo.
/atson, M.I.A.E., as representatives on the R.A. C. General
ommittee. The former hopes to be present at the Norwich
leet of the R.A.C. and A.C.U.

'

Newcastle M.C.

A novel competition for cars, passenger cycles, and motor
icycles is to be held on Wednesday, September 9th, by the
[ewcastle Motor Club. It follows the lines of an ordinary
on-stop trial, with the addition that, when entering for the
i^ent, competitors have to declare the value of their machines,
id on this declaration the handicap will be framed, one point
eing allowed for each pound (£1) difference. For example,
three machines. A, B, and C, are entered at £10, £20, and
30 respectively, A would have ten points start of B, and
A^enty of C, and B would have ten from C, which, as the
ighest priced machine, would be on scratch. Any member
lay claim a machine at the declared figure, and if there is

lore than one bid the machine will be put up for auction,
le surplus value (if any) to go to the club funds. In the -

ial proper, all machines will be penalised equally, viz., one
oint for every fifteen seconds or fraction of same they arrive
1 controls before or after schedule time. The course is one
: seventy-six miles, and the competition is open to all mem-
3rs of the North-eastern Automobile Association, who can
3tain entry forms, etc., from the hon. secretaries, Messrs.
. Wilford and J. P. Robson, 119, Gloucester Eoad, New-
istle. Entries close on Monday next, September 7th.

Essex M.C.

In consequence of the abandonment of the 200 miles non-
stop run, it has been decided to hold an autumn hill-climb,

particulars of which will be jjublished later, A very .steep

hill has been found, and machines will require to be in very
good form to climb it.

Bradford M.C.C.

The above club has decided to hold on Saturday, October
3rd, an open hill-climb. A trophy in the form of a silver

cup (to be won outright) will be awarded to the rider making
the fastest time of the day, whilst gold medals will be
awarded for other meritorious performances. The venue of

the hill, and further particulars will be amiounced in due
course, and any affiliated club may have a copy of the rules
and regulations, on ajiplication to the trials hon. secretary,
Mr. F. Scriven, Alma House, Bradford.

Birmingbam M.C.C.

A competition for the Triumph medal and Premier lamp
will be held on Saturday next. The competition will take
the form of a fifty miles petrol consumption test, which will

consist of two circuits over a twenty-five miles course.

Competitors will meet at the King's Head, Hagley Road, at

2.30 p.m. sharp. The distance must be covered at a speed
not exceeding twenty miles per hour, or less than eighteen
miles per hour. Marks will be awarded according to the
petrol consumption, worked out on formula, and marks will

be deducted at the rate of twenty for every minute late, and
ten for every minute early at controls. Entries should be
sent to the trials hon. sec, Mr. R. Vernon C. Brook, East-
gate, Greenhill Road, Moseley, Birmingham, not later than
Friday next, the 4th inst.

Motor Cycling Club.

The Victor Cycling Club's annual petrol consumption trial

for motor cycles and cars will take place on September 12th,
starting from Gerrard's Cross on the London-Oxford Road at
3 p.m. This event is always very popular, and in addition
to a most interesting competition members can be assured of

a pleasant social reunion.
The competitors receive a given amount of Shell spirit

according to the total weight of the machine, driver, and
passengers. The course is five miles in extent, and the winner
in each class will be the competitor who drives farthest on the
allowance of petrol.

Entries close on September 7th. and should be sent to the
trials hon. sec, F. J. Jenkins, 35, Loveday Road, Ealing,
W. A good deal of assistance is required for marshalling the
course, and members willing to help will oblige by communi-
cating with the trials hon. sec. as above.

Speed Trials at Portmarnock.
. . .

Pressure on our space prevented us giving the detailed

results of the speed trials at Portmarnock held by the Dublin
Centre, M.C.U.I., on the 24th ult. They are as follow ;

Two Miles Handicap (Out and Home).
Time.

2m. 55^s.

3m. 7s.

3m. 50s.

Time of

Time.
7m. 21s.

7m. 51|s.

8m. 3|s.__

Time of

Start.

1. C. B. Franklin (3^ h.p. Jap) ... 20s. ...

2. R. Dunphy (3i h.p. Jap) 30s. ...

•3. R. Walshe (2^ h.p. Jap)- 40s. ...

Won by l|s. ; 13s. between second and third,

race, 3m. 355S.

Four Miles Handicap (Dunlop Cup).
Start.

1. R. Walshe (2| h.p. Jap) scr. ...

2. P. Hurse (2a h.p. Peugeot) ... 30s. ...

3. H. Quinn (3 h.p. Triumph) ... 30s.

Won by f s. ; 12|s. between second' and third.

race, 8m. Is.

FouE Miles Handicap' (Confined to Dublin and District
M.C.C.)

Start. Time.
1. C. B. Franklin (3^ h.p. Jap) ... 30s. ... 8m. 26^s.

2. R. H. Taaffe (3^ h.p. Triumph) ... 40s. ... 9m. 30s.

Won easily. Time of race, 9m. I65S.

Twenty Miles Handicap (Out and Home).
Start. Time.

1. C. B. Franklin (3^ h.p. Jap) ... 3m. ... 28m. 52^s.

2. R. Dunphy (3^ h.p. Jap) ... ... 3im. ... 31m. 26s.

3. P. Hurse (2| h.p. Peugeot) ... 9iin. ... 42m. 9|s.

Franklin took the lead at half distance, and won easily

by 2m. 4s.

Mr. T. W. Murphy acted as starter and timekeeper.
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REPLIES
A selection ot questions of general interest received from our readers and our replies thereto. When particular

makes of machines, accessories, or tyres are mentioned, numbers must be used, the writer to keep a key for

reference. All queries should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E C, and^ whether
intended for publication or not, must be accompanied with a stamped addressed envelope for reply.

?

Leeds to Yarmouth.

Could you kindly tell me
the best and quickest way per

motor cycle from Leeds to Yar-
mouth?—R. Shrub, Hyde.

Leeds to Aberford, or the nearest point

on the Great North Road, or Leeming;

Ijane, which you know of, then travel

down via Doncaster, Newark, Gran-

tham, and Stamford to Peterborough.

Leave the North Road at a point called

Kate's Cabin, the route is then Wis-
bech, Downham Market, Swaffham,
Dereham, Norwich, Caigtor, and Great
Yarmouth.

Difficulty in Starting and Heavy Consumption.

I have a 1908 Triumph^ motor bicycle which I find

> rather difficult to start. If I

-iJ start in the orthodox way and
jump on I find that as soon as

explosions take place the machine
starts at such a pace as to make it

dangerous for me to mount. Could
the difficulty be met by adopting a

free engine clutch or change-speed

gear, and would the use of eithor of

these necessitate the removal of

either the back brake or the pedals?

I find that my motor does only some
fifty to sixty miles to a gallon of

petrol, but when started it runs per-

fectly. Should I take any steps with
reference to the petrol consumption,
as I see in The Motor Cycle that it-

is possible to run 100 miles with the
same amount.—H.' Well, Green-
wich.

A clutch, or preferably a change speed,

would certainly enable you to start

more easily. As to whether it would
interfere with the fitting of the brake
rod for the foot brake depends on the
type. To mount adopt the following

method : Run machine for a yard or

two with valve lifter raised, drop valve
lifter, and the' moment engine fires lift

valve lifter again, so preventing further
explosions, and place left foot on pedal.

Swing right leg over rear mudguard
and drop into the saddle, simultaneously
dropping the valve lifter the moment
you are sure you have a safe seat. If

you adopt this method the machine can-

not run away with you, but if you try
to mount with the engine firing there
is a possibility of the left foot missing
the pedal and causing a fall. With
regard to consumption you possibly drive
engine with throttle further open than

is necessary, or with air lever closed

too far. 100 miles to the gallon is

quite ordinary with care and with a

properly adjusted carburetter, and there

is no reason why you should not do the
same. It is a question of skill in hand-
ling the machine, i.e., having throttle

cut down to a minimum and air open as

far as possible consistent with speed.

It is customary to 'ride with cut-out

open in the country, but we do not

think this affects consumption materi-

ally.

KnocHng on Hills and Air Control.

I should be very pleased if

^n you would tell me the reason

> for my engine knocking. I

-iJ have a 1908 Triumph, and it

has not been ridden more than
700 or 800 miles. It knocks when I

slow down for corners and have
to pick up again, and knocks on the

slightest hill. I have had engine

down and scraped a! carbon away.
The engine looks all vight. Once it

has picked up it stop; knocking. The
engine gets very hot \^ hen it has only

been ridden a little way. I ride with
the air as far open as possible with-

out engine misfiring, but that is not

very far. Should it take more air,

and how could I make it do so? In
other ways the machine runs well.

—

C.T.W., Hants.

W. F. Merritt (3.V h.p. Triumph), a gold medal
winner in the A.C.U. End-to-end Trials. This

was his first competition, and he gained every
possible mark.

The knocking may be due to the manner
in which you drive the machine. These
engines should be driven practically on
the carburetter control. For instance,

you must always close the air after

slowing down. When climbing steep hills,

unless you rush them, it is necessary
to close the air lever m accordance
with the speed of the engine. The
slower it runs the less air it requires,

and vice versa. There is no necessity
to make it take more air. Probably
sufficient air enters at the main air in-

lets for your requirements. If you
open the throttle farther you will find

engine will require more air. You
might also test the timing of the
magneto and see that it is not too far

advanced.

Momentary Stoppage and Cleaning Oil Reservoirs.

(1.) I have a 6 h.p. twin Bat

qI with magneto which has run
> some 2,000 miles. I use the
-5J machine with a sidecar attach-

ment, and lately it has taken
to slowing momentarily and then
picking up again gradually. Some-
times with the sidecar it fails to pick
up if on a hill. The needle of the
Longuemare carburetter is the only
thing that has been altered from the
makers' setting, but there is a notice-

able falling off in the power of the
engine, as I cannot always climb a cer-

tain steep hill in my neighbourhood
that I used • to get up without diffi-

culty. (2.) Shall I have to take the
magneto out of the tank to clean out
the oil wells?—S. A.

(1.) It is highly probable that the
momentary stoppage is caused by the
level of the petrol being too low. You
can check this by removing the jet, and
after turning on the petrol tap note the
height to which the petrol rises in the
jet orifice. It should come to within
^in. of the top. If it is lower you can
alter the level by moving the weight on
the needle nearer to the point. The
usual cause of poor hill-climbing is bad
compression. Remove the cylinders of

your machine, clean them, and then
grind in carefully the four valves. (2.)

The oil wells can be swilled out after

removing the screws underneath the
reservoirs. If you cannot remove these

on your machine owing to the tank or

other obstructions, you will have to

wait until th© magneto is off the
machine.
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Blowing Back at the Carburetter.

I am the owner of a 5 h.p.

^T] twin-cylinder motor cycle. Could

> you give me any idea of the
-LJ cause and remedy for blowing

back at the carburetter (not

firing back). When the engine is

running I can feel the air being blown
out ; sometimes it is negligible and
the running is good, but at others it

is very strong, and the engine then

seems to run badly. An explanation

of this would help me greatly. Should

the two platinum points of the Bosch
high tension magneto be insulated

from each other? I tried to ascer-

tain the exact time that they sepa-

rated in order to time the engine by
wiring them up in circuit with an
accumulator and voltmeter, but
whether they were apart or not the

voltmeter always showed the full

voltage. The engine, nevertheless,

runs perfectly as far as firing is con-

cerned.—U 550.

Cvery engine blows back slightly at the

arburetter. It is an inherent defect

a a petrol, or, in fact, any engine, even
steam engine has a certain amount of

ilow back when the valve shuts. It is

ue to sudden stoppage of the flow of

ither gas or steam along the induction
lipe. The reason it is worse at times
han others is either because the
hrottle is wider open, or the inlet valves
re out of order, i.e., they open too far.

'he amount of lift should be about
-32in. unless they are mechanically
perated, when they may open further.

Ve think the reason the voltmeter
ilways showed the full voltage is be-

ause you must have wired up two por-

ions of the contact breaker, which were
loth electrically connected to the base
ilate. One point is insulated from the
ther by means of ebonite at back of
ilock holding fixed point. Lam(3
hould go out when points separate if

laired correctly.

Knocking when Throttled Down.

My engine (a 5 h.p. single-

cylinder) has developed a very
curious kind of metallic knock-
ing, not at all like the ordinary
knock from wrong mixture or

spark too far advanced. It is not
very noticeable when using a large

amount of gas, but if the gas be
suddenly cut off to about quarter
throttle when running at a fairly

high speed, the nois© is most dis-

tressing. I took the engine apart
and had a new bush put in on the
pulley side and new piston rings, but
this has not improved matters in any
way. Both ends of the connecting
rod are fairly tight, although it is

possible to detect a slight movement
by alternately pulling and pushing
the piston. The noise sounds as if

the piston overshot the mark and
touched the top of the cylinder.

Needless to say that this is really not

so, in fact ; but I have taken the

engine down to see if there were any-

thing loose being thrown up or down.
The engine seems to have a fair

amount of power on hills, but its

speed is not like it was.

—

Soncin.
The knocking complained of is evidently
wear on gudgeon pin and connecting
rod bearings. New piston rings unless

turned to fit the worn grooves of the
piston would not stop the knocking
noise complained of, as it may arise from
loosely fitting rings. The piston and
cylinders or both may be worn at the
top to a much greater extent than at

the bottom, and in consequence when
running light, i.e., with throttle prac-

tically closed, the noise is more apparent
owing to the space above the piston not
being filled with gas either under com-
pression or being fired. The com-
pressed gas and explosions tend to

press the worn parts together and pre-

vent noise. Directly the gas is reduced
to a minimum rattling commences.

Acetylene Generators and Nail Catchers.

(1.) Please give me your^ opinion of the Alodel E Auto-
> clipse generator? I cannot
-2J quite understand the principle

upon which it works. I find

that in two days the whole charge is

generated without the lamp being
lighted. I have followed directions.

I find when turning tap on the water
bubbles out at the hole in top of

generator for some little time. I

suppose this hole is the safety valve.

(2.) The clips for the generator are
only suitable for attaching under the
saddle on the seat tube. Is this a
safe place, and should I have any
trouble with gas tubing? I have
three pump clips and threaded the
tube through these to keep it in posi-

tion. (3.) Are the nail pullers any use,

as I have been troubled with pick-
ing up several nails lately? 1

noticed one in jMessrs. Gamage's
catalogue—the Bull Dog. Would
these be suitable for a motor cycle?
Also which would be the best place
to fix them up?—W. F. Ridge.

(1.) The generator in question works on
the diving bell prmciple ; that is to say,
the carbide is immersed in the water,
and the gas as soon as it is generated
by its own pressure automatically
forces the water away from the car-

bide, so preventing further decomposi-
tion of the carbide. As soon as the gas
generated has been consumed the water
again attacks the carbide, and a further
supply of gas is generated, and so on.
The bubbling you hear when the
generator is first put into action is

probably causcc by the air escaping
through the safety valve. (2.) The best
place to carry the generator is on the
seat tube with the aid of the special

clips provided. (3.) As nail pullers
those you mention are quite satisfac-

tory, but as they rest continually on
the tyre they are rather soon worn out.

Round=the=WorId Tour on a Motor Cycle.

THE accompanying photograph is that

of an enthusiastic motor cyclist, Mr.
Reuben Mawson, of Birmingham,
who is undertaking a lengthy busi-

less tour with the aid of his L.M.G.
nachine. Mr. Mawson is at present visit-

ng Canada, and will go from there to

Fasmania, New Zealand, and Australia,

calling at all the important cities and towns
'.n route. At the rear of the machine is

itted a telescopic metal sample box, in

vhich are carried samples and other matter
n connection with Mr. Mawson's own
)usiness. In addition he will make arrange-

nents with colonial firms who may feel

iisposed to handle the machine he rides,

/vhich is made by the Lloyd Motor and
Engineering Co., 132, Monument Road,
Birmingham. The L.M.C. is an ordinary
standard touring model, provided with very

strong tyres and a few extra sundries which
ire likely to prove useful on such a long
iourney. It is further proof of the relia-

bility of motor cycles when colonial tra-

i'ellers make use of them for lengthy tours.
Mr. ReuDen Mawson, who is making ajbusiness journey round_the world with his

L.M.C. Motor Bicycle.
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
HALIFAX.—1908 3i h.p. Rex de Luxe, two-

speed. Roc clutch, twin wheel, ball

bearing engine, handle-bar control, 53

guinea model; £35.

HALIFAX.—1908 5 h.p. twin Tourist Rex,
magneto; owner going abroad; £35; a

splendid opportunity.

HALIFAX.—1908 Rex, 2J h.p., magneto, very
low, little used, condition excellent,

easy starter; £19 19s. — Halifax Motor Ex-
cnange, 16, Westgate, Halifax.

TWO-CYLINDER Motor Cycle, cost £50
three months ago; owner going aDroaa;

will accept £35.—Greenwood, Portland Place,
Halifax.

TRIUMPH, magneto (late 1906), Osborne
four-speed and free engine, new tyres

;

accept £19 10s., excellent condition.—18, St.

Malo Road, Wigan.

i Q07 N.S.U., 3J h.p.. Rich's tubes, new inch
XfJ belt, spare pulley, valves, belt, etc.,

new condition; £i9 10s.—Parker and Co.,
Lun© Street, Preston.

BARGAIN.—4i h.p. Twin Minerva, as new,
very low, only run 1,500 miles, Modele

de Course tyres; £25 10s., or offers. — 186,

Derby Street, Bolton.

11 h.p. "Werner, front drive, good running
2 order; reason for selling, bought

stronger; £6, or offers.-Cottam and Buller,
West Bradford, near Clitheroe.

Manchester Motor Exchange. — Agent
for Phoenix, Quadrant, Ariel, etc. ; any

make supplied and your old machine in part
payment,—Foxwell Gray, 262-4, Deansgate,
Manchester.

MANCHESTER.—3i h.p. 1907 Model Min-
erva, in perfect condition; an absolute

bargain for £16. i

MANCHESTER,—5-7 h,p. Twin Peugeot,
Chater-Lea fittings, magneto, very low i

and fa.st; £23.
|

MANCHESTER,—3J h.p. Phoenix Cob, two
speeds, starting handle, free engine,

cannot skid, run under 1,000 miles; £25. ;

MAJSrCHESTER.—21 h.p. F.N.. compression
marvellous, brass tank, very reliable

machine; £12. ,

MANCHESIER.—3 h,p. Humber, run very
few miles, equal to new, 19in. frame,

very fast and light; £14.
|

MAJ^fCHESTER.—2J h.p. Minerva, reliable,
£7 10s. ; 2i h.p. Humber, good machine,

£7; 2i h.p. Quadrant, very reliable, £7. —
Foxwell Gray, 252-264, Deansgate, Manches-
ter. 'Phone, 404.

|

908 Triumph, Goodrich, Palmer, spare
Goodrich, searchlight, two generators,

three belts, Middlemore saddle. Brooks seat,
engine and magneto spares, full kit ; £39

;

any test,—Holdsworth, Butcher, Burnley.
^

IVERPOOL (Rex Agency).—Before buying
I your new mount come and have a look

at our machines. The largest stock of new
and second-hand machines for fifty miles
round; anything taken in part payment.—
P. C. Jones and Co., 3, Redcross Street,
Liverpool.

I

MINERVA and Rex.—We carry the largest
stock of spare parts in the provinces

for these machines, can deliver new ma-
chines from stock at low prices; cash, ex-
change, or gradual payments; charged ac-
cumulators for hire, Is. per week.—Cookson
Bros., 511, Chester Road, Old Trafiford. i

3 h.p. Phelon-Moore, two speeded, Beeaton
Humber, Bosch magneto. 26in. Palmer

tyres, spare Hermetic tyre, and new Rich's
tube, Sthenos carburetter, footboards, stand,
tubular carrier, lamp, horn, many spares,
splendid order; £24.—Macintyre, East Had-
don Villa. Redcar.

Ql h.p. Magneto N.S.U.. Xl'all spring forks,
i^.-i Peter-Union tyres, charged with
airaculum, separate generator lamp, horn,
'°°}%\ s-nd stand, all in very good conditionnd little used, the lot for £30, or near offer

;

lew Oontinental Model de Course cover, 26

m7 'l°l,-'
^^°^ detachable tube, 26 by 2, 10s.;

TJ'm °- searchlight and generator, 30s.

;

^^" fJiumph frame, for inclined engine, in-
ituding tyres, stand-carrier, and two pow-
^^A "rakes, what offers?-Smith, Wakefield

load, Horbury.

BOOTH'S SPICY OFFERS
SIX 2J h.p. REX FEATHERWEIGHTS,

1908 models, nearly new, probably run 200 miles,

low built, high tension magnetos, cUmb hills as
good as some sJ h.p. models,

£19 19 each, or exchange.

FIVE NEW TWIN ANTOINES,
5l h.p., 1908 models, low built, z^in. tyres, latest

handle-bar control, smart and powerful machines,
suitable for sidecar work, going at a second-hand
price,

£25 each, or exchange.

FOUR 5J h.p. REX-DE-LUXE,
1907 models, fitted with magnetos, Roe clutch,
twin tyres, spring forks, spring seats, eost £50 o o,

ideal sidecar machines, handle starting,

£27 10 each, or exchange.

THREE 3i h.p. REXES,
1907 models, spring forks, low built, good tyres,

good hill-climbers and smart-looking machines,
£16 16 each, or exchange.

SIX 5 h.p. TWIN REXES,
beautiful machines, fitted with spring forks, low
built, 26in. wheels, will take a sidecar any-
where,

£17 17 each, or exchange.

SEVEN 1906 3i h.p. REXES,
low built, spring forks, 26in. wheels, Longuemore
carburetters, climbs steep hills, very reliable,

£15 15 each, or exchange.

EIGHT 8J h.p. REXES,
very low built, both feet can be placed on the
ground while seated in the saddle, z6in. wheels,

Longuemares,
£11 11 each, or exchange.

OTHER RICH BARGAINS.
6 h.p. Twin REX, 1907, magneto £19 19

5 h.p. Twin VINDEC, 1907, magneto 29 10

4j h.p. Twin MINERVA, magneto 25

4i li.p. Twin MINERVA, spring forks 19 19
5 h.p. Twin G.B., magneto 25

22
6 h.p. Twin PHANOMEN. 190S, new month

ago, Nala two-speed, magneto, spring
forks, fan cooled, only been 200 miles.

cost £66 42 10
32 103i h.p. TRIUMPH, 1907

4 h.p. ROC, magneto, free engine 25
4 h.p. ADTOINE, magneto, two speeds .

.

20 10
Four-cylinder F.N,, magneto 19 19

3} h.p. ARIEL, M.O.V,, low 14 14

4 h.p. ADTOINE. M.O.V., low 14 14

LIGHTWEIGHTS.
3 h.p. HUMBER, £11 ; 3J h.p. CLARENDON,

£11 10s. ; si h.p. EXCELSIOR, £10 IDs. ; 3^ b.o.

REX, £10 10s. ; 2i h.p. BUCKET, £9 13s. ; J d.p.

MINERVA, £8 15s'. ; ij h.p. MINERVA, £6 I.'--. ;

2ih,p. REX, £8 15s.; ajh.p. JAP, £81.;
zfh.p. KERRY, £10 10s.; 2 h.p. HUMIJ^.;,
£8 5s. Push cycles taken in exchange.

TRICARS.
4 h.p. HUMBER, w.c, two speeds £15 15

5 h.p. QUADRANT, two speeds 19 19

4 h.p. BAT, fan cooled 19 19

CORUi^ET VARIABLE
SPEED PULLEY.

14./- each.

Special Terms to the Trade.

Standard mikes can be had with-

out sending old pulley f->T pa'te-n.

The screwed flange is securely held in any position

by a simple yet ingenious contrivance that dis-

tinguishes it as the most imprnved pulley made,
GRIP3KIN BELTING.

Scientifically made from solee.ted parts of hides.

An efficient belt at a popular price. Outlasts two

rubber belts. Correct an»le, perfect drive, non-

stretching. We send on approval on receipt of P.O.

|in. 9d., fin. lOid., |in. 1/-, lin. 1/1.

Special Terms to the Trade.

Booth's IVIo-fcor ExchELns'e,
OORONET WORKS. WADE ST., HALIFAX.

Telephone i98y.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire,
Derby, Stafford, Shropshire, Mont-
gomery, and Merioneth.

REX Tourist, 3i h.p., 1908 model, mag-neto,new and unused; offers, cash or ex-
change.—Parker. Melbourne, Derby.
£9.-Humber, 3 h.p., excellent condition,

climb anything; cost £65; ridden forone season only.—123, Seaview Eoad, Liscara.

1 Q08 Triumph, new in May, perfect eon-
7:70

dition, spares, including lamp; cash
£38; buying car.-Eichards, Sunnyside,
Shrewsbury.

1 '^O ^'^nV J^°^ built, 4 h.p. Antoine engine-Lt^w 2i Dunlops, handle-bar control, linWatawata, perfect condition; £20 — in'Meadow Road, Sale, Cheshire.

TTUMBER Motor Cycle, 3 h,p„ free engineXJ- clutch low build, condition as new,very powerful machine; £15.-Pritchard
Briar Cottage, Julian Road, Ludlow.

-6 h p. twin Rex, cantilever seat, footrests,
Rich s tubes. Clincher A Won covers,

P^&iity of spares, excellent condition; £21.—
W. H. D. Priest, Claremont Street, Old Hill.
tetans.

h.p. Antoine, Chater-Lea No. 6, Oontinen-
tal tyres, two copper torpedo tanks.

Shamrock belt, B. and B. carburetter, foot-
boards; £21.—Peacock, Rake Lane, New
Brighton.

21 h.p,. Liberty, Chater-Lea frame, Lon-
Z guemare carburetter, Oontinental

front (unpunctured). Palmer back, engine
fitted with one of the best and latest five:
speeds and free engine pulleys; genuine
bargain, 12 guineas,—100, Uttoxeter New
Road, Derby.

TRroMPH, 3i h.p., late 1907, very little
wear, magneto, with cover, a most

beautiful machine, like new, not scratched,
unpunctured, and absolutely reliable, com-
plete with powerful horn, gas lamp separ-
ata generator, spare exhaust valve (com-
plete), spare belt, sparking plugs, and usual
tools; 30 guineas, no offers; seen and tried
any time.-Douglas Noble. 55, George Street,
Altrincham.

MADISON Co.'si Bargains. Motor Cycle —
First-class motor cycle, 3^-4 h.p. White

and Poppe, 1908, mechanical inlet, latest
pattern, 2iin. patent non-skid, pump Lin-
cona belt. Longuemare. exceptionally well
arranged, tank combination, adjustable
Brampton's sliding seat, trembler and ac-
cumulator, acetylene 50 c.p. lamp, horn, and
pump, carrier, and stand, faultless; £13 15s ,

cost does not represent quarter its value-
ccan be ridden away.—Madison, Woolrych
Street Works, Derby.

SECTION IV.
Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland,
Northamptonshire, and Warwickshire.

TRIUMPH, 1908, only two left; £48 —The
Victoria Garage and Electrical Co

.

Coventry.

FAIRY Lightweight, two cylinders, 2i h.p.,
perfect condition; £14.—Birt Morris

Bourne.

TRIUMPH, 1908, new tyres, shop-soiled
only; £45. —The Victoria Garage and

Electrical Co.. Coventry.

3 h.p. Humber, belt drive, complete; £14
10s,—The Victoria Garage and Electrical

Co., Coventry.

3 h.p. Clarendon, new, £21; Zenith bicar.
two-speed, perfect order, very fast, £25.

i —The Victoria Garage and Electrical Co..
Coventry.

31 h.p. N.S.U. Motor Cycle, convertible,
2 host of extras; £30.-601, The Motor

Cycle Offices, Coventry.

21 h.p. Noble, in good order; £11 10s.—The
2 Victoria Garage and Electrical Co..

Coventry.

5 h.p. Twin Alcyon. spring fojks a:.^d pil-
lar, magneto; £22.—E. Tuinor. The

Grove, Sutton Ooldfield.

Si h.p. Rex, in excellent condition, new belt
and accumulator.—Kent. 24, St. Ann's

Well Road, Nottingham.

TWIN Roc, 5-6 h.p., open frame, as new:
£47; property of Miss Hind.—Roc Motor

,

I

Cycle Works. Birmingham.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.
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VICTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

ZENITH Bicar, two-speed, free engine, per-
fect order; £25.—The Victoria Uarage

%nd Electrical Co., Coventry.

113 h.p. Humber Motor Cycle, recently
i-(4 overhauLed, spares; £10.—G. H. Wait
md Co., London Road. Leicester.

rEIUMPH, 1908, slightly soiled very little

used; £43.—Tlxe Victoria Garage and
Slectrical Co.. Coventry.

i>3 h.p. Rex, splendid running order, new
J Prested accumulator; best offer.—Scou-
fall, TifBeld, Towcester.

\/riN"ERVA, 3i h.p., 1907, excellent condi-
LVX tion; £18; write for particulars.—No.
,78, The Motor Cycle Of&ces, Coventry.

i)l h.p. Minerva, M.O.V. valves, splenaid
>2 condition; £14.—The Victoria Garage
md Electrical Co., Coventry.

DEX Motor Cycle, 3J h.p., aluminium
Lt finish, in good order, fast and power-
ul; bargain, £9 10s.—12, Bull Ring, Birming-
lam.

n.N. four-cylinder Motor Cycle, magneto
U ignition, as new; £28.-12, Bull Ring,
iirmingham.

)1 h.p. Triumph, 1907, splendid condition;
)^ £50.—Sewell, 4. Wilford Lane, Not-
in^ham.

rWO 1906 Rocs, 4 h.p., soiled only, as used
at Newnham, £40 each to clear; also

, 44 h.p. Minerva, £18.—A. W. Wall, Ltd.,
Iirmingham.

)1. h.p. Rex, handle-bar control, beatitiful
)2 condition, very low built, climb any-
hing; bargain, £16. — 67, King Richard
treet, Coventry.

[3EX de Luxe, twin-cylinder, free engine,
lL magneto, twin tyre, perfect, not ridden
30 miles, aa new; sacrifice £26.-22, Vict^.-ia
'errace, Leamington.

3 EX, 31 h.p., good condition, tyres almost
Aj new, one small accumulator ; will ride
jasonable distance; £10.—A. Maw, Welling-
3n House, Gainsborough.

'^UADRANT, 3i h.p., June. 1907, nuigneto.
at footboards, spring forks, i"u:irantced
erfect, all spares and accessories; £25.—
has. Bate, 8, Monument Road, BiiTmugham
' h.p. Twin Rex, magneto, cantilever, new,
• guaranteed perfect, not run 200 miles

;

50; exchange 2J h.p. m.-igneto, cash.—Tay-
>r, 261, High Street, Stirchley, Birmingham.
HRIUMPH, 1908, specially finished, not rid-
L den 50O miles, absolutely as new, fully
luipped with spares, etc. ; sacrifice £40, ex-
jptional bargain.—45, Parade, Leamington.

h.p. Genuine Chater-Lea, in new condi-
: tion; £55, cost £60, will exchang^e for
ngle stone diamond ring and good ieweiiery
) £40 value.—67, High Street. Henley-in-
rden.

?AIRY Lightweight 1908, magneto, spring
forks, pedal brake, as new, lamp,

;and, bag. tools; cost recently £38, bill
lown; £26 15s.—AVilson, 131, Holly Road,
andsworth, Birmingham.

LRIEL! Ariel! Ariel!—For immediate de-
livery, the 2i h.p. lightweight; write

r catalogue and full particulars; also 3
p. and 5 h.p. twin-cylinder models; a few
h.p. and 5 h.p. twins at clearance prices.
Ariel Works, Bournbrook, Birmingham.

nOR Sale. 1907 Twin Vindec Special £26;
1908 Woodman, special, 3i h.p.. £15.—

oodmans, Peterborough.

POR Sale, new 1908 3J h.p. Vindec Special-
£38 10s.—Hardle, Lincoln Road, Peter-

>rough.

> AT, 6 h.p., low spring frame, magneto in
' tank, new May, 1907. tyres good. Brooks
>n-sk:d on back, good Lucas horn, brand
>w J^.R.S. lamp, generator, machine splen-
d condition, been well looked after- rea-
n got car, snare Goodrich and Palmer
atawata; £32 10s.—Campion Garage!
arket Place, Loughborough.

>ARGAIN.-1908 Triumph, 3i h.p., perfect
* order, magneto. Palmer cord tyres,
th Miraculum inside. Whittle belt, two
olbags, extra tools, lamp, horn, spares
timer cord cover and tube, Gloria belt
be case, plugs, valve, platinum points,
?• ?'}^° waterproof and overalls; £38 the
t.—Mayo, 16. Meriden Street, Coventry

Ex-fcended P£i.ymera-fes.
YOU HAVE YOUR CHOICE.

af h.p. F.N. Lightweight, magneto ignition . . £18

1907 Magneto Twin REX 19 19

3 h.p. N.S.U., M.O.V., vertical, 26" wheels .

.

15

3i h.p. REX (1906), Rex spring forks 15 15

3 h.p. FAFNIR, spray. Palmers 12

2j SINGER, vertical, magneto, 26" wheels .

.

lu

5 h.p. Twin KERRY, very low 19

5} h.p. Twin REX, very good 19

3 h.p. TRIUMPH, 26" wheels 19

2 h.p. MIiNERVA, M.O.V 8

2j h,p. KERRY, low, 26in. wheels 10

4 h.p. Twin GARRARD-MAXFIKLO 1.

3f h.p. DUX, vertical, M.O.V., sprav 10

3 h.p. EXCELSIOR, very good puller 10

3j h.p. 1905 REX, M.O.V la

3 h.p. REX, vertical, spray, trembler 10

3 h.p. NOBLE, spray, vertical, M.O.V 10

2} h.p. PEBOCK, vertical, spray, 26" wheels 11

2j h.p. R. and P., vertical, spray, 26" wheels 10

3 h.p. REX, spray 10

3j h.p. REX, 22in. frame 11

3 DE DION, vertical, low 10

23

7-9 h.p. ROC, Peugeot engine. Roc two-speed
39

4 h.p. ROC, magneto. Roc clutch 25

5-6 h.p. REX DE LUXE, magneto. Roc clutch 27 10

3^ h.p. Four-cvlinder F.N., magneto 23

3|h.p. REX DELUXE, clutcti, twin tyres.. 24

A h r> ANTOINE iqo7 ma^meto 19 n

4^ h p Four-cvlinder DURKOPP 23 10

55/- cash and good push bike for any of these.

2 h.p. UNIVERSAL £8 if h.p. ROTHWELL £8

ij h.p. MINERVA

Ruboer and Canvas V Belting. Embodies all good
points of other rubber belts without their drawbacks.
•' A distinct improvement."
Note.—^The prices are between 33% and 50% less

than other makes. Good rubber belts need not be
dear. Send cash for sample length on approval.

r 9d., r 1/-, i" 1/4. i" 1/8 per foot.

Any length cut. Fasteners 6d. each.

TRICARS, &c.

5^ h.p. ROVER Tricar, Antoine engine £22

4 h.p. BAT, spring frame, 26' wheels 18

8-ioh.p. Twin REXETTE 47 10

5 h.p. REXETTE, two speeds 29

4.1 h.p. REXETTE, water-cooled 25 u

4I h.p. QUADCAR, water-cooled, two speeds 16
' SIDE AND FORECARS.

^'

Ri"id sidecar, quite new, 26" wheels £5
,. „ 28- „ 50

Smart Forecar, 26in. wheels 4 10
ODD BARGAINS.

)sborne Four-speed Gear, fits Triumph £2 15
Jrown & Barlow Carburetter, Bowden control,

new 1 5

Vil-vgaeto covers, quite new, perfect 2/8
Osborne Four-speed Gear, 1908, fits Rex 3

Osborne Free Engine Clutch 110
Jotor Cycle Frame, inclined 25 '3

•iioo saddle 1?/*^

labon clutch, fits Triumph 37/3

Lycett's Lightning Stands
for 24in., 26in., or 28in.

wheels, per pair .... 4/9

CLINCHER COVERS.
Heavy " A Won " quality

with name on.

26 X 2 18/6 26 X 2j 19/6
26 X 2j 23/- 28'x 2i 23;-

8/- allowed for old cover.

Genuine Contlnenfa'c.
Cover. Tube.

28 X 2 25/- 10/-
28 X 2} 27/3 10/6
28 X 2i 29/9 11/3

3/-^ allowed for old Covers, 2/- for old Tubes.

Send for Price List of Accessories. Pounds saved,

^ E. FARRAR,
^LB ON WORKS, SQUARE ROAD, HALIFAX

Genuine Continentals.
Cover. Tube.

26 X 2 24/- 9/6
26 X 2l 25/6 10/-
25 X 2j 29/8 11/-

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
TRIUMPH, 3i h.p., 1907, magneto, 1908 car-

buretter, handle-bar control, lamp,
horn, and spares, condition perfect; 33 gTiin-
eas.—Fred Percival, Long Causeway, Peter-
boroush.

SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon,
and Bedford.

31 h.p. Rover, excellent condition, as new;
2 £18; any trial here.—Hope. Jeweller,

Newmarket.

2 J h.p. Clement-Garrard. two-speed gear,
solendid condition, spares, accessories;

exchange good bike and cash.—Davis, 16,
Fairfax Road. Bedford.

-J
Q07 3 h.p. Triumph, perfect ordev, Xl'all

-LU spring forks, F.R.S. lamp, and gener-
ator, new coil. Two accumulators voltmeter,
and tools; £20, no offers.—Preston, Wrox-
ham Norfolk.

"j Q06 31 h.p. Rex, spring forks, new Contin-
-LU ental covers and tubes. Model de
Course back, large brass lamp and gener-
ator, spares, etc., good condition; £14.—E.
Fordham, Hall Farm, Little Shelford Cambs.

41 h.p. Twin Minerva, 2§in. tyres, ^in. belt,
2 two accumulators, two brakes, spare

valve, good as new, will ro^nn up Birdlio. a
winner in the Cambridgeshire July Trial-
£19 15s. cash.—P. "Wallis, Barnabas Road',
C?.mbrid26.

TRRTMPH Engine, 2i h.p.. Chater-Lea
frame, specially low built. 1908 Brown

and Barlow carburetter, tvres. belt, etc., all
nerfect. total weight 126 lbs., will do 42 miles
ner hour.—Photo and Tiarticulars, "Wallis.
Grocer, 157, Mill Road, Cambridge.

SECTION VI.

Worcestershire, Herefordshire, Radnor,
Brecknock, Monmouth, Glamorgan,
Carmarthen, Cardigan, and Pembroke.

F.N. 21 h.p., magneto, spring forks, new
Pal-^er tyres, good running order;

£15.—Hopkins, Alveston House, Ledbury.

3 h.p. Triumph, new cylinder, recently
overhauled at Triumph "Works, in ex-

cellent conditi'^n. several spares, three belts.
Advance variable pulley; must sell, £20. —
Mackenzie, 4, Queen's Parade, Tenby, "Wales.

SECTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks,
Wilts and Hants, and Channel Islands.

23 h.p. Minerva. 1908. as new, not ridden
4 50 miles; £27 10s., or near offer.

31 h.p. Quadrant, magneto ignition, 1907,
2 hardly used, perfect condition, head-

light, separate generator, bell, horn, Brooks
spring seat, cut-outs; a bargain, £32 10s.,
or near offer.

21 h.p. Excelsior, surface carburetter. Pal-
2 mer back tyre. Clincher front, in good

order; £8, or near offer.

41 h.p. De Dion Car, seat four, in good
2

_
running order, lamns, tyres in good

condition, genuine bargain ; sale or ex-
change, £30, or near offer.

5-6 h.p. Stirling Panhard, horizontal en-
gine, dogcart body, three speeds and I

reverse, brand new gears, lately paint-ed,
|

tyres as new, wheel steering; sale or ex-
change, £25, or near offer.

8 h.p. Rover, 1907 type, seats four, splendid I

order, hood, .screen, lamps ; £170, or
|

near offer.

-j3 h.p. "Werner; £5.

THE above cycles a.re to be seen at "W. J.l
Randall's Garage, 3, High Street, And-|

over.

VINDEC Special. 21 h.p., in good running|
order; £9.—Heybourn, Motors, Maiden-

head.

31 h.p. Quadrant Motor Cycle and sidecar;
2 £25, or sell separately.—Brain, Sutton,

Eynsham.

LIGHTWEIGHT N.S.TJ.. new, spring forks:

,

32 guineas.-N. Fairbank, Bnlford Camp.|
Salisbury.

FOR Sale, 2 h.p. Motor Cycle, in runningi
order; £4 10s.—31, Wescott Road

Wokingham.
Ip answering any of these advertisermnts it is desirable that you mention ' Tht Motor Cycle
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AOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
yi h.p. Rex, long bars, and sidecar, £18;
>4 21 h.p. Humber, £8 10s.—Hyde, Stow-
.n-the-Wold.

l/TOTOSACOCHE Lightweight, new, perfect,

.VJ. guaranteed not been 100 miles; £22 10s.

-Heybourn Motors, Maidenhead.

FAIRY lightweight, 2i h.p., new ; cost
with spares and fittings £31, take £22.—

ilastleigh, Gookham Rise, Berks.

) li.p. Bamsley. tyres nearly new, Wata-
J wata, lamp, etc., good working order;
i8.—Kingston, Long Ashton, Bristol.

^3 h.p. Fairy Lightweight Motor Bicycle,
ij4 twin-cylinder engine, good order ; £12
Os.—Willway and Sons, Ltd., Bristol.

' h.p. Peugeot Twin-cylinder Engine, prac-
) tically new and in perfect condition

;

18 10s.—Willway and Sons, Ltd., Bristol.

^^ h.p. Roc, two-speed, splendid condition;
J full Investigation, trial; winter price.
-No. 675, The Motor Cyde Oflaces, Coventry.
' h.p. Peugeot Motor Bicycle, Chater-Lea
/ frame, complete with sidecar, first-
lass order; £30.—Willway and Sons, Ltd.,
iristol.

I

Q(te 31 h.p. Rex, good running order, ac-
LtJ cnmulators, stand, etc.; push bike
aKen part payment; what offers?—Naylor,
Lllbrook, Eastleigh.

> h.p. Mabon. 25 by 2J tyres, high tension
J magneto, in excellent condition through-
lut, Longuemare carburetter ; cheap, £9 10s.

-W. 8. Squire, 4. Sunny Bank, King's Roaa.
ifewbury.

rpOUE-OYLINDER P.N., 4i h.p., had very
C little use. studded rear tyre, perfect
rder; 30 guineas, single-cylinder m.agneto
rould be taken in part payment.—Heybourn,
lotors. Maidenhead.

I

Q08 Rex 2i h.p. Featherweight, condition
Lt/ absolutely as new, in excellent run-
ling order, and able to climb anything, ac-
essories; £20, or offer.-Apply. Stafford,
'eckham's Garage, Southsea.

>1 h.p. 1908 Triumph, standard machine,
J 2 in perfect condition. Palmer cord
ear, Dunlop front tyres, spares, including
)unlot) cover, run 200 miles, tools, horn, etc.

;

;38.—Box No. 681, The Motor Cycle Offices.
Coventry.

SECTION vin.
Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent,
and Sussex.

^FECIAL Clearance of new, shop-soiled,
J and second-hand motor cycles.

QNE only shop-soiled Kerry, 3 h.p.. Clin-
cher A Won tyres ; reduced price, 21

;uineas, usual price £34.

ONE only Second-hand Twin Vindec
Special, Peter-TJnion tyres, Goodrich

ion-skid on back wheel, Simms-Bosch mag-
leto ignition, complete with all spares, re-
luced price, 31 guineas, cost £60.

DNE only 1908 Shop-soiled twin Minerva,
5i h.p., spring forks, magneto ignition:

educed price, £37.

DNE only 1908 Shop-soiled Twin Minerva,
spring forks ; reduced price, £39.

DNE only. Mills and Fulford castor wheel
sidecarriage, can be fitted to any mo-

or cycle; reduced price £10 15s., usual price
;i2 12s.—Hunt's Motor Dept., 104. Newgate
•treet. London, E.G.

Bl h.p. Gentaur, free engine, resilient fork.
2 —8, Ashenden Road, Clapton. N.E.

Twin Magneto Rex, new; £30.—Ander-
son Bros., Hermon Hill, South Wood-

90,

ord.

)3^ h.p. P.N. Motor Cycle, in good condition

;

j4 £9 10s.—Sevenoaks Motor Co., Seven-
aks.

K8.-^
h.p. Antoine, good running order,

long bars.—134, Highgate Road, Kentish
'own.

907 4 h.p. Roc, military model, magneto,
clutch, almost new, unscratched; £25.

-Below

.

OUR-CTLINDEE P.N., magneto, spring
forks, long bars ; cheap, £19 19s.—Whitr

le, 41, Skelbrook Street, Wandsworth.
)^ h.p. Werner, good going ordt-r, spares

;

-4 £7 10s. — P., 79. Sunderland Read,
forest Hill.

Offers Wanted.
CASH or EXCHANGE.

Let us deal with you if at all

possible.

ARIEL, 3 h.p., brand new, perfect . . £29
REX, 5 h.p., 1907 model, blue finish £13
REX, 3^ h.p., 26' wheels, very low . . £12
MINERVA, 4i h.p., 2\" tyres £23
N.S.U., twin, two-speeds, magneto. £27
SAROLEA, 5 h.p., very low, new tyres £23
WERNER, 3ih.p., twin, good condit'n £17
ARIEL, 3 h.p., B. & B £13
MINERVA, 3 1 h.p., M.O.V £16
VINDEC, 2f h.p., mag., spring forks. £16
VINDEC, 2i h.p., spring forks £10
CLARENDON, 3 h.p., vertical, Peter

Unions £11
REX, 3 h.p., 50-guinea model £10
BAT, 3^ h.p., spring frame £19
REX, 3i h.p., two speeds £14
QUADRANT, 3 h.p., spring forks £12
BAYLISS, 3 h.p., special price £8
N.N., 2| h.p., splendid puller £12
HUMBER, 2| h.p., very fine mount. . £10
CLYDE, 2f h.p., magneto £15
GrIVAUDAN, 2| h.p., perfect, non-skid

rear £15
LIGHTWEIGHTS.

£11 ZEDEL, 2 h.p £11

£11 LLOYDS, 2 h.p £11

£7 QUADRANT, 2 h.p £7

£8 MINERVA, 2 h.p £8
£7 JAP, 2I h.p £7

£7 HUMBER, 2 h.p £7
£8 MINERVA, 2\ h.p £8
£10 ARIEL, 2i h.p £10

50/- down and 5/- per week secures :

3 h.p. EXCELSIOR £11

2 h.p. SINGER £9

2^ h.p. JAP £11

3 h.p. REX £10

2 h.p. ORMONDE £3

2 h.p. WERNER £10

2\ h.p. MINERVA £10

2| h.p. CUNARD £12

2I h.p. LLOYDS £11

2j h.p. HUMBER £8
ACCESSORIKS.

RIP BOXES.
I'he Snest extant for carrying tubes or belts. Try one

on approval. A quality, 7/6 ; B quality, 4/6.

BELT BOXES.
Hold nine feet. Any size easily fitted. A quality,

8/6; Equality, 5/6. Trade terms on request.

TUBES—Fully guaranteed

6 X 2tn 5/6 2« X 2in 6/6
26x2iin 6/6 28 x sjin 7/-

26 X 2jin 7/6 'S X 2iin 7/6
Approval.

TUBES (Bu-t-t-erided).
you cannot do better than try one. Money returned

n lull if not perfectly satisfactory.

20X2ia 7/. 2Sx2in 7/6

26x2iin 7/9 . 28x2iin 7/9

,6x2iin 8/3 8x2Un ?/3

MAUDE'S MOTOR MART,
Po«w«ll S-treet, HAI.IRAX.

National ieiepnone 43J.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE^
STAMFORD HILL.—3i h.p. Brown, H.T.

magneto. Palmers, born, lamp, tools,
right up to date; £20.

iJTAMPOED HILL.—5-6 h.p. Twin Rex, can-
k5 tilever seat, spring forks, 50 - guinea-
model, splendid condition; £18 10s.

STAMFORD HILL.—5 h.p. Twin Hamilton,.
footboards, B. and B. twin carburetter,

fast racy machine, splendid order; £15.

21, h.p. Rex, B. and B. carburetter, excel-
4 lent machine, in perfect condition,.

lightweight; £7.

21 h.p. Humber, light machine, Longue-
4 mare, grand hill-climber, fine condi-

tion; £7 10s.

O h.p. Trent, long bars, swan-neck seat-

O pillar, splendid condition ; £11.

STAMFORD HILL.—3 h.p. Automotor Mon-
arch, girder forks, trembler, Longue-

mare; grand bargain, £7 10s.

STAMFORD HILL.—Colossal sacrifice: 3-

h.p. Automotor Monarch, Longuemare,
23 h.p. Bradbury, perfect, complete, grand
powerful machine; £10 15s.—128, High Road,
South Tottenham.

3h p Minerva, Ohater-Lea frame, splendid
order throughout; £12.—Jeweller, Sel-

sey, Sussex.

31 h.p. Hulbert-Bramley, Minerva engine,

2 Chater-Le:i fittings, low frame, per-

fect order; bargain, £16.—Below.

KERRY, 21 h.p., 1904 type, in perfect con-

dition ; bargain, £12.—The Hulbert^

Bramley Motor Co., 96, Upper Richmond
jzioad. Putney.

EXCELSIOR. 31 h.p., all accessories ; £6, or

good exchange.—16, Empson Street,

Bromley, E^.

3h p. Ariel, up-to-date, unscratched. Dun-
lops, perfect order; £8 5s.—129, Ley

Street, Ilford.

h.p. Quadrant, in good running order;

L bargain, £6.—S.. 8, Queen's Road, Stone-

bridge, Willesden.

FN 15 h.p , good condition, bag, tools.

spares, horn, lamp; £18.-349, West End
Lane, Hampstead.

£10 -^2a h.p. Excelsior, excellent condition.

—x>articulars, Toby, 9. Sydney Street.

South Kensington.

QUADRAJSTT, 2i h..p., F.N. carburetter, new
condition; must sell; £9 10s.-9, Chan-

try Road, Brixton.

23 h.p. Zedel, low and fast, good condition;

4 £13.—Particulars, B., 71. Wmkfleld
Road, Wood Green, N.

01 h.p. Triumph, 1907, standard; £29; ex-

02 change magneto lightweight.—K., ii>.

Birkbeck Road, Enfield.

01 h.p. Genuine Brown, almost new in

02 first-class running order; £16.—W.U.,

15, Radlix Road, Leyton, E.

01 hp. Antoine, Chater-Lea frame, Palmer
02 and Dunlop tyres; £10; running

order—T. Vigar. Caterham.

21 h p. Kerry, good condition, fart, good
2 hill-climber; £12, or near offer.—61,

Ceres Road, Plumstead. Kent.

£9 15s.—3 h.p. Motor Bike (Ascot), complete

and perfect; bargain.—4, Yeoman s

Row, Bi-ompton Road, London.

i n08 Motosacoche. accumulator ignition,.

ly condition as new; £19 10s.-8, Barrett

Street, Manchester Square. W.

BROWN, 31 h.p., Dunlop tyres spring seat-

pin splendid order; £11 15s.—a., b,

tierndon Road, Wandsworth.

K.D. 1% h.p. Set, nearly new; £8, or fitted!

to £13 133. Humber bicycle, £13 13s. lot;

photo.—Darke, Draper, Sutton,

r hp Twin Vindec Special, in splendid

condition; £28. - Bramble, Florence

Villas, London Road, Faversham.

31 hp M.M.C.-Excelsior, excellent Condi-

's tion, fast, reliable, low; £9 15s.-55,.

Nightingale Road, Clapton. N.E.

31 h p Minerva, almost new, late 1907. all

2 accessories; £18. good cycle part pay-

ment.—5, Heath Street, Hampstead.

03 h.p. Humber, tyres almost new, good

Z4 climber, going order; £9. otters. —

-

Martin, 25, Egmont Road, Surbiton.

In answering any of these advertisements it Is desirable thai you -mention " The Motor Cycle.
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MOTOR BICYCLESf FOR' .SALE.

31 h.p. Humber, splendid condition, very
^ powerful; bargain, £12 10s.—Colville

Works, 9, Linden Arcade, Chis-wick.

41 h.p. Twin Hamilton, light and fast, not
2 run 800 miles ; offers wanted.—Seen at

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. /

31 h.p. Bradbury, new engine bar flywheels,
2 and new carburetter (B.B.); £12, or

offer.—31, Queen's Eoad, Wimbledon.

31 h.p. Humber, free engine, minus front
2 wheel; bargain, £7 lOs. — G.W., 149,

Sandringham Road, Dalston, London.

21 h.p. Quadrant, fine condition and order;
2 only wants seeing; £7, bargain.—16,

Northumberland Avenue, Wanstead.

31. h.p. Excelsior, new Palmer tyres, perfect
2 running order; £13 13s.—Fowle, 41.

Bell Street, Edgware Road, London.

3 h.p. Twin Kerry, spares, and 1908 ten
guinea Montgomery sidecar ; £28.

—

Roberts, 32, Strafford Road. Barnet.

4 h.p. Roc, free engine, magneto, splendid
condition; £25.—Write, or call after

6.30, B.. 48, Rostrevor Road, Fulham.

2i h.p. Bradbury, Longuemaer, trembler,
2 in good going order; £8 10s.—James

Clegg, 59, Beckenham Road, Beckenham.

TRIUMPH, Tourist Trophy, nearly new,
Goodrich non-skid tyres, £5 of spares.

—Apply, 182, Green Street, Forest Gate.

23. h.p. F.N., a racy little machine, in
4 sound condition and perfect order

;

£12 10s., bargain.—Bunting, Wealdstone.

23. h.p. Kerry, a genuine bargain, perfect
'4 condition; only wants seeing; £10.—

Norman, 35, Church Road, Tottenham, N.

£9.—2i h.p. Humber, low, brass tank, long
bars, Longuemare, tyres and condition

as new.—17, Landcroft Road, E. Dulwich.

TWIN Antoine, 6 h.p., perfect condition,
very powerful, long and low; £19 lOs —

Apply. 6, Ohatsworth Road, West Norwood.

41 h.p. Twin Minerva, in good condition,
2 two accumulators, accessories; £20.

—H.J., 69, Shakespeare Road, Heme Hill,
g.E.

5 h.p. Twin Griffon, magneto, as new, £25;
23 h.p. Auto, Chater-Lea, new tyres,

running order, £9.—Smith, plumber, Wiven-
hoe.

21 h.p. Swift, genuine, long bars, low,
2 tyres, etc., perfect condition; bar-

gain, £8.-104, White Horse Street, Lime-
tiouse.

31 h.p. Triumph, 1907, silver cup and medal
2 winner, perfect running order, spares;

Dearest £33.-30, Ferncroft Avenue, jiamp-
stead.

1 Q08 73 by 76 Buchet, nearly new, ChaterLU throughout, spring forks, take sidecar
anywhere; £20. — 31, Sebert Road, Forest
Gate.

QUADRANT, 34 h.p.. spring forks, Palmers,
thorough order; sacrifice for £17 10s.

luick sale.—Lionel Danby, 28, Ellen Avenue,
Purley.

TRIUMPH, 3 h.p.. two accumulators, per-
fect condition, with tools, and spares;

£16; after 7.—la, Torbay Road, Kilburn,
London.

£10.—2J h.p. Matchless, Minerva engine,
M.O.V., just been overhauled, re-en-

imelled. and plated.—Motor, 79. Canning
Road, N.

3 h.p. Mitchell, good running order, P.N.
carburetter, trembler coil; must sell-

first £5 10s. cash.—39, Wellesley Eoad, Ley-
tonstone.

31 h.p. Perry throughout, good order,
2 Longuemare, Bassee - Michel, long

bandies, low seat; £8.-78. Boundaries Road,
Balham.

|1 h.p. Humber-Minerva, with stand, new
i-'i Prested accumulator, etc.. in going
vrder; £5 10s. — Wheeler, Denmark House,
Hythe, Kent.

Bh.p. Bradbury Cycle, condition as new,
long bars, splendid hill-climber; 11

imneas.—35. Davenant Road, Upper Hol-
loway, London.

BARGAIN.—3J h.p. Kerry, splendid condi-
tion, spring forks, climb anything- £13

:owest.--Anderson Bros., Hermon Hill, South
woodfield, N.E.

5Jh.p.
4-5 h.p.

S

6

CASH
CREDIT.

Terms and exchanges to suit requirements,

TWINS—OfFet-s Wanted.
6 h.p. Twin Rex. £17 17«. or £4 and '07
Single Rex, or £8 and *05 Singl- Rex. or
level exchange with Single Magneto Rix.

SPECIFICATION.—Low frame, lone; bars, low saddle,
Rex patent spring forks and foot brake, trembler
coil, good tyres, and guaranteed in running order.
Any machine taken in part payment.

5i h.p. N.S.U., magneto, new, 1908
5 h.p. Twin VI N DEC, magneto
5Jh.p. REX DE LUXE, soiled

6 h.p. Twin REX, blue lines

5i h.p. Twin REX, spring forks

SVh.p. REX DE LUXE, magneto
Twin REX, blue lines, new tyres
6 h.p. Twin REX, non-skids

Twin REX, magneto, 1907 .

Twin ALCYON, two speeds
h.p. Twin SAROLF, A, lone: frame
h.p. Twin ANTOINE, R.O.M.

Twm CLEMENT, spring forks

5 h.p. Twin ONAWAY, very low .

6 h.p. Twin ANTOINE, spring forks

SINOI.es—OfFer-s Wanted.
3jh.p. N.S.U., magneto, new, 1908
3 h.p. SINGER, H.T. magneto
3 h.p. TRIUMPH, magneto
3 h.p. TRIUMPH, spring forks

3* h.p. Magneto RtiX Racer ..

3-Hi.p. REX, 1907, 2iin. tyres

3I h.p. 1906 REX, spring forks

Si h.p. Magneto REX, soiled

3|h.p. -1906 REX, spring forks

3| h.p. REX, spray, fine climber
2ih.p. Magneto REX, 1908, soiled

3jh.p. MINERVA, M.O.V.
3 h.p. GIVAUDAN, nearly new
3 h.p. QUADRANT, spray
3 h.p. LLOYD'S, 26x2iin. Palmers
4 h.p. ANTOINE, Longuemare
2} h.p. MINERVA, fine condition

2} h.p. CLYDE, magneto
4 h.p. ANTOINE, 26x2iin. tyres

3ih.p. SIMMS, magneto, 2iin. Palmers
3-1 h.p. QUADRANT, 1906
3|h.p. CENTAUR, free-engine

2I h.p. F.N., special frame
3 h.p. HUMBER, spray
3 h.p. FA FN I R, very low, spray
3i h.p. REX, 22in. frame
2ih.p. MINERVA, 26x2in., spray
3" h.p. BROWN, spray

3 h.p. M.M.C., spray
3* h.p. EXCELSIOR, spray ..

2jh.p. COVENTRY EAGLE ..

3|h.p. Two-speed REX
2| h.p. F.N., light, low .

.

2ih.p. CLEMENT, very low ..

2jh.p. KERRY, spray, low ..

2 h.p. RALEIGH, spray

2i h.p. ROYAL, vertical, spray
2J-h.p. SINGER, magneto
1.1 h.p. MINERVA, spray
2|h.p. EXCELSIOR, trembler coil

2 h.p. HUMBER
2 h.p. PEUGEOT Lightweight
2 h.p. Magneto SIMMS

TRICARS.
4Jh.p. W.C. BRADBURY ..

5* h.p. QUADRANT Carette ..

51 h.p. REXETTE, W.C, two speeds

REX, Mills- Fulford
Twin REXETTE, W.C, two speeds..

5 h.p. HUMBER, open frame
REX, Phoenix Two-speed

"PERFECTION
{in. 9d., Jin. lOid.,

"SERRATRIX-
Best on test.—fin.

per foot.

SPECIAL 2«n. CALMON
rims, 17/9; 28X2in. tubes,

Union tubes, 24X2jin., 5/6.

. £52

. 35

. 36

. 17 17

. 17 17

. 27 10

. 18 18

. 18 18

. 23 10

. 20

. 13 18

. 22

. 14

. 19

. 22

B.nted.
.. £42

. 20

. 24 10

. 21

. 25

. 17 17

. 15

. 21

. 15

. 11 10

. 22

. 16 10

. 16

. 13

. 13 10

. 16

. 13 10

. 15

. 16 10

. 17 10

. 18 10

. 16

. 12 10

. 10 10

. 13 10

. 11 10

. 11 10

. 12 10

. 10

. 10 10

. 10

. 13 10

. 12

. 11

. 10 10
8
7 15
8 10
5 10
8
6 10
9 10
6 10

.. £37 10
. 35
. 35
. 13
. 47 10
. 35
. 18 10

BELTING.—LEATHER V
Jin. 1/-, lin. 1/1.

RUBBER CANVAS BELTING.
9(1., |in. 1/-, |in. 1/4, lin. 1/8

COVERS,
new, 4/9

fit 26x2in.
new Peter

High-class machines wanted for spot cash.

The Halifax Motor Exchange,
16, Westgate, Hali-Tax.

Telephone—766. Telegrams—" Perfection.*'

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

3 h.p. Scout, guaranteed perfect; £7 15b..

very powerful.—C. Strutt, 124, Dennetts
Road, S.E.

TWINS.—Minerva, 4i h.p., Eex, 5J h.p., both
in grand order, no further praise

neces.sary ; £25 and £18 respectively.—Bunt-
ing, Wealdstone.
-1 Q08 6 h.p. Twin Jap, magneto, Matchles;
JLt/ built, Dunlops. Shamrock belt, not
ridden 400 miles, perfect; £31.-77, Mitcham
Eoad, Tooting.

31 h.p. Brown, splendid condition, tyres as
2 new. thoroughly reliable, powerful

hill-climber; £19.—No. 674, The Motor Cyde
Offices, Coventry.

F.N. 1| h.p. Lightweight, brand new, in
case; sacrifice for quick sale, £29 IDs.,

ordered not to ride.—Box 682, The Motor Cyde
Offices, Coventry.

TRIUMPH-MINEEVA, If h.p.. surface. Lvj

amp. accumulator, 2in. Dunlops; £5;
appointment.—George, 21, York House, High-
bury Crescent, N.

6 h.p. N.S.I3., two-speed, latest model; £36,
or exchange latest 3| h.p. Triumph or

Vindec and little cash.—Roberts, 10, Grove
Place. Hampstead.

31 h.p. Brown, 1907, magneto, non-skid,
2 adjustable pulley. Millennium stand,

just overhauled ; £22.—Gates, 33, Connaught
Eoad, Stroud Green.

23. h.p. Minerva. Chater-Lea, three^speed
4 variable pulley, Dunlop tyTes, nearly

new; £18.-A. Baker, 66. WiUesden Lane, Kil-

burn. London, N.W.

HUMBEE, l\ h.p., in splendid condition,
brand new Dunlop tyres and tubes, also

spares ; £12.—Badenoch. 36, Gideon Eoad,
Lavender Hill, London.

COVENTEY Humber, 3i h.p., very fast, good
hill-climber, new condition; £14;

Longuemare; must sell; owner bought car.

—68, Cathles Road. Balham.

23. h.p. Genuine Zedel; £13; Barlow car-
4 buretter, new coil and accumulator,

good Palmers; no time.—Geeves. builders.
19, Neckinger, Bermondsey.

h.p. Lightweight, Dunlops, F.N. carbur-
jLi etter, Nilmelior, Dermatine, clean go-

ing order; £8 10s.—Eandall. 2, Elizabeth Ter-
race, High Street, Wanstead.

31. h.p. Brown (Eoyal Star), splendid, order,
2 £13 10s.; Mabon clutch, to fit, £2; best

Liberty art cane rig-id sidecar. £5 IDs.—189,
Bowes Eoad, New Southgate.

BAT, 23 h.p. genuine De Dion engine, car-
buretter and silencer, condition as new,

all accessories ; £17 10s., or near cash offer.

—Osborne Works, Forest Hill.

FOR Sale, 3i h.p. Linon Motor Cycle, climb
any hill, long bars, swan neck pillar,

most reliable machine; 15 guineas, lowest.—
141, High Street, Merton, S.W.

ZENITH Bicar. 50 guinea model, two-speed
gear, new, but shop-soiled; a great

bargain, £39. — Zenith Motors. Ltd., 119,

Stroud Green Eoad, London, N.

j Q06 Rex, spring forks, new tyres. Palmer
JuU cord back, spares, stand, lamps
Wright's footrest; £15 10s., bargain.—Towns,
end, 162a, Dalston Lane, London.

FOUE-CYLINDEE P.N., 4i h.p., quite uptc
date, splendid condition throughout;

any trial; magneto, all tools; £26.-36, Moy-
ser Road, Streatham, London, S.W.

01 h.p. Riley, new condition, studded tyres
02 Brooks BlOO, Prested, girders; £16
or lower power and cash ; offers.—Daws, 240

Albany Eoad, Camberwell, London.

31 h.p. Eex, complete with accessories, only
had 12 months' wear; owner going

abroad ; accept £15. or highest offer.—Apply.
Lieut. Joyce, Bell Hotel, Sandwich.

TRIUMPH, 1908, magneto, with coverj
Hella lamp, Autoclipse generator

horn, all spares; £40; little used.-Geo. Hall
25, Hornsey Else Gardens, London, N.

£12.-3 h.p., light, low, long, footboards
Longuemare, excellent machine, re

liable, in daily use; seen any time; photc
Id. stamp.—Bott, 291, High Road, Ilford.

TRIUMPH, 3 h.p., accumulator, exoelleni

condition, N.A.B.. spring, new Contin
entals, two pulleys; owner going abroad.-
B. M. Allan, 104, King's Eoad, Brighton.

In answering any of these, advertisements it is desiroible that you mention " The Motor Cycle.''
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
TRIUMPH, 3 h.p., good condition, lamp,

horn, tools, spares ; £15.—Glencross,
Perth, Devonport.

GENUINE 2 h.p. Minerva, perfect; any
trial ; accessories ; =£11.—Attree, Myrtle-

berry, Lynmouth, N. Devon.

TRIUMPH (magneto), 1907. delivered March,
1908, guaranteed good working order,

iame tyres, still in good condition, £31;
spare magneto, complete, £3 10s.—Hoyle. be.

iustell.

SECTION X.
Scotland

> h.p. N.S.U., magneto, 26in. wheels.-Hast-
J ings, 30, Primrose Stree^t, Alloa.

y h.p. Midget Bicar. very light and low, in
J first-class ruhning order, and ready for
x>ad, spares and tools ; £15.—T. Cradock
talker, accountant, 179, West Q-eorge Street,
Jlasgow.

EDINBURGH Exhibition, Industrial Hall,
Stands 126 and 127; finest exhibition of

Qotor cycles ever shown on any one stand,
rom May till October.—Alexander's Motor
Ixchange, Lothian Road.

EDINBURGH. — Vindecs, Quadrants, Rexes,
Adlers, Moto Reves, Ariels, Zeniths,

linervas. Griffons. Nortons, N.S.U., Ad-
ances, Rocs, etc., in stock, and to be seen
,t Alexander's Motor Exchange, Edinburgh.

)JL h.p. Centaur, new Palmer cords, new
)2 Dermatine belt, newly re-bored and
e-bushed throughout, very fast and reli-

ble, with lamp, horn, and all accessories;
116; can be seen at any time.—Allan. 28,

aiith Street, Ayr.

TRICARS FOR SALE.
RINGER, 6 h.p.; trial given; £45.—D., 112,

J Victoria Avenue, Cliftonville, Margate.

rRIUMPH, late 1907, handle-bar control,
condition as new ; a bargain. £33.

—

telow.

^ h.p. De Dion Lotorette, two-seater, sloping
J back, three speeds and reverse, splen-
id order; £50.—Below.

^ h.p. Rover, late 1907, special body. Cape
) hood, lamp, etc.; nearest offer £100.

—

*low,

OLE Featherweight Motor Cycles, new,
£15; engine sets, complete, £10.—Below.

*1 h.p. Humber, two seats, hood, screen,
>2 perfect order; £40.—Below.

\ NGLO-SAXON Motor Co., 31, Newgate
^ Street, London.

h.p. Lagonda Tricar, in first-class con-
dition; £60.—Manning, Ashford, Mid-

lesex.

I
UMBER Tricar, 3| h.p., free engine,

offers. — Particulars, Osborne, Tam-
orth Street. Lichfield.

J
h.p. Rexette, coach-built, good condition

;

» £33, or part exchange for small car.
-Weston, Kirkstall, Leeds.

>1 h.p. Minerva Tricar, in excellent condi-
2 tion, cane seat; £12.—G. H. Wait and

0., London Road, Leicester.

>1 h.p. Coventry Eagle Tricar, in good
>:2 running order; must sell. £9 10s.

ash.—65a. Pearl Road, Walthamstow.
DOVER Tricar. 4i h.p., two-speed, water-
-V cooled, wide st'at, perfect condition;
34,—Gore, Birchfield Road. Redditch.

:iEXETTE, 5 h.p., water-coolPd f-ee en-
-X gine, two speeds, coach-built body;
ccept £18 108.—35, Whittall btrect, j^xrming-
am.

i/TANCHESTER,—5 h.p. Humber coach-
'-1- built open frame tricar; first offer over
32 10s.—Foxwell Gray, 262-264. Deansgate,
aiichester.

>1 h.p. Ormonde Tricar, fast and reliable,
''2 complete with accessories, coach-built
nont; £21.—"Richmond," Matlock Road,
righton.

J-7
h.p. Quadrant Tticar, two speedsi, car-

' riage built, just overhauled; £20. or
ffer. — Macpherson and Son. Engineers,
i^okiugham.

ryATEE-OOOLED Tricar. 4J h.p. M.M.O.
» T engine, Chatei^Lea fittines, in thorough
rder; £25.—Dowglass, 96, Upper Richmond
oad. Putney.

W

1908 Motor Cycles.

Second-hand, for sale.

FIRST CHEQUE SECURES, SUBJECT TO BEING
UNSOLD.

If h.p. LIGHTWEIGHT F.N., magrneto and spring
forks. This machine is just as new ; only been on the
road 300 miles. There is nothing to distinguish this
machine from new, except that the tyres are
muddy. Price £22.
U'AUGHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, E.G.

3i h.p. 1908 MINERVA, magneto Ignition, standard
model, including lamp, horn, Shamrock non-skid and
spares, spring forks, barrel tank. Machine !.•<

as good as new in every detail, except that it has done
about 500 miles. Price £28.
WAUCHOPE'S, 9, S«ios Lane, E.G.

2 J h.p. 1908 FAIRY Liglitweight, horizontal engine,
magneto ignition, magneto in tank, new two months
a?o, no signs of any wear, spring forks. Price £22.
WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, EC.

2ih.p. 1908 GRIFFON, bevel driven, magneto in

tank, Zedel engine, spring forks, as new. £25.
WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, E.C.

ijh.p. MOTOSACOCHE, magneto ignition, 1908
model, spring forks, property of a naval officer," good
as new. £25.
WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, E.C.

3-Jh.p. 1908 MINERVA, accumulator, in first-class

condition. £23 10s.

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, E.C.

3ih.p. PHOENIX COB, two-speed gear, handle
starting, magneto, spring forks, lamp, horn, pan seat,

open frame, condition as new. £28.
WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, E.C.

2i h.p. Rex lightweight, 1908 model, splendid
condition. £19,
WAUCHOPE'S, 9 Shoe Lane, E.C.

1907 MOTOR CYCLES.
All 1807 Machines.

5 h.p. ROC, magneto and free engine clutch fitted

with Peugeot twin 5-6 h.p. engine, handle starting,
rubber-studded tyres to both wheels, round tank, not
ridden 500 miles, condition absolutely as new. 30
Guineas.
WAUCHOPE'S. 9, Shoe Lane, E.C.

4 h.p. BAT. J.A.P. engine, 1907 model, sprung back
and front, usedm the London to Edinburgh run, engine
has no sign of use. £26 10s.

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, E.C.

5 h.p. VINDEC SPECIAL, Truffault magneto, 1907
model Roc two-speed gear and free engine, rubber-
studded back tyre, in good condition throughout

;

an ideal machine for passenger work. £38.
WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, E.C.

5i h.p. REX DE LUX, twin back wheels, magneto,
freeengine clutch, excellent condition for second-hand
machine. £25.

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lare, E.C.

5-6 h.p. PEUGEOT, Truftault forks, good order,

powerful machine, twin engine. £23 IDs. at

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, E.C.

4 h.p. J.A.P. throughout, engine and frame, very
powerful, low frame, long bars. £17 10s.

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, E.C.

3i h p. GIVAUDAN, in Chater-Lea frame, low-
built machine, particularly sound and reliable, £17 10s.

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, E.C.

3ihp. MINERVA, used but little and carefully,

no signs of wear £19.

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, E.C.

2ih.p. F.N., very serviceable English bicycle parts.

£12 10s.

WAUCHOPES, 9, Shoe Lane, E.C.

8 h.p. Buchet, Auzarne's engine, very fast, £23 10$.

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, k.O.

3 h.p. N.S.U., magneto ignition, 26in. wheels, free

engine clutch, a sound machine and powerful. £14.

WAUCHOPES, 9, Shoe Lane, E.C.

Also a large and varied assortment of Motor Cycles

from £6 10s. Send for Kst to

THEWORLDb
Largest Dealer

'Telegrams Telephone no.

QpincER Am. MOLBORN.

TRICARS FOR SALE.
41 h.p. Stevens Tricar, two speeds, coach-
2 built front, g^ood condition; trial-

£15, no offers.—Knibb, 50, Beaconsfleld Road,
New Southg-ate.

6 h.p. Humber Tricar, condition almost
new; any trial; photo; nearest £5j

gets it; owner going- abroad.—Grimshaw,
Bead, near Blackburn.

3i h.p. Fafnir Tricar, Phoenix, two-speed.
2 w.c. coach-built, ready to drive away

barg-ain, £25. — East Ham Garage, Jiig-ii
Street South, East Ham.

41 h.p. Open Frame Water-cooled Wheel
2 steering- White and Poppe Tricar,

Ghater fittings, lamps, tools, etc.; £22.—St.
Mawes, Brighton Road, Purley.

4 h.p. Automotor Tricar, extra front wheel
Palmers, spare tubes, accumulators,

many accessories; £24; offer; trial — 1

Townley Road, E. Dulwich, S.E.

PHCENIX Trimos, special offer, new, shop-
soiled, and second-hand Trimos ; write

for particulars; giving away prices.—Gray.
262-264, Deansgate, Manchester.

QUADRANT Carette. 6 h.p., latest model,
perfect condition, lamps, spares, etc •

sell or exchange 6 h.p. late Jap-Bat and
cash.—64, Honor Oak ±toad, London.

RILEY Tricar, 9 h.p., twin. 1906, three
speeds and reverse, new condition, 700

by 80 tyres, climb anything, lamps, spares -

£52 IGs.—175, Entwisle Road, Rochdale.

BIG Bargain.—Rex 3i h.p. coach-built tri-
car, just been thoro-ughly overhauled,

and in splendid condition, wim spares- '

sacrifice £12 10s.—P. Croydon, Felixstowe

TRICAR, 44 h.p., w.c, J.A.P., Chater frame,
clutch, two-speed, in splendid condi-

tion; cost £100, £30, cash offers; photo.—
Harris, confectioner, Feltham, Middlesex.

31 h.p. M.M.C. Chater-Lea Tricar, magnifi-
2 cent hill-climber, fast, comfortable,

reliable as clockwork; £18. or exchange.—
Motor, 86, Colveston© Crescent, Dalston Lon-
don.

31 h.p. Raleighette Tricar, water-cooled.
2 two speeds, all in perfect order, tyres

as new, unpunctured, spares; £32, bargain.
—47, Heathwood Gardens, Old Charlton,
Kent.

41 h.p. Riley Tricar, water-cooled, two
2 speeds, coach-built forecar, bucket

back seat, several spares, good running
order; £25, for quick sale.—Hildred, Oon-
ingsby.

41 h.p. Aster, water-cooled head, Chater-
2 Lea frame, free engine, two speeds,

in perfect order; no reasonable offer re-
fused.—Toby, 9, Sydney Street, South Ken-
sington.

REX Tricar, 3J h.p., just overhauled, new
crank pin. rings, bushes, pulley, belt,

powerful; trial; £17, or close offer, or ex-
change motor bike.—Chapman, 15, Bickley
Road, Leyton.

LAGONDA Tricar, 10-12 h.p., 1907, three
speeds, reverse, little used since thor-

ough overhaul by makers; £90. or near
offer; owner buying car.—Clapham, Moor
House, Staines.

QUADRANT, 5h h.p., 2iin. Palmers, Craven
carburetter, extra powerful brakes,

completely overhauled, several improve-
ments; will sacrifice greatly.—Bray, Eccles-
fleld, ShefBeld.

SINGER Tricar, 9 h.p., two-cylinder, brand
new in March; listed £145, win take

£90; spare studded back tyre, lamps, ana
tools included.—Apply. Jones Roberts, 17,

Brook Green, W.
PHCENIX Trimo, 34 h.p., two speeds. Palmer

tyres, coach-built forecarriage, recently
overhauled and plated, perfect condition;
£28.—^Seen, North London Garage, Corsica
Street, London, N.

5-6 h.p. Twin Tricar, Rex engine, Osborne
four-speed gear and free, coach-built

forecarriage, sprung frame, wing mud-
guards ; photograph ; £30, or offer. — Cogan,
Duston, [Northampton.

REXETTE, 8-10 h.p., twin-cylinder, thre«-
seater, twin rear wheel, headlight, side

lamps, spare tyres, grand touring motor,
two speeds, equal new; sell, great bargain,
£42.-12, Bull Ring, Birmingham.

In answering any of these advertisements ft ts desirdbh that you mention " The Motor Cycle.
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TRICARS FOR SALE.

31 h.p. Humber Tricar, basket seat; £17 |

2 10s., or offer.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe I

Lane, Fleet Street, London. '

CJALE, 54 h.p. Lagonda; exchange motor
io cycle with cash, or sidecar.—Particu-

lars. 11, Sheldon Street, Leicester.

41 h.p. Humber, two-speed, w.c, ideal

2 touring machine: £20.—C. Wayman.
Field Cottage, Dennetts Road, S.E.

9 h.p. Riley, perfect, non-skid, magneto;
£70; would take good twin cycxe ana

cash.-Shephard, Gloucester House. Bath.

41 h.p. Humber Tricar, two - speed gear,

2 water-cooled, coach-built front teat;

£22 10s.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet

Street, London.

6 h.p. Fine Rexette. wheel steering, water-
cooled, two speeds, clutch, etc., as> new;

cost £110, accept £32; trial, photo.—98, Pot-

ternewton Lane. Leeds

4 h.p Humber Tricar, water-cooled, two
speeds, free engine, coach-built body,

good running order; £10 10s.—Walter Brown,
Warboys. Huntingdon.

5 h.p. Humber Tricar, open frame, very
little used, brass lamps, tools, spares;

bargain, £37. — Hibbard, 48. Donoughmore
Road, Boscombe. Hants.

ROVER 4 h.p. Tricar, free engine, two
speeds, water-cooled, in splendid con-

dition; must sell; 20 guineas.—Cuthbert, 736,

HoUoway Road, London.

41 h.p. Humber Tricar, two speeds, water-
2 cooled, coach-built front seat; £22

10s. or offer; motor cycle part.—Wheeler,
Eas'ebourne, Midhurst, Sussex.

31 h.p. Triumph, two-speed gear, free en-

^ gine, water-cooled, Fafnir engine,
pan front seat; £22 10s.—Wauchope's, 9,

Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.

LAGONDA Tricar, 10-12 h.p., water-cooled,
in splendid running order, with spares

and tyres, as new; £50.—Zenith Motors, Ltd.,

119, Stroud Green Road. London, N.

h.p. Antoine, Ohater-Lea frame, wide
forecar. Castle trembler coil, lamp,

footboards, reliable; £15, or near.-65, St.

Bees Street, Moss Side, Manchester.

-j Q h.p. Lagonda. water-cooled, coach-built,
±^^ wheel steering, three speeds, as good
as new except paint; £40, offers, gas en-
gine, dynamo.—Hadland, Buckingham.

41 h.p. Twin Minerva and Phoenix fore-

2 carriage, wicker body, numerous
spares, new 1907; £30.—Anderson, 7, Theber-
ton Street West, Liverpool Pt.oad, London.

£10 10s.—34 h.p. Singer, open frame. Fit-all

two-speed, Simms-Bosch magneto, ma-
chine, requires tuning up and new basket

;

seen any time.—142, Lewisham High Road,
New Cross.

31-4 h.p. M.M.C., coach-built, long springs.
2 footboards, large foot gong. Brooks

BlOO saddle; 50 miles trial; fitted new tyres,
new accumulator, and engine; bargain, £18
10s.—679, The Motor Cyde Offices, Coventry.

TRICAR, Bowden. 23 h.p. F.N. engine, two
speeds, chain drive, spare chain, valves,

piston rings, plugs, and all necessary span-
ners, in running order; £18; seen by ap-
pointment.—Write, W.D.. 78. Avondale Road,
Croydon.

EXCELSIOR Runabout, 4 h.p. M.M.C. en-
gine, in good condition, tyres perfect,

pan seat, with boi: in front, suitable for
traveller; £17, or with basket chair, £22.—
Zenith Motors, Ltd., 119, Stroud Green Road,
London, N.

5 h.p. Rexette Tricar, water-cooled, sprung
back and front, two-speed gear, coach-

built, open frame, wheel steering; price £25,
lowest cash, motor cycle taken in part pay-
ment.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet
Street, London.

6-8 h.p. Stevens Tricar. wa,ter-cooled en-
gine, three speeds and reverse, Chater-

Lea open frame, two bucket seats, wheel
steering; £35. take up-to-date motor cycle
in part payment.—Wauchope's, 9. Shoe Lane.
Fleet Street, London.

TRICAR. 9 h.p., w.c. Jap, guaranteed new,
Chater-Lea 6 frame, and radiator.^

three-speed gear, car tyres, coach-built,
lamps, etc.; will sell £55, or exchange for
twin motor cycle and cash; trial willingly
—359, St. James's Road. Old Kent Road

Accumulators
UNSPIkLABLiK
1908

Read what a private rider says

{Motor Cycle, July 1 5th, '08, letter

No. 3414) when answering a letter

from another reader of the Motor

Cycle, who does not use"E.P.R."
accumulators.

" If your correspondent will try

"a couple of 'E.P.R.' unspillable

" accumulators, I .think his troubles

" will be at an end. If he cares to

" do so, he can put them in his

" tank upside down, but he will get

" no add trouble. Unlike most of

" the unspillable type, they contain

"no jelly. I have had two in use

"for some considerable time, and
" find them excellent."

N0.2OC 4 X2j x6in.

14/6.
Acid type,'

No. 20c /08. 4 X 2J X 6in. " Un-
spillable," 17/6.

We make these unspillable accumulators
in all sizes from 5 to 50 amp. capacity.

All unspillable types are sent out fully

charged and ready for use. No loose acid
to shake out. Full instructions with every
cell. All batteries, whether usual type or
unspillable, fitted with " E.P.R." non-
corrosive terminals.

A FEW SIZES ARE LISTED HERE.

The "Fleet" 4 volt 5 amp.
six I X4i

No. 19c .... 3I X 2 X 6

„ i6r .... 3fX2|X5j
„ 20c 4 X2jX6
„ 300. 3f X2ix6
„ 40c 4i X 4i X 6i

'Acid "Un-
type." spill."

6.6 7/6

.06 f3 6
136 16/-

14/6 17 6
18 6 21/-
25- 28,6

REPAIRS.—We make a speciality of

treating old and damaged batteries. We
can either repair and make them equal to
new, or else allow their value in part ex-

change for new " E.P.R." cells. Send for

new catalogue and terms.

NOTE.—All repair work guaranteed^
Alinerva accumulators cannot be'repaired.

fiichford and Co.,
Accumulator Specialists,

153, FLEET STREET, E.C,

Established 18764

TRICARS FOR SALE.

HANDSOME Tricar, 3i h.p. M.M.C. en&iuc,
two-sijeed, tan-cooled, wheel steering,

excellent condition ; e.vamination willingly
;

good reasons selling; £22 10s.—9, Metbueu
JtU>ad, Bournemouth.

5 h.p. Peugeot Twin, fan-cooled, Chater
Mills-Fulford, Palmer cord back. Con

tinental front, variable pulley, very fast
climb anything, just overhauled by makers
£27.-8, Sebert Road, Forest Gate.

EAGLE Tricar. 4^ h.p., water-cooled Lk
Dion engine, two speeds and free

handle starting, open frame, wheel steer
ing, car tyres, splendid condition ; cheap.
Linfoot, Ramsgate, Stockton-on-Tees.

~i Q07 5-6 h.p. Twin Rex Triette, absolutelj
-Lt/ perfect throughout; expert examina
tion specially invited ; fast, very powerful
thoroughly reliable, 2iin. tyres.—Triette, 86

Colvestone Crescent, Dalston, London.

5X. h.p. Water-cooled Tricar, two-speed
2 coach-built, tools and spares ; trial

£32; 5i h.p. Eex Triette, complete, baske
front, very fast, as new, £32.—The Victorii
Garage and Electrical Co., Coventry.

5-6 h.p. Twin Antoine Tricar, two speeds
handle starting, Chater-Lea througii

out, Palmer back. Clincher front, very fast
climbs nearly anything top gear, powerfv
brakes; £25.-22, Halons Road, Eltham.

5-6 h.p. Phoenix Trimo, magneto, watei
cooled, two speeds, studded tyre bad

faultless, new from makers last month
cost £105, sell for cash £75, with index nun
bers, licence.—Nero, c/o Post Office, Sau
Gloucestershire.

h.p. Clement-Garrard W.C. Tricar, sprun
alj. round, worm drive, three-spee(

Palmer cord tyres, Grose non-skid on bad
just overhauled and put into thorough r

pair; £35, or near offer.—No. 672, The MoU
Cycle Offices, Coventry.

9 h.p. Riley, winner of recent reliabilit
trial, three speeds and reverse, perfe(

condition throughout, many improvemen
and extras, new car tyres; any trial; £7
or very near offer; small car part paymen
—Lankester, Highwood, Kingston Hill.

PEUGEOT 7 h.p. Twin-cylinder Trica
open frame, wheel steering, two speed

chain drive, all non-skid tyres (ste

studded) ; £30, or exchange level for hig
grade motor cycle, magneto ignition.
Motor, 54, Pier Avenue, Clacton-on-Sea.

6 h.p. w.c. Humber Tricar, coach - bur
open frame, bucket seats, wheel stee

ing, two speeds, in firs1>-class order, ne
Hans Renold chain, underscreen, spare
tools, two lamps; £35, or offer, motor eye
part payment.—Sliarpe, 17, Jockey Lan
Wallasey.

-J
Q08 6 h.p. Singer Tricar, three speeds fc

-Lt/ ward, reverse, water-cooled, coac
built, perfect order, wheel steering, tyi
practically new ; any expert examinati
and trial; lamps, horn, spare tube; pri
90 guineas, cost £130, new March.—T. B. Pc
wood, the King's Own Regiment, Fleetwoc

GREAT Saci'lfice.—AUday's 3J h.p. tricE
aluminium coach-built body, spa

front wheel and forks for use as mot
cycle, engine just overhauled by makei
fitted with Osborne four-speed pulley a
starting handle; owner purchased ca
what cash offers.?-C. Porter, Coleford, Gl<

RILEY Tricar, 5 h.p., two speeds, free (

gine. water-cooled, wheel steering, op
frame, bucket seats, accumulators, lam;
spares, £35; also spring' framed Bat mot
cycle, 23 h.p. genuine De Dion engine a
carburetter, etc., in excellent condition; £:
offers wanted immediately; letters only.
Lloyd, Rosemary, Bexley.

SIDECARS AND FORECARS
SIDECAR, rigid, perfect condition; £2 1—33, Huron Road, Balham.

FOR Sale, Liberty sidecar, 26in. whee
good order; £3.—Hildred, Coningsby.

MILLS-FULPORD Latest Forecar, less se
bargain, £2.-31, Sebert Road. For

Gate.

EIGID Sidecar, condition as new; £3 18

W. Dornin, 25, Eochford Street, Gos]
Oak.

SIDECAR, coach-built, good condition;
or close offer.—^Heybourn, Moto

Maidenhead.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.''
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SITUATIONS WANTED.
[rELL Educated Young Man (21), motor
V cyclist, resident Midlands, wishes to
Lvel for good accessory firm.—No. 677, The
tor Cyde Offices, Coventry.

DVERTISEE, 28, of good address, seeks
. situation with motor cycle or acces-
•y firm, had practical workshop experi-
3e in cycle, motor cycle, and car trade;
circulars.—Down, c/o 2a, Angell Road,

ixton.

BUSINESSES FOR SALE.
TCLB and Motor Business; bargain; twin
motor bike part exchange.—673. ± ne

tor Cyde Offices, Coventry.

80 buys business, lease and everything,
Brighton Road, exceptional agreement

;

la-flde ;
going abroad.—Particulars, Box

,
The Motor Cyde Offices, Coventry.

HALL Motor Cycle Business for sale, main
London and Hastings Road ; no oppo-

on, plenty of room for extensions ; reason
sale more capital needed.—No. 664, The
\or Cyde Offices, Coventry.

ACCUMULATORS.
COUMULATORS, celluloid; speciality, 22

. amp. hours, 10&.—17, Landcroft Road.
Dulwich.

CCUMULATOE, brand new Castle, 40
amps. ; cost 38s. 6d., take 27s. 6d. —

ws, 240, Albany Eoad, Camberwell, Lon-
1.

HE Famous Ajax Accumulator, absoluto-
ly the finest it is possible to make; see

'ertisement in spring number " The Motor
;le"; specially protected terminals; 20
p. size will run 2,000 miles with Voltoo
I.

COUMULATORS Repaired promptly, any
make; reasonable charges^est work;

imates given; full value fcfir your old
umulator in exchange for our new
:ayfair" accumulators; special 15 amp.,
6d.; 20 amp., 15s.; guaranteed one year,

ellows, 49, Hertford Street, Mayfair.

COUMULATORS, London made through-
out and fully guaranteed, the best

ue at the lowest price, in the following
«: 6 amp., 4Jin. by IJin. by 5in., price
6d.; 10 amp., 2iin. by 2Jin. by 5in.,8s. 6d.

;

amp., 4in. by 2in. by 5in., 10s.; 20 amp.,
. by 2in. by 5iin., lis. 6d.; 40 amp., 4in.
4in. by 5iin., 18s. 6d. — Osborne Works,
est Hill, London, S.E.

OLTOO Coils work on 2 volts; 2,000 miles
on one charge with Ajax 20 amp. ac-

nulator. Prices : Plain. 15s. and 21s.

;

mbler, 308.; send for lists. The famous
IX accumulator, absolutely the finest it
possible to make; special protection of
minals; 20 amp. 6i by 21 by 4J, 17s. 6d.:
T special size to order in 36 hours; send
lists of all electrical motor accessories.

—

; Ajax Electrical Engineering Co., 291,
rh Eoad. Ilford, E.

CONTACTS.
IDIUM "Champion" Contacts, any parts
fitted; returned same day; Is. 3d. each.
IDIUM " Champion " Contacts, warranted
pure; trimmers for polishing iridium,

; no filing required.

IDIUM " Champion " Contacts. — Wil-
liams, 16, Wellington Street, Woolwich,
neto screws refitted with iridium. Is. 3d.
1.

IBEON Contacts, registered 291-289, vastly
superior to platinum; cures misfiring;

eliability and efficiency.

IBRON, best contact obtainable for
blades, screws, cranks, rockers, plun-

3, magnetos, coils.

;BE0N, prices 2s. 6d. each rivet fitted;
special trimmers, for polishing Jebron,
remittance with order ensures prompt

ntion; write for particulars and testi-
iials; too numerous to publish.

'BEON Magneto Screws, complete for
Bosch magneto, DA2 and DAV, will fit

tact breakers, 5a, 5b, 5c; 5s. 6d. pair; old
>ws refitted with Jebron, 2s. 6d. each,
al to new.

IBEON, the King of Contacts, fitted per
return post; no delay; post free home

ibroad; liberal trade terms.
BEON. — Prom the Inventor, J. Edwards
Brown, 38, Herbert Eoad, Plumstead,

The "CELERIO."
A PERFECT BELT HOOK.

Only two pieces.

Wide bearing

on hook.

Spring steel.

Design reg"!!.

Patent

applied for.

Detaches instantly.

Price 1/- each

for fin. or lin. belts

State depth of belt.

South British Trading Co., Ltd.,

13-15, WILSON STREET, LONDON, E.C

Commander Grant Dalton, fi.N.,

H.M.S. Britannia,

writes of tbe

Druid Spring Fork
)

"I have
nothing but

praise for your

most efficient

fitting."

Send for free booklet

t j-day.

A. DREW,
Conybcrc St.,

BIRMINGHAM.

& T. MICHES & CO.,
LTD.,

19, STORE STREET. LONDON.

RICH DETACHABLE AIR TUBE.
24' X 2"

13/6
24' X 2j"

14/-
24" X 2Y
15/-

26" X 2"

14/-
Please write for Special List, with, full prices and par-
ticulars of all sizes, together with instructions and hints.
Your OWN TUBE CONVERTED. Write for prices.

COUPLINGS.
SET Unito Couplings for sale, new; offers.

—Hiley, 169. Cowbridge Road, Cardiff.

B
ENGINES.

OOTH.—New 5 h.p. water-cooled Antoine,
M.O.V., £8 5s.; 4 h.P; w.c. Aster, £4.

BOOTH.—5 h.p. w.c. Avon! M.O.V., £5 7s. 6d.

;

34 h.p. Automotor, £3; -3 h.p. AUdays,
£3.

BOOTH.—23 h.p. Noble, M.O.V., £3; 2J h.p.
Noble, £2; 2i h.p. De Dion, £2 10a.; new

twin Antoine, £8 5s.

BOOTH. — 3 h.p. Simms, complete with
magneto, carburetter, silencer; £6 5s.;

exchanges entertained.—Booth's Motor Ex-
change, Wade Street, Halifax.

OJL h.p. Noble Engine, good order ; bargain,-
.^4 only 35s.—17, Mildmay Street, Lincoln.

KERRY Engine, 3i h.p., two speeds, for
tricar; £4.-104, Carhous© Road, Don-

caster.

3 h.p. Kelecom, Longuemare, spares, per--

feet ; £4 10s.—14, Glencoe Avenue, Seven
King's, Ilford.

5 h.p. twin Sarolea. new, R.O.M. commu-
tator; £9; by appointment.—54, Grove

Road, Holloway.

1 Q04 31 h.p., or 1906 twin, or other Rex en-
iXf gine wanted; cash.—Hubbard, Sarum
Hill, Basingstoke.

21 h.p. Engine, complete with silencer and
2 pullp^v; £2.—P. Hubbard, 97, Bristol

Street, Bi^ .Lingham.

h.p. Ouadrant Engine, perfect condition;
£3 10s., near offer.—2, Upper Kenning--

ton Lane, London.

4-5 h.p. Simms Engine, brand new, water-
cooled. Simms-Bosch magneto, £11; 2|

h.p. Whiteley engine, 45s.—Below.

31 h.p. 1906 Rex engine, £4 10s.; 2 h.p.

2 Quadrant, 35s.; 3 h.p. Quadrant, £3-

10s.;. 2| h.p. Minerva. £3 10s.; 2i h.p. Quad-
rant engine sets, 25s. each to clear.—Parrar,
Square Road, Halifax.

31 h.p. W. and V. Engine, nearly new, £4
2 10s. ; Longuemare carburetter for"

same, 15s.—Horner, 28. Burley Eoad, Leeds.

23. h.p. Genuine De Dion engine and
4 silencer, guaranteed sound; £5; ap-

proval; deposit.—Edw. Irving, 13, Lowther
Street, Penrith.

31 h.p. Minerva engine, complete with-

2 jjonguemare carburetter, practically

new, air-cooled; what offers?—Huggett, 85,-

Bridge Street. Warrington.

DOUBLE-CYLINDER 6-8 h.p. Engine, with
clutch, suitable for tricar; £8 10s. cash,

a bargain; seen any time.—S., 115 Bound-
ary Road, St. John's Wood.

41 h.p. Water-cooled N.S.U. Engine, with
2 two - speed gear, carburetter and

silencer, complete; £6 15s.—Wauchopft's, 9,

Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.

6 h.p. Givaudan Engine, fitted with silencer,

cut-out, contact, Longuemare H. car-

buretter, spare valves and pulley, good
order; £4, or offer.—Mee, 47, Wilmot Road.
Leyton.

13. h.p. Minerva Engine, coil, carburetter,
4 silencer, exhaust pipe, oil tank and

pump, piping, two Bowden controls; 60&.,

or cash offer,—Lambert. Electricity Works,
Walton-on-Kaze.

6 h.p. Twin Engine, boxes, carburetter,-
coils, and accumulators, £8 10s.; Cha-

ter-Lea frame, tank, belt, new wheels, fit-

tings, £3 10s., or offers.—B., 71, WinkfielcL
Road, Wood Green, N.

TYRES.
"AUDE'S.—Fully guaranteed tubes, 26 by
- 2in., 6s.; 2|in., 7s.; 2iin., Ss. ; 28 by 2,

7s.; 2i 7s. 6d. ; 2Jin., 8s.; approval willingly.

„"AUDE'S.—Covers, 26 by 2in., 16s.; 2Jin.,17s.

ri. 6d. ; 23 by 2in., 17s. ; 2iin., 18s.—Maude's,
Powell Street, Halifax.

"|\/?rAUDE'S Butt-ended Tubes.—Why not try
IVi, one on approval? Note especially the
low prices: 26in. and 28in. by 2in., 7s. 6d.

;

26in. and 28in. by 2iin., 7s. 9d. ; 26in. and23in.
by 2iin., 8s. 3d. — Maude's, Powell Street,
Halifax.

PAIR New Genuine Continental Covers,
26in. bv 2in., beaded; 13s. 6d. each. —

14 Southgate Street, Bishop Auckland.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirabh ihat you mention "The Motor Cycle."
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B

TYRES
EOOTH.—200 genuine 26 by 2J Clincher

A Won covers. 17s. 6d. each; approval.

BOOTH. — Large stock of Continentals,
rubber studded, Shamrocks, Goodrichs,

Palmers ; list free.

OOTH.—Before buying tyres send for our
bargain list; we specialise in tyres.

/

BOOTH.—28 by 2 Calmons. 13s. 6d. ; Eoyalty 1

covers, 26 by 2, 12s. 6d. ; 2i, 13s. 6d.;
beaded or wired.—Booth's Motor Exchange,
Wade Street, Halifax.

BEADED Cover, leather non-skid, 26 by 2J,
new; 30s.; approval.—85, St. Stephen's

Road, Hounslow.

ONE 750 by 85 Clincher Cover, and one new
Michelin tube to suit; 40s. lowest.—P.

Hubbard, 97, Bristol Street, Birmingham.

700 by 85 Heavy Clincher Covers, type 2,

brand new, faultless goods; 37s. 6d.
each.—^Farrar.

CLESrCHEE Covers, heavy, A Won quality,
with name on: 26 by 2, 18s. 6d. ; 26 by

2J, 19s. 6d.; 26 by 2J, 23s.; 28 by 2i, 23s.; all
ribbed non-skid treads ; approval on receipt
P.O.; 500 various tyres in stock; no wait-
ing.—Farrar.

RUBBER Studded Covera, 26 by 2, 25s. 6d.
26 by 2i, 29s. 6d. ; 26 by 2i, 35s.—Farrar,

Square Road, Halifax.

/?prA by 65 Clincher, fitted Wilkinson non-
\JtJ\J skid. 30s., as new; exchange iin. belt,
BlOO, footrests.—J. Rhodes, Selwyn Gardens,
Cambridge.

Of* by 2 Genuine Clincher Motor Cycle^U Covers, brand new, names on; 16s.
6d. each.—Lomax Tyre Co., Great Charles
Street, Birmingham.

HALIFAX.-Special 2| Calmon tyres, fit 26
by 2 rims, 179. 9d. each; new 28 by 2

tubes, 43. 9d. each; 24 by 2i Peter-Union
tubes. 5s. 6d.—Motor Exchange, Westgate,
Halifax.

B. and S. Leather Punctureproof Bands
are easily placed inside your cover, and

really do stop punctures; give one a trial,
you will be pleased with them; 2s. each;
post free, 2iin. wide.—Barton, Meeting House
Lane, Peckham.

REPAIRERS.
CRACKED Water Jackets of motors suc-

cessfully repaired by Lea's metallurgi-
cal process.—Lea and Son, engineers, Run-
corn.

RELIABLE Repairs.—Re-boring and new
piston from 12s. 6d. ; pistons from 6s.

6d.—Gas Engine and Motor Works, Forest
Hill, S.E.

f* p^ any motor cycle we cannot repair.—^O Whites, 22, Brook's Alley, bottom of
Bold Street, Liverpool. Lubrio cylinder and
magneto oils.

CAR and Motor Cycle Repairs.—Cylinders
re-bored, new pistons fitted, gears, bear-

ings, valves, etc. ; prompt delivery.—Mastin
and Smart, Bedford. Established 1889.

EUSEL Valves, cast-iron headed, have no
screwed end to break at ; same strength

throughout; any engine; 3s. 6d., postage 3d.—Broadhurst, 13, Stafford Street, Leicester.

"*"GNITION Coils and Magnetos Repaired,
any make; accumulators repaired and

charg'ed ; best work ; moderate charges
; quo-

tations. — Glover Bros., Electricians, Cov-
entry.

TO West of England Motorists. — Car and
motor cycle repairs, prompt and re-

liable; cylinders re-bored, new pistons and
rings fitted; don't hesitate; send straight
to us.—Hamlin, Motor Works, Bridgwater.

BIRMINGHAM.—Repairs of every descrip-
tion. Valves, pulleys, any make;

frames cut down; accumulators charged
and repaired; ideas carried out; prompt
attention.—Priest and Williams, 66, Bishop
Street.

REPAIRS and Overhauling. — We have
the finest repair works in London for

motor cycles, with up-to-date machinery

;

estimates free; new cylinders for any make
of engine, pulleys, valves, gears, and all
replacements'; send for our new booklets,
with prices. — Laystall Motor Engineering
Works, 27 and 29, Laystall Street, Rosebery
Avenue, E.C.

CompressiolBfifower

Wfl rebore your cylinder and fit new piston complete

with rinps and gudgeon pin. Please send for. our new

repairs booklet, Riving prices for this work.

The LAYtTALL MOTOR ENGINEERING WORKS, Ltd.

AUTOMOBILE REPAIRERS,

27 & 29, Laystall St., Rosebery Av., LONDON, E.G.

Established 1906. Tel. 12301 Central.

If you find you've the hump,
Through the bicycle bump,

And you're sad—and, what'>
worse, saddle-sore

—

Try the real N .A . B.
You will hail it with glee,

And in comfort you'll ride

evermore.

Send for

BOOKLET

FREE.

Beware

of

imitations,

RELIANCE
WORKS CO.,

Ltd.,

SOUTHAMPTON.

THEY FIT-
PREMIER Tubular Stands and Carriers fit all makes
of motor cycles. Say what make your machine is and
our Stand and Carrier SHALL FIT iT. They are hav-
ing an immense sale and all users are pleased wtih them.

Sent on

3 Days' Approval

^frpro stock.

Black or Aluminium Finish.".i; Perfectly made.';

Stands, 7/6; Carriers 8/6.

Order through your Asenf^or direct from

PREMSER MOTOR CO.. LTD
ASTON ROAD, BIRMINGHAM. "

REPAIRERS.
EXPERT Motor Cycle Repairers; accei

scries, oil, spirit, and grease.—Geo.
Hughes, and. Co., 85, Duke Street, Liverpool

EXCHANGE.
EXCHANGE, Prize Breed Bulldog for ^ide

car.—^, Verona Street, Battersea
S.W.

EXCHANGE Engine. 2| h.p. P.N.. for highei
power.—Harris, 108, Bennerley Road,

Battersea Rise.

5IN. S.S.C. Treadle Lathe. £12, fittings, ex
change good lightweight.—Blakeway

Sudbury, N.W.

EXCHANGE, Twin Decauville Car, as new
for 1908 Triumph. — Freeman, Marke

Place, Margate.

TWO-SEATER Stanley Oar, excellent order
for fast motor bike.—No. 676, The MotO'

Cycle Offices, Coventry.

23 h.p. Werner, faultless condition; ex
4 change jewellery, etc.—W. Ferris, 20

Brunswick Sauare, S.E.

ARIEL, 3i h.p.. for 1908 Motosacoche, casl
adjustment.—Smaliwood, 2, Park Road

Bearwood, Birmingham.

ONE Vertical Boiler, 3^ h.p.. 60 Iba. pree
sure, exchange motor cycle or lathe.-

Westoby, South Kelsey, Lincoln.

EXCHANGE, Two Motor Cycles, 3J h.p. Min
erva, 3 h.p. Rex, for good tricar.'

Whitaker, Green Street Green, Orpington.

EXCHANGE 4 h.p. tricar for any ligh
machinery, motor cycle, frame, or any

thing useful.-315, Heywood Road, Livei

pool.

BRASS De Dion petrol and oil tank, wii
two-way pump, for Longuemaire earbn

retter for 3J h.p.—Motley, High Streel

Pinner.

EXCHANGE 6 h.p. Rexette, two speeds
water-cooled, seats three, for mote

cycle and cash.—10, Little Toll Street, Not
tingham.

EXCHANGE, Smart 5 h.p. Two-seater Cai
for powerful bicycle or screw-cuttin

lathe, or will sell very cheap.—Slocombe, U
Aubert Park, Highbury, N.

EXCHANGE, Ladyback Chater-Lea Tanden
nearly new, for 3i h.p. motor bik(

Minerva preferred, or sell £11.—Regan, 4

Ellington Street, Barnsbury.

6 h.p. Rexette, seats three, w.c. engine, tw
speeds, complete; exchange for 34 h.i

magneto cycle, or sell.—Baxter, Lyndhurs'
Shooter's Hill Road, Blackheath.

ABSOLUTELY New Continental Non-ski
tyre, 26 by 2J; cost 38s. 9d.; exchang

for 24 by 2i same make, or sell for 30s. 6d

Millard, Dinnington, Rotherham.

23. h.p. Chater-Lea, Palmers, good runnin
4 order ; exchange with cash for 3| h.p

or sell £10; letters only. — 19, Trenviil

Avenue, Fulham Road, Birmingham.

EXCHANGE 3 h.D. Ariel cycle, oonaitio

as new, for lower power, or lady-bac
tandem and cash, or sell £22; also Brow
and Barlow carburetter, 10s. — 23, Gran
Parade, Highgate, N.

EXCHANGE, for good motor cycle or tr

car, new high-class furniture, any a

scription, direct from works, valued whol
sale.—Furniture Manufacturer, 9, Frenc
Place, Shoreditch, London.

EXCHANGE 7-8 h.p. car, two bucket seat

two speeds, in splendid running orde
three brass lamps, spares, tyres good; tr

car preferred.—Asquith, Peterborough Te
race, Undercliffe, Bradford, Yorks.

EXCHANGE, 5 h.p. new Twin Motor Cycl
long handle-bars, B. and B. carbure

ter, Bowden brake and exhaust lifts, ri(

den 30 miles, for tricar.—Weston, 147, Pen
broke 'Road, New Southgate, London, N.

EXCHANGE, for £7 cash and good pus
cycle, 3 h.p. White and Poppe. Ohate:

Lea long low frame, new back tyre, flnehil

climber, simple, reliable machine.—" A.T.S.

85, Colvestone Crescent, Dalston, London.

EXCHANGE, for good Pedal Cycle and i

cash, 34 h.p. Humber, absolutely pe

feet condition, engine and all parts eaui

to new, flies up hUls, perfectly reliable.

Motorist, 9, French Place, Shoreditch- Lo,

don.

In answering any of thete advtrtistimntf it.ie desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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EXCHANGE.
31 h.p. Helens Motor Cycle, with Osborne

2 free engine clutch, in splendid order,

for Drummond or other good make lathe for
power.—Swinburn. Chester-le-Street.

PREMIER Road Clearer, new, loud and
penetrating, cost 12b. 6d., also spring

seat pillar, for butt ended tube, carburetter,

or Brooks saddle.—Allen Jones, Beddgelert.

EXCHANGE, 6 h.p. w.c. open frame tricar,
wheel steering, two-speed, sprung back

and front, for 5 h.p. Rex de Luxe, with Roc
clutch and Rex two-speed, and little cash,
or offers.-127, Salisbury Avenue, Westcliff-
on-Sea.

3 h.p. Raleigh-Pafnir, spring handle-bars,
Advance pulley, governed engine, han-

dle-bar control, exceptionally easy starter,

in splendid condition; exchange higher
power.—A. W. Read, 119, Derby Street, Bur-
ton-on-Trent.

EXCHANGE 3J h.p. Clarendon, latest, low
model, as new, ridden only oJ miles

guaranteed perfect and faultless; cost £37
lOs., take lower power and cash, or c\cle
and cash.—Oswald House, Queen Victoria
Road, Coventry.

WANTED.
TRIUMPHS wanted, 1907 or 190B, for spot

cash.—^Rey, 5, Heath Street, Hampstead.

08 Sidecar, gin. belt, Lucas Acetyphote.
-George, 11, Liverpool Road, London,19

N.

CRANK Case and Connecting Rod. 2| h.p.
Clyde engine. — Bryce, Gateside, West

Kilbride.

WANTED, Twin Bat, good condition;
cheap for cash.—Sevenoaks Motor

Co., Sevenoaks.

APHCENIX Tricycle Attachment, without
seat, tyres good.—Nicholls, Rock Villa,

Llanfairfechan.

WANTED, Worn Covers and Tubes, 800 by
85, 810 by 90, 815 by I05.-Stimpson,

Stratford-on-Avon.

WANTED, good Sidecar; will give gent's
lO-guinea pedal cycle, new.—Farrar,

Sctuare Road, Halifax.

WANTED, Four-cylinder F.N., any condi-
tion ; must be cheap for cash. — 5,

Heath Street, Hampstead.

WANTED, twin engine, stand, belt, and
coil; see Exchange.—Harris, 108, Ben-

nerley Road, Battersea Rise.

WANTED, Motor Cycle, exchange Provi-
dent ballot bond for £250, £13 paid

in.—51, Magpie Hall Road, Chatham.

WANTED, Pair Rex 1904 pattern girder
forks, must be sound and cheap.—5,

Wavendon Avenue, Chiswick^ London.

WANTED, Rigid Sidecar, good make, will
exchange gent's cycle, cost £8 8s.—P.

Hubbard, 97, Bristol Street, Birmingham.

ENGINE, 6 to 8 h.p., water-cooled, twin
M.O.V. Antoine, with magneto, pre-

ferred. — Dixon, The Glen, Leatherhead,
Surrey.

WANTED, good sidecar (iat Triumph);
exchange Watson 12X Prism Binocu-

lars (value £6 10s.)—36, Carter Street, Wal-
worth, S.E.

6 h.p. Rover or De Dion Car, give 34 h.p.
White and Poppe motor cycle value

£^0, and £50 cash.—Box 606, The Motor Cycle
Offices, Coventry.

TXTANTED, new or second-hand petrol en-
TT gine, 2-3 h.p.; any type, in good
working order. — No. 289, Robertson ana
Scott, Edinburgh.

GOOD Single-cylinder for very powerful
twin Rex, guaranteed. Give cash ad-

justment for up-to-date magneto machine.—
Box 619, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

WANTED, for Export, landaulets, quad-
ricycles, and 44 h.p. genuine De Dion

voiturettes; must be cheap and in sound
running order.—Mazza, 66, Aldermanbury,
London.

CLEMENT, 2 h.p., wanted, in exchange for
road racer, frame built by Chater-Lea,

reversible bars, two sprockets, IJ Palmers,
new condition, cash adjustment.—71, Fox
Lane, Palmer's Green.

White's Economiser
(Patent Applied For)

ENSURES INSTANT STARTING AND
GREAT SAVING OF PETROL.

TRY ONE IF YOU WANT TO:
(I). Start the instant you drop the exhaust.

(2). Run dead slow, without misifirii^, and
throttled right down.

(3). Save petrol ; (In recent consumption
test, the winner's rate worked out at 178
miles to the gallon with a 3 h.p. machine
fitted with the above contrivance.

Now made to fit LONGUEMARE, MINERVA
LONGUEMARE, and REX LONGUEMARE

CARBURETTORS.

JUST WHAT'S WANTED

Takes spare lube clmoI Belt:

No Metal parts to injure txibe, and no ratt-

ing. In solid leather, to fit on top, or side 01

luggage earner, or on pirder forks.

Price complete O/S

R. vPAOOBS.
NG WILLIAM STREET,

The RICH DETACHABLE
AGAIN IMPROVED IN MANUFACTURE.

THE ONLY PERFECT DETACHABLE AIR TUBE.

)5ffl?ES ^^^ n!S9^ TIME

26in. 28in.

li 8/6 9/-

2 14- 14 6

2H4/6 15/6

2^15 6 16 6

3 22/- 28-

Extra Thick

26In. 28in.

2i20/- 22/-

2i25/- 27/-

3 35- 38/-

3^38/- 40/-

24in 6d. less.

TROUBir^

Patented at Home and Abroad.

Your* own -tubes conver-ied.

The great success of this seasons reliablility trials

has been through the use of the Rich Detachable A;r

Tubes—as admitted by riders themselves—punctures

causing only five minutes delay by replacing another
tube.

Any detective joint replaced or repaired free of charge
within 9 months of purchase.

Write for Booklet.

The Rich Detachable Air Tube Co.,

Patentees, CRAWLEY, Sussex-
Agent for India—F. B. Stewart & Son, Poona

B
WANTED.

EOWTST Cylinder. 3^ h.p., wanted, perfect.
—3, Hillsborough Road, East Dulwich.

5-6 h.p. W.C. Engine, good make; approval.
—14, Glenco© Avenue, Seven Kings,

Ilford.

TEICAR, 7 h.p.. w.c; part exchange 3i h.p.
a.c, Oppermann three-speed. — Leigh,

Ash, Dover.

WANTED, Brooks BlOO or Xl'all motor
saddle.—Wilsania, 30. Charles Street,

London, S.W.

.P. New Pattern Car or Baby Vulcaniser,
methylated spirit.—Snowden, Kingj-

gate, Broadstairs.

WANTED, good magneto machine, good
condition, any make; sp'Ot cash.

—

Pettyt, dentist, Halifax.

T'EIUMPH Wanted, cash, or exchange Phoe-
nix quad and cash.—Motorist, 52, Gre-

gory Boulevard, Nottingham.

WANTED, " Motor Cycles," first four
month, August, September, 1907, all 1906.

—M. Hall, Malvern©, Swanage.

WANTED, Longuemare carburetter, four-
cylinder coil, 920 by 120 tyre, also

Stepney.—313, Coldharbour Lane, S.W.

TWO-SEATEE Car, 8-10 h.p., in thorough
order, in exchange for 4i h.p. De Dion

tricar, and cash.—Liversidge, Brentford.

WANTED, 5 h.p. tricar, two speeds; ex-

change 3J h.p. coach-built Eex and
cash.—Lawton, Hitchman Street, Penton,
Staffs.

WANTED, Triumph, F.N., Vindec, or other
good make; no fancy price given.—

Pull particulars to Engineer, 4, Northfield
Avenue, Ayr.

POWEEPUL Mirror Lens Motor Cycle
Searchlight and generator; Powell and

Hanmer and Acetyphote lamps for sale.—
Piremaster, Arbroath.

LOW Power Motor Biycle, any condition;
cheap, cash; approval, deposit system;

send full particulars.—3, Mortlake Terrace,
Victoria Eoad, Southsea.

6 h.p. Tricar, two speeds, free engine, water
or fan-cooled, must be in good condi-

tion ; trial required; lowest price and full

particulars.—72, Dacre Eoad. Plaistow.

WANTED, good Motor Cycle or Tricar, ex-

change new high-class furniture, any
description, valued wholesale, direct from
works.—Purniture Manufacturer, 9, Prench
Place, Shoreditch, London.

WANTED, motor cycle (tricar), second-
hand. 6 h.p., Ealeighette type, with

forecarriage, open frame, two speeds, and
free engine.—Price and particulars to H.

Edge, Bardsley, near Leeds.

PAIE Sidelights and headlight wanted,
for tricar; also good silencer. 6 h.p.

engine; will exchange new electric buzzer
and horn, complete, for anything useful, or
sell 7s.—Hudson, King Street, Newcastle-on-
Tyne.

THE Proprietors of the patent rights of

E.O.M. synchronised contact breakers
are prepared to accept offers for the rights

to manufacture in France; writ© for par-

ticulars. — Continental Motor Co., 32, Eose-
bery Avenue, E.C.

SEDECAES wanted; give new cycles, three-

speed Sturmey-Archer gears, level ex-

change; wanted also Drummond or other

S.O. lathe, gramophone; reasonable cash
price given for good motor cycles.—Booth,

Wade Street, Halifax.

MISCELLANEOUS.
TANKS of all kinds made to order.—Dog-

gett, metal worker, 65, Turnmill Stre©t.

London.

aUADEANT Loop Prame, with front forks

and 20in. handle-bar; 32s. 6d. each.—
Farrar.

LONG Motor Handle-bars, 21in.. 4s 9d.;

heavier gauge, 5s. 6d. ; well plated

three sizes.—Parrar.

DOUBLE-TWIST Cow-voiced Horns, 4s. 9d.

;

large size, 6s.; new Lycett's B toolbag,

6s.—Parrar.

PEEMIEE Accumulators, Eex size 12s.;

send for price list; pounds saved. —
Parrar, Square Eoad, Halifax.

In answering any of these advej'tisemcnls It is cUi.nrahle that you mention "The Motor Cycle."
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MISCELLANEOUS. 8 .

ENGINES E€-bushed throughout from £1,
J not £4, as stated last week.—Tufnell
id Co.

lYLBSTDEES Tie-bored from 5s.—Tufnell
^ and Co.

USTONS Supplied new from 7s. 6d.—Tuf-
nell and Co.

»ING.S from 9d.—Tufnell and Co.
I

IONNECTESTG Rods from 7s. 6d.—Tufnell
'' and Co.

NLET Valves^ from Is. 6d., not 2s. 6d., as
stated last week.—Tufnell and Co.

EXHAUST Valves from 2s. 6d.—Tufnell and
i Co.

PULLEYS for any motor.—Tufnell and Co.

miUMPH, Brown, Fafnir, 4s. 9d.—Tufnell
and Co.

EX, Antoine, Kelecom, 5s. 9d.—Tufnell
ii and Co.

\E DION, M.M.C., 6s. 9d.—Tufnell and Co.

BOVE ^m. Diameter, extra 9d.—Tufnell
L and Co.

XLES, cranks, spindles, handle-bars, seat-
L pillars, or any other parts made to
ttern or sketch at lowest prices : accuracy
aranteed.—Tufnell and Co., 527, High Road,
ytonstone.

irHIPCOED Breeches, latest cut; 10s. 6d.—
V J. C. Savage, 119, Donegall Street, Bel-
;t.

HEDS for Motor Cycles, 45s.; portable.
—Stevens, 82a, Leighton Road, Kentish

wn, London.

kVERAIiL Leggings, 3s. lid. pair, post
tree.—Fielding, St. George's Square,

bden Bridge.

I ODFEEY and Applebee.—2i h.p. Peugeot,
r 26in. wheels, spray, good conuition,
htweight; £7 10s.

I ODFEEY and Applebee.—1904 Eex, 26in.
r wheels, Vaurs carburetter, Du'nlop
res, grand condition, engine just been re-
shed; £6 5s.

I ODFEEY and Applebee.-3i h.p. Minerva
r tricar. Palmer cord tyres, coach-built
mt, Kent two-speedst; £9. or jirst reason-
le offer secures.

I ODFEEY and Applebee.—26 by 2J Moseley
r heavy covers, brand new, 18si. 6d.

;

bes, 5s. 6d. ; 3-| h.p. Minerva engine, per-
:t order, £3 15s.; 24 by 2i extra heavy
md new Peter-Unions, £1; Shamrocks,
and new, 24 by 2, 15s.

I ODFEEY and Applebee.—26 by 2i Palmer
r cord tyres and tubes, very little used,
p-ers 20s., tubes 5s.

i ODFEEY and Applebee.—A.G. adjustable
r pulleys, 158. ; A.G. magneto covers, 3s.

; handle-bar watches, with clip, 5s. 6d.

lODFREY and Applebee. — Chapman's
I double blast fan, new, 12s. 6d. ; Her-
itic cover and tube, 26 by 24, 158.

I ODFEEY and Applebee.—Any make of
I machine supplied, excnanged, or
ught.—9, Church kill, Walthamstow.

rTHIPCGED Cycling Breeches, latest cut;
y 10s. 6d.

; write for patterns.-Booth,
lor, Longton, Staffs.

"EW Voltmeter and Ammeter combined
cost 10s. 6d., 5s. 6d.; approval; deposit.

I. Knight, Beau Street, Bath.

ELT Rim Brakes, flexible cable, hand ap-
' plied, easily fitted, stop anything; 8s.
.usual price 15s.—Slack's Garage, Stock-
rt,.

'ALVE Lifters, complete with hand levers
and flexible cable, easily fitted, 4s. lid

lal price 9s. 6d.—Slack's Garage, Stock-
pt.

VERYTHING made in Tanks and Radi-
ators except a fortune; write for

ces, A. Phillips, 112, Lynton Eoad, Ber-
ndsey.

OWDEN Valve Lifters, 6s. 9d., usual price
' 10s.; Vim stands' (starts like free en-
le). 6s 3d., usual price, 17s. 6d.—Slack's
rage, Stockport.

The "GLARE."
E1.EOTRIC

Con- mFfT^

sumes 4j(A
only |H|||Ii
iamp p^-'-^

at 4 W^^i
volts. ^mM

1

Weighs on y
8 OZ8.

HEADI.IGHT.
PateiJt applied for.

Throws a light

100 feet ahead.

Price only 10/6.
This is not a toy. No amount of talking will con-

vince. You really must see and try one before you
will believe. Money refunded if not what we state-
Ask your agent for particulars or write to us direct.
We are still making our Variable Speed Pulley as in-

troduced by us five or six years ago. This must be a
good thing or we should not have so many imitators
Try one of our Adjustable Handlebar Lamp Brackets
if you have trouble with yours breaking. They fit

any machine. When ordering kindly state whether
for Jin. or lin. bars.

Tele. : 207x.

«J. Vy^. GREKNVirOOD, Utd.
PORTLAND PLACE WORKS, HALIFAX.

ICESTER
PATEIMX SWITCHES.

Onij Wiiy, 5/- Two way, o/-

The only Perfect Switch.

Ask your dealer for them, or write to Sole Makers :

WATHES «S CO., Ltd.,
HIGH STREET, LEICESTER,

Lists and trade terms on application.

^Yl^^itsCt^il
PISTON RINCS-RALL^jiM^m
REBORING«*PISTONii?/e

»3LHN1!«
GEARS CUT. REBUSHINC.NEV#A RTSr
PLEASE GET OUR LATEST LtfT f REE
W. nA?^\MwuiF4pTMpiycc?.a7/i>o;VD. Sttf^piij^.

|

Genuine Birmingham

"QDADBAMTS."
A large stock of parts still to be cleared.

Write for latest list.

RECSta SAIWSOV^j,
232, LADYWOOD RO., BIRMINGHAM.

MISCELLANEOUS.
DUST Screens for Tricars and Sidecars,

fitted in ten minutes ; illustrated par-
ticulars of patentees.—Taylor's, Motor
Works, Edmonton.

COACH-BUILT Porecar Body, brand new
(painted green), 50s., cost double; our

spring fork attachments, new, fit anything,
plated, 9s. 6d., carriage paid, usually 16s.—
Above.

i pr Amp. Lithanode, 12s. 6d. ; 26 by 2i Pal-
±0 mer cord, 25s.; two tubes, 26 by 2i, 15s.;

all practically new.—Mee, 47. Wilmot Road,
Leyton.

5S. and upwards, separate generator head-
lights; new 10 amp. Premier accumu-

lators, 8s. 6d. each
;
post free.—262, Deans-

gate, Manchester.

MILLERS' Cetolite Lamp, separate gener-
ator, cost 15s. 6d., sell 8s.; large horn,

as new, 5s.—Ernest Porter, Edwardsville,
Treharris, Glamorgan.

LARGE Oval Hooded Lamp, separate gen-
erator, good condition, 12s. 6d.; Brooks

BlOO, good, 9s. 6d., post free.—Braithwai1>e,
41, Regent Street, Oxford.

O h.p. Be Dion Engine and Silencer, 35s.;

Jmi two accumulators, 5s. 6d. each ; New
Hudson tank. 6s. 6d.; all good condition.—
13, Baythorne Street. Bow.

CLEARAJSTCE Sale.—Millennium stands, 76.

6d., usual price 20s.; Vim flexible cable
rim brakes, 5s. 6d., usual price 12s. 6d. —
Slack's Garage, Stockport.

GAS Engine, Ideal, 3 h.p., Thompson dy-
namo and switchboard, seen running,

all new ; £14 (half cost) ; exchange tricar or
twin.—Paxman, Tewkesbury.

SIMMS - BOSCH four-cylinder magneto,
several plugs, cost 3s. each ;

" Footr
print ' car tool kit, new; offers.—Daws, 240,

Albany Road, Camberwell, London.

ALVASTON Bargains.-^ h.p. Godiva oil en-
gine, as new, complete with water

tank, oil vessel, etc.; cost £34, accept £15
10s., guaranteed perfect order, fine engine.

ALVASTON Bargains. — Genuine 8 h.p.
Rover cylinder, perfect, as new, guar-

anteed sound; 50s.

A LVASTON Bargains.—Stepney wheel. 810

J\. by 90 mm., with grooved Dunlop, per-
fect, nearly new; clearance £3 10s.. worth
double.

ALVASTON Motors.—Brand new 50 volt 6

amp. charging dynamo, drum arma-
ture, excellent machine for garage; accept
£4 10s., cost £9; perfect order.—Alvaston
Motors, Alvaston, Derby.

Oti by 2J- Lomax Detachable Non-skid, 10s.;

—/O 20 amp. Pearson's accumulator, new,
10s. ; wanted, high tension magneto, single.
—Farren, 214, Belgrave Road, Birmingham.

3 h.p. Givaudan engine, fitted with silencer,
cut-out, contact, Longuemare H. car-

buretter, spare valves and pulley, good
order; £4, or offer.-Mee, 47, Wilmot Road,
Leyton.

BLUE Drill Overalls, 5s. 6d. per suitj bet-
ter quality, sateen finish, five packets,

7s. 6d. ; send full height and chest measure-
ments.—Windsor, Manufacturer, 46, Park
Place. Leeds.

TWIN Trembler Coil, Puller's Syntonic
patent, new, only used six weeks,

changed machine for magneto, cost 50s., sell

30s. ; voltmeter, cost 10s. 6d., sell 3s. 6d.—W.
C. Norman, 9, Middle Hillgate, Stockport.

"AIN-HILTON Stand-carrier, 26in.. 4s. 6d.

;

- Sphinx spring pillar, new, 4s. 6d. ; two
Brown pulleys, 2| h.p., 2s. 6d., 2s.; 20 a.h.

accumulator, 4s.; lot 12s. 6d.—Paxman,
Tewkesbury.

THREE-SPEED free engine pulley, positive
and reliable action, light, neat, dur-

able, no end thrust, guaranteed, simple to
fit; patent applied for. — New Nonpareil
Motor Fittings, Ashtree Road, Stirchley,
Birmingham.

SOLID Value for Hard Cash for motor
cycles and accessories; lowest prices

in the trade; all latest novelties in lamps,
swan-neck seat pins, long handle-bars, foot-
rests, free engine pulleys, spring forks,
belts, tyres, covers, etc.; write p.c. for 250

pp. illustrated list. — Metropolitan Machin-
ists' Co., Ltd., M.C. Dept., 75. Bishopsgate
Street Without, London, E.G.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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MISCELLANEOUS.
OOTH —Wide mudguards, witli stays and

screws; 3iii., 23. lid.; 4iii., 3s. 6d.

OOTH. — Double twist horns, deep tone,

4s. 9d. ; large leather toolbags, 5s. 6d.

BOOTH — 600 Puller's Midget plain coils,

10s. 6d. ; 200 Fuller's Midget trembler

;oils, 17a. 6d.

OOTH takes your old coil in part pay-
ment; part with troublesome coils.

BOOTH. — Fuller accumulators, 20 amp.,
"

17s. ; Rex type, 16s. ; Minerva, 16s.

;

Hidset, 16s.

BOOTH.—5s. 6d. allowed for your old ac-

cumulator in part payment for Ful-

er's.

BOOTH. — Long motor handle-bars, 21in.,

4s. 9d. ; heavier gauge, 5s. 6d. ; best

plating.

BOOTH.—Silent silencers, for engines to 5

h.p., very efficient, no ba-ck pressure;

15. 3d.

BOOTH. — 50 pairs XI' all spring forks,

N.A.B. seat-pillar, 5s. 6d.; Ariel coupler,

10;.

BOOTH.—New Antoine frame, with wheels,

belt rim fitted, two cable brakes, mud-
juards; £4 19s. set, low built.

BOOTH.—Gas lamps, separate generators,
powerful, light, well plated, 5s. 3a.;

dica plugs. Is. Id.

BOOTH.—Pocket voltmeters, very handy
and reliable, 4s. Id., usually 10s. 6d.

BOOTH.—Box of brass terminals, lOd.; Du-
cellier car headlight, 25s., cost £5.

OOTH.—Motor Frame, wheels, and tyres,

suitable for 2 h.p. inclined engine; 40s.

BOOTH.—200 best quality magneto covers,

2s. 3d. each, usually 5s. 6d. ; new L.T.

Qagneto, 20s.

BOOTH'S Motor Exchange, Coronet
Works, Wade Street, Halifax. Tele-

)hoD6, 198Y.

HAFNIR Cylinder, 75 mm., little used; £1.—
D 119, Derby Street, Burton-on-Trent.

H/TODEL H. Longuemare Carburetter, suit

LVi 8-12 h.p.; 20s.—Bray, Ecclesfield, Shef-

leld.

VrO. 6 and 7 Grcnuine Chater-Lea Frames;
LN special low prices.—313, Coldharbour
jane, S.W.

i'TANLEY-DERMATINE two-piece belts,

J iin., 6s.; |in., 7s.; iin., 8s.; lin., 9s.;

larriage 5d.—Whitaker, Green Street Green,
)rpington.

FOR Sale, water tank, with radiators, suit
tricar. 12s.; 8ft. 6in. of lin. J^lshback

)elt, 38.; 19in. belt rim, for lightweight. Is.

d. ; all in perfect condition.—13. St. Nicholas
Itreet, Coventry.

BRAND New 2? h.p. Advance Engine, com-
plete, set lugs, for low frame, £4 15s.

;

h.p. Ormond, running order. £4 10s.—
setters. The Laurels, 40, Westbury Road,
'orest Gate. E.

CHAPMAN Fan, lOs.; separate generator
^ lamp, 7a. 6d. ; pair long handle-bars,
s.; swan neck seat pin, 28. 6d. ; 2i h.p.
[erry. in new condition, £9 10s.—25. The
rardens, Peckham Rye. S.E.

pWO-SPEED Gear, fit Ariel lightweight,
L 20s.; also two pulleys, lin., 2s. 6d. each;
alf gallon Vacuum B., Is. 9d. ; air tube, 26
y 2, new, Ss. ; tarpauUn cover, 8ft. by 5ft.,

S-—12. Highthorne Street. Upper Armley,
^eeds.

READERS having Photoffraphic Apparatus
for sale should advertise in " Photo-

raphy and Focus " Emporium ; ^d. per
ord. minimum 9d.—Address, "Photography
nd Focus " Offices. 20, Tudor Street, London,
•C.

;* WAN-NECK Saddle-pillars, 2s. 6d.; long
' handle-bars, any pattern, 4s. ; torpedo
unks, with pump and fittings, 12s. 6d.

;

inks from 5s.; any pattern to order; reli-
3le repairs and alterations.—Arrow Motor
orks, Victoria Road, Peckham, S.E.

iRTIOLES for Sale.—Main-Hilton carrier-
i- stand, 4s. 6d. ; De Dion silencer, 4s.;
assee two-cylinder trembler coil, 8s.; tank
ad radiators, 23in. by 9iin. by 3iin., I2s.
I.

: two-cylinder plain coil, 63.; De Dion
irburetter, 21s.; other sundries for sale.—
2, Lewisham High Road, New Cross, S.E.

AT
The "R.O.M." Patent
Front Wheel Stand.

Facilitates mending pur.cturty; in Iront tyre, and il

necessary the whole wheel can be easily removed when
"R.O.M ' stand is used.

stand. lu posiuon.

(Note "R.O.M." patent ball ends: by this means the
machine can be cosily moved in any direction in the
Karagf. even with front wheel out.)

Tr.is stand is automatically locked when out of pos-
itior. and cannot shake "down. By mean of the
"R.O.M " patent eccentric action, the legs come close

in to the mudtjuard \vhen out of action, and yet spread
well out whei'. in use, tiius securing an absolutely rigid

support for the m.ichine.

Price (to fit any machine) .

.

14-/6 per pair.

Illustrated list free. Prompt deliveries.

NOTE.—We are special agents for Shamrock,
Goodrich, Palmer Cord, and Clincher Tyres.

10s. for your old cover (anv condition), in part pay-
ment for new Shamrock and Goodrich rubber studded
and Palmer Cord tyres.

The NEW CUHCHER RUBBER STUDDED NON-SKID

(as used in the late End-to-end Record).

One size, 26 X 2t 40/-

7/6 allowed for your old cover in part payment.

New Clincher extra heavy covers fitted with Sham-
rock or Goodrich rubber studded bands (ensures Jin.

thickness of tread).

Prices, 26x2, 2i, 2|, 52/-, 55/-, 68/6 (7/6 allowed for

your old cover in part payment). 5 /- allowed for your
bid cover in part payment for any other make of tyre.

Shamrock or Goodrich rubber studded non-skid bands
fitted to your own cover, 21 /-. Heavy Bates non-
slipping band, 13/'-. Extra heavy Bates non-slipping
band, 15 /-. Pullman Puncture proof leather non-skid
band, 17 6.

These prices include fitting in all cases. Time taken,
about three days.

Our New Tyre List tree on application.

D The only contact breaker Really suitable for

twins with accumulators and coils. Ensures

O. permanent synchronism.

Ul R.O.M. means—more power, easier starting,
' * smoother running. Illustrated list free.

The COiNiriNENTAL MOTOR Co.,
32, Rosebery Avenue, LONDON, E.G.

Phone, Holborn, 1513. Telegrams. " Bromitch," London.

IN ADDITION TO TYRES

GNAVITER
i.R. and CANVAS BELTING.

Best British Make.

fin. .. 9d. per foot. J'n. .- 1/- perfect

iin. .. 1 3 „ „ lin. . . 1 /6 „

Plain or Serrated. True aad deep section.

Sole Agents, Wholesale and Retail:

DEFIANT NON-SKID TYRE Co.,

1, Furnivai Street, LONDON, E.G.

MISCELLANEOUS.
TORPEDO' Tank, complete with all fittings,

for oil and petrol; 15s.—Green, 14,

Avondale Road, Peckham,' S.E.

BROOKS Patent Anti-vibratory Motor
Saddle, nearly new; cost 39s., price 15s.

6d.—Houfton, Chemist, Alfreton.

GEiNUINE Simplex spring fork attach-
ments, plated (brand new); 9s. 6d. pair;

carriage paid.—Mitchell, 22, Leghorn Road,
Plumstead, S.E.

>OWELL and Hanmer and Lucas Acety-
phote motor cycle lamps ; cheap

;

wanted, separate generator lamp.—Fire-
master, Arbroath.

OULL'S-EYE Lenses.-Cut and polished
XJ glass, 3in., 3Jin., SJin., Is. 9d. ; S^in., 2s.;
4in., 2s. 6d. ; 4iin., 3s.; 4|in., 3s. 6d. ; 5in., 4s.

each; carriage paid.—Payne, 149, Metchley
Lane, Harborne.

CLINCHER A Won, 26 by 2. nearly new,
' 128. 6d.; two 15 amp. Minerva accumu-

lators, good condition, 5s. 6d. each; twin
plain box coil, 10s. 6d.—Amos, 11, Lammas
Street, Nottingham.

BRAND New Pair Tricar Tubes, Lloyd's
free engine clutch, 24 h.p. De Dion

pattern engine, 2i h.p. Centaur-Humber car-
Ouretter; what offers." — Particulars, A.
Moyse, Kessingiand.

IV/rpTOR Driving for Beginners.—Read " A
ItXi Catechism of the Motor Car," contain-
ing about 320 questions and answers explain-
ing the construction and working of a
modern motor car, by J. H. Knight, price
Is. 5d. net. of all booksellers.

MONTGOMERY Sidecar, latest 1908, not run
100 miles, cost £12 123., take £10 to clear;

Ormond frame and tank, 5s.; pair 28in.
built wheels, 6s.; spring handle-bar, 4s.;
spring seat-pillar, 23.; P.N. carburetter, 4s.—Burdett, Northampton Road, Market Har-
boro'.

QHAMROCK Belt, iin. (new), 9s. 6d.; Ad-
vance adjustable belt pulley, fit Tri-

umph, 10s. 6d. ; Triumph exhaust valve (new).
3s. 6d. ; inner tube, 25 by 2i, 4s. 6d.; pair
Bosch platinum points (new), 4s. 3d.; mag-
neto cover (Triumph), 2s.^5, Parade, Lea-
mington.

PAIR of Minerva spring forks, new, £2;
L.A.C. spring forks, 15s.; pair Wright's

footrests, 10s. 6d. ; 13i steering wheel, alu-
minium centres, 8s. 6d. ; complete steering
column for tricar, with levers and wheel,
£1 10s. — Wauchope's, 9. Shoe Lane, Fleet
Street, London, E.G.

A.
and H. CLARKES' Bargains.—Non-trem-
bler coils, usual price 12s. 6d., clear-

ance 7s. 6d. ; sparking plugs, usual price Is.

3d., clearance Is., three for 2s. 6d. ; ditto,
usual price Is. 6d., clearance Is. 3d., three
for 3s 3d.; Alpha test lamps, usual price
3s. 6d., clearance 2s. 6d.—A. and H. Clarke
Coventry.

LONDON Auto Co., Union Road, Clapham.
S.W., agents for Chater-Lea frames and

fittings, and all makes of engines; No. 6
frames, £2 IBs. 6d.; girder forks. 15s. 6d.;
long handle-bars. 3s. 9d.; wheels, 30s. per
pair; torpedo tanks, 8s. 6d.; low ctuotations
for all other Jjarts; illustrated frame and
engine Lists stamp.

01 h.p. Vaf Engine and carburetter, £2;^2 plain coil, 4s.; 26 by 2J Clincher, bead-
ed, 6s.; 28 by 2 wired Dunlop, 6s.; B.S.A.
frame, for vertical engine, complete with
26in. wheels, tyres and tubes, handle-bars,
chain wheel and cranks, £2; 2J h.p. Smith
and Dowse engine, £2,—Stevens, 4, Goldhawk
Mews, Shepherd's Bush.

21 h.p. Engine with pulley, contact
4 breaker, 35s.; Longuemare carburet-

ter, 10s. 6d. ; stand-carrier, 5s. ; low frame,
with tank, oil pump, levers, pedalling gear,
21s.; trembler coil, 128. 6d.; Brown silencer.
3s. 6d. ; 26 by 2 wheel, complete, i5s. : Singer
tank, 4s. 6d. ; Lightning stand, 3s. ;_ Jack-no-
skid, 10s.—Darke, Draper, Sutton.

JAP Multiple Plate Clutch, new, fit any en-
gine, cost £5 10s., 50s. ; Jap patent drip

lubricator, 7s. 6d. ; new Jap twin contact
breaker, complete, iridium points, 10s. ; rub-
ber covered footboards, nearly new. cost 30s.,
nlated edging, 8s. ; back Bowden brake, per-
fect. 6s. ; new 4 h.p. silencer, quiet, plated,
6s.; 2| h.p. aluminium silencer, 2s. 6d.; twin
plain coil, perfect, 10s.; charging dynamo
and water motor, cost £4, 30s. ; all above
guaranteed perfect.—Longford, Uddingston.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle."
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MISCELLANEOUS.
AUTOGENOUS Welding.—Send that broken

casting to the Alvaston Motors, Derby,
to be welded by patent process; metal re-

united.

AUTOGENOUS Welding. — Costly castings
saved from the scrap by our process.

Cracked valve seats, water jackets, cylinder
liners, pistons, frames, connecting rods, and
a thousand other things.

AUTOGENOUS Welding. — Wonderful re-

sults. Broken flanges, lugs, brackets,

etc., all amenable to our process; send part
to-day; quotations on sight.

AUTOGENOUS Welding.—Alvaston Motors,
Derby. Telephone, 1, Alvaston.

LUGGAGE Carriers of every description.
—Send for particulars. Advance Motor

Mfg. Co., Northampton.

BARKER'S Iron Cement, for cracked cylin-

ders and defective castings; Is. tin.—34.
Oxford Road, Worthing.

TREMBLER OoiL lOs.; 20 amp. accumu-
lator, 6s.; new gas lamp. 128.—80. Pala-

tine Road. Stoke Newington.

DEUMMOND T.S.C. Lathe, complete, with
' chucks and tools, etc. (all brand new)

;

£12 4s.—J. Richmond, 111, Larkhall Lane.
S.W.

GENT'S 18ct. Gold Keyless Chronograph
Stop Watch, cost £15, take £5 15s.; ap-

proval.—HoUoway, 21. Wakefield Street, East
Ham.

FRAME, with tanks and back wheel, fitted

Phoenix two-speed and free, chain
drive, suit 5 h.p. twin, or single; pair C.L.
handle-bars, £4.—Haydon, Twyford, Berks.

-i (\ Amp. Accumulator, 4s. 6d. ; 40 amp.
J-U Pfluger accumulator, 15s. ; 8ft. |in.

Dermatiue belt, new. 9s. 6d.; 28in. by 2in.

Clincher cover, beaded. Bs.—31. Herongate
Koad, Wan stead.

T ONGUEMARE G. Carburetter, suit 3J-4i
-lj h.p., 7s. 6d.; Minerva belt. 6s.; trem-
bler coil, perfect, 8s. 6d.; 26 by 2i Bates
tube, unused, perfect, 7s. ; Peter-Union 24 by
24 tube, unused, 68. — Mitchell, 457, Lord
Street, Southport.

BARGAINS.—700 by 65 mm. Heavy Clincher,
7s.; 28 by 2 Michelin, 7s.; Kerry com-

partment tank, 21 by 8 = 4. 6s. 6d. ; 2| h.p.
Humber engine, fitted V pulley and free en-
gine clutch, and top tube lever, £3 15b. —
Holmes, Laira Avenue, Plymouth.

DE DION Engine, 3^ h.p.. water-cooled,
large Longuemare carburetter, silen-

cer, round Bassee-Michel coil, 20 a.h. accu-
mulator, all perfect, £6 15s. ; tricar front
seat, wicker, upholstered, Cee springs, all
clips, £1.—Motor, 102, Mare Street, Hackney,
London, N.E.

0/?IN. by 2iin. Michelin Covers, good con-
^'U dition, 25s. pair; one 26 by 2 wired
Dunlop, fitted with punctureproof band,
nearly new, 8s. 6d. ; also large Lucas motor
Luminator gas lamp, new condition, 10s.
6d., cost 258.—Cress, 116, Archway Road ±ugh-
gate, N.

LATEST No. 6 Frames, £3; tanks, all pat-
terns, from 5s. ; sidecar chassis (Chater-

Lea), £3 10s.; long handle-bars, 4s.; swan-
neck, 2s. 6d.; all to your own requirements;
machines cut down, and repairs of every de-
scription; quick deliveries.-Green Bros., 14,
Avondale Road, Peckham, S.E.

4 h.p. Oracle Engine, M.O.V., perfect work-
ing order, £3 18s.; carburetter for

same, 12s. ; coach-built forecar body, 16s.

;

Simplex stand, 4s.; carburetter, about 10
h.p., £1; Palmer cover, 26 by 2, brand new,
£1; ditto, almost new, 17s.; Clincher ditto,
93.; tube, 5s.; pedalling gear, brakes, chain
wheel, rubber pedals, chain, 9s.; strong
front brake, 4s. 6d. ; plain coil, perfect, 8s.—
62, Colvestone Crescent, Dalston, London.

TRADE Direct and Save a Profit.—The Al-
bany waterproof jackets for motor

cycling, in double texture fawn paramatta,
wind and rainproof, stock lengths, 38in. and
40in., chest measures 36, 38, 40, and 42in.,
with or without storm cufiPs, all have new
collar and flap. We guarantee every jacket,
price 15s.; extra heavy at 18s. 6d. ; send
lengths desired and chest measure. Overalls
to match at 7s. 6d. and 8s. 6d. We pay car-
riage.—G. Raws and Sons, Indiarubber
Manufacturers, The Albany, Oldhall Street,
Liverpool.

V "TRIUMPHS"

^Stocktaking Sale.

1907 31 h.p £29

1907 „ 31

1907 „ 33

1908 „ 39 10

Also 3i h.p. REX, £14; 2|

h.p. F.N., £13 10s. ; 3 h.p.

N.S.U., £10 10s.

Every machine ready for trial run.

All the Triumphs are equal to new.
Approval anywhere.

Remember I have NEW TRIUMPHS
in stock. Price £4S complete.

Biggest stock of Kigh-grade Motor

Cycle Accessories in Yorks,

ERIC S. bVBYERS,
"^0 WORRY DEPOT,"

62, Manninghati Lane, BRADFORD.

The"VOuTOO"
2-Volt COIL.

SAVES MONEY, TROUBLE, TilVIE, ETC.

Hundreds ol testimonials.

For Cars or Cycles.

Britsh made and Guaranteed.
Retail.

Type V. Midget, 25-x 3 x3f .. .. 15'- each.

„ VI. Cycle, 2|x Six 6 21 /-each.

„ V3. Trembler, 2J X 4 X 6f .. 30/- each.

Liberal Trade Disoun^s.

In all sizes for any Number, of Cylinders.

Write for particulars to the
Sole Manufacturers :

THE CITY IGNITION Co.,
14, Spencer. Street Goswell Road, E.G.

LUMINIUM OEPAIRS

RW.CQAM 2 1 9 CosWEtLEoABLoMDOH.

THE
INSTANTA' PATENT ADJUSTABLE
AND DETACHABLE FASTENER.

Three links, Is. 6d. ; one link, Is. (detachable only) ;

post Id. State make and size of belt.

251, OX HILL ROAD, HANDSWORTH,
BIRMINGHAM.

MISCELLANEOUS.
PALMER Cord Cover, 26 by 2J, 158. ; extr

heavy inaer tube, 28 by 3, 8s. 6d.
acetylene lamp, separate generator, lOs. 6d!
heavy beaded edge tricar cover (new), 2l8.
spring for Triumph forks. 28. 6d. ; Oleo pluj
new, 28. 9d.—45, Parade, Leamington.

STAMFORD HILL.—Two-speed and revers
gearbox, 37s. 6d.; motor cycle tank

from 6s. 6d. each; Al Clincher covers, beac
ed, 26-2i 18s.; 26-2i, 19s. 6d.; 28-2i. 21s.; splet
did V belting from 8d. foot; 26-2i Palme
cover, 16s., new; carburetters, Longuemar
H., 18s. 6d. ; 3i h.p. spray, 12s. 6d. ; 2 h.i
ditto, 9s. 6d. ; 3J h.p. Whitley, 13s. 6d. ; twi
Kerry, 16s.; 3 h.p. Minerva, 14s.; Midge
plain coils, twins. 10s. 6d.; single, 6s. 6d.; 5

h.p. Rex engine, £3 18s.; 3 h.p. Be Dion, £3
ditto pattern, 45s.; 2i h.p. Minerva engini
40s.; Clincher inner tubes, 6s. 6d. each
latest motor cycle searchlight, new, con:
plete, 25s. ; 4in. steel mudguards, Is. 9d. pair
tricar wing mudguards, 6s. 6d. pair; ver
large, 9s. pair; long handle-bars, droppe
ends, 7s. 6d. ; over-back seat-pillars, bes
nlating. 4s.; list just ready, free.—128. Hig
Road, Tottenham.

TRADE ADVERTISEMENTS.
pLEMENT - GARRARD Interchangeabl
\J Parts. — The Garrard-Maxfield Moto
Co., Aston Road, Birmingham.

ADJUSTAELE Pulleys, 4Jin., Bs.; Sin.
engine repairs, spare parts; overhaa

ing.—Lee, Motor Engineer, 18, Somerset Roac
Edmonton.

N.S.U. Motors (West London Distric,
Agency). Latest pattern models i

stock, two-speed gears, spare parts; libera
allowance for your motor in part exchange
deferred payments; trial runs by appoint
nient.—Eagles and Co.. High Street, Actor
Telephone, 556. Chiswick.

"SIMPLEX"
PATENT

Belt Fasteners.
h If i, lin. 1/- each all sizes.

BEWARE OF
COLOURABLE

IMITATIONS.
tola Patentees and Manufacturers,

HKRWIN, OANNY & Co., >
S«, William Street,

WOOLWICH, LONDON, S.E.

ADVERTISERS — Please note
that Friday is the latest day we
can recetve advertisement copy
for ths following: week's issuei

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle.
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MMimmum^

The Motor Cycle T.T. Race.

THE appeal for donations for the prize fund in

connection with the above competition has, we
regret to say, met with little response. As we
pointed out a fortnight ago, the expenses in

connection with the race are very great, and
svith the object of somewhat lightening the burden on
the A.C.U. and offering some substantial reward to the

intrants it is necessary to raise a certain sum of money.
Several members of the Competitions Committee think

that a Shilling Fund will assist the A.C.U. in providing

some cash prizes. Every motor cyclist can afford a

ihilling, and it is not unreasonable to expect that a

large number will respond to this appeal. It is such
1 rare occurrence for motor cycles to be allowed legally

:o~be driven all out over a hilly and arduous course

yn a certain allowance of petrol, and the benefits which
ire certain to accrue therefrom both to the industry and
the pastime are so great, that a hearty response

to this moderate appeal should be made. The secre-

tary will therefore be glad to receive the shillings of

those of our readers who may feel disposed to send
them. Those who are generously inclined should
forward twelve stamps or a postal order for one shilling

to the Secretary of the A.C.U., i8, Down Street.

Piccadilly, W.
A few enthusiastic motor cyclists to whom the Fund

was mentioned at a committee meeting of the A.C.U.
have already subscribed their shillings. Their
names are: Messrs. W. H. Wells, H. G. Cove, A. G.

Reynolds, F. Hardy, V. Hart, F. Straight. W. Pratt,

and J. W. Brooker. To swell the Fund, we have sent

one hundred shillings to the A.C.U. in addition to the

small donation we have already given to the General
Prize Fund.

iiirti)iliimi i.-R.-^y

Two=stroke Engines.

READERS will have noticed that the question of

two-stroke or two-cycle engines used in com-
petitions such as hill-climbs where the best

performance is based on a formula has been
exercising the minds of some competitors in

recent events. The two-stroke engine differs from the

ordinary type of internal combustion engine inasmuch
as a charge of gas is drawn into the cylinder each time
the piston descends, with the result that an explosion

occurs at every revolution of the crankshaft instead of

once every two revolutions.

The formula used for motor cycle hill-climbs is the

C X T
A.C.U., or Professor Callender's formula, , C

W
being the cubical capacity in centimetres, T the time

in seconds, and W the total weight of rider and
machine.

Now, the question which has arisen is, should the

cubical capacity of the two-stroke engine be given a

fictitious figure to compensate for the additional

working strokes of the engine, or should it be allowed

to compete with ordinary engines on the same formula ?

While this subject is under discussion, it is inter-

esting to note that the Marine Motor Association of

America, where a number of two-stroke engines are

A X S X N
employed, uses the following formula, -

6oo
A being area, S stroke, and N number of revolutions

per minute, to arrive at the handicap. In the case

of a two-cycle engine, the figure 400 is used as the

divisor in place of 600. This handicaps the two-

c\cle engine to the extent of fifty per cent.
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On a question of efficiency or arriving at the most

powerful engine for a given cubical capacit\ .
;i

handicap of this kind is obviously unfair. From a

sporting point of view, the two-stroke, as shown by

recent events, should certainly be handicapped in some

form, but as motor competitions are held quite as

much to prove engine efficiency and to improve the

breed as to provide sport, is it fair to the designer and

experimentalist who does succeed in making some

improvement to debar him from the well-earned

publicity ? Failing some definite regulation on the

subject from the ruling body, "we are as we were."

" The Autocar " Lectures.

AN announcement was made last week regarding

the arrangements for holding The Autocar

Lectures, reference to which has already been

made in these columns. In all probabilit)

the lectures wall be given in the following

centres on the days named : Newcastle-on-Tyn?,

Monday ; London, Tuesday ; Cardiff, Wednesday
,;

Leeds, Thursday; Manchester, Friday. The initial

addresses will be delivered in each place during the last

fortnight in October, and the series of eight lectures

u'ill then l)e continued weekl\ until completion. In
London an afternoon lecture will be given. The
lectures, although intended primarily for motor car
owners and drivers, will be just as interesting to motor
cyclists. Dr. Ormandy and Mr. J. H. Lester will

explain such subjects as carburation, ignition, cooling,

etc., in simple non-technical language. For the
London series, The Autocar has engaged the small
hall of the Queen's Hall, Langham Place, W., for the
afternoon lectures at 3.30 to 5 o'clock, and evening
lectures 8.30 to 10 o'clock, on Tuesday, October 13th,

and the seven succeeding Tuesdays. Readers should
make a note of these dates and particulars, and we
invite them also to assist in making the scheme known
to their friends. The Autocar has instituted the series

of lectures, with a view not only of benefiting the move-
ment generally, but partly to counteract the harmful
influence of hysterical writers in the lay press, who
have already done a great deal of injury to an important
indu.stry without the slightest thought for the large

numbers of w'orkers who are interested in it, their only
object being to fill the columns of their papers with
sensational copy. Motor cyclists who are interested in

the matter of these lectures should write to the
Secretary. Lecture Department. 20, Tudor Street, E.C.

->-•••-<-

A CURIOUS ACCIDENT.
ALTHOUGH the somewhat peculiar accident

which is described' in the following lines is

liable to happen to any motor cyclist, readers

need not immediately jump to the conclusion

that tyres are bursting every day, or

that when they do burst the

machine will perform gyrations

such as are described by a corre-

spondent—Mr. L. Milsom, of

Audley Lodge, Bath. With ordi-

nary care and frequent attention

to the tyre covers, it is possible to

avoid a burst unless one happens
to run the wheel over a sharp

piece of glass or other puncturing

material, v^'hich will cut through
a cover and air tube, however
carefully it may be tended by the

rider.

Mr. Milsom says that while

turning a corner the back tyre

burst (probably it was slightly

deflated and the cover blew off the
rim), the machine swerved, and dashed straight into

the brick-built pillar shown in the illustration. In
some way the machine ran up the pillar and knocked
off the heavy coping-stone shown in the photograph,
cracking the pillar from top to bottom. Fortunately,

the rider was separated from the machine during these

manoeuvres on the part of the motor bicycle; he was
thrown clear, and escaped with a bruised ^head and
knee. The motor bicycle, strange to say, only had the

The damaged brick wallfand the machine^that caused the damage,

front wheel slightly buckled, the handle-bars bent, and'

the left footrest bent back on to the engine pulley.

The lamp and engine were unharmed, even the lamp-

glass remaining unbroken, as will be seen from the

illustration above»

• ••--<-

Some useful terminals for high-tension magneto
cables have been sent us by Messrs. Chater Lea, Ltd.,

Golden Lane, E.G. The special features claimed for

these terminals are that they will not come off the ball

OH the magneto machine, no matter at what angle they
are placed. It is recommended that the cable should
be large enough in diameter to be pushed over the round
end of the terminal to prevent any chance of short
circuiting.

We would remind owners of tricars fitted with

clutches of the ordinary cone leather-covered type that

it is possible to- stop these clutches from slipping by

inserting some cork inserts which are supplied by the

British American Co., 300 to 330, Widdrington Road^
Coventry. Users of leather clutches addicted to slip-

ping would do' well to communicate with the company
as above. Mr. M. W. Randle has used cork inserts on

b,is T,agonda with every satisfaction.
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COMPETITORS IN THE MOTOR CYCLE TOURIST TROPHY RACE.
{!)? Noel E. Drury (5 h.p. Jap, accumulator ignition). (2)

' W. F. Newsome {31 h.p. Triumph, magneto). (3) J. H, Slaughter (34 h.p. Triumph, magneto).

{4)XR. M.White (6 h.p. Bat, accumulator). (5) F. Applebee (5 h.p. Rex, magneto). (6) W. H. Wells (5 h.p. Vindec, magneto).
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[Continued from page 680.)

Although it was 2 a.m. and

bitterly cold, I passed many a

:heering group by the road-

side, and at Wick quite a

large number of well-wishers

mad stayed out of their warm
Deds in order to wish me
yood speed.

My machine was now
:ravelling at a great pace,

ind I began to have some
ioubt as to whether it could

;tand the pressure for the

A^hole journey ; but the fur-

:her I went the more did it

ippear to revel in its task, so

[ did not slacken the pace for

1 moment, and was quickly running ahead of schedule

:ime.

A Narrow Escape on Berriedale.

After surmounting Berriedale I started upon that

nost dangerous and precipitous descent on the south

dde of this hill, and thus early in the proceedings very

learly extinguished my chances of finishing the run, as

[ almost took a header over the precipice into the

5ea; but, thanks to two very powerful brakes, 1

nanaged to scramble round in safety, and in a few
ninutes was running through Brora.

Here a very sporting amateur, whose name I do not

enow, had stayed up the whole night in order to ride

,vith me, but, unfortunately, his machine, which was
>nly a 3 h.p., could not keep the pace, and again I

lad no companion.
The road is comparatively easy to follow, although

'here are several places where one might take the
ivrong turning, but I was fortunate in the possession
3f very explicit printed instructions which Mr. B. H.
Davies had kindly lent me, and by occasionally refer-

ring to these as I rode along I managed to find my wa}'

without any difficulty.

The early morning was very cold, and ocasionally
[ ran into a smart shower of rain; but at about 3.30
things cleared up, and by the tim'e I reached Alness
'115) the sun was shining brightly, and everything was
crisp and fresh.

Outside Alness I ran over a poor little rabbit which
darted out suddenly and ran under my wheel. After
Dingwall I had only some ten miles to cover before
reaching Beauly (134)—the end of the first stage of
the journey.

Connpanions on the Second Stage.
Here Mr. Lomax and my brother Horace had

arranged to meet me, and I lustily sounded the horn
as I ran into this quiet little village to attract their
attention.

JQNhf O'^fiOATS HOt/S

f^ven before I had pulled

up outside the hotel they were

out in the road ready for me,

and, leaving my machine in

their hands to fill with petrol,

I hurried indoors, where a

steaming hot breakfast was-

already laid.

After covering 134 miles.

clo.se to the sea shore in the

early hours of the morning, it

is surprising how very hungry
one feels, and I was very

glad to have ten minutes,

clear in which to devour a

somewhat hasty but none the

less pleasant early breakfast.

Within ten minutes, how-
-" ever, all was ready for a

restart, and the three of us.

were soon making tracks for Inverness.

A short distance outside this town we were delayed

for the first time by a puncture, a large nail having

penetrated the back cover, but, hastily slipping in a

spare detachable tube, we continued our way ; but

within five miles we picked up two more villainous-

looking nails, which necessitated another stoppage, and
my last spare tube was requisitioned. I did not like

the idea of tackling the Grampians with no spare

tubes, as mending a puncture takes about double the

time that replacing a detachable tube does.

Luckily for me Mr. Lomax had three detachable

Rogers tubes, and, strapping these on to my tank, we
were once more in full swing.

Passing over Muirtown Bridge, we soon swung round

to the right into the Perth Road, and were traversing,

the first strip of that track which is erroneously called

''the road over the Grampians."
After covering about ten miles I glanced round to see

how my brother was going, and was somewhat sur-

prised to see that he was nowhere ' in sight, and,

suspecting that he was tHe victim of another puncture,

I proceeded on my way without troubling further

about him.

It appears, however, that in rounding an awkward
turning he collided with a bridge, and was thrown
heavily, ^but after a time betook himself to the nearest

house, where he was most kindly received, and where
lie slept for the next three hours.

The Road over the Grampians.

A few miles further on Mr. Lomax broke his belt,.

and was thus put out of the running, so I completed the

remainder of the ride over the Grampians alone. The
roads were very greasy, and, to make matters worse, in

\'ery bad condition. Frequently I came across large

patches of loose stones, but managed to hold up
all right, and after covering about forty miles gradually
emerged on to a considerably better surface, which
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My Record Ride.—

improved very perceptibly as mile after mile w^as

traversed.

Running through Aviemore, Kingussie, and Dal-

whinnie (208^), I had now passed the wildest part of

the Grampians, and began to run through more popu-

lated regions.

To this point I think I can truthfully say that the

only people I had met on the road were a couple of

crofters and a group of school children, so that no-

body, not even the police, can possibly accuse me of

having driven to the danger of the public

!

At Blair Athol there was a heavy shower of rain,

but in ten minutes it had all cleared away, and the

clouds began to rapidly disperse.

On the whole, the weather was all that could reason-

ably be desired, although, as previously mentioned,

the Grampians had not recovered from the previous

Sunday's downpour.

Exciting Experiences.

One of the great disadvantages of running at high

speeds over this road, apart from the execrable sur-

face, is the crossing of the bridges spanning

the little burns that run down the moun-
tain sides. They are so sharp that over

some of them the machine was shot clear

of the road, coming down with a crash

that threatened to shake every bolt and nut

loose, and it says much for my machine
that it stood the fearful buffeting without a

murmur and without a single particle suffer-

ing thereby. Speeding along without any-

thing of interest happening except a short

sharp race with a sporting hare, I passed
Pitlochry and Dunkeld (251), and, opening
the throttle a little wider, ran into the

bonny city of Perth two precious hours
ahead of time, having traversed the 266%
miles in very good time, considering all

things. I was within my time-table, and
that was comforting.

Leaving my machine in the hands of Mr.
Pople, who was meeting me here after

winning a gold medal in the London to

Edinburgh run, I enjoyed a most sensible

meal.

The inhabitants of Perth seemed to

scent something in the wind, and just as I

came out of the hotel somebody out of the small crowd
that had gathered round my machine presented me with
the best apple I have tasted for many a long day.

During the night time later in the ride, when I was
very faint from want of food, this apple was remem-
bered, and made just all the difference to me.

A Glorious Run after Perth.

Within ten minutes we were off once more, and with
Mr. Pople acting as pilot, we were soon out of Perth,

and leaving the granite sets and tramlines behind, were
running through that glorious stretch of country that
lies between Perth and Auchterarder. Although it is

quite true that one does not really appreciate the

scenery in a run like this, it is none the less true that

your spirits considerably rise when you are passing
through beautiful country, and correspondingly fall

when you are traversing some of the dirty grimy country
along this route.
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As Mr. Pople was mounted upon a first class

machine, we travelled at a very good pace, but, of

course, took matters somewhat quietly through the

numerous villages and towns. What a pity some
children look upon the road as their natural and exclu-

sive playground, and consider the best sport imagin-

able is to run in front of your machine, sending cold

shudders down your backbone and causing your fingers

and foot to hover nervously in the vicinity of your
brakes. Except for these anxious moments how much
safer and pleasanter motoring would be.

The sun had now made its appearance in real earnest,

and after we had passed through Stirling (301), the

heat became somewhat oppressive, clad as I was in

waterproof clothing.

Through Denny, Cumbernauld, Newhouse, and New-
mains we sped without a hindrance, and in a short

time turned into that splendid stretch of road leading

to Lockerbie, along which it is possible to ride at any
speed without the least danger.

Passing through Crawford Inn and Beattock Bridge

(373), we had got within a few miles of Lockerbie when
my machine suddenly ceased firing, and for the first

The acute coiner at tbe foot of Berriedale which lequired negotiating very carefully. Th3 i

wall on the roadside can be seen doubUng baek upon itseU.

time sO'mething was amiss with the engine. We found

the exhaust valve was broken, so we slipped a spare

valve in, and, notwithstanding this delay, ran into

Lockerbie two and a half hours ahead of schedule.

Outside the King's Arms Hotel it appeared to

s that practically the whole population of

Lockerbie had gathered, and it was with some
difficulty that we managed to make our way into

the dining room, leaving my machine outside to be

filled up by another amateur motor cyclist (whose name
unfortunately I do not know) who had consented to

pilot me down to Wigan.
The food at Lockerbie was rather too heavy to be

palatable, and as I knew that food would be ready for

me at Wigan, and that I should have a sit down meal

at Whitchurch (the only one I had scheduled), I did

not worry, and proceeded after eating several bananas
and drinking several cups of coffee. The next stage

was to Wigan (132 miles). If only I had realised how
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my arrangements were to fall through, that heavy meat

pie would have somehow or other found its way whole

into my pocket!

Saying good-bye to Mr. Pople, I made my way care-

fully through the crowd, and once clear of the town

was out on the road to Ecclefechan, which was soon

left behind, and in a few minutes entered upon the

last few miles of the journey through dear bonnie auld

Scotland.

Through Gretna Green and with a final farewell

roar I was over Sark Bridge and across the border

and entering upon the long run through England.

Slowing down through Carlisle, I came upon that

fast stretch of road beyond, and hopping along in fine

style, ran through Penrith out on to the twenty-six

miles run over Shap into Kendal.

In the Best of Spirits.

The evening was beautifully fine, my machine, as

usual, was pulling splendidly, and I was feeling

gorgeously fit, though a trifle hungry, and to^ add tO' it

all I was over two' hours ahead of schedule, and con-

sequently in the best of spirits, and I can never

On (he Grampians. Two motor cyclists waiting to accompany me on part

i of the ride.

remember having felt happier and more contented with

the world in general than I did as I romped up the

long hill on to^ the top of Shap and away down the

other side.

About half-way down the south side of this hill I

crossed over the half-way mark of my ride, thoroughly

satisfied with this first portion, and devoutly praying

that the next 450 miles would prove as satisfactory as

the first stretch had been.

Shortly after passing Kendal I received warning of

a police trap', and as these warnings were renewed at

short intervals all the way into Lancaster, I bestowed
benediction on the police, and reluctantly throttled

down to a ridiculously low speed considering the open
state of the road.

Five minutes in Lancaster for a mug of warm soup
and a couple of bananas tO' fortify me, and I co-mi-

menced the eighty-four miles run into Whitchurch,
where I knew a good sit-down dinner would be
awaiting me.

Daylight was now fast failing, so I made the most
of it and kept up a good pace through Garstang and
Preston, and in a few minutes had pulled up in Wigan
to light lamps before starting on the last forty-four
miles to WhitchurCh.

^lyi SEPTEMBER gth, igo8.

i nad up to now only panaken of wiiat might be

termed very light refreshment, such as eggs, bananas,

and milk, at Beauly, Perth, and Lockerbie, and by

now the pangs of hunger were making their presence

felt in no' uncertain manner. Moreover, I began to

feel very tired, and looked forward with much satis-

faction tO' my one and only sit-down meal which I

knew must even now be in course of preparation, and

as I bowled along I cheered myself by the thought of

the tempting dishes that would be spread for me, and
which would put new life into my famished body.

Through Warrington and Tarporley I sped, and

now upon the last fourteen miles. How long they

seemed; it appeared tO' me that ages had elapsed er':

I discerned the lights of Whitchurch twinkling in he

distance, looking like so' many little beacons guiding

me on to my much-needed rest and refreshment.

Whitchurch at last ! Sounding the horn loudly as

I ran into the town shortly after midnight, three hours

ahead of time, I rode up to the door of the hotel with

a great sigh of sati:--.faction.

What did it mean that there were nO' lights in the

hotel ? I was rather disappointed to find nobody there

to greet me, no- hands to take my machine from me,

and no apparent preparation for my arrival ; but think-

ing that they had not heard me arrive, I again soundeti

my horn, and as this produced no result I dismounted
and beat vigorously upon the door of the hitel. Abso-
lute dead silence reigned for some minutes, but at last

I heard steps inside, and with much fumbling of locks

and bolts the door was half opened, and a voice asked
me what I was wanting!

An A.-wk-ward Fix.

On stating the nature of my wants, and asking

whether my pilot was ready for me, I was informed
that neither was a meal ready, nor was there anybody
in Whitchurch expecting my arrival. The door closed,

and I sat down tO' think what my best plan would be.

For some inexplicable reason my plans had fallen

down at the most important place of the whole run-

—

in fact, at the most critical stage of the whole affair

—

and for a few minutes I sat there, toO' absolutely

miserable and wretched to know what, tO' do.

Here was I at 12.30 on a pitch dark night, literally

ill from want of food. A light rain was falling. I

was totally ignorant of the road, and, to add to my
misery, my lamps would scarcely k^f^p alight at all.

At that moment I would have given everything I

possess in this world (not much, it is true) for, firstly,

a meal and, secondly, a real good pilot, but as lx)th

were out of the question, I slowly rose to my feet, and
with a sinking heart started my trusty little friend oi'T

out of the town, and in under two minutes we were

enveloped in the inky blackness of the night, which
my two lamps did little to brighten.

Creeping slowly along the dark lanes and stopping

frequently in order to read the signboards, I made my
way laboriously along for some twenty miles or so,

when I began to have a very strong presentiment that

I had left the right road, and that I was now in some

unknown region.

To make matters worse, one lamp struck work

altogether, and the other seemed as if it intended to

follow suit very shortly, and as no amount of coaxing

made the least difference to either of them, I con-

tinued my ride more or less in complete darkness.

(To he continued.)
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OCCASIONAL COMMENTS.
By "IXTON,'

Audible Warnings.
In the course of my motor cycling experience I must

have tried practically every form of road clearer ever

invented, even including those diabolical echo-wakers

which are worked by the exhaust. The most effective

in a gentlemanly way that I have tried is the little

" develine " whistle, or mouth syren. A mouth whistle

is not particularly convenient for solo use, but it is ideal

for passenger work, as it can lie on the passenger's lap

till need arises for its use. I do not pretend that it is

audible either to a drowsy carter or a driver of a

rattling mineral water cart, but it is a sure means of

giving notice of one's approach to most drivers of

vehicles in time for the overtaken one to draw aside

without compelling you to declutch, switch off, or

change gear. No driver of a passenger motor cycle

should be without one. Drivers of solo machines should

eschew the deep booming type of hooter, and use a horn
possessing a note that is high without being thin—no
easy combination to discover.

Petrol Levels.
My budget of motor papers this week has included

quite a collection of hints about the petrol level in the

jet of a spray chamber. One useful tip is a reminder
that the petrol level cannot be accurately ascertained

if the jet be a very fine one, such as employed on a

2 h.p. or 2^ h.p. engine, for in such narrow orifices as

these capillary action is set up, and a bead of spirit will

tip the jet, even if the real level be half an inch down
the thin tube. Another tip I do not remember to have
seen in print before was originally imparted to me by a

rider who used a 7 h.p. Peugeot engine geared very low
on a belt-driven tricar. As originally adjusted, this

engine ran very hot, probably owing to being over-

driven. He finally cured the trouble by setting the

level of spirit in the jet exceedingly low. His theory

was that this adjustment reduced the consumption of

petrol, and assisted the atomisation of the spirit by
causing it to hit the spraying cone at a far higher
velocity than was obtained with the usual level. The
one drawback to the notion is that it is difficult to

obtain a start with this adjustment, and frequently it

was even necessary on the tricar in question to inject

liquid petrol into the valve box. But with the engine
once started, this adjustment probably gives a more
homogeneous mixture, and hence cooler and more
efficient running. In my own experiments, this par-

ticular adjustment seems to give improved results with
the short inlet pipe favoured by certain makers, but to
be of very little benefit when it is long.

A QuicR Cure for Choked Jets.

I was riding a lightweight the other day, when bad
running set in, followed by a total stoppage, all the
symptoms pointing to choked jet. I was rather in a

quandary, as I had practically no tools with me, and
the jets of this particular carburetter are not specially

accessible, and so remarkably small that no ordinary
wire or reamer could enter them. It occurred to me
that I might clear the jets by putting the machine on
the^ stand, injecting a liberal dose of petrol into the
cylinders, and starting the engine on this liquid petrol.
I made one attempt in vain, as the engine had gummed
during my thinking bout, but this preliminary essay
freed the pistons, and on the second attempt the experi-

ment succeeded. The petrol injections provided suffi-

cient explosive mixture for the engine to fire a few
times, and just as it seemed inclined to die away the

fierce suction cleared both jets, and in a minute I was
taking the road again, without having dismounted my
tiresome carburetter. The tip is worth applying to

any engine when the jet is not accessible.

Fracture of Two=pi©ce Valves.
I much regret to differ from Mr. G. Gray about the

attachment of cast-iron heads to nickel steel stemmed
exhaust valves. There is no guarantee that when a

machine is out of order the valve will not be submitted

to almost as great a heat as was originally employed
to shrink an iron head on to a steel stem. Every
fracture of a screwed head valve from which I have

E.^Stubbs (3 1 h.p. Rex) at the cross roads near the foot ol Newnham
HUl in the Coventry M.C. Climb. The spectators breasting the rise inithe

baokground give a good idea of the steepness of the gradient at this point.

suffered—and their name is legion—has occurred

where the thread begins, at the point where the stem

enters the head. This strain has been successfvilly

resisted by a valve I had made with the stem bedded
into the head for a little distance before the thread

began. Two-piece valves ought to be made thicker

in the shoulder than one-piece valves, and if this is

done, and the stem countersunk into the head a little

before the thread commences, the screwing method of

attachment is perfect in practice.

A Good Tyre.
For winter riding I have always been a Palmer

devotee, and think their ribs, with the deep channel

between, the best anti-grease device I have yet struck.

I am now using a pair of 2^in. Palmer Cord tyres on

2in. rims on quite a heavy machine, and they seem to

have solved my tyre problems. The Palmer has a

very thick tread, very stiff side walls, and is almost

skid-proof. I believe it would be far more widely fitted

were it not for an ancient fable that it just nicks into a

tramline. To get any tyre of less than 2^ in. section, in

dead register with a tramline usually spells a fall, and

no motor cyclist worthy of the name would commit such

a blunder. I consider my present pair of tyres quit-

equal to anything I have tried in their standing up

qualities.
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Touring Abroad.

Can yoo give m© some advice

as to taking a motor cycle

abroad? I mislaid the Motor
Union circular which appeared

in a recent number of The
{ofor Cycle, and not knowing the

ecretary's address h?.ve not been

ble to learn anything from that

uarter.—O.U., Chiswick.

3 address of the secretary of the

tor Union is 1, Albemarle Street,

There is also the Auto Cycle

ion—^secretary's address. 18, Down
eet, Piccadilly, W. Either of these

lies will provide you with a pass on

oming a member. The pass will

tik your machine through the

3toms, and you will only have to pay

a permis de circulation, price 6d.

Preparing for a Tour Abroad.

My machine is a 1908

^ Triumph. (1.) Would it be

> difficult or unnecessary to fit a

-2-j secondary- ignition of coil and
battery to ensure absolute re-

iability? (2.) Could the present

lagneto contact make and break be
mployed by somehow cutting out
aagneto in the change? (3.) Can you
>ffer a simpler solution than the

bove of my machine not starting

miess I run it along at a great

»ace? (beyond dirt in carburetter and
hoked feed pipe). (4.) How often on
ay machine would you say I should
lean and examine, and how often re-

)Iace platinum points? (in mileage).

5.) How often (roughly in mileage)
'egrind valves, and how often clean

>ff carbon on. top of piston ? (6. ) How
ong are piston rings supposed to

ast, and do you consider it necessary
x> carry one as spare when machine
fi touring abroad?—C.F.N.
) It would be most difficult and quite

necessary to fit supplementary igni-

n to your bicycle. (2.) Not without
ering the magneto considerably. (3.)

rst of all, see that the magneto
ints are clean and separating about
mm., that the sparking plug is a

ad one, and that the points are not
re than .4 mm. apart, and then see
it the air is almost entirely shut off

len attempting to start, especially in
d weather. Half the trouble in
irting is due to too much air when
9 engine is first started over com-
eesion. Always flood the carburetter

before attempting to start. (4.) The
platinum points will probably last out

the machine if you are careful to see

that the condenser connections are

clean and give a firm contact between

the steel spring and brass cover and

the screws holding on the said spring.

(5.) About every 1,200 miles. (6.) It

is impossible to say. If of the right

material they last for thousands of

miles. It would be rather a good plan

to carry one when touring abroad, as

spares are difficult to obtain.

Motor Cycling tor Health.

My non-motoring friends tell

me that motor cycling is bad
physically, and that no one

pursues that pastime for any
length of time. What can you

say about that?—M.H., Edinburgh.

Persons who have not tried motor
cycling cannot tell whether it is bad
physically or otherwise, therefore they

are not in a position to judge. The best

answer we can give you to this query

is to refer you to a series of articles

published in The Motor Cycle entitled

F. Toman (2i h.p. Lanrin and Klement)
leading In Heat I." of the Tourist Handicap at

the A.C,ir. Race Meeting at the Stadium on the

22nd ult.

"Motor Cycling for Health," being the

opinions of medical men who are actual

users of motor cycles. The first of

these articles was published on May
6th, and we are sending you a copy of

the paper for that date. If you can
succeed in converting any of your non-
motoring friends sufficiently to indue©
them to read this article we should be
obliged if you would ^ circulate it.

Erroneous impressions of this nature
should be easily removed when the
opinions of medical men are given.

Weak on Hills and'.High Petrol Consumption

I recently bought a second-

hand motor cycle (1907 Quad-
rant) supposed to be 3^ h.p.

J I cannot get more than sixty

miles to the gallon. I use as-

little petrol as possible, and drive

with as much air as the engine will

take. It seems to have good com-

pression. Would not climb a hill 1

in 11. Have been told that it wants
a new gudgeon pin an.d new rings.

Would this alter the consumption?
Engine knocks in climbing a hill 1 in

16. Carburetter clean. I retard the

spark when knocking begins, but
this does not stop the knocking.

—

W.A.F.
The fact that the piston rings are not

a good fit will have some effect upon
the consumption of the engine. Have
the latter thoroughly overhauled and
replace any worn or defective parts,

and then turn your attention to the car-

buretter The carburetter, if properly

adjusted, should enable the machine to

start easily and take all the extra air

when running at full speed. The con-

sumption should be between eighty and
ninety miles to the gallon. The knock-
ing is probably due to the worn
gudgeon pin referred to, or to excessive

carbon deposits on the piston head and
cylinder. Worn valve cams would
account for weak hill-climbing.

Carburetter Warming Pipe and Grinding Valves.

My engine is air-cooled by
the aid of a fan ; it is 86 ky
89, and runs very satisfac-

torily and does not overheat.

(1.) Would there be any ad-

vantage in connecting a pipe from
the silencer to the carburetter
(Longuemare)? (2.) Would it make
the mixture more explosive? (3.)

Would there be any chance of setting

fire to the carburetter when explo-

sions occur in the silencer? (4.)

Would it increase the chances of

overheating the engine by warming
the incoming gas? (5.) I have great
difficulty in grinding my inlet valve
(I use Carborundum powder). It

will not touch the valve, but only
grinds the seating. I have tried to
get through the surface of the valve
by rubbing it with emery paper, 4: ut
it will not touch it, and it remains a
black polish. It is not pitted. Can
you help me?—A.L.
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1-4.) In the summer months a warm-
ng device for the carburetter should

lot be necessary, and we do not re-

lommend it. There would bs ro
;hance of setting fire to the carburetter,

IS the pip© i« led into a jacket so that

he hot air does not come in contact

vith the petrol. Certaiily, if you fit

t in the hot weather, and the engine is

unning satisfactorily, it might tend to

)ver-heating. (5.) 'As long as the face

if the valve is not pitted we think you
teed not worry.

READERS' REPLIES.
A Mysterious Knocking.

In your issue of the 26th August
'H.W.D." says that he is troubled by
mysterious knocking in the engine. I

ee that you suggest as possible causes
hat the gear may be too high or the
lagneto wrongly timed. A recent ex-

-erience of my own prompts me to men-
ion a third possible cause, viz., the
eed of a fresh bush on the magneto
pindle. My cycle is a 3 h.p. with
lagneto ignition. I bought it second-
and, and it was then in excellent
rder except for the bush on the driv-
ig side of the magneto being decidedly
^orn. After riding the machine for

bout 2,000 miles the knocking began,

and as there was evidently nothing
amiss with the engine itself I argued
that the trouble must be due to the
magneto. I had it rebushed and the
knocking has ceased.

—

Knocked.

A Flooding Carburetter.

One of your correspondents alludes
to the trouble he has met with in the
shape of a flooding (F.N.) carburetter.
Possibly the following may be of
interest to him as well as to other
users of the same make of carburetter.
I have experienced flooding from the
spray chamber, on the stand as well as
when running on the road, arising from
this cause. In the F.N. carburetter
the jet tube is a "driving fit" in its

seating at the base of the spray
chamber, so if the jet tube is not
driven high enough you get an over-
flow of petrol. Experimenting with my
own carburetter I find that apparently
the best results are obtained when the
apex of the jet tube is almost l|in.
above the outside surface of base of
spray chamber. A fine needle of suit-

able length with the tip of one finger

pressed against top of jet tube enables
one to find the required measurement.
Should it be necessary to alter the
height of the level in float chamber it

will be a job requiring considerable

neatness and care. The toggles play be-
tween two separate discs soldered on
the needle. So you have to unsolder
the discs, fix them in their new posi-

tion, taking care to keep them perfectly
true as well as maintaining the correct
distance between them, and then le-

solder. One would think that it might
be possible to obtain a better mode of

raising and lowering the petrol level

than this. Inspired by some hints con-
tained in an article in The Motor Cycle
by Mr. Hooydonk some months ago, I

have had fitted to my carburetter a
"needle controller," by means, of which
the jumping of the needle can be
limited to any desired extent, and yet,

at the same time, without interfering

with the lifting of the needle when
flooding the carburetter preparatory to
starting the engine. I have made com-
parative tests of the petrol consump-
tion with the "needle controller" in

action and out of action. The mean of

several tests under varying conditions
of gradients, direction of wind, etc.,

works out at a difference of nearly
twenty per cent, less petrol being used
when needle controller is in action.
The value of the needle controlling
device lies not so much in the reduction
of the petrol bill as in the better run-
ning obtained.

—

Experiextia Docet.

A FAMILY OF
A S a convincing proof that motor cycling is not

r\^ confined to the younger section of the com-
munity, we have pleasure in reproducing a

photograph of a group of se^-en riders of the

ell-known Bat pedalless motor bicycles—father, two
5ns, a son-in-law, and three nephews. Seen from the

BAT RIDERS.
well as when new. Mr. Sharpe is the second figure

from the right, and is sixty years of age. The photo-

graph was taken in his own grounds at Halton Hall.

He is a particularly enthusiastic motor cyclist, and
though a lover of ease and comfortable riding,

thoroughly enjoys an occasional " dust up
'

' when cir-

ght the machines are 9 h.p., 7 h.p., 6 h.p., and
h.p. Bat-J.A.P.'s, and three 4 h.p. Bats. The three
st machines have been in constant use for five years,

id the senior member of the party, Mr. Sharpe, who
an enthusiastic rider of the 7 h.p.. says they run as

cumstances permit. He considers the 7 h.p. 1908 Bat

with magneto ignition superior to anything the Bat Co
have previously made, and the finest touring machine

it is possible to obtain. Such enthusiasm on the part

of riders speaks well for the Bat Co.'s future.
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AUTO CYCLE UNION NOTES.
The Motor Cycle Tourist Trophy Race.

The arrangements for the above race, for which, by

the way, there are thirty-seven entries, are now com-

plete, and it is to be hoped that the contest will be

even more successful than it was last year. A special

IS. subscription list has been opened, and motor cyclists

are invited to contribute towards the prize fund, and it

is earnestly hoped that this time the appeal for con-

tributions will not be overlooked. The matter is referred

to elsewhere in this issue.

The Penalty Run.
The A.C.U. penalty run, open to teams from the

various motor cycle clubs, will be run off on the Wood-
ford to Stumps Cross route on October 3rd. The
Service Co., Ltd., has decided to offer a cup to the

Auto Cycle Union for the team making the best per-

formance. Any team winning the trophy three times in

succession will become its possessor. In any one team

not more than six riders may compete for the cup, so

that all clubs, large or small, may have an equal

chance.

The Autumn Quarterly Trial.

The next A.C.U. quarterly trial, over the Uxbridge-

Wheatley-Banbury-Beaconsfield course, will be held on

October 17th.

Permit.

A permit to hold an open hill-climb on October 3rd

has been granted to the Bradford Motor Cycle Club,

provided the necessary sanction from the police is

obtained.

The A.C.U. London=Plymouth=London 24 Hours
Run.

The A.C.U. judges have decided upon the following

awards in connection with the above run, which took

place on August 7th. Twenty-nine competitors took

part in this arduous competition.

Single Cylinder Class.—(i) W. H. Bashall

(3/^ h.p. Triumph), error on timed section im. too

slow; (2) W. E. Burkin {2% h.p. Laurin and Klement),

error on timed section 2m. 30s. too slow; (3) C. H.
Barfield (3^ h.p. Triumph), error on timed section 3m.

30s. too slow
; (4) H. G. Cove (3^^ h.p. H.G.C.), error

on timed section 4m. 30s. too slow.

Twin Cylinder Class.—H. M. Bentley (5 h.p.

Rex), error on timed section 3m. 30s. too slow.

Lightweights.—(i) E. Clark (2% h.p. Douglas),

error on timed section 5m. too slow; (2) G. L. Fletcher

(2 h.p. Moto-Reve), error on timed section 4m. 30s.

too slow.

«

THE 5ih.p. O.T.A.V. RUNABOUT.
BEING well aware that motor cyclists who are

anxious to take a passenger with them on their

journeys have a leaning towards a vehicle built

on motor cycle lines, which possesses at the

same time the advantages of a small car and the sim-

plicity of the bicycle or tricar, the Junior and O.T.A.V.
Cars Co., Ltd., have produced the runabout illustrated

lerewith. The engine, which is air-cooled and has
1 bore and stroke of 100 by no mm., possesses ordinary

radiating fins, but on the crankshaft there is an
inclosed fan, which forces a draught of air on to the
combustion chamber, which is enclosed in an alu-

ninium, casing, ensuring a continuously cool blast.

The ignition is by coil and accumulator, with make
md break contact-breaker, or a magneto can be fitted

as an extra. The carburetter is of the O.T.A.V. auto-
matic type. From the engine to the ball bearing
countershaft, which extends transversely amidships
icross the frame, the transmission is by chain, and on
:his countershaft an epicyclic gear giving two forward
speeds is fitted. The change speed is controlled by a
side lever. At each end of the countershaft is a pulley
*vhich carries a rubber V belt driving the rear wheels.
There is no differential, the slip of the belts equalising
:he difference in the speeds of the back wheels when a
corner is taken. The control is by an accelerator pedal
ind a spark variation lever on the steering wheel,
^nother pedal controls the countershaft brake, and a
side lever operates the brakes on the rear wheels.
A very complete list of accessories is included in the

price of the vehicle—which, by the way. is most
moderate—comprising all necessary tools, rubber mat.
pump, horn, two acetylene lamps, and tail lamp.
A short trial run proved the little runabout to be

:ractabl€ m traffic and no mean hill-climber, as it easily
:ook two persons up a hill of i in 8. The companv

gladly give customers trial runs up Netherhall Gardens
(gradient, i in 7.4). The weight is said to be 5 cwts.

Its reliability has been proved in the Essex Motor
Club's twenty-four hours' run to York and back, a
distance of 399 miles being covered well within the

specified time, the driver, E. E. Leverett, being
eligible for a gold medal by reason of the per-

formance. Standard Continental tyres were used,

The 5J h.p. single-cylinder air-cooled O.T.A.V. which carried two
passengers from Wooaiord to York and back well within 24 hours.

the size being 650 by 55 mm., and we are told these
were hardly scratched on finishing the journey. The
company, whose address is 117, Long Acre, W.C, are
prepared to accept motor cycles in part payment for

these runabouts.
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The Lightweight Question.
By "IXION."

707

ONE of the peculiarities of motor cycling con-
troversy appears to be that one's words are

always twisted round by those who differ into

bearing a meaning that neither tone nor language
ever justified, and I think this distinctly applies to

Messrs. Dufaux's treatment of my notes published on
August 19th. Let me therefore commence my reply by
quoting the opening words of my note, viz., " I do not

profess to be specially enthusiastic about the lightweight

motor bicycles of to-day, whatever ardour I may be
able to summon up about those of to-morrow." I

yield to no man in my ardent belief that the light-

weight has a big future. Efficient as the 130 lbs. and
160 lbs. tourist machines are, there are simply thousands
of potential motor cyclists who will never tackle a

greater weight than 80 lbs. Consequently, as soon as

the lightweight is as efficient as the 130 lbs. and 160 lbs.

machines, it will enter upon a tremendous vogue. To
my mind, it is already only short of that stage of

efficiency by reason of the fact that its tyres and belts

give a wholly disproportionate amount of trouble.

The Only Troubles.
An instance of this point is the fact that of the

hundred or so Motosacoches I have at various times

encountered on the road, I never yet saw one hung up
with any other trouble than slipping or broken belts on
one hand, and damaged tyres on the other. I have

three or four times encountered these machines with

the back tyre gashed across almost down to the beads

by sharp stones ; I have heard of many other instances

of the same thing ; and I read only the other week that

one of Messrs. Dufaux's own machines was thrown out

of an important trial by a similar misfortune. Further-

more, as I know only too well from much personal

experience, these lightweight tyres will gash in this

fashion on quite good roads at quite moderate speeds,

even when the tyres are brand new ; and as a rider who
is jealous for the speedy perfection of a type of machine

that is to assist the motor cycle movement tremendously,

I shall not cease to clamour for the fitting of stronger

tyres. Some of Messrs. Dufaux's competitors are

already making this needed change in their specifica-

tion, and I hope Messrs. Dufaux will see their way to

follow suit.

A Threatening Competitor.

On the other hand, I think one statement made by

Messrs. Dufaux far more calculated to arrest the light-

weight movement than any words of mine, and as a

private rider of lightweights I am going to give it a

flat contradiction. They say it is not intended to be a

serious competitor of the heavy high-powered machines.

To my mind, it is not only so intended by most of its

makers, but it already actually is a very threatening

competitor in all respects save speed. When I am face

to face with a 200 miles day's run, which I wish to

make in comfort and non-stop, without exceeding a

twenty miles an hour average, I would just as soon

mount a lightweight as a 3^, h.p. or a 5 h.p., if only

I dare trust my lightweight's tyres and belt. Messrs.

Dufaux's actions altogether stultify their words, and I

am exceedingly glad that they do. They enter their

80 lbs. 1% h.p. in practically every long distance trial

against the 3>^ h.p.'s and the 5 h.p.'s. They are

entered for Edinburgh, Plymouth, and back. Land's

End and back, and for the End-to-end, and they have
made many gallant showings. Messrs. Dufaux know
better than I do why they have failed whenever they
may have failed, but surely I am justified in applyuig
my own long riding experience of such machines to the
cases in point, and asserting that were it not for belt

and tyre troubles the proportion of such failures in all

makes of lightweights would have been reduced almost
to zero.

Larger Tyres Essential.
In conclusion I did not invite lightweight makers to

add a lot of lumber to their machines, and so spoil

the very essence of their design. As regards tyres, it

is highly probable that neither rims nor spokes would
need strengthening if a tyre of larger section, viz., 2in.,

were substituted for the present size. I know this is

possible, as I rode a 2^ h.p. Buchet, fitted with 2in.

tyres, and scaling 82 lbs. ready for the road, before

ever the Motosacoche came to England at all. As
regards belts, there are machines scaling only 80 lbs.

which possess a no-trouble belt transmission. And I

prove that I have actually a higher opinion of the light-

weight than Messrs. Dufaux themselves, when I assert

that, given 2 in. tyres and a better designed belt trans-

mission, there are three or four lightweights on the

market, including the Motosacoche, which many riders

would prefer to use for all purposes in lieu of heavier

and higher powered machines. It is, to my mind, very

absurd to pretend that the lightweight cannot within a

short time prove itself the equal of its heavier compeers

in all respects, speed alone excepted.

Will the gentleman who addressed a postcard from

Norwich to Messrs. Minerva Motors, Ltd., on the 25th

ultimo, kindly send his name and address to the Editor,

as these details were omitted?

One of the features of the A.C.U. Land's_ End to

John-o'-Groat's trial was the success of Price's oil

as a high-grade lubricant. Out of the forty-eight

machines which finished Price's air-cooled oil was

employed in forty-two, and the absence of engine

troubles throughout this arduous test may be ascribed

to the excellent lubricating properties of this well-

known oil. Price's Patent Candle Co. are making

reprints of the A.C.U. judges' report, and will

supply any motor cyclist interested with a copy post

free on application.

Gamages, the great accessory house in Holborn, are

now holding a huge stock of motor bicycle and tricar

tyres, doubtless the largest of any retail store in the

kingdom. This valuable stock includes the newest

rubber non-skids, which now embrace Goodrich, Con-

tinental, Clincher, and Shamrock Excelsior. Mention

might also be made of the wide range of all the

popular sizes of well-known makes of tubes, including

the Rich detachable, and the newest form of airtight

butt-end—the Shamrock Excelsior. With such a turn-

over in tyres one can rely on the goods being fresh.

Prices, too, are in many cases at a discount off manu-

facturers' lists, and in other cases a very liberal allow-

ance is made for the oid covers. Readers will be well

advised to get into touch with Gamages when needing

anything in the way of tyres.
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SPECIAL FEATUPES.

A NOVEL LITTLE RUNABOUT.

THE MOTOR CYCLE T.T. RACE
->-=><>c=-^-

r.T. Race Twin-cylinder Machines Predominate.

Entries for the Tourist Trophy

motor cycle race reached a total of

thirty-seven before the list finally

closed, so that an exciting contest on the

22nd inst. is assured. There are twenty

competitors on twin-cylinders, fifteen

on single, and two on four-cylinder

motor bicycles.

\ 1 h.p. Racer.

H. V. Colver will ride a 7 h.p.

twin-cylinder Matchless in the forth-

coming T.T. Eace, and will pin his

faith to accumulator ignition. The
angine is a J.A. P. with mechanically-

jperated valves in the combustion head,

jarburetter J. A. P., tyres Dunlops, and
belt Shamrock Gloria. This machine
rias one of the three largest engines in

t,he race.

JUmWng Precipices in Switzerland.

A contributor, Mr. E. D. Fawcett,
who wrote such interesting touring
articles in The Motor Cycle, is at pre-

sent staying at Chamounix experiment-
ng with some precipices in the district

in a motor car. Gradients of 1 in 2^
surveyor's figures) are not to be lightly

Dassed over in more senses than one.

Even the Caterpillar motor would find

such inclines worthy of its power.

V Motor Cycle Thief Wanted.

Mr. H. J. Crouch, of Wansfcead, the
jther day accepted a cheque for a 1907
Friumph motor bicycle No. 107846
:rom a stranger, and it is alleged that
jhe references he gave are false, and
:hat he has no banking account. The
nan got clear away with the machine.
He is described as being of about 5ft.

lOin. in height, and has a decidedly
Roman nose with a high bridge. He
jave the name of John Aldon. A war-
rant has been taken out for his arrest.

I Probable Market lor Motor Cycles.

The London correspondent of the
North Queensland Herald, Bassishaw
House, Basinghall Street, E.G., informs
IS that the colony of Queensland is

eminently suitable for automobiles.
Che Attorney-General for Queensland
las travelled for 3,000 miles on a car,

md his chauffeur is of the opinion that
Western Queensland is highly suitable
or motoring. "Whether or not the
oads are as suitable for motor cycles
IS they are for motor cars the corre-
;pondent does not state

"he Smallest Twin-cylinder Engine.

The two Young-Bentinck machines
mtered for the T.T. Race have easily
he smallest twin-cylinder engines, the

rating being only 3^ h.p. We are

assured by Mr. E. G. Young, of Not-

tingham, who will ride one of the

machines, that they are possessed of a

surprising turn of speed. With such

small engine dimensions their drivers

should have no fear regarding the
petrol allowance of eighty miles to the
gallon in this class.

The Ventoux Hill-eUmb.

This important hill-climbing com-
petition, organised by the Automobile
Club Vauclusien, will be held on the
12th and 13th inst. It is an interest-

ing item of news to note that prospec-

tive clients in the district of Mont
Ventoux request manufacturers and
dealers to take them to this celebrated
hill and show them what the car or
motor cycle they purpose buying can
do in the way of ascending it. No
wonder the event is well supported in

France, and that there are numerous

J. Marshall, who finished sesoad in the

T.T. Race (single cylinder class) last year, and
will bestride a 3| h.p. Triumph this year.

entries already. Among the motor
cycles entered are the Griffon, the
Terrot, Magnat de Bonne, and Moto-
sacoche. If the last-named machines,
of which three are entered, climb the
hill successfully it will indeed be a

feather in their cap. The first Ventoux
hill-climb took place on the 16th Sep-
tember, 1902, and the event has gained
in popularity each succeeding year.

A T.T. Competitor.

Mr. Noel E. Drury, oi Saggart, Co.

Dublin, is one of the private owners
entered for the T.T. Eace, twin-

cylinder class. His machine is a 5 h.p.

J.A. P. with cylinders set at an angle

of 90°, and measuring 85 by 60 mm.,
carburetter B. and B., handle-bar con

trolled. The machine is a genuine
tourist except for the shape of the

handle-bars, and weighs 190 lbs.

C. R. Collier's Racer.

C. E. Collier, last year's winner of

the Tourist Trophy Eace, single-cylin-

der class, will again bestride a single-

cylinder mount. The engine—a 4 h.p.

J. A. P.—has m.o. valves on top of the

combustion head. The carburetter is a

J. A. P., and this year Collier will use

a magneto. His Matchless racer is

finished cream and will have rigid

forks with girders. Will it still be
"matchless" at the end of the present

month ?

Western Country Roads.

A correspondent writes, " Eecently
returning from a tour in Devon I

thought I would take the road back to

London from Exeter via Ilchester,

Wincanton, and Amesbury, instead of

the Salisbury-Shaftesbury Eoad. For-
tunately, I made a stop at Wincanton
for petrol, where I was told that the
military had cut the road to pieces, and
that it was scarcely rideable. I

turned up north to the Bath Eoad and
so saved my tyres."

Police Traps.

A Suffolk correspondent writes us afe

follows :
" Being a keen motor cyclist

I have much pleasure in giving notice

of a trap which is in operation on the
Leaden Eoad, Colchester. The trap is

in operation between the Stanway
Union and the turning to Colne, a

stretch of about a quarter of a mile.

I do not think this trap is in operation
the whole week through, but has been
working lately."

There is a trap ten miles in length
starting three miles from Chester and
ending seven miles from Warrington.
Another between Torpoint and Lis-

keard in Cornwall, on the End-to-enc'

route.

Cars and motor cycles are being

timed and numbers noted at Cattistock
and Holywell, on the Dorchester and
Yeovil Eoad. There are dangerous
corners at both places.

Eeaders who discover police traps

are requested to communicate them to

us for the benefit of other motor cyclists.
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WHITTLES'
CPATENT>

UNK-GRIP
Non-slip Endless Leather Belts for

MOTOR CYCLES, FANS, Etc.

Trebles the life of the Pulleys.

WHAT MANY OF OUR
CUSTOMERS SAY:

" Have had belt in use for over three

years."

" Done upwards of 20,000 miles."

"The only belt for heavy passenger

work."

" Five times cheaper than any other."

"The poor man's belt.

" No sign of slip."

" The ' no trouble ' belt."

" Have not taken belt off pulleys for

two years
"

" The best belt on the market."

Send for new Booklet w>th full directions and copies cf recent

testimonials.

Thos. Whittle & Sons, Ltd.,

Rose and Crown St., WARBItlGTON.

Telephone 365Y Teleg-ams—" Belt," Warrington.

In answering either of these advertisements it

Weather Makes
No Difference.

PROVIDED YOU HAVE THE RIGHT

TYRES AND THE RIGHT CLOTHING.

We have told you of the tyres (and the prices), now

here is the clothing, the PRACTICAL kind

:

"GAMAGE
WEATHERPROOFS"
These are made in either single

or double texture cloths, the

former are of course consider-

ably lower in price than the

latter, but from practical

experience we cannot recom-

mend them for motoring use.

The following prices therefore

are for best stout double-

texture materials only, the

other kind will be found priced

in our 100 page list.

SINGLE BREASTED JACK
ETS, 24/6, 28/6, 32/6,37/6.

DOUBLE BREASTED ditto,

with deep Prussian collar, 3/6
extra.

LEGGINGS, with gaiter fronts

or 0'' ERALLS, cut straight (as

illustrated) to wear over trous-

ers 10/11, 12/11, 16/6 and 21 /-

the pair.

CAP COVERS, with flap for

protection of back of head,

4/6, 5/6, 6/6 and 7/11.

DON'TBUY 'CHEAP WATERPROOFS'
They aie not cheap, and are not waterproof.

THE "RAMSEY" WATERPROOF JACKET with LEGGING
ATTACHMENT. An admirable garment giving complete
protection in the roughest weather. The leggings fold up
when not in use and are buttoned inside the coatside.

Prices of complete garment, stout double texture, 27/6,
32/6, 37/6.

WATERPROOF GAITER LEGGINGS, recommended to wear
with the above garment. Very easily slipped on and
thoroughly protecting the lower part of the leg and foot.

13 inches high with spats, 3/6 per pair.

THE " COLLINGWOOD " FULL THREE-QUARTER
LENGTH COAT: double-breasted, deep collar, strapped

cuffs. Heavy brown waterproof, price ^ifi/-

LEATHER WAISTCOATS WITH SLEEVES. These save
all risks of cold and chill through damp, and ordinary
clothing can be worn over them. Double-breasted Black
Leather with leather sleeves, all sizes, 21/-, others at 33/-,

40/-, 45/-.

Also a special line in Tan, Green, or Dark Brown, 30/-.
Get one now and be prepared for anythinj^.

120 large page fully illustrated list post free.

^Big),s3ExaiiS!:'>S'^
CMEA.PSIDEr.

is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.
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Gradua Gear.
What riders say about it :

Messrs. Zenith Motors, Ltd. 20th May, 1908.
Dear Sirs,—I have to express my complete satisfaction with

the ' Zenette ' with ' Gradua Gear.' I gave up a practically new
machine of first-class make simply because 1 wanted more com-
fort on the long journeys I have to take. I went for a 70 mile
run yesterday and returned feeling perfectly fresh, and not in the
least stiff. The gear enabled me to soar up River HiU, and has
quite proved its reliability and practicability. As tests, I tried

last week stopping and restarting on the steepest parts of Brockley
Hill and Netherhall Gardens, in both cases most successfully.

Believe me, Dear Sirs, etc.

25/5/08
I have now ridden close upon 1,300 miles, and

Dear Sirs,

I think you would like to hear I am pleased with the Zenette I bought from you this last Easter,
given it a thorough trial, and have nothing but praise to give you. I am a hard rider, riding nearly every day, and since 1902 have had many motor
bicycles, but none of them come up to the Zenette. I think the control and steering is perfect, and in traffic I can go at a walking pace with your
' Gradua ' Gear, and stand still with the engine running, and without getting off start again, not having to dismount and then run and jump on, as in

the old days. Up hills it flies, but if wanted will either crawl up or go at a comfortable speed, and will start in the middle of a steep hill. I certainly
would not be without your ' Gradua ' Gear now I have once had a machine with it, and I say the same in regard to the spring frame ; it is as comfort-
able as a car ; and another thing I like is the way it will turn in any ordinary road without stopping the engine or dismounting. Yours truly, etc.

What the Press says about this unique mount :

The Daily Telegraph (Motor Editor) says :
" The ' Zenette ' double-spring frame is quite unique. It is designed to give absolute immunity from

vibration to the rider, and it consists of two members pivoted horizontally about the centre, so as to be capable of angular movement in a vertical
direction, like the Umbs of a pair of scissors. The members are of a somewhat rectangular design, and are connected at each comer by tension and
compression springs. The back wheel and the engine, etc., are carried on the one member, and the front wheel and the driver on the other ; but any
shock to the front wheels does not act directly on the rider, as it is intercepted by a central hinge between the two members, and is absorbed there by
the action of it, which becomes raised or depressed as necessary. This action is entirely compensating, and the running is, therefore, most luxurious."

The People (Motor Editor) says :
" My readers will probably remember that the Zenith Motor Co. have specialised for some years past in the

matter of spring frames for motor cycles, and it was that particular point of the machine which I was most anxious to test. Let me say at once that
the spring frame was a great success. In the old days I had a rigid frame machine, but had to give it up owing to the vibration transmitted to my
poor body from the inequalities of the road surface, and my recent ride fully demonstrated to me that the one great objection to the smallest form of
automobile had been done away with entirely by the four-coil springs—two in front and two behind—fitted to the ' Zenette.' As for the variable gear—known as the ' Gradua '—I have nothing but praise for it, too. I think the gear will prove an unqualified success."

L

TRIAL RUNS OF THIS MAGNIFICENT MACHINE MAY BE HAD (BY APPOINTMENT ONLY).

ZENITH MOTORS, LTD., 119, Stroud Green Road, LONDON, N. (Station

:

FIN8BURY PARK). I

THE

CHATER
LEA

CARETTE
A light, handy two-seatep for
all roads and all weathers.
No water-cooling system to

freeze.

GOLD MEDAL. London to Edinburgh.

With High Tension Magneto Ignition,

95 GUINEAS.
The Chater Lea Carette (Reg. 512135^ may be regarded as the Next Step for the Motor Cyclist as

UtT/ °^ l' r'^'f
°^ appearance, safety, sociability, speed, and comfort. In these respects k equals the or hodoxlight car, while It is free from the usual complications of water-cooling and a differential gear. The Encine is a

LeJcLTdutcri'o'Z cl'L'.t T"'-
^ '5 '""•'

--%1^-^r^^y
Pl-^d. The Transmission is through a fnkathe?faced cone clutch to a compact two-speed gear. The driving shaft is arranged as a continuation of the engine shaft

LffrearXeel'^Rea: H ohT ^ '' terminates in a sprocket from whence the drive is by Hans RenJjd chSn to the

StarWn^Tsbv^s^^h!!^! k\ '^^"^1"'°""'^^^^ ^^'^ ^"^^ ^^^^ ^"*^^"^1 expanding metal-to-metal brakesotarting is by usual handle, which is geared up to engine.

PROMPT DELIVERY. TRIAL RUNS BY APPOINTMENT.
Works s 114-120, Colden Lane, London,

In answering either of these advertisements it is riesirdble that yon mention ''The Motor Cycle."

E.C.
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The M.II. and Affiliation.

The Motor Union last week re-

ceived enquiries with regard to

affiliation from two newly inaugurated
motor 'cycle clubs. The secretary will

be glad to answer any enquiries from
clubs considering their affiliation

arrangements for next year.

The T.T. Shilling Prize Fund.

As mentioned elsewhere, a shilling

fund has been started to assist the

A.C.U. to provide cash prizes for suc-

cessful competitors in the T.T. motor
cycle race on the 22nd inst. One shilling

postal orders or stamps should be sent

to the Secretary, the A.C.U. , 18, Down
Street, Piccadilly, W. The Motor
Cycle has subscribed 100 shillings to

this fund, and in forwarding the

cheque for this amount to Mr. Straight,

the secretary, we asked him to

send us a list of names of donors for

publication in The Motor Cycle next

week.

Prizes in the T.T. Motor Cycle Race,

Lord Eaglan; Lieutenant-Governor of

the Isle of Man, has consented to pre-

sent the A.C.U. trophies to their

respective winners at the Palace

Theatre, Douglas, on the even-

ing of the 24th inst.

carry the ignition apparatus of minute
dimensions in their pockets and the
petrol in a pocket flask connected by
a tube with the carburetter. As an
official of an important contest said to

us a week or two ago, "It is a diffi-

cult matter to frame rules which will

cover everything."

Danger of Stray Cattle at Night.

Ofte7i have we drawn attention to the
danger of stray horses being left on the
open road at night, quite a number of

accidents having occurred to motorists,

motor cyclists, and cyclists thro'igh

colliding with animals in the dark. A
collision of this kind by a motor cyclist

and a horse last Friday evening at

Binley, near Coventry, has unfortu-
nately proved fatal to the motor cyclist,

Mr. C. W. Ripley, of Thirsk. The rider
was returning to Coventry from Rugby
late on Friday evening on his

motor bicycle and ran into one of a

number of horses roaming about the
roadway. He must have alighted on
his head, for he was taken home and
attended to, but passed away early the

next morning. So long as cattle and

An Enterprising Photographer.

Visitors to the seaside may
have noticed that it is considered

an attraction by photographtrs

on the sands to have an imitation

motor car in which to pose their

customers. We were much
amused on a recent visit to

Scarborough to see that one
enterprising photographer had
gone one better than his rivals

and staged a real 1^ h.p. Minerva
motor bicycle of ancient origin

for his customers to sit on for

the purpose of a photograph.

What an honour to sit on a

seven year old motor bicycle

!
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FUTURE EVENTS.

Danger of High Hedges.

We regret to hear of a collision

that occurred between a motor
cyclist, the son of Mr. R. de B.

Crawshay, the well-known Kent
automobilist, and a motor van.

It occurred at a road corner near
Bromley, and was mainly
attributable to the absurdly high hedge
viz., eight and a half feet at the corner

and leading thereto. As a result of the

accident it will be clipped to a reason-

able height. The motor cyclist happily
only sustained bruises ard cuts, but the
machine was badly smashed.

La Coupe d'Evreux.

This French race will be held on
the Route de Cambolle on the 20th
inst. There are classes for tricars and
motor bicycles. The motor bicycles

will be divided into classes for

machines with engines of quarter litre

and one-tnird litre capacity and light-

weights under 65 lbs. One of the rules
in the last class is that the machines
must be fitted with pedals, silencer,

and mudguards, and in addition the
ignition apparatus and tanks must be
fixed to the bicycle frame. Surely
competitors have not commenced to

Sept. 12—Motor Cycling Club Petrol Consumption Tests.

„ 12—Leeds M.C.C. Speed Contest in Temple-
newsam Park (One Class Open).

„ 12—^Newcastle and District M.C.C. Hill Climb.

„ 19—Motor Union Provincial Meeting at Oxford.

,, 22—The International Auto Cycle Tourist Trophy
Race in the Isle of Man.

Oct. 3—Bradford M.C.C. Open Hill Climb.

„ 3^Penalty Run for Members of the A.C.U. and
Clubs in the South of England Districts

affiliated to it.

,, 10—A.C.U. Council Meeting at Leamington Spa.

„ 17—Auto Cycle Union Quarterly Trial of Motor
Cycles, Uxbridge to Banbury and back.

,, 21—Motor Union General Committee Meeting.

Nov. 20-28—Thirty-second Annual Stanley Show, at

the Agricultural Hall, Islington.

,, 28 to Dec. 13—Paris Salon Exhibition of Motor
Cycles, Cars, and Accessories.

^<)^
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horses are allowed to stray loose on the
road there will always be a certain risk

in riding at night, and no motor cyclist

should venture out without a powerful
lamp, and then only proceed at a mode-
rate pace.

Stadium Record Beaten.

Some 15,000 spectators attended the
London Schools Swimming Champion-
ships at the Stadium on Saturday last.

and incidentally witnessed some smart
motor cycle racing on the part of C.

R. Collier and H. Martin, both of

whom were on Matchless machines.
Three matches were ridden, and Collier

also made an attack on the mile
Stadium record of Im. 3s. In this he
was successful, covering the distance
in Im. 2|s. The first match was over
a mile from a flying start, and Collier

won by fifty yards in Im. 10s. The
second was a standing start three

miles, Martin wimiing easily in 3m.
55s., and the third, a five miles flying
start, in which an excellent race went
to Collier by ten yards in 6m. 59|s.

Motor Cyclists at the R.A.C. Meeting.

in the programme of the motor
gymkhana held in connection with the
visit of the R.A.C. to Norwich last
week-end, one motor cycle event was
included. This took the form of a
potato race, in which the rider was re-

quired to drop a potato into four
buckets sot along the course, and re-
turning take them out again. This
had to be performed twice. Four
competitors took part, the event being
won by R. 0. Clark on a four-cylinder
F.JSI., A. G. Reynolds on a 5 h.p. twin
Vindec being second. So dexterous
did the latter show himself in the
manipulation of the tubers, even to-

carrying them in his mouth, that he
might have been potato sowing all his-
life. F. .Straight, on a 3^ h.p.
Triumph, was third.

Sirens, Whistles, and Cutouts.

The Royal Automobile Club has
sent us a long circular letter for
publication under the heading of
"The Dust Problem and the In-
considerate Driving of Motor
Vehicles." We regret we have
not space to publish the whole
of this appeal to motorists, but
we notice that the Club very
wisely suggests that all motor
cars should be provided with a
reliable speedometer to enable
their drivers to accurately esti-

mate the speed at which they
travel. The Club further points,

out that the use of sirens, ex-
haust whistles, and exhaust cut-
outs only tend to arouse the
hostility of the public, and re-

commends their abolition. Motor
cyclists can do a great deal to
assist the cause also by driving
carefully and using a silencer.

Only a few days ago we saw a
man making himself obnoxious by
ambling up the wood paved
street of a Midland town on an
apparently home - made motor
bicycle minus any form of

silencer. Such exhibitions make
one wish that there was no law,

and that such idiots could be up-

set at sight.

Next Year's Improvements.

i^"r-om a casual inspection of two or

three new pattern motor cycles which
are now in course of construction,

there will be plenty of items of in-

terest for show visitors.

Is the Tricar Dead ?

We have received a number of letters

and two or three articles on the above
subject waich go a long way towards
a denial that the tricar is defunct.

Some of the letters will be published

as soon as space permits. The lighter

form of tricar appears to be the

desideratum of most motor cycliBts,

provided snch a machine will climb all

hills. Speeds in excess of the legal

limit are not sought after. Hill-

ciimbing is essential.'y a question of

gear ratio. A three-speed gear on a
light tricar would be ideal.
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Motor Union Oxford Meeting.
The programme for the Oxford Meeting of the Motor

Union on yaturday, the 19th inst., has been finally arranged

as follows :

10.30 a.m. to 1 p.m.—Committee meeting, Municipal Build-

ings.

2.30 p.m. to 3 p.m.—Meet of members. Motor cycles and

cars parked in St. Giles's.

3 p.m. to 4 p.m.—Afternoon tea, by the kind invitation

of the Oxford and District A.C., in the hall of Lincohi

College (by kind permission of the authorities).

3.30 p.m. to 6 p.m.—Members of the University will con-

duct members of the Union over the colleges and places

of interest in Oxford.

7 p.m. for 7.15 p.m.—Twelfth provincial dinner at the

Clarendon Hotel. Mr. W. Joynson-Hicks, M.P., in the

chair.

The meeting promises to be one of exceptional interest,

and it is hoped that a large number of members will avail

themselves of the arrangements made by the Oxford Club.

Mr. W. A. Matthews, lion. sec. of the Bocardo M.C.C.,

6, St. Aldates, Oxford, writes : "The occasion of the Motor
Union inter-club meet at Oxford, on Saturday, September

19th, would afford a good opportunity for motor cyclists to

get together for the purpose of meeting one another and
discussing matters of interest to the general body of motor
cyclists. With this end in view, I shall be glad if you will

insert this letter in The Motor Cycle, hoping by so doing
that those willing to attend will communicate with me as

soon as possible in order that the necessary arrangements
may be made."
A proposal having been made that a conference of motor

cyclists should be held on the occasion of the provincial

meeting of the Motor Union at Oxford, on Saturday, Septem-
ber 19th, the Motor Union is in communication with the

Bocardo Motor Cycling Club, of Oxford, as to the necessary
arrangements. Motor cyclic' s will be very welcome to the
meet at 2.30 p.m., when tlieir machines may be parked
in St. Giles. Afternoon tea will be served, by the kind
invitation of the Oxford and District Automobile Club, in

the hall of Lincoln College. Following this there will be a
tour of inspection throughout the colleges at 3.30, when
parties will be personally conducted by members of the
University. The twelfth provincial dinner will take place
under the chairmanship of Mr. W. Joynson-Hicks, M.P., at

the Clarendon Hotel, at 7 p.m.

The Tourist Trophy Motor Cycle Race.
The complete list of entries for the Tourist Trophy

Race for motor cycles, to be held in the Isle of Man
on Tuesday, September 22nd, is as follows:

Single

Entrant.

C. R. Collier

H. A. Collier

Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd.

Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd.
Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd.

R. W. Ellis (P)

C. Gordon Gibson (P)...

C. B. Franklin (P)

Brown Bros
W. G. McMinnies (P)...

H. Lister Cooper (P) ...

H. Brown (P)

Rex Motor Mfg. Co. ...

Rex Motor Mfg. Co. ...

N.S.U. Motor Co

4
4
31

3i

3i
31

3^

3i
3i
3i
3^

Rider.

Entrant

Cylinders.

Machine.

Matchless-J.A.P. ..

Matchless-J.A.P ,,

Triumph J. Marshall
Triumph W. F. Newsome
Triimiph J. H. Slaughter

Rex Entrant
Triumph ,,

Chater-Lea-J.A.P. ... ,,

Brown R. M. Brice

Triumph Entrant
Triumph ,,

Trimnph ,,

Rex F. E. Barker
Rex 0. C. Godfrey
N.S.U R. Bell

MiTLTI-CYLINDERS

.

w.
w.
A.

5 Norton Entrant
7 Matchless-J.A.P....H. V. Colver
6-7 Bat-J.A. P. R. M. White
5 Vindec Special Entrant
6-7 Bat-J.A.P
5 Jap ,,

5 Norton ,,

5 Vindec Special ... C. E. Bennett
6 F.N. (four) Entrant
5 Rex ,,

3^ Young-Bentinck „
7 Crownfield „
5 Dot-Peugeot ,,

5 Rex W. Heaton
5 Rex J. C. Smyth
5 Rex P. Applebee, jun.

5 F.N. (four) Entrant
4 N.S.U. M. Geiger
3^ Young-Bentinck ... E. G. Genisa
5 Vindec Special ......... Entrant
6 N.S.U
5 Rex ,,

Private owner.

H. Rem Fowler (P)

H. Collier

Bat Motor Mfg. Co. ...

W. H. Wells
W. H. Bashall (P)

Noel E. Drury (P)

S. C. Perryman (P) ...

H. Wells
Gurr
J. Moorhouse (P) ...

E. G. Young
E. Vamey (P)

H. Reed
Rex Motor Mfg. Co. ...

Rex Motor Mfg. Co. ...

Rex Motor Mfg. Co. ...

R. 0. Clark
N.S.U. Motor Co
Messrs. Reliant & Bilbie

J. 0. M. Dixon (P) ...

J. Lang (P)

J. Baxter (P)

(P)

It will be seen that the total number reaches thirty-

seven—an increase -of eight over last year.

The distance is 158 miles 220 yards, which will be
ridden over the St. John's, Ballaeraine^ Kirk Michael,
Peel course, a map of which was published in last

£5 5

5
10
6 3

1 1

5 5

5

1 1

10 10
1 1

1 1

1 1

1 1

week's issue, page 681. The course has to be covered
ten times to complete the above distance.

Prize Fund for the Motor Cycle T.T. Race.
The following contributions have been received

towards the fund which has been established to

provide prizes, and, if possible, help to defray the

expenses, necessarily very heavy, of holding this

year's International Tourist Trophy Race for Motor
Cycles

:

Mr. A. J. Wilson
Mr. J. W. Orde
Mr. E. M. P. Boileau
Mr. J. W. F. Tranmer
Capt. Sir R. K. Arbuthnot, Bart.
The Motor Cycle ...

Miss Muriel Hind
Messrs. Campbell-Gray
Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd.
Mr. A. G. Reynolds
Mr. Paul Brodtmann
Mr. H. C. Horswill
West Essex A.C

Further donations will be greatly appreciated, and
should be sent as early as possible to the secretary oi

the A.C.U. at 18, Down Street, Piccadilly, W.
>-•••—<

The latest type of Midget Voltoo non-trembler coil is

being made in the following size, 2j4in. x 3%in. x

3 J^in., in addition to the ordinary Voltoo coils. These
coils are sold by the City Ignition Co., 14, Spencer

Street, Goswell Road, E.C.

Riders of twin Vindecs or any users of motor cycles

fitted with Peugeot 5 h.p. engines will be interested

to know that the South British Trading Co., Ltd.,

13-15, Wilson Street, Finsbury, E.C, have just

introduced a new pattern adjustable pulley with remov-

able pressed steel flanges. The pulley measures 6^ in.

diameter over all, and will give a range of gears

varying between 3 and 6 to i. Right and left-

hand threads are used for locking the flanges, so that

the action of the belt always has a tendency to keep

the inside flange tightly locked against the shoulder

and the outside flange against the loc^' -"" ""he

great . advantage of the pulley is thai ^es

are detachable for replacement when wo.
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CLUB NEWS.
Leeds M.C.C.

At a meeting of the committee of the above club it was
resolved to present bronze medals and certificates to all the
invited riders in the Leeds-London and back competition
who finished in the specified time.

On Saturday and Sunday, September 19th and 20th, a
reliability trial for private owners to Scarborough and back
has been arranged, starting from Eoundhay Post Office at
three o'clock, and returning from Scarborough on Sunday at
three o'clock. Entry fee, 2s. 6d. ; taken on the spot. It
is proposed to hold a gymkhana in the near future.

Southern M.C.

The above club held its second mixed hill-climb last

week-end, and secured a very good entry. The handicap
worked out a very close finish, five seconds only separating
first, second, and third. Results as follows : 1, E. K. Davies
(5 h.p. Peugeot), 4s. start; 2, S. Goodley (3^ h.p. Triumph),
20s. start ; 3, W. J. Jones (5 h.p. Antoine), 8s. start. The
prizes, as usual, were presented as soon as the times were
worked out.

Members of the House Club, please note the final winding-
up meeting will be held at headquarters on October 1st, at
8 o'clock sharp.

Essex M.C.

In the list of survivors in the above club's twenty-four
hours run from Woodford to York and back, we gave the
name of F. W. Applebee, whereas we should have stated W.
H. Applebee, who completed the ride on a 3^ h.p. Rex. The
machines ridden by the successful competitors in the run
were : A. G. Reynolds (5 h.p. Vindec), P. G. Smith (3^ h.p.

Triumph), H. Silverlock (5 h.p. Noble), J. Evenett (5 h.p.

Peugeot), E. E. Leverett (5^ h.p. O.T.A.V.), W. Smith (2 h.p.

Moto-Reve), W. Pratt (3^ h.p. Phelon and Moore), H. R.
IJougal (5 h.p. Vindec), A. J. Sproston (5 h.p. Rex), A. P.

Howard (35 h.p. Triumph), and J. Browning (12 h.p. Riley
;ar).

Walthamstow M.C.

The above club held, in conjunction with the Walthamstow
lown Cycling Club, a gymkhana on the 29th ult. A potato
picking event, musical chairs, and carrying a glass of water
race, were all won by C. W. Lee (3^ h.p. Rex forecar).

On the 6th inst., the third round of the 100 miles for the

mnual dinner cup, over a course starting from Woodford to

Newmarket Heath, Cambridge, Stump's Cross, and back to

Epping, was run off. The following started. : L. Beckers
5 h.p. twin Kerry forecar), 0. C. Godfrey (5 h.p. twin Rex
Tiagneto sidecar), and J. W. Percival (6 h.p. twin Fafnir
iricar, magneto). L. Beckers punctured; the other two made
ion-stop runs.

There will be an inter-club run to Hunsdon on the 13th

xist., starting from headquarters at 10.30 a.m.

Glasgow M.C.C.

The final hill-climbing contest for 1908 was carried out on
ihe Lennoxtown, Fintry Hill, on Saturday, August 29th.

rhe timed course was about one mile and threequarters in

ength, but competitors were started from Strathblane, about
ive miles distant, so as to take the hill with hot engines.

Phis, and the fact that a strong wind was blowing downhill,
;au&ed several failures. The fastest times were made by C.

a. MacMillan (5 F.N.), time 3m. 7s. ; D. S. Baddeley
5 h.p. Baddeley), 3m. 9s. ; and William Deans (4^ h.p.

j.L. Minerva), 3m. 10s. The results on formula
C X T X G

ire as undernoted, the first, second, and third receiving a
;old, silver, and bronze medal respectively.

1 H. MacMillan (5 h.p. F.N.) ...

Fas. Roberts (3^ h.p. N.S.U.)
5. L. Matthew (5 h.p. F.N.)
^^m. Deans (4^ h.p. C.L. Minerva)
^ G. Bostock (3^ h.p. Triumph) ...

I. A. MacMillan (5 h.p. F.N.) ...

). S. Baddeley (5 h.p. Baddeley) ...

fohn C. Wilson (6 h.p. Jap)
fas. Konq, jnn. I2i h.p. N. S.U.I ...

fohn S. Bryce (2^ h.p. Quadrant) ...

Veight Figure
in Gear. of

lbs. merit.

388 . .. 5.93 ... 794
350 . .. 5.77 ... 715
364 . . 5.93 ... 697
327 . . 4.45 ... 668
350 . . 4.37 .. 660
388 . . 5.93 ... 637
363 . . 4.85 ... 588
329 . . 3.9 ... 538
966 . . 6 05 ... 473
305 . . 4.92 ... 398

Aeerington and District M.C.C.

A speed-judging competition was held in connection with
this recently formed club on the 22nd ult., and below will
be found the results. The course was from the headquarters,
Rechabites' Hall, to Mytton Bridge and back home—a distance
of fifteen miles. There were fourteen entries in the single
class and two entries in the passenger class. T. Grainger
and J. Beesley tied in the passenger class with 2.66% error.

Name and machine.

1. W
2. L.

3. H.
4. H.
5. H.
5. J.

7. W
8. G.
9. W"

10. J.

11. T.

H. Walmsley (3| h.p. Rex)
King (2 h.p. De Dion) ...

Franklin (2| h.p. Rover) ...

Riley (2| h.p. Minerva) ...

Ironfield (4 h.p. Werner) ...

Whitehead (3 h.p. Triumph)
Prescott (3-^- h.p. Minerva)
Marker (3^ h.p. Rex)
Taylor (2^ h.p. C.-G.) ...

Wilcox (3| h.p. Rex)
Granger (5 h.p. Rex)

Newcastle and District M.C.C.

Error
in

minutes.

. 1

1

. 2

. 2

. 8

. 10

. 11

. 18

. 13|

. 13

A non-stop run was held on August 30th to Jedburgh and
back, a total distance of 108 miles. The weather conditions
were very unsettled, heavy rains being encountered at vari-
ous parts of the route, especially at Jedburgh, where it was
exceedingly heavy. The judges have made their awards as
follows : First prize (trophy given by G. W. Parkinson),
Robson Crosier (3^ h.p. N.S.U.) ; second prize (club silver
medal), Thos. Smith (3^ h.p. Triumph) ; third prize (club
enamelled bronze medal), L. Rosenvinge (3| h.p. N.S.U.).
Bronze medals were awarded to the following riders who made
non-stops : Capt. Sir R. K. ArbuthnOt, Bart., R.N. (3i h.p.
Triumph), S. W. Carty (3| h.p. N.S.U.), H. W. C. Bell
(4 h.p. N.S.U.), F. Mallett (6 h.p. N.S.U.), F. Holzapfel

'a '»', I
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R.A.Clmeetlngfat Norwich on Saturday. The only event for motor cyclists

at the gymkhana was a potato race, in which Messrs. Collins (2| h.p. two-
; speed Anglian), F. Straight ' (3i h.p. Triumph),, B. O. Clark (four-cylinder

F.N.), and A. G. Reynolds (5 h.p. Vindec) were competitors.

(4 h.p. CLE.), D. Mallett (4 h.p. N.S.U.), A. Fenwick (5 h.p.

Vindec-Special), R. L. Atkinson (3| h.p. N.S.U.), G. S.

Walker (3 h.p. F.D.W.), W. H. Outwin (3^ h.p. Triumph),
and W. F. Garbutt (3^ h.p. Cheviot-Fafnir).
For September 12th a hill-climb has been arranged. Meet-

ing place, Minsteracres Gates, Durham, at 2 p.m., then via
Blaydon and Prudhoe. First class, single-cylinders ; second
class, twin-cylinders ; third class, passenger machines.
Winner to be decided in each class on A.C.U. formula.
Entry fee, 2s.

On the 13th inst. team trials will be held. Start at 9 a.m.,

Barras Bridge Hotel; finish at 3, Mile Bridge, Gosforth.
Minimum riding time, 6h. 45m. ; maximum riding time, 7h.

26m. Stop at Kelso, Spread Eagle Hotel. Dinner ready at

12.30 p.m. Compulsory stop, two hours. Route—Morpeth,
Wooler, Cornhill, Coldstream, Kelso, Crailing, Jedburgh,
Otterburn, Ponteland, and Newcastle.
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Stockport and District M.C.C.

On the 12th inst. the above club will hold a

members' hill-climb. Two prizes will be given for the single

class and two prizes for the twin class. A special prize will

also be given for the fastest time of the day. The results

will be decided on formula. A prize will be given to the

best results obtained in the passenger class, i.e., sidecars,

forecars, and quadcars (trailers will not be allowed)
._

Any-

motor cyclist wishing to enter may do so on condition he

becomes a member of the club by paying a subscription of

10s. The fee for entry will be 2s. 6d. for one machine for

one class. Entry forms can be obtained from the hon. sec,

H. Marsden, George's Road, Stockport.

York County M.C.C.

By kind permission of the Hon. E. Lindsay Wood, the

above club held its annual speed trials on a private road
in the Temple Newsome estate. The events were run in

various classes, according to bore of engine, the winners of

each class again competing for first, second, and third.

Class 1.—1, R. Durham (3^ h.p. Triumph), Class 2.—1,

C. S. Allan (3^ h.p. Triumph). Class 3.—1, C. Wilson (3^
h.p. Triumph). Final.—1, C. Wilson, who becomes the
holder of the Charge silver challenge trophy and the club's

standard gold medal ; 2, C. S. Allan, silver medal ; 3, R.
Durham, bronze medal.
R. Durham made fastest time, his speed working out at

53^ miles per hour. Electric timing was used, and the
times were taken by the official timekeeper, Mr. E. Simpson.
Members are requested to note that the next competition

is the third quarterly trial, which has been fixed for Saturday,
September 19th,

Hull and East Riding A.C.C.

The results of the Spout hill-climbing competition, held on
the 29th ult., are : Class I.—1, Mrs. A. Tomlinson

(2i h.p. J.A.P.), figure of merit 8.932; 2, Mr. J.

Richards (2| h.p. Minerva), 8.776. Class 11.—1,
Mr. G. Bosville (3^ h.p. Triumph, 1908), 9.413; 2,

Mrs. Tomlinson (2^ h.p. J.A.P.), 8.494; 3, Mr. V.
Butters (3^ h.p. 1908 Triumph), 7.943. Class III.

—1, Mr. 0. Tholemeler (6 h.p. N.S.U.), 7.375; 2,

Sergt. -Major Evans (5 h.p. Vindec Special), 5.234.

Inc Hull to London non-stop run on Saturday
next will include controls at Lincoln, Bourne, Peter-
borough, Biggleswade, and Highgate (London).
Competitors will leave Hull at 7.20 by ferry for

New Holland. There will be a stop at Peter-
borough for lunch, and competitors are expected to

arrive at Highgate at 6.30 p.m. The awards will

be : First, club prize, value £2 2s. ; second, given
by Mr. C. Nicholson ; third, given by the club,

value 10s. 6d. Bronze medals will also be given
to all competitors who complete the run by 8 p.m.
The picnic to Kelnsea and Spurn, announced for

September 12th, is postponed until the 20th.

Newcastle M.C.

The annual picnic of this club was held on the
30th ult., on the Ottercaps. The weather condi-
tions were somewhat boisterous, two heavy rain-

storms being encountered, but notwithstanding this

a company of about fifty members, with their ladies

and visitors from the Lincolnshire and Sunderland
clubs, assembled and were entertained to an " al

fresco " luncheon by the captain of the club (Mr.
Wm. Dunn).
Two interesting competitions were held, one of which was

a " motor trap " competition, in which competitors were
timed over a measured course, and had, on being challenged,

to declare the speed in miles per hour at which they were
travelling. Some particularly close guessing was the result.

Mr. Isaac Baty (35 h.p. Dene) was first in the class for motor
bicyclists, having calculated his time within threequarters of

a second ; whilst Mr. Alan G. Robson (8 h.p. Minerva) in

the class for passenger motor cyclists was within thirteen-

fortieths of a second of his time. Mr. Frank Little (25 h.p.

Weigel) took first prize in the class for motor, cars.

In the tug-of-war the President's (A. J. Lucas's) team
pulled Mr. Isaac Baty's team ; and the Captain's team, after

a very exciting struggle, were victors over the team of Mr.
A. Parkin, the treasurer. In the final pull the President's

team, with their superior weight, gained an easy victory.

The large party of motorists returned to Newcastle in the

evening, without any untoward incident or mishap.

On On
time. formula

... 6

... 2
... + 2|s. ... 1

... + 9s. ... 3

... -i-ll|s. ... 5

... +12s. ... 4
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Crewe and District M.C.

This club's hill-climbing competition, which was held on
the 29th ult., went off very satisfactorily. Nine entries had
been received, but only seven faced the starter. Results :

Rider and machine.
*A. de S. Hulton (6 h.p. Primo-J.A.P.)
*S. Stubbs (3i h.p. Triumph)
A. M. Tatham (3^ h.p. Matchless-J. A. P.;

P. S. Robinson (3^ h.p. Triumph) ...

C. G. Edwards (3^ h.p. Triumph) ...

G. Harvey (3-2 h.p. Triumph)
*Equal in speed.

Birmingham M.C.C.

A hill-climb was held on the 30th ult. for Mrs. F. 6.
Sandison's prize, on Farlow Bank, Clee Hills. This hill is

a particularly difiicult one to negotiate, there being a right-

angled corner with gradient about 1 in 6^, and a hairpin bend
farther up, gradient about 1 in 5. The surface is fair, but
the road is not above 9ft. wide. So difficult is it that the
prize was offered for the best attempt. Two-speed gears were
not allowed. The only competitor to reach the top was A. M.
Lomax on a standard 1908 Triumph, ahd he climbed it twice
in succession. The order of mei'it was judged, by observa-
tion, to be as follows : A. Manning Lomax (3^ h.p. Triumph),
H. Rem Fowler (5 h.p. Norton), H. C. Rapier (5 h.p. N.S.U.),
A. Wilby (3^ h.p. Brown), C. Winwood (5 h.p. Rex), A.
Shrieves (5 h.p. Rex), H. J. Heaven (3^ h.p. Quadrant), R.
W. Duke (3^ h.p. Triumph), E. C. F. Evans (5 h.p. Rex),
and Reg. Samson (3^ h.p. L.M.C.).

Middlesbrough and District M.C.C.

Mr. Geoffrey W. Liddle has resigned the secretaryship of
the club, and Mr. S. L. Gjertson, of 10, Bridge Street, has
l>een appointed in his stead.

A " motor trap " competition, worked on police lines and with realistic effect, was held by
the Newcastle Motor Club. Competitors were timed over a measured course, and had on being
challenged to declare the speed in m.p.h. at which they were travelling.

The results of the 200 miles reliability run to Berwick-
on-Tweed have now been announced. There were fourteen
entries, but only half that number started. H. Fairgrieve

(3^ h.p. Triumph) is the winner, his greatest disparity
between controls being only .253 minute per mile; J. H.
Dale (3| h.p._ N.S.U.) is second; and W. T. Walton (3^ h.p.

Triumph) third. Mr. Fairgrieve also won a gold medal
presented by the Triumph Motor Co. for the best perform-
ance made on a Triumph machine, and Mr. Burnett the
gold medal presented by the Rex Motor ]\ianufacturing Co.

for the best performance on a Rex motor cycle.

A successful team competition was held in Cleveland,
Yorkshire, on the 29th ult. Three teams competed. Com-
petitors were allowed 2^ hours to complete the double journey,
but were not allowed the use of watches. Mr. George's team
(No. 2) made the best running, having an average of 2m. 20s.

over the time allowed, but the team was disqualified, and No.
3 were declared winners with an average of 5m. 10s. over time.
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A Neiv Longuemare Carburetter.

MOTOR cyclists are always interested in anything

introduced by the firm of Longuemare, and
particularly those who possess machines fitted

with this excellent carburetter. The latest

form is the Model Y, and is so constructed that the

control is effected by

means of a single lever.

The float chamber and its

accessories remain a s

before, but the carbu-

retting or mixing chamber
O terminates at the top in

a cone V, in which are

three openings, which can

be opened or closed more
or less by means of a

conical shutter U forming

part of the movable barrel

T, which is rotated by

means of the lever S. At
the bottom of the mixing

chamber are holes X, from
which the bottom air

supply is taken. In addi-

tion, there are three large

extra air openings P, also
A new mode' Longuemare with

adjustable bottom air.

controlled by the rotation of the barrel T. At the base

of the barrel T there are three openings, so shaped that

they control the supply of air taken in at X. It ^^ill

therefore be seen that the rotatiori of the single barrel T
serves to control the openings X at the base, the extra
air openings at P, and the throttle at U V. This
carburetter, therefore, when fitted with the correct size

of spray should be practically automatic, as at a

given speed of the engine it will provide the correct

mixture at all positions of the single lever S. However,
in our experience, in the case of motor cycles with
single gears it has been found expedient, up to the
present, to provide a means whereby the mixture can
be enriched by the closing of the additional air

openings, leaving the throttle in its full open position.

One lever is provided, but no handle-bar control for

the lever S. It would, however, be a matter of ease to

fit a Bowden wire and cable to the handles.

We have not tried a machine fitted with this carbu-
retter, but our opinion with regard to it is that on a
motor bicycle engine of small dimensions which runs
at very high speeds it will probably be found to do
all that is claimed for it, and on a motor bicycle fitted

with a change speed gear it may also be very handy in

use. On a single-geared motor bicycle at varying

engine speeds we shall still pin our faith to the hand-
controlled extra air and throttle working independently
of one another. Readers desiring further particulars of

this new model should apply to E. J. Hardy, Bishop
Street, Coventry.

A Suggested Gear for

SEVERAL readers have written and asked us from

time to time if it is possible to fit a change-speed

gear to the four-cylinder F.N. motor bicycle.

Our reply has hitherto been that the machine is

so constructed that it is practically impossible to fit a

two-speed gear without a number of structural altera-

tions. However, Mr. G. H. Walker, of 3, Brentwood

Villas, Albany Road, Worcester, has sent us drawings

of a gear which he has designed for F.N. motor cycles,

and we reproduce one of them herewith.

A is the outer member of the clutch, consisting of a

cast-iron annular ring bolted to the bored out flywheel

already in existence on F.N. machines. The inner

member B is a phosphor bronze ring driving the primary

gearshaft through a flexible coupling as shown. On
this shaft are fixed two bevel wheels C and D, and on

an extension of the secondary shaft revolve loosely two

corresponding gear wheels E and F. Between them

the Four=cylindered F.N.
is mounted a sliding jaw clutch H, which can be made
to slide either on feathers or on a square on the shaft.

Jaws are cut in the two faces of the clutch which engage
with corresponding teeth cut on the two faces of the

gear wheels next to the clutch. The clutch H is moved
by a lever working in a quadrant placed at the side

of the bicycle. Beyond altering the position of the

engine slightly, there is no difficulty in making a gear

of this description and applying it to F.N. motor

bicycles, but it would naturally be better and more
easily built into a frame which was in course of erection.

It is intended that the gear should be capable of

starting machine from a standstill.

>—•••-<
From time to time our contributor, " Ixion," has

referred in glowing terms to an attachment wherebv
nipples can be attached

to Bowden and other

stranded wires without the

use of solder. Many
motor cyclists will there-

fore be glad to know that

an exceedingly practicable

device, called " Cripples."

which serves this purpose
has been introduced by
Mr. F. L. Anderson, i, Furnival Street, Holborn, E.G.

The device in question consists of a disc-shaped head

drilled transversely and vertically, the vertical hole

not reaching the bottom of the head. The wire is

inserted through the transverse hole, and the rivet is

driven downwards with a hammer and burred well over,

when the head is firmly fixed in position. No solder is

needed at all.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor. " The Motor Cycle " 20, Tudor Street, E.G.. and should be acoompanled by the writer's full name and address.

Braking by Compression.

[3525.]—Adverting to the experiences of Mr. B. H.

Davies on the Moto-Reve, he states that after the failure of

the brakes he used the compression of the engine as a re-

tarder. Why not the two vacuum strokes (as recommended
by one very prominent manufacturer) instead of the single

compression stroke per cycle?

Many carburetters are now made and so fitted that the

rider has no option of braking by compression. A discussion

on this subject would prove interesting, and might lead to

the manufacturers altering their opinion, and also their car-

buretters, so that their customers could employ their com-

pression stroke or vacuum strokes at will.

ONE FOR COMPRESSION.

Belts and their Fasteners.

[3526.]—The following method as a fastener for rubber

belts, which I have used for the last two years, may interest

your readers. Take two pieces of leather, same width as

top and bottom of belt, about 2in long. Cut off corrugations

on under side of belt

V//;^y////////!^//A

\/'/f

for about lin. from each

end, and join up with
two wood screws (as

illustrated). Do not (
~^

^^ ^
punch holes in the belt,

^~^

but make holes with a small gimlet and screw the screws

into the belt. Put leather nuts on the top of the screws.

This fastener costs next to nothing, lasts some months, screws

never pull out, and it is fixed up in five mmutes. I use top

and bottom leather of old Watawata belts.

J. M. POOLEY.

Standard Machines in Hill-climbs.

[3527.]—In reply to the letter of the Rex Co. [No. 3523]

it is obvious no remarks of mine anent secrecy and deception

could apply to any advertised extra, such as the Rex ball

bearings, which have been openly marketed to the public for

many months past. B. H. DAVIES.

[3528.]—I am really glad that Mr. Davies has taken

up the above question in earnest. At present hill-climbing

competitions prove little or nothing, and standard machines
should not only be specified in the rules, but insisted upon
by the officials.

I gave up competition riding some time ago, but I was
present at the Coventry M.C. Newnham hill-climb, and
took great interest in examining the competitors' machines,
especially as I noticed the club's rules were very complete
and clear, and endeavoured to bar special machines from
all except the open class. One clause in the rules was :

" With the exception of Class 4, all machines must be
fitted with an efficient silencer, two brakes, metal motor
cycle mudguards, touring saddle, roadster motor cycle tyres,

lamp, toolbag with tools weighing not less than 5 lbs., stand,

and motor cycle horn. Tanks must hold at least one gallon
of petrol with the exception of Class 4. Cut-outs will not
be allowed."
Now, everybody dislikes grumblings but I feel I must

support Mr. Davies in his true statements. I and several

friends particularly noticed the very scanty equipment of

the Triumph ridden by W. G. McMinnies, who is announced
as winner of The Motor Cycle rose bowl. This machine was
the rigid forked racer used on the Brooklands track some
months ago, and did not conform to the rules in that it

had 2in. tyres with smooth covers, a tiny cycle saddle, and
was minus a proper toolbag, lamp, and horn. Surely none
of the officials noticed the machine, but I heard two competi-

tors complaining. Now I ask, is it fair that one rider be

allowed to commit several breaches of the rules, and not be

disqualified, even when competing against machines conform-
ing to the rules? Mr. McMinnies cannot truthfully say that

his machine was a standard model and equipped according

to the rules, for every reader can satisfy himself on this point

by referring to the photograph of Mr. McMinnies ascending
Newnham Hill, ou page 661 of the issue of The Motor Cycle,

August 26th. Also note the dropped handle-bars.

I sincei^ely trust the committee of the Coventry Club will

peruse this letter. If in face of the above facts Mr.
McjNIinnies is allowed to have the prize, we shall all wonder
what rules are for. GERALD H. DAY.

[3529.]—Your correspondent, Mr. B. H. Davies, has
earned the thanks of the whole motor cycling community by
making public facts which, though well known to those
who have made a study of the pastime in all its aspects, have
been a constant source of disappointment and dissatisfaction

to the ordinary amateur, who was at a loss to account for

the apparent inferiority of his own machine.
Nothing is so exasperating as to purchase a machine on

the strength of its consistent wonderful performances in open
competition, only to find, when delivered, that it will fail on
gradients up which the maker's special mount will fly at

forty miles per hour. Of course, the makers are out to win,
otherwise they would be merely wasting time and money,
besides risking their reputations, and if A enters a machine
with abnormally high compression, light pistons, light tyres,

weight cut down to the minimum, etc., B must do likewise
or go to the wall.

Nor is this state of things confined to the motor cycle in-

dustry. I remember, not long ago, a certain car, made some
distance from London, was sent down south to compete in

some speed trials for standard touring cars. The London
agents suggested that it would be a good opportunity to clear

off a number of trial runs which had been booked, but the
manufacturers replied that it would be impossible to give
trial runs until the car had been back to the works to have
the racing engine exchanged for a touring one.

It seems to me that the only solution of the problem is to
introduce trade classes in all hill-climbs and speed events,
making a rule that the machines entered must be chosen from
stock by the committee or officials of the A.C.U., and sealed.

Of course the greatest difficulty would be in dealing with the
maker's tame amateur, but I think if the latter consistently
beat the trade rider on his standard machine, the public
would soon draw their own conclusions. It may be some
comfort to the novice to know that for all ordinary purposes
his own machine is infinitely superior to the maker's freak
hill-climber, which is utterly useless for touring purposes,
and that it is impossible to make a machine excel in one
branch of sport without sacrificing something in another.

LOOKER ON.
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[3530.]—It is very gratifying to learn that the Rex Co.

'would like to wipe away any suggestion" that the Rex
iiachines at Newnham were other than standard. This being

D, I should like to ask them the following questions :

1. Since w?iea has the quaint carburetter used by their

ider, Mr. G. L. Evans, been standard on their 3^ h.p.

lattern ?

2. Would they mind explaining for the benefit of possible

ustomers the purpose of the mechanically operated device

n it, worked off the inlet valve tappet?

3. As Mr. G. L. Evans's 3^ h.p. Rex was of larger bore

han any other 3^ h.p. Rex entered at Newnham, viz.,

3 mm., was it a standard 1909 machine, and the others

908, or was it 1908 and the others 1907?
4. I notice two "standard" 2| h.p. Rexes were entered

t Newnham in Class I., both ridden by trade men. The
imensions of one engine were 82 x 70, and the other 76 x 76.

Vhich is the standard, or do the Rex Co. market two different

tandard 2| h.p. machines?
I quite agree with the Rex Co. that there is no deception

bout their ball bearing engines. They have openly adver-
ised and illustrated this fitment as an extra for some time
ast, but Mr. Davies did not name it in his complaints.

Gordon Gibson, who will ride his Tourist Trophy Triumph in ihe race

in the Isle of Man on Tuesday week.

I should further like to ask Mr. A. W. Bentley if his

'riumph was a "standard tourist" or a "standard Tourist
trophy " ? I am not casting any aspersions on the veracity
i his entry form particulars, but all entrants in Class II.

?ere supposed to ride a machine equipped in accordance with
he rules. But whether he knows it or not, I fancy there
i?ere sundry differences between his machine and my own
oadster Triumph, having carefully examined his machine
or myself. For instance, I do not think his wheels were
.nywhere near so heavy as mine, and so when he says it is

' standard," I feel sure he must mean " standard Tourist
trophy," and not "standard roadster."

OBSERVER.
We published a paragraph last week containing a remark of

Mr. Bentley's which was misunderstood by us. The
sentence should have read, "The machine he rode at
Newnham was not a T.T. model."

—

Ed.]

[3531.]—I read with interest letter No. 3523 re standard
nachines in hill-climbs, and feel inclined to taJce exception to
ome of the Rex Co.'s remarks. Are the company prepared
o supply me with a machine similar in every respect to the
me ridden by the winner in the Bolton Motor Club's recent
lill-climb, and which made fastest time in the Manchester
IJIub's hill-climb. May 16t,h, at list price? And is it not a

fact that the 3^ h.p. Rex that was placed second in the ]a.st

named event was a special machine brought from their works
by G. Lee Evans and lent to Heaton for that event? Both
above machines are departures from standard models.

AN ALSO RAN.

[3532.]—The articles which appear from time to time in

your valuable paper from the facile pen of Mr. B. H. Davies
are always fascinating reading, and the one on the above
subject in last week's issue is no exception.
Having been a very interested spectator at the Coventry

Club's hill-climb on August 15th, at Newnham, may I enquire
how Mr. Davies discovered that the majority of the promi-
nent machines had a far higher compression ratio than any
standard touring machine. Surely, manufacturers and their

experts at hill-climbs would not give information to amateurs
as to what different ratios of compression (if any) they use
for touring and hill-climbing, nor is it likely that Mr. Davies
went into the elaborate operations of dismantling the cylinders
of the winning machines and carefully and accurately measur-
ing the contents of their clearance volumes.
As far as I could judge, the successful machines were

standard T.T. models, i.e., machined of slightly lighter and
lower build, without pedals, and some without spring forks,

and there is nothing to prevent any amateur from purchasing
a T.T. model for general use. I saw several of them in use
as touring machines in the End-to-end run. There is no
reason to believe that these machines had specially high
degrees of compression to enable them to develop abnormal
power during the very short period while climbing Newnham
Hill, in which case there is nothing to prevent any amateur
with sufficient experience and time for practice from equal-

ling, or even beating, a trade rider on one of these machines.
If, however, Mr. Davies is correct in stating that these

machines had abnormally high compression for obtaining
abnormal power during a short period of time, but unsatis-

factory running and overheating"under normal touring con-

ditions, then I beg his pardon, and sympathise with him, for

he is casting no slur on the makers, as winning a hill-climb

would then chiefly depend upon structural alterations inside

the engine, and not so much on driving skill and ability to

tune up the engine and carburetter.

To conclude, may I suggest that it would be extremely
useful and interesting to enthusiasts if the gear ratios used
by competitors in important hill-climbs were always published
in The Motor Cycle. J. T. CLARKE.
[We should like to be able to publish gear ratios in all cases,

but they are usually most difficult to obtain with any
certainty of accuracy.

—

Ed.]

Handle-batiLocking Devices.

[3533.]—I do not suppose you are frequently addressed
by a patient in a hospital (do not be alarmed, this is not a

hospital for infectious diseases, so there is no need to be in

any fear in perusing my letter), but I feel it is my bounden
duty to bring to mind again those letters on "Locked
Handle-bars ; Locked by other Means than by an Ordinary
Friction Band," which appeared in the columns of your
valuable paper a few weeks ago. I have the strongest of

reasons for doing it.

The proverbial old farmer is said to have locked the door

of his stable when his old friend the horse had been stolen.

And this simile is quite applicable to me, for I could have
avoided perhaps, by following the valuable advice which
was given in The Motor Cycle upon this subject, the

unpleasant experience of possessing a broken leg, at least

twelve weeks in imprisonment to recuperate, and a spoilt

holiday thrown into the bargain. My accident was simply
a little drama in three little acts, viz., Act 1, handle-bars

became loose ; Act 2, inability to steer ; Act 3, inevitable

doom. Thus it happened, and now I am naturally wonder-
ing why makers do not resort to, a D form sectioned stem
which could not possibly turn in the steering column, and
thus save customers a few broken bones and may be necks.

I wish to urge motor cyclists in general to insist on this

thing being carried out on future machines.
FRED PETTY.

[As previously stated when first our attention was drawn to

this matter, the handle-bar stem must have been too small

for the fork tube, or the clamping device was not properly

made. On well-made machines it is almost impossible for

the stem to turn.

—

Ed.]
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Lightweight Tyres and Belts,

[3534.]—I have read " Occasional Comments " by
' Ixion " on tyres and belts for lightweights, and from my
own experience his criticism is decidedly unfair. I rode

2,000 miles on my machine (Motosacoche) with roadster

tyres (Clincher A Won roadster) without one puncture. I

have since ridden another 1,800 miles on the same tyres

with very few punctures. For the 3,800 miles I have used

two belts, which are still good enough for spares.

With reference to buckled rims, does "Ixion" habitually

ride over bricks and up kerbstones? I cannot account for his

experience any other way. All my riding has been done in

this hilly district (Bradford) on very ordinary roads.

R. J. MORGAN.

Round Twisted Belts and their Fasteners.

[3535.]—Owners of lightweights with round-twisted belts

will find the following idea useful for tightening the belt

without unhooking it, or removing it from the rim or pulley.

Let a hook be made of three parts A C and B, B being a
boss with a ratchet cut on one
side to allow of A being turned in 9

one direction. Or the hook can be
made double, as advocated in a
recent number of The, Motor Cycle.
This gives extra strength in the
hook, and looks neater, as it lies inside the round belt. The
belt can be tightened by twisting belt attached to A in the

direction in which the ratchet is cut, and if it is desired to

slacken belt it can be untwisted if A is pushed towards C so

that the head D is pushed beyond the ratchet, in which case
A will turn in either direction. S. H. POTTER.
[The suggestion is a clever one, but it is not advisable to

shorten round-twisted belts by twisting them too much, as

they become so small in diameter as to lose their grip.

—

Ed.]

-^0

Footrests v. Pedals and Stands.

[3536.]—I notice that you publish very few letters in

favour of pedalling gear. I have now been a motor cyclist
since the appearance in this country of the little front-driven
Werner, since Avhen some ten or twelve different makes of
motor cycles have been in my possession at different times,
but I would not think of purchasing a machine without pedal
gear, whether fitted with fixed or two-speed gear.

Pedalling gear is useful in so many ways, such as for
testing machine on the stand, helping engine on greasy
roads and at bad coi-ners, for preventing side-slip by standing
on them, for using as footrests occasionally—as so many
different positions can be obtained and cramp thereby pre-
vented on long journeys—and lastly, they are very welcome
for warming one up on a cold winter's day by doing a little

pedalling on hills (when no one is looking).
Last season and this I have been using a twin with two-

speed gear, with sidecar attached, and have just completed
15,000 miles on this combination. My machine is a Vmdec,
which I chose for the principal reason that it has pedalling
gear. To start engine, I raise the exhaust, give the pedal
a half-push, put in the clutch, and away I go. When I get
a lengthy traflfic hold-up I stop engine, as I do not have to
leave the saddle to start again, but simply give the pedal
a dig. The consequence is, if I am driving all day in the
thickest traffic I never overheat, which I am afraid the
gentleman with the pedalless machine and miniature starting
handle could not do.

It is well known that it is impossible to keep an air-cooled
engine running free for any length of time in traffic without
overheating. It is easily tested, as a run from Liverpool
Street to Charing Cross via Cheapside and Fleet Street will
soon prove. Last year I did 3,000 miles in London traffic,
fully half of this distance being in the City and West End,
and never suffered once from overheating. My machine, when
loaded with baggage, spares, and passengers, weighs 700 lbs.,
and I have never yet met a hill in either the British Isles or
France that it would not take unassisted; still I would not
part with my pedals. My favourite position in riding is left
foot on footrests and right foot on pedal. I ride all weathers,
and do any journey up to 30O miles in a day—my choice
distance being 200 miles—and I always finish fresh and with-
out a sign of stiffness, which I doubt would be the case had
I been stuck in one position all the time.

ERNEST FRASETTI.

SEPTEMBER gth, 1908.

[3537.]—May I say a few words in reply to Mr. Wall.

To begin with, why muet we have either pedals or foot-

rests? Surely both can be retained. For a machine to be

started by a turn of the handle it must have a free engine

clutch, and the pedal machine with the same advantage need

not be jacked up on the stand to be started—a method which
the writer of a previous letter considers so undignified.

With clutches of the Vindec type the rider can sit aetride

his machine and start the engine with one push of the pedal

and then engage the clutch, having both feet free to balance

the machine as it commences to move, so making a quick

and neat start. I submit that this is much more dignified

than leaning the machine on one side, reaching for the

exhaust lifter with one hand and winding a crank with the

other, and then go wobbling off leaning over to one side.

Anyone who has assisted at starting one of these machines
when the engine is at all refractory will know what an effort

is required. I know one which used to require two people

to hold it steady while a third "comfortably hand turned"
it for all he was worth The footrests in this case were not

much use, as the engine would not fire unless the machine
was vertical. Lastly, tyre repairs obviously cannot be sim-

plified by the absence of a stand, and long footrests are, in

my opinion, very uncomfortable on a long ride.

CE 610.

[3538.]—It is to be doubted if your correspondents 3520
who signs "H. M.," and 3521 who signs "Practical Experi-

ence," understand the subject matter of my letter, under the

title of "Footrests v. Pedals and Stands." You will remem-
ber that these reflections were prompted by an observation

bf " Ixion " that footrests were less dangerous than pedals,

provided there was sufficient ground clearance.
" H. M." seems to form the ludicrous idea of fitting pedals

to a car—a grotesque hypothesis. He mentions the easier

adaptation of pedals to a motor cycle, but omits to allude

to their discomfort and superfluity under modern conditions.

"Practical Experience" discounts the utility of pedals

except for the function of starting, but overshoots the mark
when he represents the pedal-started motor bicycle as allow-

ing for the same low build as a pedalless machine. Possibly,

by the aid of a dropped saddle pillar, improvised rear seat

on a stand or similar contrivance, the equivalent of the low
seat may be secured, but at the same time any hope of the

utility of the pedals vanishes.

It is imagination to assume that oil causes slip on a metal
to metal clutch. ^Multiple disc and other varieties of metal
to metal clutches run in oil. If " Practical Experience "

took the precaution to use the adjustment provided for the

clutch instead of jumping to conclusions, he would secure
the sought-for result. I have no wish to decry any well-

designed clutch and two-speed gear, provided it is in the

right direction. What calls for condemnation is the weird
evolution of starting a self-propelled vehicle by primitive and
awkward means. Proof is exemplified in daily clutch and
gear conversions effected to neighbours' products of repute,
including the one referred to in your correspondent's letter.

As the originator of a device so generously accepted by all

conditions of riders, I have no desire for so pronounced an
expression to conflict with other firms, except on the vital

point of starting handle with footrests v. pedals—a movement
which students of the motor cycle realise has come into final

recognition, and which will ^e ubiquitous on 1909 machines.
ARTHUR W. WALL.

[A number of interesting letters are held over, and will be
published as space permits.

—

Ed.]

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
" B. W\" would like to know if any reader has tried the

experiment of fitting a Brown and Barlow or other carbu-
retter to a 1908 Minerva in place of the G. and A. automatic,
and with what results?

NOTICE..
The Editor disclaims all legal responsibility In anyrway tor

loss ot copy In the form of manuscript, drawings, or photograpus
submitted to him. Rejected manuscript, drawings, and photo-
graphs will only be returned provided » stamped addressed
envelope is enclosed for the purpose.
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lOTOH BICYCLES FOR SALE.

rWO 1908 Triumplis, 3i h.p., perfect, little

running ; £40 each, or near offer.—Jones,

erbal Brewery, "Woodbine Street, Salford.

908 3J h.p. Brown Motor Cycle, new, never
been ridden; will sacrifice £29 to

uick buyer.—W. Heap, 17, Peel Street, Ac-
rington.

908 Triumph, spares, lamp, generator,
three belts, nearly new; full par-

culars; £38.—Timmins, Oocken, Barrow-in-
urness.

J.S.U., 3i h.p., magneto, 24in. wheels, spare
N tyre, etc., condition faultless; £23 10s.,

fers; exchanges entertained.—Gray, Gor-
jn Street. Hull.

IALIFAX.—1908 3i h.p. Bex de Luxe, two-
spee^d, Eoc clutch, twin wheel, ball

>.aring engine, handle - bar control, 53

linea model ; £35.

IALIFAX.—1908 5 h.p. twin Tourist Eex,
magneto ; owner going abroad ; £35 ; a

lendid opportunity.

IALIFAX.—1908 Eex, 2J h.p., magneto, very
low, little used, condition excellent,

\sy starter; £19 19s. — Halifax Motor Ex-
lange, 16, Westgate, Halifax.

TINDEC Special, 5 h.p., twin, magneto,
r variable speed pulley, extras, guaran-
ed perfect; any trial; £50. — Ind Mill
ouse, XJp-Holland.

>OVEE, Zh h.p. (1908), free engine. Palmer
V cord tyres, practically new machine;
>8t £45 four months ago, £19, or nearest
fer, bargain.—26, Offerton Lane, Stockport.

907 Twin Eex, spring forks, 2J tyres, equal
to new, not done 30 miles this season

ving to owner not having time to ride;
leap, £20.-33, Willis Street, Warrington.

>EX 3J h.p. Tourist, magneto, End-to-End
Vi gold medallist, lost no marks, new 10
&ek'a ago, perfect order, valuable spares;
ly trial; what offers.'—14, Fir Street, Shef-
>ld.

il h.p. 1908 Ariel Lightweight, B. and B.,
(2 H.B. control, magneto, Miraculum in
'res, spare valves, etc.; £30; also 3J h.p.
aadrant, engine perfect, spare valves, £18.
T. W. Wake, Wetherby.

907 3i h.p. Quadrant, all spares, spare
pair of covers, etc.; must sell; per-

ict condition; any trial; accept £17 for
lick purchase, cost 45 guineas. — Millard,
innington, Eotherham.

if h.p. Eex, In excellent condition outers
N only month old, spare retreaded,
andle-bar control, very low; trial on de-
>sit with editor; £18, or nearest.—Holmes,
venue House, Pontefract.

' h.p. Twin Jap, handle-bar control. Chater-
f Lea No. 6 frame, 2Jin. Continental
^res, not done BOO miles; bought tricar; a
irgain, £25, no exchange.—5, Rippingham
oad, Withington, Manchester.

71.N., 2| h.p., splendid condition, sound, re-
liable machine, adjustable pulley,

lanley-Dermatine, complete with ait. ac-
;88ories, two accumulators, newly plated
ad enamelled; price £14.—Greenwood, li
urnley Eoad, Padiham.

iUITE New, 1908 Ariel 2i h.p. Lightweight
motor bicycle, Xl'all spring forks,

and, lamps, and horn, never ridden, and
nsoiled; bought car; £26, paid £35 three
eeks ago.—Dr. Unsworth, Hilton House,
lackrod, near Chorley, Lanes.

IVEEPOOL (Eex Agency).—Before buying
-i your new mount come and have a look
b our machines. The largest stock of new
nd second-hand machines for fifty miles
3und; anything taken in part payment.

—

. 0. Jones and Co.. 3, Eedcross Street,
iverpool.

:^.N. 3i h.p. Four-cylinder Motor Cycle, just
been overhauled, in good condition,

ery fast, and splendid hill-climber, fitted
'ith magneto. Palmer tyres, handle-bar
ontrol, new speedometer, and milometer,
ucas lamp, spares, tools, etc.; £20.—Apply,
i'^illiami Bros. Garage. Lytham.

L/TINEEVA and Eex.—We carry the largest
'-L stock of spare parts in the provinces
Jr these machines, can deliver new ma-
nines from stock at low prices; cash, ex-
bange, or gradual payments; charged ac-
umulators for hire. Is. per week.-Cookson
Ires., 511, Chester Road, Old Trafford.

INSTANT SUCCESS
OF

BOOTH'S SPICY OFFERS.

SIX 2i h.p, REX FEATHERWEIGHTS,
1908 models, nearly new, probably run 200 miles,
low built, high tension magnetos, rlimb' hills as
good as some ,3^ h.p. models,

£19 19 each, or exchange.

FOUR 5i h.p. REX-DE-LUXE,
1907 models, fitted with magnetos, Roe clutch,
twin tyres, spring forks, spring seats, eost £50 o o,
ideal sidecar machines, handle starting,

£27 10 each, or exchange.

THREE 3i h.p. REXES,
1907 naodels, spring forks, low built, good tyres
good hill-climbers and smart-looking machines,

£16 16 each, or exchange.

1

SIX 5 h.p. TWIN REXES,
beautiful machines, fitted with spring forks, low
built, 26in. wheeis, will take a sidecar any-
where,

£17 17 each, or exchange.

SEVEN 1906 3i h.p. REXES,
low built, spring forks, 26in. wheels, Longuemore
carbnretters, climbs steep hills, very reliable,

£15 15 each, or exchange.

EIGHT 3i h^p. REXES,
very low built, both feet can be placed on the
gronnd while seated in the saddle, 26in. wheels,
I^nguemares,

£11 11 eaeh, or ezohsnga.

HIGH CLASS MOUNTS.
5 h.p. Twin REX, Osborne four speeds .

.

£17 17
5 h.p. Twin VINDEC, 1907, magneto 29 10
4j h.p. Twin MINERVA, magneto 25
4i h.p. Twin MINERVA, spring forks 18 18
5 h.p. Twin G.B., magneto, very smart .

.

25
6 h.p. Twin ANTOINE, 1908, brand new.. 25
3i h.p. QUADRANT, magneto, brand new 32 10
4 h.p. ROC, magneto. Roc clutch 22 10
Four-cylinder F.N., magneto 19 19
4 h.p. ANTOINE, magneto, Roc two speeds 20 10
6 h.p. PHANOMEN, two speeds, shop soiled 47 10
6 h.p. Twin REX and sidecar, four speeds 20
3i h.p. REX, 1907, magneto, black finish.

.

18 18
3j h.p. TRIUMPH, magneto, 1907 32 10
3i h.p. REX, 1906, magneto, Uke new .... 18 18

Cash, Credit, or Exchange.

LIGHTWEIGHTS.
3 h.p. HUMBER-, £11 ; 3J h.p. CLARENDON,

£11 lOs. ; 3i h-P- EXCELSIOR, £10 10s. ; 3} h.p.
REX, £10 lOs. ; 2j h.p. BUCKET, £9 lOs. ; i d.p.
MINERVA, £8 15s. ; ij h.p. MINERVA, £6 15s.

;

2i h.p. REX, £8 15s. ; 2J h.p. JAP, £8 15s. ;

2} h.p. KERRY, £10 10s. ; 2 h.p. HUMBER,
£8 5s. Push cycles taken in exchange.

TRICARS.
4 h.p. HUMBER, w.c, two speeds £15 15
5 h.p. QUADRANT, two speeds, coaci. built 19 19
4* h.p. RILEY, two speeds, coach built 30
3 h.p. QUADRANT Tricycle, belt drive 8 15

SIDECARS.
Shop-soiled MONTGOMERY, igoS' 7 12
Twelve guinea MONTGOMERY, cane 6
British STANDARD, rigid 4

CORONET VARIABLE
SPEED PULLEY.

14-/- each.

Special Terms to the Trade.
Stai^dard makes can be had with-

out sending old pulley for pattern.

The screwed flange is securely held in any position

by a simple yet ingenious contrivance that d.^-

tinguishes it as the most improved pulley made.
GRIPSKIN BELTING.

Scientifically made from selected parts of hides.

An efficient belt at a popular price. Outlasts t^o
rubber belts. Correct angle, perfect drive, non-

stretching. We send on approval on receipt of P.O.

|in. 9d., fin. lOJd., Jin. 1/-, lin. 1/1.

Special Terms to the Trade.

Boo'feh's IVIo±ov- Excl-iELns^e,
CORONET WORKS, WADE ST., 1-IAL.lFAX.

Telephone igSy.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
STOCKPOET. — 4i h.p. 1907 four-cylinder

P.N., magneto, 650 by 65 Dunlop car
tyre on back, Brooka pan seat, all abso-
lutely perfect ; 32 guineas.

.

,

STOCKPORT.—3i h.p. 1908 Midget Bicar, two-
speed and free engine. 26 by 2iin. Con-

tinentals, unscratched, Bowden handle-bar
control, special large footboards, Druid
spring' forks, will climb anything, enamelled
white; 33 suineas.

STOCKPORT.—7-9 h.p. twin Peugeot, mag-
neto, spring forks, 26 by 2i Palmer

cords, BlOO saddle, not run 200 miles; cost
£75, 34 STiineas to clear.

CTOCKPORT.—2 h.p. Minerva, jnst o-ser-O hauled splendid climber. £9 10s. ; 24

h.p. Demos lightweignt, 1906 machine, per-
fect, very little used, £12.

STOCKPORT.—Write for catalogue of the
Midget Bicar if you wish to know why

they have caught on so. Then come and
try one; then you will buy one.—Lund and
Sergent (late Lund and Davies), Heaton
Lane, Stockport.

-i Q08 Triumph, handle-bar control, perfect
±0 running order, all accessories, lamp,
horn, etc.; price £38 10s.—No. 713, The Motor
Cycle Offices. Coventry.

SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Chesliire,

Derby, Stafford, Shropshire, Mont-
gomery, and Merioneth.

5 h.p. Twin Eex. excellent condition, re-

cently overhauled by Rex Co. ; accept
£19 lOsi.—Jackson, Moorlands, Mottram, Che-
shire.

-( Q08 Triumph, ridden about 600 miles, all

J-tJ accessories; cash offers, or tricar and
cash entertained.—51, Statham Street,

Derby.

51 h.p. N.S.U., magneto, spring forks, foot-

2 rests, new tyre and belt, splendit

condition; owner bought car; £30.-6, Glebe
itreet, Walsall.

11 h.p. Wolf Liehtweieht. 1908. Stevens en-
2 gine and carburetter, accumulator,

accessories; £16, or best offer.—Powell,
Laurel Cottage, Shawbury, Salop.

-1 Q08 3J h.p. Eex. 26in. Continentals, not
XU scratched, very low, equal to new,
guaranteed perfect; trial with pleasure;
£17.—Hallam, Baths, George Street, Buxton.

31 h.p. 1908 Triumph, tyres perfect, Sham-
2 rock-Excelsior, new Dunlop, two com-

plete magneto contact breakers, valves,

pings; £38; perfect condition; any trial.—

Harold Potts, Broseley.

RALEIGH Motor Bike, 3 h.p. Pafnir engine,
Longuemare, Watawata, new accumu-

lator, perfect running order, good climber,
tools and spares; £15.-534, New Chester
Road, Eock Ferry, Cheshire.

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland,

Northamptonshire, and Warwickshire.

FAIEY Lightweight, two cylinders, 2i h.p.,

perfect condition: £14.—Birt Morns,
Bourne.

4 h.p. Spring Frame Bat, perfect; cash
wanted; £14.^5, Arkwright Street,

Nottingham.

SI h.p. Antolne, £8; 4 h.p. Buchet, £12; 14

2 h.p. Clement-Garrard. £4.—WatKins,
frniterer, Coventry.

5 h.p. Twin Alcyon, spring forks and pil-

lar, maeneto: £22.—E. Turner. The
Grove, Sutton Coldfield.

TEIUMPH. 1907, 34 h.p., magneto, splendid
condition, new back tyre and spares;

£30.—Guyver, Stratford-on-Avon.

FOE Sale, 3 h.p. Motor Bicycle, Advance
engine, going order; first £6 secures;

particulars by post.—Nichols, Ecton. Nf^rth-

ampton.

A 1903 Triumph Motor Cycle, new beginning
of August, perfect condition; best

offers.-Box No. 712, The Motor Cycle Offices,

Coventry.

MOTOE Cycle, 2 h.p. Kingdom, B.S.A.

frame, fittings', perfect order ; £6 10s.

;

exchange.—Mason, 202, Dog Pool, btirchley,

Birmingham.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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FIVE ONLY^
jj h.p. 1908 Genuine QUADRANTS, magneto, stand,

bag and tools, brand new and perfect,

29 GCtlNEAS £ACH.
3i h.p. 1907 TRIUMPH, magneto £31

3^ h.p. 1907 QUADRANT, fine macUme 19

3 h.p. CLYDE SIMMS, magneto T6
2| h.p. F.N. Lightweight, magneto ignition .

.

18

1907 Magneto Twin REX 19 19

3 h.p. N.S.U.,M.O.V., vertical, 26' wheels .. 15

3^ h.p. REX (1906), Rex spring forks 15 15

2i SINGER, vertical, magneto, 26' wheels .

.

10

5| h.p. Twin REX, very good 19

3 h.p. TRIUMPH, 26' wheels 19

2 h.p. MINERVA, M.O.V 8

ij h.p. KERRY, low, 26in. wheels 10

4 h.p. Twin GARRARD-MAXFIELD H
3§ h.p. DUX, vertical, M.O.V., spray 10

3 h.p. EXCELSIOR, very good puller 13

3i h.p. 1905 REX, M.O.V la

3 h.p. REX, vertical, spray, trembler 10 U

3 h.p. NOBLE, spray, vertical, M.O.V 10 o

2f h.p. PEBOCK, vertical, spray, 26* wheels 11

2} h.p. R. and P.. vertical, spray, 26* wheels 10

3 h.p. REX, spray 10

3i h.p. REX, 22in. frame 11

3 DE DION, vertical, low 10

6 h.p. Twin REX and sidecar 23

7-9 h.p. ROC, Peugeot engine. Roc two-speed
gear and clutch, 1908 machine 89

4 h.p. ROC, magneto, Roc clutch 25

5-6 h.p. REX DE LUXE, magneto.~Roc clutch 27 10

3^ h.p. Four-cylinder F.N., magneto 28

5^ h.p. REX DELUXE, clutch, twin tyres.. 24

4 h.p. ANTOINE, 1907, magneto 19

4^ h.p. Four-cylinder DURKOPP 23 10

55 /- cash and good push bike for^any of these.

2 h.p. UNIVERSAL £8 i | h.p. ROTHWELL £8

ij h.p. MINERVA .. £8 t9 h.n. BAYLISS .. £8

IV.) bEPTEMBERfgXH, IQOO.^

AOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
) h.D. Ormonde, Antoine engine, Clincher
J tyres, grand condition; £10.—Hubbard,
17. Bristol Street. Birmingham.

I
Q06 32 h.p. PlCX, in splendid order, and
Lu trailer; £18 10s., or separately. —
iolmes, Spence;-.. Street, Leamington.

) h.p. Eobinson-Price, with trailer; £15 10s.,

J or separate; exchange higner power.—
^Particulars. 44, Gladstone Street, Leicester.

(
1 h.p. Olement-Garrard, weight about 80

L2 lbs., all accessories; best cash offer

accepted.-E. Mander and Son, Branston
itreet, Birmingham.

)i h.p. N.S.U. Motor Cycle, with forecar
J'2 attachment and a host of extras, new
:ondition; a bargain, £25.-728, me Motor
1ycle Offices, Coventry.

HUMBEE, 3 h.p., free engine, new Palmer
cords, Guenet coil, two accumulators,

aany spares, reliable machine, excellent
ondition ; £11.—Albert Ward, Nuneaton.

)1 h.p. Minerva, spring forks, N.A.B., Ad-
j2 vance pulley, BlOO, lamp; genuine
largain, 16 gnineas; will ride 60 miles.—
landers, builder, Barnt Green, Worcester.

rRIUMPH, 1908, specially finished, not
ridden 300 miles, absolutely as new,

ully equipped, spares, etc.; sacrifice £40,
xceptional bargain.—45, Parade. Leaming-
on.

I

Q08 Magneto Clarendon, 3i h.p., fitted with
Lt/ Continentals, Brooks saddle, Vaurs
arburetter long, and low machine; what
iters? photo.—13. Stanley Eoad, Larlsdon,
loventry.

"* h.p. Twin Bat, spring frame, two-speed,
]) tree engine. E.O.M., De Dion carbur-
tter, spares, start first turn handle, per-
ect machine; £35.—4, Humberstone Eoad,
leicester.

906 Eex, thoroughly overhauled, and
ready to ride away, three accumula-

3rs, one absolutely new, lamp and tools

;

12; any trial here.—E. Ehodes, Engineer,
Ibert Eoad, Eetford.

907 2| h.p. Minerva, splendid condition,
Grose studded tyre back. Continental

ront. new adjustable pulley, horn, lamp,
Dols, good hill-climber, fast; £17 lOs.-Bod-
ray, Horsefair, Birmingham.
) 1 h.p. Eover, Palmers, Xl'all spring forks,
yi BlOO, Rex pedal brake, two accumn-
ttors, footrests, spare cover and Shamrock
elt, splendid climber; £17, or offers.—Foley.
Shaftesbury Eoad, Earlsdon, Coventry.

i/l OTOSACOCHE, li h.p., low frame, long
0_ handle-bars, BlOO saddle, Chater - Lea
outale forks, with Xl'all springs, 24in.
heels, 2in. Peter-Union tyres, swan-neck
^at-pillar and Price's stand; £22.—Thistle-
ood, L.D.S., Parade. Leamington.

JL h.p. 1908 Triumph, run 2,200 miles, Good-
2 rich rear cover. Clincher front, new

Dndition, spare belt, horn, Xl'all spring
iddle, several spares, exceptionally power-
il; trial in Montgomery sidecar to intend-
ig purchaser ; £39 cash.—Geoffrey Smitn, 14,
Ibany Eoad, Coventry.

)3. h.p. Minerva, new -Dunlop. new butt-
j4

.
ended tubes, enamel practically un-

jratched, Dermatine, tools, spares in-
iuding belt and tyre, 21s. lamp (unused),
erfect order, trial and examination, £21;
Iso 15 guinea Ealeigh cycle and accessories,
early new. £10; the two for £30; buyingoc—Howard, Smith's Bank, Sntton-in-Ash-
eld.

1 h.p. Four-cylinder F.N., magneto, only
:^ done about 500. very fast and low,
)ndition nearly new, absolutely reliable
aywhere, £30 ; also new Millford £8 Bs.
gid sidecar, upholstered green, complete
itn cushion, apron and mat. never been
sed, £5; buying car only reason for selling
le above.—W. E. Clarke, 78, Cobden Street;
aughborough.

SECTION V.
forfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon,
and Bedford.

a h.p Eex Palmer tyres, Watawata belt,
•4= etc.; £7 7S.-42, Duke Street, Norwich.
1 h.p. Four-e-linder P.N., run about 600
^ miles, guaranteed perfect, sprine
rks, magneto; £27.-The Ashes. Stowmar-

Rubber aud oanvas » uclting. i:.uiboaies all good
points of other rubber belts without their drawbacks.
" A distinct improvement."
Note.—The prices are between 33% and 50% less

than other makes. Good rubber belts need not be
dear. Send cash for sample length on approval.

I' 9d., f' 1 /-, V 1 /4, i' 1 /8 per foot.

Any length cut. Fasteners 6d. each.

TRICARS, &c.

4 h.p. CHATER LEA, chain drive, two speeds £21

5i h.p. ROVER Tricar, Antoine engine 2a

4 h.p. BAT, spring frame, 26" wheels 18

8-10 h.p. Twin REXETTE 47 10

5 h.p. REXETTE, two speeds 29

4.̂ h.p. REXETTE, water-cooled 25

4J h.p. QUADCAR, water-cooled, two speeds 16

Nice Forecar, 26in. wheels, two brakes £4
ODD BARGAINS.

Osborne Four-speed Gear, fits Triumph £2 15
Brown & Barlow Carburetter, Bowden control,

new 1 5
Magneto covers, quite new, perfect 2/6
Osborne Four-speed Gear, 1908, fits Rex 3
Osborne Free Engine Clutch 1 10
Motor Cycle Frame, inclined 25/6
Bioo saddle 12/6
Mabon clutch, fits' Triumph 37/6

Lycett's Lightning Stands
for 24in., 26in., or 28in.

-p,j_^ wheels, per pair 4/9

^IJL CLIHCHER COVERS.

/] H j
~ Heavy " A Won " quality

with name on.

26 X 2 18/6 26 X 2j 19/6
26 X 2i 23/- 28'x 2| 23/-

8/- allowed for old cover.

Genuine Continentals. Genuine Continental!.

Cover. Tube. Cover Tube.
26 X 2 24/- 9/6 28 X 2 25/- 10/-
26 X 2i 25/5 10/- 28 X 2i 27/3 10/6
26 X 2i 29/6 11/- 28 X 2i 29/9 11/8

3/- allowed for old Covers, 2/- for old Tubes;
Send for Price List of Accessories. Pounds saved.

E. FARRAR,
ALBION WORKS, SQUARE ROAD, HALIFAX.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
LIGHTWEIGHT, 2 h.p., girders, 2in. Clin-

chers, vertical engine, trembler; £7
10s. — Hawke, stationer. Hallaton, Upping-
ham.

31 h.p. Minerva, Chater-Lca frame, com-
2 pression good, new belt, wants new

tyres; £11, offers, cash.—Hewat, Eingsfield,
Beccles.

-[ Q06 Eex, spring forks, Lpnguemare, new
J-O Palmer 2i tyres, splendid condition,
and powerful ; £15, or offer.—13, Cadogan
Eoad, Cromer.

MINEEVA Motor Cycle, 3J h.p.; best bar-
gain, £22; about 500 miles, spring

forks ; quick sale.—Apply, Hull, 29, Dum-
fries Street. Luton. Beds.

i Q07 3 h.p. Triumph, perfect order, XPall
-LkJ spring forks, F.E.S. lamp and gener-
ator, new coil, two accumulators, voltmeter,
and tools ; £20, no offers.—Preston, Wrox-
ham, Norfolk.

21 h.p. Ariel Lightweight, not done 1,500;

4 miles, two accumulators, lamp, horn,
stand, spares,' long bars, swan-neck pillar;
photo sent; want money badly; £10 cash.
—Haminond, High Street North, Dnnstable.

SECTION VI.

Worcestershire, Herefordsliire, Radnor,
Brecknoclc, Monmoutli, Glamorgan,
Carmarthen, Cardigan, and Pembrolie.

3 h.p. Fafnir, low, long bars; photograph.
—Hopkins, 10, Queen Street, Cardiff.

03. h.p. Brown, excellent condition, new
.ij4 tyres.—Wilkinson, Llantwit Major^
Cardiff.

21 h.p. F.N. Cycle, in going order; £9. or
4 exchange for stronger.—Ireland, Vic-

toria. Mon.

6 h.p. Antoine, Chater-Lea, excellent order,
with or without sidecar; £25.-16, San-

some Walk. Worcester.

5 h.p. Vindec Special, almost equal to new,
1908 variable pulley, lamp, horn,

carrier, etc. ; £30.—Hopkins, Alveston House.
Ledbury.

TEIUMPH 21 h.p. Motor Cycle, accumula-
tor ignition, splendid order; £12 12s.,

or would take push cycles in part exchange.
—W. L. Tilley, Ledbury.

KEEEY, 3 h.p., Chater-Lea, splendid con-
dition, footboards, low. new back tyre,

powerful climber, fast ; £12 lOs.-Letters, Eod-
borough, Lickey, Bromsgrove.

TWIN Hex, 1907 (November), magneto, foot-
boards, several improvements, perfect

condition, as new; cost £45, accept £2&,
or best offer.—E. Corah, King's Norton.

SECTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Bucliingham, Berlts,

Wilts and Hants, and Channel Islands.

23. h.p. Minerva, 1908, as new, not ridden
4 50 miles; £27 10s., or near offer.

31 h.p. Quadrant, magneto ignition, 1907,
2 hardly used, perfect condition, head-

light, separate generator, bell, horn. Brooks
spring seat, cut-outs; a bargain, £32 10s.,

or near offer.

OJL h.p. Excelsior, surface carburetter, Pal-
^2 mer back tyre, Clincher front, in good
order ; £8, or near offer.

41 h.p. De Dion Car, seats four, in good
2 running order, lamps, tyres in good

condition, genuine bargain; sale or ex-
change, £30, or near offer.

5-6 h.p. Stirling Panhard, horizontal en-
gine, dogcart body, three speeds and

reverse, brand new gears, lately painted,
tyres as new, wheel steering ; sale or ex-
change, £25, or near offer.

8 h.p. Eover, 1907 type, seats four, splendid
order, hood, screen, lamps ; £170, or

near offer.

i 3 h.p. Wer-ner; £5.
I4
THE above cycles are to be seen at W. J.

Eandall's Garage, 3, High Street, And-
over.

3 h.p. Quadrant Motor Cycle, spring forks,
good hill-climber, in good condition

;

£12.—Eebbeck. Malmesbury Eoad, Chippen-
ham.

In answering any of the^ a'dvertisermnts it is desirable that you mentitm ''The Motor Cycle.
"
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p. Ariel Twin, late 1907, splendid con
dition; £23.-1, Arming&r Road, Shep
s Bush.

TOR BICYCLES FOR SALE"
GHTWEIG-HT N.S.TJ., new, spring forks;
32 guineas.—N. Pairbank, BulfordCamp,

stoui-y-

h.p. Eoc, magneto, spring forks, perfect
condition; cheap. — 53, Rosebery

nue, Gloucester.

[CELSIOR Motor Cycle, everything com-
plete, less engine; £2 15s.—11, Brunswick

are, Gloucester.

JOWlSr, 3i h.p., late 1907, grand condition,
many spares, etc.; £20; only wants

Dg.—Paxman, Tewkesbury.

JRY Motor Cycle, nearly new, not been
ridden 150 miles.—Apply, W. Rossiter,

South Road, Kingswood, Bristol.

h.p. Fairy Lightweight Motor Bicycle,
twin-cylinder engine, good 'order ; £12

-Willway and Sons, Ltd., Bristol.

.p. Peugeot Twin-cylinder Engine, prac-
tically new and in perfect condition

;

Os.—Willway and Sons, I/td., Bristol.

..p. Peugeot Motor Bicycle, Chater-Lea
frame, complete with sidecar, flrst-

i order; £25.-—Willway and Sons, Ltd.,
tol.

h.p. Minerva, 1908. spring forks, little
used, perfect condition ; £26, or near

; any examination; Oxon.—Box 724, The
r Cyde OfB.ces, Coventry.

h.p. Magneto Minerva, low frame, long
handle-bars, Brooks saddle, stand,

ier, new tyres, punctureproof bands,
1, spares, accessories, good condition;
-Davis, Orowthorne, Berks.

SECTION VIII.

tford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent,
id Sussex.

3CIAL Clearance of new, shop-soiled,
and second-hand motor cycles.

fE only shop-soiled Kerry, 3 h.p.. Clin-
cher A Won tyres ; reduced price, 21
eas, usual price £34.

E only second-hand Twin Vindec
Special, Peter-Union tyres, Goodrich
skid on back wheel, Simms-Bosch mag-
ignition, complete with all spares, re-
d price, 31 guineas, cost £60.

E only 1908 Shop-soiled twin Minerva,
3J h.p., spring forks, magneto ignition

;

ced price, £37.

E only 1908 Shop-soiled Twin Minerva,
spring forks; reduced price, £39.

E only, Mills and Fulford castor wheel
sidecarriage, can be fitted to any mo-
ycle; reduced price £10 15s., usual price
L2s.—Hunt's Motor Dept., 104, Newgate
>t, London, E.G.

h.p. Brown, 1907, magneto, non-skid,
adjustable pulley. Millennium stand,

overhauled; £22.—Gates, 33, Connaught
., Stroud Green.

h.p. Rex, in good condition ; £7.—76,
Edgeley Road, Clapham.

p. Minerva, perfect running order ; write
appointment; £7 lOs.—59, Balham Hill.

RRY, 2i h.p., as new; £15 lOs.; perfect.
—Wood, 36, Tarbert Road, East Dul-

8 Twin Magneto Rex, new; £30.—Ander-
son Bros., Hermon Hill, South Wood-

>T08AC0CHE, £23, recently cost £33;
spring forks, extras.—85, Hotham Road.
ey.

p. Kerry, low. fast, perfect; offers^ or
exchanges.—^91, Stanhope Gardens, Har-

p. Juno. Fafnir, sound running order;
£12, offers.—Alan, Rectory, Norwooa,

ball.

•p. Motor Cycle, long bars, good condi-
tion; bargain, £8.-0., 33, Acorn Street,
jerwell.

h.p. Quadrant, spray, very little used;
£9. — Winton. 5, Black Bnll Road.

Jstone.

p. Triumph, two sOccumulators, perfect
order; approval.—Eagles and Co., High
't, Acton.

«^ THERE'S NO PLEASURE
in scrapping with that old hog on the roadside. Let
Maude's quote you toi exchange for a decent article
(all machines are despatched in running order). Out
local old iroa man will buy your old jigger.

ARIEL, 3 h.p., brand new, peiiect £29
JAP, No. H Chater-Lea frame, igo8 model, 6 h.p.,

magneto £32
REX, 5 h.p., 1907 model, blue ftmsh £18
REX, 3i h.p., 26in. wheels, ver" low £18
MINERVA, 4i h.p., 2iin. tyres .'

. £23
REX, 1907, like new, with sidecar £25
SAROLEA, 5 h.p., very low, new tyres £23
WERNER, sJh.p., twin good condition £17
ARIEL, 3 h.p., B. and B £13
MINERVA, 3i h.p., M.O.V £16
VINDEC, 3i h.p., magneto, spring forks £22
VINDEC, 2i h.p., spring forks £10
CLARENDON, 3 h.p., vertical £11
REX, 3 h.p., 50-guinea model £10
BAT, 3j h.p., spring frame £19
REX, 3J h.p., two speeds £14
QUADRANT, 3 h.p., sprii.e forks £12
BAYLISS, 3 h.p., special price £8
F.N., 2j h.p., splendid puller £12
HUMBER, 2f h.p., very fine mount £10
CLYDE, 2f h.p., magneto £15
GIVAUDAN, 2j h.p., perfect, non-skid rea. . £15

LIOH -rWIE I »HTse.
£ri ZEDEL, 2 h.p £11
£11 LLOYDS, 2 h.p £11

£7 QUADRANT, 2 h.p £7
£S MINERVA, 2 h.p £8
£7 JAP, 2j h.p £7
£7 HUMBER, 2 h.p £7
£8 MINERVA, 2J h.p £8
£10 ARIEL, 2i h.p £10

50/- DOWN AND 5/- PER V>fEEK SECURES :

3 h.p. EXCELSIOR £11
2 h.p. SINGER , : £9

2i h.p. JAP £11

3 h.p. REX £10
2 h.p. ORMONDr £8
2 h.p. WERNER £10
2j h.p. MINERVA £10

2I h.p. CUNARD £12
2i h.p. LLOYDS £11

2} h.p. HUMBER , £8

ACCESSOFSIES.

Rip Boxes. The finest extant for carrying tubes or belts.

Tvy one on approval. A quality, 7/6; BquaUty, 4/6.

Belt Boxes. Hold nine feet. Any size easily fitted.

A quality, 8/6. Trade terms on request.

TUBES (fully guaranteed).

a6X2in. ..5/6 26X 2Jin. . . 7/6 28X2jin. . . 7/-

26X2iin... 6/6 28X2in. ..6/6 28X2|iii. . . 7/6
APPROVAL.

TUBES (butt-ended).

You cannot do better than try one. Money returned

in full if not perfectly satisfactory.

26X2in. ..7/6 26X2iin. . . 8/3 28 v ajin. . . 7/9

26X2im... 7/9 28X2in. ..7/6 28X2iin. .. 8/3
PALMER TYRES (Cord).

MOTOR BICYCLES
AMPSTEAD

FOR SALE.
HAMPSTEAD for Bargains.—All machines

guaranteed; F.N., 1| h.p., 1908 model;

HAMPSTEAD.—5 h.p.
neto. in splendid

HAMPSTEAD.
handle-bar

£18.

twin Vindec, mag-
condition, with all

accessories; £24.

- Triumph, 1908, 3J h.p..
control, almost new ; £37,

witii accessories.

AMPSTEAD.—3 h.p. Rover, M.O.V., late
type, new tyre, all accessories; bar-

gain, only £9 15s.

h.p. twin Minerva, 19D7
forks, grand condition;

R'
HAMPSTEAD.—4i

model, spring
bargain, £19.

HAMPSTEAD.—3i h.p. N.S.U., magneto,
late model, splendid condition, guaran-

teed; £17.

HAMPSTEAD.-11 h.p.
1908; great bargain

accessories ; £30.

HAMPSTEAD.—5-6 h.p.
free engine, almost

£25.

TTAMPSTEAD.

F.N., brand new,
; complete with all

Bat, Jap engine,,
new. spring frame;

-54 h.p. twin Kerry, new
tyres, grand condition; £18, including

£4 worth of spares.

HAMPSTEAD.—21 h.p.
soiled only; great

Griffon,
bargain, £24

shop-
only.

HAMPSTEAD.—Sole agent for Griffon, Min-
erva, j^'.N.'S, etc.—Rey, 5, Heath Strep

Hampstead. Tel. 2678. P.O., close to Tube.

h.p. Minerva, M.O.V., Continental tyres;
£"

Street,
jLi "'£7;""a'pproval.—Eagles and Co., High

of latest ar-
motor cycles

twin, Longuemare, good
etc.—Bennett, 118. Railway

Acton.

SEND for Wauchope's list

rivals in second-hand
a,nd tricars.

ROC 1907, 4 h.p., latest model, clutch, mag-
neto, practically new; £25.-17, Algarve

Road, Earlsfleld.

31 h p. 1908 Triumph; offers.—At Wau-
2 chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street,

London, E.G.

5 h.p. Bercley,
tyres, stand

Street, Hertford.

ROC 4 h.p.. August, 1908, two speeds, han-

dle control, tools; £39.-8, Sandmere
Road, Clapham.

i 007 Triumph, sound condition ;
£25.—

IV Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet

Street, London.

h P Antoine, splendid condition ; £14 14s'.

;

exchange.—69, Bensham Manor Road,

Thornton Heath.

hp. M.M.C., nearly new; photo; offers.

\_8, Westview Gardens. Maybank
Road. Woodford.

1 h p. Excelsior, splendid condition, reli-

Oi able machine; £10.^19, Connaught
Road, Leytonstone.

01 h.p. Triumph, 1907, perfect condition,

,02 new at Easter; £31; no offers. - 40.

Hook Road, Epsom.

Rex going order; £7; long bars,
- lat.-Clark, 16, Bathurst

Gardensi, Willesden.

01 h!p. 1907 Rex, vertical engine, runs

02 well ; £15.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,

Fleet Street, London.

BABGAIN.-Practically new 4 h.p. Motor

Cyclej £16 lOs.-Particulars. 47, Cam-
den Grove, Peckham.

3h p CLE.. maffuetO', very low. torpedo

tank, almost new; £18, or otter.-52,

Perry HiU. Catford.

TWIN Rex, in going order; £12 lOs-- o^

nearest offer.-Boutle, 7, Elmington

Terrace, Camberwell.

h.p. Minerva, spring forks^^stud._ded.^back

3i

0'4 ' swan-neck s-eat.-Clark,

£15 15s.—14, St.

CovM.Tufae. Cover.Tube. Cover.Tube

26X2 43/6 10/- 26X2i 59/3 16/3 28X2i 63/6 11/-

26X2i58/9 11/- 28X2 50/3 10/- 28X2^ 64/3 17/6
11/- allowed on old covers, and 2/6 on tubas.

MAUDE'S MOTOR IVIART,Powell SL.HALIFAX
'

NatJonal Tnl«i>hor>B ^i''

In answering any of these advertistmenta it is desirable that you mention

02 "Tyre, good condition
John's Grove, Croydon.

01 h.p. Durkopp, 11 tyres, spray, splendid

O^ condition ; £13.-11, Avenue Road,

Goldhawk Road, London.

Q h.p. Fafnir, in good order, spare accumu-
r% in.t.nr. lamu. Continentals; £11.-144,

W.
de-

Holland Park Avenue,

CHATER-LEA Twin Minerva, latest

sign, just delivered; 23 guineas. — 316.

Coldharbour Lane, Brixton.

The Mot<yr Cycle.'
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MOTOR Cycle, 3 h.p.
condition

;

3i

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
STAMFORD HILL.—5-6 h.p. twin Rex, can-

tilever seat, spring forks. 50 g-uinea
model, splendid condition; £18 10s.

STAMFORD HILL.—5 h.p. twin Hamilton,
footboards, B. and B. twin carburetter,

fast racy machine^ splendid order; £15.

STAMFORD HILL.—2J h.p. Rex, B. and B.
carburetter, excellent machine, in per-

fect condition. Lightweight; £7. i

STAMFORD HILL.—2i h.p. Humber, light
machine, Longuemare, grand hill-

climber, fine condition; £7 lOs.

STAMFORD HILL.—3 h.p. Trent, long bars,
swan-neck seat-pillar, splendid condi-

tion; £11.

STAMFORD HILL.—Colossal sacrifice. 2|
h.p. Bradbury, perfect, complete, grand

powerful machine; £10 15s.—128, High Road,
South Tottenham.

Stevens engine, new
bargain, £12 10s., near offer.

—760, Old Kent Road, London.

VINDEO Special, twin, 1907, just over-
hauled by makers, excellent condition.

-rHunt, Oakwood, Chislehurst.

6 h.p. Matchless-Antoine, good running
order, suitable for sidecar; £16.—Mo-

tor, 20, Godson Road, Croydon.

5-6 h.p. Twin Antoine, Chater-Lea frame,
handle-bar control quite new; £35.—

Chilton, High Street, Watford.

h.p., Free Engine, low built, fast. Bow-
den controls; bargain, £13. — 103,

Chesterfield Gardens, Harringay.

3 h.p. Humber, chain, excellent . condition,
grand climber; £8, or offer.—147, Fin-

borough Road, Earl's Court, S.W.

41 h.p. Four-cylinder P.N., good condition
2 and perfect order; lowest £27 10s.—

Write, 2. Ardgowan Road, Catford.

8 h.p. Bradbury perfect; bargain, cash or
otherwise.—Letters only. Ford, 78, Stern-

hold Avenue. Streatham Hill, S.W.

31 h.p. 1908 Minerva, very excellent ma-
2 chine; 19 guineas.^Wauchope's, 9,

Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London, B.C.

h.p. Brown, 1907, accumulator ignition,
excellent condition ; £14 10s. ; appro-

val.—Eagles and Co., High Street, Acton.

31 h.p. Rex-Hamilton, with new engine and
2 carburetter, variable pulley, com-

plete, £9 10s.—Wilde, Willesborough, Kent.

WAUCHOPE'S are the cheapest on this
earth for motor cycles.—Wauchope's,

9. Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London, E.G.

TRIUMPH, purchased 1907. magneto, spring
forks, absolutely warranted: £25.—

Letters, Burgess, 26, HoUoway Road, London.

31 h.p. Roc, magneto, very fast, and
2 smart appearance; £15.—At Wau-

chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.

4 h.p. N.S.U. Twin, magneto stand, foot-
boards, good tyres. Riches to back,

tools, spares; £26.-27, Mattock Lane, Ealing.

, = h.p. Motosacoche, magneto, spring
L4 forks, 1908 model; £25.—At Wau-
chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.

3 h.p. Bradbury, perfect condition, new
tyres, long bars, low seat, accessories;

£12.—Owner. 2. Durham Road, South Ealing.
W.

4 h.p. Bat, splendid condition, very fast
and reliable, low. footboards; £11. —

Connaught Square Mews, Edgware Road,

li

34

li

TWINS 99

ARE THE THING - -

FOR SIDECAR WORK.

Terms and exchanges to suit requirements.

TWINS—O-fTei-s Wsintecl.
6 h.p. Twin Rex. £ 1 7 1 Ts.

Sinerle Rex. or £8 and '05
level exchange with Single

or £4 and '07
Single Rex. or
Maarneto Rex.

£52
35
35
17 17
17 17
27 10
18 18
18 18
23 10
20
18 18
22
14
19
22

>cl.

£42
20

24.

W,

3i
h.p. Chater-Lea Motor Cycle and side-

^ ,
^^^' both in splendid condition. —73,Dock Road, Tidal Basin, West Ham. Price

LADY'S or Gent's 2i h.p. Jap, silent, un-
punctured, grand order; £12 10s.;

photo, stamp.—61. Denmark Hill, Camber-
well.

1907,

SPECIFICATION.—Low frame, Ion? bars, low saddle,
Rex patent spring forks and foot brake, trembler
coil, good tyres, and guaranteed in running order.
Any machine taken in part payment.

51 h.p. N.S.U., magneto, new, 1908
5 h.p. Twin VINDEC, magneto
5} h.p. REX DE LUXE, soiled

6 h.p. Twin REX, blue lines.

5* h.p. Twin REX, spring forks

si h.p. REX DE LUXE, magneto
Twin REX, blue lines, new tyres
6 h.p. Twin REX, non-skids

5i h.p. Twin REX, magneto, 1907
4-5 h.p. Twin ALCYON, two speeds
5 h.p. Twin S A ROLE A, long frame
6 h.p. Twin ANTOINE, R.O.M.
Twm CLEMENT, spring forks

5 h.p. Twin ONAWAY, very low .

6 h.p. Twin ANTOINE, spring forks

SINOUES—O-FFer-s Wsintecl
3ih.p. N.S.U., magneto, new, 1908
3 h.p. SINGER, H.T. magneto
3 h.p. TRIUMPH, magneto
3 h.p. TRIUMPH, spring forks

3* h.p. Magneto REX Racer, a flier

3i h.p. REX, 1907, 2iin. tyres

3i h.p. 1906 REX, spring forks

3* h.p. Magneto REX, soiled

3| h.p. 1906 REX, spring forks

3} h.p. REX, spray, fine climber
2* h.p. Magneto REX, 1908, soiled

3jh.p. MINERVA, M.O.V.
3 h.p. GIVAUDAN, nearly new
3 h.p. QUADRANT, spray
3 h.p. LLOYD'S, 26x2iin. Palmers
4 h.p. ANTOINE, Longuemare
2ih.p. MINERVA, fine condition
2} h.p. CLYDE, magneto
4 h.p. ANTOINE, 26x2}in. tyres

3J h.p. SIMMS, magneto, 2jin. Palmers
3ih.p. QUADRANT. 1906 ..

3ih.p. CENTAUR, free-engine

2| h.p. F.N., special frame
3 h.p. HUMBER, spray
3 h.p. FA FN I R, very low, spray

3i h.p. REX, 22in. frame
2jh.p. MINERVA, 26x2in., spray
3 h.p. BROWN, spray
3 h.p. M.M.C., spray, very low
3ih.p. EXCELSIOR, spray ..

2ih.p. COVENTRY EAGLE ..

3i h.p. Two-speed REX
21 h.p. F.N., light, low

2i h.p. CLEMENT, very low .

.

2} h.p. KERRY, spray, low ..

2 h.p. RALEIGH, spray, smart

2i h.p. ROYAL, vertical, spray
2ih.p. SINGER, magneto
lih.p. MINERVA, spray
2fh.p. EXCELSIOR, trembler coil

2 h.p. HUMBER
2 h.p. PEUGEOT Lightweight
2 h.p. Magneto SIMMS

TRICARS.
4J h.p. W.C. BRADBURY ..

Si h.p. QUADRANT Carette ..

Si h.p. REXETTE. W.C, two speeds
R"EX, Mills- Fulford
Twin REXETTE, W.C, twr speeds, 8 h.p.

5 h.p. HUMBER, open frame
REX, PhcEnix Two-speed

24 10
21
25
17 17
15
21
15
11 10
22
16 10
16
13
13 10
16
13 10
15
16 10
17 10
18 10
16
12 10
10 10
13 10
11 10
11 10
12 10
10
10 10
10
13 10
12
11
10 10
8
7 15
8 10
5 10
8
6 10
9 10
6 10

£37 10
35
35
13
47 10
35
IS 10

BELTING.—' LEATHER V
|in. 1/-, lin. 1/1.

RUBBER CANVAS BELTINa
9d., |in. 1/-, lin. 1/4, lin. 1/8

TV-^u- - - . . ^..
J.^ tyres new, condition perfect;
after
Green

Zi h.p., magneto, spring forks,
" condition perfect; £20; seen

p.m.—14, Grove Road, Willesden

02
h.p. Minerva, Chater-Lea fittings, in
perfect running order; £15 10s., or

nearest offer.—15, Fengates Road, Redhill
Surrey.

"PERFECTION
|in. 9d., fin. 10|d.,

"SERRATRIX'
Best on test.—|in.

per foot.

SPECIAL 2jin. CALMON
rims, 17/9; 28x2in. tubes.
Union tubes, 24X2iin., 5/6.

High-class magneto machines wanted for spot casta.

COVERS, fit 26x2in.
new, 4/9; new Peter

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

IF you want bargains in second-hand
motor cycles, you can get them at

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street,

London.

31 h.p. Rover, good condition, spares. Pal-
's mors, £14; also similar Triumph,

£20.—" Redcott," Dacres Eoad, Forest Hill.

London.

31 h.p. Clyde, magneto, very powerful,
2 very good condition; £14, or exchange

lower power magneto.—97, Uxbridge Road,
Hanwell.

3 h.p. Singer, H.T. magneto, new belt and
tyres, excellent condition; a bargain,

£15. — Shute, 9. Oannon Place, Hampstead,
London.

£8 8s.— Ariel, 68 by 76, spring forks, ad-

justable pulley, Dunlops, trembler, per-

fect order; any time.—91, Southfield Road,
Chiswick.

2. h.p. Quadrant, spring forks, wipe con-
• tact trembler, splendid condition, spray

carburetter; £7 10s.—A.C, 199. High Street,

Watford.

41 h.p. Twin Minerva, latest, spring forks,

2 thumbslides. footboards, etc , splen-

did condition; accept £22.-207, Peckham
Rye, S.E.

TRIUMPH, Tourist Trophy, nearly new
Goodrich non-skid tyres, £5 spares:

price £36.-Apply, 182, Green Street, Foresl

Gate, E.

3i h.p. Humber and rigid sidecar, two
2 speed, chain drivAx £15,

St. John's
or separate

oad. South Tot

_ h.p.
2 speed,

—George, 30a,

tenham, N.

h.p Minerva, nearly brand new, sprint

forks Brooks non-skid; cost £38

price £28. or near offer.—6a, High Street

a,ampstead.

OR Sale or Exchange, 2 h.p. Peugeot,
h.p. Bowden, 1| h.p. Werner;

good tricar and cash.—Owner, 21.

Road, Ilford.

magneto ignition, free engim
£15, a splendid bargain .-

9. Shoe Lane, Fleet Street

34

F' wanted
Balfoui

Q h.p. N.S.U.
O clutch

;

Wauchope's,
London. E.G.

h.p. 1907 Rex. perfect order, new bad

3i h.p. Centaur,
2

N-

The Halifax Motor Exchange^
16, Westsate, Halifax.

Telephone—766. Telegrams—" Perfection."
In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention

O'Z Clincher, new belt, accessories; near

est £15.—Write, Asling. Avondale, Nelsoi

Road. Homsey.
01 h.p. Bowden, Fafnir engine, handle-ba:

02 control, chain drive, all accessories

thorough good condition; £7 7s.—199. Higl

Street, Watford.

31 h p. Rex Motor Cycle and rigid sidecai

4 perfect condition; trial by appoint

ment; £14.—Duddell, 140, Manchester Road
L«le of Dogs, E.

in running order, Longut
mare. Palmer and Clincher tyres

trial given; £12.—Kew, 160, Manor Pari

Road, Harlesden.

23. h.p. Brown, perfect, like new, Heurtl
4 Bruneau lightweight, distinct no-v

elty; £15, cash offers; must sell.—44, Horao
Road, Forest Gate.

,S.U., 3i h.p., new condition, Contiiiei]

tals; ride 50 miles; £16; spares, accef

sories, £2 10s.—Caudwell, Altair, Sutherland
Road, West Ealing.

2 h.p. Peugeot Motor Cycle, vertical enginf
a sound light runabout; £8 lOs., ver

cheap.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Flee

Street, London, E.G.

or nearest.—2 h.p. Quadrant, non-ski
on back, and spring seat-pillar, r.

.good going order. — Sharpe, 87 Landcrof
Road, East Dulwich.

3 h.p. Fafnir, Chater No. 6 frame, sprin
back and front, new condition, £15

also 5 h.p. twin Peugeot, £17 10s.—57, Par
Road, West Dulwich.

£10, or exchange good push cycle and cas

to value.—2 h.p. Peugeot, spray, ligh'

low. Watawata, Dunlops.—H. A. Smitl
Builder, Selsey, Sussex.

31 h.p. Excelsior, M.M.C. engine. Longu<
2 mare carburetter, low frame, rui

ning order; what offers?—229, Sandycomb
Road, Richmond, Surrey.

31 h.p. Rex, in good order, tyres good coi

4 dition, non-skid on back, Longuemai
carburetter; £14 cash.—Deverell, 37, Ga
karth Road, Balham Hill.

£'

The Motor Cycle.
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TRICARS FOR SALE.
6h.p. Smart Rexette Tricar, seats three;

cost £110, accept £32.-98, Pottern&wton
Lane, Leeds.

6i h.p., guaranteed running order; £20,
2 near offer.—H.. 78, Upper Eiclimond

Eoad, East Sheen, S.W.

4h.p. Antoine Tricar, two speeds', fan,
lamps, horn, spares; what offers?—

May, 100. High Eoad. Ilford.

5-6 h.p. Twin-cylinder Tricar, wheel steer-
ing, coach-built seats, two speed gear,

sprung like a car; £45.—Below.

31 h.p. Quadrant Motor Cycle, spring forks,
2 first-class hiU-cUmber; £20. — Carn-

forth Cycle and Motor Co., Carnforth.

9 h.p. Riley, fast and reliable; would en-
tertain small car part payment; cash

-wanted.—10, Charles Street, Bath.

41 h.p. Riley, water-cooled, two speeds,
^ free engine; any trial; £30, or offer.—^Knight, 5, Angle.sea Road, Woolwich.

MAUDE'S.—Minerva Tricar, 3i h.p., con-
vertible to single mount, and complete

-with front wheel and forks; a bargain, £12.

MAUDE'S.—Minerva Tricar, three speeds,
chain drive, complete with fan. Pal-

mers all wheels; £14.

MAUDE'S.—Rexette, 8-10 h.p., water-cool-
ed, spray, tremblers, very good order;

.£50.—Maude's, Powell Street, Halifax.

HUMBER, 4i h.p., w.c, two speeds, coach-
built, splendid touring maehine; £20.

—C. Wayman, Field Cottage, Dennett's Road,
S.E.

3JL,h.pi Triumfih .Tricar, two ^speeds, free
2 engine; £22 10s.; opportunity.—"Wau-

chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London,
E.G.

h.p. Quadrant Carette, and spares, in
splendid order, all guaranteed perfect;

an offer wanted.—Timson, 126, Witton Lane,
Aston.

9 h.p. Jap Water-cooled Tricar; sell, or ex-
change motor cycle and cash.—Write,

particulars, Pickering, Otterburn, Bell Busk.
Leeds.

8 h.p. De Dion, " Ribble," Longuemare,
open, wheel, buckets, 760 by 90 tyres,

new condition; £75.—479. Green Lanes, Har-
ringay.

31 h.p. Tricar, splendid condition, new
2 non-skid tyre on ba-k wheel; £15.—

Smith, 69. Broad Street. Pijudleton, Man-
chester.

4 h.p. Kelecom Tricar, smart reliable ma-
chine, new tyres and belt, rare chance;

£22.—East Ham Garage, High Street South,
East Ham.
STAMFORD BILL.-Ai h.p. Phoenix, genu-

ine, two speeds, band brakes all wheels,
splendid condition; £20.-128, High Road,
Tottenham.

i A-12 h.p. Lagonda, air-cooled, perfect
-LLf order; any trial; £45, or near offer.

—Harris, 24, Devonshire Street, Theobaia s

Road. W.C.

f:r-6 h.p. Humber, two speeds, water-cooled,
O coach-built, reliable, perfect; £30, ex-
changes invited.—91,
Harringay.

Stanhope Gardens,

31 h.p. Singer Tricar, magneto, good going
2 order, moved, and must sell; £18

10s.; appointment by letter. — 19, Albion
Square, Dalston.

31 h.p. Minerva-Ghater-Lea Tricar, only
2 £15. near offer, or exchange 8.C. and

S. lathe, 4in.-5in. centre, foot.^Gardner, 6a,
High Street, Hampstead.

TRIOAB, fitted with 4 h.p. Antoine, 1907
pattern, fast, reliable, good condition

;

£20, or offer; trial by appointment. — 46,
Kemble Road, Croydon.

THREE-SEATER, coach-built, 6 h.p. Rex-
ette tricar, wheel steering, all lamps,

spares, and tools; £35, or offer; must sell.—
68, Gravelly Hill, Birmingham.

51 h.p. Twin-cylinder Rexette Tricar, single
2 speed, spring seat, very powerful;

nrice £19 19s., lowest.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe
Lane, Fleet Street, London, E.G.

5-6 hip. Kerry Tricar, two cylinders, air-
cooled, chain drive, two speeds, wheel

steering, bucket seat, coach-built, all acces-
sories; £25.—W. L. Tilley, Ledbury.

YCLESijooyV\pTop^a200

fit

From

Telegrams
OPiriCER. LONDON

The WORLD:)
Largest Dealer

TELEPhONE Na
j;737.nOLBORN.

We are the cheapest

on this earth for

Secood°hand Motor

Cycles and Tricars,

lists ready.

Second ° hand light

Cars, Tricars, and

Motor Cycles taken in

exchange for new

models, as Triumphs,

Vindec Specials, F.N.S,

Rocs, Bats, Minervas,

Ariels, Quadrants,

Fairys, Moto Reves,

etc. Write for terms.

WADCflOPE'S,

9, Shoe Lane,

Fleet Street

(Off Ludgate Circus),

London, EX.

TRICARS FOR SALE.
5 h.p. Riley Tricar, coach front, free en

gine, like new, fast and powerful ; £35
cycle part.—118, Lambert Street, Hull.

REX Litette Tricar, 6 h.p., magneto, two
speed, 1908, hardly soiled; trial; £3i

10s.—Clarke. 87. Brampton Road. St. Albans

3,1 h.p. White and Poppe Tricar, Ohater
'2 Lea fittings, footboards, 2J tyres

studded back, perfect condition ; £20, lowest
—32, Eastbourne Road, S. Tottenham, N.

RILEY Tricar, 6 h.p., water-cooled thret
speeds" and reverse, coach-built, ii

good condition, spares; £45, or near offer.-
Haworth. Ormerod Street. Accrington.

TRICAR, 4J h.p., w.c, J.A.P., Chater frame
clutch, two-speed; in splendid condi

tion; cost £100, £30, cash offers; photo.-
Harris, confectioner, Feltham, Middlesex.

LAGONDA Tricar, 10-12 h.p., water-cooled
three speeds, in excellent ordea

throughout; price £55.—Further particulars
apply. Western Motor Works, Sidcup, S.E.

8-10 h.p. w.c. Rexette, in new condition
three-seater, lamps, tools, spares ; anj

trial; £45, or offer, exchange considered.-
120b, High Street, Homerton, London, N.E

4 h.p. White and Poppe Water-cooled Tri
car, two speeds. Palmer cords, foui

lamps, absolutely reliable; trial run; £45
cost double. — Pairview, Spring-field Road
Wallington.

31 h.p. Humber Tricar, Phelon-Moore two
2 speed; £20, or offer, or would ex

change motor or push cycle, piano, furni
ture, etc.—Newton, 8, Stockport Road
Levenshulme.

41 h.p. Riley Tricar, two speeds, gear box
2 chain drive, water-cooled; any trial;

just overhauled at cost of £12; accept £35.-
B. D. May, chemist, 331, West Green Road
Tottenham.

LARGE Open Frame Westfield Tricar, in

splendid condition, 5 h.p., twin, and
three-speed Oppermann, price £25; alsc
small open frame tricar just new, £16 10s.—
57, Park Road, West Dulwich.

31 h.p. Chater-Lea, Fafnir, water-cooled
2 Bowden two-speed, chain drive, can<

forecar. long footboards, trembler, accumu
lators, lot of spares, first-class order; £30.—
Paterson, Old Catton, Norwich.

31 h.p. Runabout, new, fitted with Quin
2 ton water-cooled engine, two-speed

sear, chain drive, bucket seat; £22 10s.

exchange arranged.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe
Lane, Fleet Street, London, B.C.

-f
Q07 Practically Brand New Twin 6 h.p.

J-U Rex Triette. cantilever seat, 2iin. Dun-
lops not done 400 miles, better than new;
£25, 'or exchange 1907 Triumph.—Triette, 85,

Colvestone Crescent, Dalston, London.

5 h.p. Zedel-engined Runabout, bucket seat,

two-speed gear, twin-cylinder engine,
suitable for tradesman, take box or seat in

front: price 20 guin^s.—Wauchope's, 9,

Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London, B.C.

31-4 h.p. M.M.C. Tricar, Chater-Le? frame,
2 easy starter, exceptionally jwerful,

cane forecar, vertical engine, non-skids;
rare bargain, £18, or motor cycle and cash.

—Motor, 9, French Place, Shoreditch, London.

T'RICAR two-seated, upholstered brown
leather, 4 h.p. Aster, two-speed, wheel

steering, less wheel and tyres; exchange for

motor cycle or cash; 24 h.p. F.N. carbur-

etter, 6&., or offer.—50. Balls Pond Road, Dal-

ston.

5h p Eagle Tricar, Buchet engine, Longue-
mare carburetter. Clincher tyres, very

powerful and reliable, large gas lamp,
pump, hooter, etc.; £25, equal to new, or

exchange cycle and cash; private.—22, The
Avenue, Bruce Grove, London.

41 h p w.c. Humber Tricar, perfect condi-

2 "tion, two-speed, handle starting, foot

clutch (large), front wheels, 2i new tyres,

phosphor bronze brakes, spare valves; £26

10s., exchange good magneto cycle.—Slater,

105, Westminster Road, Morecambe.

iA-12 h.p. 1907 Lagonda Tricar, three

lU speeds and reverse, a most perfect

tricar, seats for two in front water-cooled

engine, open frame, and wheel steering,

several spares and tools, including horn and
three lamps: £75; exchange arranged -
Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, Lon-

don.

In answerina am of these advertistTmnts it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle."
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TRICARS FOR SALE.
6h.p. Invicta Tricar, Fafnir water-cool&d

engine, Oppermann three-speed gear-
box, new Renold's chains, tyres new condi-
tion, just undergone thorough overhaul,
fast, several pounds worth spares; £45, or
close offer.—Wynn, Alcester, Warwickshire.

SINGER Tricar, 6 h.p. water-cooled, twin-
cylinder engine, three speeds and re-

verse, wheel steeriug, coach-built, tyres as
uew, Pullman non-sliid on back, everything
in perfect order and condition, four lamps,
and full list of spares and tools; trial to
buyer; £65.-^Geo. Clayton, Peel Hall Street
Works, Preston. Lanes.

-j Q08 Practically Brand New 10 h.p. Twin-
XtJ cylinder Bexette, two speeds and re-

verse, gear box, not done 300 miles, seats
two and child in front, climbs most hiiis on
top gear, everything in absolutely perfect
condition ; great bargain ; owner obliged to
sell through unforeseen circumstances;
sacrifice £65, recently cost double.—A.T.S., 86,

Oolvestone Crescent, Dalston, London.

GREAT Bargain, £35, or nearest.—Must
sell. Almost new Phoenix Trimo,

coach-built. 5-7 h.p. Peugeot twin engine,
Chapman's enclosed fans, Cliater frame, Os-
borne four speeds, Whittle belt, Peter-Union
tyres, studded back new. footboards, com-
bined Chater-Bowden brakes, large petrol
capacity; expert examination. — 73, Manor
Road, West Ham, Essex.

HANDSOME Tricar, twin, air-cooled
Buchet engine, 85 by 90, two-speed,

Ohater-Lea gearbox, open frame, sprung
front axle, 650 by 65 Goodrich non-skid back
tyre, Continentals front, Bowden wheel
control, coach-built bucket seats, finished
in Automobile red, with black lines; photo;
any trial ; £65, take motor cycle in part pay-
ment.—Ireland, St. Neots, Hunts.

QUADRANT 5i h.p. Tricar, two-speed, free
engine, air-cooled, coach-built front,

Clincher tyres (good condition), new Con-
tinental butt-ended. Parsons non-skid, extra
spare new belt, two new, contact makers,
one exhaust valve, toolbag and few tools,
two lamps. Brooks BlOO saddle, running
order, almost new condition; £32 10s., or
nearest.—Apply, Owner, Elm Croft, Laira,
or Holmes, Laira Avenue, Plymouth.

STAMFORD HILL. — Must be Sold. -
Twin Antoine, R.O.M., Mabon clutch,

splendid machine, £30; twin Kerry,
long bars, Millford front, very light
and fast, R.O.M., grand goer, £28; 4§
h.p. Phoenix, Fitall two speeds, footboards,
etc., £25; 3^ h.p. Excelsior, two speed, starts
like car, £18 10s. ; 4^ h.p. Kelecom, plain
drive, sound and fast machine, £17 10s.

;

any offer, cash or exchange; trials, trials;
insist on trials.—128, High Road, Tottenham.

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
PHCENIX Forecar, coach-built, good con-

dition, tyres new; £5 10s. — Wykes,
Grantham.

FORECAR Attachment, 26in. wheels, tyres
new, coach-built seat; £3 10s.—369, Edg-

ware E^ad, W.

GENUINE Ohater-Lea Sidecar, latest
model, brand new; £5 15s.—R. May, 111,

Larkhall Lane, S.W.

MONTGOMERY Sidecar, splendid condi-
tion; cost over £10, accept £4 5s.—14,

Zermatt Street, Chapeltown, Leeds.

STAMFORD HILL. — Two-wheeled coach-
built sidecar, 26 by 2i Continentals,

beautifully sprung; cost £18, price £7 10s.

STAMFORD HILL.—Famous rigid sidecars,
instant delivery, none better, fit your

machine, £4 18s. 6d. ; sound second-hand
sidecar, £3 5s.—128, High Road, Tottenham.

MONTGOMERY Sidecar. 26in. wheel, right
side, Palmer tyre, apron and cushion;

£5 iOs.—Kirkham, High Street, Cheltenham.

MILLS-FULFORD Duplex Steering Sidecar,
condition good, 2i Palmer tyre; bar-

gain, £4 15s.—Barker, Oxford Road, Worth-
ing.

SIDECAR, Montgomery, fixed or flexible,
28in. wheel. Palmer tyre; £4 IOs.;

health reason selling.—223, High Street
North, E. Ham.
SIDECAE. fit any frame, perfect condi-

tion, 26in. motor tyre; sacrifice £4 5s.,
lowest price.—C. A. Edgar. 123, HoUoway
Road, London. N.

Accumulators
UNSRII.L.ABLE
1908 TYPE.

Read what a private rider says
{Motor Cycle, July 15th, '08, letter

No. 3414) when answering a letter

from another reader of the Motor
Cycle, who does not use"E.P.R."
accumulators.

" If your correspondent will try

"a couple of 'E.P. R.' unspill.ible
" accumulators, I think his troubles
" will be at an end. If he cares to
" do so, he can put them in his
" tank upside down, but he will get
" no acid trouble. Unlike most of
" the unspillable type, they contain
" no jelly. I have had two in u;se

" for some considerable time, and
" find them excellent."

No. 20c 4 x2l x6in. '• Acid type,"
14/6.

No. 20c / 08. 4 X 2' X 6in. " Un-
spillable," 17/6.

We make these unspillable accumulators
in all sizes from 5 to 50 amp capacity.
All unspillable types are sent out fully
charged and ready for use. No loose acid
to shake out. Full instructions with every
cell. All batteries, whether usual type or
unspillable, fitted with " E.P.R." non-
corrosive terminals.

A FEW SIZES ARE LtSTED HERE.

The "Fleet"

No. 19c .

.

„ i6r .

.

„ 20C ..

„ 30c ..

„ 40c ..

4 volt 5 amp.
six I X4i

. six 2 x6
• 3iX2f X5i

. 4 X2|x6

. 3|-X2|x6

. 4jX4ix6J

' 'Acid
type.'

6 6

10/6
<3/6

14/6
18/6
25-

"Un-
spill."

7/6

13/6
16/-

17/6
21/.

28/6

REPAIRS.—We make a speciality of
treating old and damaged batteries. We
can either repair and make them equal to
new, or else allow their value in part ex-
change for new " E.P.R." cells. Send for
new catalogue and terms.

NOTE.—All repair work guaranteed.
Minerva accumulators cannot be repaired.

Bichfofd and Co.,
ACCDMDI.ATOR SPECIALISTS,

153, FLEET STREET, E.C
Estabhshed 1876.

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
MAUDE'S.—Let us have your order for

new Montg-omery sidecar. Prices lov
Exchanges for your old pattern rigid lid^
car.

MAUDE'S.—Montgomery sidecars eav
funeral expenses. The only really sal

sidecar. Deferred payments.

MAUDE'S.—Brand new Montgomery sidi

car; cost £9 IOs., fits twin Minerva, a(

cept £6 17s. 6d.

MAUDE'S.—Bat Eigid Sidecar, 26in. whee
Clincher A Won tyre, good condition

£4 10=.

MAUDE'S.—Wicker Forecar, band brak<
both wheels, practically new tyres

£4 15s.

MAUDE'S. — Another Forecar, very goc
tyres, very good condition throughoul

accept £4 5s.—Maude's, Motor Mart, Powe
Street, Halifax.

FOEECAEEIAGE Attachment. withoi
front seat, complete with band brake

footboards, mudguards, lamps, stand, etc
£6 5s.—T. Bainbridge, 27. Eosebery Terrac
Consett.

BOOTH.—Several Montgomery sidecar
cheap, shop-soiled. A few seconi

hand sidecars very cheap. State requir
ments.—Booth's Motor Exchange, Wac
Street, Halifax.

MONTGOMEEY Sidecar, latest mode
cane seat, lunch basket, separate gei

erator, acetylene lamp, apron, etc., just i

new; £6 15s.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lan
Fleet Street, London.

RIGID Sidecar, £5.—Wauchope's, 9, Sh^
Lane, Fleet Street, London, E.G.

FOEECAE Attachment, suit a 3i h.;

Minerva; £4 IOs.—Wauchope's, 9. Sh<
Lane, Fleet Street, London.

BEOWN Forecar, 3i h.p., magneto, vei
little used, tyres, etc.. as new, cai

basket, spring frame, just been tuned u;

stand, Peter-Union studded back tyre, hor:
Brooks BlOO saddle, etc. ; cost £58, price £3
—J. Crisp, Broomfield Hall. Chelmsford.

OAEliEIGH Sidecars never side-slip. W
guarantee ours to be the only sidecE

free from side-slip. So confident are v

that for this week every purchaser will hai
a £20 guarantee against side-slip. Our sid
cars stand alone for simplicity and ease <

attachment. Eemember ours are the lowei
built; price £5.—Oakleigh Motors, Ltd., Wei
Dulwich.

MOTOR fTRICYCLES.
MOTOE Tricycle, genuine De Dion, fitt«

with la,rge seat, tyres new last yea
U h.p., will go up most hills without assis
ance; £5.—Apply. 6, Brownswood Park, Sout
Homsey, N.

TANDEMS.
LADYBACK Motor Tandem, frame, fork

30s. ; 2J h.p. engine, new, incomplet
20s. ; extra" air valve, 2s.—46, Vardens Eoai
Wandsworth.

QUADCARS.
PHCENIX Quadcar, good condition, spare

two Blerict. two electric side and ta
lamps, mud shields to all wheels, whe
control, tool box; £45.—B. Martin, 10, Wei
Chapel Street, Mayfair, London, W.

' CARS FOR SALE.
STAMFOED HILL.—ia-12 h.p. Pick, twi

seater, three speeds, reverse, eplendi
condition; £25.

STAMFOED HILL.—Simms tonneau, fou
seater. three speeds and reverse, 810-'

equal artillery wheels. Dunlops and Conti
entals, cardan shaft drive, splendid cond
tion; any trial; £35.-128, High Eoad, To
tenham.

iQMAET Two-seater, 5-6 h.p., water^coole
/O first-class condition. Cape hood; trial
cheap..—118, Highbury Hill, N.

6 h.p. Eover, hood, screen. Stepney, lamp
tools, special finish car, and in e:

cellent order; £80.

6 h.p. Wolseley, with lamps, spare covei
and tubes, and tools, in good runnin

order ; £45.

5 h.p. Baby Peugeot, hood, and wind ecreei
excellent order; £55.—Bloomfield Bros

Braintree.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle."'
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TYRES.

IALIFAX.—Special 24 Calmon tyres, fit 26

by 2 rims, 17s. 9d. each; new 28 by 2

L'bes, 4s. 9(i. each; 24 by 2i Peter-Union
ibes, 5s. 6d. — Motor Excliange, Westgate,
alifax.

/fAUDE'S Butt-ended Tubes.—Why not try
(L one on approval? Note especially the
w prices: 26in. and 28in. by 2in., 7s. 6d.

;

in. and 28in. by 2iin., 7s. 9d.; 26in. and 28in.
T 24in., 8s. 3d. — Maude's, Powell Street,
alifax.

TTHO said cheap inner tubes are useless?
'V Are Palmers useless.^ And yet they
•e cheap here; lis. allowed on any old
»ver, and 2s. on any tube in part payment
r Palmers; see our displayed advertise-
ent.—Maude's, Powell Street, Halifax.

6 by 2J New Gaulois Covers, 16s. 6d.; 29
by 2J Clincher cover, fitted new PuU-

an non-skid band, 183. 6d.; 26 by Z^iuxtto,
3. 6d. ; 24 by 2J new steel studded Peter-
aion covers, 24s.; 26 by 2 steel stuaaed Gau-
is cover, 15a. 6d. ; 26 by 2J wired-on Gaulois
ver, 12s. 6d. ; approval.— West. 11, Seymour
ace. London, W.

1YEES, Tyres.—Huge quantity of brand
new heavy covers at more than 50 per

nt. reduction, by one of the best British
anufacturers; compare following prices
:th others; nothing on the market to touch
ese in price and quality

;

' special oppor-
nity. Note prices : 700 by 65, 17s. 6d. ; 750
65, 17s. 6d.; 700 by 85, £2; 750 by 85, £2
6d.; 760 by 90, £2 10s.; 810 by 90, £2 15s.

.; 815 by 105, £3; 870 by 90, £3; 875 by 105,
10s.; 880 by 120, £3 15s.; 920 by 120 £4; all
her sizes equally cheap.—A. F. Gamham
id Co., tyre factors, Woodbridge Road, Ips-
ch.

REPAIRERS.
JXPEET Motor Cycle Repairers; acces-
( sones, oil, spirit, and grease. — Geo
ighes and Co., 85, Duke Street, Liverpool'.

[RACKED Water Jackets of motors suc-
cessfully repaired by Lea's metallurgi-

l process.-Lea and Son, engineers, Run-
fn.

5 any motor cycle we cannot repair.-
,.. o.^^i*'^!'- 22. Brook's Alley, bottom of
Id Street, Liverpool. Lubrio cylinder and
igneto coils.

[AUDE'S.—Vulcanising in all its branches
lubes vulcanised, small cuts 9d., large

J \V
I'eturned same day, and guaran-

3d.—Maude's, Powell Street, Halifax.

IBMINGHAM.-Overhauling, cylinders re-
' bored, re-bushing, valves, pulleys, any
Ike; frames cut down and made up-to-
|te_; spare tanks fitted; prompt attention.
Priest and WilUams. 66, Bishop Street.
EEDS and West Riding Motorists.—Re-

i placements, overhauling, and repairs
idertaken by Frank C. Speke. motor en-
neer 35, Crimbles Street, Sheepscar, Leeds.
.Utul workmanship, reasonable charges.
'lO West of England Motorists.—Car and

motor cycle repairs, prompt and r-e-
ibl6: cylinders re-bored, new pistons and
ags fitted; don't hesitate; send straight
us.—Hamlin. Motor Works, Bridgwater.
TEW Engines for Old. from 2i to 8 h.p.;

Vn ^-i®
^^'^^'^ °* parts for De Dions.

M.U, lixcelsior; new pistons and re-boring
Lth increased power at moderate charges;
pairs prompt to all makes guaranteed by
years experience.—The Record Motor Go
(V&ntry.

>EPAIRS and Overhauling. — We have
^ the finest repair works in London for
otor cycles, with up-to-date machinery;
timates free; new cylinders for any make
engine, pulleys, valves, gears, and all

placements; send for our new booklets,
itn prices. — Laystall Motor Engineering
orks, 27 and 29, Laystall Street, Rosebery
renue, E.C.

EXCHANGE.
TYPEWRITER, new. cost £22 10s. ; exchange
- motor cycle.—A.J.B., 103, (Jhesterfield
irdens, Harringay.
(EXCHANGE Motor Cycle and gold watch
^ and chain for w.c. tricar.—Aldridge,
Llhngham, Dorset. '

y^O Motor Cycles, 1% h.p. Minervas, Chater
- and Centaur, Dunlops and Clinchers.
'T 3i h.p. — 34. Great Hermitage Street,
appmg, E.

Compressionii Power

with rings and gudgjBon pin. Please serid for

repairs booklet, gi:vinK;price.s for this work.

TheLAYaTALLMOTd^R ENGINEERING WORKS, Ltd;

, AUTOMOBILE REPAIRERS, :

27 & 29,
' Laystall St.', Rosebery Av., LON DON'', E.C.

' ;. Established 1900.
,
Tel. 12301 Central. :)'

Convert your '*jigger"

into a Motor Cycle

!

Lightweight Motor

Attachment
can be fitted to any ordinary

push^bike.

Price of iViotor

complete, £16
Call and see one now

set

LEO RIPAUI-T & OO.

,

64a, POLAND ST., OXFORD ST., LONDON, W.

PL. EX
The Terminal you want.

\'^V EASY &. QUICK ADJUSTMENT.
Made in Pure Copper.

6 high and 6 low tension or 1 doz.of eilheraize

P.O. €c5., POST FREE, of the

SPECIALITIES MANUFACTURING CO.,
23, Derby Rosd, WEST CROYDON.

EXCHANGE.
31 h.p. London Engine. M.O.V., vertical,
2 splendid condition ; £4 10s.—58, Wnite-

hors'e Eoad. Croydon.

AEIEL, 3i h.p., for 1908 Motosacoche. cash
adjustment.—Smallwood, 2, Park Eoad,

B-earwood, Birmingham.

EXCHANGE 6 h.p. Peug-eot Miniature
Racing Oar, very fast, for good motor

cycle or tricar and cash.—See under Cars.

AEGYLL, 8 h.p., gears practically new;
appointment.—15, Shrubland Eoad, Dal-

ston, London. Good motor cycle and cash.

EXCHANGE Humber. 2| h.p., piano, port-
able harmonium, taiKe, cash £10; after

7 p.m.—148, Maurice Avenue, "Wood Green, N.

EXCHANGE 6 h.p. Two-seater Car, perfect
running, for good motor cycle or tri-

car and little cash.—52, Perry Hill, Catford.

EXCHANGE 4 h.p. tricar for any light
machinery, motor cycle, frame, or any-

thing useful. — 15, Heywood Eoad. Liver-
pool.

EXCHANGE 3 h.p. cycle, free engine, re-

liable, for lower power with cash ad-
justment.—81, Umfreville Eoad, Harringay„
London.

2J h.p. Clement, about 70 lbs., V belt,

spares; cheap for cash, or part ex-

change light road racer.—71, Burghley Eoad,
Hornsey.

EXCHANGE new auarter-plate hand cam-
era, all sundries, for carburetter, suit

3i h.p., with throttle.—603, Smithdown iwad.
Liverpool.

EXCHANGE splendid B.S.A. road racer. L&
Paris, and coaster, new, in crate, for

motor cycle; no rubbish.—3, Market Street.

Northwich.

EXCHANGE 3J h.p. 1907 Minerva, not beea
ridden 500 miles, for Eefiex focal plane

hand camera and cas-h ; sell £18 10s.—Wykes,
Grantham.

EXCHANGE good trailer for 8ft. of gin. or

lin Whittle belt," as new; Montgomery
sidecar, ' bargain, £4 15s.—Bowley. Stanton

Eoad, Ilkeston.

EXCHANGE Second-hand 26 by 2 Duro
beaded cover, for good ga» jfmE.

separate generator preferred. — Hollana,

Stoke, x^Tuneaton.

LAMP, fan, stand, carrier, for cash.^or

exchange lin. 8ift. Brooks, iin. 8|ft.

"Watawata. - Ober. Upper Norwood, 104,

Church Eoad, S.E.

OA by 34 New "Wood Pulley, also jack, for

ZU speedometer or spring fork attache

ment. suit lightweight Eex. - 15. Electng-

Parade, Olacton-on-Sea.

41 h p. Tricar, water-cooled, bucket seat,

2 two speeds, etc., smart machine; cash

£25 or motor cycle and cash.—Herbert. 62,-

New City Eoad, Plaistow, E.

GENUINE EdiSion 6 Guinea Phonograph,
large horn, 200 new records, value £20.

and cash for high-class motor or tricar.—

Grifaths, 111, High Street. Barry.

EXCHAiNGE, 12-16 h.p. Sid© Entrance Car,

perfebt order, for first-class tricar or

powerful cvcle and cash.—Apply, Box No.

723, The Motor Cycle Oflaces, Coventry.

5h p Twin "Vindec, new July, 1907, Jperfect.

scarcely used, too fast, too powerful;

exchange 1908 Triumph, 3i h.p. — Letters,

Eaphael, 19. Oxendon Street. Haymarket.

8-11 h p Tvan Panhard Car, five-seated,

siound condition ; £90, or exchange for

value motor cycles, tricars, etc.; leaving

premises.—Gough, 52. Junction Eoad, Leices-

ter.

EXCHANGE 5 h.p. water-cooled tricar Os-

borne four-speed pulley. Whittle belt.

Palmers, Chater-Lea. radiators, wicker front

seat, for 5 h.p. twin motor cycle.—Ireland.

St. Neots, Hunts.

EXCHANGE Valuable prize winning Harle-

quin Dane bitch, in whelp, to imported

Cirus von Heidelberg, valued 25 guineas, for

good motor cycle or tricar.—Manager. 9/,

High Street. Woolwich.

EXCHANGE for good motor cycle or tri-

car, new high class furniture, any de-

scription, valued wholesale, direct from
works.—Furniture Manufacturer. 9-11, French
Place, Shoreditch. London.

In answering any of these advertisements it is rlesirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle."
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EXCHANGE.
EXCHANGE, the Equity of four newly-built

Houses, near Eastbourne, for small car
or tricar.—Prank Crealy, Hosier, Eastbourne.

EXCHANGE nearly new 1908 5 h.p twin
Peugeot for 34 n.p. single, cash adjust-

ment, or sell £25.—No. 731, The Motor Cycle

Offices, 20, Tudor Street, E.G.

WILL Exchange equity B.even houses, Hull,
producing £21 clear yearly, for power-

ful twin and sidecar or tricar and cash.—
No. 711. The Motor Cyde Offices, Goventi'y.

31 h.p. Eex Motor Cycle, also sidecar, castor
wheel, well upholstered green, both ex-

cellent condition; trial any evening; ex-
change for 7-9 h.p. motor cycle; trial.—Hall.
Fernleigh, Potters Eoad, New Barnet.

EXCHANGE for grood push cycle and £8
cash 23 h.p. Falcon motor cycle, excel-

lent condition, 26in. wheels, splendid hill-

climber, very reliable; well worth £15.

—

Motorist, 86, Colvestone Crescent, Dalston,
London.

EXCHANGE, Twin Eex, cantilever saddle,
spring forks, footboards and pedals,

in splendid running order, for tricar, mag-
neto Rex, or single Bat and cash, or other
offers.—Abraham, " Plas-rhaiadr," Talycafn,
North Wales.

IF You Want to arrange an exchange of
any description, apply at Wauchope's,

the safe and sound motor dealers, recently
patronised by the Spanish Ambassador and
other notables. There you can be dealt
with on particularly advantageous terms.
Liberal allowances for second-hand ma-
chines in part exchange for new models.
Write giving full particulars of your
present motor cycle, tricar, or light car,
and per return we will quote you a price
for same in part payment for any of the
leading makes 1908 or 1909 models.—Wau-
chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London,
F C

WANTED.
DEUMMOND Lathe wanted ; £10 offered in

' cash.—L. S. Fearn. Alfreton.

WANTED, 26 by 2J tyres (two), for spot
cash.—52, Peii'y Hill, Catford.

GOOD Low 2-2i h.p. motor cycle, cheap for
cash.-Worledge, Great Staughtbn, St.

Neots.

WANTED, four or two-speed gear, to fit 5
h.p. Antoine. — Dunstone, Sacriston,

Durham.

WANTED, two-speed gear, for belt drive.
—Wheeler, 192, Ball's Pond Eoad,

London, N.
WANTED, Triumph, any condition, must

be cheap for cash.—5, Heath Street,
,Hampstead.

TT^.N., four-cylinder, wanted, any condition,
-C cheap for cash.—Rey, 5. Heath Street,
Hampstead.

WANTED, 2i h.p. Kerry cylinder and pis-
ton, 1904 pattern.—Hilton, 5. Blakes

Road, Peckham.

WANTED, 26 by 3 wired tyres, heavy, new,
slightly soiled.—Ashby, 66, Westbourne

•Gardens, Hove.

WANTED, Old Four-cylinder F.N., any
condition.—Smith, Wallace Lodge,

Chadwell Heath.

GOOD Heavy Tricar Covers, also tubes, 26
by 24, wired.—Graveson, Eock Cottage,

Wath-on-Deame

.

WANTED, Worn Covers and Tubes, 800 by
85, 810 by 90, 815 by I05.-Stimpson,

Stratford-on-Avon.

WANTED. 4 h.p. Antoine engine, also
quad, tricar, and cycle.—C. Strutt.

Dennett's Eoad, S.E.

^fANTED. 7ft. 6in. belt, tin., Watawata
» T or Dermatine, as new.—Macpherson,

66, Wells Street. W.

WANTED, motor cycle, Minerva; easv
payments; £5 down.—T.H., 33, Gilbey

Eoad, Tooting, S.W.

WANTED, petrol engine, 2-3 h.p., com-
plete, and in good order.—Paynter,

Abbey Mills, Alnwick.

WANTED, 26 by 2J front wheel. Truffault
fork parts, and mudguard.—18, New-

stead Eoad, Liverpool.

WANTED, a 6 h.p. Eover, for doctor ; must
be cheap and good condition.—E., 27,

Mill Hill Road, Acton.

Have The Best Lamp.

I

DO NOT PUT UP WITH ANY OLD LAMP
HiL. HAVE A PREMIER SEARCHLIGHT.
Send your lamp here with a label bearirg your name and
address and we will quote allowame. The price of
Searchl ght, generator with bracket, anil tube complete
ig 30.'-; or lamp o y, 24'-. Light projection, 200ft.

Dissected front glass prevents glare Mirror lens.
PREMIER Searchlight* are sent on THREE DAYS'

ACTUAL. TRIAL. Sole London Agents

:

Brown Brothers, Ltd., Great Eastern Street, E.G.

PREMIER MOTOR Co., lid., Aston, Birmingham.

"TRIUMPHS"

Stocktaking Sale.

1907 3i h.p £29

1907 „ 31

1907 „ 33

1908 „ 39 10

Also 31 h.p. REX, £14; 2|

h.p. F.N., £13 10s. ; 3 h.p.

N.S.U., £10 10s.

Every machine ready for trial run.

All the Triumphs are equal to new.
Approval anywhere.

Remember I have NEW TRroMPHS
in stock. Price £48 complete.

Biggest stock of High-grade Motor

Cycle Accessories in Yorks.

ERIC S. MYERS,
"NO WORRY DEPOT,"

62, Manningham Lane, BRADFORD.

9i 99

G<enuine Birmingham

QOADMIfTS.
A large stock of parts still to be cleared.

Write for latest list.

232, LADYWOOD RD., BIRMINGHAM.

WANTED.
CHAUFPEUB wants situation (24). a

stainer, certified. — O.U., 28, Maberk
Street, Aberdeen.

FOUB-CYLINDER P.N.. handle-bar contro
as new.—Timmis, 31, All Saints Eoai

New Shildon, Durham.

GOOD Magneto Motor Cycle, single pn
ferred, must be cheap for spot cash.-

Pettyt, dentist. Halifax.

WHITTLE Belt, gin., for cash, or exchang
3in. Strauss and Gloria, or sell.—Hal

way Hotel, Patchway. Glos.

WANTED, free engine clutch, fit 3i h.]

Eex, cheap.—Snell, 6, Vickers Buik
ings, Newton Street. Lincolii.

WANTED, 1907 Minerva, 2| or 34 h.p
spring forks; cheap for cash.—

V

Beaumont, Bird's Eoyd, Brighouse.

EXCHANGE 1908 Cycle and £8 for goo
powerful motor cycle; near London.'

726, The Motor Cyde Offices. Coventry.

WANTED, twin carburetter, coil, bel
saddle, etc., also pair of wheels, 26ii

by 2Jin.—8, Eavensworth Eoad, College Par!
N.W.

WANTED, good sidecar (fit Triumph) ; gii

cash or Standard phonograph, wit
about ninety records.—106, Empress Avenu
Ilford.

WANTED, 24 h.p. (or more) Motor Cycl
give Id. slot gramophone, 45 record

or new £9 10s. push cycle.—114^ Eutlai
Street, E.

WANTED, Car, in exchange for 5-6 h.;

Peugeot cycle; see cycl© advertis
ment; or sell £45.—Jack Wood, Crockenhil
Swanley, Kent.

2 h.p. Minerva, Kerry, or other mak
wanted in exchange for light roa

racer and cash. — 71, Fox Lane. Palmei
Green. London.

LIGHT Four-wheeled Ennabout, about
h.p., must be cheap and perfect; ser

full particulars. — Fawcett. 33. Barkhai
Eoad, Wokingham!

WANTED, Montgomery sidecar, ia>i;

wheel, cheap; 25 by 2i heavy covei

also address of P. W. Beard, Bristol. — 2

Caunce Street, Blackpool.

WANTED, lightweight Motosacoche, <

N.S.U., magneto, spring forks pr
ferred, cheap for cash.—Parsons, 26, Ham;
ton Park, Eedland, Bristol.

GOOD Single - cylinder for very powerfi
twin Eex, guaranteed. Give cash a

justment for up-to-date magneto machine.
Box 619, The Motor Cyde Offices, Coventry.

WANTED, good motor cycle; exchang
valuable Dane bitch, with six pups, b

imported Cirus von Heidelberg, pups alou

worth £30.—Manager, 97, High Street, Woo
wich.

WANTED, good motor cycle or tricar; e:

change new high-class furniture

direct from works, valued wholesale.—Fum
tur© Manufacturer, 7-11, French Place, Snori

ditch, London.

WANTED, to purchase second-hand (nc

third or fourth) 3J h.p. good mote
cycle, in guaranteed condition; moderat
price; with or without sidecar (castor whet
preferred).—722, Th^ Motor Cyde Offices, Co'

entry.

ENGINEEE wants any these.—Engine nc

less than 3 h.p., magneto, Chater-Lea c

other low frame, spring forks, pair wheeD
tank, or sound machine; overhaul nc

minded; cheap.—725, The Motor Cyde Office!

Coventry.

WANTED to purchase, for prompt casl

second-hand motor cycles, as Tr:

umphs, P.N.'s, Vindec Specials, Phelon an

Moores, Anglian, Eocs, Eexes, Bats, Pev

geots, etc.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Flee

Street, London.

SIDEOAES wanted; give new cycles, thret

speed Sturmey-Archer gears, level es

change; wanted also Drummond or othe

S.O. lathe, gramophone; reasonable casi

price given for good motor cycles.—BootE

Wade Street, Halifax.

In answerina anv of thpju> nAiiprt.i.tf.Tn/iiifx If. ij! dp ihlci fJiyi.f iimi mcnfAon " Thf. Motor Gvcle.^'
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MISCELLANEOUS.
ANXS of all kinds mad© to order.—Dog-

gett, metal worker, 65, Turnmill Street,

adon.

lUADEANT Loop Frame, witli front forks

I and 20in. handle-bar; 32s. 6d. eacH.—
rrar.

ONG Motor Handle-bars, 21in., 4s. 9d.

;

heavier gauge, 6s. 6d. ; well plated.

•ee sizes.—Farrar.

.OUBLE-TWIST Cow-voiced Horns, 4s. 9d.

;

large size, 6s. ; new Lycett's B toolbag,

-Farrar.

EEMIEE, Accumulators, Eex size 12s.;

send for price list; pounds saved. —
rrar, Square Road, Halifax.

NGINEiS Re-bushed throughout from £1.

—Tufnell and Co.

YLINDERS Re -bored from 5s.—Tufnell

and Co.

ISTONS Supplied new from 7a. 6d.—Tuf-
nell and Co.

nfGS from 9d.—Tufnell and Co.

ONNECTLNG Rods from 7s. 6d.—Tufnell
and Co.

fLET Valves from Is. 6d.—Tufnell and Co.

XHAUST Valves from 2s. 6d.—Tufnell and
Co.

ULLEYS for any motor.—Tufnell and Co.

EIUMPH, Brown, Fafnir, 4s. 9d.—Tufnell
and Co.

EX, Antoine, Kelecom, 5s. 9d.—Tufnell
) and Co.

|E DION, M.M.C.. 6s. 9d.—Tufnell and Co.

BOVE 4iin. Diameter, extra 9d.—Tufnell
. and Co.

XLES, cranks, spindles, handle-bars, seat-

pillars, or any otjkier parts made to

kern or sketch at lowest prices; accuracy
iranteed.—Tufnell and Co., 527, High Road,
srtonstone.

kERMATINE Belt, lin.. never used, 8ft.

' 9iii.; 15&.—5, Church Lane, Liverpool.

[WHIPCORD Breeches, latest cut ; 10s. 6d.—
\ J. C. Savage, 119, Donegall Street, Bel-

tABON Free Engine Clutch, complete, as

new; 30s.—2, Durham Road, South Eal-

r, w.
lUNCTTTRES Vulcanised, any size, 6d., and

guaranteed.-16, Summerland Mansions,
Lswell Hill.

HEDS for Motor Cycles, 45&.; portable.
—Stevens, 82a, Leighton Road, Kentish

wn, London.

OAmp. C.A.V. Accumulator, in case, as
new; cost £4, offers.—Medweli, Lad-

oke. Redhill.

MART Whipcord Motor Cycling Breeches

;

88. 6d., post free; patterns free.—Mere-
Dh's, Northwich.

tTHIPCORD Cycling Breeches, latest cut;
V 10s. 6d. ; write for patterns.—Booth,
llor, Longton, Staffs.

< ENTTINE De Dion, 76 b^ 76, Chater-Lea,
r perfect.—Particulars, Cox, 25. St. An-
ew' s Street, Cambridge.

ELT Rim Brakes, flexible cable, hand ap-
plied, easily fitted, stop anything; 8s.

., usuaJ price 15s.—Slack's Garage, Stock-
rt.

rALVE Lifters, complete with hand levers
and flexible cable, easily fitted, 4s. lid.,

ual price 9s. 6d. — Slack's Garage, Stock-
irt.

^OR Sale, a pattern for casting a com-
plete crank case for 5-6 h.p. Antoine

rin engine; price £1.—S., 94, Meadow Lane,
jeds.

EVERYTHING made in Tanks and Radi-
i ators except a fortune. — Write for
ices, A, Phillips, 112, Lynton Road, Ber-
ondsey.

>ORTABLE Motor and Cycle Houses, cheap
prices, carriage paid; catalogue D.

—

ioenix Manufacturing Co., 13, Paternoster
ow, London.

PLEASE NOTE
We can supply all parts for 2| and

3i h.p. F,N. Engines.

"VINDEC" Adjustable Pulleys for

2| h.p. F.N. Engines, 10/- each.

"VINDEC" Adjustable Pulleys for

3J h.p. F.N. and 3i or 5 h.p. Peugeot

Engines, 15/- each.

"KUMFO" Sponge Rubber Grips, |in.

or lin. bars, 2/6 per pair.

South British Trading Co., Ltd.,

13-15, Wilson St., London, B.C.

The "GLARE."
EUEOTRIC HEADILIGHT.

Patent applied for.

Throws a light 100 feel

ahead.

Consumes
only i amp.

at 4 volts.

Weighs

only 8 ozs.

One or two of our specialities, reie. : 207x

U. W. GRESN^fOOD, L.td.

PORTLAND PLACE WORKS, HALIFAX.

TRADE PRICES.
For Cylinders, Pistons, Ringi, connecting Rods,
Shafts, Flywheels, Crank Cases, Busies, Gear Wheels,

Cams, Nickal Steel Valves and Pulleys.

PRICE UST ON APPLICATION.

OVLINDePS REBORED
Up to 76 m.m. with new piston and
rings. Delivery in three days. 14/-

NOBL.E &. CO.,
QeneraJ & Automobile Engineers,

9 & II, Surrey Row, Bla.ckfria,rs Road,
LONDON] S-E.

MISCELLANEOUS.
ALBION Free Engine Clutch, with variable

pulley, complete and perfect ; cost 65s.,
sell 40s., or exchange. — Hill, 49, Bowood
Road, Sheffield.

GENUINE Simplex spring fork attach-
ments, plated (brand new); 9s. 6d. pair;

carriage paid.—Mitchell, 22, Leghorn Road^
Plumstead, S.E.

XL'ALL Spring Forks, new condition, 12s.

6d.; new lin. belt, -unused, 10s.; 30 amp.
accumulator, new condition, iOs. 6d.—L. S.
Pearn, Alfreton.

BOWDEN Valve Lifters, 6s. 9d., usual price
10s.; Vim stands (starts like free en-

gine), 63. 3d., iisual price, 17s. 6d. — Slack's
Garage, Stockport.

CLEMENT-GAEEAED Frame, wheels, tyres,
tank, handles, saddle, suit any in-

clined engine, perfect; £5; approval.—Har-
old Potts, Broseley.

r'^LINCHEE Cover, 750 by 85, in good con-
\j ditlon, also quite new Michelin tube
to suit; 35s. the lot.—Hubbard, 97, Bristol
Street, Birmingham.

TEIUMPH Valves (three complete), 2s. each

;

two control levers and rods. Is, 6d.
each; all off 1907 Triumph.—Edwards, 250,

Nantwich Eoad. Crewe.

CLEAEANCE Sale.—Millennium stands, 7s.

6d., usiial price 20s. ; Vim flexible cable
rim brakes, 5s. 6d., usual price 12s. 6d. —
Slack's Garage, Stockport.

41 h.p. De Dion EnBne. £9; pair of 750 by
2 65 tyres, nearly new, £3 10s.; 650 by

65 Dunlop, 24s.; 26 by 2J Clincher, 10s.—Al-
wyn Radley, Westgate, Wakefield.

EXHAUST Valves.—Send old valve or sketch
as pattern- 2s. 6d. each, cash wilj

order; special terms to trade.—Speke, motor
engineer, 177, Spencer Place. Leeds.

SILENCEE, 5i by 184, with fittings, IOs.;

horn, with flexible tube. 5s. ; Alpha
head lamp, with number plate, 7s. 6d.—Pair-
view, Springfield Eoad, Wallington.

FOE Sale, forecar frame, two 26in. wheels,
coach-built seat, tyres, tubes; sell any

separately; write for list of sundries.—Hug-
gett, 85, Bridge Street, Warrington.

-j Q07 Bat, 9-11 h.p. Jap engine, magneto,
-Lt/ studded tyre on back, Eideasy saddle,
all bright parts have been coppered; usual
price £75, special clearance price £40.—Below.

"1 Q07 5 h.p. Eex, aluminium flnish, excel-
l-fJ lent condition; cost £33, accept £19.

—

Below.

MOTOSACOCHE, new in August, 1907, Bat
spring forks, accumulator ignition

;

great bargain, £14 IOs.—Below.

NEAELY New 6 h.p. Starling Car, three
speeds and reverse, Dunlop tyres ; £90

for quick sale.—Below.

ONE Pair 26 by 2 Palmer Beaded Covers

;

usual price 59s., to clear, 37s. 6d.—Par-
ker and Son, Bridge Street, St. Ives, Hunts.

BEAND New and Fresh 26 by 2J Palmer
cord cover and tube, £2 5s.; Longue-

mare H. carburetter. 15s. ; E.O.M. contact, to
fit 6 h.p. Jap, 15s.—Barker, Oxford Eoad,
Worthing.

COACH-BUILT Tricar Seat, new, cost £4
IOs., £2; open frame tricar chassis,

wheel steering, 26 by 2i wheels, £4; two-speed
gear box, 12s. 6d.—82, Clarendon Eoad, Walr
thamstow.

HALIFAX.-Double-blast fan, 8s. 6d.; pair
plated side lamps, oil or acetylene,

27s. 6d. ; stands, 5s. lid.; new plugs. Is. 3d.;

Twentieth Century gas lamp, new, 9s. 6d.

—

Motor Exchange, 16, Westgate, Halifax.

GEIPWELL Motor Cycle Brakes, to fit any
make machine, delivered from stock;

price 15s, 6d. ; any spare part supplied.—Sole
manufacturer, W. Cocks, The Durham Motor
Works, opposite station. South Ealing, W.

READEES having Photographic Apparatus,
for sale should advertise in " Photo-

graphy and Focus" Emporium; id. per
word, minimum 9d.—Address, " Photography
and Focus " Offices, 20, Tudor Street, London,
E.C.

HAEEIS'S iin. Adjustable Pulley, practi-
cally unused, fit Antoine or Eoc-An-

toine, 68. 6d. ; Lycett's Lightning stand, zs.

6d. ; I by 17 belt rim. Is. 9d.; hand camera,
stand, full kit, 32s. 6d.—Crow, Nottingham
Eoad, Croydon.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desiraMe that you mention " Tht Motor Gyclt."
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MISCELLANEOUS.
OOTH.—Wide mudguards, with stays and
screws; 3in., 2s. lid.; 4in., 3s. 6d.

OOTH. — Double twist horns, deep tone,
4s. 9d.; large leather toolbags, 5s. 6d.

BOOTH. — 500 Fuller's Midget plain coils,
10s. 6d. ; 200 Fuller's Midget trembler

coils, 17s. 6d.

OOTH takes your old coil in part pay-
ment; part with troublesome coils. .

BOOTH. — Fuller accumulators, 20 amp.,
17s.; Bex type, 16s.; Minerva, 16s.;

Midget, 163.

BOOTH. — 5s. 6d. allowed for your old ac-
cumulator in part payment for Ful-

ler's.

BOOTH.—50 pairs Xl'all spring forks; im-
mediate delivery; N.A.B. seat-pillar,

3s. 6d.

BOOTH.—Long motor cycle handle-bars,
heavy gauge, best quality plating;

..5s. 6d.

BOOTH.—Silent silencers, for engines to 5

h.p., very efficient, no back pressure;
:3s. 3d.

BOOTH.—New Antoine frame, with wheels,
belt rim fitted, two cable brakes, mud-

guards; £4 19s. set, low built.

BOOTH. — Gas lamps, separate generators,
powerful, light, well plated. 5s. 3d.

;

Mica plugs. Is. Id.

BOOTH.—Pocket voltmeters, very handy
and reliable, 4s. Id., usually 10s. 6d.

BOOTH.—Motor Frame, wheels, and tyres,
suitable for 2 h.p. inclined engine; 40s.

BOOTH.—200 best quality magneto covers,
2s. 3d. each, usually 5s. 6d. ; new L.T.

magneto, 20s.

BOOTH'S Motor Exchange, Coronet
Works, Wade Street, Halifax. Tele-

phone, 198Y.

BARKER'S Iron Cement for cracked cylin-
ders; stands heat; Is. tin. — Oxford

Road, Worthing.

TORPEDO Tank, complete, with fittings, for
oil and petrol, new ; 15s.—Kendall, 235,

Crystal Palace Road, S.E.

ALVASTON Bargains.—New Smith's patent
speedometer, 10 tO' 60 miles, iiz 123. type,

absolutely perfect and complete, guaran-
teed; accept £6 6s.

ALVASTON Bargains.—Magnificent canopy,
suit large touring car, has curved glass

bevelled panels at rear, detachable plate
glass wind screen, storm curtains, luggage
rail on top, polished mahogany panelled
roof; cost £40; absolutely as new; accept
£6; seen any time.

ALVASTON Bargains.-2 h.p. Goliath oil
engine, brand new, including water

tank, oil vessel and silencer; listed £28, ac-
cept £11 10s.; guaranteed perfect working

• order.

ALVASTON Bargains. — Genuine 8 h.p.
Rover cylinder, as new, 55s. ; guaran-

teed perfect. — Alvaston Motors, Alvaston,
Derby.

WHIPCORD Riding Breeches. 8s. 6d. pair,
post free ; overall leggings, 3s. ±^0..

pair.—Fielding, St. George's Square, Hebden
Bridge.

7PT. 6ih. of 3in. Leather Belt, 5s.; Loh-
I mann's Perfecta lamp, fitted with elec-
tric light, and tap for back lights, lis. 6d.;
lin. handle-bars. 3s. 6d. : 26in. by 2in. Clin-
cher cover, 7s. 6d., bargains.-Burnell, Ferry-
bridge.

FOR Sale, Ih h.p. Chater-Lea-Minerva, sur-
face carburetter, good going order, £4;

20 amp. accumulator, 5s.; belt pulley, i by
4in., suit Antoine, 28.; ball silencer. Is.-
all in good order.—13, St. Nicholas Street,
•Coventry.

MAIN-HELTON Stand Carrier, 26in. 4s.
6d.; swan-neck seat-pillar, lin. stem,

plated, new. Is. 3d.; Ariel-Fleet engine, 3
h.p., like new, B. and B. carburetter, and
exhaust pipe, £4 10s.—Siddall, Imery House -

Hamilton.

SHARP'S Universal Silencer (with cut-out),
with copper tubing connection (two

feet), 15s.; pair Xl'all spring forks (hardly
used), 10s.; motor front brake strong 2s
.6d., or offers.-H. de B.W., Hookstile, South
•Godstone, Surrey.

3£

NOTICE.

BANDS ! !

!

(Our Speciality.)

Now is the time to have your cover fitted with a
band of some description for winter riding. We
strongly recommend both Shamrock and Goodrich
rubber studded non-skid bands for this purpose. Our
price for fitting either of these bands to your own
cover is 21 /-

Where a steel studded leather non-skid band is

preferred we fit "Pullman," "Grose," "Brooks," or
" Shaw," according to choice.

When a non-skid is fitted to the back wheel, a non-

slipping band is advisable on the front. For this

purpose an extra heavy "Bates" fish-back band is

excellent, and we fit same to your own cover at an
inclusive charge of 15/- (any size). This band may
also be fitted for back wheels with advantage.

Other Bates bands—heavy, 13/- ; light, 11/6.

If buying a new cover, remember we allow 10/- for
your old onn in part payment, and are special

agents for Shamrock, Goodrich, Clincher, and Palmer.

Whatever your requirements it will be to your
advantage to write for our new 'Illustrated
Tyre List" (sent tree). This gives particulars of

our allowances, prices for all covers, and prices for

retreading, fitting bands, etc.

R.O.M. (Patent) Front Wheel Stand.

Price (to fit any machine) 14/6 per pair.

S» The only contact breaker Really suitable for
•*

• twins with accumulators and coils. Ensures

Q, permanent synchronism.

ajB R.O.M. means—more power, easier starting,
"'• smoother running. Illustrated list free.

The CONTINENTAL MOTOR Co.,

32, Rosebery Avenue, LONDON, E.G.

Phone, Hoibn-n, 1513. Tel. :
" Bromitch," London.

G. T. RICHES & CO.,
LTD.,

19, STORE STREET. LONDON.

RICH DETACHABLE AIR TUBE.

Please write for Special List, with jvll prices and par-

ticulars of all sizes, together icith instructions and hints.

Your OWN TUBE CONVERTED. Write jor prices.

—^jg*r

Iill'M^i'tillflVA^LVES
PISTON RINCS-B-ALL ?i7/„'3™2/<>i

REBORING^a>PISTONii?^

GEARS CUt.REBUSHINC. NEWPARTSc
PLEASE GET OUR LATEST LIS'T FREE

[ n\^&XnA.>fO)«pTu><iyG(^.Oj;?/tjloAD^ s>(^/>ti.D.
|

AOVEN-riSSKS — Please note
that Friday is the latost day we
can receve eadvertiscment copy
'ior ths fottowinti vuct--iv s issue-

MISCELLANEOUS.
PULLEYS for any motor.—De Dion, M.M C

6s. 6d. ; Antoine, N.S.U., Kelecom, ni>c
F.N., 58. 9d.; Peugeot, Brown, 58. 6d. ; Triumph, Fafnir. Sarolea, Minerva, 48. 9d
plated, guaranteed, carriage paid.—J Per
kins, High Road, Leyton, London.

NON-SKIDS.—A limited number of thi
Service Billet detachable offered a

special reduction of 50 per cent. Automo
bile Club award models. A few old cover
suitable for worn out tyres, from 10s.; stati
size reauired.—Service Co.. 292. High Holborn
TORPEDO Tanks, with pump and fittingB

128. 6d. ; swan-neck saddle pillars, bes
steel, guaranteed to stand 20 stone, 2s. 6d.
tanks from 5s. ; long handle-bars, 4s. ; alter
ations and repairs a speciality. — Arrov
Motor Works, Victoria Road, Peckham.
MAGNETO Covers, patent hide leather

hand sewn seams, absolutely imperviou
against water, petrol, and oil, complet<
satisfaction guaranteed, or money refunded
state machine; sent carriage paid for 3b
6d.—Percival, 13, Church Hill, Walthamstow

OA Amp. Premier Accumulator, new. 128
^\J 6d. ; 20 amn. Castle, 12s. 6d. ; 15 amp
Premier, 9s. ; plain coil. Quadrant, 10s. ; Min
erva pulley, new, 4 by fin., 4b.; one pair 21

by 2^ new Clincher covers, motor, 50s.-
Barber, 17, Galence Road, King Street, Ham
mersmith. W.
GENUINE De Dion Engine, 2J h.p., perfeci

condition, £3; De Dion coil, 10s.; Dt
Dion silencer, 38.; De Dion surface carbur
etter, 58.; Clincher A Won cover, 26 by 2i
practically new, 18s. ; ditto tube, 6&. ; rounc
brass tank, two compartments, 6s.—Lugar
31, Panton Street, Cambridge.

LATEST No. 6 Frames. £3; tanks, all pat
terns, from Ss. ; sidecar chassis (Chater

Lea), £3 10s.; long handle-bars, 4s.; swan-
neck, 2s. 6d. ; all to your own requirements;
machines cut down, and repairs of every de-
scription; quick deliveries.—Green Bros., 14,

Avondale Road, Peckham, S.E.

TWO Leather Belts, gin., 5s. each; Lon-
guemare pattern carburetter, 5s. 6d.;

pair motor hubs, new, 78. 6d.; 26 by 2i Con-
tinental tube and cover, nearly new, 126,

6d. ; 2J h.p. engine, good condition, 20s.; lin.
Continental rubber belt, new, 98.; plain coil,

4s. ; trembler, 6s.—Crump, 10, I)alton Square,
Butts, Coventry.

LONDON Auto Co., Union Road, Clapham,
S.W., agents for Chater-Lea frames and

fittings, and aU makes of engines; No. 6

frames, £2 18s. 6d. ; girder forks, I5s. 6d.

:

long handle-bars, 3s. 9d. ; wheels, 30s. per
pair; torpedo tanks, 8s. 6d. ; low quotations
for all other parts; illustrated frame and
engine lists stamp.

ORMONDE Frame, fork, handle-bar. tank,
levers, and pump, 10s. 6d. ; F.N. car-

buretter, 7s. 6d. ; Guenet coil, trembler, 76.

6d.
; pair 28 by 2 wheels, complete, 7s. 6d.

;

Kelecom engine, complete except cylinder,
£1; Clincher cover and tube, 28 by
2, 6s.. or £2 10s. the lot.—S. Williams, 23S,

Waterloo Street, Burton-on-Trent.

L.A.C. spring front forks, 10s. pair:
Wright's footrests, 10s. 6d. pair; twir.-

cylinder coils, 10s. each; single-cylinder
coils, 7s. 6d. each; new accumulators, 9s. 6d.

and 10s. 6d. ; voltmeters, 5s. ; two-way
switches. Is. 3d. ; horns, 4s.. 9d. ; stand car-
riers, adjustable, from 4s. 9d. ; separate
generator lamps, 12s. 6d.—Wauchope's, 9,

Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.

PREPARE for Wet Weather. — Our cel^
brated motor cycling waterproof

jackets, in double paramatta, fitted with
wind cuffs, 14s. 9d. ; in blue, black, or fawn,
stock length, 36in., chest measurements
36, 38, 40, extra heavy material, 18s. 6d.:

overalls, 7s. and 8s. 6d. ; all carriage paid:
send cash with order.—The "Impenetrable"
Motor Clothing Co., 8, Brown Street, Prince's
Street, Stockport.

41 h.p. De Dion, 3 or 4 seats, just been
2 overhauled, a splendid little car, £25,

exchange for magneto motor cycle; 6J h.p.

Gladiator, seats four, three speeds and re-

verse, exceptional order, £40; 8-xj h.p. Rex-
ette, new tyres, seats three, like new, cost

£160, bargain, £40; 4 h.p. Eoc motor cycle,

Military Model, like new, £27; 3i h.p. w.c.

engine, in perfect order. £2 10s.
; % h.p. .D^

Dion engine, first-class order, complete witli

carburetter, coil, and silencer, £8.—Moore
and Haigh, 63, Kirkstall Road, Leeds.

/'/( ajuwn-ing any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle.
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An Interesting Magneto Transmission.

HE actual construction of the Gianoli magneto
is not very different from an ordinary two-

cylinder magneto, but the difficulty of applying
an ordinary two-cylinder magneto to a twin

engine is overcome in a very simple and ingenious

manner by the construction of the gears by which the

magneto is driven.

The diagram illustrated in fig. i is intended to show
two cylinders at an angle of 90°, the outer circle

indicating the crank path X

and the inner circle the •

path of the magneto arma-
ture, which, it will be re-

membered, rotates at half

the engine speed. The
current delivered from any
magneto fluctuates from a

minimum to a maximum
twice in each revolution
of the armature. At the
point of maximum current
the contact-breaker of the
magneto is operated, caus-
ing an ignition spark. These points of maximum
current occur when the armature is nearly vertical,
and obviously the two points occur exactly opposite one
another—that is to say, at 180°. Turning to the
diagram, the points i and 2 on the smaller circle repre-
sent the points of rotation of the magneto at which the
maximum current is generated and at which the
contact-breaker is operated. As the magneto runs at
half the engine speed, it results that firing would take

Fig. I.

place at the point marked X at each revolution of the

crankshaft—that is to say, the maximum current point

of the magneto takes place too late for cylinder No. i

and too early for cylinder No. 2. The result of running

the magneto under ttiese conditions would be that

cylinder No. i would be fired very much too late and
cylinder No. 2 very much too early. In fact, the appli-

cation of the magneto in this manner would be

impracticable.

What is therefore required is that the magneto should

automatically lag behind the crank at one point of

rotation, so as to move the firing point X to coincide

with cylinder No. i, and at the next revolution for the

magneto to shoot ahead and fire cylinder No. 2 at the

correct point of rotation of the crank. Obviously to

effect this a variable gear arrangement must be incor-

porated in the magneto drive, which changes alternately

from gearing up to gearing down, causing the magneto
to slow down to fire cylinder No. i and then to speed

up to fire cylinder No. 2 at the next revolution.

This is in effect what is obtained in the Gianoli

system by making the driving gears eccentric, as will

be seen in fig. 2. The diagrams in fig. 3 show

the two extreme positions obtained by these eccentric

gear wheels in a case where two gear wheels are

employed. (In fig. 2 three gear wheels are employed,

but the operation will be explained in connection with

two gear wheels, for the sake of simplicity.)

In the upper diagram shown in fig. 3, it will be

seen that the gear wheels are so rotated that the

smallest radius A B of the gear wheel fixed to the

ensrine is in mesh with the largest radius B C of the
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Interesting Magneto Transmission.—

ar wheel fixed to the magneto. To all intents and

arposes, the gear wheel on the left, i.e., that on the

igine, is one of small diameter, meshing with one oi

iANOLI PATENT MAGNETO TRANSMISSION

FOR V TWIN EMGINES.

Pinion attached to hall-speod

shaft ol engine.

arger

t this

/^heel.

Fig. 2.

diameter. The result is that the driven wheel

point of revolution runs slower than the driving

The magneto therefore lags slightly behind the

engine, causing the

sparking

coincide

No. I.

Fig.

point X to

with cylinder

As the gear

wheels rotate, the effec-

tive radius of the left-

hand gear wheel in-

creases and that of the

right-hand gear wheel
(the one on the magneto)
decreases. The effect is

therefore for the mag-
neto to be geared up
slio-htlv until the wheels

take up the position shown in the bottom diagram of
fig- 3- Here the largest radius A E of the left-hand
gear wheel engages the right-hand gear wheel (the
one on the magneto) at a point of smalle.st radius E C.

To all intents and purposes, this is the
equivalent of a large gear wheel meshing
with a small one, transmitting a higher
speed to the gear wheel on the right, and
causing the magneto to accelerate so that
the firing point X is caused to coincide with
cylinder No. 2.

In this manner the speed of rotation of
the magneto armature, and consequently
the contact-breaker, is constantly varying
to slow down to coincide with one cylinder
and to accelerate so that firing takes place
correctly for the second cylinder.

The idea can be applied to cylinders at

an\ angle, the formula employed for finding
the angle of eccentricity of the gear wheels

angle of cylinders

, where two gear

l^osilion oi arinatui-^

\vith retjard to the pir.icr.

at :lie momeni »^.^rl:

occurs in the cy.:i.iA

Geometrical centre ol oinion

Rotating cent:* of pi;:ion

being

wheels only are employed. If three
gear wheels are employed, the

divisor must be 7 x 2. If four
gear wheels, 7x4, this formula
determining the angle of eccen-
tricity—that is to say, the angle ^

shovvn on the diagram in fig. 4.

After determining the angle ^ from
the above formula, the gear wheels
must be centred at Z, the angle ^ and the centre Z being
the same in all the gear wheels.

This system of gearing the magneto is employed on
the twin-cylinder Moto-Reve motor bicycle with perfect

results, the object being to do away with the necessity

for a specially shaped and wound armature, and the
system is applicable to all twin-cylinder V engines.

Eric W. Walford.

Fig. 4.

Naval officers ashore. Lieutenants, members of the Naval M.C., meet with their motor cycles outside the Portsmouth

Dookyaid for an evening spin.
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A 1,000 Miles Tour by Sidecar.
DURING July I arranged to spend a fortnight's

holiday on my motor bicycle and sidecar, our
object being to run up to Scotland and back.

Some of my friends were of the opinion I had
undertaken a big job, but I knew my machine (although

practically a novice), and my wife and self now agree

that it was the best holiday we ever had. We started

from Gloucester at 4.45 a.m. on July 27th, the bicycle

—a 5 h.p. Dreadnought-Chater Lea, with Peugeot
engine, Bosch magneto, three-speed gear, and free

engine—being hitched to a Mills-Fulford castor wheel

sidecar. I cannot give particulars of the gear (which,

however, worked most satisfactorily), as it is at present

going through the Patent Office, but the maker of it is

Mr. S. Sperry, Cheltenham.
We carried on the machine a two-gallon tin of

petrol, a small can of Wil-

burine, and a spare cover,

besides a regular wardrobe
imder the sidecar in a basket

made tO' fit, and a cardboard
box fastened at the back. I

really believe some ladies

would like tO' take the house
as well

!

The morning was fine and
the air grand, sO' in the best

of spirits we reeled the miles

off at legal limit (not more,

of course!), staying about

an hour at Wellington for

a second breakfast, and
off again through Warring-

ton, Wigan, Preston—in fact

we followed the End-to-end

route, with the exception of

running round the towns to

gain a glimpse of the various

places. Once, while we were
getting along quite comfort-

ably, I asked my wife a question or two, and getting

no answer, found she was quite at ease and fast asleep,

which says something for the comfort of the sidecar.

A blow or two of the horn soon woke her up, and as

we were nearing the district of police traps I handed
''my watch over and asked her to time us over the

miles in the open, so that I could be sure we were
keeping within the law.

A Trap=infected District.

Right from Preston to Kendal I kept the throttle

barely open, but nearing the latter town bang went
the back tyre. This gave me a chance for a smoke.
I patched the cover and put in a spare tube, and
repaired the punctured tube ready for future events.

After restarting it began, to drizzle, and as we were
near Kendal we decided to halt, as we had done fairly

well. I make it just 200 miles, counting the ins and
outs we went. At Lancaster I felt sorely tempted to
wire our friends in Scotland, saying we would try and
reach our destination—321 miles from home—that
night, but when the rain and the puncture caused us
to change our minds, we pulled up at the King's Arms
Hotel, Kendal, just after 6 p.m. I had never been
•over any part of the road except to Worcester.

Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Gibb on the Motor Bicycle and Sidecar referred
to in the accompanying^article.

The morning opened fine, and we made a start about
10 o'clock to see what the great Shap was like. We
had just got on the flat part before commencing the
climb proper, when away went the screw of the belt
fastener. This, however, was soon put right, and we
congratulated ourselves it did not happen on the middle
of the hill. What a grand view can be obtained from
Shap Fell! But I should not care to be stranded up
there at midnight. During the climb the speed gear
came into use. Except for this I do not think I could
have got up with a passenger and the load we had on.

Just before dropping down into Penrith the belt

fastener pulled out again, and while putting this right.

Miss Hind came up the hill in fine form, driving a car.

Nothing of note happened except that we ran through
a two-mile trap just after leaving Carlisle. On we

went tO' near Gretna, where
we left the End-to-end route

and travelled through
Annan, Dumfries Castle,

Douglas, and Kirkcudbright,

thence to- a village beyond
named Twynholm. Tea here

was most refreshing, and
we had a most enjoyable

time in the neighbourhood,
making short trips daily from
this centre until we started

on our homeward journey.

We returned via the Lakes,

Ullswater and Patterdale,

over Kirkstone Pass (let

those with single gears try

this with a sidecar and pas-

senger, and see how they

get on).

Two Exciting Incidents.

Running down intO' Win-
dermere, we came across a

car with a broken axle on a

nasty corner ; luckily for the occupants the driver

managed to steer it intO' the bank as it ran backwards.
While speaking tO' the driver, a man on a push bicycle

came down the hill, having lost control of his machine,

dashed round the corner and hit a large stone, which
sent him flying over the handle-bars. I wonder he

did not break his neck; but we picked him up and he
soon came round. Little else happened of interest,

but we were much impressed by the fine scenery

among the Lakes. We stayed the night at Preston,

and followed the old route home, having done as nearly

as possible r,ooo miles in the fortnight. The weather
was at its best, barring the evening of the first day.

We had no' mechanical trouble whatever. The same
plugs (Bosch), same everything except back cover,

which was worn to the canvas. I might say I have
tried numerous first-class plugs, and my machine would
fairly eat them, but the Bosch are as good as ever

after the tour. I found no trouble with the sidecar,

and the tyre did not require touching right through,

neither did the front one on the bicycle. W. B. Gibb.

The pocket soldering case recently mentioned by
" Road Rider " mav be obtained from Leo Ripault et

Cie., 64a. Poland Street, Oxford Street. W.
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bicycle up
I laboriously

(Concluded from pa^e 702.)

At last I came to cross

roads, and the inevitable

signpost which I was most

devoutly pleased to see, as

I thought that now, at any

rate, I should get back on
my right road.

Leaning my
against a tree,

clambered up the wall, and,

striking a match—^no easy

task, as everything was wet
—I peered anxiously at the

names written on the four

arms of the fingerpost.

They might have all been
written in the deadest of

the dead languages for all the use they were to me.
I knew none of them, and I had no option but to ride

along until at last I espied a house just off the road
I was traversing.

Leaving my machine in the road, I went up to the

front door, and knocked loudly for some minutes,
and, failing in this to attract attention, I used the
bell handle. At last I heard an upper window open
and an angry voice assail me out of the darkness.
With many excuses and with many modest blushes

I addressed myself to a gay young spinster, and after

I had explained my enviable position to her I am glad
to say that the voice lost a great deal of its severity,

and the directions given were most precise.

If she had thought of casting a cake of soap out of
the window at me I think I should most certainly have
devoured it, but as she did not appear likely to do
anything of the kind I thanked her, wished her a very
good night, and trudged out into the darkness again.

Further Disturbances.

The story of my experiences during the remainder
of the night is too painful and miserable a one to
recount in detail.

Suffice it to say that a number of times was I

obliged to repeat this performance, and always a voice
trembling with suppressed emotion would answer from
above. The owner of the voice would listen to my tale
of woe, and give me directions as to the road I should
take._ In this manner I progressed ; it seemed to be
nothing but stopping, starting, climbing walls, and
barking my shins. Once I nearly put a finish to the
ride by coming down heavily in rounding a sharp
corner I did not notice in time. All thanks for this
be to my two " trusty

'

' lamps, which were both clean
out. I might really have given up at this point, but
as day was beginning to break and my little steed
seemed still anxious to be getting along I hopped stiffly

into the saddle, and, dropping the exhau.st lifter, I

pottered along until daylight

found me once more on a

known road at Bridgnorth.

I now practically dozed
for the whole of the run into

Gloucester, or rather I should
say that I was in a comatose
condition, and took not the

least interest in anything.

Nevertheless, I made really

fast running through Kidder
minster, Worcester, Tewkes-
bury, and finally into

Gloucester, where Mr.
Bellenger was awaiting me,
having arrived in Gloucester

somewhere aHout midnight.

He had since been busy with

another machine of mine he
was riding, and which refused

to behave satisfactorily, and it was only a very few

minutes before my arrival that he induced it to behave
itself in a proper and docile manner.

Although he was standing right out in the middle
of the road when I arrived, I did not slow up in the

least, and should have ridden straight out on to the

Bi-istol Road had he not caught hold of my coat as

I passed, and in this manner attracted my attention,

and, incidentally, aroused me from the pleasant doze
I conclude I must have been enjoying.

Another Disappointment.

Upon dismounting I enquired anxiously after my
breakfast, and my joy { ?) can be imagined when I learnt

that in no way had he been able to induce the pro-

prietors of the hotel to prepare a breakfast for me at

so early an hour, and that all he had been able to- get

for me was a plate of cold mutton and some warm
coffee, which the "boots" had kindly but not very
ably concocted for me.

I had now travelled from Perth, a distance of 38S
miles (with a bad night thrown in) on five bananas, an-

apple, two plates of soup, and one or two biscuits, and
in consequence was feeling so empty and ill that upon
attempting to eat the cold mutton I felt so' sick that I

had tO' desist and content myself with the coffee, to

which was added a small dose of brandy.

After drinking this there was nothing for it but to

resume my little journey, which by this time I most
fervently wished was at an end, as little by little my
strength was leaving me, and I realised that It was
touch and go whether I could hold out against this

drastic challenge against nature.

Fortunately or unfortunately, I do not know which,

the brandy immediately found its way into my head,

and in consequence of this, for a little time, I forgot

my hunger and fatigue and drove at a real good pace
through Bristol, Cross, and on to Bridgwater, after

which time I was in so deplorable a condition, having
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d in addition tO' my otiier misfortunes several spills

rounding corners too fast, that Mr. Bellenger made
; dismount and drink some coffee at a waj-side inn.

tiile this was being prepared I put my head under a

D for a minute or sO', after which I managed tO' keep

The author with his 3^ h.p. Triumph.

mg until we reached Cullompton, where I had to- stop

lin, this time for a cup of tea with an egg beaten up
it.

Semi=dazed after 600 Miles.

[ did not realise now what I was doing, and in fact

i not even know that I was driving a motor bicycle

all. I had co'vered the first 600 miles or so at an
irage speed of about twenty-six miles an hour, in-

iding stoppages for meals, three punctures, etc., and
;se 600 miles include some of the very worst roads

has been my misfortune to traverse in England or

otland. Although I was too> dazed at the time to

nember anything about it now, I am told that fre-

ently when I came to a hill I would practically let

i machine stop- before I realised what I was doing,

d that vrhen I did tumble to- what was going on I

uld dash everything open with one fell swoop, in

[te of which terrible driving the engine would at

ce answer to the throttle and swoop up the hills at

Qost full speed.

A machine that will stand the fearful jacketing that
f 'Triumph endured during those 4ih. 28m. of June
1 and loth has nothing much Avrong with it.

At last Exeter came into- sight, and it. appears that

^akfast was ready for me, but I was so- thoroughly
ed that I did not know that it was Exeter we were
ssing through, much less that a breakfast was ready
me, and I didn't even hear the shouts to- stop that

re levelled at my senseless head. I rode straight

rough the town, and by the time Mr. Hobgen, who
ned us here, had caught us up we were rniles down
; road, and it was too late to turn back.
If only I could have been made tO' realise that I had
stop here and eat some food it might have saved the
uation, but as it was I struggled on to- within a few
les of Launceston, where things began to look very
ick indeed.

Travelling in the Wrong Direction.

From what I have been subsequently told, it appears
that both Mr. Hobgen and Mr. Bellenger had trouble
hereabouts, and that I continued my ride alone.

In about twenty minutes they were surprised to see
me tearing back along the road into Exeter, and not
takmg the least notice of them, disappear round the
corner. Luckily Mr. Hobgen had mended his puncture,
and in under a minute was in hot pursuit, and after a

keen chase caught me and made me return with him
along the proper road.

Somehow gr other I managed to- get ahead of them
again, and when they next saw me I was snugly lying at

the side of the road fast asleep.

As no' amount of persuasion, either gentle or other-

wise, made the least impression upon my inanimate
carcase, it was decided that Mr. Hobgen should ride

into Launceston, and order food, etc., and that Mr.
Bellenger should wait with me and see what could be
done.

I do not know how long I slept there, but the next

thing I remember was riding up to some hotel in

Launceston, dismounting, and eating some proper food

which Mr. Hobgen had carefully chosen, and which
seemed just what was needed to stiffen me up for the

last burst into Land's End. In a few minutes I felt a?

fit as the proverbial fiddle, and it was not long before

we were through Bodmin, Mitchell, and Redruth, with

only twenty-eight miles separating us from the coveted

goal and the end of this most unlucky ride.

Knowing that we had the bicycle and also- the car

record safe I did not endeavour to- finish at any great

pace, but keeping at a steady 28 m.p.h., we ran through

Penzance and out on to the last ten miles, through the

winding little lanes of the most extreme south-west of

England.

The Goal in Sight.

At last the Land's End Hotel loomed up on the sky

line, and outside the door we saw quite a large crowd
of spectators silently waiting with their eyes glued to

the strip of road we were traversing.

The Land's End Hotel, the finishing point ot the Reeor .

With a final " all out " burst the exhaust valve was
lifted and we were over the finishing line, having
cavered the journey in 4ih. 28m.

After answering a hundred and one questions about
the numerous experiences that I had undergone on the

way do'wn, I sought out Mr. Bellenger, and having

ordered dinner, we detached ourselves from the pre-

cincts of the hotel and went for a stroil along this beau-
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My Record Ride.—

tiful coast, in order to luietly go through all the ride

together from beginning to end.

We estimated that fully 930 miles had been covered,

as the total distance going the best and shortest route

is 886 miles, to which must be added about fourteen

miles when I cam^ back along the road before

Launceston, and some thirty miles that I went wrong

during the night.

Of the arrangements we had a lot to say, and next

time I go I will see to this part of the programme with

the greatest care, as upon successful management a

great deal depends, more than can be imagined from

a perusal of this short article.

Of my machine I cannot speak in high enough praise,

a broken exhaust valve being the only trouble—truly

a marvellous performance—and I think the Triumph
Company should be congratulated upon such a splen-

did machine, which, it must be remembered, was an

ordinary standard touring machine (except that I had

a larger tank fitted).

The rubber-studded Clincher tyres also stood up

splendidly, only three nails—and large ones at that

—

causing stops during the whole journey. As regards

the transmission, I have to thank Mr. Stanley Webb
for a really first-class belt and fastener.

' And in conclusion I should like to thank all those

who so kindly assisted me, and to whom I owe so

much.
Good luck to the next man

!

Appreciation of a Two=speed Gear.

HAVING read a good deal lately about two-speed

gear and free engine attachments for machines

of 3^2 h.p. when used with a fore or sidecar, I

feel that some experiences of my own during

.

the last few weeks might be of some benefit to those

about to experiment, or to those who are afraid,

through lack of experience, to try a change-speed gear.

After a deal of reading, some personal enquiries,

and a lot of thought, I decided to fit a sidecar to my

5}4 h.p. N.S.U., also a two-speed gear of that make.

I had ridden the bicycle singly for about six months.

After getting the sidecar and gear fixed, I started away

from London to Maidstone with my brother, who
weighs 12 stones, as passenger, my own weight being

II stones. There are I'O hills to speak of on the Maid-

stone Road, and I com^ leted the run all right. During

the week following we thought of testing the two-speed

gear on the Blue Bell Hill. Anyone who knows the

hill will admit that it is a pretty severe test. The
machine took us up quite well, but the engine got very

hot through want of lubrication, and the piston seized

just as we got over the crest of the rise, so we turned

round and ran down into Chatham (three miles) with'

the. gear in free engine position. We had to pedal a

little, but we found that the piston had only just

seized, and we managed to free it by working in plenty

of paraffin.

The next journey I made was from Maidstone to

Norwich. I first went to Gravesend, crossed the ferry

to Tilbury, and then got on the main road for Norwich.

On the occasion of this run, having no passenger, I

tied a box firmly int the seat of the sidecar, with about

ten or twelve paving atones to balance same.

A Twenty Miles an Hour Average.
I was able to average twenty miles an hour on the

whole run, not being overloaded, and the country fairly

level with the exception of one hill between Maidstone
and Gravesend—a very stiff bit indeed, which would
have been too much for the bicycle had I not possessed
a low gear. On succeeding journeys I was accom-
panied by my wife, whose weight is 10^ stones, the
tour taking me from Norwich to Ipswich, then
Lowestoft. Leicester. Newark, Doncaster, Penrith,
Carlisle, Glasgow, Manchester, Leicester, and back to
London. On the run from Penrith to Carlisle we
encountered some very steep ascents, and from Carlisle
to Glasgow we had a continuous climb of about fifteen

miles, rendered more severe by the fact that a strong

head wind was blowing. This, of course, necessitated

my using the low gear most of the time. I could nol

possibly have climbed this and a great many othei

hills but for my " emergency " gear. It is asking i

great deal for a 3^ h.p. motor bicycle to carry twc

passengers, weight with baggage over 22 stones, ovei

the roads above mentioned, but we completed the toui

quite successfully, averaging 125 -miles a day, usuallj

starting about eleven o'clock in the morning anc

<mm&::}^:y^'^smmm^sfmmMM^^^^mm

T 1 Mr. and Kr?. Harry Eelevine with their N.S.U. Motor Cycle and Sidecar.

finishing about seven to eight o'clock in the evening

I did not carry a lamp the whole time, so I had to finisl

before lighting-up time.

I am not advocating the common use of a low

powered machine for passenger work, but merel;

recording what can be done with the aid of a reliable

two-speed gear, and I must say I never found it fai

in its action, and it has undergone some very seven

tests. Harry Delevine.
•••-<

Mr. H. V. Colver, who established the new hou

record for 76 x 76 engines of 52 miles 1,650 yards at th<

Stadium on 22nd August last, uses a Nilmelior coi

on his Matchless-J.A.P. motor bicycle. The coil wa

formerly known as the Bassee and Michel, and is nov

sold by Nilmelior (England). Ltd.. 37, Alfred Place

Tottenham Court Road, W.C.
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A NOVEL BELT CLEANER.

ONE of the most practical small devices that we
have yet had the - opportmiity of using is a belt

cleaner which reached us a day or two ago.
The annexed illustration is fairly explanatory

of the way in which the article is shaped, the metal
part being lined inside with file-card. To the
uninitiated file-card is a piece

of leather to which is sewn or

woven a quantity of wire
bristles; these file-cards are

used for cleaning out the
grooves of files in factories and
workshops. Every user of a
leather belt knows how prone
it is to collect dust, which,
mixing with the grease which
oozes from the pores of the
leather, makes a compound
which is highly conducive to
slipping. The belt cleaner,
which has been introduced by Warren and Co.. 139,
Hanford Road, Ipswich, cleans all this dirt off the
sides of a belt without entailing the removal of the belt
from the machine.
The same firm are introducing an air tube cleaner

3n similar lines, which we can guarantee will clean
:he sulphurous deposit from an air tube, previous to

ipplying the repairing solution, in a quarter the time
t can be removed with sandpaper or the moistened
reads of matches.

A MAGNETO EXPERIENCE.
A N instructive experience befell one of our staff

r\^ last week while riding a 3^^ h.p. Rex engine
fitted with Bosch magneto ignition, two-speed
gear, and handle starting through live axle and

R-Oc clutch. On starting up. it was noticed that
lomething was evidently wrong, as the engine would
)nly fire after much handle turning at a fast speed. As
ime was valuable, and the engine would just run, the
•ider pushed on to his destination, and found on
irrival that the sparking plug central wire was broken
)ff. and the gap measured at least one-eighth of an
nch, yet the magneto would send a spark across this

^ap under compression, which is all the more remark-
ible as the usual gap recommended for a magneto
sparking plug is % mm., or i-5oin. approximately.
Possibly the wide gap placed a certain amount of strain

>n the armature of the magneto, but it shows no signs
)f distress. It is an excellent proof of the good work-
manship and material in Bosch magneto machines, for

:he one above mentioned fired the charge with this

vide gap for a distance of ten miles or more. When
:he engine was slowed down round a corner, it failed

;o pick up again until the engine spe^d was increased
[by using the low gear), but, once firing, provided the
;ear was not changed too suddenly, the magneto con-
;inued to spark regularly. Of course, an appreciable
difference was noticed in the running immediately a
Fresh plug was inserted, but we were under the impres-
sion that no motor cycle magneto would spark across
5o wide a gap as one-eighth of an inch at moderate
armature speeds. One of the most successful com-
petition riders told us the other day that he always
placed the plug points -^in. apart.

SPARE PARTS CASE FOR MAGNETOS.

THE neat case of spare parts which we illustrate

herewith has been placed on the market by the
Bosch Magneto Co., Ltd., 23, Store Street,

Tottenham Court Road, W.C. It contains every
spare part which is likely to be req^'ired by the owner
of a Bosch magneto ignited machi e, and is sold at

Contents of Spare Parts Case for DA2 Bosch Magneto,

I contact breaker No. 5b.

I carbon holder 4a.

1 carbon and spring No. 40.

I carbon and spring No. 6ia.

I nut No. 47.
I w.-»sher No. 48.

I long platinum screw No. 21c.

I nut for do. aid.

I short platinum screw No. 21b
I spring No. 14.
I complete oil screw No. 18.

I screw No. loa (long)

1 screw No 83.

I washer No. 84.

I spanner.

a reasonable price. Similar cases are, of course, pro-

vided for the D.A.I, and D.A.V. magneto machines,

the variation in price being trifling. The numbers

and letters following each part in the inscription under

the illustration coincide with the numbers and letters

in the maker's catalogue.

>—•••—<

A correspondent who
,

signed himself " Prentice

sent us a sketch of a gud-

geon pin fixing (see issue

of the 26th ult.) Seeing
" Prentice's " method illus-

trated, Messrs. J.
A.

Prestwich and Co., of i,

Lansdowne Road, Totten-

ham, N.,, write that they

are often asked about the

fixing of gudgeon pins in

J.A. P. engines, and send

us a drawing, which we
have reproduced, showing

the method they adopt.

It will be seen that a pin

passes right through the

boss on the piston and the

centre of the setscrew, and
the makers assure us that

they have never known this

method to fail.
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All letters should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C , and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

Formula in Hill-climbs.

[3539.}—The A.C.U. hill-climb formula for motor cycles

cannot lairly be used in comparing two-stroke motors with

the usual four-stroke type unless the cylinder capacity of

the two-stroke type is doubled to allow for the fact that it

is filled with mixture twice as often. Judged merely on the

basis of efficiency, the two-stroke cycle is undoubtedly

inferior to the four-stroke, but it may have other advantages

to compensate for its want of efficiency.

H. L. CALLENDAR.

The Scott Two-stroke Engine.

[3540.]—Will you allow me to correct an erroneous

impression which I find, from the numerous enquiries re-

garding the Scott motor bicycle, is caused in my description

of the .-machine by the s.fmewhat unhappily worded phrase,

"customary knock"? It seems necessary to explain that

this refers to the action common to all ordinary engines in

which legitimate wear has taken place, but which cannot
occur in my engine, at all possible speeds on the road, owing
to the system of

'

' constant thrust.
'

'

ALFRED A. SCOTT.

Silence.

[3541.] — Referring to the vexed question of efficient

silencers for motor cycles, I should like to describe that
which is fixed on my 2| h.p. R. and P. motor bicycle.

The silencer consists of a roimd sheet iron box 6in. by 4in.

diameter. Brazed into
one end are about
32 tubes 4in. to 4iin.
long, having a bore of

about -^in. The posi-

tion of these tubes
will be seen from the
rough diagram, the

exhaust simply coming
from engine into silen-

cer at X.
The two ends are flanged and held in position by one bolt,

with a nut on each end.

This is a very silent silencer, and as the aggregate area of

the small tubes is about equal to, or slightly greater than,

that of the exhaust pipe, there is practically no back pressure.

NO NOISE. .

Standard Machines in Hill-climbs.

[3542.] — In answer to Mr. J. _T. Clarke [3532], the

commonsense of a fairly practised rider is quite enough to

discern the presence of engines with extra high compression.
For instance, no experienced rider could see a car like Lane's
Mercedes jump off the starting line at Brooklands without
realising that the engine developed an extraordinary degree
of power for its size, and we know how much power in pro-
portion to capacity is usually obtained. If Mr. Clarke rides

a standard roadster o'f known make, let him attend the next
big hill-climb, and notice how the trade entered machine,
nominally the dead spit of his own, leaves the starting line.

But, as a matter of fact, I had no need to rely on my own
discernment unaided. Three makers have confessed to me,
without invitation, and in the plainest words, that they use

engines of different compression ratios. One maker told me
he turned out engines of three diiferent compression ratios.

The lowest he sold as standard, the medium he sold to speed-

loving amateurs whom he could trust to handle them, and

the top ratio he reserved for his own trade riders.

I think it is admitted that the trade riders would normally

win the hill-climbs if every racing amateur were supplied with

copies of their machines, but what is wanted is to compress

all these special machines into a class of their own, and then

obtain a class in which the private rider riding a literally

standard roadster can compete against his brethren with a

fair chance of securing an award. B. H. DAVIES.

[3543.]—I read with great pleasure the articles in the

two last issues by Mr. Davies upon " Standard Machines in

Hill-climbs."
The ordinary amateur with his standard touring machine

has no chance whatever against the trade rider on his special

machine with light frame and tyres, high compression, special

fuel, etc. I suggest that a solution of the problem would be

to incorporate in the twenty-four hours' rides a hill-climb, to

be taken after a fifty miles non-stop. Such a test as this

would, I think, prevent the use of these special machines.
In the A.C.U. six days trials of last year the times were
taken up Birdlip, and before this was reached several special

machines were knocked out.

In the present state of things the genuine amateur (not

the maker's special pet amateur) has no inducement to enter

hill-climbs when he knows he has absolutely no earthly

chance against these special machines, which are often

brought to the hill by train, make one glorious rush up, and
are then carted off home.

CLAUDE H. BARFIELD.

[3544.]—-Although I do not wish to be embroiled in a

newspaper correspondence, I must write to defend myself and
my machine against Mr. Day's attack.

My machine was a genuine Tourist Trophy model, and
complied with the rules. It has been ridden this year over

5,000 miles by my diaries. Surely this is the supreme test

of a genuine touring machine. Taking his objections singly

—

Two-inch wired-on tyres were fitted, and were allowed by
the rules; they were worn smooth by long use on the road.

A Brooks motor cycle saddle was used. I borrowed a lamp
in Daventry, as I never ride at night and have not one of

my own. My toolbag is exactly the same as used when touring
this year ; it contained more than the requisite weight of

spares and tools. The machine had no horn, as I find a

whistle much more effective. If I choose to have rigid forks

fitted, I believe I am allowed to. The handle-bars were not

dropped, but were the standard T.T. Triumph pattern. The
machine was ridden to the hill-climb, and back to Oxford
after it.

It is surely most unsportsmanlike to protest after an event

has been run and won, and I am sure the judges had every
opportunity of inspecting my machine at the time, and dis-

qualifying it if they thought necessary.

W. G. McMINNIES.

[3545.]—I find some difficulty in accepting Mr. Davies's

theory that the great differences between stock machines and
trade machines at hill-climbs is chiefly due to the fact that

weight is cut down. After all, the amount of weight that
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m be got rid of and yet preserve a close resemblance to
16 standard article is not very great, and would not make
le difference in a powerful motor cycle. But a huge increase
.
power at the expense of comfort and handiness may be

>t by using large jets and increasing compression. Now
by should we not have carburetters with more than one
jection chamber? With different size jets the machine
ight be tuned up so as to give the maximum of comfort
id the maximum of power at will. Of course, if we could
so alter the compression that would be still better, but
lere are no doubt practical difficulties in doing this.

H. M.

I The Standardisation of Motor Cycle Rims.

[3546.]—When are covers and rims going to be made to
ime standard other than imaginary?
I have a standard 1908 Triumph, and needing a new cover,
id seeing Gamage's advertisement in your paper, wrote
lem asking for a Shamrock Excelsior, 26 x 2\ studded cover.
, was sent, with Gamages" usual promptitude. It is marked
) X 2\—so is my original cover. The Shamrock Excelsior
ill not go on the rim. On laying the two covers on a
,ble and carefully measuring along the beading it is apparent
lat the Shamrock is 2in. less in circumference than the
iginal Clincher. BD 552.

Routes for the Holidays.

[3547.]—In a recent issue you requested readers to forward
ly information to you that is likely to be useful to riders
hen on holiday tour. Being in London last week with my
otor cycle I was very much surprised and disappointed to
id that petrol is not retailed in the City. I' went to six
fferent places and was told at each that no one was allowed
1 stock it in the City.
Another point is, I have a London to Manchester strip
ap, and it advocates going to Manchester by Coventry and
Ichfield. We know it is all right from London to Coventry,
it the road from Coventry to Lichfield, via Kingsbury, is

)ry lumpy, and not at all easy to find.

R. WHALEY.
lany riders travel via Stonebridge, Coleshill, and Bassetts
Pole, but that is not much better, owing to the state of
the surface between Coleshill and Bassetts Pole.

—

Ed.]

Is the Tricar Dead ?

[3548.]—With reference, to your comments- on the tricar
id its popularity, I think you are certainly right in advo-
iting the light and simple type of machine. One of the
lief drawbacks to the tricar has been the short life of the
ick tyre, owing to the inefficient or non-springing of the
ame (this has much to do with the life of a tyre) and the
gh power which it has had to transmit. Therefore, if by
le aid of a good change-speed gear we can do away with
gh power and water-cooling, and consequently lighten om'
achine, then, with the adoption of a good system of spring-

g, we have done much to ensure long life to the tyres.
There is another thing very essential to a passenger
achine, and that is the ability to start from a standstill
owly and smoothly. A machine which is harsh and jerky
I its drive can give little pleasure.
It seems to me that there is the possibility of a fuie little

icar in a machine embodying the Gradua gear and system
' springing as introduced by Zenith Motors, Ltd. Such a
ihicle, and with a 4 to 5 h.p. twin air-cooled engine and
lagneto ignition, would be a delight, and surely receive a
Jge amount of appreciation.
I venture to make this suggestion on account of a run of

iventy-five miles which I recently had in a sidecar attached
) a Zenith motor cycle. The way in which this run was
Jcomplished was an effective demonstration of the utility

ad value of a good speed gear. And this was done with
a air-cooled engine of only 3^ h.p., single cylinder.
The tricar has certain possibilities which, as you say,
aould ensure its recognition as a vehicle of value, provided
ae right type is placed on the market. G. H. JONES.

[3549.]—With reference to your article re moderate-
owered tricars, 1 herewith enclose a photograph of my tri-

ar, which I think is a type that would meet with general
pproval in this country if marketed. The machine is a

4 h.p. Mototri Contal, water-cooled, single cylinder. Trans-
mission is by pinion on engine-shaft to large pinion on
counter-shaft, thus getting a reduction gear, then from
counter-shaft to road wheel by Hans Renold chain. The rear
wheel hub contains an epicyclic two-speed gear and metal
to metal clutch, the low gear is operated by a pedal on left
of machine, while a pedal on right operates clutch and
brake. The clutch can be held out permanently by a small
lever on top tube of frame

; this is, of course, for starting
purposes. The starting handle is on counter-shaft, which is
an obvious advantage. Dry cells were fitted, and although
they were satisfactory I have substituted two P. and R.
accumulators. Control was originally by spark only, but I

,16^. . J .fj^'^^'-iai

have now fitted a throttle ; 2^in. tyres are fitted to all

wheels, the back being a studded cover. The front of frame
is sprung, and the coachbuilt seat is bolted direct to the

chassis ; under the seat is a capacious tool or luggage box,

while under water tank are two cupboards for sundries.

I have just returned from a fortnight's holiday on this

machine, and with the exception of two punctures and clean-

ing trembler blade I have had no trouble at all. I can

climb the majority of hills on top gear, while the low will

take me up practically anything. I made a non-stop run of

about seventy miles on a day when it poured in torrents,

but in spite of the heavy rain the engine did not even mis-

fire, although I got several shocks when switching off in

traffic. MODERATION.
[The Mototri Contal has been illustrated in our^ages on

several occasions and described in our reports of the Paris

Salon. It is eEisily the most popular make of tricar in

France.

—

Ed.]

Motor Cycle Finish.

[3550.]—I have noticed in your paper a letter signed

"First Aid," and I can fully endorse everything stated

therein. I had great difficulty in obtaining "Robbialac,"
and when I did obtain it, it was in a colour which is not

conducive to the good appearance of a motor cycle after the

weather we have been having of late. It was white, and I

must say the appearance after a week of mud, slush, petrol,

oil, etc., surprised everyone who has seen the machine.

After the application of hot water with a spoke brush my
cycle returned to its former new condition.

I have tried every other enamel and compound advertised,

and have met with nothing but failure. A decorative

enamel is absolutely unsuitable for the hard wear entailed

by a motor, and I am sure my brother motorists will bear

me out in this. MOTORIST.

[The enamel should, of course, be stoved. There is no doubt

about the better appearance of a machine after a run on

ordinary roads if enamelled French grey in comparison

with black. The one looks clean, the other shabby. London
mud on a white frame would, of course, look bad.—Ed.]
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Magneto Covors and Short Circuiting.

[3551.]—Messrs. Bosch do the patent leather covers a

great injustice when they say they cause short circuiting as

the misfiring will occur with fibre covers unless the follow-

ing precaution is taken. Fit tightly over the cable a piece

of rubber gas tubing 2in. long where the cable goes through

Lhe round hole in cover, and see that tube and cable fit the

hole in cover tightly. It is the water running down the

cable on to the terminal that causes misfiring. As an extra

precaution vaseline the terminals.

ENAMELLED LEATHER.

[3552.]—In The Motor Cycle of September 2nd you pub-

lished our letter on magneto covers. When writing this we

understood that the feuquiries made regarding such covers

had reference to those made from leather, and our remarks

were correct as far as leather is concerned. One of your

readers who happened to notice our letter communicated with

as regarding • his experiences, and we requested him to for-

ward the cover in question for our inspection. On testing

.same we find that the material from which it is made is not

leather, neitlier has it in its composition any rubber at all.

It is difficult for us to say from what material it is made,

but in any case we fii'.d it to be an absolute conductor of

electricity. AVe think it ad\nsable for you to mention this

matter again in your next issue, as every purchaser of such

;! cover will experience the same difficulties, as contact or

close proximity of the cover to a high-tension conductor will

produce short circuit.

We are endeavouring to find out who are the manufac-

turers of these covers, and should we be successful
_

we will

endeavour to put them right in the matter and advise them

as to the correct material to use.

lilK ]>.OSCH MAGNETO CO., LTD.

Running on Naphtha.
' [3553.]—In answer to Mr. Bellerby's letter in your issue of

August 26th, I beg to point out that I did not recommend
naphtha as a motor spirit, but eimply stated that I was
running on it, and that it was giving fairly satisfactory

results at the time. Also giving the address of the firm

who supplied me with sample. My experiences since then

have, however, been anything but pleasant. I much regret

my error in the specific gravity, which was due to a faulty

hydrometer. The fact of my engine startirg easily from
cold led me to believe my figure was correct. Using a

new hydrometer I find specific gravity to be 0.915.

The engine starting from cold may be due to the fact that

the more volatile constituents of the spirit evaporate at a

low temperature, leaving the heavier parts, creosote, etc.,

in the float chamber and jet tube. After three or four days'

running I found that the percentage of ."^olid matter had
increased to such an extent that the spirit had turned a
tarry black, and cleaning the carburetter out every five miles

became a necessity owing to the clogging up of the fine jets.

I was back on petrol inside a week, convinced that the
ordinary carburetter is not suitable for crude naphtha. I

.shall be very pleased to publish the results of my fuel tests

through The Motor Cycle when completed, as the results

f hould be of great interest to motor cyclists, to whom your
paper is almost a necessity. Thanking you for past help.

CYRIL V. ABRECHT.

Footrests v. Pedals and Stands.

[3554.]—Referring to your correspondent, " Practical
Experience " [letter No. 3521], I quite agree with him with
regard to the 1908 Roc two-speed gear. I ride a 1908 5-6 h.p.
twin Roc, fitted with the two-speed gear. The greatest trouble
is the clutch slipping (top gear clutch being the worst sinner)
through oil getting on the bands. I might say I know one
or two riders who are in the same street with clutch troubles.
The way I get over the difficulty is to squirt petrol on to
the clutch bands about every fifty miles, and then they grip
v/ell.

_Mr. Wall himself tells us it is imagination that oil causes
slip on a metal to metal clutch ; multiple disc and other
varieties of metal to metal run in oil. The question is, does
the Roc clutch run in oil? There is a vast difference between
running in oil and being splashed with oil from the gears. To
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my mind the latter is the cause of the slipping, by the very fac

that after being washed by petrol, it at onoe begins to per

form its duties as it should. As to taking the precautioi

to use the adjustment provided for the clutch, mine wa
adjusted to its greatest extent .some two months ago, so ii

this respect I should still have been looking .for the " .«ough

for re.sult."

Another correspondent [No. 3537] remarks about starting

I find no trouble in handle starting, and as to pedals, on m]

previous mounts thsy were always getting bent or broken

As to footrests, they are very handy, but a stand is stil

necessary for many purposes. Also, this correspondent .say;

he has seen it take three persons to start these machine:

with handle starting, and that the machine will not fir.

unless in a vertical position. If the machine is in gooc

order and flooded well, and the magneto is in tune, there i

no reason why it should not fire while resting on the foot

rests, in any case to get a start. My engine has run two o:

three minutes with machine resting on the footrests withou

a single misfire.

In conclusion, I for one am still looking for a permanen
cure for a slipping clutch without using petrol.

P. H. LANGTON.

Brown Paper Joints. A Warning.

[3555.]—I recently purchased a second-hand 1907 3^ h.p

Triumph bicycle, and after running it for some time I foun(

that the joint between crank case and cylinder was leakini

very badly. I tried to tighten this up, but could make n^

impression on it. I put in a brown paper, washer soaked i:

raw linseed oil, and screwed up the four nuts on the stud

which hold the cylinder in place.

The next time I went out on my machine after runnin

about fifteen miles I happened to stop, and noticed that

small crack had developed just along the bottom of cylindei

I had still some twenty miles to go before getting home, bu

it looked a very small thing. This distance I covered at

good speed and arrived home in safety.

On the following evening I had a short distance to g
(about two miles). I examined the crack and it looked ver

small, so I thought I would risk it, especially as I ha
covered twenty miles after having first observed the cracl

and it seemed" no worse. I had just started off down th

road, and had not gone more than twenty or thirty yard

when an explosion took place and the machine stoppe

instantly, portions of the cylinder being blown right acros

the road.

On taking off lower rim of the cylinder which was lei

on the crank case, I found embedded in the piece of pape

from which the joint was made a hard substance just like

small flattened pea, which did not allow the cylinder to be

down accurately. I attribute the cracking of the cylinder t

the fact of overstraining the snug owing to its being overhun
from the top of this hard material in the paper.

I am sending you this little account, which if you thin

fit you might publish, not because I do not think very highl

of "the Triumph machine, but to warn any other rider of an
machine from looking lightly on a slight crack.

Glasgow. ALEX. CRAIG.

[A number of interesting letters are held over, and will 1:

published as space permits.

—

Ed.]

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
" Rothbury " would like readers' experiences of the Nal

two-speed hub.

If any of our readers happen to know of a suitable devic

for facilitating the carrying of golf clubs on a motor cycl<

" H. W." would be glad to have particulars.

" F. W". F." would like readers' experiences with the Aut<

clipse and Hella motor cycle lamps, especially the latter.

NOTICE.
The Editor disclaims all legal responsibility in any way'for

loss of copy in the form oE manuscript, drawings, or photographs
submitted to him. Rejected manuscript, drawings, and photo-
graphs will only be returned provided a stamped addressed
envelope is enclosed tor the purpose.
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Two Years' Experience of the Twin Vindec.

By B. H. DAVIES.
HEN one is lucky enough to hit upon a really

sound motor, it is one's plain duty to one's
brother motor cyclists to publish the fact, and
as I have now had two years of extraordinarily

regular and faithful service from Vindec twins, I should
like to describe some of the excellences of these machines.
I should estimate that I have probably covered upwards
of 10,000 miles on Vindec twins, and in this distance
I have required absolutely no large replacements, and
have only encountered a single awkward stoppage.
That came very early in my experience with them, and
was due to the spark advance rod from the tank lever

to the magneto receiving a blow. This set the brass
timing lever out of truth on its bearing, and as a con-
sequence the fibre ring rapidly wore down, and one
day the engine, after a short period of feeble running,
stopped altogether. I found there was no spark at the
plugs, and after uncovering the magneto contact
breaker, I found the platinum points were not breaking.
I happened to have a small court plaster case
in my pocket book, and a little strip of plaster

laid on the place where the missing cam had once
existed restored the " break

'

' at the points, and enabled
me to get home. While waiting for a fresh fibre ring,

if dawned upon me that if I lowered the fixed platinum
point, the heel of the bell crank would press further

out towards the fibre ring, and so I scraped some metal
off its bed, and, hey presto ! the " break

'

' was restored

with the worn ring. The break being now too big,

another little piece of plaster was cut in washer form,

and pierced centrally, to go under the moving platinum
on the bell crank, and then the break was correct again.

Only Minor Troubles Experienced.
Apart from this my stops with the twin Vindec have

consisted solely of the following: Sparking plug
troubles, choked jets, punctures, and mud on the H.T.
terminals of magneto, when riding without a cover. The
Truffault spring forks are the best on the road, and
reduce the vibration to such a point that in the dis-

tance named I have only had two bits of the machine
drop off, viz., a nut off the exhaust valve lifter rod, and
one exhaust valve cotter. I have never had a serious

skid with a Vindec on which I had retained the belt

drive. I have converted to chain drive, and even with

that can only remember one bad skid, due to hitting

an unsuspected patch of slime at very high speed. In

climbing hills with them I like a gear of about 4^ to

I, which dispenses with the necessity for a rush, though
with uniform rushing and a higher gear, they will romp
up the worst hills.

Given speed, comfort, and entire reliability, the

question as to whether a machine may be ranked in

the highest class or not is answered by the way in which
it maintains its power. No machine—and particularly

no twin-cylinder machine—can maintain the very pink
of perfect compression and adjustment indefinitely, and
the Vindec is no exception to this invariable law. But
I know no twin which will maintain its power quite so

well, either in a racing or a touring sense.

Maintenance of Maximum Power.
As regards maintenance of racing power and adjust-

ment, I once drove mine 150 miles to the scene of a

hill-climb, after tuning it up, and on arriving at the

hill found it needed absolutely no attention ; it was

simply laid aside till the time for starting, and then
won. That lesser degree of perfection which suffices
for touring purposes is also excellently maintained. In
about 1,000 miles of hard work the maximum pace
drops about five miles to the hour, and the attention
required to restore the original kick then consists ol

pulling out the inlet valve springs and grinding in the
exhaust valves, while if a two-speed be fitted, as is

normally the case with mine, the exhaust valve springs
may be burnt out d;nd need replacing.

The engine brasses will stand a year's work with a

variable gear and a sidecar ; they would probably stand
two years with solo work and the belt drive. All

cylinders wear appreciably in two years, and especially

with a very high speed engine, heavy load, and two
speeds. The upper part of the Vindec bore will wear

The latest Phelon and Moore two-speed gear chain-driven motor bicycle,
which was ridden in the Motor Cycling Club London to Edinburgb 24 Hoois,

J Ride and the Essex Motor Club 24 Hoars' Ride Woodford to York and
back by W. Pfatt, in both ot which events a gold medal was gainid.

under the trying conditions referred to, to the extent

of about i^ mm. The hasty amateur may then leap

to the expense of two new cylinders and six new rings,

at a cost of about £^t^ . Some recent notes in The Motoi
Cycle have shown us a more economical treatment.

When new in 1906, my Vindec 75 mm. piston was fitted

with narrow rings with slot cut ends. This year thfe

same piston was refitted (after two years with sidecar

and low gear of 10 to i) with 76.5 rings, double width,

and with step cut ends ; the ring grooves were, of course,

turned out to double width—an economical method of

restoring the piston and rings to a true fit.

,

I have only one complaint against the standard

machine, and that is, the carburetter, as sent out,

seldom supplies as much extra air as the engine will

take when running all out on a hot day. I therefore

drill the inlet pipe, and fit a loose slide over the

orifice, running with this wide open in hot weather as

soon as the engine is started, and governing by the

hand lever on the tank. In conclusion this machine is

as smooth, reliable, and speedy a mount as any motor

cyclist could desire to own, and will keep running

without constant attention and without replacements.
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OCCASIONAL COMMENTS.
By "IXION."

Variable Pulley Gears.

I regret to see so many designers wasting time and

money upon that type of variable pulley the diameter

of which can be varied by a lever without pausing or

dismounting. The ordinary dismount-to-adjust type

of variable pulley supplies most solo riders with all

they need, and the variable pulley presents grave

defects from a passenger enthusiast's point of view,

for not only is the ratio of his low gear limited by

arbitrary considerations respecting the necessary

diameter of the crankshaft and the pulley, but, further

than this, just when he wishes his belt to have the

most prehensile grip, i.e., in climbing the steepest

hills, the pulley is at its very smallest diameter, and

his gear is still insufficiently low. One or two really

sound gears of this type may certainly expect a decent

vogue, but there will by no means be room for all the

inventors now assailing motor cycles in this point to

repay the cost of their experiments, much less to amass

a round profit.

Stripped Timing Gears.

I have a letter from a reader who has thrice

replaced his timing gear pinions in one year, owing
to stripping of the teeth ; his machine, incidentally,

is fifth or sixth-hand, and rather ancient. I should

like to remind him that to merely replace damaged
parts with identical counterparts is a very short-

sighted policy ; there is always a reason for fractures,

and in the case of these pinions it is not at all likely

that inherent weakness of the pinions is the cause, as

the gears are usually cut by a good firm of engineers,

and are amply strong enough for the light work they

have to perform. For the benefit of other sufferers I

will suggest a few causes. In cases where one set of

pinions fails, and the failure is not repeated, the smash
is almost always due to a pin coming adrift and jam-
ming the wheels. The cure then is to use a longer

pin, so that the thin end projects a trifle from its

hole, and can be burred over slightly. When the

trouble is repeated a defect in some other part is cast-

ing an unnecessary strain upon the teeth. Such
strains are variously caused by overstrong valve
springs, a bent or close fitting valve stem jamming
in its guide, loose fitting tappets jamming in their

guides, worn mainshaft or camshaft brasses, prevent-
ing the pinions from meshing accurately, and so on.

A careful examination of the damaged set will often
reveal the cause. If the stripped teeth Jiappen to

be those which are in mesh as the valve is lifted, the
fault is likely to be one of the above points causing
an obstruction to the lifting of the valve.

Petrol Spraying Out of Air Inlet.

0ne of our contributors in an account of the End-
to-end described how Mr. J. 0. M. Dixon suffered
from a spraying of liquid petrol from the extra air

intake when his machine was on the run, although
there was no flooding with the machine stationary,
and although the inlet valve appeared to be in perfect
order. My correspondent says he has been afflicted

with a similar trouble, and in his case the trouble was
due to the spraying cone of his F.N. carburetter being
set too low down, so that it impinged too closely upon
the jet, and the petrol hit the cone before it had

time to spray properly. Consequently no adjustment

of the level of the spirit in the jet or of the inlet valve

effected the slightest improvement. He put in a

shorter jet tube and altered the collar on the float

needle till the level was right for the shorter jet, and
the spraying promptly ceased. If, as I believe, Mr.
Dixon's machine has an F.N. carburetter, it will be

interesting to hear whether this is the solution of his

trouble also.

Lubrication.

The one detail in which the motor cycle has made
no advance during the last six years is lubrication. The
ancient system of dismounting, extracting a plug from
the crank case, and injecting a charge from a bottle

or can every twenty miles soon died a natural and well-

merited death, but it was only replaced by the makeshift

device of a hand pump and two-way tap ; and with

various minor modifications this device survives on
every machine but one of to-day. It survives because
it is simple, cheap, and (in skilled hands) satisfactory.

But it is eminently crude. Every maker knows he must
expect about ten per cent, of the machines he sells in

every year to visit the works as the direct result of

scanty engine lubrication. Makers are further begin-

ning tO' realise that over-lubrication, though preferable

to under-lubrication, is not withe it its peculiar draw-

backs. Riders are realising that for an engine to be

flooded with oil for five miles, a xurately supplied for

five more, and then to gradu dly proceed towards

starvation for another ten, is bs d practice. When are

we are going tO' see a simple system of automatic lubri-

cation in vogue on all high grade motor bicycles ? The
hand pump system is scoffed at on cars. One car

came through the recent 2,000 miles R.A.C. trials and
lubricated itself perfectly and automatically for the

whole of the distance, without a drop of fresh oil being

added to its tank. Whatever system is employed must
be proof against breakage, and include a tell tale. The
sight gauge of any pump or pressure system might well

lie horizontally along the top tube. We are flattering

ourselves that half a dozen makes of machine in this

year of grace are well nigh perfect {pace the two-speed

gear enthusiasts). Well, here is something for designers

to exercise their brains upon from now till the next

Stanley. The makers would have fewer engines sent

back to the works, the duffer would have fewer tremors

of heart, the amateur would find his power better main-

tained, and the skilled rider would need to dismount
his cylinder less often, with a lubricating system that

regularly fed the engine with neither too much nor too

little oil.

>—•••—<

The Moto-Reve Co., Ltd., 138-142, Gray's Inn

Road, W.C., have just issued a booklet on the upkeep
and adjustment of the Moto-Reve light twin-cylinder

motor bicycle. The book contains clearly printed

instructions with regard to the management and adjust-

,

ment of this excellent little engine. All the various

parts are separately dealt with, and provided with a

book of instructions an owner or prospective owner of

one of these machines will easily grasp the whole of

the mechanical movements, as well as the adjustments

necessary to keep them in perfect order.
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RIDERS IN NEXT TUESDAY'S TOURIST TROPHY RACE.

729

1. H. Reed, Manchester (5 Dot).
2. E, G. Young, Nottingham (3J BentinoK).
3. C. R. Corner, Woolwieh (3J Matchless).

4. H. Rem Fowler, Birmingham (5 Norton)
5. C, E. Bennett, London (5 Vindec).
6. W. G. MeMinnies, Oxford (3^ Triumph)

7. S. C. Ferryman, Birmingham (5 Norton).

8. A. J. Moorhouse, Manehester (5 Rex).

9. W. Heaton, Stockport (5 Rex).
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SPECIAL FEATURES.

AN INTERESTING MAGNETO TRANSMISSION

A 1,000 MILES TOUR BY SIDECAR.

TIME TO LIGHT LAMPS.—Sept. 16th, 7-14 p.m. ; Sept. 19th, 7^7 p.m. ; Sept. 23rd, 6-58 p.m.

Light Machines in the T.T. Race.

The two Bentinck motor bicycles

which will be ridden in the Tourist
Trophy Race on Tuesday next are

fitted with Acme twin-cylinder engines
which have mechanically - operated
valves, the cylinders measuring 2^in.

by 3^in. Ignition is by Bosch mag-

F. E. Barker (3J h.p. Rex), one of the competi-

tors in the T.T. Race (Single-cylinder Class).

neto, and the tyres are Continental

2^in. The complete machines are

stated to scale about 150 lbs. It will be
interesting to note how these moderate
weight twin-cylinder machines perform.

Like most of the other machines in the

race, they have handle-bar-controlled

carburetters.

American Journalistic Methods.

As an instance of the manner in

which some American cycle and motor
papers are conducted, we may remind
our readers of the fact that whole
articles are frequently lifted from The
Motor Cycle without the slightest

acknowledgment, the principal offender

in this direction being the Bicycling
World and Motor Cycle Review. By
the way, the same journal is; at present
Tiaking a big fuss about a record by
Jacob Derosier on a 7 h.p. twin-

cylinder Indian motor bicycle. Derosier
rode a quarter of a mile in 13^s.,

which is equal to a speed of 68.18 miles
per hour. Our American contem-
porary says that '

' he rode the fastest

quarter of a mile ever don© on a motor
cycle." It may be a quarter-mile
record, but the speed has many times
been beaten on this side. Cissac's ride
at Blackpool on July 27th, 1905, is still

a world's record, the kilometre with a

flying start bemg covered in 25|s.,

which equals 87.3 miles per hour.

Considering that 63 miles 1078 yards
were covered in one hour (world's

record) by Guippone at the Pare des

Princes track, Paris, in 1905, there is

nothing very startling in riding a
quarter of a mile only at the rate of

68.18 miles per hour.

Imports ol Motor Cycles and Parts.

The imports of foreign motor cycles

during August have not recovered at
all, the value being £2,331 lower than
in the case of imports in August, 1907.

For the eight months ended August
31st the figures were :

Motor cycles

—

1906. 1907. 1908.

£44,290 £42,189 £30,958
Parts thereof

—

19,534 22,592 17,441

£63,824 £64,781 £48,399

It would appear from the above figures
that the manufacture of British motor
cycles is increasing.

Exports of British Machines.

Eighty-one British made motor
cycles were exported last month as

against seventy in August, 1907, and
sixty-eight in August, 1906. The parts,

however, have fallen from £2,569 in

August la.st year to £1,025 this year.
During the eight months ended 31st
August the values of the British ex-
ports were :

1906. 1907. 1908.
Motor cycles

—

,
£15,480 £16,093 £19,053

Parts thereof^

—

19,420 19,482 13,652

£34,900 £35,575 £32,705
It will be seen from the above figures
that, whereas the value of complete
machines exported has increased, the
value of the parts despatched from this
country has fallen considerably.

Re-exports 0! Foreign Motor Cycles.

In addition to the above exports,
forty-nine foreign motor cycles of the
value of £1,512, and parts to the value?
of £6,096, were re-exported from this
country during the eight complete
months of the present year. Altogether
the exports from Great Britain of home
and foreign made motor cycles and
parts reached a value of £40,313, so
that the imports still exceed the ex-
ports by £8,C

"

Belgian Motor Cycle Race.

The official results of the recent

motor cycle race between Liege and
Bastogne (a distance of 170 kilometres)

are as follow : (1) Gagard (Sarolea),

100 points; (2) Lassois (Antoine), 149;

(3) Dache (Sarolea), 209. The com-
petitors were divided into two classes

according to the power of the engine,

and in accordance with the classifica-

tion the speeds have been worked out
for an average of 18^ and 25 miles ?n

hour. Out of twenty competitors ten

were mounted on Sarolea machines.
The other competing machines were
chiefly Antoines and F.N.'s.

Police Traps.

We have received information of a

police trap from the top of Manchester
Road, Wilmslow, to Cheadle Village,

a distance of five miles. The trap is

only worked at week-ends.
A timed section 220 yards long is

being operated on the Shooter's Hill

Road, just by the Sun in the Sands
publichouse. A motor cyclist was re-

cently stopped and accused of travel-

ling at twenty-six miles an hour.

We have received information con-

cerning a police trap on the Brighton
Road, opposite the Red Deer, South
Croydon, which is working day and
night.

i^zmf'^j'^im

0. C. Godfrey, who rode a Twin in last year's

T.T. Race. This year he will mount a 3| h.p.

single-cylinder Rex,
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Coupe d'Evreux.

Two Herdtle-Bruneaus, three Moto-
Reves, and an Albatross have been
•on-tered for this contest, which will be
held on the Route de ' Cambolle^ near
Evreux, Noiinandy, on Sunday next,

the 20th inst.

.Motor Cyclist's Mysterious Death.

A well-known North country con-
tractor, JSlr. John Thomas Coxon, died
;it Holywell Village on Tuesday of last

\vee4c under mysterious circumstances.
He was found seriously injured on the
highway on the Monday night, with his
motor cycle lying close by. tt is sup-
posed that a collision occurred between
rome )jassing vehiclo, and the police
are conducting enquiries.

"The T.T. Motor Cycle Race.

In the T.T. Eace last year, it will be
.remembered that the first single- _^_„
•cylinder machines accomplished
.a better average speed than the
higher-powered twins, but it is

unlikely that history will repeat
itself this year. Some experienced
riders consider that an average
speed of over forty miles an hour
will be maintained by the winner
of the twin class this year, not-
withstanding the reduced allo.v-

4ince of petrol. ]Most of the com-
petitors are now in the Island
practising over the course.

Next Week's LO.M. Programme.

The following programme will be of
service to readers who are visiting the
Isle of Man next week for the motor
races : Tuesday, September 22nd. 9 a.m.
Start from St. John's of the ^Motor
Cycle Tourist Trophy Eace, distance
158 miles 220 yards. Course, Balla-
craine, Kirk Michael, Peel (ten circuits).

Wednesday, September 23rd. Car race
for the Graphic Challenge Trophy be-
tween Silverbum and Foxdale; car
hill-climb for the "Henry Edmunds"
Trophy on the mountain road between
Ramsey and the Bungalow. Thursday,
September 24th. "Four Inch" Race
for cars, start 9 a.m. The start is

above Hilberry Corner, Douglas, Balla-
craine, Glen Helen, Kirk Michael,
Ballaugh, Ramsey, Snaefell, Hilberry,
Willaston, Douglas.

Tast Running Singles.

The brothers Colliers' T.T.
racers are said to have the
.'•mallest engines in the single-

cylinder cla-Es, the bore and
etroke measuring 85 by 76 mm.,
which can scarcely be called

3^ h.p. The engines will, of
course, turn round at a tremen-
dous speed with so short a
stroke.

A Manchester Rider's Racer.

H. Reed's T.T. racer is a real

a compact look-

*?^

^^

^^

afc»

FUTURE EVENTS.

Sept. 19—Motor Union Provincial Meeting at Oxford.

„ 20—Semmering Hill-climb, A.C. of Austria.

„ 22—The International Auto Cycle Tourist Trophy
Race in the Isle of Man.

„ 24—" Four Inch " Car Race in the Isle of Man.

Oct. 2—Gaillon Hill-climb, France.

„ 3—Bradford M.C.C. Open Hill-climb for Motor
Cycles.

„ 3—Brooklands A.R.C. Meeting (Motor Cycle

Handicap).

„ 3—Penalty Run for Members of the A.C.U. and
Clubs in the South of England Districts

affiliated ^o it.

„ 10—A.C.U. Council Meeting at Leamington Spa.

,, 17—Auto Cycle Union Quarterly Trial of Motor
Cycles, Uxbridge to Banbury and back.

,, 21—Motor Union General Committee Meeting.

Nov. 20-28—^Thirty-second Annual Stanley Show, at

the Agricultural Hall, Islington.

,, 28 to Dec. 13—Paris Salon Exhibition of Motor
Cycles, Cars, and Accessories.

Dec. 16—Motor Union General Committee Meeting.

"Dot." It is

ing little machine fittC'd with a

5 h.p. Peugeot engine, Bosch magneto,
Amac handle-bar controlled carbu-
retter, petrol gauge, rigid forks, and
Dunlop tyres, and should render a good
account of itself.

The Cycle and Motor Trades* Benevolent Fund.

At the monthly meeting of the Execu-
tive Committee of the above fund a
bank balance of £475 15s. 4d. was re-

ported to the credit of the current
account, and twenty-one new sub-
scribers and six new members were
elected.

The A.C.U. and Affiliated Clubs.

jNIembers of the A.C.U. and its

affiliated clubs number upwards of
2,350. The Organising Committee
which has cliarge of the administration
of the scheme of affiliation has been
strengthened by the addition of two
motor cyclists, Messrs. A. G. Reynolds
and Victor Hart. Mr. H. G. Cove,
another prominent motor cyclist, will
also serve on the Legal Committee,
while Mr. Robert Todd, the chairman
of the A.C.U., is also the chairman of
the Legal Committee, in addition to
filling the office of hon. treasurer of
4he funds of the General Committee.

M M M M (Jd X)(3 M '3fl Xlli t^l flfi Xlli Ij^ ,SJ(3 ,^fi ^4,^4,^4,^4, ^(^7 1^

" The Autocar " Motor Car Lectures.

Following the information regarding

the above lectures on page 698 last

week, we now have pleasure in calling

our readers' attention to further par-

ticulars which will be of interest to

those who contemplate attending the
lectures. At Newcastle-on-Tyne the
lectures will be held in the Armstrong
College on Monday evenings at 7.30,

commencing October 26th or Novem-
ber 2nd. In Leeds, m the Lecture
Hall of the Yorkshire College, com-
mencing Thursday, October 15th. In
INIanchester, at the Lecture Hall of the
IManchester Geographical Society,

afternoon and evening, commencing
Friday, October 23rd, at 4 and 7.30
o'clock. Birmingham on Wednesday
evenings, commencing October 14th.
(The name of the hall and time will be
announced next week.) Readers who
contemplate attending these lectures
are kindly asked to send their names
without delay to the secretary. Lec-
ture Dept., 20, Tudor Street, E.C. The
fee for the course of eight lectures is

£1 Is. Members of the Motor Union
may obtain the tickets at a reduced
charge of 12s. 6d., on application to the
secretary, 1, Albemarle Street. W.

In the Isle ot Man.

Messrs. , C. B. Franklin and N. E.
Drury were putting their T.T. machines
through their paces on the I.O.^I.
course last week, but subsequently left

the Island. The Rex and Triumph
trade riders, we understand, left for
the I.O.M. early this week.

Motor Cycles at Brooklands.

We note with pleasure that a motor
cycle handicap race is announced for
the next Brooklands meeting on October
3rd. This should provide a good
opportunity for T.T. competitors to in-
dulge in a little speed work on the
finest racing track in the world.

The Murattl Trophy Trial.

A further stage in connection with
this competition was reached on the

9th inst., when J. Stewart and
C. E. Murphy (both riding 3^
h.p. Triumphs) started from Bel-
fast to re-ride the second half of
the course, both having been
equal in points at the end of the
trials on 22nd ult. J. J.
Kennedy, another Triumph
rider, was able to prove to the
committee that he was equal
with the two riders named, and
he was allowed to go also. When
the start took place at 7 a.m.
the weather was favourable, but
before many miles had been
covered rain commenced to fall

and continued almost throughout
the entire day. At Ballycastle
Kennedy retired after covering
sixty-three miles, and the other
two riders were left to complete
the course. Every control was
reached prompt to time, not-
withstanding that at London-
derry it was necessary to rido
through water nearly a foot deep.
When the finish was reached
both men were drenched, but
they experienced no trouble what-
ever with their machines. On
examining their check books it

was found that they had kept together
throughout the day's ride and secured
the maximum number of marks at

every control, secret and otherwise,
the distance covered being 2032 miles.

The destination of the trophy is there-
fore still undecided, and the matter
will be considered by the committee at
an early date.

Police Traps.

Information has been received by
The Moim- Cycle concerning the follow-
ing police traps :•

Between the villages of Antony and
Torpoint. on the main road to Liskeard.
On the Wakefield-Bradford Road, from

the Halfway House to the Stump Cross
Hotels, about 400 yards in extent.
Holyhead Road, between Llangollen

and the village of Vroncysyllte, four
miles in the direction of Shrewsbury.

_
Great North Road, at Colfterworth,

six miles from Stamford to a point two
miles from Grantham.
From the bottom of Gonerby H'll.

three miles on the Newark side of
Grantham to Bennington, six miles
from Newark. Four A.A. scouts patrol
this section of the Great North Road.
Eastern Counties, between Scole and

Harleston via Brockdish.

£-^^

"^

''^^

^^
•iky
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The M.C.C. Consumption Trial.

G. L. Fletcher, 2 h.p. Moto-Reve, who won
the M.C.C. Consumption Trial on Saturday
last. His performance was equal to 120'7

miles to the gallon. W. Smith, on a similar
machine, was second.

ON Saturday afternoon last the annual petrol con-

sumption trial organised by the Motor Cycling

Club was held on a circular course near

Gerard's Cross, Buckinghamshire. The motor

cycle section was extremely well supported, since there

were twenty-five entries, ot whom only three were non-

starters. The method of measuring the consumption

of fuel was as

follows: To ever)

machine Shell

motor spirit was

doled out to the

amount of i pint

for 300 lbs. total

weight, increasing

to ij^ pints for

600 lbs., and to

2 % pints for

1,200 lbs. in the

passenger class, in

which the only

motor cycle repre-

sentative was F

.

Cozens (lo h.p.

Lagonda). Multi-

cylinder motor
bicycles were
allowed 30% extra

petrol . The
machine covering the greatest distance on the allow-

ance of spirit was declared to be the winner.

The speed over the course was kept down to twenty

miles an hour. According to the rules, " unjustifi-

able " pedalling was not permitted. Unfortunately,

this led to some confusion, as there were not enough
observers to watch the performances on the hills.

The Weighing Operations.

Each machine was weighed on a capital contrivance

consisting of three iron legs supporting a long iron

lever bearing a spring balance, while the latter had
attached to it either a seat for the drivers or a pair

of hooks for the motor bicycles as occasion required.

Before the officials had got very far on with the weigh-

ing and filling a heavy rainstorm came on, which
caused a good deal of delay, since for some time it

stopped the proceedings altogether. At last the

rain cleared off and the sun came out; but it was so

late in the evening that the roads had not a chance
to dry up, but, though wet and a trifle heavy, they

were not greasy, and the surface was very fair.

Following on the last motor cyclist to start, we made
a tour of the course on a 3^ h.p. Zenette kindly

placed at our disposal by Zenith Motors, Ltd. The
course (five miles in extent), which was practically

circular, consisted of a stretch of the London to

Oxford Road as far as the second turning to the right

after leaving the Bull Hotel, Gerard's Cross, where
the road descended gradually at first, and then became
rapidly steeper into Fulmer village (an exceedingly

pretty spot). Out of the village came a steep

ascent, then a long straight stretch, a turn to the

right, followed by a steep descent and a good hill

immediately afterwards, a mile after which the

Oxford Road was again reached. It will be gathered

that this is not by anv means a level course.

Magneto Troubles caused by Wet.

The chief troubles experienced by the competitors-

were magneto troubles owing to the wet, and some
failure to climb the hills without pedal assistance.

The following members of the club started : V. Olsson

(5 h.p. Vindec), covered three and two-third laps; Dr.

C. Gibbons (35^ h.p. Deacon-Minerva), stopped on

hill ; \V. A. Sale (5 h.p. Vindec), magneto trouble

through wet; F. Mussell (3^3' h.p. Quadrant), covered

two and threequarter laps; W. H. Wells (5 h.p.

Vindec), wet on magneto; S. Webb {^V2 h.p. Triumph),,

stopped on Fulmer Hi'.l ; B. C. Cumberland (3J2 h.p-

Triumph), had one stop: J. P. Le Grand (2^ h.p.

Matchless), showed promise of a good performance,,

but dismounted on a hill; A. D. Draper (3^^ h.p.

J.A. P. -Matchless), puncture about one and a half miles-

from the main road; J. V. Robinson {1% h.p. Moto-

sacoche), left the course; W. A. Jacobs (3 j^' h.p. Rex),

dismounted on a hill; A. W. Bentley (3^^ h.p.

Triumph), stopped top of Fulmer i.ill ; S. J. Seed

(5 h.p. Vindec), dismounted on a hill ; F. White (5 h.p.

Rex), stopped half a mile from Fulmer; A. G. Fenn

(3^ h.p. Rex), covered two and a quarter laps; H. C.

Sayer (3^^ h.p. Triumph), stopped at corner near main

road, while W. Pratt {z% h.p. P. and M.) did like-

wise ; R. C. Davis (55^' h.p. Griffon), broke his belt

on the last hill ; S. G. Frost (4>4' h.p. Minerva),

reported to have pedalled on a hill.

The successful competitors were: i, G. L. Fletcher

(2 h.p. twin-cylinder Moto-Reve), covered four and

seven-eighth laps, petrol allowance 24 oz. 2 drams,

about 120.7 miles to the gallon; 2, W. Smith (2 h.p.

The M.C.C. Consumption Trial. J. P. Le Grand (2^ h.p. Matchless-Jap) and
W. A. Jacobs {3J h.p. Rex), two of the competitors.

twin-cylinder Moto-Reve), covered four and threequarter

laps, petrol allowance 22 oz. 2 drams, about 128. i

miles per gallon; 3, H. G. R. Slingo (6 h.p. Griffon),

covered three seven-eighth laps, petrol allowance 31 o^

3 drams, about seventy-five miles to the gallon.

According to the rules, pedalling, except when ham-

pered by traffic, or stopping for any reason except for

the exigencies of traffic, or the want of a clear course,

led to disqualification.

The chief officials taking part in the organisation

were: Messrs. F. J. Jenkins, E. B. Dickson, J. Van
Hooydonk, H. G. R. Slingo, R. C. Davis, S. H. Fry,

and R. H. Head.
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The Motor Cycle Tourist Trophy Race,
Rail and Steamer Services to the Isle of Man.
The steam boats of the Isle of Man Steam Packet

Co., Ltd., sail from Liverpool daily at 10.30 a.m. and

2.45 p.m. up to the 21st inst., and from Douglas:
Tuesday, 22nd, to Friday, 25th, 9 a-m. ; Saturday,

c6th, 9 a.m. and 3.30 p.m.; Monday, 28th, 9 a.m.

and 3.30 p.m.; Monday, 28th, 12.30 a.m. (Sunday
night); Tuesday and Wednesday, 29th and 30th,

9.0 a.m. The fares are: First-class saloon return,

six months, los. ; first-class saloon, single, 6s. ; third-

class steeraee, return, 6s. ; third-class steerage,

single, 3s. 6d.

Tbe tliree riders who tied for first place in the Muratti Trophy Reliability

Trials, iVIessrs. C. E. Murphy, J. J. Kennedy and J. Stewart. They all rode
3} h.p. Triumphs. Our photograph was taken at the start of the ride to

decide the winner on the 9th inst., but Messrs. Stewart and Murphy again
finished with equal points.

Week-end tickets are issued on Fridays and Satur-

days available to return on the following Monday or

Tuesday, or four days' excursion tickets issued on
Mondays available until the following Thursday:
First-class saloon, return, 8s. 6d. ; third-class steerage,

return 5s. 6d.

Fast express services are nm from London to

Douglas in connection with the boats, leaving Euston

at 10.30 a.m., and arriving at Liverpool (Lime Street)

at 2.20 p.m. The afternoon boat is due in Douglas

at about 6.30 p.m.
The rates for motor cycles are as follows: Motor

bicycles accompanied with passengers, 2s. 6d. each;

motor tricycles with more than one seat, 2s. per seat

extra each.

The Rex Motor Mfg. Co., Ltd., Coventry, has
notified the Auto Cycle Union that it is the company's
intention to present a gold medal lor the best perform-
ance bv a private entrant on a Rex machine in the
T.T. Race.

The Hotel Sefton, Harris Promenade, Douglas, Isle

of Man, is to be the headquarters of the A.C.U. and the

Dunlop Tyre Co. during the Isle of Man races.

The hotel is situated facing the sea in a central

position, and has an excellent motor garage attached
to it.

For the information of competitors in the Motor
Cycle T.T. Race who use Continental tyres, Mr.
Harness, of the Continental Tyre and Rubber Co..

Ltd., Manchester, will be in attendance at the Villiers

Hotel, Douglas, I.O.M., where a large stock of motor
cycle tyres of all sizes will be obtainable.

The T.T. Prize Fund.
Additional donations to the Auto Cycle Tourist Trophy

Fund are as follows :

£ s. d.

W. H. Wells 110
Society of Motor Manufacturers and
Traders 10

Robert Todd 5
Motor Press Agency ... 2 2

Manchester Motor Club 2 2

E. W. Brewerton 1 1

Stanley Show, Ltd. ... 26 5

J. H. Brereton 110
J. F. N. Templar ... 10 6

F. S. Barnwe I 2 2

S. F. W 2
W. W. Powell 10 6

The previous list will be found on pa ge 710 of the fore

going issue.

The T.T. Shilling Fund.
In accordance with the announcement made in our last

issue, we now have pleasure in publishing the names of the
donors to the above fund, communicated to us by the Secretary
of the A.C.U. : The Motor Cycle (100 sliillings), E. Stanton

(2), W. A. Mass, A.L., C.A.C'., B.E.S. (2), R. S. Vinter (5).

N. S. Vanhouse, G. A. Burnand, E. J. Jupe, R. H. Head,
Dr. Gibbons, W. G. K. Barnes, R.N., Triumph, J.H.S., C.

H. Butcher, F. Hansford, Dr. S. G. Lungworth (5), A. D.
Draper, H. Rem Fowler (5), Enthusiast, A. Grafton Sprague
(5), Vanguard, H. G. Potts (5), D. V. L. Fellows, Twa
Limerick Motor Cyclists (2).

The Hull and

East Riding
A.C.C. Non-stop

Run from Hull to

London and back.

A group of the

five starters who

left New Holland

early on Saturday

morning last.

Their names and

the machines thev

rode will te found

in a paragraph on

the next page.
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CLUB NEWS.
Western District M.C. (London).

Members of the above club are reminded of the hiil-climb

which wfll take place on the 20th inst. Meet at Milford

Hotel 9.30 a.m. sharp.

Bolton and District M.C.C.

The above club held a petrol consumption trial on Saturday,
September 5th. The winners proved to be as follows : 1st,

J. Fishwick (6 h.p. N.S.U.), winner of gold medal; 2nd, A.
J. Moorhouse (3i h.p. Triumph); 3rd, J. Mellor (3^ h.p. Rex).

A Club for Ashton-under-Lyne.

A motor cycle club has been formed for the above district,

with headquarters at the George and Dragon Hotel. The
name of the club is the Ashton and District M.C, and the

first meeting was held on the 9th inst., when nineteen mem-
bers were enrolled. The subscription is 5s., with an entrance

fee of 2s. 6d. Prospective members can have fuil particulars

on application to the secretary, Mr. E. B. Brooks, 11, Dean
Street, Ashton-under-Lyne.

Newcastle m.C,

The selling handicap competition held by this club on the

9th inst. would have been very successful if the weather had
been more settled. The result was what the committee had
aimed at, viz., to give machines which had been in use for

iome time a chance against newer models. A machine
entered at £24 won the competition, receiving sixteen points

start from the competitor next in merit. Results :

£24, G. S. Walker (3 h.p. F.D.W.), first prize; £40, J.

Bates (3i h.p. Dene), bronze medal for non-stop, finishing in

schedule time; £40, Thos. Lee (4^ h.p. Frank tricar), special

prize for best performance in passenger motor cycles.

M.C.U.I. (Ulster Centre).

On the 5th inst. a reliability run took place for prizes

kindly presented by Mr. R. Graham Lindsay, over a course
specially mapped out by himself, namely, Belfast to Newry
via Lisburn, Lurgan, Portadown, Tandragee, and Poyntzpass,
thence along Dublin Road to junction with road to Greenore
{three miles from Dundalk), then to Bush Station and on
through Carlingford and Omeath, back to Newry, thence
tlirough Banbridge and Dromore to Belfast; total distance
115 miles. The entries were: J. Stewart (3^ h.p. Triumph),
R. Shai-p (3^ h.p. N.S.UA W. Wilson (2| h.p. Minerva), J.

Holden JS h.p. Rover), T. Greer (5 h.p. Rex), J. ^M'Allen

(3 h.p. Rover), J. Lavery (3 h.p. Triumph), W. J. Andrews
(^ h.p. Rex), J. S. B. M'Murray (3^ h.p. Triumph), J. J.

O'Rawe (3^ n.p. Rex), and L. MacLaine (10 h.p. Lagonda
tricar).

The first rider was due to reach the finishing point at 7.49
p.m., but it was 8.5 when Stewart arrived, his starting time
being 2.6. Lavery followed immediately afterwards, having
started at 2.9. Both these riders secured full marks at each
control except at the finish, where Stewart lost 10 and Lavery
7. The latter was therefore declared the winner with a
total of 43 points, Stewart being second with 40.

Great Tarmouth and District M.C.C.

On Thursday, the 10th inst., the club held a gymkhana in

the Recreation Grounds. The event went off very well, but,
unfortunately, the audience was small. Musical chairs and
bobbing for apples were perhaps the popular events. The
tortoise race, in which the competitors were started at the
half-way mark, was won by the man who was last to arrive
who kept his engine firing all the time.

Class A.—1 (or rather last), F. Worths (2| h.p. Anglian)

;

'2, H. Collins (twin Sarolea) ; 3, A. H. Watts (3 h.p. Singer).

Class B (in which gears and clutches were allowed to be
used).—1, F. G. Galley (2| h.p. Anglian) ; 2, F. W. Barnes
(3^ h.p. Zenette) ; 3, — Hallinstein (3^ h.p. Wanderer).

Bending Race.—G. L. Fletcher (2 h.p. Moto-Reve) was
first. Dr. V. Blake (2^ h.p. Ariel) second, and F. C. North
(4 h.p. Roc) third.

Saturday to Monday Race.—1, W. Smith (2 h.p. Moto-
Reve) ; 2, A. G. Reynolds (5 h.p. Vindeoj ; 3, G. L. Fletcher.
The Musical Chairs Event.—1, Mr. Galley; 2, Mr. Scott

(I5 h.p. Motosacoche) ; 3, Mr. Watts.
The Academy Race.—1, Dr. Mayo (2 h.p. Moto-Rfeve) ; 2,

Mr. Smith (2 h.p Moto-R^ve) ; 3, Mr. North (4 h.p. Roc).
In the rings and balloons event the riders had to catch a

ring on a stick and burst a balloon. 1, Mr. Watts ; 2, Mr.
Galley; 3, Mr. North.
Egg and Spoon Race.—1, Dr. V. Blake; 2, Mr. Smith;

3, Mr. Barnes.

The last event was bobbing for apples. 1, Dr. V. Blake

;

2, Mr. Barnes.
The Victor Ludorum medal, presented by the M.U., was

won by Mr. Galley with eight points; and Dr. Blake
second, with seven points.

Sutton Coldfield A.C.

Owing to objections raised at the last moment by the
police it wa.s found impossible to carry through the hill-climb

which liad been arranged to take place by the Sutton Cold-
field Automobile Club at Gentletliaw on Saturday, September
5th. It has been arranged to hold the postponed competi-
tion on Saturday, September 26th, on a private road at Coal-

port, near Ironbridge, Salop.

Hull and East Riding A.C.C.

The outward journey of the Hull-London-Hull non-stop run
resulted as follows: T. Wiles (3| h.p. N.S.U.), non-stop; C.

Nicholson (3^ h.p. Rex), one stop; R. Pearson (3^ h.p.

Minerva), one puncture; C. Harman (3^ h.p. I'ex), one stop;
R. Darnley (3^ h.p. Rex), retired at St. Neot's, magnet©
trouble.

A speed-judging trial will be held on Saturday next, the
19th inst. This will take place on the Hedon Road, Hull, at

3 p.m., starting from Marfleet.
Picnic to Kilnsea on the 20th inst. Meet opposite the Town

Hall at 10.30 a.m. ; proceed via Hedon, Patrington, and
Easington, to Kilnsea Warren.

Soutliern M.C.

At the committee meeting lield on Thursday last, the 10th
inst., the following classes were decided on for the cluli hill-

climb, which takes place on the 26th of this montli : Chiss 3,

passenger motor cycles, tricars, sidecars, and quad cars;
Class 4, motor bicycles (twin-cylinder) ; and Class 5, motor
bicycles (single-cylinder), A.C.U. formula. Gold medals will

be given in each class to the winners. Members will receive
entry forms in due course, and are requested to fill them' up
and return at once.

A slight error occurred in working out the times at the
last monthly hill-climb, which gave the winner as E. K.
Davies, T. E. Goodley 2, and W. J. Jones 3. This should
read Goodley 1, Davies 2, Jones 3.

Nottingham and District M.C.C.

Thirteen competitors started in the first reliability run of

the above club, commencing from the junction of the Melton
and Loughborough roads. West Bridgford. The route was
through Loughborough, Leicester, Market Harborough, Des-
borough, Rothwell, to Kettering; home via Rockingham,
Uppingham, Oakham, Melton Mowbray, to Nottingham. The
competitors were : G. H. Pearson (2^ h.p. Bentinck), Hedley
Castle (3^ h.p. Minerva), B. W. Maltby (4^ li.p. Minerva).
Oswald Parker (3 h.p. Triumph), C. R. Smith (3i h.p. C.C.R.),
Robert W. Doughty (4 h.p. Roc), Harry Caruell (3^ h.p.

Triumph), R. T. and E. L. Thornton (3;^ h.p. tricar), Claude
H. Johnson (3^ h.p. Triumph), L. A. Nolan (3^ h.p. Triumph),
and — Powell (2| li.p. Browne). The winner of the cup will

be announced in due course.

SPEED TRIALS AT PORTMARNOCK.

ON Saturday afternoon last the Dublin and District

AI.C.C. held a race meeting on Portmarnock beach,
wlien a programme of three events was decided. The
afternoon wa.s very favourable, and the sands were

found in unexpectedly good condition after the storm iu the

earlier portion of the week. Two of the three events were
won by R. H. Taaffe (3^ h.p. Triumph), and were it not that

the handicaps i^-ere adjusted after each event he would pro-

bably have secured the three. The other race was won by
N. J. Chambers (2| h.p. F.N.), the hon. sec. of the club. Mr.
T. W. Murphy acted as starter and timekeef>er.

In consequence of the Tourist Trophy Race

being held on Tuesday next, the 22nd instant,

" The Motor Cycle " will he published one day

later next week, viz,, Thursday, Sept. 24th,

instead of Wednesday.
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VESTIONS

REPLIES
A selection of questions of general interest received from our readers and our replies thereto. When particular

makes of machines, accessories, or tyres are mentioned, numbers must be used, the writer to keep a key for

reference. All queries should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether
intended for publication or not, must be accompanied with a stamped addressed envelope for reply.

Tyres with Sidecar Attachments.

(1.) I have a 4 h.p. Roc
^ motor bicycle with Mills-Ful-

^ ford sidecar, and should be
-2J much obliged by your Uisual

sound advice as to whether you
consider it would be better to fit some
form of protection band on the rear
tyre of the cycle (Clincher 26in. by
2iin.)? I understand that the wear
on this tyre is heavy with any side-

car. (2.) Also do you recommend for

spare tubes the butt-ended pattern
or detachable ones with a continuous
air current?^J.B.M.

(1.) An extra band on the back wheel
of your machine would be desirable, as

there is a much greater strain on the
back tyre when a sidecar is used. It

would be better to fit an extra heavy
2iin. tyre. (2.) Detachable tubes with
a continuous air current are, we think,
preferred by most riders.

Wear of Armature Bearings.

In the Simms-Bosch high

I

tension magneto, if through
loose or worn bearings, the

J armature in its revolutions
scrapes against the polo shoes

of the magnets, is there any weaken-
ing of the high tension current
caused thereby with consequent mis-
firing at the plug? Now all the Mel-
bourne experts whom I have asked
about the matter agree that there is

no weakening of the current by such
scraping, and thus no effect is pro-
duced in the working engine, whilst
they differ as to whether more rapid
demagnetisation occurs or not. Now
I claim to have absolutely proved
in my own machine (F.N. four-
cylinder) that such a fault in the
magneto as I have described does
very much weaken the current, and
a friend of mine with a single-
cylinder Peugeot (Bosch mag.) states
he has proved it in his own machine
also. Will you kindly give me the
final opinion on the matter?—Dr.
H. L., Victoria.

If the bearings are so much worn that
the armature scrapes against the pole
shoes, the strength of the magnets is

considerably weakened, and this is a
state of affairs which should be reme-
died without delay. This weakening is
nrobably due to friction setting up a
hard skin upon the surface of the iron
which affects the magnetism seriously.

Overheating due to Alteration ot Valves.

I have a 2| h.p. F.N. which

^J^ has run splendidly until a

> week or so ago. I took it to
-j-i a garage to have valves ground

in, etc., and since then it has
run very poorly. I had a new ex-

haust valve and spring fitted. After
running a few miles (about four) it

overheats, the plug gets red hot, and
the engine stops. I use as little gas
and as much air as possible. Would
a too weak or too strong valve (ex-

haust) spring cause this? It has
nothing like the power and life it

had. Everything seems in perfect
order. I shall be glad to know if

you could inform me of the source of

the trouble.—U 369.

What has probably happened to your
hitherto good running machine is this :

The valve has been ground in causing
the head of the valve to sink more
deeply into the seating. This has in-

creased the opening of the automatic
inlet valve and weakened the spring.

Or it may be that the new exhaust
valve is not exactly the same length as

the old one, and is either lifting too
much or too little. If the stem is too
long, you will have to soften the end
of the valve stem, and file it down until

there is l-32in. clearance between the
end of the valve stem and the tappet.

It must then be hardened again. The
tension of the exhaust spring would not
be likely to cause the engine to over-
heat.

A Royal Roe Motor Cycle with Two-speed Gear and Montgomery Sidecar, owned and ridden by

Mr. G. T. Wlllan, M.R.C.S„ a medical practitioner ol [Sittingbourne, Kent, who informs us that he

has used the sidecar almost daily for 3J years. The extra child's seat is an^idea gained from "The
Motor CycleJ" of a lew years ago, and consists of a child's upholstered chair provided with foot-

board, and attached to underneath and sides of sidecar by bolts and wing nuts. Dr. WiH&n finds

the motor cycle and passenger attachment cheaper and faster than a heavy single-cylinder car.
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Various Interesting Queries.

(1.) Will a short wheelbase^ and also sitting well over the

^ back wheel prevent sideslips?

_L1 (2.) What sort of brake do you

recommend for the back wheel

—a wheel rim or a belt rim brake,

and should it be applied by hand or

through the pedals by back pedal-

ling? (3.) Of the following, which do

you think best to have control on the

handle-bar instead of levers attached

to the tank : (1) Exhaust lifter, (2)

spark regulator, (3) throttle, (4) air? I

have had several sideslips lately, and

have been told it is owing to the long

wheelbase and not sitting well over

the back wheel.—F.W.

(1.) To prevent sideslip a medium
wheelbase is required, and the rider

should sit as nearly as possible midway
between the back and front wheels.

(2.) For the back wheel a brake acting

on the belt pulley would be desiraMe,

preferably controlled by means of a

separate foot lever and within easy

reach. (3.) We should recommend the

spark to be adjusted by a lever on tank,

and the exhaust, throttle, and air levers

controlled from the handle-bars.

Queries respecting a New Mount.

I have a 1908 military model
Roc machine, and should be
glad if you will inform me on
the following points : (1.) I find

it somewhat difhcult to start

engine with handle from cold, even
when petrol is injected in head.

Should the magneto ignition be
advanced fully before starting, or

will this cause backfiring? (2.) Only
one pedal brake is fitted. Can the
low speed clutch pedal be used as a
brake when the high speed is in

without risk of injury to the gears?

(3.) While travelling at high speeds
on rough road the carburetter floods,

and on one occasion caught fire. On
examination I found that the petrol

pipe is only ;|in. away from magnets
of magneto machine. Is it possible

in such a case that the spark jumped
from magnet to petrol pipe and caused
the fire, and if so will the fitting of

a magneto cover obviate the danger?
I did not notice any misfiring on the
occasion mentioned. (4.) There is

apparently no means of lubricating

the gears. Is this necessary, and if

so, how can it be accomplished?

—

H.E.C.

(1.) Advance the magneto almost to its

fullest extent, and if the machine still

starts badly let us know and we can
give you further advice. (2.) The
engine can be used as a brake through
the medium of the low speed gear, but
when the high speed is in engagement
the low speed is out of engagement.
(3.) It would be advisable to have a
tray underneath the carburetter to pre-

vent the petrol dripping on to the mag-
neto, though there should be no spark
from the magneto at all at this point.
The fire may have occurred owing to a
bpckfire. (4.) The wheels are well
packed with grease when gear is sent
out if this has been used up, further
out; if this has been used up, further
rear wheel ; wnen belt rim is detached
the gears are exposed. There is a
lubricator in the hub for oiling the axle.

Knocking and Loss ot Power in Engine.

1 have a 2| h.p. F.N.
"ZTi engine and ,

carburetter, and

5 ju.st lately I have noticed a

-iJ knocking sound which appears

to come from the piston when
being pushed over the top of the

stroke. It seems to me that the

gudgeon pin may be loose, but I have
tightened v^ the set screws, and it

makes no difference. There is also

a loss of power which was remedied

after reassembling engine, but after

a short run it has disappeared. Can
you account for this? Valves re-

ground, new washer on plug, and
apparently everything in order.—J.B.

The knocking sound doubtless comes
from a worn gudgeon pin bearing or

bush. The loss of power is probably

due to slots in piston rings having got

in line, which means taking the cylin-

der off to alter them.

Pre-ignltion, Not Overheating.

Can you offer any reason for^ my 3^ h.p. Minerva engine

y pre-igniting? The details are
-iJ 34- h.iJ. 1906 Minerva engine,

compression good, gear 4J> to 1.

The carburetter is a Minerva-Longue-
mare, No. 22 adapter, and eight slots

in spray. The valves both lift about

-iin., and the springs are nearly new.

I purchased the machine second-hand.

J. C. Smyth, who will bestride a 5 h.p. Twin-
cylinder Rex in Tuesday's T.T. Race.

and noticed afterwards that it has a

1907 cylinder, as there are slots cast

in the radiator ribs for the two long

bolts. I have tried the following

without any improvement : Taken off

cylinder and cleaned head of cylinder

and piston. Tried different sparking
plugs and different gaps in them.
Tried different levels of petrol in

spray chamber (raised and lowered

it). Tried the engine without the

adapter in carburetter. Engine will

take all extra air when running very

fast; in fact, it seems to pre-ignite

worse with extra air open The
engine will not run slowly with spark
retarded (accumulator ignition). I

do not think it is overheating.

Pre-ignition is so bad that after a

short run I can switch off and run
quite a long way on pre-ignition

alone, without a misfire even. In
other respects the engine runs very
well, and will climb almost anything.
—N.B., Westfield.
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Examine the cylinder head carefully

and see if there is any roughness of the

casting which might cause pre-ignition.

Provided the cylinder head and piston

are clean, and that the compression is

not too high, there should be no pre-

ignition. You might try a steel washer
about l-15in. thick between cylinder

and crankcase, and so reduce com-
pression a little. Do not omit to

lengthen tappets or put caps on them
l-16in. thick to make up the extra

length. A smaller jet to the carbu-

retter might also effect some improve-

ment. The cylinder dimensions have
not been altered since 1906.

Driving on the Exhaust Valve.

What harm can there be in

lifting the exhaust valve at

corners? When valve wanted
grinding I was told I drove
too much on the exhaust, and

now I am told it is the right thing

to do. If I knew the lifting or

partial lifting of valve in moderation
in traffic did no harm it would save

me altering levers.—H.E.S.
The theory of driving on the exhaust

valve is that the actual flame of the

charge is in contact with the valve

seating longer than is desirable, with
the result that the valve gets badly
burnt. The use of the exhaust valve

in moderation is not harmful if the

valve is entirely raised. This is the

usual method of controlling speed in

traffic.

Carbon Deposits and Amount of Oil.

I should like to have your
opinion on the following : 1

have a 1907 3^ h.p. magneto
Triumph motor cycle which
runs perfectly, except that car-

bon deposit collects on piston top

and top of cylinder very soon. The
carbon deposit comes within a 100

"miles after cleaning quite clean,

which spoils the power at once. I

use Price's Motorme A for lubricat-

ing, and give half charges about
every eight or nine miles. Do you

think a change of lubricating oil

would remedy matters? What oil do
you recommend for the Triumph
engine?—J.O.J.

It would be rather interesting to get

the carbon deposit analysed. Probably
if you do this you will find that most
of it is road dr-st. New piston rings

should not allow the oil to get nast

them. You seem to be lubricating

rather too freely, and we should re-

commend vou to do this rather less

often. The oil you are using is good,

and we know of none better. Be
careful to drive with as much air as

possible.

READERS' REPLIES.
A Flooding Carburettei

I have had fitted to F.N. carburetter

needle an adjustable collar carrying the

two discs between which the toggles

work. Formerly the discs were sepa-

rately attached to the needle and
soldered thereto. Now I can alter the

position of needle as easily as is the

case in the Longuemare by simply

tapping with a very light hammer.
The collar is, of courv=e, a " driving

fit" on needle.—J. S.W.
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Reliability
and absence of vibration are the key
notes o-F the construction of the

iZENETTE 9

in designing, our aim has been to produce a machine [uxuriously comfsrti^iie, durable, and which can be relied on la

start easily, and to "get there" without unnecessary

delay.

The result we are anxious to demonstrate, and shall

be pleased to arrange a trial on receipt of request.

It should be borne in mind that the spring frame

of the " Zenette " not only ensures absolute comfort'

in riding, but reduces the possibihty of crystallisition.

Every engineer and steel expert icn^^ws that excessive!

vibration will crystallise and finally break the finest

steel, and many serious accidents have been caused

through this alone.

Price 39 Gns. nett cash ;

marvellous "
;ash ; or with Free-engine Clutch. 42 Gns. ; or with th©
Gradua" Gear, 50 Gns. nett. A few excJiangss entertained.

ZENITH MOTORS, 101, Stroud Greea Road,

LTD., Fiftsbury Park,
PS.—" Zenette" Spring frame Tricar-de-Luxe, 6-7 h.p. JAP engine, twin-cylind«r, water cooled, 90 Guineas nett. "A little gem."

A NECESSITY
When on Tour

FOLDING MAP forMotor Cyclists

(In Strong Case).

When on tour the motor cyclist is often faced with the question of which road to take

or the best way to reach a certain place. All such difficulties can be overcome by carrying

" The Autocar " Folding Map in your kit. It occupies very little space, as when folded it

measures only 7^in, x S^in. All main roads are marked in red, and the distances between

all important towns are given.

PRICE a/10. Carriage Paid.
Please mention that the folding map is required when orderiBsr.

The Offices of "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tador Street, London, E.C

In answering either of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " Tht Motor Cycle."
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS In these

columns—Id. per word, minimum Is. Name
and address must be counted. In the esse

of Trade Advertisements a series of thirteen

insertions is charged as twelve.

All advertisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of " The Motor Cycle," Coventry.
To ensure insertion letters should be posted

in time to reach the offices of "The Motor
Cycle," Coventry, on the Friday morning, or

if sent to London, by the Thursday afternoon

previous to the date <A publication.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY
For the convenience of purchasers of second-hand

motor cycles, it has been suggested that the advertise-
ments be classified into districts, as many readers like

to know what machines are for sale in their imme-
diate neighbourhood before going further afield.

Experimentally, therefore, we have divided the
advertisements into eleven sections, as follows

:

Plan showing division of England
into Sections,

SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, and
Westmorland.

SECTION II.
York aiKi Lancashire.

SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby, Stafford,
Shropshire, Montgomery, and Meriuneth.

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutlanc), Northamp-
ton, Warwick.

.^i'CTIONV.
Cambridge, Huntingdon, andNorfolk, Suffolk,

Bedtord.

SECTION VI.
Worcester, Mereford, Radnor, Brecknock, Mon-

mouth. Glamorgan, Carmarthen, Cardigan, and
Pembrolie.

SECTION VII.
Gloucester. Oxford, Buckingham, Berks, Wilts and

Hants, Channel Islands.

SECTION VIII.
Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, and Sussex

SECTION IX.
Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

SECTION X,
Scotland.

SECTION XL
irelaud and Isle of ^aa.

BIG STOCKS

NO CROCKS

AT
THE
PREMIER

No other firm can offer such a fine selection of new

and second-hand machines as the Premier Motor Co.

The second-hand ones are all carefully exammed;n.i
worn out or faulty m-ichines are offered. All ars

covered by a Certificate of fitness. The following au
SECOND-HAND or SOILED.

SINGLE CYLINDERS.

TRIUMPH, ma.?neto, IQO7 £28

VINDEC SPECIAL, 19C7 30

REX DE LUXE, 3i h.p., 1908, two-speed,

soiled only 38

WARWICK, 4 h.p., shop soiled, two-speed and
clutch 33

N.S.U., 3i h.p., spring forks, Roc clutch, two-

speed 25

QUADRANT, 3i h.p., 1906, very good order 13

N.S.U., 3 h.p., spring forks 15 u

BIRCHFIELD, 3 h.p. Spray, 1907 H 1^

WHITLEY, 3i h.p., spray, running well 8 u

E XCELSIOR, 2J h.p., spray, splendid order 8

MINERVA, 2 h.p., M.O.V., spray, girder forks 6 10

UNIVERSAL, IJh.p., vertical engine, spray

carburetter 3 5

LIGHTWEIGHTS.

F.N., If h.p., 1907, magneto, spring forks .

.

£21

F.N., IJ h.p., 1907, „ special silencer 21

N.S.U., li h.p., 1907, magneto, perfect 18

N.S.U., li h.p., 1907, magneto 16

TWINS.

G.B. ZEDEL, 5-6 h.p., 1908, two-speed, spring

fork.s, hand starting £35

ROC, 5 h.p., twin Peugeot, magneto, clutch. . 25

MINERVA, 7-8 h.p., R.O.M. contact breaker,

perfect 30
N.S.U., 6 h.p., magneto, two-speed 28

N.S.U., 5i h.p., magneto, good order 18

WERNER, 4 h.p., perfect order 11

JAP, Chatw Lea, 6 h.p., magneto, nearly new 25

JAP, Chat«r Lea, 6 h.p., accumulator, fine

order 18
RILBY TRICAR, 5 h.p., two-speed, spring

frame, wharf steering, water cooled,

splendid order 52

THE
^ *^'||W—> .

Premier

fVlagneto

^^%'g'\'f
'

Out-out

'W
«vith six feet

of insulated

wire,

3/-
Or without insulated wire 2/-

Beautifully made and finished. Sent
on three days' approval- Past free.

PREMIER ACCUMULATORS.
PREMIER LUGGAGE CARRIERS.

PREMIER STANDS.

PREMIER ROAD-CLEARERS.
PREMIER SEARCHLIGHTS.

WRITE FOR LISTS.

PREMIER iVlOTOR AGES^CY,
Aston Road, BiRAAINGHAM,

Telephone : 4310. Telegrams :
" Primus," B'ham.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may b

addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " Offic*

When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registra
tion, and three stamped and addressed envelopes mus
le sent frir forwarding replies. Only the number wl!

appear in the advertisement. Replies should b
addressed, " No. 000, c/o ' The Motor Cyde,' Cov
entry "

; or if " London " is added to the address, thei

to the number given, c/o " The Motor Cycle," 2C
Tudor Street, E.G.

Mr DEPOSIT SYSTEM. -«
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknowi
persons may deal in perfect safety by availing them
selves of our Deposit System. If the money be de
posited with " The Motor Cycle," both parties ar
advised of this receipt, and upon intimation of th
arrival and acceptance of the goods, the money i

forwarded less a charge of is. for registration. Th
time allowed for a decision after receipt of the goods i

three days. For all transactions exceeding £10 ii

value, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged. All deposi
matters are dealt with at Coventry, and cheques am
money orders should be made payable to Iliffe an(

Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements anfl receive ni

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard th
silence as an indication (hat the goods advertised hav
already been disposed of Advertisers often receive si

many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply ti

each one by post
All letters relating to advertispments must stat

distinctly under what beadi.o^ ihey appeared, and dati

of issue.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SAL!

SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durhai
and Westmoreland.

13. h.p. Minerva, running order; bargai
4 £5 10s.—Gardiner, Esklith Ho us

Blytli.

2 h.p. Minerva, Palmer tyres, splendid ru
ning order; bargain, £8 10s.—J., Ic

Croft Terrace, South Shields.

FOUE-OYLINDBE, F.N., magneto, sprii
forks, excellent condition, tyres nea

ly new, long bars; £19; trial near Stockto
—Box No. 762, The Motor Cyde Offices, Oove
try.

31 h.p. Rex, magneto, spring forks, 19

2 model, good condition, with spa
belt, tube, sparking plugs, etc. ; a bargai
£15 10s.—J. H. Gockburn, 57. Durham Eoa
Blackhill.

i Q08 Lightweight Rex (new July), £20, pe
JiU feet, bargain; 1905 Hex, thorouf
good machine, and in good order, only i
or exchange light car.—T. Sill, Wood Turn*
West Hartlepool.

4 h.p. Twin Werner, magneto, two-speed ai
free engine, spring forks, in splend:

condition, £22; also 3| h.p. Ormonde, Kel
com engine, £13 10s.—Lambert, glass an
china dealer, 307, High Street West, Sunde
land.

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.

ROC, 4 h.p., magneto, free engine, sing'
gear, brand new; £30.—Below.

N.S.U., 5h h.p., magneto, spring forks, pe
fectly new; £35.—Below.

N.S.U., 5J h.p., twin, magneto, free engin
24 by 2i tyres, condition as new, wit

Montgomery sidecar; £42.—Below.

TEIUMPH, 3 h.p., 1906, newly overhaule
by makers; £18. — Hartley Oegi

Motors, Burnley.

NEW 1908 Wolf. 2i h.p.. recently cost £5
accept £20; giving up.—19, Mountflel(

Prestwioh.

4 h.p. Magneto Antoihe, fast, new cond
tion ; any trial ; £22.—Lord, Mountflelt

Prestwich.

4 h.p. Roc, with free engine. 1907. new Cor
tinentals and Dermatin© belt, als

rigid sidecar; offers.-Mallison, Newlanc
Hull.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle."
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
TBIUMPH, 3i h.p., 1908, last two of con-

tract; £4fi.—Tlie Victoria Garage and
Electrical Co., Ltd., Coventry.

TEIUMPH, 1908, four weeks delivered, only
slightly soiled; £40.—The Victoria

Q-arage and Electrical Co., Ltd., Coventry.

ZENITH Bicar, 3J hi.p., two speeds, chain
drive; £25.—Below.

REX, 5i h.p., twin. Roc clutch, two-speed;
£28.—Below.

MINERVA, 31 h.p., M.O.V., good condition;
£14.—Below.

TRIUMPH, 1907, magneto, splendid order,

3i h.p.; £30.—Below.

31 h.p., good order; £10 10s.—T>EX, 1905,
Below.

NOBLE, 2i
-r

"
£11.

going
Garage

3i

h.p., very good condition
Below.

BUCHET, 2i h.p., very low frame,
order; £9 10s. — I'he Victoria

and Electrical Co., Ltd., Coventry.

5 h.p. Twin Alcyon, spring forks and pil-

lar, magneto, B. and B. handle-bar con-
trol; £22.—E. Turner, The Grove, Sutton
Coldfleld.

4 h.p. Minerva, girder forks, Louguemars
carburetter. Palmer tyres, 26in. wlieeis;

bargain, £12. — Gamble, 111, HumDerstoiic
Road, Leicester.

h.p. Triumph, magneto, not ridden
many miles, new Continental t^re on

back; best cash offer.—Carter, 139, Sueinton
Boulevard, Nottingham.

SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon,
and Bedford.

5 h.p. Twin Kerry, in running order, very
fast; offers.—Dixon, Aylsham, Norfolk.

31 h.p. Rex, Tourist Model, as new, i=u8, not
2 ridden 100 miles; too fast for owner;

£25.—Apply, 90, Wenlock Street, Luton, jaeds.

41 h.p. Four-cylinder F.N., run about 60O

2 miles, guaranteed perfect, springv
forks, magneto; £27.—The Ashes, Stowmarr
kc*

.

13. h.p. Werner, Eadie frame, new Stanley-
4 Dermatine belt, in good order; £5

10s.—E. Harnwell, Archdale Street, King's
juynu.

-J
Q08 3i h.p. Quadrant, magneto. Clincher

jLtJ tyres, spring forks, low-buiio, latest
model, absolutely new, never ridden, com-
plete -with Montgomery sidecar; £33, or
sgp'arate, £26, quick sale; no offers.—Catton,
15, Out Risbygate. Bury St. Edmuna s.

BRAND New 34-4J h.p. Peugeot-engined
motor cycle, Vindec adjustable pulley,

butted tubes. Clinchers, Gloria belt, very
low built, finished in grey, and lined black,
just been tested on the road, too powerful
for owner ; accept £22, or Rex lightweight
and cash.—" Motor," 70, Mawson Road, Cam-
bridge.

REX de Luxe, late 1907, 5i h.p., twin-cylin-
der. Roc clutch, twin tyres, spring-

forks, cantilever seat, rnagneto, fitted witii
extra large luggage carrier. Lucas horn,
watch. Premier searchlight lamp, separate
generator, together with tools and spares,
an ideal touring mount, in perfect running-
order; trial allowed; price £30.—Box 767, Tlie
Motor Cycle OflB.ces, Coventry.

STANDARD Model, 4i h.p. twin Minerva,
Boscb. magneto, Minerva spring forks,

new studded tyre on back, Watawata, en-
gine, magneto, and tyres guaranteed all
sound, and condition good as new, a nice
running machine, low built, fast climber,
and one of the best on the road; for spot
cash accept £22, or lightweight and cash.—
Wallis, Grocer, Hills Road, Cambridge.

SECTION VI.

Worcestershire, Herefordshire, Radnor,
Brecknock, Monmouth, Glamorgan,
Carmarthen, Cardigan, and Pembroke.

4 h.p., Roc style, free engine clutch, two-
speed. Duplex frame; cost 45 guineas

last June, perfect order; sell £30.—No. 763,
The Motor Cyde Ofaces, Coventry.

SPECIALLY Built 1908 Roc, 5 h.p. twin
Peugeot, extra heavy all -speed gear

and clutch, Druid spring forks, not ridden
150 miles, unscratched, packed in crate ; £40
or complete with Fulford sidecar, £45. —
Tyler. Pleasant View, Tylorstown.

SPEAK UP.
If you are wanting: bar-
ifains, go to MAUDE'S,

the fair factors.
MABON, 3* h.p., magneto £18
VINDEC, 3j h.p., magneto £22
N.S.U., 5^ h.p., two speeds, magneto £29
CLYDE, 2| h.p., magneto £15
C.I.E., 3 h.p., magneto £19
TRIUMPH, 3i h.p., 1907, magneto £28
REX, 5 h.p., 1907 model, blue finish £18
REX, 3I h.p., 26in. wheel?, verv low £12
MINERVA, 4i h.p., 2im. tyres .' £23
REX, 1907, like new, v,'ith sidecar £25
SAROLEA, 5 h.p., very low, new tyres £23
WERNER, 3ih.p., twin good condition £17
ARIEL, 3 h.p., B. and B £13
MINERVA. 3i h.p,, M.O.V £16
CLARENDON, 3 h.p., vertical £11
REX, 3 h.p., 50-guinea model £10
BAT, 3^ h.p., spring frame £19
REX, 3^ h.p., two speeds £14
QUADRANT, 3 h.p., sprme forks £12
BAYLISS, 3 h.p., special price £8
F.N., 2j h.p., splendid puller £12
HUMBER, 2|- h.p., very fine mount £10
GIVAUDAN, 2| h.p., perfect, non-skid rear £15

LIGHTWEIGHTS.
;fii ZEDEL, 2 h.p £11
£iJ LLOYDS, 2 h.p £11

£7 QUADRANT, 2 h.p £7
£8 MINERVA, 2 h.p £8
£7 JAP, 2i h.p £7
£7 HUMBER, 2 h.p £7

^ £S MINERVA, 2} h.p £8
£10 ARIEL, 2i h.p £10

50/- DOWN AND 5/- PER WEEK SECURES :

3 h.p. EXCELSIOR £11
2 h.p. SINGER £9
2j h.p. JAP £11
3 h.p. REX £10
2 h.p. ORMONDE £8
2 h.p. WERNER £10
2I; h.p. MINERVA £10
2i h.p. CUNARD £12
2j h.p. LLOYDS £11

2f b p. HUMBER £8

ACCESSORIES.

PALMER TYRES (Cord).

Cover.Tube. Covet,Tube. Ccver.Tube

a6X2 43/6 10/- 26X24 59/3 16/3 28X2I: 63/6 11/-

26X2J 58/9 11/- 28x2 50/3 10/- 28X2J 64/3 17/6
111- allowed on old covers, and 2/6 on tubes,

TUBES (fully guaranteed).

X 2im.
X2iin.

26X2in. ..5/6 26X2iin. . . 7/6 2f

*6X2iin... 6/6 28X2in. ..6/6 2f

APPBOVAL.

TUBES (butl-ended).

You cannot do better than try one. Money returned
in full if not perfectly satisfactory.

26X2in. ..7/6 26X2|in. . . 8/3 28X2jin.
26X2iin... 7/9 28X2in. ..7/6 28X2|in.

Dermatine lin. belting
12/6 per 8ft. 6in. Eength.

MAUDE'S MOTOR MART,PowellSL.HAL'.FAX

7/-

7/6

7/9
8/3

national Telephone 433.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
h.p. Eex. spring forks, Longuemare, Con-
tinental tyres and belt, splendid order,

winner of reliability run ; £12. otters. —
r.rnest Cook, Foregate Street, Worcester.

SECTION VII.
Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks,

Wilts and Hants, and Channel Islands,

9.3 h.p. Minerva, 1908, as new, not ridden
.^4 50 miles; £27 10s., or near offer.

31 h.p. Quadrant, magneto ignition, 1907,
2 hardly used, perfect condition, head--

light, separate generator, bell, horn. Brooks
spring seat, cut-outs; a bargain, £32 10s.,
or near offer.

2JL h.p. Excelsior
2 mer

order; £8,

4i

surface carburetter, Pal--
baek tyre. Clincher front, in good-
or near offer.

four, in good-
tyres in good-'

sale or ex--

h.p. De Dion Car, seats
running order, lamps,

condition, genuine bargain

;

change, £30, or near offer,

5- 6 h.p. Stirling Panhard, horizontal en-
gine, dcgcaxt body, three speeds and-

reverse, brand new gears, lately painted,
tyres as new, wheel steering; sale or ex-
Ciiar.ge, £25, or near offer.

Rover, 1907 type, seats four, splendid
order, hood, screen, lamps ; £170, or

n69.-r offer.
8 "'„

"J
3. h.p. "Werner; £5.

THE above cycles are to be seen at W. J.
Eandall's Garage. 3, High Street, And'-

over.

spring forks;
Bulford Oamp,.

LI.GfHTWEIGHT N.S.U., new,
32 guineas.—IST. Fairbank,

-C.

h.p., fair condition,
Hodges, Lansdowne,

If
£2
Hr

34

3i

Salisbury.

£5.—HobartrVaf,
tyres good.-

Bournemouth.

rAIEY Motor Cycle, nearly new, not been
ridden 150 miles.—Apply, W. Rossit&r,

23, South Road, Kingswood, Bristol.

Oi h.p. Quadrant, spring forks, new Der-
^2 matine' belt, splendid condition; ^^8

10s.—Hayes and Son, Pontywain, Mon.

p^-6 h.p. Twin Kerry, long handle-birs, new
O tyres ; sacrifice £18, or nearest offer.

—James, Wotton-Under-Edge, Gloucester.

TRIUMPH, 1908, cord Palmer and Clincher-
tyres accessories, condition as new;

£i8.—Pearson, v/ickham Street, PortsmDum.

_ h.p. Minerva, less coil and accumulatorr
.4 Lorguemare carburetter, good covers;

£2 19=^.—Harriss, Engineer, Ropley, Alresford,
Hr.nts.

h.p. Minerva, 1908, spring forks, little

used, perfect condition; £26, or near
offer: any exa-nination ; Oxon.—Box 724, The'

j\2u or Cycle Offices', Coventry.

_ h.p. Brown, 1905, holder reliability cup;
2 quick sale accept £11, bargain;

bought twin : examination and trial by ap--

no:ntment.—Mathe'ws, 6, St. Aldat&'s, Ox--

ford.

3 h.p. Triumph, good condition, new stud--

ded non-skid, brass headlight and gen--

erator. stand, carrier; expert examination;
bargain, £11 —J. Ceilings, 178, Shirley Roadr
Sjuthampton.

31 h.p. Triumph, 1907, magneto, condition;

2 as new, steel-studded non-skid and
Peter-XJnion tyres, separate generator lamp,
horn, spares; accept £29.—John Webber,
Craufurdrise, Maidenhead.

TRIUMPH, 1908, horn, lamp, generator,
plugs, valves, butted tube, cyclometer,

belt, magneto, spares, number plates, li-

cense, tools, spares, case, studded tyres

j

£35.—Hart, 41, Cambridge Road, Aldershot.

i06 3i h.p. Rex, in good working order,

spring forks, cut-out back tyre nearly
n'w, a bargain £12; also 3 h.p. Stevens
Chater-Lea No. 6 frame, in good order, £l,

and decent push bike.—Feybourne Motors,
Maidenhead.

08 Wolf Motor Cycle, Stevens \h h.p. en-

gine. Palmer tyres (unpunctured),
stand, carrier, Bowden lift, B120 saddle. He.
not ridden 200 miles, perfect order; £15 or

offer; trial. — Hatfield, Eectory Stables,

Greatham, Hants.

19°

19

In answering any of these advertisevuiits it is dc^irrible that you mention "The Motor Cycle."
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SiOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION VIII.

Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent,
and Sussex.

EOOND-HAND and Surplus Stock.S
21 h.p. Fairy Motor Cycle, battery igni-
2 tion, new, slightly shop-soiled, £23.

21 h.p. Fairy Motor Cycle, battery igni-
2 tion, second-hand, good condition,

quantity of accessories; £16.

OX h.p. Fairy Motor Cycle, battery ig-ni-
<-iZ tion, second-hand, excellent condition;
£14 148.

TWO Douglas 2f h.p. Motor Cycles, com-
plete, new, only run 100 miles; £26 each.

fj h.p. Twin-cylinder Antolne, 77 mm. by
iJ 80 mm. Motor Cycle, with sidecar, large
quantity of spares, tools, etc., good condi-
tion; bargain, £26.

31. h.p. Linon Motor Cycle, battery igni-
2 tion, good condition; £15 10s.

21 h.p. Talbot Motor Cycle, Stevens en-
2 gine, battery ignition, just over-

tiauled; £8 lOs.

WE Shall be pleased to advertise your
machines in our register, and we

tiave a considerable number of bargains
a,lways on our books. Write us when in
ivant of a machine or accessories.

THE Fairy Motor Co., Fairy Works, Black-
heath. Telegrams, Frostbite, London,

relephone. 1021, Deptford.

£6.-2 h.p. Minerva, in good running order.
—Apply, Sharp, Oxted.

03 h.p. F.N., 2i Palmer cord tyres: cheap.
^4. —A., 24, Fulham Road, London.
1 h.p. Twin Griffon, spring forks; £20, or
2 near offer.—H., 116, Stondon Park. S.E.

21 h.p. Minerva, Longuemare, etc. ; £7 10s.
2 —79, King George Street, Greenwich,

3.E.

h.p. Minerva, everything p€.rfect,
i-i ning order; any trial; will a
-Os.—Below

Bl h.p. Rex, in good condition, not had
4 much use; £6 10s.—Barker, opposite

station. Worthing.

1
Q05 Rex, 3J h.p.; £10; good running order,lU tools, etc.—Clark, jun., Royston,

lerts.

£12 12s., genuine bargain.—Long bars, low,
spray, trembler, etc.—45, Burton Road,

Brixton.

F.N., 2 h.p., going order; £7 10s.—Phillips.
Queen's Arms, Norland' Road, Netting

auu, W.
D h.p. Quadrant, 1906. spring girders equalJ new; closest £13.-25, Tamworth Park,
Mitcham.

il h.p. Four-cylinder F.N., just new; cost
i £50, price £36.—The Red Lion, Red-

journ, Herts.

in run-
accept £5

not un-
14, West-

31 h.D. Rex. 38 guinea machine.
-t packed

; offers invited.—E.P.,
rate, Chichester.

ORMONDE 2 h.p. Motor Cycle, 26in. wheels,
coil, and accumulator, in perfect run-img oyder; price £7 10s.

MINERVA 2i h.p. Motor Cycle, 28in. wheels,
coil and accumulator, in perfect run-

iing order.

QUADRANT 3 h.p. Motor Cycle, in good
running order; price £6 10s.

TRENT Motor Cycle, 2 h.p., lightweight, in
good condition; price £4 lOs.

KERRY 2J h.p. Motor Cycle, in perfect con-
dition; price £7 10s:—Carey Bros., 10md 12, Elephant Road, London, S.E.

QUADRANT, 2 h.p., perfect running order-
bargain, £6.-8, Queen's Road, Stone-

aridge, Willesden.

31 h.p. Brown, 1907, splendid condition, new
->2 tyres and belt; £16.—W.H., 15, Radlix
Joad, Leyton, E.

rWESr Kerry, two speeds^ perfect condi-
tion; £25.—MacDonald, Princes Street,

runbridge Wells.

I
Q08 New 3i h.p. Brown, Chater. magneto,

LrJ free engine, finest equipment; sacri-
ioe.—24, Aldbourne Road, Shepherd's Bush.

CC M

TWINS
BE IN TIME. Wc want
room for 1909 Models.
Hence the sacrifices.

TWINS—O-FFers W/a.n-feecl.

6 h.D. Twin Rex. £17 178. or £4 and '07
Single Rex, or £8 and '05 Single Rex. or
level exchange with Single Maeneto Rex.

SPECIFICATION.—Low frame, Ion? bars, low saddle,
Rex patent spring forks and foot brake, trembler
coil, ,c;ood tyres, and guaranteed in running order.
Any machine taken in part payment.

^Vh.p. N.S.U., magneto, new, 1908
5 h.p. Twin VINDEC, magneto
5ih.p. REX DE LUXE, soiled

6 h.p. Twin REX, blue lines

5ih.p. Twin REX, spring forks

5|h.p. REX DE LUXE, magneto
Twin REX, blue lines, new tyres
6 h.p. Twin REX, non-skids

5Jh.p. Twin REX, magneto, 1907
4-5 h.p. Twin ALCYON, two speeds
5 h.p. Twin SAROLEA, long frame
6 h.p. Twin ANTOINE, R.O.M.
Twin CLEMENT, spring forks

5 h.p. Twin ONAWAY, very low .

6 h.p. Twin ANTOINE, spring forks

£52
35
35
17 17
17 17
27 10
18 13

I

13 13
23 to
20
13 18
22
14
19
22

SINOILES—O-FFer-s Wanted
-li h.p. N.S.U. Lightweight
Mrh.p. N.S.U., magneto, new, 1908
3' h.p. SINGER, H.T. magneto
3 h.p. TRIUMPH, magneto
3 h.p. TRIUMPH, spring forks

3ih.p. Magneto REX Racer, a flier.

3I h.p. N.'S.U., magneto
3I h.p. 1906 REX, spring forks

3V h.JD. 1906 REX, spring forks
6' h.p. CHATER-SAROLEA, low
2:V h.p. Magneto REX, 190S, soiled

3ih.p. MINERVA, M.O.V.
3 h.p. GIVAUDAN, nearly new
3 h.p. QUADRANT, spray
3 h.p. LLOYD'S, 26x2iin. Palmers
4 h.p. ANTOINE. vertical ..

2jh.p. MINERVA, fine condition

2i h.p. CLYDE, magneto
4 h.p. ANTOINE, 26> 2|in. tyres

3J h.p. SIMMS, magneto, 2iin. Palmers
3jh.p. QUADRANT, 1906 ..

31 h.p. CENTAUR, free-engin-

2I h.p. F.N., special frame
3 h.p. HUMBER, spray

3 h.p. FA FN I R, very low, spray

3ih.p. REX, 22in. frame
2jh.p. MINERVA, 26x2in., spray
3 h.p. BROWN, spray
3 h.p. M.M.C., soray, very low
31 h.p. EXCELSiOR, sprav ..

2jh.p. COVENTRY EAGLE ..

3J h.p. Two-speed REX
21 h.p. F.N., light, low

2I h.p. CLEMENT, very low ..

2|h.p. KERRY, spray, low ..

2 h.p. RALEIGH, sprav, smart

2lr h.p. ROYAL, vertical, spray

2Vh.p. HAS K A RD, spray, smart
" h.p. MINERVA, sprav
h.p. EXCELSIOR, trembler coil

h.p. HUMBER
h.p. PEUGEOT Lightweight
h.p. Magneto SIMMS

TRICARS.
4ih.p. W.C. BRADBURY ..

5ih.p. QUADRANT Carette ..

5J h.p. REXETTE, W.C, two speeds

REX, Mills- Fulford

Twin REXETTE, W.C, two s:-"eds, 8h.p
5 h.p. HUMBER, open frame
REX, Phoenix Two-speed

£2)
42
20
2 J

21

25
22
15
15
27
22
16
16
13
13 10
16
13
15
16 10
17 10
13 10
16
12 10
10 19
13 10
11 10
11 13
12 ID
10
10 10
10
13 10
12
11

10 10
8
7

11

5
8
6

15
10
10

10
9 10
6 10

S37 10
35
35
13
47 10
35
18 10

BELTING.-LEATHER V
Jin. 1/-, lin. 1/1.

RUBBER CANVAS BELTING.
9d., iin. 1/-, lin. 1/4, lin. 1/8

"PERFECTION
|in. 9d., fin. lOld.,

"SERRATRIX'
Best on test.—^in.

per foot.

SPECIAL 2im. CALMON COVERS, fit 26x2in.

rims, 17/9; 28x2in. tubes, new, 4/9; new Peter

Union tubes, 24X2lin., 5/6.

High-class magneto machines wanted for spot cash.

The Halifax motor Exchange,
16, Westeate, Halifax.

Telephone—766. Telegrams—" Perfection."

S

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
BAT, 34 h.p., spring frame, genuine De

Dion engine and carburetter, almost
new; £17 10s.—Below.

BAT, 3J h.p. M.M.C. engine. De Dion car-
buretter, like new; great bargain, £15

10s.—Below.

ROVER, 3i h.p., M.O.V. , late model, belt
drive, perfect order; cheap, £14 10s.—

Below.

-[ Q07 Roc, latest model, magneto, clutch,±0 practically new; £25.—Whittle, 41,
Skelbrook Streiet, Wandsworth.

23 h.p. Minerva, splendid condition ; bar-
4 gain, £10 10s.; after 7.30.-227, Under-

bill Road, E. Dulwich.

BEESTON Humber, 3J h.p., perfect condi-
tion, new tyres ; sacrifice £13.-2, White-

hall Gardens, Acton, W.

33. h.p. Werner, footboards, very fast, in
4 good condition; £10.—P. Dainton, 234,

Belsize Road, Kilburn, N.W.

KERRY Twin, 5 h.p., perfect condition;
any trial; bargain, £18.-53. Kingsley

Avenue, West Ealing, London.

21 h.p. Quadrant, fine running order, like
2 new; £6 10s., bargain.—16, North-

umberland Avenue, Manor Park.

QTAMEORD HILL.—5 h.p. twin Hamilton.O footboards, B. and B. twin carburetter,
fast racy machine, splendid order; £15.

STAMFORD HILL.—2i h.p. Rex, B. and B.
carburetter, excellent machine, in per-

fect condition, lightweight; £7.

OTAMFORD HILL.—2i h.p. Humber, lightO machine, Longuemare, grand hiU-
climber. fine condition; £7 lOs.

TAMFORD HILL.—3 h.p. Trent, long bars,
swan-neck seat-pillar, splendid condi-

tion; £11.

QTAMFORD HILL.—Colossal sacrifice. 2|O h.p. Bradbury, perfect, complete, grand
powerful machine; £10 15s.—128, High Road,
South Tottenham.

2 h.p. Ormonde, running order, spray car-
buretter; £6 10s.; take cycle as part.

—Clark, 109, The Grove, Stratford.

jC*/?.—2J h.p. motor cycle, Chater-Lea loop^O frame. Clincher tyres, going order.—
Redmill, Fountain Hospital, Tooting.

£11.—Minerva, 3i h.p., 1908. Continental
rubber non-skids, exceptionally reli-

able.—26, Lansdowne, Bromley, Kent.

31 h.p. Phoenix Cob, two-speed gear, mag-
2 neto, F.N. spring forks, new condi-

tion.—Ill, Greencroft Gardens, N.W.

4 h.p. Water-cooled Antoine Cycle, low,
fast, powerful, long handle-bars ; £15.—

Barrett. 332. High Street, Manor Park.

MOTOR Cycle, 3J h.p. Ariel, late 1907, a&
new, not ridden 200 miles; £27 10s.—

Glendene, Station Road, Leyton, Essex.

i Q08 Rex Featherweight, magneto, new,
JlU cannot take delivery; £22.—" Min-
erva," Mytchett Road, Frimley, Surrey.

2JL h.p. Cycle, Jap engine, not run fifty

2 miles, strong frame, excellent condi-
tion; £12.-44, St. Alban's Road, Watford.

3JL h.p. Rover, excellent condition, acces-
2 series; any reasonable cash offers.—

Manager, 16, Bethnal Green Road, London.

TRIUMPH, 1907, new Shamrock back tyre.
all spares, perfect condition; £31.—

Triumph, 47. Lamb's Conduit Street, noioorn.

GRIFFON, 21 h.p., lamp, horn, stand, car--
rier, tools, spare belt, tyres sound ; go-

ing order; £6.-180, 'St. Alban's Road, Wat-
ford.

6 h.p. Chater-Lea-Antoine, practically new,
corrnlete; any trial; also 3§ h.p. Cen-

taur; offers.—120a, Cranbrook Road, Chis-
wick.

TRIUMPH. 3 h.p., magneto, condition as
new, with £5 worth of spares and ex-

tras; £25; no offers.—R. T. Geale, Ripley,
Surrey.

Kl h.p. Twin Magneto N.S.U., 1907, spring
O2 forks, new Peter-Union 2J covers and
butted tubes, many spares; must be
Slid; £32, or near offer.—G. West, Heath
House, Hampstead. N.W.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you wcntion " The Motor Cycle.'
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iOTOH BICYCLES FOR SALE.

)1 h.p. N.S.U., two-speed, footrests, mag-
)2 neto, spring forks, etc., very com-
lete.—Ingleside, Golden Manor, Hanwell,
ondon.

)i h.p. Ascot Motor Cycle, perfect condi-
)4 tion ; room wanted; sacrifice £9 15s.

-Brown, 4, Yeoman's Row, Brompton Road,
ondon.

"P you want bargains in second-hand
motor cycles, yoTi can get tliem at

rauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street,
ondon.

rRIUMPH, 1907, lamp, horn, and several
spares, in splendid condition ; £32.—A.

rafter, Draper, Green Street Green, Orping-
an. Kent.

]l.N., 4J h.p., four-cylinder, latest, handle^
. bar control, purchased February, 1908,

irefully driven, ciuantity of spares; £32.—
ee below.

i RIEL, 3i h.p., lin. Watawata, engine
3. practically new, Brown-Barlow carbu-
9tter, very fast, powerful machine, climb
nything; £12, bargain.—Randall, 90, Beck-
Qham Lane, Shortlands, Kent.

;iPEOIAL 3| h.p. Triumph, 1907, cup and
5 medal winner, perfect condition, many
pares; 30 guineas.—30, Ferncroft Avenue,
lampstead.

>1 h.p. Humber, free engine, splendid con-
>2 dition, minus front wheel; ^co 15&.,

)west.—Motorist, 47. Montague Road, Dal-
ton, London.
' h.p. Twin Peugeot. No. 6 Ohater frame,
I magnificent machine; £35; full aetails

nd photograph on application.—186, Peck-
am Rye, S.E.

3RADBURY, 23 h.p., practically new con-
dition, very powerful and reliable;

Miti&ce £10.-12, London Place, London
ields, Hackney.

908 Triumph, as new, ridden 400 miles,
spare belt, Hella searchiigiit ; £39;

rial, deposit.—Hunter, 63. Woodside Green,
outh Norwood.

^XCELSIOR, 3i h.p. M.M.C., long bars,
li trembler coil, Watawata, splendid con-
ition, Chater-Lea frame; £11.-102, Mare
treet. Hackney.

300, 4 h.p., military model, clutch, speed,
X etc., magneto ignition; cost 48 guineas,
ccept £22 10s.—108, ColehiH Lane, Fulham
alace Road, S.W.

I
JL h.p. White and Poppe, two speeds and
b2 free, bucket seat, wants one new
7Te; £15.—Box L3.192, The Motor Cycle Offices,

), Tudor Street, E.G.

908 Moto Reve, splendid machine, just
been tuned up, everything as new;

reat bargain, £28.—East Ham Garage, High
treet Soiith, East Ham.
>1 h.p. Late 1907 Triumph, hardly
}2 scratched; bargain, £33, or near offer.
-Motorist, c/o Anglo-Saxon Motor Co., 31,

ewgate Street, London.

h.p. Triumph, 26 Clincher, spring bars,
'' all complete, perfect condition; £14, or
xchange for twin. — 6, Gascoyne Road,
outh Hackney, London.

•

1 h.p. Coventry Humber, very fast, good
>2 hill-climber, Longuemare ; £14, near
ffer; sidecar, £4 lOs. ; owner bought car.—
i, Cathles Road. Balham.

DARGAIN.—3 h.D. Triumph, in perfect
-J order, new back tyre and belt, oom-
lete, with all spares; £18 IDs., lowest. —
[otorist, 53, Highgate HiU.

^TOP 1-1908 Chater-Lea twin Peugeot, 5-6

J h.p., with all the latest fittings, prac-
Lcally new; offers; any trial.—26, Landseer
oad, Holloway, London, N.

"GENUINE Bargain.—3i h.p. Ariel, Chater-
JT Lea, spring forks, Osborne four-speed
ear. perfect condition ; 22 guineas.—West,
I, Elms Avenue, Eastbourne.

)3. h.p. Genuine Minerva, 1907 pattern,
j4: special road racing machine, 26in.
'heels, 22in. frame, 2in. Dunlops, electric
imp, spring forks; £12. Also

p8.—2? h.p. Antoine, Vaf engine, F.N., 10
^ amp. Regent, 26in. wheels, new Thames
ack, Al front, two brakes; appointment
nly.—L. Dixon. 8, Poplars Avenue, Willes-
en Green.

TIME
ROUBLE
EMPER

19°

19°

3i

M^

In annvring any nf the.se advertis^ements if,

and incidentally money by sending your old Motor

Cycle to us to dispose of. We will store, advertise,

and sell it for you without charge if you order

your new machine through us, otherwise a nominal 5 /o

only will be deducted. Ours is the best market, and

now is the time for a quick sale.

We are agents for all leading makes, and owmg to

large contracts can offer early deliveries.

On receipt of postcard we will send a form and

address label for your machine.
We have always a good stock of New and SeconO-

hand Machines for Sale for Cash, Credit, or Exchange.

SPECIALS.
1908 Castor Wheel Sidecar, used for short

tour only f n n
1908 Rigid Wheel Sidecar, soiled • » " "

1907 9 h.p. RILEY Car, with hood and

lamps, many extras ; • H"
6 h.p. ROVER, purchased Mardi, 1907, m

fine condition "J
3j h.p. REX, magneto • • • i^

3ih.p. REX, accumulator, exceptionaUy

good •
'^

5 h.p. RE.X Tourist, twin, magneto, used

once ••••• ?"
Write for full List of Second-hand Bargains.

USEFUL ACCESSORIES.
What we Advertise we Stock.

No Bluff about our Methods.

TYRES.—MloheUn genuine, 26X2in., 18/-

^ 26X2jin., 20/-^ 26X2iin., 26/-

Exud strons, with tread, 26X2iin., 40/-
26X2iin., 45/-

Service Stout Inner Tubes, <=tronglv recommended.

2§X2in., 6/6 r
26X2jin., 7/-

a6xaiin., 7/6

Genuine Rich Detachable Tubes.

Latest patterns.

Fully guaranteed.
26X2in., 14/-
26X2Jin., 14/6
26X2iin., 16/-

QRIPPLES.—The new
nipple attachment for

Bowden and other

stranded wires. No
soldering required. Re-
pairs on the road made
immediately. Price for

six complete, 1/-, post

free.

MAGNETO COVERS.
—The Bosch Fibre

Cover. Price 3/6, post

2d.
BOSCH SPARKING
PLUGS. — Specially

adapted for use with
magnetos. Price 3/6,

post id.

TURBINAMOS.—Charge your accumulator at home
from the house tap. No attention or acids requured.

Price complete, £3 0.

SERVICE MAGNETO CUT-OUTS.—A reaUy service-

able and very useful adjunct. Fit any machme.

Price 2/-, post free.

ENGINE CLUTCHES.—The Mabon metal to metal.

Very useful for traffic and sidecar work. 56/-

ADJUSTABLE PULLEYS.—The Albion Adjustable,

price 16,-. The Advance, price 20/-. Enables gear

to be lowered or raised to suit road requirements.

OSBORNE FOUR-SPEED GEAR.—We have one

1908 pattern to offer for £3 17 6 ; cost £7 10 o.

ROC CONVERSION.—Famous Roc Two-speed Gear

and Free-engine, built up with wheel complete ready

for fitting to Triumph, £9 17 6.

FOOT BRAKES.
No, I, back-pedalling pat-

tern. Price 16/6.
No. 2, footrest and brake

complete. Price 26 /-.

."^1. 3, to fit on crank case,

stud provided to take the

placp of crank bolt

Price 15/6, carriage paid.

Reoistb.; ! Rkoister ! ! Register ! ! ! your name
for our revised Accessory List. Most complete ever

ssuid. Ready in a week or two.

The SERVICE CO., LTD.,
292, High Holborn, London, W.C.

(Almost facing First Avenue Hotel.)

7.'ie:.?:ams, Admittedly. Telephone, 260 Central

de.nrablp. that you mention "The Motor Cycle."

THUS

DSIfC anjRC

Bum ffcu atm

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
23 h.p. F.N., splendid condition, tyres
4 nearly new, lamp, horn, stand; £10

10s., bargain.—Box L3,20^, The Motor Cycle
Offices, 20, Tudor Street, E.G.

31 h.p. Twin-cylinder Peugeot, Truffault
2 forks, E.O.M. ignition, new tyres, good

order ; must sell ; room wanted ; £14. —
Motorist, 4, Lloyd'a Avenue, E.G.

ZENITH Bicar, 50 guinea model, two-speed
gear, new, but shop-soiled : a great

bargain, £39. — Zenith Motors, Ltd., 119,
Stroud Green Road, London, N.

SEVERAL 3i h.p. 1904 Rex motor cycles, all
at £6 10s. each, guaranteed sound and

in good running order.—Wauchope's, 9,

Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.

TRIUMPH, 3i h.p., 1908, magneto, splendid
condition, several spares, Shamrocli

bacli; price £34, no offers.—Motor, Builders'
Arms, Southfields, London, S.W.

TRIUMPH. 1906, 3 h.p., magneto, recently
overhauled; £20, no offers; can be seen

any day except Sunday at Empire Motor
Garage, Shepherd's Bush Green.

31 h.p 1907 Rex, spring forks, extra tank,
2 powerful machine, splendid condi-

tion, £16; also Mills trailer, £3, or near
offers.—15, Pembury Road, Clapton.

QUADRANT, 3 h.p.. long handle-bars, low
saddle, Longuemare, tyres excellent,

magnificent condition; £15.—Robert Barnett,
Restormel. Brondesbury Park, N.W.

|08 4 h.p. Roc, two -speed, free engine,
magneto, practically new, grand ma-

chine for passenger work ; £32.—F.R., 36,

King Edward's Gardens, Acton, W.

3 h.p. Quadrant, fast, in perfect order,
climb any hill, all spares, and trial

given, will guarantee it; £8, or near offer.—
Lewis, 65, Oliver Road, Leyton, E.

[08 21 h.p. Minerva, with magneto and
' spring forks, ridden 300 miles; ac-

cept lo ,c prompt offer.—Box L3,203, The Motor
Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor Street, E.G.

h.p. Fafnir, Chater-Lea fittings. 26in.

wheels. Palmer Cord back, Clincher
front, cost £45, is absolutely as new; first

offer near £20 secures same.—Below.

INERVA. 2f h.p., low frame, 26in. wheels.
complete with lamp, horn, and

spares; accept £10.—Hancock, High Street,

Battersea, S.W.

23. h.p. Kerry, low frame, long handles,
4 geared low for hills, quiet and com-

fortable, new tyres and belt; £8 10s.—Letzer,

136, London Road, Kingston-on-Thames.

23 h.p. &enulne De Dion, Chater-Lea fit-

4 tings 2i Palmers, footrests, spring
seat, splendid condition ; £20.—Box L3,213, -l ne

Motor Cycle Offices. 20, Tudor Street, E.G.

O h.p. Humber, chain, excellent condition,
O grand climber, good tyres, gas lamp,
etc.; £8, or cash offer; ready to ride away.—
147, Finborough Road, Earl's Court, S.W.

23. h.p. Brown, Longuemare, Palmers, 26

4 by 2, Continental belt, stand, tools,

_

excellent condition; genuine bargain, ix

guineas.—62. Colvestone Crescent, Dalston.

BARGAIN.—3 h.p. Quadrant, Palmer tyres,

Longuemare carburetter, two brakes,

low position; £9 9s., or push bike part pay-
ment.—62, Rayleigh Road, Shepherd's Bush.

(EUGEOT, twin-cylinder, 7 h.p.. foot-

_ boards, large accumulator, long han-
dles, splendid condition and order; £18 10s.

—Invicta Motor Co., St. John's, Tunbridge
:
Wells.

TWIN Werner, spring forks, just been done
up, replated. and enamelled, new ao-

: cumulators, coil, Rideasy saddle; £16, offers.

—Rhuddlan, Portland Road, Portslade,

Brighton.

31-4 h.p. Antoine Engine, £12; excellent

2 condition ; owner going abroad. —
Huntgrubbe, H.M.S. Albemarle, Atlantic

Fleet. On view McGrath's Garage, New
:
Brompton.

31 hp Minerva, splendid condition, fault-
"2 ''e^-, new tyres (unpiuctured), two

new accumulators, very fast, good climber;

i £15, lowest.—Masters, 77, Barry Road, East

1
Dulwdch.
-i A08 Triumph, handle-bar oontrol. every-

ibl thing latest, run 700 miles as new;
' what offers ? must sell. Telephone, 457, Ham-

1

mersmith—Moore, 3, Avonmore Road, Ken-
^ sington, W.

pi
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
HAMPiSTEAD.—Great Bargains this week.—

5-6 ii.p. twin Kerry, long bars, very
low, new tyre, ivelts, Advance pulley, foot-
rest, horn, lamp, and spares, grand condi-
tion; only £17.

MAMPSTEAD.—5 h.p. twin Vind&c, mag-
neto, 191J8 model, splendid condition,

with all accessories ; £23.

HAMPSTEAD.—3i h.p. 1908 Triumph,
latest model, handle-bar control, al-

most new; £36, great bai'gain, all acces-
sories.

ITAMPSTEAD .—11 h.p. Lightweight P.N.,
Xl, 1908 model, new condition ; £18, with all
accessories.

HAMPSTEAD.^14 h.p. Twin Minerva, 1907
model, spring forks, grand condition,

all accessories ; £18.

HAMPSTEAD.—34 h.p. 1907 Triumph, splen-
did condition; £26, with all acces-

sories; bargain, guaranteed.

HAMPSTEAD.—5 h.p. Twin Peugeot, Cha-
ter-Lea No. 6 frame, splendid condi-

tion ; £18 for quick sale.

HAMPSTEAD.—Four'-cylinder E.N., splen-
did -condition, complete with all ac-

cessories; £18, great bargain.

HAMPSTEAD.—Midget Bicar. Fafnir en-
gine, 34 h.p., good condition ; only £10

10s., great sacrifice.

HAMPSTEAD.—5 h.p. Twin Vindec Special,
Tourist Trophy, 1908, magneto, only

run 700 miles; £42, with all accessories, and
sidecar.

HAMPSTEAD.—6 h.p. 1908 Litette, mag-
neto, water-cooled, good condition,

three months old ; £40.

HAMPiSTEAD. — 1908 Shop-soiled Griffons,
23 h.p., £24; 34 h.p., £28; 34 h.p. twin,

£33; 54 h.p. twin, £44; 1| h.p. lightweight,
£26.

HAMPSTEAD.—Sole Agents for Griffon,
F.N.'s, Minervas, Vindecs, Triumphs,

etc.; good cycles wanted. — Eey, 5,' Heath
Street, Hampstead. Tel., 2678, P.O., close to
tube station.

4 h.p. N.S.U. Twin, magneto, stand, foot-
boards, good tyres. Riches to back,

tools, spares, perfect running order; £26.—
27, Mattock Lane, Ealing.

ADAMS, 2| h.p. Precision, Chater-Lea
frame, Fuller accumulator. Nlimeiior

coil, Reflex-Clipper tyres; £8; after. 8 p.m.—
Medcalf, 20. Eylett Crescent, Goldhawk Road,
W.

31 h.p. Ariel, B. and B. carburetter, two
4 new accumulators and coil, long

handle-bars, and seat-pillar new, 26 by 2i
Dunlon : lowest price £13 10s.—Leete, 4, High-
bury Hill, N.

Ol h.p. Kerry, perfect going order and
^4 condition, two accumulators, new
tyres and searchlight, lamp ; £12.—Heming,
3, Torriano Buildings, Torriano Avenue,
Camden Town.

LONDON.—Fafnir, 3 h.p.. Chater-Lea, low,
long, footboards, 26in. Continental

maKe tyres' and belt, 200 miles wear; come
and try; guaranteed; £15.—H. Dew, 421
Battersea Park Road.

TRIDMPH-JAP, 24 h.D-, Clinchers, new
Dermatine belt, Longuemare, Bassee-

Michel coil, all accessories, stand, etc., very
powerful; £7 15s.—Letters to Motor, 76, Pepys
Road, New Cross, S.E.

FIRST Reasonable Offer has it.—Refitted !

throughout, and brought up-to-date, as
good as new machine, 1| h.p. Werner; may
be seen, by appointment after 7 p.m.—"Watts,
29, Fordhook Avenue, Ealing.

pj^-6 h.p. Four-cylinder P.N., quite new (ownerU bought car), very fast, wonderful hill-
climber, two spare tubes, full accessaries;
£40; inspection from 10 a.m. to 12.—Wurst-
horn, 2, Golden Square, London.

03 h.p. Minerva Motor, good condition,
»j4 spare belt, accumulator, tubes, plugs,
big brass lamp, horn, toolbag, and all ac-
cessories, ready for road; £11.—Fowling, 10,
Nutbrook Street. Peckham Rye.

A BARGAIN.—3 h.p. Auto Motor, Chater-
Lea, long bars, Longuemare, two 20

amp. accumulators. Brooks saauie. Dun-
lops

; £10, or nearest; after 7.30.—Hunt, 1C6
Ooningham Road, Shepherd's Bush.

Why run
risk

•f Side-

slip

when you can fit the PHCENIX attachment
for £12 10«.

For Passerifier £15
Lists by return.

PHCENIX MOTORS, Ltd.,
Blundell Street, London, N.

mmsmsmmmmm
MOTOR CYCHSTS.— MT" DO NOT BUY
DEAR WATERPROOFS When you can obtain

The Service Ailweather Suit

Jacket and
Leggings, for

25/-
(So'd elsewhere

at 35/-).

Best value

ever offered.

Thoi-ouglily waterproof. Double textui-e material,
fawn shade. Seams are stiicheU and solutioned,
mailing girments extra stronsj. Fitred with storm
cuffs. Ijttggings butt n at side and tit easily ever

ordinary trousers.
Approval, Deposit. State che'^t me:isurement.

Mr. E. W C, of Leytonst.-ne. in acknowledging
receipt of Ailweather Suit, says:

"It is the most s.itisfactory .article that I have
ever bought through 'The Motor Cycle '"

THE SER'^/ICG CO., UTD.,
292 & ^93 Hitrh Hc>i.bo>-i3, W.C.

PISTON RINCS-B-AUSu„Ef3™2;o

Uiisiiu:^ ki BUUSUCOWiSStON^aKinci

GE:A.BS.CUT.REBUSHIJMC. NEV^mSE'
PLEASE^CET OUR LATEST tt^-Ffi£E
il nARCXm.>fO)FAnv?<>yGC?.cu)F/E>oAi>- SKV/i^kD.

ADVEIRTISERS. — Ptcase no'e
that Friday is the latest day we
can rece v© advertisenient copy
'for ths 'followins week's i88ue>

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE
1 Q08 N.S.U. Lightweight, 75 lbs., magneti
±*J Ignition, large tool kit, and spares
new in June, and done about 200 miles only
a bargain, £26.—May be seen at the Portlanc
Road Garage. Portslade, Brighton.

33. h.D. Quadrant, winner A.C.U. hill-climb
4 magneto, handle-bar control, Kiel

tubes, spares, accessories, etc.: any inspec
tion or trial; photograph; splenuiu conai
tion ; £30.—Bevir. Downhurst, Hendon.

5 h.p. Kerry, guaranteed sound, thorough
ly good order, many spares, accumula.

tors, lamp, stand; £18, or offer; owner buy-
ing Kerry tricar; any time after 8.—Lewis
29 Jerningham Road, New Cross, S.E.

31 h.p. Quadrant, vertical, Advance pul
2 ley, Shamrock-Gloria belt, F.N. car

buretter. accumulator ignition, and rigic
sidecar, powerful machine; £17 10s., or neaj
offer.—W.N., 1, Denbigh Road, East Ham..

VINDEC Special, 5 h.p.. Truffault, mag
neto, two-speed gear, free engine, Mill

ford sidecar, lots spares, splendid condition;
trial; what cash offers? Bargain.—Apply
No. 727, The Motor Cycle OfBces, Coventry.

5 h.p. Vindec Special, fitted with Roc fiet

engine clutch and two-speed gear
starting handle, several spares and acces
sories; £33; exchange arranged. — Wau
chope's. 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London
E.C-

03. h.p. Scout, vertical engine, first-clasi

ji44, hill-climber, very re''iable. practic'
ally new condition, absolutely greatest bar
gain this week; £13, honestly worth £17.-

Motor, 86, Colvestone Crescent, Dalston
London.

6 h.p. Twin Antoine, Brown-Barlow carbur
etter, plain, two accumulators, twc

belts, spring forks, spares, only done 60(

miles, £19; also 3i h.p. Fafnir. £10, spring
forks, tvres good.—B. Raper, 12, Gloucestei
Road, Peckham. S.E.

1 Q07 51 h.p. Rex de Luxe, magneto, Ro(
JLU clutch, spring forks, cantilever seat
only ridden 400 miles, everything guaran^
teed as new, absoliitely unscratched, beer
stored: owner abroad.—On sale at 186, Lam
beth Road, S.W. £24 10s.

31 h.p. Rex, fitted one of best engines evei

4 made, shoots up hills with sidecar
low saddle, Brown and Barlow carburetter
new tvres; exceptional bargain, only £10;
trialwith pleasure.—" E.S.," 4, New Norfoll
Street, Curtain Road. London.

£9 10s. Only.—3 h.p. Falcon, magnificeni
condition, smart, very powerful, and

-nost reliable, this is no catch, but a, genu
ine machine, which will stand expert exam
ination; trial on steep hill.—" S.," 86, Colve
stone Crescent, Dalston, London.

3h.n. Quadrant, spring forks, just thor
oughly overhauled, re-enamelled, etc.

equal to brand new condition, flies up ter

-'iflc hills, light, neat, and thoroughly reli

able; accept £12, cash needed.—" Motor,'
7 Bodney Road, Hackney, London.

3 h.p. White and Poppe, Chate-^-Lea, long
low built frame. Longuemare carburet

ter, tyres excellent, engine starts walking
pace, 'fires behind donkey barrow, climbf

rr.ountains ; £10 for quick sale.—" A.T.S.,

86, Colvestone Crescent, Dalston, London.-

21 h.p. Kerry, new front rim, pulley wheel
1 belt, engine thoroughly overhauled

new wiring, new exhaust lifter, toolbag
pump, hooter and lamp, in perfect condi
tion; £12; trial with pleasure.—Geo. E. Bird

108, Aldborough Road, Seven Kings, Essex.

T.WTN Rex, spring forks, R.O,M., splendic

hill-climber, two accumulators, two
way switch, Modele de Course back, Clin

cher front, all accessories, splendid condi
tion; £17 10s., or best offer; giving up. -

Nicholls, Holbrook Lane, Chislehurst, Kent

VERY Special 3 h.p. N.S.U. Machine, fitted

with patent wheel steering and Baw^

den control, also bncket seat, with drop
back, two-speed gear, magneto footboards
tools, etc., in fine condition; £39; trial bj

arrangement.-P., 126, Argyle Road, W. Eal
ing.

OC, 1908, 4 h.p., all latest improvements
two speeds and free engine, ball bear

ing. spring forks, magneto, handle-bar con
trol. iStanley-Dermatine belt. Palmer core

back tyre, very fast machine, equal to new
not been ridden 250 miles; reason for sell

ing, too powerful for owner ; £42 10s. ;
nc

offers or exchange.—Lloyd, Lewes, Sussex

In ansivering any of tJie.se adrerfisementA it is dedrable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.''
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TRICARS FOR SALE.
REXETTE Tricar, three-seat&r, 8 h.p., twin-

cylinder, two-speeds, fitted with Dun-
lop tyres and Elastes fillings, complete witli

lamps, horn, and tools, in thoroug-h order

;

inspection invited; trial given; price £65.—
Can be seen. Shanks' Garag-e, Chertsey.

ASHFOED 1907 Tricar, 6 to 7 h.p. Stevens
twin-cylinder water-cooled engine,

three speeds and reverse, coach-built seats,
Chater-Lea fittings, Bowden control, wheel
steering, 5 to 35 miles per hour; any trial;
must sell; best cash offer over £30.—Senior,
Holsworthy, Devon.

-t Q07 6 h.p. Twin Rex Triette, brand new
LfJ condition, guaranteed absolutely
perfect; expert examination welcomed; 2iin.
Dunlops, cantilever seat; accept £25 cash,
or exchange with a good motor cycle for
1908 Triumph.—" Tricar," 86, Colvestone
Crescent, Dalston, London.

6 h.p. De Dion-Eagle Tricar, two speeds,
wheel steering, three brakes, car tyres.

760 by 90, new, non-skid on back, spare
petrol tank, many improvements, perfect
condition and order; photo; bargain, £50,
or exchange.—Address, Clifford, 51, Weaste
Road. Weaste, Manchester.

BARGAIN.—4J h.p. Riley tricar, water-
cooled, first-class order throughout,

Boach-built forecar, free engine, large clutch,
two-speed gear, chain drive, front tyres
almost new, back new Palmer cord, trem-
bler coil, spare Eiche's tubes, accumulator,
etc. ; any trial ; £36.—Henderson. 250, "West
Parade, Lincoln.

^ h.p. Barnes Coach-built Light Tricar,
Sarolea engine, fan cooled, P. and M.

two-speed, Ghater-Lea. shield, Bosch mag-
Deto and accumulator. Palmer cords, prac-
tically new, lamps, horn, tools, spares, in-
eluding new Palmer tyre, with tube, excel-
lent condition; any trial; £40.—Learmount.
Grosforth, Newcastle.

1
Q08 Practically Brand New 10 h.p. Twin-

LfJ cylinder Rexette, two speeds and re-
verse, twin tyres on back wheel, seats two
ind child in front, climbs most hills on top
?ear, everything in absolutely perfect and
Qew condition, not done 30O miles; accept
£60 cash; any trial.—Stanton, 86, Colveston
Crescent, Dalston, London.

t^l h.v. Water-cooled Rex Tricar, three
J 2 seats, two speeds, just thoroughly
>verhauled, re-plated, and re-painted crim-
ion, black and white lines, new back tyi-e,
;akes any hill, and keeps absolutely cool.
3ump circulation; bought car; trial and
expert's opinion invited; price £35. — W.
Fletcher, 21, Pleydell Avenue, Anerley xi^u.
Upper Norwood.

HANDSOME Tricar, 8 h.p., twin air-cooled
Buchet engine. 85 by 90, two-speed,

Dhater-Lea gear box. open frame, sprung
front axle, 650 by 65 Goodrich non-skid back
tyre. Continentals front, Bowden wheel con-
trol, coach-built bucket seats, finished in
A.utomobile red, with black lines; photo;
a.ny trial; £65; take motor cycle in part
payment.—Ireland, St. Neots, Hunts.

B-10
h.p, Rexette, both seats coach-built,
wheel steering, water-cooled, seats

ihree, heavy 700 by 85 car tyres, back one
3rand new non-sjiid, the machine through-
out in almost new condition, can easily
iouch 40, and will take nearly all hills on
iop speed, absolutely the finest tricar pro-
iuced; will sacrifice, immediate cash, £35.—
R. Else, Leawood, near Matlock.

9 h.p. Riley Tricar, three speeds and re-
verse, coach-built, open frame and

srheel steering, guaranteed as perfect as
Qew, has several spares, non-skid on the
back wheel, lamps, horn, electric tail lamp

;

a,ny severe trial can be given ; it will do
forty miles with a gallon of petrol; price
£65, will take an up-to-date motor cycle in
axehange.—Garaged at Wauchope's. 9, Shoe
Lane, Fleet Street, London.

STAMFORD HILL. — Must be sold. -
Twin Antoine, E.O.M., Mabon clutch

splendid machine, £30; twin Kerry, long
bars, Millford front, very light and fast,
R.p.M., grand goer, £28; 4| h.p-. Phoenix, Fit-
all two speeds, footboards, etc., £25; 3| h.p
Excelsior, two speed, starts like car, £18 lOs.

;

4i h.p. Kelecom, plain drive, sound and fast
machine, £17 10s.; any offer, cash or ex-
wiange; trials, trials; insist on trials.—128,
High Road, Tottenham.

MATCHLESS MOTORS!!

•>#•

The Tourist Trophy Winners, 1907!

Land's End to John-o'-Groafs, 1S08 : GOLD MEDAL.
200 Miles World's Record, 1908, also 4, 5, and 6 Hours'

World's Record.

Artists' Federation Sports, Heme Hill— Scratch Race:
MATCHLESS FIRST.

5 Mile Open Handicap : MATCHLESS FIRST.
5 Mile Music Hall Handicap : MATCHLESS FIRST.

Auto Cycle Union Race Meeting.

Stadium 1 Hour Race : H. V. Colver on MATCHLESS
FIRST, BEATING WORLD'S HOUR RECORD
tor MACHINES 76x76.

Celtic Park Sports, Glasgow, August 8th, 1908:
HARRY MARTIN BEAT SCOTTISH RECORDS.

1 Mile Flying : 66 seconds. 3 Miles : 3 mlns. 24i sees.

6 Miles : 5 mlns. 42 § sees.

" Matchless " Motors for Speed and Reliability.

LONDON TO EDINBURGH:

3 STARTED. 3 FINISHED.

No Trade riders—ridden by private owners only.

"CHASE" DRIVING RIM BRAKE.

No. 1 pattern—back pedalling brake. Machine can

be wheeled backwards. Extremely powerful. Price

16/6, post 17/-.

No. 2 pattern—footrest brake, com-

plete. Price, £1 6s. Footrests only.

Price 12/-. With either ^in.or ijin.

clip, post 12/6.

No. 3 pattern—foot brake with pedal
fitted on stud provided, which fixes

in place of cne of crank case bolts.

Price complete 16/6, post 17/-.

MATCHLESS SPRING
FORK ATTACHMENTS.

Converts an old pattern

MATCHLESS PETROL motor cycle into an up-to-

ciiTBD ^^^^ luxurious motor.
FILTER. Thousands in use, giving

N'^ '-Moked carburetters, every satisfaction 1 1

4/6, p St 4/8. 16/6, post 16/-.

Catalogues of " Matchless " Motor Cycles and
Accessories on application to

H. GOLUER & SONS, Ltd.,
Motor Experts and General Engineers.

Offices and Showrooms

:

18, HERBERT ROAD, PLUIMISTEAD
(Nearest Station: Woolwich Arsenal.

Telephone : 232 Woolwich.)

TRICARSjFOR SALE.
" h.p. Eagle Tricar, Buchet engine, Longue-

mare carburetter. Clincher tyres, very
powerful and reliable, large gas lamp,
pump, hooter, etc.; £25, equal to new, or
exchange cycle and cash ; private.—22, The
Avenue, Bruce Grove, London.

SIDECARS AND 'FORECAHS.
FORECAE,, extra strong, one tvre, 26in. by

2i-in. ; £5 5s.. adjustable.—Ellis, 1, Ox-
ford Road, Kilburn, N.W.

FORECAJl Attachment, wicker body. Clin-
cher A Won tyres; 50s.—Spence, Dur-

ham Road, Spennymoor.

GENUINE Chater-Lea Sidecar, fit any ma-
chine, two months' wear; £5 10s.—

Clark, jun., Royston, Herts.

MONTGOMERY Sidecar, 24in. wheel, good
condition; £3 15s.—Stephenson, Moor-

side, Cleadon, near Sunderland.

PHCENIX Forecar, coach-built, splendia
condition, 26 by 2i wheels; £6 10s.—G.W.,

47, Montague Road, Dalston, London.

KERRY Forecar. 21 h.p., in new condition;
a bargain, price £12.—Carey Bros., 10

and 12. Elephant Road, London, S.E.

STAMFORD HILL. — Two-wheeled coach-
built sidecar. 26 by 2i Continentals,

beautifully sprung; cost £18, price £7 10s.

STAMFORD HILL.—Famous rigid sidecars,
instant delivery, none better, fit your

machine. £4 18s. 6d.; sound second-hand
sidecar, £3 5s.—128, High Road. Tottenham.

CHATER-LEA Sidecar flatest model, cost
£11) ; sacrifice £5 15s., only ridden once.

—R. Jackson, Post Ofllce, Larkhall Lane,
S.W.

SIDECAR, fit any frame, perfect condi-
tion,' 26in. motor tyre; sacrifice £4 5s.,

lowest price. — C. A. Edgar, 123, HoUoway
Road, London. N.

£12 12s.—Castor wheel Sidecar, 26in., uphol-
stered green, apron, etc., been used six

times on Triumph ; accept £6 6s.—^23, Arden
Road, Handsworth.

FORECAR, cane, band brakes. 26 by 2J
tyres, good condition ; £4, near offer

;

exchange gent's new cycle,—Bone, 38, Scot-
land Green, Tottenham.

SIDECAR, for light powered motor excel-
lent condition, £2 10s.; Clincher, 26 by

2iin., Bates cover, good condition, Ss —49,
Browning Road, Manor Park.

SIDECAR, wicker, 26in. by 2in. Dunlop, up-
holstered green, £3 10s.; also Opper-

mann free engine clutch, £1, or exchange
forecarriage.—10, Thornhill Road, Leyton.

NEW Forecar Coach-built Body, 458. ; Lon-
guemare carburetter. 18s. 6d., suit 6

h.p.; new spring fork attachments, 8s. 6d.,
post paid.—Taylors' Motor Works, Edmonton.

FORECAR Attachment. 26in, wheels. Peter-
Union tyres, wicker seat, upholstered,

footboards, band brakes, good condition; £3
10s.—Stevens, 4, Goldhawk Mews, Shepherd's
Bush.

BOOTH. — Several Montgomery sidecars,
cheap, shop-soiled. A few second-

hand sidecars very cheap. State require-
ments. — Booth's Motor Exchange, Wade
Street, Halifax.

LIBERTY Art Cane Sidecar, new condition,
adjustable, wheel 25in. or 28in., £5 10s.;

new 26 by 2 Palmer tube, 7s. 6d. ; 7ft. 6in.
|in. Watawata, 6s.; wanted, 6 h.p., or similar
tricar; no rubbish.-189, Bowes Road, New
Southgate.

HAVE You seen the Oakleigh patent
spring wheel sidecar, if not, come and

have a ride in one. No more sudden shocks
to the system ; price £8, or your old present
one converted for 50s. We are still building
our £5 sidecars for those that prefer them.
Remember £20 guarantee against sideslip.
No otiher firm dare do this,—Oakleigh Mo-
tors, Ltd.. inventors and originators of the
sidecar, West Dulwich.

MOTOR TRICYCLES.
MOTOR Tricycle, genuine De Dion, fitted

with large seat, tyres new last year,
li h.p., will go up most hills without assist-

ance; £5.—Apply, 6, Brownswood Park, South
Hornsey, N.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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QUADCARS.

Bh.p Phoenix Quadcar, 1907, two-cylinder
Fafnir engine, water-cooled, mag'neto

gnition, Palmer cord tyres; £55.—±wcliara-
on. King's Avenue. Buckhurst Hill.

r» h.p. Phoenix Quadcar, twin Fafnir, mag-
3 neto, two speeds, reverse, excellent con-

lition, three lamps, spares, valves, magneto,
,wo covers, three tubes; £42; any expert

'xaminatj.on and trial.—R. Moody, Nigncm-
rale Grove, Shirley Road, Southampton.

CARS FOR SALE.

SI h.p. Wolseley. two-seater, three speeds,

2 in new condition; £50.—Below.

7 h.p. M.M., three-seater, very fine order;

£50; accept motor bike and cash.—
Below.
'^ h p Rover, 1907, Cape hood, lamps, better

3 than new; £100.—Below.

r» h.p. De t)ion Regal, two-seater, three
3 speeds, very smart; £48.—Below.

^1 h.p. Beeston Humber, two-seater, hood,
32 screen, lamps, very fine condition;

340.—Below.

I p-20 h.p. Metallurgique, four-cylinder,

LU m.o.v., side entrance, pressed steel

rame, direct drive, fine order; bargain,

395.—Belov;.

1 A -16 h.p. Daimler, four-cylinder, tonneau,
Ltt fast, silent, excellent condition; £85.

-Below.

Mh.p. Mutel, four-cylinder, m.o.v.,

pressed steel frame, new condition

;

ilOO.—255, Earlsfield Road, S.W. 'Phone, 1133,

'utney.

7 h.p. Oldsmobile. good tyres, glass screen,

in good running order; £25. or motor
yole and cash.—Dunn, Blandford.

BELSIZE Motor Car, 10-12 h.p., just been
thoroughly overhauled, to seat five,

unning order; price £25.

DEX 16 h.p. Motor Brougham, in perfect
LVi order, gua"«'anteed ;

price £60.

j
r\-12 h.p. Two-seated Matthys Car. in good
LU running order"; only £25. — Carey
5ro8., 10 and 12, Elephant Road, London,
I.E.

>Q h.p. Touring Car, perfect; £75, cycle
wO or tricar in part; appointment only.
-6, Apsley Villa, Olapham Eoad, S.W.

)1 h.p. De Dion Quad, two speeds, water-
)2 cooled, cane forecar; £12 10s.—Below.

I JL h.p. Libena-De Dion Two-seated Car,
t2 two speeds, reverse, perfect; £19. —
ielow.

'1 h.p. Humiberette Two-seater, smart little
)2 runabout; £29, or offer.—Below.

"*JL h.p. Darxacq Two-seater, three speeds,
)2 I'everse, splendid condition through-
ut; £55.—Below.
^ h.p. De Dion Populaire, genuine licensed
) car, perfect in every way ; £65.—Below.

0-12 h.p. Gladiator, tonneau, two-cylinder,
three speeds, reverse, silent, reliable;

;55.—Below.
6-20 h.p. Winton, 1907, side entrance, four-

cylinder vertical engine, steel chassis,
i.T. magneto; £100.—Below.

6-24 h.p. De Dietrich, tonneau, four-cy-
linder, magneto, four speeds, 45

i.p.h.; £145.—Below.

8-28 h.p. Gladiator, side entrance, four-
cylinder Aster, fast, silent, reliable;

;155.—Below.

) /< -30 h.p. Hurst, side entrance, four-cylin-
jt: der. three speeds, reverse, cardan
rive; £95.—L. N. Palmer, 190, Mellison Road,
'ooting. Telephone, 208, Streatham.

I

A-12 h.p. Duryea, two-seater, three cyiin-
LV ders, magneto, hood; £22 10s., or part
xchange.—98, Potternewton Lane, Leeds.

vi h.p. Oldsmobile Car, splendid condi-
1 2 tion ; £23 cash, or exchange good
lotor cycle.—Motor, 25, High Street. Ryde.
)A h.p. Wolseley, Limousine body, eight-
f\J seater, magnificent touring car- 75
umeas.—Claud Wasnman, Field Cottage,
ennetts Road, S.E.

[TAUXHALL, 6 h.p., two-seater, tiller steer-
/ i"^'^^'

la,mps. Stepney, spares, good hill-
hmber.—Tanish, Quarryhall. Hamilton,
I .13.

STANLEY DERMATINE,
The Motor Belt of Merit,

HOUDS AI.I. RECORDS.
London to Bdinburgh.
Land's End to John-o'-Groat's.
London to Lana's End a.nd back.
London to Plymouth and back.

71 GOLD [VIEDALS.
Britiaii Made Be «ape of imitations.

Read testimonials from End to End riders:

" Woolwich, July 22nd, 1908.
" Stanley Dermatine Motor Belt Co.

' Dear Sir,—I write to inform you of the
perfect satisfaction I obtained from your belt
i.i the Land's End to John-o'-Groat's Trial.
One belt only carried me from End to End, and
to all appearance is in as perfect condition as
new. Under the dreadful weather conditions
experienced on this ride, it proves your belt, in
my experience, a perfect production.

" \'ours faithfully,
"

J. E. TASSELL."

" Birmingham.
" Dear Sir,—The belt behaved splendidly.

I only had to take it up once during the trial

(End to End), and it is still in grand condition.
1 had no trouble with it in tlie wt- 1.

" Yours faithfully,
" F. C. MUSTARD."

" Shpf!"'pld, July 24th, 1908.
" To THE Stanley Webb Co.

" Gentlemen,—I used the belt you supplied
me with in the End to End, and found it most
satisfactory. I had no trouble whatever with
it, and only had to take it up twice during the
tliree days' heavy rain. I was not troubled in
the slightest with it slipping.

" Yours truly, F. DOVER."

" London, W.
" Dear Mr. Webb,—^Thanks for sending me

one of your new extra hook-fasteners to
Warrington. I found it just the thing for
Berridale. I simply slipped out the extra hook,
and saved about ten minutes. Again thanking
you, " 1 am, vours sincerely,

•' GORDON GIBSON."

Hundreds of Trslimonials. British Made.

NOTE
|in. Jin.
1/2 1/a

XHH F»RPCeG.
I'm. lin.

1 '8 1 /11 per ft.

Post Free.

The Stanley Detachable Fastener.
so,000 in MSS&.

Vv'it;i Unbreakable Hook. Guaranteed. (Made
under Simplex .P.ttcnt.) !n s.zes f m., |in., |in

,

lin., 1 /- each. Wholesale and Retail.

The STANLEY DERMATINE
MOTOR BELT CO.,

32, London Road. HHOiVlLEY, KENT.
Stanley Webb, Alanager,

IIReaders who purchase, or
contemplate purchasing, a
new machine, should adver=
tise their present mount in
these columns. 1[£xperience
has shown that "The Motor
Cycle **

is, in the majority of
cases, successful in finding a
purchaser. ^This applies also
to accessories and spares. i| *^

Iii answerina anit of ikejut. nAif,orrt!ia»vni>nt,, »•* ."o j^

12

8

6

CARS FOR SALE.
h.p. M.M.C. heavy chassis, suitable
for van, solid tyres; £55.—Below.

h.p. Decauville., two-seater, in new con-
dition; £55.—Below.

h.p. Vauxhall, two-seater; £40.

7 h.p. Car. low chassis, four speeds, suit-
able for van, chain drive: £50, or

near offer.—Leigih Motor Co., Leigh-on-Sea.

aPLENDID 4i h.p. De Dion Car, new lamps
K? and outfit, good tyres; must be sold;
£23.—Apply, Singlehurst, Oliver Street,
Northampton.

41 h.p. Orleans, two-seater, two speeds,
2 splendid condition, good tyres, re-

liable; £25; s<een any time.—12, High Street,
Chesham, Bucks.

8 h.p. Horley. two-seater, three speeds, re-
verse, Eover carburetter, equal to new;

£50; photo; motor cycle wanted.—7, iNor-
wood Grove, Southport.

rilWO-SEATED 10 h.p. Gar, three speeds, re-
J- verse, direct top. Stepney wneel; £57
10s. ; exchange 1908 Triumph and cash.—Crao-
tree, Bridgend, Lancaster.

6 h.p. Humberette, Dunlop tyres, fitted
with Cape hood, lamps, etc.. in fine run-

ning order; will accept £30 for quick saie.—
Wade, Queen's Eoad, Peckham.
1 A-l'^ h.p. Airex Car, handsome tonneau,
LxJ bucket seats, two cylinders, ^lew
tyres, car as new; bargain, £49. or near
offer.-98, Potternewton Lane, Lfeeds.

81 h.p. Eegal, two-seater, three speeds,
2 equal ai-tillery wheels, cardan drive,

with new Stepney wheel, just overhauled:
£45.—Weaver, Bridge Street, Kidderminster.

8 h.p. M.M.C, in perfect condition, new
tyres, and just repainted and over

hauled ; £55. Tricar or motor cycle part
exchange.—9, Linden Arcade, Chiswick, W.

M-16
h.p. Grobron-Brillie, in excellent con-
dition, four-speed model, detacnabie

tonneau, new chains; any rcasouaDie casu
offer; quick sale.—Dyer. The Square, Braun-
ton, Devon.

6 h.p. Wolseley, just overhauled, tyres
good, two tubes, spare valves, tools,

etc.; take motor cycle in part, or sell £65.
—Ward, 19. Trenville Avenue, Fulham Eoau,
Birmingham.

DAEEACQ 6i h.p. Two-seater, detachaoie
back seats, perfect running order,

Dunlop tyres; £^0; three speeds and reverse:
appointment. — Tailor, 5, Lauriston Eoad,
Victoria Park.

61 h.p. Two-seater Car, three speeds, M.M.C.
2 engine, Dunlop tyres, as new, thor-

oughly overhauled; cheap, or will exchange
for good motor bike and cash.—Apply; 15,

Montrose Street. Darlington.

5-6 h.p. Stirling-Panhard, three speeds, re-
verse, pneumatics, £25, exchange nigher

power, tonneau, and little cash; 3 h.p. Tri-
umph cycle, accumulator, splendid order,
£20.—Buckingham, Coggeshall.

31 h.p. Eunabout, new, fitted with Quin-
2 ton water - cooled engine, two-speed

gear, chain drive, bucket seat; £22 10s.,

exchange arranged. — Wauchope's, 9, Shoe
Lane, Fleet Street, London, E.G.

6 h.p. De Dion Engine, two-seater, mree
speeds, reverse, bucket seats. 700 by

85 Continental tyres, splendid order; ex-
change for Triumph motor cycle.—Eoberts,
Strathmore, Washington Road, Worcester
Park.

5 h.p. Sunbeam-Mabley Two-seated Car, in
really good condition, very reliable,

plenty of spares; accept reasonable offer,
I or take motor bike Or anything useful in

[

part exchange. — D., Wellington ifOdge,

I

Slough.

VAUXHAX.L, 12-14 h.p., side entrance,
swing front seat, excellent condition

throughout, canopy, curtains, and glass
screen, quiet, good hill-climber, ideal doc-
tor's car; £95.—Dean, 4, Teoman's Row,
Brompton Eoad, London.

DAEEACQ, 8 h.p., single-cylinder, 1906

model, swing front seat entrance ton-
neau, Cape cart hood, wind screen. Stepney
spare wheel, cover and tube, headlight,
side lamps, back lamp, perfect condition:
any trial; price £120; motor cycle or tricar
taken in part payment.—Louis Davis and
Son, Moseley, Birmingham.
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EXCHANGE.
OTOE Cycle," 188 to 285, for motor coat,

or offers.—175, Eibbleton Lane,
on.

b.p. Minerva Tricar, magneto, Kent
three-speed; £25, or exchiange.—Gar-

Brockley Cycle "Works, Brockley, S.iii.

3HANGE 3J h.p. Rex, new condition, and
cash for 1908 twin, any good make (or

-25, Northam Eoad, Southampton.

CHANGE six New Cycles, Eobin Hood
make, for 1907, not earlier, motor car
leto).—Hancock, High Street, Battersea,

I. p. Peugeot, 1907, two-speed, little used,
for 3J n.p. (magneto preferred) and
— Hathersage, Park Eoad, Hale,
lire.

D Engines, 2i h.p., good condition, ex-
change for Edison Standard phono-
1, or cash offers.—Harrison, Front
i, Wingate.

!HANGE, Twin Eex de Luxe, magneto.
Roc clutch, twin tyre, new November,
for high-grade magneto single. — 238,

vard, Hull.

(HANGE, Two-seater 6 h.p. D© Dicn-
Progress car for powerful tricar, or
: bicycle, or sell.—Arthur Kay, 55,

I's Eoad, Blackburn.

TEE Typewriter, No. 7, latest model,
juite new, and unused; cost £17 6s.

will exchange for motor cycle.—F. Lay-
Springfleld, Lancaster.

NO Player, new, £38 cash, with eight
music rolls; exchange tor 1908 3i h.p.

r cycle, must be low. Triumph pre-
i.—J. H. Cockburn, 57, Durham Roaa,
hill.

IHANGE, 4 h.p. Motor Cycle, in good
condition, for a good piano, or sell

cash adjustment if necessary, New-
I district.—No. 766, The Motor Cycle

3, Coventry.

IHANGE for 1908 Triumph, 5i h.p. twin
N.S.U., magneto, two speeds, studded
spares, very powerful, almost new

:

.rial, or sell.—L. Hudson, Jesmond, Ar-
)n Eoad, Eastbourne.

)HANGE 3 h.p. N.S.U. motor cycle and
cash, perfect order, spring frame, non-
on back, for two-seated car. must be
K>d order.—Letters to Green. Chapter
t, Vauxhall Bridge Koad.

). Vindec, with Eoc latest two-speed and
free engine, everything in perfect con-
1, spare valves, pulley, etc., exchange
)08 34 h.p. Triumph, must be perfect.—
inson, 87, Penny Street, Lancaster.

h.p. 1907 Twin Minerva, spring forks,
footrests, good as new, guaranteed

ct, exchange, with cash, for four-cylin-
M^., sell £28.—Eardleys, Lawford and
Great College Street, Camden Town.

jELSIGE Lightweight, Palmer tyres,
treads, and new condition, and gent's
gold watch, cost £8, exchange for
:rn tricar, coach-built, seat three. —
30, King Street, Camden Town, N.W.

J Tourist Eex, 3J h.p., ball bearing en-
gine, adjustable pulley, hardly used,

lete with rigid sidecar ; exchange for
L car chassis, or water-cooled tricar.

—

i. fish merchant, Northam Eoad, South-
on.

L.p. Madison, -torpedo tank, spray, Pres-
ted. plain coil, tyres, stand, belt, not
completed, lightweight ; exchange

gramophone and records, or sell £3
Becks, Summer Hill, Fakenham, Nor-

jHANGE, for good motor cycle, tricar,
or reliable small car, new high-class
ture, any description, valued whole-
direct from works.—Furniture Manu-
rers, 9, French Place, Shoreditch, Lon-

3HANGE, 3 h.p. Bike, M.M.C. engine,
new Dunlops, Watawata belt, just been
lauled, for any good make push bike
little cash; also cane Millfofd trailer,

used, 45s.—Palmer, 4, Kingswav,
fcenham.

lE, exchange, two Dunlop covers, fitted
Samson non-skids, 12s. 6d. each, one

7 85, plain, 7s. 6d.; car horn, large, wicn
e and flexible tnbe, 10s.; electric tail
^ 12s. 6d.; accumulator, perfect, 8s 6d.
Prances Street, Woolwich.

2 Voltmeters. \

These Voltmeters are the cheapest guaranteed
Voltmeters ever placed on the British market,

g Read up to 6 volts, and guaranteed accurate.

Price only 3/9, Post Paid. Z
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY. APPROVAL- U

THE VUI.CAN
Price • - - del.
Detachable - lOd.

Approval.

RATE^4T.
I Post Free.

GENUINE STANLEY DERMATINE BELTING
lin. Section. Fresh and Genuine.

Usual Price - - 16/3.
Our Price - - - - 12/6.

8ft. 6in. lengths only. tin. section.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY AND APPROVAL-

For Genuine Bargains, as above,

MAUDE'S MOTOR MART,
Powell Street, HALIFAX,

The fair factors-

V. .J
If you find you've the hump,
Through the bicycle bump,

And you're sad—and, what's
worse, saddle-sore

—

Try the real N.A. B.
You will hail it with glee,

And in comfort you'll ride

evermore.

Send for

BOOKLET

FREE.

RELIANCE

IWORKS CO.,

Ltd.,

SOUTHAMPTON.

EXCHANGE.
TWO-SEATER Herald Car, 10-12 h.p., two

cylinders, three speeds and reverse,
artillery wheels, Stepney wheel, four lamps,
spares ; £65, would entertain exchange for
good tricar; expert exa.imination allowed
and rectuired.—L. Mountview, Gordon Hill,
Enfield, N.

EXCHANGE Iron Screw Cutting Lathe, by
Brewery Brothers and WalKer, Shef-

field, six-foot bed, in working order, for
good make motor cycle; would give part
cash for real good machine.—A.H., Wild's
Cottage. Edge View, The Hills. Bradwell,
Derbyshire.

EXCHANGE, for 1908 Triumph, or sell, 6

h.p. twin Advance, Chater-Lea No. 6

frame, saddle only 30in. from ground, brand
new condition throughout, tyres 24in. Con-
tinentals, excellent, climbs absolutely every-
thing with or without sidecar, as reliable
as a 1908 Triumph.—" Motorist," 86, Colve-
stone Crescent, Dalston, London.

EXCHANGE 6 h.p. De Dion-Eagle tricar,

two speeds, wheel steering, three
brakes, car tyres, 760 by 90, new, non-skid
on back, spare petrol tank, has many im-
provements, perfect condition and order,
value £50, or single seated 8 h.p. M.M.C.
three-wheeled runabout, wheel steering, open
frame, bucket seat, non-skid on back, two
speeds, foot and hand brake, only wants
bonnet fixing and a few details to complete
engine been running, painted grey, and
lined red, value £65; either the above ma-
chines for- 6 to 8 h.p. Eiley two-seated car,

must be in perfect condition and order;
photo exchanged and trial invited.—Clifford.
51, Weaste Eoad, Weaste, Manchester:

WANTED.
''pRIUMPHS wanted, 1907 or 1908, cheap for
1- cash.—Eey, 5, Heath Street, Hampsteaa.

WANTED, by September 30th, castor wheel
sidecar.—Palmer, Chain Pier Baza.ar,

Brighton.

WA^TED, 5 h.p. Antoine front cylinder
and piston, air-cooled. — Dennett,

Swanley, Kent.

WANTED, tricar, must be sound, cheap
for cash; approval. — Grimwade,

Fakenham, Norfolk.

WANTED, iin. belt rim, over 22in. dia-

meter.—Particulars to Shephard. Sit-

well Vale, Eotherham.

WANTED. Good Sidecar, will give gent's
10-guinea pedal cycle, new.—Farrar,

Square Road, Halifax.

WANTED, four-cylinder F.N.. any condi-
tion, cheap for spot cash.—Eey, 5,

Heath Street, Hampstead.

PETROL Engine, any condition, frame,
tank, wheels, als.o old Minerva or F.N.

—61, London Road, Manchester.

WANTED, Belt Rim, 19in. by iin. deep, V,
correct angle, about 2in. wide. — W.,

130, Croft. Terrace, South Shields.

./i/'ANTED, good Twin Tricar and cash, in

VV exchange for 7 h.p. car, two-seater.—
Strange, Elms Hotel, Leigh-on-Sea.

WANTED. Phelon and Moore, or Anglian
two-speed gear, fit motor bike, chain

drive.—Sut cliff, ' 8, Cobden Street, Poplar,
E.

WANTED, voiturette chassis as O.T.A.V.
racer, 6 h.p., or near, must be cheap

and sound. — Reader, Vine Cottage, Eype,
Bridport.

WANTED, 6-7 h.p. Bat-Jap, or Chater-Lear
Jap, or two-speed, spring forks; low-

est cash.—Wheatley, " Goldenhurst," Hythe,
Kent.

WANTED, Motosacoche engine set. com-
plete, to fit to 24in. push cycle.—

Letzer, 136, London Road. Kingston-on-
Thames.

MONTGOMERY Flexible Sidecar, 26in.

wheel, 2iin. tyre; approval; cash
waiting.—Eraser, 4, Waverley Gardens. Cross-

myloof, Glasgow.

WANTED. 6 to 8 h.p. Riley two-seated car,

must be in perfect condition ; see Ex-

change column,—Clifford, 51. Weaste Road,
Weaste, Manchester.

WANTED, good 3i h.p. magneto; would
give 3 h.p. Stevens, Chater-Lea, m

good working order, and cash.—Heyoourne
Motors, Maidenhead.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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WANTED.
WANTED, about 2i h.p. inclined engine.—

2, Albert Hill, Bishop AucKiand.

WANTED, magneto Triumph, ih h.p.—A.
Hodgson, engineer, liC^XLth, jjincoln-

shlre.

WANTED, 5-6 h.p. engine, also forecar
seat.—62. Colveston© Crescent, Dalston,

London.

WANTED, cylinder, for 2| h.p. Clyde en-
gine.—E. J. Smith. Marlowes, Hemel

Hempstead.

WANTED, motor cycle, 2i h.p.; give £2
cash and good push cycle.—114. fiut-

land Street. E.

WANTED, for cash, castor wheel sidecar.
—Milbourn, Colehorn's. Cherry Lane.

Walton, Liverpool.

WANTED, all weather overall suit, N.ji-.n.

pillar.—Particulars. Lambert, 3. Pii-

lak© Bridge, E. Croydon.

WANTED, motor accessories, carbur-
etters, engines, etc.; must be cheap.

—129, Ley Street. Ilford.

WANTED, open frame Eiley. Singer, La-
gonda tricar; low price for cash.-

Knibb, Goldsmith Road, New Southgate.

WANTED. 2i h.t*. Kerry. 1904, in good
order; must be cheap. — Reply by

letter, C, 4. Morley Avenue, Wood Green.

WANTED, Raleighette or other powerful
tricar; give cash and 3 h.p. forecar.

— Particulars, Robinson, Burleigh Street.

Walsall.

-l Q08 Moto-Reve. Motosacoche. or similar
JLt/ lightweight; expert examination.—De-
tails and lowest cash price to Procter xjeigh-

ton, Lancaster.

WANTED,, lin. belt. 8ft., sidecar apron.
Brooks saddle. 10-12 stone; casn or

exchange 12-14 stone. — Williams, 95. Marl-
borough Road, Wood Green.

SPOT Cash for Second-hand chassis or
cars, any condition; manufactureris'

obsolete stocks bought.—Box 754, 2'fte Motor
Cycle Offices, Coventry.

WANTED, cheap for cash. 1908 magneto
motor cycle, 34 to 5 h.p. White and

Poppe preferred, with or without sidecar.

—

34, Lowerhead Row, Leeds.

GOOD Single - cylinder for very powerful
twin Rex, guaranteed. Give cash ad-

justment for up-to-date magneto machine.--
Box 619, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

WANTED, small car. De Dion or Riley
preferred; exchange N.S.U., 5i h.p.,

two-speed, and Montgomery sidecar, in first-
class condition.—105, Preston Road, Brighton.

WANTED, motor generator, for charging
accumulators, to work off 240 volt

circuit continuous.-State price and particu-
lars to S. Gillitt, 40. Blackett Streec, New-
castle.

HASTINGS and Miller, 118, Nassau Street,
N.Y. City, are in the market for motor

cycle accessories, and would like catalogues
and wholesale prices. Reference: Ilford,
Limited, London.

TRICAR, about 5-6 h.p.. water-cooled, free
engine, two-speed, wheel steering,

bucket seat, chain driven, coach built fore-
carriage (extra width); lowest price.—Law-
rence, 1, Claygate Road, West Ealing.

MR. FELIX LEWIN, 262. West 132nd Street,
' New York, will be glad to receive from

manufacturers of motors, ^frames, fittings
accessories, tyres, etc., their complete cata-
logues:, with trade prices and terms.
T^ANTED Good Motor Cycle, tricar, or
T T reliable small car, exchange new

high-class furniture, any d^escription, valued
wholesale, direct from works. — Furnitare
Manufacturer, 9, French Place, Shoreditch.London.

XTTANTED to purchase, for prompt cash,
u ^^1?^?, " ^^^^ motor cycles, as Tri-umphs, FN.'s. Vmdec Specials, Pheloa andMoores, Anglian, Rocs, Rexes, Bats. Peu-

itreet.t'o-nd'Ir'^°'"''' '' ^^°^ ^^"^- ^^^^

GIDECARS wanted; give new cycles, three-
>-J speed Sturmey-Archer gears, level ex-change; wanted also Drummond or other
^;i5';„ • ' framophone; reasonable cash

Ta^dt ft;i^t,'°H^ah?a^x'
"°'^^ cycles.-Booth.

Have The Best Lamp.

DO NOT PUT UP WITH ANY OLD LAMP
HAVE A PREMIER SEARCHLIGHT.

Send your lamp here with a label bearing your name and
address and we will quote allowan e. The price of
Searchl ght, generaior with bracket, anu tube complete
is 30'-; or lamp o y, 24/. Light projection, 200ft.
Dissected fr. nt glass prevents glare Mirror lens.
PREMIER Searchlights are sent on THREE DAYS'

ACTUAL TRIAL. Sole London Agents:

Brown Brothers, Ltd., Great Eastern Street, E.G.

PREMIER MOTOR Co., Ltd., Aston, Birmingham,

WANTED.
QMALL S.O. Lathe, treadle or bench, rO mond preferred, one needing eligl
pair no objection, milling attachmen
sirable. — Dickman, Avenue Road. B
Heath.

WANTED, new or good second-hand c
to fit Palmer rims, 26in. by 2Jin

mer cord preferred; for sale, the folio
off 3 h.p. Rover motor, chain driven,
engine pulley complete, cranks, pedals
gear wheels, etc., out of centre bracket
wheel (i), two-way switch, coil, accumuli
contact breaker, cheap, lot or separi

(
Reed, Hill Top, Shiremoor, Northumber

MISCELLANEOUS.
ENGINES Re-bushed throughout froi—Tufnell and Co.

TrCYLINDERS Re -bored from 5s.
and Co.

PISTONS Supplied new from 7s. 6d.-
nell and Co.

"DINGS from 9d.—Tufnell and Co.

CONNECTING Rods from 7s.

and Co.
ed.-Tt

TNLET Valves from Is. 6d.—Tufnell an

EXHAUST Valves from 2s. 6d.—Tufnel
Co.

T3ULLEYS for any motor.—Tufnell an

TRIUMPH, Brown, Fafnir. 4s. 9d.—Tu
and Co.

REX. Antoine.
and Co.

Kelecom, 5s. 9d.—Tu

D E DION, M.M.C., 6s. 9d.—Tufnell an<

a 99SIIVIPLEX
PATENT

Belt Fasteners.
1/- each all sizes.f> h i, lin.

BEWARE OF
COLOURABLE

IMITATIOP^IS
Sole Patentees and Manufacturers,

HERWIN, CANNY & Co
,

36, WiSliam Street,
WOOLWICH, LONDON, S.E.

Genuine Birsningham

'QOADfiAMTS."
A large stock of parts still to be cleared.

Write for latest list.

232, LADYWOOD RD., BIRMINGHAM.

ABOVE 4Jin. Diameter, extra 9d.—Tu
and Co.

AXLES, cranks, spindles, handle-bars,
pillars, or any other parts mad

pattern or sketch at lowest prices ; accu
eruaranteed.—Tufnell and Co., 527, High I
Leytonstone.

PAIR 26 by 2i Wheels and tyres, not v
35s.—109, Ley Street, Ilford.

WHIPCORD Breeches, latest cut; 10s.

J. C. Savage, 119, Dongall Street,
fast.

SET Bradbury's Spring Fork Attachm
as new; 15s.—Len Haygarth, 1

Yorks.

2 h.p. Engine, wants slight repairs; ac
25s.—C. Pickering, George Street, 1

worth.

TANKS of all kinds made to order.—
gett, metal worker, 65, Turnmill St

I London.

QUADRANT Loop Frame, with front f

and 20in. handle-bar; 32s. 6d. eai

Farrar.

LONG Motor Handle-bars, 21in., 4s.

heavier gauge, 5s. 6d.; well pl£
three sizes.—Farrar.

DOUBLE-TWIST Cow-voiced Horns, 4s.

large size, 6s. ; new Lycett's B tool
6s.—Farrar.

PREMIER Acciimulators, Rex size :

send for price list; pounds savec
Farrar, Square Road, Halifax. i,

PUNCTURES Vulcanised, any size, 6d.,_

guaranteed.—16, Summerland Mansi
Muswell Hill.

SHEDS for Motor Cycles, 45s.; port-a

—"Stevens, 82a, Leighton Road, Ken
Town, London.

9FT. Patent Chain Belt, fin., nearly n
cost 27s., accept 12s. 6d.—Millard, !

nington, Rotherham.

WHIPCORD Cycling Breeches, latest (

10s. 6d. ; write for patterns.—Bo
tailor, Longton, Staffs.

WATAWATA Leather Belt, perfect
'dition, 7ft. Sin. by fin. ; bargain,

Arnett, Corbridge-on-Tyne.

PAIR Plated Hella Lamps, never used, ^

brackets; cost 50s,, 50s, nett.—Thoi
Homestead, Cedar Road, Sutton, Surrey

AUTOCLIPSE Lamp. F., plated, and A
clipse generator, only used twice

bargain at £2.-40, Fanshawe Street. B
ford.

In ansivering any of these advertisements it Is desira;bh that vou mention "The Motor Cycle.-'
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MISCELLANEOUS.
ROBBINS, Automobile and Electrical

Engineer, 334, Clapham Road, S.W.
lone, 460, Brixton.

IRACQ, 12 h.B., two-cylinder, four-
eater, recently overhauled and re-

!.d, very silent; £60.

TURT Tricar, 6 ti.p., Aster engine,
wo speeds, open frame, bucket seats,

3uilt front; £25.

lELEY, 6 h.p., two-seater, fast and
omfortable, new tyres ; £47 10s.

DIATOR, 6 b.p., detachable tonneau;
;37 10£.

DAULET, 10-12 h.p., two-cylinder, com-
artable carriage, nearly new; £110.

OKE. 14 h.p., three-cylinder, seats five,

ide entrance, canopy (detachable),
screen, suitable for touring or hire
very reliable, and good hill-climber;

CHESTER, 10-12 h.p., fast car, com-
lete with leather hood; a bargain,

'OR Cycle, brand new, 6 h.p., two-
3ylinder, Antoine, 2iin. Clincher
1 tyi-es, Chater-Lea No. 6 frame, foot-

;, exceptionally smart finish, last one
3 price; £32 10s.

LNE, 2 h.p., exoeptionally well fln-

lihed; £3 10s.

'E your Requirements to Robbing as
bcve.

r Rim Brakes, flexible cable, hand ap-
lied, easily fitted, stop anything; 8s.

iual price 15s.—'Slack's Garage, Stock-

KER'S Iron Cement for cracked cylin-
ers and defects in iron castings, stands
Is. tin saves pounds. — Oxford Road,
ing.

lYTHING miade in Tanks and Radi-
tors except a fortune. -»- Write for
A. Phillips, 112, Lynton Road, Ber-

ey.

UINE Simplex spring fork attach-
lents, plated (brand new) ; 9s. 6d. pair ;

?e paid.—Mitchell, 22, Leghorn Road,
tead, S.E.

r. by 2Jin. Continental, new, 16s. ; 9ft.

|in. Rawhide belt, 7s.; P. and i±. head-
with bracket, 7s. 6d. — 7. Norwood

,
Southport.

DEN Valve Lifters, 6s. 9d., usual price
)s. ; Vim stands (starts like free en-
6s. 3d., usual price, 17s. 6d. — Slack's
e, Stockport.

FRANCE Sale.—Millennium stands, 7s.

i., usual price 20s. ; Vim flexible cable
rakes, 5s. 6d., usual price 12s. 6d. —
5 Garage, Stockport.

. Car. £25; Triumph piston, 8s.; Lay-
tall ditto, 7s. 6d. ; I h.p. steam engine,
a.the, lOOs.; 15 amp. accumulator, new,
.—Potter, Rusper, Horsham. Sussex.

IPAX. — Double-blast fan, 8s. 6d.; pair
plated side lamps, oil or acetylene,

. ; stands, 5s. lid.; new plugs, Is. 3d.;
ieth Century Gas Lamp, new, 9s. 6d.

IPAX.—Special end of season offer:
:>ud-voaced double-twist horns, 4s. 6d.

;

nt separate generator headlights,

iIPAX.—Premier accumulators, 10 hour,
specially mad© for us; 9s. 6d.; a limit-
mber only.

IFAX.—Rubber goggles, latest and
best; 2s. 6d.—Halifax Motor Exchange,
sstgate, Halifax.

7ft. Rubber Belts, gin. Dermatine
nd lin. Gloria, both new; also pair
ilack leather breeches; first reason-
)ffers.—229, Burdett Road, Limehouse,

CETS, Overalls, latest style, double
texture, waterproof, windprool (uestm the trade); overalls. 7s.; jackets,
s breasted, 14s.—Manufacturers, 35 and
2stergate, Stockport.

EITB to tell you I am delighted witn
the lens. It makes motoring at nigni
to daylight." Why not you." Plano-
c lenses, Sin., SJin., SJin. Is. 9d. ; 3|in.,
a., 2s. 6d.; 4Jin., 2s. 9d.; 44in..,3s.; 4-tin.,

; 5in., 4s. each; carriage paid.—Payne,
ley Lane, Harborae.

Convert your "jigger'*

into a Motor Cycle

!

The K.D.

Lightweight Motor

Attachment
can be fitted to any ordinary

push-bike

Price of Motor set
complete, £16.

Call and see one now.

L.EO RIRAULiT & CO.,
64a, POLAND ST., OXFORD ST., LONDON. W.

TIME IS MONEY ! ! !

DON'T WASTE IT.

Fit the "ADVANCE" Adjustable PuUey and
the "ADVANCE" Adjustable Belt Fastener.

BOTH Adjustable WITHOUT removing the belt.

ADVANCE MOTOR Mfg. Co., Ltd.,

NORTHAMPTON.

S I PLEX
The Termina.! you want.

EASY & QfUiCK ADJUSTMENT
Made in Pure Copper.

H high and 6 low tension or 1 doz. of either aize'

P.O. 6cl., POST FREE, of the

SPECIALITIES MANUFACTURING CO.,
23, Derby Road, WEST CROYDON.

MISCELLANEOUS.
TEEMBLEii Coil, 10s. 6d. ; new gas lamp,

lis. 6d.—80. Palatine Eoad. Stoke New-
in^on.

CHATEE Pattern Frames made to order,,
£2 10s. ; wheels, 17s. 6d. pair.—Miiiard,

Belvedere.

TEEMBLEE Coil. 10s.; plain. 7s.; Bowden
lever, 3s.—408, Lincoln Eoad, Peter-

Dorough.

GOODLAD'S Speedometer, new, up to 42.

miles, flexible shaft.—J. A Bell, Vv .i-

low, Newark.

TOEPEDO Tank, all fittings, oil and petrol,,
new; 12s. 6d.—Kendall, 235, Crystal

Palace Eoad, S.E.

SALTEE Typewriter (No. 7), latest model,,
quite new ; cost £17 6s., unused, accept

£14, a bargain.—P. Laycock, Springfield,
Lancaster.

DUST Screens for tricars and sidecars,
easily fitted; 27s. 6d., complete; photo

of sol© patentees.—Taylor's Motor Works,
Edmonton.
O £?IN. by 2iin. Front Wheel, complete, with^O unpunctured cover and tube, spindle,
etc.; 15s.—Percy Graven, 26, Eamsden Street,
Huddersfield.

STANLEY-DEEMATINE Belting, guaranteed
new, two-piece belts, |in. 6s., |in. 7s.,

gin. 8s., lin. 9s.; carriage 5d.—Frank Whit-
aker, Green Street Green, Orpington.

MOTOE Cycle Frame, with tank, good as
new, new tyres (which cost £3 5s.), M.

and B. switch, everything but engine; £4.—
Spence, Durham Eoad, Spennymoor.

SALE or exchange, Chater-Lea two-speed
gear box. also clutch; wanted, pair

28in. by 2J-in. tyres and tubes, pair forecar
springs, and headlight.-110, Westfield Eoad,
Wellingborough.

O^ by 2 Clincher Cover and Bates band,
^K) 12s.; large silencer, new, 58.; volt
meter, 3s.; Lucas lamp bracket. Is.; Lucas,
number plates Is.—Mitchell. 61, Earlswood
Street, Greenwich.

SWAN -NECK Saddle - pillars, 2s.: long
handle-bars, 4s;. to own requirements;

tanks, frames, etc., at cheap prices; trade
work speciality.—Green Bros., 14, Avondale
Eoad, Peckham, S.E.

BEAND New 4in. Lens Mirror Searchlight
Head Lamp, 9s. 6d. ; also pair side

ditto, 18s. 6d. ; newspaper readable at luJ

feet; approval willingly.—Sydney, 34, Bed-
ford Square, London.

P.
and E. 15 Am-p. Accumulator. 6s.; Water-
son plain coil (Quadrant), 6s. ; both

good condition, lis. the two; ShamrocK-
Gloria gin. belt, 7ft. 9in., worn, 2s. 9d.—Clay-
poole, 63, Queen's? Square. Bristol.

NEAELT New Simms-Bosch Magneto, la-

test model, with cradle, two sprockets
and chain, ready to bolt on twin Minerva,
guaranteed perfect, as new; the lot £4. —
Wallis, Grocer, Hills Eoad, Cambridg-e.

GEIPWELL Motor Cycle Brakes, to fit any
make machine, delivered from stock

;

price 15s. 6d. ; any spare part supplied.—Sole-
manufacturer, W. Cocks, The Durham Motor
Works, opposite station, South Ealing, W.

READEES having Photographic Apparatus
for sale should advertise in " Photo-

graphy and Focus " Emporium ; hd. per
word minimura 9d.—Address, " Photography
and Focus" Offices, 20, Tudor Street, London,
E.G.

GENUINE Ohater-Lea front wheel, beaded,
26 by 2i 7s. 6d. ; 1905 Eex front brake,

complete, 5s.; twin plain coil, wants repair,

5s. 6d. : Wright pattern footrests, fit down
tube, 3s. 6d.—Wallis, Grocer, Hills Eoad,
Cambridge.

3 h.p. water-cooled. £18; 3i h.p. Bat. £i2
10s.; 20 amp. Prested, new, 12s. 6d. ; two

belt rims, 3s. each; two tubes, 26 by k.*, 5s.

each ; generator, 3s. ; two saddles, 5a. each r

oil pump, 3s.; wanted, lin. belt.—15, Eeginaid
Eoad, Bexhill.

PAETS for 4 h.p. Antoine, piston and
gudgeon, 6s.; three rings, new, 2s.:

three used. Is. 6d. ; exhaust and inlet

unions. Is. 6d.; 2| h.p. De Dion engine and
silencer, perfect, except combustion head,
£3 15s. • Longuemare carburetter. Model H..

perfect, 15s.; two Clincher 700 by 65 covers
with tubes, no cuts, 18s. 6d. each; 8ft. iish-
back gin. belt, 4s. 6d.—Wm. Dobson. Penarth.

-J-*- 1.7- dT.^x s:^- (I mi. n.,^1^ "
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K
K
Is.

MISCELLANEOUS.
ONGO Rubber Belting, grooved; the last

word in rubber belts, fin., 9d.

ONGO Rubber Belting, cut to a correct

angle, beautiful griia. never slips, iin..

KONGO Rubber Belting is made of the

finest materials procurable; im.,

is. 3d.

KONGO Rubber Belting is of the highest

class, and price is popular; Im.. Is. 6d.

'ONGO Rubber Belting has a strong can-

vas core, surrounded by specially vul-

canised rubber.

ONGO Rubber Belting.—iin., 9d.; |in.,K is.; iin.. Is. 3d.; Iin., Is. 6d

KONGO Rubber Belting can be had at

Booth's Motor Exchange, wade Street,

Halifax, on approval.

BOOTH—Wide mudguards, with stays and
screws; 3in., 2s. lid.; 4in., 3s. 6d.

BOOTH'.—Double-twist horns, deep tone,

4s. 9d. ; large leather tooltaags, 5s. 6d.

BOOTH. — 50O Fuller's Midget plain coils,

10s. 6d. ; 200 Puller's Midget trembler

coils, 17s. 6d.

>OOTH takes your old coil in part pay-

ment; part with troublesome coils.

BOOTH. — Puller accumulators, 20 amp.,

17s.; Rex type, 16s.; Minerva, 16s.;

Midget, 16s.

OOTH. — 5s. 6d. allowed for your old ac-

cumulator in part payment for Pul-

ler's.

BOOTH.—50 pairs Xl'all spring forks; im-

mediate delivery; N.A.B. seat-pillar,

.33. 6d.

>OOTH—Long motor cycle handle-bars,

heavy gauge, best quality plating;

,5s. 6d.

BOOTH —Silent silencers, for engines to 5

h.p.. very efttcient, no back pressure;

.3s. 3d.

BOOTH.—New Antoine frame, with wheels,

belt rim fitted, two cable brakes, mud-
guards; £4 19s. set, low built.

BOOTH.—Gas lamps, separate generators,
powerful, light, well plated, 5s. 3d.

;

Mica plugs. Is. Id.

BOOTH. — Pocket voltmeters, very handy
and reliahle, 4s. Id., usually 10s. 6d.

BOOTH.—Motor Frame, wheels, and tyres,

suitable for 2 h.p. inclined engine; 40s.

BOOTH.—20O best cxuality magneto covers,

2s. 3d. each, usually 5s. 6d. ; new L.T.

magneto, 20s.

BOOTH'S Motor Exchange, Coronet
Works, Wade Street. Halifax. Tele-

phone, 198Y.

AUTOGENOUS Welding.—Send that broken
casting to the Alvaston Motors, Derby,

to be welded by patent process; metal re-

united.

AUTOGENOUS Welding.—Costly castings
saved from the scrap by our process.

Cracked valve seats) water jackets, cylinder
liners, pistons, frames, connecting rods, and
a thousand other things.

AUTOGENOUS Welding. — Wonderful re-

sults. Broken flanges, lugs, brackets,
etc., all amenable to our process; send part
to-day; Quotations on sight.

A UTOGENOUS Welding.—Alvaston Motors,
xX Derby. Telephone, 1. Alvaston.

LUGGAGE Carriers of every description.
—Send for particulars. Advance Motor

Mfg. Co., Northampton.

ADVANCE Adjustable Pulleys to fit all

makes. Thousands in use. Any gear
in ten seconds without removing the belt;
prompt delivery; price £1.—Address below.

HERE at Last!—An ideal adjustable belt
fastener for variable pulleys; .price

2s. 6d.—Address below.

ADVANCE Generator Brackets, as recom-
mended by " Ixion," 3s. 6d. each.—Ad-

vance Motor Manufacturing Co., Ltd.,
Northampton.

CHATER-LEA-MATCHLESS inclined frame,
girders, tanks,'and pump, 30s.; De Dion

coil, 7s. 6d.; stand-carrier. 28.; Perfecta gas
lamp, with bracket, wants door, Ss. — 483.
Grove Green Road, Leytonstone.

NOTICE.

BANDS ! !

!

(Our Speciality.)

Now is the time to have your cover fitted with a

band o£ some description for winter riding. We
strongly recommend both Shamrock and Goodrich

Rubber-studded Non-skid Bands for this purpose. Our
price for fitting either of these Bands to your own
cover is 21/-. A non-skid and a double thickness

tread is thus obtained.

Where a Steel-studded Leather Non-skid Band is

preferred, we fit " Pulman," "Grose," "Brook," or
" Shaw," according to choice.

When a Non-skid is fitted to the back wheel, a

Non-slipping Band is advisable on the front. For
this purpose an extra heavy "Bates" Fish-back Band
is excellent, and we fit same to your own cover at an

Inclusive charge ot 15/- (any size). This Band may
also be fitted for back wheels with advantage. Other

Bates Bands—heavy, 13/-; light, 11/6.

If buying a new cover, remember we allow lo/-
for your old one in part payment, and are Special

Agents for Shamrock, Goodrich, Clincher Studded Non-
skids, and Palmer Cords. Remember what " The
Motor Cycle" said of Palmer Cords in last week's

issue. Delivery from stock.

Whatever your requirements, it will be to your
advantage to write for our new ' >llu«t>'a.teGl

Tyre List" (sent free). This gives particulars of

our allowances, prices for all covers, and prices for

retreading, fitting bands, etc.

Special Trade List on Application.

R.O.m. (Patent) Front Wheel Stand.
Price (to fit any machine), 14/6 per pair.

S> The only contact breaker Really suitable for
^' twins with accumulators and coils. Ensures

Q, permanent synchronism.

svii R.O.M. means—more power, easier starting,
'"•• smoother running. Illustrated list free.

For the convenience of our country clients \vishing

to purchase Second-hand Motor Cycles in or about
London, we are at all times pleased to send one of

our experts to examine same and give a detailed

report as to condition, description, etc., at a nominal
charge of 10/3. When the machine to be reported

upon is situated at a greater distance than ten miles

out of London, travelling expenses are charged in

addition.

The CONTINENTAL MOTOR CO.,

32, Rosebery Avenue, LONDON, E.G.

'Phone: Holborn, 1513. Tel. :
" Bromitch," London.

G. T. RICHES & CO.,
LTD.,

19, STORE STREET. LONDON.

RICH DETACHABLE AIR TUBE.

24' X 2"

13/6
24' X 2i"

14/-
24' X 2V
15/-

26' X 2"

Ul-

26' X 2i'

14/6
26* X 2J'

15/6
26' X 3'

22/-
28' X 2*

14/6
Please write for Special List, with full prices and par-
ticulars of all sizes, together with instructions and hints

,

Your OWN TUBE CONVERTED. Write for prices.

LUMINIUM IDEPAIRS'

NEW GASfMGsMADE^&^Sfo"dK
RW.CQAN 219. CoswellRoadLo{«doh.

MISCELLANEOUS.
MABON Clutch, little used, fit 190

umph ; 50s., or near offer.—Smai
Garratt Lane, Earlsfleld. 8.W.

BBOOKS Non-skid, 24 by 2i, 25s.. a bai
Whittle belt, 7ft. Sin. by iin., goo

dition, 128.—A. Scorrer, 141, Coltman ,'

Hull.

NO. 6 Chat€r-Lea Frame, with forks,
guards, bars, engine lugs, et(

brand new ; £3 17s. 6d.—Sallow, 50, Vai
Bridge Eoad, S.W.

TiOEPEDO Petrol Tank, new, 58.,

clips; four non-skid gaiters, branc
never used, fit any size, lot 5s.—Cam,
New Street, Worcester.

INSTANTA, the adjustable, detachable
action belt fastener, for variabl<

leys; price Is. 6d.—Instanta, 251. Oxhill
Handsworth, Birmingham.

TORPEDO Tanks, for oil and petrol,
pump and fittings, 12s. 6d.; swan

seat-pillars, 2s. 6d. ; long handle-bars,
pattern. 4s.; anything made to spe(

tion.—Arrow Motor Works, Victoria '.

Peckham, S.E.

THEEE-SPEED Free Engine Pulley
tive and reliable action, light,

durable, no end thrust, guaranteed, s
to fit; patent applied for.—New Non]
Motor Fittings, Ashtree Eoad, Stirchlej
mingham.
OIDE Lamps, pair Powell and HaO best, plated, cost 50s., guaranteed
tinguishabl© from new, accept 30s.;

Longuemare carburetter, suit 6 h.p.
offer accepted.—Br'ooke>-Hitching, 74,

Street, Liverpool.

PULLEYS for any motor .-rDe Dion, M
6s. 6d.; Antoine, N.S.U., Kelecom

F.N., 5s. 9d.; Peugeot, Brown, 5s. 6d.;

umph, Fafnir, Sarolea, Minerva. 4s.

plated, guaranteed, carriage paid.—J.

kins. High Eoad, Leyton, London.

CHATEE No. 3 Frame, complete
wheels, tyres, and tubes, £2 10s

by 2J wired Dunlop, 6s. ; 24 by 2j Peter-I
6s. ;

plain coil, 5s. ; Mabon free e

clutch for belt drive, 30s.; 21 h.p. ei

£2.—^Stevens, 4, Goldhawk Mews, ^hep]
Bu3h.

PEEPAEE for Wet Weather. — Our
brated motor cycling water

ja-ckets, in double paramatta, fitted

wind cuffs, 14s. 9d., in blue, black, or f

stock lengths, 36in., chest measuremen
38, 40 ; extra heavy material, 18s. 6a.

;

alls, 7s. and 8&. 6d.; all carriage paid;
cash with order.—The Impenetrable ]

Clothing Co., 7, Brown Street, Prince's S
Stockport.

HUMBEE Tricar, 4i h.p., chain drive
speeds. Continentals, water-c<

wheel steering, two coach-built seats.
going order, £16; 2 h.p. De Dion engine
feet. £2 58.; Brooks BlOO saddle, 8s. 6(

h.p. Ohater frame Minerva, £4. -- Ea
bourne Motor Co., Southend Eoad, Cai
S.E.

21 h.p. AUdays, in excellent condition
2 spring frame Bat, less engine

wheels, £4; Osborne four-speed gear,
nlete, £2; Mabon clutcb, fit Peugeot, £1

by 85 Michelin cover, £1; ccach-built 1

front seat, £1; 3| h.p. water-cooled De
engine, with coil, and Longnemare, £4
105, Lark Lane, Liverpool.

FOUErCYLINDEE Magneto, Lacoste,
running order, £3; 100 Fuller syn

ignition coils, 16s. each ; 150 Fuller L.M.
accumulators, size 3in. by 3in. by
16 a.h., 10s. each ; Dunlop outer cover, 8

90, grooved pattern, almost new. £3
odometer, hub cap pattern, suitable
wheel 750-770, £1 10s.—The Fairy Motoi
Fairy Works, Blackheath. Telegi
Frostbite, London. Telephone, 1021, .

ford.

FOE Sunshine and Showers.-The Al
waterproof jackets, in douDle teJ

paramatta, in fawn, also new grey-g
wind and rainproof, itock leniji/hs 36in.

40in., chest measures 36, 38, 40, and 42,

storm cuffs, new collar, with attached
We guarantee every jacket, price 15s.; <

heavy at 18s. 6d. ; send length desired
chest measure ; overalls at 7s. 6d. an
6d. We pay carriage.—G. Eaws and i

Indiarubber Manufacturers, The All
Oldhall Street, Liverpool.

f nn nnn onitonr*nnn j~t rt/nn r.'fi *%.
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The Future of the Tricar.
HIS week our contributor Mr. B. H. Davies

supplements our article in a recent issue on
the popularity of the tricar by giving a

specification of what he considers an ideal

three-wheeler to carry two. On the whole
we are quite in agreement with his specification, and
he is doubtless correct in specifying chain transmission.

It is, however, possible where cost is a consideration

to get along quite well with a belt, provided its dimen-
sions are sufficiently large and the belt itself is a

flexible one. The only drawback to the belt is the

inability to obtain a gear much below five to one
without undue slipping at the engine pulley. True
a large back belt rim can be employed, but this

has certain disadvantages. With an engine of

sufficient power to propel a 3 cwt. tricar geared
five to one, an extra large belt has in our case proved
quite satisfactory. If the engine is correctly made
and designed both fan and water cooling can be

dispensed with. Water cooling would doubtless

enable the engine to pull longer on the high gear

uphill, but the fan we consider quite superfluous.

It must take some power to drive it, is troublesome
to lubricate, and does not keep the engine much
cooler.

Simplicity is the point to aim at, and consequently
we think it advisable to advocate as simple a passenger

machine as it is possible to make, i.e., practically

a motor bicycle with non-convertible forecar attach-

ment. If the frame is sprung so much the

better, provided it does not add materially to the cost

of production, but in designing and making a motor
cycle for two persons which shall be cheap to buy and
cheap to run every little economy must be practised

^^1^

which will reduce cost, provided, of course, it does
not materially lessen the comfort of the passengers.

Springing is a question of speed to some extent. If

the speed does not exceed a maximum of twenty-five

and an average of eighteen to nineteen miles

an hour it is astonishing how easily and com-
fortably one is transported on a rigid framed
tricar if the rear seat is amply large and the seat

pillar suspended on a spring device which absorbs

all shocks. The C springs of a forecarriage are,

after all, as comfortable as those of a side carriage,

and we hear no complaint of the absence of comfort

in connection with the latter. The poor machinery
has to suffer a few shocks, it is true, but with the

exception of a possible tank joint fracture there is

so little which vibration can affect on a modem
machine that damage in this direction is negligible.

The T.T. Shilling Fund.

THE Auto Cycle Union is still open to receive

donations to the above fund, and motor cyclists

who feel disposed to assist the A.C.U. in

awarding some cash prizes to the successful

competitors in the Tourist Trophy Race, which

was decided on Tuesday last, should forward a postal

order for one shilling or twelve stamps to the secretary

of the Auto Cycle Union, 18, Down Street, Piccadilly,

W. The names of all the donors will be announced

in our pages by arrangement with the secretary.

It may seem to some of our readers that with an

entrance fee of five guineas per machine there should

be no necessity to appeal for donations towards the prize

fund, but the expense of organising and conducting _a

race in the Isle of Man is very heavy, and the A.C.U. is

not by any means a wealthy body.
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OCCASIONAL COMMENTS.
By

The Best Sidecar.

1 am a long-suffering individual, and allow my
readers a pretty free hand in plaguing me with queries,

but to all whom it may concern I hereby solemnly

announce that I shall not in future take the faintest

notice of any letter asking me which is the best

sidecar, and if a stamp is enclosed I shall send it to the

Home for Crippled Motor Cyclists. There is no best

sidecar. The best sidecar I ever had was given me by

a disgusted rider who said it could not be steered round

corners—^at least, not right side up.

Ignition for Lightweights.

"Vyhatever opinions there ' may be about the best

ignition for an ordinary motor bicycle, there can be

no doubt that every lightweight must have a magneto.

To begin with, maximum power is always required,

and not every rider knows how to adjust a make and

"break to give the best results with a coil, whereas

a magneto only needs adjustment once in a blue mo<in.

Secondly, one is never safe on a prolonged tour either

with a single accumulator (or dry cell) or even with

two small ones; recharging may be inaccessible and
spares not to be procured, while a lightweight is not

adapted for carrying weighty spares. Hence the

magneto must be standard upon all 80 lb. machines

used for serious riding.

Why Not ^\ h.p. Twins 7

I was riding the most delightful little machine the

other day, and I began to wonder why so handy and
efficient a mount does not figure largely in our regular

makers' specification. It was a miniature V-twin,

developing slightly over 3^ h.p. and scaling about
120 lbs. all on. It was a full roadster in every sense

of the word, with spring forks, metal 4in. guards,

Bosch magneto, a^.in. tyres, 26in. wheels, large

tanks, stand, carrier, etc., complete. It was easier

to start than the modern high compression 3^, h.p.

single-cylinder, ran quite as fast or as slowly as it

does, and at no speed could the engine be " felt
'

'—

a

statement I could not conscientiously make of sundrv
singles, while it was, naturally a little smoother and
more flexible than the best of them. I should like

to see two or three of our big makers experimenting
with such an engine, and believe it might presently
attain a very considerable vogue. Of one thing I

am certain. It would altogether knock on the head
the demand for free engine clutches, which an all-

round raising of compression ratios has resuscitated of
late, for not even an 80 lb. lightweight could be more
easily started than these handy miniature twins.

Footrests and Pedals.
I very warmly agree with the riders who advocate

the retention of pedals even when footrests and a free
engine are incorporated in a motor bicycle. We ^hall
never invent a better or an easier method of starting
a motor

_

bicycle engine than the pedal and stand
combination. It is free from danger, requires the
minimum of effort, and is much more likely to succeed
when the engine is stubborn than the best starting
handle ever made. I have owned several machined
fitted with handles on the engineshaft and destitute
of pedals, and often when the engine refused to start
on the handle at any price a short run along the road

IXION."

would set it going, because the engine when so started

was re\olved faster than it was possible to do by hand.

The defect of this method is that it is not a stationary

method of starting, and if adjustments are in progress

one has to return for one's tools, etc: In some cases

it takes a lot of handle grinding to loosen a well-

gummed piston, even after paraffin injections, where-

as a few turns of the pedals generally does it quickly,

and that without overheating the rider. Again, foot-

rests are no substitute for a stand, except at momentary
stops for other purposes than repair or adjustments.

T^vo-piece Valves.
A letter has reached the office from Mr. Broadhurst,

of Leicester, who makes the cast-iron headed valves

recently praised by Mr. G. Gray in our correspondence

columns. He agrees with me that mere "shrinking
"

A Roc military motor bicycle lias been ordered by the Crown Agents for
the Colonies for shipment to the Governor of Unganda—Entebbe. In con-^,
sequence ol the difficulty of obtaining supplies of petrol spirit, this machine J^

has been ordered with a paraffin carburetter as shown above. Note the
disposition of the vaporiser in the exhaust pipe, j -gi

of the hot iron head on to a cold steel stem would not

be safe, and, incidentally, remarks that the shrinking
is not the sole precaution taken in the manufacture of

these particular valves, the extra security involving a

trade secret which he is not at liberty to disclose.

A reader write;, further advocating the ccnstruction

of cast-iron headed vah-es by shrinking the heads on
to the steel stems, instead of screw-threading and
conntersinking. He points out that the head may be
shrunk hot on to a cold stem, and that as steel and cast-

iron have different co-efficients of expansion, there is

small chance of the heads coming off even if the valve

is heated plum colour in the engine. The chance is

undoubtedly small, if the job be properly done; all I

wished to- point out was that there is no special fetish

of safety about the method, for I have had a valve of

this type come adrift. Either method, combined with
the best workmanship, is no doubt entirely safe. I

don't think there will be any trouble with two-piece
vab:es next year, as makers have now enjoyed the neces-
sary experience and understand how strong these ^-ah-es

need to be.
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The Flexible Pattern Sidecar.
AFTER four months' use of a Montgomery sidecar

with compensating joints—during which time

we have covered quite 800 miles—we are glad

to be able to speak in high terms of praise for

this attachment. Nor have we been able to use the

sidecar under the best pcLsible conditions, for our

3% h.p. Triumph is not equipped with a clutch or

change-speed gear. Notwithstanding this apparent

drawback we have ueen able to extract much pleasure

from the combination, and the hills which this par-

ticular 3^4, h.p. bicycle will not take a sidecar up
when geared about 5 to i are few and far between,

in the Midlands at any rate.

Do we think the flexible pattern the best form of

sidecar? No. There is no best. Each has its

respective advantages, and, as we have said before,

it is a question of personal taste. The reasons that the

Montgomery sidecar appealed to us were

:

(i.) Ease of attachment and detachment (less than

one minute).

(2.) Storage difficulties less when separated from the

machine.

(3.) Bicycle can be steered quite easily without a

passenger in sidecar.

(4.) Steering with a passenger is almost the same as

in the case of a bicycle, whereas with a rigid sidecar

it is tricky, unless one is used to tricycle riding.

The great advantage of a fixed sidecar is its immunity

from side-slip On the other hand, it is questionable

whether it is as safe to drive a fixed sidecar as fast as

a flexible one on a dry road.

We have had one little mishap with the Montgomery
sidecar, presumably due to the hook on the rear con-

nection jumping up and lodging on the chain stay

plate. Anyway, we suddenly found the whole com-
bination making a dash for a ditch by the roadside,

where the machine came to an abrupt stop—much
too abrupt, in fact, to be comfortable. This happened
near Bicester, Oxon, and, fortunately, the " passenger

"

was a Gladstone bag. In the melee the sidecar axle was

1

1

1
f C ^

LPJ.-.

^i

bent. Messrs. Layton and Son, of Bicester, straightened
the axle, and also put a spring trigger on the hook
of the rear connection to prevent it jumping off again.

The sketch shows the device (which only cost 2s.), and
it is worth fitting on all similar attachments. The
latest patterns are sent out with a similar fitting.

When a sidecar attachment is used, naturally the
wear on the bicycle rear tyre is much greater, and we
should always advise tourists to carry a spare cover and

tube. A new 2j4;in.

cover will usually

be worn through in

about 700 miles.

2 5^ in. tyres would
be the most satisfac-

tory for passenger
work.

Everyone who has
tried the Mont-
gomery sidecar has
remarked upon its

great comfort. Two
little points which

might be improved, in our opinion, are: (i) The
method of suspending the front portion of the attach-
ment, which depends on a clip with a frictional grip
around the frame tube to prevent the chair dropping
to the ground; it is certainly good for adjusting the
angle of the seat, but the consequences would be serious
if the nut worked loose. (2) Mudguard stays are in the
way when tyre repairing, and, moreover, break rather
frequently. The mudguard, if made more like the
wing of a car and attached in a similar manner to the
body, would be sprung, far less liable to break, and
would facilitate repairs to the sidecar tyre.

Other little conveniepces would be: A compart-
ment undc ; the seat for carrying a spare belt and other
toolg; a bracket for a rear red light; and a leg

attached to the sidecar axle to let down for supporting
the wheel clear of the ground.

A Montgomery Sidecar Improvement.

—

Link A of tlie non-skid device has a tendency
to jump off bridge D on a rough road. A
spring trigger, C B, as sketch- prevents this

I
possibility.

GERMAN MILITARY MOTOR CYCLISTS.
OVER 150 motor cycles were utilised in this year's

German Imperial Manoeuvres for orderly work,

each cyclist receiving 30s. per day— 15s. for

the use of the machine and the remainder for

expenses. They were attached to the divisions' staffs,

and commanded by officers possessing either their own
-machines or equipped by the regiments to which they

severally belonged. In general, intercourse between

these civilians and officers left little to be desired in

point of harmony, especially as the cyclists tried their

hardest to pJease in carrying out orders ; but not a few

of the hidebound class of officers, who regard non-

military persons as altogether inferior beings, have

apparently taken far from kindly to the presence of

rivilians so deplorably deficient in military "form."
However, unprejudiced officers also think that the

volunteers would be all the better for a little military

training. Lack of "form " apart, which is a cardinal

defect in the eyes of the military, the volunteers tend

to fail when required to deliver a verbal order, nor,

owing to an inability to distinguish the different staffs

and arms of the service, do they always succeed in

placing the message in the right hands. It is sug-

gested that volunteers should go into strict military

training a week or so before the manoeuvres.
Respecting the more suitable class of machine,

opinion seems to favour the lighter category. The heavy
machines, though fast and reliable enough on good
roads, often break down in rainy weather and over
muddy field-ways, although some of the officers who
ride light machines object to driving them over field-

roads in wet weather. In course of time the Germans
will doubtless bring man and machine up to practical

military requirements. Meanwhile, defects notwith-

standing, the motor cycle volunteers have rendered
excellent service. Indeed, one might argue as much
from the extra number engaged this year.

>-•••—

^

Brown Bros., Ltd., of Great Eastern Street, E.G.,

have just issued a new motor accessories catalogue.

No. 30. This catalogue contains 184 illustrated

pages of motor cycle and motor car accessories, with

a convenient index alphabetically arranged. Each
article is priced in clear figures.
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VESTIONS

REPLIES

A selection of questions of general interest received from our readers and our replies thereto. When particular

makes of machines, accessories, or tyres are mentioned, numbers must be used, the 'writer to keep a key for

reference. All queries should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether

intended for publication or not, must bo accompaniMl with a Stamped addressed envelope for reply.

?

Carbonaceous Deposits.

What is the cause of my 1907

motor bicycle requiring the

piston and cylinder head scrap-

ing every 250 miles? I inject

a charge of oil every twenty-

five miles on an average. The deposit

is of a brick red shade. Naturally,

it is a nuisance to have to dismount
the cylinder so frequently. I

studiously avoid a rich mixture, and

always drive ^ as economically as

possible.—G.A.W.
It would appear that the piston rings

of yout engine are worn and allow the

oil to pass. Try a new set. We can-

not quite understand the brick red

deposit unl^s it is due to the lubricat-

ing oil or petrol you are using. Always
buy the beet brands, and insist on

being served from a sealed tin.

Ignition Items.

(1.) I have a trembler coil,

and the adjusting screw is

under the bar holding the

trembler blade and difficult to

get at. I can't get the engine

to run at high speed even on the

stand ; when the speed gets high it

receives a check something like a

misfire which keeps the speed down.
Do you think the coil will be a slow

speed one? (2.) As I am far from a

charging station I would like to try

dry cells, but my engine is old and
has wipe contact, which would be
expensive to alter, and as my mile-

age is only about 100 per month, do
you think dry cells would do if I

used a Voltoo trembler coil, which
I am told takes a very small current?

(3.) The brass segment of my contact
breaker disc is about one-fifth of the
circle. Do you think the coil would
work well if I reduced this? What
is the smallest segment you would
recommend? (4.) What gear should
I have for a 75 by 82 mm. engine.
28in. wheels, weight twelve stones?
^New Reader.

(1.) The trouble may not be due to the
coil. If the carburett'er is not receiv-
ing sufficient air, or the contact maker
requiring attention, the engine would
fail to get up speed. We advise you
to file the points of the trembler so
that they are quite flat and clean. (2.)

A Voltoo coil would do, but if you ise
dry cells you should not use a trembler
coil and wipe contact, as the latter are

too extravagant in current consump-
tion. (3.) We should not think that
the segment is too wide, but should
strongly advise you to fit a make and
break if possible. (4.) About 5^ to 1.

For Ease in Starting.

Would you kindly give me
your advice on the following
trouble : I have great difficulty

in starting, engine 5 h.p. twin
Peugeot, magneto Simms-Bosch

gear driven, carburetter Brown and
Barlow. I have lately had carbu-
retter overhauled by makers. Also
would you give me the best exhaust
valve and ignition setting for the
above engine?—J.C.H.

Thoroughly clean the platinum points
of the magneto, set the sparking plug
points as close together as possible with-
out touching, set the magneto so that
the points begin to separate with piston
:iin. from the top of the compression
stroke with the spark two-thirds ad-
vanced. The exhaust valve should close
as the piston reaches the top of the
exhaust stroke. If you fit a shutter to
your carburetter, so that practically the
whole of the fixed supply of air can te
shut off, you will be able to start more
easily.

Exhaust Valve Cap Red Hot.

I have a 3^ h.p. Rex which
is running well under all con-
ditions, but when riding in
the dark the exhaust cap, and
for half an inch all round the

cap gets red hot. This, of course,
I cannot see during the daytime.
I carmot say there is any falling
off , in power at any time, and
the machine is a splendid hill-

climber, even after doing twenty
miles quick run. I may state that I

lubricate very freely, and use
Vacuum B oil, and that there is no
deposit on piston or top of cylinder.
I have the correct carburetter adjust-
ment, as I can give more air than
engine will take, except when throttle
is full open. Have I any cause for
alarm?

—

East Yorks.
Generally speaking, the symptoms are
due to an excessive amount of carbon
deposit or driving with an incorrect
mixture, but we should advise you to
leave things as they are at present and
carefully watch for further symptoms
of the power falling off, and then take
the engine down and clean it.

Change-speed Gear for Easy Starting.}

Two months ago I had a
^Zl motor cycle built for sidecar

^ work, 7-8 h.p. Peugeot ,engine,
-2-1 Bosch magneto, and all up-to-

date fittings. The machine ie

a good one in every way and belt

driven. My trouble is it is too hard
to start with pedals. I am advised
to have all sorts of speed sears and
free engine clutches. Will you
kindly give me your opinion?—J.C,
York.

We advise you to have a two-speed
gear fitted, and preferably one suitable
for chain transmission, as an ordinary
motor cycle belt is not so suitable as a
chain for an engine of 7-8 h.p. W'ith
a change-speed gear you will be able to

start with comparative ease by putting
in the low gear and giving the machine
a push. In fitting a two-speed it is in-

advisable to have anything of the cheap
variety, as it only proves expensive in

the long run. Send us a list of gears,

and we shall be pleased to place them
in order of merit for you, taking your
particular requirements into considera-
tion.

The Correct Level ot FetroL

I have a Model H Longue-
mare carburetter on my Sj h.p.

1906 Quadrant, and can only
do about thirty-five miles per
gallon. A few weeks ago the

carburetter leaked and I ground in

needle. Since then the petrol cost is,

very high. Being a novice I caanotN,
quite understand the exact point
that the petrol should reach when at

its level, i.e., should it be at the top
of the jet or at the top of the cone
in which the jet screws? Also should
the petrol run through the jet freely

when machine is standing, or should
the petrol just show in little beads
through the holes? I use a No. 10

jet and choke tube No. 20, as used
by previous owner.—S.H.C.

The petrol consumption is certainly ex-

cessive. The level of the petrol should
come to within ^in. of the top of the
orifice in which the jet screws. Test it

with the machine standing on a flat

surface with jet removed. The petrol

should not appear at all unless the float

is agitated, when it should shoot out
through each of the slots of the jet.

Try and see if the carl^uretter will take
anv more air.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to tbe Editor, "Tbe Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

Footrests v. Pedals and Stands.

[3556.]—In reply to Mr. A. W. Wall and " Practical
Experience," I have had trouble with the Roc clutch slip-

ping. I sold a machine early this summer, and have had it

returned innumerable times for this cause. The same has
occurred with a conversion set fitted to another machine of

different make.
The adjustment of the clutches will not make them grip

properly when going up steep hills. Mr. Wall may say it

is a matter of adjustment, but I do not think eo, as all

riders of machines fitted with the Roc gear that I have come
acTOfis have the same tale to tell, and find only temporary
relief ia washing the clutches with petrol, and this requires

doing very often. A. HODGSON.

[3557.]—Mr. P. H. Langton's contribution is useful in

iispelling the mischief frequently arising from merely oral

>r ocular fancy in contrast to fact based on experience.

Mr. Langton tells us from knowledge, not from hearsay,

that handle starting is free from trouble, and footrests an
improvement on bent or broken pedals. As regards his

slipping clutch, the permanent cure is to be found in adjust-

ment. There is no distinction between running in oil and
splashing with oil to affect the slipping. Oil, not petrol, is

recommended for the metal to metal bands.
On 1908 Roc machines, a regulating pin is provided on the

ratside of the belt drum to adjust the high gear to a nicety.

Where adjustment is ineffectual the reason lies in errors of

dandling—a wheel, for instance, recently brought to the
works for correction was found to contain the fulcrum of

top speed band badly bent so as to make the regulating pin
inoperative. The low gear, too, had been displaced from its

proper position on the stay in a manner to upset the toggle
movement, and, in consequence, the low speed band.
These hints may help your correspondent, whose letter, by

the way, is welcome, if only to give the makers an opportu-
nity to correct an ill-formed impression.

. ARTHUR W. WALL.

[3558.]—I am very interested in the discussion in The
Motor Cycle re pedals and pedalless gear, and should like to
add my quota of experiences. I ride a Warwick with a Roc
clutch and two-speed gear, which acts very 'satisfactorily

when properly adjusted, and have never found the metal to
metal clutches slipping as stated by one of your corre-

spondents.

Despite this, were I to invest in another motor cycle I

should get one with pedals, preferably with two speeds and
a free engine, but certainly with pedals, and for the follow-
ing reasons :

The handle starting method, though ideal in theory, is not
so successful in practice. To support the machine and hold
up_ the exhaust lifter with the left hand and to vigorously
spin the engine round by means of the handle on the back
wheel with the right hand is neither comfortable nor digni-
fied, and should the engine be cold and stiff or recalcitrant,
it is. single-handed, impossible, without liberal doses of petrol
or paraffin in the compression tap. In fact, when starting
in the morning I generally get someone to hold up the
exhaust and support the machine whilst I "organ grind,"
and when the engine is revolving rapidly, tell him to drop
the exhaust. I maintain this involves great labour and more
gymnastics than starting a machine with a fixed gear.

When riding in traffic, the engine, if constantly declutched
and made free, overheats terribly, owing to its racing, and,
moreover, makes such a row that all in the neighbourhood
cast black looks on the unfortunate rider. I consider it

easier to raise the exhaust and pedal a little if necessary, and
if one has to stop and dismount, two steps alongside and one
is going again.

I have no stand on my machine, and have mended a good
many punctures with the machine supported on one of the
footrests, but I think a stand more convenient.

Finally, although I think the Roc clutch exceedingly in-

genious and satisfactory, some other improvements are needed
before it can be as perfect in practice as in theory. One is

that the starting shoald be made more comfortable, such as
by arranging an exhaust lifter somewhere under the saddle,
but at present it is exceedingly awkward, especially with a
long frame. The other is that there should be some method
of throttling the engine automatically when the clutch is

withdrawn, so that one could declutch and sit still with the
engine running quietly as on a car. MEDICO.

Standard Machines in Hill Climbf

[3559.]—We have pleasure in replying to "Observer,"
who wrote in your issue of September 9th, and answering
the queries he mentiouis :

1. The carburetter used at Newnham Hill-climb by Mr.
G. Lee Evans was one which could be fitted to any standard
Rex machine without extra charge. As a general rule Rex
machines are fitted with the Amac or Longuemare carbu-
retters, but any other make could be fitted on request.

2. The carburetter in question had no float chamber, but
received its petrol through a valve which is operated
mechanically in conjunction with the inlet valve tappet.

3. The machine used by Mr. Evans had identically the
same bore as every 3^ h.p. Rex machine has had for the
past two years, and this will also be standard for 1909.

The engine has been officially measured on previous occa-

sions, and of course could be measured again.

4. Now with regard to the two 2| h.p. Rexes which ran

in Class I. One of these was ridden by Mr. Barker, and
had a 76 mm. bore and a 76 mm. stroke. This engine is five

years old (early 1903), but surely there is no crime in a

mount fitted with an engine of 1903 manufacture, as was
the case in this event. Mr. Smythe's engine, which is 82

mm. by 70 mm., is the ordinary standard engine with 20 mm.
taken from the stroke. Mr. Smythe, who is the owner of

this motor bicycle, especially stipulated a short stroke, and
no extra charge was made to him, or would be made to any-

one else for such an alteration.

In reply to "An Also Ran," may we say that the Rex
Co. will guarantee to supply him with a machine identical

in every respect to the one ridden by the winner of the

Bolton Motor Club's hill-climb, or any other hill-climb, at

list price, and would very much appreciate his esteemed

order. THE REX MOTOR MFG. CO., LTD.

[3560.]—After reading several letters on the above subject

I should like to make a few observations. First of all I must

mention that I was a competitor at Newnham Hill-climb,

and rode a 5 h.p. Rex machine (not Tourist Trophy model)

fitted with all usual fittings—lamp, generator, large horn,

2^in. tyres, toolbag and tools weighing over 5 lbs. I am

(
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not a "makers' tame amateur," and yet I was able to beat

a good many more trade riders than i was beiiten by, and as

T do not consider myself a hill-climbing expert I was quite

satisfied with the position I attained in the results.

Mr. Day in his letter specially mentions the scanty equip

lent of Mr. McMinnies's machine, and whilst I fully endors<sement vj^ ^.^^. ^.^v,^.^™— --. ~ ,
Tr'iv/f r>

his words I do not see why he was singled out. it Mr. JJay

had written the same of nearly all the T.T. Triumphs and

some of the other machines as well, he would have been

nearer the mark still. . .

"Looker On," I fancy, makes a mistake in mentioning the

inferiority of an amateur's machine compared with that of

a trade rider. It is the superiority of the tunmg up and

riding which makes the difference. What is the trade rider

paid for?
.

I have only one little question to ask m regard to

" Observer's " 'letter. Does a different pattern carburetter

make an otherwise standard machine into a special? If so,

a great many of us are ricing special machines.

"An Also Ran" amuses me. I know the gentleman referred

to in his letter (also his machine) quite well. If "Also Ran

will buy a similar machine to the one named at the list

price (as I feel sure he can), it will be no guarantee that he

will ever be anything else than his own )iom de plume. It is

the riding and tuning up that tells. It would have been

better taste if Mr. " Also Ran " had signed his name.

Mr. Clarke in my opinion quite "fills the bill." If a repre-

sentative of The Motor Cycle would ask competitors at the

big hill-climbs what gear' they are riding, I feel sure he

would get correct information nineteen times out of twenty.

In conclusion, I should like to add that to my mind the

Newnham Hill-climb was a splendid success in every way
with the exception of two things

—

(1) The spectators m their enthusiasm encroached on the

road, especially near the finish, where one simply rode through

a narrow lane of people and judged the available space by

the way the crowd fell back.

(2) The officials were very lax indeed in seeing that their

very complete rules were carried out. I wonder what the

result on formula of Class 4 really was. A great number of

riders in this class stripped their machines of all super-

fluities. I saw lamps, generators, toolbags, etc., put on the

ground near the starting point, and yet the competitors were

weighed, together with their machines with all on, before

the competition started, and the results were calculated from
the data thus obtained. This point might be carefully

observed next time. FRED C. BAGSHAW.

The Danger of Straying Cattle.

[3561.]—I am glad to notice that you draw attention to

the danger of straying cattle on the road at night. May I

relate my unfortunate experience, not with cattle, but so-

called human beings, in my case a country fai-mer, who
acted like a brute. Not long ago I had occasion to travel

from Chester to Birkenhead. The night being dark, and
the sides of the roads being lined with trees, I could only
see a few yards ahead. A man supposed to be driving a
farmer's cart was actually sleeping in the middle of the
road without a light. Had I not been an experienced driver,

and had I , not good brakes, I should not have been here to
write this. As it is, I was badly cut and bruised, and my
motor cycle was a wreck. After extricating myself from
beneath the trap, the farmer whipped his horse and drove
off, leaving me stranded in the middle of the night eight
miles from nowhere. Surely, something ought to be done to
prevent such inhuman treatment. N 363.

Is the Tricar Dead?
[3562.]—I was very pleased to read your remarks re tri-

cars, as I think there must be a number of satisfied owners
like myself of a light tricar. Of course, I am somewhat
better off_ as regards refinements, being the possessor of a
4^ h.p. Riley, which, of course, is similar in every detail to
the luxurious coach finished tricars, with the exception of
being a_ bicycle frame. I may say that I am quite satisfied
with this mount, and have had some extreinely pleasant trips
in company with my wife, and we have yet to meet the hill
this excellent little machine will not negotiate with two up,
and this (Colne) is a fairly hilly country I can assure you.

I am quite sure that, for the man of moderate means, the
vehicle you specify in your remarks re tricars will give every
satisfaction if only the price is kept to a reasonable figure.
I might say that, previous to owning this my first and only

motor, I had no experience or mechanical knowledge of any
.sort, but up to the present have had no diflBculty whatever.

I may say I am an old cyclist of many years' experience,

having ridden all kinds of bicycles from the old 54in. to

safeties of every description. C. WRIGHT.

[3563.]—I am interested in your correspondents' letter.*

on the above subject, the more especially as I am a delighted

tricar owner myself, and am of the opinion that, although
probably the ultra-heavy type of tricar, such as the 8 h.p.,

10 h.p., and 12 h.p. twins, will fall out of the running in

course of time, there will always be a good demand for a light,

low-powered machine, if it is sufficiently brought before the
notice of the public, and is equipped with a satisfactory

change speed gear. "To my mind, my present mount, though
far from perfect, is of a type which would appeal to hundreds
if they were aware of its capabilities. The following is the

specification : Frame, Perry's fittings ; hubs, Perry ; engine,

4 h.p. W. and P. water-cooled single-cylinder
;

gears, three-

speed Oppermann (5, 9, and 15 to 1, and free-engine) ; trans-

mission, Renold's fin. pitch, ^in. roller chains; seats, coach
built aluminium, leatherette upholstery ; brakes, powerful
rear-driving (pedal) and Bowden front (side lever) ; control,

wheel steering and thumb slide control ; tyres, 26 x 2^ rear

and 26 x 2^- front wheels.
To this machine I have added a specially made rear luggage

carrier, a comfortable enclosed footboard platform for driver's

feet, with tool box one side of engine and accumulators and
coil in box the other side to match. The horn is operated by
small electric push button under steering wheel rim, and is

thus always by my finger. The rear lamp is electric, and
two Autoclipse lamps complete the equipment. I should
mention that the room at my disposal under the front seat

has been trebled by myself, and all the larger spares, jack,

inner tubes, tin of grease, carbide, .spare chains, etc., are

easily stowed therein. The weight of the car, ready for the
road, cannot be far short of 4^ cwts., and with two passengers
weighing 22 stones, easily exceeds thirty miles per hour, and
on top gear will do most surprising work. The machine is

most comfortable on good roads, but the frame itself should
be sprung fore and aft to ensure comfort on bad roads ; it is

at present only sprung as regards the seats.

P. H. MEERS.

[3564.]—W^e welcome the letter appearing in your columns
from "Old Hand," commenting upon the large number of
tricars which he had seen during his recent tour. Your
leader on this matter is also interesting to us as the intro-

ducers of the tricar and as a company doing a large business
in the type.

The question is asked, " Is the tricar dead? " and we have-
no hesitation whatever in stating that it is dead in the abnor-
mally powered and heavy form, which was so much the
craze a couple of years ago, and whatever feeling has been
engendered against the type, we are absolutely certain has
been the result of these huge machines, which have been
little more than motor cars on three wheels. As you are-

aware, we have always set our face against this type of tri-

car, and have maintained the Phoenix Trimo within the
limits of its type (and every type of motor has its limits), and
the result is that our 5-6 h.p. water-cooled Trimo, weighing-
a matter of 4^ cwt., with comfortable seating accommoda-
tion and simple mechanism, finds a ready sale, and, so far as

we are concerned, the tricar is very much alive.

We would take this opportunity of referring to a point in
which the tricar as a general type has not had a fair show,
and that is that almost without exception the competitions-
which have been promoted for three-wheel machines have-
given the palm to the fastest time only, irrespective of horse-
power, and it is for that reason that the Phoenix Trimo has
not figured during this year to any extent in open
hill-climbing competitions. It is not a bit of use our enter-
ing our machine to compete on level terms against machines-
of double the horse-power when the result is judged on time
alone, and we are sure that a great deal can be done to bring-

the tricar back not only to its original position of popularity,
but to an enhanced popularity if the hill-climbing competi-
tions were, for this type of machine, to be divided into-

classes so that certain horse-powers could compete together.
Not only the trade, but private owners as well, are chary

of going in for a competition in which all the powers com-
pete together, and the result of which is a foregone conclu-
sion. PHCENIX MOTORS, LTD.
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Western Country Roads.

[3565.]—111 "Current Chat," September 9th, I see a rider
congratulates himself on saving his tyres by avoiding the
toads over Salisbury Plain via Amesbury, stated to have
been cut up by the military operations. This last week-end
[ rode through Andover, Amesbury, Shrewton, and Salis-

Dury, and found the roads perfect. GEO. GEIBBON.

Hill-climbing.

[5566.]—Having lately seen in your columns an account
if several hills which have been described as much more
ormidable than the famous Yorkshire hill, Sutton Bank, I

ecently managed a run to the Minehead district with my
riend, Mr. I. B. Hart-Davies. a well-known i-ider, whose
weight is close on 14 stones. Both mounted on Triumph
nacliines of standard touring pattern, we left Coventry after

Linch on Friday, 11th inst., and reached Minehead at 1 p.m.
n Saturday, having slept at Clifton, and encountered some
jvely grease en route. We arrived at our destination with-
ut incident, bar performing some extra risky wobbles. My
dend, as a sort of preliminary canter, had a dash up Porlock
[ill. He took the first acute bend in remarkably clever

ishion, but found the second bend absolutely unrideable
wing to thick grease.

We then went on to Lynmouth Hill, which the aforesaid

ider went up in irreproachable style, making me green
ith envy in the attempt. When at this ascent we were
ivised to have a shy at a pimple variously called Riddiway
[ill or "The Beggar's Roost." The latter appellation could
3t be more suitable, as I fancy many an ambitious
ountaineer will roost thereon at various altitudes more or

ss exalted, chieiiy the latter 1 Much to my astonishment
[r. Hart-Davies succeeded at his second attempt in con-

lering this truly appalling hill, notwithstanding the wretched
irface, and the fact that his trusty mount had not been
tuched after a fast ride down of over 150 miles.

Mr. J. Hardman, the schoolmaster at Barbrook, assured
i that Barbrook Hill was absolutely verdant soil for cars
id bicycles of all descriptions.

I understand an official survey of the hill is being prepared
r the Motor Union. Needless to say, I shall await the
correct card " as regards the gradients with keenest antici-

ition. (Dr.) JAS. C. O'RAFFERTY.

The Lightweight Question.

[3557.]—With reference to the recent articles and letters

.at have appeared dealing with the lightweight machine, I

Duld like to add my experience, namely, that I have ridden
Motosacoche for over 4,000 miles on our Irish roads (which
e none too good). The original tyre is still on the front
beel, and, as far as I can remember, has been only punc-
red once. The original back tyre got badly torn and was
placed with a Palmer, which has now done about 3,000 miles,

id has been punctured four or five times, but otherwise it

ipears as good as ever. I have used the same belt since
3t spring, amounting to about 3,000 miles riding, and it

ems to be quite good yet. I join the belt by means of belt
Din^ wire ; it makes a much better joint than the hook, as
neither breaks nor pulls out. I had trouble with the

iieel rims getting battered by stones, which rendered the
n brake unsatisfactory. I therefore fitted a back-pedalling
aster hub brake, which is a great improvement, as even if

e rims are battered it does. not affect the smooth braking
the machine. I have never had a loose spoke. The speed
d hill-climbing capabilities of the machine are all that any
dinary person can want. I have constantly ridden to a
wn twenty-two and a half miles from home over hilly
ads, of which some parts have a very bad surface, in 55m.,
d required no pedal assistance on the journey.
I will make no remarks on the engine, etc., as everyone
ems to admit that this is almost perfect. The only
vice I could give would be to fit a band or hub brake
stead of rim brake. SATISFIED.

=<IHD

[3568.]—Having become very interested in the light-
3ight controversy going on in your columns recently, I
ould like, if you have available space, to make a few
marks on my own experience. But let me begin by saying
at " Ixion " could not have hit the nail on the head with
ore exactness than he did when replying in the issue of
iptember 9th to Messrs. Dufaux's rejoinder to his previous
tter. Indeed, my own experience, briefly put, would be to

y that I endorse every word of what " Ixion " says.
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I bought a Motosacoche just a year ago, having found out
quickly that the "heavyweight" is not the machine for a
doctor who has to stop and start frequently. Well, to begin
with, my belt troubles were innumerable till I persuaded
the 'makers that they had given me a bad belt which was
everlastingly tearing through every few miles.
Last Easter the engine and attachment were fitted to a

new Rover frame. I had the machine taken to pieces re-

cently for some improvement, and have examined every detail
of it personally. I found amongst other things my front
wheel axle bent equally on both sides, showing, I think,
that it is not strong enough to bear the weight. My
accmnulator case has given way, and I have had it

reconstructed, and yet I take every possible care of my
machine and do not average more than ten to fifteen miles
per diem, and have not ridden it 2,000 miles.

The engine I have had down more than once, and no one
would deny its excellence. I spoke above of improvements.
One is this, I have had a 4in. pulley fitted instead of a 3in.,

and am now running direct drive, having dispensed with the
jockey pulley—a thing the makers told me would never
succeed. The machine is running better than ever on the
high gear, and takes hills really just as well as before, which
is quite odd, is it not, in face of the above assertion.

F. J. GEOGHEGAN, M.D.

[3569.]—We have just received two favourable letters from
jNIotosacoche riders relative to the behaviour of their tyres

and rims. Our experience of tyres, belts, and rims on the
Motosacoche is that they are in every way suitable and
efficient for the lightweight bicycle. If they are not you may
take it for granted we should know all about it, since

customers are not as a rule both dissatisfied and dumb. As
a matter of fact, we are quite astonished to learn from
" Ixion" that the tyres and rims of the Motosacoche bicycle

are unsuitable, and our wonder is that hundreds of Moto-
sacoche riders have not. said so.

It is remarkable that there are riders who forget all about
their push bicycling when they take to motor cycling.

The push bicyclist requires his cycle as light as possible

;

every fitment is cut down to the finest proportions—lamps,
bells, tools, inflators, and even repair outfits are featherweight.
Yet give him a little engine in the framework and immedi-
ately his featherweight notions go by the board. Quite
recently we came across a Motosacoche bicycle which was
fitted up in a manner quite out of keeping with the original

proposition of a lightweight motor cycle. The horn and
lamp were more suitable for a car. Two luggage carriers

and a heavy cycle stand, with a two gallon tin of petrol
strapped on, plus a big camera, big tool-bag, a handbag, and
a carry-all of clothing.

This is the sort of thing which we deprecate most strongly.
The Motosacoche is not designed or built for such an equip-
ment, any more than a light skiff is intended to do the work
of a barge. It is a lightweight motor bicycle, all its parts
are built in exact proportion, and if it is used as a light-

weight it is simple, efficient, durable, clean, easily handled,
capable of fair speed, and a good hill-climber. ]\iore we do
not claim for it.

H. AND A. DUFAUX (ENGLAND), LTD.

The line .=;ketch published last week to illustrate a letter

signed " No Noise," under the heading of " Silence," page
724, should have had the exhaust pipe shown on the left-hand
side of the silencer, and not on the right. The fact that the
exhaust gas has to strike against the small diameter tubes in

the silencer before it is allowed to pass through them and
into the atmosphere, causes the gas to be more broken up
than if it entered on the right.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"A.J.G.R." is anxious for readers' experiences of Hellesen

dry cells, and the name of coil and contact breaker used.

I
M O T I C E.

The Editor disclaims all legal responsibility in any way for
loss of copy in the form o! manuscript, drawings, or photographs
submitted to him. Rejected manuscript, drawings, and photo-
graphs will only be returned provided a stamped addressed
envelope is enclosed for the purpose.

^^i
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SPECIAL FEATURES.

THE TOURIST TROPHY RACE.
SPECIAL DESCRIPTION.

HAS THE TRICAR A FUTURE?

TIME TO LIGHT LAMPS—Sept. 23rd, 6-58 p.m. ; Sept. 26th, 6 51 p.m. ; Sept. 30th, 6-42 p.m.

To Make Motor Cycles.

In addition to Humber, Ltd., it is

rumoured that two well-known Cov-
entry firms of cycle manufacturers will

make motor cycles next year.

Affiliation.

The body most recently affiliated to

the A.C.U. is the North Eastern Auto-
mobile Association, Motor Cycle Sec-

tion, which boasts of 150 members.

Motor Cycle Insurance.

1'he A.C.U. has arranged with the
Car and General Insurance Company to

issue special A.C.U. policies to all

members at a premium of 10s. 6d.,

which will cover riders of any make of

motor bicycle up to 5 h.p. to the
amount of £50 for third party risks,

and up to £20 for damage by fire, ex-

plosion, self-ignition, etc.

A.C.U. Winter Session.

The Rev. B. H. Davies, whose papers
are always interesting, has kindly
offered to read a paper on the " History
and Future of the Tricar" before the
members of the A.C.U. during the
winter months.

Audible Warning.

Riders of motor cycles in the neigh-
bourhood of Corfe Castle, Dorsetshire,
should not fail to treat the inhabitants
to as much horn blowing as possible,
for a very considerate Rickmansworth
rider who visited the locality during his'
summer vacation has, to his surprise,
received a summons for not giving
audible warning, although he was rid-
ing_ with the cut-out open. No com-
plaint was made at the time, neither
does the rider remember meeting any-
one who was startled by his approach.
No danger is alleged in the summon.s.
The case will be heard to-morrow.

The 1908-9 Stanley Show.

The invitation smoking concert which
is given by the Stanley Cycling Club
just previous to the Stanley Show will
be held again this year at the Queen's
Hall, Langham Place, on Friday,
November 6th. We understand that an
excellent programme has been arranged,
and tickets can be obtained of the hon
secretary, Mr. E. P. Hewkin, 106
Tollington Park, N.
The thirty-third annual dinner of the

Stanley Cycling Club will be held on
Saturday, November 14th, at the
Whitehall Rooms, Hotel Metropole,
b.W., under the chairmanship of Mr
Robert Todd, president of the club

A.A. New Premises.

The Automobile Association Road De-
partment has grown so much of late

that it has been found advisable to

transfer this department to 8, New
Coventry Street. All com.munications

referring to patrols, applications for

agencies, positions, etC;, should be sent

to that address.

Electrical Cycles.

A reader named Mr. V. C. Double-
day informs us that towards the latter

end of 1892 he formed a small syndi-

cate for the purpose of experimenting
with electrically - propelled tricycles,

and has just come across a cutting
from The, Financial News of that time
which now (sixteen years afterwards)
affords rather amusinq; reading. The

Mr. C. H. Stephenson, in sending us the above
photograph from-'Bergen, saysj:| " How is this

for hill-climbing? Have never seen a jmotor
cycle in Norway, but I long for my Vindec.

Roads are good but narrow."

article is headed " Electrical ' Cycles,"
and among other paragraphs more
humorous than the, rest may be men-
tioned, "The existing cyclist is the
terror of the thoroughfares. If electric

cycles are to supplement the existing

hazards of the road, life will only be
tolerable on some pathless moor or on
the rugged boulders of a rocky coast.

To be knocked down and run over 1.

an athletic cyclist is bad enough. 1

be knocked down and run over by a

indolent person, who lets the battel

do all the work, would be the vei

depth of humiliation. Harley Stre<

would be shocked out of its propriet

if by any chance some daring discip

of ^^sculapius ventured to go h
rounds on the new A^ehicle, etc., etc.

Hundreds of the aforementioned di

ciples now go their rounds on mot<

cycles, and Harley Street has n(

lowered all its blinds to liide the shoe

received to its propriety.

The T.T. Shilling Fund.

A reader of The Motor Cycle in senc

ing a shilling towards the shilling fun

for the Motor Cycle Tourist Troph
Race says he is not as yet the luck

possessor of a motor cycle, but he takf

a great interest in motor cycling an

reads The Mofor Cycle every week.

A Coincidence. '

It is a strange fact that one of or

most celebrated firms of car manufa(

turers has for next year altered tli

shape of the top of the pistons from fl£

to concaye, whereas a noted firm <

motor cycle manufacturers has recentl

decided that a piston with a cohve

top is an improvement over the flai

topped piston, and will use such dui

ing 1909.

Police Traps.

One between Trumpington and Can
bridge. Another extending from th

foot of the Gog Magog Hills, along th

Hills Road towards Cambridge. Th

last-named is worked mainly durin

the week-ends throughout the Univei

sity terms.

There is a measured quarter-mile hi

tween Milford and Godalming, on mai

Portsmouth Road.
Between Saltash and St. Mellion, o

the Plymouth-Launceston Road.

A Motor-propelled Canoe.

A well-known Oxford motor cyclist

and a contributor to The Motor Cych

Mr. 0. L. Bickford, has made himsel

a steam canoe of small dimensions. H^

first of all tried a 1^ h.p. motor bicycl

petrol engine, 2in. bore by 2^in. stroke

air-cooled, but the ' vibration of thi

engine made the seams of the cano<

leak, besides, it had a habit of catching

fire. He finally adopted a small stean

engine, a description of which wa!

recently published in the Mode:

Engineer and Electrician-
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A PERFECT ?v°^2^ MAGNETO!
PRICES

:

For single

cylinder

:

3H.1. £4-0-0

4 H.l. £4-17-6

THE ii
IC.A.V. RUTHARDT.

Lightest

Neatest

Dustproof

Waterproof

Reliable

and

SOLE
AGENTS; C. A. VANDERVELL & CO., WARPLE WAY, ACTON VALE, W.

RUBBER WATAWATA
shares most of the qualities of

the Leather WATAWATA,
and is well in advance of all

other composition belts.

LONDON

:

W. B. BROOK, 318, KING STREET,

H. MMERSMITH, W.

..THE..

LEATHER WATAWATA
is the greatest of power
economisers, and possesses

most wonderful tenacity and
durability.

WHICH WATAWATA?
Whether you be in favour of a' composition belt or a leather one, you cannot do
better than choose a Watawata. Durability, strength of grip, and wastage prevenlioh,
are features of both belts owing to the scientific lines on which they ar« constructed.
Another point about the modern Watawata, is the hook fastener which permits of

quick and easy shortening.

Write for List, Depl, B,

O. & W. ORMEROD, L^^ ROCHDALE.

Belts in Rubber or Leather are the most efficient made.

I71 answering either of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle."
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A MYSTERIOUS DISEASE & MOTORING NERVOUS EXHAUSTION.

The Strain on the Brain and Nerve'centres causes the Exhaustion of Neurasthenia.

A Scientific Method of Brain-feeding and ^-^frrr:::^^ Strengthening earns the con-

gratulations of His Holiness the Pope's //^M!^ ^\ Physician-in-Ordinary.

The heavy sleep engendc"rd by motoring,

espec'ally driving, is now Ivnown to be caused by
a form of exhaustion of tlic brain and nerve

centres. The muscles do not tire anything like

the extent that the brain and nerve cells do.

As showing the capacity of the muscles alone

to resist fatigue, take the case of Burgess, the

swimmer. After his recent record swim of twice

round the clock in the English Lhannel, he climbed

up the side of the accompanying tug, and within

two or three minutes of lying down was sound

asleep.

Now, the wear and tear upon the nerve cr'-itrcs

of brain and nervous system of the driving of a

motor are far more exhausting than in swimming.
In the latter there is not the intense mental appli-

cation demanded in driving a motor, especially a

fast one.
Many accidents, trivial and serious, occur owing

to lack of concentration,, which means that the

brain centres governing the mental functions of

seeing, calculating, willing and directing of the

hands that grip the steering wheel have either

temporarily or permanently lost their power to

act in unison.
The man or woman conscious of any of the foUov -

ing symptoms of the exhaustion of neurasthenia,

so prevalent to-day among city residents and
brain workers, and who takes up motoring as a

health measure, is attempting the dangerous.

Sensitiveness

Restlessness

Melancholia

Irritability

Nervousness
I

Pessimism

Hysteria Fearfulness
Inaptitude
tor Steady

Work
Dizziness

Memory
Wealmess

Wealc
Will Power

Lack of Mental
Clarity

Brain Vat;
I

Insomnia

Mental Deranyem(Ht

» feuicidal Teudency

What the reader conscious of any of the fore-

going symptoms needs is to Ised—and thus
strengthen—the depleted nerve cells of his brain

and nervous system.
,

^^

Happily, a discovery of vital importance in the

treatment ol neurasthenia has recently been made
by a distinguished Gcrni.iti medical scieniisi—Dr.
Carl Har.tmann. So jiiipuriant, in tact, was this

discovery in the donidiii of medicine that His
Holiness the Pope's i-'hysician-iii-Oiiljiary wrote
warmly congratulating Dr. ll.'irlm.uin upon bis

achievement.

His letter is as for.o'.v= :

F.ome.
Dear Sir,—I made trial in my private

practice oi " Anlineurasthin," and ihill pre-

scribe It henceiorward, as it is an :.dm;rable

agent for toning and strengthening the nervous
system. I take the liberty of congratulating
you on your discovery.

(Signed! D«. GUISEPPE LAPPONl
(Physician-in-Ordinary to

His Holiness Pope Pius X.)

That this hich praise is not in the sligh1e>;t

degree unmerited is proved by the experiences of

linglish men and women who have put Dr. Hart-
mann's disco\Try of a method of true physiological

brain and ncr\c nutrition to tue test.

Dr. Hartmann's '" Antineurasthin " brain and
nerve food feeds and strengthens the whole nervous
system by lirst strengthening the weakest brain

centres, whether they govern the optic nerve, or

any other individual nerve, or group of nerve cells.

Hundreds of pc^so.^al " experiences " can be
seen at the London address for the supply of

Dr. Hartmann's nerve food. It is most evident
that tncre is a great—and ever-increasing—amount
of neurastlienia in this country, and it is hoped
that those who are conscious of one or more ol

the symptoms quoted in the " pedigree chart "

of neurasthenia will not neglect to make a free

trial of the antidote now available through Dr.
Hartmann's nerve-feeding " Antineurasthin."

COMPLIMENTARY TRIAL SUPPLY TO READERS
A supply of " Antineurasthin," amply sufficient

to demonstrate its wonderful brain-and-ncrve-
nourishing and nerve-sustaining qualities, is

obtainable without payment. Two penny stamps
for postage should, however, be enclosed as a
muter ol courtesy.

Lard or letter application, with the stamps,
should be addressed to the Antineurasthin Co.,

139, fiotolph House, Eastcheap, London, Ji.C.

With the complimentary trial supply wUl also
be sent a pamphlet entitled " Nervous E)isorders,"

together with a scientilic review by Dr. Kuhner-

A NEGESSIT
When on Tour

A Folding Map for Motor
(In Strong Case).

When on tour the motor cyclist is often faced with the question of which
road to take or the best way to reach a certain place. All such difficulties
can be overcome by carrying " The Autocar " Folding Map in your kit. It
occupies very little space, as when folded it measures only 7\in. X 9\in.
All main roads are marked in red, and the distances between all important
towns are given.

PRICE 8/10, Carriage Paid.
Please mention that the folding map is required when ordering.

The Offices of "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, London, E.G.

In answering this advertisement it is deximMp. th^.t. vmi, mprntirm. " Thr Mnfnr ni/rlo."
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Another Advantage of Joining tlie M.U.

The j\Iotor Union is offering a

further addition to the privileges of

membership. Members joining the

Union now will receive for the usual

annual subscription an extended mem-
bership from the 1st October, 1908, to

31st December, 1909, and will receive

a copy of The Motor Cycle free from
the date of joining to the 31st

December, 1909.

A Separate Numticr for Every Motor Cycle.

Practically every motor cyclist knows
that a registered number only

applies to one motor cycle, and
that the purchase of a new
machine entails a fresh registra-

tion in every case. However,
there are evidently a few riders

who are still ignorant of this

provision of the Motor Car Act,

as an instance came under our

notice recently where a motor
cyclist had ridden three machines
during five years, all of one

make, with one registered

number. He was under the im-

pression that the change of

number was only necessary in

the' case of a change of make,
whereas if fifty machines of one

make were bought in one year it

would be necessary to have a

fresh registration number for

each one ; otherwise it is im-

possible for the authorities to

keep trace of the owner. The
transfer of a registered number
to a fresh owner can, of course,

be made on payment of Is., and
it is sometimes possible to cancel

the old numbers and have them
re-allotted to new machines, but
only by courtesy of the officials

and payment of another 5s.

Sevenoaks Motor Cycle Fatality.

A very serious collision occurred on

Pol Hill, on the Sevenoaks Road, on

Sunday, 13th inst. A Bromley motor
cyclist, Mr. T. Sheldon, was driving

his 5 h.p. Peugeot up Pol Hill when at

the sharp bend of the hill, in pulling

out from behind a cart, he collided with
another motor cyclist who was descend-

ing the hill. Mr. Sheldon was badly

hurt and died the following Tuesday.
The other victim was also hurt but not
seriously.

The Inquest.

At the inquest on Mr. Sheldon at
Bromley, Mr. A. O. Busbridge, of

Woolwich, who collided, said deceased
was driving uphill at the time on the
wrong side ; he sounded his horn when
he pulled over to his right side, but too
late to avoid a collision. Mr. Bourdon,
the veteran cycle and motor agent, re-

ferred to deceased as a careful driver,
but who drove at legal limit speed
sometimes. After several witnesses had
given evidence the jury returned a
verdict of "Accidental death," no
blame in their opinion being attached
to Mr. Busbridge.

H.n. Handle-bar Badge.

The Motor Union cycle badge is still

in demand, a total of 190 being issued
up to the week ending 12th September,
1908. Besides the ordinary advantages
of the badge, the special advantage is

If^OT^ILE

that a member charged with an offence

while carrying the badge is entitled to

have half of his legal expenses paid, if

they do not exceed £10 ; and a grant of

£S when they do exceed £10, provided
that the Legal Cases Committee of , the
Union is satisfied that he did not com-
mit the offence with which he was
charged. The price charged for the use

of the badge is 6is. , and is not an annual
charge, but the badge remains the
property of the member so long as he
continues his membership of the Union.

rsk7

FUTURE EVENTS.

Oct. 2—Gaillon Hill-climb, France.

„ 3—Bradford M.C.C. Open Hill-climb for Motor
Cycles.

-Brooklands A.R.C.
Handicap).

Meeting (Motor Cycle

„ 3—Penalty Run for Members of tiie A.C.U. and
Clubs in the South ot England Districts

affiliated to it.

„ 10—Auto Cycle Union Council Meeting at

Leamington Spa.

„ 17—Auto Cycle Union Quarterly Trial of Motor
Cycles, Uxbridge to Banbury and back.

„ 21—Motor Union General Committee Meeting.

Nov. 20-28—Thirty-second Annual Stanley Show, at

the Agricultural Hall, Islington.

„ 28 to Dec. 13—Paris Salon Exhibition of Motor
Cycles, Cars, and Accessories.

Dec 16—Motor Union General Committee Meeting.
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bicycles, of which the engines, if twin-
cylinder, do not exceed 85 mm. by 95
mm. for each cylinder. Starters barred.
Distance 5^ miles. Twenty-five entries,
or the race may be void at the option
of the executive. Entries close on
Saturday next to the Clerk of the
Course, Brooklands Automobile Racing
Club, Carlton House, Regent Street,
S.W., the fee being 10s. 6d. p.p.

Winter Roads.

Until the advent of the rubber-
studded motor cycle tyres sideslip was

almost inevitable under certain
conditions of road surface. Cer-
tainly, steel-studded bands pre-
vented sideslip on greasy roads,
but they caused bad sideslips
occasionally on granite setts either
dry or wet. Riding on winter
roads shculd have no terrors now
for the average motor cyclist
who is well protected from cold
and wet. Our advice to every
rnotor cyclist who wishes to ride
his machine during the winter
months, and under all weather
conditions, is to procure a pair
of rubber-studded covers, or have
rubber-studded covers vulcanised
to his existing tyres.

IHHHHHI-gHHHHHHHHHHHI-^^

A New York Show.

The Brooklands Motor Cycle Race.

The motor cycle handicap plate of 25
sovs. will be run on the 3rd prox. on
the Brooklands Track, the entrant of

the winner to receive 15 eovs., the
entrant of the second 7 sovs., and the
entrant of the third 3 sovs. For motor

The Ninth International Auto-
mobile Show organised by the
American Motor Car Manufac-
turers' Association will be held
in the Grand Central Palace,
New York, from December 31st,
1908, to January 7th, 1909.
Manufacturers who desire to
secure space should communicate
with the secretary, Spalding
Building, 29, West 42nd Street,

New York, before October 1st, 1908.

Tyres and Accessories.

The issues of The Motor Cycle for

October 7th, 14th, and 21st will contain
specially illustrated articles on motor
cycle tyres and acceesories.

J. Lang (6 h.p. N.S.U.) changing a plug during earLy morning practice in the Isle ol Man. The T.T.
machines in the background are R. M. Brice's 3| h.p. Brown and W. H. Bashall's 6 h.p. Bat-Jap.
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The Motor Cycle Tourist Trophy Race.
Practising on the T.T. Course.

SOME good practice was put in by the T.T. com-

petitors during tlie latter part of last week.

Friday was almost a perfect day, as the weather

and roads were both favourable. C. R. Collier

was credited with the fastest lap among the single-

cylinder competitors on Friday, as he got round in

Robert Ellis (3j h.p. Rex) at Peel.

about 22m. Godfrey's time was .24m., and Brice's
25m. The two Colliers, Marshall, Newsome, Slaughter,
Flllis, Gibson, Franklin, McMinnies, Cooper, Brown,
Barker, and Godfrey in the single-cylinder class. Rem
Fowler, Bashall, Gurr, Woodhouse, Heaton, Sm}1:he,
Applebee, Clark, and Baxter in the multi-cylinder class
were out, but the circuit times were variable, as
numerous stoppages were made to make adjustments.
Saturday morning was dismal, owing to thick mist, and
overnight heaVy rain fell, but later the sun appeared, so
that good practice was possible. In addition to the
competitors above mentioned. Sir R. K. Arbuthnot was
out practising, also Geiger and Bell.

"THE AUTOCAR"

10 6
1 1

1 1

1 1

3 3

1 1

91 16 3

£99 13 9

The T.T. Prize Fund.
The amount received towards the above fund anc

already recorded is ;^gi i6s. 3d. Additional contri

butions to the fund received up to Friday last are:

£ 8. d.
J. W. G. Brooker
J. K. Starley ...

Mrs. Schulte
Price's Patent Candle Co. ..

Moto-Reve Co., Ltd....

Dr. H. R. Mayo
Amount previously acknowledged

Total

The T.T. Shilling Fund.
Staff and employees Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd. (84), A. J,

Sproston (20), T. F. Cox (5), E. Nelson (5), H. P. E. Harding
(5), Two L-ish Police (2), W. Simms, H. Lister Cooper, G.
T. Willan, J. Harwood, U. K. Hall, S. Turnpenny, A. S,

Blanch, E. J. Chapman, M. G. Duncan, A. Sharp, L. New
hall, and H. H. Bowen (1 each).

The funds have been established to provide cash
prizes, and if possible help to defray the expenses,
necessarily very heavy, of holding this year's Inter-

national Tourist Trophy Race for Motor Cycles.

Cash Prizes for the Winners.
In addition to the Tourist Trophy (presented by the

Marquis de Mouzilly de St. Mars), to be won in the

single-cylinder class, and Dr. H. S. Hele-Shaw's
trophy in the multi-cylinder class, cash prizes will be
given as follows:

^2^ to the rider arriving first in each class.

;£iS to the rider arriving second in each class, pro-

vided there are six starters or more in each class.

;^io to the rider arriving third in each class, pro-

\'ided there are twelve starters or more in each class.

Additional prizes of ^^ will be awarded to the

private owner in each class, provided he is not amongst
the first three, and that his performance is sufficiently

meritorious.
> 'flB ®a»--< '

A. W. Gamage, Ltd., Hoiborn, E.C., advise us that

they have just been appointed sole agents for Robilac

enamel, and hold a large stock of this enamel in French

grey, black, and other colours.

• «s«—

<

MOTOR
THE fee for the above course of eight lectures, on

the petrol engine, .frame, gear, and other com-
ponents of the modern motor car, already
referred to in these columns, is one guinea.

This will enable motor cyclists who are not conversant
with the mechanism of their engines to gain an insight
into every working part. The petrol engine, whether
fitted on a car or motor cycle, works on the same
principle, so that, although the lectures will deal
primarily with motor cars, they will be of equal
interest to motor cyclists, because not only will they
gain knowledge regarding motor cycle engines, but
information respecting the mechanism of motor cars,
to which they may aspire later, will also be imparted
to them at the same time. There are one or two
alterations in the particulars announced last week.
For instance, in Leeds the University will be the
building in which the lectures will be given, not the

CAR LECTURES.
Yorkshire College ; in Birmingham the University,

Edmund Street, is the building selected, and the even-

ing Wednesday, commencing October 21st, at 7.30
(not the 14th).

Members of the Motor Union will be interested to

read that they can obtain the tickets for the full course

of eight lectures at the reduced charge of 12s. 6d. on

application to the secretary, i, Albemarle Street, W.
Ordinary tickets may be purchased from the secretary

of the Lecture Department, 20, Tudor Street, E.C
— >—•©«.-<

The handy little accessory illus-

trated has been introduced by
Messrs. J. W. Greenwood, Ltd.,

Portland Place Works, Halifax.

The lamp iron can be turned to

any angle, as well as the turntable

socket into which it fits.
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A SPLENDID CONTEST.
Thirty-six Starters out of Thirty-seven Entrants.

Douglas, Monday, September 21st.

We arrived in the island on Monday afternoon last

in company with a number of other motor cyclists,

the majority of whom had brought their machines

with therri. On approaching land Snaefell was seen

to be shrouded in mist, and a damp pall hung about,

showing that heavy rain had recently fallen. Once
ashore, the number of motor bicycles struck us as

being quite remarkable. On the two previous

occasions on which motor cycle events have been

held over here comparatively few machines have been

brought over, but this year things are different, and
in the afternoon on the road from Douglas to Saint

John's they literally abounded. After the heavy rain

the roads were in an appalling condition, being covered

with greasy slime—in fact, Brice remarked to us that

they were almost as treacherous as those encountered

The winner of the single cylinder class. J. Maishall, whose 3^ h.p.

Triumph was in line fettle for speed work.

in Derbyshire. At St. John's at about 5 p.m.

many of the competitors were busy practising. Rem
Fowler and Ferryman on twin Nortons took the corner

just past the start in excellent form, and in the yard

of the inn hard by Brice, Bashall, and Tessier were

putting the finishing touches to their machines. At
the time of writing all the competitors have arrived

except Varney (7 h.p. Crownfield), who telegraphs

that he has met with an accident, and will be unable

to compete ; there is also some doubt as to whether

H. A. Collier (3JJ^'h.p. Matchless-Jap) will start, as he

is said to be indisposed this morning. The officials

examined the competing machines to see if they con-

formed to the conditions, and allowed each man his

supply of petrol. For each rider of a single-cylinder

machine two cans of different colours have been

supplied—one (blue) holds a gallon, and the other

(white) the remainder, 4 pts^ 130ZS. In the case of

a rider of a twin-cylinder machine, one can (green)

holds I %' gallons, and the other, which is likewise

of a different colour, the remainder, 3 pts. 16% ozs.

Another test carried out this morning consisted of

getting the men to drive their machines on full throttle

from Ballacraine to St. John's, so that the judges

stationed near the latter village could testify that the

machines were fitted with efficient silencers.

It is a matter 'for congratulation that not a single

accident deserving of mention has occurred during the

motor cycle practice—^a fact which should help con-

siderably to popularise the pastime.

Douglas, Tuesday, September 22nd.

It was dull and misty in the early hours of this

morning, but the day showed promise of being a fine

one. The road from Douglas to St-. John's had
improved somewhat, and it seems likely that the

greasy patches under the trees in the valleys may
improve.

All the thirty-seven competitors save Varney have

arrived at the starting post, and H. A. Collier states

that he is ready to ride. The organisation is

excellent. Each machine was emptied of petrol and

then carefully supervised by the judges in the officials'

enclosure. The machines were taken to a grass plot

by the side of the course; each rider was stationed

opposite his own number, at which was also his steward

with the two coloured tins of petrol, a funnel, and a

can opener. The spirit was measured out yesterday

in special measures, accurately made to avoid spilling.

A capital scoring board has been erected at the foot

of Tynwald Hill, on which the numbers, names of

machines and riders, the number of laps, and the

times may be seen at a glance.

The Start.

The start took place at a point exactly opposite the

telegraph office at St. John's, facing which w.as the

timekeepers' tent, containing Messrs. Ebblewhite,

Glazebrook, and Mallam. The competitors and their

machines were ranged up in a double line, singles on

one side of the road and twins on the other. At 10.17

a.m. the two first men, C. R. Collier and H. Rem
Fowler, were sent on their journey.
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The^Tourist Trophy Race.—

The sun was shining brightly, the weather was

glorious, and the roads were rapidly drying. All

started except E. Varney, and almost all without excep-

tion got away in excellent style. One of the most

thrilling starts was made by Gurr's four-cylinder F.N.,

which showed itself capable of exceedingly rapid

acceleration. J. C. Smythe started with a compression

tap open and had to stop. S. C. Ferryman failed to

get going for some distance.

The spectators, of whom a great number were present,

showed the greatest possible enthusiasm.

The following were the names of the competitors and

their machines

:

Single-cylinder Class.

Eider and machine.

C. E. Collier (3^ h.p. Matchless-J.A. P.)

H. A. Collier (3^ h.p. Matchless-J. A. P.)

J. Marshall (3^ h.p. Triumph)
W. F. Newsome (3^ h.p. Triumph) ...

J. Slaughter (3^ h.p. Triumph) ... ' ...

1.

3.

5.

6.

7.

*10.

*12.

*15.

17.

*21.

*22.

*24.

27.

30.

34.

*2.

4.

8.

9.

*11.

*14.

*16.

18.

*19.

*20.

23.

*25.

26.

28.

29.

31.

32.

33.

35.

*36.

*37.

*38.

85

84
84

Eobert Ellis (3^ h.p.

Gordon Gibson (3i h.p. Triumph)

m
Eex)

i

h.p. Chater-Lea-

Bore & strode.

85 X 76 mm.
76 mm.
86 mm.
86 mm.

84 X 86 mm.
83 X 89 mm.
84 X 86 mm.

Brown) . .

.

J5 h.p. Triumph)

C. B. Franklin
Jap

E. M.' Brice (3^ h.p.

W. G. McMinnies (3^

H. "Lister Cooper (3^ h.p. Triumph)
Capt. Sir E. K. Arbuthnot, Bart., E.N.

(3^ h.p. Triumph)
F. E. Barker (3^ h.p. Eex)
0. C. Godfrey (3^ h.p. Eex)
E. Bell (3^ h.p. N.S.U.)

Multi-cylinder Class.

Eider and machine.
H. Eem Fowler (5 h.p. Norton)
H. V. Colver (7 h.p. Matchless-J.A.P.)

E. M. White (6-7 h.p. Bat-J.A.P.) ...

W. H. Wells (5 h.p Vindec-Special) ...

W. H. Bashall (6-7 h.p. Bat)
Noel E. Drury (5 h.p. Matchless-J.A.P.)
S. C. Ferryman (5 h.p. Norton)
C. E. Bennett ((5 h.p. Vindec-Special)
W. Gurr (5 h.p. four-cylinder F.N.) ...

A. Moorhouse (5 h.p. Eex)
E. G. Young (3^ h.p. Acme) ...

E. Varney (7 h.p. Crownfield)
H. Eeed (5 h.p. Dot)
W. Heaton (5 h.p. Eex)
J. C. Smythe (5 h.p. Eex)
F. Applebee, jun. (5 h.p. Eex) ...

E. 0. Clark (5 h.p. four-cylinder F.N.)
M. Geiger (4 h.p. N.S.U.)
E. Genisa (3^ h.p. Acme)

85
83
84

85 mm.
89 mm.t
86 mm.

84 X 86 mm.

84 X 86 mm.
82 X 89 mm.
82 X 89 mm.
80 X 80 mm.

Bore & stroke.

76 X 80 mm.
85 mm.t
76 mm.

75 X 76 mm.
76 X 95 mm.

60 mm.t
80 mm.
76 mm.

50 X 57 mm.
76 X 80 mm.

75 mm.
98 mm.t
75 mm.
80 mm.

76 X 80 mm.
76 X 80 mm.

57 mm.
85 mm.
76 mm.
75 mm.

75 X 90 mm.
77 X 78 mm.

85
85

85
76
75

68
76 X

75 X

76

50
64
68

75J. 0. M. Dixon (5 h.p. Vindec-Special).
J. Lang (6 h.p. N.S.U.)
J. Baxter (5 h.p. Eex) ...

* Private owners.
tSigniiies plain coil ignition ; all others had magnetos.

The men were started at intervals of two minutes,

and in an incredibly short space of time the leaders

came tearing by, having completed the first lap of

15 miles 1,430 yards.

Those who have made fast times on the first circuit

are: J. Marshall, time 22m. 54s., averaging 41.4 miles

per hour; W. H. Bashall, 23m. 3s. ; and C. E. Bennett,
23m. 19s. Most of the men seem to be covering the

circuits—^15.81 miles—in an average time of about
27m. J. Baxter is said to have collided with the hedge
at Ballacraine Corner. Ferryman on his second round
passes the starting point with his spare belt hanging
loose, and has to stop a few yards further on to secure
it. At the end of his second round J. Marshall is

still maintaining his lead, his time being 22m. 49s.,

thus having improved 5s. on his previous lap. Gurr's

sensational start has apparently availed him little, and
Genisa's Acme has apparently been in trouble. Thi^-

and the Acme ridden by E. G. Young are the smallf.si

twin-cylinder machines in the race.

J. Baxter, who was reported to have retired, g<jl

going again, and completed the first round in aViout

56m. Most of the men are running most consistently,

but of the few absentees no news has yet arri\'ed.

Smythe at the end of his third lap has stopped at the

enclosure to replace a broken exhaust \alve 'spring.

Ellis broke a petrol pipe after having lowered the

tank to allow the petrol to be properly drained out,

thus putting an unfair strain on the pipe. This ha*

compelled him to retire. Bennett's exhaust pipe came
adrift, so he stopped opposite the timekeeper's tent,

asked leave to continue, and, having received this,

has restarted.

Ellis reports the course as being in splendid order,

the roads being firm and devoid of dust. Collier at

the end of his fifth round reports the course to be in

W. H. Wells cutting out the pace over the bridge between Peel and St. John's.

good order but bumpy. Immediately after the start he

was troubled bv misfiring, and he had to change a plug

before reaching Creg Willey's Hill. Gurr retired with-

out completing a round. At the end of the third round

Marshall still maintained his lead, covering the lap

in 22m. 45s. Next came C. R. Collier, time i8m.

1 8s. ; followed by Colver, 23m. 23s. At the end of the

fourth round. C. Collier took the lead, and covered

the four laps in ih. 35m. 28s. Bashall was next in order,-

time ih. 36m. 20s. ; circuit time, 22m. 35s.—the fastest

so far. McMinnies held third place, time ih. 38m.

17s. Bashall 's average speed was 42.3 miles per hour.

The Half Distance.

At the end of the fifth round, every competitor was

stopped at the enclosure and his own particular steward

allotted him the remainder of his petrol. The first

man to arrive at half-time was C. R. Collier.

At half distance the enclosure became a scene of

great activity ; men arrived in quick succession, just

had time to snatch a little refreshment, and then filled

up and restarted. Captain Arbuthnot arrived in excel-

lent .spirits, and said it was the biggest fun he had

ever had in his life, and restarted as happy as a king,

but with his tank none too full of petrol. News of

troubles great and small came in thick and fast just at

this time. Moorhouse broke a sparking plug early in

the race, and pieces of the porcelain insulation got into
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he inlet vah-e. J. Lang was troubled with a slipping

)elt, and had to put on his spare during his running

ime. F. E. Barker was reported to have retired with

.
broken crankshaft. W. H. Bashall stopped 8m. with

broken petrol pipe, and then restarted. Geiger

estarted after the half-time interval with a full petrol

ank. Many of the men were doing \'ery well on their

uel allowance, but the question was, Would they

orrectly judge both speed and consumption?

Positions at Half Distance.

At the end of the fifth lap Collier kept his lead,

ime for the distance, 2h. 8m. 49s. ; cii'cuit time,

;3m. 2 IS. Bashall was next in order of speed,

:h. 8m. 54s. ; circuit time, 32m. 34s. • Marshall

leld third place, time^ 2h. iim. 7s.; circuit time

,2m. 39s. In this round both Newsome and White
aade exactly the same time, namely, 2h. 15m. 25s.

n the sixth round the race had practically resolved

tself into a duel between C. R. Collier and J.

iarshall, although Bashall, Wells, White, and New-
ome were pressing hard on them, only a few minutes

eparating the leading riders. The times at half

[istance stood as follow: Collier, 2h. 32m. i8s.
;

/[arshall, 2h. 33m. 53s. ; Wells, 2h. 37m. 47s. ;

bashall, 2h. 38m. 25s. ; White, 2h. 38m. 47s. ;

i."ewsome> 2h. 40m. 26s. The above was the position

f the race at half the distance, but whether or not

he leaders would have sufficient petrol on which to

nish no man could tell. Xews of two retirements

ame to hand—White had a stripped magneto
inion and Genisa a broken cylinder.

In the seventh round Marshall had gained on
Collier, and was now only 49s. behind him. Collier's

ett time being 2h. 56m. 8s., Marshall's 2h. 56m. 57s.

C. R. Collier (S^jh.p. Matchless-Jap), last year's winner, neiring Peel.
In 1907 J. Marshall was second, but the positions were reversed

in Tuesday's race.

^t the end of the eighth round Marshall took the
ead, his time being 3h. 19m, 30s. and Collier's

ih. igm. 58s., and he was thus 28s. ahead. The
ollowing riders did not arrive at half-time: E. G.
^'oung, F. E. Barker (broken piston), W. Heaton,
md F. Applebee, jun. H. V. Colver experienced a
juncture, whic^h he repaired, and got going again.

R. Bell did not start on his fifth round till very late,

having had many punctures. In the ninth lap
Marshall increased his lead, and completed the circuit

in 22m. 20s., average speed 42.4 miles per hour,
thus improving on Bashall's fourth lap time of

Capt. Sir R. K. Arbuthnot, Bart., R.N., who finished third — thirteen
minutes behind the winner. This performance was quite the best of the
private owners.

22m. 25s.

and Collier's 3h.

Marshall's nett time was 3h. 41m. 50s.,

43m. 52s. As the time for the

completion of the tenth lap drew near the excitement

of the spectators rose to fever heat. At last Marshall
came in sight, this time leading by 200 yards. Collier

came next 2m. i63^s. behind in point of time

Marshall's ride was a splendid performance, especially

as on his third round he had to replace an exhaust
valve. He completed the distance in 4h. 4m. 50^5.
The amount of petrol left in his tank was 380ZS.,

showing he could have driven faster if he had been
able to tell the amount of petrol he had left whilst

running. His a\'erage speed throughout the race was

38.7 miles per hour. Collier covere(i the course in

4h. 7m. 6^s. ; he had 22 ozs. of petrol left. Captain
Arbuthnot came in third, having completed the course

in 4h. 17m. 57s. Thus a 3^, h.p. Triumph won,

a 3^ h.p. Matchless was second, and a 3^^ h.p.

Triumph third.

In the twin-cylinder class H. Reed (5 h.p. Dot-

Peugeot) came in first in 4h. 15m. 58%s., a\-erage

speed 37 m.p.h., residue of petrol 235^ O'ZS. ; 2, W. H.
Bashall (6 h.p. Bat-J.A.P.), 4h. i8m. 15s.; 3, R
O. Clark (5 h.p. four-cylinder F.N.), 4h. 21m. 2&.

Bashall had 21 ozs. of petrol left at the end of the

race, and Clark 58 ozs.

Following on the first three in the single and twin-

cylinder classes, the results are as hereunder: W. F.

Newsome (3^ h.p. Triumph), 4h. 22m. 9%s., residue

of petrol 4i>^0'zs. ; W. G. McMinnies (3/^ h.p.

Triumph), 4h. 33m. 245^5., residue of petrol 48 ozs. ;

C. B. Franklin X^^Y^ h.p. Chater-Lea-J.A.P.). 4h. 40m.

32^5., residue of petrol 45^ ozs. : H. L. Cooper

(3^ h.p. Triumph), *4h. 43m. :^6%s., residue of petrol

22 ozs. : O. C. Godfrev (3 Vo h.p. Rex), 4h. 43m.

54V^s., residue of petrol 6 ozs. ; R. M. Brice (3^' h.p.

Brown), 4h. 49m. ^SV-s., residue of petrol 22 ozs. :

G. Gibson (3!-^' h"!p. Triumph), residue of petrol

10 1/2 ozs. In this class H. Collier ran out of petrol,

and Slaughter. Barker. Ellis, and Bell retired.
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In the twin class Wells (5 h.p. Vindec) ran out

of petrol just short of finishing his last round, or

he would 'have held fourth place; time 4h. 25m.

1534s. J. Lang (6 h.p. N.S.U.), 4^- o^m- 4is.;

residue of petrol i6ozs. N. E. Drury (5 h.p. Jap),

4h. 35m. 56%s. ;• residue loozs. A. J. Moor-

house (5 kp. Rex) ran out of petrol, and had to

push six miles; time, 4h. 55m. 26s. H. V. Colver

(7 h.p. Matchless-Jap) ran out of petrol; time, 5h.

2m. 52s. J. O. M. Dixon (5 h.p. Vindec), 4h. 56m.

57s.; residue 8ozs. S. C. Ferryman (5 h.p. Norton),

5h. 22m. 21S.

The event was even more successful than last year,

and considering that the machines were driven to their

utmost limits they proved themselves most reliable. Tt

is a matter for congratulation' that not a single untoward

incident of any kind marred the success of the race.

THE TOURIST TROPHY
WINNER. J. MarshaU, the

fastest rider in the T.T. race.

His mount was a 3J h.p. Triumph

with Bosch magneto and Dunlop

tyres. The average speed for

{ 158 miles 220 yards was 38-7

I
miles per hour, and the petrol

I
consumption well over 100 miles

t to the gallon.

?-V''^'",si'^r

In the 1907 race we may state for comparison that

C. R. Collier (3^ h.p. Matchless) won the single-

cylinder class in 4h. 8m. 8^s. ; a^verage speed, 38.2
miles per hour; petrol consumption, 94^-2 miles per
gallon. 2, J. Marshall (3I/3 h.p. Triumph); time,
4h. 19m. 472/s. ; speed, 36.5 miles per hour; petrol

consumption, 114 miles per gallon. 3, F. Hulbert

(3/^ h.p. Triumph); time, 4h. 27m. 4gy^s. \ speed,

35.4 miles per hour; petrol consumption, 90 miles
to the gallon.

In the t\vin-cylinder class H. Rem Fowler (5 h.p.
Norton) was victorious; time, 4h. 21m. ^2y^s.

;

speed, 36.2 miles per hour; petrol consumption,
87 miles per gallon. 2, W. H. Wells (5 h.p.
Vindec); time, 4h. 53m. 4%s. ; speed, 32.3 miles
per hour; petrol consumption, 77 miles per gallon.

3, W. Heaton (5 h.p. Rex); time, 5h. iim. 3^s.

;

speed, 30.5 miles per hour; petrol consumption, 107
miles per gallon.

This year's contest has proved beyond doubt the
usefulness of the race, for, on a reduced allowance of
petrol, the foremost riders in both classes averaged a
greater speed than was accomplished last year. H.
Rem Fowler's fastest circuit in 1907 (22m. 6%s.) still

remains unbeaten, for Marshall, who rode the fastest
circuit on Tuesday, was i3%s. slower, his time being
22m. 20s.

We should like to take this opportunity of express-
ing our indebtedness to the Moto-Reve Co. for placing
a 2 h.p. Moto-Reve at our disposal, and to Mr.
Hughes, cycle agent, Wellington Street, Douglas,
Isle of Man, for whose kindness the safe transmission
of the above telegraphed description of the race from
St. John's to Douglas per motor cycle was responsible.

SADDLE POSITION.

THE advantages of a low saddle position on
motor bicycle are fully acknowledged, bt

a want is only too often a \ery differeri

thing from fulfilling it. Probabh a goo

many others besides the writer have puzzled ani

schemed how to arrange a low seat on a hig

frame, so that it should be possible to sit astrid

the machine with the feet planted firmly oa the ground
When a low saddle position is attained b\- the use of ,

long armed pillar dropjjing down and extending bac'

over the rear wheel, it involves an abuse of the fram
which that member is neither designed nor wel

adapted to withstand.

But to return to the rider who is already in pos

session of a machine the saddle of which is mor
elevated than he cares for. e\'en when lowered as far a

;-aBS>»i.siaS®A^;

H. Reed, Manchester, the winner of the Multi-cylinder Class ; average
speed, 37"11 miles per hour. His mount was a 5 h.p. Dot-Peugeot, with

Bosch magneto, Amac carburetter, and Dunlop tyres.

it will go. Remove the saddle and note how far th€

cross bolt of the saddle clip lies below the base ol

the saddle when the clip is inverted. Now remove the

clip and hold—or, better, get someone else to hold—tht

saddle in place on the machine, being careful to get

just the right tilt. Then mark on eacii side of the seat

or saddle lug (w^hich connects the saddle stays to the

top of the diagonal or seat tube) a point as much below

the saddle base as the clip pin lay. The lug is then

drilled transversely with these points as centres, so that

thev should be as nearly in the middle of the lug as

circumstances wall allow. Before starting to drill, a

well-fitting wooden or metal plug should be pushed a

little distance down the diagonal tube to pre\'ent the

drillings (and subsequently dirt and dust) falling

down the tube into the bottom bracket bearings;

the hole should be drilled just large enough to receive

the saddle clip bolt. The strap or arched part of the

clip will not be wanted, but the serrated ^vashers should

be fitted to the saddle frame, and the bolt passed

through them as in their original condition. Then-

when the nuts are screw^ed on to the ends of the bolt,,

the saddle will be fixed in its new position. G. D. L.
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CLUB NEWS.
Wakefield M.C.

The hill chosen for the first competition was Haigh, near

Barnsley. The results were : 1, Mr. Spivey (2^ h.p.

Minerva) ; 2, E. Slater, jun. (3^ h.p. Triumph) ; 3, Dr. S.

Reader (3^ h.p. Triumph). Mr. E. Slater made the fastest

time.

Perth and District M.C.C.

The Perth and District M.C.C. held a "Maximum Differ-

ence" hill-climb on Lochton House hill on Saturday, the

12th inst. The fastest and slowest times over the course

(about half a mile) were respectively Im. ISs. and 5m. 50s.

The first four in order of merit were W. Bachelor, B. Syme,

T. W. Frew, and W. J. Sommerville. The slow section of

the climb was "paced" by several local pedestrians.

Lineolnsliire M.C.C. (Grantham Centre).

An enjoyable combined meet of the Lines, and Notts

M.C.C.'s was held at Newark on September 13th. After

partaking of an excellent lunch at the Ossington, under the

guidance of the genial Notts captain, Mr. Young, the party

explored the historic ruins of Newark Castle. Eeturning

home, great care had to be taken by the Grantham riders

awing to police traps.

Middlesbrough and District M.C.C.

A most successful hill-climbing test was held on Yearby
Bank under the auspices of the Middlesbrough and District

Motor Cycle Club. The names of the competitors and
their machines are : Messrs. J. H. Dale, 3f h.p. N.S.U. ;

G. W. Liddle, 3^ h.p. Triumph; W. A. Duchars, ^ h.p.

Rex; W. A. George, 3^ h.p. Rex; H. Brine, 5 h.p. Antoine;
W. Danby, 2 h.p. Moto Reve ; R. W. Day, 3^ h.p. N.S.U. ;

G. R. Sanderson, 3^ h.p. Triumph ; and —. Burnett, 5 h.p.

Rex. The following are the results on formula : 1, G. R.
Sanderson, tigure of merit, .0088; 2, E. W. Day, .0086; 3,

G. W. Liddle, .0084 : 4 and 5, J. H. Dale and W. Danby,
,0082; 6, W. A. George, .0078; 7, W. A. Duchars, .0072;

8, H. Brine, .0063; 9, Mr. Burnett, .0056.

On the 23rd lEst. a petrol consumption trial has been
arranged, starting from Marton Bungalow, at 3 p.m. over a
twenty mile course ; entry fee, Is.

Stockport and District M.C.C.

The first hill-climb was held on Saturday, the 12th inst.,

ind about fourteen members took part in the competition,
rhe times were taken by jMessrs. T. Gibbons and H. Swain
by means of ordinary stop watches. Mr. A. Mugeli acted
IS starter. Results on formula :

Class 1.—1, T. Gibbons (3^ h.p. Triumph) ; 2, F. M.
Nawell (3i h.p. Triumph) ; 3, F. Briggs (3^ h.p. Midget bi-

3ar).

^ Class 2.—1, F. Allen (5 h.p. Peugeot); 2, H. C. Turner
5 h.p. Rex); 3, J. Woodrow (5 h.p. Rex).

Results on time.
H. C. Turner (5 h.p. Rex) ... X
F. Allen (5 h.p. Peugeot) ... -t- 4s.

T. Gibbons (3-L h.p. Triumph) ... -i- 9|s.

F. M. Nawell (3^ h.p. Triumph) -f 19fs.
J. Woodrow (5 h.p. Rex) ... ... -i- 26s.

W. C. Norman (5 h.p. Rex) ... + 42^s.
F. Briggs m h.p. Midget Bicar) + 62|s.
F. Arthan (5 h.p. Rex) 641

Total weight.
... 324 lbs.

... 341 lbs.

... 324 lbs.

... 336 lbs.

... 392 lbs.

... 423 lbs.

... 320 lbs.

... 395 lbs.

Western District M.C.

Fourteen riders took part in the Stockport and District M.C.C.'s first

competition, which took the form of a hill climb.

The above club held its annual hill-climb at Dashwood
on the 20th inst. There was a good muster of members.
The fastest time of the day was made by H. Kirk (twin
Brown), whilst H. Vowler (3^ h.p. Triumph) made fastest

time for single-cylinder machines. The results, decided oh
A.C.U. formula, will be announced next week.
Motor cyclists joining the club now will be entitled to the

full benefits of the club up to the end of 1909 for a subscrip-
tion of 7s. 6d., with 2s. 6d. entrance. Write to R. R. Bab-
bage, 16, Ripault Road, High Street, Fulham, S.W.

Motor Cycle Union of Ireland.

Dublin Centre.

The Dublin Centre of the M. C.U.I, concluded a season of
particular activity of the road on Saturday last with a hill-

climbing competition at the Long Hill, leading from the
Rocky Valley to the top of the Sugarloaf mountain in Co.
Wicklow. The afternoon was not an auspicious one, as

Practising for the Tourist Trophy Race. W. H. lashsll and J. Marshall
near Peel.

although no rain fell, a heavy cloud hung over the mountain,
making the road greasy, as well as upsetting the carburation
in the parts where it was particularly thick. The competition
was divided into two classes—pedalling and non-pedalling

—

and in each class the fastest times were made by B. Dumphy
and R. Walshe, both of whom rode J. A. P. machines, and
did 3m. 5^s. and 3m. ll^s., and 3m. 40|s. and 4m. 19|s.

respectively. The awards were decided on Professor Callen-
dar's formula, and in the pedalling class Walshe won with
268 points to Dumphy's 295, while in the non-pedalling class

Dumphy scored with 303 points to 312. The times were
taken by JMessrs. J. A. Armstrong and T. W. Murphy.

Ulster Centre.

At a meeting of the committee, held in the Grand Central
Hotel, Belfast, on Friday, 18th inst., the result of the
Muratti Trophy Competition was further considered. As
Messrs. J. Stewart and C. E. Murphy had again finished

exactly equal in points, it was decided to ascertain whether
they would prefer to be declared joint holders of the trophy
for 1908, with half a win each, or reride the Derry portion
of the course again with a difference of fifteen minutes in

the starting time.

A letter was read from the Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd., offer-

ing to present another trophy for an inter-centre contest, to

take the place of the one which became the property of the
Ulster Centre this year, and a resolution was passed thanking
them for their generosity.

It was reported that permission had been given by the
Bangor Urban Council to hold a hill-climbing competition at

Central Avenue on Saturday, October 3rd, starting at 3.30

p.m., and arrangements were made accordingly. In the motor
cycle section there will be a class confined to private owners
and a class open to all members.
The President of the centre, the Marquis de Mouzilly St.

Mars, wrote enclosing a cheque towards the prize fund.

Three new members were elected.
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Club News.—
Bradford M.C.C.

The above club has received permission to hold the open

hill-climb on the 3rd prox. on a bill vsrhich can best be

reached via Keighley. It is situated one and a half miles

from Oxenhope, has an average gradient of 1 in 10, and is

one and a quarter miles in length.

Great Yarmouth and District M.C.C.

Readers will be interested to know what slow speeds a

motor cycle is capable of when the rider wishes to travel very

slowly, as in a tortoise race at a gymkhana. We understand

that Mr. F. G. Galley occupied 5m. 43s. in covering 260 yards

on his Anglian motor bicycle at the Great Yarmonth and Dis-

trict M.C.C. gymkhana. This is equal to a speed of 1^ m.p.h.

The Anglian two-speed gear was used.

Leeds M.C.C.

The above club held its annual speed trials on a private

road at Templenewsam by kind permission of the Hon. E.

L. Wood on Saturday, the 12th inst. Entries were divided

into five classes, according to type of machine and size of

engine, and with the exception of Clase 2, were well sup-

ported. At the close of the competition an open class was
run off, entries for this being taken on the spot. Electrical

timing was employed, and Messrs. Langton, Fawcett, and
Atkinson were the officials. The results are as follows :

Class 1 (for engines 76 by 75 mm.)—1, H. Simpson, 2| h.p.

Eoyal Cavendish; 2, M. J. Kitchin, 2f h.p. N.S.U. ; 3, T.

W. Wake, 2^ h.p. Ariel.

Class 2 (for engines 8C by 80 mm.)—Void. Insufficient

entries.

Newcastle and District M.C.C.

The result of the team trials over a course of ninety miles

is as follows :

First Team.—L. Rosenvinge (3| h.p. N.S.U. ), 90 marks;

K. Rheinart (3^ h.p. N.S.U. ), 75 (15 marks deducted for

being 3m. too soon); B. Bradford (6 h.p. J. A. P.), 73. Total,

238 marks.
Second Team.—E. L. Bates (5^ h.p. N.S.U.), 49-^ marks;

S. Hudson (3i h.p. Hobart), 85; D. Mallett (4 h.p. N.S.U.|,

85; E. Nicholson (6 h.p. N.S.U.), no marks allowed. Total,

219^ marks. Hudson and Mallett lost 5 marks for being toe

soon.

Third Team.—T. W. Hall (3^ h.p. Quadrant), 90 marks;
J. J. Hall (3 h.p. Quadrant), 18. Total, 108 marks.

The hill-climb has been declared off on account of polic€

interference.

The competition for teams of three was run off on Sept,

13th, over a course of 135 miles to Kelso £Uid back, and

resulted as follows :

First Team.—S. W. Carty (3| h.p. N.S.U.), L. Rosenving*

(3| h.p. N.S.U), and K. Rheinart (6 h.p. N.S.U.), lOfs,

behind minimum time.

Second team.—Robson Crosier (3^ h.p. N.S.U.), R. L.

Atkinson (3| h.p. N.S.U.), and H. M. C. Bell (4 h.p. N.S.U.),

5m. behind minimum time.

Third Team.—L. Dixon (3^ h.p. Triumph), E. Parkej

(3^ h.p. N.S.U.), and D. Mallett (4 h.p. N.S.U.), outsid<

maximum time.
A large party of members of the Newcastle and Districl

Motor Cycle Club visite«l the Isle of Man to witness th<

Tourist Trophy Race.

Competitors in the Hull and East Riding Auto Cycle Club's Speed Judging Competition last Saturday.

Class 3 (for engines 85 by 85 mm.)—-1, E. Slater, 3^ h.p.
Triumph ; 2, J. Percival, 3^ h.p. Triumph ; 3, J. A. Mackay,
32 h.p. Triumph.

Class 4 (for multi-cylinder engines).—1, F. C. Bagshaw,
5 h.p. Rex; 2, R. Bolton, 5 h.p. Rex, J. R. Kelly, 7-8 h.p.
Minetva, dead heat; 3, W. P. Allison, 5^ h.p. G.B.

Class 5 (for special or racing machines).—1, E. S. Myers,
34 h.p. T.T. Triumph; 2, F. C. Bagshaw, 5 h.p. Rex; 3, P.
H Cockcroft, 3^ h.p. T.T. Triumph.

Final (second attempt).—1, H. Simpson (N.S.U. shield
and gold medal), 2s. faster ; 2, E. Slater (silver medal), 1-^
faster; 3, F. C. Bagshaw (bronze medal), Is. faster; 4, E.
S. Myers, |s. slower.

Open Class (open to any motor cycle).—1, E. S. Myers,
^ h.p. T.T. Triumph; 2, W. E. Grange, 3^ h.p. T.T.
Triumph ; 3, Owen Broolis, 8 h.p. Brook-Buchet.

LincolnsWre M.C.C.

It has been decided that the Palmer cup, offered by Mr.
E. J. Mitchell, manager of the Palmer Tyre, Ltd., shall be
competed for in a reliability run to London on Saturday,
October 24th. The members will stay in town over Saturday
night, arrangements having been made for refreshments and
hotel accommodation. The cup is to be won outright.
Teams of four are wanted for the team trial for the Brookes

cup, the handsome cup offered by Mr. Brookes, the chairman
of the Scunthorpe Centre. Arrangements are being made
for a meet at Skegness, and for a meet and hill-climb at
Elsham with the Hull A.C.C.

Hull and East Riding A.C.C.

The result of the speed-judging contest held from Hull t(

Hedon on Saturday last, the 19th inst., was: Crawford, rat<

of speed 14 m.p.h., error .062 fast; Bosville, 14 m.p.h., .111

fast; Loftus, 16 m.p.h., .483 slow; Straker, 12 m.p.h., .52£

slow; Mrs. A. Tomlinson, 14 m.p.h., .568 slow; Damley,
15 m.p.h., .632 slow; McDougall, 15 m.p.h., .789 fast;

Pearson, 17^ m.p.h., .961 fast; Brown, 15 m.p.h., .1000 slow;

F. Green, 13 m.p.h., 2.062 fast; H. Tomlinson, 16 m.p.h.,

2.536 fast; Nicholson, 17 m.p.h., 2.780 fast; Evans, 16 h.p.h.,

2.750 fast; G. Mumby, 16 m.p.h., 4.571 fast; Blenkin,

17 m.p.h., 9.470 fast.

Result of speed-judging contest held from Hull to Hedei
on same day to decide the ties in the Hull to Scarborougt

and back reliability trial: 1, T. H. Straker (3 h.p. Triumph);

2, R. Pearson (3^ h.p. Minerva); 3, R. Akester (4^ n.p.

Rover tricar); 4, G. W. Mumby (3^ h.p. Triumph). Tht

rate of speed in all cases was 17^ miles an hour.

A Bk h.p. MILE A MINUTE MACHINE.
At the Leeds M.C.C. open speed trial the fastest time was

made by Eric S. Myers on a ^ h.p. T.T. Triumph, the speed

attained being 59| miles per hour for one-third of a mile,

certified by electrical timing. To show the uniform running
of the machine we may mention that Myers made three

attempts in all, and each time did 20-^s. for the third of a

mile. The gear used wa= 3 J: to 1. so that the engine revolu-

tions would be about 2,500 per minute.
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Through the Gale on a Tricar,
A FORETASTE OF WINTER.

^^ A MESSAGE to go to Maxwell's, sir."

/^ To Maxwell's, six miles away, with the
roads flooded, and a blizzard blowing dead
east!

"At once? " I ask.
" the man^didn't say, sir, but he seemed in a hurry."
Where is my heavy coat, the one with the storm cuffs,

and that fine broad turn-up collar? Here we are.

Button it up well. Surely never had great-coat to
keep out such weather as this. As I make my way to
the surgery to get my emergency case, and a few band-
ages, the gale howls round the house in a paroxysm of
fury, daring me, with gallons of hail and rain dashed
against the window panes, to brave its strength and
wrath. But the case may be urgent, surely must be
urgent, or they would never send for me in this. I

must go. I open the front door, and am almost hurled
back into the hall. Now out into it, and much ado
to haul the door to after me. I reach the garage, where
lies my trusty little car, the mud from this morning's
round not yet dry on its green sides and red leather
seats. I back it down the slight incline from the coach
bouse door, and the rain holds off a little. Thank
goodness, perhaps I am going to have a dry passage
ifter all. Out into the road, and the sight ahead, due
kvest, is enough to appal the heart of the stoutest 6 h.p.
;ricar. A dark, heavy, swift-coming sky. Not clouds,
3ut a whole storm-sky, black and tremendous. Look,
:t has burst on the hills a mile away, and you. can't

see them ; they are lashed and torn by the pitiless gale,

IS we shall be directly.

The Start.

Tickle the carburetter, and start it up. All well.

Now into the comfortable back seat, and tuck the
tvaterproof rug round, so. As I press the lever slowly
"orward into the low gear, the first great cold drop
splashes, hard driven, on to my face. We rattle over
;he cobbles, through the narrow winding street, not a

joul about on a day like this. Now we are coming to

:heopen road, and, leaving the protection of the houses,
ive begin lo feel the full force of the biting, blustering
ivind. Once off the cobbles I try to change gear as

jsual, but the soft explosions, deadened almost to

silence by the howling of the gale, are felt too far

ipart, and the car moves too slowly. No, we must
irop down again. Two hundred yards from the village,

md now we get it. Rain? No; sheets, buckets,

gallons of icy water, hurled not down, but straight at

Js. I gasp and lower my head for a second or two,
pulling the peak of my cap further over my eyes. 1

Tiust look up here, though. The road narrows, and
[ pass between a high-walled barn on one side and a

louse on the other. A continuous stream from my cap
peak is dashed sometimes across, sometimes into, rriy

;yes. I hold on desperately to the wheel, daring only
to look ahead at occasional intervals. We meet
aothing. We are alone, in the teeth of the hurricane,

and no one wishes to share the honours with us. We
come to a stretch of road where I know we shall be
tried to the uttermost, and we are. The 12ft. wall to

3ur right concentrates the wind on the road ; to the left

3nly fifty yards of bare ground separates us from the

sea. But a full spark and a slightly more open throttle

prove equal to the occasion ; indeed, as we descend a

slight dip further on I try the high gear, easing back
the spark the least bit. It takes it well, but I cannot.
The quickened pace lifts me through it too fast.

I Cannot Breathe or See.
I am beaten back from the steering wheel, my

drenched garments held against me by a masterful
wind-hand. I stand it a few more yards, gasping and
quivering, but I cannot look up. My eyes will not
open against this awful flying river. I must come down
to the low again. I feel blindly for the lever, and push
it forward once more. Ah! What was that? A miss,
and another. Missing badly, and two miles to go.
The water has beaten through and round me. I am
sitting in a cold bath. It beats from the footboard
backwards. It has reached past me and my water-
proof rug, to accumulators, coil, carburetter, and
engine. No wonder it is missing. Still we stagger
slowly forward. Splash ! through pools three inches
deep all lashed up by the savage downpour. That
last puddle bothered us. We might as well be running
through the sea. Miss ! miss ! miss ! Shove forward
that spark a bit and close down the air just a trifle.

It responds gamely, fighting against the miserable
wet that swamps its vitals. Thank Heaven, here is a

three hundred yards' stretch between high trees where
w^e are sheltered ever so little from the stress of the

gale. Good ! It takes the high gear without a knock.
I can stand the pace here, but wait till we reach the

worst bit of all, on the other side of this wood. Open
country between us and the sea, a slight rise in the

road, the full fury of the storm, and—here we are.

The Full Force of the Gale.
Now, little Rexette. You'll want all your six horses

here. I dash from shelter, and, still on the high gear,

come full up against—a solid wall ; a cruel, cutting,

face-smashing wall of hail. I grab the lever just in

time, and we forge slowly into it on the low gear.

Miss ! miss ! I huddle oack, holding up one arm to

protect my face against this wicked, stinging ice. I

can't see where we are going. I can't breathe. I can
only feel. I must stop, and run for shelter. No! By
gad, I won't. As i^long as the car goes, I will hang on
to it. With head down I can still give an occasional

glance to either side to keep her straight ; and I know
the road. But this hill in front ; will it take it ? Slowly

we struggle on. I retard the spark, and this helps it.

That last gust was- almost too much for it, though. The
curving front seat acts as a scoop for the furious wind,

and it is full of hailstones. Slower. Slower yet. No,

we can't do it. We are thrashed to a standstill. Wait
though. By Heaven, it's stopped missing! But we are

barely moving now, and I am numbed and crushed.

My breathing is a mere sob, thin and gasping. Five

—

ten—^twenty—fifty yards further, and not beaten yet.

Thump! thump! thump! I daren't slip the clutch,

it'll never pick up again. Hang on! hang on! Up
towards the crest—up—up—and now, by the Lord
Harry, over it! Hurrah! Well done. I'll give your

chain an extra good soaking in tallow to-night, so I

will. We are on the level, and defying the gale once

more.

Who is this poor creature ahead, her skirts blown

back, her umbrella blown inside out, and herself blown
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to a veritable halt? Surely no one but my friend the

post " man " of the neighbouring village would be out

to-day.' Yes, there she is, holding on to her leather

bag like grim death. She cannot hear m^ coming,

and I pull up on reaching her, motioning dumbly to

the front seat. She climbs in, thankful for the lift,

though it will be but for half a mile or so. Now we
sail down hill, and the gale, as if finding itself beaten

>-•
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and defied, slackens, and the hail, too, ceases Injin

troubling, though a sullen rain still la>ihes us. 1 stoj)

at Mrs. Maxwell's door, and my passenger alights and
trudges off. I cover the tricar as well as I can, and
emergency case in hand, I knock for admittance.

" Oh, it's you, Doctor. I never thought you'd lutv"

come to-day. John was iu the town this morning , and
only called in to ask you to come in ivhen you were

passing to vaccinate the baby.'' H. S. G.
.••»-<-

Has the Tricar a Future ?
By B. H. DAVIES.

AS an ardent tricarist of more than five years

standing, I hold fairly strong opinions on the

tricar question, and as there are a good many
motor cyclists who are loth to see it die, 1 .

should like to contribute my quota to the discussion.

I consider we have seen three main types of tricar,

and from their histories and failures we may compile

some useful pointers as to the future.

The 1903 Type.
The 1903 type was that launched on the market

with the 3% h.p. air-cooled, single geared, belt-dri\en

Phcenix Trimo as a vanguard. I drove twO' or three

of these, and I found they had only one failing, and

that a serious one—^they could not take two passengers

up quite insignificant hills. They were comfortable,

they were amply served by 214'in. tyres, and the standard

of their reliability is identical with the reliability of

the 35^, h.p. bicycle, to which any owner can affix a

forecar. If a forecar were fitted to a 3^3 h.p.

motor bicycle of good make to-day it is only in hill-

climbing that it would be unsatisfactory.

The 1905 Type.
The 1905 type consisted of a special frame, un-

sprung astern, but sprung forwards in some instances,

and canning a separately sprung chair for the

passenger. The engine was water-cooled, and trans-

mitted its power by a two-speed gear and chains.

Samples of the type were the 4^ h.p. Riley and

4^, h.p. Humber. These tricars had three serious

defects as a class

:

(i) Excessive vibration to driver.

(2) Excessive frequency of minor troubles, due
solely to vibration.

(3) Front tyres too small for their work (2 in. or

The 1906 Type.
The 1906 type includes the big twin-cylinders of

9-12 h.p., with a gear box affording three speeds and
reverse, frame sprung fore and aft, and a complete
coach-built body. This type has one constructional
defect and one practical defect, viz.

:

(i) Complete loss of steering control when back
tyre bursts.

(2) Cost equal to that of a small car without a car's
sociability.

From' these experiences I deduce the following con-
clusions about the tricar of the future:

1. It must not cost more than ;^8o, or possible pur-
chasers will prefer a small car, either new or second-
hand.

2. It must not have a sprung rear frame. Hundreds
of ex-tricarists have experienced a burst back tyre with

2^A'm.)

these frames, and do not intend ever again to find them-
selves seated on a motor going at thirty miles an hour
and refusing to answer its helm.

3. It must be able to climb normally stiff hills.

4. Its specification must incorporate all the advances
the last two years have introduced into .standard motor
bicycle practice.

A Suggested Specification.

From these deductions a specification is easily

arrived at, somewhat as follows:

Engine.—5 h.p. air-cooled by enclosed fan, or water-

cooled by thermo-syphon (pumps are too expensive and
too troublesome).

Frarre.—On no account rear sprung. Either sprung
amidships with hinge a la Zenith, or sprung in front

and rear seat sprung separately on a rigid frame. Open
frame.

Drive.—-Gears and chain. No reverse needed.
Weight.—yi^ cwt.

Price .
—'£60-^80.

Ignition.—High tension magneto, with geared start-

ing handle (the old tricars would still be popular had
they possessed this combination).

Brakes.—The brakes of the old tricars were, without

exception, very poor. A 1909 tricar should have an

emergency brake consisting of an expanding metal to

metal in the rear hub. As this wears too fast .for

ordinary use, the main brake should be of a self-adjust-

ing, wear-resisting pattern, e.g., belt rim shoe on belt

rim spoked to rear wheel on opposite side tO' sprocket.

Front wheel band brakes are no use unless the drums
be about iiin. x 2in., i.e., twice as large as any ever

yet sold as standard.
Tyres.—Rear wheel, 26in. x 25/2111. or 3in. ; front

W'heels, 26in. x 2^in. 2in. tyres are just big enough
for the front wheels of a detachable forecar weighing

160 lbs., but vibration is less with large tyres.

Steering.—Direct, which is perfectly safe up to thirty

miles an hour, and much the cheaper to manufacture.

One point more : Thanks to the failings of the early

tricars, there is an immense prejudice abroad against

tricars. This can only be killed if an annually ini-

creasing number of riders regularly drive a perfected

machine, and have pleasant experiences with it. The'

makers have sinned too heavily against the public to

be readily forgiven, or to be forgiven at all on the

strength of a brilliantly written catalogue. The
public is excessively suspicious of the tricar at present,

and will need a lot of convincing.
>-•••—<

This issue of The Motor Cycle is published one day

later than usual to enable us to include a full descrip-

tion of the Tourist Trophy Race.
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Roc magneto plugs 4/6

Roc adjustable pulley 15/

Roc magneto cut-out 2/6

Write for new fully illustrated pamphlet
to the Sole Manufacturers :

The merit of the Roc hes in its comfortable

low build, the Rider's feet easily approaching

the ground. In its scmnd-and strong duplex

frame design^he ROc' is i^ a class apart.

The T?r.^^-:^»w>fFt^sPe;r^ |-|p,- rfj ]̂- jTjj 11 '' t J n 11 on

low

The

clutch -^id two W^
luxury.

^^^it^^idecar.

g peial operated

j^^akesiding a

price ortfie RoyalThe inclusive

Roc 4 h.p. military model with ball-bearing

engine and other features distinguishing this

machine is 48 gns.

If you already possess a serviceable machine
it is good advice to send it to us now for

conversion to the Roc clutch and speed gear

system. The inclusive charge is 10 gns.

For use on greasy roads the Roc system is a

real boon and comfort.

Note : Any^belt-driven machine is eligible

for the Roc conversion.

A. W. WALL, Ltd.,
ROC MOTOR CYCLE WORKS,
Aston Road and Dartmouth Street, Birmingham. Tel: 5712.

Tel: Roc, Birmingham.

out of every
Motor Cyclists would
be inveterate users of

The 'Stratex' Belt

r̂
H Brooks Anti-vibratory Seat has patent

^H compound compensating springs and is

^H luxuriously easy with absolute I'reedom

^H from vibration.

(Berisford's Patent)

if they only knew how good, dur-

able, efficient, and economical it is.

HERE ARE
SOME OF
THE ADVANTAGES OF THE
9 J. JK'^^ J- '-^>cm.* No belt fastener— therefore no breaking at

the fast.^ner, no gap, continuous drive; it grips all the time. No slipping in wet

weather. Increased Engine Power through perfect transmission. Worn section

easily replaced—ensuring uniformity of size, shape, and driving surface. Great

flexibility, durability, and economy. At the Bocardo M.C.C. (Oxford) Hill-Clitab,

the fastest time was made by Mr. H. G. Hill, who used a " Stratex " Belt, which

had already run over 2,000 miles—a good test of EfSciency with Reliability.

Ask for the M.C. list

J.B.BROOKS & Co.»Ld.,Birittiiighain«

BROOKS SPRING SEAT

/-r...7_ >'
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS In these

columns—Id. per word, minimum Is. Name
and address must be counted. In the cas3

of Trade Advertisements a series of thirteen

insertions is charged as twelve.

All adveriisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of " The Motor Cycle," Coventry.

To ensure insertion letters should be posted

in time to reach the offices of "The Motor

Cycle," Coventry, on the Friday morning, or

if sent to London, by the Thi;rsday afternoon

previous to the date of publication.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY
For the convenience of purchasers oi second-hand

motor cycles, it has been suggested that the advertise-

ments be classified into districts, as many readers like

to know what machines are for sale in their imme-
diate neighbourhood before going further afield.

Experimentally, therefore, we have divided the

advertisements into eleven sections, as follows

:

Plan showing division of England
into Sections.

SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, aiu3

Westmorland.

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.

SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby, Stafford
,.

Shropshire, Montgomery, and Merioneth.

SECTION IV.

Nottin<;ham. Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland, Northamp-
ton, Warwick.

SECTION V.
Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon, and

Bedford.
SECTION VI.

Worcestrr, Hereford, Radnor, Brecknock, Mon-
mouth, Glamorgan, Carmarthen, Cardigan, and
Pembroke.

SECTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks. Wilts and
Hants, Giannel Islands.

SECTION VIM.
Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, and Sussex

SECTION IX.
Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

SECTION X.
Scotland.

SECTION XI.
Ireland and Isle of Man.

in answerinn n.nti nf t7>i

THE

PREMIER.
Assents for TRIUMPH, BAT, N.S.U., REX, ROC,
iSROWN, VSNDEC, MOTOSACOCHE, F.N., and other
BEST makes. Delivery of TRiUMPHS in seven days.

Most other makes from stock. The best selejtion of

New and Second-hand machines in the kingdom.

Exchanges. Deferred Payments.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES IN STOCK-
SINGLE CYLINDERS.

TRIUMPH, 1908, Magneto, standard model,
grand condition £37

TRIUAIPH, magneto, 1907 28
VINDEC SPECIAL, 19C7 30
REX DE LUXE, 3i h.p., 1908, two-speed,

soiled only 38
N.S.U., 3V h.p., spring forks, Roc clutch, two-

speed 23
QUADRANT, 3i h.p., 1906, very good order 18
N.S.U., 3 h.p., spring forks 15
BIRCH FIELD, 3 h.p. Spray, 1907 1110
B.S.A. 3J h.p. M.M.C. engine.jClinchers, Lomax

non-skid, Druid fork 11

ROYAL ENFIELD, 2J h.p. F.N. carburetter,

girder forks, good appearance and
condition 10

WHITLEY, 3 V h.p., spray, running well 8
EXCELSIOR, 2J h.p-, spray, splendidorder 8
MINERVA, 2J h.p. Lonquemare carburetter,

fine order 7
UNIVERSAL, If h.p., vertical engine, spray

carburetter 8 5

LIGHTWEIGHTS.

F.N., If h.p., 1907, magneto, spring forks ..£21
F.N., i| h.p., 1907, „ special silencer 21
N.S.U., ij- h.p., 1907, magneto, perfect 18
N.S.U., li h.p., 1907, magneto 16

TWINS.

G.B. ZED EL, S-6 h.p., 190S, two-speed, spring
forks, hand starting £35

ROC, 5 h.p., twin Peugeot, magneto, clutch.

.

25
MINERVA, 7-S h.p., perfect 26
N.S.U., 6 h.p., magneto, two-speed 2S
N.S.U., SJ h.p., magneto, good order 18
WERNER, 4 h.p., perfect order 11
JAP, Chater Lea, 6 h.p., magneto, nearly new 25
RILEY TRICAR, 5 h.p., two-speed, spring

frame, wheel steering, water cooled,
splendid order 52

THE

t n r^wauk Premier

..^ fW ••

• 1 Magneto

Cut-out

- 2/-
^' Or with 6ft. of best
uJi. insulated vtrire,

3/-
Three days' approval.

/ Post Free.

PREMIER ACCUMULATORS.
British made. 10 amp. 9/6. 20 amp. 12/6.

The PREMIER SPARE TUBE CASE
for preserving spare tube from damage & perishing 5/6.

WRITE FOR LISTS.

PREMIER MOTOR AGENCY,
Aston Road, BIRA^INGHAM.

telephone: 4310. Telegrams; " Primus," B'ham.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, loiters may I

addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " Offio
When this is desired, 2d. will be charged' for registr;
tion, and three stamped and addressed envelopes mu:
be sent for forwarding replies. Only the number wi
appear in the advertisement. Replies should I

addressed, " No. 000, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Coi
entry "

; or if " London " is added to the address, the
to the number given, c/o "The Motor Cycle," 2(

Tudor Street, E.G.

MT DEPOSIT SYSTEM. ^(E
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknow
persons may deal in perfect safety by availing then
selves of our Deposit System. If the money be d<
posited witii " The Motor Cycle," both parties ai
advised of this receipt, and upon intimation of th

arrival and acceptance of the goods, the money ;

forwarded less a charge of is. for registration. Th
time allowed for a decision after receipt of the goods :

three days. For all transactions exceeding £10 i

value, a deposit fee of as. 6d. is charged. All depos
matters are dealt with at Coventry, and cheques an
money orders should be made payable to Iliffe an
Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive n

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard th
silence as an indication that the goods advertised hav
already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive s

many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply t

each one by post
AI! letters relating to advertisements must stat

distinctly under what heading they appeared, and dat
of issue.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SAL^

SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham
and Westmoreland.

EXCELSIOR, 2? h.p.. in first-ra'e order
£12.—A. Paget Steavenson, Hurworth

Darlington.

N.S.U., 1908 Vi h.p., magneto, two-speed, ai

new. also Montgomery sidecar; £30 lot
— Smith, 62, Sandringham Eaad. West jiartle
pool.

PEEPEOT Twin Ariel -without engine, coil
carbiiretter ; exchange for single 01

twin; cash adjustment; or will btiy en
glue.—Barrett. Barrow.

NEW 3§ h.p. Brown., magneto, spring fork.?
and seat-'pillar. Roc clutch and two

speed gear, handle-bar control ; £40, or ex
change for good cob and trap, or anything
useful.—C. Storey, Richard Street, Hetton
Durham.
?rl h.p. Twin Chase, 100 miles since re
01 bus'hing and overhauling, handie-bai
control, variable Greenwood, two puncture
proof bands each wheel, tyres good, spares
etc., etc.; £25.—Timmis, 31, All Saints E.oad
New Shildon, Dnrham.

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.

3i h.p. 1905 Rex, spring forks, good running
order; £13.-23, Dock Street, Leeds.

23l h.p. Minerva, girder forks, engine first

4 class order; £11 10s.—28, Dock Street
Leeds.

2 h.p. Minerva, girder forks, good runnins
order; £6 10s.—28, Dock Street, Leeds

23. h.p. De Dion, Chater-Lea frame, long
4 handle-bars, g-ood hill-climber; £12.-

28. Dock Street, Leeds.

TRIUMPH, 1908, bought August 15th, rid

den tJiree times ; £44 10s.—56, Gathorne
Terrace, Leeds.

i Q08 Magneto 3i h.p. Rex, practically like

\SO new; £20.—0. Glarkson, 28, Parkinson
Lane, Halifax.

Tj Q08 Triumph, in grand condition, done
It/ about 2,500 miles; £37.—Cross, Jewel-
ler, Rotherham.

3i h.p. Humber, as new, spares for every-
2 thing; £16.—Birchall. Tower Build-

ings, Old Road. Bolton.
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TOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION VI.

rcestershire, Herefordshire, Radnor,
recknock, Monmouth, Glamorgan,
armarthen, Cardigan, and Pembroke.

i.D. Twin Antoine (mag-neto), in first-

class condition; £24. or near offer.—
iculars, Dimery, Wormelow, Hereford.

h.p. 1908 Triumpli, magneto, Palmer
cord tyres, horn, and tools, in good

ition; £38.—L. Kinchin. Park Road,
litch.

TDSr Rex. 1907 (November), magneto, foot-
boards, several additions, new ; cost
nearest offer to £27 accepted.—R.

h. King's Norton.

SECTION VII.

ucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks,
t'^ilts and Hants, and Channel Islands.

h.p. Minerva, 1908, as new, not ridden
50 miles ; £27 10s., or near offer.

h.p. Quadrant, magneto ignition, 1907,

hardly used, pertect condition, head-
,, separate generator, bell, horn. Brooks
ig seat, cut - outs ; a bargain. £32 10s.,

ear offer.

h.p. Excelsior, surface carburetter. Pal-
mer back tyre. Clincher front, in good

r; £8, or near offer.

h.p. De Dion Car, seats four, in good
•running order, lamps, tyres in good

ition, genuine bargain ; sale or ex-
ige, £30, or near offer.

6 h.p. Stirling Panhard, horizontal en-
gine, dogcart body, three speeds and

rse, brand new gears, lately painted,
3 as new, wheel steering; sale or ex-
ige, £25, or near offer.

.p. Rover, 1907 type, seats four, splendid
order, hood, screen, lamps ; £170, or
offer.

h.p. Werner; £5.

E above cycles are to be seen at W. J.

Randall's Garage, 3, High Street, And-

JHTWEIGHT N.S.U.. new, spring forks ;

32 guineas.—N. Fairbank, Bulford Camp,
ibury.

h.p. Rex, spray, trembler, good condi-
tion. Palmer back; £10.—53, Rosebery

me, Gloucester.

h.p. De Dion, Chater-Lea frame, good
condition; bargain, £6 10s.—Fir-

mer, Botley, Hants.

h.p. Roc, magneto, spring forks, lamp,
horn, stands, complete; £19.-53,

ibery Avenue, Gloucester.

TRY Motor Cycle, nearly new, not been
ridden 150 miles.—Apply. "W. Rossiter,
South Road, Kingswood, Bristol.

B Sale, N.S.U. lightweight, magneto,
splendid condition ; bargain, £25

;

er going abroad.—King, Lynchford Road,
1borough, Hants.

iTLN Minerva and Sidecar, spring forks,
accumulator, adjustable pulley, all

•es, extra good tyres; £28.—Dr. Steven-
Berkshire Hospital, Reading.

7.—John-o'-Groat's 3J h.p. Rex, flies on
I level, weak on hills, wants tuning up

;

money order has it.—Mack. 7, Wiltshire
et, Southsea.

h.p. twin-cylinder Brown Magneto Mo-
tor Cycle and castor wheel sidecar,

1 in very good condition, three very good
per cord tyres, back wheel non-skid,
inea head lamp, handle-bar control,
engine clutch, extra strong Watawata

. and spares.—K. Lambert, Mandora
Packs, Aldershot.

SECTION VIII.

rtford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent,
nd Sussex.

N-, 1908, four - cylinder, new May last

;

£35; owner bought car.—Below.
!f., 1907, four-cylinder, in thorough work-

ing order, lately overhauled; £24.

—

)W.

h.p. Kerry. 1904 type, in perfect condi-
tion; £12, or offer.—The Hulbert-

mley Motor Co., 96. Upper Richmond
d. Putney.

SPEAK UP.

If you are wanting bar-
gains, go to IVIAUDE'S,

the fair factors.

F.N., four-cylinder, magneto £18
CLYDE, 2i h.p., magneto £15
C.I.E., 3 h.p., magneto £19
TRIUMPH, 3j h.p., igo7, magneto £23
REX, 5 h.p., 1907 model, blue finish £18
REX, 3J h.p., 26in. wheel?, very low £12
MINERVA, 4i h.p., 2im. t5Te6 £23
REX, 1907, '-ike new. with sidecar £25
SAROLEA, 5 h.p., very low, new tyres £23
WERNER, 3ih.p., twin good condition £17
ARIEL, 3 h.p., B. and B £18
MINERVA, 3i h.p., M.O.V £16
CLARENDON, 3 h.p., vertical £11
REX, 3 h.p., 50-guinea model £10
BAT, si h.p., spring frame £19
REX, 3J h.p., two speeds £14
QUADRANT, 3 h.p., spring forks £12
BAYLISS, 3 h.p., special price £8
F.N., 2} h.p., splendid puller £12
HUMBER, 2i h.p., very fine mount £10
GIVAUDAN, 2i h.p., perfect, non-skid reai £15

LIGHTWEIGHTS.
£11 ZEDEL, 2 h.p £11
£11 LLOYDS, 2 h.p £11
£7 QUADRANT, 2 h.p £7
£8 MINERVA, 2 h.p £8
£7 JAP, 2j h.p £7
£7 HUMBER, 2 h.p £7
£& MINERVA, 2i h.p £8

f10 ARIEL, 2i h.p £10

50/- DOWN AND 5/- PER WEEK SECURES :

3 h.p. EXCELSIOR £11
2 h.p. SINGER £9

2i h.p. JAP £11
3 h.p. REX £10
2 h.p. ORMONDE £8
2 h.p. WERNER £10
2j h.p. MINERVA £10

2I h.p. CUNARD £12
2j h.p. LLOYDS £11
2j h.p. HUMBER £8

TRICARS.
REXETTE, 8-10 h.p., two speeds and reverse. A

perfect article £60
GARRARD, 5 h.p., three speeds, water-cooled . . £32
MINERVA Pattern, 3! h.p., spray, good tyres . . £16

CARS.
24 h.p. DARRACQ, perfect order throughout.

Trial run £110
14 h.p. GOBRON-BRILLIE, four speeds, two-

cylinder, five seater £80

FORECARS, Etc.
Three very good forecar attachments, new tyres

to all and perfect only £4 each
MONTGOMERY sidecar, shop-soiled, and made

rigid, fits Rex £5 10s.
BAT rigid sidecar, 26in. wheel £4 10s.

ACCESSORIES.

PALMER TYRES (Cord).

Cover.Tub*. Cover.Tube. Cover.Tube
26x2 43/6 10/- 26X2i 59/3 16/3 28X2J 63/6 11/-
26X2J58/9 11/- 28x2 50/3 10/- 28x2! 64/3 17/6

11/- allowed on old .lovers, and 2/6 on tubes.

TUBES (fully guaranteed).

36X3in. ..6/6 26X2iin. .. 7/6 2Sy 2iin. . . 7/-
26Xaiiu... 6/6 28X2in. ..6/6 28X2iin. . . 7/f

APPROVAL.

TUBES (butt-ended).

You cannot do better than by one. Money returned
In full if not perfectly satisfactory.

aexafci. ..7/6 26X2iin. .. 8/3 28x2jin. .. 7/9
aexajln... 7/9 sSxsto. ..7/6 28X2iin. . . 8/3

MAUDI'8 MOTOR MART,Poweli8L,HALIFAX
National Telephone 48S.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
HAMPSTEAD for Great Bargains this,

week.—1908 liarhtweight N.S.U., almost
new; £20.

HAMPSTEAD.—3 h.p. Triumph, g-ood condi-
tion and going order ; bargain, £12

only, with accessories.

HAMPSTEAD.—2 h.p. Singer, in good going
order, magneto; only £5 10s.; guaran-

teed.

HAMPSTEAD.—3i h.p. Fafnir, grand con-
dition, with all accessories; £14 only,

guaranteed.

HAMPSTEAD.—3i h.p. 1908 Triumph, latest

model handle-bar control, almost new;
£36,' great bargain; all accessories.

HAMPSTEAD. — II h.p. lightweight P.N.,

1908 model, new condition; £18, with all

accessories.

HAMPSTEAD.^li h.p. twin Minerva, 1907

model, spring forks, grand condition,

all accessories'; £20.

HAMPSTEAD.—5 h.p. twin Peugeot. Chater-
Lea No. 6 frame, splendid condition;

£24 for quick sale.

HAMPSTEAD.-Four-cylinder F.N., splen-

did condition, complete with all acces-

sories; £18, a great bargain.

HAMPSTEAD.—5 h.p. twin Vindec Special,

Tourist Trophy, 1908, magneto, only run
700 miles ; £42, with all accessories, and side-

car.

HAMPSTEAD.—6 h.p. 1908 Litette, mag-
neto, water-cooled, good condition,

three months old; £40.

HAMPSTEAD.—1908 shop-soiled Griffons, 2i

hp., £24; 34 h.p., £28; 3i h.p. twin. £33;

5i h.p. twin, £44; 1| h.p. lightweight, £26.

HAMPSTEAD. — Sole agents for Griffons,.

P N.'s Minervas, Vindec, Triumph, etc.;

good cycles wanted.—Eey. 5, Heath Street.

Hampstead. Tel. 2678, P.O. Close to Tube
Station.

4 h.p Jap, Chater-Lea. only wants seeing;
£25.-59, Albert Eoad, Ilford.

31 h.p. Minerva, as new; £20; any trial.—

2 Rogers, 5. Burlington Road, Totten-

ham.

5 h.p. Twin Peugeot; £20.—Full particulars
of Frank Baker, Post Office, Turnershill.

Sussex.

01 h.p. Brown, splendid condition, fast, re-

jLi2 liable ; bargain. £8 8s.—8. Crieff Road,
Wandsworth.

ORMONDE,* 2| h.p., fast, reliable ; £5, no
offer.—Confectioner, 12, Kew Bridge

Road, Brentford.

3 h.p. 1907 N.S.U., thoroughly good condi-
tion throughout; £14.—Ryland. Park

Road, Faraham.
i Q08 Moto Reve, as new; great bargain.
JLiJ £26.—East Ham Garage. High Street

South, East Ham.

GIVAUDAN 68 by 70, Eadie fittings, low
saddle, good condition; £7.—Raymond.

Crawshay, Sevenoaks.

31 h.p. Rex, splendid condition; £12. or
2 nearest offer.—Dixson. 16, Navarre

Eoad, East Ham. Essex.

£19.—Rex. 5-6 h.p.. cantilever, non-skids,

spares, perfect; offers.—11. Ormiston
Eoad, Shepherd's Bush.

5 h.p. Two-cylinder Kerry, air-cooled en-
gine, guaranteed perfect; £5 5s.—Car-

ter, Motors, Grays, Essex.

MINERVA 3i h.p., 2Jin. tyres, footboards;
£12 15s.—Owen, The Cottage, Melbourne

Lodge, Queen's "Walk, Ealing.

HARROW.—Moto-Reve, spring forks, low
frame, footrests and numerous spares,

fully equipped, better than new; £27 10s.

HARROW.—3J h.p. Birch, low built, long
bars. Rich's tubes, a smart machine,

in perfect order; £12 10s.

HAEROW.-^i h.p. Twin Minerva, spring
forks and full accessories, not had six

months' wear; a grand bargain, £25.

HARROW.—2? h.p. F.N.. long bars, low seat,

extra large tyres and several improve-
ments, a most reliable mount; £10 10s.

HARROW.—54 h.p. Twin Rex, cantilever
seat, just overhauled, and warranted

equal to new, will do 50 per hour; bargain.
£17.—Bunting. Wealdstone, Harrow.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desira'bU that you mention " The Motor Cycle.
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
MINERVA, Zi h.p., splendid climber, pull

sidiecar, all spares ; £15 10s.—66, High
Street, St. John's Wood.

3 h.p. Zedel, brand new, Ohater, very low.
Peter-Unions, everything best ; £15.—

/

73. Selham Road, East Ham.
rOUR-OYLINDER P.N., late model, mag-

neto, spring forks, excellent condition;
bargain, £19 19s.—Below.

BAT, 3i h.p., spring frame, genuine De
Dion engine and carburetter, like new

;

£17 10s.—Below.

ROVER, 3J h.p., late type, M.O.V., belt
drive; cheap, £14 IDs.-Whittle, 41,

Skelbrook Street, Earlsfield.

ANTOINE, 21 h.p., low and fast, condition
as new; seen any time: £12 10s. —66,

High Street, St. John's Wood.
i Q|06 Minerva, 2| h.p., low. Palmer 26 by 2

J-i/ cords, first-class refinements, very
fast; £11.-44, Gopeall Street, N.

5h.D. Twin Sarolea, Chater-Lea. Peter-
Union tyres, fast; £18, or best offer.—

224. Wood Street, Walthamstow.

31 h.p. Humber, trembler, spray, Dunlops,
2 spare tyre, take sidecar anywhere; £9.

—200, Church Road, Willesden, N.W.

BEESTON Humber, 2f h.p., free engine,
perfect condition; £15.—" Motor," 18,

Stockwell Park Crescent, Stockwell.

3X h.p. Brown, mechanical valves, in ex-
2 oellent condition, very powerful; £15.

—Wheatley, Aldington, Hythe, Kent.

h.p. Twin Rex, unpunctured, fast and
powerful, as new; £22. — Syred,

" Adela," St. Cross, Farnham, Surrey.

1 Q07 3i h.p. Minerva, spring forks, 25 by 2i
±*J tyres, footboards; £13; perfect;
photo.—131, Bonchurch Road, Brighton.

ROC M^ Cycle and sidecar; cost over £60
three months ago, all in perfect order

;

what oflFers .!"-Rice, motorist. Snrbiton.

FAIRY, 24 h.p., as new, all 1908 improve-
ments; 15 guineas.—Box L3,247, The

Motor Cyde Ofiices, 20, Tudor Street, E.G.

3 h.p. Minerva, Longuemare carburetter,
just overhauled; must sell; bargain,

£10 10s.—A.W., 85, Angell Road, Brixton.

Q GUINEAS Cash.-Chater-Lea, 2J h.p.
(J Sarolea-Kerry, medium lightweight. —
Oallcott, 13, St. John's Hill Grove, S.W.

1^ h.p. Minerva Lightweight, P.N. carbur-
4 etter, going order; £6 10s. or ex-

change.—224, Wood Street, Walthamstow.

QUADRANT. Zh h.p.. late 1906, spring forks,
accumulators, spares, in perfect order •

£15.—Dorey, 16, Saxon Road, South Norwood.

2 h.p. Werner Bike, low, long handle-bar,
etc.; £8, no rubbish, cost £48.—W., 28,

Becklow Road, Shepherd's Bush. London, W.

21 h.p. Quadrant, splendid order and con-
4 dition, Longuemare carburetter- £10

ofPer —<" €arlton," Warwick Road, Snares-
brook.

2.^ h.p. Werner, long bars, low seat. Brown
'4 and Barlow carburetter, handle-bar

control, good order; £9.—M. Glencairn, Sur-
biton.

2X h.p. Lurauin Coudert, Longuemare, ac-
-i cumulator, spare tube, valves, etc '

just overhauled; £9. — Webb, The Retreat
Ealmg.

03 h.p. James Minerva, low seat, long
'-J4 handles, in good condition; £12 —
Clark, 19, Waterloo Road, S.E. 'Phone 8965
Central.

31 h.p. Ascot Motor Cycle, perfect condi-
4: tion; room wanted; sacrifice £9 15s—Brown, 4, Yeoman's Row, Brompton Road

Liondon.

6 h.p. Twin Motor Cycle and sidecar in per-
fect condition, complete with all

spares; sacrifice £35.-141, High Street, Mer-
ton, S.W.

31 h.p. Minerva, Enfield fittings through-
^ out, sound and reliable; £18 or

nearest offer.—H., 8, Folkestone Road, UpperEdmonton.

"DARGAIN of the. Season.-3 h.p. Genuine
-X^ Quadrant spring forks, absolutely new
condition, perfect in every respect, climbs
-everything, most reliable; £12—"S " 96
Colvestone Crescent, Dalston, London.

OFFERS
for cash will receive every consideration and prompt
reply. Room wanted for rgog Models.

TWINS—O-fFer-s WsLnted.
6 h.p. Twin Rex, £18 18s., or|£4 and '07
Single Rex, or £6 and 3} Rex, or leTcl
exchange with Single Magneto Rex.

SPECIFICATION.—Low frame, long bars, low saddle,

Rex patent spring forks and foot brake, trembler
coil, good tyres, and guaranteed in running order.

Any machine taken in part payment.
1908, magneto, Twin REX, little used £35

5i h.p. N.S.U., magneto, new, 1908 £52
5 h.p. Twin VINDEC, magneto, Truffault . . £35

5 J h.p. REX DE LUXE, 1907, brand new . . £35

5I h.p. Twin REX, spring forks, black finish . . £18 18

5I h.p. REX DE LUXE, magneto, Roc clutch £27 10
Twin REX, blue lines, new tyres £18 18
6 h.p. Twin REX, non-skids both wheels . . £18 18

5i h.p. Twin REX, magneto, 1907 £23 10
4-5 h.p. Twin ALCYON, N.S.U., two-speed . . £20
5 h.p. Twin SAROLEA, long frame £18 18
6 h.p. Twin ANTOINE, R.O.M. ignition . . £22
Twin CLEMENT, spring forks, smart £14
5 h.p. Twin ONAWAY, very low, spring forks £19
6 h.p. Twin ANTOINE, spring forks £22

ii h.p. REX DE LUXE, two-speed £32 10

8INOLES—O-fTer-s Watntod.
1908 REX, magneto, featherweight, nearly new £19 19
1908 MOTOSACOCHE, splendid condition .

.

£22 10

1908 N.S.U. Lightweight £22 10

1908 3i h.p. N.S.U., had trial only £34
1908 3i h.p. REX DE LUXE, two-speed £35
3 h.p. SINGER, H.T. magneto £20
3 h.p. TRIUMPH, magneto £24 10

3 h.p. TRIUMPH, spring forks £21

3i h.p. Magneto REX Racer, a flier £25

3I h.p. 1906 REX, spring forks, long bars .... £15

2I h.p. Magneto REX, 1908, shop-soiled .... £22

3j h.p. MINERVA, M.O.V., vertical, spray .

.

£16 10

3 h.p. GIVAUDAN, nearly new, very low .

.

£16
3 h.p. QUADRANT, spray, spring forks £13

3 h.p. LLOYD'S, 26 X 2iin. Palmers £13 10

4 h.p. ANTOINE, vertical, M.O.V., spray .

.

£16

2i h.p. MINERVA, fine condition, M.O.V. .

.

£13 10

2I h.p. CLYDE, magneto, vertical, spray .... £15
4 h.p. ANTOINE, 26X 2iin. tyres £16 10

3i h.p. SIMMS, magneto, 2iin. Pahners £17 10

3i h.p. QUADRANT, 1906, spring forks £18 10

3i h.p. CENTAUR, free engine, M.O.V £16
2} h.p. F.N., special frame, reliable £12 10

3 h.p. HUMBER, spray, good climber £10 10

3 h.p. FAFNIR, very low, spray £13 10

3J h.p. REX, 22in. frame, trembler coil £11 10

2i h.p. MINERVA, 26X2in., spray, vertical .

.

£11 10

3 h.p. BROWN, spray, guaranteed £12 10

3 h.p. M.M.C., spray, very low £10

3i h.p. EXCELSIOR, spray, trembler coil . . £10 10

»i h.p. COVENTRY E.A.GLE, vertical spray . . £10

3j h.p. Two-speed REX, suit sidecar £13 10

2} h.p. F.N., light, low, smart appearance .... £12

2I h.p. CLEMENT, very low, good order £11

2i h.p. KERRY, spray, low, reliable mount . . £10 10
2 h.p. RALEIGH, spray, smart £8

2i h.p. ROYAL, vertical, spray, trembler coil £7 15

2i h.p. HASKARD, spray, smart £11 10
i| h.p. MINERVA, spray, suit light rider £5 10

2I h.p. EXCELSIOR, trembler coil £8
2 h.p. HUMBER, chain drive, trembler coil .

.

£6 10
2 h.p. PEUGEOT Lightweight, smart £9 10
2 h.p. Magneto SIMMS, vertical engine, spray £6 10

4 h.p. CORONET, tyres as new, smart £14
a h.p. MINERVA, spray, smart, good . . £7

TRICARS.
4i h.p. W.C. BRADBURY £37 10

5I h.p. QUADRANT Carette £35

5| h.p. REXETTE, W.C, two speeds £35
REX, Mills-Fulford £13
Twin REXETTE, W.C, two speeds, 8 h.p. . . £47 10

4j h.p. STEVENS Tricar, very low built £15
5 h.p. HUMBER, open frame £35
REX, Phoenix Two-speed £18 10

CARS.
18 h.p. REMO £225
10-12 h.p. BRUSH, tonneau, tliree speeds,

reverse £55

6i h.p. ASTER, three speeds, reverse, two-
seater £30

6i h.p. HUMBERETTE, three speeds, re-

verse, two-seater £45

High-class Magneto Machines Wanted lor spot cash.

The Halifax IVlotor Exchange,
16, West^ate, Halifax.

Telephone : 766. Telegrams :
" Perfection."

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SAL
31 h.p. Quadrant, spring forks, elect]

2 headlight, splendid running ord<

every spare; £17.—Shutes, 9. Cannon Pla
Hampstead.

31 h.p. Humber and sidecar, two - spw
'2 chain drive, £15; cycle, only £11 1

—George, 50a, St. John's Roa^d, South Ti

tenham, N.

| Q07 Triumph, magneto, 34 h.p.. non-sk
±Xj back, excellent condition, lam
spares ; £32.--St. Gwithian, Southwood Roa
New Eltham.

HIGHBURY.—3 h.p. Excelsior, with Mi
ford steerable sidecar; £15; conditi<

perfect, spares, tools; genuine bargain.—!
Northoime Road.

31 h.p. Quadrant, 1907, spring forks, in pt

^ feet order, numerous spares, grai
climber; bargain, £20.—Crawford, Tid
brook, Wadhurst.

2 h.p. Lightweieht. spray, girder fori
Dunlops, splendid running order; ;

10a. ;
push bike part payment.—55, Rye E:

Park, Peckham Rye.

31 h.p. Whitley, low frame, long bars, pc

H feet rttnning order, just been rebus
6d, new Michelin; £9.—Walter, 19, Fiel

house Road, Balham.

FOR Sale, 10 h.p. Four-cylinder Lauri
Klement, £35; and 5-6 h.p. Givaudan

Particulars on application to F. Wald, Pra
toria House, Sandeate.

31 h.p. Motor Cycle, Minerva engii]2 Chater-Lea frame, good conditio!

£15, or near offer.—Mr. W. Dornin, 25. Roc
ford Street, Gospel Oak.

LATEST 7 h.p. Chater-Lea Motor Cycle ai

sidecar, magneto, Jap engine, etc.

;

guineas; practically new.—D. SulUvan. '

Hubert Grove, Stockwell.

41 h.p. Minerva, late 1907, magneto igi

^ tion. tyres good, non-skid on bac
many spares; owner gone abroad; £22.

Staines Motor Co., Staines.

MOTOR Cycle, 2| h.p. Antoine, perfe
working condition, low; £9 cash, wou

take sidecar in part payment.—Titshall, '

Lamb's Conduit Street, W.C.

6 h.p. Twin N.S.U. . 26 by 2i Continenta
lamp, horn, stand, tools, nearly nex

£35 for quick sale; no exchange; seen ai

time.—Wyke House, Ealing, W.

VINDEC Special, 5 h.p.. 1907, Chat<
Lea sidecar (new Easter), Truffau

magneto, spares; £38.-13, Empress Avent
Manor Park. Tele. 448 East.

4 h.p. Ormonde Motor Cycle, Kelecom e

gine, Vaurs carburetter, fast machii
good accumulator; £6 10s., lowest.—Le^
Humphries, Goudhurst, Kent.

03. h.p. Clarke and Cluley, good conditio
ji^4= Bat spring forks, " racing positior
new long bars, two belts, Sharpe's silence
£14.—Kish, 52, Wells Street, W.

41 h.p. Twin Minerva, late 1907. sprii

3? forks, many spares, perfect con(
tion; £28; trial with pleasure. — " Raver
wood," Ross Road, Wallington.

3 h.p. Singer, magneto, engine roller bea
ings, Watawata, Palmer back whe

handle control throttle; £13 10s.—4, Briga
Terrace, North Woolwich, London.

3 h.p. M.M.C., long and low, good tyr<

footrests, climb anything, splendid co

dition; bargain; must sell; £9 IDs.-Thorn
son, 14, Salisbury Road, Highgate, N.

£10.-23 h.p. Minerva, Chater-Lea. long bai

low saddle, splendid condition, ju

thoroughly overhauled.—Seen, Eccles Mot
Works, Blackwall Lane, Greenwich.

TiRIUMPH, 3 h.p., 1906, magneto, absolute
perfect, tyres good, accessories, spa

valve, splendid condition; bargain, £23.

Tree. 61. Thurlby Road, West Norwood.

O h.p. Pafnir. very low, Chater, Longu
O mare, Dermatine, just overhauled, n€

rings, very powerful; £10; all accessories.

28, King's Road, Camden Town, after 6.

5-6 h.p. Twin Rex Motor Cycle, cantilev
saddle (Brooks), spring forks. Clinch

tyres, aluminium finish, perfect runnii
order.—Breeze, 74, High Street, Aldershot.

31 h.p. Ariel, spring forks, carrier, ai

2 stand, two accumulators, lamp, hor
wallet, tools and spares; £15; seen afti

5.—409, Green Street, Upton Park, Londo

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirdble that you mention ''The Motor Cycle.'
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rOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION XI.

md and Isle of Man.

3 Twin Rex. masneto. almost new,
Brown and Barlow carburetter,

le-bar control. Shamrock tyre and
perfect running condition; buying
£35, or near offer—No. 775, The Motor
Offices, Coventry.

p. Triumph, spring forks, variable pul-

ley, new Dermatine, tyres exoellent,

been thoroughly overhauled, all tools,

(8, lamp, horn, footrests, been very
used; £22, or near offer.—Beeves, Royal
shire Regiment, Curragh.

h.p. Peugeot Engine, Chater-Lea, 21in.

frame, Druid spring forks, Davison
and gauges. Brown and Barlow car-

ter. Clincher tyres. Riches dettfchable
I, Brooks B104, Stanley-Dermatine belt,

nulator ignition ;
price £23.—E. M. Long,

tiide, Co. Dublin.

i.p. Matchless, J.A.P., 1907, long handle-
bars, footboards, two pulleys, Mabon
b, lin. Whittle, not used, lin. Derma-
2iin. P.U. tyres, non-skid on back, both
lent condition, magneto, mirror search-
just been tuned up. very fast and

>rtable, also new Montgomery, done 80

. De Luxe fittings, tons of spares, new
nctured tube in back; £46. or sell

ately, or near offer. — Gamett, Royal
I, Curragh.

TRICARS FOR SALE.
i.p. Twin-cylinder Tricar, wheel steer-
ing, coach-built seats, two-speed gear,
ig like a car; £45.—Below.

I.p. Quadrant Motor Cycle, spring forks,
flrstrclass hill - climber; £20.—Cern-
Cycle and Motor Co., Carnforth.

£ Tricar, 5J h.p., coach-built body,
spray carburetter; 'sell bargain, £15 10s.

wn, 12, Bull Ring, Birmingham.

CAB. complete, except engine; will ex-
change for good bicycle and j-ictle cash.
I'he Motor Cydo Offices, Coventry.

p. Tricar, smart, up-to-date, new tyres
and belt, rare chance; £18.—East Ham
ge. High Street South, East Ham.
CAR. lightweight. Rover 3 h.p. engine,
wicker body, upholstered; sell bargain,
Os.—35. Whittall Street, Birmingham.

i Sale, Tricar, two-SDeed. go anywhere:
trial given; particulars on applica-
-Brown, 5, Seymour Villas, Sandgate.

p. Antoine Tricar, condition perfect,
new tyres, lamp, etc.; £20, take low
r motor part payment.—29, East Street.
ing.

i.D. Riley Engine Tricar, new condition,
fast, smart, and reliable, car control;
or offer. — Williams, Antrobus Street,
leton.

p. Phoenix Trimo. twin Peugeot engine,
two speeds, wheel steering, coach-built,
new; £37 10s., or exchange.—28, Dock
t, Leeds.

I.p. Baleighette Tricar, two speeds, free
engine, condition like new, fast, and

hiU-climber; £34, or exchange.—28, Dock
t, Leeds.

EN Frame Tricar Chassis, complete
with tyres ; exchange t vin engine, or
other goods).—Millington, 32, Gladstone
ue, Chester.

h.p. W.C. Humber Tricar, two - speed,
free engine, new tyres, good hill-

>er; £20 cash.—Tolhurst, 219, Torridon
.. Catford. S.E.

I.p. Twin-cylinder Tricar, two speeds,
coach-built, wheel steering, driver

i seat; photo; £25. — 117 Clarence
lue, Northampton.
h.p, N.S.TJ. Tricar, two speeds, magneto,

all spares, and motor house; first
>nable offer ; owner must sell —14. Comp-
Terrace, Highbury, N.

ATER-COOLED Tricar, 44 h.p. M.M.C. en-
gine, Chater-Lea fittings, in thorough

'"'
S--; °^ nearest offer.—Dowglass, 96

vc Richmond Road, Putney.
D. Water-cooled Tricar, Stevens entrtue,
two speeds, chain drive wheel steering,
in^®^ ^JJ^^' spares, etc., guaranteed;
10a—9, Wellesley Gardens, Ilford

6

WAUCHOPE'S,
9, Shoe Lane,

Fleet Street, .

Off Ludgata Circus, . . .

LOf^DOry, B.C.
Telephone No.—5777 Holborn.

Telegraphic Address—"Opiflcer, London."

TRICARS FOR SALE.
h.p. Resette; what offers? must sell; any

trial.—43, Orsett Road, Grays, Essex.

i Q07 Millford Tricar. 34 h.p., perfect con-
X.O dition; £20.-1, Prome Road. Wood
Green, London.

6 h.p. Smart Rexette Tricar, sents three;
cost £110, accept £32.-98, Potternewton

Lane, Leeds.

PH(ENIX, 4J h.p., two speeds, magneto,
spring frame; £30.—Smith, 4, Grafton

Mansions, Clapham.

RILET, 9 h.p., perfect condition; any
\jTia,\ given ; cash offer ; take motor

cycle part.—Gloucester House, Bath.

5 h.p. Buchet, belt drive, free engine, in
good condition, fast and reliabli^; \ hat

offers?—201, Trafalgar Road, Greenwich.

p' h.p. Humber Tricar, w.c. two speeds,
kJ tyres perfect, wheel steering; x20.
sacrifice. — Williams. High Street, Merton,
Surrey.

6 h.p. Quadrant Carette, and spares, in
splendid order, all guaranteed perfect;

an offer wanted.—Timson, 126, Witton Lane,
Aston.

41 h.p. Coronet Tricar, water-cooled, wheel
2 steering, two speeds, buckets, room

for two in front; bargain, £22.—D.,. 110, Den-
mark Hill, Camberwell.

34 h.p. Rex Tricar, just overhauled, new
crank pin, bushes, rings, gudgeon, pul-

ley, belt; £17, or close offer; trial.—Chap-
man, 15, Bickley Road, Leyton.

VERY Superior 5 h.p. Riley Tricar, large
number of extras, quite new ; owner

going abroad; cost £106, what offers.?-Box
815, The Motor Cyde Offices, Coventry.

RALEIGHETTE Tricar, 34 h.p., water-
cooled, two speeds, clutcn, perfect

order; £25: good motor cycle part exchange.
—Moore, 27, Curzon Street, Long Eaton.

4i h.p. Twin Minerva and Phoenix fore-
2 carriage, wicker body, numerous

spares, new 1907; £30.—Anderson. 7, Theber-
ton Street West, Liverpool Road, London.

LAGONDA Tricar, 10-12 h.p., water-cooled,
three speeds, in excellent order

throughout; price £55.—Further particulars,
apply. Western Motor Works, Sidcup, S.E.

REX Litette, 6 h.p.. water-cooled, two-
speed, magneto. Whittle belt, lamps,

spares, new condition; £55, or near offer;
after 5 p.m.—Lancaster, 211, Burdett Road,
Bow.

LAGONDA, 10-12 h.p.. water-cooled, seats
two in front car, in perfect order, only

wants painting; what cash offers, no ex-
changes.—Gorham, Middle Pavement, Not-
tingham.

5 h.p. Riley Tricar. Michelin back, Dunlop
fronts, horn, toolbox, carrier, etc., done

2.000 miles, in good condition and running
order; £60.—Box 814, The Motor Cycle Offices.
Coventry.

6 h.p. Tricar, twin-cylinder engine. Brooks
saddle, footboards, grand machine

;

£50, or exchange for good motor cycle, good
make, and cash. — 13, Little Ilford Lane,
Manor Park, E.

41 h.p. Water-cooled Humber, two speeds,
2 foot clutch, coach-built, condition per-

fect, tools, spares; trial; must be sold: no
reasonable offer refused.—Barnett, Blowfield,
Hornsey Lane, N.

5 h.p. Kerry Tricar, nair brass side oil
lamps, to be cleared cheap, part ex-

change ladyback tandem, two-speed, Cbate'--
Lea preferred.—Watkins, 2. Leswin Road,
Church Road, Stoke Newington.

41 h.p. Genuine De Dion Tricar, Chater-Lea
2 open frame, wheel steering, two speeds,

coach-built, smart appearance, and thorough
going order; owner buying car; £32.—Liver-
sidge, Bangor Road, Brentford.

DINGER Tricar, 9 h.p., two-cylinder, threeO speeds and reverse, spare back studded
tyre and inner tube, carrier, lamps, etc., in
splendid condition; what offers? — Apply,
Jones Roberts, 17, Brook Green, W.

51 h.p. Rexette, perfect running order,
2 coach-built body, in new condiaon,

water-cooled, wheel steering, two speeds,
tyres new, non-skid on back, full set of
lamps, numerous spares; £40, or nearest
offer.—Clark, 12. Grove Terrace, Camp Rf>ad.
Leeds.

In answering any of these advertisements it is d'-i^irnblf' that you mention " The Motor Cycle.
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TRICARS FOR SALE.

GENUINE Phoenix Trimo, Zi h.p. Minerva
engine, M.O.V., lot of spares, cycle

wheel, nearly now; cost 75 guineas,

sacrifice £25; trial.—A. Oastle, Worksop,
Notts.

TEICAE 4J h.B. Stevens engine, two-speed
gear] new 18 months ago, Shaw non-

skid back, Dunlopa front, spares, very good

condition; £40.—Eawstron, Trent Villa, Lich-

field.

6h.p. Quadrant, open frame, coach-built,

whee] steering, two speeds, little used,

iust bean overhauled; offers wanted. -No.
L3253. The Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor
Street, E.G.

FOR Sale, 4i h.p. A.O. Antoine Chater-Lea

Tricar variable pulley, and tree en-

gine clutch. Palmer tyres, Perfect condi-

tion; £20. or nearest offer .-13, St. Nicholas

Street, Coventry.

8-10 h.p. Twin-cylinder Water-cooled Rex-

ette Tricar, open frame, coach-buUt,

wheel steering, to carry three, splendid con-

dition- £36; exchange motor cycle and casb.

—Wm. Else, Leawood, Matlock.

LAGONDA Tricar, 10-12 h.p., lately re-

painted, tyres as new, very fast ana
powerful, three speeds, water-cooled enfine,

good spares; price £50.—Zenith Motors, Ltd..

119, Stroud Green Road, London, N.

3 h.p. Quadrant Tricar, runabout, Wata-
wata, spray, sprimg axle, stands

Mabon brakes, crawl or express perfect

control, side-slip impossible ; £20 cash, otters.

—Reiffer, 35, Knighton Park, Sydenham.

MINERVA Tricar (3i h.p.), with wheel and
other spares, better than new; any

examination ;
genuine, no-trouble machine ;

having no room, will accept £20, no otters.—

Pendine, Philip's Avenue, Worcester Park.

6h.D. Quadrant Carette, condition as new,

wide coach-built front seat, overhauled

;

particulars on application; price 35

guineas, original cost 95 guineas. — L.M.C.

Works, 132, Monument Road, Birmingham.

REXETTE, 8-10 h.p., twin-cylinder, three-

seater, twin rear wheel, headlight, side

lamps, spare tyres, grand touring motor,

equal new; sell bargain, £42 cash, or good

motor cycle part exchange.—12, Bnll King,

Birmingham.

CHATER-LEA Tricar Parts, including
front axle, two wheels and tyres, steer-

ing column and wheel, long frame, and
springs, all complete, all absolutely new,

but unfinished; cost me £6, will accept £2

10s.—Rice, Cycle Works, Surbiton.

"DEXETTE, 5-6 h.p., coach-built, water-cool-

JtV ed. wheel steering, two speeds, new
Renold's chain, tyres perfect, two new 3ust

been thoroughly overhauled, and m splendid

condition ; sell, or exchange light two-seater

car.—832, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

31 hp Minerva Tricar, Chater-Lea
2 throughout. 26in. wheels, low frame,

new Dermatine belt, full spares, reliable,

fast machine, in good condition; trial witn
^

pleasure; £23, or nearest offer for quick
sale.-Brown, 5. Southend Parade, Eltham.
1^ - 6 h.p. Twin-cylinder Antoine Tricar,

Chater-Lea throughout, two speeds, free
engine, handle starting, spare tyre, valves,

plugs, etc.. sound reliable machine, and
marvellous hill-climber, powerful brakes

;

must sell; £21, spot cash.—22, Halons Road,
Eltham.

TRICAR, 5 h.p. Riley engine, Chater-Lea
open frame, Aiglian improved two-

speed, internal expanding brakes, a power-
ful machine, perfect in every way; £35, or
will accept good motor cycle in part pay-
ment.—Elddems, 54, Seazes Terrace, New-
castle-on-Tyne.

1 Q08 10 h p. Twin Rexette, practically brand
XiJ new, two speeds and reverse, seats
two and child in front, twin back tyres,
climbs practically every hill on top gear,
not done 300 miles; accept £60 nas'h ; any
trial.

—
" Rexette," 86, Colvestone Crescent,

Dalston, London.

TRICAR, 4 h.p. Simms w.c. engine, magneto
and carburetter, llin. heavy clutch,

three speeds, worm drive, 2Jin. Palmer cord
tyres, nearly new, frame sprung back and
front, three band brakes, Bowden control,
wicker chair, spare tyre, tnbe, lamp, apron,
etc., in excellent condition; any examina-
tion; motor cycle part; price 40 guineas.—
Page, 74. East Hill, Dartford, Kent.

MATCHLESS MOTORS !

!

The Tourist Trophy Winners, 1907!

Land's End to John-o'-Groat's, 1908 : GOLD MEDAL.

200 Miles World's Record, 1908, also 4, 5, and 6 Hours'

World's Record.

Artists' Federation Sports, Heme Hill -Scratch Race:
MATCHLESS FIRST.

6 Mile Open Handicap : MATCHLESS FIRST.

5 Mile Music Hall Handicap : MATCHLESS FIRST.

Auto Cycle Union Race Meeting.

Stadium 1 Hour Race : H. V. Colver on MATCHLESS
FIRST, BEATING WORLD'S HOUR RECORD
for MACHINES 76x76.

Celtic Park Sports, Glasgow, August 8th, 1908:
HARRY MARTIN BEAT SCOTTISH RECORDS.

1 Mile Flying : 66 seconds. 3 Miles : 3 min). 24} sees.

6 Miles : 6 mins. 42; sees.

" Matchless " Motors for Speed and Reliability.

LONDON TO EDINBURGH :

3 STARTED. 3 FINISHED.

No Trade riders—ridden by private owners only.

"CHASE" DRIVING RI.M DRAKE.

No. 1 pattern—back pedalling brake. Machine can

be wheeled backwards. Extremely powerful. Pric e

16/6, post 17/-.

No. 2 pattern—footrest brake, com-

plete. Price, £1 6s. Footrests only

Price 12/-. With either iin. or Uin
clip, post 12/6.

No. 3 pattern—foot brake with pedal
fitted on stud provided, which fixes

in place of one of crank case bolts.

Price complete 16/6, post 17/-.

MATCHLESS PETROL
FILTER.

No '•ttoked carburetter.s

4/6, p-^st 4/8.

Catalogues of " Matchless
Accessories on application to

MATCHLESS SPRING

FORK ATTACHMENTS.

Converts an old pattern
motor cycle into an up-to-

date luxurious motor.
Thousands in use, giving

every satisfaction I 1

15/6, post 16/-.

Motor Cycles and

H. COLLIER & SONS, Ltd.,
Motor Experts and General Engineers.

Offices and ^Showrooms:

18, HERBERT ROAD, F>kUI\IISTEAD
(Nearest Station : Woolwich Arsenal.

Telephone : 232 Woolwich.)

TRICARSfjFOH SALE.

-J
Q07 6 h.p. Twin Rex Triette, practica

Jl-U brand new throughout, 2iin. Dunk
cantilever seat, romps up hills, guarant
absolutely perfect, not done 300 miles; i

or exchange for high-class motor cycle a

cash.—Triette, 86, Colvestone Crescent, I
ston. London.

NEW 8-9 h.p. Sociable Seated Tricar, ]

racing design, French grey, car tyj
raked wheel steering, magnificently spru
four speeds, metal dash, cylindrical tar
run 500 miles; any trial; £60, offer, or
change.—Hinton, Stationer. Einchley Ro
Pattison Road, N.W.

9 h.p. Tricar, modernised Leon BoUee.
cari*y three, twin-cylinders, wi

steering, foot pedal control, three spec
new car tyres on all wheels, non-skid
back, accumulator ignition, lamps, i

spares, guaranteed in perfect order, £

country district ; £25. or near offer.—H.,
Castle Road, Isleworth.

REXETTE, 8-10 h.p.. twin cylinders, a
two speeds and reverse, specially bu

without forecarriage. very fast, twin r
wheel, fitted nearly new^ Roberts bands, js

tools, lamps, spare valves, numerous spa
underscreen, good order, only ran 1

miles; owner buying car; extra tool I

fitted with drawers; a bargain. £3£
Hensher, 11, Midland Road. Wellingboron

9 h.p. Riley Tricar, three speeds and
verse, coach-built, open frame ;

wheel steering, guaranteed as perfect
new, has several spares, non-skid on
back wheel, lamps, horn, electric tail lai
any severe trial can be given ; it will
forty miles with a gallon of petrol

; p:

£65, will take an up-to-date motor cyck
exchange.—Garaged at Wauchoi)e's, 9, S
Lane, Fleet Street, London.

SIDECARS AND 'FORECARS
PHCENIX Forecar Attachment, exten

stays ; £4.—Cox, 25, St. Andrew's Str
Cambridge.

MONTGOMERY, best quality, as new;
10s.—38, Elthorne Park Road, Hanv

Middlesex.

SIDECAR and 6 h.n. Antoine, Chater-l
in excellent order; £27.-16, Sans<

"Walk. Worcester.

MILLS and Fulford Forecar. with vs

guards, fit any machine ; £3 10s.-
Ashley Road, Parkstone.

CHATER Forecarriage, long stay?, b
brakes; bargain, £5 58.. or excha

sidecar.-129, Wickham Lane. Welling.

MONTGOMERY Adjustable Sidecar,
new, 26in. wheel; cost over £10, act

£4.-14, Zermatt Street. Chapeltown, Le

WE have a few Chater-Lea Sidecars (la

model) at £5 15s. to clear.—Sil
thome Motor Company. 111. Larkhall L;
Clapha^m.

QIDECAR, wicker. 26 by 2 wheel, in g
<J condition; £2 10s.. or exchange fom
bike.—A. Pooock, 158, Canterbury Road,
Croydon.

SIDECAR, in sood condition, rece;
enamelled, with spare cover; £3

i

or near offer.—Whitehead, Longlands,
cup, Kent.

N.S.U. Coach-built Sidecar, upholstere
leather, with apron, 24 by 2i Contii

tal tyre; £8 10s.—Eagles and Co., I
Street, Acton.

SIDECARRIAGE, nearly new, 26in. wl
nicely upholstered, complete ^

apron; £4 15s.—37a, Charles Street, Hal
Garden, Holborn.

STAMFORD HILL.—Famous rigid sidec
instant delivery, none better, fit y

machine, £4 18s. 6d.; sound second - h
sidecar, £3 5s.—128, High Road, Tottenhai

BOOTH. — Several Montgomery sidec
cheap, shop-soiled. A few sect

hand sidecars very cheap. State reqn
ments. — Booth's Motor Exchange, W
Street, Halifax.

OAKLEIGH Sidecars, fit any macl
without alteration, instantly attac

and detached, side-slip impossible; lov

and safest built, £5; our new spring wl

sidecar takes up all shock, price £8. fi

patented.—Oakleigh Motors. Ltd.. 65a, Ro<

dale Road, West Dulwich.

In answering any of these advertisement" it (.? desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle."
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TYRES.
)rE[.—Clincher A Won 26 by 2k coveTS ;

's. 6cl. ; makers' name on
; quite new :

tval.

)TH. — Large stock of Continentals,
rubber studded. Shamrocks, Goodrichs,
srs'; list free.

)TH.—Before buying- tyres send for our
bargain list; we specialise in tyres.

)TH.—28 by 2 Calmons, 13s. 6d.; Royalty
covers, 26 by 2, 12s. 6d. ; 2J, 13s. 6d.:
d or wired.—Booth's Motor Exchang-e,
Street, Halifax.

vTLOP Tube, 26 by 2, new; cost lis. 6d.,
,ake 7s.—Malcolm Nicholson, Highfleld,

\ by 85 Heavy Clincher Covers, tyne 2,

7 brand new, faultless goods; 37s. 6d.
-Parrar.

STCHER Covers, beaded, new, unused,
Jlincher name on. 26 by 2. 17s. 6d. ; 26
17s. 6d.; 26 by 2i, 23s.; 28 by 24, 23s.;

val on receipt of P.O.—Farrar; Square
Halifax.

R Brand New 261n. by 2in. Covers
(heavy quality); 12s. 6d. each, bar-
—2, Freehold Street, Hull.

<rCHER Motor Inner Tubes, 26 by 2i,
5s. 6d. ; Revolution motor cycle stands,
. ; bargains.—12, Bull Ring, Birming-

HELEST Covers, g-uaranteed, 1908 (new
goods), not old stock or clearance
26 by 2, 18s.; 26 by 2J, 19s.; 26 by 2i,
ubes, 8s.; absolutely the best value in
ade.-Univers'al Motor Tyre Co., (jhe&-
e, Stockport.

BS, Tyres.—Huge quantity of brand new
leavy motor covers at more than 50 per
reduction, best British manufacture,
ire our prices with any others offered
3w covers; very special opportunity:
85, 40s.; 750 by 85, 42s. 6d. ; 760 by 90,

110 by 90, 52s. 6d. ; 815 by 105, 60s.; 870
60&.; 875 by 105, 70s.; 880 by 120, 75b.:
120, 80s.; other sizes equally cheap;
to-day for clearance list.—Garnham

o., tyre factors. Woodbridge Road, Ips-

REPAIRERS.
CKR^ Water Jackets of motors suc-
essfully repaired by Lea's metallurgi-
ocess.—Lea and Son, engineers, Run-

any motor cycle we cannot repair.—
Whites, 22, Brook's Alley, bottom of
street, Liverpool. Lubrio cylinder and
bto ceils.

West of England Motorists.—Car and
Qotor cycle repairs, prompt and re-
; cylinders re-bored, new pistons and
fitted; don't hesitate; send straight
-Hamlin. Motor Works, Bridgwater.

X'CCCC.—Compression means power:
ylinders rebored, and new pistons fit-

guaranteed flit 4'-l,000 inch, bears 13
on pedal; write for list.—Gradior Ma-
Co., Compression Specialists, Statford.

' Etgines for Old, from 2i to 8 h.p.;
irge stock of parts for De Dions,
.Excelsior; new pistons and re-boring
ncreased power at moderate charges:
s prompt to all makes guaranteed by
rs experience.—The Record Motor Co..
try.

LDING. — Don't scrap that broken
cylinder, connecting rod, etc. We

. it to you perfect in three days:
JhillingS', saves pounds.—The Commer-
iventions Exploitation Co., Ltd. Inter-
nal Exchange, Edmund Street, Bir-
am.

A.IE^ and Overhauling. — We have
tie finest repair works in London for
cycles, with up-to-date machinery:

tes free: new cylinders for anv make
nne, pulleys, valves, gears, ard all
STients; send for our new booklets,
prices. — Laystall Motor Engineering

27 and 29, Laystall Street, Boseberv
&. E.G.

TUITION.
'OR Car Driving Taught in one month,
-farticulars, 661, The Motor Cycle Offices,
;ry.

r tmeters. •

These Voltmeters a^e the clieapest ituaranteed
Voltmeters ever placed on the British market.
Read up to 6 volts, and guaranteed accurate.

Price only 3/9, Post Paid.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY. APPROVAL
For Genuine Bargains, as abovf,

MAUDE'S MOTOR MART,
Powell Street, HALIFAX,

The fair -factors-

CtfiiijirllonM^P
:': Before reborine; - ; After tebonnsfi'

:.Wfrebore your cylinder and fit new piston complete

with rings/ind,gudgeon' pini';Please,^s^

repairs/booklet, givVn^ prices for this work,.: .;
'..

.
'_ ':

T^K?;L^ymli. MOtOR EMGINIE R l«G WORK S, Ltd;

27 ^8£39|; Laystall St;rRos^be^
'

v'Estafciishe(i':l9TO;'-r: :;^^^

IN ADDITION TO TYRES

GNAVITER
I.R. asitJ CAPIVAS BELTING.

Best British Make.

tin. .. lOJ. pe fojt. J n. . 1/1 per foot.

iin. ..1/4 „ „ Un. .. 19 „

Plain or Serrated. True and deep section.

Sole Agents, Wholesale and Retail

:

DEFIANT NON-SKID TYRE GO.,

1, Furnivai Street, LONDON, E.G.

AOVES^XISEI^iS — Piesi.se no e
'^l^'*''^ Friday is the lat««t day we
oan receive advertisement copy
tor ths following week's iS8ue>

EXCHANGE.
MICHELIN 880 by 120, for loair of 26 by 2i

covers.—Maylin, Hitcbin.

GAS Engine, 5 b.p. National; £25; ex-
chang-e motor biJse.—105, Church Road,

"Vviilesden.

EXCHANGE 4 h.p. Ga& Engine, good order,
for good motor cycle, or sell £25.

—

Longford, Uddingston.

TWIN Rex, with cash, for 1908 magneto
single-cylinder.—Box 826. The Motor

Cycle Offices, Coventry.

EXCHANGE, Two Bicycles, value £6, and
cash, for good motor cycle. — Hughes,

Durham Road, Sunderland.

"VTEW Unsicratched Magneto. Rex; cost 35^ guineas, for old machine and cash.—
B., 6, Eldon Park, S. Norwood.

EXCHANGE 5 h.D. twin Peugeot and castor
wheel sidecar for light open frame tri-

car, or sell.-^35, Edgware Eoad, London, W.

4i h.p. Twin Minerva, latest, footboards,
2 spring forks ; iDart exchange lower

power, or sell 20 guineas'.—207, Peckham Rye,
S.E.

EXCHANGE, six New Cycles, Robin Hood
make, for 1907, not earlier, motor car

(magneto).—Hancock, High Street, Battersea,
S.W.

WILL Exchange cycle, road racer, with
two-speed gear, new condition, for

good sidecar.—97, Bristol Street, Birming-
ham.

31 h.p. Centaur, belt drive, Longuemare,
2 E.I.C. coil, good condition, for light-

weight, or sell cheap.—32, Osborne Road,
Leyton.

OJ h.p. Clement-Garrard Engine, excellent
j_l condition, spring forks, V belt, for tri-

cycle ; no rubbish.—\V . Payne, c/o Post Office,

Beckenham.

EXCHANGE Plot of Freehold Land, situ-

ated Edmonton, for good 1908 motor
bike, no rubbish.—Groves, 1, Chvirch Street,
Lower Edmonton.

31. h.p. Rex, low frame, excellent condi-
4 tion, accessories ; £12, or exchange

good push bike and cash.—803, The Motor
Cycle Offices, Coventry.

EXCHANGE Electric Horn. complete
(Grack, as new), cost about 25s., for

good silencer, with cut-out.—Wright, New
Street, Henley-on-Thames.

2t3 h.p. Ariel Engine, Chater-Lea frame,
'4 Palmer tyres, in perfect condition,

very fast and powerful; accept £6 and good
cycle.—22, Catherine Street, Coventry.

EXCHANGE |in. Whittle Belt, 8ft. 6in. long,
practically new, for |in. Watawata or

rubber belt, in similar condition, same
length.—Regent Garage, Leamington.

EXCHANGE for motor cycle and cash 3i-4

h.p. M.M.C.-Chater-Lea tricar, fast, ex-

cellent hill-climber, and very reliable.—Tri-

car, 86, Colvestone Crescent. Dalston, London.

EXCHANGE a good walnut bedroom suite

and drawing room suite, nearly new;
cash adjustment, for good make motor cycle
(private).—22, The Avenue, Bruce Grove, N.

EXCHANGE lady's silver 2 guinea watch,
183 Rotax electric headlight, accumu-

lator, case (18s.), toolbag (3s. 6d.), all orand
new; exchange accessories.—Hedley Castxe.

Southwell.

EXCHANGE for good motor cycle or tri-

car, new high-class furniture, any de-

scription, valued wholesale, direct from
works.—Furniture Manufacturer, 9, French
Place, Shoreditch, London.

EXCHANGE 7in. Centre Back-geared Lathe,
compound slide rest, back-geared head

stocks, 3iin. centres, foot bellows, and blow
pipe, for lightweight motor cycle.—Crofts,

407, West Derby Road. Liverpool.

91 h.p. Phanomen, 1907, H.T. Slmms-Bosch
02 magneto, every refinement, tyres as

new, spare studded back cover, new, and
cash adjustment, for good twin motor C;>'cle,

Vindec Special preferred, or tricar.—Millard,

Dinnington, Rotherham.

EXCHANGE for 1908 Triumph, 1908 6 h p.

twin Advance, Chater-Lea No. 6, saddle

only 30in. from ground, absolutely like

brand new, climb mountains with sidecar,

many refinements.-Motorist, 86, Colvestone

Crescent, Dalston, London.

In nnKinemm nn.li. iif thi' .'ip n r r," / : rlpsir.nhU th.nt iinu, . .nf.ntUn '* Th P. Molov Ci/de.
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EXCHANGE.
5ih.p. Orleans, two-seater, for good motor

cycle.—14, Zermat't Street, ChapeltOAvn,
Leeds.

31. h.p. Eex, g'O'Od condition, for lightweight
2 and cash. — Beer. Windsor Terrace,

Penarth.

21I h.p. Quadrant, spray, and cash, for
'4 higher power, or sell £9.—Winton. 5,

Black Bull E«-ad, Folkestone.

TRICAR, 3J h.D. w.c. De Dion engine, free
engine clutch, belt drive, in good work-

ing order; exchange 6 h.p. De Dion engine
and clutch. — Watson, Middlefield, Gains-
borough.

EXCHANGE 5-6 h.n. twin Antoine engine,
air-cooled, quite new, for 6 h.p. single-

cylinder, water-cooled, in good order, or
would sell outright and buy.—Clark, Cecil

Road, Norwich.

WANTED, motor bike, handle-bar control;
exchange new 40 guinea presentation

keyless Hunter, by Benson, Hughes photo
rotoscope cinematograph attachment (new
condition), with £4 worth of films (short sub-
jects).—No. 829, The Motor Cycle Offices, Cov-
entry.

TWO-SEATER Herald Car, 10-12 h.p.. two
cylinders, three speeds and reverse,

artillery wheels. Stepney wheel., four lamps,
spares; £65, would entertain exchange for
good tricar; expert examination allowed
and required.—L. Mountview, Gordon Hill,
Enfield, X
EXCHANGE Zl h.D. N.S.U., magneto, with

twf speeds and free engine, new 1907;
also 3i n.p. 1907 Triumph, with spares in-
cluding heavy coper on back, speedometer,
and butt end tube, not done 500 miles; ex-
change both for a good make car.—Apply,
96, Tamworth Street, Hulme, Manchester.

BILLIARD Table, fnll size with cues, cue
holder, rests, two hanging chalk

holders, balls, mahogany marking board,
heavy four bracket brass pendant, inclnd-
ing wire frames and hoods; exchange for
1908 magneto 34 h.p. Minerva, Norton, Tri-
umph, or two-speed Roc; must be in good
order; room wanted.—Baxter, ironmonger,
Coatbridge.

WANTED.
WANTED, trembler coil, in working order

-Moss. St. Mary Street, iiKeston.

F.N., four-cylinder, % h.p., wanted, spring
forks, etc.—W. Clark, Walton-on-

Thames.

WANTED, a Kent three-speed gear, good
repair.—Sampson, School, Spreyton,

Bow, Devon.

FIRST-CLASS Motor Cycle known make
cheap, spot cash.—R. Else, Leawood,

near Matlock.

WANTED, Good Sidecar, will give gent's
10-guinea pedal cycle, new.—Farrar,

Square Road, Halifax.

WANTED, two wired covers, 26 by 2
second-hand, good.—W. McClatchie,'

Grove Avenue, Chilwell, Notts.

PHCENIX Front Seat, cash, or exchange
Phoenix bonnet and toolbox ; also want

electric horn.—61, Denmark Hill.

SPOT Cash Offer for very good twin Rex.
aluminium finish, blue lines.—Box 827,

riie Motor Cycle OfBces, Coventry.

ADDRESS of George Bull, late of 39 Marks
Road, Enfield; 10s. given. — Halifax

Motor Exchange. Westgate, Halifax.

WANTED, good motor cycle; exchange
prize Eorsoi, value 25 guineas.—Par-

ticulars, Crowe, Milview, Fakenham.
WANTED, motor cycle frame, for verti-

cal engine, any condition.—42, Darn-
ley Street, Brooks's Bar, Manchester.
WANTED Mills-Fulford sidecar, castortr wheel, 26in. by 2iin.—Write, R„ La-burnum Mount, St. Ann's Road, St. Helens.
T^ANTED, tricar, water-cooled; exchans^e
» ? 3^ h.p. Imperial Rover motor cycleand cash.-Norris, Little Pagehurst, Staple-

hurst.

9fi ^^.J^ Goodrich Rubber Studded Tyre
r*

17s. 6d.; brand new 26 by 2i extra
heavy beaded edge cover, 21s.; 26 by 2"i inner
tube, nearly new, 4s. 6d.—45. Parade, Leam-
ington.

"A PLACE -.«^-

FOR EVERYTHING.
>>

Takes spare Tube SLnd Bel*

No Metal parts to injure tube, and no rattling.

In solid leather, to fit on top or side of luggage
carrier, or on girder forks.

Price complete only 6/6.

DON'T BE BOTHERED
BY THE "BAD-STARTING BOGIE."

WHITE'S ECONOMISER
(Patent applied for).

Starts instantly, and saves your Petrol.

Each.

DON'T BE BOTHERED with that flimsy,

rattling apology for a lamp Try the " ELEC-
TARY" LENS MIRROR PROJECTOR with
adjustable Focus to suit all riding conditions.

Made to last Price .

.

only 30/.
Complete with Generator.

W. & R. JACOBS,
39c, King William St., LONDON, E.C.

Phone. : 7^0 Wall.

Teleg

:

The RICH DETACHABLE
AGAIN IMPROVED IN MANUFACTURE.

THE ONLY PERFECT DETACHABLE AIR TUBE.

•SAVES^^af^ii ?HSta^ TIME

26in. 28in.

WANTED.
qi^RKJMPHS wanted, 1907 or 1908 cheap
J- eash.-Rey. 5, Heath Street, Ha
stead.

TTfT'ANTED. Fit-all two-speed gear, fo
V> h.p. Peugeot.—65a, Rosendale Ii<

West Dulwich.

WANTED, 5 h.p. 1906 Vindec frame, i

26 by 2i front wheel.—18, Newst
Road, Liverpool.

WANTED, motor cycle, any oondit
cheap for spot cash.—H., 13, Ratt

Road, Brixton. S.W.

GOOD Motor Cycle, in first-class runr
order; cheap for cash.—Jenner, T

lin. Rayleigh, Essex.

TTfANTED, four-cylinder F.N., any co
y V tion ; cheap for spot cash.-Rej
Heath Street. Hampstead.

WANTED, water-cooled or air-cooled cj

der, 80 to 85 bore, perfect and ch'

—237, Hertford R^ad, Edmonton.

WANTED, twin V w.c. engine, aboi
h.p., or crank case only; also cr

case for 6 h.p. De Dion.—126, Lordship L;

S.E.

OPPERMANN Three-speed G-ear. sound
dition.—Send particulars, dimensi

to 89, Wilmslow Road, Withington, Mane
ter.

WANTED. 2-3 h.p. Engine, with carbi
ter, outside flywheel preferred, s

weight.—Newman, Spring Road, Kemps
Beds.

WANTED, 3i-4 h.p. cycle, 1907 or
cheap, cash; magneto prefer]

state all particulars.—91. Melbourne, E

bourne.

WANTED, gear box, cheap, three sp
and reverse, suitable for 7 h.p.

gine, chain drive.—Wilby, 8, City Road,
mingham.

WANTED, motor frame, tank, comp
good make, for about 1i h.p.,

right; approval.—831, The Motor Cyde OfE

Coventry.

WANTED, motor cycle, about 31 h.p.. r

be cheap.—Details and lowest (

price to Masters, Victoria Street. Wo]
ton, Bucks.

WANTED, variable free engine pu
complete, adjustable from saddle

3i h.p. Minerva; approval.—Wood. 108, B
Road, Liverpool.

WANTED, 3i h.p. Triumph, or Mim
magneto, spring forks, accesso)

cheap; first-rate condition.—Vicar, Bac

ley, Atherstone.

GOOD Single - cylinder for very pow<
twin Rex, guaranteed. \iive cash

iustment for np-to-date magneto machi:

Box 619, The Motor Cyde Ofiaces, Ooventr

WANTED, 8ft. 6in. Whittle, iin.,

proval; for sale, 26 by 2 Grose

skid, 20s.; Goodrich 26 by 2Jin.. new,

I

Brooks pan seat, new, 30s.—Motorist, Ui,

j
ham's Road, Falkirk.

I
'\";¥7'ANTED, good motor cycle, tricar

1i 8/6 9/-

2 14- 14 6

2i14/6 15/6

2^15/6 16/6

3 22/- 28/-

Extra Thick

26ln. 28in.

2^20/- 22/-

2425/- 27/-

3 35- 38/-

3-138/- 40/-

24in 6d. less.

Patented at Home and Abroad.

Youf own -fculo^s converted.

The great success of this seasons reliablility trials
has been through the use of the Rich Detachable Air
Tubes—as admitted by riders themselves—punctures
causing only five minutes delay by replacing another

tube.
Any defective joint replaced or repaired free of charge

within 9 months of purchase.

Write for Booklet.

The Rich Detachable Air Tube Co.,

Patentees, CRAWL.EY, Sussex.
Agent for India—F. B. Stewart & Son, Poena.

T T smaU car; exchange new high-]

furniture, valued wholesale, direct 1

factory.—Fnrniture Manufacturer, 9, Hr-

Place, Shoreditch. London.

TRICAR Wanted, perfect condition, <

frame, water-cooled, good at J

Phoenix, Lagonda. or other good make;

sonable price; preferably brought for

and trial to Tringham, Longcross, Cher

Surrey.

WANTED to purchase, for prompt (

second-hand motor cycles as

umphs, F.N.'s, Vindec Specials, Phelon

At . xes, Angiian Rocs, Rexes, Bats,

eeots, etc.—Wauchopes, 9, Shoe Lane, J

ci^reet. London.

SIDECARS wanted; give new cycles, tl

speed Sturmey-Archer gears leveJ

change; wanted also Dnimmond or c

S C lathe, gramophone ; reasonable

price given for good motor cycles.—at

Wade Street, Halifax.

WANTED. 4-5 h.p.. with sidecar.

Brown, or Triumph preferred, 11

chanse for 2 h..p. Clement-Garrard,

condMon and over £20 worth o high-;

breeding canaries and cages, etc.- tr'

wood, 61, Carthage Street, Oldham.

Tv ansivering any of thes^e advertisewenis if m desiraUe thai vou mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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Impressions of the 1908 T.T.

THE 1908 Motor Cycle Tourist Trophy Race

cannot for several reasons fail to impress itself

forcibly on the minds of those who have the

best interests of the pastime at heart. Firstly,

there were a record number of entries for it,

since in this direction they equalled the Four Inch

Race, the entries for both numbering the same;

.secondly, it was a great success, and how much can

be learned from it we shall shortly show; and, lastly,

it was totally devoid of any serious accident. The
•controlling of the speed by the limitation of the fuel

supply works exceedingly well in the case of a motor

bicycle. Marshall's average was forty and a half

miles an hour, and in view of the very small number
of mishaps there is no reason why the race should not

be held in the Isle of Man next year. The course

is eminently suitable, since, being hilly, it adequately

tests flexibility, hill-climbing, reliability at high

speed, and incidentally tends towards economy. This
year most of the machines started with much greater

•ease' than last year, proving that valuable lessons have
been learned in this respect. On the next occasion
on which the race is held we should suggest the same
fuel allowance—^i gal. 4 pts. 130ZS. for the singles

and a slight increase over the i gal. 7 pts. 16% ozs.

for the twins—^as the majority of the latter were not
able to acquit themselves sufficiently well on the amount
of petrol allowed to them. As a contrast to this,

Clark's four-cylinder F.N., which had 58 ozs. of fuel

left over at the end of the race, might have done

marvellously well if its rider had known the exact

amount of fuel he had left whilst riding. Here an

improvement might be made, and the ingenuity of

motor cycle designers should be exercised with a view
to constructing a gauge, float, or some other kind of

tell-tale which would show how much petrol the rider

has left while actually driving at high speed;
Marshall, McMinnies, and Franklin could also have
done much better. Marshall's performance was really

splendid; he and C. R. Collier had a magnificent

fight, and the greatest credit reflects on them both.

Taking it as a whole, the organisation was excellent

except as regards the sealing. In several instances thin

brittle iron wire was used, which, as will be seen from
the results, broke in many cases, and in one instance

led to a dispute, which was not pleasant to listen to.

The Organisation.

THE officials all worked with a will. As judge,

Mr. A. G. Reynolds worked as hard and as

energetically as ever, while Mr. Robert Todd,
the chairman of the Club, also devoted the whole
of his time during the event in that capacity.

As chief marshals, Messrs. R. D. F. Paul and J. K.
Starley did much towards the success of the meeting,

while others who did most excellent work were Mr. F.

Straight (secretary), H. G. Cove, J. W. G. Brooker,

A. S. Blanch, H. C. Ebbutt, S. W. Carty, W. Pratt,

H. Fear, J. P., G. F. Heath, and G. Todd (marshals).
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Mr. F. A. Hardy made a most efficient press steward,

while the timekeeping was in the able hands of Messrs.

A. V. Ebblewhite, C. P. Glazebrook, and F. Straight,

assisted by Messrs. J. S. Mallam and R. A. Tyler.

The stewards, who lent valuable assistance, were

Messrs. J. R. Gissing, A. E. Dendy, E. J. Chapnian,

and E. L. Bates, while at the weighing and examina-

tion of the machines Mr. J. Lyons Sampson gave invalu-

able help. An excellent point about this year's race

which we have not yet mentioned is the success of the

amateur riders. In the single-cylinder class that

popular sailor, Captain Sir Robert Arbuthnot,

R.N., while waiting for his new ship, the Lord

Nelson, to be commissioned, took third place, while

Mr. W. H. Bashall, another amateur rider, came in

second in the twin-cylinder class. As matters at pre-

sent stand the trophy is not capable of being won by

a multi-cylinder machine, but we sincerely hope that

next year's regulations will allow it to be won by the

first machine past the post irrespective of the class to

which it belongs. This, we are sure, was the original

wish of the donor. We would draw attention to the

fact that both last year and this year a single cylinder

machine accomplished the fastest time. In conclusion,

we should like to express our hope that such a fine event

as the Motor Cycle Tourist Trophy Race will long con-

tinue to be an annual affair.

0ir©ig(nfCiLii SEPTEMBER 30th, igo8.

The winner and his Tourist Trophy Triumph immediately after the

conclusion of the race.

THE TOURIST TROPHY RACE IN THE ISLE OF MAN.

Fixing the;numbers_,on the competitors' backs.

We have received a small sample of gear grease
called Vasoleum, and sold by the County Chemical Co.,
Birmingham, who will be pleased to send a sample for

trial to any reader who applies for it.

Riders who experience the same difficulty as Mr.
Whaley, who wrote on September i6th regarding the re-

tailing of small quantities of petrol in the city, should
make a note that just outside the city boundary is the
Service Motor Co., who keep a stock of petrol at their

premises in Featherstone Buildings, High Holborn.

Filling up the tanks with the precious spirit.

Judging from a series of testimonials which we have

had sent to us, the new lightweight Wolf is quite a re-

liable machine. Up to the present we have not had the

pleasure of riding one of these machines ourselves, and

therefore cannot speak of it from practical riding experi-

ence, but the copies of testimonials sent for our perusal

are from riders all over the country, and in some cases

in the Colonies. We understand that the Wolf setwill

suit any strongly built roadster bicycle, and as it is-

sold at a very reasonable price it should shortly

become very popular.
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THE TOURIST TROPHY RESULTS AT A GLANCE.
Single=cylinder Class.

Rider. Machine.
Bore
and

Stroke.

Time.* Average
Speed.

Petrol

left

in Tank.
Remarks.

r Marshall 3^ h.p. Triumph
3i h.p. Matchless

3| h.p. Triumph
3| h.p. Triumph
3| h.p. Triumph
3| h.p. Chater-Lea

3| h.p. Triumph

3J h.p. Rex

mm.
84x86
85x76
84x86
84x86
84x86
85x85
84x86
82x89
83x89
84x86

h. m. s.

3 54 50
3 57
4 7 57
4 12 47
4 14 25
4 30 32
4 33 36
4 33 54
4 39 58
5 19 5

m.p.h.

40f
40
381

37^

37i
35

34f
34f
33|
29|

ounces.

38
22
18

48

454
22

6

22

lOi

Seal wire broken.
> R. Collier

I&^t. Sir R. K. Arbuthnot
iV. F. Newsome
7J. G. McMinnies
J B Franklin

Seal wire broken.

I. Lister Cooper
) C Godfrey

Seal wire broken.
Seal wire broken

?, M Brice 3i h.p. Brown
Jordon Gibson 3| h.p. Triumph

Multi=cylinder Class.
L Reed
V. H. BashaU
I. 0. Clark

V. H. Wells

. Lang ,=

J. E. Drury .... -

II. Moorhouse
. 0. M. Dixon
I. V. Colver
I. C. Perryman ........

I. M. White

). E. Bennett

V. Gurr
N. Heaton
^ Applebee, jun

. C. Smythe

. Slaughter

^ E. Barker
I. Bell

I. Geiger

C. Genisa
C. G. Young
. Baxter

5 h.p. Dot-Peugeot
6-7 h.p. Bat-J.A.P
5 h.p. Four-cyhnder F.N.

5 h.p. Vindec

6 h.p. N.S.U
5h.p. Matchless-J.A.P.

5 h.p. Rex
5 h.p. Vindec
7 h.p. Matchless-J.A.P.

5 h.p. Norton

6-7 h.p. Bat-J.A.P

5 h.p. Vindec

5 h.p. Four-cylinder F.N
5 h.p. Rex
5 h.p. Rex
5 h.p. Rex
3^ h.p. Triumph

3| h.p. Rex
3| h.p. Two-8peed N.S.U

4 h.p. Two-speed N.S.U.

3J h.p. Acme
3|^ h.p. Acme ,

5 h.p. Rex

75x75 4 5 58 38*
85x60 4 8 15 38
50x57 4 11 2 37f
75x76 4 15 15 37i

75x90 4 22 41 36
85x60 4 25 56 35f
76x80 4 45 26 33i
75x76 4 46 57 33
85x85 4 52 33 32f
76x80 5 12 21 30i

^
21

58

4|

16

10

8

36

Retirements.
86x76 — —

75x76 — —
50x57 __ _^^^^

76x80 — —
76x80 — —
76x80 —

.

—
84x86 — —

82x89 _^ _
80x80 — —

64x85 _^

68x76 — —
68x76 — —
76x80 —

1.-^

Had a puncture, and so lost time.
Lowest petrol consumption in this class.

Ran out of petrol in Peel, and just
succeeded in coaxing his machine
to the tape.

Seal wire broken.

Ran out of petrol. Pushed six miles.

Seal wire broken.

Completed six rounds, stripped mag-
neto drive bevel pinion.

Covered four rounds, collar came off

exhaust pipe.

Retired first round through sideslip.

Covered four laps.

Covered four laps.

Completed six laps.

Completed seven rounds, broke ex-

haust valve, and could not remove it.

Broke piston, covered three rounds.
Completed five rounds, had several

punctures and a fall.

Completed five laps, valve trouble.
Reported broken cylinder.

Covered two rounds, sideslip at Balla-
craine.

* Ten minutes, the duration of each competitor's stop at the completion of the fifth round, have been deducted from the times
pubUshed in last issue.

A SPRING SIDECAR.

THE increasing popularity of the sidecar has set

many minds to work on the introduction of

improvements, and the feature illustrated

appears to be a decided step in that direction.

[t is the invention of E. A. Crowsley, of 167, Victoria

Street, London, S.W., and consists of an arm pivoted

3n the axle tube of the sidecar. The side wheel is

carried on one end of this arm, and at the other end
a spring is arranged. The design of the spring may be
as shown, with the springs in tension, or the springs

may be arranged below the frame and in compression,

or the two styles may be used- in combination.

The springing can be adopted when used with a

spring or rigid framed bicycle.

An examination of the picture shows that the hub is

screwed for a brake drum, and the machine will be so

equipped. A similar drum will be fitted to the bicycle

rear wheel, and the two operated by one lever with a

compensating device introduced. The fittings for the

brake are all mounted on the spring arm, which also

carries the mudguard, so that there is no alteration in

the relative positions of these parts. A spring sidecar, the subject ol s recent patent.
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The Hill=climbing Question Reviewed.
By B. H. DAVIES.

TflE correspondence on this question has brought

three facts into high relief, viz.

:

I. That there is great heart-burning among
amateurs about special machines.

2

.

That the majority of machines entered differ from

standard practice in details more or less important.

3. That the existing regulations are too lenient, and

allow such a machine as McMinnies's racer to be pitted

against standard tourist roadsters in all honesty, and

without straining the rules.

No other solution of the difficulty has been offered,

other than my own notion of employing a disqualifying

engineer, and using his services to confine all special

machines to a special class.

The Factor of Weight.

I now wish to emphasise the matter of weight. A
reader signing himself "H.M." rather unfairly mis-

represents m.y statements, and makes me allege that it

is owing to weight reduction that the special machines

It is true that I named weight as a factor, andwm.
that it is a more important factor than many people

suppose, but the real root of the evil is undoubtedly the

special engine. It is the special engine that wholly

puts the amateur out of court, and other details, such

as cutting down weight, using small, thin, smooth tyres,

special carburetters, special fuels, etc., merely com-
plete his discomfiture. But the weight question will

stand emphasising, and in this article I intend tp

emphasise it. Some months ago Mr. S. F. Edge sent

down a big Napier racer to Brooklands Track, with a

tailboard in the form of a big shallow tray. A number
of large iron ingots were provided, and the car was
tested against the watch with varying numbers of ingots

carried in the tray. The times proved that the addi-

tion of a heavy weight to the load scarcely slowed the

car at all in flying sprint's on the level, but that the

presence of the extra load had a very perceptible effect

in retarding the acceleration of the car from rest, and
this effect is naturally most of all marked when the

acceleration is performed on a gradient. Now if

"H.M." and other readers will consider the matter, a
* motor cycle hill-climb is nothing more or less than a

refined and complicated weight lifting competition.
Each competitor is provided with a restricted amount
of mechanical energy, with which he has to lift a certain

weight to a certain height in the shortest possible time.

,
The amount of energy is fixed, because he mav not
exceed a certain bore and stroke, but the illogical' part
of the conditions is that the weight is not fixed. Hence
the cuter entrants do their best to cut down the weight
to the absolute minimum. Every entrant has two points
to aim at under present regulations : the first to get the
maximum amount of power out of the fixed engine
dimensions ; the second, to reduce the load he has to
lift with this fixed amount of energy. In a flying start

hill-climb of short duration the 30 lbs. or 40 lbs., which
is all he can jettison, makes little difference ; but in

such a hill as Birdlip, Newnham, and Sutton Bank,
with a long climb on a steadily rising gradient, cul-
minating in a lengthy stretch of i in 8 to i in 6, every
5 lbs. will show its presence on th? watch. Consider
Class IV. in the recent Coventry M.C. climb. There
was only 12s. between the first man and the seventeenth
man ; it is at least possible that if the first man had

carried an extra 3 stones of weight he would have beer>

seventeenth instead of first ; and probably as the first

man rode a T.T. racer, he actually carried about

50 lbs. less than if he had ridden a standard roadster

of the same make in full touring kit.

Fixing a Minimum Weight.
The regulations of every "roadster" hill-climb are

framed to prevent weight reductions ; it is for this pur-

pose alone that motor cycle metal mudguards, roadster
motor cycle tyres, and other touring appurtenances are

specified. A much simpler and surer method of attain-

ing this point would be to fix a minimum weight for

each class except the racing class. This method was-

tried at Fernhurst in 1905, where practically every

competitor was loaded up with sandbags; in fact, I

carried one myself in that climb, though I was mounteds
on a standard roadster, and I weigh 13 stones. The
method was afterwards abandoned, partly because of
the trouble of providing bags and sand, and partly

because some competitors objected to lashing them on-

to the machines. Let us suppose future regulations-

contained a clause saying, for instance, that every

3^ h.p. must scale 160 lbs. at the weighing in. An-

empty canvas bag could be sent to each entrant with

his acceptance, and he would be told he was held'

responsible for bringing his machine to the scales at

the proper weight. He would err on the safe side, and
bring an excess of sand. Arrived at the scales, his-

machine would be weighed, the officials would untie

the bag, and scoop out sand till the minimum was-

touched. The organisers would incur no extra trouble

or expense beyond the provision of returnable bags at

a trifling cost, and the whole evil of weight reduction!

would be killed by this one stroke. If the bags are

properly made and attached there is no danger to com-
petitors in carrying the extra weight on the machine.
I should prefer, personally, to see riders' weight con-

sidered as well, and the minimum weight, say, for »•

3^ h.p. to be fixed at 160 lbs. for the cycle and 11 St.-

7 lbs. for the. man. This step alone would even up
matters tremendously in standing start events, and if

disqualification by a properly qua.lified engineer accom-
panied it, we should see amateur classes or roadster

classes won by real amateurs on real roadster machines.

Weight and Public Demand.
This step would have no arresting effects on motor

cycle development from the weight aspect. One or two
makers have brought down the weight of the standard

single-cylinder roadster to 160 lbs. without any other

inducement than public demand. It is not hill-climb-

ing competitions alone that urge weight reduction on
the industry ; popular outcry, the Tourist Trophy Race,.

and all open speed events serve the same object, and
even if we fixed a generous weight minimum for amateur
or standard classes in hill-climbs, we should still have

public demand, the T.T. Race, and the open classes in

hill-climbs to keep low weight before the eyes of the

industry as a valuable desideratum. In the very near

future, there will be the added competition of 80 lbs.

machines, threatening the very existence, maybe, of

present day standards of weight. Riders who have

tested the best modern lightweights, as I have done,

are beginning to realise the 80 lb. roadsters may soon

be as serviceable as the 150 lbs. machines.
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A Tricar Tour in Cuba and Florida.
\ LTHOUGH we have owned a car for six years

•% and had many pleasant rides, much more
^ pleasure has been derived from our little tricar.

At one time I did not see how anyone would
re to ride on a motor bicycle, for all the motor
clists we met on the road were besmeared with

sase, the leather clothing was covered with dust,

iembling an engine-room hand on an ocean liner

lose duty it is to see that the bearings of the pro-

Uer-shaft are kept cool and who has neglected to

,sh after the last voyage, and, besides, motor
:ycles are so noisy. When my husband returned
T.i +he Florida Beach Races it was plainly seen that

; automobile had seen its best

,ys. On Sunday mornings he

d not want to take it out, and
ter dinner it was nearly dark
fore it was ready or he made
me excuse to avoid a run.

hen we did get started it

quired so much attention that

2 pleasure was lost. Having
snty of spare room in our

rage, a friend left his tricar,

th permission for us to try it.

I Tried the Seat.

It
.
was a delightful day, and

3t as we were about to start

r car a valve blew out, which
!ant two hours' labour to get

the valve for a few seconds'
Dairing. We both looked at

; tricar. My husband inspected

J contents of the tanks; there

s oil and petrol, and the rear

eel jacked up. He switched
and pedalled the engine over,

d it immediately went off like

Catling gun. I tried the

Lt (to my surprise it was corn-

table), but with the thought of

iat the neighbours would say

i the attention we might attract, rather than lose

afternoon's ride I told him to see if the road was
ar and "get away" just as soon as possible,

fore the afternoon was over we jointly decided ah
iian tricar would suit us, and the order was placed
: next day. Although sceptical at first, I was
)n convinced of its capabilities and the extreme ease
h which one travels over rough surfaces without
ts or engine vibration. On a level surface the

tion is not unlike sailing on absolutely smooth
ter. The maintenance is much less in proportion

that of any small car, and it serves the same
rpose on good roads. But who wants to ride for

asure on bad roads?
^

A.nother advantage is the small amount of care
pessary to keep it in readiness for immediate use.

[ and fuel tanks full, with an occasional glimpse at

^ chains and batteries, it seldom refuses to "mote."

Moderate Expenses.
Placed in a crate, our little tricar was carried from
w York to Ormond, "Florida, for $5.90 (25s.)
^re we made a stop of two weeks, during which

time we rode on all the roads in the vicinity which
were rideable for any motor-driven vehicle, and on
the famous beach with one twenty miles straightaway
run our cyclometer showed some six hundred miles.

The garage charges were nil, having run it under
cover only when the weather was wet, and other times
leaving it on the drive. Total consumption about
ten gallons of petrol.

From Ormond, Florida, it was freighted three

hundred miles south to West Palm Beach at a cost
of 1 8s. 6d., where it was uncrated and the empty
crate shipped to Miami for 3s. But our hopes were
shattered when we were informed that nothing but

A bad place tor a sideslip ! The road is twelve feet wide, and flanked on each side by deep water.

Near Fort Lauderdale, Fla.

" nigger mobiles " (as I have heard the coon-pushed
wheel chairs at Palm Beach styled) were allowed on
the beach.

Here we perforce had to leave motoring alone for

several days. We enjoyed a motor boat carnival.

The road from Palm Beach to Miami is made of pure

lime rock, and on the straight stretches reminds one
of a silver white ribbon laid through the tropical

verdure of the land of flowers. So narrow is this

road that were one to meet or attempt to pass another

vehicle, it would require much care to avoid

an accident. For several miles there is a ditch on
both sides of the road, the latter being only 12ft.

wide. We much regretted this road was not longer,

as the sixty- six miles were quickly covered. The
scenery was grand, and it was new to us to see convicts

working on the roads guarded by a typical Southern

sheriff with his never failing Winchester across his arm
and a brace of vicious-looking bloodhounds by his side.

We had three days to wait before the steamer left

for Cuba, so we stored the crate, giving a negro

Stevedore some loose change to keep it until wanted.

Two gallons of petrol was the expense here. We were not
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long exploring all the least resemblances of roads,

but what a figure we did cut. Everybody wanted to

get a look at our machine; one would have thought

a circus was in town. Wheeling it on board the

steamer, we had it registered to

Havana, and it must have made
the owner of. a $750.00 runabout

green with envy. His car cost

him $25.00 freight and $7.00

counsels' fees each way, and then

we met him on the road in Cuba,

only to speed by him with a

smile.

We traversed all the good roads

of Cuba in the neighbourhood of

Havana as far as San Christobai

and Muiriel, making several trips

to Guanajay, and inspected the

international automobile course.

The riding here is said to be better

than in Europe, and the scenery

is grand. Here and there, scattered

along the road, are the historic

Spanish block houses, pineapple

fields, banana groves, and cocoa-

nut palms. It is hard to realise

that one is in a place so foreign

only ninety miles from the United
States and with absolutely no -a—^-^^
speed laws. However, one must >

--<''-' _- --^WWB
be a careful driver, for Cuban
traffic is strange compared with

New \ork.

Traffic Dodging in Havana.

tilth Avenue on a pleasant afternoon when con-

gested with horse-drawn vehicles is an easy task for

a tricar driver compared with the Prade of Havana.
Tholigh this thoroughfare is wide and divided in the

centre by a park, the Cuban driver of any vehicle forgets

there is another soul in the world but himself. He
drives his horse zigzag, turns out to left or right as

his fancy may select, and observes not the smallest

rule
; oif ;the road. The same shiftless custom is

followed by all on the Cuban turnpikes from the ox-

cart moving at three miles per hour, with the driver

asleep on the seat, to the " wah-wah " going as

SEPTEMBER 30th, igo8.

speedy as a horse-drawn carriage can travel. M(
of the pedestrians in Havana are more careful th

an "Americano" in crossing the streets, and a t

of the bell which all vehicles carry causes a rush

a place of safety. It is said that there are 8,000 ca

Native Cubans by the roadside.

in Havana, and the drivers are always looking f

" fares
'

' or disturbing pedestrians by clanging the

bells.

It was said that when the electric tram was fir

introduced into the streets of Havana it was necessa:

to smash many vehicles before the horse drivers wou^

give way to the cars. Now they keep at a sa

distance, and jump at the warning of the motorms
like a dog bolts at the report- of a gun after on(

having been wounded by a stray shot. Let us hoj

the Cuban people will soon realise the. importance <

observing the rules of the road, and then it will \

a pleasure to tour with a tricar a:id enjoy the tropic;

trips and scenery of the "Pearl of the Antilles."

Jeanette Donaidscn Hastings.

SOME USEFUL ACCESSORIES.
Hunt's Stores, Ltc 104, Newgate Street, E.C.,

have lately devoted their attention to catering for

motor cyclists, and have succeeded in placing before
the motor cycling public several accessories of no small
interest. Perhaps the most attractive of these is a
mirroi working on a ball joint, specially designed
to, -be attached to the handle-bars of a motor cycle.
Another useful accessory is a lamp bracket for attach-
ing an extra lamp to the handle-bar, and while deal-
ing with the question of lamps it is interesting to note
that Hunt's Stores, Ltd., are making a speciality of
an extra heavy acetylene generator of sound design.
it is carried on a powerful bracket, and is also provided
with a two-way tap for two lamps if necessary. Other
lamps which can. be obtained from these people are
;a lens mirror lamp, the Alpha (B.R.C.), and the

Autoclipse. Box spanners suitable for motor bicyc

work can also be obtained from the same addres

Motor cyclists in want of anything for the motor eye

would do well to write for the firm's catalogue or 1

call personally at 104, Newgate Street.

>-•••—<

An advertiser in an announcement regarding tl

repair of accumulators recently stated that " Minen
accumulators cannot be repaired," meaning there!

that,- as he was interested in another make, he, w£

unable to undertake the repair of Minerva accumi

lators. It has been pointed out that some of 01

readers might think that it was impossible to repa

Minerva accumulators. This, of course, is not so, '<

this make of accumulator is as easily repaired as an]
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An Examination and Report of the Douglas Engine.

ASHORT time ago Messrs. Douglas Bros., Kiiigs-

wood, Bristol, forwarded to us for examination
and report a twin-cyiindei engine which had
been used on the Douglas naotor bicycle ridden

by Mr. Eli Clark in the A.C.U. Land's End to John-
o'-Groat's trials. This machine practically com-
pleted the trial, as it arrived within a few miles of

John-o'-Groat's, and after the trials was ridden in

the A.C.U. Land's End to Plymouth and back twenty-

four hours run (gaining the silver cup in its class),

and then home to Bristol by road. We dismantled

the engine and examined all the parts carefully, and
find the two cylinders, which are 60 mm. bore, are

in excellent condition, the difference between the

diameter at the top and bottom of the cylinder being

only about one-thousandth of an inch. The piston

rings are very little worn, and there is very little play

on the big ends, and practically none on the gudgeon
pin bearings. The fastenings for the gudgeon pin,

which consist of a split pin through the lug of the

piston, also bedding in a keyway cut in the gudgeon
pin, show no traces of having moved, and the cotter

pins are not broken or bent. On the piston there

is a fair deposit of carbon, the front piston having

more deposit than the back one. Neither of them,

however, shows anything above the normal, considering

the distance the machine has been ridden, There is

practically no wear on the crank axle, which is in

perfect order. The last drive to the magneto shaft

is exposed on this machine. The gear, nevertheless,

is in good order, and is not worn; neither does the

magneto armature shaft show any appreciable signs

of play except the slight end movement, which is usual

with these bearings. The inlet and exhaust valves

show slight traces of over-lubrication, the inlet valves

being rather foul and the wear on the washers at the

top of the stems is considerable, i.e., the inlet valves

originally opened }i'm.,. but they now open ^^in. The
exhaust valve faces are not pitted, but are ground
slightly hollow.
The timing gear on these engines is rather

inaccessible, as the crank case would have to come
apart to get at the timing gear or cams operating

LThe Douglas 2| h.p. twln-eylinder opposed engine with automatic inlet valves.

the exhaust valves, although the tappets operating the

exhaust valves can be removed with ease. Another
little disadvantage in the way of inaccessibility is the

fact that the cylinders cannot conveniently be removed
from the crank base without removing the engine bodily

from the frame. The cylinders are screwed into the"

crank base and locked with a lock ring.

• Taking everything into consideration, the engine
is in excellent condition.

The Acme 3i h.p. twin-cylinder V-type engine, with mechanicallr-operated inlet valves, the bore and stroke helng 66 mm. x 70 mm. As will be seen from the

drawings showing the end section and side elevation, the engine is ol neat design. Its complete weight with Bosch magneto is said to be 48ilbs. Two lounsi

Trophy machines were fitted with this make of engine—one entered by Messrs. Pellaux and Bilble, the other entered and fiMeR fey Mr. E. G, Ygung,
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

Petrol Tin Stoppers.

[3570.]—Why have the firms who supply petrol adopted
the very awkward means supplied for removing the cap from
their cans? After "barking" my knuckles over obstinate

stoppers on numerous oocaeions I have "longed " for the day
when the caps will be so shaped that an Sin. spanner can
be used. This is a method to which I can see no objection,

as every motorist has a spanner included in his kit.

W.J.D.

To Ensure Easy Starting.

[3571.]—May I draw your attention to a fitment to en-

sure certain starting of motor cycles in all weathers and
conditions. Remove from an old camera lens the Iris dia-

phragm "and fit it underneath the mixing chamber of the
carburetter. This when closed will cause a good supply of

petrol to issue from the jet and ensure an easy start. It

can be regulated by the usual lever or Bowden control from
handle-bar. This acts in the same way but better than an
adjustable air adapter. Why are there no fuses in the cir-

cuit of battery-ignited motor cycles? Look how many
ruined cells it would save. I have always used a fuse.

SV 79.

The Standardisation of Motor Cycle Rims.

[3572.]—We are extremely surprised to read letter No.
3546 in your issue of September 16th regarding "The
Standardisation of Motor Cycle Rims." If your corre-
spondent " BD 552" will kindly refer to our printed list he
will find that we make it a special feature to fit his par-
ticular rim (Clincher), and all such tyres are stamped
"Special." We have supplied thousands of covers of this
size, and this is the first time we have read of a complaint.
It is evident that " BD 552" has got hold of a cover made
for quite a different rim. The large variety of sizes made
by us enables us to fit almost all existing motor cycle rims.
To correct the erroneous impression caused by " B.D.'s

"

letter, we ask you to be good enough to publish this letter.

THE HANOVER RUBBER CO.

A Good Climb on an Old Machine.

[3573.]—I thought that it might interest the readers of
Tht Motor Cycle to know the excellent climbing powers of
the Quadrant motor cycles. I have an old l|-2 h.p. (2|in.
bore by 2|in. stroke) machine of this make, surface carbu-
retter, 6i to 1 gear, weight of machine about 120 lbs., my
weight 9 stones.

I took this machine to a hill in Chingford, Essex, known
as Friday Hill, which has a gradient in parts of, I should
think, 1 in 5 or 6. The hill is about a quarter of a mile
long with a very sharp pitch at the top. The machine, with
me up, climbed it at a good 12 m.p.h., which I think is an
excellent performance for so small an engine carrying such
a heavy weight (246 lbs. self and machine). I think the hill
in question would tease a good many much higher-powered
machines. Of course I did not assist with the pedals.

QUADRANT.
[Modem machines have a higher gear than 6^ to 1; that is
why they do not always climb better or faster than some
older patterns.

—

Ed.]

Pancture Repairing.

[3574.] — With reference to " Ixion's " remarks oa
"tacky" trouble in a recent issue, I would strongly advise
all those who find it difficult to make a good repair job with
the ordinary solution and patches to try a Patchquick
outfit. Apart from getting the cover off, there is absolutely
no difficulty in mending a puncture with these outfits, aa
the patches stick at once and never curl.

With regard to the belt controversy, I should like to say
that during my earlier experiences as a motor cyclist I triea

most of the leather belts, but found none of them reallj

satisfactory. About two years ago I bought a Stanley
Dermatine, and since then, apart from the inevitable stretch-

ing at first, I have had no belt trouble. A few weeks ago I
bought a new one, and am now carrying- the original one as
a spare. My machine is a 3^ h.p. Quadrant, with fin.

pulleys.
_

'

C. L. MASSY.
P.S.—I am not financially interested in the industry.

Combined Tool-bag and Holster for Starting Handle.

[3575.]—Some time ago I read in The Motor Cycle, that
a Rex Modele De Luxe rider was wishing to know a way to

carry his starting handle. I enclose you a photograph of

my machine showing tool-bag and holster for starting handle
combined. This was made for me by a local harness maker.
The tool-bag is made to fit in the frame under the saddle, and
the holster is strongly sewn on to the tool-bag. You will

also see just at the back of the engine a triangular-shaped

piece of wire hanging from Icotrests to within about a quarter
of an inch of the ground. I have found this very good for

preventing nails getting into the back tyres. I was con-
stantly troubled with nails, but since fitting this I have done
about 2.000 miles and the tyre has not picked up a single nail.

B. G. DURKIN.

A Problem to be Solved.

[3576.]—T am afraid your explanation re exliaust lift at

the end of letter 3500 will not hold water, because the extra
air coming %^id the exhaust must be very foul, if, indeed,
it is not entirely innocent of atmospheric oxygen. This
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lomenon shows iteelf in my own machine, which has a
' long exhaust pipe and a silencer whose cubical capacity

irger than that of the cylinder. I should also like to

yTour readers know my experience of benzol. I have now
plated 6,000 miles on nothing else but pure benzol (pre-

»d by Stainsbe and Lyons, Knottingley). I have taken

n the engine every 2,000 miles, and have found abso-

ly nothing wrong. Every part as clean as with the best

ol. My machine is just as easy to start as with petrol.

mileage has been increased twenty to the gallon, and
ive to try very hard to get my engine to knock now.
satisfaction is such that I can say without exaggeration

. were I offered a can of petrol and a can of benzol at

same price I should certainly choose the latter. I have
used a mixture of crude wood naphtha and benzol on
car without any of the sooting, etc., mentioned in letter

1. MEDICUS.
th regard to slight partial lift of exhaust causing an
iceleration of speed we can only repeat, that it has been
ir experience many times, and we have always credited

to lack of air via the carburetter.

—

Ed.]

Belts.

577.]—There has been a good deal written about belts'

Vh& Motor Cycle during the last two months, some con-

utors attempting to show the superiority of rubber and
?as belts over any other kind.

our years ago I had a rawhide belt, and do not think I

• returned from a ride without the belt having broken.

id not know whether to give up motor cycling or experi-

it with belts, but I decided on the latter.

1 order to give the belt makers a fair chance, I thought

f should also supply the pulley, so I ordered a two-ply
Watawata belt and pulley from Ormerod, Ltd., Rochdale,

my 3^ h.p. Rex; they also sent me a book on "The Use
Care of Belts." I carefully carried out their instructions,

h the following result : The belt was put on in June, 1906,

taken off in July, 1908, not having broken once. I

) all the year round about three days per week, and in

weather, which has had no effect whatever on the belt,

.bout three weeks ago I was riding for about nine hours ;

ained all day without ceasing. At the close of the ride

ad to negotiate a hill three miles long (some parts 1 in 5),

. the belt was still in good order. This belt I had carried

nd the head of the machine for twelve months without
ig it, and it was my desire to try this one that caused

to take the old one off; it is a. three-ply fin. Watawata.
Vhat make of leather belt or what attention one of your
respondents could have paid to his belt to call it " a
pie of yards of slime," I cannot understand,

'erhaps my method of treating a leather belt may be of

to others.

i-bout every two or three months remove belt, and with
alunt knife scrape the grit from the sides, and with a
ce of thin wood dislodge any dirt that may have got into

1 spaces between the rivets ; brush well to clear away all

it, then paint the belt on top and bottom only with
inder oil, leaving it all night in a warm room to allow

I oil to penetrate the leather.

ifter riding several hours in the wet, th© belt should be
:en off and washed, using a scrubbing brush, wiped per-

tly dry, hung up in a warm room for a few days to dry,

i treated as above.
^.Ithough I feel greatly indebted to the makers for the

lasure derived through using their belts, my object in

iting this is to give the benefit of my experience to others,

it they may participate in the same pleasure. E.O.E.V.

An Interesting Magneto Transmission.

[3578.]—With reference to Mr. Walford's interesting

article on the Gianoli magneto transmission. It is not clear

how two eccentric pinions can be made to gear correctly.

Th© diagram shows the pitch circles of two eccentric
pinions on axes 0^. As shown, the maximum radius of the
left-hand pinion is in

contact with the mini-
mum radius of the
right-hand pinion at Q.
The distance between
the axes through this

point Q should obvi-

ously equal the diameter
6i on© of the pinions or

Q R, but when, for in-

stance, a quarter of the
circumference of the

pitch circles of pinions have geared and the poirits A and A,
are in the same straight line as th© axes Oj, viz., at A and
A,, then th© distance between the axes should equal QP or

-, which is obviously greater than Q R, the original

Sin 6

distance. Therefore, th© pitch circles must overlap at this

point. The difficulty is probably overcome by having the
teeth of sufficient depth to allow for this.' F. P.

The Lightweight Question.

[3579.]—Much has been written in your paper of late for

and against the lightweight, inasmuch so that I feel it

almost a moral duty, with your kind permission, to give
your readers my slight experience.
Although knowing something of petrol motors for some

years, having owned a car and more than one motor boat,
strange to say until the last few months I knew absolutely
nothing at all about motor bicycles ; in fact, I had always
regarded th©m as noisy, unsightly, uncomfortable, and
dangerous nuisances, until a friend of mine was telling me
on© day that h© had just seen the nicest and prettiest little

motor bicycle he had ever come across, and whose owner
was delighted with it. As I thought, it turned out to be
a well-known 1^ h.p., and I chanced to meet a gentleman
staying at an hotel in a neighbouring town just afterwards
who had one of these machines, and fully imbued with that
courtesy usually exchanged among the motoring fraternity,

he very kindly rode his machine here and tried it up over
th'i three hills out of this town. I was rather disappointed
to hear him report that, although he was highly pleased

with the performance of his little I5 h.p., it was a<s much
as ever he could do with hard pedalling to get up either of

the hills, and even then he had to rest in the middle of

each for a few minutes, and h© frankly told me that,

living in a valley such as this, he should advise me to

hav© more power. I forthwith invested in a copy of The
Motor Cycle weekly in quest of the next best thing in light-

weights, and I saw an illustrated advertisement of a twin
2 h.p., which I thought would be just the machine I wanted,
which opinion was confirmed upon my getting full specifica-

tion from the makers. Even then I had grave doubts
whether this machine would be able to negotiate this

country roundabout, which is as bad as, if not worse than,

any in Devon, the town itself being hemmed in on all sides

by hills very nearly two miles in length and rising from
sea level to an altitude of 500 to 600 feet, with twisting and
irregular roads. Eventually I got th© makers to send a

Tourist Trophy competitors lining up for the start at St. John's. This yearjhere were thirty-six riders, last year only twenty-five.
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machine here and demonstrate its possibilities, and I had

my first ride on a motor bicycle, when I was so agreeably

surprised that I there and then decided to purchase one.

I have now owned one for two or three months, and have

done about 500 miles on it over a& bad a country as it could

traverse, right across the heart of Dartmoor, and I am
delighted with it in every way. It takes the hills with

ease, and is simplicity itself to handle, and I can pay my
little iron steed a very high tribute and say it is an ideal

mount. I use a good oil, and am very careful about lubri-

cation ; it is very comfortable riding, and very easy to start

and to manage in traffic. I have ridden it well oyer 100

miles in a short day on a gallon of spirit, and with the

gradual opening of the throttle it purrs away across country

like a little contented kitten. I think this particular make
is bound to become popular, and deservedly. I have not

had a puncture, nor has a nut come loose. I have suppressed

names, as I have no interest in any firm, but I will gladly

inform any reader the name of the makers.

Dartmouth. J. D. HAWKE.
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extent of, at the outside 10%. For two-stroke engines the

C X T
formula would become —

- plus one-tenth, than which
W

nothing could be simpler.

With regard to the practice of the Marine Motor Associa-

tion of America, which, as you point out in your leaderette,

is to impose a handicap of 50%, one has to remember that

these marine motors are slow-speed water-cooled engines, and
that in consequence the proportion of the stroke rendered
ineffective is much smaller, and the mean effective pressure
attainable is higher than in the case of the high-speed air-

cooled motor of the bicycle.
,

I have written so far as a sportsman. By profession I am
an engineer, and have been for the last two and a half year.*

engaged to a considerable extent in the development of a new
type of four-stroke engine (not two-stroke). I know by
experience, therefore, what hard work is involved in bringing
out a new engine, and how easily its mode of action, its

limitations, and its advantages can be misunderstood, and I

The previous holder ol the Tourist Trophy, No. 1, C. R. Collier (3J h.p. Matchless), and the holder of Dr. H. S. Hele-Shaw's trophy. No. 2, H. Rem Fowler (5 h.p. Twin

"

Norton), led off the procession in this year's race. Our illustration shows them as they were starting.

Two-stroke Engines and Formula in Hill-climbs.

[3580.]—In connection with your leaderette and the recent
correspondence in yoar columns on two-stroke engines, there
are two points which have .'^o far not received attention, which
appear to me to ,be of vital importance, and to throw con-
siderable light on the question of handicapping. I refer to

the comparative lengths of stroke and mean pressures of the
two and four-stroke engines.

In two-stroke engines the piston during 15% to 23% of
the stroke is functioning as a valve, so that on the average
the effective stroke is fully 19% shorter than the mechanical"'
stroke ; in other words, in designing a two-stroke engine,
after you have settled what length of stroke you require for
developing the power, you have to add on a considerable
length to provide for the uncovering of the ports. Hence,
when the capacity of a two-stroke engine is estimated from
the bore and stroke, the engine is at oijce handicapped to
the extent of 19% on the A.C.U., or Professor Oallender's
formula.

Again, the mean effective pressure attained at the usual
working speeds in a two-stroke engine of first-class design
is from 37 to 40 lbs. per square inch, as against 60 lbs. in a
four-stroke engjine. On the other hand, the two-stroke
engine has one working stroke per cylinder every revolution.
Taking the average mean effective pressure attained in the
two-stroke engine as 38^ lbs. per square inch we can com-
pare the engines on the pressure and cycle questions by taking
77 lbs. for the two-stroke and 60 lbs. for the four-stroke
engine, i.e., on this score we may fairly say the two-stroke
engine has an advantage of 17 in 60, or 28%. Hence, the
nett advantage of the two-stroke engine is 9%.

It is, therefore, obvious that all the requirements of sport
would be met by handicapping the two-stroke engine to the

would, therefore, like to suggest that no action be hastily

taken which might hinder the development of the two-stroke
engine. W. H. GLASER,"" M.A.

SUMMARY OF OTHER CORRESPONDENCE.
The Bat Motor Manufacturing Co. write : .

" We notice
' Ixion ' in ' Occasional Comments,' September 16th, page 728,
deplores the fact that up-to-date machines are not fitted with
automatic lubrication. In this, however, he is wrong, and
we V would point out that the Bat is, and has been for the
past year, fitted with the J. A. P. patent drip feed lubricator,

which is quite automatic and perfectly satisfactory. The tell-

tale is fitted right in sight of the driver, and an adjusting
screw gives any desired feed."

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Tarn Pearce would like readers' experiences with the Clair

silencer.
" W. T. F." would like readers' experiences of the Nala

two-speed gear.
" Buckboard " would like readers' experiences with the

engine fitted to the Orient Buckboard, particularly with
regard to easy starting and the prevention of overheating.

N O T t C E.

The Editor disclaims all legal responsibility in any way for
loss of copy in the form of manuscript, drawings, or photographs
submitted to him. Rejected manuscript, drawings, and photo-
graphs will only be returned provided a stamped addressed
envelope is enclosed for the purpose.
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EVOLUTION.
POPULAR TYPES MADE PERFECT

by the incorporation of the ROC patent clutch and two-speed gear, complete
with live axle and hand starting.

N.S.U.—Roc Conversion.

Vjnde'c—Roc Conversion.

Chater Lea—Jap—Roc Conversion

.7

Sliowing Roc Conversion Set. Adaptable to all

makes of machines

Triumph—Roc Conversion.

Rex.—Roc Co'nversion.

IVlinerva—Roc Conversion.

The complete 4 h.p. Roc Military Model, a pioneer
to motor cycle p^'ogress—note tiie long, low, safe,

comfortable position.

The Conversion Set comprises—Live Axle and Hub. Metal to Metal Brakework. Belt Rim, new large

V section, |in. or tin., built with Tangent Spokes. Frame Members lin. Outside Ball Bearings. Footrests

with actuating Levers for the Clutch, Gear and Brake—exactly as on a car. Starting Handle. All finished,

enamelled and plated, ready for immediate use. Inclusive price, 10 gns, NOTE.—The same materials are used in

the conversions as are incorporated in the genuine Roc Motor Bicycle, and bear the same guarantee.

Write for illustrations and users' opinions from the Sole Manufacturers—
ClutchA\hJ \A/Af 1 I fi-I

^°^ MOTOR CYCLE WORKS, D*».--:„„l.a*vi Tel.: 5712.

—r- • W, VV /^LiLi, l^lU.y Aston Road and Dartmouth Street, Oimilllgnaill. Tel.: Roc, Birmingham-
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OCCASIONAL COMMENTS.
By "IXION."

Improvements on Lightweights.

Several writers have lately spoken severely of the

linor fittings of modern lightweights, and especially

pon the flimsy nature of the wheels and tyres

nployed. 1 am authorised by several makers to

ly these points are receiving immediate attention,

nd that heavier wheels and tyres will be standard on

vo or three makes within a few weeks.

A Lamp Securing Tip.

I see many lamps tied on with copper wire or string,

nd riders tell me they are afraid to put a bolt clean

irough the clamp and the bracket tongue, because

le clamp then usually snaps off short at the point

here it joins the body of the lamp. A good tip is to

lake an S hook of stiff steel wire, of such a length

lat one end will hook round any convenient bit of the

imp on the side remote from the bracket clamp, while

le other end hitches on to some part of the frame
elow the bracket. The point to watch is that the hook
1 taut when sprung into position. This clips the lamp
t the opposite side to the bracket, and makes the

iction locking quite secure and reliable.

IJAdjust Contacts -with Engine Running.
I find there are still thousands of novices who adjust

leir contact breaker platina with the engine switched
Gf. It is doubtful if even an expert will get the best ad-

istment three times out of four by this method, and
lere is no doubt at all that the novice is likely to

icrifice a third of his maximum engine power by so

oing. Thanks tO' magneto ignition, this point is of far

;ss importance than it used to- be, but there are still

lousands of accumulator-ignited machines about, which
my excuse for mentioning the proper plan. The three

isentials are a level place, a fat friend, and a screw-

river. Put the machine on its legs upon the level

lace, put the fat friend in the saddle, and with the

:rewdriver make the platinum pointed screw advance

to and retreat from the blade, after the fat friend has
started the engine up. It is best tO' test the setting \vith

the spark two^thirds retarded, and tighten it up tempo-
rarily at the setting which makes the engine run fastest.

Then advance the spark fully, and if there is no
misfiring there is not much amiss with the adjustment.

Hard Lines !

We all realise that in every big trial a small

percentage of riders are regularly thrown out by sheer

hard lines. A trouble attacks them of that haunting
sort which only befalls one rider in a thousand, and
which perhaps only affects one machine of the makers'
total outfit. Mr. J. O. M. Dixon was one example
in the End-to-end, but he managed to rise superior to

circumstances. Mr. T. F. Cox now sends me details

of his own exasperating experience. Everyone who
saw the early stages of the trial realised that Mr. Cox
was in difficulties with his big twin-cylinder, and he
now informs me that he was troubled with practically

permanent misfiring in one cylinder. As a skilled

rider he made every possible test and substitution,

but without effect, and finally he was compelled to

retire at Perth. When he got home he still failed

to probe the mystery, and at last sent his coils to be
tested ; they were pronounced perfect. Finally, he

was wheeling his machine backwards, some three

weeks after the trial, when he noticed a grating noise

proceeding from the distribution gear. He promptly
dismounted it, and discovered that the arm of the

bell crank which lifted the valve tappet had split

lengthways. The split had gaped a little, and at

times one arm of the split crank would bind against

the side of the crank case, causing the tappet to stick

up momentarily, and 'prevent the exhaust valve from
returning to its seat. When he dismounted to seek

for the trouble the refractory bell crank dropped down,
so that his valve appeared to be working rorrertlv.

i Lis was indeed rough luck. .

J. Marshall]

(SJh.p. Triumph,)

the winner of the

Tourist Trophy,

just crossing the

finishing line.

He made the

fastest time of

the day, aver-

aging 40^ miles

per hour.
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SPECIAL FEATUPE5.

1908 T.T. RESULTS AT A GLANCE.
Special Illustrations from Manxland.

The Hill-climbing Question Reviewed.

>-c=><>c=—«

TIME TO LIGHT LAMPS.—Sept. 30th, 6.42 p.m. ; Oct. 3rd, 6.35 p.m. ; Oct 7th, 6.26 p.m.

A Distinct Novelty.

The Continental Tyre Co. are intro-

ducing a green coloured air tube for

pneumatic tyres. It will be made of

the finest quality indiarubber obtain-

able.

La Coupe d'Evreux

In the above speed trials, which were

held at the beginning of last week, a

Quentin machine covered the flying

kilometre in 42fs. = 52^ miles per hour.

This was in the class for machines
fitted with engines not exceeding one-

R. M. Briee (3J h.p. Brown) \5iho completed
the T.T. course in 4hrs. 49 mins. 58^ sees. He_
used accumulator ignition on his machine.

third of a litie. The second and third
places were secured by Moto-Reve
lightweights, the speed being 33| miles
per hour. In the quarter litre class

the Albatross was succeesful. The
Herdtle-Bruneau beat the Moto-Reve by
l^s. in the class for machines weighing
le?s than 62 lbs. In the class for rac-

ing machines (irapperon (Alcyon) tied
with Olieslagers (Albatross), time 33|s.
= 67 miles per hour. In the mile race,
ujahill with a standing start, the
Quentin machine again beat the Moto-
Reve, and also won the quarter-litre
class. In the lijghtweight contest
(machines under 62 lbs.) Moto-RSve
machines were first and third, and the

Herdtle-Bruneau second. The fastest

time was Im. 59s. = 30.4 miles per
hour. Olieslagers just beat Grapperon
in the racing class by 3^s. in the time
of Im. 9^3 = 52 miles per hour.

Mr. Fawcett Still Climbing.

Readers of Mr. E. Douglas Fawcett's
adventurous tours which have been
published in The Motor Cycle will

learn with interest that he has just

successfully climbed the Grande Arvey,
Haute Savoie, which is 4,000 feet above
the level of the sea—this time on a car,

one of the latest single-cylinder De Dion
voiturettes. The climb comprises at

least six kilometres with gradients
varying from 1 in 4 to 1 in 3^.

Semmering Hill-climb.

There was only one class for motor
bicycles at the annual hill-climb on the
Semmering Pass, near Vienna, and that
was confined to lightweight machines.
The results were : 1, Wolf (Puch),
11m. 27s. ; 2, Kradetzy (Puch), 11m.
47s_. ; 3, Werlin (Puch), 12m. 31s. It
is interesting to note that two of the
heavy racing cars were driven by some
time motor cyclistfi, and both were suc-
cessful in their respective classes.

Willie Poege drove a Mercedes in the
class for cars run under the Prince
Henry Cup formula, and beat Nikodem,
another old motor cyclist, on an
Austrian Daimler. Nikodem, driving
a Laurin and Klement, was first in the
class for cars with single-cylinder
engines not exceeding 130 mm. bore.

A.C.U. Council Meeting at Leamington.

It is intended to make the meeting
at Leamington on October 10th an

- attractive one, and by this means to
induce a large number of motor cyclists
to take part in the gathering. The
council meeting will be held in the
afternoon, and in the evening a dinner
will take place followed by a smok-
ing concert, of which further particulars
will be announced later. Leamington
is an ideal place for the holding of such
a meeting, and motor cyclists will finl
much to interest them in the neigh-
bourhood. It also has the advantage
of being easily reached from practical'y
anywhere. The roads and scenery in
the district are excellent. For those who
ride back on the Sunday some delight-
ful trips can be found to Stratford-on-
Avon, Warwick, Coventry, etc. The
secretaries of provincial clubs are urged
to support this fixture and to make
Leamington the objective for .their

members on October 10th,

An Eminent Author witnesses the T.T. Race.

Mr. Hall Caine was among the in-

terested spectators of the T.T. Race.

Saturday's Motor Cycle Race at Brooklands.

Entries for the 5^ miles handicap race

at Brooklands closed last Saturday,
several of the Tourist Trophy com-
petitors being among the entrants.

For this event the limit size of twin-
cylinder engines was increased from
80 by 98 mm. to 85 by 95 mm. each
cylinder.

Lessons from the T.T. Race.

In our description of the T.T. Race,
last week we gave the average speed

;

of the winner as 38.7 miles per hour,

but our figures were calculated without
deducting the ten minutes allowed
after the fifth round for replenishing

the tanks. J. Marshall's actual time
was 3h. 54m. SO^s., which is equal to

an average speed of 40| miles per hour.

C. R. Collier was second fastest, his

speed being 40 miles per hour, and H.
Reed '(the winner of the twin class)

third fastest, average speed 38^ miles

per hour. Last year's best average
speed was 38^ miles per hour by C.

R. Collier, the petrol allowance in this

case being ninety miles to the gallon,

so that, although the mileage per gallon

was increased in this year's race, the

competitors were able to make better

average speeds. This is a striking

proof of the utility of the race, and the

improvements that have been made
.luring the last twelve months.

M. Geiger, who rode one of the two N.S.U.

^machines in the T.T. Race fitted with a two-,

speed gear.
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Dangerous Tram Lines.

Following d letter addressed to the

manager of the Croydon Tramways by
the Motor Cnion as to a 3in. gap m
the metals cpposits the Thornton Heath
depot, and many other places where
the aperture if; dangerous to motor

vehicles with tyres smaller than 65

mm., the Union is informed that the

dangerous place at Thornton Heath has

been repaired.

To Protect Deaf Cyclists.

The Council of the Cyclists' Touring
Club desires to call the attention of

road usere—and motorists in par-

ticular—to a simple and efficient

device for safeguarding^ deaf
cyclists. This consists of two
red and white semi-circular discs

attached to the back forks of the
bicycle. They feel that, if once
this signal is understood and
recognised by road users, deaf
cyclists will have the assurance
that their affliction will not en-

danger their lives, as motorists
and others when overtaking a
rider provided with these discs

will be aware that the motor
horn or other sound signals are
inaudible to him, and will act
accordingly. This simple and
practical device was invented by
Mr. W. E. E. Baxter, who is

himself a sufferer.

f^^Si^m
Handle-bar Control in the T.T. Race.

It was possible to count on the

fingers of one hand the T.T. machines

that had the old-fashioned tank control

levers. No one who has ridden a

machine with a handle-bar-controlled

carburetter would think of returning to

tank levers, and there being no strain

on the levers the wires do not give

trouble through stretching, even after

continued use. We predict that a
motor cycle with control levers on the
tank will be difficult to find at this

year's Stanley Show.

^^
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FUTURE EVENTS.

Oct. 2—GaJllon Hill-climb, France.

„ 3—Bradford M.C.C. Open' Hill-climb for Motor
Cycles.

3—Brooklands A.R.C. Meeting (Motor
Handicap).

Cycle

-Penalty Run for Members of the A.C.U. and
Clubs in the South of England Districts

affiliated lO it.

10—Auto Cycle Union
Leamington Spa.

Council Meeting at

4. F. Wilding on the way to New Zealand.

Mr. A. F. Wilding, the
thampion lawn tennis player, and
an enthusiastic rider of a Bat
motor bicycle on which he suc-
cessfully competed in the A.C.U.
End-to-end Ride, sailed for his
native land (New Zealand) last

week. A portion of his baggage
comprises a set of sample Bat motor
cycles, and he will represent the makers
in future for both Australia and New
Zealand. Interested colonial readers
should address letters to A. F. Wild-
ing, Hereford Street, Christchurch,
New Zealand.

A Tourist Trophy Veteran.

Apropos of the Tourist Trophy Eace,
H. A. Collier^ ha^ probably competed
in more eliminating trials and trophy
races than any other British rider, he
having twice raced abroad in the Inter-
national contest, while he has been a
competitor in eliminating trials three
times. Collier will attempt next year
all the long-distance records, and wiJl

endeavour to crowd 1,000 miles inside
the twenty-four hours, probably at the
Brooklands Track. He is the present
holder of the world's 100 miles record.

The Hour Record.

C. R. Collier, who finished second in

the single-cylinder class in the I.O.M.
race, has designs on the hour record
of 63 miles, held by Giuppone, made at
the Pare des Princes track, Paris.
Collier is having a special ma-chine
built, and in the very near future will
endeavour to accomplish 65 miles in 60
minutes. The speedy rider considers
Canning Town the best track for short-
distance speed work, but for long dis-

tances, such as the hour. Collier pre-
fers Brooklands, and will make the
attempt oif the Weybridge enclosure.

zkr
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„ 17—Auto Cycle Union Quarterly Trial of Motor
Cycles, Uxbridge to Banbury and back.

„ 21—Motor Union General Committee Meeting.

Nov. 20-28—Thirty-second Annual Stanley Show, at

the Agricultural Hall, Islington.

„ 28 to Dec. 13—Paris Salon Exhibition of Motor
Cycles, Cars, and Accessories.

Dec. 16—Motor Union General Committee Meeting.

The Dublin and District M.C.C. owes its

initiation to Mr. M. J. Chambers, the present

hon. sec, who is depicted above with his 2J h.p.

F.N. Motor Bicycle. The club was formed at

the commencement of the present year, and has

carried out an extensive programme of hill-

ellmbs, reliability trials, and speed competitions,

the latter being held on the velvet strand at

Portmarnock.
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Notices of Expiring Driving Licenses.

Summoned for riding a motor bicycle
without a driving license, F. Durling
wrote to the court stating that his
license expired in August, and it was
an oversight that it was not renewed.
He tendered his apology for what he
termed a trivial offence, and thought
that notices should be sent to license
holders before the licenses expired. The
Chairman concurred, and he was let off
with a fine of 2s. 6d.

Italian Customs Regulations Involved.

^.lessrs. Davies, Turner, and Co.,.

Ltd., iriternational carriers, 52.

Lime Street, E.C., sound a note
of warning to tourists in Italy,

and our readers would do well
to make very careful arrange-
ments prior to importing motor
vehicles into that country, as the
unfortunate owners are subject
to all manner of pains and penal-
ties if clearance through the
Customs be not effected by ex-

perienced clearing agents fully

conversant with the rules and
regulations of the Italian Cus-
toms. Should it happen that a

technical misdeclaration take
place, the authorities do not
hesitate to invoke the operation

of the very drastic laws which
necessitate the payment of a
colossal fine. The company
named will at all times respond
to any application made by our
readers for that advice which it

is so necessary to obtain from
expert sources.

^

Hill-climbing Formula.

As our readers know, questions

have arisen regarding the per-

formances of certain . types of

engines at hill-climbs during 1908, and
the Auto Cycle Union has invited Prof.

H. • L. Callendar, Prof. Archibald

Sharp, and Mr. J. W. G. Brooker to

act as a sub-committee to consider the

matter.

Hedge Cutting.

As a result of representations by the

Motor Union, steps are being taken to

trim the hedges on portions of the

Reigate-Dorking Road.

Exciting Finishes.

Some extremely close finishes were

witnessed in the motor cycle and car

races held in the Isle of Man last week.

For instance, in the motor cycle race

which occupied nearly four hours,

Marshall only beat Collier by 2m. 10s.,

and in the car event Watson led Lee-

Guinness by 2m. 16s.

A Penny Motor Fine.

Hugh Tyndale was fined one penny

at the Mortlake Police Court on the

17th inst. for driving an unregistered

tricar. Defendant said he was an

apprentice employed by a motor com-

pany, and did not know that the

machine he was using was not regis-

tered. Registration was a matter with

which he personally had nothing to do.

The Chairman of the Bench said that

before the defendant could be held liable

he must have had the opportunity of

registering the tricar. If an offence

had been committed it was a very

technical one.
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THE BROOKLANDS MOTOR CYCLE HANDICAP.
FOR the Motor Cycle Handicap Plate of 25 sovs.,

to be run on Saturday next at Brookland^,

twenty-eight entries have been received, as

under noted. The race is open to motor

bicycles of which the engines, if twin-cylinder, do not

exceed 85 by 95 mm. for each cylinder. Starters

barred. Distance five and a half miles. The
entrant of the winner to receive 15 sovs., the entrant

of the second 7 sovs., and the entrant of the third

3 sovs. :

Entrant and machine.

Mr. J. C. Davis (5 h.p. Eex).
Mr. G. Gibson (3^ h.p. Triumph).
Mr. W. B. R. Moorhouse (J.A.P.)

Mr. F. G. Andre® (5 h.p. Rex).
Mr. G. Schink (8 h.p. N.S.U.).
Mr. G. Schink (2| h.p. N.S.U.).
Mr. G. Schink (6 h.p. N.S.U.).

Mr. W. H. Wells (5 h.p. Vindec-Special).

Mr. H. G. Partridge (6 h.p. N.S.U.)
Mr. W. M. Partridge (Minerva).
Mr. W. W. Genn (Minerva).
Mr. W. H. Bashall (3^ h.p. Triumph).
Mr. R. M. Brice (3^ h.p. Brown).
Mr. H. H. Bow^n (L.M.C.).
Mr. H. Shanks, jun. (2| h.p. Chater-Lea).
Mr. F. Toman (Laurin-Klement).
Mr. H. V. Colver (Matchless).

Mr. E. W. Caswell (2^ h.p. Matchless).
Mr. F. Eagles (N.S.U.).
Mr. A. J. Sproston (5 h.p. Rex).
Mr. A. G. Forster (7 h.p. N.L.G.).
Mr. A. Gumming (2f h.p. Givaudan).
Mr. C. R. Collier (Matchless).
Mr. H. A. Collier (Matchless).
Mr. T. H. Tessier (Bat).

Mr. R. 0. Clark (5 h.p. F.N.).
Mr. Phil Baker (2| h.p. Minerva).
Mr. F. H. Arnott (Chat«r-Lea).

•••-<-
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A BROOKLANDS RACER.

HE latest production of the N.S.U. Motor Co. is

an 8 h.p. racing motor bicycle fitted with a twin-

cylinder engine, having a bore and stroke of 8o

X lOO mm. The machine, to put it briefly, is

quite the most perfect high pow-

ered racing motor bicycle we have

yet seen. Carried on the top bar

is a large torpedo-shaped oil tank

fitted with a pump operated by
means of a Bowden wire attached

to a lever fitted to the handle-bar,

so that to give a charge of oil the

racing man has no need to let

go of the handle-bar and fumble

for a tap. The engine is fitted

with mechanically-operated inlet

valves arranged on the overhead
principle so effectively carried out

by the N.S.U. Co. For the sake

of lightness an aluminium crank-

case has been provided, which is

contrary to N . S .U . p ractice. The
Bosch magneto is gear driven, the

gear wheels being enclosed in an
,

aluminium gear case. The car-

buretter is of large dimensions,

and the throttle works on a

ratchet so that , it cannot shake

loose. The advance spark lever is situated on the

handle-bar, and is capable of remaining in any position

in which it is set. Itjs connected to the contact breaker

by means of a Bowden wire. The machine is intended
for racing on the Brooklands track. It is interesting to

note that the 6 h.p. touring N.S.U. can now be purchased
with mechanically-operated valves arranged on the same

A racing N.S.U. oi 8 h.p., which the makers are anxious to run on the Brooklands Track.

principle as that referred to above. We have pre-

viously pointed out the importance of having

mechanically-operated valves on twin-cylinder engines.

^-^•94

A RELIABLE
'V^TE were, fortunately, able to refer briefly in last

'%Kf week's issue to the 2 h.p. Moto-Reve which
we used during the Isle of Man races. This
little machine, which was placed at our

disposal by the Moto-Reve Co., did most excellent

work. Almost immediately after its arrival on the

day preceding the race it had to work extremely hard.

In the town of Douglas it buzzed merrily about, easily

carrying the writer up the steep hills which abound,
and later it took him safely over the muddy roads

to Ballacraine, where the competitors were practicing.

In grease it proved itself to be exceptionally steady.

LIGHTWEIGHT.
and, though it carried a rider of about eleven stones

weight, it never needed pedal assistance on even really

steep gradients. During the day of the race it was

kept busily employed first in carrying the writer to

St. John's, and for the rest of the day in bearing

press telegrams from the start to the G.P.O. at

Douglas. Only on one occasion was it possessed with

a fit of misfiring, which, curiously enough, could not

be located, but this state of affairs eventually righted

itself automatically. The machine impressed us-most

favourably, and of its efficiency, despite its light

weight, we cannot speak too highly.
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Great Yarmouth and District M.C.C.

At this club's gymkhana, the last event, "bobbing for

ipples," was won by Mr. Smith. Dr. Blake was second, and

Vir. Barnes third.
Harrogate M.C.

On the 19th inst. a hill-climb took place at Briscoe Rigg,

lear Stainburn. The club is mainly composed of car owners,

)ut the cyclist section proved to be the interesting item of

he afternoon's sport, F. Mackay, on a 3^ h.p. Triumph

Some of tlie motor cycle section i the Harrogate M.C.

1907), doing fastest time, and winning on formula, figure

)f merit 63.5 ; T. Atkinson, on a 3 h.p. Triumph (1906),

«cond fastest time and second on formula, figure of merit

JZ.9. B. Tindall was third and E. R. Davies fourth.

Worcestershire M.C.C.

A non-stop reliability trial has been fixed for October
.1th, from headquarters to Droitwich, Ombersley, Hartle-

3ury, Kidderminster Road as far as Chaddesley, Corbett,

3elbrougliton, Catshill, and Bromsgrove. Distance twenty-
seven miles, to be covered four times. The full number of

narks will be 1,000, and deductions will be made as follows :

fyre stop, one mark per minute ; mechanical stop, ten marks
3er minute.
The date of the annual dinner has been fixed for Saturday,

Dctober 17th, at the Golden Cross Hotel, Bromsgrove.

Nottingham M.C.C.

A successful hill-climb was held at Bunny Hill on the
L9th inst., the road and weather conditions being favourable,
rhe results on the formula will be announced in due course,

rhe times made by the competitors (who were allowed tM'o

runs) were :

Rider and machine.
G. H. Pearson (2^ h.p. Acme-Bentinck)
W. T. Smith (4 h.p. Roc)
Gr. Brough (3^ h.p. Brough)
W. J. Jones (5 h.p. Antoine)
Dr. E. Bigg (3 h.p. Triumph)
P. G. Toplis (3i h.p. Triumph)
Hy. Jackson (7 li.p. Campion) ...

C. R. Smith (3^ h.p. C.C.R.)
W. Reilly (3^ kp. Triumph)
G. C. Holmes (5 h.p. Roc)
A. Walton (5 h.p. Vindec Special)

L. A. Nolan (3^ h.p. Triumph)
C. H. Johnson (3| h.p. N.S.U.)
During the event Mr. Bowden declared the winners of the

reliability trial held on September 5th, when the course was
to Kettering, via Loughborough, Leicester, Market Har-
borough, returning via Oakham and Melton. The figures of

Mr. Chas. Hardy, the judge, are :

G. H. Pearson (2^ h.p. Acme-Bentinck), 1 (president's cup
and gold medal) ; Dr. Bigg (8 h.p. Clement car), 2 (gold
medal) ; B. W. Maltby (4^ h.p. Minerva), 3 (silver medal)

;

J. King (10-12 h.p. Swift car), 4; Claude H. Johnson (3^ h.p.

Triumph), 5; L. A. Nolan (3^ h.p. Triumph), 6.

1st run. 2nd rim.

M s. M. s.

3 3t ... 2 49
2 7^ ... 2 5

2 5# .. Nil
2 ^ ... 2 9i

2 40 ... Failed
2 7| ... 2 12|
1 58f ... 1 50|
2 l^ ... 2 12f
2 ^ .. Nil
2 15f .... 2 14|
1 50| ... 1 54i
2 10^ ..2 6

2 121 ... 2 lOf

Lincolnshire M.C.C.

The Grantham Centre of the Lincolnshire Club held a meet
at Frieston Shore, near Boston, on September ,20th, a number
of members riding over and staying the night at the Marine
Hotel. A most enjoyable day was spent on the sea shore

- and samphire beds, the party breaking up after tea on Sunday
afternoon. A suggestion was made, tor a meet -of the entire
club next summer at the same place, as there are a great
many objects of interest in the neighbourhood.

Middlesbrough and District M.C.C.

The winners in the hill-climb at Yearby Bank were : 1, G.
R. Sanderson, .0068; 2, R. W. Day, .0086; 3, W. Danbv,
.0082.

On the 23rd inst., the last competition of the year was
held in the form of a petrol consumption trial over a distance
of 22^ miles. The following is the order in which the com-
petitors finished :

1. Mr. Bellerby (3^ h.p. Minerva)
2. Mr. Danby (2 h.p. Moto-Reve)
6. Mr. George (3^ h.p. Rex) ...

^. Mr. Reese (3i h.p. Rex)
5. Mr. Sanderson (3^ h.p. Triumph)

The formula used was

Fig. of merit. M.P.G.

... .507 ... 132

... .466 ... 184
465 ... 121

... .404 ... 113

... .374 ... 108

Weight

Cubic centimetres of petrol

Hull and East Riding A.C.C.

The result of the Scarborough reliability trial as given
on page 752 last week is incorrect. The deciding event was
a pace-judgment test. Pace to be judged, seventeen and a
half miles per hour. The result was : 1, Mr. R. A. Resler
(4^ h.p. Rover Tricar), .519 too slow ; 2, Mr. T. Straker
(3 h.p. Triumph), 1.547 too fast; 3, Mr. R. Pearson (3^ h.p.
Minerva), 2.065 too fast; 4, Mr. G. W. Mumby (3^ h.p.
Triumph), 1.056 too fast.

The picnic held on Sunday last proved a great success.
After a good run, a walk to Spurn and back was greatly
enjoyed by a few of the party. On returning home through
Patrington, Dr. Coates's house was visited, and the party
entertained during the evening.

On Saturday next, October 3rd, a hill-climb in conjunction
with the Lincolnshire M.C.C. will be held at Elsham Hill,

near Brigg. The Hull party will leave the Corporation Pier
at 1.40. Entries can be made on the spot, and machines
weighed at Elsham Stntion at the font of the hill.

W. H. Bashall and the 6 h.p. Bat-Jap on which he gained second place in

the Tourist Trophy Race (Twin-cylinder Class). He rode most consistently,

as at half distance he held the same position. Mr. Bashall is an amateur
rider and has entered his 3^ h.p. Triumph for the Brooklands Handicap on
Saturday.
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Walthamstow M.C.

The above club held a reliability and penalty run to Cbelms-

foTd on Saturday, September 19th. The winners were as

follows: W. H. Applebe© (3i h.p. Rex tricar), W. S. Low

(3i h.p. Rex), C. W. Lee (3^ h.p. Rex), Dr. Samuel (5 h.p.

Vindec Special), R. J. Lisles (5^ h.p. tricar), and J. W.
Percival (6 h.p. Fafnir tricar).

Southampton and District M.C.

A very successful motor cycle hill-climb took place at Stoney

Cross Hill in the New Forest on Wednesday last, the results

being as follows :

Rider and machine. Time. Figure of merit.

Mr. Stewart (4^ h.p. F.N.) ... 28^s. ... 35.8

Mr. Prince (4^ h.p. Minerva) ... 24|s. ... 24.8

Mr. May (5 h.p. F.N.) 37s. ... 22.3

*Mr. Rowe (7-9 h.p. Peugeot) ... 17|s. ... 20.4

Mr. Hammond (3| h.p. Rex) ... 34i.s. ... 20.3

Mr. Prince (3 h.p Raleigh) ... 42^s. ... 20.1

+Mr. Jones (3^ h.p. Rex) ... ... — ... —
* Fastest time, t Failed.

Dublin and District M.C.C.

A novel form of competition was held on Saturday last by
the Dublin Club, when a.non-stop penalty trial was run ovof

a circular course of forty-five miles, starting from Inchicore

and finishing at Terenure, the route covered being by Naas,
Ballymore-Eustace and Blessington. The idea was that

the competitors should maintain a pace of between eighteen

and twenty miles per hour, any variation in either direc-

tion being penalised, while penalties were also enforced
for involuntary stops on the journey. The competitors were
not allowed to carry either watches or speed indicators. The
weather was fine, but owing to the overnight rain the roads
were very heavy, particularly between Naas and Ballymore-
Eustace. A minimum time of 2h. 15m. and a maximum time
of 2h. 30m. was fixed. Only one of the competitors failed

to get inside these limits, and only one made an ab.solute

non-stop run. The result of the competition was as under :

Name of rider and machine. Time.
n. M. s.

F. J. Walker (5 h.p. Rex), non-stop ... 2 17 1

J. Doleman (3^ h.p. Rex), two stops ... 2 19 2

R. H. Taaffe (3^ h.p. Triumph), one stop... 2 32 3

T. Geoghegan (3^ h.p. Triumph), one stop 2 53 4 .

M. J. Chambers (2| h.p. F.N.), three stops 2 50 5

Mr. J. Browne acted as starter and timekeeper.

Newcastle M.C.

This club held a vei'y successful hill-climbing competition

on the 20th inst. at Eglingham Bank, near Alnwick. The
W

formula was . Results :

C X T
SiNGLE-CYXiNDER (80 X 80 mm. and over).

Figure
Name of rider and machine. of

merit.

Isaac Baty (3i h.p. Dene) 000
W. H. Peel m h.p. Frank) 278
A. C. S, Broadway (3^ h.p. Rex) 18.793

Twin-cylinders.
A. G. Robson (4^ h.p. Minerva) 000
H. Mason (5 h.p. Berklev) 18.289

A. C. S. Broadway (5 hip. Rex) 28.727

PAS.SENGER ClASS.
A. G. Robson (4^ h.p. Minerva and sidecar)... .000

W. Taplin (6 h.p. Rex Litette) 5.483

R. B. Smith (6 h.p. N.S.U. Tricar) 38.720

W. H. Peel (3i h.p. Frank tricar), failed.

The arrangements were successfully carried out by Mr. B.

Wilford, the secretary, and Mr. A. E. Brunning, of Lincoln,

was judge and timekeeper.

THE T.T. FUND.
Additions to the Auto Cycle Tourist Trophy Fund are. as

follows

:

Chas. Jarrott £2 2

S. F. Edge 110
The Bosch Magneto Co 110

The following contributions to the Shilling Fund were
received during the week ending Saturday, September 26th :

Birmingham Motor Cvcle Club (21), R. E. S. Spender (5),

A. J. Dunnell (2), V. A. Holroyd, E. W. Walford, C. S.

Burney, E. W. Harris, A. Riley, A. P. Smith, W. Grew,
A. J. Dunnell, T. F. Turner, T. W. B. Durant, F. Dover,
H. Dakin, R. Kay, J. W. Ardern, S. Sawer, t). Coutts, J.

Farrar, J. Haslam, and J. Watkinson (1 each).

M.C.C. CONSUMPTION TRIAL.
In the report of the M.C.C. consumption trial, published

in The Motor Cycle, of the 16th inst., the mileage per gallon

results were given incorrectly. They should read as follows :

1, G. L. Fletcher (2 h.p. Moto-Reve), 160.9 miles per gallon;

2, W. Smith (2 h.p. Moto-Reve), 170.8; 3, H. G. R. Slingo

(6 h.p. Griffon), 98.8. The actual distances covered by the
competitors in the motor cycle class were as follows : G. L.
Fletcher, 24^ miles; W. Smith, 23| miles; H. G. R. Slingo,

19^ miles ; S. G. Frost, 19 miles ; R. C. Davis, 19 miles ; V.
Olsson, 18| miles ; Stanley Webb, 17 miles ; A. W. Bentley,

16| miles ; A. G. Fenn, 16| miles ; F. White, 16^ miles ; W.
Pratt, 15| miles ; H. C. Sayer, 15| miles ; B. C. Cumberland,
15i-miiles; F. ]\Iussell, 14^ miles ; and C. Gibbons, 14 miles.

A BALLOON CHASE ON MOTOR CYCLES.

A BALLOON pursuit organised by the Silesian

and Posen branch of the German Motor Cycle

Association in co-operation with the Silesian

Balloon Club resulted in a victory for the

road vehicles, although Dr. Van der Borne, who was
in charge of the balloon, utilised the air currents with

fine aeronautic skill, and led his pursuers a rare

dance, eventually landing in an almost inaccessible

clearing in the middle of a wood near Luckau. Dr.

Borne was supposed to be carrying despatches from
"beleaguered" Breslau. Twelve drivers of small

cars and seven riders of motor cycles constituted the

enemy, and it says much for the pursuers that, not-

withstanding the necessity they were under of cross-

ing the River Oder twice and tackling all sorts of

roads and by-roads, nine reached the clearing, the

first, indeed, within a quarter of an hour after the

balloon, thus fulfilling the condition under which the

balloon was to be captured. It is satisfactory to

know that three cycles were amongst the arrivals, and
that Herr Eitner, who drove a 3 h.p. Phanomen,

arrived second, and was but seven minutes behind the

driver of a powerful Adler car, who effected the

"capture" for the Association. But for the seven

minutes the honour would have gone to the cycling

contingent, as Herr Eitner was well within the hour

of grace granted to the pursuers. The balloon

landed at 11.42 a.m., and Herr Eitner appeared

on the scene at 12.3 p.m. Herr Hielscher, who drove

a 3^, h.p. Magnet, also arrived before the hour had
elapsed, but the third cyclist failed by eighteen

minutes. The trophy secured for the Association

is a very valuable and handsome work of art.

>-«••--<
Two or three months back we put a four-volt 20 amp.

Ajax accumulator in commission. It has behaved in so

satisfactory a manner that we had almost forgotten

about it until the makers—the Ajax Electrical

Engineering Co., Oaklands Park Avenue, Ilford—sent

us a reminder a few days ago. The Ajax accumulator

we have had on test has given absolutely no trouble,

and holds the charge very well.
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TIPS FOR TRIUMPH RIDERS.
4 T a time when most riders find their machines in

A need of a slight overhauling, as the result of

" a summer's riding, these few remarks may not

come amiss. Although referring primarily to

riumph motor cycles, they may be adapted to most
her makes.
Exhaust and inlet valves often present difficulties to

e inexperienced, such difficulties generally resulting

L much plain speaking and burnt and bruised knuckles,

ne method of removing the elusive cotter from
jneath the spring is tO' use one of the valve spring

[ting tools as sold by most accessory shops. Another
ethod, both simpler and better, is as follows : Remove
e valve cover from the cylinder head, and turn the

igine pulley until the valve in question is fully open,

hen place a screwdriver or similar implement across

le radiating fins at the back of, and just under, the

)ring cap. A turn of the engine pulley will then

[low the spring cup to rest on the screwdriver, and
light tap on the valve head in the cylinder will bring

le valve down and place the cotter so that it may be
amoved with ease. If the valve is to be ground in,

le spring need not be removed fro'm its position,

his method is extremely useful in the event of the

Dtter and slot in valve stem being slightly burred, as

ley generally are, it being quite possible to file them
ith facility. It is a useful precaution to file the burrs

om both cotter and valve stem before a tour or long

Dmpetition run, when speedy removal of valves, if

ecessary, is desirable.

For extracting a hot valve a little hand tool is pro-

ided to screw into the head of the valve. To^ facilitate

rinding, if the round milled head of this tool be cut

way to a square shape, with sides of about ^-^in., it

lay be used in conjunction with an ordinary hand
race with greatly improved results, both in speed and
fficiency, whilst its mission as a valve extractor is

nimpaired.
After some time it occasionally happens the machine

ioes not entirely cease firing when the exhaust valve

ifter is raised, the firing being accompanied by popping

n the silencer. This is usually due to stretch in the

Bowden wire, and it should be remedied. The cure

is simple. First remove the wire from the stop on
engine, which is done by pulling the black covering oi

cable towards the silencer pipe, at the same time lifting

upwards. Then remove the wire end from the nipple

on the little lever on engme, by pushing the wire

inwards and downwards. A coil, or perhaps two, ol

copper wire, about i^in. diameter, should then be

wound round the end of the Bowden wire, and the wire

replaced in the nipple and stop. Sufficient copper wire

should be added until all slackness has been taken up.

When removing the throttle and air pistons from the

carburetter, it is advisable to lift the black covering of

Bowden cable quite clear of the plated cover. Should

there be any tendency for the pistons to stick whilst

riding, a few vigorous movements of the levers on the

handle-bar will effect a speedy remedy. This last should

be done with the exhaust valve lifter raised.

It is a fairly general custom to carry a spare contact

breaker complete. Whilst this is a very good idea, care

should be taken to see that the timing of the machine
is not affected by the change. Two contact breakers

I have, make a difference of a quarter of an inch (piston

movement) in the timing, which is quite enough to cause

bad running on hills, whether the error be on the

advance or retard side of normal.

For the experimentally minded, I would suggest that

a sparking plug fitted in the hole for the compression

tap affords a splendid chance of comparing the

efficiencies of the various positions for plugs. (A

short plug of the type used on the Moto-Reve is neces-

sary, and the hole must be enlarged.) Also that very

light springs fitted under the valve tappets to hold

them up to the valve stems help to reduce noise.

For those whose lot it is to ride on rough roads,

an indiarubber buffer threaded on the spring spindle

of the front forks is a boon, saving springs and

machine. The buffer may be made out of an old pedal

rubber, cut a little shorter than the large spring when
in use (say ^in. shorter). A washer, fitting over the

spindle and a little larger than the hole in the moving
spring plate, is necessary. W. R.

The Tonilst Tiopby Race. Noel E. Diuiy and C. B. Franklin, two private owners from tbe Green Isle, taUng matters easily on the road to BaUasraine.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from our readers and our replies thereto. When particular

makes of machines, accessories, or tyres are mentioned, numbers must be used, the writer to keep a key for

reference. All queries should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E, C, and whether

intended for publication or not must be accompanied with a stamped addressed envelope for reply.

Adjustments for Slow Runninc

My 7 h.p. twin motor bicycle

runs beautifully at high spted,

but when reduced to about ten

miles an hour the engine stops

firing, and there seems no way

of regulating it to run slowly. I

have a tricar and another motor

cycle, but find no difficulty in regu-

lating the speed. I shall be glad if

you can suggest a cause.

—

Enquirer.

You have evidently got a carburetter

which does not allow the engine to run

very slowly, probably owing to it

allowing too much air to pass at slow

speeds. You might try fitting a

smaller choke tube and increasmg the

size of the extra air inlet, so that you

can give less air at slow speeds and

more air at high speeds. The gear_ of

the machine may also have something

to do with the trouble.

A Loiis of Power.

My 2 h.p. engine will not

give any power. It runs fast on

stand, but when on the road I

have to pedal in order to keep

it going. Timing is correct,

Jebron points, also inlet and exhaust

valve springs correct. It bears weight

on pedal for a few seconds. B. and

B. latest carburetter, dry battery

ignition, new battery. Could wiring

be at fault in connection with in-

tensity of spark? Pleas© say what I

should do to the new B. and B. car-

buretter to make it right or alter it

for fear it is wrong. I put a light

washer on float and it floods. The
weights on top do not seem to come
down well. The needle appears to

balance them. Is this correct? The
engine appears to get a bit hot when
run on stand for a short time. Ex-
haust valve has good lift.—A.R.

We do not think that the intensity of

the spark is at fault; the trouble is

more likely to be due to the adjust-

ment of the carburetter, to weak com-
pression, or too strong a spring on inlet

valve. Are you sure that the carbu-
retter is perfectly clean? By weight-
ing the float you raise the level of the
petrol. Make quite certain that the
petrol is coming through the jet

properly and stop the flooding at once
by removing the washer. Are you sure
that the exhaust valve spring is strong
enough? When the machine is at reist

the float should allow the weights to
lower the needle and shut off the supply
of petrol.

Ignition Items ana M.O.V. and A.O.V.

(1.) My 4i h.p. J.A.P. mis-

^1 fires occasionally at high speed,

> yet runs well and climbs hills

-iJ well up to 16-18 miles per
hour. It has accumulator igni-

tion, carburetter B. and B. (2.)

What is the most suitable magneto
for this engine, and what would be
the probable cost of converting from
accumulator to magneto? (3.) This
engine has an a.o. inlet valve. Will
so large an engine run slowly with
this kind of valve?—J.S.

(1.) If the accumulator is fully charged,,
and the carburetter all right, the
missing is undoubtedly due to the
adjustment of the contact points. Run
the engine on the stand and give the
contact screw half a turn nearer to the
point on the trembler blade. (2.) .\

high tension magneto would be most
suitable, and the conversion would cost
from £5 to £8. (3.) An engine with an
automatic inlet valve will not run as
slowly as one with a mechanical inlet
valve, but if properly driven yours can
be regulated to about seven miles per
liour without switohing off.

Insufficient Air Supply, and tbe Proof.

I drive a 2| h.p. De Dion-^ Bouton motor cyjle It mis
fires badly at sneed unless 1

hold exhaust lifter slightly up,
thus preventing valve from

quite closing. Can you tell me the
reason of this, and a remedy for it?

I have fitted new spring on valve and
ground valve in, but it does not cure
it. The clearance between valve and
tappet is about l-32in. With the
slight pressure on valve lifter it runs
beautifully, but on hills I have to let

it down to get any power.—E.C.J.

The trouble is caused by insufficient air

supply at the carburetter, in conse-

quence slight pressure on the exhaust
lifter causes a certain amount of air to

enter through the exhaust port on suc-

tion stroke, which dilutes the mixture
sufficiently to render it explosive at

high speeds. The reason you can let

the valve lifter alone on hills is because
at the slower speed of the engine a,

richer mixture is required. If the car-

buretter is altered to allow a greater
amount of air to enter at high speeds,
the misfiring should cease.

The Tourist Tropliy Race. Two competitors at full speed at Ballig Bridge—not Ihe least

picturesque spot on tbe fifteen miles circuit.
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Nail Catcheis.

Some riders of motor cycles

"^Ti adopt a device for " thorn and
> nail catching." They fix a
-iJ piece of wire round the chain

stays of their machines, believ-

ing this will draw out nails and
thorns from the back tyre before they
have penetrated enough to puncture.
Do you approve of this? Is it

dangerous? Would the back stays
running up to the seat-pillar be as

good a place as the chain stays to fix

this puncture-preventing device ?

—

A.V.H., Wilts.

We certainly approve of nail

extracters, and there is no better way
of catching nails than fixing a piece of

wire to the chain stays, or, better still,

to the mudguard stays if they are
strong enough. Of course, it is quite
within the range of possibility to get a
nail or something in the tyre with the
catcher fitted, but from, our experience
they do prevent a good many punctures.
There is no danger in it at all. In fit-

ting the wire do not fit it too close to

the tyre, but leave about gin. clear-

ance, and see that there is that amount
of clearance when wheel is revolved.

Tyres and Sidecar Attachments.

(1.) Could you tell me the
largest tyre I could fit to my
twin Vindec (if I had my wheel
re-built) that would pass be-

tween the back forks? Also
probable cost of building up wheel
and cost of tyre (probably voitu-

rette)? Do you recommend Kemp-
shalls for same? (2.) I have Hermetic
tubes, and have failed always to get
ends inserted. How is this done?
(3.) I have a Montgomery sidecar,

and the front attachment on cycle
only allows about l-16in. clearance

between it and the spring fork curved
support of Vindec. Could I get over
this in any way?—J.G.S., N.B.

(1.) You can tell best yourself the
largest size of tyre you can use by

.

measuring the space between back
forks and allowing half an inch on
each side of the tyre for clearance.

It would be inadvisable to allow less

than this amount of clearance without
the risk of the tyre rubbing if the
wheel got the least bit out of truth.

Having had no experience of the tyres
you enquire about we cannot advise
you, but you would find practically any
good make of voiturette tyre quite suit-

able for the back wheel of your motor
bicycle. With a large tyre, however,
sideslip is more pronounced. (2.) We
have found no difficulty in inserting one
end of the Hermetic tube inside the
other. Wet the ends, and fold one end
right over, and while holding it in the
fingers insert it in the other end of the
tube. Both washers should be firmly

locked against the corresponding rings
or recesses in the opposite end of the
tube. (3.) The front attachment for the
sidecar apparently is not long enough.
We presume the clearance mentioned
(l-16in.) could be increased by lengthen-
ing the attachment on the cycle or on
the sidecar, and it would be an easy
matter to have this lengthened by any
local engineer. Make sure that the
alteration would not throw the sidecar
out of line with the bicycle.

Respecting a Liglit Triear.

(1.) Please let me know the

^] best way to start, my 3^ h.p.

> tricar engine with starting
-i-l handle, and where the piston

ought to be when the spark
takes place? The machine has accu-

mulators and plain coil and Bozier
two-speed gear. The engine is geared
up from starting handle 2^ to 1. Is

it better to lift valve till a good speed
is attained or to pull up once over
compression? (2.) The Bozier gear
is fitted with cone clutch for high
gear, and a band brake is applied for

low gear. Can I start from stand-

still Avith passenger by applying the
brake gradually on the low gear
drum? (3.) Can you tell me the two
beet gear ratios for this machine for

passengers twenty-two stones, machine
2cwt.? (4.) Best lubricant for

chains?—H.V. /

(1.) There is always a certain amount
of difficulty experienced in starting a

H. V. Colver, who rode one of the three most
powerful machines in the T.T. Race, viz., a
7 h.p. Matchless-Jap. He ran out of petrol near
the finish.

small single-cylinder engine by a handle
owing to the size of the flywheels. The
air should be closed, throttle opened,
the spark not quite retarded, and the
handle pulled over sharply. When
sparking lever is advanced nearly half-

way the spark should take place when
the piston is at the top of the compres-
sion stroke. With engine geared up
from starting han-le in the proportion
of 4 or 5 to 1 it is best to lift valve and
turn the engine until a good spark is

obtained and then release. It would
also apply when geared 2^ to 1, but
handle would require to be revolved a
little faster. (2.) When starting,

accelerate the engine slightly, and
simultaneously appiy the low gear
brake gently. (3.) There is no choice.

If a 5^ to 1 top gear is used, the Bozier

773

will give 11 to 1 when reduced. (4.)

Chain lubricant can be obtained from
most accessory dealers. It usually con-

sists of graphite mixed with grease.

A Motor Bicycle tor West Africa.

I should be glad of your
advice as to a suitable motor
cycle to take out to West
Africa. The roads are narrow
and bad—very sandy in places,

and loose and stony in others. A
magneto (or dry battery) is essential.

I weigh fifteen stones. A top speed
of twenty-two or twenty-three miles

an hour is ample. I have no experi-

ence with motor cycles, but have
owned motor cars for some years,

and have bicycled for thirty years.

My height is 5ft. llin., and I ride a
26in. frame push bicycle. How many
miles to the gallon of petrol should
the machine you recommend average?
And what spares are necessary?

—

S.W.T., Salop.
If you will send a numbered list of

the machines you contemplate purchas-
ing, and keep a key for reference, we
shall be pleased to place them in order
of merit. A 3^ h.p. single-cylinder

machine should run about ninety miles
to a gallon of petrol, and the spares
necessary depend on the machine you
select, but with an up-to-date one of

good manufacture spare valves, plug,
belt, fasteners, and possibly, a complete
contact breaker for the magneto are all

that will be required.

READERS' REPLIES.
Inlet Valve Joints.

Some time ago a rider complained in

The Motor Cycle that he could not get
the automatic inlet valve joints tight
on his N.S.U. My twin N.S.U.,
which has been 9,000 miles, gave trouble
in this way, but I have cured it by
smearing a little Seccotine round the
joint on the outside and then fitting a
circle of asbestos string. This when
pressed down by the aid of- the valve
dome makes a perfect joint.

—

Geo.
Gribbon.

Improvements in belt fasteners are
proceeding apace. Lately we received
samples of the D-All improved adjust-
able fastener, which is supplied com-
plete with three connecting links.

These links are of different sizes, and
it is thus an easy matter to either
shorten the belt by replacing a long
link with a short one, or alter the gear
slightly as necessary when an adjustable

pulley is used. The insides of the

fastener are lined with hardened steel

to take up the wear of the rollers at

the end of the links. The fastening

screws have also been improved. The
address of the patentee is J. B. Dall,

Commercial Road, Ladybank, Fife.
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RECENT PATENTS.
An American Spring Fork.

The fork blades are ex-

tended upwardly, and con-

nected to the steering mem-
ber B by links C and D.
Connecting the links C and
D is a cylinder and piston

device E, within the cylinder

of which are contained

springs F, which absorb the

vibration. The patent speci-

fication describes the inven-

tion in great detail, and it

is pointed out that by mak-
ing the cylinder and piston

device airtight the cushion-

ing effect of the air within

is utilised, in addition to the

effect of the springs F.—E.

C R. Marks (Aurora Automatic Machinery Co.), No. 4,263,

1908.

A Rear Wheel Spring Suspension.

A pair of bell crank
levers A are pivotally

mounted in the rear

fork ends B. One arm
C extends horizoatally

to the rear and carries

the back wheel. The
other arm D extends
vertically downward,
and is connected by a

fork E to a cross head
working in a guide F
secured to the chain
stays G. The move-
ment of the cross head
is restrained in any
desired degree by the

action of the springs H
and J.—Capt. St. John Hughes, No. 25,C16, 1907.

By ERIC W. WALFORD, F.C.I.P.A.

band H now being released, the hub is driven through the

sun pinion, planet pinions D and E, and toothed ring F, and

a reduced gear is obtained. The specification does not de-

scribe the means whereby the bands H and J are to be

operated.—A. W. Wall, No. 18,740, 1907.

A Live Axle Two-speed Gear.

The wheel A is mounted so as to be free to rotate indepen-
dently of the live axle B. The pulley K takes the form of

a drum secured to the live axle, and is formed with a sun
pinion C gearing with the larger pinion D of a compound
planet pinion, the smaller member of which (E) gears with
a ring of teeth F carried by the hub. The gears are enclosed
within a box G. For the high gear the band H, which is

A Simple Variable Pulley.

The inner pulley flange A
is formed integral with a
sleeve B, which is keyed to

the engine-shaft. The outer
pulley flange C is free to

slide on the sleeve B, and
itself carries an outwardly
projecting sleeve D. In this

sleeve D are cut a number
of notches E of different

depths, and with either . of

these is adapted to engage
a peg F fixed to the sleeve

B of the inner pulley flange

A. By engaging the projec-

tion F with notches of dif-

ferent depths, the pulley
flanges are secured at varying
distances apart, and the de-

sired object accomplished.

—

J. T. Brown, No. 22,065, 1907.

secured to the pulley, is contracted so as to grip the box G,
and the drive is direct. To obtain the low gear, the brake
band J is contracted to hold the box G stationary, and the

The Advance Adjustable Pc^lley.

One flange A is carried by a sleeve B, which is keyed to

the engine-shaft. Free to slide on a feather C is the outer

1 pulley flange D, which is locked in

position by a ring E screwing on to

the sleeve B. To prevent accidental

movement of the adjustable flange, a

pin F carried thereby is adapted to

shoot into one of a number of recesses

in the ring E under the action of a

spring G. When it is desired to adjust

the pulley it is necessary to withdraw
the pin F from the recess in the ring

E, and for this purpose a lever H is

used. This is formed with an inclined

plane J, which co-operates with a

second inclined plane to .withdraw the

pin from the recess in the ring E when
the lever is moved.—F. Smart, D. H.
Gainsford, J. C. Power, and J. Power,
No. 21,442, 1907.

An Automatic Carburetter.

This carburetter is of the type in which the jet chamber
and the float chamber are put into communication by a pipe

in order to equalise

the air pressures exist-

ing therein. The pipe

A communicates with
the jet cliamber B
about the level of the

jet nozzle, and with
the top of the float

chamber C. The top
of the float chamber
also carries a com
pound air inlet D,
having opposed conical

inlets E and F. At
low speeds the pres-

sures are maintained
equal by this device,

but as the speed in-

creases an eddy is set up between the inletb 1^^ and F, causing

an increasing depression or vacuum in the float chamber, and

providing, it is claimed, a constant mixture at all engine

speeds by allowing less petrol to issue from the jet at high

speeds.—P. G. L. Kreutzberger, No. 25,917, 1907.
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out of every
Motor Cyclists would
be inveterate users of

The 'Stratex'
(Berisloid's Patent)

if they only knew how good, dur-

able, efficient, and economical it is.

Brooks Anti-vibratory Seat has patent

compound compensating springs and is

luxuriously easy with absolute freedom

from vibration.

H£RE ARE
SOME OF
THE ADVANTAGES OF THE

l3 JL JM'J^ JL JB/^^* No belt fastener— therefore no breaking at

the fastener, no gap, continuous drive ; it grips all the time. No slipping in wet

weather. Increased Engine Power through perfect transmission. Worn section

easily replaced—ensuring uniformity of size, shape, and driving surface. Great

flexibility, durability, and economy. At the Bocardo M.C.C. (Oxford) Hill-Climb,

the fastest time was made by Mr. H. G. Hill, who used a " Stratex " Belt, which

had already run over 2,000 miles—a good test of Efficiency with Reliability.

Ask for the M.C. list

J.B.BROOKS & €o.,Iid.,Birmingham,

BROOKS SPBING SEAT.

MAGNETOS
were fitted

to the

FIRST
AND

THIRD
machines in the

single-cylinder

class.

"Our
success
in the

T.T."

THE BOSCH MAGNETO CO.,

LIMITED,

23, Store Street, London, W.C.

Telegraphic Address : "Bomag,
London."

Telephone Nos. : Gerrard,
8610 and 861 I.

BOSOH
MAGNETOS

were fitted

to the

FIRST,

SECOND,
AND

THIRD
machines in the

multi-cylinder

class.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these

jolumns—Id. per word, minimiun Is. Name
md address must be counted. In the case

at Trade Advertisements a series of thirteen

insertions is charged as twelve.

All advertisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of " The Motor Cycle," Coventry.

To ensure insertion letters should be posted

in time to reach the offices of "The Motor

Cycle," Coventry, on the Friday morning, or

if sent to London, by the Thursday afternoon

previous to the date ef publication.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY
For the convenience of purchasers ot second-hand

motor cycles, it has been suggested that the advertise-

ments be classified into districts, as many readers like

to know what machines are for sale in their imme-
diate neighbourhood before going further afield.

Experimentally, therefore, we have divided the

advertisements into eleven sections, as follows

:

Plan showing division of England
into 5ection.3.

SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, an 1

Westmorland.

SECTION II.

Yoit and Lancashire.

SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby, Stafforcl

Sfuropshire, Montgomery, and Merioneth.

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland, Northamp-
ton, Warwick.

SECTION V.
Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge. Huntingdon, and

Bedford.
SECTION VI.

Worcester, Hereford, Radnor, Brecknock, Mon-
mouth, Glamorgan, Carmarthen, Cardiga;. and
Pembroke.

SECTION VII.
Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks, Wilts and

Hants, Channel Islands.

SECTION VIII.
Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, and Sussex

SECTION IX.
Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

SECTION X.
Scotland. —

SECTION XI.
Ireland and Isle of Man.

THE

PREMIER
Agents tor TRIUMPH, BAT, N.8.U., REX, ROO,
BROWN, VINDEC, MOTOSACOCHE, F.N., and other
BEST makes. t)elivery of TRIUMPHS in seven days.
Most other makes from stock. The best selection of

New and Sorond-hand machines in tlie (kingdom.

Exchanges. Deferred Payments.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES IN STOCK-
SINGLE CYLINDERS.

TRIUMPH, magneto, 1907 £28
VINDEC SPECIAL, 19C7 30
REX DE LUXE, 3V h.p., 1908, two-speed,

soiled only 38
N.S.U., 3i h.p., spring forks, Roc clutch, two-

speed 28
QUADRANT, 3i h.p., 1906, very good order 18
N.S.U., 3 h.p., spring forks 15
BIRCH FIELD, 3 h.D. Spray, 1907 1110
B.S.A. 3J h.p. M.A1.C. engine, Clinchers, Lomax

.- non-skid, Dniia fork 11
ROYAL ENFIELD, 2t h.p. F.N. carburetter,

girder forks, good appearance and
condition 10

WHITLEY. 3J- h.p., spray, running well 8
AIINERVA, 2? h.p., Lonquemare carburetter,

fine order 7

LIGHTWEIGHTS.

F.N., 1 1 h.p., 1907, magneto, spring forks ..£21
F.N., If h.p., 1907, „ special silencer 21
N.S.U., li h.p., 1907, magneto, perfect 18
N.S.U., li h.p., 1907, magneto 16

TWINS.

G.B. ZEDEL, 5-6 h.p., 1908, two-speed, spring
forks, hand starling £35

ROC, ; h.p., twin Peugeot, magneto, clutch.. 25
MINERVA, 7-8 h.p., perfect .- 26
N.S.U., 6 h.p., magneto, two-speed 28
N.S.U., 5* h.p., magneto, good order IS
WERNER, 4 h.p., perfect order 11
JAP, Chater Lea, 6 h.p., magneto, nearly new 25
RILEY TRICAR, 5 h.p., two-speed, spring

frame, wheel steering, water cooled,

splendid order 52
REX 1907 Twin, magneto, twin wheel, two-

speed gear, Roc clutch, cantilever,

running splendidly 22 10

THE

Cut-

2/-
Or with 6ft. of best

wi\ insulated vtrlre,

P

3/-
Three days' approval.

Post Free.

PREfVIIER ACCUMULATORS.
British made. 10 amp. 9/6. 20 amp. 12/6.

The PRESVI9ER SPARE TUBE CASE
for preserving spare tube from damage & perishing 5/6.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of' advertisers, letters may bt

addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " Office.

When this is desired, 2d. will be cliarged for registra-

tion, and three stamped and addressed envelopes must
be sent for forwarding replies. Only the number will

appear in the advertisement. Replies should be
addressed, " No. 000, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Cov-
entry "

; or if " London " is added to the address, then
to the number given, c/o " The Motor Cycle," 20,
Tudor Street, E.C.

WRITE FOR LISTS.

i

Aston Road, BIRIVilNGHAM,
Telephone : 4310. Telegrams :

" Primus," B'ham.

DEPOSIT SYSTEM. ^WJ
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown
persons may deal in perfect safety by availing them-
selves of our Deposit System. If the money be de-
posited with " The Motor Cycle," both parties are
advised of this receipt, and upon intimation of the
arrival and acceptance of the goods, the money is

forwarded less a charge of is. for registration. The
time allowed for a decision after receipt of the goods is

three days. For all transactions exceeding £10 in

value, a deposit fee of zs. 6d. is charged. All deposit
matters are dealt with at Coventry, and cheques and
money orders should be made payable to liiffe and
Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their ent|uiries are requested to regard the

silence as an indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to

each one by post
AH letters relating to advertisements mtist state

distinctly under what heading they appeared, and date
el issue.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham,
and Westmoreland.

4 h.p. CLE., magneto ignition, spring forliS>
adjustable puUe.y; £18.—iiolzapfel, 4.

Summerhill Grove, Newcastle.

31i.p. Werner, splendid running order;
£10; particulars or trial.—WilliamB,

Low Grange House, Tudboe Grange, Spenny-
I moor.

BEADBUEY, 3 h.p.. new hel'c, inner, outer,
and non-skid (unpunctured), excellent

I

machine, enamel and plating good, Longue-
mare. Brooks BlOO; bargain, £13. — Arnett,

I

Corbridge.

23. h.p. Minerva, new cylinder, belt, and
4 tyre. £14; 2i h.p. French maehine, new

piston, accumulator, and back tyre, £9, or
exchange both and cash for good open frame
tricar.—Clarence House, Appleby.

31 h.p. Auto Moto Cycle, French grey, cop-
2 per torpedo tank, price £11; 4 h.p.

Kelecom, 26 by 2J Continentals, Brown and
Barlow carburetter, in fine condition, price
£14 10s.; trailer, coach-built, new Palmers,
good condition, £2 5s. ; 2| h.p. De Diou Cov-
entry Eagle, trembler, Longuemare, handle-
bar controlled throughout, in new condi-
tion, low, light, price £17 10s., or exchanges.—^Walton, Nursery House, Bervrick Street,
Gateshead.

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.

BAErGAIN.—2i h.p. Singer, magneto, Grose
non-skid, handle-bar control; £5.—P.

Pownall, Prescot.

TEIUMPH, 2i h.p. Jap engine. Clincher Al,
perfect; £15; bought 3J h.p.—Austin,

Oldfleld Lane, Leeds.

31 h.p. Twin, low, light, copper torpedo
2 tank, good condition; £15.-32, Fair-

bourne Road, Levenshulme.

F.N., four-cylinder, 4i h.p., splendid condi-
tion, fine goer. Palmers; £27 for quick

sale.-70, Manuel Street, Goole.

i Q08 Motor Cycle, unscratched, perfect, B.
±.tJ and B., Palmers, with sidecar: £23
complete, or separate. — 477, Hessle Eoad,
Hull.

ax h.p. Phelon and Moore and Trailer,
2 Grose non-skid, Eiches tubes, very

i low, climb anything; £30.-54, Otley Eoad,
I Bradford.
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iTOH BICYCLES FOR SALE.
IDGET Bicar, 3i h.p. Fafnir, beautiful
low macMne, like new; £20.—Wilkins,

r&ley, Winchfield.

h.p. Minerva, B.S.A.. carrier-stand,
tools, lamp, going- order; £7.—i'ranii

}, Caversham-on-rhames.

LT, De Dion, 3 h.p.. good going order

;

bargain, £6 ISs.—10, Wellington Place,
ipson, iiiillbrook, Southampton.

h.p. Peugeot Motor Cycle, good condi-
tion and going order; trial; £/.—

ak Gale, Gaversbam-on-Thanies.

h.p. Bradbury, vertical, spray, good
nill-climber, lamp, spare ueit ana

ey; £10 10s.—Wallin, Adderbury, uxou.

.—jiumber, 2 h.p., chain drive, in good
condition, less accumulator ana coii;

irgain.—Kerridge, Market istreet, Alton.

LEAP for cash.—3J h.p. Bex, low duimI,

spray carburetter, trembler.—fhomp-
111. Bartholomew Street, iNewDury,

h.p. Quadrant, magneto, very good
condition; £24, or offer.—Seen, ±ul-

k Motor Works, Slough, or London by
>intment.

h.p. 1907 Triumph, accumulator igni-
tion, two accumulators, in periect

T; £21.-0. McAdama and Co., Ltd., ii,

on Street. Bristol.

lUMPH, 3i h.p., not a year old, in good
condition, date on engine, 27/3, it)07;

lOs.; owner bought car.—King, Lyncn-
Eoad, Famborough.

.p. Chater-Lea Motor Bicycle, twin-cylin-
der, Peugeot engine, complete wiiu

jar, first-class order ; £25.—^^Willway and
I, St. Augustine's. Bristol.

h.p. Rex Motor, girder forks, lamp,
horn, stand,, carrier, handle-bar con-

footboards ; £10 10s., or nearest cash
l>ed.—T. Milner, Tewkesbury.

i.p. Roc, all latest improvements, two-
speed gear, free engine, magneto,

ile-bar control, etc., new and faultless;
-78, Montgomerie Road, Southsea.

h.p. Twin Rex Motor Cycle, cantilever
saddle (Brooks), spring forks, <jlineher

s, aluminium finish, perfect running
r.—Breeze, 74, High Street, Aldershot.

h.p. Triumph 1908 Motor Cycle, new
last May. complete with all spares,

£40; reason of selling, owner going
-ad.—L. Edwards, 3, Suffolk Place, Chel-
am.

R Sale, second-hand 3^ h.p. Auto Fau-
teuil motor cycle, water-cooled, free

ne, hand starting, two-speed gear chair
, spring fork; cost 60 guineas, complete;
Br going to sea; inspection or full par-
iars from 12, Green Road, Southsea.

TE 1907 Sh h.p. Brown, as new. faultless,
not ridden 400 miles, very low frame,

i^ 2i Clinchers, two accumulators. Match-
silencer, two pulleys. Brooks BlOO, ac-
mes, extremely smart, everytning of
best; total cost over £41, accept £22 10s.
itcher, High Street, Windsor.

SECTION VIII.

tford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent,
ltd Sussex.

10s.—2 h.p. Minerva, good running order.
-^9, Villa Street. Walworth.

h.p. Lightweight, sound; £10, no offers.
—27. Trevor Road, Wimbledon.

h.p. Rex, F.N. spray, running order,
powerful; £12.-17, St. Leonard's Road,

3T0SAC0CHE, run 2,000 miles, 1908 en-
gine, 1907 frame, with spares: £20.—
w.

DHAM, 1908, 3 h.p. F.N., latest handle-
bar control. Palmer cords. Voltoo igni-
with spares : £K.—Garaged, Sheen's, 32,
algar Road, East Greenwich.
.p. Twin Peugeot, new, and accessories

;

£35.—Martin, 22, High Street. Highgate,
ion.

^OWN. 3§ h.p., Dunlop tyres, tuned right
for a tour; £11.-A., 8. Herndon Road,
dsworth. *

END OF SEASON -

- CLEARANCE SALE
For Four Weeks only.

F.N., four-cylinder, magneto £1

"

CLYDE, 2j h.p., magneto £10
REX, 5 h.p., 1907 model, blue finish £18
REX, 3i h.p., 26in. wheels, very low £12
MINERVA, 4i h.p., 2*in. tyres £22
REX, 1907, like new, with sidecar, 6 h.p £25
SAROLEA, 5 h.p., very low, new tyres £20
WERNER, 3j h.p., twin good condition £15
ARIEL, 3 h.p., B. and B £12
MINERVA. 3 J h.p., M.O.V £12
CLARENDON, 3 h.p., vertical £10
REX, 3 h.p., 50-guinea model £10
BAT, 5i h.p., spring frame £15
QUADRANT, 3 h.p., spring forks £12
BAYLISS, 3 h.p., special price £8
F.N., 2| h.p., splendid puller £11
HUMBER, 2f h.p., very fine mount £10
GIVAUDAN, 2} h.p., perfect, non-skid rear .... £15

LIGHTWEIGHTS.
fii LLOYDS, 2h.p £11
£7 QUADRANT, 2 h.p £7
£8 MINERVA, 2 h.p £8
£7 TAP, 2j h.p £7
£7 HUMBER, 2 h.p £7
£8 MINERVA, 2J h.p £8

f10 ARIEL, 2i h.p £10

50

3 h.p
2 h.p

2i h.p.

3 h-P
2 h.p
2 h.p

2ih.p
23 h.p
2 J h.p
2j h.p

/- DOWN AND 5/- PER WEEK SECURES :

EXCELSIOR £11
SINGER £9
JAl' £11
REX £10
ORMONDE £8
WERNER £10
.MINERVA £10
CUNARD £12
LLOYDS £11
HUMBER £8

TRICARS.#
REXETTE, 8-10 h.p., two speeds and reverse. A
perfect article £60

GARRARD, 5 h.p., three speeds, water-cooled . . £32
MINERVA Pattern, sJ h.p., spray, good tyres . . £16

CARS.
24 h.p. DARRACQ, perfect order throughout.

Trial run £110
14 h.p. GOBRON-BRILLIE, four speeds, two-

cylinder, five seater £80

FORECARS, Etc.
Three very good forecar attachments, new tyres

to all and perfect only £4 each
MONTGOMERY sidecar, shop-soiled, and made

rigid, fits Rex £5 10s.

BAT rigid sidecar, 26m. wheel £4 10s.

ACCESSORIES.
RAUiMIER TYRES (Cord)

Cover.Tub*. GDver.Tube. Ojver.Tube

26x2 43/6 10/- 26X2J 59/3 16/3 28x2^ 63/6 11/-

26X2J58/9 11/- 28x2 50/3 10/- 28 X2i 64/3 17 'c

10/- allowed on old covers, and 2/- on tubes.

TUBES (fully guaranteed).

26X2in. .. 5/6 26X2jin. .. 7/6 28x2jin. .. 7/-
26X2iin... 6/6 28X2in. ..6/6 28 X 2|in. . . 7 /b

APPKOVAL.

TUBES (butt-en-led).

You cannot do better than try one. Money returned
in full if not perfectly satisfactory.

26X2in. ..7/6 25X2iin. .. 8/3 28X 2j-in. . . 7/9
26X2iin... 7/9 28X2in. ..7/6 28X2lin. . . 8/3

BEUTING.

fin. 7d., Jin. 8d., |in. 9d., lin. lOd. per foot.
Approval. Immediate delivery.

MAUDE'S MOTOR MART,Powell8t.,HALIFAX
National Telephone 4S8.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
AMPSTEAD for dead snips tliis week.—

34 h.p. Minerva, 1906, g-ood condition;H
£12.

HAMPSTEAD.—34 h.p. Minerva, lato 1907,-

new condition, wdth all accessories ; £16..
guaranteed.

HAMPSTEAD. — 1908 lightweight N.S.U.,.
magneto, only shop-soiled ; £19. with

all accessories.

HAMPSTEAD.—3i h.p. N.S.U., late model,-
magneto, 24 wheels, new condition,

guaranteed perfect; only £18.

HAMPSTEAD.—3 h.p. Triumph. Fafnir en-
gine, good condition ; £12, all acoes--

sories. great bargain.

HAMPSTEAD.—34 h.p. 1908 Triumph, latest
model, handle-bar conU-ol, only run-

1,000; sacrifice for £35.

HAMPSTEAD.—34 h.p. 1908 Triumph, almost
new. gold medal winner ; £37 10s., with

all accessories.

HAMPSTEAD.—34 h.p. Fafnir, late type,
good condition; only £12, with all ac-'

cessories.

HAMPSTEAD.—11 h.p. F.N. Hghtweight,-
1908 model, new condition; £20, witn

all spares.

HAMPSTEAD.—F.N., four-cylinder, mag--
neto, and spring forks, grand condi^

tion, guaranteed, all accessories; £18 only.

HAMPSTEAD.—4J h.p. P.N., 1907, late model,,
very powerful and good hill-climber,

almost new; £26.

HAMPSTEAD.—F.N., 44 h.p., 1908 model, as
good as new, only wants seeing ; bar-

gain, price £27.

HAMPSTEAD for new F.N., 6 h.p.. latest
model, from stock, and 44 h.p.; ex--

changes entertained.

HAMPSTEAD.—5 h.p. twin Peugeot, Ohater--
Lea No. 6 frame, splendid condition,

like new ; £24.

HAMPSTEAD. — New Griffons at second--
hand price; four pound under price,,

only shop-soiled; catalogues on application.

HAMPSTEAD.—Sole agents for Griffons,
F.N.'s. Minervas, Vindec, Triumphs,

etc.; cycle, sidecar, or low powers in part
payment; liberal allowances on old ma-
chines for new, any make.—Rey, 5, Heath
Street Motor Works, Hampstead. Tel. 2678.-

P.O.

GIVEN Away.—1906 Minerva, 2| h.p., fault-
less; £9; specification, trials.—44, Gop-'

sail Street. N.

41 h.p Twin-cylinder Minerva; £17 10s. ^^

2 At Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet
Street. London.

i, OUK-CYLINDEE F.N., late type, magneto,
A: spring forks, grand orderj cheap, £19
193.—Below.

BAT, 34 h.p., spring frame, genuine De
Dion engine, like new ; £17 10s.—Whittle,-

^1. S'telbrook Street, Wandsworth.

31 h.p. Lloyd, 2J Quadrant, spray; trial;
2 £7 each. — Ricketts, 150, Gloudesley

riOtid, Islington.

3 h.p. Quadrant, latest, springs. Liberty
sidecar; £16. separate.—25, Tamworth;

Park, Mitcham.

ROVER, 3* h.p.. 1906, M.O.V., beautiful con-
dition; sacrifice £13 10s.—17. Algarver

R'Oad, Earl&field.

5 h.p. Twin Rex. with sidecar, in eood
order; £20,-108, Cobourg Road, Old

K-e-nt Road, S.E.

Ojl h.p. Phoenix, spray, spring seat and
^4 handle-bar; £6 6s.—Hill, Freemasons''
Arms, Hampstead.

TRIITMPH, 3i h.p., good condition. Pal- '

mers ; £20. — Redcott, Dacres Road,
Forest Hill, London.

/r*19.—Rex, 5-6 h.p., cantilever, non-skids,
3^ spares, perfect; offers.—11, Orjniston
Road, Shepherd's Bush.

31 h.p. Fafnir No. 6 frame, new condition,
2 with sideca,r; 16 guineas.—4, Shel?rove

Road, Stoke Newington.

31. h.p. Ariel, twin, forks, late 1907, not
2 rirlrlen 150 "liles. as new: cost £37,

cash £26 10s.—389, The Motor C?/eZe, Offices, Gov
entry.

In av !<tvp.rrn g any of these advertiseme.ntx it is desirable that you m.enfwn " The Mofnr Cycle.
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

31 h.p. White-Poppe, 2Jin. Palmer cord,
2 good order, spring forks; £15.—Gould,

10, High Road, Cliiswick.

3i h.p. Rex, going order, long bars, low
4 seat, good condition; £7.-16, Bat-

hurst Gardens, Willesden.

j Q07 Triumph, thorough condition, good
JLt/ as new; accept £32. — Herring. 49,

Manor Roa-d, Stamford Hill.

23. h.p. Minerva, Chater-Lea, three speeds,
4. Dunlops, nearly new ; £16.—Baker, 66,

Willesden Lane, Kilburn, N.W.

13. h.p. Excelsior-Min&rTa, spray carburet-
4 ter, running orderj £5.—S. Hiller, 19,

Fentiman Road, Kennington.

£10.-23 h.p. Excelsior motor cycle, in thor-
oughly good order; a bargain.—62, Cale

Street, Sydney Street. Chelsea.

HARROW.—Moto-Reve, spring forks, low
frame, footrests and numerous spares,

fully equipped, better than new; £27 lOs.

HARROW.-3i h.p. Birch, low built, long
bars. Rich's tubes, a s^mart machine,

in perfect order; £12 10s.

HARROW.—44 h.p. twin Minerva, spring
forks and full accessories, not had six

months' wear; a grand bargain, £25.

HARROW.—2J h.p. P.N., long bars, low seat,
extra large tyres and several improve-

ments, a most reliable mount ; £10 10s.

HARROW. — 5J h.p. twin Rex, cantilever
seat, just overhauled, and warranted

eaual to new, will do 50 per hour; bargain,
£17.—Bunting, Wealdstone, Harrow.

4h.n. Twin Alcyon. take a sidecar any-
where, Chater-Lea, perfect condition

;

£17.-85. Chesterton Road, Plaistow, E.

3 h.p. Olympic. Clincher covers, uncut,
Price's stand, handsome machine; £7.

—Maiden, Windlesham House, Brighton.

21 h.p. Minerva Engine, Longuemare, tor-
2 pedo tank, splendid condition; £8.—

Garden, Edward Road, Bromley, Kent.

FOUR-CYLINDER F.N., excellent condition.
Palmer tyre, all complete; £20.-130,

Fellows Road, Hampstead, London, N.W.

11 h.p. N.S.U. Lightweight, 1908, magneto
4 Ignition, spring forks, equal to new;

£20.—Eagles and Co., High Street, Acton.

Oi h.p. Minerva, silent, perfect order,^i splendid climber, new Duco studded
back; £10.-30, Elderfleld Road. Clapton, N.E.

VINDEO. 5 h.p.. Roc two-speed gear, take
sidecar anywhere, perfect condition

;

.£43.—E.. 4a, Belsize Grove. Hampstead, N.W.

4 h.p. Jap throughout; £16 10s.; round
tank, low frame; bargain.—At Wau-

chope's, 9, Shoe. Lane, Fleet Street, London.
BARGAIN.—5 h.p. twin, new condition;

must sell; cash £12 10s.—Herbert, 62,
New City Road. Barking Road, Plaistow, E.

TRIUMPH. 1908, only used few times, Sham-
rock non-skids, inspection invited.—5,Grove Villas, Nightingale Lane, Wanstead.

31 h.p. Alldays, magneto, two ignitions,
J first-class condition ; offers.—At Wau-

chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.

23. h.p. F.N., good condition. Palmer tyres,
'4 £10; leather coat. 30s.: pair tricar

lamps, £1.-62. Wrentham Avenue, Willesden.

LONDON Rex Agency.—Special exchange,
quotation, send particulars of old ma-

chine, notify requirements.—Store Street,
W.C.

LONDON Rex Agency have for immediate
delivery all models ; cash, gradual, or

exchange terms.—Store Street, W.C.
AUTUMN Exchange Offers.—Write us. We

have special concessions, and can give
exceptional terms, unapproachable else-
where.—Horner's, Store Street, W.C.

23. h.p. F.N., spray, very low. fast. Palmer
4 tyres, nearly new, lamp, horn, stand,

earner; £10 10s.—18, Endsleigh Gardens,
Dford.

TP you want bargains in second-hand
motor cycles, you can get unem at

Wauchope's, 9. Shoe Lane. Fleet Street
London.
Ql h.p. Sarolea, B. and B. carburetter,
V.o .^ ^P^'^®®' spl&ndid condition; bargain,
*12 10s

: seen any time.—247, Hammersmith
itoaa, w.

FFERS
for cash will receive every consideration and prompt
reply. Room wanted for 1909 Models.

TWINS—O-PFet-s Wa.n'fceol.

6 h.p. "f win Rtx. 118 18s,or|£4 and '07
Singl'? Rex. or £6 and 3f Rex. or level
exc ange wilh Single Magneto Rex.

SPECIFICATION.—Low frame, long bars, low saddle,

Re.x patent spring forks and foot brake, trembler
coil, good tyres, and guaranteed in running order.

Any machine taken in part payment.
rgoS, magneto, Twin REX, little used £35

5^ h.p. N.S.U., magneto, new, 1908 £52
5 h.p. Twin VINDEC, magneto, Truffault . . £35

5^ h.p. REX DE LUXE, 1907, brand new . . £35
<,i h.p. Twm REX, spring forks, black finish . . £13 18

5^ h.p. REX DE LUXE, magneto, Roc clutch £27 10
Twin REX, blue lines, new tj'res £13 18
6 h.p. Twin REX, non-skids both wheels . . £18 18

5j h.p. Twin REX, magneto, 1907 £23 10
4-5 h.p. Twin ALCYON, N.S.U., two-speed . . £20

5 h.p. Twin SAROLEA, long frame £13 18
6 h.p. Twin ANTOINE, R.O.M. ignition . . £22
Twin CLEMENT, spring forks, smart £14

5 h.p. Twin ONAW.W, very low, spring forks £19
6 h.p. Twin ANTOINE, spring forks £22

5i h.p. REX DE LUXE, two-speed £32 10

SBN'SttH.ES—O-FFer-s V\/a.ntecl.

£19

10-12 h.p. BRUSH,
reverse £55

6^ h.p. ASTER, three speeds, reverse, two-
seater £30

6i h.p. HUMBERETTE, three speeds, re-

verse, two-seater . £45

High-class Magneto Machines Wanted for spot cash.

The Halifax Motor Exchange,
16, Westgate, Halifax-

190S REX, magneto, featherweight, nearly new
190S MorOS.4.LOCHE, splendid condition ..

1900 N.S.U. Lig'Uweight
1905 jj h.p. N.S.U., had trial only
1908 3| h.p. REX DE LUXE, two-speed

3 h.p. SIN'GER, H.T. masneto
3 h.p. TRIUMPH, magrieto

3 h.p. TRIUMPH, spring forks

3j h.p. Magneto REX Racer, a t/iei

3i h.p. igo6 REX, spring forks, long bars ....

2I h.p. Magneto RE.K, 1908, shop-soiled ....

il h.p. MINERVA, M.O.V., vertical, spray ..

3 h.p. irIV'.\UD.AN, nearly new, very low ..

S h.p. QUADRANT, spray, spring forks

3 h.p. LLOYD'S, 26 X 2iin. Palmers

+ h.p. .•VNTOIIsIE, vertical, M.O.V., spray .

.

2} h.p. MINERV.'V, line condition, M.O.V. ..

2j h.p. CL'S'DE, magneto, vertical, spray ....

4 h.p. ANTOINE, 26 X- 2iin. tyres

3i h.p. SIM.MS, magneto, ajin. Palmers
3i h.p. QU.\DR.A.NT, 1906, spring forks

3I h.p. CENTAUR, free engine, M.O.V
2j h.p. F.N., special frame, reliable

3 h.p. HUMBER, spray, good climber

3 h.p. F.A.FNIR, very low, spray

3i h.p. RiiX, 22in'. frame, trembler coil

2| h.p. MINERVA, 26 < 2in., spray, vertical .

.

3 h.p. BROWN, spray, guaranteed

3 h.p. M.M.C., spray, very low

3j h.p. EXCELSIOR, sprav, trembler coil ..

2V h.p. COVENTRY EAGLE, vertical spray .

.

3I h.p. Two-speed REX, suit sidecar

2| h.p. F.N., light, low, smart appearance ....

2j h.p. CLEMENT, very low, good order

2I h.p. KERRY, spray, low, reliable mount . . £10 IE

2 h.p. RALEIGH, spray, smart £8 t

2i h.p. ROYAL, vertical, sprav, trembler coil £7 1£

2i h.p. HASKARD, spray, sniart . £11 1(

if h.p. MINERVA, sprav, suit light rider £5 It

2I h.p. EXCELSIOR, trembler coil £8 C

2 h.p. HUMBER, chain drive, trembler coil .. £6 IC

2 h.p. PEUGEOT Lightweight, smart £9 IC

% h.p. Magneto SIMMS, vertical engine, spray £6 10

4 h.p. CORONET, t>Tes as new, smart £14
2 h.p. M^'^'SBVA, spray, smart, good £7

TRICARS.
4i h.p. W.C. BRADBURY £37 10

5J- h.p. QUADRANT Carette : . .

.

£35

5I h.p. REXETTE, W.C, two speeds £35
REX, Mills-Fulford £13
Twin REX-ETTE, W.C, two speeds, 8 h.p. .. £47 10

4i h.p. STEVENS Tricar, very low built £15

5 h.p. HUMBER, open frame £35
REX, Phoenix Two-speed £id 10

CAR3.
18 h.p. REMO £225

tonneau, three speeds,

19
10

£22 10
£34
£35
£20
£24 10
£21
£25
£15
£22
£16 10
£16 C
£13
£13 10

i

£16
:

£13 10
£16 (.

£16 10
I

£17 10 '

£18 IC
1

£13 i

£12 10 I

£10 10
I

£13 10
£11 10
£11 IJ
£12 10 I

£10
I

£10 10 I

£10
£13 10
£12
£11

Telephone : 766. Telegrams :
" Perfection."

In answerina cunv of thpsp nAn^o'riiaovnonia nt i» /ii,<,;,yr,hi„ 4h,

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR S;<

I71.N.,
1907, four-cylinder, 4i h.p.. magi
Continentals, spring forks, sple

condition; £25, lowest.—2, Ardgowan E
Catford.

4 h.p. Stevens (90 by 95), spring frame, f<

lot spares, low comfortable, r<

tank, 2^in. Palmers; £18.-27, Melbo
Eoad, Ilford.

MINERVA, 3i h.p., long handle-bars,
low position, good running order,

spares; £13.—Davis, dentist, 42, Eye I
Peckham, 8.E.

i Q,07 Triumph, magneto, 3i h.p., non-
xXj back, excellent condition, li

spares; £32.—St. Gwithian, Southwood B
New Eltham.

r.N. Lightweight, nearly new, ma
piece for speed and climbing, s]

g-old and green enamelled; £10.—O/o
Dalston Lane.

E'OUR-CiiLINDER F.N.. splendid run
order, luxurious comfortable mach

will take £20. — CJousens, Beatrice B
C! 1acton-on-Sea

.

3\ h.p. Twin Griffon, Zedel engine,
2 melior coil, very fast on hiUs,

condition; £20, or near offer.-H., 116, I

don Park, S.E.

31 h.p. Eclipse Motor Cycle, low &ai

2 long bars. Palmer tyres, good g
order; £13 10&.—A., 65, Marlborough K
Merton, Surrey.

23. h.p. Motor Cycle, good condition,
4 ning order Palmer, Clincher;

given; £12.—Kew, 160, iV^nor Park B
Harlesden, N.W.

5-6 h.p. Twin Kerry, l\\n. tyres, long 1

low saddle, spare, splendid condi
flier; bargain, £18 10s.—13, Brooke
Avenue, Barnes.

3JL h.p. Quadrant, 1907, spring forks, in
2 feet order, numerous spares, g:

climber; bargain, £20. — Crawford, '

brook, Wadhurst.

5 h.p. Twin Rex Motor Cycle, cantiJ

seat, spring forks; any trial; £20.
gain; perfect condition. — Wells, 100, !

Street, Colchester.

31 h.p. Rover, low built, long handle-i
4 26 by 2J Peter-Union tyres, G-

belt; £12 10s.; approval.—Eagles and
High Street, Acton.

31 h.p. N.S.U., new condition, Continen
2 spare Richs, Acetyphote, sp:

guaranteed; trial given; £17.-162, Co
shaw Road, W. Ealing.

31 h.D. Rex. 1906, perfect running 01

£17; sidecar, £3 10s., or exchange
make, two-speed, cash adjustment.—162,

row Road, Paddington.

3\ h.p. Centaure, M.O.V., low built,
2 Clincher tyres, iin. belt, exce

condition; £10 10s.; approval.—Eagles-
Co., High Street, Acton.

STAMFORD HLLL.-6i h.p. Twin Re:
Luxe, Roc clutch, two-speed gear,

back tyres, property of doctor, as new;
—128, High Road. Tottenham.

QTAMPORD HILL.—5 h.p. twin Hami
O footboards, B. and B. twin carbure
fast racy machine, splendid order; £1J

QTAMFOED HLLL.—2i h.p. Rex, B. an
O carburetter, excellent machine, in
feet condition, lightweight; £7.

STAMFORD HILL.—2i h.p. Humber, ]

machine, Longuemare. grand
climber, fine condition ; £7 10s.

STAMFORD HILL.—3 h.p. Trent, long 1

swan-neck seat-pillar, splendid cc

tion; £11.

QTAMFORD HILL. — Colossal sacriflct

O h.p. Bradbury, perfect, complete, gi

powerful machine; £10 15s.—128, High E
South Tottenham.

31 h.p. ArieL M.O.V., low, Longuem
2 Palmer cords, finished French g

excellent condition; 13 guineas; exchJ

lower power magneto.—Rolfe, contrac
Tring, Herts.

23. h.p. Motor Cycle, Longuemare car

4 etter, good tyres. Brooks saddle

splendid order, belt, etc.; accept £7 1

Barber, 17, Galena Road, King Street. B
mersmith, W.
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TRICARS FOR SALE.
il h.p. Kerry Tricar, in perfect order;
t^ £13.—Holmes, 28. Ha-wstead Eoad, Cat-

>rd.

h.p. Riley, comfort and reliability; casli

offer, or exchange.—10, Charles Street,

ath.

)PEN' Frame Tricar Chassis (Chater-Lea),
tyres, two-speed gear; £7 10s.—Brock-

sy Cycle Works, S.E.

907 Triette. 5i h.p. twin, as Runabout,
good condition; best cash offer,—Mof-

;t. Studio, Accrington.

AGONDA, 5i h.p., clutch, perfect running
J condition; £28; motor bike part.—11,

tieldon Street, Leicester.

pRICAR, Peugeot, 5-7 h.p., twin engine.
L cane body, upholstered; bargain, £15
B.—12, Bull Ring, Birmingham.

1*35.—Fafnir, 6 h.p., water-cooled, chain
/ drive seats side by side, two speeds.

—

nith, 7, Wakefield Road, Tottenham.

TTHITE and Poppe Tricar, 2J tyres, chain
r V drive, equal to new, with spares; £18.
32, Eastbourne Road. S. Tottenham, N.

iJL h.p. De Dion Tricar, Mills-Fulford fore-
• 2 carriage, good condition ; trial ; £20.
Barrett. 332, High Street, Manor Park.

1TAMF0RD HTLL. — 6 h.p. twin Antoine,
) Mabon clutch, E.O.M., footboards, cane
3dy, new tyres, splendid light tricar; £29.

<TAMFORD HILL. — 5 h.p. twin Kerry,
r R.O.M., Millford front, wicker body,
^and condition ; £28.

TAMFOED HnjL.-4i h.p. M.M.C., water-
cooled, chain drive, free engine, cane

Ddy, powerful and reliable; £20.

STAMFORD HILL.— 4i h.p. Phoenix, Fitall
) two-speeds, footboards, Palmer cords,
rand condition ; £25.

1TAMPORD HILL. — 3i h.p. Excelsior, two
5 speeds, free engine, very reliable, and
ccellent condition; £16 10s.

1TAMF0RD HILL. — 4i h.p. Kelecom. belt
7 drive, fast, light machine, grand oondi-
on; £17 10s.

JTAMFORD HILL.—Trials any time. Sound
/ machines taken in exchange. Inspec-
o.n invited.—128, High Road, Tottenham.

3 OVER 3i h.p. Tricar, splendid condition,
X no makeshifts; £18; photo. — While,
igleside, Fairfield Road, G-rove Park, Kent.

i h.p. Rex. coach-built forecarriage, in
>2 first-class order; £16 10s.—Johnson,
1, Cambridge Road, Cambridge Heath, N.E.

JL h.p. Humber Tricar, water-cooled,
:2 coach -biiilt, good running order, start
ke car: £22 10s.—890, The Motor Cycle O&oes,
oventry.

|1 h.p. Eiley Tricar, water-cooled, two
t2 speeds free engine clutch, good con-
ition; £27.-99. Raglan Road, Plumstead,
''oolwich.

"CENTAUR, 3i h.p., free engine, metal
J clutch, coach body, tyres good, studded
ack; £25.—Coles, St. Martin's Street, Wal-
ngford, Berks.

'-6-h.p. Humber, two speeds, water-cooled,
' coach-built, chain drives, powerful;
30, offers or exchanges.—91, Stanhope Gar-
ens. Harringay.

[1 h.p. Stevens Water-cooled Tricar, two-
t2 speed gear, in perfect running order;
ccept 16 guineas, or near offer.—Horner's,
tore Street, W.C.
* h.p. Quadrant Carette, latest model, con-
) dition like new. with Matchless silen-
ers; £50, or near offer; owner getting car.
-Moffatt, Camborne.
I h.p. Rex, special engine, coaoh-biiilt,
t chain drive, free" engine, 28 by 21 tyres
s new, good running order; £22.—Hawley,
iwston Road, Tadcaster.

j h.p. White and Poppe, two speeds, water-
t cooled, coach-built. wheel steering,
erfect, guarantee 32 m.p.h.; £27 10s. — 47,
la-mden Grove, Peckham.

REX Tricar, 1904 engine, surface carbur-
etter, engine in perfect condition, tyres

lew; accept £18, or near offer. — Cowper.
foyal Avenue, Lowestoft.

I* h.p. Rexette, ear built, water-cooled, two
J sneeds Michelin and two new Clinchers,
irst-clasa. condition ; trial ; £40.—Dr. Gaskell,

Mount Pirk Road, Ealing.

SOME SPECIAL

HIBH-CUSS

CLEARANCE LINES

All guaranteed in first class

running order.

5-6 h.p. TWIN ROC, two speeds, starting handle,

Druid spring forks, 1907 model, 2jin. tyres,

magneto ignition, not ridden 300 miles, just as

new. Lowest price 30 Guineas. Splendid bargain.

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

5 h.p. VINDEC SPECIAL, 1907 model, twin engine,

magneto ignition, in tirst-class repair, fitted foot-

rests, Truffault forks, low frame, splendid oppor-

tunify. 30 Guineas at
Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

4 h.p. BAT, J.A.P. engine, sprun? back and front,

London to Edinburgh machifie, 1907 .model, in

best of 'condition, very poverfnl. £25.

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

3 h.p. igo6 TRIUMPH Motor Cycle, magneto ignition;

spring,,forks, smart little mount. . £22 10s. oppor-
tunity.

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

2jh.p. FEATHERWEIGHT REX, 1008 model, Iti

condition like new, magneto ignition. £16 IDs.

lowest cash.

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

2J h.p. F.N., magneto ignition; spring forks, very
little used, with full complement of tools and
accessories. £19 19s.

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London, E,C.

5 h.p. TWIN ROC, Peugeot engine, free engine clutch,

magneto, starting handle, pink of condition.

£26 IDs.

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

3j h.p. 1908 BROWN, non-skid back wheel, not run

500 miles, standard model. £22. Unprecedented
opportunity, at

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London, E.C

3jh.p. TWIN-CYLINDER PEUGEOT, Chater-Les
frame, low-built, torpedo tank, silent and fast.

£18.
Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

5 h.p. IQ08 VINDEC SPECIAL, as new. £35. First

cash.

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

3J-4 h.p. ALLDAYS Motor Cycles, two ignitions, very
powerful, in condition as new, low frame. £19 19s.

Bargains at
Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

5 h.p. TWIN-CYLINDER REX, smart, and in perfect

running order, spring seat, tools, accessories. £15.

Splendid opportunity at
Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London, E.C

5 h.p. TWIN PEUGEOT, Rex frame, magneto, very
fast, lowest possible, £19 19s. Worth inspection.

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

si h.p. 1907 TRIUMPH, magneto, spring forks,

lowest, £26 10s. At
Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

Also a large selection of Second-hand
Machines of various makes, all guaranteed,

from LQ ICj.

To Seij
From

fOf^CLESi
fcr

The Worlds
I

Largest Dealer!
Tei;4:grams Telephone no;

QPtnyER. UMUDON. A777. HOLBOR^ .
I

TRICARS FOR SALE.
41 h.p. Aster Tricar, W.C. head, Chater-

2 Lea, chain driven. Bozier twospeed,
in perfect order, and most reliable; £25.—
62, Cale Street. Sydney Street, Chelsea.

LAGONDA Tricar, 10-12 h.p., water-cooled,
three speeds, in excellent order

throughout; price £55.—Further particulars,
apply. Western Motor Works. Sidcup, S.E.

3 h.p. Phoenix Trimo, Minerva engine, splen-
did little tricar, everything in excel-

lent condition, belt driven; accept £13.—
A.T.S., 86, Colvestone Crescent. Dalston, Lon-
don.

6 h.p. Rex Litette, two-seater, water-cooled
twin engine. Roe clutch, two-speed

gear, splendid condition, fast and powerful-
£50 cash.—Cousens, Beatrice Road, Clacton-
on-Sea.

41 h.p. Stevens, Chater-Lea tricar, two-
2 speed, free engine, new tyres, fine

going order; £22, or take motor cycle in
part.—17, Clarence Terrace, Queen's Road,
Dalston.

BEBSTON Humber Tricar, Phelon-Moore
two-speed gear, fan-cooled, large foot-

boards, in splendid condition; nearest to
£20-90. Copthall House, Copthall Avenue,
London.

TRIETTE, 5 h.p. twin, good order, £20, or
near offer; Litette, special heavy tyres,

trial machine, water-cooled, two speeds, ex-
cellent condition, £55.—Horner's, Store
Street, W.C,

31. h.p. N.S.U. Tricar, magneto, two speeds,
2 absolute new condition, with spare

wheel to convert into cycle, with lamps,
spares, etc.; £30, a bargain.—Wm. Else, Lea-
wood, Matlock.

5-6 h.p. Twin Tricar, Rex engine, Osborne
four-speed gear and free, coach-built

forecarriage, sprung frame, wing mud-
guards; photograph; £30, or offer.—Cogan,
Duston, Northampton.

EXCELSIOR Tricar, basket forecarriage,
belt drive, perfect order throughout,

spare wheel and fork to convert; exchange
for 6in. S.S. lathe, or sell.—No. 843, The Motor
Cyde Offices, Coventry.

41 h.p. Tricar, Chater-Lea throughout;
2 would take intending purchaser 50

miles trial run; only wants seeing; £25, or
nearest offer. — Stringer, butcher, Silver-
thorne Road, Clapham, S.W.

4 h.p. Aster Engine Tricar, two-speed, wheel
steering, minus wheels, tyres; cash, or

exchange for 4. 5, or 6 h.p. engine, and two or
three-speed gear box, or belt driven etc.—
50, BallSi Pond Road, Dalston.

^ h.p. Humber Tricar, coach-built through-O out. water-cooled, two speeds steel non-
skid back, spare tyres and inners, perfect
condition; £35.—Dawkins, 64, Belgrave Gar-
dens, Martha Road, Wanstead.

41 h.p. Riley Tricar, 1908 model. Clincher
2 tyres on all wheels, coach-built front

seat, overhauled by makers recently, in
splendid condition and running order ; £27.—
881, The Motor Cyde Offices. Coventry.

LAGONDA Tricar, 12 h.p., late 1907, three
speeds and reverse, water-cooled, win-

ner Sharpenhoe hill-climb, good running
order, with many spares; £70; offers in-
vited. — Prampton, Inkerman Barracks,
Woking.

41 h.p. Twin Givaudan, Fuller coil,
2 Longuemare, Stanley belt. Clin-

chers (unpunctured), upholstered basket,
powerful, new Whitsuntide, 1907; a sacrifice,
£21; money wanted.—K.C., 10, Harold Road,
Leytonstone.

31-4i h.p. Chater-Lea-Fafnir, water-cooled,
2 two-speed, chain drive, accumulator,

trembler, cane forecar, upholstered green,

spare tubes and studded cover, splendid
order; £30, or near offer.—Paterson, Old
Catton, Norwich.

REAL Bargain.-^ h.p. w.c. Coronet Tri-

car, Chater-Lea open frame, with
roomy platforms, cane front seat, uphol-

stered, new tyres, belt, etc., aluminium,
thorough going order; £18.—A. Redman,
West Hoathly, Sussex.

-t 007 Practically Brand New 6 h.p Twin
if Rex Triette, absolutely perfect condi-

tion, flies up all hills fully loaded, every-

refinement; £25, or motor cycle and casli

;

o-wner no room for storage.—Triette, 86, Col-

vestone Crescent, Dalston, London.

l\/f^-t^: n1
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TRICARS FOR SALE.
:* h'.p. Riley Tricar, 1908 model, Riley red
) finish, large tyres all round, Mlcheiln
ion-skid back, horn, with flexible, special
oolbox, luggage carrier, few spares, in very
ood condition; £55.-879, The Motor Cycle

)ffices, Coventry.

I

Q08 Practically Brand New 10 h.p. Twin-
iZf cylinder Reset te, two speeds and re-

erse, seats two and child in front, twin
yres on back wheel, climbs practically all

tills on top gear, only done about 300 miles,
verything in absolutely perfect condition

;

Qust sell; £60, or near o£fer (motor cycle
lart payment). — Rexette, 86, Ck)lvestone
Jrescent, Dalston, London.

REXETTE, 8-10 h.p.. twin cylinders, w.c,
two speeds' and reverse, specially built,

irithout forecarriage, very fast, twin rear
rheel, fitted nearly new Roberts bands, jack,
cols, lamps, spare valves, numerous spares,
mderscreen, good order, only ran 1,500

Qiles; owner buying car; extra tool box,
itted with drawers ; a bargain, £35. —
lensher, 11, Midland Road, Wellingborough.

:' h.p. Riley Tricar. 1908 model, quite new,
) special wide seats, Eil«y red finish, i

ly 80 Dunlop tyre on back, with Grose steel

tudded band fitted, 700 by 80 Dunlops on
ront wheels, with separate generator, coach
lainted, special toolbox fitted at side, elec-
ric tail lamp, with spare accumulator,
,pron for front and back seats; cost £106,
i^hat offers?—880. The Motor Cycle Offices, Oov-
ntry.

1 h.p. Riley Tricar, three speeds and re-
J verse, coach-built, open frame, and
?heel steering, guaranteed as perfect as
lew, has several spares, non-skid on the
lack wheel, lamps, horn, electric tail lamp

;

,ny severe trial can be given ; it will do
orty miles with a gallon of petrol; price
;65, will take an up-to-date motor cycle in
xchange.—Garaged at Wauchope's, 9. Shoe
lane, FLeet Street. London.

SIDECARS AND PORECARS.
^HATER-LEA Sidecars, latest type; £5 IBs.
J —Silverthorne Motors, 111, Larkhall
pane, Clapham.
l/rjLLS-FULFORD Passenger Forecar, good
V± condition; £5.—Whitfield, 192, High
treet. Tooting.

^IDECAR, 261n. wheels, upholstered green,
J nearly new; £4 10s. — 35. Herongate
load, S. Wanstead.

"^HATER-LEA Sidecar, latest £12 12s. model
J (quite new); £7 18s.; appointment.—J".

allows. 50, Vauxhall Bridge Road, S.W.

PHCENTS Forecar Attachment, aluminium
coach-built body, adjustable stays;

argain, £4 15s.—12. Bull Ring, Birmingham.

PHCENIX Spring Forecarriage Attachment,
practically new, not driven more than

30 miles; £9.-111, Greencroft Gardens, N.W.

^IDEOAR, coach-built, 26 wheel, rigid, new,
J £6 10s.; complete 26in. wheel, Contin-
ntal tyres, £2.—Sembill, Church End,
inchley.

CilGID Sidecar, upholstered green, practi-
L\' cally new. perfect; £7 10s., or nearest
ffer. — R.G.B., 54, Florence Road, Stroud
rreen, N.

kTILLS and Fulford, rigid, 26 by 2i, fit twin
T-L Rex, very easy to steer, good condl-
ion; £3 10s.—Smith, St. George's Square,
Iroitwlch;

;<TAMPORD HILL.^Famous rigid sidecars,
J instant delivery, none better, fit your
lachine, £4 18s. 6d. ; sound, second -hand
idecar, £3 5s.—128, High Road, Tottenham.

^IDBGAR, fit any frame, perfect condition,
J 26in. Continental tyre, motor tye-
>west price £4 5s. ; also genuine Chater-Lea,
rice £6 5s.—C. A. Edgar, 123, Holloway Road
ondon, N.

BOOTH. — Several Montgomery sidecars,
cheap, shop-soiled. A few seoond-

and sidecara very cheap. State requlre-
lents. — Booth's Motor Exchange, Wade
treet, Halifax.

TANDEMS.
[DHCBNIX Minerva Lady-back Tandem, per-
L feet; photo sent.—1, Lancaster Road,
lahng.

MATCHLESS MOTORS!!

the Tourist Trophy Winners, 1907!

Land's End to John-o'-Groafs, 1908 : GOLD MEDAL.
200 Miles World's Record, 1908, also 4, 5, and 6 Hours'

World's Record.

Artists' Federation Sports, Heme Hill—Scratch Race:
MATCHLESS FIRST.

6 Mile Open Handicap : MATCHLESS FIRST.

6 MRe Music Hall Handicap: MATCHLESS FIRST.

Auto Cycle Union Race Meeting.

Stadium 1 Hour Race : H. V. Colver on MATCHLESS
FIRST, BEATING WORLD'S HOUR RECORD
tor MACHINES 76x76.

Celtic Park Sports, Glasgow, August 8th, 190t:
HARRY MARTIN BEAT SCOTTISH RECORDS.

1 Mile Flying : 66 seconds. 3 Miles : 3 mlns. 24^ 8SM>
6 Miles : 6 mlns. 42 f sees.

" Matchless " Motors for Speed and Reliability.

LONDON TO EDINBURGH:

a STARTED. 3 FINISHED.

No Trade riders—ridden by private owners only.

"CHASE" DRIVING RIM BRAKE.

No. 2 pattern—footrest brake, com-
plete. Price, £1 6s. Footrests only,

Price 12/-. With either Jin. or ifin.

clip, post 12/6.

No. 3 pattern—foot brake with pedal
fitted on stud provided, which fixes
in place of one of crank case bolts.
Price complete 16/6, post 17/-.

No. 1 pattern—back pedalling brake. Machine can
be wheeled backwards. Extremely powerful. Pric e

16/6, post 17/-.

MATCHLESS SPRING
FORK ATTACHMENTS.

Converts an old pattern

MATCHLESS PETROL motor cycle into an up-to-

riiTPD ^^^^ luxurious motor.
FILTER. Thousands in use, giving i

No '•^oked carburetters, every satisfaction I !
!

4/6, p st 4/8. 15/6, post 16/-.

Catalogues of "Matchless" Motor Cycles and
Accessories on application to

H. COLLIER & SONS, Ltd.,
Motor Experts and General Engineers.

Offices andJShowrooms

:

IS, HERBERT ROAD, PkUIVISTEAD
(Nearest Station: Woolwich Arsenal.

Telephone : 232 Woolwich.)

,

P

TRAILERS.
TRAILER, for motor cycle, cane body, up-

holstered; bargain, £2 2s. — 12, Bull
Ring, Birmingham.

MOTOR TRICYCLES.
21 h.p. De Dion Tricycle, genuine; £10.—

2 Quenby, Park Street, Hitchin.

31 h.p. Ariel Tricycle, wipe contact, Lon-
2 guemare. clutch, will start from

saddle, tyres excellent ; buyer has two-speed
gear belonging; lot £10 10s.—61, Byron Street.
Derby.

21 h.p. De Dion Tricycle, with Whippet
4 free wheel trailer, engine overhauled

and rebushed, excellent condition; £10, or
offer.-Dowsing, 35, The Pavement, Ladywell,
Lewisham.

ARIEL Tricycle, 31 h.p., water-cooled head,
spare air-cooled, two speeds, new gear

wheels and differential, new driving
tyres, tubes. Fuller Syntonic coil, "Van
RadeD accumulator; £9.—No. 886, The Motor
Cycle Offices, Coventry.

QUADCARS.
PHCENIX Quadcar, four-cylinder 12-16 h.p

engine, marvellous hUl-climber; too
fast for owner; any trial.—70, Lo.w. . .

Street, Birmingham.

CARS FOR SALE.
"pALMER.—3i h.p. De Dion Quad, two

speeds, cane forecarriage; £12 10s.

ALMER.—4s h.p. De Dion engir.'^ Car,
gear driven, two speeds, reverse; £19.

PALMER.—5i h.p. Humberette, two speeds,
racing design, 25 m.p.h., guaranteed:

£29.

PALMER. — 6J h.p. Darracq, two-seater,
three speeds, reverse, excellent condi-

tion throughout; £35.

PALMER.—10-12 h.p. Gladiator, tonneau,
three speeds, reverse, wind screen,

canopy, perfect ; £55.

PALMER.—16-20 h.p. 1907 Winton, side en-
trance, four-cylinder vertical engine,

magneto ; £100.

PALMER.—16-24 h.p. De Dietrich, flve-seater,
four-cylinder, four speeds, magneto,

fast, reliable; £145.

PALMER.—16-22 h.p. Gladiator, side en-
trance, four-cylinder, silent reliable

carriage, perfect; £140.

PALMER.—24-30 h.p. Hurst, side entrance,
long chassis, four-cylinder, cardan

drive; £95.

PALMER.—12-16 h.p. Panhard Chassis, com-
plete,- ready to receive four-cylinder

engine; £25.—L. N. Palmer, 190, Mellison
Road, Tooting. Telephone, 208 Streatham.

h.p. Car, perfect; trial; bargain, £50: ap-
pointment.—13, Rattray Road. Brixton.

6 h.p. Clyde, two-seater. Aster engine,
lamps, spares, hardly used; £45, ex-

change.—Below

.

1 h.p. Wolseley, two-seater, three speeds,
2 in new condition ; £50.—Below.

7 h.p. M.M.C.. three-seater, very fine order;
£30; accept motor bike and cash. —

Below.

h.p. De Dion Regal, two-seater, three
speeds, very smart; £48.—Below.

-i f}-W h.p. Metallurgique. four-cylinder,
XO M.O.V.. side entrance, pressed steel
frame, direct drive, fine order; bargain.
£95.—Below.

M-16
h.p. Daimler, four-cylinder, tonneau,
fast, silent, excellent condition ; £85.

—Below.

O /t h.p. Mutel. four - cylinder. M.O.V.,
^jrt pressed steel fra-me, new condition;
£100.-255, Earlsfield Road. S.W. 'Phone, 1135.

Putney.

-J A-12 h.p. Gladiator, tonneau. three speeds,
1\J reverse, reliable; £45.-891, The Motor
Cycle Offices, Coventry.

7 h.p. Pafnir, three speeds, reverse, smart
car. splendid condition, take good

motor bike and £23.-61, Byron Street, Derby.,

-l K-18 h.p.. Car, side entrance. 1906, three cy-

±0 linders, lamp, spares; bargain. £65.

or part exchange.—98, Potternewton Lane,
Leeds.

8

6

6

In answering miy of these advertisements it is desiraMp. that. iimi. mAnf.ifyn. " The. Motnr Curie

y
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EXCHANGE.
IOTOR Cycles, new or seoond-hand, taken

in part payment for talking machine
pplies (wholesale), one of the largest
ocks in England to draw from.—No. 873,

le Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor Street. E.G.

EXCHANGE for good motor cycle, tricar,
J or modern small car, new high-class
miture. any description, valued wholesale,
rect from works. — Furniture manufac-
rers, 7-11, French Place, Shoreditch, Lon-
in.

UNBEAM-MABLEY Car, throe-seater, genu-
I ine De Dion engine, two speeds, in good
der, level exchange for powerful twin
cle, 6-8 h.p. Minerva preferred, or sell.—

i)ply, Box 888, The Motor Cyde Offices. Oov-
try.

h.p. Double-cylinder Steam Engine, with
pump, clutch, and reverse gear, also

,sh boiler, with lamp, for two-speed gear
r Bex, any good make suitable. Roc pre-
rred, or sell £5. — Davison, Gardens. So.
rlton, Sunderland.

XCHANGE 1908 7-8 twin Minerva, condition
i as new, Nala two-speed hub, spring
rks, non-skid back, cost over £60, for 3i
?. magneto Triumph; or sell £37; passen-
r too nervous to use sidecar. — R., c/o
,jme, St. Mary's Street, Shrewsbury.

iHATERr-LEA Frame, 2| h.p. engine, two
I tanks, handle-bar. saddle, pedalling
ar, etc., all good condition, £3; also Broad-
lod piano, solid mahogany, good condi-
n, sell or exchange motor bike, trike, or
car, cash adjustment if necessary.—Biggs,
wdstock Road, Witney.

WANTED.
trANTED. 2 to 5 h.p. motor cycle, tricar;
T cheap, approval.—King, Darragh, Ennis.

I'AFNIR Engine, 6 h.p., water-cooled, two-
cylinder.—,J.C., 7, Mornington Road,

uthport.

rOTOSACOCHE, magneto, 1908 model.—No.
L L3,270, The Motor Cyde Offices, 20, Tudor
:eet, E.G.

I OOD Motor Cycle, in first-class running
r order; cheap for cash.—Jenner, Tam-
, Rayleigh, Essex.

[7ANTED, Phelon and Moore, with or
V without sidecar.—Hillier, Woodley,
msey, Hampshire.

f7ANTED, good sidecar, will give gent's
T 10-guinea pedal cycle, new.—Farrar,
uare Road, Halifax.

[TANTED, good lightweight, about 11 h.p.,
I must be perfect; expert examination.
I. J. Curtis, Blandford.

fTANTED, first-class make motor cycle.
I magneto ignition, handle-bar control.
, Bolton Lane, Ipswich.

fTANTBD, tricar, Thermo-syphon radi-
T ators, and three-speed gear box.—27,
mbridge Road, Barking.

"OTOSACOCHE Set wanted, complete; sell
- or exchange If h.p. engine and cash.

—

ines, Bondgate, Helmsley, S.O.

7"ANTED, 2| h.p. Clyde or Simms engine,
' second-hand, low tension magneto.—

835, The Motor Cyde Offices, Coventry.

OTOR Bike and cash wanted in exchange
for latest type 64 h.p. Peugeot car, or

I £70.—B. Roberts, Park Street, Windsor.

rAJSTTED. Car, about 10 h.p., any condi-
tion ; cheap for cash ; state price, full

ticulars.—14, Zermatt Street, ChapeltowQ,
ds.

LMMS 23 h.p. Cylinder only, 1906, cheap,
low tension magneto, or sell motor

le, cylinder broken, £9. Clyde.—Bleakley.
rgan.

h.p. Motor Cycle, good make, on ap-
proval; state lowest cash price and

1 particulars; low built. — Williams,
mdry, Tan-y-Bwlch, Merionethshire.

rANTED, 2i h.p. motor cycle; exchange
for B.S.A. racer cycle, tricycle, differ-

ial gear, complete, 3 h.p. engine, minus ,

inder.—Clarke, Kessingland, Lowestoft. ,

ANTED, motor bicycle, 5 h.p., free en-
gine, two speeds, handle starting,

gneto; will exchange 34 h.p. Rex motor
le and cash; trial given and reqiuired.

—

Dacre Road, Plaistow, Essex.

T

STANLEY DERIVIATINE,
The Motor Belt of Merit,

HOUDS A1.1. RECORDS.
London to Edinbursh.
Land's End to John-o'-Groat'e.
London to Land's End and back.
London to Plymouth and baek.

71 GOLD MEDALS.
Bpltl»h Made. Bewape of Imitations.

Read testimonials from End to End riders :

" Woolwich, July 22nd, 1908.
" Stanley Dermatine Motor Belt Co.

' Dear Sir,—I write to inform you of the
perfect satisfaction I obtained from your belt

ia the Land's End to John-o'-Groa't's Trial.

One belt only carried me from End to End, i-ind

to all appearance is in as perfect condition as
new. Under the dreadful weather conditions
experienced on this ride, it proves your belt, in

my experience, a perfect production.
" Yours faithfully,

"
J. E. TASSELL."

' Birmingham.
" Dear Sir,—^The belt behaved splendidly.

I only had to take it up once during the trial

{End to End), and it is still in grand condition.
I had no trouble v/ith it in the wet.

" Yours faithfully,
" F. C. MUSTARD."

" Sheffield, July 24th, 1908.
" To THE Stanley Webb Co.

" Gentlemen,—I used the belt you supplied

me with in the End to End, and found it most
satisfactory. I had no trouble whatever with
it, and only had to take it up twice during the
three days' heavy rain. I was not troubled in

the slightest with it slipping.
" Yours truly, F. DOVER."

" London, W.
" Doar Mr. Webb,—Thanks for sending ms

one of your new extra hook-fasteners to

Warrington. I found it just the thing for

Berridale. I simply slipped out the extra hook,
and saved about ten minutes. Again thanking
you, " I am, vours sincerely,

" GORDON GIBSON."

Hundreds of Testimonials. Britich Made

MOTE
fin. fin.

1/2 1/*

THE PRICES.
|in. lin.

1/8 1 /11 per ft.

Post Free.

The Stanley Detachable Fastener.
80;000 in use

With Unbreahcable Hoo'i. Guaranteed. (Made
under Simplex Patent.) In sizes fin., Jin., |in

,

lin., 1 /- each. Wholesale and Retail.

The STANLEY DERMATINE
MOTOR BELT CO.,

32. London Road, BROMLEY, KENT.
Stanley Webb, Manager

TlReaders v/ho purchase, or
contemplate purchasing, a
new machine, should adver=
tise their present mount in

these columns. "[[Experience

has shown that " The Motor
Cycle " is, in the majority of

cases, successful in finding a
purchaser. IJThis applies also

to accessories and spares. -^

WANTED.
WAJSTTED, Four-cylinder F.N., as new. —

Hall, 14, Molineux Street, Derby.

WAJSTTED. Good Sidecar, for cash.—
George, 46, Chapel Street, Islington.

London, N.

AEIEL Attachment Wanted, exchange lea-
ther jacket, or cash.—11, Albion Eoad,

Scarborough.

WAJSTTED, 2i h.p. Bradbury Cylinder, in
good condition.—Medforth, 68, New

Filvet. Durham.

SMALL Car, exchange two up-to-date tri-
cars, cash adjustment. — 1, Montague

Avenue, Brockley.

WANTED, two 28 by 2 Covers; sell, new
34 h.p. carburetter, 10s. 6d.—8, Crieff'

TJ.oad, Wandsworth.

31-5 h.p. Engine, twin preferred; full par-
2 ticulars ; lowest cash.—A. Hill.v^ Grea-

tham, Stockton-on-Tees.

WANTED, Small Water-cooled Engine^
carburetter, silencer; cheap.—2, Al-

bert Hill, Bishop Auckland.

WANTED, Twin-cylinder, magneto; ex-
change 2| h.p. Ariel-Minerva.—Long-

den, Princes Street, Mansfield.

WANTED, 3J h.p. Triumph, magneto

;

cheap for spot cash. — Francis, 20,

Claremont Eoad, Tunbridge Wells.

WANTED, De Dion Tricycle or Quad, also
parts for 6 h.p. twin Jap engine.—E.

Eichmond, 111. Larkhall Lane, S.W.

DE DION Voiturette, 4i h.p., for experi-
mental purposes; state lowest cash, and

if in running order.—2, Elm Grove, Esher.

SIDECAE, left-hand, 26in. wheel, good con-
dition give new gramophone and re-

cords to value.—George, Gramophone Depot,
Canterbury.

WANTED, Coachhouse, or share of one,
for keeping one car, must be very low

rent, near address.—Write, Leeds, 41, Bernera
Street, West.

WANTED, Twin Magneto Cycle, low frame,
in exchange for good 34 h.p. Excel-

sior and cash adjustment.—J. Hartnell, Bur-
lington Garage, Dover.

WANTED, 2 h.p. Minerva Cylinder for

inclined frame, or 1-24 h.p. engine,

complete; deposit; approval. —T. Sandell,

The Mill, A^aesbury.

CEOWN Bevel Wheel (large), pair ball

bearing hubs or wheels, 750 by 65, steer-

ing wheel, suitable small Eenault.—" Plum,
Swanley Junction, Kent.

WANTED, Four-cylinder F.N., magneto,
modern machine; exchange 34 h.p.

Eoyal Enfield, good order, and cash.—Garle,
Pewley Cottage, South Hill, Guildford.

WANTED, 9 h.p. EHey Tricar, in perfect

condition, in exchange for 6 h.p. mag-
neto two-speed spring fork N.S.U., a.ust de-

livered, cash adjustment. - Particulars,

W.E.K., Wyke House, Castle Bar Hill, Eal-

ing.

WANTED, good motor cycle, tricar, or

reliable small car; exchange new
high-class furniture, any description, valued

wholesale, direct from works. — Furniture
manufacturers, 7-11, French Place. Shore-

ditch, London.

WANTED, to purchase, for prompt cash,

second-hand motor cycles, as Tri-

umphs, P.N.'s, Vindec Specials, Phelon and
Moores, Anglian, Eocs, Eexes, Bats, Peu-

geots, etc.—Wauchope's. 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet

Street, London.

SIDECAES wanted; give new cycles, three-

speed Sturmey-Archer gears, level ex-

change ; wanted also Drummond or other

S.C. lathe, gramophone ; reasonable casb

price given for good motor cycles.—Booth,

Wade Street, Halifax.

MISCELLANEOUS.
TFT 6in. |in. Watawata Belt, good condi-

tion; 83.—Cosgrove, 15, Broad Street,

Leek.

RTJSEL Valves, castiron heads, any engine;

3s. 6d. ;
postage 3d.—Broadhurst. 15.

Stafford Street, Leicester.

LUCAS Acetyphote Gas Lamp new, 8s.;

brass De Dion tank and radiators, 10s..

bargains.-7, Albany Street, Camberwell.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.
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MISCELLANEOUS.
ENGINES Re-bushed throughout from £1.

—Tufnell and Co.

CYLINDERS Re-bored from 5s. — Tufnell
and Co.

PISTONS Supplied new from 7s. 6d.—Tuf-
nell and Co.

"DINGS from 9d.—Tufnell and Co.

CONNECTING Rods from 7s. 6d.—Tufnell
and Co.

TNLET Valves from Is. 6d.—Tufnell and Co.

EXHAUST Valves from 2s. 6d.—Tufnell and
Co.

T>ULLEYS for any motor.—Tufnell and Co.

TRIUMPH, Brown. Fafnir. 48. 9d.—Tufnell
and Co.

REX. Antoine. Kelecom, 5s. 9d.—Tufnell
and Co.

DION, M.M.C.. 6s. 9d.—Tufnell and Co.ir
ABOVE 44in. Diameter, extra 9d.—Tufneii

and Co.

AXLES, cranks, spindles, handle-bars, seat-
pillars, or any other parts made to

pattern or sketch at lowest prices; accuracy
guaranteed.—Tufnell and Co., 527, High Road,
Leytonstone.

REVOLUTION Motor Cycle Stands new;
4s. 9d. each.—12, Bull Ring, Birming-

ham.

WHIPCORD Breeches, latest cut ; 10s. 6d.—
J. C. Savage. 119, Donegall Street, Bel-

fast.

QUADRANT Loop Frame, with front forks
and 20in. handle-bar; 32s 6d. each.—

Farrar.

LONG Motor Handle-bars, 21in., 4s 9d •

heavier gauge. 58. 6d. ; well plated,
three sizes.—Farrar.

TROUBLE-TWIST Cow-voiced Horns 4s 9d •

J-' large size, 6s. ; new Lycett's B toolbag.
6s.—Farrar.

PREMIER Accumulators, Rex size, 12s
send for price list; pounds saved. —

Farrar. Square Road. Halifax.

PUNCTURES Vulcanised, any size. 6d , and
S^,^^^^^i-eed.—16, Summerland Mansions,

Muswell Hill.

SHEDS for Motor Cycles, 45s.; portable.
—Stevens, 82a, Leighton Road, Kentish

Town, London.

"jl/TOTOR Cycles let on hire; repairs of
'i .a :Sy"r^"y. description.—120a, Cranbrook
Road. Chiswick.

/RSBORNE Four-speed Gear, 1908 fit twin
V.^ Rex; accept £3.—Burn, 108, Warstone
Lane. Birmingham.
T?IGHT Pair Simplex Spring Pork Attach-
J-i ments; 9s. 6d. pair.—Mitchell 22, Leg-horn Road, Plnmstead.

'

TTTrHIPCORD Cycling Breeches, latest cut;11 10s. 6d.
; write for patterns.—Booth

tailor, Longton, Staffs.

QM^T Whipoord Motor Cycling Breeches;
V^o -1, AT^^f,*^ *re«; Patterns.-Meredith's,
Wearwell, Northwich.

QTANLET-DERMATINE Two-piece Belts g^ 6s. I 7s., g 8s.. lin. 9s.-Whitaker. GreenStreet Green, Orpington.

J ATEST Salter Typewriter, No. 7 Model-^
?,.?*•, "used

; a bargain. £14 14s —Free-man, High Street, Holywell.

N^^iJFf^*;
Tricar Gear, three speeds, com-

TJi
Plete, m hands of makers; price £6

-

Cloake, Rose in Valley Hotel, Chatham
lUrOTOR Handle-bars, long, best plating. 6s

i . y. 'i'^oPPed seat pillars. 2s 6d -Brown a Stores. 12, Bull Ring, Birmingham.
T»ELT Rim Brakes, flexible cable, hand ap-JJ plied, easily fitted, stop anything Ss6d.^usual price 15s.-SIack's Garage Itock

R^1?v^^?i-^''\'°^JM^^''^P^i« Apparatus-i-l* for sale should advertise in '' Photo-graphy and Focus " Emporium • Jd W^word minimum 9d.~Addres«. "Photogranhvand Focus ' Offices. 20, Tudor Stree? London

[71 n.7>.siiyi>rimn y^mn

LOOK!

Takes spare Tube eincl Belt

No Metal parts to injure tube, and no rattling.

In solid leather, to fit on top or side of luggage
carrier, or on girder forks. ,

Price complete only 6 /S.

DON'T PUSH—DON'T RUN !

JUST FIT YOUR CARBURETTER WITH

WHITE'S ECONOIVIISER,
and start the instant you drop the
Exhaust Valve. Price 4./- each.

'ELECTARY' ADJUSTABLE-FOCUS
SEARCHLIGHT with GENERATOR:}3o/-

W. & R. JACOBS, l?.;&"EKt
'Phone : 7930 Wall.

Teleg.

:

" Electary,"

London.

TOURIST
TROPHY
RACE.

SECOND
GREAT VICTORY

OF

PEUGEOT
(multi-cylinder class)

FIRST
IN 1907

AND 1908
Both by Amateur Riders.

PICTURE POSTCARD
of WINNING ENGINE

on application.

J- TAYLOR,
318, Percy Road,

BIRiyilNOHAIM.
SOLE WHOLESALE AGENT.

--/

K
K
19.

MISCELLANEOUS.
7'ONGO Rubber Belting, grooved; the la

word in rubber belts, iin.. 9d.

ONGO Rubber Belting, cut to a corre
angle, beautiful &rip, never slips, 3ii

KONGO Rubber Belting is made of tl

finest materials procurable; Jii

Is. 3d.

KONGO Rubber Belting is of the highe
class, and price is popular; lin.. Is. 6

KONGO Rubber Belting has a strong ca
vas core, surrounded by specially w

canised rubber.

KONGO Rubber Belting.—iin., 9d. ; iii

Is. ; gin., Is. 3d. ; lin.. Is. 6d.

KONGO Rubber Belting can be had ;

Booth's Motor Exchange. Wade Stre*
Halifax, on approval.

BOOTH.—^Wide mudguards, with stays ai
screws; 3in., 23. lid.; 4in., 3s. 6d.

BOOTH.—Double-twist horns, deep ton
4s. 9d. ; large leather toolbags, 58. 6d..

BOOTH. — 500 Fuller's Midget plain coil

lOs. 6d. ; 200 Puller's Midget trembl<
coils. 178. 6d. ,

BOOTH takes your old coil in part pa;
ment; part with troublesome coils.

BOOTH. — Fuller accumulators, 20 ami
17s. ; Rex type, 16s. ; Minerva, 16s

Midget. 169.

BOOTH. — 5s. 6d. allowed for your old a
cumulator in part payment for Fu

ler's.

BOOTH.—50 pairs Xl'all spring forks; in

mediate delivery ; N.A.B. seat-pilla
38. 6d.

BOOTH.—Long motor . cycle handle-bar
heavy gauge, best quality plating

58. 6d.

BOOTH.—Silent silencers, for engines to
h.p., very efllcient, no back pressure

38. 3d.

BOOTH.—New Antoine frame, with wheel
belt rim fitted, two cable brakes, mu(

guards; £4 199. set, low built.

BOOTH.—Gas lamps, separate generator
powerful, light, well plated, 5s. 3d.

Mica plugs. Is. Id.

BOOTH.—Pocket voltmeters, very hand
and reliable, 4s. Id., usually 10s. 6d.

BOOTH.—Motor frame, wheels, and tyre
suitable for 2 h.p. inclined engine; 40

BOOTH.—200 best quality magneto cover
28. 3d. each, usually 58. 6d. ; new L.'

magneto, 20s.

BOOTH'S Motor Exchange. Goront
Works, Wade Street. Halifax. Tel

phone, 198Y.

EVERYTHING made in Tanks and Bad
ators' except a fortune. — Write f<;

prices, A. Phillips, 112. Lynton Road, Be
mondsey.

BOWDEN Valve Lifters. 6s. 9d., usual pric

10s.; Vim stands (starts like free ei

gine), 6s. 3d., usual price, 17&. 6d.—Slack
Garage, Stockport.

CLEARANCE Sale.—Millennium stands, 7

6d., usual price 20s.; Vim flexible cab.

rim brakes, 5s. 6d., usual price 128. 6d.-

Slack's Garage. Stockport.

DYNAMO, 5 volt 20 amp., by Canning, con

plete with switchboard, volt and an
pere meters, practically new; £7. — Gto
dower Co.. 3, Glendower Place, South Kei
sington.

NEW Prested Trembler Coil, 17s. 6d. ; ne
Michelin 870 by 90 car tube, 17s. 6d,

pair new 26 by 2 motor cycle wheels, 15s,

new 28 by 2 Clincher tube, 58. ; all bargain
—Topp, Arcade, Goole.

GEEPWELL Motor Cycle Brakes, to fit an

make machine, delivered from stocK

price 15s. 6d.; any spare parts supplied.—So.
manufacturer, W. Cocks, The Durham Mote

Works, opposite station. South Ealing, vi

5 AAA Government Gauntlet Gloves, 2

?UUU 6d. pair: 500 leather belts, 1

and Is. 3d. each ; leather leggings. 2s. 6d. an

38. 6d. pair; Bedford cord riding breech«

48. 6d. and 5s. 6d. ; Government aJl-wo<

military socks, lOd. pair; police capes, 4

6d. and 5s. 6d. each.—Anscomb, Govemmei
Contractor, 14, London Road, London, S.E.
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MISCELLANEOUS.
IATJDE'S.—Gr&nuine Stanley - Dermatin©

lin. belts, aft. 6in., guaranteed and
nuine; 12s. 6d. each.

IAFDE'S.—Osborne four-speed, very good
order; £2 17s. 6d.

i

IAUDE'S.—Genuine D© Dion Engine, 23

1

h.p., perfect order; £3; approval.

rAUDE'S. — Why not try a latest Brown
I and Barlow carburetter, with handle-

r control; only 30s.

IAUDE'S. — Will allow you 10s. on your
present one, no matter what make, in

change; immediate delivery.

IAUDE'S. — Longuemare spray carburet-

ter, fits 1907 Eex, 15s. ; Brown and Bar-

ff, 15s.; Bowden free engine, 7s. 6d.

IAUDE'S.—High tension wire, best quality,

9d. per yard; low tension, 6d.

IAUDE'S.—Rubber Goggles, latest pattern,

sold elsewhere at 4s. 6d., our price Is. 9d.

EAUDE'S. — Albion Free Engine Pulley,

brand new; 30s.

KAUDE'S.—Stratex Belting, gin., 8ft. 6in.

lengths, 10s. 6d. ; voltmeters, guaran-
ii, 5s. 9d.

EAUDE'S. — Middlemore padded Eideasy
saddles, your old one and 12s. 6d.

Hires, guaranteed, exactly as on Tn-
iphs, splendid value.

IAUDE'S.—Amac latest pattern carburet-

ters, with handle-bar control; our
ice 22s., complete.

IAUDE'S, the Pair Factors, Powell Street,

Halifax. Tyre catalogue ready m a
ek. Register you name for one.

IRICAE. Frame, complete, less engine,

wheel steering, large basket seat, etc.

;

eap.-Hicks, 67a, High Street, Maldon,
sex.

DJUST Your Belt instantly without using
tools; Instanta fastener, only Is. 6d.—

3tanta Co., 251, Oxhill Road, Handswortb,
rmingham.

IWO Twin Coils for sale, plain and trem-
bler 7s. 6d. each; also sidecar, £2 5s.;

in grand condition.-^Foster, Warwick
aare, Birtley.

(AIR brand new 26 by 2J Dunlops, cost £4
4s., bargain, £3; B. and B. carburetter,

est pattern, brand new, 18s. 6d.—8, Lodge
ad, Tonbridge.

lYNAMO, to charge six accumulators, 25s.;

powerful water motor, 10s.; Marconi
mbler coil, 15s.; all new. — Matthews,
wnbroker, Croydon.

LECTRIC Inspection Lamps, complete
with accumulator and charging bat-

y; 7s. 9d., worth £1.—Pearce, 18, Repton
ad, Brislinffton, Bristol.

ONGUEMARE Carburetter, large size,

11 spray, hardly used, 12&. ;
pair

Her accumulators, 16 amps., as new, 15s.;

24s.—Malcolm Nicholson, Highfield, Leek.

ALE or Exchange Boron four-cell battery,
as new, cost £2 2s., also 20 a.h. accu-

ilator, £2 lot; wanted, pedal gear for Rex
)tor bike. — Lee. Broughtou, Stokesley,
rks.

OTOR Cycle Head Lamp, complete with
- separate generator, to fix on forks; cost
brand new, unpacked, accept P.O. 18s.

;

>w light 200ft.—Curtis, 252. Essex Road,
ndon, N.

,BNUINE No. 6 Chater-Lea frame, with
girder forks, mudguards, etc., brand

', £3 12s.; also 2i h.p. Werner engine, with
-buretter, £2.—C. Sullivan, 40. Hubert
ove, Stockwell.

1 Treadle Lathe, back geared. V bed, gap,
2 I41ii. throw, complete, Cuahmann
uck, tools, only requires seeing; bargain,
10s. — Barber, 17, Galena Road, King
©et. Hammersmith. W.
PT. 6in. i Lycett's Belt, nearly new, 10s.;

Ideal fan, new, 17s. 6d. ; latest pattern
nguemare carburetter. 20s. ; pair 26 by
vheels, 12s. 6d.—Motorist, 60, Bowyer Road,
Itley, Birmingham.
ONG Handle-bars. 48. ; swan-neck saddle

pillars, 2s. 6d. ; latest frame, £3; tanks,
)m 5s.; all to your own requirements; re-
irs and alterations of every description.

^reen Bros., 14. Avondale Road, Peckham,
Works. McDermott Road.

The "CELERIO."
A PERFECT BELT HOOK.

Only two pieces

Wide bearing

on hook.

Spring steel.

Design reg'd.

Patent

applied for.

Detaches instantly.

Pried /-each

for |in. or lin. belts

State depth of belt.

South British Trading Co., Ltd.,

13-15, WILSON STREET, LONDON, E.G.

For Cylinders, Pistons, Eings, Connecting Eods, Shafts, Fly-
wheels, Crank Cases, Bushes, Gear Wheels, Cams, Nickel Steel

Valves, and Pulleys. fiue I-ist nnappliralioti.

CYLINDERS REBORED
Up to 76 mm. with new piston and rings.

Delivery in three days.

NOBIiE & CO., General & Automohile Engineers,

9 & 11, Surrey Row, Blackfrlars Road, LONDON, S.E.

MISCELLANEOUS.
AUTOGENOUS Welding.^Send that broken

casting to the Alvaston Motors, Derby,
to be welded by patent process ; metal re-
united.

AUTOGENOUS Welding. — Costly castings
saved from the scrap by our process.

Cracked valve seats, water jackets, cylinder
liners, pistons, frames, connecting rods% and
a thousand other things.

,. UTOGENOUS Welding —Wonderful re-
J\. suits. BroKen nauges, lugs, brackets,
etc., all amenable to our process; send part
to-day; quotations on sigut.

AUTOGENOUS Welding.—Alvaston Motors,
Derby. Telephone, 1, Alvaston.

JACKETS, overalls, latest style, double
texture, waterproof, wind proof (best

value in the trade); overalls 7s.; jackets,
donible-breasted, 14s.—Manufacturers. 35-37,

Chestergate, Stockport.

STILL they Come.—One more triumph for
the Advance adjustable pulley. Win-

ner of Tourist Trophy race, H. Reed, with
5 h.p. Dot and Advance adjustable pulley.—
Address below.

ENGINES. Engines. Engines.—3 h.p., 6 h.p.,

and 9 h.p., air or water-cooled. Write
for particulars.—Address below.

HERE at Last.—An ideal adjustable belt
fastener, for variable pulleys; price

2s. 6d.

PATENT Leather Magneto Covers, 3s. 6d.;
Advance generator brackets, as recom-

mended by Ixion, 2s. 6d. each.—Advance
Motor Mfg. Co., Northampton.

LOHMANN'S Perfecta Gas Lamp and
Bracket, 15s.; chain drive clutch. £1;

4 h.p. Buchet motor cycle and accessories.
£9 10s.; offers or exchanges considered.—
Albatross, 72. Park Road West, Birkenhead.

THREE-SPEED Free Engine Pulleys, posi-
tive, reliable action, most simple to

fit, light, neat, durable, no end thrust, guar-
anteed; patent applied for.—New Nonpareil
Motor Fittings, Ashtree Road, Stirchley. Bir-
mingham.

LONGUEMARE Carburetter, Model H., per-
fect conditiou, IZs. 6d. ; splendid trem-

bler coil, 78. 6d., cost £1 Is.; Larrad's motor
timer, cost £3 3s., accept 25s.. never been
used; inner tube, 26 by 2, 7s. 6d.—73, Church
Street, Camberwell, London.

WIDE Porecar Frame, mudguards, two-
speed gear (wants repairs), petrol and

oil tanks, 7in. clutch, all Chater-Lea make,
Longuemare carburetter. 50ft. lin. Renold
chain, 20 amp. accumulator; £8 lOs. the lot.
—Davis, 582, Romford Road. Manor Park, E.

IMPROVED Variable Pulley, 10s. ; these pul-
leys are fitted with a simple, neat, and

efilcient locking device ; free engine, metal-
to-metai disc clutch, handle-bar control,
50s.; these clutches can be slipped to any
extent without injury.—Smith, Peace, and
Co., Keighley.

4Ji.p. M.M.C., Chater-Lea. 26 by 2J. Longue-
mare, trembler, foot brake, good run-

ning order, £13; Clement and Phoenix car-
buretters. 10 h.p.. 20si. ; lady-back motor
tandem frame, 25s.; Vim brake, new, 5s. 6d.

;

24 h.p. engine, new. incomplete, 20s.—46, Var-
dens Road. Wandsworth.

GHATER No. 6 Frame, tank, wheels, all fit-

tings; Minerva new frame, vertical;
De Dion tricycle, white and grey, perfect
order; Mabon Clutch and control; seen by
appointinent only; offers or exchange;
wanted, good twin engine.—Kennedy, jun.,
15, Aldford Street, Mayfair.

"I
A Sparking Plugs, 2s. 6d. the lot; two

-LU Quadrant aceumiilators. 4s. 6d. each,
or the two 7s. 6d. ;

Quadrant plain coil, per-
fect, 6s. ; plain coil, works perfect on two
volts, 7s.; new Essex accumulator, 20 amp.,,
non-corroding terminals, 9s. 6d. ; Palmer
cover and tube. 26 by 2J, very good, 6s. 6d.
—Harding, Halberton, Tiverton. Devon.

inn Fuller Coils, from 15s.; 150 Fuller ac-,
-LUU cumulat^rs, 16 a.h., from 9s. each;
25 new battery and petrol tanks, from 23s.;

Dunlop ribbed outer cover, 870 by 90. £3 10s.

;

odometer, hub pattern, new. 30s.; many
other bargains; write, stating your wants;
we can satisfy you.—The Fairy Motor Co...

Fairy Works, Westcombe Hill. Blackheath,.
S.E.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle."
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HALF a MO'
The * GLARE'

Electric Headlight

.

Consumes
only 4 volts.

I amp.

Weighs
only 8 ozs.

Throws a
beam 100 ft.

ahead.

THE
ORIGINAL

ADJUST-
ABLE

HANDLE

""See^d^
accumulator I*^,"-™/

PULLEY,
£1.

and Box for

Glare, £1.

BRACKET,
4s. 6cl.
Postage 3d. extra

Write forA few of our Specialities

particulars.

PORTCAND PLACE WORKS, HALIFAX.

THE

PREMIER

IN

EXCHANGE
FOR YOUR

_ OLD LAMP.
D'^'not believe in "cheap" imitations advertised

to be " exactly the same " or " just as good " as the
Premier. There is but one Premier : we make it, and
•it is sold by us and our Agents on!y. The others are
make-shifts. Send your old lamp (any kind), and we
will make liberal allowance in exchange for the
Genuine Premier.

Price complete, 30/- ; or Lamp only, 24/-.

The PREMIER MOTOR Co., Ltd.,
ASTON ROAD, BIRMINGHAM.

Write tor particulars ot the

'VOL.TOO' 2-ffi.
Midget Non-Trembler, 15/- each. Ordinary N.T.,
21 /- each. One cyl. high speed Trembler, 30/-each.

WHY USE F-OUR VOLTS.
Write to the Sole Manulacturers

:

THE CITY IGNITION -"O .

14, Spe"cpr Str-'et. Gosw K Road. E T.

MISCELLANEOUS.
MAGNETO, new, 1908, Peto-Radford, suit

Quadrant carburetter, good second-
hand, complete, H. Longuemare, coils, new
Watsons trembler, also non-trembler ; what
cash offers?—Letters. 89, Gillott Eoad, Bir-
mingham.

PULLEYS for any motor.—De Dion, M.M.C.,
6s. 6d.; Antoine. N.S.U., Kelecom, Eoc,

i<'.N., 58. 9d. ; Peugeot, Brown, 5s. 6d. ; Tri-

umph, Fafnir, Sarolea. Minerva, 4s. 9d.

;

plated, guaranteed, carriage paid.—J. Per-
Kins, High Koad, Leyton, London.

TWO New Brass Car Headlights, listed £4 ,

each to clear £2 lOs. each; electric

tail lamps, 7s. 6d. each; 26 by 2J Palmer
cord cover, brand new, £2 lOs. ; 21 h.p. F.N.
engine, perfect condition, £3 10s.; Bassee-
Michel sauare plain coil. 10s., cost 15s.

;

ditto, round plain, 16s., cost 24s.; wanted,
good 3i h.p. single or 4 to 6 h.p. twin air-

cooled engine.—Sheen, 32. Trafalgar Road,
tiast Greenwich.

TRADE Direct and Save a Profit.—The Al-

bany waterproof jackets for motor
cycling, in double texture fawn paramatta,
wind and rainproof, stock lengths, 38in. and
40in., chest measures 36, 38. 40, and 42in.,

with or without storm cuffs, all have new
collar and flap. We guarantee every jacket,
price 158.; extra heavy at 18s. 6d.; send
lengths desired and chest measure. Overalls
to match at 7s. 6d. and 8s. 6d. We pay car-
riage. — G. Raws and Sons, Indiarubber
Manufacturers, The Albany. Oldhall Street,
Liverpool.

CASH Bargains. — Clincher A Won motor
cycle covers, B.E., 26 by 2L 18s.; 28 by

2J, 21s. ; Clincher tricar covers, 700 by 75, fit

650 by 65, 288. 6d.; motor cycle covers, wired
edge, 26 by 2, 2J, and 24, Us. 6d. ; 28 by 2, 2i,

2i. 12s. 6d. ; beaded edge 2s. extra; Clincher
motor cycle tubes, 26 by 2i, 6s. 9d. each;
Macintosh tubes, 26 by 2J and 28 by 2, 6s. 9d.

each; ratchet control levers, plated, single.
Is. 6d. ; double, with clip, 5s. 6d.; belting,
best quality leather, V. |in., §in., gin., at
8d., lOd., and Is. per foot; belt punches. Is.

3d. ; belt fasteners, 8d. ; large double - tvrist

horns, 5s. 6d. ; searchlight lamps, with separ-
ate generator, splendid value, 22s. ; self-

contained gas lamps, 9s.; volt or amp.
meters, 4s. 6d. ; goods sent on approval
against P.O.—Bastone, 215 and 217. Penton-
ville Road, King's Cross London, N.

"SIMPLEX"
PATENT

Belt Fasteners.
fi h Ib lin- iy- each all sizes.

;

BEWARE OF
COLOURABLE

IMITATIONS.
Sole Patentees and Manufacturers,

HERWIN, OANNY & Co., ^
36. William Street,

"^

WOOLWICH, LONDON, 8.E.

The Sound of the Drum
Have YOU tried
the new Road-
clearepfop bicycles .^

TAMBOURINI

Replaces the old-fashioned bell and hoi

The Effect is Startling
Fixes on front forks. A cord from
handlp-bar pulls trigger wlien re-

quired in contact with front wheel
spolces and sounds lil<e a noisy drum.

Price 1/- tin, or 1/6 with Parchment Dru

LEO. RIPAULT & CO
64a, POLAND ST., LONDON, W.

SEARCHLIGHTS!
SEARCHLIGHTS!

Owing to placing a large order, T

am enabled to supply you with

exactly the same " Searchlight

"

Lamp and Generator (Plated) with

bracket as sold by other firms at

30/- for 22/6.

REMEMBER—my Price, 22/6.

Cash refunded if not satisfactory.

TRIUMPHS!
TRIUMPHS!

Get into touch with me if you want

a "Triumph," the foremost motor

bicycle on the market. A few 1907

"Triumphs," 3|h.p., magneto,

second-hand, from £28.

9

ERIC S. MYERS,
"NO WORRY DEPOT,"

62, iVla.nnin£ham Lane,

BRADFORD.

In answering any of these advertisements it is des irable that you mention " The Motor Cycl*.
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My Ideal Carburetter.
By "IXION."

IN
the spring of 1908 a firm of lamp makers set the

motor cycle industry a valuable example by inviting

riders to suggest points to be incorporated hi the

design of a new lamp. This precedent was
valuable, since the technical knowledge required to

design an article which shall be scientifically sound is

very seldom combined in one and the same person with

an all-round road experience ; and thus a man who
could not for his very life make out the drawings for

aa efficient lamp may, nevertheless, be able to suggest

a dozen real improvements on a design evolved by a

technical expert. I am therefore neither foolish nox

conceited when I proclaim my discontent with almost

every standard carburetter, and suggest to others who
like myself are technically duffers, but use their wits

on the road, that we should clamour until we obtain a

carburetter that fits our notions.

I made a few remarks on this subject some while

ago, but only one maker claimed to have produced a

carburetter approaching my requirements, and that was
the Amac, which I am now testing, and find to come
exceedingly near what I demanded. There are thirteen

points, at least, which I should like to find embodied
in my ideal carburetter, over and above technical effi-

ciency. '

No Small Screivs.

Some carburetters of to-day contain three or four

tiny screws, acting as plugs or stops, which have shallow

beds, and so easily fall out ; often, too, these screws are

of soft stuff, SO' that both slot and thread will not survive

frequent removals.. The Amac has only two miniature

screws, and both are large and strong enough to forbid

these troubles.

Simple Caps to Both Chambers.
Some carburetters have their chamber caps secured

by four tiny grub-screws, others have large nuts ; in some
cases the large caps are insufficiently milled to be remov-
able by the fingers, and too soft to take gas pliers safely;

on others the removal of the caps disturbs the petrol

level, or interferes with the setting of the choke tube.

The Amac has a i^in. nut for the spray chamber,
which can be tackled by a motor cycle spanner com-
fortably, and does not require a special key. while its

removal affects no adjustments ; the float chamber cap
is milled on the edge ^in. deep, and its removal does
not affect the petrol level. These are good points.

Instantly Detachable Jet.

On certain carburetters you must take off feed pipe,

inlet pipe, and several screws to get at your jet, and when
exposed, a special key is still required ; on others the

jet is a driving fit in a stumpy tube, instead of being
screwed. Both these systems are radically bad. The
Amac, like most of the latest carburetters, falls far short

of my ideal in this respect. "It requires the removal of

the top of the mixing chamber, and finally calls for a

special box spanner, while in certain positions the whole

carburetter would have tO' come down. I prefer that the

Jet should be mounted in a holder, Avhich can at once be

unscrewed from the base of the mixing chamber, as on

the B. and B. A further refinement is fitted to the

Griffon, on which not only is the jet detachable in this
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My Ideal Carburetter.—

fashion, but in addition a cleaning broach is incorpo-

rated in the carburetter, so that in the event of cholcing,

one has only to lean down and press the broach upwards.

Reversible Floats.

Many carburetters have floats designed only to work

when set the right way up. On some the hollow side

must be on top, on others it must be underneath. Here

the Amac suits me, as it is reversible, and when the

duffer or the thoughtless rider has taken it swiftly out,

he cannot be in doubt about which side up to replace it.

Damper for Float Needle.

One has only to watch the top of the float chamber

on motor cycles possessing a free engine to- see that with

most carburetters the spirit wells out freely at the top of

the float chamber when the engine is running free. "What

is needed is a damper cap over the top of the float

needle to prevent it from jumping up too far under the

influence of vibration. The Amac possesses no such

device, but like most new carburetters, the Amac has so

far not developed this particular fault. Lack of a

damper is often the cause of heavy consumption, and

on many carburetters there is no real cure tor it.

Substantial Needle Point.

The ordinary needle valve suffers from having too

small a seat, so that wear has pronounced and

immediate effects, and too often the needle is of cheap

composition, e.g., I have two carburetters with soft

brass needles. The Amac has a very big seat and

needle end, and both are of hard German silver

—

about as suitable a material as could be devised. 1

shall see later on how they wear, but from tests up
to date no wear will occur in less than 2,000 miles.

Throttle Valves, Pistons, or Slides ?

Makers are divided on the question whether the

gas and air supplies are best controlled by pistons,

sliding barrels, or mushroom \'alves. I am only

certain that I loathe hinged discs and leaky sliding

collars. Whatever the design, the workmanship of

these parts must be beyond reproach. The Amac
people use a brace of mushroom-headed valves. These
cannot possibly stick up, as pistons may and do, but.

An incident of the T.T. Race. Two competitors, very close togetlier,
rounding the corner at Ballacraine.

on the- other hand, dirt on the seats may prevent them

closing. 1 am simultaneously testing a double piston

carburetter, and 1 iind the valves oistinctly easier to

clean than pistons, all that is necessary being to take

off one nut, and use a bit of rag, whereas with piston

slides the whole device must be dismantled to ensure

permanent cleanliness. I find that other makers either

have their slides a loose fit originally or else mount
them on a spring spindle, so that grit cannot enter and
cause 'leakage. I think the Amac plan is therefore,

the best I have tried, though I am willing to believe

a better may yet be evolved.

Easily Centred Unions,

With most carbure'tting devices it is difficult to

replace the various unions, as the spring of the pipes

R. J. Bell (3^ h.p. N.S.U.), one of the competitors in the Tourist
Trophy Race.

sets them out of accurate register when detached. The
Amac people have here taken a tip from me, and have

cured this trouble in the simplest way. They have,

merely taken the first thread off each union, and 1

find this precaution makes it a simple matter to enter

the nuts on their threads immediately. Other manu-
facturers should do likewise, as the expense is nil and
the blessing inestimable.

Sturdy ChoKe Tube.
It might seem ridiculous to mention this, but I had

three broken choke tubes in six weeks last year.

Single Aperture Jet.

I have seen tests made to ascertain whether a single

jet gave less power than one in which the same area

of aperture was split into ten tiny orifices. The power
developed was identical with both jets, though it

might easily be otherwise if the impinging cone and
suction passages were not suitably arranged. This

being so, we must demand single aperture jets. They
are easier to clean and much less likely to get stopped

up than the rose pattern.

Simple Flooding.

We have all known what it was to- grope with a gloved

hand in cold weather for about -j^in. of projecting float

needle. Few carburetters are now so difficult to flood.

The Longuemare spring button suffers from the fact
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hat in time it wears the float and causes leakage in the

op of it. The Amac is sound here, as you press down
he tip of the needle instead of pulling it up.

Plenty of Extra Air.

I do not know one single carburetter which supplies

nough extra air to feed a well tuned twin Avhen on the

oa,d in hot weather, and few afford enough air to suit

fast running single. I alwaj's have to enlarge the air

oles in summer, and then, of course, they want plugging

ip again in October. I think the extra air orifices

ihould be much larger, and that both top and bottom
ur should be adjustable.

Handle=bar Control.

Of course, a delicate setting procured, by twisting

rips is better than projecting levers, if only the action

;an be made both quick and delicate.

Minor Refinements.
Why not a variable jet? Why not a petrol filter?

-Vhy not a shunt pipe feeding pure air to the engine

vhen the throttle is shut and the machine is coasting ?

Why not very fine external gauzes to all air intakes,

preventing about twenty per cent, of cylinder deposit?

iVhy, on the other hand, have inaccesible interior

auzes, which collect grit, and form a convenient

-Xil£)

screen for ice and snow
coldness of condensation?

I shall not

actually call the

Amac my ideal

carburetter until 1

know whether or

not there is another

to be had which
deletes all the other

weaknesses of nor-

mal design, and,

in addition,
possesses a jet

detachable with an
ordinary adjustable
spanner from the

outside ; but it

obviously c o rh e s

ver)" close to being

my ideal, and I

shall be interested

to hear if there is

another device on
the market with so

many practical

advantages.
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to form upon amid the

A. Float chamber.
B. Float.
C. Needle valve.
D Main air inlet.

Extra air inlets.

Extra airivalve.
T hrottle valve.
Throttle control
Air control.

M.Jet.
O. To engine.
P. Knurled edge.
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The A.C.U. Meeting at Leamington.

HE meeting of the Auto Cycle Union Council

is to be held at the Regent Hotel, Leamington,

on Saturday next, the loth inst., at 3 p.m.

Agenda.
1.—To receive and pass the minutes of council meeting

leld on March 21st.

2.—To receive report of the committee.
3.—To consider the following proposition by ]Mr. E. M. P.

Joileau :

That a new class of membership be instituted whereby
individual members may be admitted at an annual
subscription of 5s.

4.—To consider the following propositions by IMr. S. W.
'arty (Newcastle and District M.C.C.) :

(a) That the secretary enter into communication with, or

entertain applications from, clubs or individuals

who would be willing to undertake the work of

organising the centres in the respective districts,

as set out below, and further that these centres be
in operation on or before January 1st, 1909.

(b) That the centres be appointed into eleven districts,

as follows : 1, Northumberland, Durham, Cumber-
land, and Westmoreland ; 2, Yorkshire ; 3, Lanca-
shire and Cheshire ; 4, Wales ; 5, Warwickshire,
Hereford, Shropshire, Staffordshire, Derbyshire,
Northampton, and Worcester ; 6, Lincoln, Not-
tingham, Leicester, Norfolk, Huntingdon, Suffolk,

Cambridge, and Rutlandshire ; 7, Cornwall,
Devon, Somerset, Dorset, Berks, Hants, and Wilt-

. shire, and the Channel Islands; 8, Sussex, Kent,
Surrey, Middlesex, and Essex ; 9, Oxford, Buck-
ingham, Hertford, and Bedford ; 10, Scotland ;

11, Ireland and Isle of Man.
(c) That the Auto Cycle Union enter upon a scheme for

uniting the motor cyclists throughout the United
Kingdom to obtain an amelioration and mitigation
of the conditions under which motor cyclists now
labour.

(d) That the third-class return railway and boat fares of
all councillors attending council meetings be paid
out of the Union funds.

(e) That the councillors and members of the committee
representing the private members be elected by
postal ballot of all the private members.

(7) That the members of the committee representing the
affiliated clubs be elected by the councillors of
affiliated clubs, voting either personally or by
proxy at the general meeting of the Union.

5.—Any other business.
The council of the Club shall consist of :

(1.) Delegates of private members in the proportion of
one delegate for every ten members or portion
thereof.

(2.) Delegates of the members who are also members
of the Royal Automobile Club in the proportion
of one delegate for every ten members or portion
thereof.

(3.) Delegates of affiliated clubs in the proportion of one
delegate for every twenty-five members or portion
thereof.

NoTE'.—Under Rules 38 and 39 a councillor has the right-
to delegate his power to any other councillor, but written
notice of such delegation must be received, in the proper
form, by the secretary before 5 p.m. on Friday, October 9th.

18, Down Street, Piccadilly. F. Stbaight, secretary.

The council meeting will be followed by a dinner at

6.30 for 7 p.m., for which tickets can be obtained at

4s. 6d. each. A smoking concert has also been
arranged, and it is to be hoped that secretaries ot

affiliated clubs will endeavour to make this fixture a
success. On Sunday a party will be made up to make
a tour of inspection of Leamington.

Of those machiries which successfully completed the
course in the T.T. Race, in the single-cylinder class

Mr. Gordon Gibson's Triumph, and in the multi-

cylinder class Mr. Wells's Vindec and Mr. R. O.
Clark's F.N. were fitted with Michelin tyres.

Motor cyclists who are contemplating the addition
of a non-skid tread to their existing tyres or a change
of cover, for the winter season should make a note of

the Continental Motor Co. 's enterprise, and write

for a copy of that firm's latest catalogue of tyres to 32,
Rosebery Avenue, E.C.
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OCCASIONAL. COMMENTS.
By "IXION.

Specification for a 3^ h.p. Twin=cylinder

So many readers have written me respecting the

J 20 lbs. ^yi h.p. twin-cylinder motor bicycle which I

mentioned in the issue of September 23rd that I cannot

reply to them all individually. It was not, unfor-

tunately, of any known make, nor do I know of any

machine regularly advertised which approaches its

specification ; but any reader ardently desiring a dupli-

cate of it can easily persuade any good cycle mechanic,

experienced in the assembling of motor bicycles, to

build him up such a mount. The main points of the

specification were as follows: 31^3 h.p. twin-cylinder

Peugeot engine (a very smooth little power-producer,

with a ratio of ,
compression just about

correct for real to.uring purposes), light

Chater-Lea frame, Ruthardt magneto,

Druid spring forks, 48in. wheelbase,

26in. wheels-, 26in. x 2in. ribbed Palmer

Cord tyres, Amac carburetter with

handle-bar control, adjustable pulley and

belt fastener. '

This machine may well Ije worth

developing as a separate type by a large

maker. Its special advantages over a

3^ h.p. single are that it runs more

smoothly, especially at low speeds; there

is no thumping when starting or slowed

down, owing to there being two cylinders

instead of one, and owing to the torque

being more even than it is on a single-cylin-

der engine; the weight can with care be

kept down to 120 lbs., as a lighter frame

and fittings are possible with this engine

than with a big single-cylinder which jerks

at low speeds ; and, finally, it is remark-

ably easy to start; accurately adjusted it

will fire at a walking pace, and even if

parts are slightly out of tune, it is

necessarily always easier to start than one

big cylinder. I would add the reminder that machines

only bearing the transfer of a local assembler often

fail to fetch good prices second-hand, whatever their

intrinsic excellences.

The Value of Racing.
The other day I was trying to get several keen riders

to send their .shillings to the T.T. prize fund, and they

asked what was the good of racing ? Anent which I

was able tO' tell them a, true yarn. A certain fiim

coveted the End-to-end motor bicycle record. They
picked a good machine out of stock, chose a good man
to ride it, and saw that he practically lived on the roads
until June—the record breaker's best month—ap-

proached. During this time he found little that called

for improvement in the machine, so he was duly timed
away from Land's End, and as the weather happened to

be perfect both North and South, his employers confi-

dently awaited a wire informing them that five or six

hours had been pared off this already attenuated

record. Instead, they received per passenger train a

machine that was more than half a wreck ; and, as the

result of that one test at sustained speed, they made
radical alterations in their distribution gear, ignition,

carburation, and many detail fitments. This, although

the aspirant failed to cover a distance equal to ihe

length of the T.T. course. Nothing in the world brings

weak points of design and construction into relief so

quickly and so surely as sustained speed. Hence the

T.T. race.

A Sweating Petrol TanR.
A Dorset rider desires to know why manufacturers

sometimes construct petrol tanks with " butted " joints,

in lieu of capped or lapped joints. He says a mysterious

case of excessive petrol consumption came under his

notice, and after all other causes had been eliminated,

it was found that the tank was sweating minute beads

of petrol along the entire length of a " butted " joint.

The third arrival in the Tourist Trophy Race 1 Multi-cylinder Class) was R. 0. Clark, who Is

depicted above on his four-cylinder 5 h.p. F.N. His average speed was 37.7 miles per hour, and
petrol consumption 90.8 miles per gallon.

The same rider says he lias increased the gallon mileage
of his I 3l|. h.p. F.N. from 120 to 160', chiefly by fitting

a needle controller, which limits the movement of the

needle. Something of the sort is fitted to the latest

Phoenix cars. Mr. Hooydonk once published a make-
shift device for Longuemare carburetters in our columns,
the sole defect of which was that there was no- lock for

the adjustable needle cap. He noM' drills the cap cen-

trally, taps -the hole, and uses a set scre\v and lock nut

to control the needle. In this connection I may remind
readers that whenever a leak in a float has been soldered

up, the petrol level may require re-setting, as the weight

of the float will possibly have been increased. > Gener-

ally speaking, it is a mistake to attempt the soldering of

a float one's self. Only those accustomed to delicate

soldering operations, such as a first-class tinman or

silversmith, should be entrusted with so fine a job.

>-"^>0' <

With regard to our recent article, " Is the Tricar

Dead? " we have read an interesting letter from a

medical gentleman who has been using a Phoenix Cob
converted to a tricycle in his practice. The machine
is employed almost every day as a runabout, and has

given every satisfaction.
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Waiting for the

Silencer Test. To

test the silencers ol

the Tourist Trophy

machines, before

the race, the com-

petitors were 'ji-

straeted to drive

past the judges at

St. John's one by

one at full speed

with open throttle.

THE STEVENSON VALVE SPRING LIFTER.

APID and easy removal of an exhaust or inlet

valve is a great convenience, and although

there are man}' tools on the market specially

made for the purpose, few of them fulfil the

requirements of such an instrument, viz., interchange-

ability, rapiditv of action, and smallness. The latest

R

A new valve spring lifter, patented by Mr. Stevenson, of Coventry.

description of valve spring lifter submitted to us is

the Stevenson, patented by a Coventry motor cyclist of

that name. The illustration of the device is fairly

•explanatory, but we may enumerate its various

advantages, and also point out that it has been
purposely made wide to allow it to be used on prac-

tically ever)' standard motor cycle engine on the

market. It is also adjustable vertically, holes being

drilled in one of the bars to take a set pin seen in the

lower lug or strap surrounding the two bars. " Its

chief advantage lies in the fact that the cylinder or

crank case is not relied upon for support, the fulcrum
resting on the top of the valve it.self, so holding the

valve down. The short lever is prong-shaped at the

-end, and pi^'ots on a hook at the base of the fulcrum.
The size is 6 14! in. long when telescoped to shortest

length, and it will lie flat in an ordinary tool roll.

HIGH SPEED ON A SIX-LAP TRACK.

OUR illustration shows Jake De Rosier, taken on
the Stadium track at Clifton, N.J., where he
has been making some remarkable exhibitions

of riding. The Stadium is located in the

State of New Jersey, about fifteen miles from New
York. It is a six-lap board track, banked at the
turns to about 50°. Although the curves are care-

fully planned, at anything like a mile a minute gait

the riders experience a severe shock on the turns, and
this makes sustained speed practically impossible for

distances over five miles, the physical strain being
too great. In a five miles event De Rosier 's time
for a quarter of a mile was i3%s., half a mile 27%s.,
one mile 56s., three miles 3m. is., and five rniles

4m. 52^5. These times are certainly wonderful in

view of the conditions under which ihfv were accom-

Jake de Rosier, who covered five miles in 4m. 52^s. on a six-lap track.

plished. The machine shown is an Indian racer of

7 h.p. It is driven almost entirely on the spark,

which is controlled by the right handle grip, while

the throttle is directly on top of the carburetter, and
is thrown wide open after the machine is well started.

The chain drive is direct from the engine to the rear

wheel, but the rear sprocket is made with a species

of automatic friction clutch, which overcomes all

sudden shocks.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from our readers and our replies thereto. When particular

makes of machines, accessories, or tyres are mentioned, numbers must be used, the writer to keep a key for

reference. All queries should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E. C, and whether

intended for publication or not must be accompanied with a stamped addressed envelope for reply.

Enginepiring After Switching Off.

Can
^
you explain why the

engine of my motor cycle con-

tinues to fire irregularly for a
few explosions, even after I

have switched off the ignition?

I have carefully gone over the wir-

ing, and the low tension wire to

switch has been renewed. I may say
this has only occurred lately.—B.K.

If the connections are good, clean, and
sound the trouble is probably not due
to the switch, but owing to the fact

that the engine is slightly ^>vt?.r-heated

when you stop, and consequently fires

automatically. Probably the cylinder
requires to be removed, and the com-
bustion head and piston cleaned of

carbon deposit. Some engines have a

habit of firing after switching off, but
if you close the throttle, further explo-

sions cannot occur.

,

Using a Telephone Magneto.

I have tried to fix to my
\ff^\

motor cycle a magneto out of

^ a telephone box, which I have
LiJ altered in several places. I

have tried different ways with
it, and in each case have got a very
good spark. I am working on the
old contact breaker which I use with
the accumulator, and drive from the
engine pulley by a chain to the cog-
wheel on the front of it, and so to
the magneto. Could you inform
me the reason of not being able
to get a slow speed by altering the
spark lever? Where I have the spark
lever for slow speed when using
accumulator, in the same position with
magneto the engine goes at a very
fast speed. When I try to advance
the lever the engine slows down and
then stops. After the engine has
been working a little time I find ex-
plosion chamber has a lot of lubri-
cating oil in it, and after a time it

oomes out of the silencer. 1 bave
tried driving the magneto at the iame
speed as the contact breaker, but that
seems too slow. What is wrong?

—

C. Hawkins.
In the first place, ihe magneto is abso-
lutely unsuitable for ignition purposes.
The fact that an engine runs faster
with a magneto is due to the absence
of lag. Owing to its design the spark
advance of a magneto has only a
very short range, so that it practically
prevents the spark advance being used.
What surprises us most is that you got
any results at all.

A Mysterious Knock in Engine.

My 3^ h.p. Brown engine

qI has just been cleaned out and
> rebushed throughout. TLe com-
-JJ pression is very good, and the

machine goes well. After I

have been running half a TuiJe or so

a mysterious knocking takes place.

A knock occurs every few seconds,
but not regularly, and is very bad if

I attempt any rise at all. I have
taken off the Longuemare carbu-
retter originally fitted to the engine,
and have replaced it by a B. and B.,
but I don't think that the carbura-
tion has anything to do with the
trouble.—G.C.

Your trouble sounds like pre-ignition,
due to excessive carbon deposits. Have
you tried a change of sparking plugs,
and are you sure that the magneto is

set right? Carefully check the timing.
When the contact breaker is retarded
the points should begin to separate
when the piston has reached the highest

are

point of the compression stroke. When
new bushes have been fitted it is advis-
able to be liberal with the oil supply
for a time.

Unequal Lubrication.

_ My 4^ h.p. twin Minerva
engine appears to me to suffer
from want of lubrication in

front cylinder. My reasons
for thinking such is the case

(1.) Front plug is scarcely soiled,

whereas back one is like plug was on-

single-cylinder machine. (2.) I find
front cylinder does not fire imtil
machine has run a little distance,
even after changing about connec-
tions to coils, and also the plugs.
Machine has run over 1,000 miles.

—

In Dotjbt.

It is always difficult to lubricate a V-
twin-cylinder engine equally in both
cyluiders. It is, therefore, best to
effect a compromise, and to oil so that
one cylinder gets a little too much and
the other sufficient.

A scene o£ activity before the start of the T.T. Race. The competing machines are at their allotted
stations, and the petrol for the first half of the journey is being doled out, the tanks afterwards being
omeially sealed.
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How to Adjust a Ceil.

Kindly let me know what is

likely to be wrong with my
motor cycle? I have a Baseee-

Michel trembler coil, and the
engine misfires badly, eapeci-

ally at high speeds. On taking the
plug out I get a good spark if I lay

it on oc near the cylinder, but on
putting it in the air away from the
cylinder I get a practically invisible

'one. I suppose the plug ought to

give a bright spark away from the
engine. The wiring, accumulator,

and plug seem to be all right. 1

have tried two plugs with the same
result. Do you think the coil is at

fault?—D.W., Stockport.

Misfiring at high speeds is likely to be
due to either the trembler of the coil

not vibrating fa.st enough or to the car-

buretter not receiving sufficient air at

high speeds. The coil should be ad-

justed as follows : Take out the screw
and trembler blade, and using a line

jeweller's file make the contact points
quite flat and clean. If the platina have
worn away you can have the points re-

placed. Adjust the trembler with the
engine running, and make the adjust-

ment as light as possible. Unless you
place the plug on the cylinder or some
metallic part of the machine, you will

get no spark, as jou must have ar
earth return through the lower metal
portion of the plug.

Restoring Power to an Engine.

My 3^ h.p. Triumph has in

several months' running lost

some of its power, and there
seems to be an absence of
'

' kick
'

' in the engine, even
when running on the stand. I have
had the exhaust valve ground in,

thinking the compression was getting
weak, but there is little or no im-
provement. Although it climbs hills

well it does not go at the pace it used
to do. I am a novice and shall be
glad to know if I can do anything to

restore its utmost power, or whether
I must get a repairer to tune it up
for me?—S.H.

You can improve the running of your
machine by first of all cleaning the car-

buretter and petrol pipe. Then take
off the brass cover of the magneto, and
examine the platinum points, and if

they show traces of pitting, clean them
with a jeweller's file, making sure you
leave them both perfectly flat. If there
is oil on the contact breaker and also

behind it, undo the centre screw by the
special spanner provided, and the con-
tact breaker complete can then be
prized off. Clean away all traces of oil

and replace. Now notice how much the
contact points separate. The correct
distance is .5 mm. If they hardly
separate at all it is a sign the fibre ring
is worn and requires replacing. A
temporary cure can be made by filing

the ring to cause the contacts to break
more suddenly. The high tension ter-

minal should be taken out and the end
of the carbon cleaned with sandpaper.
Give the engine crankcase a good
swilling out with paraffin, and the power
should return. Remember that the
cylinder should be removed about every
1,000 miles to scrape away the carbon
deposits, which cause overheating.

^Sl>/^=ii
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Various Queries from a Novice.

(1.) What speed should a

?2'i h.p. motor bicycle in fair
condition, geared 5 to 1, attain

-2-1 on the level, and what gi'adient
should it be capable of r.^ount-

mg unassisted? Would it be capable
of drawing tr.ailer with eight stone
passenger on fairly level roads? (2.)

Is 100 a good mileage to get out of
one gallon of petrol, and what amount
of lubricating oil should be used in
the engine for the same distance?
(3.) How many .miles should a fully
charged accumulator run? (4.) Are
there are any legal restrictions with

regard to the use of cut-outs?—C.W.
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oil (obtaina.ble from A. W. Gamage,
Ltd.), putting the dressing on over
night and not just before starting a
run. Any kind of oil is better than
allowing the clutch to get dry and
fierce. Castor oil is a good substitute
for Collan oil. (2.) Say every 1,000
miles or so, and more often in winter
if it has been covered with mud from
wet roads and allowed to get rusty.
After

_
removing the chain allow it to

soak in paraffin in order to thoroughly
clean' it. Then heat the chain in an
oven, and afterwards immerse it bodily
in melted tallow. The noise is most
probably due to both wear and want of
lubrication.

Tourist Trophy Race officials at tlie starting and flaishing line. Reading Irom left to right : Messrs.
F. Straight (secretary), C. P. Glazebrook, A. V. Ebblewhite, J. S. Mallam, F.C.A., R. A. Tyler,
A.C.A., and Robert Todd (chairman). Photograph kindly sen. by Frederic Coleman.

(1.) A machine such as you describe
should attain about thirty miles an
hour on the level, and would draw a
trailer on level roads. (2.) One hun-
dred miles to the gallon is very good.

We cannot tell you how much lubricat-

ing oil would }'e required. This de-

pends upon the individuality of the
engine, some engines requiring more
than others. (3.) It depends upon the
size of the accumulator, a 20 a.h. should
last 500 miles. (4.) Unfortunately
there are no legal restrictions as re-

gards the use of a cut-out.

Fierce Clutch and Attention to Chains.

(1.) The leather to metal
cone clutch on my tricar is

very fierce, and I am afraid of

breaking the chain in starting.

Kindly tell me how to make
the leather softer and the best dress-

ing to use? (2.) How often should

the driving chain be taken off for

lubricating purposes, and what is the

best oil to use? The hissing noise

from the chain seems to have got

worse lately. Is this due to wear ^r

want of lubrication?—J.H.B.

(1.) First swill the clutch leather with

paraffin and then dress it with Collan

READERS' REPLIES.
Pre-ignition with 3J h.p. Minerva.

Referring to query by " N.B.,"
Westfield, in a recent issue, I should
like to state that I have had exactly

the same trouble as that referred to

with my 1907 5^ h.p. Minerva, and you
have given the correct solution to the
trouble by advising him to slightly

lower the compression ratio. When dis-

mantling cylinder to remove carbon
deposit I took out the packing between
cylinder and crankcase fitted by the
makers, thus rendering the compression
ratio slightly higher. It is wonderful
what a great difference a washer, say
l-16in. thick, makes. I got three

pieces of stout cardboard, soaked them
in boiled oil, and now I have fitted

these I can do forty miles with three-

quarter gas, and afterwards sail up a
very steep hill without the slightest

sign of pre-ignition, even when the

carbon deposit is thick on both piston

. and cylinder head. I suggest a gear

ratio of 5^ to 1, even for flat country.

A 10 spray jet with 22 mm. air adapter

I find the best combination.—W. R.
Davis.
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MOTOR CYCLE TYRES.
Tyres form a most important part of the equipment of any motor cycle, and the strength and

quality should always be proportionate to the weight to be carried. The larger the tyre in propor-

tion to the weight, the greater immunity from punctures, is a well-worn axiom. A common fault

with makers is the under-tyring of motor cycles. This practice is not only the reverse of economical,

—since large tyres protect the mechanism from vibration and road shocks, and of course wear longer

than small tyres—but is a source of discomfort to the rider, and may, in the case of a sudden burst

through fitting too thin a cover, be fraught with danger. The following illustrated article has been

prepared with the idea of providing our readers with some definite data to go upon when purchasing

a new machine, or making any change in the style or size of tyres with which their mounts are

shod. Practically all the best makes of motor cycle tyres are dealt with in the article, but if there

are any omitted it is because we are unacquainted with the names of the manufacturers, or they

have failed to respond to our application for sample sections and particulars.

, Ltd., Melksham,
good use of their

The Avon Indiarubber Co.
Wilts., who have made such
proximity to Stonehenge
in their advertisements of

late by depitting various

motoring scenes at the.

time of the stone age,

supply motor cycle tyres

in all standard sizes, viz.,

24in., 26m., and 28in.

by 2in., 2}^m., and
2^ in., either wired or

beaded edge. The air

tubes can be supplied

either endless or butt-

ended. Our illustration

is that of a section of the

heavy, extra strong beaded edge cover; with this

is supplied a standard red quality inner tube. A
pair of these tyres are at present undergoing a test

at our hands on the front wheels of a light passenger
three-wheeler. Among other goods of interest to

motor cyclists, manufactured by the same firm, are

motor cycle ' plasters for effecting temporary repairs

to a damaged cover; also motor cycle patches.

W. AND A. Bates, Ltd., St. Mary's Mills, Leicester,

make motor cycle covers

in two weights, namely,
ordinary and heavy, and
also make a tricar tyre.

They do a large trade in

these tyres, and as they

are made of a special hard
rubber suitable for motor
cycle work, they give

every satisfaction. With
regard to sizes for different

weights of machines and
riders, the firm sav that

they usually leave this to
the user.

For single-cylinder machines of 3 h.p. The Con-
tinental Tyre and Rubber Co., Ltd., 102-108,
Clerkenwell Road, E.C., recommend the standard
pattern motor cycle tyre, which is supplied in all
sizes for 24in., 26in., and 28in. wheels; the 26in. and
28in. sizes can also be supplied with wired edge if

required. For twin-cylinder machines of high horse-

power, such as 5-6 h.p., 'the Modele de Course pattern

is advised ; this cover has an extra heavy tread fitted,

and as canvas is used as a foundation for this tyre,

it makes it very strong and durable. In addition to

the two patterns above mentioned, a rubber non-skid

is made; this tyre has only been put on the market
lately, and those who have used it, including com-
petitors in the End-to-end, have expressed their entire

Satisfaction with its behaviour. Out of twelve

riders who used these tyres ten obtained medals

—

eight bronze and two gold medals—whilst two were
not fortunate enough to finish. The firm is also in
a position to supply, if required, a steel-studded tyre in
24in. and 26in sizes, and a steel-studded cover with
leather tread. For tricars a 26in. by 3in. is recom-
mended, and has been found very suitable, or if the
tricar is very heavy a car tyre, Pattern III. is best.

Capon Heaton and Co., Ltd., Stirchley, near
Birmingham, make two types of motor' cycle
covers. The one with
beaded edge has three

stout ridges on each side

of the tread, which greatly

prevent side-slip ; the
wired edge has a fluted

tread. They - are made
in 26in. and 28in. by 2in.,

2 14; in., and 2i^in. This
firm also make a speciality

of supplying motor cycle
non-slipping shields with
specially roughened backs
to take solution, and also vulcanise plain treads to

existing covers.
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lotor Cycle Tyres.—

The Coventry Rubber Co.'s speciality is a non-

cidding tread which retains its anti-slipping advan-

ages until the centre por-

ion is worn down right

the canvas. These

yres are produced in

6in. by 2in. and 2 14! in-

izes, and deliveries ol

le new pattern cover,

/hich we illustrate, can

e made in a few days,

t is interesting to note

lat, although the com-

any have sold the

rdinary pattern tyre

nee the early part of last

ebruary, they have only

id two covers returned to them for repairs.

The Liberty motor cycle tyre made by Components,

td., Bournbrook, Birmingham, is noted for strength

id durability, whilst its section shows that it possesses

e desirable quality of non-liability to skid. Only

e purest Para rubber (Cauchau) is used in the manu-

cture of this tyre, and the quantity is not stinted,

le necessity of best quality in rubber for motor tyre

mufacture is one that has long been recognised by
>mponents, Ltd., and anyone who has seen the

Terence between the solid meat-like slabs of rubber

imported from the Amazon and the rag-like appear-

ce of some of the inferior kinds of rubber coming
>m the West Coast of Africa and other districts will

derstand how it is that Liberty tyres have achieved

:h a reputation for durability. Liberty motor
:le tyres are made in both wired and beaded edge
ieties and of 2in. and 2}^'va. sections.

The B.F. Good.rich Co., 7, Snow Hill, E.C., are

pioneers of the rubber studded tyres and the holders

the patents for this type

non-slipping cover,

ich is made in one size

ly—2^in. X 2%in.
ley will, however, fit

rims, which is an

vantage to those riders

o have machines so

ed and desire to try the

skidding properties of

i rubber-studded tyres

ring the coming winter.

; have personally used

s make of non-skid for

'eral hundred miles, and

were unable to detect any slowing effect due to the

rubber studs, although it is claimed by some that rubber
studded tyres slow a motor cycle both in speed and in

hill-climbing. The inner flap of the cover is very
useful and necessary, for it prevents the tube being
nipped.

The Dunlop Pneumatic Tyre Co., Ltd., 14,
Regent Street, S.W., and Aston Cross, Birmingham.
Readers in search of speedy tyres should not forget

that Dunlop tyres were fitted to the winning machines
in the T.T. Race, both single and twin-cylinder classes.
In addition to being speedy, Dunlops are both well
made and reliable. For the driving wheel of the
heavier and more powerful motor bicycles, tricars, and
quads a small motor car tyre is recommended. Dunlop
tyres are made in both wired and beaded edge, the
former is favoured for path-racing purposes and the
latter for touring and ordinary road riding. The wired-
on type, although more difficult to remove from the rim
than the beaded-edge, is safer when a sudden burst

occurs, as the endless wires which are fitted in the.

canvas pockets at the sides of the cover cannot leave

the rim without the application of a tyre lever. These
tyres are supplied in the following sizes: 2 6 in. and
28in. X 2in., 26in. and 28in. x 2^in., and 26in'.

and 2 Sin. x 2i^in. The Dunlop Pneumatic Tyre Co.

quite wisely wish to impress upon motor cyclists the

importance of fitting the largest possible tyres in pro-

portion to the weight and power of their machines.

The 1908 Shamrock-Excelsior rubber studded tyres

made by The Hanover Rubber Company have met
with such universal

approval that practically

no alterations will be

made for igo^). These
tyres are made to fit

almost all existing rims,

especially the Clincher

rim, in all adin. sizes.

The sizes are 24in. by
25^ in. and 2^in., 26in. by

2in., 2^in., and 2%in.,
and 26in. by i^in. light-

weight; 2 8in. are not

made. This firm favours

a Avide rim as used by most Continental manufacturers,

and asks us to point out that the narrowness of some

rims prevents the adoption of an extra strong casing,

which is absoluely necessary for high powered machines.

It recommends all motor cyclists when ordering a new

mount for 1909 with S.E. tyres to specify these rims.

For tricars a studded light car tyre is recommended,

which is made in sizes 23^in., 3in., and 3^in. by 26in.
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-oior Cycle Tyres.

—

*e have pleasure m testifying to the excellence of

ic«e tvres; which have given us entire satisfaction

uring This rear. A cheaper tyre made by the same

rm is the Auto (corru£:ated). This is made in the

ime sires as the S.E. studded t}-re with the exception

f the 26111. by i^^n. lightweight. In addition to

je usual jointed 'inner tubes, the Hanover Rubber

0. supplv butt-ended inner tubes. Shamrock-

:xcekior tvres have been luiiformly successful in 1908,

eing particularly well represented in all the important

>ad competitions.

The Michelin Tyre Co., Ltd.. 49, Sussex Place,

.W. Known all over the world as makers of high class

(Otor tvres, the Michdin motor cycle tyre can be relied

pon as a suitable article for motor cyclist's use. Con-

aiiing the interchangeability of motor cycle outer

covers, it is interesting to

note that the Michelin is

interchangeable to the fol-

lowing extent: The i5^in-

wixed-on cover will fit :;

i3_iin. rim; the iS^in.

beaded cover %vill do like-

wise; 23'§iii. and 2^^in.

wired on covers will fit 2in.

rims, and 2%m. beaded
covers will fit 2 in.

rims. The 2 3-^ in and
2 ^2 in. beaded-edge covers

require special rims. The
motor cycle Michelin-

emelle non-skid tyre is a reduced facsimile of the

rm's non-skid car tyie, used with such success in many
>mpetit;ons. The studs, which are of hardened

ed., project through a substantial leather tread \'ul-

mised on to the cover, while behind the studs there

a thick leather strip, which effectually prevents the

uds fiom penetrating to the cover. These non-skids

re made with wixed-on and beaded edges, and in the

Lse of the latter a flap is fitted to prevent the tube

•om being nipped.

The Xosth Bkitish Rubber Co.. Ltd., Castle

[ills, Edinburgh, are the makers of the famous

liQcher tyres. These tyres are made in several quali-

es—the A Won is the ordinary motor cycle tyre, the

•readuonght is a thicker cover for powerful machines

ad light passenger wort, while the new introduction

1 a rubber studded tyre which is illustrated herewith.

"he A Won is made in 26in. and 28in. x 2in., 2^in.

.

nd 2%in. The Dreadnought in 24in. and 26in. x

Beniley on his Triumph when he broke the End -to end
record last June. For heavy passenger work, such as

tricar back wheels, a light voiturette tyre is recom-

mended. This is made in sizes 650 x 65 mm. and
700 X 75 mm. = 26in. x 2j2in. and 28in. x jin.

Both these fit the same Clincher rim.

The P.\lmer Tyre. Ltd., i 19-123, Shaftesbury

Avenue, W.C., who are one of the most popular makers
of motor cycle tyres, pay special attention to supplying

the wants of their motor cycling customers. The chief

qualities of Palmer tyres

are their extremely hea\y
tread, fitted with long and
substantial ribs which are

most efi"ective against side-

slip, and their patent Air-

less Cord, which takes the

place of fabric, and gives

enormous strength to the

t\"re. Palmer's have lately

introduced an internal

flap which prevents the

t}Te from being nipped,

while a special 2i4in. t}Te

is now made to fit a

Palmer 2in. rim. Motor cycle t}-res are made in the
following sizes : 26in. and 28in. x 2in. : a special

t3rre, 26in. and 28in. x 2i4in. for the 2in. rim; a

standard 26in. and 28in. x 2%m. for 2j4in. rims,
and tyres of 24in., 26in., and 28in. x 2 52in. It will

thus be seen that all . weights, powers, and t}"pes of

motor cycles are adequately pro^dded for. The fabric

rv-re is still made, but the Palmer Tyre. Ltd., strongly

recommend their Cord motor cycle tyres for the more
powerful machines, and particularly for passenger work
with a sidecar. For hea\'}.'weight tricars, small car
tyres are recommended.

The Peter Union Tyre Co., 6, Upper St. Martin's

Lane, W.C., have long made a specialit}" of motor cvcle

tyres, being one of the first Continental makers to

establish a London office and warehouse. All P.U.
tyres are of the beaded-edge type, and are supplied in

24in., 26in.. and 28in. x 2in., 2iiin., and 2^2'vn. The
covers are made with ordinary ribbed, basket-pattern

non-skid, and steel studded non-skid treads. The
latter are now made by inserting the steel studs into a

leather band, which is attached to the cover by a special

process. The reinforced

cover is a verv strong and

*?

The Peter

Eeiktorced
Co\"ER.

^^in-, aad tlie rubber-studded in 26in X 2y^in oniv

Arthur W

reliable article, and there

is a big demand for it, par-

ticularly for the dri-^-ing

wheels of high powered
twin-cylinder motor

bicycles and tricars. The
Peter Union puncture-

proof band is a band of

specially hard rubber vrith

finely bevelled edges. This

band fits b^rween the

cover, and air tube, and
protects the latter against

outward influences in the shape of nails, pieces of glass,

etc. It also prevents the heating of the air tube, by

insulating it frcan the heat usually communicated to

the tube by the cover, and caused by the frictional

contact of tie cover with the road during a fast ride.
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TAKE THE EDITOR'S ADVICE !

THE

WHAT THE EDITOR OF
"THE MOTOR CYCLE" SAYS:

"Gamages have built up an enormous postal business by means of

rapid despatch of orders by return mail."

—

T/ie Motor Cyo'e.

"A huge stock of motor cycle and tricar tyres, doubtless the largest

of any retail store in the Jdngdom-

With such a turnover in tyres one can rely on the goods being fresh.

Prices too are in many eases at a discount of manufacturers' lists,

and in other cases a very liberal allowance is made for old covers.

Readers would be well advised to get into touch with Gamages when

needing an-nhing in the way of tyre;."—The Motor Cys/e,

Sept. 9th, 1908.

TOR

ALL

THAT

IS

6000

IN

TYRES

GENUINE RICH'S DETACHABLE TUBES.
Latest Pattern, with ppctecting s!eeve. Perfect concition ard quite fresh

NOTE OUR RRIOES

26
X 2
X 2i
X 24

Ov Prte«u

11/6

11/9
12 9

14/-

14/6

15/6 28
X 2

x2i
x2i

Oar Prieay

11/9
12/9

13/3

Dsaai Price.

14/6
15/6

16/6

FOR NON-SKIDS, COVERS, TUBES, OR BANDS,

TAKE THE EDITOR'S ADVICE.

A. W. GAMAGE, Ltd^

HOLBORN,
LONDON, E.G.

JO Ysars*

S4 Years'

BENETFINK & CO., LTD^
CHEAPSIDE,
LONDON, E.G.

In answering thi.? advertisement it is desirable that you meiUion "The 3loior Lycc^i.
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Th. '««? Cycle Valve
is composed of nine parts. The plug O in the

photograph has been invented to supersede the

ordinary valve, the rubber of which—as every

motor cyclist knows— has a nasty habit of splitting

when least expected.

Like The Famous
red rubber tubes, the Michelin valve is thoroughly

reliable.

Specify them when ordering your new tyres.

Send for new illustrated price list.

Telephone

—

Kensington

210 (4 lines).

49. 50, SUSSEX PLACE,
KENSINGTON,

ICNDCN/ S.W.

Telegrams

—

Pneun icIiD,

I ondon.

* • THE •

•

RUBBER WATAWATA
shares most of the qualities of

the Leather WATAWATA.
and is well in advane 3 of all

other composition belts.

LONDON

:

W. B. BROOK, 318. KING S REET.

HAM V1ERSMITH, W.

• • THE* • •

LEATHER WATAWATA
is the greatest of po^ver

economisers. a-d possesses

most wonderfu' tenacity and
durability.

WHICH WATAWATA?
Whether you be in favour of a composition belt or a leather one, you cannot do
better than choose a Watawata. Durability, strength of grip, and wastage prevention,
are features of both belts owing to the scientific lines on which they are constructed.
Another point about the modern Watawata, is the hook fastener which permits of

quick and easy shortening.

Write for List Dept. B,

O. & W. ORMEROD, L^' ROCHDALE.

Belts in Rubber or Leather are the most efficient made.

In answering either of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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Motor Cycle Tyres.—

The Self-sealing Rubber Co., Ltd., Hermetic
Works, Ryland Street, Birmingham, as their title

implies, supply a special air tube with self-sealing pro-

perties ; also a detachable air tube w!th the Hermetic
joint. In addition, they

market a complete tyre

called the Hermetic extra

heavy motor cycle tyre.

This is made in 24in. x

^in., 26in. and 28in. x

and 2%ni.2m., 214 m.,

The tread is a registered

zig-zag non-slipping pat-'

tern, which forms the suIj-

ject of our illustration ; a

fluted tread can also be
supplied. ' For tr'cars the

company recommend the

use of a car tvre for the

1

dri\'ing wheel, and the zig-zag or fluted type for the

steering wheels. For light motor cycles the same tyres

as are above described are made with wired and beaded
edges in the following sizes: 26;n. and 28in. x lY^m.,
2in., and 2 54^in. These light tyres are frequently

specified for the front wheels of motor bicycles, with

extra heavy tyres for the driving wheels, and the com-
bination gives most satisfactory results.

> « e<

An Automatically Variable Pulley.

ONE day last week we had an opportunity of test-

ing a new automatically variable pulley, which

has been patented by Mr. Lloyd, of the Lloyd

Motor and Engineering Co., 132, Monument
Road, Birmingham.
The device consists of a fixed pulley flange A, which

is keyed to the shaft B. Turned solid with the fixed

flange is a sleeve C in

which are slots D D.
There are three of

these slots situated at

equal distances around

the circumference of

the sleeve C. In the

sectional illustration

two have been shown
for the sake of sim-

plicity. The loose

.flange E also carries

an extension or sleeve

H in which a fork v.ill

be placed to operate

-the sliding flange

when a free engine is

required. In the

sleeve H are tapped
holes in 'which studs

are fixed. These studs

take the pressure of the coil spring J, the spring being

kept in constant compression by the cap nut K, which
screws on a "thread formed on the end of the spindle B.

Mounted on the sleeve C of the fixed flange A is a ball

bearing L, which receives the belt when the pulley flange

is opened wide enough to allow it to drop on to the top

of the ball bearing. In this manner a free engine is

obtained after the engine has been started by means

Section of the Lloyd pulley.

of the pedals. The machine we tried was not fitted
with a free engine device, and the pulleys will be sup-
plied with or without it as desired.

At first sight one naturally asks what becomes of the
slack of the belt when the pulley flange opens and the
gear is lowered ? It is only natural to expect that under
such circumstances the belt would commence to slip,
but from actual riding experience we are in a position
to prove that it does not slip to any appreciable extent,
if at all. The reason why the belt does not slip when
slack is because the coil spring is always exerting an
even pressure on the loose flange.

Mr. Lloyd handed a machine to us with a
top gear of about 3^^ to i, and so adjusted that the
pulley flange would open sufificiently to give a gear of

55^ to I. On starting the machine by running along-
s'de and mounting by the pedal the first two or three
explosions occurred with the high gear in action, but
the moment the engine felt the weight in the saddle and
had extra work to do, the pulley flange automatically
opened and lowered the gear, closing again gradually
as the machine gathered way.

Arrived at the foot of Mucklow Hill, on the road
between Birmingham and Halesowen, the machine took
the rise in excellent style. Now we know from previous
experience that a 3^^ h.p. motor bicycle has not taken
the writer, who weighs about 13 stones, up this hill

with a gear of 3^ to i without some pedal
assistance or rushing the hill, which on this

particular occasion was impracticable owing to

traffic. At the commencement of the rise the pulley
opened but slightly. On the steepest gradients it was
distinctly noticeable that the gear was reduced to about

4% or 5 to I, and on reaching a more level portion

about midway the gear again rose to about 4 to i,: auto-

matically lowering itself on the steepest gradient at the

finish and again rising as it came over the brow of the

incline.

The machine was an ordinary 3^ h.p. L.M.C. motor
bicycle, which has been in use for more than twelve

months, and has probably been ridden over 15,000
miles, as it is the firm's test machine and was the first

one built by Mr. Lloyd before the Stanley Show of

1907. The belt was a ,?^in. Lyso. which, as our

readers know, is made of canvas and rubber. Mr.

Lloyd, however, assured us that leather belts, if suffi-

ciently flexible, such as the Watawata or Stratex, would
grio equally well.

Unless a free engine is desired in conjunction with

it there is absolutely nothing for the rider to do in the

way of operating the flange, which opens and closes

according to the power exerted by the engine and the

resistance met by the machine on varying inclines. In

arldition to trying the machine ourselves we saw it

ridden ,up a hill near Halesowen, which is situated on

a bye-lane, the gradient of which cannot be less than

I in 5. Even with a rush it is generally impossible to

climb such a hill with a gear of 3 5^' to i, so that

the pulley must act perfectly and without undue slipping

or the rider could not have surmounted it. We also

understand that a prominent Birming-ham motor cyclist

has made better time on Rose Hill with this pulley

than he could do with a fixed gear of 4^ to r.

We must say that the results of the short trial left

us with a most favourable impression of the simplicity

and automatic action of the pulley, and readers can

confidently expect to hear more of it in subsequent issues.



TIME TO LIGHT LAMPS.—Oct. 7th, 6.26 p.m. ; Oct. 10th, 6.19 p.m. ; Oct. 14th, 6.10 p.m.

A Seasonable Topic.

Next week's issue will contain a

special illustrated article on lamps for

motor cycles.

A Correction.

We liave been asked to point out that

H. V. Colver did not run out of petrol

ill the T.T. Race as wae stated last

week. His consumption was at the

rate of 85.1 miles per gallon, his sole

trouble being due to a burst tyre.

A Tourist Trophy Note.

C. R. Collier, who finished second in

the T.T. Race (single-cylinder class),

employed a Brown and Barlow handle-

bar-controlled carburetter on his 3^ h.p.

?Iatchless J. A. P. ; in fact, both the

Colliers used this new model carbu-

retter, and were well pleased with the

results obtained.

TorksMre Police Traps.

A 220 yards trap is working On
Roundhay Road, Leeds, between Hare
hills I^ane and Kitson's Rest ; another
same distance at Moortown, Leeds, be-

tween Chained Bull Hotel and cross-

roads ; one on Leeds and York Road,
i-'id Tadcaster, at cross-roads. Another
'^•'20 yards trap on York and Leeds
Iload, three miles from Wetherby, aid
vet another, on the same road commenc-
ing at seven miles stone from York,
Afhich also includes cross roads.

Audible Warning.

The case against the Rickmansworth
motor cyclist for not giving audible
warning, although he was riding a
twin-cylinder motor cycle with the cut-

out open, was dismissed at Wareham,
Dorset, on payment of costs. Another
rider was less fortunate. He was fined

for crossing the crown of Wareham
Bridge without blowing the horn. The
bridge at this point is alleged to be
dangerous, although at the time of the
incident there was no traffic upon it.

It would appear that the police are not
particular about noise, as long as they
can secure a conviction for not giving
audible warning. Tliis is no induce-
ment to motor cycle makers to make
their engines less noisy, and is a dis-

tinctly farcical proceeding. We are
positively certain that the public do
not wish to hear constant horn blow-
ing. There is also considerable doubt
about the legality of such a conviction.
The Act says "whenever necesisary."
If it is constantly necessary, according
to some magistrates, a perpetually
blowing horn or whistle appears to be
th© only remedy.

The Next A.C.U. Quarterly Trial.

The quarterly trial to be held on

Saturday week, the 17th inst., will

bring the competition season of 1203 to

a close. The usual course from Ux-
bridge to Banbury and back will be
follow,ed, and' the competitors will be
timed on Dashwood and Amersham
Hills. Entry forms can be obtained
from the A.C.U. secretary at 18, Down
Street, Piccadilly, W.
Another Motor Bicycle Stolen.

On the 26th ult. a "fair" man with
a foreign accent (evidently a G?rman
or Russian), slight moustache, age
about 25, height 5ft. 7in., well drersed,

called in answer to an advertisement
of Mr. W.' Bloomfield, 186, South
Lambeth Road, S.W., of a 1907 twin
Rex de Luxe. He asked to try the
machine, turned a corner, and has not
been seen or heard of since. Any
reader giving information to Mr.
Bloomfield leading to the recovery of

the machine will b3 well rewardeL
The motor cycle is a standard '07

twin Rex with Roc clutch, aluminium
finish.

Tourist Trophy Race.

Mr. William Heaton has asked us to

mention that the reason of his retire-

ment in the fifth circuit of the above
race between the Devil's Elbow and
St. Germain after covering seventy-
four miles was because of a broken
connecting rod and piston. He did not
ride his own machine in the race.

Ran Out o{ Petrol.

The gold medal presented by the Rex
Motor Mfg. Co., Ltd., for the best per-

formance of a private entrant on a Rex
machine was won by A. J. Moorhouse,
who ran out of petrol a few miles from
the finish.

The Marathon Race on Saturday.

One of the earliest motor cyclists in

the London district, and one of the
firist members of the Motor Cycling
Club, Mr. W. G. Weekes, is ofl&ciating

as ciiief judge in the great Marathon
race (first prize £10C) from Windsor tc

the Stadium—a distance of twenty-six
miles—on Satui'day,'the 10th inst. On
this occasion he will naturally act in

the above capacity on a pedal cycle.

•r>

The T.T. Race. A Rex rider crossing Ballig Bridge at full speed.
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Police Traps.

There is a measured quarter-mile on
the main road between Bolton and
Horwich

A Hill-climb Abandoned.

The open hill-climb of the Bradford

M.C.G., which was on Saturday's pro-

gramme of motor cycle events, was
abandoned at the last moment owing .to

lack of entries. Next year, at a more
- favourable time, a similar event wjll

be held. We much regret that the

conditions and particulars of the

classes were not received in time to be

published 'm. these columns, which
probably accounts to some extent for

the scarcity of entries,

Petrol Gauges.

With regard to the recent refcTence

to petrol gauges in our leaderette

in last week's issue on the Motor
Cycle T.T. Eace, Mr. A. C.

Davidson, the well-known in-

ventor and constructor of these

devices, recently called at these

officejS and pointed out that had
the users of his gauges in the race

fitted them according to his

advice they could be easily seen

from the saddle. In the David-
son gauge catalogues there are

two models which are easily

visible, namely, types la and 2.

In the first-named the gauges are

set in the tank at an angle, and
if the rider inclines his Lead to

the slightest extent he can easily

see the quantity of petrol he has
left, while type 2 is especially

suitable for such a race as the
T.T., as it shows the level of the
fuel do^wn to the last drop, and
if the glass is turned towards the
rider he can see how his con-

sumption is going on at a glance.
In writing the leaderette above referred
to we failed to remember these two
models of gauges, and now that their
good points have- been emphasised,
motor cyclists will be glad to know
that what we wrote of as being a
benefit as yet unattained is one which
is actually within the reach of all.

The Brooklands Winner.

Grordon Gibson, who . won .the

Brooklands 5^ miles handicap race on
Satuiday, retained the mudguards on
his T.T. Triumph, although, according
to the regulations, they were not neces-
saryj and, in fact, were removed by
the majority of the competitors. The
winner's engine has. a higher compres-
sion than the standard 1908 engine.
Biberdum used his influence in the
race, for both first and second were on
Michelin tyres.

Fined for Excessive Speed.

For driving a motor bicycle at an
excessive speed at Shooters Hill Road,
S. H. Turner, of Charlton, was fined

Bb and 2s. costs at Greenwich last

week. Oft being informed that the
offence was committed at night, and
that the speed was upwards of twenty-
eight miles per hour, the magistrate
said: "It is monstrous. What will

happen if you people go on as you are
domg is that there will be somt re-

actionary legislation which will sruin

the industry."

<rHi)

Motor Union Annual Dinner.

It is proposed to hold the annual
dinner of the M.U. on Wednesday,
November 18th, at the Hotel Great
Central, London. This event ie the
occasion of the yearly re-union of
motorists from all parts' of the king-
dom, and members are asked to re-
serve the date.

Germany's Foreign Trade in Motor Cycles.

Compared with the first eight montlis
of 1907, German foreign trade in motor
cycles for a like period during the cur-
rent year shows a decline. in both sales
and purchases. She imported 251
machines valued at £7,530, as against
292 worth £8,760. Some sixty-five per
cent, came from Belgium and Austro-
Hungary. Half of the tonnage was
admitted under a duty of £1 18s. 2d. a

FUTURE EVENTS.

Council Meeting atOct. 10—Auto Cycle Union
Leamington Spa.

„ 17—AUTO CYCLE UNION QUARTERLY TRIAL
of Motor Cycles, Uxbridge to Banbury and
back.

,,'*'2i—Motor Union General Committee Meeting.

Nov. 13 21—Olympia Automobile Exhibition.

„ 18—Motor Union General Committee Meeting.

„ 20-28—THIRTY-SECOND ANNUAL STANLEY
SHOW, at the Agricultural Hall, Islington.

,, 28 to Dec. 13—Paris Salon Exhibition of Motor
Cycles, Cars, and Accessories.

Dec. 16.—Motor Union General Committee Meeting.

cwt., one-seventh under a rate of

£1 15s. 7d., and the rest under one of

£2 10s. lOd. During August the
number of imported machines was
twenty-one. Exports show a much
larger drop, viz., 1,279 against 1,950,
or a difference of 671. As this means
a difference of 508 double cwts., the fall

in value, based on 750 marks per double
cwt., was 381,000 marks, or £19;500.
Great Britain heads the list of pur-

One of the competitors in the A.C.U. Penalty
Run on a Rex Litette on Saturday last being
chased by the inevitable dog.

chasers with 668 cwts. From January
to August, 1907, her purchases reached
674 cwts., so that Germany has practi-

cally lost no ground in the British

market. The falling off of sales in

Holland is striking—66 cwts. against
656 cwts. The Danish sales, too.
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diminished over fifty per cent., Den-
mark taking 212 cwts. compared with
450 cwts. in 1907.

Dry Batteries in the T.T. Race.

E. M. Brice was the only ridet
in the T.T. Eace to u.se dry
battery ignition on hie machine.
Last week we stated that he used accu-
mulator ignition, but such was not the
case, as he employed two Hellesen dry
batteries in connection with a two-way
switch, a plain coil, and make and
break contact breaker. How well this
ignition served him is proved by his
average speed of 33| miles per hour
throughout the race.

A Pioneer Motor Cyclist.

Motor cyclists who remember Ernest
Arnott as a former captain and one of

the founders of the M.C.C. will
be interested to learn that he is
now a prosperous business man
m British Columbia in the
lumber trade. Arnott did an im-
mense amount of pioneering work
in the early days, being, we be-
lieve, the second motor cyclist to
set up an End-to-end record
under almost insuperable diffi-

culties, the machine he rode
being a very different specimen
from the almost perfect models of
to-day, and, but for his happy
disposition, it is doubtful if he
would have got through, his
machine jibbing at most of the
tussles up the steep hills on the
End-to-end route. Arnott was
also a noted track rider, and com-
peted in a number of Continental
road races. After being engaged
in the motor ear trade for some
years he decided to go abroad,
and has settled down in the far
North-west of Canada.

A Mysterious Incident.

In the table of results of the T.T.
Eace we stated that J. Marshall's
machine had the ieal wire broken. This
was found to be the case a little time
after the race was concluded, but we
understand that Mr. Cove, to whom
the machine was handed on the winner
finishing, said that the seal was intact
when he took the machine over.

Irish Hill-climb.

Cecil A. Rea (3^ h.p. Triumph) won
the private owners' class in the
.M.C.U.I. (Ulster centre) hill-climb at
Central Avenue, Bangor, Co. Down, on
Saturday last, A. F. Craig (2| h.p. X)
winning the event open to all members.
There were eleven competitors in the
first class and twelve in the second, and
the competition was witnessed by a large

crowd of interested spectators.

RellabUiiy Run for the Academic Prize.

The Berlin branch of the Motor
Cyclists' Association organised on Sep-
tember 27th a reliability run of 210
kilometres, including a speed trial over
16.8 kilometres (10^ miles) for the
Academic Prize (presented by Dr.
Ernst Andreas), together with a gold
medal. Out of some thirty entrants on
light cars, tricars, and motor bicycles.

Von Grabla's twin Phanomen bicycle

showed the best results, both as re-

gards reliability according to a crive?*

formula and the speed test.
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The Brooklands Motor Cycle Handicap.
GREAT were the rejoicings at Brooklands on

Saturday at the revival of the motor
cycle races. The spectators really en-

joyed them, and showed the greatest possible
enthusiasm. Out of twenty-eight entries every one turned

up at the start. Unfortunately, the start took place

at the end of the finishing straight almost completely

out of view ; at least so far off was it from the paddock
that the men
were practically

i n d i s t inguish-

able. Once under
way it was
merely a matter

of conjecture as

to who was who,
and thanks to

the design of the

track, which only

allows the com-
petitors to pass

the grand stand

at the finish, the

progress of the

race could not

be followed

.

Despite this dis-

advantage, there

is no doubt that

Brooklands, on
account of its absolute safety, is

motor cycle racing, and there

meeting being held in the very

which motor cycle races only will

Gordon Gibson (3| h.p. Triumph), winner of the 2
Brooklands Motor Cycle Handicap Plate on
Saturday last. Distance about 5| miles. Handi-
cap start 2 mins. 20 sees. Speed 53 miles per
hour. f

the place ibr

is talk of a

near future at

figure on the

programme, and we sincerely hope that there is a strong

foundation for this very pleasant rumour. At 4.10 p.m.

on Saturday the Motor Cycle Handicap Plate of twenty-

five sovereigns was run (the entrant of the winner

received fifteen sovereigns, the entrant of the second

seven sovereigns, and the entrant of the third three

sovereigns) ; distance about five and a half miles. The
winner of the event was Gordon Gibson (35^ h.p.

Triumph, 84 x 86 mm.), handicap 2m. 20s., time

6m. qI/^s., speed 53 miles an hour; second came R.

O. Clark (5 h.p. four-cylinder F.N., 50 x 57 mm.),
handicap 2m. 20s. ; third, R. J. Bell (2^ h.p. N.S.U.,

75 X 75 mm.), handicap 2m. 15s., time 6m. 5%s.

;

fourth, W. Genn (5 h.p. twin Minerva, 70 x 75 mm.),

handicap im. 40s. The first four finished fairly close

together. Then came in their order of finishing H. G.
Partridge (6 h.p. twin N.S.U., 75 x 90 mm.), im. 30s.

start; C. E. Bennett (5 h.p. Vindec twin, 75 x
76mm), im. 35s. start; W. H. Bashall (35^ h.p.

Triumph, 84 x 86 mm.), im. 35s. start; H. V. Colver
(33^' h.p. Matchless, 85 x 76 mm.), im. 40s. start.

The following big machines started from scratch and
had no chance at all of* being placed: W. E. Cook
(7 h.p. twinN.L.G., 80 x 98 mm.), M. Geiger (8 h.p.

twin N.S.U., 80 X 100 mm.), \V. B. R. Moorhouse
(7 h.p. J. A. P. twin, 85 X 90 mm.), and C. R. Collier

(7 h.p. twin Matchless, 85 x 85 mm.) Much discon-

tent was expressed at the handicap, and as an example
of this we may point out that Bell's 2^ h.p. N.S.U.
had 5s. less start than Gibson's 33^ h.p. Triumph.
While it was distinctly pleasing to see' three medium
powered touring motor bicycles take the first three

The Brooklands Motor Cycle Handicap Plate. Scene in the paddock on
Saturday last. The greatest interest was displayed in this event, 28 entries
were received.

places, we should have liked to have seen the more
powerful machines ha^'e at least a sporting chance.
The betting was 3 to i against Clark and Shanks
(2% h.p. Chater-Lea), 4 to i against Gibson, and

5 to I against the others. The complete list of starters

was given in our last issue.

> «« o«»—<——

—

In our table of results of the T.T. Race, H. Reed, the
winner of the twin class, was said to have 2% ozs. of

petrol left. This should have read 235^025.

A group of

competitors who
took part in the

Liverpool M.C.
Petrol Consump-
tion Trial on Sat-

urday last, photo-

graphed outside

the Abbey Hotel,

Broad Green.
The Grst motor
cycle competitor

was Mr. Thomp-
son, 7-9 Waver-
ley-Jap and side-

car.
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The Auto Cycle Union Penalty Run.
THIS event, always one of the most interesting

features of the Auto Cycle Union's programme,
was held on Saturday last over the same route

as previous years, starting from the Castle

Hotel, Woodford, Essex, to the 44th milestone on the

Newmarket Road, via Epping, Harlow, Sawbridge-

worth, and Newport, and back again tp Woodford

—

a total distance of seventy-tvv'o miles, the minimum
time allowed being ih. 52m. 30s. for the half distance

and 3h. 45m. for the full distance, the maximum being

4h. The conditions of the run were that any com-
petitor making a stop of any kind was fined is. for

each stoppage, the maximum fines incurred by any

one competitor being limited to 5s., whilst any com-
petitor failing to finish within maximum time was

The A.C.U. Penalty Run on Saturday last. Competitors preparing tor tbe
ride in the hotel yard at Woodford.

fined IS., those failing to finish within 4^h.,.2s. 6d.

Pedalling, except for traffic, counted as a stop, and
had to be paid for as such. Those competitors who
accomplished a non-stop performance and adhered
strictly to schedule times were entitled to a medal.
In addition to these awards the committee of the

Union offered a special prize of two guineas to the

club whc^e representatives as a team accomplished
the best non-stop performances and adhered most
strictly to the minimum schedule times. For this

prize the following clubs sent teams: Walthamstow,
Essex, North West London, and West Essex.

Owing to the necessity for lighting up earlier at

this time of the year, the start was fixed for two
o'clock to enable competitors to get back before dark.

Long before the time for starting the scene outside the

Castle Hotel was an animated one, the competitors

and their machines being watched with great interest

by the large number of people who had assembled to

see the start. Promptly at two o'clock the first batch

of six riders were sent off, other batches following at

intervals of one minute, forty-seven out of the fifty-

three entrants being despatched.

The outward journey was without special interest,

except for the fact that several of the competitors had
to pay a shilling because they had punctured. At the

turning point some of the riders showed a tendency to

loiter about, but, as this was against the rules, and
they were threatened with a fine of is., they promptly

resumed their journey. The return journey was much

Laeey (2f h.p. Laurin and
*W. S. Lowe (3^ h.p. Rex),
C. Samuel (5 h.p. Vindec

more irksome than the outward half, particularly
between Epping and Woodford, the road between these
points being crowded with outward bound cyclists.

The first batch of riders were due back at 5.45 p.m.,
but long before this a crowd of people had assembled
and were watching intently down the road for a sign of
the first arrivals. Presently a group of motor cyclists
was seen coming from the direction of Epping, and,
although very dusty, it was soon evident that they were
competitors, and a cheer was given them. Others
followed at varying intervals. The following is a record
of the performances:
Walthamstow M.C.—J. D.

Klement), 3h. 56in. (one stop)

;

3h. 49m. 31|s. (non-stop) ; H.
Special), 3h. 49m. 19s. (one stop); *0. C. Godfrey (3^ h.p
E^x), 3h. 48m. 31s. (one stop) ; *F. Applebee, jun. (5 h.p.
Rex), 3h. 46m. 51|s. (non-stop); *W. H Applebee (3^ h.p.
Rex), 3h. 47m. 22|s. (one stop); *J. W. Percival (6 h.p.
Royal tricar), 3h. 48m. 22|s. (non-stop) ; *R. J. Lisles (5^ h.p.
Humber tricar), 3h. 48m. 22|s. (non-stop) ; C. W. Lee (3^ h.p.
Rex forecar), 3h. 47m. 22|s. (non-stop) ; L. Beekess (5 h.p.
Kerry tricar), outside time; A. Harris (5^ h.p. Zedel tricar),

3h. 47m. 48s. (non-stop).

Essex M.C—A. G. Peppercorn (2| h.p. A.G.P.), 3h. 47m.
55s. (one stop) ; B. Siflfken (3^ h.p. Rex and sidecar), outside
time; *A. G. Reynolds (5 h.p. Vindec Special), 3h. 46m.
47|s. (non-stop) ; E. C. Reynolds (3^ h.p. Quadrant), 3h. 44m.
56s. (non-stop); T. M. Tyson (3^ h.p. Rex), 3h. 48m. 22|s.

(one stop); *F. W. Applebee (3^ h.p. Rex), 3h. 48m. 33|s.

(one stop) ; *H. C. Surridge (3^ h.p. Rex), 3h. 46m. 40s. (one

stop); *R. M. White (2^ h.p. Buchet), 3h. 47m. (one stop);

W. H. Bishop (3i h.p. Vindec Special), 3h. 49m. 43s. (one

stop); *G. L. Fletcher (2 h.p. Moto-Reve), 3h. 47m. S^s.

(non-stop) ; A. P. Howard (6 h.p. Singer tricar), 3h. 59m.
54s. (one stop).

West Essex A.C.—*V. Baldwin (3-^ h.p. Brown), 3h. 51m.
ll|s. (non-stop); *W. M. Gunnett (3 h.p. Triumph), 3h. 48m.
49|s. (non-stop) ; *W. E. Gunnett (3^ h.p. Triumph), 3h. 48m.
18|s. (non-stop); *R. C. Dendy (3i h.p. Brown), 3h. 49m.

42s. (non-stop) ; *A. E. Dendy (3 h.p. Centaur), 3h. 49m. 32s.

(non-stop); G. Holland (3^ h.p. Brown), 3h. 50m. 36s. (non-

stop); F. A. Hardy (2 h.p. Moto-Reve), 3h. 49m. 43s. (non-

stop).

North-west London M.C.O.—*A. W. Hunt (2| h.p. Chater

Lea), 3h. 50m. 40s. (non-stop) ; *H. V. Davidson, jun. (3^ h.p.

Zenette), 3h. 50m. 39s. (non-stop) ; *C. H. Crole Rees (6 h.p.

Advance), 3h. 48m. ll|s. (non-stop); *G. J. Davis (5 h.p.

Vindec Special), 3h. 48m. 45s. (non-stop); *G. Rowden (3^

h.p. Bat), 3h. 44m. 10s. (two stops) ; *W. A. Jacobs (3^ h.p.

Rex), 3h. 48m. ll|s R. Scott (5 h.p. Vindec(non-stop)

Special), 3h. 49m. lOs. (non-stop).

AiTTO Cycle Union.—A. D. E. Craig (5 h.p F.N.), 3h.

50m. 31|s. (non-stop); W. F. Merritt (3^ h.p. Tnumph), 3h.

50m. 45s. (non-stop); H. 0. Hagan (5 h.p. Vmdec Special

and sidecar), outside time ; R. H. Ratcliffe (3i h.p. Triumph),

outside time.

Motor Cycling Club.—C. H. Barfield (5 h.p. Vindec

Special), 3h. 51m.
Reve), 3h. 49m.

ll|s. (non-stop); W. Smith (2 h.p. Moto-

31|s. (non-stop); C. C. Cook (3i h.p.

Triumph), 3h. 49m. 33|s. (non-stop).

Great Yarmouth and District M.C.C—F. W.

(3i h.p. Zenette), 3h. 50m. 31|s. (non-stop) ;
F. G.

Barnes
Galley

(21 h.p. Anglian), 3h. 45m. 33|s. (non-stop)

BocARDO M.C.C. (Oxford).-H. G. Hill (5 h.p. Vmdec

Special), 3h. 48m. 51s. (non-stop)

*Riders nominated to compete for the team prize.

The West Essex A.C. proved winners of the team

prize, all six riders making a complete non-stop per-

formance. The following were the officials : Judges,

Messrs. B. Chatterton and H. G. Cove; timekeepers,

Messrs. Burley, Straight, and Wakefield ;
marshals,

Messrs. M. W. Randle, H. B. Renner, C. Glenny,

and O. L. Summers. Mr. Glenny kmdly conveyed

the timekeeper to the turning point on his car.
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CLUB NEWS.
Lincolnshire M.C.C.

The last jneet of the year is, at Skegness, at the Pier Hotel,

on Saturday, at 3 p.m. Tea at 5. The team trial is next

Wednesday, and the London run on the 24th.

Western District M.C. (London).

The above club will hold a petrol consum-ption test on the

11th inst. at Gerrard's Cross. Meet at the Milford Hotel

9.30 a.m. Entrance fee, 2s. 6d.

The hill-climb held last month has been declared void

owing to some inaccuracies in the weighing of competitors'

machines, and will be held at a future date to be announced
shortly.

Coventry M.C.

The above club held a speed judging contest on Saturday
last in the Warwickshire lanes. No competitor was
aware of the course, and no watches or speed recorders were
permitted. A six-cylinder Humber car, driven by Mr. S.

Wright, and kindly lent by Humber, Ltd., laid an ingenious

paper trail over a devious route which included Finham
Green, Baginton, Stoneleigh Hill, Ashow, Cubbington,

Weston, Prinoethorpe, Marten, and Long Itchington.

Twenty-five miles were recorded on the distance indicator

when the Humber car was brought to a standstill at Long
Itchington. Thirteen motor cycles and cars took part, and
were allotted various speeds ranging between fifteen and
twenty miles per hour. The prize for best performance on a

motor cycle was awarded to Mr. E. J. Hardy (Hardy tricar).

18 m.p.h., who was only 40s. too fast. Other motor cyclists

were T. W. Drayton, 3^ h.p. Triumph, error 18m. fast; H.
M. Carter, 3^ h.p. W. and P., 12m. 55s. fast; A. Startin,

5 h.p. Riley tricar, 5m. 8s. slow ; E. W. Harris, 3 h.p.

Triumph, 5m. 35s. slow ; and C. T. Lloyd, 5 h.p. Rexette
tricar, 7m. 35s. fast.

Liverpool M.C,

On Saturday last, October 3rd, the above club held its

annual petrol consumption trial, starting at Broad Green (out-

side Liverpool). The weather for once being very favourable

a very fair number of entries were received. All competitors

were weighed on the spot, tanks and carburetters emptied,

and petrol given out equivalent to one gallon for every 300

lbs. total weight. The course was ten miles long. All tanks

were officially sealed. Competitors, if they had completed
the course and had any petrol left, continued until the petrol

gave out, when they remained at the same spot till picked up
by the official car, when the distance travelled was checked
and the tank seals examined. Speed was not to exceed twenty
miles per hour, and no pushing or pedalling was allowed.

Two prizes were given first value £1 and all entrance fees

;

second value £1. Results :

No. Rider and machine. Miles. Miles
per gallon.

1. Mr. Philpott (6 h.p. Wolseley) ... 27 = 44^
2. Mr. Thompson (7-9 h.p. Waverley-

J.A.P. and sidecar) 24^ = 109^
3. Mr. Lee (6 h.p. Waverley-J.A.P.

and sidecar) ...

4. Mr. Lake (10-12 h.p. Humber car) ...

5. Mr. Jones (3^ h.p. Rex and sidecar)

Nine inotor bicycles, one tricycle, nine motor bicycles and
sidecars, and three cars took part in the contest.

Manchester M.C.

To mark the closing run and the last competition of the
year the above club held its second petrol consumpliion
competition over a circular course of about twenty-five
miles on Saturday last. It was open to both motor cycle
and car members, ano" there were two prizes offered in each
class eliciting an entry of twenty-six. Petrol was served out
by the club (Shell spirit', according to weight and horse-
power, none of the motor cycles receiving a quantity much
exceeding a pint, yet several competitors alrtiost completed
the entire circuit of twenty-five 'Tiiles on that amount. Some
of the cars did marvellous peri^rmances by doing about a
circuit and a half. The results on handicap of the motor
cycle class were as follows : 1, J. L. Rose, 4^ h.p. four-cylinder

F.N., equal to 132 miles per gallon; 2, J. E. Tytler, 3^ h.p.

Triumph, 192 miles per gallon (a club record) ; 3, Otto Gross,

4^ h.p. Eagle Rurabout, 80 miles per gallon ; 4, A. J. Moor-
house (hon. sec), 5 h.p. twin Riex, 131 miles per gallon.

The others were out of -t owing to various faults and' minor

23i = 112^
= 24i23

221 112

mishaps. It wa^ quite dark by the time the official car
had checked the results, which were announced at the Nags
Head, Bucklow Hill, ten miles from Manchester. Special
auxiliary tanks capable of being emptied to the last drop
were supplied by the club.

Birmingham M.C.C.

A " flexibility " hill-climbing competition was held on Satur-
day on Weatheroak Hill, near Alvechurch. There were
thirteen entries, and everything passed off successfully, a
goodly concourse of the members being present as spectators.
The competition consisted of a fast and a slow climb up the
hill, which is about a quarter of a mile long and has an
average gradient of about 1 in 6. A prize was awarded for
fastest time, another for slowest time, and a third prize for
the competitor having the greatest difference between his fast

and slow times. All three prizes were carried off by H. Rem
Fowler on his T.T. twin Norton. Results as follows :

Time in seconds.
Competitor and Machine.

1. Rem Fowler (5 h.p. Norton) ...

2. R. Pritchard (6 h.p. N.S.U.) ...

3. R. W. Duke (3^ h.p. Triumph)
4. L. J. Walker (3^ h.p. Triumph)
5. E. C. F. Evans (6 h.p. Rex) ...

6. H. C. Rapier (5 h.p. N.S.U.)
7. Seymour Smith (5 h.p. Norton)
8. J. Troman (3^ h.p. Triumph) ...

9. F. G. Sandison (3i h.p. Triumph)
H. J. Heaven (3^ h.p. Quadrant)
J. C. Norton (3^ h.p. Norton)
H. Oswald (3^ h.p. Quadrant) ...

R. Samson (3^ h.p. L.M.C.) ...

The result of the petrol consumption trials held on Septem-

'

ber 5th has been withheld in order to check the figures

obtained. As these appeared so remarkable in one or two

Fast. Slow.

... 27s. . .. 63s.

... 27|s. . .. 62is.

... 32|s. . .. 53|s.

... 37|s. . .. 55is.

... 35s. . .. 50is.

... 371s. . .. 52^8.

... 31|s. .. . 43is.
... 33|s. . .. 44|s.

... 32|s. . . 43fs.
... 59|s. . . Failed
... 36is. .. . Failed
... Failed.

... 42|s. . . Failed

Start of some of the competitors in the Brooklands Motor Cycle Handicap
Plate, as seen from the banking, looking up the finishing straight.

instances the leading figures were rechecked to ensure accu-
racy. The results were almost identical witli those previously
obtained with, one exception, and are given herewith. The
course was a circular one of twenty-six miles, and was
covered twice. A speed of twenty miles per hour was fixed,

to which all competitors conformed :

Petrol Miles Order
Name and machine. consumption. per

gallon. f<

on
Pints. jrmula.

R. Samson (3^ h.p. L.M.C.) 2.5 .. . 160 ... 1

F. G. Sandison (3^ h.p. Triumph) 3.56 .. . 112 ... 5
R. H. Edwards (3^ h.p. Triumph) ... 3.87 .. 103 ... 7

R. W. Duke (3i h.p. Triumph) ... 3.18 .. . 126 ... 3
H. Oswald (3^ h.p. Quadrant) ... 3.56 .. . 112 ... 6

Rem Fowler (5 h.p. Norton) 4.31 .. 92.6 ... 8
H. Heaven (3^ h.p. Quadrant) ... 6.5 . 61.5 ... 10
H. C. Rapier (5 h.p. N.S.U.) ... 4.5 .. 88.5 ... 9
J. Troman (3^ h.p. Triumph) 3.25 .. . 123 ... 4
A M. Lomax (3^ h.p. Triumph) ... 2.75 .. . ,145.5 ... 2
J. Whitworth (1^ h.p. Werner) ... 6 66.5 ... 11
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ab News.

—

Booardo M.C.C. (Oxford).

At the end of last month a hill-climb and speed-judging
contest took place, with the following results :

Hill-climb (Prof. Callendar's formula).
—1, R. G. T. Gillman (3^ h.p. Fafnir),
figure of merit 56.17. H. Braithwaite
made a good second on a 3^ h.p.
Trivimph, figure of merit 56.62.

Speed-judging.—The object was to
ride one-fourth of a mile at an average
rate of 15 m.p.h. This event was won
by Mr. Pilcher, his time being Im. 2s.

Birmingham M.C.C.

On the 10th inst. the run is to Leam-
ington, starting at 2.30 p.m. On the
Monday following, members will join
in a run to Stratford, starting from
College Road at 6.30 p.m. October
17th, run to King's Bromley; 24th inst.,

Atherstone; and 31st inst., Harvington
Hall.

^

Pembrokeshire A.C. (Motor Cycle Section).

On the 25th ult. a very successful
hill-climbing competition was held for
clab members. The club gave three
medals in the motor cycle class—(1) best
performance single-cylinder machines on
formula, (2) fastest motor cycle, and (3)

best performance multi-cylinder machine
oi formula. The results were :

Single-cylinders.

791

The prize for the fastest time of the day was won by ?ilr.
E. Allen. The committee also subscribed for a special me kil
to be awarded to Mr. G. F. Owen for best performance ofa
private owner on his own machine.

E. -Allen, 3^ h.p. T.T. Triumph
G. F. Owen, 3^ h.p. Triumph ...

Eric Grfeen, 3^ h.p. Triumph ...

L. H. Higgon, 3^ h.p. Triumph
A. J. Gwilliam, 3^ h.p. Rex
G. A. Hill, 3 h.p. Triumph
Hugh James, 3^ h.p. Triumph ...

George Carrow, 3^ h.p. Minerva
E. Lipscombe, 3^ h.p. Triumph ...

S. D. Pugh, 3^ h.p. Vindeo ...

D. Evans, 3^ h p. Vindec
Twin-cylinders.

Ralph Green, 5 h.p. Vindec

Meet of the Oxford Bocardo M.C.C, on the occasion of the last competition during 1908.

I
The hon. sec, Mr. J. B. Gaskell, Clyst House, Miliord,

Haven, will be pleased to enrol new members.
Bradford M.C.C.

The following are the donors to the " Subscription
Trophy" for the open hill-climb, and the Bradford club
wishes

_
to express its sincerest thanks to the subscribers

:

The Micbelin Tyre Co., pair of tyres value £6; the Jowett
Motor Co., £1 Is. ; Mr. J. A! Prestwich, £1 Is. ; the
Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd., £1 Is.; the Rex MotoB Mfg. Co.,
Ltd,. £1 Is. ; E. M. Bowden's Patent Syndicate, Ltd., £1
Is. ; Mr. E. S. Myers, 10s. 6d. ; J. Lucas, Ltd., an Acety-
phote lamp value 17s. 6d. ; the Hanover Rubber Co., 10s. 6d*

;

Brown Bros., Ltd., 10s.; J. B. Brooks, Ltd., 10s. fd. As
announced in another part of this issue, the open hill-climb
arranged for the 3rd inst. has been abandoned, but a similar
event will probably be held next j^ear.

Order on Order on
Time. Formula.

... 1 .. 1

... 2 .. 2

... 3 .. 3

... 5 .. 4

... 4 .. 5

... 8 .. 6

... 6 .. 7

... 9 .. 8

... 7 .. 9

... 11 .. 10

... 10 .. 11

Capt. Sir R. K.''Arbuthnot, Bart., R.N., after finishing thirdiin the Tourist Trophy Racerin the Isle ofBMan.
[' His average speed was 38.2 miles per hour and consumption 107.2 miles per gallon. The third prize'^was £10,

and Capt. Arbuthnot also wins Mr, M, J Scbulte's silver cup for the fastest time by a private owner on a single-

cylinder machine.

"THE AUTOCAR" LECTURES.
Arrangements have now been com-

pleted for a series of eight lectures
referred to in previous issues), to
be given at the following centres

:

Newcastle-on-Tyne— Armstrong College,
Monday evenings at 7.30, commencing
October 26th. London—Queen's Hall,
Langham Place, Tuesday afternoons at
3.30 and evenings at 8.30, commencing
October 13th. Birmingham—The Uni-
versity, Edmund Street, Wednesday
evenings at 7.30, commencing October
21st. Leeds—The University, Thursday
evenings at 7.20, commencing October
22nd. Manchester—Geographical Insti-

tute, Parsonage, Deansgate, Friday
afternoons at 4 and evenings at 7.3dj

commencing October 23rd. The lec-

turers are Dr. W. R. Ormandy (Tate
Research and Bishop Berkeley Fellow
of the Owens College, Manchester) and
Mr. J. H. Lester, M.Sc. (of the Man-
chester Chamber of Comn^erce Testing
House). These lectures will be quite as

interesting to motor cyclists as to motor
car owners ; we therefore advise our
readers in the districts above mentioned
to write for further particulars to the

Secretary, Lecture Department, Tht
Autocar, 20, Tudor Street, E.C. The
fee for the course is £1 Is,
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 23, Tudor Street. E.G., and should be accompanied by the writer's tull name and address.

The Standardisation of IMotor Cycle Rims.

[3581.]— I have noticed of late several letters upon the

above subject, and, as a manufacturer of motor cyc^e tyre

rims, I beg to state that all English 26in. x 2in. tj'res will

fit one standard rim, but the 26in. x 2^in. and 26in. x 2-^-in.

vary in different makes. I think the best thing to do
when ordering rims is to state what size and make of tyre

they are required to fit. J. T. JAMEfe.

A Puncture Curing Material.

[3582.]—I don't think many of your readers know of

Ailustite, a liquid preparation for putting inside air tubes
to repair punctures. I put some inside mine nearly four
months ago, and have never had to blow them up since.

The front tyre was punctured when I put it in, and I have
pulled out one nail from the back tyre and have not touched
it since. I think if End-to-end riders were to use it they
would not have any punctures to mend, and so save time
and marks. I know I would not be without it now. It was
introduced to me by Mr. Michael Bruce, 60, Clerk Street,

Edinburgh, when I was getting a belt for my motor cycle.

I had only met Mr. Bruce twice before, s-i this is not a
case of a free advertisement, but I believe in "honour where
honour is due." ' S 1116.

Footrssts V. Pedals and Stands.

[3583.]—In reply to "A. Hodgson" [3556), I am the
proud owner of a 5-7 h.p. twin Eoc which I have chrift;:n:d

"the no trouble machine." I bought the machine second-
hand, and since it has been in my possession have been
several hundreds of miles on it with passenger (ten stonss)—-nyself eleven stones—^through six or seven different coun-
ties, but have never had the least suspicion of a slipping
clutch. During this time I hav3 never cleaned or rinsed
the clutch with petrol or anything else. I ride my machine
in all weathers, and if Mr. Hodgson happens to be passing
this way (Farnham, Surrey), he will meet one very satis-
fied rider of the Roc. S. A. PARSONS.

[3584.]—We think that your correspondent "Medico"
cannot have seen your report of our traffic rids through the
city (observed by yourselves) in your itsiie of September 2nd.
Our Gradua gear overcomes all the difficulties which he

finis with' his present mount. The engine can be started
with a handle direct on to the engine, with the machine
lying over on its footrests. There is no need to hold up
either the machine or the exhaust valve whilst doing this.
The gear being i-ifiniteiy variab'e, the engine is never

raced in traffic, and that the engine can be kept cool in
traffic is amply pi'oved by our demonstration as referred to
above. ZENITH MOTORS, LTD.

[3585.]—I am mucli interested in the discussion of Roc
clutch and two-speed gear. I have a 1£08

. Roc maohins,
and find that on level roads the high gear band grips fairly
well, even when splashed with oil. The low gear band will
not grip properly on steep hills. The machine comes to a
standstill, and the engine continues to race.
My weight is over seventeen stones, and that may have

something to do with it. I met an enthusiastic rider at

Abington, Lanarkshire, this summer who had the same
di Hrulty, and found a perfect cure by drilling a hole some-
where in the lever near- the clutch and giving it more power
that way. Unfortunately, I forget the exact position. If

this should meet his eye, or if any other rider could suggest

a- cure, they would lay myself and other users of the Roc
under a deep obligation. Meantime, it is a case of pushing
when the hill is at all steep. The high gear is 4^ to 1.

ENQUIRER (Glasgow).

[3586.]—At the risk of repetition, may I again state that

should the Roc clutch slip the remedy lies in the adjustment
provided for the purpose? I am afraid some of your corre-

spondents 'have resorted to an unwarrantable attack upon
the Roc clutch and liand-starting device instead of keeping
to the subject, viz., the safety and convenience of footrests

versus pedals and stands, therefore the subject should be

confined to the question as to which system the motor cycle

is better equipped with from a safe, comfortable, and general

utility standpoint. As the Roc clutch plays a very important
part in the footrest system, and its utility has been attacked,

in order to allay any misgiving on this point, I am prepared
to invite your correspondents to consign their machines at

my expense to any hill in the Midland district. I will then
and there examine the machine ; should it be in reasonable
running order, and provided the gear and clutch has not met
with any undue wear and tear, neglect, or misuse, I will

demonstrate the absence of any slipping, including the facility

for stopping and starting on any portion of the hill, and to

do a^vthing it is re&sonably expected of a modern motor
bicvcle appertaining to the clutch and two-speed gear with
hand-starting device.

Most of your readers will agree this would be a fair and
searching test, and I make this suggestion solely to be enabled

to successfully repudiate any misrepresentations which, if

left unchallenged, might do serious harm to a system where
comfort and safety are the first consideration.

ARTHUR W. WAIL.

[3587.]—Your' correspondent Air. Hodgson evidently

seems to have a grievance abo'it his clutch slipping on hil's

;

of course it will if he oils it injudij?iorsly. Does anyone
ever hear of a car owner oiling, his metal to metal brakes?
[Yes.—Ed.] I am the proud owner of a 5 h.p. Rex de Luxe
with a clutch only. I never oil it (perhaps I am wrong),
and I have slipped it purposely on Edge Hill (when I was
trying to get up with a sidecar with a 4 to 1 gear) till the

enamel was burnt off the hub, and it did not injure the

clutch in the least. The clutch was the much -abused Eoc
clutch. I have only had it slip on one occasion, that was
when the expanding arms got past the dead centre, and then
it was only a few rrinutes' work to put a washer under the

joint which holds the fixed end of the arm, and the clutch

was as good as new. Starting up is extremely easy if p'enty

of petrol is injected and the plug points are quite close to-

gether. A good clutch is invaluable with a sidecar. Talk-

ing of clutches that slip wnen they ought not to reminds me
of a tricar which came to the works, where I am, to be over-

hauled. It had—a cluteh (?) We put it on the stand and
started it up and pushed the lever out which actuated the

clutch, and then applied the Bowden brake on the back
wheel, but it did not stop it, so we got a file and fairly

levered up that shoe. It stopped the wheel, but the engine
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was labouring horribly and sparks were flying from the
pulley (where the clutch was), so this was evidently only
an " emergency "

i lutch I may say tliat my machine will

beat a lot of machines round here (Coventry) of higher horse-

power, both for speed and reliability. I .may add that I have
no interest in the welfare of either the Rex or the Roc clutch,

and that when I see a letter like Mr. Hodgson's I feel it

my duty to write. JOHN F. CRAGG.
[The original Roc clutch with expanding arms is referred

to in this letter.

—

Ed.]

Cylinder Deposits.

[3588.]—I have made analysis of two
as follows :

cylinder deposits"

1906 1908
Sh.p. N.S.U. Triumph.

Carbonaceous matter ... 59.0% 53.0%
Road dust ... 19.5% 37.0%
Metallic iron ... 21.0% 10.0%
Metallic copper .5% Not examined for

100.0% 100.0%

Colour of deposit as received ... Dull black Uily black
Colour of deposit after Calcination Dark red Light red
The N.S.U. machine had run several thousand miles. The

copper in the deposit, I think, could only be accounted for by
the lubricating oil containing free acid, either originally, or

by becoming rancid. The oil used is a well-known brand.
The Triumph had only run about 1,000 miles. It is very

interesting the large amoun-t of dust found in the deposit.

The percentages of iron given in the analyses are other than
those found in the road dust. BB 245.

Sidecars, Tyres, and Belts.

_
[3589.]—Replying to " H4220 " in The Motor CycU, re

sidecar, tyres, and belt. I ride the same make of machine as

mentioned, viz., a Vindec, but fitted with two-speed gear and
2^in. Palmer cord tyres. I use Montgomery sidecar, with
flexible joints, and I have already done over 1,000 miles
on the machine, and the rear tyre is good yet for many
hundreds of miles. Be the belt, I had much the same trouble
until I got a Whittle link belt, and my trouble ceased with

• this. Re flexible joints on sidepar, I find it a little difficult

steering in thick trafl[ic owing to the swinging of the joint,

but once out on open roads it is quite comfortable. I think
that if " H 4220 " will obtain this combination his trouble
will end also, as he will certainly not have to carry any spare
tyres or belts, and with the machine he rides I know from
experience he need fear no trouble, as my whole combination
throughout is perfection. G. E. TENNANT.

Abnormal Petrol Consumption.

[3590.]—:! have read with interest "End-to-end Impres-
sions," by Mr. B. H. Davies, in The Motor Cycle of July
29th, and was particularly interested with the account of Mr.
Dixon's troubles with his 3^ h.p. Vindec.

I also have a similar machine, and it suffers from the same
trouble. The petrol used (not solely by the engine, but
ejected through air holes of jet chamber) is very excessive.

, i'he carburetter is an P.N.
I have tried altering the amount of lift of a.o.i.v., also

different strength of springs on same, but have met with no
better success. I have written to the agents with reference
to abnormal consumption, but up to the present have not
had a satisfactory explanation. Judging by the appearance
of the throttle, etc., there appears to be back-pressure, as
the one side of the throttle is quite discolom'ed. By the
way the petrol is ejected there is every indication of back-
pressure, as when the spark is cut out and engine running
Avith exhaust valve working as usual—the engine running, of

course, by momentum—the petrol is not expelled.
I have seen the same thing as I have stated occur with

another 3^ h.p. Vindec fitted with F.N. carburetter, but
this has been partly overcome by fitting an extra adjustable
air-sleeve on induction pipe.

As my petrol consumption is so excessive I intend fitting

a B. and B. carburetter, and hope that this will reduce my
petrol bill.

I should be greatly obliged if any of j'our readers could
give me a satisfactory explanation of the matter, as I have
now, after numerous experiments, to admit myself beaten.
East London, S.A. SNOMYSIGH.

Two-stroke Engines and Formulae in Hill-elimbs.^

[3591.]—In regard to the propositions in Prof. Callendar's
letter, it will be obvious to all motor cyclists that a proper
basis of efficiency must take account of the mechanical as
well as the thermal losses in the engine.

It is evident that Prof. Callendar, in making the statement
that "judged merely on a basis of efficiency the two-stroke
cycle is undoubtedly inferior to the four-stroke," shows a
complete disregard of the mechanical inefficiency of the Otto
cycle as compared with the two-stroke cycle. Quite apart
from the power lost in lifting valves against strong springs,
and cylinder pressure, the amount of power absorbed at
high speeds, by the piston ring friction during the exhaust
and suction strokes of the four-cycle engine, is more than
sufficient to set off against the reduced thermal efficiency in

the two-stroke. Further, is it fair to double the cylinder
capacity of a two-stroke for the purpose of formula computa-
tion without allowance for the ineffective portion of the
stroke d.iring exhaust and distribution? or to expect an
engine with effective stroke of two inches to give twice the
power of one with three-inch stroke (other dimensions being
equjil)? ALFRED A. SCOTT.

Lubrication Methods.

[3592.]—With reference to " Ixion's " comments on lubri-

cation in your issue of Septeirber 16th, we must all agree
that automatic lubrication would be better than bad hand
lubrication, but I expect the ideal automatic lubricator is

hard to find. An air-cooled engine has such a widely varying
oil consumption under different conditions, even though it

iray be running at the same number of revolutions per
minute all the time.
The drip feed system must be controlled by hand to be

efficient, unless the oil consumption is steady—which it never
can be ; also, air-cooled oil at temperatures below freezing

point will not drip readily. Similarly, any method which
supplies oil in direct ratio to the number of revolutions per
minute will fail owing to the widely varying consumption of

oil under different loads and varying air temperatures. The
system by which the excess' of oil is automatically pamiDed
out of the crank case into a reserve tank would be better,

b it ; dds weight and complication to the engine, which is

flooded with oil every time the engine is stopped and started

again.

The hand pump need not be abused—as recommended by
most makers. It is not difficult to learn when the engine
needs oil and to give it a little at a time as required. The
requirements of a 5 h.p. twin under different conditions while
running may vary from one ounce of oil for forty miles up
to one ounce for two and a half miles, and even more on a

very hot day with low gear and full load.

I have no personal experience with car engines, but suspect,

from what car drivers have told me of their oil consumption,
and from the clouds of blue smoke which issue from some
exhausts, that many car engines are at times enormously
over-oiled. F. C. JAMES.

Acetylene Gas Generators.

[3593.]— I was especially interested to see the letter

from Mr. Ridge on the subject of " Autoclipse Generators,"
as I am also a sufferer from the same trouble as himself, and
have not, thus far, been able to devise any satisfactory

means for correcting it. Though not a Model E, my genera-

tor works on the same principle as his (all the Autoclipse

models being on identical systems), and the trouble is that

the water does not offer sufficient resistance to the pressure

of gas generated, which, at 1 or 2 ozs. pressure, pushes its

way through the water and escapes through the safety pipe

provided.
Wh^n I purchased the generator from the company and

experienced this trouble I returned it, explaining the

facts, and they returned it to me (presumably cured) after

.soldering up two of the water approach holes, which had
absolutely no effect. Soon after this Messrs. Brown Bros,

took over the agency, but I have not approached them on
the subject, as I realise that the trouble is incurable so long

as the present construction is unaltered. It is useless fi'ting

a light pressure valve in the safety pipe, as the gas, in ord'^r

to be available for the lamps, must be prevented from escap-

ing into the outer chamber. The only remedy seems to lie

in this direction, but as I am unable tx> rise to the occasion,

I should be glad to know of the experiences of your readers
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with this generator, and, if they have overcome the trouble,

how they managed it.

JMy present procedure is : (1) Never fill up with water
until lighting up time, and (2) withdraw carbide reservoir

from water tank immediately lamps are extinguished. The
only alternative is, as Mr. Ridge finds, that of wasting all

one's carbide in the course of forty-eight hours, even if one
has only used the lamp for two minutes.
The bubbling noise is the frequently recurring escape of

generated gas through one of the small holes into, and up
through, the water, and so away through the safety pipe.

For the Autoclipse lamps (motor cycle models) I have nothing
but praise, and if the generator would only behave itself

(Model D, voiturette size, to feed the two tricar headlights)
I should be perfectly satisfied. P. H. MEERS.

Suggested Improvements.

[3594.]—The following may be of interest to readers of

your valuable paper :

Tyres.—Many people seem to experience serious trouble
with_ these. This can be avoided if nail catchers are fitted,

provided the^ wheels are suitably shod. The best type of
nail catcher is made of a -|^in. steel rod, curved to fit tyre,
clamped at each end to front (or back) forks, and set to
clear tyre by ^in.

2iin. tyres will do for a 3^ h.p. machine, but for 5 h.p. or
over a 2iin. front and 65 mm. voiturette rear cover are
necessary.

Peter Union puncture-proof bands should be fitted to the
24:in. and 2iin. covers.
The tubes should be extra heavy, and it is advisable to

solution a 2in. strip of canvas round the inner circumference
of each. This entirely prevents the edges of cover chafing
and pmicturing tube, which commonly happens.

If Palmer cord or Peter Union heavy tyres are used under
these conditions, little or no tyre trouble will be experienced.
My last rear cover ran over '3,500 miles, on a 3^ h.p., over
flinty roads, before puncturing.
Engines.—Is it not time that manufacturers devoted their

attention, not to obtaining the utmost possible power from
a given sized cylinder, but to making engines which will not
lose their power or wear out rapidly? Some singles are very
satisfactory, though I consider larger release valves to crank
case are necessary. The modern twin engine is a long way
behind the modern single. The bearings are too small, more
attention should be given to the material of which valves
and rings are made, and m.o.i.v. are essential; a.o.i.v. possess
two great disadvantages—they are liable to get out of adjust-
ment, and, as they are necessarily made very light thev
often break. j a

> j

:(^
twin engine, about 82 mm. by 90 mm., with m.o.i.v.,

ball bearings to crankshaft and timing gear, really good rings
and valves, and a slightly lower compression than usual, would
be almost ideal, as it would develop about 5 h.p. be very
flexible, and require little attention to keep in •or<ler.
Frames and Forks.—For high-powered machines these

could be greatly improved.
The rear wheel should certainly be sprung, and as this

presents no very great difficulty, I am surprised it is not
done in all cases. During long-distance rides the difference
in comfort is enormous, and the stresses on frame and engine
are grea.tly lessened.

A spring fork should allow the wheel absolutely no side
play, and should have springs or other appliances to take up
the sudden rebounds. These two faults are common to very
many spring forks, and greatly increase the danger of
side-slip. "

Speed Gears and Clutches.—If really satisfactory, these
would greatly improve a high-powered machine. Many firms
are making hub epicyclic gears, but is a single one of these
really successful under all conditions? If so, why are so
many makers afraid to run them in long-distance trials?
For the sake of strength, a gear of this type must be

heavy, and this weight, being added to the rear wheel,
slows the machine badly, so that a 5 h.p, twin with hub
gear climbs little better than a good 3^ h.p. single geared.
The lubrication of a hub gear of this type is also a

difficult matter, at least on long-distance non-stop runs.
The remedy for these troubles is to abolish hub gears, and

fit a three-speed (sliding, direct top) gear box, with ball
bearings throughout, in front of crank case. Drive by chain
from engine to gear box, and by single (or twin) belt from

box to wheel. This type of gear would require no attention
except filling with oil every six hundred miles or so, and with
belt drive would be quite foolproof.
Many other points like these suggest themselves to uhe

enthusiastic motor cyclist, but, as this letter is already very
long, I will not say more now.

ENTHUSIAST.

The Trioar Question.

[3595.]—I have been much interested in the letters recently
appearing in The Motor Cycle regarding tricars, as I have
always had a particular fancy for this class of vehicle. So
far I have seen practically nothing as regards the merits of

the open frame compared with the ordinary bicycle type of

frame. Three years ago I had a 5 h.p. twin Corydon cycle
fitted with a very substantial forecar attachment, which
formed, practically, a tricar. This machine was very safe

and comfortable to ride ; it was belt-driven, and would take
two up nearly all hills without assistance. Had this machine
been fitted with two-speed gear, free engine, and various
other modern improvements, it would have formed an ideal

light tricar. This year I purchased a 5-6 h.p. water-cooled
tricar of well-known and advertised make. This machine
had an open frame, sprung fore and aft, multiple disc clutch,

«vheel steering with a very good chain arrangement connect-
ing it to the front wheels ; it had also an epicyclic two-speed
gear. With all these refinements it was not so satisfactory,

taking it all round, as the simpler machine previously
mentioned.
The first fault which made itself evident was that the

bands of the epicyclic gear were constantly requiring the

most minute and careful adjustment; this I put down to the

lack of rigidity in the frame. Next the chain of the steering

gear was so unprotected that it caught all the dust and
dirt thrown up by the front wheels, and constantly required
cleaning, which was a very difficult and messy job. The
chain from gear to back wheel was not nearly heavy enough
for the work it had to do, and therefore was always stretch-

ing, and it broke after less than 200 miles. These defects

I could have put up with had it not been for the terrible

amount of swing or "whip" of the back seat. It was a fast

and wonderful hill-climber, and most luxurious to ride, pro-

vided it was driven on the crown of the road ; but if the
road had much camber, the back portion would twist and
swing over to such an extent that one felt it was going to

pull the whole thing over—which indeed it did on two or

three occasions. If the road were greasy, even though a
studded band was fitted to back wheel, it was only with the

greatest difficulty that the machine could be got back to the

crown again. On one occasion the back wheel skidded down
into the gutter, throwing the machine across the road into

a passing tram. My wife, who was in front, and myself
fortunately escaped, but the front seat was wrecked. It was
only possible to ride the machine solus by exercising the

greatest care, as the " whip " was so great that in rounding
a corner even at very slow speed it would almost pull the

machine over. This was accounted for partly by the un-

stability of the frame, the springing of the back wheel, the
distance of the wheel from the too narrow gauge front

wheels, and the rather high centre of gravity of the driver's

position. These troubles were non-existent with the bicycle

frame variety previously referred to. The open frame is

undoubtedly more comfortable and " car like," but it seems
a pity if the stability of the whole machine should have to

be- sacrificed to such an extent to gain this end. I should

be very glad to hear other readers' experiences in this matter.
TRI-AGAIN.

[A number of interesting letters are unavoidably held over.

These will be published as space permits.

—

Ed.]

Will "FY 99" kindly communicate with the Editor?

The Editor disclaims all legal responsibility in any way for

loss of copy in the form of manuscript, drawings, or photographs
submitted to him. Rejected manuscript, drawings, and photo-
graphs will only be returned provided a stamped addressed
envelope is enclosed tor the purpose.
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What USERS think of the 95 tuinea O.T.II.Y,

Frem ^jf̂dmt^ 19/9/08.

QUERIES.

No. 719.—5^ h.p. Two-seater O.T.A.V.

I
SHALL feel greatly obliged to have
the opinions of owners (and others

who have had experience) of the O.T.A.V.
5i h.p. two-«eat«r.—F.S.B.

From ^^^^gr, 26/9/08.

REPLIES.

No. 719.—5J k.p. Two-seater O.T.A.V.

Although I hav* not had an O.T.A.V. Car very long, I feel I can say a word
for it, I bought one in London, and although I had no previous experience,

I found no difficulty in driving it 325 miles from London to Southport. All

the tuition I had was about half an hour on Hempstead Heath. The way
it romps up hills is a revelation. On some of the stiffer hills we more than
held our owu W© averaged 20 miles an hour comfortably. Although th* roads
were very bad owing to the heavy rain, we came right through on top speed,

and never had ths slightest grunt from the engine. The part of the oar that

strikes me as the most wonderful is the gea-rs. You can move the gear lev»r as

much as you like, but never hear the shghtest sound, and the makers say you
cannot do it any harm. The engine does not get hot ; in fact, it seems to be
more tiian strong enough for its work, and anyone who buys a car should master
it in half an hour. It is a wonderful production, and one that can be bought
with every confidence. The appearance of the car belies its power and
speed.—A. Watson.

I have driven one of these voiturettes for some months, and have found it an
extremely satisfactory little car. It is exceptionally flexible and handy in

traffic. I have done several runs of 100 miles on it in the afternoon and even-

ing, averaging 20 miles an hour. This was after I had had an extra air inlet

fitted. I have never had the least trouble in regard to overheating at any time,

though I have used it for hours at a time in heavy London traffic.—J.E.C.

I have driven one of these voiturettes for some time past, and find it most
satisfactory in every way.—C. Knowles (Mrs.)

The Junior ff O.T.A.V. Cars Co., Ltd., II7-II9, Long Acre, WC
In answering either of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS In these

Dlumns—Id. per word, minimum Is. Name
nd address must be counted. In the case

t Trade Advertisements a series of thirteen

isertions is charged as twelve.

All advertisements in this section should be

"companied with remittance, and b3 addressed

3 the oQices ol " The Motor Cycle," Coventry.

"o ensure insertion letters should be posted

1 time to reach the offices of "The Motor

lycle," Coventry, on the Friday morning, or

: sent to London, by the Thursday afternoon

revious to the date of publication.

:lassification by locality
For the convenience of purchasers of second-hand

lotor cycles, it has been suggested that the advertise-

lents be classified into districts, as many readers tike

3 know what machines are for sale in their imme-
iate neighbourhood before going further ane.d.

Experimentally, therefore, we have divided the

dvertisements into eleven sections, as follows;

Plan showing division of England
into Sections.

THE

SECTION I.

forthiimberland, Cumberland, Durham, and
Westmorland.

SECTION II.

'ork and Lancashire.

SECTION III.

arnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby, Staflford,

Shropshire, Montgomery, and Merioneth.

SECTION IV.

iottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland, Northamp-
ton, Warwick.

SECTION V.
iorfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon, and

Bedford.
SECTION VI.

V^orcester, Hereford, Radnor, Brecknock, Mon-
mouth, Glamorgan, Carmarthen, Lardigati, and
Pembroke.

SECTION VII.

iloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks, Wilts and
Hants, Channel Islands.

SECTION VI 11.

lertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, and Sussex

SECTION IX.

omerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

SECTION X.
cotland.

SECTION XI.
reland and Isle of Man.

Agents for TRIUMPH, BAT, N.S.U., REX, ROC,
BROWN, VINDEC, MOTOSACOCHE, F.N., and other
BEST makes. Delivery of TRiUMPHS in seven days.

Most other makes from stock. The best selection of

New and Se;ond-hand machines in the Idngdom.

Exchanges. Deferred Payments.

SECOND-HAND IVIACHINES IN STOCK-
SINGLE CYLINDERS.

TRIUMPH, ma?neto, 1907 £28
VINDEC SPECIAL, 19C7 30
REX DE LUXE, 3k h.p., 1908, two-Speed,

soiled only 38
N.S.U., 3V h.p., spring forks, Roc clutch,two-

speed 23
QUADRANT, 3i h.p., 1906, very good order 13

N.S.U., 3 h.p., spring forks 15
BIRCHFIELD, 3 h.D. Spray, 1907 H 10
B.S.A. 3k h.p. M.M.C. engine. Clinchers, Lomax

non-skid, Druia fork H
ROYAL ENFIELD, 2] h.p. F.N. carburetter,

girder forks, good appearance and
condition 10

EXCELSIOR, 2j h.p., spring forks, tyres

nearly new, BlOO saddle, good run-
ning order 8

WHITLEY. 3i h.p., spray, runn.ng well 7

LIGHTWEIGHTS.
F.N., 1 J h.p., 1907, magneto, soring forks ..£"1
F.N. , l| h.p., 1907, ,, special silencer 21
N.S.U., Ij h.p., 1907, magneto, perfect 18

TWINS.

Si h.p. BROWN, 1908, magneto, 2-speed gear,

hand starting, Palmer Cord tyres, £67
model, shop soiled nnly £40

ROC, =; h.p., twin Peueeot, magneto, clutch. . k6
MINERVA, 7-8 h.p., perfect 26
N.S.U., 6 h.p., magneio, 1wo-speed 2i
N.S.U., 5* h.p., magneto, good order IS
WERNER. 4 h.p., perfectorder 11
RILEY TRICAR, 5 h.p., two-speed, spring

fr.ime, wheel steering, water cooled,

splendid order 52
REX 1907 Twin, magneto, twin whe^l, two-

speed gear. Roc clutch, cantilever,

running splendidly 22 10

MILLFORD CASTOR WHEEL SIDECAR,
P.lmer Co"d tyre, shop soiled £11 11

THE

^ ^'^^^HH Premier

'^
^ Cut-out

.._^ 2/-
iil Or with 6ft. of best

PI insulated wire,

Three rays' approval.

Post Free.

Pi^EtVSiER ACCUMULATORS.
British made. 10 amp. 9/6. 20 amp. 12/6.

The PREiVllER SPARE TUBE CASE
for preserving sp.tretube from damage i perishing 5/6

WRITE FOR LISTS.

PREIVBIEil r^OTOR AGEWCY,
Aaton Ro^cl. BtRMINGHAM.

A^.^phoiie : .^^in i.li- r.Tni? • ' r. .ini.s," U'ham

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advorlisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " Office.
When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registra-
tion, and three stamped and addressed envelopes must
le sent fir forwarding replies. Only the number will
nppear in the advert: cement. Replies should be
addressed, "No. 000, c/o 'The Motor Cycle,' Cov-
entry "

; or if " London " is added to the address, then
to the number given, c/o " The Motor Cycle," ao.
Tador Street, E.G. / . .

WT DEPOSIT SYSTEM. ^B
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown
persons may deal in perfect safety by availing them-
selves of our Deposit System. If the money be de-
posited with "The Motor Cycle," both parties are
advised of this receipt, and upon intimation of the
arrival and acceptance of the goods, the money is

forwarded less a charge of is. for registration. The
time allowed for a dccisi m after receipt of the goods is

three days. For all transactions e.xceeding /(^lo in
value, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged. All deposit
matters are dealt with at Coventry, and cheques and
money orders should be made payable to Ilifie and
Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readsrs who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
silence as an indication that the eoods advertised have
aiready been dispiscd of Advertisers often receive so
many enquiHss that it is quite Impossible to reply to
each one by post

All letters relating to advertisements must state
distinctly under what heading they appeared, and date
oi issue.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE
SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham,
and Westmoreland.

21 h.p. Clarendon, new condition, reliable,
'4 perfect going order ; £10. — Altken,

Morpeth, Northnmberland,

13 h.p. Lightweight, Minerva engine, splen-
4 did little goer; trial; must sell; £4.—

Millicar, Holm Hill, Dalston, Cumberland.

TRIUMPH, 1908, Z\ h.p.; two months used,
perfect condition; £38 to quick pur-

chaser.—Eae, Thornton Street, West Hartle-
pool.

PHELON and Moore, 1908, 34 h.p., two-
speed gear, splendid condition; £39 to

clear. — Eae. Thornton Street, West Hartle-
pool.

5 h.p. Twin Kerry, bought Augiast, fine ma-
chine, and unsoiled, but too powerful

and fast; £40, or 1908 lightweight (new) and
cash adjustment.—3, South Street, Dinning-
ton.

3 h.p. Chater-lrea, vertical, M.O.V., auto-
matic spray, long bars, low, girders,

Continentals, new Dermatine belt, new accu-
mulator, stand, carrier, etc., perfect; £16.

—

Motor Cycle. Chestnut Hill. Keswick.

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.

OC, 4 h.p., magneto, free engine, single
gear, brand new; £30.—Below.

N.S.TJ., 3J h.p., magneto, spring forks, per-
fectly new; £33.—Below.

N.S.U.. 5J h.p., twin, magneto, fre" engine,
24 by 2J tyres, condition as: new, with

Montgomery sidecar; £40.—Below.

TRIUMPH, 3 h.p., 1906, newly overhaulea
by makers; £18.—Hartley Clegg, Motors,

Burnley.

J Q,06 Minerva, 3i h.p., spring forks. 2Jin.
JLt/ tyres; £12.—CroS'S, jeweller, PxDther-
ham.

7-9 h.p. Peugeot, good going order; best
offer over £20. — Carwin, Melbreak,

Cadley, Preston.

LATEST Model ^, h.p. Eex, as new, with
sidecar; £27.—Box 935. The Motor Cycle

Offices:, Coventry.

OWAWAT, 7 h.p. Peugeot, Jap cai-burRtter,
Druids, perfect; £25.-26, Oxford Eoad,

Waterloo, Liverpool.

R

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.
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OTOn BICYCLES FOR SALE.

I
AMPSTEAD for dead snips this week.—

Si h.p. Minerva, 1906, good condition;
2.

IAMPSTEAD.—3J h.p. Minerra, late 1907,

new condition, with all accessories;

.6, guaranteed.

I
AMPSTEAD.—1908 Lightweight N.S.U.,

magneto, only shop-soiled ; £19, with
1 accessories.

IAMPSTEAD.—3i h.p. N.S.U., late model^
magneto, 24 wheels, new condition,

laranteed perfect; only £18.

I
AMPSTEAD.—5 h.p. Triumph, Fafnir en-

gine, goo<l couuition ; ±,12, all acces-
ries, great bargain.

IAMPSTEAD.—3i h.p. 1908 Triumph, al-

most new, gold medal winner; £37 10s.,

ith all accessories.

rAMPSTEAD.—II h.p. F.N. Lightweight.
1 1908 model, new condition; £20, with
1 spares.

[AMPSTEAD.—F.N., four-cylinder, mag-
neto and spring forks, grand condi-

>n, guaranteed, all accessories; £18 only.

[AMPSTEAD.—F.N., 4i h.p., 1908 model, as
good as new, only wants seeing; bar-

,in price, £27.

[AMPSTEAD for new F.N., 6 h.p., late
model, from stock, and 4i h.p. ; ex-

.ange entertained.

[AMPSTEAD.—5 h.p. Tvein Peugeot, Cha-
ter-Lea No. 6 frame, splendid cortdi-

)n, like new; £24.

I
AMPSTEAD.—New Griffons at second-
hand price, £4 under price, only shop-

iled ; catalogues on application.

[AMPSTEAD.—Sole Agents for Griffons,
F.N.'s, Minervas, Vindec, Triumph,

3., cycle, sidecar, or low power in part pay-
ent; liberal allowances on old machines
r new, any make.—Rey, 5, Heath Street
ator Works. Hampstead. Tel., 2678 P.O.

VN., 13 h.p., 1908 model, lightweight, mag-
neto and spring forks, splendid condi-

>n, all spares; £19.—Milma.

h.p. Twin Jap. engine, carburetter, com-
plete, as new; £16.-40, Waddon Road,

•oydon.

905 Minerra, 2| h.p., compulsory selling;
£9; specification; trials.—44, Gopsall

reet, N.

1 h.p. Rex, in igood order, footboards; £6
4 10s.; photo.—Barker, Oxford Road,
orthine.

^VVlN" Vindec, magneto, as new, perfect,
spares. — 8, Barrett Street, Manchester

[uare, W.
1 h.p. Tourist 1908 Rex, shop-soiled only,
2 ball bearing; offers wanted.

1 h.p. de Luxe Rex, Roc free engine, ball
2 bearings, new, shop-soiled only; ex-
tanges accepted on this.—Horner's, Store
reet, W.C.

1LEARANCE.—AJl models Rex motors,
> special autumn quotation. Notify
ur requirements.—Horner's, Store Street,
.C. 'Phone, 13456 Central.

)EX Motors, all models; special conoes-
\i sion during October to clear remain-
>r of our contract.

>BX London Agency, having special con-
V cessions, can give most advantageous
Lsh, gradual, or exchange terms.—'Phone,
156 Central.

907 Twin N.S.D.; £30, or near offer, bar-
gain.—Weet Heath House, Hamp-

ead, N.W.
' h.p. Albion, Chater-Lea frame good con-
'' dition throughout; £12.—Jeweller, Sel-
sy. Sussex.

)OVER. 3 h.p., beautiful condition, guaran-
t teed faultless; £17.—Peveril, Chadwell
oad. Grays.

'i h.p. Rover, excellent condition, guaran-
teed faultless; £17.—Peveril, Chadwell

oad. Grays.

HRIUMPH, 1907. handle-bar control, spien-
L did condition, spares; offers.—186, Peck-
am Rye, S.E.

fP you want bargains in second-hand
L motor cycles, you can get them at
''auchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street,
ondon.

END OF SEASON -

- CLEARANCE SALE
For Four Weeks only.

F.N., four-cylinder, magneto £18
CLYDE, 2i h.p., magneto £10
REX, 5 h.p., igo7 model, blue finish £18
REX, 3J h.p., 25in. wheels, very low £12
MINERVA, 4i h.p., aim. tyres £22
SAROLEA, 5 h.p., very low, new tyres £20
WERNER, 3^ h.p., twin good condition £15
ARIEL, 3 h.p., B. and B £12
MINERVA. 3i h.p., M.O.V £12
CLARENDON, 3 h.p., vertical £10
REX, 3 h.p., 50-guinea model £10
BAT, 3j h.p., spring frame £15
QUADRANT, 3 h.p., spring forks £12
BAYLISS, 3 h.p., special price £8
F.N., 2f h.p., splendid puller £11

HUMBER, 2j h.p., very fine mount £10
GIVAUDAN, 2| h.p., perfect, non-skid rear .... £15

LIGHTWEIGHTS.
fii LLOYDS, 2 h.p £11

£7 QUADRANT, 2 h.p £v

£8 MINERVA, 2 h.p £8

£7 JAP, 2i h.p £7

£7 HUMBER, 2 h.p £7

£8 MINERVA, 2^ h.p £8
£10 ARIEL, 2i h.p £10

50/- DOWN AND 5/- PER WEEK SECUaES :

3 h.p. EXCELSIOR £11

2 h.p. SINGER £9

2j h.p. JAP £11

3 h.p. REX £10

2 h.p. ORMONDE :
£8

2 h.p: WERNER £10

2i h.p. MINERVA £10

2| h.p. CUNARD £12

2i h.p. LLOYDS £11

2j h.p. HUMBER £8

TRICARS.
REXETTE, 8-10 h.p., two speeds and reverse. A
perfect article £60

GARRARD, 5 h.p., three speeds, water-cooled . . £32

MINERVA Pattern, 3i h.p., spray, good tyres . . £16

REXETTE, 8 h.p., open frame, two speeds, per-

fect order £38

CARS.
24 h.p. DARRACQ, perfect order throughout.

Trial run £110

14 h.p. GOBRON-BRILLIE, four speeds, two-

cylinder, five seater £80

FORECARS, Etc.
Three very good forecar attachments, new tyres

to all and perfect only £4 each

MONTGOMERY sidecar, shop-soiled, and made
rigid, fits Rex £5 10s.

BAT rigid sidecar, 26in. wheel tt lus.

ACCESSORIES.
RAI.MER TYRES (Cord)

Cover.Tub?. Cover.Tube. Cover.Tube

26X2 43/6 10,'- 26X2i 59/3 16/3 28x2* 63/6 11/-

26X2i 58/9 11/- 28X2^ 50/3 10/- 28x2* 64/3 17 /e

10/- allowed on old covers, and 2/- on tubes.

TUBES (fully guaranteed).

26X2in. ..5/6 26X2iin. . . 7/6 28 x 2iin. . . 7 /-

25X2iin... 6/6 28X2in. ..6/6 28X2im. ..7/6
APPEOVAL.

TUBES (butt-ended).

You cannot do better than trj' one. Money returned

in full if not perfectly satisfactory.

26X2in. ..7/6 26X2iin. .. 8/3 28 X 2iin. . . 7 /9

26X2jin... 7/9 28X2in. ..7/6 28X2im...8/o

Ak,BANY BELTINC.

fin. 7d., Jin. 8d., Jin. 9d., lin. lOd. per fool

Approval. Immediate delivery.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
31 h.p. Minerva, Palmer cord, in faultless

2 comditic
Stroud Green.

2 coudition ; £12.-58, Perme Park Road.

31
"•^-

WEENEE, 3
les&: £6

spray,
£6 6s.-

great bargain,
Bassett Eoad,

spring seat and
Hill, Freemason's

I9O8
Ne

3
Ha

3

31 h.p. Eex, new condition
2 £15, or nearest.—64,

Notting Hill, W.
1907 Brown, almost new, splendid

running- order; £15.—W.H., 15, Eadlix
Eoad, Leyton, E.

21 h.p. Phoenix,
4 handle-bar

;

Arms, Hampstead.

h.p., fast, powerful, fault-
15s.—Eobertson, 111, Larkhall

Lane, Clapham, S.'W.

-j Q08 N.S.U. Lightweight (June) ; £26, rea-
JLt/ sonable offer.—Portland Eoad Garage,
Portslade, Brighton.

VINDEC, 5 h.p., twin, 1907. magneto, Tnif-
fault; £28.-13, Empress' Avenue, Manor

Park. Tele. 448. East.

31 h.p. White-Poppe, 2iin. Palmer cord,
2 good order, spring forks; £15.—Gould,

10, High Eoad, Chiswick.

Minerva, 2% h.p., magneto, spring
forks, as new ; £22 10s.—Stuart, 58,

New Eoad, Grays, Essex.

h.p. Carlton, very low, accumulator
ignition, good condition.-—K., 78,

Harold Eoad, Upton Park.

h.p. Zedel, brand new, Chater, very low,
Peter-Unions, everything best; £15.—73,

Telham Eoad. East Ham.

31 h.p. De Dion and sidecar. Palmers,
2 spring forks, chain driven; £17.—Ide,

UnderhiU, New Barnet.

21 h.p. Jap-Eover, perfect order; bargain,
2 £10 10s. cash; take push bike part.—

36, Carter Street, "Walworth.

FOUB-CYLENDEE F.N., magneto, spring
forks, excellent condition; great bar-

gain, £19 19s. cash.—Below.

AT, 34 h.p. genuine De Dion engine, splen-

did order; £15 15s.—Whittle, 41, ,Skel-

brook Street, Earlsfield.

i07 3i h.p. Minerva, spring forks, com-
plete with lamp, etc. ; £14.—Brown,

37, Bruton Street, London, W.

Ql h.p. Ariel, good condition, stand, horn,
^2 two pulleys; reasonable offer. — li,

Lincoln Eoad, Ponder's End.

£10.—2I h.p. Excelsior motor cycle, in thor-

oughly good order; a bargain.—62, Cale
Street, Sydney Street, Chelsea.

£5 5s.—Minerva, 11 h.p.. surface, long bars,

also coil and carburetter.—Markham,
Wrotham Park Gardens, Barnet.

23 h.p. Minerva, 1907, not been used this

4 season, equal to new; £15 lOs.-Lay-
zell, Ockendon, Eomford, Essex.

5 h.p Kerry, Palmer tyres, good condi-

tion; £17 10s., near offer.—26, Lans-

downe Hill. West Norwood, S.E.

31 h p. Eex, low saddle, new tyres, belt,

4 just overhauled: £13, or offer.—Har-

vey, Buckingham Eoad. Woodford,

/^rr.—Triumph 2i h.p., Jap engine per-

3w 1 feet, very fast and powerful.—Stevens,

4, Goldhawk Mews, Shepherd's Bush.

h.p. Twin Antoine, Longuemare carbur

bro(

19°

6 etter. Continentals, accumulator, coils,

as new; bargain, £15.—Address below.

i n07 21 h.p. M.O.V., Minerva, Chater-Lea

LiJ frame, Peter-Unions, new belt and
lamp, recently enamelled and plated, com-

plete accessories; worth seeing; £12.

23 h p. M.M.C., Chater-Lea frame, Dunlops,

4 good condition, smart; £10. — Milo

Motor Co., Chadwell Heath.

A hv Water-cooled Antoine Cycle, low,

4 fast, powerful, long handle-bars ;
£15.—

Barrett, 332, High Street, Manor Park.

ROC 4 h.p.. one year 9 months old, Bosch

magneta, clutch ; £21, no offers.-bas-

keU, 31, Edith Eoad. West Kensing-ton.

rrVEIUMPH, 1908, equal to new, perfect con-

1 dition: £39.-Matthews Bros., 96 West

Green Eoad, Tottenham. Phone, 1722.

31 h p., Chater-Lea frame, copper torpedo

2 'tank, long bars; £10-Kewley,
Warden Eoad, Kentish Town, London.MAUDE'S MOTOR MART,Poweli SL,HALIFAX

National Telephone 438.

you mention "The Motor Oych."
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In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
2i. h.p. Quadrant, grand condition and

2 order, tyres unscratched ; £6 lOs.—
16, Northumberland Avenue. Wanstead.

31. h.p. Alldays, magneto, two ignitions,
2 first-class condition: offers.—At Wau-

chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London
GODFEEY and Applebee.—We have now a

large stock of second-hand machines.
Give us a look up. We are sure we can
suit you.

GODFJREY and Applebee.—Lightweight 2i
h.p. J.A. P., very low Chater frame,

Palmer tyres, Watawata belt, footrests,
everything in perfect condition, weight
about 95 lbs. ; £12 10s., exceptional bargain.

GODFEEY and Applebee.—21 h.p Kerry,
very good condition, guaranteed, one

of the good old goers; £14.

GODFREY and Applebee.—1908 Rex models,
shop-soiled models at rock bottom

prices; liberal cash discounts: agents for
all well-known makes. We can save you
money, and give you absolute satisfaction.

GODFEEY and Applebee.—See our Miscel-
laneous advertisement for bargains in

accessories. Phone 464, Walthamstow.—165a,
Hoe Street, Walthamstow.

21 h.p. Quadrant Motor Bicycle, recently
'4 overhauled, tyres new, two batteries;

£8 15s.—R. Duckett, 13. Church Street, areen-
wich.

Ql h.p. Minerva, two accumulators, new
V T^

Palmer cord, good condition; £18.—
fa. Dale, 21, Lansdowne Road, Old Charlton,
Kent.

5 h.p. Vindec Special, Truffault forks, mag-
T?r^*^

Ignition, condition as new; £32
10s.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street,
London.

wi'AMFORD HILL.-5-6 h.p. Twin Rex de
^. Luxe, 1907, Roc clutch, H.T. magneto,
twin back tyres, as new, property of doctor;
£25.

Cl^AMFOED HILL. - 54 h.p. Twin Rex de^ Luxe, Roc clutch, two-speed 'gear, twin
back tyres, property of doctor, as new • £25
—128, High Road, Tottenham.
STAMFORD HILL.-2J >j.p. Eex, B. and B

• carburetter, excellent machine, in per-
fect condition, lightweight; £7.

QTAMPOED HILL.-3 h.p. Trent, long bars.
KJ swan - neck seat-pillar, splendid condi-
tion; £11.

UTAMPOED HILL.-13 h.p. Quadrant Light-
>^ weight, Minerva engine, two brakes, all
in very good condition and perfect order-
£5 10s.

STAMFORD HILL.-2 h.p. Lightweight
Raleigh, engine, low frame, tank,

wheels, back tyre, almost complete; £3 10s.,
bargain.

^TAMPORD HILL.—Light motor cycle. 2J
h.p,, less wneels and saddle, 18in.

frame, make nice light machine; £3 10s.

STAMFORD HrLL.-2i h.p. Precision engin-
ed lightweight, in good running order,

and very good condition : £6 15s.

STAMFORD HILL. - 24 h.p. Sarolea. loop
frame, spray carburetter, dropped

saddle, smart machine; bargain, £7 15s.

STAMFOED HILL. - Colossal sacrifice, 2|
h.p. Bradbury, perfect, complete, grand

powierfiil machine; ±;10 15s.—128, High Road
South Tottenham.

4 h.p. Stevens (90 by 95). spring frame,
forks, spares, low, faultless, 2iin. Pal-

mers; £18, best oflfer.-27, Melbourne Road,
Ilford.

TRIUMPH, 34 h.p., 1908, including lamp,
horn, plug, valve, and other spares-

£35.--Furze, 156, Tottenham Court Road,
London.

31 h.p. N.S.U., latest 1908, magneto, brand
Z Hew, perfect throughout; compulsory

sale, £30.—Storey, 106. Albany Street, Lon-
don, N.W.

jl/TINERVA, 2 h.p., in perfect condition;
l-f-L nearest £10, or push bike taken as partpayment^79, Dartmouth Road, Brondes-
bury, N.W.

£8 10s.—2? h.p. Genuine De Dion, new belt
tyres, trembler coil, etc., in good order'

selling through illness.—30, Arodene Road.
Brixton Hill.

BID-A-WEE.
Cash offers will receive every consideration and prompt
reply. Room waiUcd for 1909 Models.

TWINS—O-FFet-s WEin-fced.
6 h.p. Twin Rex. £18 18s., or £4 and '07
Single Rex, or £6 and 3i Rex. or level
exchange with Single Magneto Rex.

SPECIFICATION.—Low frame, long bars, low saddle,
Re.x patent spring forks and foot brake, trembler
coil, good tyres, and guaranteed in running order.
Any machine taken in part payment.

1908, magneto, Twin REX, little used £35
5i h.p. N.S.U., magneto, new, igo8 £52
5 h.p. Twin VINDEC, magneto, Tniftault . . £35
5i h.p. REX DE LUXE, 1907, brand new . . £35- , .

5i h.p. Twin REX, spring forks, black L-iish . . £18 18
10
18

5j h.p. REX DE LUXE, magneto, Roc clutch £27
Twin REX, blue lines, new tyres £18
6 h.p. Twin REX, non-skids both wheels .. £18 18
5j h.p. Twin REX, magneto. 1907 £23 10
4-5 h.p. Twin ALCYON, N.S.U., two-speed . . £20
5 h.p. Twin SAROLEA, long frame £18 18
6 h.p. Twin ANTOINE, R.O..M. ignition . . £22
5 h.p. Twin ONAWAY, very low, spring forks £19
6 h.p. Twin ANTOINE, spring forks £22
5J h.p. REX DE LUXE, two-speed £32 10

(INOLES—OfTcr-s >A/siri-tecl.

1908 REX, magneto, featherweight, nearly new
1908 MOTOSACOCHE, splendid condition .

.

1908 N.S.U. Lightweight, magneto
1908 3j h.p. N.S.U. , had trial only
1908 3i h.p. REX DE LUXE, two-speed
1907 3i h.p. Magneto REX, black finish ....
Very fine 4-cyl. F.N., spring forks

3 h.p. SINGER, H.T. magneto
3 h.p. TRIUMPH, magneto
3 h.p. TRIUMPH, spring forks

si h.p. Magneto REX Racer, a flier

3I h.p. 1906 REX, spring forks, long bars ....

2I h.p. Magneto REX, igo8, shop-soikd ....

3jh.p. MINERVA, M.O.V., vertical, spray . .

3 h.p. GIVAUDAN, nearly new, very low .

.

3 h.p. QUADRANT, spray, spring forks ....

3 h.p. LLOYD'S, 26X 2j:in. Palmers
4 h.p. ANTOINE, vertical, M.O.V., spray .

.

2j h.p. MINERVA, fine condition, .M.O.V. .

.

2I h.p. CLYDE, magneto, vertical, spray ....

4 h.p. ANTOINE, 26 y ajin. twes
3* h.p. SIMMS, magneto, ai'm. Palmers
3* h.p. QUADRANT, 1906, spring fo:- ,s

3I h.p. CENTAUR, free engine, M.O.\'
2j h.p. F.N., special frame, reliable

3 h.p. HUMBER, spray, good climber

3 h.p. FAFNIR, very low, spra\

3i h.p. REX, 22in. frame, trembler coil

2^ h.p. MINERVA, 26 X 2in., spr.aj-, vertical .

.

3 h.p. BROWN, spray, guaranteed

3 h.p. M.M.C., spray, very low

3j h.p. EXCELSIOR, sprav, trembler coil ..

2j h.p. COVENTRY EAGLE, vertical spray .

.

3J h.p. Two-speed REX, suit sidecar

2| h.p. F.N., light, low, smart appearance ....

2J h.p. CLEMENT, very low, good order ....

2I h.p. KERRY, spray, low, reliable mount .

.

2 h.p. RALEIGH, spray, smart

zi h.p. ROYAL, vertical, spray, trembler coil

2i h.p. HASKARD, sprav, smart
i| h.p. MINERVA, spray, suit light rider

2| h.p. EXCELSIOR, trembler coil

2 h.p. HUMBER, chain drive, trembler coil .

.

2 h.p. PEUGEOT Lightweight, smart
2 h.p. Magneto SIMMS, vertical engine, spray

4 h.p. CORONET, tyres as new, smart
2 h.p. MINERVA, spray, smart, good

£19 19
£22 10
£22 10
£34
£35
£20
£20
£20
£24 10
£21
£25
£15
£22
£16 10
£16
£13
£13 13
£16
£13 10
£15
£16 10
£17 10
£18 10
£16
£12 10
£10 10
£13 10
£11
£11
£12 10
£10
£10 10
£10
£13 10
£12
£11
£10 10
£8
£7 15

£11 10
£5 10
£8
£6 10
£9 10
£6 10
£14
£7

10
10

TRICARS.
4i h.p. W.C. BRADBURY, 2 speeds £37

5| h.p. REXETTE, W.C, two speeds £35
REX TRICAR, coach built £13
Twin REXETTE, W.C, two speeds, 8 h.p. .

.

£47

4i h.p. STEVENS Tricar, very low built £15
5 h.p. HUMBER, open frame, W.C, 2 speeds £35
REX, Phoenix Two-speed £18

"^Extended pa3Tiients to suit all requirements.

CARS.
r8 h.p. REMO, magneto ignition £225
10-12 h.p. BRUSH, tonneau, three speeds. . . . £55

6J h.p. ASTER, three speeds, two-seater £30

6| h.p. HUMBERETTE, two-seater £4-5

Onsivi-fcer- Rubbot- SLnd
CsLWf^SLS Belt.ingr.

fin. lOd.. fin. 1/1, |in. 1/4, lin. 1/9 per foot.

Liberal allowances for old belts.

High-class Magneto Machines Wanted for spot cash.

The Halifax IVIotor ExcSiange,

16, Westsate, Halifax
lelephone : 766. Telegrams :

" Perfection.'

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SAL
01 h.p. Peugeot, as new; 2 h.p. Bowd
-^2 good order; 1| h.p. Werner, g^
order; £30 the lot.—" Cycle," 21. Ba)i;<
Eoad, Ilford.

1 Q08 Triumph, handle-bar control, as n€
JLtJ £38 lowest.—(J. v.M., 3, Avonm^
Road, West Kensington. Telephone,
Hammersmith.

TWIN Kerry, 5 h.p.. Continental belt, t

accumulators, S.N.P. stand, perf
condition; £18.-53. Kingsley Avenue, W
Ealing, London.

31 h.p. Ariel, Osborne four-speed, free
2 gine, Dermatine, Dunlops, long h;

dies, low, perfect condition.—West, GrE
Hotel, Eastbourne.

K 1 h.p. New N.S.U. Motor Cycle, 1903, tw
02 cylinder engine, magneto; very L
est cash, £38.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe La
Fleet Street, E.G.

£16.—Chater-Lea motor cycle, 5 h.p. Sa
lea (Kerry), twin, long and low, f

engine, in fine running order.—309, Bright
Eoad, Croydon.

31 h.p. White and Poppe, fine conditi
2 new Continental tyres, new Sba

rock-Gloria belt; £14.—S.C.P.. 163, Balai
Street, Plaistow.

-i Q08 N.S.U. Lightweight, magneto, 01

j-*J used for two months, new and p
feet condition; lowest £23.—F. Jermy, Fr:

ley Green, Surrey.

21 h.p. Peugeot throughout, low bu
2 splendid condition ; trial ; moi

wanted. — Goldwasser, 25, Southampi
Street, Pentonville.

21 h.p. F.N.. splendid condition, verti
4 engine, spray, footboards, stand;

cept £10. — Millar. 44, Lancaster Stw
Borough Eoad, S.E.

COEONET, 3i h.p., magneto Chat
throughout, almost new ; bargain,

guineas.—Whittle, 3, Bexhill Terrace, M
ton Eoad, Southfields.

23. h.p. M.M.C., De Dion pattern engi
4 Longuemare carburetter, and S

aluminium cone clutch; £3.—Page, 18. T;

bridge Eoad, Clapham.

4' h.p. Military Model Roc, two spee
clutch, magneto, new non-skid tyi

spares, all complete order; £25.—Innes, £

ton Valence. Maidstone.

CLEARANCE of Second-hand Motor Cyc
several good machines at ridiculou

low prices.—H. P. Rose, Ltd., 28, Frith Str(

Shaftesbury Avenue, W.

4 h.p. Stevens, low, spring forks, Long
mare carburetter, G-oodrich tyre, fc

boards, fast, in fine condition ; £16. —
Shenley Eoad, Camberwell.

4 h.p. Roc, Military Model, clutch, splem
condition, enamel like new. Boi

magneto, footboards, spare cover, tube; i

—11, Normanton Street, Brighton

5 h.p. Roc, twin Peugeot engine, free
gine clutch, magneto, excellent i

chine; £26 10s.—Garaged at Wauchope's
Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London, E.G.

-j Q08 Moto-Reve Lightweight, brand ne
J-fJ owing to cancelment and forfel
deposit, can be purchased for 27 guin€
—936, 2'he Motor Cycle Qfiaces. Coventry

MOTOSACOCHE, accumulator, spr
handle-bar. Millennium stand,

ridden 400 miles; cost £33 10s., lowest £2
J., 9, Great Tower Street. London, E.G.

31 h.p. Ariel, spring forks, carrier, e

2 stand, two accumulators, lamp, ho
wallet, tools, and spares; £15; seen af

5.^09, Green Street. Upton Park, London

23. h.p. Scout, nearly new condition, f

4 up hills, light, smart, low, thoroug]
reliable, forced to sell: £12 for quick s?

—Motorist, 7, Bodney Eoad, Hackney, L
don.

7 h.p. Peugeot, twin, magneto, Chater-l
fittings, not ridden 500 miles, good

new, too fast for owner; £35, or near
offer.—Crowe, 36, Willesden Lane, Kilbu
N.W.

23. h.p. Brown, Longuemare, Palmf
4 Continental belt, stand, tools, exi

lent condition ; genuine bargain, £11, n*

oSer accepted.—62, Golvestone Crescc
Dalston.

In answering any of these aavernfemrn*< u, ,.< desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle."
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TRICARS FOR SALE.

31 h.v. Noble Tricar. Peugeot engine, free,

y2 two speeds, art cane forecar, good
«>ndition throughout ; £20 (cash, only).—70,
Bwood Eoad, Hounslow.

BENZ, 4i h.p. Victoria, three speeds, in-

cluding Orypto, solid tyres, guarantee
•ood goer ; £10, cash wanted.—Thomas, Sand-
ield Eoad, Thornton Hee^th.

•

piLEY Tricar, 4i h.p., in thorough order,
[X many spares, smart appearance; cash
;45; seen any time.—63, Showell Green
jan'e, Sparkhill. Birmingham.

[TfTATER-GOOLED Tricar, 4i h.p. M.M.C.
VV engine, Chater-Lea fittings, in thor-
ugh order; £25, or nearest.—Dowglass, 9b,

fpper Eichmond Eoad, Putney.

tl h.p. Water-cooled Humber, two speeds,
2 foot clutch, coach-built, condition

erfect, tools, spares; any trial; £25.—Bar-
lett. Blowfield, Hornsey Lane. N.

"» h.p. Eexette, car built, water-cooled, two
J speeds. Michelin and two new Clinchers,
rst-class condition; trial; £40.—Dr. G-as-

ell, 44, Mount Park Eoad, Ealing.

e
17.—6-8 h.p.. twin-cylinder tricar, three

speeds, large clutch, wheel steering,
ucket seat, wants slight adjustment ; must
ell.—66, Grand Parade, Harringay.

[TTHAT Offers?—5-6 h.p. Twin Eex Tricar,
\\ in perfect running order; consider
xchange for good magneto cycle. — Chap-
lan, 64, London Eoad, Southwark.

\1 h.p. Aster Tricar, W.C. head, Chater-
b2 Lea, chain driven, Bozier two-speed,
1 perfect order, and most reliable; £25.

—

J, Oale Street, Sydney Street, Chelsea.

>JL h.p. Wolf Tricar, w.c, Anglian two
)'2 speeds, coach built, Dunlops; bar-
ain, £22 10s., or exchange twin motor cycle.
-Letters, la. Torbay Road. Kilburn, London.

i VON Tricar, 5-6 h.p.. three speeds, wheel
Jl steering, water-cooled, Bowden controls,
1 nice condition ; £22 ; seen, tried any time.
-Thomas, Sandfield Eoad, Thornton Heath.
' AGONDA Tricar, 10-12 h.p., water-cooled,
J three speeds, in excellent order
iroughout; price £55.—Further particulars,
pply. Western Motor Works, Sidcup, S.E.

^ ENUINE Phoenix Trimo. 5-6 h.p. twin Peu-
JT geot, two speeds, free engine, handle
carting, wheel steering, coach built, sprung
ke a car, guaranteed perfect condition, £5
pares; will exchange for 1908 Triumph, or
ill.—Motor, 11, Chester Eoad, Wellingbor-
ugh.

"GENUINE 4i h.p. Eiley Light Tricar, free
X engine, excellent condition ; £22 IQs.

;

ffers; exchange; magneto lightweight pre-
jrred.—Brown, Blake House, Osmaston, Ash-
oume.
'-6 h.p. Twin-cylinder Tricar, wheel steer-
' ing, coach-built seats, two-speed gear,
prung like a car; £50, or exchange and
ash for small two-seated car.—Camforth
ycle and Motor Co., Carnforth.

;<MAET Little 3J h.p. Phoenix Trimo. Min-
J erva engine, splendid condition, perfect
rder throughout, tyres and belt practically
ew; exceptional bargain, £13.—A.T.S., 86,
olvestone Crescent, Dalston London.

I
i h.D. Genuine De Dion Tricar. ChaAer-
t2 Lea open frame, wheel steering, two
peeds, coach-built, smart appearance, thor-
ugh going order; must sell; owner bought
ar; £32.—Liversidge, Bangor Eoad, Brent-
>rd.

' h.p. Humber Tricar, coach-built through-
' out, water-cooled, two speeds, steel
on-skid back, quantity spares, perfect con-
ition; would entertain exchange; £35.—
•awkins, 64, Belgrave Gardens, Martha Eoad.
T'anstead.

^
h.p. Twin Kerry Engine Tricar, Longue-

' mare, new Clincher tyres, wing guards,
E>lendid condition, fast, reliable; any trial;
;26, or exchange good motor cycle and cash.
-18, Femcliff Eoad, Sandringham Eoad, Dal-
ton, London.

el5. or offer.—Wolf tricar, 3i h.p. Whitley
engine, aluminium forecarriage. bucket

riving seat, two speeds, chain transmission,
elt drive, non-skid back, handle starting,
unning order, horn, two spare valves.—St.
rdmund Motor Works, Abington Square,
lorthampton.

SOiVIE SPECIAL
HIGH-CLASS
CLEARANCE LINES.

All guaranteed in first-class

running order.

5i h.p. TWIN-CYLINDER brand new N.S.U., mag-
neto, 1908 model. £38. splendid bargain, at

Wauehope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London, E.G .

2 h.p. MOTO-REVE, 190S model, twin cylinder engine,

not run 500 miles. £25 lowest cash.

Wauejiope's, 9, Shoe Lane, fleet Street, London, E.C.

THREE 1907 brand new TRIUMPHS, ttted with

1 90S engines, 84 by 86, all at £41 nett.

Wauehope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London, E.C .

2 h.p. LIGHTWEIGHT PEUGEOT, vertical engine.

£10. Unprecedented opportunity.
Wauehope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

5-6 h.p. TWIN ROC, two speeds, starting handle,
Druid spring forks, 1907 model, ajin. tyres,

magneto ignition, not ridden 300 miles, just as

new. Lowest price 30 Guineas. Splendid bargain.

Wauehope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London, E.C. |

5 h>p. VINDEC SPECIAL, 1907 model, twin engine,

magneto ignitiop., in first-class repair, fitted root-

rests, Truffault forks, low frame, splendid oppor-
tunit)'. 30 Guineas at

Wauehope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

4 h.p. BAT, J.A.P. engine, sprung back and front,

Lendon to Edinburgh machine, 1907 mod^l, in

best of condition, very powerful. £26.
Wauehope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, Lonapn, E.C.

3 h.p. 1906 TRIUMPH Motor Cycle, magnetp ignition,

spring forks, smart httle mount. £22 IDs. oppor-
tqtiity.

Waueh^e's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London, E^C.

2j h.p.'FEATHERWEIGHT REX, 1908 model, in

condition Hke new, magneto ignition. £16 10s.

lo>vest cash.

Wauehoipe's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, Londgn, E.C.

aj h.p. F.N., magnteto tgHitibn, spring f6rks, very
Utile use*, with full complement of tools and
accessories. £19 19s.

Wauehope's, 9, Shoe Lane. Fleet Street, London, E.C.

5 ^TtWIN roc, Peugec^ engine, free engine clutch,

magneto, starting handle, pink of condition.

£66 10s.

Wauehope's, 9, Shee Lane, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

3i h.p. 1908 BROWN, non-skid back wheel, not run

500 miles, standard model. £22. Unprecedented
opportunity, at

Wauehope's, 9, Shoe Laae, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

3jh.p. TWIN-CYLINDER PEUGEOT, Chater-Lea
frame, low-built, torpedo tank, silent and fast.

£18.
WauQhqpe's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

5 h.p. 1908 VINDEC SPECIAL, as new. £35. First

cash.

Wauehope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London, E.C .

3J-4 h.p. ALLDAYS Motor Cycles, two ignitions, very'

powerful, in condition as new, low frame. £19 19s.

Bargains at

Wauehope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

5 h.p. TWIN-CYLINDER REX, smart, and in perfect

running order, spring seat, tools, accessories. £15.

Splendid opportunity at

Wauchone's, 9, Shoe L'',ne, Fleet Street, London, E.C .

5 h.p. TWIN PEUGEOT, Rex frame, magneto, very

fast, lowest possible, £19 19s. Worth inspection.

Wauehope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London, E.G.-

3^ h.p. 1907 TRIUMPH, magneto, spring forks,

lowest, £26 IQs. At
Wauehope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London, E.C .

Also a large selection of Second-hand

Machines of various makes, all guaranteed,

from £6 10s.

ToSetrcT

TEIXGRAMS
QPIFICER, LOWPOM

The Worlds
Largest Dealer

Telephone no.

J777.H0LB0RN.

TRICARS FOR SALE.
|E DION Engined Tricar, 44-6 h.p., w c— Oppermann three-speed and clutch'

coach-built. Palmer cord (700 by 75) and
Dunlops, fast, climb anything; for imme-
diate sale, £25 cash.—Prank Almgill, Yea-
don, Leeds.

8-10 h.p. Rexette Tricar, seats three per-
sons, in almost new condition through-

out. Little used; any trial; coat £130, sacri-
fice £39; first-class motor cycle or light tri-
car taken part payment.—K. Else, Leawood
near Matlock.

MOTOTEI Oontal, 5 h.p., the best French
tricar, recommended by editor, water-

cooled, two speeds, chains, fast, and excel-
lent order; £50. cost over £100, or accept
good motor cycle and cash Ibalance.—^Long-
tora Villa, Uddingston.

/^LASGOW.—9 h.p. Singer tricar, three
vX speeds, reverse, coach-built, seats three,
side doors, heavy Dunlop tyres, four lamps,
numerous spares, and many extras, almost
new; bargain; owner going abroad; £68.—
Templeton, 535, Sauchiehall Street.

3JL h.p. Pafnir, w.c, open frame, wheel
2 steering. Brooks bucket seat, roi^^my

front wicker, Kent three-speed gear, chain
driven, foot and side brakes, all in good
condition; seen by appointment; £28.-18.
Percy Avenue, Eangsgate. Broadstairs.

3 h.p. Fafnir, Chater-Lea, coach-built, wing
mudguards, Peter-Union and Palmer

tyres, two accumulators. Bas&ee-Michel, Der-
matine, fast and powerful, lot of spares^
etc.; £16 10s.; letters only; motor bike part.—Nicholls, 4, Euston Mews, Netting Hill.

MISS MUEIEL HIND'S Eex Tricar, 6 h.p.,
water-cooled, open frame, wheel steer-

ing, built for Land's End to John-o'-Groat's,.
cancelled on account of delay in delivery,
just finished after being tested in rough;
£100 to clear.—The Eex Motor Mfg. Co., Ltd..
Coventry.

5h..p. Twin Eex Tricar, coach-built front.
Clinchers, studded back. Whittle, Lon-

guemare, coil ignition, spring saddle, lamps,
spare tyres and bike attachment, new con-
dition; trial; offer, or exchange good 3*
h.p. and cash.—Barber, 17, Galena Eoad, King
Street. Hammersmith.

6 h.p. Eexette, car built, Thermo-syphon
water-cooling, wheel steering, large

horn, with flexible, heavy Michelin back,
new Clinchers front two speeds, metal-to-
metal clutch, Hans Eenold chain, carriage
springs, spares first-class condition; offers.
—Dr. Gaskell, 44, Mount Park Eoad, Ealing.

BEAUTIFUL 6 h.p. Singer Tricar, as new.
cost £130, sacrifice £45. bargain; also

Eex water-cooled 5-6 h.p. open framo tricar,
lovely condition, only wants seeing, any
trial, motor cycle part payment either, ac-
cept £38 10s.; several Marconi accumulators
in mahogany cases, as new cost 75s. each,
sell 25s.—W.T., 35, Eoland Eoad, Waltham-
stow.

GEEAT Bargain for cash.—5-6 h.p. Eex
Tricar, two speeds, three seats, just

been thoroughly overhauled, re-plated and
painted, bills for above work shown, very
reliable machine indeed, and excellent hill-
climber, new Clincher tyre; any trial and
examination; sacrifice for £29 10s.—Fletcher,
21, Pleydell Avenue, Anerley Hill, Upper
Norwood.

AUTOMOTOE Tricar, coachbuilt. as new,
free engine and clutch, chain drive.

wheel steering, complete control from steer-
ing column (same as a large car), large
polished brass tank, 22 by 11 by 4, for petrol
and oil combined, enamelled red, black
lining, etc., unscratched. just completed
run London to Yarmouth and back; £30.
or nearest offer.—Chase, 9, Greyhound Eoad,
Tottenham, N.

9 h.p. Eiley Tricar, three speeds and re-
verse, coach - built, open frame, and

wheel steering, giiaranteed as perfect as
new, has several spares, non-skid on the
back wheel, lamps, horn, electric tail lamp;
any severe trial can be given; it will do
forty miles with a gallon of petrol; price
£65. will take an up-to-date motor cycle in
exchange.—Garaged at Wauehope's, 9, Shoe
Lane, Fleet Street, London. .,

TUITION.
MOTOE Car Driving Taught in one mnnth.

—Particuilars, 661, The Motor Cycle Offices,

Coventry.

In answering any of these advertlsevieii.t'^ %t is cTe.^irahh that you mention "The Motor Cycle."



SIDECARS AND FOHECAHS.

£4- -Moutgomery, either side, 26 or 28in.
wheel.—76. Willesden Lane. N.vV.

MONTGOMEEY Sidecar, 28in. wheel, good
tvre. 2Jiii.; £4.—Kent, Downfield Road.

Bristol.

RIGID Montgomery Sidecar, excellent con-
dition; £4; what offers?—St. Norman's.

Streatham Hill.

QIDECAE and 6 h.p. Antoine, Chater-Lea,O in excellent order; £27.—16, Sansome
Walk, Worcester.

T710RECAE, 26in., fit Chater frame, £5 5s.;
-T also sidecar, ditto, £4 15s.—Ellis , Ox-
ford lioad, Kilburn.

QIDECAE, Montgomery, almost new; £6,O with all titments.—Eae, Thornton
street. West Hartlepool.

TT^OE Sale, rigid sidecar, 26 wheel, wicker
_C seat, perfect; £2 15s.—Stevens, 4, Gold-
Jaawk Mews, Shepherd's Bush.

CHATEE-LEA Forecarriage Attachment, no
seat, nearly new; best offer accepted.

—24, Southgate Eoad, London.

FOE Sale, new condition, Montgomery
flexible sidecar.—Apply. Messrs. Attride.

Wellington College Station, Berks.

]\/riLLS-PULFOED castor wheel Sidecar,
i-VJL splendid condition; £7 10s., or near
offer.—Carwin, Molbreak, Cadley, Preston.

PHCENIX Coach-built Forecar, 26 by z,-*

wheels, splendid condition; £5 15s.,

lowest.—47, Montague Eoad, Dalston, Lon-
don.

SIDEGAE, coach-built, 25 wheel, rifiid. new,
£6 10s. ; complete new 26in. wheel. Con-

tinental tyres, £2.—Sembill, Church End.
Finchley.

FOE Sale, forecar attachment, wicker seat,
upholstered, 26 wheels, tyres perfect;

£2 15s.—Stevens, 4, Goldhawk Mews, Shep-
herd's Bush.

CHATEE-LEA Sidecar, latest 12 guinea
model, quite hew, suit Triumph or Eoc

;

sacrifice £6 12s.—J. Sallows. 50, Vauxhall
Bridge Eoad.

FOEECAE Attachment, side stays, band
brakes, 26in. wheels, cane body, with

basket, complete, less tyres; 55s.—Lewis, 23,

Arden Eoad, Handsworth.

PHCENIX Forecar Attachment, wicker, up-
holstereu green, neat box under, spring

footboards, brakes, apron; £4 15s.—Uhattell,
Kingsley Park, Northampton.

-J
Q08 Montgomery Sidecar, run 200 miles

-i-tJ only, like new, also Mabon clutch, fit

Triumph; will take £10 10s., or offer.—Smart,
468, Garratt Lane, Earlsfield, S.W.

MONTGOMEEY Flexible Sidecar, left hand,
with luggage basket and apron, nearly

new condition 26 by 2J Model de Course tyre,
hardly worn; £4.—T. Worrall, 22, Park Street,

Walsall.

SIDECAE. fit any frame, perfect condition,
26in. Continental tyre, motor tyre;

lowest price £4 5s. ; also genuine Chater-Lea,
price £5 5s.—C. A. Edgar, 123, Holloway Eoad,
London, N.

STAMFORD HILL.—Famous rigid sidecars,
instant delivery, none better, tit your

machine, £4 18s. 6d. ; sound second-hanu
sidecar, £3 5s.; another, £4.-128. High Road,
Tottenham.

BOOTH. — Several Montgomery sidecars,
cheap, shop-soiled. A few second-

hand sidecars very cheap. Stat© require-
ments. — Booth's Motor Exchange, Wade
Street, Halifax.

SIDECARS.—Special price until November.
Our rigid type sidecars, the best of

all, upholstered wicker chair. Clincher A
Won motor tyre, detachable wheel, wide
mudguard, exquisite finish, £4 17s. 6d. with
flnug underframe pic-nic basket, 19 by 16 by
6, fitted. £5 178. 6d.—Pilot Co., Soho Road,
Birmingham.

THE Oakleigh Sidecar is the only sidecar
of its kind. Sideslip impossible

;
price

£5. The Oakleigh spring wheel sidecar
takes up all shock to bike frame. The
same as illustrated in last issue. We hold
the sole manufacturing rights for this side-
car. Come and have a free trial. We
don't press you to buy. Price £8.—Oak-
leigh Motors. Ltd., West Dulwich. Tele-
iphone, 93, Sydenham.

tcGUfflulators
UNSRII.I.ABLK
1908 TYPE,

Read what a private ridei says
{Motor Cycle, July 15th, 'OS, letter

No. 3414) when answering: a letter

from another reader of the Motor
Cycle, who does not use " E.P.R."
accumulators.

" If your correspondent will try

"a couple of 'E.P.R.' unspillable
" accumulators, I think his troubles
" will be at an end. If he cares to
" do so, he can put them in his
" tank upside down, but he will get
" no acid trouble. Unlike most of
" the unspillable typt. .hey contain
"no jelly. I have had two in use
" for some considerable time, and
" find them excellent."

No. 20c. 4 x2^- x6in. " Acid type,"

14/6.

wm.

I ^« 57„JBiii
1^^

No. 20c /08
spillable," 17/6.

4 X 2|- X 6in. Un-

We make these unspillable accumulators
in all sizes from 5 to 50 amp. capacity.
All unspillable types are sent out fully
charged and ready for use. No loose acid
to shake out. Full instructions with every
sell. All batteries, whether usual type or
unspillable, fitted with " E.P.R." non-
corrosive terminals.

A FEW SIZES ARE LISTED HERE.
'Acid "Un-

The "Fl^et" 4 volt 5 amp.
type.' • spill."

6/6 7/6
3iXi X4i

No. iqc 3f X2 X6 10/6 13/6

„ i6r .... 3JX2|X5i 136 16/-

„ 20C 4 X2iiX,6 14/6 17/6

„ 300 3JX2f x5
f; ^/6„ 40c 4iX4ix6i

REPAl^RS.—We make a speciality of

treating; old and daiwwsed batteries. We
can either repair and make them equal te
new, or else allow their v.alue in part ex-
cl>a?ige far new " E.P.R." cells. Send for

new citn-fn^ue ani term":.

NOTE,—All repair work guaranteed.

Riahford and Co.,
ACCOMCTLATOR SPECIAUSTS,

153, FLEET STREET, E.C
Established 1876.

SIDECARS AND FORECAHS.
EXCEPTIONAL Value.-Montgoujery sif

car, 26 wheel. Clincher, aluminii
coach-built body, enamelled dark ^re<
cushion, apron; £5 lOs.; extra sprins? 1

same, 6s. 6d.—Iletherington. chemist, Moff

MOTOR TRICYCLES.
J?7 10s.. or first offer.—Beeston Humber t
c«W cy^le. De Dion engine, perfect order
been at E. G. Young and Co.. Trent Brifli
Nottingham.

41 h.p. Genuine W.O. De Dion, carburett
^ coil, and silencerr, £8; 3 h.p. Hum!

tricycle, with free engine, £10; two-speed a
reverse gear box, £3 10s.—Turner, Ship H
Eotherham.

QINGER Motor Tricycle, 2i h.p., hair-stufi
^-J spring seat, with accessories, in p
feet condition, as new, tyres unpuncture
sell £14; owner bought car; seen by ;

pointment.—B., Hill Crest, Palewell Pa
East Sheen. S.W.

21 h.p. Genuine De Dion Tricycle, Ful
2 coil, 28 by 3 Dunlops unscratchi

voiturette Clincher tubes, unpunctur.
enamel and plate exceptionally gcH
bearings, gears, and engine in perfect c<
dition, spare valves, etc.; £15, no offers
exchange.—Malim, Grantham.

QUADRICYCLES.
QUADRICYCLE, Dennis-De Dion, 23 h

w.c. head, two speeds and free coai
built forecar on Gee springs; £14.—Thom
Sandfleld Eoad, Thornton Heath.

TRAILERS.
MO^OE Trailer, complete, with tyresi, gc

condition. 30s.; also first-class leatl
coat, 38in. chest, 189. 6d.—Major, 910 Hy
Eoad. Gorton, Manchester.

QUADCARS.
"DHCENIX Quadcar, 8 h.p., two-cylindX water-cooled Pafnir engine, two sve*and reverse, in perfect order; £40, or nei
est offer.—Bailey. London Eoad. Eedhil]

/? h.p. Phoenix Quadcar, two-cylinder wat^ cooled Fafnir, magneto, two speeds
verse, guaranteed perfect, three lam
spares, two covers, two tubes, magne
valves etc.; any trial and expert examii
tion; bargain, £35.—Rowland Moody, Nigmgale Grove, Shirley Eoad, Southampt(

CARS FOR SALE.
P^^M:EE.-3i h.p. De Dion Quad, wat

cooled, two speeds; any trial; £12 1

PALMEE.^ti h.p. De Dion engine car, t
speeds, reverse, reliable, perfect- i

10s.

PALMEE.—6i h.p. Darracq, two-seat
three speeds, reverse, excellent con

tion throughout; £35.

PADkEIl.-1042 h.p. Glaxiiator, tonnes
twin-cylinder, three speeds, rever

very reliable; £55.

PALMEE.—16-20 h.p. Winton, 1907, side <

trance, four-cylinder vertical engii
magneto ; £100.

PALMEE.—16-24 h.p. De Dietrich, fii

seater, four-cylinder, magneto, fo
speeds, 45 m.p.h., guaranteed; £145.

PALMER.—24-30 h.p. Hurst and Lloyd, si
entrance, four-cylinder, cardan drr

perfect; £95.

PADMEE.—16-22 h.p. Gla^diator, 1906, si
entrance, long chassis, four-cylind(

perfect; £140.

PALMEE.—7-11 h.p. Panhard Delivery Va
twin-cylinder, four speeds, revers

£29.—L. N. Palmer, 190, Mellison Eoad, To(
ing. Telephone, 208 Streatham.

MORS Car, seatsi four; £30, or neares-
trial by appointment.—Smith, plumbt

Wivenhoe.

6 h.p. Clement Two-seater Car, cards
drive, modern appearance; any tria

£32.—Robins.on, 102, High Street, Manchestt

8-10 h.p. Darracq (single-cylinder), 1907, foK
seated, swing seat, in every way i

new, absolutely reliable, and extremely lig,
on tyres and petrol; £140; trial and inspe
tion with pleasure.—Toby, 9, Sydney fetrC'e

South Kensington.

In a?iswering any of these advertisements it is rJr.firablc that you mention "The Motor Cycle



October 7TH, 1908.

EXCHANGE.
EXCHANGE White and Poppe Tricar,

Chater-Lea, Louguemare, mechanical,
'or g-ood motor bike and cash, or sell £20.—
Eerd, Colnbrook.

EXCHANGE Chater-Lea lady-back tandem
and Chater gents single for 34 h.p.

uotor cycle and sidecar.—Regan, 47, Elling-
ton Street, Barnsbury, N.

pHCBNIX Quad, good condition, spares;
L part exchange motor cycle, four-cylin-
ler F.N. preferred. — B. Martin, 10, West
;hapel Street, Mayfair, London.

^1 h.p. Century Tricar, wheel steering,
U2 good order, two speeds, for motor bike
ind cash, or small car, or sell £30.—No 933
Vhe jiiotor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

07Q, or offer, exchang-e.—Two or four-seater
S^ Siddeley-Wolseley car. equal artillery
ivbeels, good running order, two cylinders.—
3wner, 21, Balfour Eoad, Ilford.

03. h.p. De Dion Pattern, in going order,
1^4 and £5 5s. 1908 Standard phonograph,
^change for good strong motor cycle.—R.
Bell, 9. Zion Row, Ebbw Vale, Mon.
I^XCHANGE 1906 3J h.p. Minerva, for 2i
1-i h.p. Rex, featherweight; will send
Dhoto; cash adjustment; or sell £16.—Pearce,
Uoflfee Bar. Tournay Barracks, Aldershot.

EXCHANGE brand new 28iu. by 2iin. Dun-
lop cover, cost 27s. 6d., for 28 by 2in. of

jame or equal make, or sell for 18s 6d.—
Alexander, 138, Wendover Road, Staines.

VTAUXHALL, 6J h.p., two-seater, tiller steer-
V ing, good climber. Stepney, spares; £30,
>r exchange 44 Drummond lathe and cash.—
Box 938. The Motor Cycle OfBces, Coventry.

EXCHANGE Cycle, three-speed, truss frame,
for good motor cycle; sell £11; an-

other cycle, would exchange for one re-
quiring repairing. — Wheatland, Newport,
Mon.

EXCHANGE Eudge-Whitworth road racing
tandem, neatly new, also 24in. road-

ster, and little cash, for 54 h.p. Triumph
magneto.—WiUis, shoemaker, Hadfield, near
Manchester.

7-9 h.p. Peugeot, sidecar. Roc, two speeds,
magneto. Palmers, built by Chater-

Liea, ridden 200 miles, perfect; exchange
;wo-seater car. no rubbish.—Tarr, Cemeterv
Koad, Sheffield.

EXCHANGE for lower power and little cash
3J h.p. Rex, very powerful, takes side-

jar, low saddle, long handle-bars, well tuned
ip.—E.S., 4, New Norfolk Street, Curtain
ioad, London.

EXCHANGE for motor cycle and cash 1907
practically brand new 6 h.p. twin Rex

L'riette, cantilever seat, every refinement
i,bsolutely perfect condition.—Exchange 86
kilvestone Crescent, Dalston. London.
lyTOTOR Cycles, new or second-hand, taken
-VX in part payment for talking machine
upplies (wholesale), one of the largest
tock.? in England to draw from.—No. 873
he Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor Street, E.G.

EXCHANGE for good motor cycle, tricar
or modern small car, new high-class

urniture, any description, valued wholesale
'

irect from works. — Furniture manufac-
urers, 7-11, French Place, Shoreditch, Lon-
on.

£65.—Smart 64 h.p., water-cooled, two-
seater, bucket seats, three speeds and

averse, direct on top, cardan drive equal
rtillery wheels, good order throughout-
schange part.—Motorist, 21, Balfour Road
iord.

pRIOMPH, 1907. adjustable pulley. Liberty
L sidecar, exchange both for 1908 Tri-mph; Osborne four-speed free engine pul-
>y, fit twin Brown, 35s., exchange studded
iver, 26 by 2i.—Horner, Milnes Street, Wel-
ngton Road, Leeds.

?XOHANQE 54 h.p. Baby Peugeot car
-i (latest type), three speeds, reverse, ar-
llery wheels, paint, gears, etc., splendid I

rder, fast and economical for 1908 Triumph
• vmdec, and £15, or other good make

—

amonby, Greenrig Street, Uddingston.
SCOTLAND. -Wanted, Phoenix or other

quad, Hnmberette. Minervette, or lignt
ir, good order ; will exchange 1908 34 h pmerva, torpedo tank, unpunctured,''com-
ete set spares. Whittle belt, only ridden aw miles; half carriage paid to Glasgow I

ich way; guaranteed perfect.—No. 934, The \

otor Cycle Offices, Coventry
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otanley Dermatine,

The Motor Belt cf Merit.

BRITISH IS BEST.

TOURIST TROPHY RACE
Twin Class won on De'ma.tine Belts-

London to Edinburgh.

Land's End to John-o'-Groat's.

London to Land's End and back.

London to Plymouth and back.

71 GOLD MEDALS
Beware of Imitations.

Copy of Mr. Reed's letter :

" Stanley Webb, Esq.

"Dear Sir,— I used your belt and

fastener in the Tourist Trophy Race,

Isle of Man, and won the twin

class, and I am pleased to say that

both went through without giving

the slightest trouble.

" Yours faithfully,

" (Signed) H. REED."

Two years in succession first prizes

in Isle of Man Races.

RESULTS TELL.

HundredB of Tegtimonial*. Britiah Made,

NOTE THE PRICES.
fin. Jin. Jin. lin.

1/2 i /O. 1/8 1 /11 per ft.

Post Free.

The Stanley Detachable Fastener.
so,000 irs use-

jWitn Liijic.Lr;.ibla Hook. Guaranteed. (Made
junder Simplex Patent.) In sizes fin., fin., Jin.,

lin., 1 /- each. Whiolesale and Retail.

The STANLEY DERMATINE
MOTOR BELT CO.,

32. London Road, BROMLEY, KENT.
Stanley Webb, Manag:er.

TJReaders who purchase, or
contemplate purchasing, a
new machine, should adver=
tise their present mount in

these columns. ^Experience
has shown that "The Motor
Cycle " is, in the majority of

cases, successful in finding a
purchaser. TfThis applies also

to accessories and spares.'. ^

WANTED.
WANTED two 24 by 2J or 2i tyres; cash.

—52, Perry Hill, Catford.
10 for your old machine.—ISTo 940 The

Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

MOTOE Cycle, 2-3 h.p., 26 wheels, low, per-
fect.—13, Cadogan Eoad, CromerW

M
sail.

w-
land

W

ANTED, 1908 Motosacoche. for cash

-

Apply, Treelands. Leckhampton.
INEEVA, standard 1906-1907, about 2k

h.p., for cash.—30, Hig-h Street, Wal-

ANTED, Chater-Lea three-speed reverse
gear.—Young-, Gas Works, Bishop Auck-

ANTED, cylinder and piston, 1906. 31 h.p.
Bex; approval.—Harwood, Sandwich,

Kent.

WANTED, sidecar, gaod make, cheap for
spot cash. — 5. Heath Street, Hamp-

stead.

C^EANK Case, for Minerva, 2J h.p., inclined,
J automatic inlet.—Glen. Tlie Avenue

Ching-ford.

WAJSTTED, Girder Forks, twin Eex. 1906
r alter n. for cash.—Electricity Works,

Folke.3tone.

WANTED, P.N. or Triumph, Eoc. or any
good make. — Eey, 5, Heath Street,

Hampstead.

WANTED, crank case, for cylinder, 34in.
bore.—Garland, 221, Adelpm street,

Glasgow, S.S.

ELEOTEIC Motor Cycle Lamps, latest;
agents wanted.—82, Upper Tooting'

Eoad, London.

WANTED, Trailer, small, light, exchange
for triplet or sell; £6.—Arch, Mar-

ket Place, Boston.

WANTED, Phelon and Moore, with or
without sidecar.—Hillier, Woodley.

Eomsey, Hampshire.

WOEKING Partner in motor cycle busi-
ness, London. — Box 944, The Motor

Cycle Offices, Coventry.

WANTED, 28 by 3i wired edge cover. In
good condition.-Hawthorn, Baguley.

Altrincham, Cheshire.

WANTED.—Advertiser offers £1 for Brooks
tricar bucket seat.—Eeply to L.S.. 182,

Ewell Eoad, Surbiton.

T^fANTED, 2| h.p. engine. Minerva pre-
y\ ferred.—Alfred Webb, 106, Wellington

Street, Canton, Cardiff.

WANTED, Single-cylinder 4i or 5 h.p. en-
gine, w.c, in good conditior.—Eussell,

72, High Street, Croydon.

WANTED, Tricar, thermo-syphon, radi-
ators and three-s^eed gear box.—27,

Cambridge Eoad, Barking.

WANTED, good car, cheap for cash, slight
repairs not objected to.—14. Zermatt

Street, Chapeltown, Leeds.

T'EIUMPH Wanted, 1908 preferred, cash or
part exchange Phoenix auadcar. —

Motorist, Theatre. Nuneaton.

WANTED, li to 14 h.p. engine, carbur-
etter, silencer, cheap.—30, St. John's

Eoad, New Shildon. Durham.

WANTED, 1908 Osborne four-speed, auto-
matic jockey, fit Minerva.—Smith,

Sunnyside, Meanwood, Leeds.

-i Q08 Triumph wanted ;
private owners

JLO only; Oxford district preferred. —
Motor, Ewelme. Wallingford.

ENGINE, about 3 h.p., inclined: cheap for

cash; no rubbish: approval.—Salmon,
engineer, Wroxham, Norwich.

HUMBEEETTE, or similar, and little cash
for 9 h.p. Eiley tricar, or cash offer.—

Shephard, Charles Street, Bath.

WANTED, 28in. by 2in. Palmer or Clin-

cher cover, good condition ; cheap.-
15, West Street, Pimlico, London.

T^T'ANTED reliable, medium power Oxkc,

VV good condition, spring forks, acces-

sories, cheap. — Full particulars. Keniiton,
Ehyl.

WANTED, second-hand Montgomery or
Millford sidecar, 24in. wheel good

tyres; cheap for cash.—Bannister, Easing-
wold.

In avswering any of these advertisements it is desirdhU that you menf'm. "The Motor Cycle.'
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WANTED.
/"ANTED, good air-cooled cs'liinder and

piston. Triumph preferred.—Tyndale,
ii-tlefrere, Haileybury, Hertford.

METAL-TO-METAL Clutch, and three-speed
and reverse gear box, for 9 h.p. car.

Trirner, Ship Hill, Eotherham.

WANTED, g-ears, for 6-8 h.p. Decauville,
air or water-cooled.—j^\ Eanger, 'A.

Camden Hill Road. Upper Norwood.
TTT"ANTED, Two-wheel Attachment, or fore-
V T car for motor cycle, give good ex-
change.—Stephenson, Castleside, Consett.

F.N., four-cylinder, 4J h.p., wanted, wiiii
Mills and Eulford castor wheel siae-

car.—Clark, Eiverside, Walton-on-Thames.
r7jLPT. iin. Wlaittle Belt, good, also small
I 2 generator for motor cycle (approval).
—Hendersion, 4, Lothian Street. Edinburgh.

WANTED, petrol engine, any conuition,
and frame, tank, wheels, also old Min-

erva or E.N.—61, London itoad, Manchester.

WANTED, Phoenix Quad, late pattern,
magneto preferred, must be m good

order and cheap for cash.—Beck, Thursby,
Carlisle.

O ECOND - HAND Double - breasted Motor
KJ Jacket; state size, lowest price, con-
dition, materiad,—J. Worth, Hippodrome.
Brighton.

WANTED, good twin and sidecar, must
be in first-class condition, and cheap

for cash.—53, Kidgeway, Portland Eoad, Bir-
mingham.

WANTED, 6 h.p. De Dion (or pattern)
crank case, with or without fly-

wheels; must be cheap.—237, Hertford Eoa'd
Edmonton.

ANTED, for cash, motor cycles, first-
class makes only; must "be cheap.—

Particulars by letter, 33. Upper Tulse Hill
London, S.W.

WANTED, good powerful twin, must be
in perfect condition, and very cheap,

a bargain. — Apply, H. Porter, •' Surrey
Mirror" Office, EedhiU.

MODBEN Magneto Motor Cycle wanted,
cash or exchange pianoforte, cost £32

10s. recently, and cash.—39. Fulham Eoad,
Sparkhill, Birmingham.

WANTED, Montgomery flexible sidecar;
part exchange with good lady s push'

Dike and cash.—Woodage, 3, Highland Vinas,
Eutland Place, Maidenhead.

ANTED, 3|-4-i h.p. Cycle, magneto. Tri-
umph preferred.—State details and

lowest cash price to Box No. L3,325, The
Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor Street, E.G.

WANTED, 4 or 5 h.p. Motor Cycle and side-
car, m exchange for ladies and gents'

new cycle.3, value £20, and cash to balance.
—Hancock, High Street, Battersea, S.W.

WANTED, Four-cylinder P.N. Motor
Cycle, in exchange for 1908 Ee\

featherweight, new, or sell £20; power
wanted for sidecar work.—No. 939, The Motor
Cycle Offices, Coventry.

WILL Pay £3 10s. per month for a 1908
Triumph motor cycle, magneto,

spring forks, etc., slightly used, but must
be m flrst-clasis condition ; approval. — Ad-
dress, No. 927, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coven-
try.

WANTED, good motor cycle, tricar, or
reliable small car; exchange new

high-class furniture, any description, valued
wholesale, direct from works. — Furniture
manufacturers, 7-11, French Place, Shore-
ditch, London.

WANTED, to purchase, for prompt cash,
second-band motor cycles, as Tri-

umphs, F.N.'s, Vindec Specials, Phelon and
Moores, Anglian, Eocs, Eexes, Bats, Peu-
geots, etc.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet
Street. London.

SIDBGAES wanted; give new cycles, three-
speed Sturmey-Archer gears, level ex-

change: wanted also Drummond or other
S,C. lathe, gramophone; reasonable cash
price given for good motor cycles.—Booth
Wade-Street, Halifax.

WANTED. 5 h.p. EHey Tricar, no rubbish
will give 6 h.p. twin Phanomen, mag-

neto, two speeds, sidecar to match, all in
perfect conditi'^n, and cash.—Pull particu-
lars to Asbby, Horton Grange Cottage, Ray-
mill Road, Maidenhead.

YOU
KNOW THAT

The ability to drive slowly is as important as
the ability lo drive fast. Now WHITE'S
ECONOMISBR enables you to Isctp going
stc-idily at a walKina; pace, without misfiring.

It enables you to throttle down lo the extreme,

and ensure^ an instant start at all times, in all

weathers, without flooding Carburettor and
without opening throttle more than for nor-
mal running. It therefore saves your petrol,

and has, in fact, won first prize in recent con-
sumption test. It can be attached in half a
minute to models E and H Longuemare, Rex,
and Minerva-Longuemare, and /o8 Triumph
Carburettors. Try one—It is so simple, and
its price isonlv */- earb.

WANTED.
DVNAMO. gas engine, two-speed fr^ee en-

gine gear, magneto, vulcaniser, S.S.
lathe, in exchange £13 girder two-speed
coaster Enfield, £10 Ariel special path racer,
Edison's phonograph, and 3 h.n. Brown
motor cycle.-R., c/o Parish, I'lympton,
Devon.

MISCELLANEOUS.
ENGINES Re-bushed throughout from £1.

—Tufnell and Co.

^'^TLINDERS Ee- bored from 5s. — Tufnell
\J and Go.

PISTONS Supplied new from 7s. 6d.—Tuf-
nell and Go.

OINGS from 9d.—Tufnell and Co.

i^ONNECTING Rods from 7s. 6d.-Tufnell
Vy and Co.

TNLET Valves from Is. 6d.—Tufnell and Co.

EXHAUST Valves from 2s. 6d.—Tufnell and
G3.

T3ULLEYS for any motor.—Tufnell and Co.

TRIUTtfPH, Brown, Pafnir, 4s. 9d.—Tufnell
and Co.

EX, Antoine, Kelecom, 5s. 9d. — Tufnell
and Co.

E DION, M.M.C., 6s. 9d.—Tufnell and Co.

THF. "ECECfARY ADJUSTABLE FOCUS
PROJECTOR, with GENERATOR (The finest

motor cycle Searchlight extant), 30,'-

ORDINARY MIRROR LENS SEARCHLIGHTS,
with Generator (as sold elsewhere at 30/-), 22 6

W. &. Rk JACOBS,
Electrical Engineers,

39c, King William Street.

London, E.G.

T. T. RACE
IN -

1907 and 1908
The WINNING MOTOR BICYCLES

(Twin Class)

WERE FITTED WITH

PEUGEOT 5 h.p. Engines

J. TAYLOR,
318, Percy Road, Birmingham.

(Sole Wholesale Agent.)

G. T. RICHES & CO.,
LTD.,

19, STORE STREET, LONDON.

RICH DETACHABLE AIR TUBE.
26' X 2i"

14/6
26" X 2^*

15/6
26' X 3*

22/-
28* X 2*

14/6
Please write tor Special List, with full prices and par-
ticulars ol all sizes, together ivith instructions and hints.

Your OWN TUBE CONVERTED. Write for price

R
D
ABOVE 4iin. Diameter, extra 9d.—Tufnell

and Co.

\ XLES, cranks, spindles, handle-bars, seat-
A. pillars, or any other parts made to
pattern or sketch at lowest prices ; accuracy
guaranteed.—Tufnell and Co., 527, High Road,
Leytonstone.

CYLINDERS Ee-bored from 48. 6d.—Central
Motor Works, Paisley.

CAST-IRON Headed Exhaust Valves; from
2s.—Central Motor Works, Paisley.

LONGUEMARE Carburetter, for single or
twin ; 15s.—58, Whitehorse Road, Croy-

don.

BARKER'S Iron Cement for cracked cylin-
ders, etc. ; Is. tin.—Oxford Road, Worth-

ing.

TTrHIPCORD Breeches, latest cut ; 10s. 6d.—
VV J. C. Savage, 119, Donegall Street, Bel-

fast.

CHATER Pattern Frames made to order,
£2 lOs.; wheels, 17s. 6d. pair.—Millard,

Belvedere.

QUADRANT Loop Frame, with front forks
and 20in. handle-bar; 323. 6d. each.

—

Farrar.

LONG Motor Handle-bars, 21in., 4s. 9d.;
heavier gauge, 5s. 6d. ; well plated,

three sizes.—Farrar.

DOUBLE-TWIST Cow-voiced Horns, 4s. 9d'.

;

large size, 6s.; new Lycett's B toolbag,
6s.—Farrar.

PREMIER Accumulators, Rex size, 12s.;

send for price list; pounds saved. —
Farrar, Square Road. Halifax.

UNCTURES Vulcanised, any size, 6d., and
guaranteed.—16, Summerland Mansions,

Muswell Hill.

FOUE^SPEED 1908 Osborne, fit 3| h.p.
N.S.Q., new; £4.—At Eagles, High

Street, Acton.

SHEDS for Motor Cycles, 45s.; portable,'
—Stevens, 82a, Leighton Road, Kentish

Town, London.

GENUINE De Dion Quad, w.c. head. 23 h.p.,

live axle, complete; £6 10s.—Bone, Ivan-
hoe, Llandudno.

EIGHT Pair Simplex Spring Fork Attach-
i^ents; 93. 6d. pair.—Mitchell, 22, Leg-

horn Road, Plumstead.

WJ HIPCORD Cycling Breeches, latest cut;
VV 10s. 6d. ; write for patterns.—Booth,

tailor. Longton. Staffs.

r.N. Carburetter, 4s. ; electric lens lamp,
6s ; leather coat, 7s. 6d.—63, New Filli-

brook Road, Leytonstone.

CHATER Pattern Frames made to order,
£2 10s., which includes girder for^s

and engine lugs; wheels. 17s. 6d. pair; also
sidecars.—Millard, Belvedere.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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MISCELLANEOUS.
BOOTH.—Wide mudguards, with stays and

screws; Sin., 2s. lid.; 4in., 3s. 6d.

BOOTH.—Doiible-twist horns, deep tone,
43. 9d. ; large leather toolbags, 5s. 6d.

BOOTH. — 503 Fuller's Midget plain coils,

10s. 6d.; 200 Puller's Midget trembler
coils, 17s. 6d.

BOOTH takes your old coil in part pay-
ment; part with troublesome coils.

BOOTH. — Puller accumulators, 20 amp.,
l'7s.; Rex type, 16s.; Minerva, 16s.;

Midget, 16s.

BOOTH.—5s. 6d. allowed for your old ac-
cumulator in part payment for Pul-

ler's.

BOOTH.—50 pairs Xl'all spring forks; im-
mediate delivery; ISl.A.B. seat-pillar,

3s. 6d.

BOOTH.—Long motor cycle handle-bars,
heavy gauge, best quality plating;

5s. 6d.

BOOTH.—Silent silencers, for engines to 5

li.p.. very efBcient, no back pressure;
3.3. 3d.

BOOTH.—New Antoine frame, with wheels,
belt rim fitted, two cable brakes, mud-

guards ; £4 19s. set, low built.

BOOTH.—Gas lamps, separate generators,
powerful light, well plated, 5s. 3d.

;

mica plugs. Is. Id.

BOOTH.—Pocket voltmeters, very handy
and reliable, 4s. Id., usually 10s. 6d.

BOOTH.—Motor frame, wheels, and tyres,

suitable for 2 h.p. inclined engine; 40s.

BOOTH.—200 best quality magneto covers,
23. 3d. each, usually 5s. 6d. ; new L.T.

magneto, 20s.

BOOTH'S Motor Exchange, Coronet
Works, Wade Street, Halifax. Tele-

phone, 198Y.

MILLER'S Oetolite Motor Cycle Lamp,
separate generator, pei-fect ; approval

;

10s. 6d.—Torrens, Youghal.

SIMMS - BOSCH Low Tension Magneto, ro-
tary armature; 25s. — Edward Irving,

13, Lowther 'Street, Penrith.

WHIPCORD Motor Cycling Breeches; 8s.

6d.: post free; patterns free.—Mere-
dith's, Wearwell, Northwich.

GENT'S Tandem, in good condition, nearly
new tyres; exchange for gramaphone,

or push cycle and cash.—Below.

2 h.p. Universal Engine, carburetter, and
silencer, £2 10s.; plain coil, 6s.; Hum-

ber Chater-Lea frame, girders cranks, pil-

lar, and handle-bar, 25s. — P. Herbert, Gro-
ton, Boxford, Suffolk.

R.O.M. Contact Breaker, complete, per-
fectly new; £1. — Premier Motor Co.,

Ltd., Aston Road, Birmingham.

LATHE, screw-cutting. Tin. centres, 6ft.

bed. as new. 22 wheels ; offers.—Middle-
ton, 27, Broad Street, Grifiithstown.

LATEST Pit-all Two-speed Gear, used 4

h.p. Antoine; accept £4, lowest.—19,-

Mountfield, Prestwich, Manchester.

NEW Kent Tricar Gear, three speeds, com-
plete, in hands of makers ; price £6.—

Cloake, Rose in Valley Hotel, Chatham.

BELT Rim Brakes, flexible cable hand ap-
plied, easily fitted, stop anything; 8s.

6d., usual price 15s.—Slack's Garage, Stock-
port.

TRICAR Frame, complete, less engine,
wheel steering, large basket seat, etc.

;

cheap. — Hicks, 67a, High Street, Maldon,
Essex.

OSBORNE Pour-speed, perfect. 45&.; Fuller
coil, twin trembler, 28s. ; Aldington's

silencer. 7s. 6d. — 16, Sansome Walk, Wor-
cester.

EVERYTHING made in Tanks and Radi-
ators except a fortune. — Write for

prices, A. Phillips, 112, Lynton Road, Ber--

mondsey.

OtJ by 2 Dunlop Wired Cover, new, 12s.;

^U 3ft. 5-16in. Renolds chain, new, 5s.—
Rox L3,345, The Motor Cycle Offices. 20. Tudor
Street, E.G.

FOR Sale, Gamages £22 leather suit, flan-

nel lined, excellent condition, 38in.
chest ; 173. 6d.—Jecks, 15, Fairmile Avenue,
Streatham.

PLEASE NOTE
We can supply all parts for 2| and^

H h.p. F.N. Engines.

"VINDEC" Adjustable PuUeys for

2| h.p. F.N. Engines, 10/- each.

"VINDEC" Adjustable Pulleys for

3i h.p. F.N. and 3i or 5 h.p. Peugeot

Engines, 15/- each.

" KUMFO" Sponge Rubber Grips, pn.

or lin. bars, 2/6 per [pair.

South British Tradiag Co., Ltd.,

13-15, Wilson St., London, EX.
i^JiaimUlHU^BBBBBmB^BBHI^

HALF a MO'
The 'GLARE'

Electric Keadlighi

Consumes
only 4 volts.

i amp.

Weighs
only 8 ozs.

Throws a
beam 100 ft.

ahead.

I

(MISCELLANEOUS.
CAMEL Rubber Belting, grooved; the last

^

word in rubber belts, tin., 9d.

CAMEL Rubber Belting, cut to a cor-^ect
angle, beautiful grip, never slips, |in.,

1^.

CAMEL Rubber Belting is made of the
finest materials procurable; gin.,

1
Is. 3d.

CAMEL Rubber Belting is of the highest
cla.S'S, and price is popular; lin., Is. 6d.

CAMEL Rubber Belting has a strong can-
vas core, surrounded by specially vul-

canised rubber.

CAMEL Rubber Belting.—fin., 9d.; |in.,
Is.; Jin., Is. 3d.; lin.. Is. 6d.

I nAMEL Rubber Belting can be had at
V7 Booth's Motor Exchange, Wade Street,
Halifax, on approval.

6 h.p. De Dion Carburetter and Castle
trembler coil; cheap; offers.—Wall is,

45, Fieldhead Road, Sheffield.

AUTOGENOUS Welding.—Send that broken
casting to the Alvaston Motors, Derby,

to be welded by patent process ; metal re-
united.

AUTOGENOUS Welding. — Ccstly castings
saved from the scrap by our process.

Cracked valve seats, water jackets, cylinder
liners, pistons, frames, connecting rods, and
a thousand other things

AUTOGENOUS Welding. — Wonderful re-
siilts. Broken flanges, lugs, brackets,

etc., all amenable to our process ; send part
to-day; quotations on sight.

AUTOGENOUS Welding —Alvaston Motors.
Derby. Telephone, 1, Alvaston.

ADJUST or Detach your belt instantly
without using tools ; Instanta fastener,

only Is. 6d.—251, Oxhill Road, Handsworin,
Birmingham.

BOSCH Magneto, complete, suitable for
twin or four-cylinder motor cycle

;

what offers?
—"Spark," Jobs Hill Office,

Crook, Durham.

BOWDEN Valve Lifters, 6s. 9d.. usual price
10s. ; Vim stands (starts like frc-3 en-

gine), 6s. 3d., usual price, 17s. 6d.—Slack's
Garage, Stockport.

LARRAD'S Motor Timer. 21s., quite new,
cost £3 3s.; trembler coil, 7s. 6d.; mot'>r

kit, never been used, 15s.—73, Church Street,
Camberwell. London.

THE
ORIGINAL
VARIABLE
SPEED
PULLEY,
£1.

ACCUMULATOR
and Box for

Glare, £1.
A few of our Specialities,

particulars.

«#. Vi. GREENWOOD, L-td.

PORTLAND PLACE WORKS, MALiFAX.

ADJUST-
ABLE

HANDLE
BAR LAMP
BRACKET,
4s. 6cl.
Postage 3d. extra

Write for

"MABONFREE
ENGINE CLUTCHES."

No alterations required to

fit. In stock to suit single

cylinder "Minerva" and
" Rex,

"

55/-,
complete with handle-bar

control.

MABON MOTOR WORKS,
54, High Boad, North Finchley, N.

rIT-A.LL Two-speed G-ear, suitable 6 h.p.
Jap engine, with handle-bar control

12,

and all fittings, complete, first-class order
not run 50 miles ; £6.—Below.
MABON" Clutch, first-class condition, suit

able 3i h.p. Brown; 35s.—Martin,
Nithdale Road, Plumstead.

CLEARANCE Sale.—Millennium stands, 7s.

6d., usual price 20s. ; Vim flexible ceble
rim brakes, 5s. 6d., usual price 123. 6d.—
Slack's Garage, Stockport.

SCREW-CUTTING Lathe, by Buck and
Hickman; cost 45 guineas, for " ^ot or

power; £30, or exchange to value.—H?.ncock.
High Street, Battersea, S.W.

LATHE, Drummond, 3iin. centres, screw
cutting, treadle, and about 24 tools, in-

cluding chuck (self-centring): £10.-896, The
Motor Cycle OfBces, Coventry.

GIANT Watawata Belt, 7ft. 9in. by iin.,

condition excellent, ^\'lth spare fast-

ener; 12s. 6d.. cost double.—H.H.B., 13. Kid-
derpore Avenue, Hampstead.

TTARIABLE Pulleys soon wear out. We
V make them everlasting for 2s. 6d.: send
pulley and postal order to the Utopian
Works Co., 92. Myrtle Road. Leicester.

BRAND New extra heavy beaded edge
o-ver, 26 by 24, accept 21s.; Lucas

Acetyphote gas lamp, 18s. 6d.; inner tube.
26 by 2i. 4s. 6d. ; bargains.—45, Parade, Lea-
mington.

QUADRANT 3Jin. frame, tank, wheels, all

complete, miniis engine, spridg forks,

etc.; m\i5t be sold: good reason for dis-

posal: £5 10s. cash. —Write, stamp, E. S.

Danger, Aberdare.

TWO New " Essex " Accumulatoi's. 4-volt,

-10 amp., 2iin. by 2in. by 6in.; 4 -volt,

12 amn., 3Jin. by 2in. by 4iin. :
charged once;

first cheque for 163., or 83. 6d. each.—Payne.
Metchley Lane, Harborne.

Tn av^iL-ering any of these advertisements it i-s desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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TYRES!! BAIMDS^!!

(Cover fittpd with rubber studded band.)

SANDS, RE-TREADiNG, and Repairs OUR Speciality-

(All makes of bands titled.)

A Non skid band is essential for winter riding,

and a band FITTED IN TIME SAVES tne buying ol

a new Tyre.

Shamrock, Clincher, or Goodrich rubber studded
Non-skid Bdnds £1 Is.; Bates, extra heavy, 15/-

^

heivy, 13/-; Pullman Leather Steel Studded Non-
skid « md, 17/6.

Retreading with our ooriugated tread, 17/6.

Note.—Pulhnan leather steel--tudded bands titled to

the " R.O.M. "special re enforced covers.Complete,
all sizes, 40/- (These " R.O.M." tvres are specially

manufactured to stand the strain of a non-skid
band. We supply these covers fitted with any
make of band at an inclusive price of £1 2s. Cd.

above the cost of the band.
When buving a new cover, remember we allow 10/-

for your old one in part p;iyment and are Special

Agents for Shamrock, Goodrich, Clincher Rubber-
studded Non skids and Palmer Cords (delivery from
stock). We supply only the best tyres as supplied to

us by the manufacturers. We do not touch the so-

called cheap covers.
Whatever vnnr reqiirpments, write for our new

•"ILLUSTRATED TYRE LIST" (sent free). This gives
prices of all covers, tull particulars of our allowances
on old covers, prices for re treading, li'tingbands etc.

Special Trade List on Application.

R.O.M. (Patent) Front Wheef Stand.
Price (to fit any machine), 14/6 per pair.

U The only contact breaker Really suitable for

twins with accumulators and coils. Ensures

Q, permanent synchronism.

KM R.O.M. means—more power, easier starting,
"'''

" smoother running. Illustrated list free.

The CONTINENTAL MOTOR CO.,

32, Rosebery Avenue, LONDON, E.G.

Phone: Holbom, 1513. Tel. :
" Bromitch," London.

TUBULAR STANDS.
CARRIERS.

The PREMIER are the LIGHTEST, NEATEST, BEST
DESIGNED. They FIT ALL MAKES.

M^

M^

from stock.

Biask or Aluminium

Finish. Perfectly made.

The Luggage Carrier may be had with curved top

members, for machines with extra low frames, wide

saddles, etc. No extra charge.

Stands, 7/6; Carriers 8/6
Sold by all Agents, or direct trom

The PREMBER MOTOR Co , Ltd.
ASTON ROAD. BIRMINGHAM.

MISCELLANEOUS.
MAUDE'S.—Genuine Stanley - Dermatine

lln. belts. 8ft. 6in., guaranteed and
genuine; 12s. .6d. each.

"AUDE'S.—Osborne four-siDeed, very good
order; £2 17s. 6d.

"AUDE'S.—Genuine De Dion Engine. 2?

perfect order; £3; approval.

'AUDE'S.—Why not try a latest Brown
and Barlow carburetter, with handle-

bar control; only 30s.

MAUDE'S. — Will allow you 10s. on your
present one. no matter what make, in

exchange; immediate delivery.

MAUDE'S.—Amac carburetters, latest pat-
tern, 29s., or your present one and 20s.

secures; any model.

'AUDE'S. — Mabon clutch, fits Minerva,
g-ood condition ; 328. 6d.

MAUDE'S. — Longuemare spray carburet-
ter, 15s.; Brown and Barlow, ISs.

AUDE'S.—High tension wire, best quauty,
9d. per yard; low tension, 6d.

'AUDE'S.—Rubber goggles, latest pattern,
sold elsewhere at 48. 6d.. our price Is. 9d.

TAUDE'S. — Albion Free Engine Pulley,
brand new ; 30s.

'AUDE'S.—Stratex belting, gin.. 8ft. 6in.

lengths, 10s. 6d.; voltmeters, gua.ran-

teed, 3s. 9d.

AUDE'S. — Middlemore padded Rideasy
saddles, your old one and 12s. 6d.

secures, guaranteed, exactly as on Tri-

umphs, splendid value.

MAUDE'S, the Fair Factors, Powell Street.

Halifax. Tyre catalogue ready in a
week. Kegister your name for one.

LENS Mirror Searchlig-ht, Premier pattftrn,
complete, brand new ; 21s.—Motor, 21,

^Highbury Quadrant, N.

DYNAMO, 5 volt 20 amp., by Canning, com-
plete with switchboard, volt and am-

pere meters, practically new ; £7. — Glen-
dower Co., 3, Glendower Place, South Ken-
sington.

A Q, Amp. Premier Accumulator, only
±4' charged three times, 198. 6d. ; Fuller
twin plain coil, soiled only, cost 45s., ac-

cept 35s.—Smith, Ford Street. St. Mary, Not-
tingham.

QTILL they Come.—One more triumph for
10 the Advance adjustable pulley. Win-
ner of Toxirist Trophy race, H. Eeed. with
5 h.p. Dot and Advance adjustable pulley.—
AddreSiS below.

ENGINES, Engines, Engines.—3 h.p., 6 h.p..

and 9 h.p., air or water-cooled. Write
for particulars.—Address below.

HERE at Last. — An ideal adjustable belt

fastener, for variable pulleys; price
2s.. 6d.

lATENT Leather Magneto Covers, 3s. 6d.

;

Advance generator brackets, as recom-
mended by Ixion, 2s. 6d. each. — Advance
Motor Mfg. Co., Northampton.

ATLAS Spring Fork Attachment.—Motor
cycling a pleasure; no side play, no

vibration, polished, rustproof; 13s., carriage
paid.—Atlas Engineering Co., 115. Victoria
Road. Charlton, S.E.

OSBORNE Free Engine Pulley and three-
speed gear, will fit Minerva emgine,

50s., or offer; A.R.A. vulcanising outfit, with
materials and instructions for repairing
tyres, 15s.—Jas. Woods, Bungay.

AMATEUR Photographers.—Superior en-

largements (bromide), from your nega-
tives, 8 by 6. 9d.; 10 by 8, lOd. ; 12 by 10, lid.;

15 by 12, is. Id.; cash; from prints 5d. extra.

-^Greame, Wellesley. Whyteleafe.

READERS having Photographic Apparatus
for sale should advertise in " Photo-

graphy and Focus " Emporimn ; Jd. per
word, minimum 9d.—Address, " Photography
and Focus" Offices, 20, Tudor Street, London,
E.G.

by 90 Stepney, complete with Dunlop,
£4 12s. 6d. ; three-speed gear box,

£5; Darracq. Aster, D© Dion valves, from
2s 6d.; commutators, 10s.; carburetters
from 10s. ; 810 by 90 Michelin non-skid, brand
new, £5 10s.; pair Ducellier oval headlights,
£4 5s.—Eclipse Engineering and Motor Co..

255, Earlsfield Road, Wandsworth. 'Phone,
1135 Putney.

P

Th«? Winner
Tourist Trophy Race
(Twin Section) says :

I used it (the •Adviince' Adju.stabie Pulley)

inl.T. Race. 1 am pleased to say it gave me

every satisfaction, and enabled me to u.et the

most suitable £;ear for the course. I consider it

the bcit Adjustable Pulley now on the market.

(Sn;ned) H. Reed.

Price, 20 -

The Advance Motor Mfg. Co.,
NOaTKAMPTON.
THE ADVANCE

ADJUSTABLE BELT FASTENER
can be operated with-

out removing the belt.

London Agents

:

BOWEN & ODERY MFG. CO.,

62, New Cross Road,

S.E.

Invaluable to

Motor Cyclists

when Touring
or Planning a
Tour. ™—

—

" The Autocar '

Map, Style 3 .

.

Folding

" The Autocar " Folding Map occupies
but little space on the motor cycle, as

when folded up, in its case, it only
measures 7| x 9J in. It is well printed on
strong linen, all the main roads are

marked in red and the distances between
all important towns are shown.

Price 8/10 carr, paid

from the offices of

"THE MOTOR CYCLE,"

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable thai you mention " The Motor Cycle.
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Motor Cycle Lamps.

THE long winter nights are close upon us, and
every evening lamps have to be lit a little

earlier. The article published elsewhere in

this issue under the above heading will there-

fore be of particular interest to readers who
contemplate doing any amount of motor cycling

by night. The speed of a motor cycle, however
moderate, entails the use of a bright light which will

illuminate the road at least fifty to sixty yards ahead

of the rider. Apart from this question of illuminating

the road, a bright light at night is more companion-

able than a dim one which barely illuminates the

hedges on either side; sometimes, unfortunately, a

poor light is also the rider's undoing. The law,

although it makes it compulsory for vehicles to carry

a light, allows a drove of cattle of any size to be driven

on the highway at night, and as the movements ot

cattle are almost inaudible, at least to a motorist, the

fact that one is likely to meet either straying cattle

or those in charge of drovers should be sufficient cause

to induce motor cyclists to see that they carry not

only a perfect lamp, but one well trimmed and ready

for use. There are numerous other dangers encountered
on the roads after dark, but cattle, singly or in droves,

are certainly the most common.
In the case of acetylene gas lamps, only the very

best carbide should be used ; the carbide should be
carried in a carbide carrier, tightly packed to prevent
as far as possible the formation of dust. The reason
it should be carried in a separate compartment is

because the formation of the above mentioned dust gets

into the water valves and other passages of the

generators and prevents the flow of water and gas and
"he proper functioning of the lamp. It will not be

out of place at this season to reiterate the well-worn

hint with regard to acetylene gas lamps, viz., that

after use the flame should never be allowed to die

down of its' own accord. Either blow the flame out

after turning off the water supply or pinch the rubber

'

tube, if a separate generator, and leave the remaining
gases in the container to escape through the burner.

If the machine has to be brought into a dwelling house
remove the carbide container and leave it outside. The
water tank o-r compartment of the lamp or generator

sjiould be frequently washed out, and as far as possible

water should be used which is free from foreign matter

or particles.

Oil, Gas, or Electric.
N the case of electric lamps it is quite as essential to

H^, see that the accumulator is fully charged before

I setting out. If the machine is magneto ignited it

will be necessary, of course, to carry a separate

battery, but in the case of a battery ignited engine

the lamp can be run off the same cells as those used

for igniting the charge in the engine.

Oil lamps are seldom used on motor cycles, as the

light they give is hardly sufficient to perfectly illuminate

the road for a sufficient distance ahead of the rider.

If an oil lamp is used great attention should be paid

to its cleanliness. No stale oil should ever be

allowed to remain in the oil vessel, and the wick should

be frequently changed.
On the question of self-contained or separate

generator gas lamps, we certainly must say we lean

towards the separate generator, and we think that nine-

tenths of the motor cyclists in the country will agree

that we are right. The lamp-bracket on a motor cycle

is not made sufficiently strong to carry a heavy self-
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contained :'. r- t \ I . nc gas lamp. The consequence is, if

one is use-i, paui'^ularly on machines with rigid forks,

the joltinc, very soon breaks the lamp iron and a service-

able lamp is spoilt by being dropped on the road. We
have also known accidents to take place through the

Limp falling into the spokes of the front wheel. In

Ibe case of separate generator lamps the heaviest por-

tion—viz., the carbide and water container—is carried

til a bracket attached to a part of the machine where

vil-.: ition is not so great or where the parts are made
sut'ticiently strong to hold it. This leaves the lighter

portion—the lamp body, reflector, and glass—to be

carried on the lamp iron in front. We also think that

the tube connecting the generator to the lamp is an

advantage rather than otherwise, as it acts in a way

on the lines of a gas reservoir, and enables a fairly

steady supply of gas to reach the burner. On the ques-

tion of attachment of the generator to the machine,

there are various devices on the market for this pur-

pose, the most popular being a bracket which screws

by means of clips to the front forks. This is hardly an

ideal method of attachment, as the clip is very liable

to slip down the fork sides, and might cause the spokes

of the front wheel to be torn out, if not an unpleasant

accident to the rider. A lamp iron on the forward tank

clip, enabling the generator to be fixed at the side of

the tank, is a far better plan, but seldom adopted by

manufacturers of complete machines. One or two

makers of the latest types of separate generators have

adopted a position behind the seat tube, and for a

motor bicycle this is almost ideal. The generator is

out of the way, and although it entails a long length of

rubber tubing to reach the lamp, it occupies practically

the only space left on a motor bicycle where it can be
readily fitted and be free from injury.

With regard to the carriage of accumulators for

illuminating electric lamps, two or three positions have
been tried, and in all probability the one last mentioned
for generators is about the best, viz., to fit the battery

in a compact casq behind the seat tube. Some riders

carry the accumulator box or case on the front forks,

just above the front mudguard. This means shorter

wires, but does not look so neat as the seat tube
position.

Finally, as to which is the best type of lamp—gas,

oil, or electric—it is one of those questions which
cannot be answered directly in one word. The style

of lamp that should be adopted depends entirely upon
the rider's requirements. If he uses his machine nightly

for short distances, and wants the light to be ready
at a moment's notice, we should strongly advocate a

good electric lamp and battery ; but if he wants the

lamp for long rides, where the utmost light-giving power
is essential, then let him choose a first-class acetylene

lamp. Again, if the machine is required for very short

journeys and to be ready at a \moment's notice, an oil

lamp is serviceable for town use, where the machine
is to be ridden in well-illuminated streets. If the rider

possesses more than one type of lamp, all the better

;

he will not then require to drive a motor cycle through
a well-lighted suburban district of London or provincial

town with a brilliantly-lighted acetylene gas lamp
when he can see all approaching traffic for a hundred
vards or more ahead without a light at all. An oil

lamp or a small electric lamp in these cases is quite

satisfactory, and nothing more is required.

->-•••-<-

THE GAILLON HILL=CLIMB.
SEVERAL motor cyclists competed in the above

event on the 4th inst. In the class for motor

bicycles not exceeding 50 mm. bore Pean on

a Peugeot won in im. i%s. The speed class

was won by Giuppone on a Peugeot, Grapperon on an

Alcyon coming second, and Mentel

on an Anzani third. The fastest f
time was 32%s. It is some time

since Giuppone competed in any

classical event on a motor cycle, for

he has of late turned his attention

to voiturette racing ; but his per-

formance proved that he has lost

none of his old dash and form.

Grapperon ran him very close,

being only one second slower. On
the day following the competition it

was announced that Pean had been

disqualified for pedalling on the

hill, and that Vilbois (Lurquin-

Coudert) was placed first in the

class for motor bicycles not exceed-

ing 50 mm. bore. The manufac-
turer of the Ronteix tricar has

entered a protest against the classification. His

mount was weighed as No. 107, and competed and
timed as No. 108, and yet the machine was not

included in the formula classification ; neither was
any other motor cycle competing so classified. He
also strongly protested against a tricar having been

allowed to start with only the driver on board, this

not being permissible according to the rules, except in

the racing car classes.

Last year's contest was better supported than it was
this year, although better time was made on the 4th.

Cambridgeshire Motor Cycle Club. Competitors'at the start of the Consumption Trials. (See page 808.)

Bucquet last year on a Griffon made fastest time

—

37%s.—on a motor cycle weighing under no lbs.

This is 5%s. slower than Giuppone's time this year.

The Chateau Thierry Hill-climb, another important

French event, is dowm for decision on Sunday next,

the 1 8th inst.
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The Eclipsing Disc ot the

Autoclipse Lamp.

For night riding we have for some time relied upon
.a Model F Autoclipse lamp with eclipsing mechanism,

.and although of comparatively small dimensions its

light-giving powers are wonderful. It is 40b candle-

power, and the projective power 200 feet. But the

brilliant light it gives is not its only good point, for

the lamp is splendidly finished and stoutly constructed,

and after carrying it on our motor bicycle for many
hundreds of miles it is jus<- as solid and free from

rattle as ever. We mention this,

^^ as all riders who have used fiimsily

I constructed lamps know how tire-

some they can be. It is certainly

I a high-priced lamp, but it is

I obvious that the makers studied

quality first, and not cost. The
eclipsing mechanism is shown in

the accompanying illustration.

By altering the position of the

operating lever shown on the right,

a disc is interposed between the

burner and the reflector, thus com-

pletely eliminating the long-distance rays which are

so dazzling when riding in trafiic, and cause much
annoyance. Even when the eclipsing disc is in use a

good light is maintained for immediate surroundings.

The lamp can be obtained from Brown Bros., Ltd.,

Great Eastern Street, E.G., with either side or back

lamp-bracket, and without the eclipsing mechanism if

desired. It weighs 2 % lbs.

We wish we could speak in

as high terms of praise for

the generator, which works

on the diving bell prin-

ciple; that is to say, gas

is generated by water

soaking through a capil-

lary pad at the bottom of

the carbide reservoir, and
after enough gas has been

evolved it automatically

forces the water away from
the carbide, so preventing

further decomposition of

the carbide. As soon as

the gas generated has
been consumed, the water
again attacks the carbide
and a further supply of

gas is generated, and so

on. But in use the gener-

ator only lasts one and a half to two hours, and is

Autoclipse Diving Bell Generator,
with clips lor attaching to the seat

lube.

very wasteful with carbide, requiring to be filled each
time a light is required, and personally we prefer the
ordinary drip-feed generator (which Brown Bros, also
supply) on account of its reliability and simplicity.

But,- though heavy, the Autoclipse generator is very
neat and well made, and quite adds to the appearance

The Autoclipse Lamp and Generator, showing the neat method of carrying
the latter between the seat tube and rear mudguard.

of a machine when attached to the seat tube by the

clips provided. A drip-feed generator designed to be

attached to the seat tube in the same manner would
make an excellent combination. The iirm also sell

the Duco lamp and separate generator, which is a

cheaper pattern than the Autoclipse.

The Service Co., Ltd., 292, High Holborn, W.C.,
supply the Service mirror lens headlight and generator.

This lamp has been designed to meet the requirements

of those motor cyclists who do a great deal of night

riding. The mirror lens is detachable, the front glass

is dissected, and the lamp is supplied complete with

generator, tubing, and clip for attaching generator to

the fork. A carbide carrier is also supplied by the

same firm to fulfil a very necessary want, viz., a case

in which the carbide may be carried until it is actually

required for use in the lamp.

The F.R.S. lamp is the outcome of suggestions made
to Messrs. Samuel Hall and Sons, Ltd., qf 12,

Clyde Street, Edinburgh, by readers of The Motor

Cycle. The latest pattern F.R.S. has a body made of

aluminium and plated brass combined, and the total
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weight is only ij^ lbs. This is extremely light for a

lamp of the size, and from personal experience we are

l^leased to say that the lamp gives a most excellent

light. Its shape follows the popular Rushmore design,

and one of the special features is the door at the back

as well as the dissected glass door at the front. This

door is provided to enable the user to make a tyre

repair or adjustment to any portion of the machine

which is unlighted by the front rays of the lamp with-

out detaching it from the lamp iron. Two small legs

are provided, which allow the lamp to stand on the

ground while lit. The size of the lamp under review

is—length sin., diameter of glass front 4^in., lens

4in. The attachment to the lamp iron is simple yet

effective, for we have never had the lamp work loose

on the lamp iron, although it has been fitted for some

weeks to the top of the wings of a rigid-framed tricar.

The burner and gas tap are detachable, and a differ-

ence can be made in the projecting power of the light

bv moving the burner nearer to or further from the

F.R.S. Lamp, with the front and back doors open.

lens. The further forward it is put the more pene-

trating the light becomes. The generator differs in

appearance and also in its action from the usual drip-

feed generator supplied Avith motor cycle lamps. The
line drawing we have prepared of this generator will

show that it consists of two cylindrical parts—A the

water chamber and B the generating chamber. C is a
long bracket firmly attached to both the chambers.
This, when placed against the round seat-tube of a
motor cycle, is held in position by two hinged clips

which pass round the bracket and the tube and hold
the generator securely. Connecting the water chamber
with the carbide container is a small pipe E fitted with
a tap F, which either allows the water to flow into the
carbide container or the gas to flow out from the

generating chamber to the air, according to the position

in which it is placed. The carbide is placed in the drum
"H, which is provided with a cap at each end, and a
handle at one end for withdrawing it from the con-
tainer. In the centre of it is a tube K perforated with
holes, through which passes another tube L, forming

the tubular bolt locking the end cap on the container.

The water from the. tap F flows through a centre tube

M, this latter being a continuation of the small pipe

The F.R.S. Separate Generator.

A. Water chamber. F. Water tap.

B. Generating chamber. H. Carbide drum.?
c. Long bracket. K. Outer tube of generator.

D. Clips. L. Middle tube of generator

E. Water pipe. M. Centre tube ofjgenerator

outside, through which the water flows from the tank.

It is claimed for this generator that it is perfectly auto-

matic in action after turning on the tap. There are

only two positions for this, viz., full on or full off, and
the amount of gas required for any burner will be

generated. Since receiving the generator for trial we

have not been able to test this claim, but hope to dc

so shortly: In ordering the generator, it is necessary

to state if it is to fit the forks, side of tank, or seat

tube of bicycle frame. The F.R.S. generator will light

a very large burner for six hours and a smaller one

for ten hours, such as a ly^/^ litre burner. It is, of

course, connected up to the lamp or lamps by means
of a rubber tube in the usual way.

Powell and Hanmer, Ltd., Chester Street, Birming-

ham, are an old-established firm of bicycle lamp
makers, and have specialised in motor cycle lamps.

The two patterns they make are a self-contained lamp

Powell and Hanmer Headlight,"with"separate generator.

and one with a separate generator, which we illustrate.

It will be noticed that the generator has an adjustable

bracket for securing it to the fork or any other part

of the frame where it is required to be attached, and
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no matter to what part it is fixed it can always be set

in a vertical position. The lamp has a large front

with hood reflector to throw the light down on the

road. The lens is double convex, and the reflector is

made of almninium. Unfortunatt.ly we have not had
samples of these lamps sent to us for inspection, so it

is impossible to give a deta'l'j-d .^-scription of the way
they are fitted up and the method in which the separate

generator operates, but the illustration of the lamp and
separate generator is practically self-explanatory, and
the length of time the firm have been established is

sufficient proof that their workmanship can be relied

upon.

The Kerry-Hella is an exceedingly well-made

acetylene gas lamp, placed on the market by the East
London Rubber Co.,

A and 8 Creat i^^^^'-*WK^'«^ss#«ss»w^K^'«-''-*<.'-^:'^

Eastern Street,
London, E.G. It is

'certainly one of the

best finished lamps
we have ever
examined, and it

can be supplied in

polished brass or

nickel plated. The
lamp body is strongly

ri\-eted, no solder

being used in its con-

struction. The front

glass is dissected,

and a glass mirror

lens is provided. The
novel method of

fitting the lamp
bracket at the back is worthy of mention. Instead

of it being plainly . riveted, the ends of the

bracket are tucked inside the body of the lamp^
so that it is almost impossible for it to be shaken
loose—a not infrequent habit of heavy lamps with'

weakly fitted brackets. Two sizes of separate

generators can be supplied. The small size measur-
ing 6in. by 3in. will bum three and a half hours, and
the larger pattern (Sin. by 3^in.) for six hours.

The " Glare "' electric headlights for motor bicycles

and tricars have been previously referred to in these

pages. Their speciality is

light weight combined
with an adjustable bulb.

The lamp body is speci-

ally shaped, and the bulb

is screwed into the back
of the lamp in such a Avay

tha,t it can be placed

nearer to or further away
from the front glass. The
nearer the bulb is brought

to the glass the further

the light is projected. The
bulbs consume rather more
current than some others,

but give a very good light,

their chief advantage being-

that they can be used with a four-volt battery. The
makers' address is J. W. Greenwood, Ltd., Portland
Place Works, Halifax.

The Kerry-Hella Headlight.

Glare Electiic Headlight of small
dimensions and very light weight

A. W. Gamage, Ltd., Holborn, supply no less than
five different motor cycle gas lamps. Three different

patterns are illus-

trated in this article,

viz., the Nulite lens

mirror headlight,

British made, riveted

throughout, and fitted

with Bray's Cyka
burner, finest quality

4in. mirror lens, and
dissected 4in. dia-

meter front glass.

This lamp is obtain-

able in polished brass

or nickel plated and
with side or back
bracket fitting at

the same price. The
stoutly constructed article

Then there is the

" Nulite " Lei>s Mirror Headlight.
' the dissected front glass.

Note

SiS^ISC

The "Hblbdrn" Motor Bioyde
or Tricar Headlight, with

condensing lens.JS

separate generator is

made to withstand rough use.

Holborn condensing lens motor
bicycle or tricar headlight. |
The size of this lamp over all

is 6in. deep, with a front glass

4in. in diameter, the lens

being 2 in. in diameter,

mounted on a screwed-on
tripod, which is detachable
if desired. It is provided

with an aluminium reflector and
atmospheric burner, and the

price with separate generator

is extremely moderate.
This is a lamp of rather light

construction, yet, it is claimed,

quite strong enough for motor
cycle work. Another type of Nulite separate generator

headlight has a well-shaped hood and cowl, aluminium
reflector, powerful

front lens sM^"-
in diameter, is

English made,
riveted throughout,

and heavily nickel

plated. The back
bracket is provided

with a fixing screw

with lock-nut to

lock the bracket

firmly to the lamp
' iron. The burner

is one of Bray's

Cyka burners. In

addition to the

three above men-
tioned types, Messrs. Gamage also supply the Nulite

self-contained headlight, which is practically the same
as the one last mentioned with hood and cowl, except
that it is self-contained and fitted with a stout gas

bag to provide an even feed of gas to the burner. With
this lamp is provided a special sprung fork bracket

with round clip for clamping to the handle-bar stem,

or a flat clip for clamping to the ordinary lamp iron.

It will burn for over four hours. It is heavily

nickel plated, and, in addition, is provided with a

bail handle. The New Century is a separate generator

lamp of ordinary pattern provided with a central lens,

Gamage's " Nulite " Separate Gpnci
Headlight.
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414:111. glass and zj^in. lens. The reflector is highly

polished, and the burner is a Bray's Cyka burner.

The burner holder is detachable for cleaning purposes,

the body is riveted throughout, and an extra strong

bracket is provided for back fixing. This is a smart

little lamp, British made throughout, and sold at a

remarkably low figure. Those of our readers who

wish to see illustrations of the whole of the motor

cycle lamps supplied by Messrs. Gamage should write

for the catalogue called " Everything for the Motori-st."

This can be obtained free on application to the above

address, and contains illustrations of all the lamps we

have described in addition to those for which we have

not space in this article.

The Electary mirror lens acetylene projector and the

Electary elect lic head lamps and side lamps are made
by Messrs. W. and R. Jacobs, 39c, King William

Street, E.G. The
acetylene projector

is a stout gauge brass

lamp with adjustable

focus burner pillar.

The dissected front

glasses are all fitted

into a separate metal

flange before being

attached to the lamp
front, so that all

chance of rattling or

movement is avoided,

and any of the

glasses can be re-

placed at a moment's
notice if the original

is broken at any
time. With the

electric head and
side lamps are now
included a genuine

Osram metallic fila-

ment bulb. These

lamps are provided with a special type of polished

reflector and a lens which throws the light well ahead.

We are informed by Messrs. W. and R. Jacobs that

one of these electric lamps used in the London-Edin-

Jaeobs's Electric Headlight and Metal-lined

Case for Accumulator.

and caused delay. The firm supply, in addition,

cheaper types of motor cycle head lamps with separate;

generators, and for use with the electric lamps special

seven hour four and eight volt accumulators in tin-

lined leather 'cases, with straps complete for attaching

the case to a machine.
(To be contimted.J

Jacobs's "Electary" Side Lamps for Tricars.

burgh run was still giving its light long after many of

the gas lamps had gone out, choked up, given trouble,

"THE AUTOCAR" LECTURES.

THE series of weekly lectures on the motor car

which are being organised by The Autocar

throughout the country commenced at the

London centre yesterday, Tuesday, October

i'3th, in the small hall of the Queen's Hall, Langham
Place, W. The complete list of dates at the various

centres is as follows

:

London.—Queen's (Small) Hall, Langham Place, W. Tues-
days, October 13th, 20th, 27th; November 3rd, 10th,

17th, 24th ; and December 1st at 3.30 p.m. and 8.30

p.m. (tickets available for either).

Birmingham.—The University, Edmund Street, at 7.30 p.m.
Wednesdays, October 21st, 28th ; November 4th, 11th,

18tli, 25th ; and December 2nd and 9th.

Leeds.—The University, College Road, at 7.30 p.m. Thurs-
days, October 22nd, 29th ; November 5th, 12th, 19th,

26th ; December 3rd and 10th.

]\Ianchestfr.—Geographical Institute, The Parsonage,
Deansgate. Fridays, October 23rd, 30th ; November 5th,

13th, 20th, 27th ; December 4th ajid 11th, at 4 p.m. and
7.30 p.m.

Newcastle-on-Ttne.—The Armstrong College. Mondays,
October 26th; November 2nd, 9th, 16th, 23rd, 30th;
December 7th and 14th.

There will be a discussion after each lecture, and the

lecturers will deal with any special points desired by

those who attend. We cannot too strongly urge our

readers not to miss the opportunity these lectures offer

for the obtaining of a sound practical knowledge of

motor matters. They will prove of especial value

to motor cyclists who hope one day to be car owners.

The lectures are an educational effort on the part

of The Autocar, and the fee {^£1 is. for the course)

is fixed as low as possible. Affiliated members of

the M.U. may obtain tickets for the course at 12s. 6d.

each. Applications for tickets should be made
immediately to the Lecture Secretary, The Autocar,

20, Tudor Street, London, E.G.

A member of the Liverpool M.C.—Mr. J. Pickering—usuailyjF^tends at elub

runs and competitions on his " good old trike." He has ridden it for yeats.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from our readers and our
rep'ies thereto. When particular makes of machines, accessories, or tyres are

mentioned, numbers must be used, the writer to keep a key for reference. All

queries should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C.,

and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied with a Stamped

addressed envelope for reply.

Pitting of Comaet Points.

Please help me out of the

IqI
following difficulty : Tlie fixed

I > platinum point on the contact
LiJ breaker of magneto of my 1905

Triumph has practically

vanished after about 700 miles run-
"ping. This excessive wear (iid not
commence until I put in new points.

The point on the rocking lever ha*
not worn, but has become pitted and
black. I have cleaned the two
carbon brushes, the brass cap, and
both ends of the spring which holds
the cap in position, and the screw
fiecuring the spring to the oondenser
terminal, but it did not stop the
wear.—E.S.

Experiences such as yours are, fortu-

nately, extremely rare, and we can
only think that you have baen sup-
plied with a metal which is not suitable
for the purpose.

Governoi Control and How to Frevenc Spilt Acid.

I have just fitted a 3^ h.p.

Fafnir engine and B. and B.
carburetter to my cycle, and
shall be glad if you will tell me
the best way to drive? (1.) I

set the spark and throttle for top
speed and control speed by the
governor, as I find that if I ?et at

half throttle and have to slow down
almost closing the governor, the
engine will not pick up again, but
stops dead. (2.) I wedge the accu-

mulator down in case with a long
set screw and it cannot move, but find

that the vibration spills out half the
acid each time I go out. How can 1

avoid this? I have put a piece of

rubber tubing on each vent, but this

does not stop it.—LN 3980.

(1.) If the governor mentioned controls

the lift of the inlet valve we should re-

commend you to set the throttle almost
fully open and control by the governor
and spark lever. Naturally, if you do
not retard the spark when attempting
to run slowly the machine will come to

a standstill owing to ignition being
too far advanced for the speed.

lliere is no reason why throttle should
not be open if you use the governor
control, as the engine cannot draw in a

full charge of gas, no matter what open-
ing of throttle, if the governor is work-
ing properly. (2.) The accumulator
vents should be connected with a piece

of small diameter indiarubber tubing
in the form of an arch with a small hole
in the centre at the topmost point of

the arch. This will prevent spilling of

acid to a great extent.

Cost of Running a Passenger Machine.

(1.) Does it cost less to run

0^\ a bicycle with sidecar than a
> tricar? and, is the cost of buy-
-2J ing H first instance' less? (2.)

Would 3^ h.p. be enough for

touring purposes (not in the hilliest

districts) if I had a change-speed
gear?—W.P.

(1.) A 3^ h.p. bicycle with sidecar would
be slightly cheaper to run than a 3^

Gordon Gibson asking J. Marshall how he

does it. (And apparently<he was told in time

for the last Brooklands race.)

h.p. tricar, owing to the reduced weight

on tyres and lower petrol consumption.

The sidecar combination would also be

a little cheaper to buy. (2.) It would not
!

be wise to go under 3^ h.p, with two
speeds for passenger work. Suitably

geared, and with passengers not exceed-

ing twenty atones you could tour in
j

most counties without meeting unclimb-

able hills.

[^Lubrication of an Engine.

I recently removed the cyll
der of my 2| li.p. Minen
motor bicycle engine so as '

clear it of the carbon deposi
Fmding it difficult to remoi

the deposit owing to the cylind'

being all one casting I decided to be
it. I therefore placed it in a pan
cold water, to which I added a qua
tity of paraffin and a handful
common washing soda, and then 1

it boil steadily for about half s

hour; this had the desired effect''

thoroughly cleaning the cylinder •

all foreign matter. I next tumt
my attention to the crankcase ; this

swilled out with paraffin and then 1

it all drain out. Having scraped tl

piston head I replaced the cylinde
Next day I started off for a run ; e:

leaving the garage I gave the engii

four pumpfuls of oil (Vacuum B ai

cooled). I then sped along for a mi
and a half, the engine purring aws
quite distinctly. I then stopped f<

a flock of sheep to pass. Upon r

starting I could hear squeaks fro

the engine, so I dismounted (with:

twenty-five yards of stalrtmg plac

only to find that it had seized.

therefore slipped off my belt ar

"pushed'" home. After tappir

, away for nearly an hour 'I got tl

piston out. I could then re-insert

in cylinder, and it worked well wil

the exception of getting very tight i

the bottom of stroke. (1.) Did I c

the right thing to boil cylinde:

(2.) Did I give enough oil befoi

starting? (3.) Do you advise reborir

of cylinder and new piston? (4

Should not the engine have
_

give

warning of overheating or seizing ?-

Goodie.

(1.) You could not damage tl

cylinder by boiling it, because tl

temperature 212° Fahr. is very muc
under the temperature reached by a

air-cooled engine under normal cond

tions of running. (2.) Yes. For

pumpfuls should be ample, but you ma
not have assembled the piston correctl

on the crank rod, or you niay hav

changed the position of the rings; c

the oil sold to you at the garage ma
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b have been genuine air-cooled

tcuum B. Another point is, who
lembled the engine? It should

ve been thoroughly oiled everywhere

tore being put together, so that the

pumped into the crank chamber

uld follow the lead. If the parts

re put together dry it is very

ssible that the splashed oil would nob

i,ch one of the bearings immediately,

i so a seizure would take place. (3.)

e engine ought to run all right if

iembled properly, without it being

jeissary to rebore the cylinder. (4.)

>t necessarily.

Single V. Twin-cylinder Machines.

I am purchasing a new
^T] machine. Kindly tell me—(1.)

^ Do you recommend twin-
-iJ cylinder engines in preference

to single-cylinder engines? {Z.)

Ls the vibration less on twin engines?

3.) Is there greater wear with
iwin or single enginee a& regards

expenses of tyres, etc. ? (4. ) Will a

Criumph motor bicycle pull a sidecar

A'ith passenger, say, twelve stones

md driver twelve stones, and is there
my extra license to pay for sidecar,

md which sidecar do you recommend,
it least which fittings for coupling
ip?—G.E.R., Yorks.

) It entirely depends for what pur-

se you intend to use the machine,
th types have their uses, but a novice
perhaps better off with a single-

linder machine owing to its sim-
city. (2.) Vibration is less on twin-
inder engines of the V-type. (3.) A
in engine of 5 h.p. would wear out
) tyres sooner than a 3^ h.p. single-

inder, but not quicker than a 5 h.p.

gle-cylinder, if as quick, and like-

se a 35 h.p. twin would not wear out
) tyres any quicker than (if as quick
a 3ih.p. single-cylinder. (4.)Twenty-

ir stones is a heavy weight for a 35
). engine, and without a two-speed
ir a little beyond the limit. There is

extra license for a sidecar. The
>ice of a sidecar is more a matter of

rsonal taste than anything.

Concerning Compression.

I have a 2| h.p. Kerry bi-

? cycle, and am desirous of
fitting new piston rings. (1.)

-2J Would any 2-| h.p. make of
rings do? (2.) May I look for-

ward to increase of compression?
13.) Must ends of rings be as far
apart as possible? (4.) When grind-
ing in an exhaust valve, is it neces-
sary to file the bottom of valve, as
in grinding the seating the valve
drops a fraction, and if the end is not
filed I take it the valve cannot close
properly, as it is made too long. Am
I right in this? (5.) Will a stronger
exhaust spring also improve power?
6.) I ground exhaust valve last
week, and instead of improving
engine it ran worse. There was
^ardly any compression at all. All
joints tight, etc. Could not start
for some time until I slightly filed

^nd of valve which seemed to im-
prove it, and I at last got a start.
What do you think was the cause?

—

W.A.
) No, you must send to the makers,
& East London Rubber Co., Great
xstern Street, London, for the rings.

(2.) Yes, if properly fitted. (3.) No, as

close together as possible, allowing for

expansion through heat. (4.) If dis-

tance between the end of valve and top

of tappet is less than a bare l-32in., the

stem must be filed, not otherwise.

(5.) Extra strong springs may break

head off valve, and also put a strain

on timing gear, but if the one now on

the engine is old, it has most probably

lost its temper and a new spring would

improve the running. (6.) It is not un-

usual for compression to be absent

immediately after grinding the exhaust

valve. Run the engine for a few

miles and the compression will return.

Probably in your case the valve stem

was too long.

Vibration, HUl-cUmlJing, and Tubes.

Kindly t'gU me what devices

I can purchase for my Triumph
to minimise vibration. I am
going a week's tour in Devon-
shire next week. Shall I be

able to climb all hills without using

the variable pulley? My weight is

twelve stones with luggage. I pro-

pose carrying a spare tube. Which
is the best of the detachable variety?

—B.R.

Spring seat-pillars render riding more
comfortable, also an extra large springy

saddle. If your tyres are blown up too

hard you will notice the vibration m.ore.

It is hardly likely you will be able to

climb every hill in Devonshire on the

top gear, but if you carry a spare belt

giving a gear of about 5 to 1 when the

variable pulley is altered, you should

be able to surmount any hill. There

are several makes of butt-ended tubes,

and also several makes of tubes with

detachable ends, i.e., those giving a

continuous air current. If you adopt

our rules we will place a list in order

of merit for you.

Unequal Power in Two Cylinders.

I have just cleaned cylinders^ and valves of my '3 h.p. J. A. P.

> Compression of frc-it cylinder

-^ is slightly better than back.

Spring front inlet valve slightly

weaker than back one. Sparking
appliances in perfect order. Syn-
chronisation practically correct. Can-
not detect any leak in inlet pipes.

On the road the back cylinder does
much more work than front one.

When throttled down the front cylin-

der does practically no work, only

firing now and then, and runs nearly

cold. On the stand, with the con-

tact breaker connected separately for

each cylinder, the spark has to be
much more advanced to start front

cylinder than back one, and even
then the engine runs much more

. slowly. Accumulator and plain coil

ignition. A solution will be grate-

fully received by—O.J. P.

The compression should be equal in

both cylinders, and strength of valve
springs (both inlet and exhaust) should
be equal. Likewise the openings of the
inlet valves should be exactly the same
—not more than 3-32in. You could
try the experiment of changing over the
valves and wiring, and noticing if you
experienced the same trouble. Syn-
chronised ignition is best for V-type
engines.

OCTOBER 14th, igob.

Constant Pitting ot £xaaust Valve.

The compression of my 1907

J^ Quadrant will bear my weight

> for about half a minute on the
-i-l pedal after grinding in the

valve, but by the time I run
about ten miies the compression ie

practically gone, and the machine
fails to climb hills which it can lly up
when compression is good. Carbu-
retter is a B. and B. 1908, handle-bar
controlled, and fitted with an adjust-

able nipple. The engine gets a little

hot but nothing extra, and to make
sure that I have not been running
with too rich a mixture I open the

extra air till I hear a pop back in the
carburetter, and then close the lever

slightly. Taking, out the exhaust
valve after a run I find that it is all

charred, and takes a lot of grinding
to make it right. I may say this is

the second valve I am using, although
I lubricate freely.—H.B.

The charring of the exhaust valve may
be due to the worn timing gear having
reduced the proper lift of the valve.

It should lift about ^in. We should
advise you to check this, and also to
fit as large a silencer pipe as possible

with only gradual bends in it. If the

silencer is choked this might account
for the trouble. If you are still un-
able to cure the trouble you should try
a new valve of special material, such
as nickel, or with castiron head.

READERS' REPLIES.
A Tip to Triumph Users.

It occasionally becomes necessary to
remove the rear wheel of a motor
bicycle to insert either a new tube or
to fit a new cover. The first operation
of a Triumph rider is to undo the chain
bolt to take off the chain, but this ia
unnecessary, as wheel can be taken out
and replaced without undoing the
chain at all. In replacing a wheel
single-handed, it is a good plan to strap
up the wheel to the carrier while the
axle nuts are screwed up.—T.T.

Adjustment of Petrol Level. ,Tr7[" %
I have seen a number of queries

lately re adjustment of petrol level in
F.N. carburetters, and I have hit upon
a plan which I

think might be a^
useful. I have _ c=fcb ^
made a needle 0=^'^M^'^^
similar to the
original and the
same weight, but
instead of having
the little brass
flanges soldered
on, I have turned
a screw thread on
top part of needle
and made two
small iron flanges

to screw on. I can
by screwing these
up or down readily alter the level of

petrol in the jet. I have found by ex-

perience that to get the best running
it does require altering from time to
time; possibly the specific gravity of

the fluid varies. The level can also

with advantage be slightly lowered
after the engine has been running for

some time warmed up.—R. A. Camp-
bell.

;rT~l
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The World's Hour Record Broken.
ON Thursday last that .iskilful and daring rider' of

Matchless njotor bicycles, C. R. Collier,' made
an attempt at breaking the hour record at

Brooklands with no small amount of success.

A gloriously sunny afternoon—one of the many which
this splendid St. Martin's summer has provided—with

little or' no wind, favoured 'the attempt. The machine
used was' the 7-10 h.p. Matchless twin-cylinder which
as No. 4 was ridden by H. V. Colver in the Tourist

Trophy Race; it is British-built throughout, and a few

details concerning it may not be out. of place. The
motor is a twin-cylinder J.A.P., dimensions 85 x 85,

Longuemare carburetter. The valves, which are

mechanically operated, are situated on the top of the

cylinders, and are worked by overhead tappets, the

rods being kept down on the cams by means of light

Peugeot on the Pare des Princes track, Paris, on
December 91th, 1905, who covered 63 miles 1,078 yards.

This splendid record made by Collier should do
much to encourage motor cycle track racing. Now
that a British machine holds the world's record inter-

national enthusiasm should be aroused, and continental
riders may seriously attempt to beat the Englishman on
his own ground, while other British motor cycle makers
will probably not be content to leave the laurels of

victory with one firm. Messrs. Collier and Sons, Ltd.,
deserve the heartiest congratulations on their success,
which they have adequately earned by their enterprise
and stolid perseverance.

As regards Collier himself, it may be truly said that

he rode magnificently ; he leaned over verv little on
the corners, and rode very low down on the banking.

H. H. Collier congratulates his son on a splendid performance. Notice how
fresh C. R. looks, notwithstanding the terrific speed he maintained.

check-springs. The ignition is by coil and accumu-
lator. The coil is a special C.A.V. non-trembler, fitted

with a highly-efficient condenser, and the accumulators

are by the same maker. The tyres are Dunlops,

26x2,^ back and 26x2^^4! front wheel. No throttle

is fitted, and there is merely the air lever, which is

thrown open after the machine is under way, and the

spark advance lever. The gear is 2^ to i.

The Start

At eleven minutes to three the start took place at

the end of the finishing straight in the presence of the

two timekeepers (Messrs. F. Straight and A. V. Ebble-
white), Mr. E. de Rodakowski (clerk of the course of

the Brooklands A.R.C.), and the representative of The
Motor Cycle. The start was a standing one, and the

engine fired almost as soon as the valve was dropped.
Collier soon got the machine into its stride, and it

continued running throughout the hour without a falter.

The first lap from a standing start was covered at the

rate of 6-7^.24 miles an hour, while the fastest lap was
at the rate of 72.89 miles an hour.

A New World's Record.
I., At the end of the hour Collier had covered 70 miles

105 yards, thus establishing the first motor cycle hour
'recordon Brooklands Track, and beating the world's
record by 6 miles 787 yards. The previous record
was made by the Italian Giuppone on a 12 h.p. twin

C. R. Collier and the twin-cylinder machine on which he created a new
world's hour record of 70 miles 105 yards last Thursday.

while on the straight he kept about eleven yards from

the inner edge of the track. The machine was in excel-

lent condition at the end of the ride, but the check-

springs on the inlet valves were broken. The Dunlop
tyres looked little the

.
worse for the strain which

had been put upon them, and the Shamrock-Gloria

belt behaved splendidly. Collier complained very

much of the roughness of the surface, and stated the

drive had been somewhat of a strain. Below we give the

speeds at which he covered each lap :

Lap.

1

2
3
4
5

6

7
8
9

10

11

12

13

Miles per hour.

63.24

70.31

70.51
72.89
72.68
72.36
71.63
71.12

71.53
71.12
70.61
70.81

70.51

Lap.

14
15

16
17

18
19

20
21
22
23
24
25

Miles per hour.

.. 70.61

... 70.51

... 70.61

... 70.11

... 69.63

... 69.33

... 69.63

... 69.24

... 68 76

... 68.66

... 68.85

... 67.31

Messrs. Nilmelior (England), Ltd.

Place, Tottenham Court Road, W.C.
36-37, Alfred

inform us thai

many motorists do not appear to be aware that the old

firm of Bassee-Michel is now merged into that of

Nilmelior, and therefore the goods are identical.
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responsible for the opinions of his

correspondents.

Two-stroke Engines and Formuise In Hill-oUmbs

[3596.]—Why does Mr. W. H. Glaser,

M.A., advocate a handicap of ten per cent,

for two-stroke engines which shows an
advantage of only four per cent, in favour

of the two-stroke engine, and not nine per

lent. ?

L/i^ / iyui^j\ i^in, lijuo.

Length of stroke.

100% X

81% X

Pressure.

60 lbs.

38i lbs.

Impulse.
X 1

X 2

Units per cycle.

6,000
6,237

STANLEY WORRALL.

Lamps.

[3597.]—^In a recent issue of The Motor Cycle I noticed

in " Occasional Comments," by " Ixion," a small paragraph

on "A Lamp Securing Tip." After reading the same I came
to the conclusion that a good many riders seem to have

trouble with their lamps. If I may be permitted to voice

my opinion, I am sure that most of "the lamps at present are

made far too heavy, which is the cause of all this trouble.

I myself have seen and tried a good many different sorts,

but none of them have pleased me as much as an electric

one I saw advertised in your paper, and which only weighs

8 ozs. With this I get a very good light indeed, and have

no fear of breaking lamp brackets, etc., besides being handier

in every way.
I have no axe to grind in this matter, but simply write

what seems to me a way out of a lot of trouble, and that

is have a light but good lamn. M. REEVE.

Hill-climbing.

[3598.]—In letter 3566 Dr. J. C. O'Rafferty has something

to say about Mr. I. B. Hart-Davies's climlj up " Beggar's

Roost" hill, near Lynmouth. He makes such statements

respecting the gradients of this comparatively mild hill that

I feel compelled to write and correct them. The steepest

gradient is about 100 yards above the one and only corner,

and is 1 in 5.3, as measm-ed by myself last Easter Saturday.

The remainder of the hill is considerably easier, and, except-

ing for the surface, is quite rideable. The other hill at Bar-

brook, mentioned by Dr. O'Rafferty, is certainly much nearer

1 in 3^ than Beggar's Roost, and the surface is excellent, as

mentioned in my letter in issue of September 2nd, but I

notice Mr. Hart-Davies did not roar up this one. Per-

haps he was afraid of slipping over the back of his saddle, or

the front wheel Tearing up and falling on top of him. This

is certainly the impression it gives one on approaching it.

HAROLD KARSLAKE.

The Balancing of Petrol Engines.

[3599.]—Some months ago I read in The Motor Cycle a

description of a method by which the shock and vibration

due to the explosion of a charge in a powerful single-cylinder

engine might be prevented. This, I believe, was brought

about by equalising the weights of certain parts in the

engine. As near as I can remember, the details given were
not sufficiently clear to induce me to commence operations

on my own machine, and, unfortunately, I do not now
possess the number of The Motor Cycle in which these details

appear. If any brother motorist can supply me, through
your columns, clearly and fully, with what is wanted to

conduce to the aforesaid desirable conditions, he will be
earning not only my gratitude, but|possibly the kindly feel-

ings of many others who may be in a similar position.

AM 48.

[An article on balancing was published in The Motor Cycle
of March 18th, and numerous letters followed in these

columns, probably the most practical being written by
0. Sprey, letter No. 3186, page 225, March 18th.—Ed.]

\

All letters should be addressed

to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,"

20, Tudor Street, EX., and should

be accompanied by the writer's

full name and address.

The T.T. Motor Cycle Race.

[3600.]—With reference to the per-

formance of Mr. J. Marshall on a

Triumph in the Tourist Trophy Race in

the Isle of Man, there is one curious fact

that I should like to see explained, viz.,

that it was publicly stated by the officials that he could
barely get all his second allowance of petrol (2 quarts 13
ounces) into his tank.
Now, sir, even assuming that the one gallon served out

to him at the beginning of the race quite filled his tank, he
must have done the seventy-nine miles in the first half on
less than 2 'quarts 13 ounces, or approximately 135 miles to
the gallon, but at the finish he had 38 ounces left, after
emptying carburetter, etc., so that the second half was done
on 1 gallon less 38 ounces, or approximately 103^ miles to
the gallon, which shows a difference of at least thirty miles
per gallon between the first and second half of the race.

INTERESTED SPECTATOR.
[The explanation is, we think, fairly simple. The difference

in consumption is due to Marshall having found that he
was doing so well in the first round that he could afford
to drive faster in the second. In fact, we believe he drove
in the second round with throttle practically wide open.—
Ed.]

Road Dangers at Night.

[3601.]—As a motor cyclist my recent experiences with
sheep and cattle on dark roads may be of interest to others.
Within the last month I have had no fewer than three

serious spills from this cause in the neighbourhood of Carlisle.

On the first occasion I was riding along quietly at night and
overtook a man. As I passed he shouted, but I was into
the middle of a flock of sheep instantly, and was pitched off.

Within a week of this, while still in the outskirts of the
city of Carlisle, an unharnessed horse galloped at right
angles across the road. Of course I hit it as soon as I saw
it with sufficient force to throw it down, and I myself was
again upset, and the machine smashed.
Within three weeks of this, having had trouble with

my engine, I was running down hill one night with
my belt off. I heard a shout from the darkness when only
about five yards from another flock of sheep, which, even
with my powerful lamp, it was quite impossible to see. 1

had not time to stop before I was again thrown off and badly
bruised, and the machine was again damaged.

Surely it is time that steps were taken in this matter.
Cannot the county authorities be made to see the partiality

of a law which insists on multiplied lights on a narrow and
perfectly controllable motor, and yet permits uncontrollable

droves of sheep and cattle to occupy the whole of the road
without any fight or adequate warning?
The remedy for each drover to carry a hand lantern is so

obviously simple and reasonable to all but the mysterious
rustic, that a byelaw compelling the practice should be at

once put into force, for their own protection as well as for

that of the unhappy motorist.

C. J. F. MARTINDALE.

Handicapping of Motor Cycle Races.

[3602.]—As a racing motor cyclist of some years' standing,

and in the interests of the sport, I consider it is time that

some steps were taken to improve the handicapping of motor
cycle races.

The handicap at Brooklands on the 3rd inst. has, I

should imagine, clearly shown the necessity of atten-

tion being drawn to this feature of track contests. In this

race, the riders finishing first and second were each allowed
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2ni. 20s. start, or, roughly, two miles. Now it is perfectly

well known to me or anybody else that either of these men
could attain a speed of fifty miles per hour on a track such
as Brooklands. This means that for the scratch men to even
draw level they must travel at a speed approaching eighty
miles an hour. A glimpse at the entries reveals the fact,

amongst others quite as ridiculous, that a 3^ h.p. had to

concede a start of 40s. to the winner on a 3^ h.p. Triumph
with an engine 57,000 cubic mm. greater cylinder capacity,

and, worse still, a 2f h.p. N.S.U. 75x75 was conceding 5s.

to the same rider, whose cylinder dimensions were 84 x 86,

and also to a 5 h.p. F.N., which finished second.

Now when it is borne in mind that these identical machines
have, by the abnormal starts allotted to them, finished first

and second in no fewer than three important events within
the last few weeks, I think everybody will agree that it is

high time something was done to improve the handicapping.
The general dissatisfaction expressed amongst the competi-
tors at Brooklands can only have a detrimental effect eventu-
ally upon the sport. 0. E. COLLIEE.

Competitions and their Value.

[3603.]—Why cannot these be given in a tabulated form,
so that the reader may see at a glance how the various
machines have performed?
The question of ratio of gear is important in hill-climbs

(as mentioned by a previous correspondent). A report that

3i h.p. alone climbed the hill without pedalling
astounds the world, but if this machine is geared 10 to 1 and
all the others have touring gears, say 45 to 1, the fact is no
longer wonderful.
The club secretaries have (or should have) these details

;

the belt gear can easily be checked by an official and a piece

of chalk. Even if all trials cannot be fully reported, surely

the leading trials might be so dealt with—the M.C.C. Con-
sumption Trial, for instance.

I am not blaming your excellent paper in any way. I feel

certain the fault is with those responsible for sending in the
reports. I would suggest something like the following :

CoNstiMPTioN^ Trial.

Rider Machine
Order
on

formula

Weight
of

m'chine

Weight
of

rider.

Petrol

allow- Distance
ance. i covered.

Miles

per
gallon.

Jones 3J SqTiib 1 160 lbs.

HiLL-C

114 lbs.

LIMB.

2 pints 25| miles 103

Rider Machine
Order
on

formula

Weight
of

m'chine

Weight
of

rider.

Time. Gear.

Miles

per

hour.

J ones 3J Squib 1 160 lbs. 114 lbs. Im. 8s. 4* to 1 33

I would mention that this letter is the result of a discussion

between a dozen or so keen motor cyclists on the question of

competitions and their value.

R. SAMSON.

Has the Tricar a Future?

[3604.]—I was much interested iri Mr. Davies's article

regarding the tricar. Being a tricarist myself, I have driven

the 1906 type for nine months, in all weathers, and at all

times, including a journey from Culross (a place in Fifeshire)

to London—a distance of about 435 miles—in two days and
two nights, and hence can claim to have had a fair experi-

ence of this type.

I cannot agree with " (1) Complete loss of steering control

when back tyre bursts" forming a sufficient objection to

having the rear part of a heavy tricar sprung. I have had
the back tj^re suddenly deflate, not burst, it is true, but
deflate in 100 yards, while going at thi«ty miles per hour,
and I did not find the steering as unmanageable as he would
have us believe. Steering was difficult, but the machine
v/as easily under control, and I was able to pull up at once.

What would happen, it might be asked, if you were in a

narrow road or among traffic? My answer would be that
it would only be on a wide open road in the country that I

should be going that pace. Again, how often does a back
tyre, or any tyre burst? I have ridden motor cycles for
some years, and never had a burst yet. I certainly would
not exchange the immense addition to comfort and saving of
the mechanism from vibration produced by good carriage

springs for the shadowy advantages which might be gained
for a second or so if the tyre was by any chance to burst.
What guarantee is there that a springless frame under these
conditions would be any less wobbly than a spring one?
My specffication then would be as follows :

Engine.—Here I am in agreement with him, except that
I would bar air and fan-cooled ones. To my mind there is

nothing like a well-made system of thermo-syphon cooling.
Frame.—Certainly rear sprung. Can Mr. Davies imagine

the effect on the whole machine, not to speak of the
carcase of the unfortunate driver, of a 200 miles ride over
variable roads in a big tricar with no rear springs? Sprung
seats are an abomination.

_
Drive.—Gears (three speeds) and chain. Reverse essen-

tial. Anybody who has to drive a long tricar up to a house
in a narrow road and then push and haul at it to turn it

round and go back would soon say whether he would rather
this operation were performed by the engine or by his own
back muscles, with patients grinning at him out of the
window.

Weight.—3-4 cwt. Price.—£60-£80.
Ignition.—Magneto. Steering.—Wheel.

(Dr.) H. S. GASKELL.

A Commercial Traveller's Experiences.
[3605.]—^While the writer derives much benefit from the

views expressed in the "Letters to the Editor" columns, he
still wants more.
Commercial travellers who have discarded timetables, rail

and tramways, in getting abqut amongst their customers,
might relate much that would be of real practical benefit to
motor cyclists in general.

The writer had practically given up riding on account of

lack of time for the sport, wlten an opportunity of purchas-
ing a machine on most favourable terms induced him to
experiment with it, comparing time and money saved in

visiting local customers.
The results are such that now not only local customers, but

those quite distant are visited, no matter what the weather
conditions may be. My kit and sample case are protected by
a covering of Empire cloth, which keeps out the rain, mud,
and dust very effectively. I arrive at my destination feeling

better than any other means of transportation affords, and
with a good appetite. My mount is a 1908 Triumph, with a

Mabon clutch, which enables me to comfortably negotiate
traffic, no matter how dense. I have the usual footrests, but
would not dispense with pedals, as with their aid one can
start the engine while on the stand, then throw out clutch,

fasten up stand, and glide away as easily as with a car, no
matter what the gradient may be ; the pedals assist the clutch

on grades in starting, and the handle-bar control effectively

prevents engine from racing. One can coast the hills as

silently as on a push bicycle by throwing out the clutch and
stopping the engine, while the inertia will restart the engine
.when nearing the bottom of the grade. A mackintosh and
leggings effectively defy the elements in wet weather, while
the feet may be kept dry with the usual rubbers worn by
pedestrians.

Rubber-studded tyres • prevent side-slips, while the saddle

position is low enough to kick out against the -ground

should the rear wheel skid, or both feet may act as emer-
gency brakes assisting the front rim brake, although the

rear driving rim pedal brake is very satisfactory in most
cases. A Shamrock studded tyre and belt by the same
makers do excellent service. If petrol gives out, you may
get home safely on paraffin, for that has been my experience

far away from any petrol supply. My tyres have never

been off the rims as yet, and my magneto has never (barring

a burred contact) given me any trouble, despite the fact that

it has no cover.

One difficulty in entering strange towns is in finding a

place to put up for the night where accommodation for the

motor cycle is to be had, and while some places will do in

cases of necessity, still one does not care to require help

to ascend steps in getting in and out, and one would like to

have the opportunity of cleaning and tuning up before start-

ing again in the morning. The Great Central Hotel in

Loughborough, the King's Head Hotel in Coventry, and the

Denmark Hotel in Manchester have all that is required in

this respect, but where to go to in Liverpool (have tried three

different hotels) is still a puzzle to me. •

_

Perhaps some other writer may supply this information

along with experiences on the road.

H. W. TURNER.
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SPECIAL FEATURES.

MOTOR CYCLE LAMPS (ILLUSTRATED).

A.CU. COUNCIL MEETING AT LEAMINGTON.

THE WORLD'S HOUR RECORD BROKEN.

>-«0<>0-<

TIME TO LIGHT LAMPS.~Oct. 14th, 6.10 p.m. ; Oct. 17th, 6.4 p.m. ; Oct. 21st, 5 55 p.m.

Next Week's Issue.

Next week's issue will contain illus-

trations and descriptions of eome of the

latest motor cycle accassories.

Police Traps,

Every week-end, and on eome other

days, a trap is working through the

village of Fenstanton, ten miles from
Cambridge and six miles the London
side of Huntingdon.

Motor Union's Membership.

At the end of last month the total

number of individual members of the

Motor Union stood at 5,843, an increase

of 1,406 during the preceding twelve

months. Including the affiliated clubs

the Union has a total membership of

about 15,000.

Motor Bicycle's Christening.

At Woking last week, J. T. Bashall,

of Ockham, and G. 0. Kyle, of Ripley,

were fined £3 and costs for riding motor
bicycles at the rate of forty-five miles

per hour at Ripley on < September 11th.

It appears that Mr. Bashall's machine
was a brand new one, and after being

stopped by the constable the two motor
cyclists shook hands and congratulated

one another that this was the first time
they had been caught, remarking that

it was a good christening for the new
motor bicycle. At the same court W.
H. Bashall was called upon to spend
£5 odd of the £15 he won in the Tourist

Trophy Race. He was with the two
riders above mentioned, and had already

several , endorsements on his license,

which accounts for the higher fine.

Motor Cyclists and the Newhaven Enquiry.

Two witnesses were called by the
Motor Union at the Newhaven speed
limit inquiry—one, a local doctor repre-

senting car owners ; the other, Mr. E.
F. Young, of Lewes, a motor cyclist,

representing motor cyclists. INTr.

Young pointed out that it would be
most unreasonable to expect motor
cyclists to ascend the hill out of New-
haven at a speed of eight miles an hour.

It would mean that they would be quite

unable to get to the top of the hill

without dismounting. , In order to

meet the objection of motor cyclists,

Mr. Rees Jeffreys, who appeared for

the Union and the Sussex County A.C.,
suggested that the speed limit should
be extended to ten miles an hour, in-

etead of being eight miles as applied
for, and that it should not include the
steepest part of the hill.

A Jump in September Imports.

During September eighty-five foreign

irotor cycles were imported of the value

of £2,236, and parts thereof value

£3,933, making a total value of £5."' 69.

as compared with £3,088 in September,
1907, and £4,073 in 1906.

Imports during Nine Months.

The number of motor cycleis imported
during the nine months ended 30th
September was :

1906. 1907. 1908.

Number of motor cycles

—

1,593 1,547 1,227

Value of same

—

£46.056 £44,155 £33,194
Value of parts

—

£21,841 £23,714 £21.374

£67,897 £67,869 £54.568

September Exports of British Motor Cycles.

Ninety-nine motor cycles represented

last month's British exports as com-
pared with eighty in September last

year, and forty-seven in September,
1906. The values of above, together
with parts, were :

1906.
'

1907. 1908.

£3,855 £3,941 £5.588

Nine Months' Exports.

While the number of motor cycles

exported during the nine months ended
September 30th has increased, the value
of the parts has decreased several

thousand pounds, as will be seen by the
following figures culled from the Beard
of Trade returns :

1906. 1907. 1908.

Value of complete machines

—

£16,857 £18,941 £22,578
Value of parts

—

£21,898 £20,575 £15 515

£38,755 £39,516 £38.093
Of the abo\e, British South Africa has
taken £4,347 worth this year.

Re-exports of Foreign Machines.

£1,587 worth of complete machines,
and £7,100 worth of foreign parts, have
been re-exported from this country dur-
ing the nine complete months of the
present year.

Sequel to an Irish Hill-climb.

At the Belfast Recorder's Court on
the 23rd ult., Alex. Bullick, of Belfast,
sued the Motor Cycle Union of Ireland
for the recovery of £1 10s., of which £1
was in respect of a prize won by him
in connection with the Carnmoney Hill-
climb on May 9th, and 10s. the amount

of the protest fee. The plaintiff was
declared winner of the hill-climb, but
owing to some cross currents the
I\L C.U.I, went back on their decision

and served notice for the re-running of

the competition. Plaintiff declined to

enter into a second race when he was
declared winner of the firet. Plain-

tiff's solicitor being unable to obtain
all the addresses of the committee, two
of the summonses were not served, and
his Honour, Judge Fitzgibbon, held
that proper service had not been
effected, and struck out the case. Since
the above action we hear that the

Ulster Centre of the M. C.U.I, have
paid plaintiff's solicitor £1 10s., the

amount of the claim.

A Reminder.

Readers are reminded that if they are

owners of motor vehicles they must
notify the authorities in the event of

any change in their address. We have
heard of two or three motor cyclists who
have been fined for failing to do this.

The Glanoli Magneto Transmission.

The article describing the interesting

magneto transmisision fitted to the

Moto-Reve motor bicycle, and published

on September 23rd, has caused a con-

siderable amount of interest among our

readers, particularly those who are

scientifically inclined. ]Mr. Duncan T.

M. Sommerville, of the University, St.

Andrews, N.B., has very kindly sent

ujs a letter explaining the question of

the gearing of two eccentric pinions,

and confirms the letter written by
"F.P." No. 3578, wherein he says that

it is not clear how two eccentric pinions

Ct\n be made to gear correctly. i\Ir.

Sommerville points out that it is not
generally known that the only form for

two equal pinions which will gear

eccentrically and symmetrically, is the
elliptical form. If the pinions in the

case of the Moto-Reve magneto trans-

mission are ellipses, Mr. Sommerville
points out that they could hardly be
distinguished from circles, the major
and minor axes being in the ratio of

1,000 : 991. He also points oiit that a

very slight extra clearance in the teeth

is sufficient to secure smooth working.
We shall be pleased if any other reader
can inform us whether the Moto-Reve
pinions are true circles or ellipses. In
the letter signed "F.P." (published
September 30th, page 763), where the

letters Q.R. come together bhey should
read 2.R., 2.R. signifying the diameter
or twice the radius of the pinion.
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Police Traps.

Two members of the Hull A.C.C.
have been heavily fined for exceeding
the limit at Selby, Yorks.

Sweepstake on the T.T. Race.

Ten per cent, of the total amount of
the pool in coimection with the Motor
Cycle Tourist Trophy Race sweepstake
organised by Mr. H. G. Cove was
handed to the Wigan Colliery Disaster
Fund, and a letter of thanks has since
been received from the Mayor of Wigaji.
The amount handed over was 23s.

Continental v. British Motor Cyclists.

Although motor cycle races were not
included in the Olympic Games, the^
would undoubtedly have fur-

ni.shed more excitement than any
of the events figuring on the pro-
gi'amme. One or two of the
English riders suggested a series
of motor cycle contests at the
last, big meeting of the year at

j

the Stadium on Saturday last,

but the executive received such a
.huge athletic entry that it was
regretfully deemed necessary to
forego wheel events. Several
Continental stars were anxious to
compete against the British
cracks, and one well-lcnown
cyclist offered to bring over his
•32 h.p. pacing motor to give an
exhibition ride for £100. That
is hardly the way to encourage
the sport, however.

Numbers on the Mudguard Illegal.

At the Godalming Borough ,1

Bench recently B. H. Bramble, li

ol Balham, was summoned for jl^
having ridden a motor bicycle
at Godalming on September 12th, the
identification plate of which was not
fixed in accordance with the regulations.
Defendant pleaded guilty, and B.C.
Lightfoot said the rear number was
attached to the mudguard. Supt.
Jt'unings said the numbers were painted
one above the other instead of side by
side: Defendant was fined 5s. and
9s. 6d. costs.

Quarterly Trial on Saturday.

The A.C.U. Quarterly Trial on Satur-
day, over the usual course of about 125
miles from Uxbridge to Banbury and
back, will bring the 1908 competition
season to a close. The competitors will
be started at 9 a.m., and will be timed
oil Dashwood and Amersham Hills. It
will be remembered that a silver cup
was offered at the beginning of the year
to_ the entrant of the machine accom-
plishmg the best aggregate perform-
ance in each of this year's trials. In
awarding this cup at the end of the
year, the reliability times up Dashwood
and Amersham Hills, and strictest
adherence to schedule times, will be
taken into consideration.

FUTURE EVENTS.

Oct, 17—AUTO CYCLE UNION QUARTERLY TRIAL
of Motor Cycles, Uxbridge to Banbury and
back.

„ 21—Motor Union General Committee Meeting.

Nov. 13 21—Olympia Automobile Exhibition.

„ 18—Motor Union Annual Dinner at the Hotel
Great Cential, London.

„ 20-28—THIRTY-SECOND ANNUAL STANLEY
SHOW, at the Agricultural Hall, Islington.

„ 28 to Dec. 13—Paris Salon Exhibition of Motor
Cycles, Cars, and Accessories.

Dec. 16.—Motor Union General Committee Meeting.

Motor Cycling Speed Trials at Portmarnock.

On Saturday afternoon, on the Velvet
Strand at Portmarnock, the members of

the Dublin centre of the Motor Cycle
Union of Ireland held their concluding
speed trials of the year. The programme
was made up of three handicaps and a
match, and with the sands in good
order and a calm afternoon, some fast

times were recorded in the various

events. The two and twenty milci:

handicaps were won by C. B. Franklin,
who was mounted on the 3^ h.p. J.A. P.
which he rode in the T.T. Race. In
both of the events he scored very easily.
The four miles race was for the Dunlop
cup, and by winning the event for the
second time in succession R. Walshe
(85x60 J.A.P.) made the trophy pre-
sented by Mr. J. B. Dunlop, the pre-
sident of the Union, his own property.
The racing concluded with a match
between some members of the Dublin
and District Motor Cycle Club, which
was won by H. McAdoo (3 h.p. Fafnir).

Tourist Trophy Suggestions.

Mr. Noel E. Drury, who was one of
the competitors in the Tourist

^ Trophy Race, says that next year
he would like to see the cylinder
capacity limited as one of the
conditions of the T.T. Race, in-

stead of limiting the petrol allow-
ance. He suggests 500 cubic
centimetres as the limit for single

.. cylinders and 700 for twin-cylin-

II
ders. He also wishes to urge the
necessity of making the conditions
known as soon as possible, say
within a month, so that private
owners may be enabled to spread
the tuning up of their mounts
over a longer period. We quite
agree with the latter suggestion,

and if it is possible to arrange it,

the Auto Cycle Union Competi-
tions Committee might reason-

ably meet as soon as possible and
fix upon the conditions for next
year's competition, provided, of

course, that permission is likely

to be obtained to hold it in the

Isle of Man. Whether a cubical

capacity or petrol allowance limit is the

better for the improvement of the

machine is questionable. The fuel limit

is principally adopted to prevent exces-

sive speeds. A cubical capacity limit

would hardly have the same effect, and
we think our suggestion to slightly in-

crease tlie allowance of petrol for the
twin-cylinder machines is the one which
the A.C.U. is more likely to adopt.

The A.C.U. Council Meeting.

T
Hotel

HE Auto Cycle Union held a Q)uncil meeting of

delegates of private members, delegates of

members of the R.A.C., and delegates of

clubs affiliated to the A.C.U. at the Regent
Leamington, on Saturday last at 3 p.m. The

follo^ving members and delegates were in attendance:

Pvepresenting the R.A.C. and private members of the
A.C.U. : Messrs. Victor Hart (in the chair), C. A. Smith,
Martin J. Duncan, E. J. Chapman, 0. H. Hawkins, A. G.
Revnolds, T; D. Blanch, H. G. Cove, H. C. Ebbutt, D. K.
Hall, J. W. G. Brooker, W. H. Wells, L. M. Meyrick Jones,
and F. Straight (secretary).

Representing affiliated clubs : Messrs. E. G. Young, Not-
tingham M.C.C. ; E. W. Ashworth, Hertfordshire County
A.C. , H. C. Pickering, Worcestershire M.C.C. ; F. A.
Hai'dy, West Essex A.C. ; A. M. Tatham, Crewe and Dis-
trict M.C.C. ; S. W. Carty, Newcastle and District M.C.C. ;

Richard Booth, North West London M.C.C. ; V. A. Holroyd
and W. F. Grew, Coventry M.C. ; E. W. Winckle, Birming-
ham M.C.C. ; and C. A. Aubert Spring, Nottingham and
District M.C.C.
The agenda was published last week on page 777.

In welcoming the delegates to Leamington, Mr. Hart
explained that this was their first provincial meeting, and he
hoped they would be able to get through the business
amicably and with friendliness.

The Work of the Committee.
After the confirmation of the minutes of the last Council

meeting, a report was presented of the work of the committee,
which stated that since the last Council meeting seven meet-
ings of the committee had been held and twelve meetings of

the various sub-committees. The present membership of the
Union was as follows : Affiliated members, 2,456 ; private
members, 371 ; total, 2,827 ; the number of clubs affiliated

being 47. The following new motor cycle clubs had become
affiliated : Basingstoke and District, Cambridge University.

Bolton and District, Cambridgeshire, Crewe and District.

Blackpool and District, Surrey, Purley and District, Sutton
Coldfield, Halifax and District, Wakefield, Nottingham and
District, and the North-eastern Automobile Association. The
agreement between the Mot>or Union and the Auto Cycle Union
had been terminated, and the committee had paid the ]\Iotor

Union £90 in settlement of its proportion of the affiliation fees

to which it would have been entitled during the current year
A new badge embodying the associate badge of the R.A.C.
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luid -Leea issued for the use of members, to be exhibited on

the handle-bar of their machines. Arrangements had been

made for special insurance facilities for niembers' machines.

As a result of a question having been asked in the House of

Commons concerning motor cycle competitions on the road,

the committee of the Union at once got into communication
with the President of the Local Government Board, and
pointed out that the rules for these competitions were invari-

ably carefully drawn up and so framed as to prevent the legal

limit of speed being exceeded, the competitors also bemg
compelled to drive carefully through towns and villages. The
touring department of the R.A.C. had given assistance to

a large number of motor cyclists in connection with tours both

at home and abroad, and a number of appreciative letters had
been received for the trouble taken. A great number of

members had availed themselves of the legal department of

the R.A.C, the assistance rendered having been of the greatest

advantage to those who had sought it. Monetary grants in

aid of tbe defence of members had been made where it was
considered desirable. Competitions had been held during the

season, for which 348 entries had been received. The Land's

End to John-o'-Groat's trial should have a very beneficial

effect upon the future touring motor cycle. The results gained

and the lessons learned in connection with the Tourist Trophy
Race in the Isle of Man also proved that the A.C.U. con-

tinued to carry on its good work as a society of encourage-

ment. The committee bad carefully considered the establish-

ment of local centres throughout the country, and in June
last the provincial clubs were notified that the committee
would be prepared to consider the application from not less

than eight cIuIds for the formation of a centre in their district.

Correspondence took place with two clubs as a result, but so

far nothing further had been heard. The question of institut-

ing a new class of membership at an annual subscription of

5s. had been thoroughly discussed, and had received the

earnest consideration of the committee, which had made
certain recommendations on the subject. The Finance Sub-

committee had carefully gone into the question of the pay-

ment of councillors' railway fares, but as the total affiliation

fees received only amounted to £237, and the payment of

coimcillors' third-class railway fares would amount to £401
9s. 4d., they were miable to recommend such payments. Steps

were being taken to get the Dogs on the Highway Bill well

supported when it came before Parliament. The Bill provides
that dog owners shall be responsible for any injury caused by
their dogs without any evidence of previous evil-doing on
the part of the animals ; also that damages mider £5 can be
recovered summarily.
The foregoing report was received and adopted, on the

proposition of Mr. C. A. Smith, seconded by Mr. Hall. The
former gentleman remarked upon the last clause in the report

that at the present time, judging from the result of a case

in which he recently took proceedings against a gentleman
for damages caused by a dog, the dog was the chartered
libertine of the highways to do as it liked.

A Popular Class of Membership.
Mr. Ei M. P. Boileau proposed the following resolution :

"That a new class of membership be instituted, whereby
individual members may be admitted at an annual subscrip-

tion of 5s." He said he would not detain them very long
with observations on this proposal. To put the matter
briefly, there were a large number of motor cyclists all over
the country who did not belong to any club, and who,
apparently, were not likely to, and it was thought that it

would be an excellent idea to institute a scheme whereby
these people might be got hold of. They could be offered one
or two advantages of the A.C.U. for their subscription, and
the A.C.U. would then have a register of the majority of

motor cyclists in the kingdom, so that whenever any big
question of policy, such as the taxation of motor cyclists, came
up the Union wo aid have a large number of people to whom
they could appeal and whose views they could put before the
people in authority. It was quite possible that aflfiliated

club members might think that these new members would
interfere with their rights and privileges. He (Mr. Boileau)
thought that could be easily overcome by finding out the
districts from which these new members came and giving
their names and addresses to the secretaries of the affiliated
clubs to get hold of those members if they liked ; they would
thus come into the Union somehow. That was the substance
of the scheme. It had not advanced much farther than that.
Its object was to get hold of as many motor cyclists as they

could, but they did not want to interfere with the affiliated

club.

A member a.<;ked what the A.C.U. was prepared to oif -r

these new members for their 5s.

To Increase the A.C.U. Membership.
Mr. Boileau replied that that was a matter for a sub-

committee to go into, but he would suggest that touring
facilities should be offered principally, but the great idea was
to get hold of them.
Mr. W. F. Grew on being invited to give his views said

he did not know that he had any particular views to put
forward. He was quite in accord with the proposition for

getting members into the Auto Cycle Union who would not
join in any other way. There were large numbers of motor
cyclists who would never think of joining local clubs ; they
were not sociable men at all, and would not join the A.C.U.
except for its touring advantages. He thought such m-n
would join under such a scheme as that proposed by Mr.
Boileau, provided they could join at a reasonable rate.

The Secretary : Do you think it would injure the affiliated

clubs?

Mr. Grew said he did not think that it would. There were
a good many motor cyclists, at Coventry, for example, a

hundred or perhaps a couple of hundred, but only about forty

belonged to the Coventry Motor Club. If the others were
asked to join they would not do so for social reasons, or for

the local competitions.

Mr. Pickering (Worcestershire M.C) : I presume you
would let them in without any entrance fee?

The Chaii'man : That is the idea.

~Slx. Pickering : In that case it is more likely to affect the
affiliated clubs.

Mr. V. A. Holroyd (Coventry M.C.) : Would it not be
possible for the affiliated clubs to divide that 5s. with the

A.C.U.? If that were done the affiliated clubs would take
a more hearty interest in the sclieme. You would still have
the names and addresses at headquarters.
The Chairman : We might entertain the idea if it goes

through.
^Ir. Cove, as a member of the Finance Committee, said he

would second ]\Ir. Boileau's proposal. He said they ought
to get hold of those motor cyclists who did not want to join

local clubs. He believed there were many who would join
the parent club for its tourmg or legal advantages, but who
would not join the local clubs for social advantages. This
sort of man very often joined the local clubs, but he would
say to the . secretary, " Don't send me any dance pro-

grammes." If he could join the A.C.U. direct he would
prefer it so aa to avail himself of its touring and other facili-

ties. What particular advantages should be offered for the
5s. subscription of the proposed new class of members was a
matter for discussdon. Personally, he thought the A.C.L'.
might give them the Journal and either the legal or the
touring facilities, one or the other, but not both, and it would
be an advantage to the new member to be attached to the
governing body so far as legislation was concerned. If it

could be shown by the affiliated clubs that this scheme would
interfere with their membership the promoters would be
only too glad to drop it. They did not wish in any shape
or form to interfere with the local clubs. It was with the

idea of opening discussion and getting the proposal
thoroughly threshed out that he seconded the motion.

Arguments For and Against.
Mr. Hardy, in supporting the proposition, said his idea

in regard to the scheme was that it was sometliing like a
manufacturer introducing samples of his goods to the pro-

spective purchaser ; if the purchaser found the goods to his

liking he ordered a large quantity. The 5s. class of mem-
bership would appeal to the man who was not quite sure

whether the Union would do him any good or not. If he
was satisfied with the sample he would very likely be in-

duced to increase' his subscription and become a fuller

member, so that he might be able to get further advantages
either by joining under the half guinea scheme or by join-

ing one of the local clubs and being affiliated i-n that ^vay.

As Mr. Cove had said, these points needed to be carefully

looked into. Speaking for his own club, which embraced
Ilford and part of the Eastern suburbs of London, there were
many motor cyclists who did not belong to their club, but
whom he should like to see belonging to it. Perhaps they
would join under the 5s. scheme. There were some motor
cyclists one v«)uld not be happy to meet, but at the same
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time would like to have their support in common objects.

That was where the 5s. scheme would help. Some whom he
had personally canvassed rather put their back up at i'alf a
guinea and an entrance fee. but they might be caught very

nicely with 5s. , and after finding out what the Union vi^as,

and \vhat it did for them, they would spring a bit more and
become full members.

Mr. Meyrick Jones, referring to Mr. Holroyd's suggestion

that the 5s. should be divided between the affiliated clubs and
the A.C.U., said it seemed to him that this might be worth
while considering, so that the local club could offer its advan-
tages, except those of a social character, if there were such.

Mr. S. W. Carty (Newcastle) thought the new scheme would
enter into direct competition with the affilinted clubs. For
that reason he could not accept it. He proposed the following

amendment :
" That this proposition be referred to the com-

mittee of the A.C.U. for further consideration, and that they
bring the matter up at the next Council meeting with recom-
mendations." At the same time he would impress upon the
committee to place the matter before the affiliated clubs and
ask for their official views. He thought it was rather a
mistake to have it brought up in this way. He for one was
going to oppose it if it were put up. As Mr. Boileau had
the interests of motor cyclists at heart it would be better to

further consider it. He would suggest that it be left over
till the next meeting, which would be about the time of the
Stanley Show, when a more workmanlike scheme could be
brought forward. There were about one-third of the members
of his own club whose faces he had never seen ; they received

the usual club notices and the Journal and the usual A.C.U.
notices. It seemed to him that this new scheme would take
those members from the local clubs ; and to lose one-third

of one's income was to be rather badly hit. Any motor cyclist

who wished to go in for foreign touring could join as a
private member for 10s. 6d. The man who would come in

merely for the sake of registration would be more likely to

be able or willing to pay half a crown than 5s. The' man who
would be most likely to come in under this new scheme
would be the man who at present pays 7s. 6d.

The Hon. Treasurer's Opinion.
The amendment having been seconded,

Mr. C. A. Smith said he opposed the scheme because the
ordinary person who owned a motor bicycle had no objection

to paying the very low fees now asked. He thought Mr. Carty
would be pleased to hear that he (the speaker) was in accord
with him, though not as far as the affiliated clubs were con-

cerned. The affiliated clubs only brought in about £240 in

the year. It would not make very much diffei'ence from the

affiliated clubs' point of view. At a recent Finance Committee
meeting it was suggested that only the Oliih Jourtial should
be given to these 5s. members. Other gentlemen wished to

give touring facilities and legal advice and all sorts of luxuries.

He could see that shortly the 5s. man would be on equal
terms with the half-guinea man. For that reason he was
very strongly opposed to another class of members being
formed.

^Ir. Chapman, combating the suggestion to refer the

matter to the committee, said if it were so referred it would
still have to come up before the Council, who might have an
enormous amount of business to do at the next meeting, and
seeing that nearly all the affiliated clubs were represented at

the present meeting, it would be a great saving of time to

thresh it out now.
Mr. Boileau pointed out that other bodies offered touring

and other facilities for a subscription of 5s.

Mr. Diincan (representing the R.A.C.) said he was rather
in sympathy with the speaker who wished the matter settled

now. It seemed to him that they were having a game of

ping-pong with this matter between one committee and
another. The representatives of the affiliated clubs were
present, and now was the time to put forward a scheme.
The matter had been threshed out in committee ; it had been
before two committee meetings, and they had spent a good
deal of time over it.

Mr. Blanch : Let us settle either to have it or not have
it, and if we decide to have it then refer it to committee to
work out the details ; if we decide not to have it, it will be
done with.

Motor Cyclists and the C.T.C.
Air. Hawkins pointed out that the C.T.C. for their .«ub-

-scription of 5^. gave touring facilities and other advantages.

and they did not mind whether their members were cyclists

or motor cyclists. If the A.C.U. did not cater for thofe
people the C.T.C. would. That body was making every
effort to gather motor cyclists into its fold, and if the A.C.U.
did not institute some arrangement of this sort motor cyclists

would go there in all probability.

Mr. V. A. Holroyd said that surely this scheme would
touch many outlying districts not covered by affiliared clubs,

however energetic, and if clubs were given an interest in the
subscription they would give the scheme their support, and
many of their objections to it would be removed. At all

events it could not be said that the scheme was competitive
with the clubs if the profits were shared. There were a
number of motor cyclists, lonely sort of people, who would
not join any clubs, and there were oth;rs who were chummy
enough, but the clubs did not want them. Both these classes

would come in under the new arrangement.
Mr. W. H. Wells (Motor Cycling C:ub) said the argument

that thifi scheme woi\ld detract from the clubs in general
seemed to him absolutely ridiculous. Had any cycling club
ever complained about the C.T.C. drawing its member-
ship away? He was not familiar with the C.T.C, but the
leading cycling organisation of America—^the League of

American Wheelmen—^never experienced any complaint of

that sort. He did not think the 5s. scheme would affect the
affiliated clubs in any way whatever. If a man could afford
to have a motor cycle and to keep it going he must have a
fair income. He thought it was very small to talk about
his looking tvdce at his 5s. He did not believe there would
be a half of one per cent, who would leave the local clubs.

It would be a grand thing for the A.C.U., and they would
get in a vast number of new members.

?.Ir. Reynolds said this matter was an "old chestnut."
It had taken some considerable time for the committee to
digest the scheme. It had been threshed out in many ways,
and for sometime the committee of the A.C.U. were entirely
against this 5s. scheme because they thought it would injure
their existing club membership, particularly in the North.
He believed it was the Northern clubs' proposition in the
first instance to promote this cheaper scheme, and now that
the committee could see its way to adopt it, some clubs
seemed to oppose it. H© did not think the clubs had properly
considered the matter. From his own experience he did not
think the 5s. scheme would in any way whatever interfere

with the membership of any club in the country. The prin-
cipal thing they had to watch was that there were other
organisations quite willing to take in the motor cyclists, and
the idea was to club motor cyclists together into one bi^'

body. As the A.C.U. was

The Governing Body in Motor Cycling
it should attract all motor cyclists to itself into one body.
On the one hand they had the C.T.C. trying to get motoi'

cyclists, and on the other the IMotor Union was doing its

best to collect them. The A.C.U. ought, therefore, to go
out of its way to attract them. According to the figures

published as to the number of motor cyclists in existence, it

would seem that the A.C.U. had not got one-ninth part of

them. Now, where were those men? The A. CUT. must do
something to collect them together. If they would not join

the social clubs it was possible they would join in the manner
proposed if this scheme were given a chance ; but if the
scheme were not given a chance it would be impossible to

say where they would go. He felt sure it would not inter-

fere with private clubs, but that it would do good all round.

The Chairman's Summing Up.
The Chairman summed up the discussion, and pointed out

that the result of the deliberations of the committee was
that after threshing it out at several meetings the majority

of the members of the committee were in agreement with
the proposition. From the point of view of finance they had
this to consider : they had two classes of private members—the

-guinea town member and the half-guinea country member.
Since the 10s. 6d. scheme had been in progress during the

past year the income had dropped considerably from the

private members. That was to say, the idea of commencing
the 10s. 6d. membership for country members was that it

was thought that it would bring in a considerably larger

number than they had before at a guinea, but that view had
not been borne out by what had transpired. The increase

in 10s. 6d. members did not balance the loss un the other

class of membership. It was about £50 out this year, although

there had been an increase in the membership. He did not
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The A.C.U. Council Meeting.

—

tliiiik tlie new sclieme would affect tlie local clubs in the

slightest degree. There was a considerable divergence of views
as to what should be given for the 5s. Ihese details ought
to be settled before the scheme was placed before the public.

Mr. Boileau, in replying on the discussion, said the chief

point to remember was that other bodies were trying to

capture the motor cyclists, and it behoved the A.C.U., as the

strongest body which catered for motor cyclists, to get them
all within its fold. If the meeting agreed with the scheme
the details could be referred to a sub-committee.
The voting then took pkce, Mr. Carty's amendiuent being

lost and the proposition carried by 33 votes against 24.

Formation of Centres.
A long discussion then took place upon the question of the

formation of centres. Before the discussion of the proposi-

tion was reached, a point of order liad to be decided as to

whether the determination of the Council "should have the

effect of a new rule. On this point Mr. Hardy moved :

'

' That
such propositions appearing on the agenda from this item
downwards as are carried shall be referred to the committee
of the A.C.U. to formulate the necessary rules." This was
seconded by Mr. Winckle and carried.

Mr. Carty then moved his first proposition (a), but the

Chairman, by way of explanation, explained that the matter
had been before the committee, who had already decided to

form centres, and had mapped out the districts. Mr. Carty,
howiever, said he had never heard of any sucli scheme.
The Secretary said the matter had been published in the

Club Journal, and he was under the impression that a circu-

lar letter had been sent out.

Mr. Carty said he had received nothing except a letter in

reply to one which he addressed to the secretary. He asked
the secretary to form a centre for the Northumberland
district, and the secretary informed him that it would be
necessary for him to obtain the support of seven clubs in

addition to his own in that particular district. There was
not that number of clubs in the district.

Mr. Hardy proposed as an amendment, "Tliat a centre
scheme on a geographical basis be put into operation forth-

with." Details could be arranged afterwards.

Mr. Hawkins seconded the amendment, and Mr. Carty
withdrew his motion in favour thereof. On being put to the
vote as the substantive proposition, Mr. Hardy's amendment
was carried.

Mr. Carty next moved, " That the Auto Cycle Union enter
upon a scheme for uniting the motor cyclists throughout the
United Kingdom to obtain an amelioration and mitigation of

the conditions under which motor cyclists now labour."
After Mr. Carty had made his .speech in support of the pro-
position, it was pointed out by several speakers that the

work suggested could be more effectively done by the R.A.C.

than by the A.C.U., but Mr. Carty rather flouted the idea

of another body doing this work for them. He suggested

that what be pi^oposed could be carried out by a suitable

letter to the press, and on this understanding the motion

was agreed to.

Another motion by Mr. Carty, "That the third-class return

railway and boat fares of all councillors attending Council

meetings be paid out of the Union funds," was then dis-

cussed. The Chairman pointed out that it was impracticable

upon financial grounds. Whereupon Mr. Carty limited hie

proposal to one councillor from each club, but on a vote being

taken it was defeated, only the proposer himself voting for it.

Method of Election.
A proposal by Mr. Carty, " That the councillors and mem-

bers of the committee representing the private members be

elected by postal ballot of all the private members," was
rejected after a long and somewhat acrimonious discussion.

Another proposition of Mr. Carty's, bearing on the method
of election of the committee representing the affiliated clubs,

was discussed. The terms of the motion were :
" That the

members of the committee representing the affiliated clubs be
selected by the councillors of affiliated clubs, voting either

personally or by proxy at the general meeting of the Union."
This was seconded by Mr. Reynolds, who altered its terms

to the following, and in this form it was adopted : "That
only members of the committee representing affiliated clubs

be selected by the councillors of the. affiliated clubs, and that

only members of the committee representing the private mem-
bers be selected by the councillors of the private members
respectively, voting either personally or by proxy at the
amrual general meeting of the Union."
The business of the meeting being concluded, about thirty

sat down to a well-served dinner at 7 p.m., presided over by
the Mayor of Leamington, Mr. Alfred Holt, who was sup-

ported by Mr. W. Riton Oldham, J. P. After the toast of

"The King," the Mayor welcomed the A.C.U. to Leamington,
and said he hoped it would not be their last visit. He was
a motorist himself, and, provided due consideration towards
others waS shown, he should do everything to discoimtenance

the setting of police traps. As far as the borough of Leam-
ington was concerned there never had been a police trap there,

and he hoped there never would be.

,Mr. Gilbert Spicer, a resident of Leamington and a

member of the Coventry M.C., to whom the thanks of the
A.C.U. are due for making the necessary local arrangements,
gave a few particulars of some of the beauty spots of War-
wickshire.

^Messrs. A. G. Reynolds and F. Straight (secretary) also

made brief speeches.

A capital smoking concert was organised by Mr. Gilbert

Spicer, who himself contributed two whistling solos.

CLUB NEWS.
Southern M.C.

Below will be found the official results of the club hill-climb

which was held on the 26th ult. :

Class 4. Twin-cylinder motor cycles, A.C.U. formula.—1,

E. K. Davies (5 h.p. Peugeot), gold medal ; 2, B. Patterson

(5 h.p. Peugeot) ; 3, C. Patterson (5 h.p. Peugeot).

Class 3. Passenger motor cycles, quadcars, tricars, and
sidecars.—-1, H. P. Harding (14 h.p. Etna), gold medal.

Class 5, single-cylinder motor cycles, for the Triumph
medal, will be aiinounced later.

Edinburgh M.C.C.

This club held the eighth competition of the season on
Saturday, the 3rd inst. This took the form of an open penalty
run and hill-climb, for which thirty-four entries were received.

The result of the hill-climb was :

Multi-cylinder Class.
Competitor and machine. - Pig. of merit. Time.

1. C. H. Macmillan (5-6 h.p. four-cylinder P.N.) 56 50|s.

2. J. R, Alexander (5 h.p. Vindec) 65 41s.

3. E. L. Matthew (5-6 h.p. four-cylinder F.N.) 69 55s.

SiNWLE-CTLINDER ClASS.
1. R. H. Mouat (^ h.p. Griffon)

2. J. Donaldson (3^ h.p. Triumph)
3. A. H. Alexander (3^ h.p. Griffon) ...

4. T. Durie (3^ h.p. Triumph)

63 45s.

75 53s.

79 51|s
80 61is

In the scratch class for engines of imlimited capacity the

fastest time was done by J. R. Alexander on a 5 h.p. Vindec,

with D. Cusins (5 h.p. Rex) second. The hill-climb was much
enjoyed by all present, and was carried out in ideal weather.

On October 24th this club will close the competition season

with another hill-climb, for which classes have been arranged.

Full particulars may be obtained from the hon. secretary,

Campbell M'Gregor, 2, Greenhill Place, Edinburgh.

Hull and East Riding A.C.C.

The result of the inter-hill-climb held at Elsham, Lines,

on the 3rd inst., with the Hull and East Riding Auto Cycle

Club and Lincolnshire Motor Cycle Club was :

Class 1 (under 80 x 80, pedalling allowed).

Rider and machine. Figure of merit.

J. Guesford (3 h.p. Fafnir-Glanford) 29.4

P. Pell (3 h.p. N.S.U.) 20.5

J. Richards (2| h.p. Minerva) 20.5

Class 2 (80 x 80 and over). .

G. Bosville (3^ h.p. Triumph) 35.8

R. Pearson (3^ h.p. Minerva) ... 29.4

E. J. Bascomb (3^ h.p. Triumph)

Class 3 (Twins).

28.1

A. Hornsby (5^ h.p. N.S.U.) 17.9

A. Heseltine (5 h.p. Rex) 19.4

The annual dinner will be held on the 5th prox.
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Club News.—
• Harrogate and Distriet M.C.C.

On JMonday evening of last week a meeting was held at

the Oxford Hotel, Harrogate, to consider the advisability

of forming a motor cycle club for Harrogate and district.

There was much enthusiasm shown, and the club was formed
without any difficulty, the nimiber of members enrolled

being no less than eighteen, which is an excellent number
for a beginning. The intention of the club is to organise
competitions, social events, etc., and to give whatever aid

to motor cyclists that the club possibly can. The club is not
confined to Harrogate alone, but includes the surrounding

Poeklington and District M.CoC.

The above club held a very successful hill-climbing com-
petition on_ Wednesday last at Kilnwick Hill, the result on
formula being as follows : jr.

1. J. Forth, 3^ h.p. Minerva 1

W. S. Lamb, 3^ h.p. Triumph 1
W. Barlow, 3^ h.p. Triumph ... 1

T. S. Suddaby, 3^ h.p. Triumph ... 1

2.

3.

4.

5. J. Everingham, 3^ h.p. Rex

s.

28|

28-i

201

.271
failed.

Some competitors in ths Rotherham to Scarborough and Back Speed Judging Trial

district. The committee hope to receive a large amount of

support from the district, and Mr. H. W. Fortune, of St.

James's Chambers, Harrogate, will be pleased to receive
names and addresses of any persons wishing to become
members.

Rotherham to Scarborough and Back.

A speed-judging and reliability trial from Eotherham to
Scarborough and back for a gold medal, given by Mr. Ernest

Cross, the local motor cycle agent, took
place at the end of last month. There
were fourteen competitors, and, with
one exception, all completed the 172
miles journey without any trouble. The
competitors' machines included feven
N.S.U.'s, five Triumphs, and one 1| h.p.
F.N. lightweight. The winner was J.
Scott, who was only three minutes too
early on the outward journey and two
minutes too early on arriving home.

Cambridgeshire M.C.C.

Ten competitors started in the con-
sumption trial to Ely and back, but the
weather conditions proved most unfavour-
able, and, owing to the deluge of rain,
all but four retired and sought shelter.

On working out the results they were found to be : 1, W.
King, 1 pint 9 ozs. 2 drams; 2, C. W. Wilson, 1 pint 10
ozs. ; 3, P. W. Cowell (with sidecar and passenger), 3 pints
3 ozs. ;_4, B. L. Peters, 3 pints 14 ozs. A photograph of the
competitors will be found on page 796.
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A PROMISING ACCUMULATOR CHARGER.
ACCORDING to advices we have received from

One of our regular contributors, there is some
probability of the electrical rheostat being used

for charging purposes. Among electrical engi-

neers it is a known fact that if two strips of different

metals are soldered together so as to form a ring, and

one of the joints is heated, the other being

kept cool, a small current of electricity will

flow round the ring. If the metals are

very dissimilar thermo-electrically and the

difference of temperature between the hot

and cold parts is made greater by artificial

means, a still stronger current is obtained

This principle has hitherto been put to very

little practical use, although sometime,

employed for gauging temperatures, but it

has now been applied in the form of a

stove, in which it is claimed a current of

sufficient voltage is obtained for battery

charging purposes by multiplying the num-
ber of strips and joints. The strips are

coupled in series and arranged so that their

inner ends are close round the flame of the

stove, while the outer ends are as far away
therefrom as possible. The plates there-

fore operate excellently as radiating fins.

This will no doubt be a great advantage to the

small repairer or garage owner, and to motorists who
like to do their own charging. The stoves are made in

different sizes, and with either oil, gas, or spirit

burners. They require no flues, and the price is very

moderate. A safety pattern will be shortly introduced
on the miner's lamp principle, in which the flame is

protected by wire gauze. This will enable the stove to

be used for heating garages and workshops. If these

stoves retain their generating powers for a ,- fair length
of time (they are guaranteed for a year), they should
be a very useful alternative to the systems at present in

use. Further particulars may be obtained on applica-
tion to the Magneto Company, Dreadnought Works,
Phillips Street, Aston, who have promised to allow us

Competitors in the flrst hill-climbing competition of the Poeklington and District M.C.C.j*

to make a test of one of the charging stoves at an

early date.

The N.S.U. Motor Co., Ltd., have moved from

Charlotte Street to new and commodious premises, well

equipped for repairs and as a showroom,, at 186, Great

Portland Street, W. The new premises are most con-

veniently located, and are within easy access of the

various railways, tubes, and omnibuses.
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OCCASIONAL COMMENTS.
By "IXION."

A Curious Stoppage.
One of my machines suddenly fetched up dead in

very bad weather the other day in such wise that I

decided in the moment of dismounting that it was
an electrical defect I had to search for. Examina-
tion proved that a large blob of wet mud had settled

on the naked top of the carburetter float needle, and
jammed it so that it had permanently cut off the

flow of spirit. As soon as this was brushed away
the machine started at once.

Chains—and Chains.
It has always been a puzzle to me why some riders

have no language too sulphurous for the chain drive,

while others assert with a cold and dignified astonish-

ment that their particular chain drive will run for

centuries without adjustment or trouble. I used to

think it was all a matter of design, but the other day
it began to dawn upon me that manufacture might
have something to do with it. I have been a faith-

ful user of Renold chains for many years past, and in

all the years I have employed them I have never had
one break or wear with abnormal rapidity. A month
or two ago I took delivery of a new passenger machine
fitted with a three-chain transmission, for which 1

had, according to my custom, specified Renold chains.

Imagine my disgust when the first 200 miles trip not

only fractured the three chains in the original set,

but also fractured each member of the spare set as

well. I faked up three fresh chains out of a pile

of disjointed fragments and a few odd links, and in

the course of this weary process I discovered that the

chains were not of Renold manufacture at all.

Verb. sap.

The Indispensable Belt Punch.
I am rather surprised to find so many riders remain

faithful to the ancient bradawl or gimlet for belt

shortening purposes. These tools are admirable for

their lawful services, but they aire' about as suitable

for drilling holes in rubber or leather belts as a club

would be for mending a ten-guinea watch. It is

not impossible to make a clean vertical hole with

them, but it is so difficult that nine -times out of ten

the hole will either be out of centre or on the skew.

The inevitable result of a hole drilled out of centre

or on the skew is that the belt pulls through. The
alleged brief life of many belts is generally largely

due to the false economy of not spending eighteen-

pence on a screw punch. Further than this, the

shortening of any belt is done in half the time and
with half the trouble by 'a punch. Altogether I

marvel much that our belt makers have not emphasised
this very elementary point in such a fashion that no
rider should fail to heed them. The punch should
further be of exactly the right size for the belt, and
of such a pattern that the belt is threaded through an
appropriately shaped eye in the centre of the punch.
The use of such a punch as this destroys all proba-
bility of a fastener bolt tearing itself out.

Wanted, a New Fastener for Rubber Belts.

Our common experience has been compressed into

a few letters recently printed describing the more or

less ponderous and clumsy methods by which users

of rubber belts safeguard their fasteners from tearin
off the inch or so of belting that they grip. Th
mature opinion of all riders upon the belt questio
is that rubber belts are the cleanest and most reliabl
of all belts for our purpose, but that they suffer fron
two defects, viz., shortness of life and the grea
liability to "pull through." The shortness of life i

a comparative term, as they will always run fron
1,500 to 2,000 miles, and many riders are willin]
to put up_ with this, since if a leather belt does some
times achieve a five-figure mileage, it requires a grea
deal more attention, and is so messy to handle. Bu
the "pulling through" defect is more serious, an(
ought to be curable. I have seen many attempts a
a remedy. The best I have tried was made by ai

amateur, and was designed to take two screws a
each end of the belt, one transfixing it vertically an(
the other horizontally. It certainly distributed th.

A very complete handle-bar equipment seen on the occasion of the Auto
Cycle Union Penalty Run. On the right the Royal A.C. Associate badge—
the other the A.A. badge (used to good effect). •

Strain, and prevented the belt tearing across; bu
it clinked abominably on the pulleys. The sok
need is to distribute the strain usually borne by one
screw, and concentrated at one point of the belt
over several screws piercing the belt at several points!
I am inclined to think the best device might be 2

fastener prolonged by two or three hinged plates a1

each link, each holding a screw. They would b€
a nuisance to affix, but when once in position woulc
run well, as a rubber belt is practically free from
stretch, and in these days of adjustable pulleys n

small degree of stretch does not require the shorten-
ing of the belt. A reader suggests that the belts

should be moulded with a metal chain in the part
of the core near each end, so that the screw could
pull against the loop of a link in the chain, instead
of against the material of the belt. This would
distribute the strain without complicating the fastener,
and nicks on the top of the belt could show the point
at which screws should be inserted. One thing is

plain—^that these belts will not be perfect till a better

joint is devised for them. Letter 3491 struck me
as an excellent tip for applying to standard fasteners.



klOTOH BICYCLES FOR SALE
HALIFAX.—400 motor cycles to select from :

splendid value; cash, credit, or ex

;lianffe.—Below.

HALIFAX.—£18 188.; fine twin Rex, spring

foi-ks, E.O.M. i^mition. blue lines, re-

jommended.—Below

.

HALIFAX.—£19 19&. ; magneto Rex. 1908

model, single-cylinder, nearly new, and
guaranteed.-Below.

HALIFAX.—28 guineas, cost 38.—1908 single

cylinder Rex, ball bearing: engine, not

ised 10 miles, guaranteed perfect.—Below.

HALIFAX.—£3 down and 5s. weekly secures

3J b.p. Rex, £10- 10s.; 2 h.p. Simms
nagneto, £6 10s.; 2| h.p. Kerry. £9 lOs.; 21

IT) Excelsior, £9 10s.: 2 h.p. Humber, £7

o'g
'• 2 h.p. Minerva, £7 lOs. ; IS h.p.

ilinerva, spray, £5 10s. : 2i h.p Royal,

E7 15s; 2i h.p. Clement, £9 10s.; 2i

ip Coventry Eagle, £9 10s.; 2| h.p. An-
;oine. £9 10s.; delivery on jBrst payment.—
lalifax Motor Exchange, Westgate, Halifax.

) h.p. Minerva, M.O.V., spray, girder forks,

Ci in perfect condition ;
photo ; £10. —Ben-

lett, Penwortham, Preston.

" h.p. Twin Motor Cycle, fitted with Phelon
3 and Moore two-speed gear; £24 lOs.—

Drabtree. Bridgend, Lancaster.

"1 h.p. Twin Antoine, brand new; £30, or
32 offers; must be sold this week.-Hard-
iastle, 77, Holme Lane, Sheffield.

51 h.p. Rex and Rigid Sidecar; £17 10s., or
J 2 offer; will separate; trial allowed.—
ilorris, 477, Tong Moor Road, Bolton.

A BARGAIN.—3 h.p. Minerva, splendid con-
l\. dition; only £11; must be sold.—Boi
67, The Motor Cycle Offic&s, Coventry.

I
Q08 3i h.p. Minerva, spring forks, nearlj
Vo new, climb a mountain, illness cause
)f selling; £27.—Duguid, Kirkby Lonsdale

7-8 h.p. Minerva, accumulator, for lesE

power, magneto, free engine.—Specifl-
nation to Mudd, Cottingham. near Beverley

23. h.p. Phelon and Moore, two-speed gear.
4 accumulator, in fine condition, fault-

.ess; 25- guineas. — 364, Manchester Road
Bradford.

41 h.p. Minerva, 1907. twin, in perfect run-
2 ning order. B.B. carburetter, tyres

sxcellent; £20.—Mitchell, 457, Lord Street.
3outhport.

MOTO-REVE, 1908, almost new, tyres^ barely
scratched, horn, stand, carrier, spares,

a.11 as new; £32.—Davies, 185, Urmston Lane,
Stretford, Lanes.

BROWIN, 34 h.p., very low, extra long
wheelbase; bargain, nearest offer, £17,

cash only.—J. Holland, 43, Ellor Street, Sal-
ford, Lancashire.

7-8 h.p. Minerva, new last August, too pow-
erful, for 31 h.p. 1908 Model© d© Luxe

Bex, two speeds, handle-bar control.—Hirst.
Broomfleld House, Batley.

2''1 h.p. Humber; £6, or offers, for quicl-
2 sale; only requires cleaning; been

stored away six months (tyres new). — 26,

Offerton Lane, Stockport.

5 h.p. Vindec, twin, Peugeot engine, two-
speed gear, large quantity spares, per-

fect order; price £40. — Baxter, Waratah,
Lower Walton, Warrington.

"j Q07 Triumph, splendid condition, 3J h.p.,
i-C/ magneto ignition, spare tyre, belt,
plugs, and valves ; price £28. nett.—G. W.
Mumby, Berkeley Street. Hull.

31 h.p, Qua,drant Motor Cycle, spring forks,
2 first-class hill-climber; £20, or ex-

change and eash for small car.—Oarnforth
Cycle and Motor Co., Oarnforth.

41 h.p. Twin Minerva, magneto, spring
2 forks, 2iin. tyres, butt-enders, per-

fect; £28. or exchange for good Triumph, or
^l h.p. F.N.—315. Hessle Road, Hull.

31 h.p. Rex, 21in. frame, 26in. wheels, per-
'2 feet order throughout, pump, stand,

horn; £11, or best offer, a bargain.—Alfred
Crampton, 103. Edinburgh Street, Goole.

WHAT Offers for on© 1908 5 h.p. Twin
Tourist Rex, one 3J h.p. 1908 ball bear-

mg Tourist Rex, as delivered from the
makers.—Tidswell Preston Street, Bradford.

1Q08 (September) P.N.. % h.p., four-cylin-
-'-«-' der, only been short trial run; will
accept £45. including full accessories.—Car-
ter, St. Margaret's', Park Avenue. Harroga^-

Booth's Great Sale
£3 down, 5/- weekly secures the foilowing :

3 h.p. SIMMS, magneto £10

S'h.p. CALVERT, vertical engine, 26" wheels 8 5

3j h.p. EXCELSIOR, spray, good tyres .

.

8 10

2j h.p. BUCKET, vertical engine, spray .

.

8 10

3 h.p. RALEIGH, Phoenix 2-speed gear .. 10

3i h.p. REX, vertical engine 8 10

3 h.p. WHITELEY, sprav, good tyres .. 8 10
2 h.p. ORIENTAL, B. & "B. carburetter .. 6

2i h.p. MINERVA, spray, 26" wheels .... 8 10
2 h.p. MINERVA, M.O.V., spray 8

3i h.p. CHATER LEA, Rex engine 8
2| h.p. KERRY, spray, good tyres 10 10
2 h.p. HUMBER, sprav good condition.. 8
rj h.p. MINERVA, good machine 6
2 h.p. ANTOINE, vertical engine 3 19

2^ h.p. JAP, good order 8
2 h.p. F.N., vertical engine, 26in. wheels.

.

7 15

2j h.p. SPARK, magneto, vertical engine.

.

10
3 h.p. HUMBER, free engine 10

3i h.p. TWIN WERNER, 26" wheels 11 10

2j h.p. PHCENIX-MINERVA, 26" wheels.. 8 10

3 h.p. ARIEL, M.O.V., 26" wheels 10 10

3i h.p. MINERVA, M.O.V 10 10
Extended Payments accepted.

OTHER GOOD BARGAINS.
4 h.p. ZENITH BICAR, free engine £15 15
ji h.p. ARIEL, M.O.V., low built 14 14

4 h.p.TWINN.S.U., magneto 20 10

3j h.p. QUADRANT (1907), spring torks .

.

17 10

3I h.p. N.S.U., two-speed gear 18 10

3I h.p. REX (igo7), black finish, magneto.

.

18 18

5 h.p. TWIN REX, Osborne four speeds .

.

17 17

5 h.p. TWIN VINDEC (1907), magneto .. 29 10

4* h.p. TWIN MINERVA, magneto 25

4I h.p. TWIN MINERVA, spring forks 18 18

5 h.p. TWIN G.B., magneto, very smart .

.

25
6 h.p. TWIN ANTOINE (1908), brand new 25

3j h.p. QUADRANT, magneto, brand new 32 10

4 h.p. ROC, magneto, Roc clutch 22 10
FOUR-CYLINDER F.N., magneto 19 19
4 h.D. ANTOINE, magneto. Roc two speeds 20 10
6 h.p. PHANOMEN, 2 speeds, shop soiled 47 10
6 h.p. TWIN REX and SIDECAR, 4 speeds 20

Cash, Credit, or Exchange.

SIX 2i l!.p. REX FEATHERWEIGHTS,
1908 models, nearly new, probably run 200 miles,

low built, high tension magnetos, climb hills as
good as some 3J h.p. models, ^

£19 19 each, or exchange,

FOUR 5i h.p. REX-DE-LUXE,
1907 models, fitted with magnetos. Roe clutch,
twin tyres, spring forks, spring seats, eost £50 o o,

ideal sidecar machines, handle starting,

£27 10 each, or exchange.

SIX 5 h.p. TWIN REXES,
beautiful machines, fitted with spring forks, low
built, 25in. wheels, will take a sidecar any-
where, £17 17 each, or exchange.

SEVEN 1906 3i h.p. REXES,
low built, spring forks, 26in. wheels, Longuemore
carburetters, climbs steep hills, very reliable,

£15 15 each, or exchange.

TRICARS.
4 h.p. HUMBER, w.c, two speeds £15 15
5 h.p. QUADRANT, two speeds, coach built 19 19

4J h.p. RILEY, two speeds, coach built. ... 30
3 h.p. QUADRANT Tricvcle, belt drive 8 15

SIDECARS.
Shop-soiled MONTGOMERY, 1908 7 12
Twelve guinea MONTGOMERY, cane 6
British STANDARD, rigid 4

CORONET VARIABLE
SPEED PULLEY.

14-/- each.

Special Terms to the Trade.
Standard makes can be had with-

out sending old pulley for pattern.

The screwed flange is securely held in any position

by a simple yet ingenious contrivance that dis-

tinguishes it as the most improved pulley made.
GRIP3KIN BELTING.

Scientifically made from selected parts of hides.

An efficient belt at a popular price. Outlasts two
rubber belts. Correct angle, perfect drive, non-

stretching. We send on approval on receipt of P.O.

|in. 9a., fin. lOid., ^in. 1/-, lin. 1/1.
Special Terms to the Trade.

EBoo'th's IVIctoi" Excha.ns^e,
CORONET WORKS, WADE ST., HAUIFAX.

Telephone 198Y.
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
PEEPECT Twin Ariel, without engii.e, coil

carburetter, exchange for single --
twin; cash adjustment; also 3i h.D Min-
erva (1907), spring forks, £15. or will buy
engine.—Barrett, Barrow.

|08 N.S.U., 3| h.p., in excellent condition,
two-spfeed gear, free engine, magneto-

cost £49 in June last, used very little • owner
going abroad; accept £35. or near offer.—
Atkinson, 72, Avenue Hill, Leeds.

£15.-1906 31 h.p. Bex, perfect condition,
new Palmer cord tyres and tubes

enamelled French grey, Uucas lamp, laro-
horn, spare valve, pulley, belt, battery, bag,
tools, etc. ; any trial.—12. Cambridge Street
Shefaeld.

6 h.p. Dot, Jap engine, built by H. Eeed,
dual Ignition, Druid forks, Shamrock-

Excelsior back. Palmer front, footrests
Brooks seat, complete, ail accessories andnumerous spares.—Seen and tried, 306, Deans-
gate, Manchester.

4 h.p. Eoc, magneto, special Chater - Lea
heavy frame, long torpedo tank, foot-

boards, no pedals, lin. Watawata belt, 2iin.
Palmer cords, very long 62in. wheelbase,
very low; £25 cash, no offers.—Clegg, 115New Park Eoad, Salford.

31 h.p. 1908 Phelon and Moore, new Easter,
'Z spare tubes. Premier lamp, all spavps

£36; also castor wheel sidecar, to fit same',
new May. £8; particulars forwarded- to-
gether or separate. — Jack Thornton 28,
Spriug-fleld Mount. Leeds.

EXCELSIOE. 3i h.p., handle-bar control,
Longuemare carburetter, new Prested

accumulator, and Fuller coil, non-skid tyres
this season, good running order- owner
going abroad; £11.—A. V. Holliday, Giggles-
wick School, Settle, Yorkshire.

-j Q08 Twin Eoc, 2i Palmer cords, new pat-
J-«J tern A.M.A.O. carburetter, two laree
Collier's silencers, new in July, £40; 1908
Motosacoche, new in April, numerous spares
to each machine, £20; going in for c-ir-
Ardsley House, Ardsley. near "Wakefield.

TTOEKSHIEE.-SJ h.p. Twin Chase, 1906,
-B- just re-bushed and overhauled, handle-
bar control, variable Greenwood, two punc-
ture-proof bands each wheel, tyres good
spares, etc.; sacrifice £20.—Timmis c/o
George and Jobling, 41, Blackwellgate, Dar-
lington.

LIVEEPOOL (Eex Agency).—Before buying
your new mount come and have a look

at our machines. The largest stock of new
and second-hand machines for fifty miles
round; anything taken in part nayment.—
P. C. Jones and Co., 3, Eedcross Street,
Liverpool.

31 h.p. 1908 Ball Bearing Eex, Palmer cord
2 back tyre, cost 38 guineas, given away

at £25, only done 50O miles; 3i h.p. 1908 ball
bearing racing Eex, 24in. wheels. Dread-
nought tyres, as new, £25: 1904 3% h.p. Eex,
in good condition, £5.—Tidswell, Preston
Street. Bradford.

4 h.p. Jap, Chater-Lea, long frame, and
spring forks, Simms-Bosch H.T. mag-

neto. Palmer cord and Grose non-skid tyres.
splendid condition, nearly new ; £25, or
nearest offer; would accept good three-speed
cycle in part exchange.—E. F. White, Little
Urswick, Ulverston.

MINEEVA and Eex.—We carry the largest
stock of spare parts in the provip.oes

for these machines, can deliver new ma-
chines from stock at low prices; cash, ex-
change, or gradual payments; charged ac-
cumulators for hire. Is. per week.—Cookson
Bros., 511, Chester Eoad, Old Tratford.

31 h.p. 1908 Triumph, as new, £30;
2 3i h.p. Zenith Bicar, 1908 model,

free engine, two speeds, £26; 3 h.p.
Vindec Special, 1907 machine, magneto, per-
fect condition, £18; 5-6 h.p. Antoine, adjust-
able pulley, very fast and low, £22.-63,
Kirkstall Eoad, Leeds.

1 Q07 3J h.p. Eex, purchased brand new
-Lt/ last April, run 5O0 miles, fitted with
B. and B. carburetter, and handle-bar con-
trol, Goodrich non-skid. Brooks B105 saddle
and bag, two belts, Lycett 1908 stand, free
engine clutch, with variable pulley, spare
valves, plugs, etc., guaranteed perfect, and
In excellent condition; cash £27 or near
offer; approval; or exchan.ge for 1908 Tri-

umph, with cash.—128. Ooltman Street. Hull.

In answering any of these adver'-'-^erfients it ts aesiravie that you mention " The Motor Cycle.''



MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

VINDEO Special. 5 h.p.. standara model,
• with Vindec two-speed eear, handle-

bar control B. and B. cai-burettor. etc., ner-
fect condition; the oulv machine for side-

car work; best offer above £42.—Full ^^^-

ticulars, apply, No. 989, The Motor Cycle

Offices, Coventry.

SECTION in.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire,

Derby, Stafford, Shropshire, Mont-
gomery, and Merioneth.

3 h.p. Bradbury, very fair condition : £8 8s.

—H. TPytton, Coave Street, Macclesfield.

3 h.p. E. and P., almost new cordition;
£12, qnick sale. — Deaves. Newport,

Salop.

TiEIUMPH, 1907, magneto model, excellent
machine: offers.—Moss. Bank Hoiise,

Newcastle, Staffs.

5 h.p. Twin Rex excellent condition, 1907

machine: £17 17&.—H. Partington, 198,

High Street. Macclesfield.

EXOELSIOE, 21 h.p. M.M.O., long- bars, foot-
boards powerful machine: £9.-40,

Tamworth Street, Lichfield.

2 h.p. Ariel, in perfect condition, extremely
reliable, two accumulators ; £10 lOs.-

Viggor, Moss Eoa-d, Winnington, Northwich.

6 h.p. Twin J.A.P., magneto. J.A.P. carbur-
etter, Chater-Lea frame very low. foot-

boards, long handle-bars. 26 by 24 tyres, on
voituT-ette rims, verv f^st: 19 guineas.—Pin-
son, Bridge Street, Walsall.

VINDEC Special 1907. 3i h.D.. magneto,
Truffault forks, Whittles belt, uiao'iiifi-

cent condition throughout, been little used,
lamu. hoim, tools, coinplete : sacrifice £24.

—

R. Else, Leawood, near Matlock

3 h.p. Bradbury, magneto, bought new
from works in .Tulv, in beautiful con-

dition, not ridden 2,000 miles, marvellons
hill-climber, fast, and perfectly reliable;
cost £37, accept £20: any trial or examina-
tion.—Jack Noble, George Street. Altrinc-
ham.

WOLF Lightweight. IJ h.p., 1908. condition
as new, Shamrock-Excelsior rubber

studded cover, also spare cover and tT''-'^

lamp valves. Bowden exhaust lift, stand,
etc.; anv trial; £16. complete. — Applv.
Brookfield, Birmingham Eoad, Walsall,
Staffs.

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, I^utland,

Northamptonshire, and Warwickshire.

NE 2i h.p. Eex Lightweight (new), mag-
neto; £21 10s.—Main, Parade, Leaming-

ton.

^NE 3J h.p. Eex (1908). very little used,
magneto, excellent condition ; £15.—

Main, Parade, Leamington.

ONE. Zh h.p. Eex de Luxe (1908), two-speed,
magneto, very little used excellent

order; £25.—Main, Parade, Leamington.

2h.t). 1908 Moto-Beve, twin-cylinder, mag-
neto, very little used ; £15.—Main. Par-

ade. Leamington.

ONE IJ h.p. Wolf Lightweight, new; £15
15s.—Main, 36, Parade. Leamington.

N.S.U., 5 h.p., twin-cylinder, only run fe^w
miles ; £35, or nearest offer.—Barlow,

solicitor, High Pavement, Nottingham.

3i h.p. Excelsior, Longuemare, Clinchers,
2 latest model, with all spares ; £11.—

Below.

4 h.p. Magneto Antoine, Dunlops, powerful
and -fast; £20.—Below.

51 h.p. Eex de Luxe, m'agneto, clutch,
2 Brooks sieat, twin tyres, almost new.

and with full touring equipment : £28. —
Woodgate, 486, Coventry Eoad, Small Heath.
Birmingham.
Tj Q06 34 h.p. Eex. in splendid condition ; £13
J-t/ 15s.; also trailer.—Holmes, Auctioneer.
Leamington.

TEIDMPH. 1907. nearly new condition, per-
fect running order, fully equioned

sacrifice £30. bargain.—45, Parade, Leaming-
ton.

31 h.p. Eex, splendid machine, very power-
2 fu.1, beautiful condition ; absolute

bargain, £17.-67. King Eichard Street. Cov-
entry.

IT
to glTe VALUE FOR MONEY?

FARRAR SAYS "YES,
and he should know.

1907 Magneto TWIN REX, good £19 19

19

4 h.p. ROC, magneto, Roc two speeds £27

si h.p. TRIUMPH, magneto (September, 1907) £29

si h.p. 1908 QUADRANT, magneto, new £35
1908 REX FEATHERWEIGHT, magneto,

Uke new £19 19

2| h.p. F.N., Ughtweight, magneto £16 16

3 h.p. CLYDE, vertical, M.O.V., magneto .

.

£16

3h h.p. QUADRANT, a beauty £18 18

3 h.p. TRIUMPH, fine goer £16 16

4i h.p. TWIN MINERVA, spring forks £18 18

4 h.p. ROC, magneto. Roc clutch £22

5i h.p. TWIN REX, magnificent goer £19

5i h.p. TWIN REX and sidecar £23
5-6 h.p. REX DE LUXE,

clutch
magneto, and Roc

£27

£3 DOWN
Secures any of the following Machines

Balance 5j- pei week.

Sjh.p. 1906 REX £15 15

Sk h.p. ARIEL, M.O.V £14

3 h.p. FLEET, Ariel £12

3 h.p. DE DION, spray £10

2i h.p. KERRY, spray £10

2 h p MINERVA f7 in

3J h.p. CENTAUR £12

If h.p. MINERVA £6

3 h.p. WHITELEY £10

3| h.p. "DUX" £10

3i"h.p. 1905 REX £13

3 h.p. M.M.C. £12

3_h.p.

2 h.p.

EXCELSIO^R_
ANTOINE . .

.

£10

£7 10

zi- h.p. SINGER £10

2f h.p. R. and P £9

2 h.p. UNIVERSAL £7 in

2 hp QUADRANT «7 10

'i h p WHITELEY, Longuemare £9

3i h.p. KERRY, 26in. wheels £14

ij h.p. ClEMENT GARRARD, fine condiUon £9

ENGINES. ETC.

si Standard

2-J Quadrant

3j Quadrant

£4 10
£3 3
£6 19

ij Garrard £1 15
4|Simms £11

Si Quadrant Sets £3 19
Osborne Foi t speed Gear, nearly liew £3 3

Rubber and Canvas V Belting. Absolutely the BEST
belt on the market, fin., 9d ; Jin., 1/-; Jin.,
1 /4 ; lin., 1 /8 per foot. Any length cut.

Fasteners 6d. each.

TRICARS, &c.

4 h.p. BAT , spring frame, 26in. wheels £15 9

5 h.p. REXETTE, two speeds £22

4^ h.p. REXETTE, water-cooled £19 (j

4^ h.p. Q UADCAR, water-cooled, two speeds £12
N.S.U. SIDECAR, 24in. wheels £5~5
MONTGOMERY SIDECAR, 26in. wheels . . £5 g
FORECAR, 26in. wheels, two brakes £3 15

Lycetts Lightning Stands
4,/9 a pair.

24in., 26in., or 28 n.

wheels.

CLINCHER COVERS.
New, unused, beaded edge,

with Clincher name on.
26 X 2 . ...17/6
26 X 2i 17/6
36 y ih 23/-
if ^ al 23/-

37» allowed for old cover.
flENaiNE CONTINENTALS.

Cover. Tube.
24/-
25/6
29/6
25/-
27/3
29/9

36 X 2

26 X 2i
26 X 2i
28 X 2
28 X 2i
28 X 2^

3/- allowed for old Covers, 2/- for old Tubes.
Send tor Price List of Accessories. Pounds saved.

9/6
10/-
11/-
10/-
10/6
11/3

E. FARRARg
ALBION WORKS, SQUARE ROAD, HALIFAX.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SAI
ri^EIUMPH, 3i h.p., 1908, last two of cX tract ; £48.—The- Victoria Garage

;

Electrical Co., Ltd., Coventry.

rpEIUMPH, 1908, four weeks delivered, cX slightly soiled; £40. — The Victt
Garage and Electrical Co., Ltd.. Coventr

ZENITH Bicar. 3§ h.p., two speeds, ch
drive; £25.—Below.

REX, 54 h.p., twin, Eoc clutch, two-spe
£28.—Below.

MINEEVA, 34 h.p., M.O.V., good conditi
£14.—Below.

TEIUMPH, 1907, magneto, splendid on
3J h.p.; £30.—Below.

REX, 1905, 31 h.p., good order; £10 IC

Below.

NOBLE, 2i h.p., very good condition;
,

—Below.

BUCHET, 2i h.p., very low frame, gc
order; £9 10s. — The Victoria Gar

and Electrical Co.. Ltd.. Coventry.

EXCELSIOE, 3| h.p.. footboards, chrc
leather belt, tools, lamp, etc., spar

10 gTtineas.-F.D.. Moat Farm, Hillmort
Eugby.

NEW Eex Motor Cycle, in crate, 3| h
magneto, ball bearing engine, spr

forks, etc.; £30.—Nicholson, caravan builc
Worksop.

3 h.p. Givandan (1907). first-class conditi
low frame, with accessories ; first o:

£15, bargain. — Landor, 20, Colwick Eo
Bridgford. Notts.

N.S.LT. Motor Cycle, 3 h.p.. splendid coi
tion. Palmer back tyre, Lucas laj

horn, stand; sell bargain. £16 10s.—12. I
fiing, Birmingham.

ROC, 4 h.p., 1908 Military Model, lati

soiled only, £39 10s.; also a twin m
erva, second-hand, £18 10s.—Eoc Motor Oy
Works, Birmingham.

n. h.p. Minerva, Eadie frame and flttir

^ good running order, recently spent
in same; trial; offers.-Tutty, West Vi^

Headlands. Kettering.

"j Q08 Eex de Luxe, 34 h.p., two-speed ge
-L«J Eoc clutch. Ijall bearing engine, r

feet, asi new; cost £55 13s. in July; £4
Vicar, Witham, Bourne.

CLEMENT-GAEEAED, 2 h.p., grand climl
go anywhere; £6 10s., or exchange

h.p. Minerva, Quadrant, or Excelsior.—Pla
Oxford Street, Leamington.

4 h.p. Eoc, two-speed gear, free engi
clutch, 1907 model, magneto, Dri

spring forks; £25. or nearest ofi'er.—Bar
68, Jermyn Street, Leicester.

MINEEVA, 21 h.p., 1907, footrests a
pedals, in perfect condition; £17 1

or part exchange good 3i h.p.—Laurence, :

Cromwell Eoad, Peterborough.

£15.—2| h.p. Noble and flexible sidecar,
gether or separate, new Bates tyr-i

money urgently wanted; photo, 4 stampf
Eoy, Chapel Bar. Nottingham.

A WELL-KNOWN Motor Cycle Eacer wis!
to sell 5 h.p. twin Peugeot and sii

car, or exchange lower power and cash
996, The Motor Cycle Ofaces. Coventry.

31 h.p. Eex, winner Land's End to John-
2 Groat's, 1905. starts at walking pa

and will climb anything; sketch and ni

ticulars.—Cripsey. Grimsby Eoad, Grimsb;

LATEST 1908 3i h.p. Tourist Eex, ball be;
ing engine, brand new, and unridde

accept £26, cash urgently wanted ; approv
—Oswald House, Queen Victoria Eoad. Cc
entry.

TWIN-CYLINDEE, magneto, free engi]
Eex de Luxe, hardly soiled, perf(

throughout; exceptional bargain, £24 lOi

any trial.—Lloyd, Victoria Terrace, Lea
ington.

BEAND New 3-|- h.p. N.S.U. . in crate, fro
' makers, mag-neto, enamelled green ai

gold. Shamrock belt, tools, stand; boug
car; sacrifice £52.—Erin, 37, New Walk, L
cester.

5 h.p. Twin Alcyon, magneto, spring fori

spring seat-pillar, B. and B. carbur(
ter, with handle-bar control, polished bra
tank, lamp, horn, stand, and tools, machi:
finished French grey ; £18.—E. Turner, Pish
Street, Birmingham.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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(TOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
AMFOED HILL—5-6 h.p. twin Eex de
Luxe. 1907, Roc clutch, H.T. magneto,

I back tyres, as new, pronerty of doctor

:

AMFOED HILL.--2J h.p. Eex, B. and B.
carburetter, excellent mrtchine, in per-

condition, lig-htweight ; £7.

AliFOED HILL.—3 h.p. Trent, long bars,
swan -neck seat-pillar, splendid condi-

; £11.

iMFOED HILL.—11 h.p. Quadrant Light-
weight. Minerva engine, two brakes, p'l

ery good condition and perfect order:
}s.

4.MP0ED HILL.—Light motor cycle, 2i
h.p., less wheels and saddle, 18in.

le, make nice light machine; £3 10s.

^.MFOED HILL.—2J h.p. Precision en-
gined lightweight in good running

r, and very good condition ; £6 15s.

i.MFOED HILL. — Colossal sacrifice, 21
h.p. Bradbury, perfect, complete, grand
srfur machine ; £10 15s.—128, High Road,
h Tottenham.

h.p. New N.S.U. Motor Cycle, 1%8, twin-
cylinder engine, magneto; very low-

jash, £38. — Wauchope's, 9. Shoe Lane,
; Street, E.G.

h.p. Anglian, De Dion, Dunlop and Clin-
cher tyres, Nilmelior coil, lamp,

. spare belt; £9.-187, Harlesden Eoad,
j&den Green.

'., four cylinders, magneto ignition,
new Palmer cord tyres ; a bargain, £25.
it«, W. Ler>nard, 19, Clarendon Road,
md Park, W.
.U., 3i h.p., magneto, excellent coudl-
tion, powerful machine, many spares-

lOs., t)r near offer.-Connew, 17, Park
, Forest Hill.

h.p. Minerva (1907). not been used this
season, equal to new; can be seen or
her© any time; £15 10s.—Layzell, Ock-

a, Romford. Essex.

i.p. Minerva, Chater-Lea/ with art cane
Liberty sidecar, excellent condition ; I

several spares.—Langford, 57, EUerdale
t, Lewisham, S.E.

'EST 41 h.p. Twin Minerva, spring
forks, 2i Dunlops, Chater-L&a through-
lust delivered; accept £23.—A. Soper,
!lapham Road, S.W.

i 6 h.p. Twin, No. 6 Chater-Lea frame,
Druid forks. 24 bv 2J wheels. Palr~--

back, footboards ; cost £50, sell £25.—
5, Groodwood, Sidcup.

i.p. Genuine De Dion Tricycle, in grand
i

order, engine nearly new. good hil) -

1

er; any trial or examination; £10.-1
by. Park House, Hitchin.

UMPH. 3 h.p., 1906, perfect condition,
wo spare S.G. belts valve, fork springs,
eto cover, horn, all tools; £22 10s.—30,
-m Road, Brompton, S.W.

-2| h.p. Auto, Chater-Lea, spring forks.
Brooks BlOO, two accumulators stand,
etc., good condition, reliable.—Brad-

, "Wealdstone, Middlesex.

I.p. Minerva. 1907, Continental and Pal-
mer tyres. Advance pulley. Stanlev

excellent condition, guaranteed; £12
76, High Road. Streatham.

l,p. Twin Chater-Lea Peugeot, engine,
tyres, guaranteed new. spring forks.

9,, spares; sacrifice £20.—Wooding, 27,
la Eoad, Stoke Newington.
UMPH, 1907. 3i h.p., magneto, perfect
iondition, new back tyre, Dunlops,
spares, two- belts ; 30 guineas. — 6^.

aut Avenue, Forest Gate. E.

CTMPH, 3i h.p., 1908. standard magneto,
splendid condition. Shamrock back-
£33, no ofi'ers.-Miller 44. Longfield

, Wandsworth, London, S.W.
). Twin (air) Antoine, boxes, coils, ac-
iumulators. carburetter, loop frame,
wheels, belt and fittings; £12 10s.—B.,
nkfield Eoad, Wood Green. N.
•p. Motor Cycle, Clincher tyres, spring
forks, in splendid running order;

£12 12s or best offer.—J. Chapman. 5,
treet, Waltham Abbey, Essex
I. Eoc, twin Peugeot engine, free en-
^™e clutch, ma.gneto, excellent mn-

:
£26 10s.—Garaged at Wauchope's, 9,

Liane, Fleet Street. London. E.G.

A Splentiid OpportunltM.

M^fin^? ^ ""'"J'^''
°* exceptionally Good-clas;

Machines to dear. Some are our own stock, and cat
be supplied on our Extended Payment System • anc
others have been sent in by private owners to makiroom for new mounts. If you order your new machini

w °*"^? i^^' ^? T" s^" yo""" old one free of charge
Write foi" particulars and for our latest list of Second-
hand Bargains now ready.

A few Shop-soiled REXES to clear at pounds below
usual price. Write for list.

SEUECTIONS.
3Jh.p. VINDEC SPECIAL, magneto, first-

class condition £03 is
3^ h.p. PHELON & MOORE,' magneto; "two

speeds, 1908 model, gold medal winner . . £42
.<-6h.p. F.N., latest model, Michelin non-skid,

spring footrests, special foot brake ... £45
3* h.p. TRIUMPH, magneto, 19OS model,

bargain 537 .|q

•'*
'^P;

TRIUMPH, magneto^ ' V968
'

model'
Mabon clutch, nearly new £40

CASTOR WHEEL SIDECAR, 1908 model,' to
fit Triumph £g q

MILLS'SiFULFORD, rigid, soiled,' 1908 'mo'd'ei £8
6 h.p. LITETTE, magneto. Shamrock tyres

rear, two speeds, hardly used £65
9 h.p. RILEY CAR, two seats, .special model,

extra large radiator, lamps, horn, etc. ..£100
3Jh.p. N.S.U. , fine hill-climber, M.O.I, valves £16
2Jh.p. BRADBURY, excellent running

machine £3
lih.p. MINERVA engine, light machine, for

beginner £5
2.jt h.p. FAI RY engine, light weight .€10

Extended Payments. Terms on Application.

SERVICEA1.1TIES.
FANFARES.—Three note Triple, best French make,

15/6 ; second quality, 10/6.
Two-note, best quality, 8/6.

LAMPS.^The " Service " Lens Mirror, with separate
generator. Cannot be beaten. We have only one
price. N.P. or brass, 26/6.

LONG HANDLE-BARS. — Best

tubing and plating. Very strong.

Gives easy riding position. Stems

Jin. and lin. Price 7/-

SWAN-NECK SEAT-PJLLARS.—Enable the rider to
put both feet on the ground. Stems lin. and
ijin. Price 4/6.

ROC CONVERSION.—Roc Two-speed Gear and Clutch,
built up with wheel, complete, ready for fitting
to Triumph. Usual price Ten Guineas. £917s. 6d.

FIT-ALL GEAR.—Two-speed Gear, complete, ready
for fitting. £7 7s.

MABON CLUTCHES.—Prompt delivery for Minerva
and Re.x machines. Early delivery other standard
makes. Prices from 55/- Fitted to machines
to order.

QRIPPLES—The New Nipple Attachment for
Bowden stranded wire. Repairs at once. No

_„_ soldering required. Price per box, 1/- Post free.
EYQUEM PLUGS.—Combination Compression Tap,

Petrol Injector, and Sparking Plug. The most
useful and reliable plug on the market. Price
6/- Post 2d.

ADJUSTABLE PULLEYS.—Enables the gear to be
altered on the road. The " Albion," price 16/-
" Advance," 20/-

" SERVICE " Road
Clearer.

Cannot be beaten on
price. In two sizes,

4/9 and 5/9. Post 3d.

Register your name. Our Revised Accessory List
will interest you. Sent free. Ready in about a week.

THE SERVICE Co., Ltd.,

292, High Holborn, London, W.C.
(.Almost facing First Avenue Hotel.)

Telephone 260 Central. Telegrams :
" Admittedly."

MOTORf ^BICYCLES FOR SALE
3 h.p. Motor Cycle, in good running order,

must be sold. £8, bargain ; also pair of
Brooks non-skid motor cycle covers, 26 by 2i,

new.—67, Wellington Street, Woolwich.

-j Q08 Moto - Reve Lightweight, brand new ;

J-t/ owing to cancelment and forfeited
denosit, can be purchased for 27 guineas.
—935, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

31-4 h.p. Bike and Sidecar, splendid order.
2 spring forks. Watawata, thumbslides,

Dunlops, spares; trial; bargain, £18.—W..
70, Leathwaite Road, Clapham Common
TiEIUMPH, 1908, new June, perfect condi-

I tion. Clincher extra-heavy front. Dread-
nought rear, unpunctured, spares; £38.

—

Letters to S.W., 27, Camden Eoad, N.W.

3jL h.p. Minerva, spring forks. Palmers,
2 £16; 2i h.p. Minerva, £14; 2 h.p. Min-

erva, £12; each in perfect order and condi-
tion.—36. Stroud Green Road, London, N.

2 h.p. Fafnir, vertical engine spray car-
buretter, in .splendid running order,

low built; must sell; bargain. £6 10s.—W.
Lee. 217, Glyn Eoad, Lower Clapton, N.E.

LADY'S Motor Cycle, Phoenix Cob, 2 h.p.,
two speeds, chain drive, in perfect

order many spares, starts like a car; £25,
or offer.—Cooke. North Mymms, Hatfield.

-j Q07 Triumph, 3i h.p., magneto, all usual
J.U Triumph details, enamelling, plating,
tyres, in new condition, handle-bar control,
several spares ; £32.-186. Peckham Rye, S.E.

LONDON.—Fafnir, 3 h.p., Chater-Lea, gir-
der forks, footboards. Continental

make tjrres, low, light, long; come and
try; £14.—H. Dew, 421, Battersea Park Eoad.

6-7 h.p. Chater-Lea Motor Cycle and side-
car, twin Jap engine, magneto igni-

tion, spring forks, etc., practically new; £35.
—D. Sullivan. 40, Hubert Grove, Stockwell.

03. h.p. Scout, nearly new condition, flies

.^4 up hills, lighj, smart, low, thor-
oughly reliable; £12, or near offer. — "Mo-
torist," 7, Bodney Eoad, Hackney, London.

51 h.p. 1907 Twin Magneto Rex, new last
2 May, only ridden 400 miles ; £24, or

exchange rubber tyred Ralli car and cash.—
W. Darlington, Hatfield Broad Oak, near
Harlow.

VINDEC Special, 34 h.p.. Palmer tyres, new
belt, spare inlet and exhaust valves,

lamp, horn, etc., in good order; £12. —
Smurthwaite, Alexandra Hotel, Kingston-on-
Thames.

3JL h.p. Triumphs, 1908 (two), in perfect con-
2 dition, new back tyre, all spares,

tools; £36.—H. Bro\vn. 32. Girdler's Road, W.
Kensington. London. Two minutes from
Olympia.

CHATEE-LEA 2i h.p. J.A. P.. very fast and
low. enamelled French grey, cooper

torpedo tank and cases, very smart ma-
chine, perfect order ; £15, offers.—56, Streat-
ham Hill.

23. h.p. Minerva, enamel and plate in new
4 condition, good tyres, and in good

running order : trial by appointment ; n^ice
£11 10s. — L. Bott, Galley Hill, Waltham
Abbey, Essex.

3 h.p. Auto Bike. Chater frame, low, light,
26 by 2in. tj'res, F.N. carburetter, green

and gold lines, good running order; £10 10s.,

or near offer.—Lampier, 67, Beckenham
Lane, Bromley.

h.p. Magneto Bat. spring suspension, ad-
justable pulley, non-skid, clutch, grey

lined green, practically new; £42; exchange
1908 Triumph and £6.—Brown, 27, Claremont
Eoad, Highgate.

TEIUMPH, 1907. new engine and variable
pulley, 1908, perfect condition, new tyre,

new belt, Eich's tubes, cyclometer, lamp,
horn, spares; 30 guineas.—Huxtable, 4, Maple
Eoad, Surbiton.

21 h.p. Minerva Engine. Eadie fittings, Pal-
'4 mer tyi-es, stand, two belts, two pul-

leys, etc.; £18. or nearest cash offer; ma-
chine in splendid condition.—H.B., 265, High
Street, Chatham.

23. h.p. Brown, excellent condition, recently
4 re-bushed, B. and B. carburetter, two

15 amp. Lithanode accumulators, new Vol-
too coil, runs on two volts, most economical.
Xl'all spring forks, Gripwell brake, Main-
Hilton stand-carrier, with Acetyphote lamp,
spare valves, etc.; £12; appointment. — 51,

Narcissus Road, West Hampstead.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable thM you mention "The Motor Cycle."



MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE,
FAFNIR, 3* li.p., Chater-Lea, Longuemare,

Stanley-Dermatine, Clincher, Riches
in back, Acetyphote, speedometer and
spares; £16, no offers.—46, Chevening Road,
Kensal Rise, N.W.

BARGAIN. — 1907 2| h.p. Minerva, spring
forks, footrests, new Shamrock belt,

spares, only ridden 1,800 miles, tyres very
good; any trial; £15. — Morgan, Seiwyn
House, Broadstairs.

6 h.p. Twin Jap. No. 6 Chater frame, free
engine and starting handle, perfect

condition, not run 300 miles; £30. or oflfers;
garaged at Wauchope's. — Hughes Avenue
Road, Winchester.

SIX 1904 Rex 3J h.p. Motor Cycles, guaran-
teed in good running order ; £6 lOs.

each ; first cheque secures ; subject to being
unsold. — Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet
Street, London, E.C.

SIX 5 h.p. Twin-cylinder Rexes, good con-
dition and running order; £15 each,

lowest cash price: first cheque secures, one
with magneto.—"Wauchope's, 9. Shoe Lane,
Fleet Street, London.
O h.p. Quadrant, springs. Rich tube, hauaie-
«J bar. Brown-Barlow, very low. highest
grade machine; £10, or first close offer-
wants repair; genuine bargain. — 32, Bar-
tholomew Road, N.W.

TRIUMPH, 1906, 3 h.p., magneto, spring
forks, in excellent running condition,

fully equipped, spares, tools; £23 10s. cash.
—Can be seen Cycle Shop, 66a, High Street,
St. John's Wood, N.W.

-j Q08 Triumph, perfect condition, completeLU with lamp, horn, tools, spares, new
back tyre. Palmer cord just fitted, only
ridden 2,300 miles; £40.—Grace, 7. Lawri'e
Park Road, Sydenham.

B'ROWN, 1907, 2rh.p., handle-bar control,
Mabon clutch and free engine. Clin-

chers, spring forks, two accumulators, spare
valve, etc.. splendid order; £16.—H., 14, Cam-
bridge Park, Wansteg^.

TRIUMPH. 34 h.p., 1908, perfect order, run-
ning beautifully, with lamp, horn,

spare valves, plug, and belt, spring sau.„e-
pillar, two toolbagg, etc.; £38. — J.H.P. 18,
Knollys Road, Streatham, S.W.

BAT, bargain, brand new, 6-7 h.p., shop-
soiled only, forfeited deposit, J.A.P. pn-

gine, specification as 1908 list; accept £40.
usual price £52 lOs.—Bat Motor Manufactur-
ing Co., Kingswood Road, Pen.ge.

N.S.U., 1907, magneto, 4 h.p. twin, fitted
two-speed and free engine and side-

car, new Peter-Union tyres; 50 miles trial
run given ; price £35, or near offer.—Brown-
ing, 21, Ealing Road, Ealing, W.

5 h.p. Twin Vindec Special, Truffault, mag-
neto, two-speed gear, free engine, side-

car, excellent condition
; .going cheap to

S.^^^H^'^'^^'^X: ^'^y trial; bargain.—No 995,The Motor Cycle Offices-, Coventry.

PALMER.—34 h.p. Minerva Bike and Side-
.

car, £18; 2| h.p. De Dion bike, £6 10s.-
six 20 amp. fully charg-ed accumulators, 7s.
each,—L. N. Palmer. 190. MelHson Road
Tooting. Telephone. 208 Streatham.

TRIUMPH, magneto, dated November 1906,
excellent condition, very fast, splendid

climber, belt and tube new, little used best
machine on road; first £25 secures.—Letters
Burgess, 26, HoUoway Road, London.

31 h.p. Minerva, also 3 h.p. Rover both in
^ excellent condition and runnins-

order, tyres good, new accumulator and
coil to Minerva, spring forks- on Rover-
oners wanted. — Wormald, Pavilion Build-
ings, Brighton.

Ol h.p. Jap Lightweight, direct drive, V
i J'®^*' magnificent condition, crawls

in traffic, marvellous little hill-climber - £13
including all accessories; trial on hill -Mo-
tor, 7, Bodney Road, Hackney, London.

j Q06-7 24 h.p. Kerry, practically brand newA.U everything in .guaranteed condition'
low, light, neat, magnificent hill-climbei- •

lowest price £14, no offers of less ; only wpr+s
seeing.—K.. 86, Oolvestone Crescent, DalstonLondon.

1 9°^ U'^^f^ ?^^^^ F.^^ 6 ^-P- Chater-Lea
(No 6), twin Advance, hardly used,very low built, 24in. tyres, fires very slowly

has tremendous reserve power, reliable as
clock, very handsome machine; thundering
pargam, £29 lOs., or lower power and cash —
Motorist," 11, French Place, Shoreditch

London.

Why run
risk o of Side>

slip

^L i
1wiS^'w'

^

When you can fit the PHCENIX Attachment
for £12 10».

For Passenger, £15 10s.
Lists by return.

PHCENIX MOTORS, Ltd.,
Blundeil Street, London, N.

IN ADDITION to TYRES

I RAND GANVAS BELTING

Best British Make.

f-inch .. .. lOd. pr foot.

f-inch .. 1/1 per foot,

f-inch . 1/4 per foot.

1-snch 1/9 p' r foot.

Piain or Serrated. True and deep section

Sole Agents, Wholesale and_Retail

:

DEFIANT NdN^Kip TYRE CO,
ry2?;i:;;Furn]\^lS!:iieel;^lxD^

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR S

21 h.p. Jap, vertical engine, Longi
2 carburetter. Continental tyre

belt, perfect throughout, fast, powerf
cessories ; trial ; particulars willingly
gain, £8 10s.—76, Kerbey Street, Br
London.

-j Q08 Triumph, complete with Palme
J-U tyres, lamp, generator, horc
Veeder Trip cyclometer, the whole ciuit
machine not run 150 miles; what of
L3,382, The Motor Cycle Ofacea, 20,
Street, E.C.

BROWN, 5i h.p., 1907, spring forks,
carrier, footrestS', new butt-ende

tinentals, two new P. and R. accumu
in excellent condition, very reliable,
anything; trial; £20.—S. Ablewhite, K
Sevenoaks, Kent.

3 h.p. N.S.U.. 1907, Shamrock Gloria.
' carrier, 2i Continentals, new

spare belt, unused, Bradbury spring
rests, and accessories, absolutely re^
seen and tried any time; £20.—E. H.
acres. Bell, Enfield Wash.

1 Q08 3i h.p. Minerva throughout,
A-fJ forks, torpedo tank, handle-ba
trol, footrest. 26 by 2i Continental,
horn, tools, spares, used 400 miles; ;

offer.—A. Fort, 51, Whitfield Street. 1

ham Court Road, London.

£12.-23 h.p. Brown, good running
long handle-bars, spring forks,

rich non-skid, B. and B. carburetter, 1
bar control. New Departure coaster
seen by appointment.—H.P.M., Heatl
East Heath Road, Hampstead.
yINDEC Special, 3i h.p., Truffault

forks, magneto, new Shamrock si

cover, separate generator headlight
plete with horn, carrier, spare puUe;
excellent condition ; £24, bargain.—
Beauvoir Square, Kingsland, London,

3 h.p. Quadrant, spring forks, bran
appearance, absolutely perfect

tion, fine hill-climber, fires walkin.g
Longuemare carburetter, perfectly r<

easily taken upstairs; £12. or near
Motor, 86, Colvestone Crescent, D
London.

3 h.p. Falcon, low, 26in. wheels, magi
condition, very smart, a flier u]

never gives the least trouble; £9 10s.;
examination; convincing trial with g
pleasure; greater bargain never offe
" S.," 86, Oolvestone Crescent, Dalstoi
don.

31 h.p. N.S.U. Engine and carburet
2 No. 6 Chater-Lea frame, in si

order, fast and reliable Clincher and
Union tyres, complete \vith lamp, hori
bag. etc.; £12 10s., cash, no offer;
C.W.B., 94, Herbert Road, Plumstead,
281. Woolwich.

yINLEO Twin, two-speed gear, 1909
and improvements, only deliver

weeks, Montgomery sidecar, converti
rigid, large number of refinement
extras; cost £83. take £55; must sell;
abroad.—Bridgman, 1. Fieldsway
Pieldsway Crescent, Highbury.

31 h.p. Midget Bicar, 1907, 150 miles
2 automatic carburetter, paten

able induction pipe, spring forks, ;

able pulley, long bars, plated bracei
bars to forks, low position, all si

condition ; bargain, £19 or offer.—Ge
Page, 162, Acre Lane, Brixton.

3 h.p. Motor Bicycle, Aurora engine,
good going order, £11. or nearest

2i h.p. motor bicycle, Jan engine, jus
hauled by makers, surface. Rich's
back wheel, tyres as new. two accumu
trembler; £10. — 13, Cranbrook T
Green Street, Enfield Highway. N.

WITHOUT Reserve.—34 h.p. M.M.C,
did engine, absolutely reliabk

silent, only ty.res worn. 10 guineas;
twin Rex de Luxe. Roc clutch, coi
nearly as new, studded back, sim
beauty, 25 guineas; best bid accei
P.M., 42, Blenheim Crescent. Croydor

LATE 1907 3i Two-speed Vindec S

magneto, spring forks, N.A.B.
seat-nillar, horn, stand, and carrier,
did kit tools, spare valves, fibre fii

new, special silencer, magneto cover,
wata belt. Vindec variable pulley, 1

bar control, numerous refinements,
800; this machine is undistinguishabL
new; tyres, plating, enamel unscra
£23 10s. ; seen any time.—188, South La
Road, S.W.

I71 ansivering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention ''The Motor Cycle.''



IDECARS AND ^^OHECARS.
OAKLEIGH Sidecars Stand Aloue. The

only sensible sidecar at a reasonable
figure; price £5, and five years' guarantee.
Isn't it better to pay the few extra shiiiingrs

and have the g-enuine article? If yon buy
from the inventors and manufacturers you
get the finest quality possible. Eemember
we invented the sidecar. Ours is the only
sidecar to prevent sideslip. — Oakleigh
Motors. Ltd.. West Dulwich.

MOTOR TRICYCLES.
03 h.p. Motor Tricycle, two armoured ac-
/ii4 cumulators, going cheap; £6. — 37,

Knight's Hill, West Norwood, London.

TRAILERS.
TEAELER, in splendid condition. Palmer

tyres; best offer.—Carter, 139, Sneinton
Boulevard, Nottingham.

TWO Motor Trailers, one cane, one wicker,
large tyres and mudguards ; best offer"

or exchange.—Woodgate, 486, Coventry Eoad
Birmingham..

TEAILEE, strong and wide, upholstered
green, 2in. A Won Clinchers, nearlv

new, unpuncttired. perfect; £2 10s., bar-
gain.—Kelham. Bourne.

QUADRICYCLES.
31 h.p. Auto Moto Quad, perfect condition

;

2 trial; £15.—i. St. Paul's Eoad. Cov-
entry.

QUADCARS.
31 h.p. Ariel Quad, two speeds, new tyres,

2 perfect condition ; £22. — Leeding,
Fakenham.

PHCENIX Quadcar, new April, 1907, fcur-
cylinder. 12-16 h.p. Fafnir engine, car

tyres, non-skid drivers very fast, power''-"
hill-climber. — 70, Lower Essex Street. Bir-
mingham.

CARS FOR SALE.
PALMEE.^5i h.p. De Dion Quad, water-

cooled, two speeds, cane body; £12 10s.

PALMEE.^i h.p. De Dion Libena, two-
seater, two speeds, reverse, reliable

;

cheap, £17 10s.

PALMEE.—6J h.p. Darracq Two-seater,
three speeds, reverse, more than smart,

guaranteed do 25 m.p.h. ; £35.

PALMEE.—10-12 h.p. Gladiator, Aster en-
gine, twin-cylinder, silent reliable car;

bargain, £55.

PALMEE.—16-20 h.p. Winton, 1907, side en-
trance, four-cylinder vertical engine,

dual ignition; £100.

PALMEE.—16-24 h.p. De Dietrich, flve-
seater, four-cylinder, magneto, guar-

anteed do 45 m.p.h.; £145.

PALMEE.—24-30 h.p. Hurst and Lloyd, side
entrance, long chassis, four-cylinder,

cardan; £95.

PALMEE.—16-22 h.p. Gladiator, side en-
trance, long chassis, four-cylinder, late

typf.; £140.

PALMEE.-7-11 h.p. Panhard Delivery Van
twin-cylinder, four speeds, reverse;

bargain, £29.

PALMEE.—12-16 h.p. Panhard Chassis,
ready, receive any engine, complete in

every way; £15.—L. N. Palmer, 190, Mellisoii
Road, Tooting. Telephone, 208 Streatham.

0(\ h.p. Four-cylinder Touring Car; 55Ov guineas.-J. May, 40, Hubert Grove,
Stockwell, S.W.

PULLMAN Car. 4J h.p.j'spring frame Bat,
new tyres, splendid order; £16 10s.—67.

Freedom Street. Sheflaeld.

STAE, two-cylinder, 7-9 h.p., two-seater,
three speeds and reverse; £50.—Binsted

%a, Mitcham Lane, Streatham.
A LLDAYS Traveller, seats three, first-class

£f condition; £28.—Apply, D. B. Foulger,
241, Plashet Eoad. Upton Park, Essex..

LIGHT Two-seated Car, 44 h.p. De Dion,
three speeds and reverse : £28 10s.—H.

Hicks, 27, Cleveland Eoad, South Woodford.
O h.p., two-seater, two-cylinder. Palmer
Y cords, wheel steering, perfect running
three speeds; £25, or offer.-52, Perry Hill
Datford.

Stanley Dermatine,

The Motor Belt cf Merit.

BRITISH IS BEST.

TOURIST TROPHY RACE
Twin Class won on Dermeitine Belts.

London to Edinburgh.

Land's End to John-o'-Groat's.

London to Land's End and back.

London to Plymouth and baek.

71 GOLD MEDALS
Beware of imitations.

Copy of Mr. Reed's letter :

" Stanley Webb, Esq.

"Dear Sir,— I used your belt and

fastener in the Tourist Trophy Race,

Isle of Man, and won the twin

class, and I am pleased to say that

both went through without giving

the slightest iroubxe.

" Yours faithfully,

" (Signed) H. REED."

Two years in succession first prizes

in Isle of Man Races.

RESULTS TELL.

Hundreds of T-.pHTn~t«ii«l» Britlth Made.

NOTE THE RRICK8.
fin. ihi. iin. lin.

1/2 i/O. 1/8 1/11 per ft.

Post Free.

The Stanley Detachable Fastener.
80,000 in USA-

Wit.i unjred^.aDle Hook. Guaranteed. (Made
under Simplex Patent.) In sizes fin., fin., iin.,

Iin., i /- each. Wholesale and RetaiL

The STANLEY DERMATINE
MOTOR BELT CO.,

32, London Road, BROMLEY, KENT.
Stanley Webb, A'lanager.

TfReaders who purchase, or
contemplate purchasing, a
new machine, should adver-
tise their present mount in
these columns. HExperience
has shown that "The Motor
Cycle " is, in the majority of
cases, succcissful in finding a
purchaser. HThis applies also

to accessories and spares. »s*

MP" •m

CARS FOR SALE.
5 h.p. Alldays, seats three, good condition,

engine, gears, and tyres perfect; £20,
or exchange with cash for tricar.—Dorrell,
Baker, Croxlej- Green.

QTAMTORD HILL.-5 h.p. Pieper smalltwo-
k_7 seated oar, w.c, two speeds and re-
verse, fine running order, very good condi-
tion, nice little lot; £19.

STAilFOED HILL. -10-12 h.p. twin Pick,
two - seater, new 4| Colliers on back,

two speeds and reverse, in excellent condi-
tion and perfect running order; £25, great
bargain.

STAMFORD HILL. — 10-12 h.p. Twin Pick,
four-seater tonneau, three speeds and

reverse, 760-90 equal artillery wheels, all in
splendid condition and excellent running
order, fast and powerful; £40; photos, fur-
ther particulars, and trials with pleasure;
exchanges.—128, High Road, Tottenham.
i A-12 h.p. Airex, smart tonneau car, as new,
-Lv/ two cylinders, cardan, equal artillery
wheels, new tyres ; £55, worth double.—98,
Potternewton Lane, Leeds.

61 h.p. Humberette, three speeds, reverse,
2 seats two, artillery wheels, three

laTips, Stepney wheel; £49 10s., or exchange.
—Booth, Wade Street, Halifax.

-t A h.p. Jackson Car, seats two or four.
l.\J solid tyres, wood wheels, spare set
for pneumatics', make capital van; bargain.
£38.-98, Potternewton Lane, Leeds.

5 h.p. New Orleans Two-seater Car, two
speeds, wheel steering, good tyres; price

£22 10s.. or Motosacoche bicycle exchange.

—

Riddelsdell, Boxford, Suffolk.

FORD, four cylinders, two-seater, Mercedes
red, two ignitions, excellent order:

*'130; take four-cylinder F.N., late model,
part exchange.—M. J. Curtis, Blandford.

QWIFT Car, two-seater, 6 h.p., two speeds,O solid tyres; sacrifice £25, or exchange;
seen appointment.—Chauffeur, The Cottage,
Melbourne Lodge, Queen's Walk, Ealing.

51 h.p. Oldsmobile Car, seats three, with
2 hood, lamps, spare tyre, perfect

working order; any trial here; £25, or near-
est offer.—Lawson, Burley Mount, Leeds.

£65. —Smart 6i h.p. water-cooled Two-
seater, three and reverse, direct on top,

equal artillery, tyres as new ; trial, exchange
part.—Motorist, 21, Balfour Road. IKord.

6-8 h.p. Pick, two-seater, two speeds and re-
verse, solid tyres, brass lamps, every-

tiiing perfect condition ; can be seen run-
liU.g; £19 lOs.—73, Church Street, Camber-
well.

£80.-7-11 h.p. Panhard-Centaur, Krebs,
wheel control, side entrance body,

hood, four lamps, etc., in perfect condition
throughout.—Campbell, The Mansion, Sun-
dridge Park. Bromley.

,

9 h.p. Single - cylinder Beaufort, magneto,
new Dunlop tyres, tonneau body, seats

four, three speeds and reverse, excellent
condition; what offers? — Magneto, c/o
Street's, 30, Cornhill. E.C.

SALE. Sunbeam-Maberley Car, genuine De
Dion ; £25, or exchange any form pow-

erful tricar; 2| h.p. Minerva, 1907, £12; 2J
h.p. Werner, £10 10s.; two Ariel Minerva, £7
10s.—8, Queen's Road, Doncaster.

AIREX, 9-11 h.p.. 1908 model, twin-cylinder,
side entrance body, hood, screen, side

lamps, baek lamp, pair headlights, all
spares, very fast, silent, and reliable; any
trial; £145.—Louis Davis and Son. Moseley,
Birmingham.

ABSOLUTELY New 8-10 b.p. Jewel Run-
about, two speeds and reverse, trem-

bler coil, 4-30 miles per hour, hood, screens,
and lamps, complete; can be seen in Lon-
don ; offers invited.—Power, c/o Streets, 30,

Cornhm. E.G.

8-10 h.p. Darracq (single-cylinder), 1907, four-
seated, swing seat, in every way as

new, absolutely reliable, and extremely light
on tyres and petrol; £140; trial and inspec-

' tion with pleasure.-Toby, 9, Sydney Street,

I South Kensington.

ROVER Cars.—You never know what a
skid means when you drive a Rover.

Now the days of muddy roads are here are
you not thinking of the pleasures that
would be yours if you owned a car? Write
us for the amount we will allow you for

your skiddy mount in exchange for a Rover
at £135.—Lonis Davis and Son. Moseley, Bir-

mingham.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle."



CARS FOR SALE.
4_*75.—6 li.p. Star (new), 1908 model, complete
dU with lamps and horn. Dunlop tyres,
700 by 80, guaranteed faultless, suit doctor
or commercial traveller; bought under
forced sale; a rare bargain.—Darter, 60,

nigh Street, Grays, Essex.

8-9 h.p. De Dion, L.B., five seats, long
vb&elbase, 760 by 90 Dunlops, Stepney

wh€'el. wind screen, clock and all touring
equipment; 85 guineas, or part exchange
good motor cycle or tricar.—Woodgate, 486.

Coventry Eoad, Birmingham.

8 h.p. M.M.C., three speeds, reverse, tyres
excellent, new, painted and enamelled,

new bonnet, £35; also 34 h.p. Minerva bi-
cycle, new June, 1908, magneto, spare belt,
and butted tube, £26 10s. ; botn can be
driven away.—991, The Motor Cycle Of&oes,
Coventry.

6jL h.p. Humber Two-seater, side doors,
2 dust screen, recently overhauled,

painted, and varnished, jack, lamps, 80 mm.
Dunlops, spare cover and tubes, good hill-
climber; £65, or accept Triumph motor
cycle part exchange; trial. — G. Smith, 37,

Northumberland Road, Coventry.

9 h.p. Eiley Car, 700 by 90 grooved Dunlops,
one outer, two inner spare tyres, under-

screen. Inside mudguards all wheels. Cape
cart hood, large headlights and horn,
double row radiator. Imperial odometer,
extra toolbox and tools; what offers?—L3.383.
rhe Motor Cycle Oflaces. 20. Tudor Street E.G.

-j ri-12 h.p Bouchet, twin-cylinder, powerful,
-LV/j and in splendid running order, smart
looking car, side and back entrance, three
speeds and reverse, tyres perfect, newly nio-
holstered and painted green, carry four,
tools, lamps, horn; £70; accept motor ui-
cycle or small car.—Fairfield, 2, Newarke
Street. Leicester.

HOTELS AND APARTMENTS.
WHEN visiting London stay at Waverley

Temperance Hotel, 17, Euston Square
Bed, breaMast, attendance, from 3s.

LOST AND FOUND.
LOST, between Grantham and Doncaster

large sized generator of motor bicycle
acetylene lamp.—Capt. Bunbury 25, MountPark Crescent, Ealing, London,' W.
LOST, on Sunday, October 4th, betweenEpsom and Ripley, a leather tool rollcontaining about 18 tools. The finder willne snitably rewarded upon returning them
s^vi^fi,^'''"?^'

I^avison, 27, Westwell Road,
fcttreatham Common.

TUITION.
Tl/TOTOR Gar Driving Taught in one month
Cove^y. ^°^^'"'' ^^- '^^'^ ^^''^"^ ^V"^" Offices,

INSURANCE.
PLEASE send for full covering Motor CyclePolicy, from 19s. per annum —Bass Tr,suranc© Broker, Ongar.

*""'^™- ^^^^' ^'^-

I^^YJJ^^CE Policies of every description
^,.c„ n ™otoi^ cycles are issued by Hugh JBoswell, insurance broker, Norwich at exceptionally low rates ; fire o?Telf'i'gnkion"
?S" ^^ii^r ^?^^^ P^J^y- 7s. 6d.; accident to cvele15s .-Write for full particulars

^'
BUSINESSES FOR SALE.

n'YOLE Depot (London), good position; any

st°ock°rff'r.^^'^
^°°.^ paying "^concerS^fargestock of motor and cycle accessories a bar-

6Tm'%4T'":g^?;V"^''^tr^--^PI'ly^ftero p.m.. 141, High -Street, Merton, S.W.

ACCUMULATORS.
piASTLE Accumulator, 4 voltsi 2,5 am-n

kad.^^l&.-^^ 15s.-DeaI?"4l. ^CroTd^all

A^T^^™^^ Repaired promptly, any
^imSli^-fTuYf ^Jf^',^VTou^^^^^accumulator in exchalle fo> o^^r new
lofTd'^^20 arnr^^l^^*"^^^

specialTa^p!

-^Fe£ws^4rUro^d^K?XS--^-

Our "ALLWEATHER"

MOTOR CYCLE COAT
Is Wind and Weatherproof.

IN GREY

YORKSHtRE

FRIEZt,

LINED

THROUGHOUT

TAN CHROME

LEATHER,

37/6
DITTO I <l REAL

IRISH FRUZE,

BEST CHROME

LEATHFR

LININGS,

45/-
Write for patterns and our New [Motor

Clothing List.

JOHN PIGGOTT, LTD.,
117-118, CHEAPSIDE, & MILK ST.. LONDON

If you find you've the hump,
Through the bicycle bump,
And you'fe sad—and, what's

worse, saddle-sore

—

Try the real N. A. B.
You will hail it with glee,

And in comfort you'll ride
evermore.

Send for

Beware

of

Imitations. '

BOOKLET

FREE.

RELIANCE
WORKS CO.,

Ltd.,

SOUTHAMPTON,

ALUMINIUM PEPAIRS

NEW CASTlNGsMADEMYtlzEf(io^p

RW.COAN 2 1 9 GoswellKoabLondoh.

ACCUMULATORS.
CELLULOID Accumulator Eepair Outfit

u.seful for all celluloid repairs; fu
flirections

; post free Is.—Below.

/""^HAEGING Plant always running.—Belo^

ACCUMULATORS, London made throug;
out, and fully guaranteed; the bei

value at the lowest pricej in the followiE
sizes, 6 amp., 4Jin. by IJin. by 5in., pric
6s. 6d. ; 10 amp., 2iin. by 1\\xx. by 5in., 8
6d. ; 15 amp., 4iu. by 2iu. by 5iu., lOs.;

;

amp., 4in. by 2in. by 5Jin., lis. 6d.; 40 amj
4in. by 4in. by SJin., 18.s. 6d.—Osborne Work
Forest Hill. Londqn, S.E.

VOLTOO Coils work on 2 volts; 2,000 mil<
on one charge with Ajax 20 amp. ai

cumulator. Prices : Plain, 15s. and 21s,
trembler, 30s. ; send foT lists. The famoi
Ajax accumulator, absolutely the finest :

is possible to make; special protection (

terminals; 20 amp., 6i by 21 by 4j, 17s. 6d'.

any special size to order in 36 hours; sen
for lists of all electrical motor accessories.-
The Ajax Electrical Engineering Co., 29
High Eoad, Illord, E.

CONTACTS.
JEBRON Contacts, registered 291-289, vastl

superior to platinum; cures misfiring
IS reliability and efficiency.

JEBRON, best contact obtainable fc
blades, screws, cranks, rockers, plui

gers, magnetos, coils.

JEBRON, prices 2s. 6d. each rivet fitted
special trimmers, for polishing Jebroi

9d. ; remittance with order ensures promj
attention ; write for particulars and test
monials ; too numerous to publish.

JEBRON, Magneto Screws, complete fc

Bosch magneto, DA2 and DAV, wiU f

contact breakers 5a, 5b. 5c ; 5s. 6d. pair; ol

screws refitted with Jebron, 2s. 6d. eacl
equal to new.

JEBRON. the King of Contacts, fitted pf
return post; no delay; post free horn

or abroad; liberal trade terms.

JEBRON. — Prom the Inventor, J. Edwarc
Brown, 38, Herbert Road, Plumsteai

Kent.

IRIDIUM Champion Contacts.—Any pan
fitted, returned same day. Is. 3d. eacl

warranted pure; special iridium trimmer
9d. ; no filing required; magneto screws

refitted. Is. 3d. each.—Williams, 16, Wellini
ton Street, Woolwich.

ENGINES.
BOOTH.—Water-cooled 5 h.p. Antoine, neu

£8 5s.; 5 h.p. Avon. £5 7s. 6d. ; 21 h.i

Auto, £3 5s.

BOOTH.—3 h.p. Alldays, £3; 2| h.p. Nobl*
£3: 2J h.p. Noble, £2; 24 h.p. De Dioi

£2 10s.; 4 h.p. Antoine, £5.

BOOTH.—New twin Antoine, £8 15s.;

h.p. Simms, magneto, £6 5s.; exchans"
entertained. — Booth's Motor Exchange
Wade Street, Halifax.

h.p. M.M.C., latest, M.O.V. patten
never nsed; £5 10s.— 785, High Roa(

Leytonstone.

31 h.p. 1908 Genuine Quadrant engim
2 quite new; £6 19s. — Farrar, Squai

Road. Halifax.

3 h.p. Quadrant Engine, perfect, accumi
lator and coil ; £3 10s. the lot.—2. Uppe

Kennington Lane.

OSBORNE Four-speed Free Engine, new
what offers."—Pritchard. Central Chan

bers, Newport.. Mon.

21 h.p. Enfield, less pulley. 50s.; IJ h.i
2 Madison, less flywheel. 18s.—190, Bun

ley Road, Accrington.

21 h.p. Vertical Gas Engine, complete, pei
'^ feet order; £7 10s.—62, Gale Streei

Sydney Street, Chelsea.

£5.—4 h.p. Twin, good order; exchang
single orjtrwin, any condition.—Magne^i

31, High Cross Road, Tottenham.

Q3. h.p. Princeps, inclined, in perfect ordei
i^4 with B. and B. carburetter; £3 lOs

—Hartley Clegg, Motors, Burnley.

51 h.p. Twin Zedel as new, coil, spares
2 etc., £7 10s.; 5 h.p. water-cooled ei)

gine, no fanlt, £3 10s.—79, Bromley Road
Walthamstrow.

In answering a/ny of the&e advertisements it is desirdboe that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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WANTED.
NOEMAN G-ear, cog wh&el wanted, or buy

whole gear.—Burton, 20, Fdttune Green
xioad. West Hampstead.

1IN. Stem for Ormonde spring handle-bars,
or complete fitting, any oondition.—72,

vV^averley Road, Bristol.

WANTED, P.N.'s, Triumphs, Vindecs, or
any good makes for cash. — Eey, 5,

Heath Street, Hampstead.

WANTED, for cash, Bosch magneto, latest
pattern, to fit twin Bex.—Winwood,

Montague Boad, Smethwick.

HIGH Power Motor Cycle, good condition,
and cheap, also sidecar wanted.—Dyke,

4. Stafford Eoad, Tonbridge.

WANTED, good motor cycle. Triumph pre-
ferred; exchange piano.—S. Hughes,

St. Bart's Hospital, London.

REX Front Cylinder and piston rod
wanted, must' be in good order, and

cheap.—Craig, Fox Street, Felling.

WANTED, motor cycle, up to date not a
worn veteran; cheap; cash; ap-

proval.-Oonnell, plumber, Macduff.

WANTED, Eiley or Singer tricar, 1908

model, cheap for cash, magneto pre-
ferred.—Thorp, Scorton. Lancashire.

WANTED, motor bike; exchange £28
Chater-Lea r»cing tandem : sell £10.—

Best, St. James's Market, Bradford.

WANTED, Millford Castor Wheel Sidecar,
1903 pattern, in good condition; cheap

for cash.—Bush, 2, Wells Eoad, Bath.

WANTED, motor cycle, up-to-date good
condition; specify all details.—".. . W.

Blaylock, Upton-on-Sevem, Worcester.

WANTED, second-hand 2| h.p. De Dion
air-cooled cylinder and head; cheap.

—Thompson, King's Garage, Cambridge.

WANTED, a lightweight F.N. motor cycle.
1908 model, in good condition, cheap

for cash.—W. W. Buncombe, Highbridge.

WANTED, II h.p. Minerva, or 2i h.p. Sin-
ger; exchange nearly new three-speed

Swift.-7, The Campsbourne, Hornsey, N.

WANTED, a pair of small plated paraffin
side lamps and tail lamp ; state

price.-108, Commercial Eoad, Newport, Mon.

SIDECAE or forecar wanted, in exchange
for solid oak bureau of exceptional

design.-Lewis, 23, Arden Road, Handsworth.

WANTED, Drummond, or other good
treadle lathe and tools, exchange

small car.—14, Zermatt Street, Chapeltown.

WANTED, 3i h.p. Jap engine, as new, also
handle-bar controlled carburetter

;

state price for cash. — Ledger, Staincross,
near Barnsley.

WANTED, a Bozier two-speed gear, to fit

Aster tricycle, old type.-Particulars
to Cookson Bros., 511, Chester Eoad, Ola
Trafford, Manchester.

WANTED, motor cycle or lathe; exchange
half-plate camera, Wray lens, back-

wound and accessories. — C. Taylor, Long
Street, Thirsk, Yorks.

WANTED, 3J h.p. Minerva, preferred; ex-
change lad.y-back tandem and gent's

single, cash adjustment.-G.N., 2, Dovecote
Avenue, Wood Green. N.

WANTED, 4i h.p. Minerva, or 5 h.p. Peu-
geot, twin engine, in exchange for

double gold albert, new; cost £10.-992, The
Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

WANTED, tricar, in gOiOd condition, two-
speed, free engine, coach-built body.

—Fullest particulars and lowest cash price
to G, Payne, Aratapu, Dunstable.

WANTED, tricar, good; exchange 3 h.p.
M.M.C., and 21 h.p. Stains motor

cycles, or one motor cycle and other ex-
change.—Bert, 2, Bushev Eoad, Harlington,
Middlesex.

WANTED, good motor cycle or tricar;
exchange new high-class furnitui-e,

any description, valued wholesale direct
irom works. — Furniture Manufacturer 9,
French Place, Shoreditch, London.
SIDECARS wanted; give new cycles, three-

speed Sturmey-Archer gears, level ex-
change; wanted also Drummond or other
o.C. lathe, gramophone, reasonable cash
price given for good motor cycles.-Booth,
Wade Street, 'Halifax.

mn

Absolutely
the best
value e\er

offered.

"THE MOST SATISFACTORY
ARTICLE I have ever bought
through The Motor Cycle"
is what a customer says of the

2w Service

, ' Allweather

'

f Suit.

JACKET AND
LEGGINGS,

,f\ijproval, Deposit.-
State height and chest measure-
ment. Fawn shade, double texture
material, seams are stitched and
solutioned, making the garments

extra ^trong. Fitted with st ri.i cuffs. Leggings
are made to fasten with three buttons at the side

,

and strap under foot. rjacurt^ only, 16'6.

_ We have received many I
Leggings ,. 8 6._

testim nials regarding the qual ty
fit, and appearance of these suits.

TheSERYICB tJOlnPANY.Ltd.
292-'293, Hii-h Holborn. W C,

IF YOU WANT
value and satisfaction, TRY MYERS'

SEARCHLIGHTS,
complete with generator and bracket
exactly like the ones you pay 30 /- for,

price 22/6.

Smaller size lamp, bulls-eve lens and trenera-

tor " :.15/6.
Exhaust valves for Triumphs 1907-8 3/2
Piston rinp:s ,, ,, 1/2.
Platinum screws (genuine) 2/6.
Watches with clip for handle-bar 6/-.

Wilburine Oil 2/3 quart tins, 6/6 gallon tins.

Cash will be refunded without a murmer if

any of above do not meet with entire approval
Send for quotations for anythmg you re-

quire. Remember " Triumphs " in stock,

ERIC S. MYERS,
"NO WORRY DEPOT,"

62, Manningham Lane,

BRADFORD.
Bi

For Cylinders, Pistons, Rings, Connecting Rods, Shafts, Fly-

wheels, Crank Cases, nii-hes, Gmr \Vlieels, Cams, Nickel Steel

Valves, anil r>\i I leys- »"' ixl nn .ipi>li atiov.

CYLINDERS REBORED
Up to 76 ram. with new piston and rings.

Delivery in thvpe days.

14/-

NOBLB & CO., C.Hiioral A Aiitomnbile Engineers,

9 & 11, Surrey Row, Blackfriars Road, LONDON, S.E.

WANTED.
WANTED, to pTirchase, for prompt casli,

'

second-hand motor cycles, as Tri-
umphs, P.N.'s. Vindec Specials. Phelon and
Moores, Ang'Iian, Eocs. Rexes, Bats, Peu-
ffeots, etc.—Wauchope's, 9. Shoe Lane. Fleet
Street, London.

TIErUMPH. 1908, or L.M.C.. approval against
post-dated chectu© payable 5 days after

re-eeipt of machine; will pay ali carriage-
first-class oondition necessary inside and
out; state accessories, lowest offer — HaU
Westfield, Ashiugton, Northumberland

MISCELLANEOUS.
3S Re-bushed

—Tufnell and Co.

LINDEES
and Co.

3T0'NS Su,_._.
nell and Co.

INGS from 9d.—Tufnell and Co.

ENGINES Re-bushed throughout from £1.
-Tufnell and Co.

CYLINDERS Eel bored from 5s.—Tufnell
and Co.

piSTONS Supplied new from 7s. 6d.—Tuf-

R
CONNECTING Eods from 7s. 5d.—Tufnell

and Co.

TNLET Valves from Is. 6d.—Tufnell and Co.

"PXHAUST Valves from 2s. 6d.—Tufnell and

ULLEYS for any motor.—Tufnell and Co.

TRIUMPH, Brown, Fafnir, 4s. 9d.—Tufnell
and Co.

REX, Antoine, Kelecom, 5s. 9d.-^Tufnell
and Co.

T\E DION, M.M.C., 6s. 9d.—Tufnell and Co.

ABOVE 4iin. Diameter, extra 9d.—Tufnell
and Co.

AXLES, cranks, spindles, handle-bars, seat-
pillars, or any other parts made to

pattern or sketch at lowest prices; accuracy
guaranteed.—Tufnell and Co., 527, High Road,
Leytonstone.

TRICAR Frame, with wheels, tanks, etc.

;

£7.-705, High Street. Leytonstone.

FOUR-SPEED 1908 Osborne, new, fit 31 h.p.
N.S.U.; £3 15s.—Eagles. High street,

Acton.

NEW Simms Low Tension Magneto, with
plug; £2 10s.—Smith and Dowse. Isle-

worth.

QUADRANT Loop Frame, with front forks
aid 20in. handle-bar; 32s. 6d. each.

—

Parrar.

LONG Motor Handle-bars, 21in„ 4s. 9d.;
heavier gauge, 5s. 6d.; well plated,

tiiree sizes.—Farrar.

DOUBLE-TWIST Cow-voiced Horns, 4s. 9d.;
large size, 6s. ; new Lycett's B toolbag,

6s.—^Farrar.

PREMIER Accumulators, Eex size, 123.;

send for price list; pounds saved. —
Farrar, Square Road, Halifax.

TRY the Roc magneto plug, 4s. 6d., out-
lasts three ordinary plugs.—Roc Works,

Birmingham.

WHITTLE Belt, ,%va.., not done 100 miles,
perfect; 16s. 6d. — Hooker, Turner's

Hill, Sussex.

VALVES, guaranteed, exhaust Is. 6d.. inlet

Is.; post 3d.—Tew. 79, Bromley Road,
Walthamstow.

SHEDS for Motor Cycles, 45s.; portable.
—Stevens, 82a, Leighton Eoad, Kentish

Town, London.

FRAMES made to order, complete, £2 10s.

;

wheels, 17&. 6d. pair; also sidecars. —
Millard, Belvedere.

EIGHT Pair Simplex Spring Fork Attach-
ments; 9s. 6d. pair.—Mitchell, 22, Leg-

horn Road, Plumstead.

WHIPCOED Cycling Breeches, latest cut;
10s. 6d.; write for patterns.—Booth,

tailor. Longton, Staffs.

RUSEL Castiron Headed Valves, any en-
gine; 3s. 6d. ; postage 3d.—Broadhurst^

13, Stafford Street, Leicester.

WHIPCOED Motor Cycling Breeches; 8s.

6d., post free; patterns gratis.—Mere-
dith' S'. Wearwell. Northwlch.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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MISCELLANEOUS.
BOOTH.—Wide mudguards, with stays and

screws; 3in., 2s. lid.; 4in., 3s. 6d.

BOOTH.—Double-twist horns, deep tone,
4s. 9d. ; large leather toolbags, 5s. 6d.

BOOTH. — 500 Fuller's Midget plain coils,

10s. 6d. ; 200 Fuller's Midget trembler
coils, 17s. 6d.

BOOTH takes your old coil in part pay-
ment; part with troublesome coils.

BOOTH. — Fuller accumulators, 20 amp.,
17s.; Kex type, 16s.; Minerva, 16s.;

Midget, 16s.

BOOTH.—5s. 6d. allowed for your old ac-
cumulator in part payment for Ful-

ler's.

BOOTH.—50 pairs Xl'all spring forks; im-
mediate delivery; N.A.B. seat-pillar,

3s. 6d.

BOOTH. — Long motor cycle handle-bars,
heavy gauge, best quality plating;

5s. 6d.

BOOTH.—Silent silencers, for engines to 5
h.p., very efficient, no back pressure;

3s. 3d.

BOOTH.—New Antoine frame, with wheels,
belt rim fitted, two cable brakes, mud-

guards ; £4 19s. set, low built.

BOOTH. —Gas lamps, separate generators,
powerful light, well plated, 5s. 3d.

;

mica plugs. Is. Id.

BOOTH. — Pocket voltmeters, very handy
and reliable, 4s. Id., usually 10s. 6d^

BOOTH.—Motor frame, wheels, and tyres,
suitable for 2 h.p. inclined engine; 40s.

>OOTH.—200 best quality magneto covers,
2s. 3d. each, usually 5s. 6d. ; new L.T.

magneto, 20s.

BOOTH'S Motor Exchange, Coronet
Works, Wade Street, Halifax. Tele-

phone, 198Y.

CAMEL Eubber Belting, grooved; the last
word in rubber belts, fin., 9d.—Booth.

CAMEL Eubber Belting, cut to a correct
angle, beautiful grip, never slips, 3in.,

Is.—Booth.

CAMEL Eubber Belting is made of the
finest materials procurable; iin.,

Is. 3d.—Booth.

CAMEL Eubber Belting is of the highest
class, and price is popular; Iin., Is. 6d.

—Booth.

CAMEL Eubber Belting has a strong can-
vas core, surrounded by specially vul-

canised rubber.—Booth.

CAMEL Eubber Belting. — iin., 9d.; |in..

Is.
;

gin., Is. 3d. ; Iin., Is. 6d.—Booth.

CAMEL Eubber Belting can be had at
Booth's Motor Exchange, Wade Street,

Halifax, on approval.—Booth.

^AVISON'S Motor Cycle Tank, with petrol
and oil gauges, oil pump, etc., brand

new; 258., or offer.—Lane, Bicester.

rOUE-CELL Charging ])atr»-ry for charg-
ing accumulators, from 3s. — Pearoe,

18, Eepton Eoad. Brislington, Bristol.
'

GOOD Outer Cover, 26 .by 2i beaded edge, '

5s. : 7 feet fin. Watawata belting. 6s.—
Plummer, Fairfield, Ashford Middlesex.

NEW Kent Tricar Gear, three speeds, com-
plete, in hands of makers; price £6.

—

Cloake, Eose in Valley Hotel, Chatham.

AUTOGENOUS Welding.—Send that broken
casting to the Alvaston Motors, Derby,

to be welded by patent process; metal re-
united.

AUTOGENOUS Welding. — Costly castings
saved from the scrap by our process.

Cracked valve seats, water jackets, cylinder
liners, pistons, frames, connecting rods, and
a thousand other things.

AUTOGENOUS Welding. - Wonderful re-
sults. Broken flanges, lugs, brackets,

etc., all amenable to our process; send- part
to-day; quotations on sight.

AUTOGENOUS Welding.—Alvaston Motors,
Derby. Telephone, 1, Alvaston.

BELT Eim Brakes, flexible cable hand ap-
plied, easily fitted, stop anything; 8s.

6d., usual price 15s.—Slack's Garage, Stock-
port.

YOU
KNOW THAT

The ability to drive slowly is as important as

the ability to drive fast. Now WHITE'S
ECONOMISE R enables you to keep going
steadily at a walking pace, without misfiring.

It enables you to throttle down to the extreme,

and ensures an instant start at all times, in all

weathers, without flooding Carburettor and
without opening throttle more than for nor-
mal running. It therefore saves your petrol,

and has, in fact, won first prize in recent con-
sumption tests. It can be attached in half a
minute to models E and H Longuemare, Rex,
and Minerva-Longuemare, and /08 Triumph
Carburettors. Try one—it is so simple, and
its price is only 4/-.

•^iwl^^s^
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THE "ELECTARY" ADJUSTABLE FOCUS
PROJECTOR, with GENERATOR (The finest

motor cycle Searchlight extant), 30/-

ORDINARY MIRROR LENS SEARCHLIGHTS,
With Generator (as sold elsewhere at 30/-), 22/6

. & Rk JACOBS,
Electrical Engineers,

39c, King William Streeti

London, E.G.

Coiiipressiol^ Power
Betoreirebo

W« rebore your cylinder an

wltil rings ind gudgeon pin. Please send for our new

rspairs booklet, giving prices for this work.

The LAYSTALL MOTOR ENGINEERING WORKS, Ltd.

' \v AUTOMOBILE REPAIRERS, -;

27 & 29, Layst-ill St., RoseberjrAv.,.LONDON, .e;,(:.

,

' Established 19OO. i'^.t Tel. 12361; 'Central;
'

PISTON RINCS«ALL ^^T^^^o

EARS CUT.REBUSHINC. NEWPARI
PLEASE>CET OUR UTESTllSfT^FR

;nARcXM»VK<^'ytiC».cuy/EMp-"s>g^/'g.>.i).
|

L

MISCELLANEOUS.
OBACH Dry Batteries, any size, highly r

commended.—Below.

HIGH and Low Tension Cables, electr
lamps, any voltage, best quality onlj

wi'ite for quotations.—Below.

HANS EENOLD Chains for motor cycle
tricars, and cars.—-Below.

IBERTY Tyres, supplied (see common'
last week's Motor Cycle).—B&lovf.

AIR and Water-cooled Engines, any mal
supplied; stfite requirements.—Moor

Electrical and Mechanical Engineer, 2

Curzon Street, Long Eaton, Notts.

CAPE Cart Hoods to order, two-seater
£3 10s. ; tonneau. from, £5 10s.—Mam

facturers, 35 and 37, Chestergate, Stockpor

GODFREY and Applebee.—2| h.p. Minervi
spray, Palmer tyres, good runnin

orderj £6 6s.

GODFREY and Applebee.—1908 Rex mode
at clearance prices ; exchanges c

gradual payments. •

GODFREY and Applebee.—Tyres, tyre
tyres; write and tell us your require

ment; good allowances for old tyres.

GODFREY and Applebee.—The origins

Star belt fastener; Is.; patent leathe
magneto covers, 3s. 9d.

GODFREY and Applebee.—A.G. adjustabl
pulleys supplied for all makes, 15s.

Rex pulleys, 6s.

GODFREY and Applebee.—Write us fo

everything you want, we have it,

can get it quickly.—165a, Hoe Street, Wa
thamstow. 'Phone, 464, Walthamstow.

PULLEYS for any motor, from 48.—Sai

der, 20, Manby Grove. Stratford, E.

SIMPLEX Five-pint Petroleum Brazin
Lamp, new for 26 by 2 beaded oovei

or sell.—18, Lugard Road, Peckham, S.E.

BARKER'S Iron Cement, for cracked cyliii

ders, etc.; Is. tin.—Oxford Road, Wortt
ing.

OWNERS of heavy powered machines.-
The D—all adjustable belt fasten©

will satisfy as no other shall.—Below.

Dr-ALL Adjustable Fasteners, the best ye
produced ; direct pull, frictionless

with two lengthening links, post free. Is

lOd.—DaU, Ladybank, Fife.

LUCAS Lamp, 5s.; adjustable pulley, am
Autoclipse generator. 16s. — 33, Hil

Avenue, Worcester.

GENUINE Chater No. 6 Frame, 34 h.r en

gine, pair 26 wheels, all brand new ; £
10a._9, Parkholme Road. Dalston, London

FORD Carburetter, new, 6s. ; dynamo. 1

amps., charging or lighting, weigh
10 lbs., good order, 15s.—A.L.. 2, Hamptoi
Villas, Chertsey Road, Woking.

OSBORNE Four-speed Pulley, with free en
gine, for sale, quite new and unused

price £3 10s.—Crowe and Decuvel, Motor En
gineers, 36, Willesden Lane, N.W.

TRICAE, Frame, complete, less engine
wheel steering, large basket seat, etc.

cheap. — Hicks, 67a, High Street, Maldon
Essex.

EVERYTHING made in Tanks and Radi
ators except a fortune.—Write fo:

prices, A. Phillips, 112, Lynton Road, Ber
mondsey.
rriWO-SPEED Gear for belt drive, 25s.

L small honeycomb radiator, 35s. ; se

of sidecar fittings, 35s.—J. May, 111, Lark
hall Lane, S.W.

BOWDEN Valve Lifters, 6s. 9d., usual pric<

10s.; Vim stands (starts like free en
gine), 6s. 3d., usual price, 17s. 6d.—Slack 1

Garage, Stockport.

CLEARANCE Sale.—Millennium stands, 7s

6d., usual price 20s.; Vim flexible cablf

rim brakes, 5s. 6d., usual price 12s. 6d. -

Slack's Garage, Stockport.

SPLENDID Thing for Rubber Belts.'--

Ukantes belt pulley grips, keeps put
ley correct angle always; 2s. 6d. box senc

original size of belt.—11, Mount Pleasant
W.C.

LARRAED'S Motor Timer, 2l8., quite new
cost £3 33.; leather motor kit, never

been used, 15s,; inner tube. 26 by 2, 7». 6d.

;

good condition.—73, Church Street, Camber-
I well. '

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle."
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MISCELLANEOUS.
MAUDE'S.—Genuine Stanley - Dermatine

lin. belts. 8ft. 6in., guaranted and
genuine ; 12s. 6d. each.

li/TAUDE'S.—Osborne four-speed, very good
LVl order; £2 17s. 6d.

IV/TAUDE'S.—Grennine De Dion en^ne, 2|

LrL h.p.. perfect order; £5; approval.

JI/TAUDE'S.—Why not try a latest Brown
L*JL and Barlow carburetter, with handle-
jar control; only SOs.

ll/TAUDE'S. — Will allow you 10s. on your
LVl present one, no matter what make, in

sxchange; immediate delivery.

\/rATJDE'S.—Amac carburetters, latest pat-
LVx tern, 29s., or your present one and 20s.

secures; any model.

ll/fAUDE'S.— Mabon clutch, fits Mnerva,
LVJ- good condition; 32s. 6d.

il/TAUDE'S. — Longuemare spray carbur-
LVX etter, 15a.; Brown and Barlow. 15s.

l/TAUDE'S.—High tension wire, best quality,
jj. 9d. per yard; low tension. 6d.

l/fAUDE'S.—Rubber goggles, latest pattern,
LVJ- sold elsewhere at 4s. 6d.. our price Is. 9d.

fl/TAUDE'S.—Albion free engine pulley,
LVJ- brand new; 30s.

I/TAUDE'S.—Stratex belting, gin.. 8ft. 6in.

LVJ- lengths. 10s. 6d.; voltmeters, guaran-
eed. 3s. 9d.

ITAUDE'S. — Middlemor© padded Rideasy
VJL saddles, your old one and 12s. 6d
ecures. guaranteed, exactly as on Tri-
imphs, splendid value.

ITAUDE'S.—C.A.V. accumulators, guaran-
V-l- teed twelve months, Humber size, 15s-.

;

tex size. 16s. 6d.; Ariel. 15s. 9d. ; Minerva, 17s.

LTAUDE'S allow you 5s. on your old ac-
.tX cumulator in part payment; approval
f course.

lyTAUDE'S.—Treble twist horns, the finest
-iX horn ever made; try one on approval:
lest plating throughout ; only 7s. 6d. ; double
wist, 4a. 6d.

I/TATJDE'S. — Latest pattern headlight,
-Vx divided glasaes. guaranteed, and ex-
,ctly as sold by others at 30s. and 22&. 6d.
espectively ; our price one guinea; ap-
iroval.

l/TAUDE'S, the Fair Factors, Powell Street,
-tX Halifax. Tyre catalogue ready shortly,
legister your nam© for one.

7iFt. |in. Shamrock Belt, good condition,
I 2 7s. 6d. ; 26in. by 2in. Michelin cover,
leaded, brand new, 163. 6d.—16, Northumber-
a,nd Avenue, Wanstead.

BEAND New Beaded Cover, 26 by 2J, sacri-
fice 2l8. ; Premier aearchlight, uaed only

nee, 21s.; leather coat, as new. fit 5ft. 9in.:
-ccept 15s. 6d., bargains.—45. Parade, Leam-
Dgton.

rVTNAMO, 5 volt 20 amp., by Canning, com-
L' plete with switchboard, volt and am-
©re meters, practically new ; £7. — Glen-
ower Co., 3, Glendower Place, South Ken-
ington.

[DEOWN 20 amp. accumulator, as new, 10s.

;

J 30 amp. armoured accumulator, per-
&ct, 10s. ; Lucas Acetyphote, 7s. ; four-cell
barging battery, 6s.—Alf Harden, Ham
treet, Kent.

A TLAS Spring Pork Attachment. — Motor
^ cycling a pleasure; no side play, no
ibration, polished, rustproof; 13s., carriage
laid. — Atlas Engineering Co., 115, Victoria
uoad, Charlton. S.E.

PUNOTTJEES.—B. and S. leather bands stop
these and help stop a burst- 24in.

ride, and placed inside cover with ordinary
ubber solution ; 2s. each.—Barton, Meeting
louse Lane, Peckham.
DEFIANCE Gear, practically unused, fits

on engineshaft, any ratio from 3 to 9
o 1 ; cost over £4, sacrifice 30s. ; also two
rood plain coils, 7s. 6d. and 4s.—Pond, 349,
West End Lane. N.W.

JACKETS, overalls, latest style, double tex-
ture, waterproof, windproof (best value

n the trade); overalls, 7a.; jackets, double-
•reasted. 14s. — Manufacturers, 35 and 37,
jhestergate, Stockport.

pAIE Brass Side Lamps, 8s. 6d. ; Brown-
^ Barlow carburetter, new, 12s. 6d. ; round
Tilcanite coil, new, 12s.. 6d.; De Dion timing-
.ear, 5s.; Brown motor cycle, £11.—A.. 8,
ttemdon Eoad, Wandsworth.

ORDER THE

PREMIER
(GUARANTEED)

JIN
EXCHANGE
FOR YOUR
OLD LAMP.

The ,Genuine jfremier with its guarantee and its un-
approachable reputation. THE PREMIER SEARCH-
LIGHT is made by the Premier Company and sold by
them and their agents only. The flimsy " exactly like"
and " just as good " sort are imitations. Send your
lamp (any sort) and we will oger liberal allowance in
exchange.

Complete 30s. ; Lamp only, 24s. ^ Generator only, 6s

The PREMIER MOTOR Co., Ltd.,
ASTON ROAD, BIRMINGHAM.

it PEUGEOT 99

2| and 3J h.p. SINGLE CYLINDER
3|, 5, and 7 h.p. TWIN CYLINDER

ENGINES.
Specify a PEUGEOT Engine to be
fitted to your motor bicycle, and refuse

|all IMITATIONS.
Full particulars, with list of Genuine
Spare Parts, and a P.P.C. of Tourist

Trophy winner, on application.

J. TAYLOR, 318, Percy Road,
BIRMINGHAM.

G. T. BICHES & CO.,
LTD.,

19, STORE STREET, LONDON.

RICH DETACHABLE AIR TUBE.
26' X 2i*

14/6
24 X 2'

13/6
24' X 2^"

14/-
24' X 2r
15/-

26' X2'

14/-
Please write for Special List, with full prices and par-
ticulars of all sizes, together with instructions and hints.

Your OWN TUBE CONVERTED. Write for price.

ADVERTISERS — Please note
that Friday is the latest day «ve
oan receive advertisement oopy
for the following Greek's issue*

[MISCELIAKEOUS.
NEW Torpedo Tank, for oil and petrol;

15s.. or exchange.—Kendall, 235, Crystal
Palace Road, S.E.

F.N. Carburetter, 3| li.p., complete wim
levera, almost new ; 12s. 6d.—20. Aaui-

son Place, Arbroath.

0£? toy 2i Cover, 5a. 6d.; large square Bleriot
^\J generator, perfect. 12s.—Sydney. 34-

Bedford Square, London.

BROOKS B90, 10s. ; Bowden belt rim brake.
15s. ; Bradbury stand. 10s. ; two Dun-

lop wired covers, 26 by 2i, 28s. 6d. ; carrier,
4s. 6d.—Sommerville, Linden Avenue, New-
port, Fife.

TORPEDO Tanks ordinary tanks, in brass,.
copper, and tinned steel; swan-neck

saddle-pillars; long handle-bars; anything-
to specification.—Arrow Motor Works, Vic- v

toria Road, Peckham.

XL'ALL Spring Forks, new. 14s.; tail lamp,
for car, 7s. 6d. ; good voltmeter, 3s 6d.

;

good saddle, 4s.; Kelecom engine, complete,
except cylinder, 15s.—S. Williams', 238, Water-
loo Street, Burton-on-Trent.

CARBURETTER (Longuemare), with
throttle, 12s. 6d. ; pair 28 by 2 tubes

new, never used, 4s. each ; 26 by 2 Clincher
beaded, 8s. 6d. ; footrests, 4s. 6d.—134, jiigh-
gate Road, Kentish Town.

LONG Handle-bars, 4s.; swan-neck saddle-
pillars, 2s. 6d., frames, tanks, wheels,,

etc., all to your own requirements; smart
delivery speciality. — Green, 14, Avondale
Road, Peckham. S.E. Works, McDermott
Road.

THREE-SPEED Free Engine Pulleys, posi-
tive, reliable action, most simple to

fit, light, neat, dtxrable, no end thrust, guar-
anteed, patent applied for.—New Nonpareil!
Motor Fittings, Ashtree Road, Stirchley,
Birmingham.

CASH Bargains.—Prested 12 amp. accumu-
lators, 9s. 6d. ; two-way switches. 2s.:

J.B.D. Silencer, 4s. 6d. ; searchlight lamp.
with -Separate generator. 22s.; volt or amp-
meters, 4s. 5d.;, large double-twist horns,
5s. 6dv; belt fasteners, 8d. ; belt punches.
Is. 3d.; rsttchet plated control levers, ls.6d.:
double with clip, 5s. -6d.; motor cycle two-
speed hubs, 50s.—Bastone, see below.

CLINCHER A Won Motor Cycle, B.E.. 28 by
24, 21s.; Clincher heavy car covers, 750'

by 85.. T4, 45s.; T3, 43s.; 700 by 65, Tl, 26s.—
Bastone. see below.

MOTOR Cycle Covers, wired edge, 26 by 2,

2i, and 24, lis. 6d.: 28 by 2. 2i, 2i. 12s..

6^1. • beaded edge, 2s. extra; Clincher motor-
cycle tube. 26 by 2i. 6s. 9d. ; Macintosh tubes.
26 by 2i. 28 by 2, 6s. 9d.—Bastone, see below.

BELTING, best qualitjr leather. V, i,

I, i, 8d., lOd.. and Is.: rubber and can-
vas, lin.. Is. 2d. per foot ; approval against
cash.—Bastone, 215 and 217, Pentonville
"Road King's Cross, London, N. Telephone,
2481 North.

CHATER-LEA Frame, with plated wheels,,
tank, brakes, etc., all complete, brand

new, 30s. ; 25 by 2i Calmon beaded cover, new,
12s. ; ditto slightly used, 9s. ; 9ft. |in. new
leather belt, 7s.—7, Blair Grove, Southport-.

HALIFAX.—Osborne four-speed gear, fit

Rex, £2 10s. ; Chapman two-speed gear,
fit Rex, 25&. ; coach-built forecar, to fit Rex,
£4 10s. ; new 28 by 2 tubes, 4s. lOd. ; 24 by 24-

Peter - Unions, 5s. 6d. — Halifax Motor Ex-
change, Westgate, Halifax.

AMATEUR Photographers.—Superior en-
largements (bromide), from your nega-

tives. 8 by 6, 9d. ; 10 by 8, lOd. ; 12 by 10, lid.

;

15 by 12, Is. Id.; cash; from prints 6d. extra.
—Greame, Wellesley, Whyteleafe.

READERS having Photographic Apparatus
for sale should advertise in " Photo-

graphy and Focus" Emporium; Jd. pea*

word, minimum 9d.—Address, " Photography
and Focus " Ofiices, 20, Tudor Street, London,
E.G.

FllAME, with handle-bars, tank, pedalling
gear 21s. ; 21 h.p. engine, with Longue-

mare carburetter, 45s. ; 26 by 2 wheel, with
tyres, 12s. 6d.; stand-carrier. 4s. 6d.; lathe,
60s.; trembler coil, 12s. 6d.—Darke, draper,
Sutton.

O/? by 2 New Dunlop Wired Cover, two
i<^'0 tubes, same size, repaired, switch
handle, Main-Hilton pattern stand-carrier.
Mason-Brown one-way switch, new, |in.

leather Pollin belt, offers.—Canham, Cecil
Terrace, Stamford.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.
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MISCELLANEOUS.

I70R Sale, Pit-all two-speed gear, guaran-
. teed perfect, everything complete, £3

158.- back Bowden brake, new, cost 18s.. take
13s.; wanted, g-ood steel studded covert

beaded rim, 26 by 2J—Jonesi, 5, Hanbury
Road, Clifton, Bristol.

PULLEYS foi- any motor.—De Dion, M.M.C.,
6s. 6d.; Antoine, N.S.U., Kelecom, Roc,

F.N., 5s. 9d. ; Peug-eot. Brown, 5s. 6d. ; Tri-

umph, Pafnir, Sarolea, Minerva, 4s. 9d.

;

plated, g-uaranteed, carriage paid.—J. Per-
kins, High Road, Leyton, London.

31 h.p. Engine, running order, frame,
'E tanks saddle, exhaust, Lonpuemare

spray, 26in. wheels, £2 5s. ; pair 28 bv 2

wheels, belt rim, 5s. ; one 28 by 2 Continental
.cover, perfect condition, 5s. ; £2 10s. lot.—4,
Westbeach Road. Noel Park, London.

LONGTJEMARE Carburetter, suit 3 h.p., two
24in. wired covers, i h.p. electric motor,

General Electric Co. make, 1,700 revolu-
tions, 100 volts would drive lathe, gent's

Enfield push bike; exchange g^ood make
magneto, motor clothing. — Kloth. hair-
dresser. Manor Park. E.

" T WRITE to tell you I am delighted with
X the lens. It makes motoring at night

equal to daylight." Why not you try one?
Plano-convex lenses, 3in., 3Jin., 3Jin., Is. 9d.

;

:5|in., 2.S. ; 4in., 2s. 6d.; 4Jin., 2s. 9d.; 4Jln.,

,3s. ; 4|in., 3s. 6d. ; 5in., 4s. each.—Payne,
Metchley Lane, Harborne.

ACCUMULATOR, needs slight repair, Is.

6d. ; Minerva plain coil, perfect, 6&.

;

Main-Hilton carrier-stand, 23. 6d. ; long
motor handle-bar and grips, iin. stem, plat-
ing perfect, 2s. 9d.; P. and H. tail lamp,
nearly new, 6s. 6d. ; Brooks B90 saddle. 4s.

—

Harding, Halberton, Tiverton, Devon.

-i n h.p. Twin-cylinder Engine, will run on
JLO gas, petrol, or paraffin, comulete with
Longuemare carburetter, coils, accumulator,
petrol and paraffin tanks, etc., very power-
ful; can be seen at work by appointment;
price, complete, £25, or exchange 1908 Tri-

umph. — T. Harris, 41, Albert Road, Strat-
ford, E.

5Anrk Government Gauntlet Gloves, 2s.

jUUU 6d. pair; 500 leather belts. Is.

and Is. 3d. each; leather leggings, 2s. 6d. and
33. 6d. pair; Bedford cord riding breeches,
.43. 6d. and 5s. 6d. ; Government all-wool
military socks, lOd. pair; police capes. 4s.

fid. and 5s. 6d. each.—Anscomb, Government
Contractor, 14, London Road, London, S.E.

FOR Sunshine and Showers.—The Albany
waterproof jackets, in double texture

paramatta, in fawn, also new grey-green,
wind and rainproof, sto-ck lensths 38in. and
40in., chest measures, 36, 38, 40, and 42, with
storm cuffs, new collar, with attached flap.

We guarantee every jacket, price 15s.; ext^-n

heavy at 18s. 6d. ; send len.gth desired and
chest measure ; overalls at 7s. 6d. and 8s.

.6d. We pay carriage.—G. Raws and Sons.
Indiarubber Manufacturers, The Albany,
Oldhall Street, Liverpool.

BELTS, genuine Lycett leather, two pieces,
i-in., 7s. 6d.; fin., 8s. 6d. ; iin., 10s. 6d.;

Iin., 15s., with fasteners ; there's nothing
like leather; B. and B. carbiiretter, brand
new, 19s. 6d.-; Rex, 3* h.p., 1907 pattern, 15s.;
Garrard two-speed gear, complete, fit Ariel,
£2; several Garrard pulleys, 2s. 6d. each;
large horn for dashboard, 73. 6d.; G.B. vul-.
caniser, nearly new, cost 50s., accept 30s.

;

Rex 1905 front brake, complete, 3s. 6d.

;

nlugs, 6d. ; and other bargains.—Woodgate,
486, Coventry Road, Small Heath, Birming-
ham.

STAMFORD HILL.—40 amp. Peto and Rad-
ford accumulators, new, 16s. 6d, ; Miche-

lin tyres, 26-2, 18s.; 26-2i 20s.; 26-2i, 26s.;
Michelin butted tubes, 2, 2i, 2i, 10s. 6d., Us.,
12s.; leather D.B. jackets (new), 10s. 6d.;
two-speed and reverse gearbox, 37s. Sd. ; mo-
tor cycle tanks from 6s. 6d. each ; 28 by 2i,
21s.; splendid V belting, from 8d. foot; car-
buretters, Longliemare H,, 13s. 6d. ; 3i h.p.
spray, 123, 6d.; 2 h,p._ ditto, 93, 6d. ; 3* h.p.
Whitley, 13s. 6d. ; twin Kerry, 16s. ; Midget
nlain coils, twins, 10s. 6d. ; single, 6s. 6d.

;

2i h.p. Rex engine, £3 18s.; Clincher inner
tubes, 6s. 6d. each; latest motor cycle
searchlight, new, complete, 25s, ; 4in. steel
mudguards, Is. 9d., pair; tricar wing mud-
guards, 6s. 6d. pair: very large, 9s, pair;
long, handle-bars, dropped ends, 7s, 6d,

;

.over-back seat-pillars, ijest plating, 4s. ; list
just ready, free.—128, High Road. Tottenham.

The RICH DETACHABLE
AGAIN IMPROVED IN MANUFACTURE.

THE ONLY PERFECT DETACHABLE AIR TUBE.

.SAVES TIME

26ln. 28in.

If 8/6 9/-

2 14/- 14 6

2i14/6 15/6

2} 16/6 16/6

3 22/- 28/-

Extra Thick

26ln. 28in.

2i20/- 22/-

2i26/- 27/-

3 35- 3«/-

3i38/- 40/-

24in 6d. less.
TROUBir^BBH^^'EXPEPIS':

Patented at Home and Abroad.

You** own -tubes conver-ted.

CAUTION TO THE PUBLIC.

We do not sruarantee Tubes with our official

numbers (prefixed by O) erased.

Any detective joint replaced or repaired tree ot cbarge
within 9 months ot purchase.

Write for Booklet.

The Rich Detachable Air Tube Co.,

Patentees, CRAWI.EY, Sussex.

Invaluable to

Motor Cyclists

when Touring
or Planning a
Tour. ——

^

" The Autocar " Foldkig
Map, Style 3

" The Autocar " Folding Map occupies
but little space on the motor cycle, as

when folded up, in its case, it only
measures 7^ x gi in. It is well printed ©n
strong linen, . all the main roads are

marked in red and the distances between,
all important towns are shown.

paidPrice 8/10 cam

from the offices of

•'THE MOTQR CYCLE,"

20, Tador Street, London, E.C.

MISCELLANEOUS.
ONE 28 by 2 Beaded Edge Cover, Clinche

pattern, quite new, 12s.: one Brook
pan seat, almost new, £1; Millennium tri

car jack, 7s. 6d.; Guenet two-cylinder treni
bier coil and switch (two-way), in perfec
order, £1 Is. ; one brass Python horn, com
plete. with four feet flexible tube, bulb, eU
quite new, £1 58. ; one 3i h.p. Minerva pu!
ley, 4Jin.. new, 4s.; any of above sent cai
rlag-e free on receipt of P.O.—Motor Worki
Liphook, Hants.

PAIiMEE Cord Cover, 28 by 2, beaded, want
repairing, 9s. 6d. ; two Dunlop inne

tubes, 26 by 2, wants repairing, 2s. each
pair 28 by 2 plated wheels (beaded), nearl
new, with G. and H. coaster hub. 25s.; pai
28 by 2 wheels (wired), 10&. ; Chapman's twt
speed gear, complete with rim, etc., otters
pair 26 by 2 Dunlop covers, good ordei
9s. 6d. each; Chater No. 5 tank, with thre
ratchets, and oil pump, 10s.; Enfield tanl
28. 6d.—^Taylor's Motor Works, Edmonton.

BARGAINS.—Watawata belt, 7ft. 6in. b
|in., 7s. 6d. ; two Nilmelior trembk

coils (circular vulcanite cases), good orde:
lis. each; spring saddle pillar, iin., 5s. 6d.
Minerva 5i h.p. valve, new, 3s. 6d. ; mote
cycle frame (Chater), 15s., sound; also offei
wanted for 28in. by 2in. wheels (front an
rear, with belt rim) and tyres in good cot
dition, Bowden back rim brake, handle
bars, pedals, chain wheels, cranks, etc
Humber large free wheel, and small ditto.-
Motorist, 7, Evington Street. Leicester.

TRADE ADVERTISEMENTS.
LOOK—Adjustable pulleys, 4iin., 8s.; Sin

9s.—Lee, engineer, 18, Somerset Roai
Edmonton.

]V|".S.U. Two-speed Gear and Free Engine
x\ we can now fit this gear to Peugeot an
Vindec maehines for £5 15s.; recommende
for sidecar work and winter riding.—Eagl<
and Co., N.S.U. Agency, Acton. Telephom
556, Chiswick.

WHO would have solid value for har
cash will at once write p.c. for Jun

motor cycle and cycle accessories list, 2!

illustrated pages; lowest prices in th
trade; all latest novelties in lamps, swai
neck seat pins, long handle-bars, footrest
free engine pulleys, spring forks, belt
tyres, covers, etc.—Metropolitan Maehinist
Co., Ltd., M.C. Dept.. 75, Bishopsgate Stre<
Without, London, E.C.

TWENTIETH Century Motor Co., Ltd
Padua Road Penge, S.E.—Carbureiten

new, from 8s. ; control levers, new, from l!

3d.: oil pumps, new. 3s. 3d.; circulatin
pumps, new, 15s. ; distribution wheels. ne\A

4s. per pair; trembling coils, from 7s. 6d.

Guenet twin trembling coil, 12s.; two-wa
handle-bar switches, new. Is. 6d.; pistor
ring, and pulley castings; approval throne'
The Motor Cycle, or on receipt of cash ; Hun
ber motor bicycle, £5 10s. ; send stamp fo
list of other goods."

]C

Comfort

& Safety
are enswed by the

DRUID SPRING FORK
Have you ever considered the risk

you run if your forks are not strong
enough, and wliat happens when
forks break ?

Why risk an accident when the
DRUID SPRING FORK would
ensure your safety and increase the
pleasure and comfort of riding.

Let tis send you particulars.

A. DREW,
Conybere St., BIRMINGHAM.

o
In answering av/y of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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Which is the
By B. H.

I

DO not personally believe there is a plain and
unqualified answer to the question of my title,

since, as sidecars are theoretically stupid and
unmechanical attachments, each has some bad

points in actual riding practice. The question is

further complicated by the fact that each type of side-

car has advantages of its own as compared with any

other, and these separate drawbacks and advantages

are bound to appeal with varying force to riders of

different types and temperaments. However, the silly

season of motor cycling is fast approaching, when
about half of our number will lay their machines

aside for the winter, and begin to spout columns of

infuriated opyiion on various questions connected with

the pastime, so here is an admirable topic of dis-

cussion ready made to our hand. A very interest-

ing letter received some months ago from R. G. Booth,

of the M.C.C., has led me to make a start in it. My
own answer to the question I propound is curious

indeed, since of the four types of sidecar I have

driven the one which I on the whole prefer to the

rest is no longer made.

The Rigid Sidecar.

The special advantage of the rigid type is that it

never under any circumstances side-slips, and this is

certainly a point of huge weight. Its steering almost

coincides with that of the De Dion tricycle, and the

sole point where care is required is when returning off

the camber of the road on to the crown in a hurry

;

jerky steering under these circumstances sometimes
makes the front wheel hop, and it then loses its direct-

Best Sidecar ?
DAVIES.

ing power, and allows the machine to remain down
on the camber, or even to continue in its former direc-

tion and to go towards the ditch.

The only two real drawbacks of the rigid type of

sidecar are that the passenger is carried too far back
for real sociability, for if the chair be moved forward
there is too much overhanging weight, and that the

machine is rather dangerous to drive without a

passenger, while detachment and ^.ttachment are

rather lengthy processes.

The Flexible Type.

The flexible type possesses two great special

advantages. One is that the steering is practically

identical with the steering of a bicycle, and the other

is that the sidecar can be whipped on and off in a

few minutes or safely ridden with the chair empty.

It does not side-slip appreciably if studded tyres be

employed, and it is claimed that a fitting is now
incorporated in it which prevents sideslip with smooth

tyres, but as I have only ridden with this fitting for

two hundred miles I am not qualified to pronounce

upon that point. With this type of sidecar the

bicycle is never ridden strictly vertical, but has to

be allowed to slope away a trifle from the sidecar.

This is a defect in sudden alterations of steering on

very highly cambered roads. For instance, one meets

a cart on a highly cambered lane, and has to, go down
the camber towards the left-hand ditch, to give it

room ; the sharp turn thus required compels the driver

to let his bicycle lean over towards the sidecar. As
soon as he has got down the camber he has to pull
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his machine over away from the sidecar again to keep

the combination vertical. If there is another cart

down on the camber just in front he has to wrench the

bicycle over violently to get off the camber again, and

pass this cart by descending to the other camber, i.e.,

that on the right. Some strength, address, and

confidence are needed for accurate steermg under these

circumstances. -Again, very sharp turns towards the

side on which the car is fitted are difficult to make,

because the presence of the car on that side limits the

amount to which the driver can " lie over
'

' towards

that side, and if he is not careful his thigh may get

nipped gently between the tank and the sidecar. On
really good roads this sidecar is delightful to handle;

on very twisty and highly cambered roads it requires

some practice to make the driver really comfortable.

The Castor Wheel Type.
The castor wheel type is a very excellent device

indeed. Its wheel is well forward, and puts the

passenger in the most sociable position imaginable,

while the steering with the car laden is perfect, and
allows very sharp turns to be taken at a high speed

without discomfort or danger—^in fact, taking into

consideration both good and bad roads, cambered and

flat surfaces, low and high speeds, I should give this

form of sidecar a pre-eminent place on steering

grounds. I rode it for the first time with the chair

empty, which is a point in its favour. It is far

less easy to attach and detach than the flexible type

so far as the time occupied is concerned, but there

is no difficulty in its adjustment—it is simply a matter

of attaching joints, not of finding the correct position,

as one has only to see that the sidecar is vertical.

On the other hand, it is no preventive of side-slip.

The sidecar wheel merely trails, and if either wheel

of the bicycle skids the sidecar wheel obediently trails

after it. It is of advantage in jnild skids, since it

prevents the bicycle from lying down. It might
render a very bad skid worse, and accentuate it. In

riding practice I have had no skidding troubles while

using an armoured tread on the rear tyre of the

bicycle; this precaution I have found to reduce all

skids to that mild order where the divergence from
track is not serious, and the presence of the sidecar

prevents the bicycle from lying down. I should like

to see one point in its design altered, though I may
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be hypercritical. The sidecar wheel is carried in

double forks of V shape. But there is only one

single lug to take the whole of the weight and
leverage at the point where the sidecar is joined to the

vertical column to which these double V forks are

attached. I should think that in prolonged usage

there must be some slight fear of a breakage at this

point. Otherwise if used in conjunction with a

studded tread I do not see what disadvantages can

be urged against this type of sidecar.

The Duplex Steering Sidecar.

I believe I am right in saying my very first experience

of driving a sidecar was with one of Mills and Fulford's

old side steering pattern, in which a steering bar

coupled the sidecar wheel to the steering wheel of the

bicycle. This type for some hidden reason is now
missing from the market, but R. G. Booth and myself

concur in claiming for it the following advantages

:

1. No side-slip whatsoever, even with plain tyres.

2. Perfect sociability.

3

.

Takes any corner safely at speed, to right or left.

4. Will always come up on to the crown of the road
off the camber quite obediently.

5. A minimum of side pull, hence minimum of

power required to pull it.

6. Safe to ride solus, or easily driven from chair.

Two points only count against it—^that it is more
costly to make than the simpler patterns, and that the

correct adjustment takes some finding. When found,

the side tyre will run thousands of miles ; until found,

the side tyre will wear out in 500 miles.

In conclusion, I notice one very bad point about

practically every sidecar combination I have ridden,

and that is the weakness of the brakes. As I go every-

where, and hate any anxiety about hill-climbing, I

confine myself to a chain drive and two-speed gear for

sidecar work ; and I had never arrived at a combination
of this type with efficient brakes until I got the Advance
Co. to work out a hint given in The Motor Cycle for me,

and fit a special belt rim solely for braking purposes

on the opposite side of the rear wheel to the sprocket.

I had previously tried every other type of brake,

including rim and band patterns, and had never felt

or been safe for long at a time. This belt rim brake is

immensely powerful, and remains so for indefinite

periods.
•—

<

"THE AUTOCAR" LECTURES.
THE series of weekly lectures on the motor car

which have been organised by The Autocar

throughout the country commenced at the

London centre on Tuesday, October 13th, in

the small hall of the Queen's Hall, Langham Place,

W. The complete list of dates at the various centres

is as follows

:

London.—Queen's (Small) Hall, Langham Place, W. Tues-
days, October 27th ; November 3rd, 10th, 17th, 24th

;

and December 1st, at 3.30 p.m. and 8.30 p.m. (tickets

available for either afternoon or evening).
Birmingham.—The University, Edmund Street, at 7.30 p.m.

Wednesdays, October 21st, 28th ; November 4th, 11th,
18th, 25th ; and December 2nd and 9th.

Leeds.—The University, College Road, at 7.30 p.m. Thurs-
days, October 22nd, 29th ; November 5th, 12lh, 19th,
26th ; December 3rd and 10th.

Manchester.—Geographical Institute, The. Parsonage, Deans-
gate. Fridays, October 23rd, 30th ; November 6th, 13th.
20th, 27th ; December 4th and 11th, at 4 p.m. and
7.30 p.m.

Newcastle-on-Tyne.—The Armstrong College. Mondays,
October 26th; November 2nd, 9th, 16th, 23rd, 30th;
December 7th and 14th.

There will be a discussion after each lecture, and the
lecturers will deal with any special points desired by
those who attend. We cannot too strongly urge our
readers not to miss the opportunity these lectures offer

for the obtaining of a sound practical knowledge of

motor matters. They will prove of especial value

to motor cyclists who hope one day to be car owners,
and. also to riders who have no intention of taking up
the costlier vehicle.

The lectures are an educational effort on the part

of The Autocar, and the fee {£1 is. for the course)

is fixed as low as possible. Affiliated members of

the M.U. may obtain tickets for the course at 12s. 6d.

each. Applications for tickets should be made
immediately to the Lecture Secretary, The Autocar.

20, Tudor Street, London, E.G.
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ACCESSORIES.
A FEW OF THE LATEST ACCESSORIES FOR MOTOR CYCLES.

A useful tooibag made by J. B. Brooks & Co., Ld.

Among the numerous motor cycle accessories

marketed by J. B. Brooks and Co., Ltd., Great
Charles Street, Birmingham, is the tooibag No. 9,367.
This is a bag with

rearward extension ^^'^"^i^?.^-"/^"*

specially designed to

utilise the space
which exists between

the coil springs of

the Bioo and Bio:
Brooks saddles,

this manner
separate compart-
ment is provided
fitted with pockets
for spares. It is

almost superfluous to

add that the bag is

constructed of best quality leather, hand sewn, as all

Messrs. Brooks's saddles and bags can be relied upon
to be of good quality. As shown in the illustration, the

bag has a gusseted fall front, large pocket, loops for

repair outfit and oilcans, a small loose bag for sundries,

and an outside pocket for a paraflfin tin.

Handle-bar control is now so firmly established in

public favour that few motor cycles will be found at

the approaching show not fitted with this control in one
form or another. The pioneer firm in connection with

this improvement is undoubtedly the E. M. Bowden's
Patents Syndicate, Ltd., Baldwin's Gardens, Gray's

Inn Road, London,
W.C., who have per

sistently advocated
its advantages for

several years, and
whose system with

minor modifications

is so largely in

vogue. The latest

form of the Bowden
handle-bar control

—

a new introduction

for 1909—is particularly neat, as will be seen by the

accompanying illustration. This shows a neat pair of

all-metal levers arranged on a single stud, commonly
used for operating the gas and air valves or slides of

the carburetter. The under lever measures 3^in.,

and the top one 3in., from centre to tip in each case,

the drum portion being i^in. in diameter. Either

lever will give a pull of 2in., and each is independent,

that is to say, either can be moved without altering the

position of the other, and they will hold their position

against vibration or the pull of a strong spring. They
are made for both right and left-hand, and can be

had with a clip to suit any diameter of bar, or with a

circular plate for attaching to woodwork.

Champions of the rubber and canvas belt will be

interested to hear that the Hanover Rubber Co.,

29-31, Old Street, E.C., makers of the Shamrock-
Gloria belts, have introduced a i^in. size for high

powered machines and for use with sidecars and
tricars. These belts are being made under a process

A new Bowden Patent Handle-bar Control.

which ensures the correct position of the canvas core

and an equal distribution of indiarubber at the sides.

It is worthy of note that J. Marshall used one of

these belts in the Tourist Trophy Race, as did Gordon
Gibson, the winner of the race at Brooklands on the

3rd inst., and C. R. Collier on his world's hour record.

W. W. Genn, 10, Wimbledon Park Parade, Gap
Road, Wimbledon, has sent us particulars of a spring

seat he has introduced for motor cycles, which can be

fitted to most existing models. Reference to the illus-

tration shows that

the ordinary seat-

pillar is extended .,

down, at the rear of
j

the fixed seat tube. ;;

Connected to it are f

two pairs of shackle -

plates, one of which
is connected to a coil .

Vi^iiiS^^i^rxr-v'A-vi^'r .•K-r'-.v^cTtw^rr.-x .J<^w>c,-i<

W. W. Genn's Spring Seat-pillar.

spnng arrangement
which allows a cer-

tain amount of rise

and fall of the frame
and wheels beneath

the rider without

affecting his hori- i'*---

zontal position. It

is claimed that this

spring seat-pillar absorbs all road shocks, and as it

can be fitted without much trouble, there should be

an extensive demand for it.

Whatever our readers opinions may be with regard

to the tambourine road clearers there is no question

of doubt that they are effective. The one sold by

Leo Rjpault and Co., 64a, Poland Street, Oxford

Street, London, W., must not be confused with the

parchment affairs used on pedal bicycles. For motor

cycling the " Tambourong " has been introduced.

This is made of metal, and is the subject matter of

letters patent which Messrs. Ripault inform us they

believe to be, prior to any other.

The United Motor Industries, Ltd., 45-46,

Poland Street, E., have a new line in tool rolls for

motor cycle tool cases, which we illustrate. The roll,

which we have examined, contains most excellent

implements well adapted to the use of motor cyclists.

s-i

A useful tool roll sold by tlie United Motor Industries.

There are two adjustable spanners (one large and one

small), combined pliers and wire cutters, pipe grips,

engine spanner, steel punch, screwdriver, file, and

last, but not least, a belt punch. At one end is a
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Accessories.—

I)OUch for very small files or other articles which might

be carried, also license if so desired. It is made of

black leather, with stout buckle, and is sold at a

reasonable figure.

Hunt's Stores, 104, Newgate Street, E.G., have

laid themselves out specially for dealing in motor cycle

accessories, and
have in their excel-

lent catalogue a

number, of articles

which are of interest

to readers. First

and foremost is a

small tool roll

(which we illus-

trate), containing

gas and cutting

pliers, spanner, and
turnscrew. It does

not take the place

of the tool rolls

which contain a

more multitudinous

array of imple-

ments, but it is

n e V e r t h eless a

handy little wallet,

particularly for
those riders who do

A small Tool Roll sold by Hunt's Stores.

not wish to encumber themselves with too much weight.

A fibre-faced hammer is another article which will

appeal to those readers who take pride in

making their own adjustments and running
repairs. Nickel

plated nuts,

bolts, and
other parts are

very often
damaged by

blows with an
ordinary steel-

:

faced hammer,
and the fibre-!

faced hammer
has been introduced to prevent this. It is really a
most useful tool, and quite supersedes the old style

copper-faced hammers for similar work. In lamp
brackets a new model has been introduced which can
be attached to the crosspiece of a handle-bar, and will

be found useful for carrying an extra lamp or even a
generator.

An exceedingly useful accessory has been brought
out by the Novdel Co., 92, Eexley Road,
Northumberland Heath, Belvedere. This con-
sists of a carbide container and matchbox, an illus-

tration of which accompanies this description. The-
whole device is small, compact, light, and thoroughly
practical. It will be seen that it holds sufficient spare
carbide to fill an ordinary lamp, and has also a spacious
receptacle for wax vestas. It is provided with a
roughened portion on which to strike matches on one
side, and has a lighting up table on the other. The
only point in. which we can suggest an improvement is

that the matchbox and carbide container ends should
he marked to show to which they belong. The fact that
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it can be carried on a pair of pump clips is an extremely

important one, as it allows the container to be stowed

A neat and practical Carbide Carrier made by the Novdel Co.

away neatly and to be readily accessible when required.

It is sold at quite a moderate price, and can be obtained

in London from the Service Company, Ltd., 292, High
Hoiborn, W.C.

The Premier Motor Co., Aston Road, Birming-

ham, have sent us one of their latest road clearers—an

electrically-operated horn—together with their stand

and luggage carrier. The apparatus consists of an

electric buzzer worked by a tiny dry battery, with

wires and press button ready to attach to existing

motor cycle horns, or the horn can be obtained

complete. The great advantage of an electrically-

operated horn is that it can be operated without

removing the hands from the handle-bar, and the note

of warning continued as long as the press button is

depressed. For those riders who employ battery

The Premier Electric Horn, with push-button»tor^handIe-b3r. It can be
worked with a dry battery.

ignition this will be found a useful accessory, as the

buzzer can be connected to one of the accumulators
without trouble. In the case of. magneto-ignited

machines, a special dry battery can be carried in a

separate case. This should be as large as possible, as

most electric horns are somewhat wasteful of current,

and it is awkward to find the battery discharged.

(To he continued.)
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OCCASIONAL COMMENTS.
By •• IXION."

Some T.T. Jottings.

The T.T. Race brought out one point distinguishing

the amateur from the trade rider, to wit, that a man
will sometimes take risks in the interest of his pro-

fession which he will not take for sport. It is not

necessarily the fastest machine that wins in the Isle

of Man, but the best combination of machine and man.
For instance, on the bottom of Glen Helen there is a

nasty corner. Here all the riders with a single excep-

tion switched off their power for a few yards; the

solitary exception, who kept his engine running, saved

a good ten seconds on each of the ten circuits, quite

apart from the time he gained through starting a climb
with his engine already on the pull. Thus he snatched

a two minutes advantage over all his rivals at this

corner alone, and the name of the corners on the course

was Legion.

The preliminaries and after proceedings were by no
means devoid of fun. One rider imagined the regula-

tion about efficient silencers was intended as a pious

fraud on the public, and as the lower half of his

silencer was invisible, thanks to its position, he drilled

it out into a mass of holes held together by thin segments

-of metal, leaving the top half—^against which no gases

were deflected—deceitfully intact. It was rather a

shaker for him to find that in a preliminary parade he

was expected to flit past the judges at a high speed as

noiselessly as possible on full throttle. However, he

got up steam, and quietly snicked his handle-bar

throttle shut as he neared the judges' stand, with the

result that he was passed, and able to continue a

Gatling gun-like progress in the actual race.

" The Deal was Off."

After the race, one of the riders had some fun with

a group of dust-begrimed riders, who attacked him on
the ground that his machine was not standard. Of
course it was not standard—the regulations did not

require that it should be. However, for the sake of

peace, he bluffed them with an offer to sell it at

catalogue price, after taking in his interlocutor's

appearance, which did not bespeak great wealth. His
tormentor promptly produced a sheaf of notes, and it

was amusing to see the rider drag the man of means
aside and earnestly whisper, " Look here, old man, you
may have this machine if you like, but I wouldn't if I

were you. I've raced it to death since I've been over

here. The bearings are all worn and the piston's

cracked. You wouldn't like it; you wouldn't really!

The "deal" was off!

Small Engine Pulleys.
Fi'om time to time I receive enquiries for advice

respecting machines with very small engine pulleys

fitted to engines of extremely low power. The entire

efficiency of these machines depends first and fore-

most on a suitable belt. Solid belts, whether rubber
or leather, which give entire satisfaction on ordinary
types of mount with 4in. or 5in. pulleys will crack
up in the most heart-breaking fashion on a 3in.

pulley. The only belts calculated to give decent
results on these tiny pulleys are those which attain

flexibility not only by material, but by design. A
case in point was the 2 h.p. New Hudson motor

bicycle introduced about 1903, if my memory serves

me rightly. It was fitted with a beautiful little engine
made by the De Dion people, but it only sold in

small numbers, and the New Hudson Co. abandoned
the motor cycle trade in consequence. The sole

serious defect of these machines was belt-slip, due to

the use of solid belts on a tiny pulley. One friend of

mine bought one of these machines, attracted by the

merits of the engine, and, in spite of frequent belt

troubles, was dogged enough to keep it till the days
of the Watawata belt. He soon discovered that the
fitting of a belt which attained flexibility by design
as well as by material transformed his quondam
aggravating little jigger into a most reliable steed.

There are a number of riders suffering in a similar

manner to-day. I think all of them would find

trouble ended if they purchased any of the belts con-
structed on a flexible system, prominent amongst
which stands the Watawata type. Personally, I

refuse to employ any solid belt on a lightweight.

The Knight Engine.
Several friends have asked me which motor cycle

,

firm has obtained the license of the revolutionary

Knight engine adopted by the Daimler Co. for their

1909 cars. I am unable to hear that Mr. Knight has
yet granted a licence to any motor cycle manufacturer
in any country. It seems to me rather doubtful
whether any manufacturer will care to fit this engine
to a motor cycle. The absence of water cooling alone

will make a great difl^erence to its efficiency, or
so I should opine as a matter of theory, and, further,

it will require very exact lubrication, and, knowing the

eccentricities of many motor cyclists in that respect,

it is doubtful whether an already successful maker
would dare to fit it. At any rate, there will be no
hurry about it, though I certainly hope we may even-

tually see this type of engine on motor bicycles. For
the benefit of readers who have not seen the drawings
of it in The Autocar I may add that the innovation on
this engine is the substitution of slide valves for the

ordinary poppet or mushroom-headed type. There
is no valve box, but ports for the inlet and exhaust are

cut in the walls of the cylinder, and are opened and ,'

closed at the proper moments by two concentric cylin-

drical sleeves fitting inside the main cylinder. The
piston slides within the interior sleeve, and does not

touch the wall of the main cylinder at all. These
sliding sleeves are operated by short connecting
rods, extending from eccentrics on the camshaft to

brackets cast on the lower rim of each sleeve.

Lubrication is maintained by splash from the crank
case, capillary action, aided by spiral grooves in the

surface of the sleeves, keeping a constant film of

lubricant between the cylinder and sleeve No. i,

between sleeves No. i and No. 2, and finally between
sleeve No. 2 and the piston. Three main claims are

made for the engine, viz.
,
greater power than can be

got out of the same cubical capacity when poppet
valves are used, greater flexibility, and greater silence.

>-«««i~<

When C. R. Collier broke the world's motor cycle

record by covering 70 miles 105 yards in the hour, he
used Pratt's motor spirit.
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MOTOR CYCLE LAMPS.
{Concluded from page 800.)

WoRSNOP AND Co., The Carlton Lamp Works,
Halifax, are the manufacturers of the Fifax petroleum

motor cycle lamp, which provides a novel system

of illuminating the

numbers. It will be
noticed on reference

to the illustration that

the lamp is provided

with a back glass

and a double number
plate arranged in the

form of the letter A.

The apex of the letter

A divides the back
light into two streams,

which illuminate the

registration numbers
and letters painted

on the one side of

each plate. The lamp
burns paraffin oil,

and is provided with

a round wick and
glass chimney, the

latter being held up-

right by means of a

special spring wire

attachment which
passes through the

top of a detachable

cowl provided with

a bayonet joint. These lamps, it is claimed,

give ten times the light of the ordinary oil lamp,

being fitted with a scientifically constructed burner

with a proper wind-up arrangement for the round

wick. Provided the lamp glass will stand the vibra-

tion on a motor cycle, we see no reason why these

paraffin lamps should not be successful, although Ave

Worsnop's Acetyloid Headlamp with
^separate generator.

Worsnop's " Fifax " Paraffin Headlight with number plates.

must admit that we have not tried one ourselves. It

certainly has advantages in the shape of simplicity

and cheapness of fuel. We hope to give one of these

lamps a trial very shortly, and if it comes up to our

expectations we shall have something further to say

about it. In addition to the above petroleum lamp,
Messrs. Worsnop and Co. make an acetylene gas
lamp with separate generator. The lamp is fitted

with a silvered reflector, stout lens, and is well finished

in polished brass. It can also be supplied with the

body of the lamp shaped on the lines of the Rush-
more with mirror lens. Customers are given a choice

of generators, viz., diving bell, percolator, and drip

feed system. The lamp is provided with a tap for

shutting off the gas when not required, and it goes

by the name of the Acetyloid gas lamp.

Andre Godin, i. Red Lion Square, W.C. The
above firm does not make a speciality of motor cycle

lamps, but sells a

small car lamp with

separate generator

which would serve

admirably on a tricar.

The lamp is well

made, and should

give a good light.

Two distinct difi^erent

kinds of generators

are supplied, so that

a purchaser can
select whichever of the

two he prefers. One
is on the drip feed

system, while the

^ .,... .J V . ., n A- other works on the
A new headlight sold by Andre Godin. . . . .

divmg bell prmciple.

The Premier Motor Co., Ltd., Aston Road,
Birmingham, have had their Premier searchlight

before motor cyclists

since last winter.

This lamp and
generator are British

made, constructed of

brass throughout, and
finished in polished

brass or nickel plated.

A mirror lens curved
to the correct angle

projects the light 200

feet ahead. After

a careful examination

of the Premier
searchlight we are of

the opinion that it is

equal to anything of

the kind sold for

motor cyclists' use.

There is nothing
flimsy about it, and,

while being strongly

and substantially

made, it is not par-

ticularly heavy. The
dimensions of this

Premier Searchlight, with separate
generator.

lamp are: Height over all, 6j4m.; length, j^in.

;

diameter of face, 4%in. The front glass is dissected,

and where it fits into the frame of the door it is packed
with some soft material to prevent rattling of the
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Motor Cycle Lamps.
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glasses. From personal observations we have proved
that this lamp gives an excellent light, projecting in

one circle a long distance ahead of the machine with-

out causing dangerous and objectionable glare at close

quarters. The generator, which is of the ordinary

-drip feed pattern, can be attached to any fork, and
when fully charged gives five hours' continuous light.

One of the special advantages offered by the companv
is a three days' trial of this lamp.

The name of C. A. Vandervell and Co. is obvi-

ously associated with electric lamps, two patterns of

which we illustrate. The head light for motor cycles

is called the Model C, and is fitted with the

new four-volt C.A.V. metallic filament bulb,

manufactured especially for them by Edison
and Swan. This lamp gives an extremely

brilliant light, carrying its rays a consider-

able distance with a current consumption
said to be as low as .56. The Model D
electric lamps are for side lights on tricars,

and are provided with a side red light so

that it shows a red warning light to the rear

as well as on both sides of the machine.
This lamp is also fitted with the same bulb
as the Model C, and, in addition, the Model
C head light can be supplied in pairs for

tricars when a particularly brilliant light is

desired. Suitable accumulators, put up in

any style or shape, are supplied according
to the desires of the purchaser. The address
of C. A. A^andervell and Co. is Warple Way,
Acton Vale, London, W.
The X-Ralite headlight and generator is a two-unit

lamp sold by the Percy Cycle Co., Ltd., St. Andrew's
Place, Northumberland

819

for motor cycles. One is a lamp fitted with a combined
generator and a specially strong bracket; the second
is a lamp with a separate generator designed to fit on
the forks of the machine; while the third is a well-

constructed lens mirror headlight of a type which has
become popular of late. Ihis lamp, which has a
separate generator, is known as the " Hella." The
last of the series is a set of. two tricar lamps supplied
by one generator, capable of generating gas for six or
eight hours. These lamps are well made, and have
a special internal reflector designed to project the rays
of light on the principle of the condenser lens largely

used by many lamp makers.

C.A.V. Model D Electric SideUght

for tricars, with red light shining

partly to the rear.

"i Street.

I
Tyne
light in weight

X-Ralite^Headlight (with bull's-eye lens)

and Generator.

Newcastle-on-

The lamp is

and
fairly strong. The lens

is carried on a wire

frame, and is placed
very close to the

burner inside the lamp,

the front being pro-

tected by the usual

glass, which is about

4^ in. in diameter. As
wall be noticed, the

door is fitted with a

double hood, the top

extending a little fur-

ther forward than the

bottom. The burner

socket is provided with

a small shut-off tap,

and the bracket at the

back will fit pratically

•any lamp iron, and is provided with a thumb-screw
and lock-nut adjustment. A good point about the

generator is that it has a patent cleaning needle for

the water drip. This is a handy device, for, as users

know, the valve occasionally becomes choked.

The question of producing a good motor cycle lamp
has not escaped the notice of Messrs. A. Dunhill,
Ltd., Euston Road, as they have a very complete
assortment of headlights. Three of these are designed

C.A.V. Model C Electric Headlight,

fitted with the new four-voit C.A.V.

metallic filament bulb.

An article on motor cycle lamps would be incomplete

without a description of the latest Frank motor cycle

headlight with separate generator. All the latest

Frank lamps are

provided with bull's-

eye lenses fitted in

the centre of the

ordinary front glass.

The projector is of

polished aluminium,

and the general finish

and outline of tht'

lamp is very hand-

some. The par-

ticular one illustrated

is fitted with a bail

handle of stout

dimensions and an

adjustable back
bracket, which is

quite the best type

used on motor cycle

lamps. Provided the

lamp iron does not

exceed i^in. across,

the bracket will fit

all thicknesses of

lamp irons from
^in. downwards.

The latest Frank Tricar Gas Lamp, with

bull's-eye lens and separate generator. The
bicycle size is slightly smaller, and has no
bail handle.

The bracket for attaching generator to the forks is

substantially made, and if the clip is carefully screwed

up the generator cannot jump off, although the bracket

is liable to slip. Mr. E. J. Hardy, Bishop Street,

Coventry, is the wholesale agent for Frank lamps.
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Motor Cycle Lamps.—
J. C. Fuller and Sons, Woodland Works, Wick

Lane, Bow, London, E., have sent us a sample of

their motor cycle

electric headlight.

This lamp is pro-

vided with a du-

plex lens, and is

made on substan-

tial lines, similar

to the motor car

electric headlight

which is manufac-

tured by the same
firm. It has a

green glass on one
^^^ ^^^^^^ Electric Headlight showing

side and a red glass the buU's-eye lens,

on the other. The
lamp bracket is supplied suitable for fitting the stan-

dard Lucas and other lamp irons.
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A COMPLETELY PROTECTED MACHINE.

THE following particulars are of an improvement
just patented by Mr. John A. Miller, Brent-

wood, Brighouse, Yorks., having as its object

the keeping of rider and engine dry and clean

in wet weather. The patentee says:
" I tried several plans, but got very little satisfaction

from large front fiaps and mudguards arranged with

trated in the annexed photographs, embodying complett

protection for the feet, knees, engine, and magnetc

combined with a wind scoop for the cylinder. The

shield is, of course, readily detachable.
" I rode from Huddersfield to Glasgow, Edinburgh;

and back, through four days' rain, on September 20th

23rd, and this fully satisfied me that dirty weathei

riding can be made much more comfortable, as during

the four days I had not a wet boot or sock, although 1

discarded the general clothing equipment for touring,

Nor at the end of any day's run was I unpresentable

through mud, and, finally, I had not one stop through

the interruption of the spark, although many of the

roads were swimming in water, and I rode during some

very heavy falls of rain, when even carters on the roac

left their carts to seek shelter. Although I receivec

the congratulations of many motor cyclists, some

thought it would cause too much wind resistance, bu

as the guard is only the same width across as the rider';

body while sitting in the usual easy position I think r

will be seen that for any purpose, excepting perhap:

racing, any little extra resistance is negligible ; at leas

I found it so with my weight of 15 stones, including

luggage.

"An angle-shaped guard, not shown, fitted arounc

the belt circumference, and outside the main guard

co"n^let^s the protection of the rider and engine. Thu;

equipped one feels a pride in travelling at an evei

pace, indifferent to the filthy condition of the roads

knowing that one will arrive at one's journey's enc

in a clean state. Surelv, too, the ensine will be bette;

For winter rffllng on very muddy roads, something more than the ordinary mudguards are required, and the above is a praiseworthy effort by J. A. Miller

to keep engine and rider clean, j The arrangement is described on this page.

sides carried well round the wheels, as once put forward
by a contributor in The Motor Cycle for a winter
machine.

" Again, when caught in very heavy rainfalls, apart
from getting into an awful mess, my machine would
stop on: account of the water on the high tension ter-

minal and the magneto plug, which would then require
wiping with a dry cloth. This trouble would sometimes
arise, too, from running through big puddles of water
at even slow speed.

" Setting to work again in another endeavour to do
away with the disadvantages of winter riding, I at last

hit upon the idea of a shield and undershield, as illus-

for the absence of what would otherwise cover it ir

the form of a grinding solution, free to penetrate the

bearings, valve guides, etc.

" Features not to be overlooked are that the genera]

accessibility and pedalling are in no way interfered

with, and the pedals and the chain are not choked up

with mud, as is usually the case."
>-•••--<

Readers who wish to communicate with the makers

of the Fit-all and Powell's hub two-speed gear, pre-

viously manufactured by the Burgess Eng. Co.,

Leicester, should note that the sole address is now A.

D. Powell and Co., 3, Aylestone Street, Leicester.
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The Editor does not hold himself

responsible for the opinions of his

correspondents.

The Lubrication of Engines.

[3606.]—Referring to the lubrication of

motor cycles mentioned recently in these

pages, what objection would there be to

fixing a second oil pump on the opposite

side of the tank, to supply a sight feed

lubricator for normal running, retaining

the original punip for hill-climbing or low speed gear work
where an extra amount of oil might be required?

„ W. E. S. M.
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All letters should be addressed

to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,"

3o, Tudor Street, EX., and should

be accompanied by the writer's

full name and address.

Motor Cycle Finish.

[3607.]—Having used Robbialac on my tricar, I can

assure your readers that it is a complete success, and does

not require stoving. I gave two coats of French grey, allow-

ing thirty-six hours between each coat. The result is all

that can be desired, the paint drying out perfectly hard and

smooth and equal to the best stoved enamel. I think your

correspondent who complained recently must have made some
mistake in applying the composition. A flat varnish brush

should be used, and great care taken to have the surface

clean. Original enamel need not be removed.
.

ID 23.

The Life of Pneumatic Tyres.

[3608.]—With reference to rubber studded tyres, can

users of these beat the following : 2,235 miles on back wheel

of machine weighing 224 lbs., rider 13^ stones, no punctures,

bursts, damaged fabric, or side-slips? I accomplished this

distance with a Brooks steel-studded tyre, and 132 miles of

this were with an additional 11^ stones passenger on carrier

!

There has been some correspondence in your paper to the

effect that one set of rubber studs will outlive two and even
three steel-studded bands. If this be the case, the tyre

problem is certainly solved once for all. It might be inter-

esting to hear of a few comparisons with wei'^hts of machine
and rider stated.- C. A. CROW.

The Efficiency of Dry Batteries.

[3609.]—With reference to the discussion in your paper

about a year ago re the efficiency of dry batteries, I am now
in a position to give exact figures as to the working of a
Hellesen flash cell on my 3^ h.p. Minerva tricar, plain coil.

I ran this cell for- 1,688 miles, when it became completely
exhausted. Up to the last five miles I had no misfiring, and
could detect no falling off in power. However, as soon as

misfiring began, the cell became very rapidly exhausted.
This means that the battery in question fired my machine at

lull efficiency for 1,683 miles. I have had no ignition

troubles since using these cells, now over three years.

T. E. CALLAGHAN.

Has the Tricar a Future?

[3610.]—With your permission I should like to say a

word on this subject, my experience being 20,000 miles

on a 3^ h.p. Phoenix Trimo, 1,000 miles on another tricar

which shall be nameless, and 1,359 miles on my present
machine—a 5^ h.p. Phoenix Trimo—which I mounted last

August for the first time. I am exceedingly pleased with
this machine, and have found very little adjustment has been
required anywhere—high or low gear, clutch or chain.

The chain of steering gear in my case gets a little dust, but
no mud from the road. It has not at present required clean-

ing. The driving chains are all that could be desired, and
good as new now, and never broken, or, so far as I can see,

stretched. Any swing or whip of back seat has so far escaped
my notice, and I am pleased to say it is a wonderful hill-

climber with passenger, and luggage enough for a whole
family for a fortnight. It is also most luxurious to ride, not

only on the crown of the road, but any
part thereof, always provided it is driven
at a pace suitable to the conditions of

the road. I can drive on the greasiest

of roads near the gutter with ease with-
out non-skid, but I have to accommo-

date my pace to the condition of the road.

The springing of the back wheel is, in my opinion, a

necessity, and I will never have another without. I intend
this winter to have a non-skid fitted, not because I cannot
run it without, but because it will allow me to travel quicker.

In my opinion the gear and clutch are perfect. The back
wheel might, and in my case will, be made to remove with
less trouble.

I will not further enlarge on the excellent qualities of this

machine, but simply say I am satisfied.

ALFRED MEIGH.

[3611.]—Is it not possible for the makers to place a

machine on the market similar to that shown in your issue

of June 10th last, page 460? the only improvement being
wheel instead of tiller steering, and perhaps a 5-6 h.p. engine.

The objection chiefly raised to the present type of tricar is

that of unsociability—one has som.etimes to yell one's self

hoarse to converse with the occupant of the front seat—not
to mention the dislike of our lady friends at being perched
out in front and meeting the oncoming traffic—cows, etc. A
machine of the above type would be more comfortable for

passenger and driver ; the only questions arising are those

of stability in grease, ease of rounding corners, etc. Perhaps
the owner would give his experiences upon this point.

FJ9.
[The machine in the issue quoted was a two-seated, side-by-

side, double-driving tricycle, with tiller steering.

—

Ed.]

The Handicapping of Motor Cycle Races.

[3612.]—I was glad to see in last week's issue a letter from
Mr. C. R. Collier on the handicapping of motor cycle races.

The present system is anything but satisfactory. I have
during the last seven years spent a considerable sum of money,
not to mention valuable time, competing in motor cycle races

and hill-climbs, and now, instead of reaping the benefit of

my years of experience, I am put in return for my entry fee

in a position where it is utterly impossible for me to win.

At the Stadium on August 8th with an engine measuring
76 X 76 I gave 5s. start to an engine measuring 82 x 89 mm.,
10s. start to one 82 x 90 mm., 10s. to one 84 x 86 mm., 15s.

to one 85 x 85 mm., and 30s. to one 82 x 90 mm., and was
put on the same mark as a 5 h.p. machine. I am therefore

expected to get as much out of a 2| h.p. as other people do
out of 5 h.p.

As regards the last Brooklands meeting, I endorse all Mr.
Collier says. Although in a bad enough position myself (I

should have had to travel nearly seventy miles per hour with
a 4^ h.p.—an utter impossibility—to get amongst the

leaders), there were others in a far worse position. It was
plain to everybody who knew anything about motor cycles

who would win before the start. In proof of this one of the

bookmaking gentry was unable to pay out over the winner.
1 1 was not as though the winner's form was unknown ; his

form was well-known. The sooner the handicappers handi-
cap bore and stroke only and not a man's reputation the

better. W. W. GENN.

An Easy Starting Device.

[3613.]—Allow me to suggest a method I have tried for

simplifying sta^'ting of a motor cycle engine. First of all

obtain a short length of ^in. diameter copper tubing, drill a
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hole in the induction pipe as near the inlet val/e a& possible,

and insert the tube in an upright position. Before tube is

screwed into the inlet pipe it should have the end which goes

in the induction pipe cloised except for a very email hole.

The other end is led to a convenient position for inserting

the nozzle of an oil tin while the rider is seated in the saddle,

llie method of operation is : Fill the oil tin with petrol,

insert nozzle in top end of tube, place one foot on pedal, and
simultaneously push down and squeeze oil tin. The result

is an immediate explosion. I find it very convenient in

traffic. (Tube should be made easily detachable to enable

small hole in lower end to be cleaned out.)

HENEY GEAFTON.

Safeguarding Deaf Cyclists.

[3614.]—Eeferring to the paragra.ph in " Current Chat

"

of September 30th, under the above heading, I have for some

time been considering this matter, and have come to the con-

clusion that as the triangle is now known to and understood

by all road users as a warning signal, the best device for

deaf persons to adopt would be a triangle in red either on

the back of the jacket or on the back of the motor or other

cycle. I think it would be a pity if another signal comes

into general use, as the triangle is adequate in every way.
F. J. HADFIELD.

Motor Cycle Lamps.

[3615.]—I have much pleasure in supplying just those

remarks from personal experience which were lacking in your
notes on the Powell and Hanmer lamps in the last issue. I

have been riding with one of the

separate generator type for the last

3,000 miles, and have nothing but praise

for it. With regard to the lamp, it has

had some (fairly rough usage, but not a

mark is there on it. I recommend
buyers, however, to put in the biggest

Bray's burner that the lamp vfill take.

I found the burner supplied apt to

choke back the gas and so prevent a

free flow of water, due to the minute
holes being slightly too microscopic.

The generator is all that can be
desired, and supplies a very steady flow

of gas. The clip is an excellent device,

and I have it fixed in a rather novel
position, namely; on the upright stem
of the handle-bars. This brings the
generator well under control, but care
must be taken to prevent any possibility

of the clip slipping down. To obviate
this, I have first wound insulating tape
round the tubing, then screwed the clip

well up, put on lock-nuts, and finally

run a small strap round the clip and the
boss of the handle-bars. Now I set off on a trip of any length
with the utmost reliance, and can be sure of a light at less

than a minute's notice.

One final tip, suitable for any lamp with exterior india-
rubber tubing, and which I do not recollect seeing published
in The Motor Cycle. If there is any difficulty with the
tubing collapsing or bending, and so shutting off the gas, a
light spiral spring, threaded on the tubing and with one end
hitched also over the lug on the lamp, will at all times secure
a gentle curve for the tube and prevent all possibility of the
gas supply being cut off. I have adopted this, as a matter
of fact, at both ends of the tubing.

I may add the usual statement that I am absolutely
uninterested in the sale of these lamps, but a most satisfied

user. WILLIAM PERCY.

in ten months, I sold the white elephant at the first c\inu<x
and invested in a lightweight. From the first I was delighted
with it; for easy starting, quiet and smooth running, remark-
able flexibility, economy in petrol (but not in oil), liundiness
and absence of heart-strain in pushing (when neces.sary), ease
of control, and "legal limit," it Svas a perfect contrast to
the ponderous one.

It will , also interest the disputants on the subject of

starting to know tliat the lightweight, in my opinion, needs
neither handle starting nor stand. To start, I never " warm
up " on the stand, but merely squirt paraffin into each cylinder,
walk machine a few yards to slacken pistons, bestride the
saddle and push down the off pedal.
Last August I accompanied a friend to London without a

stand, and returning alone did the 240 miles in about fourteen
hours, including several halts for thunderstorms and usual
meals ; but both ways I had no mechanical stoppage or punc-
ture. The machine is a Moto-Reve variously improved. It

now weighs 112 lbs., rider 11 st. 9 lb. ; mileage to date, 1,474
miles. Of course I have no interest in the sale of the machine.

ISAAC IVEY, M.B., Ch.B.

Running on Benzol.

[3617.]—In reference to letter 3576, signed " Medicus," 1

suppose by what he terras benzol he means benzoiine. I

would like to know for certain, and if he used any othe^
than the ordinary carburetter as supplied on motor cycles^

I should consider an increase of twenty miles per gallon

good if the engine does not lose its power. I would likf

to know these particulars from "Medicus."

CONSTANT READER.

Tlie Lightweight Question.

[3616.]—As the owner of a lightweight for six months,
perhaps your readers would like to hear my experiences with
it, as against a heavyweight. Last year was my inglorious
novitiate in motor cycling. My brand new 3^ h.p. heavy-
weight rendered me an object of pity to my clubmates from
the knack it had of " letting me down " (in more ways than
one). Then I had a two-speed gear and free engine fitted,

and that did not improve matters ; so after doing 500 miles

Competitois in the Worcestershire M.C.C. Reliability Trial, described on page 828.

A Problem to be Solved.

[3618.]—There appears to have been some controversy

lately in The Motor Cycle respecting the particular pheno-
menon of an engine accelerating when the exhaust valve is

slightly raised by means of the exhaust lifter. Two reasons

have been advanced to account for it.

It has been stated that the carburetter is not getting suffi-

cient air at high speeds ; while some say the compression
is too high, and by raising the exhaust valve the compression
is reduced a little. With respect to the first reason, I know
three owners of a certain make of engine who all find an
increase of speed v^hen the valve is raised, and yet each
rider has a different carburetter, and they can all give much
more air than the engine will take.

With reference to the second reason, this also seems to me
a wrrong explanation, as, if an engine was too high in com-
pression and raising the exhaust valve lifter would account
for the improvement, then one would naturally say by the

same reasoning, that the engine would run faster if the
valves required grinding, as a little escape past the seatings
would be equal to slightly raising the exhaust valve lifter,

and I know from experience this is not so.

My engine is a large single-cylinder. I can get more air

than is required at the carburetter. The silencer is extra
large, and there is absolutely no back pressure, yet I can
always run faster with exhaust valve lifted a little, and find
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A PERFECT
MOTOR
CYCLE MAGNETO!

PRICES

:

For single

cylinder

:

3H.l.£4-0-0|

4 H.l. £4-17-61

For twin

engines, V type
I

4H.2.£6-0-0

Four-cylinder:

6H.4.£ll-17-6

{THE if
C.A.V. RUTHARDT."

SOLE
AGENTS C. A. VANDERVELL & CO., WARPLE WAY, ACTON VALE, W,
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THE MOTOSACOCHE
possesses advantages over all other motor cycles which cannot

be disputed or under-estimated. It is very light. All its motor

mechanism can be removed from the cycle in the space of a

few minutes. It is clean. It is reliable. It is silent. It will

travel from 5 to 30 miles per hour. It will ascend gradients

of 1 in 10 without pedal assistance. AND, it is economical

both in first cost and upkeep.

The MOTOSACOCHE is £30 only.

Write for full particulars :

H. & A. DUFAUX (England), LTD.,

JS».

«>%
65, Holborn Viaduct, LONDON, E.C. I

In answering either of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle."
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The "GRADUA" "vSif Gear for Belt=driven Machines.
AN ABSOLUTELY NEW PRINCIPLE.

NO END THRUST ! NO JOCKEY PULLEY I ! NO SLACK BELT ! ! !

SAVES PETROL. SAVES OVERHEATING. SAVES TYRES.
HANDLE STARTING-FREE ENGINE.

DIRECT DRIVE ON Al-L SPEEDS.
This gear gives infinite variation from zero to 3|- to 1. It is absolutely fool-proof.

No sudden jamming in of gear and wear and tear to the machine. A simple turn of a small wheel is all that is necessary.

The rider gets full power of his engine by never overloading, and by keeping up the number of its revolutions.

Hills have no terror with a " Gradua " gear !

A perfect free-engine position is assured ; the engine can be started with a handle and the rider take his seat

while the machine is at rest.

All who have seen and tried it are enthusiastic about its many merits. It's a revelation to riders using two-

speed gears ! Nothing like it in the world ! It will revolutionise the present system of variable gears.

To prevent disappointment, we would point out that it cannot be fitted to existing machines.

When ordering your new mount, insist on its being built with a "Gradua" gear. We are prepared to grant

licences to other makers for building this gear under royalty.

The famous "Zenette" Spring-frame Motor Bicycle-de-Luxe will in future be built with "Gradua" gear, the

price inclusive being 50 guineas nett cash.

Further orders for " Zenettes " with the "Gradua" must be placed at once if required for Autumn delivery :

we can accept a limited number only, as our present works are of limited capacity.

A "Zenette" fitted with a "Gradua" variable gear may be tried (by appointment only) at

7FNiTil MflTflRfi I TD showrooms: 119, Stroud Green Road, LONDON, N.•I«lin ITIU I UbIV| LII#i (Nearest station, Finsbury Park).

Makers of the celebrated " Zenith Bicar," price 43 guineas nett cash ; and of the " Zenith " Tricar, price

(with 6 h.p. J.A.P. twin-cylinder engine, chain drive, two-speed gear), 72 guineas nett ; the " Zenette

"

Tricar-de-Luxe (with 6 h.p. twin-cylinder engine, finest coach-built body, open frame), 90 guineas.

The action of the "GRADUA" Gear is Simplicity itself. NO COMPLICATIONS.

THE
BELTS

THAT
PREVENT
ALL
POWER
WASTAGE.

LONGER
AND
MORE
USEFUL

LIFE

THAN ANY
OTHER
BELT,

LOND9N :

W. B. BROOKE,
818, KINGS ROAD, HAMMERSMITH.

THE BUSINESSLIKE BELT.
There's just this one point about the

WATAWATA—it's not for ever troubhng the

motor cydist by slackness or looseness of grip.

It's always attending to its business—that is

preventing power wastage and getting the maxi-
mum work out of your engine. Your machine
is never at its best until it's fitted with a

WATAWATA BELT.
Write for Booklet B.

0. & W. ORMEROD & Co., ROCHDALE.

A
SCIENTIFIC

THEORY
SKILFULLY

APPLIED

IN

PERFECT

MATERIALS.

NOTE THE
NEW
FASTENING
WHICH
FACILITATES
THE
SHORTENING
OF THE
BELT.

In answering either of these advertisements it is desirdhle that you mention '' The Motor Cycle"
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the engine runs badly if the valves are not well ground in.

Is it possible that the cause can be accounted for as follows :

When the exhaust valve lifter is raised to just lightly touch
the tappet, it prevents the clatter of the valve, causes
smoother running, and as a further result, faster running?

A. LEVER.

An Automatically Variable Pulley.

[3619.]—Having seen the drawing of the automatically
variable pulley, patented by Mr. Lloyd, I find that it is very
much like one that I made and have running at the present
time. I made it twelve months ago. It varies according
to the rise and fall of road, but I find a difficulty in taking
up the slack belt. I have tried a jockey pulley, but it does
not act correctly. Anyone can see it at any time ; I have it

fitted to a 2| h.p. Minerva. I have found in the patent list

that a pulley something like it was patented by a Mr. Payne
four years ago. MILFRED PARKINSON.

A. Loose flange.

BB. Feathers.
C. Coil spring.

Circular nut.
Plate and screw locking

nut.
Engine shaft.

Nut on engine-shaft.

D.
E.

F.
H.

[3620.]—In the issue of October 7th you refer to an
automatically variable speed pulley for motor cycles for
which a patent has been taken out by Mr. Lloyd, of Birming-
ham.

I may mention that for over twelve months I have had in
use a pulley of my own construction which is practically
identical, except in one or two small details.

In my pulley the sleeve with fixed flaiige is bored out at
the fllange end to fit the taper engine shaft (2| h.p Minerva),
and at the other it is bored out
to allow the ordinary nut to be
screwed on to the engine-shaft to

hold the pulley in place. The
loose flange fits on the sleeve and
slides on two small feathers let

into the face of the sleeve on oppo-
site sides. The compression
spring for holding the loose flange

up to its work is placed over the
outside of the sleeve ; the end of

the latter is threaded to take a

thin circular nut which keeps the
spring in compression against the
outside face of loose flange, and
thus keeps same up to its work.

In practice I found it necessary
to experiment with springs of

various strengths until I obtained
one that would withstand the
full engine power, but would give
when the pull on feelt reached a
point that would have caused the engine to slow down.

In my pulley I am able to adjust the spring to a nicety

by either screwing tighter or slacking off the circular nut.

This nut is locked, in position when adjusted by means of

a small plate recessed into its face, the end of which fits

into one of two grooves cut in face of sleeve where threaded

.
(adjustable to half, a turn).

T am not writing this with a view to disputing Mr. Lloyd's
patent, as I had no idea of dealing with it commercially, but
merely to claim the right to use the one I already ha.ve,

which might otherwise appear to be an infringement of Mr.
IJoyd's patent. H. LLOYD WRIGHT.

Abnormal Petrol Consumption.

[3621.]—With reference to letter 3590, October 7th, I

think your correspondent " Snomysigh " will find the cause
of his trouble in his inlet valve spring, which is evidently
not acting properly.

That the valve does not close correctly will be seen by
the fact of his engine blowing back into the carburetter on
firing stroke, causing the blackening of throttle, and sudden
ejection of mixture through air inlets.

,
I would advise him to get several springs made of fairly

light gauge wire, say Nos. 19, 20, and 21, of various lengths

in each gauge, with small diameter coiJs (about fin. or

nearest that will go on the stem of valve seating without
rubbing), and experiment with these.

The spring should be well compressed when in position

and have a nice sharp action consistent with ease in opening
when under suction.

I think he will find a light spring well compressed much
better than a heavy gauge wire spring under less tension.

. bush

Another point " Snomysigh " (getting used to writing the
name now) should look to is to see that his inlet valve opens
well into the valve chamber. Sometimes thick washers are
used which prevent this, causing late opening and closing
of the valve. DENBIGH COLLET.

The Lubrication of Bearings.

[3622.]—In a recent issue of The Motor Cycle. " Ixion "

pointed out that if a main bearing bush turns round slightly
ui its aluniiniuni bed the supply of oil to that bearing is

cut off, owing to the hole in the bush being
out of register with the hole in the aluminium,
and as a cure he suggests pegging or otherwise
positively fixing the bush to prevent turning.

I should like to add another suggestion
which, although it does not prevent the bush
from turning, does prevent the stoppage of
the oil supply if the bush should turn.

_
The remedy is to turn a groove on the out-

side of the bush, and drill in the groove as
many holes as are considered necessary for
efficient lubrication. The accompanying sketch
will explain my meaning.
Of course the groove must be at such a

distance from the end of the bush that the
oil channel in the aluminium ;<ill deliver a a. Oil channel,
supply of oil into it (the groove). B. Bush.

The above is a. common practice with locomo- ^- Crank-case,

five coupling rod bushes, and it follows that, •

^^°°^^ "" ^

however many revolutions the bush may
choose to make, the oil will still reach the bearing via the
groove and holes. If the bush is too thin to allow of a groove,
being turned in it, a groove in the aluminium surrounding

'

the bush would serve the same purpose.
F. C. R. DOUTON.

Motor Cycling In the States.

[3623.]—As a native of Walthamstow, England, from
which place I came five years ago to New York City, and
as a reader of your first-class paper, which beats anything
of its nature in America, I would like to say that I am very
glad to see how motor cycling has come into such favour in
the old country. Looking back five years, I cannot recall
having seen a motor cycle upon the highways.

I have taken up the pastime during the last two years,
and have ridden a number of American machines. The
Indian is probably the best, and I am touring on one from
New York City to Los Angeles I have just come over vile

roads through the Alleghany Mountains—rocks and sand,
myriads of stones and crevices.

I do not believe in belts, but I do in other features of
European design, such as low trussed frame, long wheelbase,
26in. wheels, magnetos, tanks in the middle, vertical motor,
etc. Personally, I consider the F.N. four-cylinder latest
design low frame to be almost ideal. I hope to return to
England and tour the country with one of these machines.

I see Walthamstow has now a motor cycle club, and
notice many familiar names. Perhaps if you insert' my letter

it would catch the eye of some friend of mine who is also
now a motor cyclist.

New York. EDWARD 0. DUNKLEY.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"A. K." (Croydon) would like readers' experiences of the

Cowey or other speed indicator with dial on handle-bar.

"H.J.S." (Dublin) would like users' experiences of four-

cylinder 1908 F.N. with Montgomery flexible sidecar.

"F.W.W." would like readers' experiences with two or

three speed gears on the sun and planet system suitable for

belt driven motor cycles.

"R.M.P." would like to know if any reader can recom-
mend from personal txperience a really good enamel for motor
bicycles which can be applied with a brush?

NOTICE.
The Editor disclaims all legal responsibility in any way for

loss of copy in the form of manuscript, drawings, or photograplis

submitted to him. Rejected manuscript, drawings, and photo-
graphs will only be returned provided a stamped addressed
envelope is enclosed tor the purpose.
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THE QUARTERLY TRIAL LAST SATURDAY.

SOME USEFUL ACCESSORIES.

WHICH IS THE BEST SIDECAR?

>—a»^c3»«

TIME TO LIGHT LAMPS—Oct. 21st, 5.55 p.m. ; Oct. 24th, 5.49 p.m. ; Oct. 28th, 5.41 p.m.

Mont Clndre Hlll-ollmb (France}

The above event took place in the

neighbourhood of Lyons. The results

on formula placed Magnat Debon
machines first and second, Moto Rfive

third. Other makers which were re-

presented were Keller Dorian (1),

Peugeot (2), Griffon (1), Magnat Debon
(4), Moto RSve (2).

Motoring In Saionloa.

Mr. Acting Vice-consul E. H.
Mulock, reporting on the consular

district of Salonica for 1907, states :

"Automobiles, in spite of the removal

of the embargo on their importation,

have not as yet increased in number,
though two are reported to have been
ordered ; but motor bicyclee are begin-

ning to be used."

Police Arrangements 'Jn. Sussex.

Motor cyclists visiting the neighbour-

hoods of Brighton, Eastbourne, and
Hastings should be extremely cautious

how they proceed, as the police are said

to be very active in these quarters.

Long distance traps are being worked all

day and every day, the venues being
moved every few days. The victim is

entirely unaware he has been caught
until he receives the unwelcome blue
paper about five days afterwards.

An Important Point to Remember.

Readers are continually writing to the
editor and asking if it is legal for a

bench ©f magistrates to insist upon a
licence being endorsed for such a trivial

offence as having a lamp go out, etc.

We would therefore like to point out
that, to put it briefly, the law infers

that a motorist's! licence may be
endorsed for every offence he is capable
of committing in connection with the
driving of his mount, except the first

or second conviction for exceeding the
speed limit.

A Reliability Trial In the Antipodes.

A reliability trial was completed at
Sydney last month which threatened to
go on for ever. The distance was one
hundred miles, and the course was
cx)vered several times in order to gradu-
ally weed out the least reliable machines.
In the last two runs there were three
competitors left in the trial, the
machines being a 5 h.p. twin N.S.U.,
a 3^ h.p. Triumph, and a 2\ h.p.

Sarolea. In the final run an exhaust
valve broke in the Triumph and a
gudgeon pin set-screw worked loose in

the Sarolea engine, so the N.S.U. rider
won after all.

The Chateau TUerrylBUil-cUmb.

The following makes of motpr cycles

were represented at the Chateau
Thierry Hill-climb on the 18th inet. :

Herdtle-Bruneau, IMotosacoche, Quen-
tin. Albatross, Lurquin - Coudert,
Peugeot, and Ronteix. The names of

the winning mounts will be announced
next week.

Ten Mile limit at Watford.

Watford has established the ten
miles speed limit, the boundaries on the
main road extending from the railway
bridge at Bushey to the cross-roads at

the other end of the town, just beyond
the fire station. Mr. G. McK. Gordon
asks us to point out to readers that the
warning posts have been placed at

points where one's attention is immedi-
ately concentrated on cross-roads, and
motorists may easily pass the notices
without observing them, and fall a
prey quite unintentionally.

Notilylng Change ot Address.

A few days ago at the Burnley
Borough Police Court several motorists
were fined for failing to notify their

change of address to the authorities, so
that the alteration might be made in

the register. One of the defendants,
Mr. H. Colebrook, May Street, Burnley,
personally notified one of the officials on
April 16th, 1908, of his change of

address when renewing his driving
licence. He had his registration paper
with him, but thought that one notifi-

cation would suffice. Mr. Colebrook
has a receipt for the transfer registra-

tion of an old machine and a previous

licence dated 1906, showing that both
registration and licence are dealt with
at the same office. This fact makes
his case, at any rate, a very trumpery
one. Although the defendants con-

sented to pay the costs, they only did
so to prevent a conviction being re-

corded against them, which would have
meant an endorsement on their driving
licenses.

A Right-minded View.

Mr. Joseph Shepherd presided at a

meeting of the Darlington Chamber of

Agi-iculture last week, when the mem-
bers discussed the Motor Car Act. INIr.

Gibson said they should insist upon the
speed limit regulation in the Act being
rigidly enforcd. There was no reason
in any policeman setting a trap for

motorists on a straight piece of road,

but he should stop motorists and not
allow them to go through villages at a

dangerous speed.

Motor Cycle Frightens a Restive Horse.

Through a restive horse shying at a

motor cycle ridden by J. H. Calvert,
of Eston, the driver, a Middlesbrough
man named Charles Peacock, was
knocked down, and received fatal

injuries. Deceased's son was also with
the cart, ?nd he said at the inquest that
he put up his hand to the motor cyclist

in warning, but he did not stop. Wit-
ness added that the horse was afraid of

motors, and that was why two went
with the load. The adjourned inquest
was to be held yesterday (Tuesday) to
enable Mr. Calvert and other witnesses
to be pre«pnt.

In full flight at Brooklands. A Brltish'rider and machine now holds the world'sjiour record, C. R, Collier

having tacked 6 milesJ87 yards on to Giuppone's old record of 63.mlles l,078.yards.
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Motor Cycles at the Stanley Show.

We have perused a list of the Stanley

Show exhibitors, and it eeems likely

that there will be even more firms show-

ing motor cycles and accessories than
there were last year.

North Islington Conservative and Unionist Trial.

The first arnual reliability trial from
Highgate to Peterborough and back
(152 miles), for the silver cup presented

by the president, Mr. George A.
Touche, was won by H. E. Davison,
A. A. Frith being second (gold medal),

and Messrs. Jennings and Jackson tied

for third place (silver medal).

Machines in the Quarterly Trials.

Among the twenty-eight competitors
in the single-cylinder cla<ss there
were thirteen private owners, and
one private owner out of five

entrants in the passenger clasis.

There is no mistaking the enor-

mous popularity of magneto igni-

tion, for all but three of the

bicycles wire equipped with
magnetos. _^

Of the motor bicycles entered

for last Saturday's Uxbridge ro

Banb;.iry and back trial, there

were seventeen with twin-cylinder

engines and fourteen with single-

cylinder engines. There were
two tricars, one with a single

and one with a twin-cylinder

engine.

There were half a dozen light-

weight motor bicycles entered for

the Trial and all started, and on
the whole performed very credit-

a-bly. As we have stated before, it is

on treacherous greasy surfaces where
lightweight bicycles score.

Plain-treaded Tyres and Side-slips.

The heavy rain of last Friday night

in the London district caused the sur-

face of the roads to be very heavy and
slippery, particularly in Islip, with the

result that several competitors in the

Quarterly Trials were caught napping.

Smooth treaded or worn tyres are

almost certain to cause side-slips on
motor bicycles, as one or two discovered,

with the result that they did not make
non-stop runs, although they experi-

enced no mechanical troubles whatever.

Studded tyres are a certain preven-

tive of side-slip, provided ordinary care

is taken at corners and in accelerating

the speed of the engine. We recommend
all riders in the autumn and winter

to have these tyres fitted to their

machines.

Motor Union Notes.

A meeting of the Motor Cycle Com-
mittee of the Motor Union was held

at the offices a few days ago, when the

Rev. F. W. Hassard-Short presided.

Motor cyclists joining the Motor Union
at the present time may do so for twelve
months ending September 30th next.

The motor cyclist's subscription of 10s.

6d. includes full privileges of member-
ship with a copy of The Motor Cycle,

while the subscription of one guinea
includes, in addition to the advantages
of membership, the privilege of insur-

ance aga.inst third party risks, and a

special insurance policy for any pri-

vately Qwned motor bicycle not ex-
ceeding 5 b.p., covering fire, explosion,
or self-ignition up to £30.

If^ra^EJI
A Polios Patrolled Road.

A Manchester reader asks us to warn
motor cyclists to drive slowly and care-

fully on the road between Oldham and
Manchester, especially between Miles
Platting Railway Arch and the boun-
dary line of Newton Heath and Fails-

worth.

Police Traps.

Hambleton, on the Leeds and Selby
Road.
A short distance before Selby, on the

Doncaster-Selby Road.
Fryston corner, on the Fairburn-

Tadcaster Road, about three or four

miles from Fairburn.
A trap is in operation through the

village of Towton, which is two miles

FUTURE EVENTS.

Oct. 21—Motor Union General Committee Meeting.

Nov. 13-21—OLYMPIA AUTOMOBILE EXHIBITION.

,, 18—Motor Union Annual Dinner at the Hotel

Great Central, London.

„ 20-28—THIRTY -SECOND ANNUAL STANLEY
SHOW, at the Agricultural Hall, Islington.

,, 28 to Dec. 13—Paris Salon Exhibition of Motor
Cycles, Cars, and Accessories.

Dec. 16—Motor Union General Committee Meeting.

from Tadcaster on the Tadcaster and
Doncaster Road. Altogether the Don-
caster district appears well provided
for.

Cross-roads Branham Aloor, where
Great North Road crosses Leeds and
York Road.

New Pattern Motor Cycles.

In addition to the new model
Humber motor bicycle which has
already been referred to in The Motor

825

Cycle, that old-established firm of
pedal cycle makers, the Premier Cycle
Co., Ltd., Coventry, has decided to
manufacture a m^tor bicycle on popular
lines for 19C9. The specification of this
machine is as follows : Specially low
built frame, 3^ h.p. White and Poppe
engine, 80 by 85 mm. bore and stroke,
Bosch high tension magneto, B. and B,
carburetter, handle-bar control and
spring forks. The firm has been at
work on this new pattern for some time,
and hopes to have thoroughly tested
samples ready for exhibition at next
month's Stanley Show.

A Motor Cycle Street Sweeper.

At the International Road Congress
in the Tuilleries Gardens, Paris, there

was a motor cycle street sweeper
exhibited by . an Austrian cor-

poration From its appearance
it would seem that it has been in

use for some time. It was a
three-wheeled machine, something
like a bicycle with, rigid sidecar
attachment, with tlie brush,

. dustpan and bin in the place of

j ' the passengers' seat. Steering
was by the usual handle-bar, the
front wheel of the bicycle being
linked up with the .outer, road
wheel of the svveeper. A single-

cylinder fan-cooled engine pro-
pelled the machine through a
chain drive and reducing gear.

The brush was operated at the
same speed as the rear wheel .of

the bicycle by means of a direct
gear drive. The brush was not
placed diagonally, but cast its

dirt into a dust pan himg clo'se to the
gi'ound.

The Timed Ascent of Dashwood.

It is soma little time since T. H.
Tesisier took part in motor cycle com-
petitions, and he signalled his re-

appearance on Saturday in the Autumn
Quarterly Trials by beating the Dash-
wood Hill record (previously held by
W. H. Wells) by several seconds. He
rode a pedalless twin-cylinder Bat-Jap.

Preparations before the start of the A.C.U. Autumn Quarterly Trial, in the Hotel Yard at Uxbridge.
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The Autumn Quarterly Trials

THE popular and useful " quarterly " competitions

organised by the Auto Cycle Union are

supposed to be held every three months—in the

autumn, in the winter (February), in the spring,

and in the summer—but, owing to the number of

events which take place in the latter season, the

summer event has been abandoned during the last

two years; but the popularity of these trials is so

unmistakable that four times a year seems hardly too

often to hold them. Last Saturday thirty-four entries

were received, and of these the following riders

started: H. G. Hill (5 h.p. Vindec), H. G. Potts

(6 h.p. twin Riley), W. G. McMLnnies (3^ h.p.

Triumph), W. H. Wells (5 h.p. Vindec), W. Smith

(2 h.p. Motor-Reve), G. L. Fletcher (2 h.p. Moto-
Reve), J. v. Robinson (1% h.p. Motosacoche), T. H.
Tessier (6-7 h.p. Bat), H. Newey (31^ h.p. L.M.C.),
F. W. Applebee (5 h.p. Rex), W. Douglas {2% h.p.

Douglas), E. Clark (2^ h.p. Douglas), T. S. V.

N.S.U. and sidecar), and a totally new and original

tricar, which we shall describe shortly, the 5 h.p.

A.C. driven by J. Portwine.

The Roads Very Heavy.

The weather at the time of the start from the

Chequers Hotel, Uxbridge, was far from favourable,

and a typical autumn morning (damp and misty)

welcomed the competitors. The roads, soddened by
the heavy rain which had fallen during the night,

were excessively muddy, and in consequence very

treacherous, while only where the roads were tarred was
tjie "going even passably good. The road surface on
Dashwood Hill was, however, firm and binding and
in very fair condition, so that several of the perform-
ances on this famous ascent were distinctly noteworthy.
Unfortunately, the men came up mostly in close order,

and this, coupled with the fact that the numbers on
their armlets were difificult to distinguish, made it

5 "^'A-f* ^

Martin Geiger making a splendid ascent of Dashwood on a 6 h.p. N.S.U.
with sidecar. He also made a non-stop run.

Phillips (i^4 ^-P- Motosacoche), P. Weatherhilt

{3% ^.p. Zenette), F. W. Barnes (3^ h.p. Zenette),

H. C. Partridge (6 h.p. N.S.U.), G. F. Cooper (5 h.p.

Vindec), R. Samson (3^^ h.p. L.M.C.), R. J. Bell

<3^ h.p. N.S.U.), W. H. Bashall (6-7 h.p. Bat),

A. W. Bentley (3^' h.p. Triumph), D. F. Steeves

(3% h.p. N.S.U.), G. R. Mead (3^^ h.p. Triumph),
A. H. Davison (5 h.p. Vindec), and W. Pratt (3^ h.p.

Phelon and Moore). Passenger machines.—Dr.

E. W. Brewerton (10 h.p. Lagonda tricar), J. S.

Shaw (6 h.p. Phanomen and sidecar), M. Geiger

(6 h.p. N.S.U. and sidecar), F. Eagles (6 h.p.

Competitors waiting at the foot of Gore Hill, Amersham, for the timekeeper
to despatch them at one minute intervals.

almost impossible to establish their identity at times.

The times on both Dashwood and Gore Hills were not
given out to the press, but the difference in seconds
between the fastest competitor is stated : T. H.
Tessier o, W. G. McMinnies 3%s., and W. H. Bashall

6s. Tessier and McMinnies beat the previous record

established by Wells, while Bashall was only within

%s. in equalling it. Next in order came A. W.
Bentley (of End-to-end fame) 8%s., W. H. Wells
i4^s., G. F. Cooper i6*^s., F. W. Applebee 21s.,

G. R. Mead 23s., R. J. Bell 45% s., R. Samson
46^5., H. Newey 47'%s., A. H. Davison 49^5.,
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The Autumn Quarterly Trials.—
D. F. Steeves 53%s., and F. W. Barnes 56^5. Up
to this point all the best performances of the medium
weight machines are recorded. The remainder are

the fastest lightweights ^nd those of the larger

machines which. Fortune did not favour. W. Douglas
(excellent) 59% s., G. L. Fletcher (very good)

=<THD

im. l2/.S. i%s./^c, E. Clark (pedalled slightly) im.
VV. Smith (pedalled slightly) im. lo^^s., W. Pratt

(came up in good form on low speed) im. i3%s.,

J.
V. Robinson (pedalled) im. i6s., P. Weatherhilt

(came up steadily on low gear) im. i6^s., and
T. S. V. Phillips (pedalled) im. 46%s. ; H. G. Hill

and H. G. Potts dismounted. Of the passenger
machines the two N.S.U. sidecars performed most
creditably. Eagles made the fastest time o, and
Geiger came 6s. behind; Dr. Brewerton's Lagonda
was 39%s. behind Eagles; Portwine's A.C. tricar was
going well, but the driver slowed down before reach-

ing the timekeeper, im. 9%s.
; J. S. Shaw (6 h.p.

Phanomen sidecar) im. io%s.. From Aston Rowant
the roads improved slightly, but greasy patches
accounted for several sideslips. Partridge had a

bad skid in Wycombe—^bent his handle-bar and broke
his pedal crank—^and had to retire. Pratt recorded
a weird accident near Islip. He and Davison were
riding together when the former shot ahead to leave

room for a car overtaking him. Somehow or other

Davison came off, and his machine went on, caught
up Pratt, caught its handle-bar in his coat, which
was the first intimation Pratt received of the affair,

and then he tumbled in the ditch, leaving the machines
buzzing merrily in the road. Fortunately, neither

man was much the worse for the spill. At Banbury
twenty-seven machines arrived, and t^venty-six left on
the return journey, while up to that stage in the com-
petition there were four retirements—^Partridge and
Hill (side-slips), Portwine (trouble with coil), and
Phillips. After lunch the roads improved in places,

and in the afternoon the sun came out.

The Second Test Hill.

At Gore Hill, Amersham, the first batch of com-
petitors arrived dead on time. The surface of the hill—^and of the rest of the road leading to Beaconsfield—
was very bad, thick heavy mud, mostly of a slimy

nature, covering the major portion. The results of the

climb were as follows: W. H. Bashall o, W. G.
McMinnies6%s., W. H. Wells i2%s., F. W. Apple-
bee i8%s., T. H. Tessier 19s., G. F. Cooper 20s.,

H. G. Potts 23%s., A. W. Bentley 26%s. (impeded
by sidecar), R. Samson 27s., H. Newey 28^s., D. F.

Steeves 32V^s., G. R. Mead 34%s., F. W. Barnes

36V^s., A H. Davison 36%s., E. Clark (pedalled)

48^5., W. Douglas 5o%s., G. L. Fletcher 53%s.,
R. J. Bell (came up well on low speed) 56V^s., W.
Smith 57s., J. V. Robinson im. 33%s., and V. Weather-

hilt (came up slowly on low gear) im. 43s. Passenger

machines.—M. Geiger o, F. Eagles 14s., Dr. Brewer-
ton 44%s., and J. S. Shaw 2m. 35^s. (stopped on crest

of hill owing to slipping belt). "It is interesting to com-
pare the results of the two hill-climbs. Gore Hill

is the more severe of the two, as regards surface,

gradient, and approach, and for the convenience of the

timekeepers it has to be taken from a standing start.

Of the competitors who completed the course inside

maximum time, the following had no involuntary stops

of any kind: W. G. McMinnies (3^ h.p. Triumph),
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W. Smith (2 h.p. twin Moto-Reve), J. V. Robinson
{1% h.p. Motosacoche), H. Newey (31^' h.p. L.M.C.),
F. W. Applebee

( 5 h.p. twin Rex), E. Clark (2^ h.p.
twin Douglas), W. Douglas (2^ h.p. twin Douglas),
P. Weatherhilt (3^' h.p. Zenette), R. J. Bell (3^ h.p.
N.S.U.), G. F. Cooper (5 h.p. twin Vindec), R. Sam-
son (3>-^ h.p. L.M.C.), and D. F. Steeves (3^ h.p.
N.S.U). In the passenger class, F. Eagles and M.
Geiger, on twin-cylinder N.S.U. 's with sidecars, and
Dr. Brewerton's twin Lagonda. The two above men-
tioned sidecars, which ran splendidly and behaved
especially well on the two test hills, are the first

passenger machines of this kind to cover the course
successfully. Stops of a non-mechanical nature, which
do not necessarily detract from the performances of the
machines which experienced them, were made by: A.
W. Bentley (35^' h.p. Triumph), side-slip; F. W.
Barnes (3^ h.p. Zenette), puncture; T. H. Tessier

(6-7 h.p. Bat), replaced tube; G. L. Fletcher (2 h.p.

Moto-Reve), tyre troubles; W. H. Bashall (6-7 h.p.

Bat), traffic stop; G. R. Mead (3^ h.p. Triumph),
side-slip; A. H. Davison (5 h.p. Vindec) and W.
Pratt (3/^' h.p. P. and M.), accident mentioned pre-

viously; H. G. Potts (6 h.p. Riley), throttle spring

came loose and caused throttle to close, also side-slip

;

J. S. Shaw (6 h.p. Phanomen and sidecar), belt trouble

and compression tap opened itself.

In the article on motor cycle lamps published
in last week's issue it was stated, in consequence
of a misinterpretation of a letter from the makers of the

Glare electric headlights, that the bulbs used in these

lamps consume rather more current than some others.

This should have read that the tricar headlight, which
gives more light than the smaller one supplied for

motor bicycles, is fitted with a special bulb, which
consumes rather more current than the bicycle size.

THE CARRIAGE OF GOLF CLUBS
ON A MOTOR CYCLE.

A short time ago a correspondent ("H.W.")
asked for particulars of golf club carriers for

motor cycles. Messrs. Pemsell and Wilson,

London Road, Apsley End, Hemel Hempstead,

Herts, send us particulars of a golf club

carrier which they manufacture, the appended
illustration of which will interest " H.W." and
other golfers.

¥\ // !!: /
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CLUB NEWS.
Perth and District M.C.C.

Th© annual general meeting will be held in the Windsor

Restaurant, John Street, on Friday, October 30th, at 8 p.m.

It will be followed by a supper and smoking concert.

Scarborough M.C.C.

On Wednesday, 7tii iust., a reliability trial to Hull and back

was held. Every competing machine

proved most reliable, none of the com-

petitors dismounting except at the fixed

stopping places. The route was by

Bridlington, Driffield, and Beverley.

In the members' event Mr, Truefit

(captain) 2 h.p. Moto-Reve) and Mr.

Pugh (3^ h.p. Minerva) returned cards

so identical that the committee declared

a dead heat, and the trial must be re-

run. The open event was won by Mr.

Waines on a 2 h.p. Minerva. Members
of the Hull and East Riding A.C.C.

checked the competitors.'

Great Yarmouth and District M.C.C.

The above club held its autumn
dinner on the 10th. inst., at the Maid's

Head Hotel, Norwich. There was a

very good muster of members. After

dinner Dr. H. R. Mayo read a paper

on his " Experiences, in the End-to-end

Run." This was full of interesting matter, and was followed

by a discussion by those members who had been tlirough

similar runs and experiences.

Newcastle and District M.C.C.

On Wednesday last, a party of about fifty members of the

above club journeyed down to Jarrow-on-Tyne to view

H.M.S. Lord Nelson, by the special invitation of the com-

manding officer, Captain Sir R. K. Arbuthnot, Bart., R.N.,

who is a member of the club. The pai-ty were personally

conducted round the ship by their .
host, and he went

to great pains in explaining all the various interesting and
vital features of this huge Ijattleshij). (In behalf of the

members, thanks were returned to the Captain by the Chair-

man (Mr. E. Hawkins) and the Hon. Secretary (Mr. S. W.
Carty), and the Captain, in reply, stated that it was through
his membership of the club and the continuous riding he had
in its competitiois that he had been enabled to make

EwnWRS^^VMj l.^iss^'^M^.«t^W!-^^l

Competitors in (he Scarborough and District M.C.C. Reliability Trial to Hull and back.

himself fit to ride in the open events held by the Auto Cycle
Union and the Motor Cycling Club, in all of which he had
been succes.sful. The Lord Nelson leaves the Tyne to-day, on

some months' cruising, before she is commissioned as the

second flagship of the Home Fleet, and she carries v/ith her

the good wishes and respect of all the members of the club

for her worthy Captain, who is a typical British sportsman.

Middlesbrough and District M.C.C.

Under the auspices of the Middlesbrough Club, a smoking
concert was held at the Grand Hotel, Middlesbrough, last

Wednesday evening, at which a large number of motor
cyclists were present. Mr. Stanley A. Sadler presided, and
presented the prizes won by the m.embers during the year.

A most enjoyable evening was spent by all.

The club is arranging for a trip to London to see the

Stanley Show on. November 22nd. The members of the
Hartlepool Club have been invited.

Worcestershire M.C.C.

On the 11th inst. the above club held its autumn reli-

ability trial over a twenty-seven miles course, which had to

be covered four times, making 108 miles in all. Out of twelve
starters, nine finished without any mechanical trouble. Those
members who competed are as follows :

G. R. A. Deacon {U h.p. Rex), 1,000 marks ; H. B. Denley

m h.p. Minerva), 1,000; H. J. Folkes (3^ h.p. Triumph),
1,000; A. Jennings (3^ h.p. Triumph), 1,000 ;^ L. Pickering

(5 h.p. Rex), 1,000; A. V. Wilkinson (3i h.p. Rex), 1,000;
R. T. Wood (6 h.p. N.S.U.), 1,000; N. C. Pollock (3^ h.p.

Rex), 996 (tyre stop) ; L. C. Wakeman (3^ h'.p. Ariel), 960
(water in petrol); L. G. Banwell (2^ h.p. J.A. P.) and B.

Potter (9 h.p. Elite), retired.

North West London M.C.C.

The result of the hill-climb held by the above club on Aston
Hill is given below. The A.C.U. formula was used.

Single-cylinder Class.
Fig. of merit. Time.

W. H. Wells's Twin Vindeo making light work of Gore Hill, Amersham,
in the Quarterly Trials on Saturday last.

A. W. Bentley (3^ h.p. Triumph)
W. A. Jacobs m h.p. Rex)
T. G.

"^ -----
W. G
H. H,

75.54
82.73

84.49
98.33

135.53

161.93

49^8.

55fs.
59s.

Im. 18is.

Blundell (3^ h.p. Triumph) .

Barton (S^ h.p. Triumph) .

Berlandina (3^ h.p. Zenette) ... 135.53 ... 2m.
H. S. Myer (3^ h.p. Rex) ... ... 161.93 ... .2m.

Twin-cylinder Class.

W. 0. Bentley (5 h.p. Rex and sidecar) 107.09

L. F. Scholte (5 h.p. Antoine) ' .... 122.61

G. Rowden (6 h.p. Bat) 123.76

G. Davis (5 h.p. Vindec) ... ... 124.51 ... Im. 8s.

The curious incident in connection- with the climb Wjas that

with one exception- the order of merit was the order of start-

ing. There were several non-starters. A silver cup in each
class has kindly been presented by Mr. C. G. Myer.

9^s.

Im. 23^;
,69s.

57s.
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Some Notes on Winter Riding,
1AM one of those unfortunates who chase their daily

bread over a large area, and naturally use the

humble motor cycle for this purpose ; the question

of clothes suitable for the winter is, therefore,

important to me and others similarly situated, so that

perhaps a few notes from one who has experienced the

rigours of the English climate at all periods may prove

useful.

For winter riding three articles of extra clothing are

essential

:

I. A short reefer coat with windcuffs, made of cloth

and lined with chamois leather. This I obtained from

Gamages three years ago at about ^2, and have
found it excellent

value. The name of

the coat is, I be-

lieve, the Referee.

2. Leggings. These
were made for me
by the same firm

in complete trouser

form, a strap round
the waist with slits

to get at the side pockets and a leather strap

to go under the instep. They should be wide enough
to pull off over the boots, and should preferably be

made of brown mackintosh. This type of legging is

infinitely preferaMe to the ordinary type, since no cold

or wet can then penetrate to the stomach, one of the

most vulnerable parts of the human frame, and if not

adequately protected a frequent source of chills.

3. An umbrella coat with rubber neck. This should

not exceed 4oin. in length, and should be a full size

larger round the neck than one's collar size, otherwise

one is slowly but surely throttled. When not required

the coat should be wrapped up in a piece of American
cloth to prevent chafing and strapped to the carrier.

On my Triumph I have a tool bag at each end of the

carrier, so the coat can be snugly packed in between

and cannot fall off.

Carrier with two tool cases and coat between

Windcuffs are not necessary in the umbrella coat if

it is worn over the reefer coat, and I have removed
mine in order that the ends of the gloves may be tucked
inside, and not outside the sleeves to prevent rain run-

ning down and filling the glove.

For comfort gauntlet gloves with soft ends should
be worn, otherwise it is a difficult matter to pack the

ends int(j the sleeves. A silk scarf should always be
worn to fill up the chinks at the neck, and a pair of

stout boots ,well nailed will com-
plete the list.

Such an outfit may seem expen-

-B sive, but it will save many a suit

of clothes from mud and rain,

enable one to ride in warmth and
comfort, and may perhaps save
ilnesses and consequent doctor's

bills.

The machine will need little

attention beyond vaselining all

bright parts and fitting some form
of non-skids to hoth tyres. The
magneto should be boxed in, with
a rubber covering for preference,

care being taken that no wet can
run down the H.T. wire. This was prevented in my
own case by taking an extra piece of rubber and
cutting a small hole in it, so that it had to be stretched

before it could be passed over the H.T. wire. This
ensured an absolutely tight fit, and water now runs

down the H.T. wire and thence down the extra rubber
piece, dripping off at the end.

Ivan B. Hart-Davies.

A. High tension cable.
B. Extra piece of sheet

Indiarubber

.

C. Magneto cover.
D. Magneto stay.
E. Masrneto bracket.

The Goldschmidt Motor Accessories Co., Ltd., 61,

Cleveland Street, London, W., inform us that they

are still selling the G motor cycle lamp, which has

been successfully used in London-Edinburgh runs. It

is a separate generator lamp with ^in. lens in centre

of door, showing a light 100 yards ahead.

C. R. Collier

on his world's

hour record of

70 miles 105 yds.

at Brooklands.

H. A. ColUer

and H. Martin,

who can be seen

in the illustra-

tion, signalled

h^s lap times,

which were re-

markably uni-

form.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from our readers and our

replies thereto. When particular makes^ of '{
machines, accessories, or^ tyres are

mentioned, numbers must be used, the writer to keep a key for reference. All

queries should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C.,

and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied with [a stamped

addressed envelope for reply.

[niumlnatiDg Numbers on Trailers.

I was stopped on the 1st

inst. at Mullingar (Ireland) by
the Chief Constable, who took—

I my name and number for not
having a tail light on trailer

behind motor bicycle. I would be
obliged if you would tell me if it is

compulsory in this country to carry
a light on trailer.—P.N.G.

The law says that the back number of
a trailer attached to a motor bicycle
must be illuminated, as if it were
attached to a car—Motor Car (Eegistra-
tion and Licensing) Order, 1903,
Schedule IV., Art. IX.).

Buying a New Mount.

(1. ) In choosing a new mount,
kindly tell me, am I right in
supposing that a high compres-
sion engine vibrates more than
an engine with a low compres-

sion? (2.) Likewise, is an engine with
a long stroke less comfortable than
an engine with stroke about equal to
bore? (3.) Would you recommend
a twin-cylinder machine on account
of its smooth running to a compara-
tive novice, who prefers comfort in
riding above all? Am not averse to
a little tinkering at home, but not on
the road. (4.) Is a clutch worth its

place on a machine, or, in other
words, is it not better to go one
better and have a clutch and two-
speed gear or nothing? (5.) Are
motor bicycles almost standardised
now, or is it likely there will be
sweeping alterations in 1909 models?
—L. Hawkins.

(1.) It is generally admitted that a
high compression engine is less comfort-
able in use, although more efficient in

many other respects. (2.) Yes, other
things being equal. (3.) A good twin-
cylinder machine would give you every
satisfaction. (4.) A clutch is hardly a
substitute for a change-speed gear, but
is better than a fixed gear from
every point of view except reli-

ability, and there is very little to go
wrong.

_
(5.) It is unlikely there will

be sweeping alterations in the design of
1909 models, but, of course, there will
be small improvements all round.

Carbon Deposits.

I am troubled with pre-igni-

tion. The strange part of it

is I have run the machine
(M.M.C. engine) nearly 2,000
miles without taking it do\\ n,

but cannot run it 200 now. The only
alteration I have made in the engine
has been to rebore 3-32in. larger, and,
of course, new piston and rings. The
alteration has made the machine more
powerful until pre-ignition sets in.—
W.H., Beds.

It would appear that you are either

using a common grade of lubricating oil,

or you have been served with a spurious
imitation. Are the piston rings a good
fit, or do they allow oil to get past?
Pre-ignition is usually caused by an
accumulation of carbon deposit on the
piston and cylinder head, which be-

comes incandescent after continuous
running, and fires the charge pre-

maturely. If there are any loose par-

ticles in the engine or a sharp projec-

tion on the casting these would account
for the pre-ignition.

Adjustments for Slow Running.

I have a 1907 Minerva 3^ h.p.

I

with magneto ignition. When
the machine is on the stand

-^ a sharp down thrust on the
pedal will start the engine at

once, but on the road no amount of

running beside the machine will start

the engine. I can only get it to
start on a slight incline where I can
get speed, when the engine will run
all right. In traffic, when I wish
to run slowly, the engine will cease
to work if I drop below a certain
speed. The ratio of the gear is

4^ to 1. What is the lowest number
of miles per hour the engine will run?
I have noticed on the stand slow
pedalling will not produce a spark.
—N.B.

Difficulty in starting is, generally .speak-

ing, due to the carburetter receiving
too much air at slow speeds. Very
often this may be overcome by fitting an
auxiliary shutter to partly close the
air intake holes, such as that suggested
in The Motor Cycle of February 12th,
page 121, It is quite possible, how-

ever, that in your case the trouble is

due to the points of the sparking plug
being too far apart or to the magneto
contact breaker requiring adjustment.
The gear of the machine seems too high

;

5 to 1 would be better. You should
then be able to throttle down quite
comfortably to six to eight miles an
hour.

Stretch ot Exhaust Lifter Wire.

I had a Bowden exhaust lift

fitted to my machine a few
months ago, and when going
downhill with the exhaust lifted

to its fullest extent there are
still slight explosions. Ako when
starting I mount the machine and
pedal away, but find that I cannot
get the speed up necessary for a
prompt start, which is annoying at

times. The engine runs well after

the exhaust lifter is dropped. How
. would you remedy this?—F. L.
The wire must have stretched or leverage
in the first instance was not sufficient,

and the valve is not being lifted suffi-

ciently to release the compre.ssion. It

is not a difficult matter to take up the
stretch by the nuts provided, or any
motor cycle agent would do it for you.

Premature Firing.

Some time ago I asked your
advice re my single-cylinder

engine, which continued to fire

after switching off the engine.

You told me to scrape away the
carbon deposits on the piston and
cylinder head, which I did, and the
trouble is cured to a great extent;
but now after running for some time
and getting the engine very hot, if 1

switch off, there are occasional back-
fires, although the engine is cle'an. Is

it a defect of some engines, and will

it do any harm?—C. F.
It is a defect of some engines to con-

tinue firing after switching off the

ignition, but it can sometimes be cured
by a change of sparking plug, as with
some plugs the points become incan-

descent through the great heat. A
sharp projection in the casting of the

cylinder would also cause premature
firing. If when stopping the engine
you close the throttle as well as switch
off, further explosions cannot occur.
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Opening of Automatic Inlet Valves,

(l.)What is the most efficient

method of setting fhe amount
of lift? (2.) Given two valves
with equal springs A with ^in.

lift, B with ^in., would they
work evenly with the same suck from
the piston? I havft always held the
opinion that it has been found that
motor cycles run much faster now
than before, chiefly owing to the fact

that it has been, found that by fixing

the amount of the lift to a very small
degree higher speed can be obtained,
and for some years have found this

to be the case. I am now told by a
friend that I am wrong, and that
with a lift of, say, ^in. the piston will

only suck open the valve as far as is

necessary. The machine in question

is a 3^ h.p. surface, and I suggested
that by regulating the lift of the
valve to about ^in. greater speed
could be obtained. Surely two valves
one with unlimited lift, and the other
with, say, gin-, would not work
equally.—H.M.

(1.) The most efficient method of set-

ting the lift of the inlet valve is to use
v/ashers of various thicknesses until the
correct results are obtained. (2. ) If

you put valves v^dth different openings
in each cylinder of a two-cylinder engine
you would soon see that the result

would not be the same. It is best to

have a small opening and a fairly large

valve, then the same amount of gas is

drawn through, as in the case of a
small valve and big lift. A large lift

m:-ans excessive wear, liability of

breakage, and a slower running engine.

Restoring Compression.

The compression of my 3 h.p.

engine is not so good as it was
a year ago, although I have
carefully ground in the valves
and fitted new washers under

the valve caps and compression tap. It

will not bear my weight on the pedal
more than a few seconds, so I am
inclined to the opinion that the piston
rings are leaky Would you advise
me to fit one or more new rings, and
woiild this be likely to restore com-
pression? At the first attempt I

could not move the top ring.—B.E.

You can test whether the valve caps
are leaking by spreading oil all around
the joints and then standing on the
pedal against compression. If bubbles
appear you will be able to locate the
leakage. If the joints are quite tight
the weak compression must be due to
faulty rings or to a scored cylinder. It
is usually possible to tell if the rings
are leaky by the temperature of the
crank case, which will be very high if

gas is escaping past the rings. The
faulty rings themselves will also Lave
black marks at the point at which they
allow the ga® to pass. Renew all

the rings if they have not a bright
surface all round, snd good compresision
will return when the rings are properly
worked in. The easiest way to remove
piston rings is to get three strips of
tin and put them at equal distances
inside the rings, when they can be slid

off. Do not expand the rings more
than necessary, a/S, being very brittle,

they will easily break.

Wiring » Twin-cylinder Engine.

I have done away with the
trembler coils on my twin-
cylinder motor bicycle, owing
to the frequent adjustment
necessary, and am flatting a

single non-trembler coil in their stead.

A make and break contact breaker is

already fitted, and I have had the

shape of the cam altered to suit the
plain coils. Please tell me how to

wire up the coil to the engine, as I

always carry two accumulators coupled
together through a two-way switch.

There are four terminals on the coil.

—W. B.
Connect B, and B^ of the coil to the
two sparking plugs. P 4- of the coil should
be connected to the two-way switch,

the other two switch terminals being
connected to the positive terminals of

the accumulators The negative ter-

minals should be connected to the frame.

"seizing." When a bearing seizes it

means it becomes so hot that the expan-
sion is unequal, and the axle or other
part jams in the bush. If this is

the case the seizure is a permanent
stoppage, and can only be put right m
a repair shop. If you will let us
have a few more details aboat your
trouble we will endeavour to help you.
If you think there is some binding in

the engine, do not use it again until

it has been dismantled and the cause of

the trouble found.

READERS' REPLIES.
Even Firing of Both Cylinders.

I notice "In Doubt" is in difficulty

with one cylinder of a t win Minorva
misfiring when cold, and the healthy
cylinder seems to receive i«x> much oil.

In my own case the back cylinder is the
one that keeps clean ; the front one

A motor bicycle and sidecar for the Mexican Post Office. Several machinesiisimilar to the one illustrated

above have been supplied by Laurln and Klement to the Mexican Post Office, lor the collection and transport

of letters. The engine is a 4 h.p. single cylinder, air-cooled, and drives by means of a chain through a

change-speed gear. The engine has a surface carburetter and low tension magneto.

as also the two trembler blades. A
wire from C, of the coil should be con-

nected to each of the platinum pointed

screws on the contact breaker.

Excessive Quantities of Oil.

About four weeks ago my
2^ h.p. Ariel began to seize,

and still continues to do so. I

give it about three or four

pumps of oil every fifteen to

twenty miles. This amount of oil

seems to ease it at times. I have
had one broken ring, but the piston

seems all right, and shows no sign of

want of oil. With giving it such a lot

of oil the plug requires cleaning about
every seven or eight miles. I iise

Vacuum B Mobiloil. The rings fit

well in, and are not at all pressed

out by grit. The engine seizes mostly

when travelling about twenty-five,

but does it at fifteen miles an hour
about every 220 yards, and I immedi-
ately give it about half a charge.—
M. D., Lines.

We do not think that you are quite con-

versant with the meaning of the term

soots up. However, I imagine it is too

rich a mixture, and not oil, that is

causing the trouble. I have fitted a

plate with holes corresponding with
holes in extra air inlets, taken out balls

(carburetter G. and A.), and control

this plate by a Bowden wire from the

handle-bar. I found that the front

cylinder would take more air than the

back. The throttle was very loose, so

I made a new one (barrel pattern), and
filed the throttle openiiig for rt-ar cylin-

der, so that it gives a trifle more gas

than to front cylinder when throttled

down. Perhaps this difference in open-
ings does not exist, but since one open-

ing ha« been enlarged both cylinders

start off evenly. I find a tight fitting

throttle and a hand controlled extra air

inlet a great irrprovement. The machine
will fire evenly at walking pace when
warm ; gear 4 to 1. I should advise
" In Doubt" to try cylinders separately

on the stand, and notice if one will fire

on less throttle than the other ; if so,

the cyiinder that requires more opening
should have the throttle port filed out .

slightly.—N. H. Mat.
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An Electrically-driven Tricycle.

This construction is intended to be applied to tricycles.

The forward portion of the frame A is forked as shown at B,

and mounted within
the fork is an electro-

motor C, the axis of

which is in the same
plane as that of the
steering wheel D.
The drive is trans-

mitted from the
electro-motor to the
wheel D by means of

a telescopic, imiver-

sally-jointed spindle

E, through bevel
gearing F. The wheel
A is supported from
the frame by lami-

nated springs G, and
it is to allow of rela-

tive motion between
the wheel and electro-

motor that the driv-

ing spindle E is made
telescopic. Steering
is effected through
the medium of a tiller

H, and, although the specification gives no information on

the point, the source of electric supply is presumably arranged
in the rear part of the vehicle.—0. Lassen, No. 4,181, 1908.

Valve Mechanism of Twin Engines.

The two exhaust valves A and B are operat<.d by the auw'
cam C through the medium of lifting levers D and E. 'J h

cam C is formed integral with the larger half-time wheel F
which is driven by the wheel U. The acting portion of th

cam C may take the form of an anti-friction roller H, am
the ends of the rods J and K which lift the valves may b

provided with anti-friction balls. The free ends of the liftinj

levers D and E are rounded off, so that the cam C may lif

them in the event of the engine rotating in the wrong direc

tion.—J. A. Wade, No. 19,430, 1907.

Fig 5

A PATENT

A SAMPLE of a new patent frj^ j
piston ring has reached us

from James B. Fetter and

Sons, of Yeovil, which is

suitable for motor cycle engines.

Reference to the illustrations

of the S.P. ring, as it is

called (see figs. 5 to 8), will show

that, although it is bored eccentric-

ally, in order to obtain approxi-

mately uniform normal pressure, as

in other types, this boring cut is

confined to the centre of the ring,

and forms an eccentric groove in

its interior circumference, leaving

the sides untouched. Ovdng to

this, the side-wearing surface is

uniform, whereas with the ordinary

type of piston ring Messrs. Petter

point out that the side-wearing sur-

face of the ring is reduced for a

part of its circumference, and wear

takes place both on the ring and in

the ring grooves of the piston (figs.

3 and 4). They also point out

that a twisting effect is produced by
the reciprocating action of the

piston, causing the sharp edges of

the ring to rub both upon the ring

grooves and upon the surface of

the cylinder, and undue wear
results. Moreover, in the ordinary

type of piston ring, after being
bored eccentrically (see fig. i), the

section near the joint is weak, and
accidental breakages are liable to occur whilst removing
the piston rings. The section of the S.P. piston

ring near the joint is strong, and consequently resists

PISTON RING.
Fic 4

y//////////////////////A>y//A

Fig 8

HI
i7z:

Fig 7

M
all the tendencies to set up distortion, so that un-

necessary wear both upon the ring grooves and upon
the surface of the cylinder is prevented.
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SEATS
YOU
DON'T
GROW
TIRED
OF!

These two models have satisfied thousands of
motor cyclists. The method of construction on
scientific anti-vibratory principle, combined with the, choicest
of leather tops, make these seats great favourites with all ex-
perienced riders. These reliable seals ensure comfortable
riding, with the minimum of vibration. Our Saddle Manual
describes them. Please ask for copv.

J. B BROOKS & Co., Ltd.,

The Saddle Specialists (Dept. 45.) BIRMINGHAM.

" HUNT3 " Great Annual Sale.

I.AEVIF>S.

Our celebrated 4|in. lens mirror motof
cycle lamp, complete with generator and
tubing. Sale price 18/11, usual price 27/6
Lamp only, with back or side brackets, sale

price 14/3, usual price 19/9, postage 6d.

The F.H. separate generator lamp, with
bull's-eye lens, size of front 6in., glass

4Jin., lens 2|in. Burning capacity, 4
hours. Sale price complete 13/11, usual

price elsewhere 21 /-, postage 6d.

The Hunt tricar petroleum lamp. Height
9in., front 4.1-in. Sale price 7/3)^,

usual price elsewhere 10/9, postage 6d,

Special purchase of electric side lamps*
fitted with bull's-eye lens, complete with
cable and bulb. Sale price 13/11 pair,

sold elsewhere 25/-, postage 8d.

200 electric tail lamps complete with
cable and bulb. Sale price 5/3J, sold

elsewhere 9/6, postage 4d.

Enormous Reductions. Great Slaughter of
Prices. Sale sheet free.

HANDLE-BARS.
25 pair, extra long, with 1 in. or |in. stem. Sale price 7/6J,

usual price 12,6. Postage 8d.

CARRIERS.
The Hunt, extra strong, I7in.x8in., with leather straps.

Sale price 4/6J, usual price elsewhere 6/6. Postage 8d.

TEST I.AIV1F>S.

5,000 complete in case. Sale price 10|d., worth 2/-.

Postage 2d.

PLUGS.
1,000 Mica. Sale price 10|d. Genuine Oleo 1/4. Genuine

Magneto 2,'iU. Postage 2d.

IVIOTOR CYClif BOX SRANNERS.

TYRES.
Very special offer of genuine Continental Covers. Sizes 26
or 28 X 2. Sale price 14/11, usual price 25/-. Sizes 26 or
28 X 2J. Sale price 15/11, usual price 30/-, postage 8d.

Grose steel studded covers. Sale price 26 x 2, 27/6; 26 x
2i, 34/3; 26 x 2J, 39/11. Carriage 1 /-

LYCETTTOOI- BAO.

MOTOR CYCLISTS'
CONVEX LENS MIRROR.

Enables the rider to see

what's behind him, and,

what's more important, the

police trap. Fitted on
handle-bar. Made on ball

joint so that it cm te ad-

justed to any angle.

Adjustable in height.

Sale price, 3in face, 4/11.

4in face, 5/11. Postage 4d.

THE LATEST ALL-
RD3BER GOGGLE.

Large and roomy. Contains two
inside pockets for spares, and
two outside pockets for oilcans.

Size, 9|in. x Sin. x 4|in.
Sale price, 6/8J. Postage 6d. Containing one sat pliin

and one set smoked gl.isses.

Sale price, 2/3^.
Postage 2d.

Six sizes with tommy. Sale

price 2,3J set. Postage 3d.

Quality guaranteed.

IVIOTOR GLOVES.
500 pair best Cape tan gauntlets. Sale price 4/11ipair,

usual price 7/6. Postage 4d.

These are only a few of the bargains

to be had at ou." depot. If you can-

not call, send for sale sheet (post

free).

" HUNTS" (IVlotor Dept.), 104, Newgate St., LONDON, E.C.

In answering either of these advertisements if is desirable that you menticn " The Motor Cycle.'
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these

columns—Id. per word, minimum Is. Name
and address must be counted. In the case

of Trade Advertisements a series ol thirteen

insertions is charged as twelve.

All advertisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of " The Motor Cycle," Coventry.

To ensure insertion letters should be posted

in time to reach the offices of "The Motor

Cycle," Coventry, on the Friday morning, or

if sent to London (20, Tudor Street, E.C),

by the Thursday afternoon previous to the

date of publication.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY
For the convenience of purchasers of second-hand

motor cycles, it has been suggested that the advertise-

ments be classified into districts, as many readers like

to know what machines are for sale in their imme-
diate neighbourhood before going further afield.

Exp'rimentally, therefore, we have divided the
advertisements into eleven sections, as follows:

Plan showing division of England
into Sections.

SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, and
Westmorland.

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.

SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby, Stafford,

Shropshire, Montgomery, and Merionetn.

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln^ Leicester, Rutland, Northamp-
ton, Warwick.

SECTION V.
Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon and

Bedford.
SE\.TION VI.

Worcester, Hereford, Radnor, Brecknock, Mon-
mouth, Glamorgan, Carmarthen, Cardigan, and
Pembroke.

SECnON VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks, Wilts and
Hants, Channel Island;'..

SECTION vin.
Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, and Sussex

SECTION IX.

Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

SECTION X.
Scotland.

SECTION XI.

Ireland and Isle of Man.

A SPLENDID
CHOICE

of SHOP-SOILED and SECOND-HAND MACHINES,
such as NO OTHER FIRM IN THE WORLD
can offer.

SINGLE CVLINOERS.
TRIUMPH, 1907, magneto, overhauled and

re-enamelled £30
TRIUMPH, 3 h.p., accumulator ignition,

perfect £20
ROC, 1908, two-speed, magneto, 4 h.p £33

N.S.U., 1908, magneto, 3J h.p., shop-soiled,

£40 machine £30
N.S.U., 1907, sprine forks, Roc two-speed gear £28

REX DE LUXE," 1908, two-speed, 3^ h.p.,

shop-soy.ed £35 .0

F.N., lightweight, magneto, spring forks £20

ROC, 1907, magneto, clutch, spring forks .... £19
WARWICK, 190S, shop-soiled, two-speed,

clutch, magneto, spring forks, £50 machine £31

QUADRANT (Birmingham), si h.p., spring

forks ,.• £15
SINGER, 3 h.p., magneto, belt drive, Mabon

clutch, perfect order £15
WHITLEY, 3 h.p., spray carburetter, girder

forks £7

ROYAL ENFIELD, M.O.V., vertical, lately

re-enamelled, etc £10
MINERVA, 2 h.p., spray carburetter, M.O.V. £6

TWINS.
N.S.U., 1908, magneto, 4 h.p., shop-soiled,

/50 machine £39
BROWN, 1908, shop-soiled, 5^ h.p., two-speed.

Palmer tyres, cost over 167 £45
VINDEC, magneto, spring forks £25
ROC, 5 h.p., Peugeot en?ine, magneto, clutch £24 10

KERRY, 5 h.p., two-speed £16
RE.X TOURIST, 5 h.p., magneto, spring forks £25
REX, '^ h.p., spring seat, spring forks £17
WERNER, 4 h.p., spring forks, good order . . £11

MILLS & FULFORD SIDECAR, shop-soiled,
Palmar cord 2jin. tyre £9 10

RILEY TRICAR, 5 h.p., twin, two-speed,
coach-built, lamps, spares, etc., perfect

order ; . £50

Premier Tubular Carriers and Stands.

3 Days'

Approval

from stock.

Biack or Aluminiirm

Finish. Perfectly made.

Stands, 7/6. Carriers, 8/6.

The Carrier may be had with top portion curved

Uke that which is fitted to the Triumph Machines.

No extra charge.

PREMIER DOUBLE NOTE HORNS.—7/6 each,

approval.

PREMIER GENERATORS.—As supplied with the

famous Searchlight. 6/- each. Approval.
;

CLINCHER BRAND NEW TUBES.—26 Xcjin.
6/6 each. Approval.

PREMIER ACCUMULATORS.—The cheapest and

most durable.

WRITE FOR LISTS.

Premier Motor Agenoy,
Aston Road, BIRMINGHaM,

Telephone 4,310. Telegrams: " Primus, B'ham."

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " Office.
When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registra-
tion, and three stamped and addressed envelopes must
be sent for forwarding rcpUes. Only the number will
appear in the advertisement. Replies should be
addressed, "No. 000, c/o 'The Motor Cycle,' Cov-
entry "

; or if " London " is added to the address, then
to the number given, c/o " The Motor Cycle," 20,
Tudor Street, E.C.

Mr DEPOSIT SYSTEM. ^(E
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown
persons may deal in perfect safety by availing them-
selves of our Deposit System. If the money be de-
posited with " The Motor Cycle," both parties are
advised of this receipt, and upon intimation of the
arrival and acceptance of the goods, the money is

forwarded less a charge of ih. for registration. The
time allowed for a decision after receipt of the goods is

three days. For all transactions exceeding £10 in

value, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged. All deposit
matters are dealt with at Coventry, and cheques and
money orders should be made jayable to lUfle and
Sons Limi.ed.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
silence as an indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so

many enquiries that it is quite iinpossible to reoly to

each one by post

All letters relating to advertisements must state

distinctly under what heading they appeared, and date

ol issue.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE
SECTION L

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham
and Westmoreland.

1 QO8 3i h.p. MineiYa, magneto, spring
±tJ forks, most excellent condition; £2
10s.—Bolsover, solicitor, Stockton-on-Tees.

23. li.p., low, spring saddle, spring forks
4 adjustable pulley, £10 10s. ; Parson

non-skid. 26in. by 2in., 10s. — 23, Melrosi
Avenue, Monkseaton.

i Q08 N.S.U., 3i h.p., magneto, two - speed
-LO as new, with Montgomery sidecar
£30, or will separate.—Smith, 62. Sandring
ham Eoad, West Hartlepool.

QUADEANT, 3J h.p., 1907, spring forks, foot
rests, numerous spares, tools, Eiche'i

tubes. Palmer cord, guaranteed in perfec
order; £20.—Edger, 30, Simp&on Street, New
castle-on-Tyne.

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.

3 h.p. Howe, vertical, girder, Dxinlops, bag
stand, carrier, horn; £10.—Below.

EEX, 5 h.p., twin, December, 1906, P.U.'i

non-skid, spring forks, splendid; £16.-
Below.

N.S.U., 34 h.p., 1908, new, slightly shop-
soiled, magneto, never been out ; offers

—Below.

-\ Q07 Twin Jap, 70 by 95, magneto, spring
J-tJ forks, highest grade throughout; £21
—Moldgreen, Engineering Works, Hudders
field.

21 h.p. Buchet, in good running order;
2 £10.—Suggit, "Eosslyn," Whitby.

31 h.p. 25 Gninea Hex, 1907, as new un
2 used; what offers?—1, Bank Terrace

Whitworth.

3 h.p. Rex, spray, new belt. Continental
and tube; £9 10s. — 328, Manchestei

Street, Oldham.

J Q08 Triumph, 31 h.p., in very good con
XV dition, spares; £43.—Coop, 19, Alber!
Eoad, Southpoxt.

TEIUMPH, 1908, not done 700 miles, rubbei
studded back tyre; £39.—8, Hazel Grove

Longsight, Manchester.

NEW 3i h.p. Phelon and Moore, two-speed
Palmer tyres, in crate, as delivered

last month; £46.—Potter, Blenheim Square
Leeds.

In answering any of these advertisements it hi desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALL.
SECTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks,

Wilts and Hants, and Channel Islands.

i Q08 11 h.p. Light F.N., guaranteed per-

XtJ feet, as new. magneto, spring forks;
£24.—Below.

i Q07 Four-cylinder F.N., long bars, Bowden
XU lift, absolutelv perfect, guaranteed,
and a flier; £28.—Browne, 10a. Thames Street,
Windsor.

31 h.p. Rex, 1906, accumulator ignition,
2 spring forks, perfect: £10 10s.—Gyn-

gell, Tewkesbury.

MOTO-REVE, latest, as new, every extra
' refinement ; bargain, £30.—30, Shirley

Road, Southampton.

PEFGEOT, 2J h.p., condition as new, splen-
did hill-climber, low, and light ; £12.—

Wheeler. 136. Victoria Street, Bristol.

FOITR-GTLINDER F.N.. 4i h.p., perfect run-
ning order; trial; many spares and

lamp; £25.-98, Wokingham Road. Reading.

MOTOSACOCHE, 1907, accumulator, as new,
spring forks, new tyres, spares, all ac-

cessories; £20, or offers. — Bell, 18, Hart
Street, Henley-on-Thames.

LIGHT F.N., 1907. all spares, very little
used, guaranteed first-class order ; free

trial; bargain, £20, no offers. —Bradford,
The Elms, Burnham. Bucks.

31 h.p. Motor Bike, Excelsior engine, tor-
•4 pedo tank, Longuemare, two accu-

mulators, powerful machine, grand running
condition, all accessories ; a bargain, £12.

—

Fisher. Bapton, Oodford-St. Mary, Wilts.

MINERVA, 4i h.p., twin-cylinder, torpedo
tank, Chater-Lea fittings, free engine,

two-speed gear, brand new two months ago,
also Montgomery, sidecarriage; full speci-
fication and price sent on application.—
Baker, 35, Friar Street, Reading.

MOTOR Bike, complete, less ^gine,
special Chater-Lea frame, long handle-

bars, new plating and enamel, aluminium,
lined black, new Palmer cords, 1| back, IJ
front, suit twin engine; bargain, £10. —
Braithwaite, 46, Bath Road, Banbury.

| Q07 Twin Roe, 6 h.p.. free engine. Roc
J-U clutch, magneto ignition, two exhaust
lifts, two band brakes, footboards, two
belts, cut-out, bag, tools, horn, pump, num-
ber plates, and spare plugs ; what offers!>—
Adams, Fleece Hotel. Cinderford, Glos.

RALEIGH, 5i h.p., chain drive, new tyres,
perfect order, fast and reliable. £16;

Dunlop wired-on cover. 28 bv 2, nearly new,
7s. 6d. ; 7ft. 9in. by lin. Shamrock-Gloria
belting, new,' 10s. 6d. ; bench drilling ma-
chine, 15s., or nearest offers.—Booth, Guilds
ford Road, Farnborough, Hants.

SECTION VIII.

Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent,
and Sussex.

2 h.p. Fafnir, in good going order; £7.-262,
' Hornsey l^oad, N.

4 h.p. Jap-Chater-Lea, nearly new, perfect;
£19.-59, Albert Road, Ilford.

TiRIUMPH, 5i h.p., 1908; £37 10s.—Steggall,
112, Talbot Road, Bayswater.

TRIUMPH. 1908, as new; £38, or near offer;
call or write.—Locke, Draper, Penge

5 h.p. Peugeot, in running order; £16.—F.
Baker, Post OfBce, Turner's Hill, Sussex.

5 h.p. 1908 Rex, magneto, n%w ; £28.—Ander-
son Bros., Hermon Hill, South Wood-

ford.

31 h.p. White and Poppe, Swift, acces-
2 sories; £16.—Hastie. Sefton House,

Molesey.

MOTO-REVE, 1908 model, good as new ; £26.
—East Ham Garage, High Street South,

East Ham.

BAT, 3i h.p. genuine De Dion engine and
carburetter, like new; bargain. £16

IDs.—Below.

lyyERNER, Ai h.p., twin, separate cylinders,
» T spring forks, long bars, grand order;
£16 168.—Below.

ROVER, 3i h.p., M.O.V., late type; cheap,
' £13 10s.—Whittle. 41, Skelbrook Street,

Earlsfield.

Entire Satisfaction Guaranteed

When dealing with us.

THE FAIR FACTORS.
Rr|/_ DOWN R/ WEEKUY
*'*'/ AND **/ " SECURES
REX, 3ih.p., vertical engine £8 10

MINERVA, 2 li.p. M.O.V., spray £3
HUMBER, 2f h.p., splendid condition £10

0RM0NDE,^2h.p., spray ...: £7
F.N., 2| h.p., handle-bar control £8
W

E

RNER, 31 h.p., twin, latest model £13

A R I EL, 3 h.p., 26in. wheels, M.Q.V SI 2

M

I

NERVA, 3» h.p., 26in. wheel' £11 _0
QUADRANT, 2 h.p., good condition £7

JAP", 2^ h.p., spray £3

WERNER, 2h.p £3

EXCELSIOR, 3 h.p., very good tyres £1

SINGER, 2 h.p., magneto ".

.

£3

REX-. 3i h.p., 1908. 26in. wheels £1

3

PHOBNIX, 2lh.p. ,
good tyres_. £8

H UMBER, 2 h.p., splendid condition .'.'.". .... £8

OTHER IVIODKLiS.
ANTOINE, 5 h.p., twin, 1907 model £20

SXROLEA, 5 h.p., twin, spring forks ! . £20

MABON, 3 h.p., high tension magneto £14

REX, 5 h.p., twin, 1907 model
'.

. £18

WE

R

NER, 31 h.p., twin, 26in. wheels
'

. . £13

MINERVA, 4 h.p., twin '.

. £19

F.N., four-cylinder, magneto £18

CLYDE, 3 h.p., magneto £10

CLARENDON, 3 h.p.. Peter Unions £9

BAT, 3i h.p., spring frame £15

GIVAUDAN, 3 h.p £15

QUADRANT, 3 h.p., spray £12

LLOYDS, 2th.p 810

F. N., 2| h.p., splendid machine £10

ARIEL, 3 h.p., brand new Offers

ARIEL, 2Jh.p., lightweight, 1908, new mag. £33

TRICARS.
REXETTE, 8-iOh.p., two speeds and reverse ;

a perfect article £60

GARRARD, S h.p., three speeds, water-cnoIed~£32~b

MINERVA Pattern, 3^ h.p., spray, good tyres £16

REXETTE, 8 h.p., open frame, two speeds,
perfect order £38

CARS.
24 h.p. DARRACQ, perfect order throughout,

trial run £110

14 h.p. GOBRON-BRILLIE, four speeds, two-
cylinder, five-seater £80

SIDECAR.
BAT, 26in. wheel, Clincher ' S* 10

ACOESSORIES.

"THE LATEST."
Treble Twist Horns. Absolutely the finest Horn ever

marketed. Cannot be beaten for noise. Money
returned if not absolutely satisfactory. Only 6/6.

THe ACIVIE Va.t-ia.ble Pulley-
Instantly adjusted. No need to remove belt, and

doubly locking. Standard sizes stocked. 14/- each.

PAL.IVIER TYRES CCot-ci^
Cover Tube Cover Tube Cover Tube

26x2 43/6 10/- 26x2i 59/3 16/3 28 x 2i 63/6 11/-

26x2i 58/9 11/- 2Sx2 50/3 10/- 2Sx2V 61/3 17/6
10/- allowed on old covers, and 2/- on tubes.

TUBES (fully guaranteed).

26x2in. .. 5/6 26x2iin. 7/6 28x2iin. 7/-

26x2Hn... 6/6 28 x 2in. .. 6/6 28x2iin. 7/6
APPROVAL.

TUSES (butt-ended).

You cannot do better than try one. Money returned
IN FULL if not perfectly satisfactory.

26x2in .. 7/6 26x2iin 8/3 28x2jin. 7/9
26x2iin... 7/9 28x2in. .. 7/6 28x2jin. 8/3

ALBANY BELTING.
fin. 7d., Jin. 8d., Jin. 9d., lin. lOd. per foot.

Approval. Immediate delivery.

MAUDE'S MOTOR MART, Powell st,HALIFAX
(behind the Victoria Hall).

National Telephone 433.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
MINERVA, 24 h.p., Chater-Lea. long, low,

reliable; £9.-39, Townshend Koad, St.

John's Wood.

£7.-3 h.p. Antoine, engine as new, 26in.

wheels; any trial.—134, Highgate Road,
Kentish Town.

-| O08 Triumph, punctured once, spares;
LU £38.—Rev. "Wilson, 41, Linden Grove.
Peckham Rye.

h.p. Minerva, M.O.V., stand, carrier;
owner bought car; £6.—Hope, Sainthill,

East Grin stead.

3 h.p. Excelsior, £7; 21 h.p. Minerva, £9;
good running order, or near offer.—

^

Boyle. Brentwood.

23. h.p. Vindec, magneto, good condition,
4 reliable machine: £16.-9, Mortimer

Road, Kensal Rise.

4 h.p. Chater-Lea Motor Cycle, with sidecar,

latest design ; £16.—E. G. Sullivan 110a.

Grosvenor Road, S.W.

i O08 Minerva, 3i h.p.. new August, ridden
LU 800 miles; £20, no offers.—Orton, 46,

Holly Road, Chiswick.

31 h.p Brown, splendid running order;
2 £12.—H.. 28, Seven Sisters Road, Hol-

loway. Engine, tyres perfect.

PHCENIX Cob, 3i h.p., two-speed gear, mag-
neto, r.N., spring forks, new condition.

—Ill, Greencroft Gardens, N.W.

13. h.p. Minerva, long handle-bars and low
4 saddle; £8 10s., or near offer.—L.L.,

135, Victoria Street, London, S.W.

TRIUMPH, 31 h.p., late 1907, little used,
engine almost like new ; price £29 cash.

—Address, P. HodsoU, 446, Strand.

3 h.p. Triumph, in perfect condition, two>

accumulators, Gloria belt; £13 10s.;

approval.—Eagles and Co., Acton.

Tl 1, h.p. N.S.tr. Lightweight, 1908, magneto
_L4 ignition, spring forks, as new; £20;
approval.—Eagles and Co., Acton.

31 h.p. Brown, Clincher tyres, Longuemare,.
2 lamp, horn, stand, perfect order; £15

10s.—Clark, 109, The Grove, Stratford.

03 h.p. Motor Cycle for sale, perfect order;
^4 quick sale, £6. — Barber, 17. Galena-
Road, Hey Street, Hammersmith, W.

31. h.p. Motor, belt, tyres good, long^

2 handles; cash £8 10s. :
purchased new

machine.—91, Melbourne, Eastbourne.

RELIABLE 4 h.p., good condition; £13 13s.,

or c change Rex featherweight. — 69,

Bensham Manor Road. Thornton Heath.

TRIUMPH 1906, magneto, makers overhaul-
ed July, perfect; £21 10s. — Parky n, 6,

Alexandra Mansions, West Hampstead.

21 h.p. Alert, inclined engine, good hill-

2 climber, new tyres; £9 10s.—E Mills,

Torrington Cottage, West Hill, Sydenham.

1 OAA, Cranbrook Road, Chiswick.—6 h.p.

IZU Antoine. £25; 2 h.p. Peugeot^ £15:

3i h.p. Centaur, £12; motor cycles on hire.

£7—21 h p. Werner, perfect running order,

good hill-climber; seen by appoint-

ment.—17, Calton Road, Kentish Town, N.W.

A GENUINE 3 h.p. Werner, splendid hill-

climber, fine condition; £12 15s.; pri-

vate.—22. The Avenue, Bruce Grove, London.

MINERVA, 2 h.p., good, reliable machine,
in thorough going order; bargain at

£10._ohilwell. 4, Kymberley Road, Harrow.

FOUR-CYLINDER F.N., new condition,

faultless, all accessories: £25. near offer

—Baxter, Shooter's HiU Road, Blackheath.

7-8 h p. Minerva, new Whitsuntide, little

used, with accessories: £38. bargain.—
Teape. 73, Pearson Street, Kingsland Road.

BARGAIN Price for 4i h.p. Bat, 3 h.p.

Kerry, 21 h.p. F.N. ; must be sold; trial.

—26, Harcourt Street, Marylebon© Road, W.

TWIN Rex, late 1906, not much used, every-

thing in splendid condition; £15, no
offers.-3. Holbrook Lane, Chislehurst, Kent.

23 h.p. Minerva, spring forks, spare belt,

4 Nulite lamp, tyres, good condition

;

£14_Shiites, 9, Cannon Place. Hampstead,
N.W.
Al h.p. Minerva Twin, late 1907, spring

4t2 forks, footrests, as new; £25, exchange
F.N.—Eardley, 9, Mapesbury Road. Brondes-
bury.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.'



MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
HAMPSTEAD for reliable machines; 5i

h.p. Quadrant, spring forks, grand
condition; only £15.

HAMPSTEAD. — 1908 Lightweight N.S.U.,
magneto, only shop-soiled; £19, with

all accessories.

HAMPSTEAD.—31 h.p. N.S.U.. late model,
magneto, 24in. wheels, new condition,

guaranteed perfect; only £18.

HAMPSTEAD.-34 h.p. 1908 Triumph, han-
dle-bar control, new condition; £37,

with all accessories.

HAMPSTEAD.—13 h.p. F.N.. 1908 model, new
condition; £18. with all accessories;

great bargain.

HAMPSTEAD for new Machines, F.N.'s, 5-6

h.p., late models from stock; ex-
changes entertained.

HAMPSTEAD.—5 h.p. Twin Peugeot, Cha-
ter-Lea No. 6 frame, splendid condi-

tion, like new; £24.

HAMPSTEAD.—New Griffons at second-
hand price; £4 under catalogue price,

only shop-soiled.

HAMPSTEAD.—3 h.p. Fafnir, good condi-
tion, low, with all spares ; £10, guar-

anteed.

HAMPSTEAD. — Sole Agents for Griffons,
F.N.'s, Minervas, Vindeo, Triumph,

etc., cycle, sidecar, or low power in part pay-
ment; liberal allowances on old machines
for new. any make.—Eey, 5, Heath Street
Motor Works, Hampstead. Tel., 2678 P.O.

IF You Want Good Bargains in,second-hand
or new motor cycles you cannot do

better than come to Rey, 5, Heath Street
Motor Works, Hampstead.

latest,
£5 10s.-

M.O.V. pattern,
-785, High Eoad,

01 h.p. M.M.C.
02 never used
Leytonstone

second-hand mo^
you can get them at Wau

9, Shoe Lane, E.G.

been carefully

IF You Want Bargains in
tor cycles

chope's.

i Q07 Triumph, magneto,
it/ used, in splendid condition; £28.—F.
Jermy, Leighton Holme, Frimley Green,
Surrey.

1 QP'^ 3| h.p. Minerva, spring forks in new
Xc' condition: 18 guineas, or exchange
higher power.—^Wray. 18, Terminus Eoad,
Eastbourne.

r*/?.—2 h.p. Minerva, tyres new, horn and
.^O extension, coil, etc., wants slight over-
hauling.—Groom, 75. Brigstock Road. Thorn-
ton Heath.

N.S.U., 34 h.p., magneto, excellent condi-
tion, powerful machine, many spares;

£22 10s., or near ~ ~ ._ _ _

Eoad, Forest Hill.

MINEEVA, 21 h.p., spring forks, magneto;
cost £36 iOs. June, condition as new,

£22; no offers.—Motor, Crown and Anchor,
Shoe La,ne, E.G.

1 Q07 34 h.p. Minerva, fitted spring forks,
JlV lamp, horn, tools, etc., non-skid back.

offer.—Oonnew, 17, Park

splendid condition; £18.-
Wood Park. N.W.

-Motor, 2, St. John's

3i

23. h.p. Magneto, three-speed gear, spring
'4 forks, footboards, very low, very

little used; £18 10s. — Wilkinson. 10, Crieff
Eoad, Wandsworth.

h.p. Motor Cycle, vertical engine, tor-
pedo tank, good tyres, long and lo*.

very little used; £15.-116, Amyand Park
Road. Twickenham.

23. h.p. Minerva. 1907, all accessories,
4 studded tread on back tyre, not been

used this season; £15 10s.—Layzell, Ocken-
don, Eomford, Essex.

21 h.p. Simms, magneto, Al Clinchers. 28
4 by 2, in good running and condition •

price £9 10s. — Apply, E. Buttrum, Drayton
Road, Hayes, Middlesex.

41 h.p. Clyde Motor Bicycle, magneto, free
i engine, also forecar attachment for

same; £22; would sell without forecar.—78a.
Brownhill Road, Catford.

h.p. Kerry, first-class order. Palmer
^ ^ tyres, spring attachments, long or
?>^^^.i.^^ position, exceptional" value. — F
Ratchff, Goudhurst, Kent.
^'7—Quadrant-Minerva, H h.p., vertical
<^^ • ensme. F.N. ca.rhnrp-

2i

engine, F.N. carburetter, long handles
i^^ii®'®,?!^-

perfect order and condition.—108Wells Street. Camberwell.

£26 5s. GIVEN
for 1908 magneto LIGHTWEIGHT in part payment
for brand new 1908 3J magneto REX with ball bearing
engine, price 38 guineas.
Owing to an unprecedented demand for second-hand

tgoS REX Lightweights, we will make a special allow-
ance of £27 6s. for this model. This is one guinea
more than actual cost. BUT " Don't delay."
The number of 1908 3^ REXES is limited.

6 h.D. Twin Rex, £18 18s., or £4 and '07
Single Rex, or £6 and 3| Rex. or level
exchange with Single Magneto Rex.

SPECIFICATION.—Low frame, long bars, low saddle.
Rex patent spring forks and foot brake, trembler
coil, good tyres, and guaranteed in running order.
Any machine taken in part payment.

rgoS, magneto, Twin REX, little used £35
5i h.p. N.S.U., magneto, new, 1908 £52
5 h.p. Twin VINDEC, magneto, Truffault . . £35
5J h.p. REX DE LUXE, 1907, brand new . . £35
sl h.p. Twm REX, spnng forks, black finish . . £18 18

3 1 h.p. REX DE LUXE, ma.gneto. Roc clutch £27 10
twin REX, blue lines, new tyres £13 18
6 h.p. Twin REX, non-skids both wheels .. £18 18
Twin KERRY, Chater Len, with Sidecar £22 10

5i h.p. Twin REX, magneto, 1907 £23 10
4-5 h.p. Twin ALCYON, N.S.U., two speed . . £20
5 h.p. Twin SAROLEA, long frame £18 18
6 h.p. Twin ANTOINE, R.O.M. ignition . . £22
5 h.p. Twin ONAWAY, very low, spring forks £19
6 h.p. Twin ANTOINE, spring forks £22
5j h.p. REX DE LUXE, two-speed £32 10

TRICARS.
5} h.p. REXETTE, W.C, two speeds £35
REX TRICAR, coach built £13 10
Twin REXETTE, W.C, two speeds, 8 h.p. . . £47 10

4i h.p. STEVENS Tricar, very low built £15
5 h.p. HUMBER, open frame, W.C, 2 speeds £35
REX, Phoenix Two-speed, coach built £18 10

Extended payments to suit all requirements.

F YOU
cant pay cash down, write and state what credit you
require, and we will endeavour to accommodate you.

SINOLiES—O-fFei-8 Weintecl.
1908 new 3J h.p. REX, magneto, ball bearings £39 18
1908 si h.p. REX, 2-speed, nearly nsw £32 10
1908 MOTOSACOCHE, splendid condition .

.

£22 10
1908 N.S.U. Lightweight, magneto £22 10
1908 3} h.p. N.S.U., had trial only £34
1907 3I h.p. Magneto REX, black finish £20
1907 3j h p. N.S.U., magneto £22 10
3 h.p. SINGER, H.T. magneto £20
3 h.p. TRIUMPH, magneto £24 10
3 h.p. TRIUMPH, spring forks £21
3i h.p. Magneto REX Racer, a flier £25
3^ h.p. igo6 REX, spring forks, long bars .... £15 10
2i h.p. Magneto REX, 1908, shop-soiled £19 19
3j h.p. MINERVA, M.O.V., vertical, spray .

.

£16 10
3 h.p. GIVAUDAN, nearly new, very low .

.

£16
3 h.p. QUADRANT, spray, spring forks £13
3 h.p. LLOYD'S, 26 X 2iui. Pahners £13 10
4 h.p. ANTOINE, vertical, M.O.V., spray .

.

£16

2f h.p. MINERVA, fine condition, M.O.V. .

.

£13 10
2| h.p. CLYDE, magneto, vertical, spray .... £15
4 h.p. ANTOINE, 26 X 2jin. tyres £16 10
3j h.p. SIMMS, magneto, 2iin. Palmers £17 10

3i h.p. CENTAUR, free engine, M.O.V £16

2I h.p. F.N., special frame, reHable £12 10
3 h.p. HUMBER, spray, good climber £10 10
3i h.p. REX, 22in. frame, trembler coil £11 10

2i h.p. MINERVA, 26X2in., spray, vertical .

.

£11 10
3 h.p. BROWN, spray, guaranteed £12 10
4 h.p. ATELIER, long bars, low saddle £13 10
3j h.p. EXCELSIOR, spray, trembler coil .

.

£10 10

2I h.p. COVENTRY EAGLE, vertical spray .

.

£10

3J h.p. Two-speed REX, suit sidecar £13 10

2I h.p. F.N., light, low, smart appearance . £12

2I h.p. CLEMENT, very low, good order £11

2I h.p. KERRY, spray, low, reliable mount .

.

£10 10
2 h.p. RALEIGH, spray, smart £8
2j h.p. ROYAL, vertical, spray, trembler coil £7 15
2j h.p. HASKARD, spray, smart £11 10
i| h.p. MINERVA, spray, suit light rider £5 10

2I h.p. EXCELSIOR, trembler coil £8
2 h.p. HUMBER, chain drive, trembler coil .

.

£6 10
2 h.p. PEUGEOT Lightweight, smart £9 10
2 h.p. Magneto SIMMS, vertical engine, spray £6 10
2 h.p. MINERVA, spray, smart, good £7

GnsLvi-fcev Rulabov atnd
Ca.nw£LS Bel'fcins'.

fin. lOd., fin. 1/1, |in. 1/4, lin. 1/9 per foot.
3/- allowed for old belts. ^

The Halifax Motor Exchange,
-16, Westgate, Halifax.

Telephone : 766. Telegram.^ :
" Perfection."

In ansivering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
UTAMFORD HILL.-5-6 h.p. twin Eex deO Luxe, 1907, lioc cluteh. H.T. magneto,
twin back tyres, as new, property of doctor;
£25.

STAMFORD HILL.—2J h.p. Bex. B. and B.O carburetter, excellent machine, in per-
fect condition, lightweight: £7.

OTAMFORD HILL.-3 h.p. Trent, long bars,O swan -neck seat-pillar, splendid condi-
tion; £11.

OTAMFORD HILL.—1^ h.p. Quadrant Light-O weight. Minerva engine, two brakes, all
in very good condition and perfect order;
£5 10s.

STAMFORD HILL.—Light motor cycle. 2i
h.p., less wheels and saddle, 18in.

frame, make nice light machine; £3 IOs.

QTAMFORD HILL. — 2i h.p. Precision en-O gined lightweight, in good running
order, and very good condition; £6 15s.

QTAMFORD HILL. — Colossal sacrifice, 'liO h.p. Bradbury, perfect, complete, grand
powerful machine; £10 15s.—128. High Road,
South Tottenham.

TWIN Rex, 5 h.p., adjustable pulley, splen-
did condition ; what offers, or ex-

change lower power and cash.—W.R., 32, End-
well Road, Brockley, S.E.

KERRY, 3i h.p., grand order, Longuemare,
Watawata, spring forks and pillar, new

piston, fast, and reliable ; £12.—White, 50,

Beresford Road, Kingston.

h.p. Clement-Garrard Lightweight, per-
fect order. 26in. wheels, good hill-

climber ; £10, or useful exchange. — Wood,
49, Woodfleld Road, Ealing.

21 h.p. Genuine Minerva throughout,
4 M.O.V., new condition, and splendid

going order; £8 10s., bargain.—Apply, 8,

Wiverton Road, Sydenham, S.E.

3i h.p. Excelsior, nearly new, grand goer,
2 take sidecar up anything; £16, or ex-

change lower power and cash.—W., 39, South
Parade, Arthur Street, Chelsea.

31 h.p. Imperial Rover, chain drive, free
2 engine clutch, trembler, M.O.V., with

rigid sidecar, good condition: trial; £20.

—

H., 39a, Emmanuel Road, Balham.

23 h.p. Daw Engine, F.N. carburetter,
4 mers, Lucas lamp. horn, stand,

rier, splendid condition ; £8 10s. ; seen
time.-18, Endsleigh Gardens, Ilford.

3 h.p. Genuine Triumph throughout.
Clincher, spring bars, complete

;

gain, £14; exchange diamond ring.—6,
ooyne Road, South Hackney, London.
qi'RIUMPH, 34 h.p., standard, 1907, magneto,
-L very little used, perfect running; only
wants seeing; trial; £31 10s.—Apply, Vernon,
34, Coolhurst Road, Crouch End, N.

5 h.p. Roc, twin Peugeot engine, free en-
gin© clutch, magneto, excellent ma-

chine; £26 10s.—Garaged at Wauchope's, 9,

Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London, E.G.

31 h.p. Ariel, Osborne four-speed, Chater^
2 Lea spring forks. Dunlops, Stanley-

Dermatine, two accumulators; £20, or near
offer.—West, Grand Hotel, Eastbourne.

31 h.p. Minerva, spring forks. Palmers,
2 £16; 2i h.p. Minerva, £14; 2 h.p. Min-

erva, £12; each in perfect order and condi-
tion.—36, Stroud Green Road, London, N.

5 h.p. Twin Peugeot, foot-operated clutch
and brake, bucket seat or saddle, gn.o.d

condition, lot of spares; ovnier buying car;
£25.—F.V.N., Hampstead Electricity Works.

TRIUMPH, 1907, handle-bar control, con-
dition as new. all usual Triumph de-

tails, no exchanges; private owners only:
first reasonable offer.—186, Peckham Eye,
S.E.

ANTOINE, 6 h.p., two-cylinder, O.L- No. 6

frame, footboards. Clincher 26 by 2i

tyres, quite new, not yet delivered; real
bargain, £32 10s. — Robbins. 334, Clapham
Road.

Antoine, 4 h.p., adjustable pulley.
Palmers, as new. £22; Chater rigid

sidecar, £5; together, with aU spares, £25;
must sell.—BTO^vn, 66. Grand Parade, Har-
ringay.

08 40 Guinea Chater-Lea, 3i h.p. M.M.C,
handle-bar control. Palmer tyres,

very fast, accessories, as new; 23 guineas,
or nearest.—Crawe,. 36, WiUesden Lane, Kil-

burn, N.W.

Pal-
car-
any

26in.
bar-
Gas-

19°

19"

The Motor Cycle.
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TRICARS FOR SALE.

I
1 h.p. Water-cooled Coacli-built Tricar,

1:2 good condition; any trial; a bar-

ain.—51, Salisbury Road, Walthamstow.
' h p. Rover Tricar, 1908, Sarolea twin en-

) gine, R.O.M. contact; trial given; offers

ranted.—Phillips, 8, Grand Parade, Harrin-

ay.

'^ENTJINTil 8 h.p. Tricar, seat, carburetter,

jt Longuemare, latest, new September
a,st, climb anything; £37 10s.—16, Elgin

:,oad. Croydon.

'l h.p. Rexette, coach-built, wheel steering,

)2 two-speed and free, painted and over-

lauled; £35, or light motor cycle and cash.

-395, South Road. Shefleld.

)1 h.p. Fafnir Tricar, Clincher tyres, spl«n-

)2 did running order, stand, horn, etc.;

argain, £16 10s., take motor cycle as part.

-Clark, 109, The Grove, Stratford.

r AGONDA Tricar, 10-12 h.p., water-cooled,

U three speeds, in eiccellent order
hroughout; price £55.—'Further particulars,

,pply. Western Motor Works, Sidcup, S.E.

"k h.p. De Dion-Eagle Runabout, perfect

/ order, two speeds, sprung back and
ront, only requires seeing; £55.—Barber, 17,

talena Road, King Street, Hammersmith, W.

BIRMINGHAM.—Rex Triette, 5-6 h.p.,

Whittle belt, adjustable pulley, tool

loxes, tools, spares, touring condition; 22

uineas;.—Lewis, 23, Arden Road, Hands-
rorth.

DOVER, 3i h.p., new tyres, new accumula^
Ct tor, N.A.B. spring seat-pillar, Chase
oot rim brake, spares, in perfect condition;

;22; no offers.—Sully, 10, Old Town, Clap-

am, London.
"» h.p. Rexette, handsome body, car tyres,

3 as new, economical, reliable, excellent

ondition, lamps, many spares; £35 10s.;

lought car.—Pilgrim, 40, Oxford Road, Kil-

lurn, London, N.W.

rRICAR, 6 h.p Aster engine, wheel - --er-

ing, epicyclic gear, two speeds and
everse, coach built body, smart ; £36 (thirty-

ix pounds) lowest, bargain; photo.—Arche-
on, Toddington, Beds.

LITETTE, as new, 6 h.p., w.c, two-speed
gear. Shamrock studded tyres, mauv

efinements; trial by appointment; £65, or
jonsider an exchange.—Nye, Aldhurst, Drew-
itead Road. Streatham.

TRIUMPH Light Tricar, 3i h.p., water-
cooled engine, upholstered forecarriage,

jlincher tyres, speedy, comfortable; £15.—
^unt, c/o Service Motor Agency, Feather-
rtone Buildings, Holborn.

^-6 h.p. Twin-cylinder Tricar, wheel steer-
J ing. coach-built seats, two-speed gear,
sprung like a car; £50, or exchange and
jash for small two-seated car.—Carnforth
Jycle and Motor Co., Carnforth.

5-6 h.p. Special Rexette, in thorough order
and appearance, wide front carriage,

fitted with doors, spare valves, tyre.- and
tubes, carrier, etc., a machine that has been
taken care of; £35.—Padwick, Redhill.

REXETTE, 8-10
' h.p., twin-cylinder, 1907

model, seats two in front, two speeds
forward and reverse, twin tyres on back
wheel, perfect condition; any trial; £65.—
Louis Davis and Son, Moseley, Birmingham.

6 h.p. Rexette, seat three, coach-built,
water-cooled, twoi-speed, wheel steer-

ing, two spare tubes, three lamps, perfect
condition; trial given; owner buying car;
£39 10s.—Hardcastle, 77, Holme Lane, Shef-
field.

6 h.p. Rexette, thermo-syphon. wheel,
coach-built, horn, two lamps, jack,

spare accumulator, inner tube, Michelin and
two new Clinchers. Renold, two speeds, first-

class condition i £28.—Dr. Gaskell, 44, Mount
Park Road, Ealing.

PHCENIX Trimo, 34-4J h.p. Ariel-Minerva,
two speeds and free. Whittle belt, new

Model de Course and non-skids, strong driv-
ing wheel, large new tank, petrol gauge, in-
numerable spares, light, powerful; any trial.

9, Park Row, Hull.

9 h.p. Riley Tricar, 1908 model, Riley red
finish, 700 by 80 Dunlop fronts, large

non-skid on back, leather extensions' to all
guards, luggage carrier over back wheel,
large horn, with flexible, small acetylene
headlights with separate generator, electric
tail lamp, spares, etc., run about 1,700 miles,
in splendid running order;- £75.-1043, The
Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

NO
HOME

you are

NEED TO HURRY
for fear of lamp troubles when

equipped with the 1909

" ELECTARY "

ACETYLENE
PROJECTOR.

You fix it on your
lamp bracket and
there it stays

month after month,
always ready, al-

ways to be depend-

ed upon. Quite

apart from its re-

finements (such as

the adjustable focussing device which alters

the character of its hffht to suit all riding con-

ditions, its clip locking arrangement, and its

method of fitting the divided front glass in a

separate metal bezel, thus preventing any
rattling, or tendency for the glass to turn
round), it is built of a proper gauge sheet

brass, and no expense has been spared in pro-

curing for it the title of MODELE DE LUXE
With special generator, polished brass 30/-
With special generator, nickel-plated 31 /-

Without generator, polished brass 22/6
Without generator, nickel-plated 23/6

THE FEAR OF STOPPING.
Do YOU know it } Every time you stop,

whether it is to make an adjustment mend a

puncture, take a photo, or have tea, how you
long to hurry off again EN CASE YOUR
ENGINE BECOMES COLD AND DIFFICLUT
TO START. This awfui feeling is the one
thing that spoils the enjoyment of your runs,
isn't it t There is a cure

—

^M

WHITE'S ECO^OMISER
(PATENT APPLIED FOR).

It costs but 4/-, and is fitted to your carbu-
retter in half a minute. When fitted, you can
be quite certain of AN INSTANT START AT
ALL TIMES AND IN ALL WEATHERS. IN-
VALUABLE FOR THE COLD WEATHER.

INSIST ON HAVING ONE.

WHEREARE THOSE SPARES?
Surely 1 strapped that belt on the handle-

bar, or was it on the front forks, back stays,

or where ? Anyhow, it's gone now, and just a

new one to-day. Again, that spare tube is

ruined through jolting about in my toolbag.

I keep my tools and spares in a proper tool-

bag—why not my belt and inner tube .'

lii

JtllllMi

The "ELECTARY" ALL-LEATHER
COMBINED TYRE & BELT CASE
is what you have all been waiting for. The
neatest, best designed, and most valuable
accessory ever introduced.

PRICE only fr/6, complete.

W. & R. JACOBS,
EJectrical Engineers,

1<*>1\ 39c, King William Steeet,

London, E.C.

TRICARS FOR SALE.
HANDSOME Eexette, 6 h.p., latest design,

wheel steering, water-cooled, coach-
built, spring back and front, studded car
tyre back, lamps, horn, tools, etc. ; 100 miles
trial; £36.—Photo, particulars, D., 39. CkDld-
harbour Lane, Camberwell.

MY 10 h.p. Water-cooled Lagonda Three-
speeded Tricar for sale, winner in

several competitions, in splendid going
order; 100 miles trial to boua-fide buyer;
price £55. — Apply by letter, F. Cozens 8,

Lyndhurst Drive, Leyton, Essex.

3-3i h.p.. Phoenix Trimo, Minerva engine,
splendid condition, perfect order

throughout, tyres, belt, etc.. nearly new,
very reliable mount ; exceptional bargain,
£12; trial with pleasure.—A.T.S.. 86, Oolve-
stone Crescent, Dalston, London.

9 h.p. Eiley Tricar, three-speed and reverse,
coach-built, wheel steering, good as new,

several spares, non-skid on back wheel,
lamps, horn, tools; trial with pleasure; 40
miles to gallon ; £55.—Tyne Laundry Engi-
neering Co., 99, Pilgrim Street, Newcastle-
on-Tyne.

IVOEY Tricar, 5 h.p. De Dion twin engine,
water-cooled, two speeds, chain drive,

three brakes, canework forecar, well sprung,
long handles, footboards, etc., acetylene side
lamps, tyres good, in good running order,
with spares and tools ; £22 10s.—Laurence,
115, Cromwell Eoad, Peterborough.

5 h.p. Eiley Tricar, 1908 model, Napier green
finish, 700 by 75 Michelin non-skid on

back. Sin. Clincher fronts, horn, electric
back lamp, with spare accumiilator and
switch, two pair lamps, headlight, apron to
front seat, special tool box, etc.; £60.-1,044,
The Motor Cycle Ofiices, Coventry.

LATE 1907 6 h.p. Twin Eex Triette, every
part in absolutely perfect condition,

fires walking pace, starts first push, verv
powerful and thoroughly reliable; sell

cheap, or take first-class, motor cycle and
little cash in exchange.—Tricar, 86, Colve-
stone Crescent, Dalston, London.

9 h.p. Eiley Tricar, standard pattern,
guaranteed in perfect condition, paint

and plate as new. no expense having been
spared, two Bleriot lamps, with disso]-^"d
acetylene outfit, electric rear lamn, three
spare t^^res, and numerous improvements;
inspection invited ; first reasonable offer.—
Seager. 44, Wimborne Eoad, Southend.

SINGEE Tricar, two-cylinder, 6 h.p., water-
cooled, two speeds, coach-built, wheel

steering, chain drive, electric lamps, and
horn, £35; 2 h.p. Clement-Garrard, two-
sneed, chain drive. £7 10s. ; Montgomery side-
car, art cane, brand new, only ridden thirty-
five miles, cost £12 12s.. take £8 10s. ; any
trials or exchanges; all perfect. — Bratby,
Mossley, near Manchester.

9 h.p. Eiley Tricar, three speeds and re-
verse, coach - built, open frame, and

wheel steering, guaranteed as perfect as
new, has several spares, non - skid on the
back wheel, lamps, horn, electric tail lamp ;

any severe trial can be given ; it will do
forty railes with a gallon of petrol ; nrice
£65, will take an up-to-date motor cycle in
exchange.—Garaged at Wauchope's, 9, Shoe
Lane, Fleet Street, London.

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
MONTGOMEEY Sidecar, perfect condition,

best quality: £6.-38. Elthorne Park
Eoad, Hanwell.

PHCENIX Forecar, upholstered, sjDlendid
condition, good tyres; £7 10s.—337,

Ewell Eoad, Surbiton.

MONTGOMEEY Flexible Sidecar, 26in. by
2iin. heavy Continental, plated rim

;

£4 15a.—36, Carter Street, Walworth.

LIBERTY, cane, left side, 26in. wheel, splen-
did condition except tyre; bargain, 558.

—35, Manor Place, Hackney, London.

rOEEOAE, upholstered red, with side stays,
wing mudaruards; £2 15s.. or exchange.

— Abraham, Plaa-rhaiadr, Talycafn, N.
Wales.

CHATEE-LEA Sidecar, £11 lis. model;
sacrifice £5; it will fit any motor cycle

(appointment).—E. May, 6, Killearn Parade,
Catford.

MONTGOMEEY Sidecar, latest compensat-
ing joints and non-skid device, apron,

cushion, lunch basket, complete, quite new;
accept £7, selling through illness.—Wright,
Brynhafren, Newtown, Montgomeryshire.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.
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SIDECARS AND FORECAHS.
UTAMPOKD HILL. — Very liaudsome two-
O wheeled coacli-built sidecar. 26-2i tyres ;

£7.

QTAMPOED HILL.—Famous rigid sidecars,
)0 Instant delivery, none better, fit your
machine, £4 18a. 6d. : sound second-hand
sidecar. £3 58. ; another, £4.-128. High Road.
Tottenham.

SIDECARS, a quantity for sale, cheap, all
makes.—Rey, 5, Heath Street, Hamp-

stead.

I
ATEST Montgomery Sidecar, upholstered

J green, brand new: £6.-7, Blair Grove.
Southport.

RIGID Sidecar. 26in. wheel, perfect ; £2 5s.

' —St-eveuB, 4, Goldhawk Mews, biiep-
herd's Bush.

RIGID Sidecar, cane, ijpholstered, 26 by 2
Dunlop spare cover; real bargain, £^

5s.—157, Filbert Street, Leicester.

CHATER-LEA Sidecar, Palmer 2J cord.
Pegamoid upholstered, not ridden 100

miles; what offers?—4. Effra Parade, Brixton.

FOR Sale, forecar. in first-class order,
wicker seat, nickel rims, new Clincher

tyre, two band brakes, also new AngJian
two-speed gear, fit Chater-Lea frames.—The
Chestnuts, Stanwell Road, Ashford.

LATEST Chater-Lea Sidecars will fit any
machine, £5 15s.; Chater-Lea No 6

frame, with forks, mudguards, long handle-
bars, £3 15s.; complete machine built, cus-
tomers' own specifications carried out; write
us your requirements, and we will quote
you (stamp).—Silverthorn© Motor Co., Ill,
Larkhall Lane, Clapham.

MOTOR TRICYCLES.
6h.p. Twin-cylinder Jap, chain drive,

slipping clutch, starting handle, good
running order, splendid hill-climber; price
£25, genuine bargain.—G. Neame, Colkins,
Faversham. Kent.

23. h.p. Genuine De Dion, W.C.H., two-speed
4 tricycle, engine, frame, gear, in first-

class condition, climb any hill; exchange
lightweight motor bicycle, or sell very cheap
—Motor, Doreleys, Uttoxeter, Staffs.

QUADRICYCLES.
31 h.p. Auto Moto Quad, perfect condition;

2 trial; £15.-4, St. Paul's Road, Cov-
entry.

QUADCARS.
PHCENIX Quadcar, 6 h.p, twin Fafnir,

tyres good, four lamps, all tools, many
spares, good running order; £35.—Page, 4,
Carlyle Mansions, Chelsea.

SELL or Exchange, 3J h.p. Ariel Quad, two
speeds, water-cooled, three-compart-

ment tank and radiator; sacrifice £12.—
Prince, New Mills, Stockport.

CARS FOR SALE.
PALMER.—3J h.p. De Dion Quad, water-

cooled, two speeds, perfect order; £12
10s.

PALMER.—6§ h.p. Darracq, two-seater,
more than smart, 25 m.p.h., guaran-

teed ; £35.

PALMER.—6 h.p. De Dion Populaire. two-
seater, genuine licensed car, perfect

condition; £45.

PALMER.—8-10 h.p. Ariel, four-seater, twin-
cylinder, four speeds, reverse, excellent

car; £45.

PALMER.—10-12 h.p. Tony Haber, flve-
seater, twin-cylinder, M.O.V., new con-

dition throughout; £55.

PALMER.—16-20 h.p. Winton, 1907, side en-
trance, four-cylinder, pressed steel

frame; £100.

PALMER. — 16-20 h.p. De Dietrich, five-
seater, four-cylinder, magneto, guaran-

teed do 45 m.p.h.; £145.

PALMER. — 16-22 h.p. Gladiator, 1906, side
entrance, four-cylinder, four speeds, re-

verse; £140.

PALMER.—24-30 h.p. Hurst and Lloyd, side
entrance, four-cylinder, long chassis;

£95.

PALMER. — 15-20 h.p. Darracq, five-seater,
four-cylinder; £125.—L. N. Palmer, 190,

Mellison Road, Tooting. Telephone, 208.

Streatham.

MATCHLESS MOTORS!!
Tout-is't Ti-opHy, 190T, Fivsi:
Touris-fc Tr-otsHy, 1908, Second

158^ miles in 3 hrs. 57 min. 6* sec. Bore 8b, stroke

76 mm. Average speed 40 m.p.h., only
f,
m.p.h. less

than the winner, of 57000 cubic millimetres gre^iter

cylinder capacity. Beating 21 twin-cylinder machines
from SJfh.p. to 7 h.p., and 1 2 single-cylinder machines
of other makes. ^_

No. 1 "[pattern—Back Pedalling Brake. Machme
can be wheeled backwards. Extremely powerful.

Price 16/6, post 17/-.

No. 2 pattern—Footrest BraVe, com-

plete, price £1 6s. Footrests only, price

12/-, with either iin. or U.n. clip. Po-";t

12/6.

No. 3 pattern—Foot Brake with pedal
fitted on stud provided, which fixes in
place of one of crank case bolts. Price
complete, 16/6. Post 17,-.

MATCHLESS PETROL
FILTER

No choked carburetters.

4/8, post 4/8.

MATCHLESS SPRING
FORK ATTACHMENTS.

Jonverts an old pattern
motor cycle into an up-to-
date luxurious motor.
Thousands m use, giving
every satisfaction.

15/6, post 16/-.

THE MATCHLESS
SILENCER.

Up to 3 h.p., 10/-; from
3^ to Sh.p., 12/-. Cutout
5/- extra. Two connec-
tions for twins with sepa-

rate exhaust pipes, 4/-
extra.

Catalogues of " Matchless
Accessories on application to

H. COLLIER & SONS, LTD.,
Motor Experts & General Engineers-

Offices and Showrooms :

13, HERBERT ROAD, PI.UIV8STEAD
(Nearest Station : Woolwich Arsenal.]

Telephone : 232, Woolwich.

Alotor Cycles and

B

6

CARS FOR SALE.
GLADIATOR, 6 h.p., tonueau, fine oondi

tion ; £35.

DE DION, 4i h.p., two-seater, good running
order; £22 lOs.

OIDDELEY, 6 h.p., very fast and reliaule;O £42 lOs.

LANCHESTER, 10-12 h.p., five-seater, leathe:
hood; £42 lOs.

ROOKE, three-cylinder, canopy, and glasi
screen, fine touring car; £50.

UTIRLING Dogcart, 6 h.p. Panhard engine
three speeds and reverse, fine goini

order; £14 10s.—Robbins, 334. Clapham Road

FOR Sale. 5i h.p. Alldays car. two speedi
and reverse, seats three, as new ; £50

—Tunley, Hucclecote, Gloucester.

i A-12 h.p. Humber, four-cylinder, late 1907
J-U long chassis. Cape hood, in perfec
order; £195.—Below.

M-16
h.p. Daimler, four-cylinder, tonneau
gate change, fast, silent, bergain

£75.—Below.

1 h.p. Wolseley, two-seater, three speeds
2 very smart, excellent condition ; £50

—Below.
61 h.p. Beeston Humber, two-seater, thre<

2 speeds, hood, screen, lamps, very fim
order; £40.—Below.

61 h.p. Clyde, two-seater, Aster engine
2 excellent order; £40.—Below.

fj h.p. M.M.C., three-seater, three speedi
1 and reverse, nice condition ; £30.-
Eclipse Eng. and Motor Co., 255, Earlsfielc

Road, Wandsworth. 'Phone: 1,135, Putney

-J A-12 h.p. Forman, twin-cylinder, tonneau
-LU new tyres; great bargain, £70, offers;

exchange.—1, Townley Road, E. Dulwich, S.E

CAR Bargains.—Gregoire, 8 h.p., two cyan
ders, bucket seats, perfect condition

very smart; to clear, £68 10s.

SINGER, 1907, 7-9 h.p., hood, screen, etc.

as new; £155.

HUMBER. 15 h.p., 1907, £175: Siddeley, 1908

14 h.p., new; Siddeley. 18 h.p., 1908 triah
car.

Q.C.A.T., 1908, 22 h.p., new; 10-12 h.p. Wolse
O lev, etc.; offers; 1908 Triumph and casl
for any of above.—Eric S. Myers, No Worn
Depot, Bradford.

Sh.p. M.M.C. Car, thoroughly overhaulec
and repainted; £45. or exchange 12-1(

h.p. chassis, any condition. — Carter's
Ibstock.

HALIFAX. — 6h h.p. Humberette, three

speeds, reverse, artillery wheels, tyres

good, finished blue; £45.—Below.

HALIFAX.—10-12 h.p. Brush, four-seatec
tonneau, three speeds, reverse; £55.

HALIFAX. — Light 6 h.p. two-seated car
two speeds ; £17 10s.—Halifax Motor Ex-

change, Westgate, Halifax.

6 h.p. Clement Car, two-seater, cardan
drive, modern appearance, exoelleni

condition ; £32.—Robinson, tailor, 102, High
Street, Manchester.

STAMFORD HILL.—5 h.p. Pieper small two
seated car, w.c, two speeds and re-

verse, fine running order, very good condi-

tion, nice little lot; £19.

STAMFORD HILL. — 10-12 h.p. twin Pick,

two-seater, new 41 Colliers on back,

two speeds and reverse, in excellent condi-
tion and perfect running order; £25. great
bargain.

STAMFORD HILL. -10-12 h.p. twin Pick
four-seater tonneau, three speeds and

reverse, 760-90 equal artillery v?heels, ail in

splendid condition and excellent running
order, fast and powerful; £40; photos, fur
ther particulars, and trials with pleasure:
exchanges.—128, High Road, Tottenham.

EEX, 8-10 h.p., tonneau, three speeds, re-

' verse, extra tyre, lamps; £45, or ex-

change.—Saxondale, Clarence Road, jiing s

Heath. Birmingham.

SUNBEAM Mabley. absolutely perfect, th€

very best on the road.—FuU detailed
particulars and price from Long, Crowle,
Lines. Best offer secures.

5 h.p. Vauxhall. excellent condition. Dun-
lops, 26 by 2i, good a& new, seats' two,

water-cooled, etc. ; accept £30, take motor
cycles part payment.—Blackmore, Alphing-
ton Street, Exeter.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirahle tJvat you mention "The Motor Cycle."
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EXCHANGE.
21 li.p. Kerry, and cash, for 3i h.p., good

2 make.—306, Whitehorse Road, Croy-
don.

EXCHANGE Rudge-Whitworth path racer,
IJin. Constrictors, for motor cycle.—L.

Plewes, Burlington Crescent, Goole.

EXCHANGE 6 h.p. car for three-seater tri-
car, or powerful motor cycle and side-

car.—-Ashford, 2, Horton Street, Derby.

EXCHANGE Twin Marconi Coil for g>od
tyre, 26 by 2, or sell £1. — Douglas,

Gwydor Eoad, Elmers End, Beckenham.
EXCHANGE Stratex Belt, iin. by 8ft. 6in..

new, for gin. Whittle, or rubber belt.—
A. Haigh, 6, Pillory, Tankersley, Barnsley.

2 h.p. Grossley Gas Engine, in splena.,^
working order; exchange for motor

cycle.—82, Clarendon Road, Walthamstow.
STANLEY Steam Car, excellent condition,

for fast bike or tricar; sell £25; Dan-
cashire.—Box 1,036, The Motor Cycle Offices
Coventry.

EXCHANGE Ariel Coupler (new condition)
for Mabon clutch, in good order, or

sell 30s.—Cooper, 28, Townsend Place, Kirk-
caldy. N.B.

2 and 21 h.p. Minervas, for small gas en-
g™«. screw cutting lathe, vulcaniser,

or sell £8 and £10.-1, Bank Terrace, Whit-
worth, Lanes.

Ol h.p. Vaf Inclined Engine and carbur-
1,

,,6tter, as new, 45s.; exchange and
cash 3| h.p. vertical.—30, Battersea Pa-k
Road, London.
ipXCHANGE Contents of garage business,
f-^

stock, tools, mam road, no opposition,
i?^7^^^^^^ or tricar.—No. 1,040, The Motor
Cyde Offices, Coventry.

"pXCHANGE 31 h.p. Rex, splendid condi-
-LJ tion, too powerful, for good 21 h.p ma-
chine, or sell £14; London only.—Slaughter,
137, Queen's Road. Dalston.

Q^ h.p. Clement-Garrard, De Dion engine
-^'4= m perfect condition and first-class
going order; take £6 and good cycle.—Har-
ris, undertaker, Cradley Heath.
T?NGINE and Boiler, in splendid working
J-^ order, just the thing for driving smalldynamo or lathe; exchange for motor cycle—Cameron, 118, Cotham Brow, Bristol.
"EXCHANGE 3J h.p. Rover, with detachable
ITHi^

forecarriage, new gent's cycle, and
little cash, for good twin or single maeneto-No. 1,041. The Motor Cyde Offlces!^vfntry:
"PXCHANGE 31-4 h.p. Beeston Humber tri--LJ car, faultless condition, and cash, forhigh powered coach-built w.c. tricar —Col
&?• ^°^' ^'^^ ^*"'"**' ^^"^t""' Stoke-on-

pxOHANGE Locomobile steam car, in per--AJ feet condition, with hood, and several

h^^r..^^'"*"' *?^' *^i^ ^^^^' o^ other good

Bllter '^'''^' °^'='^-''- ^"°t^^ ^^^°^^-

5 ^-^- dumber Tricar, coach-built, water-
y cooled, two speeds, good condition; any
^T^d Lt^''^^^^^.^^^ 2i h.p. good motor cycle

Wanstead '" °''''*-~^'''. ^^^l^^^^e Gardens'

3 9 ^?,-- ^^^' splendid condition, good run-
^clP W I

order and ten guinea Premiercycle, tor 5 or 6 h.p. twin and sidecar or

Ha^'fc?""''"' '' ^^"^^^^ Eoir Ea^st

pXCHANGE, brand new 1908 38-guinea 34
f^ h.p.. magneto Rex, ball bearing enein^
ofi f'T'^T^.r^^ 1908'xnagneto^ligftwS!:

gate'^Hafif"^?^^'^'^
^°*°^ Exchange, wlst-

'pWO-OYLINDER 8 h.p. Decauville, seats

iTnri iT^^'
^^^^^ splendid order, four speeds

mo^^nrf =
exchange for tricar, or good

dkl^o^^^^Q^""^ sidecar.-Abell, 15, Holmes-aaie ±toad, Sevenoaks.
T?XCHANGE 1908 Montgomery sidecar, non-
Tir, f^ device, new condition, for Chater-

buiit TrfJ''"?^^^^
attachment, must be low

19°^ ^^,^^•^^• .^"^^^ Peugeot, cane sidecar,
t.^ A

upholstered red leather. Roc two
?Le f.w^'*S' Palmers, 2iin.. iin Dermli^tine, latest refinements, built by Chater-
£60' or^^.^?r "^^^f-

T^^^fe'^t; cost £9t. sell

ruDDish.—31, St. Mary's Road, Doncaster

PLEASE NOTE
We can supply all parts for 2| and

3 1 h.p. F.N. Engines.

"VINDEC" Adjustable Pulleys for

2f h.p. F.N, Engines, 10/- each.

"VINDEC" Adjustable PuUeys for

3i h.p. F.N. and 3^ or 5 h.p. Peugeot

Engines, 15/- each.

"KUMFO" Sponge Rubber Grips, ^in.

or Iin. bars, 2/6 per pair.

South British Trading Co , Ltd.,

13-15, Wilson St, Lt>pdci\, E.C

Clili'essiiglPower

/ We rebore your, cylinder and fit hew piston complete,

With rinfTsand gudgeon pin. please send for !pur new

repairs booklet, pvinij prices for this work: '

-

The UVaTAU MOTOR ENGINEERING WORKS, Ltd;

'

- /AUtOMOBjLE.REPAlRBRS, ;; S :^^

27; &, 29, Laystall St^; "!itosebery;Ay^^;,L^ E.G.!

, Established ;i<)q6. ^> : i'Tel;M23Di GentraC;

"PAN-A-fiATTAS.
'

The New Road Clearer and Bell Substitute.

NEW AND IMPROVED MODELS.
"BRITISH MADE."

Stove enamelled green or black. Properly made
clip to attach to D forks of cycle or motor cycle.

Patent applied for.

No. 2. High-toned metal disc, 1 /- each.

No. 4. Transparent celluloid disc, 1/6 „
Postage id.

To be obtained of all Cycle Agents.

BRANSOM, KENT & CO., Ltd.

40, Great Eastern St., LONDON, E.C.

W

EXCHANGE.
EXCHANGE Detachable Forecar, 251ii.

wheels, no tyres, footboards, padded
wicker chair, also Osborne four-speed gear,
for sidecar, cash ad.justinent.—Dickson, 20,

Tillstone Street, Brighton.

21 h.p. Eoyal Enfield Motor Cycle Engine,
2 fitted with carburetter and coil, also

low tension magneto; exchange for good
5 to 7 h.p. twin engine, good make, cash
adjustment. — Williams, 6, Neville Street.
Cardiff.

EXCHANGE for good motor cycle, tricar,
or reliable small car, new high-class

furniture, any description, valued whole-
sale, direct from works.—Furniture Manu-
facturer, 9, French Place, Shoreditch, Lon-
don.

EXCHANGE for good bicycle and £8 cash,
34 h.p. Humber motor cycle, 26in.

wheels, spring saddle-pillar, perfect condi-
tion, easily take sidecar, very reliable.—
Motorist, 86, Colvestone Crescent, ualston,
London.

AVING Sold Car, and no further use for
two 760 by 90 covers, one re-treaded

ivioseley non-skid, one ditto, by London Rub-
ber Co., never been used, will exchange any-
thing. — T. E. Winskill, Roe Buck Hotel,
Kendal.

EXCHANGE 2J h.p. Buchet engined motor
cycle, trembler coil, Longuemare car-

buretter, 28in. wheels. Palmer tyres, good
order, suit tall rider, for good billiard
table, or sell £9 10s. ; Coventry.—Box No.
1,033, The Motor Cyde OfBices, Coventry.

QUADCAR, Phoenix style, genuine De Dion
34 h.p. water-cooled head, two speeds,

wheel steering, smart, handle starting, climb
almost anything, bucket seats, new gears,
piston, rings, etc., good running order, elec-

tric lit back numbers, has carried two adults
and two children; exchange for 3i or 4-4i
h.p. motor bike.—Mead, Draper, Croxley
Green, Herts.

WANTED.
ANTED, 21 h.p. Clyde engine, or crank

case.—Bryoe, Gateside, .West Kilbride.^

SIDECAR, Montgomery, wicker, 26in., good
tyre.—Wilson, Draper, Leyburn, Tork-

r shire.

1 H/TILLS-FULFGRD Castor Wheel Siaecar,

IVl cane, 26in., left.—36. Carter Street, Wal-
worth.

WAlSfTED magneto, speed indicator, head-
light, and motor clock.—Pooie, Bar-

row-on-Humber.

WANTED, high tension magneto; state

price.—Apply, Moore, 1. Derryvolgie

Avenue, Belfast.

TiYRE, 26 by 2J, good condition essential.—

Full particulars. Motor. 26. Halgbury
Street, Leicester.

WANTED, cheap for cash, sound 1907_Mo-

tor Cycle, not under 3i h.p.—Fai-er,

St. Clair, Bridgnorth.

ENGINE, li-2 h.p. (reauiring repairs will

do), carburetter, and coil.—Old, School

jlouse, Merstham, Surrey.

LATE Pattern Bat, Triumph, or other good
make, cheap for cash.—Nye. Aldhurst.

Drewstead Road. Streatham.

WANTED, good twin engine, 5-6 h.p., in

exchange for 2! h.p. single and cash.

—39, Harcourt Street, Derby.

TWIN jiiotor Cycle, magneto, two or four

speeds, or light water-cooled tricar.—

Jackson, 39, Warwick Road, Batley.

WANTED, Drummond, or other good
treadle lathe and tools ; exchange small

car.—14. Zermatt Street, Chapeltown, Leeds.

WANTED, twin and sidecar, two speeds,

free engine, mag-neto preferred; no
rubbish; trial.—Chestnuts, Cumnor Koad.
Sutton, Surrey.

HIGH Powered Motor Cycle or tricar, cheap
for cash, or exchange three-speed push

cycle, nearly new, and cash.— Hardy, 43.

Great Northern Street, Morley. Yorks.

WANTED, 1908 Triumph or Rex de Luxe,

will give in exchange X Ray outfit,

cost £90, suitable for hospital or specialist.—

Hainsworth, 123, Queen Street, Morley, Torks.

WANTED, motor cycle, about 3 h.p.; give

nearly new push cycle and cash:

wanted also cylinder top, for 2§ h.p. Ole-

ment-Garrard engine. — Brown, Warwick
House, Coleford, Glos.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirdUe that you mention " The Motor Cycle.



WANTED.
WANTED, Rex cylinder, 1906, 31 h.p.

:

state price.—Cutler, Wright's Lane.
Old Hill.

GOOD Modern Motor Cycle, 2-3 h.p.; par-
ticulars, lowest price.—Gibbs, Cooper's

HiU, Pirbrig-ht.

TEIUMPH, 1908, new, or nearly neV; full
particulars, lowest cash.—159, Doug'las

Road, Romford.

WANTED, good lightweight; exchange
new £27 piano, or buy.—91, Southfield

Road, Chiswick.

MOTOR Cycle, medium power, perfect

;

could part exchange cycle.—13, Cado-
gan Road, Cromer.

WANTED, crank case, for 75 bore cylinder,
also carburetter.—Heywood, Halley-

bury, Hertfordshire.

WANTED, E.O.M. contact breaker, thermo-
syphon radiators for tricar.—27, Carn-

bridge Road, Barking.

FIRST-CLASS Powerful tricar, known
make; cheap, spot cash.—R. Else. Lea-

wood, near Matlock.

WANTED, inclined engine, about 2 h.p.,
cheap, or little twin.—Lambert 3. Pit-

lake, Bridge, Croydon.

WANTED, F.N.'s, Triumphs, Vindecs. or
any good makes for cash. — Eey. '5,

Heath Street, Hampstead.

ENGINE, about 3J h.p., tyres, tubes, 26 by
2i, powerful lamp, saddle.—1,038, I'he

Motor Cycle Offices:, 20, Tudor Street, E.G.

SCREW-CUTTING Lathe, double geared
drilling machine, portable brazing

hearth, gramaphone. — Booth's Motories,
Wade Street, Halifax.

WANTED, 3 h.p. motor cycle, Bosch mag-
neto, very low position, Longuemare.

good condition; cheap for cash.—D.H.. 4,
Alma Square. St. John's Wood.

LIGHTWEIGHT Motor Cycle required, F.N.,
Peugeot, Ariel preferred, 1908 model,

must have magneto, spring forks, perfect
condition.—No. L037, 2'he Motor Cycle Offices,
Coventry.

WANTED, compensating or castor wheel
sidecar, 26in. wheel, for right side. 4A

by Im. N.S.U. pulley, new, 4s. 6d. ; N.S U
carburetter, 7s 6d.—J., 25, Derby Street, Bur-
ton-on-Trent.

WANTED, high grade motor cycle; ex-
change new high-class furniture, any

description, direct from works, valued whole-
sale. — Furniture Manufacturer, 9, French
Place, Shoreditch, London.

WANTED, latest lightweight, Moto-Reve
preferred; exchange gent's B.S A

cycle, three-speed, gold keyless lever watch"
'

w^^- °K. PJionograph and cash. — Willetts!Haden Road, Old Hill. Staffs.

XTALIFAX.—Wanted, 1908 Magneto Light-
J-_L weight (also Zi h.p.) in part payment
.X^.\^fA'^''^ 1^2 24 h-P- magneto Rexes,with ball bearing engine, at 38 guineas

; £26
5s. and upwards allowed.-Halifax Motor Ex-change, Westgate, Halifax.

T^ANTED, four-cylinder car. side en-
c c V trance, m good order, would exchange
2."Lf

•^- -^^ motor cycle and forecar, Peu-geot engine, Chater-Lea fittings, and two

Honitoi,^D^6^on/'
'"^ ^"'^^* order .-Quick,

MISCELLANEOUS.
QUADRANT Loop Frame, with front forks

FTrrar
handlebar; 32s. 6d. each.-

T ONG Motor Handle-bars, 21in. 4s 9d-LJ heavier gauge, 5s. 6d. ; well platedthree sizes.—Farrar. ^ '

TROUBLE-TWIST Cow-voiced Horns, 4s 9d •

fe-Fa^rrfr.''^'
^'' ''^'^ Lycett's B tooibag.

"PREMIER Accumulators, Rex size, 12s •

^o, ^a ^°^ "^^^^ ^i'^t: pounds saved

-

Farrar, Square Road, Halifax.
QHEDS for Motor Cycles, 45s.; portable

Town-London: ''"' ^^^^^^°" Eoad.^entifh

"C'RAMS made to order, complete, £2 10s •

A REVOLUTION
in the prices of

Motor Clothing and Accessories.

Send a card for

Motor List.

Guarantcd
Waterproof.

"^KSl As sketch.

Jackets fitted with
Deep Storm Collar,
straps on sleeves, and
very full skirts, guar-
anteed absolutely
waterproof.

Fawn Paramatta
21/-, 27/6.

H eavy Tweeds, 21/.
/5/-. 32/6, 45/.

Double Breasted at
an extra charge of

2/6.

OVERALLS.
Fawn or Black

Paramatta, 5/-, 6/6
per pair.

The above afford
the greatest possible
protection from the
wind and rain and no
motorist should be
without them.

JOHN PIGGOTT, LTD.,
117-118, Cheapside, and Milk St., London.

ORDER THE

PREMIER
(GUARANTEED)

MISCELLANEOUS.
ENGINES Re^bushed throughout from £

—Tufnell and Co.

CYLINDERS Ee- bored from 5s. — Tufne]
and Co.

PISTONS Supplied new from 7s. 6d.—Tul
nell and Co.

T3INGS from 9d.—Tufnell and Co.

CONNECTING Rods from 7s. 6d.—Tufnel
and Co.

TNLET Valves from Is. 6d.—Tufnell and C<

"pXHAUST Valves from 2s. 6d.—Tufnell an.

"pULLEYS for any motor.—Tufnell and (k

TRIUMPH, Brown, Fafnir, 4s. 9d.—Tufne]
and Co.

REX, Antoine, Kelecom,
and Co.

5s. 9d.— Tufne]

DE DION, M.M.C., 6s. 9d.—TufneU and Cc

IN

EXCHANGE
FOR YOUR
OLD LAMP.

Th« (ietiuine Premier with its guarantee and its un-
approachable reputation. THE PREMIER SEARCH-
LIGHT is made by the Premier Company and sold by
them and their agents only. The flimsy " exactly like"
and " just as good " sort are imitations. Send your
lamp (any sort) and we will offer liberal allowance in
exchange.

Complete 30s. ; Lamp only, 24s. ; Generator only, 6s

The PREMIER MOTOR Co., Lt€«.,
ASTON ROAD, BIRMmGHAM.

ADVEn-TiaERS _ PSeaise rrate
that Prictav is th« latest day we
oa.n receive Mdvertieement copy
for tJne fblloiarins week's i«sue«

ABOVE 4Jin. Diameter, extra 9d.—Tufne]
and Co.

AXLES, cranks, spindles, handle-bars, seal
pillars, or any other parts made t

pattern or sketch at lowest prices -, accurac
guaranteed.—Tufnell and Co., 527, High Roac
Leytonstone.

TRICAR Frame, with wheels, tanks, etc.
£7.-785. High Road, Leytonstone.

QQ by 2 Clincher, fair condition, 4s.; Mir
ZiO erva pulley, 2s.—Hastie, Sefton House
Molesey.

WHIPCORD Cycling Breeches, latest cut
lOs. 6d. ; write for patterns.—Bootl

tailor, Longton, Staffs.

T^7"HY Spill and Tear Expensive Clothes
\\ —Whipcord breeches, 83. 6d., post fre€

—lileredith's, Northwich.

FOR Sale, one F.N. full size carburetter
9s. 6d. : almost new.—191, Gricklewooi

Broadway, London, N.W.

EUSEL Cast Iron Headed Valves, any en
gine, 38. 6d., postage 3d.—Broadhurst

13, Stafford Street, Leicester.

AUTOCLIPSE Lamp and Generator, nick
elled; 35s., nearly new. — Tummey

draper, Yardley, Birmingham.

OlSTE Pair Genuine Simplex Spring Fori
Attachments, plated (brand new); 99.-

Scott, 4, (Cambridge Place, Plumstead.

WNERS of heavy powered machines. -

The D—all adjustable belt fastene:
will satisfy as no other shall.—Below.

D—ALL Adjustable Fasteners, the best ye
produced; direct pull, frietionless

with two lengthening links, post tree. Is

j

lOd.—Dall, Ladybank, Fife.

IVTEW Kent Tricar Gear, three speeds, com
i.^ plete, in hands of makers ; price £6.-

I

Cloake, Rose in Valley Hotel, Chatham.

OSBORl^ra] Four-speed Pulley, complete
with levers, etc.; 50s. — Barber, 17

Galena Road, Hey Street, Hammersmith, W
BELT Rim Brakes, flexible cable hand ap-

plied, easily fitted, stop anything; 8s

6d., usual price 15s.—Slack's Garage, Stock-
port.

XL'ALL Spring Fork Attachment and
Po-rk, only used one month, as new:

what offers?—Duke, Anderby Rectory, Alford
Lines.

N.S.U. Two-speed Gear, new, £4 10s. ; two
Brampton motor saddles, shop-soiled,

7s. 6d. each. — Hodgson 10, Horton Road,
Bradford.

EVERYTHING made in Tanks and Radi-
ators except a fortune. — Write for

pricesi, A. Phillips, 112, Lynton Road, Ber-
mondsey.

"VrON-SKED Studded Cover, 26 by 2i, 15s.;

x\ Longuemare spray carburetter, 7s. 6d.

:

spring fork attachment, 5s.—Lloyd, Victoria
Terrace. Leamington.

PULLEYS for any motor.-De Dion, M.liI.O.*

65. 6d. ; Antoine, N.S.U., Kelecom, Roc,
b'.N.. 5s. 9d. ; Peugeot, Brown, 5s. 6d.; Tri-

umph. Fafnir, Sarolea, Minerva. 4s. 9d.

;

plated, guaranteed, carriage paid.—J. Per-
kins, High Road, Leyton, London.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that, you mention " The Motor Cycle.
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MISCELLANEOUS.
ITAUDE'S. — G-enuine Stanley - Dermatine
.VJ- lin. belts, 8ft. 6in., guaranteed and
lenuine; 12s. 6d. each.

l/fAUDE'S.—Osborne four-speed, very good
.Vi order; £2 17s. 6d.

l/TAUDE'S. — Wby not try a latest Brown
JX and Barlow carburetter, with handle-
bar control; only 30s.

lyfAUDE'S. — Will allow you 10s. on your
-VX present one, no matter what make, in
.xchange; immediate delivery.

i/TAUDE'S.—Amae carburetters, latest pat-
.Vx tern, 29s., or your present one and 20s.

ecures; any model.

l/fAUDE'S.—Mabon clutch, fits Minerva,
.\X good condition ; 32s. 6d.

l/fATJDE'S. — Longuemare spray carbur-
xL etter, 15s. ; Brown and Barlow, 15s.

k/TAUDE'S.—High tension wire, best duality,
yX 9d. per yard; low tension, 6d.

l/TAUDE'S. — Albion free engine pulley,
yj- brand new ; 30s.

l/fAXJDE'S. — Middlemore padded Eideasy
yX saddles, your old one and 12s. 6d.

©cures, guaranteed, exactly as on Tri-
imphs, splendid value.

k/TAUDE'S.—Long Handle-bars, best plat-

yX ing, finest quality, heavy gauge; 5s.

i. per pair.

l/TAUDE'S.—The latest variable pulley,
yX standard sizes in stock. Try one on
.pproval; only 14s.

l/TAUDE'S.—Treble twist horns, the finest
yX horn ever made ; try one on approval

;

est plating throughout; only 7s. 6d. ; double
wist, 4s. 6d.

k/TAUDE'S. — Latest pattern headlight,
yX divided glasses, guaranteed, and ex-
ictly as sold by others at 30s. and 22s. 6d.

espectively; our price one guinea; ap-
roval.

k/TAUDE'S, the Eair Factors, Powell Street,
yX Halifax. Tyre catalogue ready shortly.
Register your name for one.

l/TINERVA Carburetter. 2 to 3 h.p., perfect
yX order: 8s. 6d.—129, Ley Street, Ilfora.

BARKER'S Iron Cement, for cracked cylin-

ders, etc. ; Is. tin.—Oxford Road, Wortn-
Qg.

rORPEDO Tank, new, complete with aa
fittings ; 15s. 6d.—25, The Gardens, Peck-

lam Rye.

i Volt Accumulator, cost 20s., never used;
t bargain, 7s. 6d., or exchange; approval.
-229, Hyde Road, Manchester.

\/rjNERVA Engine Pulleys, prices from
-VX 3s.; pistons from 5s.—Motor "Works, 2a,
elbourne Road, Denmark Hill. S.E.

"^ASH Bargains.—Prested 12 amp. aocumu-
<J lators, 9s. 6d.; two-way switches, 2s.;

.B.D. silencer, 4s. 6d. ; searchlight lamp,
rith separate generator, 22s.; volt or amp-
aeters, 4s. 6d. ; large double-twist horns,
s. 6d. ; belt fasteners, 8d. ; belt punches,
s. 5d. ; ratchet plated control levers. Is. 6d.

;

.ouble with clip, 5s. 6d.; motor cycle two-
peed hubs. 50s.—Bastone, see below.

'CLINCHER A Won Motor Cycle, B.E., 28 by
<J 2i. 21s.; Clincher heavy car covers, 750
ly 85. T4, 45s.; T3, 43s.; 700 by 65, Tl, 26s.—
iastone, see below.

V/TOTOR Cycle Covers, wired edge, 26 by 2,

-VX 2i and 2i, lis. 6d.; 28 by 2, 2J, 2i, 12s.

d. ; beaded edge, 2s. extra; Clincher motor
ycle tube. 25 by 2i, 6s. 9d. ; Macintosh tubes,
6 by 2i, 28 by 2. 6s. 9d.—Bastone, see below.

BELTING, best quality leather, V, i,

I, J, 8d., lOd., and Is.; rubber and can-
as, lin., Is. 2d. per foot; approval against
ash. — Bastone, 215 and 217, Pentonville
^oad. King's Cross, London, N. Telephone.
481 North.

;;<PLENDID Coach-built Porecar Body,
J wheels and attachments, practicall-'^
lew, no tyres; what offers?—Taylor, 292,
tianchester Street, Oldham.
C'.N. Plain Coil, trembler coil, N.A.B. pil-
L lar and saddle, 26 by 2i Moseley wired
lover; 32s. 6d. the lot.—Munning, St. John's,
South End Road, Hampstead.

A PPROVAL.—R.O.M. twin contact breaker,
t^ soiled, 22s. 6d. ; Longuemare carbxir-
Jtter, lis. 6d.

; plated torpedo tank, 10s. 6rl.

-Smith, Ford Street, St. Mary. Nottingham.

Have YOU tried
the new Ro ad-
clearerfop bicycles?

TAMBOURONG

Reptaces the old-fashioned bell and horn.

Tbe Effect is Startling

!

Fixes on front forks. A cord from
handle-ber pulls trigger when re-

quired in contact with front wheel
spokesand sounds like a noisy drum

or gong.

Steimped me-taLl srons', 1/6.

L.EO. RIPAUL.T&CO.,
64a, POLAND ST., LONDON, W.

Sole Agents for the genuine Parisian made article.

NOTICE. As we find the parchment model is detri

mentally affected by damp weather we have abandoned
this pattern in favour of the new stamped metal gong,
which is the thing for Motor Cycles, and made specially
strong.

BOOKS FOR ?

I
MOTOR CYCLISTS.

|

I

I

i

" THE AUTOCAR " AUTOMO-
BILE DICTIONARY, by Sigmund
Krausz. Twelve thoysand tech-

nical terms and other words
employed in connection with auto-
mobiles and automobilism. In

EngUsh- French-German, French-
English-German, and German-
French- English. Cloth bound.
Price 3 16 net. Post free, 3 /9.

"USEFUL HINTS AND TIPS
FOR AUTOMOBILISTS."—Third
edition (revised and enlarged).

Contains nearly 600 hints and
" wrinkles " relating to the care,

management, and repair of auto-

mobiles. As useful to the motor
cyclist as the car owner. Price

2/6 net Post free, 2/10.

i

"MOTOR REPAIRING FOR
AMATEURS," by John Henry
Knight. A book written to assist

those who have a penchant for

mechanics, and keep their machine
in running order themselves.
Price 2/6 net. Post free, 2/9.

Order, with remittance, should
be sent to

ILIFFE & SONS LTD.,
20, Tudor St., LONDON, E.G.

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

MISCELLANEOU S.

A LVASTON Bargains. — Four - cylinder
XX Gianoli high tension magneto, brand
new; list price £14, superb instrument, fiiUy
guaranteed, wonderful spark, immediate
sale, £5 10s.

ALVASTON Bargains.—3 h.p. stationary
enclosed petrol motor, well made, and

in perfect running order, drive lathe or other
machinery; to clear, 45s.

A LVASTON Bargains.—7 h.p. Crossley oil
-i-l engine, in excellent order; seen run-
ning; all fittings, complete; £32, worth
double.

ALVASTON Bargains.—6J h.p. Aster, water-
cooled head, new, perfect; 25a.

ALVASTON Bargains.—G-enuine 8 h.p.
Rover cylinder, M.O.V., guaranteed

sound, nearly new; accept 30s., worth £4. —
Alvaston Motors, Derby.

"AIIDE'S.-C.A.V. accumulators, guaran-
teed twelve months, Humber size, 15s.;

Rex size, I63. 6d.; Ariel, 15s. 9d. ; Minerva, 178

"AUDE'S allow you 5s. on your old ac-
cumulator in part payment; approval

of course.—Maude's, the Fair Factors, Powell
Street, Halifax.

PORTABLE Building, 34 by 15, 8 windows,
new condition, or would exchans-e

motor. — Charles Hughes and Sons. Port-
madoc.

31. h.p. Vindec Cylinder and Piston (sound),
2 12s.; Salsbury lamp and large gener

ator, 12s. ; 8ft. 6in. Whittle's lin. belt, 7s. 6d.
—Tegg, Burghfleld Common, Mortimer, Berks.

B.S.A. Motor Cycle, everything except en-
gine and carburetter, will take any

size engine to 3i h.p.; nearest offer £8.—
Fullest particulars, 70, Milman Road, Liver-
pool.

AUTOGENOUS Welding.—Send that broken
casting to the Alvaston Motors, Derby,

to be welded by patent pro-cess; metal re-
united.

AUTOGENOUS Welding. — Costly castings
saved from the scrap by our process.

Cracked valve seats, water jackets, cylinder
liners, pistons, frames, connecting rods, and
a thousand other things.

AUTOGENOUS Welding. — Wonderful re-
sults. Broken flanges, lugs, brackets,

etc., all amenable to our process; send part
to-day; quotations on sight.

AUTOGENOUS Welding.—Alvaston Motors.
Derby. Telephone, 1, Alvaston.

TREMBLER Coll, 12s.; 60 amp. accumu-
lator, 22s.; 20 amp. accumulator, 10s.;

odometer, 12s. ; contact breaker, 5s. ; lin.
leather belt, 14s. — Vialls, 10a, Alexandra
Road. Hendon.

ATLAS Spring Pork Attachment. — Motor
cycling a pleasure; no side play, no

vibration, polished, rustproof; 13s., carriage
naid.—Atlas- Engineering Co., 115, Victoria
Road, Charlton, S.E.

BROWN and Barlow 3i h.p. carburetter,
vsdth Ohater thumbslides, complete, fit

Triumph; 12s. 6d.. or exchange for spring
saddle-pillar, or studded cover.—21, Hind-
man's Road, Dulwich.

TORPEDO Tanks, made in brass, copper,
and steel, any size, best finish ; swan-

neck seat-pillars, 28. 6d. ; long handle-bars,
4s. : tanks, from 5s.—Arrow Motor Works,
Victoria Road, Peckham, S.E.

AMATEUR Photographers.—Superior en-
largements (bromide), from your nega-

tives, 8 by 6, 9d.; 10 by 8, lOd.; 12 by 10, lid.;
15 by 12, Is. id.; cash; from prints 6d. extra.
—Greame, Wellesley, Whyteleafe.

READERS having Photographic Apparatus
for sale shoiild advertise in " Photo-

graphy and Focus " Emporium ; Jd. per
word, minimum 9d.—Address, " Photography
and Focus" OfiBlces-, 20, Tudor Street, London,,
E.C

3 h.p. Antoine Engine, £3; Eisemann mag-
neto and coll. £2 10s.; 28 by 2 Grose

steel studded tyre. 15s. ; substantial foot-
boards, 10s. pair ; F.N. carburetter, 6s. ; etc.
—Page, 63, New Fillebrook Road, Leyton-
stone, N.E.

DE DION 3i h.p. Engine, water-cooled, Lon-
guemare carburettter, Nilmelior coil,

accumulator, silencer, £5 5l. ; tricar or side-
car seat, upholstered wicker body, Oee
springs, 17s. 6d.: all perfect.; cash wanted.

—

102, Mare Street, Hackney. N.E.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle."
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B
MISCELLANEOUS.

OOTH.—Wide mudguards, with stays and
screws; 3in., 2s. lid.; 4in., 3s. 6d.

BOOTH. — 500 Fuller's Midget plain coils,

10s. 6d. ; 200 Puller's Midget trembler
coils, 17s. 6d.

BOOTH takes your old coil in part pay-
ment; part with troublesome coils.

BOOTH. — Puller accumulators, 20 amp.,
17s.; Bex type, 16s.; Minerva, 16s.;

Midget, 16s.

BOOTH.—5s. 6d. allowed for your old ac-

cumulator in part payment for Pul-
ler's.

BOOTH.—50 pairs Xl'all spring forks; im-
mediate delivery; N.A.B. seat-pillar,

3s. 6d.

BOOTH. — Long motor cycle handle-bars,
heavy gauge, best quality plating;

58. 6d.

BOOTH.—Silent silencers, for engines to 5

h.p., very efficient, no back pressure;
3s. 3d.

BOOTH.—Frames, £1 5s.; wheels, 9s. 6d.

pair; plain coils, 2s. lid.; trembler
ooils, 5s. 6d.

BOOTH.—Send for list of oddments, speed
gears, tanks, etc.; clearance bargains.

CAMEL Rubber Belting, tremendous stocli;

iin.. 9d.; ?in.. Is.; iin.. Is. 2d.; lin.. Is.

5d. ; samples free.

BOOTH. — Coronet Searchlights minor
lenses, with generator; 22s. 6d.; appro-

val.—Booth's Motories, Wade Street, Halifax.

PULLEYS for any motor from four shil-

li-Qgs.—Sander. 20. Manby Grove, Strat-

ford, E.

GODFREY and Applebee.—Now is the time
to send us your machine to overhaul;

all work guaranteed ;
prices moderate.

GODFREY and Applebee, the tuning-up
experts. We can improve all types of

machines. Give us a trial.

GODFREY and Applebee.—Buy your ma-
chine through us and save money;

bargains in second-hand machines; liberal

exchange prices. '

GODFREY and Applebee.—Tyres, Tyres.

Big prices given for old covers in ex-

change for new ones. Write us for what
you require.—165a, Hoe Street, Walthamstow.
'Phone, 464 Walthamstow.

TRICYCLE Wheels, 26 by 2J, and tyres, Lon-
guemare carburetter, silencer, differ-

ential axle; £2.—Stelfox, Bolina Road, South
Bermondsey, S.E.

GOOD Idea.—Warehouse your motor cycle

and have the use of its loan value;
particulars gladly. — Humphrys and Son,

Peckham Eye, S.E.

YOUR Last Season's Belt is doubtlessly
worn, but a box of Ukantes belt pulley

grips will prolong the life of it for yet
hundreds of miles.—Price's. Mount Pleasant.
E.G.

BOWDEN Back Brake, complete, 10s.

;

' Price's stands. 26in.. 5s.; Whittle gm.
belt, 15g.; Brown 3i h.p. exhaust valve, com-
plete, 28. 6d. : ditto, back wheel axle. 2s. 6d.;
all new.—Paxman, Tewkesbury.

A f\ Amp. Prested, nearly new, fully
TcU charged, 10s. ; Minerva pulley, npw.
I by 3i, 2s.; belt rim and clips, suit light-
weight, 3s.; Fuller plain coil, 6s.—Baxter, 31,

Wellington Avenue, Liverpool.

Oa. by 2J Dunlop Beaded Cover, done 90

^KJ miles only, 15s.- 26 by 2i Dunlop tube,
brand new, 7s.; both fresh stock; long bars,
stout, unplated. Is. 6d. : Jane's switch, la.

—

Siddall, Imery House, Hamilton.

LONG Handle-bars, 4s.; swan-neck saddle-
pillars, 2s. 6d., frames, tanks, wheels,

etc., all to your own requirements; sniart
deliverv speciality. — Green. 14 Avondale
Road, Peckham, S.E. Works, McDermott
Road.

TRADE Direct and Save a Profit. — The
Albany waterproof jackets, from

double texture paramatta, at 18s. 6d., are
going well, but for winter riding you may
prefer our 21s. jacket, made from best plain
fawn proof. Lined self beaverteen; this is
a heavy, warm, tailor made jacket, ^vith
latest improvements ; any size sent carriage
paid; cash with order.—G. Raws and Sons,

'

Indiarubber Manufacturers, Oldhall Street,
'

Liverpool.

The R.O.M. Tube.
"The car tube in tninia.ture.

In order to meet
the demand for

a tougher and
heavier motor

I

cycle inner tube
than at present
on the market,
we have decided
to introduce the
'• R.O.M. " (red)

tube.
We make this

tube in one
weight only, viz.
' e.xtra heavy."
The highest qual-
ity Para rubber
alone is used in
its construction, and the tube is in fact a heavy car
tube in all but size.

Prices, complete with valves.
26 & 28 .X 2, 9/- Endless, 11 /- Butt-ended.
26&38x2i 10/- „ 12/-
26 & 28 X 2i 11/- „ 13/.

BANDS, RE-TREADING, and Repairs OUR Speciality.
(All makes of bands fitted.)

Shamrock, Clincher, or Goodrieh rubber studded
Kon-skid Bands. £1 Is.

Whatever vour requirements, write for our new
" ILLUSTRATED TYRE LIST" (sent free). This gives
prices of all covers, full particulars of our allowances
on old covers, prices for re- treading, fitting bands,etc.

Special Trade List on Application.
R.O.M. CONTACT BREAKERS. R.O.M. STANDS.

The CONTINENTAL MOTOR CO.,
32, Rosebery Avenue, LONDON, E.G.

'Phone ; Holbom, 1513. Tel. : " Bromitch," London.

HALF a MO ?

The 'GLARE'
Electric Headlight

Consumes
only 4 volts,

^ amp.

Weighs
only 8 ozs.

\ Throws a

^ beam 100 ft.

ahead.

ADJUST-
ABLE

HANDLE

"''^iii^ ACCUMULATOR S4«.t1T
PULLEY, and Box for

£1. Glare, £1.
A few of our Specialities,

particulars.

«J. ^f. GREENWOOD, L.td.
PORTLAND PLACE WORKS, HALIFAX.
London Oiiice s and Showrooms : Ag'ents—Messrs.

Burt, 166, Clerkenwell Road, LonTson.

BRACKET,
4s. 6cl.
Postage 3d. extra

Write for

MISCELLANEOUS.
SUIT of Waterproof Overalls, woollen lined,

tailor made, cost 3 guineas; largre
leather coat, specially made, cost £3, suit-
able for tall man : sell or exchange for eood
gramaphone.—Oolley, Hillingdon, Eilston.

MISCELLANEOUS.
ADVANCE Adjustable Pulley, used by ;

the leading riders.

ADVANCE Adjustable Pulley, wianer
T.T. Eace.

ADVANCE Adjustable Pulley, many tho
sands novi in use.

ADVANCE Adjustable Pulley; testimoi
als arrive daily.

ADVANCE Adjustable Pulley will increa
your power.

ADVANCE Adjustable Pulley is not one
the best, but the best on the mark*

ENGINES, Engines, Engines.—3 h.p., 6 h.j

and 9 h.p., air or water-cooled; sei
for particulars.—Address below.

HEBE at Last!—An ideal and adjustab
belt fastener; price 2s. 6d. — Addre

below.

ADVANCE Generator Brackets, as reooj
mended by " Ixion "

; price 2s. 6d.
Advance Motor Mfg. Co., Ltd., Northampto

ACETYPHOTE, coil, accumulator, Gri
well brake, volt ampmeter ; 7s. 6

each.—91, Southfield Road, Chiswick.

BOOTH.—Forecar Attachment, side stay
brakes, £4 10s., or take sidecar; wan

ed. sidecars, give new £8 8s. cycles, level e
change.—Booth's Motories, Wade Stree
Halifax.

JACKETS, Overalls, latest style, doubl
texture, waterproof, windproof, bet

value in the trade, overalls 7s.; jacket
double breasted, 14s.—Manufacturers, 35 an
37, Chestergate, Stockport.

THREE-SPEED Free Engine Pulleys, pos
five, reliable action, most simple t

fit, light, neat, durable, no end thrust, gua;
auteed, patent applied for.—New Nonpare
Motor Fittings, Ashtree Road, Stirchle^
Birmingham.

TFT. 3in. iin. Lycett's Lyso Rubber Bel
8s.: 3i h.p. Longuemare carburettei

nearly new, 128.; large horn. 2s. 6d.; larg
headlight, with separate generator, 98. ; 28ii

by 2in. Dunlop tyre, beaded, 7s.—7, Blai
Grove, Southport.

PREMIER Searchlight, complete, unusec
258. ; 9ft. 6in. Stanley-Dermatine, ?in

as new, 12s.; Rich tube, 26 by 2i, good, 9e

6d. ; Jane's magneto cut-out and wire, 28.

loud horn. 2s. 6d. ; Lycett toolbag, 2s. 6d.-

No. 1,034, The Motor Cycle Offices. Coventry

FOR Sale, cheap, or exchange, new 26 by 2

beaded cover, Salsbury Bleriot ca
headlight, 2i h.p. engine, Lloyds free engin<
clutch, brand new pair of tricar hubs. Hum
ber carburetter, F.N. ditto. Singer tant
plain coil.—Particulars, A. Moyse, Kessing
land.

T^THT Buy another lamp ? Let me fit you:
VV own with a projector plano-conve:

lens; 3in., 3Jin., 3iin., Is. 9d.; 3|in., 2s.; 4in.
2s. 6d. ; 4Jin., 2s. 9d.; 4iin., 5s.; 4|in., 3s. 6d.:
5in., 4s.; satisfaction guaranteed, or youi
money returned.—Payne, Metchley Lane
Harborne.

O-60 and 1-30 tooth by i chain wheels, new
jmj 8s. each ; 10ft. fin. by Jin. Renold chain
and half links, not run 50 miles, Is. 6d. pei
foot; Longuemare carburetter, for 8 h.p. er-

gine, 16s.; brand new radiator, 32ft. of iin.

copper tubing, £2.—41, Kingston Road, Lei-
cester.

5 h.p. Twin Castings, part machined; 3*

h.p. Quadrant cylinder and valves;
new 3 h.p. Quadrant tank carburetter: ex-

change for following: single magneto Phoe-
nix forecar, back wheel, or 26 b.y 2i tyres:
best cash offer.—Hall, 14. Westville Road.
Shepherd's Bush.

GEAR Box, three speeds, direct drive. £5;
De Dion 4i and 6 h.p. valves, nickel.

3s. 6d. and 4s. 6d., also Darracq and Aster:
also several carburetters and commutators,
from 10s. ; leather jacket, 6s.—Eclipse Eng-
and Motor Co., 255, Earlsfleld Road, Wands-
worth. 'Phone: 1,135, Putney.

8-10 h.p. Two-cylinder Engine and Gear Box.
four artillery wheels. 700 by 85, four

covers, 700 by 85, sound for re-treading,
smart two-seated body, with toolbox ' ^-

hind, painted green, ready for varnish, fo-n-

new mudguards, with braxikets, lamT".

brackets, for head and side lights, v^^
new pressed steel frame sides, up-to-date
radiator and bonnet; quick sale, £23.—Car-
ter, 46, Stanley Street, Preston, Laneashir*.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle."
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SOME USEFUL ACCESSORIES.
[(Continued jrom page 816.

Coaster hubs have been a standard feature on many
pedal bicycles for years past, but have not been
popular on standard makes of motor bicycles. In
America the New
Departure coaster

hub is largely used
on motor bicycles,

and in the case of

machines unpro-
vided with footrests

there is no doubt
that a coaster hub
will attain a cer-

tain measure of

popularity in this

country. The New
Departure coaster

hub for motor bicycles, which we illustrate herewith, is a

speciality of Brown Bros., Ltd., Great Eastern Street,

E.C. It combines a free-wheel and back-pedalling
brake. The act of back-pedalling imparts movement
to a clutch which expands a triple brake ring. The
free-wheel is devoid of ratchets, pawls, springs, or
rollers, and a machine fitted with it can be wheeled
backwards without the brake being applied. The
illustration shows the chain ring cut for lin. pitch
block chain, but it will be supplied for Y^'m. pitch
roller chain.

That there are numerous ineflficient coils on the
market is apparent to anyone who takes the trouble
to enquire as to the usual amount of current con-
sumed. Kiiowinir this to be the, case the Cjty

Brown Bros.' coaster hub (or motor cycles.

Ignition Co., 14, Spencer Street, Goswell Road,
W.C, have brought out a separate condenser which,

can be fixed next to the battery, under the coil, or

anywhere in close proximity to the coil. The size of

the condenser is 5in. x 2^in. x i^in., and with

its aid an ordinary wasteful coil can be rendered

one of the most economical in current consumption.

The Continental Motor Co., who are chiefly

famous for their R.O.M. synchronised contact breaker,

.

have brought out

a front wheel

stand, which is

to be known by

the same name.
The stand is

fitted to the ends
of the front wheel
forks, and, being

.set eccentrically,

allows the legs

to be spread out,

thus giving great

rigidity. The legs

are also set past

the centre, so

that there is no
possibility of the

machine being accidentally pushed off the stand.

The stands are provided with ball castor ends, so

that when the stand is down the machine can be
wheeled about without the front wheel being in the
forks, if so desired. The legs are kept in position

R.O.M. Front Wheel Stand.
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by means of spring bolts. A similar stand is also

supplied for the back wheel.

Alfred Dunhill, Ltd., Euston Road, N.W.,
make a special point of considering the wants of motor

cyclists, especially as regards

clothing. The Dunhill
waterproof leg overall is one

of the best garments of the

kind on the market. The
annexed illustration clearly

shows the construction of the

article. We have had a pair

of these in use for about two

,A^neat overall sold by AUred
DunhiU, Ltd.

^Dunhill 8 ;valise tor attaching to
"^ Jthe oariieri

years, and have found them
absolutely indispensable when
riding in wet weather. They
seem to be practically im-

pervious to moisture, keeping

the trousers perfectly dry and
amply protecting the boots.

Among the many other

articles of interest stocked

by this firm may be mentioned a neat valise, designed

to be attached to the back carrier of a motor cycle.

The handle-bar switches sold by A. H. Hunt,
115-117, Cannon Street, E.G., have been improved

during the last few months, and are worthy of atten-

tion from those readers who are contemplating the

fitting of a switch—^a useful article at all times, but

particularly when it is desired to coast downhill without

the engine firing and without closing the throttle.

The H.H. handle-

bar switches now
have a clip which
is bolted through
the solid ebonite

body. This form of

clip allows the
switch to be fixed

on the top tube of

the frame also,

where there is

usually very little

clearance between the tube and the top of the petrol

tank. This is the usual position selected for two-way
switches. The contact lever is now fitted with a pro-

jecting piece forming the switch lever. In the old

type a groove was provided, which often allowed the
thumb to slip past the lever. A new addition consists

of a removable screwed plug, as shown on the left-hand

switch in the illustration. When this plug is un-
screwed, the switch is inoperative, so that if the lever

should happen to be turned to the " on " position by an
unauthorised person the batteries are not affected until

the plug is replaced. Another useful article sold by

Two neat ebonite swltcties sold by A. H. Hunt.

Mr. Hunt is a safety fuse for attachment to the
handle-bar. This is useful in the case of machines
provided with a plain coil, as if the rider forgets to
switch off and the blade of the contact breaker happens
to be making contact, the battery is prevented from
discharging itself through the coil, by the fusing of the
special alloy.

We have hitherto referred to the combined generator
bracket and tank clip marketed by the Advance
Motor Mfg., Co., Louise Road, Northampton, and
we now illustrate this useful

fitting. It will be seen that

it is provided with an adjust-

ing piece situated under the

arch of the clip. This can
be set with the aid of the

screw and lock-nut on the top,

in any desired position to suit various diameters ot

top tubes, and the various spaces existing between the

top of the tank and the top tube.

The Kerry adjustable engine pulley has special

features of its own. The loose flange and the locking

ring are both provided with left-hand threads, as also

is the. extended boss upon which the loose flange is

screwed. Between the

flange and the locking

ring is a washer, which
is prevented from turning

by two dowels or keys

which slide in grooves

machined in the boss.

The amount of adjustment
is considerable, and the
pulley will take practically

any width of belt. It is

made to suit the axle of

any engine, and the East
London Rubber Co., Great Eastern Street, E.G.,

claim that the pulley can be adjusted to any gear

required in thirty seconds, without the use of tools,

except to loosen the locking ring.

For a long time Messrs. Lake and Elliot,

of Braintree, have enjoyed a high reputation as manu-
facturers of specialities ; their motor cycle stand in

particular has been deservedly popular. They have

now marketed a lightweight pattern stand, scaling

only three pounds, yet equal to hard work. The
stand is normally held out of action by a simple spiral

spring. To bring it into position the rider has merely

The " Millennium Express " Stand for motor bicycles' weighing up to

120 lbs. It weighs 3 lbs.

to apply pressure with his foot and pull the machine
back on to the stand. As it is attached to the back
stays, the rear wheel of a motor cycle to which it is
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fitted can be removed while the stand is in use. It
is made of steel throughout, and the lugs are made
from Millennium castings. The stand is finished with
two coats of stoved enamel, and well plated as to its
bright parts.

The number of enquiries we receive regarding the
purchase of a reliable speedometer for motor cycles is

quite surprising, proving that this accessory, in a
simple and moderate priced form, is a general favourite.
A. W. Gamage, Ltd., Hoiborn, E.G., have prepared
for the demand, and among recent importations from
the States is the Bullard speedometer for attachment to

<rBS

The Bullaid Speedometer, showing method of driving the flexible shaft.

the handle-bar. It is operated by means of a gear wheel
attached to the front wheel spokes and a flexible shaft.

Among other advantages claimed for it are the indi-
cating needle is steady at all speeds and yet sensitive
to the slightest change. It also has the fewest parts
of any instrument of the kind on the market. It is hand-
some in appearance, compact, and the working parts
are provided with ball bearings throughout. Very
shortly Gamage's will have the same instrument made
up embodying a mileage recorder, for which, of course,
an extra charge will be made.

835

In outward appearance the De Beer's petrol econo-
miser is very similar to the ordinary type of carburetter
jet, though somewhat larger in diameter. It has already
proved its worth when fitted to the carburetters of
industrial vehicles and pleasure cars, and experiments
we have carried out have served to convince us that
equally good results may be obtained with it when fitted

to a motor cycle. From the accompanying sketch it

will be seen to consist of the gun metal tube
A closed at one end and screwed internally

at the other end to take the adapter B. The
latter is drilled through the centre, and can
be made to suit various types of spray car-

buretters. The hollow chamber inside A con- A^
tains a loose fitting piston C, which has two
spiral grooves—of course pitch-—^cut on the
outside, and a slot on its. lower end to take
the blade of a small screwdriver, so that it

may be readily ground on to the small seating
D seen near the top of the tube A. A hole E
is drilled in the domed end of the tube A, and is of'

unusually large diameter. During the suction stroke of
the engine the petrol is drawn up the adapter B, and
the spiral grooves of the piston C, causing the latter to

slowly rotate against the seating D. It passes through
the hole E, and leaves it in the form of a whirling

spray. The rotating .action of the piston not only

atomises the petrol, but tends to check any rush of
liquid consequent on a sudden increase in speed of the

engine, which would othenvise obtain too rich a

mixture; it also prevents the hole E from becoming
choked. The machine we tested was fitted with a

Brown and Barlow carburetter, and the improve-

ment in economy of consumption was equal to seventeen

miles to the gallon. A decided increase in power was
also noticed on the level and on the hills. The
address of the makers is 432, Mansion House
Chambers, Queen Victoria Street, E.G.

(To "be continued.)

"THE AUTOCAR" LECTURES.
THE first three lectures of the course of eight

lectures on the motor car, arranged by The
Autocar, have now been given in London, and
one in each of the centres named in the next

column. It will interest our readers to know that the

remaining lectures still to be given in each centre

cover the ground of which particulars are given below :

Skcond Lecture.—Modem Steam Cars—Boilers—Generators
—Engines and Regulation—Physical and Chemical Properties
of Liquid Fuels—Combustion—Otto Cycle Indicator Diagrams
—Two-stroke Engines.

Third LEcruRE.—Generally speaking, will deal with the
engine and all the component parts th'"''eof—Crankshafts—Con-
necting Rods-— Pistons— Valves— C-ir shafts—^the Shape of

Cylinders and the Position of the Valves—with some remarks
on Motor Cycles.

PoTTRTH Lecture.—Clutches : Cone, Expanding, Metal-to-

metal, Disc, etc.—Grear Boxes— Cardan-shafts— Universal
Joints—Back Axles.

Fifth Lecture.—Carburation—Cooling and Lubrication.

Sixth Lecture.—The whole of this lectixre will be devoted
to various forms of ignition, particular attention being given
to High-tension Distribution Systems, and Magnetos.

Seventh Lecture.—Frames—Steering— Brakes— Bearings
—Chains, etc.

Eighth Lecture.—Bodies—^Wheels—^Tyres— Accessories—
Hints on Driving—Organisation.

The dates of the remaining lectures in each centre

are as follows:

London.—November 3rd, 10th, 17th, 24th, and December
1st. Each day at 3.30 and 8.30 p.m.

Birmingham.—To-day (Wednesday), November 4th, 11th,

18th, 25th, December 2nd and 9th. 7.30 p.m.

Leeds.—October 29th, November 5th, 12th, 19th, 26th,

December 3rd and 10th. 7.30 p.m.

Manchester.—October 30th, November 6th, 13th, 20th,

27th, December 4th and 11th. 4.0 and 7.30 p.m.

Newcastle-on-Tyne.—November 2nd, 9th, 16th, 23rd,

30th, December 7th and 14th. 7.30 p.m.

We draw special attention to the fact that to meet

the wishes of those of our readers who may wish

to attend four of the remaining five lectures in

London and seven lectures in each of the provincial

centres, arrangements have been made to issue

tickets to admit to any four of the lectures for los. 6d.

Applications for tickets should be made immediately to

the Lecture Secretary, 20, Tudor Street, E.G.

Mr. Grole-Rees called at our office one day last

week and showed us an interesting electric lamp which

will shortly be placed on the market by Messrs.

Bowea and Odery Mfg. Go., Pomeroy Street, New
Gross, S.E.
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IS THE TRICAR DEAD ?
A REPLY BY " AB 29."

IN
reply to the above question, 1 enclose a photo-

graph of a special local built light tricar which

is very much alive, and the following facts and

deductions—the result of seven years' driving

of various machines—will confirm your leaderette in

a recent issue.

Now as to what the machine can do and has done.

The last run of any magnitude was on August nth
with a ten-stone driver, ten-stone passenger, and three-

quarters of a hu. -^redweight of luggage (a complete

camping-out equipment). The machine travelled with

this load eighty miles in four and a quarter hours. The

course was through many towns, and included stopping

to purchase petrol, a tyre pump, dinner, taking wrong

turnings, getting over the Chiltern Hills, travelling

about twenty miles along the top of the Cotswold hills

against the wind, and through a storm of rain. All

this was done in four and a quarter hours on a 3^ h.p.

air-cooled tricar, driven by the writer.

The machine can be relied upon to average twenty

or twenty-one miles per hour. It can just manage
when loaded the hill between Broadway and Stow-on-

the-Wold—a mile and a half of i in 11. This is

about its limit for hill-climbing without dropping the

passenger. It has run over four thousand miles, is

running on the original tyres, and with the original

belt. It has been stuck up on one occasion only, and
that through an exhaust valve breaking.

Disiribxition of the Weight.
The following details of the machine may be useful

to those contemplating the purchase of a similar

machine. The frame was specially built to my own
ideas. I had found the back wheel on a previously

owned tricar skid very much or waggle when travelling

through grease. This I put down to insufficient

weight on the hinder part of the machine, and it was
so light that my usual method of turning round was
to pick up the back wheel with one hand and walk it

round without any exertion whatever. The present
frame was so designed that the weight of the fore-

carriage and passenger came behind, instead of
in front of, the front axle, as is more usual.
Then, again, you will see there is a box on
each footboard near_ the back wheel. These
boxes contain tools, batteries, and coil. The
difference in weight is so great that with two hands
and feet firmly braced I can only just manage to lift

up the back wheel and move it a few inches at a

time. The running of the machine justifies the altera-

tion of design, for 1 have never known the machine to

skid, and 1 take "grease " at full speed now.
So much for the frame; now for the engine. The

power is obtained froin a 3^. h.p. Fafnir engine,

80 by 80 mm., fan cooled. The engine was reversed

so as to have the valve box facing towards the front

to catch the air. The fan was my own design and
make, and runs on ball bearings, driven by one ot

Terry's spring fan belts at about 4,000 r.p.m., and is

in every way satisfactory. I have run without the

fan, but find that for even a short hill I need to wait

about five minutes for the engine to cool down. The
engine has the Fafnir two-speed gear and free engine

attached to it. This gear has not even been inspected,

let alone adjusted, during its 4,000 miles' working, so

I consider it fool-proof. A similar gear on the first

tricar ran even longer than this without adjustment.

The best of all the good points in this gear is the

fact that the belt pulley is twice the usual size, and
runs at half the speed of the engine. The bugbear
of belt slipping round a small diameter pulley is done
away with, and, as an adjustable pulley has been

fitted, any gear can be got between 4^, to i and

9 to I on the high speed, with the corresponding low
gears of 6^ and 13 5^, to i. The belt is a ^-^in.

Whittles link-grip, and has done over 4,000 miles.

Another thousand miles will see the end of it, but

this is a splendid record.

Tyres—and Tyres.

The tyres are 2^2in. Palmer Cord, with a rubber
puncture-proof band inside between cover and tube.

These tyres have worn remarkably well. All three

wheels have the same size tyres, and all three tyres

have been on the back wheel in turn, and they are

now on the second turn round. Neither has yet

shown the need of retreading. The tyres are ahvays
kept up hard—^in fact, harder than is comfortable.

As for punctures, the only time I have ever stopped
for a puncture was when a clock wheel spindle went
through cover, band, and tube. I had another make
of tyre—-and a reinforced one, too—wear down to the

canvas in less than 500 miles on a previous tricar.

A word or two about minor fittings may not be out

of place. The machine has long, rubber covered,

brass bound footboards, and these are found very

comfortable and convenient for the " running mount.
'

'

The engine has a starting handle, but I prefer to

give one push on the low gear, and off it goes.

For winter riding a pair of plated brass wind
shields are screwed on to protect the feet. The tank
is made of one piece of sheet steel, with the seam on
the top. It holds two gallons of petrol and three

pints of oil, -with a double partition, soldered and
riveted, between. The ends are recessed, soldered

and riveted, and a baffle plate in the petrol portion is

likewise fixed in. In fact, the tank would stand

quite a respectable steam pressure if tested. It has
oil and petrol gauges, which are " worth a guinea a

box "—^I mean each. The filler caps are as large

as a five-shilling piece, and at most garages I hear the

remark, "That's something like a filler, that is." A
very small petrol filter is fitted under the tank, and
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the "lovely view," as a Birmingham lassie called it

one Sunday night, obtained by looking through the

jet when obstructed is seen no more. A flexible petrol

pipe is now fitted after breaking two rigid copper ones.

Several " cone " joints, metal to metal, have been done
away with, and leather washer joints substituted.

These can be made petrol-tight with very much less

screwing up and straining of parts. The control is

by a small Bowden lever on the handle-bar (working

the throttle), and the spark lever is on the tank. The
two-speed gear lever is on the top tube ; when pushed
forward we get the high gear, backwards the low
gear, and when upright the free engine. The clutches

are metal to metal, and revolve in an oil bath.

The machine is braked by a pedal operating a large

band brake on the back wheel, and the pedal is so

placed that it can easily be stood on to give greater

power. There are also a pair of band brakes on the

front wheels operated by a powerful side lever. The
saddle is Brooks's latest spring seat, and is found to

be very comfortable. The wiring is encased in thick

indiarubber pipe for protection, and the high-tension

lead passes through a celluloid tube made from a

discarded tyre inflator. The coil is a non-trembler of

good make, and the original platinum contact breaker

points are still in use. I have no wish for a current-

consuming, platinum-devouring trembler coil while I

get such good results from my non-trembler.
The lamp brackets, specially designed, project above

the lamp sockets, and have a tapped hole in which a

padlock can be inserted or a quarter-inch screw screwed
in, to prevent the lamps being stolen or jolted off. In
the toolbox is a small plate, size to carry an ordinary
cycle lamp, which can be screwed to the lamp brackets,
so as to be able to carry a borrowed cycle lamp when
the proper lamps are forgotten or for some reason are
unusable for the time being. A small electric lamp
is also carried to be run off the spare igSition battery
for inspection purposes, but it has not yet been used.
The locker in front of the seat should prove a useful
buffer in an end-on collision. This idea was in view
when this pattern was chosen.
The engine pulley supplied by the makers of the

Fafnir is too large for a tricar. It gives gears of

45^ and 6% to i, and only the most level of roads can
be travelled with such high ratios. About eleven thou-
sand miles have been covered by the writer with this
size of engine, who finds that from 6 to 7 to 1 .are the
most suitable gears, with corresponding low gears of

9 and 1 05^ to I. Over-heating? Not a bit of it. Oil
every ten miles, and always run down hill with the
ignition off, to cool the engine. After a mile of full

throttle on the low gear on a i in 11 rise, the engine
will take the high gear as sweetly as on the level, and
knocking is unknown.

Those who want an economical passenger machine,
and are content to run at, or near, the legal limit,
cannot do better than invest in a light tricar. To be
a success, it must be light (and not a small car on
cycle wheels), be belt-driven by a suitable belt, have
a two-speed gear and a free engine. •

A NEW MODEL ZENETTE.
MESSRS. ZENITH MOTORS, LTD., although

they have found their spring frame model to

have been a great success, have turned their

attention to the production of a lighter rigid

frame model, suitable for those riders who _ ^

are willing to sacrifice a slight degree of

comfort for a little extra speed uphill.

The machine which we have under con-

sideration is a really sound job, and from
the short trial we were able to enjoy in the

dual capacity of both witness and par-

ticipant we expect it to meet with consider-

able success. It will be seen that, as in

the case of the spring frame Zenette, the

top tube is sloping, thus giving the rider

a low saddle position, and we must con-

gratulate Zenith Motors, Ltd., on utilising

the sloping tube, long ago obsolete in cycle

practice, in order to obtain this end.

The machine is fitted with an 85 by
85 mm. 3y2 h.p. m.o.v. engine, gear-driven

magneto, Longuemare carburetter, handle-
bar control, Druid spring forks, and Gradua
gear—that most ingenious contrivance the

excellent working of which we can vouch
for personally after an extensive trial.

The motor bicycle is shown on the one
in six portion of Swain's Lane, Highgate,
one of the steepest hills in the London area.

It twice ascended the hill in excellent form,
and restarted on the gradient from a stand-
still without the slightest effort. In the saddle it is

most comfortable, and lafter a short ride we found it

to be easy to control, fast, and a good hill-climber.
The Gradua gear has ndw been before the public for

some months, and the makers have been wise enough to
enter machines fitted with the gear in this year's long

F. W. Barnes starting from standstill on the steepest portion of Swain's Lane Hill (gradient 1 in 6).
His left hand is on the operating wheel of the Gradua gear.

distance trials—^the End-to-end Run in particular-

it emerged with flying colours.

-and
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THE 1909 B. AND B. CARBURETTER.
CARBURETTERS and their details are always

of interest to motor cyclists, because a good

carburetter which provides a uniform mixture

enables an engine to be easily started, and is

not too sensitive, renders a machine a joy and pleasure

to its owner, whereas a bad carburetter, i.e., one that,

however it is adjusted, causes difficulty in starting, and

is constantly flooding, giving too rich a mixture, etc.,

is just the reverse of pleasant. The B. and B., made

by Brown and Barlow, 16 and 17, Loveday Street,

Birmingham, has been on the market for several years,

and is acknowledged to be one of the best carburetters

it is possible to obtain for motor cycles. Early this

year the firm adopted handle-bar control in a neat

The 1909 pattern Brown and Barlow handle-bar controlled carburetter.

form, and for next year the details have been still

further improved over the one last described and illus-

trated in these pages.

In the 1909 model the jet has been made to come
out from the underside, simply by unscrewing the nut

N at the base of the spray chamber. Provision for the

"adjustment of the two cables is also made by the two
screws J J at the top of the spray chamber. The ends

of the cables are protected by metal sleeves, and the

nuts J J being conical and split, they grip the sleeves

tightly when screwed into the top of the carburetting

chamber. The coiled springs have been increased

in length over last year's pattern, consequently pro-

viding increased elasticity. The valves C and D are

held in position by the oval adapter L, as they slide

down between the walls of the chamber and the outer

edge of the adapter. To dissect the spray chamber
portion, all that is necessary is to loosen the two nuts

J J at the top, when both cables can be pushed

through and the throttle and air valves disengaged

from their respective wires.

Among the improvements in the float chamber are

the lid or cover which is now pressed, the guide for the

needle being a separate piece of metal nutted to the

lid by the bracket or carrier for the balance weights.

This carburetter is, of course, made for single and

twin-cylinder engines. The single-cylinder model is

illustrated, a different top to the carburetting chamber
being supplied to suit a twin engine.
We have had a con-

siderable amount of

personal riding ex-

perience with the B.

and B. handle-bar

controlled carburetter,

and have found it

gives most excellent

results. We have no
hesitation in recom-

mending it with every

confidence to all sec-

tions of our readers.

A. Float.
B. Float chamber.
C. Throttle valve or slide.

D. Air valve or slide.

E.E. Wire cables controlling air and
throttle valves.

H.H. Bowden flexible cables.

J .J . Adjusting screws for ditto

.

^-•••--f-

K. Extra air opening.
L. Oval shaped adapter.
M. Detachable jet tube.
N. Nut for removing jet tube.
P.P. Fixed air openings.
R. Lock nut.
S . Draining screw.
T.T. Coiled springs.

A GOOD REPAIR.
A few weeks ago Messrs. Tufnell and Co., 527, High

Road, Leytonstone, N.E., asked us to place at their

disposal a motor cycle engine which required rebushing

and cylinder grinding out and fitting with new piston,

in order to give us a real idea of the quality of their

work. Complying with their request, we sent them a

3^ h.p. Brown engine which has been in constant

use for about two years, during which time it has

covered about 8,000 miles. We are pleased to say

that the engine has been returned to us perfectly over-

hauled, and is quite in its old form again, pulling as

well as it did when new. The piston is splendidly

fitted in the cylinder, as also are the new bushes.

There is a very slight amount of play on the big end
of the connecting rod, but as this bearing is provided

with a steel bush which must have a fair amount of

clearance for oil, the amount of play at this point is

necessary. '
-
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A selection of questions of general interest received from our readers and our

replies thereto. When particular makes of machines, accessories, or tyres are

mentioned, numbers must be used, the writer to keep a key for reference. All

queries should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.G.,

and whether intended for publication or not must Ira accompanied with a stamped

addressed envelope for reply.

storing an Accumulator.

Will you please inform me?how to cJean and dry an accu-
mulator so that I can put it

J away during the winter?

—

W.W.M.
I'he best thing to do is either to charge
fully and then to wash out the accu-
nulator thoroughly two or three times
with clean water, fill up with clean
water and put vaseline on the ter-
ninals, or to run down completely
ihrough a four-volt lamp, wa^h out,
Irain, and vaseline the terminals.

Altering the Air Supply.

How can I give my 3| h.p.

^1 N.S.U. more air. At present
> it can take all the extra air
-^ with throttle only about a

quarter open, and consequently
I have not the power I think this
machine should give.—A. P., N.B.

yi N.S.U. carburetters are fitted with
novable air slides on the eide and back
)f the carburetter, in addition to an
>xtra air controlling valve on the top
>f the tube, which stands above the
op tube. If you make these holes
arger by moving the outside perforated
)late you will be able to admit as much
lir as necessary. Do not make the
tpenings larger than necessary, or you
7ill render your machine more difficalt

o start.

Misfiring at Speed.

(1.) My 1907 Triumph (mag-

Iq neto) misfires when it has got
I > up to a speed of about 20
LiJ m.p.h. if I have the spark lever

fully advanced. I bring it

back a notch and it is all right. Why
is this? Timing wrong? (2.) My
engine won't take all the air allowed,
no matter how far I open the
throttle. In fact, ^ngine misfires
altogether if I open throttle more
than half-way, whether I give little

or much air. Why is this?—E.J.H.
L.) Most probably the contact breaker
f the magneto is worn. The parts
lost likely to wear are the platinum
oints, the ball head of the eteel piece
olding the movable platinum point and
le fibre ring. If you replace these
robably the trouble will vanish. (2.)

Perhaps when you have remedied the
ignition you will be able to give more
air, when the engine will run faster.

Also, you had better take down your
carburetter and see if the jet and petrol

pipe are clean ; this also might account
for the fact that the engine will not take
the right quantity of air. Also test the
level of the petrol in the jet.

Timing of Magneto and Pre-ignition.

I have a 5 h.p. twin-cylinder
motor bicycle. After the
engine has been running for a
few miJes it starts knocking
when I advance the magneto

lever, and does not stop until I retard
it about half-way. If I slow down
at a corner and then advance the
spark to pick up it knocks very
badly. The same thing happens
when I mount the machine and the
engine is warm. The gear is about
3| to 1. Is it too high? I can only
get about fifty-five miles to a gallon
of petrol. Is it right to advance the
spark lever fully to start? The car-

buretter is an A.M.A.C. The
machine is a new one. I may say

that the engine starts very easily and
pulls very well up hills, ajid when I

run it at full speed with the spark
lever fully advanced there is no sign
of a knock. After I have been run-
ning for about forty miles, and then
cut-out the magneto, it keeps on fir-

ing until I close the throttle or use
the brakes. Kindly explain the
cause?—J.S., Sheffield.

Your engine is probably timed too
fast, and for starting and ordinary run-
ning you must keep the lever slightly

retarded, and advance it gradually
when gathering speed. Carbon de-
posits on the cylinder and piston would
also cause the knocking, likewise bad
oil. You do not mention your weight. A
gear of 3| to 1 is certainly rather high
for winter riding ; 4 to 1, or slightly

lower would be advisable. Generally
speaking, the magneto has to be practi-

cally fully advanced to start, but some
makers time their engines faster .than
others. The fact that the engine con-
tinues firing when the magneto is cut
out shows that it gets far too hot, and
pre-ignition occurs

liCylinder Packing and Lift of Valve.

(1.) Would you kindly m
form me if there is any pack-
ing or washer required for my
2f h.p. M.M.C. engine between
the crankcase and cylinder? If

so, what thickness would it need to
be to give the proper compreesion
ratio? (2.) The exhaust valve barely
lifts 3-16in. There is no wear on the
cam, and just the proper clearance
between tappet and valve. Do you
think it will be correct?—R.R.

(1.) The packing in question is, gener-
ally speaking, brown paper soaked in

boiled linseed oil. This is to prevent
the oil leaking out. (2.) Such a small
thickness should not noticeably affect

the lift of the valve, but should you
notice any loss of power grind in the
exhaust valve, which will improve the
compression, and lengthen the stem
sufficiently to make up for the differ-

ence. The exhaust valve should open
4:111.

Timing a Twin-cylinder Engine.

Kindly assist me in the tim-
ing of a 6 h.p. twin J.A.P.
I had the engine down recently,

and in the assembling I timed
the exhaust valve to close just

after the piston had turned, instead of
dead on top as usual. I did this, as
the exhaust valve opens very early
indeed probably owing to the abnor-
mally long stroke, with the idea that
the velocity with which the exhaust
gas is expelled wouid continue to clear

the cylinder after the push of the
piston had ceased. By moving one
tooth back I can, of course, close it

dead on top. In view of the long
stroke do you recommend me to close

the valve dead on top?—R.W.
First make sure if the timing gear is

marked, a? it certainly ought to be, and
set it according to these marks. If it

is not, you had better follow the
accepted rule and get the valve to

close when the piston is dead on the top

of its stroke; then test the engine for

running, and if it is not giving its

original power set the valve to close

one tooth back. The more lead you
give to exhaust the faster engine will

run, but it may not pull so well.
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The Life ot Dry Batterier.

I am about to convert my
motor cycle from accumulator

to dry battery ignition with
trembler coil. On looking

through some back numbers of

Til I' Motor Oych of last year . I saw
a letter from a gentlemH,n stating that

he had used a Hollessn dry battery

in connection with a plain coil with
very gocd results, as he could get

from 800 to 1,000 miles of running on
a battery, but a friend of hie who
used one with a trembler coil could

only get about 350 miles out of it.

Was this in your opinion due to a

faulty coil, or would a trembler coil

be so much inferior to a plain coil for

dry battery ignition?—J.L.H.
Owing to its wastefulress a trembler
coil can only be used with a dry battery

for a very short time, as the battery
soon becomes e?:haiisted. If, however,
a good plain coil is rsed, it will allow
the dry battery to be run for eome con-

siderable time.

An Underpowered Tricar.

T have a 2| h.p. motor tri-

car, and lately have had trouble
with overheating. I have had
two wind funnels fixed which
ars very satisfactory, but there

is still room for improvement. Do
you think if I had a larger exhaust
pipe fixed it would do any good? The
present one is only about |in. bore,
and nearly 3ft. long to silencer. Aleo
the engine knocks at times, not always
when running fast, and then without
any alteration is quiet again. What
would be the likely cause?—E.B.W.

A larger exhaust pipe would enable the
burnt gases to escape more freely, and
would tend to keep the engine cooler.
The knocking you complain about is diie

to overloading the engine. Either the
gear is too high for the little engine, or
ignition too far advanced. If it occurs
at intervals and not when the machine
is very hard worked, it points to carbon
inside the cylinder becoming incan-
descent and causing pre-ignition.

Preventing Leakage ol OiL

Oil oozes out at two places
between the two halves of the
crankcase of my engine. What
is the best way to rectify this?
I notice that oil also creeps up

along the exhaust valve tappet and
escapes in rather considerable quan-
tity. Can you suggest a remedy?
Does the increase of pressure within
the crankcase as the piston descends
cause any escape of oil from it if it

is properly made? Can you tell me
of any device whereby tMs increase
of presisure could be diminished or
avoided? I have connected the
crankcase by means of a tube with an
additional oil chamber open to the air
by a small opening, and from which
the oil can be drained away as it

collects. Do you think that such a
device will interfere with the lubrica-
tion of the engine? I find that it

does not prevent the leakage above-
mentioned in any marked degree.

—

Oil.

Some crankcases have no packing be-
tween the halves, depending solely on a
perfect fit to prevent leakage of oil. If

your engine has a brown paper joint,

make a new packing, foaking the bi'own
paper in boiled linseed oil. The fact

that oil escapes through the exhaust
tappet hole seoms to indicate that the
bush is worn. Another cause for oil

escaping to an excessive degree is that
the relief valve does not woik properly,

causing an extreme amount of pressure
inside the crankcase. If you fit an
extra relief valve it should help to

remedy the trouble. Thin oil will 1 ak
at most joints. If you are using thin

oil try a thicker grade. If you will

.^end us a sketch of your device we will

give you our opinion on it. Person-
ally, we think it should not btj neces-

sary.

Cannot Attain Speed.

I am having considerable
trouble with my 2% h.p. Cen-
taur, and from the following
facts I should be glad if you
can give me any assistance.

The compresision is good, also the
ignition. When on the stand, with
half gas and half air, the engine will

respond to the sparking lever up to

Accumulator Charging and Compression

Am I doing right by charg^ ing my accumijlator by con-

^ necting it to a tumbler switch
-1-1 which controls eight 32 c.p.

lights? The current is con

tinuous and 220 volts. The charging

rate of accumulator is one and a hall

amperes for tw.elve hours at five volts

(this is a little beyond me). The
accumulator gets fully charged ir

about five hours, and the celluloid

gets very warm (almost hot), and the

liquids inside gas very profusely. 1

stood on the pedal of a new machine
recently and the compression was s<:

good, I believe I could have stood

upon it for an hour before the peda
would go down. Now mine is jus1

the reverse. If I .stand on my peda
it will go down in about two seconds

^lie valves are an accurate fit, hav
ing just been ground in (inlet a.o.v.)

and the piston rings are new and i

good fit, and the slots ard in theii

proper places, about a third rounc
from each other, and yet the compres
sion is bad. I can go at a splendic

A motor cycle street sweeper. Last week (page 825) we briefly described the above three-wheeled
machine, which was exhibited at the International Road Congress in the Tuileries Gardens, Paris,

where it attracted considerable attention.

great speed without any sign of mis-

firing, also when running very
slowly, but as soon as I mount the
machine on the road and advance the
spark with the same amount of gas
and air the engine immediately fails

and finally stops. Have tried different

mixtures of gas and air when riding,
but the engine will not respond to
the sparking lever after being
advanced half-way.—L.T.

We think you will find your trouble is

due to the reduced lift of the valves.

Either the cams have worn or the dis-

tance between tappet and valve stem
is too great. The proper clearance is

l-32in. A new exhaust valve spring
would also improve matters. The car-

buretter very likely requires cleaning.
Also examine the contact breaker and
see that this is working properly.

rate on the level, but uphill I hav<

to pedal. Engine about three yean
old, 2^ h.p. De Dioa pattern. Inle'

valve opens about 3-32in.—C.S., Bir
mingham.

If you remove four or five of the lamp;
you will reduce the charging rate U
about one and a half amperes. Th<
fact that you have fitted new pistoi

rings may account for the compressiot
being poor. The cylinder and piston o:

your engine are probably worn out anc

require replacing. Also try and see if yo\

can detect any leak between the inlei

valve dome and the seating into whicl
it fixes in the cylinder, the seating o
sparking plug, and around the compres
sion tap. Oil or soap suds spread ovei

the joints will locate the place of leak
age for you. The leaky washers shoulc
be replaced with new ones.
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MUDLARKING ON A LIGHTWEIGHT.
By B. H. DAVIES.

LONG distance riding against time becomes a

dubious business when October is near. How-
ever fond one may be of " breakfast runs " in

summer, they are less agreeable when darkness

only begins to fade towards 6.30 a.m., and when its

departure is too often blurred by lingering fogs ; at

the day's other end the lam^-) is needed sooner in

' practice than by law, and the law calls for it as

early as 7 p.m. After grease and mud all day, one

has little stomach left to face a mixture of mire,

gloom, fog, and drizzle after the evening meal, and
so I felt rather dubious in planning the double journey

from Northampton to Durham and back for a four

days' leave in the last week of September.

When it came to the point, my first free day (a

Monday) opened with such a downpour that I hadn't

the pluck to start till 4 p.m. ' A little Douglas
romped me into Newark by lighting up time very

comfortably indeed, and I had meant to push on to

Doncaster for the night, but the fog deterred me,
and I stayed at the Clinton Arms instead. I arose

most virtuously in time to start north again at 7 a.m.

on the Tuesday, only to find a most grey and " parky "

fog greeting me outside the hotel—a fog which soon

changed into a steady downpour. This rain, added
to volleys of mudclobs from the ploughed-up roads,

set up chronic slipping in both my rubber belts, with

the result that I did not reach Durham till 6.30 p.m.
Wednesday, again, was wet and misty, and Thursday
opened ditto, so I preferred to return ingloriously by
train, and my planned test ride of 440 miles

degenerated into a mere 220. This distance, how-
ever, proved ample to bring out the manifold
excellences of the little 2}^ h.p. Douglas twin. A
better machine for mud-plugging no one could possibly

desire.

No Signs of Side=slip.

When I left Northampton the roads were more
greasy than muddy, and I never like facing grease on
a strange machine ; but^ within a few miles I was
remorselessly outraging legal limit, inspired by a

sense of absolute security. The balance of the

machine is good, and a low geared horizontally

opposed engine is devoid of tug at the rear wheel;
moreover, this wheel was shod with a basket tread

Continental, which clung to its track as rigidly as a
ring of iron spikes, so that all nervousness on this

score soon evaporated. Beyond Stamford the roads
were dry, though pot-holey, and fast time was made
into Newark (seventy-five miles). By the way, it is

sad to see those in charge of a great national

highway like the North Road content to tackle pot-,

holes by shovelling in a barrowful of coarse metal,

and plastering mud on top of it. As previously stated,

T meant to dine at Newark and push on to Doncaster
aftenvards in the dark, but threatening whorls of

grey fog deterred me, and I took a bed at the Clinton

Arms. Sallying forth at seven next morning I was
greeted bv a very thick mist, which soon became
tinged ^vith a fine drizzle, and presently diluted itself

into a horrid, penetrating downpour, lasting the entire

day. I had two rubber belts with me, both in excellent

order, but neither of them could withstand the' com-
bined attacks of rain from above, and wet mud from

below. They slipped and slipped and slipped, until

tightened so that they almost bound the pulleyside
bearing of the engine, and even at that exaggerated
degree of tautness they would only pull on the flat.

As soon as a grade as contemptible as i in 100 was
struck, or even if the engine were rapidly accelerated
on the level, they utterly declined to grip the engine
pulley. I could not test its groove for wear without
detaching the external flywheel, but over and over
again I longed for one of my own trusty leather-

Watawatas. Luckily the North Road is distinctly

flattish, and when a hill was encountered I could
always get up at about eight miles an hour by keep-

ing the spark retarded and the throttle almost shut,

while lending hearty assistance with the pedals. In
this fashion I progressed in great misery, mud flying

all round me, water running almost audibly down the

small of my back, and trickling in torrents off my
cap. The machine plugged along as if the roads

were dry, never slowing to less than twenty-five miles

an hour on the heaviest level going except at my
comihand, and only prevented from storming up
gradients by the treachery of the belt. The magneto
sparked away merrily for the whole of that awful

140 miles except on one occasion. Here the road was
practically under water, and I met a great Daimler
car, spurning the pools in great fan-shaped swirls

from all its wheels.

Trouble with the Belt.

After it was passed, the machine was simply one

huge damp clod of wet earth, and I was ditto. 1

propped it up, and plunged my hands into it cast

away great fistfuls of mire; then 1 scooped off

minor encumbrances with a screwdriver, and finally

seeking shelter under some handy trees polished it

up a little with some dry rags, after which it sparked

once more. I tried every conceivable device for mak-
ing the belt grip ; swopped it for a new one, mopped
out both pulleys, cleaned and dried the sides, tight-

^ened and tightened and tightened, but all to no
purpose, till at Doncaster I realised it would slip till

the roads dried up.

Hereabouts I noticed a lane with a signpost " To
York," and decided to take the main line train at

York. The lane presently became a mass of wet,

slithering leaves, but as the Douglas stood up, I

persevered; it then turned into a canal for a hundred

yards, but as the engine continued firing I swished

on through the water. Then it began to rise, and
simultaneously the grass invaded it, and gradually

lengthened, till it was knee deep. I turned back,

and went on towards Boroughbridge. At Borough-

bridge events proved that the age of miracles is not yet

past. Kindly notice I had wasted hours trying to

humour the miserable belt south of Doncaster. Since

Doncaster I had abandoned it hopelessly to its evil

ways. Well, from Boroughbridge onwards it

gripped like a chain running in an oil bath, and 1

again began to make my average look respectable, with

the result that I safely reached my destination some

miles nor'-west of Durham without recourse to the

railroad. Who can explain these caprices of india-

rubber ?

My appreciation of the little Douglas after such a
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Mudlarking on a Lightweight-

trying ride was naturally profound. Few magnetos

are so entirely waterproof. Its position high

up on top of the crank case has doubtless

much to do with this. The little engine swallows all

its own vibration, for I never once felt any tremor from

it, and it pulled like a good 'un through the frightful

mire. The belt-slip is possibly expJaiHed by the fact

that the pulleys had been through the End-to-end and
the Plymouth runs. The steering is delightful, and the

brakes sound ; the rear wheel is fitted with a coaster

hub, which type of brake is very conveniently actuated

in combination with footrests ; the top pedal lay against

the calf of my leg, when my feet were on the rests, and
could be powerfully applied by simply stiffening the

calf muscles against the pedal. The control is good,

consisting of a tank spark lever, a thumbscrew air

adjuster, and a handle-bar trigger throttle. I noticed

the carburetter was not delicately adjusted, as the

machine would start and run with the air lever in any
position whatsoever, while the throttle control had a

critical point reminding me of passing from the chest

voice to the head voice in- singing

—

i.e., there was a

point of setting, before which it was weak and beyond
which it was strong, without much delicacy of range.

I found the Druid spring fork in combination with the

well-balanced engine to produce a vibrationless

machine. The wheels and rims are very strong indeed,

and in conjunction with heavy-treaded i^in. tyres

leave nothing to be desired. This machine apparently

does not rank in the 80 lb. class, as the sample sub-

mitted to me fqr test weighed 144 lbs. in full touring

kit. This mount is a most comfortable and reliable

machine, especially adapted to winter riding.

•••-^

A MOTOR CYCLIST'S FOUR SUCCESSES.

UNDOUBTEDLY the most successful rider of an

F.N. four-cylinder motor bicycle during 1908

is R. O. Clark, of Norwich. He has entered

this machine for several of the most strenuous

and searching tests organised for motor cycles, with

no small amount of success. In the M.C.C. London
to Edinburgh run he was a successful competitor, also

completing the return journey in schedule time, thereby

winning the double journey gold medal. He followed

up this success by winning the ten miles handicap
race for touring machines at the Essex M.C. race

meeting at the Stadium. In the Tourist Trophy
Race he finished third in the multi-cylinder class, his

average speed being 37% miles per hour, whilst his

consumption was at the rate of 90.8 miles per gallon

R. 0. Clark and his tour-cylinder 4J h.p. F.N.

—the lowest in his class. Mr. Clark's fourth success

was in the last Brooklands handicap rac? (October 3rd),

when he gained second place.

A NEW CYCLE COUPLER.

THE latest type of coupler is shown in the annexed
illustration. It is called the Telco, and is

made by a company of the same name, whose
temporary address is 147, Shooters Hill Road,

Blackheath, S.E. The coupler is attached to and
detached from the motor cycle and cycle by a simple
twisting movement of the main tubes, the ends being

The Telco Cycle Coupler in use.

held in a patent bayonet joint,' which we hope to

describe in detail at a later date. The joint allows

the machines to be telescoped on the mairi tubes of the

coupler, so that the combination can pass through

a narrow doorway without uncoupling. The illustra-

tion shows a standard 2j4 h-P- Fairy coupled to a

strongly-built lady's bicycle, the combination making
a rigid four-wheeled vehicle. We understand that it

has been tested for several thousand miles. It is

claimed by the makers that there is no tendency what-

ever to side-slip, and that the position of the riders is

more companionable than on a tricar or sidecar. The
weight of the attachment is about 12 lbs.
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OVER 70 MILES
COVERED IN AN HOUR!

At Brooklands, on October 8th, Mp.

C. R. Collier, piding a 10 h.p. twin-

cylinder " Matchless" fitted with

NLOPS
broke the hour motor cycle record

—covering 70 miles 105 yarde,

beating the previous best by no less

than 6 miles 787 yards !

Messrs. Collier & Sons write as follows ;

"At the conclusion, the marvellous con-

dition of the tyres was much commented
upon ; on the front one—an ordinary 28 x 2

beaded-edge Dunlop—the beads were quite

discernible, despite the fact that for some
distance they were subjected to th« speed

of 73 miles an hour."

Particulars of Dunlop types for motop oyolas mi4
tricars In booklet, gratis and post free.

DUN1.0R TYRE CO., LTD.,
Aston, BIRIVIINGHAM ; Alma St., COVENTRY.

Branches : London, Nottingham, Manchester,
Newcastle, Norwich, Bristol, Leeds^
Glasgow, Dublin, Belfast.

Tpad*

Mark.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable thai you mention "The Motor Cycle.
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amrock-Gloria
Tourist Trophy;

J. Marshall

and 5 next

used

S.G. Belts.

C. R. Collier

in his

remarkable
performance

creating

new
World's Hour

Record
used a

S.G. Belt.

Mr. Gordon Gibson winning the Brooklands

Handicap used a S.G. Belt.

Last A.C.U, Qyarterfy Trials:

Many non-stcsps and again fastest times

on Dashwood and Gore Hiills.

The invincible S.G. BELT is tiie most popular
belt on thie market.

Jk

S.E. Robber Studded Tyres

outclass all otiers.

End to End
Run :

15 Gold
iViedals

2 Bronz®
Medals.

London-
Ecsinburgh :

22 Gold
Medals.

2 Sliver
Medals.

All sizes 24 and 26 Inch made ; also 26 by If
for Lightweights.

We will convert your tyre into a Non-Skid by
fitting our Rubber Studded Band.

Write for List.,

Sole Manufaoturere :

'"' HANOV£R RUBBER Co.,
29-31, Old Street, London, E.G.

For Safety

and Comfort

Inoompaiabie.

|klOTCM@CLE
LIBRARY.

Useful Books for Motorists

and Motor Cyclists.

"THE AUTOCAR HANDBOOK."
A Guide to the Motor Car. How to select, msuntaln, and
drive an automobile. Well illustrated.

Price 1 /6. Post free 1 /9.

THE AUTOCAR LOGBOOK-
and Motor Cyclists' and Cyclists' Record. Containing list

of Agents who stock petrol, competent repairers, list of hotels,

mileage, and maintenance records, and other information
useful to autocarists. motor cyclists, and others. Morocco
case, elastic band, back loop pencil.

Price, post free, 3/2.

JSEFUL HINTS AND TIPS FOR AUTOMOBILISTS."
Indispensable to Motorists. How to cure, or what is better

still, how to prevent road troubles. Tliird edition (revised

and enlarged) now ready.
Price 2/6. Post free 2/10.

" MOTOR REPAIRING FOR AMATEURS."
By John Henry Knight. Invaluable to those who have a pen-
chant for mechanics, and prefer to keep their car or motor
cycle in running order themselves.
Price 2/6 nett. Post free 2/9.

" MOTOR POCKET BOOK."
By Mervyn O'Gorman, M.I.E.E., Assoc. M.I.M.E. A pocket
volume for constant reference. Bound in limp leather.

Rounded corners. Illustrated.

Price 7/6uett. Post free 7/9-

" ' THE AUTOCAR ' AUTOMOBILE DICTIONARY."
By Sigmund Krausz. A collection of twelve thousand technical

terms and words employed in connection with motor cars

and motoring in three languages— English, French, and German.
Strongly bound, and printed on linen-faced paper, which will

not tear or fray with constant handling.
Price 3/6. Post free 3/8.

" PETROL MOTORS SIMPLY EXPLAINED."
By T. H. Hawley. Price 1/- nett. Post free 1/2.

PRACTICAL MOTOR CAR REPAIRING,"
By Eric H. Walford. Price 1/- nett. Post free 1/2.

•' THE COMPLETE MOTORIST."
By A. B. Filson Young. Being an account of the evolution
and construction of and maintenance of the same, and on
the pleasure of the modern motor car, with notes on the

' selection, use, and travel upon the public roads. Bound
in cloth.

Price 12/6 nett. Post free 12/10.

" PETROL MOTORS AND MOTOR CARS."
A Handbook for engineers, designers, and draughtsmen. By
T. Hyler White, A.M.I.M.E. With numerous illustrations

[Price 4/6 net. Post free 4/9.

THE MOTOR CAR REGISTER."
A diary and record of mileage

;
petrol expenses, with yearly

summary ; also forms for tyre register ; capital accounts ;
list

of accessories, insurance details, etc., to which is added a copy
of the " Motor Car Act," a list of Town and County index
letters, and a speed reckoning table. Bound in leather, with
pocket for inserting licence. Price 3/- nett, post free 3/3.

All the above books may be obtained

by post il ordered (with remittance) from

"The Motor Cycle," Offices, 20, Tudor

Street, London, E.C. jtf M jr

i^HHB,^^ BflS

In amwering either of these advertisements it is desiraUe that you mention. ''The Motor Cycle."
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OCCASIONAL COMMENTS.
By "IXION/

Automatic Variable Pulleys.

Quite a number of brains appear to be busy with the

automatically variable pulley just now. In addition

to Mr. Lloyd's patent, described on page 785, I have

heard of two during this year. One, was Mr. Holt-

White's oil pressure system, by which the engine pulley

not only contracted and expanded automatically, but

also simultaneously worked a jockey pulley or " idler,"

as they call it in America, which automatically took

up the slack of the belt. Again, in the Lutterworth dis-

trict, there is a home-made sidecar running about,

fitted with an automatic pulley working by a spring,

and very similar to the Lloyd idea. It will be a great

boon to us all if Mr. Lloyd's device is found suitable

for all conditions, as it will render two-speed gears

unnecessary for solo work on all machines of 3 h.p. and
upwards.

Twins in The T.T.
Some riders have expressed surprise that the fastest

twin was slower than the winning single. They fail

to realise that on the flat a 35^, h.p. single can keep

up with a 5 h.p. twin. If the conditions are not so

unfavourable that a great deal of power is absorbed
in overcoming wind and road resistance, maximum
speed is very largely a matter of engine revolutions.

A twin and a single can both attain an engine speed

in the neighbourhood of 2,500 r.p.m. If they are

equally geared, as is often the case, and the conditions

are so favourable that the extra 2 h.p. of the twin is

not required very pressingly, both machines will do
a flying mile in nearly equal time In the T.T.
the further question of a limited supply of petrol comes
into operation, and there is little doubt that the twins

were slightly more handicapped proportionately than
the singles in this respect. Were the petrol consump-
tion unlimited, we should see the twins beat the singles

nine times out of ten.

Domed Pistons.

We hear that one or two makers are abandoning
the flat-topped piston in their 1909 engines, and
substituting pistons with convex heads. I remember
several years ago seeing an engine with a concave-
headed piston, the idea being that this formation
would give a larger area for the explosion to con-
centrate itself upon, and would also centre the charge
better, and prevent so much of it acting by rebound
from the walls of the combustion chamber. This
design was soon abandoned by the designer referred

to, though I never heard his exact reason. The
domed piston (domed in a convex direction) is, I

believe,' quite a new idea, and if it proves to be a

real advance, car designers will no doubt copy it.

Presumably its main idea is to reduce carbonisation

of the piston head. Whatever constituents are found
in piston deposits, and whatever the proportion of

these several constituents, the foundation of all such
deposits is obviously oil. Neither road dust nor
metallic dust, could fail to be swept off the piston head
by the flames of repeated explosions were it not that

the piston is usually coated with a glutinous substance
to which they adhere, and that gluten must surely-

consist solely of oil which has found its way up past
the piston rings, whether by suction or capillary

action

piston

head,

likely

which
adhere
in one
a flat

The suggestion is that if the top of the

be domed, convexly less oil will climb on to its

and what oil does reach the head will be less

to stay there and form a glutinous coating to

the road dust and metallic scrapings can
It would be interesting to make two tests

engine, running it first a thousand miles with
piston, and then a thousand miles with a

Mrs. Luther Myers, the first lady member of the Bradford Motor Cycle Club.

domed piston, one man driving all the time, and
remaining constant to a single brand of oil and a

strict rule of lubrication. Any differences in the

weight and character of the deposit removed after

each test would be very instructive. No doubt the

makers concerned have performed these tests, and

learnt a good deal from them.

Float Chamber Design.

I find in my notes on an ideal carburetter I scarcely

laid sufficient emphasis on certain excellent principles

of float chamber design, which are embodied in the

Amac, and possibly in others. A reference to the line

drawing on page 777 will show that the needle valve

is A shaped instead of the ordinary V. Consider the

operation of this under road shocks. The first bounce

of the machine attempts to throw the needle upwards,

and only has the effect of holding it more closely against

its seat. The recoil tries to jerk the needle down, but

the spirit inside the chamber presses the float up against

the crossbar of the needle, and so counteracts the effects

of the road vibration. In other words, with a V needle

valve the pressure of the spirit and the road shocks both

act in the same direction—Whence the needle is often

jerked off its seat and flooding occurs ; with a A valve

the spirit pressure and the road Shocks compensate

each other, and so flooding is obviated, and no damping
device for the needle tip is necessary.

Will Dorset rider who wrote to " Ixion " recently

regarding a 1% h.p. F.N. kindly forward his address?
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TIME TO LIGHT LAMPS.—Oct. 28th, 5.41 p.m. ; Oct. 31st, 5.36 p.m. ; Nov. 4th, 5.28 p.m.

" The Motor Cycle " Show Numbers.

In connection with the forthcoming

Stanley Show, three special issues of

The Motor Cycle will be published,

dated November 18th and 25th, and
December 2nd

Leather Helmets.

Dudley R. Clarke appears to be the

only British track rider to adopt the

sensible Continental idea of wearing a

"casque" or leather helmet, his head-

gear being a familiar object in races

throughout the season. There is no
doubt that the casque affords excellent

protection to perhaps the most vulner-

able part of the rider in the event of a

fall.

Trend of Design in America.

It is regarded as a foregone conclu-

sion in motor cycling circles in

America that twin-cylinder motor bi-

cycles will dominate the Madison Square
Garden Show, New York, in January
next. It is also hinted that three

manufacturers who have up to the
present marketed only motor cycles

with chain transmission will also add
to their patterns by incorporating a
belt drive.

Motor Tricycles for the Mexican P.O.

We are advised that the Mexican
Post Office autlaorities have purchased
a dozen Laurin and Klement motor
bicycles and, sidecars for carrying mails,

similar to the one illustrated on page
831 last week, ani appear to be
thoroughly satisfied with their acquisi-

tion. Generally speaking, the vehicles

ere identical with the type which has
been adopted by the Austrian P.O.
I'he machine propels nearly 4 cwts. of

postal matter. .

Yanliee Ruling Treated as a Joke.

Theodore K. Hastings, of New York,
has been transferred to the professional
class by the Chairman of the F.A.il.
Competition Committee "on account of

his competition against professionals in

the English End-to-end Run." Hastings
came over here after making enquiry
and being warned that he would forfeit

his amateur status "if he entered the
lists with foreign cash takers." English
riders will, of course, treat the ruling
as a huge joke, and so did Hastings
apparently, or he would not have come
over. The ruling will not affect him, as
he did not intena to take part in any
more American competitions.

otor Cycle Frightens a Horse.

At North Ormesby on Tuesday of

last week the inquest was resumed on

the man Chas. Peacock, who was
knocked down by a horse which took

fright at a motor cycle ridden by J. H.
Calvert. It appears that the horse did

not begin to prance until the Hiotor

cycle was about level with it, and one

of the men with the hor.se was sittir.g

on the shafts, and the deceased was at

first walking by the side, but not at the

horse's head. Mr. Calvert was travel-

ling at six to eight miles an hour, and
did not look round after passing, as he

thought there was no need to. He
knew nothing of the accident until he

was told about it afterwards. The jury

returned a verdict of accidental death.

The Chateau Thierry Hill Climb.

Chateau Thierry is in the department
of Oise, about sixty miles from Paris.

The annual hill-climbing contest which
took place there on the 18th inst. was a

great success. Giuppone repeated his

Gailldn Hill performance by making
the fastest time on a motor bicycle,

and fa.=;te(St time of any motor vehicle

with the exception of a racing Opel-

Darracq car. Giuppone' s time on a

Peugeot weighing under 110 lbs. was

50|6. Jcerns, on an Opel-Darracq with

cylinders 121 by 130 mm., occupied

44^s. for the same distance. There

were in all six classes for motor

cycles, and the Moto-Reve was
victorious in two. In the class for

machines under 62 lbs. Noel (Moto-

Reve) was first in Im. 31ffi., and the

same rider competing under the Auto
Cycle Club d* France category was
again first in Im. 29|s. An Albatross

and a Lurquin-Coudert respectively

won the quarter litre class in Ira. 45^s.

for Class A and Im. 34|s. for Class B.

In the third litre class Giuppone wenV
up in Im. 6|s. in Class A. A Quentin
was driven up in Im. 24|s. in Class B.

In the class for machines over 110 lbs.

a Lurquin and Coudert (which won)
made 17^s. slower time than Giup-
pone on a machine under 110 lbs. The
Ronteix tricar won the tacjng class in

Im. 53s. A class for tricars weighing
not less than 3 cwt. 3 qrs. 20 lbs. was
won by Madame Guerry, who drove a
Guerry and Bourguignon.

Giuppone.^on, a Peugeot, making fastest time in his class at the Chiteau-Thierry Hill-climb (France).

He was only beaten by 61 sees, by a four-cylinder Darracq racing car.
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Police Traps.

A police trap ii? working between

Oldham and Delph, on the main road

to Huddersfield.
There is another in operation be-

t"-6en Putney and Walton-on Thames.

Collier V. Olieslagers.

The recent profesisional Stadium
sports and Marathon race were such

an unqualified success that it has been

decided to hold another meeting next

year on an even grander scale. A motor
cycle contest between Collier, the

British champion, and the fastest

European rider, possibly Olieslagers,

for a substantial purse and the world's

^championship, will, in all probability,

'be one of the attractions. The races

will be over short distances.

Motor Union Notes.

At the October meeting of the

Motor Union, which was held at

the Piccadilly Hotel, W., on the

21st inst., it was reported that

seventy-two motor cyclists had
joined under the 10s. 6d. sub-

ecription and seventy-eight under
the 21s. subscription. Among
them may be mentioned Mr. il.

J. Tuchman, who has been
appointed a member of the Motor
Cycle Committee, and another
well-known cyclist, Mr. S. H.
Fry, of Highbury, N. The total

receipts of the j\I.U. for the nine
months ending September 30th
amounted to £11,906, as against

£9,370 for the same period last

year.

A Caution.

Motor
through

sCTHS

pir©]s(nnil

M.C.C. Closing Run.

The iNI.C.C. held its closing run to

Redbourne on the 18th inst., which was
well attended. A detailed report of the
meet is published on page 847.

Two Speedy Riders.

The first British rider to cover a mile
a minute on a mo+xir cycle stands to the
credit of Harry Martin; he accom-
plished this on the road in the Gordon

-

Bennett speed trials in Ireland, 1903.

To Collier, of course, belongs the
honour of being the first motor cyclist

m the world to cover seventy miles in

one hour.

Auto Cycle Union Notes.

The paper by Mr. Basil H. Davies on
the subject of " Tricars—Dead, Living,
and Unborn," will be read before the
members of the Auto Cycle Union on
Thursday, November 5th, and not on

cyclists journeying
Altrincham, Cheshire,

should exercise extreme care not to ex-

ceed a speed of about eight to ten miles

an hour. The police are very particu

lar about th" .speed, especially on Sun-
days during the hours of divine
worship. In all cases when motor
cyclists are passing through towns and
villages on Sundays, particularly during
the hours of service, the use of the horn
should be avoided as much as possible,

and under no consideration should the
cut-out be left open.

Nov. 5—Paper before members of the Auto Cycle Union,
'Tricars—Dead, Living, and Unborn," by
Mr. Basil H. Davies.

13-21—OLYMPIA AUTOMOBILE EXHIBITION.

18—Motor Union Annual Dinner at the Hotel
Great Central, London.

FUTURE EVENTS

„ 20-28—THIRTY - SECOND ANNUAL STANLEY
SHOW, at the Agricultural Hall, Islington.

„ 28 to Dec. 13—Paris Salon Exhibition of Motor
Cycles, Cars, and Accessories.'

Dec. 16—Motor Union General Committee Meeting.

Jan. 16-23—Motor Cycle Show at Madison Square
Garden, New York.

Friday, November 6th, as already
announced in the R.A.C. Journal. The
alteration has been made in order not
to clash with the Stanley Club's annual
smoking concert, which is to be held on
the later date. The paper will be given
at the Associates' premises, 112, Picca-
dilly, at 8 p.m., and this will afford

those who have not previously availed
themselves of the opportunity to see
the excellent accommodation provided
for members at this address.
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Engines and Magnetos Stolen.

Some time during the night of the
21st the prertiises of Mr. J. Taylor,
318, Percy Road, Birmingham,- were
broken into and the following articles
stolen : On© Bosch magneto, DA2L, No.
224,131 ; one Bosch magneto, DAVL,
No. 220,596 ; one Bosch magneto,
DAVL, No. 220,597; one Peugeot
engine, 2| h.p. single-cylinder, No.
17,592 ; one Peugeot engine, 3^ h.p.
twin-cylinder. No. 12,993. Should any
reader be offered a Peugeot engine or
Bosch magneto bearing one of the
above numbers, or similar articles with
the number obliterated, he is asked to
communicate with Mr. Taylor immedi-
ately.

Danger of Loose Handle-bars.

A regrettable accident occurred at
Shonstone, Staffs., last week, Mr.

Richard Wilcox, of Sutton Cold-
field, being thrown from a motor
cycle he was riding and receiv-
ing injuries from which he died.
It is not known exactly how th©>

accident happened, but a witness
heard a grating noise and saw
deceased fall over the handle-
bars, but an experienced Kiotor
cyclist who examined deceased's
machine gave it as his opinion
that the accident was due to the
handle-bar stem being very loose

in the socket, causing the machine
to become uncontrollable.

The Paris Saion.

The President of the French
Republic, Monsieur Fallieres, will

open the Paris Salon on Nov.
28th. All items of interest to-

motor cyclists will be described

and illustrated in The Motor Cycle of

December 9th

The Triumph Company's Profits.

It is gratifying to note that the direc-

tors of the Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd.,

Coventry, this year recommend a divi-

dend of seven and a half per cent, on
the ordinary shares of the company.
This is two and a half per cent, in-

crease over the last two years, and five

per cent, increase over 1905.

The Motor Cycling Cluh closing run to Redbourne on the ISth inst. A group of members and friends photographed as the Bull, Redbourne.
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Motor Cycling Adventures in Tasmania.
HOME readers of The Motor Cycle are always

interested to hear of the doings of brother

motor cyclists in the Colonies. The folloAving

extracts from a most interesting letter, sent

by Mr. Cecil M. Dyer, of Launceston, Tasmania, will

be suflficient to convince readers what can be accom-

plished with a motor cycle over the heavy moun-

tainous roads of Tasmania

:

"Since July 12th this year to September 12th my
mileage table shows 2,829 miles. A careful record

kept of stoppages shows that, outside of tyre troubles

and sooty plugs (which are merest incidents in a motor

cyclist's life), the involuntary stoppages during this

period totalled ten, made up as follows

:

"Broken porcelain (front plug) i

Choked carburetter ... ... ... 3

Inlet valve cotter adrift ... ... ... 2

Skid into a road cutting ... ... • • • i

Plunger of Truffault spring unshipping 3
" The trouble with inlet valves I have since obviated

by having valve stems filed up and threaded, two

nuts taking the place of the cotter; a much better

adjustment of spring tension can thus be obtained.

The Truffault fork trouble was caused by driving

fast over bush tracks. I fitted two long spiral springs

as a rebound check. They act admirably, and are far

safer than the set screw at the bottom of head. This

sheared off the first time the plunger came unshipped.
" You may perhaps think, in these days of End-

to-end non-stop runs, that 2,829 nailes, with ten in-

voluntary stoppages, is not a very meritorious per-

formance. On well-made English roads it is not, but

under totally different conditions, of which I will give

you a brief outline, the claim of the Vindec Special

to be ' the motor cycle of merit ' is amply justified.

Far A-way from Civilisation.
" My vocation as a traveller for a firm who trade

in wool, furred skins, and a few other lines, takes me
far away from civilisation (as represented by petrol

supplies and macadamised roads) often for weeks at

a time, petrol supplies being ' cached ' at various

points. Early in May my wanderings commence
amongst the mountainous and heavily timbered dis-

tricts to the camps and depots of hunters and trappers

of opossum, kangaroo, wallaby, and other native

animals, whose furs have a high commercfal value.

Right back into the heart of the Tasmanian forests my
Vindec goes, the exhaust often scaring healthy speci-

mens of Tasmanian carnivora, i.e., tiger (or so-called

hyaena), and the Tasmanian ' devil ' into a most un-

dignified and hurried retreat. Until the end of

September, periodical visits are made to these camps
and depots, the furs being most valuable in winter time,

which is a bad time out here for travelling.
" In three seasons of this work I wore out two motor

cycles—not Vindecs though.
" For hours I ride over mere bridle tracks, through

bush, scrub, and forest, then over tussock, grass

plains, and away over rocky boulder-strewn trails

(that's where the Truffault forks get a quilting). Rain,

snow, sleet, frost, and ice are often served up as

'trimmings' for these most 'delectable' rides; and
when I tell you that after every trip my wheels have

to be retrued, dents taken out, and new spoke nipples

fitted, you can guess what the frame has to stand.

" Once (when the crate was opened) my machine was
a beautiful creation in French grey and black; now,

alas ! its pristine beauty has vanished, and a coating

of mud and clay protects the enamel. But, although

the tank is battered and the whole outfit looks the

worse for wear, it's only externally; I get there every

time, and that's the main thing. If there is another

motor cycle in the southern hemisphere gets such a

'doing ' as my Vindec, I'd like to meet its rider.

" On the main roads, which are excellent, the pulley

is adjusted to give a 3^ to i gear, and it fairly flies.

Out in the bush and mountain country it is often

necessary to lower the gear to the lowest point ; then

it goes anywhere. Night riding on bush roads is

trying for machine and rider alike. The prospect

of a 'night out' does not appeal to me; still, at

times I have to do some ticklish work by lamplight.
" Notwithstanding the rough usage and adverse con-

ditions under which I work, the Vindec is positively

reliable, and has yet to leave me stranded; but I'm
not afraid of that ^-ery much.

A Bad Sideslip.
" I have some slippery rides sometimes ; for

instance, on one trip I had to ride over twenty-four

miles of greasy soapstone track in two and a half

hours. Nineteen times I had to dismount, owing to

particularly serpentine movements landing me in the

scrub. Sideslip is but a daily happening in the

winter, and one soon gets used to it. Once, however,

a skid landed me properly; I had to take out Truffault

forks and travel per boots seven miles to a farm
where I knew a forge was to be had. The suspender

bar was set back i^in., and would not clear the

magneto to turn the front wheel for steering. A couple

of hours' work soon put matters right again, and I

was enabled to reach camp at Bicheno before dark.
" On another trip through Piper's River country I

got bogged. I had to walk a mile or two to a timber

camp, and ' humped ' back two big sheets of bark
(about 14ft. by 2ft.)—as much as I could stagger

through the scrub with. When I got back to the

bicycle only the forepart was above mud and water;

it seemed quaint, and seemed to have touched bottom.

I had a job to dig it out, but after making a little

' Brooklands ' with the slabs of bark it was a bit easier,

and I at last struck solid earth again. It looked a

picture ! Nothing like that in the End-to-end runs, I

hope. A week or two in the Midlands on excellent

roads soon recompenses for the hardships, and a bit

of good surface is greatly appreciated.

A Tasmanian Sutton Bank.
" From The Motor Cycle (which almost all motor

cyclists read here from cover to cover and dul>'

appreciate) I should judge Sutton Bank to be a warm
climb. Well, imagine a Sutton Bank with but a

rough bush track in place of a road, often commencing
with a water splash at the bottom, and then you will

have some idea of the work my machine does almost

daily; you will understand why I'm delighted.
" Fully half the mileage mentioned in the earlier

part of this letter has been done in the wildest and
roughest parts- of Tasmania, the balance being over

our good roads. Rain, hail, or snow, I've got to

get there, and I do."-
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Wakefield M.C.

The second reliability trial to Scarborough and back took
place on the 18th inst., starting from headquarters. There
were nine starters, and five competitors finished to schedule

time, namely, Mr. Spivey, Dr. S. Reader, Mr. C. Nicholson,

Mr. F. Boulby, and Mr. E. Moore. Mr. Spivey will hold
the silver cup, value £10 lOs., presented by the vice-presi-

dents, and a gold medal ; second, silver medal ; 3rd, bronze
medal.

Western District M.C. (London).

The result of the petrol consumption test held by the above
club on the 11th inst. is as follows :

Rider and machine.

1. F. W. Ritchie (5 h.p. Peugeot)
2. W. F. Ritchie (5 h.p. Rex) ...

3. H. Beech (5 h.p. Vindec) ...

W. Canham (3^ h.p. London)
A. R. Canham (3^ h.p. Brown)
H. Vowler (3^ h.p. Triumph)
Boxall (3^ h.p. Triumph) ...

R. King (3^ h.p. Triumph) ...

Figure of merit.

... 9.43

... 9.32

... 8.04

... 7.19

... 6.70

... 6.29

... 6.04

... 5.24

The above club held a most successful hill-climb on the
18th inst. Results

:

Twin-cylinders: 1, H. Beech (5 h.p. Vindec); 2, F. W.
Ritchie (3^ h.p. Peugeot); 3, W. F. Ritchie (5 h.p. Rex);
4, F. H. MuUett (5 h.p. Kerry).

Single-cylinders : 1, W. H. Kennedy (2^ h.p. Ariel) ; 2,

R. Tomkins (3 h.p. N.S.U.); 3, H. Vowler (3^ h.p. Triumph);
4, A. Canham (3^ h.p. Brown); R. King (3^ h.p. Triumph;
W. Canham (Z^ h.p. London) ; I. Babbage (2^ h.p. Rex).

On Sunday, November 1st, there will be an inter-club run
with the N.W. London M.C.C. Meet at Gerrard's Cross at

11 a.m.

The Worcestershire M.C.C.

On the 17th mst. the above club held its first annual
dinner at headquarters, the chair being taken by Mr. C. H.
Wakeman, at 7 o'clock. After an excellent repast, the Chair-
man rose to toast "The King," and then went on to say a

few words about the club, complimenting the organisers on
the very successful year they had had, and also upon the

present financial condition of the club. Other speeches were
made by Mr. J. Burgess, Mr. N. C. Polloch, Mr. E. Bur-
gess (captain), and H. 0. Pickering (secretary), after which
followed a musical programme, under the direction of Mr.
Polloch, supported by Messrs. C. A. Williams, G. Deeley,
Baldwin, and Bertram Evans.

Newcastle M.C.

The club opened its winter programme on Wednesday
evening last, when ]\Ir. William Dunn (captain) delivered a
lecture on "Motor Cycling," illustrated with 148 lantern
slides. The lecture was divided into three sections, viz.,

sporting, recreation, and reliability, and some pertinent
references were made to police traps. The North-country
moiorists have suffered somewhat severely from the tactics

of over zealous police officials, and probably the police trap
pictures were the hit of the evening. On the screen was
shown a comparison of the old and new ways of extorting
" dues " on the highway ; in the first place showing a high-
wayman of the real type astride his steed and fully armed,
and subsequently portraying the modern "highwayman"
lurking behind hedges. Mr. A. J. Lucas (the president)
occupied the chair, and there was a large attendance of mem-
bers and their friends.

The next social event is a Bohemian concert, to be held
at the Continental Restaurant, Newcastle-on-Tyne, on
December 2nd, at which prizes won during the year will be
presented.

The Harrogate and District M.C.C.

This newly formed club held its first speed-judging com-
petition on the 18th inst. The competition was, however,
spoiled to a great extent by the inclement weather. Never-
theless, a few sporting riders turned up, and made splendid
time over a difficult course of fifteen miles. The winner
proved to be J. Mackay (3 h.p. Triumph), he being 3m. under
his time ; 2, F. Strafford (2| h.p. Peugeot), 3m. 59s. under
time. The third and fourth were respectively W. Grange
(3^ h.p. Triumph and sidecar) and W. Turner (3^ h.p.
Triumph). The first prize was a gold medal, presented by
Mr. J. A. Tindali ; the second prize is valued at 10s. 6d.

The M.C.C. Closing Run.

On the 18th inst. the M.C.C. held its annual closing run
to Redbourne, lunch being taken at the Bull, the country head-
quarters of the club. Fortunately, the weather was fiiie and
the roads good, so that there was an excellent muster,
between sixty and seventy members and friends sitting down
to an excellent lunch, after which short speeches were
delivered by Messrs. S. J. Sewell, W. H. Wells, and A. G.
Reynolds.

A photograph was taken at Redbourne (see page 845), and
members who would like copies can obtain them from 'Messrs.

Ashworth and Meredith, Clarendon Road Works, Watford,
Herts. The price is Is. each, mounted.

The Stanley Show run will take place on Sunday, November
22nd, and the annual dinner on Saturday, December 12th.

Particulars will be sent to members in due course. Arrange-
ments are being made for a series of winter entertainments
similar to those held in previous years.

Leeds M.C.C.

This club will hold its first whist drive this season on
November 6th at the White Horse Restaurant, Boar Lane,
Leeds, commencing at 8.15 p.m. prompt. Numerous valuable

prizes will be given, and it is earnestly hoped that a repre-

sentative gathering will be present. The committee appeal
to the members to give them their support this winter to a

far larger degree than they did last year, and assure them
that they will find the various entertainments provided of

first-class quality, and in every way enjoyable. Tickets for

the whist drive, price Is. 6d. each, can be obtained from
any member of the committee.

RICHMOND AND DISTRICT M.C.C. CHALLENGE CUP.

ThelCaipmael Cup, presented by The President's Cup, presented by the

t^Mr.!A. Carpmael, jun. Marquis de Mouzilly St. Mars.
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Club News.

—

Richmond and District M.C.C.

A cominittee meeting was held at the residence of Dr. Paul,

Kingston Hill, on October 8th, at which the hen. secretary

formally handed over to the committee the two challenge

'

cups which have been kindly presented by the president of

the club (the Marquis de Mouzilly St. Mars)- and the captain
of the club (Mr. A. Carpmael, jun.) respectively, and these
were presented to the successful competitors. The Presi-

dent's Cup was won by Mr. K. Lankester in a reliability

trial of about 200 miles, held on August 15th, and the Carp-
mael Challenge Cup was won by Mr. F. C. Wood in a

reliability trial of about 180 iniles, held on July 11th.

It was decided to hold the annual dinner on November
20th next, when the members of the club are invited to meet
at the Motor Show at Olympia at four o'clock in the
afternoon. After visiting the show, the members will then
adjourn for dinner in the evening.

Motor cyclists living in the district of Richmond and
Surbiton who are wishing to join th© club are invited to
write to the hon. secretary, Mr. H. G. King, of Walton
House, Surbiton Road, Kingston-on-Thames, who will be
pleased to forward full particulars of membership.

Manchester M.C. Invitation Petrol Consumption Test.

A special test took place on Saturday, October 17th,
amongst the officials and the first four winners in the car and
cycle sections, to verify the distance covered in the last petrol
test, in which E. J. Chambers (16 h.p. Bell car) covered a
distance equal to 43 car mile,s and 60 ton miles per gallon

;

V. G. New (18 h.p. Siddeley), 38.9 car miles and 63.6 ton
miles. In the cycle section, J. Tytler (3^ h.p. Triumph) did
192 miles per gallon; J. L. Rose (four-cylinder F.N.), 132
miles ; and A. J. Moorhouse (5 h.p. Rex), 131 miles.

Although the day appointed was not an ideal one for a

competition of this class, the previous results were easily

beaten both in the car and cycle sections.

Special officials were appointed to check the vceights and
petrol allowance. The petrol allowance was measured out by
Messrs. Higginson and Hunt. Inspectors of engines and
starters, Messrs. J. Baines and McNiel.

The same twenty-five mile course was chosen, and extra
officials were appointed to check the whole of the distance.

In the cycle section, J. L. Rose could not compete, and
A. J. Moorhouse (5 h.p. Rex), who won the first petrol test
of the year, again proved vdnner on formula, beating his
previous distance by about two and a half miles. C. E. Kettle

(3^ h.p. Triumph), who came second, did a distance equal to

198 miles per gallon. It is interestmg to note that Mr.
Kettle used a White petrol economiser.

Great credit is due to the efficient way in which the whole
of the course was checked by Messrs. J. T. Ward, H. Reed,
Andrews, and Jonesa.

Walthamstow M.C.

M. S.

7 45 fast

4 48 fast

3 3 fast

2 6 slow
18 slow
10 slow

A non-stop and speed-judging competition was held on
Saturday, October 24th, f>ver a course of sixteen miles.
Results are as follow :

Time allowed.
G. Humphreys (5 h.p. Peugeot) ... 48m. ..

W. S. Low (3^ h.p. Rex) 56m. ..

J. W. Percival (6 h.p. Fafnir tricar)... 56m. ..

R. J. Lisles (5i h.p. Fafnir) ... ... 50m. ..

F. W. Applebee (5 h.p. twin Rex) ... 53m. ...

C. W. Lee (3^ h.p. Rex tricar, 1904) 58m. ...

W. H. Applebee (3^ h.p. Rex tricar, 1904) stopped.
Winners : 1, C. W. Lee ; 2, F. W. Applebee ; 3, R. J. Lisles.

The remarkable part of this competition was that the first

and second competitors were within seconds of tlie actual
time set. No watches M^ere carried, and the competitors did
not know the time they started.

Mr. J. W. Percival has been declared the winner of the
100 miles annual dinner cup competition and gold medal.
The annual dinner has been fixed for Saturday, December

5th, at the City Arms, St. Mary Axe, E.G.

Stockport and District M.C.C.

. A speed judgment, petrol consumption, and reliability trial

was lately organised by this club. The idea was to ride from
Stockport to the Cat and Fiddle, vici Buxton, returning to-

Stockport vid Macclesfield, making a distance of forty miles,

which had to be covered at sixteen miles per hour. The time
each competitor left Stockport was recorded, also the time-

each rider arrived back, making a deduction for the stop
allowed at the Cat and Fiddle. It will be interesting to note
that all the competitors exceeded the speed limit allowed.
Each competitor started with the same number of marks,,

namely: Speed, 150; reliability, 100; petrol, for every
ounce remaining in the tank at the finish, 10 marks.
Deductions : 10 marks were deducted for any stop. Speed

:

A deduction of 1 mark was made for every minute below or
after the time allowed.

Results
Class 1.—Single-cylinder machines.

1. W. Slater (3^ h.p. Triumph)
2. E. W. Wheeldon (3^ h.p. Triumph)
3. F. Briggs (3^ h.p. Midget Bicar) ...

4. H. Swain (3^ h.p. Rex)
5. F. Allen (2^ h.p. Peugeot) retired.

Total marks.
1627.5
1511.0

1464.0
1259.5

Class 2.—Multi-cylinders.

1. R. Rogers (4^ h.p. F.N.) 1425.0

2. W. C. Norman (5 h.p. Rex) 907.25

3. J. Woodrow (6 h.p. Rex) 519.5

4. H. Marsden (5 h.p. Rex) retired.

At the meeting held on Wednesday last, it was decided to-

bold the first annual dinner on December 4th, at the Mersey
Hotel. Tickets, 4s. each, may be obtained of any members of
the conmiittee.

THE ENCYCLOP/EDIA OF MOTORING.
THE latest edition of this work on motoring is a

handsomely bound volume consisting of 672
pages of descriptions and illustrations of the

detail working parts of motor cars, many parts

of which also apply to motor cycles, notably the

chapters on change-speed gears, carburetters, ignition,

internal combustion engines, two-stroke engines, etc.

On page 357 a short article is devoted to the motor
bicycle and passenger motor cycles. " The Encyclo-
paedia of Motoring " will be found most interesting to

any motor cyclist who is thoroughly interested in the

mechanism of the machine he rides, and also aspires

to knowledge regarding other vehicles he meets on the

road. Armed with a copy of this book, and from the

knowledge already gained from the manipulation of his

own machine, the motor cyclist should be able to gain

a very comprehensive insight into general motor and
engineering construction. The book is published by
Mecredv, Percy, and Co., Lower Abbey Street, Dublin,

and Iliffe and Sons Ltd., 20, Tudor Street, London,.

E.G., price 7s. 6d. The work is edited by that well-

known motorist, Mr. R. J. Mecredy, and he is to be-

congratulated on the result of his labours.
>—<o ©«»--< •

The Junior and Otav Cars Co., Ltd., inform us that

they have changed their telegraphic address from

"Bertelli," London, to "Juniotav," London.

Referring to " Ixion's " remarks regarding the corre-

spondent who complains that he is unable to fix a

cyclometer to his spring forks, a correspondent informs

us that he has a Quadrant with spring forks to which

an ordinary Veeder cyclometer is attached with per-

fectly satisfactory results. At first he lost two of

these instruments in quick success, owing to attaching

them in too vertical a position, the movement of the

front wheel in striking a bad rut in the road forcing

the cyclometer against the forks and breaking it.
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The Editor does not hold himself

responsible for the opinions of his

correspondents.

A Problem to be Solved.

[3624.]—In reference to the subject
"A. Problem to be Solved" in recent
issues, may I suggest that by raising the
exhaust valve slightly, the amount of work
previously expended by the engine in so

doing is converted into extra r.p.m.

S49

A. G. FENN.

Automatically Variable Pulleys.

[3625.]—With reference to letters 3619 and 3620 from
Messrs. Parkinson and Lloyd Wright in the issue of October
21st, in which both gentlemen mention that they have for

about twelve months been running a pulley made somewhat
on the lines of Mr. Lloyd's automatically variable pulley,

illustrated in your issue of October 14th, we would like to
point out that Mr. Lloyd is fully aware of variable pulleys
having been made in the past actuated by a spring, but it

will be noticed, even from the line drawing in your issue of

the 14th, that Mr. Lloyd's construction differs very materi-
ally in several points, and we would particularly emphasise
the ball bearing device, which v/ill come into operation
when the pulley is used to give a free engine.

THE LLOYD MOTOR AND ENGINEERING CO.

Sparking Plugs and Compression Ratio.

[3626.]—I have recently purchased a 3^ h.p. Quadrant
1908 motor cycle, a.o.v. model, magneto ignition, which,
owing, in my opinion, to high compression, makes short work
of sparking plugs. In 500 miles I have used no less than
six different sparking plugs (all magneto type) :

1. Oleo—^porcelain broke in pieces first day.
2. A good mica plug—inside blown clean out.

3. Warrior—metal base softened, causing the plug to be
shot out of the cylinder.

4. Pognon—porcelain cracked.

5. Peto and Radford—porcelain broken.
6. Standard—has run about fifty miles, and is standing

well.

Most -of them went when climbing steep hills at speed.

Perhaps some of your readers will state their experiences
with sparking plugs in high compression engines.

The bicycle itself is giving the greatest satisfaction in every
way. RAYMOND CRAWSHAY.

Fast Times in America.

[3627.]—Having been a subscriber to The, Motor Cycle

for the last two years, I wish to compliment you on the way
you conduct your publication, and only wish we had a similar

one here. You are not prejudiced in favour of or against

any make of machine, and always give without hesitation

accounts of any trouble riders may have with their machines
in endurance runs, hill-climbs, and race meets. One very

seldom sees anything in our magazines like that.

I have just returned from Indianapolis, Indiana, where a

motor meet was held on a mile track, with 4ft. of bank-
ing on the turns, and a fairly hard surface. Fred Huyck,
an Indian rider, on a 7 h.p, twin, rode ten miles in 9m. 38s.,

or an average of 57fs. to the mile. His fastest mile was
55|s. in this event.

Three weeks ago he rode ten miles in 9m. 17s. at Detroit,

Mich., on an unbanked track, or 55|s. average for each mile.

His best mile in this event was 53s.

I thought some of these times might be of interest to your
readers.

Again wishing you success with your magazine,
Chicago. G. W. LYON.

V &DiT<>I?
All letters should be addressed

to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle "

20 Tudor Street, E.C., and should
be accompanied by the writer's

full name and address.

Carburetters.

[3628.]
—

" Ixion's " article on car-
buretters is very interesting indeed,
and will do the motor cyclist good in
the future.

, ,, ^, ,
Like "Ixion," I have never found

a carburetter that admits of enough extra air, that is, to runan engme very slowly and very fast
I have now a B. and B., and I find by having a hand

slide to cover the holes where the air is supplied to the mix-mg chamber I can get over the trouble, and one is able to
start without flooding. Also in traffic where one mu^t slack
down^ the slide can be partly closed, and the engine with
the throttle slightly open can be made to run exceedinfflv
slowly and sweetly.

I am a believer in this method of governing the carbu-
retter from the main air intake, as well as the extra air.

. EXPERIENCED.

The Gianoli Magneto Transmission.

[3629.]—With reference to the letters which have appeared
in recent issues respecting the Gianoli drive as applied to
the magneto on the Moto-Reve, "F.P." is in error in assum-
ing that the pitch line of the Moto-Reve gear wheels is

circular, which, as he conclusively proves, is impractical and
unsatisfactory; even if deeply-cut teeth were used, as he
suggests, they would alternately play fast and loose. In the
case of the Moto-Reve, the depth cf tooth required to allow
for meshing would be so great as to prevent the teeth clear-
ing, and would simpljF lock the wheels.
We are sending you a full set of wheels, and you will

notice that the eccentric ones are ellipses.

THE MOTO-REVE CO.. LTD.
[We have examined the two eccentrically-centred driving

pinions of the Moto-Reve magneto transmission, and find
they are ellipses. The ellipticity or deviation from a true
circle is so slight that it certainly does not exceed the
amount mentioned by Mr. Sommerville and quoted in
"Current Chat" (page 806), viz., nine one-thousandths of
an iftch.—Er>.]

Spring Frames on Sidecars.

[5630.]—Having rea,d with a considerable amount of interest
the various letters which have appeared from time to time
in

_

your most excellent paper on the subject of sidecars, I

think perhaps it might be of interest to your readers to hear
the experience of a private owner with what I believe is

entirely a new idea in the sidecar world. I refer to the new
spring frame sidecar which was illustrated in your paper a
few weeks ago. Seeing that it was being made by the
Oakleigh Motor Co., West Dulwich, and being rather attracted
by the design, I called on them and had a full trial. I must
say that the result astonished me. It is truly a revolution
in sidecars. One cannot feel the road shocks at all, and this

in Dulwich, where there are about the worst roads about
London, means something. By the courtesy of Mr. Durant,
the manager, I was allowed to drive one as well as to ride
in one. It certainly seems to steady the machine more than
any other sidecar I have previously tried. My advice to

everyone who is interested in sidecars is to try one.

I need scarcely say I have no interest in the firm in ques-

tion. LB 808.

Is the Triear Dead ?

[3631.]—Apparently so by the few to be seen on the-

roads, and yet there is a little tricar made oy the Rex Co.

which ought to become popular. I am referring to the

Litette. I have been the proud possessor of one of these
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light, strong, powerful, and epeexly machines for about four-

teen months, and have made many pleasant and long tours

with it. My latest and most pleasant trip took place early

in October. I and a fellow paseenger with a eomewhat
weighty portmanteau left Clacton-on-Sea one bright glorious

morning for a trip to the Midlands and West of England,

our first day's destination being Leamington Spa vid Cam-
bridge, Wellingborougli, and Northampton. Leaving Clacton-

onSea at 8.30 a.m. we reached Leamington at 5 p.m. I

will not now trouble. to give the route followed for the six

days, as this would serve no useful purpose, but I would

Idie to say that during the six days' running the only fnis-

liap we had was the breaking of an inlet valve cotter pin,

which as I had no spare cost me l^d. to replace. We_ did

not even experience a puncture, which is no doubt in a

measure due to the Litette being shod with Continental
" Model e de Course" tyres, which are wearing splendidly.

The drive is by a Whittle link grip belt. Before starting on

tour I purchased one of Warner's belt cleaners, as described

in The Motor Cycle of September 16th. I found this a very

useful little tool, and just the thing for cleaning a leather

belt. The Litette is a real good hill-cliirjber, as very seldom,

with all the weight we carried, had we to resort to the first

speed. I have never dismantled the engine, and the same
.sparking plugs as supplied with the machine are still in use.

I have no interest in the Eex firm, and only desire to say

that anyone wanting a light, strong, comfortably sprung

tricar might by purchasing a Litette secure much fun and

pleasure at a very low cost for upkeep and running expenses.

H. R. C.

[3632.]—I send you herewith a photograph of the rear of

my tricar, which may
interest your readers.

The frame is sprung
on coil springs, w^hich

work on steel guides,

doing away with the

tendency to roll. The
seats are side by side

in the centre of the

machine where the least

vibrations are felt. The
back air tube can be
removed without taking
the wheel from the

frame. Engine, 84 x 84.

The speed averages above

the legal limit, and it

has been running four-

teen months. During
that time it has covered
4,000 miles. The re-

placements has^e been
two exhaust valves, one
trembler blade, and
back cover retreaded.

It does sixty miles to a

gallon of petrol, and I

have yet to experience a broken chain. MONT. SMITH.

A rear sprung tricar described in the

accompanying letter.

Lightweight Singles and Motor-assisted Tandems.

[3633.]—I have noted tlie remarks in your valuable paper
re the above, and as one who formerly used a 3^ h.p., I

should like to say that I have given up for ever the idea of

ever riding one again, as I find that one can get all that is

required out of a lightweight of 1^ h.p.

I am 12 st. 7 lbs., and have been carried across Dartmoor
from Exeter vid Moreton Hampstead to Plymouth, taking all

hills with perfect ease. Further, I have ridden from Taunton
vid Bath to London on the aforesaid 1^ h.p. in nine hours !

It may interest your readers to know that at the present

moment I have a 1^ h.p. motor attached to a heavy tandem,
and that- I carry a lady thereon, together with 35 lbs. of

baggage, and have found no trouble, provided both passengers
give a little pedal assistance on the steep hills.

As I am anxious not to unduly advertise any machine, I

will content myself by saying that the upkeep of such a
machine as regards tyres and petrol is purely nominal. One
pair of good extra heavy l|in. roadster tyres will do from
4,000 to 5,000 miles, and a gallon of petrol will carry a rider

of my weight at least 140 miles, and two riders about 115

miles. I am of the opinion that there is no need for heavier

tyi'es than the above on 1^ h.p. motor bicycles.

Evidence is not wanting that we are getting back to light-

weiglits permanently, both as regards motor bicycles and
motor cars. Let me here suggest to any of your readers the

ide-a of giving a trial to light motors such as I have men-
tioned on tandem Vjicycles. It will be found safer than
sidecars, and infinitely more exhilarating and pleasant for

both, as the slight pedalling as occ<ision may from time to

time demand in hilly country affords a pleasant and healthy

relaxation for both riders.

I have no hesitation in recommending those who need an
enjoyable time on their tandems to tiy the 1^ h.p. motor

,,

attachment which I now use. The motor-assisted tandem is '

the cheapest and most delightful pastime that can be imagined,
and should come as a boon to our numerous friends who have
light banking accounts. J. W. CHALFONT.

[3634.]—You have published several letters lately on " The
Lightweight," and perhaps you would not mind me adding
a little to what has been already said.

A few months ago I found myself without a motor cycle

and had to decide on what to get. I wanted a machine that
was easy to handle in traffic, as my principal riding would
entail about fifteen miles of it before getting clear of

London. Next, I wanted a machine that was economical in

upkeep and comfortable to ride. My choice fell on a 2 h.p.

Moto-Reve, and having done 1,200 miles on it, I am as

pleased with it as I was on my first ride. For comfort and
reliability it has been without an equal, and purrs up and
down hill at an average of twenty miles per hour for any
length of time. My only troubles have been belts, owing, I

think, to the small engine pulley. Tyres wear well, but are
not big enough to prevent stones denting the rims.

I suppose I must say I have no interest in the firm except
as a satisfied user of what I consider to be the best ligh-l-

weight on the market, and wish the makers all the suece s.

that is due to them. Also I must say a word for the most

,

courteous way in which I have been treated in all trans-

actions with the makers. G. L. ANDREWS.

Passenger Work, by Two-speed Gear and Otherwise.

[3635.]—I have been much interested in reading the varied;

correspondence on this subject in its various aspects.

To begin with, the belt undoubtedly has its limitations for

passenger work in hilly country. My experience, extending
over twelve years, is that leather belts are apt to slip when
called upon to do double duty, and that rubber ones very
soon pull out, especially when put to the extra strain of

changing from low to high gear.

I have often wondered that no mention has ever been
made of that excellent compromise, the Simkins chain band.
I adopted it some time back on my 3^ h.p. Minerva, after

trying one or two two-speed gears, which failed miserably
to come up to expectations, and the consistent reliability

and freedom from worry which this simple contrivance gave
me I shall never forget. By its means I was able to reduce
my gear (permanently, of course) to 7^ to 1, and thereby to

surmount, with passenger, all the severe gradients on our
main roads about here. The low gear made starting very

easy, and, with careful driving, overheating did not occur.

It is, of course, quite easy to have more than one engine

sprocket, and to change over, as in the case of pulleys.- To
anyone not wishing to incur the expense of a two-speed gear

I can confidently recommend this device.

There is no doubt, however, that a change speed gear is

the ideal thing, and I hesitated a long time in view of my
previous experience, before giving up the trusty Simkins
band for another experiment. I have, however, quite re-

cently, sent my machine (the same 3^ h.p. Minerva) to

Messrs. Wall for their Roc conversion. I have as yet had
little opportunity of giving it a long trial, but the work it

has done so far has ' been of a very trying description. I

must say I am most favourably impressed, first, by the very

substantial and businesslike way in which the conversion has.

been made and the excellent finish put on it, , and secondly

by the really delightful way in which the gear and clutch

operate. Everything has been well thought out, and is most
convenient, and, as a driver of many cars, I must congratu-

late the firm upon having produced something very much'
more pleasant to manipulate than the average small car con-
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trol. It is indeed a "conversion," and I am prepared to
accept any reasonable offer for my pedal gear, now resting

in a corner of the motor shed.

A correspondent of a few weeks ago asked about the reli-

ability of the Hellesen dry cells. I have had a set in use
since last Cliristmas, and I may almost say that imtil his

query appeared I had really forgotten all about them, for

they never cause a moment's worry. I remember putting a
volt and amperemeter over them last Easter, and found the
current at its original strength. I have not thought of them
since. I used to carry a smaller set as spares, but one day I

dropped them on the road, and apparently smashed them up.
However, they have been doing electric bell work indoors
for the last six months with complete satifaction.

Devon. (Dr.) CLAUDE A. P. TRUMAN.

The Knight Slide Valve Engine.

[3636.]—^In a paragraph in " Occasional Comments " in

your issue of the 21st inst., your contributor states that he
has been unable to hear tha^ Mr. Knight has granted a
license for his engine to any motor cycle manufacturer in any
country. We should have thought that, before penning this,

your contributor might have ascertained whether our, license

includes such rights, for he must be aware that our company
constructs motor cycles as well as motor cars. We may in-

form you that the license granted by Mr. Knight to the
Daimler Motor Co.. as well as to ourselves provides for all

internal combustion engines.

We are considering whether we will eventually fit the
slide valve engine to our motor cycles, and if we decide to

do so, it will be the best proof that we have found that the
advantages claimed for the new engine also apply to the
motor bicycle without any drawbacks.

MINERVA MOTORS, LTD.

HiU Climbing.

[3637.]—In reply to ]\Ir. Karslake's doubting letter, may
I quote the following extract from Mr. H. C. Lafone's article

entitled "Haigh Exmoor " in The Autocar of September 26th?
Mr. Lafone is an experienced motorist, as well as an excel-

lent writer on motoring topics, and his words therefore carry
weight. "Mr. Totterdell, who drove me, made promise of

providing me with sensations, and he kept his word, for he
proceeded to take me down to the Barnstaple-Lynton Road by
a gentle slope entitled ' Beggar's Roost,' with a reputed
gradient of 1 in 3 ! I am rather sceptical of local information
concerning the steepness of hills, but I can only say that if

this Beggar's Roost was not 1 in 3, I never want to encounter
a hill that is. The name of the hill is odd, for I do not think
I ever came across a beggar who would have mustered up
the energy to get even half-way up such a hill to ' roost ' on it.

Wo)*ds fail in attempting to describe this gradient. Those
who were on the 2,000 Miles Trials will get some idea of it

when I say that Amulreo was child's play compared with it."

In Lynmouth we were assured that the hill was called

Beggar's Roost, sometimes Riddaway Hill, and occasionally
Barbrooke Mile Hill. IVAN B. HART-DAVIES.

A Warning.

_
[3638.]—I must protest against the misrepresentation prac-

tised by a certain class of second-hand advertisers in
The Motor Cycle. The latest example to come to my notice
is in connection with a 3^ h.p. Vindec Special which is

offered for sale. It happens that I have seen this particular
machine, and can vouch for the accuracy of this statement.
The advertisement stated it to be a late 1907 ;

yet the makers
will tell you that this machine was sent out in May, 1907.
I submit that too free a use is made of the word " late " by
these advertisers, as it leads buyers to believe that a
machine has had considerably less wear than is actually the
case. In this particular instance a person would conclude
that the engine has had only one season's wear, whereas
the facts show that it has been through two seasons. This
is particularly reprehensible, in that the buyers most likely

to De misled, and possibly disappointed, are novices, who
are, of course, unprepared for such practices.

I know full well that your good selves would be the first

to condemn, in the strongest possible terms, any attempt at

deception in advertising, yet at the same time it is practically

imposeible to guaxd against it. I hope, however, that some
good may be done by publishing this letter, in the hope that it

may catch the eyes of prospective purchasers, and warn them
to fully satisfy themselves as to the age of a second-hand
motor cycle before paying over what may be to them a large
suni of money. Experienced motorists know, but, as a rule,
beginners do not, that a motor car or cycle depreciates some-
what quickly in market value, and that a season or so makes
a considerable difference in the price. G. C. SWEET.
[We recommend readers to adopt the deposit system in all

cases when dealing with unknown advertisers. Full par-
ticulars of this system are published in each issue.—EoD.]

The£A.C.U.'5s. Membership Scheme.

[3639.]--If you would open your correspondence columns
for the discussion of the above scheme I think you would be
doing hundreds of motor cyclifits who live in the country
a real service.

Who wants a 5s. membership scheme? What we do want
are real live local social motor cycle clubs established where
motor cyclists are numerous, and if the A.C.U. would spend
some of its time, organisation, and money in assisting into
being such clubs it would eventually repay it tenfold more
than the 5s. scheme.

Clubs with a good social element in them will prove a
success, and the establishment of such will make the A.C.U.
and motor cycling a power. That something of the kind is

needed is shown by the fact that between Highgate and
Barnet (as far as I am aware) no motor cycle club exists,

although there are hundreds of motor cyclists who live close
to one of the finest roads out of Ix)ndon.

If one of the benefits to be given to us country motor
cyclists is the Journal, then it is one which we can very
well do without. A good chatty journal run in connection
with these proposed clubs would be a real pleasure to the
members. I cannot see any rea! benefits can be offered for

this paltry si m.
My wife and I touring as members of the C.T.C. some

years ago had the following amusing experience. At one
hotel the bill was brought, and mentioning to the maid we
were members of the C.T.C. the account was taken back for

correction. When it was returned the amount was more
than the original plus the diif/count.

I do not think we want a discount scheme in connection
with hotel charges, but we really do want an hotel scheme.
Charges have gone up fifty per cent, in most places during
the last two years. In many hotels in addition charges are

made for storing at the rate of Is. and Is. 6d. for motor
bicycles ; in fact, if a car were being used instead of a cycle

the charges would be about the same. Our touring wants
are good accommodation and at a reasonable rate. This
question is a very urgent one, for very often when arriving

in the evening, perhaps dusty and tired, you are shown to

some miserable room. Why can we not have an hotel list

in The Motor Cycle, where we could see the names of the

hotels to make for when on tour, and where at the same
time we should be welcomed?
The A.C.U. did give us an afternoon's real pleasure on

October 3rd by having the penalty run, some of the factors

contributing to make it so being the small entrance fee, and
the early start, the latter enablmg those of us who had ridden
a distance to get home the same night.

Why can we not have more of them, or {•omething similar?

and at the same time a change of route, and thus stir up the

dormant motor cyclists in these districts where no club

exists?

If the A.C.U. or Motor Union will do some of these things

for us it will get our enthusiastic support.

C. C. COOKE.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"F.B.," New Brighton, would like readers' experiences

with a Mabon clutch on a 7-9 h.p. twin Peugeot with side-

car, weight of passenger and driver twenty-four stones. Also

brand of oil most suitable for the above engine.

" Maori " (New Zealand) would like readers' experiences of

the 1| h.p. lightweight F.N., particularly as to the method
of manipulation to obtain the slowest possible speed, ease in

starting, care of transmission gear, and efficiency of brakes.

Also general suggestions likely to benefit an inexperienced

rider of 11 stones in a very hilly country with bad roads,

necessitating care and slow speed.
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RECENT PATENTS.
By ERIC W. WALFORD, F.C.I.P.A.

A Butted Air Tube.

The iJlustration represents diagrammatically an air tube
enclosed within its cover. The ends A and B of the tube
have secured to them -^cj^^

circular tapered ends ^^^^j
C D, the walls of

which are of gradually
increasing thickness.
The object of this in-

creasing thickness is that the ends may better withstand the

air pressure set up by the rotation of the wheel on the
ground.—T. H. E. Craig, No. 20,797, 1907.

Big Ends for Two-cylinder Engines.

This invention has particular reference to the type of two-
cylinder engine in which
two connecting rods are
mounted on the same
crank pin. The big end
A of the connecting rod
B is mounted directly
upon the crank pin C,
and its exterior surface
is formed conical. Upon
this conical portion is

placed a ring D, which
is coned internally to

correspond with the
exterior of the big end,
and this ring is locked
in position by a nut E
and lock nut F. The
exterior of the ring D
is formed cylindrical,

and provides a bearing
for the second connect-
ing rod G.—De Dion-Bouton (1907), Ltd., No. 1,443, 1908.

A Single Lever Carburetter Control.

The pure air inlet A and carburetted air outlet B are each
provided with a shutter, both shutters being mounted upon
the same spindle C. At its upper end this spindle is pro-
vided with a crank and connecting rod H, by which it is

connected to the operating lever D, which is arranged in

the central plane of

the carburetter. The
lever D carries a de-

pending spindle E,

which carries at its

lower end a register

device F, which co-

operates with a par-

tition G in the. car-

buretter to permit, at

certain times, pure
air to pase through
the carburetter with-
out passing through
the restricted area
around the jet nozzle.

The connecting rod
H is extended as

shown at J, and a

spring L surrounding
this^ extension is

adapted to hold the

operating lever D and
connecting rod H
normally in the posi-

tion shown. In
operation, when the

lever D is rotated to

open the inlet and
outlet passages A and

B the register device F is also rotated, but not sufficiently

to open the air passages therethrough. When, however, the
passages A and B are fully open their connecting rod H
comes m contact wth a stop K, which prevents further

movement thereof. But the operating lever may travel stil

further, compressing the spring L, and further rotating th(

register device_ F. This opens the air passages there
through, and air is allowed to' pass through the carburettei
without passing through the restricted space around the jet

A small opening shown in the shutter B permits a smal
amount of gas to pass when the engine is running " light."—
Soc. F. et G. Longuemare Freres, No. 9,202, 1908.

A Locking Device for Stands.

The quadrant A is formed integral with )

clip B, which is bolted to the chain stay C
The leg D is pivoted at E, and is providei
with a catch F adapted to engage holes G an(
H in the quadrant and hold the leg in th

desirea position. The catch is impelled t
shoot into the holes G and H under th
influence of a spring G, and is formed with ai

extension K, by which it can be easily depresses
when it is desired to withdraw the" catch an(

move the stand.—T. Price, No. 7,580, 1908.

A Belgian Carburetter.

This carburetter' consists of a casing A, in which is arranges
a conical induction chamber B. The lower end of tliii

chamber surrounds the jet nozzle C, and its walls at thi

point are extended radially and lie on a perforated dis(

D, through which the air to be
carburetted must pass. The disc D
is provided with a central orifice

through which the jet nozzle C pro-

jects, and also with a number of

annular orifices around the central

orifice, these annular orifices being
closed at low speeds by the radial

extension of the walls of the induc-
tion chamber B. A spindle projects
upwardly from the chamber B, and
carries at its upper end a piston E,
between which and the carburetter
wall is arranged a light spring F.
The spindle is made hollow in order
to put the space between the piston
and the carburetter body into com-
munication with the , induction
chamber B. At low speeds all the
air entering the carburetter passes
through the central orifice of the
disc D, but on the suction increas-

ing, the induction chamber B is ^
lifted, due to the pressure of air on
its under surface and the vacuum created in the space betweer
the piston E and carburetter wall, thus allowing additiona

air to enter through the annular orifices in the disc D.—J.

Fagard, No. 9,170, 1908.

THREE SPECIAL SHOW ISSUES of " The Moto
Cycle" will be published on the following dates
November 18th and 25th, and December 2nd.

NOTICE.
The Editor disclaims all legal responsibility in any way for

loss ot copy in the form of manuscript, drawings, or photographs
submitted to him. Rejected manuscript, drawings, and photo-
graphs will only be returned provided a stamped addressed
envelope is enclosed tor the purpose.
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The Motor Cyclist^s great need is a perfect sys-

tem of luggage carrying equipment* This is best provided

for in the latest pattern

Motor- cycle Bag set—the

complement of every

modernMotor Cycle*

BROOKS
The set consists of Carrier, Pannier,

and Frame Bags as shown by-

accompanying illustration.

Provision is made for Clothing,

Spares, Tools, Maps, etc., and in-

genious receptacles are included for

various purposes.

The whole are made of finest quality

water-proof canvas on special fibre

board, have strong locks, and are

fastened securely to prevent rattling.

These bags are rain and damp-proof
and afford the safest protection for all

luggage. Ask for our Motor Cyclists'

List.

J, B. BROOKS & Co., Ltd.,

Dept. 45, Gt. Charles St., Birmingham.

BROOKS Motor Cycle Baggage Equipment.

r ^$;®€€€€€^m^»B^9B9^99»^B®^ $9»»9$&$S&d&S.$^^^l3^^a$9:-$;$i: ^.'^.
'4\
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THE MOTOSACOCHE
possesses advantages over all other motor cycles which cannot

be disputed or under-estimated. It is very light. All its motor

mechanism can be removed from the cycle in the space cf a

few minutes. It is clean. It is reliable. It is silent. It will

travel from 5 to 30 miles per hour. It will ascend gradients

of 1 in 10 without pedal assistance. AND, it is economical

both in fiist cost and upkeep.

The MOTOSACOCHE is £30 only.

Wnt6 for full particulars :

H. & A. DUFAUX (England), LTD., I

65, Holborn Viaduct, LONDON, E.G.

In answering either of these advirtistments it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these

columns—Id. per word, minimum Is. Name
and address must be counted. In the case

of Trade Advertisements a series ol thirteen

ir.sortions is charged as twelve.

All adversisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the ofTicDS of " The Motor Cycle," Coventry.

To ensure insertion letters should be posted

in time to reach the oflices of "The Motor

Cycle," Coventry, on the Friday morning, or

if sent to London (20, Tudor Street, E.C.),

by the Thursday afteiiioon previous to the

date of publication.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY
For the convenience of purchasers of second-hand

motor cycles, it has been suggested that the advertise-

ments be classified into districts, as many readers like

to know what machines are for sale in their imme-
diate neighbourhood before going further afield.

Exp 'rimentally, therefore, we have divided the

advertisements into eleven sections, as follows:

Plan showing division of England
into Sections.

SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, and
Westmorland.

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.

SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby, Stafford,

Shropshire, iVIontgomery, and Merioneth.

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincolnj Leicester,' Rutland, Northamp-
ton, Warwick.

SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon and
Bedford.

SE\:TI0N VI.

Worcester, Hereford, Radnor, Brecknock, Mon-
mouth, Glamorgan , Carmarthen, Cardigan, and
Pembroke.

SECTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks, Wilts and
Hants, Channel Island;'.

SECTION VIIL
Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, and Sussex

SECTION IX.

Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

SECTION X.
Scotland.

SECTION XI.

Ireland and Isle of Man.

THE CLAIM
of the PREMIER CO. to be the LARGEST FIRM in
the WORLD aealing in NEW and SECOND HAND
CYCLES is based on FACT. There are OTHER
CLAIMANTS to this distinction—BUT their claims
have OTHER FOUNDATIONS.

SECOND-HAND & SHOP-SOILED BARGAINS.
S:iNOI.E CYL.I/XDERS.

TRIUMPH, 1907, magneto, overhauled and
re-enamelled £30

TRIUMPH, 1906, magneto, spring forks, good
order £21

ROC, 1908, two-speed, magneto, 4 h.p £33
N.S.U., 1908, magneto, 34 h.p., shop-soiled,

£40 machine £30
N.S.U., 1907, spring forks, Roc two-speed gear £28
REX DE LUXE, 1908, two-speed, si h.p.,

shop-soiled £85
F.N., lightweight, magneto, spring forks .... £20
ROC, 1907, magneto, clutch, spring forks .... £19
WARWICK, 1908. shop-soiled, two-speed,

clutch, magneto, spring forks, £50 machine £31
QUADRANT (Birmingham), 3J h.p., spring

forks £15
SINGER, 3 h.p., magneto, belt drive, Mabon

clutch, perfect order £15
ASTER, spring forks, Longuemare car-

buretter, tyies sound, good order £9
WHITLEY, 3 h.p., spray carburetter, girder

forks £7
ROYAL ENFIELD, M.O.V., vertical, lately

re-ename!led, etc £10
MINERVA, 2 h.p., spray carburetter, M.O.V. £6

TWINS.
N.S.U., 1908, magneto, 4 h.p., shop-soiled,

f50 machine £39
BROWN, 1908, shop-soiled, 5^ h.p., two-speed.

Palmer tyres, cost over £67 £45
ROC TWIN, 5 h.p., magneto, clutch, show

model, done 300 miles, perfect £30
VINDEC, magneto, spring forks £25
ROC, 5 h.p., Peugeot engine, magneto, clutch £22
KERRY, 5 h.p., two-speed £16
REX TOURIST, 5 h.p., magneto, spring forks £25
REX, 5 h.p., spring seat, spring forks £17
WERNER, 4 h.p., spring forks, good order . . £11

MILLS & FULFORD SIDECAR, shop-soiled.

Palmer cord 2iin. tyre £9 10
RILEY TRICAR, 5 h.p., twin, two-speed,

coach-built, lamps, spares, etc., perfect

order £50

THE
NEW PREMIER HORNS.

BiNOTE.
Trinote. JKf

BETTER
THAN THE ORDINARY

HORN,
because their sound
carries twice as (far and
is less offensive—more

musical.

^ For town
riding, they ""^"tllJ^V |
are audible ^•''

|t-f
above the rumble of

dense tra£&c.

They will be the most
popular road-clearers

for 1909.

ON THREE
DAYS* APPROVAL.

10/-.

PREMIER TUBULAR CARRIERS.—Fit all makes.

7/6 each. Approval.
PREPaiSR GENERATORS.—As suppUed with the

famous Searchhcht. 6/- each. Approval

CLINCHER BRAND NEW TUBES.-^26X2iin.
6/6 each. Approval.

PREMIER ACCUMULATORS.—The cheapest and
most durable.

WR!TE FOR LISTS.

PREMIER MOTOR AGENCY,
Aston Road, BIRMINGHAM,

Telephone 4,310. Telegrams i " Primus, B'ham.'

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " Office.

When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registra-

tion, and three stamped and addressed envelopes must
be sent for forwarding replies. Only the number will

appear in the advertisement. Replies should be
addressed, " No. 000, c/o ' The Motor Cycle," Cov-
entry "

; or if " London " is added to the address, then
to the. number given, c/o " The Motor Cycle," 20,
Tudor Street, E.C.

Mr DEPOSIT SYSTEM. -«
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown
persons may deal in perfect safety by availing them-
selves of our Deposit System. If the money be de-
posited with " The Motor Cycle," both parties are
advised of this receipt, and upon intimation of the
arrival and acceptance of the goods, the money is

forwarded less a charge of is. for registration. The
time allowed for a decision after receipt of the goods is

three days. For all transactions exceeding £10 in

value, a deposit fee of 2S. 6d. is charged. All deposit
matters are dealt with at Coventry, and cheques and
money orders should be made payable to llilie and
Sons Limived.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
silence as an indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so

many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reoly to

each one by post

All letters relating to advertisements must state

distinctly under what beading they appeared, and date

ol issue.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE
SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham,
and Westmoreland.

3JL ll.p. Minerva, 26iii. wheels, lon^ handle-
2 bars, low frame, good condition; £1^

lOs.—Below.

21 h.p. Noble, Chater-Lea frame, 26in.

2 wheefs, 2J h.p. De Dion eh^ne, spring
forks, good condition; £12. — Eichardson,
Cycle Depot, Mandale Eoad, Thcnaby.

BAT Motor Cycle, with spring frame, tyres
and belt quite new, 3 h.p. De Dion en-

adne; £12. — Rae, Thornton Street, West
Hartlepool.

PHELON and Moore Motor Cycle, 1908, with
Js h.p. engine and two-speed gear,

almost like new; £38.—Rae, Thornton Street,
West Hartlepool.

HILL-CLIMB Winner, Beeston Humbei 2

h.p., 28in. Continentals, free engine,
handle starting, LongTj.emare, Brooks saddle,
accnmulators, complete, perfect condition;
any trial; nearest £18 cash.—Geo. Burns, 286,

Stanhope Eoad. Tyne Dock.

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.

will buy 3i h.p. motor.—Particulars
from Carter, 12, Stanley Street, Pres-£6

ton.

31 h.p. 25 Guinea E&x, 1907. as new, un-
2 used; what offers?—1, Bank Terrace

Whitworth.

i QQ8 Triumph, new condition, complete
J.U with headlight, horn; £36. — Cross,
jeweller, Eotherham.

TOUEIST Trophy Triumph, new In July,
prize winner; £38, or near offer.—

4

Grange Avenue, Leeds.

BAT, 4J h.p., spring frame, new tyres,
starting handle; genuine bargain, £16.

—Dudley, Wadsley Bridge.

-i Q08 3| h.p. N.S.U., as new, done 500 miles,
J-t/ £2 extras; £35, near offer.—-Bentley,
Mount Terrace, Eccleshill,. Bradford.

23. h.p. F.N.. new back cover and tube, just
4 overhauled ; £10, or nearest offer.—

Johnson, 35, Chorley Old Road, Bolton.

£15.-31 h.p. Rex, perfect condition, new
Palmer tyres, tubes, belt, all acces*

sories.—12, Cambridge Street, Sheflleld.

In answering (my of these advertisements it is aesirable tfiat you mention " The Motor Cycle."



MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

51ip Twin Kerry, Palmers. Whittle belt,

grand climber; lowest 13 g-uineas.—

Eastrop, Spencer's Wood, Reading.

5-6 h.p. Westfleld, spring forks, Chater-Lea,
excellent condition; best offer, or ex-

change 3i h.p. single.—F. Rowley, Slough.

CYCLE, 2J h.p. Brown engine, spray, Clin-

chers, Bassee coil, spares, etc., splen-

did running order; £7.—Preemantle, Bell

Street, Romsey.

MIDGET Bicar, 3i h.p. Fafnir, Clincher
tyres, Advance adjustable pulley,

sound machine; £17.—Apply, Head, 25, Liver-

pool Road, Reading.

51-6 h.p. Phanomen, magneto, two-speed
2 gear, complete with sidecar. Contin-

ental and Peter-Union tyres, in perfect con-
dition throughout, many spares; £35.—Hey-
bourn. Motors, Maidenhead.

3 h.p. Triumph, magneto. Mabon clutch,
endless inner tubes (thi-ee), spares,

tools, F.R.S. lamp. Palmer cord, Clincher A
Won; £22 cash, or offers; no exchange. —
Bath, Petworth House. Landsend. Chippen-
ham, Wilts.

3 h.p. 1906 Triumph, Shamrock studded
back, 1908 variable pulley, three new

butted tubes, two belts, valve, plugs, spares,
no signs of wear, never stopped mechani-
cally; £24 cash, offers.—Lloyd Wilson, Mer-
ton College, Oxford.

£10.—Excelsior, genuine M.M.C., 3 h.p., long
bars, new De.rmatine, low, Lycett's

saddle, two accumulators, re-enamelled, in
thorough good condition, usual accessories,
grand climber; photo. — Ellerslie, Hillside
Avenue, Bitterne Park, Southampton.

SECTION VIII.

Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Rent,
and Sussex.

5 h.p. Peugeot, gold medal 400 miles Relia-
bility.—7, High Street, Plaistow, Essex.

2;i h.p. Singer's, magneto ignition; £6 10s.

2 —Hall, 103, Jedburgh Road, Plaistow,
E.

J .A.P., 4 h.p., nearly new, all latest refine-
ments; £35.—Jones, Lynwood, Orping-

ton.

O 3. h.p. Caswall Motor Bike, splendid order

;

^'4 £11.—Carthy, 1, Lind Street, St. John's,
S.E.

TWO Motor Cycles for push bike and cash,
or sell cheap.—2, Bandon Road, Lon-

don.

F.N., 3i h.p., 1908, magneto, spring forks,
beautiful order; great bargain, £17 10s.

—Below.

WERNER, 1908, 4§ h.p., twin separate
cylinders, spring forks, practically

new. unscratched; £16 16s.—Below.

BAT, 3| h.p., genuine De Dion engine, like
new; £16 lOs—Whittle, 41. Skelbrook

Street. Wandsworth.

13. h.p. Minerva, good order, complete; £5
4 10s.—D. Fellows, 49, Hertford Street,

Mayfair.

MINERVA; 3i h.p., 1907; £25, no offers.-
Tyler, King's Parade, High Street,

Croydon.

£12.—Twin motor cycle; must sell; only
wants seeing. — 17, Gardner Street,

Brighton.

1 Q08 Moto-Reve, just been overhauled; £25.
-LtJ —^East Ham Garage, High Street South,
East Ham. -

3i h.p. Excelsior, fine hill-climber, very
2 fast; £12; must sell.—478, High Road,

Tottenham.

23. h.p. Brown, perfect condition guaran-
4 teed, fast, reliable; £9.-8, Crieff Road,

Wandsworth.

3 h.p. Elleham. Peiigeot engine, run 5O0,
perfect; £10, bicycle part.—D., 21, New

Road, Rochester.

Q h.p. Werner, long bars, low saddle, foot-
^ rests; £7 10s.—Regan, 62, Guildford
Road, Greenwich.

FJ h.p. Twin Rex, in good order; £17, or
d nearest offer, a bargain.-Goodwin, 108,
Cobourg Road, S.E.

When dealing with us.

THE FAIR FACTORS.
Rf\/ DOWN R/ WEEKLY
*'W/" AND O/" SECURES
REX, 3i h.p., vertical engine £8 10

MINERVA, 2 h.p. M.O.V., spray £8

H UM B E R , 2i h.p., splendid condition $10

ORMONDE, 2 h.p., spray £7

F.N., 2}!^., handle-bar control £8

WERNER, 3.V h.p., twin, latest model £13

ARIEL, 3 h.p., 26in. wheels, M.O.V £^2_g
MINERVA, 3^ h.p., 26in. wheels £1 1

QUADRANT, 2 h.p., good condition £7

JAP, 2^ h.p., spray '

. .£3
WERNER, 2 h.p ..".. .. £9

EXCELSIOR, 3 h.p., very good tyres .

." £10

SINGER, 2 h.p., magneto £8

REX, 3t h.p., 1905, 26in. wheels £13

PHCENIX, 2^ h.p., good tyres £8

H UMBER, 2 h.p., splendid condition £8

OTHER IVIODEI.S.
ANTOINE, 5 h.p., twin, 1907 model £20

SAROLEA, 5 h.p., twin, spring forks £20

MABON, 3 h.p., high tension magneto £14

REX, 5 h.p., twin, 1907 model £18

WERNER, 3i h.p., twin, 26in. wheels £13

MINERVA, 4i h.p., twin £19

F.N., four-cylinder, magneto £18

CLYDE, 3 h.p., magneto £10

CLARENDON, 3 h.p.. Peter Unions £9

BAT, 3i h.p., spring frame £15

GIVAUDAN, 3 h.p £15

QUADRANT, 3 h.p., spray £12

LLOYDS, ajh.p £1

F.N., 2| h.p., splendid machine £10

ARIEL, 3 h.p., brand new Offers

ARIEL, 2ih.p., lightweight, 1908, new mag. £33

TRICARS.
RE XETTE, 8-10 h.p., two spseds and reverse

;

a perfect yticle £60

GARRARD, sii^D., three speeds, water-cooled £32

MINERVA Fatten, 3* h.p., spray, good tyr es £16 _0
REXETTE, 8b.p., open frame, two speeds,

perfect order £38

CARS.
24 h.p. DARRACQ, perfect order throughout,

trial run £110

14 h.p. GOBRON-BRILLIE, four speeds, two-
cylinder, five-seater £80

SIDECAR.
BAT, 26in. wheel. Clincher £* 10

AOOESSORIES.

«'XHE LATEST."
Treble Twist Horns. .Absolutely the finest Horn ever

marketed. Cannot be beaten for noise. Money
returned if not absolutely satisfactory. Only 6/6.

THe ACIV/IE Va.t-ia.l3le l^ulley-
Instantly adju?ted. No need to remove belt, and

doubly locking. Standard sizes stocked. 14/- each.

F>AUIVIER TYRES^ fCoi-dJ.
Cover Tube Cover Tube Cover Tube

26x2 43/6 10/- 26X2.V 59/3 16/3 28 x 2i 63/6 11/-

26 X 2i 58/9 11/- 28 X 2 50/3 10/- 28 x 2i 54/3 17/6

10/- allowed on old covers, and 2/- on tubes.

TUBES (fully guaranteed).

26x2in. .. 5/6 26x2 Jin. 7/6 28x2i:in. 7/-

26 X 2iin. . . 6/6 28 x 2in. . . 6/6 28 x 2iin. 7/6' APPROVAL.
TUBES (butt-ended).

You cannot do better than try one. Money returned

IN FULL if not perfectly satisfa^-tory.

26x2in. .. 7/6 26x2iin 8/3 28x2iin. 7/9

26x2iin... 7/9 28x2in. .. 7/6 2Sx2iin. 8/3

ALBANY BELTING.
fin. 7d., I'm. 8d., ^in. 9d., lin. lOd. per foot.

Approval. Immedi ate delivery.

MAUDE'S MOTOR MART,PoweH st.,HALIFAX
(behind the Victoria Hall).

National Telephone 433.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
31. h.p. Excelsior, Longuemare, very low. ,

2 new tyres; £10.—Horton, 5. Derby
Road, South Hackney.

41 h.p. Chater-Lea-Minerva, latest pattern.
2 just delivered ; accept £23.—H. Soper,

307, Clapham Road, S.W.

31 h.p. 1906 Rex, spring forks, Longue-
2 mare, good condition; £15. — 30,

Bickerton Road, Highgate, N.

TRIUMPH, 1908, equal to new, and perfect
condition; 35 guineas.—C Matthews, 96.

West Green Road, Tottenham.

4? 7 10s.—2J h.p. genuine Minerva, M.O.V.

,

3^ I perfect order and condition.—35, St.

Stephen's Road, Bow. London.

WERNER, 2J h.p., long, low, in good con-
dition, Dunlops ; £9. — 191, OricKle-

wood Broadway, Lrondon, N.W.

£6 10s., or nearest.-2 h.p. Quadrant, nf;n-

skid, and spring seat-pillar.—H. 8., 87.

Landcroft Road, East Dulwich.

r»r» 15s.—Minerva, 2i h.p., powerful, fast,

dwO splendid condition. — Write particu-
lars, 114, Rutland Street, Stepney.

21 h.p. Peugeot, Dunlop and Bates, a?
'4 new, stand, horn, tools, complete:

£9, or offer.—52, Perry Hill, Catford.

£5._4 h.p. Twin, good condition, exchange
for single or twin, any condition.—Mo-

torist, 31, High Cross Road, Tottenham.

h.p. Triumph, Jap engine, vertical, two
accumulators, in good order; £12.—

Greenwood, 36, Chatham Place, Hackney.

4 h.p. Twin N.S.U., magneto, spring forks,

etc.; £25; appointment by letter.—E.

Nicholson, 32, Crescent Grove, Clapham, S.W.

3h p Werner, very powerful, Clincher
tyres, hardly scratched; £9 15s.; per-

fect condition.—198, High Road, Wood Green.

STAMFORD HILL.—5-6 h.p, -twin Eiex de
Luxe, 1907, Roc clutch, H.T. magneto,

twin back tyres, as new, property of doctor-

£25.

STAMFORD HILL.—2i h.p. Rex, B. and B.
carburetter, excellent machine, in per-

fect condition, lightweight; £7.

STAMFORD HILL.—3 h.p. Trent, long bars,

swan-neck seat-pillar, splendid condi-

tion; £11.

QTAMPORD HILL.—If h.p. Quadrant Light-

O weight, Minerva engine, two brakes, all

in very good condition and perfect order;

£5 10s.

OTAMFORD HILL. — 2J h.p. Precision en-
r5 giued lightweight, in good running
order, and very good condition; £6 15s.—128,

High Road, Tottenham.

i Q07 Rex, 34 h.p., spring forks, low build.

JLo very powerful, quite equal to new; 16

guineas.—22, The Avenue, Bruce Grove Lon-
don.

IF You Want Bargains in second-hand
motor cycles you can get them at

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street. Lon-
don.

21 h.p. J.A.P., in good running order, com-
2 plete. with lamp, and two accumu-

lators- £8.—C Milsted and Sons, Tenterden,
Kent.

'

MOTOSACOCHE, nearly new, spring forks.

accessories; best offer over £20.—Seen

at The Anglo-Saxon Co., 31, Newgate Street,

City.

i Guineas, near cash offer.-As new, Cor-

XU onet, 3» h.p., Bosch magneto, Chater.

—3. Bexhill Terrace, Merton Road, Soutn-

fieids.

31 h p N.S.TJ., magneto. Druids, Mabon
2 clutch, rubber studded tyres, extras,

as new; £25.-125, Station Road, West Finch-

lev, N.

BARGAIN.-2J h.p. De Dion._ Chater-Lea,

low built, only wants seeing: £12 12s..

no offers.—Brazier, 5, Gowland Place, Beck-

enham.

PEUGEOT. 5-6 h.p., 18in. Chater-Lea fjame.

beautifully equipped, and condition

Pniaranteed; £23 10s. - 47, Camden Grove.

Peckham.

31 h.p. N.S.U., magneto, excellent condi-

2 tion, many snares; will accept £5/

10s. for rmlck sale.—Connew, 17, Park Roarl.

Forest Hill.

In answering any of these ad-Vertisements it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle'



machines ; 3i
forks, grand

MOTOR BICYCLES FOft SALE

IP You Want Good Bargains in second-hand
or new motor cycles you cannot do

better than come to Key, 5, Heath Street
Motor Works, Hampstead.

HAMPSTEAD for reliable
h.p. Quadrant, spring

condition ; only £15.

HAMPSTEAD. - 1908 Lightweight N.S.U.,
magneto, only shop-soiled ; £19, with

all accessories.

HAMPSTEAD.-3i h.p. N.S.U., late model,
magneto, 24in. wheels, new condition,

guaranteed perfect; only £18.

HAMPSTEAD. — 3i h.p. 1908 Triumph,
handle-bar control, new condition; £37,

with all accessories.

HAMPSTEAD.—11 h.p. P.N., 1908 model, new
condition; £18, with all accessories;

great bargain.

HAMPSTEAD for new machines, P.N.'s, 5-6
h.p., late models from stock; ex-

changes entertained.

HAMPSTEAD.-5 h.p. Twin Peugeot, Cha-
ter-Lea No. 6 frame, splendid condi-

tion, Ilk© new; £24.

HAMPSTEAD. — New Griffons at second-
hand price; £4 under catalogue price,

o-nly shop-soiled.

HAMPSTEAD.-3 h.p. Pafnir. good condi-
tion, low, with all spares; £10, guar-

anteed.

HAMPSTEAD.-Pour-cylinder P.N. ; £25-
complete with all spares, almost new,

jargam.

HAMPSTEAD.—Pour-cylinder P.N., 1908
two months old, complete with all ac-

jessories ; £28.

HAMPSTEAD. - Sole Agents for Griffons,
P.N. 8, Minervas, Vindecs, Triumph,

;tc., cycle, sidecar, or low power in part pay-
nent

;
liberal allowances on old machines

.or new any make.-Key, 5, Heath Street
aotor Works, Hampstead. Tel. 2678 P.O.

1 h.p. N.S.U.. wo 5D6ed eear. magneto igni-t. tion. SDares. sidecar; trial run by ap-
)ointment; price £35.—Browning, 21, Ealing
toad, Ealing.

ROVEE Lightweight, about 100 lbs., h.p 2J
full, low built, handle-bar control, Glin-

^hers, excellent machine ; no time ; £12 —161
</ssex Road, N.

^3. h.p. Minerva, Longuemare carburetter,
-14 trembler coil, Chater-Lea fittings, ex-
leHent order; £9 18s. 6d.-Davis, oilman,
lanor Park, E.

4 h.p Twin Werner, handle-bar control,
*: horn, two acetylene lamps, stand,
oola, spares; £17 10s. — Sutton. 62, Amott
toad, E. Dulwich.

> 1 h.p, Minerva, Chater-Lea frame and fit-

j }}n}^^' 2* Palmer cord tyres, very little
ised; £21. or offer.-Westall, 64, Great Port-
and Stre€it, London.

rRIUMPH, 3 h.p., accumulator, excellent
.

condition, tyres perfect, £17 , also Rover
near, 3i h.p., £16.—Eversieigh, Devonshire
toad. Tooting Junction.

prUMBER, 2f h.p., chain drive, Longue-
• ^r!i^?'

good climber, and in fine condi-
gn" '-rT'

10s or offer.—Marshall, 170, Penton-
ule Road, King's Cross, N.

U-OTOSAOOCHE, IJ h.p.. 1908. condition
-TX better than new, horn, stand, many
pares; owner buying car; £23.—Motor, 10,forden Road, Blackheath.
ei3 lOs—Genuine 3J h.p. Minerva Motor
•^ Cycle, Continental tyres, perfect order
iid very powerful; bargain.-Schlotter, 36.Layola Road. Clapton, N.E.

)!. h.p. Clarendon, long bars, footboards,
it nfw Watawata. very fast and reli-
Me.; £14 10s.

; seen by anpointment. — A.
J2, Rectory La.ne. Tooting.

"TRIUMPH. 1906, perfect condition, 1907
forks, magneto cover, two spare belts

lany spares, valve, tools, horn, etc.- £2'>
)s.—30, Pulham Road, S.W.

>1 h.p. Rex, long handle-bars, low saddle,
/4: Longuemare carburetter, new back
aimer, splendid condition ; £9 10s.—Bernard
54, Kentish Town Road, N.W.

Q'J 15s.—3 h.p. Quadrant. Longuemare,W I Brown accumulator, long bars, low
eat, spares, good condition; a bargain —
''enn, 10, Holly Place, Enfield.

£26 5s. GIVEN
for rgoS magneto LIGHTWEIGHT in part payment
for brand new igo8 si magneto RE.K with ball bearing
engine, price 38 guineas.

Owing to an unprecedented demand for second-hand
1908 REX Lightweights, we will make a special allow-
ance of £27 6s. for this model. This is one guinea
more than actual cost. BUT——" Don't delay."
The number of 1908 3 J REXES is limited.

5-6 h.p. Twin Rex. £18 IBs., or £4 and '07
Single Rex. or £6 and 3f Rex. or level
exchange with Single IVIasneto Rex.

1908, magneto, Twin REX, little used £27 10
5 h.p. Twin VINDEC, magneto, Truffault .

.

£39 10

5} h.p. REX DE LUXE, 1907, brand new .

.

£31 10

5i h.p. Twm REX, spnng forks, black finish .

.

£18 18
Twin REX, black finish, new tvres £13 13
6 h.p. Twin REX, non-skids both wu«els .. £18 18
Twin KERRY, Chater Lea, with Sidecai £22 10

5j h.p. Twin REX, magneto, 1907 £22
4-5 h.p. Twin ALCYON, N.S.U., two-speed .

.

£20
5 h.p. Twin SAROLEA, long frame £18 13
6 h.p. Twin ANTOINE, R.O.M. ignition . . £22
5 h.p. Twin ONAWAY, very low, spring forks £19
6 h.p. Twin ANTOINE, spring forks ..£22
Four-cylinder F.N., guaranteed £19 19

TRICARS.
5} h.p. REXETTE, W.C, two speeds £35
REX TRICAR, coach built £13 10
Twin REXETTE, W.C, two speeds, 8 h.p. .

.

£47 10

4i h.p. STEVENS Tricar, very low built £15

5 h.p. HUMBER, open frame, W.C, z speeds £35
REX, Phoenix Two-speed, coach built £18 iQ

Extended payments to suit all requirements. I f j-ou

can't pay cash down, write and state what credit you
require, and we will endeavour to accommodate you.

Ten 1907 sjh.p. REX DE LUXE, Roc clutch,

magneto, twin tyre spring forks, spring-seat, handle
starting, Best sidecar machine on the market,
£27 10. Some of these are like new.

SINOkKS—Cash OfTers Wanted.
1908 new 3J h.p. REX, magneto, ba'.l bearings £39 18
1908 3* h.p". REX, 2-speed, nearlv new £31 10
iqo8 M'OTOSACOCHE, splendid condition . . £19 10
iqo8 N.S.U. Lightweight, magneto £19 10

1907 3J h.p. Magneto REX, black finish ... £19 10

1907 3i h p. N.S.U., magneto £21 10

3j h.p!" N.S.U. , magneto, guaranteed £1 7 10

3 h.p. TRIUMPH, magneto £24 10

3 h.p. TRIUMPH, spring forks £21

3 h.p. RIP, brand new, very low £16

3 J h.p. Magneto REX Racer, a flier £25
3! h.p. 1906 REX, spring forks, long bars .... £15 10

2I h.p. Magneto REX, 1908, shop-soiled £19 19

il h.p. MINERVA, M.O.V., vertical, spray . . £16 10

3 h.p. GIVAUDAN, nearly new, very low . . £16
3 h.p. QUADRANT, spray, spring forks £13
3 h.p. LLOYD'S, 26 X 2iin. Palmers £13 10
4 h.p. ANTOINE, verUcal, M.O.V., spray . . £16

2i h.p. MINERVA, fine condition, M.O.V. .. £13 10

2I h.p. CLYDE, magneto, vertical, spray .... £15
4 h.p. ANTOINE, 26X 2iin. tyres £13 10

3j h.p. SIMMS, magneto, 2}in. Palmers £17 10

3i h.p. CENTAUR, free engine, M.O.V £16
2} h.p. F.N., special frame, reliable £12 10

3 h.p. HUMBER, spray, good cUmber £tO 10

3i h.p. REX, 22in. frame, trembler coil £11 10

2I h.p. MINERVA, 26 X2in., spray, vertical . . £U 10

3 h.p. BKOWN, spray, guaranteed .';12 10

4 h.p. ATELIER, long bars, law saddle £13 10

3j h.p. EXCELSIOR, spray, trembler coil .. £10 ID

2i h.p. COVENTRY EAGLE, vertical spray . . £10

il h.p. Two-speed REX, suit sidecar £13 1

J

2I h.p. F.N., light, low, smart appearance .... £12
2j h.p. CLEMENT, very low, good order £11

2i h.p. KERRY, spray, low, reliable mount . . £10 19
2 h.p. RALEIGH, spray, smart £8

2i h.p. ROYAL, vertical, spray, trembler coil £? 15

?i h.p. HASKARD, spray, smart £11 10

if h.p. MINERVA, spray, suit light rider £5 10

2I h.p. EXCELSIOR, trembler coil £8
2 h.p. HUMBER, chain drive, trembler coil .. £6 10
3 h.p. PEUGEOt Lightweisht, smart £9 10
2 h.p. MINERVA, spray, smart, good £7

GriELvi'tei' Ruiotbet- Etncl
GsLirvsLS Bel-tins'.

fin. lOd.. fin. 1/1, fin. 1/4, tin. 1.'9 pev toot.

3/- allowed for old belt-.

The Halifax Motor Exchange,
Agents REX and N.S.U.

16, Westfate, Halifax.
Telephone: 766. Telegrams': ' Perfection.'-

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
OTANTON'S Absolute Clearance Sale. —O Every machine in sound and perfect
condition; convincing trials given t)y ap-
pointment; great annual opportunity.

TRIUMPH, 3 h.p., 1906, spring forks, guar-
anteed perfect, most reliable machine

extant; £20; ride 60 miles to meet buyer.

KERRY, 2i h.p.. 1906-1907, practically brand
new, light, reliable, splendid hill-

climber; ride 60 miles to meet bona-fide
buyer; £12.

REX, 3i h.p., magneto, 1907 (late), 1908 fin-

ish, brand new condition throughout;
ride 60 miles to meet bona-fide buyer; £20.

REX de Luxe, 6 h.p., twin-cylinder 1907,

twin back wheel, absolutely perfect
condition ; any trial given ; £22 lOs.

MINERVA, 2| h.p., 1906, magnificent condi-
tion, absolutely good as new; any

severe trial; great bargain, £15 10s.

HUMBER, 5i h.p., excellent working condi-
tion, very powerful, suitable for side-

car, 26in. wheels; £11, or good bicycle and
£8 cash.

CLYDE, 23 h.p.. 1906, spring forks, just
overhauled; genuine bargain, £12.

QUADRANT, 3 h.p., spring forks, just re-
enamelled, neat, light, handy mount;

absolute bargain. £12.

QCOUT, 2i h.p., magnificent condition, en-O gine bearings firm as a rock; excep-
tional bargain, £12.

FALCON, 3 h.p., 26in. wheels, low, Brooke
BlOO saddle, tyres excellent, Longue-

mare carburetter, belt drive, most comfort-
able, reliable, good hill-climber ; thunder-
ing bargain, £9 10s.

JAP, 24 h.p., lightweight, direct drive. V
belt, new condition, very efficient; £13.

REX, 3i h.p., 50 guinea model, swan-neck
saddle pillar, long handle-bars, most

powerful and reliable ; £10.

ALL above are genuine Bargains, being
cleared to make room for new • 1909

models; none are in any way faked up. but
are in genuine condition, ready to ride
away anywhere; greater value is offered by
no other dealer, nor privately ; machines are
offered subject to being unsold; secure a
bargain at once.—A. T. Stanton, 86, Colve-
stone Crescent, Dalston, London. (See also
under Tricars.)

"J
Q07 Twin Rex, 5 h.p., cantilever, springLU forks, Longuemare, absolutely new

condition; £22, or good 34 h.p. and cash.—
43, Kilmorie Road, Forest Hill.

6 h.p. Twin Rex, new Shamrock tyres, syn-
chronised ignition, good condition

throughout; £19, or near offer.—Ritchie, 36,

King Edward's Gardens, Acton.

£12 10s., Peugeot, 24 h.p., new condition,
lamp and stand, £9; Bowden, 2 h.p.;

£6, "Werner, 14 h.p., lat, £25; in good order.
—Cycle, 21, Balfour Road. Ilford.

23. h.p. Brown, Longuemare, Palmers, two
'4 accumulators, stand, all accessories,

excellent condition, good hill-climber; £10.—
62, Colvestone Crescent, Dalston.

23. h.p. Motor Cycle, free engine, Craboe
4 band brake, long handles, low saddle;

sacrifice £9 15s. ; room wanted. — James,
Chemist, 182, Stroud Green Road, N.

31 h.p. Rex (late 1906), condition almost
equal new, tyres unpunctured; £15, or

exchange magneto machine, cash adjust-
ment.—K., White House, Buckhurst Hill.

31 h.p. Minerva, spring forks. Palmers,
2 £16; 24 h.p. Minerva. £14; 2 h.p. Min-

erva, £12; each in perfect order and condi-
tion.—36, Stroud Green Road. London. N.

31 h.p. Chater-Lea-M.M.C, M.O.V., Palmer
2 cords, copper torpedo tank, rubber

covered footboards, long bars, very low,
absolutely reliable, new last May ; £18.—7,

Tudor Road, Upper Norwood.

13 h.p. F.N. Lightweight, 1908 model, in
4 splendid condition, and ready for im-

mediate use, stand-carrier, horn, numbers

;

owner giving up riding; £21 10s.—Flitwayt,
11, West View, Highgate Hill, N.

TRIUMPH, 3 h.p., 1906, magneto, spring
fork, excellent running condition, fullv

equipped, spares, tools; first reasonable
offer. — L.S., 66a, High Street, St. John's
Wood (can be seen cycle shop same address).

In avfwcririfj an;/ of ihc^o, crl rrrllo im i,i< desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.'"
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TRICARS FOR SALE.
lEXETTE, 8 - 10 h.p., twin-cylinder, 1907

; model- seats two in front, two speeds
ward and reverse, twin tyres on back
leel, perfect condition ; any trial ; £65. —
uis Davis and Son. Moseley, Birmingham.

b.p. Water-cooled Tricar, coach front,
bucket back, pedal clutch, free engine,

ndle starting, absolutely reliable, good
idition; £19, or exchange motor cycle and
h.—20, Thurlestone Eoad, West Norwood,

tEICAE, Clement-Garrard, 4J- h.p., water-
cooled, good condition, three speeds,

ich-built front, spring frame back, Pal-
r tyres, hardly worn, handle starting,
th clutch; £23. — Hibbert. 173, Market
•eet, Hyde.

(HCENIX Trimo, 3i h.p.. two speeds and
free ' engine, chain drive, fan-cooled,

ich-built, new Michelin, with detachable
be on back wheel, splendid going order

;

ice £25. — Shepherd, R.H.C.. Englefield
een, Surrey.

iILEY Tricar, 6-8 h.p., three speeds and re-
j verse, coach-built, upholstered red lea-
iT, Pointed French grey, wheel control,
ivy car tyres, non-skid back, lamps, horn,
ires; £60.—George. 92, DrakefeU Road,
w Cross, S.E.

h.p. W.C. Aster-engined Tricar, open
"frame, heavy Renold chains, two-speed

IT, handle starting, 700 by 85 tyres, new on
3k, perfect running order; £30, offers,

)d motor cycle part.—P., c/o 266, Buxton
ad, Macclesfield.

h.p. Chater-Lea Coach-built Tricar, twin
Antoine, new condition, B.B. latest ear-

petter, handle-bar control, lin. belt, tyres
1. back, 2Jin. sides, new; £25, or cash ex-
inge for small two-seater car.—Yarwood,
ienbank, Northwich.

FT 10 h.p. Water-cooled Lagonda Three-
L speeded Tricar for sale, winner in
eral competitions, in splendid going
er, 100 miles trial to bona-fide buyer;
ce £55.—Apply by letter, F. Cozens, 8,

idhurst Drive, Leyton, Essex.

L h.p. Garrard Tricar, water-cooled, free .

i engine, three speeds, worm drive,
idle starting, spring frame, pedal con-
lled, footboards, in splendid condition,
i all spares; £30, a bargain.—Adkin, 2,

[gess E<>ad, East Ham, London i

h.p. Ormonde (Kelecom engine), wim !

coach-built forecar attachment, splen-
running order, handle-bar control,

ing handles and seat-pillar, three lamps, i

horn, and spares, tools, etc.; £15; trial
en.—Richmond, Matlock Road, Brighton.

15, or offer.—^Wolf tricar, 3i h.p. Whitley
engine, aluminium forecarriage, bucket

ving seat, two speeds, chain transmission,
b drive, non-skid back, handle starting,
ming order, horn, two spare valves.—St.

nnnd Motor Works, Abington Square,
thampton.

7"H1AT Offers for nearly new 10 h.p. La-
' gonda, special machine, weighs only
wt., three speeds^, can do 55 miles" per
ir, fully ecLuipped for touring, lamps and
rything, absolutely the most perfect ma-
le produced ; best cash offer accepted.—
Else, Leawood, near Matlock.

h.p. Riley Tricar, three speeds and re-
verse, recently upholstered, perfect

Qg order, fine climber, electric side and
. lamps, accumulators, tools, tool box,
Qp, jack, Michelin non-skid back. Dun-
front; trial; bought car; £63. or near
r.—Box 1,082, The Motor Cycle Offices, Cov-

SICAE, 5 h.p. twin Antoine. a.c, 1908 Roc
clutch, and two speeds, E.O.M., Whittle

;, Bowdens latest 8in. brakes, side lamps,
r lamp, spare belt, accumulator, contact,
res, three new oovers, tubes, two tool-
's, plenty of tools, done about 300 miles-
, or nearest offer; must be sold; trial
wed.—T.O., 165, Grundy Street, Poplar,
idon, E.

.
h.p. Rexette, King of Tricars; owner

bought car, must dispose, room
ited; enamelled green, red lined, two«
id, wheel steering, open spring frame,
[Tthing in first-class condition, coach-
It seats, W.C; trial given; £40, or ex-
nge for motor cycle from 3 to 5 h.p. and
a.—Harrison, Church Street, Westhongh-
, Lancashire.

WAUCHOPE'S,
9, SHOE LANE. FLEET ST., LONDON, E.G.

First cheque secures each bargain. The following
bargains are rffered subject to their being unsold
Bvery machine tnoroughly overhauled ,ind guaranteed :

MOTOR CYCLES.
2f h.p. ANGLIAN, two-speed gear, genuine De

Dion engine £22
5 h.p. VINDECSPECIAL,I908 model, enam-

elled cream, light tourist 28 10
li h.p. MOTOSACOCIIE, 1908 model 21

si h.p. PHELON &: MOORE, 1908 model, two-
speed Rear 35

3 h.p. BRADBURY, magneto, 1908 njodel . . 17 10

4i h.p. Four-cyUnder F.N., 1908, magneto . . 28

5j h.p. N.S.U., magneto, 24in. wheels 25
4 h.p. ROC, magneto, 1907 model 22 10
5 h.p. VINDEC SPECIAL, 1907 model, mag. 27 10
5j h.p. N.S.U., new 1908, magneto 35

3i h.p. MINERVA, 1908 model 19 19
2} h.p. GRIFFON, 1908, magneto ia tank 19 19

5i h.p. Twin REX '.
. . : 13 10

5-6 h.p. PEUGEOT, Roc, magneto 15 15
3j h.p. TRIUMPH, 1908 model, magneto,

spring 85 15
2 h.p. PEUGEOT, vertical engine 8 10
3ih.p. (new) 1907 TRIUMPH, 1008 engine .

.

41
2 h.p. WERNER .' : -. . .

.

6 10
6 h.p. Twin J.A. P., free-engine clutcii 28
ij h.p. WERNER 5

3i h.p. REX 6 10
3j h.p. REX 6 10
4 h.p. CLE., magneto 16 10
2ih.p. J.A.P^ 6 10
2ih.p.

ofters.

15

HUMBER 15
6 h.p. BUCKET, top tappets, twin 16 10
2i h.p. HUMBER .:...'. 6 10
5 h.p. Twin REX DE LUXE, magneto, free

engine ! 25
2j h.p. Lady's CLEMENT-GARRARD 15
2 h.p. Lady's SINGER, magneto 6 10
3 h.p. QUADRANT 10 10
4 h.p. J .A.P. throughout 15
2j h.p. DE DION 10 10
3I h.p. TRIUMPH, 1908 model, second-hand
3ih.p. N.S.U
5 h.p. Twin ROC, Peugeot engine 25
5 h.p. Twin REX 15
2i h.p. FAIRY, twin horizontal engine, 1907

model 15
2j h.p. KERRY 12 10
6 h.p. Twin REX, Antoine engine, Mabon

clutch 17 10

.5 h.p. VINDEC, magneto Truflaull 27 10
'5 h.p. ONOWAY, 2-speed gear, dual ignition 19 19

3i h.p. QUADRANT, 1906 model 17
2j h.p. LURQUIN & COUDERT Lightweight,

magneto, 1908 model ; offers.

3 h.p. ARIEL, latest model 8 10
3 h.p. TRIUMPH, 1906 model 22 10
3j ^.p. CENTAUR 15

Also several good bargains from £5. All guaranteed
m running order.

LIGHT CARS.
Tricars, Light Cars, and Runabouts at sacrifice

prices. Making room for 1909 models.

6i h.p. WOLSELEY Light Car, three speeds and
reverse, Cape hood, every complement of tools
and accessories. Prire £65.

10-12 h.p. DECAUVILLE Four-seater Car, equal
artillery wheels, two speeds and reverse

; £37 10.

4j h.p. DE DION Two-seater Car, engine in front
under bonnet ; £22.

TRICARS.
9 h.p. RILEY, three speeds and reverse, Dunlop tvres,

non-skid on back wheel, open frame, wheel steer-

ing, coach built, twin-cylinder engine. Price £55.
9 h.p. Twin-cylinder RILEY Trirar, open frame, wheel

steering, two-speed gear. Price £38.

3j h.p. TRIUMPH Tricar, two-speed gear
; £15.

5ih.p. Twin-cvlinder REX Tricar, Whittle belt
drive ; £i6.

3ih.p. HLTMBER, free-engine clutch; £15.

3j h.p. ROVER, fitted with two-speed gear ; £17 10.
Garaged at Wauchope's.

3j h.p. MINERVA Tricar, fitted with two-speed gear ;

£22 10. Garaged at Vv'auchope s.

5J h.p. REXETTE, two-speed gear, open frame, coach
built, wheel steering ; offers. Garaged at
Wauchope's.

8-10 h.p. REXETTE, twin back wheel, open frame,
wheel steering, coach built ; £40.

5 h.p. STEVENS Tricar, two-speed gear, coach built,
two bucket seats, open frame, wheel steering ; £35.

5-6 h.p. PHCENIX, two-speed gear, coach built, open
frame, and wheel steering

; £32 10.
pj h.p. M.M.C. Tricar ; £10 10.

3J h.p. QUINTON Runabout, water-cooled engine,
Norman two-speed gear, quite new, bucket seat
to the back ; £19 10.

WAUCHOPE'S,
9, SHOE LANE, FLEET ST., LONDON, E.C

(off Ludgate Circus.)

relephone
: 5777 Holbom. TeleRiajns :

'
Opificer. London

SIDECARS AND FORECAHS.
SIDECARS, a quantity for sale, cheap, all

makes.—Rey, 5, Heath Street. Hamp-
stead.

MONTGOMERY Sidecar, coach-built body,
26in. wheel; £4 10s. — Hetherington,

Moffat.

FORECAR Attachment; £3 10s.—At Wau-
chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street,

London.

QIDECAR, rigid, 26in. wheel; £3 10s. or ex-
,^?-

,cliange lady's bicycle.—74, High Street,
Wimbledon.

MILLS and Fulford castor wheel sidecar-
cost £15, accept £4 10a.—Bacon, Shin-

{
field, Berks.

FORECAR, with foot band brakes, fit anv
motor cycle, minus one tyre; £3 15s.-^-

Plastow, Grimsby.

SIDECAR, rigid, Chater fittings, upholster-
ed, fine condition; £4 17s. 6d.—141, High

Street, Merton, S.W.

PHCENIX Coach-built Forecar, first-class
condition, new Continental tyres; £j

5s.-^Wykes, Grantham.

PHCENIX Forecar, brakes, £5; twin Rex,
cantilever, non-skids, £17, offers.-11,

Ormiston Road, Shepherd's Bush.

PHCENIX Forecar, coach-built, splendiu
condition; £5 10s., lowest.—G.W., 47,

Montague Road, Dalston, London.

FORECAR, 26in., side stays, cane, band
brakes, complete, less tyres; 52s 6d.—

Lewis, 23, Arden Road, Handsworth.

LIBERTY Rigid Sidecar, extra comfort-
able seat, nearly new condition; £5.—

Burn, 108, Warstone Lane, Birmingham.

MONTGOMERY Sidecar, flexible, almost
new, been used three months, non-sKiu

device; £6. — Rae, Thornton Street. West
Hartlepool.

SIDECAR, fit any frame, perfect condition,
26in. Palmer motor tyre; sacrifice £4

5s., lowest price.—C. A. Edgar, 123, HoUoway
Road, London, N.

COACH-BUILT Rex Forecar, £4 15s.-
wicker forecar, fit Rex, £3 17s. 6d. ; rigid

sidecar, 26 by 2J tyre, £4 10s.—Halifax Motor
Exchange, Westgate. Halifax.

MILLS-FULFORD Spring Frame Forecar,
less seat, adjustable, aluminium, long

stays, good condition, tyres 2i, wing guards
£5 10s.—Nicholls, Llanfairfechan.

MILLS-FULFORD Castor Wheel Sidecar,
cost 14 guineas, only run 120 miles, as

new, 10 guineas; also new Palmer cord
cover, 28 by 2i 45s.—Fletcher, 72, Lavington
Road, W. Ealing.

CTAMFORD HILL.-Famous rigid sidecars,
^-^ instant delivery, none better, fit your
machine, £4 18s. 6d. ; sound second-hand
sidecar, £3 5s.; Mills-Pulford, £4.-128, High
Road, Tottenha.m.

DUPLEX Steering (Mills and Fulford, left-
side) Sidecar, 28 by 2 wheel. Palmer

tyre, little used (see advantages claimed by
B. H. Davies, last week's Motor Cycle); price
£4.-49, Endsleigh Gardens, Ilford.

OAKLEIGH Sidecars are popular all the
year round. Why.!" Because they

don't side-slip, and they are all guaranteed
for five years. Made all in one piece of tub-
ing, lowest built; price £5. Have your sidecar
built by the inventors of the attachment.
We are exhibiting at the show.—Oakleigh
Motors, Ltd., West Dnlwich.

MOTOR TRICYCLES.
01 h.p. De Dion throughout, in good run- -

i-j2 ning order, Dunlop tyres, nearly new;
£5; engine alone worth the money.—Missin.
Cottingham, Hull.

TRAILERS.
TRAILER, for motor cycle, cane body, up-

holstered; bargain, £2 2s. — 12, Bull
Ring, Birmingham.

SMAET Light Trailer, adjustable, splendid
condition, for 45s.—C. Pickering, George

Street, Tamworth.

TRAILER (motor), upholstered, 26 by 2
tyres ; £2, or close offer. — 67, Claston

Grove, Hammersmith.

In answering any of these aavertisements it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle."
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QUADCARS.
ri-^WO-CYLINDEE Phoenix Quadcar, 7-8 h.p.,

-L two speeds and reverse, canopy, spares,

etc.—Apply, F., 47, South Street, Chichester.

1 A h p Two-cylinder De Dion Racing

IXJ Spider, splendid condition, very fast;

£55, or near offer; trial by appointment.—
T.R., 212, High Road, Lee.

WHAT Offers?—Gkimiine De Dion, 3i h.p.,

free engine, clutch, and &ear nearly

new Michelin tyres ; would entertain motor
cycle.—Harrison, 144, Silver Street, Edmon-
ton.

PHCENIX Quadcar, four-cylinder 12-16 h.p.

Pafnir engine, Continental car tyres,

non-skid drivers, extraordinary hill climber,

very fast on level, new April, 1907; cost £170,

accept £85, ready for road; would take 1908

motor cycle. Triumph, Minerva, or F.N., m
part payment.—108, Balsall Heath Road, Bir-

mingham.

CARS FOR SALE.

PALMER.—5i h.p. Baby Peugeot, two-
seater, two speeds, reverse; trial; £29.

PALMER. — 6J h.p. Darracq, two-seater,
three speeds and reverse, more than

smart ; £35.

PALMER.—10-12 h.p. Tony-Huber, tonneau,
twin-cylinder, M.O.V., good as new; £55.

PALMER.—9 h.p. Sizaire et Naudin. two
bucket seats, racing type; £75.

PALMER.—12-16 h.p. 1907 Winton, side en-
trance, four-cylinder, magneto igni-

tion, perfect; £100.

PALMER.—16-20 h.p. De Dietrich, tonneau,
four-cylinder, magneto, four speeds,

fast, reliable; £125.

PALMER.—24 h.p. Hurst and Lloyd, side en-
trance, four-cylinder, three speeds, car-

dan; £95.

PALMER.—15 h.p. Darracq, tonneau, four-
cylinder, hood, screen, splendid car,

reliable, speedy, silent; £125.

PALMER. — 3i h.p. De Dion quad, two
speeds; £12 10s.—L. N. Palmer, 190, Mel-

lison Eoad, Tooting. Telephone, 208, Streat-
ham.

SIZAIRE, 8 h.p., good order; £80; trial bv
appointment.—Telephone, 8531 Central.

i rk-12 h.p. Humber. four-cylinder, late 1907,xw long chassis. Cape hood, in perfect
order; £195.—Below.

^-12 h.p. Peugeot, tonneau, honeycomb,
two ignitions, hood, very fine order;

£80.—Below.

M-16
h.p. Daimler, four^cylinder, tonneau,
gate change, fast, silent, bargain

;

£75.—Below.

61 h.p. Wolseley, :wo-seater, thrae spee.ds,
2 very smart, excellent condition ; £50.

—Below.
1 h.p. Clyde, two-seater. Aster engine,
2 excellent order; £40.—Below.

Th.p. M.M.C., three^seater, three speeds,
and reverse, nice condition; £30. —

T^-clipse Eng. and Motor Co., 255, Earlsfleld
Road, Wandsworth. 'Phone: 1135, Putney.

SPLENDID Little Car, did 200 miles last
week; £25; photo.—7, Broad Walk,

Stratford-on-Avon.

h.p. Panhard, three speeds, Dunlop
.L\j grooved tyres, in splendid condition;
any trial; 48 guineas.—Below.

-i 0-14 h.p. Singer, Cape hood, glass screen,
X—I gate change, new tyres, lamp, Gape
hood and screen cost £40; any tria or
particulars; 95 guineas.—Below.

SIMMS-BOSCH High Tension Magneto, four-
cylinder, new; £12 lOs. ; see Exchange.-

Ryder, Heathfleld.

"j f\ h.p. Jackson Car, has two sets wheels,
J-U etc. ; bargain, £38, or exchange.—98,
Potternewton Lane, Leeds.

HUMBERETTE, just fitted with 8 h.p. De
Di'vn, guaranteed perfect; sell or ex-

change; stamp, reply.—Morris, jun., Retford.

ABSOLUTELY New 8-10 h.p. Jewel Run-
about, two speeds and reverse, trem-

bler coil, 4^ miles per hour, hood, screens,
and lamps, complete; can be seen in Lon-
don; offers invited.—Power, c/o Streets, 30,
Cornhill, E.G.

6

10

ACCUMULATORS
Does your present battery leak ?

Does It ever run down unexpectedly ?

Does it play you tricots and leave you
strandel miles from anywhere ?

If so, send it along to us and we
will either make a thorough repair, or
take it in part exchange for a
new E.P.R.

E.P.R.

ERR- j

lO-amp.19C. 4-volt.

Price 10/6.
Size 2* X 2 X 6in. (over Terminals).

Unspillable type 2/- extra.

E.P.R. No. 20C. 4-volt. 20-amp.
. Price 14- /6.

Size 4 X 2| X 6in. (over terminals).

Unspillable type 3/- extra.

Our Batteries are especially suitable for Motor
Cycles. Special Splash Proof Vents and Non-
Corrosive Terminah are always fitted. The
cases are exceptionally strong and weH made,

allowing for rough roads and Jolting.

Special unspillable batteries madt, all sizes

stocked.

REPAIRS.—We make a s"»»'aUty of treating

old and damaged cells. All repairs guaranteed.
Send for new list.

Bichford and Co.,
ACCOMULATOR SPECIALISTS,

153, FLEET STREET, E.C

CARS FOR SALE.
i A-12 h.p. Airex Car, smart tonneau, ci
J-w dan, new tyres, gears, paint as ne'
£55, bargain, worth double.—98, Potterne
ton Lane, Leeds.

"j Q07 Reo Motor Car, two or four-seater, n
j-iJ run 1,000 miles, equals new; sacrifl
for £85. — Particulars, Chapman, motorl
Attercliffe, Sheffield.

"j A-12 h.p. Forman, twin-cylinder, eqcxU wheels, cardan, tyres new, splenc
condition, £70; offers, exchange.—1, Townl
Road, E. Dulwich, S.E.

OTAMPORD HILL.—5 h.p. Pieper small t^O seated car, w.c, two speeds and :

verse, fine running order, very good con.
tion, nice little lot; £19.

QTAMPORD HILL. — 10-12 h.p. twin PiiO two - seater, new 4i Colliers on ba(
two speeds and reverse, in excellent con
tion and perfect running order; £25, gre
bargain.

STAMFORD HILL. — 10-12 h.p. twin Pi(

four-seater tonneau, three speeds a
reverse. 760:90 equal artillery wheels, all

splendid condition and excellent runni
order, fast and powerful; £40; photos, i\

ther particulars, and trials with pleasui
exchanges.—128, High Road, Tottenham.

6-8 h.p. Pick, two-seater, two speeds a
reverse, solid tyres, rear luggage ci

rier, brass lamps; bargain, £19 lOs. —
Church Street, Camberwell.

61 h.p. Darracq Car, two or four-seat
2 cardan, three and reverse, lam

spares, tools, splendid puller; £38, barga:
—98, Potternewton Lane, Leeds.

"[ C-20 h.p. Darracq, side entrance, Ca
±0 hood, folding screen, very fast, a
in excellent condition; a bargain, £110.—
Hderton Road, South Bermondsey, S.E.

RUNABOUT, three wheels; 4 h.p. Antoii
two speeds, fast, perfect, bucket se;

as new, also tyres, wheel steering; £22 IC

exchange magneto bike.—Lord, Mountfie
Prestwich.

SPECIAL 9 h.p. Riley car of May last, fitt

up specially throughout, in perf*
condition, with three months' guarant*
cost £205; price, £125.—E. W. Walford.
Hertford Street, Coventry.

31 h.p. Quinton Runabout, Norman tv
2 speed gear, water-cooled engii

almost new, bucket seat for driver, wh(
steering, open frame; £17 10s.—Wauchope's,
isinoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.

£50, bargain.—8-10 h.p. Siddeley-Wolself
two or four-seater, grand order, £^

two-seater. 6i h.p., bucket seats, three a:

reverse, direct on toj), sacrifice, cash
Owner, 21. Balfour Road, Ilford. -•

BABY Peugeot, 6 h.p., artillery whee
three speeds forward and reverse, tvi

seater, leather hood, many spares, tyi
good, splendid running order; 50 guineas
Atkings, Longmoor Camp, Hants.

8 h.p. Regal, genuine De Dion engine, thr
speeds and reverse, very smart ai

roomy tonneau body, guaranteed in fir!

class order; £60, absolute bargain.—Gar
ham, 28, Woodbridge Road, Ipswich.

8-10 h.p. Twin Decauville, two-seater, thr
speeds, cardan drive, appearance san

as 9 h.p. ' Riley model, everything perfec
great bargain, £35; also 8 h.p. De Dion. t\

or four-seater, wind screen, spare parts, £f

—East Ham Garage, High Street South, Ea
Ham.

ROVER. 6 h.p.. absolutely perfect cone
tion, first-class running order, sea

three, fast, magnificent hill-climber, ai

thoroughly reliable ; convincing trial givei

absolute bargain, £70; good motor eye
part exchange.—R., 86, Colvestone Cresoen
Dalston, London.

61 h.p. Humber Two-seater, side dooi
2 dust screen, recently overhaule

painted, and varnished, jack, lamps, 80 rai

•Dunlops, spare cover and tubes, good hi.

climber: £65, or aqcept Tritimnh noti

cycle part exchange; trial.—G. Smith, .<;

Northumberland Road, Coventry. r

6 h.p. Genuine De Dion, water-cooled, tv

lamps, coil, accumulator, etc., oV

fashioned body and tyres, but engine an

gear box perfect; £20, or nearest offer, c

would sell piecemeal, engine alone is wort
the money; s-een by appointment.—Greei
48, Harrison Street, Pendleton. Mancheste

In answering cmy of these acevertisements it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle.
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EXCHANGE.
EXCHANGE 6 h.p. N.S.U., magneto, per-

J feet condition, for Triumph, or other
>od make.—Sunnyside, 33, Huron iioad, Bal-

im, S.W.

t and 2| h.p. Mine^rvas, for small gas en-
( gine, screw cutting lathe, vulcaniser,
: sell £8 and £10.-1, Bank Terrace, Whi1>
orth, Lanes.

T^XCgANGE ih h.p. 1907 Quadrant, perfect
J condition, for 1908 Motosacoche or
oto-Beve, in new condition.—Motorist, 14,

jrnedoch Place, Edinburgh.

T^XOHANGE U. h.p. inclined engine, car-
ll buretter, pulley, silencer, for 3-3i h.p.

Ltto, cash adjustment, or sell.—C. Picker-
ig, George Street, Tamworth.

<MART Light Steam Car, two cylinders,
) special fittings, paint, etc., as new

;

J5, or exchange good motor cycle or tricar.

98, Potternewton Lane, Leeds.

J1XCHANGE 5 h.p. Garrard tricar, three-
J speed, worm drive, water-cooled, for 7

.J).
Oldsmobile or other light car.—No. 1,092,

Ke Motor Cyde Offices, Ooventry.

X/'ILL Exchange two black Pomeranir^n
r V bitches, good pedigree given, for good
lOtor cycle, 3^ h.p., no rubbish.—Chs. Brails-
rd. Homer House, Stocksbridge, Deep Car,
ieffield.

LD Oak, for suite of furniture, ready to
put together, over JOO years of age,

ilue £6, for magneto, su^^-6 h.p. twin Rex.
Wilson, Dixon's Yard, St. John's Street,
hester.

EXCHANGE Goach-built Seat and springs,
J good condition, for cane seat and
irings, cash adjustment for good article.-
avies, 59, Johnstone Terrace, Keyham,
©vonport.

Oh.p. Armadale Tricar, Stevens twin en-
gine, three speeds and reverse, gear

OX; driven away; twin and cash, car, offers
ivited; photo; letters answered.—Parting-
)n, Slough.

pXCHAZq^^GE, brand new 1908 38 -guinea 3J
J h.p. magneto Rex, ball bearing engine,
ir 12 guineas and 1908 magneto lightweight,
: 3i h.p. — Halifax Motor Exchange, West^
ite, Halifax.

IBERAL Allowance for up-to-date sinele
-i in part payment for 5-6 h.p. twin Bex,
)ring forks, aluminium finish, blue lines,
laranteed.—Halifax Motor Exchange, West-
ite, Halifax.

aines
_ _ . or

^)ewriter, for higher power, or both ma-
rines for good tricar. — Bert, 2, Bushey
oad, Harlington, Middlesex.

7IXCHANGE triple lantern and Wrench
J cinematograph outfit for small car, or
08 motor cycle and sidecar (castor wheel
referred), or sell £70.—Wilding, 27, Lower
ank Road, Pulwood, Preston.

T^REE Engine, adjustable pulley, fit Tri-
. umph; also Osborne four-speed, fit twin
rown, 35s. each; exchange either for non-
tid, 26 By _2J, or speedometer. — Horner,
[lines, Wellington Road, Leeds.

j^XOHANGE for good motor cycle, tricar,
-J or reliable small car, new high-class
amiture, any description, valued whole-
a.le, direct from works.—Furniture Manu-
icturer, 9, French Place, Shoreditch, Lon-
on.

[EXCHANGE Four-cylinder 4J h.p. F.N.,
t-i latest pattern, purchased February,
308, perfect condition, handle-bar control,
pares and tools, new Goodrich back cover,
fith cash adjustment, for two or four-
ylinder car, or sell £30.—Auto, 32, Farnaby
^ad, Bromley.

OEXETTE Tricar, 8-10 h.p., splendid condi-
LVi tion, very smart, reliable, and economi-
al, w.c, two speeds, almost new tyres (Con-
inentals), spares, etc.; will exchange for
'&ll-known make motor cycle of medium
ower, with ca«h adjustment, or sell; what
fifers? — Photo and full particulars, Wil-
iams, 26, Great Guildford Street, S.E.

I
h.p. Twin Kerry Engine, complete, inlet

' and exhsiust, silencers, carburetter,
alls, spare valves, equal new, £8; 4i h.p.
>e Dion eneine, water-cooled, radiator and
oil, splendid condition, £6 10s. ; four-cylin-
er coil, Lacoste, £1; sell or exchange for
Si h.p. air-cooled engine, good make with
^aemeto; see Cars for Sale.—Ryder, Heath-
eld.

T^XCHANGE 3 h.p. M.M.C, or 2| h.p. Staii
li lightweight, with new gramaphone.

The "CELERIO."
A PERFECT BELT HOOK.

Only two pieces.

Wide bearing

on hook.

Spring steel.

Design res*)!!

Patent

applied for.

Detaches instantly.

Price 1 /-each

or Im. or lin. belts*.

State depth of belt..

South British Trading Co., Ltd.,

13-15, WILSON STREET, LONDON, E.G.

CdiiipresstoniiEPower
,

B^Iore reboring.'

:

Aftei; teboung. -!
; L-

-

' We rebore your cylinder and Dt new piston complete

with rin?» and gudgeon pin- Plense send for our ne>;

Tefjirs booklet',' civinct'prices for this work.
, ;„

The LAYITALL MOTOR ENGINEERING WORKS. Ltd.

• V
. : 'automobile REPAIRERS, :

-2V ii 29, Laystall St., Rosebery A v., LON DO N „ E.G.

; Establislied 1900;
; Tel. I23cyi CentraK

@Sn@STS(gANX|ANK<gSES
MOTORS 2.(«r« 2 OO^MP. _ *.

roR^^
film.

<2an<^e^1(rackep1(?ank^ses

R.W.COAHil?.Cos)M:u.ie:«HDON EC

B4RQAIN8-TRiCARS, &c.
4 h.p. BAT, spring frame> 26in. wheels . . £15

5 h.p. REXETTE, two speeds £22

4J h.p. REXETTE, water-cooled £19

4I h.p. QUADCAR, waLer-cooled, twoj^a
speeds £12

N.S.U. SIDECAR, 24in. wheels £5 5
FORECAR, 26in. wheels, two brakes.. £3 15

m, FARRAFV,
ALBION WORKS, SQUARE ROAD, HALIFAX.

WANTED.
WANTED, lin. belt, good liorn, tools.—74,

Croydon Koad, Beckenham.

WANTED, N.S.U. , or other two-speed gear.
—57, Park Eoad, West Dnlwicli.

by 2i Cover, also 28 by 2J, beaded edge.
—3, Cutcombe Villas, camberwell.

ANTED, motor cycle, in excliange for
good pictures.—27, Vernon Eoad, Mort-

26
W
lake.

WANTED, front seat for tricar, good con-
dition necessary.—62, Colvestone Cres-

cent, Dalston.

WANTED, axiadcar, or light runabout;
cheap for cash.—Apply, Crumble, New

Earswick, York.

WANTED. No. 6 Ohater frame; exchange
new bicycle.—Koberts, 40. Hillfield

Avenue, Hornsey.

SMAliL Two-seater Car, for tricar. Eover,
and cash.-Brinkburn, Haslemere Eoad,

Crouch End, N.

WANTED, Whittle's belt, lin., either new
or good second-hand; cash.—Sugden,

Askern, Doncaster.

WANTED, screw-cutting lathe; will give
good motor bike in exchange.—Farrar,

Scinar© Eoad, Halifax.

WANTED, F.N. 'a. Triumphs, Vindecs, or
any good makes for cash. — Rey, 5.

Heath Street, Hampstead.

FOUE-CTLINDEE F.N., Quadrant, or Tri-

umph; particulars, lowest price.—
Gibbs, Coopers Hill, Pirbright.

WANTED, Moto-Eeve, or Motosacoche,
magneto, good condition; cheap.—

Grundy, Trinity Street, Boston.

WANTED, lightweight F.N. ; give £5, two-

speed Elswick, new February.—J.
White, The Warren, Guildford.

WANTED, magneto, suitable for twin
Kerry; state lowest price.—Turner,

Burlington Eoad, New Maiden.

FOEECAEEIAGE, any condition; exchange
new or second-hand push cycle.—Wack-

ham, 620, High Eoad, Leytonstone.

WANTED, 1| h.p. cycle engine, also pair

28 by 14 heavy covers and tubes.—Ad-
dress, Davies, Glatt. Pyon, Hereford.

WANTED, powerful magneto twin; ex-

change 4 h.p. Chater-Lea and cash.—
James Wood, Teston, Maidstone, Kent.

HEAVY Tricar Back Hub, undrilled, or
drilled 40 holes, or complete wheel; ap-

proval.—Needham, Shalesmoor, Shefaeld.

WANTED, second-hand Autoclipse motor
cycle lamp, or other reliable make.—

Mansford, Post Office, Nettleham, Lincoln.

WANTED, 3i h.p. Triumph, Vindec, N.S.U.,

or Phelon-Moore ; reasonable cash
price given.—80, Herbert Street, Halifax.

WANTED, single-cylinder two-seated car
of well-known make, in good condi-

tion, for cash.—Carr, 15, Park Hill, Croydon.

VINDEC, Triumph or Norton, not later

1907, in exchange 3 h.p. N.S.U., mag-
neto; state price.—4, Park Street, Morley,
Yorks.

LIGHTWEIGHT Motor, in exchange for

gent's first-grjide B&est'on Hnmber tan-

dem, excellent order.—George Collier, Eep-
ton, Derbyshire.

WANTED, Eigid Sidecar, 28in. wheel, must
be light; exchange 2i h.p. motor

cycle.—H. G. Forster, Newnham, near Sit-

tingbourne, Kent.

TTfTANTED, twiij air-cooled cycle engine,,

Vt with magneto preferred, good condi-

tion, cheap.—Woodside, Wake Green, Mose-;

ley, Birmingham.

WAJSTTED, tricar frame, handle-bar steer-

ing, Chater-Lea C. or similar design

preferred, no engine, gears. — Sharpe, 49,

Conwick Eoad, Lincoln.

FOUE-CYLINDEE Motor Cycle. F.N. pre-

ferred, also 3 or Zh h.p. Triumph dam-
aged, out of order, cheap.—Riley, 77, Blooms-
grove Street, Eadford, Nottingham.

WANTED, 28 by 2i voiturette tyre, fit Pal-

mer rim, non-skid preferred; also

lin. Whittle belt, also Bosch magneto for

cycle, also good searchlight (aoetyl&ne)

lamp; approval, deposit.—132, Cross Lane,
Salford.

Tn answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention' " The Motor Cycle."
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WANTED.
WANTED, tyres, one or two steel studded

heavy motor tricar covers-, 26 by 24.
unpunctured, Michelin preferred.—Particu-
lars, 72, Dacre Hoad, Plaistow, Essex.

LOWEST Quotations for 1909 3J h.p. siugle-
cylindej's iu exchange for 3 h.p. Bees-

ton Humber for cash, al&o deferred.—No.
1,051, The Motor Cycle 0£aces, Coventry.

WANTED, the following 1908 models:
Triumphs, F.N.'s, Vindec Specials,

Moto-Eeves, Rocs, Bats, Browns, etc.—Wau-
chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.

WAJVTED, 1906 34 h.p. Quadrant and little
cash for 5-6 h.p. twin Rex, spring

torlss, finished aluminum, blue lines fine
sidecar mount.—Box 1,090, The Motor' Cycle
Offices, Coventry.

WANTED, high grade motor cycle- ex-
change new high-class furniture, any

description, direct from woriss, valued whole-
sale. — Furniture Manufacturer, 9, French
Place, Shoreditch, London.

WANTED, motor back hub, 36 holes 4
h.p. Minerva pulley, belt rim, belt,

tank, back mudgiiard; give i h.p. gas engine
^*^w il^^'^r.^y"^"^'^—^"idress, Westbrook,
299, Welsby Street, Grimsby.

WANTED, good modern motor cycle, for
cash, or exchange furniture, any de-

sonption, pianoforte. Singer cabinet sewingmachine etc. to value £30. - Evans, fur-
nisher, SparkhiU, Birmingham.
TyANTED, four-cylinder F.N., or 3J. to 4

,-J, L^ 1,
^•' single-cylinder, any good make,

n® o*S!^°^'^ ^^"^ °«w Kex featherweight, or
sell £20 only run 300 miles

; power wanted

Sif^rT Nort^'-^-'- '' ^"^^1^^ 'r-race,

HALIPAX.-Wanted. 1908 Magneto Light-
f.. 1. "^^"f

^* ^^^%'' ^^ 1^-P') in part payment
wUh^htn^r"^- ^^°^ ^^- ^-P- magneto rS!witn ball bearing engine, at 38 guineas- £26

'?ha^n^lTrtSt.m!lia-x^^^^^^' ^°'- ^'

Pf^^ettfr, '^ifan^LTarcoSoT glr^^Sn":tact-breaker, trembler coil, BoWden 'valve-

r^^T./"""?!*
^""^ ^^^"^ "™ brake, tanks fit 6Ghater, silencer, horn. 3in belt iSTn i noi

The Motor Cycle Offices" Coventr^
^'°^^'

WANTED, 6 h p. De Dion Populaire. in ex-change for 3i h.p. Mlnerva-Chatp-

^iiuTir^iifi T^ ^i''^4,'-'
-ithtwSpiid:Venue ijM, ana 6 n.p. Argyll voitureftf t1i7-co

i-nest Hill, Caversham-on-Thamea

S' '^i.^l^^^ '^^^ ^^tor Cycle Exchange
2.^„S\^^**?^^™ I^<>ad, Bristol.-Wanted Is

MISCELLANEOUS.

E^^WneKi^l^cl ^^--^^-t from £1.

C^S'gr ^--"^--^^ from 5s.-Tufnell

P''Jelfinl"^^o""'^ "^" ''-^ '- &d.-Tuf-

JJINGS from 9d.-Tufnell and Co.

C^'S'^S''^.^"'^^ ^^°- 7^- &d.-Tufnell

JNLET ValVes from Is. 6d.-Tufnen and Co.

J^XHAUST Valves from 2s. 6d.-Tufnell and

pULLEYS for any motor.-Tufnell and Co.

T^™^Co. ^™'^"' ^^^°"' 4'- 9d.-Tufnell

R^ind'^Co°'°^'
^^^'^^°™- 5s. 9d.-Tufnell

J)E DION, M.M.C., 6s. 9d.-Tufnell and Co.

A^alf Co
" ^^^"'^^^r, extra 9d.-Tufnell

AXLES, cranks, spindles, handle-bars, seat-
pillars, or any other Tiart<s rnaVii^ +^

pattem or sketch at lowest prfcej a^cifracyguarant«ed.-Tufnell and Co , 527, High RoadL&ytonstone.
>'-"". -ujsu «oaa,

ACOU IVIULiATORS.
We claim—facts fully justify it—to be by far

tlis largest manufacturers of Ignition Accu-
mulators in the United Kingdom, producing
their components throughout We already
supply most of the leading firms in the Motor
Industry—then why not you I Once used, they
are always used I We hold over a thousand
tesimonials 1

C. A. Vandervell & Co.,
Electrical Engineers and
Motor Ignition Special iit;,

Warolf" Way, Acton Vale, London, W.
Phone—544 Chiswick. Wires—"Vanteria London "

BRANCrtES : ^..irmi'^'Kham, Glasgow and Dublin.

HALF a MO
The 'GLARE'

Electric Headlight

Consumes
only 4 volts.

i amp.

Weighs
only 8 ozs.

Throws a
beam 100 ft.

ahead.

__ ADJUST-
THE IlinnjIJI^ ABLE

ORIGINAL B^^SII" HANDLE
VA|<«tE ACCUMULATOR |*« >-«^

PULLEY, and Box for ^^_ q^_
£1. Glare, £1. Postage 3d. extra

A few of our Specialities. Write for particulars.

MAQNETO CUT OUTS, 1/9 each. Thousands In use.

vP. W. GREENVI^OOD, Ltd.
PORTLAND PLACE WORKS, HALIFAX.
London Offices and Showrooms : Agents—Messrs.

BuKT, i66, Cierkenwell Road, London.

C£ PEUGEOT"
2f and 3J h.p. SINGLE CYLINDER
3J, 5, and 7 h.p. TWIN CYLINDER

ENGINES.
Specify a PEUGEOT Engine to be
fitted to your motor bicycle, and refuse

all IMITATIONS.
Full particulars, with list of Genuine
Spare Parts, and a P.P.C. of Tourist

Trophy winner, on application.

J. TAYLOR, 318, Percy Road,
BIRMINGHAM.

Call at No. 244 Gallery. Stanley Show

ADVERTISERS - Please note
that Friday Is the latest day we
oan receive advertisement copy
for the followinsr week's is8ue<

— Puller accumulators 20 amp.
Eex type, 16s. ; Minerva, 168.

MISCELLANEOUS.
BOOTH.—Wide mudguards, with stays am

screws; 3in., 2s. lid.; 4in., 3s. 6d.

BOOTH. - 500 Puller's Midget plain coiU
10s. 6d. ; 200 Puller's Midget tremble

coils, 17s. 6d.

BOOTH takes your old coil in part pay
ment

; part with troublesome coils.

BOOTH.
178.;

Midget, 168.

BOOTH.—5s. 6d. allowed for your old ac
cumulator in part payment for Pul

ler's.

BOOTH.—50 pairs Xl'all spring forks; im
mediate delivery; N.A.B. seat-piuar

3s. 6d.

BOOTH. — Long motor cycle handle-barg
heavy gauge, best quality plating;

58. 6d. ,

BOOTH.—Silent silencers, for engines to i

h.p., very efiicient, no back pressure;
3s. 3d.

BOOTH. — Frames, £1 5s.; wheels, 9s. 6d
pair; plain coils, 28. lid.; tremblei

coils, 5s. 6d.

BOOTH.—Send for list of oddments, speec
gears, tanks, etc. ; clearance bargains

—Booth's Motor Exchange, Wa/de Street
Halifax.

E.I.C. Contact Breaker, perfect; 12s.—

W

C. Miles, Leominster.

BARKER'S Iron Cement, for cracked^cylin-
ders, etc.; Is. tin.-

ing.
-Oxford Road, Worth-

MINERVA Tank, sound, oil pump, levers
complete; 15s.—P. White, jun., 234, Clap-

ham Road, S.W.

FRAMES made to order, complete, £2 10s.

;

wheels, 17s. 6d. pair; also sidecars.—
Millard. Belvedere.

OVERCOATS, thick, warm, latest cut; 2l8.

—Write for patterns. Booth, tailor,
Longton.

WHIPCORD Cycling Breeches, latest cut;
10s. 6d. ; write for patterns.—Booth,

tailor, Longton, Staffs.

HEADLIGHT, suit forecar. Castle nickel
plated, no generator; 128. 6d.—B.. 42,

Crondace Road, Fulham.

RUSEL Cast Iron Headed Valves, any en-
gine, 3s. 6d.. postage 3d.—Broadhurst,

13, Stafford Street, Leicester.

ONE Pair Genuine Simplex Spring Pork
Attachments, plated (brand new); 9s.—

Scott. 4, Cambridge Place, Plumstead.

TWO-SPEED Pit-all Gear, nearly new, suit
Minerva, also steel studded tyre, 26 by

2J.—Longden, Pier Pavilion, Southport.

FIT-ALL Two-speed Gear; cost £7 lOs.;

almost new, perfect condition ; price
£3 10s.—Gee, 67, New Road, Woolwich.

OWNERS of heavy powered machines. —
The D—all adjustable belt fastener

will satisfy as no other shaU.—Below.

D—ALL Adjustable Pasteners, the best yet
produced; direct puH, frictionless,

with two lengthening links, post free. Is.

lOd.—Dall, Ladybank, Fife.

AUTOGENOUS Welding.—Send that broken
casting to the Alvaston Motors, Derby,

to be welded by patent process; metal re-
united.

A UTOGENOUS Welding. — Costly castings
-OL saved from the scrap by our process.
Cracked valve seats, water jackets, cylinder
liners, pistons, frames, connecting rods, and
a thousand other things.

AUTOGENOUS Welding. — Wonderful re-
sults. Broken flanges, lugs, brackets,

etc., all amenable to our process; send part
to-day; quotations on sight.

AUTOGENOUS Welding.—Alvaston Motors,
Derby. Telephone, 1, Alvaston.

BELT Rim Brakes, flexible cab!©hand ap-
plied, easily fitted, stop anything; 8s.

6d., usual price 15s.-

port.
-Slack's Garage, Stock-

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention

ANGLO-SAXON Bargains.—Two-note motor
cycle Fanfare horns, our price 6s. 9d.

each; Perfecta separate generator lamps,
large size, 9s. 6d., complete; long motor
bars, all shapes, 68. 9d. ; new pattern drop
seat pins, 3s. lid.—31, Newgate Street, E.CJ.

The Motor Cycle."
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MISCELLANEOUS.
, DVANCE Adjustable Pulley, used by all

L the leading riders.

L DVANCE Adjustable Pulley, wiimer of

L T.T. Race.

I DVANCE Adjustable Pulley, many thou-
L sands now in use.

1 DVANCE Adjustafjle Pulley ; testimonials
L arrive daily.

1 DVANCE Adjustable Pulley will increase
L your power.

[ENGINES, Engines, Engines.—3 b.p., 6 li.p.,

J and 9 b.p., air or water-cooled; send
r particulars.—Address below.

PRE at Last!—An ideal and adjustable
belt fastener; price 2s. 6d. — Address

ilow.

I DVANCE Generator Brackets, as recom-
L mended by "Ixion"; price 2s. 6d.—
ivance Motor Mfg. Co., Ltd., Northampton.

>ARNES 4iin. Screw-cutting Lathe, as
> new, 6in. Cushman chuck, tools; £15.—
I, Essex Road, N.

'iTJCO Non-skid. 8s. 6d.; Watawata, fin.,

/ 7s. 6d.; gas lamp, 4s. 6d. ; large saddle,
.—Clarke, Johnstown, Ruabon.

ONG Motor Handle-bars, 21in., heavy
J gauge, well plated, any size ; 5s. 6a..

—

j,rrar.

OOP Frame, for vertical engine, with
J front forks and handle-bar; 32s. 6d —
irrar.

^ ENUINE Camel Rubber and Canvas Belt-
T ing, best on the market ; send cash for
ngth on approval; iin. 9d., |in. Is., gin. Is.

[., Iin. Is. 9d. foot.—Farrar.

1 ET My Price List of accessories ;
pounds

T saved.—Farrar, Square Road, Halifax.

TORPEDO Tank, for oil and petrol, quite
new; 15s. 6d., or exchange.—G., 14, Avon-

ile Road, Peckham, S.E.

i TJTOCLIPSE Lamp and generator for
X sale, in good condition.—Carter, St.
iargaret's. Park Avenue, Harrogate.

~1APE Cart Hoods to order; two-seaters,
J £3 10s. ; tonneau, from £5 lOs.—Manu-
icturers, 37, Chestergate, Stockport.

)BACH Dry Ignition Batteries, best on tne
market, high and low tension cables.

—

elow.

TTANS Renold Chains, for tricars, etc., air
-L and water-cooled engines; LiDerty
pres.—Moore, 27, Curzon Street, Long Jilaton.

J*ALE, charging dynamo, 10 volts 7 amps.,
J splendid condition; 22s.; particulars,
tamp.—Lambert, Causeway, Bicester.

r^HITTLE, 8ft. 6in. by Iin., £1 5s.; new
rV motor cycle acetylene lamp, 8s.—
lOrd, Mountfleld. Prestwich, Manchester.

r ONGUEMARE Ca'^bur'etter, 10s. 6d.; B.M.
Li trembler coil, lis. 6d.; Minerva pulley,
in., 3s. 6d. — 26, Church Crescent, South
tackney.

[TTHAT Cash Offers .?—Pair of black leather
TT breeches, cost 25s., and leather cap,
Os. 6d. — J. Robinson. Holly Bank, Sale,
lanchester.

^ h.p. Renault, minus engine, gears, and
-> tyres; £6; 810 by 90 Continental tube,
il; 815 by 105 Michelin, 25s.—Alwyn Radley,
Vestgate, "Wakefield.

PARCEL Box Body, off tricar, £1; Chater-
Lea front forks, wheel and brake, 12s.

;

oil. IDs. ; bargains.-T. Bainbridge, 27, Ro&e-
lery Terrace, Consett.

DASH Offers.—Electric horn, accumulator
(new), in case, gas lamp, 84ft. belt;

vanted, 25 by 2i non-skid.—Tyson, 481, Rom-wd Road, Forest Gate.

L3
h.p. Minerva Engine, pair 500 yards

4: telephone, in good condition, and
;ash, in exchange for 3 h.p. engine.—Spain,
Jheriton Place, Walmer, Deal.

FOE Sale.—Charging board. £1; one pair
Salsbury Flario head lamps, want new

passes, £1; one new back lamp, 7s. 6d.—
Nicholson, Caravan Builder, "Worksop.

T"WO Palmer Tyres, 26 by 2, beaded, as new,
a bargain, £1; also 26 by 2J, beaded,

b-aulois, 10s.; or would exchange for 4 volt
slectric fan. — Letter, Mac, 33, Clipstone
Street. London, "W.

A REDUCTION
in your greatest expense :

PALMER
CORD

(Beaded)-
Size. Cover. Tube.

TYRES.

26 s 2 1

26 X 2-i 2

26 X 2j 2
28 X 2 1

28 X 2i 2
28 X 2i 2

PALMER
(Fabric Beaded).

26 or 28 X 2 Cover
26or:i8x2i ,,

TYRES.

CLINCHER
A WON
(Beaded).

Size. Cover. Tube.
26 or 28x2 12 6 8/9

26or28x2i 1 6 S 9/3

26or2Hx2i- 17 9 13/11

CLINCHER
A WON

(Ex. Heavy Btaded).
26 or2Kx2 1 5 H e//9

26or2sx2} 19 6 9/6
26or28x2i 2 n 6 13/11

Tube 8/3 CLINCHER
' «/9 DREADNOUGHT.

26 X 2 { 117 6 10/3

24 X 2i 1 14 6 9/6

PARAFFIN LAMPS
(Plated),

gin. high. Diameter
of face, 5 fin. |in.

wick. Very light.

Suitable for Motor
Cycle or Tricar.

Sold elsewhere, S/g.
Our Price, 6/11.

Postage, 4d.

OUR NEW MOTOR
CLOTHING and
ACCESSORY LIST

WILL
BENEFIT YOU.

JOHN PIGGOTT, Ltd.
117 & 118, CHEAPSIDE,

I I /»« Ja« PT
1, 2 & 3, MILK ST. BLDGS., f

IwOnUOn, Et.Xj.

Have YOU tried
the new Road-
clearepfop bicycles?

TAMBOURONG

Replaces the old-fashioned bell and horn.

The Effect is Startling

!

Fixes on front forks. A cord from
handle-bap p ills trigger when re-

quired in con act with front wheel
spokesand sounds like a noisy drjum

or gong.

S-fca.mped me±a.l eronSTi 1/6.

LiEO. RIRAUL.T & CO.,
64a, POLAND ST., LONDON, W.

Sole Agents (or the genuine Parisian made article.

NOTICE. As we find the parchment model is detri

mentally affected by damp weather we have abandoned
this pattern in favour of the new stamped metal gong,
which IS the thing for Motor Cycles, and made specially
strong.

M

M-

M:

M

MISCELLANEOUS.
MAUDE'S. — Genuine Stanley - Dermatine

Iin. belts, 8ft. 6in., g-uaranteed and
genuine; lis. 6d. each.

ATJDE'S.—Osborne four-speed, very good
order; £2 17s. 6d.

AUDE'S.—Why not try a latest Brown
. and Barlow carburetter, with handle-

bar control; only 30s.

AUDE'S. — Will allow you lOs. on your
. present one, no matter what make, in

exchange; immediate delivery.

AUDE'S.—Amac carburetters, latest pat-
. tern, 293., or your present one and 20a.

secures; any model.

MAUDE'S. — Mabon clutch, fits Minerva,
good condition; 32s. 6d.

AUDE'S. — Longuemare spray carbur-
etter, 15s. ; Brown and Barlow, 15s.

AUDE'S.—High tension wire, best quality,
9d. per yard; low tension, 6d.

AUDE'S. — Albion free engine pulley,
brand new; 30s.

MAUDE'S. — Middlemore padded Rideaay
saddles, your old one and 12&. 6d.

secures, guaranteed, exactly as on Tri-
umphs, splendid value.

MAUDE'S.—Oicoy single-cylinder non-trem-
bler coils, 100 in stock, Sin. by 3in. by

3in. ; note the low price, 7s. lid.; post paid.

MAUDE'S.—Long Handle-bars, best plat-
ing, finest quality, heavy gauge; 58.

6d. per pair.

MAUDE'S.—The latest variable pulley,
standard sizes in stock. Try one on

approval; only 14s.

MAUDE'S.—Treble twist horns, the finest
horn ever made; try one on approval;

be.st plating throughout; only 6s. 6d.; double
twist, 4s. 6d.

'AUDE'S. — Latest pattern headlight,
divided glasses, guaranteed, and ex-

actly as sold by others at 30s. and 22s. 6d.
respectively; our price one guinea; ap-
proval.

MAUDE'S, the Fair Factors, Powell Street,
Halifax. Tyre catalogue ready. Send

your na,me for one.

NEW Kent Tricar Gear, three speeds, com-
plete, in hands of makers ; price £6.—

,

Cloake, .Rose in Valley Hotel, Chatham.

EVERYTHING made in Tanks and Radi-
ators except a fortune. — Write for

prices. A. Phillips, 112, Lynton Road, Ber-
mondsey.

FIT-ALL Two-speed Gear, starting handle,
belt drive, 55s. ; Vindec adjustable pul-

ley, 78. 6d.—Stanwell, 45, Garthorne Road,
Forest Hill.

SMALL Gas Engine, with electric ignition
and dynamo, 10 volts 6 amps., nearly

new; £5. — Copland, 110, Stanstead Road.
Forest Hill.

GODFREY and Applebec—The Rex men.
Send Us your machine to tune up or

repair. We know what we're doing, and the
price is moderate.

GODFREY and Applebee.—We have several
sidecars for sale cheap. Ask us for

what you require; all makes from £2 lOs.

GODFREY and Applebee.—7-9 h.p. Peugeot,
Chater frame and fittings, adjustable

pulley, large Longuemare carburetter, enam-
elled grey; great bargain, £22; first cheque
secures.

GODFREY and Applebee.-Great bargains
in tyres and belts; liberal allowances

on old covers.—165a, Hoe Street, Waltham-
stow. 'Phone, 464, Walthamstow.

LOOP Frame and Tank, handle-bars, #

saddle, chain wheel and cranks, belt,
pair new wheels, free-wheel; £2 15s.—B., 71.
Winkfield Road, Wood Green, N.

7 3.Ft. Iin. Intermediate Watawata, 16s.;
4 7ift. iin. Fishback, 6s., both nearly

new; Rex carrier, 5s.; Bucket seat, suit Rex
de Luxe, 8s.—65, Douglas Road, Handswortn,
Staffs.

READERS having Photographic Apparatus
for sale should advertise in " Photo-

graphy and Focus" Emporium; Id. per
word, minimum 9d.—Address, " Photography
and Focus" OflBces, 20, Tudor Street, London,
E.C.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle.
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MISCELLANEOUS.
ALVASTON Bargains.—7 li.p. Crosslejf oil

©ugiu©, complete with all fittings,

nearly new; accept £32. worth double; seen

running any time; guaranteed absolutely

perfect throuirhout.

ALVASTON Bargains,—Brand new Gianoli

magneto, four-cylinder, high tension,

superb instrument; listed £14, accept £6 10s.

;

fully guaranteed.

ALVASTON Bargains.—Water-cooled Aster

6i h.p. head; accept 25s.; new, perfect.

ALVASTON Bargains. — Latest pattern

M O.V. Rover 8 h.p. cylinder, guaran-

teed perfect as new; 30s., worth £4.

ALVASTON Bargains.—Genuine 3i ja.p.

water-cooled De Dion motor, complete

with coU, carburetter, silencer, guaranteed

perfect throughout; £6 10s.

ALVASTON Bargains.—De Dion two-speed

gear, complete, unexcelled for tricar

work r 70s., perfect.—Alvaston Motors, Derby.

MABON Clutch, brand new, 308. ;
enclosed

fan 12a 6d.; Minerva-Longuemare car-

buretter," 15s'.; trembler coil. 5s.; accumu-

K-. Is! 6d.-^7. Park Road. West Dulwich.

MOTOR Cycle, long, low. Perry's extended
frame, girded head, and fork, new

tank, plated rima, Dunlop tyres, complete,

less engine; £3 ISs.-11. Brunswick Square,

Gloucester.

TTtTTOKER Bodies, splendid finish, strong,

VV 15s Pumfrey clutch, unused, drives

fan also, suit passenger machine, cost £5,

30s. to clear.—Nevett, 10. Barnsbury Roatt,

London.

BARGAIN, £3 10s. cash.—Quadrant loop

frame, complete, forks, wheels, handle-

bars, brakes, tanks, tyres, ooil, and new
belt rim oil pump.—Timms, Guildford Road,
Primley Green.

TWO |in. Belts, 7ft. 2in., voltmeter and
case, six plugs, 26 by 2 Continental

tube (new), belt punch, test lamp; £1 the

lot. — Motor, J. E. Dainton, 51, Redlaver
Street. Grang-etown. Cardiff.

N.S.TJ. Two-speed Gear, 4i by lin. pulley,

fits 5 h.p. Peugeot or Vindec. £3; Os-

borne 1907 four-speed gear, fl^ts 4 h.p. Stevens,

£2; 3 h.p. Triumph, piston, and rings, 7s.

6d.—105, Lark Lane, Liverpool.

AMATEUR Photographers. — Superior en-

largements (bromide), from your nega-
tives, 8 by 6, 9d.; 10 by 8, lOd.; 12 by 10, lid.;

15 by 12, Is. id. ; cash ; from prints 6d. extra.

—Greame, Wellesley, Whyteleafe.

TORPEDO Tanks m brass, copper, and
tinned steel, from 5s., best finish; swan-

neck saddle-pillars, all sizes, 2s. 6d. ; long
handle-bars, all sizes, 43. — Arrow Motor
Works, Victoria Road, Peckham, S.E.

PUNCTURES.—While you are overhauling
your motor cycle this winter fit our

leather bands; they strengthen the tyre, and
|

stop you from puncturing; 2s. each.—Bar-
ton, Meeting House Lane, Peckham.

LIGHTWEIGHT Clement-Garrard engine,
30s. ; tank for petrol, oil accumulator,

15s.; ClementrGarrard two-speed gear, 25s.;

engine chains, fin. pitch, 70 and 20in., 6s. 6d.

;

sprocket, 52 teeth, 4s.; aU in good going
order.—Hope, Battlehill, Hexham.

PULLEYS for any motor.—De Dion, M.M.C.,
6s. 6d.; Antoine, N.S.U., Kelecom, Roc,

F.N., 5&. 9d. ; Peugeot, Brown, 5s. 6d. ; Tri-
umph, Faf nir, Sarolea, Minerva, 4s. 9d.

;

plated, guaranteed, Carriage paid. — J. Per-
kins, Hi'ih ivoad, Leyton, London.

WINTER Riders use K. brand motor cycle
oil for easy starting, gallon tins 4s.,

half gallon 2s. 3d., quarts Is. 4d. ; on ap-
proval, carriage paid; K. special, for high
compression engines. 5s. 6d., 3s., Is. 9d. —
Kelly and Co., Bridge End, Leeds.

LONGUEMARE H. Carburetter, 123. 6d.

;

White's economiser, new, 3s. 6d. ; Xl'all
forks, lOs, ; spare spring, 6d. ; tanis levers,
complete, fit Brown, 2s. ; carrier-stana. Is.
6d. ; Duco bag. Is.; handle-bar control and
cable, double, 7s. — Engineer, 4. Northfield
Avenue. Ayr.

HAI'TFAX.-Gillett and Lehmann control-
ler, 15s. ; N.S.U. two-speed gear, £2 15s. •

new Premier accumulator, 7s. 6d.; new car
accumulators, 12s. 6d. ; special double-twist
horns, 5s. 3d.; separate generator head-
lights. 63. 9d.—Halifax Motor Exchange,
Westgate, Halifax.

SMOOTH-TREAD TYRES!
WARNINQ! !

We would particularly draw readers* attention toHhe
Editor's wartdng in "The Motor Cycle" of,ftthe

2i/io/'o8 :

"SMOOTH-
TREAD or worn
tyres are almost
CERTAIN to

cause side-slip on
motor cycles.
STUDDED
TYRES are a

CERTAIN PRE-
VENTIVE of

side-slip

We recommend
ALL riders in the
Autumn and
Winter to have
these tyres fitted

to their ma-
chines." We are special Agents for ALL
rubber and steel-studded covers.
NOTK.—Your own cover can be converted into a

studded non-sbid by having a rubber or steel-studded
band fitted.

BANDS, RE-TREADING, and Repairs OUR Speciality.
(Ml makes of hands Htted I

Sliamrock, Clincher, or Goodrlcli Rubber Studded
Non-skid Bands, £1 Is.

Whatever your requirements, wTite for Olir new
" ILLUSTRATED TYRE LIST '" (sent free). This gives
prices of all covers, full particulars of our allowances
on old covers, prices for re-treading, fitting bands, etc.

Special rrade List on app.ioalion.
THE "ROM •• 1NNEm< TUBE.

•THd CAR TUBE IN MINIATURE."
Prices, comolete with valves-

26 & 28 X 2, 9'- Endaess, 11/- Butt-ended.
26 & 28 X 2} 10/- „ 12/-
26 & 28 X 2i 11/- ., 13/-

Extra heavy quality only
R.O.M. CONTAC BREAKERS. R.O.M. STANDS.

The CONTINENTAL MOTOR CO.,
32, Rosebery Avenue, L0Noo^f, E.C-

'Phone: Holb.rn, 1.SI3. Tel.: " Brnmitch "London

PLEASE NOTE THAT
ALL

'ELEOXARY" Acce»«)x>i-ies '

(as described in the last three issues ofThe Motor
Cycle," and including tha famous Lens-mirror
Proiector, the Electric Head and Side Lamps, the

Combined Tyre and Belt Case, White's Patent
Economiser, and numerous other novelties! wiU
be exhibited at the STANLEY SHOW (Nov 20th),

on STAND NO. 193 GALLERY. N.B—ParUcular*
of the "ELECTARY" Accessories forwarded oB
receipt of enquiry.

W & R Jacobs. 39c King William St.

London Bridge, E.G.

Phone, 7930 Wall.

Tele. "Electary" London.

DBOID

SPRIHB

FORKS.

Absolute safety

with increased

comforL

Is mechanically correct.

Is absolutely rigid laterally.

Allows free movement vertically.

Takes a front rim brake.
Will last as long as the machine,
and make the machine last longer.

A. DREW, Conybere St., BIRMINGHAM.

MISCELLANEOUS.
rilWO Parsons Nou-Bkids, perfect, 59. eac
i new 4in. lens rnirror aearchligrht, i

ceptionally powerful, new&paper readal
2M feet, 98. 6d. ; new coil, 7s. 6d. ; appro^
gladly.—Sydney, 34, Bedford Square, Londc

rpHREE-SPEED Free Engine Pulleys.—N.

X three-speed free engine pulleys, egt
new, cheap; two-speed free engine pulU
£1; approval, deposit.—New Nonpareil Mol
Fittings, Ashtree Road, Stirchley, Birmii
ham.

NO. 6 Pattern Frames, with girders, i

tanks, wheels, etc., to suit ; lo

handle-bars, 4s. ; swan-neck saddle-pilla
2s. 6d.; all to your own reotuirements ; qui
deliveries.-Green, 14, Avondale Eoad, Pei

ham, S.E.

BELTS (V), new, |in. Dermatine, 7s. ; 3

Gloria, 7s. 6d. ; Jin. hide, 6s.; Lycet
lin. hide, lOs.

; lin. canvas, 6s.; new separs
generator lamp, lOs. 6d. ; red lamp, 39. ; lo

bars, 3s. 6d.; Longuemar© and tuDe, 15

leather breeches, lOs. 6d. ; etc.—161, Ess
Eoad, Islington.

TT/'HY buy another Lamp? Let me
VV your rim with a plano-convex p:

jector lens; 3in., 3Jin., 3|in., Is. 9d. ; 3|i

2s.; 4in., 2s. 6d. ; 4iin., 2s. 9d.; 4^in., 3s.; 4^1

3s. 6d. ; 5in., 4s. ; satisfaction ^uarantei
or your money retnrned.—Payne, Metchl
Lane, Harborne.

WHAT Offers, 4 h.p. Jap engine, comph
with induction pipe and Jap carbi

etter, plain coil, exhaust pipe and sileno
nearly new, also Pit-all two-speed gear, i

run 50 miles, pair Minerva spring ior.

Kerry-Abingdon free engine clutch.—F.
Cox. Perry Road, Bristol.

8 Ft. 6in. fin. Camel Belt, nearly new, 6;

8ft. 6in. lin. Lycett belt, 4s.; Zh h
Minerva piston, complete, 6s.: 25 amp. ac<

mutator, 58. ; pair 18in. handle-bars, plat(

5s.; 28 by 2 inner tube, 2s. 6d. ; Jin. pulh
new, 3s. 6d. : surface carburetter, 2s.—H.,
Folkestone Road, Upper Edmonton.

CASH Bargains.—Preated 12 amp. accun
lators, 9s. 6d. ; two-way switches, 2i

J.B.D. silencer, 4s. 6d. ; searchlight Ian
with separate generator, 22s. : volt or an
meters, 4s. 6d. ; large double-twist hon
58. 6d. ; belt fasteners, 8d. ; belt punch
Is. 3d.; ratchet plated control levers. Is. 6(

double with clip. 5s. 6d. ; motor cycle tv
speed hubs, 508.—Bastone, see below.

CLINCHER A Won Motor Cycle, B.E., 28

2^ 21s. : Clincher heavy car covers,

'

by 85, T4, 45s.: T3, 438.; 700 by 65, Tl, 26s
Bastone, see below.

MOTOR Cycle Covers, wired edge, 26 by
2i, and 2i lis. 6d. ; 28 by 2, 2i, 2i, t

6d. : beaded edge. 2s. extra; Clincher mot
cvcle tube. 26 by 2i, 6s. 9d. ; Macintosh tub
26 by 2i, 28 by 2, 6s. 9d.—Bastone, see belo

BELTING, best quality leather, V,
?, i, 8d., lOd., and Is. ; rubber and ca

vas. lin.. Is. 2d. per foot: annroval agair
ca.sh. — Bastone. 215 and 217. Pentonvi
Road. King's Cross, London, N. Telephoi
2481 North.

5 AAA Government Gauntlet Glc
i\jyj\J 6d. pair: 500 leather b

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you

oves.
belts,

and Is. 3d. each ; leather leggings, 2s. 6d. a
3s. 6rl. pair; Bedford cord ridinsr bi^eecb'
4s. 6d. and 5s. 6d. : Government all - wc
military socks, lOd. pair; police capes.
6d. and 5s. 6d. ea<;h.—Anaeomb, Governme
Contractor, 14, London Road. London, S

TRADE Direct and Save a Profit. — T
Albany waterproof jackets, frc

double texture paramatta, at ISs. 6d., a
going well, but for winter riding you m:
prefer our 21s. jacket, made from best nla
fawn proof, lined self beaverteen : this

a heavy, warm, tailor made jacket, wi
latest improvements ; any size sent carria
paid; cash with order.—G. Raws and Soi

Indiarubber Manufacturers, Oldhall Stre-

Liverpool.

BARGAINS.—Back wheels, axles, spe«

gear, etc., for small car. 15s.; fro

wheels and axle. 5s.; steering wheel, coi

plete. 23. 6d.; ball bearing fan, Ss. 6d. ;
pa

815 by 105 Dunlops, nice condition, £
Brooks BlOO saddle, as new, 10s.; 3 h.p. spri

carburetter, 4s.: 2J h.p. motor cycle, le

carburetter, Minerva, nice condition, £
large motor gas lamp, 5s.: quad fram
differential gear, wheels, and tyres, £1; i

approval. — Motorist, 80. Bispham Roa
Southport.

mention " The Motor Cycle."
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The Knight Engine for Motor Cycles.

WE imagine that very few motor cyclists will not

have heard of the new type of engine for

motor cars which has been adopted by the

Daimler Motor Co., Ltd., Coventry. Some
readers will doubtless have had opportunities for read-

ing in Tlie Autocar and other papers a description of

this new engine, but undoubtedly the great majority of

motor cvclists are unacquainted with the method upon
which it operates. ' Needless to say, we have had
numerous enquiries from motor cyclists as to the

possibilities of this slide valve system on air-cooled

motor cycle engines, and last Aveek in our " Letters to

the Editor " columns we published a letter from

Minerva Motors, Ltd., which was a reply to our con-

tributor, "Ixion," who in the previous week's issue

had mentioned the Knight engine and discussed its

possibilities for motor cycle use. The letter from

Minerva Motors, Ltd., merely states that they are con-

sidering whether they will eventually fit the Silent

Knight slide valve engine to their motor cycles.

Readers should first of all be informed that the license

to manufacture the Knight engine in Great Britain has

been acquired by the Daimler Motor Co., Ltd., who,

unfortunately, do not make motor cycles, whereas the

Belgian license has been granted to Minerva Motors,

Ltd., who are large makers of motor cycles.

Now that the Minerva Co. have informed us that

they are considering the adoption of this new type^ of

engine on motor cycles, we have pleasure in placing

before our readers an article describing and illustrating

its mechanism.
The Knight engine has no poppet valves with springs

controlled mechanically or automatically, such as are

fitted to all motor cycles, except those of the two stroke

variety. Instead, it has two circular sliding valves

fitting one over the other inside the cylinder, and
inside the inner one of the two sliding valves the piston

reciprocates. These sliding valves consist of two
open-ended shells, which are reciprocated in a vertical

direction by means of short connecting rods attached

to a small crankshaft mounted above and running

parallel with the main crankshaft of the engine. The
small crankshaft in the case of the Daimler engine, is

driven by means of a chain and pair of chain wheels.

Of course, this small shaft is driven at half the speed

of the engine. The short connecting rods are attached

to the open ended shells at their bases by means of

lugs and bearings. It therefore follows that, when the

small shaft is revolved at half the speed of the engine-

shaft, the slide valves are reciprocated vertically, and

each makes one upward and downward movement to

two similar movements of the piston.

The Valve Ports.

Cut in the walls of these shells or sleeves are ports

extending a considerable way round, which are covered

or uncovered by the sliding of the shells over one

another and in the cylinder. The exhaust ports are on,

one side, the inlets on the other. At certain periods, in

accordance with the position of the piston, the ports in

the sleeves and in the cylinder casting register with one

another, thereby allowing fresh mixture to enter the

cylinder, or exhaust gases to escape, as the case may
be. The engine is worked on the four stroke principle,

and in this respect does not differ from the ordinary

engine.
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On reference to the line drawing (fig. i), whicli is a

iross section of the engine, it will be seen that sur-

ounding the piston U are the two open shells, B the

inner one and A the outer one. K is a detachable

:oinbustion head provided with a number of piston

rings which form the gas tight joint between the com-

Fig. I.—Cross section of engine.

A. Outer valve shell.

B. Inner valve shell.

C. Operating lever for A.
D. Operating lever for B.
E. Layshaft.
F. Crankshaft.
H. Valve openings in sliding shells

J. Inlet port.

K. Cylinder head.
L. Sparking plugs.

Q. Kxhaust port.

b. Casing for spiral gears driving
L.T. contact maker.

T. Cross-shaft driving pump and
magneto.

U. Piston.

bustion chamber and the shell B, the latter, of course,

sliding vertically over the rings during its upward and
downward passage to cover and uncover the ports. The
ports in the shells are shown at H, J and Q being the

Dorts in the cylinder casting, to the flanges of which the

inlet and exhaust pipes are bolted. E is the small

crankshaft previously referred to carrying connecting

rods C and D, which operate shells A and B
respectively.

Reference to the diagrams on the next page will show

the different positions assumed by the shells at

different' positions of the piston. The solid black

portions on the slides represent the port openings,

and when these two black portions are together they

indicate the maximum openings of the inlet or

exhaust ports.

The engine is lubricated in exactly the same way as a

motor cycle engine, viz., by splash lubrication.

Forced lubrication has been tried by the Daimler Co.

and not found necessary. Motor cyclists, however,

should take into account that the' Daimler engine and
also the latest patterns of the Knight engine as made
in America are water-cooled. Nevertheless, we believe

we are correct in stating that the Knight engine has

been satisfactorily run air-cooled, and it will interest

readers to know also that the first patent for the Knight
engine shows a drawing of an air-cooled engine with

radiating ribs exactly like a motor bicycle engine.

The drawing of this patent specification was published

in The Autocar of last week.

The four-cylinder Knight constructed by the

Daimler Motor Co., Coventry, with a bore and stroke

of 124 mm. by 130 mm., has given as much as

71 h.p. without racing the engine excessively, and
without abnormally high compression. The R.A.C.

formula tor an engine of these dimensions, taking bore

only into account, is 38 h.p.

Naturallv, the Knight engine has been considerably

criticised by various well-known motor engineers, but

all seem to be fairly unanimous in their opinion that

it is, an improvement in some details over the ordinar}"

type. At 119, Piccadilly, W., on October 15th,

Mr. Chas. Y. Knight read an excellent paper to the

members of the R.A.C, setting forth the advantages

of his patent engine. The most interesting feature of

this lecture, in our opinion, was the way in which Mr.
Knight showed that the criticisms which had been

levelled at his engine could mostly be satisfactorily

answered, because they had had engines running

at the Daimler Works for some months, which showed
no signs of trouble in any shape or form, and gave
more power than engines of the same make and dimen-
sions which were made on ordinary lines.

Flexibility, Lubrication, and Compression.

A few brief extracts from Mr. Knight's paper, touch-

ing more particularly on the questions of flexibility,

lubrication, and compression, which are the chief

points of interest to motor cyclists in connection with

the engine, will therefore not be without interest.

Among the claims made by Mr. Knight is the one
of greater flexibility. This is a most important point

in connection with motor bicycles, even more so than
in the case of cars, because a motor cycle (or at least

the majority) has but a fixed gear, whereas a car has
three, and frequently four, changes of speed. The
nearer a petrol engine approaches the flexibility of a

steam engine, the easier it will be for motor cyclists

to dispense with the complication of a change-speed
gear, and if the Minerva Co. succeed in producing a

more flexible engine on the Knight principle than has

previously been possible with poppet valves, it will be

a big move forward for the motor cycle.

A query on the subject of lubrication, particularly in.

cold weather, when the oil used is likely to gum
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up the slide valves and the piston brought the reply

from Mr. Knight that the same results would occur with

other motors. His reply, of course, referred to

a water-cooled engine using oil that is considerably

thinner than* air-cooled oil. This sticking or gumming
appears to us to be the most likely thing to spoil its

chances as a perfect motor cycle engine, because we
all know that with only one piston a motor bicycle
engine is somewhat difficult to free after standing for

any length of time, even in warm weather, if

thick oil is used, and copious injections of paraffin or

petrol are required to ease the piston. Petrol or
paraffin would doubtless do the same for the sleeves

Fig. I. Fig. 2. Fig. 3. Fig. 4.

Fig. I.—Commencement of the suction stroke. The outer sleeve is travelling downwards and the inner one upwards, making a rapid opening of inlet

Fig. 2.—Maximum opening of the intake. The crank pin has described an arc of 105°. The port opening at this point is 12 x I4O mm.
Fig 3.—The piston is now at the bottom of the stroke ; both sleeves are travelling upwards. The intake port is still about 3 mm. open to permit the continued

entrance of gas into the cylinder through its own inertia. The ports then close immediately.
Fig. 4.—The piston is at the top of the stroke ; both the inlet and exhaust ports in the inner sleeve are over the broad ring in the cylinder head, effectually

making a compression tight chamber.

Fig. 5. Fig. 6. Fig. 7. Fig. 8.

Diagrams showing the port openings in the Daimler engind. The solid black portions represent the port openings in the circular slide valves or sleeve?.

Fig. 5 —This shows the opening of the exhaust ports, the firing stroke having been completed. The crank pin has described an arc of 125°. Both sleeve

are travelling downwards, the inner much more rapidly than the outer one. The arrow shows.the exhaust port opening by sliding off the broad compression rins

OB the cylinder head.
Fig. 6.—The piston is now at the bottom of its stroke, at which point the exhaust port opening is 5 x 140 mm.

' Fig. 7 shows the maximum exhaust port opening which is 14 x 140 mm. The orank pin is now about 55° past the bottom centre.

Fig. 8 —The closing of the exhaust port is accomplished by the outer sleeve travelling downwards until the upper edge of the port closes over the lower edge

of the exhaust chamber in the cylinder casting. The crank pin is now 20° over the top centre

The arrows in figs. 2, 5, and 7 are to draw attention to the positions of the sleeve ports, and not to indicate the flow of the gases, which in each case

are in the opposite direction to that pointed by the arrow.
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as it does for the piston, but it would take longer to

free g,,„ Knight air-cooled engine than it would an

ordinary engine.

Some Advantages of the Type.
One of the chief claims—and it was confirmed in the

discussion following the above-mentioned paper—was
the advantage gained by having the combustion

chamber machined smooth all over, as also the top of

the piston (which prevents carbon deposits forming

quickly), also the absence of all pockets or valve

spaces. The fit of the two sleeves, it was explained,

bears no relation whatever to compression, but it was
specially pointed out that distortion of the walls of

ordinary cylinders having uneven thicknesses of metal

causes loss of compression. Owing to the fact that

the Knight' engine cylinders are perfectly cylindrical,

machined all over inside, and of perfect uniform

thickness throughout, there is very much less likeli-

hood of distortion taking place.

The inventor pointed out that after an engine has

been run on the bench at the Daimler Works for a few

hours under its own power, and thoroughly heated in

order that the outer cylinder or water-jacket may go out

of shape to the extreme limit, the motor is taken
down and all points of distortion are found marked
upon the walls of the cylinder by friction from the

outer sleeve. These marks, which are the high

portions, are then scraped away, but in the case of

an ordinary petrol motor such scraping would cause a

leakage of gas around the rings, owing to the

cylinder distortion not being the same in all cases.

It therefore appears as if it would be possible to make
an ordinary air-cooled engine remain permanently
compression tight by getting it extremely hot under its

own power and afterwards grinding out the cylinder

and fitting fractionally larger rings.

On the point of silence there is no question of

doubt that the Knight engine scores.

On the point of vibration, as mentioned by a corre-

spondent this week, we do not see how it can be any
better balanced than an ordinary engine.

It accomplishes what has been the aim of practically

every motor cycle engineer, viz., a rapid clearance of

the exhaust gases, owing to the very large ports

which are used. The inlet is equally free and rapid.

To return to the question of lubrication, however satis-

factory it may be on a water-cooled engine, it has yet

to be proved whether this engine can be effectively

lubricated- when air-cooled and run at motor cycle

speeds, say 2,500 r.p.m.

Another very important point from a motor cyclist's

point of view which should not be overlooked is that

the Knight engine has a detachable combustion hea<i.

Now in previous motor cycle practice it has always

been found that detachable combustion heads in the

case of air-cooled engines gave trouble, owing to the

fact that, however well the joint was made, the

distortion of the combustion head caused leakages,

and even with a good copper and asbestos washer

between the head and the cylinder and very strong

bolts a certain amount of the power was lost ; but

since the introduction of one-piece cylinders and com-

bustion heads no trouble has been experienced in this

direction.

In the Knight engine any possibility of leakage at

the combustion head joint would not matter in the

slightest, because by the time any leakage occurred at

that point the compression would be lost by the gas

passing the rings which are fitted on the separate

combustion head. Mr. Knight informed the members
of the R.A.C. that no such leakage could occur, and

showed one of the broad rings, which is called a com-

pression ring, which had been run between 15,000 and

16,000 miles this year. This ring is the lowest

of the four rings on the combustion head shown in

fig. I, page 854.

A point that must not be overlooked in connection

with motor cycle design is the height of the engine.

The Knight, if constructed for motor cycles the

same as it is for cars, must be slightly higher over all

than an ordinary engine. The amount may be slight,

but space must be provided for the working of the

secondary shaft and connecting rods, and as the

height of the frame and tank room is already defined

by the height of the engine, and the frame is required

in many cases to be still lower, and the tank room is

barely sufficient, it appears as though a practically

new type of frame would be required, at any rate to

allow for removal of the cylinder leaving the rest of the

engine in situ.

We must say that, having heard so much about the

power developed by the Daimler engine, we are simply

longing to try a motor cycle with the now famous
" valveless " engine, because, owing to its greater

flexibility, increased power, and silence, there is very

little doubt that the same advantages will enable a

motor cycle engine to be reduced considerably in

weight while retaining the necessary power—items

which motor cycle manufacturers have been striving

to attain for some considerable time. The know-

ledge that Minerva Motors, Ltd., are considering the

matter for motor cycles is quite enough proof that they

have sufficient faith to make experiments, and if those

experiments prove successful, our readers can rely

upon receiving first intimation of the results through

the medium of these pages.

>••"-<-

A MAGNETO FOR 90° CYLINDERS.
FOR some considerable time the only ignition

possible for engines with cylinders set at 90°

was by coil and battery, or a separate magneto
machine for each cylinder. The Bosch Mag-

neto Co., Ltd., 23, Store Street, W.C., inform us

that from time to time they have received enquiries

for magnetos suitable for cylinders at 90°, but on
account of the small demand it was decided that the

expense would not warrant a special magneto being

designed and made for the purpose. This type of

engine is increasing, and the Bosch Co. decided a

short time ago to place a machine on the market suit-

able for these engines. Extremely satisfactory reports

have been received from the few users who have

purchased them, and it will doubtless interest readers

owning engines with cylinders at 90° to know that a

suitable magneto can now be obtained. The Bosch

Magneto Co. will be pleased to reply through our

columns or- by letter to any questions raised with

regard to this new machine.
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SOME USEFUL ACCESSORIES.
(Concluded Jrom page 835.)

Those who favour a bucket seat for motor cycles

should examine the Whysall improved bucket seat,

which is handled by the Service Co., Ltd., 292-293,

High Hoiborn, London, W.C. It will be seen on

reference to the illustration that the back rest is collaps-

able. It is brought into use at will by a Bowden
lever attached to the handle-bar or steering wheel.

Whysall's seat with collapsable back-rest, operated by a Bowden wire

from the handle-bar.

The moment the rider wishes- to dismount he releases

the catch of the handle-bar lever and the back rest falls

in a horizontal position. This special seat was

exhibited at the Stanley Show last November. Owing

to unforeseen difficulties, however, there has been a

little delay in putting it on the market, but now the

Service Co. inform -us they are able to give prompt

delivery.

Front wheel stands are gradually gaining favour.

The latest is the Ukantes, made by Price and Co.,

II, Mount Pleasant, E.C. The same principle_ is

adopted in the new front wheel stand as is embodied

in the older and better known type for the rear

A new Ukantes Front-wheel Stand shown in and out of action,

made by Price & Co.

It is

wheel, but, of course, the front stand is appreciably

lighter than the rear one, owing to the fact that the

legs are not called upon to support so much weight

when in action. It is only intended to be used in the

case of a puncture or some other repair or adjustment
being necessary to the front wheel.

W. AND R. Jacobs, 39c, King William Street, E.C,
have kindly placed at our disposal an extremely neat

circular leather case for carrying a spare belt and
inner tube on a motor cvcle. The case measures loin.

in diameter by 2^in. deep, and is made of strong
brown. leather fitted with buckles and straps. In the
centre is a hollow ring 4^ in. in diameter, and the
same depth as the box. Inside this ring a spare inner

tube fits snugly, the belt being coiled around it. In
the case of a belt of lin. section the best plan is to

start the coil of belting from the inside, making the
first coil fit as -

closely as possible

to the exterior of

the inner ring
division. With any
smaller size belt it

IS

Electary Tube and Belt Carrier.

not necessary to

go to this trouble.

There is not the

slightest doubt that

spare belts and air

tubes are far better

protected when
carried in this way,
and free from exposure to light and air. Air tub.s

and rubber belts are very much affected by light, and
the rubber in both cases will be kept in much better

condition packed up in a case such as the Electary.

Motor cyclists who have difficulty in starting their

engines should experiment with a White economiser,
which is also sold by W. and R. Jacobs. The
economiser is to all intents and purposes a variable

opening for the main air intake of the carbu-
retting chamber. It simply consists of a metal cup
pierced with holes to correspond with the usual air

supply holes drilled in the carburetter base. The cup
is fitted with a revolving disc so arranged that more or
less air can be admitted, so increasing or decreasing
the pull on the jet according to requirements.

Riders who are in the habit of using a paraffin or

petrol syringe for washing out bearings, injecting thin

oil into inaccessible parts, etc., will welcome the

Model B petrol squirt introduced by the United
Motor Industries, Ltd., 45-46, Poland Street,

Oxford Street, London, W. This article is splendidly
made, the plunger
being such a close

fit that by screwing

on the cap shown
in the illustration,

instead of the spout,

petrol may be carried in it for a day, and paraffin

would probably stop in for a longer period. The
special feature of this squirt is that the plunger is

of metal. Other new U.M.I, accessories are the

L.M. and L.M. de Luxe sparking plugs—the one for

battery, the other for magneto ignition. These plugs

are guaranteed from all defects, and may be readily

distinguished by their orange coloured porcelains.

Among recent motor catalogues we have received is

one issued by John Piggott, Ltd., 117-118, Cheapside,

E.C. This firm makes a speciality of motor cyclists'

clothing, and illustrated in the catalogue will also be

found numerous articles of service to motor cyclists.

Any reader contemplating the purchase of any acces-

sories or clothing should not fail to send for a copy of

this list.
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Some Useful Accessories.—

The handy Gripple termmal was recently described

and illustrated in The Motor Cycle, and we now under-

stand from the Merkham Trading Co., 9, Southamp-
ton Street, High Holborn, W.C., that a joint on
similar lines has beer

introduced for connecting

two broken portions of a

wire cable without the use

of solder. The same
method of attachment is adopted as in the Gripple
terminal. The two ends of the broken wire are

threaded through the hole at either end of the metal

block shown in the illustration. At the same time

the wires are passed through the holes in the vertical

blocks, and the latter are then firmly driven home and
the ends burred over. The terminal is, of course,

only applicable to bare cables which are not sur-

rounded with the Bowden spring covering.

A useful little accessory has just been brought to

our notice by Mr. William Lumsden, M.B.C.M. It

is a clip which he has provisionally protected for hold-

ing a sparking plug for testing purposes. Every
motor cyclist knows how-

difficult it is to get the

sparking plug to li^ loosely ^ """ '1""
'^

on the engine when testing

the spark at the plug. The little device in question

overcomes this difficulty. The large screw thread of

the sparking plug is grasped by the round end of the

clip, and the narrow end is slipped on to one of the

radiating fins. The plug is thus held with the spark-

ing points upwards, and it can be readily seen whether
a regular spark is occurring between the points, even
while seated in the saddle and pedalling the engine.

The clips are made by Ferguson and Hood, Swan
Street, Brechin.

G. T. Riches and Co., 19, Store Street, Tottenham
Court Road, W.C., sell a large number of the Rich
detachable air tube. This has been improved
recently by the addition of a sleeve of rubber which
fits over the joint. It will be seen on reference to the
sketch that this rubber sleeve is tapered where it fits

on to the air tube, and is

made of thin and pliable

indiarubber. It not only

assists in making the joint ^ '
\free air passagi

air-tight, but also protects

the joint from being
chafed by the cover. Many motor cyclists use these

air tubes with perfect success, and there is no doubt
that they possess many advantages, not the least being

the ease with which patches may be attached to the

inside of the tube, where the air pressure assists in

holding them in place, instead of having a tendency
to blow them off.

->-••••-<-

Tandem Motor Bicycles.
By B. I

I

WISH to preface these notes with the statement that

they include very little personal experience, a

valued correspondent having asked me to edit

his experiences for publication, in the belief that

there are a number of riders who would be

glad to have a sample of this very cheap

and efficient type of passenger machine

built up for them by a local assembler, if

they realised its possibilities. My corre-

spondent, whom I will call X., always

objected to the forecar, because he disliked

projecting his passenger into dangers which

he did not equally share, and because of

the difficulties of finding a good triple track

on the majority of roads. Thus he was
left to choose between two wheels or

four for his passenger work, and as

four are always costly, he selected two.

In 1904 he had a Clement-Garrard tandem
built for him, as follows: ;^% h.p. Clement
twin engine, 60 by 76 mm. ; two-speed gear,

with ratios of ^% and 6j4 to i; ^in.
twisted hide belt; 2in. Palmer tyres; and
three brakes, viz., rear rim and coaster and
front rim. The lady sat at the back, and
the long belt was kept among the bottom
tubes of the frame by a couple of jockey
pulleys, one above and one below the belt.

He had troubles with the details of the

machine, especially with the gear, ignition,

and lack of proper mudguard protection,

but he says he found the tandem type had
great advantages, viz.

:

I. Entire freedom from side-slip.

DAVIES.
General economy, especially in tyre wear and

petrol.

,•) Great comfort

Speed uphill.

HerrJReigner, who gained^second plabe in a i eliability trial at Belzig, near Berlin, on his

Magnet Bicycle with uar tandem attachment.
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Tandem Motor Bicycles.—
So for 1905 he made several alterations to the

machine. The back pair of pedals and cranks were
removed, and the pedal gear ratio was lowered to

compensate for the loss of the passenger's assistance.

This allowed good footboards to be fitted, and
also a complete belt guard. Simultaneously the

jockey pulleys were taken off, and the belt drive

made direct. The passenger was now completely

protected from mud. Her comfort was then
• further secured by substituting a Brooks spring seat

for the cycle saddle, and adding a driving apron.

Mechanical alterations consisted of a Rover automatic
carburetter, a big rubber belt, the two-speed gear was
scrapped as hopeless, and a new solid flywheel with

fixed pulley, giving a gear of 5^ to i, turned out of

solid steel. The transformation had extraordinary

eflPects. The machine became infinitely more powerful
up hills, overheating came to an end, the engine
proved very flexible, and the passenger kept as clean as

in a car, and enjoyed almost equal comfort. The sole

defects were the absence of a two-speed gear for

restarting on gradients, and rapid wear of the engine
pulley.

An Inexpensive Passenger Machine.

So for 1906 further alterations were made, chief

amongst which was the fitting of a Phoenix two-speed

gear in the rear hub. Thanks to the small twin-

cylinder engine, the big flywheel, and the long belt, all

" consciousness of motor propulsion has been removed."
The machine, always steady on grease, will now take

any hill in England, and can crawl or restart in any
traffic on the low gear. " The Phoenix two-speed gear

has been a sealed box, into which I pump oil as

directed, but it has required no other attention whatever
during its three seasons of hard work." In touring off

the main track, it is claimed to be superior to any
other type of motor; it fears no hill, and can always
find a clean, smooth track. Conversation is easy, and
there is no fear of an upset if a tyre bursts, even
though the deflation occurs on grease.
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I can claim very little experience of tandem motor

bicycles; indeed, barring short spins on old pattern
Phoenix and Ormonde tandems, I am a novice with
such things. But sundry deductions are inevitable
from the above experiences. The first is that in a
tandem we have a passenger machine which can be
maintained for practically no more money than a solo
machine. This fact alone, added to a low first cost,

should make the vehicle attractive to those motor
cyclists who, when they first take a girl in tow, cannot
really afford the more expensive types of passenger
mount. This is the cheapest of all to buy and to run.

Secondly, the tandem has been judged on the
strength of a few obsolete types ; as far as I know, not
one machine has ever been turned out with a modern
engine and modern magneto ignition. The frequent
occurrence of detail troubles (especially in the ignition)

which damned the early samples would be unknown
on a 1909 tandem. Consequently I give a sample
specification as an illustration of what could now be
done in this line: Ladyback frame, 5 h.p. engine,
magneto, spring forks, lin. belt, handle-bar controlled

carburetter, 2^ in. tyres, two belt rim brakes and one
wheel rim brake, large tanks, mudguards, and foot-

boards, with two-speed gea'- in rear hub. This
machine would cost no more to run than a 5 h.p. twin
solo, except that it would consume an extra quart of

petrol every hundred miles, and that the rear tyre

would last some 750 miles less. According to X., it

would not side-slip, and would be free from vibration.

It would climb absolutely any hill in England, and
would travel a great deal faster than most ladies

require. It would also be delightful to handle. The
belt would wear as long as on a single, owing to its

greater length, and minor troubles would only occur at

the rate of about one stop per 1,000 miles. This is

therefore a machine fraught with great possibilities for

any rider who can steer a push-tandem, or cares first

to learn to do so. A preparatory apprenticeship to

the pedal tandem is certainly an essential, but such
apprenticeship need not exceed five hundred miles;

many men would need less.

AN ELECTRICALLY=DRIVEN TRICYCLE.

A WONDERFULLY neat tricycle shown in the

accompanying line sketch was recently placed

on the German market by Mr. Victor Har-
born. Outwardly it resembles the Phana-

mobile and the Cyclonette tricycles, which had engines

over the front wheel, and steered through the medium
of a tiller; but in the case of the Harbom tricycle

electricity, and not petrol, furnishes the driving

energy. The arrangement of the electro-motor and
driving mechanism formed the subject, of a, recent

patent (see The Motor Cycle of October 21st, 1908,

page 832). The drive is transmitted from the motor

to the wheel by means of a telescopic, universally

jointed spindle, through bevel gearing. The frame

is supported on "laminated springs, and it is to allow

of relative motion between the wheel and electro-

motor that the driving spindle is made telescopic.

The tricycle will carry two persons over a distance

of fifty-five miles on one charge, and its top speed

is seventeen to eighteen miles per hour. The accu-

mulators are carried under the seat, and can easily

be taken out. The chassis is of sheet steel. A

hand lever and a foot brake suffice for the control,

including travelling ^backwards and forwards and

braking. The type of vehicle illustrated is ver}'

popular in Germany, not the least advantage of the

tricycle being its great stability in grease.

THREE SPECIAL SHOW ISSUES of " The Motor

Cycle " will be published on the following dates :

November ISth^and 25th, and December 2nd,
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AU letters should be addressed to the Editor, 'IThe Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and should be accompanied by the writers full name and address.

Acetylene Gas Generators.

[3640.]—Replying to M. P. H. Meer's letter [3593] in

The Motor Cycle of October 7th, I was a sufferer from the

same trouble as himse.lf some three years ago, i\nd put the

trouble down to the burner being slightly choked with soot,

ae the gas could not pass through and thus caused it

to fore© its way through the water. The only satisfactory

way I found out was to turn water full off as soon as the

gas began to bubble through, the water thus causing the

gas to take its proper course ; then to light the lamp and turn

water on again, and my trouble was ended
T. W. VANN.

[3641.]—I note several correspondents are complaining

about the Autoclipse generators. I had ako a very un-

satisfactory experience, but on reasoning the matter out I

found the remedy very simple, viz. :

When gas is required the tap on top of generator must
only be turned on a very little, as although it controls the

gas it also regulates the amount of water which rises amongst
the carbide, and on no account must it be turned on full,

because if this is done the water immediately rushes up and
generates more gas than Jhe burner will pass, and the pres-

sure becomes too great for the water to hold it in.

The whole secret is to open the tap very gradually until

the required light is obtained. If these instructions are

complied with the lamp can be lit as often as required until

the carbide is finished. Provided the tap is turned full off

there is no danger of the carbide being used up, and it is

quite unnecessary to empty out the water when not in use.

I have found coated carbide as used in motor car lamps
to be the most suitable for this typj of generator. I trust

readers will find this a satisfactory explanation. J.F.L.

Clutch Adjustment.

[3642.]—I notice there is a considerable amount of corre-

spondence about the Roc clutch, and as a user of it I should
like to give my experiences.

I bought a Roc machine early this year, and have now
dono about 2,000 miles on it, including a short tour. I have
so far found the clutch to do all that is claimed for it, and
that any clip can be tak-BU up by the adjustment. At the
left side of the hub there is a small rod controlling the high
gear.. By slacking away the small nut on this, and then
unscrewing the rod abou one and a half revolutions (some-
times less) I have always been acle to stop any slip. A
handy tip when this adjustment is nearly used up is to slip

a small steel ball b.3tween the end of the rod and the cup-
shaped end of the lever. This will prolong its range. A
little oil does not seem to affect it, but on deliberately oiling,
it slipped badly for a couple of miles and then settled to its
grip again.

My low gear has failed to grip twice for the following
reason : The links holding the loo.se end of the band reversed
whilst riding. Not knowing this, I proceeded to take up
the band about 2in., and
was astonished to find it ~*/^ X /* "j;;^

would not grip the drum //""""AX */V°'"*V\
On finding out (| ]) (| ^]

even then
the cause I returned the \N.„,.«<V
links to their proper
positions, and had a stop fitted to the pedal. As this does
not come too far back, the links could not pass the dead
centre, and this stopped the trouble.
Perhaps this is "Enquirer's" trouble. I may say that I

have no interest whatever in the Roc machine, except that
of a satisfied user. C. W. STILLMAN.

Sidecars and Side-slip.

[3643.]—I read Mr. B. H. Davies's article on sidecars in

your issue of the 21st ult. with great interest, and welcome
his appreciation of the Castor wheel sidecar all the more on

account of the very outspoken way in which he writes of

this and the other types. I should like, however, to point

out that his opinion on the liability of the castor wheel to

side-slip is in direct opposition to that of correspondents

in The Motor Cycle. I give below the writers' names and

dates upon which their letters appeared, and anyone interested

can refer to the fil<?s : Mr. H. E. Hill, March 27th, 1907;

Mr. Eric Longden, January 29th, 1908 ; Mr. W. C. Smart,

June 3rd, 1908; Mr. J. W. C. Coulter, July 8th, 1908;

Mr. W. B. Gibb, September 16th, 1908.

The above correspondents all refer to the Castor wheel

machine, and confirm the opinions of others who have written

privately.

May I also reassure Mr. Davies on the question of the

strength of the frame? The makers assure me positively that

they " have not had any failures whatever with the webbed
lug' referred to." DOUGLAS LEECHMAN.

Tho Knight Slide Valve Engine.

[3644.]— I have been looking for weeks to see something
about the Knight engine in The Motor Cycle. A week or two
ago " Ixion " did have a little to say about it, but the most
important part, I think, as far as cyclists or tricarists are

concerned, is absence of vibration, and that is not mentioned
by him. I suppose water cooling is absolutely necessary?

This is no drawback to a tricycle or tricar or quad, and it

seems to me that -if all that is stated about the engine be
true, an entirely new field is opened for any of the above
owing to absence of vibration. I wish you would give us a
good article on it. I am simply writing this letter to get

someone to start the subject. I am a reader of The Motor
Cycle from No-. 1.

' BL 60.

[VVe have been waiting to hear something definite ourselves

regarding the use of the above engine on motor cycles, and
last week a letter from the Minerva Co. in these pages
showed that they are considering it for motor cycles. This
week an article will be found on pages 853-6, which deals

with the mechanism of this revolutionary type of internal

combustion motor.

—

Ed.] '

Running on Benzol.

[3645.]—With reference to the discussion regarding running
on benzol, I should like to say that I consider this fuel to
be very good indeed. Since using it on a 1^ h.p. F.N., the
power developed and speed attained have increased marvel-
lously. The bicycle is geared 6^ to 1 and driven by a flat

belt, and it will attain 28 m.p.h. on the level. As for hill-

climbing, it has climbed Shap from Carlisle without pedal
assistance. The "machine weighs about 110 lbs., rider and
equipment about 150 lbs. The only alteration I made was to
put a small weight on the float, as I found that, when adjusted
for petrol, it did not start very easily with benzol, on account
of the greater s.g. of the latter lifting the float and closing
the valve sooner than was the case with petrol. By the way,
I commend this tip to those gentlemen who recently discussed
flooding of F.N. carburetters, only in this case the weight
should be put on the needle spindle. About ^in. of No. 22
gauge lead or tin wire does the trick, and has the further
merit of being easily adjusted.

Benzol can also be used with a surface carburetter, while
in a spray, properly adjusted, it starts as easily as petrol in

the coldest weather. F.N. ENTHUSIAST.
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Magnetising of Watches.

[3646.]—I have had a rather curious experience with my
watch, and should like to know if anyone else has been
troubled the same way. About three weeks ago I sent the

watch to be cleaned by the jewellers. Upon returning it

they charged for cleaning and also demagnetising. As I

have not been near any electric plant the only explanation

I can offer for the watch becoming magnetic is that the
motor cycle I ride has high tension magneto ignition, and
as I have switch on the handle-bar to switch off the current,

I almost invariably use this instead of raising the exhaust
valve. I take it the current must go somewhere, and as

the cycle is theoretically insulated from the ground by the

rubber tyres, probably the current passes through one's

body, and thus the watch might become magnetised. I am
not sufficiently well up in electricity to know if this is cor-

rect, but I purpose getting a small rubber bag to carry my
watch in for the future. J. HUTCHINSON.

Passenger Worli by Two-speed Gear and Otherwise.

[3647.]—Your contributor's letter 3635 is full of signifi-

cance, especially his remarks on change speed gears for

passenger service. The importance of the sidecar question

n-,akes it expedieat that prospective users of these handy
little vehicles should better understand the utility and neces-

sity of such improvements as, e.g., Avide belts (not less than

lin.), reinforced frames (preferably duplex), strong spring

forks of a desiga that eliminates any suspicion of lateral

play, powerful and efficient brakes, the disposition of seats

of a nature to approximate a sociable level, and the incor-

poration of an efficient clutch with two-speed gear. It is

noticeable that conservatism and that habit which follows

second nature has often been a barrier to a speedy conver-

sion. This is exemplified, for instance, in the geared hand-

starting clutch and speed gear refinements.

It is pleasing to realise the satisfaction which the move-
ment, so steadfastly advocated in previous letters, has been

testified to by innumerable riders of popular makes, and if

I have any regret, it is to have been denied the opportunity

to publicly demonstrate the gears and the simple manner of

their adjustment—an invitation which has remained without
response. I take it for granted that silence on the part of

those concerned must be taken as proof that provision was
not lacking for the maintenance and adjustment to the Roc
device. ARTHUR W. WALL.

A'Problem to be Solved.

[3648.]—Some time ago I gave you particulars with regard

to a peculiar phenomenon in connection with my F.N. motor
bicycle. This matter has been quite thoroughly discussed in

The Motor Cycle, and many have been the theories put
forward to account for the observed phenomenon. I have
been studying this matter quite closely myself, and I believe

that I have at last arrived at the solution of the problem.

When a F.N. four-cylinder motor bicycle is new it is

unusually stiff. The gears are set up fairly tight, and the

internal friction of the engine is considerable. After the

machine has been run over 1,000 miles, and during this time
properly oiled, the cylinder walls and piston rings become
polished to the highest degree, and the transmission gears

work much more freely. In other words, the internal fric-

tion of the engine and transmission has been reduced materi-

ally. It is only when the machine is in this condition that

I have observed the abnormal phenomenon already described.

Furthermore, my investigations have proved that, in order
to obtain the abnormal state to which I have called atten-

tion, it is not necessary to have good compression in .the

cylinders when the engine is turned over slowly. I have
found that the fastest F.N.'s are those which are not particu-

larly good hill-climbers, on account of the fact that compres-
sion is poor. And yet these machines, after the engine
obtains a certain speed, are very fast' indeed. An accident
led me to discover what I believe is the cause of the abnor-
mal condition.
In order to increase the speed of my motor cycle I put

compression plates on top of the pistons. I found that there
were certain disadvantages to this practice and removed the

compression plates, but instead of taking out the screws
which held them to the top of the piston and brazing up the
holes, I set the screws firmly, thinking that this would make
the piston sufficiently compression tight. After assembling

the engine, and after using the machine for perhaps fifty
miles, these screws evidently became loose, so loose, in fact,
that when the machine was on the stand and I slowly revolved
the rear wheel, it wa;s difficult to detect that there was any
compression at all in two of the cylinders. When I ran the
machine on the road the two cylinders which had good com-
pression developed normal power, while the two cylinders in
which the screws were loose developed a very small amount
of power, owing to the fact that the charge was blowing
through the orifice. As I happened to be appointed courier
on the Vanderbilt racecourse and needed to use the machine
immediately, I was forced to ride it in the above-mentioned
condition, that is, with two of the cylinders defective in the
compression. What was my surprise to find after the engine
heated up, and certainly when I was running down grade
with the throttle wide open and 'spark advanced, I obtained
very easily the abnormal condition, the satisfactory explana-
tion of which has proved so elusive. I made several experi-
ments and found that on the level I could not obtain a speed
of much over thirty-five miles an hour. In other words, my
two cylinders were in good working condition, and the
machine received very little help from the two cylinders with
defective compression. I found, however, after the engine
reached a certain rotative speed, which could most easily be

A Johannesburg {contractor sends home the above photograph, showing
his 5J ii.p. New Comet alter colliding with a car. It will be noticed that only
the forks are bent, no other part being damaged ; in tact, the machine was
run on the stand In the position as photographed. It speaks well for the
material used by the maker, Mr. A. H. Haden, of Princip St., Birmingham.

obtained by running on full throttle down a grade, that the
two cylinders with defective compression suddenly developed
their normal power, and seemed to have as much power, in

fact, as the two cylinders wherein the compression was good.
This gave me an insight into the abnormal condition which
my motor attains at times. I believe that when in this

abnormal condition the compression of the motor is practi-

cally perfect, owing to the fact that the engine has reached
such a high rotative speed that the time element is not present
which vnll permit the discharge leaking to any extent past
the piston rings or valves. In other words, at very high
speed there is not sufficient^ time during the working stroke

to allow an appreciable amount of the gases to escape past
the valves or rings. In spite of the fact that the screws
above mentioned were set comparatively loose in the cylin-

ders, the leakage through the holes at the top of the pistons
when the engine rotated at a high speed was comparatively
small owing to the lack of this time element above men-
tioned. I believe, when my motor is in the abnormal con-

dition which I have described, that the compression is un-

usually good owing to the fact that, on account of the high
speed of the engine, the necessary time element or leakage is

not present. I should like to hear what your readers have to

say in response to my explanation of this phenomenon.
New York. EARLE L. OVINGTON.

Touring In Norway.

[3649.]—I was much interested in the photograph sent

by Mr. C. H. Stephenson from Bergen, and the statement
made by him that he had never seen a motor cycle in Nor-
way (The Motor Cycle, September 23rd), and the more so that
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I have just concluded a tour which included Chrietiania,

over the Valdres Pass (3,600 metres) to Bergen. That is as

far as the road went.

Our tour, after taking in the North of England, started

from Calais, and included France, Belgium, Holland, Ger-

many (Oldenberg and Schleswig-Holstein), Denmar't, Sweden,
and Norway. I)uring the trip my machine was never in a

repair shop, the cylinder has not been removed from the

engine, nor have I broken a valve. All the distance except

boat crossings was done on my motor cycle, and the machine
never saw the inside of a railway van until we reached Vosis,

Norway, where the road ended seventy kilos, from Bergen.

I can take the machine now as it is and do close to forty

miles per hour on it on a straight stretch, almost as good
as when I started. Between Christiania and Maristuen—
the top of the pass—there was only one hill I could not take

without pedalling, and that was so steep the pedals were of

no assistance at all, and there was nothing to do but push.

As Mr. Stephenson fcays, the roads are good but narrow.

Indeed, the roads show seme of the finest engineering in the

world, and the beauty of ^. tour in Norway—if you can find

petrol—is that you can't get lost. Start on a road in the
morning and ride all day and you've met no cross-road or

fork.

It is inconvenient that there are no fences to the fields,

for the horses hearing the strange noise of the motor exhaust
invariably run on to the road in front, and all you can do
is to drive them slowly before you till you meet someone who
can drive them past you.

Our machines are of American manufacture, 3^ h.p.,

m.o.v., chain drive with very effective slip sprocket, handle-

bar control (no Bowden wire), double float multiple jet car-

buretter, 28in. wheels, 2^m. G and J. tyres, spring forks

of course, ignition by dry battery and three cells (costing

about 3s.), and last about 2,500 miles. The engine is in-

corporated as part of the frame. The name of the motor
cycle is the Reading Standard, known as the "R.S.," and
is, I believe, the most successful of American motor cycles.

From Norway we returned to London (there were four
motor cyclists in the party), and are now returning from Scot-

land to Southampton to sail for America.
By the way, I might say that for a greater part of the

trip my wife has ridden with me on a "back seat" attach-
ment (sidecars won't do on American roads), thus doubling
the weight, but to oedal on a hill was a rare happening.

In conclusion, while I am rather proud of the way the
machine has done the work and faithfully, yet I must admit
a great deal for your motor cycles her^. in Englx^d. In the
first place, you hnve beaten us in comfort, for the frames are
much lower and handier. Yon hnve larger and better cool-
ing surfaces, though my engine has never overheated when
my carburetter was kept right. I say "better"' cooling sur-
faces with impunity, for in most American machines the
cylinder flanges are turned, not cast. We have run away
from many foreign machines, both single and twin, but we
haven't yet run away from a Triumph, either on level or
hill, and don't expect to. A firm that can build a machii'e
like the Triumph or the Matchless possesses a quality of
gray matter unusual and a perseverance worthy of a sound
reward. JACK KNEIFF.

Twin En^ne Improvements.-

» P'SSO.]—Will you permit me to say a word or two in
your valuable columns as regards twin engines?

" Enthusiast " has made some very true remarks in his
" sugg'-'sted improvements" about this type of engine, and
the defects found in its present day form. The bearings on
the average twin are certainly inadequate throughout, and I
may pick out the big ends as extremely unsatisfactory. There
being two of these side by side on a crank pin that is usually
no longer or very little longer than in a single, they are
much too short, also their centres are not in line with the
centres of their gudgeon pin bushes, which cannot be good
practice, as there is a tendency to jam. These objections can
easily hf done away with by slightly widening the crank
case, which is no great matter, and forking one connecting
rod to pass on either side of the o'her and giving it two
bushes. This method brings the big end bushes central with
those of the gudgeon pins, as anyone can see for himself. I
think, too, that large well-designed ball hearing? wherever
posHble would be ideal, giving a beautiful smoothness and
flexibility. More care should be taken in balancing the

pistons, as this is a very easy job, and means so much ii

even running and power. Pistons should be as light a
possible, and the greatest care used in ringing them and ii

fastening the gudgeon pins, which, in some motor cyclee
twins, or singles, are a perpetual source of worry. Rim fly

wheels should be the rule, as these economise the width o
the crank case, and enable the crank pin to be locked by ;

hexagon on each end, which is the best method. I am glac

to say this is usual, as I have had several loose crank pini

in cases where the heads are countersunk and fastened b^

four or five small screws
Now we come to the most important point. Mechanica

inlet valves are really indispensable. I have had experience

with a.o.i.v. twins and m.o.i.v. twins, and there is ni

comparison between them, m.o.v. is obviously the thing
and it is most annoying to see the leading makers year aftei

year bring out a.o.v twins, which, although no doubt, wher
well timed, are verv good, are not, and cannot be, as fully effi

cient as they would be with m.o.v. Single-cylinder motoi
cycles, all motor cars, and the more go-ahead V twins hav(
all abandoned the idea of a.o.v. Why then does the averag*

maker of twins stick to it? It is as essential to have m.o.v,

in a V twin as in anything, and more so than in a single

cylinder machine. I need not state the many advantages oi

m.o.v., but if anyone replies to this, and a.sks them, I will

Meantime I hope, to see automatics abandoned very soon.

"Enthusiast" favours a 5 h.p. (!) twin, 82 x 90, with s

low compression. Of course, even with this low conipres

sion, it would be a good 7-8 h.p. machine, but I agree with
him about it as an almost ideal machine.
There is one point much overlooked in twins, and in many

singles, namely, good radiating fins. A 3^ h.p. Triumph is

above all else in this respect. Therefore, let our twin hav€
fins as big and as numerous (especially over the valves), as a

Triumph, and let them be as cleanly c^st.

Many other points might be mentioned about design, but
finally, let me say that the most satisfactory motor cycle to

be obtained would be a good big twin as specified. Even it

its present imperfection it is a far smoother machine, a bettei

climber, and picks up much better than a single. M.O.I.V.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
Mr. Chas. S. La^-e, A.M.I.Mech.E., writes that on

arrival at Doncaster one afternoon recently, after riding from
London, he found that the fi'ont spindle of his 5 h.p. twin
motor bicycle was broken. He called at two garages in the
town, but was informed that they only catered for car owners.
Eventually he reached the Racecourse Garage, owned and
managed by Mr. W. M. Corcutt. Here he explained the
difficulty, and although Mr. Corcutt was exceedingly busy,
and had some repairs to a car to complete before the morn-
ing, he had the machine fetched from an hotel, and a new
spindle made and fitted by seven o'clock the next morning.

A. W. Gamag-p, Ltd., writing on the subject of "Sparking
Pings and Compression Ratio," say :

" We should like to

inform Mr. Raymond Crawshay. through your columns, that
we think if he tries the Amia plug (which is specially made
for high compres<-ion engines) he will find that his troubles
are at an end. In fact, if he should buy one of these plugs
from us and it went wrong we should be willing to refund
the cost of it." Writing on the same subject, "0 2934"
says he has found the Bosch magneto plug the most satis-

factory for a high compression engine.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"Devonshire" would like readers' experiences of the

I;Owen two-wheeled sidecar, also the Nala two-speed hub
v/ith belt transmission.

" AU Weather " would like readers' experiences with the

1908 fonr-cylinder F.N., particularly with regard to facility

of starting on hills, and behaviour of carburetter.

NOTICE.
The Editor disclaims all legal responsibility in any way for

loss of copy in tti3 form of minuscript, drawings, or photographs
submitted to him. Rejected manuscript, drawin'js, and photo-
granhs will only be returned provided a stamped addressed
envelope is enclosed for the purpose.
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Some Yankee Notions.

I am interested to notice from the American cycle

and motor journals that makers in the States are no
slavish copyists. For instance, I find details of a

twin-cylinder machine fitted with a separate miniature

magneto for each cylinder, the idea probably being

that when an ordinary type magneto has worn a little

it is difficult for a novice to get the timing right in

both cylinders.

Belt Fasteners.

I have now had time to test a number of belt

fasteners, most of which are designed to alter the belt

length when the loose flange of an adjustable pulley

is screwed in or out. The simplest adjustable fastener

I have tried is the Advance, consisting of an unequal-

sided triangle, any side of which may act as the con-

necting link at will ; with this the belt length is

altered without removing the belt or even taking off

one's glove. It is applicable to nearly every machine,

but if there is only narrow clearance between belt and
cranking of rear forks or between pulley and crank

case on outside flywheel machines the projecting

triangle may foul when the shortest side is acting as

the connecting link. Then I have received two or

three fasteners of standard pattern with loose hooks

of different lengths; all of these work perfectly till

worn out, but necessitate recourse to the vest pocket

for a spare hook, and also require the removal of the

belt. The Matchless adjustable fastener, sold by

Collier Bros, and patented by Mr. Tassell, is a more
complicated affair, but a first-rate article. Altogether

1908 has produced a crop of first-rate belt fasteners.

Valve Guide Removal.
I encountered a trouble the other day which was

never met with in the early days, and of which several

instances have come under my notice in this period of

light engines. An exhaust valve buckled so badly that it

could not be lemoved from the engine without unscrew-

ing the valve guide. Many a happy-go-lucky motoi

cyclist has probably never examined the guide for

his exhaust "valve stem, which in some cases is screwed
into the under side of his projecting valve box cast-

ing. On many engines it is impossible to remove this

without first dismounting the cylinder, and even then

it may be an arduous task, as the purchase provided
for pliers or spanner is slight, the part exceedingly

brittle, and after a thousand miles of running it gets

very tightly bedded in its thread. The valve was so

bent it could not be extracted through the valve cap
hole in any way, and I soon saw I should have to

.
unscrew the guide before the refractory part could be
freed. The head of the guide was cast circular, with

punch-holes drilled in it^ and a few preliminary taps

with a screw-hammer told me I should have to use

something as ponderous as a coal-hammer to start it,

and that there was grave danger of a heavy blow
cracking the guide and leaving me stranded by the

roadside. Luckily, my mount had a cylinder that

could be lifted off in six or seven minutes, and so off

it came. Then I fished about in my kit till I

unearthed ' a pin cone-key belonging to another

machine, which luckily fitted the punch-holes exactly.

I rained light tapping blows on the end of this cone-

key as smartly as possible, and at last saw the

abominable thing turn ever so slightly, after which a

pair of gas pliers soon had it out. As it unscrewed
the valve stem was pushed up through it, and finally

drawn out through the cap hole. But this simple

mischance delayed me threequarters of an hour. The
buckling of the valve was due to the descent of a

broken sparking plug porcelain into the cylinder.

A Ne-w Motor Cycle Magneto.
I was permitted last week to inspect a new magneto,

samples of which are under test and consideration for

next year by several leading motor cycle manufacturers.

It has been designed throughout with a view to motor
cycle use, and is admirably adapted for it. Its most

' interesting feature is the manner in which it has been

made vibration-proof. I suspect its makers are in

error in imagining that it is a common thing for bits of

our magnetos to drop off and be lost, for I do not

remember ever losing any portion of my magneto
through vibration, and, indeed, I do not quite see

what part could drop off without instantly stopping

the engine, so that we should bp sure to pull up quickly

and find the missing piece. However, the body of this

magneto is a single, solid casting, and the loose parts

must be assembled in a fixed order, and when they are

in place the contact-breaker cover slips on by a

vibration-proof attachment, and solidly locks the

whole together. If it be detached, the whole of the

interior mechanism, contrariwise, can instantly be

pulled out in one piece for examination.

Its detail improvements are very attractive. For
instance, none of us liked the old fibre cams, with their

marked liability to wear. At the same time, we
dreaded to ask for steel cams, lest the bell crank

should wear instead, and cause more serious trouble

still. Well, on this magneto we have a steel cam, but,

in addition, the heel of the bell crank is safeguarded

from wear by the fact that it has a large steel ball

threequarters sunk in it, which takes all the friction.

In addition, the contact-breaker is ingeniously con-

trived so that the break of the points can under no
circumstances exceed the correct maximum, while sub-

stantial means of changing or adjusting are provided.

It is a very taking little magneto indeed. Incidentally,

my eyes were opened to the numbers of motor cycles

that are being made; I saw an order for five hundred
magnetos from a firm whom I should not have
credited with an annual output of half that number.
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Speed Limits in Hertfordshire.

Ten miles an hour tpeed limits will

shortly be fixed in Redbourne, Markyate,

Royston, Baldock, and Barnet. At a
Local Government Board inquiry into
an application for a ten miles limit by
the above councils the Motor Union and
the North Herts A.C. were represented
by the secretary of the Motor Union.
An application regarding Harpenden
wa£ opposed by the Union.

Motor Cycle Race at Toronto, Canada.

A big Marathon Race starting from
the Exhibition Grounds, Toronto, was
held on the 10th October, and during
the time the competitors were away
from the grounds a five miles motor
cycle race for the Championship of

Canada was run off, Maddigan (twin-

cylinder Brown) winning by 200 yards,
a rider of a twin-cylinder Curtis racer
being second, twin Minerva third, and
four-cyjinder F.N. fourth.

State of the South Coast Roads.

A correspondent who rode from
Portsmouth to Dover one day last week •

reports that the roads from Ports-
mouth to Chichester were fair but
lumpy. Chichester to Arundel good.

Arundel to Brighton very lumpy in

places, and some very good stretches.

Brightoa to Lewes very good. Lewes

lo Hastings good but loose in places.

Over the Romney Marsh the roads were
very good until near Folkestone, where
they were lumpy, and very lumpy be-

tween Hythe and Folkestone. The re-

mainder were in excellent condition,

but owing to the rain of course some-
what muddy and greasy, and there was
a lot of water on the roads in Romney
Marsh.

Middlesex to Surrey via Kew.

Of the many bridges spanning the
Thames connecting Middlesex with
Surrey, undoubtedly the most free from
traffic—in fact, at times it is totally

deserted—is Kew Bridge, the finest and
latest structure in the London suburbs.
It is very wide, wood paved, and free

from tramlines and motor 'buses, and
furnishes a convenient route for motor
cyclists who wi»^h to reach the Ports-
mouth Road via Hammersmith. Motor
cyclists, however, would do well to
approach the bridge cautiously on the
Middlesex side, there being a network
of tramlines connecting with Brentford
which are very treacherous on a wet
day.

Successful Display of FireJBrigade Tricar.

An interesting public display of the
novel motor tricar especially purchased
by the Beckenham Fire Committee for

first aid purposes at fires was given last

week in the Council's yard in the
presence of Mr. H. S. Gear, the super-

intendent of the fire station, members of

the Urban and Fire Committee, and
other fire brigade officials. A wooden
structure composed of intiammable
materials was constructed, the alarm of

fire given by a lady, and in thirty

seconds the machine was started up at
the station and driven up, the firemen
then demonstra,ting the extinguishers,
firemen's ladders, lines, etc., carried on
the machine.

Police Traps.

The two miles trap on the Lincoln to
Newark Road (about four miles out of

Lincoln) is still in operation.
Four motor cyclists were fined at

Stratford on the 24th ult. for excessive
speeding over a measured furlong in

Woodford Road, Wanstead.
We are advised by a correspondent

that there is a police trap through
Bromley. Exactly whereabouts in the
town is not stated, and motorists pass-

ing through that district are warned to
drive carefully.

Another on Watling Street, between
Redgate and Atherstone.
A police trap is also working at a

point about five miles on the Arundel
side of Worthing.

V,. '-r.,- ^ t * w^^'^-^". j.^^v^ :ri

Start of a motor cycle race on the Exhibition Track, Toronto, Canada, in which Brown motor cycles finished first, third, fourth, fifth, and sixth* The
bills in the background represent Sebastapol, and hide Lake Ontario from view.
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Address Wanted.

Will J. W. Chalfont kindly send the

Editor his present address?

Show Issues ol " The Motor Cycle."

Three special Stanley Show issues of

The Motor Cyde will be published on
the following dates : November 18th

and 25th and December 2nd.

Manchester Motor Show.

The annual exhibition promoted by
the Manchester and District Motor
Trades' Association, Ltd.. will include

tricars, motor bicycles, and accessories.

The exhibition .will open on February
laou rtext and close on the 27th. All

communications respecting this show
should be sent to the secretary, Mr.

W. H. Wheeler, Palatine Hotel, Vic-

toria Street, Manchester.

The Last HUl-cUmb A the Tear.

The last motor cycle hill-climb of the

year was organised by the Edinburgh
Motor Cycling Club, and no less

than fifty-eight entries were re-

ceived, which, it is beliiF^ved, con-

stitutes a record entry for Scot-

land. The organisers found a

tough ascent in the Polton-Loan-

head hill, which has gradients

of 1 in 4 and several hairpin

bends in addition. Forty-four

riders, chiefly private owners,

attempted the climb, but only

half that number succeeded in

reaching the top, which again

drives home the necessity for a

change-speed gear in winding
climbs.

What Hastings Thinks.

A postcard from Mr. T. K.
Hastings, of New York, says :

"Best wishes from a 'Pro.,' my
penalty for competing with the

only sportsmen in the motor cycle

world—my English friends."

A Still CUmb.

A correspondent writes that it would
be interesting to hear if Constitution

Hill, Chatham, has been climbed by
any rider of a motor cycle. The
gradient is said to be 1 in 4^, it is a

straight ascent, but on account of a

right-angled bend at the foot it can

only be taken from a stationary start.

A successful climb on a motor cycle

would probably call for a two-speed

A Welsh Glenfinnart.

Mr. Hugh Gibson writes that he dis-

covered a few weeks ago a Welsh Glen-
finnart a few miles from Beddgelert.

The climb lies between Pont Aber-
glaslyn, Rhyd, and Tan-y-Bwlch going
to Maenbwrog, and he feels positive no
ingle geared motor bicycle could l^ackle

the gradient owing to the hairpin turns

and bad surface. Mr. Gibson climbed
the hill without dismounting on hie

5 h.p. two-speed Vindec, but used the
low gear more than half the way up.

He adds :
" For grand scenery, bill-

climbing, and plenty of fast stretches
the following route will be hard to beat :

Wrexham, Llangollen, Bettws-y-coed,
Capel Curig, Beddgelert, Pont Aber-
glaplyn, Maentwrog, Festiniog, Bala,
Corwen, Llandegla, Wrexham—-120

miles."

Smell of Motors made him Dizzy.

" It's not drink. As soon as I get the
smell from the motor cars I am drunk
for a week after it. The smell is

enough to kill me on the road," was the
most amusing reply made by John
Robert Lyall when he appeared before
the West Hartlepool justices on Friday
on a charge of having been drunk and
disorderly. " Have you been smelling
motor cars this morning ? " enquired the
Chairman (Mr. W. R. Owen), the
remark no doubt being prompted by the
defendant's volubility. " No, sir, thank
God. I hope I shall never smell any
more." The Magistrates' Clerk (Mr.
Belk) :

" I have heard some objections

to motor cars, but this is the latest."

Defendant was fined 5s. and costs, and
in reply to a charge of assaulting

P.C. Corner, he said: "You can do
what you like with me. I am sick of

life and motor cars." He was sent to

prison for a month.

FUTURE EVENTS.

Nov.. 5—Paper before members of (.he Auto Cycle Union,
"Tricars—Dead, Living, and Unborn," by
Mr. BasU H. Davies, at II2, Piccadilly, W.,
8 p.m.

„ 6—Stanley C.C. Annual Smoking Concert.

„ 13-21—OLYMPIA AUTOMOBILE EXHIBITION.
„ i8—Motor Union Annual Dinner at the Hotel

Great Central, London.

„ 20-28—THIRTY - SECOND ANNUAL STANLEY
SHOW, at the Agricultural Hall, Islington.

„ aS to Dec. 13—Paris Salon Exhibition of Motor
Cycles, Car."!, and Accessories.

Dec. 16—Motor Union General Committee Meeting.

Jan. 16-23—Motor Cycle Show at Madison Square
Garden, New York.

Martin's Successes in 1908.

Harry Martin was the first English
motor cyclist to cover a mile a minute
on a motor cycle, which he did in the

Gordon-Bennett speed trials at Phoenix
Park, Dublin, as long ago as 1903.

At that time he rode an Excelsior motor
bicycle. He is the present owner of

the world's 200 miles record, also the
four, five, and six hours records, which
he created on April 13th this year, on
a 3i h.p. Matchless-J.A.P. The previ-

ous Briti.«h record was held by Chase,
and the Continental record by Anzani.
Anzani's mileage in the six hours was

220 miles 529 yards, and Martin's 244
miles 1,650 yards. At Celtic Park,
Glasgow, this year, Martin beat the
Scottish hying mile, doing 66s. on a
four-lap track, and lowered the three
miles record by llfs.

The Hoot Record Machine.

The actual 7 h.p. motor cycle on
which C. R. Collier created the new
world's hour record of over seventy
miles will be exhibited at the Stanley.

The Six Hours Record.

We hear that an attack is shortly
to be made on the six hours motor cycle
track record held by H. Martin. One
attempt to capture the record waf;
made last week by H. C. Goodswin, but
after twenty-two miles the back tyre
burst, bringing the rider down rather
heavily. He escaped with a shaking.
and the machine was not damaged.
A Wise Policy.

In the last issue we referred to the
fact that the Triumph Cycle Co.,
Ltd., have this year increased the
dividend on their ordinary shares
from five per cent, to seven and
a half per cent. The balance
sheet itself has now made its

appearance and shows a nett
profit of £22,048 after providing
for depreciation, directors' fees,

debenture interest, etc. We
should like to take this oppor-

( tunity of congratulating the
Triumph Co. not only upon the
results of the year's trading, but
on account of the fa^t that they
are only distributing the sum of

£8,375 out of this profit in actual
dividends. The directors of the
company evidently intend that
the foundations of the firm shall

be absolutely secure, and if more
companies adopted this couEerva-

tive policy m the distribution of divi-
dends until such items as goodwill have
been entirely eliminated, they would
have less difiiculty in weathering the
periods of bad trade when they occur.

HUl-cllmbing.

A Birmingham motor cyclist (A 4726)
writes that he and a friend rode over
to a hill named Farlow Bank, near Cleo-
bury Mortimer, Salop, a month or two
ago, and seeing some discussion on hill-

climbing he emphatically states that the
rise is unclimbable on a single-geared
motor bicycle. He even goes further
and states the hill is too much for the
majority of two-speeders. It is esti-

mated at half a mile long, with very
severe gradients and the usual hairpin
bend followed by a stretch of at least

1 in 4 with loose surface. Our corre-

spondent has mounted Birdlip and Sun

-

rising hills on his machine with ease,

but cannot get anywhere near the top
of Farlow Bank.

THE NEW PENNY EDITION

OF ''THE AUTOCAR/'
Readers of " The Motor Cycle"
who are interested in motor
cars are reminded of the
new "Pennp Edition of " The
Autocar," noW obtainable of
allNewsagents and 'Booksellers
eVery Fridap Morning.
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EW ENGINE.
-nr^HE Quadrant Motor Co., Coventry, have been

I at work for some time on a new design of

engine, which we had the pleasure of examining
one day last week. Reference to the illustra-

tion will show that the exhaust and inlet valves are

situated fore and aft instead of at one side, both the

exhaust port and pipe being covered with radiators

to secure more efficient cooling. Owing to the exhaust

poit being in front there is a continuous current of air

pla\ing upon it, and the inlet port being at the rear,

and as far removed as possible from
the hot exhaust, the gases entering

the cylinder are thereby kept cooler,

and consequently not expanded to

such an extent as when heated by
close proximity to the exhaust
valve. The carburetter is attached
quite close to the cylinder, as will

be seen in the illustration. As far

as motor cycle engines are con-

cerned, we believe the method of

construction adopted for the crank
case is novel, and quite a departure
from previous practice. The crank
case has no central vertical or hori-

zontal joint, but is cast in one piece
and open at one side, on to which
fits a plate carrying the timing gear
wheels and the magneto transmis-
sion. A second or covering plate
fits over the gearing and magneto
drive, and a compartment is thus
formed in which the gears run per-

fectly lubricated and dust proof.
An advantage of this arrangement
is that when the two plates are
renioved, it is possible to withdraw the whole of the
reciprocating parts without taking the engine out of
the frame.

An Unusual Type of Piston Ring.
The piston is fitted with a special ring which is

uniform in depth and thickness over all its circum-
ference. That is to say, it is not turned eccentric, but
obtains the necessary spring in another manner. A
ring of this type bears more equally on the walls of the
cylinder than those made thick in one part and thin
in another. There is also less likelihood for burnt
oil and other residue to get behind the rings. The
magneto is fixed on a platform which is cast with the
crank case, and the situation of the magneto behind
the engine affords protection against mud and dust
thrown up by the front wheel. The cams operating the
valves are fitted inside the crank case, and are accord-
ingly thoroughly lubricated. The cams are so shaped
that the valves open quickly to the fullest extent,

remain open the longest possible time, and close

quickly. Both valve tappets are adjustable for length,

so that wear, which usually necessitates a new valve or

tappet ,rod, can be taken up and the correct distance
between the valve stem and tappet maintained. The
attachment of the silencer is so arranged that there is no
flange or obstruction inside the pipe between the valve
port and the silencer. This is obtained by means of a
coned joint. The carburetter is the same Quadrant semi-

automatic carburetter controlled by one lever which

The 1909 Quadrant engine, described In the accompanying article.

has been used with satisfactory results during 1908.
The carburetting chamber is very simply constructed.
The additional air openings are formed by vertical

slots, which can be covered more or less by means of

a slide to suit the atmosphere of any particular day
or the difference between midday heat and the cool of

the evening. Once adjusted correctly, the piston

throttle when opened and closed governs the supply of

air through the vertical slots in proportion to the

amount of throttle opening. The new Quadrant engine
will be exhibited at the Stanley Show in a new frame,

which, we understand, will also possess some novel

features. Visitors to the show should not fail to

examine this most interesting engine. The designer,

Mr. T. Silver, has had considerable practical experi-

ence of motor cycle racing and touring, and, aided by

the staff of the Quadrant Motor Co., can be relied upon
to produce an article which will do all that is claimed

for it.

The number of events won during the year by
riders of motor cycles fitted with Dunlop tyres is

:ruly phenomenal. Commencing with the perform-
ance of Mr. W. G. McMinnies on Feb. 25th, when he
:overed a flying half-mile at the rate of 58.8 miles

3er hour on Brooklands Track, and closing with Mr.
2. R. Collier's hour record on the same track on
October 8th, there has been a long list of wins on
:-oad and track by riders of machines fitted with

Dunlops—in fact, we can hardly remember an
important hill-climbing competition or race meeting
where these tyres have not been successful. Both
the brothers Collier invariably use Dunlops, and their

successes have doubtless induced other riders to adopt
them. We cannot conclude this resii/nve without

mentioning the Auto Cycle Tourist Trophy Race,
when Dunlop tyred machines finished first, second,

and third in the single-cylinder class.
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Bradford M.C.C.

A team competition is to be run on November 8th. The
iiiufe is from the bottom of HoUing's Hill to Leeming Bar
.iiid back. The teams are to consist of three riders each,
and nnlpss there is an entry of five teams the competition
will b^ v7oid.

Birmingham M.C.C.

The committee has decided to conduct a series of autumn
reliability trials to prove the reliability of members' machines
on the same lines as those held last year. The competition
will take the form of an ordinary non-stop run on the occa-
sion of the club run to Stratford on November 7th. If any
competitors are left in at the conclusion of that run they
will again compete on the following Saturday's club run, and
so on week by week, if necessary, until only one competitor
is left in. The last competitor left in will receive the first

prize, and the last but one second prize, and so on. Provided
there are ten or more entries received the following prizes
will be given : First prize, barometer, kindly presented by
Mr. Faithful Ash; second, prize value £1 Is., presented by
Mr. J. A. Holder; third, prize value 10s. 6d., given by the
chxb ; first man out, wooden spoon, value unknown.

Edinburgh M.C.C.

Perhaps the most successful competition organised by this

club was held on the 24th ult., in the form of a hill-climbing

contest on the Polton-Loanhead Hill. No less than 58 entries

were received, and of these 44 actually competed, but only
'20 ascended the hill successfully. This will give an idea of

its severity, the gradient being 1 in 4 in a few places, but
•the real difficulty was the hairpin bends, which were the undo-
ing of several of the competitors, including two Tourist Trophy
riders, Messrs. Gibson and Baxter. There were a great many
spectators, but the organisation was such that none of the
competitors were inconvenienced in the slightest.

The following are the official results. X represents the
fastest time in each class, and the number of seconds repre-
-sents how much others were behind the fastest time.

The lightweigTit class (handicap for cycles under 120 lbs.,

pedalling allowed) and the passenger class (handicap) were
not run off owing to lack of sufficient entries to constitute a
class.

Multi-cylinder Class (Handicap).

Fig. of merit.

• J. R. Alexander (5 h.p. Vindec Special)

P. E. Tulfree (5 h.p. Roc, two-speed)
J. F. Morrison (5 h.p. Vindec)
J. G. Stewart (5 h.p. Vindec)
J. M'Neill (6 h.p. N.S.U.)

Others failed on hill.

Machines made in 1905 and previous
allowed (scratch).

--•V. H. Alexander (5 h.p. Alex)
A. Cairns (3 h.p. Bradbury)
Others failed on hill.

Unlimited Capacity Class (Scratch)

•J. R. Alexander (5 h.p. Vindec Special)

S. J. Thomson (3^ h.p. Triumph) ...

A. H. Alexander (3^ h.p. Griffon)
• J. F. Morrison (5 h.p. Vindec) ...

J> Cameron (3^ h.p. Triumph)
-J. G. Stewart (5 h.p. Vindec)
P. E. Tolfre€,(5 h.p. Roc)

Others failed on hill.

The results in the single-cylinder class have not yet been
-lecided, two competitors finiphing so close together that the
matter is being gone into again.

951 . .. X
1,292 . • 17|s.

1,338 . . 10s.

1,375 . 17is.
2,040 . llfs.

thereto, pedalling

29ts.

X
7ts.

8|s.

10?s.

14fs.
17|s.

18s.

Cambridge University M.C.C.

• The above cliib held a speed-judging competition on
Saturday, October. 24th. The competitors (nine in number)
drew lots, for their speeds, which ranged from fifteen to
twenty miles per hour. The distance

, over which tliey vcere
timed was seven miles long. The results were as follows :

1. J. M. Oakey (5 h.p. Vindec Special).

2. F. P. Dickson (5 h.p. Vindec Special) and V. F. N.
Oliver (5^ h.p. G.B.)

3. N. Hutchinson (3^ h.p. Triumph).

Bocardo M.C.C. (Oxford).

The challenge cup competition, consisting of a test of

reliability and driving to schedule time .between controls,

took place on Thursday, the 22nd ult., and the winner proved
to be Mr. Frank Barton, riding a twin Rex.

Oxford Boeardo M.C.C. members on the occasion of a speed-judging
competition.

->-••«*—<--

AUTO CYCLE UNION NOTES.
Tricars.—Motor cyclists interested in tricars should make

an effort to attend the paper on " Tricars—Dead, Living, and
Unborn," which is to be given by Mr. Basil H. Davies before

the members of the Auto Cycle Union, at 112, Piccadilly.

London, W., to-morrow (Thursday) evening, at 8 o'clock. A
ticket of admission can be obtained upon immediate applica-

tion to the Secretary, Auto Cycle L'nion, 18, Down Street,

Piccadilly, W.
HoRSE-POWEB Rating for Motor Cycles.—The Formula

Sub-committee of the Auto Cycle Union at a recent meeting
discussed the question of horse-power rating for motor cycle

engines. In view of the fact that the Society of Motor
Manufacturers and Traders has prepared a horse-power
formula which is being discussed by various technical bodies,

and which seems likely to be adopted for the rating of petrol

engines of all sizes, the committee hope to make definite

recommendations as to the substitution of this formula in

place of the cubical capacity formula hitherto used for hill-

climbs, in time for next year's competitions.

Motor Cycle Insurance.—The Auto Cycle Union has

arranged a special " Auto Cycle Union " policy with the Car
and General Insurance Corporation, by which members may
for a premium of 10s. 6d. per annum be covered against fire

and claims by the public. Full particulars of this policy may
be obtained upon application to the Secretary, Auto Cycle

Union, IB. Down Street, Piccadilly. W.
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"THE AUTOCAR" LECTURES.

F
OUR of these lectures have now been given in

tile London and two in each of the provincial

centres. The dates of the remaining lectures in

each centre are as follows:

London.—3.30 and 8.30 p.m. November 10th, 17th, 24th,

and December 1st.

Birmingham.—'7.30 p.m. November 4th, 11th, 18th, 25th,

December 2nd and 9th.

Leeds.—7.30 p.m. November 5th, 12th, 19th, 26th, Decem-
ber 3rd and 10th.

Manchkster.—4.0 and 7.30 p.m. November 6th, 13th, 20th,

27th, December 4th and 11th.

Newcastle-on-Ttne.—7.30 p.m. November 9th, 16th, 23rd,

30th, December 7th and 14th.

The various phases of the subject will be dealt with'

in the following order

:

Third Lectoke.—Generally speaking, will deal with the

engine and all the component parts thereof—Crankshafts

—Connecting Rods— Pistons— Valves— Camshafts—the

Shape of Cylinders and the Position of the Valves—with

a few remarks on Motor Cycles.

Fourth Lecture.—Clutches : Cone, Expanding, Metal-to

metal, disc, etc.—Gear Boxes—Cardan-shafts—Universal
Joints—Back Axles.

Fifth Lecture.—Carburation—Cooling and Lubrication.

Sixth Lecture.—The whole of this lecture will be devoted

tx> various forms of ignition, particular attention being

given to High Tension Distributing Systems and

Magnetos.
Seventh Lecture.—Frames — Steering — Brakes — Bearing

Chains, etc.

Eighth Lecture.—Bodies— Wheels— Tyre s— Accessories—
Hints on Driving—Organisation.

We draw special attention to the fact that to meet

the wishes of some of our readers it has been arranged

to issue tickets to admit to any fou r of these lectures

at a fee of los. 6d. We strongly urge all those who
have hot yet applied to take advantage of the oppor-

tunity now afforded them of gaining a knowledge of

the mechanism of a car.

Applications for tickets should be made immediately

to the Lecture Secretary, 20, Tudor Street, E.G.

PREPARATIONS
THE rider who faces winter work on the system of

chancing things is likely to have a weary time.

The most exasperating and most probable

trouble of. all is belt slip. The canvas and

rubber belts, which are the favourites of to-day, break

up very suddenly when their last day is near, and a

new one is advisable in the autumn, the old one being

carried as a spare. In shortening, care should be

taken to get the new hole both central and vertical,

which can only be done with certainty by using a drill

punch of the right size. The addition of a single

extra precaution makes it absolutely certain that even

a 200 miles run can be made without a belt stoppage ;

and the remaining precaution is the truing up of the

groove of the engine pulley, which is sure to be several

degrees out after the summer's work. Wear of this pulley

probably accounts for the permanent slip with rubber

belts which some riders complain of in rainy weather.

A Good All=round Gear is 4| or 5 to 1.

Belt stoppages being thus written off the list, tyre

stops are the next chief item. My experience is that

punctures are uncommon in winter, perhaps because

siich articles as nails are less likely to find a hard bit

of ground on which to get a purchase against the tyre.
•

The covers should be' dismounted, and patched or

plugged where necessary. The rims should be

examined for projecting spoke heads, all rust sand-

papered off, and a coat of enamel applied. The tubes

should be well tested in water, and new valve rubbers

fitted ; all dubious patches should be removed and
re-made. A couple of rubber studded treads should
then be professionally vulcanised on the old covers.

The ignition is the next point likely to give trouble.

The magneto must be provided with a proper cover,

or if accumulators be used some form of guard over

the contact 'breaker is advisable ; otherwise any heavy
road will be fertile of ignition stops. It is impossible

to devise a picturesque contact breaker guard, but a

little amateur tinkering with sheet rubber, sheet tin, or

patent leather will prevent "'shorts.
'

' Once I elaborately

bent up two shaped pieces of tin^ fastened one rounded
piece on the three front crank case bolts, projecting

out across the path of travel, and fastened another

FOR WINTER.
fliat piece to project horizontally from the top of tht-

crank case, with a slot in it for the ignition rod to

travel in. It looked ugly, but was most useful, for it kept

off rain from above and mud from beneath. Only

the sparking plugs remain to be dealt with. I cut

out a disc of thin cycle patching rubber some 6in.

in diameter. A tiny hole is cut in the centre of this,,

and it is then threaded over the plug terminal before

the high-tension wire is attached. It falls down-

around the plug body, and a rubber loop being slipped

over entirely prevents short circuits by rain or mud.
Leaving the machine, we now come to the rider. I

used to recommend hobnails, but I now use snow over-

boots, for the sake of warmth, and find their ribbed

rubber soles quite proof against human side-slip in

mounting. Rolled earflaps are essential in frost, arid

the cap should have a thick peak, or else headaches-

will result; a wad of cottonwool inside an ordinary

tweed cap is all right. Very thick ordinary clothing;

is still used by many riders, but, however ugly leather

may look, there is nothing like it for resisting wind>

I use a Harris tweed reefer jacket, lined with leather,,

which is splendid. Waterproofs to go over all can-

not be dispensed with, and there are plenty of good
proofed jackets and capes. I have begun to use a-

plain pair of waterproofed trousers, fitting very.slackly

indeed. A number ten size boot with an overshoe

on it can be thrust through these without danger to-

the fabric, and a pair of trouser clips afterwards

slipped on to keep the slack away from the belt

;

this dodge looks ugly, but I find it is best. I

have tried many sorts of gloves, but never owned a

pair that were really warm, and this winter I intend to

wear quite a light glove and to use handle-bar muffs.

Really thick hand protection is only wanted when
actually riding, and it therefore strikes me as sense

to keep it permanently fixed to the bars. To wear

very thick gloves when dismounted is as foolish as it

would be for a car driver to have his glass screen fixed

on a wire clip round his neck.

I repeat by way of conclusion that no rider should

lay up his machine for the winter until he has tried at

least one long run on a modern machine with studded

tyres over muddy roads. Mud Plugger.
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VESTIONS

REPLIES
A selection of questions of general interest received from our readej s and our replies chereto. When particular

makes of machines, accessories, or tyres are mentioned, numbers must be used, the writer to keep a key for

reference. AH queries should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E. C, and whether
intended for publication or not must be accompanied with a stamped addressed envelope for reply.

Fitting Footljoards.

Please inform me if foot-

boards can be conveniently

fitted to a 1908 Triumph, and
how and where procurable? I

favour them because they allow

one to change the position of the feet

continually, and there is no wild dash
for the pedal when mounting by run-

ning alongside.—J. G.
There should be no difficulty in fitting

footboards to your machine. It is, how-
ever, a matter for an intelligent local

cycle maker. Patent folding footboards

can be obtained from W. C. Unwin,
Arle Court, Cheltenham. We agree
with your remarks.

Thiek Oil and Difficulty in Starting.

I Jiave recently bought a

3^ h.p. machine and find it a
great success but for one
thing. After standing for a
very little while the oil or

something congeals in the cylinder,

the result being that it takes me an
awful time to start the engine again,
even after injecting plenty of paraffin.

I use Price's Motorin-> B oil. Could
you tell me any way of overcoming
this difficulty?—A. S.L.

The trouble might be overcome by using
a heavy water-cooled oil during the cold
weather, which would be thinner than
the oil you are at present using.

Improving Petrol Consumption.

I am riding a 5 h.p. Peugeot
and think that by experiment-
ing I ought to do more miles
to a gallon of petrol than at

present (about eighty). Will
you please advise me what I could
do to improve this? Would I be
able to do more miles on heavier
spirit (Borneo) or less? Is a short
lift on the iiilets with a light spring
better than a longer lift and stronger
spring? My present gear is 4^ to 1.

—

EcoNOinsT, Acton.
The petrol consumption is really very
good for a 5 h.p. twin-cylinder machine,
and we should not advise you to try to
interfere with the adjustments. If you
use heavier spirit you may have trouble
in starting, and you may have to alter

your carburetter, which would not be
desirable. A small lift is better, a« it

reduces the wear and tear of the valves.

A fairly strong spring is desirable for

fast running.

?

Belt Twisting on Pulleys. ^

I have just fitted a new
Stanley Dermatine rubber and
canvas belt to my 3 h.p. Rover,
but after running two or three
miles this will insist on twist-

not coming off), so that the V-
facing the engine all the

mg
section is

way round. The belt is a Sin. one.

little

it is kept pretty tight, and the pulleys
seem to be in perfect line. I would
mention that the old leather belt
never used to serve me this trick.

—

AN 159.

The trouble is due either to the belt
and grooves of the pulleys not being of

the correct angle, viz., 28°, or the
pulleys are not in line.

Heated Crank Case.

I purchased a twin Eex
Q motor cycle twelve months ago,

> and after tuning it up it was
-^ a real marvel, making fastest

time in a hill-climb. For £ome
time there has been a very

marked loss of power and ba-d run-
ning which I am unable to remedy.
One symptom, that of an exception-
ally hot crankcase, and the engine
pulley getting so hot as to be unable
to bear the hand on it, seems to me to
point to worn cylinder, yet when the
cylinder is taken off the piston rings
are bright all round and show no trace
of the gas getting past. I have had
the ftngine shaft bored, but find little

or no better results. Do you think
any remedy would be found in fitting

new rings, or is it a case necessitating
reboring and new pistons? All my
tests with carburetter combinations
and a.o.i.v. springs result in no im-
provement. Compression is not
good.—W.W.

We take it that you have gi'ound in the
valves, and as you say the compression
is not good, it is almost certain that the
leakage is past the piston rings, which
accounts for the crankcase becoming so
hot. After continued running the
valve springs become weak, especially

the exhaust, and we should advise you
to replace these with new ones. If after
renewing the rings the crankcase still

becomes excessively hot, have the engine
overhauled without delay. There is

always a certain amount of heat in a

crankcase after running the engine, due
to conduction.

Clutch for Starting and Speedometers.

(1.) As a result of careful^ enquiry among friends during
V the last eight months I have
-iJ now purchased a 1908 Triumph

motor bicycle, and have already
derived much enjoyment from its use.

Unfortunately, I am no longer as

athletic as I used to be, and I find

starting and mounting rather a diffi-

culty. Consequently I am contem-
plating the purchase of a free engine
clutch, and should like your advice on
"the subject. I am thinking of fitting

the Mabon clutch. Is it reliable?

(2.) I also wish to fit a speedometer.
Are these instruments reliable?

—

W.B.K.

(1.) There is very little to go wrong in

a clutch, and we think would be
quite as reliable as any other part of a
machine. If you purchase the clutch

mentioned you will be able to start

quite easily. (2.) A good speed indica-

tor is a reliable and interesting acces-

sory, but with your make of ma,chin6

those driven by a wheel in contact with
the tyre would not be accurate owing to

the design of the spring forks.

Fitting a Magneto Switch,

Please let me know if I fit^ a switch oil magneto whether it

^ will do the magneto any harm?
-LI I am told it does. I thought if

I fitted a switch it would help

a little to keep engine cool, as when
running downhill 1 should switch off

and lift exhaust valve, when there

would not be any spark in engine,

and therefore the heat from the spark

would be saved.—G.N.C.

The idea that fitting a switch will do

harm to the magneto is quite erroneous.

If properly fitted it will do no harm at

all. Above the contact breaker there

is a steel screw which must be con-

nected by means of a piece of low ten-

sion wire to the switch. Examine the

switch and see how it is marked. If

the wire is connected to the frame

through the switch, the magneto will be

put out of action. In some switches

this is called the "on" position. If

you move it to the "off" position' so

that the wire is not connected the mag-
neto will be in working order. If no
explosion occurs in the cylinder the

spark will not affect the temperature of

the engine.
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Higher Petrol Level Increases Consumption.

Some little time ago I had
occasion to alter my Longuemare
carburetter so as to make the

petrol rise higher in the jet.

I did thfs by weighting the

float. The petrol now rises to the

correct level, viz., the bottom of the .

cone. I have to complain of my
petrol consumption, which comes out
at fifty miles per gallon, 5 h.p. Eiley

tricar, engine 86 by 89 mm. Is thifi

not far too much petrol? I drive

carefully, and give all air the engine
can poissibly run with. Would it

make any difference if I had raised
petrol level by altering the weight on
the needle instead of weighting the
float? Both methods will raise the
level of petrol, but would there be a
difference in the two methods?—A.L.

The fact that you have raised the level

of the petrol accounts for the difference
in consumption. The only thing you
can do now is to use a smaller jet, but
if this affects the efficiency of the
engine in any way, we should recom-
mend you to leave things as they are,
as slight extravagance of consumption
in petrol does not entail much extra
expense.

Accumulator Sulphated and Carburetter Flooding.

(1.) How can I improve my

? accumulator? It is a Minerva,
and was bought second-hand—

I with the machine, and I am
told is badly .sulphated. The

terminals inside the accumulator and
also the outside plates are a grey
colour (charged or run down). It ran
me 500 miles and then ran down
rapidly. When charged again I got
100 miles out of it, but it indicates
3.7 volts. (2.) As to carburisation.
Engin3 Minerva 3^ h.p. 1906, Longue-
mare,^ spray No. 8, one slot soldered
up. The engine runs well and I can
get 100 miles per gallon (with two
months' experience), but the carbu-
re*^ter floods if the tank tap is turned
full on, so I have to experiment each
run until it just lets sufficient spirit
through and no more. To correct
level, ought the weight to be pushed
nearer or farther from the needle
point, and also (3) the engine will
take hardly any extra air with the
spark advanced ; throttle just open it

will take about ^vsx., but uphill or on
bursts I cannot get it to take any
more. If I open more the engine
slackens as if the gas was turned off.—A.B.H.

(1.) A cell which has begun to sulphate
may be improved by adding a little

sodium carbonate to the acid. The
proper proportion is about one ounce of
carbonate to one gallon of the acid solu-
tion. To prevent sulphating a charge
extending over two hours at least

should be given every fortnight when
the accumulator is not in regular use.

You had better then charge islowly at

the rate of one ampere. Invaluable
hinte on the treatment of accumulators
are to be found in " Motor Cycles and
How to Manage Them," which can be
obtained price Is. 2d. post free from
these offices. TJie charging should be
carried out two or three times in suc-

cession, and very little current should

be taken out of the cells after ea<ih

|c|0irm(^iLE

charge. (2.) To lower the level the

weight should be moved further from

the needle point. (See notes on carbu-

retter adjustment in " Motor Cycles and

How to Manage Them.") (3.) Probably

after you have altered the level you will

be able to get the engine to take more
air.

Slow Running and Battery IgnlHon.

(1.) I have just purchased an^ old 3^ h.p. Rex motor cycle,

> accumulator ignition, with
-iJ Longuemare carburetter. The

trouble is that it will not run
slowly, it stops completely if spark

is- not well advanced. The people I

bought it from tell me that it is due
to the engine being a high speed one,

which to me (a novice) appears a very

poor reason. Can you tell me if it is

so? If not, why? Will a new
handle-bar-controlled carburetter make
any difference? (2.) Do you recom-
mend dry battery for ignition pur-

poses? If so, any particular brand?
—E.H.

(1.) The difficulty in running slowly is

probably due to the carburetter alone,

which possibly takes too much air at

slow speeds, hence a smaller choke tube
and an extra air inlet might help
matters. To run slowly you should re-

tard the spark fully, close off the

extra air entirely, and then close the

throttle as much as possible. You would
be able to manipulate handle-bar con-

trol levers much better than levers on
the tank. (2.) A dry battery is likely

to be satisfactory if a plain coil is used.

A trembler coil is too extravagant. You
can obtain the Hellesen or the Siemens
dry batteries.

Tuning up an Old Pattern Machine.

Six months ago I bought a

^^ second-hand 2| h.p. Fleet Ariel

> which was somewhat out of

-2-1 order. I fitted two new piston
rings, ground in valves, also

new wires and terminals, and have
made several other adjustments, but
have never been able to get it up
Barnet Hill without some pedalling.

There seems plenty of compression, as

it will bear my weight (twelve stones)

on the pedal for a few seconds. The
belt does not slip. I have tried all

manner of adjustments of carburetter

(Brown and Barlow), but cannot get

any better results. The spark occurs

when fully advanced exactly a« the

piston reaches top of cylinder. The
engine starts off quite easily. I can

make it roar on the stand, and it will

go well on the level, but directly I

come to a hill it seems to lose power,

and every now and then there is a

peculiar kind of blowback which soon

brings the machine to a standstill un-

less I pedal. This occurs just the

same whether the spark lever is fully

advanced or only half-way. The igni-

tion seems perfect, as I cannot detect

any misfire. I have just fitted aji

adjustable pulley, and have geared it

6 to 1. Do you think the engine is

timed wrongly, or am I expecting

too much power out of a 2J h.p. for

my weight?—^H.D.

With a 6 to 1 gear the machine in ques-

tion should climb Barnet Hill easily.

It appears a* if the carburetter has

1\UV cMJSCt^l/fin, lyuo.

some room for improvement, the

ignition is also timed too late.

The adjiustment o. the air supply is very

important in hill-climbing. When a

machine begins to slow down on a hill

it is necessary to close off the air supply

in order to enrich the mixture, or a

blowback will occur. Probably the

level of the petrol is not quite correct.

We should therefore recommend you to

take the machine to the best repairer

you know of, and get him to make the

final tuning operations for you. It will

cost very little.

An Occasional Misfire

Kindly tell me why my
3^-4 h.p. twin-cylinder Peugeot
misfires at speed ; it fires per-

fectly when running slowly up-
hill. I have tried all the tips

mentioned in " Questions and
Replies

'

' without being able to stop

mine. I have had new contacts
fitted, tried different strengths of

inlet springs, increased and reduced
top air inlet, and packed slits round
valve caps. I find the front cylinder
gets a much better mixture than the
back, and it is in this cylinder where
the most misfiring occurs. I may
say the top air intake is fitted direetty

in the centre of the main induction
pipe, and the carburetter is between
the cylinders.—R.F.A.

You omit to state whether the ignition

is by accumulator or magneto. If the
former, it is quite possible that the
reason of the misfiring is due to the
coil not being fast enough. Many
trembler coils are very inefficient in

this respect. The compression in both
cylinders should bo equal—tliis is im-
portant. You might try reversing the
ignition connections, changing position
of plugs, and remember that the two
inlet valve springs must be of the same
tension. If you reverse the two and
the misfiring is transferred to the other
cylinder, you will know at once the
cause of the trouble. I

Books for . •

Motor Cyclists
Motor Cycles & Hots) to Man-

age Them.
Price 1/2, post free. 12th edition.

Entirely rewritten and brought right up
to date. Useful alike to expert and
novice. The whole of the information
given is applicable to any of the leading
makes of motor cycles on the market.

Hints &TipsforMotorCycUsts.
Price 1/2, post free.

Reprinted from The Motor Cycle, and will

be issued m book form for the first time
at the Stanley Show. Orders for the first

edition should be placed at once.

"The Autocar" Folding Map
of England and Wales.

Price 8/10, post free.

A real necessity when on tour. It is well

printed on linen, and folds up into a neat
and strong case, 7J X 9J in. An indispens-

able motor cyclist's companion.

A full list sent on receipt of postcard.

ILIFFE 6 SONS LTD.,
20, TUDOR ST., ILONDON. E.C.
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A PERFECT ??^?^ MAGNETO!

SOLE
AGINTS:

RUTHARDT."
t, t. VINDEIIVELL i CO., WIKPLE WAT, ACTON VALE, W.

SUCH OUTBU T

J u

of enthusiasm that has arisen out of the use of O.T.A.V.

Cars is a source of gratification to us as manufacturers, yet

the only possible result when the public's purse, con-

venience, comfort, and safety, are minutely considered.

We have successfully introduced efficiency and economy

in all 35 GUIMEA

O.T.A. CAR
STAiyL.EY SHOMf

STAND 300 (Gilbey Hall).

WE INVITE YOUR ENQUIRY AND ALSO YOUR INSPECTION.

THE JUNIOR & O.T.A.V. CARS CO., LTD.,

117-119, LONG ACRE, W.C.
Telephone: 5011 Gerraid.

In answering sUher of theee adveriisermnts it is desirable th<xt you mention " 77u Motor &ycle.'



MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS-
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these

columns—Id. per word, minimum Is. Name
and address must be counted. In the case

of Trade Advertisements a series of thirteen

insertions is charged as twelve.

All advertisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of " The Motor Cycle," Coventry.

To ensure insertion letters should be posted

in time to reach the oflices of "The Motor
Cycle," Coventry, on the Friday morning, or

if sent to London (20, Tudor Street, E.C),
by the Thursday afternoon previous to the

date of publication.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY
For the convenience of purchasers of second-hand

motor cycles, it has been suggested that the advertise-

ments be classified into districts, as many readers like

to know what machines are for sale in their imme-
diate neighbourhood before going further aiield.

Expsrimentally, therefore, we have divided the
advertisements into eleven sections, as follows;

Plan showing division of England
into Sections.

SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, and
Westmorland.

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.

SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby, Stafford,

Shropshire, Montgomery, and iVIerionetli.

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland, Northamp-
ton, Warwick.

SECTION V.
Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon and

Bedford.
SECTION VL

Worcester, Hereford, Radnor, Brecknock, Mon-
mouth, Glamorgan

, Carmarthen, Cardigan, and
Pembroke.

SECTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buclsingham, Berks, Wilts and
Hants, Channel Island;;.

SECTION VIIL
Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, and Sussex

SECTION IX.

Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and CornwtUl,

SECTION X.
Scotland.

SECTION XI,
Ireland and Isle of Man.

BER
BARGAINS.
EXCHANGE.

APPROVAL,
DEFERRED PAYiV^ENTS.

Covered by CERTIFICATE of FITNESS.

SECOND-HAND & SHOP-SOILED BARGAINS.
SINGi-E CYI.ISVOERS.

igoS, two-speed, magneto, 4 h.p. £33f'OC
N.S.U., 1908, magneto, 3Jt h.p., shop-soiled,

£40 machine £30
N.S.U., ifjo;, sprin? forks. Roc two-speed ijear £28
REX DE LUXE,' 1908, two speed, 3J h.p.,

shop-soiled S35
F.N., lightweight, magneto, spring forks .... £20
R0(", 1Q07, magneto, clutch, spring forks .... £19
WARWICK, 1908 snop-soiied. two-speed,

clutch, magneto, spring forks, £50 machine £31
QUADRANT (Birmingham), 3I h.p., spri;i^

forks £15
SINGER, 3 h.p., magneto, belt drive. Mabon

clutch, perfect order £15
ASTER, sprmg forks. Longuenaare car-

bu'otter, tyres sound, good order S9
WHITLEY, 3 h.p., sprav carburetter, girder

forks : £6 10
B.S.A, M.M.C. engine, 3^ h.p., Druid forks,

L^max band, grand condition £11
MINERVA, 2 h.p., spray carburetter, M.O.V. £6

N.S.U., rgoS, magneto, 4 h.p., shop-soiled,

^50 machine £39
BROWN. igo8, shop-soiled, si h.p., two-speed.

Palmer tyres, cost over £67 £45
ROC TWIN, 5 h.p., magneto, clutch, show

model, done 300 miles, perfect £30
VINDEC, magneto, spring forks £25
ROC, 5 h.p., Peugeot engme, magneto, clutch £22
KERRY, 5 h.p., two-speed £16
REX TOURIST, 5 h.p., magneto, spring forks £D5
REX, 5 h.p., spring seat, spring forks . .

." .£.1.1

WERNER, 4 h.p., spring 1 ,rks, good order . . £11

MILLS & FULFORD SIDECAR, shop-soiled,

Palmer cord 2j-in. tyre £9 10
RILEY TRICAR, 5 h.p., twin, two-speed,

coach-built, lamps, spares, etc., perfect

order £50

THE
NEW PREMIER HORNS.

-WE BiNOTE.
Trinote.

m

BETTER
THAN THE ORDINARY V

HORN, 1
because their sound
carrier t\\ice as far and
is less offensive—more

musical.

of

For town p
riding, they
are audible

above the rumble
dense traffic

They wiil be the most
popular road-clearers

for 1909.

ON THREE
DAYS' APPROVAL

7/6. 10/-.

PREMIER TUBULAR CARRIERS.~Fit all makes.
7/6 each. Approval.
PREMIER GENERATORS.—.As supplied with the

famous Search liaht. 6/- each. Aporoval.
CLINCHER BRAND NEW TUBES.—26 x jjin.

6/6 each. Approval.
PRE.MIER ACCUIVIULATORS.—The cheapest and

most durable.

WRITE FOR LISTS.

PREMIER MOTOR AGENCY,
Aston Road. BiRMINGiHAiVI.

Telephone 4,310. Telegrams : " Primus. B'ham "

• NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " Office.
When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registra-
tion, and three stamped and addressed envelopes must
be sent for forwarding replies. Only the number will
appear in the advertisement. Replies should be
addressed, "No. 000, c/o 'The Motor Cycle,' Cov-
entry "

; or if " London " is added to the address, then
to the number given, c/o " The Motor Cycle," 20,
Tudor Street, E.C.

Wr DEPOSIT SYSTEM. ^«
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown
persons may deal in perfect safety by availing them-
selves of our Deposit Svstem. If the money be de-
posited with " The Motor Cycle," both parties are
advised of this receipt, and upon intimation of the
arrival and acceptance of the goods, the money is

forwarded less a charge of lii. for registration. The
time allowed for a decision after receipt of the goods is

three days. For all transactions exceeding £10 in

value, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged. All deposit
matters are dealt with at Coventry, and cheques and
money orders should be made payable to lUfle and
Sons Limiied.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to tlieir enquiries are requested to regard the
silence as an indication that the goods advertised have '

already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reoly to
each one by post.

All letters relating to advertisements must state
distinctly under what heading they appeared, and date
ol issue.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham,
and Westmoreland.

TWIN-CJYLINDEE Werner, perfect oondi-
tion; miist sell; no time to ride: £14,

or nearest offer.—Eedman, Green E/Dyd, Arn-
side.

3 h.p. Hnmber, in g'ood running condition,
two new covers, new accnmnlators,

new horn; £10.—Messrs. Brai^hwaite and
Sons, Staveley, KeudaL
TEIUMPH, 3 h.p., magneto, splendid con-

dition, spare tube, tools, etc. ; £25. —
Full particulars, Young. 18, North Terrace.
West Allotment, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.

2 h.p. Triumph, Minerva engine; £12.—Pea-
cock, Eake Lane, Liscard.

31 h.p. 25 Guinea Eex, 1907, as new, un-
2 used; what offers.?—1, Bank Terrace,

Wli itworth.

TEIUMPH 1907, magneto, splendid condi-
tion, 3i h.p. ; £28.—Kenworthy and Co.,

Bailiff© Bridge.

j Q08 Triumph, new condition, complete
J-fJ with headlight, horn; £36. — Cross,
jeweller, Eotherham.

23. h.p. Humber, stand, lamp, spares, £6
4 10s.; 54 h.p. Humber engine, best

offer.—Bebbington, Widnes.

VINDEC Special, 5 h.p., magneto, Truf-
fault forks, very fast, good condition;

20 guineas.—58, Manchester Eoad, Hyde.

-i Q07 34 h.p. Triumph, new 1908, almost new,
±U £32: 1907 34 h.p. N.S.U. (accumulator),
beautiful condition, £17.-3, Fleet Street.
Preston.

5 h.p. Twin Magneto Eoc, two speeds, spring
forks, new Palmer cord tyres; £25;

smaller machine part exchange. — 7, Blair
Grove, Southport.

31 h.p. Hex, 1905, variable, four speeds,
2 operated from saddle, handle start-

ing, low built; £16, or exchange twin. —
Hayes, Grocer, Clayton, Manchester.

VINDEC Special, 5 h.p., with Eoc two-speed
and free engine, handle starting, a

splendid machine for sidecar work, every-
thing perfect; £36.—Tomlinson, Peany
Street, Lancaster.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Gycle." 2b iv



LOTOH BICYCLES FOR SALE.
IAMPSTEAD for reliable machines.—2| h.p.

Kerry, good condition, new back tyre,

1 accessories, spring forks ; £8.

IAMPSTEAD. -^1908- Lightweight N.S.U.,
magneto, only shop-soiled; £18, with

1 accessories.

JAMPSTEAD.-34 h.p. N.S.U., late model,
1 magneto, 24in. wheels, new condition,
laranteed perfect; only £17.

IAMPSTEAD. — 3i h.p. 1908 Triumph,
handle-bar control, new condition ; £37,

Ith all accessories.

IAMPSTEaD.—If h.p. F.N., 1908 model, new
condition ; £17, with all accessories

;

eat bargain.

IAMPSTEAD for new machines, F.N.'s. 5-6

h.p.. late models from stock; ex-

langes entertained.

IAMPSTEAD.—5 h.p. Twin Peugeot, Cha-
ter-Lea No. 6 frame, splendid oondi-

jn, like new; £20.

IAMPSTEaD. — New Griffons at second-
hand price; £4 under catalogue price,

liy shop-soiled.

rAMPSTEAD.—3 h.p. Fafnir, good condi-
tion, low. with all spares; £10, guar-

iteed.

IAMPSTEAD.—44 h.p. four-cylinder F.N.,
1908, magneto, and spring forks, two

onths old, complete with all accessories

;

!9.

IAMPSTEAD.—F.N., 44 h.p.. four-cylinder,
1908 model, magneto and spring forks,

1 accessories; £28.

IAMPSTEAD.—Sole agents for Griffons,
Triumphs, Vindecs, Minervas, F.N.'s,

S.U., Browns. Eexes, and Eocs. We allow
,0 upwards for your old machines, any
ndition, in part payment for new models,
ly make. Write, call, or telephone, 2678,
0.—Motor Works, 5, Heath Street, Hamp-
ead.

>00, 1908. two-speed; cost 48 aaiineas; good
I condition; must sell; £28 10s.—S.. 110.

gh Street. Merton, S.W.

>EUGEGT, 2? h.p., Chater-Lea frame, re-
cently re-bushed, tyres good; £8.-170,

orple Eoad, Wimbledon.
TOTOR Cycle. 3i h.p. Rex. in thorough
i- good order; £10, or offer.—Hancor^
sh Street, Battersea. S.W.

1 h.p. Rex, new belt and accumulator;
4 £13, or exchange.—Crocker, 37, Hutton
lad, Lambeth, London, S.E.

h.p. Quadrant, spring forks, new belt,
and two new accumulators; £11 10s.—

oomfleld Brothers, Brain tree.

h.p. N.S.U.. mag-neto, splendid condition,
Continentals, Brookg BlOO; £17.-54.

ellington Road, St. John's Wood

1 h.p. Jap, Chater-Lea, 2J Dunlops, long,
2 low. reliable, little used; £25.—Wil-
ims, 118. High Street. Beckenham.
1 h.p. Alldays Lightweight, excellent con-
2 dition; 9 guineas, part exchange. —
irwick, Leadenha]l Buildings, E.G.

AT, 2| h.p. De Dion engine and carbur-
* etter. Whittle belt, new tyres, fast ma-
ine; £15.-50. Manor Eoad, Brockley.

VUADRANT. 3 h.p., surface, Watawata;
6 sacrifice £7.—Chauffeur. The Cottage,
slhourne Lodge, Queen's Walk, Ealing.

Q08 7-8 h.p. Ardennes Minerva, very little
used, with accessories; £38, or near

'er.—73, Pearson Street, Kingsland Eoad.

rrEElSTEE, 1908. 44 h.p., twin, divided cv-
T linders, - spring forks, almost new,
iscratched; great bargain. £16 16s.—Below.

VN., 1908. 34 h.p., magneto, spring forks,
like new; cheap, £18 10s. cash.—Below.

O'VEE, 1906. 34 h.p., M.O.V., new tyres.
^ dead snip; £11 15s.—Whittle. 41, Skel-
ook Street, Wandsworth.

908 34 h.p. Minerva throughout, as new.
done 500 miles, spring forks; £21, b^r-

,ln.—46. Turnham Green Terrace, Chiswick.
h.p. Werner, very powerful. Clincher
tyres, hardly scratched ; £9 15s.

; per-
3t condition.—198, High Road, Wood Green.
1 h.p. Motor Cycle, running order; best
f cash offer, or pusTi bike and cash.—
'. Aldborough Road, Seven Kings, Ilford.

WE WISH TO
Clear out some of our stock {or 1909 models, so ean

consider any reasonable cash ofler.

.REMEMBER now is the best Mine of the year to buy a
GOOD, cheap, motor cycle, as we must lower our sioCa.

t^S'i/- DOWN K/ We^H^Y
*'*'/ .ANO O/ " SECUKES
REX, 31- h.p., vertical engine £8 10
MINcRV.A., 2h.p. M.O.V., spray £8
HUMdcR, 2|h.p., splendid conditirn £10

WER NER, 3^h.p.,lwin £13_0
MINERVA, 34 h.p., 26i n. wlieels £10

QUAD RANT, 2 h.p., good condition
"

£7 _0
JAP, 24 h.p 777.'. ;.'..

. £30
WERNER, 2 h.p

." £9_0
EXC E LSIOR, 3 h.p., very good tyres , . .^ . . . . £10_0
S INGER, 2 h.p., magneto .7. .77. . £3

REX, 3^ h.p., 190s, 26in. wheels .".

J1 3 _0
PHCENI X, 24 h.p., good tyres _£8_0
HUMBER, 2 h.p., splendid condition T £8

CASH OFP£RS VWAISI iTkD
ANTO INE, 5 h.p., twin, 1907 model £20

SAROLEA, 5 h.p., twin, spring forks £20

MABON, 3 h.p., high tension magneto TT. . £14
REX, 5 h.p., twin, 1907 model £18

F.N., four-cylinder, magneto _£18

CLYDE, 3 h.p., magneto £10

R E X, 3 f h.p., 1906, footboardt. £1S 1 5

MiNERVA3i h.p., 2e>in wheels £14 Ifr

TRIUMPH, 2 h.p. Minerva engine £8 10

CLARENDON, 3 h.p.. Peter Unions £9

GIVAUDAN, 3 h.p £15

HAD RANT, 3 h.p., spray £12

LLOYDS, 2»h.p. ...' £10 _0
F.N., 2J h.p., splendid machine £10

ARIEL, 3 h.p., brand new Offers

ARIEL, 2i h.p., lightweight, \9JS, new nuij. £33

TRICARS.
REXETTE, 8-10 h.p., two speeds and reverse

;

a perfect article £80

MINE RVA~ Pat.~3J _h.p.,_ spray^ood^tyresjl6~0
REXETTE, 8 li.p., open frame, two speeds,

perfect order £38

CARS.
24 h.p. DARRACQ. perfect order throughout,

trial run £110 C

14 h.p. GOBRON-BRILLIE, four speeds, two-
cylinder, tive-«eater £80

SIOECAR.
BAT, 26in. wheel, Clincher £4 10

THE «_ATES-r IN l.AIVIP»S.
Best quality brass and riveted (not soldered rubbish
which is cheaper but useless) .<;eparate generate
head lamps. The same quality head lamp at anything
like the price has never been placed before the public
before, and it is only owing to a dispute that we are

able to offer them.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
QTAMPORD HILL.-5-6 h.p. twin Rex deO Luxe, 1907, Roc clutch, H.T. magneto,
twin back tyres, as new, property of doctor

;

£25.

QTAMPORD HILL.-2J h.p. Rex, B. and B.O carburetter, excellent machine, in per-
fect condition, lightweight; £7.

QTAMFORD HILL.—3 h.p. Trent, long bars,O swan-neck seat-pillar, splendid condi-
tion; £11.

QTAMFORD HELL.—1| h.p. Quadrant Light-O weight, Min'erva engine, two brakes, all
in very good condition and perfect order;
£5 10s.

QTAMPORD HILL. — 2i h.p. Precision en-O gined lightweight, in good running
order, and very good condition ; £6 15s.—128,
nigh Road, Tottenham.

i Q07 Rex, 3i h.p., spring forks, low build,
-Lt/ very powerful, quite equal to new; 16
guineas.—22, The Avenue, Bruce Grove, Lon-
don.

IP You Want Bargains in second-hand
motor cycles you can get them at

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Pieet Street, Lon-
don.

MOTOSACOCHE, nearly new, spring forks,
accessories ; best offer over £20.-Seen

at The Anglo-Saxon Co., 31, Newgate Street,
City.

3 h.p. Excelsior, splendid condition; any
reasonable price taken, or exchange

for good lady's cycle.—Ling, Oekendon,
Essex.

2 h.p. Minerva, Chater-Lea, stand, aU
spares; £8 .10s.; grand condition.—

Lacey, 63, Harwar Street, Hackney Road,
London.

SEPTEMBER, 1908, Motosacoche. magneto,
spring forks, not ridden 300 miles; cost

£35, price £29 10s. — Twiddy, Claremont,
Sevenoaks.

31 h.p. Rex, perfect condition, long handle-
4 bar, spray, dropped seat-pillar; bar-

gain, £9. — 8, Queen's Road, Stourbridge,
Willesden.

4 h.p. Twin Werner, handle-bar control,
horn, two acetylene lamps, stand,

tools, spares; £17 10s. — Sutton, 62, Amott
Road. E. Dulwich.

FOUR-CYLINDER P.N.. in splendid condi-
tion; owner leaving England; will sell

for £18, worth £25. — Pairholme, Beatrice
Road, Clacton-on-Sea.

TRIUMPH, 1908, new three months ago,
hardly scratched ; £35, or nearest offer

;

must sell, cash wanted.—22, The Avenue,
Bruce Grove, London.

4 h.p. N.S.U. Magneto Motor Cycle, two-
speed gear, spares; trial run by ap-

pointment; £32 10s.—Browning, 21, Ealing
Road South, Ealing, W.

3JL h.p. Genuine Minerva, spring forks,
2 low, fast, reliable, new coridition,

horn, stand spares; offers.—330, Burdett
Road, Limehouse, London.

3 h.p. Werner, good condition. Shamrock
belt. Bassee-Michel coil, Michelin front,

,' Clincher back tyre, very little used; £12.—
Grout, Hemnail

very
Street. Epping.

PRICE 14/11 complete with generator.

Knowing the quality of these gooas we send on
approval willingly. Only one gross, so ordei
immediately and save disappointment.

TKe ACIV1 VaLi-iaLbte g^ulley.
Instantly adjusted. No need to remove belt and,

doubly locking. Standard sizes stocked. 14/- each.

ALBANY B£ikT8 G.
fin. 7d., Jin. 8d., Jin. 9d., lin. lOd. per foot.

Approval. Immediate delivery.

MAUDE'S MOTOR MART.Poweii su.HAUFAX
(behind the Victoria Hall).

National Telephone 43.5 day, 904 nieht

2F

TRIUMPH, Zh. h.p., 1908 condition excel-
lent, special saddle, new Peter-Union,

new Shamrock belt, horn, tools, spares; 38

guineas.—64, Chestnut Avenue. Porest Gate,
E.

CLEMENT-GAERARD 1* h.p. Lightweight,
. copper tank, machine hardly soiled,

perfect; £12 iOs., accept 15 carat albert part
oavment.—Scrase, 234, Battersea Park Road,
SW.
_ h.p. M.M.C., Chater-Lea fittings, Lon-
4 guemare carburetter. 20 amp. accu-

mulator, spares, stand, perfect running
order; £11.—Timperley, Northdown Avenue,
Margate.

GENUINE Bargain, £2 15'^.—21 h.p. Sin.ger

(engine in wheel), m-agneto, new Diin-

lop tyres, wants re-raagnetising, otherwise
guaranteed perfect.—A. Rusetell, 39, West
Street. Dorking.

LIGHTWEIGHT Motor Cycle, new. 2* h.p.

J.A.T. engine, 26-2 Dunlops. spring
I forks, low built, irp-to-date, long handles;

I

£17' 10s., or offers; photo.—Taylor's Motor
' Works, Edmonton.

In answering any of tJieae advertisements it ts dfsirah/c i/nzi mention Thp. Mnfnr Cyrlp
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
STANTON'S Absolute Clearance Sale.—The

great annual opBortunity of eecuring:
Bound, reliable motors at special clearance
prices; convincing trials priven.—Below.

TEIUMPH, 3 h.p., 1906, spring forks, mag-
nificent condition, guaranteed per-

fect, most reliable machine extant; £20:
ride 60 miles to mEet buyer.—Below.

KEERY, 2i h.p., 1906-1907, practically brand
new, light, most reliable, splendid hill-

climber; ride 60 miles to meet buyer; £12.

—

Below.

EEX. 34 h.p., magneto, 1907 aate), 1908 fin-

ish, brand new condition ; ride 60 miles
to meet buyer; £20.—Below

;

REX de Luxe, 6 h.p.. twin, 1907. twin back
wheel, spring forks, cantilever seat,

ve'-v low, take sidecar up anything, n^-
condition; any trial; £22 10s.—Below.

MINERVA, 21 h.p., spring forks, sound,
perfect, most reliable ; any trial ; £15.—

Below.

HUMBEE, 3J h.p., excellent order, very-
powerful, suitable for sidecar, 26in.

wheels ; £11, or good cycle and £8.—Belo-™-.

CLYDE, 23 h.p., spring forks, just over-
hauled; genuine bargain.—Below.

QUADRANT, 3 h.p., spring forks, re-enam-
elled, neat, light, handy; absolute bar-

gain, £12.—Below.

SCOUT, 23 h.p.. splendid condition, good as
new. excellent hill-climber ; clearance

price £12,—Below.

FALCON, 3 h.p., 26in. wheels, low. Brooks
BlOO saddle, powerful, reliable; £9 10s.

to clear.—Below.

F.N„ 2i h.p., excellent little machine for
town and country, exoeptionallv re-

liable; £9 to clear.—Below.

ALL above are being cleared to make room
for new 1909 models, and are offered

subject to being unsold ; secure a bargain
w^il° thev last. You "cannot get bettpr
value by buying privately.—A. T. Stanton,
86, Colvestone Crescent, Dalston, London.

J.A.P., 6 h.p., magneto, spring forks, foot-
boards or pedals, 21 Palmer cord tyres,

spares, etc., good as new ; £33. or near offer.
—Surtees, Summersdale, Chichester.

31 h.p. Magneto Triumph, 1907, also fitted
2 with c-oll and accumulator, in perfect

order, take trailer anywhere, complete ^-ith
trailer, spare pulleys, etc.; £33.-137, Ches-
nut Road, Plumstead.

21 h.p. Jap, Chater No. 6. Palmers, B.B.,
2 O.A.V. accumulators. Puller Syntonic,

BlOO, footboards, French grey, three months
old; £16, part exchange bicycle.—H.G,, Bee-
hive, Woodside, S. Norwood.
£25.-1908 Moto-Eeve, not run 30O miles,

splendid running order, good stand,
and all accessories; cost over £40; owner
bought car only reason for selling.—Paul!,
88, Barrack Street. Colchester.

MINEETA, 3J h.p.. late 1907, exceptionally
good engine, Shamrock non-skid back,

nearly new, never gives trouble, powerful
and reliable: any trial; buying car; £17 10s
—20, Beacontree Road, Leytonstone.

1 Q08 Standard Twin Minerva, round tank.
J-U new in Jiily very little used, splen-
did condition, sweetest ninning machine
made, fire walking pace; seen any time;
£27 lOs.—186, South Lambeth Road, S.W.

TRIUMPH, 3i- h.p., 1908., complete with
lamp, horn, all spares, new 1909 cvlin-

der and piston. Shamrock rubber sturlfi'^'^

back t^re, in perfect condition ; £39 10s. •

owner buying car.—K., 107. Uxbridge Eoad.
Ealing.

T'HIS Year's 3i h.p. Brown, new June, pnd
Millford castor wheel sidecar, Clinches*

tyres, accumulator ignition, lamp, tools, and
everything complete; trial; price £30. no
exchanges.—Winis. 21. Norman Eoad. Thorn-
ton Heath.

IC^ Triumph, 3J h.p., magneto, with allLO tools and accessories, everything in
new condition, and absolutely perfect, a
genuinely good machine, and would !=.end it
on approval: £37.—Eastern Garage. 418, Rom-
ford Road, London.

MINEBVA, 34 h.p. (purchased September,
1907), spring forks, two accumulators,

lamp, etc., new appearance, has been care-
fully handled; will accept fair offer: can
be seen and tried by appointment.—H.,- 66,
Sistova Road, Balham.

ALL FOR YOU
Shop-soiled—UNHIDDEN.

1908 3^ h.p. magneto REX, ball bear-

ing engine ; list price £39 18s.

;

our price £26 O
1908 TWIN REX ; list price £45 138.

;

our price 2T O
1908 REX, magneto, lightweight ; list

price £26 5s. ; our price . . .. 19 9
1908 Maeneto TWIN REX, brand new offers

i h.p. Twin VINDEC, magneto, 1 niffault . . £29 10

5i h.p. REX DE LUXh, 1907, brand new . . £31 10

5I h.p. Twin REX, spnng torks, black finish . . £18 18

Twin REX, black finish, new tyres £18 18
6 h.p. Twin REX, non-skids both wheels . . £18 18
Twin KERRY, Chatcr Lea, with Sidecar £22 10

5J h.p. Twin REX, magneto, 1907 £32
4-5 h.p. Twin ALCYON, N.S.U., two-speed . . £20

5 h.p. Twin SAROLEA, long frame £18 18
6 h.p. Twin ANTOINE, R.O.M. igniUon . . £22
s h.p. Twin ONAWAY, very low, spring forks £19
6 h.p. Twin ANTOINE, spring forks £22
]'oaf-eyliader F-N., guarantet'd £19 19

Ten 1007 Si h.p. REX DE LUXE, Roc clutch,

magneto, twin tyre, spring forks, spring seat,

tandie startiM. Beet sitfecar machine on the

nrariet. £Z7,*80s. Seme ef these are like

new.

SINOLES—Oawh Offers Wanted-
1908 3^ h.p. REX, magnefi), brand new offers

1908 3I h.p. REX, 2-speed, shop-soiled £31 10
IQ08 MOTOSACOCHE, splendid condition . . £19 10
190B N.S.U. Lightweight, magneto £19 10

1907 3* h.p. Magneto REX, black finish £19 10

1907 31 h.p. N.S.U., magneto £21 10

3J h.p. N.S.U., magneto, guaranteed £17 10

3 h.p. TRIUMPH, magneto £24 10

3 h.p. TRIUMPH, spring forks £21
3 h.p. RIP, brand new, very low £16

3i h.p. Magneto REX Racer, a flier £25

3I h.p. 1906 REX, spring forks, long bars .... £15 10

2I h.p. Magneto REX, 1908, shop-soiled £19 19

3i h.p. MINERVA, M.O.V., vertical, spray . . £16 10
3 h.p. GIVAUDAN, nearly new, very low . . £16
3 h.p. QUADRANT, spray, spring forks £13
3 h.p. LLOYD'S, 26 X 2iin. Palmers £13 10

4 h.p. ANTOINF vertical, M.O.V., spray . . £16

2f h.p. MINERVA, fine condition, M.O.V. . . £13 10

3 h.p. CLYDE, magneto, vertical, spray .... £15
4 h.p. ANTOINE, 26 X 2iin. tyres £16 10

3i h4). SIMMS, magneto, 2}in. Palmers £17 10

3i h.p. CENTAUR, free engine, M.O.V £16
2j h.p. F.N., sptcial frame, reliable £12 10
3 h.p. HUMBER, spray, good climber £10 10

3i h.p. REX, 22in. frame, trembler coil £11 10
2j h.p. MINERVA, 26 X2in., spray, vertical . . £11 10
3 h.p. BROWN, spray, guaranteed £12 10

4 h.p. ATELIER, lone bars, low saddle £13 10

3i h.p. EXCELSIOR, sprav, trembler coil . . £10 10

2i h.p. COVENTRY EAGLE, vertical spray . . £10

ii h.p. Two-speed REX, suit sidecar £13 10

2I h.p. F.N., light, low, smart appearance .... £12
2] h.p. CLEMENT, very low, good order .... £11

2I h.p. KERRY, sprav, low, reliable mount . . £10 10
2 h.p. RALEIGH, spray, smart £8
2} h.p. ROYAL, vertical, spray, trembler coil £7 15
2i h.p. HASKARD, spray, smart £11 10
i|- h.p. MINERVA, sprav, suit light rider £5 10
2j h.p. EXCELSIOR, trembler coil £8
2 h.p. HUMBER, chain drive, trembler coil . . £6 10
2 h.p. PEUGEOT Lightweight, smart £9 10
2 h.p. MINERVA, spray, smart, good £7

2i h.p. PEBOK, free engine, nearly new .... £10 iO

5-6 h.p. TWIN REX, £18 18s., or £4 and
'07 Single ReK, or £6a <;d 3| Rex, or level exchange
with single magneto Rex.

TRICAFtS.
5i h.p. REXETTE, W.C, two speeds £35
REX TRICAR, coach built £13 10
Twin REXETTE, W.C, two speeds, 8 h.p. . . £47 10

4j h.p. STEVENS Tricar, very low built £15
5 h.p. HUMBER, open frame, W.C, 2 speeds £35
REX, Phoenix Two-speed, coach built £18 Ifl

Extended payments to suit all requirements. If

yoR can't pay cash down, write and state what
credit you require, and we wili endeavour to

occommedate you*.

IO-T2 BRUSH, tonneau, 3 speeds and reuerse £55

Gna.vi'fcei' Rutobev a.ncl

fin. lOd.. fin. 1/1, Jin. 1/4, lin. 1/9 per foot.

3/- allowed for old belts.

The Halifax Motor Exchange,
Agents REX and N.S.U.

16, Westgate, Halifax
Telephone: 766. Telegrams: ' Perfection.'
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE

LATEST 7 h.p. Cliater-Lea Motor Cycl
and Sidecar, twin Jap erigin-e, mat

neto, spring forks, two speeds and free er

g^ine; any trial or examination; £35; ai
pointment.—Charles St. Clair, CTaredo
House, Park Road, Dulwich.

31. h.p. Kerry, long handle-bars, foe
2 boards, large tank. Advance pullej

carrier, lamp, horn, stand, spare inlet, con
1. lete. exhaust and springs, tools, etc., spier

did condition; £13 10s., or near offer.—Scot
22, Rosemont Road, Acton, W.

EXCEPTIONAL Offer, £48 machiue for 2

guineas; 23 h.p. Jap, Chater-Le
throughout, exceedingly low, 84 lbs., nei

May, perfect flier, climb anything, guai
anteed perfect, suitable track, lot accef
sories.—Ellis, 5, Borgard Road, Woolwich.

TRIUMPH. 3i h.p.. ball bearing engin(
1906, almost new, been in warehousi

tyres as new, leather steel studded bad
gas lamp and generator, magnificent ms
chine on road, trouble unknown ; £19 lOi

cash.—Knight, Maypole House, Bexley, S.I

31 h.p. Brand New Angus, genuine Chatei
2 Lea No. 6 frame, with genuine B.S..^

wheels. Bates special 2J tyres, Longuemar
carburetter; cost £37; perfect, receip
shown; take £22; bought car; photo sent, r«

tumable. — C. Hart, 31, Vanguard Streel
Broadway, Beptford, S.E.

SHOP-SOILED Trafalgar-Peugeot, 5 h.p
twin, spring forks, 2i Palmers, £21

or offer; 3i h.p. White and Poppe, spleudi
order, £15, or offer; 3i h.p. Durkopp, £13
2i h.p. Jap, very low and light, £15; 2 h.i
Zedel engined motor bike, £4 10s.—Seen, 3i

East Street, Baker Street, W.

JOB Triumph, done abont 1,800 miles, cart
fully used, in perfect condition, engin

spares, magneto spares, complete contac
breaker disc, lamp, horn, all tools, ne^
Clincher rubber studded tyre just fitted t
back; examination by appointment; engin
dismantled if desired: road test; £35; owne
getting twin. — Hargrave, 8, York Road
Hitehin, Herts.

MINERVA, 34 h.p., Kerry adjustable pu]
ley, pedal footrests. Matchless' sprini

j
forks, new Duco steel studded cover (don'

I 20 miles) on back. Clincher front, tube

I

nearly new, new belt rim, bush, and gudgeoi
I pin just fitted, horn, pump, and numbers
splendid condition ; any trial here; £20; pni
chasing lightweight.—Hooker, Cycle Agent
Crawley, Sussiex.

4 h.p. Twin, Kerry engined, low, Brook
BlOO, long bars, comfortable fool

boards, £15 15s.; Zh h.p. M.M.C., Chater-Lea
Palmers, splendid order, £10 15s. ; approval
deposit; offers; exchanges; screw-cuttini
lathe wanted; Mills-Fulford wicker trailei
tyreless, 25in. by 2in. wheels, little iised, £1
Nilmelior and Waterson plain coils, 6s. 6d

each.—38, The Gardens, East Dulwich.

SECTION IX.

Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall

3 h.p. Brovni, very low, 26in. wheels ; £li

10s.—R., Parish, Plympton, Devon.

£24, or offer:.—5^ h.p. Rex de Luxe, in gooi

going order, praetioally as new; sell

ing for no fault.—Heard, Orchard Hill

Bideford.

-J Q08 Triumph, perfect condition, Palme
±U cord tyres, spares, very fpst an<

grand hill-climber; buying 1909 Triumph
£38.—Waddon, Bridgwater.

7-8 h.p. Minerva, gold medal, London-Edip
burgh, new May, brand new non-skM

back, new Peter-Union front, spring forks

Brown-Barlow handle-bar controlled carbu
retter. watch, horn, lamp, two spare covers

three butted tubes, spare Whittle belt, new
no time to ride; £35.—Cox, c/o Emery an(

Cox, Engineers, Bideford, N. Devon.

SECTION X.
Scotland.

LANARKSHIRE.—2i h.p. Tidumph, Minerva
perfect condition; £10. — Muir, cycle

agent, Newmains, N.B.

3JL h.p. Bradbury, splendid condition, tan-

2 dem attachment; £24. — Denholm
South Street. Dalkeith.

-f Q08 Triumph, splendid condition, driver
1«7 carefully, extra well kept: £38.—Dr,
Clark, 24, Braid Crescent, Edinburgh.

Tn answering any of these advertisemevff! if -?> desirable that ycu mention "The Motor Cycle."
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CARS FOR SALE.
irv-24 li.p. Wolseley, handsome four-cylin-
jU der touring car; any trial; £75. —
l«low.

J-10 li.p. Two-cylinder Ariel, tonneau, four
5 spe^s, latest type, bood, etc.; £55.-9,
'arkholm© Road. Dalston, London.

7 h.p. Decauville Twin, three speeds, car-
I dan drive, two-seated car, good as new;
;48; Triumpli or P.N. part.—^Reive, Old Cum-
ock.

Oli.p. Jackson car, two or four-seater,
spare set wheels, etc., bargain

;

;38, or exchange.—98, Potternewton Lane,
leeds.

»-8 h.p. Two-seater, three speeds and re-

) verse, bucket seats, artillery wheels;
ffers, part exchange.—Owner, 21, Balfour
^ad, Ilford.

[TTOLSELEY, 6 h.p.. Cape hood, wind
r T screen, De Nevers tyres, just been re-
ainted, perfect order; £55.—Bailey, London
ioad, Rediill.

'\ARRACQ, 6 h.p., two or four-seater,
J three speeds and reverse, Dunlops-,
40, appointment.—105, Lauriston Road,
ictoria Park.

*1 h.p. Darracq. car, two or four-seater,
)2 three and reverse, cardan, lamp,
pares, tools, bargain; £38.—98, Potter-
ewton Lane, Leeds.

)-10 h.p. Pick, three speeds and reverse,
) like new, trial given; sacrifice, £45,
uying larger car.—H. Sweetland, 13, Angus
treet. New Cross, S.E.

,T7RITE for List of Cars, £50 to £200; yea
r V will be surprised at the value obtain-
ble for about £100.—Lund and Serjent,
rince's Street, Stockport.

^tTAMFORD HILL.—5 h.p. Pieper small two-
5 seated car, w.c, two speeds and re-

erse, fine running order, very good condi-
Lon, nice little lot; £19.

WAMFORD BOLL. — 10-12 h.p. twin Pick,
5 two-seater, new 41 Colliers on back,
ivo speeds and reverse, in excellent condi-
on and perfect running order; £25, great
argain.

;<TAMPORD HILL. — 10-12 h.p. twin Pick.
5 four-seater tonneau. three speeds and
averse, 760-90 equal artillery wheels, all in
Dlendid condition and excellent running
rder, fast and powerful; £40; photos, fur-
ler particulars, and trials with pleasure;
sohanges.—128, High Road, Tottenham.

Oh.p. "Wolseley, four-seater, equal artil-
lery wheels, grand order, two-cylin-

er; offers, part exchange.—Motorist, 21, Bal-
>ur Road, Ilford.

> h.p. Rover, September, 1907, detachable
' tonneau, lamps, complete tool kit, spare
>ver and tube, in new condition ; £170.—
loomfleld Brothers, Braintree.

> h.p. Renault, two-seater, Dunlop grooved
' tyres, set of lamps, headlight, with
enerator. Stepney, spares, and tools; £87
»s.—Bloomfield Brothers, Braintree.

5-20 h.p. Darracq, side entrance. Cape
hood, folding screen, very fast, and

\ excellent condition; a bargain, £110.-17,
derton Road, South Bermondsey, S.E.

Oh.p. Chenard-Walcker Twin-cylinder
Car, seats five, excellent condition,

amplete, all spares; £65; photo; full par-
culars.—Jubb, jun., Wood Cottage, Lower
ace, Wigan.
I>RirNEL, 9 h.p. De Dion engine, side en-
- trance body, Cape hood, wind screen,
erfect order; sell cheap, or exchange ^vith
ish for two or four-cylinder.—Bailey, Lon-
on Road, RedhiU.
l/r.M.C., 20 h.p., side entrance, four-cylin-
j ^^ engine, artillery wheels, four speeds

ad reverse, guaranteed faultless and beauti-u car; price £95, or first offer.—Hancock,
igh Street, Battersea, S.W.

|i li-P- Oldsmobil© Car, wheel steering,
'-« thorough goiag order; exchange good
K)tor cycle and cash, no rubbish, or sell,
*®rs. — Q-. Roberts, "Weldon," Hartwell
rove Crescent, Leighton Buzzard.

JINGER Tri-Gov6rnes.s Car, seats two, ex-

•n f^H^nt condition, magneto, splendid
ilwilimber; £15, or offer; exchange for
nything useful and cash; seen and triedny time.—Boyiett, Burlington Roa-d. New
alddQ.

Stand 116 at the Stanley Show
WILL INTEREST EVERYONE.

ERVICEABLE
ERVICEALITIES

UlTABLE . .

. FOfi ALL .

EAS9NS . . .

always on view, and are now illustrated in our revised
Accessory Catalogue, containing nearly too pages. It

wUl intfT^'sc the agent, tlie expert, and the novica.
Sent post tree on receipt of a card.

- We have a splendid selection of bargains in shop-
soiled and second-hand Motor Cycles and Tricars,
most of which can be supplier! on our unique system
of extended payments. Write for List.

SELECTIONS.
ioo8 2 h.p. MOTO-REVE Lightweight, mag. £27 10
lOoS 3^ h.r). TRIUMPH, magneto 37 10
1908 ^i h.D. TRIUMPH, magneto, and Castor

wheel sUprai-, almost new 50
4.+ h.p. LAGONDA, magneto, very powerful. . 21
iqo8 zi, h.p. REX Lightweight, magneto, little

used 19
3i h.p. PHCRNIX, two speeds, gold medal hlU-

climb "•inner 23
2^ h.p. AT?T^L Lightweight, splendid order.. IS
6 h.p. ANTOINE Twin, Chater-Lea frame :

cost Aoa few months ago 25
f h.p. ROr, magneto, two sor-prls 25
2| li.p. r,onRON, Minerva, M.O. valves, good

condition 14
2| h.p. BRADBURY, splendid hill-climber,

shop-soiled only ; cost £-%-3, 27 10
3 h.p. HUMBER, spray carburetter, just

overhauled 15

2f h.p. PHCENIX, Minerva, 2 soeeds. non-«kid 16
i^ h.p., Minerva engine, machine suit b^Erinner 5 10
3 h.p. Acacia, Fafnir ensnne, free clutch .... ,14

2| h.p. Bat pattern, De Dion tvpe enrine, verv
'

re'iable ' 15
1.908 i.\ li.p. REX Tourist, ma Tieto, sh<^p-

soiled only 27 10
1908 s h.p. REX Tourist, ni iijneto, shop-

soiled only 31

TRICARS.
igo8 .6 h.p. -LITETTr", magneto, two speeds, -

Sharnrock, non-skids rear, ridden about
sixfv miles £65

6 h^p. SINGER; coach-built, two speeds, large

lugsapp carrier , 49

3i h.p. RALEIGH Trioair, chain drive ..' 15

MABON Clutch to suit 1908 Triumph, hardly
used 2 10

OSBORNE Four-speed Pulley, suit Triumph 3 10
Ditto, suit 3^ h.p. Minerva 3

TYRES.
. \Ve have a variety of Covers and Tubes to clear at

low figures. Write for leaflet. Prompt delivery ot

Genuine Ser\ace
Michelins. Reinforced Stout

24X2, 18/- with tread Inner Tubes.
26x2, 18/- very heavy. 6/6
26x2J, 20/- £2 0' 11-
26X2J, 26/- £2 5 7/6

We cordially in^dte our country and provincial

friends to,call on us wheii in town. ^Always sometliing

new to interest yon. Make it your business to call.

No necessity to purchase.

The Service Co., Ltd.,
292, HIGH HOLBORN

(almost facing First Avenue Hotel), ,

LONDON, W.C.
Telegrams, " Admittedly." Telephone, 260 Central.

CARS FOR SALE.
8 h.p. De Dion, two or four-seater, smart

and reliable, spare parts, £65; 8-10 h.p
twin runabout; 9 h.p. Riley model, car tyres,
three speeds, cardan drive, great bargain
£35.—East Ham Garage, High Street South,
East Ham.

A BSOLUTELY New 8-10 h.p. Jewel Run-^ about, two speeds and reverse, trem-
bler coil, 4-30 miles per hour, hood, screens,
and lamps, complete; can be seen in Lon-
don

;
offers invited.—Power, c/o Streets, 30,

Cornhill, E.G.

ROVER, 6 h.p., absolutely perfect condi-
tion, first-class running order, seats

three, fast, magntacent hill-climber, and
thoroughly reUable ; severe trial given • ab-
solute bargain; £70; good motor cycle part
payment. — Rover, 86, Colvestone Crescent
Dalston, London.

61 h.p. Humber Tvro-seater, side doors,
Z dust screen, recently overhauled

painted, and varnished, jack, lamps, 80 mm
Dunlops, spare cover and tubes, good hill-
climber; £65, or accept Triumph motor
cycle part exchange; trial.—G. &nith, 37
Northumberland Road. Coventry.

9 h.p. Riley Car, 1908 model, 70O by 80 Dun-
_ _

lop grooved tyres. Cape hood, magneto
Ignition, in addition to coil and accumu-
lators, extensions to mudguards, finished
green, bodywork and guards recently re-

r^^^^'l' in splendid running order; £110.—
1.102, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

ROVER Cars. — You never know what a
skid means when you drive a Rover.Now the days of muddy roads are here areyou not thinking of th.e pleasures that

would be yours if you owned a car? Write
us for the amount we will allow you for
your skiddy mount in exchange for a Rover
at £135.—Louis Davis and Son, Moseley, Bir^mmgham.

HOTELS AND APARTMENTS.
WHEN visiting London stay at Waverley

Temperance Hotel, 17, Euston Square.
Bed, breakfast, attendance, from 3s.

INSURANCE.
PLEASE send for full covering Motor Cycle

Policy, from 19s. per annum.—Ba>ss, In-
surance Broker, Ongar.

XN.aURANCE Policies for motor cycles are
issued by Hugh J. Boswell, insurance

broker, Norwich, at exceptionally low rates.
Please write for particulars.

TUITION.
MOTOR Car Driving Taught in one month.

-Particulars, 1,035. The Motor Cycle
Offices , Coventry.

SITUATIONS^ VACANT.,
VACANCY for Apprentice to receive thor-

ough motor engineering training;
small premium.—Apply, Ripley, Strong, and
Co., Motor Engineering Works, Farnborough,
Hants.

_^^BUSINESSES|iFOR SALE.l
ESTABLISHED Cycle Business and Garage,

12 miles from London, prominent main
road, takings average £20 weekly, large
shop, house, and garage; lease, stock
optional, offers for quick sale; exceptional
chance.—Box L3,516, The Motor Cycle Offices,
20, Tudor Street, E.C.

ACCUMULATORS.
CELLULOID Accumulator Repair Outfits,

useful for all celluloid repairs; fuU
directions; post free Is.—Below.

/CHARGING Plant always running.—Below.

ACCUMULATORS. London made through-
out, and fully guaranteed; the best

value at the lowest price; in the foliowing
sizes: 6 amp., 4Jin. by IJin. by 5in., price
6s. 6d. ; 10 amp., 2Jin. by 2Jin. by 5in., 8s.

6d. ; 15 amp., 4in. by 2in. by 5in.. 10s.; 20
amp., 4in. by 2in. by 5iin., Us. 6d.; 40 amp.,
4in. by 4in. by 5iin., 18s. 6(1.—Osborne Works,
Forest HUl, London, S.E.

i OS. 6d., Castle Accumulator, cost 23s. 5d.,
iO- 25 amp. hours, perfectly cew, no use
owner.—B.. 42, Crondiao© Road, Pulham.

In answering cmy of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle."



ACCUMULATORS.
AOCUMULATOE. Repairs by experienced

workmen ; lists and quotations free.—
The Victoria Garage and Eiectrical Co., Ltd.,
Coventry.

ACCUMULATORS. 20 amp., well made, l2s.

6d. ; other Siizes as cheap ; prices on
application; repairs a speciality.—Ulark and
Co., 375, Edg'ware itoad, London.

ACCUMULATORS Repaired promptly, any
make; reasonable charges, best work;

estimates given ; full value for your old
accumulator in exchange for our new
" Mayfair " accumulators; special 15 amp.,
10s. 6d. : 20 amp., 15s.; guaranteed one year.
—Fellows 49, Hertford Street, Mayfair.

VOLTOO Coils work on 2 volts; 2,000 miles
on one. charge with Ajax 20 amp. ac-

cumulator. Pricesi; Plain, 15s. and 21s.;

trembler, 30s.; send for lists. The famous
Ajax accumulator, absolutely the finest it

is possible to make; special protection of
terminals; 20 amp., 6i by 21 by 4i 17s. 6d.

;

any special size to order in 36 hours ; send
for lists of all electrical motor accessories.

—

The Ajax Electrical Engineering Co., 291,

High Road, Ilford, E.

CONTACTS.
JEBRON Contacts were used by Mr. C. R.

Collier on his Matchless motor cycle
when making the 1 hour world's^ record at
Brooklands, October 8th, 70 miles 105 yards.
Jebron for high speeds, cure-s misfiring.

JEBRON Contacts, registered 291-289, vastly
superior to platinum; cures misfiring;

is reliability and efficiency.

JEBRON, best contact obtainable for
blades, screws, cranks, rockers, plun-

gers, magnetos, coils.

JEBRON, prices 2s. 6d. each rivet fitted;
special trimmers, for polishing Jebron,

&d. ; remittance with order ensures projipt
attention ; write for particulars and testi-

monials; too numerous to publish.

JEBRON, Magneto Screws, complete for
Bosch magneto. DA2 and DAV, will fit

contact breakers 5a, 5b, 5c ; 5s. 6d. pair; old
screws refitted with Jebron, 2s. 6d. each,
jequal to new.

JEBRON. the King of Contacts, fitted per
return post; no delay; post free home

or abroad ; liberal trad© terms.

JEBRON.—Prom the Inventor, J. Edwards
Brown, 38, Herbert Road, Plumstead,

Kent.

TREDIUM Champion Contacts.—Any parts
fitted, returned s^me day, Is. 3d. each,

warranted pure; special iridium trimmers,
9d. ; no filing reciuired ; magneto screws
refitted. Is. 3d. each.-Williams, 16, Welling-
ton Street, Woolwich.

ENGINES.
4h.p. Beuz Gas Engine, horizontal, in fine

condition; £4.-207, Peckham Rye, S.E.

h.p. Twin Jap Engine, Longuemare, good
as new; £15.—40, Waddon Road. Croy-

don.

3h.p. Quadrant Engine, perfect, accumu-
lator and coil; £2 19s. 6d.—2, Upper

Klennington Lane.

6h.p. Twin Jap and. carburetter, £9 10s.

;

^ h.p. Bat and. carburetter, £3 10s.—
Shrimpton, St. Peters, Broadstairs.

BRAND New 34 h.p. Quadrant Engine,
never been used ; a bargain, 853.—E.

Leete, 4, Highbury Hill, London. N.

ENGINES. Zedel, 2| h.p., £7 13s.; 3J h.p., £9;
34 h.p. twin, £10; 54 h.p., £13 128.—Rey,

5, Heath Street Motor Works, Hampatead.

'TPv ^y '^5 Water-cooled Pafnir, excellent
tO condition; £5; take air-cooled in
part.—Motor Accessories, Broad Street, Cov-
entry.

NEW 4 h.p. M.O.V.. complete with pulley
and contact breaker ; £6 10s. ; take

smaller engine in part.—Motor Accessories,
Broad Street, Cp^ventry.

CLEMENT-GARRARD Engine, 2^ h.p., car-
buretter, silencer, in perfect order, £3

10s. ; Wade and Jones spring handle-bar, 5s.
—Hodgson, 10. Horton Road, Bradford.

BOOTH.—New 6 h.p. twin Antoine, £8 15s.

;

3 h.p. Simms, magneto, M.O.V., £5 10s.

;

water-cooled 5 h.p. Antoine, M.O.V., new. £8
SB.; 5 h.p. Aster, w.c.. £7 lOe. — Booth's
Motories, Wade Street, Halifax.

PLEASE NOTE
We can supply all parts lor 2j and

3^ h.p. F.N. Engines

" VINDEC" Adjustable Pulleys lor

2^ h.p. F.N. Engines, 10/ each.

VINDEC" Adjustable Pulleys for

3^ h.p. F.N. and 3i or 5 li.p. Peugeot

Engines, 1 5/- each. --

" KUMFO'-rtSponge Rubber Grins,

-|in. or lin. bars, 2/6 per pair.

South British Trading Co., Ltd.,

13-15, Wilson St., London, E.C.

A GOOD

. . NON-SKJD
IS ONE THAT IS

EFFICIENT,
AMD At THE SAME TIME

GIVES

ECONOmiCAL
RUNNING
IN ALL
WEATHERS.
Such A1 is the

Send for hsl also o*

our belt.

I.OIVIAX TYRE
COIVIPANY,

(Dept. Y), BIRMINGHAM.

ConiliressionEEPowei!
Belore reboring. Afler reboring, ,:

i;^
,

;

Vfe rebore your cylinder and lit new piston tomplete

with rlnpi and gudgeon plh.
'^ Ple,;ise,serd Ybr piir new

rcr-ji.rs booklet,' civinc: prices. for this work..;

-

TH« LAYITJjlLL, MOTOR ENGINEERING WdRKS, Ltd.

:.: AUTOMOBILE ,R.EPA;1RERS,
\

-

27-'?i-r), Lay.staji S.t,,; Rosebery Av,.', LONDON, E.G..

'^ EStal'lished 1,900."' '"
' Te!. 12W1 Centrai. : ..

ENGINES.
4-5 h.p. Simms Eugine, M.O.V., water-cxx>led

quite new, £7 lOs. : 3i h.p. Staridar(
entane, £4 10s.; 2§ h.p Quadrant, £3 39.:
h.p. Antoine, with damaged cylinder. 158.
2i li.p. Quadrant engine sets. 258. set to clear
—Below.

3X h.p. Quadrant Engine Sets, comprisini
2 cylinder, piston, connecting rod

crank cases, flywheels, three bushes, etc
£2 19s. each.—Farrar. Square Boad. Halifaj

JAP Engines, 6 h.p., twin, with Jap clutci
£11: Tourist Trophy 3i h.p., £8 10s

4i h.p., overhead valves, £8: 3i h.p., M.O.V
£6: all in magnificent condition. — Letter
first. Hatch, Shrubbery, High Eoad, Wood
fora.

ENGINE, Coventry Eagle, 64 by 70 mm., ic
dined, complete with contact breake

and pulley, equal to new; what offers
tank, three compartments, 4s. 6d.; Longue
mare spray, 6s.—Watson, 114, Windmill Lane
Smethwick.

TYRES.
BOOTH.—Clincher A Won 26 by 2J covers

17s. 6d. ; makers' name on, quite new
approval.

BOOTH. — Large stock of Continentals
rubber studded. Shamrocks. Goodriche

Palmers; Hst free.

BOOTH.—Before buying tyres send for ou
bargain list ; we speciali&e in tyres.

BOOTH.—28 by 2 Calmons, 13s. 6d. ; Royalt-
covers, 26 by 2, 12s. 6d. ; 2i. 13s. 6d.'

beaded or wired.—Booth's Motor Exchange
Wade Street, Halifax.

PALMEE Cord Cover, 26 by 2, brand new
328. — White, 2, Britannia Buildings

Chesterfield.

700 ^y ^^ Heavy Clincher Covers, type i

I \J\J brand new, faultless goods; 37s. 6c
each.—Farrar.

CLINCHEE Co^rers, beaded, new, unusec
Clincher name on, 26 by 2, 17s. 6d. • 2

by 2i. 17s. 6d. ; 26 by 2h, 23s.; 28 by 2, 23s.
approval on receipt of P.O.—Farrar, Squar
Eoad, Halifax.

O/? by 2 and 28 by 2 Clincher Tubes, wit
.-JvJ valves; 5s. 3d. each, post free.-Parra:
Square Road, Halifax.

CLINCHEE Cover, spare, 26 by 2i, beadec
quite new; also Gripwell brake, fo

back pulley, 8&. 6d.—Moss, Wem.
RE-TEEADING Motor Cycle Covers, plaii

lis. 6d. ; fitted with Shamrock-Exoelsio
bands, 21s. — Ardea Company, 331a, Kin
Street, Hammersmith.

MAUDE'S carry a large stock of Clincher
Palmers. Continentals, Acnve, Michelii

and Shamrock studded tyres; send for ou
latest catalogue, post free upon request; i

will astound you.—Maude's, Powell Stree
Halifax.

HMjIFAX.—26 by 2J Calmon (new) coven
14s. 9d.: 24 Calmons, to fit 26 by 2 rimi

splendid covers, 17s. 9d. : 28 by 2 tubes, bran
new, 4s. 9d.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Wesi
gate. Halifax.

TTEES, 1908 reductions.—1908 new coven
The Universal tyres are the best vain

in the trade (wholesale prices); Clincher pal
tern, all sizes, for motor cycles, 12s. 6d.
tubes, 6s. — Universal Motor Tyre Co. 31

Chestergate, Stockport.

9/1 by 2i Steel Studded New Peter-Unio:
^^fl. Covers. 24s.; 26 by 2 new Pullma:
wired-on non-skid cover, 138. 6d. ; 650 by 6

new heavy Continental car cover. 30s. ; 26 b:

2i new Galuois- covers. 16». 6d. ; approval.-
West, 11, Seymour Place, London, W.

SLDE-SLIP Curbs.—Thoroughly tested, efl

ciency guaranteed, resiliency uniir
paired; complete set for home fixing, witt
out removing tyre, full instructions, cai
riage paid, 8s. 6d. (one wheel), 15s. 6d. (tw^

wheels).—From MilUgan, Ipswich Eoad, Stow
market.

REPAIRERS.
P K any motor cycle we cannot repair -

J^O White's, Brooks Alley, bottom Bol<
Street, Liverpool.

CEAOKED Water Jacketsi of motors sue
ee?3fully repaired by Lea's metallurg}

-cal process.—Lea and Son, engineers, Enn
corn.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle."
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WANTED.
[TAJSTTED. 3§ h.p. Triumph, Vindec.N.S.U.,
T or Phelon-Moore; reasonable cash
ice given.—SO, Herbert Street, Halifax.

frANTED, a smart lad, to learn the motor
T business; premium £20, wage paid 5s.
ek.—Apply to Rey, 5, Heath Street Motor
>rks, Hampstead.

MISCELLANEOUS.
INGINES Ee-bushed throughout from £1.
I —Tufnell and Co.

lYLINDEES Be-bored from 5s.—Tufnell
' and Co.

USTONS Supplied new from 7s. 6d.—Tuf-
nell and Co.

>INGS from 9d.—Tufnell and Co.
J

lONlSTECTING Rods from 7s. 6d. - Tufnell
' and Co.

STLET Valves from Is. 6d.—Tufnell and Co.

IXHAUST Valves from 2s. 6d.—Tufnell and
I Co.

JULLEYS for any motor.—Tufnell and Co. ,

IRIUMPH, Brown, Pafnir, 4s. 9d.—Tufnell
and Co.

EX, Antoine, Kelecom, 5s. 9d.—Tufnell
u and Co.

^E DION. M.M.C., 6s. 9d.-TufneU and Co.

BOVE 4iin. Diameter, extra 9d.—Tufnell
L and Co.

XLES, cranks, spindles, handle-bars, seat-
L pillars, or any other parts made to
ttern or sketch at lowest prices ; accuracy
aranteed.—Tufnell and Co., 527, High Road
'ytonstone.

l.N. carburetter, 5s.; 7ft. Watawata belt-
ing, 3s. 6d.; ]p,ex pulley, 2s.—Birdseve,

•westoft.

kVERCO.ATS, thick, warm, latest cut: 21s.
' —write for patterns. Booth, tailor
ngton.

rrniPCORD cycling Breeches, latest cut:
T 10s. 6d.

; write for patterns.—Booth,
ilor, Longton, Staffs.

HEDS for Motor Cycles, 45s.; portable.
—Stevens. 82a, Leighton Road, Kentish

iwn, London.
ONG Motor Handle-bars, 21in., heavy

i gauge, well plated, any size; 5s. 6d. —
-rrar.

OOP Frame, for vertical engine, with
i front forks and handle-bar; 32s. 6d

—

irrar.

lENTJINE Camel Rubber and Canvas Belt^
' ing. best on the market; send cash for
Qgth on approval; fin. 9d., |in. Is., iin. Is.
., Iin. Is. 9d. foot.—Farrar.

1ET My Price List of accessories; pounds
f saved.—Farrar, Square Road. Halifax.

^
DVANCE Adjustable Pulley, used by all

^- the leading riders..

, DVANCE Adjustable Pulley, winner of
L T.T. Race.

L DVANCE Adjusitable Pulley, in any thou-
*- sands now in use.

I DVANCE Adjustable Pulley; testimonials
»- arrive daily.

I DVANCE Adjustable Pulley will increase
»- your power.

I'NGINES, Engines, Engines.—3 h.p., 6 h.p.,
i and 9 h.p., air or water-cooled; send
>T particulars.—Address below.

I
ERE at Last!—An ideal and adjustable

belt fastener; price 2s. 6d. — Address
ilow.

LDVANCE Generator Brackets, as recom-
mended by "Ixion"; price 2s. 6q.—

dvance Motor Mfg. Co., Ltd., Northampton.
[lENUINE Chater Frame, long footboards.
A long handles, 39s. ; copper tank, pump,
c, 13s.—Below.

ONGUEMARE H., including spares, 8s. 6d.

;

-* 121n. white metal silencer, 4s. ; all above
w June, offers, dirt cheap.—Below.
TINERVA, 21 h.p., run 200. unscratched,
'X black and gold: £9 10s.; bought twin.—
CMjkerill, 213. Harvist Road, Kilburn.

MATCHLESS MOTORS!!
LATEST SUCCESS ON

STANDARD 7-8 h.p. T.T. TWIN.

WORLD'S RECORD.
70 miies 105 yards in 60 minutes

,

Brooklands Oct. 8th, 1908.

r — - -

ToMfist Tr-ophy, 190T, Fi»-st
Tour-is-t Tr*ophv, 1908, Second
153^ miles in 3 hrs. 57 min. 6| se:. Bore 85, stroke

76 mm. Average speed 40 m.n.h., only | m.p.h. less

than the winner, of 57000 cu&ic millinetres greater

cylinder capacity. Beating 21 twin-cylinder machines
from 3 J h.p. to 7 h.p., and "12 single cylinder machines
of other makes. -

No.«i pattern—Back Pedalling Brake. Machine
can be wheeled backwar . Extremely powerful.

Price 16/6, post 17/-.

No. 2 pattern—Fooirest Brake, com
plete, price £1 6s. Footrests only, price

12/-, with either Jin. orljin. clip. Post

12'«5

'%No. 3 pattern—Foot Brake with pedal
fitted on stud provided, which fixes in

place of one of crank case bolts. Price

complete, 16/6, post 17/-.

MATCHLESS PETR
FILTER.

No choked carburetters.

4/6, post 4/8.

MATCHLESS SPRING
FORK ATTACHMENTS.

Converts an old pattern
motor cycle into an up-to-
date luxurious motor.
Thousands in use, giving
every satisfaction.

15/6, post 16/-.

THE MATCHLESS
SILENCER.

Up to 3 h.p., 10/-; from
SJtoSh.p., 12/-. Cutout
5/- extra. Two connec-
tions for twins with sepa-
rate exhaust pipes, 4/-
extra.

NOTE —70 miles an hour with a standard machine
fitted with this silencer, proving absence of back
pressure.

STANLEY SHOW, STAND No. 128.

Catalogues of " Matchless
Accessories on application to

Motor Cycles and

H. COLLIER & SONS, LTD.,
Motor Exoerts & General Engrineers*

Offices and Showrooms :

13, HERBERT ROAD, F>L.UI\/ISTEAD
(Nearest Station: Woolwich Arsenal )

Telephone : 232, Woolwich.

MISCELLANEOUS.
BOOTH.—Wide mudgTiards, with stays and

screws; 3iu., 2s. lid.; 4in.. 3s. 6d.

BOOTH. — 500 Fuller's Midget plain coils,
10s. 6d.: 200 Puller's Midget trembler

coils, 17s. 6d.

BOOTH takes your old coil in part pay-
ment: part with troublesome coils.

BOOTH.—Fuller accumulators, 20 amp.,
17s.; Eex type, 16s.; Minerva, 16s.;

Midget, 16s.-

BOOTH.—5s. 6d. allowed for your old ac-
cumulator in part payment for Ful-

ler's.

BOOTH.—50 pairs Xl'aU spring forks; im-
mediate delivery ; N.A.B. seat-piUar,

38. 6d.

BOOTH. - Long motor cycle handle-bars,
heavy gauge, best quality plating;

5s. 6d.

BOOTH.—Silent silencers, for engines to 5
h.p., very eCacient, no back pressure

;

3s. 3d.

BOOTH.—Frames, £1 5s.: wheels, 9s. 6d.
pair; plain coils, 2a. lid.; trember

coils, 5s. 6d.

BOOTH.—Send for list of oddments, speed
gears, tanks, etc. ; clearance bargains.

BOOTH.—Camel rubber belting, tremend-
ous stock; iin., 9d.; fin.. Is.; iin.. Is.

!id. ; Iin. Is. 5d.; samples free.

BOOTH. — Coronet Searchlights, minor
lenses, with generator; 22s. 6d. ; appro-

val.—Booth's Motorics, Wade Street, Halifax.

ANTOINE and Kelecom Parts in Stock.—
Crypto Co., 14, Mortimer Street, London.

Q,A Clean "Motor Cycles," exchange any-
0\J thing useful; castings 3 h.p. engine,
complete, 14s.—Orrin, Braintree.

NEW Kent Tricar Gear, three^ speeds, com-
plete, in bands of makers ; price £6.—

Cloake, Bos© in Valley Hotel, Cliatham.

OWNEES of heavy powered machines.-
The D—all adjustable belt fastener

will satisfy as no other shall.—Below.

D—ALL Adjustable Fasteners, the best yet
produced ; direct pull, frictionless,

with two lengthening links, post free. Is.

lOd.—Dall, Ladybank, Fife.

OSBOENE Four-speed Gear, shop-soiled, fit

Peugeot, £3 10s.; older pattern, fit Eex,
30s.—Turpins, Preston Eoad, Brighton.

IF you are in want of anything from a
valve tube to a car, write us. It will

only cost a penny, but may save you pounds.

QUANTITY of Coils, magnetos, tanks,
tyres, belt rims, frames, switches,

horns, and other accessories too numerous
to list going cheap.

WE can usually fill your wants, and we
answer correspondence immediately.

WE carry out all classes of repairs,

having special arrangementsi for

this work. Our list will interest you.

CEA0K:5D Water Jackets, forgings, flanges,

etc., repaired cheaply by pxy-acety-
lene process ;

plant running day and nignt

;

immediate attention given to all work sent

in to The F'liry Motor Co., Fairy Works,
Westcombe Hill, S.E.

POWELL and Hanmer Lamp, nearly new,
12s. 6d. : Long-uemare E., plated, 15s.—

Hall. 26, Oxford Eoad. Waterloo, Liverpool.

BELT Eim Brakes, flexible cable, hand ap-
plied, easily fitted, stop anything, 8s.

6d., usual price 15s.—Slack's Garage, Stock-
port.

EVEEYTHING made in Tanks and Eadi-
ators except a fortnu©. — Write for

prices, A. PhiUips, 112, Lynton Eoad, Ber-

mondsey.

23. h.p. Minerva inclined engine, splendid
4 condition, £3; handle-bar control, com-

plete with cables, new, 5s. 6d.—7, Blair Grove.
Southport.

PULLEYS for Minervas, all sizes, best

plating and finish; 4s. 6d., carriage
paid.—Frank Whitaker, Green Street Green.
Orpington.

'INEEVA Tank, sound, oil pump, levers,

^,^ complete, 15s.; Xl'j* spring forks, per-

fect, 8s. 6d.—P. Whiter^nn., 234, Clapham
Eoad. S.W.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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MISCELLANEOUS.
MAUDE'S. — Ctenuliie Stanley - Dermatine

lin. belts. 8ft. 6in., g-uaranteed and
genuine; lis. 6d. each.

MAUDE'S.—Osborne four-speed, very good
order: £2 178. 6d.

MAUDE'S.—Brown and Barlow carburetter,
with handle-bar control; only 208.,

brand new goods.

MAUDE'S.—Amac carburetters, latest pat-
tern, 29s., or your present one and 20s.

siecures ; any model.

AUDE'S. — Mabon clutch, fits Minerva,
good condition; 328. 6d.

MAUDE'S. — Longuemare spray carbur-
etter. 15a. ; Brown and Barlow, 15a.

MAUDE'S.—High tension wire, best quality,
9d. per yard; low tension, 6d.

MAUDE'S. — Albion free engine pulley,
brand new; 30s.

MAUDE'S.—Oicoy single-cylinder non-trem-
bler coils, 100 in stock, 3in. by Sin. by

Sin. ; note the low price, 7s. lid.; post paid.

MAUDE'S. — Long handle-bars, best plat-
ing, flnesit auality, heavy gauge; 58.

6d. per pair.

TAUDE'S.—Large leather toolbags, splen-
did quality; note low price, 3s. 9d.

;

with outside pockets, 5s. 3d.

MAUDE'S. — The latest variable pulley,
standard sizes in stock. Try one ou

approval; only 148.

MAUDE'S.—Treble twist horns, the finest
horn ever made; only 6s. 6d. ; double

twist, 4s. 6d.

AUDE'S. — Latest pattern headlight,
guaranteed; price ISs. 9d. ; approval.

MAUDE'S, the Fair Factors, Powell Street,
Halifax. Tyre catalogue ready. Send

your name for one.

SMAET Whipcord Motor Cycling Breeches;
8s. 6d., post free; patterns^ free.—Mere-

dith's, Northwich.

IP you want good bargains in second-hand
motor cycles, tyres, or accessories, you

can get them at 5, Heath Street Motor Works,
Hampstead. Tel. 2678, P.O.

FIT-ALL Two-speed Gear, handle-bar con-
trol, perfect, only used three months;

accept £4 10s., or near offer.—Eandall, 99,

Beckenham Lane, Shortlands.

LONGUEMAEE H. Carburetter, Us. 9d.;
two new Continental covers. 26in. by

2in., beaded, 13s. 6d. each.—30, St. John's
Eoad, New Shildon. Durham.

FITALL Two-speed gear, not run 40 miles,
complete with fittings, suitable for

Triumph ; £4.—Young, 18, North Terrace,
West Allotment, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

STANTIiEY-DEEMATINE Belting, two-piece,
guaranteed new, iin. 6s. 5d., 3in. 7s. 5(1.,

gin. 8s. 5d., lin. 9s. 5d.. carriage paid.—Prank
Whitaker. Green Street Green, Orpington.

ENLAEGEMENTS (bromide) from amateurs'
negatives; 8 by 6 9d., 10 by 8 lOd., 12 by

10 lid., 15 by 12 Is. Id. ; from prints 6d. extra,
cash ; satisfaction guaranteed. — Greame,
Wellesley, Whyteleafe.

VIM Back Brake, new, 5s. ; lady-back motor
tandem frame, 25s.; Phoenix-Panhard

carburetter, 10 h.p.. 15&. ; 700 by 85 Dunlop
tube, 10s.; electric tail lamp, new, 7s. 6d.—
4€, Vardens Eoad, Wandsworth.

LAEEAD'S Motor Timer, new condition, 17s.
6d. ; Longuemare carburetter, B26, per-

fect, 30s.; T. and M. carburetter, 35 mm., as
new, 40s. ; also Whittle belt, nearly new, 12s.
—73, Church Street, Oamberwell.

LOMAX Detachable Non-skid, 26 by 2J, un-
used, 14s.; gin. Watawata. used. 7s.;

P.E.S. lamp, new, 15s. ; Autoclipse generator
nearly new, 12s. 6d.—Matthewman, Thomas
Street, Thornton Lodge. Huddersfleld.

T ONG Handle-bars. 4s.; swanneck seat
-Li pms, 2s. 6d. ; torpedo and ordinary
tanks, from 5s.; frames, from 50s.; anything
to sp'ecification ; best work only. — Arrow
Motor Works, Victoria Eoad, Peckham

BANDS
The timely fit-

ting of a studded
band not only

saves buying a

new tyre but

converts a

smooth tread
cover into a non-
skid. Without
which winter
riding is unsafe.

We particularly

draw readers'

attention to the

Editor's em-
phatic warning
in The Motor
Cycle (21 1 lo/'oS) ^—^,u , ,

re the danger of winter ridmg on smooth tread tyres.

BANDS, RE-TREADING, and REPAIRS our Speciality.

(All makes of Bands fitted.)

Shamrock, Clincher, and Gooarich Rubber-studded

Non-skid Bands, 21 /-, including fitting,

Re-treading with steel-studded rubber tread.. 25/=
seven-ribbed corrugated tread 17/6

TYRES!
We are Special .\gents for all Rubber, and also Steei-

studded Covers.

THE "ROM " INNEH TUBH.
• THJS CAR TUBE IN MINIATURE.'

Prices, corn»lete with valves-
26 & 28 X 2, 9.'- Endless, 11'- Butt-ended.

26 & 28 X 2} 10/- „ 12/-

26 & 28 X 2i 111- ,, 13/-
Extra heavy quality' only

Whatever your requirements, write for our " ILLUS-
TRATED TYRE LIST" (sent free). This gives prices

of all Covers, full particulars of our allowances on old

Covers, prices for Re-treading, fitting Bands, etc.

Trade List on appliearion.

R. FRONT WHEEL STAND. R-
ft (See description and illustration in last Q_** week's Molar Cycle).

M. IMPORTANT.—A Special Model is now IVl.

made to fit " Triumph " Motor Cycles.

Lists, etc., Frf:e on Application.

THF. CONTINENTAL MOTOR CO.,
32, Rosebery Avenue, LONDON. E.G.

'Phjne: Holliorn, 1513. Tel.: " Bromitch," London

ELEGANT
COMFORTABLE.

NCIBLE
[Vlotor Cycle

Suit.

It is made as an
ordinary Norfolk suit.

The breeches are lined

throughout with flan-

nel, with lace knees.

The jacket is made
with a detachable

leather body lining,

which can be taken

out when not re-

quired With the

leather lining in, this

jacket is perfectly

weatherproof. Made
in fancy tweeds and
homespuns. Price

—

42/46/6 50/

Motor Clothing

and Accsssories

Catalogue (Illus-

trated) post free.

JOHN PiCGOTT Ltd.
117-118, Cheapside, and Milk St.,

B.ONDON, E.O.

MISCELLANEOUS.
AUTOGENOUS Welding.—Sund that brokf;]

casting to the Alvaston Motors, l>ei-|js

to be welded by patent process; metal ri

united.
]

AUTOGENOUS Welding. — Costly casting
saved from the scrar) by our procesi

Cracked valve seats, water jackets, cylinde
liners, pistons, frames, connecting rods, aU'
a thousand other things.

AUTOGENOUS Welding. — Wonderful r<

suits. Broken flanges, lugs, bracket!
etc., all amenable to our process ; send par
to-day; quotations on sight.

AUTOGENOUS Welding.—Alvaston Motori
Derby. 'telephone, 1. Alvaston.

XL'ALL Spring Forks ; 8s. 6d., or exchang
adjustable pulley (Minerva).—Mauric

Hall. Louth.

C>ASH Bargains.—Clincher A AVon moto
J cycle, B.E., 28 by 2i, 21s..

MOTOR Cycle Covers, wired edge, 25 by ;

2J. and 24, lis. 6d.: 28 by 2. 2i, 2i, 12(

6d.: beaded edge, 2s. extra; Clincher moto
cycle tube, 26 by 2i, 6s. 9d. ; Macintosh tubei
26 by 2i 28 by 2, 6s. 9d.

PRESTED 12 Amp. Accumulators. 9s. 6d.
two-way swntches, 2s. ; searchligh

lamp, with separate generator, 22s.; vol
or ampmeters, 4s. 6d. ; large double-twiE
horns, 5s. 6d.; belt fasteners, 8d.; bel
7Dunches, Is. 3d. ; ratchet plated contrc
levers. Is. 6d.

BELTING, best auality leather, V,
j

I. g, 8d., lOd., and Is.; riibber and cai
vas, lin., Is. 2d. per foot: approval agains
cash. — Bastone, 215 and 217, Pentonvill
Road, King's Gross, London, N. Telephone
2481 North.

LONGUEMARE Model H. Carburetter; 10
6d. cash.—Knight, Maypole House, Be:

ley, S.E.

LARGE Stand Camera, half-plate, Lanca
ter lens; £1; useful exchange.—8, Lodg

Road, Tonbridge.

CONTINENTAL Belt, fin., 4s.; |in. leatht
belt, 4s.; Minerva pulley, 3s. 6d.-

Brain, 106, Powis Street, Woolwich.

DON'T Scrap that cracked cylinder; tr
Barker's iron cement ; Is. tin savt

pounds ; many testimonials.—Oxford Roa(
Worthing.

OINGER Wheel, complete, with tyre anO everything, ready for fitting to mi
chine, 24 h.p. magneto, good condition; i
5s.—Sibson, Bond Street, Leicester.

21 h.p. Engine, carburett-er, coil, perfec
2 £3; water pump, 5s.; four accumi

lators. 8s. 6d. ; 223. gas- lamp, lis. 6d.—0;

162a, Dalston Lane, London, N.E.

KENT two-speed gear box and free, larj
foot clutch, starting handle, and bac

wheel, suit tricar; £4 15s. lowest.—Georgi
47, Montague Ro'ad, Norfolk Road. Dalsto-i

London.

BROWN-BARLOW Carburetter, 12s. 6d., ui

used ; blowpipe and bellows, 22s. ; tai

dem, Chater-Lea, £5 lOs. ; chemical fire e:

tingnisher, new, 10s. 6d.—8, Herndon Roa(
Wandsworth.

TWO Palmier Square Tread Covers, 28 I

2i, new, but soiled, and air tubes, f

7u0 by 65 rims, £2 2s. 6d.; forecar or sideca
seat, wicker, upholstered. Gee sipringS', 17

6d.—102, M9,re Street, Hackney, N.E.

NEW Fuller Coil, twin, plain, 15s.; pa:

Bassee plain coils, 15s.; pair trica

paraflan lamps, 15s.; brass headlight, 58.

Bowden control lever, 4s. ; lady's mot<
cycle, £12.-61, Denmark Hill, Camberwell.

FRAMES, No. 6, latest, £3; tanks froi

5s.; long handle-bars, 4s.; swan-nec
saddle-pillars, 2s. 6d.; all to your own_r>
Quirements; machines cut down; low pric<

for all repairs.-Green. 14, Avondale Roa<
Peckham, S.E. Works, McDermott Road.

FOR Sale, 6 h.p. Aster engine, water-coolei
g-uaranteed running order, £8; mote

trailer, splendid condition, 35s. ; four-cylii

der trembler coil, brand new, 30s.; tw
cylinder trembler coll, brand new, 15s. ; 6

by 65 car tyre, as new, £1 ; Collier car tyr
heavy tread, £2.—Asjiham, Commercial Eoa
Kirkstall.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle."
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THE

Stanley Dermatine

MOTOR BELT
is sold and stocked by all leading motor
agents and factors throughout the
British Isles, simply because it is

British manufacture and the most
reliable canvas and rubber belt on the
market.

Tke Origrinal Canvas and Rubber Bait CTCr
placed oa the market ia any part af the

Beware of imitation*.

First prizes in The Tourist Trophy
Races two years in succession, 1907
and 1908.

Holds many records and has gained
over 100 gold medals for reliability

trials, hill climbs, etc., during season
1908.

Hundred»j«>f Testimonials. British Made.
|

NOTE THE r>RICB6.
|in. Jin. |in. Itn.

1/2 I/O. 1/8 1/11 per ft.

Post Free.

The Stanley Adjustable Fastener.
20,S>00 sold in first we«k.

'/">

Prictt1/6 e»oh- Hooks only 1/- set of three
can be used with Stanley fasteners.

The Stanley Detachable Fastener.
80,000 in uso.

^v

tVith Unbreakable Hook. Guaranteed. (Made,
inder Simplex Patent.) In sizes fin., Jin., Jin ,

lin., 1 /- each. Wholesale and Retail.

The STANLEY DERMATINE
MOTOR BELT CO.,

32, London Road. BROMLEY. KENT.
Stanley Webb, Manager.

headers who purchase, or
ntemplate purchasing, a new
aichine, should advertise their
esent mount in these columns.
Experience has shown that
fhe Motor Cycle *'

is, in the
Bijority of cases, successful in
iding a purchaser. IfThis
•plies also to accessories and
ares. j* ^ jfc jfc

MISCELLANEOUS.
LEATHEE Jacket for sale (height of wearer

5ft. 4Jin.), cost 30s., also new leather
cap, 68in. ; sacrifice 12s. 6d. lot.—1,130, The
Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

MICHELIN Inner Tube, endless, good con-
dition, 7s. 6d. ; Michelin tube, butt-

ended, new, not used, 9s. 6d. ; Bassee-Michel
coil, plain, oblong, perfect condition, 9s. 6d.,

cost 19s. 6d.—73, Church Street Camberwell.

READERS having PhotograDhic Annaratus
for sale should a-dvertis© in " Photo-

graphy and Focus" Emporium ^ Jd. per
word, minimum 9d.—Address, " Photography
and Fo€US " OSices, 20, Tudor Stree^t, London,
E.G.

LUBRICATION Troubles Cured.—Name en-
gine and order K. brand oil; gallon tins

4s., halt-gallons 2s. 3d., quarts Is. 4d., car-
riage paid anywhere, and money returned
if not approved.—Kelly and Company, Briag-^
ji/Uu., Leeds.

PULLEYS for any motor.—De Dion. M.M.C.,
63. 6d. ; Antoine, N.8.U., Kelftcom, Eoc,

P.N., 5s. 9d. ; Peugeot, Brown, 5s. 6d. ; Tri-
umph, Faf nir. Sarolea. Minerva, 4s. 9d.

;

plated, guaranteed, carriage paid.—J. Per-
kins, High Eoad, Leyton, London.,

ANGLO-SAXON Bargains.—Two-note motor
cycle Fanfare horns, our price 6s. 9d.

each; Perfecta separate generator lamps,
large size, 9s. 6d., complete; long motor
bars, all shapes, 6s. 9d. ; new pattern drop
seat pins, 33. lid.—31, Newgate Street. E.C.

PALMER Cord Cover, 28 by 2, wants re-

pairs, 7s. 6d. ; spring forks, 8s. 6d., new;
free engine clutch, pulley, new, 25s.; pair
28 by 2 plated wheels, with coaster hub and
brake, 29s., or exehange; Chapman's two-
speed gear, 203.-237, Hertford Road, Edmon-
ton.

3IN. Watawata, 7ft.. good condition, 6s.

;

4 Brooks BIOO. 12s.: Price's stand, 5s.;

carrier and stand, 5s.; Frested coil, 5s.; Mar-
coni accumulator, 6s.; 21 h.p. Grenuine De
Dion, Chater-Lea, De Dion carburetter, ner-
fect, £18.—Cox, 25, St. Andrew's Street. Cam-
bridge.

LATHE, screw-cutting, by Buck and Hick-
man, London, cost £48, accept £28. or

ofTer; small lathe, £4 10s. ; brazing hearth,
£2 10s.; portable vice and stand, £2; set

Sayer's brass carriers, for spare tyres, cost
50s., set 20.—Hancocks, High Street, Batter-
sea. S.W.

B.
and B. Carburetter, complete, 4s. ; 25

amp. C.A.V. accumulator, 6s. 6d.

:

10 amp. ditto, 3s. 6d., as new ;
plain

coil, 4&. 6d. ; double Van Raden ditto, 6s. 6d.

;

26in by 2in wired Continental cover and
tube, unpunctured, lis. 6d. ; "Motor Cycle,"
complete, 1906 and 1907, 5s. the lot; tool roll

and eight tools, as new. 5s. 6d.—W. Searle,
4, Crampton Road, Penge, S.E.

FOE Sale, back axle, with wheels, differ-

ential, springs, and two-speed gear, for
light car, 50s.

;
pair 26in. front wheels, axle

springs, and 2iin. tyres, suit car or tricar,
£2; steering column, with gear and wheel,
6s.; pair of forecar springs, 2s. 6d. ; bonnet
for light car, 2s. 6d. ; stamp for reply.—127,

Salisbury Avenue. Westcliff-on-Sea.

5AOO Government Gauntlet Gloves,
i\J\J\J all buckskin leather, 2&. 6d.

pair; 500 leather belts. Is. and Is. 3d. each;
leather leggings, 2s. 6d. and 3s. 6d. pair;
Bedford cord riding breeches, 4s. 6d. and
5s. 6d. ; Government all-wool military socks,
lOd. pair; police capes, 4s. 6d. and 5s. 6d.
each. — Anscomb, G<>vemment Contractor,
14, London Road, London, S.E.

4JL h.p. Horizontal Engine, oompiete for
2 workshop, almost new, £5; 2| h.p. De

Dion engine, 50s. ; 2| h.p. Birchfield, new,
£3; 1| h.p. Minerva motor cycle, £5; Chater-
Lea frame and wheels, 50s. ; new coils from
10s. 6d. ; 10 h.p. Continental car, less engine,
two-seater, Wolselej- gear box, nearly new,
what offers? — Harper, Week Street, Maid-
stone.

SALE or Exchange genuine 8 h.p. twin-
cylinder Buchet engine, fitted with

Longuemare, and exhaust boxes, £12; two
plain coils, 4&. 6d. each ; 40 feet Hans Renold
lin. by iin. new roller motor chain, 30&.

;

Model H. Longuemare, 15s.; wanted, bucket
seat, for tricar, 26 by 2i, beaded studded
tyre, anything useful.—Knight, 48, Adding-
ton Road, Barking Road, Canning Town.

For a PENNY
worth of petrol you can

TRAVEL 14 nnikES
if your machine is fitted with

White's Economiser
(Prow. Pat.)

(reckoning petrol at i /z per gall.)

Mr C. E. KETTLE (sj Triumph) averaged
198 MILES TO THE GALLON in Manchester
M.O.C. ConsHmiition Test, using the " White's
Economiser." (See " The Motor Cycle," Oct.
28th, page 848).
Try one for yourself—only 4/- each, and

don't forf;et that with it INSTANT STARTING
IS ENSURED AT ALL TIMES, THROUGH-
OUT THE COLO WEATHER. (State make
of Carburetter when orden'"".'

Protect your Belt and Spare Tube by using the
"ELECTARY" Combined Case at 6/6.
STAND 193, GALUERY,
STANLEY SHOW.
W.& R.JACOBS,
39c, King William St.,

LONDON, E.C.

PIEMIER
EXCHANGES.

"NEW
LAMPS

NOT ONE PER CENT, of our offers to exchange THE
PREMIER SEARCHLIGHT for our customers' old
lamps have besn declined. This is proof that we make
most liberal allowances. It was the first lamp of this
type to be marketed ; it has stood the test of time,
and will outlast any two of the (cheap) sort introduced
since THE PREMIER proved such a distinct success.
Send your old lamp and we will make an offer per
return. THE PREMIER is BRITISH.

Co.-nplete, 30s. ; Lamp oniy 24s, ; Generator, 6s.

The PREMIER MOTOR Co., Ltd.,
ASTON ROAD, BIRMINGHAM.

£g PEUGEOT
FOR

ENGINES.

Speed, Reiiability, Powei.
19 07

TOURIST TROPHY WINNERS
(Twin-cyhnder class) and 1 9 O 8.

Full particulars, with list of Genuine
Spare Parts and Picture P.C, on

application.

J.TAYLOR, 318, Percy Road,

BIRMISiiQHAM.
Gall at No. 244 Ga!lery, Stanley Show.

/n avin^nrKi any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cyel*."
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AN EXCELLENT COIVIBINATION !

"ADVANCE " ADJUSTABLE PULLEY,

Price 20/-, and the

"ADVANCE" Adjustable BELT FASTENER.

No jockey puIJey required to take up the slack if you
use the above. Price 2 /P.

The only pulley and belt fastener on the market ad-
justable without removing the belt.

Manufacturers—
ADVANCE MOTOR IVIfg. Co., Ltd.,

MORTHAtVli=»TON.

Have YOU tpied
the new Ro ad-
clearer fop bicycles?

TAMBOURONG

Replaces the old-fashioned kell and horn.

The Effect is Startling!
Fixes on front forks. A cord from
handle-bar pjlls trigger when re
quired in contact with front wheel
spol<es and sounds like a noisy drum

or gong.

S-ftsLmped me-ta.1 srong;, 1/6.

L.eO. RIF»AUi.T & 00.,
64a, POLAND ST., LONDON, W.

Sole Agents tor the genuine Parisian made article.

NOTICE. As we find the parchment model is detri-

mentally affected by damp weather we have abandoned
this pattern in favour of the new stamped metal gong,
which is the thing for Motor Cycles, and made specially
strong.

Genuine Birmingham

"QUADRANTS."
A large stock of parts still to be cleared.

Write for latest list.

REG. SAB¥iSOM,
232, LADYWOOD RD., BIRMINGHAM.

MISCELLANEOUS.
MOTOR Stand, 3s. 6d.; air-cooled cylinder

head, 3 h.p., lOs. : water-cooled cylinder
he-id and piston, -3^ h.p., 389.; one pair 26 by
2 inner tubes, 10s.: one pair 28 by 2i ditto,

10s. 6d. ; one pair 750 by 90 ditto, car, Dunlop,
248.; four 71b. tins Kear grease (best), 3a.

tin; one motor horn (good), 8e. ; complete s'

vulcanising, 20s. size, full directions for use,
lOs. 6d. ; H.F. vulcaniser, £3; tyre tester, 5s.

—Hancock, High Street. Battersea, S.VV.

LUCAS Autolite Headlight, nickelled, con-
densing lens, £3 10s.; Continental

armour treaded cover, Dunlop heavy tube,
700 by 80, unpunctured, £3 5s.; 42 amp. Pre-
mier accumulator, 12s. 6d.; 20 amp. ditto,

7s. 6d. ; single trembler coil, IDs. 6d. ; Lucas
motor pump, 90G., 5s.; Millennium jack, 5s.;

voltmeter, 2s. 6d. ; or nearest offers, all per-
fect.—"Webb. 186, South Koad, Handsworth.

EEONT Axle and Wheels, complete, with
steering- column and wheel, suit small

i

car or tricar, 30s.: Mabon free engine clutch,
for inch belt, 25s.; 7 feet iin. Shamrock-
Gloria belting, 4s.: plain coil, 5s.; tremb-
ler, 6s.; Ih h.p. Minerva engine, complete,
with tank, carburetter, and silencer, 308.;

28 by 3 Dunlop wired cover, 98. ; 26 by 2j

beaded, 7s.; pair 700 by 65 wired Contin-
entals, perfect, £1; wanted, coach-built fore-
car seat.—Stevens, 4, Goldhawk Mews, Shep-
herd's Bush.

TRADE Direct and Save a Profit. — The
Albany waterproof jackets, from

double texture paramatta, at 18s. 6d., are
going well, but for winter riding you may
prefer our 21s. jacket, made from best plain
fawn proof, lined self beaverteen ; this is

a hea»vy, warm, tailor made jacket, with
latest improvements; any size sent carriage
paid; cash with order.—G. Raws and Sons,
Indiarubber Manufacturers, Oldhall Street,
Liverpool.

CHATEE-LEA Frame, inclined, chain
wheel, cranks, pedals, handle-bar,

saddle pin, Davison tank, £2 10s.; pair
Chater-Lea hubs, 13s. ; parts for Chater-Lea
spring forks, cost £1 5s., 17s. 6d.; 12 belt
fasteners (Star), 4s. 6d.; 2| h.p. Jap-Douse
engine, £2; 23 h.p. Hawco. roller bearing,
new, £3; Brown and Barlow carburetter,
12s. 6d. ; Longuemare, new, H., 169.; Bassee-
Michel trembler coil, 8s. ; Bassee-Michel
plain, new, 8s.; 4in. Wright's leg vice, 9s.;

belt rim, 19 by 2, 2s. 6d.—Preater, 15 New
North Road, Hoxton.

STAMFORD HILL.—40 amp. Peto and Rad-
ford accumulators, new, 16s. 6d. : 20

amp. 9s. 6d. ; Michelin tyres, 26-2, 18s.; 26-2J,

20s. ; 26-24, 269. ; 28-2i 21s. ; Michelin butted
tubes, 2, 2J, 2i, 10s. 6d., lis., 12s.; speed-
ometers, 6s. 6d. ; leather D.B. jackets (new),
10s. 6d.; two-speed and reverse gearbox, 37s.

6d.; motor cycle tanks from 6s. 6d. each;
splendid V belting, from 8d. foot ; carbur-
etters—3| h.p. spray, I2s. 6d. : 2 h.p. ditto. 9s,

6d. : twin Kerry, 16s.; Norman two-speed
gear, 45s.; 2 h.p. engine, 153.; Midget plain
colls, twins, 10s. 6d. ; single, 6s. 6d. ; 2i h.p.
Rex engine, £3 .18s.; Clincher inner tubes,
6s. 6d. each; latest motor cycle searchlight,
new, complete, 25s.; 4iu. s'teel mudguards, Is.

9d. pair; tricar wing mitdguards, 6s. 6d.
pair; very large, 9s. pair; long handle-bars,
dropped ends, 7s. 6d. : over-back seat-pillars,
best plating, 4s.; list just ready, free.—128,
High Road, Tottenham.

TRADE ADVERTISEMENTS.
C^LEMENT-GARRARD Genuine Parts.—Sole

! English Agent, Frank Walters, 82, New
Street, Birming'ham.

WHY Pay More? — Adjustable pulleys,
from 8s.; plain pulleys, from 4s.;

pistons, from 73. ; re-bushing, from 12s. 6d.

;

satisfaction guaranteed ; list free.—Lee, en-
gineer. 18, Somerset Road, Edmonton.

N.S.TJ. Two-speed Gear and Free Engine;
weeannow fit this gear to Peugeot and

Vindec machines for £5 15s.; recommended
for sidecar work and winter riding.—Eagles
and Co., N.S.U. Agency, Acton. Telephone,
556 Chiswick.

TWENTIETH Century Motor Co., Ltd..
Padua Road, Penge, S.E.—Carburetters,

new, from 8s. ; control levers, new, from Is.

3d.; oil pumps, new, 33. 3d.; circulating
pumps, new, 15s.; distribution wheels, new,
4s. per pair; brass silencers, 23. and 4s.;
piston, ring, and pulley castings ; approval.

HALF a MO
The <GLAR^

Electric KeadlSght

Consumes
only 4 voK

i amp.

Weighs
only 8 02

Throws a

beam 1001

ahead.

THE
ORIGINAL

ADJUST-
ABLE

HANDLE

Tpe^e^ accumulator 1*« J-™
PULLEY, and Box for ^^_ g^
£1. Glare, £,'t postage 3d. exi

A few of our Specialities. Write for particulars.

MAGNETO CUT OUTS, 1/9 each. Thousands In u!

vl. y^. GREENWOOD, l.t<

PORTLAND PLACE WORKS, HALIFAX.
London Offices and Showrooms : Agents—Mess:

Burt, i66, Cierkenwell Road, London.

Car Baroains.

GREGOIRE, 8 h.p., two cylinders,

bucket seats, perfect condition, very

smart. To clear, £68 10s.

SINGER, '07, 7/9 h.p., hood, screen,

etc., as new, £155.

HUMBER, 15 h.p., '07, £175.

SIDDELEY, 1908, 14 h.p., new;

SIDDELEY, 18 h.p., '08 Trials car

;

SCAT, '08, 22 h.p., new; 10/12

h.p. WOLSELEY, etc. Offers ?

1908 Triumphs and Cash

for any of above.

EfilC S. MYERS,
"No Worry Depot,"

*tmm:4.^

AB3V£R'riS£tF£&> — Please note
that Friday is the latest day we
ean receive advertisement copy
for the fotlovtrinsr week's issuer

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle/
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The Number of Motor Cycles.

IMPORTANT evidence of the very marked increase

in the number of motor cycles in use has come to

our knowledge through a source which can be

fully relied upon. Everyone is aware that high

tension magneto ignition has been practically

universal on 1908 motor cycles, and that the grent

majority of these magneto machines have been supplied

by the Bosch Magneto Co., London, or the works at

Stuttgart. It occurred to us that a firm manufacturing

such a large quantity of magneto machines, which are

almost universally used on motor cycles, would be in

a position to inform us of the number sent out from

their works during twelve months. We therefore

communicated with the company, and were informed

that, although no separate records were kept of the

number of magneto machines sent to different countries,

the total number was at our disposal. We decided

that a very fair estimate could be obtained of the num-
ber of magnetos used in this country fitted either to

British or Continental built motor cycles, including

those re-exported to our colonies. The figures with

which we have been supplied fully confirm the opinion

we had formed, that the increase in the number of

motor cycles during the past twelve months has been

very considerable. To the figures provided by the

Bosch Co. must be added an estimated number of

motor cycles sold with battery ignition, also an esti-

mated number of motor cycles fitted with the various

other makes of magneto machines. It is difficult to

estimate these additions at all accurately, but presum-
ing that the total number of battery ignited and other

magneto ignited motor cycles is 50% of the figures

given by the Bosch Co., we have a total of over 20,000.
The total number of motor cycle magneto rnachines

sent out from the works of the Bosch Magneto Co.,
Ltd., from July ist, 1907, to June 30th, 1908, was
13^756.- Of these 9,553 were for one cylinder and

4,203 fox two and four-cylinder motor cycles respec-

tively. At a low estimate, we should say that 60% of

these magnetos have reached England, either for

fitting to British made motor cycles, or as part of the

equipment of imported Continental machines. If

60% of the total of other magneto ignited and batter)'

ignited motor cycles are added to those figures we have
a total of about 12,379, which, notwithstanding

the period of depression in trade which we have
gone through during the time mentioned, shows • a

distinct increase in the popularity of motor cycles. It

is, of course, impossible to obtain the exact number of

motor cycles turned out by the different home and
Continental manufacturers and assemblers, but a rough

estimate we had previously prepared from information

obtained fully confirms the figures sent to us by the

Bosch Magneto Co. with regard to the increase in the

number of machines sold. It will be noticed that the

figures g^veh us are from July, 1907, to June, 1908,

so that it is practically certain that the machines they

represent do not remain in stock. Even if a proportion

are unsold they only represent a similar stock which

existed previously, arid which one might call the float-

ing stock

—

'2. figure which does not affect the estimate.

The increase for a similar period of 1906 and 1907

according to the registration figures we published on

July 31st, 1907, was 8,142.
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Author of "The Riddle."

By E. DOUGLAS FAWCETT,
'• Hartmatm the Anarchist," " SwalloitK'd by an Earthquake," "The Secret of the Desert, etc., etc.

AGLOIUOUS November afternoon, with the sun-

shine flooding the chalet, on the balcony of

which I take lunch. The motorist s season in

the Alps is drawing to a close. The snows
of approaching winter are stealing down the great

mountains across the valley ; the garden looks desolate,

and its paths are strewn with dead leaves ; there are

brown patches on the once green slopes around me;
the music of the cowbells iS no longer heard, the cattle

being shut up in their winter quarters, whence they will

not emerge till the spring. It seems about time to house
the Bat up here for the winter, but a satisfactor\ run

is, of course, to be enjoyed first. I descend from our
eyrie to the pathway beside the torrent, and thence to

the Bat's quarters in an outhouse some three hundred
feet below the chalet. There are no adjustments to

be made, and I am soon spinning along the rough
road which leads from Chateau d'Oex in the " High
Country " of the Canton de Vaud to Rougemont.

Speeding along amid Magnificent Scenery.

Stretches of newly laid stones make travelling

unpleasant at first, but once clear of the village I give

the 6 h.p. twin its head, and speed along merrily

amid superb scenery. To the left are the long chalet-

set slopes of the mountain on which I live ; to the

right stretches the valley of the Pierreuse, bounded by

lofty and rugged peaks. The Sarine winds far below

in its pine-set sinuous gorge. The road is unlike those

for which the mountainous parts of France are famous

;

its windings compel caution ; it is narrow and badly

surfaced. Happily, there are few carts about, and a

good pace (somewhat above, the S'vyiss legal limit) is

•inaintained. Soon Rougemont is reached, and with it

the Bernese Oberland, where German begins to replace

the French spoken in the canton of Vaud. Further on,

topping a mound above the road, are the ruins of a

fastness once owned by robber barons of ill repute;

the pines are now growing in the floor of the ruined

hall. On my right tower the peaks of the Rublihom,
7,500 or so feet in height, and a barrier of dark-

wooded mountains walls in the valley 00 the left.

Some miles forward, and Saanen, the capital of the

upper valley, is reached. The industry of this high

valley centres round cattle and the wood trade. There
is little else of importance to keep things going,

though, doubtless, the disbursements of the summer
and winter tourists prove of use.

At this point I have now a choice of roads. On the

one hand, I can go to the right, and, passing Gstaag
(Gsteig), and crossing the Col de Pillon (a grand run,

reaching 5,000 feet), descend steeply to lovely

view from the baloony of the chalet. The tiDarters of the Bat can
just be seen at the bottom o( the iUustratioD.

An early winter scene from the author's chalet, Chattau d'Oex
(Gnmmfluh range).
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Ormont-dessus ; or, on the other hand, I can cross

the Col of Saanen and descend into the valley of the

Simme, which leads past Zweisimmen towards the

lower country beside the Lake of Thun.

Ascending the Col of Saanen.
I take the latter route, and put the twin at the

climb without ado. This " col " is an easy one, as the

turns are not severe, and one can let the machine go
in a way impracticable on curving ascents. I have
only one corner to negotiate with reasonable prudence,

and the twin is playing with the gradient in a manner
that augurs well. The corner past, a long stretch of

straight going meets the eye. I open the throttle, and
am borne up the hill at a rush, startling some road-

menders and leaving a long trail of dust in my wake.

A kick frees the silencer, and the warning bark of

the engine heralds my coming to all interested ahead.

At the top (4,200 feet) I dismount to enjoy the view.

There is a fine view down the sunlit green valley.

The Rublihorn, Gummfiuh (8,060 feet), and the other

great peaks past which I have come show grandly in

the distance, while towards Gsteig, whither the just-

left Sarine Valley

winds, there is a

vista of far snow-

fields and glaciers.

I recall a pleasant

summer crossing

—

on foot, of course

—

of the Sanetsch from
Gsteig to Sion in

the Rhone Valley

last August. Delay
would be pleasant

;

however, the breeze

up here is somewhat
keen, so, mounting
once more, I cross

the last portion of

the " col," and des-

cend to Zweisimmen.
This latter place

is of no special

interest, but the run

thither is through
remarkably lovely

""

scenery. Two wooden bridges (covered as a protec-

tion against the winter snows) over torrents, are passed.

An Ever=changing Picture.

The pine-clad mountains, backed by snow-crested

distant peaks, furnish an ever-changing picture. One
is forced to slow the going, for a descent of this superb

kind at any speed is ridiculous, even if it were not a

crime to rush down such a wonderland. Anon I meet

cattle whose antics compel two dismounts. Zwei-

simmen itself I find in the throes of a cattle fair, and

note signs that the function is breaking up. Not

desiring to thread a road blocked with drovers ?nd

their charges, I spend a bare five minutes in the village,

and am soon well on my return journey up the "col."

The ascent, which does not tax the twin seriously, is

delightful to a degree, contrasting favourably with a

former crawl up the same place in a slow car. I get past

the unruly cattle with the help of the clutch, avoiding

a dismount, and, topping the pass, float swiftly down

to Saanen, and thence along the beautiful valley home.
But now comes a novel experience. The bicycle has
to be got up to the chalet, wbere it is to be housed
for the winter. I pass its old quarters, turning oiat

of the high road into a path that leads up the
mountain. All available power will be needed, so

with cut-out kicked open I flit up the steep, bumpy
track, on which, it is safe to say, motor cycle has
never sped before. The clutch is twice taken out to

let the engine race, and is then let in smartly with

excellent effect. An old peasant woman with basket

on her back leaps aside in dismay. I am rising fast,

when, behold, at a bad turn, cautiously approached, 'l

find progress blocked; a wood cart, with front sleigh

runners of the mountain sort, stops the way.

Help from a Horse.
I have to dismount, and, finding anon that further

advance is impracticable, owing to stones and steep-

ness of gradient alike, cooee loudly to the chalet,

which is still far above where I am. My landlord,

with horse and mountain " charrette " (having front

runners), descends the slope to my left, and, fastening

the bicycle to the charrette, and leaving me to steer

it on foot, gets his

hay
A

Where even the twin won't go!

very efficient

motor going,

strange procession

struggles up the

steep grass slope

and halts beside the

chalet. There will

be no release of the

bicycle from its

prison until March,
but I ahi closing the

season without re-

grets, winter sports,

which include two
or three months of

skating, being
shortly due. I am
sorry that the

quaint spectacle of

the final climb was

not "snapped." The
innovation was really

worth recording!

Motoring in the high Alps is of enthralling interest,^

and the enthusiastic motor cyclist gets more fun, in my
experience, than the man on a car. I must reiterate

my advice to all and sundry to taste of its pleasures

for themselves. It is encouraging to see that some of

my readers have taken this advice to heart. But if the

best sport is Avanted they must not rest content with

minor ascents like the Faugille, Col deMegeve,, or Col

des Mosses. They should steer their wheels over all

the high places which I described in these columns

last year. Further, a run up the Stelvio (9,100 feet)

would also be tempting, but, unfortunately, access to

it via Switzerland is not yet allowed.

The Overheating Question.

Perhaps a few remarks on hill-climbing rnay be in

place. I am no engineer, but a practical rider with

considerable experience of mountaineering on wheels.

My opinion is that the best of twins must sometimes

overheat and lose efiiciencv on the very long climbs. T
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nean by a long climb anything from three to twent}-

niles in length, i have never on any occasion found

motor cycle engine, however hard driven and
iowever close was the weather, overheat on the level.

3ut on four or five occasions I have had stops due to

)verheating during the ascent of passes. And on

Bringing liay down from ttie mountains to the chalet.

iome other occasions considerable skill was required to

ififect non-stop ascents. The trouble encountered was
iue to two causes—(i) the numerous turns which the

nore difficult climbs present and (2) specially hot

veather.

Regarding No. 1, I could cite many stiff passes, e.^.,

Slont Genevre (on the French -side), where the
gradient— i in 9 or 10, as it may be—is not the source
>f worry at all. The 6 h.p. Jap would hardly shy at

niles of this sort of thing, were it not for the turns,

rhese latter are often of the hairpin kind, and must
3e taken more or less slowly, and the ensuing
' pick-up," with temporary overloading, tends to heat
:he cylinders apace. I topped the Col of Mont Genevre
;6,o8o feet) in sweltering heat, but had to take the
corners as quickly as the position of the footrests

Dermitted. I note that a writer in The 3Iotor Cycle
"ound the turns troublesome in climbing the less

"ormidable Col des Mosses (4,700 feet)—a very
'amiliar jaunt of mine near here—but his Vindec
possessed the advantage of a seemingly most excellent
:wo-speed gear.

Regarding No. 2, I attach great importance to this

•actor of the weather. Thus in climbing the Col des
Vfosses on a very hot August day I was brought to a
;top for five minutes unquestionably by loss of power
iue to very hot cylinders, the oil, I take it, burning
3ff the cylinder walls and reduced charges of mixture
entering the combustion chambers. The heat was very
:narked, especially in the back cylinder. Later, on a
:old autumn day, riding an unaltered machine and
using the same lubricant ("Very Thick" Huile
Vitesse), I was able to play with the climb, despite the
soft, mushy condition of the road in the upper portion
3f the pass. The contrast with the foregoing run was
surprising indeed, an ample reserve of power and
splendid picking up qualities being shown throughout.
A test of this kind, which involves miles of climbing
(slowing being necessary for stiff turns and when meet-
ing carts, etc.), speaks for itself. Let me add here
that the Jap engine and Bat bicycle have acquitted

themselves most excellently, in view of my continual

"getting upstairs." 1 have seldom taken out the

machine without indulging in a fairly serious climb.

General Advice to Tourists.

Lubricants are very important. I am very satisfied

with both Huile Vitesse (very thick) and De Dion-

Bouton oil. In touring, always carry a spare oi] tin.

Petrol is always to be had in France and Switzerland in

any place which is not a mere hamlet, but good oil is

often very difficult to obtain.

A clutch is useful on the long passes, on .some of

which restarting after a stop would be impracticable

without its aid. But a two-speed gear is, of course,

better still. I should not dream of purchasing another

touring mount for use in the Alps unless it comprised

such a gear. My fix last year on the one in six cork-

screw turns of the Gabbier is still vividly present to

memory. And there remain some formidable freak

climbs which I have not attempted, for the simple

reason that no single-geared twin (with an adjustable

pulley yielding, say, a 5 to i or 5^ to 1 gear at need)

could possibly be expected to tackle them. It must

be admitted, however, that these climbs are all on
byroads or rough tracks, and that the twin has never

failed on any of the main roads which traverse the

Alps. A wonderful contrivance is the twin motor
cycle, even in its present form

!

Two final hints. A good leather belt (I use a

chrome leather Demange) is very much to be preferred

to a rubber one for climbing. I have done with rubber

belts for use in the Alps.

Near the top ot the Col de la Faueille (on the way]up from Gex and
Lake Leman).

Heavy boots, nailed as if for mountaineering, make
very effective reserve brakes. They would, however,
hardly suit machines which retain pedals, if the

usual guides' nails are adopted. The best motor
cycle brake I ever 'saw is the N.S.U. wooden shoe,

which is forced into the groove of the belt rim. The
popular fibre-lined band brake is a makeshift quite

unsuitable for Alpine work. It failed me both on Mont
Cenis and the Galibier.
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Pow^ell's Two=speed Hub Gear.
THE a

hub
last

Two
and a light

bove title is that of the redesigned Fitall

gear, which was shown at the Stanley Show
year. Belt or chain drive may be used.

models are made—one for passenger work,

type for engines up to 3 54 h.p. In the

Sectional view ot Powell's Tw;o-speed Geared Hub.

smaller size the gear reductions are 55% and 33%,
but in the larger models only 33%.
On a fixed motor cycle rear wheel axle A in ordinary

fork ends a sleeve S revolves on ball bearings, which
carries driving belt spokes to the rim B and the usual

free-wheel clutch F. On this sleeve is keyed a pinion

P, which is also a cone for the ball race, corre-

sponding to ball race cone. D. The hub shell, with
tyre rim spokes, revolves on the two bearings O;^ and
O. In the hub sheel H is fixed a pinion D forming
the cap of the ball bearing O. G is the gear box, and
this turns found sleeve S, and contains three planetary
pinions, of which two are shown at PP. These
pinions are in continual mesh with pinion P on sleeve

and pinion D, which is a part of the hub shell. C C^
is a leather faced clutch mounted on a squared portion

of the pinion P. M and M are cams for operating the
leather faced clutch by rods or otherwise, and B B
is a band brake round the drum of the gear box.

To start the engine the levers are placed in the

neutral position ; the pedalling gear is then revolved,

which turns sleeve S, belt rim, and engine pulley

without rotating the road wheel. The rider then seats
himself, and with his foot presses the low speed lever,

which tightens band brake B B and holds gear box
stationary. The mechanical conditions are then as
follows: Engine drives sleeve S and pinion P, which
in turn rotate the three pinions P P, and thus the
motion is communicated to the hub shell (and bicycle
wheel) through pinion D. In climbing hills, if further
reduction is required the clutch may be slipped. The
gear box S being capable of rotating idly, as soon as
brake band is released the free engine position is

obtained. From this free engine position the change
to top gear is effected by bringing the external member
of leather faced clutch C into contact with the internal

member C2 by means of cam M operated by rod (shown
in the second diagram), which is connected with a
handle on the top tube. Thus the gear box and hub
shell revolve solidly with sleeve S turned by the belt rim.

For starting no handle is required
3

pedals only
are used, and, being always at hand, the engine can
be started in traffic without dismounting. If the

rider prefers to start the engine by using the clutch,

the reverse shock will not damage the gear.

The gear and iis operating mechanism fitted to a motor cycle. The engine
is started by 'he pedal, the low gear enja^ed by pushing forward the pedal

on the (ootrest, and the high gear by pulling the lever on the tanli towaids
the rider.

A. D. Powell and Co., 3, Aylestone Street,

Leicester, who fit the gear complete with back wheel

excepting tyre, say it is necessary that the back forks

of ordinary motor cycles should be set out or so altered

as to take the longer axle of this gear.

A SUNDRIES STOCKING SCHEME.
HITHERTO motor cyclists have been greatly

inconvenienced through their inability to

quickly obtain sundries and replacements for

their machines. Especially when touring

does the inadequate arrangements for supplying

sundries become apparent. There are exceptions, but

very few agents take the trouble to stock any parts

at all so as to meet the call which is made upon them.

For 1909 the Rex Motor Mfg. Co., Coventry, have
determined that, so far as they are concerned, every

possible facility shall be given to the public for

obtaining immediate delivery of any part which may
be required for either 1906, 1907, 1908, or 1909 Rex
models. The Rex scheme is a simple one. The

company have arranged with their leading agents to

always have in stock a complete assortment of

accessories and sundries. So far twenty sundries

stocking agencies have been arranged, and the company
'wish to urge upon the public the advisability in future

of passing their sundry and repair business through

the local centre, as by this means they will save delay

and cost of carriage.

The cities and towns in which the above arrangement

has been completed are as follow:

Birmingham Dorchester Kendal Manchester
Briidford Dublin Leeds Newcastle-on-Tyn*

Cardiff Fdinburgh Leicester Preston

Chester Glasgow Liverpool Swiiid>)n

Doncaster Hull London (2) Weymouth
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SHADOWS BEFORE.
SOME IMPROBABILITIES.

HALFWAY up a half-mile rise of respectable

gradient the engine stopped for want of petrol,

and I was stranded. Still, a fairly frequented

road in the middle of an August afternoon

is not a hopeless proposition for the begging of the

needful, so it was with great resignation that I arranged

myself in comfort on the bank at the roadside to await

succour. I must have been sprawling there in a sleepy

condition for half an hour or more when I was roused

by a peculiar sound—a tiny vibrating hum such as

might be expected to issue from a liliputian threshing

machine when heard at a great distance. Guided by

its apparent direction I looked down the hill, and there

quite close was a motor cyclist speeding towards me,

the engine giving out this strange note.

Spotting me couchant in my lair, he stopped.
" Anything wrong ? " he asked.
" Juice all gone," I replied.
" That's soon put right, if you've got anything to

pour, some into."

I had a pocket tumbler which answered the purpose

admirably, and while the transfusion was proceeding

I inspected my deliverer's machine.

Nothing quainter was ever seen than that mount of

his. The engine and its " outbuildings " were all hung
round the saddle tube, just above where the bottom

bracket is situated on most machines. It was for all

the world as if the vitals of a lightweight had been

torn out and lashed haphazard to a pedal bike.

[Cylinder as Big as a Breakfast Cup.

The engine was upright in position ; but such an

engine! A cylinder about as big as a breakfast-cup,

and as innocent of radiating ribs. I could see no
sparking plug at all, which seemed a fatal obstacle in

the way of satisfactory service. There was a copper

crank case on the same wee scale as the cylinder, and
on one side of this was the outline of a chain case

—

quite small—continuing to the rear wheel, the gear

ratio being apparently about two to one. The opposite

side of the crank case was occupied by a drum-like

extension which, in a hazy sort of way, I decided must
contain the ignition and valve gear—if there were any.

A solitary tank was attached to the side of the seat

tube away from the engine, and I tried to trace out

the pipe arrangement in the hope of its leading me to

daylight. One pipe extended upwards from the

cylinder for about three inches, and there ended in a

queerly shaped copper box of small size, which, from
the fact that it was furnished with a row of holes and
had evidently been pretty hot at times, I took to be
the silencer. The only other pipe from the cylinder

turned sharp at right angles just above, and dis-

appeared into a small brass cylinder decorated with

a couple of screw plugs and a tap, and joined to the

fuel tank with a graceful festoon of fine tubing. " The
carburetter," thought I, and was thankful for even so

little as this that accorded with my notions of a motor.
" That's about as much as I can spare," my bene-

factor now remarked. >" I daresay it will take you to

where you can get some more."

He seemed a friendly sort of individual, and I pre-

pared the way to an indaba by preferring a Molachrino.

" That is quite an unusual little jigger of yours," I

said. "Do you mind giving me a few details?"

He politely intimated he would be delighted.
" To begin with, the engine is rather a high-speed

one—about 4,000 revs." /

" 4,000 !
" I echoed, amazed.

" Yes ; fairly fast, is it not ? " He seemed to find it

a matter for gratification. " Of course," he went on,
" speeds have been rising the last few years, but this

is about as far as we have got for ordinary work."
" Gear looks high," I suggested.

"Well, you can hardly tell from outside," he replied.
" You see, the crankshaft carries a gear wheel meshing
with an internally-toothed ring which carries the band
on its outside.'"

" And you run your belt in oil ? " I ventured to

remark, in a burst of sarcasm.
" Of course," came the unperturbed reply ;

" these

steel belts drive much sweeter that way."

"Steel belts!" I was just able to stammer in my
bewilderment.

" Yes ; like a measuring tape, you know—it was a

German idea, I think."

At this point I reflected rapidly. Now, I thought,

I have you. No radiating ribs and a speed like

that. I said, " What about cooling at such very high

speeds ?
"

His glance struck me as indicating mystification.
" You can't cool salamandarite, you know, because

—

well, because you can't heat it to start with," said he.

" Sala— sala— Excuse me. Sala—how much?"
" Salamandarite," he answered, rather impatiently.

"The special c) Under material that can't be. heated

and doesn't conduct heat. The burning charges don't

heat the cylinder, and therefore the cylinder can't heat

the fresh gas."

He seemed inclined to enlarge at this point, so I

contented myself with murmuring, " Just so ; I see."

" The effect is," he continued, " that the heat of each
explosion is retained in the cylinder until the exhaust

valve opens, when it vanishes and leaves the walls

perfectly cold. It's a fine thing ; there was quite a

fuss when it was first brought out."

I did not remember either the fuss or the bringing

out, but contradiction seemed hopeless. Besides, I

was boiling over with curiosity.

" The engine looks small," was my next venture,

remembering his healthy pace up the hill.

" Oh, about ordinary," he replied. " These engines

don't have to be as big as the old Otto cycle ones."

This was getting decidedly too hot. " Old Otto cycle,"

I repeated menacingly, feeling ready to uphold the

sacred principle with my life.

But he was busy with an adjustment in the region

of the carburetter, and did not appear to have

heard me.
" Is this one of those two-cycle contraptions then ?

"

I enquired, compressing as much disdain as possible

into my tone.

" Not the ancient Day dodge, if that's what you

mean," he reassured me. "The gas is drawn into the

crank case and then forced into this container." (Indi-

cating the brass cylinder which I had mentally accused
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of being the carburetter.) " As the piston moves down-

wards the gas follows it from the container until

enough is in - the cylinder, when it is fired by an

incandescent wire heated with current obtained from

a low-tension magneto generator."

I felt argumentative. " Seems wasteful to lose half

of each stroke," I complained.
" Not more so than the antique method of losing the

whole of every other one," was the pulverising retort.

" Aren't the impulses awfully weak ? " (I was losing

heart.)
" Can't be so very, to get five-horse out of that,"

indicating his ridiculous-looking engine. " You've got

to remember there's no compression to provide for,

and no heat being lost by radiation the full expansion

of each charge is available to the end of the stroke."

"What about carburation ? " said I, becoming con-

scious of a sick longing to know the worst.
" The air is carburetted as it enters the container."

Foiled here, I mentioned the matter of lubrication.
" The air is sprayed with oil as it enters the crank

•case," he glibly countered.

I saw a ray of light. " Doesn't the oil burn when it

-enters the cylinder ?
"

1 could swear there was triumph in his voice as he

replied, " Not at all. The mixture is given a rotary

movement as it enters the cylinder, and centrifugal

action throws the heavier particles of lubricating oil

on to the walls."

Up to this point I had been standing. Here I sat

down. I thought it safer. My brain was in a whirl.

Feebly I muttered to myself, " The year 1 908 and the

Lenoir cycle redivivus." My friend must have heard

me, for he said, " 1908. Oh, no. It has only been

adopted during the last two years."

Before I had time to seek light on this cryptic

utterance he added, " I can't imagine why the makers
fitted such an infernally noisy magneto ; it's the most
diabolical orchestra you ever heard."

" Er—^noisy magneto ? " I felt I must have misunder-

stood him.

"Yes; hums like an aeroplane, due to molecular

movement in the armature caused by changes of

polarity."

I stared open-mouthed. Staring seemed all that was
left for me to do. I should be staring now, but sud-

denly the unmelodious tooting of a horn fell on my
ears, and then

—

Well, then I awoke. J- B.

A FIFTY MILES ROAD RACE IN AUSTRALIA.
THE Victoria Motor Cycle Club held a fifty miles

road race at Campbellfield, near Melbourne, on
September 12th. The course was to a point

twelve and a half miles out and back, and

was covered twice. The contest proved exciting. Out

C. S. Cox, who rode a Ptugeot in a 50 miles Australian road raee. £13

of twenty-three entries, twenty-one riders competed, as

follows: G. Overgaard {2% h.p. Hogan), 2m. 45s.

start; W. H. Cuddon (2^ h.p. Peugeot), 2m. 49s.;

C Cook (31^ h.p. Triumph), 3m.; A. Millidge

<3J^ h.p. Triumph), 3m.; J. Miller (3^4 h.p.

Triumph), 3m. is.; J. Biddlecombe (3^2 h.p.

Triumph), 3m. is.; C. Cox (3^ h.p. Peugeot), 3m.

2S. ; J. R. M'Kenzie (3}^ h.p. Peugeot), 3m. 2s.; H.
Jenkins (3^ h.p. Triumph), 3m. 2s.; D. Fraser

(S% h.p. Peugeot), 3m. 3s.; F. Ortner {;^j4 h.p

Triumph), 3m. 3s.; L. Benn (33^ h.p. Triumph), 3m
4s.; W. Stevens (3^ h.p. Triumph), 3m. 4s.; N
Jackson (3^ h.p. Peugeot), 3m. 4s.; L. Fallon (4 h.p

Brown-Jap), 3m. 6s. ; R. Heath (5 h.p. Peugeot), 3m
8s.; H. Perry (5 h.p. Peugeot), 3m. 9s.; E. W
Brown (5 h.p. Peugeot), 3m. 9s.; L. Kidgell (5 h.p

Peugeot), 3m. los. ; W. J. Dwyer (5 h.p. Peugeot),

3m. los. ; and H. F. Hall (5 h.p. Peugeot), 3m. iis.

A strong north wind was blowing, and the road was

dusty. At the end of the first twenty-five miles the

leading fifteen w^ere riding in the following order:

Cuddon, Miller, Ortner, Cox, Overgaard, Cook,

M'Kenzie, Heath, Jackson, Jenkins, Hall, Perry,

Dwyer, Brown, and Biddlecombe. As the riders went

over the course for the last round, a gale was blowing,

strongly, and in places the dust proved somewhat

dangerous. The leaders dashed by the winning post

for the last time in the following order: Cox
time, ih. 20m. 50s.), i; Miller (time, ih. 21m.

15s.), 2; Hall (time, ih. 13m.), 3. Then came,

in the order mentioned, H. Fraser, Biddlecombe,

M'Kenzie, Ortner, and Jackson. Hall's time averages

a little better than forty miles an hour, which, con-

sidering the wind that blew, was a cerditable

performance.

It has been pointed out to us that Mr. B. H. Davies.

the contributor of a recent interesting article, " Which

is the Best Sidecar? " had nothing to say about two-

wheeled sidecars, such as the Lowen, which has been

on exhibition at the last two or three Stanley Shows.

Perhaps some reader with considerable riding experi-

ence of this particular model will kindly supply the

obvious deficiencv.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letter!! ibould be addressed to the Editor " The Motor Cyole," 20, Tudor Street, EJC, and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address

Lightweight Experiences.

[3651.]—Many motor cyclists appear interested in light-

weights. The chief objection would appear to be due to

slipping belts. Yet a round belt and jockey pulley have
many advantages. Can no one suggest a method by w'-i'h a

round belt could be prevented from undue slipping, say, by
having v?ire coiled around it, to engage vpith grooves in the

flanges of the pulley?
I would suggest that lightweights would be better with an

open frame ; not only could they be ridden by a lady, but
they would be easier to mount and dismount, minimise the

effects of side-slip, and allow one to wear a longer coat.

Let us hope the Stanley Show will give us a gr< ater choice

in really light machines. CONVERTED.

[3652.]—I should like to add my testimony to the eflBciency

of the Moto-Reve. I consider it an excellent machine for a
medical man—quiet, and clean to ride. It starts easily,

although when I first had my machine I had much difficulty

in this respect, and in the end I sent the machine back to

London, and the company put in a new engine rather than
keep me waiting while they found out the cause.

Smce then I have had no difficulty. I have ridden in all

kinds of weather, and have had no mechanical breakdowns.
I also have no interest in the sale of the machine beyond the

fact that I believe it will supply a long-felt want to those
medical men who shrink from the troubles and trials of a
heavyweight. LEONARD MINTER, M.D.

The Handicapping of Motor Cycle Races.

[3653.]—With reference to the letter from' Mr. W. W.
Genn re the handicapping at Brooklands, while I must
admit he puts his case very well, his proposed remedy
(handicapping on engine capacity alone) would not improve
matters. I would like to remind Mr. Genn that when he
was delighting hahituis of Canning Town track with skilful

exhibitions of motor cycle riding he was in receipt of ten
and even fifteen seconds start from a rider using an engine
of the same bore and stroke, viz., 76 mm. x 76 mm., and
even then his name did not figure in the winning list except
on very rare occasions. I should also like to point out to
him that the 5 h.p. he speaks of at the Stadium was a 3^
h.p., and was about double the weight of his machine (a
convei'ted racer), and was driven by a man 3 stones heavier
than himself " FIVE " HORSE-POWER.

Unsuitable Accessories.

[3654.]—In The Motor Cycle of September 9th I find a
correspondent has written regarding accessoi-i«^s supplied by
firms from whom the motor "bicycle is purchased and their
consequent misfit. I will give you my experience.

I ordered a motor bicycle from the London agents of a
well-known firm, and whi'st the bicycle was on the way out
to India I wrote them quoting them the machine, etc. (as
they had shipped it direct from their stock), asking them to
forward the following : One horn, one lamp and generator,
three belt fasteners, and one inner tube. Of course, I expected
them to know all details as to size, etc. When they arrived
imagine my surprise when I found the horn would not fit

anywhere, and has since been put on a motor car ; it was
sent with a long flexible tube and dashboard mountings.
Lamp would not go on the bracket, and the generator clip
holder had to be thrown away and another made to suit fork.
Belt fasteners too small, and the inner tube 2^ui. instead of
2iin.

_
Disgraceful is hardly the word.

India. S.V.

Which is the Best Sidecar?

[3655.]—With reference to an article by Mr. B. H.
Davies in your issue of October 21st, entitled "Which is the
Best Sidecar? " I quite agree with him in claiming for the
duplex steering sidecar the six advantages enumerated. He
also says " that the correct adjustment takes some find-

ing." Again I agree with him, but why, oh why did he
not tell us how to do it? I have made a full size drawing
of the steering gear, and have come to the conclusion that it

cannot be done with the fittings supplied by the makers,
because a long wheelbase requires an altogether different

fitting from that of a short one. As many of your readers may
have these sidecars still in use, I would be glad to furnish

particulars of what is required to anyone who writes to me
care of the Editor, sending a stamped addressed envelope,

and stating length of wheelbase and width. L. JEFFORD.

Belts and their Fasteners.

[3656.]—Several letters have recently appeared in your
paper regarding the vexatious manner in which fasteners of

the ordinary pattern tear out of the ends of rubbef belts. I

have had a great deal of trouble in this way lately. On one
occasion this occurred while I was running at a considerable
speed, and the loose end of the belt whipped round the
driving wheel mudguard, and dragged it down on the tyre,

skidding the wheel, and abruptly arresting the machine.
Had I been turning a corner at the time, a disastrous fall

would have been inevitable.

The pulling out of the fasteners became worse when I

had an Osborne four-speed pulley fitted to the bicycle, owing
to the extra strain caused by the jockey-pulley and the
change-speed mechanism. I wrote to O.^borne Bros, for

advice, and they recommended a patent fastener, made by
]\Ir. Stanley T. Robpon, 7, Blake Lane, Birmingham. The
fastener has four small teeth projecting from a washer, which
is prevented from turning and forms the nut into which the
screw is fastened. These teeth grip the belt in such a way
that it would probably break before the fastener tore out.
At any rate, since using this fastener I have been freed from
this exceedingly annoying source of delay.

M. EDEN PAUL, M.D.

Magneto Manufacture.

[3657.]—It is a matter of regret to myself and also to
many other motor cyclists that of the few makes of magnetos
placed before the public we can find none that are of British
origin. How is this? Why is this branch of the motor
industry so fearfully neglected by our countrymen? Is there
some master patent which covers this principle of obtaining
ignition? We think, sir, that you are the right person to
give us_ poor cyclists a little light on the matter, and at the
same time give the names of a few British designed and
manufactured magnetos for motor cycles. It is strange that
the much advertised magnetos are foreign made, and in some
cases, or mo.'it cases, British firms are the agents ; firms, in
fact, whom we should expect to be leaders in manufacturing.

Again, may I ask you on behalf of myself and friends
and a very large body of motor cyclists generally to kindly
bring this matter forward. J. JACKSON.
[There are two or three magneto machines for motor cycles
manufactured in Great Britain, but none, .«o far as we are
aware, are purely of British origin. It is often commented
upon in motor circles that the largest British electriqal

firms are sompwhat apathetic with regard to motor ignitioD
generally.

—

Ed.]
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Magnetising o! Watclies.

[3658.]—I should like to inform the writer of letter 3645
that he may save himself the trouble of getting a rubber bag
for his watch. The only bag likely to be effective is one
made of iron or steel. Rubber has not the slightest insulating
properties as far as magnetism is concerned, as Mr. Hutchinson
may prove for himself by inserting a strip of this material
between a magnet and its keeper and testing the pull. By
far the most likely explanation is that the watch was not
magnetised at all. J. 0. THAIN.

A Valve Grinding Tip.

[3659.]—I herewith enclose a good tip for grinding in-

aocesisible exhaust valves which yo'' may or may not, as you
think fit, publish in your inva' c.ble paper. Also allow me
to compliment you on your t v^eedingly useful book, "Motor
Cycles and How to Manage Them," which I find most in-

structive. A good tip for grinding inaccessible exhaust
valves is this. With your right hand take a screwdriver
and press firmly en head of valve. With your left hand
take another screwdriver or like instrument, and insert in

slot in valve stem provided for cotter and turn backwards
and forwards. It will be found that the task of valve grind
ing will be easier aiid quicker done than in the old way of
turning with screwdriver, and the results are equally good.

H. HART-DAVIES

Lightweight Singles and Motor-assisted Tandems.

[3660.]—I was very much interested to read the letter of

your correspondent (Mr. J. W. Chalfont) with reference to
motor-assisted tandem bicycles. I have long thought of doing
it, but have always been told that it would be a failure. I

should be very much obliged if ^Mr. Clialfont would let me
know a few particulars as t : how he fixed the engine, and
upon what part of the mnrliine. I presume it was upon a

lady back tandem. CD 213.

[3661.]—I have read with great interest the experiences
of various rider? on lightweight motor cycles. But the
letter [No. 3633] by J. W. Chalfont which appeared in

77ie Motor Cycle dated the 28th October is, in my opinion,
either sarcastic or requires confirmative evidence

;
presum-

ing, ot coi rse, that "with perfect ease" means without
pedal or other assistance, and that stops were not made to

cool the engine.

The writer stated that riding a 1\ li.p. motor cycle he had
"been carried across Dartmoor from Exeter via Moreton-
hampstead to Plymouth, taking all hills with perfect ease."

I have been over the road from Moretonhampstead to
Plymouth (route 725 in the Contour Book) on my 5 h.p.

twin Vindec, and if a 1^ h.p. motor cycle took a twelve
stone rider up all tne hills from Exeter to Plymouth by that
route without assistance I should like to know how many
stops were made to cool the engine, and how long the
journey took? Was it blowing a gale behind him?
From Moretonhampstead the road rises nearly 1,000 feet

in about six miles, is of a very winding character, and the
surface when I was last there none too good.
Your correspondent's statement, reading it as I do, requires

some substantiation, and I should be only too pleased, on
behalf of other readers, to go over the same route with this

gentleman at any time which can be conveniently arranged.
If the machine again does what is claimed, one at least

enthusiastic heavyweight motor cyclist will have been con-
verted to the lightweights. CECIL R. J. ROBERTS.

A Problem to be Solved.

[3662.]—I note letter 3618 in the issue of the 21st ult.,

which introduces the interesting and important question why
slightly lifting the exhaust valve often causes an acceleration
of speed.

My own opinion, borne out by experience, is that, in the
majority of cases, the cause is too much play between the
valve stem and tappet rod, occasioning, consequently, insuffi-

cient exhaust clearance. It therefore follows that, the valve
opening being further assisted by a slight touch of the lifter,

better results take place, thus relievmg the cylinder from
undue choking or back pressure, which latter must, of course,
retard the engine working properly.

1 assume, of course, that the tappet itself is not worn and
has the correct amount of lift. Finding that even 4sin.. of

play between rod and valve stem affected consideraoly the

Syg

running of my engine, I fitted a new rod with an adjustable
cap, screwed on and held in position by a lock-nut underneath,
thus enabhng a very fine adjustment to be made at any time
ramus the trouble of removing the cylinder for packing up or
lengthening the rod.

this arrangement I think your correspondent "A Lever"
will find to be the usual solution of the problem.

R. G. LINDSAY.

_
[3663.]—With reference to the letters which appearedm recent issues imder the above title, might 1 venture to

suggest my opinion as to the reason why 'the slight raising
of the exhaust valve sometimes gives better running? I be-
lieve this to be due either to insufficient lift of exhaust
valve or to the cam being slightly out of correct timing.
In proof of this I give an experience I had last summer.

On my 3^ h.p. the roller which bears on the exhaust cam
broke, and the valve was then raised by the pin on which
the roller had been running, and the lift consequently greatly
reduced. In addition, the valve closed before the top of

A Harborn eleetrlcally-driven tricycle of German origin, which was
described on page 859 last week.

the exhaust stroke. I continued under these conditions for

some time, making very poor progress, but presently I found
that by slightly raising the exhaust lifter I ran almost twice
as fast. This was solely due to the greater facility offered
to the escape of the exhaust gases. Of course, this is an
extreme case, but I think that those who have found the
same phenomenon would do well to look to tlie timing and
lift of the exhaust valve. TS 211.

' A Useful Machine for Hilly Country.

[3664.]—I have 'been a constant reader of The Motor Cycle,

and in looking over several back numbers, and scanning a

number of letters and articles on " Belt v. Chain," " Single

V. Two or More Speed Gears," Pedals or No Pedals," and
other such controversies relating to the pastime of motor
cycling, it occurred to me that my little experience may be

of some use to those who are looking about for a mount for

next year, or at least ought to be doing so if they desire to

have in good time a machine specially built to suit their own
ideajs.

I am a pedal cyclist of over twenty years' experience, and
took to motor cycling as the natural outcome of my love of

the cycle. I started with a second-hand 3 h.p. belt-driven

single-geared machine, and got a good deal of experience.

Riding as I do in a hilly district, I found the single gear

unsuitable. After careful study of the opinions of various

riders appearing in The Motor Cycle, I resolved on the

following machine : 3^ h.p. Quadrant engine, Phelon and
Moore two-speed gear with chain drive (gears 5 and 9 to

1), Bosch magneto, Druid spring girder forks, 2in. Clincher

extra-heavy tyres, and footboards, no pedals. The machine
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was assembled by a local cycle builder, and has proved quite

a success. The engine runs sweetly, and the machine starts

off quite smoothly—no jerking either at the start or on the

journey. The gear I have found most satisfactory. Of course

T always run on the high gear, but I find the low gear most
useful for starting, climbing stiff hills, going round nasty
comers, and also in crowded traffic. For sidecar work the

low gear is indispensable. I have had absolutely no trouble

with the chain drive, and would not think of comparing it

with belt drive for the same work. Both have their advan-
tages, but for all-round work, including sidecar work, nothing

can be better than the chain, at least in conjunction with this

gear. T propose putting a much heavier tyre on the driving

wheel, as I find the 2in. rather light. S. P.

Experiences with the Four-cylinder FJf.

[3665.]—Perhaps the following brief experiences may
interest some of your readers.

Three months ago I purchased a 5-6 h.p. four-cylinder

F.N., which I have rrnce ridden some 1,200 miles purely as

a pleasure mount in the short intervals at my disposal.

It is the first motor bicycle I have ever ridden, and my
knowledge has been gained partly from your valuable paper
and partly from direct experience.

I have never found the slightest trouble with the machine.
Its ease of starting is remarkable ; on the stand a quarter

of a revolution of the pedals and it starts ; on the road I

run alongside, jump on by the pedals, and although I am
comfortably seated, drop the valves and go away at once.

The longest non-stop run I have made is ninety miles,

and I have done 100 miles on one gallon of petrol. I have
also climbed with ease Dashwood, Amersham, and Batch-
worth Hills, Sunrising Hill, the mile out of Great Missenden
going towards Chesham, and the hill leading up from Tring,
and, I believe, Wielding Tor, as well as the hill on the
Hemel Hernpstead Road out of Chesham.
Concerning fast speeds I say little, for I seldom attempt

any, though, if required, I find the machine is capable of

fast running. Of transmission troubles there are none, of

vibration there is none, and the exhaust is silent.

I think, sir, that the above result from a machine in the
hands of one quite inexperienced says much for its qualities,

and enables me to ask a question which has long interested

me, and which perhaps some of your readers may answer for

me, What is the relative advantage of belt over gear trans-

mission which causes all English makers to adhere to that
form? I find no shock, and no excessive tyre wear, and, as

I understand it, a" vertical position of the cylinders is the
best.

I have no interest whatever in this or any other make of

motor cycle. M.D.

Handle Starting. A Useful Tip.

[3666.]—T have been very "luch interested in the dis-

cussion 7'e above, esoeciallv with regard to the Roc clutch.

One rider suggests placing the exhaust lifter somewhat nearer
the starting handle, and I, being a short rider, quite agree
with him. When starting it is just as much as I can manage
to reach the handle and exhaust lifter at the same
moment.
With regard to the type of Roc clutch fitted to the Rex

machines. In five cases this summer I have been able to

put other users of this clutch on the way to get the best out
of it. A friend purchased a mount fitted with this type of

Roc clutch, which for the first fifty or sixty miles gave such
satisfaction that I placed an order for a new machine so

fitted. Later this machine began to get very slow on hills.

Of course, everything got the blame, and the local repairer

got a lot of cash, and suggested a new belt for which 23s.

was asked. My friend was in despair, and one wet day in

the spring I enticed him with his machine into my shed.
Wft decided we could not make matters worse, so took, or
rather commenced to 'take, the parts to pieces. We de-
tached the rod from the clutch pedal to the lever working the
cam pin, and there was the trouble at once. The pin is

squared and the lever also, but the corners of the square
had in this f-hort distance worn nearlv round. A new lever
with the hole cut truly square cured the trouble, and the
machine will now go anywhere with sidecar and passenger.
Possibly the tip may be of use to those who find the means
of adjustment not satisfactory.
Now, will some other rider suggest how the exhaust lifter

can be brought near the starting handle? ESSEX.

Valve Cams and Noise.

[3667. —I have been much interested in reading the
description of the new Quadrant engine. Mention is made
that the cams are so shaped that the valves open quickly to
the fullest extent, remain open the longest possible time, and
close quickly.

Now this is violating what I have always imagined to be
the very essence of silence, and it seems a pity that it should
be incorporated in a new engine of apparently such excellent
qualities. Doubtless all your readers are acquainted with
the secondary attraction of ginger-beer or even of cham-
pagne bottles. If the loosened cork is held down, and then
suddenly released, a mild explosion occurs, but if it be first

slightly raised, and then suddenly and completely removed
there is no noise whatever. Surely it is the same with the
petrol motor. If the valves open quickly to the fullest extent
the whole blast of the explosion is set free and has to be
tackled by the silencer. If, however, the cam is so con-

structed that the valve is given a small preliminary lift, and
then opened to its fullest extent, the noise is appreciably
lessened.

I believe the Mercedes cams work on this principle, which
is surely proof enough that the operation can be efi^ected in

the necessary short space of time.

I firmly believe also that this is in the main the secret

of the "Silent Knight," though I have nowhere seen it

expressed. However quickly the sleeve moves it is bound
to first uncover a very thin siit, which gradually enlarges as

the sleeve performs its function. This state of things cannot
exist with the ordinary cam and valve, as the first "thin
slit " describes a large circle, thus exposing a far larger

opening to the exhaust than is the case with the Knight
engine.

Of course, if the cams were made on the principle I sug-

gest, there would be a loss of compression, and, consequently,

of power, but it would occur so late in the stroke as to render
that negligible, and, at any rate, would surely not be such
a poison to power as a restricted silencer.

E. A. GIBB.

An All-British Machine.

[3668.]—A short time ago I ordered a heavy twin of

British manufacture throughout. In due course the machine
arrived, but refused to run satisfactorily. On investigation,

the timing of both magneto and valves proved to be hope-

lessly inaccurate. The inlet valve springs (automatic) were

far too weak, and had to be replaced by stronger ones.

All went fairly well for about five hundred miles, and then

the forked connecting rod snapped at the fork, making such

a mess of the engine that it had to go to the makers. They
returned it in a week, having practically rebuilt the

engine.

Things went on much better now, except for the replacement

of a rear wheel cone which had broken, a, steering head

cap also fractured, twice mending oil tank, two spokes broken

at the heads, and sundry smaller breakages. After about

3,000 miles the connecting rod broke again in exactly the

same place, and now I am having the engine repaired by
an engineer, who tells me the bushes, gudgeon pins, and
other parts are made of very poor material.

I received a bill for over £2 from the engine makers for

repairs which, under the circumstances, I refused to pay,

since the engine had run only five hundred miles. I received

a letter in reply, in which they say :
"

. . . it is difficult

for manufacturers to hold themselves liable for consequential

damage owing to the failure of any small part, particularly in

a piece of high speed mechanism, such as a high speed

motor." This is from a leading firm of engine makers. It

is only ^air to add that the makers of the frame did all

they could to help me, but that did not make up for the

incessant failure of various small parts.

I particularly ordered an all-British machine, feeling sure

that it would give me complete satisfaction, and I think that

for nearly £60 one may expect a good article. However, I

have learnt to my cost, as some of your readers have, too,

that all that is British is not necessarily good—far frorn it;

and, having learnt the lesson thoroughly, I am awaiting

the delivery of a twin of a' well-known Continental

make.
I would like to say a word in favour of the Celerio belt

fasteners. They are particularly suitable for a comparatively

shallow belt like the Continental, and are better threaded

than most fasteners. 6-7 H.P.
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OCCASIONAL COMMENTS.
By "IXION."

PocKet Tools.

We see many tool kits sold especially for motor
cyclists, but really only one or two of them are prac-

ticable. The main tool kit may be well carried in a

big leather roll, provided the roll has proper saddle

. attachments. The special value of the tool kit

system to the motor cyclist lies in the fact that there

are three or four small requisites, which he often

needs on occasions when it is a nuisance to open up
the main kit. The first tool on the list is a screw-

driver, the second a tiny spanner, the third pliers, and
the fourth a belt punch. I use a Bonza kit, which is

no larger than my letter case, and it contains one inter-

changeable handle, into w'hich screwdriver, chisel,

saw, file, and several borers may be snapped. To
supplement this, I carry a vest size King Dick, and a

belt punch loose in a waistcoat pocket. Will someone
supply a pocket kit holding miniature wrench, screw-

driver, file, pliers, borers, and belt punch ?

Four=cylinder Motor Cycles.

I begin to doubt if we English motor cyclists are

taking the four-cylinder machines seriously enough.

They will certainly never make a strong appeal to

novices, w'ho are sufficiently timid about a single

sparking plug, etc., to attend to; but the modem
editions of this pattern are undoubtedly very attractive

machines. It is a delightful change to mount one fresh

from a ride on a thumping single-cylinder, which has

proved liable to knock at low speeds, difficult (very

possibly) to start, and so forth. The modern four-

cylinder starts off its mark with ease in the shortest

possible distance, and runs with a perfectly enthralling

sweetness at very low speeds, while, odd as it may
seem, I am unable to discover any failing in reliability

as opposed to the singles and twins. Somehow or

other, in spite of its comparatively complicated ignition

and valve system, it seems to be as free from involun-

tary stoppages and to maintain its power at least as

A dog's ambulance drawn by a motor bicycle.

well as the singles and twins. I think a good many
of our more expert riders would thoroughly enjoy a
year on a good four-cylinder by way of a change.

Cuffs or Gauntlets.
I differ from one piece of advice in Mr. Hart-Davies's

notes for winter riders. He advises us to tuck the cuff

of a glove inside the coat sleeve to prevent water
running into the glove. I have had several narrow
escapes of upsets through my coat cuff catching on the
handle-bar or brake lever unintentionally, and I make
it an invariable rule to have a glove that slips over
a rolled or strapped coat cuff, having witnessed one or
two nasty tumbles resulting from the opposite habit.

Moreover, with the modern low seat and upturned
handle-bar, I notice it is very uncommon for a rider's

hand to be lower than his elbow-—my wrist, when
steering a Triumph, is three inches higher than the

crook of my elbow—so on all grounds I advise the use

of gauntlet gloves. They are also considerably more
comfortable than the alternative wind cuff inside the
coat sleeve, with its irritating wrist pressure.

A Gudgeon Pin Attachment.
Yet another mode of securing the gudgeon pin has

been suggested to me. One of the original set-screws

came adrift and caused trouble, so the rider removed
both the setsctews, and in their place employed two
copper wedges. The ends of the gudgeon pin were
split to permit of the setscrews passing through it,

and into each of these splits he hammered a copper
wedge, filing its outer end off flush with the cylinder,

since when he has had no further difficulty. Person-

ally, of all the fastenings I have tried the Riley patent

is that which seems most perfectly reliable. The
bed for one end of the gudgeon pin is oblong, which
entirely prevents the gudgeon pin from turning, while

a cotter threaded through its tapered end renders it

impossible for the pin to move endways. As there

is no movement whatever in the gudgeon pin, the split

pin in its end is as safe as a split pin would
be if used to lock any other fixed joint, such

as the nut on the end of a saddle pin bolt.

I believe it is true that no gudgeon pin

secured after this fashion has ever given

any trouble. I myself have employed it

for many thousands of miles, and it has

never shown signs of coming adrift, nor do
I see how it can.

A MOTOR CYCLE DOG'S AMBULANCE.

A dog's ambulance has just been placed

upon the London streets by the Animals'

Hospital. Motor cyclists will be interested

to learn that this quaint-looking ambulance
is drawn by a 3^^ h.p. Quadrant motor

bicycle, which is found invaluable. The
ambulance is coupled to the motor cycle by
means of a ball socket coupling, so that in

the event of a sudden skid or a sharp turn

there will be no danger of upsetting the

ambulance, which is padded to minimise

any possible shocks. This is another case

of the useful services into which a motor

cycle can be pressed.

.j-i^^T^j^.^rsTtr^prvt^fr'-Tf^
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Next Week's Issue.

Next week's issue will be the first of

our special Stanley Show iesuee, and
will contain an illustrated article on
"1909 Improvements."

1909 Travel Exhibition.

The World's Touring, Sport, Pastime
and Travel Exhibition will be held at
Olympia in July next. Full particu-

lars can be obtained from the manage-
ment, 75, Chancery Lane, W.C.

Curious Hill Feature.

We hear that an attempt is to be
made to climb Constitution Hill, Chat-
ham, on a standard single-geared

single- cylinder motor cycle. It will be
necessary to take the right-angled bend
at the" foot at the best possible speed.

Curiously enough, this hill has two
names. The board at the top reads
"Constitution Hill," the other at the
foot says " Grange Hill."

Barnes in America.

Little has been heard of George A.
Barnes lately. At present he is in

America, and last month paced Hugh
MacLean, America's champion pace
follower, to victory in a five-cornered

hour race at the Clifton (N.J.) Stadium
for a purse of 1,000 dollars. The dis-

tance covered in the hour was 40^
miles, and the racing was witnessed by
7,000 spectators. Barnes is using a
6-7 h.p. pacing machine almost exactly

similar to the one used by Meredith's
pacer.

Farlow Banic Climbed.

Two or three readers point out that

Farlow Bank has been climbed by a

single-geared motor bicycle, although
'

' A 4726
'

' in last week's issue considered
it an impossibility owing to the steep-

ness and the bad bends. Apparently,
the first rider to climb the Bank was
A. M. Lomax on a standard 1908
Triumph belonging to Mr. F. G.
Sandieon, on the occasion of a competi-
tion organised by the Birmingham
Motor Cycle Club, two months ago.

Mr. Sandison has climbed the hill him-
self, but on the oocajsion of the com-
petition lent his machine to Mr. Lomax,
thinking it was not good policy for

him to compete for his wife's prize.

H. Eem Fowler is another rider who
has climbed the Bank on his 5 h.p.

T.T. Norton, but he considers the hill

abont the worst he has seen or ridden,

and as for Sunrising and Birdlip—well,

in comparison they are nowhere.

Another Motor Cycle Club.

A movement is on foot to start a

motor cycle club for Devonport and
district.

Cambridgeshire Police Active.

We are advised that the police

throughout the whole of Cambridge-
shire are now very active and are work-
ing traps on nearly every road leading

to Cambridge within a radius of eight.

to ten mUes. Usually two policemen
are engaged, one timing the motorist
and the other stopping him if the limit

has been exceeded.

Utility of Fire Tricar.

On receipt of a call the other day,

we are informed the new motor tricar

at the Beckenham fire station was
started up within fifty seconds of the
alarm, three miles being covered in

very fast time. The .aachine is

stationed at the entrance to the station

in readiness, and naturally it is kept
in spick and span condition.

American Hour Record.

A new American hour record has
just been created by Fred Huyck, of

Chicago. Riding a 7 h.p. twin-
cylinder Indian he covered 61-^ miles
in the sixty minutes—nearly five miles
better than the previous American
record. The figures do not compare

\eiy ta^ouiably \\ith Collier's recent

world's hour record of 70 miles 1C5
yards on an 8 h.p. Matchless-Jap, but
they approach Giuppone's French hour
record of 63 miles 1,078 yards on a

10 h.p. Peugeot.

The Number ol Motor Cycles,

The estimated increase in the number
of motor cycles in use, compiled from
figures supplied by the makers of the

Bosch magneto machines, will be in-

teresting to riders and makers alike.

The article will be found on page 871.

Collier's Record Breaking Machine.

It has been stated that the Matchless
machine used by the world's hour
record holder was of 8-10 h.p., but we
are asked to point out that the engine

is a standard 8 h.p. Jap, the cylinders

measuring 85 by 85 mm. The identical

machine and engine were used in the

T.T. Race, and entered as 7 h.p.

Resignation of Mi. de RodakowskL

The Committee of the Brooklands
A.R.C. informs u.s that Mr. de Roda-
kowski, whose agreement with the
club expired on October 31st, has
vacated his otfice as clerk of the course.

Mr. de Rodakowski announced his in-

dention of retiring from his position in

June of this year, but he will not sever

his connection with the club.

Belgian soldiers carrying staff messages on four-cylinder F.N. motor bicycles.
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Trapping Pedal Cyclists,

At the Saidlewortb Police Court last

Wednesday sit pedal cyclists of Old-
ham were each fined 5s. 6d. and costs

for riding at a speed o* twenty or more
miles per hour down Grotton Brow.

Police Traps.

A trap has recently been instituted
at Austerlands, between Oldham and
Delph, also between Horse-shoe Clump
Hill, and Esher on the Portsmouth
Road.
A Monument to Cissac.

A monument is to be erected to the
memory of the racing motorist, Henri
Cissac, who met his death while com-
peting in the French Grand Prix motor
car race this year.

A Motor Cyclist and Lawn Tennis Player.

G. W. Hillyard, the champion lawn
tennis player, and well-known as an,

enthusiastic motor cycHst, is at present
on his way to South Africa with
Messrs. Doherty, Eaves, and Escombe,
the quartette comprising the All
English lawn tennis team, to meet the
pick of South African tennis players.

They will play at Port Elizabeth,
Johannesburg, Bloemfontein, and Cape
Town.

Incorporated Institution of Automobile Engineers.

Meetings of the committees of the
Birmingham and Coventry branches ot

the Incorporated Institution of Auto-
mobile Engineers were held on Tues-
day, 3rd November. It was resolved
to proceed forthwith with the formation
of graduates branches in both cities, and
a general meeting of the pupils, appren-
tices, and junior draughtsmen employed
in the motor industry in both district.!

will be held in the beginning of Decem-
ber. Previous to the December meet-
ing of the Coventry branch Mr. A.
Craig will give an address on " Som^
Featires of the Exhibits at the London
and Paris Shows.'"' Particulars of the
Institution and forms of application for

admission may be obtained on applica-

tion to the secretary, 1, Albemarle
Street, Piccadilly, W.

Cambridge University M.C.C. Race Meeting at Brooklands.
twin-cylinder machines.

Start of ihe handicap race for

Imports and Exports.

The imports of complete motor cycles
show a falling off for the month of

October. The value of imported com-
plete machines for last month is £1 218,
as compared with £1,633 in 1937

;

parts of motor cycles are up, viz.,

£2,190, against £1,936 in 1907. Fox-

ten months the total figures are

£58,006 against £71,438 in 1907. The
exports of machines and parts made in

England for the ten months of 19^8
are slightly lower than 1907. viz.,

£44,655, against £45.575. This is

accounted for by the decrease in parts

exported, £17,079 against £22,835. The
value of complete machines has risen

from £22,740 in 1907 to £27,576 in

1908.

Re-exports from' the United Kingdom.

The increase in the exports of foreign-

made motor cycles and parts from this

country is quite remarkable. The total

figure has jumped from. £4.981 to

£10,876, only £1,714 worth of this total

being complete machines. This points

to the fact that colonial firms are build-

ing up machines from foreign parts.

Farlbw Bank Again Climbed.

Seeing the paragraph in last week's
issue respecting the severity of Farlow
Bank, Cleobury Mortimer, Dr. J. 0.
O'Raffeity, of Daventry, and JMr. I. B.
Hart-Davies, of Rugby, rode over last

week-Pid, and we hear that both suc-
cesstully climbed the Bank on their
standard 3^ h.p. Triumph machines.
Dr. Rafferty does not mention the ratio
of gears used, or whether pedalling had
to be resorted to.

Dazzling Headlights.

The Committee of the R.A.C. at its-

meeting on Wednesday last decided
that in the opinion of this Committee
the use of any dazzling lights on motor
cycles and motor cars is unnecessary
and objectionable within the London
County Council area, and that they
should be prohibited. In order that
the investigation may be brought to a
practical issue the Club proposes to
hold a trial of headlights for motor
cycles and motor cars in January or
February of next year. This trial

should encourage the use of efficient

but not dazzling headlights.

TRICARS

:

MR. DAVIES commenced by humorously saying that a

friend told him only this week that he was really

going to the Club to pronounce a funeral oration

over tlie ashes of countless dead tricars. No doubt

hundreds of de;id tricars had departed to that mysterious

bourne where all the bad motors go, and where he piously

hoped they found no more peace than their users had found

when the tricars were with them. It was also true that there

were very few really "live" tricars remaining on the road or

on the market to-day. But he hoi-ed it was equally true that

out of the ashes of these dead tricars there was going to

spring a new type of machine, cheaper, lighter, more_ reliable

than its predecessors. In that event he was sure his friend

Mr. Hoovdonk would agree with him in expecting there would

be something of the Phcenix about it.

Things were not quite ripe yet for this resurrection ;
motor

CTclists needed a little education before that time came.

ISlany keen riding amateurs could not afford cars, they

detested sidecars, and liked to take a companion with them

on their rides. These all wanted tricars, but did not_ know
where to find a good ore. On the other hand, men in the

motor cycle trade wanted to expand their business. It might

be said "all that was necessary was to put these two parties

in touch with each other. But, unfortunately, that was

impossible at present, as the wants of this potential tricar

* Summarv of a paper read by Mr. B. H. Davies before members
of the A.C.U. at 112, Piccadilly, W., on November 5tb, 1908.

Dead, Living, and Unborn.
public were so varied, not to say absurd. One wanted a
16 h.p. four-cylinder tricar, and did not mind price, so long

as it did not give him any trouble. Another wanted a 5 h.p.

water-cooled type with three s] eeds and reverse, only it must
not cost more than £60. No two men wanted the same thing,

and all wanted at least twice as much as they could ever
expect to receive for their money.
Mr. Davies asked that two points might be considered in

view of these extraordinary demands. The first was, wlmt
is the price limit for a future tricar which a large enough
public could pay, and the price at which the trade could
supply a machine?

Specification and Price.
Secondly, what sort of a specification could be expected at

that price? It was said the tricars of the past had leen
killed through faults of design and workmanship. He denied
that emphatically. Early motor bicycles suffered moie than
the tricar had ever done from these faults, but the develop-

ment of the motor bicycle had proceeded in a staidy, un-

hesitating march towards perfection, until to-day it was
nearly perfect. At the present moment tlieie were onlj about
four makes of tricars on the market. The analogy of the

motor bicycle proves that the faults of de.«ign nnd workman-
ship were not the prime cause, though they might have been
a secondary cause, of this failure to become popular. In his

opinion, they died out because of their price—from £100 to

£150 apiece. To-day, matters from a price point of vievr
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were even worse. If be were entering the tricar trade, £60
would be the figure at which he could reckon on a decent

demand, and £70 would be the absolute limit.

For this amount it was impossible to supply a tricar pos-

sessing a miniature four-cylinder engine, a three speeds and
reverse gear box, and 3in. tyres on all wheels. He did not

profess to say what the trade could offer at the figure sug-

gested, but obviously, if we were going to get any good new
tricars, it would mean relentlessly paring down any costly

luxuries and refinements.

From his own experience he wished to state what he con-

sidered would be a specification for a roadworthy tricar for

which he would be prepared to pay £60 or £70.
Sketching out broadly a specification for the tricar of the

future, he asked his hearers to keep the Rex Litette in mind,
because everything obviously depended on the engine power
required. He would choose a 5 h.p. twin. It was far

more flexible and vibrationless than the best singles. As to

cooling, it was a common idea that air-cooled engines over-

heated in tricar work ; but he had never known an air-cooled

engine, specially designed for tricar work, do that. The
overheating bogey in connection with tricars was due to the
old habit of bolting a forecar on to a motor bicycle, pos-

sessing a high compression engine, designed to extract the
last ounce of kick out of a given cylinder capacity. Many
people have had their sole experience of air-cooled tricar

work with high compression engmes, which were very prone
to overheat. Against that experience, he related how he
once broke the high gear chain on a Vindec, and drove it for

twenty miles in an hour on the low gear of 9 to 1, and it

did not overheat, but of course he gave it quantities of

oil. He believed, therefore, that a low compression 5 h.p.

twin-cylinder engine would supply the requisite power, and
would never overheat if properly lubricated.

The frame. He believed it was possible to manufacture a
tubular frame more cheaply than any other, and so he advo-
cated a tubular frame. He saw no reason why an open frame
should not be made as free from whip as a diamond frame.
He demanded a rigid rear frame and a sub-spring fore frame,
with the front seat insulated by Cee springs and the driving
seat by coiled springs, a sprung hinge on the lines of the
Zenette frame, or a rear cantilever seat such as is fovmd on
the Rex Litette.

The Ideal Transmission
must be two-speed (not three or reverse) and chain drive.

He considered the original Riley or Humber gears simple and
reliable.

Seats must be cheap ; cane or wicker in front, big saddle
astern. "Coachbuilt seats might be listed as extras.

Brakes. The best and simplest rear brake, he found, was
to have a dummy belt rim with a brake shoe. The front
wheel brakes became more reliable and efficient if the
diameter bf the drums be increased to about twelve inches.
The remaining details of his ideal specification approxi-

mated very closely to the high-grade motor bicycles of the
present day. Instead of a fragile accumulator and coO, a
high-tension magneto would be demanded. If some of the
early tricars had possessed this most reliable of all known,
ignitions they would

.
not be discarded to-day. Instead of

carburetters with inaccessible jets, loosely-made throttles,
and dozens of small screws and parts, we shall demand one
of the more modern cleanly-cast vaporisers, with instantane-
ously detachable jet. Instead of the old 2in. tyres with thin
treads, we must demand 2^in. or 2^va.. covers with thicker
understandings, and the rear cover must have a detachable
or butt-ended tube.

If he was right about price, the matter of specification
would solve itself automatically, as the maker would be
limited. In his opinion, the only hope of a fresh boom in
tricars lay in the marketing of a very simple, light, air-cooled
chassis on cycle lines, at a price not exceeding £70.

THE DISCUSSION.
The Chairman (Dr. E. W. Brewerton) complimented Mr.

Davies on the admirable way in which he had stated the case
for the makers. Personally, he thought both the high-priced,
heavy tricar and the low-priced one were dead. The big
tricar had been killed by competition from the small motor
car, and the small-priced tricar had been driven out by the
sidecar attached to a motor bicycle. The new tricar would
meet its keenest competition from the latter vehicle. He
thought, however, they would have to go as high as £80 for
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a good tricar, fio as to get something rather better than a
sidecar. He heartily agreed with Mr. Davies's proposals aa

to the engine; a twin-cylinder would be essential, and of

5 h.p. A single-cylinder engine was a horrible juniper. The
cylinders must be accessible. As to transmission, this must
be by chain drive, with gear box, as no belt would drive a
machine which weighed 4 cwts., and when carrying two
passengers and luggage the weight would be brought up to

7 cwts. Two speeds would be sufficient ; reverse would be
quite unnecessary. Back springing was absolutely essential

for the sake of the machine as much as the jDassengers ; with-

out back springing the nuts would become loose and spokes

break. Magneto ignition seemed to be possible with a three-

cylinder engine. With regard to tyres, it appeared to him
that tiie lighter the machine the heavier the tyres required to

be. If there was light framework, there must be large

diameter and heavier tyres to save the frame from breaking.

He thought Sin. to 3^in. voiturette tyres were necessary.

These would never burst. He had driven a heavy tricar

15,000 miles and only had one puncture, and that was before

he had big tyres put on. Mr. Davies's proposition as to the

tricar of the future, with a few alterations, he thought would
eventuate in a successful machine.
Mr. J. TucHMANN said the tricar when it first came was

going to be the passenger vehicle of the future, but it had
not lived up to that prediction. It had formidable rivals.

To review how it came into existence was interesting. It first

had two wheels in front and one behind, the rear one being
the driving wheel ; this was because the bicycle was so

driven. But in some countries this design changed, and the

front wheel is the driving one. In Berlin, where there are a

lot of tramlines, he had seen machines running about the

streets of a very convenient type. They were used greatly

by the large emporiums there, and were easily manipulated in

the traffic. They seemed rather expensive—he thought about
£120. They had air-cooled engine fitted in front, by far the
best position from a cooling point of view. The driving

wheel was in front ; they did not skid. Certainly the tricar

Jaad very severe competition to reckon with. No doubt motor
bicycles would be getting cheaper ; then the tricars would
have to follow suit. He preferred motor bicycling to riding

in a tricar, yet he thought there might be a future for the
type of machine he had described which he saw in Berlin.

Mr. A. C. PEMnERTON related at some length his experi-
ences with a light machine Since 1904 he had driven it

20,000 miles, which he considered a good test, and he v^as

perfectly j leased with it. It was an Excelsior bicycle fitted

with a forecar. Its total weight was 2\ cwts., and it had a

two-speed gear.

An Economical Tricar.
Its petrol consumption for a 500 miles run was 124J miles
to the gallon. This was on fairly level roads. Its highest
consumption came out at 89.9 miles to the gallon ; that was
going North into Yorkshire and about the Peak District.

His longest delay was one half-hour, and it had something
to do with the ignition, but it put itself right. The drive
was by an ordinary threequarter Watawata belt, which he
found to be all that could be wished for. He used 2in. or
2^in. Clincher tyres, and they lasted a year. He found
Palmer's ordinary fabric tyres excellent in wear on the back
wheel. They ran 2,000 or 2,300 miles. At present he had a

2^in. Palmer cord tyre, and it had gone 2,000 miles and i

looked good for another 2,000. When voiturette tyres were
used a big engine was needed.
Mr. SrMMS said he had had experience with tricars, motor

bicycles, and motor cars. He began with an old Singer tri-

car, and then purchased several classes of motor bicycles-

also an Argyll car, then another Argyll car, and he was now
driving a Phcenix Trimo. The last named was the cheapest
and most satisfactory machine lie had ever had in his posses-

sion, and he had had no less than fourteen different classes

of machine altogether. The Trimo had Palmer cord tyres,

and. had always been absolutely reliable. It did a lot of

work every day, and he had taken his wife with him tour-

ing on it nearly all over England, and he had never had
any stop or any trouble with it. It took any hill, and had
aever stopped on a hill. He often went to Tunbridge Wells
on it, and always ascended River Hill without the slightest

trouble. He thought it surprising that the public did not

take to the light tricar. The Phcenix Trimo cost very little

to run. His conviction was that the light tricar was far

fi'om dead, and the public would begin to find out their

mistake. The public expected too much from these light
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tricars ; when they took to them again they would find their

advantages. They cost very little, they were cheap to run,

easy to start, very accessible, and not the least advantage

was that they were so light. When once a tricar was put

-on the mai-ket at about £60, he thought the public would
take them up again.

Mr. A. F. Ilslet congratulated Mr. Davies on sectionising

his remarks as he had done. From the dead tricar to the

unborn one was about as wide a leap as one could wish to

get. He did net agree that price had killed the tricar, but,

taking each individual type, it would be ascertained that it

had some shortcomings which would give the reason why it

had dropped out of existence. Nor did it necessarily follow

that because a particular machine was not made to-day that

that type of machine had been killed. Some discreet makers
might have decided not to force a certain type upon the

public when it was not desired. The decline of the tricar

dated from the inception of the heavy machine. He would
like to have heard a longer statement as to the tricars that

are living to-day. He thought they lived because they
embodied a correct principle—a principle which had been
correctly carried out, one in which the taste or scramble for

high-powered machines had not been pandered to to any
great extent. It seemed to him that those machines which
pursued the middle course had survived. With regard to the
tricar unborn, Mr. Davies had tackled a very great problem.
Here was a large field which should be approached with a
.great amount of diflfidence.

Price the Stumbling Block.
The tricar of the future, he believed, would prove to be
the tricar of early days—a prototype of the 1904 and 1905
tricars. Of course, the great stumbling block was price.

Mr. F. A. Hardy, as an old motor cyclist, said he had
two tricars, representing the two ends of the argument they
had had that evening—one a small one with air-cooled engine,

the other one of those big things which had been decried so
much. He had had a great amount of fun out of both. A
tricar is much more sociable than .a motor bicycle, and you
do not part company with your passenger. He commenced
to use a tricar in 1905. Before that, when he wanted to take
his wife out with him, he attached a trailer behind, until one
day the hind wheel of the trailer was caught by another
vehicle when they were travelling round a corner, and the
trailer was overturned. He then got a 3 h.p. Quadrant
tricycle, which had been transformed into a tricar. This
was a- success in every way except that the belt was a little

troublesome. He thought that for £60 a tricar with the bare
necessities on it could be produced, but that for £80 some-
thing in the way of luxuries might be looked for.

Mr. W. Randle thought the question was practically one
of personal taste. He started motor cycling with a bicycle,

and had very good times, but got tired of it and added a
trailer. That took him back nine years. With the trailer

he had an accident. After that he bought a Phoenix Trimo,
on which he and his wife had some good sport. The belt

was somewhat of a trouble. He had also a light Garrard,
and at present he was driving a Lagonda, which he had used
for the last three years. He was favourable to the heavy
tricar, although he acknowledged some advantages in the
light one. If out with a sporting motive the driver wanted
power ; on the other hand, a light machine would do for

a twenty-five miles run. For touring, a heavy one was
preferred.

Mr. BoiLEAXj [The Motoi^ Cycle) added a few words from
his experience of tricars, beginning in 1904 with a 3^ h.p.

motor bicycle and forecarriage attachment. This machine
needed a good many additions, especially a good two-speed
gear. The belt, too, gave trouble. He then got a tricar

with chain transmission and a very simple form of two-speed
gear. It was light, handy, well made, and most reliyble,

but it was most uncomfortable. The springing of the front

seat was not very good, but that was a point which could
easily be altered. His opinion was that eventually that type
of tricar would prevail which was fitted with magneto ignition.

The heavy type which had been condemned was a thoroughly
practical vehicle ; it~ had been killed by the cheaper forms of

cars put on the market. A good deal had been said about
the future change-speed gears of the tricar. There were two
types of gear—the epicyclic and the sliding type. If the
future type was to be the sliding gear box, a three-speed gear
would be quite practicable. He thought the complete machine
would come out between £75 and £80. He did not think

they ought to grumble at £80.

An Experienced Tricarist's Views.
Mr. W. Gtjnn, who had been associated with the heavy tri-

car for the last three years, said everyone who took up the

tricar had simply gone the way of all motor cyclists who
went in for the passenger machine ; they commenced with the

smallest and lightest, first a two-seated tricycle, then a motor
bicycle with a trailer, then a belt-driven tricar such as Mr.
Pemberton described, and so on to the very heavy machine
that they had come together that evening to mourn, or to

rejoice over, as the case might be. He thought the whole
question was one of price.

Mr. W. Pratt thought the sidecar was the cause of the
death of the tricar. He knew many who said they preferred

the sidecar both to the light and the heavy tricar. He asked
the lecturer if he had seen the A.C. tricax?

Mr. Davies : Yes, I have seen it once on the road, and
I have the drawings of it in my study now.
Mr. Pratt (continuing) said he thought it would meet a

great demand, although it did not get through the Quarterly
Trials successfully.

Mr. J. Van Hooydonk said Mr. Davies's lecture resolved
itself into a commercial proposition, which was a very sensible

way of looking at it.

The Chairman then called upon Mr. Davies to reply, which
he did briefly. The hour was by this time very late, or he
would have fully gone over the many interesting points raised

in the discussion.

Votes of thanks to the lecturer and to the chairman closed

.

the proceedings.

THE AUTOCAR" LECTURES.

F
IVE of these lectures have now been given in

the London and three in each of the provincial

centres. The dates of the remaining lectures in

each centre are as follows

:

London.—3.30 and 8.30 p.m. November 17th, 24th, and
December 1st.

Birmingham.—7.30 p.m. November 11th, 18th, 25th, Decem-
ber 2nd and 9th.

Leeds.—7.30 p.m. November 12th, 19th, 26th, December
3rd and 10th.

Manchester.—4.0 and 7.30 p.m. November 13th, 20th, 27th,

December 4th and 11th.

Newcastlb-on-Tyne.—7.30 p.m. November 16th, 23rd, 30th,

December 7th and 14th.

Synopsis of lectures:

Fourth Lecture.—Clutches : Cone, Expanding, Metal-to-

metal, Disc, etc.—Gear Boxes—Cardan-shafts—Universal
Joints—Back Axles.

Fifth Lecture.-—Carburation—Cooling and Lubrication.

Sixth Lectu^re.—The whole of this lecture will be devoted
to various forms of ignition, particular' attention being
given to High Tension Distributing Systems and
Magnetos.

Seventh Lecture.—Frames — Steering — Brakes — Bearing
Chains, etc.

Eighth Lecture.—Bodies — Wheels — Tyres — Accessories
—Hints on Driving—Organisation.

To meet the wishes of some of our readers it has

been arranged to issue tickets to admit to any fouo-

of these lectures at a fee of los. 6d.

Applications for tickets should be made immediately

to the Lecture Secretary, 20, Tudor Street, E.G.

THE NEW PENNY EDITION OF " THE AUTOCAR."
Readers of "The Motor Cycle" who are intetestel in motor
cars are reminded of the new Penny Edition of " The Autocar,"

now obtainable of all Newsagents and Booksellers ever 7 Friday

Morning.
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CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY M.C.C. RACE MEETING.

A SMALL race meeting of an entirely private nature

was held at Brooklands on Saturday last by members

of that enthusiastic body, the Cambridge University

Motor Cycling Club. The weather was all that

could be desired, but a cold easterly wind blew across the

track. The first event was a scratch race for single-cyhnder

twin-cylinder machines fitted with engines of any size, Mr.

Milbourne was the winner. The open three-lap race was won
by Mr. E. H. Lees (5 h.p. Peugeot). Next followed a motor

bicycle v. car race, in which the participants were Mr. A.

H. Moreing, the secretary of the club (38.1 h.p. Daimler),

and Mr. E. D. Dickson (5 h.p Vindec). Th-e result was a

A group of

comretllors and

ofTicials at the

Cambridge

University M.C.C.

Rac3 Meeting a<

Brooklands on

Saturday.

machines to decide the handicap, and in this Mr. J. H.

Whitlark (2J h.p. M.M.C.) was first, and Mr. J. Ashworth

(2| h.p. ]\tinerva) was second. In the race for twan-cylinder

machines fitted with engines not exceeding 76 x 76, the

winner wus Mr. E. D. Dickson (5 h.p. Vindec), and Mr. R.

G. Heyn (5 h.p. Rex) was second. In the scratch race for

win for the car by about 5s. The handicapping was most
ably carried out, as not more than a second separated the

first and second men in most of the events. The officials to

whom the success of this excellently managed meeting was
due, were Messrs. C. H. C. Smith and U. F. M. Oliver,

timekeepers; and Mr. A. H. Moreing (the secretary), starter.

CLUB NEWS.
Coventry M.C.

At a committee meeting of the above club on Wednesday
last, the decision of the A.C.U. Formula Sub-committee,
which met to consider the A.C.U. formula when applied to

twQ-stroke motors, was discussed. The committee of the
Coventry M.C. unanimously decided that the decision could
not act retrospectively with regard to the motor cycle hill-

climb at Newnham. The published results therefore hold good.

Hull and East Riding A.C.C.

After a most successful year the Hull and East Riding Auto
Cycle Club held its annual dinner at the Grosvenor Hotel
on Thursday hist, with the president. Dr. W. H. Coates, C.C,
of the Army Motor Reserve, in the chair. There was a large
attendance, several of the lady members of the club being
present. The loyal toast was siibmitted from the chair.

Following the usual speeches was an excellent musical pro-
gramme, during which the prizes won during the year were
presented by the chairman, who also, on behalf of the mem-
bers and friends, presented to Mr. Straker, the indefatigable
eecretary, a gold watch in recognition of the very satisfactory
way in which he had discharged his duties. The presentation
was made amidst hearty applause, and suitably acknowledged
by Mr. Straker.

Brighton and District M.C.C.

This club concluded a very successful year with a hill-

climb. The venue chosen was known as Captain Kidd's, near
Hartfield, with an average gradient of about 1 in 8, with
parts of 1 in 5, and one mile in length. The surface was very
fair, but had small patches of grease on the worst comers.
The following were the starters and order of finishing :

Twin-cylinder Class.—1, R. W. Cartwright (7-8 h.p.
Minerva) ; 2, W. Brett (5^ h.p. Rex) ; 3, J. Coleman (5 h.p.
Rex) ; H. Saunders (5-6 h.p. Bat-J.A.P.), J. Best (4i h.p.
Minerva), and G. H. Nottingham (3^ h.p. Alcyon).

Single-cylinder Class.—Not enough of these machines turned
up to make a class, but Mr. Hale was timed up the hill on
his 3^ h.p. single-cylinder 1908 Rex, and made an excellent
ascent in 3m. 7s.

A whist drive is to be held to-morrow (Thursday), and
members are requested to turn up in full force to do justice
to the delicacies provided by the host, Mr. Smith.
Members are reminded that the mud-pluggers intend to

hold informal runs throughout the winter.

Essex M.C.

Now that motor cycles have attained such a degree of

reliability there is no need to store them away during the

winter months. The above club therefore intends to hold

week-end runs throughout the winter months, alternately to

the George at Bishop's Stortford and the White Hart at

Witham, or if desired the destination may be varied. The
first of such runs will be held on tlie 22nd inst., lunch at the

George Hotel, Bishop's Stortford, at 1 p.m.

Edinburgh M.C.C.

The single-cylinder class in the hill-climb organised by
this club held on October 24th has been settled. Owing to

the most unusual closeness of the first two competitors the

matter was referred to the Editor of The Motor Ci/rJe, and
acting on his advice the Trials Committee has declared this

class to be tied, with S. Thomson (3^ h.p. Triumph) and
R. H. Mouat (3^ h.p. Griffon) first equal, the latter making
the fastest time by l|s. The following is the position of

the others who ascended the hill

:

Figure Behind
of merit. fastest .time.

105.3 ... 71s.

106 Sfs.

114 ... 17s.

3. J. Cameron (3^ h.p. Triumph ...

4. T. Durie (3^ h.p. Triumph)
5. G. A. Bostock (3^ h.p. Triumph)

Cambiidge University M.C.C.

The following are the results of the Croydon hill-climb,

held on October 31st last

:

Rider and machine.
C. L. Mere (3^ Triumph) ...

— Stapler (3^ Triumph)
C. Stephenson (5 Vindec) ...

E. D. Dickson (5 Vindec) ...

E. H. Lees (5 Peugeot)
N. W. Hutchinson (3i Triumph)

Perkins (3^ Peugeot)
Seth-Smith (5i N.S.U.) ...G.

J.

F.

W

B. &S. Time. merit.

84 X 86 25.9 37.93

84 X 86 28 6 39 69

75 X 76 25 8 39.95

75 X 76 25 8 42.29

75 X 75 21.8 44.15

82 X 86 33 44 6

66 X 70 30.5 47.33

75 X 75 30 50 02

75 X 76 32.3 54 4

80 X 98 21.4 57.03

85 X 95 23.1 67.13

M. Oakey (5 Vindec)
M. F. Pilkington (7-9 Peugeot)
B. R. Moorehouse (7-9 J. A. P.)

Fastest time was made by F. M. F. Pilkington (7-9 h.p.

Peugeot). The timing was effected by means of an electrical

apparatus designed by Mr. F. P. Dickson and Mr. U. F. M.
Oliver.
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The Possibilities of a Light Tricar.
READERS will remember that a few weeks ago

we wrote a leaderette on the possibilities of the
light form of air-cooled tricar. The article was
inspired by a few months' use of a light tricar

built to our order by the Rex Motor Mfg. Co., Ltd.,

and which we understand that the firm named has
resolved to standardise and exhibit at the forthcoming
Stanley Show. When- we ordered the machine the Rex
Co. had no idea of marketing it, but they kindly

carried out our wishes and built it entirely in accord-
ance with the suggestions we made at the time, which
were to take one of their standard

3^ h.p. single-cylinder motor bicycles

with Rex two-speed gear and Roc
clutch and build it up with a Litette

-forecarriage, but instead of springing

the front axle to spring the front seat.

With this combination all our expecta-

tions have been realised, for the tricar

has given no trouble, with the excep-

tion of a slight derangement of one of

the engine ball bearings and a tendency
for the low speed brake drum to slip

on a very steep hill. Both these little

faults have been remedied, the former
by the alteration of the design of the

bearing, the latter by altering the

brake band to increase the grip-

ping power. The illustration of the

machine shows that the frame at the

rear is exactly the same as an ordinary

3^ h.p. Modele de Luxe bicycle with

two-speed gear. In other respects

the only departure is in the method
of operating the clutch and two-speed

gear, which is by a hand lever, clearly shown in the

illustration. We prefer the hand lever, as both feet

are free to operate the brakes, and, moreover, there

is no necessity to keep the foot on the low speed pedal

(as in the case of the bicycle), as the lever is provided

with a notched quadrant to hold it in the low speed
position as long as required. In the central notch, the

engine is free for starting by means of the handle fitted

to the right-hand side of the live axle. A forward

movement of the lever engages the low gear gradually,

and a backward movement brings the low gear out

of engagement and engages the high speed clutch..

Other Details of the Tricar.

The engine is fitted with an Amac carburetter,

handle-bar controlled, and underneath the front seat

is a long round silencer extending nearly the whole
width of the front axle. This special silencer renders

the machine very much quieter than the majority of

motor cycles, unless it is climbing steep hills with

throttle full open. On the engine shaft is an Advance
adjustable pulley, which has given every satisfaction.

The transmission is by i^-'^in. Giant Watawata belt.

This belt, after being taken up in the initial stages,

has received no attention beyond scraping in about 500
miles running. For passenger work, there is no doubt
if belt transmission is employed the belt should be well

above the work required of it. That is the reason we
specified a i^^in. Watawata belt in preference to a

standard ^in. or lin. belt, which, although quite

adequate for solo work, naturally gives more or less
trouble on a passenger machine. It will be noticed
that the engine, magneto, etc., are well guarded by
means of a metal pan fitted under the engine and up
to the side members of the frame ; the pan is also closed
in front. The front wings are very wide, and have
leather extensions at the ends; in addition, a metal
splashguard is fitted between the seat and the wheel,
effectually preventing mud and water from reaching
either the passengers or the engine and magneto. In
fact, the whole of the rear part of the machine keep;

Rex 3J h.p. light passenger machine, a type which will be exhibited at the Stanley Show.

remarkably clean, and the only portions which ^^et

splashed when running on muddy roads are the back
stays and chain stays; and all behind the rear wheel
from a vertical line drawn through the centre of the

saddle seat. This latter, by the way, is a Brooks
saddle seat with compound springs, and in combina-
tion with the Rex cantilever spring seat-pillar is

extremely comfortable—in fact, on fairly good roads

one would hardly believe that the tricar had a rigid

frame. To the right of the saddle, and strapped to

the back stays, is a leather holster for carrying the

starting handle, and a tyre foot pump is attached to

the steering column. On the footboards behind the

front seat are two neat boxes. The one on the right-

hand contains a drip generator for the acetylene lamps.,

the other is a case of tools. The cane forecarriage is

provided with a strong apron and a compartment runs

the whole width of the seat just above the footboard.

This is very handy for carrying a spare air tube, etc.

The tyres are a 26in. x 2j^in. Clincher on the rear

wheel with a small car air tube; the fronts are 26in.

X 2^in. Avon. The lamps are the new F.R.S.
recently described in our article on motor cycle lamps,

and the F.R.S. generator which we have received for

trial. We intend to fit the latter to the diagonal

tube.

We can confidently recorhmend a machine of this

description to any motor cyclist who wants a passenger

vehicle for use on good roads where the hills are not

excessively steep, and where economy both in petrol
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consumption and tyres is a consideration. As an

example of wliat it will do in the way of hill-climbing,

it has been up the first portion of Sunrising with two

up, and completed it with one up. It has also com-

pleted the whole round of the Wye Valley at an average

speed of about 18-20 miles an hour. The gear ratios

are 5 and 10 to i, and unladen it does not exceed

3 cwts. For heavy winter roads and hilly districts

the single-cylinder engine gives barely sufficient power,

but we understand the Rex Co. will fit

or twin-cylinder engines—in fact, we are

our own tricar fitted with a 5 h.p. twin

shall be most interested to see if it will

as the single when run on the low gear,

it will, because it is being made with a

compression, as was the single-cylinder,

is finished in light French grey with dark

it always presents a light and clean appea

dust and splashes of mud.

either single

about to try

engine, and
keep as cool

We think

specially low

The tricar

lines, so that

ranee despite

Hints and Tips for Motor Cyclists. By Road Rider.

MVDFLAPS.
263. The usaal type of mud-

flap, fitting circumferentially round

the wheel, is not remarkably efficient,

as the mud splashes often cannon wide

of it, and are flung by draughts upon

the rider's legs, or caught by some por-

tion of his anatomy before the isplashes

have time to fall. Wherever there is

sufficient clearance a mudflap extending

out radially from the wheel will be

found to afford far better protection.

Even when there is only bare clearance

between the magneto and the front

mudguard, there is often room to fit a

practically horizontal extension of the

front guard, and this will be found
twice as efficient as the usual type,

which is shaped to follow the front

wheel. A similar principle may well

be applied to the back guard for winter

riding, and will keep mud off the back
of the engine, and also off bags or other

articles strapped to the carrier.

ANGLE OF PROJECTOR HEADLIGHTS.
26-^. The normal acetylene pro-

jector will be found to concentrate its

rays at a point too close to the rider

if its carrying brackets are strictly

vertical. If it is tilted upwards a

little its long distance rays are of far

better service in night riding. A hood
is then required to deflect some of the
light down on to the number-plate, and
the reflections from this hood simul-

taneously serve to light up the road
surface close under the front wheel,
and enable the rider to dodge stones,

hedge cuttings, and rough bumpy
places.

PEDALS AS FOOTRESTS.
20s. To mount by a swinging

pedal is a method almost certain in

time to lead to disaster, and the foot-

rests on most modern macliinee are too
far forward to mount from. If a rider

is accustomed to mount from the near
side he should screw a steel eye into

the near crank, close to the pedal
spindle, and stretch a coiled spring
from this eye to any suitable point on
the frame, in such manner that the
pedal is held by the spring at about
the 8 o'clock position. The pedal is

then always in the correct position for

a mount, and should the pedal gear be
required for testing the engine on the
stand, or for assistance up a particu-

larly bad hill, it is always a simple
matter to unhook the spring. Riders
who never use their pedals as such can
obtain a comfortable choice of riding

positions oy reversing one pedal on the

crank spindle, so that the two are point-

ing vertically downwards, using a

spring to keep them from swinging.

CHOKED SPRAY IN INACCESSIBLE
CARBURETTER.

266. If an engine will not start,

and time presses so that the dismant-

ling of the carburetter is unwelcome,

it is a good plan to inject petrol liber-

ally into the cylinder or cylinders, and

then to make a fre.sh effort to start the

engine with the handle, pedals, or run-

ning along, as the case may be. The
petrol will produce one or two powerful

explosions, and very often the suction

so induced will drag the obstruction

out of the jet, and so delay the moment
when the cleaning of the carburettei

becomes indispensable.

SECURING H.T. MAGNETO
TERMINALS.

26"7. The spring push terminals

of the high tension wires to a magneto
are not always vibration proof, and may
occasionally jump off and necessitate a

dismount. The simplest way I know
of securing them is to make the wires

a trifle longer than was previously

necessary, and then to procure an

indiarubber letter band about six. inches

in diameter. This is slipped over the

end of the magneto, the springpush

terminal put in place, and the thong

then passed over so that it nips the

wire against the horseshoes. The cost

of this device is only one penny, and

no terminal so fitted can ever jump off.

A somewhat similar tip serves to pro-

tect these terminals from short-circuit-

ing through wet. The magneto terminal

is unscrewed. Its projecting end will

be found to be tapered. A circular

piece of cycle patching rubber is taken,

and a small hole cut in the centre of it

so that it slips up the terminal almost

to the end. The terminal is then re-

placed and the wire attached, with a

tiny rubber ring threaded on the wire.

The loose edges of the disc of patching

rubber are then folded down to entirely

cover the brass eye of the wire, and the

little rubber thong slipped over the

crumpled rubber to keep it in place.

This affords absolute security from
shorts due to rain or mud.

EAST STARTING.
26^. Pending the general adop-

tion of carburetters on which both top

and bottom air are adjustable (the only

ideal arrangement), most carburetters

which are adjusted to give the best

possible supply of air at full speed

afford too weak a mixture for really

easy starting. I recently adapted a

Brown and Barlow as follows : The
difficulty in starting was traced to a

surplus of bottom air (non-adjustable).

I therefore got a piece of brass turned
up very thin and light, exactly the

shape of the lid of a circular cigarette

tin, but smaller ; its diameter was a

shade less than the internal diameter

of the bottom of the spray chamber.
It was drilled centrally, so that it could

be threaded over the jet holder, and
put in the carburetter, so that it lay

over the bottom air orifices. A stout

crofcswire fixed to the jet holder pre-

vented it beiijg sucked up into the in-

let pipe. It was placed with its up-

turned rim on top. I found there was
no need to tickle the float needle to get

a start, and that the machine started

at a far lower speed than ever before.

At high speeds the light brass disc

lifted well up in the spray chamber,
and an ample supply of air was .sucked

up through its central hole, which was
somewhat larger in diameter than the

jet holder, as there was naturally a sur-

plus of metal lound the base into which
the holder screwed. Devices are now
obtainable for varying the amount of

opening of the air intake.

(To he continued.)

Books for . .

Motor Cyclists

Motor Cycles & How to Man-
age Them.

Prtc* 1 1 2, post free. X2th edition.

Entirely rewritten and brought right up
to date. Useful alUie to expert and
novice. The whole of the information
given is applicable to any of the leading
makes of motor cycles on the market.

Hints &TipsforMotorCyclists.
Price 1/2, post free.

Reprinted from The Motor Cycle, and will

be issued m book form for the first time
at the Stanley Show. Orders for the first

edition should be placed at once.

"The Autocar" Folding Map
of England and Wales.

Price 8/10, post free.

A real necessity when on tour. It is well

printed on linen, and folds up into a neat

and strong casr, y\ x gi in. An indispens-

able motor cyoii'st's companion.

A full list sent on receipt of postcard.

ILIFFE 6 SONS LTD.,
20. TUDOR ST., LONDON, E.C.
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THE ROC—Its Rapid Rise.
The rapid rise of the ROC to foremost place among motor cycles is due to natural

causes—a common-sense construction—a sensible means of starting and stopping

—

the sensible plan of starting from rest and proceeding in comfort at slow or

any pace up any gradient and with safety in traffic. The ROC is often spoken

of as "the car on two wheels" by reason of its hand-starting and car-like

control. The ROC is a pioneer machine—the long, lo?/, safe design of the ROC
military models are known all over the world.

^-^^sg^- ^-^ws

ROC 4 h.p. Royal Military Model, ball bearing engine, clutch and two-speed ear, etc., selling at 48 gns.

inclusive. The 1909 models contain several detail refinements, notably in relation to perfection of spring

forks and brakes. Thess will be conspicuous at tha STANLEY SHOW. Orders are already being booked.

A. W. WALL, Ltd.,
Roc Motor Cycle Works,

Aston Hd. and Dartmouth St., BIRMINGHAM.
Telephone : 5712. Telegrams • " Roc, Birmingham."

The ROC convei'sion set is the one thing needed

on any motor cycle. Write tor illustrated

pamphlet to Clutch Dept., A. W. Wall, Ltd.,

Aston Road and Dartmouth St., Birmingham.

((GRADUA 99 INFINITELY
VARIABLE GEAR

JUST A GENTLE TURN OF A SMALL WHEEL—THAT'S ALL!
RESULT—ANY GEAR DESIRED BETWEEN 3i to 1 and 10 to 1.

DEMONSTRATION FREE
AT OUR WORKS (BY APPOINTMENT). WORKING MODEL AT STAND No 124

(WHICH WILL BE THE GREAT CENTRE OF INTEREST FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS AT)

STANLEY SHOW.
The "Gradua" Gear has most successfully solved the great problem of satisfactory change-speed gear.

(To save needless corpespondence, we beg to say that we will not fit to other makes of machines, at present.)

"ZENITH-GRADUA"—The high-grade motor bicycle, rigid frame, Druid spring forks

most luxurious fitments throughout, will be exhibited for first time.

"ZENETTE"—the patent "double-scissors" spring frame motor bicycle, luxurious to a

degree. Its absolute peliabi'ity has been fully proved in the various

1908r reliability triads, etc, in which it has been ridden. Fitted with

''Gradua" Gear (Just a gentle turn of a small wheel—that's all! .

ZENITH MOTORS, LTD., 119, STROUD GREEN ROAD, LONDON, N.

stations—Finsbury Park, aN.Ry. Crouch Hill, Mid. Ry,

Th« well-known "Zenith Bicar," "Zenith" Tricar, and "Zenctte" Tricar-de-luxe will als© Se «n shew.

In answering either of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle."
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS In these

columns—Id. per word, minimum Is. Name
and address must be counted. In the case

of Trade Advertisements a series of thirteen

insertions is charged as twelve.

All advertisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the ofiices of " The Motor Cycle," Coventry.

To ensure insertion letters should be posted

in time to reach the ofDces of "The Motor
Cycle," Coventry, on the Friday morning, or

if sent to London (20, Tudor Street, E.C.),

by the Thursday afternoon previous to the

date of publication.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY
For the convenience of purchasers of second-hand

motor cycles, it has been suggested that the advertise-

ments be classitied into districts, as many readers Ul^e

to l<n0w what machines are for sale m their imme-
diate neighbourhood before going further a&eld.

1 xp rimentally, therefore, we have divided the
adverusements into eleven sections, as follows:

Plan showlag division of England
into Sections.

SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durhars, and
Westmorland.

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.

SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby, Stafford,

Shropshire, Montgomery, and Merioneth.

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland, Northamp-
ton, Warwick.

SECTION V.
Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon and

Bedford.
SECTION VI.

Worcester, Hereford, Radnor, Brecknock, Mon-
mouth, Glamorgar\ , Carmarthen, Cardigan, and
Pembroke.

SECTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks, Wilts and
Hants, Channel Island:'..

SECTION VIII.

Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, and Susses

SECTION IX.

Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and CornwaU.

SECTION X.
Scotland.

SECTION XI,
Ireland and Isle of Man.

THE LARGEST
nPAl FDfi in New and Seeond-handUELfXtm^na Motor Oycles In the World.

EXCHANGE.
APPROVAL.

DEFERRED PAYMENTS,
Covered by CBRTIFICATE of FITNESS.
SECOND-BAIU) & SHOP-SOILED BARGAINS.

SING«.e CYL.INDERS.
ROC 1908, two-spMd, magneto, 4 h.p £33
N.S.U., 1908, magneto, 3i h.p., shop-soiled,

640 machine £30
'., 1907, spring forks, Roc two-speed gear £28

REX DE LUXE, 1908, two-speed, 3 J h.p.,

shop-soiled . , £35
VINDEC two-speed, 1907, magneto, perfect. . £26
F.N., lightweight, magneto, spring forks .... £20
ROC, 1907, magneto, clutch, spring forks .... £19
QUADRANT (Birmingham), 3J h.p., spring

fcirks. Palmer cords, condition good as new £17
WARWICK, 1908, shop-soiled, two-speed,

clutch, magneto, spring forks, fgo machine £31
QUADRANT (Birmingham), 3J h.p., spring

forks £15
SINGER, 3 h.p., magneto, belt drive, Mabon

clutch, perfect order £15
ASTER, spring forks. Longuemare car-

buretter, t>Te5 sound, good order £9
WHITLEY, 3 h.p., spray carburetter, girder

forks £6 10
B.S.A, M.M.C. engine, 3J h.p., Druid forks,

Lomax band, grand condition £11
MINERVA, 2 h.p., spray carburetter, M.O.V. £6

TWINS.
N.S.U., igo8, magneto, 4 h.p., shop-soiled,

f50 machine £39
BROWN, 1908, shop-soiled, ${ h.p., two-speed.

Palmer tyres, cost over £67 £45
ROC TWIN, 5 h.p., magneto, clutch, show

model, done 300 miles, perfect £30
VINDEC, magneto, spring forks £25
ROC, 5 h.p., Peugeot engine, magneto, clutch £22
KERRY, 5 h.p., two-speed £16
REX TOURIST, 5 h.p., magneto, spring fork^ £25
REX, 5 h.p., spring seat, spring forks £17
WERNER, 4 h.p., spring forks, good order . . £11

MILLS & FULFORD SIDECAR, shop-soiled.

Palmer cord zjin. tyre £9 10
RILEY TRICAR, 5 h.p., twin, two-speed,

coach-built, lamps, spares, etc., perfect

order £50

THE
NEW PREMIER HORNS.

-*ii BINOTE.
TRINOTE. Dip
BETTER

THAN THE ORDINARY
HORN,

because their sound
carries twice as far and
is less offensive—more

musical.

For town
riding, they
are audible

rhove the rumble
dense traffic

Ibey win be the most
popular road- clearer?

for 1909.

ON THREE
DAYS' APPROVAl..

7/6. 10/-.

^ — REX F»ARTS. —
We keep a COMPLETE stock of parts for ALL
REX MODELS, and can supply per return any
part from complete engine to smallest screw or

nut. \Ve can save you money.

WRITE FOP> LISTS OF ACCESSORIES.

PREMIER MOTOR AGENCY,
Aston Road. BIRMINGHAM,

Telephone 4,310. Telegrams : " Primus, B'ham."

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " Office
When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registra-
tion, and three stamped and addressed envelopes must
be sent for forwarding replies. Only the number will

appear in the advertisement. Replies should be
addressed, "No. 000, c/o 'The Motor Cycle," Cov-
entry "

; or if " London " is added to the address, then
to the number given, c/o "The Motor Cycle," 20.
Tudor Street, E.C.

air DEPOSIT SYSTEM. "«
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown
persons may deal in perfect safety by availing them-
selves of our Deposit System. If the money be de-
posited with " The Motor Cycle," both parties are
advised of this receipt, and upon intimation of the
arrival and acceptance of the goods, the money is

forwarded less a charge of (;;. for registration. The
time allowed for a decision after receipt of the goods is

three days. For all transactions exceeding £10 in

value, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged. All deposit
matters are dealt with at Coventry, and cheques and
money orders should be made payable to lliffe and
Sons Limiled.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
silence as an indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so

many enquiries that it is quite iinpossible to reoly to

each one by post.

All letters relating to advertisements must atate

distinctly under what heading they appeared and date

iA issue.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE
SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham
and Westmoreland.

SPLENDID Motor Cycle, 1908, climb any.
thing-, li^ht, magneto. — Particular8

Dr. lliffe, Kendal.

h.D. Eex, Whittle belt, non-skid on bad
v?h€el, luggsige carrier, not ridden 50(

miles; price £16. — Eev. Swann, Crosby
Eavensworth Vicarage, Westmorland.

3 h.p. Fafnir (1906), Chater-Lea, Palmer cord
and Hermetic, Gloria spring forks

long bars, Lycett stand, etc.; further par-
ticulars on application; offers; good con-
dition, powerful.—Harri&on, Queen's Place,
Kendal.

N.S.U., 31 h.p., with Millford Sidecar
(specially built wheel, Chater-Lea hub)

both new 1907, magneto, new two-speed gear,
set of spares, including unused Clincher
Dreadnought and Peter-Union tyres, two
headlights, and accumulator tail light,

motor in first-class running order; price £29
10s., or separate; trial.—Tweddell, Mining
Engineer, Seaton Delaval, near Newcastle-
on-Tyne.

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.

MANCHESTEE.—4 h.p. Eoc, free clutch,
magneto, starting handle, run 1,000

miles ; £25.

ANCHESTEE.—3i h.p. Phoenix Coh, two
speeds, handle, run 1,000 miles ; £25.

MANCHESTEE. — 3 h.p. Humber, won
world's hour record, 33in. from ground

to top saddle; £12 10s.

MANCHESTEE.—A large selection of motor
cycles, tricars, etc.. at bargain prices.—

Foxwell Gray, 262-264, Deansgate, Manchester.

3i h.p. BradbuiT. 26in. wheels, in good
2 order; £18.-42. Taylors Eoad, Stret-

ford.

i Q07 Tvdn Minerva, 2Jin. tyres, Brown-
-i-fJ Barlow carbtiretter, handle-bar con-
trol; £20.-7, Blair Grove, Southport.

OFFEES wanted.—Chater-Lea motor cycle,

Palmer cord tyres, complete, less en-

gine.—Clarkson, Cowan Bridge Ivirkby Lons-
dale.

£10 10s.—3 h.p. Stevens-Beech, Chater-Lea,
trembler, Longuemare; genuine bar-

gain ; no offers.—Little. 67. Lawrence Eoad,
Liverpool.

M

In answering any of these adverttsc-ments it is desiralice that you ment' m "The Motor Cycle."
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^\OTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
I Q07 3i h.p. Quadrant. Palmer front Sham-
lU rock back, new Watawata, new Fuller
tccumulator, splendid running order; muai
ell; 16 guineas, absurd sacrifice. — Scott,
'ower Station, Chepstow, Mon.

REX 5i li.p. Twin Motor Cycle, magneto
ignition, very fast, powerful and reli-

,ble machine, almost new condition; sacri-
ice £18 18s.; approval arranged; muat
ell; cash wanted. — Lancaster, 103, Heeley
toad, Selly Oak.

EXCELSIOE, 21 h.p.. girder forks, with
springs, guaranteed perfect, too power-

ul for owner, sidecar. Chater fittings, up-
olstered leather, not run ten miles; ex-
hange for Motosacoche, or sell.—Barrett,
[enry Street. Eoss.

SECTION VII.
Sloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks,
Wilts and Hants, and Cliannel Islands.

)5. h.p. F.N., thoroughly overhauled, per-
4: feet, accessories, spares; reasonable

fifer.—13, \Yhitley Street. Eeading.
- IGHTWEIGHT N.S.U., IJ h.p., new as from
-J crate, spring forks; listed £36 78. 6d ,

earest offer.—Long. 46, Upton Street. Glou-
J8ter.

•1 li-P- long, low, vertical, girders, long
'i bars. Matchless spring forks. Longue-
lare. Dermatine. going order; £12.—Martin
Bhan. Salerie, Guernsey, C.I.

j

|. h.p. Lightweight F.N. motor cycle, mag-
'

."'eto Ignition, Michelin non-skid tyre,
iriable pulley, splendid condition ; trial byppointment; £14 lOs.-Bishop. Morris's Gar-
i&, Uxiord.

pOUE-CTLINDEE F.N., splendid condition
spring head, magneto, pedals taken off,deboards substituted, lamp, horn, tools;

t/ 10s.—Wenborn, Bungalow, Bursleaon,mthampton.

•|L h.p. Havelock Motor Cycle. Brown en-
1* pne, trembler coil, new belt, tyresgood condition, good running order- £8
s.

;
trial by appointment. — Fletcher,

orris's Garage, Oxford.

[lOtJE-CYLINDER ^ h.p. F.N., condition
whole machine perfect, tyres unpunc-

ired, splendid machine for all-weather rid-
g, lamp, spares; any trials; £28.-11,enchay Eoad, Oxford.

SECTION VIII.
[ertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent,
and Sussex.

i
Id.

h.p. Twin Sarolea. Chater, Longuemare,
new : £30. or offer.—10. Thornhill Eoad,

jyton.

h.p. Minerva, spring forks, footboards,
very low.—52, Tredegar Square. Mile

^EIUMPH, 1908, 3i h.p.,
used, perfect, spares

ivenoaks.

magneto, little
£36;—Clevedon,

h.p.. spray, splendid condition; £9; photo
;

free. — Moore, 7, Cambourne Eoad,
andsworth.

TWIN Werner, new condition; £16, offers-
buying new machine.—Portland Gar-

re, Portslade.

3. h.p. Minerva, vertical, good going order
4= tyres perfect ; £10 10s.—Eussell, 29, East
reet, Barking.

1 h.p. Brown, splendid running order;
.. ^^l,^^'^^' ^10 1QS.-28, Seven Sisters

)ad, Holloway.

1 h.p. Minerva, splendid condition, very
^ fast, long bars; £14, or offer.—Eidge-
ly Farm, Enfield.

EX, 3i h.p., 1906, spring forks, good con-
j"^i^°'?= ^h^t offers .P—30, Bickerton

)ad, Highgate, N.

VN., 4|-5 h.p., 1908 model, four-cylinder,
magneto, spring forks, spare cover,

mp, almost new; £27 10s.—Below.

>AT, 3i h.p. M.M.C. engine, De Dion car-
' buretter, beautiful order; great bar-
in, £15 10s.—Below.
>EBOK, 5i h.p., 1908, M.O.V., practically

new; £12 lOs.-Whittle, 41 Skelbrook
reet, Earlsfleld.

Money Saved is Money Earned
Condder the following before purchasing elsewhere :

*?rt/- DOWN K/ W£EKL.Y*"«'/ AND 0/"^SECtJReS
REX, 3th.p., vertical enipne £8 10

MINERVA, 2h.p. M.O.V., spray £8
HUMBER, ajh.p., splendid condition £10

WERNER, 3ih.p., twin . . £13

MINERVA, 3i h.p., 26in. wheels '.

. . £1

QUADRANT, 2 h.p., good condition £7

JAP, 2j^h.p £8

WERNER, 2 h.p £9

EXCELSIOR, 3 h.p., very good tyres £10

SINGER, 2 h.p., magneto £8

REX, 3t h.p., 1905, 26in. wheels £13

PHOENIX, 2^ h.p., good tyres .^.^ . _fi8_0
HUMBER, 2 h.p., splendid condition £8

CASH OFFERS WANrED
ANTOINE, 5 h.p., twin, 1907 model £20

SAROLEA, 5 h.p., twin, spring forks .

.

. . . . . . £20
MABON, 3 h.p., high tension magneto ""."

.

. £14

REX, 5 h.p., twin, 1907 model

.

... . ... .. . £18

F.N., four-cylinder, magneto £18

CLYDE, 3 h.p., magneto £10

R

E

X, 3i h.p., 1906, footboar ds £15 15

MINERVA ii h.p., 2bin wheels ^^1 4_1

TRIUMP H, 2 h.p. Minerva engine .".

.

. £8 _1

CLARENDON, 3 h.p.. Peter Unions £9

GIVAUDAN, 3 h.p £15

QUADRANT, 3 h.p., spray £12

SINGER, 2 h.p., open frame, magneto . .

.

. . £6

F.N., 2| h.p., splendid machine . . . £1

ARIEL, 3 h.p., brand new Offers

ARIEL, 2i h.p., lightweight, 1908, new mag. £33

TRICARS.
REXETTE, 8-10 h.p., two speeds and reverse ;

a perfect article JEBO

MINERVA Pat. 3i h.p., spray, good" tyres £16

REXETTE, 8 h.p., open frame, two speeds,

perfect order £38

CARS.
24 h.p. DARRACQ, perfect order throughout,

trial run £110

14 h.p. GOBRON-BRILLIE, four speeds, two-
cylinder, five-seater £80

SIDECAR.
BAT, 26in. wheel, Clincher £4 10

ACCESSORIES.
THE I.ATEST IN L.AIVIF>S.

Best quality brass and riveted (not soldered rubbish
which is cheaper but useless) separate generator
head lamps. The same quality head lamp at anything
like the price has never been placed before the public

before, and it is only owing to a dispute that we are

able to offer them.

PRICE 14/11 complete with generator.

Knowing the quality of these goods we send on
approval willingly. Only one gross, so order
immediately and save disappointment.

i\V',\W\^

AUBAImY BEkTItMC
fin. 7d., |in. 8d., jin. 9d., iin. lOd. per foot.

Approval. Immediate delivery.

MAUDE'S MOTOR MART.Powe.. si. HALIFAX
The fair factors (behind the Victoria Hall).

National Telephone 433 day, 904 night

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
HAMPSTEAD for reliable machines.—23 h.p.

Kerry, good condition, new back tyre,
all accessories, spring forks; £8.

HAMPSTEAD .-1908 3| h.p. Triumph, run 500
miles; only £36, great bargain.

HAMPSTEAD.-34 h.p. Peugeot, Chater-Lea
No. 6 frame, good condition; only £14.

bargain.

HAMPSTEAD. - 1908 Lightweight N.S.U.,
magneto, only shop-soiled; £18, with

all accessories.

HAMPSTEAD.-3i h.p. N.S.U.. late model,
magneto, 24in. wheels, new condition,

guaranteed perfect; only £15.

HAMPSTEAD. _ Zl h.p. 1908 Triumph,
handle-bar control, n'ew condition; £34.

with all accessories.

WANTED, Motor Cycles, any condition,
sidecars or cycles, in part payment

for brand new 1908 Rexes; we allow £15 for
old machines. £8 for sidecars, and £6 for
cycles; write or caU. — Motor Works, 5,
Heath Street, Hampstead. Tel. 2678 P.O.

HAMPSTEAD for new machines, F.N.'s, 5-6
h.p., late models from stock; ex-

changes entertained; £30 allowed on old
ones.

HAMPSTEAD.—5 h.p. Twin Peugeot, Cha-
ter-Lea No. 6 frame, splendid condi-

tion, like new; £20.

HAMPSTEAD. — New Grififons at second-
hand price; £4 under catalogue price,

only shop-soiled.

HAMPSTEAD.—3 h.p. Fafnir, good condi
tion, low

anteed.
with all spares; £10, guar-

HAMPSTEAD.—F.N., 4J h.p., four-cylinder,.
1908 model, magneto and spring forks,

all accessories; £25.

HAMPSTEAD. — Sole agenta for Griffons,.
Triumphs, Viadecs, Minervas, F.N.'s,

N.S.U., Browns, Rexes, and Rocs. We allow
£10 upwards for your old machines, any
L-ondition, in part payment for new models,
any make. Write, call, or telephone, 2678,
P.O.—Motor Works, 5, Heath Street. Hamp-
stead.

SINGER, 2i h.p., spares and tools; £7 10s.;
appointment by letter.—Shaw, 42, Alex-

andra Koad, Hornsey.

N.S.U., 3i h.p., magneto, as good as new;
cheap for cash.—E. Martin, 193, Brook

Street, Kennington, S.E.

2X h.p. Peugeot (as new), 2 h.p. Bowden, 1|
2 n.p. Werner; offers in cash wanted.

—

21, Balfour Road, Ilford.

31 h.p. Ariel Motor Cycle, late 1907, ridden
2 200 miles; cost £37, cash £27.—Ariel. 5,

Connaught Road, Leytonstone.

"I
Q08 Zh h.p. Triumph, first rate condition,

-L«J Shamrocks, lamp, horn tools, spares;
£37.—Barton, Ravensdale, Bushey.

MOTO-REVE, low model, Druid spring
forks. V belt, numerous spares, equal

to new; £25.—Bunting, Wealdstone.

Ol h.p. F.N., excellent little machine, fine
^4= puller, very reliable; £9.—Motorist,
7, Bodney Road, Hackney, London.

STAMTORD HILL.-2i h.p. Rex, B. and B.
carburetter, excellent machine, in per-

fect condition, lightweight; £7.

STAMFORD HILL.—3 h.p. Trent, long bars,
swan-neck seat-pillar, splendid condi-

tion ; £11.

OTAMFORD HILL.—1? h.p. Quadrant Light-O weight, Minerva engine, two brakes, all
in very good condition and perfect order;
£5 10s.

STAMFORD HILL. — 2J h.p. Precision en-
gined lightweight, in good running

order, and very good condition ; £6 15s.—128,
High Road, Tottenham.

£11.-3 h.p. Kerry, low built, long handles,
good hill-climber, few accessories.—J.G.,

26, Gaskarth Road, Balham, London. ,

3 h.p. Quadrant, in splend'd condition, foot-

rests, pedals, and stand, spare valves,
cover, and belt, climb any hill ; £12.—Below.

31 h.p. Kerry, low, long bars. Brooks 100

2 saddle, stand, spare valves, and cover,
engine almost new, va'-iable pulley, new;
<-i3—Hartnup. 2. Wellfield Place, Higb
Street, West Chislehurst, Kent.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE-

GODFREY and Applebee. — Winter bar-

gains. Lovely twin Rex, grand condi-

tion, K.O.M. contact; £13 10s.

GODFREY and Applebee.—Similar machine
as above, fitted with Bosch magneto;

£18; guaranteed.

GODFREY and Applebee.—3i h.p. EnisL-

worth. overhead valves, low, long

wheelbase, grand conditioji ; £8.

GODFREY and Applebee.—23 h.p. Minerva,

good going order; £5; Palnier tyr&i,

Longuemare.-165a, Hoe Street. Waltham-
slow. 'Phone, 464 Walthamstow.

MOTOSACOCHE, 1908, excellent order;

trial, appointment; £17. — Sub-Lieu-

tenant Bennett, Naval College, Greenwich.

41 h p. Twin-cylinder Givaudan, in exeel-

2 lent condition and runningf order;

trial; £12.—50, Castleton Road, Goodmayes.

IF You Want Bargains in second-hand
motor cyclee you can get them at Wau-

chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.

BARGAIN.-Si h.p. Bat, 23 h.p. F.N., 3 h.p.

Kerry, perfect order; first oflrers wel-

come—26. Haroourt Street, Marylebone Road,

W.

5 h.p. Twin Sarolea. Chater-Lea frame,
Peter-Union tyres, long- handle-bars,

footrests; £17.-224, Wood Street. Waltham-
stow.

TTtfERNEE, 24 h.p., long, low, Dunlop&, in

VV good condition; £8 10s.. or bicycle

part payment.—191, Oricklewood Broadway,
N.W.

3 h.p. Fafnir, long Chater-Lea frame, Lon-
gnemare, Dunlops', tools, numbers;

what offers? — Schon. Westwood, Hampton
Hill.

3 h.p. Werner, splendid hill-climber, war-
ranted perfect, with all acceeaories: £9

158., or nearest offer.-198, High Road, Wood
Green.

PEUGEOT, Zi la.p., 26 by 2 wheels, Longue-
mare, new belt, splendid condition;

£8 lOs.-Barber, 17, Galena Road, Hammer-
smith, W.
Ql h.p. 1907 Quadrant, magnificent order,
02 engine .lust been made as new. Pal-

mers: £19. — Sevenoaks Motor Company,
Sevenoaks.

Ql h.p Excelsior, very powerful, will take
V Oa sidecar easily, in first-class condition;

£11 15s., or neai-est offer.—478, High Road,
Tottenham.

7 h.p. Twin Peugeot, Chater-Lea frame, tor-
pedo tank, studded back tyre, footr-

boards, very low; £24.-164, Tachbrook
Street, Pimlico.

6 h.p. Heavy Twin, J.A.P., Palmer cords.
No. 6 Chater, new two weeks ago; co«t

£55, bargain, £40 cash.—Motor, 20. Godson
Road, Croydon.

31 h.p. Perry, new Clincher tyres, Longue-
2 mtire, long bars, drop pin, very last,

climb any hill.—Barber, 17, Galena Road,
Hammersmith. W.

5 h.p. Twin Kerry, perfect running order,
low and powerful, footboards; £15, or

lower power and cash.—17, Kenmure Road,
Hackney, London.

Q h.p. Bradbury, in splendid condition, veryO powerful, also Million sidecar to fit;

the lot £14—C.S., 35. Davenant Road, Upper
HoUoway, London.

IP You Want good bargains in second-hand
or new motor cycles you cannot do

better than come to 5, Heath Street Motor
Works, Hampstead.

23. h.p. Mechanical Minerva, magneto, £12;
4 13 h.p. lightweight Werner, £7 10s., or

offer; splendid running order.—Wetherby,
Ash Grove, Hackney.

6 h.p. Antoine, Bosch magneto, Chater-Lea
No. 6, stard, tubular carrier, B. and B.

handle-bar coi..tPol, new June; £28.-87, High
Street, Clapham. S.W.

4 h.p. Twin, Magneto, good running order,
tyres good, lamp, and spares; £10, or

close offer; seen after 6 p.m.—J.L., 49, Caven-
dish Road, Brondesbury.

3JL h.p. Centaur, Palmer and Clincher,
2 footboards, good climber, running

order; trial given; £10.—Kew, 160, Manor
Park Road, Harlesden.

ALL FOR YOU
Shop-soiled—UNRIDDEN—Guaranteed.

1908 3i h.p. magneto REX, bill ber.r-

ing engine ; l.st price £39 183.

;

our nrice £26 O
1908 TWIN REX ; list price £45 13s.

;

our price 2T O
1908 REX, ma?neto, ligJitwcight ; list

price £26 '\s. ; our pr'cc .. .. 19 9
1998 Magneto TtVIN REX, braid new offers

5 h.p. Twin VINDEC, magtu-to, Tniftault .. £29 10

54 h.p. REX DE LUXE, igo;, brand new .. £31 10

54 h.p. Twin REX, spnng torks, black finish .

.

£18 Iri

5 li.p. Twin ZE.MTH BICAR £20
Twin-cylinder FAIRY, very smart £15
6 h.p. Twin REX, non-skids both wheels .. £18 18
Twin KERRY, Chater Len, with Sidecar £22 10

54 h.p. Twin REX, mai;iieto, 1907 'i2

4-5 h.p. Twin ALCYON. N.S U.. two-sp<-ed . . £20

5 h.p. Twin SAROLEA, long frame £18 IS
6 h.p. Twin ANTOINE, R.O.M. ignition .

.

£22
6 h.p. Twin ANTOINE, spring torks £22
Pour-cylinder FN., guaranlet-d Jl19 19

Ten 19j7 6} h.p. REX DE LUX,:, Rsc clutch,

magneto, twin tyre, spring forxs, spring seat,

handle starling. Bsst sidecar machine on the

mar.et. a2710s Some are like new.

SINOL.E.S—Ca.sh Offers Wanted-
1908 34 h.p. REX, magneto, brand new offers

1908 34 h.p. REX, 2-speed, shop-soll^d £31 10
1008 MOTOSACOCHE, splendid condition . . £19 10

1908 N.S.U. Lightweight, magneto £19 10

1907 34 h.p. Magneto REX, black finish £19 10

1907 3I h P- N.S.U., magneto £21 10

4 h.p. Magneto ROC, Roc dutch, very low . . £21

3j h.p. N.S.U., magneto, guaranteed ...... £W 10

3 h.p. TRIUMPH, magneto £24 10

3 h.p. TRIUMPH, spring forks £21
3 h.p. RIP, brand new, very low £16
3j h.p. Magneto REX Racer, a flier £25

34 h.p. 1906 REX, spring forks, long bars .... £15 10

24 h.p. Magneto REX, 1908, shop-soiled £19 19

34 h.p. MINERVA, M.O.V., vertical, spray . . £16 10

3 h.p. GIVAUDAN, np,arly new, very low .. £16

3 h.p. QUADRANT, spray, spring forks £13
3 h.p. LLOYD'S, 26 X2iin. Palmers £13 10

4 h.p. ANTOINE, vertical, M.O.V., spray . . £16

2i h.p. MINERVA, fine condition, M.O.V. .. £13 10

3 h.p. CLYDE, magneto, vertical, spray .... £15
4 h.p. ANTOINE, 26 V T^ia. tyres £16 10

3j h.p. SIMMS, magneto, 2iin. Palmers £17 10

34 h.p. CENTAUR, tree engine, M.O.V £16

2i h.p. F.N., special frame, reliable £12 10

3 h.p. HUMBER, spray, good climber £10 10

3J h.p. REX, 22in. frame, trembler coU £11 10

24 h.p. MINERVA, 26 X2in., spray, vertical . . £11 10

3 h.p. BROWN, spray, guaranteed £12 10

4 h.p. ATELIER, long bars, low saddle £13 10

34 h.p. EXCELSIOR, spray, trembler coil . . £10 10
24 h.p. COVENTRY EAGLE, vertical spray . . £10

3I h.p. Two-speed REX, suit sidecar £13 10

2| h.p. F.N., light, low, smart appearance .... £12
2j h.p. CLEMENT, very low, good order £11

2I h.p. KERRY, sprav, low, reliable mount . . £10 10
2 h.p. RALEIGH, Fpray, smart £8

2i h.p. ROYAL, vertical, spray, trembler coU £7 15

24 h.p. HASKARD, sprav, smart £11 10
i| h.p. MINERVA, spray, suit light rider £5 10

2I h.p. EXCELSIOR, trembler coil £3
2 h.p. HUMBER, chain drive, trembler coil .. £3 10
2 h.p. PEUGEOT Lightweight, smart £9 10
2 h.p. MINERVA, spray, smart, good £7

2f h.p. PEBOK, free engine, nearly new .... £10 10

5-6 h.p. TWIN REX, *18 18s., or £4 and
'07 Sing e Rex, or £S a d 3| Res, or level exchange
with single magneto Rex. Any machine taken.

54 h.p. REXETTE, W.C, two speeds £35
RKX TRICAR, coach built £13 10
Twin REXETTE, W.C, two speeds, 8 h.p. . . £47 10

44 h.p. STEVENS Tricar, very low built £15
5 h.p. HUMBER, open frame, W.C, 2 speeds £35
REX, Phoenix Two-speed, coach built £18 10

3^ h.p. BROWN, two speeds, foot clutch £22 10

Extended payments to suit sH requirements. If

you can't pay cash down, write and state what
credit you require, and we will endeavour to

accommodate you*.

10-12 BRUSH, tonnean, 3 speeds and reverse £S5

Gna.vi-I:er* Ru&>l3ei* aincl
CsLtrfsfaLS Bel-ting^.

fin. lOd.. Jin. 1/1, |in. 1/4, lin. 1/9 pet toot.

3/- allowed for old belts

The Halifax Motor Exchange,
O Agents REX and N.S.U.

16, Westgate, Halifax.
Telephone^: 766. Telegrams: " Perfectiou."

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE

4 h.p. SievoDS, with tandem attachmeni
Chaier-Lea fittmgs, engine Quite bcw

what offers?—B.H.P. , 41, Conley Sueet, Ea*
Greenwich, Ltondon, 8.E.

£22.-4 h.p. Kelecom, -with Ariel cane sid<

car; cust 65 guineas, as new; any trial

piano part exchange.—MotoriBt, 167, Wigh
man Road, Harringay.

01 h p. Bat. spring frame, Continentali

02 Watawata, good condition, just ov*]

hauled; £19. offers; exchange.—Porter, 1,

Biilsize Grove, Hampstead.

31 h.p. Rex, long handles, low poeitioi

2 tyres perfect. Price's stand, goo
hill-climber; £10 10s.—Jamee Olegg, 59. Bed
enham Road, Beckenham.

5 h.p. Twin Rex, new Shamrock tyre
synchronised ignition, good conditio

throughout; £20, or exchange.-Ritchie, 2

King Edward's Gardens, Acton.

MINERVA, 34 h.p., new January, guarai
teed faultless. £20: sidecar, £3; an

trial; exchange considered.-Kingsley, M
monger, Pitfield Street, Hoxton.

21 h.p. Singer, magneto, tyres splend;

2 lamp, worth 15s., large horn; £7 IC

ihe lot; viewed any time; must be sold.

107, Woodford Road, Forest Gate.

ri^RIUMPH, June, 1907, handle-bar contrt

JL excellent condition throughout, a

usual Triumph details; nearest £30; no e

changes.-186, Peckham Rye, S.E.

LOOK.—3i h.p. late 190Y Minerva, spra
footboards, Richs tubes, etc., grai

bike; £16 10s., or exchange for twin or ti

car.—171, High Street, Tonbridge.

3h.D. Quadrant, spring forks, recently i

enamelled, in perfect order, very ne.

and reliable; bargain, £11. — Motoriat.
French Place, Shoreditch, London.

3 h.p. Humber, free engine, running ord«

with sidecar, £12, or sell separate;

h.p. Auto, running order, new tyres. £10,

nearest.—Smith, plumber. Wivenhoe.

LATEST 1908 Twin-cylinder 5 h.p. Belvedei
Chater-Lea, Palmer cords, very lov

exchange for lower power and cash.—Je
nings, 268, Homsey Road, HoUoway.

J.A.P., 34 h.p., Chater-Lea. 2J Palmer coi

Brooks B105, non-trembler, perfect cc

dition; what offers? seen by appointmei
—Watts, 36, Taylor Street, Woolwich.

3 h.p. Falcon, 26in. wheels, low, Broo
BlOO, perfect condition, fine hill-climb<

very reliable; £9 only; any trial. — A.T.

86. Oolvestone Crescent, Dalston, Londoa

-i Q08 5 h.p. ViJdeo Special, Truffault fori

±k) magneto ignition, splendid machii
satisfaction assured: £32 lOs. — At Wa
chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, Loiid<

E.G.

5X h.p. Twin Onaway. Palmer cord tyr
2 Whittle's belt, trembler and pla

coils, spares, all in good condition ; £S

owner buying car.—Carr. 15, Park Hill, Crc

don.

9 h.p. Bat, twin, magneto in tank, spri

frame, automatic lubrication, Jap fJ

engine clutch, complete; £35. — At Wa
chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, liond<

E.G.

-j Q08 Featherweight Rex, magneto, stai

J.*J unused lamp, horn, mirror, toolbf

all new; reasonable offer.—L., O'Connel
News Agency, 19. Dartmouth Street, We
minster.

J.A.P., 6 h.p. twin Matchless, spring fran
magneto, Mabon clutch, 2^ Palni

cords. Whittle belt, splendid order; £30

Batchelor. 165, Harbutt Road, Olaphs
Junction.

5 h.p. Twin Peugeot. No. 6 Chater-1
frame, Davison tanks and gauges,

perfect running order, only new in Ma
£25. or best offer.-Dee, Bellevue Road, N'

Southgate, N.

2S.-5 h.p. Clyde, spring forks, engine ji

4 re-bored, new pistons and rings
ted, ready for years of hard wear; will ta

£11 10s. for quick sale. — Motor, 7, Bodu
Road, Hackney.

£12 10s.—Minerva, 1906, 3i h.p., spleni

condition, 26in. by 2Jin. Gontinen
tyres, stand, lamp, horn, and several spar(

must sell; bargain.—Schlott€T, 36, May<
Road, Clapton, N.E.

In answering any of these advertisements it i. desirahU that you mtntion "The Motor Cyeh."
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TRICARS FOR SALE.
JOOTH.—New 6 h.p. twin Antoine, £8 15s.:

y 3 h.p. Simms, maarneto, M.O.V., £5 lOs.:

iter-oooled 5 h.p. Ant-oine, M.O.V., new. £8
,
; 5 h.p. Aster, w.c, £7 10s — Booth's
stories. Wade Street, Halifax.

907 Practically Brand New Quadrant Car-
ettes, 6-7 h.p. twin engines, two speeds,

&e en^ne, coach built, well sprung, every-
ing in tip-top condition; £38.—Motorist, 86,

ilvestone Crescent, Dalston, London.

•IXCELSIOE Tricar. 3i h.p. M.M.C. Ang-lian
I two-speed, free engine, pedal operated
itch and front brakes, Longuemare, Nil-

Blior, Palmer back, Dunlop spare. Brooks
00, 25-30 m.p.h. ; £17 10s. cash.—James, 35.

irogmorton Street, E.G.

h.p. Eexette, two-speed, water-cooled. Con-
tinental steel studded back, Dunlop

>nt tyres, two accumulators, wheel steer-

g, large luggage carrier, lately thor-
ghly overhauled; 33 guineas (lowest).—G.
nner, 736, Holloway Koad. London.

i;XETTE, 6 h.p. latest model and im-
i provements, beautifully sprung chassis,
en frame, two speeds, water-cooled, wheel
lering, car tyres, luggage carrier, spares,
i. , handsome finish; £34 10s., cost £110;
y trial.—E., 30, Northway Road, Cam-
rwell.

15, or offer.—Wolf tricar, 3i h.p. Whitley
engine, aluminium forecarriage, bucket

ving seat, two speeds, chain transmission,
t drive, non-skid back, handle starting,
aning order, horn, two spar© valves.—St.
mund Motor Works, Abington Square,
rthampton.

1 h.p. Centaur Tricar, coach-built body,
2 upholstered green, free engine, two
;eds, chain drive, all three tyres brand
w, non-skid to back, thre brakes, foot-
irds. engine as good as new. just over-
uled. everything in splendid condition

;

).—32, New Brook Street, Coventry.

h.p. Riley Tricar, 1908 model, Napier
green finish, 700 b.v 75 Michelin non-

d on back wheel, 3in. Clincher fronts,
rn. elecfric back lamp, with spare accu-
liator and switch, two pair lamps, head-
bts, apron to front seat, special toolbox,
.; £50.-1,177, The Motor Cycle Offices, Cov-
;ry.

h.p. Eiley Tricar, 1908 model. Riley red
finish. 700 by 80 Dunlop fronts, large

i-skid on back, leather extensions to all
ards, luggage carrier over back wheel,
ge horn, with flexible, small acetylene
idlights, with separate generator, electric
1 lamp, spares, etc.. run about 700 miles,
splendid running order; £75.-1,176, The
tor Cycle Offices. Coventry.

L h.p. Minerva Engine. Chater-Lea low
I built frame, extra strong, footboards,
•riage upholstered, leather apron, Stanley
t, 26 Palmers, spare cover and tube,
ves, sundry spares and tools, guaranteea
irything perfect; £17 10s. ; registered, very
t.—Brown, 5, Southend Parade. Footscray
ad, Eltham, Kent. Also Montgomery side-
'. £4, compensating, good condition; also
Q.p. Quadrant, latest pattern, bargain,
10s., splendid order; must sell.

SIDECARS AND FORECAHS.
IBERTT Sidecar, new condition, 2J Clin-

cher; £4.-56. Riverview Grove, Chis-
k.

OEECAR, strong, side stays, 26 by 2J; seen
any time; £5 5s.—Ellis, 1, Oxford Road,

burn.

SVERAL Sidecars for sale, rigid and
fixed. — Jennings, 268, Hornsey Road,

lloway.

-DECAR, 26in. Palmer, good condition;
bargain, £4.—la, Frid&swide Place,

itish Town.
IBERTT Sidecar; £4 IDs., re-enamelled,
,.i,®'^°^^"S-e cycle; no rubbish. — Peicy
Itby, nkeston.

rONTGOMEEY Flexible Sidecar, adjust-
L able, upholstery as new ; £4 10s.—E.V..
Charlotte Street. Fitzroy Square, W.
IQJD Sidecar, excellent condition, up-
holstered green, left side, 24in. wheelon; £4 10s.—51, Norman Street. Leicester!

)
Guinea Montgomery Flexible Sidecar,
n^'-^ ^^^^ ^i^ times, unpunctured; £6—Hibbert, Asfordby Hill, Melton Mow-

WAUGHOPE'S
9, SHOE LANE, FLEET ST.,

- 1.0ND0N, E-C- —
The following machines are offered for

sale. First c eque se ures each bai^ain,
sub ect to being unsold. IVIachines guar-
anteed :

9 h.p. Twin-cylinder BAT masneto in tank,
free engine clutch 1908 model £85

5 h.p. 1908 VINDEG SPECIAL, magneto,
Truffault 32 10

3jh.p. 1908 TRIUMPH, magneto and spring
forks, standard model 32 10

5 h.p. Magneto, VINDEC TOURIST
TROPHY, enamelled cream 26 10

3ih.p. 1908 MINERVA, round tank, handle-
bar control 17 10

1J h.p. MOTOSACOCHE, handle-bar control 18 10
SJ h.p. 1908 N.S.U., twin engine, magneto, new 35
3ih.p. 1908 PHELON & MOORE, two-speed

free engine clutch 39
SJh.p. TRIUMPH (new), without handle-bar

control, 84 x 86 engine
5 h.p. VINDEC SPECIAL, two-speed gear,

1908 model, with Mills and Fulford
castor wheel sidecar, the combination . . 48

2i h.p. GRIFFON, Zedel engine, magneto in
tank, 1908 spring forks 17 10

SJh.p. TWIN REX, smart looking machine .. 12 10
5 h.p. ROC, Peugeot engine 15 15
2 h.p. PEUGEOT, vertical engine 18 10
2 h.p.WERNER 6 10
4 h.p. CLE., magneto 1510
2i h.p. J.A.P 6 10
2|h.p. HUMBER, chain drive 15
2| Lady's CLEMENT-GAJ^RARD 15
2 h.p. Lady's SINGER, magneto 6 10
4 h.p. J.A.P. throughout 15
3 h.p.QUADRANT 10 10
2ih.p.DEDI0N 10 10

3J h.p. TRIUMPH, 1908 model, second-hand Offers

3ih.p. N.S.U 15
5 h.p. TWIN ROC, Peugeot engine 25
5 h.p. TWIN REX 15
2i h.p. FAIRY, lightweight, twin engine 15
2|h.p. KERRY 12 10
6 h.p. TWIN REX, Antoine engine, Mabon

clutch 17 10
5 h.p. VINDEC, magneto, Truffault 27 10
5 h.p. ONOWAY, magneto, two speeds 19 19

3J h.p. QUADRANT, 1906 model 15
2ih.p. LURQUIN &COUDERT Lightweight,

19O8 model, magneto Offers

3 h.p. ARIEL, latest model 8 10
3ih.p. PHCENIX Cob 30 gns.

2| h.p. MINERVA, vertical engine, 1907 model 15
3* h.p. CENTAUR 15
3| h.p. QUADRANT 28

G
10-12 h.p. DECAUVILLE, three speeds and

reverse, four-seater £29
4Jh.p. DE DION, two-seater, two speeds .. 19

TRICARS.
3j h.p. TRIUMPH, two-speed gear, water-

cooled engine £15

5i h.p. TWIN REX Tricar, Whittle belt drive 15
3* h.p. HUMBER, free engine clutch 15

3i h.p. ROVER, two speeds 17 10

3i h.p. MINERVA Tricar 22 10

SJh.p. REXETTE, two-speed gear Offers

8-10 h.p. REXETTE, twin non-skid back
wheel, open frame and wheel steering,

coach-built 40
5 h.p. STEVENS, two-speed gear, two bucket

seats, wheel steering 35
5-6 h.p. PHCENIX, two-speed gear, wheel

steering, coach-built 32 10

3 h.p. M.M.C. Tricar 10 10

3i h.p. QUINTON Engine, two-speed gear,

open frame wheel steering, bucket seat to

the back, quite new 19 10
6h.p. QUADRANT Trirar, two-speed gear,

open frame and wheel steering 28

WAUGHOPE'S,
9, SHOE LANE, FLEET STREET,

L.ON^ON, E.C.
Telegrams ; " Opificer, London."

Telephone 5777 Holborn,

SIDECARS AND FORECASS.
pLAEENDON Forecar, eood cnnHit;^,,

J^
brakes both wheels, £f 10s.; 'aTso l4

ioSlu^lSpto^n^.^^^^'^^^^^
^°-'' ""r!ey

QIDECAE fit any frame, perfect condition,^ ^6in., Palmer motor tyre- £4 ?«
6d., no oflfers.-Markham, 91, James Eoad'Liverpool Eoad, London. N '''^^'^^ ^o^^-

4.^ h.p. Coach-built Forecar, Excelsior w c^^ free engine, splendid order tvre.* andaccumulator nearly new; £21. or near offer-Stanhope, 124. Lee Eoad, S.E.

M°S°9m^^^i ^^^^1^- 26in. wheel, onlyw^ ^ ^™. ^^^^^' tyre unscratched canebody spare tube; £5, lowest; seen by anpointment.-28. Eaton Mews South S W
pOEECAE^Attachment, good condition 2i

S'^^Sl^nn?
HII^L.-Famous rigid sidecars,^ instant delivery, none better, fit yourmachine. £4 18s. 6d.; sound second-handsidecar. £3 5s.; Mills-Fulford, £4 forecar«ide stays band brakes, £4 10s., wing guards'-128, High Eoad, Tottenham.

^'^^'^o-

TRAILERS.
'TIEAILEEwicker; cost £7 10s.; little used,

ter
^^--Stevenson, Knighton Else, Leices-

Y'^^Z ^IT '^i^.^''' °.?°® ^°'^^' good tyres;

sWiama^^^'''^^ ^''°' Exchange. Ives^

'pEAJLEE and Sidecar, combined, in splen-

lir., '^p'i.%°"'^'*Ti°"'"
^3 15s.; photo, particu-lars.—Parker, House Agent, Hastings.

QUADCARS.
pHCENLS Quad, 6 h.p. twin Fafnir, lamps,JL spares two tyres, new; £30.-4, CarlyleMansions, Chelsea.

^o.i.ij'ie

01 h.p. Eadie Quadcar, Be Dion engine
«-»^ two speed, fast, reliable, spare wheel
converting tricycle, spares; £21.-Glendene.
Station Eoad, Leyton.

CARS FOR SALE.
"DALMEE.-5J h.p. Humberette, two-seat«r

£29
speeds, reverse; great bargain,

pALMEE.-5i h.p. Baby Peugeot, two-seater
J- two speeds, reverse, fast, reliable; £29.'

PALMEE.—9 h.p. Tonneau Car, three speeds
reverse, light, reliable, perfect; £55. '

PALMEE.—9 h.p. Sizaire et Naudin, two '

bucket seats, semi-racing type; £75.

PALMEE.--10-12 h.p. Tony Huber, tonneau,
two-cylinder, nearly new, been care-

fully overhauled; £55.

PALMEE.—24 h.p. Hunt and Lloyd, side
entrance, four-cylinder, long chassis.

Cape hood; £95.

PALMEE.—16-20 h.p. D© Dietrich, tonneau,
four-cylinder, four speeds, magneto,

very fast; £110.

PALMEE.-15-20 h.p. Flying Darracq, ton-
neau, four-cylinder, hood, screen, as

new; £125.

PALMEE.-16-22 h.p. Gladiator, side en-
tranoe, 1906 car. four-cylinder. Krebs,

disc clutch; £140.—L. N. Palmer, 190, Melli-
son Eoad( Tooting. Telephone, 208 Strea-
tham.

DE DION 6 h.p. Genuine Licensed Car, per-
fect order; £67 10s.—Eobert Julyan,

Peterborough.

BABY Peugeot, 5^ h.p., recently overhaul-
ed, fast and reliable; £38.-26, Offerton

Lane, Stockport.

"j C-20 h.p. Darracq, side entrance. Cape
LO hood, folding screen, very fast, and
in excellent condition; a bargain, £110.—17,

nderton Eoad, South Bermondses;^ S.E.

DE DION, two-seater, three speeds, reverse,
full set acetylene lamps, splendid con-

dition; £60, accept motor cycle and sidecar,
twin, magneto, part exchange.—Heathfield.
The Avenue, Hitchin.

In answering any of these advertisements it is aeslraUe that you mention "The Motor Cycle."
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CARS FOR SALE.
-i f\-12 h.p. Humb&r. four-cylinder, late 1907,

JL\7 1 )iig cuasBis, bo>oa, periect oraer;
£ld5.—Below.

iQ-24h.p. Belsijse, four-cylinder, side en-

J.O trance, acreen. hood, live lamps,
Stepney, splendid condition; £145.—Below.

M-16
h.p. Daimler, four-cylinder, tonneau,
gate change, fast, silent, bargain;

£75.—Below.

O/l h p. Mutel, four-cylinder, tonneau,
^i4t pressed eteel, periect order, bargain;
£30.—Below.

Mh p Hiimber, four-cylinder, side en-

trance, good order; £60, exchanffe.

—Below.

-i A-12 h p. Peugeot, tonneau, honeycomb,
iU two ignitions, hood, hue order; £80.

—Below.

61 h p "Wolseley, two-seater, three speeds.

2 very smart, reliable; £50.—Eclips*

Bng and Motor Co.. 255. Earlsfield Road,
Wandsworth. 'Phone, 1,135, Putney.

-< A h p Wolaieley, four-seater, equal wheels

IXj 'grand order, two-cylinder; offers-

pirt exchange.—Motorist, 21, Balfour Jioad

Ilford.

6-8 h p Two-8eater, three speeds, reverse

artilkrv (caual). new condition, bucket

seats; offers; part exchange.—Owner, 21, Bal

four Road, Ilford.

STAMPOUD HILL.—5 h.p.' Pieper small two
seited car, w.c, two speeds and re

verse, fine running order, very good condi

tion, nice little lot; £19.

QTAMPORD HILL. — 10-12 h.p. twin Pick

O two-seater, new 4! Colliers on back
two speeds and reverse, in excellent condi-

tion and perfect running order; £25, great

bargain.

STAMl-^OED HILL. — 10-12 h.p. twin Pick
four-seater tonneau, three speeds and

reverse, 750-90 eaual artillery wheels, all in

gplendid condition and excellent running
order, fast and powerful; £40; photos, fur-

ther particulirs, and trials with pleasure;

exchanges.-128, High Road, Tottenham.

HALIFAX.—10-12 h.p. Brtish Car, tonneau
body, three speeds and reverse: £55,

cvcle taken part payment. — Halifax
Motor Exchange, Westgate, Halifax.

8-10 h.p. Twin Light Two-seater, 9 h.p. Riley
model, three speeds, cardan drive,

smart machine; bargain, £55. — East Ham
Garage, High Street South, East Ham.

5 h.p. Clement, two-seater, Dunlops, as new,
cardan drive, two speeds, good i-unning

order, excellent appearance, lamps, spare

tubes, etc. ; £36.—Hawthomden, Cheltenham.

SPECIAL 9 h.p. Riley Car, of May last,

fitted UP specially throughout, m ne^-

fect condition, with three months' guaran-
tee; cost £205, price £125.—E. W. Walford, 18.

Hertford Street, Coventry.

•TTERY Smart Baby Peugeot, three speeds

V and reverse, artillery wheels, two spare
wheels, tyres, gears, engine, everything abso-

lutely perfect, brass lamps, horu, many
spares; any trial, expert examination; 55

guineas, or good tricar, cash adjustment.—
Warren, Rotherfleld. Sussex.

FOE Sale. 7-9 h.p. Star, twin, two-seater,
three speeds and reverse, leather hood,

double screen, new gears, two new tyres,

spares; £70; take 3^ h.p. bike part.—^oon,
Westbourne Villa (East), Darlington.

SMALL Two-seater, 5-6 h.p. Humber. car-
dan drive, two speeds and reverse, new

Cape hood, lamps, etc.. in grand order, re-

liable, smart; trial; bargain, £56.-48,

Londesborough Road, Stoke Newington. N.

DARRACQ, 24 h.p., M.O.V., tonneau, head-
lights, speedometer, etc., £85; Humber,

12-14 h.p.. four-cylinder, tonneau, 1 '.mps,

tools, spares, £90, or offer.—Confectioner, 12,

Kew Bridge Road, near Kew Bridge, Brent-
ford.

CLIMAX. 14-13 h.p. four-cylinder White-
Poppe engine, handsome roomy five-

seated side entrance body, hood, screen,

lamps, splendid car, new condition; take
smaller car and cash.—Dagley. Kempston,
Beds.

ROVER. 6 h.p., absolutely perfect, first-

class runaing order, seats three, fast,

three speeds, reverse, thoroughly reliable;

any trial; genuine bargain, £70. or good
motor cycle and cash.—Rover, 86. Colvestone
Orescent, IDalston, London.

ACCUMULATORS
Does your present battary leaH: ?

Do«s it ever run down unexpestedly ?

Does It play you tr c .8 and leave you

strandel miles Irom anywhere?

If 80, send It aloig to us and we
w!Il either ma .e a thorough repair, or

take it In part exchange for a

new IRJPJSU

E.P.R. 10-amp.1 c. 4-volt

Price lC/6.
Size 2| X 2 X 6in. (over Terminals).

Unspillable type 2/- extra.

i 2» "=• ..81

E.P.R. No. 20C 4-volt. 20-amp.

Price 14/6.
Size 4 X 2i X 6in. (over terminals).

Un^illable type 3- extra.

OoT Batteries are especially snltaWe for Motor

Cycles. Speolil Splash Proof Vents and Non-

CorrosWe Terrnlnah are always litter. The

eaws are exoeptlonal'.y strong and well made,

ftllowinjc lor rough roads and JoUing.

8p«tfal aiuplll^l)!^ bitterlei mode, all dzes
stocked.

BEVAIRS.—We malte a s^<">'i'Ity of treating

old and damaged eells. All r«p lirs guaranteed.

Send (or new luu

fiichford and Co.,
AcctJMm.ATOR Specialists,

153. FLEET STREET, E.C.

CARS FOR SALE.

f A-12 h.p. Lanchester, five-9oater, perfecl
lU order, just overhauled bv makers and
,iade as new, splendid cliinber, very last

ind oomfortnble; trial and IjiU test given;
x,75, or motor cycle and cash. — F.A., 18.

iJevonshire Eoad, Bexlcy Heath.

8 h.p. Rover, two-seater, wire wheels, in
splendid condition, excellent hill-

jiimber, and very reliable, two horns and
['our lamps, spare cover and tubes, fun set

of tools and spares; trial run with pleasure;
£125, or near offer.—Box No. 1,164, I'he Motor
Cycle Offices, Coventry.

KOVEE. Cars. — You never know what a
skid means when you drive a R.)VPr.

Now the days of muddy roads are here are
you not thinking of the pleasures that
would be yours if you owned a oar.' Write
as for the amount we will allow you for
your skiddy mount in exchange for a Hover
at £135.—Louis Davis and Son, Moseley, Bir-
mingham.
STANTON'S Laurin and Klement two-

seater for sale, brand new condition
throughout, 6-7 h.p. (develops more), two
cylinders, magneto, thermo-syphon, practi-
cally new 700 by 80 Dunlops, hood, used only
for trial runs, every single det.dl in guar-
anteed condition, complete with full &.n

tools, spare parts, accessories, spare tyre,
tube, lamps, etc., most reliable car extant;
willing to give 200 miles trial to bona-fide
purchaser; £135, or 1908 Triumph motor
cycle and cash.—Stanton, 86, Colvestone Ores-
cent, Dalston, London.

HOTELS AND APARTMENTS.
WHEN visiting London stay at AVaverley

Temperance Hotel, 17, Euston Square
Bed, breakfast, attendance, from Ss.

LONDON. — Comfortable bed, and meat
breakfast, from 3s., inclusive.—Linton's

55, Coram Street, Eussell Square, W.C. (near
Euston),

APARTMENTS, with accommodation for
motor bicycles, billiards, comfortable

home; terms moderate. — 70. Josephine
Avenue, Brixton Hill, London.

INSURANCE.
PLEASE send for full covering Motor Cycl<

Policy, from 193. per annum.—Bass, In-
surance Broker, Ongar.

INSURANCE Policies for motor cycles are
issued by Hugh J. Boswell, insurauc*

broker, Norwich, at exceptionally low ratee
Please write for particulars.

TUITION.
MOTOR Oar Driving Taught in one month

—Particulars, 1,035, The Motor CycU
Offices, Coventry.

SITUATIONS VACANT.
QTANLEY Show.—Assistant required; state
)0 experience and wages.—1,174, The Uotm
Cyde Offices, Coventry.

MOTOR Cyclist wanted, to represent well
known firm, and invest £a)0.—1,173, Tiu

Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

I ACCUMULATORS.
CELLULOID Accumulator Repair Outfit*

iiaeful for all celluloid repairs; ful
directions; post free Is.—Below.

/CHARGING Plant always running.—Below
ACCUITULATORS, London made througl

out, and fully guaranteed; the bes'

value at the lowest price; in the followini
sizes: 6 amp., 4Jin. by Igin. by Sin., pric«
63. 6d. ; 10 amp., 2iin. by 2Jin. by 5in., Ss

5d. ; 15 amp., 4in. by 2in. by 5in.. lOs.; 2

amp., 4in. by 2in. by 5Jin., Us. 6d.; 40 amp,
4in. by 4in. by 5Jin,. l''- 6d.—Osborne Works
Forest HUl, London, 8.E.

-J
OS. 6d., Castle Accumulator, cost 23s. 6d

xO 25 amp. hours, perfectly new, no uS'

owner—B., 42. Orondace Road, Fulham.
ACCUMULATOR Repairs by experiencei

workmen; lists and quotations free.-

The Victoria Garage and Electrical Co., Ltd
Coventry.

ACCUMULATORS Repaired promptly, an;

make; reasona>^Ie charges, best work
estimates given; full value for your ol

accumulator in exchange for our nei

"Mayfair" accumulators; special 15 amp
IDs 6d ; 20 amp., 153.; guaranteed one yeai

—Fellows, 49. Hertford Street, Mayf£|.ir.

In a/nswering any of these aUverttatmenls it ts daiiraOie that you mention " Thi Motor Cycle.'
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WANTED.
trANTED, Powerful Foot Brake, 25 by 2i
\ tyre; cash.—74, Croydon Road, Beck-
b.am.

IWO-SPEED Gear, for 3i h.p. chain-driven
Humber.—Edg'ar, Wellin^on Avenue,

istol.

|NE or Pair Hubs, with enclosed brakes,
for tricar front wheel.—131, Coltman

eet, Hull.

[TANTED, Motor Cycle, any condition

:

T cheap for cash.—H., 13, Rattray Road,
:ston, S.W.

HREE-SPEED and Reverse Gear Box, for
tricar.—Particulars to Lee, 80, Rectory

ad, Fulham.

rANTED, leather breeches, also leather
apron for sidecar. — 94, Shrubla^

>ve, Dalston.

E DION or pattern w.c. head, suitable
for 74 mm. bore.—Wright, 40, Fairfield

eet. Liverpool.

rONTGOMERY Sidecar, latest model, new
L condition; only £6 10s.—Rey. 5, Heath
eet, Hampstead.
ANTED, a quantity of sidecars, any con-

dition : cheap for cash. — 5. Heath
eet. Hampstead.
ILL Give 18 carat gold watch and B.8.A.

racer for motor bike.—785, High
id, Leytonstone.

ANTED, screw-cutting lathe; will give
good motor bike in exchange.—Farrar,

lare Road, Halifax.

TILL give cash and new £16 17s. two-speed
r Enfield Modele Eiche for suitable ma-
ne.—S. Barton, Bawtry.

ANTED, a Front Cylinder, for a 5J h.p.
twin Antoine. — Address, Ratcliffe

e., Hadfleld, Manchester.

TANTED, lightweight magneto two-speed
r cycle.—Rev. Swann, Crosby Eavens-
rth Vicarage, Westmorland.
TIDE Back Hub for tricar, and air-cooled
r head for 21 h.p. De Dion.—Spearinan,
It Street, Prittlewell, Southend.
WIN Engine, about 66 by 70, good condi-

tion, complete, Peugeot preferred.

—

0, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

/"ANTED, 21 h.p. Motor Cycle, Minerva
' preferred; expert examination. — 49,
ymouth Street, Hemel Hempstead.
I h.p. Minerva, or similar, low frame,
I: wheels, etc., complete, sound; cheap.
171, The Motor Cyde Offices, Coventry.

"ABON Clutch wanted, to fit 1908 Triumph.
. —Send particulars to Macdonald,
Lontarf," Dulverton Road, Leicester.

OUR-CYLINDER % h.p. F.N., handle-bar
control, magneto, as new.—Timmis, 31,

Saints' Road, New Shildon, Durham.
TANTED, forecar, with back stays, well
r sprung, to fit 24in. wheel N.S.U.;
ce £4 10s.—Ougden, Askern, Doncaster.

TANTED. 3^ h.p. Triumph, Vindec. N.S.U.,
r or Phelon-Moore; reasonable cash
oe given.—dO, Herbert Street, Halifax.
to h.p. Motor Cycle wanted, for pacing,

or engine. — Particulars and lowest
oes, Cochrane's, 144, North Street, Belfast.

[/"ANTED, a smart lad, to learn the motor
I business; premium, wage paid 5s.
;k.—Apply to Rey, 5, Heath Street Motor
rks, Hampstead.
TANTED, F.N., four-cylinder, 3i or 4i

h.p., good condition, must be cheap,
illman, 2, Williams Mews, Belsize Park
Tace, Hampstead.
/"ANTED, 1908 8 h.p. Rover, 6 h.p. De Dion

four-seater, or 6 h.p. Swift, new con-
ion; cash adjustment, or cash.—Ashby,
Westboume Gardens, Hove.
/"ANTED, Motor Cycle, 2i-3i h.p.. low

built, 26in. wheels, vertical engine;
ul required; full particulars by letter.—
.ntom, Fenny Stratford, Bucks.
3RECAR Passenger Attachment, prefer-
ably coach-built, must be new condi-

t; also lin. Whittle belt.—Stewart, 1,
hmond Avenue, Merton Park, S.W.
ALIPAX.—1907 machine and cash for new

1908 single or twin magneto Rex; al-
ances £20 upwards for good machine.—
ifax Motor Exchange, Westgate, Halifax.

ECONOIWV

PALMER
CORD

(Beaded)-
Size. Cover. Tube.
26 X 2 1 16

26 X 2i 2 4
26 X 24 2 J
28 X 2 1 18
28 X- 24 2 8
28 X 2i 2 10

TVRES.

PALMER
(Fabric Beaded).

26 or 28 X 2 Cover 1 6
26or28x2i „ 18

TYRES.
Tabe8/S

.. 8/9

IN

CLINCHER
A WON
(Beaded).

Size. Cover. Tabe.
2601-28x2 1 2 6 8/9
a6or2Sx2t 16 8 9/8
26or2Sx2i 1 7 9 13/11

CLINCHER
A WON

(Ex. Heavy Beaded).
26 or 28x2 1 5 :s 8/9
26 or 28x2} 19 6 9/6
26or28x2| 2 n 6 13/11

CLINCHER
DREADNOUGHT.
26 X 2i 1 17 6 10/8
24 z 21 1 14 6 9/6

FOOT RUMPS.
Nickel-plated.

i8in. by ijin.

barrel, with

pressure gmge,

tyre lever handle,

with folding fool.

Pnce 16/-.

Cheaper quality

FOOT PUMP,

without gauge,

i8in. by i-ft^in.

barrel.

Nickel-plated.

Price 7/11

Postage 5d.

Send a card for our Illustrated MOTOR
Clothing and Accessories Catalogue.

JOHN PIGGOTT, Ltd.
117 & 118, CHEAPSIDE, ) I ^^/l/.^ Pr
1, 2 & 3, MILK ST. BLDGS., I

l^OnUVJU, b.li.

Have YOU tried
the new Ro ad-
clearerfop bicycles P

TAMBOURONG

Replaces the old-fashioned bell and horn.

The Effect is Startling

!

Fixes on front forks. A cord from
handle-baif pjlls trigger when re-

quired in coniact with tront wheel
spokes and bounds lil<e a noisy drum

or gong. "

Stamped meta.1 sonsi "* /G.

I.EO. R IRAU L.T & CO.,
64a, POLAND ST., LOIVIDON, W.

Sole Agents for the genuine Parisian made article.

NOTICE. As we find the parchment model is detri-

mentally affected by damp weather we have abandoned
this pattern in favour of the new stamped metal gong,

which is the thing for Motor Cycles, and made specially

strong.

WANTED.
WANTED, new or soiled 6 h.p. Jap, Chater,

magneto, will give 1907 34 h.p. Quad-
rant, perfect, and genuine Schweitzer vio-
lin, dated 1814, valued £20.-23, Wilton Road,
Handsworth.

MOTOR Cycle wanted, second-hand, .2J to
3 h.p.. Triumph or Quadrant preferred;

state price, and year of make ; must be in
good running order, and open to a trial.—J.
London, 49, Bow Lane, London.

WANTED, high-grade motor cycle or car

;

exchange new high-class furniture,
any description, valued wholesale, direct
from works. — Furniture Manufacturer, 9.
French Place, Shoreditch, London.

WANTED, good 3i h.p. Motor Cycle, mag-
neto, 1908, in exchange for 18 carat

gold keyless English lever watch and dia^
mond ring, three stones, cash adjustment.—
Richards, 22, Rosemont Road, Acton, W.
WANTED, first-class motor cycle, or tri-

car and little cash; exchange for 10-

12 h.p. two-cylinder four-seated car, well-
known make, in excellent condition ; trial
given.—Percy Wilson, 51, Park Grove, Ley-
tonstone.

WANTED, 5 or 6 h.p. Singer. Riley, or
Humber tricar, exchange two-seated

Pelham car, 6 h.p. De Dion engine, three
sipeeds and reverse, little used, perfect con-
dition.—Carlsruhe, Dickenson Eoad, Crouch
Hill, London, N.

WANTED, 1907 or 1908 Vindecs, Triumphs,
Bats, Phelon-Moores, Minervas, Rexes,

Nortons, F.N.'s, Moto-Reves, Rocs, etc., for
spot cash, or for exchanges, or, if preferred,
we will sell on commission.—Maude's Motor
Mart, Powell Street. Halifax. Nat. Tel., 433.

WANTED, Brazing Forge, lathe. Sin.
staple vice and tools, suitable' motor

work, will exchange 2 h.p. Minerva motor
cycle, good order, 2 h.p. A.V. engine and
coil, carburetter, and fretwork machine. —
A. Middleton, c/o Friars Croft, Wymondham,
Norfolk.

S.
J. PAIR, The Motor Cycle Exchange,
Cheltenham Road. Bristol.—Wanted, 25

second-hand motor cycles, any makes, 14 to
6 h.p., for shipment abroad; motor cycles
sold on commission, or purchased outright;
cash remitted by return; bankers' refer-
°^"f,p,s if desired.

WANTED, two motor cycles, about 24 h.p.,

if requiring repairs not objected to;

also one motor cycle, not less than 44 h.p.,

must be in good condition, with two speeds,
free engine, and magneto ignition. — Par-
ticulars and price to Fred. Heath, 1, North
Cray Road, Bexley, Kent.

WANTED, genuine up-to-date motor cycle,

34 h.p. Triumph (1908) preferred; ex-

change 12 bore hammerless ejector gun and
case, by Powell, Birmingham, has been little

used, cost £34, and a little cash for a genu-
ine machine. — Bate, 46, Havelock Road.
Handsworth, Birmingham.

MISCELLANEOUS.
ANTOINE and Kelecom Parts in Stock.—

Crypto Co., 14, Mortimer Street, London.

OVERCOATS, thick, warm, latest cut; 21s.

-Write for patterns. Booth tailor,

Longton.

WHIPCORD Cycling Breeches, latest cut;
10s. 6d.; write for patterns.—Booth,

tailor, Longton, St-affs.

SHEDS for Motor Cycles, 45s.; portable.
—Stevens, 82a, Leighton Road, Kentish

Town, Loni'ion.

LONG Motor Handle-bars, 21in., heavy
gauge, well plated, any size; 5s. 6d.—

Parrar.

LOOP Frame, for vertical engine, with
front forks and handle-bar; 32s. 6d.—

Farrar.

GENUINE Camel Rubber and Canvas Belt-

ing, best on the market; send cash for

length on approval; iin. 9d., |in. Is., iin. is.

3d., lin. Is. 9d. foot.—Farrar.

GET My Price List of accessories ;
pounds

saved.—Farrar, Square Road. Halifax.

TWIN-CYLINDER Air-cooled Motor Cycle
Engine Castings ; 30s.—Sladen, HiU bide.

Exmouth.

NEW Kent Tricar Gear, three speeds, com-
plete, in ha.ids of makers; price £6.—

Cloake, Rose in Valley Hotel, Chatham.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable thM you mention " The Motor Cycle
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MISCELLANEOUS.
ENGINES Re-bush&d throughout from £1.

—Tufnell and Co.

CYLINDRRS Be = bored from 5s.—Tufnell
and Co.

PISTONS Supplied new from 7s. 6d.—Tuf-
nell and Co.

"piNGS from 9d.—Tufnell and Co.

CONNECTING Rods from 75=. 6d.—Tufnell
and Co.

TNLET Valves from Is. 6d.—Tufnell and Co.

EXHAUST Valves from 2s. 6d.—Tufnell and
Co.

pULLEYS for any motor.—Tufnell and Co.

TRIUMPH, Brown, Pafnir, 4s. 9d.—Tufnell
and Co.

REX, Antoine, Kelecom, 5s. 9d.—Tufnell
and Co.

kE DION, M.M.C., 6s. 9d.—Tufnell and Co.
D^
ABOVE 4Jin. Diameter, extra 9d.—Tufnell

and Co.

AXLES, cranks, spindles, handle-bars, seat-
pillars, or any other parts made to

pattern or sketch at lowest prices; accuracy
guaranteed.—Tufnell and Co., 527, High Road.
Leytonstone.

RUSEL Valves, cast iron heads, any en-
gine; 3s. 6d., postage 3d.—Broadhurst,

13, Stafford Street, Leicester.

OWNERS of heavy powered machines.—
the D—all adjustable belt fastener

will satisfy as no other shall.—Below.

D—ALL Adjustable Fasteners, the best yet
produced; direct pull, frictionless,

with two lengthening links, post free, Is.

lOd.—Dall, Ladybank, Fife.

ONE Pair Genuine Simplex Spring Fork
Attachments, plated (brand new); 9s.—

Scott, 4, Cambridge Place Plumstead.

WHIPCORD Motor Cycling Breeches, 8s.

6d., post free; patterns free.—Mere-
dith's, Wearwell, Northwlch.

ADVANCE Adjustable Pulley, used by all

the leading riders.

ADVANCE Adjustable Pulley, winner of
T.T. Race.

ADVANCE Adjustable Pulley, many thou-
sands now in use.

ADVANCE Adjustable Pulley; testimonials
arrive daily.

ADVANCE Adjustable Pulley will increase
your power.

ENGINES, Engines, Engines.—3 h.p.. 6 h.p.,
and 9 h.p., air or water-cooled; send

for particulars.—Address below.

HERE At Last!—An ideal and adjustable
belt fastener; price 2s. 6d.—Address

below.

ADVANCE Generator Brackets, as recom-
mended by "Ixion": price 2s. 6d.—

Advance Motor Mfg. Co., Ltd., Northampton.

POWELL and Hanmer Lamp. Rex trembler
coil, new, iin. Stanley belt; £1 lot.—

Motor, 12, David Street, Stratford, E.

CHANNEL Steel Car Chassis, 7ft. by 3ft.,

wire wheels, complete, less engine and
gear box; £10, or motor cycle.—Below.

ATAWATA Belt, 8ft. by iin., new. with
fastener; 12s. 6d.—Below.

AIR-COOLED Vertical Engine, 76 by 76 mm.,
new condition; £1 10s.—S. Green, 145,

Manor Road, Brockley, S.E.

EVERYTHING made in Tanks and Radi-
ators except a fortune. — Write for

prices, A. Phillips, 112. Lynton Road, Ber-
mondsey.

KERRY Engine, 3i h.p., four-speed pulley,
plain coil, 26 by 2 studded cover, front

and back Chater-Lea hubs, sundries; Phoe-
nix forecar, Palmer tyres, £8 10s.—Bonanza,
Fordingbridge.

SPRING Porks (Rex), complete, perfect, IBs.

;

also two Fuller non-trembler coils,
brand new, 7s. 6d. each.—Hendrie, 9, Merchis-
ton Grove, Edinburgh.

MOTOR Cycle Frame, 7 h.p. engine, twin,
carburetter (Longuemare). valves, tank,

levers. — Full particulars and cash price,
Carleton Cafe. Morecambe.

HALF a MO

w

The 'GLARE'
Electric Headlight

Consumes
only 4 volts.

i amp.

Weighs
only 8 ozs.

Throws a

beam 100 ft.

ahead.

THE
ORIGINAL

ADJUST-
ABLE

HANDLE
VARIABLE ACCUMULATOR ^^^ ^^^^
SPEED

ACCUMULAIOR braCKET,
PULLEY, and Box lor ^^_ g^^
£1, Glare, £,t Postage 3d. extra

A few of our SpGclalitlet. Write for particulars.

MAGNETO CUT OUTS, 1/9 each. Thousands In use.

«J. T^. GREEN^^OOD, L.td.
PORTLAND PLACE WORKS, HALIFAX.
London Offices and Showrooms : Agents—Messrs.

Burt, 166, Cierkenwell Road, London.

STANLEY
SHOW.

TRIUMPH
MOTORS.

MYERS,
BRADFORD,
who will be pleased to meet his

old customers and explain the many
new merits of the '09 Triumphs
and will be glad of an appoint-
ment.

ADVERTISERS — Please note
that Friday is the latest day we
oan receive advertisement copy
foe* the foliowins week's issue>

MISCELLANEOUS.
MAUDE'S. — Genuine Stanley - Dermal

Iin. belts, 8ft. 6in., guaranteed ;

genuine ; Us. 6d. each.

MAUDE'S.—Brown and Barlow carburet
with handle-bar control; only

l

brand new goods.

MAUDE'S.—Amac carburetters, latest
]

tern, 298., or your present one and
secures ; any model.

MAUDE'S. — Mabon clutch, fits Mine:
good condition ; 328. 6d.

MAUDE'S. — Longuemare spray, carl
etter, lOs. ; Watawata gin. belt-

brand new. Is. 7d. per foot ; any length 1

MAUDE'S. — Albion free engine pul
brand new; 30s.

MAUDE'S.—Cicoy non-trembler coils, 2

by 5iin. by 3|in. ; note the low price
lid. ; post paid.

MAUDE'S. — Long handle-bars, best p
ing, finest quality, heavy gauge; 58.

per pair.

MAUDE'S.—Large leather toolbags, sp
did quality; note low price, 3s. i

with outside pocket, 5s. 3d.

MAUDE'S. — The latest variable pul
standard sizes in stock. Try one

approval ; only 12s. 5d.

MAUDE'S.—Treble twist horns, the fii

horn ever made ; only 6s. 6d. ; doi
twist, 4s. 6d.

MAUDE'S. — Latest pattern headlij
guaranteed; price 148. lid.; appro

MAUDE'S, the Fair Factors, Powell Str
Halifax. Tyre catalogue post free.

HANDLE-BAE Control, with cables, n
5s. 6d. : back Bowden brake, 5s.;

Iin. new belting. 6s.—7, Blair Grove, Soi
port.

BELT Rim Brakes, flexible cable, hand
plied, easily fitted, stop anything,

6d., usual price 15s.—Slack's Garage, St(
nort.

AUTOGENOUS Welding.—Send that bro
casting to the Alvaston Motors, t)ei

to be welded by patent process; metal
united.

AUTOGENOUS Welding. — Costly casti
saved from the scrap by our proc

Cracked valve seats, water jackets, cylin
liners, pistons, frames, connecting rods, ;

a thousand other things.

A UTOGENOUS Welding. — Wonderful
xi suits. Broken flanges, lugs, brack
etc., all amenable to our process; send t
to-day : quotations on sight.

AUTOGENOUS Welding.—Alvaston Mot
Derby. Telephone, 1, Alvaston.

Oa by 2J New Front Motor Cycle Wh
^\J 20s.: three 750 by 80 Continental he;
tubes, brand new, 129. each; approva
Glendene, Station Eoad, Leyton.

N.A.B. Spring Seat-pillar, 5J h.p. Eex
haust valve (complete), 5iin. Eex ]

ley, 12in. by 4in. exhaust box; £1 the lo

Smith, St. George's Square, Droitwich.

CAEBUEETTEE, Longuemare-Minerva,
h.p., little used, 15s., with leve

Ukantes stand, D section, never used, 4s.

—E.V., 20, Charlotte Street. Fitzroy Squs
W.
ENLAEGEMENTS (bromide) from amatei

negatives; 8 by 6 9d., 10 by 8 lOd., 12

10 lid., 15 by 12 Is. Id. ; from prints 6d. ex1
fash ; satisfaction guaranteed. — Grea:
Wfvllesley, Whyteleafe.

SIDECAE, rigid pattern, good conditi
£3 10s.: trailer, Mills-Fulford, nea

new, £4; Mabon free engine clutch, fits :

Triumph, as new, £2 10s.—Durham MO
Works, South Ealing, W.

PAIE Palmer Covers, beaded, 26-by 2J, li

I/uc.is Acetyphote lamp, with num
plate, 7s. 6d. ; motor horn, complete, 2s. 6

F.N. throttle for 3i h.p. Vindec, 2s.—Te
Burghfield Common, Mortimer, Berks.

PC CiCiCi Government Gauntlet Gloi
i)i\J\J\J all buckskin leather, 2s.

pair; 500 leather belts. Is. and Is. 3d. ea(

leather leggings, 2s. 6d. and 3s. 6d. p£
Bedford cord riding breeches, 4s. 6d. £

5s. 6d. ; Government all-wool military sec

lOd. D-air; police capes, 4s. 6d. and 5s.

each. — Anscomb, Government Contract
14, London Eoad, London, S.E.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle."
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MISCELLANEOUS.
ILINCHEE. Motor Inner Tubes, 26 by 2J,

1 5s. 6(i. ; Revolution motor cycle stands,
9d.; bargains.—12, Bull Ring, Birming-

tm.

1 ODFRET and Applebee.—See our winter
r bargains in " Motor Cycles for Sale

"

lumn.
•< ODFRET ard Applebee.—Pulleys. Ad-
t vance adjustable pulley, brand new, fit

S.U., 10s. 6d.; J.A.P. pulleys, 4s.; Rex pul-
jrs, 6S.

1 ODFRET and Applebee.—Tyres and belts.

r Good allowances made for your old
les, on all well known makes.

\ ODFRET and Applebee. — Rex machines
r converted to Bosch magneto for 8 guin-
s, single or twin.

i ODFRET and Applebee. — Come and see
r the new A.G. sidecar, easily detachable,
any machine; 6 guineas; the only high-

i8S sidecar at a reasonable price. — 165a,

)e Street, "Walthamstow. Thone, 464,

althamstow.

1 EIPWELL Motor Cycle Brakes, to fit any
T make machine, delivered frotn stock;

ice 153. 6d. ; any spare parts supplied.—Solfi
anufacturer, W. Cocks. The Durham Motor
orks, opposite station. South Ealing, W.

CLINCHER Covers, rubber studs, 25in. by
/ 2Jin., lOs. and 15s. ; ribbed extra heavy,
irdly soiled, 20s. ; brass searchlight lamp,
mpiete, new, 208. ; 8ft. Watawata, |in., new,
.—Graham, 34, Oxford Road, Manchester.

LVASTON Bargains.—Genuine De Dion
_ two-8eated car, complete, with all new
ichelin tyres, not scratched, minus engine
d geali-' box; accept £8; tyres alone cost

delivery free on rail at machinery
ite, if desired.

\ LVASTON Bargains.—7 h.p. nearly new
1. oil engine, Crossley, with all fittings.

jady for work ; seen running any time

:

32 for immediate sale, worth double;
ritten guarantee perfect.

\ LVASTON Bargains. — Another, 4 h.p.
i. Godiva oil engine, in grand working
:^er, all fittings; £18 10s., cost douDle.

LLVASTON Bargains.-Gianoli four-cylin-
der magneto, brand new, high tension,

lagnifipent instrument, fully guaranteed

;

sted £14, clearance price £6 10s.

\ LVASTON Bargains—Pair genuine Dieti.

x side lamps, plated, perfect; accept liis.

I. pair.—Alvaston Motors, Derby.

ONG Handle-bars, 4s.; swan-neck saddle-
1 pillars, 2s. 6d.; No. 6 frames, 60s.; all

I your own requirements ; wheels, tanks,
,c., to suit; repairs; lowest quotations free.
Green, 14, Avondale Road, Peckham, S.^i^.

orks, McDermott Road.

JEW Advance Pulley, fit N.S.U., 12s.; new
1 Premier searchlight, 24s. : N.S.U.
iddle, 5s.; large padded Rideasy, 159.;
otboards and fittings, 5s. ; Lycett toolbag,
. ; large variety spares, cheap ; stamp for
it; exchange.—Higgen, grocer. Paisley.

il h.p. Engine, with contact breaker and
r¥ pulley, 35s. ; Longuemare E., 10s.

:

lort low frame, with tank, handles, pedal-
ttg gear, 21s.; trembler coil, 12s. 6d. ; plain,
.: tank, 3s.; stand-carrier. 48.; 28in. cover, i

. ; Getolite lamp, 8s. 6d.; Jin. Dermatine
»lt, 6s.—Darke, draper, Sutton.

READERS having Photographic Apparatus
t for sale should advertise in " Photo-
•aphy and Focus" Emporium; Jd. per
3rd, minimum 9d.—Address, " Photography
id Focus" Offices, 20, Tudor Street, London,
C.

^HEEE Tricar Wheels and front axle. £3
38.; Quadrant loop frame, ^s. ; front

heel and tyre, Dunlop. 28in. by 2in., 10s.;
und brass tank, with oil pump, complete,
B.; Clement carburetter, 6s. — Harris, 8.
rinces' Street, Swindon.

lULLETS for any motor.-De Dion, M.M.C.,
6i. 6d. ; Antoine, N.S.U., Kelecom, Roc,

N., 5s. id.; Peugeot, Brown, 5s. 6d., Tri-
nph, Fafnir, Sarolea, Minerva, 4s. 9d.

;

ated. guaranteed, carriage paid.—J. Per-
ns, High Road, Leyton, London.
ITRONG Quad Frame, with live axle and
'

. differential, £2; 21 h.p. genuine De Dion
igine, w.c. cylinder head, and two-speed
sar, £2 lOs. ; tanks, surface carburetter,
vers, etc., £1; coil, 6s.; Chapman back-
idalling belt rim brake, Ss.—Bone, Ivan-
>e. Llandudno.

Tit AVEl. 1 4 l\A I LES
if yoiir machine is fitted with

White's EcoDomiser
(ProT. Pate)

(reckoalng petrol at i /2 per gall.)

Mr C E. KETTLE (3} Triumph) averaged

1M MULES TO THE GALLON in Manchester
M.C.C. Consumption Test, asing the " White's

Eeonomlser." (See " The Motor Cycle," Oct.

28th, page S48).

Try one for yoorself—©nly 4/- each, and
don't forpet that with it INSTANT STARTING
IS ENSURED AT ALL TIMES, THROUGH-
OUT THE COLD WEATHER. (State make
of Carburetter when ordering.'

Protect your Belt and Spare i ube by using the

"ELECTARY" Combined Case at 6/6.
»TAND 183,
STANLEY

GAkkERY,
SHOW.

PREMIER
EXCHANGES.

NOT ONE PER CENT, of our offers to exchange THE
PREMIER SEAKCHLIGHT for our customers' old
lamps have been declined. This is proof that we make
most liberal allowances. It was the first lamp 01 this
type to be marketed; it has stood the test of time,
and will outlast any two of the (cheap) sort introduced
since THE PREMIER proved such a distinct success.
Send your old Ump and we will make an offer per
return. THE PREMIER Is BRITISH.
Complete, 30s. ; Lamp only 24s. ; Generator, Ss.

The PREMIER MOTOR Co., Ltd.,
ASTON ROAD, BIRMINGHAM.

C£PEUGEOT 99

2J and 3^ h.p. SINGLE CYLINDER
3J, 5, and 7 h.p. TWIN CYLINDER

ENGINES.
Specify a PEUGEOT Engine to be
fitted to your motor bicycle, and refuse

all IMITATIONS.
Full particulars, w^ith list of Genuine
Spare Parts, and a P.P.C. of Tourist

Tropliy winner, on application.

J. TAYLOR, 318, Percy Road,
BIRMINGHAM.

Call a.t No> 244 Gailory. Stanley SHo^v

B

I

MISCELLANEOUS.
BOOTH.—Wide Mudguards, with stays and

screws: 3in., 28. lid.; 4iii., 3s. 6d.

BOOTH. — 500 Fuller's Midget plain coils,
108. 6d.; 200 Puller's Midget trembler

coils, 17s. 6d.

OOTH takes your old coil in part pay-
ment; part with troublesome coils.

BOOTH.—Puller accumulators. 20 amp.,
17s.: Ees type, 16s.: Minerva, 16s.:

Midget. 16s.

BOOTH.—5s. 6d. allowed for your old ac-
cumulator in part payment for Pul-

ler's.

BOOTH.—50 pairs XI' all spring forks; im-
mediate delivery; N.A.B. seat-plllar.

3s. 6d.

BOOTH. — Long motor cycle handle-bars,
heavy gauge, best quality plating;

5s. 6d.

BOOTH.—Silent silencers, for engines to 5
h.p., very efficient, no back pressure;

38. 3d.

BOOTH.—Frames, £1 58.; wheels, 9s. 6d.
pair; plain coils, 2s. Ud. ; trembler

coils, Ss. 6d.

BOOTH.—Send for list of oddments, speed
gears, tanks, etc. ; clearance bargains.

BOOTH.—Camel rubber belting, tremend-
ous stock; iin., 9d. : |in.. Is.; Jin., Is.

2d.; Iin., Is. 5d. ; samples free

BOOTH. — Coronet Searchlights, minor
lenses, with generator; 229. 6d. ; appro-

val.—Booth's Motories, Wade Street. Halifax.

BOOTS, box calf, any size, and four fit-

tings; 88. 6d., post free, worth 12s.;

satisfaction guaranteed.—Prank Asher, Des-
borough.

GENUINE Minerva Frame, brand new,
vertical, enamelled black, with front

forks and tank, 50s.; Sphinx spring seat-pil-
lar, 3s. 6d.—7, Dyers Hall Eoad, Leytonstone.

TEICAE, 5 h.p. twin Kerry, 2Jin. Contin-
entals, l^n. belt, wing guards, rubbered

footboards, splendid condition ; £18, or would
entertain exchange and cash.—111, Lilford
Eoad, Camberwell.

KOKONA Motor Belt, 8ft. 6in. long, gin.

wide, never been used, 6s. 6d.; Michelin
tyres, new, 26 by 2i, never used, accept 18s.:

also tube, new, 6s. 6d.—Springfield House.
Churchgate, Stockport.

BUCKET Seat, 10s.; spring forks; 6s.; one
pair B.E. Silvertown tyres, 15s.: two

belt rims. 28. each; twin Kerry carburetter,
12s.; and Mabon clutch. Sin., wants com-
pleting-, 12s. 6d.—Ill, Lilford Road, Camber-
well.

CASH or Instalments.-New and second-
hand engines, 21 to 8 h.p., air or w.c,

exchanged for old of less power; specialite—
De Dion, M.M.C., Excelsior repairs and re-
newals; 25 h.p. made to give 3| h.p.; 11

years' motor experience.—The Eecord Motor
Co., Coventry.

MATCHLESS Footrest Brake, No. 2, 15s.;

Gillett-Lehmann controller for twin
Rex, 20s.; Vim rear brake, 4s. 9d. ; motor
cycle frame, wheels, and tank, for inclined
engine, 30s. ; new accumulator, 7s. 6d. ; motor
cycle stand, 4s. 3d.; car radiator, 36s.; piano
player and tunes, 25s.—Halifax Motor Ex-
change, Westgate, Halifax.

TRADE Direct and Save a Profit. — The
Albany waterproof jackets, from

double texture paramatta, at I83. 6d., are
going well, but for winter riding you may
prefer our 21s. jacket, made from best plain
fawn proof, lined self beaverteen ; this is

a heavy, warm, tailor made jacket, with
latest improvements; any size sent carnage
paid; cash with order.—G. Raws and Sons,
Indiarubber Manufacturers, Oldhall Street,
Liverpool.

YOU Walk Sometimes, and want an Albany
macintosh coat, guaranteed absolutely

wind and waterproof, Prussian collar, with
attached flap; loose fitting wide skirts, in

best quality double texture paramatta,
tailor made to measure, in latest shade of
fawn drab, new grey green, also in a oeau-
tiful brown shade; send length desired and
chest measure; only 2I9. : winter weight.
258., cash with order; we pay carriage.—G.
Raws and Sons, Indiarubber Manufacturers,
15, The Albany, Oldhall Street, Liverpool.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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MISCELLANEOUS.
PHCENIX Gear, full size, built in 26 by 2J

wheel; sell £3, or exchange—Geary,
Newtown Linford. Leicester.

BAEKER'S Iron Cement for cracked cylin-

ders, etc.; Is. tin.—Oxford Road,
Worthing.

CASH Ofifers.—Pulco lamp and genCTator,
cost 28s'. 6d. ; F.N. carburetter and

horn.—J. Robinson, Holly Bank, Sale, Man-
chester.

FOR Sale, Manning Tricycle Attachment,
to fit four-cylinder F.N., perfect, run

100 miles; £7.—Thornhill, "Limes," Hales-
worth.

CHATER-LEA Tricar Axle, wheels, expand-
ing brakes, steering column, 35s.;

Young's car jack, 6s.—Hart, 31, Vanguard
rStreet, Deptford.

LARRAD'S Motor Timer, new condition, 17s.

6d. ; Longuemare carburetter, B26, per-
fect. 30s. ; Whittle belt, gin., nearly new, 128.

—73, Church Street. Camberwell.

TANKS, torpedo or any shape, from 4s.

6d., in brass lead coated steel, etc.,

xjombined tank and radiators, for tricars

;

repairs and alterations.—Winder, 54, Ganton
View, Leeds.

FRAMES made to order, £2 10s.; 0-sborne
four-speed, complete with handle, £2,

iflt Kerry; forecar frame, £1 5s.; Chater
sidecar, £4 5s.; Crossley gas engine, 4 h.p.,

.£15.—Millard, Belvedere.

APPROVAL.—Longuemare Model H. Car-
buretter, brand new, 18s. 6d. ; R.O.M.

twin contact breaker, fit Peugeot. 22s. 6d.

:

plated torpedo tank, 10s. 6d.—Smith, Ford
Street. St. Mary, Nottingham.

PTJLCO (original) Lens-mirror S-earchlight,
with special large burner, 17a. 6d., cost

24s., new August; generator, 7s. 6d., oost 168.

M.; cigarette case, new, 38., cost 6s.—1,169,

The Motor Cyde Offices, Coventry.

NEW Michelin Cover, 28 by 2J, 16s. 6d. ; Nil-
nifelior trembler coil, perfect, 8s. 6d.

;

10 a.h. accumulator, 5s. ; Acetyphote, 5s.

;

pair Chater-Lea rims, 28 by 2, beaded, 2s. 6d.—27. Cambridge Road, Barking.

BARGAINS.—28 by 2J Clincher cover, 5s.

6d. ; 26 by 2i iinpunctured Diinlop tube,
•6s. ; front forks, new, 26in., 8s. ; Rex blade
and screw, new, 4s.; iin. belt. 3s. 6d. — la,
Frideswide Place, Kentish Town.

SWAN-NECK Saddle Pins, 2s. 6d. ; long
handle-bars, 4s. ; torpedo and ordinary

tanks from 5s.; frames from 50s.; anything
to specification; lowest price; workmanship
guaranteed.—Arrow Motor Works. Victoria
^oad, Peckham.

BRAND New Gianoli twin plain coil, 10s.

;

Minerva 15 amp. accumulator, new,
Ts. 6d. ; Norman two-speed gear and fittings,

£2, unused ; large acetylene lamp, 5s. ; 26in.
back wheel, with belt rim, new, 5s.—73, Iior-
rimore Road, Walworth.

MICHELIN Inner Tube, 26 by 2i, endless,
good condition, 7s. 6d. ; Michelin tube,

'26 by 2i, butt-ended, new, not used, 9s. 6d.

;

Bassee-Michel coil, plain, special size, ob-
long, perfect condition, 9s. 6d.—73, Church
Street, Camberwell.

NEW 3 h.p. Motor Cycle, low, £8 10s. ; twin
Oarpentier coil, working order, 9s.,

'Chater-Lea front forks and wheel, 8s.;
Werner coil, 4s. ; 60 amp. Dinin accumulator
and box, 6s.; 28 by 2 front wheel, 3s. 6d.;
four good 26 by 2i tubes, 23. 6d. each; bench
drilling machine, 15s.—Lisles, 15, St. Mary
"Road, Walthamstow.

IMPORTANT.—Quantity new and second-
hand frames, tyres, coils, accumulators,

magnetos, belt rims, lamps, accessories of
all kinds, also quantity engines and motor
•cycles, various makes. Will cost Jd. to
sitate your wants, may save you pounds.
We also have a special department for re-
pair and experimental work of all kinds, in-
cluding repairs to castings and forgings bv
oxy-acetylene welding. Prompt attention
given to all orders, however small. Write
for lists and particulars of the above, and
also of the Fairy Amac carburetter, and
Fairy accessible battery, both good thines.
When you know your want, you want to
know us. It will pay you to.—The Fairy
Motor Co., Fairy Works. Westcombe Hill,
Blackheath, S.E.

C- A. V.
AOOUIVIUGATORS.

We claim—facts fully justify it—to be by far

the larstest manufacturers of Itrnition Accu-
mulators in ttie United Kingdom, producing

their components Ihrouchout. We already

supply most of the leading firms in the Motor
Industry—then why not you ? Once used, they

are always used 1 We hold over a thousand
tesimonials 1

mM^im^^'^'

C. A. Vandervell & Co.,
Electrical Engineers and
Motor Ignition Specialists,

Warnl" Way. Acton Vale, London, W.
p;-one—544 Chiswick. Wires—"Vanteria London."

bKANCnES : tiirminsham, Glasgow and Dublin.

BANDS!
Illustrated List free on application.

I repeat by way
of conclusion that
no rider should lay

up his machine for

the winter until

he has tried at least

one lorig run with
studded tyrJBS over
muddy roads.
' THE MOTOR
CYCLE anil OS.)

BANDS, RE-
TREADING, and
REPAIRS our
Speciality.

(All makes of

Bands fitted.)

Shamrock, Clincher, and Goodrich Rubber-studded
Non-skid Bands, 21/-, including fitting.

Re-treading with steel-studded ribcer tread.. 25/-
„ ,, sevi;n-ribbed corrugated tread 17/6

ROM Synchonlsed contact breaker.
rk,aVr<lTl. Front and back wheel stands.

THF CONTINENTAL MOTOR CO.,
32, Rosebery Avenue, LONDON, E.G.

'Phone - Holborn, I5I3, Tel :
" Bromitch, ' London.

^ ^ STAND No.

27
Stanley Show

.aX (Ground j^^S^loor^>g.

.^ N

If you find you've the hump,
Through the bicycle bump,
And you're sad—and, what's

worse, saddle-sore

—

Try the real N.A.B.
You will hail it with glee,

And in comfort you'll ride
evermore.

Send for

BOOKLET

FREE.

Beware

of

Imitations

RELIANCE
WORKS CO.,

Ltd.,

SOUTHAMPTON.

Genuine Birmingham

"QUADRANTS."
A large stock of parts still to be cleared.

Write for latest list.

REG. SAMSON,
232, LADYWOOD RD., BIRMINGHAM.

MISCELLANEOUS.
MILLENNIUM Express Stand, 58. 6d.; p

Lucas Acetyphote lamps, plano-c
vex lenses, 8s. 6d. each: separate genera
lamp, 69. 6d.; Jack-no-skid. lOs. 6d. ; trigi
valve lifter and cable, 3s.; thumbslide a
cable. Is. 6d.; 8ft. 6in. new Xin. leather b(

7s. -Cd.; four new mica plugs, 33. 6d.; n
I 26 by 2J Clincher tube. 5s. 6d. ; E.O.M. conta
I

IBs.; spares for twin Eex ; wanted, 800 by
cover, tail lamp.—Wills, 130, Walworth Eo
London.

MODEL B. Longuemare, 22s.; Model H.,
6d. ; Model H., automatic, 17s, 6

Model E., 4s. 6d. ; Brown and Barlow. IC

Antoine, ditto, new, I83. ; another, 7&. 6
10 volt charging dynamo, cost £4 10s., ;

two-cylinder Peugeot coil, 98. 6d. ; two-oyl
der Basaee-Michel car coil, 17s.; single
Dion, 8s. 6d. ; Lloyd's free engine clut
cost £4 4s., new, take 35s.: Components'
gine, 3 h.p., £3.—-Seen, 39, East Street, Ba'
Street.

CASH Bargains.—PrS'Sted 12 amp. accui
lators. 9s.. 6d.-; two-way switches, !

J.B.D. silencers, 4s. 6d. ; searchlight laa
with separate generator, 22s.: volt or ai
meters, 4s. 6d. ; large double-twist hoi
5s. 6d. ; belt fasteners, 8d. ; belt punches,
3d.; ratchet plated control levers, Is. 6
belting, best quality leather, V.,'iin. |
iin., at 8d.. lOd., Is. per foot; rubber {

canvas, Iin., 1&. 2d. per foot: mo
cycle covers wired edge, 26 by 2. 2-J and
lis 6d.; 28 by 2, 2J and 2i, 12s. 6d. ; bea-
edge, 2s. extra; Clincher motor cycle tul
26 by 2J. 6s. 9d. ; Macintosh tubes. 26 by
and 28 by 2. 6s. 9d. ; Clincher A Won mo
cycle covers, B.E., 28 by 2i, 21s.: anpro
against cash—Bastone, 215 and 217, Pent
ville Road. King's Cross, London, N. T.
phone. 2481 North.

STAMFOED HILL.—Spare accumulat(
5s. 6d. ; coach-built tricar S'eat, 9s. (

four window goggles. Is.; heavy li;

gauntlets, 5s.: leather knickers, 12s. t

leather caps, 2s. 6d., various; leather li:

motor frieze overcoats, new, 25s., oost 51

latest B. and B. carburetter, new, V
tricar body, new, upholstered, 22s.; stn
carrier. 4s. ; beaded rims, new. 26 and 28
2 and 2J, Is. 9d. each; 40 amp. Peto and E
ford accumulators, new, 16s. 6d. ; 20 au
9s. 6d. ; Michelin butted tubes, 2, 2i,
10s. 6d., lis., 12s.; speedometers. 6s. t

leather D.B. jackets, new, 10s. 6d. ; mc
cycle tanks, from 6s. 6d. each: enlendic
belting, from 8d. per foot; carlfurette-
3J h.p. spray, 12s. 6d.; 2 h.p. ditto, 9s. f

twin Kerry, 16s.: Norman two-speed gi
45s.: Midget plain ooils, twins, 10s. i

single, 6s. 6d. ; 3J h.p. Eex engine, £3 II

latest motor cycle searchlight, new. ci

nlete, 25s.; 4in. steel mudguards, is.
nair; tricar wing mudguards, 6s. 6d. pa
very large. 9s. -pair; long handle-bars, di
ped ends. 7s. 6d.; over-back seat-pillars,!
Plating 4s.; list just ready, free.-128, H
Eoad. Tottenham.

TRADE ADVERTISEMENTS.
CLEMENT-GARRAED Genuine Parts.-S

English Agent, Frank Walters, 82, ?
Street, Birmingham.

WHY Pay More? — Adjustable pull
from 8s. ; plain pulleys, from '

pistons, from 7s. ; re-bushing, from 12s. 6

satisfaction guaranteed ; list free.-Lee,
gineer, 18, Somerset Road, Edmonton.

N.S.U. Two- speed Gear and Free Engii
we can now fit this gear to Peugeot £

Vindec machines for £5 15s. ; recommeni
for sidecar work and winter riding.—Ea?
and Co., N.S.TJ. Agency, Acton Telepho
556 Chiswick.

TWENTIETH Century Motor Co., L
Padua Road. Penee. S.E.—Carburett<

new, from 8s. ; control levers, new. from
-^d. : oil rumps, new. 3s. 3d. ; circulat
pumps, new, 15s. : distribution wheels, rn

4s, per pair; brass silencers, 2s. and 4

piston, ring, and pulley castings; appro'v

TTt/tlO Would have solid value for h£
T T cash will at once write p.c. for Ju
motor cycle and cycle accessories list,

illustrated pages; lowest prices in 1

trade; all latest novelties in lamps, sw;
neck seat pins, long handle-bars, footrei
free engine pulleys, spring forks, bei

tyres, covers, etc.—Metropolitan Machinif
Co., Ltd., M.O. Dept., 75, Bishopsgate Str-

Withbut, London. E.C.
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MORE ABOUT TRICARS.
B/ B. H. DAVIES.

TWO very important letters published in the
" Letters to the Editor " pages supply me with

the text for a further discourse upon the tricar

question. One of these letters, signed
" Tri-again " (page 794, October 7th), referred to a

rear sprung tricar, and in it the writer states the rear

part of his machine was so whippy that on a highly

cambered road the twist and swing of the rear frame
pulled the whole machine over two or three times, and
that although there was no deflation of the rear tyre.

On page 895 (issue of October 14th) Dr. Gaskell rather

laughs at me for asserting that a tyre burst on a rear

sprung tricar necessitates a smash. I would refer

him first of all to " Tri-again's " experience; then J

would remind him that he has never had a tyre burst

on one of these machines. I have had this experi-

ence six times in all at varying speeds and under vary-

ing circumstances with two tricars of different best

makes. Only in one case was I able to come to a

standstill in the vertical plane, and that was when the

burst occurred at a very low speed on a broad, flat

road. On the other occasions the burst has occurred
at speeds ranging from twelve to thirty miles an hour,

and in each case I have either upset or gone into the
ditch, and I venture to say any driver in the kingdom
would have been equally helpless. Dr. Gaskell's

experience of a tyre commencing to deflate at thirty

miles per hour and taking a hundred yards to go flat

, is perfectly safe, though unpleasant.

The Method of Springing.

Dr. Gaskell next asserts that rear springs are

essential to the comfort of the driver and to the life

and reliability of the mechanism. I differ from him,

because I know two tricars destitute of rear springing

which are quite as comfortable as rear sprung
machines, and which save the machinery from vibra-

tion quite as efficiently. One of these is the 9 h.p.

Advance, which I have often driven this year and
last. It has elliptical and Cee springs in front, but

its rear frame is the ordinaiy triangulated fork system

standard upon bicycles. The front springing,

una.ded, proves in practice quite equal to safeguarding
^

the mechanism. The driver sits in a bucket seat

carried on two long steel pillars; these pillars rest in

barrels containing coiled springs, and 1 defy anyone

driving this machine to distinguish any difference in

comfort between this system and the rear elliptical

spring system in vogue on such tricars as the 9 h.p.

Riley, which I have driven thousands of miles. My
other instance is the Zenith tricar, with the frame

sprung and hinged amidships. This tricar is even

more comJortable than the standard rear springing,

though I have only a very limited experience of it.

Again, I have had sudden tyre deflations on several

rigid rear framed machines, and that at high speeds,

and I have always found they "are much safer and

more easily brought to a standstill in a direct path

under these circumstances than the ordinary motor

bicycle. Consequently I have no doubt that a tricar

may be evolved which shall be absolutely safe when
the back tyre collapses at any speed, and which shall

not sacrifice efficiency of springing in the very least,

but even show a marked improvement in this respect.

This means that the front only of the tricar frame and
the driver's seat shall be sprung.
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lore About Tricars.—

Further, 1 wish to remind Dr. Gaskell that he is

sking for a great deal more than any manufacturer

an give him at his price. We can hardly hope at

)resent to get three speeds and reverse on a ^60
lachine, and if we ever get them on an ;;^8o machine
-^& must sacrifice some refinement which is far more
lecessary. I do not think there is any gear box of this

)attern on the market at a penny under ;^i5, while

aany cost considerably more. Facts prove that with

he cheapening of the small car the expensive tricar

las lost its future. In fact, when a decent little

econd-hand car can be easily bought for ^80, it is

loubtful whether ;^8o is not more than people will

)ay for a tricar. I think we may take the Rex Litette

LS the basis of what we may expect in the tricar line,

md, except that it has a belt drive, it answers very

;losely indeed to the general idea of what a light

ricar must be to have any commercial prospect

o-day. No one can make or sell motor cycles more
:heaply than the Rex Co. In the Litette we have their

dea of a 1908 tricar, technically and commercially
)racticable. It has a 5-6 h.p. thermo-cooled engine,

rame sprung in front, rigid behind, with separately

nsulated driving seat, magneto ignition, and two-

;peed gear; but with their huge facilities and
'xperience it has to be listed at nearly ^80 ! If we
examine it with an eye to cheapening it, we can find

nothing that can possibly be parted with, except con-

ceivably one cylinder and the water-cooling.

The 1905 Type Redivivus.

When a new two-seated car can be had for a trifle

over jQ^oo, and a sound second-hand sample at from

;^6o to ;^9o, it is no use marketing the most

magnificent tricar imaginable at a higher price than

^90, and it is distinctly possible that any great

future demand for tricars will be limited to a still

lower figure. We have to make up our minds to accept

a simple specification, and any clamour for three

speeds and reverse, expensive coach-built bodies, with

a multitude of detail refinements on car lines, is a

sheer waste of time. But the advent of cheap and

good two-seated cars still leaves a gap, and that

gap may be filled by such a machine as the Editor

referred to on September 2n.d, and on which I enlarged

on September 23rd. It will really be the 1905 type

redivivus. There must be a huf?e addition of comfort.

A huge addition of reliability will be instantly attained

by incorporating the features which the intervening

years have added to the motor bicycle, especially the

magneto. And I hope that next year will see the

advent of a little fleet of such machines, on which

passenger motor cyclists will enjoy the more sociable

aspects of their sport in peace, cheapness, and

comfort.

A POWERFUL PACING MACHINE.
A LTHOUGH the pacing motor bicycle illustrated

r\^ is not of such high power as some of the huge
Continental machines, it is quite fast enough
for use on English tracks, and can set the pace

"or the speediest cyclist. The owner, W. Skuse, who
s mounted on the machine, is an expert rider, and
las trailed Leon Meredith in all his races and records

iuring the past few seasons. The machine follows

;losely the Continental design of pacing motor cycle,

vith sweeping handle-bars, and stays connecting with

he front axle, the forks being strengthened

)y substantial girders. The safety fender

it the rear is fitted with a roller, a white

nark in the centre serving as guide for the

)ace follower. The controlling levers and
ubricating pump are placed within easy

each, while the rearward position of the

"ider affords the utmost shelter to the pace-

ollowing cyclist ; in fact, the design of the

nachine is practically a Continental pacing
notor in miniature. The bicycle was con-

itructed by Fossier, the well-known French
Dacer, and the V engine is by Anzani, who
enjoys a high reputation abroad for engines

'or this class of work, the two Frenchmen,
ndeed, being once notable speed motor
:yclists, especially Anzani. The cylinders

ire 80 mm. X 90 mm., and a Longuemare
:arburetter is fitted. Ignition is by coil and
iccumulator. The wheels are 26in., and the tyres Con-
inental Modele de Course of 2^ in. diameter. The gear

ratio is 3 to i, while
the machine scales

140 lbs. With the ex-

ception of a rear tyre

bursting and bringing
the rider down, since
which mishap he has
taken the precaution to
equip the wheels with
stronger tyres, Skuse

W. Skuse, pacing motor cyclist to Leon Meredith.

has experienced little or no trouble with the

machine.

We are in receipt of an interesting booklet published

3y Hans Renold, Ltd., Manchester, entitled " Renold
Driving Chains and Their Use." The book describes

in detail every form of Hans Renold chain made, and
to those interested in chain transmission it should prove
to be of considerable service.
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THE Stanley Show, which opens on Friday next

and closes on Saturday week, will be full of
interesting motor cycles and accessories. In
accordance with previous years, we have pre-

pared plans of the exhibition by courtesy of the
Stanley Show secretary, Mr. E. A. Lamb. These
plans will be found on pages 896 and 897, and
with their aid motor cyclists will be able to find

all the motor cycle stands on the floor of the hall

and in the galleries.

The various manufacturers of motor cycles and
accessories have supplied us with advance particulars
of their 1909 improvements, and in some instances we
have been able to obtain a private peep at the new
models.

This issue of The Motor Cycle being published two
days before the opening of the exhibition enables us to

give our readers a few particulars of novelties to

look for on the various stands, but we do not publish
the stand numbers in this article, as they are all given
on the plans. As the motor cycle approaches
nearer and nearer to perfection it is only natural that

the improvements on up-to-date makes are more in

the nature of detail advancement than drastic altera-

tions of design. Nevertheless, there will be found
several entirely, new models, some of them being
extremely novel, and one or two may even be said

to be revolutionary. We cannot conclude these

few introductory remarks without heartily welcoming
the large and long established firms of Humber,
James, and Premier to the ranks of motor cycle

makers. The Humber motor cycles were sold in

large numbers five or six years ago. As the new
models possess several most attractive features, they will

doubtless soon regain their share of popularity. The
James Cycle Co., we believe, have not made motor
cycles since the days of strengthened pedal bicycles

fitted with Minerva engine sets. Their model is of

a very novel type, but of this further details are

given on subsequent pages. The Premier Cycle Co.
enter the arena for the first time as motor cycle

makers. They have an attractive model fitted with

a well-known tried engine, the White and Poppe, and
should do good business with it.

THE COMPLETE MACHINES.
A 7-9 h.p. (85 by 95 mm., two ignitions) Bat

combined motor bicycle and sidecar, with three-speed

sliding gear, chain drive, and differential, will be
shown by the Bat Motor Mfg. Co. All the trans-

mission mechanism is on the sidecar, which, having
two wheels, makes up into a complete four-wheeled
vehicle. Both front wheels are provided with the

Bat spring forks. The sidecar seat is hinged below
the footboard, while its rear portion is hung on coil

springs. The clutch and driving-shaft are coupled
direct to the engine pulley, and a belt rim is also

provided. The bicycle axle, which runs on Hoff-
mann ball bearings, is of the live type and hollow, and
receives the sidecar axle, so that by uncoupling the
steering, the sidecar connections, and the rear axle, a
single geared motor bicycle is obtained. The whole
design is extremely ingenious, and the machine has,
moreover, been thoroughly tested on the road. A
motor bicycle twin 8 h.p., 85 by 85 mm., mechanic-
ally operated valves on the side of the engine, Phelon
and Moore gear. The gear is carried on a counter-
shaft, to Avhich the power is transmitted by means
of chains, and thence to the rear wheel by belt. A
-2^ h.p. 70 by 76 mm. lightweight, with gear-driven
magneto. Two twin Tourist Trophy models—one
mechanically operated valves of overhead system,

85 by 76 mm., the other automatically operated inlet

valves, 76 by 95 mm. Several other twin and single-

cylinder models. All machines will be fitted with
Bosch magneto ignition, handle-bar control, J.A. P.
or Amac carburetters, and Continental tyres (non-skid

^yp^)- J-A.P. engines will be used in all cases; of

these the two new models are the 2^4 h.p. auto-

matically operated inlet valves and the 3^-4 h.p.,

85 by 85 mm., with side by side mechanically
operated valves.

The Brown machines are practically unaltered.

The 3^ h.p. and 5 h.p. models will be continued, with
the addition of the B. and B. handle-bar controlled

carburetter, rubber shod footrests,

adjustable pulley, Druid spring

forks, and pedal operated belt

rim brake.

One firm which will make a

3^^ h.p. motor bicycle its stan-

dard pattern is Bradbury and
Co., Ltd. Whilst retaining the

special features in engine and
frame construction for which the

Bradbury has been noted for five

years, the new pattern will have
several detail improvements : The
main engine-shaft will be fitted

with ball bearings ; a longer

wheelbase and a lower frame
will be supplied ; an improved
tank and silencer, and the Bosch
magneto ignition fitted as

standard.

One of the many attractions will be a 6 h.p. twin-

cylinder Chater Lea motor bicycle designed primarily

for use with a sidecar. Fitted with magneto ignition,

chain transmission, a nine-inch leather to metal friction

clutch, and a two-speed Chater Lea gear box, it

should meet Avith a ready demand even for solo work
among the more experienced. Of good design and
manufactured of material of irreproachable quality,

it might almost be said that it starts its career with a

Brown adjustable
engine pulley, whicli
will Be niiea to '09

single and twin-cylin-
der models.
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ready-made reputation. The Chater Lea Mfg. Co.,

Ltd., have also improved the Carette. This will

have chain transmission, three speeds, back hubs

Chater Lea twin-cylinder, two speed, chain-driven bicycle, particularly

suited for sidecar work.

stronger, with internal expanding brakes. The side-

car will have the spring suspended wheel recently

illustrated in these pages and new easily

detachable joints. A new pattern light-

weight motor cycle with J. A. P. engine,

a new and well-designed pedal operated

rim brake, and the spring magneto terminals

will also be exhibited.

The Matchless machines, particularly

after C. R. Collier's famous record ride at

Brooklands on October 8th (70 miles 105

yards in the hour), will be examined with

interest. The impro\'ements consist of a

newly designed spring fork, Ruthardt or

Bosch magnetos as standard, and handle-bar

controlled Amac carburetters.

A New Lightweight.
The Corah 23^ h.p. lightweight is a new

model, which will in all probability be
exhibited on the stand of the Service

Co. It will have a Ruthardt high-tension

magneto, mounted on the crank case at the
rear of the engine, and driven by a train of

gears in a dustproof case, also Brown and
Barlow's handle-bar controlled carburetter. The frame
will be built low, with strong back carrier, and stand
built up with the chain stays. Wheelbase, 48in. ; height

of top tiibe from ground, 28in. Number plate attached

to rear of carrier. The Druid girder spring forks will

be fitted, and 2 6in. by ain. Continental tyres. The
weight of this machine will be 100 to no lbs.

Among others who will show new models are

Douglas Bros., who have a new Model B, in which
the following improvements have been made : The
engine has been lowered 4in. in the frame, and a

newly-designed carburetter fitted, with throttle so-

arranged that the mixture of gas and air is of the

same proportion when nearly throttled as when full

gas is being used. The control is entirely from handle-

bar, by means of throttle, air, and exhaust lifts. The
frame is lower, and has a longer wheelbase. Motor
cyclists and prospective riders should examine this

machine, fitted with neat and efficient stands for the

back and front wheels, a light and strong carrier,

convenient and adjustable footrests and number plates-

complete ready for the road. The engine, having

proved reliable in all the trials, has not been
altered, except that neater silencers have been sub-

stituted.

The Motosacoche 1909 improvements will be
longer and lower frame magneto model, engine 3in-

A new lightweight F.N. of 2i h.p., with two-speedTgear and bevel drive.f"

The new model singk-cj Under Motosaccche, with lower frame and magneto ignition.

nearer ground. Easy starting is assured by an altera-

tion to the magneto transmission. The tyres will be of

the light motor cycle type to all models. The
magneto model will be fitted with petrol and oil

gauges, three handle-bar levers, throttle, spark, and
exhaust lifter. The magneto will be easily detach-

able, and can be replaced without altering the timing.

A working sectional model of the Motosacoche will be
on view at the company's stand.

The new introduction at the F.N. stand will be a

single-cylinder 2% h.p. lightweight model, with special

new refinements in the way of a two-speed gear, handle-
bar control, pedal brakes, etc. The gear box has slid-

ing gears giving in conjunction with the bevel gear drive

ratios of 6 and 10 to i. The lubrication of the engine

is by drip feed, and in addition a force pump is pro-

vided to give an extra amount of oil should it be
required. With 2%\n. tyres, stand, and carrier, tlie

weight will not exceed 120 lbs. The 5-6 h.p. four*^

cylinder F.N., which has had such a successful yes

will, of course, be on exhibition.
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An Entirely New Design.

The novelty of the show as far as motor bicycles are

concerned will be the James, made by the James Cycle

Co. The frame of this machine is of special construc-

tion, with tubes all on one side of the two wheels. The
saddle is suspended on special flat springs, which are

attached to the socket tube on the front portion of the

frame and to a lug perpendicularly situated below the

saddle. The movement of the fiat springs is further

controlled by coil springs. Short laminated springs

are fitted to the front wheel axle. The steering is a

patented device, the steering pin being carried in the

centre of the hub, the latter revolving over the pin o^n

large diameter ball races. The back wheel hub is

The James Motor Bicycle which will make its debut at the Stanley Show

similarly constructed, and has a live axle, the belt

rim being built up on a separate hub attached to the live

axle, and running outside the frame tubes. Both hubs

contain internal expanding metal to metal brakes. The
engine in the above illustration is not the one which

will be fitted to the James motor cycle. The new engine

has several special features, among which may be men-

tioned a control by means of a variable lift of the inlet

valve, concentric exhaust and inlet valves, the exhaust

being the outer one. This dispenses with one of the

usual cam wheels, both inlet and exhaust valves being

operated by one cam wheel fitted with a double cam
for the exhaust valve and a single central cam for the

inlet valve. Both inlet and exhaust valves are opened
by rocking levers, and by a clever arrangement the

rocking lever of the inlet valve can be moved further

from or nearer to its fulcrum, so causing the inlet

valve to lift more or less. The bore of the engine is

86 mm. and the stroke 90 mm. The engine is provided

with ball bearings to all the shafts except the gudgeon
pin. The ball bearing on the connecting rod big end

is particularly large. The one on the timing gearshaft

differs from the Hoffmann type, as it has a cup and

adjustable cone on the lines of the bearing used on

pedal bicycles. The arrangement of the radiating fins

is quite a new departure. The fins are cast

square and staggered in addition, so that the points of

the radiators are exposed more fully to the air and the

space provided between the radiators causes

a better circulation, as one radiator does

not shroud the other. The petrol tank,

which is carried in front of the steering

head and serves also as a mudguard,
has a capacity for 150 miles, whilst the oil

tank will hold sufficient lubricating oil for

250 miles. The magneto is situated behind

the engine, and driven by a chain enclosed

in a case. The engine pulley has a sliding

loose flange which provides for a free

engine. When fully expanded the belt

drops on to a ball bearing. The pulley

can, of course, be operated whilst the rider

is seated on the machine, so enabling a

start to be made without running alongside.

The procedure is to start by a handle from
the live axle on the back wheel, whilst the

machine is jacked up on the neat stand

which will be provided." To start, the pulley flange is

closed until a low gear of about 6 to i is reached.

The engine is then started and the pulley flange

expanded until the belt drops on to the free engine

pulley bearing. The stand is now raised (this is done
automatically, the stand being controlled by a spring),

the rider then seats himself, and by closing the flange

of the expanding pulley the machine is started. The
control of the carburetter and ignition is from the

handle-bar. Pedals are used to operate the brakes and
the sliding flange on the pulley. In addition to the

carburetter handle-bar control, a lever is provided to

varv the lift of the inlet valve. This should be an ideal

Plan and elevation ot the new James Motor Bicycle frame. It will be noticed that all the frame tubes are situated on one side of the wheels.
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control. A tubular luggage carrier is fitted over the

back wheel with a tool case on the top. The trans-

mission is by rubber and canvas belt. As will

be gathered the James machine possesses many
novel features, but it is impossible for us to state its

capabilities until we have had a practical riding experi-

ence of one of the new models, which at the time we

inspected the various parts were not ready for use. The
model illustrated, however, has been in use for some

time, and the manager of the company, Mr. Arter,

assures us that he has driven it seven or eight hundred

miles with perfect satisfaction.

The New Humber Motor Bicycle.

The 3^ h.p. Humber motor cycle is an entirely

new design with low frame (2 8J^in. from ground).

The engine has a bore of 83 mm. and a stroke of

90 mm., with ball bearings to engine-shaft and big

NOVEMBER i8th, igo8.

bearing which runs around the tubular crown. From
the crown extend two arms fore and aft, and from

the arms coil springs extend to the fork blades.

Provision is made for the possibility of a broken spring

by a catch on the ball race, which in the event of

breakage would only allow the fork blades to swing

outwards to a limited extent, when their further pro-

gress would be arrested by the catch. The silencer

forms part of the front down tube of the frame, and
has a capacity ten times that of the combustion
chamber, thereby allowing ample space for the

expansion of the gases without noise. Owing to the

size of the silencer, the Humber motor bicycle should

be a very quiet machine. It will be shown with and
without a two-speed gear hub.' This two-speed gear is

operated by pedals on the left footboard; the pedals

contract brake bands, which bring the high or low gears

into operation as may be required. To obtain a free

engine a catch liberates the high gear clutch. The

i^iSl^ ,.^f^?£f^WTtC ^ta£U^ ^^WB>^WW^raiB.^r^>-fflffK»ATCil>t,'i>-^«-{K&/^A»-^.VS«^A.<j^l»„'^..^«.3 fefi^a.fl^m"&1^,^,-^^aE , .^$^iftgj.flyA.^ .".

The 3^ h.p. Humber Motor Bicycle with two-speed gear, handle starting, spring forks, and footboards. The handle-bars have a strut for attaching horn,
watch, speedometer, etc., as shown in the inset.

end of connecting rod. Both valves are large in

diameter and mechanically operated. The ignition

is by Bosch high-tension magneto, gear driven. The
carburetter is an Amac, with handle-bar control. The
tank is in two parts, hinged at the front and grooved
at the top to fit around the top tube ; it has a capacity

of about one gallon. The pulley has a loose

adjustable flange, allowing gear ratios between 4 and
6 to I to be used. A tube connects the two ends
of the handle-bars, passing from one side to the other

;

on this tube may be fitted a horn, watch, badge, or
other articles. Accessories carried in this manner are

conveniently situated for the rider, and when the

machine is leaned against anything to support its

weight the articles cannot become damaged. The
sprung fork has the fork blades pivoted on a ball

hub has a live axle running in ball bearings at the ends

of the rear stays. Numerous other special features are

embodied in this design, with which we hope to deal

in our show report.

A Two=stroke Twin=cylinder.

standard 3J'2 h.p. L.M.C. willThe standard 3J'2 h.p. L.M.C. will remain much
the same as before except that ball bearings will be

fitted to the engine shaft without extra charge, and
the position of the pedal will be carried forward to

the left front footrest. The trial engine, which has

run 20,000 miles, will be on view. An altogether new

model is a two-stroke twin-cylinder motor bicycle;

this weighs 105 lbs. with stand, and equipped

with 2in. by i^in. Clincher motor cycle tyres.

The two-stroke engine has cylinders side by side, and,
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although they are cast without radiators, we are

informed no signs of overheating have been apparent,

and the machine has carried a ten-stone rider over

such well-known hills as Birdlip, Rose, and Mucklow
without pedalling. The automatically variable speed

pulley, with and without free engine, recently

described in these pages, will be shown, and altogether

the L.M.C. stand will well repay a visit.

The Midget Bicars will be represented by three

models, all fitted with magneto ignition and
handle-bar control, and one with a two-speed gear.

A patent adjustable pulley without threads or set-

screws, and one that does not require the use of any

tool to adjust it, will also be found on this stand.

Bosch magneto ignition is to be fitted to all Minerva
models, viz., 2^ and 3^ h.p. singles and 4>^ h.p.

twins, using the same type of magneto transmission

Minerva 3J h.p. model fitted up complete ready for the road.

as before. The carburetter is a G. and A. with

auxiliary air inlet. A larger oil pump is fitted in a

more inclined position. Back pedalling brake with

larger and wider drum, and band brake operated by a

pedal near the foot-rests. The throttle and ignition

levers are fitted on the handle-bar, and each machine
is provided with latest pattern Price's stand.

Stronger wheels, heavy 2in. tyres, and beaded-

edge belt rims will be three features of the 1 909 Moto-

Reve. The standard model has girder forks, the spring

fork model special Druid spring forks. The frame is

slightly lower and longer in the wheelbase. A
pedal operated rear brake acts on the belt rim, and

the tank has a larger capacity. The cylinders are

embedded more deeply in the crank case, and an

improved exhaust lifter, giving greater leverage, is

provided. To render the engine more cleanly a special

oil release valve is fitted on the side of the crank case.

A Novel Piston Ring.

Mr. Norton has decided to confine the Norton models

to a 3^ h.p. single-cylinder 82 x 90 mm. and a

5 h.p. twin cylinder 76 x 80 mm. Both these models

are fitted with ball bearings to the mainshaft—in fact,

they have been so fitted all the year, but only the twin

cylinder was exhibited at the last show with what is

becoming an almost universal feature. The pump is

enclosed in the tank, and a special large saddle,

registered design of stand, and belt rim brake

are provided. The latter is operated by a pedal moved
by the heel when the feet are on the rests and by the
toe when the feet are on the pedals, and a Norton-Druid
spring fork is fitted. The cylinders are now removable
without disturbing the crank case. Steel connecting
rods are fitted to the engine working on hollow gudgeon
and crank pins ; this allows the lubricating oil to pass
through the centres of the gudgeon and crank pins.

The piston rings are constructed in a novel way which
we do not remember having seen on any other motor
cycle engine. They are of broad section, step cut,

and provided with oil and gas retaining trap channels.
The piston is similarly turned below the rings with
several of these oil retaining channels. They certainly

should enable a better compression to be obtained and
maintained, and also assist in the lubrication. Other
improvements are a registered stand, mainshafts shrunk
into flywheels, crank pins squared into flywheels,

and handle-bar controlled carburetter.

The 1909 models of the N.S.U. Co. will

be more complete, fitted with a stand
allowing the back wheel to be withdrawn,
luggage carrier, number plates, rear mud-
guard hinged to allow easy access to the
back tyre, and footrests, with brake pedal
easily accessible. The tank is arranged
so that the exhaust valve can be easily

extracted. Spring forks of the new
improved plunger type will be fitted to all

types. For 1909 there is a totally new
4 h.p. touring model, 82 by 105 mm., ball

bearing engine, fitted so that if anything
goes wrong with the ball bearings the

journals can be arranged to run on the

plain bearings provided. The rear brake
will be of the internal expanding type.

Handle-bar control, lin. belt, two-speed
gear in hub, started by the pedals, main

reduction in gear, allowing of only i^ to i

ratio between the engine and rear pulleys. A new
lightweight model weighing 100 lbs., with twin
engine, 52 by 74 mm., mechanically operated
valves, and handle-bar control. A 6 h.p. twin,

mechanically operated valves, also with change speed
hub gear, fitted to a new sidecar, which allows
the back wheel of the cycle to be detached easily. The
old pattern engine pulley two-speed gear has been

/.
-

A Twin N.S.U. witli mechanically-operated valves. The tyres are fitted

with N.S.U. anti-skiddingjbands.

improved, and these improvements can easily be

embodied in earlier models. There will also be a

new 8 h.p. twin racer, cylinders 80 by 100 mm.
(Continued on page 898. J
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The Phanomen exhibit will consist of a 4 h.p.

single-cylinder machine with two-speed Nala gear,

a 4 h.p. two-speed twm, a 6 h.p. two-speed twin with

sidecar, and a 6 h.p. twin with two-speed gear,

enamelled throughout in grey, even the pedals being

of this colour. These machines can be started by the

pedals in free engine position. The B. and B. car-

The Phanomen gudgeon pin fixing—a is tlie plug holding the pin in

position ; d a spoke for raising the plug to remove the pin.

buretter, with handle-bar control, can be fittec^ without

extra charge if desired.

The 1909 Quadrant engine was fully described and

illustrated in the issue of November 4th. We under-

stand there will be numerous improvements in the

bicycle frame and other parts, which will be referred to

in next week's full description of the exhibits.

Triumph Improvements.

Many important detail improvements ha\-e been

made in the 1909 Triumph model, especially in the

engine, by which more power is obtained and longer

and more uniform wear of the cylinder is ensured. A
slightly lower frame has been introduced, with other

important improvements, which will appeal to and

be appreciated by motor cyclists. No pedalling gear

or carrier is being fitted to the T.T. models, and, in

addition, the machine itself is^ lighter than the

ordinary touring model, and is fitted with Dunlop

wired-on tyres and racing handle-bars. The specifica-

The 1909 Tourist Trophy Triumph. A similar model was used by Capt. Sir

R. K. Arbuthnot, Bart., R.N., and J. Marshall in the recent Isle of Man Race.

tion is the same as the ordinary touring model with

the exceptions above mentioned, and that the engine

has specially selected parts and a slightly higher

compression. Among the chief improvements which

have been made in the touring model are: A registered

design of piston and a slightly lower frame; a new
pattern Brooks saddle, which gives the rider a still

lower position; a new pattern front hub made abso-

lutely waterproof; stronger cranks and stronger

handle-bar ; an improved lamp bracket and improved

oil and petrol cans ; increased power in the foot brake

;

stronger back springs to the front forks ; heavier spokes

Triumph petrol and lubricating oil tank. Note the generator braoke

,

^Iso the petrol injector, which is " on " in the position shown, and " off
"

when pointing rearwards,

in the back wheel ; an improved tank with a specia

tap to inject petrol through the compression taj

(patent applied for) ; and a generator clip fixed to thf

tank in a convenient position.

A New Spring Fork.

Very few alterations will be made to the Ro(
machines for 1909. The duplex frame and tank wil

be retained. The engines will be 4 h.p., 83 by 90 mm.

Front and side view of the new pattern Roc spring fork.

and 5-6 h.p., twin-cylinder, 75 by 80 mm., with bal

bearings to the big end of main shaft and one shaf

of the timing gear, viz., the one that drives th*

magneto. The principal improvement is a new patten

spring fork on C springs (see illustration). The Ro(

gear remains unchanged with the exception of th(

bands which operate the brake drums. These bands
instead of being lined \yith one piece of metal, wil

be fitted with gun-metal discs riveted at intervals alonj

a steel band. These discs are fitted to enable the brak(

band to clear itself of mud and dust, and to preven
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chattering of the brake band, which was a complaint
received by the makers from some purchasers during
this year.

The Ne-w Rex Models.

The exhibit of the Rex Motor Mfg. Co. will be full

of interest to motor cyclists this year, as probably no
firm has made more improvements to their models for

1909 than the Rex Co. The lightweight model has

been dropped, and there will be four distinct models
of motor bicycles—the 3^' h.p. single-cylinder 1909
Rex, the 5 h.p. 1909 twin-cylinder Rex (both these

1909 S^.h.p. Rex standard model with handle-bar controlled carburetter. The carrier supports
also form the mudguard stays.

machines will be fitted with pedalling gear), the

3 J^' h.p. single-cylinder de Luxe with two-speed gear,

and the 5 h.p. twin-cylinder de Luxe with two-speed
gear. In passenger machines a ^%' h.p. Triette air-

cooled engine, two-speed gear as described and illus-

trated in the last issue, and a similar model with a twin-

cylinder air-cooled engine. The principal improve-
ments are a new spring fork, a steel engine cradle

with an extension forming the magneto platform. The
back fork ends allow for easy detachment of the rear

wheel. On the handle-bar are fitted inverted levers

for exhaust lifter and rear brake, and on the de Luxe
two-speed models a dummy belt rim is fitted to the

wheel so that the pedal brake can act upon it in a
similar manner to that of the ordinary models. The
lubricating pump is inside the tank, and on the 35^ h.p.

models a pipe from the waste petroltap is arranged to

come over the compression tap to facilitate starting.

The engine is considerably improved, the cylinder has

exceptionally large radiators. The piston has a domed
top with two rings, one at the top and one at the

bottom, and a gudgeon pin with gradual taper which
wedges it in the lugs on the piston. One cam works

two rocking arms operating the valve tappets, and the

chain for driving the magneto is entirely encased in an

aluminium cover forming part of the crank chamber
casting. All 1909 machines will be supplied complete

with carrier, stand, and tool kit. The carrier is a very

neat construction of round tubing on which the tool case

is supported. It acts also as the rear mudguard stays.

The stand is pivoted on the chain stays, and the rear

wheel can be taken out without disturbing the stand

attachments. The method of operating the change
speed gear on the de Luxe models has been fitted with
an improved locking device, although the method of
operation remains the same, viz., when the high gear
is in use the low speed is automatically released.

Several well-known makes of motor cycles will be
found on the Service Co.'s stand, notably the Phelon
and Moore, L.M.C., Triumph, Zenette with Gradua
gear, Phanomen with variable gear, four-cylinder F.N.,
Rex, and latest Castor' wheel sidecar. A new valve-
lifter will also be exhibited, suitable for any motor
Cycle engine.

The frame of the Phelon and Moore will be lower,
bringing the top of saddle to within 31 in. of
the ground. The ball head and forks have
been considerably strengthened. The combus-
tion head has been redesigned, giving a
clean sweep for the exhaust gases. Improve-
ments in fixing now enable the engine to be
swung down and the cylinder and combustion
head removed in less than twenty minutes.

To ensure easy starting with the handle, this

latter is now engaged on to the low gear
instead of the engine-shaft. A new handle-
bar operated throttle will be fitted, and the
tank has been made larger, and fitted with

oil and petrol gauges and needle valve. The
toolbag will be fitted^ in an angle of the

frame, and the starting handle clipped on
outside the toolbag.

A new lightweight two-stroke motor cycle,

with a bore and stroke of 45 by 90 mm.,
may be seen on the stand of the Victoria

Trading Co. The engine has a spray carbu-

retter, automatic gravity feed lubrication,

and Ruthardt magneto. A lady's model will be

exhibited; also a complete set for fitting to a pedal

bicycle.

1909 Vindec Models.
The 1909 addition to the Vindec models is the

F7, with 7 h.p. twin Vindec-Peugeot engine, 80 by

98, 6in. adjustable pulley, 2oin. frame, and Truffault

suspension. The 3^ and 5 h.p. Vindec models are

retained. All machines have handle-bar control, B.

and B. carburetter, and Davison's petrol gauges to the

tanks. Brooks's padded top saddles to Models H and
F. All inlet valves have special adjustable screw

caps and lock-nuts, so that any amount of valve

opening may be used and wear taken up by adjustment.

The 3J h.p. Zenith fitted with Gradua gear controlled by the hand wheel

shown beside the tank.
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The latest introduction of Zenitli Motors,' Ltd., was

described in The Motor Cycle of October 28tli. Tliis

is the Zenith motor bicycle with rigid frame and
Gradua gear. Otlier models exhibited will be two

3^ h.p. Zenettes with spring frames and Gradua
gears, a Zenette bicar, and a skeleton frame of the

Zenette, showing the action of the springs. The gear

will also be shown working, driven by an electric

motor. The gear has been improved by the addition

of a ratchet arrangement, which totally prevents the

gear from being altered by vibration. Magneto ignition

and handle-bar control will be fitted as a standard to

all machines, and petrol and oil gauges will be fitted

to all models. The Stanley Show will be the first

occasion on which the Gradua gear will be exhibited

to the public.

PASSENGER MACHINES.
The latest Millford novelty is a spring wheel sidecar

of new and interesting design. The wheel is fitted to

run on the ordinary type of ball bearings, but the

spindle is supported at each end by universal attach-

ments, that are in turn held in their normal position

by two strong compression springs. These springs

allow the wheel to have free vertical play and cause it

to remain perpendicular, no matter how unequal the

road surfaces may be. Thus road shocks -are entirely

absorbed by the springs, and side-slip reduced to a

minimum. We are informed this invention was
designed in their own works, and is fully protected.

Other models will, of course, include the patented

Castor wheel sidecar, which has proved a favourite

with motor cyclists during the past three years.

Among the passenger attachments on exhibition of

interest to motor cyclists will be the Bramson self-

propelled rear car for either one or two passengers.

This takes the form of a trailer, but instead of the

motor bicycle being balanced and steered in the

ordinary way when a trailer is attached with a flexible

coupling, the Bramson self-propelled rear car attach-

ment becomes one piece with the bicycle, and the

combination stands upright both when in motion and
when standing still. It is said that the riding and
steering of the machine is exactly the same as a tricycle.

The well-tried Montgomery flexible sidecar will be
shown on Stand 73 in the Main Hall. In addition

tw^o new models will make their first appearance under
the name of Regent sidecars. One is a trailing

wheel and the other a spring wheel I'igidly attached
sidecar.

That interesting little four-wheeled runabout the

O.T.A.V. will be on exhibition at the Stanley Show.
No alterations or improvements have been made in the
design since it was last described in our pages, but
those motor cyclists who contemplate the purchase of

a machine of this class should not fail to examine it,

particularly as the method of transmission and general
details of the machine so closely follow motor cycle
lines.

SOME OF THE ACCESSORY EXHIBITS.
An improved triple band brake, Eclair push-on

infiator connections, and a new accumulator in which
the positive plates can be renewed when the accumu-
lator is exhausted will form the principal portion of
Mr. H. J. Harding's exhibit. The push-on infiator

connections are not so well appreciated by motor

cyclists as they ought to be, as they will fit any type
of valve, and save the trouble of carrying different

connections when air tubes with more than one type
of valve are in use.

Peugeot single-cylinder and twin-cylinder engines
will, as usual, be exhibited by the sole agent, Mr. J.
Taylor. The 5 h.p. twin-cylinder model will be
retained as a standard pattern for 1909, fitted with
either a Longuemare or Amac carburetter. There are
some impro\-ements in detail which will be referred

to in our report of the exhibition.

Among the interesting articles to be shown by the
East London Rubber Co. may be mentioned a new
automatic air inlet valve and the adjustable pulley
which Avas recently illustrated in these pages.
A very large number of motor cycles will be fitted

with Amac carburetters, and in addition the Aston
Motor Accessories Co., Ltd., will, of course, exhibit

them separately on their own stand. The I.C.
type is the .standard pattern, but on all Rex machines
the I.D. pattern will be found. This only differs

in regard to the levers on the handle-bar. The
internal arrangement on both types is the same as

described by " Ixion
'

' a few weeks ago under the
heading of "The Ideal Carburetter."
A multitudinous array of interesting accessories,

such as springs, hardened and tempered folding
spanners, screwdrivers, and a new automatic lock nut,

will be found on the stand of Messrs. Herbert Terry
and Sons.

E\'ery show visitor should make it his business to

call and see the Cowey speed indicator working at the

stand of the Cowey Eng. Co., Ltd. This indicator has
been specially made to stand the wear and vibration of

motor cycles and give perfectly steady readings.

The ingenious Gripple joints, described in our recent

article on "Motor Cycle Accessories,'"'" as well as

numerous other accessories, will be found on the

stand of the Merkham Trading Co., Ltd.

J. B. Brooks
and Co., Ltd.,

will, as usual,

display all their

w^ell-known speci-

alities, principal

among which are

their anti-vibratory

saddles and .seats,

touring equip-

ments, belts, bags,

and a new patent

adjustable locking
spanner, which is

guaranteed not to

injure the edges
of nuts.

A new model
Sarnlpn pncrinp ic Sarolea twin-cylinder water-cooled engine,oaiv/ica engine lb

^jjjj automatic inlet valves and gear-driven
to be shown this magneto.

year by the Tormo Mfg. Co. in addition to single and
twin-cylinder air-cooled engines of the s^me name.
The new engine is a V-type twin, water cooled, par-
ticularly suitable for passenger motor cycles.

Price's Patent Candle Co. 's exhibit of motor lubri-

cants promises this year to be a regular centr.* at

interest. During the past season their Motonne A
motor cycle lubricant has scored a success in practically

every 'event of importance in the motor cycle world.
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In addition to engine lubricants, they will be showing
hub, chain, and bearing lubricants.

Templeton Bros, will have a full range of Tee Bee
specialities, including variable gears, stands, spring
forks, and a Tee Bee motor cycle.

Electary accessories, which we recently dealt with
in our special accessory article, can be examined on
the stand of W. and R. Jacobs.

Sundry improvements have been introduced into the

various fitments made by E. M. Bowden's Patent
Syndicate, Ltd. Hun-
dreds of motor cyclists

possess machines
which are not fitted

with a handle-bar con-

trolled carburetter,

and, bearing this in

mind, the Bowden's
Syndicate has intro-

duced a complete
system of handle-bar
control which can be
attached to almost
any existing carbu-
retter and operated by
the new pattern duplex
handle-bar levers.

J.A.P. engines will

be found
, fitted to

several well - known
makes of machines.
There are three new
models for 1909, two
with mechanically operated valves on the side of

the cylinder instead of overhead valves. They
are an 8 h.p. twin-cylinder 85 by 85 mm. and a

4 h.p. single-cylinder 85 by 85 mm. The original

2j4 h.p. lightweight engine has been entirely

redesigned. The bore and stroke are 70 by 76
mm., and the automatic inlet valve is retained. The
spindles, which were previously fitted to the flywheels

by means of bosses and screws, will be fastened with
cone, key, and nut in accordance with usual J.A.P.

practice. The timing gear has been altered and
entirely encased.

The Hella lamps, of which Messrs. Steiner and
Co. claim to be the originators, will be exhibited by
the . above named firm, whilst the Continental Motor
Co. will make a special display of the R.O.M.
synchronised contact breakers and a new tyre with

non-skidding tread, which is a combination of square

rubber bars and steel studs, the rubber bar standing

^in. above the tread and the steel stud -^in. below
it. Also a rubber cover with tread consisting of

staggered rubber squares.

A motor cycle with a change speed gear fitted will

be the exhibit of H. C. Griffin, whose gear is called

the Griffin-Simplex combined variable pulley and two-

speed gear. This gear is said to be readily applic-

able to any motor bicycle or tricar, belt or chain

driven, without structural alterations, and will give

any gear from 3^, to 6 to i on the top gear, with a

thirty to fifty per cent, reduction for the low gear.

Aluminium castings of every description and samples
of repairs to aluminium castings will be shown by
R. W. Coan. Also Coart's patent aluminium steering

^THt)

m^£^!,AiMS,^>^^isM.^

Bowden wire control from handle-bar.f
for attaching to existing carburetters.^

goi

wheel for tricars with hollow rim and spokes, which

can be heated by circulating hot water from the

radiators through the wheel and back to the tank b}

a return pipe.

In addition to the above mentioned, there will be

numerous exhibits of accessories. Reference to oui

plan guide to the show will enable readers to find anj

of these exhibits, as the stands are all numbered or

the plan, and underneath each plan is a letterec

inscription with the nam'^ " the firm corresponding

to the stand number.

TYRES.
The majority of the well-known tyre companies wil

exhibit motor cycle tyres in all patterns. Improve
ments in tyres are always being made, but with fev

exceptions these detail improvements are confined tc

the manufacturing processes which tend toward;

ameliorating the conditions under which motor cycle:

are used. This has been particularly noticeable sinci

the last Stanley Show, as tne early part of 1908 sav

the introduction of rubber studded covers which have

proved so popular.

Motor cycle covers, both wired on and beaded edge

in three different weights, also air tubes, will be showr

by W. and A. Bates, Ltd.

Steel studded covers with the studs embedded in th<

rubber similar to the method used in the manufactun
of motor car tyres will be a feature of the Continenta

Tyre and Rubber Co.'s exhibit, in addition to theii

standard and Modele de Course patterns.

A new type of lock joint detachable tube will mak<

its bow to the public at the Stanley Show. It ii

made by the Stuart Lock-
joint Tube Co. The
joint is really a butted

one, but the ends of

the air tube overlap con-

siderably, so that there

is less possibility of a

burst taking place. Our illustration makes it fairl}

clear how this lock joint is made, and it will easih

be seen that the harder the air tube is inflated the

firmer the joint is held. When deflated it is

an easy matter to change a punctured tube

on the road. For motor cycles three qualities are

made.

The latest motor cycle tyres made by David Moseley

and Sons have a special toughened rubber tread in

addition to an extra ply of canvas. The non-skidding

tread is made up of moulded arrow head shaped
excrescences, with two ridges one each side passing

right round the circumference.

The Michelin Tyre Co., Ltd., will include the

following among their exhibits : Butt-ended and
ordinary tubes, wired on and beaded motor cycle

covers, valves, valve parts, and repair outfits.

In addition to the self-sealing air tubes for motor

cycle tyres, the Self-sealing Rubber Co., Ltd., will

exhibit patent detachable jointri' air tubes with open

and closed ends, tyre repair outfits, bands, non-

slipping treads, etc.

Another firm exhibiting rubber studded non-skid

treads is the Leicester Rubber Co., who have named
their specialities John Bull. In addition to rubber

studded covers, butt-ended and ordinary air tubes

will be on view.

The lock joint ol the new Stuart
Detachable Air Tube.
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A brave display of cups, trophies, medals, and other

prizes secured by users of Palmer motor cycle tyres

will be a feature of the stand of the Palmer Tyre, Ltd.

Two types of Palmer tyres are made, one with an

extra strong fabric and the other with the airless cord

fabric.

The Hanover Rubber Co. will show the Shamrock
/Excelsior tyres, and the Shamrock Gloria rubber and

canvas belts. The latter have now been supplemented

by a i^^in. size, specially designed for passenger

motor cycles and high powered bicycles.

The North British Rubber Co. will exhibit the new
Clincher rubber studded tyres in addition to their Ai,

Dreadnought, and ordinary pattern treads. The
Dreadnought is also being made as a rubber studded

non-skid, but instead of the studs being separated and

staggered at intervals over the cover, they are in three

parallel lines joined together with rubber ridges of the

same height as the studs.

The steel-studded non-skid cover will be fully repre^

sented by the Peter Union Tyre Co., Ltd., as well as

motoT cycle tyres of the plain rubber tread and basket

pattern types; also puncture proof bands.

The Auto Cycle Union will have an office in the

Gilbey Hall as last year. Motor cyclists who con-

template membership should certainly call and inter-

view Mr. F. Straight, or one of the officials who will

be in daily attendance. Members can have letters

addressed to them c/o the A.C.U., Stand No. 281.

Readers who take an interest in camping should make
a point of visiting the stand of the Association of Cycle

Campers, where every requisite for light and portable

camping will be shown, such as loaded motor cycles.

^"-•••-<-

A NOVEL PASSENGER MACHINE.
PARTICULARS of a machine somewhat on the

lines of the old rotary tricycle have reached us

from Walker and Co., Lutterworth, this type of

vehicle being one which a number of experienced

motorists consider has possibilities for the future.

The advantages of the type are its sociability, small

number of working parts, and simplicity. Having but

three wheels, it can be registered as a motor cycle, and
the extra licensing fees for a car avoided. To all

intents and purposes, it is a motor bicycle with rigid

fitted to the engine shaft, which combines free engine

and change-speed gear, a jockey pulley taking up the

slack on the low gears. The variable pulley can be

regulated to give a 3^ to i gear for level road work,

and on reaching a hill it will automatically lower the

gear according to the steepness of the hill. The
present arrangement for starting the engine is to back
the machine on to a leg which .supports the rear

wheel from the ground, a starting handle is fixed to

the back axle, and the engine can be rotated at a

Two views of an experimental three-wheeled passenger machine which is an evolution of the detachable rigid sidecar and motor bicycle. It is described in the
accompanying article.

sidecar attachment, but the outside wheel is placed
further forward than in the case of the sidecar, and
the driver's and passenger's seats 'are combined. For
steering, the front and side wheels are coupled
together similar to a car, and we are told the handling
is very' similar. If the steering wheel is released, the
machine will run on in a direct line.

The runabout shown is driven by a 6 h.p. twin-
cylinder air-cooled engine fitted with magneto ignition,

and we are assured that no overheating has been
experienced, no doubt owing to the exposed position
of the engine. The drive is similar to a motor bicvcle,
by Whittle lin. belt, and an expanding pulle'v is

good speed when the valve-lifter is raised. After the

engine is started, the pulley is made free, the machine
pushed off the leg, and the pulley flanges contracted

by means of a pedal, so picking up the drive. The
control levers are on the steering wheel. The back
tyre is a 3in. light car tyre, the other two 2 in. motor
cycle tyres.

We understand that the " rotary " illustrated has

been tested for about 5,000 miles, and the total cost

of running has been less than J!^-^d. a mile. The
, machine and pulley are protected and the design

registered. The machine illustrated is the first one

made, which accounts for its somewhat odd appearance.
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Th« Olympia Motor Exhibition.

TIME TO LIGHT LAMPS.— Nov, 18th, S.7 p.m. ; NoV. 21 at, S.3 p.m. ; Nov. 25th, 4.59 p.m.

Next Week's Issue.

Next week's issue will contaia a fully

illustrated description of the motor
cycles and acceesories exhibited at the

Stanley Show.

The Next Paper before the A.C.D.

It has been .suggested that a paper

should be read before the A.C.U. mem-
bers next month on " Some Leesons of

the Motor Cycle Tourist Trophy Ra«e."

Children and the Rules of the Road.

Steps are being taken by the Motor
Un on to induce education authorities

to give children some instruction in

the rules and courtesies of the road.

Clubs Associated with the R.A.C.

The number of car clubs directly

associated with the Royal Automobile

Club is 21, and the number of motor

cycle clubs asLOciated through the Auto

Cycle Union 36.

Growth of ihe M.U.

On October 31st the total number of

individual members of the Motor

Union stood at 6,0(5, as against 4,568

on the same date last year, an increase

of 1,507. Including the affiliated clubs,

the Union has a total membership of

over 15,000.

Martin's Mile Record.

It has been pointed out to us that

Harry Martin did not accomplish a

mile a minute speed at the speed trials

in Phcenix Park, Dublin, in 1903, as

stated a fortnight ago, but Martin

says that he did so at Castlewellan in

the Grordon-Bennett speed trials of the

same year. His time for a mile with

flying start was 59|s.

German Volunteer Motor Cyclists.

As the outcome of negotiations

between the German War Office and

the German Motor Cyclists' Associa-

tion the latter has expressed its will-

ingness to form a volunteer motor

cycling corps. In connection with this

corps the Association will organise a

number of courier runs for training

purposes, to be held under the super-

vision and with the 00-operation of the

military authorities.

Motor Cycles Badly Wanted.

Here are a few of the articles offered

by various advertisers in TTie Motor
Cycle, last week in exchange for motor
cycles : A talking cockatoo, gun,

gold watch, diamond ring, drawing and
bedroom suite, piano, furniture, lathe,

gramophone, >> dynamo, musical box,

violin, lantern, brazing forge, fretwork

machine, pedal bicycles, a tandem,
and a motor car. An idea of the esteem
in which a motor cycle is held can be

gathered from the above exchange
(. ."fers.

New Tyres at the Stanley.

A number of new tyres will make
their first appearance at the Stanley
Show, in most cases the designers
being experienced motor cyclists.

The Stanley Show.

Sir Albert K. Rollit will open the
thirty-second annual Stanley Show at

the Agricultural Hall, Islington, N.,
on Friday, the 20th inst. The exhi-

bition is open daily from 11 a.m. to

10 p.m., and finally closes on Saturday,
the 28th inst. Admission Is.

New Model Motor Cycles.

A number of entirely new models
are to make their ddbut at the exhibi-
tion, including

—

Humber two speed and single geared
machines.
Premier 3^ h.p. eiagle-cylinder

machine.
James machine with detachable

wheels.
L.M.C. lightweight with two-stroke

twin-cylinder engine.
F.N. two-speed shaft-driven light-

weigjht.

Victoria Trading Co.'s two-stroke
ladies' and gentlemen's machines.
AUdays new model motor cycle.

Corah new model motor cycles.

Chater-Lea two-speed cshain-driveo

twin-cylinder machine.
Bat combined motor bicycle and

sidecar.

Vindec 7-9 h.p. twin - cylinder
machine.
N.S.U. single-cylinder machine with

change-speed gear in back hub, and a
twin-cylinder lightweight with M.O.I.V.
and geared down engine pulley.

Brooklands Meetings in 1909.

Though the full programme for next
year's racing at Brooklands has not yet

been settled, it has been decided to

repeat the three popular two day meet-
ings on the Easter, Whitsun, and
August Bank Holidays, and the Satur-
days which precede them.

A new pattern Dunlop non-sklddlng cover, whleb
will be found ntted to several motor cycles at the
Stanley Show. The Dunlop Tyre Co. (Ltd.) itself is

not exhibiting at the Agricultural Hall.

Expenditure on Highways.

By the courtesy of the Roads Im
provement Association, we are in i

position to publish the following inter

esting figures relating to Expendltur*
on Highways in Great Britain anc

Ireland for the year 1905-6. Tota
mileage of roads 228,458, expenditure

£18,464,379, number of highway
' authorities 2,491. The total mil6ag(

of roads does not include roads in Ire

land, as there are no figures available

as to length of roads maintained h)

county and urban districts.

A Well-merited Conviction.

For throwing a bottle full of beer at

the occupants of a passing motor car,

Richard Wake, a pensioner of Waters
field, has been sentenced at the Pet-

worth Police Court to six weeks' harJ

labour. The prosecution was under
taken at the instance of the Automo
bile Association.

" The Autocar " Lectures.

Only four lectures now remain to be

given in each of the provincial centres

viz., Birmingham, Leeds, Manchester
and Newc;istle-on-Tyne. Readers whc
desire to be acquainted with th«

mechanism of a car and its working
should apply for a ticket (price 10s. 6d.

to the Lecture Secretary, 20, Tudoi
Street, E.C. The next lecture, tht

fifth of the series, will be on " Car
buration. Cooling, and Lubrication."

New Motor Cycle Company.

Motor cyclists will be interested tt

know that in future the well-knowr
Vindec motor cycles will be handlec
by a new company, the managemeni
of which will be in the capable hands
of Mr. W. H. Wells. Mr. Wells ba;

been manager of the motor cycle de-

partment of the South British Trading
Co. for six years, and the demand foi

Vindec motor cycles having exceeded
the supply, Mr. Wells has decided tc

found a company specially to loch

after the interests of Vindec Special

nachines.

The Roads Improvement Assoeiation.

The Roads Improvement Association,

1, Albemarle Street, Piccadilly, W., hat

received from the Royal Automobil;
Club a cheque for £75 as the Club's con-

tribution to the funds of the Associa-
tion for 1908. The thanks of the Asso-
ciation have been conveyed to the Club
for its support. Membership of the

Association is open to all persons or

organisations interested in securing
good roads. Individual subscription is

5s. per annum, or £1 Is. for five years.

Provincial automobile clubs, the C.T.C.
and N.C.U., are among the sujpoiters
of the Association.

^
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The Olympia Motor Exhibition.

r
HOUGH essentially a show for those interested m

the larger type of motor vehicles, no motor cyclist

should °fail to visit Olympia. Important firm,

dealing in accessories and clothing, such as Gamage,

inhill, Markt, U.M.I., the Bosch Magneto Co., Peto and

idford, Simms Mfg. Co., etc., have stands here, on which

my items may be seen which will appeal to our readers,

lile nearly all the firms just mentioned will not be repre-

nted at the coming Stanley Show. The latter must be

garded as an exhibition of complete motor bicycles, while

e former one is especially important as regards accessrories,

othing, elctrical fittings, and tyr*?s. The new motor cycj^^e

res shown by Kempshalls, the Sirdar Rubber Co., and the

von Rubber Co. are well worthy of inspection.

Anglo-American Oil Co., Ltd. (Stand 180).-The Anglo-

merican Oil Co. handle the almost universally used Pratt s

otor spirit. The ordinary petrol is now known as Pratt s

irfection spirit and the heavy type as Pratt's Taxibus spirit.

AuTOLOC Syndicate, Ltd. (Stand 203).—It is interesting

note that the Aster Engineering Co., of Wembley, have

iken over the business connected with the Autoloc Syndi-

ite. Our readers will remember that Alitoloc levers cannot

ave their position altered through vibration, although no

ttchet IS provided. An especially neat clip is to be seen on

his stand, carrying two levers, presumably for the throttle

nd air control. This is known as the ''double handle-bar

ontrol," and is a specially neat method.

Tfib Avon Indiabubber Co., Ltd. (Stand 285).—This firm

5 showing ribbed motor cycle tyres. The ribs are of good

epth, and should be of assistance against skidding. As

egards quality, these tyres have a good reputation. ,

Benetfink and Co., Lld. (Stand 182).—A fuse for use with

, non-trembler coil, designed so that if the driver forgets to

witch off, the fuse prevents damage to the accumulator. A
pare length of wire is supplied, so that a new fuse wire

an be inserted in a few seconds. The Bullard speedometer

s also shown.

The Bosch Magneto Co., Ltd. (Stand 3(X)).—A most inter-

esting display of Bosch magnetos is to be found on this

stand. No less than six different types are shown. The
.vorking of the magneto is so v-ell known that we need not

50 into it in detail, but it is interesting to note that all

'nodels are now fitted with the new contact-breaker, using

steel cams for breaking the circuit, instead of the fibre ring.

A new model shown on this stand is a magneto for cylinders

af 90°, which, however, is more suitable for engines of large

liorse-power. Two large photographs to be seen on the stand

show the enterprise of the Bosch Co. in fitting up machines

Qot specially designed for magneto ignition. These two
photographs repreent Minerva motor bicycles of 4 h.p., on

Lhe engines of which Bosch magnetos have been neatly and

effectively fitted. Other points of interest which probably

many of onr readers have not seen previously are boxes con-

taining spare parts for all motor cycle devices, containing

spare contact-breaker, insulator ring, brush, etc.

Brajstsom, Kent, and Co., Ltd. (Stand 202).^Some inter-

esting motor cycle lamps. A new pattern, oval in shape, and
with a hood projecting vertically over the front, is worthy
of attention. The hood referred to projects the light on to

the number plate. A lens mirror lamp, and one self-contained,

which should be highly suitable for light motor cycles.

British Pbtrolettm Co. (Stand 252).—The well-known

vendors of Shell motor spirit are showing all types of motor

spirit. They exhibit as well samples of lubricants.

Brown and Barlow (Stand 218).—The latest form of

handle-bar controlled carburetter for motor cycles, a good
example of which is shpwn in section, thus clearly demonstrat-

ing how it works. This carburetter has been recently

described in pur pages.

Thi5 Cowet Engineering Co. (Stand 188).—The Oowey
speedometer is shown fitted to a motor bicycle wheel. By
turning this wheel the behaviour of the device may be seen

under working conditions. We understand that this instru-

ment has met with great favour during the year. It is gear-

driven through a flexible shaft, and the dial is carried on the
bandle-bar.

Alfred Dunhill, Ltd. (Stand 197).—Motor cycle clothing

tmd waterproof overalls ; a good lens mirror headlight, a

motor cycle oil lamp, and an acetylene lamp with a separate

generator.

Harvey Frost and Co. (Stand 209).—^The chief item of

interest on this stand which will appeal to motor cyclists is

the Baby vulcaniser, an exceedingly handy little device for

doing all kinds of repairs to motor cycle tyres.

FcLLER and Son (Stand 289).—A new trembler coil made
in the well-known Midget size, which takes up a very small

amount of room in the tank. The trembler is arranged

on different lines, and an extra screw is provided for altering

the tension of the blade, by means of which a certain amount
of economy is effected. Messrs. Fuller and Son also make
a motor cycle magneto, but it is not shown. Fuller's accumu-

lators are also exliibited, while their charging batteries are

L'.'^eful to many who have not access to a charging plant. The
Fuller electric headlight is very small, but as it contaias an

Osmi bulb it gives a good light. It is provided with a

condenser lens. .

The Jones handle-bar speedometer shown at Olympia by Markt & Co. The
gear drive from the front wheel Is shown In the left-hand illustration.

A. W. Gamage, Ltd. (Stand 199).—No stand at Olympia
will oft'er greater attractions to motor cyclists than that of

A. W. Gamage, whose range of motor accessories is extremely
extensive. Almost every type of motor tool is well displayed,

but among those we were shown was a small hammer, the

head of which consists of copper tube filled with lead, which
is, of course, meant to hit articles which would be damaged
by an ordinary steel hammer. The minute Osmond wrench
is shown enclosed in a Russia leather case, so that it can
be carried in the pocket without damaging the former. A
useful tool to be seen on this stand is a pair of combination
pliers, provided with specially hardened steel cutters. These
blades, when blunt or worn, can be easily replaced, as they
are carried in grooves. Another item of g^t interest to

motor cyclists is the Bullard speedometer, a well-made speed
indicating instrument which registers ' up to fifty miles an
hour. As regards clothing, Messrs. A. W. Gamage have
taken great pains to cater for motor cyclists. Waterproof
suits are supplied—with trousers—which amply protect the
body and legs. Anotber suit has the leg coverings separate,
and the waterproof material wraps completely round the
calves and is then fastened with a strap.

Grose, Ltd. (Stand 265).—One of the first steel-studded
non-skids to be commercially successful was the Grose. In
actual practice we have found these bands to be most satis-

factory, both as regards wearing qualities and as non-skids. /.

new model for thi.^ year is a band provided with a cushion
between that portion to which the studs are attached and
the tyre itself, so that no unfair strain is put upon the latter.

E. J. Hardy (Stand 243).—The Instanta belt fastener, for

use with ad instable pulleys, consists of two portions attached
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to the belt, each provided with a socket for a ste^l coupling
with balls at either end like a dumb-bell. On the latest pat-
tern Longuemare carburotteir the air inlet, instead of work-
ing horizontally, now works vertically.

Hedley, Hunt, and Co., Ltd. (Stand 193).—The Rat
ratchet spanner, a useful tool with ratchet attachment to fit

two sizes of nuts; Beltine, a dressing for leather belts; and
sundry tools.

The KEMPSHAxii Ttbb Co. (Extrope), Ltd. (Stand 272).

—

A new 26in. by 2^in. motor cycle cover is shoAvn here for
the first time.

.
The Kempshall tyre has a square tread with

circular indentations, containing large round rubber studs,
placed at intervals, while ribs run vertically towards the
rim, also at equal intervals, which serve to strengthen the
walls of the tyre. The covers contain a large amount of

rubber, and on account of the studs posisess valuable non-
skidding qualities. The insulating qualities of the tyre should
be excellent, as, owing to the strength of the walls, it need
•only be pumped up to a very low pressure.

Lake and Elliot (Stand 247).—Many useful motor cycle
tools and accessories.

Laystall Motor Engineering Co., Ltd. (Stand 171).—
Some very interesting examples of this firm's excellent work
are to be seen here. Motor cyclists who want repairs will

do well to inspect this firm's exhibit. They also make a
speciality of making nickel steel exhaust valves, pistons, and
cutting gears.

Markt and Co. (Stand 211).—^The new Jones speedometer
for motor cycles (see previous page) registers from zero to
fifty miles an hour, and is sold at a moderate figure. For a
slightly extra fee, it can be supplied fitted with a mileage

recorder. We were also shown a handsome four-twist horn,
which gives a very deep and melodious note.

Moebiits and Son (Stand 212) are showing samples of their
well known oils and greases. The same firm alec make a
point of selling calcium carbide.

Pearson's (Stand 210).—This firm is showing motor cycle
accumulators and coils, and also a new form of magneto,
which has not yet come before the motor cycling public. This
is the Hirst. It is small in size, neatly constructed, and
gives an excellent spark at slow speeds

Peto and Radford, Ltd. (Stand 234).—One of the chief

novelties on this stand is a new plug which iis very sub-
stantially constructed. The central core consists of nickel
steel, and is of ample dimensions. The insulating portion
is porcelain, and these plugs may be seen being assembled
-on the stand. A point is also made of a good non-tremdler
coil for motor bicycles provided with an ample condenser,
so that the platinum points are not quickly burned.

Prested Miners' Gas Indicating Electric Lamp Co.
(Stand 167).—Messrs. Prested's well-known coils and accu-

mulators are to be seen on this stand.

Price's Patent Candle Co. (Stand 237).—On this stand
are to be seen samples of this company's well known lubri-

cants. It will be remembered that Price's oil was used with
great success in nearly all the important motor cycle com-
petitions held last year, and was used by the winner in the

Touinst Trophy. The judges' report of the End-to-end Trial

may be had on application to the company,

R. AND J. PtTLLMAN (Stand 252).—Leather steel-studded

non-skid bands, which have recently found great favour with
users of motor bicycles.

G. T. Riches and Co. (Stand 238).—Here is to be seen

the latest pattern Clair silencer for motor cycle®, which con-

sists of a series of perforated cups fitting one inside the

•other. It effectively silences the most noisy machine.

Another interesting little accessory is the Maxfield snap
terminal. By means of a spring it is quickly attached to

the plug, while it ako comprises a shorting device, so that

either of the two cylinders of a twin can be cut out so that

the other may be tested. Another neat accessory is the

Orno handy blow lamp, most suitable for doing small repairs

on the road, and is sold at a very moderate figure. A speci-

ality is also made, as most of our readers e.re aware, of the

Rich detachable air tube.

Ross, Courtney, and Co., Ltd. (Stand 192).—Motor cycle

-oil pump'=!. the well-known Ross and Courtney electrical

s^ThEI
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terminals, and various examples of small brass work, such as
compression taps, accumulators, screw terminals, etc.

Siemens Bros, and Co., Ltd. (Stand 174).—The Obach
dry cell, which -we understand is giving great satisfaction
at the present time. Two batteries are recommended to be
carried, so that one can switch over from one to the other
occasionally, so giving the one that has been working a rest.

With dry batteries Messrs. Siemens recommend a special
economical coil suitable for this purpose which they exhibit.
Other specialities are high and low tension cables, which
are very strongly constructed.

The Simms Manufacturing Co., Ltd. (Stand 294). A new
British-made motor cycle magneto is shown on this stand.
One of the chief points
about it is its extreme
lightness, weighing, as
it does, only 5^ lbs., yet p
it gives a very hot ^
spark, and is capable §
of firing machines up "'

to 4 h.p. A magneto
of the same size can
also be purchased for

V twin - cylinder
machines. This mag-
neto is beautifully
made, and exceedingly
well finished, and is

the only magneto of

its size provided with
ball bearings. The
contact breaker has
been made slightly

different in detail from
previous models, and The new pattern Shnms British-made magneto

the condenser is carried ^""^ motor cycles,

at the end of the armature. The Simms Mfg. Co. have
also introduced a new motor cycle plug, specially designed,
of course, for magneto work. The insulation is Steatite, and
the plug is substantially made throughout. It is made as

short as possible so as to give ample clearance in the case of

the tank coming low down.

The Sirdar Rubber Co. (Stand 254).—This company are

making a speciality of motor cycle covers. Samples which
were sfhown to us at Olympia created a most favourable
impression. Provided' with an ample tread and strong

walls, they appeared to be really suitable for hard work.
Three types are made—those with ribbed treads, a heavier
type with transverse grooves, and a steel-studded cover. Of
the latter two tyres are ^orwn which liave covered 2,000
miles, and have been returned for retreading; their condi-

tion is excellent, and not a stud is missing.

The Unttbd Motob Industries (Stand 196) is always "one

which is well worthy of a visit. One of the items which is

especially of interest to our readers is the "Three Spires"
tyre, which has been lately described in our pages. It is

a Coventry production, and Mr. G. E. Roberts, the Midland
representative of the U.M.I., speaks well of its behaviour
after having put it to very sever© tests. Other items of

interest are the Bousfield silencer and the Frank lamp and
generator, the Leicester switch, and a mirror. The L.M.
plug has now been re-designed. It is strongly constructed
and non-sooting, and is specially adapted for use with a
magneto.

^
C. A. Vandervull and Co. (Stand 250).—For the first

time Ruthardt motor cycle magnetos are shown to the public.
These models are chiefly famous for their light weight.
Messis. Vandervell and Co. have always been famous for
their coils, and it is interesting to remind our readers that C.
R. Collier's record was ac3omplished on a machine fitted with
these accessories. The non-trembler coil is one which is

guaranteed to 1,000 miles without pitting of the platinum
points. It is made in two shapes, square or round. The
r>ew C.A.V. plug is guaranteed for two years. The insula-
tion consists of treble baked porcelain, dark blue in coloui".

The electrodes are substantially made of nickel
>—•••.—<

Phcenix Motors, Ltd., Blundell Street, Caledonian Road,
King's Cross N., are not exhibiting at the Stanley Show,
but will have models of their Trimo on exhibition in their
showrooms at the above address, which is easily reached
from the Agricultural Hall.
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Nortb Islington Conservative and Unionist M.O.

The resuH of the above named club's hill-climb at Red-
bourn is as follows : 1, Mr. H. Compton, 6 h.p. Chater-Lea
Carette; 2, Mr. W. Price, 5 h.p. twin Peugeot; 3, Mr. T.

Campbell, 3^ h.p. 1908 Triumph.

Richmond and District M.C.C.

Members are reminded that the annual dinner of the above
club will be held at the Trocadero E«staurant at 7.30 p.m.
on November 20th. Dr. W. M. Paul, vice-president, has
kindly consented to take the chair on this occasion. Mem-
bers will meet at the Alotor Show at Olympia at 4 o'clock,

when a visit of inspection will be made of the exhibits.

Motor Cycling Club.

The annual show run of the M.C.C. on the 22nd inst. is to

Abercorn Arms, Stanmore. This place can be reached if the

weather and roads are unfit for riding either by train from
Euston, Willesden Gre^en, Cricklewood, etc., to Edgware,
whence it is a pleasant walk, to Stanmore. Lunch is at 1.30.

All motor cyclists visiting London for the show are cordially

invited to join the M.C.C. in the run.

North-west London M.C.C.

The committee lias aiTanged the winter programme as

follows : 5th December, annual dinner ; 2nd January, whist
drive ; 6th February, smokmg concert ; 27th February, whist
drive (probable). It is also proposed to hold a dance in

March. A billiard handicap has also been arranged. Will
the members wishing to enter kindly send in their names at

onoe to Mr. T. G. Blundell, jun., 30, Femcroft Avenue,
Hampstead? The closing run was held in conjunction with
the Western District M.C. Although the roads were in a
very bad state quite a large number of members sat down to

dinner at the Bull, Gerrard's Cross.

Barnoldswick M.C.

The first annual dinner of th© above club was held on
Tuesday evening of last week, in the Seven Stars Hotel, the
headquarters of the cliib. Mr. B. Holden presided. There
were twenty-one members present. After dinner speeches
were freely indulged in, and the following toasts were given :

"The Barnoldswick Motor Club," "The King," "Army and
Navy," "Officers of the Club," "The Host and Hostess."
Subsequently the members adjourned to the concert room,
where a capital programme was gone through. The report
of the club was read and approved, and showed, after
defraying expenses of the' hill-climbs and trial, etc., during
the year, there is a good surplus balance.

Cambridge University M.C.C.

In our report of the above club's private race meeting at
Brooklands on the 11th inst., we gave the results of a
scratch race for single-cylinder machines to decide a handicap.
The handicap resulted as follows : 1st, H. Ashworth (2| h.p.
Minerva)

; _
2nd, S. A. Yorke (3^ h.p. Bat) ; 3rd, N. H. Joy

(2| h.p. Minerva). Only half a machine's length separated the
first and second riders.

In the handicap race for twin-cylinders not exceeding
76 mm. bore, R. 0. Heyn (5 h.p. Rex) was the winner ; G.
Seth Smith (5 h.p. N.S.U.) 2nd ; and F. A. Perkins (3^ h.p.
Peugeot) 3rd.

The placing in the open race for twins not exceeding 76 mm.
bore was: 1st, E. D. Dickson (5 h.p. Vindec) ; 2nd, E. H.
Lees (5 h.p. King-Peugeot) ; 3rd, R. 0. Heyn (5 h.p. Rex).
Speed, 52^ m.p.h.

In the open race for any motor cycle, E. H. Lees (5 h.p.
King-Peugeot) was 1st, his speed equalling 52 m.p.h. ; E. D.
Dickson (5 h.p. Vindec) was 2nd; and W. B. R. Moorhouse
(9 h.p. Jap) 3rd.

The race for twin-cylinder machines exceeding 76 mm.
bore resulted as follows : 1st, B. Milbum (9 h.p. Bat) ; 2nd,
W. B. R. Moorhouse (9 h.p. Jap) ; 3rd, F. M. F. Pilkington
(7-9 h.p. Peugeot). The winner's speed was equal to
52^ m.p.h.

Worcestershire M.C.O.

At a general meeting on the 14th inst. it was decided to
arrange a winter programme on the following lines. Mem-
bers to meet (weather permitting) at Bryants' Garage,
Bromsgrove, on Saturday afternoons at three o'clock, Sunday
mornings at eleven o'clock, and Sunday afternoons at three
o'clock for short impromptu runs. It is hoped to be able to
arrange a few interesting lectures later. Another important
decision was to arrange a new class of membership at a 5s.

subscription to admit associate members, and also motor-
cyclists who require the A.C.U. affiliation benefits, but do not
desire to take part in the social events of the club. Further
particulars of this scheme can be had on application to the
secretary, H. C. Pickering, St. Brelade, Kings Norton.

Essex M.C.

The final of the inter-club contest with the West Essex
Automobile Club has still to run, and it is suggested that this

should take place on Sunday, the 29th inst. Further par-
ticulars will be announced.
The date of tJie annual dinner has been fixed for the

23rd January, to take place at the Great Eastern Hotel,
Liverpool Street.

The following lectures have been arranged on the provisional
dates stated, and members are asked to keep these evenings
free :

" Motor Cycles and Accessories," by Mr. H. G. Cove,
on December 12th; "Magnetos," by Mr. H. M. Wyatt, on
January 7th ;

'" The Present Day Motor Cycle," by Mr.
A. E. Lowe, on February 26 th.

Birmingham M.C.C.

The Birmingham Motor Cycle Club commenced its annual
autumn reliability trials on Saturday, the 7th inst. The
following members entered the run : J. Troman (3^ h.p.

Triumph), S. C. Perryman (5 h.p. Norton), J. L. Norton {%^
li.p. Norton), R. W. Duke ^3^ h.p. Triumph), F. Brown
(3^- h.p. Triumph), E. W. Winokle (1^ h.p. Clement), ana
E. C. F. Evans (5 h.p. Rex and sidecar). It will be
remembered that the competition takes the form of a non-stop
reliability run in conjunction with the usual Saturday after-

noon inins, the last competitor to remain in to ibe the winner.
The following competitors were run out on the first run :

Evans, lamp trouble ; Brown, filled lamp up at Stratford in

contravention of the rules.

The second round of this club's reliability trials took place
on Saturday last. Five members had qualified for this by
making non-stop runs on the previous Saturday, but owing
to the bad weather only four turned out—Messrs. Duke,
Norton, Perrjrman, and Winckle. In spite of the condition
of the roads, which were in places very bad, all made non-
stop runs, and are therefore eligible for the next round„
which will be on the 28th inst.

FUTURE EVENTS.

Nov. 13-21—OLYMPIA AUTOMOBILE EXHIBITION.

„ i8—Motor Union Annual Dinner at the Hotel
Great Central, London.

„ 20-28—THIRTY -SECOND ANNUAL STANLEY
SHOW, at the Agricultural Hall, Islington.

„ 22—Motor Cycling Club Annual Show Run.

„ 23—General Committee Meeting of the A.C.U.

,, 28 to Dec. 13—Paris Salon Exhibition of Motor
Cycles, Cars, and Accessories.

Dec. 12—Motor Cycling Club Annual Dinner.

,, 16—Motor Union General Committee Meeting.

Jan. 16-23—Motor Cycle Show at Madison Square
Garden, New York.
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Sidecar Attachments.
One or two correspondents inform me there is a type

Df rigid sidecar on the market fitted Avith special

:lips which enable the sidecar to be attached or

detached in a couple of minutes. The main clips

ire designed to be permanent fixtures on the cycle

:rame after the right position has been discovered,

3Ut a set of subsidiary clips are included in the design

(Vhich enable the sidecar to be taken off and replaced

3y removing three bolts.

Keep the Belt Clean.

Now that the bulk of our riding has to be done over
nuddy roads, it becomes of the first importance to

ittend to leather belts after every run, otherwise the

pulley will soon be so badly worn as to set up chronic

Delt slip, and this is especially true of lightweights

ivith small engine pulleys. Needless to say, it is

leither leather nor nibber that wears the pulley groove

:rom a straight-sided 28° to a round shouldered 60°

>r so. It is the grinding action of minute fragments

)f flint and grit flung on to the belt from the road and
(vhirled round the pulleys at high speeds. The pacent

Delt-cleaning shoe recently reviewed is a smart notion

:or the purpose, but, in any case, the belt must be

regularly cleansed. 1

Electrical Condensers.
Will someone inform me why some makers of induc-

:ion coils and magnetos are so careless about the

efficiency of their condensers ? For instance, in 1 905
[ owned a magneto on which the platina lasted upwards
>f 8,000 miles without pitting; in 1906 I bought a

nagneto of the same make, which devoured a pair of

jlatina every 500 miles. The ordinary coil pits its

Dlatina badly within 1,000 miles; but once I made
riends with a coil maker, and as a special favour he
nade me a coil (one of my dearest treasures to-day)

vhich will not pit platina in 5,000 miles. Again 1

;ee that C. R. Collier in his recent hour record used a

ipecial coil, possessing a highly efficient condenser,

md as a result, although his engine made upwards
>f 150,000 revolutions in that crowded hour, it

mdently scarcely marked its platinum points at all, for

t only slowed to a degree of about six per cent. It

s therefore clearly possible to manufacture absolutely

fficient condensers. If there are practical difficulties

n the way of turning out every coil and every magneto
vith a perfect condenser, will some manufacturer
dndly market a special guaranteed coil at a special

5rice? At present the situation is that many con-

iensers are thoroughly ineflftcient, and more than one
ngenious firm has actually begun to market a separate

:;ondenser designed to correct the vagaries of existing

:oils.

Extra Light 3i h.p. Machines.
A correspondent writes asking advice about the best

1^" h.p. single-cylinder engine for fitting to an extra

ight frame and wheels, a specification which he has

worked out himself, with the notion that the standard

3^4 h.p. machines are considerably heavier than they
need be. I am willing to bet my correspondent a pair of

tyres that his completed machine comes out heavier than
a standard 3^ h.p. motor cycle of well-known make.
Some of our readers apparently fail to understand the
immense forethought and ingenuity which the industry

has lavished on the production of efficient light touring
roadsters; quite as much trouble has been expended
upon them as upon the famous makes of featherweight
push bicycle. Weight has been pared off with rigid

accuracv wherever an ounce could be saved without

E. H. Lees (5 h.p. Peugeot), winner of three lap scratch race at the
Cambridge University M.C.C., Broolclands meeting.

sacrifice of roadworthiness. I question whether it is

possible to compO'Se out of any assemblage of parts

and fittings a 3^2' h.p. roadster lighter than some of

the standard makes. If any assembler professes to

attain this object he can only do it by dispensing with

fittings essential to an efficient roadster or by going

short of the safety margin in point of strength. In

addition, I must remind my correspondent that if he-

can by hook or crook evolve a lighter roadster with

an engine of equal dimensions and flexibility than he

could purchase from a well-known maker's stock, the

machine would fetch less in proportion to a first-

grade standard make when he wants to sell it. Of

course, the great advantage of assembling a motor cycle

from parts, is that individual requirements can be more

carefully followed.
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VESTIONS

REPLIES

A selection of questions of general interest received from our readers and our replies thereto. When particular

makes of machines, accessories, or tyres are mentioned, numbers must be used, the writer to keep a key for

/eference. All queries should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E. C, and whether
intended for publication or not must be accompanied with a stamped addressed envelope for reply.

Fitting a Non-skid Cover.

I have a 3^ h.p. Raleighette
tricar, weight 25cwt., and can
climb almoet anything. The
back tyre is 28 by 2, and I am
changing it for a 28 by 2^.

Which tyre vrould you recommend, a

rubber-studded or eteel-istudded one,

and would either slow car much?

—

G.W.H.
All things considered, a 28 by 2^in.

rubber-studded cover will suit you
better than a steel-studded one, as it

will slow the machine less and will not
slip on granite setts or grease. A steel-

studded cover, while perfectly satisfac-

tory on greasy roads, has a tendency to
slip on dry stone setts.

Bespecting a Light Forecat.

(1.) What would be the best
horse-power for forecar work?
(2.) Would a 3i h.p. Brown
(new) overheat with forecar?

(3.) Which ignition would be
the better for forecar work, magneto
or accumulator?—F.E.

(1.) It all depends upon the combined
weight of the passengers and the dis-

trict in which the machine is to be
used. (2.) If the hills are not steep, and
the high gear is fairly low, say 5^: to 1,

it is possible to manage all right with
a single-cylinder 3-^- h.p. engine and
two-speed gear. If the hills are steep,

and it is your intention to use the
machine during the winter months on
heavy roads and against headwinds, we
should recommend a twin - cylinder
engine of about 5 h.p. If the engine is

in perfect order and well lubricated
there is no reason whatever why it

should overheat. (3.) Magneto ignition
if price is not a consideration.

Unequal Firing in Two Cylinders.

I have a Rex twin-cylinder
motor cycle and cannot get it

to fire evenly, the front cylin-

der always firing the fastest.

I put the advance lever two-
on, and it makes the frontthirds

cylinder fire at the top of stroke and
the back half-way down. I have
worked the contact points all ways
and altered other things.—S.S.

Is your machine fitted with magneto
ignition or battery and coil? If the
former you have perhaps got one of the
old pattern Bosch magnetos. The latest
pattern has the terminals one on each

side of the end plate on the driving side

at equal distances. That is to say, on
your machine one contact would point
forward towards the front mudguard
and one contact backward towards the
back mudguard in an exactly horizontal
position. Apart from the timing or the
spark, remember that to get even run-
ning in both cylinders the compression
must be equal, inlet and exhaust valve
springs same tension, and valves the
same opening in each cylinder.

Tlie Weight and Size of Flywheels.

(1.) Does a motor cycle with
a given size single cylinder
engine take a hill with a given

-^ gradient better if built with
large flywheels than the same

given engine built with small fly-

wheels, both geared for reasonable
touring work? (2.) I note on most
racing motor cycles that weight is re-

duced wherever possible, but seldom
do we se© the heavy flywheels reduced
in weight, or is it that they are

drilled? (3.) Would it be correct to

think an engine fitted with heavy

flywheels would produce more powe
than one with small ones?—W.F."W

(1.) The question of the size and weigh
of flywheels is a matter dependent upo
the ratio of compression and othe
points in the design of the engine
Speaking broadly, large flywheels assis

in hUl-climbing, provided they are nc
so large and heavy that the weigh
to be carried is in excess of the benefi

derived from the momentum gains
from the flywheels. Other things bein
equal, a low-geared machine with hig
speed engine does not require such larg

flywheels as one geared higher an
fitted with a slower I'unning engine

(2.) Weight cannot be removed from tb

flywheels in a racing machine withou
reducing the efliciency of the engine

provided the flywheels are first of ai

designed of a suitable weight and siz

for that engine. The flywheels ar

never drilled unless the moving part

are not correctly balanced, then some
times they are drilled to reduce th

weight in one portion of the diametei

(3.) No, because the flywheels might h

too heavy.

All classes of motors were engaged in connection with the election of city councillors at Liverpool.

Assisting one candidate was a Kex motor Bicyeie and siuecar aua a^uog rfim •->'•» i"*' -..vnuu

on Its coat.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.G., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

Dome Top Pistons.

[3669.]—I read " Ixion's " very interesting comment on
"Domed Pistons" in the issue of October 28th, but I fail

to see liow the domed piston can be called a new idea.

Many years ago I bought an engine that was fitted with a

domed piston. The makers were the Norfolk Engineering
Company.
For the benefit of your readers I have made the experi-

ment of trying a domed piston and a flat piston, and I can
truly say that a domed piston is just as likely to collect de-

posits as a flat one. I found at the end of 1,000 miles equally

as much carbon deposit on the domed piston as on the flat

one. I rode the machine myself—in fact, it has never left

my hands. I rode under similar circumstances and used
the same brand of oil, viz., Price's; also same quantity per

1,000. My machine is a 1908 model, and a very good m^ke.
Whatever the chemical analysis of deposit may be, the cause
of it adhering to the piston top is obviously oil.

A EEADER.

Are You in the Trade?

[3670.]—Now that the Stanley Show is near at hand, it

would doubtless be most satisfactory for evory motor cyclist

to receive a courteous and explanatory reply to any ques-

tions he may ask of representatives of exhibitors, instead

of, as in most cases, being met with that familiar phrase,

"Ai'e you in the trade?"
Motor cyclists in most cases, I believe, attend the show

to select the best in their opinion (as far as means will allow)

for future requirements, and gather what information they
can regarding the general mechanism, which not only helps

them to arrive at a decision, but keeps them enthusiastic.

I have found our foreign competitors obliging in every
way, and any suggestion is not only appreciated, but looked
for. They evidently adopt this policy to improve their posi-

tion in the English market with success, while many of our
3wn manufacturers scorn the very idea.

Let our exhibitors place competent representatives in

charge of their productions, with instructions not only to
reply to trade enquiries, but cater for the much belittled

motor cyclist. W.E.G.

Hill-climbing.

[3671.]—In reply to Mr. Hart-Davies [letter No. 3637],

[ regret he should think I doubt his performance, as such
is not the case. It is the hill I doubt. To clear up any
misunderstanding I might state Beggar's Roost and Bar-
brook are two distinct hills at least a mile apart Beggar's
Roost is the first hill on the road from Watersmeet to

Lynton by the road over the hills, and Barbrook is on a

turning on the left of the Lynton to Parracombe Road,
ibout a mile or so from Lynton. The gradient of Beggar's
Roost is 1 in 5.3 at the steepest point, and Barbrook about
1 in 3.7, as near as I could measure it. I have found measur-
ing gradients of lass than 1 in 4 there is always risk of error,

in consequence of roughness of surface. Even Mr. Lafone,
who ]\Ir. Hart-Davies gives as hi® authority, is not correct

in that Beggar's Roost is at least a mile from the Barnstable
to Lynton Road, and could not be included excepting by a
Jetour of some miles. I sincerely hope Mr. Hart-Davies
will not think I doubt his word, but my only desire is to

correct such errors as must be obvious to anvone possessed of

a good map of the district. HxlROLD KARSLAKE.
[With the object of clearing up this question, we forwarded
a copy of Mr. Karslake's letter to !Mr. Hart-Davies, whose
reply with a sketch map we are publishing simultaneously
in the next column.

—

Ed.]

X marks the hill c.imbed by
Mr. Hart-Davies.

[3672.]—It is quite possible that Mr. Karslake and I are
confounding two hills. The one which I have referred to as
Beggar's Roost is situated a' mile out from Lynmouth, en
the left of the road to Ilfracombe. This is the hill which
Mr. Karslake refers to
as Barbrook JMill Hill.
I understood from the
local people that this
hill was called Beggar's
Roost, but I am quite
willing to be guided bj'

Mr. Karslake's know-
ledge in the matter.
The schoolmaster at Bar-
brook assured) us that
the hill was called toporlock
Beggar's Roost, and

"^

sometimeis Riddaway
Hill or Barbrook Mill
Hill.

_
Mr. Karslake's

letter in this issue describes the hill and its situation very
clearly, and I need only add that the hill I climbed was
the one with the steepest gradient.

IVAN B. HART-DAVIES.
[We have examined a contour of the hill which Mr. Hart-

Davies climbed, prepared by a surveyor, and find the
steepest gradient is 1 in 3.6.

—

Ed.]

Tandem Motor Bicycles.

[3673.]—^I am glad to see that a correspondent' has been
giving his very favourable experiences with a tandem motor
bicycle, and having solely used this type of machine for
six years, over a distance of 16,000 miles, thoroughly agree
with him, but should like to point out that, although the
tandem is much less liable to side-slip than a single, I
think most motor cyclists will agree that no single track
machine can be absolutely proof against it.

The remedy is, • avoid towns ; and used as a country
machine the tandem is a combination difficult to beat, either
for comfort, speed, hill-climbing, or economy. For a specifi-

cation, personally, I am tired of lugging a heavy machine
about, although my machine is considerably . lighter than
some of the 250 lbs. bicycles. I suggest a light twin, about
3^ h.p. (one that will run smoothly at high speed), either

geared low, or, if you' can get such a thing, a really light

two-speed gear, modern type, very low frame, spring forks

(these are an improvement, but even without them a tandem
will beat a single hollow for easy running). Pedals are a

great convenience, but if used much on a long ride one is apt
to get saddle sore. Above all, aim at making a light

machine. Two inch tyres will be quite sufficient.

J. L. PITCHER.

A Problem to be Solved.

[3^74.]—In answer to letter No. 3648, I do not agree with
Mr. Ovington in regard to his solution of the problem of the
abnormal condition of F.N.
He seems to think that it is caused by the speed of the

engine reaching the point when there is no leakage of gases

past the piston or valves, so that the engine gets every
benefit of explosion, and that this causec abnormal speed.

This does nat coincide with other letters in other issues of

your valued paper ?-e greater speed on slightly lifting the
exhaust valve, and my theory is quite different from the above
solution.

Now when the engine is running at a moderately high

speed, the inlet valves are sucked open with a bang, and
recoil on to their seatings at the end of the suction stroke
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with several bounces or vibrations, sometimes called chatter-

ing. If this is bad it causes blowing back into the carbu-

retter, which is detrimental to fast running. The chattering

can be distinctly heard in some engmes when going at a fast

.speed, but in the abnormal condition one cannot hear it, nor

d!oes it occur, as the engine has picked up enough speed

for the engine revolutions to synchronise with the vibrations

of the inlets, which all work together as if they were mechani-
.cally operated. This, I tliink, is the reason of the abnormal
results.

Now the question of slightly lifting the exhaust valve

lifter to give greater speed when running fast is a well-

known fact, and the reason for same is that it stops the

chattering of the valve on its seat. If chattering occurs, it

allows the piston to suck some exhaust gases back at the

same time that it sucks gas through the inlet valve. Slight

raising of the lifter stops this, and the engine runs faster in

consequence. RYDER.

Improving the Twin Engine.

[5675.]—"M.O.I.V.'s" remarks on " Twm Engine Improve-
ments " are very true, and it was on the question of bearings

.and their size that some of us advocated forged crankshafts

and outside flywheels, so that a really long adjustable big-

,end bearing could be used. I think a better plan of arranging

these on one shaft in a twin engine is to have the plain

connecting rod taking a bearing on the outside of the bush
of the forked rod, and this can be done by using a bronze
bush on the latter and a case-hardened steel one on the former.

This obviates having to use two separate bushes in the

forked rod. I would also suggest lialf compression on all

large twin engines, so that the engine will fire at a walking
pace; not many engines will do this.

I think, like "M.O.I.V.," that mechanically-operated inlet

valves on twin and four-cylinder engines are a sine qua non,
but I do not share his opinion with regard to the' use of auto-

matic valves on single-cylinder engines. The J.A.P. people
still use them, and get wonderful results with them, and as

for cars, I see the 8 h.p. De Dion engine with automatic
inlet valve is being retained for 1909. For single-cylinder,

high-speed engines I believe the automatic valve the better,

;as it opens in response to the pressure existing in the cylinder,

and not like the mechanical valve, at a moment when the
-pressure may be above atmospheric, thus causing a rush of

exhaust gas into the carburetter, which has to be drawn back
with the fresh charge; at high speeds this effect must be
fairly considerable.

Naturally, at low engine speeds the mechanical valve has
ithe pull, but motor cycle engines are not slow-running engines.

With reference to Mr. Earle Ovington's letter, it is, I

believe, a fact that was discovered many years ago that a bad
compression is more noticeable at low speeds than at high,

and that an engine with good compression (not high compres-
sion) will plug away uphill better than one with bad. It

stands to reason that this will be so. G. D. MONICE.

The Handicapping of Motor Cycle Races.

[3676.]—It was not my intention to go further into the
.above subject, but I think the letter of "Five Horse-power"
in last week's issue calls for answer, inasmuch as the state-

ments therein are anything but facts. Who the gentleman
is, I can only surmise, as I note he does not care about
signing his name. In the first place, he states that " the
,5 h.p. was not 6, but 3^ h.p." It would be interesting to
know why it was entered as 5 h.p., and why the makers call

it a 5-6 h.p., if it is only 3^ h.p. I presume that your
correspondent takes into consideration, when working out
the h.p. of four cylinders, the fact that there are four work-

,
ing strokes in the four cycles—a most important factor. He
also states that "the 5 h.p. was double the weight of mine,
and that the rider was three stones heavier than myself."
If this is so, then he weighed thirteen stones, and his machine
weighed 300 lbs. !

As regards my machine being a converted racer, I fail to
see what this has to do with it, as long as it conforms with
the rules and its weight is stated on the entry form. I
consider 150 lbs. a very reasonable weight for a 2| h.p.
machine—in fact, too heavy. As regards his remarks about
:my performances at Canning Town, I can only say 1 think
they are bad taste, especially as he writes under a nom de
plume, and I should like to point out that my letter was
not in reference to my own personal ability, but upon the

present system of handicapping motor cycle races. If his
statement " that my name very rarely appeared in the win-
ning list " has any truth in it, one wonders all the more
why I, riding a 2| h.p. machine, am put on level terms with
a 5 h.p. at the Stadium, and when riding a 4^ h.p. give the
same machine nearly a mile start in five at Brooklands.

W. W. GENN.

Magneto Manufacture.

[3677.]—^^We read with interest among your " Letters to
the Editor" the one concerning magneto manufacture, and
we think a little explanation is needed in this case.
Mr. Jacl^json is evidently not aware of the difficulties sur-

rounding the manufacture of an all-British magneto, and
while we will not go so far as to say that there m not such
a thing, we do emphatically state that the difficulties in pro-
ducing an all-British magneto are colossal.

1. First of all there is but a limited demand for magnetos.
2. The Bosch Magneto Co. is in a position to fill that

demand.
3. The machines we produce are international, inasmuch

as the best material in every detail is obtained from various
parts of the world, but it is true the whole of the work and
assembling is done at Mr. Bosch's works in Stuttgart.

4. The demand bein^ supplied by such a reliable machine
as that sold by us makes it unnecessary for motor cycle or
motor car manufacturers to experiment with machines of
unknown qualities, more especially with the trade in its
present state, that is to say without a farthing to waste on
imnecessary experiments.

5. Many attempts have been made to manufacture mag-
netos in England, but they have only been more or less suc-
cessful on account of lack of enterprise.

It may further be interesting to your readers to know that
if necessary we are in a position to supply magnetos of
British manufacture, but as this company has insufficient
facilities for manufacturing large quantities of machines in
this country, they are^at the present moment more expen-
sive than the machines of German manufacture, and we
would pomt cut that though Englishmen in the main are
extremely patriotic, they will not, as a rule, sacrifice money
for the upkeep of sentiment.
With regard to the editorial paragraph at the bottom of

Mr. Jackson's letter, the writer who has been for more
than sixteen years connected with the largest electrical manu-
facturing concerns, is in a position to assert that the
standard of work at present being carried out in our largest
electrical works is far too inferior to meet the requirements
of magneto manufacture for ignition purposes, and we would
in conclusion point out that to produce the machines that
are being at present sold by the Bosch Magneto Co. special

machines and tools have had to be made, and as these have
had to be built in the factory in which they are used they
are not available for the use of competitive manufacturers.

For THE BOSCH MAGNETO CO., LTD.,
ARTHUR E. Bennbtt.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
W. Grant writes: "Replymg to the letter [3626] of W.

Raymond Crawshay, I beleive the A.V. magneto plug,

marketed by Searle and Co., 33, Glasshouse Street, London,
W., would meet his requirements. It would be advisable in

ordering to mention that his engine has a high compression."

EXPERIENCES WANTED
P. G- W. (Surrey) would like users' experiences with

Elastes tyre filling.

G. Lacy Hillier's new address is 4, Queen Victoria Street,

London, E.G.

NOTICE.
The Editor disclaims all legal responsibility in any way for

loss of copy in the form of manuscript, drawings, or photographs
submitted to him. Rejected manuscript, drawings, and photo-
graphs will only be returned provided a stamped addressed

envelope is enclosed lor the purpose.
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The ROr Gomliination Non-skid.
Registered Desien.

" ROM "

stand

27
Stanley
Show.

TYRES.

An All-British Tyre.

Will not slip on the worst grease.

Will not slip on stone setts, wet or dry.

Will not slip on any type of road, wet or dry.

^' ROIVI

"

stand

Stanley
Show.

TYRES.

Tougliened

Coiiijiressed

Tread.

ROM
COMBINATION

NON-SKID

Puncture

Proof.

531,975

Long Life.

Steel Studs. Rubber Bars.

The tyre of the future for motor cyclists, as by the combination of steel and rubber a perfect non-skid

is obtained on any type of road whetlier wet or dry. Extreme thickness of tread without excessive weight

and without loss of resiliency. The highly compressed tread renders the " R.O.M." tyre
,
absolutely puncture

proof and prolongs the life. Note the angle of the Rubber bars. These in themselves form a perfect all-rubber

non-skid, apart from the additional anti-skidding properties of the steel studs.

This tyre will be shown for the first time at our

Stand No. 27, Stanley Show,
together with the following motor cycle tyres and tubes

—

"ROM" all-rubber Bar non-skid. "ROM" steel studded non-skid,

"ROM" do. Stud do. "ROM" corrugated covers, tubes, etc.

Lists sent free on application or can be obtained at our Stand.

CONTINENTAL MOTOR CO., 32, Roscbcry Avenue, London, E.C

Telegrams— " Bromitch, London." Telephone— 1513 Holborn.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable rhat yon mention " The Motor Cycle."
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The 1009 P. sM
The new models of the machines

which for four years in succession

have been awarded Gold Medals

in the 1 ,000 miles Trials, will be on

view on Stand 116 at the Stanley

Show, bristling with improve-

ments. Examine them carefully

—they are THE machines.

THE MOTOR CYCLE.—(Supplement iv.) November i8th, 1908.

WHITTLES*
(PATENT)

LINK-GRIP
Non-slip Endless Leather Belts for

IVIOTOR CYCLES, FANS, Etc.

Sole London and District Agents,

The Service Co., Ltd.,

292, High Holborn, W.C.

«XA/4tA/^A/W

WWaA/AA/

PHELON & MOORE LTD.,

CLECKHEATON, YORKS.

.i- 1
THE

I
Fairy Mark III

1 MODEL.

I
WE MAINTAIN OUR

I STAND
1 "NOT AT THE STANLEY"

BUT

AHEAD OF ALL
I COMPETITOR
j

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS OF
T THIS NEW MAGNETO MODEL,
1 YOU WILL BE INTERESTED.

i The Fairy Motor Co.,

I Fairy Works,

I loiWpti^^d. Westcombe Hill, S.E.

-.—•;—.-—<5»—•—•*•—•—

»

?» ' »S>—•—»*—•—

—

*- ^^ At

No

fasterdng

link

required.

Shorten-

ing

simple

and easy.

Great

strength.

Trebles the life of the Pulleys.

WHAT MANY OF OUR
OUSTOIVIERS SAY:

" Have had belt in use for over three

years."

" Done upwards of 20,000 miles."

*

' The only belt for heavy passenger

work."

" Five times cheaper than any other."

"The poor man's belt."

" No sign of slip."

"The 'no trouble' belt."

" Have not taken belt off pulleys for

two years."

" The best belt on the market."

In answering any of these advertisements it is

Send for new Booklet with full directions and copies of recent

testimonials.

Thos. Whittle & Sons, Ltd,

Rose and Crown St., WARRINGTON.
Telephone 365V elegrams—" Bell " Warrington.

desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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YOU
STAND 58,
STANLEYSHOW,

CAN BE

A MOTOR
CYCLIST.

FULLY REPRESENTS
THIS MACHINE
AND ITS MANY

VIRTUES.

THE (( H

Yes, but the price," you say,
with visions of ^^50 or more to be expended. No, this is just the idea we are anxious
to dispel. We have definitely proved that it is possible to build a really efficient

motor cycle, capable of high speed and hill climbing, at less than one-third
of this price. The '' Wolf," which, although weighing only 60 lbs., is as

perfect in every respect as a higher priced machine, and costs what
is practically the cost of

THIS >^ a high-grade cycle—

CAPABLE, ^^^^ £19 19 O.
CHEAP, AND ^^

j^3 ^^1^^ .^

COMPACT UTTLE ^^
4. . u^

MOTOR CYCLE IS TO ^^ parent at sight

BE SEEN AT __ .. . ,

Manafactnred by

I^TANO > ft ^^ Show. >^ THE WEARWELL MOTOR^I^^IHI^ ^Oy >^^ ^^ CARRIAGE Co., Ltd.,

STANLEY SHOW. ^^ .y^^^ Wolverhampton.

i'

WOLF
FEATHERWEIGHT MOTOR OYCLE.

i

THREE SPIRES' DON'T SX
THE TYRE FOR WINTER RIDING.

THE ONLY NON-SKID WITH

A SMOOTH RUBBER TREAD.

The Non-skid lasts as long as the tread.

i«io^ei A inuiur oy^te lyre.

TESTIMONIAU.
" I am delighted with my covers ; the back has run about i,ooo miles, and has scarcely

been marked, some hundred miles of which has been with an extra passenger on the

carrier. The machine in riding trim weighs zajlbs., myself 12 stone, and passengers

from 10 to i2 stone."

See them at STANLEY SHOW, Stand 268 fiallery & 1 5 Ground Floor

PRICES AND PARTICULARS FROI\/l

The COVENTRY RUBBER Co., Coventr-if.

In answering either of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle."
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Of Interest to all Motor Cyclists
VOU SHOULD KNOW VOUR SREED 8

ACCURATELY TOLD BY THE **tJONES
SPEEDOMETER (the GOLD MEDAL Indicator)

Specially Constructed for

Motor Cycles.

Illustration shows new
model Handle-bar Indi-

cator. The Instrument fits

on handle-bar and is al-

ways in sight.

With Flexible Shaft.

GEAR DRIVEN* Method of Gear Attachment.

PRICES:
Sole Importers: Handlc-bar Speedometer - - - 4 gns.

MARKT & CO. (LONDON), LTD., - -
^•^°*'"- ^'^° "^''^^s^ ^ sns.

6, City Rd., Finsbury Sq., London, B.C.
Instruments for Fork Attachment

Write for Literature

3 gns.

CLYDE MOTOR CYCLES
FOR 1909.

Our speciality will be the CLYDE 4 H.P. SILENT Motor
Bicycle, handle-bar control, and latest refinements.

Illustrated List ready shortly.

We have a few Special Clearance Lines at Extraordinary Prices.

One
One
One
One
One
One
One

4 h.p. Clyde, JAP engine, handle-bar control, shop-soiled

6 h.p. Clyde, twin JAP engine, spring forks, etc., shop-soiled

2| h.p. Clyde, Simms engine, spring forks, shop-soiled .

.

2| h.p. Clyde, Simms engine, spring forks, second-hand

3 h.p. Quadrant, stand, etc., overhauled, second-hand .

.

3| h.p. Minerva tricar, in excellent order .

.

6| h.p. Clyde tricar, two cylinders, latest type, shop-soiled

Full particulars of any of above or trials by appointment.

£38.
£41.
£19.
£12.

£9 10s.

£12.

£75.

G. H. WAIT & CO., London Rd., Leicester.

In answering either of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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STANLEY SHOW,
1908.

The Thirty-Second Exhibition
— OF

Cycles,

Motor Cycles, -

Motor Vehicles,

Accessories, and

Machinery,
WILL BE HELD AT THE

London, N.,Royal Agricultural Mall,

NOVEMBER 20th to 28th.

To be opened by SIR ALBERT K. ROLLIT.

H.M. Band of the Grenadier Guards at 3 and 7.30 p.m.

American Bicycle Polo Team three times daily in the Berner's Hall.

Admission—One Shilling. Open—11 a.m. to 10 p.m.

Telegraphic Address :
^* -^ • Lt^Mn,

" Insuppressible, London." Managing Director and Secretary.

Stanley ShoW, Limited,
Telephone No.

:

19, Southampton 'Buildings.
1764 Holborn. Chancery Lane. W-C.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycled

^
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

I

ADVERTISEMENTS in these

columns—Id. per word, minimum Is. Name
^

and address must be counted. In the case

of Trade Advertisements a series ol thirteen

insertions is charged as twelve.

All advertisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of " The Motor Cycle," Coventry.

To ensure insertion letters should be posted

in time to reach the offices of "The Motor

Cycle," Coventry, on the Friday morning, or

if sent to London (20, Tudor Street, E.G.),

by the Thursday afternoon previous to the

date of publication.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY
For the convenience of purchasers of second-hand

motor cycles, it has been suggested that the advertise-

ments be classified into districts, as many readers like

to know what machines are for sale in their imme-
diate neighbourhood before going further afield.

Experimentally, therefore, we have divided the

advertisements into eleven sections, as follows

:

Plan showing division of England
into Sections.

SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, and
Westmorland.

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.

SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby, Stafford,

Shropshire, Montgomery, and Merioneth.

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland, Northamp-
ton, Warwick.

SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon, and
Bedford.

SECTION VI.

Worcester, Hereford, Radnor, Brecknock, Mon-
mouth, Glamorgan, Carmarthen, Cardigan, and
Pembroke.

SECTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks, Wilts and
Hants, Channel Islands. ,

SECTION VIII.

Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, and Sussex

SECTION IX.

Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

SECTION X.
Scotland.

SECTION XI.

Ireland and Isle of Man.

£83

THE LARGEST
nFAl FPQ In New and Second-hand'^*-"^^ '**^ Motor Cycles in the World.

EXCHANGE.
APPROVAL.

DEFERRED PAYMENTS.
Covered by CERTIFICATE of FITNESS.
SECOND-HAND & SHOP-SOILED BARGAINS.
SINGLE CYLINDERS.

ROC, 1908, two-speed, magneto, 4 h.p
N.S.U., 1908, magneto, sJ h.p., shop-soiled,

^40 machine
N.S.U., 1907, spring forks, Roc two-speed gear
RF,X DE LUXE, 1908, two-speed, 3i h.p.,

shop-soiled

VINDEC two-speed, 1907, magneto, perfect.

.

F.N., lightweight, magneto, spring forks ....

ROC, 1907, magneto, clutch, spring forks ....

QUADRANT (Birmingham), 3J h.p., spring
forks. Palmer cords, condition good as new

WARWICK, 1908, shop-soiled, two-speed,
clutch, magneto, spring forks, £50 machine

QUADRANT (Birmingham), si h.p., spring
forks

SINGER, 3 h.p., magneto, belt drive, Mabon
clutch, perfect order

ASTER, spring forks, Longu'mare car-

buretter, tyres sound, good order
WHITLEY, 3 h.p., spray carburetter, girder

forks

B.S.A, M.M.C. engine, 3J h.p., Druid forks,

Lomax band, grand condition
MINERVA, 2 h.p., spray carburetter, M.O.V.

TWINS.
N.S.U., 1908, magneto, 4 h.p., shop-soiled,

^50 machine
BROWN, 1908, shop-soiled, 5A h.p., two-speed.

Palmer tyres, cost over £67
ROC TWIN, 5 h.p., magneto, clutch, show

model, done 300 miles, perfect
VINDEC, magneto, spring forks

ROC, 5 h.p., Peugeot engine, magneto, clutch

KERRY, 5 h.p., two-speed
REX TOURIST, 5 h.p., magneto, spring forks

REX, 5 h.p., spring seat, spring forks

WERNER, 4 h.p., spring torks, good order .

.

£30
£28

£35
£26
£20
£19

£17

£31

£15

£15

£9

£6 10

£11
£6

£39

£45 0'

£30
£25
£22
£16
£25
£17
£11

I

MILLS & FULFORD SIDECAR, shop-soiled,

Palmer cord 2jin. tyre

RILEY TRICAR, 5 h.p., twin, two-speed,
coach-built, lamps, spares, etc., perfect

order

£9 10

£50

THE
NEW PREMIER HORNS.

-«E BINOTE.
TRINOTE.

BETTER
THAU THE ORDINARY

HORN,
because their sound
carries twice as far and
is less offensive—more

musical.

You wiU
not reaUse

how superior
these are to the old
type of horn iiintl

you have handled
one. Send us re-
mittance 7 6 or 10/-
and we will send one
on Three Days'
Approval, return-
ing your| money at

once If you send it back
for any reason whatsoever

m 7/6. 10/-.

A N T* O I N E CYLINDERS,
PISTONS, and ail other SPARE PARTS
we can supply promptly. WRITE
NOW. SAVE TIME AND MONEY.

W^ITE FOR [ "STS OF ACCESSORIES.

PREMIER MOTOR CO., LTD.
_

, ,
Aston Road, BIRMINGHAM.

lelephone 4,.^io, Telegrams : " Primus, 'B'taam.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may b

addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " Office
When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registra
(ion, and three stamped and addressed envelopes mus
be sent for forwarding replies. Only the number wil
appear in the advertisement. Replies should b
addressed, "No. 000, c/o 'The Motor Cycle,' Cov
entry "

; or if " London " is added to the address, thei

to the number given, c/o " The Motor Cycle," 20
Tudor Street, E.C.

Mr DEPOSIT SYSTEM. ^(E
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknowi
persons may deal in perfect safety by availing them
selves of our Deposit Svstem. If the money be de
posited with " The Motor Cycle," both parties ar
advised of this receipt, and upon intimation of th
arrival and acceptance of the goods, the money i

forwarded less a charge of is. for registration. Th
time allowed for a decision after receipt of the goods i

three days. For all transactions exceeding £10 i

value, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged. All dcposi
matters are dealt with at Coventry, and cheques ani

money orders should bu made payable to llille ani

Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to adv;rt!sem:nt3 and receive n

answer to their enquiries ars requeiied to regird fh
silence as an indication that the goods advernjjcl hav
already been disposed of Advertisers often receive s

many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply t

each one by post
All le!l3rs relating to advertisements must stit

dictinctly under wiiat heading they appeared, and dit
of issue.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALI

SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durban
and Westmoreland.

31 h.p. Eex, just been thoroughly ove
hauled: £14.—Baldwin, 5, Amberle

Street, Sunderland.

TWIN Ma^eto Minerva, ^ h.p., good orde
fast; £25, or offer.—Forster, Eamoi

Bridge, Cumberland.

3 h.p. M.M.O. Motor Cycle, just been ove
hauled, £12: also 2| h.p. Minerva.

Spence, Durham Eoad, Spennymoor.

5 h.p. Twin Rex, spring- forks, low. Ion
bars, good order: take any hill: £:

10s.—Storey, Elsdon, Northumberland.

PHELON and Moore. 1908, 3J h.p., with tw<
speed gear, first-class order, all acce

sories, magneto: what offers.—Eae, Thon
ton Street, West Hartlepool.

31 h.p. Hobart, 2Jin. Palmer cord tyre
2 one new. new accumulat-or, in goc

condition, two brakes; £20.—J. Wilson, Roi
Cottage, Lowick, Northumberland.

N.S.U., 5i h.p., fast machine, splendi
climber, condition guaranteed as nev

24 tyres, and belt, both new, numeroi;
spares, including new cover; bargain at £2
—No. 1,168, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventr:

SECTION II.

York and Lancasbire.

3 h.p. Vindec, magneto, perfect -condition
£18.-63, Kirkstall Eoad, Leeds.

NEW Zenith Bicar, two speeds ; £25. — 3

Stanmore Road, Headingley. Leeds.

41 h.p. Bat, spring frame, new tyres, star
2 ing handle, perfect; £16.—Dudley

"w^a.dsley Bridge.

21 h.p. Jap, Chater-Lea frame; £10.—Fre
'2 Clare, 35. Railway Houses, Mosle

Common, Boothatown.

~i Q07 Triumph, Dunlop tyres, good beli

-Lt/ spares, in good condition; sacrific

24 guineas.—77, Wigan Lane, Wigan.

£8.—3§ h.p. motor cycle. Clincher tyres, ne^
accumulator, very fast and reliabl

machine.—1. Freehold Street. Hull.

FOUErCTLINDER F.N.. magneto, sprin
forks, good order. £14 15s. ; 5-6 h.p. Res

four speeds, £14 14s.—Booth's Motorles, Hal:

fax.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle."
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE-

31 h.p. Genuine Brown, almost mew, splon-
2 did running order; £15.—Hardcastle,

15, Radlix Road, Leyton, E.

2X li-P- Clarendon, Continentals, Longue-
2 mare, trembler; £7 15s. . appointment.

—83, Blakes Road, Peckham.

STAMFORD BILL.—2i h.p. Rex, B. and B.
carburetter, excellent macMne, in per-

fect condition, lightweight; £7.

STAMFORD HJLL.—3 h.p. Trent, long bars,
swan-neck seat-pillar, splendid condi-

tion ; £11.

OTA.MF0RD HILL.—1| h.p. Quadrant Light-O weight, Minerva engine, two brakes, all

in very good condition, and perfect order;
£5 108.

STAMFORD HILL. — 2J h.p. Precision en-
gined lightweight, in good running

order, and very good condition ; £6 15s.—128,

High Road, Tottenham.

2i h.p. Triumph, Jap, low, long handles,
2 Clinchers, Longuemare; £9 10s.—Ellis,

54, Minet Avenue, Harlesden.

£17.

—

Zi h.p. Minerva, long handles, low
frame, perfect condition.—F. Masters,

165, High Street, Wandsworth.

23. h.p. Mineiva, handle controls, Dunlops,
4 fine equipment; sacrifice. — 24, Aid-

bourne Road, Shepherd's Bush.

TRIUMPH, as new, magneto, spring forks;
reasonable offer near 26 guineas.—la,

Lyall Mews, Eaton Square, S.W.

EOC. 1908, two-speed; cost 48 guineas;
good condition; must sell; £28 10s.—S..

110, High Street, Merton, S.W.

23. h.p. Peugeot, Chater-Lea frame, Alding-
4 ton silencer, good condition; £8 cash.

—170, Worple Road, Wimbledon.
PEUGEOT, 3i h.p., twin, TruflFault forks,

splendid condition; £24, no offers.—65,
Arcadian Gardens, Bowes Park, N.

VINDEC, 21 h.p.. magneto, reliable ma-
chine, good condition, accessories; £15.

—9, Mortimer Road, Kensal Rise.

31 h.p. Minerva; what offers? Particulars
2 advertised in The Motor Cyde, Nov-

ember 4th.—Hookes, Crawley. Sussex.

£7 10s.—3 h.p. Antoine, 26in. wheels, new
tyre and tube, engine as new ; bargain.

—134, Highgate Road, Kentish Town.
MOTOSACOCHE, 1908, magneto, spring

forks, tandem tyres; £22 prompt cash.
—P., 12, Stanhope Gardens, Highgate.

VINDEC Twin, magneto, nearly new; ex-
change for 1908 Triumph, or sell.—8,

Barrett Street. Manchester Square, W.

2 h.p Minerva Motor Cycle, fitted with
Chater-Lea sidecar (latest); £11 10s.—

B. Gladwin, 7, Gaskell Street, Clapham.

MINERVA, 3§ h.p., November, 1906, cHmb
anything, good condition; £14.—Cox,

196, Revelstoke Road, Wimbledon Park.

2i h.p. Kerry, good going order, spring
J- seat, ad.iustable pulley; £10, or offer.

—78, Mount Pleasant Terrace, Dartford.

21 h.p. Triumph, Jap engine, vertical, two
i accumulators, in good order - £12.—

Greenwood, 36. Chatham Place, Hackney.

4?fi 15s., bargain.—Minerva, 2J h.p., fast,
c*-'U powerful, spray, splendid hixi-
chmber; trial.—76, Kerbey Street, Poplar.

pOUR-CTLINDER F.N., 4J-5 h.p. 1908^ model, magneto, spring forks, 'thumb
sirtes. spares, almost new; £27 10s.—Below.

"DAT, 3Jh.p. genuine De Dion engine, spring
J-» frame, like new; cheap, £17 10s.—Be-
low.

BAT, 61 h.p. M.M.C. engine, De Dion carbu-
retier, excellent condition ; bargain,

£15 10s., offer.—Below.

WERNER, 1908, 4i h.p., two-cylinder, spring
forks, as new, unscratched; bargain,

£17 10s.—Below.

ROVER, 3i h.p., M.O.V., 1906, belt drive,
splendid order; great sacrifice, £11 10?.

—Below.

PEBOK, 3i h.p., 1908, M.O.V., practically
new; £12 10s.—Whittle, 41, Skelbrook

Street, Earlsfield.

6 h.p. Heavy Twin J.A.P., Palmer cords,
Chater No. 6, not done 50 miles; must

sell; £38.—Motor, 20, Godson Eoad, Croydon.

Money Saved is Money Earned
Consider the following before purchasing elsewhere *

Rf^/_ DOWN S/ WEEKLY^
*'*'/" AND **/ SECURES
REX, 3i^h.p., vertical engine £8 10

MINERVA, 2 h.p. M.O.V., spray ... £3 U

HUMBER, 2jh.p., splendid condition ... ... £10

WERNER, 3J h.p., twin ... £13

MINERVA, 3i h.p., 26in. wheels ... £10

QUADRANT, 2 h.p., good condition ... £7

JAP, 2ih.p ... £3

WERNER, 2h.p ... £9

BRADBURY, 2| h.p., spray, a beauty .. ... £9

BRADBURY, 2 h.p., vertical engine ... £7 10

EXCELSIOR, 3 h.p., very good tyres ... £10

SINGER, 2 h.p., magneto ... £8

REX, 3ih.p., 1903, 26in. wheels £13

PHOENIX, 2i h.p., good tyres £8

HUMBER, 2 h.p., splendid condition £8CASH OFFeRS WANTED.
ANTOINE, 5 h.p., twin, 1907 model £20

SAROLEA, 5 h.p., twin, spring forks £20

MABON, 3 h.p., high tension magneto £14

REX, 5 h.p., twin, 1906 model £18

F.N., four-cyUnder, magneto £18 I

CLYDE, 3 h.p., magneto £10

REX, 3f h.p., 1906, footboards. £15 15

MINERVA 3} h.p., 2oin wheels .... £14 10

TRIUMPH, 2 h.p. Minerva engine .... £810
CLARENDON, 3 h.p.. Peter Unions .... .... £9

GIVAUDAN,.3h.p. £15

QUADRANT, 3 h.p., spray

SINGER, 2 h.p., open framj. magneto

F.N., 2\ h.p., splendid macniue

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

IF You Want good barg-aius in second-hand
or new motor cycles you cannot do

better than come to 5, Heath Street Motor
Works, Hampstead.

HAMPSTEAD for reliable machines.—2| h.p.
Kerry, good condition, new back tyre.

;
all accessories, spring forks; £8.

HAMPSTEAD.-44 h.p. F.N., 1908 model,
•magneto, and spring forks, new con-

j

dition; £25.

HAMPSTEAD.-3i h.p. 1908 Triumph, mag-
neto, and spring forks, run 900 miles

only; £32; guaranteed.

HAMPSTEAD.-4^ h.p. F.N., 1908 model, good
condition, niagneto, and spring forks,

all accessories ; only £27, as new.

HAMPSTEAD .^lA h.p. F.N., latest model,
like new; cost £55 three months back;

all accessories ; £28.

HAMPSTEAD.—34 h.p. 1908 handle-bar con-
trol Triumph, magneto, and spring-

forks ; only £30.

HAMPSTEAD.—34 h.p. 1908 Triumph, like
new : only £35 ; with all accessories,

guaranteed.

HAMPSTEAD.—Book your orders for 1909
Triumph, or other makes. We allow

good price for your old ones ; £38 for 1908

Triumph part payment.

HAMPSTEAD.—34 h.p. 1908 T.T. Triumph,
magneto, and spring forks, all acces-

sories ; only £34.

£12

£6

£10

ARIEL, 3 h.p., brand new Offers

ARIEL, 2ih.p., lightweight, 190S, new mag. £33
TRICARS.

REXETTE, 8-10 h.p., two speeds and reverse ;

a perfect article £60

MI NERVA Pat. 3.V h.p., spray, good tyres £16

REXETTE, 8 h.p., open frame, two speeds,

perfect order £38

ACCESSORIES.
THE LATEST IN UAIVIF>S.

Best quality brass and riveted (not soldered rubbish
which is cheaper but useless) separate generator head
lamps. The same quality head lamp at anything like

the price has never been placed before the public before.

HAMPSTEAD.—5-6 h.p. Twin Bex, 1907, new
condition, good going order; only £13.

HAMPSTEAD.—Two F.N.'s, H h.p., 1908,

lightweight, new condition, magneto,
and spring forks; £18 and £20.

WANTED, Motor Cycles, any condition,
sidecars or cycles, in part payment

for brand new 1908 Rexes: we allow £15 for
old machines. £8 for sidecars, and £6 for
cycles; write or call. — Motor Works, 5,

Heath Street, Hampstead. Tel. 2678 P.O.P.

HAMPSTEAD for new machines, F.N.'s, 5-6

h.p., late models from stock; ex-

changes entertained; £30 allowed on old
ones.

HAMPSTEAD.—5 h.p. Twin Peugeot, Cha-
ter-Lea No. 6 frame, splendid condi-

j

tion, like new; £20.

HAMPSTEAD.—3 h.p. Fafnir, good condi-
tion, low. with all spares; £10, guar-

i anteed.

Price 14-/ 11 complete wl'h generator. Knowing the
quality of these goods we send on approval willingly.

"ACIVIE" TOBfeS.
These are a specially heavy quality, made especially

for us, to give long life, and are al sent on three days'

approval. We only ask you to try one on aptroval.

26y2in. .. 5/6 26x2iin. . . 7/6 28x2jin. 7/9
26x2Mn... 6/6 28x2in. .. 6/6 28x2iin. .. 7/-

BUTT-ENDED.
You cannot do better than try one. Money returned

IN FULL if not perfectly satisfactory.

26x2in. .. 7/6 26x2Jin. .. 8/3 28x2iin.., 7/9
26v2jin. . 7/9 28-'-2in. .. 7/6 28x2Mn... 8/3

ALBANY BEUTING.—|m.
lin. lOd. per too . Approval.

7ci., Jin. 8(1., Jin. 9d.,

Immediate delivery.

MAUDE'S MOTOR MART.Poweii st.HALIFAX
The lair tactort (behind the Victoria Hall).

National Telephone 433 day, 90+ nifjht

HAMPSTEAD.—34 h.p. Peugeot, Chater-Lea'
No. 6 frame, good condition; only £14,

bargain.

HAMPSTEAD. — 1908 Lightweight N.S.TJ.,

mag-neto, only shop-soiled; £18, with
all accessories.

HAMPSTEAD.—34 h.p. N.S.U., late model,
mag-neto, new condition, guaranteed

perfect; only £15.

HAMPSTEAD. — Sole agents for Griffons,
Triumphs, Vindecs, Minervas, F.N.'s,

N.S.U., Browns, Eexes, and Eocs. We allow
£10 upwards for your old machines, any
condition, in part payment for new models,
any make. Write, call, or telephone, 2678,

p.O.—Motor Works, 5, Heath Street, Hamp-
stead.

21 h.p. F.N., excellent little machine, fine

4 puller, very reliable, low built; £9 —
Motorist, 7, Bodney Eoad, Hackney, London.

IF Ton Want Bargains in second-hand
motor cvcles you can get them at Wau-

chope's, 9, Shoe Lane. Fleet Street, London.

GENUINE Triumph, splendid condition,
complete ; bargain, £12 15s., no offers.—

6, Gascoyne Road, South Hackney, London.

O h.p. Minerva, vertical engine, low, long
'^ bars, lightweight, perfect order; £8;^
Green, Avilion, Southwood Eoad, New El-

I

tham.

3hp M.M.C. Engine, Longuemare. Wata-
wata belt, with horn, stand, and lamp,

splendid condition; £12.-15. Dane Street,

Holborn.

i n08 Moto-Reve ; £28 ; almost new, not fld-

JLU den 200 miles, fitted with stand and
latest improvements. — Tyler. 85, Morant
Eoad, Colchester.

13 hp F.N. Lightweight, 1908. magneto,
4 spring forks, S.D. belt, perfect condi-

tion: £25, no offers — Alcock, Cranmore,
Meads, Eastbourne.

In answering any of these adverfixpmrnfx it if desirable thai you mention "The Motor Cycle.
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE
F.N., 1908, 4i h.p., splendid condition, pro-

perty of doctor, stopping winter rid-

ing; offers.—F.N. Motor Agency, 106, Great
Portland Street, London.

13 h.p. Madisoa, engine is brand new, Con-
4 tinental front tyre, Michelin back,

Nilmelior coil, running order; £8.-14, War-
ner Place. Hackney JRoad.

5 h.p. Vindec Runabout, fitted with Anglian
two-speed gear, magneto ignition,

Chater-Lea attachment; price £28. — Wau-
chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, E.G.

£12.-21 h.p. Jap, Shamrock studded back,
Longuemare, fine condition ; any trial

allowed, or exchange diamond ring.—Wades
Arms, Jeremiah Street, Poplar.

O h.p. Minerva Lightweight, M.O.V., low,
^ vertical, 26 by 2, Longuemare, good
running order; nearest to £7 10s.—116, Mil-
ton Road, Stoke Newington, N.

23. K.p. Minerva-Swift, two-speed gear and
4 free engine, tyres O.K., one new, splen-

did running order; £10, or nearest.—Payne,
39, Homefleld Road, Chiswick, W.

23 h.p. Jap, vertical, very powerful, fast,

4 hill-climber. Continental tyres and
belt, spray; trial; particulars willingly; £8
10s.—114, Rutland Street, Stepney.

LATEST 1908 Twin-cylinder 5 h.p. Belvedere,
Chater-Lea, Palmer cords, very low

;

exchange for lower power and cash.— Jen-
nings, 268, Hornsey Road, HoUoway.

BRADBURY, 3 h.p., just overhauled, new
cylinder, piston, t.yres, etc., accessories,

perfect running; seen any time; £11.—Gra-
ham. 110, Station Road, Chingford, N.E.

23-v3 h.p. Clyde, spring forks, engine just
4 thoroughly overhauled, ready for

years of wear; £11 only: no time to ride.—
Motor, 7, Bodney Road, Hackney, London.

WEST EALING.—3^ h.p. N.S.U., accumu-
lator, new condition. Continentals,

Riches, Atetyphote, spares, accessories; £17;
offers; gua,ranteed.—162, Coldershaw Road.

3h.n. Triumph, magneto, first-class con-
dition, new Palmer back, new detach-

able tubes, and new Dermatine belt; £20;
any trial.—61, Thurlby Road, West Norwood.

31 h.p. Ariel Motor Cycle, B. and B., 25 by
4 2 Dun'.op, two accumulators, and round

coil, perfect order; £12 10s., or exchange
good twin.—E. Leete. 4, Highbury Hill, N.

51 h.p. Twin Rex, in perfect condition, new
2 belt, tyres almost so, long bar, low

seat, tandem attachment included; £17;
exchange entertained.—Bunting Wealdstone.

TRIUMPH, 1906, magneto, spring fork, fully
equipped, splendid condition, spares,

tools; £20 cash, no offers, bargain.—Can be
seen, 66a, High Street, St. John's Wood, cycle
shop.

D.OUGLAS, 21 h.p.. twin, 1908, H.T. mag-
' neto, specially built, 28in. wheels, fitted

J.A.P. automatic lubricator, and Price's
stands, in perfect order.—Tyler, Sawbridge-
worth.

31 h.p. Kelecom, £12 15s., or offers, 20in.
4 Chater frame, very fast, new belt, all

accessories ; also upholstered sidecar, fit ans
machine, £3 5e.—24, Green Street, Bethnal
Green.

FAPNIR, 2i h.p., vertical, lightweight, very
reliable; genuine bargain; Palmers,

only wants seeing; exchange good cycle, or
offers for cash. — la, Lyall Mews, Eaton
Square, S.W.

TRIUMPH, 3 h.p., 1906, magneto, kept in
- beautiful condition, rubber studded

non-skid, spring seat-pillar, lamp, horn, all
tools, etc. ; £22 10s. — 94, Gloucester Road,
Kensington.

TRIUMPH Motor Bicycles for 1909.—Second-
hand machines taken in part payment,

good prices allowed.—Agents, The Hulbert-
Bramley Motor Co., 96, Upper Richmond
Road, Putney.

T'RIUMPH Motor Bicycles for 1909.—Second-
hand machines taken in part exchange,

good prices allowed.—Agents, The Hulbert-
Bramley Motor Co., 96, Upper Richmond
Road, Putney.

3 h.p. Kelecom, M.O.V., low, long, Longue-
mare, brass cylinder tank, enamelled

grey, tyres new Palmers; £13 15s., or ex-
change good 3i h.p.—35. St. Stephen's Road,
Bow, London.

AS THE
largest dealers in Rex machines we have the following

to clear, to make room for 1909 models.

Shop-soiled—UNRIDDEN—Guaranteed
1908 3^ h.p. magneto REX, ball bear-

ing engine ; l.st price £39 18s. .

.

1908 TWIN REX; list price £45 13s.
1908 REX, magneto, lightweight; list

price £26 5s. ; our price . . .

.

Si h.p. REX DE LUXE, Roc Clutch ;

twin tyre ; our price

£2T10
29 10

19 19

31 10

& I IM01.es—Cash Offers Watnted-
1908 3} h.p. REX, magneto, brand new offers
1908 3J h.p. REX, 2-speed, shop-soiled £31 10
IQ08 MOTOSACOCHE, splendid condition . , £19 10
1908 N.S.U. Lightweight, magneto £19 10
1907 3j h.p. Magneto REX, black finish £19 10
4 h.p. Magneto ROC, Roc clutch, very low . . £21
3 h.p. TRIUMPH, magneto £24 10
3 h.p. TRIUMPH, spring forks £21
3 h.p. RIP, brand new, very low £16
3j h.p. Magneto REX Racer, a flier £25
3i h.p. 1Q06 REX, spring forks, long bars .... £15 10
2j h.p. Magneto REX, igo8, shop-soiled £19 19
3J h.p. MINERVA, M.O.V., vertical, spray .. £16 10

secures your choice

0? these machines.

Balance 5/- per week£3 DOWN
3 h.p. GIVAUDAN, nearly new, very low £16
3 h.p. QUADRANT, spray, spring forks .. £13
3 h.p. LLOYD'S, 26 X 2jin. Palmers £18 10
4 h.p. ANTOINE, vertical, M.O.V., siway £16
2| h.p. MINERVA, nne condition, M.O.V. £13 10
3 h.p. CLYDE, magneto, vertical, spray , . £15
4 h.p. ANTOINE, 26 X2iin. tyres £16 10
3j h.p. SIMMS, magneto, ajin. Palmers .... £17 10
3i h.p. CENTAUR, fre.e engine, M.O.V £16
2I h.p. F.N., special frame, reliable £12 10
3 h.p. HUMBER, spray, good climber £10 10
3i h.p. REX, 22in. frame, trembler coil .... £11 10
2j h.p. MINERVA, 26 X2in., spray, vertical £11 10
3 h.p. BKOWN, spray, guaranteed £12 10
4 h.p. ATELIER, long bars, low saddle . . £13 10
l\ h.p. EXCELSIOR, spray, trembler coil £10 10
2| h.p. COVENTRY EAGLE, vertical spray £10
3i h.p. Two-speed REX, suit sidecar £13 10
2| h.p. F.N., light, low, smart appearance . . £12
2J h.p. CLEMENT, very low, good order .. £11
2I h.p. KERRY, spray, low, reliable mount £10 10
2 h.p. RALEIGH, spray, smart £8
2i h.p. ROYAL, vertical, spray, trembler coil £7 15
2i h.p. HASKARD, spray, smart , £11 10
if h.p. MINERVA, spray, suit light rider ,: £5 10
2I h.p. EXCELSIOR, trembler coil £8
2 h.p. HUMBER, chain drive, trembler coil £6 10
2 h.p. PEUGEOT Lightweight, smart .... £9 10
2 h.p. MINERVA, spray, smart, good .... £7
2i h.p. PEBOK, free engine, nearly new .. £10 10

1908 Magneto TWIN REX, brand new offers
5 h.p. Twin VINDEC, magneto, Truffault .. £29 10
5i h.p. Twm REX, spnng forks, black finish . . £18 18
5 h.p. Twin ZENITH BICAR £20
Twin-cylinder FAIRY, very smart £15 q
6 h.p. Twin REX, non-skids both wheels .. £18 18
Twin KERRY, Chater Lea, with Sidecar .... £22 10
5i h.p. Twin REX, magneto, 1907 £22
4-5 h.p. Twin ALCYON, N.S.U., two-speed .. £20 (
5 h.p. Twin SAROLEA, long frame £18 IJ
6 h.p. Twin ANTOINE, R.O.M. ignition .. £22 J
6 h.p. Twin ANTOINE, spnng forks £22 |
Four-cylinder F.N., guaranteed £19 \\

Ten 19J7 Z\ h.p. REX DE LUXE, Roc clutch
magneto, twin tyre, spring forks, spring seat,
handle starting. Best sidecar machine on the
mariet. iCSTIOs Some are like new.

6-6 h.p. TW1I\I REX, JE18 18s., or £4 and
•07 Slng»e Rex, or £6 a d 3f Rex, or level exchanet
with sligle magneto Rex. Any machine taken.

Extended payments to suit all requirements. If
you can't pay cash down, write and state what
credit you require, and we will endeavour to
accommodate you:

10-12 BRUSH, tonneau, 3 speeds and reverse £55
GnEi.vi-t:er* Rubber- Cfcnd

CsiriwEis Besl-tingp.
fin. lOd.. fin. 1/1, ^in. 1/4, lin. 1/9 per foot.

3/- allowed for old belts

The Halifax iVIotor Exchange,
Agents REX and N.S.U.

16, Westgate. Halifax.
Telephone : 766. Telegrams :

" Perfection."

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE
3JL h.p. Erover, in beautiful order, eas3

2 starter, and one of the most reliabl*
machines ever built; £16 16s., good push bik<
part exchange.—Hamilton, Ashlyn, Harrow

TiBIUMPH Motor Bicycles for 1909.—Second-
hand machines taken in part exchange

good prices allowed.—Agents, The Hulbert-
Bramley Motor Co., 96, Upper Eichmond
Road, Putney.

FOUR-CYINDEE P.N., new last June, com-
fortable footrests fitted, will climb any-

thing; too powerful for owner; sacrifice foi

£32.—Laughlin, High Street, Sutton. 'Phone,
201, P.O., Sutton.

MINERVA, 2| h.p., spring forks, every-
thing in sound and perfect condition

very reliable machine, very comfortable;
£14.—R. Hoffman, 61, Chiswell Street, Fiaa-
bury Square, E.G.

-\ Q08 Triumph^ 5i h.p., magneto, perfect
it/ condition, guaranteed, only used few
times. Brooks special seat, Escargot horn,
complete, tools, spares; £37 10s.—22, Sidney
Road, Beckenham, S.E.

-i Q07 aate) Magneto Rex, 5i h.p.. 1908 finish,
J-t/ new condition, flies up hills, takes
sidecar, thoroughly reliable; expert exam-
ination and trial; £20.—Motor, 9. French
Place, Shoreditch, London.

23. h.p. Minerva, Longuemare, good run-
4 ning order, £12; also Edison Home

phonograph, 72 records, one brass horn, one
flower horn. £6.—C. Bullen, 4, Sunny Side,
Oxted Road, Godstone, Surrey.

31 h.p. Cottereau-Minerva, spring forks,
4 Libertys, Continental butt, F.N., P.

a.nd E. armoured, accessories, purchased
Paris Salon ; trials ; £16.—James, jun., 2,

Benworth Street, Harley Street, Bow.

3 h.p. Quadrant, magnificent condition,
spring forks, light, good powerful re-

liable m^achine; £10 10s.; only wants seeing;
especially suitable for novice.—Motorist, 5,

New Norfolk Street, Curtain Road, London.

23. h.p. Scout, light, very efficient, low
4 riding position, pedals and foot-

boards, excellent condition, fast, very re-

liable; expert examination; £10 IO9. only.—
Motor, 86, Oolvestone Crescent, Dalston, Lon-
don.

FOR Sale, new 5i h.p. twin Brown, fitted
Osborne four-speed and free engine.

Mills-Pulford Duplex sidecar; wanted, 8 h.p.
De Dion car. or any other good make; rea-
sonable offers.—35, Richmond Road, King-
ston.

TRIUMPH, 1908, magneto, accessories, and
usual tool kit, complete, machine been

little used, enamel and plating practically
unscratched, and engine, etc., absolutely
perfect; seen any evening by appointment:
£36; approval.—Holly Bank. 24, Manor Road,
Le3^on.

31 h.p. Quadrant, latest, perfect through-
2 out. Continental tyres, Stanley belt,

many spares, including accumulator, valves,
Watawata, coil; what offers.'' push bike part
payment.—Owner, 909, Romford Road, Manor
Park, E.

TRIUMPH, Ih h.p., 1908, magneto, almost
new, perfect running order, climb any-

thing, spare belt, two Brooks bags, mack-
intosh coat; owner buying car; price £35.
—Triumph. 4, Compton Terrace, Highbury,
London.

31 h.p. Triumph, 1908, engine handle-bar
2 controlled, new June, Clincher front,

Goodrich rubber studded back, and tubes,
all new, compression perfect, lamp, horn,
spares, etc. ; £34 net.—Cocks, 17, Ironmonger
Lane, E.G.

BARGAIN.-34 h.p. Brown, Longuemare,
spring forks, two accumulators. Pal-

mer cords, footrests, N.S.P. stand-carrier,
toolbag, re-painted, enamelled, overhauled;
inspection invited; £14.-15. West Street, Pim-
lico, London.

1 Q09 Triumphs.—Enquiries should be ad-'
X.\j dressed to Alfred Mellor and Sons,
Moldgreen Engineering "Works, Hnddersfield,
who will be pleased to make appointments
to meet their friends at the Triumph Stand
at the Stanley Show.

2i h.p. Jap Lightweight, not run 500 mileis,
2 engine, tyres, enamelling, plating, in

a.bsolutely new condition, fast, good hill-
climber, efficient, thoroughly reliable; £13,
complete with stand, lamp, kit, tools, ready
to ride away ; no time to ride.—S., 9, Frenon
Place, Shoreditch, London.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle."
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QUADCARS.
h.p. Phoenix Quadcar, two-cylinder,
water-cooled Fafnir, magneto, two

ids, reverse, four lamps, spares, guaran-
1 perfect; any trial; offers.—Narroway,
Southgate, Chicliester.

CARS FOR SALE.
4.LMEE.—5J h.p. Humberette, two-seater,
two speeds, reverse; great bargain,

LLMER.—9 h.p. Tonneau Car, three speeds,
reverse, light, reliable, perfect; £35.

\.LMEE. — 9 h.p. Sizaire et Naudin, two
bucket seats, semi-racing type; £75.

yiiMEE..—10-12 h.p. Tony Huber, tonneau,
two-cylinder, nearly new, been care-

y overhauled; £55.

^LMER. — 24 h.p. Hunt and Lloyd, side
entrance, four-cylinder, long chassis,

e hood ; £95.

LLMER.—16-20 h.p. De Dietrich, tonneau,
four-cylinder, four speeds, magneto,

7 fast; £110.

LLMER.—15-20 h.p. Plying Darracq, ton-
neau, four-cylinder, hood screen, as

; £125.

LLMER. — 16-22 h.p. Gladiator, side en-
trance, 1906 car four-cylinder, Krebs,
clutch; £140.—L. N. Palmer, 190, Melli-
Road, Tooting. Telephone, 208 Strea^
n.

JTOMOBILE, 6 h.p.. Cadillac, 9 h.p.; any
offers.—Moore, Motor Works, Andover.

'ART 8 h.p. Buchet, tonneau; £40; ex-

change entertained. — 29, Minerva,
er.

iRRACQ, 9 h.p., tonneau. Cape hood,
good tyres; £45.—Moore, Motor "Works,

over.

-12 h.p. Humber, four-cylinder, late 1907.

long chassis, hood, perfect order;
.—Below.

-24 h.p. Belsize, four-cylinder, side en-
trance screen, hood, five lamps,

ney, splendid condition; £145.—Below.

-16 h.p. Daimler, four-cylinder, tonneau,
gate change, fast, silent, bargain;

—Below.

h.p. Mutel. four-cylinder, tonneau
pressed steel, perfect order, bargain;

—Below.

h.p. Humber, four-cylinder, side en-
trance, good order; £60, exchange,

low.

-12 h.p. Peugeot, tonneau, honeycomb,
two ignitions, hood, fine order: £80.

lipse Eng. and Motor Co., 255, Earls-
Road, Wandsworth. 'Phone, 1,135,

aey.

..p. Velox, two-seater. Aster engine, £27;
lathe or motor cycle part exchange.-
ning, Burley, Hants.

DLEY, 10 h.p., twin-cylinder, three speeds
and reverse, two-seater, good order

;

—James, Daventry.

h.p. four-cylinder Lloyds; £75, accept
good tricar or cycle in part.—P.

ton, Peckham Rye, S.E.

lNHARD 8-11 h.p. Chassis, dual ignition,
good tyres, running order; £90. —

re. Motor Works. Andover.

LBRACQ, 24 h.p., tonneau, five lamps,
speedometer, fast, reliable; £75.—Con-

ioner, 12, Kew Bridge Road, Brentford.

..p. Aster-Premel Car, removable tonneau,
three speeds and reverse, tyres new, in

i running order, very reliable; £40.—
p. Feltham.

JDSMOBILE, 6i h.p., two speeds and re-
verse, tyres as new; any reasonable

r.—Particulars, 1,217, c/o Trie Motor Cycle
ies, Coventry.

h.p. Darracq, detachable tonneau,
three speeds and reverse, cardan,

;ain; £38, or part exchange.—98, Potter-
ton Lane, Leeds.

h.p. Oldsmobile, two speeds and reverse,
.iust been thoroughly overhauled,

four, with hood.—Laurence, 115, Crcm-
Road, Peterborough.

the lot.,or near offer.—Good order, 8-10 J

h.p. Wolseley, 2i h.p. Peugeot, 2 h.p
den, II h p. Wei-ner, nair large acety-
ls.—21, Balfour Road, Ilford.

BARGAINS BY POST.
Our Kritest Specialite;

THE SERVICE
" COLDWEATHER " JACKET

Approval.
Deposit.

Thoroughly
Windprool-

MOTOR
CYCLtSTS-

Unequalled
Value.

Made in grey Yorkshire frieze. Body and sleeves
lined good quality tan leather. Fitted with wind

cuffs. All sixes.

Our price, 25/6
sold elsewhere at 37/6>.

Pattern po^t tree,

THE SER/ICE

LLWEATHER" SUIT.
Thorougniy
Walerproof

and
Windproaf,

il5j
;f

Approva'.
Deposit. Al

JACKET
and

LEGGINGS,

25/-

,
^vr(yiw'

Double texture material, fawn shade, seams
stitched and sniutiiined, making the garments
e^tra strong. Fitted with storm cuff. Leggings
made to f \stea at the side with 3 buttons and
st-an under foot. GUARANTEED WATEK.
EKOOF. Jacket only, 16 6 ; Leggings only, 8/6.
The Suit is very smart in appearance, and,

being very loose fitting, is easy to slip on. It

also enables the cyclist to wear goed clothes with-
out fear of getting them soiled. The" Allweather"
Su t i*? describe I a.* an ;*bsolute essential.

giyipfllPTAlUT —The service Company
llVarWri IMIl I .realise the difficulty a cus-
tomer has in ordering C othing by post. We,
therefore, agree to send our goods on approval on
receipt of deposit, and if our Garments are not *"

the entire satisfaction of the pur-
chaser, fosft iDillbe returnedtn tuU.

Our list of Motor Clothing Speci-
alities will be sent post free on

apptica ion.

The Service CompELny, Ltd.,

292 & 293. HIGH HOLBORN, W.C.

D

B

CARS FOR SALE.
SIDDELEY Autocar, 6 h.p., two-seater, ex-

cellent order, new Cape hood would
b© fitted for purchaser; £45.—Robbins.

E DION, two-seater, good order; £25 —
Robbins.

MASS, four-seater, 1907 car, good as new
8-10 h.p., detachable rear seats; £100

—Robbins.

MORS, 30 h.p., four-cylinder, side entrance,
fine touring car; £145 or offer.—

Robbins.

LAJSTCHESTER, flve-seater, perfect order,
very comfortable car; £55.—Robbins.

ROOKE, three-cylinder, 14 h.p., fine tour-
ing ear, a real bargain; £65.—Robbins.

MANY Others.—State your requirements
to Robbins. 334, Clapham Road, S.W.

Telephone, 460, Brixton.

8-10 h.p. Ariel, two-cylinder, seat four,
latest type, four speeds and reverse,

excellent order throughout, Cape hood, etc.

;

£55.-9, Parkholme Road, Dalston.

6 h.p Twin Two-seated Car, splendid con-
dition. £30, or nearest offer ; and Tri-

umph cylinder and piston, £1 10s. — S.
Scoones, West Street, Sittingbourne.

HALIFAX.—10-12 h.p. Brush Car, tonneau
body, three speeds and reverse; £55,

cycle taken part payment. — Halifax
Motor Exchange, Westgate, Halifax.,

8 h.p. De Dion Prunel tonneau car, genuine
De Dion engine. Cape hood, folding

screen, bargain; £58 cash, or part ex-
.change.—98, Potternewton Lane, Leeds.

M-16
h.p. Aster, four cylinders, four speeds
and reverse, seats five, in perfect

order, very fast; £120; small car taken in
part payment.—63, Kirkstall Road, Leeds.

OLDSMOBILE, 6 h.p., artillery wheels, 700
by 90 Dunlops, smart little car; £40;

motor cycle, piano, or good gramophone
part exchange.—Greorge Farmer, Leamington.

STAMFORD HILL. — 10-12 h.p. twin Pick,
two - seater. new 4| Colliers on back,

two speeds and reverse, in excellent condi-
tion and perfect running order; £25, great
bargain.

STAMFORD HILL. — 10-12 h.p. twin Pick,
four-seater tonneau, three speeds and

reverse, 760-90 equal artillery wheels, all in
splendid condition and excellent running
order, fast and powerful; £40; photos, fur-
ther particulars, and trials with pleasure

;

exchanges.—128, High Road, Tottenham.

BABY Peugeot, 5i h.p., hood and wind
screen, car recently overhauled, two

speeds, fast, powerful, splendid condition,
wire wheels ; £45.—^26, Offerton Lane,
Stockport.

"j A h.p. Rex Tonneau, three speeds,
-L\J reverse, gears as new, everythinig
good running order; £60, or exchange
smaller machine and cash.—Raine, Alex-
andra Road, Morecambe.

SPECIAL 9 h.p. Riley Car, of May last,
fitted up specially throughout, in per-

fect condition, with three months' guaran-
tee; cost £205, price £125.—E. W. Walford, 18,

Hertford Street, Coventry.

NICEST Little Side Entrance 15 h.p. Dar-
racq ever 'offered second-hand, silent,

fast, fine condition; £145; trial will con-
vince.—Hurlock, jun., 70, Walworth Road.
London. 'Phone, 14942 Central.

61 h.p., Bournemouth Motor Engineering
2 Co., splendid order, seats two and

luggage, tyres good, etc.; £50, or offers; also
Coventry make car, tyres good, etc., seats
four, wants overhauling, £9 10s.—Abell, 166
High Street, Sevenoaks.

8-10 h.p. Singer, two-cylinder, two-seater,
three speeds and reverse, artillery

wheelsi, control on steering wheel, lamps, and
spare tyre; £80, or would consider Triumph
motor cycle (magneto) and cash; seen by
appointment.—S., 90, Trinity Road. Upper
Tooting.

ROVER Oars. — You never know what a
, skid means when you drive a Rover.

Now the days of muddy roads are here are
you not thinking of the pleasures that
would be yours if you owned a car? Write
us for the amount we will allow you for
your skiddy mount in exchange for a Rover
at £135.—Louis Davis and Son, Moseley,- Bir-
mingham.

In -answering any of these advertisements u ts desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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CARS FOR SALE.

HUMBER, 12-14 h.p., four-cylinder, two-
seater, very smart; sacrifice £75. —

Chauffeur, The Cottage, Melbourne Lodge,
Queen's Walk, Ealing.

-i K h.p. Three-cylinder Coventry Duryea
JLO Oar, seats five, excellent condition,

not a worn out car; taken for debt; room
badly wanted; very low price accepted for

quick sale; offers in cash or exchange en-
tertained.—Jackson, 17, Upper Well Street,

Coventry.

ROVEE, 6 h.p., two-seater, perfect condi-
tion, first-class running order, three

speeds and reverse, fast, thoroughly re-

liable, very simple; any convincing trial:

genuine bargain, £70, or good motor cycle
and cash.—Rover, 86, Colvestone Crescent,
Dalston, London.

8 h.p. Rover, two-seater, wire wheels, in
splendid condition, excellent hill-

climber, and very reliable, two horns and
four lamps, spare cover and tubes, full set

of tools and spares; trial run with pleasure;
£125, or near offer.-Box No. 1,164, The Motor
Cycle Offices, Coventry.

8 h.p. Rover, two-seater, wire wheels. In
splendid condition, excellent hlll-

climber, and very reliable, two horns, and
four lamps, spare cover and tubes, full set

of toola and spares; trial run with pleasure-
£125, or near offer.—Box No. 1,164, The Motor
Cycle OfSces, Coventry.

BABY Peugeot, splendid running order,
spares, accessories, Victoria leather

hood, artillery wheels, complete set lamps
headlight, two new spare Dunlop covers and
tubes, gears, working parts as new, thre(
speeds and reverse; reason selling, buying
higher power; cash offers wanted; photo
on application.—Garaged, Heath and Wilt-
shire, Aldershot.

HOTELS AND APARTMENTS.
WHEN visiting London stay at Waverley

Temperance Hotel, 17, Euston Square.
Bed, breakfast, attendance, from 3s.

APARTMENTS, with accommodation for
motor bicycles, billiards, comfortable

home; terms moderate. — 70, Josephine
Avenue, Brixton Hill, London.

INSURANCE.
PLEASE send for full covering Motor Cycle

Policy, from 19s. per annum.—Bass, In-
surance Broker, Ongar.

INSURANCE Policies for motor cycles are
Issued by Hugh J. Boswell, insurance

broker, Norwich, at exceptionally low rates.
Please write tor particulars.

LOST AND FOUND.
FOUND, in Garden City, Letchworth, about

five or six weeks ago, a motor cycle
belt case.—Owner can have same on apply-
ing to Mr. Sharman, 10, Bedford Road,
Hltchin.

SITUATIONS VACANT.
WANTED, a smart lad, to learn the motor

business ; wage paid 5s. week.—Apply
to Rey, 5, Heath Street Motor Works, Hamp-
stead.

WANTED, Man, young, used to lathe, to
take charge of shop, preference given

to one with own lathe and cash security, or
£50 cash.—1,223, The Motor Cycle Offices, Cov-
entry.

BUSINESSES FOR SALE.
COMMODIOUS Premises In a well-known

South Coast watering place, population
28,000, cycle trade been carried therein for
many years past; small stock, main road:
capital opening for motors; lease granted
to suitable man ; price low to an immedi-
ate purchaser.—Apply. No. 1,213, The Motor
Cyde Offices, Coventry.

ACCUMULATORS.
"I
OS. 6d., Castle Accumulator, cost 25s. 6d.,

J-O 25 amp. hours, perfectly new, no use
owner.—B.. 42, Crondace Road, Fiilham.

ACCUMULATORS Repaired promptly, any
make; reasonable charges, best work;

estimates given; full value for your old
accumulator in exchange for our new
"Mayfair" accumulators; special 15 amp.,
10s. 6d. ; 20 amp., 15s. ; guaranteed one year.
—Fellows, 49, Hertford Street, Mayfair.

ACCUMULATORS
Does your present battery leak ?

Does It ever run down unexpectedly ?

Does It play you tricks and leave you
stranded miles from anywhere ?

If so, send it along to us and we
will either make a thorough repair, or

take it In part exchange lor a
new E.P.B.

E.P.R. 10-amp.19C. 4 volt.

Price 10/6.
Size 2f A 2 X 6in. (over Terminals).

Unspillable type 2/- extra.

E.P.R. No. :50c. 4-volt. 20-amp.

Price 14/ 6.

Size 4 X 2i X 6in. (over terminals).

Unspillable type 3/- extra.

Ow Batteries are especially suitable lor Motor

CyelM. Special Splash Proof Vents and Non-

CorresiTe Terminals are always Qtted. The

eases are exeeptionally strong and well made,

allowing loi rough roads and jolting.

Special nnsidllable batteries made, all sizes

stocked.

REPAIRS.—We make a speciality of treating

old and damaged cells. All repairs guaranteed.

Sehd for new list.

Bichford and Co.,
ACCnMULATOR SPECIALISTS,

153, FLEET STREET, E.C.

ACCUMULATORS.
CELLULOID Accumulator Eepair Outfit

useful for all celluloid repairs; fa
directions; post free Is.—Below.

/CHARGING Plant always running.—Belov

AGCUMULATOES, London made throupl
out, and fully guaranteed ; the be;

value at the lowest price; in the followin
sizes: 6 amp., 4iin. by IJin. by 5in.. pric
6s. 6d. ; 10 amp., 2i by 2Jin. by 5in., 8
6d.; 15 amp., 4in. by 2in. by 5iD., 10s.; ;

amp., 4in. by 2in. by SJin., lis. 6d.; 40 amp
4in. by 4in. by 5Jin., IBs. 6d.—Osborne Work
Forest Hill, , Lonidon, S.E.

CONTACTS.
COPT of Letter from Mr. 0. R. Collier.-

" Jebron. Dear Sir.—You will be ii

Lerested to learn that your ' Jebron co;
tacts were fitted to the 7 h.p. ' Matchless
motor cycle on which I recently broke tl

world's hour record, covering 70 miles 1

yards. The wonderful regularity of tl
running of my engine was, I conside
largely due to the excellence of your coi
tacts, which are not to be compared in r

liability with platinum. I did net expei
ence a solitary misfire, although for son
time my machine touched 73 miles an hnu
Wishing you every success with a splend
article, which I have tried with equal su
cess on magnetos, yours faithfully, C ]

Collier."

JEBRON Contacts were used by Mr. C. :

Collier on his Matchless' motor eye
when making the 1 hour world's record ;

Brooklands, October 8th, 70 miles 105 yarc
Jebron for high speeds, cures misfiring.

JEBRON Contacts, registered 291-289, vast
superior to platinum ; cures misfirini

is reliability and efBciency.

JEBRON, best contact obtainable f

blades, screws, cranks, rockers, plu
gers, magnetos, coils.

JEBRON, prices 2s. 6di. each rivet fitte<

special trimmers lor polishing Jebra
9d. : remittance with order ensures prom
attention; write for particulars and tes
monials; too numerous to publish.

JEBRON, Magneto Screws, complete f

Bosch magneto, DA2 and DAV, will

contact breakers 5a, 5b, 5c ; 5s. 6d. pair; o

screws refitted with Jebron, 2s. 6d. eac
equal to new.

JEBRON. the King of Contacts, fitted p
return post; no delay; post free hoi

or abroad; liberal trade terms.

JEBRON.—From the Inventor, J. Edwar
Brown, 38, Herbert Road, Plumstea

Ke.nt.

IRIDIUM Champion Contacts. — Any pa]

fitted, returned same day. Is. 3d. eac

warranted pure; special iridium trimme
9d • no filing required; magneto sere

refitted. Is. 3d. each.—Williams. 16, Wellir
ton Street, Woolwich.

I

ENGINES.
23 h.p. Genuine De Dion Engine, neai

•i new, only wants contact; 90s.—A.

Beehive, Meeting House Lane, Peckham.

ENGINES, Engines, Engines, bought, so
or exchanged ; new 44 h.p. twin, £6 lOi

new 34 h.p. M.O.V.. £6 10s.; approval.—Mot
Accessories, Broad Street, Coventry.

ENGINES, Engines, Engines.—Large sto

of clearance lines in new and secoi
band eriaines from 1 h.p.: send for partic
lars.—Motor Accessories, Broad Street. 0'

entry.

6-7 h.p. Twin Jap Engine, complete, a
fitted in No. 7 Chater-Lea frame, i

13s. ; 3i h.p. Fafnir engine, with carburett
etc., £4 19s. ; all quite new.—6, Killearn P;

ade, Catford

4-5 h.p. Simms Engine, M.O.V.. water-cool
quite new, £7 10s.: 3J h.p. Stands

engine, £4 10s.; 2| h.p. Quadrant, £3 3s.;

h.p. Antoine, with damaged cylinder, 15

2i h.p. Quadrant engine sets, 25s. set to cle

—Below.

31 h.p. Quadrant Engine Sets, comprisi
2 cylinder, piston, connecting r

crank cases, flywheels, three bushes, et

£2 193. each.—Farrar, Square Road, Halif

BOOTH.—New 6 h.p. twin Antoine, £8 15

3 h.p. Simms, magneto, M.O.V., £5 10

water-cooled 5 h.p. Antoine, M.O.V., new,
5s.; 5 h.p. Aster, w.c. £7 10s. — Boot
Motorics, Wade Street, Halifax.

In answering any of these advertisements it i« aesirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle."
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Show Features.

THE show which was opened on Friday last at the

Agricultural Hall, Islington, N., by Sir Albert

Rollit is the 5th exhibition which has been held

by the Stanley Committee since the first number
of The Motor Cycle, was published. This

year's display of motor cycles and accessories is quite

as large as before, and the number of exhibitors is

increased by the addition of several large and reputable

firms, whose machines when they get into the hands
3f the public will tend to still further increase the popu-
larity of the pastime. The motor bicycle, although

far removed from finality in design, is settling down
to a standard model—^at least so far as the older makers
are concerned There are a few radical departures

which can only prove their true worth by actual public

performances, and time alone will show their value.

As already forecasted, handle-bar control and mag-
neto ignition are universal, as also are spring forks.

The frames are slightly lower, and there is a slight

tendency to build the frame with a specially low top

tube and carry the socket tube higher, supporting it

by lugs built into the fore part of the diamond. Very
'ew machines are shown without stands and luggage

carriers, the former in nearly all cases allowing the

rear wheel to be detached without interfering with the

stand attachments.

On machines of 3 h.p. and over there is a greater

endency to dispense with pedals and fit in their place

J. neat pair of footboards. The change speed gear is

ilso steadily gaining ground, the live axle rear hub
ype most certainly predominating. Although other

systems hold their ground, they have not advanced at

he same rate.

^MiM^ i^.-iy

The twin-cylinder lightweight is increasing in popu-
larity, and several new examples are on exhibition,

the method of transmission having been greatly

improved. There are three types to choose from—twin
V, horizontal opposed, and vertical. The single-cylin-

der lightweight remains practically unaltered. For
passenger work the powerful twin-cylindered machine
with two-speed gear is shown attached in most cases

to a sidecar, although there are examples of the air-

cooled forecar built as a non-convertible machine on
the lines advocated in these pages. The two examples
of fotir-wheeled runabouts built on motor cycle lines,

viz., with air-cooled engines and combined belt and
chain transmission, should not be missed by motor
cyclists. They are in the Gilbey Hall to the right of

the main entrance to the hall, and, like the galleries,

may easily be overlooked by those who only have a

limited time in which to inspect the exhibition. It is

in the galleries that many of the interesting accessory

exhibits will be found. A great deal of ingenuity is

yearly devoted to the improvement of such articles as

touring bags, saddles, ignition devices, belt fasteners,

lamps, adjustable pulleys, etc. All the principal

improvements in this direction will be found in our

description of the exhibits. The number and variety

of these accessories, however, make it impossible to

include opinions concerning their merits in this article,

which deals with main tendencies alone. One of the

growing tendencies is the adoption of strong and effi-

cient speed indicators for motor cycles. These
instruments require to be well and carefully con-

structed ; motor cyclists must tiierefore expect to pay

a reasonable ,price for them, as a cheaply made article

seldom indicates accurately. The exhibition, which

closes on Saturday next at 10 p.m., should be visited

by all motor cyclists who can conveniently attend.
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A Smart Accessory.

1908 has produced several of those rare phenomena
accessories which are all but indispensable to every

motor cyclist. Among them the combined inner

tube and spare belt carriers take a high rank, but in

the very first place I think should rank the Lumsden
sparking plug tester, described and illustrated on

page 858. For some years I have used a bolted on

bracket to grip the plug and provide an " earth
'

' for

the high-tension current during all sparking plug tests,

but the Lumsden is a great improvement on my
rough idea.

Domed Pistons.

An Ulverston correspondent kindly reminds me that

the Brown motor bicycle engine was turned out for

at least twelve months with a convexly domed piston.

He further states that, in his opinion, this design of

piston throws a lot of work on the top piston ring by

directing the force of the explosion towards the

cylinder walls, and thence down upon the rings. One
would certainly imagine that of the two types of domed
piston the concave pattern would be the most efficient,

provided always it did not serve as a collecting bowl

for accumulations of carbonised deposits ; but I doubt

whether the convex pattern can put more of a burden

on the top ring than it already has to bear.

The Future of Variable Gears.
Without doubt the development of variable gears

has been greatly hindered by the production of sound
adjustable pulleys, as riders who had previously been

clamouring for a variable gear of the saddle-operated,

several-fixed-ratio type have found their main needs

more or less satisfied by adjustable pulleys. On the

other hand, the almost universal adoption of these

makeshift substitutes for a proper two or three-speed

gear has taught riders the advantages of a multi-speed

gear, and thus they have been educated up to the appre-

ciation of variable gears, and will be more ready to

adopt them when improved patterns finally enter the

market. At the Stanley Show (now open) there are

several new and interesting exhibits in this line,

and I am strongly of opinion that within five years

from date the standard high-grade motor bicycle will

possess a change speed gear and free engine. I

shall, further, not be surprised if this development
also brings in its train an entirely enclosed and
weather-proof transmission, including a spring drive.

Great advances have been made in belt design and
construction during the last five years, but no one
can claim that it is perfect, or indeed ever will be,

since it cannot be made weather-proof. Owing to its

cheapness, light weight, and facility of repair, it must
always survive on cheaper mounts, but I for one believe

it will eventually be superseded on the higher grade
machines.

Handle=bar Control.

I think I have now tried every brand of handle-bar
control on the market, and I ^cannot help feeling that
no patentee has yet quite hit upon the natural finger

action. All of them will do very well on the supposi-

tion that one is going to wholly or partially relax the
grip of one hand while setting the levers. But no rider

can retain a good grip and at the same time wave his

forefinger horizontally, as most patterns of H.B. con-

trol demand, nor yet work two stumpy levers, working
out radially from either side of the bar. For reil

comfort and convenience, and also for real safety at

speed, the levers ought to be of the pull-up type, set

like a brake lever beneath one of the grips ; they could

easily be pushed down, as well as pulled up, by the tip

of the finger, without relaxing the grip, and I rather

fancy a control oF this type will eventually come to the

front. At low speeds it matters little what type of

control be employed, but at high speeds, such as most
machines of to day CAn attain, the grip must be per-

manently good, if a machine is allowed to swing ever

so slightly at high speed a novice is not likely to regain

control before the machine has wobbled over.

Two=speeded Lightweights.

I have received several enquiries for a two-speed

,

gear suited to 80 lbs. motor bicycles. These enquiries

have come from riders of poor physique resident in

exceptionally hilly districts. I have been compelled
to reply that I know of no suitable gear, all standard
gears being disqualified either by their own weight
or by the lightness of the frame and fittings of the

cycle in question. Here is a gap that might easily

be filled. A very light hub gear indeed would be

strong enough to withstand the gentle impulses of a
^

2 h.p. twin-cylinder engine, e.g., the Moto-Reve.
Such a gear would be a desirable fitment on all the

members of the 80 lb. class, as it would increase the

hill-climbing capacity and reduce the frequency of

belt troubles. All fixed gear machines are geared
lower than is necessary for four-fifths of their running,

because exceptional hills are kept in view. This
low gear ratio is essential in the absence of a variable

gear, but on most lightweights the miniature engine
pulley thus rendered necessary produces frequent and
exasperating belt troubles. ' Could not a hub gear

be devised which would not add more than a few
pounds to the weight of the machine, and which would
in addition reduce belt troubles by rendering a bigger

front pulley possible, and simultaneously double the

hill-climbing capacity? I have used a light gear

made by the Hub Two-speed Gear Co., which weighed
very little, and stood up all right on a 3 h.p. 130 lbs.

single-cylinder roadster, but I do not know if it is

still on the market. [It is not now sold for motor

cycles.

—

Ed.]
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An All=British Magneto.
f'WTE have received for inspection a new motor

\a/ cycle magneto of the high-tension type, the
' product of the Premier Accumulator Co.,

Ltd., Northampton. Although only recently

ilaced on the market, we understand that the magneto
las undergone severe tests during the last twelve

months, and is be-

ing tested with a

view to adoption by
several well-known
m a n u f a c t u r ers.

There are several

original points about
this magneto, such

as the case for

enclosing the arma-
ture, the brass case

and the iron pole

pieces being cast to-

gether. The make
and break of the

contact breaker is

novel, and can be

removed from the

lachine in a few seconds and examined while lying

1 the palm of the hand. Adjustment is provided

x the usual fixed platinum point, as shown in the

.ne drawing of the contact breaker, so that wear can

asily be taken up. Another good point is that

le end of the bell crank rubbing on the cam has a

Showing the brnss bed plate A, and iron

pole pieces B, which are all made in one

solid piece in the casting process.

The PremierTAU-BritishrMotor Cycle Magneto, showing contact breaker

and armature removed.

ise-hardened steel ball threequarter-sunk into it,

id is operated by a steel cam, thus ensuring lorig

e for these particular parts, which are so vital in

e running of the engine. The armature is totally

iclosed, and is claimed to be damp-proof.

The construction of the magneto is most simple_ and

cessible, and, if necessary, it can be taken to pieces

a few minutes. First of all the vibration-proof

)ntact breaker cover is removed, and inside the

•ver the contact breaking mechanism is held by a

uple of nuts. After unscrewing the high-tension

rbon brush the entire armature can be withdrawn,

mplete with its Hoffmann ball bearings, slip ring,

d circular condenser ; this is attained by making the

aring cases a good fit in two circular recesses in the

The contact breaker fastened

inside the end cover, showing plati-

num contacts, flat spring, and rolling

ball actuating the contact making
arm.

main casting. It will thus be seen that the magneto
consists essentially of three separate units, viz., (i)

the magnets, with which is the armature casing,

(2) the armature, complete with bearings, slip ring,

and circular condenser, and (3) the contact breaker,
complete with cover.

These parts are shown
detached in the. half-

tone illustration. A
spark gap is provided

by the method of con-

struction. The brass

insert in the high-ten-

sion collector ring is

only 3^in. distant from
the brass armature case

for the whole of its

circumference, so that

if a high-tension plug

wire becomes accident-

ally detached the

current will here find an

easy path to earth.

For V-type engines

the armature box is

constructed as a single casting in exactly the same way,
but with shaped and staggered pole pieces.

The magneto gives a spai'k at very slow speeds,

ensuring easy starting.

It is exhibited on Stand No. 19 at the Stanley Show.

ANOTHER ADJUSTABLE PULLEY.

THE adjustable pulley shown in the annexed illus-

tration is one sent to us by Mr. G. R. Lee, 18,

Somerset Road, Edmonton, N. It is very

simply constructed, consisting merely of the

fixed and the loose flange, the latter being screwed on

to the boss of the fixed flange. The
loose flange is screwed on, and to

lock it in any desired position there

are semi-circular grooves machined
in the boss which coincide with

similar grooves cut in the loose

flange. When two of the semi-cir-

cular grooves are in register a

pin is inserted which is screwed
into the back of the fixed

flange, so holding the loose one

from turning. The advantages

claimed for it are extreme sim-

plicity, a fine adjustment, and no

loose parts to rattle. It is said to be unnecessary to

remove the belt when making the required adjustment.

In the illustration the screw head is shown partly

protruding. When the pulley is in use it is flush with

the outer edge of the boss. The second hole for the

screw is to allow for a finer adjustment, viz., one-

third turn of the loose flange. We are assured that the

article has been well tested in actual service on the

road.

THE NEXT ISSUE wUl be the third and last of

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" SHOW SPECIALS
and will inclvde special articles on the exhibit*
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A selection of questions of general interest received from our readers and our replies thereto. When particuleir

makes of machines, accessories, or tyres are mentioned, numbers must be used, the writer to keep a key for

reference. All queries should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E. C, and whether

intended for publication or not must be accompanied with a stamped addressed envelope for repi

A Damaged Accumulator.

I have just had an accumu-
lator recharged, and now it is

returned with the positive

plates crumbled and the cellu-

loid case buckled. Would this

be done by charging too fast or only

by a fall?—J.A. G.
The, trouble is probably due to the accu-

mulator having been charged too

rapidly. There is nothing to be done
except to send it back to the makers to

be repaired.

An All-weather Machine.

I am going to buy a 3^ h.p.

P. and M. motor bicycle. As
I wish sometimes to take a

passenger I prefer to have three

wheels at night and in grease.

Would you advise a forec'ar attach-

ment or a side-carriage? Oftenest

used without passenger. Roads
narrow, hiUy, rough, and stony.

Combined weight of self and passen-

ger twenty-five stones. Will the

machine be strong enough for this

work?—Dr. N., South Wales.

A forecar attachment would be satisfac-

tory, and it would be better if sprung

in front, and the passenger's seat made
easily detachable. The machine should

be quite strong enough for your work if

not driven too fasb over rough roads.

Knocking in Engine when PieWng Up Speed.

I have just fitted new piston

rings and new connecting rod

to my 3^ h.p. magneto Rex.

Previous to this I had never

had any reason to complain

about knocking in the engine, but

now when starting with the spark

fully advanced there is serious knock-

ing until the machine picks up speed,

and on the least hill this same thing

occurs. I may say, however, that

the pounding is very much more
noticeable when running against the

wind, but so long as I can keep up a

speed of fifteen to twenty miles per

hour everything is Al. I have pre-

viously always run with the spark
fully advanced, and I scarcely ever

move the lever. Could you help me
m the matter?—H.C., Wilts.

It is just possible that the connecting

rod may be slightly longer than pre-

viously, thus reducing the compression
spa«e, or the new piston rings are too

tight a fit. The engine may also have
been timed differently, and requires the

spark lever slightly retarded until the
engine has picked up speed. You could

try reducing the compression by insert-

ing a washer between the bottom of the
cylinder ajid the top of the crankcase
if you find the knocking is not due to

the timing or the new rmgs.

Speedometers.

Do you think a Bullard
speedometer can be fixed to a
3^ h.p. 1908 Triumph motor
cycle? I have had a Goodlad,
but it would not work on

account of the spring forks.—C.W.S.,
Manchester.

We understand that the Bullard speed-

ometer will fit your machine. You could
make the Groodlad work on your
machine all right by fitting a longer

flexible shaft and driving by the rear

tyre.

A Reader's Experience and Warning.

I should be glad of your
advice (or that of your readers)
in regard to a claim for personal
damages I have had to pay
through my running a man

down. Three weeks after the acci-

dent I got a letter from him demand-
ing £10 damages, as he had not
beon able to work since, and liis wage
was £2 per week, and he had eleven
children to support. My solicitor

advised me to pay, which I did. I

now find the man had only been off

work two or three days, and five or

six of his children are working. Can
I bring any action against him for

making a false claim, or would you
let matters stand as they are? In any
case, I think you should warn motor
cyclists not to part with their money
without fully investigating any claim
that may be brought against them.—
Victim.

We fear that as you have paid the cla

you can do nothing. This is, of couri

an entirely legal question, and
which you should ask of_ a solicit*

However, we are practically certa

that you had better leave the mati
now as it is. Thanks for the wamii

Explosions in the Sileneer.

I recently bought a 3^ h,

"^1 Minerva bicycle, and it is

> good trim with one exceptic
-^ that is, explosions in t

silencer, when I cut out
lift the exhaust lifter, more espe
ally if going at slow speed, and ve

bad if magneto is fully retard*

There is a sharp pistol-like era

when exhaust is dropped again, a
also when switch is put on. In t

dark the explosion shows like a ya
of flame coming out of silencer, ai

the noise is '='nough to frighten a:

horse. Please tell me what is wro:

and how to remedy the matter?
C.C.

Explosions in the silencer are cans
by charges of unexploded gas whi
have collected therein, while the exhai
has been raised or spark cut out bei

fired by the first flame which enters t

silencer from the exhaust. The way
prevent them is to have the throti

practically closed when using cut-o

or valve lifter. It is unusual to dri

a magneto ignited machine with igi

tion lever fully retarded ; try to dri

rao^'i OTi the throttle.

Enthusiastic Vindec Special riders in Tasmania. From left to right—A. Bosworth, Rev. H. B. AtldnsoDi
Cecil M. Dyer, and S. Spurling, jun. Some of Mr. Dyer's interesting adventures while motor cycling it

Tasmania were related on page 846 of The Motor Cycle for October 28th, 1908.
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MOtOR-

^1 The following illustrated description of the motor cycles and accessories at the Agricultural Hall

Show has been written by The Motor Cycle staff after a careful examination of the exhibits. The

J

^ 1 ^report is arranged alphabetically, and stand numbers are given, so that with the aid of the plans in

£^ our last week's issue, readers will have no difficulty in finding the whole of the exhibits of interest

to^motor cyclists. The exhibition closes on Saturday next, 28th inst., at 10 p.m.

Alldays, No. 131.
The AH days is one of the entirely new model motor

bicycles at the show, and is a medium weight machine of 2^
h.p. The engine is carried low down in the frame, and is

fitted with an automatic inlet valve. The- cylinder has two
long holding down bolts extending to the top of the combus-
tion head. A handle-bar co-ntrolled Amac carburetter is fitted

and a Bosch lightweight magneto. The petrol tank is a

Alldays & Onions new pattern medium weight motor bicycle.

round one. Although no spring forks are fitted, the handle-
bars are pivoted at the top, and their movement is controlled

by a coil spring. The machine has a front rim brake and a
back pedalling belt rim brake. The rear mudguard is made
detachable for ease in tyre repairs. A Eideasy saddle,
tubular carrier and stand, and pedalling gear complete the
equipment.

Ariel, No. 232 Gallery.
The 2^ k.p. Ariel lightweight motor bicycle has been

improved in several respects. It is now fitted with the latest

pattern Brown and Barlow handle-bar controlled carburetter

and a specially large sized toolbag behind the petrol tank.

.This space was previously occupied by accumulators and
cod, but now that magneto ignition has been adopted the
special tool case fits snugly. The Ariel lightweight is a
fast machine for its power, and a splendid little hill-climber.

Arno. No. 301 Gilbey Hall.
This company exhibit for the first time at any show the

Arno single-cylinder motor bicycle. The frame is built
specially low, with long straight chain stays extending direct
from crank chamber to rear forks, with the exception of
the one crank for the belt rim The bracket for pedaJ axle is

detachable to enable riders who prefer a pedalless machine
to remove the pedal gear entirely and leave no trace of it

having been fitted. The ball socket is a particularly strong
piece of work, and, although the frame is very low, the length
of the steering socket is not reduced in any way. Spring forks
are provided, and the forks are also stayed with girder
tubes. The engine (which is made throughout at the Arno

Motor Co.'s Coventry works) has a bore of 90 mm. and a
stroke of 85 mm., with Hoffmann ball bearings to the crank
shaft. The silencer consists of a separate casting, which fits

over the exhaust tube, the latter being diilled with a number
of fine holes, the final exhaust release taking place underneath
the outer casting, and somewhat to the left-hand side. The
ignition is by a Bosch chain-driven magneto machine, the
magneto being fitted behind the engine on a bedplate cast

with the rear half of the cradle. The carburetter is an
Amac with handle-bar control. Neat metal footrests are

fitted, with the name Arno embossed upon them, the raised

lettering giving a good grip to the sole of the boot. Mr.
Hammon, who is responsible for the design and production
of this machine, was also the maker of the Clarendon motor
bicycles, a number of which are still running and giving
every satisfaction to their owners.

"Bat, No. 97.

No less than seven distinct models of the well-known Bat
motor bicycles are to be seen here. Beginning with the
smallest, the 2^ h.p. lightweight is a machine worthy of special

attention. It embodies the well-known Bat specialities, such

as their spring frame and spring forks, and is fitted with the

new lightweight J. A. P. engine, having a bore and stroke of

70 by 76. The ignition is by Bosch magneto, type DAI, gear

driven, all the gear wheels being enclosed in a case forming
part of the timing gear cover. The carburetter is the weU-
known Amac with handle-bar control. Another interesting

type of machine which should be very popular duiirg the

The Bat Four-wheeler, propelled by a 9 h.p. twin-cylinder engine through
gga change-speed gear. Both back wheels are diSerentially driven.
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Motor Cycles at the Stanley Show.—

coming year is the 3-^-4 h.p., 85 by 85, with the new J.A.P.

engine with side by side valves. The ignition is by Bosch

magneto carried in a comi^artment of the tank, and driven by

means of a vertical shaft and bevel gearing. The usual Bat

spring frame and forks are fitted. The 6-7 h.p. twin with

automatic inlet valves has been previously described in these

pages, and remains unaltered for 1909. A ligliter type of the

above machine is also shown, in which the springing arrange-

ment has been slightly modified, enabling the frame to be

4 h.p. 1909 Bat, fitted with a new Jap engine with valves at the side

made of less weight. To this particular machine the J.A.P.
carburetter is fitted. Another new type is the 7-8 h.p. fitted

with mechanically operated valves, having a bore and stroke

of 85 by 85. This has the usual type of magneto and drive,

and a J.A.P. carburetter is fitted. With mechanically
operated valves the machine should be especially useful for

those who require a powerful touring machine or one which
is eminently suitable for sidecar work. The 7-9 h.p. type is

practically unaltered. Reference was made in our last

issue to the Carcycle. This is to be seen on the

stand, and is well worthy of close examination. It is well' to

mention here that it is fitted with both accumulator and
magneto ignition. The whole presents a very handsome
appearance, and it has the advantage which so few passenger

machines have, of being really adjustable, for in a very few
minutes the machine may be removed from the attachment
and the cycle made of use as a single geared solo machine.

All the Bat machines are fitted vdth

automatic lubrication, spring frames and
forks, and handle-bar control.

•Bradbury, No. 78.

A machine with a glorious past has

been revived for 1909, and after a lapse

is again to be seen at the Stanley Show.
This is our old friend, the Bradbury,
which behaved so conspicuously in the
early A.C.U. and M.C.C. Trials. The
engine, which has a bore and stroke of

87 by 87, is called 3^ h.p., and is pro-

vided with mechanically operated valves,

while the main shaft runs on ball bear-
ings. It is fitted with a magneto driven
by a chain enclosed in an aluminium
case. Both pedals and footrests are
provided, and on the latter is a control
pedal, which works the brake acting on
the belt rim. The frame is low, and
girder spring forks are fitted. A separate
luggage carrier is supplied, while a stand
is attached to a lug on the back forks.

The machine is well fitted out, and the
tank is provided with a petrol gauge
and an enclosed pump.

"Bransom No. 107,
Messrs. Bransom and Co. are showing a double-seated trailer

provided with brakes controlled from the cycle. A descrip-

tion of this was published on page 900 last week.

BroWn, No. 265 Gallery.

Brown motor cycles have been improved in several details

for 1909, some of the improvements being as follows

:

Handle-bar controlled carburetter, spring forks, new pattern

of exhaust valve lifter, improved method of building up the

rear stays, and various other smaller details. We tried a 3^

h.p. Brown machine during the summer
and were quite pleased with ite

behaviour in our hands, for it never

once gave any trouble during the several

hundred miles we rode it. Brown motor
cycles have no flimsy parts in their

construction, and can be classed among
the most serviceable machines on the

market. They are built of strong parts

to stand rough usage, and those on

exhibition are splendidly finished, and
fitted up complete with stand attached

to the chain stays, and footrests. Either

accumulator or magneto ignition can hi

supplied, but when the latter is fitted,

the Bosch magneto is driven by a train

of gears, enclosed in a neat case. Tht
models shown include Z-^ h.p. single-

cylinder machines, 5^ h.p. twin-cylindei

machines with mechanically-operated in-

let valves, also a S^ h.p. machine with
two-speed gear and free engine on tlw

main shaft, and chain drive. This latter

machine has a Mills and Fulford Castor
wheel sidecar, and the two make a verj
imposing combination. All 1909 Browr
motor bicycles will have adjustabk

engine pulleys, the several advantages of which are wel
known to our readers.

Chater Lea. No. 228 Gallery.
A nimiber of alterations have been made to the Chater-Le*

Carette. The 6 h.p. air-cooled engine is retained, but a three-

speed gear of the Panhard sliding type is now fitted trans-

versely in the frame, the main shaft being extended tlw

whole width of the chassis, terminating in a sprocket, which
drives on to the near side rear wheel. Only one wheel is

driven, and thus the necessity for a differential gear is done
away with. Fitted with a magneto, the number of working
parts seem to be very few indeed, and there is a noticeabk
absence of wiring, levers, arid loose parts. The engine^^^j
the side is in a most accessible position ; ia fact, in making
an adjustment one could almost imagine that the engine was
on a bench. More fake has been put on the steering wheel,

Specimen ol 3J h.p. Brown Magneto Model, with spring furks and handle-bar controlled carburetter.
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and the comfort of the passengers' seata increased. The two-
speed twin-cylinder chain-driven bicycl*, built especially for
sidecar work, was illustrated in our last issue. It i« just the
machine for serious touring Asdth a sidecar attachment. A
new lightweight is also shown on this stand fitted with a
2$ h.p. J.A.P. engine. The design of this machine is on
quite up-to-date lines, but it was exhibited in an incomplete
state. Rubber-covered footrests can now be obtained from
Ghater-Lea, Ltd., together with a foot brake attachment all

complete.

Douglas, No. 65.
Several improvements are embodied in these well-known

lightweight machines for 1909. The engine is now carried
lower down on an additional horizontal tube in the frame.
A separate luggage carrier is fitted, and a stand attached to

lugs on the back
forks, which allows
the back wheel to

be removed without
difficulty. The
machine has also

been considerably
lightened, and a
model is shown sus-

pended from. a
spring balance,
which registers 106
lbs. Adjustable
foot-rests are pro-

vided, and in one
end of these is

carried a plated
brass tube, which
can be used as a

front wheel stand,
since it fits into the
vertical tube which
forms a part of the

diagonal tube of the frame. The carburetter can be removed by
merely undoing two nuts, and its interior mechanism has been
somewhat altered. A choke tube is provided, which acts as a
throttle—that is to say, the outer portion of the choke tube
acts as a sleeve throttle, while the fact of altering its position

causes the mixture to be enriched, as the quantity of air

is shut off. Druid spring forks are fitted in all cases, and
these are strengthened by means of a girder. It is interesting

to note that this is one of the few machines with horizontal

cylinders which are provided with vertical valves. This

K-at-j^tj ^_ ^..„*J^ __J4^^(uir«i *i^'^a^gS:ia,£Sj»&ii^3^™i^

Pistons, connecting rods, timing gear

wheels, and gear driven magneto ol tlie

2| h.p. Douglas, which has a ^horizontal

engine with ouoosed cylinders.

I The improved 2$ h.p. Douglas Lightweight.

new model was successfully used in the Quarterly Trials last

October. The throttle and air levers are controlled from the

handle-bar. The pump is now fitted inside the tank, and it is

provided with a non-return valve, so that the oil cannot be
inadvertently pushed back into the tank, and the tap
must be opened to admit the oil into the engine. The back
brake is operated by means of a pedal situated on the footrest

controlling a shoe acting on the belt rim. These machines
are all fitted vdth 2| h.p. engines with horizontal cylinders

opposed, with a bore and sftroke of 60 by 60, developing a
horse-power of 2|. With each machine a well-equipped tool

roll is supplied.

Elgin. No. 313 Gilbey Halt.
The Elgin motor bicycle is a If h.p. lightweight model,

weighing unladen about 60 lbs. It is made in two patterns,
for ladies and gentlemen, the first model being battery
ignited and the other provided with a Ruthardt magneto
machine, chain driven. The engine is of the two-stroke
variety, with a bore of 45 man. and a stroke of 90 mm.
The gas is indiiced through an automatic inlet valve at the
base of the cylinder, compressed in the crank chamiber, and
driven up to the combustion head from ports in the cylin-
der walls.

_
A baffle plate on the top of the piston defects

the incoming gas, and prevents it mixing with th.e ex'^aust
gases. The oranJkshaft has ball bearings. The transmission
is by an ordinary fin. leather Y belt without jookey pulley.
There is a petrol tank capacity of 100 miles. The oil com-
partment communicTtes by means of a pipe and tap with
the cylinder, the feed being regulated by the rider, who
has under his control a small tap under the tank. In the
case of the battery ignited machine the speed is controlled
by means of a combined compression release valve and
advance spark to contact breaker. The magneto ignited
machine 'has the compression release valve only. Two
brakes are fitted—a rim brake on the front wheel, and a
back-pedalling coaster rim brake on the rear wlieel. A
complete engine set is also sold for fitting to roadster pedal
bicycles.

F.N., No. 130.
The piice de resistance on the F.N. stand is obviously the

new pattern 2^ h.p. F.N. motor bicycle, with two-speed gear
and bevel gear transmission. This machine is quite a little

gem of lightweight construction, possessing practically every-

'^Showlng"^thej;Whole of the working parts of the new F.N, two-speed bevel

driven lightweight.

thing that motor cyclists have asked for for some time past.

Using the curved stamped cradle, which is a feature of the

F.N. model, a 2^ h.p. engine is placed transversely in the

frame. This engine has an outside flywheel, and a small gear

box is situated immediately behind it. In the box are a set

of pinions which provide for two speeds. To change gear, one

lever is used to withdraw the clutch and change the gear,

and the gear cannot be changed without the clutch being

first withdrawn. A special feature of the machine is that

the whole of the transmission and clutch mechanism has been

designed on motor car lines ; that is to say, there is a universal

joint at each end of the propeller-shaft and also between the

clutch and the gear box. The cone clutch is withdrawn by
being pushed inwards. When the clutch is engaged the two
faces are quite flush, and no dirt or dust can get in to

damage the clutch leather. The other F.N. models—the
1| h.p. lightweight belt-driven and the four-cylinder gear-

driven—are, of course, well represented. The change speed

gear for passenger work fitted to the four-cylinder P.N.

should be examined. This gear is operated by means of dog

clutches, and we hope to illustrate it very shortly. The box

containing the gear is fitted between the bevel and the spur

gear transmission, and is bolted around the propeller-shaft

casing.
"

Humber, No. 98.
A firm which we are very glad to see has taken up again

the manufacture of motor bicycles is Messrs. Humber, Ltd.

In their new model they have produced a machine which

is well worthy of the reputation Messrs. Humber enjoyed a

few years ago with their older (machines. In the new

design the machine has been thoroughly modernised and
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to be seen on this stand the usual outside mudguard stays

have been removed, thus rendering the tyre of the sidecar

wheel far more accessible.

MotO'ReVe. No. 108.
No startling improvements are to be found in this splendid

little lightweight, fitted with a 2 h.p. V engine, 50 by 70.

All the improvements and alterations are in small but some-
what important details, e.g., the wheels are built somewhat
stronger, and substantial 2in. Continental tyres are fitted. A
couple of taps with small pipes leading from the tank to

the compression taps are provided, so that petrol can be

easily injected when the engine is difficult to start. The
design of the spring forks is distinctly good, the forks being

light, while at the same time they are strengthened by the

aid of a girder. An extra release valve has been added to

the crank chamber to prevent the oil from being splashed

out. Another small but important point is the fitting of a
toolbag, which comprises a neat roll, so that the tools can be
inserted and the whole neatly rolled up. A new belt rim
brake, operated by a pedal on the footrests, deserves special

attention, since it is a fitment which is extremely neatly

carried out. Another innovation consists of an alternative

model, which allows the engine to be carried very low dowm
indeed, rendering it most accessible, so that the cylinders

can be removed without detaching the engine from the frame.

Motosacoche, No. 67.
The Motosacoche was one of the first light-weight machines

to be introduced in this country. The chief alteration in the

1909 model is a loop frame which brings the engine 2in. lower
than formerly. The frame is also strengthened by a diagonal

stay close up against the steering pillar. Most models are
now fitted with the
lightweight Bosch
magneto, which is

driven in a particu-

larly neat and
efficient manner by
means of a worm,
the worm wheel
being formed on
one of the fly-

wheels. In
models two
valve pumps
provided, one
the injection of oil

into the crank
chamber and the
other for sending
a dose of paraffin

into the cylinder so

as to make the
starting easy. The
firm is now in a

better position to
supply the twin-

both
ball

are

for

IW/////

SegmentVf the Norton Piston Ring,
showing grooves lor oil.

ing model seen on this stand is the Motosacoche lady's

machine in which the engine is carried vertically on the
frame. This engine is fitted with mechanically-operated inlet

valves and magneto ignition. The dimensions of the single-

cylinder engine are 52 by 72, and those of the twin are 62
by 70 mm.

Norton. No. 87.
A small, but interesting display of machines is to be found

upon this stand. The models shown are a 5 h.p. twin,
76x80, and a single-cylinder

82x90. The valves have been
considerably enlarged, and the
frame has been improved in

detail. A new form of stand
is fitted as a standard, which
is attached to a lug built into

the chain stays. A special lug

is also built into the frame
for carrying the belt rim brake.
The oil pump is enclosed in

the tank, and is placed
nearer the rider than previously. Norton machines look

suitable for s]ieed and hard work. Tlie frames are low built,

and the wheelbase is long. A novel piston ring is used in

the engine, having two grooves for oil.

N.S.U., Nosr262 and 263 Gallery .

Probably the most comprehensive range of motor cycles in

the whole show is the exhibit of the N.S.U. Co. It would
be a very fastidious motor cvclist who could not find what
he wanted on tlie N.S.U. stand. For instance, the models
range from 1| h.p. lightweight to an 8 h.p. twin-cylinrler

racer, and between these models come the following : The
2^ h.p. twin, 3 h.p. single-cylinder, 4 h.p. single-cylinder,

4 h.p. twin-cvlinder, 6 h.p., and 8 h.p. ; but the complete
range of models is not the only thing, for the N.S.U. Co.
make and fit to any of their touring machine;; a free engine
clutch for the engine-shaft and a two-speed gear and free

engine for the engine-.shaft. If a rider prefers it, he can
have a combined two-speed gear and free engine fitted in

the back hub instead. All the models are splendidly finished,

one of the more powerful machines having a sidecar fitted.

The N.S.U. tricar is a very well thought out machine, and
should appeal to passenger motor cyclists. It has a two-
speed gear and free engine operated hy one lever, the frame is

sprung in front, the engine is cooled by means of a fan, and
almost every recent improvem.ent is embodied in the construc-

tion of the machine. A stripped machine for racing purposes
is shown of each of the models above referred to, and a
section of the new 4 h.p. engine, which shows very clearly

the whole working of the engine. The N.S.U. Co. have
gone so far to study the requirements of motor cyclists that
they are willing to fit automatic or mechanically operated
inlet valves to their twin-cylinder machines, according to the
individual buyer's preference. The N.S.U. anti-skidding
device is shown fitted to one of the twin-cylinder machines,
and we are informed that these bands are most effective in

Motosacoche ParatQn Pump.
A. Inlet from tank.
B. Delivery to cylinder. •

cylinder, which is one of the best
multi-cylinder lightweights on the mar-
ket. The inlet valves are mechanically
operated, and what is an extremely
important point the radiator fins are
horizontal on both cylinders, thus allow-
ing a free draught of air. A paraffin

injecting device is also embodied in
this model. The Bosch magneto on the
bwin is driven by means of a shaft and
bevel gearing ; the whole of the mag-
neto transmission is enclosed in a water-
bight aluminium case. The exhaust
pipes are held on by a single bolt,
md are carried with easy bends to the
silencer, from which there extends a
long pipe which reaches almost to the
back forks, thus rendering the machine
yery silent. On the twin there is a
separate lever for the spark advance,
but on the single the entire control is
from the handle-bar. Another interest-

'^^^^^^i^^rn

A new model N.S.U ot 4 h.p. The machine Illustrated is fltted'with afree engine clutch, and another shown
at the Stanley has a change speed hub gear.
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preventing side-slip. We have been
promised a personal trial of these bands
on one of the 1909 N.S.U. models, and
shall then have something more to say
about them. N.S.U. motor cycles are
supplied complete ready for the road
with spring forks, stand and carrier (the
stand being fitted to the chain stays to
allow of easy withdrawal of the back
wheel), number plates, toolbag with
tools, oilcan, etc. Handle-bar control
has been adopted on the N.S.U. models,
the levers being particularly neat, and
operating by means of wires sliding
pistons in the carburetter. In a word,
to miss the N.S.U. stand would be to
miss one of the features of the whole
show.

=<3HS.
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Oakleigh, No. 106.
On this stand rigid and flexible side-

cars are to be seen. A sidecar fitted
with a spring suspended wheel is also
shown. This wheel has already been
described in our pages. Another inter-
esting attachment is a castor-flex sidecar,
which is a flexible sidecar, allowing the
machine to be ridden as an ordinary
bicycle, which has a castor wheel action, a joint allow-
ing the sidecar wheel to follow the track made by the
motor bicycle to a limited extent. Most of the sidecars are
fitted with well-shaped seats, made in either wicker or cane,
and upholstered in pegamoid. Besides the above, a system
of spring back motor cycle is shown. Another accessory is

a useful pan seat provided with a padded cushion.

Vhanomen, No. 114.
Some interesting machines are to be seen upon this stand.

One of the most attractive is the 6 h.p. twin—74 x 84

—

enamelled entirely grey. There are no bright parts about
the machine at all except the handle-bars. As regards colour
the machine carries with it a stiong reminiscence of a British
ironclad. The result is that this motor bicycle is distinctly
businesslike in appearance. It is fitted with the well known
Nala two-speed gear, which is controlled by one lever. An
enclosed fan is also fitted as well as spring forks. Another
attractive machine is a 4 h.p. single—86 x 84—enamelled
cream. Thib is fitted with the Brown and Barlow handle-
bar controlled carburetter. On all the machines the magneto
is carried horizontally underneath the bottom bracket. In
the pages of The Motor Cycle " Ixion " has made a point of

the lightweight twin-cylinder. A machine which comes- near
his ideal is the 4 h.p. Phanomen—67 x 72—fitted with spring
forks and Nala two-speed gear. On this stand the main
parts of Phanomen machines are displayed upon a table as
well as a complete engine. Enthusiastic motorists ,^'ill do
well to examine the excellent workmanship displayed in these.

k. i

The first 3Jh.p, Premier Motor Bicycle, with Bosch magneto and Brown and Barlow
handle-bar controlled carburetter

The new 2i h.p. Twin-cylinder Lightweight N.S.U. Engine. Its special features are handle-bar controlled

carburetter, M.O.I.V., geared down engine pulley, and gear-driven magneto.

The magneto machine is driven by means of gear wheels, the
transmission being particularly well carried out. The half-

time wheels and cams and the spindles which carry them are

made out of one piece, while the main shaft spindle has the
small timing wheel turned solid with it, and at the further
end is carried the small pinion driving the magneto. This
is held on by a hardened steel pin. A 6 h.p. twin with two-
speed gear is shown attached to a rigid sidecar, while we
understand that a Phanomobile will be shown at a later date.

This machine was described at the beginning of the year in

our pages.

Premier, No. 79.
A new 3^ h.p. Premier motor bicycle makes its debut

before the public on this stand. It is a splendid example of

the best possible workmanship, while the finish is beyond ail

praise. The engine is the famous White and Poppe, fed by
a Brown and Barlow carburetter, controlled from the handle-
bar and the latest type of Bosch magneto driven by an
enclosed chain. In future engines, we understand that ball bear-
ings will be fitted, while the engine is already provided with
adjustable valve tappets. The machine shown is fitted with
Chater Lea spring forks, but we are informed that a new
fork of novel design will be embodied on future models.
Pedals as well as footrests are provided. The engine will

be fitted with a compression tap with the sparking plug
arranged on it so that if the rider desires it the plug may be
carried in the centre of the cylinder, or two plugs may be
used simultaneously. The new Premier is equipped complete

ready for the road, including stand attached to

the chain stays, tubular carrier, and footrests. A
Davison petrol gauge is fitted in the tank, which
latter has a capacity exceeding one gallon. We
understand that the Premier Go. intend to enter
thoroughly into the manufacture of motor cycles,

and that the Premier machine will figure largely

in 1909 competitions.

Pringle, No. 84.
A motor bicycle with a new type of frame is

shown on this stand. The Sinclair patent frame
comprises three main tubes, two of which extend
parallel to one another from the lower end of

the steering head, one on either side, with suit-

able curves to the back forks, to which the rear

wheel is connected. The other main tube extends
from the top of the steering head to the seat-

pillar, all three being brazed together at the
bottom of the loop, and completed with the neces-

sary lugs and stays. The frame is of quite

original design, and can be used by either a

lady or a gentleman. The engine is a 3^ h.p.

Minerva, fired by an Eisemann self-contained

magneto. An Osborne four-speed pulley is fitted,

and a dressguard is provided just behind the

engine, A Brooks motor cycle saddle is fitted.

^m^^^'^ry^
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Quadrant, No. 109.
The new Quadrant, tlie engine of which was described in a

recent issue of 77; e Motor- Cycle, is shown here for the first

time. This engine lias a bore of 84 mm. It will be as well

to recall the fact that the chief points about it are that the
engine, carburetter, magneto, and silencer form one unit,

but the cylinder may be removed without removing
the crank case from the frame, and, moreover, the timing
wheels are easily accessible, and not only can the cylinder

be taken off, but the whole of the engine can be dismantled.

Next year's S^ h.p. Quadrant model. It is controlled , by a single lever

on tlie handle-bar.

leaving only the crank case in position. The carburetter
fitted is automatic, and only one lever serves to control
it, but there is a port on the side of the spray chamber fitted

with an adjustable shutter, so that the degree of air admitted
can be slightly varied according to the temperature. The
frame is low and the wheelbase fairly long, while spring
forks of the Quadi-ant type are fitted. ' These fork.s are
duplex, and provided with longer bearings, being strengthened
by means of a girder. Two brakes are fitted, one acting on the
rear rim and the other on the rear belt pulley. We under-
stand that in future models a back pedalling band brake will
be provided. A special machine presents a very handsome
appearance, and one of the chief points about it is the safe
place in which the magneto is situated, being well out of the
way of mud and wet. The oil pump is enclosed, and is thus
free from damage. One of the machines exhibited is shown
fitted to a rigid sidecar, while a Roc two-speed gear outfit,

complete with back forks, is also to be seen.

Rex, No. 76.
Four distinct types of the well-known Rex motor bicycles

are to be seen on this stand. The 3^ h.p. single and the
5 h.p. twin both fitted with pedalling gca.r, and the 3^ h.p.

single de luxe with two speeds, and a 5 h.p. with two-

speed gear. Ball bearings are fitted to the main engine

shafts in all cases, as well as a domed piston with two rings,

one on the top of the piston and the other at the bottom.

The new spring fork fitted to Rex models is well worthy of

attention. The forks are of the girder type, and the springs

are enclosed in tubes attached to lugs brazed on to the fork/^

themselves. The springs are on both sides of the spindle,

so that the forks are smooth and efficient in action. These
forks allow the front wheel to be easily removed, which \s*

a distinct improvement over last year's model. The mud-
guards are wide and efficient, and the mudguard flap is in-

corporated with the guard itself. On all models the Amac
carburetter with handle-bar control is fitted. Some excel-

lent specimens of the fine work turned out by the Rex Co.

are displayed upon the stand. A dismantled engine is shown
showing the excellent finish of the cylinder and the neat

fitting of the crankshaft ball bearing, as well as the timing
gear arrangements in which both valves are operated by one
cam. The new frame is particularly neat, as the Rex canti-

lever spring saddle-pillar can be fitted to both the tourist

and de luxe models. The frames are finished in black

enamel, and present a very smart well-finished appearance,

while the tanks are enamelled aluminium wnth a deep blue

panel. A separate luggage carrier of ample dimensions is

fitted, also a stand which we have previously described.

The Rex machines present a neat, workmanlike appearance,

and we congratulate the company upon the advance made
in the finish and design of the 1909 models. The tricars re-

ferred to in our forecast issue were not in evidence on the

opening day, but we hope to refer to them next week in our

third and last show number.

Roc, No. 81.
An interesting display of Roc machines is to be seen on

this stand. The chief improvement for 1909 lies in the

new spring forks, of which the movable members are hung
on C-springs working on telescopic tubes attached to a

bracket on the head. Small detail improvements are also

embodied in the two-speed gear. A further means of

adjustment is provided for the top speed clutch, and the

design of the live axle bearings and clutch has also

been improved. Two absolutely independent back brakes

are fitted, situated side by side. These brakes carrv' little

studs at intervals, which engage with a steel drum, giving,

we understand, a very smooth action. The two models

shown are the 4 h.p. single (83 by 90 mm.) and the new
5-6 h.p. twin (75 by 80 mm.). These engines are now
fitted with mechanically operated valves—an improvement
which we are very glad to see. The twin-cylinder is shown
fitted to a Castor wheel sidecar, while a single-cylinder is

exhibited with two-speed gear attached to a Castor wheel

sidecar, cariying a delivery box engraved with the name of

William Whiteley, Ltd. A special point made for next year

is the . Roc conversion set, emlbodying the complete rear

portion of the machine, comprising the two-speed gear, fitted

with the Roc control. These are
now supplied to fit practically every
make of motor bicvcle.

• .'(."Jkl V St,

A 1909 Rex de Luxe Twin-cylinder Bicycle equipped with two-speed gear and free engine.

The new pattern Roc Twin-cylinder Ball-

bearing Engine with mechanically-operated
valves.
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Service Co., Ltd., No. 116.
One of the most interesting and varied exhibits including

all the different makes of motor cycles for which the com-

pany are agents. They comprise the Moto-Reve, L.M.C.,

four-cylinder F.N., 3^ h.p. single cylinder Triumph, 3^ h.p.

Rex, Millford Castor wheel sidecar with a board on axle for

luggage, a N.S.U. with Wysall's patent seat and steering

wheel, and six examples of the Phelon and Moore two-speed

The geared-up handle-starting arrangement on the 3i h.p. 1909
two-speed P. & M.

geared motor bicycle. The latter machine is not represented

elsewhere in the show, therefore we may here devote a few

lines to a description of its latest improvement. This is

in connection with the starting device which is illus-

trated in the annexed line sketch. Previous to this show

the handle was fixed on the engine-shaft, which could not

be revolved rapidly enough to ensure a hot spark from the

magneto. The handle is now attached to a stud carried on

a plate which is riveted to the low speed chain wheel of the

counter-shaft, and forms at the same time a cover plate for

the wedge bar clutch mechanism.

Triumph, No. 122.

A number of superbly-finished Triumph motor cycles are

shown, the two 1908 patterns being retained for next year,

viz., the 3^ h.p. standard Triumph and the 3^ h.p. Tourist

Trophy model. Both models have been improved in various

details, the chief advances being in the enguie. The size of

the engine remains the same as last year, viz., 84 by 86 mm.,

but the compression is slightly higher. The design of the

piston has been considerably altered. It is shown in the

accompanying illustration, and
it will be noticed that it is

V^i..',,^: SJM-SBi
dome shaped, and one ring :s

fitted at the top and one at jl^

•m

the bottom. The whole length of the piston is a good fit in
the cylinder. It is claimed by this construction that there
is a more even thrust on the cylinder, and, consequently,
wear is less likely to take place. The mud flap is now
made more of a protection for the magneto,, and is attached
to the magneto support, entirely away from the front mud-
guard. The neat generator clip on the tank will be
found extremely useful, and will do away with the necessity
of fitting what was in most cases an ugly protuberance on
the front forks. Brooks's hogskin top seats have been
adopted as standard for the touring machines, a larger tool-

bag fitted tx) the carrier, and Clincher rubber studded motor
cycle tyres. Palmer or other makes can be obtained to
special order. The T.T. model is much lighter than the
touring model, and has no pedals. It was illustrated on
page 898 last week. Triumph motor cycles have proved them-
selves absolutely reliable in the hands of all classes of riders,

and when one examines closely the excellent finish and work-
manship, it is not difficult to account for the enormous popu-
larity they enjoy.

Vindec, No. 127.

A finely-finished collection of Vindec motor cycles, which
for 1909 are coloured Vindec grey, lined black and red, with
white panels to the tanks. Brooks's saddles are fitted to all

models, the saddle springs even being coloured to match the
frame and wheels. The (out ensemble of this exhibit makes
a most tasteful and attractively finished stand. All models
are shown—3^ h.p. single-cylinder, 5 h.p. twin-cylinder, and
7-9 h.p. twin-cylinder. The position of the carburetter has
been slightly altered. It is now fitted midway between the
two cylinders. The induction pipe can still be detached, or

the inlet valve domes removed with the greatest facility.

A new adjustment is provided for the handle-bars.

In addition to the vertical adjustment, the handle-bar
is now adjustable radially, so accommodating riders with
various ideas as to the most comfortable position for the
grips. An ingenious little arrangement to prevent the crank
axle revolving is a spring catch which engages between the

teeth of the sprocket wheel. It allows the bracket axle to be
rotated in either direction, yet does not allow the cranks to

revolve even if the free-wheel is slightly clogged. Tubular
luggage-carriers are now fitted to all roadster machines. A
fine example of the Vindec racer, 7-9 h.p., and a 5 h.p. twin
with sidecar enamelled to match the frame of the motor
cycle, complete a most interesting exhibit. Samples of the
parts used in the new Vindec models can be inspected in a

show case at one end of the stand. Among these is a new
pattern silencer, which is lined inside with sheet asbestos,

the exhaust pipe being slotted, the total nmnber of slots

being equal to several times the area of the opening of the

exhaust valve. The new adjustment for the lift of the inlet

valve can also be seen. Mr. Wells informed us that he had
not noticed any signs of wear on this type of inlet valve in

2,500 miles running. The adjustment is provided not so

much to compensate fur wear as to allow for tuning up the

^' U_3;

The dome-shaped piston on the

1909 Triumph. Note the step cut

rings, one at the top and one at

the bottom ol the piston.

, The 3ih.p. 1909 pattern touring Triumph. In outward appearance it is much the same as this year's

model, the cUef improvements being in the engine.
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engine to give a
small or large open-

ing, according to the

speed or hill -climbing

requirements.

Vindec. No. 297
Gilbep Hall.

An entirely new
model of small run-

about on motor cycle

lines, called the Vin-

dec Runabout. Tliis

is a four-wheeled

machine, with air-

cooled 7-9 h.p. Vin-

dec - Peugeot twin-

cylinder air - cooled

engine, arranged
ongitudinally in front

under a bonnet
""

Vindec Adjustable Inlet Valve.

A. Nut for adjusting lift.

B. Lock-nut.

Transmission from the engine to the gear

box is by means of a chain, the final drive .being by means

A a motor cycle belt to a belt rim on the left-hand rear

wheel, which, is the only driver, the right-hand rear wheel

running loose on the shaft. There is no differential gear,

rhe starting is effected by a handle which fits on_ the start-

ng shaft midway between two side wheels. This shaft is

connected to the gear box. A lubricator is fitted on the dash-

board with sight drip feeds. The brakes are two rear wheel

external band brakes operated by side lever, which is inter-

;onnected with the clutch pedal. Another pedal on the right-

land side operates the exhaust lifter. The wheels are all

jf equal diameter and size 26in. by 2iin., the. rear covers

jeing studded Excelsiors and the front ribbed Excelsiors,

rhis^machine has a most taking apipearance, and will appeal

itrongly to motor cyclists who are contemplating a sociable

vehicle" of the four-wheeled variety. It is extreemly light.

Wolf. Nos. 57 and 58.
Several interesting machines are shown on these stands,

.anging from the' smallest to the largest. The first is the

L^ h.p., weighing about 70 lbs., fitted with an engine having

1 bore and stroke of 63 x 63 mm., carried in an inclined posi-

tion and fired by accumulator and coil. The frame is 22in.,

ind rigid forks are supplied- This machine is sold at a very
noderate price. Another machine of the same horse-power

ivith slightly lower frame, viz., 20in.. is fitted with a Rut-

.lardt magneto, and has a direct belt drive ; it weighs about
5 lbs. more than the battery ignited model. The next machine
is also of li h.p., magneto ignited, and follows the same lines,

out is fitted with larger tyres. Two distinctive models of the
30in. frame are built with engine /fitted low down, clamped
:o the down tube in a slightly inclined position, as illustrated

below. The ignition is by Ruthardt magneto, driven by an
enclosed chain, and with outside flywheels similar to the other
Qiodels previously reported, but with Druid spring forks. The
belt rim brake is operated \>y the foot on a pedal fixed to

the leather-covered foot-rests. It is, in common with
the other models shown, fitted with handle-bar control. This
inachine weighs about 80 lbs. The most interesting model

NOVEMBER 25th, igo8.

on the stand is the new 3-3^ h.p. twin, built in accordance

with the specification suggested by " Ixion " in The Motor

Cycle. The bore and stroke are 63 x 63 mm., and the car-

buretter is carried midway between the two cylinders. Both car-

buretter and engine have been designed by Mr. Stevens, the

originator of the well-known Stevens engine. The ignition is

by Ruthardt magneto, driven by an enclosed chain, while

the silencer is carried in the proper place, underneath the

bottom bracket, the exhaust pipes being large in diameter. A
neat fitting is the provision of a couple of branch pipes lead-

ing from the tank to the cylinders, provided with a tap for

the cylinders, and a separate needle valve on each compres-

sion "tap, so that it is only necessary to turn on the first-

named tap and the pipes fill up, and when the valves are

open sufficient petrol reaches the cylinders to allow the engine

to be started easily. Druid spring forlvs are fitted, and the

back mudguard is halvt'd and hinged, f^o that the rear tyre is

most accessible. Rubber-covered footrests are provided, and

on the near side the brake pedal is to be found. This brake

acts on the belt rim. The machine only weighs 116 lbs., is

low in the frame, being only 20in. from the ground, and has

a wheelbase of 49in. Another interesting fitment is the pro-

vision of a short stand underneath the crank case, which
allows the front wheel to be jacked up. The rear stand enables

the back wheel to be easily removed if necessarj'. In short,

the machine is a thoroughly practicable lightweight twin.

The detail work is excellent. A new type of exhaust lifter

is fitted, which is highly efficient and should work well,

while the relief valve leads into a long pipe, which catches

any excess of oil and allows it to escape on the ground.

No less than seven diti"erent tvpes of machines are to be found

on this stand, only dift'ering from each other in small details,

but the three distinct types are a twin, the Iom'-frame single

-

cylinder Avitli practically vertical engine, and a cheaper form
of machine with enclosed engine. The twin just described

has enclosed flywheels, while the others have an ontside

flywheel.

Zenith. No. 124.
Several specimens of Zenette spring frame motor cycles

are exhibited, ' both with and without the Gradua gear.

Although we have previously illustrated and described the

action of the Zenette spring frame, we may remind our
readers that its action is similar to that of a pair of scissors,

the movement being controlled by long coil springs. As
regards comfort, this spring frame brings the Zenette near

the top notch in motor cycles. The Gradua variable geai

iias many good points, its two chief advantages being the

simplicity of its action and the fact that almost any gear

can be obtained. This change of gear is obtained by open-

ing or closing the flanges of the engine pulley, the slack of

the belt being taken up by the back wheel sliding backwards.
The two movements are obtained by gently turning a hand
wheel placed in a convenient j^osition by the side of the

tank. Other up-to-date features are adopted in the design
of the Zenette, such as a handle-bar controlled carburetter
(Longuemare), variable lift of inlet valve, flexible metallic oil

pipe, petrol gauge, low frame, and two pairs of footrests.

A Zenette machine without the spring frame but with Druid
spring forks was illustrated on page 899 last week.

A Singie-cylinder Wolf Lightweight, with Ruthardt magneto and Diuid
spring forks.

One of the few ladies' motor cycles—shown by the Victoria Trading Co.

(Continued on page 929.)
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MOTOR CYCLES AND ACCESSORIES
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Fully Illustrated Description.

TIME TO LIGHT LAMPS.—Nov. 25th, 4.59 p.m. ; Nov. 28th. 4.56 p.m. ; Dec. 2nd, 4.53 p.m.

EleetricallylPropelle^Tricars.

Quite a number of readers have written

for the address of the makers of the

Harborn electrical tricycle, which was
illustrated in our issue of the 4th and
11th insts. This goes to prove that a

really practical pass^enger machine on the
same lines would meet with a good
demand in this country.

A Club for Newcastle, Staffs.

It is proposed to start a motor cycle

club in Newcastle-under-Lyme, Staffs.,

and with this object a meeting has been
arranged at the Castle Hotel, Newcastle,
on Monday next, the 30th inst., at

8 p.m. All motor cyclists in the district

are asked to attend the meeting. The
hon. secretary pro tern, is Mr. J. H.
Higson, Northcote Place, Newcastle,
Staffs., to whom all communications
should be addressed.

A Measured Stretch at Darlington.

A number of motor cyclists and car

drivers were recently fined at the

Darlington Police Court for exceeding
the legal limit over a measured stretch

of 290 yards of road near the park.

There is a school in the middle of the
control. The Town Clerk pointed out

that signboards had been erected, but
were not taken notice of, though as soon
as more care was exercised in driving
in the town there would be no more
prosecutions.

A Curious Conviction.

T. W. Worrall, of Walsall, was last

; week fined £5 and £1 18s. 6d. costs at

Penkridge for driving to the danger of

the public. Judging by a daily paper
report of the case, the fine seems
altogether too heavy, seeing that all the
witnesses admitted that there was no
one on the road at the time. A con-
stable in plain clothes said that Worrall
and another motor cyclist were racing

at the very least 40 m.p.h., and he was
unable to take the number of the second
cycle owing to the speed at which they
were going.

The Motor Union and Motor Cyclists.

The November meeting of the Motor
Cycle Committee of the Motor Union
of Great Britain and Ireland w£is held
at 1, Albemarle Street, London, W.
The Motor Union scheme of membership
for motor cyclists has proved exceed-
ingly popular. Under it members
Boay have the full privileges of member-
ship of the Union for half a guinea,

including a copy weekly of The Motor
Cycle, and these privileges plus an in-

' surance policy for one guinea. During
October twenty-one new motor cyclists

joined the Union under the scheme.
They were drawn from all parts of the
country.

Germany's Trade in Motor Cycles.

In the third quarter of the current
year Germany imported motor cycles

weighing collectively 4,600 kilogs.,

representing seventy machines, as
against 4,000 kilogs. during a like

period in 1907. Her exports dropped
from 42,200 kilogs. to 26,800 kilogs., '

taking the same basis of comparison.
Belgium doubled her sales, Austro-
Hungary's figures remaining the same.
Notice the falling off in the purchases of

the three most important buyers of

German machines : Denmsfrk, third
quarter 1908, 1,600 kilogs. ;

" third
quarter 1907, 3,300 kilogs. Great
Britain, 6,100 kilogs. and 13,500 kilogs.

Holland, 2,600 kilogs. and 3,000 kilogs.

Great Britain's purchases declined more
than fifty per cent., it will be seen.

American Championship Race.

The Federation of American Motor
Cyclists' National Championship Race
was held on the Morris Park Track,
New York, on the 3rd inst. These
championships are competed for an-
nually, and are the means of picking
out the best riders in the States. The
races this year were held on a mile
flat dirt track, and the times are con-
sidered remarkable when it is taken into

consideration that the riders : had no
banked curves to help them negotiate

the comers at full speed. The best time
for a mile on a track of this kind is

54|s. One hour, 61| miles. Bo.th

records are held by Fred Huyck and his

7 h.p. twin Indian. Twenty^five thou-

sand spectators witnessed the last race

meet. Although held in combination
with an exhibition of flying machines

—

not one of which flew—it is safe to say,

judging by the enthusiasm, that every-
body was there to see the motor cyclistB

race against Father Time. There
were a dozen eompetitors in all on
Indian, N.S.U., Peugeot, P.R.S.» and
Merkle motor cycles.

Motor Cycle Show in Edinburgh.

At a largely attended meeting cf the
motor cycle and cycle trade, held in

Edinburgh on Monday, November
16th, consideration was given to the
proposal of tho Scottish Cyclitts'

Union that a show should be held in

.Edinburgh in the beginning of 1909.

The feeling was that it was not possible

to make preparations for a successful

show in so short a time, but it was re-

solved that a show should be held
annually, the first about the beginning
of 1910. An association was formed,
with the title of the " Scottish Cycle
Trade Show Association," with this

object in view, Mr. Richard John-
stone, S.S.C., 45, Frederick Street,

Edinburgh, was appointed secretary

pro. tern. The meeting resolved to re-

commend manufacturers and agents not
to exhibit at any show in Scotland
prior to the 1910 exhibition, and gave
expression to the view that any show
in which the main feature was not
motor cycles or cycles, was of no
advantage to the trade. Members of

the motor cycle and cycle trade in

Scotland wishing to become members
of the new association are invited to

communicate with the secretary as

above, who was instructed to call a
meeting of those interested towards the
end of the year, for the purpose of

framing the rules and regulations.

One of the 1909 Vindec two-speed models (a 5 h.p. twin) exhibited by the TOsdec Motor Cycle Co.

at the Stanley Show. (See page 92S.)
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Police Traps.

We are advised that a very active

,

police trap is in operation in Shooters

H,ll Road, near Blackheath, S.E.

Accident to a Well-known Camper.

We much regret to hear that Mr.

T. H. Holduig, the well-known

authority on camping, met with rath.er

a severe accident recently while

bicycling in Bond Street, London.

Altliough he has suffered great
_

pain

in consequence of the accident, it is

not thought th&t any bones are broken,

and we believe that he is novf well on

the way to recovery.

Magneto Machines.

Darnig the last few days we have

had no less than five new pattern mag-
neto machines for motor cycles

submitted to us. One of these is

described and illustrated this

week in a separate article. One
is mentioned in the description of

the Stanley Show exhibits,

another was described in the

Olympia show report, and two
remain to be dealt with as £Oon

as space permits.

Next Week's Issue.

In the next issue of T^he Motor
Cycle we hope to publish a

criticism of the motor cycle ex-

hibits at the Stanley Show,
written by Mr. B. H. Davies

;

also a statistical table compiled

by Mr. H. Hewitt Griffin, show-

ing the number of each of the

various types of motor cycle on

exhibition.

Motor Cycle Stolen^

Mr. H. Raven, 6, Beacontril Avenue,

Waltha.mstow, advises us that he had

a motor bicycle stolen from the rear

of the above premises on the night of

Friday, the 13th inst. The description

of the machine is as ifollows : 6 h.p.

Bat-Jap twin a.o.i.v. spring frame

and forks, Modele de Course tyres,

Longuemare carburetter, registration

number A 9,453, and engine number

3.543. Any read^ (who is offered a

machine corresponding Avith the above

particulars is requested to communi-

cate with Mr. Raven at the above

address.

" Ths Autocar " Lectures.

At the close of the lecture which was
delivered at Birmingham on Wednesday,
November 11th, by Dr. Ormandy, it

was announced that there would be no

lectures at the >. ewcastle, Birmingham,
and Leeds centres on the 16th, 18th,

and 19Lh inst.

The lectures in each of the above-

named centres were trlierefore extended

a week to enable those who wished to

do so to attend the Olympia Show.
The above decision will necessitate

the course at these three centres being

extended to December 16th in Birming-
ham, December 21st in Newcastle-on-

. Tyne, and December 17th in Leeds.

The dates of the remaining lectures

at each centre are ae follow :

London.—3 30 and 8.30 p.m. Dec. 1st.

BiKMiNGHAM.—7 p.m. Nov 25th, Dec.
2nd, 9th, and 16th.

Leet^s.—7.39 p.m. Nov. 26th, Dec.
3rd, 10th, and 1.7th.

Manchester.—4.0 and 7.30 p.m. Nov.
27th, Dec. 4th and 11th.

Newcastle-on-Tyne.—7.15 p.m. Nov.
30th, Dec. 7th, 14th, and 2lBt.

We draw special attention to the
fact that to meet the wishes of some
of our readers it has been arranged to

issue tickets to admit to the remaining
lectures of the series at any of the

centres at a fee of 10s. 6d. We
strongly urge all those who have not
yet applied to take advantage of the
opportunity now afforded them of gain-

ing a knowledge of the working of a

car.

Applications for tickets should be
made immediately to The Autocar
Lecture Secretary, 20. Tudor Street,

London, E.G.

Nov.

FUTURE EVENTS

28 to Dec. 13—Paris Salon Exhibition of Motor
Cycles, Cars, and Accessories.

Dec. 12—Motor Cycling Club Annual Dinner.

M 12. (Provisional)—Essex M.C Paper by Mr. H. G.

Cove on "Motor Cycles, Accessories, etc."

,,
16—Motor Union General Committee Meeting.

Jan. 7 (Provisional)—Essex M.C. Paper by Mr. H. M.
Wyatt on "Magnetos."

I»
16-23—Motor Cycle Show at Madison Square

Garden, New York.

l» 23 (Provisional)—Essex M.C. Annual Dinner.

German Automobile Liability Bill.

The abovi) Bill which is now before
the German House will, if it passes,

make motoi'ists liable for accidents
however caused ; it will even make the
motorist responsible for the failure of

a brake or any other part of a motor
vehicle, if such failure causes an acci-

dent. In case of fatal personal
damage, which can be traced to the

Books for - .

Motor Cyclists
Motor Cycles & HoW to Man-

age Them.
Price 1 /2, post free. 12th edition.

Enlireiy rewnttsa and brought right up
to date. Useful alike to expert and
novice. The whoie of the information
given is applicable to any of the leading
make; of motor cycles on the market.

Hints &TipsforMotor Cyclists.
Price 1/2, post free.

Reprinted from The Motor _Cycle, and
now issued in bookjtorm for the first time.
C..>ntains information of much value to all

rr-^or cycliits.

"The Autocar" Folding Map
of England and Wales.

Price 8/10, post free.

A real necessity when on tottr. It is well
pr'nted on linen, and folds up into a neaf
and strong case, 7|-xg|in. .An indis-

pensable motor cyclist's companion.

A full Ust sent on receipt of postcard.

ILIFFE & SONS LTD.,
20. TUDOR ST.. LONDON. E.C.
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failure of the mechanism, an annuity

of £450 can be claimed by the next of

kin of the person killed, or £500 wheri-

property only is concerned. Tho tffeci

of this extreme legislation has caused

the insurance companieo to raise their

rates 250 per cent., and a movement,
originating with the Austrian xil.C..

has been started to form a co-operative

motorists' insurance association, and
dispense with the insurance companies
and their high rates. The German
Asfcociition, which comprises 9,000
motor cyclists, has forwarded a recom-
mendation to the Government. This
points out the harm such legislation

will cause to a growing industry.

Sianley Show Opening Ceremony.

At the inaugural luncheon which
followed the opening of the

Stanley Show by Sir Albert
EoUit on Friday last at the

Agricultural Hall, Mr. Robert
Todd respondel to the tonst of

the Stanley Show, and eaid that

the , feature he noticed in con-

nection with the show was the
improvement both in tbe number
and quality of the motor cycles

on exhibition. He further taid

that the motor cycle is now a
very different article from what it

was a few years ago, and there

are now more than 60 000 motor
cyclists. Referring to the 19C6
Lapd's End to John-o' -Groat's

Trials, he pointed out that the
percentage of riders gaining
awards was twenty-eight per

cent., whereas this year a simi-

lar trial held under more ad-

verse conditions resulted in the per-

centage being increased to fifty-s!x per

cent., thus showing the improvement
made in the reliability of motor cycles.

The Handicapping of Motor Cycle Races.

iMr. R. 0. Clark, Norwich_, wishes
us to state that he is not the writer of

the letter -signed "Five Horse Powit. "

A Novel Test.

A novel test for demonstrating a

car's hill-climbing power and qu.e.ness

of running under the severest of road
tests is, we hear, shortly to be made
on a hill said to be peculiarly suitable

for such a trial. A phonograph with
a blank cylinder will be used to record

the actual noise made by the car.

but it is not stated where it will

be fixed. With a biograph film

it should be possible to portray the per-

formance ill a very realistic manner.

Touring in France. A Concession.

Members of the Motor Union who
contemplate a Continental tour will

appreciate a concession just made by
the French Government as the result

of representations resulting from th"

proceedings of the Ligue Internationale
des Touristes, with which the Motor
Union is associated. Motorists in

possession of triptyques will be per-

mitted to make their first entry or last

exit on Sundays and fete days, the

regulations hitherto having permitted
the Custom houses to be open only o'^

weekdays. The new arrangement wil

apply only on roads over which the
gi'eatest amount of motor traffic passes,

but it will prove a great convenience.
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North-west Ljndon M.C.C.

Will members plea,se note that the annual dinner will be
held on December 19th, not the 5th, as previously arranged?
Full particulars will be sent to the members within the next
few days.

Newcastle and District M.C.C.

Notice is hereby given that a special general meeting of
the above club will be held at the Barras Bridge Hotel,
Sandyford Eoad, Newcastle, on Wednesday, December 2nd,
at 7.30 p.m., by the direction of the committee to consider
special business.

Members will please note that a club dance and whist
drive has been arranged for Wednesday, December 16th, at
the jMinories Assembly Rooms, Jesmond Road. Tickets may
be had from members of the com.mittee or the hon. sec, Mr.
S. W. Carty, 32, St. Mary's Place, Newcastle.

Sunderland and Di<;trict M.C.C.

A special meeting of members will be held at 11, John
Street, on Monday, November 30th, at 8 p.m.
The annual smoking concert will be held at the Grand

Hotel on Wednesday, December 9th, at 8 p.m., to present
the prizes in connection with the season's competitions, et-c.

Major Vaux will preside.

A large attendance is anticipated of members of the S. and
D. M.C.C. and neighbouring clubs, and the committee
request members to assist them by attending and bringing
friends. Tickets may be had from Mr. Thos. Jameson,
hon. sec, 11, King Street, Sunderland.

Ayr and District M.C.C.

The above club brought a highly successful year on the
road to a fitting close with a smoking concert and presentation

of prizes. The members and friends present numbered over
forty. Mr. John Hourston, the genial president, in the course

of his address, referred in detail to the work of the club

during this, its first year of existence, and also laid con-

siderable stress on the necessity for motorists to unite together

for protection of their interests and the development of ' an
industry that liad assumed immense proportions in the hist

few years.

Thereafter, Mr. Grant, Ayr's tramway manager, in a happy
and felicitous manner handed over the numerous prizes and
medals for the 170 miles reliability run, four in number, to

the successful competitors in the year's fixtures.

A splendid programme followed, the success of which was
in no small measure due to the indefatigable efforts of the

club's secretary, Mr. M. Brown, and a small committee.

What with song and story, the evening passed all too quickly.

The usual vote of thanks to the chairman, speakers, and
artistes, and the singing of " Auld Lang Syne," terminated a

most enjoyable evening.

Cambridge University M.C.C.

The results of the fast and slow hill-climb held at Croydon
Hill on November 14th are as follows :

Rider and machine.
W. B. R. Moorehouse (7-9 J.A. P.)
R. G. Heyn (5i Rex)

N. J. F. Colenso (5-6 Bat) ...

E. D. Dickson (5 Vindec) ...

F. P. Dickson (5 Vindec) ...

C. L. Mere (3^ Triumph) ...

L. J. McCormick (3^ Triumph)
N. W. Hutchinson (3^ Triumph)
r. H. Sfenhenson (5 Vindec) ...

Fast ascent. SInw ascent

22ts. . .. Im. 591s.

24|s. . 55s.

, Failed, ,

belt
' slipping

'

.. Im. 26|s.

, Dis-

. \ mounted
near top

26|s. .

39s.
/ Disquali-

• 1 fied

31|s. ..

Dis-
mounted

32is. .. 3>

31is. .. SJ

27?^. .. . .

Bradford M.C.C.

The team competition recently promoted by the Bradford
Motor Cycle Club brought forth eighteen riders, each team
consisting of three members. The route chosen was vid.
Harewood, Wetherby, Boroughbridge, to Deeming Bar and
back, a distance of about 100 miles. The run was a non-
stop, with surprise and stated checks all along the route.
The wmnmg team proved to be the one captained by Mr.
Bullus, his co-riders being Messrs. Milnes and Moore, all
mounted on Phelon and Moore machines. Mr. Bullus made-
the best individual performj^nce, gaining 288 marks out of a
possible 289.

The annual dinner of the club will be held at headquarters.
Imperial Hotel, on December 1st, when a good attendance
is expected. The club has one of the finest collection of
trophies for competition in the North of England.

Nottingham and District M.C.C.

At a committee meeting held at headquarters, the Welbeck
Hotel, Nottingham, on the 17th inst., the hon. secretary read
a letter from Doctor Bigg (Bingham) notifying that he
would be pleased to have the petrol consumption test, for
which he had given a gold medal, run off early next year.
The chairman (Mr. J. Elliot Littlewood) reported the visit

he, together with other members, had recently paid to the
committee of the Long Eaton M.C.C, who wished to become
members of the Nottingham and District M.C.C.
AH motor cyclists are cordially invited to attend the

whist drive, to be held at headquarters to-morrow (Thursday),
November 26th. The hon. secretary, Mr. C: A. Aubert Spring.
Stratford Road, West Bridgford, will supply the necessary
tickets.

Harrogate and District M.C.C.

The members of this club held an impromptu discussion at
the Somerset Hotel on Friday night, the 13th inst., a most
enjoyable and instructive evenmg being spent. The idea of
the discussion is as follows : Each member is asked to-

write a question on paper appertaining to motor cycles or"
motor cycling. Each question is placed in a hat and drawn
for in rotation. The speaker's time is limited to five minutes,
and the subject is then open to discussion. A most instructive
evenmg was spent, some of the questions and replies being
most instructing. Other meetings of a similar nature will be
held during the winter months. The next meeting will be
held on Friday, December 4th, and will be entitled " Ideas
and Impressions of the Stanley Show."

->—•o*-<-
Although Mr. Stanley Webb is not exhibiting the Stanley

Dermatine belts at the Show, they are to be found on
numerous makes of motor cycles at the stands.

Messrs. Thomas Whittle and Sons, Ltd., Rose and Crown
Street, Warrington, the makers of the Whittle Link Grip belt,

are making several improvements to their belts for 1909.

Full particulars may be obtained on application to the above
address.

Among the firms making motor cycles and accessories who
will not be found at the Stanley Show may be mentioned
H. Reed and Co., 316, Deansgate, Manchester, makers of the

Dot motor bicycle. During the present week Messrs. Reed
are making a feature of the Tourist Trophy Dot motor cycle

at a special price, including spring forks.

THE NEW PENNY EDITION OF " THE AUTOCAR."

Readers of "The Motor Cycle" who are interested In motor

cars are reminded of the new Penny Edition of " The Autocar,"

now obtainable of all Newsagents and Booksellers every Friday

Morninsr.
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The Path of the Magneto Current.
T is fairly obvious that magneto machines are little

understood by the majority of motor cyclists, nor is

it necessary for users to be thoroughly conversant

with the working of these machines, on account

f their unfailing reliability. Magneto machines have

indoubtedly solved seventy-five per cent, of

he troubles with motor cycles. Provided

. magneto is kept scrupulously clean and

>il is not allowed to collect behind or on

he contact breaker, nothing will require

.ttention beyond lubricating the bearings in

everal months' usage. Even riders of con-

iderable experience are yet practically ignor-

.nt of the elements of the magneto. There

ire those, however, who like to know
horoughly the working of their machines,

nd for this reason we publish a diagram

lerewith showing the course of the currents

n the DA2 Bosch high-tension motor cycle

nagneto. This system of ignition produces

n the armature winding a high-tension

urrent without the use of a separate induc-

ion coil, which bridges the points of the

parking plug in the form of an arc-like

park. By studying the diagram closely, it

/ill be seen how the condenser is connected

cross the platinum points, and how the switch, when
arthed, carries the whole of the primary current, inde-

ARMATURE

instance to help to explain the working of the magneto to

various people, and it has been of great use to them.
The second illustration is a longitudinal section and

end view of the D'A2 magneto, the numbers corre-

sponding with the inscription underneath.

11 —/J

I. Contact plate. 7. Dell crank lever spr ng. 13. Brass end cap.
3. Slip rinR. 8. Contact piece. 14. Flat spring for end cap.

.3- Carbon. 9- Insulating bush. 15- Angu'.ar termina 1 block.

4- Carbon bo'der. 10. Fastening screw. 16. Con enier case.

.*) Contact breaker. II. Fibre ring. 17. Timing lever.

6. Bail crank lever. 12. Carbon brush. 18. Wick screw (for lubricator)

SECONDARY PRIMARY

BRASS PIECE

SPINDLE SCREW No. 10

EARTH
KEYWAY

I

DISC

I

BELL-CRANK

I

PLATINUM PLATINUM

COVER

I

SPRING

ANCLE-PIECE
CONDENSER

SWITCH
I

)endent of sparking plug, platinum points, and the

condenser. The diagram was plotted out in the first

s

In the above illustration the old pattern contact-

breaker cam made of fibre is shown, but on the latest

patterns a steel cam, which is less likely to wear, has

been adopted, the fibre insulation being on the end of

the rocking lever.

A close study of the illustrations will show in a

simple manner the working of that interesting machine
—the magneto. The latest edition of " Motor Cycles

and How to Manage Them " contains a detailed

description of Bosch, Eisemann, and Simms magnetos.

"Hints and Tips for Motor Cyclists," Iliffe and

Sons Ltd., 20, Tudor Street, E.C., price is. nett, is

now ready. These hints and tips first appeared in The

Motor Cycle, and are now issued in a handy book form,

which will be appreciated by our readers who have

either -mislaid their copies of The Motor Cycle in

which the hints and tips were printed, or wish to have

them bound in a convenient form for reference.
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The Stanley Show.—Continued from page 924.

ENGINES, PARTS, AND FITTINGS.

929

l-v. W. CoAN, Nos. 157 and 158 (Arcade).—iVluminium cast-

ings of all kinds foi' motor cycle engines ; also examples of

aluminium parts which have been repaired by R. W. Coan's
repair jDrocess.

The Griffin Simplex Gear Co., No. 176 (Arcade).

—

The Griffin variable gear for motor bicycles shown in action.

This gear can be fitted to any motor bicycle or tricar, belt

or chain driven. The example shown is belt driven. To the
engine-shaft is keyed an adapter carrying two conical clutches,

over M'hich run chain wheels of varying diameters. On the
crank case is a counter-shaft carrying a pair of chain wheels,
which are solid together, and also of varying diameters.
From the smaller of the chain wlieels on the clutch shaft power
is conveyed to the large chain wheel of the counter-shaft, and
from the small chain wheel of the counter-shaft to a large

chain M^ieel on the engine pulley. This is the low gear
position. When the clutch is in the midway position the
free engine is obtained. To obtain the high gear the engine
pulley and the main shaft are clutch coimected ; the drive is

then direct. The clutches are operated by cams and levers

connected to suitable control mechanism on the handle-
bar.

A Well-tried Engin\

PErcEOT FiiEEES. No. 244.—The well-tried Peugeot engine
remains unaltered for 1909, and after all it would be diffi-

cult to find where improvements could be made, especially

in view of its many successes during the past three years.
Some riders prefer mechanically operated inlet valves, but
at the same time automatic valves have their advantages.

A. D. Powell and Co., No. 164 (Arcade).—The Fit-all

two-speed motor cycle gear for engme-shaft and rear hub.
The latter was fully described and illustrated in TJie Motor
C'ljrh of November 11th, page 875. The latest addition is an
improved form of operating gear, by means of rods instead

of Bowden wires. The rods are all made with screw adjust-

ment, and tile long rod connecting the lever with the handle
on the sector quadrant is telescopic. We hope to test the
new hub gear at an early date.

Motors of Various Sizes.
- ToRMO Manufacturing Co. (H. E. Friedenhain), No. 25.

—This firm are exhibiting a new 2 h.p. motor cycle engine,

66x72 mm. Ihe inlet valve is automatically operated, but the
exhaust port has been considerably enlarged, and is now
pointed in a downward direction. The ignition is by Hosch
magneto, and tlie drive is carried out by means of gear

wheels, the lower half of the case forming part of the crank
case casting. The type of magneto fitted is the Bosch Al, or

lightweight motor cycle type. The weight complete is 40 lbs.

Tlie .xgjine is well designed, and should meet with a readj'

demand. The other types—the 2 h.p. and o h.jj. single-

cylinder, and the 4 h.p., 5 h.p., and 6 h.p. twin—remain
unaltered. A new departure is made in a water-cooled engine

suitable for tricars. These comprise a 5 h.p., 90 by 100,

single, with mechanically operated valves, cast-iron crank

case, fitted with either type of ignition; 6 h.p., 7 h.p., and
8 h.p. V twin, 86' by 86, automatic inlet valves, and alu-

minium crank case; and the 8 h.p. single. 100 by 120,

mechanically operated valves, which is practically a facsimile

of the present 8 h.p. De Dion.

-^-•••-^

TYRES AND CLOTHING.
W. AND A. Bates, Ltd., No. 205.—Treads of different

thicknesses are exhibited here, also a butt-ended tube, the

advantages of %yliich are well known.

Calmon Rubber Works, No. 61.—Various types of motor
cycle covers are shown. They are heavily built up, and should
be suitable for powerful machines, while all types of lighter

covers and tubes are also shown.

Capon, Heaton, and Co., Ltd., No. 60.—A speciality is

made by this firm of heavy solid rubber treads, meant to be
vulcanised on to partly worn covers. The treads are pro-

vided with ribs, which project out a good distfince, and
which should be effective against skidding, and should wear
well. Other motor cycle tyres are shown, and a speciality is

made of butt-ended tubes.

Continental Motor Co., No. 27.—Several innovations in

motor cycle tyres are to be seen on this stand. The most
novel is the R.O.^I. rubber and steel non-skid, consisting of

diagonally set oblong rubber projections, between which are

^^ steel studs. These
^t;^ covers obviate the

objections to arm-
oured treads, as the
number of the steel

studs is greatly re-

duced, thus prevent-
ing excessive Avear

on the roads, M'hile

as a non-skid its effi-

cacy is undoubted.
The tread is com-
posed of toughened
compressed rubber,
which is claimed to

render the tyre flint

and puncture-proof.

It can. moreover, be
retreaded without
difficulty when neces-

sary. Another tyre

shown is the all-

rubber bar non-skid, similar to the- above, but without
steel studs. Two other types of non-slipping tyres are shown,
one of rubber provided with staggered oblong projections, and
the other with steel studs projecting through rubber. Some

Section of StheT^R.O.M. Combination Non-skid.
The studs are of steel and the bars of xubber.

excellent specimens of the companj-'s retreading work are

also exhibited, which are well worthy of special attention.

Continental Ttre and Rubber Co., Ltd., No. 152.—The
well-known manufacturers of Continental tyres are introducing

several novelties for this season. A new Bat pattern rubber
non-skid has been introduced, a steel-studded cover with the

studs projecting through rubber, and also a leather steel-

studded cover. This is the first year during which the

Continental Tyre Co. have introduced non-slippmg tyres for

motor cycles. It is interesting to note that visitors to the
show will recognise the Continental tyres instantly, since the

name of the makers is stamped on the covers in red letters. A
speciality is, of course, also made of the well-known Con-
tinental rubber and canvas belt.

Effective Non-skids.

Coventry Rubber Co., No. 268.—The Three Spires non-
skid tyre has now been before the public for some montlis,

and has been well spoken of by users. It is claimed that it

is the only non-skid which lasts as long as the tread. A
ridge on each side of the tread forms the non-skid, the ridge
not coming, into action until the bicycle has a tendency to lean

to either side. Two patterns of treads are shown, but very
similar in design. The Three Spires non-skid tyre can be
obtained in dift'erenf tliicknesses for heavyv^^eight and medium
weight motor cycles. T'iie thickest tyre is called the Modele
de Luxe, and Mr. Jelley, the manager, having furnished us

with a pair of these covers for trial purposes, we propose
fitting them to one of our own m.achines, and will let our
readers know how the covers wear. A new pattern inner tube
will shortly be marketed by the same firm.

East London Rubber Co., Nos. 211 and 212.—ilost of the

different makes of motor cycle tyres are exhibited here, to

great effect. In addition a large quantity of necessary fittings

for motor cycles and Kerry engines.

Hanover Rubber Co., No. 259.— the Shamrock-Excelsior
rubber studded motor cycle covers were only introduced at

the beginning of this year, but they immediately sprang into

popularity, and they, are now fitted to thousands of motor
cycles. The Shamrock-Gloria rubber and canvas belt is

also largely used by motor cyclists, and sections of all sizes

up to Igin. wide can be examined on this stand. A lock-

joint detachable tube, which we have previously illustra1>ed,

is also exhibited on the stand.
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Midland Rubber Co., No. 1.—Strongly constructed motor
ycle tyres are to be seen on this stand.. These tyres are

eally car tyres in miniature. They are provided with
leavy ribs and tread. Inner tubes and rubber pedals for

notor cycles are also exhibited. It is also interesting to
lote that the motor cycle tubes are heavily made, and all

tandard sizes are stocked.

MiCHELiN Tyre Co., Ltd., No. 64.—^As regards quality,
/liohelin tyres have a very enviable reputation. A special
loint is made of the E.S.T. cover, provided with a very
tout, substantial tread for powerful motor bicycles. The
.'ell-known Miclielin Semelle cover is also shown—one of the
est wearing and most efficient (chrome) leather steel studded

covers on the market.
An innovation for this
company is a light
leather treaded, steel

studded, non-slipping
cover, which is light in
weight and yet efficient

against side-slip. In
putting this cover on the
market we feel that the
Michelin Tyre Co. are
supplying a long felt

want.

Davxd Moselet and
Sons, Ltd., No. 59.—

A

new motor cycle tyre
has been brought out by
this well-known firm. It
is very substantiallv
made, and the tread is

heavy and thick, and i.s

provided with arrow
pattern corrugations. It
can be had either wired
or with beaded edges,
the latter tvpe being
provided with a flap to
prevent the tube being
nipped.

Moseley's Non-slipping Tread.

The North British Rubber Co., Ltd., Nos. 55 and 56.

—

he Clincher tyres for 1909 are now made by a new process,
hich allows a pressure to be obtained never before equalled
1 the manufacture of tyres. This, we understand, is most
nportant in lengthening their life. The most distinctive
lodel on the stand is the rubber-studded cover, which was
sed with great success by Mr. A. W. Bentley on his famous
de from John -o'-Groat's to Land's End. Four types of motor
fcle tyres are shown—the A Won, ordinary tyre ; the A
7on, rubber-studded ; Dreadnought, moulded on car tyre
nes ; and the Dreadnought, heavy rubber-studded special

attern, which is more substantially constructed than the
ther studded model.

Palmer Tyres, Ltd., No. 3.—An innovation lO be feen on
the Palmer stand is a Ifin. fabric cover for light motor
bicycles made in two sizes, 26in. and 28in. The other model*^

which are seen mounted on motor cycle wheels are con-

structed of fabric, and Airless Cord for which this firm is

famous. The heavily ribbed tread which possesses such ex-

cellent non-slipping qualities remains unaltered for next
year.

Peter Union Tyre Co., No. 231.—Peter Union tyre"? are

made in three dilferent patterns—firstly, the ordinary standard
tyre; secondly, the tyre with basket pattern tread; and,

thirdly, the steel-studded leather and rubber non-skid. These
covers are made in all the different sizes. A speciality i.s made
of the puncture-proof bands and a new butt-ended tube, which,
we understand, are selling in large quantities.

Polack Tyre Co., No. 248.—Motor cycle tyres of 2in.,

2^in. , and 22in. section. The treads have ribs to prevent

skidding, and the thickness of the rubber is up to the usual

standard. Rubber and canvas belts are also shown of all

the sections in use on motor bicycles. We were informed
by the company's representative that these belts are made
in thousands abroad, but they have not been pushed in this

country up to the present. They appear to 'be well con-

.structed, and should give long and satisfaxitory service.

Advantages of Detachable Air Tubes.

Rich Detachable Air Tube Co., No. 255.—The Rich
detachable air tube needs no further praise at our hands.

Riders in all the long distance trials invariably carry a spare

detachable tube, and the Rich is the one most generally

used They are most convenient in case of a puncture, as it

is unnecessary to mend it straightaway, but the tube can be
replaced and mended at home at leisure. There have been
no improvements made for 1909, for, as Mr. Rich put it,

"We find that no improvements are necessary."

Self-sealing Rubber Co., No. 225.—Non-skidding tyres

are shown
,
with three dififerent patterns of treads—zigzag,

double zigzag, and ribbed. The treads look very substantial,

and should give very good wear. A double-jointed tube should
also be examined on this stand. We have used one of these

tubes for several hundred miles on one of our machines this

year, and we have found that, unlike some detachable tubes,

. the air does not leak away even after standing for a week
or more. It is a great convenience to be able to change a
punctured tube, especially on a long run, for one never
knows how long a solutioned repair will last. The ends of

the tube are smeared with soap-suds, and the joint is then
made without difficulty. A butt-ended tube is also shown
with a dome end.

Stuart Lock Joint Tube Co., No. 243.—A section of this

detachable jointed tube was illustrated on page 901 of last

week's issue. It is really a butt-ended tube, but the joints

overlap considerably, and the makers claim that by this con-

struction a burst is less likely to take place. They are made
in three different qualities, and we understand the tubes have
been well tested on different pattern motor cycles

•••—<

ACCESSORIES.
Aston Motor Accessories Co.. No. 270.—The Amac car-

uretter has come very much to the front during 1908, and
1 addition to being fitted to various well known makes of

lachines in the show, it is shown by the makers. Two
lethods of handle-bar control can be obtained according to

le rider's choice, one of the methods of control being by
orizontal levers and the other by vertical levers. The good
oints in the design of the carburetter have already been
ilated upon in these pages. Amac terminal clips are also

tiown and numerous patterns of switches.

E. M. Bowden's Patent Syndicate, Ltd., No. 123.—The
umerous operations to which Bowden wires and levers can
e put are shown to efi'ect on this stand. We have at differ-

it times dealt with the productions of the Bowden Co., in-

luding the most recent innovation of the syndicate, which
re handle-bar control levers. These are particularly neat,

nd should appeal to owners of existing machines fitted with
ink levers. Among other interesting articles shown on the

band are valve lifters, foot brakes, rim brakes, petrol

trainers, and all kinds of locking levers too numerous to

[lention.

J. B. Brooks and Co.. Ltd., No. 230.—The new padded
top Brooks saddle is to be found on several different makes
of machines in the show, which goes to prove the general
popularity of this really excellent saddle. It is of large

dimensions, splendidly made, and it would be difficult to find

J. B. Brocks & Co.'s Adjustable Locking Spanner.
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a better saddle on the market. Riders purchasing motor cycles

fitted with these saddles, however, should not fail to specify
to the makers their weight, so that the correct tension of

springs can be supplied, otherwise they will not get the full

measui'e of comfort. They are made in three different styles

for riders of 8 to 10, 10 to 12, and 12 to 14 stones. Brooks's
seat is still retained, also several other different patterns of
seats and the Stratex belt. Buyers should not fail to inspect
several different kinds of valises specially made for motor
cycles. Messrs. Brooks have found by experience that straps
ar£ not sufficient to hold bags on to a motor cycle, and
have a neat screw fixing which prevents the bags rattling

loose. Brooks's patent locking adjustable spanner is an ex-
• ceedingly useful tool. It remains exactly as adjusted, and
is quite as firm as a solid spanner. It is sold in convenient
sizes. The spanner is shown in the accompanying illustra-

tion. One turn of the lock nut fixes the jaws.

Brown Bros.. Ltd.. No. 265.—Autoclipse lamps and
generators (two dififerent patterns), Ducoflex belts, Hellesen
dry cells, belt punches, and belt fasteners are only a few of

the accessories shown by Brown Bros., Ltd. Readers in

want of a really well made and reliable lamp should not fail

to examine' the Autoclipse. It is sold either brass finished or
plated, and can be obtained either with or without the
eclipsing mechanism.

E. Efrt, No. 175 (Arcade).—All Mr. J. H. Greenwood's
\:_ specialities for motor cycles are displayed here. The Glare

headlight, original Greenwood adjustable pulley, unbreakable
lamp bracket, spring handle-bar grips. All these articles

have been previously described in our pages. In addition to

the above accessories may be mentioned the D-All belt

fasteners and Leicester switches.

A New Pattern Magneto.
The City Ignition Co., No. 166 (Arcade).—In addition to

the useful electrical accessories, including the Voltoo induc-

tion coil, the following new electrical accessories may be

mentioned : A motor cycle magneto machine, which is

excellently made and finished ; it is intended for single-

cylinder and V twin-cylinder motor bicycles up to 6h.p. ; it is

not a particularly light pattern, and therefore is not suitable

for lightweight motor bicycles, but it is well suited for

engines of 3 h.p. and over. An extremely handy push-on
sparking plug connection called the Electra ; the connection
for the high-tension cable is very neat, and after the cable

is placed in position an insulating fibre cover is screwed
over the ends ; when the push-on is in position no amount
of vibration can possibly shake it loose.

Clissold Cycle Co., No. 105.—This firm are showing
their well-known stand* and non-slipping device, which has
been several times previously described in our pages.

Collier and Sons, No. 128.—The J^Iatchless footrests are

now rubber covered, and the Matchless adjustable belt

fastener is an article which should be carefully examined by
those who possess adjustable pulleys, as it provides for a big
range of adjustment with great flexibility.

Continental Motor Co., No. 27.—A new accessory shown
for the first time in public is to be found on the Continental
Motor Co.'s stand. This is the front wheel support for motor
cycles. The device has quite recently been described in our
pages. We may, however, remind our readers that this stand
is well mad© and well designed. When in the working
position the legs are splayed outwards, but when out of action
the legs are parallel and are stowed away neatly just clear

of the front mudguard. Being fitted with ball ends, a
machine fitted with the R.O.M. front and back wheel stands
caii easily be wheeled, about when the stands are in use. The
well-known R.O.M. synchronised contact-breaker is also to be
seen on this stand.

County Chemical Co., No. 266.—Three items of intei-est

to motor cyclists can be seen here. A new spring sparking
plug tei'minal, which can be instantly attached and detached,
a G.B. plug with three points, and samples of G.B. lubricat-
ing oil for air-cooled engines.

CowBY Engineering Co., No. 117.—Three motor bicycles

fitted with the Cowey speed indicator, also a hand wheel
and speedometer to show the steady reading of the indicator

needle. The dial of the Cowey indicator is divided up into

five mile spaces reading from ten to sixty miles per hour.

Each five mile space is sub-divided into miles. The driving
mechanism is easily fitted to any make of machine, and,

owing to the special form of chain employed to transmit the
motion from the gear to the indicator, it is capable of with-
standing a considerable amount of wear. The clip attaching
the indicator to the handle-bar is of strong section and a
special shape, which provides a wedging action, so that it is
almost impossible for it to come loose. To provide for reaction
of spring forks, an ingenious little device fitted to the
mechanism of the indicator allows for the radial movement
of the gear_ wheel round the driven pinion when the spring
fork comes into action. Very little power is required to drive
the mechanism, owing to the freedom of the parts and the
accuracy of the gear cutting.

H. J. Harding, No. 178 (Arcade).—Numerous motor cycle
accessories, including the push-on pump connections, the band
brake which was described in om- forecast issue, sparking
plugs, free-wheel clptches, etc.

Adjustable Air Intakes.
W. and R. Jacobs, No. 193.—A complete array of the

Electary accessories, most of which have been dealt with in
our columns within the last six weeks. Tricar owners should
ask to see the Ara cold vulcanising outfit. White's econo-
miser is a fitting which should be on every motor cycle carbu-
retter, for it allows the main air intake of the carburetter
to be adjusted at will. When the air intake is almost closed
off there is naturally a greater suction on the jet, and on a
cold morning starting is rendered an easy matter. When the
machine is under way the air inlet can be opened, and more
speed, and better hiU-climbing obtained. We shall be sur-
prised if a device of this description does not become general
before many months are past.

J. Lucas, Ltd., No. 233.—^A new motor cycle lamp has
been introduced by Messrs. J. Lucas, Ltd., for 1909. It is

of the separate generator type, and is splendidly finished
and well proportioned. It is built on similar lines to the
Lucas motor car projectors, and is fitted with a Mangin
lens mirror and parabolic reflector. Its weight is 2ilbs.
The face of the lamp measures S^in. and glass 4^in. The
generator, which is of the drip feed pattern, has a capacity
of 4^ hours. The setscrew for holding the lamp to the
bracket has a lock-nut to prevent it working loose.

E. Lycett, Ltd., No. 185.—The Lightning stand has been
improved and lightened considerably. A good point about
this stand is that it is foot operated. The advantages of a
foot-operated stand are not generally appreciated, for after
a long ride on muddy roads the stand becomes splashed with
mud, and when putting it in action the fingers or gloves are
not soiled. Tubular carriers in different styles of finish are
also shown, and form a very rigid support for a good sized
touring bag. The Rawido belt is continued, also the Lyso
rubber and canvas belt, which, it will be remembered, has
grooves at the top and bottom. The method of manufacture
of the latter belt has been considerably improved, and the
makers are confident that there will now be no trouble
with the ends of the belt pulling through.

Lvxavon Motor Soap. No. 148 (Arcade).—A liquid sol-

vent for cleansing the bands after undertaking dirty opera-
tions, such as a thorough overhaul of the engine.

Lightweight Accessories.
JVIerkham Trading Co., No. 254.—The Gripple joint for

quickly repairing a broken wire was recently illustrated

and described in these pages. Other articles exhibited are
two different patterns of spring seat-pillars for motor
bicycles.

Moto-Reve Co., Ltd., No. 108.—Various accessories suit-

able for lightweight motor bicycles are to be seen on the
Moto-Reve stand, including an electric headlight, several pat-

terns of acetylene headlights, horns, and a new stand. This
stand keeps in whichever position it is put without the aid

of catches, and though light is extremely strong. This is

shown fitted to a 2 h.p. Moto-Reve, finished in grey enamel.

Prested Battery Co., No. 207.—Prested ignition

specialities have been added to for 1909, two new two-way
switches being the principal novelties. These are positive

in action and very simply constructed. It is claimed that

the capacity of the Prested accumulators have been added
to by ten per cent, by employing a new paste in the

manufacture.
Price's Patent Candle Co., No. 165 (Arcade).—Occupying

their old position in the arcade entrance will be found Messrs.
Price's Patent Candle Co., with an attractive exhibit of the
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well-known Motorine, A and B ®ils for motor cycle engines.

Copies of the judges' report on the A.C..U. Trials can be ob-

tained here on application.

Price and Co., No. 201.—^Price and Co. exhibit their

stands, which are now so widely used. They have been
improved in the method of operation, a thumb trigger con-

trolled iby a spring being the method adopted for bringing

the stand in or out of action, instead of pulling the leg

of the stand outwards, as previously. The front wheel stand
we illustrated some little time ago. It is on the same
principle as the new pattern back stand, and can be locked

in different positions, so that the ends of the legs cannot
foul the magneto or silencer on some machines. The back
stand is made in three different patterns for ultra-light-

weights, medium weights, and heavyweight motor cycles.

W. Searle and Co., No. 169 (Arcade).—Fulmen accumula-
toi's and A.V. sparking plug.s.

Some Useful Accessories.
The Service Motor Co., Ltd., No. 116.—This company

are agents for u very large number of accessory firms, and
on their stand in tlie main hall they are exhibiting a carbide
carrier made by the Novdell Co., and recently described in

our articles on motor cycle accessories. The Stephenson valve
spring lifter is another useful article, which we described and
illustrated on page 779, October 7th. The other exhibits com-
prise the Mabon clutch, Advance adjustable pulleys, a very neat
belt carrier in leather, and a tool Cfirrier and air-tube case
fitting to the side of the machine and suspended to the main
tubes of the luggage carrier. A useful luggage valise for

fitting on the luggage carrier, and made telescopic on the lines

of Japanese baskets, is a very moderate-priced article. It is

made of rot-proof material and bomid with leather. A built-up
leather V belt should also be examined. This is so made that
pieces can be inserted at any time to replace worn or broken
sections. Prospective motor cyclists who wish to obtain a
machine on the lowest possible basis—viz., free—should make
enquiries regarding the L.M.C. 3^ h.p. 1909 model, which is

to be given away on terms which can be obtained on applica-
tion at the stan<J.

A. G. Taylor and Co., No. 246.—The Quick-grip spanner
sold by A. G. Taylor and Co. is to be found here. These
handy little spanners should be found in every motoi
cyclist's tool kit. They have not been altered since last

year as they need no attentioo.

Returning from a tour in Prance, George Newburn, tlie popular music hall
mimic, upon being informed at Dieppe thit he could not wheel his motol
cycle off the boat, told the ofBcials that wherever his motor went, he went
also. Newburn had previously had his machine rather badly Isnoeked about
in landing, so man and machine were accordingly^landed ^^together by means
of a crane in the manner shown

I. Terry and Sons, No. 206.—Springs of all patterns and
descriptions are shown on this stand, but the most interesting:
novelty is a new lock-

nut. This nut has

met with great success
at Olympia, and is to

be adopted by many
well-known air manu-
facturers. Inside the
nut, and behind the
thread, a small coil

spring is inserted, one

end being fixed, and
it is impossible to un-

screw the nut until a
spoke or thin piece of

wire has been mserted
in a hole provided to

release tlie action of the spring

Terry's Steel Folding Spanner.

A new detachable belt-

fastener for motor cycles is also shown, and a handy form of

pocket spamier, which we illustrate. Tennis racquet clips,

ritie clips, golf club carriers, and all kinds of springs for

every conceivable purpose.

Handle Starting.

Templeton Bros., No. 226.—Some interesting accessories

bearing the " Tee-Bee " trade mark are ^yell worth inspection.

Those riders who like the idea of handle starting can fit

up an arrangement very easily on almost any machine to enable

the engine to be started by means of a handle. A small

sprocket wheel is clamped to the back stay, and a chain con-

nects it to tlie free wheel, ihis handle is handy for testing

purposes on machines which are not provided with pedals.

A motor cycle is shown fitted up with a number of " Tee-

Bee " accessories, including a combined generator and lamp-
bracket, a bracket for clamping to the girder forks, another
bracket for attaching the lamp to throw the light rearwards,
which is especially liandy when repairing a puncture or making
an adjustment in the dark. A light stand, a clip for holding

the high-tension wire for testing the spark, several good head-

lights, U'All adjustable belt lasteners, and a tubular carrier

are included among the exhibits. At the time of our visit a

machine was expected on the stand fitted with a new
variable gear ; also a iicav puncture-proof tyre.

WooDOATE and Co., No. 150 (Arcade). — The excellent

Patch-quick motor patches and valve tubing. A epecial

motor cyclist's outfit is put up containing twelve Patch-quick
patches, a large tube of solution, valve tubing, etc. A special

feature of the Patch-quick patches for the heavier types of

motor bicycles and passenger machines are patches with a

stud or strip of rubber in the centre which fills up a burst

or crack and strengthens the repair.

XL All Specialities, Ltd., No. 134.—No alterations have
been made to the XL-all motor cycle saddles or the spring
forks. This is sufficient proof that they are giving every
satisfaction. The only addition for 1909 is a new saddle on
the same principle for lightweight motor cycles. This saddle,

in addition to the XL-all spring forks, has a rolling cantle.

The cantle plate on which the leather at the back of the
saddle is riveted is pivoted to the back of the saddle
frame, and gives to each downward thrust of the rider's leg

when pedalling becomes necessary. On this stand are shown
the Robi patent hand shields for motor cyclists. These are

handle-bar muffs lined with various materials, the outer cover

being made of leather.

A Camping Outfit.

Association or Cycle Campers, No. 26.—Motor cyclists

who wish to avoid the expense of hotel bills will do well to

make a careful inspection of this exhibit. A 3^ h.p. Triumph
is shown fitted up with the camping kit packed up complete,

the whole weighing not more than 23 lbs. It provides accom-
modation for two people, and everything necessary can be

carried on the one machine. The whole kit extended and
fitted up ready for use is to be seen on the stand, and when
seen, it will be realised how neatly everything folds up.

Tbte Auto Cycle Union, No. 281 (Gilbey Hall).—Every

motor cyclist who contemplates membership of the Auto Cycle

Union should call at this stand and interview the officials,

one of whom will be in constant attendance. The Auto
Cycle Union has a special scheme of insurance for motor
cyclists, and full particulars of this, as well as the other

benefits of membership, may be had on application.
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COMPETITION RULES.
A LIGHTWEIGHT'S VIEWS.

THE correspondence following on the last open
hill-climb of 1908 interested me, as showing
that my long-cherished views regarding the

necessity for reform are not unsupported. The
weight factor is of very great importance in hill-climbs.

To my mind, the principle of a minimum total weight

(for machine plus rider) is one that should have been
imposed years ago. Let us say that machine and
rider weigh together at least 320 lbs. This would at

once remove one great injustice to many aspirants for

fastest time honours.

But spare us the horrors of the compulsory sandbag

!

At Fernhurst, 1905, my (two) sacks were the means
of losing many precious seconds. Tight as hands
could make them at the start, the front one was slack

by the time I reached the sharp right-angled turn

where one strikes the one in four portion. Conse-

quently, as I swung to the right, so did the sandbag,
with the result that I had not even a finger, let alone

a hand, to spare for my control levers during the

critical portion of the ride. Never again, thanks ! A
small quantity may not occasion inconvenience, but

when the ballast weight approaches the half-

hundredweight, something more compact, rigid, and
incompressible becomes imperative. Lead becomes
preferable to sand.

320 lbs. suggested as Minimum Total Weight.
The method of adding the weight may therefore

safely be left to the choice of the rider, so long as he
and his machine can be confidently certified to have
competed at or over ihe fixed minimum weight, which
might very well be tentatively fixed at the figure sug-

gested by Mr. B. H. Davies, or, in round figures,

320 lbs.

I would go a step further. So far from pandering

to the selfish few interested in the exploitation of
" standard patterns "—which they themselves do not

adhere to for competition work—I would accept, for

competition against these " standard " machines, any
obviously genuine roadster machine which conformed
to the regulations of its class as regards number of

cylinders, volume swept out, equipment, etc., and,

together with its rider, scaled the required minimum
weight. For three reasons:

1. There exists a large class of riders whose
requirements are not fulfilled by anv standard pattern

on the market. This is evidenced bv the large business

and continued success of such firms as the Chater-Lea,

Jap, and local assemblers. Such a rider pays willingly

for an " assembled " macliine which suits his views.

It is obviously unfair to bar such genuine amateur
owners from classes into which the maker's " tame "

amateur is readily admitted.

2. It is only by the construction of " special " {i.e.,

other, than standard) machines that progress can be

made ; and equally

3. It is only by the running of such improved
machines against accepted standard types that the

genuineness and value of the improvement can be

demonstrated to the public.

I do not agree with Mr. Davies that the special engine

is such a vital factor. The right sort of standard engine

can easily be brought up to competition condition with

a few hours' work by, or under the direction of, any

intelligent amateur. If he has bought an inferior or
unsuitable article, or, having a good one, does not know
what to do with it, he mu^,t not complain. He should
diligently digest his copies of The Motor Cycle.

As a matter of fact, of the three fastest running and
(upon dimensions) most powerful engines I have ever
had during the many years I have been a motor cyclist,
neither had a ball bearing, and only one had M.O.I.V.
All were standard patterns of large manufacturers, and
two were privately owned. Yet in open events the
latter performed very satisfactorily, one beating its own
manufacturer.

Other Details Requiring a Ruling.
A^ rule fixing the minimum size of tyre admissible in

touring and roadster classes is badly wanted. 2in.

tyres up to 80 x 80 mm., and 2i^in. above are the
smallest sizes that will give reasonably satisfactory ser-

vice, and even these minimum sections should only be
admitted conditionally upon their being of the standard
weight and pattern of their makers.
As regards carburetters, the case is somewhat

different. As power producers there is nothing to
choose between many of the carburetters now fitted to
high-class machines ; the fact of one appearing to give
better results than another is simply due to the former
being in a state of adjustment more suitable to the
needs of the engine with which the experiment is made.
This remark holds good not only in the case of float

feed carburetters, hut also with respect to the working
valve type. The principles governing the adjustment
of carburetters are well-known, and have been
repeatedly set forth and explained in these columns.
That the rules controlling hill-climbs and other

competitions need careful revision at competent hands
is, in my opinion, beyond question. A more crying

need still, however, is the provision of means for

securing the proper administration of such rules, in

the spirit as in the letter.

The average hill-climb prospectus contains a set

of regulations which appear to provide for every

imaginable contingency. Yet still competitors are

dissatisfied. No wonder! Why?

The Disease.
Because the average administrative committee con-

tains a majority of members who, however admirably
they may succeed in organising the event so far as

local arrangements are concerned, are absolutely

incompetent to deal with the technical questions

involved in the eflficient conduct of what, as Mr.
B. H. Davies points out, should be an efficiency com-
petition. Time after time both in connection with hill-

climbs and with track races have I seen enforced
"technical " decisions which I knew to be unjust and
absurd. The effect of such decisions has been the

award of the prize to the most impudent trickster.

Brutus, in the shape of the "technical judge," may
have been in intention a scrupulously " honourable
man," but the effect of his incompetence has been
to defraud the deserving competitor, and to reduce
the carefully, prepared " rules " to chaos. The remedy
lies, in my opinion, in the compulsory employment by
all promoters of such events of' a technical judge
appointed by the A.C.U. The desirable qualifica-
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Competition Rules.—

tions of such an individual are, however, much more

easily scheduled than attained. In fact, when one

comes to think it over it appears that he should literally

realise the motto that Goethe's fiend inscribed in the

student's album.

For instance, it is obviously necessary that he be a

competent mechanical engineer and electrician; also

that he should have had both manufacturing and com-

petition experience. To strict impartiality he must

add moral and physical courage, and a firm conviction

3f the mission and future of the motor cycle. He must

be prepared to sacrifice most of his week-ends at the

pleasantest time of the year to the discharge of duties

that will often prove disagreeable, simply for the good

yi a sport in which he may no longer participate. In

Fact, in order to avoid any suspicion of partisanship,

I am safe in saying that not one of us anticipated that

the effect would be to enable the makers of single-

cylinder machines to say that they had "beaten"
in a "race" multi-cylinder machines capable of 50%
higher speed average under genuine racing conditions.

Many riders who hear such statements will be totally

unaware that the twin is not a mere complicated sub-

stitute for the simpler single, but is a different type

with a distinct purpose, created to efficiently perform
duties of a nature for which the single is ill adapted,

and offering for certain purposes advantages which

quite outweigh the inevitable extra fuel consumption.

Surely the odds are too absurdly heavy—a few penny-

worth of petrol against the status of a useful type and

the welfare of an important section of the industry.

Why tinker? The R.A.C. has candidly recognised

the futility of the fuel limit ; has had the pluck, to find

-'ttrr-.-' 'T^^T^^^?^^i?>rwwm^9w^^^^mw^p^^^^>^^!^^^^'^'^^i^mam!^mwM^m^sm

n

. Loaders in the F.A.M. Ten Miles National Championship Raee held on the 3rd inst., rounding the turn at Morris Park, Kew York. No. 7, Walter Goerke
••

(the winner). No. 29, Fred Huyck. No. 1, A. G. Chappie. The winner's time was lOjmin. 45fsecs. _^,;J Photo by R.G. Curtis.

I doubt whether he should even own a motor cycle

—

at all events, of any known make. His fee must be

moderate, and therefore inadequate; nevertheless, his

censorship must be free from feeling of dissatisfaction

yr show of arrogance.

The duties of such an official would include the

inspection and passing or disqualification of all com-
peting machines, and of any or all devices fitted to or

used in connection therewith. He would hear and
decide upon all appeals or references concerning the

construction and equipment of the competing machines.

Lastly, I would call attention to the urgent need for

reform in the Tourist Trophy regulations, as demon-
strated by recent events. A serious injustice is being

perpetrated against the manufacturers and entrants of

the twin and other multi-cylinder machines. As a

member of the committee who passed those regulations,

a safer course and run the race as a sporting event,

subject only to engine limitation. Result : Thorough
success—a genuine and satisfactory contest, productive

of lessons of real value.

Consequently, I advocate the adoption of Mr. N. E.

Drury's suggestion as regards singles; but I consider

that, sulpject to suitable alteration of the course, the

limit for the multi-cylinder class should be extended
to admit the 8o x 8o mm. twins—say, 805 ccms.

As a precautionary measure, it might be required that

riders in the multi-cylinder class must have held a

competition license for at least three years, and have

competed without accident in twin classes of at least

three open events.

Should not this give us a better demonstration of the

comparative value of both types?

R. W. Ayton.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.G., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

Toxiring in Norway.

[3678.]—I read Mr. Jack Kneiff's interesting letter on
"Touring in Norway" in your issue of November 4th. Will
Mr. Kneilf kindly place your readers under a further obliga-

tion and describe the back seat attachment he used so suc-

cessfully on his tour? W. H. J.

Keeping Mounting Pedal in Position.

[3679.]—i?c hmt 265 m " Hints and Tips for Motor
Cyclists," I fastened a short piece of iron bolt under the left

}Dedal, thus ensuring the pedal always being at the bottom
and always flat side up. I think this better than springs, as

pedals are always available for use without any alteration.

AJ 577.

The Danger of Night Riding.

[3680.]—I experienced a peculiar accident on returning
after a run on tlie 11th inst. Turning out of a by-lane on
to the main road, I was suddenly throwTi from the saddle.

On picking myself up (glad to say unhurt) and looking for

the cause of it, I found that a telegraph wire had snapped
and stretched taut across the road. Thank goodness it caught
me across the chest, instead of the neck, otherwise I should
not have been writing this letter.

In case of a dangerous accident of this kind, do you think
a claim could be made, and if so against whom? Thanks
to footrests tlie machine was not damaged. N 2770

Winter Riding.

[3681.]
—

" Ixion " in his " Comments " of the 11th appears
to be under a misapprehension. What I recommended was
a pair of gauntlets with soft ends instead of the hard type.

Perhaps I am somewhat longer in the body than " Ixion,"

but I have found water run down the sleeve into the glove
on several occasions, and it is impossible to tuck a stiff-ended

gauntlet into the sleeve end of the umbrella coat. He also

comments on wind-cuff pressure, but this is largely a myth.
A wind cuff should be large enough to just touch the wrist
without exerting any pressure, and I for one find them neces-

sary. It is not always desirable to use a pair of gauntlets,

and in such a case the coat is useless without them.
IVAN B. HART-DAVIES.

The Life of Pneumatic Tyres.

[3682.]—With reference to Mr. Crow's letter, his experi-

ence, if it includes a year's riding, must be rather small and
narrow. I did 3,000 odd miles on a nameless steel studded
back tyre fitted to a 3j h.p. machine, weight over 200 lbs.,

and rider 13 stones, without burst or puncture, but not with-
out side-slip, and have the tyre still in good condition. I

nave done 10,000 miles since on rubber-studded tyres, and if

Mr. Crow only used them he would feel the difference in

comfort and speed, and even if he rode in winter in grease, he
would not need to fear side-slip or skidding. The compari-
son between the two both in comfort and skid are odious.
A great many who ride in winter simply have a non-skid on
the back wheel. This is a mistake. It should be fitted to
both wheels. I ride every day, wet or fine, and in the
thickest traflSc and grease, and have not had a side-slip since

using a rubber-studded tyre.

I certainly think that a good rubber-studded tyre should
do 10,000 to 12,000 miles on a lightweight, and 6,000 to

8,000, if carefully driven, on a 3^ h.p., weight about 200 lbs.,

but it depends on the man and the machine. Having to ride
11 through the winter to earn my living, I should not care
have to go back to steel studs after rubber.

LN 3980.

Running on Benzol.

[3683.]—The real interest underlying the discussion regard-
ing running on benzol, etc., is, I presume, the possibility of

getting along when the- petrol supply gives out. The follow-

ing experience of mine lately on a 1908 Triumph is therefore

apropos. When the petrol gave out eleven miles of hilly

country separated me from the nearest supply. From a shop
close by I obtained about a quart of ordinary methylated
spirit, which carried me ten miles, and the remaining mile

was comfortably covered on paraffin obtained at a wayside
cottage. I found that the alcohol gave less power than

petrol, and from the presence of the hydroxyl molecule in

its composition it took less extra air. The paraffin, on the

other hand, gave more power than petrol. ES 224.

Magneto Manufacture.

[5684.]—With reference to Mr. J. Jackson's letter [3657]

concerning magneto manufacture, as far as I know there is

one firm that manufactures a real British magneto of British

origin, and that is Messrs. John C. Fuller, of Woodland
Works, Bow, London, E. I have not myself tried one of their

magnetos, but have tried their accumulators and coils, and

in my opinion I do not think there are any better. If their

magnetos are like their coils and accumulators, they are a

masterpiece of skill and workmanship. Their magnetos have

been used on cars, and have proved very successful, having

won a very big event at Brooklands this year. I may say

that I have no other interest in this firm than that of a

BRITISHER.

[3685.]—We notice in your last issue letter No. 3657.

signed by Mr. J. Jackson, and in reply to same we have

very much pleasure in stating that not only are we a British

firm making the well-known British-made Simms magnetos,

but that these magnetos are adopted by a large number of

the leading firms in Great Britain.

We are the actual manufacturers, and if your correspon-

dent, or any other gentleman similarly interested, will write

to us direct, we shall be very pleased to give him (or them)

the fullest information concerning our magnetos, and the

names of British motor cycle and car manufacturers actually

using tiiem.

There is not the slightest need to buy magnetos of foreign

make when we can supply.

THE SIMMS MAGNETO CO., LTD.

The Future of the Light Tricar.

[3686.]—I regret exceedmgly that I was unable to be pre-

sent at what, from your report, appears to have been a most

interesting and instructive paper. I notice, however, that

some reference was made to the "A.C." tricar and it?

failure in the last Quarterly Trials. As the driver on that

occasion, I think it only due to the makers that the cause

of the stoppage should be known, particularly as the machine

caused no small stir amongst riders for its very neat and

clean design and' sweetness in running. The beginning and

the end of the whole trouble was a faulty coil, the trembler

blade repeatedly refusing to tremble. This failure has, how-

ever, finally de^cided the makers to adopt magneto ignition,

and they are in consequence fitting this wherever asked

without extra charge-.

While on the subject it may interest your readers to know

that similar machines, suitably geared, and known as the

" Auto-carrier," have been running, in the hands of well-

known London firms, since November, 1907, with
_
varying

loads up to 5 cwts., and to the owners' complete satisfaction.
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For an air-cooled engine in London traflBc and this summer's
-emperature it is fairly evident that the question of air-

©oling is simply one of design.

Trusting the above facts may be of sufficient interest as

rearing on the tricar question to secure a place in your
ifiteemed journal, JOHN PORTWINE.

[3687.]—I think Mr, A. C. Pemberton's is the nearest to

,he real article, but the engine should be 5 h.p., 2^in. front

yres and 2^in. back ; the vi^hole weight (unladen) about

i cwts. with two-speed gear. No doubt the chain would be
nost serviceable, but if the belt were l^in. it might be then

I, matter of choice. All considered, I think the bicycle frame
>ftst, being less inclined to " whip," and perhaps cheaper

;

mt the fore part should have two sets of springs, as the

veight would not be much more, and springs would be of great

jenefit to engine and driver. For myself, I drove a 5 h.p.

lingle-geared belt-driven tricar during 1907, and am fitting it

fith a Roc two -speed gear. I like a twin, but I can't keep
t up to its power like the single-cylinder. One thing more,
lave the adjustable pulley, too; you can use up your worn
>elt when it " pines " through old age. I write these few
ines for the working men " motorists " only. C. D.

A Well-known North Country Motor Cyclist.

[3688.]—Owing to a broken piston in my 5 h.p. twin
he other day, I found myself along with a friend hung up
lere until such a time as the necessary repair could be
iffected. To my surprise and pleasure whilst looking for

he trouble, whom should I see approach but that well-known
^orth of England motor cyclist, C. B. Grimshaw, by whose
lid the engine was smartly dismantled and the new part
vired for. I was sorry to hear from Mr. Grimshaw that he
vas not at Banchory on pleasure bent or on motor business,

)ut that owing to decided weakness of one lung he was
laving to undergo the open air treatment for tuberculosis at

he Nordrah-on-Dee Sanatorium. Mr. Grimshaw's many
rieinds will be sorry to know that he will be away from his

)usiness for at least twelve months, and I was personally
orrv to hear him state that this illness would prevent abso-
utely any attempts at showing the paces of his 20 h.p.

nachine, of which we all had such great hopes. It may also

nean that motor cycle hill-climbing competitions will know
lim no more.
When I said ow revoir to Mr. Grimshaw the other day he

vas most cheerful, and asked me to convey his compliments
o any of his confreres. This I thought most easy of attain-

nent through the columns of your widely read journal.

GAUTIER GUILLAUME GRIEFON.
Banchory, N.B.

Protecting Magneto Terminals.

[3689.Jj—I noticed in a recent issue of The Motor Cycle a
etter on " Protecting Magneto Terminals," by Mr. E. P.
Waghom, who states that after he had rubbed vaseline over
;he terminals he did not have a single misfire, although he
(vas out on one of the wettest days of the year. He also
itates that h© took his tip from the judges' report on the
End-to-end Trials, which mentioned that one rider smeared
lis whole magneto machine with vaseline.

Now in regard to this I would like to say that several
^'ears ago I found that covers of any description were not
reliable on a magneto, particularly in wet or damp weather.
Chere was only one place where I was ever troubled with
^hori? circuits when riding in the rain or mud, which was
icross the carbon brush high-tension terminals, and knowing
:hat vaseline was a good non-conductor, I adopted the plan,
svhenever it was wet, of smearing a little vaseline over the
terminal end of the high-tension wire and all over the
vulcanite carbon bnish holder, and never had any trouble
(vhatever with short circuiting. I think many of the riders
in this year's End-to-end Trials can thank me for the vaseline
tip ; I know of several who adopted it and had no trouble
throughout the run, although no one will question that thero
was plenty of wet and rain.

In regard to covers, I well remember one very wet day
two or three years ago, when Mr. Frank Applebee arrived
tit Uxbridge on the morning of the Quarterly Trials, and
made the remark that he did not think much of magnetos;
he had just had a new one fitted on his machine, but had
been troubled with misfiring from the time he left London.
Considering myself quite an expert on magnetos, I went over

to his machine and examined it, and found that the magneto
was well covered up with a rubber cover. Much to Mr.
Applebee' s surprise, I immediately began to cut away the
lacing which held his cover on, removed it entirely, and
then asked him to go out and ride up and down the road
and see if he had any more trouble. He came back with
a smile on his face, and said it ran perfectly. His trouble
was simply with moisture which had collected under the
rubber cover, causing short circuiting.

Whenever vaseline is not obtainable, or if one gets caught
in the rain,' ordinary cylinder oil smeared over the high-
tension terminals on the magneto will help things for a
while, but vaseline is much better, as it does not wash off

or wear away with constant splashing of mud and water.
W. H. WELLS.

A Problem to be Solved.

[3690.]— I have read with interest the various suggestions
made as to the. reason of the four-cylinder F.N. suddenly
developing abnormal ( !

)
power and jumping away, and am

surprised to see that no one has yet struck what appears to
me a simple solution (having had one myself). I .think it i&

all due to the inlet valves and the larger charge entering
through them at very high speeds, due to the inertia—given
to the ga^es in the induction pipe at the beginning of the
suction stroke—causing the gases to keep on flo%ving till the
piston is on the compression stroke, and thus admitting an
" abnormal " charge. Naturally this would give a very much
higher compression—being a larger charge in the same space
—and much more power would be developed. Of course, as
every experienced motor cyclist knows, compression is almost
"perfect" at high speed, even if only "good" when on the
stand, and, as the originator of this discussion states, the
cylinders and pistons assume a glass-like surface, setting up
a minimum of friction after some usage. The strength of the
inlet springs should also have a lot to do with the fast

rmuiing of the engine, and if these are altered, the speed at
which the " abnormal " condition takes place will be altered
to a small extent. A very small lift and strong springs are,

naturally, essential for speed. It is also quite possible that
some lubricating oil takes part in the explosion, but this

should also be at i»wer speeds. However, this does not
appeal much to me. Trusting the above is quite plain,

A. MANNING LOMAX.

[3691.]—Reading in The Motor Cycle a further interest-

ing letter from Mr. Earle Ovington, I was struck with two
possible explanations of the abnormal condition of his F.N.
which may be of interest. In the first place, could not

—

as suggested in your own footnote to Mr. Ovington's first

letter—the lubricating oil vaporise under the abnormal heat
and add its energy to that of the petrol vapour? The loose

screws in the top of the piston probably allow a little oil to

leak through into the combustion chamber, and it would
appear that this, rather than the fact of having bad com-
pression, accounts for the engine's very fast running. Other-
wise one might imagine that by slacking back the sparking
plug in its seating, «o as to allow the gases to leak past

when the engine is turned slowly round, the same conditions

might be induced in a four-cylinder F.N. engine as in that
of Mr. Ovington whilst running »t high speed.

The other explanation that occurred to me was that

with a high piston speed, and the rather small inlet pipe
fitted to these machines, the velocity of the incoming gases

may be sufficiently great to thoi'oughly "pack" the cylin-

der with explosive mixture—on the suction stroke, of course.

GEO. H. WALKER.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
" J. H. P." would like readers' experiences with Hayes's

Jack-no-skid, used with and withoiit a studded tyre.

" H. F." would like readers' experiences with the N.S.U.
and Roc twin-cylinder motor cycles, 1907 pattern.

"Lightweight" would like readers' experiences with the

Simkins pitch band drive. Can the amount of sUp be satis-

factorily regulated, and are there any objections to its use?

"W. G. K.'" would like to hear from readers who have

run their machines with a two-volt coil for some considerable

time. Is there any serious difference in the iiring, and what
extra percentage of distance can be ran by using the two
cells of a four-volt accum'ulator separately?
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CYCLES FOR SALE.
h.p. Brown, ridden about 500

i4 148—Scale, 311, Great West-
asholme, Manchester.

Triumph, 1906, 3 h.p., spares,
Jiteed perfect, bought 1908; £23.—
. Albatross Street, Preston.

, 1908, brand new; £44; complete,
jories; 1909 models now in stock.
i, Ltd., 74, Bold Street, Liverpool.

Rex, good condition, qua.itity ;

^s, Millford castor wheel sid'&car;

ild, 63, Oopthorne Eoad, Bradford,
i

i

iS wanted, owner going abroad.—6 I

,, twin Antoine, Chater-Lea, and side- I

i.—l, Beaufort Avenue, West Bids- !

FLITTIN G.
Prior to removing to our new Works, WOW CASH

OFFERS will be welcomed.

j
\ li.p. E«x de Luxe, Eoc clutch, twin i

"" iies, etc., perfect condition, not run ;

£25.-1,221, The Motor Cycle Offices,

Limph, in perfect condition, Sham-
rock-Excelsior tyres, lamp, horn, etc.;

lo offers.—1,244, The Motor Cycle Offices,

^ itry.

Bp. Jap, magneto. No. 6 Chater frame,
1 Jap patent carburetter, 2| tyres, foct-
•ds; bargain, £24.-73, Plymouth Street,
'.Chester.

aATER-LEA-JAP Lightweight, Palmer
cord. Advance pulley, very fast, climb

ytMng, perfect condition; £15.-67, Free-
m Street, Sheffield.

JEW 3h h.p. Phelon and Moore, two speeds,
i magneto. Palmer tyres, supplied Sep-
;mber, never ridden, all accessories; £44.

—

otter, Blenheim Square, Leeds.

rO be sold immediately, 1| h.p. Minerva,
good order, fast ; nearest cash offers to

16 lOa.—Particulars willingly. Smithies, Port^
and. Grove. Heaton Chapel, Manchester.

5-7 h.p. Peugeot Twin, B. and B., handle
coi:trol, two speeds, tyres perfect, gar-

aged Southport; £25; lower power, magneto,
aonsideried.—19, Mountfield, Prestwich, Man-
chester.

3i h.D. •Minerva, B.S.A. frame, and sidecar,
2 complete, splendid condition, only

wants seeing, or exchange higher power, caah
adjustment ; trial.—Wood, 108, Breck Eoad,
Liverpool.

i Q08 Triumph, made 13th June. 1908, as
-Lt/ new, perfect condition, lamp, horn,
spares, tools, etc.; approval, deposit; £37
10s.; buying 1909.—Dove, Stocksbridge. near
Sheffield.

VIBEATIONLESS Douglas Twin Light-
weights, absolutely perfect workman-

ship; inspection invited; lists free.—From
sole agents, Hitchings, Ltd., 74, Bold Street,
Liverpool.

GEEAT Bargain.—3i h.p. Zenith Bicar, two
speeds, free engine. Palmer cord tyres,

bought July, 1908; cost £60, will accept £28,
or nearest offer; trial allowed.—Evic Cycle
Co., Whittingham, Lancashire.

N.S.U., two splendid twins, 5J and 4 h.p.,
both won several competitions, tyres

perfect. Shamrock and Palmer cord, 2Jin.,
spring forks, magneto ; sacrifice £25 each.—
Hughes, 16, St. John's Terrace, Leeds.

Ql h.p. Eex, 1906, newly fitted with 2Jin.
O-Z Peter-ITnions, Fuller Syntonic coil, two
accumulators, stand, and all accessories,
footboards or pedals; £15, or exchange for
lightweight.—Kelvey, architect, St. Annes-on-
Sea.

SHOP-SOILED 1908 Magneto Eex Feather-
weight, £19 19s.; 3J h.p. 1908 Tourist

Bex, ball bearing engine, handle-bar con-
trol, £27 10s., unridden ; exchanges enter-
tained; cash offers wanted.—Booth's Mo-
torics, Halifax.

£19 19s. 6d.—Magneto Twin Minerva, spring
forks, 2iin. tyres, nice condition. —

Booth's Motorics, Halifax.

ZENITH Bicar, open frame, free engine,
enamel in splendid condition; cost

£50, accept £13 15s.—Booth's Motorics, Hali-
fax.

MINEEVA and Eex:—We carry the largest
stock of spare parts in the provinces

for these machines, can deliver new ma-
j

chines from stock at low prices; cash, ex-
change, or gradual payments ; charged ac-
oumulators for hire, Is. per week.—Oookson
Bros., 511. Chester Eoad, Old Trafford.

SHOP-SOILED, UNRIDDEH.
3i h.p. REX TOURIST mo.el (1908), mag-

neto, ball bearing enginp, bandle-bar
control listed at 38 "uineas £27 10

5 h.p. REX TWIN TOURIST (1908), mag-
neto, ball bearin;^ engine, black and gold,

listed at 43 guineas 29 10

2i h.p. REX FEATHERWEIGHT, magneto,
weight 90 lbs. ; listed at 25 guineas . . 19 19

34 h.p. QUADR.A.NT (1908), magneto 26 10
Exchansjes entertained.

OTHER GOOD BARGAINS.

4 h.p. ZENITH BICAR, free engine £15 15

3} h.p. ARIEL, M.O.V., low built 14 14

4 h.p. TWIN N.S.U., magneto 20 10

3j h.p. REX (1907), black finish, magneto.

.

18 18

5 h.p. TWIN REX, Osborne four speeds .

.

17 17

5 h.p. TWIN VINDEC (igorl, magneto .. 29 10

4i h.p. TWIN MINKRVA, magneto 25

4i h.p. TWIN MINERVA, spring forks 18 18

5 h.p. TWIN G.B., mngneto, very smart .. 25
6 h.p.TWIN ANTOINE (1008), brand new 25

4 h.n. ROC, magneio, Roc clutch 22 10
FOUR-CVLINDER F.N., magneto 19 19

4 h.p. AN rOIN E, magneto. Roc two speeds 20 10
6 h.p. TWIN REX and SIDECAR, 4 speeds 20

5i h.p. REX-DE-LUXE, Roc clutch, mag-
neto, black r,nish 28 10

3i h.p. MINERVA, Chater-Lea, low built .

.

14 14
4 h.p. TWIN N.S.U. (1908), magneto, two

speeds 28 10

3 h.p. SIMMS, magneto, nice order 10 10
2i h.p. SHARK, vertical engine, magneto.

.

9 10

3^ li.p. TWIN WERN liR, 26" wheels 11 10

3 h.p. RALEIGH, i'li'mix 2-speed gear

3 h.p. ARIEL.. £10 1

3 h.p. HUMBER 10 10
3 h.p. PEBOK .. 10 10
2j h.p. JAP 8

:} BRADBURY
Jh.p.WERNER

: h.p. HUMBiiR
2| h.p. MINERVA

11 10
10 10
9 10
8 10
9 10

Extended Payments arranged. 2uo Motor Cycles
actually in stock. Best show and biggest bargains
in Halifax. Full list free.

FOUR 5^ h.p. REX-DE-LUXES,
igo7 models, fitted wit'i agneto, Roc clutch, twin
tyres, spritig fork?, spring seats ; cost £50 ; ideal

sidecar machines ; handle starting ; £27 lOs. each
or e.xchange.

TRICARS.
=; h.p. ASTER, open frame, two speeds . . £15 15
5 h.p. QUADRANT, two speeds, coach built 19 19

10 h.p. RE.XETTE, two speeds, open frame 29 10
5§ h.p. KE.XETTE, tw,-. speeds, open frame 27 10
6^ h.p HUMBERETTE Two-seater Car,

three speed;, reverse, artillery whcel^,
three 1 imos, Stepney wheel 49 10

RUBBER AND CANVAS.
Correct angle. Non-stretching. Very clean

-iin. 9d., |in. lid., |in. 1/2, lin. 1/5.
Approval. Sam'i'p free.

CORONET VARIABLE
SPEED PULLEY.

14/- each.

Special Terms to the rade.
Standard makes can b- had with ut

sending old ouUey for 1 attern.

Tac screwed flange is securely held in an3' position

by a simple yet ingenious contrivance that distin-

guis'ies it as the most improved uUey made.

GRIPSKIN BELTING.
Scientifically made from selected parts of hides.

.^n efficient belt at a popular price. Outlasts two"
rubber belts. Correct angle, perfect drive, non-
stretching. We send on approval on receipt of P.O.

|in. 9d., fin. lOJd., Jin. 1/-, lin. 1/1.
Special Terms to the trade.

Booth's IVIoi:oi" Exchstns'cs,
CORONET WORKS, WADE ST., HALIFAX.

Telep'ione 198Y.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE,

13. h.p. Werner, lightweight, vertical en-
4 gine, low frame, perfect running order,

tyres good, accessories; sacrifice £4 lOs.—117,
Duckworth Street, Darwen.

HALIFAX. — As the largest dealers in Bei
Motors we can offer the following

shop-soiled machiaes; 1908 Rex, magneto,
featherweight, £19 19s.; 1908 3J h.p. magneto
Rex, ball bearing engine, £27 10s. ; 1908 twin
Rex, £29 10s.; 1908 3§ h.p. Rex de Luxe, Roc
clutch, two-speed, £31 10s. ; also a few brand
new, offers wanted.—Halifax Motor Ex
change, Westgate, Halifax.

SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire

Derby, Stafford, Shropshire, Mont
gomery, and Merioneth.

2X h.p. Minerva, equal to new; £10 foi

2 quick sale, worth double.—38, St. Pau,

Street West, Burton-on-Trent.

TRIUMPH. 1906, magneto, 1908 spring forks
footrests, butt-ended tubea, fine condi

tion; £22, bargain.—Hall, Richard Street
Northwich.

6 h.p. 1908 N.S.U. , climb anything; cosi

£54 four months ago; any trial; Ilk*

new; £28 cash.—Dallaway, Fruiterer, Cape
Smethwick.

MINERVA, Zh h.p., springs. Brown and Bar
low. Premier, footboards, horn, stand

carrier, and tools, perfect as new; £29.-

Trott, Shrewsbury.

TRIUMPHS, 1909, any make taken in ex

change; liberal allowances; make ap
pointment to see me at Stanley Show.-
Parker, Melbourne, Derby.

MOTO - REVE, latest model, not run 101

miles, absolutely new condition; coS'

£41; extra Clincher tyres, accessories; tak(

£30.—Lamervue, Lloyd Strt?ci, Llandudno.

5 h.p. Vindec Special, just overhauled, ii

perfect condition, Truffault forks, nev
Shamrock Excelsior on back, horn, tools

spares, etc. ; £29.—W. Bunney, Prenton, Birk

enhead.

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland

Northamptonshire, and Warwickshire.

ZENITH Bicar, Palmer tyres, Pafnir 4 h.p

engine; great bargain, £15 10s. — U
Bull Ring, Birmingham.

23. h.p. Excelsior, good- going orde^ larg(

4 stand; £7 10s. cash, or best offer.—

H

White, Fenny Compton, Leamington.

•1 008 Triumph,- 5i h.p., new in Augnst

la scarcely used, lamp, and aU spares,

price £35.—Guyver, Stratford-on-Avon.

BRADBURY, 3 h.p., spray carburetter

Clincher A Won tyres, low built; grea

bargain, £10 10s.-12, Bull Ring, Birmingham

23 h.p. Excelsior, vertical, spray, workim
'4 order; £7 10s.; typewriter part ex

change.—Henson, 16, Jamea Street, Grantham

ITlXCEPTIONAL Offer.-34 h.p. Rex, guarar
Li teed perfect, condition as' new; bai

gain, £15.-67, King Richard Street, Coven

try.

r-6 h.p Twin Rex, M.O.V., splendid conditioi

Q gin. Whittle belt, spring forks, and s^eat

£25, or exchange 7-8 h.p. Minerva. — G. ti

Hooke, Monumental Works, Erdmgton.

LLOYDS' 2i h.p., in good condition, ne^

non-skid tyre. Brooks' saddle, and thre

batteries, with numerous accessories ;. £iu.-

\
Buxton, 604, Bearwood Road, Smethwick.

TWIN-CYLINDER Rex, magneto ignitioi]

Amac carburetter, handle-bar control

spring forks, cantilever saddle. Perfect ruE

nine order; exceptional bargain, £19 lUs. ~

Lloyd,' Victoria Terrace, Leamington.

FN. 5-6 h.p., latest model, five weeks oU
'

perfect, not ran 400 miles, 2iin. tyres

rubber studded back, spring saddle, stand

Rushmore model, lamp, tools, all spares

£45, lowest.-West End House, GeddmgtoE
Kettering, Northants.

1 008 Zi h.p. Triumph, T.T., handle-bar cob

±0 trol. Clinchers. Dermatme, and tw<

spare belts, lamp, and generator, also spar

lamp, Cowey speed indicator, spare vaiv

and cover (Palmer), in perfect order; an:

trial or dismantlement; can be »een an(

tried by appointment.—J. W. Willson, Burgh
R.8.0.

In answering g,ny of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.
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AOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE-
7-8 h.p. Minerva Motor Cycle, 1908, and Ariel

I sidecar, accumulator ignition, Contin-
ntals, Lomax non-skid, numerous spares;
ivlng up motoring; £30 the lot.—Vic. John-
on, Osborne Road, Erdington, Birmingham.

13 h.p. Brown, in thorough good order, low
^4 frame, 26in. wheels, Duco non-skid,
Jlincher A Won front, girder, vertical,

I.O.V., Longuemare, plain coil, long handle-
lars, stand-carrier, start cold half-turn of

•edal, the best cash offer; for exchange, II

i.p. Minerva, inclined, in sound running
rder, P.N., Dunlops, will take two decent
ush bikes, no rubbish : also enamelling oven
will take three frames), with lamp, alto one
arge De Dion coil, plain, sound, wiii take
eather jacket, or good motor gas lamp, or
,nything useful.—Downs, Holbeach.

SECTION V,

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon,
and Bedford.

)3. h.p. Kerry, reliable, splendid condition

;

mi £14.—Gus. Brown, St. John's Street,
ledford.

[T^OE Sale, 1907 Quadrant, spring forks, fine
u condition ; £24, or near offer.—Box No.
i3,624. The Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor Street,
I.e.

)1 h.p. Brown, good condition, new Pal-
-3 mer tyres, splendid hill-climber, tools,
tc. ; £12, must sell.—Gifford, Hadderham,
lambs.

EXCELSIOR, 4 h.p., Longuemare, long
bars, low, 2in. new tyres, perfect con-

ition, very powerful; £11 15s., bargain.

—

k>rdon, Baasingbourne, Royston, Oambs.

)JL h.p. Minerva, magneto, spring forks,
)2 faultless throughout, very fully
quipped, with every refinement, requires
othing spending on it; accept £20.—Young,
Fpwell, Cambs.

rBIUMPH, 1907, Nala two-speed, and Auto-
phaeton two-wheeled sidecar, coach-

ullt ; 40 guineas, or sell two-speed and side-
ar separately, condition as new.—Sid Spaul,
astle Hill, Norwich.

SECTION VI.

^Vorcestershire, Herefordshire, Radnor,
Brecknock, Monmouth, Glamorgan,
Carmarthen, Cardigan, and Pembroke.

P/^.—Minerva, 2 h.p., spring forks, spray,wU Dunlop tyres, rubber belt, long handle-
ars, numbers, in- good running order.—Ap-
ly. Page, 14, High Street, Bewdley.

r h.p., £16.—Single Buchet, in Chater frame,
I brass torpedo tank, 'two accumulators
nd switches, spring forks, new Palmer and
hamrock tyres, footboards, comfortable and
eliable.-27, Thornwood, Treharris, Glam.
)3 h.p. Ariel, M.O.V., splendid condition,
*4 enamelled French grey, Dunlops, Brown
nd Barlow carburetter, new 20 amp. E.P.R.
ccumulator, footrests, spring forks, long
andle-bars, P. and H. lamp, thoroughly
verhauled; rare bargain, £15 — Sankey,
jngsland, Herefor-dshire.

SECTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks,
Wilts and Hants, and Channel Islands.

3 EX Featherweight, 2J h.p., magneto, new;A 21 guineas.—Sansom, Lynchford Road,
arnborough, Hants.

) h.p. Triumph, magneto ignition, splen-
* did condition; £25.—Willway and Sons,
ltd., St. Augustine's, Bristol.
' h.p. Vindec, 1908, two speed, and Mont-
f gomery sidecar; particulars; £43. —
reig, Penside. Nailsworth, Glos.

^TTO Motor Cycle, 2| h.p.; bargain, £6^ 10s. ; good going order.—W.i.^., 139, Ade-
lide Road, St. Denys, Southampton.
)1 h.p. Minerva, built with B.S.A. frame,
»2 Palmer tyres (unpunctured), splendid
ondition; £18 cash.—Eyre, Zeals House,
eals. Wilts.

1 h.p. Minerva, pair non-skids, spare belt,
>a lamp, and horn, in splendid condi-
on, reliable ; £15 10s.—P. H. Breeze, 74, High
treet, Aldershot.

I

h.p. Fafnir Engine, B.S.A. frame and flt-
I tings, Dunlops, just overhauled; £9, a
argain.—W. H. Breeze and Son. 74, High
treet, Aldershot.

Now is the Time to Buy.
FOUR 31 h.p. QUADRANTS.

B. and new, 1908 machines, magneto ignition,

£48 or exchange.

FOUR 5i h.p. MAGNETO TWIN REXES.
Spring forks, cantilever seats,

£22 each or exchanee.

FOUR 3i h.p. RE ES.
Vertical engines, spray carburetters, zzin. faramet.

£10 each or exchange.

Value for money.
5 h.-. Four-cylinder HOLDEN £16
5-6 h.p. 1907, magneto, TWIN REX, black

and gold £22

4ih.p.Four-cylinderDURKOPP,spring forks £28

5-6 h.p. REX-DE-LUXE, twin tyres, clutch £24

3 h.p. CLYDE, magneto, M.O.V.

3

£16

h.p. TRIUMPH, 25in. wheels £15

5i h.p. T\VIN REX, magnificent goer £19

5i h.p. TWIN REX and Sidecar £23

5-6h.p.REX-DR-LUXE, magneto.Rocciutch £27

FOUR 5i h.p. REX DE LUXE
1907 models, fitted with magneto. Roc clutch, twin
tyres, spring seats, spring forks, grand sidecar

machines, handle starting, £27 or exchange.

£3 DOWN ^^'^"''^ ^'^y <3^ ^^^ following"^ '" Machines. Balance 5/- per week.

3i h.p. ROVER, MX).V
4 h.p. ANTOINE,"vertic3l,M~O.VT7spray. . £12

belt drive £12
"0

3} h.p. ARIEL MINERVA. M.O.V., spray. . £12 6
3k h.p. BRADBURY, 26in. wheels £12

3ih,

p. WADDINGTON, vertical, spray.

.

MINERVA. M.O.V., spring forks

£10
i.p

3i h.p. CLARENDON. M.O.V.. spray

£14

£12

3 h.p. MINERVA, UjO.V., spray

31^ h.p. REX vertical, a flyer

3 h.p. CLARENDON, M O.V., spray

£11_0
£10

£10

3^ h-P- 1906 REX, 26in. wheels £15 15

3i h.p. ARIEL, M.O.V., 26in. wheels.

.

^14

3 h.p. FLEET, Ariel, 26in. wheels.

2* h.p. KERRY, spray, 2'^in. wheels ,

_£12_0
£10

2 h.p. MINERVA, M.O.V £7 10

3^Ji.p. CENTAUR, belt drive £12

3 h.p. WHITELEY, vertical, spray £10 O"

3ih DUX." M.O.V., spray £10

ii h.p. 1905 REX, 26in. wheels. M.O.V. £13

3 h.p. M.M.C., extra low built £12

3 h.p. EXCELSIOR, spray carb £10

2j h.p. SINGER, magneto £10

2| h.p. R. and P., vertical, 26in. wheels.

.

£9
2 h.p. QUADRANT, spray £7 10

2^ h.p. WHITELEY, Longuemare £9

2| h.p. CLEMENT-GARRARD, fine goer . . £10

3 h.p. FAFNIR, vertical, spray £10

3 h.p. HUMBKR, spray £10

2f h.p. PHCENIX MINERVA, 26in wheels £10

3J Standard
2 J Quadrant
3i Quadrant,

ENGINES. ETC.
4I Simm? £7 10
3i Quadrant Sets £2 19

£4 10
£3 3

new £6 19
CAMEL BELTING.

Rubber and Canvas V Belting. Absolutely the BEST
belt on the market, fin., 9d ; fin., 1 /- ; Jin.,

1/4; lin., 1/8 per foot. Any length cut
"^

Fasteners 6(J. each.

BARGAINS—TRICARS, &c.
h.p. BAT, spring frame, 26ia. wheels. . . . £15

5 h.p. REXETTE, two speeds £22

4| h.p. QUADCAR, water-cooled, two speeds £12
TRICAR FRAME, o en, for wheel steering £3 10
DRUMMOND s^in. Treadle Lathe £11 11

LYCETT'S Li"htning Stands 4/9 pnr pair.

CONTINENTAL TYRES
Cover. Tube.
20/6 7/9
24/- 8/-

27/6 9/6
22/- 8/-
24/- 9/-

2

2i.

26 X
26 X ,

26 X 2j.
28 X 2 .

28 X 2i.
S'UJ

CLINCHER COVERS.
New, unused, beaded edge

with Clincher name on.
26 X 2 17/6
26 X 2i 17/6
28 X 2} 23/-

3/- allowed for old covers.

•Accessories. Pounds savedlor Price List o

E. FARRAR,
ALBION WORKS. "SOIJiARE ROHO HaLIFAX.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
-j QO8 Triumph; £25; &e>en in London.—Ap-
±0 ply Hogg, Port Blockhouse, Gosport,
Hants

QUADRANT, 3J h.p., late 1907, .little u»ed,
excellent order, spares, new Premier

S€archlight, spare tyre; £25, bargain.—Jones,
Underdean, Newnham, Glos.

31 h.p. Vindec Special, 1908 finish, Simms-
2 Bosch magneto, spring forks, variable

pulley, new front tyre, spares, splendid con-
dition; trial by appointment; £25, or offers.

—Bishop, Morris Garage, Oxford.

"INERVA, 2| h.p., good order, smart,
Longuemare, Whittle, Palmers, cut-out,

rim biake, exhaust lift, stand, carrier, BlOO,
accumulator ignition; £10; want 1907 3ih.p.
Minerva.—H. Caudwell, Blewbury, Berks.

£22 109.—II h.p. P.N. lightweight, in splen-
did order, hardly soiled, new March

this year, many spares; reason for selling,
owner bought car; inspection invited.—Ap-
ply, Rose and Go., cycle agents. Castle Road.
Southsea.

6 h.p. Antoine Twin, Oppermann three-
speed gear, strong back wheel, with

Grose non-skid and band brake, all in good
enndition ; offers wanted, ox exchange for
good water-cooled 6 or 8 h.p. engine and
radiator, etc.—Tapp, Park Street, BristoL

TWO-CYLINDER 6 h.p. Berkeley Engine
Motor Cycle, Chater-Lea frame, accu-

mulator ignition, footboards, long bars, just
been re-enamelled French grey, private
owner; £30, or near offer; will exchange
for single-cylinder machine, with magneto
ignition, and slight cash ad.iustment.—Ap-
ply, Bishop, Morris Garage, Oxford.

SECTION vin.
Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent,
and Sussex.

HAMPSTEAD,—6 h.p. Jap twin, very low,
new condition, all accessories; bargain,

£18.

HAMPSTEAD.—4^ h.p. P.N., 1908 model,
magneto, and spring forks, .new con-

dition; £25.

HAMPSTEAD.—3i h.p. 1908 Triumph, mag-
neto, and spring forks, run 900 miles

only; £32; guaranteed.

HAMPSTEAD.—4i h.p. F.N., 1908 model, good
condition, magneto, and spring forks,

all accessories ; only £27, as new.

HAMPSTEAD.^li h.p. P.N., latest model,
like new ; cost £55 three months back

;

all accessories ; £28.

HAMPSTEAD.—3i h.p. 1908 handle-bar con-
trol Triumph, mag-neto, and spring

forks; only £30.

HAMPSTEAD.—3i h.p. 1908 Triumph, like
new; only £35; with all accessories,

guaranteed.

HAMPSTEAD.—Book your orders for 1909

Triumph, or other makes. We allow
good price for your old ones ; £38 for ly.d

Triumph part payment.

HAMPSTEAD.—3i h.p. 1908 T.T. Triumph,
magneto, and spring forks, all acces-

sories ; only £34.

HAMPSTEAD.—5-6 h.p. Twin Rex, 1907. new
condition, good going order; only £13.

HAMPSTEAD.—Two P.N.'s, 11 h.p., 1908,

lightweight, new condition, magneto,
and spring forks; £18 and £20.

HAMPSTEAD for new machines, P.N.'s, 5-6

h.p., late models from stock; ex-

changes entertained; £30 allowed on old
ones.

HAMPSTEAD. — 1908 Lightweight N.S.U.,
magneto, only shop-soiled; £18, with

all accessories.

AMPSTEAD.—3i h.p. N.S.TJ., late model,
magneto, new condition, guaranteea

perfect ; only £15.

HAMPSTEAD. - Sole agents for Griffons,
Triumphs, Vindecs, Minervas, i<'.N.'s,

N.S.U., Browns, Rexes, and Rocs. We allow
£10 upwards for your old machines, any
condition, in part payment for new models,
any make. Write, call, or telephone: 26/a.

P.O.—Motor Works, 5 Heath Street, Hamp-
stead.

IF You Want good bargains in second-hand
or new motor cycles you cannot do

better than come to 5, Heath Street Motor
Works, Hampstead.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle."
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AOTOH BICYCLES FOR SALE'
)i li.p. Minerva, new January, 1908, condi-
)2 tion perfect, as new, spares, lamp;
;20; will ride to prospective buyer, or con-
ider part exchange.—Motorist, 27, Pitfield
treet, Itondon, E.G.

)JL li.p. 1908 Yindec Special, TrufFault spring
)2 forks, magneto, enamelled cream,
nly ridden a few times, and in new condi-
Lon, perfect order; bargain, £35.—Pond, 349,

feat End L- :- N.W.

BARGAIN. — 3i h.p. Minerva, perfect run-
3 niri, order, fast and reliable, foot^
oards, long bars, "tyres good, spares; near-
5t offer to £12; bought car.—Porter, 102,

ectory Lane, Tooting.

>i h.p. Humber, handle starting, free en-
2 gine, Samson non-skid tyres, with
decar, for sale, cheap, taken tor debt;
EEers; starts like car.—Barber, 17, Galena
oad, nanimersmith, W.
yfOTOSACOCHE. splendid condition, not
rX ridden 100 miles, tyres fitted with non-
cid bands, spares, etc.; seen by appoint-
ent; cash £20.-2, Kinfauns Villas, Whit-
en Road, Twickenham.
[AP Lightweight, 2i L.p., not run 500 miles,
' everything in ntw condition, fast,
onderful little hill-climber, very reliable

;

L3; complete with all accessories.—S., 11,

rench Place, Shoreditch, London.

908 Triumph, 3i h.p., just delivered, Auto-
clipse and generator, special BrooKs

i;ra tool case, non-skids, etc., very com-
ete, cannot use owing to illness.—Offers to
., 6, Great Marlborough Street, W.

h.p. Trafalgar, twin Peugeot, spring
forks, 2i Palmer cords, shop-soiled,

15; 3J h.p. White and Poppe ditto, £15; 3*
T). Durkopp, £l2; 24 h.p. Jap, very low and
rht, £13.—Seen, 39, East Street, W.

907 GenuiniB Bex, 3J h.p.. very low built,
splendid hill-climber, take sidecar

iywhere; £16 guineas; complete with
mp, hooter, all accessories; ready for any
urney.—Pembroke House, 22, The Avenue,
nice (Jrove Station.

Q,08 N.S.U., magneto, 38 h.p., practically
U brand new, not ridden 200 miles, mag-
ficent machine, many refinements, Sham-
ck rubber studded cover, full kit. spares;
ly trial; £34.—Hoffman, 61, Chiswell Street,
nsbury Sanare, London, E.C

1 h.p. Eex Motor Cycle, perfect running
2 order aid in first-class condition, fast
id reliable Paimer tyres, Rich detachable
id spare tube, bpa -e belt, tools, lamps, etc..
id many sparecj; auv trial by appointment.
}. Lambert. 14, Titc Street, Chelsea. S.W.

miUMPH. 1908, 3J h.p., magneto, s ecial
saddle, new Shamrock belt, tyr. . un-

ratehed, non-skid back, all tools, scares,
eluding contact breaker, horn, number
a.tes. absolutely as new; only wants see-
g; 34 guineas.—64, Chestnut Avenue, Forest
i.te, London. E.

1 h.v. Minerva Twin and sidecar (flexible
2 or rigid), R.O.M. synchroniser, spring
rk». Brooks BIOS, N.S.U. two-speed gear,
tyres. Palmer cord back wheel, security
It», excellent order, very little used; £39
1., no offers. — Garaged Brock's, Church
>ad, Stanmore, Middlesex.

907 5 h.p. Bex, not done 3,000, 2iin. Con-
tinentals, front retreaded, back steel

idded, unpunctured, Acetyphote adjastr
le pulley, three belts, stand carrier, com-
rtable rubber covered footboards, with
are pedalling gear, Jebrons, Janes, horn,
ares, tools, smart, reliable, fast, in splen-
1 condition ; £20.—Crow, Nottingham Road,
oyduri

loe Moto-Beve, not run 500 miles, bar-
J gain, £20; also 3* h.p. Brown engined,
ater-Lea No. 6, fitted magneto and accu-
ilator, built to order, cost over £50, only
en used trial runs, guaranteed, speed 50
les per hour, smart machine, a sensation
the road, £30. full particulars and photo
It

: sidecar for same, £5 ; owner giving up
rtonng.-^eweller, 331, Barking Road, East

[i08 5i h.p. N.S.U., with N.S.U. two-speed
'-' gear, complete with new tyre back
leed, and spare unused re-covered tyre
>ls, lamp, spares, etc., B. and B. handle-
r controlled carburetter, also Montgomery
'

.
1 Model© de Luxe sidecar, hardly used,

la spare basket, all in perfect condition
ner buying oar; great bargain, £40. —
n bo seen and tried Sycamores, Harpen-
1, Herts.

WRITE - CALL
For our latest Accessory

List and particulars at our

SHOWROOMS,

92, HIGH HOLBORN,
OR AT OUR

STUD, N0.116

STANinSHOW.
If you wish to purchase a 1909

JW PHELON & MOORE,
Mr- TRIUMPH,
3^ L.M.C..

Mr F.N..

Mr MOTO-REVE,
MT" PHANOMSN,
Mr LADY'S TRIUMPH, or a

1*~ SIDECAR, etc.,

you should call at our Stand, and save
time and money.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE'
31 h.p. 1908 Minerva, round tank, fitted

i with Brown and Barlow handle-bar
controlled carburetter, tyres and machine
in all-round good condition ; £17 10s. lowest
splendid bargain.—At Wauchope's, 9, Shce
Lane, Fleet Street. London, B.C.

MOTOSACOCHE, nearly new, all acces-
sories, special Palmer tyres, Rich tubes

;

must clear ; exchange, or best offer over £19

;

Wolf featherweight engine set, complete,
new, fit any roadster cycle, £12 12s.—Anglo-
Saxon Co.. 31, Newgate Street, E.C.

SECTION IX.

Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and CornwaU.

TRIUMPH, 1907, perfect, new tyre and belt •

£30.—Varcoe, St. Austell, Cornwall.

(^S. h.p. De Dion, splendid condition, thor-—-4 ough working order; £8. or offer-,
worth double.—Wilcocks, Trebartha, Laun-
ceston.

Scotland.
SECTION X.

3i
gelly.

h.p. Triumph, 1908, perfect condition;
£35.—Mitchell, 86, Main Street, Loch-

All leading makes supplied for

or

Other interestiag novelties we are exhibiting

—

ENGINE CLUTCHES,

VARIABLE PULLEYS,

CARBIDE CARRIERS,

TOOL AND TOURIST VALISES,

PATENT VALVE SPRING LIFTER,

IMPROVED BUCKET SEAT,

PATENT WHEEL STEERING SET,

PATENT SPRING SEAT-PILLAR,

SERVICE AMAC CARBURETTER
(in section),

BELT CARRIERS,

THE PERFECT BELT, etc.

Our staff of assistants are at your service
to give you expert advice on ycur

requirements.

WAITVeTReAIN
in Second-hand or Shop-soiled Machines donotrpt\!nj
home before visitina; our Showrooms in Holbzin

(Id. Tram from lie Stanley Siiow).

THE SERVICE CO., Ltd.,
292-3, High Holborn, London, W.C.

' (almost facing First Avenue Hotel).

FOR IMMEDIATE REPLY
Telephnne 26.. Cpiitrai, or Tplearaph "Admitfwilv."

-j3 h.p. P.N. Lightweight, 1908, magneto,
-L4 spring forks, etc., splendid condition,
numerons spares; £20.—Brown, 3, Woodfield
Terrace, Ayr.

FOR Sale, Triumph, 54 h.p., new, just de-
livered from works, magneto, all

spares.—Particulars from McQuiston, Motor
Agent, Ayr.

3 h.p. N.S.U., magneto, 1908, new in spring,
renewed tyres, 24in. wheels, very low

and smart; cost £37; what offers (cash)?—
Oswell, 9, Queen Street, Jedburgh, N.B.

3 h.p. Pafnir, excellent condition; exchange
140 " EngUsh Mechanics," 40 " Motor

OvcleB," and " Modem Electric Practice."—
Morris, Toolworks Cottages. Fraserburgh.

EDICTOURGH.—Vindecs, Quadrants, Eexes,
Adlers, Moto Reves, Ariels, Zeniths,

Minervas. Griffons, Nortons, N.S.U., Ad-
vances, Rocs, etc., in stock, and to be seen
at Alexander's Motor Exchange, Edinburgh.

FOE Sale. 5J h.p. twin magneto Rex motor
cycle, with numerous spares, £24 109.

;

Millford duplex steering sidecar, £4 10s. ; both
splendid condition, forming powerful, fast,
and safe combination; together £28 10s.:
trial rnn ; also Ariel couplers,'30s.—Mearns, 8,

Buchanan Terrace, Paisley, or Pollokshaws.

EDINBURGH.—Great sale of 1908 motor
cycles just returned from our stand at

Scottish National Exhibition. Send at once
for special list, with our greatly reduced
prices. Don't miss this opportunity to
secure an up-to-date motor at a bargain
price. — Alexander's Motor Exchange, 110,
Lothian Road, Edinburgh.

TRICARS FOR SALE.
STAMFORD HILL.—Phoenix Trimo. Minerva

engine, fine condition; £12 lOs.

STAMFORD HILL.—6 h.p. Riley, twin w.c.
engine, Chater-Lea open frame, coach-

I

built tricar, two speeds, overhauled ; £47 109.

STAMFORD HILL.—5 h.p. Twin Hamilton,
Mills-Fhilford forecarriage, splendid

cane body, excellent condition; £20.

STAMFORD HILL. — 5 h.p. twin Kerry,
R.O.M. , Millford front wicker body,

grand condition; £28.

STAMFORD HILL. — 4i h.p. M.M.C., water-
cooled, chain drive, free engine, cane

body, powerful and reliable; £20.—12S, High
Road, Stamford Hill.

6hjp. Riley, little used, perfect: £55.—55,

Queen Elizabeth's Walk, Stoke Newing-
ton. N.

51 h.p. Quadrant Tricar, two speeds, lamps,
2 accessories, splendid order; £25.—98,

Potternewton Lane, Leeds.

TRICAR, 4 h.p. Rex, coach-built body, Clin-
cher tyres; sell great bargain, £15 10s.

—12, Bull Ring, Birmingham.

RALEIGHETTE Tricar, two speeds, water-
cooled, average 20 miles an hour; £38.—

Stlmpson, Stratford-on-Avon.

A QUANTITY of second-hand tricars from
XX £10 ; inspection invited. — Wauchope's,
9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

In answering any of these advertisements it is detirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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TRICARS fOR SALE.
DEX Tricar, 3| h.p., in excellent condition,
X all new, 2Jin. Palmer tyres, spares, etc.

;

18.—2, Colenso Road, Seven King's, Essex.

'F You Want Bargains in second-hand tri-

cars you can get them at Wauchope's,
Shoe Lane. Fleet Street, London, E.G.

nWLN - CYLINDER Rex Tricar, , in perfect
L condition; any trial; seen any time;
22.—Jennings, 268, Hornsey Road. Holloway,
ondon.

<1 h.p. Triumph Tricar, water-cooled Faf-
>2 nir engine, two-speed gear; £15.—At
'auchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, Lon-
>n, E.G.

1 h.p. Excelsior Convertible Porecar, un-
'2 puncLured, front wheel, coach seat

;

20, near offer. — Henshaw, Wheelwright,
ockport.

'1 h.p. De Dion, Ohater-Lea, water-cooled,
>2 twj speeds, free, new condition, cane
recarriage; £35.—Walker, 53, Pinner Road,
ashey, Herts.

-6 h.p. Phoenix Tricar, open frame, coach-
built, wheel steering; £32 10s.; oppor-

mity.—At Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet
.rest, London, B.C.

)EX 4 h.p. Tricar, coach-built, new en-
\j gine, two carburetters, Chapman fan,
itter than new; cost £90, take £25.—Rector,
histon, Northampton.

>ILEY, 6 h.p., perfect, three speeds and
t reverse, lamps, and tools; £60, or 34

p. Triumph and cash.-F. Guest, 134, High
reet. West Bromwich.

, STER Tricar, open frame, wheer steering,
i- bucket seat, coach-built, nearly new

;

iO. or exchange. — Stevens, 4, Goldhawk
sws, Shepherd's Bush.

)NE 5-6 h.p. Ilexette, just overhauled, new
copper radiator, perfect condition, take

'o anywhere; trial given; £40.—Jackson,
, Ckgg Street, Oldham.

)PEN Frame Tricar Chassis, complete
with wheels, tyres, Hans Renold chains,

rousp&ed gear, Ijrakes; £8 17s. 6d. the lot.

Booth's Motories, Halifax.

1 REAT Bargain.—3J h.p. tricar, Dnnlops
r and Clincher tyres, in good running
der; £10 10s., or nearest offer.-J. Smxtn,
m Street, Waltham Abbey.

D-12
h.p. Lagonda, in absolute new condi-
tion throughont, not Tun 1,000 miles,

ecial machine; cost £142, sacrifice £55.—R.
se, Leawood, near Matlock.

h.p. Twin Rex Light Tricar, Whittle belt
drive, very fast and powerful, canti-

rer seat; £15.—At Wauchope's, 9, Shoe
me. Fleet Street, London, E.G.

^rHEN at the Show call and inspect 200
V varieties of small motor vehicles

;

"ers entertained.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe
me. Fleet Street, London, E.G.

INGER Tricar. 9 h.p., not driven 1,000

miles; cost £150, accept for immedi-
e sale £55; owner going abroad.—Dray's
)tor Garage, High Street, Hythe, Kent.

6 h.p. Twin Antoine Tricar, in thorough
going order, fan-cooled, guaranteed per-

il; £20 cash, no offers, an absolute bar-
in.—White. 178, London Road, Croydon.

^EICAR, 6-8 h.p. w.c. engine. Chater pattern
E. frame, two-speed gear box, coach-

lilt seats, built this season; any trial;
'ers wanted.—84, Evelina Road. Nunhead,
3.

»EXETTE, 8-10 h.p., water-cooled, three-
L sealer, wheel steering, two speeds, car
rung, Dunlop car tyres, steel non-skid,
le hill-climber; • £45. — 37, Church Street,
msfield.

[OBART, 4§ h.p., two speeds, water-cooled,
foot clutch, coach-built, new studaed

r tyre on back, runs and starts like car,
rfect order; £30. — 77a, Akerman Road,
ixton, S.W.

h.p. Peugeot Twin-cylinder Tricar, only
three months used, belt drive, variable

illey, footboards, spare tyre and tube, five
mps, condition as new.—Penman's Garage,
istle Douglas, N.B.

AGONDA, 10 h.p., water-oooled, three
i speeds, and fitted with car tyrea; enam-
led dark green, and is in first-class condi-
)n; this machine only wants seeing, for it
a very rare bargain at £45. — Seen at

>nd'3, 349, West End Lane, London, N.W.

nisic

TRICARS FOR SALE.

3 h.p. Twin, two-speed, belt drive, foot-
boards, good tyres, running order-

1 cash £18, or exchange with cash for good
light car.—Wright, baker, Holbeach, Lines.

TRICAR, De Dion, water-cooled, coach
body, chain, two-speed, free engine,

footboards, and wings, perfect, but wants
tuning, sprung chassis ; price £17.—G/o Wal-
ker, 231, Westbourne Grove, W.

8 h.p. Rexette, two-speed, water-cooled,
twin-cylinder engine, steel studded back

tyre, recently re-painted ; £39, or exchange
powerful magneto bicycle and cash.—Lieut.
Hart, R.N. Barracks, Portsmouth.

iZ h.p. Aster Engined Tricar, water-cooled,
U two speeds, chain drive, handle start-
ing, open frame, splendid condition through-
out; photo; £25, or £10 and modern motor
cycle.—P., 266, Buxton Road, Macclesfield.

COACH-BUILT Tricar, fitted two-cylinder
water-cO' led White and Poppe engines,

clutch, gear 1 ox, three speeds and reverse,
foot and side lever brakes, wheel steering,
700 by 85 c-ar tyres, chain drive; £50; car
want^^'d.—Goddard, Brickfields, Souchall.

h.p. Riley Tricar de Luxe, latest type, in
<J new condition, been very little used,
fitted with Rushmore head lamp, side lamps,
electric back, two aprons, tools, and spares;
cost £150 this year, cash 65 guineas.—Holt,
Pinhoe, Munst^r Road, Teddington. Seen
London.

5 h.p. Mototri Gonial, water-cooled, two
speeds in back hub, chain drive, exactly

B. H. Davies's specification, sprung front,
rigid back, coach-built, same as used in
Pekin-Paris trials, car tyres all wheels; cost
over £100- £45. or good motor cycle and cash.
—Longford Villa, Uddingston.

HALIFAX.-5i h.p. Spring Frame Rexette.
£35; 8-10 h.p. Rexette, £47 10s.; ^ h.p.

water-cooled Bradbury, open frame £35- 4*
h.p. Stevens, two-speed, £30; 4i h.p. Stevens,
water-cooled, two-speed, £27 10s.; Rex two-
speed tricar, £18 10s.; coach-built Rex tri-'
car, £13 10s.—Halifax Motor Exchange, West^
gate, Halifax.

CENTURY Tricar, 6i h.p. Aster engine,
w.c. Renold silent chains, coach-built

sprung seats, two speeds, free engine, 700 by
85 tyre=, spare new Clincher cover, large
Salsbury Flare, as new, cost pound, also
large brass side lamps, enamelling, plating
excellent, luxurious, reliable, just overhaul-
ed: £27 10s.. bargain.-Gordon, Bassingboum,
Roystou, Herts.

9 h.p. Riley Tricar, 1908 model, Riley red
finish, 700 by 80 Dunlop fronts, large

non-skid on back, leather extensions to aU
guards, luggage carrier over back wheel,
large horn, with flexible, small acetylene
headlights, with separate generator, electric
back lamp, spares, etc., run about 1,700 miles,
in splendid running order; £75.-1,233, The
Motor Cyds OSices, Coventry.

SIDECARS AND PORECARS.
SIDECARS.—A quantity all makes from a-i.

10s.—Rey, 5, Heath Street, Hampstead.

SIDECAR, fit any machine, no further nse;
£3 15s., bargain.—Cross, 116, Archway

Road, N.

MONTGOMERY £10 10s. Sidecar, only been
used three times; £7.-785, High Road,

Leyton stone.

PHOENIX Forecar on sale, side stays; £4.—
Fishwick, Knutsford Road, Alderley

Edge, Cheshire.

WOLF Forecar, upholstered, side stays,
26in. wheels, two brakes, mudguards,

complete, less tyres; bargain. £2 5s.—Phil-
pott. Rangeworthy, Gloucestershire.

MILLS - FULFORD Sidecar, 26in. castor
wheel, upholstered in dark green, and

in new condition, fitted with toolbox, at the
bargain price of £6.—Seen at Pond's, 349, West-

I End Lane, London, N.W.

RIGID Sidecar, 26in. wheel, new wicker
seat, upholstered, £3; also forecar at-

tachment, new wicker seat, 26 wheels, band
brakes, Dunlops, £3 5s.—Stevens, 4, Gold-
hawk Mews, Shepherd's Bush.

STAMFORD HILL.—Famous rigid sidecars,
instant delivery, none better, fit your

machine, £4 18s. 6d.; sound second-hand
sidecar, £3 5s.; Mills-Fulford, £4; forecar,
side stays, band brakes, £4 lOs., wing guards.
—128, High Road, Tottenham.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.
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Leaderettes : Carburation. Riding Position
ROADSTER MOTOR BICYCLES AT THE STANLEY (lUustrated).

By B. H. Davies
Views of the Show , . ....
The Monkey-on-the-Stick Position (Illustrated)

AN ANALYTICAL ABSTRACT OF ALL
EXHIBITED AT THE STANLEY SHOW.

Occasional Comments. By " Ixion
"

STANLEY SHOW GLEANINGS (Illustrated)

A Four-wheeled Passenger Motor Cycle (Illustrated)

Current Chat (Illustrated) .

Club News
Questions and Replies (Illustrated)

The A.C. Tricar (Illustrated)

Letters to the Editor (Illustratel)

Agents for the Colonies: Gordon and Gotch, London, Melbourne, Sydney, Brisbane, Perth,
Hobart, Launceston, Wellington, Christchurch, Auckland, etc. South Africa : Central

Newsagency, Ltd.

Subscription Rates : Home, 6s. 6d. ; Foreign, los. lod.

per annum.
ADDRESS—20, TUDOR STREET, LONDON, E.C.

writes an interesting

Carburation.

A
CORRESPONDENT
letter to the " Letters to the Editor '' column;,

this week regarding carburation, and suggests

that motor bicycles should be provided with

carburetters fitted with two jets, one witli

a large hole to give the utmost power for hill-climbing

and another smaller one for use at ordinarv touring

speeds in level country, and for slow running in traffic.

Most motor cyclists know that machines which art

ridden in hill-climbing competitions are usually pro-

vided with as large a jet as it is possible to use to

obtain the greatest amount of power from the engine.

But a large jet is not suitable for axerage touring con-

ditions, yet on steep hills would be distinctly

advantageous. The suggestion made by our corre-

spondent could be very well carried out somewhat on
the lines of the device described by " Ixion

"

' in

"Occasional Comments '' on May 13th last, and which

could be fitted easily to any existing carburetter with-

out en-tailing any great amount of structural altera-

tion. With the de\dce in question the same float

chamber can be used, and all that is necessary is

another jet and smaller inlet pipe with a practically

fixed air supply. This can be so adjusted that it

will run a motor cycle at almost any desired maximum
speed up to, say, twenty-five miles an hour, and

when an exceptional hill is encountered the auxiliary

carburetter jet would be unco\^ered and the extra air

brought into play, giving a much greater range of

speed and power. The large jet could also be used

for starting. Failing 'this arrangement being satis-

factory, the carburetter would have to be divided

into two separate chambers with separate additional

and fixed air supplies and throttles—an arrangement

that would be hardly as good, because it would
necessary to part with existing carburetters. The sar

result might be arrived at with a variable jet, but t

manipulation of a variable jet would not be so simp]

because var^dng the supply of petrol is always a mu
more senfitixe method of controlling the mixture th

varying the air supply.

Riding Position.

WE cannot pass over the exhibits at the Stanl

Show xvithout making reference to one it€

in connection with the design of mot

bicycles, which appears to us to be a reti

grade moN'ement, and that is the importi

one of distribution of the weight. We think it is

generally accepted axiom that the more the weig

can be centralised between the two wheels the k
liability there is for the machine to side-slip on grea

surfaces, and the more comfortable it is to ride. N(

it is not always easy to obtain this desired position f

the rider without making a \-ery low frame and som

what curtailing the tank capacity. In fact, a co

sideral')le amount of ingenuity is required to provide f

a low saddle position, a fair petrol c-apacity, and ea

remo\-al of the cylinder or cylinders. To overcome the

difficulties we. noticed one or two machines at the sh<

on \vhich a low riding position has been obtained

the sacrifice of the central position for the rider. Ti

has been done by attaching the saddle to a pill

extending from the top tube, bringing the rider near

over the centre of- the rear wheel. With the sadd

so placed the road vibrr "
^!) 'from the driving whe

is much more noticeable, and if a skid does take ola

our experience is that it is more difficult to countera

than when one is seated between the wheels.
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By B. H. DAVIES.
"OTHING struck me more forcibly at the Stanley

Show than the unobtrusive nature of the 1909
improvements on the highest grade machines.

These machines have already attained such a

L of perfection that unless some 'startling innova-

such as the Silent Knight engine, revolutionises

trade, the makers of the half-dozen best machines

be hard put to it to discover what their travellers

"talking points" for 1909; and even at last

's show most well-known machines displayed few

nal differences from '08 models, although the

ations all make for increased comfort and efficiency.

Piston and Carburetter Improvements.
vo of the less obvious but very valuable improve-

s concern the piston and the carburetter. I do

know how, far the domed heads now fitted on

al pistons, such as the Triumph and Rex, are

; to be of real benefit, but I am quite certain

the L.M.C., Rex, and Triumph devices for

Using wear of the cylinder walls will result in

:ly prolonged maintenance of power. The practice

ting one ring on the lower end of the piston

ically provides an extra bearing for the piston

ide upon, at a point where such a bearing was

f needed. In the past I have often found, consider-

wear in the upper part of the bore after as brief

tance as 5,000 miles. With these three pistons

imount of wear after 20,000 miles will not be

isive, and, in addition, it will be evenly distri-

i through the entire range of the piston's stroke.

ird several riders complaining that two rings ought

ave been retained at the top of the piston to

1 leakages through the slots of the rings, but thev

h.p. twin-cylinder Norton ot up-to-date design. This machine has handle-bar control, Druid spring"*
forks, separate silencers, adjustable pulley, and rubber-siudded tyres.

had evidently not noticed that the rings are step-cut,

and one step-cut ring is as good as two obliquely-slotted

rings any day. This design of piston will be widely

copied on cars.

Turning to carburetters, handle-bar control ' is

uniformly standard for the first time, and, generally

speaking, great strides have been made in carburetter

construction. The Brown and Barlow and the A.M.A.C.
share public favour almost evenly, and are found on
practically all the roadster machines staged. Both

alike are extremely accessible, give a high degree of

maximum power combined with excellent flexibility,

and are free from the multitude of " twiddlv bits,"

which disfigured ancient carburetters and caused

frequent trouble by falling off or getting out of order.

Personally, I prefer the B. and B. type of handle-bar

control (which gives a sweeping motion of the levers

in the horizontal plane) to the A.M.A.C. device, which
affords a radial movement in the vertical plane; and
I notice the Rex Co. have fitted levers of the B. and B.

type to the A.M.A.C. carburetters on their 3^^ h.p. •

Triumph and Rex Notions.

The Triumph has a peculiarly smart notion in the

way of a revolving spout to the petrol tank drain tap.

Turned towards the rear of the machine, the petrol flow

is cut off, but when the spout is turned forward it

comes just over the compression tap, and the petrol

cock is then automatically open. The Rex Co. have a

device serving the same end, but their drain tap stands

iust over the compression tap, and will be fitted with a

fixed spout. It is hard to guess where the Triumph
people are going to find any more improvements for

1 910; their machine is just about perfect. Much the

same applies to the Rex, who are

among those sensible firms who are

returning to a lower compression.
The demands of a minority of

amateurs, those who thirst for

speed up hills, have led to the
infliction of an ultra-high compres-
sion engine on the rest of us.

Such engines easily suffer from pre-

ignition, are difficult to start, gum
up very readily, knock badly at

the least provocation, and are not
at all flexible when slowed down
around corners or on up-grades.
The Rex Co. will, no doubt, con-
linue to supply high compression
engines to special order, but their

standard tourist engine is low com-
pression and very flexible. The
Triumph Co. meet this difficulty

by listing racing and roadster pat-
terns with different compressions.
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Two views of the 32nd Stanley Show at the Royal Agricultural Hall, Islington, N., showing a few of the stands on the gronnd floor on which eomplete

motor cycles were staged.
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1 noticed on the new Kex an ingenious timing gear witli

only two pinions, an excellent front wheel mudguard,
enclosed front fork springs, connecting rods beautifully

machined all over, quick detachable front wheel, a

driving lit gudgeon pin with joVo"'- taper, oil pump
inside tank, and last, but not least, hinged brake clips

on the rear chain stays, allowing the back wheel to be

removed without, damage to the enamel. The Rex, hi

common with several other machines, has nr)w a hori-

zontal cjuadruple coil in the petrol fetd pipe, reducing

the chance of a broken pipe to the minimum.

The Flat Valve Quadrant Engine.

The Quadrant Co. have .something really good in

their new engine—the first motor cycle engine, I

believe, to imitate the flat-faced valves so long in u.se

on the Mercedes cars. Anyone who has owned or

managed an engine of this type will be aware how
long the flat faces remain gas-tight. Another dttail I

much liked on the (Juadrant was their s})eciall_\ adapted

DECEMBER 2nd, icjo8.

ordinary plugging up long rises, thanks to an excellt

flvwheel system, and the 1909 t_\pe promises to rep:

duce this precious characteristic, besides being

completely equipped with reflnements as an} moi
in its class.

The Roc is much the same as ever. 1 particulaj

noticed the m.o.v. twin-cylinder engine, which ma
riders infinitely prefer j the duplex tanks, render!

petrol supply troubles impossiljle ; the new Cee sprir

fitted at the base of the front forks to cushion shoe

at any angle ; and the brass-studded metaf to me:

band brakes, an ingenious notion for securing a gen
operation.

At three stands 1 was unable to interview the man
charge, and detected few alterations unaided, \i

X.S.U., Minerva, and Brown. All this trio looked

good as ever, and all hold magnificent records in i)ub

te.sts. In particular,

people ha\'e returned

I was glad to see' the Miner
to the magneto on their tw"

cylinders, while their 8 h.p. is distinctly a lightweig

at 180 lbs. The 4 h.p. X.S.U., with doul)le crar

Two handsome sin^le-jeared pedalless

The new 35 h.p. Humber, which has a live axle, so that the engine can
be started when jacked up by means of a handle. Note the new design
mud-flap, position of toolease, and Brooks padded-top saddle.

B. and B. carburetter. The control is ingenioush'

reduced to a single le\-er, as the piston throttle works
an air slide in due proportion to its own mo\'ement. The
objection to such single le\-er controls is that no fixed

air opening can possibly suit all, weather conditions ;

hence the air opening on the Quadrant is fitttd with
an external slide carrying a button. At the start of a

run this button is set by hand to increase or reduce the
aperture controlled by the piston, so here we ha\-e a

carburetter which is fairly accurate under all condi-
tions, provided the hand button is once correctlv set

to suit the weather. In other respects, the Quadrant
is thoroughl)- up to date, and promises to resume the
high position it attained in 1906.

The L.M.(\ machine is practically unaltered from
this year's type, but if the engine exhibitecT as ha\-ing
covered 18,000 miles is a fair example of the wav these
engines wear, they must be hard to beat, for it was in

splendid condition throughout. The automatic spring
pulley recently illustrated in The Motor Cycle is

another feature of the exhibit.

An Old Friend with a New Face.
The Bradbury is an old friend I welcome again in

a very up-to-date form. I have not ridden a 'Bradburv
for some years, but the early tvpes possessed the
steadiest engines

. on the market,' capable of extra-

motor bicycles ai the Stanlev Shi-'.

The 1909!5h.n. twin-cylind'sr Tourist Troihv Vinlee, which, like all

other midels of the sinie mT.ke, is finished in Vindjc grey. The carburetter

is now fitted between the cylinders.

shaft bearings and dimensions of 82 mm. bore ai

105 mm. stroke, will have a big vogue.

Four Unique Novelties.

The Norton piston lubrication should be studie

being quite unique.

The Vindec. exhibit was hailed with delight by the

riders who ha^'e been demanding a 9 h.p. of lig

weight and the highest class : previous 9 h.p. machin
ha\-e usuallv been too weight\- for most of us. Tf

exhibit comprised three novelties—all unique, and c

essentially desirable. The first was an automatic inl

x'alve, adjustable for lift and strength of spring, ai

de\'oid of cotter, three desiderata obtained b}' threadi:

the cup on a screwed stem, and employing a lock*ni

The handle-bars are fitted with a double adjustmer

so that they are adjustable for angle of slope as \vf

as for height. And, finally, the silencer is really goo

The portion of the exhaust pipe contained in tl

silencer is slotted instead of perforated, so that tl

area of emission is double the inlet valve area, whi*

makes for silence and efficiency. In addition, hi

of the circumference of the silencer, namely, that hn

on W'hich the gases impinge as they issue from tl

pipe, is lined with asbestos card, so that metall

" ring " is done away with. In other respects tl

Vindecs are as practical and refined as Ave shou
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expect from a firm which has as one of its directors

one of the keenest and hardest riders on the road.

The Bat machines remain practically unaltered, the

6-7 h.p. T.T. type being one of the lightest of its power

on the market. The Bat firm have a special reputation

for tuning up machines thoroughly before delivery, and

t
i

isr-

M
r^^.^^^^^

A machine which performs very consistently in all competitions is the 3^ h.p. two-speed P. and M., the

1809 edliionof which we illustrate. It was one of the few chain-driven bicycles at last week's Show.

in duplicate. An excellent point is the foot lubricating

pump, and I only wonder no one has brought this out
before, as it dispenses with all need to remove the

hand from the grips, and there is no fiddling two-wav
cock. At the same time, I should prefer to see the

oil tank removed to a position where it could not be
dsmn;';rd by a side-slip. The toolbag is neatly stowed

away in the angle between the bottom
of the carrier and the top of the

mudguard, where it is perfectly

accessible and cannot interfere with

luggage capacity. The machine,
-bristles with good points, and a

greatl}' improved edition of a well-

designed two-speed hub makes a

most attractive extra.

One of the most attractive new-

comers to the Stanley was the

Zenith motor bicycle, which readers

should carefully distinguish from

the sprung frame Zenette. It is

simply a standard, high-grade, light-

weight 3 5^ h.p. tourist roadster, with

the Gradua gear as a special

feature. Riders are familiar with

this gear, whii^i consists of an

expanding engine pulley, the belt

for meeting the requirements of individual customers.

As a sample of what they can do in this line, they

staged a twin inteniJed specially for sidecar work,
a P. and M. gear driving a huge counter-shaft

slack being taken up bv revohing

pulley set well forward of the engine, and with a

with

belt

final

belt transmission.

T*wo=speed Gears and Light Frames and Wheels.
The Phelon-Moore is a little lighter, and now has

the low gear outside, with the starting handle mounted
on it, so that a handle start is an easy matter, in

spite of the magneto ignition. I hear some riders

condemn this machine as heavy. The public must
understand that the strength of all parts must be

increased if a two-speed gear chain drive is to be
safely fitted, and that if a two-speed gear and chain

•drive were fitted on a high-grade 3^ h.p. light roadster

serious troubles would soon be encountered^

—

e.rpeiio

'Crede !

The F.X. four-cylinder evinces no alterations, and
does not call for an)-.

The Premier is the best and prettiest first machine I

have ever inspected. One would imagine the firm had
ten years' experience behind it. It is in all respects

a first-grade light tourist. The makers offer a very

liberal guarantee. \-iz.; that every machine sent out will

do from four to iox\.\ miles per hour on the flat, and
•carry a second passenq;er up a one in seven grade.

As the James has already been fully described, I will

leave it with the single remark that I never thought I

should live to 'see a motor bicycle on which the wheels
and tyres were a^ accessible as those of a car.

A Machine Bristling with Good Points.

The Humber Co. are returning renegades, but there
is more pride than penitence about the aspect of their

exhibit, and Johnny Crundall is obviously glad to be
returning to his first love. Everyone hastened to have
a look at it, so I will only remark on one or two points.
The valve-lifter is operated by light steel rods, in pre-
ference to flexible wires. The tank and feed pipe are

a hand wheel, which wheel by means of a gear and

slides causes the rear wheel to vary its distance from

the engine. The device affords no less than 164

different gears, and therefore the Zenith is probably

the most efficient hill-climber on the road.

1 noticed one grievous fault on many machines

staged, namely, a return to the ancient, inefficient, and

verv troublesome external band brake; and one

common improvement, the substitution of the excellent

Druid spring fork for various harsh and heavy devices

formerlv popular. Finally, one is glad to see cream

and grey enamels,

which do not show

dust and mud,
gradually replacing

the standard black,

which only looks

well when it is

perfectly clean.

THE LIGHT=
WEIGHTS.
Three popular

lightweights — the

Motosacoche, the

Moto-Reve, and
the Douglas—pre-

sented a less juve-

nile appearance at

Islington than when
I last saw them.
They are each
twelve months
older, and not one
of them but has
learnt a good deal in that time An extra shade of

strength in tyres or rims here, a freshly designed brake
there, and other details prove that they have been
ridden hard and jealously watched in the riding, and
T have no hesitation in saving thev are a magnificent

Thejnovel arrangement of the radiating fins

on'the James engine,
.
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trio, destined to make many new friends in 1909. I

have a lot of absolutely new lightweights to deal with,

so I shall give our old friends short shrift for the

nonce. I only wish to draw attention to the twin-

cylinder Motosacoche pattern, which only weighs 5 lbs.

more than the 1% in return for its additional h.p., and

z^Hn
DECEMBER 2nd, igo8.

it is in miniature. There will be no accusation of belts

slipping in wet weather urged against this machine.
My heart was wholly won when I examined the neat
little leather to metal cone clutch and the sliding two-
speed gear, affording ratios of 6 and 10 to i. I might
add that this gear is foolproof. The gear lever has a
trigger, and is immovable until the trigger is pressed

up towards the gear handle. But this

trigger takes out the clutch. Voila tout!

Other interesting items in the specification

are a universal joint, to meet frame torsion,

and a complete handle-bar control. The
only point I disliked was the utilisation of

the left footboard to apply the brake, but
that is the merest detail. No doubt when
familiar with the machine no one would be
likely to apply the brake in stepping on
board with the engine under weigh. I take

off my hat in sincere admiration to a genuine
lightweight that can climb any hill, and is

ignorant of all transmission troubles.

Equally novel, and deserving the name
" freak " in a strictly Pickwickian sense,

devoid of aspersion, was the 2^ h.p. L.M.C.
Previously I have only seen air-cooled motor
cycles with cylinders as smooth as the palm
of my hand and japanned a neat black all

over in my milder nightmares. But a

10 stone

reckoned
105 lb. machine that can take a

improved, and,

and showing a

Two new J.A.P. engines for 1909. (1) A 4 h.p. single-cylinder engine, and (2) a twin-cylinder
V type engine, cylinders 85 x 85 mm. with mechanically operated valves at the side.

to say that the lady's Motosacoche, plus a strong pedal
cycle gear in the rear hub, will fill a gap that has been
empty since motor cycles first came in. My old friend

the Moto-Reve looks more workmanlike than ever in a

grey finish, and with the addition of a Watawata belt,

2in. tyres, and a handle-bar control of the extra air

will take a lot of beating. The Douglas is also

while considerably reduced in weight
greatly improved frame, remains the

most powerful member of its class.

My eye was early caught by what looked to me sus-

piciously like the ideal lightweight—the last word in

its line. I mean the 2 1-| h.p.

F.N. True, it is 40 lbs. heavier
than some of its little sisters, for

it scales 120 lbs., but even a

Dursley-Pedersen man would not

call that too heavy. It is a sturdy

little youngster throughout, and if

I want a lightweight to travel at

motor cycling speeds, I do not

desire to find a lot of push-bicycle
fittings masquerading as motor
stuff, so that I am not sure the
slight increase in weight is not

purely meritorious. What I par-

ticularly rejoiced in was the
weatherproof transmission and the
two-speed gear. We might suspect
a shaft drive that issued from a

factory that had previously clung
to the belt, but the F.N. people
have shown us that they know how
to make a safe, smooth, and effi- »„„».,„ „„,„„„,„„,

, . r 1 • 11 Another newcomer.
cient drive of this type, and h6re b. and b

rider up Birdlip will have to be
with, so the L.M.C. may prove its worth very

shortly, when next year's trials come round.

The Wolf was shown in several forms, the bigge«t

being a 4 h.p., which only scales 116 lbs., and the

smallest a seventy-pounder i^ h.p. The Wolf is one
of those machines which has not so far been con-

spicuous in open competition, but enjoys an enormous
popularity among those who know it. The staging

of so many models doubtless denotes the inauguration of

a more ambitious programme, and we shall probably
hear more of its performances next year. The machines
are certainly well made and attractive.

I was again pleasurably surprised to encounter an
up-to-date edition of the 2^ h.p. J.A.P. engine, which

The 2J h.p. Corah-J.A.P. lightweight bicycle, fitted with Ruthardt magneto,
handle-bar controlled carburetter, and spring forks. (See page 947.)
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gured on a Bat, Matchless, and Corah lightweight. The
5at weighs 100 lbs. (By the way, it is curious that the

/eight- of a motor cycle always works out exactly in

ound figures; it shows how these engineers can only

[ream in the metrical system.) This weight includes

he famous Bat spring frame (a fitting which a light-

weight needs far more than a heavier roadster), large

anks, sturdy fitments throughout, and 2 in. tyres—the

ainimum section permissible, to my mind. The engine

lone is sufiicient to guarantee satisfaction with these

Qachines. I managed to miss the Corah, probably

lecause there was such a wealth of good things on the

Service stand, but I like the weight (100 lbs.), 1 like

the power (2 J/2
h.p.), it is a J.A.P. engine also, and 1

applaud the tyres (2in.) I have no hesitation in

saying we shall find a little fleet of lightweights well

up with the van in the next 1,000 miles trial. The
Moto-Reve, Motosacoche, and Douglas are sure to

be there, probably represented by three riders apiece,

as I hear of several competition riding amateurs to

whom the sporting side of a small engine appeals.

Then if the F.N., Matchless, L.M.C., Bat, Wolf,
Corah, and N.9.U. desire public laurels in addition,

we shall see great excitement; and I should not dare

to tip an out-andout winner.

THE MONKEY=ON=THE=STICK POSITION.
JNDER the above heading The Bicycling World

and Motor Cycle Review of America recently

published a leaderette on the riding position

adopted by motor cyclists, pointing out the

.bsurdity of placing the saddle over the back wheel

.nd fitting long handle-bars to suit. This is an

•Id subject, and one which we dealt with three or

our vears ago, when the practice was indulged in to

. small extent in England. But low frames have

)een standard on British machines for quite three

ears, and even the most c?_sual observer notices how

auch more attention British makers pay to the rider's

attitude (the italics are ours), has stated that he never

saw a lot of motor cyclists who were so thoroughly
tired, though they had no sand to contend with. He
attributed their condition solely to their unrestful and
unscientific saddle position. He himself had assumed
a 'happy medium,' and, without intending conceit, he

believed his comparative freshness was due to the

fact."

A more groundless statement one could not imagine,

for it is a fact that the American motor cycle in the

End-to-end run was one of the two or three machines
which was not designed for a really low saddle posi-

WHICH IS THE MORE NATURAL RIDING POSITION?

s«s- >--.';%•""?' " "-^5= *3>^r^^-^' ' , ,^ '^^^mfi^ASiXf ixr;;

An End-to-end competitor on a typical British machine, giving a

natural and comfortable riding position. An American journal tells its

readers that the English riders were " done up " at the end of each day s

run, owing to the " unrestful " riding position they adopted.

omfort than the average foreigner does. Conse-

luently the following extract from the journal referred

:o will, we predict, cause many a hearty laugh in

English motor cycling circles

:

'When they could be induced to tell the whole

ruth, even some of the experts who participated in

his year's endurance contests and who aped the

nonkey on the stick admitted that they were never so

vearied or so badly ' done up. ' The American who

;ompeted in the British six-day contest, in which

ractically all of the participants affected the silly

w

The American competitor instanced by the New 3York journal, ph.;.o-

graphed at John-o'-Groat's. This|rider is said to have been fresh ai the

end of each day's run, owing jto his .natural iridlng jposition. (See the

accompanying article.) i

tion, and consequently a special saddle pillar extend-

ing over the back wheel had to be adopted to give a

low- riding position. Nearly all the English com-

petitors used machines designed in the first instance

.to give an armchair-like and comfortable position,

and a natural position can only be obtained by the

use of footrests. We leave readers to draw_ their own

conclusions from the accompanying illustration of one

of the British competitors in the. End-to-end Trial

shown alongside the American competitor who is stated

to have given utterance to the remarks quoted.
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HUE MOTOR CyCLt OF MERIT.

1909 MODELS and PRICES.

^JS^-

k\

.1

Model G, Liffht Tourist, 5-6 and 7>9 h.p.

PRICES.
Model H, 3i h.p.

Direct Drive

With Two-speed Gear and Free Engine Clutch

M ^el F, 5 h.p. and 7 h.p

5 h.p. Direct Drive • .

.

7 h.p. Direct Drive

5 h.p. with Two-speed Gear and Free Engine Clutch

7 h.p. with Two-speed Gear and Free Engine Clutch

£53

£54

£@S
^''o(r?*=I G. Li^r^t To'-nst, 5 h n. ar»^ 7 h.o.

5 h.p. Direct Drive, only

7 h.p. Direct Drive, only

£54
^56

10 O
10 o

o o
10 o
o o
10 o

o o
10 o

EQUIPMENT.
All machines (except Model G) equipped with Truffault Suspension forks,

Bosch magneto ignition, Brooks B105/4 hog-skin padded top saddles, Dunlop,

Michelin, Peter Union, or Clincher " A Won " tyres, lin. Shamrock Gloria belts,

" Vindec " adjustable pulleys, stands, carriers, toolbag, and tools, petrol gauge

in tank, adjustable handle-bars and handle-bar control to the carburetter.

Preliminary descriptive list sent free upon request.

L/

VINDEC MOTOR CYCLE CO.,
13-15, Wilson Street, LONDON, E.G.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable tliat you mention " The Motor Cycle.'''
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IL

IJ h.p. LIGHTWEIGHT.

j.i'^''

-v^

4 h.p. MODEL DE LUXE.

I' " ' ^4^**^^* '*f^'j^.'ftr*

6 h.p. TWIN CYLINDER.

Tk

rande

for

IJ h.p. The Popular Light-

weight.

2J h.p. Lightweight Twin

3, 3|, 3f h.p. Single

Cylinders.

4 h.p. Model de Luxe

Single Cylinder.

4 h.p. and 6 h.p. Twin

Cylinders.

\i h p., 4 h.p. (Single Cyl-

inder), 6 h.p., and 8 h.p.

(Twin). These are four

special speed types

In addition to the super-

lative value in every N.S U.

model, each machine is sup-

plied fitted with Stand,

Luggage Carrier, Number
Plates, Tool- kit, Footrests,

Foot Brake, Rim Brake on

rear wheel and detachable

mudguards with mud flaps

for front wheel. There are

only the lamp and horn to

buy.

N.S.U. Motor Co. Ltd.
Olfiees and Stowrooim— 186, Great Portland St, W.
Goods ind Repairs—83-85, Bolsover Street, W.

1 1 • - _ J - _1.7. j1 ..i St rm.. Tir^A /n..Jt^ '>
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OCCASIONAL COMMENTS.
By

Final ity.

Finality is a word one hesitates to write in connec-

ion with any progressive and highly competitive

ndustry, but a friend of mine met me at the Stanley

md complained there were no 1909 alterations. He
lad not a very trained eye to aid him in his search,

3ut my own close inspection revealed a host of valu-

ible innovations ; but the majority of them were of a

;ype that would not reveal themselves to a casual

glance.. For example, the new pistons on the Rex
ind Triumph might easily have been overlooked, and
yet they will spell greatly increased efficiency for 1909.

If we may not use the word finality with any real

accuracy, we may at least say this much : the 3^ h.p.

tourist roadster has settled down into accepted outlines,

and will not experience any radical alterations until

some genius comes along with a revolutionary inven-

tion. The twin-cylinders are in a less fixed state of

development, but are becoming gradually lighter,

while the lightweights are still very much on the move,

and, as judged by the more prominent samples, have
touched a veiy high mark indeed. They are incredibly

neat and efficient.

Colour Finishes.

I for one was very pleased to see a slight but well-

marked tendency to renounce the standard black' and
silver finish. We all know that nothing can look

smarter on a show stand—it is the frock coat and top

hat of the motor cycle^—but we do not go for pedestrian

tours in silk hats and frock coats ; neither should the

motor bicycle face touring conditions in review order.

T was greatly taken with the various grey and cream
finishes exhibited on several stands, notably the Vindec
and Moto-Reve, and if less brilliant on a show stand

than the regulation black, silver, and aluminium, it

was considerably more workmanlike. I for one am
almost decided not to ride a black and silver finished

machine if I live to buy a 1909 model.

Slump.
I fancy even the most virulent of the anti-motor

dailies will have to summarily dismiss its ill-informed

babblers, who constantly prate of motor cycling as a

momentary and already declining craze. There were
over two hundred complete motor cycles at the Show^

-—a fact which in itself proves a healthy demand. One
great firm made its bow in the trade—^the Premier
Cycle Co. Another—the Humber—after several years

of abstention, during which it has won great success in

more ambitious fields, returned to the fold as a shame-
stricken recanter of former doubts, long since -proved

foolish and unworthy. And, finally, quite a number
of riders say their last year's mounts were good enough
for anything, and they are far too grateful to sell them,
so that quite an unparalleled bulk of the 1909 business
is being done with men who have never previously

owned a motor cycle of any kind. There is no branch
of the motor industry on such a healthy footing at the
present moment as the motor cycle trade.

The Tricar of the Future.
I thought the most significant point elicited at the

recent A.C.U. discussion of the tricar question was
the satisfaction which two of the speakers expressed
with the very simplest and lightest type, the actual

IXION."
pattern they had used being a 2}^ h.p. Excelsior motor
bicycle with a Mills and Fulford forecar bolted on
to it. Mr. Pemberton had run one of these for five

years, and since fitting a Phoenix gear to it had no
other complaints than its discomfort, especially with
the chair empty. Mr. Davies early abandoned his

similar machine in favour of a more complicated type,

but he frankly said that a machine of this type, plus

better springing, larger tyres, and an emergency gear,

made a very sporting little passenger machine indeed.

Pending the standardisation of an up-to-date tricar,

three-wheeler enthusiasts might do a good deal worse
than bolt a good sub-sprung forecarriage on to any
sound two-speeded bicycle. Readers who only possess

experience of the early forecar with a rigid frame
should remember that the addition of extra springs

over the front axle goes a long way to solve the
problem of comfort for both riders, and very larf^ely

insulates the mechanism from vibration. Machines of

this type will never be greatly boomed in the long-

distance trials, because they are not speedy enough
to make up time after a puncture, and therefore need

The Vindec Runabout, propelled by a 7-9 h.p. Peugeot twin-cylinder
air-cooled engine thraugh an epicyclic two-speed gear and V belt drive.

With 2Jin. tyres, its total weight is stated to be 400 lbs.

an absolutely clean sheet if they are to emerge with

credit from a six days' trial run on the legal limit

principle. Herein they are eclipsed both by the

motor bicycles and the powerful tricars, which can claim

a perfect score even if they meet with a dozen stops

of half an hour each, provided no two stops occur in

the same control. But these little tricars are very

cosy, very reliable, and very cheap to run, and their

only two failings are that the passenger has to be
dropped on exceptional hills of the Sunrising calibre,

and that they cannot make up time and regain a

20 m.p.h. average after a half-hour repair stop.

Hooydonk is one of the few men living who has
repeatedly got a machine of this type through the long

trials, and he does it by eliminating practically all

stoppages and by lightning repairs or adjustments when
the occasional stoppage overtakes him. One of

The. Motor Cycle staff is now running a tricar of this

type^ and is having great times with it, though a

single puncture might destroy its chance of a gold
medal if he were rash enough to enter it in the si>{

days' trial next year,
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STANLEY SHOW GLEANINGS
EVERY year there are a few late arrivals at the

show, and one finds some firm or other which,

through stress of work or other causes, is

unable to be ready on the opening day of the

exhibition. Taking it as a whole, that part of the

Stanley Show which is of interest to our readers was

practically complete at the time of our visit on the

opening day, but a further inspection of the stands

revealed the following items:

A Twin-cylinder Lightweight Motosacoche. Tlie engine lias mechanically-

operated inlet valves.

The Osborne Motor Mfg. Co. showed a new type

of spring fork. The front wheel spindle is mounted
in a pair of eccentric sheaves, which work in straps

on ball bearings fitted to the fork and girder ends.

The wheel spindle is placed considerably out of the

centre of the sheaves, so as to allow it to travel round

the requisite degree. To each of the sheaves are

fixed pins at an angle of about 16:° between lines

drawn from the centre of the spindle to the centre of

the sheaves. These pins are coni.ected to a pair

of side links which run upwards, and are connected

to a pair of arms (forming one piece) swinging on
the fork crown. These forks struck us as being well

designed and devoid of all side play. An improved
form of Osborne four-speed pulley, which obviates the

necessity of using a jockey pulley, was also ;-.hown.

This pulley works in the following manner: The
back wheel is mounted in bearings working in specially

constructed slides, which replace the ordinary fork

ends. The bearings are connected to the ends of two
side links, which are connected at the other ends to

a pair of arms, formed with .a pedal carried in a

specially constructed bracket. There is a ratchet

on the left-hand fork end or slide which locks the

wheel in the required position after it has been moved.
To put it clearly, the back Avheel is extended when the

pulley groove is expanded, and vice versa. Both the

A 3J h.p. Osborne Motor Bicycle fitted with ,the same make of four-
speed and free engine pulley. To do away with the necessity for a jockey .

pulley, the above machine has been fitted with a sliding back wheel to take
up the slack of the' belt.

pulley and rear wheel are operated by . independent
movements, but their manipulation is very quickly

learnt.

S. Hall and Sons exhibited the F.R.S. lamps of

all types. The latest of these is carried in a U
bracket clipped round the handle-bar stem. This lamp,
it will be remembered, has a hinged door hack and
front, so that the interior can be readily cleaned;
a burner which can be moved nearer to or

further from the reflector, so regulating the distance

the beam of light is thrown ; a couple of fold-

ing legs, SO' that the lamp can be stood in an upright

position on the ground ; and a ventilating cowl,

which precludes all back glare. On the same stand

the F.R.S. alitomatic generator and the F.R.S. front

wheel stand were also shown.

The new pattern 3i h.p. Bradbury, with 87 x 87 mm. ball bearing engine.
Other up-to-date features will be observed from the illustration.

A 3i h.p. Arno exhibited"at the Stanley Show. The cylinder dimensions
are 90 x 85 mm.~ The ribbed silencer is an iron casting.



Thr new Kempshall motor cycle tyre,

which, it is said " never slips, always grips."

It|was shown on the Roe stand at the Stanley

Show.

DECEMBER 2nd, igo8.

Stanley Show Gleanings—
All motor cvclists will welcome the news that

Kempshall tyres are to be made in all sizes for motor

cycles, for they have

gained such a big

reputation for their

excellent n o n -

slipping qualities

on cars. A. W.
Wall, Ltd., were
not slow 10 see

what an attraction,

these tyres would
be on their stand,

and consequentl)

fitted a number of

them to their Roc
motor cycles. If

the Kempshall tyre

proves toi be as

effective on motor cycles as it is on cars, and at the

same time is as resilient as an ordinary tyre, it will very
quickly spring ifito popularity.

The Corah lightweight was one of the absentees from
the Service Co. 's stand at the time of our first visit.

This is a well designed and attractive machine, with

2j4 h.p. J.A. P. engine, 70 x 76 mm., weighing com-
plete 105 lbs. It has handle-bar control, B. and B.

carburetter, and Ruthardt gear- driven magneto. The
frame is low, the height of top tube being only 28in.

from the ground. The saddle is fitted on a horizontal

tube which is telescoped into the end of the top tube.

The spring front forks are the lightweight Druid girder

pattern, and the handle-bars are nicely shaped to give

the rider an easy comfortable position. The brakes are

a pedal operated belt rim brake on rear wheel and a

Bowden hand operated rim brake to front wheel. The
wheels are 26in. x 2in., with standard Continental

tyres, and wide, firmly attached mudguards are pro-

vided. The machine is sold complete with stamped

steel stand built with the frame, carrier over rear wheel,

(and tool case. An illustration

of the Corah lightweight is pub-

lished on page 942.

A neat sparking plug ter-

minal on the stand of the City

Ignition Co. is shown
^

in the

annexed line sketch. An
adapter is supplied with each

connection, which is tapped to

fit the central wire of the plug.

When the adapter is in posi-

tion the prong of the connec-

tion is sprung on it, the prorig

fitting in the groove turned in

the adapter. A fibre insula-,

tor is screwed on over the

cable after the latter is attached

to the connection. On the

same stand a' novel expanding pulley gear was

shown, known as the Mantell Leaver gear. In the

case of similar change speed devices, the Osborne and

Zenith firms avoid the use of a jockey pulley by extend-

ing the rear wheel of the machine to keep the belt at

even tension when the pulley groove is expanded
_

or

contracted, but with the Mantell Leaver gear the engine

947.-^

A. Sparking plug adapter.

B. Spring prong connec-
tion.

Cp Insulating fibre.

pulley is mounted eccentrically to the engine shaft, and
a pinion on the engine shaft meshes with an internally

toothed ring on the inner periphery of the pulley. As
the pulley is expanded or contracted to alter the gear,
the operating lever swings the whole device farther or
nearer to the rear wheel without altering the tension of
the belt.

Messrs. Brown Bros, showed a simple and effective

form of electrical terminal made by Rouse Bros.,
which should be specially

useful for motor cycle

work. These terminals

are made of heavy gauge
copper, and have an open
end with turned down
lips, so that the terminal

can be slipped into posi-

tion without removing tht

nut altogether, and so th^-

risk of losing the latter is

reduced to a minimum.
The turned down lips,

moreover, prevent the

terminal coming off if

the nut should shake slightly loose. Milled screws
can be reversed, so that the milled edge locks against
the upturned lip.

One of the many interesting Tee-Bee specialities is

a spring clip for holding

a high-tension wire. It

is first attached to the tube

underneath the tank, and
in this position it is handy
for holding the sparking

plug wire when testing

the ignition. Tee-Bee

specialities were exhibited by Templeton Bros.

The change-speed gear box fitted to the four-cylinder

F.N., which was shown on the stand of the F.N.

Motor Agency, is placed between the bevel and the

spur gear transmission, and surrounds the propeller-

shaft. The gear box itself forms the right-hand chain

stay of the frame, and replaces the ordinary round

propeller casing. The box is divided vertically in the

centre, the two halves being connected by bolts and

A.

B.

Ct^ppci Lciminai.

Terminal hooks.

A. Band obp.

B. Lever for spring grip.

C. Spring grip for cable.

V^'^VKW^

The Two-speed Gear shown fitted to a Four-cylinder F.N. at the

Stanley Show.
A. Top half of gear box. El. Dog clutches.

B. Bottom half of gear box. F. Sliding dog cluteh.

C. Front hilf of propeller-shaft C3. Bevel pinion.

CI. Rear half of propeller-shaft. H. Driven spur wheel.

02, G, 63 and E. Gear pinions. 61. Counter-shaft.

DD. Bearings.

nuts. Power is conveyed from the engine-shaft to the

spur wheel H in the usual manner. The wheel H is

keyed to the shaft C, on which is a pinion 9 constantly

in mesh with another pinion G on the counter-shaft G,

,
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tanley Show Gleanings—
he pinion G^ on tlie counter'-shaft being always in mesh

vith pinion C^ on the left-hand propeller-shaft C^. Cg

s the bevel driving pinion fitted to all four-cylinder

F.N. motor bicycles. F is a sliding dog clutch on a

iquare on shaft C, and dog teeth Ej^ are formed on the

aces of the pinions E and Co,- When the clutch F is

n the position shown in the sectional line drawing, the

mgine and the shaft C revolve without moving the road

vheel. This is the free engine position. To engage

he low speed, clutch F is moved to the right, and dog

eeth on F and E being thus interlocked, pinion G and

;haft Gi and pinion G^ revolve, also turning pinion

"2 and shaft C^, but at a slower speed than shaft C.

rhe low speed ratio is about 10 to i, giving ample

Dower for all hills even when a sidecar is used. We
understand that the fitting of this gear does not neces-

dtate any structural alterations to the frame, and it

:an be fitted to any four-cylinder F.N. in a few hours.

A new pattern molor cycle frame (Sinclair's patent), suitable for a lady or
a gentleman. It was described on page 921 last week.

In describing the Service Company's exhibit we in-

advertently omitted to mention the Advanc.e Motor

The^Chater Lea instantly detachable sidecar fittings, which will bring the

; rigid type of attachment more into prominence.

Company's extensible belt fastener, designed to work
with adjustable pulleys, and a new lamp generator

bracket forming part of the petrol tank clip.

This company was practically the first to place this

last named handy device on the market.

A Twin-cylinder Wolf Bicycle with Ruthirdt magneto, exhibited at the
Stanley Show. Two legs attached to the crank case cradle, support the
front wheel clear of the ground.

•••—<-

wife and child (five years), embracing all the most
interesting places, next May and June. We hope to be
able to record some of his experiences on the tour.

A FOUR=WHEELED PASSENGER MOTOR CYCLE.

A PASSENGER motor cycle which attracted an

unusual amount of attention at the Stanley

Show was one exhibited by Messrs. Collier and
Sons, Ltd. This was a twin-cylinder Matchless

Dicycle coupled to a two-wheeled Lowen sidecar, both

specially built to the order of Mr. E. Kbrber, a

!^orthern motor cyclist.

The combination is shown in the accompanying illus-

;ration. The engine is a 7 h.p. J. A. P., 76 x 95 mm.,
lutomatic inlet valves, Bosch magneto ignition, J. A. P.

:arburetter,_ handle-bar controlled, Dunlop tyres, 26in.

X 3in. back and 26in. x 2j^in. front wheels, i^in.

belt transmission, Nala gear giving ratios of 4 and 8

:o I, free engine, and new design Matchless spring

"orks. The whole bicycle and sidecar frame are

snamelled French grey with green lines. The sidecar

is 3oin. wide inside, and the back 2 2 in. high, coach-

built, and finished dark green, and has two special

luggage compartments and a Cape cart hood. Extra
Draking power is obtained by fitting a dummy belt rim

3n the right of the bicycle driving wheel, the usual foot

brake acting on this. Before handing the machine over

o Mr. Korber, Mr. C. R. Collier has promised to test

it with passenger up a steep hill with a gradient not

less severe than Birdlip.

Mr. Korber tells us that he has already planned a . „ ^ ,, . -

^ ., .
, ,, I c 4-1 J -iU u- A 7 h.p. Matcmess Bicycie and Lowen Sidecar exhibited on Messrs. Collier

x,6oo miles -zig-zag tour through Scotland with his i and Sons' stand at the Royal Agricultural HaU last week.
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MOTOR BICYCLES AT THE
STANLEY.

m^^^: RIDING POSITION.

TIME TO LIGHT LAMPS—Dec. 2nd, 4.5 J p.m , Dec. 5th, 4.S1 p.m. ; Dec. 9th, 4.50 p.m.

Another Club for Birmingham.

We are informed by Mr. A. Manning-
Lomax that another motor club is

being formed in Birmingham. The
majority of the members will be motor
cyclists. It is for students of the Bir
mingham University.

Insufficient Warning.

Several motor cycle drivers sum-
moned for exceeding the speed limit at
Bromley complained that the notices
were insufficiently prominent. Ihere
have been other complaints, and it is

intended to improve the signs. 'J'he

plain white discs have been taken for

a tyre company's advert; seaiont.

The Number oi Motor Cycles in London.

During the third quarter of the
present year the London County
Council received application for the
registration of 373 motor cycles, bring-
ing the number of motor cycles regis-

tered in London to 9,211. No fewer
than 4,102 changes of ownership were
dealt with daring the same period.

More Motor Cycles at the Stanley.

Elsewhere in these pages we publifh
a statistical table of the number of

motor cycles which were on exhibition
;it the Stanley Show last week. This
table has been prepared by Mr. Harry
Hewitt Griffin, who is well known ;is

a careful compiler of show statistics,

and one whose figures may be relied

upon as absolutely accurate. An ex-

amination of the grand total of motor
cycle machines of all kinds reveals the
fact that there were 207 complete
motor cycles, excluding three carriers

and one or two machines used for de-
monstration purposes. In addition,
there were several detached sidecars
which have not been included under
any of the headings. The figures

of the last two years show a decided
increase, as in 1906 there were only
157.

Auto Cycle Union Notes.

The Auto Cycle Union annual
dinner and presentation of prizes will

be held on Saturday, January 30th,

and will be preceded in the afternoon
by a council meeting. The vei'.ue of

the dinner and council meeting will be
announced in a forthcoming issue.

The A.C.U, Formula.
W

In applying the formula to

C X T
motor cycle engines of different types,

the A.C.U. Competitions Committee
consider that for two-stroke ergines the

capacity C should be multiplied by a

factor 1.2. For a water-cooled engine

the capacity C should be multiplied by a
factor 1.1 ; thus for a water-cooled two-
."^troke engine the factor would be ].32.

New A.C.U. Quarterly Trial Regulations.

During the luncheon stop no lubri-
cating oil may be poured into the
tanks, oilcans must not be used on the
machines, and the belts may not be
removed from the pulleys. All re-

pairs to tyres will be counted as stops.
In short, from start to finish no re-
pairs or adjustments of any kind may
be effected.

The Local Centre Scheme.

The A.C.U. General Committee has
been discussing the scheme for the
formation of local centres throughout
the country, and it was finally decide-'l

to hold another meeting to discuss the
matter on Monday next, the 7th inst.

In the meantime, a copy of the draft
rules have been forwarded to all

members of the committee who are re-

quested to read them carefully, and
forward any suggestions to the secre-
tary in time for the next meeting.

The L.M.C. Lightweight Twin-cylinder Engine.

The cylinders of this engine have
no radiating fins, and it will be
noticed that the motor is not
central with the frame, the object

awHKmp^^i^!^^^^^»k«

for tHs being that the cylinders are
thus free to receive a good cooling

draught. Though the inlet valves are

situated in the crown of the cylinders,

means are provided, in case of a leak-

age, to prevent the valves from falling

on to the top of the piston.

Two New Magnetos.

Particulars and illustrations of two
new motor cycle magnetos are in the

press, and will appear in these pages
in next week's or the issue following.

Their chief point is their small size and
consequently light weight.

Business at the Stanley Show.

Good business was reported on all

hands at the Show, and nearly all the

motor cycles on exhibition were ticketed
" Sold " by the middle of the week.

Last Week's Weather.

The weather last week could not b^'

termed typical November weather, for

it was quite mild, and on most days the

sim made its appearance. Under these

pleasant conditions, trial runs were
given to intendmg purchasers by several

of the exhibitors, who had trial machiriir'S

outside the Hall.

Some Advantages ot a Good Variable Gear.

We recently described and illustrated

Powell's new two-speed hub gear, and
for demonstration purposes Mr. A. D.
Powell took his 80x80 mm. Fafnir
engined bicycle with Millford sidecar

down to the Royal Agricultural Hill.

We tried the sidecar seat to see what
could be done with the gear in thick

traffic, and all readers who know the
corners at The Angel, Islington, and
King's Cross will agree that to thread
in and out of the traffic at these points

one must have a good two-speed gear.

To thread a way through London traffic

many sudden stops and starts are neces-

sary, and there must be no hesitation

about the engagement of the low gear

when an opening presents itself. We
were quite pleased with the ease with
which Mr. Powell was able to manage
the bicycle in traffic, simply by the aid

of the low gear and clutch. There was
no jerk or jar, and there was no neces-

sity to engage the low gear as gently

as one would expect with so small an
engine, propelling two persons and a

sidecar.

The Silver Cup in the Quarterly Trials.

Our readers will remembe^r that tho

A.C.U. Competitions Committee, off^^^ed

at the beginning of the year a, silver

cup for the best aggregate performance
in the three 1908 quarterly tria^.

The speeds accomplished on the two
test hills (Dashwood and Gore Hills)

were to be taken into account, as well

as the rides accomplished without a

stop. The trophy has been awarded to

Mr. W. G. *. McMinnies, whose per-

formances on a 3i h.p. T.T. Triumph
were by far the best. He qualified on
each occasion of the 125 miles run for

a non-stop certificate and twice made
the fastest time on Amersham and
Gore Hills.
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Winter Week in Switzerland.

Tlios© of our readers who have taken
m interest in Mr. Douglas Fawcett's
irticles describing winter conditions in

16 Alps, will be interested to hear that
;he Touring Club de France is organis-

ing a great winter week in the district

of Grenoble, Albertville, and Chamonix,
between January 23rd and 30th, 1909.

Full particulars can be obtained from
the headquarters of the T.C.F., 65,

Avenue de la Grande Armee, Paris.

Piclting Up Speed Quickly.

Although out for his second motor
cycle ride only, Charles Collins,

of Smethwick, was fined £2 and
30sts at Acock's Green last week
for travelling at an alleged speed
of thirty miles per hour on the
Birmingham - Coventry Road.
Mr. Collins writee that he had
been chatting with a friend at
Yardley, during which time the
engine of his machine had got
jold. On restarting h© ran
twenty yards with his machine,
jumped on, and had travelled
3nly 100 yards or so when the
oolice stopped him and accused
liim of riding at a speed of

hirty miles per hour. If their
iccasation be true, we can only
;ay ISIr. Collins is the owner of

I really good motor cycle of which
le is no doubt proud.

I. New Mudguard.

It is not often that one hears of

mprovements in mudguards, but the
Maughan device sold by the Service
Jo., and shown on their stand, is a
listinct novelty. It is well-known that
he properly constructed front mud-
guard adequately protects the rider
md the machine from dirt, but at the
ame time it keeps a draught of air

iff the cylinder. The Maughan mud-
guard, however, has a ventilating
arrangement which, although it causes
.he air to impinge on the radiating
ins, prevents mud and wet from reach-
iig the rider.

=<JHB
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Tlie Stanley Shw.

The line sketch of the Norton piston
ring published on page 920 of last

week's issue unfortunately deputed
the ring as rather thick in section.

The depth of the ring is correct, but
on closer examination we find that the
width of the ring does not exceed that
of the ordinary type allowing for the
depth of the special oil grooves.

Concentrating the Motor Cycle Exhibits.

Taking it as a whole, the Stanley
Show was by no means disappointing
as regards motor cycle exhibits, though

FUTURE EVENTS.

Nov. 28 to Dec. 13—Paris Salon Exhibition of Motor
Cycles, Cars, and Accessories.

Dec. 12—Motor Cycling Club Annual Dinner.

,, 10.—Essex M.C Paper by Mr. H. G. Cove on
"Motor Cycles, Accessories, etc."

,, 16—Motor Union General Committee Meeting.

Jan. 7— (Provisionals Essex M.C. Paper by Mr. H. M.
Wyatt o.n "Magnetos."

,, 16-23—Motor Cycle Show at Madison Square
Garden, New York.

20—Auto Cycle Union fAnnual Dinner, pre-eded
by the Council Meeting.

,, 23—Essex M.C. Annual Dinner.

infinitely more might be done by the
management to throw the motor cycle
exhibits together. We should strongly

advise the organisers to give great/er

attention to this important question.

We heard many expressions of opinion
on this subject last week, and several

exhibitors of motor cycles said that
they could not understand why the
management could not so arrange the
stands that the motor cycle exhibits .

were kept together. Our advice to
motor cycle makers is to organise and
approach the Stanley Show Committee
as a body in time for next year's show,
and reouest that steos be taken to
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arrange this. For our part we can
see no good reason why it should noi
be done.

A 'Varsity Competition Last Saturday.

That enthusiastic body, the Cambridgi'
University Motor Cycle Club, held
another competition on Saturday last,

m the shape of a petrol consumption
trial. The winners in the two classes

—single and multi-cylinder—accom-
plished really excellent performances,
Mr. N. H.- Joy, successful in

Class 1, riding at the rate of
167.79 miles to the gallon.

Reckoning petrol at Is. 2d. per
gallon, this works 3ut at twelve
miles for a penny—^something
like cheap travelling. Mr. V.
F. M. Oliver won the multi-
cylinder class, his mileage per
gallon being 109.47, notwith-
standing that his mount was one
of 5^ h.p. A word of credit i.^

jJL due to the officials, for the re-

^^ suits of the contest were workerl

/j
out the same afternoon, and foj-

! warded to us by Mr. J. ]vl.

Oakey, the hon. press secretary.

The Paris Salon.

The eleventh exhibition of
motor cars, motor cycles, cycles,

and accessories was opened 011

Saturday last at 10 a.m. The
Paris Show, as it is more com-

monly described on this side of
the Channel, is held in a superb
hall called the Grand Palais in the
Champs Elysees, the West End of
Paris. The floor of the hall is almost
entirely devoted to motor car exhibits,
the motor cycles being found in the
galleries. A fully illustrated descrip-
tion of any machines or accessories of
interest to motor cyclists will be pub-
lished in our next issue. This will be
written by members of the staff who
have made a purpose journey to Paris
to describe the exhibition. This year a
great deal of the expensive, but beauti-
ful illuminations have been discarded.

^—•«•—<-

THE SIDECAR,
IN ITS RELATION TO THE BICYCLE AND THE TRICYCLE.

By DOUGLAS LEECHMAN.
[N adding an iattachment like a sidecar or a forecar

to a bicycle one necessarily converts the two-

wheeler into a three-wheeler, and it is interest-

ing to consider how far the machine loses its

)riginal character and acquires that of a tricycle by the

ilteration. In this article I propose to confine my
attention to the sidecar part of the subject, and in

loing so I shall generally use the term sidecar as

ndicating the complete machine composed of the

)icycle and the attachment.

Strictly speaking, all sidecars are tricycles, as they

exhibit the essential feature of three wheels, which the

vord tricycle (tri = three and kuklos — wheel) imports.

\nd in this connection it is interesting to remember
hat in the past quite a number of tricycles have been

:onstructed with two wheels at one side and one at

he other, some of them being driven on one side only.

The Rudge rotary tricycle, with its single large

driving wheel on one side and two small steerers on

the other, is a conspicuous example. The Grosvenor
was another, and for a time it was the fashion to

build the double driving front steering tricycles open
fronted, the steering wheel (otherwise arranged central)

being set in front of one of the driving wheels, and
thus reducing the wheel tracks from three to two.

Unless the wheels are all in line (like a curiosity

exhibited at one of the cycle shows) or all abreast, a

three-wheeled machine is properly described as a

tricycle. One of the radical distinctions between a

bicycle and a tricycle is that the former is supported
by a base line, while the latter rests on a base area.

The base line support involves the necessity of

balancing the bicycle to keep it upright, and the art

is not easily acquired. , I have only heard of two
men who succeeded in riding a bicycle at the first

attempt, but the almost invariable experience is that

the beginner's natural inclination is to steer away from

the side to which he feels himself falling, instead of
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The Sidecar.—

steering towards it, and so bringing back the line

of support under the centre of gravity of the machine
and rider.

By " raking " or inclining the head of the bicycle

the steering axis is brought in front of the point of

contact between the front wheel and the ground.
This gives a trailing action to the front wheel, which
inclines it to run straight, and assists materially in the

riding of the machine. If the weight is divided

unevenly relatively to the central plane of the bicycle,

it is necessary to lean the bicycle somewhat to one
side in riding in order to keep the centre of gravity over

the base line, but the lateral inclination of the machine
causes the steering axis to meet the ground at a point

to one side of the base line, which interferes with the

trailing action and gives the steering a bias to one
side. In rounding corners, however, it is quite right,

and, indeed, necessary, for the rider to incline the

machine sideways. If he did not do so the bicycle,

instead of getting round the curve, would fly off at a

tangent. The rider counteracts the centrifugal force,

A\hich tends to throw him outwards by a centripetal

force created by leaning himself and his machine
inwards towards the centre of the curve. The two
forces thus balance the machine and rider on the base

line, but if the road surface is slippery the inclination

of the "body " may overcome the friction between it

and the ground, and the lineal support will lose its

characteristic and exchange it for an even more base

support consisting of handles, pedal caps, knuckles,

knees, and other points very ill-adapted to the

purpose.

A Tricycle is Steered, Not Balanced.

The fact that the wheelbase of a tricycle has width

as well as length requires that the machine, as

ordinarily constructed, shall be steered otherwise than

by balancing, notwithstanding that in the Cripper and

De Dion types of tricycle the steering wheel, fork,

head, and handle-bars are of the same design and con-

struction as employed on bicycles. This being so,

the natural inclination of the front wheel to trail in a

straight path is preserved, but the actual steering is

done as in a carriage, a traction engine, or a bath

chair, i.e., by setting the steering wheel at an angle

to the others—without leaning the machine sideways.

A novice can generally steer a tricycle without the least

trouble, but the practised bicyclist often has to over-

come the habit of steering by lateral inclination. True,

a tricyclist leans in when going round corners to over-

come the centrifugal force, but he leans relatively to

the machine, not with it. It is ever so much easier for

a bicyclist to learn to ride a tricycle than for a novice

to learn to ride a bicycle. Tricycles having two wheels

at the back very rarely side-slip, and when they do

it is merely a matter of sliding sideways, not of

upsetting.

Now the effect of connecting a sidecar to a bicycle

all depends upon how the connection is made. If the

connecting device is such as to still allow the bicycle

to balance on its base line, the complete sidecar will

retain the steering and other characteristics of the

bicycle. The application of half the weight of the

passenger attachment to one side of the bicycle will

affect the steering to a certain extent, but this may be

counteracted by adjusting the connections so that the

side wheel is set at a particular angle. Where the

95-f

connection is made in such a way that the framework
of the attachment is united with that of the bicycle to
form a rigid whole, the bicycle is deprived of, its

unstable equilibrium in favour of stability of' the
tricycle, the complete machine then assuming the usual
characteristics of the three-wheeler as to steering and
otherwise.

The Sociable Sidecar.
But a rigid framed sidecar is not only a tricycle ; it

is a particular kind of tricycle, which early recei\ed
the very suitable name of " the sociable." As a rule,

the riders sat side by side between the two driving

wheels, but, if I remember rightly, two sociables—the

Rover and the Markham—were built with small
driving wheels, and the riders sat one over each, but
the disposition of the riders as on a sidecar is, I think,

new. Mechanically, the steering to right or left of

a tricycle may be considered as a motion about a

vertical axis passing through the centre of gravity,

or, more properly, the mass centre. When the load

consisting of the rider is concentrated about that axis,

as in the case of a single tricycle, the friction

required between the front wheel and the ground,
necessary in steering to overcome the moment of

inertia acting about the mass centre, is comparatively

small. But when there are two riders, as in a sociable

or sidecar, the load is distributed at a considerable

distance from the mass centre, and the moment of

inertia, acting at a corresponding leverage, requires a

much firmer grip of the steering wheel on the road, if

the machine is to answer to the helm. This friction can
be supplied by bringing the riders further forward, so

as to increase the weight on the steering wheel.

A Tip for Rigid Sidecar Users.
Riders of sidecars that do not take corners well

should considerably improve matters by leaning

forward at such times, but with the weight properly

distributed there should be no need for this. But
where the rear wheels of the sidecar are coaxial the

passenger seat must not be placed too far forward or

the weight will come too near the oblique side of the

triangular wheelbase, when leaning forward at a

curve might cause an upset. If the seat is set for-

ward, the wheelbase should be set forward also, by
advancing the position of the side wheel, but this,

when the axis of the wheel is fixed: at right angles to the

length of the machine, would only exaggerate the

original difficulty of negotiating curves, as the
" lead " of such a wheel, with its direction fixed parallel

to the rear or driving wheel, would make turning

towards the side wheel almost impossible.

We see, therefore, that the attachment of a sidecar

to a bicycle produces a machine partaking very largely

of the nature of a sociable tricycle, but that, if the

connection is by means of freely moving joints, the

bicycle action is retained in large measure.
>-«o»—<

On Tuesday last v/eek A. W. Gamage, Ltd.,

Holbom, opened their Christmas bazaar, which eclipses

all previous year's bazaars as regards novelty, interest,

and magnificence. At the luncheon given to the press,

at which Mr. A. W. Gamage presided, some copies of

Gamage's sportsman's diaries were distributed. These

diaries are thoroughly up-to-date, since the last in

the list of motor cycle records is that of Collier's famous

hour ride in October this year at Brooklands. Motor

cvclists interested should write for details.
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Sheflield and Hallamshire M.C.C.

rhe above club is holding the annual dinner and concert

morrow (Thursday) at Hudson's Restaurant ; dinner at

j.m. sharp.

A. general meeting will be held at the club's headquarters

Thursday, December 10th, at 8 p.m., to discuss the

iliation question. To be or not to be

!

Essex M.C.

Dn the 29th ult. a very successful run to Witham took

Lce, a large number of members turning out. The run

rt Sunday is to the George Hotel, Bishop Stortford. On
ursday, the 10th inst., Mr. H. G. Cove is giving a

per entitled "Motor Cycles and Accessories ; Novelties

i Criticisms at the Stanley Show." The paper will be

-ea at the Great Eastern Hotel, Liverpool Street, and all

itor cyclists are cordially invited.

rhe annual dinner of the club has been definit-ely fixed for

tiuary 23rd.

Motor Cycling Club, Ltd.

rhe annual dinner of the M.C.C. will be held on Saturday,

cember 12th, at the Trocadero, London, at 6.30 p.m.,

en the prizes won in this year's competitions will be

ided over to the successful riders. The Motor Cycle, fifty

inoa silver challenge cup was won outright by the Coventry

)tor Club this year, and Mr. V. A. Holroyd (Coventry) has

5n invited to attend to receive the trophy,

rickets for the dinner can be obtained from Mr. A. Candler,

Lime Grove, Shepherd's Bush, W. ; price 7s. 6d.

Middlesbrough and District M.C.C.

rhe annual general meeting of the Middlesbrough and
strict Motor Cycling Club was held in the Grand Hotel,

ddlesbrough, when Mr. Stanley L. Gjertsen (hon. sec.)

id the annual report. The balance sheet, submitted by
•. G. R. Sanderson (hon. treasurer), showed an expendi-

•e of £69 8s. 5^d. I'here was an overdraft at the bank
£1 5s. 8d., as against a credit balance of £2 4s. last

i,r. A party of members visit-ed the Stanley Show last

ek.

Nottingham and District M.C.C.

rhe first whist drive of the above club took place at head-

irters, the Welbeck Hotel, Nottingham, on Thursday last,

vember 26th, and, as is usual with this club's events, was
irely successful. Mr. J. Elliot Littlewood (chairman of

nmittee) acted as M.C, ably assisted by Messrs. F. W.
nee, F. Mitchell, arid E. S. Whaley as ste^yards. Mrs.

iot Littlewood presented tlie prizes, the winners being

s. J. H. Scothern (first lady) and Mr. Dean (first gentle-

n), the consolation prize going to the hon. sec, Mr. C.

Aubert Spring.

Cambridge University M.C.C.

rhe following are the results of a petrol consumption

il held by the above club on Saturday last, the 28th ult.

6 course, which was thirteen miles in length, had to be

^ered twice. The route was from Quy to Newmarket toll

;6S, from there to Six Mile Bottom, and back to Quy vid

Ibraham

:

SiNGLE-CYI.INDEE MACHINES.
Petrol used. Miles per

\ame. Machine. Ounces. gallon.

H. Joy (2-1- Minerva) 24^ ... 167.79

R. N. Minchin (3i Triumph) ... 31 ... 134.19

B. Stapler (3^ Triumph) 63 ... 126.06

M. F. Hedges (3i Triumph) ' ... 37^ ... 110.93

H. McCormick (3^- Triumph) ... 40 ... 104

W. Hutchinson (3^ Triumph) ... 46^ ... 89.46

Twix-CTLiNDER ]\Iaci; I
N' ''>;.

F. M. Oliver (5^ Rex) 38 ... 109.47

P. Dickson (5 Vindec)

J. H. F. Colenso (6-7 Bat)

H. Stephenson (5 Vindec)

39i 105.31
411 100.24

53 78.49

Walthamstow M.C.

The second annual dinner of this club will take place on
Saturday next, the 5th inst., at the City Arms, St. Mary
Axe, E.C. A good attendance is expected, as an excellent

concert has been arranged by the committee, and an enjoyable
evening can be counted on by visitors. Dinner will be served
at 6.30. Tickets of the hon. secretary, J. W. Percival,

13, Church Hill, Walthamstow.
Impromptu runs will be made every Saturday during the

winter months, at three o'clock, from headquarters (weather
being favourable).

Barnsley and District M.C.C.

On the 13th ult. a meeting of motor cyclists was held at

the Victoria Hotel, when a new club was formed, to be
loiown as above. The club owes its birth to the members of

the motor section of the Barnsley Victoria Cycling Club. For
some time it has been felt desirable to run an entirely separate
and distinct section, so the new venture was launched. The
affairs of the motor section of the B.V.C.C. will accordingly
be wound up in due course.

The headquarters are as before, viz., the Victoria Hotel.
Barnsley. The members' yearly subscription has been fixed

at 5s. The president is Mr. E. H. Longley, and treasurer Mr.
C. B. Fallas. Prospective members are invited to communicate
with the hon. secretary, Mr. P. Scorah, 49, Park Road,
Barnsley.

Richmond and District M.C.C.

The annual dinner of the above club was held on Tuesday
evening, November 24th, at the Trocadero Restaurant, the
vice-president. Dr. W. M. Paul, in the chair.

After dinner. Dr. Paul presented the various cups and
prizes to the winners of the contests during this year, and
he said they very much regretted that their president, the
Marquis de Mouzilly St. Mars, was unable to take the chair

at this dinner, and he was sure the members would join with
him in thanking him for presenting the magnificent cup to

the club. He also expressed his thanks to the captain of the
club for his kind presentation of another cup. He said he
would like to say a few words with regard to urging the
members of the club to consider the other users of the roads,
and to drive with eveiy care and consideration, and felt that

it was the opinion of the members of the club that strong
measures should be taken with any member who disregarded
this wish of the club.

The captain of the club, Mr. A. Carpmael, jun., returned
thanks, and said that he was pleased to hear that the club
appreciated his action in giving a cup for competition, and he
hoped that this would be an incentive to keep the members
cf the club together. During the course of- his speech he
made a strong appeal to the members to drive with extra care

and consideration for the future, saying that there was no
doubt a very strong feeling had arisen amongst some of the
public against motors and motoring, and that, although he
felt strongly this had been caused by the reckless and incon-

siderate driving of a very small number of drivers, yet he
thought that unless something was done very soon to alter

this adverse feeling, there was great risk of very repressive

measures being passed. The Captain then went on to point

out how natural it was that people who live close to a main
road, near large towns, who were not motorists, and perhaps

had never been in a motor, should not love motors, and
objected to having a continuous stream of fast traffic going
past their doors, and he hoped members would try to

remember this, in order that it might make them drive in such

a way as to cause as little annoyance as possible to others.

THE NEW PENNY EDITION OF " THE AUTOCAR."
Readers of "The Motor Cycle" who are interested In motor

cars are reminded of the new Penny Edition of " The Autocar,"

DOW obtainable of all Newsagents and Booksellers every Friday

Morning.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from our readers and our replies thereto. Wnen particular

makes of machines, accessories, or tyres are mentioned, numbers must be used, the writer to keep a key for

reference. All queries should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E. C, and whether

intended for publication or not must be accompanied with a stamped addressed envelope for repS/.

Various Interesting Queries.

I have a 3^ h.p. Triumph
with Brown and Barlow carbu^

tetter, handle-bar control, and
magneto ignition. (1.) What
distance should the break be-

tween the platinum points be to get

the best results? I can just get a
worn sixpenny piece between. (2.)

Are the Jebron iridium contacts as

good as platinum, and will the two
work together (iridium and platinum) ?

(3.) In running 1 get the best results

with throttle halt open, full air, and
spark fully advanced. If I open
throttle still more I don't get any
better results. Does the engine get
sufficient air, -and if not how shall I

increase the supply?—^J.M.

(1.) Within limits the break is not im-
portant, but the makers recommend
that it should be .5 mm. (2.) The con-
tacts mentioned are quite good. Plati-
num and iridium would work together,
but platinum being a softer metal it

would be quickly flattened by iridium

;

better to have both contacts of same
metal. (3.) It looks rather i£,

if a bigger choke tube would remedy
the matter. This can be obtained from
the makers of the carburetter.

A Novice's Queries.

My cycle is a 4 h.p. two-
cylinder N.S.U. (1.) How
many hours non-stop ought 1

to ride without overheating,
provided everything is in

order (the gear is 4 to 1)? (2.) What
are the signs of overheating? (3.)

What Is tho damage done by over-
heating? (4.) Is a fan of much use?
(5.) Is a deposit inside cylinders very
bad?—R.A.

(1.) You should be able to ride the
machine indefinitely if everything is in
good order. (2-3.) The signs of over-
heating are strong smell, intense heat
of the engine, excessive knocking, pre-
ignition, that is to say, the engine
continues to fire after the current is

switched off. Possible damage done by
overheating is seizing, unequal expan-
sion, and decomposition of lubricating
oil, while pre-ignition may result in

a strained or broken connecting rod.
W© trust you are not under the impres-
sion that overheating must occur. Pro-
vided the engine is driven Avell within
its power and is properly lubricated,
overheating will not occur. (4.) A fan
is of some use, but in your case a fan
will not be necessary if the engine is

running all right. (5.) Excessive de-
posit on the piston and cylinder heads
tends to overheating and will cause pre-

ignition. They should be scraped every
1,000 miles or so.

The Slipping ot Belts.

I h^ve quite taken a fancy

^ to the O.T.A.V., but what
> bothers me is—(1.) How does
-2-1 it get round combers? The

makers claim that there is no
need for a differential on account of

the belt slip. I cannot see it. 1

have used a 7-9 h.p. Peugeot motor
bicycle with Phoenix forecarriage for
two years, geared 4 to 1, with
Whittle belt, and there is not the
slightest sign of belt slip. Another
thing, the belt they fit does not seem
strong enough. (2.) Do you think
25in. by 2^in. Clinchers are strong
enough? I fancy the car would be
much better with 2^-in. tyres. Please
let me know what you think about
this vehicle.—W.A.K., Derby.

Our experience of the voiturette en-

quired about is very limited, therefore
we regret we cannot give you any very
definite information. The makers will

Both wheels are in this manner driven
at unequal speeds. Probably there is

no slip at all on the driven wheels, i.e.,

the belt rims on ba<jk wheels, and all

the slip takes place at the driving
pulleys. (2.) 2^in. tyres would wear
better and be more comfortable than
2^in.

Starting by Handle with"Magneto.

I have just bought my first

tricar—a second-hand 9 h.p.

Riley with twin-cylinder V
-2J engine. I am proposing to do

away with the accumulator
ignition and fit high tension mag-
neto. Do you think that I should
find any difficulty in starting with
the magneto? Will the ordinary
cycle size magneto do? If not, why
not?—G.H.T.

You would find considerable difficulty

in starting with a magneto unless the
engine was fitted with a half compres-
sion release. It would be best to con-

A twin-cylinder fan-cooled N.S.U. Tricar with front springing. The new N.S.U. epicyclic two-speed
hub gear is embodied on this tricar, and the ratios of gears are so arranged that an exceptionally large

engine pulley can be used. It was exhibited at last week's show.

give trial runs to anyone interested,

and our advice is to write them and
ask them if they have a voiturette run-
ning in your district, or if they would
send one for a trial run with a view to

purchase. (1.) Although you cannot
detect any slipping of the belt with
your motor bicycle and forecarriage,

there is a certain amount of slip tak-

ing place, particularly when engine is

picking up speed. That is why a belt

drive is more elastic than a chain.

When the O.T.A.V. voiturette is turn-

ing a sharp corner the belt takes the

place of a differential gear, because the
belt on the inner wheel (which has to

travel slower at the corner than the
outer one) slips over the driving pulley.

suit the makers with regard to the half

compression release and easy starting.

The ordinary motor cycle size magneto
ought to run the engine quite satisfac-

torily, but it probably would not start

the engine as well as one made specially

for motor car engines and with larger

magnets. The reason is that with the
motor cycle size the armature and
magnets are so calculated as to produce
a sufficiently hot spark for starting at

a given speed, a speed which is very

seldom reached when starting a car

engine with a handle. It would pro-

bably be best to retain the accumulator
ignition for starting, and then switch

over to the magneto for general run-

ning.
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Machine Stops on Hills.

1 have a 3^ h.p. 1907

g^\ Triumph which takes hills at a

> good speed, but which almost
-iJ iT(variably pulls up near the

top On dismounting I find

smoke issuing from the carburetter

;

after a few seconds rest the engine
restarts, only to repeat the perform-

arce on the next hill. Have taken
down engine, and found no deposit

worth speaking of on piston or cylin-

der. Compression is also good. I

should be glad if you could suggest
a 6 h.p. two-seated car?—R.M.T.

he failure to climb hills may be due
) your driving. Do you close the air

>ver gradually as the speed of the

lachine falls off? If you do the

•ouble is due to poor compression

wing to worn parts, or the gear is too

igh for your weight. The f-moke

isuing from the carburetter occurs in

[1 instances when engine is hot and
ilet valve happens to be raised, and
le throttle open. It is from the hot

il in the engine. It would be best to

ave the engine overhauled, fit new ex-

aust valve spring, and lower the gear

too high.

':,'[•' Cost ol Running a Pasienger Machine.

(1.) I cannot make up my
^ mind whether to go in for a

> new motor bicycle and seoond-
-iJ hand sidecar or a small second-

hand two-seated car, say 6 h.p.

Leaving comfort out of the question
it is purely a, matter of which would
be the cheapest to run that will

decide me. I should be very glad to

have your opinion as to which is

cheaper to run. I may add that at

present I know nothing about motors
of any sort. (2.) The combined weight
of self and passenger would be about
eighteen stones, and I am told that
in using a sidecar the back tyre of

a bicycle wears out very quickly ; in

fact, one man tells me that I should
probably require a new back tyre

about every 700 miles. Is this so?

(3.) If it is not so, how many miles
do you think back tjrre would run?
(4.) Another man estimated cost of

I'unning bicycle and sidecar at about
2s. 6d. per 100 miles, including petrol,

oil, and wear and tear. What would
you estimate? (5.) Would you also be
good enough to give me a rough idea
of the cost of running per 100 miles
a 6 h.p. two-seated car?—E.M.T.

L.) By far the cheapest vehicle to run
yould be a first-cites two-speed motor
licycle with sidecar. If you are about
o begin motoring you should have a

Qedium-powered motor bicycle of cer-

ainly not more than 3^ h.p. You
hould ride this for several weeks and
hen start with a passenger machine.
2.) Certainly there is more wear on the
)ack tyre owing to the increased
sreight and strain. (3.) It is impossible
o say how far the back tyre would
ast, but w© should estimate a 24:in.

over at about 1,000 miles with paseen-
;er attachment. (4.) Yoar friend's esti-

nate was about right. The cost of

ceeping up a 6 h.p. car would be quite

.hree times this, and the licensing and
egistration would be £3 2s. for the car

igainst £1 for the motor cycle.

Interested In Electrically Driven Tricycles.

Would you please inform me

I

if the electric tricycle illus-

trated in your issue of the 4th—I ult. can be seen in England

—

if not, the address in Germany?
Further, could such an accumulator
be charged at home by battery, and
how long does it take to charge?

—

J.H.P.
We have received a number of en-

quiries similar to yours. The electric

tricycle is sold in London by Mr. A.
Straus-Collin, Bush Lane House,
Cannon Street, E.G. The makers are

the Berliner Elektromobil - Fabrik,
Charlottenburg, Berlin. We have had
no experience whatever with this

vehicle, but we have been promised a

trial run as soon as a sample of it

reaches here from Germany. The
accumulators are very much larger than
those used for ignition purposes, and
would take a considerable time to

charge even from a dynamo.

Tuning Up for Hill-climbing.

My machine with 85 by 85
mm. engine fails up any
gradient steeper than 1 in 12,

and even then only gets up by
rushing. Compression is very

• good, gear 4| to 1, Longuemare E
carburetter S-jet, magneto. In spite

of the small jet, starting is very easy,

and I can give all extra air when
started. Level of petrol correct.

Valves and magneto are timed right,

and all levers set correctly. Valves
lift sufficiently, that is aboat 2 mm.
In fact, it is a problem which has
proved too difficult for me to solve.

On the level and down hill machine
is fairly fast, but not as good as it

might be.—M.F.J.

Which valves do you refer to when you
say they lift sufficiently, i.e., about
2 mm.? 2 mm. is nothing like enough
for the exhaust valve, which should lift

about :^in.—approximately 6 mm. The
inlet valve, if automatically operated.

Books for . .

Motor Cyclists

Motor Cycles & How to Man-
age Them,

Price 1 /2, post free. 12th edition.

Entirely rewrittsn and brought right up
to date. Uselul ahke to expert and
novice. The whoie of the information
given is applicable to any of the leading
makes of motor cycles on the market.

Hints &TipsforMotor Cyclists.
Price 1/2, post free.

Reprinted from The Motor Cycle, and
now issued in book form for the first time.

Contains information of much value to all

rp-'^r cyciiits.

"The Autocar" Folding Map
of England and Wales.

Price 8/10, post free.

A real necessity when on tour. It is well

pr'nted on linen, and folds up into a neat
and strong case, 7iX9iin, An indis-

pensable motor cyclist's companion.

A tull list sent on receipt of postcard.

ILIFFE & SONS LTD.,
20, TUDOR ST.. LONDON, E.C.

should open about ^in. If you are
correct in stating that the lift of the
valves is but 2 mm., the cams must be
worn badly, or the clearance between
valve and tappet is more than l-32in.
Increasing the openings of the valves
will make a wonderful difference. Also
try a slightly larger jet and air adapter.
This should give more power in hill-

climbing.

Taking a Motor Bicycle to the Tropics.

I am taking a motor bicycle

I

to the tropics'—Straits Settle-

ments. It is a 5 h.p. Quad-
-2-1 rant, surface carburetter. (1.)

Are there any special tyres re-

commended for the tropics? I have
an idea that Dunlops make a special
one. (2.) Would a Whittle belt be all

right, or ie rubber better? (3.) Are
any precautions necessary with re-

gard to the treatment of accumula-
tors while out there? Any other in-

formation which you tliink would be
of use would be very acceptable.

—

R.W.H.N.
(1.) The Dunlop Tyre Co. make a
tropical cycle tyre, and we believe also

a tropical motor cycle tyre. We
should advise you to write them
and other tyre makers to become
enlightened on this point. (2.)

The leather belt mentioned would,
we think, suit your purpose ex-

cellently. (3.) The safest precaution
would be to use a magneto, not that
accumulators would give more trouble

abroad than in England, but you might
have difficulty in getting them charged.

If you can get a magneto fitted to

your machine we think you would find

it would be well worth the expense en-

tailed.

Cooling the Engine Down Hill.

When coasting down hill

]j^ what is the best way to cool

> the engine? I always, when cir-

-2-1 cumstances allow, switch off,

give it full throttle, and >do not
raise the exhaust. I am told I am
wrong, and that it would cool better

by cutting off the gas and raising the

exhaust, but in that case I imagine
it would only draw comparatively hot

air through the silencer. My in-

formant further said that cold air was
more cooling than mixture through
the throttle. Is any motor cycle

fitted with a device which would
make such an operation possible?

—

F.B.

Your informant is incorrect, because it

is impossible to draw cold air into the

engine by closing the throttle and lift-

ing exhaust valve. As you say, only

hot air is drawn in through the silencer.

Opening the throttle and air levers and
merely switching off the ignition must
cool the engine much more effectively,

as the temperature of the gases is very

much lower even than the air that

would be difawn in, provided there was
a sufficiently large opening in the inlet

pipe independent of the throttle.

Another good way would be to put a

slide in the inlet pipe between the

throttle and engine, so that cold air

only will be drawn in when coasting.

This would be more economical than
drawing unconsumed gas through the

engine.
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A Light and Inexpensive Tricar.
AUTO-CARRIERS, Ltd., 158, Norwood Road,

West Norwood, S.E., who are fully alive to the

possibilities of the light and inexpensive tricar,

have introduced a vehicle of this type which
promises to be a distinct success. One of the great

advantages which it possesses is that the front seat can
be very easily detached, and, as our illustra-

tions show, a carrier box can be put in its

place. The engine is a $-6 h.p. (90 x

102 mm.), the valves are fitted fore and aft,

and the inlet valve is mechanically operated.

There are two large flywheels A A with heavy
peripheries, and these flywheels allow the .

engine to run extremely slowly. They drive •

two fans B B, one on each side of the com-
'

"

bustion chamber, by friction wheels which
bear on the peripheries of the flywheels.

The forward end of the crank chamber forms

an oil reserv^oir, and it is only necessary to

fill this at the beginning of the day's run.

A small push button C at the end of this

chamber is intended to be depressed by the

heel when it is required to give the engine

an extra supply of oil. The carburetter D
is of the automatic type, and as the float is

annular it is very compact and takes up very

little room. The two control levers E E,

throttle and spark advance, are situated on

the side of the vehicle, as shown in the illus-

tration referred to above. The frame is a

distinct departure from standard practice in the con-

struction of tricars. It consists of ash members rein-

forced by side panels of birchwood, while the engine is

carried in a small cubical frame supported in clips

from the ash side members. The springs L are bolted

on to the end of the frame, and the general springing

arrangement follows the lines of the Lanchester and

Oldsmobile cars.

Accessibility of the Engine and Parts.

The accompanying illustrations show the accessibility

of the vehicle. The back seat is easily removed, and
exposes the engine and carburetter, while the removal

of the epicyclic type. A large band brake M controls
the low speed, and an internal expanding clutch the
high speed, both being operated by a horizontal lever
N shown. The steering is by means of a tiller

K, which has to be lifted vertically to allow the driver
to take his seat. On the road the engine runs very

Rear view of the A.C. Triear, showing the air-cooled engine, transmission, and hub gear.

sweetly, picks up quickly, and is capable of propelling
the machine at a good speed. Being wide the tricar

takes the corners very well indeed, and is no mean hill-

climber. Fitted with a 3^^ to i top and a 7 to i low
gear, the tricar is sold subject to its climbing Jasper
Hill, near the Crystal Palace, with two people up.

This hill has a gradient of i in 5. Tyres of ample size

are supplied, so that purchasers should have no trouble

in this respect.

To put it briefly, the Auto-carrier tricar- impressed

The Auto-Carrier tiller-steered Tricar, with air-cooled engine.

of the heel board renders everything still more easy to

get at. The contact breaker H is shown outside the

body and at the base of the steering column. Accumu-
lator ignition is fitted, but magneto can be had if

desired. The transmission is by means of a single chain

from engine to back wheel, and the two-speed gear is

The A.C. Tricar for business purposes.

US most favourably, and reflects great credit on its

designer, Mr. John Weller, who has had considerable

experience in designing various types of motor vehicles,

and who, as early as 1903, designed and built a motor

bicycle.
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Simplifying Starting by Handle.

[3692.]—In your issue of November 11th "Essex"'

asks for a suggestion for fitting an exhaust valve

lifter near the saddle, in order to facilitate starting

by handle on a machine fitted with a Roc clutch.

Perhaps the folloviring suggestion will be of some use to your

correspondent. Braze or clamp a piece of lin. tubing to the

saddle pin and fit to this tubing a Bowden valve lifter lever

similar to the on© fitted to the handle-bar. Both wires can

work the same valve lifter as fitted to the engine. Operating

one lever will probably cause the other to move, but this will

not matter. There would be no diflaculty in fitting tubing

and lever in a convenient place behind or under the saddle,

and if strong tubing were used it would serve as a very good

place to hold the machine up by whilst turning the handle.

CYRIL ROSE.

Multiple Jet Carburetters.

[3693.]—You published recently a vei-y interesting and

lucid aj-ticle by " Ixion " on the ideal carburetter. I wonder
if he has considered the advantages of having more than

one induction chamber and jet. We all know that for hill-

climbs a larger jet is generally fitted, since the "best all

round" jet does not give the maximum of power. Would
it not make the average touring machine better if it had a

two-jet carburetter, one jet adjusted for getting this jnaxi-

mum power? The other jet might be made very much
smaller, as it would only have to provide gsis for running

on the' level and in traffic. In other words, w© would be

able to make our machines at once better hill-climbers and

quieter in traffic. The average motor cyclist, especially if he

rides a single-cylinder machine, will give anything for a few

more m.p.h. up his favourite test hill, whilst the great B.P.

would look with more favour on motor cycles if they were
quieter.

At the same time, if on© could adjust the main air inlet

to the induction chamber for the small jet, very slow riding

in tra.Sic would be easier and less anxious, since one would
not be so frightened of the engine stopping. Carburetters,

too, that allow of admitting fresh air to the cylinder, when
the throttle is closed, will no doubt be more popular in the

near iuture.

I do not think that this double jet idea need necessitate

any complication or delicate mechanism. Such a carbu-

retter as the B. and B. with barrel throttle and extra air

inlet from the side might be quite easily adapted. Of
course, we can now get handle-bar control with this type.

I have thought for some time that this two-jet idea is one

which would lead to considerable advance in motor cycle

design, and note with pleasure that it is now being taken up
on quit© a number of cars. But what does " Ixion " think?

H.M.

A Suggested^Conference'cf Motor Cyclists.

[3694.]—The thought has occurred to me lately that the

officials of motor cycle clubs have not sufficient opportunities

for thoroughly discussing the various important items that

form the programmes of our various clubs during the year.

With that idea, I beg to suggest to your readers, ©speci-

ally those connected with motor cycling organisations, the

holding of an annua! conference of motor cyclists when the

secretaries and other club officials could meet and talk over

their programmes for the coming year.

I know many of your readers will agree with me when I

say that there are many things in club life that could be
greatly improved, and I am certain that such a conference

would do a great deal of good if the officials of the older

motor cycle clubs could be induced to give their ideas of

running a club. They could also give many a wrinkle on the

running of a successful competition, they having, I am sure,

bought their experience, and their advice would be of un-

told benefit to the rapidly increasing number of new clubs

which are springing up all over the country.

The idea of a meeting on these lines being held during the
winter especially commends itself to me, owing to the fact

that the A.C.U. is about to inaugurate the centre scheme
during next year, and if this conference was held, I am sure
that those gentlemen who are so keenly interested in the
union of motor cyclists, such, say, as Mr. F. Straight, Mr.
Rees Jeffrpyp, aid Mr. J. H. Hall, would be only too glad
of an opportunity to place their views before a representative
gathering of motor cyclists affiliated and unaffiliated.

Should the idea of a meeting on the lines I have indicated
commend itself to your readers, I shall have the greatest
pleasure in doing what little I can to bring about a successful
gathering, and to that end I should like to suggest that step?
be taken to hold a conference in a city where good railway
and hotel facilities are available, say Leeds or Manchester,
during either Januarv or February, the meeting to extend
over two or three days. T. H. STRAKER,

Hon. sec. Hull and East Riding A.C.C. ^

u

I

Acetylene Gas Generators.

[3695.}—Replying to " J. F. L.'s " letter [3641], I do not
4ii'6 with him when he says that water can be kept for any

time in the Autoclipse generators after the
light is extinguished. I have tried it myself,
and find that the carbide decomposes, no matter
what one does. My idea for improving the
Autoclipse generator is as per sketch. When
water is turned on it makes the generator auto-
matic in the usual way. The water could then
be carried in the generator without any likeli-

hood of carbide being wasted. This is what 1

intend to have done with my generator. May
I also mention that I think the majority of

burners fitted to motor cycle lamps are very
much too small. I have changed mine in the
two lamps which I always carry, one to a 14
litre burner and the other to a 21 litre burner,
and find that I have now plenty of light, and
the beam of light shows me the road about 100
yards ahead, which before I changed the burner
it would not do. Being an all-weather vider I

A A A brass
^^^^ agree with "Ixion," and not with Mr.

cylinder sol- Hart-Davies, about wearing of gauntlets and
dered to top rain getting inside. I always wear my sleeve?
of diving bell tucked inside my gauntlets, and have never found

valve?
^"^ ^ ^^® ^^^^ trouble me, as I rid© with my elbows

C. A !?pipe t lower than my hands. Having tried both ways
a'low water to I can speak from experience, and consider it

b'cTtfom' of
dangerous to rid© with sleevee outside gauntlets,

bell. as I found that the sleeves caught in handle-bar
and brake lever, which once or twice nearly

gave me a bad fall. D.H.O.F,

Road Dangers at Night.

[3696.]—I was very pleased to see that someone had taken

up that most serious of all points in our traffic regulations,

night road dangers, and hop© it will be kept up and some-

thing done. The other day a man in the Eastern CountieF

was summoned for driving a vehicle (to wit, a donkey and

cart) without a light. The night was a bright moon-lit one.

his lamp had just burnt out, and he being a poor man, and
having more candles at home and not much cash on him.

refrained from buying one; besides, it was a by-road with
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little traffic. He was fined. A few days ago—one very dark
night—I was on the Norwich road and narrowly missed run-

ning into the back of a hay waggon (a slow moving vehicle) ; it

had one lamp- on the front, stuck up in the centre of the
load, so not a glimpse of it could be seen from behind. A
little further on I ran into a drove of bullocks and was
thrown off. On my return journey I was passed by a motor
car (a fast moving vehicle), which carried a rear light visible

for 200 yards. This is my point : As the police and bench
convicted a poor man like the owner of the donkey-cart in

question, is it not feasible that a contractor or farmer could
afford a penny and a Is. 6d. lamp out of the cartage of

many loads of hay to carry a rear light? Also, if a farmer
can afford to buy forty head' of stock and send two men
home with them, surely he could afford a Is. 6d. or Is. lamp,
or even two, and compel each man to carry one. A motor
car is compelled to carry a rear light, and it is a fast moving
vehicle not likely to be run into from behind. Can anyone
explain the consistency of our byelaws? I am no corre-

spondent and hate writing letters, but if I thought writing
would do any good I would gladly give up the next six

months' spare time to it, and I hope my fellow readers of

The Motor Cycle, will not let the matter drop.
I recently encountered another danger Avhen riding on a

straight length of road just after lighting-up time. Suddenly,
without any warning, two horses wandered on to the road
at right angles from a farm gate, and I only just missed
them. I stopped for explanations, and found that it was
usual for the horses to go to^ water, and return themselves
alone, every night, summer and winter, about six o'clock,

the horse pond being situated a hundred yards down the road.

AH 441.

Carburetters on Twin Engines.

[3697.]—The average carburetter on a twin is not cap-
able of giving nearly enough air. On my own machine, a
5-6 h.p. Peugeot, Longuemare carburetter, 7 spray, 22 choke
tube, all the extra air I could give it was through two slots

half an inch long by a sixteenth wide ; Y^7ith this open it was
not the slightest use opening the throttle more than two
notches, as it gave such a rich mixture that the engine
quickly overheated with throttle further open. I have now
cut a slot in the side of the spraying chamber (fin. by 7-16in.)

controlled by a revolving shutter, and several 5-32in. holes

in the inner barrel which holds down the choke tube, so that
now it can get enough air. T hope next year we shall see

larger extra air ports, nnd the n^ain air intake made adjust-

able. AS 46.

Advantages of Belt Transmission.

[3698.]—In answer to letter 3665 concerning the relative

advantages of belt over bevel gear transmission, it is not
altogether surprising that " M. D." finds no shock, excessive

tyre wear, etc., with his four-cylinder F.N., and in case

other readers may require some explanation of the reason I

should like to ask "M. D." to think for a moment. It would
be practically, if not mechanically, impossible for a single-

cylinder machine to have such a positive drive. With the
four-cylinder F.N. there is an almost continuous pressure

forcing the back wheel round, due, of course, to the four

cylinders and two impulses for each revolution of the engine-

shaft, whereas for two revolutions of a single-cylinder engine

one only gets one impulse. Just imagine the jerk one would
get in starting up with no give on the driving mechanism.
Again, when climbing a hill, if by any chance on© had to

slow up when near the top or on a severe brow, when restart-

ing, the teeth of the bevel wheel would certainly shear

off. No doubt the present-day singles have a wonderful degree

of flexibility, but if gear transmission had been practicable I

think there is no doubt it would have long ago been adopted.

E. LEIGHTON.

Tandem Motor Bicycles.

[3699.]—Whilst your correspondent Mr. B. H. Davies has

a wide experience of motor cycles, I think he can have had
little or no experience with tandem motor bicycles. He
practically admits so. This type of machine is very nearly

extinct, for obvious reasons.

As, regards cost, economy, reliability, speed, and hill-climb-

ing this type cannot compare with a standard single with

rear tandem passenger attachment, such as is marketed by
Chater Lea, and was shown on a Bradbury at the Stanley
years ago.

As the pioneer rider of this type I have naturally teen
interested to notice its increasing popularity. As a sporting
and touring machine no other form of passenger attachment
can touch it. Years ago the writer carried out a successful

tour with a passenger in this way, the machine being a 2 h.p.

Minerva.
For speed, economy, and hill-climbing, a first-class 3^ h.p.

machine suitably geared will carry a rider and passenger at in-

creased speed on the level and up hills better than a machine of

double and more power with a sidecar. It simply calls for a

stronger back tyre and more care on greasy roads and at

corners. Whatever advantage there would be in a tandem
proper I for one entirely fail to see. Apart from the cost,

such a machine is entirely unsuitable for driving solus ; then

there is the matter of storage and . intrirsate steering.

I was once acquainted with such a machine, the engine of

which was controlled by the rear rider. The front rider had
to steer and shout out instructions. The machine had a very

short but eventful career.

Next, perhaps, someone will make the brilliant discovery

tliat what the motor cycling world awaits is a tandem bicycle

designed for a lady to steer, and perhaps some misguided

maker would even introduce such a machine. C.M.F.

•J

Tile Fitting of Spring Footboards.

[3700.]—^I noticed a query in The Motor Cycle, signed

"J. G.," regarding fitting footboards to a 1908 triumph. I

may say I nave had a pair, both on this and last year's

Triumph machine, of my own design, which were made by a

local engineer, and have proved perfectly satisfactory. They
consist of two birch boards 17in. long by 4^in. broad by ^in.

thick, covered with
rubber matting and ^ •

:: . " •-" ". '>

edged with brass bead-
ing. These are clipped

round the existing

footrests, which have
been bored out slightly

to admit of a tube,

just long enough to

tighten up the nut of

spindle, so that the

rubber rests are free

to revolve without the

spindle turning ; this

is for the leading

ends. The trailing

ends are supported
on angle brackets

carried on a spindle

passing through the

bottom bracket in

place of the crank axle. Th© ends of the boards are sprung

by means of a spiral spring of lin. diameter, threaded over

a pin passmg through the axle brackets and secured to the

boards by a plate.

The whole arrangement is simple to make, looks well,

and can readily be replaced 'oy the pedalling gear if desired.

4^^^
V f-'\\

w1^=#=^

I have found it most comfortable in riding, and so far, due

to the reliability of the machine, have not felt the loss of

the pedals, R. G. HONNINGTON.
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Magneto Manufactnre.

r3701.]_Haviiig read the letter from the Bosch Magneto

Do on the above subject, we feel that it is necessary for our

company to reply to it, both as magneto manufacturers and

ilso as members of the British electrical engineering trade,

which the Bosch Co. criticises and condemns in no uncertain

nanner. It does not follow that, because the difficulties in

:he way of producing a British magneto are_ great, they

:^nnot be overcome, and therefore some credit is surely due

;o us for producing a magneto which can stand on its merits

igainst any other magneto.

Taking the points raised in rotation :

1. If there is a limited demand for magnetos, surely that

is no reason why nobody els€' should make them but the

Bosch Co.
'

, „ . .

2. Time will prove whether the Bosch Co. is in a position

:o supply the demand. Many companies would like to be in

he ideal position of supplying the whole market with their

7O0ds without any competition. The Premier Accumulator

5o. is also in a position to fill the demand for magnetos for

motor cycles, but we have not the presumption to suggest that

10 other firm should make them because we can supply all

:hat are wanted.
3. Even if the Bosch Co. does buy its materials from all

parts of the world, we see no reason why a machine built in

England cannot be as good as one built in a foreign country.

Our company, however, makes a point of buying all its

materials in England, as we have yet to learn that stuff

bought abroad for magnetos is better than that bought in

this country from British traders.

4. No firm with any respect for its future would expect

customers to experiment with goods supplied it. All the

experimenting necessary is done at our works before the

machines are placed on the market, and during the last two
jrears we have had no complaints respecting our magnetos.

5. We cannot understand your correspondent talking about

lack of enterprise in the British, for was it not an English-

man who until recently was the life of and partner in the

Bosch Co., and who did much to place it in its present high

position? But if years of experimenting, to reach the high

favour at present held by the Premier magneto, show lack

of enterprise, then we must plead guilty to that delinquency.

With regard to the upkeep of sentiment, the Premier Accu-

mulator Co. is quite satisfied with the results obtained by
its magnetos, and is fully prepared to let them stand on

their merits against any other make on the market, knowing
that they will hold their own without regard to sentiment.

The comparative cost of British and foreign-manufactured

goods to the British consumer raises a verjr nice point, for

we all know the disadvantages which a British manufacturer

works under when competing with the foreigner. This is

the real reason of the preponderance of foreign magnetos in

this country.
As regards the last paragraph in the Bosch Co.'s letter,

we are astonished that anyone in a responsible position con-

nected with the electrical engineering trade should make such

a statement. We are sorry for your correspondent's experi-

ence ; he has yet a great deal to learn. We can name plenty

of firms in England who can produce electrical apparatus far

more delicate and accurate than any magneto.
To advance such arguments is ridiculous, but the reason for

them may be that, now that some opposition has arisen,

British magneto manufacturers are looked upon as trespassers

in their own land.

The Premier Accumulator Co. is so satisfied with the

superiority of Premier magnetos that it is quite willing

to submit them for test, on any well-known make of motor
cycle for any length of time, against any other make.

In conclusion, we believe the time is not far distant when
manufacturers of the best motor cycles will insist on having
magnetos of British manufacture on their machines, as,

although British engineers may be conservative in adopting
new things, when once they have manufactured the goods it

is usually found that the British-built article is in no way
inferior to its foreign rival.

With respect to special machinery, this, of course, is needed
in every trade. No one would lay down a plant for manu-
facturing traction engines if he intended to make magnetos.
The Premier Accumulator Co. has laid out its works with
all the special plant required to turn out a magneto of

British manufacture, and intends to show that "the standard
of work at present being carried out in our largest electrical

works," as stated by your correspondent, is not "far too
inferior to meet the requirements of magneto manufacture."

'(^ILH DECEMBER 2nd, igo8.

We claim to have produced a magneto far more simple and
far superior in design and workmanship to any foreign

magneto. THE PREMIER ACCUMULATOR CO., LTD.

[3702.]—With reference to "Britisher's" letter [3684]
regarding magneto manufacture, we should like to point out

that this gentleman's conception of the difficulties surrounding
the manufacture of magnetos is seriously lacking, as the fact

that a man can manufacture an accumulator and coil is no
criterion whatever as to whether he can manufacture magnetos,
any more than it follows that if a man can make an accumu-
lator he can build a motor car. Both are totally different from
one another. For instance, the designing of an accumulator
is purely and simply the work of a chemist, while the
designing of a m.agneto is the work of electrical and
mechanical engineers, and, while we do not state that there

is no such. being capable of carrying out the combined work,
we do say that up to the present nothing startling has resulted

from the combination of the two industries above referred to.

With regard to coil construction, we quite admit that this

is a simple matter in the hands of the expert, but we would
also mention that one of the chief reasons why the induction
coil has so readily given way to the magneto is because it

is, on the face of it, a simple article to manufacture, and the
manufacture of it has been taken up in many cases by men
who are only able to copy other people's work, and not able
to design their own apparatus or able to work out their own
formulae. In consequence of this many thousands of extremely
unreliable ignition coils have from time to time been put on

• the market at ridiculously low prices. In doing this the
manufacturers have only assisted the pioneers of the magneto
industry to bring their appliances to the front.

For The Bosch Magneto Co., Ltd.,
ARTHUR E. BENNETT.

The Future of the Tricar.

[3703.]—I herewith enclose a photograph of my light

tricar. It has 4^ h.p. Stevens, engine. Phoenix forecarriage,

Chater-Lea frame, footboards to back wheel, 26in. by 2^in.

tyres to all wheels, Rich tube in back wheel, lin. Whittle
belt. The front seat is well sprung, and saddle (Brooks's

BlOO) is all right up to legal limit. I run belt slightly loose,

and do not feel kick of engine. All I want to make this

machine perfect is a, good two-speed gear and free engine.

E. MARSH.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
" W. A. M." would be glad to learn if any readers have

converted a two engine Quadrant tricar into a one engine
twin-cylinder machine ; if so what structural alterations were
made, and what form of two-speed gear employed?

NOTICE.
The Editor disclaims all legal responsibility in any way for

loss of copy in the form of manuscript, drawings, or photographs
submitted to him. Rejected manuscript, drawings, and photo-
graphs will only be returned provided a stamped addressed
envelope is enclosed for the purpose.
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LONDON

W. B. BROOKE
SI 8, Kins Street,

HAMMERSMITH.

THE BELT WITH A BULLDOG GRIP.
The Watawata never slips op slackens, but, if pightly cared
for, holds with an Ifon grip, extracting from your machine
every ounce of driving power it is capable of. It is constructed
in a most ingenious manner of carefully selected material and
serves its purpose longer and better than any other belt

can possibly do.

Write Dept. B.

O. & W. ORMEROD, Ltd.,

ROCHDALE.

BRADBURY
3ili.p. MOTOR CYCLE

wrill be their Standard Pattern for the ensuing season.

Whilst retaining the special features in engine and
frame construction for ^vhich it has been celebrated

for five years, it will also have several detailed im-

provements. Ball bearings to mainshaft, improved

silencer and tank, Bosch magneto ignition, lo^v built

frame with long|wheelbase, and spring fork attachment.

Price £46.
BRADBURY & CO. LTD. wish to remind you that the motor is made at their

works ; that it has several special features and advantages over any other type

;

that all parts are standardized, and when replacements are required they can

be obtained promptly and at reasonable prices. Foreign makers cannot offer you

as good a machine or the same advantages.

THE BRADBURY HAS BEEN AWARDED 17 GOLD MEDALS IN RELIABILITY TRIALS.

BRADBURY & CO. LTD., '^
woR^Ks™" OLDHAM

In aniwering either of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these

Limns—Id. per word, minimum Is. Name
I address must be counted. In the case

rrade Advertisements a series of thirteen

jrtions is charged as twelve.

Ul advertisements in this section should be

ompanied with remittance, and be addressed

;he offices of " The Motor Cycle," Coventry,

ensure insertion lelters should be posted

time to reach the offices of "The Motor

!le," Coventry, on the Friday morning, or

lent to Lonion (20, Tudor Street, E.G.),

the Thursday afternoon previous to the

e of publication.

ASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY
or the convenience of purchasers of second-hand

:or cycles, it has been suggested that the advert I'ie-

its be classified into districts, as many readers l.ke

:now what machines are for sale in their imine-

;e neighbourhood before going further afield.

xp •rimeutally, therefore, we have divided the

ertisements into eleven secl.:ons, as follows:

Plan showing division of Hngland
into Sections.

SECTION I.

thumberland, Cumberland, Durham, and
Westmorland.

SECTION II.

:k and Lancashire.

SECTION III.

narvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby, Stafford,

Sliropshire, Montgomery, and Merioneth.

SECTION IV.

;tlngham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland, Northamp-
ton, Warwick.

SECTION V.

folk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon, and
Bedford.

SECTION VI.

rcester, Hereford, Radnor, Brecknock, Mon-
mouth, Glamorgan, Carmarthen, Cardigan, and
Pembroke.

SECTION VIL
ucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks, Wilts and
Hants, Channel Islands.

SECTION VI IL
rtford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey. Kent, and Sussex

SECTION IX.

aerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwail.

. SECTION X
tland.

SECTION XI.
and and Isle of Man.

ORDEVt MOW
and avuld vain regrets. IF TOU DESIBE EARLY DE-

LIVERY OF YOUR
l809TRIUIVIF>H,130Sr>REnMIER,

1909 REX, 1909 N.S.U.
or any other FIRST GSADE MOTOR CYCLE, YOUR
ORDER SHOOLD BE PLACED NOW WITH THE
PREMIER MOTOR CYCLE AGENCY, or you will have
to wait long for your turn. A liberal allowance on your
old machine.

8HOP-80ILKD And SECOND-HANDSINOWE CVLIMDERS.
TRIUMPH, 1908 (October,) with costly extras

and spares, as new £47 10
TRIUMPH, 1908, Palmer back tyre and other

extras accessories, perfect £35
TRIUMPH, 1908, very good order £32
TRIUMPH, I9b7, delivered June 1908, new

cylinder and piston, overhauled £28
TRIUMPH, 1906, magneto, perfect order £23
TRIUMPH, 1905, accumulator, no faults £18
ROC, 1908, two-speed, magneto, 4 h.p £33 u
N.S.U., 1908, magneto, aj h.p., shop-soiled,

£40 machine
'

£30
N.S.U., 1907, spring forks. Roc two-speed gear £28
REX DE LUXE, 1908, two-speed, 3i h.p.,

shop-soiled fZb
VINDEC two-speed, 1907, magneto, perfect. . £26
ROC, IQ07, magneto, clutch, spring forks .... £19
WARWICK, 1908 shop-soiled, two-speed,

clutch, magneto, spring forks, £50 machine £31
QUADRANT (Birm.,) 3i h.p., spring forks £15
SINGER, 3 h.p., magneto, belt drive, Mat>on

clutch, perfect order £15
ASTER, spring forks. Longuemare car-

buretter, tyre.5 sound, good order £9
WHITLEY, 3 h.p., spray carburetter, girder

forks £5 10
B.S.A, M.M.C. engine, 3 J h.p., Druid forks,

Lomax band, grand condition £11

TWINS.
N.S.U., 1908, magneto, 4 h.p., shop-soiled,

£50 machine
, £39

BROWN, 1908, shop-soiled, 5J h.p., two-speed.
Palmer tyres, cost over £67 £45

ROC TWIN, 5 h.p., magneto, clutch, show
model, done 300 miles, perfect £30

N.S U., 1907, b h.p., magneto ajin. tyres, per-
fect order • , £28

ROC, 5 h.p., Peugeot engine, magneto, clutch £22
KERRY, 5 h.p., two-speed £16
REX TOURIST, 5 h.p., magneto, spring forks £25
REX, 5 h.p., spring seat, sprin? forks £17

MILLS & FULFORD SIDECAR, shop soUed,
Palmer cord 2jin. tyre £9 10

REXETTE TWIN, 9 h.p., two-speed, three-
seater pump circulation, perfect order . . £45

THE
NEW PREMIER HORNS.

BINOTE.
TRINOTE. BiT
BETTER

THAN THE ORDINARY
HORN,

because their sound
carries twice as far and

J.L is less offensive—morr

-«E

musical.

You will
not realise

how superior
these are to the old
type of horn until
you have handled
one. Send us re-
mittance 7 6 or 10/-
and we will send one
on Three Dats'
Xpproval, return-
ing your money at

once if you send it back
for any reason whatsoever

10/-.

PREMIER TUBULAR CARRIERS
fit ALL makes of machines. 8/6

Approval.

PREMIER TUBULAR STANDS, 7/6.
Approval.

WRITE FOR LISTS OF ACCESSORIES.

PREMIER MOTOR CO., LTD.
Aston Road. BIRMINQHAM.

Teleplione 4,310. Telegrams: "Primus, Bliam."

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

ac^dressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " Office.

When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registra-

tion, and three stamped and addressed envelopes must
be sent for forwatding replies.' Only the number will

appear in the advertisement. Replies should be
addressed, " No. 000, c /o ' The Motor Cycle,' Cov-
entry "

; or if " London " is added to the address, then
t'l the number given, c/o " The Motor Cycle," 20,

Tudor Street, E.C.

I 3W^ DEPOSIT SYSTEM. ^«
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown
persons may deal in perfect safety by availing them-
selves of our Deposit Svstem. If the money be de-

posited with " The Motor Cycle," both parties are
advised of this receipt, and upon Intimation of the
arrival and acceptance of the goods, the money is

forwarded less a charge of rs. for registration. The
time allowed for a decision after receipt of the goods is

three days. For all transactions exceeding £10 in

value, a deposit fee of 2S. 6d. is charged. All deposit
matters are dealt with at Coventry, and cheques and
n;oney orders should b- made payable to llirte and
ior.s Limiicd.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
silence as an indication tliat the goods advertised have
already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so

many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to

each one by post
All letters relating to advertisements must state

d :tinctly under what heading they appeared, and date

of issue
'~

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham,
and Westmoreland.

N.S.U., 5i h.p., fast machine, splendid
climber, oondition guarante€>d as neir,

2i tyres and belt, both new, numeror^
-pares, including new cover; bargain at £25.

—No. 1.168. The Motor Cyde Offices, Coventry.

6 h.p. N.S.U.. guaranteed perfect, enam-
elled white, two-speed, mag-fleto. Palmer

cord on back, splendid hiU-climber, also Mill-

ford castor wheel sidecar; £50, or separate;

machine was delivered in February. — No.

1,296, The Motor Cyde Offices. Coventry.

ENGINEER, on being presented with car,

would sell his 7-8 h.p. 1908
,
Minerva,

snecial Sin.nis-Bosch magneto, spring forks,

free engine clutch a. i hub starting, lamp,
horn, and all tools, ready for the road, and
not done 500 miles; cost £66, tajie £45; ex-

perts invited.—Pike, 6, Beech Grove Road.
Newcastle-on-Tyne.

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.

23. h.p. Minerva. M.O.V.; sacrifice £8 lOs.—

4 Inoe, 392, Halliwell. Bolton.

BAT, 4* h.p., spring frame, new tyres, start-

ing handle, perfect ; £16. — Dudley,

Wadsley Bridge.

STOCKPORT.—1908 Triumph, handle-bar
control, magneto, only run 1,200 miles

;

bargain, 34 guineas.

STOCKPORT.—1907 Triumph, magneto, in

splendid running order, beautiful ma-
chine; 24 g-uineas.

STOCKPORT.—If you want a cheap, second-

hand Triumph, don't miss our stock.

OTOCKPOET.—A 3 h.p. magneto Fafnir,

O three speed; for £15; what next? Per-

fect condition.

STOCKPORT. — Sole northern concession-

naires for the new Corah lightweight,

the British built practical lightweight;

ample power, minimum weight.

OTOCKPORT.-Now is the time to place

O your order for the new model Midget

Bicars for prompt delivery; many detail

improvements. The wet weather machine.
—Sole northern coneessionnaires, Lund ana
Sergent, Prince's Street. Stockport.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable tJiat you mention " The Motor Cycle.
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

Bli.p. Brown, just overhauled; no reason-
able offer refused.—175, Valletta Eoad,

Icton Vale, W.

N.S.U., 3i h.p., magneto, guaranteed per-
fect; £18, or what offers?—H.. 1, Church

Boad, Hampstead.

Bh.p. Genuin© Werner, 26 wheels, low build,
and fast; £9 10s., or nearest.—478, High

Roiad, Tottenham.

J Q07 Twin Rex, splendid condition, very re-

Lu liable; £17 cash.—Rotom, 9, Cannon
Place. Hampstead.

Bi h.p. Rex, engine overhauled, new back
tjTre; bargain, £6 10s.—Hampson, 15,

iVest Street, Pimlico.

A 1 h.p. Excelsior, Coventry, excellent con-
±2 dition; great bargain. — Austin,
Priars xjane. Richmond.

Bl. h.p. Rex, new condition, all acoessoiries,
2 splendid bargain; £14.-64, Bassett

Eload. Notting Hill, W.

KERRY, 21 h.p., eas.y starting, splendid
engine; cheap, £11.—Apply, A. E. Davin,

122, Warwick Street. S.W.

6 h.p. Twin Bat. Jap engine, spring back
and front ; £25.—At Wauchope's, 9, Shoe

Lane, Fleet Street, London.

03 h.p. Vindec, magneto, reliable machine,
ij4 good condition, accessories; £13.-9,
Mortimer Road, Kensal Rise.

F.N., 2i h.p., Chater-Lea, new tyres, low,
perfect.-Letters, Sparrow, 59, Camber-

well Grove. Quick sale, £10 10s.

MINER \fA. 3J h.p., M.O.V., footboards;
sacrifice £8 lOs., no offer.—Confectioner,

12, Kew Bridge Eoad, Brentford.

£10.^i h.p. Centaur, splendid condition,
running order; trial given.—Kew, 160,

Manor Park Road, Harlesden.

31 h.p. White and Poppe Chater-Lea Cycle
2 and forecar, Longuemare.—N. Vores,

170, Romford Road, Forest Gate.

3X h.p. Triumph, three months old, practi-
'2 cally new; £30; after 7 p.m., or letter.

—24, Airedale Avenue, Chiswick.

MOTOSACOCHE, 1908, magneto, spring
forks, perfect condition; £20.—Tucker,

L91, Upper Thames Street, London.

SI h.p. Excelsior, very powerful, will take
2 sidecar anywhere; £10 15s., or near-

2St.—198, High Road, Wood Green.

IP you want bargains in second-hand motor
cycles, you can pet them at Wauchope's,

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.

23 h.p. Minei-va, 1908, only three months
4 old, two accumulators, horn, etc., like

new ; £20.-785, High Road, Leytonstone.

BEST Offer over £10 has my 3 h.p. Roc,
free engine, magneto. Brooks BlOO; got

Triumph.—85, Pinsbnry Park Road, N.

5 h.p. Twin Sarolea, Chater frame, long
bars, torpedo tank, footrests; £14, or

offer.-224, Wood Street. Walthamstow.

23. h.p. De Dion Bat, Phoenix two-speed
4= gear; £12 lOs., great bargain.—At Wau-

chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, B.C.

SI h.p. White and Poppe, 2iin. Palmer oord
2 tyres, spring forksi, good oondition;

£12.—Gould, 10, High Road, Chiswick.

2 h.p. Minerva, just oveirhiauled and re-
bushed, new belt, spares; £7 10s.—Whit-

bourne, 613, Kingston Road, Baynes Park.

3 h.p. Ariel, latest model, in running order

;

any inspection ; £8 10s. 6d.—At Wau-
chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.

6 h.p. Twin KS.U., magneto, free engine,
two-speed gear, spring forksi, 2i tyres,

ilmost new ; £25—26, Anhalt Eoad, Battersea.

31 h.p. 1908 Magneto Triumph, perfect, as
2 new, handle-bar control; £36. — At

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, Lon-
don.

23 h.p. Scout, low saddle, fast, powerful,
4 very reliable, smart, and light ma/-

chine; £10.-86, Colvestone Crescent, Dalston,
London.

TRIUMPH, 1908, Mabon clutch. Shamrock-
Excelsior back, Riche's tube, Auto-

clipse lamp, handle-bar mirror, absolutely
as new; nost £58, price £40; buying ear; seen
by appointment. — C.W.. 16, Lewin Road,
Streatham, S.W.

1907 & 1908 MflJelS.

Special Clearance Offers.

OOIVIRARERRIOES-
BllNByVA,2}hp^ spring forks, magneto, '08 £22
MIN ERVA,4i h.p., spring forks.brand new, '08 £33~0
MINERVA,3i h.p., spring forks,brand new, '08 £27
MINERVA, 3i h.p., spring forks, new, "08,

magneto £32
MINERVA, 7-8 h.p., 'OS model, brand new .. £36
MINERVA, 7-8 h.p., '08, run 500 mil es £31
WNERVA, 4ih.p., '08, like new throughout £23

.. £14_0
5 h.p., magneto, spring forks £22

MINERVA, a h.p., vertical, 26in. wheels
REX"
QUADRANT, 3i h.p., 26in. v,heels, springforks £18
ANTOINE, 5 hp., '07moiel, 26m. wheels ..£20
MOTOSACOCHE, '08, accum. ignition, new. . £20
REX, 2i h.p., '08, magneto £ 1

7~6

REX, 5 h.p., '08, two speeds, magneto £21
"0

Cash or Exchange for above.

KO/- DOWN K/ WEEKUY
Y_^^/ AMD **/ SECURES

£8 10REX, 31^ h.p., vertical engine

MINERVA, 2 h.p. AVO.V., spray SS
HUMBER, 2i h.p., splendid condition £10

£13WERNER, 3^ h.p., twin

MINERVA, 3* h.p., 26in. wheels . £10

QUADRANT, 2 h.p., good condition

JAP, 2^ h.p.

£7

£3

WERNER. 2 h.p. £9

BRADBURY, 2| h.p., spray, a beauty £9

BRADBURY, 2h.p., vertical engine £7 10

EXCELSIOR, 3 h.p., very good tyres £10

SINGER, 2 h.p., magneto £8

REX, 3^ h.p., 190?, 26in. wheels £13

PHCENIX, 2k h.p., good tyres £8

HUMBER, 2 h.p., splendid condition £8

CASH OFFERS WANTED
ANTOINE, 5 h.p., twin, 1907 model £20

SAROLEA, 5 h.p., twin, spring forks £20

MABON, 3 h.p., high tension magneto £14

RE X, S h.p., twin, 1906 model £18

F.N., four-cylinder, magneto £18

CLYDE, 3 h.p., magneto £10

REX, 3 J h.p., 1906, footboards £15 15

MINERVA 31 h.p., 2t)in wheels £1 4 1

TRIUMPH, 2 h.p. Minerva engine £8 10

CLARENDON, 3 h.p.. Peter Unions

GIV.AUDAN, 3 h.p

^9
£15

QUADRANT, 3 h.p.. spr:\y £12

SINGER, 2 h.p., open frame, magneto £6

F.N., 2| h.p., splendid machine £10

ARIEL, 3 h.p., brand new Offers

ARIEL, 2i h.p., lightweight. 1908, new mag. £33

TRICARS.
i REXETTE, 8-10 h.p., two speeds and reverse

;

a perfect article £60

MINERV A Pat. 3.V h.p., srray. good tyres £16

RETETTE, S h.p., open frame, two speeds,

perfect order £38

Let us quote you for 1909 models. Any make on
the market, and practically instant delivery.

ALL MOTO-REVES and MINERVAS Stocked. Also
Mills and Folford Sidecards.

«ACItflE» TUBES.
These are a specially heavy quality, made especially

for us, to give long life, and are al sent on three days'

approval. Wc onlv ash vouto Irv one on ap roval.

26x2in. .. 5/6 26x2iin. .. 7/6 28>2jin. 7/9
26x2iin... 6/6 28v2in. ..6/6 28x2^in. .. 7/-

BUTT-ENDED.
You cannot do better than try one. Money returned

IN FULL if noc perfectly satisfactory.

26x2in. .. 7/6 26x2Mn. .. 3/3 28v2|in... 7/9
26x2}in... 7/9 28~-'2'n. ..7/6 2Rv2Vin...8 3

ALBANY B&LTING.— s a

lin. lOd.'per loi t. Approval.
/d., ifm. fad., Jin. 9d.

Immediate delivery.

MAUDE'S MOTOR MART, Powell st.,HAUFAX

The fair factors (behind the Victoria Hall).

National Telephone 433 day. Q04 night.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

IF Ton Want good bargains in second-hand
or new motor cycles you cannot do

better than come to 5, Heath Street Motor
Works, Hampstead.

HAMPSTEAD.—3i h.p. 1908 Triumph, mag-
neto, and spring forks, run. 900 miles

only; £32; guaranteed.

HAMPSTEAD.—3k h.p. 1908 handle-bar con-
trol Triumph, magneto, and spring

forks; only £30.

HAMPSTEAD.-^J h.p. 1908 Triumph, like
new; only £35; with all accessories,

guaranteed.

HAMPSTEAD.—Book your orders for 1909
Triumph, or other makes. We allow

good price for your old ones; high prices
given for Triumph part payment.

HAMPSTEAD.—Two F.N.'s, 1| h.p., 1908,
lightweight, new condition, magneto,

and spring forks; £18 and £20.

HAMPSTEAD for new machines, F.N.'s, 5-6

h.p., late models, from stock; ex-
changes entertained; £30 allowed on old
ones.

HAMPSTEAD. — 1908 Lightweight N.S.U.,
magneto, only shop-soiled; £18, with

all accessories.

HAMPSTEAD.—3i h.p. JST.S.U.. late model,
magneto, new condition, guaranteed

perfect ; only £15.

HAMPSTEAD. — Sole agents for Griffons,
Triumphs, Vindecs. Minervas, F.N.'s,

N.S.U., Browns, Rexes, and Rocs. We allow
£10 upwards for your old machines, any
condition, in part payment for new models,
any make. Write, call, or telephone, 2678,
P.O.—Motor Works, 5, Heath Street, Hamp-
stead.

KERRY, twin. 5 h.p., Chater frame, free
engine, bargain, £14; also Otto rear

speed gear, £4, new.—309, Brighton Road,
Croydon.

1 0,08 4 h.p. Antoine Motor Cycle, Chater
-L«7 sidecar, and all accessories, nearly
new; must sell; £25 lot.—€6, Grand Parade,
Harringay.

TRroMPH, 1908, absolutely perfect, full out-
fit, spares, and extras; any hill test;

£37.—Write. M.D., 18, Devonshire Road. Bex-
ley Heath.

£27.—4 h.p. magneto, twin, winner A.C.U.
tourist handicap, fast, quiet, and re-

liable.—Aldington, 59. Haydon's Park Road,
Wimbledon.

4 h.p. Antoine, very good running order,
new back tyre, footrests. good climber,

comfortable.—Stevens, Ewell Road, Tolworth,
Surbiton. £15.

MINERVA, 21 h.p., spring forks, low, sound,
perfect, fast, absolutely reliable; £13.

—R. Hoffman, 61, Chiswell Street, Pinsbury
Square, London.

31 h.p. Triumph, 1909, not ridden 500 miles;
2 can be seen at 19, Hays Mews, May-

fair, London ; in perfect condition. Millers
lamp, horn, etc.

3i h.p. Rex, in perfect order, £6 10s.; also
4. 2i h.p. Singer, magneto, £5 10s.; 2

h.p. Werner, £4 lOs.—H., 112, New King's
Road. Fulhain.

2 h.p. Minerva Bike, engine, tyres, good
condition, lamp, hoam, two accumiilators,

stand, spare belt; £10.—Thomas, 95, Hill
Street, Peckham.

23-3 h.p. Clyde, spring forks, engine just
4 overhauled, in perfect running order

;

£10 lOs. ; no time to ride.—M. Langridge, 7,

Bodney Road, Hackney, London

3JL h.p. 1907 Triumph, fitted with Mabon
2 free engine clutch, handle-bar con-

trol, in perfect order; £28.—At Wauchope's,
9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.

21 h.p. F.N., lightweight, just re-enamelled.
'if splendid lit+le machine, low built,

comfortable, magnificent goer; £9.—Motorist,
7, Bodney Road, Hackney, London.

6 h.p. Roc, J.A.P. engine, Phelon and Moore
two-speed gear, ideal machine for pas-

senger work; £22; rare opportunity. — At
Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, Lon-
don.
rrmiUMPH, I9O8, and rigid sidecar (cosrt £12),

-L new July, good order, lamps, horn, un-
punctured; £42, or separate. — Triumph,
Earl's Court Garage, adjoining station, Lon-
don, S.W.

In answering any of these advertisements it v." desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle."
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VIOTOH BICYCLES FOR SALE.
^ h.p. Vindec Special, mag-neto, TrufFault

3 spring forks, powerful machine for

ridecar work; £27 lOs.—At Wauchope's 9,

Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.

rRIUMPH Motor Bicycles for 1909.—Second-
hand machines taken, in part exchange,

food prices allowed.—Agents, The Hulbert-
Jramley Motor Co., 96, Upper Richmond
load. Putney.

)X h.p. Rex, very low, two belts, two accu-
J2 mulatoTs, Clinchers, Longuemare, ex-

cellent condition; £14, bargain.—Driver, 2,

Jalverley Stables, Tunbridge Wells.

triNDEC Special, 5 h.p., 1908, Truffault
V spring forks, rubber studded non-skids,
ondition as new; only wants seeing; £35.—
'ond, 349, West End Lane. London, N.W.

( Q07 Magneto Rex, 3J h.p., 1908 finish, excel-

VtJ lent condition, takes sidecar, magnifi-
;ent hill-climber, thoroughly reliable ;

£18.—
^Totor, 9, French Place, Shoreditch, London.

i h.p. Antoine, M.O.V., Chater No. 6 frame,
r long bandies, plated rims, with coach-
luil't sidecar, as new; bargain, £17 10s., or
rill separate; photo.—237, Hertford Eoad,
idmonton.

"t h.p. Twin Kerry (1907 engine), perfect run-
j nino- order, low, powerful, footboards,
horoughly reliable, splendid machine for
ddecar work; £14.-17. Kenmure itoad. Hack-
ley, London.

rRIUMPH Motor Bicycles for 1909.—Second-
hand machines taken in part exchange,

•00d J.rices allowed.—Agents, The Hulbert-
Iramley Motor Co., %, Upper Richmond
l-oad. Putney.

3i h.p. T.T. Matchless, J.A.P. automatic
J 2 carburetter, and variable pulley, thor-
tughly timed up, climb anything; genuine
•argain, £33.—C. R. Collier, 116, Grifiln Koad,
'lumatead. S.E.

IT'.N., 23 h.p., magneto, handle-bar control,
P splendid order throughout, numerous
mprovements, exceptional equipment; hill

est given; £15.—Write, M.D., 18, Devonshire
load, Bexley Heath.

DE DION. 2i h.p., Chater No. 6 frame,
torpedo tanks, light, magnificent con-

ition, new two months ago; expert inspec-
ion inivited ; £16 lOs.—Green, 14, Avondale
k>ad, Peckham, S.E.

? h.p. Quadrant, spring forks, excellent con-
J dition, powerful, light, neat machine,
plendid order; £10 los. ; seen after 8 even-
ngs.—Motorist, 29, Oasterton Street, Mare
Itreet, Hackney, London.

908 Rex de Luxe. 5 h.p.. twin Roc clutch,
magneto, not run 500 miles, guaran-

&ed faultless ; £30 ; lower power and cash
onsidered; seen by apnointment.—F. Hart,
), Veimlam Street, Holborn.

I

Q07 3i h.p. Triumph, absolutely new con-
lU dition, 1908 adjustable pulley, Good-
ad's speed indicator just fitted, headlight,
egistration, and spares; £30.—Lieut. Pyfe,
L.rmy Service Corps, Woolwich.

l/TINERVA. 23 h.p., B.S.A., Amac carbur-
-'-1- etter, 26in. wheels, low. Palmer cord and
k)ntinental tyres, long handles. Dioptric
sna lamp and accessories ; £10.—172a, Longh-
orough Road, Brixton, London.

N., 1908. 5-6 h.p„_magneto, Wright's foot-?'

idecar, spares, lamp, horn, etc., the lot
early new; accept £50.—Cnpt. Smith, Crown
nd Anchor, Paul Street. Finsbury, E.C.

pRTUMPH Motor Bicycles for 1909.—Second-
L hand machines taken in part payment,
ood iDrices allowed.—Agents, The Hulbert-
ramley Motor Co., 95, Upper Richmond
,oad. Putney.

908 Tvrin Vindec, magneto, Truffault
forks, variable pulley. Shamrock rub-

er-studded tyre, horn, bag, tools, absolute
ew condition, guaranteed ridden 1,000
liles; £32 10s.—186, South Lambeth Road.

I
h.p. Centaur, as new, free engine, handle

t starting, chain drive, accessories,
'rice's stand, hardly any wear on tyres.
mart and low; £18 10s., absolute bargain.—
lotorist, 86, London Road, Kingston, Surrey.

)3. h.p. Minerva, 1907. two belts. Advance
-'* adjustable pulley, new Goodrich
budded tread on back tyre, all accessories,
qyal to new, very little ridden; cost £30,
ccept £15 lOs. cash. — Layzell, Ockendon,
iissex.

DON'T WASTE
your money by paying list prices. We are the largest

dealers in Rex macliines, and have the following to

clear, to make room for 1909 models. Write tor list.

You can save pounds.

Shop-soiled—UNRIDDEN—Guaranteed.
1908 3J h.p. magneto REX, ball bear-

ing engine ; list price £39 18s. . .
*2T 10

1908 TWIN REX; list price £45 13s. 29 10
1008 REX, magneto, lightweight; list .„ ,_

price £26 St. ; our price .. .. 19*3

Brand new 1908 TWIN RCX, masneto'
ball boarinc: •nKin*. eash ofFers or
exchange.

s h.p. Twin VINDEC, magneto, Truffault . . £29 10

5i h.p. Twin REX, spnng torks. black finish . . £18

5 h.p. Twin ZENITH BICAR £20

Twin-cylinder FAIRY, very smart £15

6 h.p. Twin REX and sidecar £20

Twin KERRY, Chater Lea, with Sidecar £22

5i h.p. Twin REX, magneto, 1907 > ^^2

4-5 h.p. Twin ALCYON, N.S.U., two speed . . £20

5 h.p. Twin SAROLEA, long frame £18 18

6 h.p. Twin ANTOINE, R.O.M. ignition . . £22

6 h.p. Twin ANTOINE, spring forks £22

Four-cylinder F.N., guaranteed £19 19

Six 1907 6} h.p. REX DE LUXE, Roc clutch,

magneto, twin tyre, spring forks, sprmg teat,

handle starting. Best sidecar machine on the

market. £27 lOs. Guaranteed.

£3 DOWN
secures your CHOICE

of these machines.
All in running order.

Balance Si- P^r week

h.p. GIVAUDAN, nearly new, very low £16
h.p. QUADRANT, spray, spring forks . . £18
h.p. LLOYD'S, 26 X zjin. Palmers £13 10
h.p. ANTOINE, vertical, M.O.V., spray £16

2} h.p. MINERVA, line coiidiuon, M.O.V. £13
3 h.p. CLYDE, magneto, vertical, spray, . . £15
4 ii.p. ANTOINE, 26 X2iin. tyres £16

3i h.p. CENTAUR, free engine, M.O.V £16
23 h.p. F.N., special frame, reliable £12
3 h.p. HUMBER, spray, good climber £10

3i h.p. REX, 22in. frame, trembler coil £11

2j h.p. MINERVA, 26X2in., spray, vertical £11
3 h.p. BKOWN, spray, guaranteed £12 10
4 h.p. ATELIER, Ion"; bars, low saddle . . £13 10

3i h.p. EXCELSIOR, spray, trembler coil £10 10

2i h.p. COVENTRY EAGLE, vertical spray £10
3I h.p. Two-speed REX, suit sidecar £13
2| h.p. F.N., light, low, smart appearance . . £12
2j h.p. CLEMENT, very low, good order . . £11

2I h.p. KERRY, spray, low, reliable mount £10
2 h.p. RALEIGH, spray, smart £8
2I h.p. ROYAL, vertical, spray, trembler coil £7

ii h.p. HASKARD, spray, smart £11
if h.p. MINERVA, spray, suit light rider . . £5
if h.p. EXCELSIOR, trembler coil £8
2 h.p. HUMBER, chain drive, trembler coil £6
2 h.p. PEUGEOT Lightweight, smart £9
4 h.p. CORONET, M.O.V., tyres as new . . £16

10

10

15
10
10

10
10

3ih.p. Rex, spray, 22 frame, trem-

bler coil, aluminium finish.

Guarantesd. Spot cash only.

Brand new 1908 3l h.p, REX. maflrneto,
ball bearing: engine. Cash ofFers or
exchangre.

1908 3* h.p. REX, 2-speed, shop-soiled £31 10
iqo8 MOTbSACOCHE, splendid condition . . £19 10
1908 N.S.U. Lightweight, magneto £19 10
1907 3 J h.p. Magneto REX, spring forks .... £19 10
4 h.p. Magneto ROC, Roc clutch, very low . . £24
3 h.p. TRIUMPH, magneto £24 10
3 h.p. TRIUMPH, spring forks £21
3 h.p. SINGER, belt drive. HT magneto ..£20
3J h.p. MINERVA, H.T. magneto £18 10
3j h.p. Magneto REX Racer, a filer £25

3I h.p. 1906 REX, spring forks, long bars .... £15 10
3j h.p. MINERVA, M.O.V., vertical, spray . . £16 10

Extended payments to suit all requirements.

TRICAR, chain drive, Bowdea 2-speed, less

engine and tyres £6 10
Gna.vi-i:et* Rubbev atnoB

GsLwwsLS Bel-tins'-
fin. lOd.. Jin. 1/1, |in. 1/4, lin. 1/9 per foot.

3/- allowed for old belts
New 24X 2i RICHES Tubes. 7/- each.

The Halifax Motor Exchange,
Agents REX and N.S.U., new models.

16, Westsate, Halifax.
Telephone : 766. Telegrams :

" Perfection.*"

2j h.p. PEBOK, free engine, little used . . £10 19 I

6

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
'pEIUMPH. 3J h.p., nearly new, winner of± Essex Hill-climbiii'^ Contest, two new
sDare belts and tubes; £29; must .^ell, 1909
orderei.—170, Pentonville Road. London.

h.p. 1907 N.S.U., magneto, spring forks,-
650 by 65 Palmer and .Shamrock, foot-

boards, long handle-bars, stand and carrier,
spares, tools, etc., perfect condition. £45;
spare Palmer cord, £2.—R. Habin, 35, The
Hornet, Chichester.

-j Q07 Genuine Rex, Z\ h.p., very low built,
J-t/ splendid hill-climber, take sidecar
anywhere; 16 guineas; complete with
lamp, hooter; all accessories; ready for any
journey.—Pembroke House, 22, The Avenue,
Bruce Grove Station.

4 h.p Antoine, in Chater-Lea, Longuemare,
trembler. Fuller accumulator. Simplex,

Dermatine, Dunlop and Continental (perfect),
acetylene headlight, acoessories, fast, good
condition; £12 12s., bargain. — " Swift,"
Northolt, near Soiithall, Middlesex.

07 6 h.p. Twin Rex de Luxe, double back
tyes, low frame (as latest pattern),

spring forks. Cantilever spring seat, every-
thing in absolutely new condition, not done
500 miles, climb anything with sidecar; £22.
—Motorist, 86, Colvestone Crescent, Dalston,
London.

19

PACKED in Crate, not ridden
elled.—Genuine long low

19

19°

since enam-
Chater-Lfea-

Minerva, 34 h.p., polished brass tanks, in
clinking condition, spares, accumulator, as
new tyre, new belt, new valves and springs,
stand-carrier, lamp, and plugs.—S. Butcher,
Dunmow. £15.

5 h.p. Peugeot, magneto, Mabon clutch,
Chater No. 6 frame, Davison tanks, 2Jin.

Palmer cords, handle-bar control, Gloria
belt, spare Riche tubes, low, fast, and reli-
able; £32; owner emigrated.—Beeston, 2,
Lowndes Court, Carnaby Street, Regent
Street, London.

08 N.S.U.. magneto, 3i h.p., practically
brand new throughout, not ridden

200 miles. Shamrock rubber studded cover,
spare tyre, spares for engine and magneto,
full kit, one of the best; £33, genuine bar-
gain.—Hoffman, 60, Chiswell Street, Finsbury
Square, London.

Triumph, standard model, excellent
condition, very little used. Brooks

saddle, B105, Goodrich tyre, non-skid back,
horn, spares, all tools, numbers, Smith-Peace
variable pulley, free engine clutch, also
Triumph pulley; £33 10s.—Jones, 119, South
Lambeth Road, London.

-j Q08 F.N. Lightweight, hardly used, exactlyXU same as machine at Stanley Show, all
latest refinements, including spring fool^
rests and forks, magneto ignition, very pow-
erful, fast and reliable, ideal winter monnt;
price, including all accessories £25—S.
Hams, 41. Albert Road. Stratf-ord, E.

ROC 1908 Military Model, 4 h.p., two-speed
free engine. maenetO', Autoclipse lamp

and MiUs-Fulford sidecar, quantity tools,
spiares', including twO' tyres, three' belts, ac-
cident and third-party insurance nolicy;
£40, accept reasonable offer, or would sell
separately.—H.E.C., Ingledell, Guilford Ave-
nue. Surbiton.

h.p. Brown Engined Chater-Lea, No. 6.

fitted magneto and accumulator, built
to order, cost over £50, only used trial runs,
guaranteed speed 50 miles per hour, smart
machine, a sensation of the road, £30, full
particulars and photo sent; sidecar for same,
£5; giving up motoring.—Jeweller, 331, Bark-
ing Road, East Ham.

31.-31 h.p. Motor Cycle, very powerful, climb
^ almost anything, engine and every-

thing " '
""" —

which

3i

19

In answering any of these advertisements U is desirabh' that

in splendid condition, except tyres,
are rather worn, very low built. Ad-

vance adjustable pulley, also upholstered
sidecar, good condition; seen and tried any
time; sell lot 12 guineas, or will divide; must
sell.—Mead, draper,. Croxley Green, Herts.

08 54 h.p. N.S.U., with N.S.U. two-speed
gear, complete with new tyi'e back

wheel, and snare unused re-covered tyre,
tools, lamp, spares, etc.. B. and B. handle-
bar controlled carburetter, also Montgomery
No 1 Modele de Luxe sidecar, hardly used,
with spare basket, all in perfect condition;
owner buying car; great bargain. £40.
Can be seen and tried Sycamores, Harpen-
den, Herts.—Apply, Gouldesborough, 24. Bp<?s-
borough Gardens. S.W.

you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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CARS FOR SALE.
WOLSELEX, 12 iL.p., baod, lamps, etc.,

carry five, good going order; £40.—
S. Vale, Walsall.

8h.p. D© Dion Eegal, throe speeds and
reTerse, any trial; £53.-82, Sliardelces

Road, Brockley.

1 ,Q-24 h.p. Belsize, four - cylinder, aide en-
JjO trance, screen, hood, five lamps,
Stepney, splendid condition; £145.—Below.

Q/J h.p. Mutel, four - cylinder, tonneau,
^'4t pressed steel, perfect order , bargain,
£80.—Below.

-t f\ h.p. Panhard type, two-cylinder, toii-

JLU neau, three speeds, reverse, fine run-
ning order; £36.—Below.

h.p. Swift, De Dion, two-seater, hood,
smart doctor's runabout ; £50.—Below.

61 h.p. Clyde, two-seater, Aster, nearly
2 new; a bargain, £45.—Below.

61. h.p. Darracq, tonneau, three speeds,
2 reverse, cardan, very reliable; £24.—

Below.

31. h.p. Eex Bike and Ariel sidecar. Palmers,
4 scarcely used; bargain, £16.—Below.

-J
A-12 h.p. Peugeot, tonneau, honeycomb.

JLU two ignitions, hood, fine order; £80.

—Eclipse Eng. and Motor Co., 255, Earls-
field Eoad, Wandsworth. 'Phone, 1,135,

Putney.

-j A-12 h.p. Humber, side entrance; £75, or
-LU offer. — Aydeii Bros., 17. Blackstock
Eoad, Fin&bury Park, N.

9 h.p. De Dion-Prunel, detachable tonneau,
hood, screen; £58; part exchange con-

sidered.—98, Potternewton Lane, Leeds.

OA h.p. Simms-Welbeck, four cylinders, side
jLiXJ entrance, seatsi five, in perfect order;
£120; smajler car taken in part payment.

i A-12 h..p Aster, two cylinders, three speeds
J-\J and reverse, tonneau body, seats five,

,iust been overhauled; £55.

9-11 h.p. Korte, two cylinders, three speeds
and reverse, tonneau body, seats five,

in perfect order ; £45.

6 h.p. Car, De Dion engine,- three speeds
and reverse. Cape cart hood, and wind

screen, tonneau body, seats five, in good run-
ning- order ; £55.

8 h.p. Korte, two-seater, new tyres, a smart
little car; £20.

-t 0-16 h.p. M.M.C. Delivery Van, carries 15

-Li^' cwts., two cylinders, pneumatic front
and solid back tyres; £40.-63. Kirkstali
Eoad, Leeds.

Mh.p. Duryea. .sieats five, sound; cash
offer, or exchange two-seater.—Rogers,

ITpstreet, Grro'veferry.

6 h.p. Aster, twonseater. artiller-y wheels,
three speifrds; £25, or exchan'ge. — 24,

Manning Eoad, Southport..

MUTEL, 25 h.p., very reliable: £60. accept
cycle or tricar in part ; appointment.

—

Dr. E. Wilson, The Ferns, Bushey Hill Eoad,
S.E.

i A h.p. Eex Car, four-seater, in splendid
lAJ order and condition; trial run; .£47
10s. ; tyres almost worth the money ; cash
wanted.—H. Washington, Middlewich.

GLADIATOE. 10-12 h.p. Aster engine, ton-
neau, seats five, lamps, etc.: £60; seen

by appointment. — Chauffeur, The Cottage,
Melbourne Lodge, Queen's Walk, Ealing.

DE DION 64 h.p. Two-seater, three speeds,
reverse, full set lamps, excellent con-

dition; £60; take good twin magneto cycle
part exchange. — Heathfield, The Avenue,
Hit chin.

RENAULT Pattern Car. 12 h.p. De Dion en-
gines, handsome tonneau body, splen-

did condition: £85 for quick sale; motor
cycle part payment.—Motorist, 58, Hills Road,
Cambridge.

"J
Q-28 h.p. Mercedes, side entrance, limou-

-LO sine, magnificent car; £220.—Below.

8-10 h.p. Ariel, twin-cylinder, tonneau,
latest type; £55, exchange.—9, Park-

holme Road, Dalston.

I> OVER 8 h.p. Two-seater, in really tip-top
V condition thronghont, good hill-climber

and most reliable, wire wheels, full set of
tools and spares. Alpha head lamp and Lucas
side aiid tail lamps, electric horn, spare
cover and tubes ; trial run by appointment:
£115 or near offer.—Box No. 1,209, The Motor
Ci/cle Offices, Coventry. (P)

MATCHLESS MOTORS!!
LATEST SUCCESS ON

STANDARD 7-8 h.p. T.T. TWIN.

WORLD'S RECORD.
70 miles 105 yards in 60 minutes ,

Brooklands, Oct. 8th, 1908.

Tourist Tr-opHy, 1907, Fi»-st
Tour-is-t Ti*ophy, 1908, Second

158t miles in 3 lirs. 57 min. 6i sec. Bore 85, stroke
76 mm. Average speed 40 m.p.h., only f m.p.h. less

than the winner, of 57000 cubic millimetres greater
cylinder cap.icity. Beating 21 twin-cylinder machines
from 3J- h.p. to 7 h.p., ana 12 single-cylinder machines
of other makes.

No. 1 pattern—Back Pedalling Brake. Machine
can be wheeled backwards. E.\tremely powerful-
Price 16/6, post 17/-.

^ ^1

&^

No. 2 pattern—Footrest Brake, complete,
price £1 7s. Footrests only, pnce 13/-,

with either Jin. or 1 Jin. cUp. Post 13/6

No. 3 pattern—Foot Brake with pedal
fitted on stud provided, which fixes in

place of one of crank case bolts. Price
complete, 16/6, post 17'-.

MATCHLESS PETROL
FILTER.

No choked carburetters.

2/3, post 2 5.

MATCHLESS SPRING
FORK ATTACHMENTS.

Converts an old pattern
motor cycle into an up-to-
date lu.xurious motor.
Thousands in use, giving
every satisfaction.

15/6, post 16/-.

THE MATCHLESS
SILENCER.

Up to 3 h.p., 10/- ; from
3J to 5 h.p. ,12/-. Cutout
5/- extra. Two connec-
tions for twin.s with sepa-
rate exhaust pipes, 4'-
extra.

NOTE.—70 miles an hour with a standard machine
fitted with this silencer, proving absence of back
pressure.

Catalogues of "Matchless" Motor Cycles and
Accessories on application to

H. C0LL9ER & SONS, LTD.,
Motor Experts & General Engineers*

Offices and Showrooms :

13, HERBERT ROAD, F>L.UINASTEAD
(Nearest Station : Woolwich Arsenal.)

Telephone: 232, Woolwich.

CARS FOR SALE.
FORFEITED Pledge.—20-25 li.p. De Dietric

130 guineas tO' realise immediately;
eluding' five lampsi, spare tyres, etc. ; exp-
examination. — Wade, Pawnbroker, 1

Queen's Eoad, Peoklnam.

-J
Q08 Model 9 h.p. Eiley, equal to n<

-Lt/ hood, electric lamps, £40 spent
extras; sacTifice £100, allow outside val
for first-clase motor cycle.—Ernest Co"
Foreg-ate Press, Worcesteir.

8 h.p. Regal Tonneau, M.M.C. engine, 1

ooste chassis. Cape hoiod. Stepney, co
plete, s<pare tubes, new lamps, two gene
tors, first-class running order; £50; a
evening.—S., 7, Heath Mansions, Hampste;

ri^WO-CYLINDER Darracq, long side •

JL trance body, enclosed Tadiatoi\ M
valves, oardan shaft drive, three speeds a
reverse, push pedals, splendid conditic
£95.—Murray, 37a., Ohiarles Street, Hati
Garden. Holborn.

ROVER, 6 h.p., £150 model, new June, li

battery and magneto ignition, 700

85 Dunlops, tinpunctured, special bodyw<
and springs, up-to-date, comfortable,
liable, and good condition ; Warwickshii
what offers —1,285, The Motor Cycle Offic

Coventry.

8 h.p. Rover, two - seater, wire wheels,
splendid condition. excellent h

climber, and very reliable, two horns a

four lamps, sjiare cover and tubes, full
of tools and spares ; trial run with pleasu:
£125, or near offer.—Box No. 1,164, The Mc
Cycle Offices, Coventry.

ROVER Cars. — You never know wha,'
skid means when you drive a Rov

Now the days of mu-ddy roads are here i

you not thinking of the pleasures tl

would be yo'Urs if you owned a oar? "VVi

us for the amount we will allow you :

your skiddy mount inexchartge for a-Ro'
at £135.—Louis Davis and Son, Moseley, I

mingham.

INSURANCE.
PLEASE send for full covering Motor Cy

Policy, from 19s. per annum.—Bass,
suriance Broker, Ongar.

INSURANCE Policies for motor cycles i

issued by Hugh J. Boswell, insurai
broker. Norwich, at exceptionally low ra1

Please write for particulars.

ACCUMULATORS.
HALIFA"'" —Premier, 10 amp., brand ne

to cleiar, 7s. each.—Motor Exchan
Westgate, Halifax.

i OS. 6d., Oastle Accumulator, cost 23S'. f

JLO 25 lamp. ho'urs, perfectly new, no i

owner.—B., 42, Crondaoe Road. Pulham.

ACCUMULATORS, guaranteed for one ye
non-corrosive terminals ; 10 amp., 10

15 amp., lis.; 20 amp., 12s. 6d.; send for p
ticulars.—Tandy, Wellingtoa Square, Cre'

ACCUMULATORS Pi^epaired promptly, a

make; reasonable eharges,, best woi
estimates given; full value for your '

a,ccumulator in exchange for our n

"Mayfair" accumulators; special 15 arc

10s. 6d. ; 20 amp.. 15s.; guaranteed one ye
—Fellows, 49, Hertfo.rd Street, Mayfair.

ENGINES.
3 h p Fafnir Engine, new, unused. £2 10

Z4 21 b.p. engine, 30s.—H., 13, Foxmc
Street. Battersea.

3 h.p., De Dion engine and carburett

ZX good order; £3 10s.—17, Lander
Road. E. Dulwich.

i 3 h p Minerva Engine, crankcases bust

±4 and new piston with rings ; £2, ne:

est offer.—110^ Bath Road, Cheltenham.

i 3 h.p. Minervia, equal to new, 50s : 2 h

iS" Clarendon, r.ew, 5Cs. ; 80 by 90 Ast

water-cooled head, £5; approval. - Mot

Accessories, Broad Street. Coventry.

DOUBLE-CYLINDER V Engine, 6 h.p.. su

able for tricar, perfect condition, co

nlete with carburetter, accumulator, a

exhaurbox; £8 10s. cash.-115, Bounda
Road. St. John's Wood.

BOOTH.—New 6 h.p. twin Antoine, £8 15

3 h.p. Simms, magneto, M.O.V., £5 10s

water-cooled 5 h.p. Antoine, M.O.V., new
5s • 5 h.p. Aster, w.c, £7 10s. — Bootl

Motorics, Wade Street. Halifax.

In a?-! sicering any ni these aclvei-tisements it. ix dpsirahjp fJinf yon imrntion ''The Motor Ci/ce.
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COUPLINGS.
D C!oTipler, very little used; cost £i
., take £1.-87, Rathmines Road, Dub-

ITY Coupler, for fixing push cycle to
otor, brand new ; 359., cost £3 38.

—

n, 10. Horton Road, Bradford.

CONTACTS. !

3N" Contacts, xe^stered 291-289, vastly
perior to platinum; curesi misfiring;
bility and efficiency.

DN, best contact obtainable for
ades, screws, cranks, rockersi, plun-
lagnetos, coils.

3N, prices 2si. 6d. each rivet fitted;
ecial trimmers for polishing Jebron.,
emittance with order ensures prompt
Dn ; write for particulars and testi-

3; too numerous to publish.

DN, magneto screws, complete for
)scla magmeto, DA2 and DAV, will fit

, breakers 5a, 5b, 5c; 5s. 6d. pair, old
refitted with Jebron, 2s. 6d. each,

'/O new.

ON, the King of Oontactsi, fitted per
turn post; no delay; post free home
oad; libeTal trade terms.

ON.—From the Inventor, J. Edwards
rown, 38, Herbert Road, Plumstead,

p. 1908 Genuine Quadrant Engine,
quite new, perfect; £6 19s.—Parrar,
Road, Halifax.

'INUM Contacts, guaranteed pure,
>thing better fo^r blades, screws, mag-
coils, etc., 2s. 6d. each rivet fitted, re-
same day.—Watsons, Jewellers' and

im Workers, 10, Alexander Street,
Iter, London. TeLephone, 3765, West-

TYRES.
iJS. Covers, 26 by 2J, and others, from
2s. 6d.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, E.C.

by 85 Heavy Clincher Covers, type 2,

brand new, faultless goods; 37s. 6d.
Farrar.

CHER Covers, beaded, new, unused,
lincher name on, 26 by 2, 17s. 6d. ; 26
17s. 6d.; 26 by 2i, 23s.; 28 by 2, 23s..;

al on recfeipt of P.O.—Farrar, Square
Halifax.

y 2 and 28 by 2 Clincher Tubes, with
ralves; 5s. 3d. each, post free.-Farrar,
» Road, Halifax.

jy 2| New Beaded Clincher Pattern
Cover, 17s. 6d. ; Brevite plain coil, lOs.

, 23. May Street, Hull.

3S.—&reat Reductions; best make, 26
y 2, 16s. 6d.; 24, 17s. 9d. ; 28 by 2, 17s.
l\, 18s. 6d. ; approval.—Booth's.

SS, best make, 26 by 2, 6s. 6d.; 2i, 7s.;

3 by 2, 7s.; 2i, 7s. 6d.—Booth's.

CINE Clincher Covers, 26 by 2, 16s.;
j by 2J, 17&. ; maker's name on ; appro-
iooth's.

IL Studded Covers, 57s. 6d.; Shamrocks,
roodriches; bargain list of tyres free,
h's Motories, Wade Street, Halifax.

I. by 2in. Palmer Cord Tyre, never
used, sell, going in for 2Jin.—Apply,

1, cycle agent, Glasgow Road, Dum-
L.

ELEYS (stamped) beaded edge tyres,
rand new, 25&. ; lines, all width, in 26
, 16s. each.—B. H. Davies, 116, Spa Road,
ton Heath.

'READING Motor Cycle Covers, plain,
is. 6d. ; fitted Shamro'Ck-Excelslor
, 21s.—Ardea Company, 331a, King
, Hammersmith.

ERS, motor cycle, best quality, best
alue, beaded or wirei edge, all sizes;
.. ; tubes, 7si. 6d.—'Universal Motor Tyre
hestergate, Stockport.

ERS, Covers, brand new covers, by best
nakers; 650 by 65, 30s.; 700 by 85, 40s.;
ler sizes equally cheap ; send for clear-
list ar.d save 50 per cent.—Garnham
jO., Tyre Factors, Woodbridge Road,

ACCUMULATORS
Does your present battery leak ?

Does it ever run down unexpectedly ?

Does it play you tricks and leave you
strandel miles from anywhere?

If so, send it along to us and we
will either make a thorough repair, or

take it in part exchange for a

new E.P.R.

jn^ 17*^ _

E.P.R. No. 19C. 4 volt. 10-amp.
Price 10/6.

Size 2f X 2 X 6in. (over Terminals).

Unspillable type 2/- extra.

rili

mwi
E •",

UMUI:£I£,'>jan
Hill

E.P.R. No. 20c. 4-volt. 20-amp.
Price 14/6.

Size 4 X 2^ X 6in. (over terminals).

Unspillable type 3/- extra.

Our Batteries are especially suitable for Motor

Cycles. Special Splash Proof Vents and Non-
Corrosive Terminals are always fitted. The
eases are exceptionally strong and well made,

allowing for rough roads and jolting.

Special unspillable battaries made, all sizes

stocked.

REPAIRS.—We make a speciality of treating

old and damaged cells. All repairs guaranteed.
Send for new list.

fiichford and Co.,
ACCUMCLATOR SPECIALISTS,

153, FLEET STREET, E.C

REPAIRERS.
X* K ^^y motor cycle we cannot repair.—
dUO White's, Brooks Alley, bottom Bold
Street, Liverpool.

CBRACKED Water Jackets of motors suc-

; oessfully repaired by Lea's metallurgi-
cal process.—Lea and Son, engineers, Run-
corn. .

FN. Motor Cycles and other makes over-

hauled and repaired by expert special-

ists at the F.N. Repairs Dept., Kelvin Road.
Highbury, N.

MOTOR Repairs, car or cycle, promptly
executed; any repairs undertaken iroin

the simplest to the most, difficult; spec^ial

attention given to country orders. — Ed-

munds, Conybere Street, Birmingham.

TO We.-rt of England Motorists. — Car and
motor cycle repairs, prompt and reli-

able; cylinders re-bored, new pistons and
rings fitted: don't hesitate ; send straight

to us.—Hamlin, Motor Works; Bridgwater.

CCCCCCCCC—Compression means power;
cylinder rebored and new pistons hX-

ted- guaranteed fit 4-1,000 inch, bears. 13

stone on pedal; write for list.—Gradior Ma-
chine Co., Compression Specialists, btaflord.

BIRMINGHAM.—Overhauling, cylinders re-

bored, re-bushing, pulleys, valves, any
make; frames cut down; accumulators
charged and repaired: ideas carried out:

prompt attention.—Priest and Williams, 66,

Bishop Street.

WHO Said it Won't Go?—Send your cycle

or car to the firm who are motor en-

gineers, and capable of tackling the toughest

iob at very reasonable charges, eonsistent

with good workmanship.—Sheppard s Motor
Depot, 235, Trussley Road, The Grove, Ham-
mersmith.

EXCHANGE.
31 hn Ariel, for screw-cutting lathe-

's Particulars, 10, North Street, Leek.

WILL give 18ct. gold match and B.S.A.

racer for motor cycle. — 785, High
Road, Leytonstone.

21 h.p. Werner, magneto, value £17 IDs.,

2 for tricar, cash adjustment. — Real,

draper, Bridgwater.

VINDEC Twin, magneto, nearly new, for

Triumph, or sell.—8, Barrett Street,

Manchester Square, W.

31 h n N.S.U., for twin and sidecar, cash

2 adjustment.-Box No. 1,287, The Motor

Cycle Ofaces, Coventry.

EXCHAISTGE. 23 h.p. De Dion-Bat, for lower
power and cash, or sell £12.-17, liamd-

croft Road, E. Dulwich.

COLUMBIA 25 Guinea Graphophone for dis-

posal; good motor cycle wanted, or

motO'r goods.—Golby, Batley.

AMERICAN Organ, 4 sets of reeds, walnut
case, 11 stops; exchange motor cycle.—

Stanton, Sedgley Road, Tipton.

UNITO Couplings, new, for small gas en-

gine or dynamo, or sale.—Hill, Liver-

pool Road, Hindley, Lancashire.

FORECAR, fit Chater frame, for differential

axle, and two 26 by 2i wheels' fitted.—

Mack, 53, Clipstone Street, London, W.

ARGYLL Car, B h.p., four-seater, gears as

new, motor cycle and cash.—15, Shrub-
land Road, Dalston, London. Sell £35.

23. h.p. Minerva, low, racy, perfect; ex-

'4 change 1, 2, or four-cylinder motor
cycle.—1,295, The Motor Cycle Ofaces, Coventry.

EXCHANGE 2i h.p. De Dion, Chater-Lea,
Palmers, for lightweight or push cycle

and cash.—W., 4, Herbert Street, Plaistow, E.

PICTURES.—Pair by Van Hoffman, valued
ten guineas each, for tricar or power-

ful twin.—2, Boundaries Mansions, Balham.

2i3 h.p. Singer, vertical engine, roller bear-
4 ings, and heavy turning lathe, for

higher power.—32, Winster Road, Owlerton,
Sheffield.

EDISON £6 6s. Phonograph, 24 records, case,

two trumpets, etc., excellent condition,

and £3 for motor cycle.—70, Baddow ±ioad,

Chelmsford.

VINDEC Special. 5 h.p., two-speed hub. Pal-
mer cord back, Truffault, for four-

cylinder 5-6 h.p. P.N., or sell for £35.—Tan-
vestrant, Kettering.

Iv. answering any of these advertisements it is destt ciUe thae yov mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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EXCHANGE. !

lANGE complete half-plate photo-
(

aphic outfit, value £30, fur good motor
or tricar. — Dunning, 12, Southcote
Dondon. N.W.

lANGE.—Cash offers, lower power, or
iish cycle and cash for 34 h.p. Riley,
ondition. — Daws, 240, Albany Road,
irwell, London.

lANGE siren (acts on wheel), cost 17s.

1., for back-pedalling belt rim brake

:

Q back brake, all complete, 4s. — T.
k Bakery, Farnham.
lANGE, 5i h.p. Bex, 4 h.p. Antoine, 3i
.p. Minerva, and 3 h.p. Quadrant, level,
8 Triumph; Yorkshire.—Box 1,297, The
Cycle Offices, Coventry.

-BUILT Chater Lady-back Tandem,
verything- best ; exchange motor cycle,
: h.p. engine and cash.—B., 306, Com-
l1 Road, Peckham, S.E.

lANGE 3i h.p. Excelsior, Clinchers,
let, reliable, and lady-back Chater-Lea
n, new Palmers, for 5-6 h.p. motor
-39, lluskin Road, Staines.

lANGE 6i h.p. Orleans Two-seater
Jar, two speeds, perfect order, for tri-
motor cycle and cash, or sell £20.—

s, 4, Goldhawk Mews, Shepherd'si Bush.

lANGE 3 h p. Falcon motor cycle, low
built, perfect, powerful, thoroughly
e, for good pedal cycle and £8 cash.
, Oolvestone Crescent, Dalston, London.

fPHONE Id. in the Slot Musical In-
rument, practically new ; cost £16 16s.,
8 tunes; a good motor cycle wanted
hange.—G. ±1. Jones, Talbot House,
Id.

)LUTELY New Gent's Cycle. 28in.
ame, N.D. coaster hub, double top
.ccessories, for low power motor cycle,
epairsnot objected; approval.—4, Nor-
load, Reigate, Surrey.

LiNGE Six Guinea Columbia Combina-
tion Phonograph, 24 concert records,
)ra&s horn, also gent's 10 guinea Hum-
cle, for motor cycle.—Stevens, 4 Gold-
Mews, Shepherd's Bush.
[ANGB for good motor cycle, tricar,
:• small car, new high-class furniture,
Jscription, valued wholesale, direct
TOrks. — Furniture Manufacturers, 9,
Place, Shoreditch, London.

riCAL Tubular Boiler, vertical 3 h.p.
engine, with fittings, complete, and
4in. centres, with tools, for good up-
motor cycle, or sell £24.—Fuller par-

? from jSr. Colley, Hillingdon, Bilston.

L Exchange a 2f h.p. motor cycle,
complete, for a good engine, twin, air-
about 6 h.p., machine can be seen

tlehampton, Sussex. — Apply, Arm-
5. Holmside Place. Heaton, New-

>n-Tyne.

^4.-'^9S,.**^^n
modern motor cycle and

sJi. 1906 6 h.p. Quadrant carette (tri-
lach-built, wheel steering, two speeds,
starting, new condition, done less

X) miles.—Motor. 86. Colvestone Cres-
•alston. London.

WANTED.
fTED, sidecars, any condition, cheap
3r cash.—5, Heath Street, Hampstead.

f'^*^-'^^,
^5^^°^^'' ^"'ly- for 21 h.p. mae-

leto Clyde engine.—Foy, Jun., Woking-

)R Cycle or light tricar, will give foot
;ne or 2o-guinea graphophone.—Golby,

). 1907 Phelon-Moore, magneto; lowest
cash price; describe fully. — Bisco,

)R Bicycle, any condition, or incom-
ite.—No. 1,293, The Motor Cycle Offices
7. '

I

ER-LEA Tricar, steering heads, hubs, '

d brakes.—Young, Gas Works, Bishop '

ad.

Motor Cycle, magneto, spring forks,
Iso sidecar. — 34. Wellington Road,
ick.

TED, complete pedalling gear, with
set out cranks, for motor cycle,
land.—State dimensions to R. Barnes,
ere, Newbury.

J^ COAT

WIND and WEATHERPROOF.

SPECIALLY
SUITABLE FOR
MOTOR

CYCLISTS
IN GREY YORK-
SHIRE FRIEZE,

LINED
THROUGHOUT
TAN CHROME
LEATHER,

FITTED WIND
CUFFS,

/6
Ditto, in peal
Irish Frieze,

greys, greens,
and brown, lined

best chrome
leather.

45/-
Patterns and Sel£-

measurement Form
gladly sent.

Illustrated Motor Clothing and Accessories

Catalogue post free.

JOHN PIGGOTT, ltd.
117-118, Cheapside, & Milk St., London, E.C.

NO
ACID.

NO NO
CORROSION. CHARGING-

Hellesden Dry Batteries
do not deteriorate when

not in use.

STAND ROUGH USAGE.

THE ONLY SYSTEM
FOR •

WINTER RIDERS.

You cannot appreciate it UNTIL YOU TRY IT.

Write for Catalogue, Pamphlet, and Full Par-
ticulars to-the Sole Concessionnaire

—

A. H. HUNT, 115-117, Cannon St., London
Wholesale

—

BROWN BROS., Gt. Eastern St., London,

WANTED.
WANTED, Plielon and Moore, witli or witL-

oxLt sidec-ar.—Hillier, Woodley, Bomsey,
Hampsliire.

WANTED, beaded edge coyer. 700 by 65,
good condition. — 7, Albany Street,

Camberwell.

WANTED, 1908 Bat, P.N.. or other good
make, not under 5 h.p.—Martin, But-

cher, Mitcham.

1\/| AGNETO, for 3i h.p.. give 8 guineas value
!>-»! in new patent goods.—Wilkinson; Twig-
moor, Doneaster.

WANTED. 2-1-3 h.p. Kelecom engine, sound,
cheap.—Engineering Works, Eepton,

Burton-on-Trent

.

AUTOCLIPSE Lamp, Model P.. old pattern,
plated preferred.—Dean, Hillcrest, Bold-

mere, Erdington.

p.TLINDEE, 21 h.p. Minerva, mechanical
\j valves, good condition ; cheap.—122,
Gulford Koad, N.

£12 cash offered for motor bicycle, with
magneto ignition.—1,298, The Motor Cycle

Olfices, Goventry.

T^yANTED, E.N.. Triumph, or Vindec, or
VV any good make; cheap.—Eey, 5, Heath

Street, Hampstead.

WANTED, 2-21 h.p. Minerva; exchange new
B.S.A. road racer. — J.M., 3, Market

Street, Northwich.

WANTED, 2J h.p. Jap engine, vertical,
good condition. — Burnitt, Queen

Square, High Wycombe. '

LIGHTAVEIGHT Engine, with outside fly-
wheel; approval.—33, Agnes Street, Ark-

wright Street, Nottingham,

WANTED, two-speed, for 1908 Eex. — Full
particulars, Weller, 6, Buckingham

Street, Euston Eoad, London.

ONE or two pair of voiturette new tyres.
Palmer or Clinchers, 25in. by 24in.

;

cash.—Crumble, New Earswick.

OIDECAR Wanted, in exchange for brandO new solid oak bureau, exceptional de-
sign.—23, Arden Eoad, Handsworth.

Ito 4 h.p. Air or Water-cooled Petrol or
gas engine, also lathe and motor ac-

cessories.—61, London Road, Manchester.

MODEEN 21 h.p. Motor Cycle, or 3i h.p..
with forecar, good condition, low, and

cheap.—Photo, particulars. Shingles, Cromer.

41 h.p. Twin Minerva, magneto, or other
2 flrst-class make; about £20, no rub-

bish.—Coe, Freshford, Spencer Eoad, Acton.

WANTED, 1908 Triumph, in exchange for
John Broadwood grand piano, cash ad-

.iustment.—1,251, The Motor Cyde* Offices. Cov-
entry.

WANTED, for cash, reliable and up-to-date
motor cycle, for sidecar work ; cheap ;

no rubbish.—Eandall, 7, Woodville, Graves-
end, Kent.

WANTED, good Motor Cycle, exchange for
4J h.p. Beeston Hxunber w.c. tricar,

splendid condition, two speeds.—London
House, Oradley Heath.

WANTED, to purchase. Triumphs, Eocs,
P. and M., Quadrants, Moto-Eeve,

Motosacoche, Matchless, etc.—Wauchope's, 9,

Shoe Lane, London, E.G.

WANTED, air-cooled head, for 2| h.p. De
Dion; also cylinder and piston com-

plete for 2i h.p. De Dion; approval.—Grif-
fiths, Dollar Street, Cirencester.

WANTED, 6 h.p. Jap, Chater 6, new or
soiled ; give 1907 34 h.p. Quadrant, per-

fect, Schwietzer violin, dated 1814, little cash.
—23, Wilton Eoad, Handsworth.

WANTED, Zi h.p. motor cycle, vertical, low
built, not later 1906; trial required;

full particulars (no agents).—J.B., 4, Vic-
toria Eoad, Penny Stratford, Bucks.

WANTED, about 6 h.p. w.c. engine and
clutch, for cardan drive, must be

cheap ; will give in part exchange new
motor bike frame and wheels, 2? h.p. engine.
—127, Salisbury Avenue. Westcliff-on-Sea.

WANTED, before December 10th, twelve
motor cycles (Triumphs preferred), in

part payment of the new 10 h.p. Riley cars;
price £199; high prices given for suitable
machines.—Breakwell, Gosta Green, Birming-
ham.

In answering- any of these advertisements it is clexirable that you mention "The. Motor Cycle."
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WANTED.
''pEIC'AR Runabout, single-seated, wanted,
X shaped and controlled like a car, but
very lis'ht; cash.—Submit offers for inspec-
tiou to Racecourse Garage, Doncaster.

WANTED, back axle, for light car, cen-
tral chain drive, or fixed, suitable for

belt drive on each wheel, or pair of back
axle hubs.—25. Manor Avenue, Grimsby.

WANTED, Drummoud or other lathe,
radial drilling machine, poi-table

hearth, enamelling' oven; exchiange motor
cycles.—Booth's Motories, Wade Street, Hali-
fax.

HALIFAX.—Cash or exchange offleffs for a
few brand new 1908 31- and 5 h.p. twin

magneto Rexes, ball bearing engines, fully
guaranteed.—Halifax Motor Exchange, West-
gate, Halifax.

WANTED, small car, about 10 h.p., any
condition, Airex preferred; exchange

9 h.p. tricar and 2| h.p. motor cycle, in
perfect condition; any trial.—Shirley, Four
Oaks, Meriden.

6-7 h.r. Jap Engine, fitted with clutch and
two speeds, must be in good condition

;

exchange 4 h.p. Antoine, single, variable
pulley, and cash.—Write, Mack, 33, Clipstone
Street, London, W.

WANTED 1908 Motor Cycle for cash, or
would exchange my 60-guinea piano

(new two years ago) and diiawing-ro'om suite.
—Piembroke Housie, 22, The Avenue, Bruce
Grove, London,* N.

WANTED, car, recent model only, for
cash and 1908 Triumph motor cycle,

had little use, complete with two new spare
tyres.—Price, full particulars, to Terry, 89.

High Street, Hemel Hempstead, Herts

WANTED, to purchase, on easy payment
system, a small second-hand solid tyre

car, must be strong, and in good working
order, or would exchange modern piano,
splendid condition.—No. 1,294, The Motor Ci/de
Ofifioes, Coventry.

S.
J. FAIR, the Motor Cycle Exchange.

' Cheltenham Road, Bristol.—Wanted, 25
seconid-lia.nd motor -cycles, any makes, IJ to
6 h.p., for shipment abroad; motor cycles
sold on commission, or purchased ontrig-ht;
cash remitted by return; bankers' refer-
ences if desired.

WANTED, a four-cylinder F.N., magneto,
not less than 44 h.p., 1908 model, must

be in perfect condition ; will exchange a 38
guinea piano (value £20), walnut, vertical
Iron frame, check action, Eintoul and Sons.
Kentish Town, London, manufacturers, con-
dition equal to new, cash adjustment; offers
invited.—Jas. H. Tindle, 18, Lonsdale Road,
Roker, Sunderland.

MISCELLANEOUS.
BOOTH.—Wide mudguards, with stays and

sci-ews; 3in., 2s. lid.; 4in., 3s. 6d.

BOOTH. — 500 Fuller's Midget plain coils,
10s. 6d,; 200 Fuller's Midget trembler

coils, 17s. 6d.

BOOTH takes your old coil in part pay-
ment; part with troublesome coils.

BOOTH.—Puller accumulators. 20 amp.,
17s.; Rex type, 16s.; Minerva, 16s.:

Midget, 16s.

BOOTH.—5s. 6d. allowed for your old accu-
mulator in part payment for Fullers.

BOOTH.—50 pairs Xl'all spring forks ; im-
mediate delivery; N.A.E. seat-pillar

3s. 6d.

BOOTH. — Long motor cycle handle-bars,
heavy gauge, best quality plating;

OS. od.

TDOOTH.-Silent silencers, for engines to 5
-L» h.p.. very efftcient, no back pressure-
3s. 3d.

BOOTH.—Frames, £1 5s.; wheels, 9s. 6d
pair: plain coils, 2s. lid.; trembler

coils, 5s. 6d.

pOOTH.—Send for list of oddments, speed
-L» gears, tanks, etc.; clearance bargains.
"DOOTH.—Brown-Barlow carburetter twin
FT T.™^''?^'' 10^- ^'^' L.T. magneto, new, 22s.
6d.—Booth's Motories, Wade Street, Halifax.

\ NTOINE and Kelecom Parts in stock —-i^ Crypto Co., 14. Mortimer Street, London.
r^APE Hood fit two-seater, equal to new

;

pSrt
* ^'^-The Poplars, Beech Road, Stock-

The mark that is synonymous with everything
that is good in

ACCUMULATORS, IGNITION COILS,
MAGNETOS, ELECTRIC LAMPS,

& ELECTRICAL ACCESSORIES.
C. A. VANDERVELL & CO..

Electrical Engineers and Motor Unition Specialists,

Warple Way. Acton Vale, London, W.
Phone—544 Chiswick. Wires—"Vanteria, London."

Coinpression^ Power
Before reboring. After reboring.

We rebore your cylinder and flt new piston complete

with rliirs and gudgeon pin. Please send for our new
repairs booklet, Rivmc prices for this work.

The LAYITALL MOTOR ENGINEERING WORKS, Ltd.

AUTOMOBILE REPAIRERS,

27 & 29, Laystall St., Rosebery Av., LONDON. E.G.

Established 1900. Tel. 12.301 Central.

YOU CAN
RETREAD
YOUR OWN
OLD TYRES,
PLAIN OR
NON-SKID.
Write —

LOMAX TYRE COMPANY,
(Dept. Y) Birmingham.

-WIRE STRAND
(TWINED STEEL)

For BRAKES, GEARS, CONTROLS, &c.

Does not fray n'hen cut.

PRICE—25ft. coil 1/-, 50ft. coil 1 /8, looft. coil

3/-, post free.

DUNN & KING, LARBERT, N.B.
L(*ndon Representatives— -M. Reeve t*t Co,.

166. Cierlienweil Road orposite Holhorn Town Hall.

MISCELLANEOUS.
IONG Motor Handle-bars'. 21in.. h.

J gauge, well plated, any .size; fe. 6
Parrar.

I
OOP Frame, for vertical engine,

J front forks and liandle-bar ; 32s.

Parrar.

GENUINE Camel Eubber and Canvas _
ing, be.st on the market; send cash

length on approval; iln. 9d., |in. Is., |ii

3d., lin. Is. 9d. foot.—Farrar.

GET My Price List of accessorie.s ; poi
saved.—Farrar, Square Road, Hal

HANDLE-BAR Control, double thumbs
with cables; 5s.—J. Vickers, Marc

Hall. Oxford.

F.N. Carburetter, nearly new ; Ss. for q
sale.—H. Barlow. 8, Staunton E

Havant, Hants.

(VERCOATS. thick, warm, latest cut;
—Write for patterns. Booth, ta

Long-ton.

TT/'HIPCORD Cycling Breeches, late.st
> T lOs. 6d. : write for patterns.—Be

tailor, Longton, Staffs.

rpwo Whittle Belts, |in. and iin., fine
i dition ; 10s. each.—Franoais, 49, Qi
Square, Bristol.

FRAMES made to order, complete, £2 :

wheels, 17s. 6d. pair; also sideoa
Millard. Belvedere.

OUR Automatic Pulley is marvelk
throw away speed gears.—Particul

Walker, Lutterworth.

PAIR Clinchers, beaded, 26 by 2, 128.

band brake, 12s.;. approval. — E.

Clarke. Johnstown. Ruabon.

OSBORNE Patents. 1909. — 1, the Osbc
motor cycle four-speed gear, fitted

engine shaft, doing away with jockey pu]

O. Eccentric spring forks, patented, bui
.— the front forks, and not simply att;

ed. free from anj^ side play.

O. the Osborne pulley with jockey pul
O operated by a hand lever, and
iockey pulley by a foot pedal fixed to
bracket.-Princess Works, Lincoln. Sti

for postage will oblige.

OSBORNE Pulley, four-speed, free eng
1908, automatic jockey; 25s.—Heath

Dudley Road. West Bromwich.

QMALL Lathe, gap bed. back action, S

10 bed, face-plate, drivers, etc. : 35s.—Al
4. York Villas. Chandlersford, Hants.

Q h.p. F.N. Carburetter, 4s.; surface, 2s.;

'-J melior coil, 59. ; handle-bars. 2s.—B;
ard, 57, North Road Avenue, Brentwood.

QY? by 2 Palmer Cord Tyre, new, £1 ; Po
«—D and Hanmer headlight, with brae
8&.—Rotom, 9, Cannon Place, Hampstead.

~\;;\/"HIPCORD Motor Cycling Breeches,
VV 6d., post paid; jackets, 15s. 6d.;

terns free.—Meredith's, Wearwell, Northw

BELT Rim Brakesi, flexible cable, hand
plied, easily fitted, stop anything

6d., iTsual price 15s:.—Slack's Garage, St

port.

OSBORNE Four-speed Pulley, £2 5s.,

exchange; wanted, F.R.S. searchli
— Abraham, Plas-rhaiadr, Talycafn,
Wales.

FRAMES, latest types, from 50&. ; No. 6, (

special frames built to any reqi

~ients, racing, etc., wheels, etc., to sui

Below.

EVERYTHING made in Tanks and li

ators except a fortune. — Write
: rices, A. Phillips, 112. Lynton Road,
raondsey.

DYNAMO (charging). 40 volts 6 ampa-
I 10s. ; large car headlight, conden

lens, £1 10s.—Nagel, la, Hardcastle Sti

Peckham.

TWO Continental Covers, 26 by 2, new
used, 12s. 6d. each; F.N. carbure

5s..; all carriage paid.—Dixon, Fern
Northwich.

SINGER 24 inlet and exhaust valves,

used, 3s. 6d. pair; Dion contact so

Is. 6d. ; wanted, Xl'all forks, new.—218, I

Street, Lewes..

SINGLE Trembler Coil, perfect, 8s. 6d.

a.h. accumulator, 7s. ; 3i h.p. Min<

gin. pulley, 2s. 6d.—115, Boundary Road,
John's Wood.

Ill ansivering any of these advertisements it is dedraUe that you mention " The Motor Cycle.'



Along the Normandy Coast.
By W. H. THOMPSON.

HAVING enjoyed a two weeks' tour last summer
along the Cote du Nord de France on my 1908
Triumph, I thiiik that the few rotes I made will

prove interesting to readers of The Motor Cycle.

As a member of the Birmingham M.C.C., which is

affiliated to the A.C.U., I had no trouble in obtaining

my special customs ticket, which saved me no end of

worry the other side of the Channel.

With portmanteau strapped securely on my luggage

carrier, and with satchel on my back, in which I carried

a spare Rich detachable tube, repair outfit, and
camera, I left Leamington at three o'clock on
Saturday, July 25th, en route for Southampton, at

which place I duly arrived at 8.30, after an uneventful

but very pleasant ride. The road from Winchester to

Southampton is one of the finest in England, both for

scenery and surface, but the presence of one or two
M.U. patrols showed me that it would be prudent to

keep down the pace.

Crossing the Channel.
The boat was due to sail at midnight, so I had plenty

of time to book passage and see to the " slinging on "

of my motor cycle, and after attending to the inner

man I went aboard.

Next morning I was awakened at seven by the
" donkey " hauling in the cable or hawser ; then a

steward came and informed me we had arrived at

Havre. I dressed and went up on deck, where I was
met by a mecanicien, who doffed his cady and parley-

vooed vociferously for about ten minutes while I stood

•patiently waiting for him to stop for breath. When
he did so I discovered that he wanted my " triptique

'

'

to pass my machine through the customs. He did all

that was necessary, only calling me into the office when
my signature was required. His next operation was to

fill up the tank with petrol. Then he gave ine his card,

charged me a couple of francs, and sent me on the

wrong road to Honfleur. After travelling about ten

miles out of Havre I came to the conclusion that I

was on the wrong road, so pulled up to ask the way of

some peasants, but they wouldn't or couldn't under-

stand me, so I produced my road map and asked them
to show me where I was on the map, but they didn't

know. Fancy that; didn't know where they lived!

A Return to Havre.
Shortly afterwards I came across a more intelligent

person, and he sent me right back to Havre, to

take boat across the Seine to Honfleur, and I arrived

just in time to catch the eleven o'clock boat. Honfleur
\.;:= reached after an hour's pleasant sail down the

Seme. It is a very pretty little place, unlike most

seaside towns in Normandy, inasmuch as the neigh-

bouring country is well wooded. From Honfleur I

rode on to Trouville, the " Brighton of France," where

I stayed a few days at the Hotel d'Angleterre. This

is a capital stopping place, and I received every

possible attention from the proprietor and English-

speaking waiter.

Leaving this charming seaside town, I rode to Caen
and Bayeux, the road now being one of the " route

nationales," with avenues at intervals, and a surface

like a track. Now, ye speed enthusiasts, take your

high geared twin-cylinder fliers over there. There is

no speed limit, no police crouching behind hedges,
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/VloDg the Normandy Coast.—
and no dogs to pester one. It is the speed maniac's

paradise.

Caen is a typically grey old Norman town, and worth

a, visit, as it is exceptionally well preserved. Bayeux,
with its splendid cathedral and wonderful tapestry,

interested me greatly, so I spent a day there, staying at

;he Hotel Luxemburg—^a good house with reasonable

:harges. Taking to the road again, I passed through

St. Lo and Coutances, only staying long enough to take

Dhotographs. Then on to Granville, where I was made
/ery comfortable at the Grand Hotel des Bains,

jranville is a very pretty place, with a fine view from
:he hill of the harbour and bav. But. oh, the smell !

PJ^m^ILE DECEMBER gth, igo8.

roads round this place are the worst I have ever ridden
on, and between Dinard'and Dinan they are absolutely
execrable. I returned direct from St. Malo to

Southampton, and rode up to Warwickshire, my home.

No Necessity to Carry Tools.
Throughout this tour my machine never gave me the

slightest trouble, not even a single puncture. I had
taken the precaution to fit a new Goodrich tyre on the
back wheel before starting, but the Brittany roads took
all the rubber studs off and cut it terribly, but in

spite of this rough treatment it carried me home. I

have since returned it to the makers, and they have
kindly sent me an extra heavy one, free of charge, and-

also retreaded my old one.

The Quay Street at Cancale. Grand Rue, St. Malo. Crossing the Ranee in a sailing boat.

Dinard to St. Malo.

jo where you may you cannot get away from it ; not a

lommon everyday smell, but a mixture of onions,

;arlic, and paint.

A Motor Cyclist's Mecca.
My next important stopping place was Mt. St.

/Tichel, which to my mind should be the Mecca of all

ourists in Normandy and Brittany. Its one long street,

rowded with quaint shops and cafes, winds upward to

he church steps, where a guide is waiting to make up
. party for inspecting the wonderful church, which in

ts time has been a prison, a fortress, and now has

>ecome a " monument historique " of France. I .could

lot leave this place without paying a visit to the Hotel
*oullard and tasting one of the famous omelettes.

/[adam Poullard, I believe, has retired from the busi-

less. I was loth to leave this most interesting rock,

)ut the time was flying, and I wanted to be in St. Malo
)efore lighting up time. I stayed at the Hotel Central

ienoit in St. Malo, and I strongly recommend this

lOuse to any tourists who think of doing this part of

'"ranee. The charge is most reasonable— 7.50 f. a day,

iith. a liberal table. I was made so comfortable that

stayed the rest of my vacation there, riding out to

he various places of interest round St. Malo. The

My machine h'as been running in all weathers since ^^

January, and has travelled considerably over 3,000
miles, and I still have all the original parts, with the

exception of back tyre. A good clutch would make it

perfect, and as soon as the Triumph Co. market one
I shall be one of the first to have it fitted. I should

like to thank the secretary of the R.A.C. for the

trouble he took in giving me all particulars I required

regarding the tour, which went a long way towards

making my holiday such a grand success.

The Churchill Motor and Cycle Co., 9, Churchill

Place, Edinburgh, are, we are informed, taking up the

agencies for Scotland of the Puch motor bicycles,

tricars, and sidecars, and also the agency for the

Diirkopp motor bicycle. The Puch is a well-known

Austrian make which has performed most creditably

in Continental competitions. It is well made and

efficient, and easily ranks among Austrian high grade

machines. Of the Diirkopp motor cycle not much has

been heard lately, but of the few models that were

seen over here a year or two back, the four-cylinder was

one of the best designed of its type, having mechanically

operated valves and variable inlet control.
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The Nieuport Magneto.
K

MAGNETO machine for motor cycles of which
more will be heard in the future is the Nieuport.
Its chief features, apart from its extreme light-
ness (3 lbs. i5^ozs._) and the small dimen-

sions (depth 4in., width 2j^in., and breadth 4i-4in.),

are the simplicity and neatness of its

design.. The working parts of the
j

magneto are shown in detail in the
accompanying illustrations. On each x^

end of the H-type armature is a circular ^
bronze plate A and B carrying the shaft -I

of the machine, on which are the ball
f

bearings C on which the armature rotates, f
On the shaft are mounted on the one |%

end a single collector D and on the
other the condenser E, which latter in

its turn carries the bell crank E (il^. 2)

and platinum contact G. R is a

platinum contact screw, which is adju>>t-

able. The primar}' winding has 0110

end " earthed
'

' to the armature core

and the other end is insulated from
earth and connected to the platinum
tipped contact screw R by means of the
eentre screw O. The two poles of the
eondenser are connected, one to earth

and the other to the contact screw R.
The body H is formed of one piece of

special non-magnetic metal, into which
are cast by a special operation as pari

and parcel of it the two soft-iron pole
,)ieces

A pair of permanent steel magnets J are pressed
over the body H on to the pole pieces, and are held
in place by a brass strip. This strip is secured at

the base by means
of four screws. A
brass disc 'K

supporting the steel

cam L fits into the

end of the body,

and is held in

position by the

spring M bearing

in the slot in the

cam disc. Cover N
held in position by
the spring shown
completely encloses

the contact breaker.

If the terminal

c-v, .V. ^ . in the centre of the
vi%. 2.—Showing the contact breaking V, 1

mechanism. The cam L, operating the COntaCt DreaKer
bell crank F, is shown in fig. i. ^^^g^ bg COnnectcd

to an earthed switch the primary current can be
earthed, and consequently the action of the magneto
controlled at will. This make of magneto can be
supplied fitted with variable advance or for a fixed

® point of ignition, and also with either one or two

Fig. I—The Nieuport Single-cylinder Motor Cycle Magneto, the lightest of its-kind.

I

pairs of magnets. In the case of variable advance,

double magnets are recommended. The Nieuport

magneto is very easily dismounted. The outside cover

is first removed, then the disc and cam. After taking

out the high-tension terminal, and two grub screws

holding the bearing in place, the armature can be with-

drawn, but the agents. Van Raden and Co., Ltd.,

Coventry, point out that the armature should never be

disturbed unless absolutely necessary, which advice

applies to all makes of magnetos.

The steel spring S is very light, and consequently

the wear of the platina infinitesimal. After con-

tinued running, if it is found necessary to trim up the

points the small lever holding the bell crank F is

slipped aside, and the bell crank and spring can be

taken off in a second. P is a fibre block in contact

with the steel cam L. Oil holes with covers to

exclude dust are provided for the two bearings. The
Nieuport magneto should specially appeal to makers

of motor bicycles desiring to reduce weight to the

finest limit and who cares to handle an unneces-

sarily heavy motor bicycle?

Owing to the great increase in their business the

Continental Tyre and Rubber Company have found it

necessary to acquire land and erect an addition to

their works at Willesden. The work will commence
without delay to enable them to cope with next year's

trade. The finest plant and machinery have been

ordered, and when these have been installed the com-

pany may claim to have one of the finest equipped

works of its kind in or around London.

A neat little booklet has reached us from the

Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd., which contains a few

extracts from the articles which appeared in The Motor

Cycle last May and June, entitled " Motor Cycling for

Health," being the opinions of medical men who are

users of motor cycles. The booklet also contains some

enthusiastic users' opinions of- Triumph motor cycles,

and a list of successes recently accomplished on this

make of machine.
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Passenger Machines at the Stanley.
By B. H. DAVIES.

FROM what the Yankee motor cyclist would term

an " affinity " point of view the 1908 show was

frankly disappointing in that very few complete

passenger combinations were staged, and of

those on exhibition only two 01: three appeared likely

to appeal to a large public. In one respect, how-

ever, the show was a great advance on any of its

predecessors; there were a great number of sound,

substantial motor bicycles staged which were in every

way fitted to pull a sidecar or push a forecar. For

instance, five or sijc excellent gears figured on several

machines—the Nala, N.S.U., Vindec, Rex, Chater

Lea, and Roc. By the addition of any of those to

one of the stronger 3^ h.p. roadster bicycles or to

almost any 5 h.p. twin a machine could be obtained

eminently suited to sidecar or forecar work. Our

old friend the 3^ h.p. Phelon and Moore appeared

in a lighter, more modern, and more comfortable form

than it has ever taken before, with a simple design of

handle starting, and its chain drive is undoubtedly

superior to the belt for passenger work. I expect the

majority of 1 909 passenger combinations will have one

of the above machines as their foundation. There

was nothing new in detachable forecars, but sidecars

evinced a few real improvements. Both the castor

wheel and Montgomery types are procurable with side

springing, and I particularly admired the Mills and

Fulford device; this latter sidecar was at last fitted

with a lock for the castor wheel—^a device I first urged

upon the makers eighteen months ago as necessary to

prevent the side wheel opening outwards when the

combination is wheeled backwards.

A Differentially Driven Sidecar..

The Bat cycle was very ingenious and attractive,

but at ;^i25 it cannot appeal to everyone. It con-

sisted of an ordinary belt-driven Bat twin-cylinder

bicycle, the separate use of which at will is always

retained. . The addition of a sidecar chassis con-

verts it into a four-wheeler at any time; the sidecar

chassis carries a differential axle, a large leather to

metal clutch, a Chater Lea three-speed gear box, etc.,

and the coupling is so ingeniously worked out that

when the belt is taken off the engine will drive solely

through the transmission carried on the sidecar chassis.

The Phanomobile (two rear wheels) and Rex Triette

had not materialised at the date of my visit, but I

may be excused for pointing out that the Triette corre-

sponds very closely to my specification of the ideal

tricar, as propounded at the A.C.U. discussion, and
that whereas several gentlemen in the trade then said

my specification was impossible at ^^70, the Triette

works out at considerably less with a 5 h.p. twin

engine. It is a great pity this machine arrived at

the Hall so late; it is the type most likely to resusci-

tate the tricar.

Another excellent tricar seems born to blush unseen.

It has figured at several Stanley Shows, and has possibly
been the absolute pick of the basket in each year;

but it is still comparatively unknown, partly because
it is always tucked away in a comer of the Gallery,

where it is missed by many, and partly because it

is seldom entered for important trials. I refer to

the 6 h.p. N.S.U.—a light, substantial, refined, and
powerful mount, possessing an absolutely fool-proof

gear. I do not know why it seldom enters for big

trials, as from my small acquaintance with it I am
ready to wager I could bring it successfully through

an End-to-end run, and it should be classed with

the Triette as a trustee of the future of tricars

generally. It bristles with neat and clever details,

its workmanship is wholly excellent, and a purchaser

of it will not need to disburse further money in

extras. I might add it is fan cooled.

A Double Trailer Device.
1 should like to know more of the Bransom rear

car—'an exhibit which most people seem to have over-

looked. It is really a double trailer, which is

rigidly attachable to any motor bicycle in a couple

of minutes, the whole combination then forming a

three-track machine, which steers like a tricycle.

The Zenette tricar was probably the most comfort-

able passenger mount in the show, its springing being

unique, on the scissor hinge principle. I thought

the low gear ratio (7 to i) far too high for general

work, and regretted the absence of a magneto in a

machine costing ;2^90, but, of course, good coachwor^
is costly.

Two other two-speed motor bicycles were exhibited

suited for the attachment of light passenger devices,

viz., the Brown and Chater Lea. Several air-cooled

four-wheelers also figured in the show, such as the

Chater Lea Carette, Vindec runabout, and the

O.T.A.V. I sum up the potentialities of the show
from an affinity point of view somewhat as follows

:

1

.

Great improvements in two-speeded motor
bicycles.

2. Several improvements in sidecars.

3. Appearance of a really efficient tricar at less

than ;^7o.

4. Annual debut of several freaks.

And so I expect to see on the road in 1909 a greatly

increased number of light two-speeded sidecar and
forecar combinations, among which I fancy the Rex
and N.S.U. ought to be specially prominent.

.'•**, •'w^! _ ..^*.K"'^

A rider of a four-cylinder F.N. at tlie opening run of the season (Oct. lOtli)

of the South Australian A.C. from Adelaide to Bellair and back. A number
of motor cyclists attended the run. The roadlappears to be a good one.
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MOrOR CVCLINO IN NYASALAND.

A FEW members of the Motor Union of Nyasa-
land had a delightful and most successful run
from Zomba to Fort Johnston on Saturday,
September 12th, and back to Zomba the

following day. The paiticipants in the run used the

following machines: 6 h.p. Bat-Jap, 2^4 h.p.

Minerva, 3 h.p. Triumph, 3^ h.p. Brown, and a

3^ h.p. Minerva. Fort Johnston is about seventy-

eight miles distant from Zomba, and since Nyasaland
is somewhat deficient in the matter of railways as com-
pared with the home land, and in the event of a serious

breakdown one cannot be certain of finding a railway
station a few miles off, those motor
cyclists who contemplated taking

part in the ride spent a busy time

overhauling and tuning up their

mounts a day or two prior to the

start. One really smart repair

-was made. The owner of the

1 907 Bat discovered that the big

end bearing of the front cylinder

•connecting rod was fractured, and
a new bearing had to be made

—

and was made, too—out of a piece

of brass. Exactlv how this

miracle was accomplished with the

aid of only the motor cyclist's

ordinary kit of tools, plus a few

odd files and things and the pluck
and determination of the owner of

the machine, the writer does not

profess to understand—he was too

busy with his own mount to go
along to see—but it certainly was
accomplished.

The Send'off.

Shortly after nine o'clock on

Saturday morning we five riders

took our departure amid the enthusiastic plaudits of

the natives and the good wishes of the Europeans,

many of whom, I half suspect, thought that at least

one or two of us would spend the night within the

confines of an odorous native hut, should one happen

to be handy, or, otherwise, snugly ensconced in the

arms of a tree, in order to be out of the reach of lions

and other kittenish denizens of the forest land through

which was cut a great part of the route we had to

traverse. The road from Zomba to Fort Johnston

goes first of all north-west to Liwonde (thirty-two miles

from Zomba), on the east bank of the Shire river.

The Shire has to be crossed at Liwonde, thence the

road runs north along the west bank of the river to

Fort Johnston (forty-seven miles from Liwonde). We
in Nyasaland are rather proud of our roads, and, 1

think, justly so; but, of course, being "new," they

cannot compare with our centuries old home roads.

Nevertheless, the writer has motor cycled over many
side roads in Scotland which were in a much worse

condition than Nyasaland roads are in the dry season.

One advantage our roads possess over those in Britain
consists in the fact that implements of puncture arc

seldom to be encountered. The roads are not yet

macadamised, except in a very few places, and the
few horses we possess are shod as nature intended
them to be. The great majority of our natives, too,

have not yet attained to the dignity of boots, and
consequently they take care to keep the roads free

from thorns for their own sakes.

Zomba is about 3,000 feet above sea level, and
Liwonde only 17 feet; therefore the first part of our

'^:;.s^

Nine motor cyclists of Nyasaland who took part in the run descrilied In the

accompanying article.

journey was for the most part level or downhill. Thert
is only one, hill of any importance on this road, viz..

Mkulu Hill (mkulu is a native word, which means
large or great), about six miles from Liwonde. This

hill is about a mile in length, with a grade of i in

15 for the bottom half and i in 16 for the top half

;

but none of our machines experienced much difficulty

in negotiating it on the return journey. The surface

is hard, and there are no nasty bends. It should,

however, be borne in mind that motors cannot climb

hills so well in Nyasaland as at home, owing to the

great heat (150° in the sun is a common temperature,

even in the highlands).

Baboons by the Roadside.

At the bottom of Mkulu Hill a colony of baboon .<

was encountered. They did not seem to be a bit

afraid of us, but stood at the side of the road and

quite close to it, watching us pass apparentlv with

keen intere.'^t.
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Motor Cycling in Nyasaland.—
The 3^ h.p. Minerva arrived at Liwonde first,

doing the journey in eighty minutes (an average of

twenty-four miles per hour), and the others arrived

soon afterwards. Minerva's spurt proved to be its

undoing, however, for it arrived with a broken spark-

ing plug, and when we tried to remove this we found
it impossible to do so, as it was burned tightly in the

valve cap. This machine had therefore to remain
behind at Liwonde. At this place we were joined

by a rider of a 1908 Triumph. After lunch we
filled up with petrol out of a tin which we had sent

on in advance, and after being ferried across the river

by natives in an iron barge commenced our forty-seven

miles ride to Fort Johnston. In a couple of years

time this road to Fort Johnston will be a most
excellent one for motoring. It is practically level,

all streams are well bridged, and except for one or

two awkward bends, ' which will be straightened soon,

is very straight. At present, since a great part of it

is "new," the surface. is a little soft in places, but

since all the natives who travel between Lake
Province and the Shire Highlands use this road, in

a very short time these soft places will be beaten hard
by the tread of* countless bare feet. Mile posts are

in course of erection, and the danger points—that is,

the sharp bends, for there are no other sources of

danger—are marked with warning posts, as at home.
For about three miles at the Fort Johnston end it

IS about thirty feet broad and beautifully surfaced with

a most suitable " binding
'

' sand obtained from the

Shire. The natives in the Liwonde and Fort

Johnston districts had evidently heard that " white

men " were going to travel along the road on their

"bicycles of fire," for at different places dozens were

congregated, and the clapping of hands and howling

and shouting drowned the noise of our silencerless

engines as we passed. One urchin got so excited that

he let go a sheep he was holding in order to clap his

hands, and the animal promptly scampered across to

the other side of the road to where its mates were, to

the imminent danger of both the sheep and the motor

cvclist, whose front wheel grazed its tail.

The Arrival at Fort Johnston.

About twenty-seven miles from Fort Johnston we
were met and welcomed by two more 1908 Triumph
riders. Here we waited till all stragglers arrived,

and then went on in a body to our destination, where

we arrived three hours after leaving Liwonde. After

a most welcome bath and change of attire we dined

with the district Resident, and thereafter adjourned

to the club, where we met with practically the

whole of the residents of the township. This club,

with its billiard table and piano and magazines, must

be a great acquisition to the place. The town-

ship itself is nicely laid out and very clean, and such

buildings as the Queen Victoria Memorial Tower and

church at once arrest attention. How different the

whole place is from the Fort Johnston the writer knew
in 1894-5 ! That Fort Johnston was situated on
the other side of the river and three miles nearer to

Lake Nyasa in the middle of a swamp, and deaths

from malignant malaria and blackwater fever were so

common that one ceased to think much about them.

We had an impromptu concert in the club, and there-

after the Resident, in a little speech of welcome, said

it had now been demonstrated that an organised motssf
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ride from Zomba to Fort Johnston in a few hours was
possible. Our beds were made and mosquito nets
rigged up on the deck of the Monteith—a stern wheel
river steamer. There was a wooden deck above us,
but nothing at the sides to prevent the balmy breezes
from fanning us, and as we were all tired, it did not
take long for the lapping of the water and the jump-
ing of the fish to lull us to slumber. Next morning
early we visited the Government Marine Transport and
African Lakes Corporation's engineering shops, and
also the private garage of one of Fort Johnston's
keenest motorists. Here we managed to become
possessed of a few of such useful motor accessories
as washers, spanners, trouser clips, oilcans, asbestos
string packing, rubber solution, etc.

The Return Journey to Zomba.
After breakfast 'no less than nine motor cyclists

were photographed in front of the Resident's house,
including we four from Zomba, three riders of 1908
Triumphs, one N.S.U., and one Roc. Most of our
friends accompanied us part of the way on our return
journey. We departed from Fort Johnston a little

after nine o'clock, and, having now a better know-
ledge of the road, we simply flew along where we
knew it was safe to do so, and arrived at Liwonde in

two hours, averaging quite t\venty-five miles per hour,
after deducting the time spent in bidding good-bye to
our Fort Johnston friends about twenty-seven miles
out Five miles from Liwonde the Brown engine,
unfortunately, seized, owing to the opening of the
drain tap at the bottom of the crank case, and the
rider had to slip off the belt and pedal to Liwonde.
After crossing the river and lunching we took the
engine to pieces with the view of putting matters right,

but our efforts were in vain, owing to the want of suit-

able tools, so we put the engine together again and
sent the machine on to Zomba under charge of a

couple of natives, and the rider followed in a machila
(hammock slung on a pole and carried by natives).

Except for this mishap our ride was in every way^

an unqualified success, nothing at all going wrong
with any of the machines. By the time we had
finished assembling the Brown we had barely two
hours of daylight left us in which to get over the

thirty-two miles of uphill road to Zom'ba, so we let

our mounts travel as fast as they would go. Twelve
miles from home we overtook a Zomba resident who
had been spending the week-end shooting on the

river, and whose push bicycle, on which he had been
riding home, failed him. He had tramped a long
M^ay, and was tired, so he was found a seat on the
luggage carrier of the Bat and whirled along to

Zomba. Thus ended one of the most enjoyable runs

the writer has ever taken part in.

One of the Four.
>—»••—^

With reference to our article, " The Path of the

Magneto Current," in the issue of November 25th,

page 928, the Bosch Magneto Co., Ltd., point out that

it is their opinion that if motor cyclists do not under-

stand the magneto it is the riders' own fault, as froni

time to time they have given publicity to the fact ;hat

they dre prepared to send gratis on application a printed

description of Bosch magnetos, "giving full working

details. The booklets referred to are particularly

well got up, and explain the principle of high tension

magneto ignition in a most clear and lucid in anner.
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A Commentary on Mr. B. H. Davics' Paper on Tricars.

9^5

IF
one might be allowed to comment upon the very

mteresting paper read by Mr. B. H. Davies before

the A.C.U. on the above subject, I should like to

do so as regards several of the points discussed.

Cost.

Mr. Davies thinks ^70 the absolute limit of price

(•or a successful light tricar. To approach this figure

he sacrifices water cooling, which is more or less

essential for the satisfactory working of the engine. If

the air-cooled engine is going to^ receive the necessary

current of air, it means that the driver has got to-

tolerate an unenclosed and bleak position, with a blast

of wind playing directly on and around his feet and
legs from the numerous eddying currents, thus making
driving a misery except in warm weather, to say

nothing of the dust and grit thus drawn up. He alsd

suggests fan cooling, but in the majority of cases fans

again create a draught, and in my opinion are an
abomination and a miserable makeshift at best. A
perfectly efficient and no-trouble thermo-syphon water-

cooling system, involving but another ^5 at most,

ensures a more efficient engine, and comfort and pro-

lection for the driver. Surely the majority of riders

will concede this point.

Type of Frame.
Mr. Davies implies that all open frame tricars have

hitherto been " whippy ' in action. I have only ridden
two or three makes, it is true, but I have never noticed

any whip, and my present machine, which has a Perry

frame, fitted with trusses or girders, is to my know-
ledge perfectly innocent of the fault, there being no
tendency towards whip at even over 30 m.p.h. This
is an ordinary unsprung frame.

Transmission.
The lecturer submits that the ideal transmission

must have two speeds. While thoroughly in accord
with him as to a reverse being unnecessary on a light

'

machine, I quite fail to see why he disapproves of a

three-speed gear. Surely three speeds are better than

two, other things being equal. In order to leave a

safety margin in the employment of a two-speed gear,

it must be so proportioned that the low gear will

successfully tackle any gradient which is likely -to be

met with. This means that about 50% of the gradients

climbed on fhe low gear could have been climbed quite

easily on an intermxcdiate gear had there been one.

Then why decide to have none of it while there are

such splendid, simple, and foolproof examples on the

market (as, for instance, the Oppermann), which have

proved themselves to be all that can reasonably be
desired, giving a wide range in the choice of gears?

. This being so, I fail to see eye to eye with Mr. Davies

on this point.

BraKes.
As regards rear brakes, what can be simpler and

better than a pedal operated metal band (with vulcanite

blocks attached) engaging an eight-inch metal drum,
the same surrounded by a metal shield as a protec-

tion from road dirt and wet? This particular system
has never failed me yet, and will hold me on prac-

tically any hill with full load, and, in combination
with powerful front brakes and the low gear in engage-

ment, I feel absolutely safe. The suggestion of a

dummy belt rim is, to sav the least of it, a trifle crude.

The Single=cylinder Engine.
While agreeing with the chairman as regards the

price of a good light tricar (^80), I submit that
his verdict on the single-cylinder engine is an unjust
one. If a "single " is such a horrible jumper, it is

very surprising to find dozens of first-class car makers
entering the arena with single-cylinder cars (both
British and Continental), and selling them like the
proverbial hot cakes, and it is self-evident that these
models are increasing in popularity. Th« fact is

that their flexibility is wonderful, also their comfort
and freedom from vibration, and in the hands of
an intelligent driver their behaviour leaves nothing to
be desired. The drawbacks to a "single" are not,
in my humble opinion, nearly sufficient to warrant the
extra cost and complication of a twin for a popular
light tricar. Surely if the majority of motor cyclists

are contented riders of singles, as they undoubtedly
are, the average light tricarist is not going to loudly
demand a twin on the grounds of vibration- more
vibration is absorbed in a tricar frame than is ever
likely to be in that of a motor bicycle. I cannot
refrain from mentally comparing the above gentlemen's
sentiments with the behaviour of my 4 h.p. single

White and Poppe water-cooled engine, which does
more than everything I can in reason demand of it,

and is, indeed, an everlasting" marvel to me. My
gear box (Oppermann three-speed) has gears of 5, 9^,
and 14 to I, and thus equipped I dare go anywhere
with my passenger, whom I have never yet had to

shed. All jumpiness in the engine is eliminated by
reason of the very range of gears Mr. Davies would
discard. For instance, if circumstances demand a

speed of less than eight miles per hour", or even ten

miles per hour, the second speed is brought into

action in perfect comfort without recourse to the low
gear, which might produce unnecessary vibration, and
would in any case mean aggravatingly slow progress.

Mr. A. F. Ilsley hits the right nail on the head
when he says that more should be heard concerning

the surviving satisfactory light tricars of to-day.

Capabilities of a Light Machine.
I think Mr. W. Randle is wrong when he sweepingly

asserts that a light machine would only do for a

twenty-five mile run if he refers to the 4 cwt. machine.
The type I am here championing is capable of doing

many thousands of miles with perfect comfort to its

users, provided correct springing is given due atten-

tion, and this could be embodied with very little extra

expense. Springing is, after all, a matter of taste,

it being quite possible to build a serviceable unsprung
machine without it sliaking to pieces.

In conclusion, I would state that I have no pecuniary

interest whatever in the articles I have mentioned by

name, my object being solely to further the light tricar

movement. P. H. Meers.
)—•••—<

vVe are in receipt of the latest catalogue of Messrs.

Siemens Brothers, of 12, Queen Anne's Gate, West-

minster, S.W.
,
Messrs. Siemens are the vendors of

every kind of ignition accessory, but their special itv

is the " Obach " dry cell, which is highly recommended
for motor cycle ignition. Special coils are also sold

intended for use with these cell^.
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mTTBRS TO THE EDITOR
s«V

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, ''The Motor Cyele," 20, Tudor Street, E.G., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

Explosions in the Silencer.

[3704.]—With refereucti to the enquiry of "' C. C." in The
oto7' Cycle of November 25th, I may say that I had exactly

e same trouble on my 3^ h.p. Minerva. I got over the

fficulty by removing the silencer altogether, or rather the

ell of it, and fitting a larger one. This shows th;it the

ouble is caused not by a bad silencer but simply by too

lall a one. I have not tlie least signs of the trouble now.
le ignition on my machine is by accumulator and coil.

S. R. RAFFETY.

Unrolled Stones.

[3705.]—Cannot somethir^g be done to prevent the authori-

is from leaving unrolled stones on the roads for weeks on
d? All the roads round here are being "repaired," which
nsists of laying stones and leaving them there to be ground

This is Cambridgeshire. All motor cyclists who ride at

ght know how dangerous new metal is, and it seems unfair
at a public authority should be allowed to ruin the roads
d endanger the lives of night riders without protest. We
know now easily tyres are destroyed by loose stones,

it so long as the roads are good enough for the sleepy
rters the authorities (some of them) think they have done
that is necessary. CEDNIV 5.

Two-Stroke Motors. A Club's Decision.

[3706.]—Considerable interest was taken in connection with
e awards of the Coventry Motor Club's hill-climb at Newn-
m, owing to tlie fact that a two-stroke machine was
tered and secured first_ place in the particular classes, and
me difficulty was anticipated in applying the rules govern-

l the contest as regards making the awards. The matter
IS referred to the A.C.U., and thoroughly threshed out

it and the committee of our club, and in your issue
November 11th, in Club News, Avas made the announcement
this club's decision that the published awards should stand.
As I find that some of the competitors do not seem to have
ad this notification, I shall be glad if you would publish
's- ERIC W. WALFORD,

Hon. sec. Coventrv Motor Club.

Mounting by the Pedal.

[3707.]—I noticed in a recent issue of your most delight-
1 paper in "Hints and Tips," under paragraph 265, the
thor niakes a statement which I fully endorse, "To mount
a ewingmg pedal is a method almost certain in time to

id to disaster."

a cropperI came
ne ago by

while mounting

some
^ the

dal while mounting, and
is led me to fix up a step

. the machine which I find,
a great extent, minimises

e risk of a spill in mount-
g-

I enclose a sketch of the
ivice which I think would
> easily applicable to most
ikes of machines. Those riders who retain pedals and who
casionally use them to assist the engine if adopting this
ea would require to fix the step sufficiently far back on the
ime to clear the heel of the boot while pedalling.
The sketch shows the step carried by two members of the
ime. This method of fixing I use on "a lightweight machine
lilt of thin tubing, but is unnecessary on the average strong
otoT cycle frame. Eg 153

Dry Batteries.

[3708.]—In your issue of November 4th we notice a
letter signed "Jack Kneiff," who states that he uses dry
batteries (cost about 36.) and can do about 2,500 miles with
each.

Now batteries like tiiese would be worth having, as
we have some thirty-five motor cycles running, which we
have to supply with dry batteries, and we have tried every
known make, and the best we can do is from 600 to 800 miles
on a set of three. If Mr. Kneiff would kindly oblige with
the manufacturer's name we should be very much indebted
to him. We think if dry batteries can be got to do such
good service at such a small cost that both magneto and
accumulator ignition will take a back seat.

Toronto. TANGENT CYCLE CO.

Tandem Attachments.

[3709.]—In answer to "C.M.F.," my experience of tandems
proper and tandem attachments is just large enough to make
me infinitely prefer the tandem proper to the tandem attach-
ment, on every score except that of cheapness. I will contrast
my opinions of the two types tabularly as follows :

Tandem Proper.
Comfortable.
Easy to mount.
Easy to start.

Passenger keeps clean.

Does not skid.

Weight inside wheelbase.
Steering delightful.

Tandem Aitachment.
Uncomfortable.
Awkward to mount.
Awkward to start.

Passenger gets very dirty.

Skids horribly.

Weight all upon rear wheel.
Front wheel hops.

I sympathise with the owner of the tandem, the engine of

which was controlled by the non-steering passenger. He
must have been the largest sort of juggins. I am sorry, for
" C. M. F.'s" sake, that I dislike the tandem attachment,
about which he is so enthusiastic, biit my lady passenger
does not wear bloomers, and the side-saddle-pillion type of

rear attachment is not one that many girls or many men will

ever favour. B. H. DAVIES.

An All-British Machine.

[3710.]—I read with interest your correspondent's letter
'' An All-Briiish Machine," and I certainly think his is an
isolated case. I have always been a rider of British

machines, which include two Rex, two Humbers, one Stevens,

one Rover, and four fitted with J.A.P. engines, and I can
truly say I have never had a serious break with either

engines or frames, the only breaks at all being two inlet

springs and two exhaust valves, which I think is a good
record for all-British stuff.

I have ridden a 6 h.p. Bat-J.A.P. for the past eight

months for business and pleasure nearly every day without
an engine stop, and have found it as reliable as a push
bicycle.

I hope your correspondent will be satisfied with the twin
Continental when he gets it, for while my all-British has
been behaving itself perfectly this year, I will give you the

happenings to three machines of foreign make owned by
friends. ^First, a single-cylindet of good make developed a

cracked valve seating, which meant scrapping the cylinder.

Second, a twin of well-known make pulled up suddenly one
day with a smash ; result, broken connecting rod and piston

smashed to pieces. Third, a single-cylinder, with automatic
carburetter, never could be got running properly, which
resulted in getting a British carburetter. My order next
year will certainly be ALL BRITISH.^
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Dome Topped Pistons.

[3711.]—With regard to the Triumph piston, illustrated
in The Motor Cycle of November 25th, I may say that I

fitted my motor bicycle—which wa.s

home-made—with rings .similar to this

five years ago, and made the piston

dome shaped. I altered it afterwards
and ma<ie it concave. I fitted two
rings at the top and one ring below
the gudgeon pin, so this is no new idea

to me. My piston is similar to the

drawing enclosed. I tried one ring at

the top and one at the bottom but found
the piston much better with two rings

at the top and one at the bottom. E. CATTELL.

[3712.]—I fail to see the advantage of the domed piston
fitted to one or two of the leading makes for 1909. I am
told that the oil will drain off the top of the piston to the
•cylinder walls and lubricate the cylinder better. This may
be so for the first few miles, but the oil will drain from the
centre of the piston head as far as the top piston ring, where
its progress will be arre.sted. There will therefore be an
accumulation of oil round the outside edge of the piston head,
especially just wdien the engine lias stopped after a run, and
this being wfhen it is most heated.

This accumulation of oil round the edge of the piston will

then form into carbon deposit. This formation of carbon
deposit on the outer edge of the piston will very soon become
sufficient to prevtnt the oil draining from the top as far as

the cylinder wall. Not only this, it will gradually continue
upwards until it has reached the centre of the piston head, and
then there will be a flat surface of carbon deposit all over the

piston head, and then where is your dome-shaped piston?

Also is it not a mistake to make a piston the s^ame diameter
all the way over? Is it not better to make it with a slightly

smaller diameter in tlie middle, to enable oil to accumulate
there, and so well lubricate the cylinder ? FLAT TOP.

i^SES)

[3713.]—With reference to I\li-. B. H. Davies's article in

your last issue on the subject of " Roadster Motor Bicycles at

the Stanley," your contributor appears unaware of the fact

that domed pistons, pistons Avith a ring at the lower end,

and pistons with rings with a step-cut joint, have one and
all been used on well-known cars for years. It is therefore

hardly fair to car designers to say that the special pistons

shown at this exhibition will be widely copied on cars. It

is rather the other way about ; and I may add that it was
some two years ox so back when I first suggested to members
of the trade that car practice could show them something
in this respect.

Mr. Davies mentions the Douglas, but he says nothing of

their piston, which has been specially turned with oil grooves
and spaces to ensm-e efficient lubrication in what certainly

appears to be an eft'ective Avay. J. W. G. BROOKER.
[Both the convex and concave piston in connection with motor

cycle engines are much older than Mr. Davies or Mr.
Brooker appears to imagine.

—

Ed.]

A Problem to be Solved.

[3714.]— I have been much interested of late in various

letters in your paper with regard to two engine phenomena.
Your American correspondent, iNIr. Ovington, obtains what
he calls an abnormal condition by the use of copious oil in

his four-cylinder, and only obtained this condition when he
can get a good start as it were down hill. But is this con-

dition abnormal? I have read the views of your many corre-

spondents, and am convinced that the condition is merely
one of perfectly normal efficiency. That it is not common is

the fault of the designs and users of modern engines. Any
well -designed engine .should attain this condition which is

dependant only ujDon obtaining a high maximum r.p.m. , and
many engines have done it, notably ]Mr. Ovington's four-

cylinder F.N. and the old 4 h.p. twin Werner. Anyone who
has heard the latter engine pass from a buzz to a roar, and
then to a high-pitched singing note, knows that the average
engine falls short of ever really obtaining the maximum
efficiency obtained only at maximum r.p.m. The 2^ h.p.

J. A. P. will do something very like it. Now, the notable
part about these engines is that they all are extremely light

in the reciprocating unit, and in this fact, I think, lies their

faculty of obtaining an "abnormal" Condition.

967

With regard to an increase of speed on slightly lifting
exhaust valves. This is a common symptom which I person-
allyvhave experienced on two machines. My theory is that
It only is observable at fairly high engine speeds, and is due
to the natural spring in the human fingers overcoming and
neutralising the inertia set up by the chattering of the valve
upon its seat. The finger pressure is not .strong enough to
keep the valve off its seating when it should be closed, but
it assists and softens the cam action and softens the rebound
of the spring.

I think we should probably find that where this symptom
occurs the machine could take a little less clearance between
stem and tappet and a slightly longer duration of valve open-
ing with advantage. This view- of the subject is the one held
to my knowledge by several well-known experts, and as the
matter has caused me much wonderment on former occasions,
I think it well that it should be explained if possible.

BERNARD SIFFKEN.

Motor Cycling in New Zealand.

[3715.]—I think perhaps a few lines on motor cycling in
New Zealand may be of interest to some of your many sub-
scribers. The province in which I reside is called Canter-
bury, and the plain extends for many miles without a hill
of any sort; hence the very heavy machine is not much used
here. The motor bicycle 'is fairly popular, and there are a
fair number about. There are practically only four makes
of_ machines on the market, namely, the Triumph, F.N.,
Minerva, and Brown, but owing to "prices being so absurdlv
high there are not nearly as many motor cycles on- the road
as there might be. After studying yoirr most excellent
paper. The Motor Cycle, and reading of the wonderful per-
formances of British-built motor cycles, I have often wondered
why the manufacturers cannot see their way to put their
machines on the market here at something like a reasonable
price. Many British machines are practically unknown here.
Another thing I should like to point out is that, so far as

I can see, most of the lightweights are built with the idea
o_f running them on your nice smooth English and Con-
tinent;al roads. Here in New Zealand the roads are smooth
only in places. In other parts the less said about them the
better, but they are bad enough to shorten the life of some
of the otherwise splendid lightweights very considerably ; so
T think if manufacturers, when consigning machines, light or
heavy, to the colonies, would consider that our roads are not
good, they might then build their machines to withstand
better the knocking about they receive. W. L. >S.

Canterbury.

Magneto Manufacture.

[3716.]—With reference to the Premier Accumulator Co.'s

letter [No. 3701] in your issue of December 2nd, may we
claim a little more of your valuable space in order to reply
to this company's remarks.
We think if the writer of this letter had studied Mr.

Jackson's letter [No. 3657] and our reply, he would not lave
written exactly as he has; but, in any case, it would appear
that little result would accrue were we to again go over the

various points in rotation as he has done. We therefore

propose to place before your readers one or two questions.

1. What is the most popular form of ignition apparatus

at the present time ?

We think that the fact that the Bosch magneto claims this

distinction cannot be disputed by any person.

2. What is the reason for its popularity?

The answer to this question would be found in the fact

that the Bosch Magneto Cb. was at any ratejane of the

pioneers of the magneto industry, realising at a very early

stage of the motor movement that something better and
more reliable than coil and accumulator was necessary for the

ignition of internal combustion engines, and, having realised

this, got to work and passed through the experimental stage

while electrical engineers in this country were all .saying

that magneto ignition would never come into vogue. Surely

one is not out of place in stating that English manufacturers

lacked enterprise, and in this connection it is interesting to

note that the editor in the issue of The Motor Cycle dated

November 11th stated that the largest British electrical firms

are soa.ewhat apathetic with regard to motor ignition.

With regard to your correspondent's statement that
_
the

writer of our previous letter has a great deal to learn, this is
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ot disputed for one second, but in any case we are now
lanufacturing more than fifty different types of magnetos, and
11 are necessary to meet the various requirements of the motor
ycle and motor car industry, and when the gentleman who is

ssponsible for the statements made in your letter has gained

little more experience in connection with his machine, and
he difficulties attending the marketing of same, we feel sure

tiat he will take a somewhat different view of the situation.

It must not be supposed for one moment that there was
ny intention in our previous letter to convey the meaning
hat the Bosch Magneto Co. is the only firm thnt can manu-
icture magnetos. This is not the case, but one thing is

srtain, and that is that no reasonable-minded man would
pacify a comparatively unknown type of ignition for his

lotor cycle when he can have a magneto of undoubted reli-

bility at the same price.

The position of the magneto industry in this country is

luch the same as the motor car industry was some years

The miniature Max made its second appearance at the Stanley Show in an
Improved form. The engine pulley is geared down, permitting the use of

larger pulleys. The engine is of 2 h.p., with Simms magneto, and
the carburetter controlled from the handle-bar.

go, when Continental companies had such a tremendous lead
y the design and manufacture of motor cars, and we paid
bose Continental companies the highest compliment in copying
lieir designs

;
precisely in the same way would-be manuf ac-

arers of magnetos in this country have not struck original

leas for themselves, but have purcha.=ed Continental models
nd copied them. The latest instance that we can call to.

lind in this connection is the fact that in one year no less

ban three firms have made a very close imitation of the
>osch dual ignition apparatus. This fa<;t in itself is the
reatest proof that the designs and methods adopted by the
losch Co. are considered to be the best, otherwise they would
ot be so quickly copied by their competitors.

THE BOSCH" MAGNETO CO., LTD.,
. Arthur E. Bennett, Technical Manager.

Motor Tricycles.

[3717.]—As a student of cycling, and of an age that
recludes me from attempting to ride a motor bicycle, I have
ften wondered why motor engineers have not given more
onsideration to motor tricycles. I for one would be glad to
nd manufacturers attempting to put on the market a
ricycle with single wheel in front and driven by belt or gear
5 back axle. Is it too much to hope for ? There are hundreds
f persons who would become devotees of motor tricycling
- a good pattern machine could be placed on the market.
Personally, I have visited the cycle shows of this country
rom time to time, and with regret cannot even see or hear
f an attempt at putting one on the market. Will not some
nterprising firm take this matter up?

A TRICYCLE RIDER.
rhe Abingdon Works Co., now the Abingdon-Ecco Co.,
placed a single steering double driving tricycle on the
market about two or three years ago, but it has not been
heard of lately.

—

Ed.]

Motor Cycling in Australia.

[3718.]—Motor cycle doings in South Australia are going:

to boom this year. We have now two clubs—the Automobile
Club of South Australia and the newly formed motor section
of the Norwood Cycle and Motor Club. Both these clubE^

have had their opening runs, and a great muster took place
at each. The Automobile Club has just elected a new secre-

tary, who promises plenty of sport ; while the Norwoods
are out already with a list of club runs and contests, and all

motor cyclists are looking forward to an enjoyable season.

The Norwood held its annual dinner recently, and it proved to

be the most successful ever held. Programme and report
sent under separate cover together with " Automobile Club
Year Book " and a copy of our newly inaugurated motor
journal. The Australian Motorist. This is a Victorian
journal, although its future editions will devote a page or

two to South Australia contributed by one of our own scribes.

From the papers sent you can see we are fully alive afr

regards motor cycling and motoring in general, and I hope
to ^end some good accounts as the various events are

decided. I am a member of both clubs, and between them
we are to have a run every Saturday, our first contest to take
place next month (November), the nature of which is not
fixed yet.

We have some beautiful scenery and places of interest,

mostly or nearly all in hilly country, and let me say here-

that our hills are rather more severe than those often men-
tioned by you. The road surfaces and corners are a great

deal worse, and on the flat we have no long stretches of nice-

smooth roads one so often reads about in your valued journal.

However, we colonials are a jovial lot, and I can assure you
the motor cyclists here enjoy life to no small tune, even under
our poor touring conditions, to say nothing of the prejudice

of the anti-motoring public, who are always too ready to

over-estimate the speed and carelessne.ss of motorists in

general.

The machines mo.stly in use here are single cylinders, the
Minerva still being the most popular. The local makers-
build their own frames with ]Minerva engines, and although
they all or nearly all call the machine by their names, the-

bulk of the engines used are Minerva 2| h.p. Magneto-
ignition is now almost universal. Twin cylinders, mostly
Peugeot, are becoming more popular, and F.N. four-cylinders^

have a few enthusiasts. Also a local make called the Lewis,
water-cooled, is well pu.shed. Lightweights are not altogether

a success. Our roads are not good enough for that type,

although they are good machines in their way ; they are

unsuitable for the rough work they are put to. The N.S.U.'s
have come On of late with a rush, and, of course, like any
new make well boomed, have caught on, but it is too early

yet to comment on them. Personally, I fear they are geared
far too low—about a 3^in. engine pulley and a 21in. belt

pulley—for our warm climate.

As to our riders, we have some good ones—exceptionally

good—and I will turn up some of our records at an early

date. Those I can remember are : Mile track record, Im.
5s. (not on a Brooklands track, but on our Oval, about three

laps to the mile, and not highly banked) ; hill-climb up a

severe hill, bad surface, and numerous bad turns, average
gradient 1 in 8^ for two and a half miles, at the rate of

twenty-eight miles an hour ; reliability run of sixty-four-

miles over all sorts of country, penalty one point for every
minute ahead or behind at controls—some secret ones, too

—

one rider gained maximum points (100) besides numerous
instances where riders have ridden hundreds of miles over
some very bad roads and beaten the railway trains, in one-

instanc-^ with a passenger on a M.H. carrier over 100 miles-

and then beat the train by a good deal.

Adelaide, South Australia. SAMOTOR.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
" T. F." (Ireland) would like to know the name of a really-

reliable non-skid tyre or detachable cover for winter riding.

NOTICE.
The Editor disclaims all legal responsibility in any way for

loss of copy in the form of manuscript, drawings, or photographs
submitted to him. Rejected manuscript, drawings, and photo-
graphs will only be returned provided a stamped addressed
envelope is enclosed for the purpose.
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Running with the Wind.
My postbag contains an interesting letter from the

owner of a i^ h.p. F.N. He complains that

makers' advertisements exaggerate the average speed
which can be maintained with lightweight machines
in general, his opinion being that sixteen to eighteen

miles per hour is their limit. My own experience

differs from his ; I find that if stoppages are excluded

Y can easily keep up a legal limit average with any

lightw^eight I have tried ; but that on an all day ride

the average usually works out at his figure, owing
to stops for meals, punctures, and belt adjustments.

Secondly, he says lightweights are very susceptible to

the direction of the wind. This is obviously true.

An ordinary steady breeze travels at about ten or

twelve miles an hour. If a motor cycle is travelling

with the wind at, say, sixteen miles an hour there

is very little draught playing on the engine, and the

conditions approximate to those under which an engine

is run on the stand. At the same time this trouble

can always be met by slightly more generous lubrica-

tion than usual. He concludes with a well deserved

eulogy of the geared down pulley fitted to the 1908

F.N. lightweight. I wonder if he noticed a geared

down variable pulley on an accessory stand at the

Stanley. It looked rather a good thing to me, though

I have yet to try it on the road.

Hill=clinibiTig in Ceylon.
Any reader who is thinking of taking a motor cycle

out to Ceylon should undoubtedly select a low com-

pression engine, assisted by a variable gear, for a
,

Ceylon motor cyclist tells me that the country is

rich in terrible ascents
—

" jumping snakes could not

get up some of them." The roads keep curling round

and round upon themselves, and he mentions one

ascent thirteen miles in length, with an average grade

.of I in 12, and frequent patches of i in 4, 5, 6, and 7.

This is Sutton outsuttoned indeed, or most " suttonly
"

a genuine hill.
'

Ingenious Carburetters.

From a number of drawings I have seen recently it

appears possible that the carburetter of the future may
embody some mechanical devices. Already a good

many carburetters incorporate spring actuated devices

roughly resembling an automatic inlet valve, and just

as the automatic inlet valve is gradually disappearing •

from engine practice so the automatic -valve on car-

buretters may presently be supplanted by a more

positive device. I saw several special hill-climbing

machines at various events this year, which contained

mechanically operated fuel or air feeds, and there is

now to hand a design in which a very simple form

of mechanically operated valve increases the flow of

petrol in exact proportion to the speed of the engine.

The advantages of such designs are increased flexi--

bility, absolutely automatic action, and the removal

of the inertia inseparable from atmospherically

operated val>/es.

'jcion

The Silent Knight Engine.
Many motor cyclists found their way to Olympia,

and instantly made tracks for one of the three Silent

Knight engines exhibited there. Our hopes that the
Minerva people would shortly produce an air-cooled

sample of it w^ere greatly intensified by a view of a

sample engine cut open, and revolved by hand. Our
distrust of the two concentric sleeves within which the
piston works was reduced to a minimum when we saw
for ourselves the low speed and short travel of these

sliding sleeves. On the big stroke sample staged the

travel of the sleeves did not exceed an inch, and would
be slightly less on a 3in. stroke, while the speed of the

sleeves was correspondingly slow. I suppose the whole
question, from a motor cycle point of view, is simply
whether the friction entailed by the design is too

excessive for a miniature engine or not ; and I do not

for a moment suppose the friction will be excessive,

since the power curves of the big Daimler engines are

apparently better than any secured from a poppet valve

engine of similar capacity. Tin passant, I hear that

other designs of slide valve engines are likely to make
an appearance before many months are past.

Vaporising of Lubricating Oil.

One alleged explanation of Mr. Earle L. Ovington's

F.N.'s occasional fits of abnormal speed is the

vaporisation of lubricating oil

at very high temperatures.

About six years ago I had an

experience with a 10-12 h.p.

Darracq car, which the experts

told me could only be ex-

.
plained on a similar supposi-

tion. We ran short of lubri-

cating oil, and travelled a

dozen miles or so on a scanty

supply of a very thin oil,

which, if my memory serves me
rightly, was actually salad oil.

On entering our garage, the

engine refused to stop when the

accumulators were switched off.

I promptly shut off the petrol

tap, but the engine continued

to fire away merrily, knocking

and pounding in a way which

threatened a broken crank-

shaft
Kiirro ^vr-f^-nr-h uxM^ nncrrpwprl frame was twisted in the manner
iiuge wrencn, ana unscrewea

sjjo^. Despite the strain, it did

the inlet pipe at its union to not give way at any point.

the carburetter. By this time

two or three minutes had elapsed, but the engine still

refused to stop. Finally I got out another spanner,

intending to take out a valve, and just as I started work

the engine at last ceased firing. Several experts told me
the engine had been vaporising lubricating oil,_ and I

think 'they must have been correct, as the oil used

must have had an extremely low flash point.

i

Whilst one ol the 1909 pattern

Rex Motor Bicycles was under-
going trial, it came into sudden

In this dilemma I got a collision with an obstacle.and the
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IN PRAISE OF A PASSENGER MOTOR CYCLE.

By ED 232.

ANY motor cyclists are

now considering the

question of their

1909 mount, and
possibly a passenger attach-

ment for same. To these the

following details and photo-

graphs of a unique combina-
tion of which I am the proud

and satisfied owner will no doubt prove in

teresting. I should first of all remark that I

did not work up to my present 6 h.p. twin-

cylinder machine through a series of gradually increas-

ing horse-powers in single-cylinder machines like most

motor cyclists. No! In my earlier motoring days I

looked askance at a "common" motor bicycle. In

spite of a strictly limited income, nothing but a real

genuine motor car would do So one fine .day, after

parting with 180 carefully saved and
hoarded "Jimmy O' Goblins," I became
the proud owner of a two-seated 6 h.p.

single-cylinder motor car, with three

speeds and reverse, capable of about

thirty miles per gallon and a top speed of about twenty

four miles per hour. A list carefully kept of the

expenses incurred made quite a formidable total, anc
I decided at the end of the first year it was more than

I could afford.

Experiences with a Tricar and Motor Bicycle.

So I sold it, and with the money realised I invested,

on the score of upkeep, in a 5 h.p. single-cylinder

chain-driven tricar of well-known make, with coach-

built and well sprung front seat, but rigid frame and
back seat. This was speedier and far more economical
than the car, but oh ! the agony of that back seat over

Passenger about to enter sidecar.

Driver and passenger seated.

Starting the engine by means of the Roc clutch and handle.

Now we're off. Goodbye !
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in Praise ot a Passenger^Motor Cycle.—
any but the best roads, the excessive vibration owing
to the three tracks, the inaccessibility and the unsoci-

ability of it ! Once again I made use of The Motor
Cycle sales columns.
What next ? Well ! my wife told me not to bother

about her, but get a motor bicycle. So my next venture

was a 1908 Triumph, and as a single this was all that

could be wished, but after a time, knowing that the

partner of my joys and sorrows was left lonely at home,
the suggestion of a sidecar was gladly received. Of
course, that meant a two-speed gear and free engine.

Should I fit these to the Triumph, or sell it and buy a

machine with these improvements already fitted ?

A Machine for Sidecar Work.
I decided to buy a new machine, so once again my

" auto " was for sale. And then, glad day ! I purchased
a two-cylinder 5 h.p. Roc motor bicycle, Peugeot
engine, with Roc two-speed gear and free engine clutch,

and it did not take long for me to discover I had got

a good thing. No sudden dismounts in traflfic

!

^nstead, just take the high speed gear out of action

dth a touch of a pedal, bring machine to rest with the
• rakes, and put one foot down, with engine running

nd throttled down by handle-bar levers ; then, with the

oad clear, gradually press the pedal, and off again,

A'ithout the usual shove to start and leap into the

saddle. I found the bicycle capable of doing fifty

miles per hour, or two miles per hour on the low gear

—which gives a 50% reduction—and about 80 miles

to the gallon of petrol. Next came the question of a

sidecar attachment. Which kind is best? Fixed,

flexible, or castor wheel ? All had their champions,
but none really pleased me. I noticed an illustration

of the Lowen patent two-wheeled sidecar in The Motor
Cycle, and as this was evidently on the right lines I

got one, and fitted it to the Roc, and here at last I

found all I wished for. When attached to the motor
bicycle (a matter of five minutes at the outside, with

patent spring bolts, no tools of any kind being needed)

the wheels run in track just as any other four-wheeled

conveyance, the front steering wheel of sidecar being

roup led with the steering head of bicycle. Running
on four wheels, there is, of course, no vestige of side

strain ; the seat is beautifully sprung, roomy, and well

upholstered ; the front is brought up to height of

passenger's knees, and side doors .are fitted like a car,

making a completely draught-proof well for the protec-

tion of the passenger. The sociability of the sidecar is

a great point in its favour, and conversation is easy.

Both the front forks of the bicycle and those of the

sidecar are suspended on springs, which, of course,

means added comfort to passenger and driver. I

use a lin. Whittle Link Grip belt, as this is the only

one I have found equal to passenger work.

License Fees £ 1 1 Os. *

A trailer license is required in addition to the motor
cycle license, making 30s. in all. The petrol con-

sumption with two up works out about seventy miles

per gallon. Forty miles per hour is the top speed

with sidecar, and I have yet to find a hill it won't sur-

mount on the low gear. I would like here to answer
two objections frequently heard of late against the

Roc machine and gear, which makes me wonder if they

are at all inspired.

First, handle starting. I find no difficulty in this,

because, before attempting to start up by handle, I

inject paraflSn to loosen the pistons. This being accom-
plished, I have no trouble in rotating the engine at a
good speed, as the engine is geared up. Provided
everything is in order, the engine fires as soon as the
valve lifter is released.

Secondly, slipping of brake bands. I have not
experienced this even on steep hills with a weight of
7 cwts.

Most of the correspondents who complain of slipping
write of oil leaking out of the gears and getting on
brake drums and bands. If they mean ordinary engine
oil, no doubt they have trouble. The gear case does
not require to be " oil " tight, nor is it so. The proper
medium for lubricating the gears is " grease

'

' or
"graphite gear grease," which is a "solidified" oil,

and never becomes sufficiently liquid to run out of the
gear case, or get on the drums or brakes and cause
slipping.

Finally, as to the cost, the outfit illustrated cost me
about £&o with all accessories. A 4 h.p. single-cylin-

der machine and less elaborate body to sidecar would
reduce the cost considerably. The Lowen sidecar is

adjustable in every direction, and will fit any make of

motor bicycle. It is strongly constructed, and the

method of attachment is good. I can thoroughly
recommend this combination to anyone anxious to

possess a satisfactoiy passenger outfit, two or four-

wheeled at will. I may add I have no interest in either

the motor bicycle or the sidecar mentioned other than

that of a well-satisfied owner.

^—••«
A RELIABILITY TRIAL IN AMERICA.

EARLY last month the New York Motor Cycle
Club held a so-called endurance contest over a

course of 150 miles of hilly and most
treacherously slippery road. Sixteen riders

were entered, and at the end of the run America had

Miasaaasasiaia

Two N.S.U. riders who made non-stop runs In the Mew York M.C.C.
endurance contest.

one perfect score and a few battered ones, which,

however, was suflScient to beat the team representing

Europe, w^hich team, however, had two perfect scores.

The motor cyclists upholding Europe's reputation

were D. Molin (6 h.p. twin N.S.U.) and Fred

Voelker (3^ h.p. N.S.U.). They are portrayed in

the above illustration.
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SPECIAL FEfATUJ^S

motor cycles at the
Paris salon.

PASSENGER MOTOR CYCLES.

TIME TO LIGHT LAMPS.—Dec. 9th, 4.50 p.m. ; Dec. 12th, 4.49 p.m. ; Dec. 16th. 4.49 p.m.

e Demand for Motor Cycles.

We are informed on good authority

lat the output of a certain firm of

otor cycle manufacturers in Coventry
IS been booked up to the end of May
iXt.

Interest to Birmingham Biders.

A local reader asks us to warn motor
'clists that the police and magistrates
Acocks Green Court, Birmingham,

e rabid anti-motorists, and riders

issing through that district should be
:tremely careful how they proceed.

6 Most Powerful Tricar.

The tricar illustrated on this page
, we 'Should imagine, the most
>werful three-wheeler at present on
le road. It is propelled by a 15-20

p. Mutel four-cylinder engine, 4in.

Y Sin. bore and stroke, and has a
rebs carburetter, pump circulation,

are clutch, accumulator ignition

The World's Hour Record.

The A.C.U. Competitions Committee
at its last meeting had before it the
claim for the Hour ]\[otor Cycle Record
recently made at Brook) ands by !Mr. C.

I{. Collier. The distance originally re-

turned was 70 miles 105 yards, measured
from the 50ft. line, but as the Union
rules stipulate that motor cycle records
made at Brooklands shall be taken
from the 10ft. line, the committee has
decided that it can only recognise the
distance as 67 miles 1,655 yards, which
record has been duly passed. Even
now, there is a good margin between
Giuppone's previous best.

A Prominent American Motor Cyclist in England.

On Wednesday last ]\Ir. Earle L.
Ovington, president of the Federation'
of Ameiican j\Iotor Cyclists, was enter-

tained at dinner at the Royal Automo-
bile Club by several prominent mem-

A 16-20 four-cylinder tricar on substantial lines owned by Mr. Wm. E. Gibson. A specification
' of the machine is given in a paragraph on this page.

y high tension distributer. Two for-

aid speeds are arranged on two
oss-snafts behind the engine, and the
lal drive is by chain. The wire
heels are fitted with 810 by 100 mm.
unlop tyres, and, as may be expected,

e standing well. All wheels are
)rung on long laminated springs, and
le frame is of channel steel. The
jtrol tank is behind the seat. Easy
imoval of the back wheel has been
:ovided for, without undoing the
lain or interfering with brake or
yher adjustments. The owner, Mr.
J. E. Gibson, of Teddington, telle us
lat the ttricar gives no trouble, and
i drove it from Edinburgh to Ted-
ngton a few weeks ago.

bers of the Auto Cycle Union Com-
mittee. Those present were Mr. Robert
Todd, chairman, iNIr. Ovington, ]Mr. F.
Straight, secretary, and Messr*. W. H.
Weils, A. G. Reynolds, and E. M. P.
Boileau. After dinner Mr. Ovington
regaled the party with some delight-

fully told experiences of motor cycling
in the United States, and stated his
views on British and Continental
machines. He regarded these, especi-

ally the British productions, as being
far superior in every respect to those in

use in America, but to use his own
words, he considered that the American
racing machines would make the British
motor cycling public sit up and take
notice.

The Vanderbilt Cup Race.

One of his most interesting experi-

ences wajj when he, in company with
other motor cyclists, were told off to

keep the course clear during the recent
Vanderbilt Cup Race, and to appreciate
this it must be mentioned that from all

accounts American crowds are more
than unruly. Neither police, special

constables, nor volunteers with un-
loaded rifles served to keep the throng
back. But a few motor bicycles con-_

tinually driven as fast as possible with
cut-outs open, at anyone who happened
to be in the way, were he spectator or
constable, worked wonders. According
to the narrator, the effect was quite
wonderful, and the crowd just melted
away.

Amateurs and Trade Riders.

Another point under discussion was
the misunderstanding that ha-s arisen
in the institution which Mr. Ovington
represented, concerning the amateur
question. Our readers will remember
that I\Ir. T. K. Hastings, the popular
American, got into trouble with the
Federation through competing with
English professionals. On Wednesday
evening the definition of a ".private
owner," as drawn up by the A.C.U.

,

was pointed out to INIr. Ovington, with
the result that the matter is now in a
fair way to be cleared up. It may be
stated with practical certainty that in

future, American amateurs will be able
to come over and take part in our com-
petitions without fear of suspension.

A Meeting at Broolflands Suggested.

Vlv. Ovington is particularly anxious
tor the A.C.U. to arrange an inter-
national, or rather an inter-American,
motor cycle race at Brooklands in the
Spring. After some discussion it was
suggested that the competition should
be an hour race, open to single-cylin-
der machines having a capacity not ex-
ceeding 500 cubic centimetres, and to
twins having a cubical capacity not ex-
ceeding 1,000 c.c, Mr. Ovington being
of the opinion that these limits should
be the standard for all A.C.U. com-
petitions. Mr. Ovington is agent for
the F.N. motor bicycle in the United
States, and has done much to popular-
ise that excellent machine in his
country. He has expressed himself to
be delighted with London, and is much
gratified at the mawner in which he has
been received over here. Such meet-
ings as these do much to cement friendly
feeling between nations. Would that
our attempts to promote international
contests between certain continental
countries had met with greater success.
If the Americans do come over they
will be certa,in of a hearty welcome.
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News from AJ Points ot the Compass.

Readers and corrc'spondenfcs of The
Mouor Cycle are scattered all over the
world, and the present issue alone con-
tains motor cycling news from New
Zealand, South Australia, Tasmania,
Nyasaland, South Africa, Canada,
Ceylon, Vancouver, Long Island,
America, Normandy, Brittany, France,
Germany, Denmaxk, and Belgium.

Track Race in tke IJ.S.A.

In a 100 miles race at Birmingham,
Alabama, on the 24th ult., Robert
Stubbs, of that city, won, com-
pleting the distance in Ih. 47m.
44s. The track was a dirt track
with practically no banking.
Stubbs rode a 5 h.p. twin-cylin-
der Indian. The speed works
out at about 55^ miles per hour.

A Projected Race Meeting.

A motor cycle race meeting
under the auspices of the Federa-
tion of American Motor Cyclists
was to have been held recently
over the Long Island Motor
Parkway, but the President of
the Federation declared the
weather was too cold. A race
meeting on a big scale, however,
will be held early next year. The
new Long Island Parkway differs
from Brooklands in that the
course is practically straight. The sur-
face consists of concrete, and the track
is reserved exclusively for motorists.

Serious Fire at Halifax.

We learn that a somewhat serious
fire occurred at the premises occupied
by Mr. E. Farrar, Albion Works,
Square Road, Halifax, on Thursday
night last. The fire, it appears, broke
out about 11.20 p.m., and spread to
the storey above, occupied by a firm of
underclothing manufacturers. The
damage to Mr. Farrar's stock was con-
siderable, several motor cycles and a
quantity of tyres and accessories having
been completely ruined. Those of our
readers who have goods on order from
this firm will doubtless give them a
little extra time in which to supply.

k Correction.

We regret that there are one or two
errors in Mr. H. Hewitt Griffin's ana-
lytical abstract of motor cycles ex-

hibited at the Stanley Show and pub-
lished last week. With regard to the

Rex machines, the whole of the thirteen
machines shown were fitted with mag-
neto ignition, not battery ignition,

eight single-cylinder Rex machines hati

M.O.I. v., and five twin-cylinder
machines A.O.I.V., instead of thirteen
M.O.I.V. Also eight of these machines
had pedals instead of four. In the case
of the Vindec motor cycles, a number
of those were shown witho'.tt pedals,
whereas the table gives all Vindecs as

with pedals. The same remarks apply
to the Triumph motor cycles.

FUTURE EVENTS.
Nov. a8 to Dec. 13-;—Paris Salon Exhibition oi Motor

Cycles, Cars, and Accessories.

Dec. 10.—Essex M.C. Paper by Mr. H. G. Cove on
"Motor Cycles, Accessories, etc."

„ 13—Motor Cycling Club Annual Dinner.

„ 16—Motor Union General Committee Meeting.

,, 19—North West London M.C.C. Second Annual
Dinner and Distribution of Prizes.

Jan. 7—(Provisionals Essex M.C. Paper by Mr. H. M.
Wyatt on "Magnetos."

,, 16-23—Motor Cycle Show at Madison Square
Garden, New York.

,, 20—Auto Cycle Union [Annual Dinner, preceded
by the Council Meeting.

,. 23—Essex M.C. Annual Dinner.

Germany's Foreign Trade in Motor Cycles.

During the first ten months of 1908,
both Germany's purchases and sales fell

off in comparison with a like period in

the foregoing twelve months. The im-
ports fell from 22,900 to 20,900 kilos.

This means a difference of over £600.
Belgium succeeded in slightly increas-

ing her exports to Germany. Germany's
exports underwent a marked change,
her sales dropping from 173,500 to
116,300 kilos. The official valuation
being 750 marks per 100 kilos, the
values fell from 1,301.250 to 872.250
marks, or, expressed in English money,
a fall of more than £21,400. England,
however, purchased more motor cycles,

although only a matter of 14 cwts. The
exports to Denmark dropped from 24,800
to 11,300 kilos. In all, Germany ex-
ported 773 machines fewer than in 1907.

Another Motor Cycle Stolen.

On Saturday, November 28th, a 1^
h.p. lightweight N.S.U. motor cycle
was obtained on appro, from Mr. C. A.

Hunter, 45, Park Street, Bristol, anu
has not sincie been returned. It has
magneto ignition. Palmer tyre on back,

' petrol pipe bent out of original shape,

no struts from girders to crown. Any
reader who is offered this machine for

sale is asked to communicate immedi-
ately with the police or with Mr.
Hunter.

Damages tor a Motor Cyclist.

At the Wandsworth County Court,
on Friday last, Costa John Malakates

sued the Motor Cabs, Ltd., of

Queen's Road, Battersea, for £73
19s. damages for personal in-

juries, injuries to a motor cycle,

and loss of income, due to an
accident caused by the alleged

negligence of defendants' motor
cab driver. The judge said there

was no doubt that the accident
was caused by the failure of the
motor cab driver to drive in a

proper manner, and awarded
plaintiff £21 damages.

Motor Cycling in Vancouver.

Mr. R. Boxer, a well-known
motor cyclist of Brockley, S.E.,
and a successful amateur in com-
petitions, has just returned from
a four months' visit to Vancouver.
He took his De Dion Bat with
him, and despite the high freight

and duties did not regret it. Most of

his riding was done in and around Van-
couver, where he stayed with relations.

He states that there is an eight miles
limit in the town, and a fair number
of motor cycles and cars are used.

Frencti Motor Cycle Exports.

It is worthy of note that while all the
French automobile exports for the first

ten months of this year are down, the
motor cycle exports are up. The figures

quoted in La Voiturette are motor cycle

exports 1906, 1,242,000 francs; 19:7.

674,000 francs
J

and 1908, 1,128,000
francs, an increase over 1907 of 454,000
francs. This is all the more remarkable
when one considers the difference in

quality and design between the English
and French models. France must have
found a market for French made motor
cycles which England ought to be able
to easily secure for herself unless the
prices asked for the French machines
are too low to allow England to com-
pete.

)'<' Buriy Lightweight exhibited at the Paris Saloa. The absence of any
form of sUeneer wiil be noted.

The AIcyoR Lightweight at the Paris Salon,
magneto and sileneer,

Note the position of the
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THE PARIS SALON.
WHEN we visited the Paris Salon last week we found

the Grand Palais, that beautiful building in the
Champs Elys^s, in which are exhibited the motor
cars, motor cycles, pedal cycles, and accessories,

hrouded in a dense fog, which, according to tiiose who have
pent a lifetime in Pans, was unpreoendented.
As in previous years, the main floor of the building is

evoted almost exclusively to motor cars, and the motor cycle

bands, what there are, are to be found in the galleries,

rhere are also nearly all the accessory exhibits.

The Grand Nef, or main hall of the building, has lost, in

ur opinion, none of its splendour, the interior lighting may
e reduced in the number of actual lights, but the general

ffect remains just as artistic as ever. The exhibitors them-
;lves also vie with each other in the decoration of their

;ands, and a contemplation of the main part of the show,
ly, from the balcony, at any time after the stands are illu-

linated, presents the same enchanting spectacle as in previ-

js years. With regard to the motor cycles on exhibition,

ley are, speaking generally, very far behind the British

lotor cyclist's ideal. Of course, there are the same firms

chibiting as have already shown at the Stanley, such as the

[oto-Reve, F.N., Motosacoche, etc. We do not propose to

3al with their exhibits in this article, and our remarks must
3 taken as alluding to the general run of French motor
^cles which are seldom heard of or ridden in this country,

id which were not exhibited last month at London.
With few exceptions, the French motor cycle maker is

fviously looking to the lightweight motor bicycle to resusci-

,te a business which he has sadly neglected for some reason

hich is beyond our ken. That there is a big market to be
^veioped in motor cycles in France we have not the slightest

)ubt, but at present the motor cycle business is in the

mds of two or three firms at most, who do not appear to

THE MOTOR
The Societe Industrielle d'Albert exhibit a Rocbet-Bruneau
jhtweight. This is chain driven through a reducing gear

id counter-sliaft, the whole transmission being enclosed in

metal case. The magneto is fitted behind the engine, and
sar driven. This machine was exhibited last year, and
mains unaltered.

The Alcyon hghtweight is a new model. The F.X. type

cradle has been discarded in favour of an ordinary diamond
ame, presumably to allow space for the magneto, which is

lar driven. The belt transmission on this machine is of

e direct type without reducing gear. The engine is of

h.p., with mechanically-operated inlet valve (see p. 972).

The Griffon exhibit is a representative one from the French
)int of view, but the alterations in design and equiptment

e so trivial that it is unnecessary to go inta the details of

»^ ^:e c^i/V^-'p^^r'S'^^T^f^T^'^ "^< <'"" r^wMt^s^'^'VX'v''^ 'VJ^^^'S^^^sPi^^

rhe 2 h.p. Lurquin and Coudert Motor Bicycle. The 1} h.p. is exactly the

: saimc in appearance, but of course lighter.

ynstruction of these machines, which in their 1907 form are

ready well known to our readers. The bevel gear driven
agneto is still retained, the magneto machine being enclosed
I a compartment of the tank.
Although Humber, Ltd., show a full line of pedal bicycles
irough their French agent, they do not include a motor
fcle, which is to be regretted, as we think that there would
e a demand for good British machines, now that they aie
> much in advance of those made in France.

have made any great efforts to keep their products up to date.
For instance, it is an uncommon sight to find a machifte fitted
with a handle-bar controlled carburetter ; there are one or two
exceptions to prove the rule, but the old style levers on the tank
are universal. Such articles as stands and luggage carriers
are practically unknown, and the saddles are, in the majority
of cases, more suited to path racing requirements than those
of the touring or road riding motor cyclist.

We searched in vain for footrests, and as for pedal applied
belt rim brakes, admitted to be the best retarding device for
a motor cycle, they were non-existent. Magneto ignition is

fitted to several machines, but it is nothing like as universal
as in England. Numerous machines are exhibited with bat-
tery ignition, and the enquirer is informed that magnetos can
be fitted to order, but in many cases the engine has not been
designed to take a magneto, and the attachment of the
magneto machine would to all appearance be somewhat of a
makeshift. Passenger motor cycles are few and far between

;

one or two tricars are shown, such as the Ausl!ral and
Quentin, but we failed to find any new makes, while those
on view have undergone little or no alteration. The change-speed
gear question does not appear to have ruffled the mind of
French manufacturers, and where a variable gear is fitted, it

is usually the Bozier, which, as our readers already know, is

an epicyclic gear attached to the engine-shaft. One or two
ingenious methods are employed for reducing the gear by
means of a counter-sliaft to enable engine pulleys of large
diameter to be used.

If any of our readers should pay a visit to the Salon, and
wish to first see the motor cycles, they should make for the
balcony and tour the whole of the outer gallery ; then take
the sallts in order of lettering, A to X, not missing the Salon
d'Honneur. Then they should descend to the Rez de
Chaussee, and afterwards, if time pennits, to the main floor.

CYCLE EXHIBITS.
The Lurquin-Coudert show two models—a 1^ h.p. and a

2 h.p. Both are lightweights with magneto ignition, and
are so much alike that we only find it necessary to illustrate

the 2 h.p. They both have magneto ignition, the magneto
being fitted in front of the crank case, and chain driven,
automatic inlet valves being retained.

J. Duperrut shows a light motor bicycle called the " Bur/y,"
which emanates from that home of the lightweight, Geneva.
The engine is inclined forward with horizontal radiating
fins on the lines of the Motosacoche, the carburetter being
between the engine and the gear-driven magneto. The
method of inclining the engine and casting the support for

the magneto on the top of the crank case makes a neat com-
bination. The transmission is by V belt, and both valves are

mechanically operated. The wheels are both 24in. diameter.

The engine is devoid of a silencer, and the machine has only

one brake (see p. 972). It is provided with handle-bar control

for the carburetter, and is the only one in the show so pro-

vided, with the exception of the Moto-Reve, Terrot, Moto-
sacoche, and Triumph,
which latter is on
exhibition in one of

the rooms in the Gal-
lery. It is quite re-

freshing to come acros.«

this solitary example
of a British-made com-
plete motor cycle,

showing its French
competitors such a very
clean pair of heela.

Magnat, Debon, and
Moser show a machine
very like the Burry
described above. The
engine is inclined for-

ward, and the magnett*
is similarly situated

and driven ; but the
engine is fitted lower
in the frame, and the
radiators are at right

angles to the cylinder,

and round instead of

square. The engine ap-
^he arrangement of engine and magneto oc

pears well made. the Magnat-Debon Lightweight.
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The Paris Salon.

—

Rene Gillet and Co. have quite one of the best exhibits
of motor cycles in the Salon. This firm is not very well
kno\vn, but its machines are as well designed as any of
the French models on view. With the addition of a Y belt
drive instead of a flat one, and magneto ignition, they
would be quite passable. The design of the rear frame allows
for a very low seat. The tricar is one of 'the twin-cylinder
bicycle models, with a detachable forecarriage and sprung
front axle. On this stand is also a twin-cylinder tandem
motor bicycle, which we illustrate.

The Quentin tricar, whiclx is illustrated below, is

one of the best examples of a water-cooled tricar in the show.
It has a pressed steel frame, thermo-syphon water-cooled

sThFi

"Hie Quentin Tricar. A French production whlcli Is on exhibition in the Paris Salon

•engine, with magneto ignition. The transmission is by
chain from a Bozier gear box on the engine-shaft to a large
chain sprocket on the rear wheel. The sprocket is equal in

diameter to a driving belt rim, and is attached to the road
wheel by means of steel brackets or plates, which are riveted

to the sprocket and the tyre rim. The front axle is sprung,
and thy coach-built seat is directly attached to it without
the intervention of springs.

Herdtle and Bruneau, the makers of the little water-cooled
lightweight motor bicycle, have a good exhibit of all their

models, which have been previously described in these pages.

Gallien-Sarda exhibit the Werner motor cycles. The light-

weight and twin-cylinder models are exactly the same as last

year and call for no special description.

In the Salbn d'Honneur Les Fils de Peugeot Freres show
all their models—the lightweight, 3^ h.p. single, and the

5 Ii.p. twin, the two last named being provided with Truf-

fault suspension spring forks. They are all the same as

last year with the exception of the
lightweight, which is now fitted with
a magneto.

Terrot and Co.'s motorette is a 2

h.p. lightweight with inclined engine,

magneto at the rear of. the cylinder

on top of the crankcase on the lines of

the Magnat-Debon. The transmission
is by round twisted belt, and there is

a jockey pulley to maintain the ten-

sion. The throttle, which is contained
in the inlet valve dome, is controlled

from the handle-bar. The weight of

this machine is 94 lbs.

The INIoto-Reve and Motosacoche
machines on exhibition are exactly the

same models as those we described in

the report of the Stanley Show, as is

also the F.N. The latter firm, how-
ever, show a forecarriage attached to

one of the four-cylinder models, but

with a two-speed gear.

H. J. Harding has an excellent dis-

play of J.A.P. engines and carbn-

•retters, Chater-Lea frames, Watawatn

975

belts, etc. He told us that the French reception of the J.A.P.
engines was favourable, and he expected to do good business
with them.
The G. and A. carburetters for motor cycles are now mad€

with the petrol union on top of the float chamber instead oi
underneath, so, it is claimed, preventing flooding and waste
The air control by means of metal balls of various weights
is, of course, retained.
The Montbard-Aulnoye firm, who make a speciality oi

pressed_ steel pistons, have some nice little pistons or
exhibition suitable for motor cycle engines. They are
beautifully made, very light, and exhibited machined ready
for use.

An article which calls for mention is the Fixator, a device
for locking nuts; it is also used for con-
trolling the movement of levers, such as

throttle and air levers on handle-bar. We
expect to illustrate this in the next issue,
as well as one or two other interesting
accessory articles which space prevents us
dealing with in this issue.

A. Somrnaire exhibits a 2{ h.p. light-

weight, a 6 h.p. single-cylinder, and a £

h.p. twin-cylinder minus peda,ls. Thes€
machines have rigid forks, round petrol
tanks, and battery ignition.

The Moto-Becane is a lightweight attach
ment for pedal bicycles, shown by Albert
Brunet. The machine exhibited had a

special motor cyclfe frame, and we doubt il

the attachment would fit any pedal bicycle
without a good deal of alteration, particu-
larly to the back and chain stays.

The Mea magneto hails from Stuttgart,
and appears to be a well-made smail and
light magneto machine very suitable^ for

motor cycles.

The Niimelior Go. (late Bassee and
^lichel) make another magneto machine
with four magnets, and an entirely enclosed

metal contact breaker.
Paul Lavigne makes a speciality of a small motor cycle

engine 68 x 70 mm., with a.o.i.v., weighing about 30 lbs.

On the Buchet stand, the only pattern of motor cycle engine
on view is the old single-cylinder with overhead valves and
separate combustion head. There is not even any arrangement
made for driving a magneto.
The arrangements in the galleries are far from satisfactory.

First, they are extremely cold, draughty, and badly heated
with a few gas stoves. The motor cycle stands are difficult

to find, and instead of all the motor cycle exhibits being
classified and placed in one section of the Gallery, or Rez de
Chaussee, they are dotted here, there, and everywhere in

these two portions of the building. The catalogue contains
a host of useless information, and three or four plans, which
might be made quite serviceable if the names of exhibitors
and numbers of stands had been printed in a type that was
legible without the aid of a magnifying glass.

The Rene-Gillet Tandem. The transmission is by a flat leather belt.
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CLUB NEWS.
Bocardo M.C.C., Oxford,

'he anaual dinner will be held on Tuesday next.

Leyton M.C.

Che above club is a recent formation, and a special meeting
to be held this evening (Wednesday), at 8.30, at " Lord
rde," Capworth Street, Leyton, to elect the committee,
3S the mmutes, arrange fixtures, etc.

Birmingham M.C.C.

Dn Wednesday next, the 16th inst., a committee meeting
1 be held at 6.30 p.m. At eight o'clock the same evening
smoking concert has been arranged at headquarters.

Liverpool M.C.

rhe above club will hold their annual dinner at head-
irters, the St. George's Restaurant, on December 16th, at
p.m., when the prizes won in the various competitions
ring the year will be handed over to the successful riders.

North-west London M.C.C.

rhe second annual dinner of the North-west London
C.C. will be held on Saturday, December 19th, at the
ng's Hall, Criterion Restaurant, Piccadilly, W., at 6.30
n. sharp. The president (Mr. W. H. Pidgeon) has kindly
isented to occupy the chair.

Western District M.C.

rhe annual dinner and distribution of prizes of the above
b will be held at the Milford Hotel, on Tuesday, Decem-

:• 15th, at 7.30 p.m. Tickets may be obtained from mem-
"s of the committee. Single tickets 5s., lady and gentle-
Ji 9s. The annual meeting will be held on Jan. 8th, 1909.

Leeds M.C.C.

A.t a committee meeting held recently, it was resolved
I the previous whist drive was such a success) to hold
jther one on December 17th. Will all members make a
be of this, and endeavour to obtain tickets for the fixture,

dch can be had from any member of the committee.

S.E. Auto Cycle Association.

Mr. Renner informs us that the above association, which
.s formed early this year, and which was the first associa-
>n to cater for unattached motor cyclists at 5s. subscrip-
n, giving full legal and touring facilities and association
the Auto Cycle Union and Royal Automobile Club, has
bde satisfactory progress, and is about to issue a list of
Dairers and hotels (who recognise the machine badge) for

Bry town of importance in the kingdom.

Nottingham and District M.C.C.

An extraordinary general meeting of the above club was
Id on December 4th, twenty-seven members being present,

le minutes of the last general meeting having been read
d passed, the chairman outlined the circumstances which
d necessitated the calling of the meeting. The first pro-
sition was, " That the following addition be made after

3 word committee in Rule 4 : But it be distinctly under-
)od that such small cars do not compete in motor cycle
and quadcar competitions." After much discussion, the

lowing amendment, proposed by Mr. Johnson, was put to
3 vote and carried by twenty votes to five against :

" That
lie 4 shall in future be : The club shall devote its atten-
in only to motor cycles, tricars, quadcars, and small cars.

le decision of the committee as to what constitutes a small
r shall be final. No small car, quadcar, tricar, or sidecar
all be allowed to compete in any event organised for motor
jycles. For the purposes of competition for specially donated
izes the rules provided by the donor of the prize shall pre-

il over this rule."
Proposed by Mr. Holmes, " In Rule 6 the words January
t, 1910, be substituted for the words January 1st, 1909."

trried after due discussion without any amendment. The
le now stands altered to : That the annual subscription
ayable on January 1st) shall be 7s. 6d. for motor cycle

ambers, and 10s. 6d. for car members, with an entrance fee

5s. for those joining on and after January 1st, 1910," etc.

The thanks of the meeting were due to the hon. solicitor to
e club, Mr. R. A. Young, for his able and useful advice.

Cardiff M.C.

A committee meeting was held at the Queen's Hotel on
e 1st inst., Lord Ninian Crichton Stuart (president) in the
air. It was decided by a postal vote of the members to

aflBliate to the Motor Union of Great Britain and Ireland for

1909. It was reported that the medal awarded by the M.U.
to this club had been received and was on view before the

meeting, and a resolution was passed thanking the M.U. for

same. The annual dinier of the club will be held during

the first week of February, probably the 3rd, when Lord
Ninian Stuart has kindly promised to preside and distributt;

the prizes and medals won in competitions during 1908. On
the proposition of Lord Ninian Stuart it was resolved, "That
the secretary be asked to write the secretaries of all other

motor and motor cycling clubs in Wales and Monmouthshire
vith a view of calling a joint meeting of representatives of

these clubs to discuss the advisability of forming a Welsh
Automobile Union." The Chairman, in his introductory

remarks, ijtated that both Scotland and Ireland had what
might be termed " national " unions or associations, and he
did not see why Wales should not have its own union also.

It was suggested that if it could be so arranged the joint

rneeting should take place on the afternoon of February 3rd.

A vote of thanks to Lord Stuart terminated the business.

Cambridge University M.C.C.

The following have each been awarded a silver medal in

connection with the above club's meeting at Brooklands on
November 7th : J. Ashworth (single-cylinder handicap), R.

G. Heyn (twin-cylinder handicap), E. H. Lees (three-lap

race), and B. Milbum (twins over 76 mm. bore). The medals
were very kindly presented by Mrs. Moreing, Esher.

Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C.

Under the presidency of Mr. F. Dover, supported by Mr.
T. Turner (secretary), the Sheffield and Hallamshire Motor
Cycle Club held its fifth annual dinner at Hudson's
Restaurant on the 3rd inst. Over a 100 members were
present, and the evening in every respect was a marked
success. The club is progressing and numbers 125, the new
members enrolled during the season being 25. Seven com-
petitions were held, the club expending about £30 in prizes.

The winners of this year's competitions were then presented

with their prizes by Miss Doris Dover. The Land's End
to John-o'-Groat's medals were presented by Mr. J. W.
Gould, on behalf of the A.C.U., to Messrs. F. Dover and J.

Haslam. Mr. F. Dover also received the Triumph medal.
Members are reminded that a general meeting will be held

at headquarters to-morrow, the 10th inst., regarding affilia-

tion to the A.C.U. or M.U.
Stockport and District M.C.C.

The first annual dinner of the Stockport and District

M.C.C was held at the Mersey Hotel on Friday, December
4th, when about thirty-four members and friends were pre-

sent. The president (Mr. W. Slater) occupied the chair, and
was supported by the vice-president (Mr. A. Mugeli).

After the loyal toast, proposed by the President, Mr. Wood-
row proposed "The Health of the President," ajid this M'as

heartily drunk.
In responding, Mr. Slater said that Stockport was a good

sporting town, and it was thought that it might support
another organisation, and so the S. and D. M.C.C. was
established. The club had only been formed at the early
part of the year, but it was hoped it would develop into a
strong and healthy organisation.

The President then presented the prizes to the winners
of the petrol consumption test.

The toast of " The Treasurer and Secretary " was sub-
mitted by the President, who testified to the services rendered
by Mr. Rogers and Mr. Marsden. These two gentlemen
replied, and Mr. Marsden mentioned the fact that the mem-
bership was close on thirty, and hoped it would be doubled
next year. He expressed regret at the death of Mr. Smith,
a vice-president of the club, who was a very keen motorist.
Mr. Mdgeli proposed "The Club," and remarked that a

town like Stockport could not remain long without a motor
cycle club. The club offered many advantages to motor
cyclists, and its members greatly appreciated the benefits they
derived from their connection with it. Motor cycles had
become very populax of late, and it was only reasonable to

suppose that with the improvements which were being made
this form of locomotion would appeal to the public in an
increasing degree; in fact, he believed that in time motor
cycles would become as popular as push cycles. "

Mr. Arthan proposed '"The Visitors," and Air. Sutherland
responded.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from our readers and our repUes thereto. When particular

makes of machines, accessories, or tyres are mentioned, numbers must be used, the writer to keep a key for

reference. All queries should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E. C, and whether
intended for publication or not must be accompanied with a stamped addressed envelope for reply.

Pitting of Contact Points,

I have a 2| h.p. F.N. motor

I

cycle, and am much troubled

by the contact points in the
I commutator (make and break)

burning badly after about five

miles running. The pitting is on both

points (platinum), causing stoppige.

I am using a twenty ampere 4^ volts

accumulator, non-trembler coil.. Will
you kindly advise me as to cause and
remedy?—H.K.

The trouble is either due to the coil, the

condenser of which does not work
properly, or to the contact points being

of spurious metal, not platinum or

iridium. Have the coil overhauled by
a good electrical firm if you find that

the fitting of new points of genuine

metal does not cure the trouble.

Engine Timed Too Fast.

There is a loud knocking in

the front cylinder of my 5 h.p.

Rex motor cycle. Be good
enough to tell me the probable

cause. I also find the machine
too fast. It must have a high speed

on before it will start. Is it possible

to time the engine to work slower? I

would much prefer if the machine was
not so speedy.—F.J.E.

The trouble may be due to pre-ignition

caused by excessive carbon deposit or

loose gudgeon or crank pin. It is

highly probable the engine is timed too

fast.
* The timing can be retarded by

altering the position of the sprocket on

the armature shaft. If you are a novice

a local repairer will alter it for you in

a few minutes. You do not state what
the ratio of gearing is. If you reduce

the gear the machine will be more tract-

able.

Belt Slip and Adjusting a Magneto.

(1.) What is the best thing

to do with the round belt on
jockey pulley when it slips?

(2.) I have a Bosch magneto
DA I., fitted on my Moto-

sacoche. Is it necessary to remove
contact breaking disc when platinum
points want cleaning? How is such
removed, and how is it again affixed?

—E.M.Q.
1.) Give the belt two or three extra

twists to tighten it, adjusting .the

jockey pulley as tight as possible. If

his does not cure the slipping, probably

new belt and a new pulley are all that

an be done. (2.) It is better to take

>ff the contact breaker, but the plati-

lum points can be faced by inserting a
hin flat file between them, gently mov-
ag it backwards and forwards. To re-

love the contact breaker there is a
entral screw which is removed by the

id of a special epanner supplied with

the magneto. If contact breaker is tight

it can be gently prised off with a screw-
driver, but great care must be used, as

it is a good fit. A key is provided, so
that it cannot be put back wrongly.
Thoroughly clean away all traces, of oil

and examine the heel of the bell-crank
for wear.

Timing of Spark and Preventing Flooding of

Carburetter.

I have a 3 h.p. motor cycle.

To have engine timed properly
should I set spark lever dead
centre and have points break-
ing when piston is exactly at

top of compression stroke? When I

advance spark, does the explosion
occur before piston is at top of com-
pression, stroke, or is the engine run-
ning so fast that piston is over the
top before explosion occurs? What is

the cause of petrol spraying from float

chamber of carburetter (Longuemare)
when machine is running fast?—J.B.

We presume you refer to accumulator
ignition, in which case your method of

timing the spark is quite correct. The
reason for this is that the complete com-
bustion of the charge occupies a certain
amount of time, tlaat is to say, that
until the piston reaches the top of the
stroke the maximum force of the explo-

sion is not exerted. There is aLso a cer-

tain amount of lag in the ignition to

overcome ; this is done by advancing
the time of the spark, so that the break
occurs earlier at the contact. To pre-

vent the peti'ol spraying from the float

chamber, see "Motor Cycles and How
to ]Manage Them," 12th edition, page
38. This book can be obtained, price

Is. 2d. post free, from The Motor Cycle
Offices, 20, Tudor Street, E.G.

<r.^4*sf^^j^';J»ftSifs.^^i^«»SS^ 3.j<-^ y*r^,l^.xW«?«M^?S^l^*>^Rr**'

Mr. T. H. Stralser, the indefatigable secre-

tary of the Hull and East Riding A.C.C., who
was presented with a gold watch at the annual
dinner in recognition of his services to the
club.

Knocliing on Hills.

I have a 4 h.p. Aster-
engined motor cycle,- Longue-
mare carburetter, and auto-
matic inlet valve. For the last

few weeks it has refused to
climb hills eflSciently, so a few days
ago I took out the exhaust and inlet
valves and had them re-ground. Com-
pression is good, as I can stand on
the pedal for several seconds. On the
level it will do the best speed, but
half-way up a hill the engine slowi:

down, and if I open the throttle full

starts knocking badly until I retard
the spark right back, when of course
it will not finish the hill. Would
using a thicker oil be any use? 1

have been using oil out of a Vacuum
B tin, but it seems to me very thin,
and pours out very quickly in com-
parison to some heavy oil I used a
few weeks ago.—L.K. H.

The trouble is probably due to the
cylinder head and piston being covered
with carbon deposit. If you have the
engine carefully cleaned out w© think
the trouble will cease, but we should
advise you to use a thick oil specially
prepared for air-cooled engines.

Tail Lamp Jolting Out. Compression.

The paraffin tail-light on my
rigid frame tricar goes out if

jolted, and I have to stop fre-

quently to light it. I put an
inch thick rubber pad between

the lamp bracket and frame of tricar

to take the shocks from the lamp, but
still it is jolted out. The wick is long
enough, and does not go down. Any
hints to overcome this difficulty will

oblige. Suppose my single-cylinder

engine is running well, what results

may I expect if I (1) increase the

compression by removing the l-16th

washer (supposing such washer to be
present) from between crankcase and
cylinder, and (2) decrea.se the com-
pression by inserting another l-16in.

thick washer?

—

Inquisitive, N.B.
A back lamp is always a bother on an

unsprung tricar, and we regret we can

offer no solution to the difficulty, but

you could no doubt arrange a sprung

lamp bracket on the machine. You
could aLso try an electric lamp, but be
very caret -il that the connections are

made as firmly and as carefully as

possible. If you increase the compres-

sion you will probably get more power
and more vibration ; if you reduce the

compression the engine will run more
sv/eetly and give less power. If the

engine is running well you had better

leave things alone, because you would
have alterations to make to the valves

or ta,ppets if you varied the space be-

tween cyl-nder and crankcase.

?
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.JSAn Electtlo Hand Lamp.

Pleas© giv€ me your opinion
on the merits or otherwise of

employing a motor cycle dry cell

with an ordinary test lamp
attached to the terminals for

purpose® of a handy lamp for

pottering about the workshop on the
dark winter nights in the country,
where gas is not available. If you
can name a better combination I shall

be glad to hear of it.—J.M.L.
A dry cell would light a test lamp quite
well for short periods. If, on the other
hand, you wish to use it for an^, length
of time, an accumulator would be
better,

* A Loss of Compression.

I have a 1908 Triumph motor
bicycle, of which the compres-
sion is very poor. I have fitted

new piston rings, ground in the
valves, and tested the joints of

the valve cape with oil. Could you
suggest anything to improve the com-
pression? Do you think the cylinder

is scored? If so, how can I put it

right again?—J.W.C.
Probably, after the piston rings have
been run in for a short time the com-
pression will return. You seem to have
done everything possible, and we can
only suggest that you make certain that
there is a clearance between the valve
stems and tappet rods. After several
grinding operations the valve stems are
lengthened, and sometimt'S prevented
from closing owing to there being no
space between valve a,nd tappet. If the
above is in order, take the machine to

a competent repairer to find out if the
cylinder has been scored.

Changing the Type of Carburetter.

^^ Kindly advise regarding mv
^ M.M.C. engine, 80 by 80 mm^
> I have used a surface carbu-
LU retter, but have recently fitted

a Longuemare spray "
carbu-

retter. Model H, fitted with 8 spray
and choke tube about |Ln. inside dia-
meter. I cannot get the motor to
run even on stand. I have tried
smaller choke tubes, altered the
height of. petrol in float chamber,
varied the size of air holes under
spray, but with no good results.
Occasionally there are a few explo-
sions, yet the motor and silencer seem
to have any amount of petrol flying
about them. The same petrol will
fire in surface carburetter. Do you
think the carburetter is too large "for
engine?—W.H.

Probably in coupling ap the carburetter
to your machine there is a leakage of
air at the upion. See that the joints
are tight, and, if necessary, fit a fibre
washer where you suspect any leakage.
If air is drawn into the engine through
a faulty joint it will stop a spray car-
buretter from acting altogether. Are
you sure that the petrol is coming
through the spray satisfactorily?' You
ean test this by pressing the float

chamber button sharply, when a fine
spray of petrol should shoot out from
each slot of the jet. We think that the
carburetter is quite the right size for

the engine, and expect that it will give
good resalts after a little perseverance.
If you cannot improve matters consnlt
a local repairer.

Misfiring at Slow Speeds and Plug Points Too Close.

My 1908 Triumph will not^ run slowly when throttled

> down, but misfires. The car-
-2J buretter is clear, and the

engine fires quite well at a
speed of fifteen miles an hour, but on
closing the throttle and shutting off

the extra air misfires. I have not
put in the air cone, as I took it out
for summer riding. I have just
cleaned the magneto and the contact
points and condenser terminals. I

also have fitted a new fibre ring, and
the points break rather far apart

—

about 3-16ths of an inch. The rock-
ing arm is very slightly worn where
it touches the fibre ring. The chain
driving the magneto is at a good ten-

sion. Would it be any good to fit a
paper washer beneath the platinum
tip on the rocking arm to bring the
points closer together? Can you ex-
plain why on bringing the plug points

Building Up a Motor Blcycle.|

For some time past ] have

^1^1 been looking for a motor bicycle

that would exactly suit my re-

quirements, and not having
found one yet I have been

thinking that perhaps I might be able

to build one on my own lines, buying
the parts separately and putting them
together my.se]f. Would there be any
special knowledge wanted in doing
this? Of course, I should like to be
able to assemble it myself, but if you
think this would be difficult for one
who has not touched that sort of work
before, I could have it built by an
engineer.—C.E. H.

A certain amount of special knowledge
would be required in building up z.

motor bicycle, and unless you have had
considerable experience- with mo:or
cycle building and engineering we
should not advise you to attempt to

build your own machine Far better

The Illustration shows a 9 h.p. Advance; Tricar belonging to a very aged lady, who finds It more

convenient than a carriage, because the seat is so near the ground. She, with an equally aged companion,

occupies the front seat, while a professional chauffeur drives them. The machine is geared so as not to

exceed the legal limit, and has a rigid rear frame with sprung bucket seat.

very close together the engine should

misfire at low speeds? A short time

ago I was overhauling my engine

which had been running well, and
finding the plug points rather far

apart closed them in. The engine

fired well at high speeds, but refused

to go without misfiring at anything

under 20 m.p.h. I tried everything

I knew to cure the fault, and eventu-

ally widened the sparking plug gaps,

when it ran all right again. When I

first bad my engine it ran well on the

throttle down to 6 m.p.h. without

altering the magneto advance, but

cannot get it to do that now. Why
I don't know.—N.H.W.

Obviously, if you take out the air

adapter you cannot run at slow speeds.

As far as we can gather your magneto
is perfectly satisfactory, although the

amount of break seems excessive, but

we should not recommend you to alter

it until you have tried the engine with

the air adapter replaced. We cannot

understand why. bringing the plug

points very close together should cause

the engine to misfire at slow speeds,

linless, of course, they become shorted

by particles of carbon. The makers of

your mngrneto recommend the plug

points to be .4 mm. apart.

place the order with an experienced

local assembler. If you like to send us

a specification of the machine you pro-

pose to have built for you we will give

you OUT opinion on it.

If "An Interested Eeader," Chris-

tiania, will send us his correct name
and address, and enclose a stamped and

addressed envelope, we shall be happy
to reply to his letter. We should also

like to point out that unless correspon-

dents in the British Isles accompany
their queries by a stamped and

addressed envelope they are liable to be

overlooked.

THE NEW PENNY EDITION

OF ''THE AUTOCAR/'
Readers of " The Motor C^cle"

Who are interested in motor

cars are reminded of the

new Pennp Edition of " The

Autocar/' now obtainable O/

altNewsagents qnd "Booksellers

every Friday Morning.
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Send for descriptive lists.

Royal ROG Military Models.

4 h.p. 48 gns.

5-6 h.p. Twin - - '55 „

ROC Conversion Set 10 „

Early delivery of orders placed during
December.

160 VARIATIONS OF GEAR RATIO
ape obtained with the

ttGRADUAGEAR
Do you realise vyhat this means?

12 variations between 3i and 4 to 1, I.e., 3 J, SJf, 3^, 31, 3|, 3^J, 3|, SJf, Sf, 3J, SfJ. 3i|, 4.

24- variations between 4 to 1 and 5 to 1, I.e., 4^^, 4^^, 41, 4j, 4,^, 4i, 4,^, ^, 4|, 4JW, etc., etc.

24 variations between 5 to 1 and 6 to 1, i.e., S^^, 5^, 5^, 5|, Sfj, 5i, etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc.

24 variations between 6 to 1 and 7 to 1 : 24 variations between 7 and 8 to 1

:

24 variations toetween 8 and 9 to 1

:

24 variations between 9 and 10 to 1.

ONE HUNDRED AND

AI.SO FREE ENGINE.
SIXTY VARIATIONS BETWEEN 3^ to 1 AND FREE ENGINE.

A turn o^ a. small vyheel—that's g|l. No ogd^I'mg. N -^ «»uclden jamming in.

J)gf The " Gradua " gear is the most important invention ever brought out in connectiop with motor cycling. ~mE
As the pneumatic tyre is superior to the old solid, so is the "Gradua" gear to any other contrivance.

An adjustment is provided for tightening the belt, which reduces the necessity of shortening it.

The "Gradua" gear is fitted to otir "Zenith" (rigid frame, spring forks,) motor bicycle, also to the
well-known " Zenette " (double-scissors) spring frame bicycle. It has had twelve months' thorough t^st

before being offered to the motor cycling public, and has splendidly acquitted itself in ev ry competition
in which it has been entered, such as Land's End to J oJin-o'-Groat's ; London to Plymouth and back;
A.C U. Penalty Run; A.C.U. Quarterly Trials, etc., etc., and in various Hill Climbs—Sutton Bank;
Cudham; Lippetts Hill; Newnham Hill, etc, etc.

To prevent needless correspondence we may say that we are NOT disposed to undertake conversions of other machines.
TRIAL RUNS BY APPOINTMENT ONLY. ,^

ZENITH MOTORS, [LTD., (Showrooms) 119, STROUD GREEN ROAD, FINSBURY PARK.

In answering either of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS In these

lumns—Id. per word, minimum Is. Name
d address must be counted. In the case

Trade Advertisements a series of thirteen

sertions is charged as twelve.

All advertisements in this section should be

companied with remittance, and be addressed

the offices of " The Motor Cycle," Coventry.

I ensure insertion letters should be posted

time to reach the offices of "The Motor

de," Coventry, on the Friday morning, or

sent to London (20, Tudor Street, E.G.),

the Thursday afternoon previous to the

te of publication.

LASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY
?0T the convenience of purchasers of second-hand
>tor cycles, it has been suggested that the advertise-

nts be classified into districts, as many readers like

know what machines are for sale in their imme-
ite neighbourhood before going further afield.

Exp-^rimentally, therefore, we have divided the
vertisements into eleven sections, as follows

:

Plan showing division of England
into Sections.

SECTION I.

rthumberland, Cumberland, Durham, and
Westmorland.

SECTION II.

rk and Lancashire.

SECTION III.

marvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby, Stafford,
Shropshire, Montgomery, and Merioneth.

SECTION IV.

ttingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland, Northamp-
ton, Warwick.

SECTION V.
rfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon, and
Bedford.

SECTION VI.
jrcester, Hereford, Radnor, Brecknock, Mon-
mouth, Glamorgan, Carmarthen, Cardigan, and
Pembroke.

SECTION VII.

jucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks, Wilts and
Hants, Channel Islands.

SECTION VIII.

rtford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, and Sussex

SECTION IX.

nerset, Devon, Dorset, and CornwaU.

SECTION X.
>tland.

SECTION XL
land and Isle of Man.

1909 TRIUMPHS.
PAOMPT DELIVERY OF A LIMITED

NUMBER FROM STOCK.

DEFERRED RAYMENTS.
- EXCHANGES.

SHOP-SOILEd and SECOND-HAND
SINGI.E CYI.IMDERS.

TRIUMPH, 1908 (October,) with costlv extras
and spares, as new £47 10

TRIUMPH, 1908, Palmer back tyre and other
extras accessories, perfect £35

TRIUMPH, 1908, very sood order £32
TRIUMPH, 1907, delivered June 1908, new

cylinder and piston, overhauled £28
TRIUMPH, igoe, magneto, perfect order £23
TRIUMPH, 1905, accumulator, no faults .... £18
ROC, 1908, two-speed, magneto, 4 h.p £33
N.S.U., 1908, magneto, 3^ h.p., shop-soiled,

^40 machine £30
N.S.U., 1907, sprin? forks. Roc two-spred gear £28
VIN0EC two-speed, 1907, magneto, perfect. . £26
ROC, 1907, magneto, clutch, spring forks ... £19
WARWICK, 1908. shop-soiled, two-speed,

clutch, magneto, spring forks, £50 machine £31
SINGER, 3 h.p., magneto, belt drive, Mabon

clutch, perfect order » £15
aSTER, spring forks, Longuemare car-

buretter, tyres sound, good order £9
WHITLEY, 3 h.p., spray carburetter, girder

forks £5 10
B.S.A, M.M.C. engine, sj h.p., Druid forks,

Lomax band, grand condition £11
WERNER, ood appearance and running order £3

TWINS.
N.S.U., rgoS, magneto, 4 h.p., shop-soiled,

f$o machine £39
BROVVN, 1908, shop-soiled, 5! h.p., two-speed.

Palmer tyres, cost over £67 £45
ROC TWIN, 5 h.p., magneto, clutch, show

model, done 300 miles, perfect £30
N.S U., 1907, b h.p., magneto : Jin. tyres, per-

fect order £28
ROC, 5 h.p., Peugeot engine, magneto, clutch £22
REX TOURIST, 5 h.p., magneto, spring forks £25
REX, 5 h.p., SDrinp seat, sprins forks £17
MILLS & FULFORD SIDECAR, shop-soiled,

Palmer cord 2Jin. tyre £9 10
ElEXETTE TWIN, 9 h.p., two-speed, three-

scater. pump circulation, perfect order .. £45

THE
NEW PREMIER HORNS.

-»E BINOTE.
TRINOTE,

BETTER
THAN THE ORDINARY

HORN,
because their sound
carries twice as far and
is less offensive—more

musical.

You wiU
not realise

how superior
tliese are to the old
type of horn until
J' on have handled
line. Send us re-
mittance 7 6 or 10/-
and we' will send one
on Three Days'
Approval, return-
ing your money a*

once if you send it back
for any reason whatsoever

10/-.

PREMIER TUBULAR CARRIERS
fit ALL makes of machines. 8/6.

Aporoval.

PREMIER TUBULAR STANDS, 7/6.
Approval.

WRITE FOR LISTS OF ACCESSORIES.
We have a litfited number oi Shop-soiled and

Second-hand PREMIER Lamps, Stands and Carriers,
etc., at Clearance Prices. List free.

PREMIER MOTOR CO., LTD.
Aston Road, BIRMINGHAM.

Telephone 4,310. Telegrams : " Primus, B'hain."

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " Office.
When this is desired, 2d. w-ill be charged for registra-
tion, and three stamped and addressed envelopes must
be sent for forwarding replies. Only the number will
appear in the advertisement. Replies should be
addressed, "No. 000, c/o 'The Motor Cycle,' Cov-
entry "

; or if " London " is added to the address, then
to the number given, c/o " The Motoi Cycle," 20,
Tudor Street, E.C.

Mr DEPOSIT SYSTEM. ^«
Persons who hesitate to send money 10 unknown
persons may deal in perfect safety by availing them-
selves of our Deposit Svstem. If the mon?y be de-
posited with "The Motor Cycle," both parties are
advised of this receipt, and upon intimation of the
arrival and acceptance of the goods, the money is

forwarded less a charge of is. for registration. The
time allowed for a decision after receipt of the goods is

three days. For all transactions exceeding £10 in
value, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged. All deposit
matters are dealt with at Coventry, and cheques and
money orders should be made payable tc Ihffe and
Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
Mlcnce as an indication that the goods advertised have
ilready been disposed ol. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it is quite impossible to I'eply to
each cno by post

All letters relating to advertisements must state
; :tiT.ctly under v.'bat heading they appeared, and date
J .ss,ie. - —

IMPORTANT NOTICE,
Owing to the

CHRISTMAS HOLIDAYS
Advertisements for the issue of 23rd
inst. must reach Coventry not later

than first post on Thursday, 17th

Dec, and for the issue of 30th inst.

not later than Wednesday, Dec. 23rd.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham,
and Westmoreland.

N.S.U. 6 h.p. Twin, new condition, two-speed
giear, spring- forks, magneto, 24 by 24

tyres, also new Chater-Lea coach-built side-

car for same: any trial given; the lot £29,

no offers,—7, Railway Terrace, North Shields.

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.

5 h.p. Twin Rex, fitted new pistons, cylin-
ders, valves, etc.; £13 10s.—Max Woods,

Rock Villa, Latchford.

-i Q08 Triumph, splendid condition, com-
Lu plete. headlight, horn, tools; £36. —
Cross, jeweller, Rotherham.

Q h.n. Fafnir. cylinder, piston, valves, etc.,

grand order; cash offers, or exchangre.
—Jud&on, 142, Eelgrave Road, Oldham.

TlRKIMPHS and N.S.TJ.'s, 1909 models ; early
deliveries ; any make supplied.—Mold-

greea Engineering Works, Huddersfield.

TRIUMPH, 1908, brand new; £44; complete,
accessories; 1909 models now in stock.

—HitchiHgs, Ijtd., 74, Bold Street, Liverpool.

01 h.p.. Inclined Minerva Bn^ne, new tyre,

^2 Whittle' belt au'd spares, good condi-
tion; £10.—Box 1,358. The Motor Cj/cie Offices.

Coventry.

7 h.p. Peug^eot, Drnids, Jap carburetter,
very low, spares, g-uaranteed perfect

;

cheap. — Hall, 26, Oxford Road, Waterloo,
Liverpool.

AS the largest dealers in Rex motor cycles,

we can offer the remaining stock of

brand new 1908 2J, 3i. and 5 h.p. Rexes at

prices to " lick creation." Wire offers.

Luke Sharp.—Halifax Motor Exchange, West-
gate, Halifax.

In anuwering any of th&it adverUmmems it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

HUMBER, 2| h.p., chain.drive, fast and re-
liable, perfect, only' requires cleaning;

will accept £5 10s. to clear. — 26, Offerton
Lane, Stockport.

i Q08 Triumph, in splendid condition, Sham-
JLt/ rock-Excelsior tyres, lamp, horn, and
spares; £36. — Rev. Ellison, Billinge, Fair-
haven Road, St. Anne's-on-Sea.

31 h.p. Griffon, strong and fast, new Con-
2 tinental tyres, two spare Palmers,

footboards, lamp, horn; £12.-67, Laughton
Eoad, Dinnington, Rotlieirham.

TRIUMPH, 1908, handle-bar control, not
ridden 500 miles, perfect condition;

boiight car; can be seen; what offers?—Ap-
ply, 1,339, The Motor Cycle Offtces, Coventry.

TTIBRATIONLESS Douglas Twin Light-
V weights, absolutely perfect workman-
ship; inspection invited; lists free.—Prom
sole agents, Hitchings, Ltd., 74, Bold Street,
Liverpool.

31 h.p. Minerva, tip-top condition, recently
2 thoroughly overhauled, dry cell igni-

tion ; dirt cheap, £16 ; buying tricar ; see
also Sidecars.—Vickerman, Dragon Avenue,
Harrogate.

-j Q08 Triumph, new August,, guaranteed
JLt/ perfect condition, makers' date, June
13th, 1908, Ricn tube, lamp, horn, spares,
tools, etc.; approval, deposit, willingly. —
Dove, Stocksbridge, near Sheffield.

9^ li-P- Cycle, Clarendon detachable fore-
^4. car, £15, or nen,r; 5i h.p. Rex twin,
n.any spares, new condition, 1907 model, 5J
h.p. Humber engine, pair wheels and tyres;
offers wanted.—Bebbington, Widnes-.

31 h.p. Magneto Tourist Trophy J.A.P.,
2 winner Manchester Motor Club hill-

climb, Jap carburetter, handle-bar control,
two rubber studded tyres ; £35, or offer.^1,
Aked Street, Stockport Road, Manchester.

ROC, 4 h.p., 1907, new, magneto ignition,
Roc free engine clutch, non-skid tyres,

£28; Rex, 5* h.p., new, 1907 model, must be
cleared, £20 10s.—L. P. Harvey and Co. 6,
Chapel Street, off Victoria Street, Manches-
ter.

SHOP-SOILED 1908 Magneto Rex Feather-
weight. £19 19s.; 34 h.p. 1908 Tourist

Bex, ball bearing engine, handle-bar con-
trol, £27 10s., unridden ; exchanges enter-
tained; cash offers wanted. — Booth's Mo-
torics, Halifax.

31 h.p. Rex, 1906, newly fitted with 2Jin.
2. Peter-Unions:, Puller Syntonic coil,

two accumulators, and all accessories, newly
aluminiumed, footboards or pedals; £15-
would take push bike part payment.—Kel-
vey, architect, St. Annes-on-Sea.

MAUDE'S can deliver 1909 Minervas and
Moto-Reves from stock ; Phelon-Moores, '

Triumphs, Vindecs. F.N.'s, and Douglas
motors within fourteen days of order; ex-
changes; terms upon reciuest. — Maude's
Motor Mart, Powell Street, Halifax.

A GENUINE Bargain. — Built February,
1908. 2i h.p. Triumph, Chater-Lea

frame. P.N. carburetter, built to own ideas,
marvellous hill-climber, beat 5 h.p twins
on hills, never overheats, long, and low
position

: sacrifice £12 10s.—Millard, Dinning-
ton, Rotherham. I

MINERVA and Rex.—We carry the largest
stock of spare parts in the provinces

tor these machines, can deliver new ma-
cbines from stock at low prices; cash ex-
change, or gradual payments; charged ac-
cumulators for hire. Is. per week.—Cookson
Bros.. 511, Chester Road, Old Trafiford.

SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire,
Derby, Stafford, Shropshire, Mont-
gomery, and Merioneth.

j

31 h.p. Rex, 1905, spring forks, sound condi-
4 tion; £11.—R. Crawley, Rangemore,

Burton-on-Trent

.

-j Q07 Triumph, little used, searchHght,
Xt/ horn, spare cover and tube valves,
etc.. guaranteed perfect; £30.

MINERVA, 4§ h.p., two-cylinder, spare
cover, valves, stand, spring forks, not

run 1.000 miles, a-uaranteed perfect; £22.—
Magnier, Derby' Street, Leek.

F.N. Lightweight, as new, hardly soiled;
any examination; only wants seeing;

£18.—Wallis, Eckington, Derbyshire.

1^ A^U OFFERS

r

V/i-lOn WANTED.
Pounds saved by buying now. Reduction in

stock necessary prior to removal. 200 machines in
stock. Oldest established motor cycle dealers in
England.'

Several new igo8 REXES , Offers

3i h.p. REX, Tourist Model (1908), mag-
neto, ball-bearing engine, handle-bar
control, listed at £40, soiled £27 10

5 h.p. REX TWIN, Tourist, soiled, igo8
model, magneto, ball-bearing engine,

Usted £43 29 10
2jh.p. REX FEATHERWEIGHT, soiled,

magneto, weight about go lbs 1910
4 h.p. N.S.U., 1908, magneto, twin, two

speeds 28 10
4 h.p N.S.U. TWIN, magneto, smart, two

speeds 25

4ih.p. TWIN MINERVA,- magneto, 2iin.

tyres 25

5 h.p. TWIN G.B , magneto, up to d ..0. . 25

5 h.p. TWIN VINDEC (1907), magneto .. 29 10

5 h.p. TWIN ANTOINE, new 22 10
6 h.p. TWIN REX and Sidecar, four speeds 20

3j h.p. TWIN WERNER, spring forks 1110
3I h.p. REX, 1907, very smart 15 15

3i h.p. REX (1906), low built 14 14

4 h.p. ANTOINE, magneto, Roc two-speed 20 10

5i h.p. REX-DE-LUXE, twin tyres. Roc
clutch, magneto 27 10

4 h.p. ZENITH BIC\R, free engine 16 16

3 h.p. RALEIGH, Phoenix two-speed gear 11 10

3j h.p. ARIEL, M.O.V., low built 1414
3i h.p. MINERVA, Chater-Lea 13 13

4 h.p. ANTOINE, M.O.V., low 12 12

3 h.p. BRADBURY, vertical englie 10 10

3 h.p. QUADRANT, spring forks 10 10

3 h.p. ARIEL, M.O.V., low 10 10

5 h.p. TWIN REX, Osborne four-speed .. 17 17

2} h.p. WERNER, vertical, low built . .• 9 10

2j h.p. MINERVA, 26;n. wheels 9 10

2\ h.p. SPARK, magneto, low buiU 9 10

3 h.p. SIMMS, magneto 10 10

2j h.p. NOBLE, M.b.V., vertical 910
3I h.p. REX, vertical engine 8 10

2 h.p. REX, vertical engine 7 10

2 h.p. ORIENTAL, B. and B carburetter 5
ij h p MINERVA, spray, good 4 15

2j h p. J.A.P., light and good 8
Extended payments arranged.

SIDECARS, etc.

BRITISH STANDARD, good order £3 15

MONTGOMERY, flexible joints, case 5

MILLS-FULFORD, nearly new 5 15
FORECAR ATTACHMENT, side stays .. 4 15
TRICAR CHASSIS and Wheels, sprung 3 15

TRICARS.
5 h.p. ASTER, open frame, two speeds . . £15 15

5 h.p. QUADRANT, two speed";, coach
built , 19 19

10 h.p. REXETTE, two speeds, open frame 29 1

5i h.p. REXETTE, two speeds, open frame 27 10
61 h.p. HUMBERETTE, Two-seater Car,

three speeds, reverse, artillery wheels,

three lamps, Stepney wheel 39 10

RUBBER AND CANVAS.
Correct angle. Non-stretching. Very clean.

fin. 9d., Jin. lid., Jin. 1/2, lin. 1/5
Approval. Sample free.

CORONET VARIABLE
SPEED PULLEY.

14/- each.

Special Terms to the Trade.
Standard makes can be had without

sending old pulley for pattern.

The screwed flange is securely held in any position

by a simple yet ingenious contrivance that dis-

tinguishes it as the most improved pulley made.
GRIPSKIN BELTING.

Sdentifically made from selected parts of hides.

An efficient belt at a popular price. Outlasts two
rubber belts. Correct angle, perfect drive, non-
stretching. We send on approval on receipt of P.O.

|in. 9d., fin. lOid., Jin. 1 /-, lin. 1 /I.
'* Special Terms to the Trade.

Boo'th's l\/lo-fcoi* ExcHEmere,
CORONET WORKS, WADE ST., HALIFAX.

Telephone 198Y.

MOTORL BICYCLES FOR SALE.
ri^RIUMPH. 1908, been running five months.
J- perfect condition. — Apply, W. White-
hurst, Coton Cottage, Milwich, Stone.

3 h.p. Enfield, in excellent condition, thor-
oughly reliable, good hill-climber

;

genuine bargain, £12 10s.—24, Haroourt Street.
Derby.

TRIUMPH, 3J h.p., 1907, in perfect running
order, new rubber studded tyre on

back; owner getting 1909; £30.—Kitchen',
chemist, Winsford, Cheshire.

41 h.p. Twin Roc, fast, reliable. Roc clutch,
2 footboards, built very low, in splen-

did condition, accumulator ignition; bar-
gain, £16.-24, Harcourt Street, Derby.

3i h.p. Royal Enfield, splendid condition.
2 very fast, good hill-climber, spring

seat, Eadie coaster hub; trial willingly; £18.
or offer.—Knight. Cheddleton, Leelj, Staffs.

3i h.p. Minerva, new June, 1908, magneto.
2 spare butted tube, lamp, tools, etc..

very little used ; can be ridden away ; owner
giving up riding; £22 10s.—L343. The Motor
Cyde Offices, Coventry.

3 h.p. Scout Motor, just built; £9 17s. 6d.,
cost double; Palmer motor cover, 26

by 2, Clincher ditto, scarcely worn, 6s. each,
tubes 5s.

; pair wheels, to suit driving rim,
complete, never used, 10s. ; extra thick Pal-
mer driving wheel tube, 26 by 24, 4S'. 6d.

;

belt, 2s. ; nearly new trembler coil, 7s. 6d.

;

large motor horn, new, 3s.; automatic car-
buretter, 3 h., new, 4s. 6d.—29. Chester
Street, Wolverhampton.

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland,
Nortliamptonshire, and Warwickshire.

£4 10s.—2| h.p., 26in. wheels, good tyres.-
66, Alderman's Drive, Peterborough.

31. h.p. N.S.U. , perfect condition; £24.—F.
2 Henry. Phoenix Cottage. Forest Road.

Leicester.

QUADRANT, 3i h.p., 1W7, low built, spring
forks, grand motor; offer wanted.—12,

Bull Ring. Birmingham.

ROVER Motor Cycle, 34 h.p., 26 wheels.
Brooks B90 saddle, splendid motor;

sell, bargain, £13.-12, Bull Ring, Birming-
ham.

31 h.p. Wolf, two speeds, bucket seat, non-
2 skid, good n,inning order; £15.—St.

Edmund's Garage, Abington Square, North-
ampton.

3' 1, h.p. Magneto Rex, black and gold, fast
2 and powerful, condition as new;

bargain, £20.—Holmes, Spencer Street, Lea-
mington.

3 h.p. Ariel, new in May last, spring forks,
footrests, etc., in thorough working

order: £15.-7, Farm Road, Sparkbrook, Bir-
mingham.
rpwiN Roc, 5-6 h.p., with coach-built fore-

X car, excellent condition ; £37 las', net.—
G.H., c/o A. W. Wall, Ltd., Roc Motor Works.
Birmingham.

MOTOSACOCHE, latest, new November 2nd,
1908, been tried half a dozen times

;

cost £30, sacrifice £22 10s.—6, Clemens Street,

Leamington.

F.N., 5-6 h.p., 1908, uew October, perfect con-
dition, many extras, all spares, no

faults; £39 10s.—Motorist. West End House.
Geddington, Kettering.

REX de Luxe, 54 h.p. twin, free engine,
maaiieto, perfect running order; any

trial and expert inspection; £24 10s.—22, Vic-

toria Terrace, Leamington.

ARIEL, 24 h.p., new this season, scarcely
soiled, spring forks; cost £35, offered

' £23; owner buying larger power motor.—A.
;
Titcombe, 28, Grove Street, Leamington.

FOR Sale, £15. or exchange for good light

Motosiooche or Moto-Reve, a 34 h.p.

Rex, splendid condition: too powerful for

owner.—67, King Richard Street, Coventry.

QUADRANT, 34 h.p., 1907. magneto. MTiittle

belt, guaranteed good condition, Lomax
non-skid, powerful bike : bought tricar ; £18.

—Potter, 210, Addison Road, King's Heath,
Birmingham.

N.S.U., brand new. 1908. 3| h.p., magneto
ignition, spring forks. Shamrock - Ex-

celsior back tyre, tool case and set tools,

£45 model; sell, great bargain, £29.—
Brown's Stores, 12, Bull Ring, Birmingham.

In answering any of these advertisements it i-i desirable that you mention " T7\e Motor Cycled
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lOTOH BICYCLES FOR SALE.
1 h.p- Twin-cylinder Eex, magneto igni-
'2 tion, sprin.^ forks; accept £18 10s.,

irgain.—12, Bull Ring. Birmingham.
il h.p. Minerva, specially low Chater, just
>2 overhauled, new tyres, Miraculum,
vo-speed clutch, B.B. handle-bar, foot-
>ard8 with boxes, splendid winter ma-
line; cash oflFers.—Lomax, University, Bir-
ingham.
T.S.U., 6 h.p., as new, twin-cylinder, mag-
N neto, handle-bar control, 2iin. tyres,
1 accessories; cost £55, sell or exchange
r good two-seated car or tricar, cash ad-
istment.^No. 1.337, The Motor Cycle Ofllces.,

jventry.

li h.p. Ariel, Palmer tyres, B. and B. car-
i'2 buretter, N.A.B. spring- seat, Wata-
ata belt, cylinder re-bored, new piston and
ngs fitted; £10, cr near cash oflfer.—Seen
. Tom Lukeman's, cycle agent, High Street,
nethwick.

liEIUMPH, 1908, perfect condition. Sham-
rock Excelsior, rubber studded back,

incher front, unpunctured, F.R.S. lamp,
id generator, spare contact breaker, horn,
c; buying 1909; £37. — Shanklin House,
jacia Eoad, Leamington.

SECTION V.

lorfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon,
and Bedford.

iS_ h.p r.N., Chater-Lea frame. Palmers,
i4 accumulator ignition, good condition;
irgain, £13.—Below.

-9 h.p. Bat, latest, just won twin scratch
on Brooklands, doing- over 70 miles p.h.,

iree pxilleysi, speeds from ten m.p.h., cost
ith spares over £80, take £50.—Parker, St.
es, Hunts.

i3 h.p. Brown, very low frame, torpedo
i'4 tank, fast machine ; bargain, £10.

—

>x. 25, St. Andrews Street, Cambridge.

1 h.p. Triumph. 1907. been carefully u&ed,
'3 adjustable pulley, £4 worth spares;
guineas, lowest. — B. Cumberland, The

(rnchet, Luton.

' h.p. Chase, just overhauled and enam-
' elled French grey, torpedo tank, R.O.M..
jry fast, low built; £20, or nearest offer.—
>lebrooke, Cherryhinton Eoad, Cambridge.

BARGAINS.—Brand new 1908 motor cycles.
J 31 h.p. magneto Triumph, £42; 5-6 h.p.
agneto F.N., £45; 3i h.p. magneto N.S.u.,
50; all guaranteed—Storey, Bridge Street,
imbi'idge.

SECTION VI.
Worcestershire, Herefordshire, Radnor,
Brecknock, Monmouth, Glamorgan,
Carmarthen, Cardigan, and Pembroke.

TRIUMPH, 3S h.p.. late 1907, perfect run-
ning order. Palmer cords, Sipares; £27.

Edward Webb, Redditch.

yriNERVA, 2 h.p., M.O.V., girder forks,
'X 26in. wheelsi, light, fast, good hill-
imber; bargain, £9 10s.—Preece, Bridge
xeet, Kington.

i h.p. Minerva, 1908 model, perfect; £35,
:2 or will exchange for screw-cntting
,th€. tools, and cash. — Butterfleld, Stech-
trd, Worcestershire.

/riNEEVA, 23 h.p., vertical, M.O.V., just
'J- been overhauled, low, in excellent con-
tion, £8 15s. ; also Fuller charging battery,
-ur cells, 30s.—Preece, Bridge Street. King-
m, Herefordshire.

i VERY Reliable 3 h.p. Humber, chain
L drive, vertical free engine, starts from
anding, back tyre studded, long bars, low
at, tools, stand, etc., equal to any up-to-
ite machine; £14. — Ward's, 24, Portman-
oor Road, Cardiff.

SECTION VII.

iloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks,
Wilts and Hants, and Channel Islands.

1:3 h.p. De Dion, Chater-Lea, good condi-
<'4 tion; £6, bargain.—Firminger, Bot-
y, Hants.

>0C, special model, open frame, free en-
t gine clutch, 5-7 h.p. Peugeot twin. Pal-
er cords, extra exhaust lifter under saddle,
agneto, carrier, lamp, horn, 12 month® old.
E. di Villa, " Holm Lea," Swaythling Lawn,
mthampton.

BARGAINS DyPA^R^'^YNT.

§ Offers wanted In cash, exchange, or easy terms.

1908 3^ h.p. QUADRANT, Bosch magneto,
Clincher tyres, shop-soiled only, reduced to £28

19'^'7 5i 11. p. Twin REXES, magneto ignition.
Spring forks, cantilever seats £22

5-6 h.p. REX-DE-LUXE, twin tyres, clutch £24

3 h.p. CLYDE, magneto, M.O.V £16

3 h.p. TRIUMPH, 2'5in. wheels £15

5i h.p. TWIN REX, masnificent goer £19

7i h.p. TWIN REX and Sidecar £23

5-6h.p REX-DE-LUXE. maKncto.Rocclutch £27

5. READY MONEY BARGAINS
or Good Push Bike and a Little Cash.

2i h.p. SINGER, magneto ignition

s.

£8

2j h.p. HUMBER, spray carburetter £8

£5I J h.p. MINERVA, good

2j h.p. ANTOI.NE, spray carburetter £7

3 h.p. DE DION, vertical, scrav £8

FOUR 5 h.p. MAGNETO TWIN REXES.
1907 machines, Bosch magneto, spring forks, fine

sidecar machines, £22, or excliange.

&IOECARS.
ARIEL, 26,'n. wheel, plated rim, rigid £4 10

N.S.U. , 24in. wheel, plated rim, rigid £5 6

ALBION, zCin. wheel, plated rim, rigid £5

ALBION, 28in. wheel plated rim ricnd £5

fO nflV^M Secures any ol the lollowing
*** l^wwwi^ Machines. Balance 5/- per week.

3i b.p. ROVER, M.O.V. , belt drive £12

4 h.p. ANTOINE, vertical, M.O.V., spray. . £12
3.V h.p. ARIEL MINERVA. M.Q.V., spray. . £12

3i h.p. BRADBURY, 26in. wheels . £12

3i h.p. WADDINGTON, vertical, spray.

.

. £10

3.ih.p MINERVA, M.O.V., spring forks . . £14

3 J h.p. CLARENDON . M.O.V., spray .

.

. £12

3 h.p. MINERVA, M.O.V., spray . £11

3} h.p. REX vorticai, a flyer . £10

3 h.p. CLARL.N'UOX. M O.V., spray £10

S.i h.p. iQQfi HIiX. ci-m. wheels ;.. £15

3i h.p. ARIEL, .M.O.V.. 26in. wheels.. ,?14

h.p. FLEET. Ariel, 26in. wheels £12

2| h.p. KERRY, spray, 2&in. wheels £10

3^ h.p. CENTAUR, bet dr ve £12

3 h.p. WHITELEY, vertical, spray £10

^^ h.p. "DUX." M.O.V.. £10

3i h.p. 1905 REX, 26in. wheels, M.O.V. .. £13

3 h.p. EXCELSIOR, spray carb. £10

2^ h.p. SINGER, masneto £10

£9

3 h.p. M.M.C., extra low built £12

2 h.p. QUADRANT, spray. .77.^ £7 10

2i h.p. WHITELEY, Longuemare £9

2i h.p. CLEMENT-GARRARD. fine goer . . £10 0~

2} h.p. PHCENIX MINERVA, 26in wheels £10

2j h.p. R. and P., vertical, 26in. wheels.

ENGINES. ETC.
£4 10 45 Simms £7 10
i'.3 3 3 1 Quadrant Set ^ £2 19

new £6 19 2^ De Dion pattern 37/6
CAMEL BELTING.

Rubber and Canvas V Belting. Absolutely the BEST

3 1 Standar J

25 Quadrant
3 V Quadrant,

9d Jin., 1/-; Jin.,belt on the market, fin.,

1/4; lin., 1/8 per foot. Any length cut.
Fasteners 6(i. each.

BARGAINS—TRICARS, &C.
Forecar Attachment, 26in. wheels £4 10

4 h.p. BAT, spring frame, 26in. wheels. , £15

5 h.p. REXETTE, two speeds £22

4j h.p. QUADCAR, water-cooled, two speeds £12

TRICAR FRAME, o en, for wheel steerin? £3 10

DRUMMOND sMn. Treadle Lathe £11 11

LYCELT'S Li .htning Stands 4/9 per pair.

R.O.M. Contact Breaker 10 /-

CLINCHER COVERS.
New, unused, beaded edge

with Clincher name on.
26 X 2 17/6
26 X 2i 17/6
28 X 2h 23/-

3/- allowed for old covers.

Sjnd tor Price List of Accessories. Pounds saved

E FARRAR
ALBION WORKS, SQUARE ROAD, *HALI FAX.

CONTINENTAL TYRES
Cover. Tube.

26 X 2 . . 20/6 7/9
26 X 2i. . 24/- 8/-

26 X aj. • '^?'^ 9/6
28 X 2 . . 22/- 8/-
28 X 2i. . 24/- 9/-

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

4 h.p. Automoto, Ohater-Lea, Dongueman ,

spring forks, splendid condition; £10.—
F. Finer. Colnbrook, Slough.

MOTO.SACOCHE, perfect condition; £16;
particulars, trial ride reasonable dis-

tance.—Stark, Cherwell, Oxford.

23 h.p. Fairy Lightweight Motor Bicycle,
4 twin-cylinder engine, as good as new;

£18.—Montgomery, Queen's Eoad, Clifton,
Bristol.

31 h.p. Kelecom, splendid machine, quicli
2 starting, reliable, speedy, and good

hill -climber, lamp, spare non-skid; 13

guineas.—18, Melrose Avenue, Reading.

i Q06 Twin Rex, spring forks, cantilever.
±0 Whittles, new 25 amp. accumulator,
perfect; trial; £20, or near offer.—414, Ports-
wood Road, Portswood, Southampton.

5 h.p. Twin Kerry, in splendid condition;
any test given if desired; bag and

spares ;
genuine bargain, £20, no offers

;

owner buying car. — VVatkins. Thornville,
Anstey, Alton, Hants.

33 h.p. Quadrant, magneto (silver model),
1 winner A.C.U. Hill-climb, very power-

ful, splendid condition ; accept £25.—Photo-
graph and particulars. Box 1,299, The Motor
Cycle Offices, Coventry.

C(HATER-LEA factory-built No. 6 frame,
tanks, saddle, handle-bars, pedalling

gear, 26 bv 2i Dunlop back, Wearwell front,
B. and B. carburetter, complete, minus en-
gine and magneto, only three months old,
not scratched ; £18, nearest offer.—50, Logan
Road, Bristol.

Q3. h.p. F.N. Motor Cycle, good condition,
.^4 £10; Liberty sidecar, upholstered
gi-een, with apron, new condition, £2 10s.

;

2 h.p. lightweight attachment, Stevens en-
gine, carburetter, and silencer, brand new,
with tank and belt rim, £2. — For particu-
lars, apply. West, High Street, Goring, Oxob.

O-J Guineas for brand new 1908 21 h.p. Min-
^J. erva, magneto, spring forks, handle-
bar control, as advertised fortnight ago,
just done 80 mile trial run, very quiet,
flexible and smooth running, ride 60 miles
to buyer; any trial; a genuine bargain, cost

£39.—John Webber. Craufurdrise, Maiden-
head.

SECTION VIIL
Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent,

and Sussex.

GENN.—3 h.p. Humber, chain driver, long
bars; £7 10s.

GENN.—2i h.p. Minerva, Chater-Lea fittings,

Longnemare, Model B., tyres good;
£8 10s.

GENN.—3 h.p. Fafnlr. Chater-Lea fittings,

Dunlops, light, low, fast; £15 10s.—Gap
Road, Wimbledon.

3 h.p. F.N Cycle, footboards; £12, or offer.

—Motor, 174, Kingsland Road, N.

r.N., four-cylinder, perfect condition, late
1907; £25.—S., 21, Duke's Avenue, Mus-

well Hill.

FOUR-CYLINDER F.N., late type, magneto,
spring forks, almost new; bargain, £23

10s.—Below.

ROC, 3i h.p.. magneto, clutch, handle-bar
control, beautiful order; cheap, £19 196.

—Below.
EOVER. 3i h.D.. late model, perfect; great

bargain, £10 15s.—Whittle, 41, Skelbrook
Street. Wandsworth.

STAMFORD HILL.—3 h.p. Trent, long bars,
swan-neck seat-pillar, splendid condi-

tion; £11.

STAMFORD HILL.—II h.p. Quadrant Light-
weight, Minerva engine, two brakes, all

in very good condition, and perfect order;
£5 10s.

STAMFORD HILL. — 2i h.p. Precision en-
gined lightweight, in good running

order, and very good condition ; £5 15s,

STAMFORD HILL.—3 h.p. Progress, mag-
neto, 26 by 2J tyres, perfect condition

;

£10 10s.—128, High Road, Stamford Hill.

STAMFORD HILL.—5| h.p. twin Brown, Pal-
mer cord tyres, Osborne four speeds,

shop-soiled, bought few weeks; £45. — 128,

High Road, Stamford Hill.

///. answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you menlion " The Motor Cycle"
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»TOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
h V Roc. Jap engine, Phelon and Moore
two-speed gear, also a coach-built side-

with starting handle attachment and
d- £28 the whole combination; inspec-

1 invited.—At Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,
)t Street, London, E.G.

h.p. Phoenix, Minerva engine, Palmer
cord tyres, gauge glasses to tank,

as headlight, just been thoroughly over-

iled • £13, or will exchange for motor ac-

jcries or tools.—F. Grannaway, High
jet, Theale, near Reading, Berks.

INDEC Special. 3i h.p. F.N. engine Truf-

fault suspension, mag-neto, Palmerss
ing seat-pillar, new Dermatine belt, and
re, F.R.S. lamp, spares, and tools, excel-

t condition, and thoroughly reliable ; £20.

owdon, 14, Stodart Road, Anerley.

»07 6 h.p. Twin Rex de Luxe, double back
f tyres, low frame (as latest pattern),

ing forks, cantilever spring seat, every-

ag in new condition, not done 500 miles.,

Qb anything with sidecar; £22.—Motorist

.

Colvestoiifi Crescent, Dalsiton, London.

k08 Triumph, 34 h.p., magneto, spring
' forks, complete with Triumph tool kit.

ip, horn, and spares, engine is perfect
uld willingly dismantle), enamel and
ting as new; £35 lOs. ; seen by appoint-
at.—Holly Bank. Manor Road, Leyton.

. h.p. 80 by 82 Kerry, long and low, de-

I tachable brass bound rubber foot-

,rd8. Clinchers, Bates bands, unpunc-
ed, two new Kerry accumulators, set of
res, plating, etc.. as new; £18, or near
sr.—Greenfield, 16, Semperley Road, Bal-
n.

EmilNE 31 h.p. 1907 N.S.U., magneto,
spring forks, large saddle, spare tyre,
lamp, hooter, pump, coat and breeches,

I all accessories in toolbag, ready for any
rney ; £20 the lot; practically new. —
nbroke House, 22, The Avenue, Bruce
ive.

RIUMPH, 34 h.p., magneto, special sad-
dle, new Shamrock belt, tyres un-

Eitched, non-skid back, tools, spares, in-

ding contact breaker, horn, number
tes absolutely as new; only wants see-

; 32 guineas.—214. High Road. Leyton-
ae. E.

\08 N.S.U., magneto, 3? h.p., brand new
/ condition, not ridden 200 miles, very
', Shamrock rubber studded back cover,
re tyres, spares for engine and magneto,
1 kit, one of the finest machines extant;
.—Hoffman, 60, Chiswell Street, Finsbury
lare, London.

00 1908 Military Model, 4 h.p.. two-speed,
free engine, magneto, Autoclipse lamp,

1 Mills-Pulford sidecar, quantity tools,
,res, including two tyres, three belts, ac-
ent and third - party insiirance policy ;

, accept reasonable offer, or would .sell

arately.-H.E.O., Ingledell. Gf.ilford Ave-
it, Surbiton.

IGHT Low 24 h.p. F.N., just re-bushed
throughout, brass tanks, spring forks,

vance adjustable pulley. New Departure,
i Bowden hand belt rim brakes, new
'er and tube, registration numbers,
merous spares; sacrifice £12. — L.S., 19,

ncurry Street. Fulham.

OWERFUL 34-4 h.p. Uatest) M.M.C, low,
long bars, Chater-Lea, footboards, Pla-
cords. Brooks BIOO. new condition,

ething for sidecar work, £13 10s., must
also sidecar, fit any machine. 24 tyre,

olstered green, as new, £3 15s., bargain.
Bishopsgate Street Without, E.G.

F.N. Lightweight, hardly used, exactly
same as machine at Stanley Show, all

iist refinements, including spring foot-
is and forks, magneto ignition, very pow-
il, fast and reliable, ideal winter mount

;

3©, including all accessories, £25.—S.

rris, 41, Albert Road, Stratford, E.

ih.p. Minerva, new last June, new studded
cover, lamp, horn, watch, carrier,

nd, two new spare covers, only ridden
miles, everything as new, £32; four-

inder F.N., in perfect condition, all ac-.
ioriea and spares, £22; Gaulois cover,
h band, new, £1; F.R.S. lamp, new, 17s.

|ln. Watawata (nearly new), 7s. 6d.

;

Gloria, 58.; gin. Lycett. 5s.; leaving
rland; mubt sell everything motorish;
lis by appointment.—Baxter, Lyndhurst,
oter's Hill Road, Blackheath.

Whv fun
r-isl« o o-F Side-

slip

When you can fit the PHCENIX attachment for £12 10s.

For Passenger, from £15 10s. Lists by return.

PHCENIX MOTORS, LTD., Blundell St., LONDON, N.

26 X 2
Clincher A WONS

FITTED WITH

LOMAX

STEEL-STUDDED

NON-SKID TREADS.

37/6 *"""'
comple'te.

TERMS TO TRADE.

LOMAX TYRE CO.,

(Dept. Y) Birmingham.

REX. REX. REX.|

REPLACEMENTS
AND REPAIRS.

WE STOCK
REX PARTS

and
FITTINGS

for

ANY TYPE
OR DATE.

SAVE TIME AND MONEY BY ORDERING FROM
THE PREMIER MOTOR CO.

ANTOINE
ENGINE
PARTS.

ALL SPARES SUP-

PLIED PROMPTLY.
LOW PRICES.

THE PREMIER MOTOR CO., LTD.,

ASTON ROAD, BIRMINGHAM.

MOTOR CYCLE SHEDS.
Special offer in thoroughly well
made Portable Slieds. Sizes.
6ft. X 4ft., 7ft. hii;h £1 12 O.
ft. X 5ft. ditto i2 5 O.

9ft. X 7ft., 8£t. hish £3 16 6.
IMt. X 8ft., 9ft. high £5 4 O.

Complete with strong floor,
window glazed, sti'ong lock and
hinges to door, and treated with
our special wood presei'vati'TO.
Packed free on rails upon
receipt of cash.

Satisfaction guaranteed or
amount paid refunded. Can be fitted with Bench and
Cupboard for spares, etc., at small extra cost.

Complete catalogue upon application.

WM. GARDAM & SONS, LTD., The Wha.-f, Stain«6.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION IX.

Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

4 h.p. Antoinc, perfect rutming order, faot-
baards, accumulator and dry battery

:

£18.^Bent, Duart, Bideford. Devon.

i Q08 Roc, 3J h.p., free engine, two-speed
-Lt/ gear. Rex spring forks, Amac carbur-
etter, magneto, splendid winter machine

;

£25.—Cullum, 27, Butts Hill, Prome.

ARIEL, 3 h.p., in good condition. Clincher
26in. whe&ls, M. and B. switch ; £11 lis.,

or exchange and cash for tricar.—Marriott,
Ashley Terrace, Upper Parkstone', Dorset.

HUMBER, 2| h.p., and sidecar, has Norman
two-speed gear, and cone clutch, tyres

and all in first-class order, upholstery light
blue, re-niekelled and enamelled: price, in-
cluding spares; £15.—Toby, Lauriston Villa,
Torquay.

i Q08 Triumph, complete; £40; property of
Xt/ naval officer, not ridden 1.300 miles,
cyclometer, handle-bar mirror, extra tool-
bag, Hella lamp, generator on tank, two
spare inner tubes, new Shamrock beit, com-
plete spare valve, studded back tyre.—Seen
at Mr. D. Guy, cycle agent, WeymoTith, Dor-
set.

Scotland.

34

SECTION X.

3i
"•^-

h.p. Motor Cycle, in good order; ex-
change 1908 Motosacoche, cash ad-

justment.—Particulars, Howieson, Eoberton,
Abiugton.

31 h.p. Humber, also 3 h.p. Ormonde, both
^ good climbers; exchange for low 3i

h.p. magneto bike, offers.—77, Craieton
Road, Govan.

31 h.p. Minerva, low, £10 10&. ; three 26 by
2 2 outer covers, two 28 by 2, £1 the

lot. — Knight, Woodhall Terrace, Mossend,
Lanarkshire. Scotland.

31. h.p. N.S.U.. magneto, two-speed, tyres
2 perfect, stand, carrier, horn, spare

tyre, tube, first-class order, also rigid side-
car; lowest £24.—Wise, Uddingston.

EDINBURGH.—Vindecs, Quadrants, Rexes,
Adlers, Moto Reves, Ariels, Zeniths,

Minervas. Griffons, Nortons, N.S.U., Ad-
vances, Rocs, etc., in stock, and to be seen
at Alexander's: Motor Exchange, Edinburgh.

1907 Magneto N.S.U., two-speed
gear, 24 by 2J Peter-Union tyres, un-

punctured, horn, stand, carrier, tools, and
spare valves, etc., grand order; great bar-
gain, £22 10s., OT best cash offer. — Park,
Clothier, New Cumnock.

3 h.p. Pafnir, Chater-Lea fittings through-
out. B. and B. latest handle-bar con-

troUed carburetter. Castle accumulator,
trembler coil, spring forks, Xl'all saddle-
pillar, vibrationless, will climb anything;
inspection invited.—Johnstone, Alloway, Ayr.

BRAND New 1908 Models to clear.—2i h.p.
(25 guinea) Rex, £19 10s.; 3J h.p. (35

guinea) Rex Tourist, £28 10s.; 2J h.p. (£39)
Ariel lightweight, £34 5s.; 2| h.p. (£29)
Minerva, £25 10s.; 3J h.p. (£42 10s.) Griffon,
£34 10s.; 3 h.p. (£41 10s.) Adler, £33; 3i h.p.
(£48 lOs.) Vindec, £43 10s.; 5 h.p. (£52 lOs.)

Norton. £46. First cheque secures any of
the above chances, which cannot be re-
peated.—Alexander's Motor Exchange, 110.

Lothian Road, Edinburgh.

GUARANTEED Bargains; all in perfect
condition.—3 h.p. Quadrant, £10: Cle-

raent-Garrard lightweight, £8 10s.; 21 h.p.

F.N., £12; 3i h.p. Bradbury, almost new,
£20; 3i h.p. N.S.U., two-speed. £26; 5 h.p.

Antoine, hill-climb winner, £19 10s. ; 4 h.p.

Roc, two speeds, £28; 2 h.p. Moto-Reve, £27;

3i h.n. Griffon, £24 ; 5 h.p. Rex Triette, four
speeds, £27 10s.; 5 h.p. 1908 Vindec. good as
new, Truffault forks, record-holder, £39
10s.; 4 h.p. Adler, 1908, with detachable fore-

car, two speeds, ridden twenty miles, cost

£72. special sacrifice £42.—Alexander's
Motor Exchange, 108 and 110, Lothian Road,
Edinburgh.

SECTION XL
Ireland and Isle of Man.

-I Q08 N.S.U. Motor Cycle. 6 h.p. twin, with
Lu N.S.U. rigid sidecar, magneto, free

engine, two-speed gear. Continental tyres,

24in. by 24in., spares, has not run 500 miles;
cost £73; offers wanted.—M. Sweeney. Main
Street. Loughrea, Co. Galway, Ireland.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle."
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TRICARS FOR SALE.
UTAMFORD HILL.—Phoeuix Trimo. Minerva
kJ engine, fine couditian ; £12 10s.

STAMFORD HILL.—6 h.p. Riley, twin w.c.

eng-iue, Chater-Lea open frame, coach-
built tricar, two speeds, overhauled; £47 10s.

OTAMPOKD HILL. — 5 h.p. twin Hamilton,
O Mills-Puliord forecarriage, splendid
cane body, excellent condition; £20.

UTAMPORD HILL. — 5 h.p. twin Kerry,
O R.O.M.. Millford front wicker body,
grand condition ; £28.-128, High Road, Stam-
ford Hill.

QTAMPORD HILL.—5i h.p. Twin Brown, Mill-

O ford duplex steering' sidecar, Palmer
cord tyres, four speed pulley, brand new-
few weeks; £50, eost £75.-128, Hig-h Road,
Stamford- Hill.

£15 15s., must sell.—5 h.p. w.c, engine as
new, O-sborno four-speed gear; 25s.—134.

Highgate Road, Kentish To-wn.

3X h.p. Rover Tricar, perfect condition,
2 cost £65, nearesit offer to £24.—Cox,

25, St. Andrews Street, Cambridge.

HUMBER Tricar, 3i h.p., cane body, up-
holstered, ftrsit-class order; bargain,

£11 15s.—12, Bull Ring, Birmingham.

r»20.—Bat. 4 h.p., water-cooled, coach-built,
dU two-speed, chain driven ; 50 miles
trial.—Alexander. Grosvenor Villas, Bath.

5 h.p. Twin Kerry, forecarriage, good con-
dition, tyi-es new ; sell cheap first rea-

sonable offer.—51, Hatfield Road, Gloucester.

6 h.p. Aster .
Water-cooled Tricar, eoachi-

built seatsi, very powerful ; give any
trial; £32.—H., 112, New King's Road, Ful-
liiam.

WHITE and Poppe, M.O.V., 44 h.p., Chater-
Lea, thiree speeds. Palmers, etc.

;

£24, or good bike and cash.—171, High Street,

Tonbridge.

LAGONDA. 10-12 h.p., perfect condition

;

first reasonable cash accepted ; will pay
half carriage.—Gorham. Middle Pavement,
Nottingham.

CHATER-LEA Trioar, with 4 h.p. Stevens
engine, good as new; trial; all spares,

etc.; £26.—Emerson, 2, Burley Road, Custom
House, Essex.

PHCENIX Tricar, coach-built, two speeds,
perfect condition, many improvements,

splendid light touring machine. — Kemp,
Chesham Bois, Bucks.

-i Q,07 6 h.p. Twin Rex Triette, practically
LXj new, powerful, fast, and reliable, take
two anywhere; £22 10s.—17. Kenmure Road,
Hackney Road, London.

£20, or near offer for quick sale.—Reliable
Humber tricar, free engine, starting

handle, good order, had very little wear.—
Durham, Bocking, Essex.

RALEIGHETTE Tricar. 3| h.p., two speeds,

climbs anything, Palmer, perfect; £35,

exchange 3i h.p. Triumph, 1908.—Herwin, 36,

William Street. Woolwich.

OPEN Frame Tricar Chassis, complete
with wheels, tyres, Hans Renold chains,

t-wo-speed gear, brakes: £8 17s. 6d. the lot.

—Booth's Motories. Halifax.

31 h.p., two-speed gear, fan^cooled, in per-
2 feet running order, excellent condi-

tion, aU tools, spares, etc. ; £20, or near
offer,—Tricar, 19, Pavilion Road, S.W.

51. h.p. Watei'-cooled Two-speed Rexette Tri-

2 car, good condition throughout; in-

spection invited; cheap for cash, or ex-

change.—21. Portland Street. Taunton.

TRICAR, Hamilton engine, 4^ h.p., water-
cooled, ooach-huilt. wheel steering, two

speeds, free engine; sell, .
bargain, £19 lOs.

;

photo sent.—12, Bull Ring. Birmingham

TRICAR, 5 h.p. twin Kerry, open frame,
wheel steering, coach-built, two-speed,

just been overhauled; £32, motor bike part.

—Sansom, Lynchford Road, Farnborough.

REXETTE, 8-10 h.p., water-cooled, three-
seater, wheel steering, car sprung,

Dunlop car tyres, steel non-skid, particulars
and photo; £40 or nearest cash offer.—37,
Church Street, Mansfield.

9 h.p. Riley, Palmer cords, steel studded
back, one brass headlight and two

side, electric tail lamp, spares, etc., perfect;
£60 : fuller particulars and photo on appli-
cation.—No. L3,767, The Motor Cycle Offices,

20, Tudor Street, E.G.

A SEASONABLE GIFT
acceptable to every Motor Cyclist.

The Service Cold wire a.t her Jacket
Made by our own Tailors, and

Unsurpassed -for FIT, STYLC, & VALUE.

3MP Our Price

25/6
Approva', depostt.

State ch(>st|nieasure-

rnent. Aii sizes

'stocked, length 32in.

Made in Grey Yorkshire Frieze, body and sleeves lined

tiirougliout with good quality Tan Leather, fitted with
win^cuffs. Pattern post free.

The Service Ailweather Suit.
The most RELIABLE Motor Cyclist WATERPROOF

SUIT ever oifered. GUARANTEED Waterproof.

25/-
Approval,

deposit.

Smart appearance.

All sizes stocked.

Double Texture Fawn Material, seam stitched and
solutioned, fitted with storm cuffs; length 34 and 36
inches ; loose fitting, easily slipped on. Write at

once, our stock is limited.

A BARGAIN IN GLOVES.

3)IF- The "Service" Winter Gloves, Tan Cape.

Stout, Sac Wrist, Wool lined, lOJin. deep

3/3 p°^* free.

No Gift could be more acceptable to h Motor Cyclist
at this Season, than soraetliing to add to his personal
comfort awheel. Our list will gi\e y u a wide choice

of suitable gifts,

THE SERVICE COMPANY, LTD.,
202 & 293, HIGH HOLBORN, W.C.

TRICARS FOR SALE.
LEEDS.—5 h.p. Gerrard Tricar, wat

cooled, three speeds, large clutch,
first-class order: £32 10s.

LEEDS.—Triette Tricar. 5 h.p. twin engii
just been overhauled and frame :

enamelled, large footboards; £22 lOs.

LEEDS.—3^ h.p. Minerva Tricar, cha
driven, fitted with Kent three-.spe

gear, fast and good hill-climber, fan-cooli
does not overheat; a bargain, £20.

LEEDS.—Exchanges' entertained on abc
machines.—The Lreeds Motor Exchani

28, Dock Street, Leeds.

BAT, 6 h.p. w.c. Pafnir, two speeds, clut<
snruiiE: frame, wheel stcerinff. coac

built, to seat three tyres almost new ; i

10s. or motor cycle and cash.—50, Mar
Road, Brockley.

CCENTURY Tricar. 6h h.p. Aster, w.c, t

J speeds, free engine, coicli-built eea
wheel steering, Renold chains, fair con
tion; £25. — Hollick, 1, Carlton Maiisio
Claphum Road, S.W.

CI h.p. Lagonda Tricar for sale, first-cli

O2 condition, clutch, handle - .startii

fast and reliable, nearly new tyres, or woi
^ ••' r( twin or four-cylinder bik<

11. Sheldon Street, Leicester.

8-10 h.p. Rexette, three-seater,- nearly n<

no i-ea^onable offer refiised (exchai
entertained) ; also lathe, 5iu. centre, ^

back geared, gap bed, compound slide r<

5in. Gushman's chuck, £5.—Jack.son, 9, Se
wick Street, Homerton, N.E.

4 h.p. Ormonde (Kelecom engine), w
coach-built forecar attachment, spl

did running order, handle-bar conti
spring handles and seat-pillar, three lam
car horn, and spares, tools, etc.; £15; tr
given.—Riclimond, Matlock Road, Bright

6 h.p. Twin Antoine, chain drive. Chat
Lea throughout, three-speed gear b

Peter - Union tyres, non-skid, coach-bi
seat, lamps, tools, spares, perfect machi
little used : £29, or motor cycle and casl
J.S.R., 3, .-^t. Peter's Road, Kingsland, "L

don.

41. h.p. Tricar, water-cooled, coach-bu
2 open frame, wheel steering, t

speeds, chain drive, foot clutch, new ty
steel studded back; £35; will take good
motor cycle with sidecar and cash; offe

all answered. — Sellman, Mill Street, C
nock. Staffs.

-J
Q07 6 h.p. Quadrant Carette (tricar), lig

±U coach-built, two speeds, handle sta

ing-, wheel steering, absolutely new con
tion throughout, perfect control, v
sprung, fast, very powerful, thoroughly
liable; £38.—Tricar, 86, Colvestone Cresce
Dalston, London
]yr£W 5i h.p. Rex Tricar, 1907 model, m
li to clear, room wanted, £30; Rexette
h.p., two cylinders, twin back wheel, t

speeds and reverse, three-seater, new,
clear £75; exchanges entertained on abo
—L. F. Harvey and Co., 6, Chapel Street,
Victoria Street, Manchester.

TRICAR, 3J h.p. Lloyds engine, less cy]
der, ooil and accumulator, Clinehe

2J handle starting, BICO saddle, with fc

and front wheel to convert into cycle, go
condition, sell together or separate; wl
offers?—Seen at The Forward Cycle Co.,

Edmund Street, Birmingham.

HALIFAX.—5i h.p. spring frame Rexet
£35; 8-10 h.p. Rexette, £47 10s.; 4i h

water-cooled Bradbury, open frame, £35;
h.p. Stevens, two-speed, £30; 44 h.p. Steve
water-cooled, two- speed, £27 10s. ; Rex t

speed tricar, £18 lOs. ; coach-built Rex t

car, £13 10s.—Halifax Motor Exchange, W<
gate, Halifax. .

TiRIGAR, well-known make, two-cylinc
Stevens, 8-10 h.p., open frame, s:

doors for driver, painted white and gold
new^ condition, with £20 worth of spar
Cape cai't hood, R.O.M. contact breaker, el

trie lamps, Marconi coil; £65, lowest, or
chans/e for good small car.—Apply to Co
119, Victoria Street, London, S.W.

REXETTE, 8-10 h.p., coachrbunt, dark r
black bead, white lines, seats th

water-cooled, two speeds, Michelin ty
front. Continental back, studded, two sp;

tyres and tubes, four lamps, spares, apro
sfplendid condition, very powerful, cli:

anything ; must sell ; cash needed ; £35
nearest offer: Kent.—Box 1,349, The Mo
Cycle Offices, Coventry.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle.'"
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TRICARS FOR SALE.
POTVTEEPUL Tricar, 4| h.p. Stevens, gas

lamps and spares, macliine illustrat-ed
last is'STi© The Motor Cycle; £25.-132, Lximley
Road, Horley.

GAERAUD Tricar, throe-speed, handle
starting, water-cooled, wicker body,

good order; cash £21, or exchange motor
cycle.—Bennett, Pawnbroker, Heekmond-
wike.

COACH -BUILT Tricar, fitted two-cylinder
water-cooled White and Poppe engines,

clutch, gear box, three speeds and reverse,
foot and side lever brakes, wheel steering,
700 by 85 car tyres, chain drive; £50; car
wanted.—G-oddaTd, Brickfields, Southall.

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
MONTGOHERT, flexible, 26in.. new condi-

tion ; £4 5s.—Lewis.

LIBERTY, cane, 26in., upholstered green,
apron, perfect; £4.—Lewis.

PHCENDi Porecar, cane, 26in., upholstered
red, Complete, less> tyres, first 65s. se-

STires; with new Clinchers, 95s.—Lewis, 23,

A.rden Road. Hands-worth.

MONTGOMERY Sidecar; cost with basket
£11; only used three times; £7.-785,

High Road, Leytonstone.

LATEST Chater-Lea Sidecar (genuine), fitted
with spring wheel, brand new ; £7 7s.

-C. Sullivan, Larkhail Lane, S.W.

CHATER-LEA Tricycle Attachment, been
fitted to No. 6 frame, as new; £3 10s.,

Lowest, cost £12 128.—24, Southgate Road, Lon-
ion.

PRACTICALLY New Montgomery Fle.xible
„ Sidecar, not run 100 miles ; £5 ; buying

tricar.—Vickerman, Dragon Avenue, Harro-
gate. ,

'

LATEST 1909 Spring Wheel Sidecars, built
with genuine Chater-Lea fittings ; 7

ruineas.—Silverthorne Automobile Co., Lark-
iall Lane, S.W.

COACH-BUILT Sidecar, rigid frame, in ex-
cellent condition : £5 15s.—At Wau-

;hope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London,
S.C.

LIBERTY Sidecar, cane, like new. £4 10s.

;

Montgomery sidecar, de luxe fitting,
lonrskid attachment, flexible, £6 10s.—Rey,
), Heath Street, Hampstead.

^TAMFOED HILL.—Famous rigid sidecars,
O instant delivery, none better, fit yoiir
machine, £4 ISs. 6d.; Mills-Fulford, £4; fore-
jar, side stays, band brakes, £4 10s., wing
guards.—128, High Road, Tottenham.

BRAND New Rigid Sidecar, collected from
the Stanley Show, upholstered in red

:

E6 10s.; unprecedented opportiinity. — At
iVauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, Lon-
ion, E.C.

MAUDE'S can deliver from stock all 1909
models of Millford sidecars; also latest

jpring frame model; exchange your present
3rock for a modern sidecar.-Maude's Motor
Mart, Powell Street, Halifax.

BEFORE the Show we had 150 sidecars in
stock, but now we have only 50 left,

md still we can't build them fast enough
X) keep pace with the demand, so we advise
ill those desirous' of enjoying the delights^
Df an Oakleigh sidecar during the Xmas
lolidays' to place their orders now

; price
65; write for list; Mills-Fulford forecar at-
tachment, less tyres and basket, 35s.—Oak-
.eigh Motors, 65a, Rosendale Road, West
Dulwich.

TRAILERS.
TRAILER, 2 guineas. Reflex Clipper tyres,

as new.—Dell, South Pickenham Rec-
tory, Swaffham. •

QUADCARS.
PHCENTK Quadcar, new condition; cost

£130, offers invited.—Motorist, 17, May-
ield Road, Dalston, London.

PHCENIX Quadcar, four-cylinder Fafnir en-
gine. Continental car tyres, very fast,

powerful hill-climber, just thoroughly over-
lauled; cost £160, offered £75; any trial.-F.
Tf. BWrnfleld, 108, Balsall Heath Road, Bir-
ningham.

FOR THE

MAN OF MODEfiATE MEANS.
Have you tried the P. and M. Two-speed Motor

Cycle with castor wheel sidecar ? It is as easy to

drive and as safe and comfortable as a car ; but the

co5t of upkeep is quite another story. There is no
necessity to rush hills. The P. and M. can be driven
at a crawl, or will romp up if desired. The sidecar is

easily and quicldy detached, enabling the machine to

be used for solo work, and saves storage room.

THE NEW P. & M.—Handle starting, handle-bar

control, magneto isnition, two-speed gear.

Price £52 10s., or complete with sidecar, £65.

Trial runs by appointment- Early deliveries arranged.

Owin? to our foresight in placing our contracts early

we are in a position to accept orders for delivery to

suit your own convenience for

—

3)Sr- 1909 TRIUMPHS.

jar" 1909 F.N.

gS^ 1909 REXES.

JJ^~ 1909 L.WI.C.

3Mr~ 1909 DOUGLAS.

3>[^ 1909 MOTO-REVE.

^g^ 1909 BROWNS.
3)g?r- 1909 VINOEC SPECIALS.

liar 1909 N.s.u.

PSr 1909 ZENETTE.

^Iflp- 1909 PHANOMEN.
^^ 1909 HUMBERS, etc.

Any make taken in part exchange Extended pay-
ments arranged if desired.

If you favour a good-class second-hand machine,
write for our Bargain List.

SPECIALITIES.
Carbide Carriers.—Will hold spare charge of carbide

and matches, striker, and lighting-up calendar

combined. Fixes between ordinary ournp clips

Price 3/- Post 2d.

Stevenson Vaive Spring Lifter.—Useful to novice and
expert. Holds valve down while spring is hfted.

Adjustable to fit any engine. Price 3/3, For
Triumphs only, 2/3. Post 2d.

Turbinamo.^C h a r g e your
accumulators at home, and
save expense, time, and
temper. Connected to the
house tap. Price, com-
plete, £3.

Lamps.—A good light for night riding is essential.

The " Service " Mirror Lens Lamp will give you
absolute satisfaction. Price, lamp only, 18/9 ;

or complete with generator and tubing, 26/6.
Carriage paid.

Belt Carriers.—^The " Service " new model. Fits top

or side of carrier. Rot-proof. Neat and accessible.

Price, complete, 5/-

SEASONABLE GIFTS.
Has it occurred to you that the most acceptable gift

for a motor cyclist is some fitment for his machine?
Our list gives a very large selection of suitable articles

at all prices. Write for a copy.

THE SERVICE CO., Ltd.,
292, HIGH HOLBORN

(almost facing First Avenue Hotel),

LONDON, W.C.
Telephone 260 Central.

Telegrams :
" Admittedly."

CARS FOR SALE.
r^LADIATOE, 10-12 h.p. Aster, detachableV^ tonneau; sacrifice £42.—Below.

FIAT. 16-24 h.p., fast, magneto, detachable
tonneau

; sacrifice £95.—Chauffeur, The
Cottage. Melbourne Lodge, Queen's Walk
Baling.

'

7 h.p. Decauville, new condition, ' three
speeds, cardan ; offers or exchange.—

Reive, Old Cumnock.

OA h.p. 1907 Side Entrance Winton, two
^V/ ignitions. Cape hood; £150.—Below.

i 0-28 h.p. Mercedes, limousine, seats five,
-LO magnificent car; £220.—Below.

8-10 h.p. Ariel, tonneau, seats four, latest
type, hood, etc., suit traveller; £55;

any trial.—9. Parkholme Road. Dalston.

8 h.p. De Dion (fully licensed), th/ree speeds,
new non-skids, lamps, spares, tonneau,

good order; £85; buying four-cylinder.—
Capt. Harvey, 6, Salisbury Terrace, Devon-
port.

PALMER.—Si li.D. Humberette. two-seater,
two speeds, reversie, good condition;

£29.

PALMER. — 8 h.p. Beaufort, four-seater,
three speeds, reverse, magneto, artil-

ler.y wheels ; £35.

PALMER.—9 h.p. Sizaire et Naudin, two
bucket seats, lanips. horn, perfect; £75.

PALMER,—12-16 h.p. Valkyrie., 1907, four-
cylinder. Slide entrance, Eisemann mag-

neto, Hele-Shaw clutch, pressed •steel, nearly
new; £145.

PALMER.—15 h.p. Flying Darracq, two
bucket seats, four-cylinder, push

pedals; £95. .

PALMER.—16 h.p. De Dietrich, flve-seater,
four-cylinder, magneto, fast, reliable,

highest grade; £110.

PALMER.—16-22 h.p. Gladiator, side en-
trance, four-cylinder Aster, valves each

side, disc clutch ; £140.

PALMER.—24 h.p. Hurst, side entrance,
four-cylinder. Cape hood, splendiu

powerful car; £80.

PALMER.—16 h.p. Corre, five-seater, four-
cylinder, M.O.V., nearly new; £110.—L.

N. Palmer. 190. Mellison Road, Tooting. Tele-
phone, 208, Streatham.

4JL h.p. De Dion Car, two speeds, seats
2 three, excellent condition; £25; trial

given.—Hubbard, 97, Bristol Street, Birming-
ham.

6 h.p. De Dion (two speeds), just overhauled
and re-painted, new tyres on back;

£85.—Below.

8 h.p. De Dion, with side entrance body,
three speeds and reverse, good tyres,

spares; £150.—Below.

-J
A h.p. Two-cylinder De Dion Car, with

-LU canopy and glass wind shield, and
side curtains, .iust been overhauled and re-
painted: £175.-W. Paull, 88, Barrack Street,
Colchester.

8 h.p. De Dion, two-seater. Cape hood,
lamps, triple horn, tyres new, splendid

condition; £65, or twin and sidecar part
payment.—Roberts, 10, Grove Place, Hamp-
stead. N.W.

9 h.p. De Dion-Prunel, detachable tonneau,
three speeds, reverse, hood, screen; £58,

or part exchange.—Below.

6JL h.p. Darracq, detachable tonneau, three
2 speeds ; £38, or part exchange. — 98,

Potternewton Lane, Leeds.

8 h.p. Argyll, detachable tonneau, three
speeds and reverse, good condition, two

lamps, pump, jack, tools, many spares;
bought larger car; £48 only.—Parker, St.
Ives. Hunts.

STAMFORD HILL.—64 h.p. M.M.C., three
speeds and reverse, two-seater, equal

artillery wheels, splendid condition

;

trial

;

£32 10s. ; sound, reliable car.

QTAMFORD HILL.--6 h.p. Oldsmobile, two-O seater_, two speeds and reverse, excel-
lent condition, and fine running order; £20.

STAMFORD HILL. — Motor cycles, acces-
sories, and motor cars bought, sold,

and exchanged.—128. High Road, Stamford
Hill.

In answering any of tJiese advertisements it is desirable thai you mention "The Motor Cycle.
^'
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CARS FOR SALE.

8-24 h.p. Belsiz©, four-eyllnder, side en-

trance, screen, hood, five lamps,

tepuey, splendid condition; £145.—Below.

^A hv- Mutel, four-cylinder, tonneau,

:4 plessed steel, perfect order: bargain,

-80.—Below.

i f\ h.p. Panhard type, two-cylinder, ton-

lU neau. three speeds, reverse, fine run-

ling order; £36.—Below.

-» hp. Swift, De Dion, two-seater.

) "•|'mart"d"octo?s>unabout; £50.-Below:

MM.C, two-seater, three speeds,

in very nice condition;h.p. £32
J reverse,
Os.—Below.
-^1 h.p. DarracQ, tonneau, three speeds^

3i reverse, cardan, very reliable; £24.-

^*i°v, « -R^Ti Bike and Ariel sidecar, Pal-

^i ^-^eS scarcely used; bargain. £16.

-Below.

I /M2 h p Peugeot, tonneau, honeycomb.

LO ''tw^gnitiluB, hood, fine order ^^^£80.

-Eclipse Eng. and Motor
Wandsworth.

Co., 255, Earls-

ield Road, Wandsworin. 'Phone, 1135,

'utney.
, i i„..v

Jpper Norwood.

nARRACQ. 10-12 h.p.. t^^i^- Jl^fve^H^'ackU and reverse, gears ^e^,. ^^ats five, bacK

]lapham Road, S.W.

T q h ti Peugeot Oar, two-seater, three

7 speedraSd reverse, artillery wheels,

amp8^ t^ls, thorough running order
;
bar-S £35; good motor cycle part.-lhilpott,

^angeworthy, Gloucestershire.

_ 6h h.p. Humberette^ three

H^^eels aBd"reve^rse."£39T0s:;- 10-12 hp
!^1^? tnnnoau body, three speeds and

Brush car touneau ooay^ i.. ...^^^^^^ _
^aTifax= Mlft^r fx'changt We.tga"te,%alifax.

f- 1 7 b T) Wolseley Small Four-seater, equal

M arti'leiT wheels, solids, also one pair

bafk wheels 3rDunlop. complete, for above;

irial here ; £25, or mo
Dffer. — Fairweather.

-< rk-12 hp. Oottereau. tonneau M.O.V..

10 pressed steel chassis, Mercedes shape

radiato'^r' fan. three ^P^eds direct drive

fast, handsome little car; £52 lO^v ^nal by

appointment.-Letters. H., 32, Kylett Koaa,

London, W.

r» hp Genuine Panhard, single-cylinder,

b three speeds and i-everse, artilleries,

two or three seats, all accessories ,
spares,

Guaranteed not run 2,000 miles, consequently

ftVYvCllent condition- £55, or motor cycle and

casfeox No 1°M^. The Uotor Cycle Offices,

Coventry.

ROVER 6 h.p., £150 model, new June, 1908,

battery and magneto ignition. 700 by

85 Dunlops, unpunctured, special bodywork

and springs, up -+o- date, comfortable re-

Hable and good condition; Warwickshire;

what offers ?-l,285. The Motor Cycle Offices,

Coventry.

FOR Sale, 7-11 h.p. two-cylinder M.M C.

waggonette, seats nine, new solids,

lamps, horn, etc.. £25: also 54 h.p. Humber-
ette bucket seats, lamps horn pump, etc.,

£20- both in exceptionally good condition;

seen in London; photos.—43, Bouverie Road
West. Folkestone.

1 rr h.p Side Entrance Long Chassis Four-

iO cylinder Darracq; glass screen, five

lamps, spare covers and tube, tools, etc.,

absolute genuine bargain, perfectly quiet,

and can do 40 m.p.h.. tyres and general con-

dition all that could possibly be desired;

price to realise £125.—Below.

OA-32 h.p. Side Entrance Long Chassis

jLX) Four-cylinder Darracq, fitted with

nice detachable canopy top, curtains at side,

two screens (folding), two ignitions, five

lamps (electric light inside). Smiths best

speedometer, half dozen spare covers (worth

at least £20 alone), four tubes tools, and
everything; price to realise £165; car has

been recently repainted and overhauled at

considerable cost, is just a new car again,

was purchased new in April, 1906, runs beau-

tifvilly; trial either car any time.—Hurlock,
jun., 70, Walworth Road, London. 'Phone,

14942. Central.

MATCHLESS MOTORS!!
LATEST SUCCESS ON

STANDARD 7-8 h.p. T.T. TWIN.

WORLD'S RECORD.
70 miles 105 yards in 60 minutes.

Brooklande, Oct. 8th. 1908.

Tour-is't Ti-opHy, 1SOT, Fii-st
Toui-ist Xr-opHy, 1908, Second
158i miles in 3 hrs. 57 min. 6! sec. Bore 85, stroke

78 mm. Average speed 40 m.p.li., only ? m.p.h. less

than the winner, of 57,000 cubic milimetres greater

cylinder capacity. Beating 21 twin-cylinder machines
from 3i h.p. to 7 h.p., and 12 single-cylinder machines
of other makes.

Nd. I pattern—Back Pedalling Brake. Machines
can be wheeled backwards. Extremely powerful.

Price, 15/-; post, 15/6.

CARS FOR SALE.
mWO-SEATER Baby Argyll, vertical eteer-

X. ing. wire wheels. 6 h.p. engine in front,
cardan drive, three speeds, going order, £18:
also mahogany motor punt, 3 h.p., fine c/Ofa-

dition, £45; exchange both for good 6 h.p
De Dion three-speed or similar car.—Gale.
Cycle Works, Caversham-on-Thames.

DIXI. 18 h.p., four cylinders, handsome
and roomy, side entrance body, Dunlop

tyres, wind screen, and lamps, perfect con-
dition ; open to any trial or expert examina-
tion; would consider motor cycle, tricar, 01

6 h.p. Rover car in part payment
; price £W

—Louis Davis and Son, Moscley, Birmingham

1MALL Car Parts. —6, 8. 10, and 12 h.ps

;No. 2 pattern—Footrest Brake, complete^

price £1 7s. Footrests only, price 13/-,

w.th either Jin. or ijin. clip. Post 13/6.
.

No. 3 pattern—Foot Brake with pedal
fitted on stud provided, which fixes in

place of oce of crank case bolts. Price
comoletp, 16/6 : post 17/-.

boxes from £8; back axles, £10; flywheels
clutches, engines, from £10; also 8 h.p. M
and B. car, two or four-seater, cardan drive
three speeds, modern, splendid condition.
£45.—Motors, 140a, Camden Road, London.
N.W.

£70.—Comfortable little four-seater Decau-
ville two-cylinder car, four speeds and

reverse, direct drive on top speed, Dunlop
grooved tyres, two spare covers and tube,
lamps, and tools, dark green, yellow wheels,
in splendid running order; photo.—Address,
H. Hazlewood, Hazledene Villa, Earlsdon,
Coventry.

ROVEE 8 h.p. Two-seater, in really tip-top
condition throughout, good hill-climber

and most reliable, wire wheels, full set of
tools and spares. Alpha head lamp and Luca*
side and tail lamps, electric horn, spare
cover and tubes ; trial run by appointment

;

£115. or near offer.—Box No. 1,209. The Motor
Cycle Offices, Coventry.

ROVEE CarS'. — You never know what a
skid means when you drive a Eover.

Now the days of muddy roads are here are
you not thinking of the pleasures that
would be yours if you owned a car.'' Write
us for the amount we will allow you for
your skiddy mount in exchange for a Eover
at £135.—Louis Davis and Son, Moeeley, Bir-
mingham.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR HIRE.
good opportunity
week; write for
Vauxhall Bridge

31 h.p. Motor for hire.
2 for novices; 30s. per week; write for

particulars. — Louth,
Road, S.W.

173,

MATCH' ESS PETROL
FILTER.

No chok"d carburetters.

2 /3, post 2 /5.

MATCHLESS SPRING
FORK ATTACHMENTS.

Converts an old pattern
motor cycle into an uo-to-

date luxurious motor.
Thousands in use, giving

every satisfaction.

15/6 ;
post 16/-.

THE MATCHLESS
SILENCERS.

Up to 3 h.p., 10/-; from
3J toJ5 h.p., 12/-. Cutout
5/- extra. Two connec-
tions for twins with sepa-
rate exhaust pipes, 4/-
extra.

NOTE.—^o miles an hour with a standard machine
fitted with this sdencer, proving absence of back

pressure.

Catalogues of "Matchless" Motor Cycles and
Access iries on ; pplication to

H. COLLIER & SONS, LTD.,
Motor Bxperts & General Engineers.

Of&ces and Lhowrooms

:

18, HERBERT ROAD, RUUMISTEAD
(Nearest Station : Woolwich Arsenal.)

Telephone: 2^2, Woolwich.

LOST AND FOUND.
LOST, between Brighton and Fareham, on

Monday. 23rd November, |in. Centi-
pede belt.—Will finder communicate with
Mr. G. Evered, 141, Lowther Road, Bourne-
mouth.

MOTOR EXPERTS.

W. W. GENN.—Every description of motors
overhauled, repaired, or built to

order; any make supplied; old machines
part payment ; write for particulars of my
spring seat-pillar; also 34 h.p. Fafnir, Cha-
ter-Lea parts, Dunlops, at 25 guineas.-Gap
Road, Wimbledon.

FINANCIAL.
CAPITALIST Wanted, to join syndicate

controlling valuable motor cycle ac-

cessories; splendid investment. — Box 1,344,

The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

PAETNEE wanted, about £2O0, to extend
flourishing motor business, money to

include share in valuable patent.—Box No.
1,551, "Evening News," London.

CAPITAli Wanted, to buy out present part-
ners in small private limited company

manufacturing motor components and ac-

cessories, name well established. — Apply.
Box, 1,346. The Motor Cyde Offices, Coventry.

INSURANCE.
PLEASE send for full covering Motor Cycle

Policy, from 19s. per annum.—Bass, In
surance Broker, Ongar.

INSURANCE Policies for motor cycles are
issued by Hugh J. Boswell, insurance

broker Norwich, at exceptionally low rates

Please write for particulars.

ACCUMULATORS.
ACCUMULATORS Going Cheap; take coils

part payment.—United Accumulator
Co.. 50. Mistress Lane. Armley. Leeds

7-n ofnsweriTW anv of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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EXCHANGE.
EXCHANGE, 5 h.p. Vindec Special, Roc

free engine, handle-bar control, for
lusli cycle and caSih, ot sell £20; photo. —
lolland. 118, Devonshire Road, Chorley.

WANTED.
^iPARE Wheel and Tyre, 750 by 85.—Below

DEFERS for 1908 latest model Moto-Reva
(as new).—Paull, 88. Barrack Street,

Jolchester.

ITALL Gear for 3i h.p. M.M.C.. iin. belt
Brampton, Pollard Street, Kettering

[TfTANTED, coach-built front seat, for tri
T T car.—H. Leverett, 9. Goswell Road. E.c

fTfANTED, motor cycle, any condition
T V also parts.—25, Grafton Road, Plaistow

F

w
[ull.

ANTED, twin R.O.M. contact breaker
for Rex.—Scorrer, 141, Coltman Street

>

[TTAJSTTED, Two-speed Gear for 2| h.p. Min-
IT erva.—11, Drury Buildingsi, Liver-
ool.

[TfrANTED, second-hand magneto, good con-
rV dition.—F. Pikesley, Wobum Sands,
lucks.

[^AJ^TED, cheap Sidecar for motor. —
T T Leslie, 65, Lexham Gardens. Kensing-
3n, W.
nrrANTED, good studded non-skid cover,
TT beaded edge, 24 by 2i. — Kelham,
lourne.

[7^7ANTED, Triumph, P.N.'s, or Yimdec

;

» T must be cheap.—5, Heath Street,
Dampstead.

[T/"ANTED, good motor cycle, long, low,
TT reliable. — 10, Radnor Park West,
'olkestone.

[XTANTED, motor cycle, any condition,
» T cheap, also parts.—25. Grafton Road,
'lalstow. E.

rTT"ANTED, 2f h.p. engine, Minerva pre-
TT ferred. — Wm. Pollard, 157, Severn
k)ad, Cardiff.

r;^ANTED, Magneto for single, Bosch or
TT good make; cheap.—Wolff, Castle-
nock, Dublin.

r^ANTED, 28in. by 2in. cover, beaded.—
r T Snell, 6, Vickers Buildings, Newton
treet, Lincoln.

LOYD'S 2| h.p. Cylinder and Piston, com-
J plete.—Particulars to T. Gratrix, Gar-
?e, Patricroft.

TTTANTED, Givaudan cylinder, 21 bore, for
r T twin Givaudan.-R. Hill, Greatham,
;ockton-on-Tees

.

?12 cash offered for motor bicycle, with
y magneto ignition.—1,298, The Motor Cycle
E&ces, Coventry.

TEW Three-speed Bicycle, leading make,
1 for motor bicycle.—24, Aldbourne Road,
lepherd's Bush.

TTANTED. 3i h.p. Engine, 1908 Jap or Min-
T erva; cheap for cash.—Knight, May-

)le House, Bexley.

RANTED. Frame and Tank, exchange
T Root's fan, new, or cash offers.—
3od. New Cumnock.
TTANTED, 2| h.p. cylinder head, for 1906
T pattern Werner.—Faulkner, Bunga-
w. Hassocks, Sussex.

"TRICAR, open frame, light, strong; twin
Rex part exchange.—1,345, The Motor

icle OfB.ces, Coventry.

1 h.p. Engine, good make, magneto pre-
2 ferred; approval.—S. Bridger, Ad-
iral Street, Liverpool.

SIN. by 2in. Wired Cover, |in. belt, coil,
accumulator, saddle, brake.—B. Bran-

m. Heath. Bedfordshire.

yANTED, about 4 h.p. w.c. Engine, will
T give 3i h.p. Kerry engine, a.c. and
sh.—235, Boulevard, Hull.

>OWERFUL Motor Cycle; state full par-
ticulars and lowest cash price.—Poi-

nd, Wood Street, Taunton.
yANTED, Motor Cycle, recent model. Tri-
T umph preferred.—Motorist, 17, May-
Id Road, Dalston, London.
17"ANTED, free engine clutch, or Osborne
T pulley, for N.S.U. ; cheap for cash.—
Derby Street, Burton-on-Trent.

F
Priee

1/1H
Poitase 2d.

AU.P.ubber Motor GoKgles, with extra pair of Tinted

Lensei. Litflit and (Jojifortabl*.

WARMTH ^*^ FUR

AND
PERFECT

CIRCULATION.

WOOLLEN
WRISTLET
GLOVES.

Black or Tan,

lined wool,

doDble palma,

Tary itrons.

pair,

postage lid.

The most comfortable Glove on the market, can be worn
over or nnder coat sleeves. Send for oar illustratad Motor
Clothins and Accessories Catalogue, post free IT will
save you monar-

JOHN RIQCOTT, L.-feGl..
117-118, Cheapslda. and Milk Street, LONDON, E.G.

NO NO NO
ACID. CORROSION. CHARGING.

Hellesden Dry Batteries
do not deteriorate w^hen

not in use.

STAND ROUGH USAGE.

THE ONLY SYSTEM
FOR

WINTER RIDERS.
You eannot appreciate it UNTIL YOU TRY IT.

Write for Catalogue, Pamphlet, and Full Par-
ticulars to the Sole i oncessionnaire

—

A. H. HUNT, 115-117, Cannon St., London
Wholesale

—

BROWN BROS., Gt, Eastern St., London.

WANTED.
WANTED. 1908 Bat or Eoc, two-speed pre-

ferred; full particulars, photo.—
Scott, Napier Gardens, Hythe, Kent.
^POT Cash Offers wanted for new 1908 34
y^J and 5 h.p. mag-neto Eexes. -- Halifax
Motor Exchange, Westgate, Halifax.

WANTED, Pour-speed gear, the Temyle-
Crowsley, also 20in. Rex belt rim.—

C.H., 55, Pepys E-oaa, Wimbledon, S."W.

WANTED, good cycle accumulator, car-
rier, footrests, and foot rim brake.—

Letters, Evans, 18, Alma Street, Hoxton.

31 or more h.p. Magneto Motor Cycle, good
2 make and condition, not more than

£15.—Hughes, 2, Grove Park, Golwyn Bay.

WANTED, Chater No. 6 frame and tanks,
genuine fittings only, or complete

machine.—Knight, Maypole House, Bexley.

MAGNETO Wanted, low tension, also igni-
tion coil (trembler), in good order; ap-

proval. — Cumming, 106, King's Gate, Aber-
deen.

3JL h.p. Twin Peugeot Engine, mag-neto,
2 also light low frame ; cash or ex-

change 3i h.p. Minerva.—Sanders, Hopwood,
Alvechurch.

3-3i h.p. Water-cooled Engine, good make,
good condition, wanted, cheap for

cash. — Hill, Alcesrter Eoad, King's Heath,
Birmingham.

rlEST-CLASS Magneto Motor Cycle, also
double-seated light forec'arriage, with-

out springs ; cheap, cash.—E. Else, Leawood,
near Matlock.

WANTED, motor cycle, light; exchange
three-speed cycle, little cash. — 23,

Anstey Eoad, Cambria Eoad, Loughborough
Junction. S.E.

WANTED. 4 to 6 h.p. Engine, enclosed fly-

wheels, with or without cylinder; oil

approval; cheap —^Eeynolds, Sparrow Hill,
Loughborough.

WANTED, Zi h.p. Triumph, 1908, part ex-
change for 10 h.p. Eichard-Brasier

motor car. — Francis, 20. Claremont Eoad,
Tunbridge Wells.

WANTED, Lloyd'si Cylinder for 2i h.p.
engine; also single-cylinder H.T.

magneto. — Davies, 19, Poplar Street,
Troedyrhiw, Glam. \

WANTED, Motor Cycle, Vindeo preferred,
exchange triple rack Triunial lan-

tern; cosf£80; photo.—Particulars, 18, New-
stead Eoad, Liverpool.

"|\/rOTOEISTS wanted as agents for well-
IVl known motor oils, excellent commis-
sion; sample tins free.—No. 1,350, The Motor
Cycle Offices, Coventry.

WANTED, Triumph, 1906, magneto, spring
forks, perfect: expert examination;

or approval; £20. or nearest.-No. 1,348, The
Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

LOW-POWERED Tricar, suitable for per-
son without feet, or which could be

altered, about 3 h.p.. free engine preferred.
—Nicholson, engineer. Annan.

WANTED, MiUs and Pulford sidecar, with
castor wheel, for left side, 24 or 26

wheel, about 2i tyre.—Price, etc., F. Heath,
1, North Cray Road, Bexley, Kent.

WANTED, motor cycle, modern design,
21 h.p.. magneto, vertical engine, good

tyres, must be low built, cheap for cash.

—

Davies, engineer. Manor Eoad, Rugby.

TEICAE Eunabout, single-seated, wanted,
shaped and controlled like a car, but

very light; cash.—Submit offers for inspec-
tion to Racecourse Garage, Doncaster.

WANTED, Drummond or other lathe,

radial drilling machine, portable
hearth, enamelling oven; exchange motor
cycles.—Booth's Motories, Wade Street, Hali-

fax.

-I 3 h.p. F.N. Lightweight, must be in good .

±4= condition ; will give photographic ap-
paratus in exchange, choice of Reflex, with
focal plane shutter, whole-plate, and two
half-plate cameras; full particulars. — Als-

ford, 43. Palmerston Eoad, Boscombe.

S.
J. FAIR, the Motor Cycle Exchange,
Cheltenham Eoad, Bristol.—Wanted, 25

second-hand motor cycles, any makes, IJ to

6 h.p., for shipment abroad; motor cycles
sold on commission, or purchased outright;
cash remitted by return; bankers' refer-

en'ces if desired.

In answe,ring any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.
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WANTED.
MOTOR Bicycle and Sidecar; exchange

Benz two-seater car, solid tyres, and
lady-back tandem (push); sell £9 9s £7 7&.

— Blenkarne, 64. Porthbridge Road. Clap-

ham Oommou.

WANTED. 1908 Motor Cycle for cash, or

would ©xobange. my 60-guinea piano
(new two years ago) and drawing-room suite.

—Pembroke House, 22, The Avenue, Bruce
Grove. London, N.

-i Q08 F.N., or good make, up to 3^ h.p., mag-
it/ neto, good condition; cash or ex-

change 23 guinea Lea and Francis bicycle, as

good as new, and cash.—Ehlers, 42, Gaudcn
Road. Olapham, London.

WANTED, Zh h.p. Minerva engine, with
two-speed, good, sound condition, or

44 h p twin same make; exchange high-class

photo' outfit, value about £8 83.—Reply. 1.333,

The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

WANTED, modern Vindecs, Bat8, Tri-

umphs, Phelon - Moores, Minervas,
Eexes, F.N.'s. etc., either in payment for

1909 motors, or for spot cash; no rubbish.—
Maude's Motor Mart. Powell Street, Halifax.

WANTED, 1907 Triumph, new condition,
second-hand, or 1908 Triumph ditto,

would give cash adjustment and brand new
1908 Minerva. 2? h.p., magneto, spring forks,

for the 1908.—John Webber, Craufurdrise,
Maidenhead.

4 h.p Roc. or any Zi h.p. best make motor
cycle, with free engine and two speeds,

either with or without sidecar, must be in

first-class' order, and stand full expert exam-
ination and ti-ial. — Full particulars to A.

Daynes, 17. Sheep Street, Rugby.

MISCELLANEOUS.
OOTH.—Wide mudguards, with stays and
screws; 3in., 2s. lid.; 4in., 3s. 6d.

BOOTH. — 500 Fuller's Midget plain coils,

10s. 6d.; 200 Fuller's Midget trembler
coils, 17s. 6d.

BOOTH takes your old coil in part pay-
ment; part with troublesome coils.

BOOTH.—Fuller accumulators, 20 amp.,
17s.; Rex type, 16s.; Minerva, 16a.;

Midget, 16s.

BOOTH.—5s. 6d. allowed for your old accu-
mulator in part payment for Fullers.

BOOTH.—50 pairs Xl'all spring forks; im-
mediate delivery; N.A.B. seat-pillar,

3s, 6d.

BOOTH. — Long motor cycle handle-bars,
heavy gauge, best quality plating;

5s. 6d.

BOOTH.—Silent silencers, for engines to 5

h.p., very efficient, no back pressure:
3s. 3d.

BOOTH.—Frames, £1 5s.; wheels, 9s. 6d.

pair; plain coils, 2s. lid.; trembler
coils, 5s. 6d.

BOOTH.—Send for list of oddments, speed
gears, tanks, etc. ; clearance bargains.

BOOTH.—Brown-Barlow carburetter, twin
inlets, 10s. 6d.; L.T. magixeto, new, 22s.

6d.—Booth's Motories. Vfade Street, Halifax.

ANTOINE and Kelecom Parts in stock.—
Crypto Co., 14, Mortimer Street, London.

LONG Motor Handle-bars, 21in., heavy
gauge, well plated, any size; 5s. 6d.—

Farrar.

LOOP Frame, for vertical engine, with
front forks and handle-bar; 32s. 6cl.—

Farrar.

GENUIlSrE Camel Rubber and Canvas Belt-
ing, best on the market; send cash for

length on approval; iin. 9d., |in. Is., gin. Is.

3d., Iin. Is. 9d. foot.—Farrar.

GET My Price List of accessories; pounds
saved.—Farrar, Square Road, Halifax.

MADISON Dynamo, 50 volts 12 amps., good
as new; £5.—4, Louisville Road, Toot-

ing.

3 h.p. Motor Bike, nearly complete,
new frame, ete. ; £4 15s.—5, Kingcroft

Road, Harpenden.

COMPLETE Cycle Motor Attachment, good
condition ; £4.—Sumner, Queen Road,

Alton.

TAN Leather Waistcoat, chest 38 inches

;

15s.—Imlay, 44, Richmond Hill Place,
Aberd^n.

DERMATINE
SPEAKS AT LAST. •

Speaking only of British-made

Motor Cycle Belts at the

Stanle}^ Show,

so%
were British-made Dermatine

Belts.

THE LEADING BRITISH MAKERS'
STANDARD BELT.

Humber, Triumph, L.M.C., Norton,

Douglas, Quadrant, Arno, J. T.

Brown Bicar

were fitted at the Stanley Show
with

DERMATINE BELTS
(See The Motor Cycle, Nov. 25th,

page 927).

The LEADING BRITISH-MADE
MOTOR BELT.

Fair trading, no brii^es, no paid riders.

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS.

The Dermatine is the only belt to
win I St Prizes in Tourist Trophy Race
two years in succession, 1907- 1908.

Hundreds of Testimonials. British Made

NOTE THE PRICES.

fin. fin. fin. iin.

t/2 1/4. 1/S l/Hperft'
POST FREE.

ME, TOO, at the Stanley Show.

The Stanley Detachable Belt Fastener.

80%
of all motor cycles were fitted with the

STANLEY FASTENER.
Sole Manufacturers

:

THE STANLEY DERMATINE
MOTOR BELT CO.,

32, LONDON ROAD, BROMLEY, KENT.
Stanley Webb, Manager.

mimiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiMn

TJReaders who purchase, or
contemplate purchasing, a new
machine, should advertise their
present mount in these columns.
^Experience has shown that
"The Motor Cycle" is, in the
majority of cases, successful in

finding a purchaser. IJThis
applies also to accessories and
spares. jfc jt ^ ^

MISCELLANEOUS.: ^

OVERCOATS, thick, warm, latest cut; 21f.

—Write for patterns. Booth, tailor,

Longton.

WHIPCORD Cycling Breeches, latest cut;
10s. 6(1.; write for patterns.—Booth.

tailor, Longton, Staffs.

OUR Automatic Pulley is marvellous;
throw away speed gears.—Particulars,

Walker, Lutterworth.

Q TARTS and Steers like car, cheap as motor
O cycle. — Particulars, Walker, Lutter-

worth.

1\/rOTOR Car Paraffin Side Lamps, cost £5,

iVx equal new; £2 lOs.—Bygrave, 13, Can-

terbury Road, Brixton, Ltondon.

ALVASTON Bargains.-CuttrieS dynamo,
20 amp., 100 volt, suitable lighting or

charging, as new ; accept £8 lOs.

ALYASTON Bargains. — Another Gia loh

high tension four-cylinder magneto,
superb Instrument, brand new, fully guaran-

teed, ball bearings; accept £5 lOs.

ALVASTON Bargains.—Brand new Stai

double cylinder (only). M.O.V. type

ciiu. bore; accept 30s.

A LVASTON Bargains.—5 h.p. Stockport oi

jA. eui^ine, perfect condition throughout
tfonomical, and easy starter; seen running;

accept £28, worth £60.

ALVASTON Bargains.-Look. 3 h.p. water
cooled Simms motor, fitted with mag

neto ignition, perfect order; immediate sale

£6 109. : suit boat or stationary.

ALVASTON Bargains. — Verity enclosec

charging dynamo, 5 amp. 30 volt, nni
oilers, carbon brushes, superb machine; 758

—Alvaston Motors, Derby.

QQQ Copies "Motor Cycle," since 1903;

ZOO' what offers? money or goods.—Coch
rane, Victoria Bridge, Manchester.

STHENOS Carburetter, suit tricar or smal
car; 30s., or near offer.—H. Hazlewood

Rochester Road, Earlsdon, Coventry.

BELT Rim Brakes, flexible cable, hand ap

plied, easily fitted, stop anything, 9s

6d.. usual price 15s.—Slack's Garage, Stock

port.

AUTOGENOUS Welding.—Send that brokei

casting to the Alvaston Motors, Derby
to be welded by patent process; metal re

united.

AUTOGENOUS Welding. — Costly castingi

saved from the scrap by our process

Cracked valve seats, water jackets, cylmdei

liners, pistons, frames, connecting rods, an{

a thousand other things.

AUTOGENOUS Welding. — Wonderful re

suits. Eroken flanges, lugs, brackets

etc., all amenable to our process ;
send par

to-day; quotations on sight.

AUTOGENOUS Welding.—Alvaston Motors

Derby. Telephone, 1, Alvaston.

EVERYTHING made in Tanks and_ Raxii

ators excer) a fortune. — Write 10

Drices, A. Phillips. 112, Lynton Road, Bel

mondsey.

FiRAMES, latest types, from 50s. ; No. 6, 60s.

special frames built to any requm
ments, racing, etc., wheels, etc., to suit.-

IBelow.

TANKS, any shape or pattern, from 58.,

long handle-bars, 4s. ; swan-neck sac

die-pins. 2s. 6d. ;
quotations free.—Green, 1'

Avondale Road, Peckham, S.E. — Works
McDermott Road. 1

GOODLAD Speedometer (dial on bars), lik

new, £1; two accumulators, good coi

dition, 12s.—Motorist, Hookstile, South Goc

stone, Surrey.

WOLF New Motor Set, complete, bran

new, just cost £15 15s., accept £10.-

Edwards, Strathmore, Washington Eoa(

Worcester Park.

MABON Free Engine Clutch and Pullp
complete, as new. suit Triumph, etc

handle-bar control; 25s. — Wm. Beaumon
Birds Royd, Brighouse.

OSBORNE Four-speed Pulley and Free Ei

gine. iust delivered, never been nttea

cost over £5.. offers. — Apply, No. 1,333, J-"

Motor Cyde Ofifices. Coventry.

MOTOR Cycle Frame, suit 3J h.p.. inclinet

complete with pedalling gear and mu<
a-uards, quite sound; 15s.—Motonsit, 32, Cro«

Street, Sandown, Isle of Wight.

In ansioerina anv of these advertisements it is desirable that tjou mention- "The Motor Cycle."
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MISCELLANEOUS.
'O fin© pair small acetyleno Projector
side lamps, complete with separate
rator, car sizes, 35s. per set, quite as
cost treble (sp^^ndid tricar headlights).

Low.

[E Pair Lucas black and plated side

lamps, medium size; 17s. 6d.—Below.

HE Pair Lucas black and brass side

lamps, usual ear size; 23s.—Below.

rE Pair all-brass Lucas side lamps, usaial

car size; 25s., cost treble.—Below

.

"O deep tone car horns, long tubing, i

nickel plated (one Luoas). other same
3rn, no makers' name), cost £2 10s. each.

pt £1 and 15s. respectively ; absolutely
unsoiled.—Below.
GH Tension "Wire, best quality, guara i.-

teed, ne.v, fresh stock. Is. per yard —
w.

lOVE Stock money returned if not satis- '

fied.—Hurlock, jun., 70, Walworth Road. :

Ion.
I

BMENT-GARRARD Spring Porks un-
\

used; cost £3 cash, offers.-A. Mackwell, '

dam.
j

iPHA Twin-cylinder Trembler Coil, as
;

new; offers: exchange i belt.—26, Lad-

;e. Pi-edhill.
|

)DFEEY and Applebee.—We are so busy
with repairs that we have not mucii

i to advertise, but we still want some
e.

DDFEEY and Applebee. — We have laid

ourselves out for repair work during
winter, and now is the time to have
r machine overhauled.

)DPEEY and Applebee.—We take as much
trouble with our customers' machines

ve do with our own. We are practical

ineers for practical riders. Our charges
moderate, and we do things to time, so

1 us yours.

3DPEEY and Applebee—The best bar-

gains in new, shop-soiled, and second-

d machines all the year round. Let us-

w what you require.

3DFEEY and Applebee. — We supply
spares and accessories cheaper and

;ker than anyone else, so note the ad-

js. You know our names already.—165a,
Street. Walthamstow. 'Phone, 464, Wal-
mstow.

)NG Handle-bars, 48.; swan-neck saddle-
pillars, 2s. 6d. ; tanks, frames, etc.. all

'Our own requirements.—Green, 14, Avon-
i Road, Peckham, S.E.

h.p. Quadrant Engine, Longuemare. ex-

haust and inlet pipes, valve lifter, pul-

; £2, or Brown and Barlow and cash.—
tiam, 50, Gilstead Road, Pulham.

h.p. M.M.C. Engine, water-cooled, start-

ing handle. £10; three-speed reverse
r box, £3 10s., good condition. — Chew,
Qd Street, Moss Side, Manchester.

AUNTON Speed Indicator, registers up
to 35 miles, new. suitable fbi- motor

e. complete, ready for fixing ; cash offers,

ral, 14, Arthur Road, Holloway.

)WDEN Back Band Brake, new, 12s. 6d.

;

N.S.U. cranks and chain wheel, new,
Clement exhaust valve, 2|, new. Is. 6d.—
gson. 10, Horton Road, Bradford.

•R Sale. Xl'all spring forks, perfect, spare
spring. Us.; wanted, carburetter, one

.p.. handle-bar control, one for 2% h.p
ner.—Dunbar, 3, Alderston Avenue, Ayr.

BORNE Four-speed Locking Device Pul-
ley, free engine, latest automatic jockey
ey, ball bearing, to adjust belt; £2. or
est.—Hambleton, 551, Lower Bredbury,
kport.

rSH Cycle, B.S.A., with strengthening
bars, and belt rim, £2; or with 2 h.p.
chment, tanks, and fittings, ready for
", £5 10s. — Arnold, 31, Hammond Road
Southall Green.

LARGEMENTS (bromide) from amateurs'
negatives; 8 by 6 9d., 10 by 8 lOd., 12 by

i., 15 by 12 Is. id.; from prints 6d. extra,
; satisfaction guaranteed. — Greame,
esley, 'vVTiyteleafe.

ATERSON Plain Twin Coil, 15s. ; Parsons
non-skid, 10&. ; studded non-skid, 18s.

;

-r tank, carhuretter. switch, levers, etc.,

ew, 9b.; wanted, tricar paraffin lamps.
Imes. Ladra. Plymouth.

The mark that is gynoiiy ous with everything
that is f">od 'n

ACCUMULATORS, IGNITION COILS,
MAGNETOS, ELECTRIC LAMPS,

& ELECTRICAL ACCESSORIES.
C. A. VANDERVELL & CO.,

Hieetrical Engineers and Motor Ignition Specialists,

Warple Way, Acton Valf. London, W.
Phma—544 Chiswick. Wires—"Vanteria, London."

CONSIDER COMFORT
CONSCIENTIOUSLY.

COIMSUUT

Eric S. Myers,
and derhe cnmftrt from the fact

that ytm ai e bu\:n„' irom an active

and experiencfd "motor cyclist,"

comfort in knowing that vour re-

quirements are in the li.iiu's oi a
"Hve " agent.

PRACTICAL KNOWLEDGE nS
HITCHED ON TO THE "NO

WORRY DEPOT" AT * ^
BRADFORD,

where you may see and buy tlie

wonderiul

1909

TRIUMPHS
which are as usual "years ahead "

(1PEUGEOT 99

2f and 3J h.p. SINGLE CYLINDER

3J, 5, and 7 h.p TWIN CYLINDER

ENGINES.
Specify a PEUGEOT Engine to be

fitted to your motor bicycle, and refuse
all IMITATIONS.

Full particulars, with list of Genuine
Spare Parts, and a P.P.C. of Tourist

Trophy winner, on application.

J. TAYLOR, 318, Percy Road,

BIRMINGHAM.

MISCELLANEOUS.
CASH, credit, or exchanges entertained.

What ofFersi? One Kerry motor cycle,
3i h.p., spring fork, handle-bar control, new
20 amp accumulator, gaod lamp, and horn,
ready for the road.

ONE Humber Motor Cycle, 13 h.p., direct
chain drive, a splendid lightweight,

thoroughly reliable.

ONE Coach-built Trailer, slightly soiled,
splendid condition ; £1 10s. buys it.

I^NE BoBch Mag-neto, new, shop-soiled.

ACCUMULATORS, new.-Twelve, 10 amp. 4
volt; twelve, 20 amp. 4 volt; twelve, 40

amp. 4 volt ; bargain prices ; don't miss one.—W. Harris. Lee, 152. Bolton Road. Bradford.

FLEXIBLE as a chain, strong- as steel, lin.
belts; 12s. 6d.—Venn, Lawley Street.

Birmingham.

USE Z. Brand Oils and start easily; test-
ing sample free.—Kelly and Company.

Bridge End. Leeds.

9 h.p. P.N., Rich's tubes, adjustable gul-^ ley, girder- forks ; £12, bargain.—Cross,
Ham, Old Windsor.

OMART Whipcord Motor Cycling Breeches;O 8s. 6d. ; post free; patterns.—Meredith'a.
Wearwell, Northwich.

NEW 35s. tricar headlight, 15s. ; 70 mm.
cylinder head, 5s. 6d. ; 24in. Chater

wheel, tyre, tube, forks. Jls., perfect. — 8.

Crieff Road, Wandsworth.

WHAT Offers?-Eisemann's magneto and
coil, tor single-cylinder motor; also

Clincher tyre and tube, 26 by 24, new conai-
tion.—Pickles:, 10. Lambton Street. Hull.

BARGAINS in Cars and Tyres.—44 h.p. two-
seated De Dion, good running order,

with wind screen ; £16.

-i A-12 h.p. Belsize. two-cylinder, seats four,
J-VJ good running order, tyres, etc., good;
£27.

TW.G Covers, 700 by 85, lOs. each ; good selec-
tion of other sizes very cheap ; 18

tubes, various, 880 by 120, 920 by 120, 875 by
135, 815 by 105, 910 by 90. 10s. each, good
second-hand; also Whitworth screw-cutting
lathe. 8ft. bed, £17, weight about 1 ton; and
a quantity of 3 and 4-jaw lathe chucks,
cheap. — Carey's, Elephant Road, London,
S.E. 'Phone, 2052 Central.

KENT Two-speed Gear, foot clutch, motor
cycle frame, tank, and 26 by 21 back

wheel, all complete: £4 18s., genuine bargain.
—George, 47, Montague Road, Dalston, Lon-
don.

3 h.p. Fafnir, sipeeial racing- engine, will do
50, No. 6 frame, enamelled dark green,

Chater spring forks. Brooks saddle. Clin-
chers, and Continental tyres, both new, cop-
per torpedo oil and peti-ol tank, footrests,
two 20 amp. C.A.V. accumulators. Matchless
foot brake, inlet and exhaust valves, usual
tools and spares, machine three months old,
gaiaranteed in perfect condition, plating and
enamel aa new; price £20.

RIGID Sidecar. 26 by 2Jin. Michelin tyre,

,

upholstered wiekerwork; 359.

23. h.p Fleet, Minerva engine, complete with
4 Minerva carburetter, perfect, used

very little; £4.

O. 6 Pattern Frame, less front forks; ISa.

ADVERTISERS — Please note
that Friday is -the latest day we
•an receive advertisement copy
for the following' week's issuei

N'

N

SOLID Drawn Brass Torpedo Petrol Tank,
to fit No. 6 frame; 12s. 6d.

TiHREE 28 by 2in. Beaded Edge Covera, two
second-hand, one quite new ; the lot £1.

EW Python Brass Motor Horn, with flex-

ible tube and bulb, deep note; 18s. 6d.

CARRIAGE paid on any of above on re-
ceipt of P.O., to Motor Works, Liphook,

Hants.

STAND Carrier, 3s. 6d. ; large treble-twist
horn and tube. 8s. 6d. ; oar mirror, 23.

9d.; large bras® tail lamp, 7s. 6d. ; car coil,

perfect, 7si. ; Phar© Ducellier headlight, 35a.

;

approval.—Sydney, 34, Bedford Square, Lon-
don.

TANKS, torpedo and ordinary, from Ss.;

long handle-bars, 4s. ; swan-neck saddle
' pillars, 2s. 6d. ; frames from 50s.; all repairs
1 and alterations; please note, business
i transferred to larger premises.—Arrow Motor
Works, 83, Rye Lane, Peckham.

In omswenng any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle."
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MISCELLANEOUS.
£2 lOs , or offer.—Osborne four-speed gear

late pattern, had little wear, good con-

dition.—B. E. Sutton, Eaton Bray. Dunstable.

DON'T Scrap that cracked cylinder. Try
Barker's iron cement; stands great

heat; la. tin saves pounds.—Oxford Roud,
Worthing.

LOW Frame, wheels, tyres, 70s.; M.M.O.
cylinider, 100 by 100, patched water-

jacket perfect, 25s.; flywheel, 5s.; ooil, 5s.—

8, Princes Street, Swindon.

TWO Dunlop Covers, brand new, 26 by 2,

beaded. 16s. 6d. each; new heavy
charging dynamo. 120 watts, 38s. 6d. — 8,

Southchurch Lane, Bishop Auckland.

OTOR Cycle Frame and forks, brass

^,^ petrol and oU tank, £3 5s.j Bowden
band brake, 15s.; eparate generator lamp,
10s. 6d.--Thwaites, 4, High Street, Stoke New-
ington.

HANDLE-BAR Controls, brand new, with
two cables, 3ft. 6in. long, best make

and finished nickel plate; 5s. 6d. ^ach

;

easily fitted; approval.—22. Hall Street,

Southport.

XRAY Outfit, complete; will take £25, or

exchange for 1908 Triumph or Rex light-

weight motor cycle, cash adjustment either

way.—Dr. Hirst, Birchfleld House, Gilder-

some, near Leeds.

EXTRA Heavy Clincher, 159., tubes. 4s.;

F K S. 158., generator 12s. 6d. ; Contin-

ental belt. 10s., gin., 90; two-sT?eed clutch, £3

10s.; Lucas guinea horn. 10s.; offers appro-

val.—Lomax. University, Birmingham.

GRIPWELL Motor Cycle Brakes, to fit any
make machine, delivered from stock;

price 15s. 6d.; any spare parts supplied.—-Mjle
manufacturer, W. Cocks. The Durham Motor
Works, opposite station, South Ealing, W.

F.R.S. Lamp, new, and large generator,
25s • 10 amp. P. and R. accumulator,

charged twice, 10s.; three gin belts, 158.;

syren, 6s.; fur cap, new, 158.; toolbag, 2s.

6d.; leather suit, 10s.—Grove House, Whyte-
leafe.

MOTOR Overcoat, latest cut, waterproof,
wool lined, suit man 5ft. 6in., or taller,

9s.; leather jacket, almost new, 68.; three
new Lanco mica plugs. 2s. 6d. ; Express volt-

meter, new, 5s.—76, Kerbey Street, Bromley,
London.

CAPE Hoods, direct from the manufac-
turers, from £3 10s. ; wind screens from

£2 10s.; sample material and measurement
forms on application; best house in the
trade.—Universal Motor Co., 37, Chesterga'e
Stockport.

MOTOR Cyclist's Double Breasted .'-"^'ze

Jacket, £1; leather waistcoat, 159.;

chamois leather pants, 8s. ; the lot for £2.

cost £4 5s.: little worn, excellent condition.
—King, Walton House, Surbiton Road, King-
ton-on-Thamos.

THREE Speeds, free engine pulleys, £2 5s.

;

adjustable and free engine pulleys, £1
15s.; free engine pulleys. £1 5s.; adjustable
pulleys, 10s.; all g-uaranteed, 1909 models.—
New Nonpariel Motor Fittings, Ashtree Road.
Stirchley. Birmingham.

TERMINALS made of heavy gauge copper,
high and low tension ; no need to run

nut or screw right out to make connection

;

self-locking; no lock nuts or screws; send
7d. P.O. for one dozen assorted.-Rouse Bros.
and Coles, 5*76, Streathani High Eoad, S.W.

ORMONDE Frame, with tank, 15s. ; front
wheel, 28 by 2, good Dunlop tyre, lOs.

6d.; §in. belt rim, la.; gin. pulley, Is. 6d.

:

25 amp. C.A.V., good, 89 6d; exchange small
accumulator, spring forks, stand, lamp.—
Motors, Polvernock, Sanquhar.

CLINCHER 26in. by 2iin. Covers, ribbed,
practically unused, 15s.; lens projector

lamp, with generator, new, 17s. 6d. ; Fran-
konia, complete, new, 10s. ; Dermatine iin.
belt. 7ft. 6in., new, 7s. 6d.—No. 1,336. The
Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

TADl ^y ^^ Cover, retreaded with Moseley
t y)\J non-skid, not used since, £3; ditto
plain tread, £2 10s.; tubes 15s. each; 810
by 90 grooved Dunlop. good, 25s.; ditto tube,
15s. ; leati^.er coat, 15s. ; charging battery,
four-cell, iOs. 6d.; Harvey-Frost model A.
workshop vulraniser, perfect, £5; 12 h.p.
side en+ranc© ear, tyres new, five^seated,
perfect, hood Stepney, will accept tricar or
small car part.—Dagley, Kempston, Beds..

Enjoy Winter - Riding ll

(1.) SECURE INSTANT STARTING
by fitting "WHITE'S ECONOMISER."

For
LonRue-

mares,
B & B.,

Triumph,
Amac, etc.

4/- each

(2.) USE A LAMP OF THE VERY
HIGHEST QUALITY, but before

buying anything we ask you to write

us for an explanation as to why we
claim that THE " ELECTARY "

PROJECTOR is the ONLY LAMP
fit to use on a Motor Cycle.

Nickel- Ol /
Plated, «»</

Polished
Brass, 30/-

finest generator.

(3.) PROTECT SPARE BELT AND
TUBE from mud, rain, etc., by en-

closing both in THE "ELECTARY"
COMBINED TUBE AND BELT CASE.

G. T. RICHES & CO.,
LTD.,

19, STORE STREET, LONDON.

RICH DETACHABLE AIR TUBE.

Please write for Special List; with full prices and par-
ticulars of all sizes, together with instructions and hints.

Your OWN TUBE CONVERTED. Write for prices.

MISCELLANEOUS.
COLUMBIA Grand CoTicert Phonograph,

cost £25, and £2 worth of records, will

take £15. or exchange for 1908 Triumph or
Rex lightweight motor cycle. — WeBtmore-
land. Little Fountain Street, Morley, Yorks.

READERS having Photographic Apparatus
for sale should advertise in " Photo-

graphy and Focus ' Emporium; id. per
word, minimum 9d.—Address, " Photography
and Focus" Offices, 20, Tudor Street, London,
E.G.

PTJLLEYS for any motor, De Dion, M.M.C.,
6s. 6d. ; Antoine, Kelecom, N.S.U., 58.

9d. ; Peugeot, Brown 5s.; Triumph, Fafnir,
Sarolea, Minerva, 4s. 9d. ; Rex, 5s. 9d. and
4s. 9d. ; plated, guaranteed ; carriage paid.

—J. Perkiius, 299, High Road, Leyton, Lon-
don.

FOR Sale, one pair of brand new Dunlop
tyres, complete, on rims, 26 by 2, 508.

;

Edison phonograph, two horns and stand,

and 42 records, 50s.; 118 copies' "Motor
Journal," 147 copies " Commercial Motor,"
offers.—801, Oldham Road, Newton Heath,
Manchester.

LENS Arrived Safely. It is a perfect fit,

and I am very pleased with it." Send
me your rim for conversion. Plano-convex
lenses, 2|in. to 3Jin., Is. 9d. ; 3|in., 2s.; 4in.,

2s. 6d.; 4Jin., 2s. 9d. ; 44in., 3s.; 43in., 3s. 6d.;

5in., 4s.—Payne, Metchley Lane, Harborne.

BRAND New Steel Studded Tyre. 26 by 2i
Smith's patent, cost £3 58., sacrifice 27s

6d.; powerful pair Powell-Hanmer's tricai

lamps, cost 45s., take 20s.; electric tricai

horn, complete, 5s.; Main-Hilton stand and
carrier, 58.—R. Else, Leawood. near Matlock

QUANTITY Porcelain Plugs, usually Is.

my price three for Is., guaranteed;
nuantitv genuine Oleo plugs. Is. 6d. each;
quantity splendid quality mica plugs

usually 2s. 6d., only Is. 3d.; wall voltmeters
workshop use. reliable instruments, 2s. 6d

each.—Sibson, Bond Street, Leicester.

GUINEA Voltoo Coil, 153.; 35 ampere 2 vol
unspillable accumulator, special, ITs

6d.; 16 amp. 4 volt unspillable, 12s. 6d.; al

as new. and guaranteed ; voltmeter, 5s.

inclined frame, 15s. ; pair 28 by 2 wheels
10s. ; bichromate charging battery, 158.

plain coil, 5s.; approval, deposit. — New
Winchcombe. Gloucestershire.

DO not forget, when ordering your nex
mount, to specify Advance adjustabl

pulley £1, Advance adiustable belt fastene
1=. 9d.. both adjustable without removin
the belt. " Ixion " says: ""With this fas

tener the belt length is altered without r<

moving the belt or even taking off one'

glove." Generator brackets for top tub<

2s. 6d.—Advance Motor Mfg. Co., Louis
Road, Northampton

.

DON'T Spoil the appearance of your moto
cycle by poor number plates. Th

finishing touch to a high-class machine ar

our number plates. Letters and numbei
in white metal, not paint; a shape for fron

and square for back; any number, 2s. 6(

piir; post free; worth IOs.; every user d

lighted. — Horton, 166, Lightwoods Roa(

Smethwick.

0(X by 2J Detachable Inner Tube, new,^
J—O 6d.; Longuemare H., automatic, los

Antoine ditto. 16s.; Vim brake, 7s.; tw:

Peugeot coil, 9s. ; single plain ditto, 48. 6d

trembler ditto, 5s. 6d. ; another. 9s. 6d.; Ma
coni, 14s. 6d ; Lloyds free engine clutch, co

84s., take 30s.; 24 h.p. Components' engin
50s., or exchange 2J Clincher tyres.—Seen,
East Street. W.

CASH Bargains.—Prested 12 amp. accura
lators, 9s. 6d. ; two - way switches^ 2i

J.B.D. silencers, 4s. 6d. ; searchlight lami
with separate generator, 22s.; volt or am
meters, 4s. 6d. ; large double-twist hori

5s. 6d.; belt fasteners, 8d. ; belt punches,
3d. ; ratchet plated control levers. Is. 6(

belting, best quality leather, V., iin., fi

gin., at 8d., lOd.. Is. per foot; rubber a
canvas, Iin., Is. 2d. per foot; mo^
cycle covers, wired edge, 26 by 2, 2i, and
lis. 6d. ; 28 by 2. 2J, and 2i. 12s. 6d. ;

bead
edge 2s. extra; Clincher motor cycle tub
25 by 2|. 6s. 9d. ; Macintosh tubes. 26 by
and 28 by 2, 6=. 9d.; Clincher A "Won mot
cycle covers, BE., 28 by Zi, 21s.: apprOT
against cash.—Bastone. 215 and 217,' Pen«
ville R'^ad, King's Cross, London. N.
phone, 2481 North.

In answerinq any of these, advertisements it )•« dp,si.rahlr that you mention " The Motor Cycle.

^
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Interesting Accessories at the Paris Salon.
AMONG the numerous accessories exhibited at

the Paris Salon was tlie Fixator locking washer,

which also serves for locking the position ot

control levers at any point desired, yet leaving

them quite free when it is the desire of the operator

to move them. The principle upon which the Fixator

acts will be best understood by reference to the line

sketch (fig. i). The coil spring A is a fairly tight fit

on the shaft B, and, the two ends A^ and A^ being

bent at right angles, it will be noticed that if pressure

is brought to bear at the ends in the direction of the

arrows S S^ it will be impossible to turn the coil,

because such pressure only tends to further tighten the

coil on to the shaft. If pressure is brought to bear

in- the contrary direction, i.e., in the direction of the

arrows V V^^, the tendency of such pressure is to expand
the coil, when, of course, it can be moved without the

slightest effort. In adapting the device for locking

nuts the extremity of the coil B (fig. 3} has a right angle

claw or stud, which is fixed in a hole bored in the part

on which the nut is to press. This permits the nut to

be tuiTied in the direction of screwing up, but if

•one attempts to unscrew it the con-

traction of the coil offers consider-

able resistance—in fact, it is almost

impossible to turn back the nut

with ordinary means, as the harder

one tries to turn it the' tighter the

coil grasps the plain portion of the

nut around which it fits. If it

becomes necessary to unscrew th^

nut all that is required is a slight

application of force to the extremity

A in the opposite direction to the

way m which the nut tightens, when it can be remo\ed
without difificulty. We think it is in its application

to levers that it will meet with most consideration from

motor cyclists, and, we understand, it is the intention

of the makers, the British Fixator, Ltd., 73, Moor-
gate Street, E.G., to market shortly a handle-bar

control with two levers for operating the air and

throttle openings of motor cycle carburetters.

Another small accessory which will interest motor

cyclists is the Vulcan vulcaniser. This was exhibited

by J. Lacoste et Gie., and consists of a very small

vulcanising apparatus, which, it is claimed, will

vulcanise perfectly the air tube or cover of a motoi

cycle or motor car. The chief claim in connection

with it is that the heat is automatically governed, and
that it requires no thermometer and no regulation of

the means of producing heat. The heating lamp is

contained in the cylindrical portion A, and when this

is taken out it is filled with alcohol until it overflows.

The cost of alcohol for each operation, it is said, does

not exceed one-tenth of a penny. After the lamp is

filled it is returned to its place. The door B is then

Fig. 2.

The Fixator principle of locking levers aad nuts.

A.
B.

Coil spring.
Shaft.

Ai. Right hand end of coil.

A2. Left hand end of coil.

C. Coil spring case.

D. Handle-bar control lever.
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LUBRICATION.
By VICTOR W. PAGE, M.E.

'T was with interest that I perused " Ixion's " comment

on lubrication which appeared in The Motor Cycle

of September i6th, and I agree with the opinions

expressed in every particular. It is true that some

orm of automatic oil feed would be superior to the

•resent inefficient, hit or miss hand force pump
ystem of oil injection as commonly fitted to machines

.11 over the world.

I have been advocating improvements in lubrication

ystems for several years, and ' have been in com-

lunication with the manufacturers of the various

lakes of motor cycles which I have owned from time

3 time, but all that I get for my pains is that any

ystem of oiling other than the simple one provided'

n\\ introduce an element of complication which is

ndesirable, the object being to simplify the motor

ycle, and not add to the mechanism.
This is the same argument that has been advanced

1 this country (America) against the adoption of the

lagneto or the two-speed gears, which are considered

Imost as essential as the motor in England. As a

eneral thing, the roads of the U.S.A. are not good,

nd the country is rolling, especially in New England.

Vhile there are many miles of excellent highways built

Fig. I.—Simple Splash System of Lnbrication.
A. Oil tank. D. Gauge.
B. Oil pump. E. Drain cocls.

C. Oil level.

mder supervision of the various state governments, the

lountr}' roads are in most cases dirt, sand, or gravel

^rith a loose surface, which demands careful manipula-

tion to ride With certainty or safety. In spite of this

fact, but little consideration is given to the two-speed

gear, which I regard as ab.solutely necessary. Imagine

the pleasures (?) of operating a 3 h.p. tricar without

either free engine clutch or change-speed gear through
three or four inches of sand. Our American makers
do not favour the two-speed gear—it " increases com-
plication "—and have the same attitude in respect

to fitting an improved system of lubrication.

I give in this article a few- sketches made h\ me
and used in a communication in a recent issue of a

prominent American motoring paper (the New England
Automobile Journal), which illustrate the subject

under discussion, and I hope will interest vour
readers who are concerned in the improvement of the

modern motor cycle. There is nothing radical about
either of the proposed improvements, these being

essentially the same as used by prominent makers of

motor cars, and I do not see that there will be an\

great increase in complication by their use. There
has been no attempt to preserve proper proportion, the

drawings being merely to illustrate principles involved.

The Lubrication Problem.
There is no condition more important than continued

and efficient lubrication in obtaining continued service

from any piece of mechanism, and the internal com-
bustion motor is no exception to the rule, especially

those of the type used for motor cycle propulsion.

These engines are for the most part air-cooled, and a.'-

the temperatures of operation and speed are high^

proper lubrication is imperative. The method in use

in the majority of cases is by splash, and this has-

much to commend it, being simple, cheap, and easily

applied. In some motors the level is maintained b\

constant drip feed direct to the crank case, in others a

hand force pump is used to force the lubricant from
the container into the engine base. Too much oil is as

bad as not enough, and a practical lubrication system

must not only be automatic, but supply the lubricant

in the proper quantities for various speeds at which the

engine is run. The splash system as commonly fitted

does not do this, and as a result many cases of imper-

fect operation or defective motors can be traced

directly to neglect of oil supply.

The Splash System.
The splash system is illustrated in fig. i, the posi-

tion of the oil tank and force pump being identically

the same as on the most popular of American motor

cycles, the Indian. The oil in the crank case is main-

tained at such a level that the revolving parts dip into

the lubricant, which is supplied to the parts needing

it in the form of a spray or mist. If the level is pro-

perly maintained, the entire internal mechanism wiO
be positively lubricated, but there is no absolute cer-

tainty of this being done. The judgment of the opera-

tor is the only criterion, and if he be an expert the

chances are in favour of proper lubrication. If a

novice, too much or too little oil may be supplied, and
as a result the cylinder will be either flooded or starved,

and neither condition is conducive to efficient power
output.

One cannot blame the novice for not supplying oil

properly, as manufacturers' instructions are rather
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Lubrication.—
vague in this respect, generally being expressed as

"give it a pumpful every eight, ten, or twelve miles.'

Absolutely no mention is made that this is entirely

dependent upon the speed of operation, and not always

upon the distance the motor runs. Under some condi-

tions, such as racing at top speed, it might be neces-

sary to oil the motor every four or five miles ; under
other conditions, replenishing the supply oftener than

every fifteen or eighteen miles would be' a waste

of good oil.

One good feature of the Indian system is the pro-

vision of a sight 'gauge glass to indicate the oil level,

but as this cannot be seen without dismounting, and
as it is seldom marked to designate the proper height,

^il ii, supplied in most v^aseb v\'ithv>iJL consulting it j.1 all.

Level Maintained by Pump.
Fig. 2 illustrates the general principles of a system

.which has recently become very popular among manu-
facturers of motor cars, inasmuch as it is a self-con-

tained method of lubrication which ensures the auto-

matic maintenance of proper level. In this the oil is

maintained at a proper height by means of a pump,
which constantly supplies fresh lubricant to the case,

the surplus being allowed to drain back into the con-

tainer, which is integral with the base, through an
overflow. Before passing into the pump, the oil is

filtered and all particles of foreign matter removed,
and because of this the oil may be used over and over
again for some time, thus ensuring positive lubrication

as long as the proper attention is paid to the amount
of lubricant in the tank.

With regard to increased complication, the only

apparatus required in addition to the oil tank is the

filter and pump, the latter being of the gear type and
driven positively by the engine. As the pump is used
to promote circulation of none but clean oil, there will

be but little wear evidenced during the life of the

mechanism. The filter is arranged so that it can be
easily removed for cleaning, and a drain cock or plug
is provided, so that the oil may be drained from the

system periodically and fresh lubricant supplied. The
body of the gear pump could be well incorporated in

the crank case casting, cast integral, and the mecha-
nism could be driven by direct gear connection from
the camshaft or crankshaft. The gears could be

enclosed, as are the timing gears, and but little power
would be consumed in driving the pump.

Advantages Outlined.
The advantages- of such a system as they appear to

the writer are: (i) Positive lubrication with but little

attention
; (2) the level would be maintained regardless

of engine speed
; (3) economical use of lubrication

would be assured ; (4) the supply . of oil would be
adjusted when the engine was built; (5) it would
remain in proper adjustment indefinitely ; (6) the lubri-

cant would not be affected by conditions of tempera-
ture or climate; (7) the same grade of oil could be
used the entire year; and (8) the system would be
automatic in action and could not be tampered with by
the inexpert.

While slightly more complicated than the simple
system shown in fig. i, and more costly to install, the
important advantages enumerated should outweigh
Dther considerations, as the use of such a system on a
notor cycle would be a refinement of detail which would
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be greatly appreciated by the purchaser. Such a

method will remove many of the objections which havt
been advanced against the splash system of lubrication
and one filling of oil would run several hundred miles
without further attention.

A Direct Feed System.
The writer has always favoured a direct supply of oil

to the points needing it, and the elimination of all

splash if possible, especially on an air-cooled engine,
where the slightest surplus of lubricant will cause a

smoky exhaust. The splash systems have disadvan
tages which must be taken into consideration.

If the engine was to be operated always on the level

and over smooth roads, the constant level splash
svstem would be ideal, as there would be absoluteh
110 variation al level at aiiv tunc, buL 111 praciice crir

Fig. 2.—Splash System with Constant Level maintaiaed by Pump.
A. Filler cap, * F. FiltEred oil from strainer.

B. Return to crank case. G. Strainer.
C. Geared pump. H. Oil taak.
D. Pump driving gear. J. Drain cotck.

E. Oil level.
r

level is always fluctuating. Various road conditions

and gradients wdll change the location of the ]iool, and,

while lubrication is assured as long as there is any oil

to speak of in the case, on the other hand there is

danger of too much being distributed. If there is

much movement of the oil, greater quantities will be

picked up than is necessary.
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With multiple cylinder motors, especially those of

e tandem form, with cylinders in line with the frame,

s is the case in motor car construction, and on the

.N. (Belgian) and Pierce (American) motor cycles,

here four cylinders are used, the effect is more
arked. The writer does not mean to imply that the

plash system is not good or that proper lubrication is

ot obtained when this form of oiling is used, as many
iesigners are apparently well satisfied with the

•esults obtained. The writer has yet to see a motor
vhere the splash system is used which will not at

;imes cause the exhaust to smoke, and in which the

lubricant does not get past the piston rings into the

combustion chamber, where it will assist in forming

undesirable carbon deposits.

In order to eliminate the disadvantages which are

inherent with the simple method previously outlined,

the writer suggests another method of lubrication, as

shown in fig. 3. A double plunger pump is placed on
or incorporated with the motor base, the plungers of

which could be actuated by any suitable mechanical
means; as illustrated, movement is obtained by a

small crank and connecting rod driven from the main
or camshaft.

Each of these pumps is fitted with two check valves

—

one inlet check and one outlet check. In fact, they are

;he same in construction as those commonly used and
>perated by hand, except that they are much smaller

md the plungers are solid. Tight joints can be ensured

by the use of miniature stuffing or packing boxes at the

:op end of the barrel or cylinder.

One of these is used to pump oil from the tank carried

It the side of the motor cylinder to the header or

nanifold fastened to the side of the container, from
vhich one lead goes to the cylinder and one to each
nain bearing. The other pump takes the oil from the

;ump below the crank case, passing it through a filter

nto the main tank, from which it is used again.

A sight feed is used in the system at the header, '^o

hat the operator can determine at any time whether the

)umps are performing their proper functions or not.

Fhe arrangement of piping is plainly marked in illus-

ration, and the oil flows into the sump at the bottom
)f the case by gravity

The piston is cast integral with a large oil groove,

his registering with the hole through which the oil is

orced into the cylinder. A hollow gudgeon pin is

mployed, through which the oil flows and lubricates

he gudgeon pin bushing. After this the oil flows

lown into the crank case by gravity, and the lower

lonnecting rod bearing is kept properly lubricated by

he oil which passes down a copper pipe placed along-

ide the connecting rod, and which provides a passage

rom the gudgeon pin to the lower crank pin box. As
3 obvious, there will be a constant oil mist present

i^hile the engine is in operation, and ample lubrication

s assured. A four-lead header may be used, the

xtra lead supplying the timing gears' and valve opera-

ing mechanism. The same type of pump as shown
n fig. 2 may be used with success. The piping may
•e of comparatively large diameter in either system to

ninimise danger of stoppage, though this is not likely

f one considers the filtering screen which will prevent

•articles of foreign matter passing.

While this system involves more complication than

ither of the others previously mentioned, the fact that

more positive lubrication is obtained must be the strong
argument in its favour. It is true that this system
would be the costliest of all to install, but on further
consideration, is not the best the cheapest in the end ?

Why is the magneto increasing in favour, superseding
coil and battery ignition, though costing three times
as much ? Why the free engine clutch and two-speed
gear? Surely a motor cycle will run without them?
A mixing, valve can be used in place of a float feed
carburetter at less cost. Why not use the mixing valve ?

It is because it is recognised that the factor of first

cost is not the only consideration, but that freedom from
trouble, continued operation, and efficient power out-
put are fully as important with discriminating riders.

Advantages of Direct Feed System.
The cost of installing the system presented above

would not be high, especially if incorporated in the
manufacturer's original design, and suitable provision
made for fitting the parts. The small double plunger

Fig. 3.—Mechanical Force Feed System.
A. Oil tank. J.J. Plunders.
B. Three-lead header. K. Sump.
C. Circulation gauge. L.
D. Oil from tanlc. M.
E. Double-action pump. N.
F. Filtered nil to pump. O
G. Filtering screen. P.
H. Return to tank. Q.

Oil roove in piston.
Copper tube to rrank pin.

Pipe to main bearings. '

Crank disc.

Crank pin operating plungers.
Connecting Unk.

pump used is not costly, neither is the filter, header,

nor piping required. The container is necessary no

matter what system is used. The pumps working con-

stantly in lubricant would have long life, and best of

all, the supply of oil to the cylinder and bearings would

be directly proportionate to the speed of the engine.
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The feed of oil would start with the engine and stop

automatically when the engine stopped. No adjust-
ments are necessary, circulation is positi\e and rapid,
and clean oil is used at all times. One filling of the
tank should last several hundred miles, and the system
is entirely self-contained. It appears to the writer that
such a system is a refinement of detail which can well

be incorporated in future motor cycles, as there is no-
thing radical or experimental in the design, and that
it will provide positive lubrication is incontrovertible.
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This is the solution of the lubrication problem which
best appeals to the writer, and it may be adapted to
any number of cylinders merely by increasing the
capacity of the pumps and adding more leads or feeds
to the manifold or header.

Good luck and long life to" Ixion," and may he long
continue to give his frank opinions of the various
appliances and incidents which are part of motor
cycling. I agree with him in most particulars. Though
the average reader may consider us as cranks, what
care we ! Having had our say, we may rest satisfied.

••-K-

A TYPICAL FRENCH
TO be the only tricar to survive the ordeal of the

1908 Tour de France organised by the Auto
Cycle Club de France without penalisation was
somewhat of a feather in the cap of the con-

structor, M. Rene Berujeau, and he is justly proud of

the achievement of the little machine which he drove
himself. Considering the very small facilities he has

for building tricars and motor bicycles, M. Berujeau
has every right to be proud of the honour which he
earned with his machine, especially as he had as com-
petitors machines constructed in larger and
better equipped workshops, and under far

more favourable circumstances.

The Berujeau tricar is a compact little

machine, and has several good points.

Asked whether he could supply us with

drawings of the machine, M. Berujeau
remarked that he had not troubled to make
designs, nor had he had time to get out

detailed drawings, but he and his assistant

had built the machine up with the aid of a

few written points as to design. It will be

noticed that it is very low built; as a

matter of fact, the clearance between the

bottom of the crank case and the ground is

only four inches. There is only the same
clearance under the front seat.

Details of the Tricar.

The chassis is of tubular steel of about
r^^in. diameter, consisting of two side

members extending from the axle of the

rear wheel to the front of the springs of the

forecarriage. The chassis acts as the support of

the forecarriage, carries the springs of the front

axle, and also bears the weight of the engine. The
steering pillar is very strong and rigid, and it will be

noticed that thg handle-bars are of just sufficient length

to make the steering of the machine comfortable.

The engine fitted is a 4^^ h.p. De Dion of 84 mm.
bore and 90 mm. stroke. This type of engine was
chosen because it is considered to be the most flexible

engine on the French market, and, having very little

vibration, it is the most suitable for tricars. Ignition

is by dry batteries, but, of course, magneto can be

fitted if desired. The engine is water-cooled on the

thermo-syphon system, the radiator being of the ver-

tical copper tube type without gills. This type of

radiator, it might be mentioned, is most popular in

France; firstly, because if can be made and fitted by

any manufacturer without having to pay or obtain any

patent rights, and, secondly, because it has been found

sufficiently efficient for its purpose. The quantity of

TRICAR.
water carried is about 14 litres (roughly, 3^4: gallons).
The ampleness of the radiating surface can be easily

gauged when it is remarked that there are 104 tubes in

the radiator, each of about 9in. in length.

On the engine-shaft is fitted a Bozier two-speed gear,

the controlling lever being on the left-hand side of the
tank. The drive to the rear wheel is by means of a

Hans Renold chain, which the designer thinks can-
not be beaten for wear. For keeping his chair> in good
condition M. Berujeau has fitted a little arrajigement

^
The only tricar to sumve the 1908 Tour de France. It was not exhibited at the Salon-

of his own with which he is rather pleased. In the
photograph will be noticed a little torpedo-shaped tank

placed near the saddle, and connected with this tank
is a rubber tube, the unconnected end of which is

allowed to hang just over the chain. Oil is carried in

the tank and is allowed to drip on to the chain, so

that a constant supply of lubricating oil can be given

to the chain when the tricar is running. [It would
appear that Frenchmen care little for being bespattered

with oil.

—

^Ed.]

Leather lined band brakes are fitted to the rear

wheel, these being operated by a pevlai on tb^ ^eft-hand

side. Ordinary 26in. wire wheel? ^r^ ntte^. having

Dunlop tyres, and the overall length of the ni_;:::-ne is

about 9ft.

The petrol tank is made to carry 14 lirrc_, and
2 ^2 litres of oil are provided for. It is claimed for this

machine that it will travel 100 kilometres (62 miles)

on 5J^ litres (just under i^ gallons) of petrol, and

T litre (slightly over a quart) of lubricating oil.
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The Hirst Magneto.
VNOTHER excellently finished motor cycle

magneto which is new to our readers is the

Hirst. This is a compact machine measuring

4!/^ in. high and weighing 6 lbs. with the double

ignets. One of the best points about this magneto

the substantial contact breaker. In the attempt

reduce the size and weight of

)tor cycle magnetos one or two

mufacturers have reduced the

e of the contact breaker propor-

nately, but this is not desirable,

le contact breaker is practically

! only part of a magneto

iceptible to wear, and conse-

ently adjustments are from time

time necessary. Naturally the

>re minute the proportions of the

itact breaker the more quickly it

.1 wear, and, moreover, the more

iicult it becomes to effect adjust-

nts. In the Hirst magneto the

itact breaker parts are of sub-

ntial proportions, and should

t for a considerable mileage

:hout signs of wear. The insu-

ed contact screw A is adjustable

take up wear on the fibre ring

(fixed inside the timing lever J)

i platinum points C. The
^1 of the bell crank D is not in

itact with the fibre ring for the jivhole of its circum-

ence, but merely strikes the projecting piece each

le the armature is in the "maximum"' position,

is the flat spring actuating the bell crank. The
idenser M is very neat, and mounted at the back of

; contact breaker, and naturally rotates with it.

e contact breaker cannot be replaced in a wrong
sition, as a pin E on the brass recess fits into a

responding hole in the support K for the insulated

ew. It is held in place by a centre screw. The
rking of the magneto can be noted when the outside

plate ¥ (held by the spring) is removed. The
armature can be inspected readily by taking off the

cover G, held by spring clips. The Hirst magneto
has plain bearings, the ends of the armature-shaft being

of phosphor bronze, revolving in hardened steel bear-

ings—the reverse to the usual order of things. The

Another new motor cycle magneto—the Hirst. The letters are referred to in the accompanying text.

claim for this is that steel does not wear so rapidly, and
the bronze shaft will wear equally all round, and
not in one place, as is the case when a bush is held

stationaiy. An oil channel is cut in the bearings, but

no wicks are provided, so that frequent lubrication

will, we imagine, be necessary, owing to the high speed
at which a motor cycle armature revolves. The ter-

minal H over the top of the contact breaker is for

attaching the handle-bar switch wire. The magnets
and pole pieces are mounted upon an aluminium base,

and the usual method of attachment by bolts is adopted.

-=>--»••—<-

A NEW SPRING HANDLE-BAR.
L SPRING handle-bar for motor cycles is the

V subject of a recent patent by S. Allen and Co.,

8, Elswick Court, Northumberland Street,

Newcastle-on-Tyne. The makers claim that

spring handle-bar is superior to a spring fork, as

; latter absorbs road shocks

ly, allowing the engine vibra-

n to be communicated to the

ns of the rider, whereas a good

ring handle-bar absorbs all

)ration/ whether from road or

gine. The hinge or working

rt of the Ideal spring handL
r shown in the accompanying
iwings is fitted with ball bear-

ds, and cannot wear loose.

le design does not .
interfere

;h the working of the front brakes, owing to the

rticular angle at which the mechanism has been

signed. This renders it applicable to almost any

existing motor cycle, no matter what kind of brakes
are used.

The spring can be readily adjusted to any tension
by screwing or unscrewing the plug at base of inclined
socket.

We are fitting one of these handle-bars to a light

tricar, and will let our readers know our opinion of it

in due course.
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OCCASIONAL COMMENTS.
By "IXION."

Front Stands.
It was in response to- an appeal of mine that the first

front wheel stand for a motor bicycle was produced, and
I feel a pardonable pride in reminding my readers that

several patterns were on view at the Agricultural Hall,

and so anyone who has felt the need of such a fitment

has only got to send in his order. Needless to say, I

have not a farthing's interest in any of them.

Accessories.
It was good to see practically every machine fitted

with a stand-carrier and tool and luggage bags

specially designed for it. The average motor
bicycle is designed to look pi'etty, and its unfortunate

purchaser has usually been compelled in the past to

tie various unsuitable impedimenta all over it, till it

has looked like a newly stocked gipsy caravan.

Things we Overlook.
The steady march towards perfection includes the

detail which visitors to an exhibition commonly over-

look. To mention a few, I saw the following articles

in a far .more perfect form than the best samples I have
inspected at previous shows : Lamps, generators, non-

skids, inner tubes, tool kits, bags of all sorts and
sizes, tools, belts, hooters, hooter clips, brakes, oil-

cans, belt fasteners, sparking plugs, valves, handle-

bars, tanks, magnetos, coils, accumulators, silencers,

clothing, gloves, waterproofs, variable gears, number
plates, etc.

Pocket Tool Kits.

My note about pocket tool kits has borne fruit. I

find some motor cyclists prefer not to open up their

main kit for every minor adjustment, and therefore

carry half a dozen smaller tools loose in their pockets,

to the great detriment thereof. The majority of the

pocket kits marketed are faulty in one of two respects.

Either they contain too many tools, and are so bulky
as to spoil the hang of a coat, or else they fail to

include several of the tools we motor cyclists require

most frequently. Our catalogue of minor adjustments

comprises the magneto, carburetter, sparking plugs,

contact-breaker, and belt. Our ideal kit must there-

fore include a 4in. wrench, contact file, knife, belt

punch, carburetter jet broach with holder, borers,

and tiny pliers. I am glad to announce that two firms

intend to market such a kit shortly.

Transmission Development. ;

I often appear as rather a bold prophet, *--^

but I have some courage in predicting that

the belt will eventually disappear from the

machine de luxe. These machines are now
so skidless, so well protected from mud, and
so powerful that it is as easy to make a double

century run- on them over bad roads as

formerly it was over favourable surfaces; but

over and over again one is baulked by the

belt. The leather belt retains a qii^ue of

faithful followers as a dry weather transmis-

sion, but we all prefer rubber when it rains.

Even the rubber belts, however, are none too '

reliable when grit and dirt are showered on

to the belt and pulleys, and if a pulley be

worn out of truth further progress may be- At the Paris

come absolutely impossible when the weather

is really bad. Therefore the standardisation of an
entirely weatherproof transmission is probably only a

matter of time, and I should not be at all surprised to

see the higher-priced machines, as a class, fitted with
a spring worm drive and a disc clutch before many
more years have passed. I shall, however, demand
that one safeguard be fitted in such a drive,, namely,
that in the event of either drive or engine suddenh
jamming provision shall be made to prevent locking o'l

the rear wheel, with its inevitable consequence of a
nasty spill.

A 1909 A.O.I.V.
At the recent show I examined a 1909 type

of automatic inlet valve—an improvemeiit so admirable
and simple that why we did not have it years ago is one
of those things which "no feller can understand." The
old cotter, slotted stem, and plain bored sliding cap are
for ever discarded. The stalk of the mushroom valve
has no slot or keyway, and is screw-threaded for its

top y^in. or so. The cap is internally screw-threaded,
and may be set at any height on the thread of the stalk,

being fixed by a lock-nut. This method of construction
produces five great advantages in practice:

1. Stalk, being solid, is far less likely to break.
2. There is no cotter to come adrift.

3. Amount of " lift " or " opening " can be instan-

taneously adjusted without calling for a fresh

cotter, etc.

4. Alteration of correct opening by wear is

negligible.

5. Weak springs can be easily stiffened.

Every alteration usually carries in its train the pos-
sibility of one or more entirely new troubles, and
scanning this new valve with an ultra-critical eye we
can easily see that if the lock-nut came adrift and fell

into the cylinder matters would be slightly more serious

than if a cotter or split pin became detached. But if

the lock-nut is thoroughly tightened, this will be highh
improbable, and it could also be safeguarded by the
employment of a split pin, which would not weaken
the stalk half as much as a big cotter does ; or, again,.

the tip of the stalk could be lightly riveted over, as

the direction of adjustment is almost certain to be
towards the head of the valve, which would not entail

the removal of the nut.

Salon. A Rene-Gillett Twin-eylinder Air-cooled Triear with front springing.
The transmission is by a flat belt.
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THE WEAR ON MOTOR CYCLE CYLINDERS.

DNE hears various statements made from time

to time regarding the amount of wear that takes

place on cylinders and pistons of motor cycle

.engines. One of the favourite contentions con-

erning cylinders is that they wear oval, and that the

op wears more than the bottom. There is no doubt

hat the last-named allegation is a true one, but when
he amount of wear is so small as to be almost

legligible we think it is worth recording. Some
ylinders wear rhuch quicker than others, and we think

: will generally be found that large cylinders wear

uicker than small ones. Whether this is due to the

Librication not being quite so effective in the case of

irge cylinders' or not, we will not attempt to prove,

^he fact remains that cylinders of very high speed

ngines with small dimensions wear much longer than

irger and slower running ones, without reboring. As
n instance of the almost infinitesimal amount of wear

n the cylinders of a four-cylinder F.N., we print below

letter from an Associate Member of the Institute of

lUtomobile Engineers, who has measured the cylinders

f his F.N. four-cylinder after runming the engine

pproximately 132 millions of revolutions, which with

gear of six to one and a road wheel of 2 6in. diameter

quals a distance of over 5,000 miles;

ABLE GIVING THE SiZE OE BORE IN MILLIMETRES OF THE
Four Cylinders op a F.N. Motor Cycle Engine

AFTER making APPROXIMATELY 132,000,000
Ebvolvtions.

No. 1

Cylinder.

No. 2

Cylinder.

No. 3

Cylinder.

No. 4
Cylinder.

easurements on
ameters parallel

to cranlcshaft

1

2

3

4

45 034
45.072

45.085

45.136

45.034

45.072
45.123

45.161

45.022

45.034
45.060
45.072

45.018
45.021

45.034
45.047

easurements at

right angles

to above

1

2

3

4

45;009

45.060

45.060

45.0341

45.034

45.072
45.136

45.136

45.034
45.022

45.072
45.060

45.009
45.047
45.047
45.060

Note.—No. 1 measurement is taken at the mouth of the
(Tlinder, No. 2 at ^in. stroke up, No. 3 at ^in. stroke up,
id No. 4 at the top.

The above measurements are guaranteed accurate to the
icond place of decimals.

J. H. LohJGHBOROUGH, A.M.I.A.E.

A PETROL TANK AIR REGULATOR.

I TT^'^*^^ cyclists are aware how difficult if is to

\/l prevent petrol splashing out of the air vent

in the filler cap of the tank when the latter

is full. If the cap is bored with a small hole

1 the side or centre the petrol is usually jerked out

when the tank is full, and
unless there ^is a hole in

the cap the tank becomes
air bound, and the petrol

will not flow freely to the

carburetter. Mr. James
Baxter has introduced a

little device which should

overcome this difficulty.

Reference to the accom-
panying sectional sketch

shows that the hole in the

regulator is covered at

the top by a steel ball.

When the machine is

A. Glass top.

B. Filler cap.
C. Leather washer.
D. Air holes.
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ridden the steel ball is shaken from its seating,

and air is allowed to enter the tank. When the

machine is at rest the ball covers the hole and
prevents the petrol from becoming stale. If

there is any tendency for the petrol to squirt out the

lower ball is lifted by the petrol and held against the

bottom seating of the regulator, so preventing the

spirit from coming through. With this air regulator

in use the petrol tank can be filled to the brim. To
fit it to a filler cap a ^in. hole must be bored in the

cap, the regulator passed through, and the nut

screwed up from underneath, a leather washer being

fitted between the two as shown.

>-•••-<

A NEW VALVE SPRING ATTACHMENT.

AN ingenious device for simplifying the removal

of mechanically operated valves has been sub-

mitted to us by the patentee, Mr. C. Newman.
48, Sylvester Street, Sheffield. The accompanying line

^ -.--
, illustration is a sec-

-7 -' tional drawing of a valve

with the device fitted to it.

To remove the valve the

engine is turned until the

valve rests on its seating,

then with a screwdriver or

other tool the spring is

pushed back in the case,

and the milled nut screwed
up until it compresses the

spring sufficiently to allow

the cotter in the valve stem
to be removed with the

fingers only. To replace

the valVe it is inserted in

the usual way through the

centre of the spring and
case, and when down on
its seating the cotter is

inserted in the stem and
the valve slightly lifted,

releasing the strain on the

milled nut, which can be

screwed back to its former

position. A small grub

screw is inserted through

the milled nut and between

the sides of one of the slots

in the outer case ; this pre-

vents the milled nut from turning round through vibra-

tion or any other cause. The milled nut can also be

used for slightly altering the tension of the spring if

desired. Fig. i shows the case drilled with holes at

the top and bottom for the circulation of air in the case

of a very hot engine.

If any readers are at a loss to know what to select

as a Christmas gift for their friends who own and ride

a motor cycle, we cannot suggest a better way out of

the difficulty than that they should send at once to

Messrs. J. B. Brooks and Co., Ltd., Great Charles

Street, Birr.:;ingham, for particulars of the many equip-

ment specialities which they manufacture. Any one of

these would be keenly appreciated, and the many forms

of touring bags will, without doubt, form most appro-

priate gifts. Brooks's bags can be inspected at any of

the leading motor cycle depots or agencies.

A.
B.
c.
D.
E.
F.

H.
J.

FiG.-r. Fig. 2.

Exhaust or inlet valve.
Bottom half of case.
Top half of case
Valve spring.

Studs.
Milled nut.
Set screw.
Valve cotter
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mc MOTOK cycLE or merii.

FOR THE SPEED MERCHANT.

7 b.p. BrooKIands Racer.

The above is simply an illustration of our standard Model G Light Tourist
with mudguards, stand, carrier, and toolbag removed and adjustable handle-bar
lowered, and shows how the machine can be stripped down and adjusted for track

racing. It can be suppUed either with 5 h.p. or 7 h.p. twin-cylinder engine.

FOR THE TOURIST.

Modal F. 5 h.p. or 7 b.p.

Our standard Touring Model with Trufiault suspension forks and full touring
equipment. An ideal machine for those who want solid comfort combined with
reUability and speed.

<« Vindec" Riders are Satisfied Riders.
Let us send you the Booklet which illustrates and describes

our 1909 Models.

VINDEC MOTOR CYCLE CO.,
13-15, WiUon Street, Finsbury, LONDON, E.£j

Inln.nt^WP.rinn this nWl^firf/iltfimcnt it qs rIoslrnhTc fhnt tmii m/intlmi " The Tlfntnr niirl.e"
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SHAMROCK AUTHORITIES unanimously acclaim our specialities and testify

to their good qualities in our new booklet. Ask for a copy.

S.E. TYRES OUTCLASS ALL OTHERS.

ALL SIZES, 24 AND 26 in.

REVISED PRICES.

THE

Most Effective

RUBBER NON SKID.

Your own cover retreaded

with our Non Skid Band.

Stanley Show

5oy„
of all Motorcycles were fitted with

S.G. BELTS.
(REMAINDER DIVIDED AMONGST SOME 6 MAKES.)

S.E BUTT-END INNER TUBES GIVE
THE BEST JOINT. EASIEST TO FIT.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS,

The HANOVER RUBBER CO., 29-31, Old St., London, E.G.

MOTORS.
New Models for 1909

2i h.p. Singfic^-cylincier A.I.V.

4 h.p. Si ngfie-cyfinder IVi.O.I.V.

8 h.p. Twin-cylinder M.O.I.V.

New Model JAP Patent Carburetter.

Send for new Illustrated Catalogue [post free).

i

-^H
w^
V

JAP Patent CaTboretter.

John A. Prcstwich 8L Co. t
'^"'°""' '"'^''

"

Tottenham, London, N.

Telephone— 1822, Tottenham. Telegrims—" Prestwich, Tottenham.*

It c m 1 y^f _7 _ >»
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CURRENT
CHAT

SPEOAL FE^TUl^S

LUBRICATION.

INTERESTING ACCESSORIES
AT THE Paris salon.

r/Af£ TO LIGHT LAMPS.—Dec. 16th, 4.49 p.m.; Dec. 19th, 4.50 p.m. ; Dec. 23rd, 4.51 p.m.

(ext Week's Issue.

The next issue of T?ie Motor Cycle,
which will be dated December 23rd,
will contain special and seasonable
irticles and illustrations,

lotor Cycles and Undergraduates.

A valued correspondent informs us
/hat the rumours and extracts from the
lew regulations affecting the use of

notors by Cambridge undergraduates,
-vhich have been published by the daily

)apers, have caused unnecessary alarm,
i£ they were in the majority of cases

naccurate. Motor cycles are included
n the new regulations, but at present
he conditions are not for publication.

en Miles Limit at Newhaven.

Success has attended the opposition

i the Motor Union to the appli-

atiou of the Newhaven Council
or an eight mile speed limit on
o much of the main road from
Brighton to Eastbourne within
he urban district of Newhaven
s extends from its junction wth
iewes Roa-d to its junction with
he road leading to the Harbour,
n the east side of the railway
rossing. The Union asked that
he speed should be ten miles in-

tead of eight, and called evidence
liat it would be unreasonable to

xpect motor cyclists to travel

p the hill leading to Lewes
I^ad at the lower speed. The
(Ocal Grovernment Board has
dopted the Union's view and
sfused to make the eight mile
nait applied for and granted
ne of ten. The matter is of im-
ortance to motorists touring along the
outh Coast or crossing to the Conti-

ent • by the Newhaven-Dieppe route,

"he restriction comes into force at the
eginning of next week.

aports ot Motor Cycles.

While the Board of Trade returns for

tie eleven months ended 30th Novem-
er show a falling off in the imports of

>Teign roade motor cycles, the exports

f British machines show a consider-

ble increase.

During November thirty-five motor
ycles valued at £907 were imported,

s against ninety-six (value £2,824) in

907, and fifty-eight (value £1,826) in

906. Adding the value of the parts

nported the figures for November
^nd as follows :

1906. 1907. 1908.

£5,414 £4,637 £2,703
he total imports of foreign motor
jTcles and parts during the eleven

lonths ended 30th November were :

1906. 1907. 1908.

£76,833 £76,075 £60,709

Exports of British Motor Cycles.

Turning to the exports, 168 complete
motor cycles of the value of £6,192
were exported last month, compared
with seventy-one (value £2,446) in

November, 1907, and eighty-seven
(value £2,537) in the same month of

1906. The total November exports

were : 19C6, £4,755 ; 1907, £4,072

;

1908, £7,449. The British exports

during the eleven months ended 30th
November v. eve :

Value of complete motor cycles

—

1906. 1907. 1908.

£21,973 £25,185 £33,768
Parts thereof

—

£26,474 £24,461 £18,336

£48,447 £49,647 £52,104

FUTURE EVENTS.
-Motor Union Genera! Committee Meeting.

19—Nortli West London M.C.C. Second Annual
Dinner and Distribution oi Prizes.

7— (Provisional! Essex M.C. Paper by Mr. H. M.
Wyatt on "Magnetos."

16-23—Motor Cycle Sliow at Madison Square

Garden, New York.

23—Essex M.C. Annual Dinner.

23—Coventry M.C. Annual Dinner and Presenta-

tion of Prizes.

30—Auto Cycle Union Annual Dinner, preceded

by the Council Meeting.

Re-exports ol Foreign Machines.

Last month's re-exports were valued

at £1,487, as corhpared with £1,079 in

November, 1907, and £418 in Novem-
ber, 1906. During the eleven complete

months of 1908 £12,363 worth of motor
cycles and parts have been re-exported

from this country, £6,060 worth during

1907, and £4,586 worth in 1906.

A Quick Action Repair Pedal.

An American advertisement of a

"quick action repair pedal," which
will be sent free to any dealer who
sends his letter heading to the adver-

tiser reads strangely to English motor
cyclists. The quick action repair pedal
appears from an illustration in an
American journal to be a bar of steel

corrugated in the centre and screwed
at each end to attach it eithe* to the

right or left crank. The bar is intended

to be carried in the toolbag. American
pedals must be very liable to breakage
or the machines to side-slipping to

cause anyone to market the "quick
action repair pedal."

Touring in Germany,

A Bristol member of the Motor Union
complains of the tax imposed on a
motor bicycle and sidecar during his
tour in Germany. Both among Ger-
mans and tourists this taxation arouses
criticism, and it has engaged the atten-
tion of the Ligue Internationale des
Associations Touristes, of which the
Motor Union is a member. The in
creased taxation now being levied for
Budget purposes renders remote the
likelihood of the removal of this tax,
consequently still fewer motor cyclists
will make Germany a touring ground.

The Hour Record at Brooklands.

Mr. C. R. Collier writes: "I think
it only fair to myself that your readers

should be acquainted with the
details regarding the alteration
of the distance of my recent hour
record, for on reading your
editorial note on same in the last

issue, one would imagine that
this alteration was due to a wilful
breach of rules on my part. On
this occasion, before 1 was given
the word ' to go, ' I was particu-
larly warned by the official time-
keeper of the A.C.U., and also
by the secretary himself, to ride
outside the 50ft. line, which I

was most careful to do, the
reason being given that the track
was measured from this line.

However, I now read in the pres&
that my record has not been
passed because a rule of the
Union states that I should have
ridden on the 10ft. line, which

rule, by the way, I had never before
heard of, and apparently the secretary
also was unaware that any such rule
existed. I consider such ruling on the
part of the Competitions Committee
of the A.C.U. is not only grossly unfair
to myself, but must certainly appear
very strange to coatinentaJ motor
cyclists who held this record previous,
to my attempt on October 8th."
Unrolled ^Stones.

The" A.C.U. secretary, 18, Down
Street, Piccadilly, W., writes: "With
reference to the letter from 'Cedniv-5

'

in your last issue on the above subject,
if he will kindly communicate with me,
giving particulars of where such
patches of stones are to be found, I

will gladly take the matter up with the
County or h>orough District Council.
There is no obligation upon a local
authorit;-, to place a warning light, but
some councils, when the danger of un-
rolled stones has been pointed out to
them, have kindly had warning lightt^

placed there until the stones have been
rolled in."
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V 369.

The N.S.U. Motor Co., Ltd., of 186,

reat Portland Street, W., would b©

eased if the owner of the 3 h.p. motor

^cle, accioiulator ignition, with plates

Baring the above numbers and letters,

ould communicate with them.

ineral Meeting ol Motor CycUsts.

We direct readers' attention to letter

lO. 3726 in this issue, signed H. B.

,enner. In this letter the hon. sec. of

le South Eastern Auto Cycle Asso-

iation suggests a monster meet of

lotor cyclists near to London, and

ppeals to clubs to elect representatives

> arrange details with him. We think

liat such a meeting would be produc-

ive of much good, and shall be happy

give publicity to the movement from

ime to time.

iotor Cycles at the Paris Salon.

As would be gathered from our de-

icriptive article published on the 9th

nst., fewer .notor cycles were shown at

,his year's Paris Salon (which closed

m Sunday last) than in 1906 and 1907.

Below we give the number of machines

hown in 1906-7-8 for comparison :

1908 1907 1906

7irms showing motor
cycles 31 45 46

STumber of motor cycles 79 98 108

Motor bicycles with fore-

cars .. ... .- 2 5 4

VIotor bicycles with

trailers 1 — —
L ^Singular Application.

At the South-western Police Court

>n Friday last, Ebenezer Burt, trading

IS a cycle dealer, Upper Tooting Road,

K^as summoned for detaining a bicycle

Delonging to Mr. Herbert Edward Ward,
1 solicitor, two motor engines, etc., the

property of Guy Harrell, of Boyd Road,

Merton, and a trailer, the owner of

which is Alfred James Munday, resid-

ing at " Russellton," Upper Mitcham.
Mr. Ward, one of the complainants,

supported the summons, and Mr. Hanne
defended. The defendant did not put

in an appearance, and his absence was
made more strange by contradictory

statements regarding his whereabouts.

A man came forward to state that the

defendant was ill. This individual, who
seemed very uncertain in his answers,

had been commissioned, it was sug-

gested, by a sister of the defendant to

offer this explanation. The woman was
ordered to stand forward, and when
asked where the defendant was said,

" Li London." Mr. De Grey (severely)

:

"What address in London? Speak the

truth." The woman was subsequently

forced to admit that the defendant was
away on business and could not attend.

Mr. De Grey said she was trying to

mislead the court, and directed her to

stand down. As regards the bicycle,

the evidence did not justify the magi-

strate making an order, and the sum-
mons in respect of this was dismissed.

The motor engines were, according to

the evidence, placed in the defendant's

care, he having agreed to purchase them
at 55s. He paid 5s. on account, and
offered to send on the balance. This

THE JARROTT CUP.

Tbe handsome cup illustrated was presented to

S. G. Frost at the annual dinner of the M.C.C. on
Saturday. The trophy was won on a 4* h.p.

Minerva Motor Bicycle in the London to Land's
End and Back Run (555 miles) on August 3rd
and 4th. The presentation was made by Mro.
Chas. Jarrott.
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he failed to do ; the owner could neither

get back hie property nor the money.
The defendant was interviewed, when
he said, " Cash sale be hanged ; the

goods are here on sale and exchange,

and I can bundle the lot back if I

like." Mr. Mimday said he entrusted

the trailer to the defendant's care. He
(witness) had asked for it oack six or

seven times. Mr. De Grey ordered the

return of the things in the last two
cases, or the value.

Latest Police Traps.

Readeis axe advised of the following

measured stretches of road :

London - Cheltenham Road. Trap
working from Witney to one mile out
towards Minster Lovell.

Mortlake District. Flashlight trap

working in the East Sheen Road.
Wimbledon. Trap working between

Windmill Road and Wimbledon Village.

Bath l^ad. At Burnham, about
midway between Slough and Maiden-
head, for exceeding the speed limit.

At Twyford.
Folkestone Road. Between Lee Green

and Eltham, working Friday to Mon-
day inclusive at present. One starting

point is at the Avenue, Eltham Road.

Mr. Cove's Paper.

A paper, "Motor Cycles at the

Stanley Show," was read by Mr. H.
G. Cove before members and friends of

the Esse-'- M.C. on Thursday, in the

comfortable Hertfordshire room of the

Great Eastern Hotel, Liverpool Street,

and waa attended by a large number of

motor cycli.sts. The author was some-

what critical, but though his criticisms

were severe they were made in the

right spirit, namely, with a view to

bringing the motor cycle nearer to per-

fection. Mr. B. Pi. Chatterton was in

the chair, and introduced the lecturer.

All the machines mentioned by the

lecturer werf fully described and illus-

trated in cur special show numbers.
Three ot the complete machines—the

James, the Humber, and the Light
weight twin-cylinder L.M.C.—were by
no means spared by the lecturer in his

criticisniis, who criticised those points

in which he thought there was room
for improvement. A summary of the

discussion will be published next week.

CLUB NEWS.
Cambridge University M.C.C.

The committee of the C.U. M.C.C. hope that all members
of the University who are interested in motor cycling will
join the above club. Full particulars can be had from A. H.
Moreing, hon. sec, Trinity College.

Coventry M.C.

This club's fifth annual dinner will be held on Saturday,
January 23rd, at the Craven Arms Hotel, Coventry, at 6.30
p.m. The prizes won during 1908 will be distributed, and it

is hoped that every prize winner will be present to receive
his award.

Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C.

The above club has decided to affiliate to the Motor Union
instead of the A.C.LT. The hon. secretary, Mr. T. F. Turner,
writes : "I may say that the A. C.U. themselves are wholly
to blame for this change : First, because of the way our club
was boycotted at the general meeting at the beginning of

the year; also, that it is our firm opinion that they do not
want provincial clubs, for if they did they would certainlj'

give us more benefits than they have done."'

Hull and East Riding A.C.C.

Thursday, December 17th, is to be a ladies' night at the

Grosvenor Hotel. Display of lantern slides by the hon.

secretary and a good musical progi'amme. Tickets, Is. each

or Is. 6d. double, can be obtained of members or the hon.

secretary. All motor cyclists in the city are invited.

Perth and District M.C.C.

On Thursday last, the 10th inst., Mr. James W. Robertson
delivered a lecture in the St. John's Hotel, John Street, on

"Motor Cycles for 1909." Tile lecture was illustrated by a

series of lantern slides made from photographs furnished
by the Editor of The Motor Cycle. A goodly number of

members were present, and as each machine was in turn

described by Mr. Robertson, there was a general discussion

on it. In the absence of the president (Mr. A. T. Paterson),
the Vice-president (Mr. T. D. Frew) thanked Mr. James W.
Robertson for his lecture, which everyone had enjoyed, and
alluded to the immense amount of labour involved in making
so many slides. Mr. W. J. Sommerville the'n proposed a

vote of thanks to the Editor of The Motor Gycle for pn
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kindly ]onding the photographs. Mr. W. Batchelor after-

wards proposed a vote of thanks to Mr. Grieve for his assist-

ance at the lantern, which concluded a most enjoyable

evening.

Newcastle-under-Lyme M.C.C.

It was decided, at a meeting of motor cyclists in Newcastle
(Staffs.) and district, to form a club to protect the interests

of its members and organise competitions. It is proposed

to affiliate to the Auto Cycle Union. The hon. secretary of

the club is J. H. Higson, Northcote Place, Newcastle, Staffs.

Southern M.C.

At a committee meeting hold on the 10th inst. it was
decided to call tiie annual general rr.eeting for January 2ist.

Tickets for the annual dinner wdl socn be available. It will

be held at the Holborn Restaurant on February 4th. Mem-
bers are requested to keep unis date o^-^en. The Triumph
medal for the single-cylinder motor cycle class in the last

hill-climb has been awarded to Mr. J. H. "Wheeler (S^ h.p.

Triumph). The committee have decided to hold a social

evening at tlie club headquarters every Thursday commenc-
ing at 8.30.

Middlesbrough and District M.C.C.

There was a brilliant assembly in the Victoria Hall,

iNIiddlesbrough, on Friday night, on the vrcasion of the

annual ball of the Middlesbrough Club. The elaborate

decorations in the hall, corridors, and supper room had been
carried out by Messrs. J. R. Storry and Soi^s. Mrs. Ball's

catering was most satisfactory, and Mr. J. Buuie's band pro-

vided an excellent programme of music. There were over

100 couples present, and Messrs. J. Dale, F. Downing, and

G. Sanderson ably fulfilled the duties of M C.'s, and with

Mr. S. Gjertson's assistance as hon. secretary were largely

responsible for the unqualified success of the gathering.

Southend and District M.C.

By order of the committee, the hon. secretary has lodged

with the Local Government Board an objection to the South-

end Borough Council application for a ten-mile speed limit

in certain streets of the borough of Southend-on-Sea, as being

unnecessary for the safety of the public. The date of the

inquiry has not yet been fixed.

The committee has decided to give to the members next

year a copy free weekly of The Autocar if they are car

members and of The Motor Cycle if they are motor cyclists.

The following gentlemen have recently been elected mem-
bers : Messrs. A. G. Welch, Percy J. Garon, and Lewis Utton.

The hon. secretary, Mr. A. Warnery, will not, after the

annual general meeting of the club, which it is proposed to

hold in the latter part of January next, be able to continue

the duties of secretary, but it is very gratifying both to the

committee and the secretary to report that Mr. H. Greenfield,

captain of the club, has been induced to take over the position,

if elected. Mr. Greenfield has been a strong supporter of the

club, practically from its inception, and the club's interests

should be well safeguarded in his hands. -'

Harrogate and District M.C.C.

The subject of a discussion on the 4th inst. was " Ideas

and Improvements at the Stanley Show." Mr. T. Atkinson
read an interesting paper on the principal recent alterations.

What struck Mr. Atkinson most was the niunber of new
firms entering into competition with the older concerns. He
considered that this proved the growing popularity of motor
-cycling. In the lecturer's opinion most of the improvements
and alterations were confined to details, and some of the

machines had nearly reached perfection. He said he would
very much like to see the cylinders altered. In his opinion
the majority of cylinders were made too light for the work
they were called upon to do, and he thought that if the

makers put more metal into the cylinders we should hear
much less of wear of cylinders: It was not real honest wear,
but wear caused \iy warping of the cylinder walls, and this

was caused simply by the cylinders being made too light for

their work.
Mr. H. Fortime gave a short description of the present-day

lightweights. He considered that a machine with an efficient

engine of 2^ h.p.. with magneto ignition, spring forks, and
pedals, was all that was required, provided, of course, the
rider M^as content to travel at the legal limit, and to assist

liis little steed up exceptional hills. The weight of the

machine should not exceed 100 lbs., includiag tools, lamp,
and horn.
Mr. Berry stated that he possessed a 1^ h.p. motor bicycle,

and the way this little engine could work was really wonder-
ful, and he was only called upon to assist with pedals oh
big hills.

The next gathering will take place early in the New Year,
and will take the form of a whist drive.

Waltbamstow M.C.

This club held its second annual dinner, followed by a
Bohemian concert and the distribution of prizes at the City
Arms, St. Mary Axe, E.C., on the 5th inst. Mr. R. J.
Holt presided, and was supported by a large muster of mem-
bers and friends. Many ladies were present. The dinner
was followed by a well-arranged programme, which everybody
enjoyed. The toasts were as follows: "The King, Queen,
and Royal Family," proposed by the Chairman ,•

" The Club,"
proposed by the Chairman, response by J. W. Percival, hon.
sec, who reported the satisfactory progress of the club during
the year; "Ladies, Visitors, and Artistes," proposed by
Mr. A. H. White, and responded to by Mr. A. J. Jackson
on behalf of the visitors; and "Chairman and Vice-chair-
man," proposed by Mr. W. H. Applebee. The musical pro-
gramme was mucjfi appreciated by the company.

During the interval the prizes were graciously presented
by Miss Bazzone to the winners of the 1908 competitions.
During the evening a presentation of a massive marble

clock was made on behalf of the club by Mr. W. H. Apple-
bee to Mr. J. W. Percival for his services as hon. sec. of
the club. Ml-. Percival made a suitable acknowledgment.

Sunderland and District M.C.C.

The annual smoking concert was held at the Grand Hotel,
Sunderland, on Wednesday, the 9th inst. Major E. Vaux,
D.S.O. (president), occupied the chair for the first part of

the evening, and presented the prizes won during the past
season, and Captain Maurice Moore was chairman later.

Among those present were Mr. W. Dunn (captain of the
Newcastle M.C.) and several other members of the New-
castle* organisation ; Mr. Hodgkin (hon. sec. of the North-
eastern Automobile Association), and a detachment of the
Territorial Cycle Corps.
Major Vaux urged every local motor cyclist to join the

club and become affiliated with the R.A.C. and A.C.U.
Captain Moore endorsed these opinions, and also invited

the members to assist the Territorial Cycle Corps in connec-
tion with the militaiy manoeuvres, and thus do their duty
to the country and prove the usefulness and reliability of the
motor cycle.

jNIr. Fred Turvey offered a challenge shield to the club for

competition, which he suggested should take the form of a
reliability trial and surprise hill-climb.

Mr. Dunn referred to the good feeling existing between
the Newcastle and Sunderland clubs, which he hoped would
continue.

The Sunderland M.C.C. now numbers about 45 members.
Mr. Russell Jackson proposed "The Visitors," and Mr.

Dmm responded. A pleasant musical programme was con-
tributed during the evening.

ALLEGED BREACH OF CONTRACT.
Holdsworth Bros. v. Hodgson was an action for alleged

breach of contract heard at the Halifax County Court on
the 1st inst. The amount claimed was £18 10s. The plaintiffs

are proprietors of the Halifax Motor Exchange Co., carry-

ing on business at 16, Westgate, Halifax, ana the defendant
a monumentalist, of Kirkby Stephen. Mr. Charles Clarkson
represented the plaintiffs, and Mr. Wm. Rees, of Kirkby
Stephen, was for the defendant. The plaintiffs advertised
a 3^ h.p. motor cycle, and the defendant entered into corre-

spondence and agreed to exchange a 4 h.p. tricar, and certain

other goods for the motor cycle T. Holdsworth, a member
of the firm, in cross-examination, said that h'- could sell the

cycle at present at £17 10s. The defence was that the
original contract had been broken, and without calling the

defendant' his Honour dismissed the claim •I'ith costs.

—

Th^
Halifax Courier.

THE NEW PENNY EDITION OF "THE AUTOCAR."
Readers of "The Motor Cycle" who are interested in motor

ears are reminded of the new Penny Edition of " The Autocar,"

now obtainable of all Newsagents and Booksellers every Friday
' Morning.
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Along the Normandy Coast.

[3727.]—Mr. W. H. Thompson, in his interesting article

ntitled " Along the Normandy Coast," states that the A.C.U.
igents' mccanici&n sent him on the wrong road to Houfleur.

Possibly the redoubtable Gustave, who is not given to sending

people on the wrong road, mistook the author's pronunciation

»f Honfleur for Harfleur. The obvious way to reach the former
own from Havre is not by road at all, but by one of the

imall steamers which make the journey daily.

MOTOCYCLETTE.

Silence, Footrests, and Brakes.

[3728.]—Having visited the Stanley Show, and having
een the many important improvements which have been
lade both in 'general and in detail design, it seems to me
hat finality is not even approached, as " Ixion " suggests,

ither as regards motor bicycles in general, or any of the

listinct- types into which they may be sub-divided. Three
mportant points strike me as deserving more attention both
rom designers and critics.

The first is silence. There was a most remarkable contrast

ebween the Stanley and Olympia Shows. At the former few
lakers laid claim to peculiar silence, and improvements in

ilencers were few and far between. At the latter almost
very maker made a most emphatic claim for very quiet run-

ing, and the many remarkable improvements were by no
leans confined to silencing the exhaust. It is superfluous

> point out that, whether motor cyclists want silent machines
r not, the public, with their horses and dogs, strongly object

3 noisy ones, and the notion is still very prevalent that

very explosion of a single-cylinder engine communicates a

3arful thud to the rider.

The second is the position of footrests. Now that nearly

11 machines are fortunately built so low that a man of

verage height can sit on the saddle and comfortably place

oth feet on the ground, it seems obvious that the footrests

(lould be as low down as is consistent with safety in order

) secure the greatest advantage as regards both comfort and
^ability. Yet the prevailing practice is to place the foot-

3sts above the magneto transmission, the Phelon and Moore
nd Rex machines being notable exceptions.

The third is brakes. Of the two types of pedal applied

elt rim brake, the one in which the pull is applied below
le pivot of the shoe is still in the minority. Its advantages
;emed obvious, even without ' experience, but having used
oth types under all conditions, I am surprised that the

riumph type has not become universal. "Ixion" in his

jmments has lauded the pedal applied belt rim brake, but
as not, as far as I can remember, ever distinguished between
le two types. LN 5065.—

\
—,
—

The Future ol the Tricar.

[3729.]— I can quite endorse what you say as to your
jecification of an ideal tricar. I have been driving a simi-

r one to your design, except that it is water-cooled, with
ink low down near handle-bar ; 2^in. front tyres, 2iin.
ick, and I have had no trouble with them. I have no two
jeed gear, and there is not a hill I have failed to get up
ith a nine stone passenger. I have been up 1 in 12 with
velve stones, gear 6 to 1, although when I first had motor
^cle I could not do so. It is a knack in driving.
I have a large silencer 18in. by 5in., and can only hear

le tapping of the valves. I have accumulator ignition—two
xumulators and trembler coil in a box on the footboards,
he limit of power for tricars should be 5 h.p., air or water-
)oled, belt driven, with two speeds. If you exceed 5 h.p.

>u only have increased weight, heavy gears, chains, and
>ach-built seats. The heavy type of tricar is a car on three
heels, and can you expect one wheel to stand the strain of

lol That is the cause of half the trouble.
Why try to save the small extra license duty and pay six

mee the amount in tyres alone? If you exceed 5 h.p. you
ust have four wheels. And why "open" frame when you
m get more rigidity with a closed one? What does it

atter if the tank is between your knees? You can have
heel steering, a bucket seat, and much wider footboards.
' we want more we must have a car. .

I will not trespass further on your invaluable space, but
makers will only build a tricar on the lines you have

)ecified [Zi^ h.p. and 5 h.p.) they would find a ready sale,

here are thousands of people who do not care for motor
icycles, and have never ridden a push bicycle, so cannot

ride, but would buy a light smart and safe tricar. It lb

most enjoyable to take one's wife, sister, or cousin for a
ride. Then again, nearly all motor bicyclists are single men.
It is the married man of moderate means who wants the
ideal tricar. He does not want a motor bicycle. He does
not, in all cases, like a sidecar. He want* a light motor
cycle to carry two. J.B.N.

A Veteran Motor Cyclist.

[3730.]— I send you a photograph of myself and my
machine. I am only a young rider, who has just learnt to
ride a motor cycle at the age of sixty-two. It is never too

late to learn. I look forward to your Wednesday's issue witli

relish. It was a good number last week. I have bought
" Hints and Tips "

; they axe very good. J. CLAYTON.

Magneto Manufacture.

[3731.]—Having read the letter from the Bosch Magneto
Co. on the above subject, and the reply given by the Premier
Accumulator Co., Ltd., in The Motor Cycle, I have a Bosch
magneto on my machine, and I have nothing but praise for

its reliability, accuracy, and freedom from troubles, etc.

Oh, excellent Bosch magneto, thou hast attained a height
of dazzling eminence, so have other magnetos, English and
foreign, so has one made by a lad in a back bedroom of his

own home; and, if that is so, where does the "special
plant," "special tools," and "special materials" from all

parts of the world come in, as suggested by the Bosch Co.,

as the primary essentials?

This lad lives close to Preston. He is 18^ years old,

serving his apprenticeship at a large electrical engineering
works. He has made a magneto in his special workshop,
and his special plant is an old sewing machine, utilised as a

kind of winding arrangement, and his special tools are those

he uses every day in his daily work. He takes all the turn-

ing and lathe work that is required to his shop, and his

special materials were bought in Preston, which is only a

small dot on the map of England. He only gets Ijd. out of

every shilling he earns for spending money, so he cannot roam
so far in the world in search of specialities. As for special

tools, you would not expect anyone to chase a thread on the

end of the armature shaft with a writing pen nib, any more
than you would expect a man to carve a chicken with a

bicycle pump, yet both instruments are absolutely essential

for the purposes for which they are intended.
Oh, Bosch magneto, thou hast been flung from thy lofty

pinnacle by a home-spun magneto, which, for simplicity and
easy getatableness, is a marvel.
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*'A Machine for Sidecar work."

Extract from article, " The Motor Cycle,''

Dec. 9th, 1908.

.... And then, glad day! I purchased a Roc motor
bicycle, with Roc two-speed gear and free engine
clutch, and it did not take long for me to discover
I had got a good thing. No sudden dismounts in

traffic ! Instead just take the high speed gear out
of action with one touch of pedal—bring machine to
rest .... then with road clear—gradually press pedal
and off again without the usual shove to start and
leap into the saddle.

I have yet to find a hill the Roc with sidecar
won't surmount on the low gear. I would like to
answer two objections to the Roc which makes me
wonder if they are at all inspired.

(1.) Handle starting. I find no difficulty.

(2.) Slipping of brake bands. I have not
experienced this even on steep hills with a weight
of 7 cwt.

I have no interest in machine or sidecar other
than that of a well-satisfied owner.

{Hundreds of original letters in similar strain are

in our possession.)

A. W. WALL, Ltd.,
Roc Motor Cycle Works,

Aston Road, and Dartmouth Street,

BIRMINGHAM.
Tel.: 5712. Te eg. : ROC, B ham

INVITES
THE CL£RCyMAN
THE DOCTOR
THE ART/ST
THE TRAVELLER
THE I^ERCHANT
THE PROFESSfONAL MAN
THE COMMERC/ALMAN
THE SPORTSMAN

ROC 1909 Royal MiHtary Model,
with Roc olutch and two-spe©d geap,
hand-stai*tlng

48 g-ris.

Designated the car on two wheels.

Early deliveries.

Write; for lists.

'.:-'also of the::|i|

;Roc' ConversioW*^
Sets at

£10" 10 ' 0;;:|

THE HOME
OF THE

THE MOTOR OYCUE WHIOH HAS
MADE FINSBURY PARK FAMOUS,

will immediately after Christmas be removed to Weybridge, Surrey (30 minutes rail
from Waterloo). Commodious -works and showrooms have been secured (at 1, Church
Street, Weybridge) a few^ minutes from BrooKlands TracK.

8^ A few more trial runs can be given at Finsbury Park by appointment only . "HJ

To prevent disappointment, orders for machines for early 1909 delivery must be
placed immediately.

The "Zenith Bicar" spring=frame motor bicycle, open frame and forkless, 4-3
guineas nett. It starts with a handle, same way as a car. Absolute safety, as side=slip
almost impossible.

The " Zenette " or double=scissors spring=frame motor bicycle, 33 guineas nett.

Or fitted with the Gradua variable gear

—

160 variations between 3$ to 1 and 10 to 1—
a turn of a small w^heel, that's all—50 guineas nett.

The " Zenith=Gradua," rigid frame model, with spring forks and Gradua gear, 50
guineas nett. A distinctive pattern ; low^ position ofrider. long w^heelbase.

The " Zenith " Tricar, spring=frame, 6 h.p. twin=cylinder J.A.P. engine, chain
drive, 3=speed gear, T2 guineas. A marvel of value !

" Zenette " Tricar=de=luxe, 6 h.p. twin=cylinder J.A.P. engine, w^ater=cooled. finest
coach=built body, open frame, bucket seat, w^heel steering, SO guineas. The hand=
somest Tricar on the road. Spring frame. Most luxurious in every respect.

ZENITH MOTORS, LD., 119, Stroud Green Road, Finsbury Park, LONDON.

In answerina either of these advertisements it is desira'ble that vou mention '* The Motor Cycle.*'
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVEHTISEMENTS to these

columns—Id. per word, minimum Is. Name
and address must be counted. In the case

of Trade Advertisements a series of thirteen

insertions is charged as twelve.

All adveriisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of " The Motor Cycle," Coventry.

To ensure insertion letters should be posted

in time to reach the offices of "The Motor

Cycle," Coventry, on the Friday morning, or

if sent to London (20, Tudor Street, E.G.),

by the Thursday afternoon previous to the

date of publication.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY
For the convenience of purchasers of second-hand

motor cycles, it has been suggested that the advertise-

ments be classified into districts, as many readers like

to know what machines are for sale in their imme-
diate neighbourhood before going further afield.

Exp rimentally, therefore, we have divided the

idvei tisements into eleven sections, as follows:

Plan showing division of England
into Sections.

SECTION I.

-.Vorthumberland, Cumberland, Durham, and
Westmorland.

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.

SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby, Stafford,
Shropshire, Montgomery, and Merioneth.

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland, Northamp-
ton, Warwick.

SECTION V.
Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon, and

Bedford.
SECTION VI.

Worcester, Hereford, Radnor, Brecknock, Mon-
mouth, Gfamorgan, Carmarthen, Cardigan, and
Pembroke.

SECTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks, Wilts and
Hants, Channel Islands.

SECTION VIII.

Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, and Sussex

SECTION IX.
Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and ComwaU.

SECTION X.
Scotland.

SECTION XI.
Ireland and Isle of Man.

1909 TRIUMPHS.
PROMPT DELIVERY OF A LIMITED

NUIMBER FROM STOCK.

DEFERRED PAYIVIENTS.
- EXCHANGES.

SHOP-SOILED and 8KCOND-HAND
aiNCI.E CYLI^OERS.

TRIUMPH, 1908 (October,) with costly extras
and spares, as new £47 10

TRIUMPH, 1908, Palmer back tyre and other
extras accessories, perfect £35

TRIUMPH, 1908, very good order £32
TRIUMPH, 1907, delivered June 1908, new

cylinder and piston, overhauled £28
TRIUMPH, 1906, magneto, perfect order £23
TRIUMPH, 1905, accumulator, no faults £18
ROC, 1908, two-speed, magneto, 4 h.p £33
N.S.U., 1908, magneto, 34 h.p., shop-soiled,

£40 machine £30
N.S.U., 1907, spring forks, Roc two-speed gear £28
VINDEC two-speed, 1907, magneto, perfect.. £26
ROC, 1907, magneto, clutch, spring forks .... £19
N.S.U. 1907, magneto, 34 h.p., new Shamrock

back tyre, new front, spring fork, perfect
throughout £19

WARWICK, 1908, shop-soiled, two-speed,
clutch, magneto, spring forks, £50 machine £31

SINGER, 3 h.p., magneto, belt drive, Mabon
clutch, perfect order £15

ASTER, spring forks. Longuemare car-
buretter, tyres sound, good order £9

B.S.A. M.M.C. engine, 3^ h.p., Druid forks,

Lomax band, grand condition £11

T\A/INS.
N.S.U., 1908, magneto, 4 h.p., shop-soiled,

{50 machine £39
BROWN, 1908, shop-soiled, 5J h.p., two-speed.

Palmer tyres, cost over £67 £45
ROC TWIN, 5 h.p., magneto, clutch, show

model, done 300 miles, perfect £30
N.S U., 1907, 6 h.p., magneto ajin. tyres, per-

fect order £28
REX, 5 h.p., spring seat, spring forks £17
.MILLS & FULFORD SIDECAR, shop-soUed,

Palmer cord zjin. tjre £9 10
REXETTE TWIN, 9 h.p., two-speed, three-

seatej, pump circulation, perfect order . . £45

THE
NEW PREMIER HORNS.

"iWI BINOTE.
TRINOTE.

BETTER
THAN THE ORDINARY

HORN,
oecause their sound
carries twice as far and

'ess offensive

musical.

You will
not realise

how superior
these are to the old
type of horn until
you have handled
one. Send us re-
mittance 7/6 or 10/-
and we will send one
on Three Days'
Approval, return-
ing your money a>

once if you send it back
lor any reason whatsoever.

7/6. 10/-.

PREMIER TUBULAR CARRIERS
fit AlvL makes of machines. 8/6.

Approval.

PREMIER TUBULAR STANDS, 7/6.
Approval.

WRITE FOR LISTS OF ACCESSORIES.
We have a limited number of Shop-soiled and

Second-hand PREMIER Lamps, Stands and Carriers,
etc., at Clearance Prices. List free.

PREMIER MOTOR CO., LTD.
Aston Road, BIRMINGHAM,

Tetephone 4,310. Telegrams 1 " Primus, B'ham."

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may he

addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " Office.

When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registra-

tion, and three stamped and addressed envelopes must
be sent for forwarding replies. Only the number will

appear in the advertisement. Replies should be
addressed, " No. 000, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Cov-
entry "

; or if " London " is added to the address, thea
to the number given, c/o " The Motos Cycle," 2«,
T"dor Street, E.C,

3)^ DEPOSIT SYSTEM. ^«
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown'
persons may deal in perfect safety by availing them-
selves of our Deposit System. If the money be de-
posited with " The Motor Cycle," both parties are
advised of this receipt, and upon intimation of the
arrival and acceptance of the goods, the money is

forwarded less a charge of is. for registration. The
time allowed for a decision after receipt of the goods is

three days. For all transactions exceeding £10 iii

value, a deposit fee of 2S. 6d. is charged. All deposit
matters are dealt with at Coventry, and cheques and
money orders should b- made payable to Ihffe and
Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive nol

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard th»
silence as an indication that the goods advertised have:
already been disposed of Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to

each one by post
All letters relating to advertisements must state

distinctly under v.'hat beading they appeared, and date

of issue. '^

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
Owing to the

CHRISTMAS HOLIDAYS
Advertisements tor tne isiue of 23rd
inst. must reach Coventry not later

than first post on Thursday, 17th
Dec, and for the issue of 30th inat.

not later than Wednesday, Dec. 33rd.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE

SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham
and Westmoreland.

31 h.p. 1907 Vindec Special, magneto, sprin
2 forks, good tyres, guaranteed pei

feet; trial; £25, offers.—Lloyd Wilson, Ormi
thwaite, Keswick.

F.N., four-cylinder, exceptionally good 001

dition, tyres as new, fitted with Shan
rock bands last month; approval; £19,
near offer.—Hipkins, 8, Lovaine Avenu<
North Shields,

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.

STOOKPOBT.-1908 Triumph, very flexiW
engine, only lun 1.200 mUes, perfec

condition; 34 guineas.

STOCKPOET.—Two 1907 Triumphs, one lool
brand new. £28: other eruaranteed pe:

feet. £25.

STOCKPORT.—3i h.p. Minerva. £15; tw(

speed Midget blear. 1908. handle - ba
control, spring forks, £30.

STOCKPOET.—Do you want a Corah Ligl
weight for nothing ? Write for partioi

lars to sole Northern conceseionnaires.

STOCKPOET.—Orders- should be nlac«

early for 1909 Midsret bicare. Mai
detail improvements; 1909 will be a bici

year.—Lund and Sergent, Princes Stree

Stockport.

-i Q09 Eexea, N.S.U. 's ; cash and exchange^
XfJ Halifax Motor Exchange, Westgat
Halifax.

31 h.p. Minerva, Chater-Lea. taken U
2 debt; accept £9 10s.; given away.

McLintock, Draper, Oudworth.

Tn ariRWP.r^'n/i nm.ii nf fJij>j(P, nAiiertis^'mP'nt.s it. i.i tl.pjtlrahl.p. tJiJif. iinii. rni.fln.lJjyMJ. " The. Motor Cycle.
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5TOH BICYCLES FOR SALE.

ALMEE.—3^ h.p. Minerva Bike and. side-

oar, very fine lot, perfect; £16.

L h.p. Rex light low model, fast, power-
i ful; £i2.—190, Mellison Road, Tooting.

ep'lione, 208, Streatham.

RIUMPH, 1908, Zi h.p., spare tyres.—L., 80,

St. Annes Hill. Wandswortti, London.

li.p. De Dion-Bat. faultless condition; ac-

cept £14.—Park Lodge, Peckham Eye,

J hp. Humber. recently overhauled; will

f give trial; £8 10s.—223, DitcMing Eaad,
ghton.

OVEE, 3^ h.p. oelt drive, M.O.V., new
I condition; £11 10s.—1, Gfeorge Road,
Iden, Surrey.

i hp Chater-LearMinerva, vertical, new
L 2i tyres; cash offer.-la, Lyall Mews,
ton Square.

L h.p. Minerva (inclined), good "unuiug
£ oraer; £5 lUs.—Clapham, King George
eet, Greenwich.

"S., II h.p. Minerva; also 2| h.p. Scout;
) ' £5 5s.; compulsory sale. — J. May,
,pham Bead, S.W.

i\VNER no use for 3 h.p. Humber, free

engine; what cash offers?—liob&on, 11a,

imfield Street, E.C.

PAMFOED HILL.—3i h.p. Bex. spring forks,

splendid condition, climb anything;
. 158.

PAMPOED HILL.—3 h.p. Trent, long bars,
swan-neck seat-pillar, splendid condi-

n; £11.

CAMFOED HILL.—II h.p. Quadrant Light-
weight, Minerva engine, two brakes, all

very good condition, and perfect order;
10s. ,

CAMFOED HILL. — 2J h.p. Precision en-
- gined lightweight, in good running
Ler, and very good condition; £6 15s.

CAMFOED HUL.—3 h.p. Progress, mag-
neto, 26 by 2i tyres, perfect condition;

I 108.-128, High Eoad, Stamford Hill.

CAMFOED HILL. — 3J h.p. Minerva, low
built, genuine throughout; £12; in new

idition, grand, goer.

CAMFOED HILL.—5 h.p. twin Brown, Pal-
mer cord tyres, Osborne four speeds,

)p-&oiled, bought few weeks; £45. — 128,

rh Eoad, Stamford Hill.

EIUMPH, 1907, absolutely perfect, new
July, 1908, engine; £34.—Scott, 537, Gar-

,t Lane, Wandsworth.
rOTOSACOCHE, 1908, magneto, spring
L forks, perfect; £20.—Tucker, 191, Upper
ames Street, London.

5 h.p. Rex, Nala, spares and forecar; £25,
offers ; buying car.—Ludford, Brooks-

's Walk, Homerton, N.E.

EW Lightweight Wolf Motor Cycle; first
cash, £15 nett.—At Wauchope's, 9, Shoe

ae, Fleet Street, London.

h.p. Twin Rex Machines, 5i h.p., at £15,
splendid value.—At Wauchope's, 9, Shoe

Qe, Fleet Street, London.
h.p. Triumph, little used, magneto, spring

forks, ail accessories; £23 10s.—Eagles
i Co., High Street, Acton.

OUR-CYLINDER F.N., magneto, spring
forks, excellent condition

;
great bar-

in, £19 198., cash.—Below.
lAT, 3J h.p., spring frame, genuine De Dion
• engine, nearly new; £16 16s.—Below.

lOC, 3i h.p., magneto, clutch, handle-bar
; control, perfect order; sacrifice £18 10s.

elow.

NTOINE. 4 h.D., M.O.V., vertical, 26 wheels,
long bars, low seat; bargain, £9 15s.—

ow.

"UMBER, 3 h.p., new tyres, guaranteed;
- cheap, £7 158.—Whittle, 41, Skelbrook
eet, Earlsfield.

. h.p. Ariel, spring forks, ffood order;
trial ; £15, or nearest offer. — 1, Chi-

le Mansions, Cricklewood.

, h.p. De Dion. Anglian, good condition,
tools, spare belt: £7 lowest.—187. Har-

len Eoad, Willesden Green.

, h.p. Brown, engine overhauled, spring
1 forks, footrests, tyres perfect; £12 10s.
West Street, Pimlico, London.

STAR TURNS-
F.N.

ROCS.
BROWNS.
MINERVAS.

MOTO REVE.
PHELON MOORE.
VINDEC SPECIAL.
MOTOSACOCHES.
MATCHLESS.
HUMBERS.
WOLFS.
L.M.C.

**

EARLY DELIVERIES.
WRITE US FOR TERMS AND FURTHER
PARTICULARS FOR CASH OR EXCHANGE.

4 IVIAGNi:.TO REX«iS. 4
5 h.p., spring forks and cantilever seat-

pillars ; £22 cash or exchange.

3 QUADRANTS. 3

3| h.p., spring forks, lovely condition,

and beautiful pullers ; £18 cash or

exchange.

3 TWIN REXES. 3

Spring forks, good tyres, 5 h.p. models

;

£17 cash or exchange.

MINERVA, 7-8 h.p., 1908, not run 500 miles £31

MINERVA, 3J h.p., vertical, 26in. wheels .. £14

ANTOINE, 5 h.p., 1907 model 26in. wheels £20

MOTOS-A-COCHE, 1908, accum. ignition, new £20

REX, 2^ h.p., 1908 magneto £17

PHELON-MOORE. two speeds, 1907 £30
ALCYON, twin, spring forks, 5 h.p., a bargain £23

MINERVA, 3^ h.p., magneto, spring forks . . £23

TRIUMPH, 3^ h.p., 1907 (July), magneto £30

REX, 5 h.p., spring forks, twin-cylinder .... £17

MABON, 3^p., vertical, magneto H.T £13

CLYDE, 2I h.p., magneto, spray £12

ROC, 4 h.p., 1908, two speeds, magneto £30

SINGER, 2 h p , magneto, 26in. wheels £10

SAROLEA, 5 h.p.. a beauty for pulling . £20

ARIEL, 2^ h.p., magneto, spring forks, '08, new £34

REX, 3| h.p., spring forks, 1906 model £13

WERNER, 3i h.p., spring forks, twin £14

BRADBURY, 3 h.p. ; a fine mount £10

BRADBURY, 2 h.p., vertical, perfect order .

.

£9

ARIEL, 3 h.p., 1908, brand new £24

QUADRANT, 3 h.p. ; a beautiful climber .. £1

MINERVA, 3j h.p., B. and B. carb., 26" wheels £14
Casii or Exchange for above.

DOWN e/ WEEKLYAND 0/ - SECURES
£8 10

50/-
REX, 3 h.p., vertical engine

HUMBER 2^ h.p., splendid condition £10

QUADRANT, 2 h.p., gooa condition £7

J.A.P., 2|h.p. £8

WERNER, 2 h.p. £9

EXCELSIOR, 3 h.p., very good tyres £10

REX, sjh.p., 1905, 26in. wheels £13

PHCENIX, 2^ h.p., good tyres £8

HUMBER, 2 h.p., splendid condition £8

TRIOARS.
REXETTE, 8-10 h.p., two speeds and reverse,

a perfect article £60

MINERVA pattern, 3^ h.p., spray, good tyres £16

MAUDE'S MOTOR MART.Powell st.,HALiFAX

The fair fa:tors (behind the Victoria Hall).

National Telephone : 4.33 day, 904 night.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
33. h.p. Chateor-Lea, M.O.V., magneto, long,
4 low, 26 by 2i; trial; £15 10s., or near

—A.H., 63, Oaklands Road, Cricklewood.

O li.p. Ormonde, engine just overhauled; a
jLi bargain, £8, or nearest offer.—Barton,
No. 2 Porten Eoad, West Kensington.

3 h.p. Humber. just overhauled, in good
running order; bargain, £10. or offer.—

M., 36, St. Ja,meS''s Avenue." Beckenham.

3 h.p. Humber. new tyres, just thoroughly
overhauled; owner going abroad; £12,

or offers.—Harley, Park View, Eedhill.

IF You Want Bargain® in se&ond-hand
motor cycles you can get them at Wau-

chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.

ONE 5 h.p. Twin Eex, spring, forks, in first-

cla&s condition; exchange for lower
power and cash, or sell £16 lowest.—Below.

23. h.p. Motor Cycle, Minerva engine, Eadie
4 frame, new tyre to front, in thorough

wormng order, £i4; also frame, forks, and
wheels, new, £2.—Shanks, 45-47, London Street,
Chertsey.

PHCENIX Cob, 24 h.p., guaranteed sound,
engine just overhauled, many spares;

£18, cost £50.—Oooke, North Mymms, Hat-
field.

31 h.p. Magneto Qiiadrant, as new, spring
2 forks, etc. ; very lowest price, £19.—

At Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street,
London.

2 h.p. Monde Lightweight Cycle, wants
small adiastment: £4. or exchange for

phonograph.—Wright. 28. Scholar's Road,
Balham.

3 h.D. Humber, excellent running order,
just been thoroughly overhauled, new

tyres; £12, or offers.—Harley, Park View,
RedhiU.

F.N. 2 h.p. Lightweight, just overhauled,
new accumulators; bargain, £8 10s.—

Particulars. Rosebank, Lenham Road, Sutr

tO'n, Surrey

23. h.p. Peugeot Lady's Motor Cycle. £15;
4 also 3 h.D. Fafnir. Chater-Lea fittings,

£10. or £20 the two: both in thorough order.
—Shanks. Chertsey.

£8 Bs. Pathephone, new, with records cost^

ting £2 15s., part cash exchange for good
motor cycle.—14, Grove Road, St. Ann's Road,
South Tottenham.

13. h.p. F.N., 1908 machine, in good condi-

4 tion, original tyres, unpunctured.
stand; and accessories; £20. — Cyclist, 4,

Lloyds Avenue, E.C

4 h.p. Antoine, spring forks, B. and B.,

Brooks, Dunlops, two C.A.V.'s, excellent

order, and accessories; £12.—F. Stuart, 39,

Colville Gardens, W.

31 h.p. Rex, new belt and accumulator;
4 £13, or exchange gramaphone, piano,

or something useful.-Crocker. 37, Button
Road, Lambeth, S.E.

31 h.p. Coventry Humber, Longuemare,
2 very fast, splendid hill-climber, new

condition, £14; sidecar. £4 10s.—E. Astrand,

56, Oldridge, Balham, S.W.

£12 10a.—Clement-Garrard IJ h.p. light-

weight, copper tank, nearly new, guar-
anteed perfect, host spares. — Scrase, 234,

Battersea Park Road. S.W.

6 h.p. Antoine (1908), Chater-Lea No. 6.

Bosch mag-neto, 2iin. Palmer, B. and B.

handle-bar controlled, stand, carrier, and
spares; £28.-87, High Street, Clapham, S.W.

FirLHAM.--3J h.p. White and Poppe, mag-
neto, Chater-Lea, only ridden a few

miles perfect condition ; £28, or near offer.

Write for appointment.—320, Pulham Palace
Road.

31 h.p. Jap, double overhead tappets, 1908

2 pattern. No. 6 Chater frame, tyres

nearly new. Palmer cord, horn, lamp,
stands; £19.-51, Chingford Road, Waltham-
stow.

31 h.p. 'Quadrant (Birmingham), spring

2 forks, very fast, first-class condition,

excellent hill-climber. Clincher A Won tyres;

£20, or offer. — Glaed Hame, Letchworth.
Herts.

-1 Q08 Magneto Rex, 3i h.p., latest finish,

lu absolutely perfect condition, takes
sidecar, thoroughly reliable ; £18, or near
offer.-Motor, 9, French Place, Shoreditch,
London.

In answering any of tTtese advertisements it ia desirable thxU you mention " The Motor Oyele."
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
MOTOSACOCHE, perfect condition; £14;

sidecar wcauted.—Miiroy, St. Mary Cray,
Kent.

31 h.p. Ariel, excellent condition, Dunlop
2 tyres; £12 10s.—Eagles and Co., High

Street, Acton.

2,3-3 h.p. Clyde, spring forks, engine just
4 overhauled, since when machine h;is

not done ten miles, perfect order through-
out; what offers?—M. Langridge, 7, Bodney
Bead, Hackney, London.

3 h.p. Quadrant, spring forks, ' excellent
condition, perfect order (can be carried

up few steps easily), very reliable little ma-
chine ; £10 10s. — Quadrant, 86, Colvestone
Orescent, Dalaton, London.

3 h.p. Falcon Motor Cycle, pei-f&ct running
order, low built, powerful, reliable,

sound condition, tyres excellent; only £7
16s.; money badly needed.—Motorist, 7, Bod-
ney Road, Hackney, London.

HIGHEST Offer before 19th inst. secures
together or, separate Antoine, 3i h.p.,

sidecar, 26in.. fixed, 24 h.p. F.N., Chater-Lea,
all perfect; seen by appointment.-Sparrow,
59, Camberwell Grove, London.

3 h.p. Durkopp, fast, powerful machine,
vertical ball bearing engine, 26 by 21

Peter-Union steel studded back, very low,

spray; particulars, trial; bargain, £10.-76,
Southill Street, Bromley, London.

23 h.p. Minerva, spring forks, low built,
4 fast, perfect running order, very re-

liable ; £13; only wants seeing; after 8 even-
ings, or by appointment. — Motorist, 29,

Casterton Street, Mare Street, Hackuey, Lon-
don.

J Q07 5i h.p. Twin Hex de Luxe, spring
l-O forks, cantilever spring seat, latest
pattern -low frame, double back tyres, pra^- i

tically new condition ; take sidecar any-
;

where; £22.-17, Kenmure Road, Hax;kney,
|London.

Latest Chater-Lea Motor Cycle and side-
car, fitted with 6-7 h.p. twin Jap, mag-

1

neto, two-speed gear, spring forks; cost £58; '

take lower h.p. cycle or accessories in part, i

—Write only, B. Gladwin, 7, Gaskell Street,
|

Clapham.

£8 10&., or near offer.—2 h.p. Minerva, just
been re-bushed, Minerva carburetter,

new Dermatine, tyres like new, in perfect
condition; can be seen any time.—480, Gar-
rett Lane, Earlsfield, London, S.W.

TRIUMPH. 1908, 3i h.p., has been little rid-
den and well cared for, plating and

enamel and all working parts in really fine
condition, all accessories, spares and tools

:

£35 10s. ; approval.—Eastern Garage, 418.

Roimford Road, Forest Gate.

i Q06 Triumph, 3 h.p., magneto, spring
JLt/ forks, variable pulley, Davison
gauges, handle-bar control, new piston, rod,
bearings, studded Clincher rear, detachable
tubes, two Dermatine belts, Acetyphote; £23.
—1, Madeira Road, Streatham.

j Q08 6 h.p. N.S.U. (twin), two speeds, free
JL«J engine, magneto, spring forks, very
low; handle-bar control, studded back cover,
little used, condition as new throughout,
take sidecar anywhere; £40.—S., 85, Colve-
stone Crescent, Dalston, London.

LARGE Numbers and various makes in
second-hand motor cycles, from £5 10s.

;

don't fail to inspect our large assortment;
no reasonable offer refused; inspection in-
vited ; exchanges arranged.-At Wauchope's,
9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.

-j Q08 .Standard Model F. Twin Vimdee, Truf-
LXJ fault forks, magneto. Shamrock rub-
ber studded tyre, variable pulley, stand and
carrier, tools, in practically new condition,
guaranteed; £29 10s., cost £54; no offers con-
sidered.—186, South Lambeth Road, S.W.

31 h.p. N.S.U., magneto, new August, 1907,

2 perfect condition. Brooks steel studded
leather back. Continental front tyres, 26in.

by 2Jin., unpunctured. Rich tube, lin. Whittle
belt, sitand, carrier, etc. ; £20, or nearest
offer.—North, Bankside, High Street, Roches-
ter.

-i Q08 N.S.U. , magneto, 3f h.p., brand new
Xt? condition, not ridden 200 miles, very
low, rubber studded back cover, very power-
ful lamp (cost £2 10s.), spare cover, spares for
engine and rriagneto, full kit ; £33. — Hoff-
man, 60, Chiswell Street, Finsbiary Square,
London.

ACCUMULATORS.
Th« Famous " F I- E E X V Ac-
ooHiQiator, now greatly improred.
Fitted with non-corrosive terminals and

splash proof vents.

4 TOlt. 6 amp. hrs.

Slza 3} X 1 X 4 i over terminala.
Price 71- post free.

Qrind In your valves and increaea tlie

power of your engine. Makes a perfect
fit between valve and seating.

Sg»ecla,l Doubl* Ci-owwn."

4 volt. 10 amp. hrs.

Size Sjxlix4|ht«^. Five platesper cell.

Price 1 2/e post free.

Uttspillabletype, I'l/e ,.

All the above accumulators are especial-

ly BuitablR for spares. Being of smaU
dimensior* they can be easily stored m

your tank.
All kiris of accumulator repairs executed.

RICHFORD and CO.,
— 153, FUSET 8TBEBT, LONDOM, B.C. ^

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
r*7 lOs.—Lightweight, fast, new last season
dJ 2 h.p. Clement; cost £26; tyres, every
thing perfect, spray; paiticulars given
trial.—76, Kerbey Street, Poplar.

ZENETTE (shop-soiled). 1908 pattern, two
speed machine, listed £50 8s., reduced t<

£40; Zenette, free engine clutch, listed £4
2s., reduced to £35; Zenette, fixed pulley
listed £41, reduced to £32 (all new machines
—Zenith Motors. Ltd., 119, Stroud Greei
Road, London, N.

"j Q08 Spring Frame Rip, 5 h.p. twin Peugeo:
-LfJ engin-3, Bosch maerneto, B. and B
carburetter, stand and special carrier, with
luggage case, accessories and spares, includ-,
ing new lin. Gloria, appearance and condi-
tion perfect: £25.—Eastern Garage, 418, Rom
ford Road, Forest Gate.

33 h.p. N.S.U. (1908), gained non-stop certifi-

4 cate in last quarterly trials, mag-
neto, spring forks, two-speed gear, lin. belt.
Shamrock rubber studde.d cover and Rich's
tube to back wheel, B105 saddle, equal to
new ; £30, with all accessories ; approval.—
Eagles and Co., High Street. Acton.

14/1"OTOR Cycle, genuine Chater-Lea fittings,
ItX 3 h.p. Buchet engine, Dunlop front tyre,
Michelin non-skid back, will exchange for
plating dynamo or nickel anodes, or sell

£16; one Kerry engine, 3J h.p., new, £4 10s.;

one Auto engine, 4J h.p., £3 10s.—C. E. Ben-
nett, 3, Morgan Street, Canning Town, E.

6 'h.p. N.S.U., two speeds and free engine,
magneto, with handsome coach-built

sidecar, all tyre8 like new, two good spare
covers, three spare butted tubes, lots spare
parts, Autoclipse and Premier lamps, large
generator, whole machine like new ; cost £80.
accept £50, or exchange 3^ h.p. Triumph and
cash. Telephone, 7646 Wall.—Wood, 33, Corn-
hill. London.

WHO Would have solid value for hard
cash will at once write p-c. for Juno

motor cycle and cycle accessories list, 250
illustrated pages; lowest prices in thf
trade; all latest novelties in lamps, swan-
neck seat pins, long handle-bars, footrests.
free engine pulleys, spring forks, belts,
tyres, covers, etc.—Metropolitan Machinists
Co.. Ltd., M.C. Dept., 75, Bishopsgate Street
AVithout, London, E.G.

SECTION IX.

Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

31 h.p. Triumph, magneto, 1907, in splen-
2 did condition; any trial in locality;

£25.—Coppin, Little Hill, Budleigh Salterton.
Devon.

5 h.p. Twin Vindec, 1907 model, large foot-
boards. Grose non-skid back, lamp and

generator, tools, all in splendid condition;
£25. — Collyns, 31, Palliser Road. West Ken
sington. To see apply, Lieut. Porte, R.N
Barracks, Devonport.

SECTION X.
Scotland.

31 h.p. Rex, handle-bar control, new tank
2 spring fork, low position, in excel-

lent condition; £10. — Apply, Hunter, Uni
versify Union, Glasgow.

EDUSTBUTIGH. --Vindecs, Quadrants, Rexes
Adlers, Moto Reves, Ariels, Zeniths

Minervas, Griffons, Nortons, N.S.U., Ad
vanices, Rocs, etc., in stock, and to be seer

at Alexander's Motor Exchange, Edinburgh

I

TRICARS FOR SALE.
STAMFORD HILL.—Phoenix Trimo, MinervE

engine, fine condition; £12 10s.

STAMFORD HILL.—6 h.p. Riley, twin w.c
engine, Chater-Lea open frame, coach

built tricar, two speeds, overhauled ; £47 10s

STAMFORD HILL. — 5 h.p. twin Hamilton
Mills-Fulford forecarriage, splendic

cane body, excellent condition ; £20.

STAMFORD HILL. — 5 h.p. twin Kerry
R.O.M., Millford front wicker body

grand condition ; £28.-128, High Road, Stam
ford Hill.

STAMFORD HILL.—54 h.p. twin Brown, Mill

ford duplex steering sidecar, Palmei
cord tyres, four speed pulley, brand new
few weeks; £50, cost £75.-128, High Road
Stamford.

SACRIFICE.—7-9 h.p. Peugeot, free engine
O footboards ; nearest offer £20 has it.—52

Perry Hill, Catford.

In answering any of these advertisements ut is desirable that ycu mention " The Motor Cycle.
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TRICARS FOR SALE.
[UIVIBEE. 4J h.p., two speeds, w.c, very

powerful; £14—20, Brunswick Square,
G.

h.p. Lloyda, water-cooled. Kent three-
speed gear, good order; £22.—Guest,

>ndon Road, Derby.

»ALEIGHETTB. finest light tricar made,
1 splendid condition; cash wanted; £30.

iVashington, Middlewich.

>EX 1907 Tricar. 5J h.p. twin a.c. engine,
L very fast, complete, headlight, horn,
3l8, spares; £27 10s.—Below.

i h.p. W.C. Engine Tricar, two speeds, free
2 engine, chain drive, coach-built, in
rfect running order, tools, headlights,
ares, etc. ; £30.—The Victoria Garage and
BCtrical Co., Ltd., Coventry.

3 h.p. Beeston Humber, with spare front
4 wheel, convert bicycle, good order;
8.—Guest, London Road, Derby.

EON Bollee Tricar, in running order,
/ three speeds., two brakes, air-cooled,
werful engine.—Mills, St. Barnard's, Wylde
een.

1 h.p. Rexette, almost new, water-cooled,
2 two-speed, car tyres ; £36, or near
'er — 23 Carlton Road, Hillsborough,
effield.

ILEY and Singer, several 6 and 9 h.p.,
ii cheap to clear- taken in part payment
[• cars.—Rose, 28, Frith Street, Shaftesbury
enue, "W.

OWERFUL Tricar, 4i h.p. Stevens, gas
lamps and spares, machine illustrated

it issue The Motor Cycle; £25.—132, Lumley
>ad, Horley.

6 h.p. Rexette Tricar, wheel steering,
swift, powerful, fine condition; 29

ineas (cost £115).—Baldwin, 4, Hyde Park
mer, Southsea.

I'OEQUAT.-Light tricar, De Dion, Anglian
two-speed, reliable ; any trial ; £25

;

ree-seater or jewellery part offers.—Oox, 9,

ctoria Par., Torquay.

EXETTE. 6 h.p., spring frame, water-
lj cooled, two speeds ; cost £110 ;

practi-
lly new; bargain, £29 lOs.-Motor, 110, Den-
irk Hill, Camberwell.

TEVENS Tricar, 5 h.p., water-cooled, two
speeds, open frame, wheel steering, con-

;ion as new, very little used; £19 10s.—26,

'ert').'i Lane, Stockport.

EX, 5-6 h.p.. Nala, all spares, accessories,
Ir can use as bicycle, tricycle, or forecar;
5, offers ; buying car.—Luldford, Brooke-
's Walk. Homerton,, N.E.

kPEN Frame Tricar Chassis, complete
* with wheels, tyres, Hans Renold chains,
o-speed gear, brakes; £8 179. 6d. the lot.

Jooth's Motories, Halifax.

1 h.p. Light Tricar, sprung frame, fan-
2 cooled, two-speed, free, studded tyre;
al; £19 10s., or near.—^Tricar, 63, Oaklands
'ad, Cricklewood, London.

HCENIX Tricar, coach-built, two-speed,
chain drive, handle starting, good

nning order, numerous spares ; £19 10s.—
,lmer, St. Margaret's, Plitwick, Beds.

( ARRARD Tricar, three-speed, handle
r starting, water-cooled, wicker body,
od order; cash £21, or exehange motor
cle. — Bennett, Pawnbroker, Heckmond-
ke.

>EXETTE. 8 h.p., spring frame, studded
is back tyre, lamps, and numerous acces-
ries; this machine is in perfect trim, and
11 climb anything; for quick sale £35.—
mting, Wealdstone.

h.p. W.C. Aster Engined Tricar, open
frame, handle starting, two speeds,

snolds special chains, splendid condition;
loto; any reasonable offer; accept modern
otor cycle part. — P., 266, Buxton Road,
icclesfleld.

h.p. Singer Tricar, three speeds, reverse,
side entra.ice. seats three, four lamps,

>avy DunloD tyres, numdrous spares, al-
ost new ; cost £160. genuine bargiain, will
cept £55.—Templeton, 535, Sauchiehall
reet, Glasgow.

h.p. Twin Antoine, chain drive, Chater-
' Lea throughout, Oppermann three-
eed gear box, Peter-Union tyres, coach-
lilt seat, lamps, tools, spares, oar control,
[ualtonew; £29; motor cycle part.—J.S.R.,
St. Peter's Road, Kingsland, London.

GIFTS FOR MOTORISTS
If you wish to make a present of a Motor Cycle or

useful fitment for a machine, send for our List, con-
taining hundreds of useful gifts for Motor Cyclists.
We can give immediate delivery of some 1909

models and early delivery of others. Cash, Credit, or
Exchange arranged.
A good selection of high-class Second-hand Machines

ready for deUvery. Our credit system applies to most
of these. Specal terms for spot cash.

USEFUL. FITIViENTS.
The SERVICE TOURING VALISE (telescopic). Fits

on back. Carrier size, lexgXjin. Price 14/-, pokt

SERVICE BELT CARRIER. Fits on side or top of
carrier. Spare belt fits in easily. Price complete, 5 /-,

post free. Useful present.

SERVICE SPARE TUBE AND TOOL CARRIER
(registered design) . Fixes pannier fashion. Receptacle
for spare iimer tube, spare parts, and full kit of tools.

Everything easily got at with both hands. Saves time
and temper. Size 1 1 X 10 x s^in. Price complete, 1 2 /6,

post free. Makes a welcome present.

TOOLBAGS. Size 9 X 6 X 4in.

To fit on saddle. Price (as

illustrated) 7/6, B model 5/10,
post free.

HORNS.—^Trixnnph pattern triple, extra large bulb.
Price 7'-, post 3d.

Service Road Clearers (as

illustrated). Price 4/9 and
B/9, post 3d. Very loud.

Service Fanfares. Best
.French three-note, 16/-; B quality three-note,
usually advertised at 10/-, oup price 8/6, post 3d.

The SERVICE MIRROR LENS,
with or without bail handle. Best
N.P. or Brass, Lamp only, 18/9
G«nerator . . . . . . 7/9
Eztn Large Generator .. 10/6

Post free.

INNER TUBES.—The Service
^ecially stout, strongly recom-
mended. a6 X zin. 6/6, ajin.

7/-, sjin. 7/6, post 3d.

PATCHQUICK OUTFITS. The
finest repair outfit in the market.
Equals vulcanising. Note our price
S/8, post 2d. A very acceptable
present. Always useful.

BELTS. — AU patterns stocked.
Stanley-Dermatine from 1 /2, Sham-
fock-Gloria from 1 /2, post free.

TURBINAMOS. Accumulators
can be charged at home without
trouble or chemicals. The house
tap provides the power. Any
one can use it. Price complete,

£3 0.

^STEVENSON'S VALVE SPRING LIFTER. Holds
valve down and spmg up, allowing cotter to be easily,

withdrawn. Price, suitable for Triumphs, 2/3 ; ad-
justable for any engine, 3/3, post 2d.

CRIPPLES. For repairing Bowden stranded wire.

No soldering required. Price per box of six, 1 /-,

post free.

CONTACT FILES. The Renewable easily beats all

others. Price 9(1., extra files for renewals 4}d., post
free.

POCKET ADJUSTABLE SPANNER. Complete in

Russian leather case. Fits in pocket. Very smart and
useful present. Price 4/-, post 2d.

LONG HANDLE-BARS. Enables
tiding in winter to be carried out in

comfort. Size Jin. and lin. stem.

Price 7/-.

SWAN-NECK SEAT-PILLARS for

same. Size lin., i-iViii) ^^^ ^i^"-
stem. Gives a low seat. Price 4/6.

SPEED INDICATORS.—The Cowey combined indi-

cator and mileage recorder. Gear driven. A beautiful

instrument. Tells correct rate you are traveUing.

Price £4 4 0, carriage free.

HANDLE-BAR WATCHES.—The Imperial, complete

with holder, 30 hours 15/-, 8 days, 30/- ; the Ingersoil

Watch, with holder, 6/-. Post free.

HANDLE-BAR MIRRORS.—Shows whether friend

or enemy is behind you. sin. dial 5/6, 4iii. dial 6/-,

post free.

Order early and avoid delay during the Xmas rush.

THE SERVICE CO., LTD.,
292—3, HigrK Holboi-n

(almost facing First Avenue Hotel),

UONDON, W.C.
Telegrams, " Admittedly." Telephone, 260 Central.

TRICARS FOR SALE.
-J
A h.p. Tricar, one of the best on the road.XU leading make, honeycomb radiator,

De Dion type gears, bucket seats, sprung
all wheels, wheel steering, absolute flier,
silent and reliable; photo; £50; exchange
offers considered. — Beele-Cot, Hainthorpe
Road, West Norwood.

HALIFAX.—5i h.p. spring frame Rexette,
£35; 8-10 h.p. Rexette. £47 10s.; 4^ h.p.

water-cooled Bradbury, open frame, £55;
44 h.p. Stevens, wheel steering, water-cooled,
two-speed, £29 lOs. ; Rex two-speed tricar, £ia
lOs.; coaeh-built Rex tricar. £13 10s.—Halifax
Motor Exchange, Westgate, Halifax.

ALTTETTE Tricar, in splendid condition,
1908 model, 6 h.p., two speeds, climb

anything, two brakes, very powerful, very
well sprung, adjustable engine pulley, mag-
neto by Simms-Bosch, twin back wheel, all
tyres new, complete with tools and tool box;
any trial; £45.—Apply, McLerie, Clover Hill,
Bacup.

6 h.p. Open Frame Chater-Lea Tricar, two-
cylinder W.C. Stevens engine, two bucket

seats, three speeds and reverse, all Dunlop.
tyres, studded on back, in splendid order,
good hill-cUmber; a bargain at £40, cost
£120; seen and tried by appointment. —
Wightman, 172. Broomwood Road, Cl.aphaiD'
Common, S.W.

"I
Q07 6 h.p. Quadrant Carette (tricar). Light,

JLt/ coach-built, two speeds, handle start-
ing, wheel steering, open frame, absolutely
new condition throughout, perfect control,
well sprung, fast, very powerful, thoroughly
reliable; accept reasonable cash offer, or
modern motor cycle and cash.—Tricar, 86,
Colvestone Crescent, Dalston, London.

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
MONTGOMERY, flexible, shop-soiled; £7,

' cost £11.-785, High Road, Leytonstone.

MILLS and Fnlford Forecar, 25 by 2, good,
upholstered basket, double Band

brakes; £4 lOs.—St. Edmund Garage, North-
ampton.

SIDECAR, npholstered, art cane, 26 by 2
Continental, with cushion and apron

;

bargain, £3 15s. — Philpott, Rangeworthy..
Gloucestershire.

6 h.p. Twin Jap. free engine, Chater-Lea
fittings, good condition, with fine side-

car, complete; £23.—Scrase, 234, Battersea
Park Road, S.W.

SPECIAL Offer.—Latest 1909 genuine Chater-
Lea spring wheel sidecars, £7 7s.; ordin-

ary model, £5 5s.; list, stamp.—Silverthom*'
Automobile Co., Larkhall Lane. S.W.

MONTGOMERY Flexible Sidecar, new.
slightly shop-soiled; listed £12 lOs., to

clear £10.—L. F. Harvey and Co., 6, Chapel
Street, off Victoria Street, Manchester.

PHOENIX Forecar Attachment, Palmer
tyres, band brakes, coaeh-built body,

upholstered green leather, with apron; bar-
gain, £5 10s.—12, Bull Ring, Birmingham.

MILLS-FULPORD Castor Wheel (new), 26
by 2| Clincher tyre, complete with fit-

tings ; cost £13 3s., accept £8 8s. — Smith.
Crown and Anchor, Paul Street, London, B.C.

STAMFORD HILij.—Famous rigid sidecars
instant delivery, none better, fit your

machine, £4 IBs. 6d. ; Mills-Fulford, £4; fore-
car, side stays, band brakesi, £4 10s., wing
guards.—128, High Road, Tottenham.

MILLFORD Rigid, 26in. wheel, adjustable
either side, detachable clip fittings,

apron, etc., £3 10s.; also Montgomery, 1908.

non-skid attachment, fit 26 or 28in., either
side, £5 10s., offers.—Babbage, 16, Rigault
Road, Fulham.

FOR Sale, Phoenix forecar attachment.
26in. wheels, coach-built chair, nearly

new Grose non-skids, price £5; 2i h.p. in-
clined Minerva engine, £2 15s.; nearly new
trailer frame and wheels, Chater-Lea fit-

tings, 15s.—716, Lea Bridge Road, Leyton, E.

MOTOR TRICYCLES.
SOCIABLE Tricycle (in splendid order), 5

h.p. twin Sarolea, handle starting, two
speeds, free engine, metal-to-metal clutch.
Longuemare, new accumulator, Renold
chains (new), differential, Chater-Lea, wheel
steering, side by side bucket seats, beauti-
fully upholstered. Xl'all springs, ample
spares. Clincher A Won front (new). Con-
tinentals (side wheels), like new, motor cycle
licence ; £25.—Apply, Hughes, 5, Exeter Road,
EUesmere Port, near Chester.

In answering any of these, advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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MOTOR TftlCYCLES.

23 h.p Motor Tricycle, in new condition;
iff £10.—i'articulars, Hubbuck, 10, Little

Toll Street, Nottingham.

SINGER Tricycle, 23 h.p., overhauled by
makers; co-Sit £100. price £14. — Dysou,

7, Sus'sex Boad. Chea,dle Heath, Stockport.

TANDEMS.
GENT'S Tandem, perfect; exchange for

motor cycle, or sell »u/ 10s.—J^'. iverbert,

Groton, Boxfard, Suffolk.

CARS FOR SALE.

PALMER.—8 h.p. Beaufort, tonneau, mag-
neto, three Sipee4s, reverse; £35.

PALMER.—9 h.p. Sizaire et Naudin, two-

seater, fast, re<liable, semi-racirig type;

£75.

PALMER.—7-11 h.p. Daimler Waggonette,
solid tvr€.s. two-cylinder, four speed-:

ba,rgain, £19.

PALMEB.-15 h.p. Flying Darracq, two-

seater, four-cylinder,
,

pressed steel

;

great bargain, £95.

PALMER.—16-24 h.p. D© Dietrich, tonneau,
four-cylinder, magneto, four speeds.

Iiighe.st grade; £110.

PALMER.—24 h.p. Hurst, side entrance,
four-cylinder, Oape hood, magnificeut

arder; £80.

PALMER.—15 h.p. Darracq, tonneau four-

cylinder, hood, screeai; 3^i'Aj.—L. JN,

Palmer. 190, Mellison Road. Tooting. Tele-

phone, 208, Streatham.

8h n De Dion-Lacoste, new condition, ton-

neau body; £70; photo. — Stimp son,

Wellesbourne, Warwickshire.

1 A-12 h.p Humber. side entrance, splendid

iU condition; £75.-Ayden Bros., 17, Black-

jtock Road, Pinsbury Pam, N.

CJTAMFORD HILE.—8 h.p. M.M.C., four-

O seater. three speeds and reverse, equal
artillery wheels, nice condition; £35.

STAMFORD HILL. — 6h h.p. M.M.C.. three
speeds and reverse, two-aeater, equal

artillery wheels, splendid condition; trial;

£32 lOs. ; sound, reliable car.

CJTAMFORD HILL.—6 h.p. Oldsmobile. two-
seater, two speeds and reverse, excel-

lent condition, and fine running order ;. £20.

STAMFORD HILL. — Motor cycles, acces-

sories, and motor cars bought, sold,

ind exchanged.—128, High Road, Stamford
Sill.

2-10 h.p. Two-cylinder Two-seated Oar,
J three-SB&ed and reverse : will take motor
jycle and £42 cash.—6, Swan^Bank, Bilston.

WOLSELEY Limousine, 25 h.p., magnifi-
cent car; £100, cost £750; accept cycle

Dr tricar in part.—Oapt. Hyne, Brunswick
Square, S.E.

51 h.p. Humberette, three speeds and re-

2 verse, Clipper tyres, smart and
modern, practically good aa new ; £35 ; motor
3ycle and cash. — P. Riddelsdell, Boxford,
Suffolk.

PANHARD, 7-9 h.p., detachable tonneau,
hood, brass lamps, horn, and other fit-

tings, gears good as new, tyres likewise; £55,

>r good tricar in part exchange.—Bunting,
tVealdstone.

1 Orl6 h.p. Gnome Car for sale, seats four,
L.^' with extra slip seal, roomy tonneau,
aood, and screen, tyres and tubes new, in
Derfect mechanical order ; trial ; price £70.—
idotOT, 39, Adolphus Road, London, N.

BROOEZE Car. 15-20 h.p., two ignitions, semi-
limousine body (detachable top), to seat

jeven, newly painted; sell or exchange for
>ne or two smart two-seaters and cash ad-
justment.—92, High Street, North Berwick.

Qk h.p. Riley Car, engine just done up, oar
tJ being re-painted, hood, screen, two new
yres, and spare; any trial or examination;
B90 for quick sale; private own^r; no
lealers. — C. Thompson, 23, Powis Square,
Brighton.

FOR Sale. £30, 5i h.p. Beeston Humber
single-cylinder car, two-seater, two

ipeeds and reverse, in perfect running order,
loneycomb radiator, lamps, spares, and
ools, tyres in good condition ; any reason-
able trial.—Apply, Captain Cobbe, 19, Night-
ngale Place, Woolwich.

2 HEADS ARE BETTER THAN 1
3 WHEELS ARE BETTER THAN 2

The Plifi'iiix attachment will convert your inotor bicycle I

into a safe and pleayurable three-wheeler tor sinyle or
|

passenuer worlt.

TRICYCIjE attachment, £12 10s
PASSENGER „ from £15 10s.

%

L-J^

I
PHCENIX MOTORS, LTD.,

BLUNDELL STREET, LONDON. N. I

'
CONSIDER COMFORT
CONSCIENTIOUSLY.

CONSULT

Eric S. Myers,
and derive crimfort from the fact

tha you are buvin;^ (rum an active

and experienced •' motor cyclist,"

comfort in knowing that 3'our re-

quirements are .in the hands of a
' live " agent.

PRACTICAL KNOWLEDGE IS

HITCHED ON TO THE "NO
WORRY DEPOT" AT

BRADFORD,
where you may- see and buy the

wonderful

1909

TRIUMPHS
which are as usual " years ahead "

LARGE & SMALL" ;

IN PURE & HARDENCD
FOR ALL TRADES.

R OBERT Vy^ CO/fl Nv
\ ONB or THE PIONEERS OF ;,

:'

A L. UMINllfM CA S TINas .

21 9, COSWELL ROA D>^
LONtJON. E.G; '

HANDLE

&AR

CONTROL
Nickel plated sets of

complete with cables, sprisga,

etb. Single 7/6, Double 10/6.

BOURNE-DALE MOTOe
Higrh Lane, CHORLTOM,

Anyone can
fix to any
Carburetter;
no soldering
required.

SPeCIALITIES,
MANCHESTER.

CARS FOR SALE.

-J
Q - 24 h.p. Belsize, four-cylinder, side en-

JLO trance screen, hood, five lamps, Step-
ney, splendid condition^ £145.—Below.

O/l h.p. Mutel, four-cylinder, tonneau,^^ pressed steel frame, perfect order;
bargain, £80.—Below.

OA h.p. Milnes-Daimler Four-cylinder Lau-
^\j daalet, honeycomb, magneto, excel-
lent order; £65.—Below.

"1 A-12 h.p. Peufeot, tonneau, honeycomb
JL\J two ignitions, hood, fine order; £80.—
Below.

-j C\ h.p.' Panhard, type tonneau, threeWJ speeds, fine running order; £36. —
Below.

8 h.p. M.M.C., two-seater, three speeds and
reverse, in very good order; £29.—Be

low.

\ h.p. Swift, De Dion engine, two-seater,
2 suitable doctor's oar ; £45. -Belo-w6

6X h.p. Darracq, tonneau, very smart; bar-
2 gam, £29.—Eclipse Engineering anc

Motor Company, 255, Earlsfield Eoad, Wands-
worth. 'Phone, 1135, Putney.

HALIFAX.—6i h.D. Aster engined car, two-
seater, tliree speeds and reverse; £3i

10s.; 6J h.p. Humberette, three speeda and
reverse, £39 10s.; 10-12 h.p. Brush car, ton-
neau body, three speeds and reverse, £55,
cycle talien part payment.—Halifax Motor
Exchange, Westgate, Halifax.

DIXI, 18 h.p., four cylinders, handsome
and roomy, side entrance body, Dunlop

tyres, wind screen, and lamps, perfect con-
dition; open to any trial or expert examina-
tion ; would consider motor cycle, tricar, or
5 h.p. Itover car in part payment

;
price £145

—Louis Davis and Son. Moseley, Birmingham.

£70.—Comfortable little four-seater Deeau-
ville two-cylinder car, four speeds and

reverse, direct drive on top speed, Dunlop
grooved tyres, two spare covers and tube,
lamps and tools, dark green, yellow wheels,
in splendid running order; photo.—Address,
H. Hazlewood, Hazledene Villa, Earlsdon,
Coventry.

ROVER 8 h.p. Two-seater, in really tip-top
condition throughout, good hill-climber

and most reliable, wire wheels, full set of
tools and spares, Alpha head lamp and Lucas
side and tail lampis, electric horn, spare
cover and tubes; trial run by appointment;
£115, or near ofifer.—Box No. 1,209, The Motor
Cycle Offices, Coventry.

ROVEE Oars. — You never know what a
skii means when you drive a Rover.

Now the days of muddy roads are here are
you' not thinking of the pleasures that
would be your® if you owned a car? Write
us for the amount we will allow you for
youT skiddy mount in exchange for a Rover
at £135.—Louis Davis and Son, Moseley, Bir-

mingham.

9 h.p. Riley Car. fitted with Riley system
detachable wheels, with spare wheel

and grooved Dunlop tyre, special tulip type
body, underscreen, extensions to all gnards,
grooved Dunlop tyres on back wheels. Rush-
more pattern headlights, and generator,
electric back lamp, with spare accumulator,
horn, tools, etc., quite new; motor cyck
would be entertained in part exchange. —
1,374, The Motor Cyde Offices. Coventry.

MOTOR EXPERTS.

W. W. GENN.—Every description of motor*
overhauled, repaired, or built to

"

order; any make supplied; old machines
part payment; write for particulars of my
spring seat-pillar; also 3i h.p. Fafnir, Oha- .

ter-Lea parts, Dunlops, at 25 guineas.—Gap
Road, Wimbledon.

INSURANCE.
PLEASE send for full covering Motor Cycle

Policy, from 19s. per annum.—Bass, In-

surance Broker. Ongar.

INSURANCE Policies for motor cycles' are

issued by Hugh J. Boswell, insurance
broker, Norwich, at exceptionally low rates
Please write for particulars.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
SITUATION Wanted, fitter and tester.

motor cycles or cars, or as driver.—Wil-

liams', 238, Waterloo Street, Burton-on-Trent.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that uou mention " The Motor Cycle."
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WANTED.
frANTED, tyres, for tricar, 26 by 24, also
V tubes, must be good condition, and
eap; also 3 h.p. water-cooled engine.—Tri-
r, 118, Monton Road, Eccles.

f7ANTED, variable speed free engine gear,
V for 3i h.p. Rover tricar, belt driven,
npareil. Biggs, or similar preferred.—Mac-
egor, Linthorpe, Middlesbrough.

frANTED. two-seated car, 8 to 10 h.p.,

V must be in perfect order, and open
ex|)ert examination; cheap for casii.—

hnston, Corchester Avenue, Corbridge-on-
ne.

[rANTED, light tricar, or cycle, 44 h.p.,
V two-speed, free engine ; exchange Ad-
nce 3 h.p. cycle and cash, sell £18.—Part-
Ige, Thrift Street, Woolaston, Welling-
rough.

fTANTED, good motor cycle; exchange
V new high-class furnitu.re, any descrip-
>n, valued wholesale, direct from tne
rks. — Furniture manufacturer, 7-11,

ench Place, Shoreditch, London.

f^ANTED, modern Vindecs, Bats, Tri-
V umphs, Phelon - Moores, Minervas,
xes, F.N.'s, etc., either in payment for
9 motors, or for spot cash ; no rubbish.-
tude's. Motor Mart, Powell Street, Halifax.

rrANTED, two-cylinder engine, cylinders
T side by side, about 8 h.p., water-
jled, magneto preferred ; also three-speed
ir box and cone clutch, for tricar; ap-
>val necessary.—Oonybeare, New College,
ford.

. J. PAIR, the Motor Cycle Exchange,
Ghelteinham Road, Bristol.—Wanteid, 25

ond-hand motor cycles, any makes, 1^ to
i.p., for sihipment abroad; motor cycles
d on commission, or purchased outright;
iih remitted by return; bankers' refer-
ees if desired.

MISCELLANEOUS.
NGINES Re-bushed throughout from £1.—Tufnell and Co.

YLINDERS Re -bored from 5s.—Tufnell
and Co.

ISTONS Supplied new from 7s. 6d.—Tuf-
nell and Co.

INGS from 9d.—Tufnell and Co.

ONNEOTING Rods from 7s. 6d.-Tufnell
and Co.

ALYES.—Inlet from Is. 6d., exhaust from
28. 6d.—Tufnell and Co.

ULLEYS for any motor.—Triumph, Brown,
Fafnir, 4s. 9d.; Rex. Antoine, Kelecom,

9d. ; De Dion, M.M.O., 6s. 9d. Above 44in.
meter 9d. extra.—Tufnell and Co.

XLES, cranks, spindles, handle-bars, seat-
pillars, or any other parts made to

tern or sketch at lowest prices; accuracy
iranteed—Tufnell and Co.', 527, High Road,
ftonstone.

NTOINE and Kelecom Parts in stock.—
Crypto Co., 14, Mortimer Street, London.

"OTOR Cycle Saddle, Brooks, B90, nearly
- new; 12s.—Clark, 375, Edgware Road,
idon.

VEROOATS, thick, warm, latest cut; 21s.
—Write for patterns. Booth, tailor,

igton.

rHIPCORD Cycling Breeches, latest out;
10&. 6d. ; write for patterns —Booth,

or, Longton Staffs.

OLINED Frame, with girder head and
tank; £2.-0. Pickering, George Street,

Qworth. '

lALL Car Live Axle (bevel), offers; pair
Dietz motor lamps, 28s.—8, Crieff Road,

adsworth.

"AUDE'S. — Dermatine Belting, 8ft. 6in.
J lengths, lin., Is. 3d. per foot; jin., Is. 6d.
foot.

"AUDE'S.—Excelsior free engine multiple
. disc Clutch, brand new, fits 1908 Min-
a,; only 428'. 6d.—Powell Street, Halifax.

CTRBINAMO, nearly new. perfect order;
cost £3. will accept 38s. 6d.—Thursfleld,

eller, Padiham.
IDGET Trembler Coil, new, 10s. ; 10 amp.
Lithanode (charged), 6s. 6d.—Matthews,

ivnbroker, Croydon.

OtA^
OF EXCELLENCE.

THE

ACME
COAT,

WIND AND
WEATHER
PROOF.

Specially suit-

able for motor
cyclists. In
Grey Yorii-
shire Frteze,
lined throue;h-

out tau chrome
leather, fitted

wind cuffs,

37/6.
Ditto, in real

Irish Frieze,

greys, greens,

and brown,
lined best

chrome leather

45/-
Patterns and
self measure-
ment form
gladly sent.

Illustrated Motor Clothing and accessories

catalogue, post free.

XMAS BAZAAR ^'''Sil
Sand a card for our Catalognes, Emd utn money.

JOHN PIGGOTT, Ltd.,
117-118, Cheapside, & Milk St., London, E.G.

B

B

B

B

REX \ We STOCK
Rex Parts and
Fittings for

REPLACEIWENTS 3a7e.
*"" "'

AND REPAIRS. lth°'S.**°

SAVE TIME AND IV'tNEY BY ORDERING FROM
THE PRtiVIIER MOTOR CO.

ANTOINE
ENGINE
PARTS.

ALL SPARES SUP-
PLIED PROMPTLY.
LOW PRICES.

Discount to the Trade.

THE PREMIER MOTOR CO., LTD.,

ASTON ROAD, BIRMINGHAM.

DO NOT FORGET! WHEN
ORDERING YOUR NEXT
MACHINE TO SPECIFY:
" Advance " Adjustable Pulley £ 1 .

" Advance '

Adjustable Beit Fastenes, 1 /9.

Both adjustable without removing the be;t.

"Ixion " says—" With this fastener the belt length

is altered without removing the belt, or even
taking off one's glo\es."

"Advance" Generator Brackets for top tube 2/6

Advance Motor Mfg. Co., Ltd.*

Northampton.

MISCELLANEOUS.
OOTH.—Wide mudg-uards, with stays and

screws; 3in., 2s. lid.; 4in., 39. 6d.,

BOOTH. — 500 Fuller's Midg-et plain coils,
' 10s. 6d. ; 200 Fuller's Midg-et trembler

coils, 17s. 6d.

OOTH takes your old coil in part pay-
ment; part with troublesome coils.

BOOTH. — Fuller accumulators, 20 amp.,
17s. ; Eex type, 16s. ; Minerva, 16&.

;

iViidg-et, 16 ST.

OOTH.—5s. 6d. allowed for your old accu-
mulator in part payment for Fnllers.

BOOTH.—50 pairs Xl'all spring forks; Im-
mediate delivery ; N.A.B. seat-pillar,

3s. 6d.

BOOTH. — Lon? motor cycle handle-bars.
heavy g-aug:e, best quality plating;

5s. 6d.

OOTH.—Silent silencers, for engines to 5

h.p., very efficient, no back pressure;
3s. 3d.

BOOTH.—Frames, £1 5s.; wheels, 98. 6d.
pair; plain coils, 2s. lid.; trembler

coils, 5s. 6d.

OOTH.—Send for list of oddments, speed
gears, tanks, etc.; clearance bargains.

BOOTH.—Brown-Barlow carburetter, twin
inlets, 10s. 6d. ; L.T. maeneto, new, 22s.

6d.—Booth's Motories, Wade Street, Halifax.

[UR Automatic Pulley is ma/Tvellous ;

throw away speed gears.—Particulars,
Walker, Lutterworth.

STAETS and Steers like car, cheap as motor
cycle. — Particulars, Walker, Lutter-

worth.

FiIT-ALL Two-speed Gear, practically new
(pulley damaaed); £2 2s. lowest.—Scrase,

234, Battersea Park i^oad, S.W.

ATEW Gas Engine, | h.p., with tank, and 40

IM volt charging- dynamo; £10.—CrefBeld.
165, Brockley Eoad, London, S-E.

OQQ Copies "Motor Cycle," sinoe 1903;

i^OO what offers? money or goods.—Cooh-
rane, Victoria Bridge, Manohester.

N.S.U. Speed Gear, fits P.N.. £4; 20 amp. nn-
spiliable Eichford, unused, 123. 6d.:

offers.—J. L. Smith, Hillend, St. Albans.

TiANKS. radiators, all shapes, any metal;
repairs and alterations.—Winder Bros.,

Metal Workers, 69, Johnston Street, Leeds.

CHATEE, low. inclined, complete, less en-

gine in good condition; real bar.uain,

50&., or near offer.—10, South Eoad, Ealing.

DEFIANCE Variable Speed Pulley, com-
plete, fit Eex, also Matchless spring

crank; offers.—Pinnington, Langton Hotel,

Boo-tle.

EVEEYTHING made in Tanks and Radi-
ators except a fortune. — Write for

prices. A. Pbillips, 112, Lynton Road, Bei^

mondsey.

AUTOGENOUS Welding.—Send that broken
casting to the Alvaston Motors, Derby,

to be welded by patent process; metal re-

united.

AUTOGENOUS Welding. — Costly castings

saved from the scrap by our process.

Cracked valve seats, water jackets, cylinder

liners, pistons, frames, connecting rods, and
a thousand other things.

AUTOGENOUS Welding. — Wonderful re-

sults. Broken flanges, lugs, brackets,

etc., all amenable to our process; send part

to-day; quotations on sight.

AUTOGENOUS Welding.—Alvaston Motors,

Derby. Telephone, 1, Alvaston.

SIMPLEX Petroleum Brazing Lamps, 5

pint size, 25s.; with pressure gauge,

30s.; an kinds repairs.-Simplex, 18, Lugard
Eoad, Peckahm.

MOTOE Cycle Frame, for inclined engine,

25s.; ditto, for vertical. 27s. 6d. ;
pair

of 26 wheels, 9s. 6d. ; 28in., 9s. 6d.-Motor Ex-

change, Westgate, Halifax.

/'UVEN Away.—Testing sample of Lubrio

VJT Klensol, the only substance known that

will clean dirty, greasy, hands thoroughly.

Write for one at once.—Below.

HAED Starting is abolished if you use

Lubrio lubricants. Our cylinder oils

are absolutely pure. Try them; 4s., 2s...

and Is. 3d.—From Lubrio Chemical Co.. Bil-

ston.

Tn anxirertiiq any ".f these advertisements it is desirable that you mention ''The Motor Cycle."
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DERMATINE
SPEAKS AT LAST. fc

Speaking only of British-made
Motor Cycle Belts at the

Stanley Show,

were British-made Dermatine
BeltSa

THE LEADING BRITISH MAKERS'
STANDARD BELT.

Hiimber, Triumph, L.M.C., Norton,
Douglas, Quadrant, Arno, J. T.

Brown Bicar

were fitted at the Stanley Show
with

DERMATINE BELTS
(See The Motor Cycle, Nov. 35th,

page 927).

The LEADING BRITISH-MADE
MOTOR BELT. -

Fair trading, no brinies, no paid riders.

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS.

The Dermatine is the only belt to
win ist Prizes in Tourist Trophy Race
two years in succession, 1907-1908.
Hundreds ot Testimonials. British Made

NOTE THE PRICES.

fin. fin. Jin. lin.

1/2 1/4. 1/8 1/11 per ft.

POST FREE.

ME, TOO, at tiie Stanley Sliow.

Tiie Stanley Detachable Belt Fastener.

BOX
of all motor cycles were fitted with the

STANLEY FASTENER.
Sole Manufacturers

:

THE STANLEY DERMATINE
MOTOR BELT CO.,

32, LONDON ROAD, BROMLEY, KENT.
Stanley Webb, Manager.

KReaders who purchase, or
contemplate purchasing, a new
machine, should advertise their
present mount in these columns.
^Experience has shown that
"The Motor Cycle" is, in the
majority of cases, successful in
finding a purchaser. TIThis
applies also to accessories and
spares. J^ j^ J^ Ji

EAMES. from 50s.; No. 6 pattern, 60s.

MISCELLANEOUS.
rp'ANKS, any pattern, from 5s.

O WAN-NECK Seat-pillars; 2e, 6&.

T ONG Handle-bars; 4s.

F
PLEASE note, moved to larger premises.

—Arrow Motor Works, 83, Rye Lane,
Peckham.

BARKER'S Iron Cemenffor cracked cylin-
ders, etc. ; Is. tin.—Oxford Koad, Worth-

ing.

LADY'S Tweed Coat, fur lined, opossum
collar; 15s.—22, Victoria Terrace, Leam-

ington.

IT^RAMES mad© to order, complete, £2 10s.;
wheels, 17s. 6d. pair; also sidecars.

—

Millard, Belvedere.

DYNAMO, charging, 40 volts 6 amps.; £3
' lOs., or exchange.-Nagel, la. Hard-

castle Street. Peckham.

OSBORNE, four-speed, suitable twin Rex,
absolutely perfect ; any reasonable

offer.—Dan Guy, Weymouth.

NEW 8 h.p. Radiator, tricar front axle, ball
bearing swivels, brakes, and wheels;

what offers; no exchange. — 41, Kingston
Eoad, Leicester.

ADVANCE Adjustable Pulley, 128. 6d.;
Rover automatic carburetter, 17s. 6d.

;

set of three tricar wheels, and one tyre, 30s.

—785, High Eoad, Lejrtonstone.

LONG Handle-bars, 4s.; swan-neck saddle-
pins, 2s. 6d.; frames, tanks, wheels, side-

cars, to buyers' specifications.—Green, 14,

Avondale Road, Peckham, S.E.

4 h.p. Engine, inlet pipe, silencer, guaran-
teed perfect, £5; genuine Chater-Lea

tank, with gauges, 258.; Bassee-Michel trem-
bler coil, 10s.—Outram. Bourne.

• TEPVEY, 815 by 105, with Michelin tyre.
£4 7s. 6d. ; frieze coat, by Pike and

Brass, Savile Row, cost £10 lOs., sacrifice 57s.
6d.—255, Earlsfield Road. Wandsworth.

DYNAMO, 50 volts 5 amps., brand new, for
lighting and charging; price, with

seven suitable lamps (new), £3 5s. 6d.; ap-
proval.—Howarth, Smithygate, Padiham.

j

HANDLE-BAR Controls, new, with two
cables, 3ft. 6in. long, best make, nickel

plated, 5s. 6d. ; easily fitted; approval. —
Motor Supply, 22, Hall Street, Southport.

CHARGING Dynamo, 15 volts 4 amps., new
and perfect, 278. 6d. ; ditto, ten volts 3

amps., 16s. ; also brand new charging bat-
tery, 6s. 6d.—Howarth, Smithygate, Padiham.

TREMBLER Coil. 10s. ; accumulator, 20 a.h.,
8s.; large foot pump, 78.; exhaust box,

5s. ; tricar gas headlight, 12s. 6d. ; either on
approval.—115, Boundary Road, St. John's
Wood.

FRAMES, wheels, and parts.—Silverthorne
Automobile Co., Larkhall Lane, S.W.

London agents for all Chater-Lea frames and
parts; special prices for No. 6 frames; illus-
trated list, stamp.

ENLARGEMENTS (bromide) from amateurs'
negatives; 8 by 6 9d., 10 by 8 lOd., 12 by

10 lid., 15 by 12 Is. Id.; from prints 6d. extra,
cash; satisfaction guaranteed. —Greame,
Wellesley, Whyteleafe.

NOTTINGHAM Bargains.—Gas engine, 4

h.p., Capel, as new, £16 10s.; dynamo,
Manchester type, charging and lighting, car-
bon brushes, 100 volts 20 amps., £9 10s.—
Gaved, 17, Woolmer Road.

13. h.p. Minerva Engine, 30s.; frame, tank,
4 and wheels, 30s.

; pair 26 by 2 Palmer
tyres, complete, 30s.; P.R. new accumulator,
7s.; new Fuller coil, 98.—Barnard, 57, North
Road Avenue, Brentwood.

ENGINES Re-bushed from 10s. ; pulleys, 4s.

;

valves, 2s. 6d. ; long- handle-bars, any
size, 5&. 6d. ; swan-neck saddle-pillars, from
Is. 6d. ; brazing, turning, forgings, and cast-
ings equally cheap.—Sebert Cycle and Motor
Works, Lome Road, Forest Gate, E.

PULLEYS for any motor, De Dion. M.M.C.,
6s. 6d.; Antoine, xi.eieoom, N.S.U., 5s.

9d. ; Peugeot, Brown, 5s. ; Triumph, Fafnir,
Sarolea, Minerva. 4s gid. ; Rex, 5s. 9d. and
4s. 9d. ; plated, guaranteed; carriage paid.

I

—J. Perkins, 295, High Road, Leyton, Lon-
' don.

^

26 X 2
Clincher A WONS

FITTED J^WITH

LOMAX

STEEL-STUDDED

NON-SKID TREADS.

/6 com ple'te.

TERMS TO TRADE.

LOMAX TYRE CO.,

(Dept. Y) Birrningha.m.

MOTOR CYCLE SHEDS.
Special offer in thorouglily we
nmde Portable Sheds. 8i»e

6ft. X 4ft., 7ft. hiKh £1 12 (

ft. X 5ft. ditto £2 5 <

m. X 7ft., 8ft. high £3 18 <

lOft. X 8ft., 9ft. high £5 4 !

Oor«plet« with strong flooi

window glazed, strong look an
hinges to door, and treated wit

our special wood preserrstiy^

Packed free on rails npa
receipt of cash.

Satisfaction giiaranteed
amount paid refnnded. Can be fitted with Bench an
Cupboard for spares, etc., at small extra-cost.

Complete catalogue upon application.

WM. GARDAM & SONS. LTD., The Wharf, Starnei

OH RINtS«ALLSi2^3ro«5/o

azifi:! ats:=^aisiii]ki

GEARS CUT. REBUSHINC. NEWPARTSr
PLEASE CET OUR LATESTUST FREE!

i^ rt A?^n\'^AgTVf<'f6a'.diiy/t;toAD- a(y;'^>jj

/'), answeri.nn nn.v nf th.p.RP ndvp.itJRempnts if. ?'.s rJpxirnhJp fhnf iinti. mp/n.trrm. '^ TJtP. Motor Cvcle."
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r BEE DEE
SPECIALITIES

are

>EFUL & UNIQUE.
EE BEE MOUNTING
ATTACHMENT.

Price 5/-
By post, 5/3.

Hold9 tlie pedal firm
while mounting.

The pedals can be
used by simply push-
ing down " trip " with

the foot.

E BEE LAMP BRACKET
(for fixing to girders).

ul for those who
to carry an

Iditional lamp.

lamp is safe in
position in the
^ent of a fall.

Price 3/6.
By post, 3/8 1.

sse are only two of the many ' Tee Bees.
! for new list.

:MPLET0N BROS.,
15, Sauchiehall Street, GLASGOW.

T. BICHES & CO.,
LTD.,

h STORE STREET, LONDON.

H DETACHABLE AIR TUBE.

t write for special List, wtth full prices and par-
rs of all sizes, together with instructions and hints.OWN TUBE CONVERTED. Write for prices.

'PEUGEOT"
ENOINES.

FOR

eed, ReiiabHity, Power.
1907
URI8T TROPHY WINNERS
win-cylinder class) and 1 9 O 8.

1 particulars, with list of Genuinb
.RE Parjs and Picture P.C, on

application.

TAYLOR, 318, Percy Road,

BIRMINGHAM.

MISCELLANEOUS.
HONEST Bargain. — Clement-Garrard IJ

h.p. engine, carburetter, silencer,
petrol and oil tank, etc., complete, guaran-
teed; £3.—H. Dew, LuUingstone, Eynsfoid,
Kent.

DilEMATINE Belting.—Save 48. 4d. We
have 1,000 short pieces, Jin. eizea, joined

up with fastener, making 8ft. length, in two
pieces; price 98., post free.—Dermatine Belt
Co., Bromley, Kent.

PREMIEE Pattern Searchlight, with extra
large generator, new, 24s. ; E.I.C. plain

coil, new, 168.; large Longuemare carbur-
etter, £2, bargains.—H., Enryalus, Bourne-
mouth Eoad. Parkstone, Dorset.

GNAVITER Rubber-canvas Belting, iin.,
lOd.; iin., Is. Id.; gin.. Is. 4d.; iin.. Is.

9d. per foot. We will allow 38. each for a few
old belts in part payment to popularise.—
Motor Exchange, Westgate, Halifax.

GRIPWELL Motor Cycle Brakes, to fit any
make machine, delivered from stock;

price 15s. 6d. ; any spare parts supplied.—Sole
manufacturer, W. Cocks, The Durham Motor
Works, opposite station. South Ealing, W.
READERS having Photographic Apparatus i

for sale should advertise in " Photo-
graphy and Focus " Emporium ; Jd per
word, minimum 9d.—Address, " Photography
and Focus" Offices, 20, Tudor Street, London,
E.G.

CONTINENTAL Cover, Model de Conrse. 26
by 2i new; Continental cover, 26 by 2,

as new ; steel studded leather covers, 26 by
2J; front wheel, 26 by 2i; sell or exchange
good bicycle.—1,382. The Motor Cycle Offices,
Coventry.

C~tAPB Hoods direct fram the manufac-
J lui ers from £3 10s. ; wind screens from

£2 lOs. ; sample material and measurement
forms on application; best house in the
trade.—Universal Motor Co., 37, Chestergate,
SLOckport.

NEW M.M.C. Flywheels, finished, 80 by 80,

5s. pair ; connecting rod stampings, 9d.

;

nickel steel valve stampings. 9d. ; 2J h.p.
crank case, finished, with flywheel, £1;
crank case, without. lOs. ; approval.—Nichol-
son, factor, Eushden.

PUMFEEY Clutch, cost £5, slightly used,
308., suit passenger mount, starting

handle, and lever; new wicker bodies, best
finish, 15s. 6d. ; driving aprons, 5s. 9d., car-
riage paid. — Nevett, 10, Barnsbury Road,
Islington, London, N.

THREE Speeds, free engine pulleys, £2 5b.;

adjustable and free engine pulleys, £1
15s.; free engine pulleys, £1 5s.; adjustable
pulleys, lOs. ; all guaranteed, 1909 models.—
New Nonpareil Motor Fittings, AshtreeRoad,
Stirchley, Birmingham.

TERMINALS made of heavy gauge copper,
high and low tension ; no need to run

nut or screw right out to make connection;
self-locking; no lock nuts or screws; send
7d. P.O. for one dozen assorted.—Rouse Bros,
and Coles, 576, Streatham High Road, S.W.

F.E.S. Lamp and Generator, cosit 568., used
once, 20s. ; two other lamps, with separ-

ate generator, 15s. ; steel-studded Brooks, on
Continental, 26 by 24, cost 548., guaranteed
perfect, 20s.; N.A.B. spring seat-pillar, suit
Triumph, 5s.—1,379, The Motor Cycle Offices,
Coventry.

MINERVA Back Wheel Hub and Belt Rim,
with back-pedal brake, Bowden brake,

pedals, and cranks, Osborne four-speed pul-
ley, three accumulators, with wiring, and
four plugs, two plain coils, contact breaker,
E.O.M. contact breaker, all these new and
cheap for cash.—Eev. Barnard Smith, Carl-
ton Colville, Lowestoft.

HAVING Pitted Magneto, have for sale
Bluemels 20 and 25 amp. hour accumu-

lators, 10s. each; Nilmelior coil (single), new
platinums, 10s. ; imitation mahogany accu-
mulator case, 4s. ; voltmeter, hunting style,
3s. 6d.; large fibre wipe, Panhard style, with
spring, etc., complete, except baseplate, 5s.
—Godsman, Brucklay, N.B.

NEW R.O.M. Contact Breaker (less cam),
14s.; handle-bar, Bowden twist handle

controls, .with Bowden Silver for throttle
spark. 98. 6d. ; Lucas Aoetyphote lamp, as
new, 7s. 6d. ; Main-Hilton carrier stand, 5&.

;

plain coil, less cover, 3s. 6d.; belt rim, 18in.
by 2iin.. 2s.; headlight (only), acetylene, 7s.
6d. ; large Longuemare carburetter, 158.

;

Quadrant band brake, 4s.—Motor, 8, Montagu
Terrace. Edinburgh.

Which would you rather do? Po«b your
machine till yoa are BLACK In the face before
It will fire, or start the instant the exhaust valv«
is dropped, by fltlng WHiTE'8 ECONO-niSER? TbI. INVALUABLE devicegivesyottLESS AIR at starting, and MORE AIR athieh
speeds.

Fullest
details on
appli>.ation.

Nickel- Q-i /
Plated, Ol/'

Polished
Brass,

Complete witk
finest generator.

PLEASE READ BETWEEN THE LINES.
Mirror- Lens Lam slookmu h alike from illus-

trations, don't they ? But uhen the details of
construction are compared, tht n the weak points
of the shoddy 'i iece-w rk " Lamps are exposed.
lathe ••ELECTARY" PROJECTOR such

points as the design of hinge c asp, clip, divided
glass, anJ even the Mirror- Lens itself, have been
carefully studied, and no expense has been spared
in producinga MotorCycle Lamp >> hich no other
Lamp can approach — NO MATTER WHAT
NVME IT IS KNOWN BY.
Do not buy your new Lamp—do not even part

with your old one (the weak poiULS of which you
are at least, familiar with) in pan exchantie for
something w ich may brinj; you fresh trouble—
until you have had an opportnrity of comparing,
for yourself, the "ELECTARY" with any other
of any make. Dim't forget—"You can't get
something for nothing."

THE Accessory Novelty at the Stanley Show.

W. & R. JACOBS,

39c, King WiUiam Street,

London Bridge, E.G.

f<

Genuine Eirtninghnm

QUADBANTS."
A large »tock of parts stiil to be cleared.

Write for latest list

RiSG. f3A!VISOP)i,
232, LADYWOOD RD., BIRMINQHAM.

In answering any of these advertisemtnU it it desirable that fou mention " The Motor GycU."
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NO
ACID.

NO
CORROSION-

NO
CHARGING-

Hellesden Dry Batteries
do not deteriorate when

not in use.

STAND ROUGH USAGE.

THE ONLY SYSTEM
FOR

WINTER RIDERS.

You eannot appreciate It UNTIL YOO TRY IT.

Write for Catalogue, Pamphlet, and Full Par-

ticulars to the Sole Loncessionnaire—

A. H. HUNT, 116-117, Cannon St., London
Wholesale —

BROWN BROS., Gt. Eastern St., London.

.4^WHAT CASH \^^
OFFERS.

Six new Rex 1908 5 h.p. twin cyl-

inder Tourist Models, fitted with
ball-bearing engines, latest Rex-Amac
handle-bar control, carburetter,

Bosch magneto, fully guaranteed.

Five new 1908 2^ h.p. Rex Feather-
weight Models, Bosch magneto,
Amac carburetter, fully guaranteed.

Rex accumulators, 10/- each..

THE REX MOTOR MFQ CO.. LTD.,
COVENTRY.

iNADDlTlOJil TO TYRES

CNAMlfTER
I.R. AND CANVAS BELTING

I -inch

J-inch

t-inch

1-inch

Best British M»k.e.

_ lOd. per foot.

. . .. l/l per foot.

1/4 per foot.

1/9 per foot.

i and deep sectionPlain or serrated.

: Agents, Wholesale and RetailSole

DEFIANT NON-SKID TYRE Ca.
^ 1; Furniv^l S[T^^lgy90d^

MISCELLANEOUS.
31 h.p. Auto eogine, 57s 6d.; 3J h.p. Fafnir

2 w.c. engine, £4 10s..; honeycomb radi-
ator, 30s.; two-speed gear for belt, 25s.; No.
6 Chater-Lea frame 58s. 6d.—J. May, Clap-
ham Road, S.W.
" rpHE Lens is Al, and the improvement in

X the lamp's projective powers ©x-
tiemely satisfactory." VVny ride in semi-
darkness? Plano-convex lenses, 2iin. to 5iin.,

Is. 9d. ; 3|in.. 2s. ; 4in., 2s. 6d. ; 4iin., 2s. 9d.

;

44in., 3s.; 4|in.. 3s. 6d. ; Sin, 4s.—Payne.
Metchley Lane. Harborne.

CLEARING Out.—5i h.p. Oldsmobile car,
with leather hood; 3i h.p. Centaur

motor cycle, free engine, chain drive; B.S.A.
motor cycle, with 23 h.p. F.N. engine, good
as new; 2 h.p. Minerva, Perry's fittings; all

guaranteed good order; the lot £50; will

sell separate, or exchange small four-seater.
—Motorist, 256, Burley Eoad, Leeds.

MAGNETO (twin), S.B. pattern, firing at

180, new, £3, suitable car; two tremb-
ler cycle coils, 6s. 6d. each; two 8 a.h. accu-
mulators. 4s. each; two-way switch, Is. 6d.;

double ratchet tank levers, new, 28. ; twin
wipe contact and cover, Ys. ; Longuemare car
carburetter, pattern N., for 12-16 h.p., 15s.—
Mackenzie, 46. Minto Street, Edinburgh.

MOTOR Driving for Beginners.—Read " A
Catechism of the Motor Car," contain-

ing questions and answers explaining the
construction and working of a modern motor
car, by J. H. Knight; second edition, revised,
with an additional chapter on motor cycles

;

Is. 8d., post free.—Crosby, Lockwood, and
Son, 7, Stationers' Hall Court, E.C.. and 121a,

Victoria Street, S.W

KERRY-ABINGDON Tricar Frame, brand
new, £10 10s.; two motor cycle engines,

3* h.p. £2 5s., 2 h.p. 25b.; Chater-Lea sidecar,
upholstered, £4 10s. ; lightweight motor cycle,

li h.p., wants i-epairing, £3 5s.; Salsbury
headlight, plated, 35s. ; Chater-Lea-Peugeot
motor cycle. 3i h.p., with Chater-Lea sidecar,
£23; will exchange for anything useful. —
Bowyer, Stansted, Essex.

STEEL Studded Cover, good condition, 8s.

6d., 26 by 2; spring seat pillar, 2s.;

switch handle. Is. 6d. ; Quadrant oil tank,
with oil pixmp, 28.; Hellesen flash dry bat-
tery, new, 4s.; another, 2s.: 12 amp. Prested,
fully charged, 4s. 6d.; 15 amp. Brown, 38. 6d. ;

12 amp. Quadrant, nearly new, 5s. 6d.; new
Puller plain coil, 6s. 6d.; musical box, cost
£14 14s., sell 50s.; would consider motor oi-

cycle, 2i to 31 h.p.. in exchange for above
goods; would give new push bicycle or cash
adjustment for good machine. — Harding,
Halberton, Tiverton, Devon.

L.A.C. Barga,ins.—De Dion w.c engine,
tanks, radiators' and carburetter, £4;

Oppermann three-speed gear and Sin. clutch,
£4; Oracle 80 by 80 engine, fitted complete
with MaboT. clutch, H. Longuemare, Bowden
handle-bar controls, Sharpe silencer, nearly
new. £6; Brooks antivibratory seat, with
saddle pillar for tricar, asi new. 20s. ; Advance
pulley, new. latest, 12s. ; Rex 31 h.p. engine,
recently rebushed, £2 10s.; Chater-Lea loop
frame and tank, new, £3; 76 by | by i back
chain wheel, 6S'. ; a quantity of new and
second-hand motor goods at eciually low
prices to clear; state your requirements.

—

Oracle, 187, Gray'si Inn Road. 'Phone, 863.
Holborn.

STAMFORD HILL. — Spare accumulators,
5s. 6d.; four window goggles Is.; heavy

Hied gauntlet gloves, 5s.; leather knickers,
123. 6d.; leather caps, 2s. 6d., various; lea-
ther lined motor overcoats, new, 25s., cost
50s. ; Chater-Lea IBin. frame, tank, forks,
nub. £2 5s.; 3i h.p. engine, 4Ds.; 31 h.p. Hurst
engine, new, £4 10s.; 6 h.p. twin Jap, £9;
tricar body, new, upholstered, 22s. i beaded
rims, new, 26 and 28 by 2 and 2i, Is. 9d. each

;

40 amp. Peto and Radford accumulators, new,
l&s. 6d. ; 20 amp., 9s. 6d. ; speedometers, 6s.

6d. ; leather D.B. jackets, new, 10s. 6d.;
motor cycle tanks, frcm 6s. 6d. each; splen-
did V belting, from 8d. per foot; carburet-
ters—Si h.p. spray, 123. 6d.; 2 h.p. ditto, 9s.

6d. ; twin Kerry, 16s. ; new non-skid Desclee
tyres, 17s. each; Midget plain coils, twins,
10s. 6d. ; single, 6s. 6d. ; 3i h.p. Rex engine,
£3 18s. ; latest motor cycle searchlight, new,
complete, 25s.; 4in. steel mudguards, Is. 9d.

pair; 3iin., Is. 6d. pair; tricar wing^ mud-
guards, 6s. 6d. pair, very large, 9s. pair; long
handle-bars, dropped ends, 7s. 6d. ; over-back
seat-pillars, best plating, 4s.; H h.p. Le Reve
eneine, new, 35s. ; list just ready, free.—128,
High Road. Tottenham.

BELL

Tambourongs
(Reg. Des. No. 531871.)

"Sweep a clear road."

This TREMENDOUS IMPROVEMENT
consists of a brass gong suspended by
rubber to a steel frame to obtain the
utmost resonance. It sounds like a
FIRE ALARM. Works on the now
well-known system of the "Tambou-
rong."

Price 2/- each bell.

„ 1/6 „ ordinary.

MOTOR CYCLISTS—write for

Pocket Soldering Outfit 3/6
Oleo Magneto Plug, Type No. iD 3/-
Oleo Terminal 1/-

Prince Pocket Lamp and Cigar
Lighter 2/6

Vulcan Cigar Lighter (lights in

a hurricane) 1/6

LEO RIPAULT&CO.
64a, POLAND STREET, W.

PREMIER
EXCHANGES

"NEW
LAMPS
FOR
OLD."

YOU R lamp fs unsatisfactory. It MUST be, ifljt

not a PREMIER—even if it is one of those fpo

imitations which are mendaciously claimed to 1

"the original." But we will accept your old lamp

part payment for a premier: Send it here a:

we will quote you a liberal allowance. Don't have

make-shift lamp—have a PREMIER. Your 1

may depend upon it.

Price complete, 30/-; Lamp only, 24/-; General

and Bracket, 6/-; Extra large ditto, 8/6.

^We have a few second-hand and shop-so'l

PREMIER SEARCHLIGHTS. List free.

The PREMIER IVIOTOR Co., Ltr

ASTON ROAD. BIRMINGHAM.

Tn. a/nMu»^in/i n/n.ii nf thA&e. advertisements it Is desirable that vou mention " T.he Motor Cycle.'
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AS I entered— if you can call being literally pitch-

forked down a one in four grade by a couple

of little red devils, an " entrance "—I saw
Satan himself in the ante-chamber. He was in

the act of swigging off a stiff noggin of flaming petrol,

while several attendant sprites were conducting experi-

ments with a patent fuel, requiring attention only

once in twenty-four hours, and therefore promising to

release a horde of stokers from the infernal regions

for even more congenial duties on earth.
" Sit down," he said pleasantly. " You'll find the

right-hand chair more comfortable; it's lagged in

asbestos. The ledgers will be along in a minute, and
then we can see if you have come to your proper

destination."

I sat down very gingerly, after carefully selecting

the right-hand chair
;
phew ! it was hot—worse than

pushing a single-geared tricar up Birdlip in August.

The ledgers arrived—patent asbestos paper, binding

to suit.

" H'm !
" sniffed Satan, rather disappointedly.

" Your worst crime seems to have been an exaggerated

enthusiasm for motor cycling. I'm afraid we shan't

be able to keep you here very long. Four convictions

for exceeding the speed limit. Murders—seventeen

poultry, two cats, eight rabbits, and a weasel. Lies

—

chronic, extending over a period of nine years

;

defendant has consistently denied ever having had
any trouble on the road, and has habitually multiplied

his average speed by two and a half when swanking
about it at the club. Sentence: Three weeks on the

road in our special motor cyclists' department."
The asbestos chair was instantly whisked from under

me by a hideous little fiend with a vermilion

countenance, and with much whisking of forked tails

and prodding with red-hot pitchforks I was un-

ceremoniously hustled down a series of lengthy

corridors, which seemed to be constructed of cast-

iron in a state of incandescence.

Introduction to the Garage.
Finally we arrived at a huge door, on which was

painted the word " Garage." A police inspector was
standing in front of it ; at least when I say " standing

"

I should explain he was dismally hopping first on one
leg and then on the other—a proceeding I was fain to

imitate. He was disconsolately examining a large stop-

watch, which had an incandescent stop-trigger, and
refused to stop under any circumstances. He informed
me he was not to be released until he had secured a

hundred consecutive convictions, all for a speed of
26 miles 6 furlongs an hour over a measured hundred

miles. So far his three chief difficulties had been that

none of the infernal motors would go ; that his watch
wouldn't respond to the stop ; and that it was difficult

to persuade a bench to convict when they were drinking

flaming petrol by the two-gallon can all through the

prosecution. He hoped to be more fortunate with me.
My attendant devils blew open the garage with a

charge of dynamite, and on entering—unceremoniously

as before—rl found a i ^ h.p. motor bicycle of very

' Suddenly a hoarse cackle soundfd in my ear . . . the leviathan chicken
had descended from the garage roof, and was in literally hot pursuit."

old pattern. Its appearance did not inspire confidence.

Both its wheels were egg-shaped—owing to the

"hellish" nature of the roads. The tyres were down;
the belt was covered with grease; and I could see the

naked piston through a large chunky hole in the cylin-

der wall. Looking out through the far door of the
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A^Motor Cyclist's Inferno.

—

garage I could see the road on which the trial was to

be held. It looked just like an ordinary road would
look if you lay on your tummy and gazed at it close

to through a strong magnifying lens ; I should have
compared it to the ice screeze on a Swiss moraine, if

it hadn't been so confoundedly hot. Along each side

of the " road " was a blazing ditch, filled with a river

of petrol running at sixty miles an hour.

The Spirit of the Dead Chicken.
" That confounded hen is the real terror !

" murmured
the inspector dejectedly, craning his neck up to look at

the roof of the garage. My eyes followed his, alid I

saw waiting on the roof of the garage a most
Brobdingnagian chicken, about 30ft. high. A^ little

red devil was grinding in its beak with carborundum
powder, and another horde of fiends were engaged in

busily filing its claws nice and sharp.

Well, to cut a long story short, they put the inspector

in the ditch, ready to time me, and his blood-curdling

yells will ever remain in my memory. Then they set

me astraddle of the motor bicycle, and started me by
jabbing with their pitchforks—well, just above the

saddle. In such an atmosphere the machine scarcely

waited to fire till I had dropped the valve, and she

set off literally as if all the devils in hell were after

. . . "H heard a fearful roar, and saw a motorist coming down the

road, performing a portion of his purgatory
"

ler. Blue-hot gases beat out of the hole in the

cylinder against my shins ; the glowing handle-bar

skinned my hands in a yard ; and the machine bumped
vith its flat tyres on the great boulders of the road

ust like a ball rolling off a bowling green down a

light of steps. However, I was safely past the inspec-

or, and knew there was no other policeman ahead, so T

'

held tight, and hoped my fiery steed would soon bring
me to the end of the trial. Suddenly a hoarse cackle
sounded in my ear, and, glancing backwards, I saw
that the leviathan chicken had descended from the
garage roof, and was in literally hot pursuit, striding
along at fifteen yards a stride. I saw the red light
glint on the polished edges of its newly-ground jaws,
reflected from the bloodshot whites of its hungry
saucer eyes, and heard the metallic tang of its sharp
claws on the road, flinging up the boulders astern in a
thunderous shower. It was poor consolation that my
front forks and silencer would probably give it

indigestion if it tried to gobble me, as was its evident
purpose. Suddenly there flitted across my agonised
remembrance the behaviour of sundry chickens and
rabbits as pursued by me in happier days on earth, and
I began to double first to one side of the road and then
to the other. With an almost imperceptible sway of its

steering gear the gigantic chicken stealthily followed
my every lurch; and finally I imitated the rabbits
I myself had so often terrified, and turned, machine
and all, into the flaming ditch. A colossal explosion
followed, and I found myself back in the garage again.
To my keen sorrow, there was the detestable old
machine, apparently none the worse for the catastrophe
—well, it scarcely could have been any worse than it

was before. The inspector, looking rather singed about
the gills, was there, too—still hopping, and still tinker-

ing at his obstinate watch.
" Ugh ! that infernal chicken !

" he said shivering.
" I wish it would get one of you, for I live in agony
lest it should dip into the ditch for me."

That's Not a Standard Machine !

" Hill-climb just going to start !

"' announced a sort

of foreman devil. " That's not a standard machine !

"

It certainly wasn't ; but even if it wasn't standard

the most jealous competitor could hardly have been

particular about seeing it .disqualified.

" Tune it up !
" said the foreman devil sharply.

" You will be disqualified afterwards, but we all want

to .se,e you do fastest time." So I and the bike were

pitchforked out at the door and round th6 corner

double quick. I should like to pay one compliment to

the way they manage hill-climbs down below ; they

waste no time about the preliminaries. I got to the

foot of the hill, and looked at it. I could see the

finishing post vertically over my head. ^ There were

V corners every three yards, and the first pitch was

about I in 2%, stiffening shortly to 2 ^4 i^i i

.

The inspector was fumbling away with his watch, so

they stuffed it into his mouth and rammed it well down
with their pitchforks. " Off," said the foreman devii I

had intended to flatly refuse to make a start, but the

horde of fiends put torches to my coat tails, and jabbed

away with their accursed forks. Half fainting, I toiled

up the infernal grade, pushed, prodded, and pricked,

until I reached the seventeenth V corner, where the

road began to bend over backwards on top of my head.

They prodded me a little way up this pitch, and then,

machine and all, I fell back with a sickening crash

to the bottom of the hill, only to spring up like greased

lightning from the red-hot road.

There was a hurricane of cheers. " Fastest time

on record," quoth the foreman devil, smacking his

lips. Then— .

" Consumption test comes next," he said cheerfully.

Promptly a minor devil seized a long file, and knocked
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a ragged hole in my tank, out of which a stream

petrol issued, and immediately caught fire.

" Off !

" cried the foreman devil, and they all

began to run after me. Needless to say, my fuel

supply was exhausted in a few hundred yards. They

dragged me off my saddle and down to the ditch,

forcing me to make a cup of my hands, dip them into

the blazing river of petrol, and so transfer fresh

supplies to my tank. As I was thus occupied I heard

a fearful roar, and saw a motorist coming down the

road, performing a portion of his purgatory. He was

on a 100 h.p. racer, with four tyres flat, and as he

was doing about ninety miles an hour the magnificent

aplomb with which he kept his hurtling leviathan out

of the flaming ditches further intensified my sincere

admiration for a clever motorist. I was rather

pleased to notice my quondam tormentor, the gigantic

chicken, labouring breathlessly about half a mile in

his rear. I was soon hoisted into the saddle again,

and as soon dragged down to the gaming ditches for

fresh supplies, but with scorched arms and blackened

fare I pres-^ntlv reached the other end of the track,

and was told I had set up the record figures (for hell)

of two gallons per vard.

Questions and Replies.
" Theorv of the internal combustion engine comes

next,"' monotoned the chief devil. " Search his pockets

before the examination." They ran hot spiky talons

through all my pockets, and unearthed a copy of

" Hints and Tips for Motor Cyclists," which was glee-

fully consigned to .the flames. They then slammed

me down into a chair, shoved asbestos paper and pens

before me, and the foreman recommenced his mono-

tone: "Dear Sir,— I have a 3^ h.p. 1908 Gaspipe,

which won't go. I enclose stamped sixpenny telegram

form, and shall be pleased if you will kindly put nie to

rights before 11 a.m., as I have entered my machine for

the twenty-four hours' run of the Seven Dials Motor

Cycle Club, which starts from the Monument at noon.

Thanking vou in anticipation, Yours truly, John

Smith."

The pen hissed as I dipped it in the inkpot, my
brain reeling at the magnitude of the problem. . . .

* * *

" Confound it, Jane !
" I said angrily ;

" what the

dickens have you made up such an enormous fire for

on a day like this ?
"

" Please, sir, it came on to snow just after dinner,"

said the maid meekly, " and I thought it best, as

vou'd dropped off to sleep."

"Snow.''' I murmured incredulously, and, rushing

out, I stood bareheaded amid the falling flakes, mourn-

fully registering a \-ow to be content with one helping

of pudding next Christmas Day.

A TWO=SPEED TWIN=CYLINDER BICYCLE
LAST March, Mr. W. Bates, of Leeds, had a special

motor bicycle built for use with a Montgomery
sidecar, and it is the subject of the present illus-

tration. The builder was Mr. Herbert Dennell,

and the specification of the machine is as follows:

Frame: H. Dennell's special design.

Engine: 4j4' h.p. Minerva twin with

M.O.I.V.
Carburetter: Brown and Barlow, handle-

bar controlled.

Drive: lip. belt; Roc two-speed gear and
free engine.

Saddle: Brooks Bioo.
Petrol tank: Capacity, ij{ gallons.

Oil tank: Capacity, i J^ quarts.

Wheels : 26in. Clincher-Dreadnought tvres.

Entirely handle-bar control (thumb slide

for spark advance).

The photograph was taken before the

bicycle was quite completed, and shows it

with temporary footboards and minus the belt.

Mahogany footboards are now fitted, secured
by spiral springs to the supports, and there

is an accumulator box bridging them in front

of the engine.

In sending us the particulars, Mr. Bates
says :

" Perhaps you may think the accumulator ignition
rather old fashioned, but I found it extremely reliable
on my last mount, and up to the present on this. I

can any time quickly convert to magneto if ever I wish
to do so. I always carry tw^o accumulators, and keep
them in the pink of condition by greasing ihe terminals
and freqtient charging."
The owner tells us he has climbed Kirkstone Pass

both ways on the high gear by himself, and on the low

gear the machine will take the sidecar and passenger

up almost any hill.

In our opinion, the frame is cleverly designed, for

without sacrificing rigidity the frame is very low, yet

the tank capacities have not been absurdly curtailed.

For constant use with a sidecar, there is no need to

A Dennell Twin-cylinder Two-speed Bicycle, specially built (or sidecar work.

scheme too closely for narroAvness of tread ; therefore

the designer has been able to keep all frame tubes quite

straight, and the two-speed gear makes pedalling gear

unnecessary.

Motor cyclists who are contemplating the purchase

of new tyres, saddles, or belts, should send to Maude's
Motor Mart, Tyre Department, Powell Street, Halifax,

for a copy of their new catalogue.
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A DUST UP.
It was a summer's evening,

I hied me home to tea,

Astride my twin, which all the day
Had borne me faithfully.

The shades of night were falling

And ne'er a lamp had I,
,

Considering the circs. I thought
The limit I'll defy.

I opened up the throttle,

The spark advanced some more.

The purring of the engine then

Became a steady roar.

What ho! thought I, this is a bat,

I guess there's few could stick it.

And if they could, one thing's a cert..

There's nobody could p'p it.

But while I hummed along the straight

At speed enough to blind me,

Methought I heard a hooter's blare

From somewhere close behind me.

I lay my head behind the bars

And with the levers meddle,
In spite of all a wheel appears
Against ray offside pedal.

He's past, it's hopeless, I am done! .

My word, what is he riding ?

I never thought there lived the crock

Could give me such a hiding.

At night I- lay awake and think,

And in the morn I rise,

I, creep into the building

Where the beaten speed-iron lies.

But I am not discouraged,
I'll wait for him again,

I've seen him once or twice along
That self-same country lane.

I face me up my contacts,

Exhaust valve springs renew,
Good strong ones put I on this time
With curses not a few.

The opening of the inlet valves

I now reduce a bit,

'Tis speed just now ; for hill-climbing

I do not care a whit.

I lay in wait the same old place
Three nights I wait in vain.

The fourth, Ah ! what is that I hear ?

The same pip-pip again.

I quickly mount, again his wheel
Creeps up upon my right,

But now I've got a bit in hand
There's going to be a fight.

I touch the levers, now his wheel

Seems stationary there,

I hold him then ; and still I have
A little more to spare.

Another notch, his wheel begins

To slowly backward go;
I tuck my knees close in and hold
My goggled headpiece low.

Another mile, a quick look round.

To see what he is worth.

He's not in sight, he's pipped, my crock's

The greatest thing on earth.—^T. E. Heninghem.
•••—<-

THE FEVER.
IT

was not really a good motor cycle, although he had
tried hard to persuade himself that it w^ould be.

You see, in the first place, the makers had not

intended it to be one. They were ambitious, and
only made what they called tricars, and what their

customers had pet names for. However, after much
consultation with she of the purse, he bought this

machine (a 1904 pattern), leaving the seller with a light

heart and a fixed conviction that the man knew not

the value of that which he had sold.

Acting on the advice of a friend who knew something
of motors—having once almost read a motor paper
found in a railway carriage—he bought two new front

tyres and painted the wicker basket.

Only one ride took place on the machine as a tricar,

l>ecause, being only a woman after all, and fearing the

strain on his physique, she flatly refused to go again.

He was annoyed, for, as he said, the best driver may
make a mistake, and oil is so very easy to forget

!

They kept it in the cellar, as it was good practice for

Harry to take the machine to pieces and put it together

again, tvhe7i he got all the bits up in the street.

Emerged with a Motor Bicycle.

After many weeks of muttering in the bowels of the

earth, and having bought two sixpenny cans of grey

paint, he emerged with a motor bicycle, but minus the

two-speed gear. He had tried to forget that, and was

satisfied with a belt. Chains were dirty, and the

makers of his tricar had evidently great faith in them
not stretching, because no provision was made for that

happening.
Having no pedalling gear, he had to make what he

called the running mount, although for the first half

hour he ran from one knot of interested people to

another, having forgot to turn the petrol on.

He also had only one brake, a front rim old bicycle

pattern, which was rather liable to rip the spokes out if

not used in a careful manner, but, as he explained to a

friend, one can always drag one's feet on the ground to

stop, although this was hardly necessary with his

machine.
Every Saturday I saw him with heated brow going or

returning, always hot and always returning to his nest.

But one Saturday he went out wheeling the machine
minus the belt, and, lo and behold! one or two weeks
afterwards a sidecar with a brand new 1908 magneto
motor bicycle stood outside his house.

He had evidently learnt his lesson, and decided to

pay well for a decent article; no more second-hand

conversions for him, and now the laugh is on his side.

I must read my Motor Cycle, save my pennies, and

do likewise. His tales of jion-stop runs amid lovely

scenery, the open road, and the conquering of pre-

cipitous hills have made me sick with envy. I believe

I have the fever myself. Geo. F. Cole.
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TAKE a motor cycle

out to the Gold
Coast ! Mad idea !

What about petrol ?

Would the engine keep cool

in that climate? These were

some of my motoring friends'

comments when I broached
the idea ; rhy non-motoring

ones only appeared to think

I was a little more insane

than the average motor
enthusiast. However, 1

happened to have been to

the Coast and they had not,

so I stuck to my idea, and
the next thing was to cast

around for a suitable

machine for a land where
in many places the best road

is a sandy bush path about
I foot wide. Where you must be ready and able to pull

jp all standing at any minute to avoid going over a

Drecipice, or breaking up your machine, and, inci-

ientally, your neck, in a wash-out on the road ; where
:he temperature is 140° to 160° in the sun; and where
repair shops and public-houses are not.

I decided that I could not do better than a 3^ h.p.

Friumph, and need hardly say that I have never

regretted my choice. The only alteration I made was
:o have a Fit-all two-speed gear put on, giving ratios

)f four and a half and nine to one.

At the end of last year I came out here, and had
:he luck to be stationed at Accra, which possesses the

3est roads in the colony.

Landing the Motor Bicycle in a Surf Boat.

Landing was an anxious moment, as I watched
:he surf boat with the Triumph on board come rushing

n on the crest of a big roller. This is the only way of

anding here, and though the native canoemen are

ixperts with the paddle, upsets are frequent, to the

detriment of cargo. However, luck was with me.
Less than a week after I arrived came mv first

DECEMBER 23rd, igo8.

long ride, to visit a sick man
thirty miles away. Dear
reader, don't laugh. Thirty

miles is a big undertaking

in this country, and ordi-

narily means going in a

hammock slung on a pole

with four hammock-men to

carry you, and a small army
of baggage-carriers, and it

means being at least three

days aw^ay. However, Bessie

(don't be nervous, I've

christened my machine

Bessie) and I started off with

nothing but a small grip-

sack and a flask of er,

lemonade.

I had been warned that

the last seven miles of my
journey were up an abso-

lutely unclimbable hill, so I was keen on giving the

change-speed gear a good testing.

The first twenty miles or so were on a fairly level

road, through rather uninteresting bush country, and

thesurface was sogood, for out here, that I averaged

nearly eighteen miles an hour; this on a 3^ h.p. in

perfect running order will give some idea of the road.

At any moment one may come on a hole about two

or three feet deep, washed out by the rain, not to

mention natives rolling huge oil-casks, who, on

hearing the horn, leave the cask to its own devices and

incontinently " go for bush." They describe Bessie

as " them devil bicycle that fit to go by himself."

At the foot of the hill I experienced a puncture.

Having repaired this amid the usual crowd of admiring

natives (one might be in England, only that no advice

is offered), I got going again.

Gradients of 1 in 3J.

Thank heaven for that two-speed gear. First comes

a hairpin corner of the most awesome description, road

about 5ft. wide, prickly pear on one side and a young

precipice, with more prickly pear waiting at the

P

f!

The author, A G. Eldred, medical officer, Gold Coast Colony, Aoots.
Even on a motor cycle It is too hot for a coat on the!Oold Coast of
Africa. Mr. Eldred is another colonial motor cyclist who favours the
generairadoption of change speed ears.

[ [Z^s&s^S^ l?t^« V. " vi.-U 1,^51.^^ .VS^X-^iaea.

Crossing a river. Observe native method of carrying baggage. The natives

carry everything on the head, and there Is a story of a native woman who
went into a post office to get a penny stamp. This stamp she put on her hea^
and a large stone on top to keep it from blowing away, and so went home.
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jtor Cycling in West Africa.

—

jttom, on the other. Then a stretch of about one in

n, very loose and stony, and then sharp to the left,

id the most awful looking hundred yards I ha^-e

'er seen—loose, stony, and a grade of one in three

id a half (this is not estimated, but surveyed).

?ssie did not seem very worried about it, however,
id certainly had a bit up
!r sleeve at the end.

After that I felt equal
anything, and though

ere were one or two bits

•arly as bad, the rest was
mparatively mild, and I

lished the last mile or so

: top gear. Total time
r the twenty-eight miles,

I. 35m. I could have
.ed a steak on the

linder by then, but no
erheating. All this with

5 temperature about 140°

the sun.

On another occasion I

=<IHD

d to go to a village in

i bush, the only road ( ! )

ing a narrow sandy path
5d by natives, and about ten inches wide. I had
ride the whole distance (ten miles there and back)
the low gear, with my feet hanging ready to support
'self each time the machine jibbed on the loose sand.

Mechanically, I have had a most uneventful time.

ised to be bothered with dust choking carburetter,

t cured this by taking pedals off and fitting foot-

ards, which prevented the sand from rising. Both the

iumph bicycle and Fit-all gear have behaved splen-

Ily during the eight months I have been in Africa.

[ oil the engine every twenty miles, and have never

J the slightest 'symptom of overheating, even after

I miles on low gear in the hottest time of day. In

irol I average eighty to ninety miles per gallon. I

d the engine requires taking down, piston scraping,

i valves grinding in more often than in, England,
)bably because of the enormous amount of dust here,

res are Clincher A Won, and have done splendidly,

lave just got a Dreadnought, which is certainly the

ng for this country, or even something heavier would

Large patches o( soft mud are the only things which effectually stop
the motor bicycle, and four natives are then employed to carry the machine
over the swamp in the manner shown.
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be better. Petrol I brought out with me; it can be
purchased here, but if one were going up country the
only thing is to bring it out with one.

I yse Shamrock-Gloria or Stanley Dermatine belts,

and am just getting to the end of my second, after a
total of about 3,000 miles.

For a machine for use • in West Africa, I think
the following is a suitable

specification : Single-cylin-

der, 3 to 4 h.p., magneto
and two-speed gear abso-

lutely essential, spring

forks, handle-bar control,

footboards, low saddle posi-

tion, large springy saddle,

extra thick tyres.

In spite of the high tem-

perature, no fear of over-

heating need be entertained

if a good oil is used at

proper intervals. I use

Price's A for air-cooled

engines. The magneto has
given no trouble; I oil it

every hundred miles, and
flush out with paraffin every

five hundred.

From a health point of view, motor cycling is an

excellent thing out here, as the effect of the sun is

diminished to an enormous extent when one is

travelling at sixteen or eighteen miles per hour and
creating a breeze. r

The excellent running and reliability of my Triumph
have been so much admired that three or four more
men here have ordered new models.

In Accra itself there are quite a lot of cars—four

Daimler lorries used for bringing in produce, two
6 h.p. P overs, one 14 h.p. Star, one 9 h.p. Adler, one
6 h.p. Starling, and an old three-cylinder Panhard with

solid tyres. In motor bicycles, besides my own, there

is a Singer, a 5 h.p. Vindec and sidecar, a 5 h.p. twin

Rex (which, by the way, the owner is afraid of, as he

understands as much about motors as a cow does of

ballooning), and a 1906 Triumph. The pastime is

gradually increasing in popularity.

With all good wishes to readers of The Motor Cycle.

A. G. Eldred.

The author rode ten miles along this path, all on the low gear. Thejmotor cycle occupies the coveted position under the village shade-tree.
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MOTOR CYCLE TAXATION
IT

seems to be a foregone conclusion that increased

taxation of motor cars is inevitable. That some

little re-arrangement of license duties on heavy

and powerful cars is desirable is not denied ;
but

it does not follow th^t, because one type of motor

vehicle has escaped lightly, the motor cyclist should

suffer additional imposition. -
;,

The ranks of motor cyclists are quite half filled with •

men who, were there no such thing as a motor cycle,

would run a pony and trap. Whether they use a motor

cycle for business or pleasure is of no concern in this

article. The original outlay for motor cycle or pony

and trap is similar, although the cost of upkeep is in

favour of the motor cycle. On the other hand, the cob

may, and in good hands does, increase in value; the

motor cycle never. The trap will usually accommodate

four persons ; the motor cycle. With the necessary fore,

side, or rear attachment, .can only carry two. No
subtle sophistfy can prove that the motor cycle causes

greater damage to the road than the pony and trap,

even admitting the former travels three times the dis-

tance covered by the latter ; and when the Light Loco-

motives Act came into force in 1896, the Imperial

Government placed the motor cycle on the fifteen

shillings level along with the two-wheeled carriage.

All things considered, this was a fairly reasonable

arrangement, with the odds if anything in favour of the

pony and trap ; and were the local taxation licenses to

remain it is extremely improbable that there would be

any change.
In last year's Budget speech, however, Mr. Asquith

intimated his intention of gathering all license duties

into the Imperial Exchequer, and it is in this prospec-

tive domestic change in revenue finance that the possi-

bility of increased motor taxation lies. It is not

improbable that, if this change is made, there will be

a tax of a crown or seven and sixpence on the

ubiquitous push bicycle, and then there will be some

fun!

The Motor Car Act of 1903.

Since the Light Locomotive Act, which removed from

our roads the picturesque individual with the red flag

whose duty it \vas to set a pace not exceeding four miles

an hour to a road locomotive, and which defined the

light locomotive as "
. . . constructed that no smoke or

visible vapour is emitted therefrom except from any

temporary or accidental cause"—^what a blessing the

injunction against the vapour only affected its visi-

bility ! Since the Light Locomotive Act, which applied

the carriage license duties to light locomotives, we have

been saddled with the Motor Car Act of 1903.

This, among other provisions, prescribed the regis-

tration of motor vehicles and the licensing of drivers.

It fixed the registration fee for motor cycles at five

shillings. It is heavy enough considering its practical

utility. The raison d'etre of this item was " purposes

of identification "
; its only use in Great Britain is to

acquaint the officials of the Excise that you are the

possessor of, or, to be strictly precise, that you are

anticipating delivery of, a motor cycle. In Ireland the

information is carefully secreted in the office of the

clerk to the registering council. Thank goodness, it

requires no renewal, although there is no rebate on

cancellation.

There is no registration of horses or traps !

Then the motor cyclist before venturing even down
his own street must take out a driver's license, which
is renewable annually, and cannot be granted to a per-

son under fourteen years of age. And yet any mere
child who can hold a pair of reins may enjoy the free-

dom of the road behind or on a horse without any

restriction

!

The WeaKnesses of the Present Act.
It is not the intention of the writer here to expose the

manner in which the Act of 1903 is evaded. The
unscrupulous learn its weaknesses soon enough. But

everybody who has a practical knowledge of its work-

ing is satisfied that both the registration and licensing

of drivers are unsatisfactory, to say the least. It has

been the writer's privilege to read two articles on motor
legislation in the Revenue Review, a journal conducted
and written by, and circulating among, the outdoor
officials of the Inland Revenue Department. The first

was from the pen of a supervisor, obviously an anti-

-"motorist. He wanted exhausts " in the form of inverted

syphons, four feet from the ground," together with the

total prohibition of wind screens. The wheelbarrow
of the heathen Chinee should surely be a suitable

locomotion for him. The other was written by a

second class officer, presumably a young fellow, who
confessed he invested annually in " that five shillings-

worth of formality, the driver's license." The latter

article particularly illustrated the defects of the Act

of 1903, and compared the taxation of horse drawn
vehicles with motors. No licenses whatever are paid

on a very great percentage of horse-drawn vehicles.

Were our pony trap used for carrying goods in the

course of trade, and we painted our name and address

in any colour and anywhere that it might be visible, so

long as the letters were not less than an inch long, we
too should be exempt. Whether a motor bicycle in

such circumstances would be permitted to be used with

out license is a problem which would land one in

expensive litigation.

There is another item against increased license dutj"

on motor cycles, and that is old Ireland. There are

no carriage licenses in Ireland. If motor cycles are

selected for a special contribution of an annual pound
sterling to the Imperial Exchequer, which everybody

directly interested seems to have taken for granted, it

is only reasonable that the Irish motor cyclist should

pay along with his English, Scottish, and Welsh

brothers. Has the Government the courage to per-

petrate such an injustice to Ireland? We trow not

And somehow we fancy there will be no increase in the

cost of the motor cycle license.

If motor cyclists handled the business properly there

would not be, for, after all, the road is not the absolute

property of the man who walks, nor the rnan who drives

donkey, mule, or horse. R. R.

We had an opportunity a few days ago of inspecting

some motor cycling breeches which are made to measure

by the Bedford Riding Breeches Co., 51, Kingley

Street, Regent Street, W. These breeches are well cut

and well made in strong riding cords or tweeds, and

are sold at a very reasonable price indeed. Those whc

favour leather wear for motor cycling can obtain the

same kind of breeches made of this almost unwearabk

material at a slightly increased cost.
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All there is to

think about
when riding a

LIGHT WEIGHT
MOTOR CYCLE.

It speeds along

such smoothness

absence of

with

and

noise that

even Mr. PoHceman is

passed without any

qualms of conscience !

1909 Specifications sent free.

THE MOTO-REVE CO.. LTD.,

138-142. Gray's Inn Soad.
London, W.C. s.&n.

MOTOR CYCLE

TYRES
are now manufactured by a new Hydraulic Mould-

ing Process, which further increases durability

—

Are Much Improved in Quality,

GREATLY REDUCED IN PRICE,
FULLY GUARANTEED.

If you were not able to see them at the Shows, write
^ us now for particulars of new Season's Programme.

North British Rubber Co., Ltd.,
CASIXE BmXS, EDINBURGH.

HQ

In answering either of these advertisements it is desiraible that you mention "The Motor Cycle."
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[a new book
FOR

Motor Cyclists,

Price 1/2 post free

<I

<1

q

Some time ago a series of articles appeared in The Motor
Cycle under the heading of " Useful Hints & Tips," and
were greatly appreciated at the time by a large number of

our readers.

These articles were of so exhaustive a nature, and coverea
the whole field of motor cycling in such a thoroughly

sound and practical manner, that it occurred to us to

reprint them in book form, with the object of supply

ing a text book, which might be carried in the

pocket, and would be of great value to all motor
cyclists, and make them able to thoroughly

understand every part of the machines

they drive.

Such an intensely practical, helpful

book for motor cyclists has certainly

not been obtainable up to now,

and we would strongly recommend

every reader of The Motor Cycle

to order a copy at once.

JUST OUT
Order your Copy

at once.
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OCCASIONAL COMMENTS.
By

Handle=bar Control.

1 continue to receive a host of letters about handle-

bar control, the writers of which agree only in regard-

ing existing patterns as faulty from a practical point

of view. Two main objections are urged by my corre-

spondents against practically every known type of

handle-bar carburetter lever. One is that the sweep

of the levers is either too wide, necessitating an

excessive finger span, or else that the movement of

the levers is in the wrong plane. I consider this

unimportant; almost .any type of control comes to

be second nature after a few hundred miles on a

machine fitted with it. The other is more serious,

and relates to the vulnerable position in which such

controls are generally mounted, i.e., at one extremity

of the steering bar, and often on its outer side. In

the meantime, a combination of two ideas forwarded

me by different riders strikes me as a distinct

improvement. The throttle is worked by a horizontal

lever inside the steering bar. When closed the lever

nestles up alongside the grip ; when open the lever

is in the same horizontal plane as the grip, but stands

out at an angle from it. The air lever consists of a

thumb slide and knob under the bar just above the

grip. This combination answers both desiderata

admirably. No smash from side-slipping can derange

it, and the movement is exceptionally convenient, tlie

throttle being easily operated by the right thumb with-

out relaxation of grip, while the air slide is comfortably

managed by the forefinger.

Multiple Jet Carburetters.
" H.M." asks readers' and my opinion of a multiple

jet carburetter for motor bicycles. I would not be

bothered with one at any price on a 3!-^, single geared

roadstei*. I described a very simple form of by-pass

jet (largely fitted by Grimshaw's, of Sunderland) some

months ago in these columns. It was' adaptable to

practically every known make of carburetter, and was

inexpensive, so it is easy for any enthusiast to test

such a notion for himself. I would not have one

on a 3^, h.p. single geared roadster, because, as

Hulbert has shown in actual competition, it is usually

possible to get a speed range of at least four to forty-

five miles per hour out of a machine of this type on

a single jet. I am, however, actually contemplating

fitting one to a 7 h.p. twin for 1909 in the hope that

on entering traffic I can slam my main throttle shut

and run sweetly at six miles an hour or so without

constant finicking at the air and spark levers. Again,

if free engines and two-speed gears do eventually come
into general use, as seems probable, the multiple jet

will soon be a standard. It is heartbreaking to hear

the average amateur owner of a free engined or two-

speeded machine running his engine on neutral, and
he is by no means wholly to blame, for the single jet

carburetter can be adjusted to run an engine slowly

under load, but cannot be adjusted to run the engine

slowly when light, unless two-thirds of the maximum
power are sacrificed in the adjusting. For self-

vprotection motor bicycle makers will be compelled to

flt multiple jets when they attach free engines and
two-speed gears as regular parts of their specification.

If they don't, the duffers will knock their engines to

bits in a very short time. The legal rights to these

IXION."

I

by-pass jets appear to be in a rather chaotic state.

When I first described the Grimshaw by-pass in my
comments a reader claimed that it was an infringe-

ment of his patent, and now I see a third party is

advertising the same notion under the accurate descrip-

tion of a " pilot jet." By the way, it is an invaluable

fitment on noisy tricars or voiturettes.

Night Road Dangers.
I must cry, "Hear, hear," to the letter from

" AH 441 " (page 957, December 2nd). Unlighted

sheep are the worst evil, and I have several times

charged a flock of them, even when using headlights

of huge candle-power. Their dirty grey fleeces look

exactly like a dry, open road either in the glare of

a big acetylene phare or in the faint rays of a is. 6d.

cycle paraffin lamp. Only a month ago I pulled

up just in time to avoid a. regular Balaclava just north

of St. Albans, the road being jammed with sheep

from hedge to hedge for" about a hundred yards. As
I stood still and watched them pass four pedal cyclists

rode straight into them and fell off. I had another

narrow squeak this summer at Sunderland Bridge a few

Mr. W. Suddart, of Frizington, Cumberland, has had a double seat

fitted to his Rex Litette for his wife and daughter. He tells us that tricars

are very much alive in the Lake District. He has personally covered 1,300
miles on his, experiencing only two punctures, and no mechanical troubles

whatever.

miles south of Durham on the Great North Road. The
wet road looked black by acetylene light on this

occasion, and, fortunately, I noticed that the darkness

looked rather tremulous just where my lamp's rays

blended faintly into it. I stood on the pedal of my
belt rim brake, and found the road packed from

wall to wall with lumbering black bullocks. The
men in charge of travelling herds at night should be

four in number, and should be compelled to carry

lanterns on short poles, and to sound some distinctive

form of noise producer, if only a tin trumpet. They
invariably seem to prefer that we should run them
down, and make not the faintest effort to warn the

unwary of their approach. I suppose compensation

promises more certain profits than the cattle market,

and that the insurance valuer is more generous thnn

a farmer with his living to make.
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Sally, a Four=year Old.
By A. ALEXANDER MOODIE.

A FOUR-YEAR old. 1 think sometimes she is

f\ a bit more than this, judging by her ways of

' ^ wickedness. She is a giraffe of the top heavy,

oil spurtiivg, compression losing, belt tearing,

etrol eating, profanity provoking, nut shedding

pecies. Occasionally she will run a whole day with-

ut mishap, but, depend upon it, she will get level

dth you the next time you take her out. Sometimes

he will lay down and snort viciously, and if
_

you

pproach too near will hurl sparks and dirty oil at

ou. If you foolishly persist in mounting she will find

tie greasiest patch of. road for fifty miles round and

kid. Skid, did I say? Why, you don't know the

leaning of the word till Sally shows you. And if

here is no grease handy, a wheel rut of modest and

etiring disposition will suit her just as well. Some-

imes she will not skid. You see, she has had great

xperience in skidding, and can skid in seven different

/ays at once; at all events it feels like it. But if

he wants a real change instead of skidding, she will

iciously chew up the belt and proceed to revolve her

lywheels at about 6,000 revolutions a minute for a

ew seconds. Then she will stop, and look the

)icture of injured innocence, and persuade you that

he is the victim of the ever-to-be-anathematised belt

aerchant.

Imagines She's at BrooKlands.
Another variation is to take the bit between her

eeth and imagine she is on Brooklands racing Yindecs

>r Triumphs. This always happens in traffic. No,

lot always. One day in the country (" Contour Book,"

^o. 825) she saw, half a mile ahead, a navvy full

>f beer and slaughter. She immediately gave chase,

md just when twenty yards away dropped the silencer.

Fen yards in front she stopped, and waited for me
:o appease the wrath of this horny handed son of

:oiL It cost two shillings to do the job properly,

md just when I was congratulating myself on my
ucky escape she told the navvy about the silencer.

^t least I presume she did, for the man of corduroys

A^alked straight up to it and picked it off the ground,

rhe language was horrible—^in fact, Sally was for

>nce in her life ashamed—and we moved on. Talk

ibout her liking navvies, it is nothing to her fondness

"or poultry. She dotes on them. It is her redeem-

ing feature. Let her but see a flock of hens or geese

on the road, and she will quiver with suppressed

excitement. She will skilfully round them up like a

shepherd's collie at a competition, and just for the

sheer fun of the thing race them up some benighted

alley or by-way leading to the regions where their good
and worthy ovmers reside. At the psychological

moment when I and these folk are calmly discussing

the occurrence she will burst her back tyre. That is

her way of showing mirth. And punctures, why Sally

knows every move on the board ; she absolutely revels

in them. I have come to the conclusion that she has

divided punctures, etc., into three distinct classes.

The first of these is what I call

The Chinese CracRer Puncture.
This is the sudden half-an-inch-longer-than-your-

biggest-patch type—^most effective on a wet night, ten

miles from anywhere. In order to increase the effect,

she will fall over and embrace you while you are trying

to mend it. At the same time she will disembowel
the lamp. She only does this when you have plenty

of matches and carbide; if you have no matches, she

is content with putting it out. But the principle is

the same in both cases. Then, in order to complete
the job, she will knock the solutioned patch into the

gravel, solution side downwards of course. Then
if you blaspheme, as sure as " Ixion's " in Tartarus, she

will push the tube of solution just where you are bound
to put your foot on it. Occasionally she will let you
mend a puncture, but only on a fine night, and finish

the job off by incontinently bursting in a fresh spot five

miles from home. Then you push her, curse her, and
she is happy.

The next type of puncture is

The Mysterious Puncture.
This is the 2^?'ec6 de reshtance. Sally has spent

years over this, and at last has raised it to the dignity

of a fine art. It is not really mysterious, as it can be

tracked to its lair with the aid of a tube net and a few

gallons of water, but don't attempt to find it without

these implements. You'll ne\'er do it, and the more
you try the more she enjoys it. To give you some
Idea of the way she works the game I will give you an

example. One Sunday morning I took her out, much
against her will, in order that I mieht qualify as a

hond-fide traveller within the meaning of the Act. I

could tell from the beautiful .and even way in which
she ran that she was contemplating some new and
desperate scheme. About a mile from the haven of rest

she began to monkey up the front tyre. By the time I

reached my destination it was nearly deflated. After

a short rest I felt fit for anything, so decided to gi^'e

battle t6 Sallv, and show- her once and for all that I

was master. This was in the days of youth, but T

know^ better now. It was a blazing hot day, so my
task was doubly unpleasant. Still, I had sworn a

terrible oath—in fact, several—that she was to be

conquered. I hoisted her up. against a fence, and
set to work. After much language, I mended that

puncture. It was such a novel experience to get the

better of Sally' that I drank her health. When
this was done I returned to her, only to find that out

of sheer, cussedness she had let the back tyre down.

Some bystanders told me it w^as the heat of the siin,

but I knew better. ' It was Sally.

T]ie remaining species is the

LeaKy Vaive Puncture.

This is nor in the strict sense of the word a puncture,

but you think it is. This is where Sally has you.

When you pull the tube out you are sure to dislodge

some patch or other, thereby making a puncture. You
mend this and put the tube back, only to find it just

as bad as when you started.

It will interest our readers to know that the Nala

Hub Co., 18-19, Queenhithe, London, E.C., are the

wholesale agents for the well-known Nala two-speed

gear. The retail agents for the gear for London and

district are Messrs. H. Collier and Sons, Ltd., Herbert

Road, Plumstead, London, S.E.
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"C/ie Editor and Staff wish all readers of " The Motor Cycle " a very Happy Christmas.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from our readers and our replies thereto. When particular

makes of machines, accessories, or tyres are mentioned, numbers must be used, the writer to keep a key for

reference. All queries should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E. C, and whether

intended for publication or not must be accompanied with a stamped addressed envelope for reply.

Adjusting Magneto Chain. Escape of OU.

(1.) There seems to be no

^ means of taking up -wear ot

> magneto driving chain on my
_1J motor cycle. In its present

state the constant knocking of

hain against cover renders machine
ery noisy. Will it be necessary to

lave new chain? Present one has run

bout 2,000 miles. (2.) If too freely

ibricated engine throws oil appar-

itly from pulley wheel bearing. I

ave had this trouble ever since

lachine was new. Bearing is not

orn, and release valve is in good

rder. What is the remedy?

—

[.G.A., Stevenage.
You will probably find that the

) through which the bolts pass in

magneto platform are cvai, so that

>n the bolts are slackened the loose-

i of the chain can be taken up by
ing the magneto along. (2.) You
ht try fitting a felt washer round
engine-shaft, which may have the

;t of stopping the leakage. Care

i select a suitable thick oil for your
^ne, and give the engine half pump-
of oil.

RestoTing Power to an Engine.

Can you please tell me why
my 2| h.p. Bradbury has lost

power and speed on hills?

iJ When I had it six months or
so ago it climbed all hills at a

)od pace. It is geared 4^ to 1, and
is Castle accumulator, wipe contact
id trembler coil. I have had the
trburetter and petrol pipe off the
achine and thoroughly cleaned
lem. It starts quite easily. The
irburetter is a Longuemare with
o. 7 spray, and the petrol rises to
ithin ^in. of top of jet. Also it

fuses to pick up speed quickly as
once did, but it does not misfire.

—

B.

engine requires tuning up. You
t to mention the state of compression,
this is the most likely cause of the
ng off in speed on hills. Stand on
pedal against compression with

k wheel jacked up, and if it does
hold your weight for about a

ute you can improve matters very
siderably by first grinding in the
lust and inlet valves and replacing
springs, which have no doubt lost
e of their strength. Make certain
/ the valve caps do not allow the
pression to leak past them, and
;k the opening of the valves. If the
pression is not as good as it might
after the above attention, it would
veil to examine the piston rings. If
t have brown patches on them it is

)roof that the gaees are escaping
), and new rings will be necessary.

?

Ratio ot Gears tor Passenger Work.

I am the owner of a 1907
standard 3^ h.p. Minerva fitted

with the Fit-all two-speed gear.

Engine pulley 4^in., rim pulley
19in. On the high gear I was

told it was 5 to 1, and low gear 11 to

1, but I cannot make it much
different than 4^ to 1. 1 use a Mont-
gomery sidecar with flexible joint-,

and on the level road get along
ve y niceiy, but on roads which
are on the incline it soon tells on the
engine. My weight is fifteen stones,

and passenger's weight about eleven
to twelve stones, so I do not con-
sider the performance a bad one, but
I want, if possible, to get a gear of

about 5^ or 6 to 1 for high gear. Can
you advise me how I can get this
done? Is it possible to arrange gears
better if chains and toothed wheels
are used?—J.R.W.

To reduce the two gears all you can do
is to have the ratios of the pulleys
altered. The simplest way if it can be
managed would be to fit a larger belt

Mr. Bates, the owner of the two-speed twin-
cylinder combination described on page 1002, has
sent us a tasteful picture postcard with Christmas
greetings, which is reproduced above.

rim pulley. Ascertain if a larger pulley

would clear the cranked portion of the
chain and back stays. Chain trans-
mission is certainly better for passenger
work, but it would most probably be
necessary to strengthen the lower por-
tion of the frame of your machine if

you fitted a chain drive, as the bicycle
was not designed for such a positive
transmisision.

Fouling of Sparking Plugs.

I have a four-cylinder F.N.,
and lately I have had trouble
with fouling of the two back
cylinders. Strange to say, be-
fore this occurs the engine

doe.sn't smoke at all. The oil I use
at present is Price'.s. While riding
my brother's If h.p. F.N. I lubri-
cated freely with Vacuum oil, and
got a very smoky exhaust without the
plug oiling up. Would it be better
for me if I used Vacuum in my four-
cylinder, because since it is a hydro-
carbon oil it would burn before foul-
ing the plug. Also my magneto (as
set by myself) breaks 5 mm. before
the piston reaches the top of com-
pression stroke. Is this correct, or
could I by advancing the armature
one tooth gain more speed?—L.E.F.

You might try a change of oil as an
alternative, but very often the trouble
may be cured by carefully choosing the
sparking plugs you use. You do not
say in what position the spark lever is

when the break of the magneto occurs.
Magneto points should be set to break
witn lever fully retarded and piston on
dead centre of compression and firing
strokes.

READERS' REPLIES.
Misfiring at Slow Speeds.

With reference to "N.H.W.'s"
query rt 1908 Triumph, I had the same
trouble with mine. The plug points
(Oleo plug) were at the correct dis-
tance, but the central wire of the plug
was a little loose, and when I had
screwed the plug home and put the ter-
minal on, apparently the wire was very
close to one of the three points. When
running slowly the vibration appar-
ently brought the two into actual con-
tact, frequently causing bad misfiring.
When running fast "

this was not
noticed as the number of vibrations
of the central wire would be so great
that the gap would not be interrupted
long enough to cause a misfire.

—

St.
John Ffrench Blake.

Wear of Tyres with Sidecar.

I note in one of your recent answers
in "Questions and Replies" that you
say a back tyre on a motor bicycle with
sidecar will last about 1.000 miles. It
may possibly interest your readers to
know that a 26in. by 2^in. Palmer cord
tyre has lun 3,720 miles on the back
wheel of my tricar at an average speed
of seventeen miles an hour. The
weight when loaded is 6cwts. The
fabric has- given out, but the rubber on
the tread is still over itn. thick.

—

John
Nasmtth.
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SEASONABLE ARTICLES
AND ILLUSTRATIONS.

The Lighter Side.

TIME TO LIGHT LAMPS—Dec. 23rd, 4.51 p.m.; Dec. 26th, 4.53 p.m. ; Dec. 30th, 4.56 p.m.

A Paper on Lamps.
'

' Motor Cycle Lamps '

' is the title of

a paper to be read before members of

the Auto Cycle Union at 112, Picca-

dilly, W., on January 7th, at 8 p.m.,

by Mr. P. W. Bischoff.

Speed Limit applied For.

The Richmond Town Council has re-

solved to apply for a ten miles limit for

rrotor vehicles on a number of roads
through Richmond, Petersham, and
Kew.

Aluminium for Tank

A Coventry correspondent writes that

when out motor cycling a few months
ago he came acroee a machine of

unknown make with a petrol

tank made of aluminium. He
thinki the tank had cast alu-

minium ends and tubular body
with a bolt passing right through
from end to end. Will the
owner of this machine, or the

makers of similar tanks, kindly
communicate with the Editor?

Riding Position.

Mr. T. K. Hastings sends us a
photograph of his latest mount

—

a 5 h.p. 1909 twin-cylinder
Indian motor bicycle. This
machine has undergone one or
two alteratians to make the seat

lower while retaining as much
as possible a forward position for

the saddle. The top tube has
been dropped towards the back
stays for about eight inches at the re;ir

end of the tube, and the tank bevelled
off to suit it. By this means the saddle
can be brought forward without rais-

ing the position of the rider.

Tlie increase of Motor Cycles.

The R.A.C. Journal published last

week a tabulated list giving the
number of motor vehicles registered up
to 30th September last, compiled from
returns kindly furnished to the R.A.C,
the S.A.C., a'nd the I.A.C. by the regis-

tering authorities. The table of totals
is as follows :

Public
Private Trade convey- Motor
cars. veiiicles ances. cycles.

England and
Wales ... 63,240 11,172 5.461 57,472

Scotland ... 5,231 810 384 4,482
Ireland ... 2,910 122 35 3 072

Tlie Number of Motor Vehicles Registered.

For four years the number of motor
cycles registered in the United King-
dom has been given in The Motor Cycle.,

the statistics being compiled from re-

turns furnished by the Clerks of the
County Boroughs and County Councils.
This year we refrained from gathering
the figures together because it has come
to our knowledge that in all cases the
cancellations are not taken into account
in the figures. Consequently, by the
above means it is impossible to give
accurately the number of motor cycles
in use, and a® the years roll by the re-

turns must get still wider of the mark.

FUTURE EVENTS.
Paper by Mr. H. M.7— (Provisionall Essex M.C.

Wyatt on "Magnetos."

Motor Cycle Lamps," a paper to be read
before the Auto Cycle Union, by Mr. P. W.
Bischoff.

16-23—Motor Cycle Show at Madison Square
Garden, New York.

Essex M.C. Annual Dinner.

Coventry M.C. Annual Dinner and Presenta-
tion of Prizes.

30—Auto Cycle Union Annual Dinner, preceded

by the Council Meeting, at the Waldorf
Hotel, Aldwych, W.C.

Totals ... 71,381 12,104 5.880 65.0''6

Our figures to the end of June, 1907,

gave the total number of motor cycles

•egistered in the United Kingdom as

53,877, so that there has been an
approximate increase of 11,149 in fifteen

months. The increase during the

twelve months ended 30th Jime, 1907,

wafi not so large relatively, viz., 8,142.

Where Motor Cycles are Numerous.

More motor cycles have been regis-

tered in Birmingham than in any other
provincial town, viz., 1,796. Liverpool
coming next with 883, and Manchester
third with 850.

Auxiliary Assistance.

In a certain South Kensington Exhi-
bition a model is shown of a sailing

vessel fitted with a series of hand cap-

stans to assist in the propulsion of the
ship. In the description of the model
it says, "Auxiliary assistance by
muscular power is used "—a term which
might readily be applied to L.P.A.
under certain conditions.

Proposed Tax on PetroL

The Parliamentary correspondent of

The Autocar has the best reasons for

stating that a duty on petrol is engag-
ing the attention of Treasury experts
in connection with next year's Budget.
Many interviews have been held be-

tween representatives of the depart-
ments and leading men in the motoring
industry. All things considered, impos-
ing a tax on petrol consumed certainly

seems the simplest and moet reliable

method that could be devised.

A.C.U. Council Meeting and Dinner.

It has now been announced that the
council n.eeting and annual dinner of
the Auto Cyc!e Union will both be
hesld at the Waldorf Hotel, Aldwych.
W.C, on Saturday, January 30th. The
ccuncil meeting will take place in the
afternoon at 2.30, and the dinner
at 6.30. Notices for the agenda must
b'? in the hands of the secretary by
Thursday, January 7th, 19C9.

Cudliam Hill on the Market.

Lord Derby has decided to dispose
of hi.s landed estates in Kent. These
include 3,000 acres near Tonbridge. in-

cluding the famous One Tree Hill.

The Cudham portion of the pro-
perty is i,600 acre.? in extent,
and includes Cudham Hill and
the Earl's mansion at Holwood,
on the Westerham Road.

An Ambitious Ruling.

The Trials Sub-committee of

the Nottingham M.C.C. suggest
that at all future hill-climbs the
competitors machines are weighed
on the spot before and after the
ascent, and where the cubical
capacity of the engine is a factor

in the result, all the winning
machmes be verified in this par-

ticular as well. Tiiis ruling
reads all right on paper, but we
are afraid the work for the
officials w'll be much greater

than they imagine. It might be
all right with a small entry, but with
forty or fifty competitors the work
would be practically impossible in the
time allowed for an afternoon, or even
an all-day competition.

Motor Union's Gift to Motor Cyclists.

The Motor Union proposes to present

a button badge to all its motor cycling

members. Members desirous of bring-

ing the advantages of the half-guinea
and guinea classes of membership to

the notice of their friends, are invited
to apply for the revised prospectus. It

can be obtained post free from the sec-

retary, 1, Albemarle Street, W.

Another Motor Bicycle Stolen.

Messrs. Heath and Wiltshire, Ltd.,
motor engineers, Farnham, inform us
that on the night of the i4th inst. a
3 h.p. Triumph motor cycle, number
supposed to be BK 102, fitted

with magneto ignition, large headlight
and separate generator, two toolbags
(maker's name miknown), was stolen
from their premises. Tools and other
articles were also taken. Messrs.
Heath and Wiltshire, Ltd., will be
grateful to anyone who can give them
news of tne missing machine.
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AN UP=TO=DATE BURGLAR.
By MONTAGUE GREENWOOD.

I EORGE TROOPER was always welcome wher-

T ever he went. Hotel proprietors, landladies—in

fact, all the people who cater for birds of

passage—were pleased with his quiet ways. He
ways paid up without making any unkind remarks,

hether their charges were exorbitant or not. Their

ily regret was that he seldom, if ever, patronised

em a second time. There were very good reasons for

is little peculiarity. Only a very select few- were

vare of the cause. To the public eye he was merely
motor cycle rider, touring about the country. The
w motor enthusiasts who had had the opportunity of

:amining his machine (he avoided these attentions as

uch as possible) had marvelled at its completeness as

touring mount. Everything that could eliminate or

pidly cure a breakdown seemed to be there. The
igine was a beautiful specimen of its class, a twin of

h.p. The exhaust ports, pipes, and silencer were

ceptionally large, making the engine practically

lent. A double system of ignition was installed

—

agneto and accumulator. Large compression taps
sre fitted, with taps directly above them to supplv
iraffin for easy starting. No one except the owner
mself had seen his complete kit. They would cer-

inly have marvelled more than they did if they had.
beautiful set of all reasonably portable spares were
atly arranged in their special compartments—spares
at George Trooper knew would positively fit, all

ving been actually used for that very purpose. E\erv
eful tool was in the roll ready to be slipped from its

3p when wanted. All this was right enough. Secret
lockets and places on the bicycle could tell a different

le. Several sets of identification plates, with letters

presenting widely ' separated counties ; driving
enses ditto, with different names on them ; a very
ecial set of tools, which included one that the
nple-minded might have taken for a tyre lever.

?orge Trooper, with his many aliases, was a good
ample of the up-to-date burglar.

No Mere Pot=hunter
It must be understood that he was no mere vulgar
t-hunter. Appropriation of plate and bulky valuables
d no attractions for him. Jewellerv and papers of
lue were his speciality. Considerable success had
en his fortune. He always took every possible pre-

ution. Country house robberies during the evening
iner hours were his speciality, the best of informa-
•n being obtained generally by a confederate from^the
rvants. A ladder and the run of the bedrooms ensured
uls which were decidedly lucrative, and little short
marvellous for their apparent audacity. His trusty

)toa- was always waiting at some convenient spot. A
w set of identification plates, different kind of
ggles, a white instead of a black coat, and his own
)ther wouldn't know him. George Trooper was far

> clever to keep the stolen proceeds for more than a
V hours. He generally buried them. A safe time
:erwards, an old gentleman would visit the neieh-
urhood, and dig up ferns for his collection. The
1 botanist was a good chum of George Trooper's.
A beautiful spring morning, and we see him skilfully
reading his way through the maze of tramlines and
ler obstacles which one meets in suburban London.

George was setting out on one of his little excursions.

At la.st he was clear of Greater London. A beautiful

stretch of country road lay before him. Quickening his

pace, he was soon reeling off the miles. He felt in

splendid spirits. Dry roads and beautiful weather,

combined with all particulars relating to a certain

big country house, which was his goal, were the cause

for this. It was his intention of putting up for one
night at Bristol, a town from which he was now
several miles distant. He preferred large places for his

evil purposes, his presence being less noticeable.

His Cautious Methods.

Although travelling on the main road, which went
straight to his destination, without hesitating he

slackened speed, and turned down a side one. His
methods of entering a town were sometimes peculiar.

In an hour he found himself the opposite side of

Bristol. Running into the town, he put up at a

motoring house. A welcome drink at the bar and a

casual remark that he had had a good run from
South Wales completed his satisfaction. In the privacy

of his bedroom he carefully went over the plans of
" The Grange "

;
position of tool-house, with ladder

;

the balcony running along outside the bedroom
windows were all clearly shown. An adjoining planta-

tion would make splendid cover for the bike.

Turning in, sleep came quickly to him.

The morning found him lazily enjoying a late

breakfast. All his energies would be required that

night.

Carefully filling up with petrol and lubricating oil,

he tested the running of the engine on the stand to

make sure all was in order. George Trooper was \'er\

exacting in the starting up qualities of his engine from
the cold. Nothing but the quickest results would
satisfy him. Moreo\'er, he knew how to get them,

" The Grange " was two miles from Bristol. Being
his intention to make a circuitous route, he went in an

opposite direction. The sun was setting over the

plantation as he finally stopped at the roadside.

Putting the stand down, he lighted a cigarette, and
had a stroll round. It was highlv desirable to see

that the coast was clear before putting the motor in

the plantation, the gateway of which was adjoining

the road. It really was a beautiful evening A
beautiful afterglow spread over the syh-an scene ; the

peacefulness of the close of day was in the air. Rabbits
gambolled on the \-elvety patches of turf in the heather

and gorse. The birds gave their finishing pipes as they

settled in their nests for the night. George Trooper
enjoyed the scene, being a man of no mean intellect,

although his opinions on the rights of ownership were

so unorthodox. Redistribution of wealth, he called it.

It never could be said that he took from the poor.

Temporary inability to make the dazzling display of

jewellery that they had was his victims' worst grievance.

The checking of vanity should have a chastening effect

on their spirits, he always argued.

A Useful Coup.
Finishing his meditations, he quicklv set to work.

There Avas no one about. Soon his motor was between
the fir trees in the plantation. A handy stump kept
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the machine upright. Putting on new number plates

;

trying the electric head lamp, being careful not to

show the light; testing coil ignition, which he used

for starting; and injecting a little paraffin into each

cylinder beforehand, he went off, leaving everything

ready. He next donned a pair of thin rubber glo^-es.

Keeping a good look-out, he was soon in the shrubbery

of " The Grange." It adjoined the far end of the ,

plantation. It was fairly dark, but he could just see

the tool-house. The ladder hung on a couple of
' brackets under its roof. Lifting it ofT, he soon had

it against the one end of the bedroom balcony. Every-

thing wa5 quiet, and there were no lights except on the

ground floor. Room after room he visited, with more

or less luck. Descending the ladder with care, he

took it down and put it in a long row of bushes. No

one would tell from outside that he had been. This
might give him extra time.

Quickly going back to his bike, he pushed it through
the gate into the road. Shutting the gate and starting

were the work of a few moments. Then there was the
barking of dogs from the direction of the house; the
sound, however, soon faded away in the distance at the
rate he was going. Telephones and telegraphs go
quickly, so he soon slo^ved down at a spot he charted
and prepared that afternoon. Lifting a flattish stone,

half hidden in the bracken, by the roadside, showed
a deep hole. Clearing his pockets of the plunder, he
put it into several small bags, and deposited therii with
his tools in the hole, and carefully replaced the stone.

A couple of hours later he was enjoving a good
supper in the best of spirits. Success had again
crowned his efforts.

CLUB NEWS.
A Motor Cycle Club for Warrington.

'An informal meeting will bo held on January 21st, 1909,

at the Hall Cafe, Stockton Heath, Warrington, at 8 p.m.
prompt. The purpose of tie meeting is to consider the
question of forming a motor cycle club for Warrington and
district, and the secretary pro tem., Mr. Kenneth T. Hard-
man, 49, Cawdor Street, Stockton Heath, Warrington, hopes
to receive a hearty response from motor cyclists in the
district.

Lantern Slides.

In the last issue we mentioned that Mr. J. W. Eobertson,
of the Perth and District M.C.C., recently gave an interest-

ing lecture illustrated by a series of lantern slides made
from photographs furnished by The Motor Cycle. Mr.
Robertson has now favoured us with a list of these slides,

thinking that other club secretaries might like to hire them
for a similar jjurpose. Mr. Robertson's address is 192, liigh

Street, Perth.

Nottingham and District M.C.C.

A committee meeting was held at headquarters, the Wel-
beck Hotel, on the 15th inst. Present : Messrs. J. Elliot

Littlewood (in the chair), R. T. Whaley, P. Mitchell, G.
Chudleigh Holmes, Geo. Brough, Wm. T. Smith, E. G. Young,
W. E. Brough, F. W. Dance, and the hon. secretary.

Letters from Dr. A. Fulton, Capt. Bagnall-Wild, and Mr.
Chas. Hardy were read re small cars competing in motor
cycle events, all the said gentlemen being entirely in favour
of the exclusion., of such small cars from these events in

future.

Tlie secretary had also received a letter from Lord Hy.
Bentinck in connection with the club, congratu lacing the
committee on its successful establishment.

. Mr. H. W. Bircumshaw was unanimously elected a vice-
president of the club.

Mr. J. Van Hooydonk has kindly offered to lecture, assisted
by lantern illustrations, to the members of the club one Satur-
day early in January.
The Trials Sub-committee report the following as their

decision with regard to tlie Bunny hill-climbing competition.
Prof. Callender's formula was used :

Fig. of merit.
1. L. A. Nolan 00608
2. Geo. Brough 00606
3. W. Reilly 00505

The committee regret that the inaccurate entry forms of
some of the competitors necessitated the verification of details,
and thus hindered the declaration of the result until the present
time._ Moreover, they suggest that in all future competitions,
especially those of this character, the following byelaws be
adopted :

1. That, where the weight of the machine is a factor in
the result, all machines be weighed on the spot, immediately
before and again immediately after such competition.

2. That in the case of speed tests all cut-outs be officially

sealed and examined.
3. That, where the 'cubical capacity of the engine is a

factor in the result, all the winning machines to be verified
in this particular as well.

INVERTED LEVERS ON HANDLE-BAR.
AFTER visiting the Stanley Show, a reader asks

:

" Why will firms fit inverted levers for brake and
valve lifter ? It is considered bad practice

by cycle manufacturers, involving, as it does

hidden wires, awkward turns, and an ever present

possibility of nipping one's clothes in the levers." The
above question is certainly an unusual one, and we
thought that the advantages of the inverted lever were

obvious to all riders. Relying on the grip of the

handles is all very well on a smooth road, but when
travelling at a good speed, if the front wheel should

suddenly drop into a hole in the road, the hands will as

likely as not slip off the ends of the grips, and this

might prove serious. With inverted levers this con-

tingency is rendered impossible, and personally we
much prefer the inverted type of handle-bar lever. We
will admit that there is a slight possibility of the coat

sleeve being caught in the mechanism—as far as we can

remember it has occurred in our case three times in a

couple of years—^but a guard could easily be fitted to

prevent this. Hooked end handles were far more in

evidence at the recent show than in former years, which
goes to prove that their advantages are being more
generally recognised.

" Road Rider
'

' asks us to correct a press error in

"Hints and Tips." When he was writing his notes

on belts he had not tried the Whittle belt, and, having

heard glowing opinions of it, he made a test. The
belt was fitted rather slack to a tricar which was almost

dead silent, and the looseness set up a sort of hum or

jingle, which he mentioned in his notes. He has

since tested the belt with a proper adjustment, and
found it excellent; but, unfortunately, in the hurry

of going to press he omitted to correct his first impres-

sion. He desires to heartily recommend the Whittle

belt, especially for heavy passenger work.
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THE discussion was opened by Mr. W. H. Wells. Of

two pistons which luid been handed round, he stated

that he preferred the one with a recess between the

two rings, though he failed to see how the oil got

to the top ring. Mr. Cove had mentioned the fitting of a

pipe from the petrol tank to the compression tap. This, he

thought, would do great harm, as petrol injected mto the

cylinder tended to dry up the oil, with the result that for

perhaps a mile the rider was travelling with an unlubricated

cylinder. Personally, he infinitely preferred paraffin, which

was undoubtedly the best. The lecturer referred to some

of the motor bicycle frames being too short. In his opinion,

the tendency was now to shorten frames, so as to enable the

machine to turn corners conveniently. As regards silencers,

he pleaded guilty to having fitted on his machines previously

silencers which were not so effective as they might have

been. He had, however, brought out a new model. As

regards sidecars, he agreed with Mr. Cove that they must

not be too elaborate. 'He agreed that in some cases the

backs of these were too upright, and ha was now having

built by Messrs. Mills and Fulford a sidecar which conformtd

to his ideas. He preferred the seat to be of wicker instead

of heavier material. As regards tyres, he regretted to find

that Mr. Cove had not mentioned the Michelin Semelle type,

which is both resilient and efficient, and most effective

against side-slip. On the other hand, for speed work he

infinitely preferred the wired-on Dunlop. As regards larjips,

he thought the Lucas separate generator lamp shown was

rather heavy, and stated that he preferred a lighter model.

Mr. Wells spoke most eulogistically about the Brooks 105

saddle, which enabled the rider to sit within 30in. of tlie

ground.
Front Brakes Favoured.

,
Mr. A. E. Lowe said, as regards the question of brakes,

he certainly thought that makers were shirking their duty

in this respect. Undoubtedly the reason was due to the

increasing popularity of spring forks, which rendered the

fitting of front brakes somewhat difficult. He regretted that

among the lightweights the Douglas motor bicycle had
,
not

been mentioned. From a mechanical point of view he con-

sidered this machine to be excellent.

Mr. P. W. Bischoff agreed with Mr. Lowe as regards front

brakes, stating that, in the event of the back tyre being

slack, the rider would not wish to apply a back brake, and
this was a case where a brake on the front wheel vrould

come in. On the other hand, if, as the tendency is at

present, the back wheel is fitted with two brakes, one is

strong enough to lock it, and what, he asked, was the use

of the other? He considered it to be futile. He also referred

to some experiments which had been carried out by Mr.

Mervyn O'Gorman with models of cars with front wheel

brakes' which, when placed on a greasy road, continued in

a straight line, whereas locked back wheels caused them to

turn completely round. Mr. Cove referred to machines
finished in grey. The machine which struck him particularly

at the Stanley Show was the Phanomen, which he considered
'—from the point of view of colour at any rate—to be a very

attractive machine. As regards tyres, he must say he had
had most happy experiences with Clinchers on his present

machine. He had a front cover which had been 3,700 miles

without retreading, and a back cover which had covered

4,000 miles and had only been retreaded once. As regards

Price's Patent Candle Co.. to which reference had been made,
he noticed on their stand a new oil—Sherwood sperm oil

—

which was specially suitable for magnetos. As regards the

separate generator lamp under discussion, he thought that its

weak points were the back glare through the ventilation

holes, which dazzled the rider's eyes, and the fact that the
burners were fitted with too small a union. These points,

he understood, were being dealt with.
Mr. J. W. G. Brooker also declared himself to be a sup-

porter of front wheel brakes. He especially liked the piston
with rings at the top and bottom, so that it was supported
at both ends, while there was a space for oil between. He
also enlarged upon the evil of loosening piston rings with
petrol, as this tended towards the deposition of carbon.
He referred to the convenient position of the Humber lubri-

cator pump, though he thought dust would be likely to enter
at the filler, but this may be altered. Mr. Cove had men-

* Summary] of the discussion on Mr. Cove's paper, read on the loth inst.

beforeEthe Essex Motor Clu

tioned that he considered the 2^ h.p. F.N. was about 10 or

20' lbs. too heavy, but he thought the weight no detriment. He
was particularly pleased to see that the F.N. had botli a
drip lubricator and a force pump.

Mr. Warner spoke upon the excellence of clutches, and
mentioned how they could be slipped on a hill and have
almost the same effect as a two-speed gear. Someone had
mentioned the Douglas. Personally, as far as he was con-

cerned, he considered that the chief fault it possesses is the

extra lip on the piston, which he considered was likely to

cause extra wear.
Mr. R. M. Brice thoroughly agreed that brakes should be

fitted to both wheels. As regards black versus grey enamel,
he considered that the black was more durable. He criticised

the domed piston with rings at top and bottom, and said

that he thought these were rather too heavy. As regards
the lamp under consideration, he thought that the distance
l>etween the front of the lamp and the clip was too great,

imposing, therefore, too great a strain upon the latter and
the bracket. He thought that tyre makers did not pay suffi-

cient attention to motor cycle covers. As regards studded
covers, he considered that the studs wore quickly, and then
the machine slipped as badly as ever, and they were also

luible to puncture. He thought that the fact of having
inefficient silencers was due to the motor cycling public,

many of whom were given to knocking out the inside of their

silencers so as to get, as they thought, more power.
Mr. Siffken criticised inverted levers for the working of

the exhaust lifter, and declared that they required more power
to operate than the ordinary type of lever. Touching asbestos
in silencers, he considered that this caused too much heat
to be retained. As regards the comfort of sidecars, he
thought that if the front of the seat was sprung they would
be better. He emphasised the importance of standardising
rims and tyres, and regretted that Kempshall tyres had not
been mentioned.

Mr. F. Canham spoke of the importance of strongly-
built lamps, and mentioned the desirability of some device
to keep off the excessive glare. Dealing with speed indi-

cators, he thought that it would involve the use of too mucli
mechanism to make the needle travel further round than was
the case with the speedometer criticised by Mr. Cove.
Mr. Durrant enlarged upon the desirability of sprung wheel

sidecars.

Mr. A. Hunter begged to differ from Mr. Siffken's opinion
on inverted levers. He had found them to be satisfactory,
and infinitely better for cleanmg, as they were not fastened
by a clip, as in the case of the ordinary lever.

Mr. Smith said he thought that cut-outs ought to be fitted

to all silencers, and that they should be closed when the
driver was passing through towns.

Mr. Chatterton (in the chair) reviewed what had been
said by the previous speakers, and then called for Mr. Cove
to reply.

The Lecturer's Reply to Criticisms.

Mr. Cove, in reply, thanked the chairman for his remarks.
He considered Mr. Wells's remarks about the piston, as
coming from a man who knew what he was talking about.
Personally, he liked a long machine. He had only dealt with
touring machines in his paper, and though a short machine
would be better in hill -climbing, for ordinary road use he
preferred a longer frame and wheels with large tyres. Touch-
ing on sidecars, he especially admired the sidecar seat of the
Oakleigh. With regard to the Vindec machine, he had been
specially interested in the pedal retainer, which prevented
the pedals from revolving. With mechanically-operated
valves he had had some experience, and he preferred
the other type. In his opinion, the Jbest make of twin-
cylinder machine was fitted with the automatic type of
valve. Mr. Brioe.had said that he found black enamel to be
more durable than other colours. He himself had found it to
chip. Mr. Smith had mentioned cut-outs. He would like
to call the attention of those persons to the fact that the
A.C.U. had tried their very best to abolish these, and in
the Land's End to John-o'-Groat's Trial cut-outs had been
sealed up and the holes in the silencers had been slightly
enlarged with no bad effect. He did not think that
the separate generator lamp referred to was too heavy. The
makers Supplied a special bracket, and if this bracket were
fitted the weight did not matter. As regards sidecars, he
preferred the rigid pattern.
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The Editor aoes not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondenis.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.G., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

Tandem Attachments.

[3737.]—With regard to " C. M. F./s " letter [No. 3699]

on rear tandem passenger attachment, in the issue of Decem-
ber 2nd, he there states that any standard 3^ h.p. machine
will take a rider and passenger with this attachment faster

than a machine fitted with sidecar of double or greater

power. I am myself the possessor of a 5 h.p. twin Rex, with
Mills and Fulford sidecar, and have done forty miles an hour
over a level mile with passenger. I should conclude from
this that a 7 h.p. Peugeot (double the power mentioned) fitted

with light sidecar could easily attain, with passenger, fifty

miles per hour, and as there are very few 3^ h.p. machines
capable of this speed under ordinary circimistances, they
would be still less able to perform this feat with a passenger
of say, 11-12 stones. VICTOR VAUGHAN.

Road Dangers at Night.

[3738.]—-I am interested to see that mention has been
made in your columns of the lighting of traffic on the roads
at night and the danger of running into hay waggons and
similar slow moving vehicles which show no light behind
and cannot be seen until one is quite near tliem. I had a

similar experience to that of a recent correspondent. In a
narrow lane, with hardly room to pass, I came suddenly upon
a hay cart. I should like to mention also the danger of

running into riders on horseback. One night I was suddenly
aware of a horse dancing all across the road in front of me.
I was forced to run on the footpath to pass. I hope the time
is not far distant when all users of the road at night will be
compelled to carry a light of some sort to show their where-
abouts. F. G.

[3739.]—I hope you will allow me a little space in The
Motor Oyde, to which I am always looking forward. It is

very seldom I answer correspondents, but I feel in duty
bound to say a little with reference to "AH 441." I am sorry
to hear that he has experienced danger riding at night,

as I am inclined to think that if he cannot see a full load of

hay even in the dark he must be travelling at a dangerous
speed, and probably be on top of it before he knew where
he was.
Now I am a motor cyclist, and have been for nearly two

years, and have never met with a single accident yet, but
the point I wish to tackle (because I happen to be in the hay
and straw business) is that he requires us to carry a light

behind. As the law stands a light is compulsory in front, which
I consider quite sufficient for any driver that has two horses
to contend with, as he cannot pretend to keep leaving his

horses to see if the light behind is burning. It seems to me
that he requires all live stock cleared off the road at night
just for the pleasure of motorists, but I can assure him that
this will never be. Live stock was here before motor cars
or cycles were ever thought of. Motors run away sometimes,
and very often get out of control.

I hope that "AH 441" will not think that I am running
motors down. Far from it. I agree that every moving
vehicle should carry a light in front and showing from the
same lamp a red light behind. On our lorries we have
ordinary swing lamps, at 3s. each, which hang from the off-

aide of the lorry on the lock, and are about 18in. from the
ground, and can be seen from any position by those on foot.

Why I strongly object is because hay and straw are very
inflammable, and if the lamp behind should get on fire, what
would happen? Only twelve months last November a school-
boy threw a small bonbon into a load of straw. The bonbon
fused inside the straw, and in less than two ticks it was in
flames, and after a hard struggle in liberating the horses, the
flames were subdued after damaging about one ton of straw,
but had the man been single-handed and in a country Jane

the lot would have gone. I mention this to let you see what
drivers of heavy vehicles have to contend with. If a lamp
was attached behind, the urchins would everlastingly be
swinging on behind and playing pranks with the lamp. I

will say this, turning horses out of a farmyard on to a main
road to water is a very dangerous practice, and ought to be
stopped.

I hope my views regarding lights on slow moving vehicles
will satisfy every motorist, as I consider one lamp hanging
on the front and suspended from the lock, also showing a

red light from the same lamp will keep all danger away.
BN 192.

High V. Low Compression Engines.

[3740.]—I was sorry to see at the recent Stanley Show
that some makers were listing extra light machines with
high compression engines. Can the retailing of such a machine
do any good to the pastime? In the first place, it makes
hill-climbs impossible for the ordinary man, who can only
afford to keep one machine—as everyone knows these high
compression engines are much faster than the ordinary touring
machines—and secondly, it is a type that possesses so many
disadvantages that, in the hands of a novice, would disgust
him with the sport. Would it not be better if manufacturers,
instead of wasting their time on these ultra-light high speed

machines, would attempt to design an engine capable of

standing up to its work better than the present-day engine
does? One hears on all sides complaints of 1908 engines
which, after covering a short distance, develop shake in their

bearings, wear their cylinders oval, and even blow them off.

The way the old 2| h.p. De Dions have worn is an object

lesson to the modem manufactiu'er. May we see at the next
Stanley Show engines of which their makers boast not of

the pace up Birdlip, but of the length and diameter of the

bearings. CLAUDE BARFIELD.

The Future of the Triear.

[3741.]—I read with interest Mr. Meers's commentary
on Mr. Davies's paper on tricars, in your issue of the 9th

inst. I have driven a motor cycle and sidecar, fitted with

Oppermann three-speed gear, and found the latter very

efficient. I have, however, great trouble with the engine

chain (forty links) which rarely lasts more than 500 miles. I

have renew^ed the sprockets, but still find the rollers snap

and side links fail. I should be glad to know if_Mr. Meers

has experienced similar trouble, and what chain he uses.

The long driving chain has stood some 4,000 miles running,

and shows little sign of wear. I may add that the engine

is a 3 h.p. water-cooled Fafnir, and the combination will

take driver and passenger about 19 stones up the worst hill

to be encountered on main roads in the neighbourhood.
W. H. C.

[3742.]—I have read the tricar articles and correspond-

ence in The Motor Cycle with great interest. That the tricar

is dead, no one having the use of his eyesight will deny.

I note that you advocate a revival of the light air-eooled

form, and have recently illustrated your ideas on the sub-

ject. Now that we have such perfect two-speeded twin

motor cycles this form of tricar has becomie possible, but

it will never be popular for the simple reason that it possesses

the very fault that has killed all other (modern) tricars—the

tandem seating of passenger and driver. It was the strong

feeling against the forecar and trailer that produced the

sidecar, and I think that the natural evolution of the sidecar

is to put the bicycle in the central position, drive both rear

wheels, and give the driver the same comfort as the passenger.

My idea of design is a powerful twin bicycle (minus its

back wheel) with two-speed geax and clutch of Phelon and

\
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Moore or Chater-Lea type in crank bracket, to which, add
an axle (with a differential), set some distance further back
than the fork-ends of the cycle frame. We shall then have
the air-cooled engine in its proper place—in front—where
it will be well sprung by its own spring forks ; driver and
passenger will both be comfortably seated in a well-sprung
upholstered seat. The control and steering can be brought
to rear end of bicycle frame, where they will be in a con-
venient place for the driver. With this arrangement the only
special fitting will be the back axle, but if made in quanti-
ties by such firms as Chater-Lea they need not be very expen-
sive. I see tliat several new light four-wheelers drive only
one wheel, but this seems a poor makeshift. This arrange-
ment is found on children's tricycles at 30s. each, where the
reason is more apparent. A glance at the illustration of the
German electrically-driven tricycle on page 879 will show
what comfort is possible. Substitute one's favourite twin
for the electrically-driven front wheel, and we should have
something infinitely more satisfactory than any tandem—dead,
living, or unborn. If shaft drive be preferred to chain, we
have the four-cylinder F.N., with change-speed gear as an
alternative. W. B. G.

[3743'.]—I have been reading with great interest the
recent correi?pondence that has been appearing in your paper
on the subject of the tricar. Whether at home this kind of
vehicle is getting less popular or not I am not in a position
to eay. I have been using a 1907 5-6 h.p. Phoenix Trimo for
over eighteen months. Being a Government civil engineer
I have a good deal of road travelling to do, and the roads
are not always of the best description I must say I iiave
found the Trimo most useful and convenient and comfortable
for my work. I may say at once that I don't believe in
break-neck speed, neither will some of the roads out here
allow of it, but an average of twelve to fifteen miles an hour
19 quite enough for the needs of any district officer in this
country, especially with a lady passenger. Some of the
roads here are very heavily cambered, and ako have ruts
made by heavy bullock cart traffic, but I have never had
any accident or any experience such as your correspon-
deiits describe of the machine turning over into the gutter
owing to the swing of the back seat On first-class roads
I have often driven at twenty miles an hour without having
to adhere to the crown of the road all the time.
As regards my machine, and , tricars in general as a matter

of fact (more particularly the heavier kind), I cannot help
pointing out that the great weakness lies in the rear wheel.
For the first few months I had to spend a fortune in tyres
(for the back wheel), as the original and spares supplied
with my machine (2^m. motor cycle tyres) could not stand
the strain. At last, under the advice of a friend, I changed
the rim and put on a heavy 650 by 65 car tyre and air tube.
I have had no trouble whatever since {i.e., for nearly seven
months). Possibly this takes away slightly from the light-
ness and speed, but. for a business man high speed is not of
so much importance as "getting there." I hope in future
the makers will always provide car tyres for the driving
wheel.

As regards the two-speed gear I quite agree that the
band does require very delicate adjustment, but by keeping
It always very tight, and using the clutch for freeing the
engine, the difficulty can easily be overcome. I think the
adjustment ought to have a little more play. As for the
high gear, which is a direct drive from the engine, and is
really a cone metal-to-metal clutch, nothing could be more
delightful to manipulate.
On the whole, I must say for comfort and pleasure, com-

bined with usefulness, the Phoenix Trimo will take a lot of
beating. Its price perhaps is slightly high compared with
second-hand De Dions in this country, for which there is a
great sale. The upkeep, especially petrol consumption, is
very little, and no chauffeur or lad is wanted, as in the case
of a car out here. It is light and handy, and particularly
convenient for taking about by rail, as it easily goes in the
brake van of a passenger train. All my friends are much
struck with my Trimo as a "neat handy little runabout,"
and it is a pity that it is not more generally known in India.
Mine is apparently the only one in Bombay Presidency, and
I cannot make out the reason. Motor cycles and cars are
increasing every day, including cheap and nasty ones, and
second-hand De Dions seem to be the rage.

I must not conclude my remarks without a reference to the
engine. It is certainly the best of its kind, a splendid hiU-

cJimber, and I have never had the least trouble with it.

Although I have been using it almost every day since I have
had it, the piston rings and other parts do not show the
least sign of wear, and the power and compression are as
good as they were when new.

I need hardly say, being a Government servant, I have
no business connection with the Phoenix or any firm.

Poona. INDIAN ENGINEER.

Pistons with Rings Top and Bottom.

[3744.]—I have not seen the case put in the following
light, and possibly it may be of interest :

Reflections of a novice on the two ring piston top and
bottom. No reflection on the makers thereof, who no doubt
know what they are doing. .

The idea of having a bearing top and bottom seems very
good. But why should the bottom ring be gas tight?

Surely the sooner the gas is stopped getting past the piston

the better ; therefore, stop • it

if you can at the top. If one
ring will not do it, use two.
Then the only function of

the ring below the gudgeon
pin is that of a guide or bear-

Ing. If it is gastight, it will

prevent lubrication of the top
.ing for at least some part of

-he piston travel.

I would suggest a piston

inade as follows : Fit piston
with one wide stepped ring

at top with two grooves round it—wide, because the steps
easily break off narrow ones, and grooved because it would
retain some oil • for lubrication, and the friction surface
would be reduced.
At the bottom of piston fit a ring with transverse slots al)

round it (see sketch) to allow lubrication to pass, but make
the slots diagonal to prevent scoring the cylinder walls, and
so form the bottom guide or bearing.

REUB. G. NORMAN.

W W W v\ w \ w w w \\-^

Simplifying Starting by Handle.

[3745.]—In reply to " Essex " (page 880), I would mention
that when I bought my Roc Messrs. Wall very kindly sug-

gested that I might find it a convenience if they fitted the
machine with an auxiliary exhaus't valve lift. This took the

form of a short length of handle-bar tubing, having the usual

horn handle, and was fixed to the saddle L pin. This handle-
bar caiTied a Bowden exhaust lever—a duplicate of that on
the steering handle-bar. As arranged, it is most convenient
for holding up the machine and for raising the exhaust valve
when starting up, and no doubt Messrs. Wall would readily

fit one to " Essex's " machine. It is well worth its small cost.

About this time last year there was an enquiry as to the
strength and wearing qualities of the Roc two-speed gear,

and after a season's use I can only say that mine is, if any-
thing, better than new. It has been suggested that it is

quite strong enough for a small car, and as there are eight

pinions, each ^in. thick, I should think this no exaggeration.

I myself am a lightweight, and the wrong side of fifty, and
if there was any hard work attached to the starting or mani-
pulation of the Roc I should have to give it up ; but I find by
first seeing that the pistons are quite free—my machine being
fitted with a twin-engine with mechanical valves—I arrange
that the rear inlet valve is off its seat, and then inject a fair

quantity of paraffin through the compression cocks, which are

placed just over the exhaust valves. Under these circum-
stances both exhaust valves are closed. I lean the machine
to the left and slowly turn the handle. The compression
cocks being open, the pistons soon become free, and then I

give each cylinder a squirt of petrol, close the compression
cocks, open throttle rather more than half-way, advance the

spark (magneto) nearly fully, close air, flood, and a turn and
a half of the handle, and it fires. When warm, it is only

necessary to adjust the handles and flood it, and it will

start first trial time after time, the reason, in great measure,
being that the starting handle is fitted to the live axle of

the back wheel. One turn of this handle, therefore, means four

revolutions of the engine. The magneto l:herefore gives such

a hot spark that there is no difficulty in getting it to start.

During the season I have had absolutely no trouble with

either the clutch or two-speed gear, and my experience has
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proved them over and over again inValuable in traffic, enabling
you to travel at any pace, stop, restart, stop again and
restart, the engine running all the time ; in wending your way

.

through cattle or sheep ; if stopped in the middle of a steep
hill you can easily restart ; take greasy tramlines cautiously

;

and, not least, start easily and safely on a dark night on the
filthiest grease.

I saw many nice things at the show, but not one would
I have, whether light or heavy, that was not fitted with a
free engine and two-speed gear. They are a sine qua noiv,

and my experience makes me plump for the Roc.
I E. J. SMITH.

Magneto Manufacture.

[3746.]—I have read with interest the letter of the
Premier Accumulator Co., Ltd. [3701], and the correspond-
ence leading up thereto, but regret that, while being desirous
of supporting British manufactures, a limited experience has
ieJ me to believe that, at any rate in connection with igni-

tion coils, the foreign-made article is superior.

I have within my reach at the present moment coils by
three leading English makers (not all owned by me) which
an my own and friends' motors have proved undoubtedly un-
satisfactory and unreliable, and which have been replaced by
soils of foreign make, giving complete satisfaction. As
regards one of the English coils, I may say that it has been
returned twice to the makers. On the first occasion, when
quite new, they we-e so satisfied ( I) with it that they entirely

reconstructed the trembler mechanism. S. G. L.

Dome Topped Pistons.

[3747.]—I have run one of the new Triumph pistons some
2,000 miles, and, having had a good deal of trouble with the
old type, owing to knocking and loss of compression, I can
fully endorse all that the makers claim for it as being a very
real improvement. The compression seems to be, practically
speaking, as good after 1,500 miles as before, and there is

no sign of knocking, unless the engine is badly overloaded.
I find the engine gets noticeably hotter, and in summer will
probably require closer attention to lubrication ; but this, I

imagine, is due, not to the piston, but to the higher compres-
sion employed. With regard to " Flat Top's " queries as to
carbonisation, I have found very little difference between the
old type and the new. The carbon is equally distributed
over the whole surface, and is just as easily removed except
from the ridge round the edge, the advantage of which I
do not quite gather.

I do not suppose that the dome has any mechanical
superiority over the flat top, except that it brings the edge
of the piston relatively lower in the cylinder, and so checks
knocking. Nor do I quite see why, when all the car-makers
seem to be aiming at reduced weight in the manufacture of
pistons, the new Triumph piston has been made so much
heavier. Perhaps someone better informed would explain
this point; the Triumph people usually have some very good
reason for any innovation they introduce into their work.
Mr. Cattell may be right in saying that three rings are

better than two; but if two perform their task so efficiently,
I do not myself see the need of anything more ; and I should
have thougnt that on the score of friction the extra ring
would discount the advantage of its presence.

R. E. S. SPENDER.

A.O.I.V. V. M.O.I.V.

[3748.]—Mr. H. G. Cove, in his very interesting paper
on " Motor Cycles, Accessories, and Novelties at the Stanley
Show, 1908," which was read before the members of the
Essex Motor Club, states that he is a firm believer in the
automatic type of inlet valve for motor cycle engines, and
that his belief is arrived at after extensive tests. However,
in the discussion which followed, there seemed to be quite a
consensus of opinion in favour of the m.o.i.v.
While I will not admit for one minute to question the

practicability and success of the m.o.i. valve for single-
cylinder engines, although personally I prefer the automatic,
I am very positive that the m.o.i.v. has never yet proved its

superiority in the case of twin or multi-cylinder motor cycle
engines either for speed or reliability.

Looking carefully through many back numbers of The.
Motor Cycle, I find that, in 1906, on the occasion of the
A.O.U. open hill-climb on Birdlip, that' a (?) h.p. m.o.i.v.
tjvin of 950 cc. was easily beaten in the unlimited class by a

5 h.p. twin of 670 cc. fitted with automatic valves. In the
A.C.U. Six Days' Reliability Trials for the past few years
all the special awards in the twin-cylinder class have been
gained by machines fitted with automatic valves. The first
open motor cycle race held at Brooklands this year was won
by a twin-cylinder machine fitted with automatic valves, the
Tourist Trophy twin-cylinder class both in 1907 and 1908
was won by a.o.i.v. machines, and I think, without ques-
tion, in all open hill-climbs during the season of 1908, the
twin-cylinder machines with automatic valves have invariably
scored the fastest time, and it has been particularly notice-
able in many instances that 5 h.p. machines with a.o.i.v.
have beaten 6 and 8 h.p. m.o.i.v. multi-cylinder machines.
One gentleman mentioned, in the discussion which followed

Mr. Cove's paper, that there was hardly a multi-cylinder car
in use at the present time with automatic valves. Certainly,
this comparison is ridiculous, as a car has plenty of room to
carry, in a substantial manner, the extra mechanism required
to operate mechanical inlet valves.

The only objection I have ever had to the automatic valve
has been the bother of the spring cups and cotters causing
wear, but this difficulty, I am very pleased to say, I have
entirely overcome by fitting a screw cup on the valve stem
with a lock nut, and this construction has been accepted and
adopted by Messrs. Peugeot (see description of this valve in

The Motor Cycle for November 25th, page 924), and will

be fitted to all of their engines in the future. I have just

heard that the De Dion Bouton Co., who have always been
great believers in the automatic valve, have adopted this

same construction.

Further, I can only say that, until such time as the

m.o.i.v. twin-cylinder motor cycle engine is able to prove its

superiority over an a.o.i.v. engine of equal cylinder capacity,

devotees of the twins will do well to stick to the automatic
inlet valve. , W. H. WELLS.

Stanley Show Impressions.

[5749.]—While being greatly struck by the ingenuity dis-

played in designing the new Quadrant engine, may I be

allowed to add a few words of criticism and of correction

to remarks which have appeared in your pages?

The flat-faoed valves were used in the a.i.o.v. of the 1906

Vindec, F.N. engine, with what success I do not know,

except that they are now used in no other engine on motor

cycles, to my knowledge. The placing of valves fore and

aft instead of at the side is an old idea revivified; it was
embodied on the twin Bercley engine (now defunct), whose
cylinders were side by side in the manner of the 3^ h.p.

twin Werner.
The fault with the one lever control carburetter is that,

when once started on a ride and the shutter adjusted to

suit the temperature, no means exist for enriching the

mixture without closing the throttle, e.g., on a steep hiU,

when pace falls down slightly and it is necessary to close

the air (i.e., enrich the mixture), it is necessary to close the

throttle too, just when full gas is wanted; the same thing

occurs when starting after a stop. The two alternatives are

either to start tlirottled right down with air cut off, or to

fiddle about with the tiny shutter, which on a hill is no

easy task, and one very likely to seriously upset the mixture.

Of course, on a car one lever will act well, as when pace is

dropped the gear ratio is lowered and engine revolutions are

kept up. It would be interesting to hear from riders who
have tried this carburetter whether " one lever " (to say

nothing of an air shutter and magneto lever) "gives a

perfect mixture at all speeds and in all conditions of atmos-

phere." EP 91.—

I

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"F.R.S." would like readers' experiences with the

R.O.M. rubber-studded covers and bands.

"J.M.D." would like readers' opirions of speedometers

on motor cycles after giving same a faar trial.

NOTICE.
The Editor disclaims all legal responsibility in any wa? 'or

loss of copy in the form ol manuscript, drawings, or photographs

submitted to him. Rejected manuscript, drawings, and photo-

graphs will only be returned pro\1ded a stamped addressed

envelope is enclosed for the purpose.
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The Slmms British Magneto.
^HE Simms is the second all-British high ten-

sion magneto, and the fourth new pattern mag-

neto, we have had submitted to us for inspection

during the last few weeks. It is a well-made

shine, weighing only 5 lbs. b)4 ozs. com-

te with driving sprocket, and stands

lin. high. It is shown dissected in the two
ompanying illustrations. As will be

iced, it embodies well tried features, but

have failed to find oil holes for lubricat-

the ball bearings at each end of the

lature*. Double field magnets are screwed

the soft iron pole pieces P, between

ch the H type armature R rotates.

i armature revolves on two ball

rings -B B supported by the brass end
tes T. The contact breaker is fitted on
end of the armature shaft, and, of

rse, revolves with it, a key and keyway
insuring its accurate replacement. The
re contact breaker is held secure by the

tre screw F, so that it is an easy matter

remove it for cleaning purposes. This
iw F also connects the insulated holder

for the contact screw to a brass plate

i^hich is connected one end of the primary
ding, the other end being connected to

armature core. The contact screw is

ustable, and the method of operating the

a,k of the platinum points K is by the fibre uisertion

the bell crank J coming in contact each revolu-

tion with the steel seg-

ment C fixed inside the

liming disc B. The
flat spring L brings the

points together again.

The distance the plati-

nums separate can be
noted while revolving the

armature, after removing the dustproof cover A held

in position by the spring Q. A cover M
enables the armature and condenser U (fig. i)

to be readily inspected, the catches N hold-

O
Fig. I.—The Simms British-made Magneto.

S. Double magnetos. R. Armature windings.
P. Pole pieces. U. Condenser.
BB. Ball bearings.

Fis. 2.—The Simms Single-cylinder Magneto. The letters are referred to in the description.

ing it in place. A switch wire may be attached

to the terminal E if desired for short circuiting the

magneto. It is mounted on, but insulated from, the

timing disc B, and connected to the centre screw F
by means of the spring D. The whole of the parts can

be easily dismantled, and the armature can be taken

out for inspection if necessary by removing one of the

brass end plates T, which latter are held by three

screws.

The timing disc B and the steel segment C can be

rotated through an angle of 25° to vary the timing of

the spark.

*The manufacturers have informed us since writing

the above that the ball bearing on the driven side,

is packed with grease, which lasts for a year, and

that the bearing on contact breaker side is oiled

by means of a small oil tin after the cover has been

removed. Two little oil drain holes not shown on

the base plate are also provided.

—

Ed.
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A RIGID SIDECAR IMPROVEMENT,

)

NE objection to rigid sidecar attachments which
has now been overcome was the method of fixing

the attachment to the bicycle. This operation

usually occupied a considerable time, and every

e it was desired to use the bicycle solus it was no
It operation to disconnect the sidecar and replace

attachment in alignment with the bicycle. A
chaser was told- that it "did not take many
lutes," but for the steering to be accurate the fitting

a sidecar must be done carefully to get it in align-

at with the bicycle. This applies to side-

s of the rigid type, but the Montgomery flexible

pattern sidecar has gained much favour by reason

of its almost instantly detachable fittings. Once the

connections on the bicycle are fixed in the right posi-

tion it is unnecessary to disturb them, as the sidecar

cross tubes telescope into the fixing tubes on the

bicycle. This arrangement has now been adopted on

the Regent rigid pattern sidecars, which aje made by

W. Montgomery and Co., and should be the means of

quickly bringing this excellent type of attachment to

the front. E?i passant, we hear that Mr. Montgomer}'

will be in possession of new works in Coventry early

in the New Year.
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LOTORv^BICYCLES FOR SALE. SNAPTHEM UP I MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
908 5 h.p. Roc, Peugeot engine, Boscli mag-

neto, two speeds, clutch, spring forks;
10.—SMdmore, Swallownest, near Sheffield.

i S the largest dealers in Rex motor cycles,
X we can offer the remaining stock of
-and new 1908 2J and 3i Rexes at prices to
lick creation." Wire offers. Luke Sharp.
Halifax Motor Exchange, Westgate, Hali-
t.x.

/TLNERVA and E©x.—We carry the largest
'J- stock of spare parts in the provinces
r these machines, can deliver new ma-
rines from stock at low prices; cash, ex-
lange, or gradual payments ; charged ac-
imulatcrs for hire, Is. per week.—Oookson
ros., 511, Chester Road, Old Trafford.

SECTION III.

;arnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire,

Derby, Stafford, Shropshire, Mont-
gomery, and Merioneth.

i3. h p. Birch, studded tyre, good condition;
(4 £8.—Hayes, Crosslev Sanatorium,
7odBihiani.

i^OR Sale, Moto-Reve. twin, new September,
runs beautifully; cost £40, with extras,

'i

50.—Noah Heath, Macclesfield.

pOR Sale, 31 h.p. engined cycle, very fast
' and powerful, new coil and accumu-
,tor; first cheque for £12 12s. secures.—
rthur Gratton, Robin Hood, Whatstand-
ell, Matlock Bath.
' h.p. 1908 Rex de Luxe Motor Cycle, free
• engine, only done 200 miles, good as
sw, lamp, with generator, accessories, all
>mplete; £30.—Stone, Rectory Road, Stave-
y, Near Chesterfield.

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland,
Northamptonshire, and Warwickshire.

?11. — 2 h.p. Minerva 26 wheels, very low,
y fast, reliable. — Morris, photographer,
ourne.

HRIUMPH, 1907, perfect condition, new
L tyres; owner getting 1909; £28, no offers.
Box 1,409, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

• 1 h.p. Magneto Rex, black and gold, fast
>3 and powerful, condition as new; bar-
lin, £20.—Holmes, Spencer Street, Leaming-
m.
/TITCHELL Lightweight Motor Cycle, shop-
fJL soiled only, 2§ h.p.; great bargain, £12
IS.—Brown's Stores, 12, Bull Ring, Birming-
am.

3IRCHPIELD Motor Cycle, 3i h.p., low,
J long wheelbase. Hermetic tyre, very
nart; bargain, £11 10s.—12, Bull Ring, Bir-
LIngham
>1 h.p. Rex Motor Cycle, low built, spring
2 forks, 26 wheels, thoroughly good;

EFer bargain, £13 IDs.-Benwell, 94, High
treet, Aston, Birmingham.
INDBC. twin, 1908, two-speed, perfect; £48,

offers.—Walker. St. Alban's, Grimsby.

\ RIEL Motor Cycle, 3 h.p., spray carbur-
3- etter, only little used ; sell bargain, £12
)8.—56, Sutton Street, Aston Manor.

71.N., 1| h.p., 1908, £35 standard lightweight,
. bought last June, little used, spring
>rk&, magneto, good hill-climber, ideal
inter bicycle; only used as buying touring
lachine; £25. — Dr. Darley, Westhaddon,
.ugby.

3EX 5i h.p. Twin Motor Cycle, magneto
Ai ignition, very fast, powerful, and reli-
ble machine, almost new condition; sacri-
ce £18 18s. ; approval arranged ; must sell

;

ash wanted.—^Lancaster, 103, Heeley Road,
elly Oak.

SECTION VI.

Worcestershire, Herefordshire, Radnor,
Brecknock, Monmouth, Glamorgan,
Carmarthen, Cardigan, and Pembroke.

CEIUMPH, 3 h.p.. magneto, just overhauled,
perfect running order, detachable

ubes; £23.—Element, Eardisley.

SECTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks,
Wilts and Hants, and Channel Islands.

I Q08 3i h.p. Brown, magneto, spring forks,
lu in excellent condition; cash offers.—
jangstone, 17, Earl Street, Oxford.

Best CASH or BCGHAIiQE offers accepted for a few
BRAND HEW 1908 8J ll.p. TOURIST REXES,
magneto, ball bearing engines, handle-bar control.

Makers' price £40.

5-6 h.p. TWIN REX, £17 17s. or £4 and '07 Single
Rex, or £6 and 3| Rex, oi level exchange with Single
Magneto Rex.

UP-TO-DATE UGHTWEIGHTS.

-^<^^
'-' /'mStng^^^^^*—.^

1^^^^
,|^^^^^j\^^00

A lew nearly new aj h.p. 1908 REX FEATHER-
WEIGHTS, magnetos, foot brakes, and all im-
provements. Weight 90 lbs. Handy and efficient.

£19 19s., or exchange.

Six 1907 5i h.p. REX DE LUXE, Roc clutch,
magneto, twin tyre, spring forks, spring seat, handle
starting. Best sidecar machine on the market.
3^7 10s. Guaranteed. ^

4 h.p N.S.U. TWIN, magneto, smart, two
speeds £25

4ih.p. TWIN MINERVA, magneto, ajin.
tyres 25

5 h.p. TWIN G.B , magneto, up to date .

.

25
5 h.p. TWIN VINDEC (1907), magneto .. 29
5 h.p. TWIN ANTOINE, new 22
6 h.p. TWIN REX and Sidecar, four speeds 20
3i h.p. TWIN WERNER, spring forks 11

3I h.p. REX, 1907, very smart 15
3I h.p. REX (1906), low built 14
4 h.p. ANTOINE, magneto, Roc two-speed 20
5j h.p. REX-DE-LUXE, twin tyres, Roc

clutch, magneto 27
4 h.p. ZENITH BICAR, free engine 16
3 h.p. RALEIGH, Phoenix two-speed gear 11

3i h.p. ARIEL, M.O.V., low built 14

3i h.p. MINERVA, Chater-Lea 13
4 h.p. ANTOINE, M.O.V., low 12
3 h.p. BRADBURY, vertical engine 10
3 h.p. QUADRANT, spring forks 10
3 h.p. ARIEL, M.O.V., low 10
5 h.p. TWIN REX, Osborne four-speed .

.

17
2} h.p. WERNER, vertical, low built 9

2i h.p. MINERVA, 26in. wheels 9
SPARK, magneto, low built 9
SIMMS, magneto 10
NOBLE, M.O.V., vertical 9
REX, vertical engine 8

h.p. REX, vertical engine 7
h.p. ORIENTAL, B. and B carburetter 6

i| h p MINERVA, spray, good 4
2} h.p ARIEL Lightweight, spring forks .

.

12

3i h.p. QUADRANT, 1907, spring forks ,

.

IT
Extended payments arranged.

2i h.p.

3 h.p.

2j h.p.

3t h.p.
2

19°'
ney.

Triumph, Jnly, good as new, several
extras; £40.—Watts, Eosemont, Lyd-

TRICARS.
Open-frame Tricar Chassis and Wheels .... S3 10
Ditto with Two-speed and Tyres 8 15
5 h.p. QUADRANT, two speeds, coach

built 19 19
10 h.p. REXETTE, two speeds, open frame 29 10
5J h.p. REXETTE, two speeds, open frame 27 10
6J h.p. HUMBERETTE, Two-seata: Car,

three q>eeds, reverse, artiUery wheels,
three lan^js, Stepney wheel S8 10

GRIPSKIN BELTING.
SdentificaUy made from selected parts of hides.

An ef&doit belt at a popular price. Outlasts two
rubber belts. Correct angle, perfect drive, non-
stretching. We send on approval on receipt of P.O.

|to. 9d., tm. lOid., Jin. 1 /-, lin. 1/1.
Special Terms to the Trade.

Note new address

—

BOOTH'S MOTORIE8,
OHABLES iTREBT ((^ Squars Boad), HALIFAX.

Two rtOTiifaa trom atatioa.

C.
A. HUNTEE, 45. Park Street, Bristol, sole

agent for the famous N.S.U. motor
cycles; eight models to choose from—from
li h.p. single to 8 h.p. twin; spare parte

[

always in stock.

C.
A. HUNTER, 45, Park Street, Bristol, sole
agent for the world renowned Quadrant

I

motor cycle; motorists in Bristol district
I should call and inspect stock; largest selec-
;

tion of motor cycles in Bristol, new and
second-hand.

SECTION VIII.

Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent,
and Sussex.

OTAMFOED HILL.—3i h.p. Eex. spring forks,
k? splendid condition, climb anything:
£11 153.

I

OTAMFOSD HELL.—3 h.p. Trent, long ban,O 8wan-neck eeat-pillar, splendid condl-
I
tion; £11.

STAMFOED HELL.—1|. h.p. Quadrant Light-
weight, Minerva engine, two brakes, all

I in very good condition, and perfect order;
£5 10s.

STAMFOED HILL.-^ h.p. Progress, mag-
neto, 26 by 2i tyres, perfect condition;

£10 lOs.—128, High Eoad, Stamford Hill.

OTAMFOED HILL. — 3i h.p. Minerva, low
built, genuine throughout; £12; in new

condition, grand goer.

STAMFOED HILL.—5 h.p, twin Brown, Pal-
mer cord tyres, Osborne four speeds,

shop-soiled, bought few weeks; £45. — 128,

High Road, Stamford Hill.

23 h.p. Minerva, spray, 26in. wheels, good
4 condition; lowest £9.-229, Burdett

Eoad, E.

3 h.p. Clarendon, M.O.V., low biiilt, re-

liable; trial; £9.-190, Mellison Eoad,
Tooting.

-1 Q08 Pebok, 34 h.p., M.O.V., clutch, practl-
JLU cally new; £12 lOs.—17, Algave Eoad,
Wandsworth.

31 h.p. Jap, spring forks, new Palmer
2 tyres; price £20.—G. Neame, Colkins,

Faversham.

N.S.U., spring forks, magneto, all latest
improvements; £20.-22, The Avenue,

Bruce Grove.

3 h.p. Genuine Werner, vertical, perfect
order; £8, cash wanted.—198, High

Road, Wood Green.

31 h.p. Eex, magneto, 1908 model; £25. —
2 Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet

Street, London E.G.

WHITTLE'S. — Four-cylinder F.N., mag-
neto, spring forks, excellent order;

great sacrifice, £19 19s. cash.

WHITTLE'S. — Clyde. 3 h.p., magneto,
Simms M.O.V. engine, splendid con-

dition; dead snip, £10 15s.

WHITTLE'S. — Antoine, 4 h.p., vertical.
M.O.V., long bars, low seat, 26 wheels;

cheap. £9 15s.

WHITTLE'S.—Eoc, 3J h.p., Military Model,
magneto, clutch, handle-bar control,

like new; £18 10s.

WHITTLE'S.—Bat. 3i h.p., spring frame,
genuine De Dion engine, almost new

;

sacrifice £16 16s.

WHITTLE'S.—Humber, 3 h.p., new tyree.

perfect; £7 15s.—4L Skelbrook Street.

Earlsfleld, Wandsworth.

1 n08 33 h.p. N.S.U., two-speed gear, mag-
ly neto, perfect; £26.-8, Barrett Street.

Manchester Square, W.

FOUE-CTLINDEE F.N., 44 h.p.. latest model
just new; £33.—Danebank, Sylvester

Road, East. Finchley, London, N.

5 h.p. Twin Rex Motor Cycles, 5i h.p., all at

£15 each, splendid value.—Wauchope's,
9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.

£10, or best offer.—Motor cycle, 2| h.p. Peu-
geot, vertical engine, Chater-Lea frame,

good working condition.—Write. 170, Worpk
Road, Wimbledon.

2i h.p. Moto-Eeve, lightweight model, mag-
4 neto, Druid forks, guaranteed; £25.—

At Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street.

London. E.G.

In answering any of the». -idvertisements it ia desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
HAMPSTEAD.—4J h.p. P.N., four-cylinder,

1908, magTieto, and spring forks, witli

all accessories; only £28; guaranteed.

IP You Want Exchanges or Bargains in
second-hands come to 5, Heath Street,

Hampstead.

HAMPSTEAD.—5-6 h.p. twin Be.x, magneto,
and spring forks, 1907; £16; good con-

dition.

HAMPSTEAD.—Brand new 40 guinea Rex
twin, magneto, and spring forks; £28.

HAMPSTEAD.—Twin Fairy, in good order;
only £9, great bargain, with acces-

sories.

HAMPSTEAD. — 5 h.p. twin Vindec, two-
speed gear, complete with all acces-

sories; £32.

HAMPSTEAD.—Twin N.S.U., magneto, and
spring forks, free engine; £25, great

bargain.

HAMPSTEAD.—3i h.p. 1907 Quadrant, splen-
did condition, all accessories; only £12,

great bargain.

HAMPSTEAD.—2 h.p. Minerva, M.O.V., good
order; only £4, with all accessories.

HAMPSTEAD. — 21 h.p. De Dion, in fine

order, with accessories ; only £5 ; splen-
did machine.

AMPSTEAD.—We allow £38 for 190S Tri-
umphs in part payment for 1909 P.N.'s.

HAMPSTEAD.—5-6 h.p. Twin Eex. 1907, good
condition, guaranteed; only £12, great

bargain.

HAMPSTEAD.—Kerry : £7 10s.; splendid
condition, long bars, very low, grand

machine; bargain.

HAMPSTEAD.—4 h.p. Antoine, fine going
machine, all accessories; only £10 10s.,

bargain, gnaranteed.

HAMPSTEAD.—11 h.p. 1908 Model F.N.
Lightweight, new condition, splendid

order; £20.

HAMPSTEAD.—3J h.p. 1908 Triumph, only
run about 1,000 miles, better than new

;

only £33.

HAMPSTEAD.—5-6 h.p. Twin Jap, very low,
splendid condition, handle-bar con-

trol; £18.

HAMPSTEAD.—5i h.p. Brown, 1907. tyres
and engine good condition; £12; with

accessories guaranteed.

HAMPSTEAD.—5 h.p. Twin Vindec Special,
magneto and spring forks ; £28, all

accessories.

HAMPS^TEAD. — 5 h.p. Vindec, like new,
with aal accessories, magneto; £26,

great bargain.

HAMPSTEAD. — 21 h.p. Minerva, M.O.V.,
spring forks, vertical, 1907 model; only

£11.

AMPSTEAD.—2i h.p. F.N., good condition,
all acoesaories; bargain, £8 only, a

H

H
snip.

AMPSTEAD.—3 h.p. Fafnir, vertical, in
good order; only £9 for quick sale.

AMPSTEAD.—5 h.p. T.T. Vindec, 1908, only
run few hundred miles; £32.

AMPSTEAD. — 3 h.p. Kerry, late model,
long bars, good condition, new tyres

;

H
H
H
£12.

HAMPSTEAD. — We allow highest prices
for your old machine part payment

for new model ; write at once.

HAMPSTEAD. — Sole agents for Griffons,
F.N.'s. Vindecs, Minervas, N.S.U., Tri-

umphs, etc.; we allow from £10 upwards for
old machines, any condition, in part pay-
ment for new models.—Rey, Motor Works,
5, Heath Street, Hampstead. 2678 P.O.
Telephone.

i?Q 15s., 13 h.p. Minerva; £5 10s., 2i h.p.^O Zedel; seen running. — Chemist, 91,

Southfield Road, Chiswick.

^'7.-Eex, 2J h.p., ready rid© home, tyres^ I good; seen appointment. — Fricker,
jun., 241. High Street, Brentford.

4 h.p. Roc, standard model, good running'
order assured; £19 19s.—At Wauchope's.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Streiet, London, E.G.

3 h.p. Qua/drant, perfect running order:
£6 lOS'.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet

Street, London, E.C.

t'

'niEWORLD:^

Largest Dealer
TEU:GRAMS TtXEPHONE No.

1909

MODELS.
All requiring a Motor Cycle for

the 1909 season should call and
inspect our grand selection of new
and second-hand motor cycles. Most
of the leading makes are represented.

As in previous years, we have
decided to take any number of

second-hand machines in part payment
for new, as

Triumphs,

F.N.'s,

Vindecs,

Moto-Reves,
Douglas,

Rexes,

Bats,

Browns,

Motosacoches,

Nortons,

L.M.C.,

Humbers.
Rocs
Quadrants,

Fairys,

Etc.

All who have a 1906 1907, or 1908

machine should get our terms of

allowance. We have every intimation

of a great season this coming year.

Orders should therefore be placed

early to secure delivery when required.

Good market value will be allowed

for second-hand models, and offers

will be made by post subject to their

tallying to description given at sight.

Copies of testimonials on application.

WAUCHOPE'S
9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St.,

LONDON. E.C.
Telephone: 5777 Holborn.

Telegrams :
" Opificer. London."

Motor bicycles for sale.

MOTO-KEVE Special Trial MacliinL-, very
little used ; cost over £41, what offers?

—Turpins, 29, Preston Road, Brighton.

IF You Want Bargains in second-hand
motor cycles you can get theon at Wau-

chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street. London.
E.C.

3, h.p. M.M.C.. Chater-Lea, low frame, long-
fiLi4, bars, up-to-date, absolutely sound
and perfect ; £10.-45, Burton Road, Brixton.

51 h.p. Brand New 1908 N.S.U., magneto,
2 standard model; 30 gninea-s.—At Wau-

chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street. London.
E.C.

23. h.p. F.N., low build, 26in. wheels. Palmer
'4 tyres, Derinatine belt, good condition;

£9; trial.—F. Jermy, Frimley Green, Surrey.

7 h.p. Twin-cylinder new Bat Motor Cycle,
a i908 standard model; offers. — Wau-

chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London,
E.C.

-j Q08 Minerva, 21 h.p., magneto, and spring
A.U forks, driven 300 miles only, as new;
offers wanted.—^37, Burdett Road, Limehouse

FOE Immediate Disposal, a few second-
hand and new 1907 and 1908 Triumphs

all guaranteed; offers.—At Wauchope's, 9,

Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.

BROWN Motor Cycle, 2 h.p., perfect run-
ning order; sacrifice £4 159.; owner out

of employment.—Apply, 54, North Birbech
Road, Leytonstone.

51, h.p. Eex de Luxe, 1908 model, blacj
2 fini&h, free engine clutch, magneto

twin wheel; £25.—At Wauchope's, 9, Sho<
Lane, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

£10 10s.—3 h.p., long bars, Long-uemare
every part just enamelled, plated. Pal-

mer cords, like new; bargain.—75, Belmoni
Street, Kentish Town.

3JL-4i h.p. Minerva Light Porecar, in ex
2 cellent condition, very fast and power

ful; reasonable offer accepted.—551, Sever
Sisters Road. Tottenham.

3 h.p. Quadrant, spring front forks, spra;
carburetter, a very reliable moto

cycle, for £12 10s.—At Wauohope's, 9, Sho<
Lane, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

31 h.p. Genuine 1907 Rex, spring forks, tak
2 sidecar anywhere, practically n©w

with all accessories; nearest offer to £15
must sell.—198, High Eoad, Wood Green.

4 h.p. Ecc, two-speed gear, powerful ma
chine suitable for passenger work

£19 19s., first cheque. — At Wauchope's, ?

Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London, E.G.

3 h.p. C.I.E., magneto, splendid condition
£17; also 3 h.p. F.N., trembler coil, £16

trial and inspection welcome.—C. Brooks, oil
man, 306, Albert Road, North Woolwich.

31 h.p. 1908 Minerva, magneto ignitior
2 spring forks, standiard model, con

plete. in excellent order; .£25.—At Wai
chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, Londor

i Q07 Magneto Ee^x, 3| h.p., latest finisl
J-*J absolutely perfect, takes sidecar, po\(
erful, low. very reliable; £17.—Motorist, '

New Norfolk Street, Curtain Road, Londoi

MOTOSACOOHE. perfect order, 1908, sprin
forks, Palmer special tyres, Eich d<

tachable tubes; bargain, £19, or near offei
—Eobert-s, Washington Eoad, Worceste
Park.

31 h.p. Brown, magneto ignition, non-skid
2 to both wheels, 26 by 2i tyres; ver

lowest price, £19 19s.. splendid bargain.-

A

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, Loi
don, E.C.

-i Q08 Triumph, engine dated April 27tl

J.0 rubber studded tyre, Autoclipse lam;
and generator, spare cover, horn, tools; £3(

—Advertiser, 15, Windmill Road, Wandi
worth

.

Ql h.p. Magneto Quadrant, vertical engini
02 spring forks, etc.; £17 10s., in firs'

class condition and running order.—At Wai
chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, Londoi
E.C.

-( Q08 31 h.p. N.S.U., magneto, brand ne;

A.U condition, absolutely equal to new i

every detail, not ridden 200 miles, very lov

rubber studded cover, very powerful, spar
cover, spares for engine and magnto, stan(
full kit ; lowest £30 ; no offers for less ente:
tained.—Hoffman, 60, Chiswell Street, Fini

bury Square, London.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.
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French three-note,

eiFTS FOR MOTORISTS
If you wish to make a present of a Motor Cycle or

useful fitrdent for a. machine, send for our List, con-
taining hundreds of useful gifts for Motor Cyclists.
We can give immediate delivery of some 1909

models and early delivery of others. Cash, Credit, or
Exchange arranged.
A good selection of high-class Second-hand Machines

ready for dehvery. Our credit system applies to most
of these. Specal terms for spot cash.

USKFUI. FITIVIENTS.
The SERVICE TOURING VALISE (telescopic). Fits

on back. Carrier size, idXpXsin. Price 14/-, post
free.

SERVICE BELT CARRIER. Fits on side or top of
carrier. Spare belt fits in easily. Price complete, 5/-,
post free. Useful present.

SERVICE SPARE TUBE AND TOOL CARRIER
(registered design). Fixes pannier fashion. Receptacle
for spare inner tube, spare parts, and full kit of tools.

Everything easily got at with both hands. Saves time
and temper. Size 11 x 10 X 3iin. Price complete, 1 2 /6,
post free. Makes a welcome present.

TOOLBAGS. Sizegxex^in.
To fit on saddle. Price (as
illustrated) 7/6, B model 5/10,
post free.

HORNS.—Triumph pattern triple, extra large bulb.
Price 7/-, post 3d.

Service Road Clearers (as

illustrated). Price 4/9 and
6/9, post 3d. Very loud.

Service Fanfares. Best
; B quality three-note,

usually advertised at 10/-, oup price 8/6, post 3d.

The SERVICE MIRROR LENS,
with or without bail handle. Best
N.P. or Brass, Lamp only, 18/9
Generator . . . . . . 7/9
Extra Large Generator .. 10/6

Post free.

INNER TUBES.—The Service
specially stout, strongly recom-
mended. 26 X 2in. 6/6, 2jin.

7/-, 2iin. 7/6, post 3d.

PATCHQUICK OUTFITS. The
finest repair outfit in the market.
Equals vulcanising. Note our price

2/8, post 2d. A very acceptable
fwesent. Always useful.

BELTS. — All patterns stocked.
Stanley-Dermatine from 1 /2, Sham-
rock-Gloria from 1 /2, post free.

TURBINAIVIOS. Accumulators
can be charged at home without
trouble or chemicals. The house
tap provides the power. Any
one can use it. Price complete,

__ £3 0.

STEVENSON'S VALVE SPRING LIFTER. Holds
valve down and spmg up, allowins; cotter to be easily,

withdrawn. Price, suitable for Triumphs, 2/3 ; ad-
justable for any engine, 3/3, post 2d.
GRIPPLES. For repairing Bowden stranded wire.

No soldering required. Price per box of six, 1 /-,

post free.

CONTACT FILES. The Renewable easily beats all

others. Price 9il., extra files for renewals 4Jd., post
free.

POCKET ADJUSTABLE SPANNER. Complete in
Russian leather case. Fits in pocket. Very smart and
useful present. Price 4/-, post 2d.

LONG HANDLE-BARS. Enables
riding in winter to be carried out in

'HI^^^HB^ comfort. Size |in. and rin. stem.
Price 7/-.

SWAN-NECK SEAT-PILLARS for

Same. Size lin., i^in, and ijin.

stein. Gives a low seat. Price 4/6.

SPEED INDICATORS.—The Cowey combined indi-

cator and mileage recorder. Gear driven. A beautiful
instrument. Tells correct rate you are travelling.

Price £4 4 0, carriage free.

HANDLE-BAR WATCHES.—The Imperial, complete
with holder, 30 hours 15/-, 8 days, 30/- ; the Ingersoll

Watch, with holder, 6/-. Post free.

HANDLE-BAR IVIIRRORS.—Shows whether friend

or enemy is behind you. sin. dial 5/6, 4in, dial 6/-,
post free.

Order early and avoid delay during the Xmas rush.

THE SERVICE CO.. LTD.,
2Sa—3, Haarh Holbor-n

(almost facing First Avenue Hotel),

LONDON, W.C.
Telegrams, " Admittedly." Telephone, a6o Central.

ENGINES.
ENGINES.—Sole ag^ents for Zedel en^nes,

from £7.-5, Heath Street, Hampstead.

6t.p. Star-B©nz engine, suitable for charg-
ing-; £4 15s.-^l, Skelbrook Street,

Wandsworth.

41_ h.p. Twin GivaudT,n, splendid condition;
2 £6; approval, and particulars.—1,419,

The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

BOOTH.—New 6 h.p. twin Autoine, £8 15a.

;

3. h.p. Simms, magneto, M.O.V., £5 10s.;
water-cooled 5 h.p. Antoine, M.O.V., new, £8
59.; 5 h.p. Aster, w.c, £7 10s. — Booth's
Motories, Charles Street, Halifax.

TYRES.
BOOTH takes your old cover and tube in

part payment for new tyres; liberal
allowances.

BOOTH keeps bi^ stocks of Continentals,
Clinchers, Palmers, Shamrocks. Write

for prices: money saved.—Booth's Motories,
Charles, Street, Halifax.

CAE Cover, new. Continental, 700 by 80, Dun-
lop, 28 by 2; best cash offers.—Watts,

Eosemont, Lydney.

Ofi by 2i Cove'^s and various other sizes
^\J from 12s.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,
Fleet Street, London.
4Dunlop Tyres (grooved), 850 by 120, not

usied since re-treaded, good as new

;

£3 10s. each; approval.—P. Jermy, Frimley
Green, Surrey.

MOTOR Cycle Tyres.—Finest value in the
trade; this month's goods; beaded or

wired, heavy, all sizes, 12s. 6d. ; tubes, 7s. 6d.
—Universal Motors, 37, Chestergate, Stock-
port.

'}f\ "^y 2J Palmer Cord Cover, beaded, not
^•i\J ridden 20 miles, perfect, accept 35s.,

cost £2 10s.; 28 by 2 Clincher cover, beaded,
almost new, 8s. 6d.—W. Byers, TuUamore,
Ireland.

ATJDB'S.—Further reduction in guaran-
teed Acme tubes, 26 bv 2, 63. 3d. ; 2J, 6s.

9d.; 24, 7s. 3d.; 28 by 2, 6s. 4d.; 2i 63. lOd.

;

2|. 7s. 4d. : on three days' approval.—Maude's,
Powell Street, Halifax.

GUARANTEED Tyres.—28in. by 2in., beaded
edge, best manufacture, 9s. ; unobtain-

able elsewhere under double this price

;

astonishing value; approval.—Motor Supply,
22, Hall Street, Southport.

REPAIRERS.
ACER, Ltd., for repairs. — 64, Grosvenor

Road, Hanwell, W. TelepHone, 438,
P.O., Ealing.

COMPRESSION Restored, cylinder ground
to .001 inch guaranteed; pistons fitted.-

Acer, Ltd.

Ij^NGINE Repairs in all branches. — Over-
J hauling, re-bushing, replacements. —

Acer, Ltd.

RAPID Delivery and reasonable charges.
Lists free.—^Acer, Ltd.

r* K any motor cycle we cannot repair. —
3viO Wliite's, Brooks Alley, bottom Bold
Street. Liverpool.

CRACKED Water Jackets of motors suc-
cessfully repaired b^^ Lea's metallurgi-

cal process.-Lea and Son, engineers, Run-
corn. •

r.N. Motor Cycles and other makes over-
hauled and repaired by expert special-

ists at the F.N. Repairs Dept., Kelvin Road,
Highbury, N.

REPAIRS and Overhauling.—We have the
finest repair works in London for motor

cycles, with up-to-date machinery and first-

class workmen ; estimates free. — Laystall
Works, address below.

VALVES.-Nickel steel valves to your pat-
tern; exhaust, 68. 6d.; inlet, 4s.—Lay-

stall Works.

CYLINDERS supplied for any make of en-
gine, whether out of date or not.

THE FAMOUS
PHCHNIXTRIMO

RINGS.—Try our stepped rings, guaranteed
to fit all round cylinder wall.

PULLEYS, gears, and all replacements; en-
gines re-bushed, and thoroughly over-

hauled ; cylinders re-bored, etc.—Laystall
Motor Engineering Works, Ltd., Automobile
Repairers, 27 and 29, Laystall Street, Rose-
bery Avenue, E.G.

PHu:; Mix -rfKe

With Lamps, ,^0^> Ready for
Horn, & Spares. S^^9\^ the Road.

LISTS BY RETURN.
PHCENIX IVIOTORS, LTD.,

Blundel! Street, Caledonian Road, LONDON, N,

L::CHESy.RlCHT : .

,.,'.., iW.OTOR , ENGINEER
TJS* -SHAFTESBURY. AVEMUE

• :- LONDDK W:C.

G. T. RICHES & CO.,
LTD.,

19, STORE STREET, LOND0N.

RICH DETACHABLE AIR TUBE.

26" X 2^"24" X 2"

13/6
24" X 2i" IJ
14/-

24" X 2I"

15/-
26" X 2"

14/-
Please write for Special List, with full prices and par"

ticulars of all si^es, together with instructions and hints

Your OWN TUBE CONVERTED. Write for prices-

PI-XVI^^^ES^^^
PISTON RINGS«ALLSiz^3"''5^

[aasfflstijri^saaMPJkWig

GEARS CUT.REBUSHINC.NEWPARTSe'
PLEASE CET OUR LATEST LIST FREE
il nAyp(nA'Wpn(p)Aiic?.tajy;EjtQ^i>. s>(t^/>^t.D.i

In a/nswering any of these advertisements it it desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.
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XMAS BOXES.
THE »»Rlf» Hte.ADl..AI\AF>.

We are now in a position to offer our clients a
further supply of the now famous headlamps, which
we have recently been offering at such astounding
prices.

As proof of the quality we are offering, we again
state that they are

—

(i) Sent on three clear days' appro.

(2) All brass (riveted).

(3) Not soldered in any part.

(4) Fitted with 4in. lens.

PRICE (motor cycle size) 16/11
„ (tricar size), sin. lens 22/6

Order Early and Save Delay.

TYRES.
The under-mentioned tyres are all guaranteed and

genuine, and we are only offering them at a low
price prior to stocktaking.
As we have only a few of each size, we cannot

guarantee delivery unless ordered immediately.

CONTINENTAL.
26X2in. covers, beaded 14/- each.
26X2iin. „ 17/- „
28X2jin. „ 18/6 „
28X2jin. „ „ 20/- „
28X2iin. „ wired 16/3 ,,

CONTINENTAL MODEL DE COURSE.
26x2Jin. covers, beaded 29/- each.
26X2in. „ 27/6 „

SHAMROCKS.
26X2Jin., rubber studded .. 40/- each.

The " RIP " TUBE AND BELT CARr'iERS still

lead the way for a good substantial carrier, despite
the fact that they have been copied by many
makers ; but remember, they are only copies.

Note the low prices. Note the high quality.

QuaUty. " ' " B "

Tube Carrier 7/6 4/6
Belt Carrier 8/6 5/6

The " A " qualities are lined in two colours, and
are finished in a very superior manner.

Long Handle-bars, best quality, heavy gauge, 5/6.
Leather Toolbags, "A" quahty 7/6, " B " 6/6.
Twin Trembler Colls, heavy contacts, 12/6.
Vim Rear Stands, S/6.
Stanley Dermatlne lin. Belting, 8ft. 6in. lengths,

new, 11 /6.

Treble Twist Horns. Absolutely the latest. Try
one on three days' approval, and you wiU never
regret the purchase. Only 6/6 each.

MIOTOR CYCI.es.
MINERVA, 7-8 h.p., 1908, not run 500 miles £31
MINERVA, 3* h.p., vertical, 26in. wheels .. £14
ANTOINE, 5 h.p., 1907 model, 26in. wheels. . £20
MOTOSACOCHE, 1908, accum. ignition, new £20
PHELON-MOORE, two speeds, 1907 £30
ALCYON, twia, spring forks, 5 h.p., a bargain £23
MINERVA, 3! h.p., magneto, spring forks . . £23
TRIUMPH, 3} h.p., 1907 (July), magneto . . £30
REX, 5 h.p., spring forks, twin-cylinder .... £170
MABON, 3 h.p., vertical, magneto H.T £13
CLYDE, aj h.p., magneto, spray £12
ROC, 4 h.p., 1008, two speeds, magneto .... £30
SAROLEA, 5 h.p., a beauty for puUing £20
ARIEL, 2j h.p., mag., spring forks, '08, new £34
REX, 3I h.p., Ktring forks, 1906 model .... £13
WERNER, 3l h.p., spring forks, twin £14
ARIEL, 3 h.p., 1908, brand new £24

Cash or Exchange for above. #
^ Tyre Catalogue post free from

MAUDE'S MOTOR MART JIItors'
i POWELL STREET, HALIFAX.

(Behind tbe Victoria Hall.)
Telapbonaa—43S Day. KM Ni(kt.

REPAIRERS.

C.
A. HUNTER'S Repair Department is the

mosrt complete in Bristol; all me-
chanics, no juveniles employed; personal
attention to matters small and large.—^Tele-

phone, 2978.

TO West of England Motorists. — Oar and
motor cycle repairs, prompt and reli-

able; cylinders re-bored, new pistons and
rings fitted; don't hesitate; send straight
to us.—Hamlin, Motor Works, Bridgwater.

COCCCCOCC. — Compression means power;
cylinder rebored and new pistons fit-

ted; guaranteed fit 4-1,000 incn. bears 13
stone on pedal; write for list.—Qradior Ma-
chine Co., Compression Specialists, (Stafford.

ANY cast or wrought iroa parts repaired
equal to new at nominal cost, by oxy-

acetylene process, broken cylinder? a speoi-
ality; no charge if unsuccessful.—Stansell's
Acetylene Co., Engineers, Carbide Importers,
Exeter.

BIRMINGHAM.—Overhauling, cylinders re-
bored, re-bushing; pulleys, valves, any

make; frames cut down; accumulators
charged and repaired ; ideas carried out

;

prompt attention.—Priest and Williams, 66,

Bishop Street.

EXCHANGE.
2JL h.p. Magneto Singer, for 5 foot roll top
2 desk.—16, Westgate, Halifax.

2 h.p. Motor Cycle, magneto, for higher
power.—Particulars, Thomson, Duncan-

stone, Insch, N.B.

DE DION, 6 h.p.. perfect condition, for
powerful bike and sidecar.—McNiel, 2a,

Trump Street. E.C.

31 h.p. Excelsior Motor Cycle for push bike
2 ai:d £7 cash, or sell cheap.—198, High

Road, Wood Green.

EXCHANGE Gent's push cycle and chest
of 220 tools (cost about £20). for motor

cycle, about 3| h.p.—66. Grand Parade, Har-
ringay.

23 h.p. De Dion-Bat Motor Cycle, very good
4 running order; exchange for push

bikes and accessories.—1,418, The Motor Cycle

Ofiices, Coventry.

WINCHESTER Repeating Rifle, holds 15, as
new, for handle-bar controlled car-

buretter, or Palmer cord, 28 by 2J.—93, Bel-
grave Gate, Leicester.

EXCHANGE for £7 and good push cycle
21 h.p. Scout motor cycle, low, powerful,

perfect order; reasonable trial.—86, Colve-
stone Crescent, Dalston, London.

MAUDE'S are open to make good allowance
for lathes, mechanical tools, or phono-

graphs, or the like, for motor cycles. —
.Vlaude's Motor Mart, Powell Street,' Halifax.

WANTED, Magneto Motor Cycle in ex-
change for my '.ottage piano, iron

frame, and all latest improvements, cash
adjustment.—Pembroke House, 22, The
Avenue. Bruce Grave.

WANTED, sidecar (Mills and Fulford cas-
tor wheel preferred), in exchange for

lady's 1908 Raleigh cycle, with Sturmey-
Archer tri-coaster hub.—Apply, 1,390, The
Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

POLYPHONE Id. in the Slot Musical Instru-
ment, cost £16 16a., with 18 tunes,

practically new; will exchange for motor
cycle, or sell £8 ; anything useful in part
payment.—G. H. Jones, Talbot House, Lich-
field.

EXCHANGE for good motor cycle, tricar,
or reliable modern car, new high-class

furniture, any description, valued whole-
sale, direct from the works. — Furniture
Manufacturer, 7-11, French Place, Shore-
ditch, London.

ENGLISH Roan Pony, lOi hands, brown
harness, and rubber tyred governess

car (by Potters, of Stratford), a really hand-
some turnout, for good motor car (cash ad-
justment either way). — 551, Seven Sisters
Road, Tottenham.

EXCHANGE 12-14 h.p. Gobron-BriUie car,
four speeds and reverse, and for which

owner has no further use, for good motor
cycle or tricar; car is perfect, and will
arrange a level exchange for a good ma-
chine.—Pettyt, dentist, Halifax.

DERMATINE
• SPEAKS AT LAST/
Speaking only of British-made
Motor Cycle Belts at the

Stanley Show,

were British-made Dermatine
Belts.

THE LEADING BRITISH MAKERS'
STANDARD BELT.

Humber, Triumph, L.M.C., Norton,
Douglas, Quadrant, Arno, J. T.

Brown Blear

were fitted at the Stanley Show
with

DERMATINE BELTS
(See The Motor Cycle, Nov. 2Sth,

page 927).

The LEADING BRITISH-MADE
MOTOR BELT.

Fair trading, no bribes, no paM riders.

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS.

The Dermatine is the only belt to
win I St Prizes in Tourist Trophy Race
two years in succession, 1907- 1908.

HHndre4i •( Testimonialt. Britlih Maio

NOTE THE PRICES.

fin. Jin. |in. lin.

1/2 1/4. 1/8 1/11 per ft.

POST FREE.

ME, TOO, at the Stanley Show.

The Stanley Detachable Belt Fastener.

80%
of all motor cycles were fitted -with the

STANLEY FASTENER.
Sole ManHfactorers

:

THE STANLEY DERMATINE
MOTOR BELT CO.,

32, LONDON ROAD, BROMLEY, KENT.
SlANlKY Wbbb, Manager.

^Readers who purchase, or
contemplate purchasing, a new
machine, should advertise their
present mount in these columns.
IJExperience has shown that
"The Motor Cycle" is, in the
majority of cases, successful in

finding^^ a purchaser. ^This
applies also to accessories and
spares. ^ j* ^ j*

In answering any of these cuhertitementa it ia desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycie.
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AU
Rubber

All-Bubber Motor Goggles, with extra pair of Tinted
Leases. Ventilated, lighti and comfortable.

The . .

INVINCIBLE
MOTOR CYCLE SUIT.

It is made as an
ordinary Norfolk
suit. The breeches
are lined through-
out wi.h flannel,

with lace knees.

The jacket is made
with a detachable
leather body lining,

which can be taken
out when not re-

quired. With the

leather lining in,

this jacket is

perfectly weather-
proof. Made in

fancy tweeds and
homesouns.

PRICES :

46/6, 50/-

Comfortable,
Elegant.

Patterns and
self - measurement
forms gladly sent

EXCHANGE.
2h.D. Eex, Elland frame, 90 lb. weight,

spray, trembler, also a IJ h.p. engine,
trembler coil, and 15 amp. accumulator, and
tanks; wanted, a good sideboard, or good
American organ, or a good suite : near Man-
chester.—No. 1,412, The Motor Cycle Offices,
Coventry.

PUSH Cycles, gents' and ladies'; exchange
for Hoc conversion, fit 1907 Triumph, or

gent's and two ladies' for low magneto ma-
chine; sale, engine, clutch, adjustable pul-
ley, fit above, unused, wants slight repair,
£1; exchange speedometer.—Horner, Milnes
Street, Wellington Road, Leeds

C
ODE NEW ILLUSTRATED

n/IOTOR CL THING
and accessories catalogne, post frea )

JOHN PICGOIT L'"
117-118, Cheapside & Milk Street, London, E.C.

For

TRIUMPH
MOTOR

CYCLES
and all kinds of

ACCESSORIES,
SPARES,
PETROL,
REPAIRS,
and PROMPT ATTENTION

MORRIS GARAGE,
Holywell, Oxford.

Tel.: "Auto, Oxtord." 'Phone: No. 238.

.Send for Lists of
Stock Castings for REPAiFfs.

\j!c.DAlMAN A SONS, BlRMlNGHAIW-

v

a
Genuine Birmingham

QUADRANTS.

"

A large stock of parts still to be cleared.

Write for latest list-

REG. SAMSON,
232, LADYWOOD RD., BIRMINGHAM.

8

8

WANTED.
to 10 h.p. Air or water-cooled twin,
M.O.I.V.—Pelbrigg, Sidcup.

h.p. De Dion Cylinder, 100 by 110, perfect;
spot cash.—J. Morris, jun., Retford.

WANTED, 6-7 h.p. Bat, magneto, cheap
for cash.—28. King's Road, PecklKtm.

WANTED, 2? h p. Engine Minerva prefer-
red.—Wm. Pollard, 157, Severn Road,

Cardiff.

WANTED, 1908 Triumph for cash, must be
good order.—Stimpson, Wellesboume,

Warwicks.hire.

WANTED, 3i- h.p. Fafnir motor cycle,
cheap for cash.—Palmer, 6, Flaxman

Terrace, W.C.

WANTED, Motor Cycle, exchange gas en-
gine. 4Jin. bore. Sin. stroke.—MUlard,

Belvedere, Kent.

GOOD Reliable Small Car, known make,
any condition ; cheap.—R. El&e, Lea-

wood, near Matlock.

WANTED, Triumph, Vindec, or any good
make, for cash.—Apply to Key, 5,

Heath Street, Hampstead.

WANTED, F.N., four-cylinder, good con-
dition; must be cheap for cash.—5,

Heath Street, Hampstead.

WANTED, two-cylinder car, cheap, any
condition; 7 h.p. Panhard preferred.

—Stimpson. Stratford-on-Avon.

WANTED. 1908 Triumph; g-ive reasonable
cash price; other good makes con-

sidered.—Booth's Motories, Halifax.

MOTOR Cycle Frame, complete, less en-
gine, long, low, good condition.—No.

1,420, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

LIGHT Oar. give 5 h.p. open frame Chater-
Lea tricar and cash, or pell £30.—4,

Francis Street. Artillery Place, Woolwich.

SIDECAE or Forecar wanted in exchange
for solid oak bureau, exceptional de-

sign, perfect, new.

—

23, Arden Road, Hands-
worth.

WANTED, sidecar (left side); exchange
half-plate camera and accesaories, or

sell.—No. 1,411, The Motor Cyde Offices, Cov-
entry.

WANTED, in London, lightweight, late
model magneto ; cheap for oaah. —

Alexander, 105, Abbey Road, Barrow - in -

Furness'.

WANTED, 2J to 3 h.p. motor cycle, in ex-
change for 5i h.p. twin Princep and

cash, or sell £23.—W. Walters, 86, South End,
Croydon.

WANTED, Motor Cycle, price moderate,
,

exchange furniture, exchang-e pre-
ferred.—Payne, House Furnisher, Melton
Mowbray.

WANTED, sidecar, 26 wheel; exchange
four good oil paintings, massive

frames; will send particulars.—Boyd, Etch-
ingham, Sussex.

OPEN Frame Tricar, about 5-6 h.p., ex-
change modern up-to-date twin bicycle,

or sell £30 ; no rubbish.-1,416, The Motor Cycle
Offices, Coventry.

WANTED, modern Vindecs, Bats, Tri-
umphs, Phelon - Moores, Minervas,

Rexes, F.N.'s, etc., either in payment for
1909 motors, or for spot cash; no rubbish.—
Maude's, Motor Mart, Powell Street, Halifax.

S.
J. FAIR, the Motor Cycle Excnange,
Cheltenham Road. Bristol.—Wanted, 25

secondi-hand motor cycles, any makes. IJ to
6 h.p. for shipment abroad; motor cycles
sold <.n commission, or purchased outright;
cash remitted - by return ; bankers' refer-
ences if desired.

EPAIR

TO ALL MAKES OF

ACCUMULATORS

Do not discard your old Cell if it

sh uld be ai all faulty, but send it

alonir 'o us to have it thoroughly
tested and repaired.

If you would rather, we will allow
you for your old Ceil, and you can
have one of our guaranteed E.P. R.
Accumulators in part exchange.

Above is a specimen of our repair
W"'k carried out in our Facto'y. We
fully guarantee these repars, and
providing th<t ihe ordinary amount
of care is observed, these Cells will
give the greatest satisfaciion.

PRICE LI5T OF REPAIRS ON
APPLICATION.

RICHFORD 81 C O.
(Proprietors of 'RicMord Grinding Compound')

IS3, FLEET STREET,
Dept. M.C. LONDON, E.C.

Establishel 1876.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle."
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le mark that is synonymous with everything
that is «rood in

JCUMULATORS, IGNITION COILS,

MAGNETOS, ELECTRIC LAMPS,
& ELECTRICAL ACCESSORIES.

C. A. VANDERVELL & CO.,
lectrlcal Engineers and Motor Ignition Specialists,

arple Way, Acton Vale, London, W.
iioa—544 Chiiwick. Wires—"Vanteria, London."

HECiSTERED

C N M Y. RELIABILITY.

NO

ACID.

NO

RROSION.

NO

HARGING.

IglTION>AmRY

MORE

ECONOMI-

CAL THAN

ANY OTHER

IGNITION.

CLEAN

AND DRY.

1909
NEW CATALOGUE,

OF THE

H.H. COMPLETE SYSTEM OF

)ry Battery Ignition,

Now Ready.

HE ONLY SYSTEM FOR WINTER RIDERS.
FREE ON APPLICATION to the

SOLE CONCESSIONNAIRES—

A. H. HUffT,

15-117, CannoiiSt, LONDON, E.C.

REX We STOCK
Rex Parts and
Fittings for

REPLACEIVIENTSfSa7e.'"" "

AND REPAIRS. tthfS.*
*"

AVE TIME AND MONEY BY ORDERING FROM
THE PREMIER MOTOR CO.

(^NTOINE
ENGINE
PARTS.

ALL SPARES SUP-
PLIED PROMPTLY.
LOW PRICES.

Discount to the Trade

FHE PREMIER MOTOR CO., LTD.,
ASTON ROAD, BIRMINGHAM.

J

P

WANTED.
REMINGTON Typewriter, new, and Tri-

umph bicycle, offered for good motor
cycle, cash adjustment if necessary.—15, Pul-
wood Road, Aig-burth, Liverpool.

WANTED, Simms engine, 2| or 3* h.p.,
magneto, high or low tension; must

be in good order; cheap for cash.—Olark&on,
Cowan Bridge, Kirkby Lonsdale.

WANTED, 2i h.p., of good make and sound,
one in need of overhauling would

suit if cheap; offer £1 per month.—Box
L3,826, Thfi Motor Cycle Ofaces, 20, Tudor Street.
E.C.

WANTED, 5 to 7 h.p. Twin Motor Cycle,
low built, condition of same no mat-

ter, if good) make, reliable engine, magneto
preferred; cheap, approval. — Wood, 108,

Breck Eoad, Liverpool.

WANTED, good Motor Cycle, Tricar, or
reliable modern car, exchange new

high-class furniture, any description, valued
wholesale, direct from the works.—Furniture
Manufacturers, 7-11, French Place, Shore-
ditch, London.

MOTORS, a,ny description or condition,
purchased cheap for cash, or sold,

small charge, quick sale assured, or ex-
change with cash to values (either way) for
any kind gramophone, pathephone, phono-
graph, watches or jewellery, records, push
cycles, etc., or new motors, any make; write
us at once; start, the New Tear well by get-
ting rid of your trouble.-The Flywheel
Oj'cle and Motor Co. 549, Seven Sisters Eoad,
Tottenham.

MISCELLANEOUS.
ENGINES Be-bushed throughout from £1.

—Tufnell and Co.

CYLINDEEiS Re -bored from 5s.—Tufnell
and Co.

ISTONS Supplied new from 7s 6d.—Tuf-
nell and Co.

"DINGS from 9d.—Tufnell and Co.

CONNECTING Rods from 78. 6d. — Tufnell
and Co.

VALVES.—Inlet from Is. 6d., exhaust from
2s. 6d.—Tufnell and Co.

PULLEYS for any motor.—Triumph, Brown,
Fafnir, 4s. 9d.: Rex. Antoine, Keleoom,

5s. 9d. : De Dion, M.M.C.. 6s. 9d. Above 4iin.

diameter 9d. extra.-Tufnell and Co.

AXLES, cranks, spindles, handle-bars, seat-
pillars, or any other parts made to

pattern or sketch at lowest prices; accuracy
guaranteed.—Tufnell and Co.. 527, High Eoad.
Leytonstone.

ANTOINE and Keleoom Parts in stock. —
Crypto Co , 14, Mortimer Sti-eet, London.

OTOE Cycle Saddle, Brooks, B9C, nearly
new; 12s.—Clark, 375, Edgware Eoad,

London.

OVERCOATS, thick, warm, latest cut; 21s.

—Write for patterns. Booth, tailor,

Longton.

WHIPCORD Cycling Breeches, latest cut;
lOs. 6d. ; write for patterns.—Booth,

tailor, Longton, Staffs.

SHARPE'S Universal (brass) Silencer, cut-
out, practically new; 6s.—55, Upham

Park, Chiswick.

OSBORNE Four-speed Pulley, ball jockey,
excellent condition.—Henshaw, wheel-

wright, Stockport.

FRAMES made, to order, complete, £2 10s.

;

wheels, 17s. 6d. pair; also sidecars.—
Millard, Belvedere.

GAS Engine, 14 h.p., tank, and 20 feet
piping; £10, or offers.—Dennis, 36, West

Bar Green. Shefaeld.

OUR Automatic Pulley is marvellous;
throw away speed gears.—Particulars,

Walker, Lutterworth.

STARTS and Steers like car, cheap as motor
cycle. — Particulars, Walker, Lutter-

worth.

tI Q05 Rex Frame and forks, 15s. ; crank case
Xt7 and flywheels, 15s.; or 27s. 6d. lot.—
Cross, jeweller, Rotherham.

WHIPOOED Motor Cycling Breeches, 8s.

6d., post free; jackets, 15s. 6d.
;

pat-
terns.—Meredith's, Wearwell, Northwich.

MATCHLESS MOTORS 1

1

LATEST SUCCESS ON
STANDARD 7-8 h.p. T.T. TWIN.

WORLD'S RECORD.
70 miles 105 yards in 60 minutes.

Bnooklands, Oct. 8th, 1908.

Tour-iart Tt-ophy, 1907, Fir-a-fc

Tout-ia-fc Tr-oioKiy, 1908, Second
"ISSi miles in 3 hrs. 57 min. 6t sec. Bore 85, stroke

78 mm. Average speed 40 m.p.h., only 9 m.p.h. less

than the winner, of 57,000 cubic millmetres greater
cylindw capacity. Beating 21 twin-cylinder machines
from 3J h.p. to 7 h.p., and 12 single-cylinder machines
of other makes.

"-No. I pattern—Bacl( Pedalling Brake. Machines
can be wheeled backwards. Extremely powerful.
Price, 15/-; post, 15/6.

iNo. 2 pattern—Footrest Brake, complet^^
price £1 7s. Footrests only, price 13/-i'
w.th either ^in. or ijin. clip. Post 13/6.

•JNo. 3 pattern—Foot Brake with pedal
fitted on stud provided, which fixes in
place of one of crank case bolts. Price
complete, 16/6 ; post 17/-.

MATCH '.ESSTPETROL
--FILTER.

*No^choked 'carburetters.

2/3, post 2/5.

MATCHLESS SPRING
FORK ATTACHMENTS.

Converts an old pattwn
motor cycle into an up-to-
date luxurious motor
Thousands in use, giving
every satisfaction.

15/6 ; post 16/-.

THE MATCHLESS
SILENCERS.

Up to 3 h.p., 10/-; from
3j to 5 h.p., 12/-. Cutout
5/- extra. Two connec-
tions for twins with sepa-
rate exhaust pipes, 4/- ^_pt ..

extra. ^
NOTE.—70 miles an hour with a standard machine
fitted with this silencer, proving absence of back
pressure.

Catalogues of " Matchless " Motor Cycles and
Accessaries on application to

H. COLLIER & SONS, LTD.,
Motor Bbcperts & General Engrinoera.

Offices and Showrooms

:

18, HERBERT ROAD, F»L.UIVISTEAD
(Nearest Station : Woolwich Arsenal.)

Telephone: 232, Woolwich.

In answering any of these adverfieements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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A POINT TO POINT.
WHEN 1 say a point to point 1 mean it both

ways. There was the East Devon Point to

Point Race Meeting—that was far the less

important of the two—^and then there was a

QOtor bicycle ride between points, one of which was
l^ondon and the other Exeter. There were, of course,

leaps of other points which cropped up ,by the wayside

—^in fact, the whole trip was punctuated with points of

)ne kind or another. There were hares and flints, and
logs and mud, and chickens and dust, and last, but

lot least, there were hills. Oh ! and I must not forget

he biggest point of all—^it was a motor bicycle driving

Delt. We shall come to that all in good time,, and
.vhen we do begin on it we shall be haunted by it right

jp to the end of the story. Well ! It was like this. My
brother—^a soldier man quartered in Exeter—^wanted

ne to leave my comfortable home in order to go and
idmire him performing in this point to point affair

—

jf course, I mean the one where you go jumping in the

most dangerous manner, over banks and hedges and
[hings. I should just like to mention here that you can
^^et up an awfully sporting point to point on the high

road if you use a motor bicycle instead of a horse, and
calculate that one terrier dog equals a five barred gate

fclosed), and that a chicken which has lost its head

—

t don't mean really ; that happens just as you pass

over it—is about as deadly as a bank with a con-

'ealed ditch on the landing side. However, I'm not

'j;etting on very fast.

Testing a New Motor Bicycle.

There was a double attraction to me about this

Exeter visit. It meant the hospitality of a regimental

mess at the other end, and it also provided just the

opportunity I had been waiting tor ever since the

Stanley Show of 1907 to make a thorough trial of an

up-to-date motor bicycle with a spring frame and vari-

able gear. This, of course, is where we begin to get

near that belt, and also, incidentally, on to rather thin

ice, because no one nowadays can say a good word for

any motor car or cycle without other people nudging

each other in the ribs and whispering, " Oh ! He's in

the trade," or "He's got an axe to grind." Befort-

we go any further we might as well get this matter

cleared up. I am not in the trade, nor have I an}

interest whatever in Zenith Motors, Ltd., who madt
the Zenette machine on which I had my run. Having

said so much, I hope I shall be allowed to mete out

praise and blame as I like.

I got away from North London about noon, and made
my way out vid Putney Bridge. It is always rather

ticklish work manoeuvring in thick traffic on a fairly

powerful and absolutely strange machine, and the fact

that I had not been on a motor bicycle more than once

in the course of the past three years was not calculated

to inspire confidence in the breasts of those pedestrians

past whom I swooped in my somewhat erratic careei

round Regent's Park and in the region of the Marble

Arch.

Getting Accustomed to the Levers.

However, later on I began to get used to the taps and

wheels and things, and soon became so much at home

that I could have gone darting in and out under the

horses' heads like the boys, who carry the papers. 1

say I could have done so—^that is, I think now I could

have, but, of course, I wasn't so futile as to try. As

far as Kingston my ride was rather marred by the fact
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that I had not quite mastered the method of operating

the adjustable inlet valve type of throttle; but when
I reached open country and could experiment in com-
fort without the fear of being overborne by an irrespon-

sible motor omnibus, things began to settle down, and
the steady throb of the engine showed that the mysteries

of " mixture " had been solved.

The first thing which really struck me was the

extraordinary way in which the Zenette's double frame
and four coil springs suspension absorbed the road

vibration. In the old days I was obliged to give up
a very rigid frame machine, because I found it upset

my nerves, but' really with a frame built on the

Zenette principle even the most nervy would have
nothing to complain of. To watch the two front

springs, while the bicycle was travelling at twenty

miles an hour, was quite an object-lesson in the way
of showing how much vibration there was to be
eliminated. These coils were incessantly quivering, yet

the frame to which they gave support was as steady as

a rock. The variable gear was hardly brought into

operation much on the first day's run, which took me
as far as Sutton Scotney, on the Basingstoke-

Stockbridge road, but from that village onwards there

were perpetually hills that would • have absolutely

defeated me had I been obliged to rely upon a single

^ear ratio.

Climbed All Hills Easily.

So efficient did this gear prove itself that I had no
difficulty whatever in negotiating the long, steep

Devonshire hills, though my engine was a Fafnir

jingle-cylinder of only 80 mm. by 80 mm., and the

nachine was heavy. It is on this point of weight that

[ think the makers go wrong. They seem to suppose
hat heaviness does not matter provided that comfort
s provided, and that the machine can go anywhere
vith a small engine. To some extent this argument is

plausible, but it will not appeal to elderly riders or to

he physically weak. As far as I can see, there is no
eason why the double frame should not be built far

ighter. Now enough about the machine, its good
)oints and its bad.

The belt began to slip badly just before I reached
Basingstoke, so I skipped off in a light-hearted manner
ind proceeded to screw up a nut, which, as I fancied,

wuld do the needful adjustment. When I got on
Lgain the thing was worse than ever. Being hot and
;ross, I stopped at a shop and asked the proprietor's

.dvice, for I was not acquainted with the ways of

his particular belt. The man took out a link, and
aid it would now be all right. I got a mile down the

oad, when the belt broke. I put in one of my three

pare links, muttering anathemas upon the idiot who
lad tightened the thing up too much. After this I

eached Sutton Scotney in safety, and stayed the night

here.

The next day's trip was 120 miles, so I got off

arly, at nine o'clock. Suffice it to say that the belt

iroke four times and slipped all the rest of the way.
reached Exeter at 6 p.m.
Next day in the intervals of point to pointing, I got

ome collan oil,. and dressed that belt well. I also

lurchased twelve spare links, just in case any more
iroke.

On the morning after the races I made a move for

tOme at 10 a.m. It had rained all the previous day,
nd it took me one hour and a quarter to reach Honiton

(sixteen miles). The road was exactly like a butter-
slide. I have never seen a butterslide, but I suppose
it is extremely slippery, and that was what the road
was. All things considered, I was kicky to get along
at all without a bad skid. From Honiton onwards the
road improved, and the belt began again. It came off

twice between Honiton and Chard. It broke once
between Chard and Crewkerne, once between Sherborne
and Shaftesbury, and twice more between Shaftesbury
and Salisbury. As luck would have it, the thing
behaved itself while I tackled Shaftesbury hill from
the Sherborne side, and the machine came up splen-
didly. I reached Salisl?ury, after proving of consider-
able interest to persons who, I take it, were the village

idiots—I was cross, of course, and may have misjudged
them—at five o'clock. With twenty-three more miles
to go I quite thought my troubles were practically over.
As a matter of fact, it took me two hours to cover the
distance. Twice the belt broke again, and then, just

when I was ready to drop down and cry from annoy-
ance and weariness, the expanding pulley jammed?
It was the only thing, other than the belt, for which
I was compelled to dismount, and the fault lay not in

the pulley, but in me, who had omitted to oil it.

Anyhow, I had to take the thing to bits by the road-

side and then put it together again, and I was so tired.

More Belt Troubles.
Once more I put up for the night at Sutton Scotney,

and was not sorry to seek an early bed. The last day
of the run was not quite free from trouble. It started

early, and went on often. Before breakfast I thought
I would just get the engine running so that there might
be no delay when I finally wished to make a start. I

ran the machine three hundred yards down the road,,

when—the belt broke ! In order to unscrew one of my
spare links I had to file up the end of my screwdriver.

It was only when, within three miles of my starting

point after breakfast, the belt broke again, that I

found I had left the file by the roadside. It took me
twenty minutes and a large Hampshire flint (used as a

file) to get the screwdriver to do its job. Then I got

on to Basingstoke and sought the railway station. No
train up to town for over an hour ! I adjusted the belt

again very carefully, and once more dressed it with

collan oil. On again. The wretched thing broke at

(i) Hartley Wintney, (2) Blackwater, and (3) Chertsey.

That was the last of it, and I got home without more
trouble. It's my belief that belt was possessed of two
devils. One caused it to break if it was tightened ; the

other had the same effect on it if one loosened it. In^

the latter case it would turn over on its side and snap
for the mere fun of the thing. I notice the dogs and
chickens have not appeared very prominently in this

narrative. There were lots of them, but there is no
space left to tell of their evilness. Already I can hear

the Editor's voice gloomily asking, " Surely this must
be the end ? " And my reply is, it is

!

H. C. L.
>—•••—<

Thomas Clayton and Son, Ltd., 125-126, New
Street, Birmingham, have sent us a copy of their motor

cyclists' chart. This gives distances to and from one

hundred principal towns in the United Kingdom, as

well as the index marks for all county councils and

county boroughs in the kingdom. Any reader oiThe
Motor Cycle can obtain a copy of the char|^by sending

2d. for postage to the above address.
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THE SIX HOURS WORLDS RECORD BROKEN.

ON Tuesday, the 22nd inst., at Canning Town,
O. C. Godfrey made a successful attempt

to beat the six hours record, previously held

by H. Martin. Godfrey's machine was the

5 h.p. twin-cylinder Rex which competed in the

Pourist Trophy Race of 1907. It had the ordinary

type of pistons, 24in. wheels, a 2^in. tyre on the rear

ft^heel, and a 2in. tyre on the front. The tyres were

Continentals. The gear ratio was 3^ to i, the belt

yas a Shamrock-Gloria, and the ignition was by Bosch
nagneto. At 9.50 a.m. the timekeeper, Mr. A. G.

Reynolds, gave the word to go, and a few seconds

ifter the machine dropped into a steady pace, from

vhich it varied little during the rest of the long ride.

\t times lap after lap was covered at the rate of forty-

iight miles an hour, or a lap in 25s.

A Fine Day.
The day turned out fine and sunny, but a cool

westerly wind swept the track. Precautions were

aken against the track being wet, as the machine was

itted with a front mudguard with leather extension.

rhroughout the run Godfrey, although he was on his

irst attempt at a record ride on the track, rode most

:onsistently, and in this he was no doubt assisted by

he Jones speedometer which was fitted to his machine,

lis stops were for the following causes : At 7 1 miles

or petrol. At no miles to change the back wheel—

a

)rfcaution necessitated by the tyre being worn on one

ide through contact with the surface of the track,

ince Canning To\\ti track is somewhat hard on tyres,

on account of its small size (three laps to the mile),

as against Brooklands almost three miles to the lap.

Shortly after Godfrey again stopped, as he was under
the impression that the back wheel nuts were not suffi-

ciently tightly screwed up. At 140 and 206 miles

he again took in petrol. At 215 miles he replaced

the front exhaust valve spring, and 15 miles further the

valve broke, necessitating a stop of five minutes, which
included changing the back wheel, in the tyre ot

which a nail was observed. At 245 miles he again

changed the back wheel, the tube of which had been
repaired after the puncture. The tyres stood up
well, ancj the engine ran with the utmost consistency

until the valve spring was replaced. The new spring,

however, was a trifle too weak, so slight misfiring

ensued, but not enough to prevent several laps being

reeled off in 24%s.

268 Miles 285 Yards in 6 Hours—World's Record.
The total distance covered in the six hours was

268 miles 285 yards, as against Martin's previous

world's record on April 13th, 1908, which stood at

244 miles 1,650 yards. The following are the

distances covered up to five hours : First hour,

46 miles 100 yards; second hour, 93 miles 1,200 yards ;

third hour, 139 miles 320 yards; fourth hour, 186

miles 1,300 yards; fifth hour, 228 miles 1,600 yards.

Godfrey also broke all previous records after loi

miles. We are asked to state that Price's lubricating

oil and Shell motor spirit were used by Godfrey in his

record ride.

Incidents during 0. C. Godfrey's Six Hours' World's Record Ride at Canning Town last week.

Restarting after changing a tyre. Replenishing the oil and petrol tanks. 0. C. Godfrey and his 5 h.p. twin-eylinder Rex.

Quite the best accessory catalogue exclusively for

lotor cyclists has reached us from the Service Co.,

,td., 292-293, High Holborn, W.C. There are many
atalogues published by the different accessory dealers,

ut they usually contain car and motor cycle acces-

3ries combined. This latest catalogue of the Service

!o. illustrates only motor cycle parts or accessories,

nd it is, therefore, essentially a motor cyclists' guide.

All the items in the list are up to date articles in con-

stant use on various types of machines, and are well

arranged and illustrated, priced in plain figures, and

there is an index in- the front. The Service Co. have

specialised on motor cycle clothing, and in the

Service All-weather suit, the Dryknee jacket, the Ther}-

costume, and the Gordon-Bennett coat they have a line

of outer garments to suit all tastes.
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A HOME=MADE

A NOVEL passenger motor cycle, designed and

built by Mr. J. Warr, an amateur, of Archery

Road, Leamington, is depicted in the illustra-

tion on this page.

The machine presents some sound, serviceable,

features, and is speedy, light, and economical to run.

It is not as wide as the ordinary

tricar, which is an advantage for

storage purposes. The 7 h.p. twin-

i.ylinder Peugeot engine, fed by a

B. and B. carburetter, is cooled as

effectively as on a motor bicycle,

and although on one occasion the

low gear had to be used for a dis-

tance of eighteen miles, the engine

liid not become overheated.

The whole machine has been

assembled by Mr. Warr with the

most primitive of tools in his

leisure time, and under adverse

conditions.

The petrol tank is carried be-

tween the two tubes above the

engine as in motor bicycle practice.

The driver's seat swings back, and
underneath is situated the oil tank,

accumulator, and coil. Incident-

ally it will be observed that the

wiring is very short. The back
.ixle was taken off an old quad,
and it is the adaptation of the axle

and two-speed gear that is excep-

tionally praiseworthy. A chain

runs from the engine to the counter-

.shafl, and on the latter are two free-wheels, a sliding

<iog in the middle locking one or the other to the shaft.

The drive is transmitted from these wheels by chains

to two wheels attached to the differential gear box on
the back axle. To render the axle suitable for a

chain drive the teeth of the old gear wheel and the

hrake drum were turned off. There is a big tool

PASSENGER MACHINE.
box underneath the passenger's seat. A local!

contributor assures us that the performances of the

machine would be a credit to any maker. It

will attain a speed of 35 to 40 miles per hour on the

flat, and will climb Sunrising and Newnham Hills in

magnificent style, on the low gear of course.

The home-made three-wheeled passenger motor cycle relerred to, which we areassured has proved

qultO' satisfactory.

Mr. Warr said to our contributor :
" In the trade

there are some accomplished copyists, but my freak

is original, and I claim nothing for it but that."

Mr. Warr was successful in obtaining a consolation

prize in The Mutor Cycle design competition four year^

ago for a design of a similar machine. The preseni

tricvcle is an improvement on the original design.

A NEW TYRE FOR MOTOR CYCLES.
THE Sirdar Rubber Co., 21, Crawford Street,

Baker Street, W., have this year paid special

attention to the manufacture of tyres for motor
cycles. The two annexed illustrations show

two types of covers specially constructed for powerful

machines. Fig. i shows a non-skid cover. In this

the studs project through a thin rubber covering A,
beneath which there is a thick canvas backing B.

Between this and the inner canvas D is a padding of

soft rubber, which should render the tyre most
resilient, and prevent it being damaged by puncturing
agents. The grooved cover is also worthy of interest,

as the tread A consists of hard durable rubber, while

between this and the inner canvas C is a padding of soft

rubber B. This idea strikes us as being an excellent

one, and should tend to make Sirdar tyres most
resilient. We have not at present tried these tyres,

but from all appearances they show promise of being
most successful. Two covers were shown at Olympia
which, we understand, had been used on a motor
cycle for 8,000 miles, and thev were still in wonder-

fully good condition and fit to Ije retreaded, having

been returned to the makers for that purpose.

Fig. Two new Sirdar covers. Fig.
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HOW TO REMEDY FAULTS IN COILS,
By "RENDILE."

IN
spite of the ever-increasing number of devotees

to the newer magneto ignition for motor cycles,

there are very many riders who, for various

.
reasons, adhere to the older coil and battery

ignition. The writer is one of the latter, and had the
unfortunate experience of breakdown in a plain and
also a trembler coil. The cause proved to be broken
internal connections. Electricians advised me to " get

a new coil, as undoubtedly the old one was played out,"

or words to that effect. Instead of adopting their

Phin or Non-tremWer Coil Internal Connections.

P.C. (Prim .rycoil) iI)to -)- pole of col box.

,1 ,, (2) to cundei.ser U) and C.B. terminal.
S.C. (Secondary coil) 1 1) ,, (2 and K. trrmiual.

,, ,,
i2) to sparking plug lerminal.

I.VV.C. ilrun wire core;.

advice, 1 opened the cases of the old coils, breaking
more connections in the process. I repaired both the
coils, and as a defective coil is no uncommon thing, I

will give a short account as to how I executed repairs

po my two coils.

Repairing a Plain Coil.

The plain one was set in a reddish-brown sealing wax,
so after the cover had been removed the coil was placed
on a tin plate smeared with grease, and placed in a

gas cooking .oven. The wax soon commenced to run
on to the plate, and, owing to the grease, it did not

stick to the tin. Water will answer the same
purpose, provided that it is not allowed to

evaporate too fast. The coil and condenser
were then left exposed, and the superfluous

pieces of wax removed with a warm knife.

The next thing was to reconnect the wires.

Ignition coils consist of two windings of

wire—one thick (called the primary), the

other thin (secondary). These two are

wound on a bobbin, through the middle of

which is a bundle of soft iron wire. The
two ends of the primary winding will be
found near the centre of the bobbin. One
of the ends of the secondary wire is nearer

the outside of the bobbin ; the other end is

usually on the outside of the coil. The
two condenser wires will be easily found.

[f any of the wires are broken off short,

other pieces must be soldered on after the

ends have been twisted together. Before connecting up
it is advisable to cover every wire with rubber tubing.
In any case, each wire should be well insulated,
especially the secondary, which should always be
well covered with rubber.
Now for the connections. These will be easily seen

in the two diagrams showing a plain and trembler
coil. Very often the internal wires are connected to
the terminals from underneath; sufficient latitude in

the lengths of these wires should be allowed for the
purpose. When the connections are all

made to the cover or terminals, a test of
the coil should be made. Then, if found
to be sound, the box should be filled with
pure paraffin wax. This is almost colour-
less when solidified. This wax should only
be melted by placing it in an earthenware
vessel and then placing that vessel into

hot water until the wax melts. After the
wax is melted, keep down the heat until

just sufficient to keep the wax in a liquid

state. Pour in the melted wax to the
level required, and arrange the connecting
wires so that they will cross one another
as seldom as possible. If some have to

cross, put two or three thicknesses of thin

paper, soaked in the wax, between the

crossing wires. Every endeavour should
be made to keep the secondary wire
leading to the spark plug terminal quite

apart from the others, even though it is

rubber-covered. Having obtained a proper
level of melted wax, screw down the cover

and leave the coil for a few hours to solidify, when, if

the box has been properly filled, no amount of ordinary
vibration will upset the interior. Any superfluous wax
can be easily removed after cooling.

Faults in Ignition Coils.

It sometimes happens that a coil will buzz at the

trembler well enough, but the spark will be inter-

mittent or absent. The fault is either that : (a.)

Internal connections are broken. fb.J Secondary wind-

ing is burnt out by use of too high a voltage battery

;

bad insulation in winding or wiring; insulation

sc I,

S.C.2

COIL WINDING I.W.C

,C.)

CONDENSER

-C.2

+®
C.B

S.P

COIL BOX

Trembler Coil Internal Connections.

A.S. (Adju'sting screw) to + terminnl of coil bo'< and condenser (Ca).

T.S. (Tremb'er sprint;) to condenser (I) an i p'iinary ( I).

Prim-ir (2) to second ry (II and C. K (terminal of box).

Secondary (2) to S.P. (terminal of box).
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ow to Remedy Faults in Coils.

—

erished through age. (c.J Condenser is out of

rder. A good spark is usually of a bright blue

olour; a spark of a red. hue is usually the sign of

omething being wrong somewhere, most probably in

he condenser itself. From practical experience, a

eddish spark need not be considered at all fatal, as

3ng as the spark is there when required, but when

.

iurchasing a new coil a blue spark should be sought

fter.

In each of the above cases it only requires a little

rouble to take the coil apart, and the fault remedied

ither by an amateur (if only one of the connections is

roken) or by an expert (if the condenser or secondary

; faulty).

It is hardly necessary for me to assume that the

der will make certain, that the outside connecting

'ires are unbroken, and that all the outside terminals

n coil, battery, contact-breaker, and switch are

lean and screwed up tightly, before he seeks a fault

1 the coil.

Supposing that the sparking has become faulty, the

ause of the trouble should be sought for as follows:

est battery with voltmeter to see that current is up to

Scient strength. If the battery has fun down, a

embler will often stick. Examine points of trembler

) see that they are clean and flat. Examine contact

oints on contact-breaker and see that contact is made

DECEMBER 30th, igo8.

at correct moment. Examine connecting wires foi

breakages, and terminals to see that they are clean
and firm.

To Test a Plain Coil off the Machine.

Connect positive (red) of battery to + terminal on
coil, and negative (black) of battery to E (earth) or
coil. Fasten a wire to C E on coil, and touch the.

S P terminal with the free end ; a spark should result

every time the S P terminal is touched.

Trembler Coil.

Connect positive of battery as in plain coil, and
negative of battery to C B on coil. Fasten one end of

another insulated wire to C B, and hold the free end
one-sixteenth of an inch from SP terminal; a con
tinuous spark should result.

in either case (plain or trembler coil) a sparking
plug could be connected to the S P terminal of coil,

and the metal or base of plug touched with the wire
from C B. The plug should then spark between the
points in the ordinary way.

It should be remembered that a wire leading from
the S P terminal of coil is charged with high-tension
current when a circuit is made; therefore not onl\

must it be an insulated wire, but carefully handled as

well, or a shock might result if any other metal pan
of machine or terminal is itin(l\>'Tifni 1\ rnii'lipd.

>—*»•; « «5*—
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M.C.I.V. FOR TWINS.
By B. F. DAVIES.

^ OMETHING of a controversy is secretly raging on

>the merits of mechanically operated inlet valves

for twin-cylinder motor bicycles, and one or two

riders, possessing only experience of m.o.i.v. on

ngle-cylinders, have been heard to assert that they

ill never purchase a twin-cylinder motor bicycle

ntil they find one that strikes their fancy in other

'spects and employs mechanical inlets as a standard,

heoretically, I suppose the engineering ideal foi

otor cycle engines, as for motor car engines, is an

let valve which shall employ a positive mechanical

eans of opening at slow speeds, and become auto-

atic or suction operated when a high rate of revolu-

yns per minute is attained, which theory points to a

pe of valve such as that fitted by the N.S.U. Motor

o. In the meantime, with the exception of such a

>mbination as the N.S.U., we are left to choose

jtween simple m.o.i.v. and a.o.i.v. Which shall

2 vote for?

In favour of the m.o.i.v. there is an impression

at such engines are uniformly easier to start than

o.i.v.—an impression my own experience fails to

>nfirm. Two m.o.i.v. engines I have recently

)ssessed have been on the average far more difficult

start than my a.o.i.v. twins ever are. Regular
nning at low speeds I have found equally possible

.th both types of valve, provided the carburation was
^ht, and equally impossible with both if the carbura-

)n was wrong.
Turning to the a.o.i.v., we find this type of valve

>}ds nearly all speed records. We find its alleged

sticking" when the engine is cold more or less of

myth, and that if it does occasionally stick up, it is

<5tantlv freed bv means of the external "^ring pushers

supplied with all up-to-date a.o.i.v. engines. . Tlu-

sole indictment remaining against it is one that ha>
been true in the past, but wdll not hold good in tht-

future, namely, that it needs constant adjustment. An
automatic inlet valve has to be light; consequenth
both cup and cotter have been found to wear ver\

rapidly. You set the lift, or opening, as it is more
strictly termed, of your automatic valve at, say, T^^in.

You drive for a certain number of miles, and you
find the opening already fractionally increased,
while in a thousand mile tour the cotters will wear so

much that they have to be discarded by any stickler

for efficiency. Also the drilling of the stem to provide
a slot for the cotter causes these valves to snap off

occasionally, whereas a mechanically operated inlet

valve hardly ever breaks. These defects have been
dodged on the latest types of inlet valve, and to satisfy

one's self on this point it is_ only necessary to inspect

such motors as a De Dion 'bus or a 1909 Vindec motor
cycle. The inlet valve on these engines is no longer

constructed with a sliding cap and a cotter that works
in a slot. The stem is solid, and has a screw thread

cut on it. The cap is internally threaded, and
screws up and down the stem, so that the lift can
be delicately adjusted without a supply of spare

cotters being necessary, while a lock-nut takes the

place of the old-fashioned cotter, and entirely prevents

the cap from getting out of place. The idea is a

revival of a system fitted some years ago to automatic
valves and discarded on account of liability of break-

age at the screw thread on the stem—a trouble that is

apparently overcome, owing to the increased diametei

of the stems. With such a valve as this the opening
should not vary more than a fraction during 2.000 miles.
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STARTING UNDER DIFFICULTIES.

1
RECENTLY accompanied a friend who had just

purchased a second-hand twin-cylinder motor
bicycle, and who wished to exhibit its sterling

qualities by riding out to the golf links, several

miles away. It had neither pedals nor hand starting

gear, and, knowing him to be not exactly an expert, I

expected an amusing half-hour. The tank being brim
full and the machine prepared as though for a long

tour, he liberally soused the cylinders and induction

pipe with paraffin and petrol, and commenced to run

furiously with it down the street.

A series of alarming grunts from the machine ensued

and an occasional explosion ; something was evidently

wrong. An additional half teacupful of petrol was
poured down the induction pipe, and once more furious

efforts were resumed, with no better results. The local

repairer then came on the scene, and advised external

heating of the cylinders. The machine was accordingly

wheeled into the forge and a large brazing lamp
brought to bear on the cylinders.

By this time a considerable crowd of interested

spectators had gathered round, some armed with

buckets of sand in case of destruction by hre. Th*
experiment was quite successful as regards heating th'

cylinders, and gave quite a businesslike aspect to th.

frame enamel. The bicycle was then hauled into th
street again with feverish haste, lest the coveted hea
shoCild be lost, and, having again administered copiou
draughts of petrol, the owner once more partook o

violent exercise down the road.

Lo and behold ! one cylinder fired for at least te:

yards, only to strike work finally with a sulk

snort. After repeated attempts with unvaried results

the machine was again taken to the shop, and th

carburetter, plugs, induction pipe, inlet valves', an
magneto were dismantled, and subjected in turn t

much abuse and a thorough cleaning.
,

All gea

having been replaced, the obstinate twin was agai

put through its paces without the least sign c

starting. My friend was on the point of giving tf

matter up and consigning the bicycle to a place whei

the cylinders would never need heating, when I dre

his attention to the fact that the petrol tap was tight]

closed

!

'

T. C.

DETACHABLE SIDECAR FITTINGS.

THE great advantage of quickly detachable

sidecar fittings has over and over again been

pointed out in these columns. They render a

bicycle so easily convertible to a passenger

machine that the owner of a motor bicycle and sidecar

almost imagines he has two separate vehicles. More-

over, the difficulty of storing a three or four-wheeled

machine is rendered non est.

Instantly detachable fittings were not used this year

on rigid pattern sidecars, but the want was apparent

sidecar. The piece A is left permanently on the cha
stay of the bicycle. Bolt H is withdrawn, the sol

piece B inserted into A, and the bolt H replace

Piece B has a telescopic adjustment into C, which
never moved after once being set. Care must 1

taken that the piece A is set at right angles to tl

centre line of the bicycle, and not at right angles

the chain stay, otherwise A will be distorted aw<

from B and it will be impossible to connect up.

An important point not considered by many sidec;

users is that some motor bicycle chain stays are t(

light for attaching a sidecar, and spring a good des

In a case of this kind it is a wise precaution

suitably strengthen the chain stay of the bicycle I

brazing on a piece of metal where clip D is fastened.

A useful hint to facilitate the building up is to pla<

underneath the sidecar wheel a block of woe

equivalent to the height of the back tyre above tl

ground when the bicycle is on the stand.

to Mr. W. Williams, a North London motor cyclist,

and he designed the fittings we illustrate, and had the

parts made by Chater-Lea, Ltd. Thinking the

idea will be useful to some of our readers, he sends

the sketches for reproduction. The fittings are shown

for attachment to the right side chain stay of a

motor bicycle, but could easily be adapted for the left

side. Mr. Williams used his rigid sidecar with the

fittings illustrated all last summer in connection with

his twin-cylinder Minerva. The sidecar can be

attached or detached in five minutes, the total work

involved being the withdrawal of three bolts and the

slackening of a fourth.

The attachment is an ordinary Chater-Lea with the

usual telescopic attachment at the front, and a strut

from seat lug of bicycle to the extreme outside of

Messrs. Dunn and King, Ltd., wire rope man
facturers, Garronbridge Works, Larbert, Stirlingshir

have lately placed on the market some flexible ste

wire, which motor cyclists will find to be of the greate

service in controlling brakes, throttles, air inlets, etc

on their machines. This wire possesses the advanta]

of being made in a special apparatus and the finishe

strands are turned out so that each individual wi

takes its full share of the load. With many of the wi

strands sold and used for motor work, some of tl

strands do not take up their share of the strain at tl

moment the others do, and in consequence, when t]

brake is suddenly applied, one or two of the strani

take up the load, and, their strength being inadequat

they snap and in most cases fray. Another point

connection with the wire under consideration is that

may be had specially tinned, which is an undoubt<

advantage. In the first place, tinning protects the wi

to a certain extent from rust, and, in the second plac

it can be cut without fear of the strands fraying out.
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A Metal=to=metal Disc Clutch.
\N articlt^ which has been mentioned several times

in the columns of The Motor Cycle both in

"Letters to the Editor " and in descriptions of

trials held during the closing year is the Mabon

ee-engine pulley and metal -to-metal disc clutch,

nder the circumstances a description and illustra-

on of this very popular device will be of interest to

jr readers.

It will be seen on reference to the illustrations that the

[utch is carried in the box A, and consists of a number

f steel discs held in frictional contact by a coil spring

;. The pulley is. of course, free on the engine-shaft

rhen the clutch is entirely withdrawn by the forked

5ver C, which is operated by a Bowden wire D con-

ected to a Bowden lever on the handle-bar of the

motor cycle. This

lever on the handle-

bar is provided with

a stop, which holds

the lever C in such a

position that the

clutch is entirely

released and the

pulley remains sta-

tionary, while the

engine is started by

means of a handle,

which can be attached

to the main shaft of

the engine at E. The
bracket F on which
the lever C works is

held to the crank
chamber of the engine

by one of the crank
case bolts; usually

the top forward bolt

is found the most
suitable. When ordering the clutch, the distance

should be given between the centre of the bolt hole and
the centre of the engine-shaft.

The Mabon Clutch, showing clutch fork
and attachment for Bowden cable fixed

to one of the crank chamber bolts.

We went tO' Fiachley recently to see Mr. Mabon,
and had a short run on his sidecar, which was fitted

with his latest pattern clutch. By means of the latter

the combination started with ease from a standstill on

the level. The engine is about 3^ h.p., and it took

up the drive without any appreciable effort. On Barnet

Hill the engine took us up without a touch of the

pedals, but the clutch required slipping a great deal,

as we were hampered by heavy traffic.

When climbing hills and the engine shows signs of

slowing down or knocking, a very light pressure on the

lever on the handle-bar is sufficient tO' partly withdraw
the plate clutch and cause the engine to^ accelerate.

The clutch is oiled with cylinder oil.

The average weight of the device is about 6 lbs.,

and it can be fitted to any motor cycle engine if the
boss on the crank case does not exceed 2 5^ in. in

diameter. The pulley is adjustable, with flanges

5in. in diameter, which can be set to give a gear of

4 to I , and intermediate gears 'down to 5^ to i

.

The pedalling gear can be retained if desired, the

left crank being set out to enable it to pass the end of

the clutch.

PETER UNION TYRES FOR 1909.

THE former models of the productions of the Peter-

Union Tyre Co., Ltd., remain practicall}

unaltered for next year, but an innovation

has been introduced in the shape of an excel

lent non-skid which is

here illustrated. It will

be seen, on referring to

the illustration, that the

studs project through
•chrome leather, which is

backed by a canvas
lining. Between this

lining and the canvas
proper of the tyre there is

a fair thickness of rub-

ber. A glance at the

illustration will show how
strongly the walls of this

tyre are constructed.

Peter Union tyres were
most successful in 1908,

and were employed by some of the successful com-

petitors in the London to Edinburgh, Land's End to

John-o'-Groat's, and other important events.

We have received from Tesama, Ltd., 6, Major
Street, Manchester, a sample of their puncture proof

cover for motor cycles. The sample submitted to us

for inspection has been used oh a motor cycle for 1,000

miles over the roughest roads around Manchester. The
puncture proof device consists of a patent steel woven

section which is inserted between the layers of canvas

which form the casing of the cover. The makers claim

that it is impossible to puncture one of these covers

provided the tyre is properly inflated, and they also

state that they are quite willing to let anybody strew nails

and glass on a road and ride over them with properly

inflated tyres,- and if the tyres puncture to withdraw

their claim on condition that if the tyres do not puncture

they are taken over by the one making the experiment.

A. • Chrome leather

B. Canvas lining.
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A New Eisemann Magneto.
THE Eisemann motor cycle magneto made its

bow to the British public as long ago as 1902.

It was then of the low tension type with a

separate coil to transform the low to a high

tension current, but the latest model of this make is

a self-contained high tension magneto. The machine
is exceedingly neatly and simply made on up to date

lines, and is splendidly finished. The type submitted

to us, which is for single-cylinder engines, weighs

6 lbs. 50ZS., and measures 4^in. high and 5^ wide

overall.

Special attention has been paid, to the lubrication of

the new Eisemann magneto, which can be well under-

=;tood, as the makers are prepared to guarantee that it

The coiriplete motor cycle magneto for single-cylinder engines.

will successfully fire an engine at 4,000 revolutions a

minute. The bearing on the driven end of the armature
is plain, while the one, at the opposite end is of the

ball type. The plain bearing is fed by a wick lubri-

cator, the end plate being hollow and forming an

oil reservoir, the oil being conveyed by capillary
attraction through the wick. The oil holes are very
accessible, and dust is excluded from them by means
of spring clips.

Turning to the larger half-tone illustration, the
double magnets B are mounted on a brass bed plate,
and the pole pieces A, fixed to the horseshoe, form a
tunnel for the armature. The armature is of the usual
H type, carrying both the primary and secondary
windings C. D is the collector ring for the high ten-

sion wire terminal and carbon pencil E. The pin S is

a fixture on the cover which is screwed down over the
armature, and, coming in close proximity to the col-

lector ring, provides a safety spark gap. The circular
condenser F is mounted on the armature shaft

immediately behind the end plate M.
The contact breaker is simple and well proportioned.

To observe the working of the magneto, the dustproof
cover L is removed, after pushing aside the spring
shown. This reveals the steel cam G mounted inside

the timing disc H, the red fibre block P on the end
of the bell crank O coming into contact with the cam
once during each revolution, and thus causing the two
platinum points to break contact. N is a flat spring
working against the action of the cam. A stop to prevent
the platina from separating more than a certain dis-

tance will be observed on the contact breaker disc.

Both of the platinum points are adjustable by means
of ^-^in. nuts, the contact screw R having a lock nut.

The contact breaker can be removed bodilv by taking
out the centre screw Q, a stud at the back of the plate,

and a corresponding recess in the armature shaft,

ensuring its accurate replacement. A switch can be
used if desired in connection with this magneto, the
wire from the handle-bar being attached to the ter-

minal K insulated from the timing disc but connected
to the flat spring J which is in contact with the centre

screw. The high tension and switch terminals are of

special construction and of the snap-on type. A line

section of the terminal appeared in The Motor Cycle of

August 5th, page 607. The sole agents for the Eise-

mann magneto in this country are the United Motor
Industries, Ltd., 46, Poland Street, W.

Fundamental parts of the newj[patt»n Eisemann High Tension Motor Cyele Magneto,
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A New Exhaust Valve Lifter.
" H. S. C." sends me details of a new valve lifting

evice he has invented, which is arranged to only

Did the valve up on the compression and exhaust

rokes, i.e., the upward strokes of the piston, allow-

ig it to close just as if the engine was working on

le suction and firing strokes, i.e., the downward strokes

the piston. He claims as special advantages of

is method that the cylinder is kept full of fresh

as, so that the engine will invariably start the

istant the valve is dropped, that thus there is no
?ed to have the throttle full open at starting, and so

slow start is possible, and that the engine is very

ipidly cooled when coasting, as cold gas is sucked in,

hereas with the ordinary system hot air is drawn in

la the hot exhaust pipe and silencer. It is at once
;ident that this new valve lifter would increase the

jtrol consumption, as the suction of the down strokes

ould be entirely concentrated on the carburetter jet,

id I do not think the alleged advantages are sufficient

compensate for the waste of fuel. Any good modem
lachine will cool with the standard valve lifter and
art on half throttle. If it is so far out of order that

runs hot and is difficult to start, I do not think

le new valve lifter will overcome existing derangements.

Motor Tricycles.
No doubt the chief reason for the disappearance of

le two wheels astern type of tricycle has been that

;w riders have storage for them. A rider recently

rote to me to know if any were still being made,
nd I had to reply in the negative. If such isolated

idividuals contemplate building tricycles for them-
^Ives I should advise them to proceed, as this type
[ motor cycle is simply ideal for winter work, par-
cularly with a two-speed gear. It is absolutely

nmune from side-slip, and, though the steering is

iametrically different from that of a bicycle, when once
le rider is at home on it, there is no limit of speed
) far as safety is concerned. All the tricycles

larketed in this pattern have suffered from one grievous
lult—^wrong distribution of weight. As a rule all

le weight was thrown on the rear wheels, and as the
heelbase was excessively stumpy the vibration over
Dugh roads was extraordinary. I saw a specially

uilt tricycle about 1902 with a long wheelbase, within
^hich all the weight was carried, and it made sd
omfortable a bad weather mount that I had a dupli-
ate built for my own use. A tricycle could be built

n modern linej with a powerful engine, chain or belt

rive, really good brakes, magneto ignition, handle-
ar control, and so forth, which would be simply ideal

s an all-weather mount for a business man.

Tricar Gear Boxes.
There has been a lot of ink slinging lately on the

uestion of tricar gear boxes, some writers clamouring

for three speeds and reverse, others asserting that

everyone will be content with two speeds forward,

dispensing with the reverse altogether. It is surely

a matter of price. The desire of the two-speed
enthusiasts is to cheapen the tricar, and it is obvious

that a belt or chain drive with a two-speeded epicyclic

gear and self-contained clutch will work out at a lower

cost than a transmission consisting of a separate

clutch, separate counter-shaft, two chains, and a three-

speed and reverse gear box. The question will be
settled by the industry, and their answer will depend
on the price at which they decide they can expect a

brisk demand. In the meantime, it is instructive to

notice that the year 1908 has only produced two new
tricars—the 5 h.p. Rex and the 5 h.p. A.C.—and
that both of these are supplied with two-speeded
epicyclic gear boxes. I would further remind the

three-speed party that, while an intermediate speed is

essential to comfort and efficiency on a c cwt. or 6 cwt.

tricar, a light air cooled vehicle scaling only 3 cwt.

can very well dispense with the extra ratio.

Exhaust Whistles.
I have long been sighing for a more effective and

not less gentlemanly noise producer than the average
hooter, especially with a view to waking up drowsy
carters in country lanes, and I believe I have found
what I sought in the shape of an exhaust whistle. 1

have so far only used one a very few miles, but it has
proved very handy on all those occasions when one has
a right to a clear road, but is unable with a mere
hooter to warn the unconscious obstructors of one's

approach. It carries a long way, and at the same
time it does not make either an excessive or an objec-

tionable noise.

>-•••—<

The Crowsley system of springing a sidecar wheel

has already been dealt with in these pages, but a word
or two on its behaviour on the road will doubtless be
of interest. On a recent morning the inventor, Mr. E.

A. Crowsley, brought a sidecar round to Tudor Street

fitted with the device under consideration. During a

short drive over rough roads we found the riding to be
decidedly comfortable, and undoubtedly infinitely

more so than is the case with an unsprung sidecar. We
regard Mr. Crowsley's invention to be of a thoroughly

practical nature, and one which will help to popularise

the sidecar further. It has been taken up by. and may
now be purchased from, the Chater-Lea Mfg. Co.,

Golden Lane, E.C.

THE NEW PENNY EDITION OF " THE AUTOCAR."
Readers of "The Motor Cycle" who are Interested in motor

cars are reminded of the now Penny Edition of " The Autocar,"

now obtainable of aD Newsagents and Booksellers every Friday

Morning.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from our readers and our repUes thereto. When particular

keep a key for
-,»!,*= nf marhine; accessories, or tyres are mentioned, numbers must be used, the writer to

^ren^ 1^ que ^es shouMbe adi^ssed to the EditoV, "The Motor Cycle." 20, Tudor Street. E. C. and whether

intended for public.'

Interested in Speedome s.

Will you kindly < ooramend

ri me a good speedomel 1
for my

f new Triumph motor ycle? I

sJ am a constant reader of The

Motor Cycle, but have not yet

und anything in it to suit me. If

>ssible, I should like to pay about

3 3s.—E.A.C.

recommend the following epeed-

ters : The "Jones," sold by Markt

Co., 6, City Road, E.C. ;
the

jwey," sold by the Cowey Engmeer-

Co , 1, Albemarle Street, Picca-

f, W. ; and the " Bullard," sold by

W. Gamage, Ltd., Holborn, E.C.

Air or Water-cooled Engine.

I am in doubt whether to

—I buy a 6 h.p. water-cooled

Litette or a 5-6 h.p. air-cooled

Triette of the latest pattern.

Which do you advise, and

•hy?—F.M., London, E.C.

^ou intend to use the tricar in a dis-

t which will necessitate the low gear

ng used frequently and for long

etches, also if you intend to drive

tricar a good deal in London traffic,

ich will necessitate many stops and

tarts, we should recommend you to

re a water-cooled engine. On the

er hand, if you and your passenger

of light weight, and you want a

chine as light and simple as you can

it, the air-cooled engine would suit

1 well. The latter would, however,

[uire more careful driving to keep

I engine cool.

Timing the Sparlii.

I have a 3^ h.p. 1908 Hex,

^ the makers of which advise the
" magneto to be set in one posi-

JLI tion, and the makers of the

magneto advise it to be set in

mother. The Bosch Co. advise as

3er their catalogue, the maximum re-

gard of magneto timing lever with

mgine at top of compression stroke,

ihe break of the contacts about to set

m. The Rex advise, as per their

jatalogue, the mean position of mag-

neto timing lever, with engine on top

of compression stroke, the break of

the contacts about to set in. Will

you please give me your advice on

the matter?—H.G.

hat tlie Bosch people have advised

•u is perfectly correct, as it is a golden

.le to observe in timing a magneto.

a the other hand, you must bear in

ind that each engine has its own in-

.vidual peculiaiities, and the method

timing the magneto suggested by the

ex Co. may be most suitable for your

igine. The obvious way out of the

Lfficulty is to try and see from which

osition you get the beet reeults.

rm or not must be accompanied with a stamped addressed emrelope for reply.

Exhaust Valve Burning and Belt Slipping,

3^
Inlet Valve Springs and Hill-climbing.

(1.) My front inlet valve of

N.S.U. is a great deal weaker
than the back one. I have been

told that it is right on account

of it being a great deal further

away from the carburetter than the

hack one. Is that correct? (2.) It

climbs very badly; in fact, will not

take a. stiff gradient. The petrol

supply is all right. The engine does

not knock, but gradually falls off in

power. What is the reason? Com-
pression fairly good.

—

H.'M.

(1.) Both inlet valves should have

springs of the same tension and a rather

small lift. (2.) Your trouble sounds lik?

poor compression, and we should also

say that the valve springs have lost

some of their tension. Try new springs,

carrying the old ones as spares. Yon
might also try a lower gear.

The new inter-club team competition challenge

eiin, pT»"i'?nted to the Motor Cycling Club by "The
Uotor Cycle."

(1.) I have a 3^ h.p. Bat,

M.M.C. engine. The exhaust
valve burns away and has to

be replaced every 250 or 300-

miles. I do not drive very

fast, averaging eighteen to twenty
miles per hour. I keep the throttle

closed as nearly as possible. (2.) What
belt and pulley do you recommend?
I have used canvas and leather belts

;

both everlastingly slip and wear out
in a few hundred miles. I have
changed my pulley without benefit.

—

B.P.R.
(1.) Pei'haps the burning of the exhaust

valve is due to a restricted area for

the exhaust port or insulficient lift.

Probably a special valve, such

as that made by Arthur E, Iieck-

ford, Birmingham Metal Works, Bir-

mingham, might overcome the diffi-

culty. (2.) The belt trouble is probably
due to using belts of too small a sec-

Lion. Both kinds will not slip at all

if you see that both pulleys have the
correct angle of 28°, and you use a good
wide belt of the same angle.

Oil Leaking Out of Engine.

I recently purchased a
three year old motor bicycle.

Machine runs very well and
regularly, but after a few mUes
the crankcase is covered in oil,

and a recent run to Cambridge and
back left it and the surrounding
parts of the frame in an oily condi-

tion. The oil seems to ooze from
around the bottom of the valves and
the joints of the crankcase. This
renders cleaning a tremendous task,

and I wish to know if I can remedy
it without taking the engine down
by packing with brown paper, as

being a novice I do not wish to inter-

fere with it. Compression is excel-

lent. I weigh eleven stones (approxi-

mately), the gear of machine is about
5 to 1, and on the ride mentioned I

started with two pumpfuls of oil and
subsequently injected four. The re-

maining oil drips out (not in a con-
tinuous stream) when drain stopper
is unscrewed. Can you say whether
the lubrication was correct? The
engine gave no sign to the contrary.

—E.J., Stoke Newington.

The trouble is probably due to the
engine being rather worn, especially

round the valve tappet guides. The
only way to cure the trouble is to have
the engine thoroughly overhauled and
all defective bearings replaced, and
new packing for the crankcase joints.

We also fancy you are using oil which
is too thin. Use only special oil for air-

cooled engines. The quantity you give

the engine seeme to be about right.
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Signs of Weak Magnets.

What indication does a mag-
neto give when it becomes
weak and requires re-magnetis-

ing? Is there any test beyond
using the small key that is

placed on the high tension terminal?
Doe6 a magneto improve by being out
of use? My own impression is that
something of the kind takes place by
getting very vigorous starting results

fiom an engine that had been laid up
during the winter of last year and
untouched during that time.—R.G.L.

Apply the usual test. If you do not get

a spark by turning .over the magneto
with the finger and thumb you will

know that the magnets are probably de-

magnetised. You can also feel, to a

certain extent, whether or not the pull

of the magnets is strong. Failure to

start on a strong mixture is also a sign.

No, we do not see why magnetos shojild

improve by being out of use.

Opening of Inlet Valves. Carbon Deposits.

(1.) Can you say whether re-

^ri ducing the lift of an automatic

> inlet valve which now opens
-SJ about 3-16in. to ^in. would

give more power to engine?

(2.) When does the amount of carbon
deposit on the piston demand re-

moval? Is l-16in. of carbon an ex-

cessive or a moderate amount? Would
this much affect the running of an
engine?—W.B.

(1) Keducing the lift of the inlet valve

will often improve the running of the

engine and cause the valve to wear
better. (2.) Engines vary a good deal

in this respect. An engine with a high
compression will not stand much carbon
deposit, as naturally the compression
space is still further reduced. The
surest signs of the engine requiring to

be cleaned out is overheating and ex-

cessive knocking on hills, and failure to

stop after switching off.

Shortage of Petrol.

I have a 3 h.p. Triumph, 1905
model, fitted with Voltoo two-

volt ignition, and I found that
when climbing Hindhead Hill

a few days ago with the throttle

wide open the engine power gradually
fell off, till finally it stopped. At
first I thought it must be due to over-

heating, but I felt the cylinder and it

was only hand warm ; there was
plenty of oil in crankcase. I went on
again, and about a quarter of a mile
further on the same thing happened.
Is this due to carburetter level not
keeping constant?—LC 4287.

We are inclined to think that the petrol

pipe is stopped up, or the passage be-

tween the union of carburetter and the
jet. If you thoroughly clean these
parts and also remove the jet and clean
it, it is unlikely you will be troubled
again. Always use a funnel with a

strainer when filling the petrol tank, as

this prevents impurities from entering

the tank with the petrol.

Oil-tight Joint between Cylinder and Ciankcase.

Please tell me of a really

^ri efficient material for packing

> the joint between cylinder and
-iJ crankcase. I have tried card

soaked in boiled linseed oil, and
also brown paper smeared with eecoo-

^OT(^ILII

?

tine, both of which allowed the oil to

leak badly. The joint may not be too
good a fit.—P 3507.

Brown paper soaked in boiled linseed oil

usually makes a good joint between
cylinder a-nd crankcase. The brown
paper should be fairly thick, and free

from all bits or lumps which would be
likely to cause an uneven joint, and
might cause you to break the lugs off

the cylinder if yon tighten the nuts un-
equally. If a sheet of first quality
brown paper soaked in boiled linseed oil

will not make an oiltight joint, you
must have the bottom of the cylinder
turned true and the top of the crank
chamber machined true before inserting
the packing. If the top of the crank-
case and the base of the cylinder are
machined perfectly true, an oiltight

joint is obtained without the use of any
packing.

Strength of Motor Cycle Belts.

Can you tell me the breaking
strain of a leather or rubber
belt as used on a 5 h.p. motor
cycle?—LN 3980.

We have enquired of two prominent
belt manufacturers. The firm of leather

belt manufacturers reply as follows :

" We regret we are unable, at the
moment, to give you the information you
desire. We may, however, say that on
the basis of belt speed of approximately
15,500 feet per minute the strain on the
belt when transmitting 5 h.p. would not
exceed Icwt., for which a lin. strong
leather belt would be by no means an
excessive load, and would not even
approach the breaking strain." A
further enquiry of a well-known manu-
facturer of rubber belts elicited the
reply that they were not prepared to

disclose the information desired. We
think, however, you may take it that
most belt manufacturers allow ample
margin of safety

Lubricating a Hub Gear.

Kindly tell me how to lubri-

cate the back wheel bearings
of a 5 h.p. twin Vindec with
two-speed gear? There is a

lubricating place in the hub
above the gear, but I can never suc-

ceed in getting any oil into it. I

think it was originally packed with
grease, but I have never lubricated

the back wheel since I got the

machine over a year ago. I have
tried several times, but the oil only
pours out as fast as it is put in. I

am afraid of doing the bearings

damage through want of lubrication.—Ma.jor R., India.

The best way to get the oil into the

gear is as follows : Obtain a piece of

bent copper wire, heat it, and in-

sert io in the hole. This will melt away
any grease in the way, and you can
then inject oil or grease. This should be
put in with a force feed oil gun, after

the latter has been thoroughly heated
up, so that the oil or grease is' as liquid

as possible.

READERS' REPLIES. ,

Pitting of Contact Points.

With reference to "H.K.'s" enquiry

in The Motor Cycle of December 9th,

I had the same trouble (as I thought)

with the pitting of contact points. In

fact, I went to the trouble of having

IO31

the coil overhauled twice and had new
platinum points fitted, and still there
was no improvement, so I turned my
attention to the carburetter. After run-
ning two or three miles my machine
stopped firing. I turned the petrol tap
off and took the float chamber top off

and found that the float chamber was
empty' (or nearly so). The trouble was
that the float chamber did not fill fast
enough. I made the hole in which
needle fits just a shade larger, and have
never been troubled with misfiring
since, and can run a hundred miles to
a gallon of petrol. I find the points
pit jjist as badly on my machine now,
but they do not affect the firing in the
least. I use the same ignition as
"H.K." on a 2| h.p. Minerva.—J. T.
Lee.

Irregular Firing.

In reply to the query by the " Rev.
W." in The Motor CycU of 16th inst.

re irregular firing, the small ignition
pinion on a Motosacoche is a driving
fit, not keyed, and in all probability has
worked loose and slipped round, there-
by interfering with the timing. I would
therefore advise your correspondent to
test the timing, or if he lives near here
(Gloucester) I shall be pleased to put it

in proper order for him.—W. B. Gibb.

Re the "Rev. W.'s" query in The
Motor Cycle of the 16th inst. I think
ho will find his trouble caused by the
stretching of the Bowden wire control-
ling the contact breaker and exhaust,
consequent on the continual and severe
strain put upon the said wire every time
th'e exhaust is lifted. As the wire
lengthens the clock spring carries the
contact breaker farther back, so that
when he now fully advances the spark
(or rather thinks he does by the posi-
tion of the hand lever) it is only actu-
ally in the same position as it would be
with the lever retarded when the wire
was new and unstretched. Might I

suggest that he should try shortening
the stranded wire (not the outer spiral
sheath) a little.—S. R. IIorford.

Books for . .

Motor Cyclists
Motor Cycles & HobJ to Man-

age Them.
Price 1 12, post free. 12th edition,.

Entirely rewritten and brought right Jup
to date. Useful alike to e.xpert and
novice. Tlie whole of the information
given is applicable to any of the leading
makes of motor cycles on the market.

Hints &TipsforMotor Cyclists.
Price 1/2, post tree.

Reprinted from The Motor Cycle, and
now issued in book form for the first

time. Contains infermation of much
value to all motor cyclists.

"The Autocar" !• aiding Map
ofLngland and Wales

Price 8/10, poi^ jree.

A real necessity when o a tour. It is well

printed on linen, and folds up into a neat
and strong case, 7ix9iin. An indis-

pensable motor cyclists' companion

A full list sent on receipt of postcard.

ILIFFE 6 SONS LTD..
20, TUDOR ST.. LONDON. ELC
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SPECIAL FE^TU]^S

A POINT TO POINT

SIX HOURS' RECORD BROKEN.

TIME TO LIGHT LAMPS—Dec. 30th, 4.56 p.m.; Jan. 2nd, 5.1 p.m. ; Jan. 6th, 5.4 p.m.

lotor Cycle Races at Brooklands.

From a list of new_ regulations con-

cerning the use of the Brooklands
rrack, we gather that motor cycle

•aces are to be levived next year.

t.A.R.C. Appointment.

We are advised by the secretary of

he Brooklands Automobile Racing Club,
I)arlton House, Regent Street, S.W.

,

.hat Major F. Lindsay Lloyd, late

Hoyal Engineers, has been appointed
nanager and clerk of the course, and
-hat his duties commenced on Tuesday,
December 22nd.

[anchester Motor Show

We are pleased to inform our readers
n Manchester and district that
- large display of motor cycles

v\\\ be included in the Man-
hester Motor Show. Among the
irms who will exhibit motor
ycles direct are Zenith Motors,
jtd., London; Humber, LtJ.,
Coventry; H. Reed and Co.,

Manchester (the Dot) ; and Brad-
>ury and Co., Ltd., Oldham.
'J.S.U. motor cycles will be ex-

libited by the Northern Supply
')o\, Manchester; Browns by F.

Jullock, Manchester ; Rex by J.

X. Looker and Co. , Manchester
;

Jidget Bicars and Corah light-

i^eights by Lund and Sergent,
Stockport ; and several different

(lakes of motor cycles by J. AV.

Jourlay, Fallowfield. The ex-

ibition opens on February 19th,

.nd closes on February 27th next.
I'urther particulars regarding space,
tc, can be obtained from the secre-

ary, J. H. Wightman, Palatine Hotel,

''ictoria Street. Manchester.

ompetitions at Brooklands in 1909.

In addition to the regular race meet-
igs on Bank Holidays and other days

be announced later, open to all

omexs, it is intended to hold one or
:iore club meetings, when contests for
rdinary touring vehicles, hill-climbing
sets, and handicap races will be
rranged for the cars and motor cycles
f members only. It is also proposed

hold meetings of county and other
lubs, at which members of the
5.A.R.C. can be present. Private races
an be arranged at any time by appli-
ation to the London offices of the
5.A.R.C.

rivileges of Membership.

The annual subscription to the
l.A.R.C. is five guineas, and the com-
mittee announces that members wear-
ig their badges, or ladies wearing the
rooches (of which two are furnished to
ach member) now have the following
rivileges :

(a.) Free use of the motor course
upon g,ll days when it is open to the
public for use upon payment.

(b.) Free admission to the club en-
closure and all parts of the grounds at
all meetings.

(c.) Free admission to the members*
enclosure at all meetings.

Every facility and assistance will be
given to members wishing to initiate

gymkhanas or other social meetings.

Members wishing to learn to drive

may do so on the "finishing straight"
on any days when the track is open to

the public.

The management is devoting much

FUTURE EVENTS.

Jan. 7—(Provisional) Essex M.C. Paper by Mr. H. M.
Wyatt on "Magnetos."

,, 7
—"JMotor Cycle Lamps," a paper to be read

before the Auto Cycle Union, by Mr. P. W.
Bischoff.

,, 20—Auto Cycle Union Quarterly Trial.

16-23—Motor Cycle Show at Madison Square
Garden, New York.

,, 23—Essex M.C. Annual Dinner.

,, 23—Coventry M.C. Annual Dinner and Presenta-
tion of Prizes.

30—Auto Cycle Union Annual Dinner, preceded

by the Council Meeting, at the Waldorf
Hotel, Aldwych, W.C.

Feb. 19-27—Manchester Motor Show.

attention to the catering ariangements
for the coming season, and every care

will be taken to provide suitably in

this direction.

M.U. Foreign Touring Facilities.

'

A motor cyclist writing from Co.

Antrim to the Motor Union states that

his chief reasons for joining would be
for the Continental touring facilities,

and he asks whether any extra charge
would be made for suggesting tours,

advice as to routes, etc. The reply is

that no charge is made for services thus
rendered, and that the Motor Union's
foreign touring facilities are of a

character that cannot be surpassed.
These facilities are available for

motorists, whether travelling with their,

machines or not. The Union's member-
ship of the Ligue Internationale des

Associations Touristes gives it un-
equalled opportunities for catering for

the tourist in every European country.

It is of mterest to note that this organi-
sation is to hold its annual congress in

London next July, the business sittings

being followed by visits to Oxford,
Leamington, Stratford-on-Avon, Chel-
tenham, the Wye Valley, and Swansea.

1909 Programme ot (he Auto Cycle Union.

January 20th (Wednesday), quarterlv
trials; April 24th (Saturday), quarter];-

trials; May 15th (Saturday), hill-climb

June 5th (Saturday), penalty run (pro

bably in South of England) ; June 12t]i

(Saturday), twenty-four hours' run :

July 5th to 10th, six days' trial :

August 21st (Saturday), annual race
meeting (provisional) ; September (dur-

ing). Tourist Trophy Race (provisional) :

October 6th (Wednesday), quarterly
trial.

Be Wise in Time.

Through the courtesy of a Liscard
reader we notice that the head constable

of Liverpool has issued a public
notice to all drivers and owner;-
of motor vehicles pointing out
that complaints received by the
police suggest that the spaed of

motor vehicles within the city is

increasing. A warning of thit
nature shows that the Liverpool
police are desirous of treating
motorists with some considera-

iii} tion, therefore their timely bint

Vif should be carefully taken. Un-
M less motorists themselves keep the

speed of their vehicles within
reasonable limits, timing methods
will be adopted in Liverpool, and
other steps taken lor the prosecu-
tion of reckless drivers. Readers

J

are also reminded of the speed
' limit of twelve miles an hour in

force in Sefton Park.
Motor Cyclists Indispensable.

Brigadier-General Sir Henry Raw-
linson, Bart., presided over a meeting
dealing with the cycle in warfare at
the Royal United Service Institution
a few days ago, at which Capt. A. H.
Trapmann, adjutant of the 25th
Battalion County of London Regiment
(Cyclists) stated that motor cycles were
absolutely indispensable for the carry-
ing of despatches from one body of

cyclists to the other. These were use
ful, also, in signal communication, and
there should be twenty at least attached
to each cyclist battalion.

Motor Cycle Thefts Increasing.

On a recent occasion, during the
course of a trial run, a motor cycle was
stolen from the Excel Motor Garage.
140, Camden Road, N.W. The follow-

ing is a description of the machine :

Chater Lea frame, narrow, long and
jointed handle-bars, 26in. wheels,
rubber pedals, back-pedalling brake,

trembler coil, and condenser fastened
to frame, registered number LC4006.
Fafnir engine with top fin broken.
tyres Macintosh front and Clincher
back, frame enamelled black.
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CLUB NEWS.
Brighton and District M.C.C.

At a meeting of the above club on Thursday, the 17th inst.,

it was decided to hold the first annual dinner and prize dis-

tribution on Wednesday, January 20th. The time and place
will be notified shortly. All members are requested to attend
this event, and also non-members who are motor cyclists will

be welcome. Tickets for dinner 3s. 6d. A whist drive and
billiard handicap will take place a fortnight later.

Liverpool M.C.

On Wednesday, the 16th inst., the annual dinner was held
at St. George's Restaurant, the chair being taken by Mr.
T. Clarke (captain). Abnnt
forty members and friends

sat down to dinner. A letter

of regret was read from the

president (Col. W. Hall
Walker, M.P.), who was un-

able -to be present, being out
of town. During the evening
the usual toasts were given,

and the prizes won in the

various competitions held

during the year were handed
over to the successful riders.

The programme which had
been arranged proved a very

enjoyable one, the artistes

sparing no effort to make the

evening a very pleasant one.

Hartlepools and District M.C.C.'"

The above club held a very
successful whist drive and
dance in the Grand Hotel,
West Hartlepool, on Decem-
ber 9th, 170 persons taking
part. After whist, supper
was partaken of, and then
dancing was indulged in

until 2 a.m. The arrange-
ments were admirably carried
out, and the evening was
thoroughly enjoyed.

Mr. Jones, a very popular mem-
ber of the Liverpool Motor Ciub,
who was successful in winning— in

three, of the elul's competitions
held during \ b e year— tw o i eliability

trials and a hill climlfV
"

Manchester M.C.

The annual dinner and prize distribution, combined with
a high-class entertainment, at the headquarters, the Albion
Botel, Piccadilly, Manchester, was held on the 19th inst.

The club is probably the largest and most democratic mixed
nnotor club in Great Britain. Mr. A. J. Bell, the president,
in his speech, casually mentioned that the club comprised
about 180 motor cyclists and 120 car owners. For the dinner
this year the function was thrown open to ladies, who
attended fairly well. Evening dress was compulsory, and
there were about 140 present. ^Mr. J. Tytler, a well-known
motor cycle member, had designed a beautiful menu card,
which was a work of art, embellished with pictui'es relating
to club life, with portraits of officials, etc. The motor cycle
section attended in large numbers, outnumbering the car
section ; they are certainly more in evidence at all club
gatherings and enthusiastic in club affairs than the car owners'
section.

After the well-served dinner had been done full justice to,

and one or two variety turns, the President (Mr. A. J. Bell)

and Mr. F. C. Hunt presented the prizes for the year to
those who had competed successfully in the numerous com-
petitions. The prizes were a valuable and fine lot. A shout
was raised when it was proudly announced that both the
winners of the single and twin-cylinder class in the Tsle of

Man Auto Cycle T.T. Race (Messrs. Marshall and Reed) were
men(ibers of the club, and had also won prizes in club com-
petitions. The Humber vase (won by W. Andrew in 1905,
A. V. Baxter in 1906, and Percv Butler in 1907) was pre-

sented to Mr. Andrew as the 1908 winner, as his own pro-
perty.

The entertaining artistes were Ernest Hastings (entertainer),

Cuthbert Allan (baritone). Oily Oakley (banjoist), Jerry
Routledge (conjurer, etc.), and Alfred Martin (pianist), and
their turns were greatly enjoyed. The whole affair passed off

most succeissfully, being voted the most enjoyable of the kind
promoted by the club.

The Motor CycUng Club.

TTT^'j®
annual general meeting of the club has been fixed for

Wednesday evening, January 13th. The place of meeting
will be announced later. ,^

The club intends holding a few Sunday runs during the
winter months, the first of which will be on January 3rd to
Burford Bridge, near Dorking.
A smoking concert will be held on Tuesday, February 16th

arrangements for which are in the hands of Mr. J. Van
Hooydonk. Mr. Hooydonk's smoker last year was a great
success, and members are requested to keep this date open.

Nottingham and District M.C.C.

Mr. J. Van Hooydonk (Phoenix Motors, Ltd.) has kindh
promised to lecture bv lantern illustrations to the members
of the above club. The lecture and concert in the interval
have been arranged (by request of Mr. Hooydonk) for Saturday,
January 9th next, at headquarters, Welbeck Hotel, Notting-
ham. All motor cyclists are cordially welcomed. A special
invitation is extended to ladies and others interested in this
increasingly popular sport. Tickets may be obtained from
members of the committee, and by application to the hon
secretary. Mr. C. A. Aubert Spring. Stratford Road, West
Bndgford. Notts., price Is. each. The sale of such being
limited, they will be allotted in the order of application.

The University of Birmingham M.C.

At a meeting held recently at the Birmingham University,
it was decided that a motor club be formed, membership to
be open to the staff and students (past and present) of the
University. The following committee was elected. The
officers: Chairman, Mr. Lomax ; captain, Mr. Brewsted ; vice-
captain, Mr. West; hon. secretary, Mr. Crawley; and also
ISIr. Arledge and Mr. F. C. Mustard, technical advisers to
the club. The annual siibscrintion will be 10s. 6d. and 7s. 6d.
for motor car and motor cycle members respectively. It was
resolved that the club should affiliate with the Auto Cycle
Union and associate with the Royal Automobile Club. Any-
one interested should send a postcard to the secretary, R. C.
Crawley, the University, Edgbaston, Birmingham.'

Western District M.C.

The second annual dinner was held on the ISth inst. at
headquarters, the Milford Hotel, Isleworth. when Mr. E.
Srnart presided over a large attendance of members and
friends. After the tables had been cleared, and the loyal
toast enthusiastically drunk, the Chairman proposed the
toast of "The Club and its Officers," pointing out the
enthusiasm which existed amongst the members, and con-
gratulating the club upon its success during the past year.
The response to this toast was in the hands of Mr. A. R.
Canham.Mr. W. E. Prosser, and Mr. R. R. Babbage (hon.
sec.) "The Chairman'" was then proposed by Mr. W. E.
Pros.ser, who referred Lo some of the motor experiences of
IMr. Smart, to which that !?entleman suitablv responded.
The next toa.~-t was that of "The Auto Cycle Union." given
by Mr. P. W. Vinsen, who referred to the good work done
for motor cyclists by that body, and the excellent manner
in which its various trials and competitions were organised.
TothisMr. F. Straight, the secretary of the A.C.U., replied,
giving instances of some of the legal benefits received through
affiliation to the A.C.U. He also congratulated the club on
possessing a member wl o had secjred a sold medal and certi-

ficate in the recent Land's End to John-o'-Groat's Trial,
"The Ladies and Visitors" was given by Mr. Canham,
who, after apologising for the fact that he was a bachelor,
expressed the pleasure it afforded the members of the club
to see so many ladies present, to which Mr. Nias responded
on behalf of the ladies and visitors. " Our Host and
Treasurer " was then proposed bv Mr. W: E. Prosser, who
referred to the efforts of Mr. Williams to make them comfort-
able at their headquarters—a fact which was crreatly appre-
ciated by all the members. Mr. T. A. Williams suitably
replied. The speeches were interspersed with a most enjoy-

able mufiical entertainment, under the direction of Mr. Harry
Edwards.
Members are requested to note that the annual general meet-

ing will take place at h^^adouart'^rs, the Milford Hotel, Spring
Grove, Isleworth, on Friday, January 8th, 1909, at 8 p.m.
sharp. Any notice of motion and alteration to the rules must
be posted to Mr. Wilson-Prosser, 73, Loveday Road, West
Ealing, W., not later than January Ist.
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DETTEKS TO THE EDITOR
s«J.

, The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, '* The Motor Cyele," 20, Tudor Street, E.G., and should be accompanied by the writer's (ul! name and address.

Magneto Manulactnre.

[3750.]—I have been reading with much interest letters

hat have appeared in your paper lately concernijig magneto
lanufacture. Of course, everybody's is the best it you take

heir vsrord for it. I think the best magneto is the B.A.T.
lagneto, i.e., Best After Tests. I should very much like to

ee some results of tests appear in The Motor Cycle, so as

give every maker a fair chance. I should like to add that

certain firm exhibited at the Stanley Sliow some magnetos
lazing av^ay like one o'clock, but the speed, I should say, of

hese little blazers was nearer 3,000 than 300 revolutions per

linute. HENRY GRAFTON.

Belt Drive: Revival of an Old Controversy.

[3751.]—I see that nearly every maker of motor cycles is

tting that most troublesome and inefficient belt drive on his

909 models. I should like to know why ? As a rider who
as owned both belt and chain-driven machines, mj' experience

hows that the belt cannot be compared to the chain for

B&ciency, lack of trouble, and small expense.

As for smoothness of running, I consider the chain in no
ray inferior to the belt, as the amount of slip can always be
apt constant, which is an impossibility with the belt drive.

3 it because the majority of motor cyclists are so incompetent
bat they cannot adjust the spring clutch, or that there is

much greater profit on belt-driven machines?
MYSTIFIED.

in Praise of a Passenger Motor Cycle.

[3752.]—I was very much interested in the article under
bove heading written by "ED 232." I see the machine
sed is a 5-6 h.pi Roc with two-speed and free engine clutch.

presume the Amac carburetter with H.B. control and Bosch
lagneto are used. If I may, there are just a few questions
would like to ask "ED 232.'" What size spray and choke
oes he use to get eighty mil=>is to a gallon of fetrol? Does
e use the standard 4 to 1 and 8 to 1 gears to do fifty miles
er hour, and forty miles per hour with sidecai fixed? What
1 about the average hill he can climb on top speed with the
decar fixed?

I have been a rider ot motor cycles and tricycles as well
good many years now, in tlie days of the tube ignition

nd when carburetters were as big as silencers are now, but
le more I read and see the loss I know, and that is why
should like an aniswer to my three simple questions.

STONEIR.

The Knight Engine.

[3753.]—A paragraph under the heading of Occasional
omments, contributed by " Ixion," contains reference to

le Knight engine, and states that " Since the power curves
I the big Daimler engines are apparently better than any
icured from a poppet valve engine of similar capacity."
This is not really true, and I enclose you herewith a power
iirve from a six-cylinder Napier engine of practically the
ime rating, from which you will see it is a very large
ivancement in the case of the poppet valve engine over
lis American one. S. F. EDGE.
A^e have examined the power curve sent by Mr. Edge,
which is a reproduction from the chart exhibited at the
R.A.C. on the night of the discussion on Mr. Knight's
paper. The power curve of the Napier is certainly superior
to that of the Daimler, but that does not prove our con-
tributor's statement to be untrue, because the bore and
stroke of the Daimler engine are well-known, whereas the
stroke of the Napier engine ha« not been dLscloeed.—En.]

Organised Meets of Motor Cyclists.

[3754.]—I read with interest the letter of your corre-

spondent, Mr. H. B. Renner [3725], and I am thoroughly
in sympathy with it, especially with regard to the Midlands,
where such a "monster meet" would indeed be welcome.
The motor cyclists of Notts, Derbyshire, Leicestershire, Rut-
landshire, and the adjoining counties certainly do want the
opportunity of having the whole question of motor cycling
and its future possibilities placed lucidly before them.

If, as your correspondent suggests, monster meets take
place in, say, London, in the North, and in the West, I, per-

sonally, would indeed be pleased to assist such a similar

monster meet to be arranged either here at Nottingham, oi'

in the neiglibouring towns. Leicester or Derby.
C. A. AUBERT SPRING,

Hon. .';ec. Nottingham and District M.C.C.

Road Dangers at Night,

[3755.]—The roads in Cambridgeshire are in a shocking
condition at present, and perfectly dangerous to motor
cvclists. The method of repairing is to put patches of

unrolled stones on all parts of the road, which at night
are very dangerous, to say nothing of the ruin of tyres.

Cannot anything be done to wake the authorities up, and
make them follow the methods of other counties? One can
tell by the condition of the roads when one is out of this
county. C. E. B. K.

[3756.]—With reference to letter 3696 in the issue of

December 2nd, I thoroughly and deeply sympathise with the
writer thereof. I myself have quit« lecently recovered from
the effects of a collision at night under circumstances very
similar to those described by "AH 441." Certainly I have
only just joined the ranks of true sportsmen—to wit, motor
cyclists—still, I have fairly well mastered the rudiments of

steady driving, so that the point under discussion strikes me
with special force (figuratively speaking), almost as much as

did actually the point projecting from the rear of the cart,
which, I should imagine, came off the better in the conflict.

The night was a particularly dark one, even for our dismal
climate, but on that I was rather congratulating myself, for
did it not allow me to show off my new lamp," and the
brilliancy of its light quite came up to expectations? But
when nearing my journey's end, and not exceeding the rate
of ten miles per hour, I was struck in the chest with such
terrific force that I feel it to this day (it occurred about two
months ago), and fear I may do so for many a long day yet.
The ludicrous byelaw relating to rear lights must surely

appeal to all and sundry blea^d with even a minimum of
commonsense, so let it be our great duty, for our own safety,
if not for that of the lay non-motorists, to agitate most
vehemently against the existing law, and to have it set on
a more reasonable footing.
And if, as all intelligent individuals are bound to admit,

it is essential to have a danger light on the reaj of slowly
moving traffic, how much more necessary is it that we include
therein cattle and suchlike, which not only are at times even
stationary, but as often as not reverse their engines quite
unexpectedly, with obviously possible disastrous results? I
decidedly join my feeble voice with all who think like
"AH44L" ^ M.D.

Tandem Attachments.

[3757.]—In the issue of the 9th inst. I see a letter from
Mr. B. 'H. Davies rr tandem attachments, . and there are
some points in which I consider he is wrong: (1.) Re skid, I
rode a motor Cycle tandem (3 h.p.) for several years, and my
experience was that it side-slipped terribly and was quite
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dangerous in wet weather. Pedal cyclists know that tandems
siip more than singles. My experience with tandems, trijJets,

and quads has shown that the longer the wheelbase the more
tendency there is to slip, and the harder it is to correct. I

aow ride an 8 h.p. twin single sometimes with another rider

over back wheel, and I find it slips much less than the
tandem, in spite of the higher horse-power. (2.) My tandem
was controlled from the back and steered from the front, and
I found the arrangement very good. I always had plenty to

occupy one hand, and very often two, and sonretimes three

would have been useful, what with air, spark, and throttle

levers and brakes. I had quite enough to do without steering :

though I had to be always watchuig the road, yet my hands
were not cumbered with, the steering. With handle-bar
control, perhaps front control and steering would be all right.

If Mr. Davies doubts what I say, I shall be glad to intro--

duce him to several friends who have ridden thousands of

miles on the said tandem. I.. JEZZI.

A Curious Coil Experience.

[3758.]—I recently had the following experience with my
9 h.p. motor cycle which may be of interest. After two oi

three months running I began to be troubled with contacts
pitting and requiring trimming at frequent intervals. This
got so bad that a few hours running was sufficient to pit and
burn them to such an extent that it was impossible to start

engine until they were trimmed up. They being iridium I

knew that the condensers of coils had gone out of action. I

wrote the makers of the coil ard they requested me to send
the coil to them for examination. I received the report that

the wax had been dissolved by petrol ; in fact, they said that

the coil appeared to have been soaked in petrol, the smell of

which when the coil was opened was very strong. Now all

this must have been caused by the bad fitting screw stopper
of the tank. I have constantly noticed the top of the tank
wet owing to the splashing about of petrol, and it leaking,

down the screw threads of tank stopper, but I was aston'shed
to find that it had travelled ten or twelve inches along top
of tank and then run into coil compartment. The petrol that
I have wasted must have been a big quantity. I am there-

fore fitting a Davidson stopper, hinged, and fitted with a

eatch. I only regret that the makers of the machine fitted

sach a wretched affair as they did, and which has been the
cause of my trouble. CB 246.

Motor Cycling in Natal.

[3759.]—For the benefit of others who may be hesitating
aa to which motor cycle is the most suitable for use on bad
-surfaced roads with numerous steep gradients, I wish to

give my experience.

For about two years I have watched the performances of

numerous types of cycles, and, without exception, the sirgle-

geared machines failed to surmount the local hills. I then
purchased (in association with 'a friend) a much-advertised
belt-driven two-speed geared cj-cle. This article might justly

be called the all-trouble machine, for from the day it

arrived to the' present time it has continually needed attention
and repairs.

My friend kindly took over altogether this cycle, and in

consequence, after some deliberation, and, further, seeing the
work done by, I believe, the only Phelon and Moore cycle
then in the colony, I ventured with a considerable amount of

doubt as to my wisdom to order one of these first-class

machines. My purchase is a 1908 3^ h;p. Phelon and Moore,
and it is really beautifullv manufactured, and does all the
makers claim for it. It takes me up the steepest hills and over
roads with execrable surfaces. The latter are so bad that
frequently one would come down on the rims if not driving
carefully. In fact, it is quite evident that the manufacturers
of all motor cycles have not yet realised what is required of

oheir machines on colonial tracks, for it is an insult to
designate them roads.

I am very pleased with the chain drive, to which I attribute
half the success of the cycle. The starting is easy, and I do
not think pedals would add to the excellence of the cycle.

My advice to others situated under similar circumstances is.

Buy a Phelon and Moore. I have no interest whatever in

the firm, and write purely out of a desire to help doubters
such as I was. A. E. CARTE.
Richmond, Natal.

Sidecars.

[3760.]—The opinion that it is unsafe to drive a motor
cycle with rigid sidecar attached unless the latter contains a
.passenger or is otherwise weighted down seems to be fairlv
generally held among motor cyclists, as is also the belief tha't
such a combination is difficult to steer until one is quite used
to it. I myself laboured under both of these delusions until,
in the early part of the present year, I purchased a sidecar
of the rigid type and attached it to the 3^ h.p. single-cylmder
machine I was then using.
My first experience with the combination proved to mv

satisfaction that no difl&ciilty existed so far as steering went,
although I had never had any practice in managing a
tricycle. With a pasisenger seated in the car, I started from
the top of a hill and ran down with exhaust valve lifted,
letting the engine fire when required, this, in my opinion,
being the best way in which to make acquaintance with the
new conditions.

Since then I have driven some hundreds of miles, both witli
and without a passenger, and, although possessing no more
than the average skill in these matters, have never experienced
any difficulty or accident. Quite recently I drove the 5 h.p.
twin I am now using from London to High Wycombe with
empty sidecar attached, over thirty miles of the worst grease
and stones I have ever experienced, passing over some of the
Marathon route, with its many sharp turns and short stee]i

rises, the journey being accomplished without incident hi

Ih. 35m. under the conditions mentioned, added to which a
thick fog prevailed in places. All that is required is a little

judgment in turning sliarp corners and when passing vehicles
on cambered roads. I am keeping the sidecar permanently
connected through the winter, as it effectively prevents
side-slip. H 4220.

[3761.]---I read Mr. Douglas Leechman's article on " The
Sidecar" in The Motor Cjirle of Dec. 2nd with much interest.
At the oiit-<iet Mr. Leechman says he proposes to deal with
how far the bicycle loses its original character and acquires
that of a tricycle by the addition cf a sidecar.

Seeing he is the avowed champion of the rigid form of

sidecar, it is easy to understand that he does not deal with
the subject in its entirety, and at the risk of reopening this

much debated subject, 1 should like, with your permission,
to supply the missing links.

N6 doubt the bicycle and sidecar can be correctly described
as a tricycle, seeing it has three wheels, but the English
language of to-day is largely composed of words which
carry an entirely different meaning in their application from
the use of similar words long ago. I remember hearing a

notable man lecturing on this subject (i.e., language, not
sidecars), and he instanced the words "nervous man."
Time hack this was descriptive of a strong, quick, decisive

individual, whereas now it describes a timid, irritable man.
In the case of the word tricycle, it has come to be accepted
as describing a safe and easy vehicle, more suitable for the
unathletic, middle-aged man or woman than for vigorous
youth.
When Mr. Leechman goes on to say "that the bicycle

when connected to a rigid sidecar " assumes the usual

characteristics of the three-wheeler," the inexperienced reader

could easily be deceived into thinking this true under all

circumstances^ which it most certainly is not.

As a matter of fact, independent of theory, there is a

great difference between a vehicle answering to the generallj'

accepted term of tricycle and a motor cycle with rigidly

attached sidecar, although both run on three wheels.

The difference is as follows : The former is an evenly

balanced machine with the driver seated in the centre,

applying the motive power from the centre, and steering from

the "centre ; but the latter vehicle is a considerably wider

machine, having the motive power, and practically all the

weight, and the steering on one extreme side. The sidecar

action comes nearer the tricycle when it has its full com-
plement of two passengers, but when carrying driver only

and minus passenger it naturally becomes difficult to steer,

and is easily upset when on a cambered road or in the act

of turning corners.

This result is, so obvious, and has been proved so many
times, as to be beyond dispute.

It is well known, however, that when the sidecar is fitted

with compensating joints the net of riding minus passenger is

rendered easy and safe, and the advantages of this are

easilv realised.
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1 am quite ready to admit that no particular sidecar as at

present constructed is perfect, and because of this my firm

has pleasure in providing facilities for purchasers to test

each type before finally deciding which particular kind suits

them best. W. MONTGOMERY.

Inlet Valve Design.

[3762.]—On page 987 " Ixion " describes what he calls a

new type of inlet va-ve. I think "Ixion" does not look

round much or he would have found this type was made and
fitted years ago. The M.M.C., Coventry, fitted this pattern

to my 2| h.p. engine in 1906; also the Darracq people fitted

it to their cars in 1903. 1 have a pair of these in use at the

present time, and they have been in use since that date.

G. H. P.

Two-speed Gears and Overheating.

[3763.]—I note that lately the question whether two-

speed twins are likely to overheat on the low gear has cropped

up rather frequently, and thought my own experience might
be interesting. My machine has a 6 h.p. Antoine engine,

fitted in a Chater Lea frame, with the Nala two-speed hub,

and also an adjustable pulley on engine. I find the engine

remains quite as cool on the low gear when climbing a stiff

hill as it does on the high gear and a level road, and, better

.still, if it is abnormally hot at the start, unless the throttle

is wide open, it will begin to cool down.
I mentioned in letter No. 3487 a hill in North Wales with

five gates across it. The pedal-starting gear of the Nala was
not fitted on that tour, and I had to leave the engine run-

ning on the stand at the third and fourth ones, as a push-off

restart would have been impossible, but in spite of that I

was not troubled with overheating. The Hindhead, taken

with loaded sidecar, or any of the North London test hills

under the same conditions, will leave it quite normal in

temperature, and nothing but bad driving will get it really

hot.

Mr. Karslake invited me to try his Devonshire terror,

but the great advantage of a two-speed twin is that you do
not think you can get up a hill, you know you can, which is

worth a lot in my opinion.
" Ixion's " note on handle-bar control levers reminds me

that early this year I moved my handle-bar throttle lever so

that I could keep my right thumb and first finger on it.

The result was a drop in consumption from about seventy-

two to over eighty miles to the gallon.

R. MEESON.

A Suggestion for Finger-posts.

[3764.]—When reading through the prospectus of one

of the unions for motorists, I noticed that one of its many
objects was the " negotiating with local authorities for the

improvement of the roads." In view of this I would like

to suggest an improvement that might be made with advan-
tage in the matter of finger-posts.

I have lately been travelling through counties quite new
to me, and although possessed of fairly good maps, depended
to a great extent upon finger-posts. What frequently
happened was this. On approaching cross-roads or fork-

roads, I had to decide before reaching the finger-post which
road to take if I wanted to avoid stopping. Sometimes the
finger-post acted as a corroborative of my choice, and I joy-

fully popped on, but more often than not it told me, all too

late, that I was on the wrong road. In either case it did good
service indeed, but in the latter it necessitated dismounting
and often occasioned " unautomobile " lauguage.
Many finger-posts are almost invisible, while all are placed

in such a position that they fail, in my humble opinion, to

serve the purpose of cyclist or automobilist, or, indeed, of

any road traffic.

I therefore suggest that, in future, the finger-posts be put
on the left side of the road several yards before the cross-

roads. Example :

Left, Mark Cross.

Right, Lamberhurst.
Forv/ard, Tunbridge Wells.

In the case of fork-roads :

Left forward. Paddock Wood.
Right forward, Yalding.

Perhaps the above suggestion may meet with the approval
of the unions, and, it is to be hoped, with successful " npgo-
tiating with local authorities." D4139.

A Suggestion for Piston Rings.

[3765.]

—

Re the question of oil burning on the top t.f

pistons, I would like to say that my experience in gas
engine practice has taught me that the grand secret of main-
taining good lubrication and at the same time preventing oil

from getting burnt on the piston is to make the piston ring-
rourded on their face instead of flat, as the sharp squarp
corner scrapes off the oil as neatly as a knife, so wastuig tlie

oil and putting it where it is not wanted. When the rings
get worn so that the rounding has disappeared it is time to

either renew them or to have them again rounded. This
system also reduces the wear. The reason of the action is

simple. One can readily scrape off oil from a surface by
means of a sharp edge, but one cannot do .so by means of a

roimd surface. INCANDESCENT.

The Sheflleld Club and the A.C.U.

[3766.]—I venture to question the statement of Mi
Turner, the hon. sec. of the Sheffield and Hallamshire Club,
to the effect that that club was boycotted by the A.C.U. a,t

the annual general meeting, and tliat the A.C.U. does not want
the provincial members. With re-spect to the A.C.U. annual
meeting a certain member of the Sheffield Club was not elected
to the General Committee, and really, considering the treat

ment he served out to those of us who could not quite see eye
to eye with him, he could hardly expect certain members of th<>-

A.C.U. to receive him with quite open arms.
As to the other statement, INIr. Turner is wrong. The

A.C.U. does welcome the provincial clubs, and, as stated iii

the official journal, it is arranging a really acceptafel*-

and workable centre scheme, and it will, I believe, be found
to be practically on the lines which the Shefl5eld representa
tive and his friends on the "committee of eight" so con
temptnously rejected. It, however, has been a case of quietly
v orking along, unmindful of the remarks made from time to
time. There is no doubt whatever that the Auto Cycle Union
is, after all, the organisation for motor cyclists, and the clubs
will do well to help it along. G. J. WILKINSON.

SUMMARY OF OTHER CORRESPONDENCE.
Chas. Larard, 38, George Street, Hull, writes :' " The object

of the variable pulley illustrated on page 998 is to produw-
four speeds and a free engine at will. The gear is entirely

operated by foot, leaving the hands free for controlling the
machine."

The Premier Motor Co., Ltd., write: "The letter from
the Rex Motor Co. appearing in your issue of the 16th inst.

re spurious exhaust valves points cut a very real grievance
As vendors of Rex spare parts we wish to make it clear that
we do not descend to such dishonest trading as that com
plained of. All Rex components supplied by us are genuine
new fittings exactly as isold by the Rex Co., and we have
given a written undertaking to that effect."

Messrs. Leo Ripault and Co., the sole agents for Oleo
sparking plugs, write: "An almost exact facsimile of the
Oleo No. 4 plug is being sold in this country. The resem
blance to the genuine article is complete with the exception
that the porcelain does not bear the negro head trade mark
and the bodies of the plugs are a fraction of an inch smaller.

If any of your readers are offered such plugs, will they
kindly communicate with us at 64a, Poland Street, Oxford
Street, W.?"

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
" Intebested Norwegian " would like readers' experienee^

with the Scott-Jowett motor cycle, particularly with regard

to the engine, automatic carburetter, silencer, and ease of

starting on the level and uphill.

N O T I O E.

The Editor disclaims all legal responsisility in any way for

loss of copy in tlielor.Ti of manuscript, drawings, or photographs
sa'ojiitted to hi.n. Rejected manuscript, drawin'^s, and photo-
graphs will only be r3turned provided a stamped addressed
envelope is enclosed for the purpose.
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION IIL

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire,
Derby, Stafford, Shropshire, Mont-
gomery, and Merioneth.

01 h.p. Alldays Motor Cycle, good condi-
-^2 tion ; £10, or nearest offer. — Stacey,
Ch-^tsworth Road, Chesterfield.

1 Q07 3i h.p. Quadrant, spring forks, not
-L%J done 1,000 miles, equal to new; sacri-
fice £16 5s.—R. Else, Leawood, near Matlock.

''PRIUMPH, 1907, splendid order, new Sham-
J. rock-Exoelsior back, new Dermatine,
Miraculum in back; £26 10s.—Vickers, Offley
li-ro've, iNewport, Salop.

~ h.p. Twin Rex, just had two new pistons,
two new cylinders, also new . ik

case fitted, will climb anything, equal to
new; money wanted; price £23.—F. Baylnv,
Victoria Street, Macclesfield.

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland,
Northamptonshire, and Warwickshire.

1 Q,09 Triumph Motor Cycles from Stock

;

i-O latest improvements; £48.

-J
Q08 Triumph Motor Cycles, shop-soiled;LU only £42.

ZENITH Bicar, 3^ h.p. engine, two-speed
gear, in splendid order, very little

used; £24.

"VTINERVA, 1| h.p. engine, in ^ood order
ItJL and condition; trial given; £7 10b.—The
Victoria Garage and Electrical Co., Ltd.,
Coventry.

nnSIUMPIL 2i h.p. Jap engine, in perfect
J- order, plating and enamel as new,Der-
matine-Bates non-skid; a bargain, £12. -^
Dowling, Dunchurch.

OFFERS wanted for 3J h.p. Triumph, 2i h.p
Triumph, 34 h.p Rex. 2| h.p. Werner, 5i

h.v. Minerva, 3i h.p. F.N., four cylinders; 16
h.p. light model Wolseley car, in new condi-
tion.—No. 1,423, The Motor Cycle OflRces Cov-
entry.

-< 08 Triumph, handle-bar control, Clin-
chers, Dermatine and two spare belts,

lamp and generator, spare lamp, Cowey
speed indicator, spare valve and cover (Pal-
mer cord) and other spares, this is as good
as new, and guaranteed in perfect order-
price, cash £38.—J. W. Willson, Burgh, R.S.O.

SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon,
and Bedford.

SPECIALLY built for hills.—2| h.p. Spring
Frame Bat, very low frame, first-class

condition.—C. W. Unwin, Builder, Histon,
•Oambs.

SECTION VI.

Worcestershire, Herefordshire, Radnor,
Brecknock, Monmouth, Glamorgan,
Carmarthen, Cardigan, and Pembroke.

MOTO - REVE, new thiS' summer, excellent
climber, in perfect order. Shamrock

rear tyre, lamp, stand, carrier, horn, num-
ber plates ; niearest offer £28.—Green Haver-
fordwest.

9^ lip- M.M.C., (Longuemare carburetter,
^4= good reliable machine, just been
enamelled and lined; £9 10s. cash; easy
rerms. or exchange.—Ward's, 24, Portman-
moor Road, Cardiff.

MOTO-REVE, 'Only used few times, stud-
ded cover, spring seat-pillar, Lucas

lamp, two belts, carrier, stand, practically
as .new; £28, or near cash offer. — Box No.
1.435, The Motor Cycle Qfiices, Coventry.

SECTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks,
Wilts and Hants, and Channel Islands.

41 h.p. Stevens, B.S.A. frame, 2J Palmer
2 rear. Continental front, new condition

everywhere, very powerful and fast; £25.—-
Pull particulars, Kennedy, Fleet, Hamp-
shire.

9 h.p. Ormonde, nearly new Edlin Sinclair
-^ tyres. Whittle's belt, handle-bar con-
xrol, stand and carrier cojnbined, g'-^od -run-
ning order; 5 guineas.—Breeze. 74. High
^ti-^'^'t. Aldershot.

«£40for JS29 lOs.

A few BRAND NEW 3i h.p. 1908 TOURIST REXES,
magnetos, ball bearing engines, handle-bar control,
2} tyres, makers' price £40. OUR PRICE £29 10s.,

or excliange.

iB45 for iB32 lOs.
A few BRAND NEW 5 h.p. 1908 TWIN TOURIST
REXES, magnetos, ball bearing engines, makers'
price, £45. OUR PRICE £32 10s., or exchange.

PERFECTLY DESIGNED LIGHTWEIGHTS.

A few nearly nevr 2J h.p. 1908 REX FEATHER-
WEIGHTS, magnetos, foot brakes, and all Im-
provements. Weight go lbs. Handy and efi&cient.

£19 19s., nr evchange.

3j h.p. MINERVA and SIDECAR, duple.x
steering, two-speed gear, and free engine

si h.p. BROWN, magneto, spring forks. . .

.

2J h.p. GERRARD, spring forks, two speeds
8 h.p. Steam Car, less boiler

4 h.p N.S.U. TWIN, magneto, smart, two
speeds

4ih.p. TWIN MINERVA, magneto, 2iin
tyres

5 h.p. TWIN G.B , magneto, up to date .

.

5 h.p. TW1|\ VINDEC (1907T, magneto . .

5 h.p. TvyiN ANtOINE, new
6 h.p. TWIN REX and Sidecar, four speeds

3j h.p. TWIN WERNER, spring forks

3 j h.p. REX, 1907, very smart

3i h.p. REX (1906), low built

4 h.p. ANTOINE, magneto, Roc two-speed
5jh.p. REX-DE-LUXE, twin tyres. Roc

clutch, magneto
4 h.p. ZENITH BICAR, free engine
3 h.p. RALEIGH, Phoenix two-speed gear

3i h.p. ARIEL, M.O.V., low built

sl h.p. MINERVA, Chater-Lea
4 h.p. ANTOINE, M.O.V., low
3 h.p. BRADBURY, vertical engine .

.

3 h.p. QUADRANT, spring forks

3 h.p. ARIEL, M.O.V., low
5 h.p. TWIN REX, Osborne four-speed . .

2i h.p. WERNER, vertical, low built

2I h.p. MINERVA, 26in. wheels
2^ h.p. SPARK, magneto, low buiU
3 h.p. SIMMS, magneto
2j h.p. NOBLE, M.O.V., vertical

3J h.p. REX, vertical engine
2 h.p. REX, vertical engine
2 h.p. ORIENTAL, B. and B carburetter

If b p MINERVA, spray, good
2} h.p ARIEL Lightweight, spring forks . .

3i h.p. QUADRANT, 1907, spring forks .

.

Extended payments arranged.

£17 17
22 10
12 12
8 15

25

25
25
29 10

22 10

20
11 10

15 15

14 14

20 10

27 10

16 16

11

U i4

13 3
12 12

10 10

10
10

-

17 1 7
9 1

9
9

10
9
8
7
5
4 5
12 1 2
17 1

TRICARS.
Open-frame Tricar Chassis and Wheels £3 10
Ditto with Two-speed and Tvres 8 15
5 h.p. QUADRANT, two' speeds, coach

built 19 19
10 h.p. REXETTE, two speeds, open frame 29 10
54 h.p. REXETTE, two speeds, open frame 27 10

6i h.p. HUMBERETTE, Two-seater Car,

three speeds, reverse, artillery wheels,

three lamps, Stepney wheel 39 10

GRiPSKIN BELTING.
Scientifically made from selected parts of hides.

An efficient belt at a popular price. Outlasts two
rubber belts. Correct angle, perfect drive, non-
stretching. We send on approval on receipt of P.O.

i'm. 9d., fin. lO^d., fin. 1 /-, lin. 1/1.

Special Terms to the Trade.

Note new address

—

BOOTH'S IVIOTORIES,
CHARLES STREET (off Square Road), HALIFAX.

Two minutes from station.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
O h.x> Pafnir engine, Dunlops, B.S.A. frame.

Brooks saddle, spring stand, perfect;can be tried; 8 guineas.—Breeze, 74, High
Street, Aldershot.

O h.p. Clyde, just overhaulei, nearly new
*J tyres, low tension magneto', £12, or
offers: 2i h.p. Minerva, good order, several
other motor cycles, different powers.—Engi-
neer, Church Crookham.

TWIN and Sidecar, Eex, 5J h.p., excellent
order, footboards and pedalling gear,

all new tyres. Palmer back, change speed
gear and starting handle, with J.A P
patent jockey lift. Whittle belt, tool box
and spares, lamp, horn, everything com-
plete; £30, or near offer, i-r sell separate.—
Apply. X.. c/o " Lee," Motor Engineer, North
Street, Gosport, Hants.

3 h.p. Fafnir, special racing engine. No. 6
_

frame, very low, 18Jin., 26-2J wheels.
Clincher and Continental tyres, both good,
Chater-Lea ball bearing soring forks, Brooks
saddle, copper petrol and oil tank, two 20
amp. C.A.V. accumulators, horn, headlight,
numbers, numerous .spares, including valves,
pulleys, piston, etc., enamel and plating like
new, machine only three months old; price
£15.—F. A. McNab, Motor Works, Liphook
Hants.

SECTION vin.
Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent,
and Sussex.

31 h.p. Motor and Sideca/r, perfect; £12 12s
2 —1, Gascoigne Eoad, Barking.

3 h.p. Clarendon, low built, M.O.I.V. ; trial;
£8 10s.—190, Mellison Eoad. Tooting.

31 h.p. Kerry, 1907, powerful, good condi-
2 tion, spares; £14.-14, Hall Street, E.C:

ARIEL, 2i h.p., perfect condition; £8 lOs.—
Motorist. 42, Essex Boad, Manor Park,

E.

3 h.p. Quadrant, perfect running order;
£6 10s.—At Wauchope's, 9. Shoe Lane,

London.

3 h.p. Clyde, good tyres, all parts splendid
condition; £10.-52, Tredegar Square,

Bow.

31 h.p. Eex, magneto, 1908 model; €25.—At
2 Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London,

E.C.

FOE Sale. 2i h.p. Antoinette, tow frame,
torpedo tank; £6 15s.—8, Crieff Road,

Wandsworth.
O 3. h.p. Kerry, unscratched, thorough order,
.^4 spares; £15, bargain.—18, Allison
Road, Hornsey.

' AX h.p. Twin Minerva, perfect;

Road, Guildford

ROVER, 3i h.p., splendid condition, com-
fortable; £16; photo.—While, WeUwyn,

Grove Park, Kent.

8 h.p. Twin Cycle, in splendid order, guar-
anteed ; £25.—Wm. Baldwin, Engineer,

I

Wadhurst, Sussex. ,

OWNER no use for 3 h.p. Humber, free en-
gine; what cash offers.''—Robson. 11a',

Blomfleld Street, E.C.

MOTOSACOCHE, 1908, ridden 500 miles,
equal new; bargain, £18.—Eobson, 3.

Cremorne Road, Chelsea.

4 h.p. Roc. sitandard model, good running
order assured; £19 19s.—At Wauchope's,

9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.

31 h.p. Kerry, unscratched; genuine bar-
2 gain.- £15, or offer.—Greenfield, 16.

Temperley Road, Balham.

7 h.p. Twin-cylinder New Bat Motor Cycle,
a 1908 standard model; offers.—Wau-

chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, E.C.

31 hi.p. Rex. perfect condition, spring for''!.s,

footboards; trial; £12.—W., 58, Earls-
hall Eoad, Well Hall, Kent.

£6 10s.—Minerva, 1| h.p., splendid condi-
tion throughout, running order; any

trial —21, High Street, Gravesend, Kent.

OEIENT, 4 h.p! Aster motor. Otto two-speed
gear, tools, perfect condition; £20.—W.

N. Howell. Carlton House, 11a, Regent Street,

S.W.

IF You want bargains in second-hand motor
cycles, you can eret them at Wan-

'•hope's, 9, Shoe Lane. Fleet Street. London,
E.C.

first rea-
Artillery

In answering any of these advertUem>ents it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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kiOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
[F You Want Exchanges or Bargains in

second-hands come to 5. Heath Street,

lampstcad.

HAMPSTEAD.—5-6 h.p. twin Eex, magneto,
and spring forks, 1907; £16; good con-

lition.

HAMPSTEAD.—Brand new 40 guinea Eex
twin, magneto, and spring forks; £28.

HAMPSTEAD.—5 h.p. twin Vindec. two-
speed gear, complete with all acces-

ories; £32.

HAMPSTEAD.—Twin N.S.U., magneto, and
spring forks, free engine; £25, great

largain.

aAMPSTEAD.—4 h.p. Roc, free engine,
handle-bar control; bargain, only £12.

aAMPSTEAD.—3i h.p. 1907 Quadrant, splen-

did condition, all accessories; only £12,

rreat bargain.

aAMPSTEAD. — 21 h.p. De Dion, i - fine

order, with accessories; only £5; splen-

Lid machine.

HAMPSTEAD.—We allow £38 for 1908 Tri-

umphs in part payment for 1909 F.N.'s.

aAMPSTEAD. — Kerry ; £7 10s. • splendid
condition, long bars, very low, grand

Qachine; bargain.

aAMPSTEAD.—4 h.p. Antoine, fine going
machine, all accessories; only £10 lOs.,

largain, guaranteed.

aAMPSTEAD. — li h.p. 1908 Model F.N.
Lightweight, new condition, splendid

Tder; £20.

aAMPSTEAD.—5-6 h.p. Twin Jap, very low,
splendid condition, handle-bar con-

rol; £18.

aAMPSTEAD. — 5 h.p. Vindec. like new.
with all accessories, magneto; £26,

•reat bargain.

aAMPSTEAD. — 21 h.p. Minerva, M.O.V.,
spring forks, vertical, 1907 model; only

!11.

aAMPSTEAD.—21 h.p. F.N., good condition,
all accessories; bargain, £8 only, a

nip.

aAMPSTEAD.-^ h.p. T.T. Vindec, 1908, only
run few hundred miles; £32.

aAMPSTEAD. — 3 h.p. Kerry, late model,
long bars, good condition, new tyres;

512.

aAMPSTEAD. — We allow highest prices
for your old machine part payment

or new model; write at once.

aAMPSTEAD. — Sole agents for Griffons,
F.N.'s, Vindecs. Minervas, N.S.LJ., Tri-

imphs, etc. ; we allow from £10 upwards for
lid machines, any condition, in part pay-
aent for new models.—Rey, Motor Works,
. Heath Street, Hampstead. 2678 P.O.
'elephone.

11 h.p. Moto-Reve Lightweight, 1908 model,
-4 magneto, Druid forks, guaranteed

;

>25.—At Wauchope's, 9. Shoe Lane, London.

aAYES, Penn, and Co.—Rex motors; ex-
change, cash, and gradual terms.—Mor-

imer Market, Tottenham Court Road.

:? Twin Rex Motor Cycles. 5i h.p.j all
) at £15 each; splendid value. — Wau-
hope's, 9, Shoe Lane. Fleet Street. London.

^1 h.p. Triumph, vertical engine, Longue-
mi2 mare, 26in. wheels, good order; £11.

—

freenwood, 36, Chatham Place. Hackney.

:rl h.p. Brand New 1908 N.S.U., magneto,
J 2. standard model; 30 guineas.—At Wau-
hope's. 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.

>1 h.p. Rover, splendid condition. 26 by 2i
)2 Palmers, will take sidecar easily; £13
Os.—Norris. Little Pag^hurst, Staplehurst.

tF You Want Bargains in second-hand
motor cycles you can get them at Wau-

ihope's, 9, Shoe Lane. Fleet Street, London.

LADY'S Motor. Cycle, two-speed, excellent
condition; best offer.-Hayes, Fenn, and

3o., Mortimeri Market, Tottenham Court
load.

rRIUMPH, 1908. a«' new. handle-bar con-
trol, belt new, wants s^ng; bargain,

i36.—Moore, 3, Avonmore Road, West Ken-
ington.

FOR Immediate disposal, a few second-
hand ana new 1907 and 1908 Triumphs;

)frer8.—At Wauchope's, 9. Shoe Lane. Fleet
Street, London.

Die WOULD:))

Largest Dealer^
TEUEGRAMS TatPMONE Nod

1909

MODELS.
All requiring a Motor Cycle for

the 1909 season should call and
inspect our grand selection of new
and second-hand motor cycles. Most
of the leading makes are represented.

As in previous years, we have
decided to take any number of

second-hand machines in part payment
for new, as

Triumphs,

F.N/s.

Vindecs,

Moto-Reves,

Douglas,

Rexes,

Bats,

Browns,

Motosacoches,

Nortons,

L.M.C.,

Humbers.
Rocs
Quadrants,

Fairys,

Etc.

All who have a 1906, 1907, or 1908

machine should get our terms of

allowance. We have every intimation

of a great season this coming year.

Orders should therefore be placed

early to secure delivery when required.

Good market value will be allowed

for second-hand models, and offers

will be made by post subject to their

tallying to description given at sight.

Copies of testimonials on application.

WAUCHOPE'S
9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St.,

LONDON, E.C.
Telephone : 5777 Holborn.

Telegrrams :
" Oplficer. London."

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
23. h.p. Clyde, spring forks, thoroughly
4 overhauled, good reliable machine; £0

lOs. — Motor. 9, French Place, Shoreditch,
London.

3 h.p. Falcon, low, absorutely perfect con-
dition very reliable. 26in. wheels; take

£7 159.; must sell.—Motorist, 7, Bodney Boad
Hackney, London.

31 h.p. 1907 Triumph, as new, 1908 pulley.
2 speed indicator, spares: £28, or near

offer; ti-ial.—Lieut. Fyfe, Army Service
Corps, Woolwich.

4 h.p. Kelecom-Chater-Lea Cycle for Chater-
Lea lady-back tandem and £8, or sell

£18; good as new; no rubbish.—Bone, 38.

Scotland Green, Tottenham-

OS h.p. De Dion-Bat, Phcenix two-speed
Zi4 gear, good running order, gears per-
fect; £10 lOs., splendid bargain.—At Wau-
chope's, 9. Shoe Lane. London.

MINERVA, 2 h.p., good running order; no
time to ride; seen by appointment; £9.

— Chauffeur, Thatched House, Eichmond
Park. Kingston-on-Thames.

51 h.p. Rex de Luxe, 1908 model, black flu-

2 ish, free engine clutch, magneto, twin
wheel ; £25.—At Wauchope's, 9. Shoe Lane,
Fleet Street. London.

£10.—Motor Cycle, 3i h.p., footboards. Pal-
mer, Clincher, splendid climber, run-

ning order; trial given any time.—Kew, 160.

Manor Park Road. Harlesden.

5-6 h.p. F.N., four-cylinder. 1908 model, in
new condition; £58, includes spares

and accessories.-T-At Wauchope's, 9, Sho*
Lane, Fleet Street, London.

ARIELS, new, 2J and 3 h.p.; money re-
quired; list 30 and 35 guineas; offer

above 17 guineas considered.—Box L3,842, Thf
Motor Cycle Ofiaces, 20, Tudor Street, E.C.

11, h.p. Lightweight Motosacoche, in besi
4 possible running order, very smart;

£15, great bargain.—Seen at Wauchope's, 9.

Shoe Lane. Fleet Street, London.

TRIUMPH, 1908, and rigid sidecar, new
July, good order, unpunctured, lamps,

horn; £42, or near offer.—Triumph, Earl'f
Court Garage, adjoining Station, London,
S.W.

3X h.p. Brown, magneto ignition, non-skide
2 both wheels, 26 b.y 24 tyres; very lowest

price £19 198.. splendid bargain.—At Wau-
chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, fleet Street, London. '

2 h.p. Minerva, new piston and rings, all
accessories and gas lamp, good tyree,

Dunlops; can be ridden away if purchased;
£6 10s.—15, Warwick Road, New Southgate,
London.

3i h.p. Magneto Quadrant, vertical engine.
2 spring forks, etc.; £17 lOs., in first-

class condition and running order.—At Wau-
chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.

Ol. h.p. 1908 Vindec, only ridden a few
2 times, in perfect condition, enamelled

cream. Truffauit spring forks; only want"
seeing; £35.—Gwynne, White Lodge, Orediton
Road, Hampstead.

3 h.p. Kerry, in grand going order, power-
ful and fast, splendid for beginner, at

it requires no attention, everything in ex-
cellent condition; £13 10s. — 1, Kimberley
Avenue, Seven Kings, Essex.

31 h.p. 1908 Triumph, handle-bar control.
2 magneto, spring forks, good condi-

tion throughout; £33 10s.; ready for the
road; opportunity.—At Wauchope's, 9, Sho^
Lane, Fleet Street, London.

-J
Q07 3J h.p. Triumph, built January, 1908

JLU perfect, spare covers, lamps, horn.
etc.; lowest £31; Montgomery latest sidecar,
scarcely used; together £38; splendid turn-
out.—Vicar. Shipley, Horsham.

3 h.p. Fafnir. magneto, re-enamelled and
overhauled. £14. offer; 1908 Matchless

6 h.n. J.A. P., magneto, fast and powerful,
run 700 miles', very low.—L. Hudson, Jes-
mond), Arlington Road. Eastbourne.

3 h.p. Vindec Special, two-speed gear, in
perfect condition throughout, a good

looking machine, having been well looked
after; £33 10s., an ideal passenger machine
—At Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.

OTO REVE, 1908, new. not run 50 miles,
magn^'tov special non-skid 2in. tyre on

back, special saddle, all latest fitments; cost
over £42; owner bought car; £35, or nenr
offer.-J., 9, Great Tower Street. E 0.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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mSTID
was the time to discuss with your friends

the merits of the various models for 1909,
imd select your new mount. Will you
kindly bear in mind that we can send you
particulars and supply any make, and if

in doubt as to what to do with your
old machine, send it to us for sale or part
exchange ; or we are in most cases pre-

pared to buy outright for cash.

Our advice on the selection of a new
machine is unbiassed. The best machine
is the one best suited to your require-

ments, and this we can offer from the
following makes :

P. & M. 2-SPEED.
F.N.

NORTON.
TRIUMPH.
PHANOMEN.
HUMBER.
L.M.C.

REX.
PEUGEOTS.
DOT PEUGEOTS

Etc.,

DOUGLAS.
MOTO-REVE.
MOTOSACOCHE.
MATCHLESS.
MINERVA.
BROWN.
VINDEC SPECIAL
BAT.
N.S.U.

ZENETTES.
Etc.

THE LATEST P. & M.,

HANDLE-BAR CONTROL.
Handle starting, two speeds, magneto,
spring forks. Price £52 lOs. Sole

London Agents for the above. Trial runs

arranged. A few 1908 models to clear.

Cash, exchange, or extended payments.

SIDECARS.
Can we help you to select the best. Trial

runs arranged. Prices from £8 8s.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
We have some high-class Triumphs, N.S.U.

P. and M., and other makes to offer.

Write for list.

SERYICEALITIES.
Our Accessory List contains a very large

selection of useful accessories suitable for

presents. Prompt attention to mail orders,

and Colonial enquiries cordially invited.

All orders should be addressed to

The

Service Co., Ltd.,
292, Higrh Holborn,
(almost facing First Avenue Hotel,)

London, W.C.
GARAGE—Featherstoiie Buildings, High Holborn.

Telephone—260 Central, and 2071 City.

Telegrams—"Admittedly."

CONTACTS.
JEBRON" Contacts, registered 291-289, vastly

superior to platinimi; cures misfiring;
is reliability and efficiency.

JEBEON, best contact obtainable for
blades, screws, cranks, rockers, plun-

gers, magnetos, coils.

JEBRON, prices 2s. 6d. each rivet fitted;'
special trimmers for polishing Jebron,

9d. ; remittance with order ensures prompt
attention; write for particulars and testi-
monials; too numerous to publish.

JEBEON, magneto screws, complete for
Bosch magneto, DA2 and DAV, will fit

contact breakers 5a. 5b, 5c; 5s. 6d. pair, old
screws refitted with Jebron, 2&. 6d. each,
equal to new.

JEBRON, the King of Contacts, fitted per
return post; no delay; post free home

or abroad; liberal trade terms.

JEBRON.—From the Inventor, J. Edwards
Brown, 38, Herbert Road. Plumstead,

Kent.

IRIDIUM Champion Contacts. — Any parts
nbied, reiurneJ same day. Is. 3d. each,

warranted pure; special iridium trimmers,
9d.; no filing required; magneto screws
refitted. Is. 3d each—Williams, 16, Welling-
ton Street. Woolwich.

ENGINES.
21I h.p. Buchet Engine, perfect condition;
2 £4.—Bruce, Seaton, Arbroith.

h.p. Peugeot Engine, Vindec pattern, ex-
haust pipes, and silencers, perfect; £7.

—105, Lark Lane, Liverpool.

3 h.p. Engine, complete "with adjustable
pulley, silencer, etc.; £2, bargain.—1,

May Terrace. Mount Florida, Glasgow.

LATEST Pattern 6 h.p. Twin Sarolea En-
gine, 76 by 80, domed top, pistons, large

valves, heavy flywheels, etc.; seen any time.
—Jennings, 268, Hornsey Road HoUoway, N.

TT'ERRY-SAEOLEA Twin, 5 h.p.. in splen-
J-V did running order^ £7 15s. ; B.D. free
engine clutch and pulley, £1 5s. ; Minerva
carburetter, with automatic air valve, 10s.

6d.—7, High Street, Altrincham.

2i b.h.p. Water-cooled Marine Engine, suit-
able for dynamo, by Universal Motoi

Co., petrol and oil tank, oil pump, all new

;

buying motor bicycle; £6, or nearest offer.
—Baker, Bungalow, Stanford, Loughborough.

TYRES.
O/? by 2J Covers and various other sizes
i—O from 12s.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,
London.

BOOTH takes your old cover and tube in
part payment for new tyres ; liberal

allowances.

PAIR New Unused Palmer Cord Covers and
Tubes, 26 by 2J; sacrifice £4.-12, Mar-

ket Square, Horsham.

CLINCHER, new, two 26 by 2J A Won covers,
three 26 by 2J tubes; 55s. the lot.—Box

1,442. The Motor Cycle OfiiceS', Coventry.

JACKNOSKID. latest improved type at re-
duced prices.—Hayes, Fenn and Co.,

Mortimer Market, Tottenham Court Road.

RETREADING Motor Cycle Covers, plain,
lis. 6d. ; fitted Shamrock-Excelsior

bands. 2I3. — Ardea Company, 331a, King
Street, Hammersmith.

BOOTH keeps big stocks of Continentals,
Clinchers, Palmers, Shamrocks. Write

for prices; money saved.—Booth's Motoriee,
Charles Street, Halifax.

'OTOR Cycle Tyres, finest value in the
trade; this month's goods; beaded or

wired, heavy, all sizes, 12s. 6d. ; tubes, 7s. 6d.
—Univeral Motors, 37, Chestergate, Stock-
port.

REPAIRERS.
- 64, Grosvenor
Telephone, 438,

ACER, Ltd., for repairs.
Road, Hanwell, W.

P.O., Ealing.

COMPRESSION Restored, cylinder ground
to .001 inch guaranteed ; pistons fitted.—

Acer, Ltd.

ENGINE Repairs in aU branches. — Over-
hauling, re^bushing, leplacements.—

Acer, Ltd.

RAPID Delivery and reasonable charges.
' Lists free.—Acer, Ltd.

Why r\Art o O-F Sicle
slip

Wlieu you can fit the PHCfiNIX attachment for £12
For Passenger, from t;i5 10s. Lists by retui-n.

PHtENIX MOTOES, LTD., Blundell St., LONDOl

G. T. BICHES & C(
LTD.,

19, STODE STfiEET, LONDON

RICH DETACHABLE AIR TUI

24" X 2

13/6
24" X 2I"

Please write for Special List uith full prices and
ticulars 0/ all sites, together witn instructions and )

Your OWN TUBE CONVERTED. Write for p

VALVES

GEARS eUT.REBUSHINC.NEWPArar
PtEASr GET OUR tAWST IIST FB

i\ rt\t0(n\#*P''^<<'Xgc^-c^y/gjt°Ap- a<^/"

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle.
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ITCHLESS MOTORS!!
LATEST SUCCESS ON

STANDARD 7-8 h.p. T.T. TWIN.

lORLD'S RECORD.
) miles 105 yards in 60 minutes.

Bpooklands, Oct. 8th, 1908.

•uvia't Tr-or>Hy, 190T, Fifs^
lur-is-t Tt-opHy, 1908, Second
Hi miles In 3 hrs. 57 mln. 6^ sec. Bore 85, stroke
im. Average speed 40 m.p.h., only 9, tn.p.h. less
tbe winner, of 57,000 cubic milimetres greater

id<«r capacity. Boating 21 twin-cylinder machines
I 3} h.p. to 7 h.p., and 12 single-cylinder machines
her makes.

>. 1 pattern—Back Pedalling Brake. Machines
be wheeled backwards. Extremely powerful.

9. 15/-; post, 15/e.

2 patt«m—Footrest Brake, complet*
£1 7s. Footrests only, price 13/-,'

either Jin. or ijin. clip. Post 13/6.

'. 3 pattern—Foot Brake with pedal
1 on stud provided, which fixes in
of oao of crank case bolts Price

)Iete, 16/6; post 17/-.

MATCH ESS PETROL
FILTER.

No ctiok'-d carburetters
2/3, post 2/5.

MATCHLESS SPRING
FORK ATTACHMENTS.

Converts an old pattern
motor cyclf into an up-to-
d«te luvurious motor.
Thousands in use, giving
every satislaction.

15/6 ; post 16/-.

HE MATCHLESS
SILENCERS.

o 3 h p., 10/-; from
5 h.p., 12/-. Cut nut
sxtra. Two connec-
for twins with sepa-
exhaust pipes, 4/-

"E —70 miles an hour with a standard machine
with this silencer, proving absence of back

lire.

:alogues of "Matchless" Motor Cycles and
isjries on tpplication to

COLLIER & SONS, LTD.,
tor Exoerts & General Cnginmorum
s and ShowTjoms:

,
HERBERT ROAD, F>LUIVISTEAD
(Nearest Station : Woolwich Arsenal.)

'cbone: 2^2, Woolwich.

REPAIRERS.
r* t any motor cycle we cannot repair.

—

d^O White's, Brook® Alley, bottom Bold
Street, Liverpool.

CRACKED Water Jackets of motors suc-
cessfully repaired by Lea's metallurg'i-

cal process.—Lea and Son, engineers, Run-
corn.

F.N. Motor Cycles and other makes over-
hauled and repaired by expert special-

ists at the F.N. Repairs Dept.. Kelvin Road,
Highbury, N.

IGNITION Coils and Magnetos Eepaired,
any make; accumulators repaired and

charged; best workmanship, moderate
charges. Telephone, 453.—Glover Bros., Elec-
tricians, Coventry.

TO West of England Motorists. — Car and
motor cycle repairs, prompt and reli-

able; cylinders re-bored, new pistons and
rings fitted; don't hesitate; send straight
to us.—Hamlin. Motor Works, Bridgwater.

CCCCCCCCC—Compression means power;
cylinder rebored and new pistons fit-

ted; guarantee»l fit 4-1,000 inch, bears 13

stone on pedal; write for ist.—Gradior Ma-
chine Co., Compression Specialists, Stafford.

ANT cast or wrought iron parts repaired
equal to new at nominal cost, by oxy-

acetylene process, broken cylinders a speci-
ality ; m charge if unsuccessful.—Stansell's
Acetylene Co., Engineers, Carbide Importers,
Exeter.

BIRMINGHAM.—Overhauling, cylinders re»

bored, re-bushing; pulleys, valves any
make; frames cut down. accumulators
charged and repaired; ideas carried out;
prompt attention.—Priest and Williams, 66,

Bishop Street

EXCHANGE.
EXCHANGE Large tricar horn for BlOO

saddle, or sell cheap.—13, Somerville
Road, New Croas.

BILLIARD Table, three-quarter; exchange
for motor bike.—L. N. Palmer, 190, Mel-

lison Road, Tooting.

3 h.p. Motor Cycle, vertical, trembler, per-
fect; £9; dynamo part exchange.—112,

Gough Street, Poplar, E.

EXCHANGE 20 guinea gun, well broken
. spaniel, for magneto motor cycle.—3,

Cremorne Road, Chelsea.

EXCHANGE R.-W. path racer, nearly new,
for motor cycle out of order.—1,434, The

Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

31 h.p. Rover Motor Cycle, low, chain drive.
2 good condition, for phonograph and

cash.—Gladwin. Village, Felsted, Chelmsford,
Essex.

EXCHANGE back-geared lathe, by Cohen
and Co., London, with compound slide-

rest, gap bed, and face plate, etc., for 3i h.p.
motor cycle.—B. Finch, 47, Doods Road, Rei-
gate, Surrey.

EXCHANGE £25 Columbia graphophone for
mag-neto. motor cycle, screw-cutting

lathe. Roc conversion set, or sidecar, etc.;
cash adjustment, or sell £16—Quinn's, 450,

Scotland Road, Liverpool.

HIGH-CLASS Disc Machine (£8), quantity
33. records, also good push bike

(Swifts exchange motor cycle, medium or
lightweight, magneto preferred.—P. John-
son, " Arnside," Swinton, Manchester.

EXCHANGE Monarch Junior Gramaphone
and thirty records, all brand new; cost

£9, and Royal Enfield cycle, three-speed
gear, for magneto motor cycle, or good gas
engine.—Porthouse, joiner, Maryport.

EXCHANGE for good motor cycle and cash
(twin preferred) 54 h.p. tricar. Rex en-

gine, and two speeds, wheel steering, pump
cooling, good tyres, coach-built, perfect con-
dition, or sell £29.-152. High Street, Har-
borne.

31 h.p. Minerva, M.O.V., Chater-Lea frame,
2 long, low, 2i Palmers, specially built

late last year, very little used, plating un-
scratched, climb anything; accept £20; ex-
change lower power and cash.—The White
Hart, Southgate, N.

EXCHANGE 1907 Quadrant Carette, 6| h.p.,
two speeds, handle starting, open frame,

wheel steering, coach-built, light, extremely
powerful, thoroughly reliable, for magneto
motor cycle and cash, or sell.—Tricar, 86,
Colvestone Crescent, Dalston, London.

Compression= Power
Before reboring. Alter reborlng.

Vfe rsbori your cylinder and nt new piston comolete

with rlnrt and gudgeon pin. Ple:isc Scrni for our nev

repairs booklet, Rivintr prices (or this work.

The LAYITALL MOTOR ENGINEERING WORKS, Ltd.

AUTOMOBILE REPAIRERS,

27 & 29, Layst.111 St., Rosebery Av., LONDON, E.C.

Established 1900. Tel. t2301 CentraL

J. W. G.
Have you sent for copy of "Hidden

Treasure for Motorists " ?

The 'GLARE' Electric Motor Cycle Headlamp,

Consumes

only

i Amp.

at 4 Volts.

Weighs

only

8 OZS.

J. W. GREENWOOD, LIMITED,
Portland Place, Works,

Tele: 207X. HALIFAX.

If you find you've the hump,
Through the bicycle bump.
And you're sad—and, what's

worse, saddle-sore

—

Try the real N.A. G.
You will hail it with glee.

And in comfort you'll ride

evermore.

Send for

BOOKLET

FREE.

RELIANCE
WORKS CO.,

Lt«l.,

\ SOUTHAMPTON.

Beware

Imitations

J.'K Ann'WP.-r^.'nyi n.-n./H n-f ilimOA m^ntrt/^inotinnn.Ann4a Zi >.*/. rtmB ,T.r^ tr.
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DERMATINE
SPEAKS AT LAST.

speaking only of British-made
Motor Cycle Belts at the

Stanley Show,

so%
were British-made Dermatine

Belts.

THE LEADING BRITISH MAKERS'
STANDARD BELT.

Humber, Triumph, L.M.C., Norton,
Douglas, Quadrant, Arno, J. T.

Brown Bicar

were fitted at the Stanley Show
with

DERMATINE BELTS
(See The Motor Cycle, Nov. 25th,

page 927).

The LEADING BRITISH-MADE
MOTOR BELT.

Tair trading, no bribes, no paid riders.

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS.

The Dermatine is the only belt to
win ist Prizes in Tourist Trophy Race
two years in succession, 1907- 1908
Hundreds af TesUmonials. Brltisb Made

NOTE THE PRICES.

fin. fin. |in. lin.

1/a 1/4- 1/8 1/11 per ft.

POST FREE.

ME, TOO, at me Stanley Show.

The Stanley Detachable Belt Fastener.

so%
of all motor cycles were fitted with the

STANLEY FASTENER.
Sole Manufacturers

:

THE STANLEY DERMATINE
MOTOR BELT CO.,

32, LONDON ROAD. BROMLEY, KENT.
Stanley Webb, Manager.

IfReaders who purchase, or
contemplate purchasing, a new
machine, should advertise their
present mount in these columns.
IjExperience has shown that
'The Motor Cycle ^ is, in the
majority of cases, successful in
finding a purchaser. ^This
ipplies also to accessories and
spares. ^ Ji- Jt> Jk
m

EXCHANGE.
O^ h.p Chator-Lea Minerra, vertij^al,
•^4 2J tyres ; bargain, cash ; excl

new
exchange

push hike with speeds.—la, Lyall Mews
Eaton Square

EXCHANGE £6 diac machine, play three
lOin. discs one winding, new, 26in. horn,

complete, for motor cycle, any condition.—
Barber, 17, Galena Road. Hammersmith.

EXCHANGE for good motor cycle, tricar,
or reliable modern car, new liigh-class

furniture, any description, direct from
works, valued wholesale.—Furniture Manu-
facturers. 7-11. French Place, Shoreditch,
London.

WANTED.
2jL h.p. Jap single-cylinder wanted.—Bol-
2 ton, Terrace Road. Walton-on-Thames.

21. h.p. 1908 Lightweight, magneto, not Rex.
2 —Letters, 265, Leahurst Road, Lewis-

ham.

WANTED, cheap sidecar, for motor. —
Leslie, 65, Lexham Gardens, Kensing-

ton, W.

6 h.p. Engine, air-cooled, two-speed gear
for same.—Browning, Mawney's Road,

Romford.

£20.—5-6 h.p. magneto cycle, with or with-
out sidecar. — Tuckwell, Forest Rise,

Walthamstow.

-j Q07 or 1908 Triumph Motor Cycle, in flrst-

JLt/ class condition.—A. Daynes, 17, Sheep
Street, Rugby.

EXHAUST Box, also sound radiator. —
Sketch and measurements to Snowden,

Kingsgate, Thanet.

WANTED, Excelsior head; cash, or ex-
change baby torch, new. — Hood,

Castle, New Cumnock.
QPEED Indicator, Cowey or Jones; ap-O proval, deposit.—M.C.. 74, Church Street,
Eckington, Derbyshire.

WANTED, cylinder and piston, for 80 mm.
, Fafnir 3* h.p. engine; cheap for cash.

—J. Fenn. Bridge, -Kent.

WANTED, sidecar, suitable for 4 h.p. Roc.
—Age, particulars, and lowest price.

Dale, Cleland, Lanarkshire.

WANTED, two-cylinder car, cheap, any
condition; 7 h.p. Panhard preferred.

—Stimpson, Stratford-on-Avon.

ENGINE, Jap, Z\ h.p., or Fafnir, recent
and undamaged. — Letters only, J.

Camphell, 5, Devonport Street, W.

WANTED, three-speed and reverse gear
box. for 6 h.p. car, entirely chain-

driven.—Bruce, Seaton, Arbroath.

WANTED, three-speed gear box. and
thermo-syphon radiators, for tricar.

—14, Clarence Road, "Wood Green, N.

WANTED, 5-6 h.p. 1908 motor cycle, with
two-speed gear, in good condition.

—

AVaring. Priory Road, Bedford Park, W.

WANTED, two Voltoo Coils in exchange
for large Xl'all motor saddle. — Lill,

Thomson, 14. Waverley Park, Edinburgh.

T^rANTED, small Dynamo, to light twelve
V» 16 c. p. lamps, must be in good cOnai-

tion.—Wood, Chemical Works, Okehampton.

WANTED, in Scotland, sidecar, rigid pre-
ferred. 26in. wheel, good condition;

cheap.—No. 1,435, The Motor Cycle OfQces, Cov-
entry.

X^T'ANTED, 26 by 2i covers, no rubbish ; ex-
tt change phonograph, everything com-

plete.—Halcomb, Berkeley Road. Bishopston,
Bristol.

WANTED, Tricar, 5-6 h.p., by good maker,
in new or nearly new condition; give

date and lowest cash price.—Cox, 196, Alders-
gate Street, London.

WANTED, wicker or light passenger at-
tachment, for 3i h.p. Quadrant tri-

cycle; state condition and price to Mumford,
Gillingham, Dorset.

WANTED, 3-3i h.p. engine, good make and
condition ; exchange gent's cycle,

nearly new, and lady's gold watch. — 25.

Meadow Street, Coventry.

TTtrANTED, 2i bore cylinder, complete, with
1-1 valves, A.O.V. inlet valve, Jap or

F.N. preferred; write particulars; cheap for
cash.—S. Spearey, 68, Englands, Chippenham,
Wilts.

mwtvo^^^MUwar«u^^
THE m

INVINCIBLE
MOTOR CYCLE

SUIT.
Wirmth without Weight.
Comfort and Elegance.

It is made u aa ordinary
NorfoUt Sui . The Fireechea
are lined throughout with
flannel, with lace knees. The
Jacket is made with a detach-
able leather body lining,
which can be taken out when
the wearer Is not requiring it.

With the leather lining in,

this jacket Is perfectly wind-
proof. It U made in fancy
Tweeds and Horaespnns

46/6 and 60/-
Patterns and SelfnieaBnre-

ment Forms gladly sent.

Reasonable

and

Reliable

RUBBER MOTOR CAPS.
In P. & O. or Golf shape. 3/6, Poete*re 2d.

s

€

s

<
e

S
5 2d. ^jiir ^i#^ „ All

^ Rubber.

^ All-Rubber Motor Goggles, with extra pair of Tinted '

^ Lenses. Ventilated, light and comfortable. '*•

$ Illustrated Motor Clothing and Accessories $

Ltd. 2
si

'Illustrated Motor Clothing and

,
Catalogue post Jree.

gJOHN PIGGOTT,
A 117-118. Cheapside, and
2 Milk Street, London, EC

For

TRIUMPH
MOTOR

CYCLES
and all kinds of

ACCESSORIES,
SPARES,
PETROL,
REPAIRS,
and PROMPT ATTENTION

MORRIS GARAGE,
Holywell, Oxford.

Tel.: "Auto, Oxford: 'Phone : No. 238.

Gcwuinip Birmingham

"QOADfiANTS."
A large stock of parts still to be cleared.

Write for latest list-

232, LADYWOOD RD., BIRMINGHAM.

In answering any of ihese advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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ACCOMULATORS
THE 'CORONET."

^«) cs^

PRICE

4-voll—5 amp.
Size: ?3x i x 4? high.

Absolutely Unspillable.
7/6

2-volt—20 amp.
Size: 2ix4in high

PRICE 8/6
Specialy made for low tanks.

Can also be ma le in (-volt size ai 10/6
Unspillab.e Lypes, 2/= extra.

"SPECIAL DOUBLE CROWN."

4-volt—12 amp.
Size : 3i X if X +g liigh.

PRICE 12/6
Unspillable t'.pe. 14/6.

All above accumulator'; fitted with our
Non-corrosive Terminals and Splash Pr 1 f

Vents. Best quality workmanship throughout.

Lists on appUcation.

RIGHFORD & CO.,
Proprietors ol "Richlord Grinding Compound,"

153, FLEET STREET,
Dept. M.C. LONDON, E.G.

Established 1S76.

WANTED.
WANTED, good motor cycle, tricar, or re-

liable moderti car; exchange new
high-class furniture, an.y description, valued
wholesale, direct from works. — Furniture

I

Manufacturers, 7-11, French Place. Shore-

I

ditch, London.

S.
J. FAIR, the Motor Cycle Exch£,age,
Cheltenham Road. Bristol.—Wanted, 25

socond-hand motor cycles, any makes, I4 to
I

6 h.p.. for shipment abroad: motor ojcles
1 .sold on co-mmission, or purchased outrignt;
1 cash remitted by return; bankersi* refer-
ences if desired.

WANTED, 4J h.p. four-cylinder P.N. bi-
cycle, in exchange for one 4ft. 6in.

i screw-cutting Drummond lathe having per-'

:
manent gap bed, 5iin. centres, 7in. centre at

i

eap, ^igether with two first-class chucks,
the wTT/le is in condition as new.—Reply to
No. 1,410, The Motor Cycle Gfaoes, Coventry.

MISCELLANEOUS.
ENGINES Re-bushed throughout from £L—Tufnell and Co.

TufnellCYLINDERS Re - bored from 5s.

and Co.

PISTONS Supplied new from 7s. 6d.—Tuf-
nell and Co.

"DINGS from 9d.—Tufnell and Co.

C10NNECTING Bode from 7s. 6d.—TufneU
' and Co.

VALVES.—Inlet from Is. 6d., exhaust from
2s. 6d.—TufneU and Co.

PULLEYS for any motor.—Triumph, Brown,
Fafnir, 4s. 9d.: Rex, Antoine, Kelecom.

5s. 9d. ; De Dion, M.M.C.. 6s. 9d. Above 4iin.
diameter, 9d. extra.—Tufnell and Co.

AXLES, cranks, spindles, handle-bars, seat-
pillars, or B.ny other parts made to

pattern or sketch at lowest prices ; accuracy
guaranteed.—Tufnell and Co., 527, High E-oad.
Leytonstone.

ANTOINE and Kelecom Parts in stock.—
Crypto Co., 14, Mortimer Street, London.

MOTOR Cycle Saddle, Brooks B90. nearly
new ; 12s. — Clark. 375, Edgware Road,

London.

QUADRANT, spring forks, and tank, as
new; 30s., or n(

Wivenhoe.
learest.—Smith, plumber.

OVERCOATS, thick warm, latest cut; Zls.
Write for patterns. — Booth, tailor,

Longton.

WHIPCORD Cycling Breeches, latest cut;
10s. 6d. ; write for patterns.—Booth,

tailor, Longton, Staffs.

WHTTTLE iin. Belt, almost new, £1; belt
rim, 3s.—Brown, 26, Frederick Street,

Sunderland.

O/? by 2i steel studded leather covered tyre;
^\J 45s. ; cost recently £3 5s.—Lord, Mount-
field, Prestwich.

MABON Clutch, new, fit 34 h.p. Brown;
sacrifice £2.—Traxter, 5, Calverley Road,

Tunbridge Well8.

FRAMES made tc order, complete, £2 10s.;
wheels, 17s. 6d. pair; also sidecars. —

Millard, Belvedere.

i Q08 Triumph Cylinder, piston, rings,
J.U valves, almost new, perfect; 25s.—B.
Moffett, Dungannon.

OUR Automatic Pulley is marvellous;
throw away speed gears.—Pai^iculars

,

Walker, Lutterworth.

FULLER'S Bichromate Battery four cells;
nearly; 353.; free on rail.—Breeze, 74,

High Street, Aldershot.

AUTOGENOUS Welding.—Send that broken
casting to the Alvaston Motors, Derby,

to be welded by patent process; metal re-
united.

AUTOGENOUS Welding. — Costly castings
saved from the scrap by our process.

Cracked valve seats, water jackets, cylinder
liners, pistons, frames, connecting rods, and
a thousand other things.

AUTOGENOUS Welding. ~ Wonderful re-
sults. Broken flanges, lugs, brackets,

etc.. all amenable to our process; send part
to-day; quotations on sight.

AUTOGENOUS Welding.—Alvaston Motors,
Derby. Telephone, 1, Alvaston.

WHITE'S
Ensures instant starting.

Controls main air intake.

Only takes a minute to fit.

No need to flood to start.

Overcomes misfiring at slow speeds

IVIore air at high, less at low speeds

Invaluable for cold weather riding.

Starts free engine machine first pull

Effects saving in petrol. [over

Range of throttle greatly increased.

WHY USE 4. VOLTS.
Write for particulars of the

VOUTOO 2-^2ir«.
Midget NoD-Trembler 15/- Ordinary N.-T. 21 /-

High Speed Trembler (1 eyl.) 30/-
LIBERAL DliCOUNTS TO THE IRADB.

The City Ignition Co.. 14,Spencer St.,Qoswell Rd..E.C.

A. D. POWELL & Co.,

3, Aytestone St., Leicester.

FITALL & POWELL
HUB GEARS.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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^ Complete handlebar control and magento ignition are features ot tne 1909
models. Spring forks can be fitted to any machine at 50/- extra. A reduction
of l4 IS made from the following prices wlien accumulator ignition is required.

\l

Sinsie-

cylinder.

2| h.p.,

Bosch Igaition

Jt36.

3i h.p.,

Sosch Ignition

I about Minerva motor

Showrooms, Spare Parts & Repairs, MINERVA GOODS & REPAIRS, Ltd., 15-17, Charlotte St., Tottenham Court Rd., W.

MINERVA MOTORS, Ltd., 40, Holbom Viaduct, LONDON, E.C.

Two-
cyl nder,

4^ h.p.,

Botch Ignition

Jt45.

8 h.p.,

Bosch Ignition

i^48 10.

CHATER LEA No. 6
MOTOR FRAME.

Our latest pattern has been designed with the hf^al larger in diameter, and with the lugs specially

strengthened to withstand the strain of sidecar work.

We make a speciality of sidecar frames, and build them to be attached to either side of motor
bicycles. We have proiuced a special socket joint for ease in attaching and detaching.

HAVE YOU SEEM OUR NEW REGISTERED OUR SPRING FORKS
FORK END WITH STAND AND CARRIER ? ARE A LUXURY.

1909 HANDBOOK
NOW READY. CHATER LEA Ltd.,

114/120, Golden Lane,
LONDON, EC.

In a7iswerina either of these advertisements it is desirable that vou mention " The Motor Cycle."
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MOTOR CYCLE LAMPS
combine in a manner hitherto

unattained, just those features

that every motor cyclist has

wished for.

'•AUTOCLIPSE "

Lamps give twice

the light of any
others of equal

size, and are
specially con-
structed to with-
stand vibration.

They are light in

weight, neat in

design, and being
riveted through-
out will be found
to outlast any
other make of

lamp in ordinary
use.

Model F.

Candl« Power,

Prices, Brass,

Why n«t fit

a A u to-

dipas Motor

C/ds Lamp,

and have bo
further
trouble* ?

No matter what ordeal

the 'BROWN' motor bicycle

is put to it can invariably

be depended upon to give

good service—even under

adverse conditions.

Is this not the ideal mount

you are seeking ? One that is

thoroughly reliable and

Easy of Control,

The " BROWN "

Adjustable

Motor Cycle Pulley.

The simplest and most effective

pattern ever devised. The outer

flange is adjustable to any width,

and is fixed in position by a

locking rmg
that prevents

any lateral

movement
whatever.
The outer nut

(on main
driving axle)

not being re-

cessed as is

usually the

case is readily

accessible.

Can be sup-

plied to fit

any make of

motor cycle.

Plated, Prie* 15/-.

Fitt*a t« «ii

1909 moaek
of the
•» ROWN'
M«t*r Bicycle

without «xtra

^arse.

"PEERO"
ANTI-RUST.

A splendid prepara-

tion for preserving

the plated parts

during the damp
weather, only a slight

smear being neces-

sary, which is easily

removed when re-

quired.

Sold in 6d. tins.

B.B.L. Motor Cyde
Aocumul^tor*.

British made and

fully guaranteed for

twelve months.

Enclosed in neat cel-

luloid cases.

ioa.h. 2jx24x6J
12/-

i5a.h. 4 xilx6i
13/3

20 a.h. 4i 3^ 2l X 6i
14/9

as a.h. 44 X 2i X 6\
22/-

THE

iXy^Crl

The " H.H."

Handle-bar

SwitcK.

With interrupter

plug, one way,
price 3/6 ;

two

way, price 4/-.

MOTOR BICYCLE

is certain to enhance its splendid reputation

in 1909. Every model embodies distinct

improvements, conducing to a degree of

comfort and satisfaction that only a rider

of the ' BROWN ' can fully appreciate.

Write to-day for the 'Book of

the BROWN,' which srives full

particulars,—a postcard will do.

3i h.p. model, £37. 5i h.p. Twin, £50.

Magneto Ignition, or Spring Forks, extra.

Come and see tho new modal* at

BROWN BROTHERS LTD.
West End Showroom*—

15, Newman St., Oxford St., W.

(Wholesale) Gt. Eastern St., London, E.C.

Also on view at

JOHN PIGGOTT, LTD.,

1 1 7-8. Cheapside, E.C

Don't let the damp
{^ay havoc with

yoiir machine, but
instal your cycle

house with a

" BROWN "

Carbotroo StoT*.

which will keep it

thoroughly wea-
ther - proof. No
chimney or flue is

required; it will

bum without at-

tention with no
smoke, no smell,

and no danger.
Size aft. sin. by
Sin., price 20/-

Carbotron Fuel is

speciaMy prepared
for use in these

stoves. It develops
gre^t heat and
bums wifh very
little draught.
I cwt. bags, 16/-

Tha "DUCO" TRIPLE-TWIST
MOTOR CYCLE HORN.

aJin., S/6 ;

4^111., 7/- each
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THE
TRIUMPH

IS

NOT
AN
IMITATION

!

=^.

The Triumph is not an Imitation

!

A motoring expert, writing inThe Motor,

gives his opinion that " Some manu-

facturers are for ever merely copyists,

and, therefore, invariably a year behind."

Imitation has never yet surpassed the

original ; for one thing the original has

moved a step forward, and further, all im-

itations lack as least one important iactor

—Brains.

The Triumph Motor Cycle is a notable

case of the original. Never as yet has it

been equalled, much less surpassed. Year

after year it has led with others follow-

ing in its wake, and to-day it stands pre-

eminent amongst its fellows.

And why is this ?

Its designers have the brains to origin-

ate, not for the sake of change, but for

added efficiency and reliability—its con-

structors are mechanically skilled in carry-

ing the design to a successful issue, and

its material is specially chosen for its suit-

ability and high-grade qualities.

Will you not learn more about this

wonderful machine ? Our descriptive cata-

logue, which is at your disposal, will be

issued early in January—preliminary cata-

logue ready now—post free.

i:

CYCLE CO., LTD,,

COVENTRY.

London : 4/5, Holborn Via-

duct, E.G.

Manchestcr : 160, Deansgate.

Leeds : 4, King Edward St.

Glasgow: ioi, Mitchell St.

Dublin (Wholesale only) : **,

William St.-

In answering this advertisement it is desirable that you mentinn " The Motor Cycle.
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19O9 XYPBS.

"leather Non-skid.
'*

UNSURPASSED FOR RELIABILITY.

Do not fail to read our interesting Booiclet, entitled " CANVAS OR LEATHER.

"Model Re-enforced."
FOR HEAVY AND HIGH-POWERED MACHINES.

Butt-ended Tubes.
SPECIALLY RECOMMENDED FOR REAR WHEELS.

Ordinary Covers and Tubes.
OF THEIR WELL KNOWN GOOD QUALITY AND CONSTRUCTION.

Write for further particulars and new List to

THE PETER UNION TYRE COMPANY,
6, Upper Saint Martin's Lane, W.C.

Telephone No. 2433 Gerrard. Telegraphic Address— " Pneupeter, Londoa."

Birmingham Branch—160, CORPORATION STREET.
Telephone No. 5338 Central. Telegraphic Address—" Pneupeter, Birmingham."

Agent for Scotland—Mr. W. Gerard, 18-22, Swinton Row, Edinburgh.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable that you Tru>ntion "The Motor Cycle.'
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U"

MOTOR CyCLE Of MERim

aVINDEC

GREY"

AND
OTHER
GOOD

r

FEATURES

FOUND
ONLY

ON
1909

"VINDECS."

WHAT MR. H. G. COVE
IN HIS PAPER
"MOTOR CYCLES at the

STANLEY SHOW,"
SAID ABOUT
"VINDEC SPECIAL"
MOTOR CYCLES

:

" After one has heard so much lately as to the

"better appearance, both in bad and fine weather,

of the grey over the black finish of machines, it

was really surprising to find that only one firm

had the courage to wholly stage machines

enamelled grey. I refer to the ' Vindec

Special,' which well-known machines I feel

will gain for themselves even greater popularity

by their go-ahead methods. The frame is

wholly in stone, or ' Vindec ' grey. The
panels of the tank are white, lined black, with

borders of ' Vindec ' grey, and the whole is

the smartest idea in enamelling one could

conceive. Another matter that has often

struck me as strange is, that makers build

machines with virtually fixed handle-bars, so

that a man has to adapt himself to the handle-

bar of the machine, instead of the handle-bar

being adapted to the rider's fancy or comfort.

This certainly seems to be far from the correct

method, and quite a roundabout way of

getting at the ideal. The ' Vindec ' machines

are now fitted with handle-bars which have an

adjustment for slope. A small nut on the

forward lug has only to be slackened and a

little pressure applied to raise or lower the bar

to any height. This can be done without the

length of the head stem being altered—a most

desirable thing, and one which I feel sure will

be very popular. An ingenious device for

retaining the pedals in any position has been

fitted, and the great discomfort so often

experienced by the pedal swinging round when

one is just about to mount is obviated. The

carburetter this year on the 'Vindec' is

placed in a central position, and I feel sure

that this is an improvement."

c<Vindec" Riders are Satisfied Riders.
Let us send you the Booklet which illustrates and describes our 1909 Models.

J

VINDEC MOTOR CYCLE CO.,
13-15, Wilson Street, Finsbury, LONDON, E.C.

!*J(

In answering this advertisement it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle."
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A beautiful model
—without exaggeration the attraction at the Stanley Show. 4 h.p. engine, 82 X105 mm., m.o.i.v., ball bearings to

engine shaft, improved type of carburetter, handle-bar control and magneto ignition, 3 rin. leg stretch, this model
represents all that is good in motor cycles. Like all other models in the range, it is fitted complete and ready for

the road with just the exception of the lamp and horn. Write for full particulars of the 1909 range of the

N.S.U.
N.S.U. MOTOR COMPANY, Limited,

Offices and Showrooms

:

186, GREAT PORTLAND STii£ET, LONDON, W.
Goods and Repairs:

83-85, BOLSOVEH STREET, W.
A.T.W.

m

ENGINE & Power—A. 3.

Stevens 3 h.p., over
4 h.p. R.A.C. formula.

Cylinders—1 wo.

Bore & Stroke in

MiLUMETRES—63 X66.

! NLET Valves— Auto-
matic.

IGNITION— Rut hard t

Magneto.

Carburetter — a. J

Stevens.

Frame—20in. Rigid.

Specification of

"TWINWULF."

Forks—Druid Spring

Forlcs fitted with

girders.

Diameter of Wheels—
26in.

Tyres—26in. x 2in.

Three Spires Non-skid.

Transmission — " v "

Belt.

Gear—4i to 1.

Fitted With
Pedalling Gear.

JUST AS EFFICIENT BUT CHEAPER.
Wolf Motor Cycles, although their prices range from J^I9 / 19 / O, arc every bit

as efficient as their higher priced rivals ; the full pleasures of motor cycling can be
realized on a Wolf, for they are powerful, durable, and not given to w^ayside breakdowns.

THE WOLF FEATHERWEIGHT
MOTOR CYCLES.

THE " TWINWULF §1 •45 Guineas.

Write {or
Lists.

The 'TWINWULF" is th« Kingr of our machines, and i» a powerful, tvro-

cvlinder motor cvcle, beautifully finished—you cannot better it at any price.

WEAHWELL MOTOR CARRIAGE CO., Ltd., WOLVEfiHAMPTON.

Uh, .f /T,. t/J/xta-ft^ mi'moitti it I'v rloQ^mhlo fhnf 11/171 mptlfifyn. " T'hfi. MotOf Cvcli.
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DEEDS THAT SPEAK.
During 1908 the MOTO-REVE
took part in all classes of open
competitions— Reliability, Speed,
Hill-climbing, etc. — and in 23

meetings secured

40 AWARDS,
24 of which WERE HIGHEST
POSSIBLE AWARDS.

Specification and fuU particulars

of the 1909 Standard and Spring

Fork Models sent on application.

THE MOTO-REVE
COMPANY, LTD.,

138-142, GRAY'S INN ROAD,
LONDON, W.O.

PRACTICAL POINTS
THAT SPEAK.

A perusal of the Specification

will convince every
.
practical

motor cycUst of the many points

wherein the MOTO-RE\'E easilv

outstrips all competitors.

MOTOR CYCLE

TYRES
are now manufactured by a new Hydraulic Mould-

ing Process, which further increases durability^

Are Much ' Improved in Quality,

GREATLY REDUCED IN PRICE,
FULLY GUARANTEED.

If you were not able to see them at the Shows, write
_us now for particulars of new Season's Programme.

North British Rubber Co., Ltd•f

CASTLE MILLS, EDINBURGH.
139

In answerina either of these advertisements it is desirable that vou mention "The Motor Cycle.
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1909 REX OF
It was predicted at the Stan
more improvements than an

To still more emphasise these improven
assailed the 6 hours* track record at Ca

5 h.p. Tourist Rex ^Ql
Breaking all records from 101 miles.

THESE ARE R]
—i^Scs,

3i h.p. 1909 Rex, 40 guineas. 5 h.p. 1909 Rex, 43 guinea*.

THE REX 1909 SUNDRY SCHEME:
22 Sundry Stocking Agents all undei

J. Horner & Co., 21, Store Street, London, W.C.
The Service Co., Ltd., 292, High Holborn, London, W.C.
Hayes, Ferni & Co., 27, Mortimer Market, Tottenham Court

Road. W.C.
F. C. Jones & Co., 3, Redcjross Street, Liverpool.
M. H. Tilley & Sons, 45, South Street, Dorchester.
M. H. Tilley & Sons, The Esplanade, Weymouth.
Atkinson & Griffin, The Westmorland Garage, Kendal.

The Premier Motor >

J. E. Brassey & Son;

W. E. Clarke & Co.,

J. Parsons & Co., 54,

Wayte Bros., Lemon
E. TiDSWELL, 61, Pres

Alexander & Co., 10!

J. WiNSLOW, 90, Rege

THE REX MOTOfi MA
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NS THE BALL
Show that the 1909 Rex had
her make of Motor Bicycle.

, Mr. O. C. Godfrey on December
^ Town, and covered on a

miles in 6

22nd

;ORD MODELS.

h.p. 1909 Rex de Luxe, fitted with Rex
proved Roc Clutch, and Rex tMro=speed

gear, SO guineas.

5 h.p. 1909 Rex de Luxe, fitted with Rex
improved Roc Clutch, and Rex tw^o=>speed

gear, 53 guineas.

lent to look after the Riders' Interests.

n Road, Birmingham,
egate Street, Chester.

Road, Doncaster.
Cardiff.

idford.

id, Edinburgh.
don.

C. M. Farrow, 32, Cowcaddens Street, Glasgow.
F. Green, 19, Anlaby Road, Hull.

W. H. Swindells, 199, North Road, PJeston.

J. G. Looker & Co., 225, Deansgate, Manchester.
KiRSOP, Murray & Co., Ltd., 43. Pilgrim Street.

Newcastle-on-Tyne.
Princess Motor Stores, 32, King Street. Leicester.

A. I. Greenwood, 39 Guildford Street, Leeds.

J. Co., Ltd., COVENTRY e

In answering this advertisement it i^ desirable that you mentton " Th" Motor Cycle."
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On accoun+ of the wonderful success of the "Gradua" Gear, a considerable number of motor cyclists—in spite of the

greater amount of comfort offered in the "Zenette" Spring Frame bicycle—have approached us to know if we will fit this

gear also to a rigid frame machine.

We have therefore designed a machine with rigid frame (but spring forks) to meet this demand. The " Zenith-Gradua "

is not a copy of any other pattern, but has been specially designed, at great expense,;.by one of the first designers of the day.

It has' been thoroughly tested for many months before being put on the market. It is built low, but with long base, and

has a decidedly smart and " racy " appearance, and is indeed a machine-de-lu.xe.;^-

Price with 31 h.p. Fafnir Engine, Fafnir or Longuemare Carburetter, Whittle or Rubber Belt, Druid Spring Forks,

H'lndle-bar Control, Brooks' lOO-B Saddle, 26 x 2-]: Clincher Tyres, Michelin Butt-ended Tubes,

Gear Driven Bosch Magneto, and with _.,.^aS^ the infinitely variable " Gradua " G«

49 Guineas Net
aear.

THE I ITH-GRADUA."
"The Motor Cycle"— 28th Oct., 1908—says of the " Zenith=Gradua "

: "A NEWMODEL.—Zenith Motors, Ltd., although they
have found their spring frame model to have been a great success, have turned their attention also to the production of a lighter rigid frame model. The
machine which we h<ive under consideration is a really sound job, and from the trial we were able to enjoy in the dual capacity of both witness and participant

we expect it to meet with considerable success. It will be seen that, as in the case of the spring frame ' Zenette,' the top tube is sloping, thus giving the

rider a low saddle position, and we must congratulate Zenith Motors, Ltd., on utilising the sloping tube in order to obtain this end. The machine is fitted

wth handle-bar control, Druid spring forks, and ' Gradua' gear— that most ingenious contrivance, the excellent working of which we can vouch for personally

after an extensive trial. On the one in six portion of one of the steepest hills in the London area, it twice ascended the hill in excellent form, and restarted

on the gradient from a standstill without the slightest effort. In the saddle it is most comfortable, and after a short rde we found it to be easy to control,

fast, and a good hill-climber. The ' Gradua ' gear has now been before the public for some months and the makers have been wise enough to enter machines
fitted with the gear in this year's long distance trials—the ' End-to-end Run ' in particular—and it emerged with flying colours."

ZENITH MOTORS, LTD., WEYBRIDGE (SURREY). tZ-lTCZTZ:^!^''''''^-^''' '

make
the one in tension— the

Coasider
Comfort.

We have made it our first consideration, and a glance at

the illustration will showThe means we have adopted to bring
to every rider of a motor cycle the maximum of same.

Note particularly the sectional view of springs which wi
clear to you their compensating action—the one in tens:

other in compression.

These are fitted to all models of the

BROOKS
ANTI-VIBRATORY IVIOTOR CYCLE SADDLES AND SEATS.

Their embodiment ensures the complete absorption of all vibration

within themselves and a resulting ease and absence of fatigue which
will be immediately appreciated by every rider. At the same time,

that common fault—a tendency to bounce—is entirely eliminated.

That is comfort, and you should ask to see and test a BROOKS

—

in the meantime write us for Saddle Manual. Dept. B 45.

J. B BROOKS 81 Co., Ltd.,

The Saddle Specialists,

BIRMINGHAM.

JM

BUS.
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IF YOU WANT
a downright reliable machine, with all the most up-to-date comforts and refinements, you cannot do better
than place your order now. The ROC is the one machine you must sooner or later come to. The ROC
has always been the pioneer model to the world. Notice how the ROC clutch and speed gear, with hand
starting, has altered old notions, and how other firms are following the lead. Notice also the safe and
easy riding position—the long wheelbase—the strong duplex frame construction—the^divided duplex
tanks, and above all, the ROC patent duplex w

spring fork with telescopic movement. This |iy--*''n^S*^ Early

fork alone was the greatest improvement gjjigj^ipm. m -''-asB^jj^^^^ deliveries

shown at the Stanley Show. r \m Of this

4 h.p.

Royal

Military

Model,

inclusive of

Clutch

and

Speed Gear,

48 gns.

Standard

Model.

orw- T°"
*^*"°°* ^'^ ^'^^^'^'** ^'^°'^'^ '^^'^ '^'^^'^^' ^'^'^ ^'"'^ ^^'^ y°^'- existing mount still serviceable, you can have lit 'converted into the

? w v!*^^
^""^ ^^^ system for 10 guiieas. This gpv gives you a 50 pf>r cent, reduction, and a new sense of security. It is worth

double the cost. Machines sent for conversion are returned w'thin a few days from receipt, and finished in keeping with the rest of the
michinc, write for lists and users' opinioms. 4___3 WW '• '•

A. W. WALL LTD., Roc MotorWorks, Aston Rd., & Dartmouth St., BIRIVIINGHAIVI
Oldest English firm exclusively making Motor Cycles. . Telegrams: " ROC, Birmingham." Telephone: 5712.
U)ntractors to British and German War Departments. Crown Agents to the Colonies, etc. Trials anywhere by appointment.

J.A.P.

Patent Carburetter,

Price 36/-.

MOTORS.
When ordering your new mount, ensure satisfac-

tion by insisting on having a J.A.P. Engine and

Carburetter.

Write for Illustrated Catalogue (post free).

J.A.P. Patent Carburetter,

1909 Model,

Has no equal for easy starting, slow running,

power, and general efficiency.

Price reduced to 36/--

John A. Prcstwich 81 Co. Tot'jellZ^Lorrn; n.

Telephone—1822, Tottenham. Telegrams—" Prestwich, Tottenham."

#4« ^« «« »AnMn^/tnn ^M .A/tV n yiA4 ^\-t- JAj^njk \^»Jji^^/t. " 'H..^ Hif^t^^ /7«.,.>7/, "
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Cfi IVIY UNAPRROACHABI.E"NORXO
A FEW BARGAINS IN SHOP-SOILED AND SEOOND-HAND NCRTONS. .

THE 5 H.P. NORTON HOLDS THE Rt COF D FOR THE T.T. COURSE 1 O.M.

NORTON MOTORS are MECHANICALLY and SCIENTIFICALLY CORRECT.
Note the lines. Their .<implicity and neatness. "The smootViness and comfort is marvellous."

5 h.p. TWIN, 50 Guineas Re^dv "For-
"fcl-ie Ro£t.ci. 3i h.p. SINGLE, 43 Guineas

THE NORTON MANUFACTURING CO.. LTD., BIRMINGHAM.
LONDON—The Service Co. Holborn. *riN URGH— Alex-tif'ra ar d Co.. Lothian Read.

WHITTLES (PATENT)

Non-slip Endless Leather Belts for Motor Cycles, Fans, etc.

No fastening link required.
Less poAvcr required.

Shortening simple and easy.
Not affected by wet.

Great strength.
Will drive when slack.

eJl^.

WHAT MANY OF OUR
CUSTOMERS SAY:

" Have had belt in use for over three years."

"Done upwards of 20,000 miles."

" The only belt for heavy passenger work."

" Five times cheaper than any other."

" The poor man's belt."

" No sign of slip."
,

" The ' no trouble ' belt."

" Have not taken belt off pulleys for two years."

" The best belt on the market."

Trebles the life of the Pulleys.

S.-nd for new Booklet with full directions and copies of recent testimonials.

Rose and Crown Street,

WARRINGTON
Telephone 365Y. Telegrams—" Belt," Warrington.

-If-

L.

Thos. Whittle & Sons, Ltd.,

„„'<7. „,. «/• iJ,, -,1,7/, y7,^* „,y,». ^«^*^^^ " TJ,^ Mr.tnf niirJ.P "
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LIBRARY.

Useful Books for MotorLts and Motor Cyclis s.

"HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."
Reprinted fn.m The Motor Cycle. f ist Ed'tion. Strongly
bound and copiously indexed, g ving valuable pract'ca'l adv ce
on almost every possble point connect d wth m t r cycles,
their use, car", and upkeep. Qu te the most useful book
ever published for mot;-r cyclists. Price i/-. Post free, 1/2.

"THE AUTOCAR HANDBOOK."
A Guide to the Motor Car. How to select, maintain, and
drive an automobile. Well illustrated.
Price 1/6. Post free 1/9.

"THE AUTOCAR LOGCOOK "

and A^dtor Cyclists' aua Cvxli'it.s' Record. Containing list

of Agents who stock petrol, competent repairers, list of hotels,

mileage, and maintenance records, and other information
useful to autocarists. motor cyclists, and others. Morocco
case, elastic band, ba;. loop pencil.

Price, post free, 3/2.

"USEFUL HINTS AND TIPS FOR ADTOMOBILISTS."
Indispensable to Alotonsfs. How to cure, or what is better

still, how to prevent road troubles. Third edition (revised

and enlarged) now ready.
Price 2/6. Post free 2/10.

• MOTOR REPAIRINO FOR AMATEURS."
By John Henry Knivrhl. Invaluable to those who have a pen-
chant for mechanics, and prefer to keep their car or motor
cycle in running order themselves.
Price 2/6 nett Post free 2/9.

" MOTOR POCKET BOOK."
By Mervyn O'Gorman, M.I.E.E., Assoc. M.I.M.E. A pocket
volume for constant reference. Bound in limp leather.

Rounded corners. Illustrated.

Price 7/6 nett. Post free 7/9.

THE AUTOCAR' AUTOMOBILE DICTIONARY."
By Sigmund Krausz. A collection of twelve thousand erhnica,

terms and words employed in connection with ' motor cars

and motoring in three languages— English, French, and (ieniian.

Strongly bound, and printed on linen-faced paper, which will

not tear or fray with constant handling.
Price 3/6. Post free 3/8.

PETROL MOTORS SIMPLY EXPLAINED."
By T. H. Hawley. Price 1/- nett. Post free l/i

" PRACTICAL MOTOR CAR REPAIRING."
By Eric H. Walford. Price 1/- nett. Post free 1/2.

" THE COMPLETE MOTORIST."
By A. B. Filson Young. Beint; an account of the evolution
and construction of and maintenance of the same, and on
the pleasure of the modern motor car, with notes on the
selection, use, and travel upon the public roads. Bound
in cloth.

Price 12/6 nett Post free 12/10. :

'PETROL MOTORS AND MOTOR CARS."
A Handbook lor engineers, designers, and draughtsmen. Bv
T. Hyler White, A.M.I.M.E. With numerous illustrations.

Price 4/6 net. Post free 4/9.

• THE MOTOR CAR REGISTER."
A diary and record of mileage

; petrol expenses, with yearly
summary ; also forms lor tyre register ; capit\l accounts ; list

of accessories, insurance details, etc., to which is added a copy
of the " Motor Car Act," a list ol Town and Countv index
letters, and a s-peed reckoning table. Bound in leather with
pocket for inserting licence. Price 3/- nett, post free 3/3.

All the atove books may te obtainei 1

by post if ordered (with rami ttance) from
[

"The Motor Cycle," Ofiices, 20, Tudor 1

Street, London, E.G. M M M
1

Nothing
can tempt an up-to-date motorist If

cheapness of an article Is proclaimed
a« its prin ipai feature. Thi>« is well
understood by all who are in the know,
and it due« not talce lung to convince
sporting friends that sp<^cially in the
rubber li<<e maiv articles are put upon
the market which are everything

but
suitable for the purpose. In the way
of Tyres the year 1908 has proved that
the old fashioned plain tread tyre is no
longer wanted. Some) hing better was
required, and the appearance of the
rubber studded Shamrock Excelsi<ir
waA universally acclaimed. The intro-
duct on of Mame was a complete success,
and nothing but

Praise
i* heard of ail who have used them.
Made of special wear re.*iisting quality,
the construction allows great resiliency
and comfort; of all imitations at the
end of the season none come near the
Non-Skid qualities of the 5tiamrock
Excelsior, and it may tru<y be said that
they are incomparable with any other.

For
popularity no tyre has ever achieved
such ra^ld prok-ress ; remember
London-Edinburgh, Six Days' Trials,
etc., etc., in which S. E. Tyres out-
classed by far all others ; th? year 1909
will a>ld many friends to the already
large number of users. Another line
which has constantly increased in
popularity and is acknowledged as the
British favourite is the

Shamrock
Gloria Rubber Beit. All manufactures
of hieh-cla«s machines fit the
S Q. as Standard Be't. Stanley Show,
19^8: all N.S.U., all Vin>iec, all ffex,

all R<»-t, all Roc, and the friajority of Tri •

umph machines have S.G Belts. This
settles t^e question of merit and popu-
iaritv. Britain's best known amateurs
and leading authorities acc'aim and
testify to the high standard of our

Specialities
in our new book1«'t ; ask for a free copy
wl'h prices, which are revised and
reasonable.

Sole Manufacturers;

THE HANOVER RUBBER Co.,

29/31. Old St., London. E.G.

Retreadlns: successfully carried ont.

In answering either of these advertisements' it is desirable that you mention le Motor Cycle.'
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

\DVERTISEMENTS In these

umns—Id. per word, minimum Is. Name
1 address must be counted. In the case

Trade Advertisements a series of thirteen

ertions is charged as twelve.

\11 advertise rents in this section should be

;ompanied with remittance, and be addressed

the oiTices of " The Motor Cycl s," Coventry.

ensure insertion letters slio ild be posted

time to reach the ofTices of "The Motor

Ble," Coventry, on the Friday morning, or

sent to London (20, Tudor Street, E.C.),

the Th rsday afternoon previous to the

;e of publication.

-ASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY
or the convenience of purchasers of second-hand
tor cycles, it has been suggested that the advertise-

its be classified into districts, as many readers like

enow what machines are for sale in their imme-
te neighbourhood before going further aheld.

xp-rimen tally, therefore, we have divided the

'ertisements into eleven sections, as follows:

Plan showing divisi<'n of England
into Sections.

SECTION I.

thumberland, Cumberland, Durham, and
Westmorland.

SECTION II.

k and Lancashire.

SECTION III.

Qarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby, Stafiord,
Shropshire, Montgomery, and Merioneth.

SECTION IV.

tingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland, Northamp-
ton, Warwick.

SECTION V.
folk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon, and
Bedford.

SECTION VI.

rcester, Hereford, Radnor, Brecknock, Mon-
mouth, Glamorgan, Carmarthen, Cardigan, and
Pembroke.

SECTION VII.

ucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks, Wilts and
Hants, Channel Islands.

SECTION VIII.

tford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, and Sussex

SECTION IX.

lerset, Devon, Dorset, and CofnwalL

SECTION X.
tland.

SECTION XI.

and and Isle of Man.

B.I909
ISVERY NEAR
It is time to see about exchanging your old

machine for a 1909

TRIUMPH, PREMIER, REX,

F.N., VINDEC,

N.S.U., ROC, BROWN,
or other up-to-date machine of leading
make. Let us have a specification of your
present mount and we will make you
approximate offer. You will be surprised

to find what liberal terms we allow.

DEFERRED PAYMENTS.

Second-hand and Shop-soiled

Single-cylinders.

EIGHT SECOND-HAND
.i^>«a ••.>««« TRIUMPHS. 1905 to 1908

TRIUIVlPHS. I
patterns, from £17 up-
wards. Details on appli-

' cation.

ROC, 1908, two-speed, magneto, 4 h.p £33

N.S.U., 1908, magneto, 3J h.p., shop-soiled,

£40 machine £30

N.S.U., 1907, spring forks, Roc two-spped gear £28

WARWICK, 1908, shop-soiled, two-speed,
clutch, magneto, spring forks, £50 machine £31

SINGER, 3 h.p., magneto, belt drive, Mabon
clutch, perfect order £15

ASTER, spring forks, Longuemare car-

buretter, tyres sound, good order £9

B.S.A. M.M.C. engine, 3^ h.p., Druid forks,

Lomax band, grand condition £11

Twins.
N.S.U., 1908, magneto, 4 h.p., shop-soiled,

(fso machine £39

BROWN, 1908, shop-soiled, 5J h.p., two-speed,
Palmer tjnres, cost over £67 £42

ROC TWIN, 5 h.p., magneto, clutch, show
model, done 300 miles, perfect .... . £30

N.S U., 1907, 6 h.p., magneto 2iin. tyres, per-
fect order ; £28

REX, 5 h.p., sprine seat, sprins forks £17

MILLS & FULFORD SIDECAR, shop-soiled,

Palmer cord 2iin. tyre £9 10

TRADE DISCOUNT ALLOWED OFF ANY OF ABOVE.

REX
REPLACEMENTS
AND REPAIRS.

SAVE TIME AND MONEY BY ORDERING
THE PREMIER MOTOR CO.

• We STOCK
Rex Parts and
Fittings for

ANY type or
date.

Discount to
the Trade.

FROM

ANTOINE
ENGINE
PARTS.

ALL SPARES SUP.
PLIED PROMPTLY.
LOW PRICES.

Discount to the Trade.

WRITE FOR LISTS OF ACCESSORIES.

We have a limited number of Shop-soiled and
Second-hand PREMIER Lamps, Stands and Carriers,

etc., at Clearance Prices. List free.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " Office.
When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registra-
tion, and three stamped and addressed envelopes must
be sent for forwarding replies. Only the number will

appear in the advertisement. Replies should be
addressed, " No. 000, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Cov-
entry "

; or if " London " is added to the address, then
to the number given, c/o "The Motor Cycle," 20,'

Tudor Street, E.G.

2»~ DEPOSIT SYSTEM. "W
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown
persons may deal in perfect safety by availing them-
selves of our Deposit Svstem. If the money be de-
posited with " The Motor Cycle," both parties are
advised of this receipt, and upon intimation of the
arrival and acceptance of the goods, the money is

forwarded less a charge of is. for registration. The
time allowed for a decision after receipt f<f the goods is

three days. For all transactions exceeding £10 in

value, a deposit fee of 2S. 6d. is charged. All deposit
matters are dealt with at Coventry, and cheques and
money orders should be made payable to Iliffe and
Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to adv>ertlsements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
silence as an indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed ot. Advertisers often receive so

many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to

each one by post

All letters relating to advertisements must state
distinctly under what heading they appeared, and date
of issue.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE-
SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham,
and Westmoreland.

2f
h.p. Minerva, low built, brand new enr

/4 gine, Longiiemare. Brooks saddle, two
accumulators; £15 10s., or nearest offer. —
W.G., 41, Grange Road, West Hartlepool.

York and

SECTION
Lancashire.

II.

PREMIER MOTOR CO., LTD.
Aston Road, BIRMINGHAM.

Telephone 4,310. Telegrams :
" Primus, B'ham."

Ill finswerinn any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle

-J
Q08 24 h.p. new Rex Lightweight; £18.—

±*J Lord, Mountfield, Prestwich, Manches-
ter.

TRIUMPH, 1908, magneto, spring' forks,
rubber studded tyre, excellent condi-

tion ; £30.—Below.

51 h.p. Twin, with Phoenix forecarriage.
~2 chain drive, free tngine. B.B. carbu-

retter, handle-bar control, with front wheel
to convert to single; £18.—Allen Bros., 75,

Wellington Roal South. Stockport.

i Q08 5 h.p. Rex Racer, magneto, very fast,

j-fj won numerous competitions; best

offer over £25.—Heaton, Watchmaker, Ather-
ton.

41 h.p. Auto, No. 6 frame, B. and B. oar-

4 buretter. Continental. BlOO saddle,
perfect; £20.—Scale, 311, Great Western Street

Rushclme, Manchester.

i08 Triumph, in splendid condition, Sham-
rock-Excelsior tyres, lamp, horn.

and spares, new in May ; £35, no offers. —
Rev. Ellison, Fairhaven Road, St. Annes-on-
Sea.

TRIUMPH, November, 1907, 5i h.p., pei^

feet running order, all spares, new
back tyre and belt, £29; N.S.U., 3 h.p.. mag-
neto, in running order, all spares, £17.—w,
Wigan Lane, Wiga;i.

T^.D 11 h.p. Lightweight, latest model, on

X\ Eadie specially built low frame. Contin-

ental tyres, brand new, £20; also one Con-

tinental noti-skid cover, guaranteed new, 26

by 2i. 28s.—Ives, 2, Upper Newington, Liver-

pool.

"INERVA and Rex.—We carry the largest

stock of spare parts in the provinces

19°

M^
for these machines, can deliver new ma-
chines from stock at low prices; cash, ex-

change, or gradual payments; charged ac-

cumulators for hire. Is. per week.—Cookson
Bros., 511, Chester Road, Old Trafford.
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

F.N„ foTir-CTllnder, 1907 model, just en-
tirely overhauled, perfect order

throughout; £30 for immediate sale; can be
seen F.N. Motor Ag-ency, London. — Apply,
Lieut. Lewis, Chiddingstone, Kent.

1 Q07 54 h.p. Bex d©- Luxe, double baxik
A-kJ wheel, oantUever spring seat, spring
forks, lateet pattern low frame, condition
better than new, scarcely used; £22, or close
offer.—17, Kenmure Road, Hackney.

3JL h.p. N.S.U., in No. 6 Chater-Lea frame.
2 two-speed gear, pedals, short reach,

powerful motor cycle, in splendid condi-
tion throughout; £17 10s., a great bargain.
—At Wauchope'8, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street,
London.

3 h.p. Scout, Chater-Lea frame and fit-

tings, new Palmer tyres, with detach-
able tubes, complete set of spare parts, all
guaranteed in excellent condition; £zO, or
best offer.—A., c/o Plum, 102, Richmond Road,
Earl's C!ourt.

j Q07 3i h.p. Rex, magneto, spring forks,
-Lt/ very low. finished as latest models,
absolutely perfect condition, many reflne-
menta; £16; after 8 evenings, or by appoint-
ment.—Motorist, 29, Castertoh Street. Mare
Street, Hackney, London.

33. h.p. 1908 N.S.U., magneto, rubber studded
4 cover, very low, brand new condition

throughout, scarcely ridden; £30, or would
consider magneto lightweight (Motosacoche
preferred) and ca»h.—Hoffman, 60. Chiswell
Street, Finsbury Square, London.

NOT yet Delivered.—New Motosacoche, 1909
pattern, including spring forks, Price's

stand, spare belt, lamp, generator, and car-
rier, horn, complete with spares; invoiced
£36, will take £30.—For further particulars
write, A.W.O., 16, Dorset Street, E.G.

WAUCHOPE'S, of 9, Shoe Lane. E.G., is the
best source to purchase a new 1909

motor cycle; any make supplied; exchanges
arranged; careful and prompt attention at
all times.—Only address. 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet
Street, London, E.G. (off Ludgate Circus).

7 h.p. Twin Puch, 80 by 90, magneto igni-
tion, handle-bar controls, two petrol

tanks, one extra large, three pulleys, T. and
M. three-jet carburetter-, lamp, horn, and
spares, new laat SepteTiber. weight 163; ac-
cept £52 —Bright and Hayles, Churcb Street.
Camberwell.

-J
Q08 6 h.p. Twin N.S.U., two speeds, free±0 engine, magneto, spring forks, com-

plete, handle-bar control, very low, long
wheelbase. 2|in. tyres, unscratched, brand
new oondition, take sidecar anywhere; £40,
or Triumph and cash.—S., 86, Colvestone
Crescent, Dalston, London.

-J
Q08 P.N. Lightweight, hardly used, e^iartly

±K/ same as machine at Stanley Show, all
latest refinements, including spring foot-
reets and forks, magneto ignition, very pow-
erful, fast and reliable, ideal winter mount;
price, including all accessories, £25.—S.
Harris, 41, Albert Road, Stratford, E.

9 h.p. Bat, J.A.P., free engine clutch, guar-
anteed in general condition as new,

drip feed lubrication, sprung back and
front, a perfect machine for passenger work;
£35.—On sale at Wauchope's, where macliine
can be seen and tried, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet
Street, London, E.G.

WHO Would have solid value for hard
cash will at once write p.c. for Juno

motor cycle and cycle accessories list. 250
illustrated pages; lowest prices in the
trade; all latftst novelties in lamps, swan-
neck seat pins, long handle-bars, footrests,
free engine pulleys, spring forks, belts,
tyres, covers, etc.—Metropolitan Machinists'
Co., Ltd., M.C. Dept., 75, Bishopsgate Street
Without, London. E.G.

GORDON GIBSON'S famous 3^ h.p. Tourist
Trophy Triumph, winner of Brooklands

Plate, October 3rd, at 53 miles per hour,
beating 5 h.p. to 8 h.p. twins ridden by pro-
fessionals, 28 entries. This machine has had
very little use, and is in new condition, it
kas the 1909 improvements, including engrine.
lamp bracket, etc., one of the fastest and
best machines in England; £40.—Apply to
Stanton, 86, Oolvestone Crescent. Dalston,
London.

SECTION IX.

Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

PLYMOUTH Motorists. — The Plymouth
agent for the James motor cycle is

Walter Williams, x^S, Tavistock Road; book
free trial early; exchanges; deferred pay-
ments ; several second-hand bargains.

R U
contemplating the purchase of a new or second-hand
motor cycle ?

IF SO
you cannot possibly do better than to drop us a line as

to what you require and remember that it is absolutely

impossible for us to list every week our stock, but we
will willingly send vou a complete list upon request.

I We are, owing to our forethought in bookings, able

to give practically immediate delivery of 1909

V ^F.N.

ROCS.
BROWNS.
MINERYAS.

MOTO REVE.
PHELON MOORE.
VINDEC SPECIAL.
MOTOSACOCHES.
MATCHLESS.
NUMBERS.
WOLFS.

NORTONS. L.M.C. DOUGLAS
MILLS & FULFORD AND
HONTGOMEBY SIDECARS,

4 MAGNETO REXES. 4
5 h.p., spring forks and cantilever seat-

pillars ; £22 cash or exchange.

3 QUADRANTS. 3
3^ h.p., spring forks, lovely condition,

and beautiful pullers; £18 cash or

exchange.

3 TWIN REXES. 3
Spring forks, good tyres, 5 h.p. models

;

£17 cash or exchange.

1 1908 N.S.U. 1

1908 magneto, 6 h.p., Roc two-speed gear.

Winner three competitions. Absolutely

like new; £36.

2 1908 MIN RVA 2
4| h.p., spring forks, perfect order and
condition, har^ ridden ; £26 10s.

1 1908 ROC. 1

4 h.p., sprhig forks, two speeds, ball bear-

ing engine, magneto, just been thoroughly

overhauled ; £30.

YOUR CYCLE AND 80/- SECURES
it in good condition.

2 h.p. SINGER, magneto .. £9 10s.

2 h.p. QUADRANT, good tyres £9 10s.

2i h.p. JAP, Phoenix built . . £9 15s.

2 h.p. NUMBER, spray .. .. £9 10s.

Kr*/_DOWN K/ WEEKI.Y
*'*'/" AND **/ SECURES
REX, 3 h.p., vertical engine £8 10

HUMBER 2j h.p., splendid condition £10

,'UADRANT, 2 h.p., good condition £7

J .A.P., 2i h.p 89 15

WERNER, 2 h.p 69

EXCELSIOR, 3 h.p., very good tyres £10

REX, 3i h.p., 1905, 261D. wheels £13

PHCENIX, 2i h.p., good tyres £8~ff
Ml'ER, 2 h.p., splendid condition £8

For other aecessoriM and machines see other column.

NtAUDE'S MOTOR MART,Powe{lSt.,HAL^FAX
The fair fa:tors (behind the Victoria Hail).
National Telephone : 433 day, 904 night.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION X.

* Scotland.

TEIUMPH. Zh h.v.. PalmerB, £30;, E«x. 3i
h.p., magneto, £20.—Campbell, 29, Bar-

ossa Place, Pertli.

3 h.p. Fafnir, Ghater frame, Dunlopa, rub-
ber belt, non-skid on back, gr«y

enamelled, little used; bargain, £15.—
Thomas Hope, 83, Rosetta Eoad, Peebles, N.B.

HUMBER Motor Cycle, 3 h.p., chain drive.
two batteries, lamp, horn, spares; what

offers? ready for road; approval, if carriage
both ways.—H., 28, James Street, Peterhead.

BARGAIN. — 3 h.p. N.S.U., 1908, magneto.
very low and long, renewed tyree;

exceptional reliability; £22 cash, cost £57;
expert examination. — Oswell, Grammar
School, Jedburgh, N.B.

TRICARS FOR SALE.

3 h.p. Aster Engined Tricar, sprung for-

ward, slight repairs;. £8.—Smith, Hard-
wicke, Gloucester.

5 h.p. Lloyds, water-cooled, Kent three-
speed gear, good order; £22.—Quest,

Tjondon Road, Derby.

5 h.p. Twin Rex A.C Tricar, in first-class

oondition; £28.—Manuel, 140, Higham
Hill Road, Walthamstow.

23. h.p. Beeston Humber. with^apare front
4 wheel, convert bicycle, good order;

£18.—Guest, London Road, Derby.

31 h.p. Rover Tricar, in perfect condition;
2 to be sold for best offer, as buying a

larger oar.—Elliott, Sheep Street, Northamp-
ton.

41 h.p. Autoine Chater-Lea Tricar, free en-

2 gine. Palmer tyres, splendid oondition

;

£14, or exchange.—13, St. Nicholas Street, Cov-

entry.

9 h.p. 1907 Riley, two-cylinder, Longuemare.
large clutch, three speeds, and reverse,

wheel steering, four lamps, faultless condi-

tion ; £60 ; good allowance for motor bicycle.

—Ernest Cook, Foregate Press, Worcester.

ai h.p. Humber Tricar, in perfect order.
2 tyres in good order, studded band on

back, with spare back cover, pair lamps, two
accumulators, apron, and several spares;

price £20, or near offer.—Holmes, 19, Boston
Road, HanweU.
£25.—Rexette, 6 h.p., two speeds, wheel

steering, sprung all over, splendid con-

dition; also Chater-Lea tricar, 1908, three
speeds and reverse, 9 h.p., twin-cylinder

Jap engine, magneto, practically new, best

offer; seen any time.—105, Clapham Park
Road.

r h.p. Twin Kerry-Abingdon Tricar, two
O speeds, chain drive, art cane body,
tyres practically new, internal expanding
back brake, all in genuine good condition;
sacrifice £25, or exchange furniture. —
Smoothy, 436, Uxbridge Road, Shepherd's
Bush, W.

TRICAR. Rex Litette, new last May, in per-

fect running order, 5 h.p., twin-cylin-

der, water-cooled, two speeds, free engine.
Whittle belt. Palmer cord tyres on twin
wheel, nearly new; trial given; £55, or ex-

change 15 h.p. two-cylinder motor car.—Dr.
Blomfield, Hurst Green, Sussex.

3-6 h.p. Humber Smart Handsome Tricar,
latest model, two speeds, water-cooled,

large clutch, Clair silencer. Palmers front,

special heavy cover back, two-lens mirror
lamp (acetylene) front, parafln tail lamp,
two chains, Hans Renold. new, never used,

jack, two spare tubes, and clock on dash-
board; trial given; photo sent; exceptional
bargain, £35, or nearest cash offer; must
sell at once.—Bamford, Moorside, Oldham.

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
MONTGOMERY Sidecar, 26in. wheel, new

tyro, spare wheel; first 75s'. secures.—
Below.

SIDECAR Montgomery, adjustable any
side, luncheon basket, petrol tin. extra

box for tools. 26 by 2J; £4, no offers.-

Thursfield, Padiham.

MONTGOMERY Reversible Sidecar 28 by
2, Dunlop tyre, £5 10s.; also Mills and

b'ulford trailer, suitable for cycle or motor,

£4 10s.; both in perfect condition.—W. Ky€.
Teynham, Kent.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirablz that you 'nention " The Motor Cycle.
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SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
)3. h.p. Brown, juat overhauled, new cylin-

j4 dcr, piston, fcpare tyre, take sidecar
it 215 m.p.h. ; £16 10s. ; together or separate.
-26, Gregory Boulevard\ Nottingham.

[7|7HBN You
V V having
?ith a name.

Buy your Sidecar insist on
an Oakleigh. The sidecar

?itn a name. Read what the Essex Motor
)lab paper says about Oakleigh sidecars,
'ositively the best thing at the show. Write
or 1909 list. — Oakleigh Motors, Ltd., 65a,

tosendale Eoad, West Dulwich.

CARS FOR SALE.
PALMEE.—5J h.p. Baby Wolseley, two

bucket seats. Stepney, perfect; £39.

PALMER.—8 h.p. Beaufort tonneau, single-
cylinder, magneto, four-seater; any

rial ; £55.

PALMER.—7-11 h.p. Daimler waggonette,
twin-cylinder, solids, six-seater, four

ipeeds, reverse ; £19.

PALMER. - 8-10 h.p. Deschampa tonneau,
twin-cylinder, modern type, flve-seater,

lew condition; £55.

PALMER. — 12 h.p. Prick, side entrance,
twin-cylinder, entirely new car, per-

ect; £60.

PALMER.—15 h.p. Spyker, tonneau, four-
cylinder, latest model, hood, nearly

lew; £95.

PALMER.—16-20 h.p. Corre, tonneau, four-
cylinder, similar to Renault, glass

creen; £75.

PALMER.—15 h.p. Flying Darracq four-
cylinder, two-seater, low bucket aeats;

heap, £85.

PALMER.—16-24 h.p. De Dietrich, tonneau,
four-cylinder, magneto, splendid, fast,

eliable car; £95.

PALMER—16-22 h.p. Gladiator, side en-
trance, four-cylinder, Hele-Shaw type

lutch, Krebs; £140.

PALMER.—15 h.p. Flying Darracq, tonneau,
hood, screen; £125.—L. N. Palmer, 190.

fellison Road, Tooting. Telephone, 208,
treatham.

rRISOCIABLE, single, or double, comfort-
able, clean, steers and starts car like.

-Walker, Lutterworth.
'1 b.p. Humberette, two-seater, in splen-
»2 did condition; low figure; buying a
irger car.—Apply, H. Elliott. Sheep Street,
orthampton.

RENAULT, 4i-6 h.p. De Dion engine, two or
four-seater, good condition, very re-

lable; any trial or examination; £35.—B.,
5, The Chase, Clapham, S.W.

^MALL Two-seater 5-6 h.p. Humber, new
J Cape hood, lamps, and spares, grand
ondition throughout; magneto cycle part;
;36.—48, Londesborough Road, Stoke New-
Qgton, N.

HAPNIR Four-cylinder 10-12 h.p. Two-seater,
L ignition E.I.C. distributer, hood, lamps,
11 complete; sell, or consider tricar part
ayment. — Williams, Ufton Court, Bourne
Ind, Bucks.

aUMBERETTE, 6i h.p., three speeds and
reverse, just overhauled, new gears,

ood, screen, lamps, tools, elck, spare valves
overs, tubes; £48.—Tate, draper, Menston,'
ear Leeds.

1 h.p. Water-cooled De Dion-Eagle Eun-
J about, two speeds, free engine, silent
hams, splendid condition, spares; sacrifice
;35.—Barber, 17, Galena Road, King Street
lammersmith.

JUMBEE. 12 - 16 h.p., four-cylinder, two-
-X seater (buckets), long wheelbase, very
ist painted French grey, racing model
ondition equal to new; £125.-26, Offerton
fane, Stockport.

h.p. Vindec Runabout. WTiittle belt, ad-
justable pulley, magneto, spring front,

tudded steel tyres, just the machine for
Jrty weather, fitted with leather mud
luelds. condition as' new; £40.—Gwynne
niite Lodge, Creliton Eoad, Hampstead.

'

DOVER, Cars. — You never know what a
r

skid means when you drive a Rover
low the days of muddy roads are here areou not thinking of the pleasures that
rould be yours if you owned a car? Write
IS for the amount we will allow you forour skiddy mount, in exchange for a Rover
t £135.—Louis Davis and Son. Moseley Bir-
Qingham. j-. i

The Halifax Motor Exchange
wishes all their clienta

A Happy and Prosperous New Year

and an immimiiy fcoin tyre anU eugiike trouble

during the coining seaauo.

1909
Rexes.
N.8-U-
PHELON
and MOORi^
TRIUMPH*,

will be supplied for cash or on exchange
terms as previously.

Six 1907 5i h.p. REX DE LUXE, Rm dutch,
magneto, twin tyre, sprinc torkt, iwnnf teat,

handle starting. Best sidecar macnlm on the
market. £2T lOs. Guaranteod.

00 nniAfU '*^!rto«rM«ehlnes.

Ad UUnn .r."spr.».
^i h.p. 1906 QUADRANT, spring forks .. C17 10

3 h.p. QUADRANT, spray, spring forks .. £18
3 h.p. LLOYD'S. 26 xailn. Palmert £18 10

4 h.p. ANTOINE, verUcal, M.O.V.. spray £16

2i h.p. MINERVA, nne condition, M.O.V. £18 10
3 h.p. CLYDE, magneto, vertical, spraf .. £15
4 h.p. ANTOINE, 26 X 2Jin. tyre* £16 10

3lh.p. CENTAUR, free engine, M.O.V £16
2I h.p. F.N., special frame, torpedo tank .. £12 10
3 h.p. HUMBER, spray, good cUmber .... £10 10

3i b.p. REX, 22in. frame, trembler coll .... £11 10
24 h.p. MINERVA, 26 X2in.. spray, vertical £11 10
3 h.p. BROWN, spray, guaranteed £12 10
4 h.p. ATELIER, long bars, low saddle .. £13 10

31 h.p. EXCELSIOR, spray, tremblef' coll £10 10
2} h.p. COVENTRY EAGLE, vertical spray £10

3I h.p. Two-speed REX, suit sidecar £13 10
2| h.p. F.N.. liebt. low. smart appearance.. £12

2i h.p. CLEMENT, very low, good order .. £11
2} h.p. KERRY, spray, low, reliable mount £10 10
24 h.p. HASKARD, spray, smart £11 10
2 h.p. PEUGEOT yghtweight, smart .... £9 10
4 h.r. CORONET. M.O.V., tyres as new .. £16
3 h.p. ROTHWELL, M O.V., very powerful £14
<l h.n REX, spray, 22in. frame £10 10

3j h.p. WERNER, iighi and low £13 10
3 h.p. CUNARD, vertical, fine Palmen . . £12

2i h.p. BROWN, vertical, spray £11 10
2| h.p. HOBART, smart, spray £12
2\ h.p. PEBOK, free engine, little used £12

Brand new [908 3J b.p. REX, magneto ignition,

ball bearing engine, and handle-bar control, 38 guiuea
machiat. Best cash offer secures.

'

1908 Mag. Twin REX, little use
Twin-cyiinder BERKELEY, very low ....
1907 Twin REX, best cash offer.

5 h.p. Twin VINDEC, magneto, Truffanlt

5J h.p. Twin REX, new tyres, black finish

s h.p. Twin ZENITH BICAR
Twin-cylinder FAIRY, very smart
6 h.p. Twin REX and sidecar
Twin KERRY, Chater Lea, with sidecar ..

5 J h.p. Twin REX, magneto, 1907
4-5 h.p. Twin ALCYON, N.S U., two-speed
5 h.p. SAROLEA, long frame
6 h.p. Twin ANTOINE, R.O.M. ignition

£26 10

£18

£29
£17 17

£20
£16
£20
£22 10

£22
£20
£18 18
£22

O'T /fS deposit, and 5/- weekly, secares one of**/*' these in running order.

ij h.p. MINERVA, spray carbureiter £6 10
2 h p. RALEIGH, spray carburetter £8 10
t'j h.p. QUADRANT, aluminium finish £6 10
2 h.p. QUADRANT, aluminium finish £8
2 h.p. HUMBER, spray carburetter £8
2} h.p. ROYAL, spray carburetter £9 C

2j h.p. maf^eto ."^INGER £9
2 h.p. A. v., spi ay, good order £8 10

The Halifax Motor Exchange,
^ Agents REX and N.S.U., new models.

16, Westeate, Halifax.
Telephone.' 766. Telegrams.* "Perfection '

Monster list of second-hand and 1908 new machines
on application.

1908 3i Magneto REX, Roc two speed .. £28 10
IQ08 MOTOSACOCHE, splendid ooodttioa .. £19 10

1907 3J h.p. Magneto REX, spring forks .... £19 10

4 h.p. Magneto ROC, Roc clutch, very Vow .. £24
3 h.p. TRIUMPH, magneto £24 10

3 h.p. TRIUMPH, spring forks £21
3 h.p. SINGER, belt drive. HT magneto .,£20
34 h.p. MINERVA. H.T. magneto £18 10

3j h.p. Magneto REX Racer, a flier £25
3j h.p. 1906 RE.X, spring torks. long bars .... £15 10

3j h.p. MINERVA. M.O.V., vertical, spray .. £16 10

CARS FOR SALE.
i C^ h.p. Flying Darracq, 1905. tonneau, push
JLO pedals, screen, in splendid order; £90
—Below.

8-10 h.p. Rexette, three seats, car tyree. in
splendid condition; £37 lOs.—Below.

-( Q - 24 h.p. Belsize, four-cylinder, side en-
-LO trance, screen, hood, five lamps, Step-
ney, splendid condition; £145.—Below.

Q/1 h.p. Mutel. four-cylinder, tonneau.
Ztrt pressed steel frame, perfect order:
bargain, £80.—Below.

Orv h.p. Milnes-Daimler Four-cylinder Lan-
L\j daulet, honeycomb, magneto, excel-
lent order ; £65.—Below.

\ A-12 h.p. Peugeot, tonneau, honeycomb.
±U tv

Below.
two ignitions, hood, fine order; £80.—

-J
C\ h.p. Panhard, type tonneau. thre*^

-LU speeds, fine running order; £36.
Below.

8
low.

h.p. M.M.C., two-seater, three speeds and
reverse, in very good order; £29.—Be-

6
1 h.p. Swift, De Dion engine, two-seater.
2 suitable doctor's car ; £45.—Below.

61 h.p. Darracq, tonneau, very smart; bar-
2 gain, £29.—Eclipse Engineering and

Motor Company, 255, Earlsfield Eoad, Wands-
worth. 'Pho \e, 1135, Putney.

GLADIATC I, 10-12 h.p. Aster engine, two-
seater, sacrifice £45; Humber, 12-14 h.p..

two-seater, juat been re-painted, recently
fitted with all new grooved Dunlop tyres,
two spare tyres, tubes, fine set of lamps,
etc.; sacrifice £70.—Chauffeur, The Cottage,
Melbourne Lodge, Queen's Walk, Ealing.

£70.—Comfortable little four-seater Decau-
ville two-cylinder car, four speeds and

reverse, direct drive on top speed, Dunlop
grooved tyres, two spare covers and tube,
lamps and tools, dark green, yellow wheels,
in sulendiJ running order; photo.—Add -ess.
H. Hazlewood, Hazledene Villa, Earlsdoa»
Coventry.

-J
Q08 8-9 h.p. Twin-cylinder Laurin and

X«J Klement, two-seater, absolutely per-
fect condition, magneto, thermosyphon,
very fast, exceptionally powerful, perfectly
reliable; any convincing trial given; great
bargain, £96; motor cycle or tricar part
payment.—86, Colvestone Crescent, Dalaton,
London.

ROVER 8 h.p. Two-seater, in really tip-top
condition throughout, good hill-climber

and most reliable, wire wheels, full set ol
tools and spares. Alpha head lamp and Lucas
side and tail lamps, electric horn, spare
cover and tubes; trial run by appointment;
£115, or near offer.—Box No. 1.209. The Motor
Cycle Offices, Coventry.

MOTOR EXPERTS.

W. W. GENN.—Every description of motor&
overhauled, repaired, or built to

order; any make supplied ; old machines
part payment; write for particulars of any
spring seat-pillar; also 3i h.p. Fafnir, Chan-
ter-Lea parts. Dunlops, at 25 guineas.—Gap
Road, Wimbledon.

TUITION.
"OTOR Car Driving Taught in one month.

-Particulars, 1,385, The Motor Cycle
Offices, Coventry.

INSURANCE.
PLEASE send for full cov.>ring Motor Cycle

Policy, from 19s. per annum.—Bass, In-
surance Broker, Ongar.

PLEASE Write to Hugh J. Boswell, luBur-
ance Broker, Norwich, for particulars

of motor cycle insurance.

ACCUMULATORS.
A CCUMULATORS Going Cheap ; take coile

1\. part payment. — United Accumulator
Co.. 50, Mistress Lane, Armley. Leeds

A CCUMULATORS Repaired promptly, any
2\. make; reasonable charges, best work;
estimates given; full value for your old
<»'^f>umulator in exchan'^e for our new
" Mayfair " accumulators; special 15 amp..
10s. 6d. : 20 amp., 15s.; guaranteed one year.
—Fellows, 49, Hertford Street. Mayfair.

answering any of these advertisements it is deairahle that you m-ention "The Motor Cycle."
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A ee Dee Specialities.

BEE STAND.

strong and Light.

Simple and Reliable.

Operated by Foot Action

Price Reduced to 10/-

By Post.. 10/6.

TEE BEE ROADSIDE LAMP BRACKET.
Everyonie should carry

this Accessory.

Price 1/-bypost1/1i

TENSION WIRE CLIP
Holds the wire clear ol the

Engine.

TEE BEE HIGH

Uselul for testing spark.

Price 6cl., by Post Td.
Get the " Tee Bee " Booklet.

Any Cycle or Motor Agent will supply Tee Bee
Specialities.

MAKERS—

TEIVIPLETON BROS., '''
^^'"tLAlioow

"SIMPLEX"
PATENT

BELT FASTENERS
i> it it lin. 1/- each all sizes.

i

lEWARB OF COLOURABLE IMITATIONS I

Sole Patentees and Manofaotareri

:

HERWIN, CANNY & CO.,
86, William Street,

WOOLWICH, LOMDOM, S.B.

B
MISCELLANEOUS.

OOTH.—Wide mudguards, with stays and
screws-; 3in., 2s. lid.; 4in., 39. 6d.

BOOTH. — 500 Fuller's Midget plain coils.
10s. 6d. ; 200 Puller's Midget trembler

coils, 17s. 6d.

BOOTH takes your old ooil in part pay-
ment; part with troublesome coils.

BOOTH. — Puller accumulators, 20 amp.,
17s.; Rex type, 168.; Minerva, 168.;

Midget, 168.

BOOTH.—5s. 6d. allowed for your old accu-
mulator in part payment for Pullers.

BOOTH.—50 pairs Xl'all spring forks; im-
mediate delivery ; N.A.B. seat-pillar,

3s. 6d.

BOOTH. — Long motor cycle handle-bars,
heavy gauge, best quality plating;

5s. 6d.

BOOTH.-
h.p.,

3s. 3d.

-Silent silencers, for engines to 5

very efficient, no back pressure

;

Booth's Motories,

BOOTH.—Pram€8, £1 5s.; wheels, 9s. 6d.
pair; plain coils, 2s. lid.; trembler

coils, 5s. 6d.

BOOTH.—Send for list of oddments, speed
gears, tanks, etc.; clearance bargains.

BOOTH.—Rex pattern handle-bars, drop
ends, 6s. 6d. ; swan-neck pillars, heavy

made, plated 4s. 6d. -

Charles Street, Halifax.

GENT'S Heavy Frieze Motor Coat, never
worn, 42in. chest ; exceptional bargain,

298. 6d.—26, Offerton Lane, Stockport.

ALVASTON Bargains.-Brand new Star
Double-cylinder (only), latest type,

M.O.V., never used, perfect, 3iin. bores; 30s.

ALVASTON Bargains.—Patent Rover float
feed carburetter, suit 12-20 h.p., brand

new, perfect; accept 25s.

ALVASTON Bargains.—3 h.p. Simms water-
cooled motor, M.O.V., sound; £4 lOs.,

rare bargain.

ALVASTON BARGAINS.—Fit-all two-speed
gear, as new, suit any cycle; £3 lOs.;

first wire secures; guaranteed perfect.

ALVASTON Bargains. — Two water-cooled
heads, for 64 h.p. Asters, new; 22s. 6d.

each.

ALVASTON Bargains. — Look!! Semi-
limousine top. with curved glass panels

at rear, detachable wind screen, all fasten-
ings, luggage rail on top, polished mahogany
ceiling; cost £35, suit any large car; abso-
lutely thrown away for £4; bargain for
someone; ideal for winter.

ALVASTON Bargains.-5 h.p. Marine motor,
new, with starting handle and silencer

only, first-class design; £8 158.. half cost;
seen any time.—Alvaston Motors, Derby.

EVERYTHING made in tanks and Radi-
ators except a fortune. — Write for

prices, A. Phillips, 112, Lynton Road, Ber-
mondsey.

WORKSHOP Contents, including benches,
vices, tools, and numerous parts;

reasonable offer; going abroad.—207, Peck-
ham Rye.

GIRDER Head Frame, tank, 2J h.p. en-
gine, stand-carrier, chain wheel, crank,

pedals : cash offers. — C. Pickering. George
Street, Tamvcorth.

DYNAMO, 10 volt 20 amp., circular, com-
pound, four-pole, enclosed; £12, cost

nearly £20; photo, stamp.—Smith, 178, Gar-
nett Street, Bradford.

8 h.p. Petrol Portable engine, handy man
type, £10. or exchange; also 3 h.p. Faf-

nir motor cycle, £9. a bargain.—Ernest R.
Cole, Roxholme, Sleaford, Lines.

complete
, - . -Jgs. e^;n., 30s.;

silencer, 4s.; two valves. 3s. each; all as new,
off 1907 34 h.p. Rex.—Grindell, 128, Coltman
Street. Hull.

CAPE Hoods, direct from the manufac-
turers, from £3 10s. ; wind screens from

£2 10s.; sample material and measurement
forms on application.—Universal Hood Co:,
37, Chestergate, Stockport.

NEW Unused Davison Tank, aluminium,
gold lined, petrol gauge, drain tap,

levers, four compartments, sacrifice 30s.

;

Eowden back brake, new, fit any motor, 10s.
—12. Market Square, Horsham.

FOE Sale, cylinder only, 20s.

;

with piston, valves, rings.

NO

CHARGING

CLEAN

AND DRY

1909
NEW CATALOGUE,

OF THE

H.H. COMPLETE SYSTEM OF

Dry Battery Ignition,

Now Ready.

THE ONLY SYSTEM FOR WINTER RIDERS.
FREE ON APPLICATION to the

SOLE CONCESSIONNAIRES—

A. H. HQfiT,

115-U7, CannsnSt, LONDON, E.C.

BELL

Tambourongs
(Reg. Des. No. 531871.)

"Sweep a clear road."

This TREMENDOUS IMPROVEMENT
consists of a bra,ss gong suspended by
rubber to a steel frame to obtain the
utmost resonance. It sounds like a
FIRE ALARM. Works on the now
well-known system of the "Tambou-
rong."

Pnce 2/- each belL

„ 1/6 „ ordinary.

MOTOR CYC-ISTS—write for

Pocket Soldering Outfit 3/6
Oleo Magneto Plug, Type No. iD 3/-
Oleo Terminal 1/-

Prince Pocket Lamp and Cigar
Lighter ; . . . 2/6

Vulcan Cigar Lighter (lights in

a hurricane) 1/6

LEO RIPAULTcfeCO.
64a, POLAND STREET, W.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle."
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A GOOD
F^ESOLUTION FOR

1909.
' HIE THEE UNTO

Eric S. Myers,
And commune with him as to that

rRIUMPH
MOTOR BICYCLE

(Now in stock.

If you are bent on having tiie

BEST—band your steps to the

"lyiO WORRY DEPOT,"

52, Manningham Lane,

BRADFORD.

YOU CAN
RETREAD
YOUR OWN

TYRES
PLAIN OR

NON-SKID
IN A FEW MINUTES.

LOMAX TYRE COMPANY,
(Dept. Y), BIRMINGHAM.

UBRIO CYLINDER OILS.
r uMng these lubricnnt'c, HARD STARTING, the
jear of winter riding is abolished. A trial willeoa-
e you.

iRT, t/3, i GALL, 2/-, GALL. 4/-. Carriage paid.

ISRIO HAND CLEANSER, the greatest disoov«ry
le age. Saad for testing sample and particuteBS
1

—

.UBRIO CHEMICAL CO., BIL8T0N, STAFFS.

MISCELLANEOUS.
MOTOR Cycle Head Lamp and separate

generator, Rushmore pattern, guaran-
teed, price 25s 6d.: Triumph pattern motor
cycle born, our price 8s.—The Victoria Gar-
age and Electrical Uo., Ltd., Coventry.

READERS having Photographic Apparatus
for sale should advertise in " Photo-

graphy and Focus " Emporium : id. per
word minimum 9d.—Address, " Photography
and Focus" Offlc&s, 20, Tudor Street, London.
E.G.

I

-J
n-12 h.p. Regal, five-seater, four speeds

|

J_U and reverse, Mutel engine, lamps, i

and all spares. £80; 21 h.p. De Dion tricycle, i

£5; 1908 lightweight Rex, not done 100 miles, I

£19.—Groves, plumhe". 1, Church Street, Ed-
j

monton.

THREE Speeds, free engine pulleys, £2 5s.;

adjustable and free engine pulleys, £1
15s.; free engine pulleys. £1 5s. ; adjustable
pulley, 15s.; all guaranteed, 1909 models.—
New Nonpareil Motor Fittings, Ashtree Koad.
Stirchley, Birmingham.

POWER is what everyone wants to-day.—
Low h.p engine-j converted or ex-

changed for higher h.p.; new and second-
hand engines in stock. 2i h.p. up ; re-boring
and repairs a speciality 11 years' experi-
ence.—The Record Motor Co., Coventry.

TERMINALS made of heavy gauge copper,
high and low tension ; no need to run

nut or screw right ou< to make connection

;

self-locking; no lock nuts or screws; send
7d. P.O. for one dozen assorted.—Rou.=ie Bros,

and Coles, 576, Streatham High Road, S.W.

PULLEYS for any motor. De Dion, M.M.C..
6s. 6d.; Antoine, Kelecom, N.S.U., 5s.

9d. ; Peugeot, Brown, 5s.; Triumph, Fafnir,

Sarolea, Minerva, 4s. 9d.: Rex. 5s. 9d. and
4s 9d.: plated, guaranteed; carriage paid.

—J. Perkins, 299, High Road, Leyton, Lon-
don.

DUST Screens, for tricars and sidecars
(reaistered); they make winter motor-

ing a pleasure; beautifully made, only 19s.

6d.; spring fork attachments, 7s. 6d.; 2-3

h.p. new Quadrant engine, £3 10s.; 5 h.p.

twin Hamilton engine, with carburetter, £5
10s.; brand new Chater-Lea coll, 7s.—Tay-
lors, Motor Works, Edmonton.

BARGAINS.-Mabon Clutch, fit Peugeot,
35s.; Lucas Acetyphote, 7s. 6d.; DunhiU

speed Indicator, fork fitting, 5s. ; Millennium
stand. 3s. 6d. ; |in. Watawata belt. 5s.; large
brass car horn, as new, 10s. ; twin Rotax
trembler, perfect, 10s.; 4 volt. 30 amp. Dlnin
accumulator, 12s. ; pocket voltmeter, P. and
R., new, 4s.; 20 by 21 belt rim. lln. belt, 2s.

6d. ; two E.I.C. magneto plugs, new, 28. 6d.

each. — Cowley, 335, Edgware Road. London,
W.
CASH Bargains.-Prested 12 amp. accumu-

lators. 9s. 6d. ; two-way switches, 2s.

;

J.B.D. silencers, 4s. 6d.; searchlight lamps,
with separate generator, 22s.; volt or amp-
meters, 4s. 6d. ; large double - twist horns,
58. 6d.; belt fasteners, 8d. ; belt punches. Is.

3d.; ratchet plated control levers. Is. 6d.;
belting, best quality leather, V., gin.. |in.,

gin., at 8d., lOd., Is. per foot; rubber and
canvas, lin.. Is. 2d. per foot ; motor
cycle covers, wired edge. 26 by 2, 2J, and 1\,

lis. 6d. ; 28 by 2, 2J, and 2i, 123. 6d. ; beaded
edge 2s extra; Clincher motor cycle tubes
26 by 2S, 6s. 9d.; Macintosh tubes, 26 by 2i,

and 28 by 2, 6s. 9d. ; Clincher A Won motor
cycle covers, BJ]., 28 by 2i, 21s.: approval
against cash.—Bastone, 215 and 217, Penton-
ville Road, King's Cross, London, N. Tele-
phone, 2481, North.

TRADE ADVERTISEMENTS.
CLEMENT-GARRARD Genuine Parts.—Sole

English Agent, Frank Walters, 82, New
Street. Birmingham.
CLEMENT - GARRARD Interchangeable

Parts. — The Garrard-Maxfleld Motor
Co.. Aston Road Birmingham.

WHY Pay More? — Adjustable pulleys
from 8s.; plain pulleys, from 48.;

pistons, from 7s.; re-bushing, from 12s. 6d.;
satisfaction guaranteed; list fi'ee.—Lee, En-
gineer, 18, Somerset Road. Edmonton.

cc PEUGEOT"
ENGINES.

FOR

Speed, Reliability, Power.
1907

TOURIST TROPHY WINNERS
(Twin-cylinder class) and 1908.

Full particulars, with list of Genuine
Spare Parts and Picture P.C., on

applicatioa.

J. TAYLOR, 318, Percy Road,

BIRMIMGHAM.

wm Hias

wm LARGE & SMALL
FOR ALL TRADES.

: ONEOr THE PIONEERS, OF
/VNK ALUMINIUM CAST/NGS.

rS&ES 219, COSWELL ROAD,
V-' tONOON. E.G.

TOO LATE
FOR CLASSIFICATION.

WANTED, rigid sidecar and cash, in ex-
change tor 24 h.p. Ariel motor cycle;

offers.—1, Chlchele Mansions, Cricklewood.
N.W.

FOR Sale, Goodrich rubber non-skid cover,
810 by 90, in good order; £2.—Bates,

cycle agent, Rushden.

GUARANTEED Tyres, 28in. by 2m.. beaded
edge, best manufacture, 98.; unobtain-

able elsewhere under double this price;
astonishing value; approval.—Motor Supply^
22, Hall Street, Southport.

FOR Sale, 21 h.p. Minerva, 1907, new, not
ridden two hundred miles- £16.—22»

tiall Street. Southport.

WANTED, second - hand b«oks, motor
cycles, cars. — Schofieid, Ruthvale,

Manse Road, Motherwell.

FOR Sale, twin Rex de Luxe, bought July,
1908, two-speed gear, twin tyres back

wheel, handle-bar control, carrier, toolbag
and kit tyres unpunctured, everything best
condition, very little used; what offers?—
1,444, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

FOR Sale, F.N., li h.p., 1908, £35 standard
lightweight, bought last June, little

used, spring- forks, magneto, good hill-

climljer, ideal winter bicycle ; only sold as
buying touring machine; £25.—Dr. Darley,
Westhaddon, Rugby.

WHITTLE'S.—1908 Roc. 4 h.p.. M.O.V.. Mili-
tary model, magneto, two speeds,

clutch, footboards, excellent order; £26.

WHITTLE'S—Roc, 3J h.p., magneto, clutch.
Brooks 100 saddle, beautiful condition;

cheap, £18 10s.

WHITTLE'S.—Clyde, 3 h.p., mas-neto, ver-
tical. M.O.V.. Simms engine, grand

order; bargain, £11 lis.

WHITTLE'S.—Rover, 3i h.p., M.O.V.. com-
plete, lamp, all accessories, splendid

condition ; cheap. £10 15s.

WHITTLE'S.—Humber. 3 h.p.. perfect run-
ning order: cheap. £6 15s.—41, Skel-

brook Street. Earlsfield, Wandsworth.

An AMERICAN Motor Cycle Paper,

"Motor Cycle Illustrated."
PUBLISHED TWICE A MONTH, 1st and 15tb

Sutascfip-fcaon, Z2 sl v^^*^''-

Address: MOTOR CYCLE PUBLISHING CO.
299. BROADWAY N.\ CITY

•USEFUL HINTS ANDTIPS
for AUTO-

MOBiLISTS''

Third Edition Revised and Enlarged

As VALUABLE to the MOTOR CYCLIST as to the CAR OWNER
PRICE 2/6 NET. ROST FREE 2/10

The Offices of "THE MOTOR CYCLE." 20, Tudor St., Londcu. E-C.
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1909 Handle-bar Controlled

CARBURETTER.
Some of its Features :

EFFICIENCY, LIGHTNESS, STRENGTH,
DUUABILITY, AND ADAPTABILITY.

Supplied complete, ready
to lit any machine. The
length of cabling required,
and the diameter of cylin-
ders only need be given.
Supplied for 1907 or 1908
''Triumphs," and caii be
fitted without any altera-
tion to any of the existing
parts.

A Custotner writes:
" My machine, with vour Handle-

bar Controlled Carburetter fitted, is
streets ahead of any other, and as for
the handle-bar control—well, with
apologies to the Waverley Pen
people, it is a boon and a blessing to
motor cyclists."

Can be seen at :

13, Cecil Court, Ciiaring Cross Road,
W.C. (Mr. Carscnter). 3, West Regent
Strieet, Glasgow (Wr. Trevor). And
at Messrs. Brown Bros., East Londo 1

Rubber Coy., aid the Service Coy..
.^^.„

' High Hoiborn, W.C.

Write for Booklet to

BROWN & BARLOW, LllVliTED. °^f°^r«^!7fj".

Lincoln Elk LiDhtweiDht
3 H.|3.

i^19 lOs. !

Splendid hall clim!b£r. Wii! go at 40 miiss an hour.

Ths mmi mar^ellQm vaSue ever offered in motors.

MADE THROUGHOUT ON THE FREMISES,

LBNCOLNSHaRE M.C.C. RELIASIUTY TR3AL.

Four Lincoln Elks were entered. All i~ot through
without engine troubles. Two (one driven by Mr.
A. Harrison, a novice) were in tlie best five.

KIRBY & EDWARDS,
BROADGATE, I.INCOI.N.

Seventeen Years' Reputation.

Send for catalogue. Telephone: 2Y5.

London Agaiits- Messrs. PR30E & CO., 11, Mount PCeasant E.C.

TBSAMA

7 THORNES PATENT

PUNCTURE
"

PROOF

rh? way to reduce vour tvre expenditure is to fit a Thome's
Patent Steel-woven Tyre to vour Motor Cycle. This tyre reaily is
Puncture-procF, and for quality and durability cannot be
excelled, as was shown bv the condition of the tyre, run ovei-
10,000 miles, we exhibied at the Stanley Show.

Write for full information and particulars to
TESAMA LTD., Sole Concessionnaires. 6. Maior Street, Manchester.

d

After T Years
^saaoBemm

Dec. 8tli.

Milford,
Co. Carlow.

Perhaps you will remember I got a 24 h.p.
jMotor Bicycle from you about «even years ago.
I was riding it to-day and got a bad side-
slip and broke the driving axle to whioli tlie

pedak are attached in two, and should b^
obliged if you would send me a now one as
soon as possible as I am badly in need of
the machine. I might mention the machine
has been doing very well, and esi>ect to be
up yoiu- way after Xmas, when I will call in
on you as there are two or three small
things want seeing to.

(Signed) F. E. BAYLEY.

Sole Londox & District Agents—
Service Co., Ltd., 292, High Hoiborn, W.C.

Phclon & Moore, L«^'
CLECKHEATON, Yorks.
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To those who prefer

a Lightweight
the if h.p. F.N. just fits the requirements of the man
who is particular—the man who has studied motor
cycling and knows what goes to make a modern machine
as near perfection as is possible.

There's an air of satisfaction about the owner of

an F.N. Lightweight. Notice the confidential way he
sets out for a ride. Obsen^e him in any place where
motor cyclists congregate, and you'll find after his

criticism of machines about him he returns with pride

to his own mount.

This is not rhetoric, it is the outcome of

observation.

The F.N. if h.p. Lightweight is built by mechanics
mider the supervision of authorities who have to please

Government requirements.

It is just right in weight, has a wonderfully
flexible engine and attains a speed of anything from a
crawl to well above the limit.

Its spring forks are a revelation in shock absorb-
ing devices, and its movable pulley allows belt adjust-

ment without dismounting.

Its frame is compact, neat, and built with just the

right leg stretch, and to the man, professional or other-

wise, who wants a machine that will take him there

and back, there is nothing ever been built that for

efficiency and thorough reliability approaches the handy
and durable F.N. if h.p. Lightweight at

J^J^t^m
/^

THE F.N. MOTOR AGENCY, lOS, Gt. Portland St., London, W.
Telephone—Gerrard 8048. Telegrams—" Efenmo, Londoa."

Repair Works: Kelv'n Rotid, Highbury, N.

THE F.N. MOTOR DEPOT, 43, Palmcrston Read, Boscombe.
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